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RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS.

WE publish in another column the rules of some of

the important railroad lines, relative to the trans-

portation of dogs. Many of the lines, it will be noticed,

make no charge for carrying dogs and on the others the

rates are reasonable. It is not many years Bince the man
with a dog was looked upon by many a baggage-master

as his legitimate prey—a sort of private gold mine which

was worked for all it was worth—and not least among
the items of expense to be considered by the would-be

pleasure seeker in distant Eldorados, where game
abounded, was the cost of transporting his dog. We
hare, scores of times, heard sportsmen declare that the

extortionate charges of such harpies of the rail alone pre-

vented them from visiting game resorts in distant places.

It was not the actual expense incurred that prevented

them from taking the trip, so much as the feeling that

they were being robbed. The sportsman as a rule is

liberal^-often prodigal—in distributing coin to those who
minister to his pleasure and never more so than when
the recipient has shown kindness to his four-footed com-
panion; but when cash was demanded, often insolently,

for scant favor, the most liberal sportsman rebelled.

Often the profitless discussion that followed stirred up
feelings that were anything but conducive to the state of

mind that is so essential to the enjoyment of a pleasure

trip, and no doubt the recollection of these unpleasant

episodes often proved an important factor in determining

the route to be chosen for the next outing, and in many
cases, as above stated, distant journeys were entirely

abandoned. It is satisfactory to note that on many lines

the old order of things has been changed, and the man
with a dog can now travel in comparative safety from
extortionate demands and with the assurance that his

companion will receive proper care.

Railroad managers, as a rule, are good business men
and are generally wide awake to the interests of their

calling, and as soon as they learn that there is money in

it. there is no fear that the man with a dog will not

receive the consideration that he is entitled to.

THE BLAC& BASS.

IF we may accept the signs of the times, the black bass

is the coming game fish of this country. This is not

saying that in the qualities of a game fish it excels the

trout and the salmon. It is rather to assert that more

people fish for bass than for salmon. His followers—and

devoted followers they are—out-number and out-vote the

adherents of trout and all other fresh-water fish com-

bined. For one thing, the bass is more accessible than

the others. People can find time and opportunity to meet

him at home. Bass fishing comes best when the general

vacation time is here, and when it is convenient for men
to "get away" from business and go fishing.

"We pay a fittting tribute to this game fish in the nine

pages devoted to his honor to-day. The material here given

if put into book form, and set in ordinary book type, would

make an octavo volume of a hundred pages or more,

constituting a manual of instruction and chapters of

entertainment to the bass angler. We trust that our

angling readers will find this special number " to their

pleasement," to borrow a phrase from "Kingfisher."

There is a variety of material to suit all tastes ; but full

and rich as these pages are they do not contain all that

we had in hand for to-day. In fact, there is left over,

simply for lack of space even in our enlarged issue,

sufficient material for another black bass number ; and

these papers will be given from time to time as we can

provide the way.

SNAP SHOTS.

IN the bill admitting Wyoming Territory to Statehood,

as passed in the House, no reference whatever was
made to the Yellowstone National Park, which as is

well known, lies for the most part in Wyoming. This

omission the friends of the National Park were quick to

notice and to bring to the attention of the Senate. Mr.

Manderson, of Nebraska, always a consistent advocate of

the National Park, has from the beginning said that he

would see that a proper amendment should be inserted in

that bill when it came to the Senate. The amendment,

which we print below, appears to be carefully drawn and

to meet all the requirements of the case. It reads as

follows:

Provided, That nothing in this act contained shall repeal or

affect any act of Congress relating to the Yellowstone National

Park, or the reservation of the Park as now defined, or as may be

hereafter defined or extended, or the power of the United States

over it; and nothing contained in this act shall interfere with the

right and ownership of the United States in said Park and reser-

vation as it now is or may hereafter be defined or extended by

law; but exclusive jurisdiction in all cases whatsoever shall be

exercised by the United States, which shall have exclusive con-

trol and jurisdiction over the same; but nothing in this proviso,

contained shall be construed to prevent the service within said

Park of civil and criminal processes lawfully issued by the au-

thority of said State; and the said State shall not be entitled to

select indemnity school lands for the sixteenth and thirty-sixth

sections that may be in said Park reservation as I he same is now
defined or may be hereafter defined.

The Philadelphia Times, of July 13, contained an inter-

esting sketch stated to be "from a correspondent of the

rimes," written from Anglesea, N. J., July 11, and des-

criptive of "good gunning at Anglesea with Italian Joe."

The paper is nothing more nor less than the sketch en-

titled, "Italian Joe and de Plov'," prepared originally

and expressly for the Forestand Strkam, and published

in our "Western Number," of June 12. Joe is simply

tiansported to Anglesea and made to decoy his plover on

New Jersey marshes. The Times has evidently been im-

posed upon by the Anglesea correspondent, who likewise

shows himself to be an impudent thief.

The Rutland, Vt., Fish and Game Club held its second

banquet at the Berwick, Rutland, last evening. These

social gatherings of anglers and sportsmen appear to be

growing in popularity in this country. In Great Britain

there are hundreds of them annually.

An esteemed correspondent who believes in a wood-

cock open season for New York beginning Sept. 1 and
closing Nov. 15, takes us to task for what he is pleased to

term our "lamentation as to shutting off August wood-

cock shooting," We have not lamented that at all,

What we have deprecated and do deprecate is the man-
ner in which the change was made. The Attorney-Gen-

eral's office declares that the word "woodcock" was
smuggled into a bill, which the Legislature in passing it

thought referred only to grouse. Now good law or bad
law, there is no excuse for legislative forgery. Better

lose our game altogether and have done with it than to

protect it by "hugger-muggery." If we cannot care for

our game by legitimate methods and equitable dealing,

it may as well go. A man must be daft on saving the

woodcock if he can approve or condone that rottenness

which must pervade the Capitol at Albany when game
laws are tampered with in this way. The question of

right open and close seasons for any bird or for all birds

is less important than it is to make sure that whatever

law is enacted shall be put on the statute books by meth-
ods open, fair and honest. And the principle involved is

precisely the same whether the law applies to capital

punishment or to shooting woodcock.

The inter-State commerce bill, which passed the Senate

May 29, related only to liquors. Last Tuesday the House
adopted in place of the Senate bill a substitute reading

as follows: "That whenever any article of commerce is

imported into any State from any other State, Territory

or foreign nation, and there held or offered for sale, the

same shall then be subjected to the laws of such State:

Provided, That no discrimination shall be made by any
State in favor of its citizens against those of other States

or Territories in respect to the sale of any article of com-
merce, nor in favor of its own products against those of

like character produced in other States or Territories;

nor shall the transportation of commerce through any
State be obstructed except in the necessary enforcement

of the health laws of such State." The House bill is

comprehensive in scope, applying to "any article of com-

merce," and is clearly applicable to game and fish brought

into a State. There is a decided difference of opinion as

to the propriety of such action by Congress, but it is rea-

sonable to urge that if any law relating to this subject is

to be enacted, it should be made to cover all commodi-

ties, the sale of which, like that of game and fish, it is

essential for the State to control.

We print to-day the text of the Illinois decision up-

holding the law of that State, which forbids killing quail

for sale or selling birds which have been killed for sale.

As we said last week, while the decision is sound and
will do much to advance game protection

,
Judge Craig is

manifestly in error in adopting the principle of State

ownership of game as laid down in the Magner case. By
a reference to our issue of Aug. 16, 1883, it will be

learned that we there set forth at length the principles

governing the subject as determined by the English and
American interpretations of the common law and by
numerous precedents. The well established principle is

that the landowner has qualified property in the game
or fish on his territory, the qualified property consisting

in the exclusive right to take the same. But the^Statehas

authority to limit both the taking of game and its dispo-

sition after it has been taken. This authority, however,

is not rightly based on any claim of ownership by the

State, but it is a part of the police power. This power is

ample warrant for game laws, and in it must be found

the defense of the Illinois law in question.

Travel in the Yellowstone Park has been very heavy

so far this season. Every wheel and every team that the

Transportation Co. has or can get hold of has been pressed

into the service to accommodate the throngs of tourists

who are flocking into the Wonderland. Numbers of

travelers are going into the Park from the south by way
of Beaver Canon, though of course the great majority

enter it over tfte Northern Pacific Railroad from Cinna-

bar.

Next week we shall publish a portrait of the Chinese

pheasant, which has been introduced into the Northwest

and bids fair to take its place among the game birds of

the United States. It is a handsome bird and in every

way a worthy addition to the list.

The world is growing better every day. The Sac City,

la., Democrat recently suspended publication of a weekly

issue that its force might go fishing.



THE BASSES AND THEIR ALLIES.
Forest and Stream Supplement No. 9.

THE LARGE-MOUTHED BLACK BASS (Micropterus salmoides), Fig. 1.—This
well-known and widely distributed game fish has received a varied assortment

of names, among them being the following: Bayou bass, green bass, moss bass,

Oswego bass, river bass, Huron, trout, chub, Welshman and jumper. The great
expanse of waters inhabited by the species and the irrepressible tendency of the fish-

erman to name every strange fish he sees without asking any questions about its pre-
vious history, will sufficiently account for the range of local designations applied to
the large-mouthed bass. Only two root names have more than a limited distribution
—bass and trout, and the former has the more extensive application.

Distribution.—The large-mouthed black bass inhabits fresh-water lakes, ponds and
streams from Manitoba on the north
to Florida and Mexico on the south,

preferring bayous and sluggish
streams. In the Gulf States it is fre-

quently found in the brackish water
of river mouths. The species is not
indigenous to New England and the
Middle Atlantic States, but has been
freely introduced in those regions,

and has become thoroughly adapted
to its new surroundings when placed
in lowland streams and ponds. In
mountain lakes and brooks the species

would be quite out of its element.
There is, we think, no other common-
wealth in the United States which
surpasses Florida in the number and
size of its large-mouthed black bass.

Size.—-It is in Florida that the
species attains to its greatest size, as

attested by the mounted head in

Forest and Stream office of an in-

dividual that exceeded 23 lbs. in

weight. The average weight in

Southern waters is below olbs., and in the North it is still less. In length the fish may
reach 3ft. and upward. Wherever found the growth of the bass will depend upon the
amount of suitable natural food in the waters, particularly minnows, frogs and craw-
fish.

Movements—This bass is a very active fish, and its movements are affected by sea-

sonal changes and by the daily exigencies of feeding and the demands of the
spawning season. In rivers which become polluted there is a prompt effect upon
their bass, which seek to avoid the impurities even to the extent of migration, should
this become necessary.

Season.—The open season for this species varies in the different States, and in some
waters there is no close season at all. In the States which have protective laws the
season opens earliest in Wisconsin,
where it begins May 1, and latest in

Rhode Island, where the date of ij^ /^/
opening is July 15. In most of the I^Lk/iT

'

.

/

States the fishing begins May 30 or

June 1 . It would be wise to continue
the close season even in the Northern
States a little later, for even in Lake
Superior black bass have been found
heavy with spawn in the month of

July.
Food.— The young of the large-

mouthed species seek animal food at

a very early period of their existence.

They'have'the reputation of being
more destructive to one another and
to the young of their own species

than the small-mouthed bass. This
liking for living prey grows with age.

Minnows of all kinds, crawfish
,
frogs,

insects and their larvae, and in fact

aquatic animals of all kinds, suitable

in size, go to form the varied diet of

this active and powerful species.

Habits.—The black bass feed both
at the surface and on the bottom, and pursue their prey with wonderful activity.

Insects and frogs are freely taken at the surface and even sometimes above the sur-

face of the water. Crawfish, helgramites and insect larvee generally are sought for

under the rocks, which form their hiding places. When surrounded by seines or

caught bv the hook this species will often leap 5 or 6ft. above the water. In northern

waters where the difference between summer and winter temperatures is very great,

the large-mouthed bass seeks deep water with approaching cold, and in the severity

of the winter hibernates in the mud. We have already mentioned the fact that this

species prefers still waters. It particularly delights in the shelter of stumps,

logs and overhanging banks. It con-
ceals itself among aquatic plants

which shelter schools of small fry
upon which the bass feeds.

Reproduction and Q-rowth.—The
spawning season of the two species

of black bass is about the same, be-

ginning in May and continuing until

July. The eggs are adhesive, adher-
ing to stones until hatched, and are
deposited in shallow water on a

gravelly bottom in shallow nests,

which some writers believe is pre-

pared by the female before the male
joins her. Major Isaac Arnold, Jr.,

U, S. A., described the nest building
habits in Forest and Stream some
years ago, and a reference to his ob-

servations will be found, also, in the
Bulletin of the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion for 1882, p, 113. The males fight

for the possession of the female, the
successful suitor is said to help ber
eject the eggs by biting or pressing
her belly, and the operation may con-
tinue two or three days, after which
the female alone continues to guard the nest from the numerous enemies of the eggs,

among which are the crawfish, and certain fishes. The period of incubation lasts

from seven to fourteen days, depending on the temperature of the water, and the

young bass remain in the nest about a week or ten days. Cannibalism in this species

is more pronounced than in the small-mouth and causes serious loss. Birds, frogs

and snakes destroy vast numbers of the young and make it necessary to protect them
by means of brush or some other shelter. At three years of age the large-mouth
species in suitable waters will weigh from 2 to 4lbs. At the age of about two weeks
the young measure nearly three-quarters of an inch in length.

Game Qualities.—It is believed by some anglers that the large-mouthed bass is in-

ferior to the small-mouth in vigor and fighting qualities, a belief for which there is,

so far as our experience goes, no foundation. In this opinion we are not alone, many

Fig. 1. Large-Mouthed Black Bass (Micropterus salmoides).

Fig. 2. Small-Mouthed Black Bass (Micropterus dolomieu).

Fig. S. Young of the Small-Mouthed Black Bass.

eminent authorities on American game fishes, both among the older writers and those
who are now contributing to the literature of angling, holding it with us. De Witt
Clinton, Richardson, Thompson, Herbert and many others have put on record their
estimate of the game qualities of this species, and Henshall, the apostle of the black
basses, admits no superiority of one over the other species.

Food Qualities.—The flesh of the large-mouthed bass is white, firm and well
flavored, the fish wherever it is known ranking as one of the best of the fresh-water
species. The methods and means employed for the capture of the basses are set forth
further on by a master hand, but we will call attention here to some early accounts of
trolling. In 1815 De Witt Clinton published some remarks on the fishes of the western

waters of New York in the "Trans-
actions of the Literary and Philo-
sophical Society of New York," Vol.
I. He says: "It affords fine amuse-
ment to traill for the black or Oswego
bass when passing over Oneida Lake;
even when the boat is in full motion
they bite with avidity at a red rag
tied to a hook." Richardson, in the
"Fauna Boreali-Americana," 1836,
states that the Huron (the large-
mouthed bass) "readily takes a hook
baited with a small fish and a piece
of white rag trailled after a boat as
in fishing for mackerel."
The Small Mouthed Bla.ck Bass

(Micropterus dolomieu), Figs. 2 and
3.—One of the early common names
of this species is found in the writings
of Cuvier, who styled it the "grow-
ler," which is equivalent to the
French grogneur, a grumbler. Cuvier
supposed that the name growler was
given to the fish because of a certain

noise which it produced resembling that of the drumfishes and the gurnards, but he
had no proof of this. The Greek name grystes signifies growler. It appears that
this name growler was pretty generally associated with the black bass in the time of
Cuvier. Rannesque mentions the names lake bass, big bass, spotted bass and achigan.
He also refers to it as the painted-tail or bridge perch, the yellow bass, gold bass,

brown bass, dark bass, minny bass, little bass, hog bass, ye] low perch, black perch,
trout pearch, black pearch, streaked-head, white trout and brown trout. The small-

mouth in the Southern States is called trout-perch and jumper. It is the mountain
trout of Alabama and the bronze backer of some anglers. The name black bass, or
small-mouth black bass, has a wider distribution than any of the others, and is

the most appropriate designation for the species.
Distribution.—The small-mouthed

black bass is a native of the upper
parts of the St. Lawrence basin, the
Great Lakes and the Mississippi basin.
East of the Alleghanies it occurs nat-
urally in the headwaters of the Chat-
tahoochee and Ocmulgee rivers. In
the region east of the Alleghanies
and north of these streams the species
is not indigenous, but has been so
extensively introduced as to nearly
double the field of its distribution.

Size.—This species is smaller than
its large-mouth relative, seldom ex-
ceeding 81bs., and usually averaging
2-Jlbs. A 2^1bs. fish will measure 15
inches. Mr. Al. B. Crooker, of Au-
rora, 111., saw a small-mouth bass
weighing 71bs. 6oz., and measuring
23in., which was caught in the Fox
River. This was an unusually large
specimen for the locality.

Movements.—The small-mouth bass
is a lover of clear, rapid-flowing
streams, and greater elevations than

those in which the large-mouth thrives. Being fond of pure water, it is sometimes
forced entirely out of a stream by pollutions. It hibernates in the winter and comes
into the shallows during the spawning season. It is governed, also, to a great extent
by the presence or absence of suitable food.

Season.—There is no difference in the close season between the small-mouth and
the large-mouth species; the two spawn at the same time and in similar situations.

Fishing begins in most of the Eastern States May 30 or June 1. In Rhode Island the
close season lasts until July 15; in Maine, Massachusetts and Virginia until July 1,

Localities.—The localities in which the small-mouth bass abounds are so numerous
that we can not mention them in de-
tail. In the Adirondacks they have
been introduced, according to Mr.
Mather, in Raquette, Forked, White,
Fourth, Bisbee, and other lakes,

and in Black and Moose rivers, and
Partlo Pond. They abound in nu m-
erous small lakes in Massachusetts,
some of which we have already men-
tioned in Forest and Stream. In
the headwaters of the Delaware the
species is particularly plentiful and
the Susquehanna furnishes numerous
localities where excellent fishing is

the rule; the region between Port De-
posit and Columbia is famous for its

fine bass fishing. Virginia has a good
supply of this fish in the Shenandoah,
the James, the Roanoke and the Hols-
ton rivers, and in the upland streams
generally. Among the Virginia ang-
lers noted places are Eagle Rock,
Gala Water and Craig's Creek. Peak
Creek, at Pulaski, contains nothing
but small-mouth bass. In the sum-
mer of 1862, according to Professor

Putnam, a specimen of this species was caught in Massachusetts Bay. It was very

much emaciated and so changed in general appearance as to be almost unrecogniz-

able, evidently not relishing its salt water experience. The small-mouth has been

introduced into England and Germany. In 1882 Max von dem Borne received a small

number of black bass from the United States. In the fall of 1884 he had 1,200, and
in August, 1885, he had obtained more than 22,000 fry. These fish have been sent also

to the Zoological Garden at Amsterdam by Mr. Blackford.

Food.—The food of the small-mouth black bass is the same as that of the large-

mouth. It has the reputation, however, of being less cannibalistic in its tendencies,

and its smaller size limits its power of overcoming large fishes. The young have been

successfully fed on fresh water crustaceans, including Daphnia and Cyclops.

Habits.—The habits of the two species do not differ greatly, but the small-mouth
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prefers rapid water and hence is very active in its movements. It often follows its

prey into very shallow water and when chased by boats has been known to jump into
the boat in its clumsy efforts to escapo capture. It swims in schools and feeds wher-
ever food is to be obtained. Some writers state that the small-mouth bass is very
destructive to trout and other soft-finned fishes.

Reproduction-.—The spawning season of the black bass lasts from March to July.
The hatching period lasts from seven to fourteen days. The ega;s adhere to stones on
which they are deposited. The spawning fish build nests, and protect the eggs and
young. Without protection the eggs would soon be devoured by crawfish and other
enemies. The spawning habits are
very fully described under the large- .

mouth species. The Canadian gov- t /%7/]

s^fi
eminent had in contemplation the A •// -^"^
artificial propagation of black bass as

,

{
early as 1869, an order having been U-',/

received from England for eggs of .

-

this speciesin 1868. In 1884 Canada ^^WmS^Kn
bred 100,000 Mack bass at New < !as1 le, ^^WMuiW
Ontario. The ease with which small iwWTO
bass can \»: transported .-insists greatly
in their wide distribution.

Game Qualities.—We need scarcely
mention the fact that the small-mouth
bass is one of the favorite game fishes

wherever it is known. It bites ra-
venously at small fish of various spe-
cies, helgramites, crawfish, frogs, trol-

ling spoon and the artificial fly. As
a fighter and tactician it is probably
not excelled by any species of equal
size, except it may be the brook trout.

Its resistance when hooked is violent
and determined, and with light tackle
great skill is essential to its capture.
As a food fish the small-mouth black
bass stands in the front rank of
American fishes.

Dr. James A. Henshall, Secretary
of the Ohio Fish Commission, who
needs no further introduction to lov-
ers of the black bass and their allies,

has prepared brief and clear direc-

tions about the capture of the basses, sunfishes, warmoutb, crappies, rock bass, etc.,

especially for this supplement. His instructions are given in quotation marks at the
close of the chapter to which they belong. Concerning the black basses he writes as
follows:
"Although I have written so much about the black bass, it is ever a fresh subject—

a delightful and perennial topic. But in this instance I shall only call attention,
briefly, to the best methods of angling and to the tackle to be employed in its capture.
My remarks may be applied to either or both species, for the methods of angling for
them are the same, from the 20-

pouud big-mouth of Florida to the 2-

pound small-mouth of Northern wat-
ers. For bait-fishing the standard
Henshall rod of 8oz. and 8ift. long
will answer for all the emergencies
and requirements of the same, in the
hands of a good bass angler. For
particular localities, or for particular
tastes, it may be a little lighter or a
little heavier as the circumstances
seem to demand.
"A first-class multiplying reel and

a braided silk line, letter G, or pre-
ferably H, should be used with this
rod to obtain the best results; for the
Henshall rod i3 not designed to be
used with a click reel and a fly-line,

or with a very coarse line or a very
poor multiplier.

"For still-fishing, a 6 ft. leader of
single gut may be used, but must be
dispensed with in casting the min-
now. The hook for bait-fishing in
Northern waters should not be larger
than Sproat No. 2—most anglers use
hooks of too large a size for black
bass. Hooks should be tied on single
gut snells. The smallest size sinker,
or a small brass box swivel, may be
used in pond or lake fishing, but is

not essential in stream fishing on the
riffles.

"The 'shiner' is the best bait, and the 'chub' next. Shedder or soft crawfish, helgra-
mites, frogs, grasshoppers, crickets and even angleworms also subserve a useful
purpose at times.
"Casting the minnow is the most artistic mode of baitfishing and the most success-

ful. The modus operandi of casting is now so well understood that it is not necessary
to describe it here. In casting from a boat it is only essential to say that the boat
should be kept in deeper water, and the casts made toward the shallows on which the
bass are found. In fishing a stream the best plan is to wade and cast toward the
likely spots, as riffles, shallow pools,
eddies, etc. In fishing the pools
under dams or in the bends of
streams, the fishing may be done
from the bank.
"Medium-sized minnows, 3 or 4in.

long, are the best to use in casting.
Larger ones may be used in still-fish-

ing, and they should be hooked
through the lips. Crawfish should
be hooked through the tail, and hel-
gramites through the cap of the back
of the neck, from behind forward.
Grasshoppers and crickets and frogs
should be hooked through the back,
and worms as the fancy of the angler
may dictate.

"When the bass is hooked he
should be kept on the spring of the
rod, and should not be given an inch
of line if it can be avoided. When
the spring of the rod brings him to
the surface and he turns on his side,
get him into the landing-net as soon
as possible.
"For fly-fishing the rod should not

be more than lOfft. for an 8oz. rod,
though one of lO^ft. and 1%oz. is bet-
ter. A click reel, or a fine multiplier
with adjustable click, 30yds. of en-
ameled G line, and 6ft. single gut
leader of the best quality, constitutes the fly-fisher's outfit. Flies should be made with
gut or gimp loops instead of being tied to snells, in which case the leader should be
made with loops for attaching the same by short, separate snells. I have found the
best flies to be the polka, Montreal, professor, coachman, oriole, king-of-the-water,
Abbey, Lord-Baltimore, Qconomowoc, grizzly-king, silver-doctor, and the various
haekles. On bright days, or clear water, use small flies; on dark days or rough or

Jimmm

Fig. 4. Blue Sunfish {Lepomis pallidm).

1

Fig. 5. Long-Eared Sunfish (Lepomis auritvs).

Fro, 6, The Warmouth (Cht&nobryitus gulosus).

milky water the flies should be larger. Allow the flies to sink a few inches below the

surface at times.
"Strike upon sight or touch. Keep the fish on the bend of the rod until he is in the

landing-net. Never let him run away with the line if it can be helped.

"On bright days give the bass a rest in the middle of the day; on cloudy days this

caution is not so" essential. The late afternoon hours are always the best for fly-fishing.

Unless you have to travel some distance to the fishing grounds, don't hurry out of bed
to go a-flshing. Take your breakfast at the usual hour like a Christian. There is

nothing gained by being on the water at daylight, or before the sun is several hours
high. Fishes in inland waters do not
move about muoh before 8 o'clok in
the morning, as they feed mostly

^ _
during the first part of the night,
and rest or sleep during the latter

.
•« part."

The Blue Sunfish {Lepomis pal-
lidus), Fig. 4.

—

Names.—Blue bream,
copper-nosed bream, and dollardoe

^^fffjfl are additional names of this large

U VyOv Vv' -V ''

. ^ "' sunfish.

Distribution.—This is one of the
most widely diffused of all the spe-
cies of Lepomis, and is subject to
great variations in size, color, length
of the so-called ear flap, etc. Its

range extends from the Great Lakes
to Mexico and Florida. East of the
Alleghanies it is found northward to
New Jersey.

Size.—The blue sunfish grows to a
length of nearly 1ft., and its greatest
recorded weight is 2lbs. The average
weight is less than lib., and the
length of adults 8in.

Habits—This fish frequents streams
and pond3 indifferently and is fond
of warm waters. The observations
of Mr, Seal, given elsewhere in this
number, will furnish a clue to the
reproductive habits of the sunfishes
in general.
The Long-Eared Sunfish (Lepo-

mis auritus), Pig. 5.

—

Names.—Sunfish, bream, perch, sunperch, red-headed bream,
red-bellied bream, red-bellied perch and red-breast are applied to the long-eared sun-
fish in the various parts of its rather extensive range.

Distribution. —The sunfish abounds in streams east of the Alleghanies from Maine
to Florida, and in Gulf tributaries to Louisiana. A southern variety, distinguished
by larger scales on the cheeks, and a dusky blotch on the hinder part of the soft dorsal
fin, replaces the typical auritus from Virginia southward.
Size.—The long-eared sunfish reaches an average length of 8in. when adult, and its

weight is about llh. Southern ex-
amples are usually larger than north-
ern, and the number of individuals is

* greatly increased.

?"', >> ,
Habits—Like the blue sunfish, this

. ; ^ species feeds on worms, small fishes,

\ insect larvaj, crustaceans, mollusks
r

- and aquatic plants. Fishes, however,

^gfL according to Prof. S. A. Forbes, do

&f uot form an important part of the
: ^ food of the blue sunfish in the Illinois

r t t
"

r
If? River, but small mollusks, insects,

" * {'
v .

cnHt.-ice.wi;.; and aquatic vegetation

jJJjQX:r^'W*X-)
;
'

v)' fv supply them with ample aourish-

tWWvWwffiffiM ' '

' ' ?W0l meut.

^^Jiy^\hHyVrT^700{/^' '•/
'•'

'.' Besides th< two large sunfishes
above referred to there are several

n^AAft
. „ ;i smaller species which fall a prey to

\\ />' '

N

~ - * "**- the youthful an t-:-r*s tackle in vari-

v\ S \ v\ sit&Z-.

*

a
~
-L*. 'V'^ ous waters of the United States,

Among these is the well-known
pumpkin-seed, or sunny, of the Great
Lake region and Eastern streams
from Maine to Florida. This is the
curious nest-builder whose habits in
this particular were described by Dr.
Gill in Forest and Stream, August
8, 1889, and will be found more re-
cently discussed by Mr. W. P. Seal
in the present supplement.
How to Capture Sunfishes.—"The

several species of sunfishes or bream
{Lepomis), furnish considerable pleas-

ure to the all-round angler with the lightest tackle. Some of them, as the blue sun-
fish, or copper-nosed bream (L. pallidus), and the long-eared sunfish {L. auritus), and
the red-bellied bream {L. rnegalotis), and pumpkin-seed {L. gibbosus), grow to the size
of a breakfast plate, and are gallant fighters on a slender rod. They are much
esteemed in Southern nland waters, and much sought after. They take almost any
kind of live bait, and rise eagerly to the artificial fly.

"The same class of rods and tackle mentioned under croppies and rock bass will
also answer for any of the sunfishes or bream. The angler who has never fished for

'sunnies' with a 3 or 4oz. fly-rod,
drawn gut leader, and midge* flies,

has a pleasant revelation in store. It

*>0\ . ^ i ^ ; *s far more sportsmanlike than fish-
•'•

'
ing for fingerling brook trout, and
the sport itself is much superior and
vastly more satisfactory. I have
never forgotten my youthful love for

.^sg^Uft^ the 'sunny,' and I trust I never shall."
The Warmocths (Chaanobryttus

gulosus and variety antistius), Fig,
6.—The warmouth is represented by
two well-marked varieties, the anti-
stius inhabiting Lake Michigan and
the tributaries of the upper Missis-
sippi; the other form abounds
throughout the South, both east and
west of the Alleghanies, ranging to
Texas and Florida southward and to
Virginia northward.
Names.—The C. gulosus, or south-

ern form, is very generally known as
the warmouth. Other names of
greater or less distribution are perch,
sunfish, goggle-eye, red-eye, wide-
mouth sunfish and black sunfish.
The variety antistius is the black
warmouth, styled also the war-
mouth, bigmouth, sunfish, goggle-
eye, black sunfish and wide-mouth
sunfish.

Size,—The warmouth grows to a length of lOin., and a weight of nearly lib. The
body is thick and moderately deep.
Game Qualities—The warmouths, wherever thev are sufficiently abundant, are

well known game fishes and highly valued as food. They are strong and vigorous,
resembling the rock bass in habits, food and fighting qualities.
Food,—The young feed upon inBeeta and, insect larvsp, the adults continue to prey
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upon insects to some extent, but nearly one-half of their food is made up of fishes.
Mode of Capture.—"The warmouth perch, or black sunfieh, grows nearly as large

as the rock bass, with a larger mouth, and approaches more nearly the black bass in
appearance and habits. It is a good game fish for its inches, and can be taken with
any kind of live bait, as grubs, worms, larvae, grasshoppers, crickets, small minnows,
etc., and also rises well to the artificial fly of almost any color. The same tackle may
be employed as for the rock bass or croppie."
The Rock Bass {Ambloplites rupestris), Fig. 7.—This species is best known as the

rock bass. The name redeye is also well associated with the species. In some locali-
ties goggle-eye, red-eyed perch and lake bass are names used to a limited extent for
the rock bass.
Distribution.—The rock bass occurs in lower Canada, Vermont, and westward

through the Great Lake region to
Manitoba. It is indigenous in Dakota,
Minnesota and southward throughout ,

'
^ A

the Mississippi Valley to Texas. It
is a common inhabitant of the Ohio

1

1

Valley. It has been supposed to be ^<**<%'^
^

1

absent from the Middle Atlantic ^^r' '

States east of the Alleghanies, but
has been known sparingly in the
Susquehanna for a number of years,
but whether it occurs naturally or
introduced we are not aware. In
Virginia it has been introduced into
some bodies of water and is nati ve in
others. It also occurs native in North
Carolina.
Size—The rock bass in suitable

waters usually reaches a length of
lft. , and a fish of this length would
weigh from 1 to lilbs., but in very
large examples the depth and thick-
ness increases greatly, and it is re-

ported that specimens weighing 3£-
lbs. have been caught in Stony Creek,
Virginia. The National Museum has
an individual which was caught in
the James River at Manchester, Va.

,

that weighs 21bs. It measures 14in.
in length and SjirL in depth.
Habits.—Early in the spring, in February and March, it resorts to the mouths of

small streams, where the water runs fresh, and in the summer months it frequents
shady places, going under high banks or shelving rocks. It is gregarious, going in
large schools.
.Season.—The fishing season begins in June and continues until cold weather.
Localities.—In the region inhabited by this species it abounds in all the streams,

lakes and ponds. Sluggish streams with pure dark water sttit it best.
Food.—The rock bass feeds on worms, insect larvae and small crustaceans. It is

admirably adapted to pond life, where it flourishes equally as well as in the streams.
Early in the summer it feeds upon worms and insects, later upon minnows, craw-
fish and other crustaceans. The
young feed upon insects and their
larvae.

Rexrroduction.—This species spawns
in May and June on gravelly shoals.
Game Qualities.—The rock bass is

a very free and ready biter, but its

staying quaUties are not great. It is

an excellent and highly valued pan
fish, and hence eminently suited for
introduction into Eastern waters.
"The rock bass or redeye (Amblo-

plites rupestris) is a very fair game
fish, considering its size, and is also

a good pan fish, and with very light
tackle there is far worse fishing than
rock bass fishing on a shady, rocky
stream. It congregates in small
schools, is quite a free biter, and a
vigorous fighter. I have seen the
time when I felt quite proud in the
possession of a good basket of 'red-

eyes;' and the sport I experienced in

their capture, with a 4oz. rod, was
something to be remembered.
"As with the crappies, the angler

can use a light cane rod, 10ft. long,
and not over 4 or 5oz, in weight, with
a No. 1 twisted silk line the length of

the rod, a 3ft. leader of the finest gut, and Sproat hooks, Nos. 4 or 5, tied on drawn
gut, and a quill float; this tackle answers admirably for rock bass fishing from a boat
on ponds, or in the holes of streams. When a reel is used for casting, an H line of

braided silk should be substituted for the twisted silk.

"For baits, use small minnows, grasshoppers, soft crawfish, white grubs or angle-
worms, the best being the white grub found in decayed stumps or manure heaps.
"For fiy-fishing, a fight trout fly-rod of 5 or 6oz., light click reel, enameled line,

size G, and a fine trout leader are puitable. Any of the general trout flies with red,

brown or yellow in their composition, as the Montreal, ibis, soldier, professor, oriole,

polka, etc, or the brown, red or
ginger hackles answer well for rock
bass. They should be tied to drawn,
gut snells on Sproat hooks, Nos. 5

to 7.

"With such tackle the rock bass
-will be found to be a game fish of no
mean pretensions, and will well re-

pay the angler who is debarred from
black bass or Canadian trout fishing."

The Sacramento Perch {Archo-
plites in terrupt us). Fig. 8.—The little

information that we have about this

Californian species is obtained from
the writings of Dr. D. S. Jordan, who
says: "This species is known only
by the name of perch, a name applied
in the San Francisco markets to many
very different fishes. It has been
thus far found only in the Sacra-
mento and San Joaquin rivers and
tributaries. It is abundant in the
lower parts of these rivers, large

numbers being shipped to the mar-
kets in San Francisco. It is there

bought and consumed mainly by the

Chinese, who value it highly, paying
for it more than for any other fish

which they consume. Although it is

an excellent pan fish, very similar to

the black bass, we have never seen
any of them bought by Americans.
It reaches a weight of a little more than one pound,
its habits."
The Sacramento perch is the only member of the sunfish family found west of the

Rocky Mountains.
Dr. Henshall is of the opinion that the same tackle and baits used for the rock bass

would prove successful with the Sacramento peroh.

The Calico Bass {Pomoxys sparoides), Fig, 9.—Of the variations of the name bass,

Fig. 7. Rock Bass (Amhlot>Wc» rtti>mtris).

Fig. 8. Sacramexto Perch (Arehoplites interrwpfatfy,

Fig. 9. Calico Bass (Pomoxys sparotdes).

Nothing distinctive is known of

this fish possesses a goodly share. It is styled strawberry bass, grass bass, lake bass
and Lake Erie bass, bank-lick bass, silver bass, big-fin bass. It is known, also, as
strawberry perch, chinquapin perch, goggle-eyed perch, silver perch and sand perch.
Miscellaneous names of local application for this species are bar-fish, bitter-head, tin-

mouth, Sac-a-lai, lamp-lighter, razor-back, goggle-eye, black croppie and lake croppie.
In the Pennsylvania fish Jaws this fish is designated as Lake Erie or grass bass.

Distribution.—The calico bass has a naturally wide distribution, which has been
greatly extended by artificial introduction. The fish is now living, thriving and
multiplying in France. Through the efforts of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission it

has become acclimatized in the Susquehanna River. It is indigenous east of the
Alleghanies from New Jersey southwaid to Georgia, and abundant in the Great Lake
region, in the upper part of the Mississippi Valley, and in the Missouri. In the Ohio

Valley it is naturally uncommon, but
has been largely introduced.

. Size.—The calico bass reaches a
length of about one foot and a max-
imum weight of nearly 31bs., but the
average weight is little more than lib.
Season.—This bass spawns in the

spring and is protected in some of the
States until June 1. Fish caught in
May near Havre de Grace were
spawning.

Localities.—Two very fine speci-
mens, 10 and 12in. long, were recently
taken at Port Deposit, Md., in the
Susquehanna. The Susquehanna and
tidewater canal near Havre de Grace
haB yielded good fishing for this spe-
cies. Throughout the Great Lake re-

gion it is found in abundance; in the
ponds of northern Indiana and Ohio
it is also very common, and in the
vicinity of Covington, Ky. , there are
ponds which have been thoroughly
stocked with this fish. In the rivers
of the Southern States, from Virginia
to Georgia, the calico bass is one of
the common species.

Food.—Worms, small crustaceans
and fishes.

Habits.—Very little is recorded about the habits of the calico bass. It swims in
large schools, and is found in comparatively shallow water. Like other members of
the sunfish family, it is a nest builder and it is a lover of warm water. The nest
building has been described by Duclos from observations made in the vicinity of
Versailles, France. He noticed more than one hundred nests in water about 8in. deep.
Favorite places for the nests were the stone steps descending into the pond. In
France a three-year-old fish measured about Sin. in length and nearly Sin. in depth.
The young in April measured four-fifths of an inch; in the following August the same
individuals measured 3£in.

Game Qualities.—The calico bass resembles the black bass somewhat in game qual-
ities; it is a free and vigorous biter,

and its endurance, considering its

size, is remarkable.
I The Crappie {Pomoxys annularis).

Fig. 10.—The orappie is so well and
widely known that it has received a
great many names, among which are
the following: Bachelor, new light,

Campbellite, sac-a-lai, bridge perch,
strawberry perch, chinquapin perch,
speckled perch, tin perch, goggle-
eye, John Demon, shad, white crop-
pie and timber croppie.

Distinguishing Marks.—The crap-
pie usually has only six spines in the
uorsal, while the calico bass has
seven; the anal fin of the crappie is

nearly uniform whitish, while in the
calico bass it is reticulated like the
soft dorsal. The depth of the crappie
is less, also, in proportion to the ex-
treme length of the fish , being usually
three-sevenths of the total length
without the tail, while the depth of
the calico bass is one-half of this
length. In size and habits the fish

are so nearly alike that they are sel-

dom distinguished by the fishermen.
Distribution.—The crappie is most

abundant in the lower Mississippi Valley; it is common also in the Ohio valley, and is

rarely taken in Lake Erie. It inhabits by preference still waters and large ponds,
seldom occurring in small streams. Like the calico bass it is admirably adapted for
pond culture, and multiplies enormously under favorable circumstances, and stands
transportation very well. Its range has been greatly extended by artificial introduc-
tion. In Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana, crappie fishing is very productive and
furnishes rare sport.

Size.—The maximum size of the crappie is claimed for Murdoch Club Lake near
St. Louis, which furnished a specimen weighing over 31bs. The usual size of the adult

fish is about lft. in length and weight
about lib. or slightly more.
Season.—The season usually begins

in June and continues until cold
weather. Crappies are very abund-
ant in the Ohio, Illinois and Missis-
sippi Rivers, especially so in the lower
parts of the Mississippi. They abound
in waters of suitable size in these
regions. We have seen large num-
bers of beautiful specimens taken
near Quincy, III. Prof. Forbes has
found them at Peoria in March and
April, and in Pistakee Lake in Mc-
Henry county, 111., also at Ottawa.
Cedar Lake, Ind., is celebrated for
its crappies; King's Lake, Mo., is an-
other famous locality. Some very
large private ponds near Covington,
Ky., belonging to Joseph Schiosser,
contain myriads of crappies and other
game fishes, to fish for which a fee is

charged.
Food.—The food of the crappie has

been carefully investigated by Prof.

S. A. Forbes, director of the Illinois

Laboratory of Natural History, who
finds that the young subsist princi-

pally upon entomostraca and small
insect larvas. Even the adults con-
tinue to take this food as long as it is

abundant, and when it becomes
scarce they supply the deficiency in part with other fishes. Some of the fishes which
he found in stomachs were small minnows and darters. As already stated the autum-
nal food of the crappie includes a larger percentage of small fishes, amounting in some
cases to nearly two-fifths of the entire stomach contents. Among the larvae some-
times consumed by the crappie in the fall Prof. Forbes found that of the helgramite
(Corydalus cornutus). The amount of food taken in cold weather was found to

average not more than one-quarter of the quantity consumed in eajrly spring,
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Habits.—We have stated that the crappie loves still waters. It is not averse to

;warm and muddy water since it may be taken in large numbers in midsummer in

depths of a few' feet. With the approach of cold weather it seeks deeper water,

because less.active and requires very little food. The spawning habits of the crappie

are presumably not different from those of the calico bass, and the young of the two
cftpeoies grow at about an equal rate.

Game Qualities.—The crappie is a ready biter and will take the hook baited with
minnows or worms with great avidity. Its endurance is not very great. The spoon
bait is a favorite and highly suc-

cessful implement in trolling for this

fish. As an illustration of the abund-
ance and voracity of the crappie it

may be stated that two men have
taken a thousand crappies in the
course of three days' fishing with
hook and line. The fish will usually
bite at any hour of the day. As its

mouth is small the size of the hooks
must be regulated accordingly.
"The same methods of angling are

em ployed for both the calico bass, or

Northern crappie (Pomoxys sparo-
mes), and the newlight or Southern
crappie (Pomoxys annularis), as the
two fishes are very closely allied and
their habits are similar, Both species

congregate in schools about brush,

logs and weed patches in deep holes,

and being not at all shy, take the

baited hook quite greedily, and on
this account are much sought after

by the angler who delights in quan-
tity rather than quality.

'•'While the croppies axe excellent

pan-fishes, and the best of all percoid
fishes for small ponds, their game
qualities are the least of their merits, and in order to get any sport at all in fishing

for them, only the lightest tackle should be employed.
"Any light rod, as a trout bait-rod, will answer, but if only croppie fishing is ex-

pected, the best rod is a natural native cane 10ft. long and weighing from 4 to 6oz.,

or even less if it can be procured. Such a rod, while being quite light, is strong
enough to lift the fish from the water, for the croppie gives very little play, and it is

usually desirable to basket as many as possible of the school while they are biting.

"From what has just been said it will be
seen that a reel is not essential in croppie fish-

ing. The line should be about as long as the

rod, and of the smallest caliber—say No. 1

twisted silk, or so-called sea grass. Should a
reel be used, the line should be the smallest

braided silk, size H. A fine gut leader about
3ft, long should be used. Sproat hooks, Nos.
4 or 5, tied on the' finest gut snells are about
right.

"Small minnows, especially 'shiners' are the
bait par excellence for croppies. They should
be hooked through the lips, unless very small,

when the hook should be carefully passed
under the dorsal fin. The smallest sized

sinker should be attached to the leader, a foot

above the hook, to keep the minnow in deep water, and, usually, a light float is an
advantage to keep the bait at about the right depth.

"The angler rigged as above can get considerable sport out of croppie fishing,

though they offer very little resistance and slide out of the water rather too easily

—but withal they are beautiful fishes and make a handsome basket, and are at their

best on the table.

"The croppies, and especially the Southern croppie or newlight, rise well to the
artificial fly, and with the lightest trout tackle

For this fishing the

from California to British Columbia west of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Th
Eastern crayfishes are found in the area east of the Rocky Mountains, being scarce
in New England and more or less plentiful in various localities from British America
to Texas. In the Middle States and in Maryland and the District of Columbia the
subject of our illustration is a common species and reaches a large size. The
Potomac and the Susquehanna furnish very fine examples of this crayfish; in the
latter river it is particularly abundant early in June, during the shad season. The
crayfish is generally found under flat stones in the deeper parts of the stream, but

sometimes occurs on muddy bottom.
It feeds upon water plants, small
fishes and various other vegetable
and animal substances, dead or alive.

,

-v3K Crayfishes shed their shells and are
most desirable for bait in the soft

condition. They can be obtained
-."" r v-> '-BS^ from early spring until late in the

h.#f'" ^*e0S&&* fall. T. H. B.

Fig. 10. Crappie (Pomoxys annularis).

afford considerable sport.

lightest trout fly-rods of 4 or 5oz. can be utilized to

advantage. A very light click reel, and a G or No.

| enameled silk line should be used with such a rod.

Trout flies of neutral or subdued tints, as the gray
and brown hackles, gray-drake, stone-fly, blue-dun,
etc. , are well adapted for this fishing, but by far

the best fly for croppies that I know of is the 'Hen-
shall' bass fly, tied on a Sproat hook No. 5, and of

the size of an ordinary trout fly. They will rise to

this fly when no other will tempt them to the surface.

It has' a body of peacock herl, hackle of white hairs

from deer's tail, gray wings, and tail composed of a
h bre or two from the tail feather of a peacock.
"Croppies will be found about dams, and in the

deeper and stiller portions of streams and ponds, and
especially about logs, brush, drift, etc. In such sit-

uations, on a breezy summer afternoon, toward sun-
set, the angler with light trout tackle will be amply
rewarded, for under these conditions fly-fishing for
croppies is a sport not to be despised."
The Stone Catfish (Noturus insignis), Fig. 11.—

This fish sometimes grows to nearly a foot in length,
but averages much less. The size used for bait for
black bass seldom exceeds 3 or 4in. The stone
catfish ranges from Pennsylvania to South Carolina
in rivers and creeks; it is one of the best known and
most successful baits on the Susquehanna River, and
its tenacity of life makes it especially desirable.
There are several other species of Noturus which
are also called stone cats, and are used for bait.

In many Eastern streams the young of Noturus
Jlavus is suitable for the purpose, and Nottirus
gyrinus and other small stone cats are available.
These fishes are wonderfully tough and tenacious of
life. Little is known of their habits. They hide
under stones and logs, the common name being de-
rived from their choice of habitation. They are very
sluggish in their movements, and easily captured
when found. The common way of catching the
stone catfish, or stone roller, is by striking with a
stone the flat rock under which it is supposed to be
hiding. The blow stuns the fish temporarily and
sometimes destroys its usefulness altogether. Mr.
George W. Lung, of Wilkesbarre, Pa. , informs us
that his cousin at Wyalusing, Pa. , takes his catfish
with a sieve. He lifts the stone carefully, keeping
the sieve under it; the fish follow the shadow of the
stone and are easily caught in the sieve without
injury.
The Pickerel Frog (Rana palustris).^This handsome species is known also as the

marsh frog, tiger frog and leopard frog. It ranges from Maine to Virginia, occur-
ring in salt marshes and in wet meadows in the vicinity of ponds and streams. The
rows of dark quadrate spots on the sides and back and the bright yellow of the under
surface of the thighs make it a conspicuous species. Its odor is very strong. The
name pickerel frog is derived from its use as a bait.

The Crayfishes (Cambarus and Astacus), Fig. 12.—The crayfishes or crawfishes
resemble the lobster in form, but are much smaller in size and live in fresh-water
streams. There are about twenty-nine nominal species of Cambarus in the United
States, and Astaem is represented by six species, all of them confined to the region

BASS AND BASS ISLANDS
OF LAKE ERIE.

|| THE SUNSET CLUB. — VL

SEVERAL weeks ago the president
announced that the noted author

;
- and black bass angler, Dr. J. A. Hen-

IIIIIP shall, would address the club at the
November meeting. In consequence
of this "standing room only" was
proclaimed long before the opening
hour. After the roll call and the
usual secret salutations, the president
said: "Brethren, we will omit the
general order of business as you are
aware we have with us two dis-

tinguished scientific anglers, whose
names are as familiar as the bait you

use in fishing for bass. These gentlemen are the true fishermen who find pleasure
not merely in well-stocked baskets of spoil, but equally in the attendant charms of
the trip, and who study the character and habits of the objects of their sport.
Angling has many charms and those whose knowledge of fishing is confined to hold-
ing a cane pole and angling for perch and sunfish or like non-game creatures find it

dull and uninteresting, but these true disciples of Izaak Walton never know a weari-
some hour in the longest day. If the sport is tame and fish not hungry there is to

them an exhaustless and ever new source of
pleasure and study of the great book of nature
temptingly unfolded before them. They are
familiar with the natural history of fish, and
it is through such men that we learn their

Jtt^T''"'-^. secret movements and habits. Brethren, I
have the pleasure of introducing Dr. Henshall,
of Cincinnati."
After the deafening applause had died down

to an echoing sound the genial Doctor stepped
to the rostrum, and after thanking the mem-
bers for the unexpected ovation, saidhe would
talk about the "Bass and Bass Islands of Lake

fish (Noturus insignis).
E^ years ag0? saM Dj, Henshall) j m-

joyed some fine sport in fishing for small-
mouthed black bass about the islands of Lake Erie, but at that time I gave no especial
thought to the peculiar features of that fishing as compared to that of other portions
of the country. Afterward, however, when I began to make a special study of the
black bass I could not reconcile some of the habits of the black bass as I remembered
them in the western part of Lake Erie with those of the country at large, and re-

solved that if the opportunity ever presented itself, to give some time and investiga-
tion to what I considered the aberrant features of the habits of the black bass of the

Bass Islands.
During the past summer and fall I spent four

months in yachting, canoeing, fishing and collecting
in the waters of the western portion of Lake Erie,
and endeavored during this time to form some theory
in regard to what I have just called the aberrant
features of the habits of its black bass.

It is but the beginning of an attempt, however,
and I now venture to address this honorable club on
this subject in the hope that some of the veteran
anglers here assembled will help me out with it.

I desire particularly to hear from my friend, Judge
Potter, who has had so many years of experience in
these waters.
To begin at the beginning, the surface geology

of the western portion of Lake Erie presents some
very remarkable, peculiar and interesting features.
As you all know, there are several theories regarding
the origin of the Great Lakes, but we will confine
our remarks to Lake Erie in general and its western
portion in particular, and without going into or sup-

Eorting any theory in reference to its physical pecu-
arities—whether they are the result of icebergs,

glaciers, or the tail of Ignatius Donnelly's comet

—

we will take the facts as we find them to-day,
without troubling ourselves about the remote ages
when the skating was better than the fishing.

Lake Erie is the shallowest of the Great Lakes,
being but 230ft. deep, while Lake Huron, above it, is

800ft. deep, and Ontario, below, is 450ft. in depth.
Now, whether these lakes were originally or abor-
iginally the channel or bed of a pre-glacial river
(whatever that may mean), and Lake Erie has since
become silted up with the debris of the waters above,
or become filled up with the crumbling and washing
away of the Laurentian Hills to its present level, or
whether its basin has been excavated from the
sedimentary rocks by the advance or retreat of great
continental or local glaciers, or whether eroded by
the churning or grinding of immense ice fields and
ice bergs floating about in a pre-glacial sea, in which
the black bass had no existence, are matters that do
not concern our present purpose, though they may
serve to oceupy your minds while waiting for a
bite near some of the Bass Islands, of Lake Erie,
with the grooves and striations and other evidences
of the rocks in plain view.
So dismissing all consideration of the several

theories to account for the islands, reefs and shores
of Lake Erie, with their concomitant features of
drift, blue clay and boulders, we will take them as

they exist to-day in defiance of upheavals, glaciers, icebergs and cataclysms which
occurred at a time when the only sport seems to have been tobogganing on a grand

Fig. 12. Crayfish (Cambarus affin-ts).

scale.

At the west end of Lake Erie, which is also its shallowest portion, and in close

proximity to the cities of Sandusky, Port Clinton, Toledo and Monroe, lies an exten-
sive group of islands, several of them inclosing the historic waters of Put-in-Bay,
one of the most charming and beautiful bays on the continent, dear alike to the tourist,

the yachtsman, the canoeist and the angler.

From the observatory in Put-in-Bay Island (South Bass can be seen Pelee and Middle
islands) in Canadian waters, and with North, South and Middle Bass, Kelley's, Starve,
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Gibraltar, Green, Rattlesnake, Sugar, Ballast, East, West
and Middle Sisters, Hen. and Chickens and other islands
in American waters, most of them lying within a radius
of half a dozen miles from Put-in-Bay. Pelee is the
largestof the group, embracing some 10,000 acres, Kelley's
is a third as large, North, South and Middle Bass are still
smaller, with the rest dwindling in size to the bare rocks
called Old Hen and Chickens, outcroppings from the

These islands are all formed of solid limestone rock, the
larger ones being well wooded and overlaid by a rich cal-
careous soil well adapted to fruit and grape culture, and
are covered with orchards and vineyards in a high state
of cultivation.
The northerly shores of the islands, being exposed to

the fury of the northeast gales, are bluffy, precipitous and
water-worn, but slope toward the southern exposures,
ending in the sheltered coves in gravelly and sandy
beaches.
The channels between these islands are comparatively

shallow, the bottom, where exposed to the cm-rents, being
rocky, but in sheltered situations is covered with clay.
Long rocky reefs and ledges extend from the shores and
crop up between the islands, many of them, like the water-
line rocks of the Bass Islands, being cavernous; Kelley's
Island, however, is composed entirely of corniferous lime-
stone.

The surface and rocks of these islands and reefs exhibit
the most remarkable and beautiful examples and evi-
dences of so-called glacial action to be found 'in the world.
And now having cracked off the geological shell of the
nut we come to the kernel or meat—black
bass fishing.

As you are all aware, the fishing along
these reefs in the spring and fall is very
fine (and before the days of pound-nets was
simply grand), while during the summer
months it is nil. Have you ever paused to
ask why? Have you ever thought how
voraciously the bass bite for a couple of
weeks in April and May, or in September
and October, but cease biting in June,
July and August, usually the best bass
fishing months in the year in other locali-
ties? Well, I have thought about it a
good deal, and it puzzled me exceedingly,

I have asked old Lake Erie anglers to
account for it. I have questioned the mar-
ket-fishermen about it, but all in vain.
The queries and answers have been some-
thing like this:

Q. Why do black bass appear on the
reefs in spring? A. To spawn.

Q. Did you ever see a black bass spawn-
ing on the reefs? A. Can't say I ever did.

Q. Did you ever see a black bass rest on
the reefs? A. Think not.

Q. Do they resort to the reefs in the fall
to spawn? A. No, unless they spawn twice
a year, which they don't.

Q. Then why do they come to the reefs
only in spring and fall? A. Ask me an
easy one.

Q. Do you think they resort to the reefs
to teed? A. Perhaps they do.

Q. What food do they find on the reefs?
A . Don't know.

Q. Did you ever see them feeding on the
reefs, A. No.

Q. Then why do they go to the reefs at
all? A. Give it up.

Q. Where do they go in summer? A. To
deep water.

Q. mat for? A. To feed, I guess.
Q. What food do they find in deep wa-

ter? A. I pass.

Q. Do you know where this deep water
is? A. No.

Q. Do you know where they are to be
found in summer? A. No.

Q. Do you know where to find them at
any season? A. Yes, on the reefs in spring
and fall.

And this is all the information I ever got
from anglers or fishermen. Then I began
to reason it out. First, as to spawning.
Lake Erie is a large body of water, quite
cold even in summer. The spawning of black bass
occurs in the spring or summer, depending on the cli-
mate or temperature of the water, and cannot occur in
Lake Erie before June or July; but long before this they
have disappeared from the reefs, ergo, they do not spawn
on the reefs.

Next, as to food. Bass caught in the spring on the reefs
seemed to have very little food in their stomachs, an oc-
casional crawfish, or perhaps a minnow. From my own
observations, and from all I could learn from others, there
seemed to be a scarcity of food on the reefs. Then I
hauled a collecting seine on all the beaches and available
places about the islands, and found that minnows were
few in species and scarce in numbers. I also found after-
ward that during the fishing seasons the minnows for bait
were brought from Sandusky and Port Clinton, owing to
their scarcity about "the Bay." Crawfish were also
scarce; ergo, the bass do not go to the reefs to feed. And,
as the black bass is not a deep-water fish, and as its food is
not found in deep water, therefore it does not go to deep
water in summer.
With my collecting seine I took a few young black bass,

probably two dozen, hatched the previous summer, and
a few two years old. They were taken, or rather found,
at but one place, among the grass and weeds of Put-in-
Bay harbor. This proved to my mind, conclusively, that
only a few stragglers spawned about the beaches or shal-
low reefs about Put-in-Bay, while the main army went
somewhere else to breed and feed during the summer
months.
Now, the truth of the matter seems to me to be this:

The small-mouthed black bass of western Lake Erie
hibernate under the ledges and cavernous reefs about the
islands. In the spring, after the first fine weather in
April or May, when emerging from their winter quarters,
they bite ravenously for a week or two, or may be two or
three weeks, until the weather becomes still warmer,
when they cease biting suddenly and depart toward their
feeding and spawning grounds, wherever that may be.
After the cold northeast storms in September, they

again congregate on the reefs, preparatory to going into
winter quarters, and bite until cold weather sets in, when
they disappear under the ledges and reefs. As I said be-
fore, there are a few stragglers from the main army that
spawn about "the Bay," and remain there during the
summer, and some of these are caught by perch anglers
during June, July and Augnst. 1"killed a few myself
about the gravelly bars of Gibraltar in July, but they
were poorly nourished.
In conclusion, I will repeat the hope I expressed at the

beginning, that some of the veteran anglers here assem-
bled will help me out with my theory, and ascertain, if
possible, where the small-mouthed bass of the Bass Islands
resort during the summer months for spawning and feed-
ing. They are to be found somewhere, in comparatively
shallow water, perhaps at the head of the lake, about the
bays, or up some of the streams; probably they follow
the bank cashiers to the Canadian shore. At the next
meeting of this club I shall expect some information on
this subject."

The president made some pertinent remarks touching'
his knowledge of black bass, but before he concluded
loud cries were made for the venerable Judge Potter, and
when the noise had partially died out the judge, in his
usual quiet way, spoke as follows:

"I have listened with a great deal of interest to the re-
marks of Dr. Henshall. whom I deem to be the best
authority on the black bass and whom I have sincerely
thanked since reading the book by which he brought into
prominence this gamiest of the fishes in any water. I

DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL.
[From "More About the Black Bass," by courtesy of Messrs. Robert Clarke & Co.]

was raised in a trout country, but since my experience
with the black bass I have yielded to him the palm for
being the gamiest fish that I have ever encountered. The
interest and intense excitement never ceases from the
moment he is hooked till he is brought to grass or shakes
the hook out of his mouth, which with me frequently
happens. Other anglers may boast of never losing a fish,
but I think he who never loses one must be entirely de-
void of sensibility. There is something more than
mechanical manipulations in handling this fish. It is
impossible to avoid some anxiety in the operation, which
tends to unman a very nervous angler, while the phleg-
matic one may be able to carry a steadier hand; you
never know what a black bass is going to do after he is

hooked. He sulks, he runs, he tries to extricate the
hook by rubbing against any substance near at hand; he
rushes toward you to see what a slack line will do; fail-
ing in this he leaps 2 or 3ft. out of the water, opens his
mouth, shakes his head and then, if he gains any slack,
is the point of danger against which it is difficult to
guard, and there is where I have lost many a fish. I tell
you, Mr. President, a 5 or 61bs. small-mouth bass, well
fed upon crayfish in the cold waters of Lake Superior, is

an ugly customer to encounter. After employing all his
tactics to disengage the hook from his jaws he seems to
yield (only playing possum) and may be quietly led to the
boat, and when you think it safe to apply the landing
net he gives a spring, frequently landing in the boat, but
quite as frequently going clear over it and escaping.
I often in trout fishing, on the north shore of Lake
Superior, have hooked a black bass, though they are not
abundant there, and when I did I knew I had half
an hour's job on my bands, if not more, as they will fight
twice as long as the trout, and with twice the tact and
vigor. I feel like the boy who flung back into the water
a nice trout, saying he was fishing for eels and not for
trout. With an 8oz. rod and a small gnat or midge fly,

the chances are in favor of the bass. I have noticed an
account somewhere, where black bass have been caught
in the winter, but I have never seen them caught at that

season of the year in this section. 'Where do the black
bass go m summer?' asks my friend Dr. Henshall. They
don t go anywhere. They stay about the reefs and the
recesses of the broken and rocky coasts of the lake. The
old Hen m the Hen and Chicken group, lying north-
westerly from Put-in-Bay, is a favorite resort for them in
the months of July and August and early September. I
have visited these islands, and finally, all the rocky shoresm these clusters of islands at the head of Lake Erie,
where in the deep waters surrounding them, in a calm
day I could see most enticing bait or lure, placed near
their noses, not one would open his mouth; they would
turn up an eye, wag a ventral fin, as if in scorn of the
tempting morsel. Any one who has seen a black bass or
a speckled trout and observed the gravity of his counte-
nance when declining to take a fish hook in his mouth,
the facial expression of disgust and scorn will unrival
that of Meg Merrilies, and he will feel as if he was in the
presence of more than animal intelligence. Why doesn't
he bite? There is something about fish life that is inex-
plicable to us. We know their habits, but their inner
consciousness no one has vet been able to discover I
have sometimes thought that their indisposition to take
the bait m the summer was owing to a certain condition
of the water. The lake is surrounded by forests, and the
islands are covered with trees. About the first of Julv I
have often observed, floating in the water of the lake,
and more especially about the islands, a sediment hav-
ing the appearance of pollen from the trees; after a
while this substance settles to the bottom, from which
arises a gas, as seen by bubbles arising to the surface.

At these times many dead fish may be
seen floating in the water, and they are
mostly confined to bottom feeders; the bass
seldom die from this cause, not being bot-
tom feeders, but their health and condition
must be seriously affected from this cause,
depriving them of their appetite, when food
becomes repulsive to them. Later, in Sep-
tember and October, when the water has
become purified, their appetite returns and
they lay in a stock of food preparatory to
their hibernation for the winter, and as'the
nights grow colder and the November frosts
appear they retire to deeper water or the
caves in the rocks, from which they emerge
in April or May and are ready to break their
long winter's fast. They breed in May and
June, at which time they seldom take any
food, and at the close of the breeding sea-
son the poisoning of the water occurs with
the effects as stated. I dnlv speak of the
black bass of Lake Erie, as I have had very
little experience with any other. WitJi
these I have had a pretty close acquaint-
ance for more than fifty years, commenc-
ing at a time when 500 small-mouth bass to
two rods in an afternoon among the rocks
and reefs around Kelly's Island, Lake Erie,
was an every-day occurrence, but since
then sad havoc has been played with them
by the commercial fishermen, with fyke
and pound nets."

Three hearty cheers were given for Dr.
Henshall and Judge Potter. "We hope,"
said the president, "often to have the pleas-
ure and honor of your presence in this
hall." The club then adjourned to its pri-
vate parlors, where they feasted upon rock
sturgeon and other fresh- water delicacies
furnished by the newly initiated passenger
agents, Shearman, Brown and Smith.

J. E. GUNCKHL.

Notes on Bl 4ck BASS.-The north branch
of the Susquehanna River, in the vicinity
of Wyalusing, Pa., is a famous stream for
small-mouthed black bass. Several years
ago their abundance became noteworthy
and agentleman at Ulster had the curiosity
to weigh the fish that were carried past his
office by anglers during the season. He
weighed l,8001bs. and had reason to believe
that three times as many more were taken
in other directions. Some of the eddies
near Wyalueing have large beds of fine,

clean gravel at the lower end and supply very favor-
able spawning grounds; the bass collect in such local-
ities in large numbers. Black bass will not take the
hook in winter, nor will they bite in May when suckers
are biting. When crawfish are shedding the bass will
take them more greedily than at any other time. At the
period when frogs drop their eggs these fish will not bite
at anything else. Along some parts of the river where
the bottom shoals off gradually a river weed grows luxu-
riantly in summer. When the water rises slightly it
often backs over this grass, and in this biding place the
bass collect to prey upon minnows and other food. By
skilfully poling a boat along the edge of the grass the fish
will run out and try to jump over it, and frequently fall
into the boat. One of the expert fishermen of Sugar Run,
Bradford Co. , Pa., caught 15 one evening by this method.
—Geo. W. Lunu (Wilkes-Barre, Pa.).

St. Lawrence River Bass.—Messrs. J. B. Crook & Co.
send us a note from a Cape Vincent, N. Y., correspon-
dent under date of July 18: Fishing good on Saturday,
July 12, Mr. Weeks, of Brooklyn, got 18 bass weighing
321bs., total catch 87 weighing 5 libs. Mr. O'Donohue, of
New York, got 51 bass weighing 491bs. Very few fisher-
men here; patronage all along the river very light so far.
Weather while 101° in New York did not get above 85
here. Same day it was 101° in New York I slept at night
under a sheet, a double blanket and a coverlid, and was
comfortable. The figures and facts I give you are
strictly reliable. I give no number or weight of fish un-
less I count and see the weight myself, so you can rely
upon it and not put it in the same categorv as the fishing
of Com. Erhardt, as published in a recent New York Sun,
which story was a ridiculous lie.—G. C. B.

Delaware River Bass Fishing is the best known for
years, A report about it next week,
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A RHYME OF THE MORNING.
HPHE mockingbird's delusive note

Seta all the woods a-rmging;

The vireo's ecstatic throat

Is strained with stress of singing;

The passion flower's a-drip with devf

Each hush aud shrub adorning.

As I joint my rod by the Calcasieu

At four o'clock in the morning.

That swirl by yonder lily pad

Is plain to an angler's reading:

And my spirit mounts, and my soul grows glad,

For I see that the flsh are feeding.

Then, just where the tiny circlet stops,

Ah though it had "died a-borning,"

My gay-winged "oriole" lightly drops,

As a rose leaf drops in the morning.

There's a darting rush from depths below—
A shock that thrills the marrow;

The rod is bent like a yeoman'* bow,

And the line shrills out like an arrow.

A noble strike, and a nobler rush,

All tricks and dodges scorning!

He seeks no aid of log or brush,

This fighter of early morning.

A hissing line and a screaming reel -

An angler, grim and breathless—

A flash in the air—a rainbow of steel

—

These memories are deathless!

And I will swear such glorious strife.

In spite of the sluggard's scorning.

Is w orth ten years of peaceful life

At home and abed in tho morning.

The mockingbird's triumphant note

Exultingly is ringing;

The vireo's ecstatic throat

The stirring strife is singing.

The passion flower, a-drip with dew,
A victor's breast is adorning,

As I sheathe my rod by tho Calcasieu,

At five o'clock in the morning.

Lake Charles, Louisiana. II. P. II.

SOME PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS
Of Difficulties with the Bass Family, with a Few

Fishy Remarks.

I.—The Bass of Boyhood.

MY acquaintance with, the bass family began on the
Wabash River at the little village oC P., "risin' o'

forty years ago when I was a small boy with a frayed
straw hat an' one gallus," and has been followed up with
some intervals of rest—to the bass—with keen zest and
unalloyed pleasure ever since, and I am now on the other
side of the "divide of a century."
The annual bass fever takes a rlrm grip on me about the

time the dogwood blossoms in the spring, and rages with
more or less violence till the buds begin to swell again for
the blooming time—a sort of perennial, rather than an-
nual malady—that bids fair to abide with me till the
Master calls for the final round-up.
For the last twenty-four years I have camped out from

ten days to five weeks at a time, once and sometimes
twice a year on the Tippecanoe, Kankakee and Wabash
rivers, and a good many of the famous lakes of northern
Michigan; and as the years grow on apace, the love of
the sport of all sports seems to take a deeper root, and I

look forward to the next "Camp of the Kingfishers'' with
more eager anticipations of pleasant communings with
the woods and the waters than have been enjoyed in any
preceding one.
Of all the fish with which the old rod has had to do

battle (a good many of them have been used in all these
years as boy and man, but it is always "the old rod"), the
bronze warrior with the bristling back stands at the head
of the list as a tireless, game fighter, cunning strategist,

a "hustler," and the one fruitful in resources and de-
vices to rid himself of the remorseless steel when hooked.
Not even the much sought after and over -praised
"speckled beauties" (pardon a phrase that has been worn
threadbare for a century or more) nor him of the vicious
eye and terrible jaw, the mighty maskinonje, show more
courage and lasting qualities in a "difficulty," or afford
more "pure delight," as Uncle Dan Sloan calls it, on the
rod, than the boyhood love—the small- mouthed black
bass, though just why he should be called black bass is

more than I have ever been able to find out.

At the little village mentioned, the Wabash was ob-
structed by a big dam (a feeder of the Wabash and Erie
Canal) about 14ft. high and 600ft. long, and below this in
the spring of the year the bass, suckers, buffalo, "red
hoss," gars, "blue cats," goggle-eyes, white "pearch,"
salmon, (pike perch—both the black and golden dappled),
an occasional "spoon-bill," with a smart sprinkling of
villainous dogfish, swarmed in thousands, all seemingly
intent on obeying the instinct of their natures, to seek the
upper waters where they might find suitable places for
their spawning bed3.

Sitting on one of the abutments of the dam, of a clear
day, one might see a score of bass, with now and then
the flash of a golden-sided salmon, perch or sucker darting
up the long incline of the swiftly-flowing sheet of water
a foot or more in depth, that slid in unbroken volume
to the foam-flecked pool below; but it was a rare sight to
see one "make the riffle" and whisk his tail over the comb
of the structure and disappear in the slack-water above;
and when this did happen, the lucky fish was, as Dick
Mac says, "almost always invariably" a bass, the others
not seeming to have the staying qualities and power of
tail necessary to surmount the top. Many of them would
get half-way up, and some within a foot or two of the
apex, when they would lose their grip, turn a somersault
and be dashed back by the rushing waters, dazed and be-
wildered into the foaming depths below, only to rest
awhile and try it again. Sometimes a dozen or more of
them would be in sight at once within a hundred feet of
the abutment, and it was rare fun for "us boys" to sit and
watch them, making fabulous and windy wagers the
while as to whether this one or that one would "make the
riffle." or how far he would get up the sloping sheet of
water before "somerset time" would overtake him. Why
can't we always be boys ?

At a distance of from 8 to 30yds. below the dam, a line

of great boulders stretched half way across the river from
the east, forming a deep and comparatively quiet pool be-

tween the riffles and the dam, which was at a certain time
in the season, like the Irishman's brook—"sthiff* wid fish."

After the annual spring "fresh" had subsided till the
water was a foot deep or less on the dam and fairly clear

the village anglers would begin to bestir themselves and
get their tackle in order, never a great task, as it con-
sisted simply of a wooden pole, line and hook that had
been laid away during the winter. Reels, braided lines,

jointed rods, flies, patent trollers and the like that go to

make up the angler's outfit of nowadays were things
utterly unknown to the craft of this sleepy out-of-the-

way village, and when old Jess McCJellan, the "fishing
blacksmith," located in the place, bringing with him an
18ft. American cane pole with a butt the size of a small
sapling—the first cane pole we youngsters had ever seen
—he was the envy of overy fish crank in town. How-
ever, an ironwood sprout 10 or 12ft. long cut in the fall

when the sap was out, carefully trimmed and hung up
with a weight attached, to "set and season" during the
winter, was "good enough for the Joneses," and never
since has a rod, whatever its cost or qualities, given bet-

ter satisfaction or afforded more pure delight in handling
a fish than did that same tough and trusty "old ironwood
saplin' cut in the bresh."

The line was usually twisted linen or cotton of about
the size of the E line of to-day, tied near the butt of the
rod and wound around in long spirals to the tip, where it

was secured by three or four half-hitches and wound on
in an oblong bunch till the required length of line was
left free of the rod. If at any time more line was needed
to troll or fish off one of the abutments the line was un-
wound to suit the case, a few half-hitches taken and the
sport went on with "jest as satisfyin' results" as though
equipped with a Leonard split-baxnboo, braided silk line

and a brand new 4-multiplying Frankfort reel,

We had but four names for the hooks used; the "min-
ner hook," the sunfish,'the bass, and the catfish hook,
that grew larger in the order named, and we wrere thereby
saved a heap o' trouble making fine distinctions between
the merits of the Kirby, Sproat, O'Shaughnessy, Carlisle,

salmon trout, Limerick, Sneck-band, etc., with their
various styles of numbering, which go so far in mystify-
ing the angler of the present day unless he has spent
more time in studying "hook nomenclature" than would
be required to tide htm over a Civil Service examination
of the highest grade. The hook most used for bass was
the Limerick, and it's a mighty good sort of a hook even
yet among all its fellows seeking recognition from the
brotherhood.

II—An Artificial "Bob."

The standby for the bait was the minnows, hundreds of
which could be scooped out of the eddies in the tail race
of the woolen mill with a piece of mosquito bar, or at a
pinch, the old straw hat. But when the salamander
(helgramite) was ripe, this was the favorite bait till it took
unto itself wings and flew away in the shape of a big,

dirty white fly. They were ugly customers to handle on
account of the sharp, curved pair of "ice tongs" each was
provided with at its head, but the results would more
than pay for a few severe nips, for they were so leathery
and tough that often five and six bass would be taken
with one salamander.
The most killing lure, however, for spring fishing when

the bass was in the humor was a "bob," introduced by
the fishing blacksmith, a sort of nondescript fly that
looked like nothing on earth or in the waters. A stout
piece of line was first wrapped on the shank of a hook

—

sometimes two were used, set at a right angle—then two
or three white feathers were similarly fastened with the
ends protruding an inch beyond the bowl of the hook.
Around this as low a? the curve of the hook a strip of
bright scarlet flannel was wrapped and sewed fast, mak-
ing a roll a little larger than a lead pencil, the lower end
a trifle larger than the upper. A strip of very thin brass
a half-inch wide, cut from the label of a sardine box, was
rolled around the upper end and securely fastened, and
with a split bullet clasped on the snell just above, to give
weight in casting, the nameless bug was complete—

a

gaudy contrivance of about 'Sin. in length. I have per-
haps omitted the most important item in the construc-
tion of this bass killer (at least it was one in our eyes at
that day and the notion is not thoroughly eradicated yet,
so firmly do the angling superstitions of our youth take
root), and that was a small piece of gum ' asafoetida
wrapped on the hook shank, before the flannel was fast-

ened to its place. This, or a few drops of oil of anise,
was considered irresistible to any bass or pike-perch that
might be "nosin' 'round" for an odorous morsel; but if

any of the brethren feel like trying one of these flies, or
bugs, or "varmints," I think they may safely dispense
with the villainous smelling gum and the bass "will never
know the difference.
The fishing blacksmith initiated me into the mysteries

of its construction and thereafter there was a friendly
strife between us as to which could take the most bass
with it. It was a noted fact that he would never fish

with live bait in the spring of the year, he would use
only his red bug, and he seemed to know intuitively the
days when the bass were in just the right humor to
take it, for he never came back empty-handed. His
favorite place to fish was just above the riffle, near a
lot of great boulders rearing their heads above the water,
when the river was at a good fishing stage.
There was a narrow gap in the rocky line, 50 or 60ft.

below and a few yards to the west, through which the
water ran like a mill race, that the bass appeared to use
as a special highway by which to reach the deep water
below the dam, and here, anchored out in his boat within
easy casting distance of the break in the water, at the
head of the chute, he would "thrash the waters indus-
triously" on a good afternoon till the evening shadows
fell on the river, and drop back down to the town, a few
hundred yards below, with all the way from a dozen to
75 bass, with an occasional pike-perch sandwiched in for
variety.
Old Jess was extremely reticent and peculiar in his

ways, and was never known to fish with any one, or ask
a friend to join him in a day's fishing, but "he was a
main hand at fishin'," as they say in Tennessee, and a
worthy disciple of "gentle old Ike," whose place he filled

as patron saint to all the anglers, old and young, of the
village.

One Saturday, a couple of years after the advent of old
Jess in the village, when there was a Bmell of rain in the

air I pushed father's little boat up to the riffles, where by
dint of hard work I waded and pulled it above at a cer-

tain shallow place, and was soon anchored at the coveted
spot, with the roar of the dam at the back to furnish the
music for the entertainment that followed. That spring
father had selected for mo a light, tough Mississippi cane
pole, from a bundle "imported" by one of the village

storekeepers, and with a new bob with two hooks that I

had spent some anxious hours over, a "bug" that eclipsed
all former efforts, I felt prouder than if I had owned half
the town.
The bass seemed to be in unusual numbers above the

riffles and around the head of the chute that day, and I

wielded the rod until my arms ached, hooking a fish at
nearly every cast and very rarely losing one. There was
no playing a fish for sport indulged in; no music of the
reel to go into ecstacies over, as a reel was an unheard of
implement; nor was any time wasted in watching "the
glorious bend of the rod." The gaudy bunch of tinsel,

flannel and feathers was dropped on the water "k'chunk,"
with an utter disregard to "delicacy of cast," "feathery
lightness," "like a snow flake or a spray of thistle down,"
and the like flummery beloved of "ye tournament fisher,"

and drawn with jerky pull across or up the current near
the head of the channel, and when a tug was felt the vic-
tim was unceremoniously pulled alongside and yanked
into the boat before he had time to find out what hit him.
That was the way it was done in those days when we
were out for count, and before we had learned more
sportsmanlike ways and methods.
As youngsters, we are intent only on landing our fish;

as we grow older in the gentle art we take more pride in
our tools and tackle and skill in handling them, and the
performance of a favorite rod affords more "bileel down"
happiness to the grizzled angler than does his landed
fish.

The first two or three dozen were strung over the sides
of the boat; but as the afternoon wore on the fun grew so
fast and "overpowerin"' that the others that came to
grifif in rapid order were dropped in the bottom of the
boat in an inch or two of leaked-in water, which was
kept from further encroaching by a few timely dips now
and then with an old battered basin. When evening fell

the fish quit biting, and with tired arms but happy heart
the anchor was lifted in and the boat guided through the
chute and down to the landing at the mill, with a score
to my credit that laid old Jess's best catch in the shade.
Father was waiting at the landing to "interview me

with a bresh" for staying so late, but at the tight of the
fish he forgot all about the time of day and the intended
"breshin"' (greatly to my pleasement), for he was an
eager sportsman and a skillful handler of the rod him-
self—of which I got an occasional taste when I would
fish or hunt too late of a Saturday and fail to have the
"Sunday wood" cut on time—albeit, the rod he used on
these occasions was not the one he usually fished with.
To beat the fishing blacksmith with a lure he had

taught me to make, was "a leetle too much glory for the
Joneses," and the consequence was a well-developed case
of enlargement of the cranium that necessitated the pur-
chase of a new hat next day that was a full size larger
than the old one. Old Jess seemed as well pleased over
the catch that beat his record as I was, and the bond of
brotherhood between us, despite the disparity in our years,
was more firmly riveted than ever, but he still held to his
solitary ways and I never had the coveted pleasure of an
invitation to join him in a day out with the bass.

I have never since taken as many fish in one clay, not
even trout when they "were a bitin' like all possessed,"
nor will I ever wish to unless I degenerate into a pot fisher
—which may the good Lord keep me from.

III.—Large-Mouth and Small-Mouth.

The bass taken below the old dam in the spring time
usually ran from half a pound to a pound and a half and
two pounds in weight, and rarely was a three-pounder
overtaken, although when the neighboring farmer folk
came in gangs from miles around and camped, some in
tents and some in wagons, for the annual spring "seining
spree," dozens of big fellows might be seen jumping the
seines as they were drawn up on the sloping, gravelly
beach below the riffles that looked to be four or five

pounds weight.
At rare intervals, perhaps two or three times in a season,

a "big-mouth," called "lake bass," and "Oswego bass,"
would be taken, but by whichever name they came to
grief, they were looked on with disfavor and considered
a sort of interloper and "no 'count fighter," and in all of
the succeeding years, during the past ten of which I have
enjoyed a somewhat intimate acquaintance with them, I
have not seen occasion to change the opinion formed of
their fighting qualities when a bare-footed boy.

It would be impossible to convince me that the large-
mouthed bass can begin to hold up his end with the
small-mouth when it comes to a question of strength, en-
durance, quickness of motion, and all the "hustling"
qualities that go to make up a game and tireless fighter
at the end of a line, and I hold that no bass fisher who has
handled both kinds can maintain to the contrary, unless
his head loses its balance and his wrist its power of dis-

crimination during the progress of the difficulty.

I have not imbibed these notions—prejudices, if you
will—from specimens of the genus homo, whom I have
met on stream or lake; they have come to me by the
close observation of years, the handling of many of both
varieties in the same waters, and a discriminating wrist,
and I don't believe with Dr. Henshall "that the large-
mouthed bass, all things being equal, displays as much
pluck and exhibits as much untiring fighting qualities as
its small-mouthed congener." With due deference to the
Doctor's superior attainments as a scientist, naturalist
and an engaging writer, I venture the opinion that he
don't know as much about the fighting qualities of the
two varieties as he would like to have us believe; that he
has not improved his opportunities to the full extent of
his "caliber."
Nor am I alone in the belief in the inferiority of the

large-mouthed bass. Not a bass fisher of my acquaint-
ance, who has handled both kinds (and I know a good
many), notably my old comrades of the camps in north-
ern Michigan, but will, I believe, bear me out in this

"notion" of the decided superiority of the small-mouthed
bass as a fighter over his big-beaded cousin when it comes
to a personal difficulty with the angler. The difference
has been so noticeable that on three occasions in the last

ten years we have moved the camp from a lake where
we could get nothing but big-mouths, to some other lake,
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where we could find at least half of the small-mouthed
variety.

I had a twelve-year-old boy with me last summer in
the camp on Carp Lake (little Ed V., who took to fishing
and casting from the reel as naturally as a young duck
takes to water), who could and did tell five times out of
six when he had on a small-mouthed hass before tbe fish
came in view, and on asking how he could tell he said,
"They make my arms tireder." And just that is the
briefest and most comnionsense reason perhaps ever given
for the superiority of the small-mouth—"they make the
arm tierder. A. whole chapter of wordy argument
wouldn't express it as clearly and forcibly as the
inexperienced but observant youngster did in five
words.
I hold up for the small-mouth against all comers. He

is not only the coming game fish, but he is the game fish
of our Western and Northern waters, right here with us
to stay, and in my humble and carefully considered opin-
ion he has no superior as a fighter with the just possible
exception of "him of the gorgeous fin"—the Michigan
grayling.*

IV.—An October "Controversy."

The glory of the fishing, however, came with the Octo-
ber days and the soft, hazy Indian summer, when the
woods were gorgeous in red and yellow, old gold and
russet brown, with here and there a fleck of evergreen
clinging along the steep sides of "Ballard's Bluffs," over-
looking the river above the mouth of Pleasant Run, a
noisy, rocky little stream famous for its wide-mouthed,
fine scaled minnows. The fall fishing was above the
dam in the slack water, which was a matter of seven miles
of almost dead water, with an average width of 200yds.
and varying in depth from a few feet at the head to 25ft.
in places between that and the dam. This body of deep,
quiet water was the home of the big fellows of the bass
tribe, the old moss-backs that had lived there and kept
the minnows and other small fry from becoming too
thick, ever since the dam was built.
Along the western shore, the hilly side of the river, for

5 miles up, several little cold spring branches flowed in at
intervals, besides the more pretentious "cricks," and
around the mouths of these bass from 2 to 71bs. could be
taken by still-fishing, or "trailing" as we called it, and
the tradition yet lingers in the village, I have no doubt,
that old Jess once took one that weighed something over
8ibs. However this may be, father and I one October
day had a difficulty with one that weighed a little over
7ilbs. on the "store scales," and he was taken without a
reel, with a pole and line that in these days of fine tackle
would have been laughed out o' sight.
The controversy took place off the mouth of "Troxel's

Branch" as we were going in the boat to a strip of bottom
land a couple of miles above the dam after pawpaws,
walnuts and water grapes, and of course we had taken a
pole and line along just to while away the time on the
way up and back. Father was at the oars and I sat at
the stern with about 40ft. of line trailing behind with a
bewildering new bob at the end of it, when a heavy jerk
that nearly took pole and boy overboard started the fun.
The boat was stopped and for half a minute or so father
looked on to see which way the battle was likely to go,
but seeing the fish was about to get me he stepped aft
and taking the rod from nay nervous hands with, "He's
too much for a boy of your heft, let me show you how to
do it," proceeded with a deliberation that set me on net-
tles to finish the fight after his own fashion and nearly
break my heart with disappointment at the same time,
for I would have hung on to the rod even had I been
pulled overboard. The struggle was short and furious,
but the strong line, tough rod and main strength pre-
vailed, and he was pulled alongside and lifted by the
lower jaw (landing nets we knew not) in the boat with a
scrap of advice from father that has pulled me out of
some tight places since then, "Always keep cool when
you've got a big fish on." When he was safely in the
boat we saw what was doubtless the reason the difficulty
didn't last longer and why he had not left the water, as
the small-mouth bass usually does one or more times in
open water. Hanging on to him in different places were
5 slippery, slimy, blood-sucking lampry eels, from 5 to
lOin. long, the longest one fastened on just behind
one of the pectoral fins, although at that time 1 didn't
know the difference between a pectoral fin and an oar
blade.
The eels hung on to their victim with a grip that re-

sisted all efforts to pull them loose, and were only
removed by severing them with a knife near the bead,
when the "sucker" would relax and the head drop off,

leaving a round raw spot that determined us not to eat
the old fellow, but he was hung over the side of the boat
and taken home in the evening with some others to get
his weight.

I straightway "laid up a skunner agin" father for rob-
bing me of the glory of that fight, but when a few rods
further on he let me handle one about half as large, and
two or three more before we got to the pawpaw patch,
the "skunner" was forgotten: and when we returned in
the evening full to the thrapple of grapes and pawpaws,
with the bow of the boat filled with them and a bushel or
more of black walnuts, I mentally wished the blue Octo-
ber days would last forever.
Some years afterward a good part of the old dam was

washed out, doubtless carrying out with the flood hun-
dreds of the old settlers; but in October, 1877, after it had
been rebuilt, the "Kingfishers" camped for two weeks at
the mouth of Pleasant Run and had some fine sport,
taking bass that weighed from 2 to 5^ lbs. : but the glory
of the boyhood days had departed ; the rnossbacks of the
tribe had sought other waters or died off from sheer old
age.

* I would be pleased to see the Forest amd .Stream publish the
opinions of a few bass fishers who have handled a good many of
both varieties in the lakes of northern Michigan, as to the meril a
of each as a fighter, and to this end would suggest, that they "in-
terview"' by letter such aoglers as H. C. Culbertsou, Alex. Star-
buck, "Old Knots," B. E. Macauley, H. H. Mailer, T, H. Foulds,
B. K. Brant, a former "Kingfisher," Sam ii. Smith, C. C. Furr
(Job S. A. Whitfield. Second Ass't P. M. General, State Kish Com-
missioner CM. W. T. Dennis (however, [am not quite sure Col.
Dennis lias had manv difficulties wilh the big-mouths), "Old Bill
Sehroll," who can tell to a nicety the difference between the move-
ments of a bass and a "auekermoojen." andlasL and best comrade
of them all, "Uncle Dan" T. Sloan, who has had more "pizen dif-
nkilties" with the "open-faced" variety, and done more "plain
an' ornamental enssin' " at them than perhaps any of the others.
If a clean majority of these brethren will say the big-mouth is
the equal of the small-mouth in any particular, 1 will stand con-
victed as the olis tin ate juror, lay down my rod and give up the
sport.

V.—A Memory of the Tippecanoe.

Twenty-five or thirty years ago the Tippecanoe River
flowing into the Wabash a few miles above Lafayette,
Ind., was, without a doubt or exception, the best bass
stream in the United States; but of late years giant pow-
der, the fish trap, the jig and seine—ye guileless farmers'
favorite weapons of extermination—have depleted the
once famous stream, till now it is great luck if a camping
party can catch enough fish with rod and line to keep the
frying pans in good odor.
In September, 1867, four of us made a camp on an

island in this river a few miles above Monticello and a
mile above Norway, a small settlement of half a dozen
houses, a flouring mill, a woolen mill and sawmill, to fish
the slack water above the dam, which my brother, then
living in Monticello, had written me was "chuck full o*
big bass." The first day was spent in fixing up the camp
and seining a couple of hundred young pike (the best bait
we ever found for Tippecanoe bass) from Pike Creek, a
little cold stream running into the river a hundred yards
or so below the dam. One of the party, George V., a
young fellow built on the ground plan of a, dude—brains
in his feet—wore a new pair of $13 boots, which somehow
got full of water while we were after minnows, and in
the evening after supper he laid them on a log against
which we had built the camp-fire, to have them dry for
morning. During the night the end of the log on which
they lay burned, and all that was found of his prized foot
gear in the morning was a fragment of one heel. This
calamity so disgusted George that it struck in on him,
and two days after he packed his grip and struck out for
home, thoroughly satisfied with his first experience in
roughing it in a camp, which left Charley L., Col. W. T.
Dennis (Old Grizzly), the present zealous andworthy Fish
Commissioner of Indiana, and the writer to do the rough-
ing and dry our boots without the precaution of placing
them on a burning log over night, A day or two after
this Charley gorged himself on water grapes, buttermilk
and whisky, a combination that soured on his stomach
and made him "sickern a boss with the botts." When
the dark red mixture had been laboriously disgorged he
was firmly convinced that hemorrhage of the lungs had
set in on him bad, got scared, and next morning packed
his big valise, got me to take him down to Norway in a
boat, caught the mill team going to Monticello, where he
took the train for home (Richmond, Ind.). leaving only
Col. and "Jeems Mackerel" to run the camp, do the cook-
ing and fishing, and have the best time for five weeks
that ever fell to the lot of two ardent disciples "on the
face o' this livin' airth."

All this may be set down as introductory to a personal
difficulty with a big bass, a mile or more above the camp,
the forenoon of the day Charley was taken with the
' 'hemorrhage." We had been fishing a strip of deep water
a couple of hundred yards long at the mouth of "Kean's
Creek," the better part of the morning with good success,
having on the stringer a dozen or more bass that were
good for weak eyes, none under 3 and some up to 51bs.,
when we found that we ^had but one minnow left, a big
pike that was too long to straighten out in the bucket,
and concluded to start back to camp for another supply.
Just below Kean's Creek was a shallow rapid a hundred
yards long, and at the foot of this more deep water that
extended nearly down to the island. More to kill time
than anything else, the big pike was hooked on the troll
down to the camp, but as we passed a big boulder, partly
naked, lying in a couple of feet of water a short distance
below the riffle, the place looked so "enticin"' that I
stood up in the boat and cast 50 or 60ft. back in the eddy
below the big rock, with a request to Charley to "hold the
boat just a minute for luck." (I had learned the knack
of casting from the reel, "Henshall style" (?), by watch-
ing old Joe Goff, a noted angler of Connersville, Ind., who
had practiced this style of cast for some years before
Doctor Henshall or his style was ever heard of.)

The big pike had barely time to get the kink out of his
spine, brought on by long confinement in the bucket,
when a swirl in the water gave notice that there was at
least one bass in the river that had an eye to quantity
rather than quality, when it came to the matter of a
square meal; and instantly the line began to ran rapidly
off the reel up stream past the boulder toward the foot of
the riffle. When 8 or 10yds. had run off, the thumb
tightened the line and a smart twitch of the rod pulled the
pike out of the fish's mouth ; I had struck too soon. In-
stead of reeling up for another cast the bait was allowed
to sink to the bottom, and before we had time to make a
few "appropriate remarks" the line was running off up
stream again. Another strike, after a reasonable time
had been given, resulted in another failure to hook him;
the pike was too big for him to swallow readily, and the
"sag" of the line in the current and a trifle of hurry and
eagerness on my part probably had something to do with
the second miss.
Again the minnow was left to drift along the rocky bot-

tom, but before Charley could take a "consoler from a con-
venient wicker contrivance reposing under the seat, the
line was again going toward the mouth of Kean's Creek.
This time I was determined to allow him ample time to
swallow the big pike, tail and all, if it took him a week,
and to this end Charley began to back the boat upstream
to give me a shorter line when it was time to strike with-
out so much sag to take up. When right up to the foot
of the riffle the fish stopped, the line was carefully tight-
ened, and instead of the regulation twitch he was treated
to a genuine, old-fashioned "Watterson wipe"— a "sure
enough jaw-breaker"—as old Sam Smith calls it—and
the hook this time struck something and held, and ye
gods and brethren of the rod at large! the fun we had
right there for the next twenty or thirty minutes set us
to thinking that the average span of life is all too short
for them who angle for the love of it.

The instant the hook struck the fish turned and darted
down stream x>ast the boulder, which we were now a
little above, turned into the eddy below, flashed around
it and headed up stream again so suddenly that we were
dazed for a moment; but by keeping the rod tip well up,
the line had been kept from fouling around the rock,
thereby narrowly averting a calamity that would have
ended the difficulty before it had well begun. When a
yard or two above the boulder he changed his mind and
shot off quartering down stream toward the west shore
into deep water, the line running out from under the
thumb with a velocity that soon heated it to near the
sizzling point, although Charley was following up mean-
time as fast as he could pull the boat. I was using a one
piece, close-jointed Japanese cane rod (the best of all rods

to trust in a tight place) and with 100yds. of new braided
silk line on the reel I felt no fear of the final result if the
hook didn't tear out; aoid yet a second or two later, when
the bass went 5ft. in the air over near the shore, with
the bigpike thrown out and dangling (:i or 8ft. up the line,
my heart came up in my throat like old Dave Edwards's
in his first battle after he enlisted for the war, "with a
thump that knocked the chaw tobacker out o' my
mouth."
This was the first sight we had of him, and truly he

was a prize worth a whole week's patient angling for;
a long, slim, trim-built, green-sided pioneer, agile and
wiry, and full of fight as a Tennessee wildcat. Then the
difficulty began in earnest. When he struck the water
he started with a rush down the river, but the pull of the
rod swerved him around till he soon was going for the
opposite shore like a stray dog that had been cajoled
into the belief that he can outrun an old. oyster can when
securely fastened to his tail. When half across the river
he took a notion to air himself again and get rid of the
hook that was worrying the life out of him, but it was.
there to stay, and the effort only resulted in another fail-
ure and a fiercer rush to make up for the time fooled
away in the air. This time he struck the water head up
stream about 30yds. from the boat, and made a straight
wake for the boulder, where a few minutes before the big
pike minnow had disturbed his meditations and got him
into a "catagory" that had evidently unbalanced his
mind; but the trusty rod bent to its work and he was
stopped before reaching the eddy. Bewildered and dis-
couraged, he turned and came back past the boat into
deep water again, when after the third flying leap in the
air he fell back again into the water with still fight
enough left in him to nearly double the rod in the effort
to hold him away from a patch of long, wavy grass grow-
ing up from the bottom over near the west shore.
The relentless pull of the rod at last began to tell, and

after a few more aimless rushes he was carefully reeled
toward the boat, tugging feebly and rolling from side to
side with wide open mouth, when as he came within,
reach Charley deftly landed him in the boat: and then we
let out a combined yell that was heard by the Colonel at
the camp below.
Never since have I taken a bass that made a longer or

harder fight, and the memory of it is as fresh now as
though it happened but yesterday. When he was safely
on the stringer and we had celebrated the victory after
the fashion of our Kentucky brethren, we made our way
down to the island to make glad the heart of Old Grizzly,
who had stayed in camp to concoct a toothsome stew
from a young goose he said he had "bartered" for that
morning; but happily for him our farmer neighbor after-
ward laid the disappearance of his goase to the "var-
mints."
The big bass was just 27-Mn. long and weighed 61bs. and

12oz., and was the finest specimen of the family I ever
saw taken from the Tippecanoe River, although we fished
it annually for more than ten years afterward. We tied
our fish out along the island, each secured with a piece of
cord to a springy twig driven in the sand at the edge of
the water, and kept the surplus down by giving them to
our neighbors as they would come after them day by day.
After Charley left us, the Colonel and I remained on

the island over four weeks, and when we broke camp he
nailed a piece of board on a tree near by with the figures
"384" cut in it, which stood for the number of bass we
had taken, of which the Colonel had kept count from
the first day; and four years afterward it greeted us as a
"That reminds me," as we passed the island in a boat on
our way up to the mouth of Kean's Creek, We have
been in many pleasant camps together since, but some-
how t hat old camp of one tent on Grape Island seems the
best of all, and the memory of the happy days spent
there and the great sport we had will never die out.

VI.—Luck in the Night.

Bass are not usually night feeders, but a few years
after the camp on Grape Island I took a 5-pounder at the
big dam at Monticello at 10 o'clock on a moonless night,
with a dead, dried up frog that had lain in the boat since
the night before.

I had occasion to go up to the town that evening to ma i I

some letters, and falling in with some of the "old boys"
of my acquaintance, had incidentally "histed on a big
jag," which proved somewhat of an impediment in fol-
lowing the path through the woods back to the dam
where I had left my boat and rod, a matter of a mile and
a half below the town. (In those days beverages in camp
ranked as necessities, same as bait and. side meat.) When
crossing the river to get over to the camp, a notion struck
in on me to pidl the boat up on the apron of the dam at
a spot where no water was running over it and fish for
blue cats, but on looking for the minnow bucket I was
surprised to find it had mysteriously disappeared—and all
the time it was hanging in the water at the stern where
I had left it. In the absence of other bait the dead frog
lying on the seat was hooked on and dropped at the edge
of a line of swift water running over where there was a
trifling sag in the dam, and before I had time to get my
bearings in the gloom, a difficulty was in progress that
called for a clearer head than I was just then possessed of.

At the strike the fish swung out into the swift water
and by the way the rod doubled up I was sure I had
"hung" at least a 251bs. catfish. The conditions for stand-
ing up in the boat were somewhat unfavorable, owing to
certain misgivings I had as to the reliabihty of my legs,
and the battle was fought out sitting.

Three or four times during the controversy the fish
would get into the swift water and run off 30 or 40yds.
of line down stream, despite the stubborn protest of the
rod, before he could be pulled back into the dead water,
where the advantage was slightly on my side, and I could
reel him at "memorandum" in the darkness back toward
the boat, when he would somehow again get in the swift
current and swing around the circle till I began to think
the performance would last till morning unless one of us
gave out. Finally I held him away from the spot where
he usually started on his circuit, the strain on the rod
eased up and he was pulled near the boat, but it was so
dark that 1 couldn't see the line and had to feel for it.

This required a mighty fine job of "balancing" to keep
from going head first into the river, but at last I found
the line, and running one hand down it—holding the rod
in the other—grasped the fish by the lower jaw and
lifted him in the boat; a clean built 51bs. bass, as regist-
ered by the pocket scale a few minutes after at the camp,
instead of a 23lbs. catfish as at first supposed. Then I
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gave a yell of doubtful sobriety to notify the camp of my
coming, backed the boat off the apron and was soon
ashore, where I was met by one of the boys with a
lighted lantern and escorted in triumph to the camp a
hundred yards below, when the bass was weighed and I

was complimented with the sage remark—heard before

and since—"A fool for luck."
In "eogitatin' it all over" afterward, 1 had a notion

that that bass was aware of my happy frame of mind and
thought to take advantage of it, but he had miscalcu-
lated my capacity for Monticello "festivities" at that

time and the mistake resulted in his taking his place
with 70 or 80 others of his tribe, and a sprinkling of cat-

fish and pike-percb, in a little pond a couple of rods long,

made by throwing a dam across a, cold spring branch
near the tent, were they were kept alive till we broke
camp for homo.

I record this little "episode" not to call attention to the

use of beverages in camp, but to show what a full-blown
fool they will make of one when he most needs a clear

head, and after a good many years of nothing but water
and coffee in camp or out in the shape of fluids T can
vouch for it as the best way, and say to the youngsters
of the craft, "Tamper not with the enemy," in any guise,

at any time.
In October of the next year we fished the deep water

above the dam and had great sport, notably on one day
that Col. Dennis christened "Coon's day." We had pulled
the boat up on the bank a quarter of a mile above the
dam, near a little spring that gushed out of the ground
at the foot of the hill, a rod back from the river, and
standing in the stern I took eleven bass as fast as they
could be handled and taken from the hook and strung by
the Colonel, that weighed exactly 44lbs,, an average of

4lbs. each—and they were of very even size—which he
figured out as "4 11-44," the colored brother's favorite

gig when "rasselin' with policy." When the fun began
the Colonel was busy on the bank trying to disentangle a
snarl in his line, but laid it down to take the first one
from the hook and string him. and before he was well
into the mysteries of the snarl again another was ready
for him at the edge of the water, a performance that was
repeated to the neglect of the snarl till the last bass of the
school of eleven was safely on the stringer. Ten or fif-

teen minutes more of persistent casting failing to pro-
voke another bite, the rod was laid down, the Colonel's

line patiently "unsnarled" and we took our way back to

camp happy as two "coons" that had hit the combina-
tion, for Ave had "been out to see a man" with frequent
regularity between acts as long as the performance
lasted.

We fished the glorious, rapid, rocky old Tippecanoe for
several seasons after that at different points, and although
we have not wet a line in its limpid waters for years we
will never forget the happy, care-free hours passed in

many a pleasant camp along its wooded banks, when
hazy Indian summer days made life seem but a dream.

VII.—Kingfisher Days.

In July, 1880, two of the original "Kingfishers," Old
Knots" and the writer, with a friend from Hamilton, O.,

made our first camp in northern Michigan on Lewis's
Island in Central Lake, the lower one of the Intermediate
Chain, and had such great sport that we had a violent at-

tack of "Michigan fever" ever since, which bids fair to

abide with us till Gabriel "winds his horn to fall in for the
final roll call. I am ashamed to say how many bass we
took in the two weeks we were in camp—to sa.y nothing
of the pickerel—for it was rnore like slaughter than sport,

and had it not been for our fish-hungry neighbors, we
might have been rightfully charged with criminal waste.
They, however, relieved our consciences by relieving us
of most of our fish, and we felt that while doing some
wrong we were at the same time evening things up in a
measure by doing a little good. The bass taken while in
this camp were about equally divided between the large

and small-mouthed varieties, perhaps a few more of the
big-mouths than the others, but the small-mouths averaged
the largest, many of them weighing 5, 51, and up to 6ilbs.

,

weighed with an accurate pocket scale, and here we first

noted more particularly the decided superiority of the
small-mouth over the big-mouth as a game and tireless

fighter. We noted, too, that both varieties were not
always found in the same waters, although in some local-

ities both were plentiful.

( I may write as a curious feature of the fishing in this

chain of lakes—there are ten of them connected by little

unobstructed streams—that out of several hundred bass
taken in the lakes above the head of Central, we have
never found a single one of the small-mouthed variety.

If any of the tribe have been taken in the lakes above,
brother "Kelpie" of Central Lake—the cleanest-handed
sportsman and angler of my acquaintance in the North
woods—can probably tell about it.)

In a little bay off the mouth of "Sweeney's Creek" we
have taken in the five seasons" camping on this lake at

least fifty bass that would certainly average 4ilbs. each,
and not one of them was of the large-mouthed tribe. In
this bay on our first trip I took the 6*-pounder, and a few
days after, with the wind kicking up a sea two feet high
and the little boat pitching around like an eggshell, I

took one that was 3in. longer and lin. deeper at the
"shoulder," but did not get his weight by reason of

"Knots and Jim" having left on a trip for Petoskey and
taking with them the only pocket scale in the camp.
Just across the lake from Sweeney's Creek at "Buzaroo

Point," in '88 my old comrade Uncle Danny Sloan took a
small-mouthed bass while I handled the 'boat for him,
that weighed exactly 71bs. on two different scales, and
which the Forest and Stream took the unauthorized
liberty of cutting down to 61bs. when the account of the
capture was published in "Camps of the Kingfishers" in

the paper the following year.

VIII —The "Bull Bass of Michigan."

In the last forty years I have had a good many per-

sonal difficulties with big bass, but the largest one I ever
saw or hooked came out on top and left me in a "state of

mind" that I don't believe I am quite over yet, and when-
ever I think of the occurrence, I am strongly tempted to

fracture one of the Commandments—I forget the number
of it, but it mentions something about swearing.
A few days after Uncle Dan took the 7-pounder, Old

Ben Renshaw and I were idling along the rush-lined
shore in a boat about three miles above the camp, making
a pretense of fishing a little, with the afternoon sun beat-

m$ down on M so fierce and hot that both together

hadn't as much energy in us as a green frog in August;
we were actually so indolent and lazy that we had put a
cork float on our lines 5 or 6ft. above the hook to save the
exertion of reeling up for an occasional cast, and when
I see a bass fisher using a float, unless tbe nature of the
current and bottom especially require it, I have a notion
that he is too lazy to breathe, A thoroughly lazy man,
one who waits for the fish to come to him, never makes
a successful angler.

1 was at the oars, making a stroke now and theu to

keep from going to sleep, when I was roused by Old Ben
with "Great Jehossafat, Hickory, look yonder!" pointing
in toward the rushes only an oar length away, "there's a
bass bigger 'n a skinned boss; reel up an' drap yer frog
over there an' see ef he'll take it." Looking over my
shoulder, all the laziness and indolent feeling left me like

a flash, and I was instantly as wide awake as though I

had been soused in the lake." There, not ten feet from the
boat and just inside the line of sparsely growing bul-

rushes that marked the "pitch off" into deoxi water, were
three bass close together, two of them, looking to be a foot

and a half long in the clear water, but the "skinned boss"

was a monster beside which the other two looked small
and insignificant. Tbe bigfellow was slightly in advance
of the others; and none of them paid the slightest atten-

tion to the boat, but lay fanning the sandy bottom with
their fins, as lazy and sleepy apparently as Ben and I bad
been a few seconds before. Stopping the boat with a
noiseless back stroke, I quickly reeled up the frog and
float trailing 40 or 50ft. astern next to the rushes and
dropped the kicking frog quietly over in front of the big

one, but it didn't seem to "remind him of anything" just

thou, and with an easy stroke of bis tail he went around
the stern of the boat and out into deep water, while the
other two turned and fanned back among the rushes.

Peeling up again, the frog was cast 20ft. outside in the
direction the big one had taken; and as the sinker pulled

the float to a perpendicular it slipped out of sight under
water, and Ben took the oars to give me a fair show when
the fight began. Just 'as I was about to make the strike

the frog came to the surface without the hook, and swam
off with frantic kicks and disappeared in the bulrushes.
This was a turn of affairs that we couldn't understand,
but we finally charged it to the hook. I was using a No.
6 barbless hook that day, and the infernal fraud had
somehow let the frog slip past the keeper with the result

as stated, but we couldn't quite make out how he had
escaped from the big bass.

The line was reeled in quicker perhaps than ever
before, the bucket nervously opened and another frog
hooked on and cast back about where the other one had
come up (we couldn't spare the time to tie on another
hook), and in less time than it takes to write it the cork
was out of sight again and the line running furiously off

the reel quartering across the lake. Ten or twelve yards
were run off without a sign of the fish stopping, when
Ben said, "Hit 'im one in the jaw an' paralyze him." I

"hit 'im" as suggested, and such a fight as took place
there under the broiling sun—short, sharp and furious—
was never witnessed, I reckon, "on the face o' this livin'

airth." With the bit in his teeth— to speak "hossy"—the
old fellow took at least 15yds. more line from the reel

before the blessed old rod—I have it yet—could stop him,
and when the pull at last swung him around, he came
dashing back by the boat like a locomotive running wild,

only a few feet away and heading inshore for the rash
belt. Suddenly the strain on the rod eased up, and an
instant later, about 30ft. from the boat and only a few
yards from the rushes, the largest small-mouthed bass I

have ever seen was on a level with my head in the air

taking an instantaneous view of the surroundings, while
our hearts stopped beating lest he should shake out that
"cussed piece o' pianer wire," as Ben called it. The fish

was, I honestly believe, more than 80m, long, and so pro-

portionately large that we were afraid to believe it a
bass. "The jumpin' Jehossafat, Hickory! (The jumpin'
Jehossafat was one of Ben's strongest expressions of
astonishment before he reached the profane boundary)
"that's the great gran'daddy of all the bass in Michigan,"
but before he had relieved himself of this sentence in his

deliberate way, the bass was in the water again, and as

the demon of ill-luck would have it, he was going for the
rushes with a pull that threatened to end the usefulness
of the trusty old rod that had stood the test of so many
hard won battles before.

Yank—tug—pull : the line slipped a little under the
thumb; a harder pressure was put on and the rod tip

went a little further toward the rush line. If the bass

got among the rushes the fight was over; the result rested

solely on the strength of rod and line, for he must
be held away from the danger line at all hazards. Just
as the feel of the rod gave a sign that the old mossback
was weakening and I was on the point of giving a shout
of exaltation at the prospect of a speedy victory, the rod
flew up and the cork went over our heads with a swish
into the lake outside, and I wilted down on the seat so full

of bitter disappointment that I couldn't utter a word,
while Ben held the oars poised in the ah', speechless and
with a blank expression of " how-did-it-all-happen ? " on
his bronzed old face that I'll never forget. After staring

at each other a while in a meaningless sort of way, the
line was reeled slowly in and the cause of the calamity
was made apparent. There, hanging at the end of the
line, was that "cussed piece o' pianer wire," treacherous,

barbless, and worthless, straightened out into about the
shape of a sore finger, with the point turned sharply back
like a bent pin and nearly half an inch away from the
point of the keeper—that didn't keep. Ben examined it

in silence for nearly a minute before passing it to me, and
when I had studied the case over in all its bearings on the

catastrophe, I made a few remarks that would compare
favorably with any of Ben's best efforts, and Ben was "a
main hand at cussin' " when occasion required.

This duty performed, another hook—with a barb—was
tied on and we fished for two hours up and down the rush
line but saw no more of the veteran, and as the sun
slipped down behind the treetops on the hill back of us,

we took our way to camp, sore and out o' sorts over the

day's experience. We said nothing to the boys in camp
but went back next day, and slipped quietly up to our
"land mark"—two bulrushes tied in a loose knot—saw
the big fellow, which we knew by his great size, within a

rod or two of the place where Ben had first seen him the

previous day, accompanied this time by only one of his

mates, but at sight of the boat he darted off into deep
water and we saw no more of him that day; the prick of

the barbies hook the day before was doubtless still fresh

in his mind and it made him wary and suspicious. We
anchored the boat just inside the rushes and cast at in-

tervals up and down and out in the lake, for an hour but
it availed nothing, and we went up the lake and back to

camp in the evening, content in a measure with smaller
fry.

We went back the next day, and the next, and saw him
both days near the same place, but he was shy and wary,
and "hied off" into deep water at the approach of the
boat, and all the lures we tried on him—frog, minnow,
artificial flies and troller—only seemed to drive him into

safer hiding, and after two more visits to the place, with-
out getting a sight of him near his usual haunt, we gave
up the pursuit and acknowledged ourselves fairly beaten
by this veteran warrior of Central Lake, but it was a oom-
fort to know that we had "fit" with him, even though we
had got the worst of it.

I have never tied on another barbless hook for an hour's
fishing, and have been lamenting ever since that I tried

that one. I have kept it in the tackle box from that day
as a reminder of that fight and defeat—it is not 10ft.

away as I write this—and when I happen to lapse into a
reminiscent mood and think of that day's experience
with a barbless hook, I unlock the old box, take a look at

that "cussed piece o' ill-shaped pianer wire" and straight-
way give the aforementioned Commandment a few
violent wrenches, just by w^ay of a "consoler" for the
loss of the "bull bass of Michigan,"

IX.—His Name.

Since I began angling for the black bass he has had so
many names, each one having a claim on "old priority,"

that it has been hard work to keep track of them all, but
the last one (and perhaps the worst of the lot) will prob-
ably stick until some smart French naturalist, that hasn't
.sense enough to tell half a fish from a whole one, runs
across a decayed specimen that has lost two or three fins,

when he will no doubt have a new name for him, with
a little more "priority" tacked on.
Microplerus (small fin) and Dolomien (a frog eatbr

Frenchman) stands about as much for a "small-finned
Frenchman," as it would seem to for the American black
bass, but we are forced to do with it as the bass does with
the frog—swallow it—because "old priority" has got his
grip on it. To the devil with priority! Give us an
American name for this distinctively American fish, by
an American scientist, one who can tell a maimed or >\o-

formed fish from a perfect one when he sees it.

I once caught a bass above the dam at Monticello, Ind.,
(Col. Dennis saw the fish), that had nothing to show for

his right eye but a healed up socket, nothing left of the
spinous dorsal but two or three short stubs of spines, and
a part of the lower lobe of the caudal sliced off, the re-

sult, no doubt, of an encounter with the ice when it broke
up in the spring, or mayhap of being "sucked" into an
interview with one of the turbine wheels at Norway. I

wonder what name Mister "Velocipede," of Lacepede,
would have bestowed on that badly used up and dilapi-

dated specimen had the misfortune of taking it befallen
him. Had his best chum been burdened with the name of
William Jones, he would doubtless have dubbed it the
"One-eyed, chawed-up Bill Jones-?:e«," with "one-eyed,
chawed-up" Latinized to take off the ragged edge, and at

once proclaimed that he had discovered a new species

with priority sticking out all over it, and it would have
been about as suggestive of a black bass as the present
name he sails under, if not quite so euphonious.
But by whatever name he maybe called, he is the

gamest and most valiant warrior of all the tribes of our
Northern waters, and I don't know a more fitting way
of reeling up these rambling recollections than by drink-
ing a bumper of his native element to the "Ameri-
can small-mouthed bass," without any French flummery
tacked on to him as a misnomer; may he long be
with us; may he prosper and propagate to delight tbe
hearts of the rising generation of young anglers by his

noble qualities as a game fish when the now grizzled vet-

erans of the gentle craft shall have passed away.
Kingfisher..

Cincinnati, 0„ May 25.

Lake George Notes.—Washington, July 15.—A dis-

tinguished party of fishermen has just returned to Wash-
ington from Lake George, N. Y. They were a little too
early for the black bass and pickerel and too late for the
best of the lake trout fishing. The party consisted of Mr.
A. J, Halford, brother of the President's private secre-

tary and manager of the Congressional Department of

the' Associated Press; Mr. E. Morrison, Mr. R. H. Darby,
publisher of the Republic; Mr. F. S. Presbrey, manager
of Public Opinion, andWm. R. Wilder, Esq., of New
New York. They were accompanied by Frank Harris,

"the best fisherman on Lake George, who recently had
58 bites and landed 36 lake trout, weighing in all 731bs."

Mr. Presbrey states that the lake trout has increased in

numbers most wonderfully of late, owing to artificial

planting. The size of the fish would indicate their recent
introduction, and the increase has been so rapid and
remarkable as to show clearly the wonderful success of

modern fishcultural methods. The lake trout is not the
only trout to be found in the vicinity of Lake George.
A party of two caught 110 brook trout (<S

V

. fontinalis) in

Shelving Rock Creek in one day's fishing within three
miles of the Kattskill House. One of the crowning
glories of Lake George is its pickerel. Thanks to the
help of Mr. Presbrey, from whom we have the head of

an enormous specimen which he killed on a 12oz. rod
last year, we are able to state that the pickerel of Lake
George is the pike of other waters (Esox lucius). We
were misled into the belief that this species is the wall-

eyed pike, and are glad of the opportunity to correct the
mistake. Mr. Presbrey's fish weighed I61bs. 2oz., and
was the biggest one taken last year. Major IT. A. Hall,

of Washington , was one of a party that took over 30 pike
(or pickerel) last year that averaged over lOlbs. each.

The best method of catching pickerel is by still- fishing

in water from 35 to 40ft. deep, with live bait, for which
purpose the white chub is a universal favorite. The black
bass season does not open until Aug. 1. The best part of

the lake for this fish is the south end, and here the sport

is fast and furious.

No Extba Chakg E for fast time. No transfers. No midnight
changes. No missed connections. No appliances but modern
ones. No luxuries but the best. No mistake nossibie if yon take
the Chicage & Atlantic to Chautauqua, New York, New England
and all points East. No trouble to ask your agent for the 0, <£ A,
dift'evential rates, which saye money to travelers.—Adv,
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PECULIARITIES OF BASS FISHING.
THE writer is not an angler in the proper sense of the

term, and is, therefore, elevated to the necessary
plane of disinterestedness and impartiality to present
without partisan bias, certain facts observed, relating
to the idiosyncrasies of the black bass or of the bass
fisherman with regard to bait, leaving the reader to
decide as to where the idiosynacrasies belong.
The case may be stated as follows, viz : A, B, C and D,

go bass fishing on the same day, but independently. A
takes as bait crayfish and minnows ; B takes crayfish
and helgramites ; C takes helgramites, frogs and small
catfish ; and D takes all of them. The net resnlts of a
day's fishing of all of them may be represented by a
cipher, or at most by a few small bass weighing a few
ounces each. The verdict is that the bass are " played
out," or that the bait was not the proper one. It is tried
again and again, with the same result. But the catching
of a fine bass with a certain bait establishes a " sure
lure " until repeated failures with it afterward proclaim
that it must have been an accidental success only, And
so it often comes to be believed that the bass is capricious
and changeful as to his food, requiring crayfish to-day,
perhaps, helgramite to-morrow, and frog or minnow
next day, a creature of dietetic idiosyncrasies. Is it

really true of him ?

Perhaps there is nothing more disappointing than
black bass fishing in Eastern waters generally. But then
the healthfulness and moral discipline of it.

Meanwhile news items continually record fine catches
of bass, and these are looked upon by the unsuccessful
angler as lures thrown out by the fishing tackle dealers
and others interested. Are they ?

The writer has been in a position to notice the pecu-
liarities and success of the anglers of a great city and
he has observed that among them all there are very few
who always bring home a fine bass or two. Of course
there are always insinuations that they were caught in
the live box of some local pot-hunter. But the writer,
noticiug the methods of the fishermen, can provide a
fair and reasonable hypothesis for such success.
To begin with, the black bass is the most wary of

fishes. There is none more cautious and suspicious, and
when it is caught it is laboring under a delusion, or is
bordering on starvation. Its time of feeding is generally
early morning, or late in the afternoon, or evening, and
so the general run of bass fishermen arrive after he is
gorged to repletion, and leave before he is ready to take
his evening meal. Stand by the margin of a river or
pond inhabited by bass as the sun sinks behind the
horizon. Listen to the splash of the schools of minnows
as they rush for the shallows, or among the reeds and
splatterdocks, to escape the voracious fellows. And novr
it is you see the country boy—for he knows it well

—

with birch and rod and twine line and minnow bait, or
perhaps a bob of worms, sneak cautiously behind the
reeds and splatters, although it may be twilight, and
gently cast his bait out into the clear water beyond the
plant line. Now there is no glint of sunshine to show the
line, and greedily darting after food, the erstwhile wary
fellow, seeing nothing to arouse his suspicion, the bait is

taken, and with a rush which bends the supple beech
rod like a bow, but which fails its purpose, he meets his
doom.
About the break of day, too, while the city man is

settling himself for another nap, the Avily countryman is
beguiling the wary bass from the shadows of the reeds
or rocks, and whether with worms, frogs, crawfish or
minnow, he is generally rewarded. So much for humor-
ing this apparent idiosyncrasy of the baas—offering him
food when he wants it.

The average angler for black bass in Eastern rivers
might as well, apparently, drop his hook in the gutter in
his back alley but for the glory of the outine:, the change
of scene, the distribution of wealth, etc. He arrives at
his fishing point at 8 o'clock, perhaps, if he is an early
bird. The bass have gorged themselves and are lying
placidly in the deeper pools among the rocks or plants.
Suppose there is a fine clump of rocks in mid stream
with a deep pool below, washed out by the swirl of the
current around the rocks, and our fisherman makes for
it. His boat bumps against the rock, and the chain
rattles as he puts the anchor out or makes the boat fast.
He stands boldly up on the rock, fixes his minnow pail,
lunch-basket, liquid refreshment, and other accessories,
and prepares his tackle with perfect disregard of the
possible presence of bass, and throwing his line out
boldly he proceeds to fisb. And he fishes, and fishes,
and fishes. And the bass may be imagined down there
in the limpid depths, standing on their tails occasionally,
with their thumbs to their noses—so to speak—and
gracefully wiggling their respects.
But the true angler—the real old " Izaak Walton " of

a fisherman—how does he go about it ?

Supposing that the morning or evening fishing is im-
possible to him, his approach to the rock would be with
muffled oars. Not a jar, not a clink, not a shadow would
disturb the denizens of the depths beneath. With all
the arts of a "Pathfinder" in woodcraft, every souud
would be subdued, every movement studied. When the
long and carefully stained gut leader is dropped into the
pool it is in such a way that no shadow of the rod falls
on its surface, and so lightly does it drop that it might
be a fly alighting on the water. And then should it

happen that a large or greedy bass, not yet satiated,
espies the tempting lure, hearing or seeing nothing
to arouse its suspicions, it becomes an easy prey.
And this is angling. But then how many would be

content to sit, like the typical stork, on one leg, patiently
waiting for the expectant nibble. One may shout and
sing and still catch the " sunnys " and " catties," and the
fresh air, the scent of lilies and the woods, the twitter of
birds, the clatter of the kingfisher, the buzz of insects,
and the many sounds and odors that make life sweet in
the open air.

And one may hang idly over the rocks, or the side of a
boat, and peering down into the pellucid depths may
witness many episodes of life beneath the waters, and
may think or dream, and let one's soul loaf, as Walt
Whitman puts it.

It should be said that in the pond or lake the con-
ditions are somewhat different from those of the river, in
that there are no currents, nor rocks, nor deeper pools
where the bass may hide, and so they wander more as
their food becomes scarce or shy, or other disturbing
influences exist.

The writer will not insist that his interpretation of

the observations recorded above is the true one, or will
satisfactorily account for the apparent capriciousness of
the bass. There are many who will refuse to recognize
their lack of patience and skill in angling, and who
will always insist that the bass is a creature of prejudices
and idiosyncrasies

; but, to the writer, the pithy utter-
ance of Williard Nye, regarding the striped bass, in
Forest and Stream of July 10, about covers the ground;
"You see, a bass after traveling around some, or in
other words one that will weigh SOlbs., has got the decep-
tive ways of the world down to a very fine point,
and when you start out to catch him, things have got to
be about right, or he shows a lack of interest in hook
coverings which is truly discouraging." PHOCA.

THE HELGRAMITE.
rpHE helgramite fly (Corydalus cornutus) is the largestX of our nerve-winged insects; the angler is more
familiar with its. larval condition. The eggs are deposited
in early summer on leaves of various trees and vines over-
hanging running streams. They are covered with a
white, albuminous secretion in a mass nearly an inch in
length, and containing from 2,000 to 3,000 eggs. The
egg is about one-nineteenth of an inch long and one-
third as wide. The young crawl from under the mass
and leave the envelope intact; they hatch simultaneously

the helgramite (Corydalus cornutus).

in the night. The young larvse crawl readily upon dry
surfaces and live for a day or more out of the water.
The species is supposed to live three years in the larval
condition.
Most aquatic larvae transform to the pupa state within

the water; but this larva quits the wafer when full fed,
and crawls about for days seeking a place wherein to

transform. It has two' rows of nine breathing holes
placed along the sides of the body, which enable it to
breathe out of water, and two sets of gills for breathing
in water. It feeds on other aquatic insects, such as the
larvaa of May flies and shad flies. It abounds in rapid
flowing streams with rocky bottom, upon which it moves
slowly about.
After leaving the water, about the beginning of June,

it travels in the night, sometimes to distances of 100ft.

from its former habitat. At this season, also, it is used

the pickerel frog 0'ana palustrls).

(See Page 5.)

as fish bait. In preparing for the pupa state the larva
burrows into the earth, where it forms an oval cell, or
hides under a stone, piece of wood, or other substance.
Here, in about two weeks, it casts its tough larval integu-
ment and assumes a curved form and position in its cell,

with the head, wing-pads and legs deflexed on the breast.
The color is yellow with traces of brown mottling of the
larva. The breathing holes are more conspicuous, and
the upper jaws stronger and olive green. The pupa
state lasts for days and the perfect insect issues during
the month of July. It is nocturnal in habit and hides
for the most part in obscure places during the day. At
this time it is sluggish and if approached will drop sooner
than fly, or raise its head and abdomen, and open its jaws
threateningly. The foregoing account is derived from
the writings of Prof. Riley, particularly his Reports on
Missouri Entomology.
Among the many names bestowed upon this favorite

bait of the black bass are the following: Alligator, angle
dog, bloomer, bogart, clipper, cobbler, crawler, devil
catcher, dobson, dragon, go devil, goggle goy, hell driver,
hojack, klugmite, stone crab, stone devil and water
grampus. The name bogart, Mr. Henry C. Ford tells us,
is in use on the headwaters of the Delaware. It is old
Dutch for ghost and came with Dutch settlers from New
York.

BASS OF THE TIPPECANOE.
IT may be remembered that a few weeks ago I spoke of

the bass fishing trip on the Tippecanoe River, Indiana,
wmich had been planned by Mr. Donald and Mr. Levings,
of the C. & A., and Mr. Burton, who invited me to go
along, when I couldn't go. Behold how all things come
around to people who have luck! High water and other
causes delayed the trip these gentlemen had planned,
and one day last week the writer got a peremptory sum-
mons to be on hand that evening for the eastbound Erie
express, with rods, creel and the appurtenances there-
unto belonging; for that the official car of the Chicago
& Atlantic was going fishing. Under the circumstances,
1 felt that my health required my absence from the city,

and I was accordingly on hand that evening.
Now, these railroad men never get to a train until just

half a minute before it starts, and on my arrival I found
nobody there. The Erie express never carrries any pas-
sengers, but is a sealed through train, and therefore does
not back kown to the gates at the station, but starts out
from the far end of the depot. It only carries through
baggage, like diamonds and mail, and officials who are
going fishing. I knew all this, but I did not know where
that particular train was in the vast and noisy arcade. I
waited till I only had about three minutes left and then,

thinking the party had perhaps gone aboard the car I
hastened down the tracks, and by mere accident stumbled
on the car and went aboard, just a moment ahead of
time. Meantime the rest of the party were frantically
running through the waiting rooms and trying to find that
Forest and Stream man. At the last instant they came
on board, perspiring and swearing, and disturbed a pleas-
ant conversation I was having with Scott, the colored
cook. I was sorry that they came, for the conductor and
I had it all fixed up, that if the general passenger agent
and the chief engineer did not show up in a couple of
hours or so, we would have to go without them; and I
wish I may die if I wouldn't have side-tracked the car at
the fishing place, and gone fishing by myself in the C. &
A. official car, drawn by the Erie express! I shall always
regret that as one of the few opportunities of my life that
I ever let get away from me. That would have been a
fishing trip for you

!

" Well, you're a pretty fellow!" said Charlie Burton, as
he took a swipe at himself with his scarlet handkerchief.

" That's what I think of you," said I. " You come
fooling around here at the last minute and spoil all my
fun. Why couldn't you let me go on down with the
car?" Then we explained a little and took something
cool, and by that time we were flying. The car in ques-
tion was not the old Fredonia, which at present is at the
shops being overhauled, but another special car, which
was just lettered plain "113." It was arranged with
equal comfort and luxury. "This is the only way on earth
to go a fishimg ! " sighed Charlie Willard, as he sank into
an easy chair and asked for another lemonade; and all

present save the hosts murmured "Yea, verily."
The party as now represented comprised Mr. Donald.

Mr. Burton, Mr. Willard, superintendent of the Standard
Cartridge Co., Mr. C. E. Chapin, musical and dramatic
critic of the Chicago Herald, and the writer. Mr. Chas.
Levings, chief engineer of the C. & A., came aboard at
Englewood suburb, and to him as pilot was turned over
the chief engineering of the trip, he being familiar with
the country in question.

The heat at Chicago had for four days been terrible,

but as we began to roll at full speed through the open
country a delightful breeze swept through the car and
brought forth expressions of a comfort such as had not been
felt for days. At midnight we were at anchor at Leiter's
Station. It was then raining and the air was pleasant.
In the morning Scott had a breakfast which alone could

atone for an hour lost from the morning fishing. The
day promised warmth, and no one got in a hurry, but
donned his fishing clothes in a leisurely way. And such
clothes! Mr. Levings had advised the party that the best
way was just to wear old clothing and wade right in.

He set the example by appearing in a pair of corduroy
trousers—date of the early Renaissance. Mr. Donald
wore his celebrated smile and a pair of trousers that were
a dead ringer to Mr. Levings's, barring certain irregular
apertures torn by the tooth of many years. Charlie
Willard rejoiced in a pair of leather shoes and a South
Clark street fall suit. Charlie Burton wore overshoes,
tied on with white Manilla rope, and also one of those
things they call an umbrella hat. On the whole, Charlie
Burton attracted more attention than anybody. The
little native boys looked at him with awe, and some of
them whispered "He's the human parashoot, that feller.

He's going to make a 'scursion on the Fourth over to
North Judson." Mr. Chapin, whom years of conscientious
and successful work at his trying profession had left with
the newspaper man's heritage of broken health, and who
was still m his physician's hands while in Chicago, now
forgot his doctor and appeared on the scene, ready for an
all-day submersion, in a plain two-piece Coney Island
costume, whose simplicity was its chief recommendation.

In tackle there was also a pleasing variety and much
discussion. "Gimme one of them brown cackle flies,"

said Charlie Willard. "It looks something a mouse, and
I've heard that's good for bass."

"Yes," said Charlie Burton, "you just take that, and
sort of give a squeal every time you cast it, and you'll
fool the bass, sure."

It was finally decided by the majority to begin the day
with minnow bait, and to fall back on the fly if the bass
were rising at all. For myself, I.started out with the
fly-rod at once, with the mental reservation that I might
possibly fall back on the car for my bait rod if the bass
would not take the fly. Mr. Levings sent me higher up
the stream, and the rest of the party went below.
The Tippecanoe River we found to be as near an ideal

angling stream as any in which an angler ever set foot.

Perhaps 200ft. broad, rocky, swift, rippling, murmuring,
green-banked and clear as crystal, it was truly a lovely
water if ever there was one. Although so wide it was
rarely deeper than one could wade, and could be well
fished with ordinary hip boots as waders. The bass of
this stream were reported to run seldom over a pound,
but to be free and gamy fighters. We hoped that they
would take the fly, though it was now getting well into
the summer, and the weather had of late been oppres-
sively warm.
With all hope that I might at length have what I had

long sought, some good fly-fishing at bass, and with a
prayer that so perfect a stream might lack no detail to
give it any but a pleasant memory, I strode in over the
gravelly bottom and looked the water over. Out of the hard
and sandy bottom I found a heavy growth of grass grow-
ing up, nearly the width of the stream, except where the
swifter channels cut through. The whole stream was a
vast natural breeding and protection ground, and it was
plain there must be bass there. And soon I saw them,
running out for the middle of the stream.
Following the canons, I tied on, for this bright water,

rather a small and dark cast—Montreal, Gov.-Alvord and
March-brown. Hard and faithfully I fished till after ten
o'clock, when I came up with the bait party, who had
caught their minnows and were at work. Not one of the
party had a fish. Again we separated, they going on
down and I lingering along a deep and grassy stretch of
this beautiful stream. I had tried all the rocky riffles

without a rise, though I had seen numbers of bass around
old loga or roots where I could not well get at them. At
the edge of this grassy stretch I cast, and got a run of
what I thought was a rook bass.

"Oho! I'll fix you, Mr. Fish," said I, remembering a
discovered fondness for yellow among the small Percidae.

And so I tied on a big and gaudy Ferguson for tail fly,

with a small professor next, and then a grizzly-king for

luck. I cast twice more and got a very lively and very
little rock bass on the big Ferguson, but I noticed several
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big river shiners strike for my new cast, and amused
myself by taking three or four of these, which made a
good deal of fun, as they were very large. Then, as for

some reason I let the. fly stop as I was again bringing it

in, I saw a genuine unmistakable black bass just in the

act of taking it. When the fly stopped, he stopped too,

and I saw him no more at present.
All this gave mean idea. I stuck to the bright-colored

cast, went ashore, and after a little while waded carefully

in and made a long clear cast across the grass bed,

toward where old Mr. Bass had showed himself a while
before. Down dropped Mr. Ferguson, and pop! Mr. Bass
had him. And then and there, brethren, was bliss, joy
and sweet gratitude. Never were conditions more perfect
for all these.

The rod I was using was the lightest and the most
beautiful rod I ever owned or ever saw. In length it was
only 8ft., and its total weight was just 31oz. At the tip

it was fine as a needle, and the zylonite hand-grasp was
not so thick as your thumb. This rod is one of the Spald-
ings' Kosmics, and I believe they call it their Catskill
model. It was designed for work with the smallest of
trout. I thought so much of this rod that I always called

it my " baby." My friends laughed at me and told me
that it was carrying things to an extreme, and it was
predicted at the car that morning that I would smash my
rod if 1 ever struck a bass on it. I knew already that the
rod had a backbone simply wonderful for such mere
threads of joined bamboo, and. I had learned that it would
carry three bass flies—undue load for it—and handle its

line as well as most rods three feet longer; but the ques-
tion of what it would do with a bass was one which I

confess I awaited with only an assumed boldness. But
to hang a good bass with such a rod, with the lightest of
silk for a line, a 9ft. leader of the finest single gut, with
a feathery burr which was beautiful in itself, all on a
beautiful stream and in the most beautiful spot imagin-
able—if that be not the very poetry of angling and the
essence of angling happiness, I know not where to

seek it.

The bass struck at 40ft. I should think, but after his
first rush and high vault out of the water he never got
more than 50ft. from the reel. The water was clear and
open, and I could see the fish all the time. It was a
small-mouthed bass, weighing about three-quarters of a
pound, and as game a fellow as ever swam. I always
thought these fish gamer than a trout, and far more shy.
This fish went out of the water half a dozen times, and
every time he went I could not help letting go a yell

which brought an answering whoop from the boys
around the bend. After the first lunge or two I lost all

fear for the rod. and gazed at it with pure admiration
and affection. It had a supreme confidence in itself, and
in short it just went to work and killed that bass as if it

were a bass rod by profession, and not a dainty thing de-
signed for little fishes. Duly I led the bass into the net,

and sitting down upon the bank admired him for a time.
I was ready at that moment to adjure bait-fishing for-

ever, and to pin my sole allegiance to the fly. And not
only this once, but six times during that same day, did I

prove the efficacy of my gear against the Tippecanoe
bass, although none of the six fish weighed over a pound.
I took a dozen or two of the large river shiners, which
struck the fly gamely, and also two more rock bass. Of
the latter fish this stream does not seem to have a great
abundance, and we found no croppies at all. There are
more biack bass in it than anything else, and of these
nearly all are the small-mouthed. They are often taken
weighing up to 31bs. We heard of bass taken here which
weighed 7, 8 and even lOlbs., but allowing duly for local
imagination, it is probable that there were 3 or 41bs. big^
mouthed bass and taken by bait in the deep holes. The
native method of fishing is by throw lines, cast into the
deepest water, the bait being minnows, or that country
stand-by, plain worms.

When the party rounded up at noon for luncheon at the
car, everybody was more or less bedraggled, but every-
body was hungry. It appeared that the fly was to be
more successful than the minnow as bait, and after lunch
the fly was used exclusively, Charlie Burton rather carry-
ing off the honors of the day. Messrs, Donald and Wil-
lard ignominiously staid home at the car and went swim-
ming in the evening instead of fishing. Mr. Chapin
laboriously and faithfully displayed his Goney Island
costume at every likely bend of the river, and Mr. Levings
fished hard, like the real angler he is, but nobody did
anything startling till along toward evening, when we
had a little fun with the bass in a deep pool below a long
riffle. That was a little after four o'clock. At half past
four the fish quit rising, and at just the time the fish-

ing should have been best, we saw mile after mile of
water lying as smooth as a mirror, undimpled by any
moving fin. That was a rather singular day of fishing.
The bass would not take the minnow, but preferred the
fly: they took the fly in the hottest part of a very hot day,
and they would have nothing but the brightest flies, in
that very bright, shallow, and clear water. This was a
plain reversal of all known rules. Ferguson, Donaldson
and Seth-Green were the flies that killed the fish, the
former doing most of the work. Yellow, or yellow and
green, seemed to be the right thing for that stream at the
time we were there. The river fairly swanned with min-
nows. The bass seemed numerous. Each one of the
party thought he must have seen forty or fifty bass that
day. The natives say that until the present year there
was any amount of seining and spearing done, as well as
fyke-netting, the nets being used in the deep pools.
Dynamiting has also been carried onto a fearful extreme,
although the recent closer watching of the stream has
stopped that largely. A certain doctor at Leiter's is

accused by residents of thas burg of being a regular netter
and spearer. The same informant says that the 0. & A.
station agent at North Judson is a consistent practicer of
the same illicit methods on that stream. I wonder if this
will be a bit ©f news to the C. & A. officials who love fish-

ing, and I wonder if they might, could or would caution
that North Judson agent, that he might just as well con-
fine himself to plain fishing, or do his spearing in some
capacity other than as a C. & A. agent? If these be not
facts, somebody is monkeying sadly with his neighbor's
reputation. The residents of that region unite in saying
that the fishing in the Tippecanoe is nothing to what it

used to be. They accuse the "citv folks." The latter are
inclined to lay some of the burden upon the countryfolks.
But in spite of all this, there are bass enough "in this

lovely stream to offer good fishing to any reasonable man.
Our party struck the stream under weather conditions

the most unfavorable, but yet we had good sport. In the
fall, when the bass are on the riffles again, it is likely
that some or all of the party will try the stream another
time. Good river fishing is more pleasant than any lake
fishing. Barring the Fox River, which is not so beautiful a
stream, there is no fly-fishing stream so near Chicago
which will compare with the Tippecanoe, so far as the
knowledge of any of our party yet extends. There is

not much angling done to the south of the city by Chi-
cago anglers. That country seems to be appreciated or
known by only a few. Let us put Tippecanoe on record
as an easily accessible water where a general angler may
have genuine sport a-mid surroundings simply delightful.
Later on this paper will show that the same region also
has lake fishing of a sort that a good many are looking-
for, and which is not surpassed by anything lying within
the same distance, to the north. The full fishing resources
of the regions about Chicago have never yet been ex-
ploited by any paper.
But sufficient to our day were the pleasures thereof, and

the party that met around the board on "112" that night
at dinner gave up all thought of the past or future, and
for the time turned all attention to the things of the liv-

ing present. Scott fairly outdid himself that night and
spread a table which elicited groans of satisfaction.

"There's only one way to go fishing," said Charlie Bur-
ton, "and that is this way."
"This is Mr. Levings's trip," said Mr. Donald, "and

although it beats Charlie Burton's trout and mosquito
trip out of sight, it still leaves a lingering void which
only a little more fish can fill. Charlie Willard, it's your
turn to be head guide and chief promoter the next time,
and if you don't take us to where we can all catch fish

we're going to throw you in the creek."
"Well, you needn't kick on my trip," said Mr. Levings.

"I brought you to where there's plenty of fish, and it

isn't my fault if you can't catch them." A point of order
was made on this, and it was voted that the next locality
must be not only one where there was plenty of fish, but
where plenty of fish could be actually taken, it being
argued that a fish was not legal tender until taken in
hand and ready for proffer upon the spot.
Meantime the faint notes of a distant country brass

band practicing for the Fourth of July performance were
wafted through the window, predominant the sonorous
diapase of the "oom-pah horn," as Mr. Levings dubbed
the brass baes piece. "Oom-pah, oom-pah, oom poom-
pah ah-hah !" said the big horn all the way through
"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean" and "America," "The
Suwanee River" and other Fourth of July literature until
by and by it struck "Home, Sweet Home," as all country
bands must do, sooner or later. And by and by a fast
train came along and snatched us up, and when we
awoke it was in the big and busy city of Chicago.

E. Hough.

NESTING OF SUNFISHES.
Occasional Observations on the Fishes in the Aquaria of the U.S.

Fish Commission.

SOME months ago the breeding habits of the common
sunfish " pumpkin-seed," " tobacco-box," etc,

(Lepomis gibboms) were discussed in Forest and
Stream, and as the evidence was conflicting on some
points, Prof. Theodore N. Gill was led to say to the
writer that "It is a shame that we know so little of the
habits of our commonest fishes. " The writer was forced
to confess that although familiar with its breeding habits
in a general way, from boyhood, iiis inferences were
from analogy principally, and while giving considerable
time to observation of the habits of rarer species, he
had, from the very commonness of the " pumpkin-seed,"
failed to observe it closely.

Recently while making observations along the shores
of the Potomac below Washington, the writer found
great numbers of the nests ("pots" in New Jersey) of
this species. They are simply depressions in the mud,
sand or gravel, hollowed out "by means of rapid motion
of the fins, which fans out all the lighter sedimentary
deposit, mud or sand, as has heretofore frequently been
stated. These nests were from a few inches to several
feet apart. In each of them, hovering over or about, was
a male fish, and no females were observed immediately
about the nests. In the breeding season the male of this
species is easily identified by his generally higher colora-
tion, conspicuous red ear-marks, and in the water, from
a luminous-like border to the fins.

The marginal coloration of the fins of males during
the breeding season is very common among the Cent-
rarchidce, probably all the species of Enneacanthus and
/Lepomis being so marked. The large-mo\ithed black
(bass has, also, a pale yellow margin, which would most
likely have a luminous appearance from above, and the
red-eye or rock-bass has a purplish margin to the fins
when in breeding coloration. In this way the sex can
easily be identified by observing them from above in
clear water.
In some of the nests of the pumpkin-seed, the eggs

were found attached to small pebbles and tufts of
aquatic plants. In the greater number of them, however,
there were no eggs, but it is probable from the presence
of the male fish that the eggs were hatched and that the
young were about the vicinity of the nest and being
guarded. The eggs are very small, probably averaging
a thirty-second of an inch in diameter. As is the case
generally with fishes which protect their eggs or young,
the eggs are not very numerous. When hatched they
are probably less than a quarter of an inch long and the
young are for some time undoubtedly very tiny.
The writer was also fortunate enough to see a pair

spawning. The movement of the fish was in a small
'circle of probably the area of a silver dollar on the top
of a stone. They undoubtedly pair as with the stickle-
backs, paradise-fish, etc., and unlike the Oyprinidce. It
is probable that the character of the nest varies
with different species, as is the case with the stickle-
backs. It is possible also that the nests of the same
species will vary in different localities according to the
nature of the bottom, and the character of the enemies
to contend with, requiring in some cases more elaborate
means of protection , so that the varying descriptions of
the nests are possibly all accurate for the localities in
which they are observed.

A further confirmation of the fact that it is the male
which builds the nest is that in one of the aquaria of the
TJ. S. Fish Commission, a nest was recently built by a
male of one species of which there was no female, a
number of others, among which was at least one female,
being the common pumpkin-seed. On their transfer to
another aquarium he immediately hollowed out another
"pot." He appeared to claim possession of the female
and was undoubted " boss " of the ranch. The female at
times shared possession of the nest with him, but was
not yet ready to spawn. Unfortunately one morning he-

was missed and a search discovered him outside dead.
Whether the other males had finally asserted the rights
of race and forced him to jump cannot be known. It was
at all events an unfortunate circumstance, as the progeny
would have made interesting hybrids. The fact that the
female of one species of fish could accept the attentions
of another when there were a number of males of the
same species about, points to the possibility of hybridiza-
tion and consequent variations of species by the
accidental introduction of a single fish to a locality.

Wm. P. Seal.

Hermit Thrush (T. pallasii) in Maryland in Summer.
—On July 9, while traversing the woods in Howard
county, Md., about fifteen miles southwest of Baltimore,
my attention was attracted by a thrush, which at once I
saw was not the wood thrush [Tardus mustelinus), I

shot the bird and was astonished to find it a hermit
thrush {T. pallasii Cab.). The decided rufescent tail

and tail coverts contrasted with the olive brown color of
the head and back were sufficient to identify it. Know-
ing that there is no record of the occurrence of this bird
in summer south of Massachusetts on the Atlantic coast,
I give some account of its characteristics. Comparing it

with the descriptions inRidgway's "Manual," Coues and
Baird, and with a mounted specimen in my collection,
shot in fall, I could find no difference except in the bill,

which though not as bulky as that of the wood thrush, is

longer and broader than in the mounted specimen. The
measurements from the nostrils to the tip of the bill were
as follows: Mounted specimen of T. pallasii, .36in.; the
above specimen of the same species, .40in.; T, mustelinus,
.48in. That this bird was not a young specimen of T.
mustelinus is shown by the fact that a young bird of that
species which I caught with my hands, and which had
the tail only half developed, showed the cinnamon color
of the head, the spotted sides beneath and the olive
brown color of the tail, while in my specimen of T.

pallasii the colors of the various parts differ in no re-
spect from the mounted specimen in my collection. On
dissection this bird proved to be a female. The oesophagus
contained the whole of a grasshopper and the larva of
oedipoda apparently. Before concluding I desire to speak
of the time of arrival and departure of this species in the
immediate vicinity of Baltimore. About the first or sec-
ond week in October it makes it appearance, and is very
common through that month, its number diminishing
gradually as winter approaches. The last specimen I

obtained in fall was Nov. 23. A few remain here
throughout the winter, as I have shown in a paper
printed in Forest and Stream Vol. XXVIII. No. 6.

The earliest date in spring at which I procured a speci-
men was March 5, but toward the middle or close of the
same month it becomes more plentiful. About the close
of the following month it disappears entirely.

—

Arthur
Resler (Baltimore, Md., July 17.)

\mnt §ag and §>utj»

LIFE WITH THE OLD HUDSON'S BAY CO.
[Concluded from Page 51s.~[

VT7 E used to live a good deal on pemmican. I have eaten
V t pemmican ten years old, made of meat that never
knew any salt, Pemmican was always made of buffalo
meat. The great buffalo hunt was then only about forty
miles west of Winnipeg, or not further than the Turtle
Mountains. The half-breeds went out for this hunt in
their old Red River carts, whose wheels were tired with
rawhide, and which were tied together with rawhide
instead of being fastened with nails. Each cart was
drawn by a single ox, and the running ponies were led
behind. The hunter used a Hudson's Bay musket. He
carried a few bullets in his mouth when on the chase, and
his powder he carried in a horn. He loaded "by count"
as he rode, i. e., he inverted the powder horn over the
barrel and let it run while he counted "one, two, three,"
on the hour glass principle, Each hunter had his horn
gauged so that he knew how long to count. Then he spit

a ball out of his mouth into the barrel, kept the muzzle
elevated till he got alongside his buffalo, and then threw
down and fired. The skins of the cows and young
bulls were made into robes, and those of the old bulls

were made into pemmican bags. The meat was sorted out
into two piles, the lean and the fat. The lean was cut
into thin.strips, dried and pounded up on the skins. The
bag of hide was then sewed up with sinews and stuffed
full of the pounded lean meat. The fat was then melted
and the bag was run full of the hot fat and then sewed
up tight. It was then pemmican, and would keep for
years. A piece of pemmican as big as your fist would,
when soaked and cooked, form a meal for two men. It

was practically a meat extract. A choice variety of pem-
mican was called "officer's pemmican." It was made of
buffalo hump, and the marrow obtained by breaking up
the bones, a quantity of service berries being added. The
service berry is a small berry much like a huckleberry.
We never used our scanty flour in the summer, but kept
it for winter, for use with our pemmican. Chopped pem-
mican, mixed with flour and water and then fried, made
what we called "rascho." Boiled with flour to a soup, it

was called "robibou," and was then eaten with a spoon.
We caught a great many sturgeon, in heavy gill-nets,

and we used to keep these in a "sturgeon pen" in a creek,
made by building a fence of poles stuck down in the
bottom. An old squaw would take a sturgeon and cut
it into a sort of spiral, so it would draw out to twice its

length. It would then be smoked and wrapped in bark,
perhaps 501bs. in a package. The Indians caught a great
many sturgeon below the falls in a river near there.
The Great Northern pike was always called jack in

that country. We got them of 20 and 801bs. weight.
We also had the mooneye, or "'golden-eye," and that was
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a very good fish, much like a shad, and very bony.
There were not many lake trout on the east shore of
Winnipeg, but in the deeper water on the west shore we
got a great many. There was a, plenty of wall-eyed pike
of a darkish variety, that rarely ran over 3 or 41bs.
We called these "blue pike.. Of the great hump-
backed whitefish, weighing 12 to 14lbs., we had any
quantity. We fed fish to the dogs in winter, and in the
summer they would eat dead and rotten fish that they
found along the shores. Of fishing for sport, as we now
look at it, we knew little or nothing. Our tackle was
of the roughest, and we used nets for the most part.
The dog sledge generally used was the same as a tobog-

gan. It was made of two pieces of white birch, with
cross bars every foot or so. These bars were lashed on
with sinews or wet deer hide, which, on drying, was very
tight. A stout rawhide rope ran along each side of the
sledge. There was always a "blanket," made of two
deer skins, that was spread over the top of the load.
The whole load was then lashed from side to side, to the
rawhide side ropes. The tea kettle and frying-pan were
hung in front, under the arch or curve of the sledge, as
if it were a curved dashboard. The harness consisted of
one long trace, with a collar, saddle and belly-band to
each dog. There were always two men to each sledge.
One went ahead on snowshoes, to beat the track, and the
other followed behind, holding on to the "tail line" that
each sledge had. This enabled him to guide or keep the
sledge from upsetting in time of necessity. The load
allowed was lOOlbs. to each dog, besides the blankets,
provisions, etc., of the men. One gun, with ammunition,
was also carried to each' sledge. To protect their feet
when traveling on the crust in spring the dogs were
always shod with leather bags tied above the foot.
No tent was carried, even in the coldest weather, and

it was often 40 below with snow 5ft. deep. A hole was
dug down in the snow with a snowshoe, which makes an
excellent snow shovel. Some poles were then slanted
over the hole, thrust into the snow on the sides; against
the poles boughs were piled, and the loose snow was
heaped over these. A warm hut was thus made, at the
bottom of which the fire was made. We usually put the
dogs back of us, in the hut, and that kept us warmer.
We always carried an extra dog along, to replace any
that might be crippled in one of the numerous fights
they were always having.

The log houses of that country had floors made of pun-
cheons, and the hinges on the doors were made of raw-
hide. The logs were usually of spruce, and the chinking
was of moss and mud. The chimney was built inside of
a frame of four poles. A hay rope, covered thick with
mud, was wound round and round and the chimney built
up in this way. It dried very hard and made a good
chimney. We had no brick and very little iron.
The Indians of that country lived through the winter

in bai*k tepees, with little clothing beyond a blanket,
breech-clout and leggins. I have seen Indian children
playing in the snow barefooted and barelegged, and they
seemed happy, and with the thermometer 40° below.
The squaws carried their babies in a sort of bark packing
basket, with a hoop across the face to save the baby's
nose in case of trouble. They packed the baby in with
three or four inches of moss around its blanket, and once
in, it was liable to stay in for three or four days.
The Indian women were usually short and uncomely,

but among the half-breeds there were some fine-looking
women. Morality was undreamed of, and marriage
practically not known. Men would trade or sell wives
for some such consideration as a steel trap, and that was
all the divorce there was to it. The women seemed just
as well pleased, and, indeed, all that sort of thing was
viewed in a very happy-go-lucky fight, so that it was
easy to get a squaw for a paddler or wood-chopper on any
long journey, pretty much regardless of her age or pre-
vious condition of servitude. These squaws used to make
a peculiar sort of blanket, very warm. They cut rabbit
skins into long strips, and then wove them in together,
just as one would bottom a cane seat chair. This made
a fur fabric two or three inches thick, but it was not very
pleasant on account of the shedding of the hair.
The woodsmen of those old days were of two types

—

the eoureurs du bois and the voyageurs. The former
were landsmen and hunters and trapper; the latter were
the boatmen, whose romantic life on the tremendous
water journeys of that time is worthy of more celebra-
tion than it will ever get in prose or song. These voy-
ageurs made the long trips in the great " North canoes,"
from La Chine on the St. Lawrence, clear through the
Great Lakes and so up the waterway to Winnipeg. But
that was hardly the beginning of the trail they might
still follow. Our voyageurs always told us that the chain
of lakes north of us, including Great and Lesser Bear
Lakes, Great and Lesser Slave, and their connecting links
of lakes and streams, required a journey longer by a
number of days than the journey through the chain of
the five Great Lakes. They said also that the McKenzie
is a much larger stream than the St. Lawrence, and near
its mouth is split up into a dozen large rivers. Of all
that tremendous country in there, remote and inaccessible,
it is probable that nine-tenths will always remain un-
known. There is valuable mineral in that region, but
the expense of getting it out is too great.
We never used to get any deer where we were, as it

was too far north for anything but the reindeer. We
found no moose east of Lake Winnipeg, but there was a
plenty of them on the west side, especially about Mani-
toba Lake.
One of the worst pests we had to contend with in our

trapping was the wolverine, or glutton. One of these
animals would tear a camp to pieces, and would tear up
and destroy what it could not eat. It would chew a bun-
dle of fine furs all to pieces. We usually swung the furs
from the tops of saplings, so that these animals could not
get at them. It was very rare to trap a glutton.

Life at the Hudson's Bay Post had itB excitements, but
also its monotony. The latter grew too much for an
American and after two years of it I concluded to desert.
In company with an Indian I left Behren's River and ran
down to the "Dog's Head," where a half-breed by name
of Whitehead had started a free trade post for Norman
Kittson, where I trapped and traded for a month. Thence
I drove my dog sled to the Stone Fort, on the Eed River,
and walked 20 miles to Fort Garry, without finding it

necessary to inform the Hudson's Bay Co. of these facts,
until I arrived. At Fort Garry I watched my chance
and skipped over the line. I had lived in the woods
most of mj life, J. was on a railway survey in Canada

before I enlisted with the Hudson's Bay Co., and in the
latter relation I passed two years before returning. I
then went for three months on a survey to Lake Itasca,
via Crow Wing agency. Then in 1866 I lived nearly a
year in the Adirondacks, as a trapper and a guide, at
Meacham's Lake and Paul Smith's. In 1866 we got $6 for
mink, $14 for otter and 45 cents for muskrats. We will
never see such prices again. In 1867 I came to Chicago
and, barring occasional duck trips to the Kankakee, have
tried to lead a civilized life. Of the non-civilized portion
of my existence, I now value most of all my experience
with the fur trade and traders, and the acquaintance it
gave me with some of the wild creatures of the woods.
Thoughts of those days are reminiscences of a time fast
going or gone forever, and of a life which in wild and
picturesque features has hardly had an equal upon this or
any other continent. George T. Farmer.

AN ILLINOIS GAME DECISION.
FOLLOWING is the full text of the decision referred

to in our last issue, as given in the Chicago Legal
News. The case was that of the American Express vs.
The People, carried up on appeal from the County Court
of Effingham county, for decision by the Supreme Court:

Sufrem b Court of Illinois—Craig, J.—This was an
action to recover the penalties prescribed for the unlawful
transportation of quail, in Section 2 of an act to amend Sec-
tions 1, 2 and 6 of "an act to revise and consolidate" the sev-
eral acts relating to the protection of game, and for "the
protection of deer, wildfowl and birds." Laws of 1889, n
162. '

y

The facts agreed upon by the parties on the trial of the
cause were in substance as follows: That the defendant, the
American Express Company, is a corporation and carrier of
goeds for hire. That between Oct. 1 and Oct. 23, 1889, it re-
ceived for transportation from Redding, Gibbs and others
at Mason, in Effingham county, divers quail which had
been killed by shooting after Oct. 1, 1889, in this State; and
on Oct. 23. 1889, the express company did transport such
quail to Chicago and deliver them to Hernse & Lynch Bros.,
commission merchants. The express company, at the time
of such receipt for transportation, by its agent, Sisson, at
Mason, had knowledge that the quail had been sold, and
were to be sold and offered for sale by said commission mer-
chants.
Section 1 of the act "provides that it shall be unlawful for

any person to hunt, kilJ, trap, net or ensnare or otherwise
destroy * * * any ruffed grouse, quail, pheasant or part-
ridge between the first day of December and the first day of
October of each succeeding year or any year."

wneu uue irapimig, netting or ensnaring or such animals
wildfowl or birds shall be unlawful, which shall have been
entrapped, netted or ensnared contrary to the provision of
this act; and it shall further be unlawful for any person or
persons at any time to sell or expose for sale, or to have in
his or their possession for the purpose of selling, any quail,
pinnated grouse or prairie chicken, ruffed grouse or pheas-
ant, gray, red, fox or black squirrel or wild turkey that shall
have been caught, snared, trapped or killed within the limits
of this State; and it shall further be unlawful for any per-
son, corporation or carrier to receive for transportation, to
transport, carry or convey any of the aforesaid quail, pin-
nated grouse or prairie chicken, ruffed grouse or pheasant,
squirrel or wild turkey, that shall have been caught, snared
trapped or killed within the limits of this State, knowing
the same to have been sold, or to transport, carry or convey
the same to any place where it is to be sold or offered for
sale, or to any place outside of this State for any purpose."

It is plain, under the facts as agreed upon, the express
company received the quail for transportation and trans-
ported the same, knowing the quail was sold or transported
for the purpose of sale in violation of the terms of the
statute, and if the statute is valid the company was liable
for the amount of the penalty prescribed by its terms and
provisions. But it is insisted by the express company that
the statute is invalid, and upon this ground the judgment
rendered in the County Court was erroneous. It will be ob-
served that the first section of the act makes it unlawful to
hunt or kill quail between the first day of December and the
first day of October of each year, but the section is silent as
to October and November. It would follow, therefore, that
a person might hunt or kill quail during the months of
October and November, not, however, for sale, but under the
restrictions found in Section 2 of the act. The first clause
of Section 2 makes it unlawful for any person to buy, sell or
have in possession any of the birds named in Section 1 of the
act, at any time when the trapping, etc., of such animals
shall be unlawful. The second clause makes it unlawful
for any person to sell or expose for sale, or have in possession
for the purpose of sale, any quail that shall have been killed
within the limits of the State. Under this clause, while a
person might lawfully kill quail during the months of Octo-
ber and November for his own use, he would have no right
whatever to do so for the purpose of placing such quail on
the market as an article of commeice. Then follows the
clause making it unlawful for any person, corporation or
carrier to transport quail, where the same have been killed
in this State for sale, regardless of the time such quail may
have been killed.
A bare reference to the terms of sections one and two of

the act is sufficient to show that the purpose the Legislature
had in view in passing the act was to protect the game in
the State. The hunting and killing of game was regulated
for its preservation by the common law, and the control was
predicated under the police power of the Government: Black-
stone, book 4, page 174. Statutes in almost every State in
the Union may be found, enacted for the preservation of
game. The text writers, in treating of the power to legis-
late on this subject, place it under the police power inherent
in each State. Tiedman, in his Limitations of Police
Power, Sec. 122, Chap. 10, page 440, says:

"It is a very common police regulation, to be found in
every State, to prohibit the hunting and killing of birds and
other wild animals in certain seasons of the year, the object
of the regulation being the preservation of these animals
from complete extermination, by providing them a period
of vest and safety, in which they may procreate and rear
their young.
"The animals are those which are adapted to consumption

as food, and their preservation is a matter of public inter-
est. The constitutionality of such legislation cannot be
questioned."
In Phelps v. Racy, 60 N. Y. 10, the power of the State to

legislate for the preservation of game was called in question,
and in deciding the case the Court said;
"The protection and preservation of game has been

secured by law in all civilized countries, and may be justi-
fied on many grounds, one of which is for the purpose of
fnnri » The means best adapted to this end are for the Leg-food."
Mature to determine, and courts cannot review its discre-
tion. If the regulations operate in any respect unjustly or
oppressively, the proper remedy must be applied by that
body. (See also Allen v. Wyckoff, 48 N. J. 93.)
In Magner v. the People, 97 111. p. 333, the validity of the

game law Of 1879, to which tbf> act in dispute is amendatory,

was before the Court, and it was then said, "The ownership
being m the people of the State—the repository of the'
sovereign authority—and no individual having any property
rights to be affected, it necessarily results that the Legisla-.
ture as the representatives of the people of the State, may

'

withhold or grant to individuals the right to hunt and kill !

game, or qualify and restrict it, as in the oninion of its
members will best subserve the public welfare."

It is, however, argued, that when quail has been killed
the dead animals become property and the taker becomes
the absolute owner of such property, and an act to prevent
a sale or transportation for sale within the State would be
an interference with private right, amounting to a de-
struction of the right of property without due process of
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T̂he fal]acy of the position consists in the supposition
that the person who may kill quail has an absolute property
L
n
ii

»ead animals. In the Maynor case, supra, it was
held, as has been seen, that no one had a property in animals
and fowls denominated game. The ownership was in the
people of the State. This being so it naturally follows that
the Legislature had the right to permit persons to kill or take
game, upon such terms and condition as its wisdom might
dictate, and that the person killing the game might have
such property interest in it and such only as the Legislature
might confer. The Legislature has never conferred an ab-
solute propertym quail upon the person who might kill the
same. The killing of quail during the months of October
and November was permitted, not for sale, not to go upon
the market as an article of commerce, but for the mere use
of the person who killed the birds. The person killing quail
under this statute has but a qualified property in the birds
after they are killed; he may consume them; if a trespasser
should take them from him he might maintain an appro-
priate action to regain the possession. But the law, which
authorized him to kill the quail, has withheld the right to
sell or the right to ship for the purpose of sale, and when
such person undertakes to ship for sale he is undertaking to
assert a right not conferred by law. The act, therefore, does
not destroy a right of property, because no such right exists.

It will be observed that section two of the act does not
prohibit, absolutely the transportation of quail which have
been killed in the State, but only transportation by persons,
corporations and carriers, knowing the same to "have been
sold or knowing they were to be sold or offered for sale.
If the Legislature of the State thought that a statute, pre-
venting a citizen from killing quail for sale in the market
and imposing a penalty on a common carrier for shipping
or transporting for sale, would result in protecting the
game in the State, we perceive no valid reason why a statute
of that character might not be enacted. The nature and
character of the legislation was a matter resting solely
with the Legislature, and so long as no constitutional right
of the citizen has been infringed upon, the statute must be
sustained.
The judgment of the County Court will be affirmed.
Affirmed.

The Man in the Hollow Tree.—Another sequel to
your "bear and man in the hollow tree," or variation
rather, is that told by the Southern negroes, in which

,

instead of a knife, the man uses "a chunk of fire" to
hasten the bear's ascent. It has a companion, to which
I listened with great glee when a child. Two negroes
find a litter of cubs in a hollow log. One crawls in while
the other guards the hole. He is so intent that he does
not observe mother bear's approach until she makes a
dive to go in. In desperation he grabs her tail and plants
his feet to hold. From within: "Sambo, what darken
dehole?" Without: "Dis tail-holt break yo' see w'at
darken de hole!

1 —Aztec.

Dayton, Ohio, July 22.—The best bag of birds brought
in last week was by Deputy Sheriff Peter Snyder, 20
woodcock and 21 doves. While John Wood and Ernst
Seitner were woodcock hunting Thursday, Mr. Wood
was accidentally shot by Seitner. They were but twelve
feet apart in a thicket when Seitner, who is 70 years old,
and not an expert hunter, fired at a bird. Wood is a
young man, and was recently appointed deputy State
game warden for several counties of this vicinity. The
load tore the top of his hat off, a few shot struck him in
the forehead and one entered his left eye, destroying the
sight. An operation was performed and the eye taken
out on Saturday.—B.

Western AVoodcock.—Chicago, 111., July 17,—Mr.
George E. Marshall, of this city, is just back from a clay
after woodcock at Shipsiwanee Creek, as he calls it, just
over the Indiana line from White Pigeon, Mich. 'He
bagged 8 fine cock in the day, and reports the birds nu-
merous, but the weather too warm to work in the very
dense cover of that locality. Southern Michigan and
northern Indiana thereabout abound in good woodcock
ground. No reports have come in of any good bags on
the Kankakee as yet, though doubtless many have been
made.—E. Hough.

"NESSMUK."
flAPT L S. BEARDSLEE. U. S. N.. "Piseco," writes from the
KJ V. b. Receiving Ship Vermont: When our mutual friend
'NessmuK" went to the happy hunting grounds, my first impulae
was to send a few lines to Forest and Stream to his memory,
but I wanted to send with them the accompanying letter on
which they were based, and I could not find it. a' few days agomy copy of "Woodcraft," which I had loaned,, was returned to
me. and between its leaves was the missing letter. If not too late
please give it space as my tribute to his memory. It was written
in response to an urgent invitation to come and visit my "canoe,"
the old Vermont, and this was Ms reply:
Welxsboro, Tioga County, Pa., Sept. 30, I889.-Capt. L. A.

Beardslee. My Dear Captain: Your letter was a long time on the
road, but it came safe at last and I was glad to hear from yoa once
more. It found me on the invalid list and unable to camp or bunt,
canoe it or fish. I seldom get beyond tbe front yard, and the gun
is of no furtber use to me, while I have not put the old rod together
in two years. Time and "physical disability" will and does beat
every mother's son of us, and I do not complain. Few men have
had as much of life in the woods as I have, and memory at least
cannot be taken away from me while my senses hold good.

I would like of all things to report on board the old Vermont
for an old time visit, but it doesn't lav in the pins, more's the
pity. Ah, me! how vividly I remember the visit, all too short,
that we had at Moose River years ago. Tempus fuait. Let him
fly: let him flicker. I have been there, and done it, and if I were
young again I would do it some moie.
No. I have not written much for the press in the last year or

so. I cannot get over the inane listlessness and laziness induced
by a long tedions siege of malaria, and it seems as though the old
time energy and vim would never return. I bave lost all ambition.
I have seen very little from your pen lately, for which I am

very sorry. Your articles on the salmon of the Northwest coast
were most excellent and instructive, the best ever written on the
subject, and you always interest me, anyhow. Just now our
forests are in their best colors, and you know what that means.
It is my favorite time of year, the time of fruition and beauty,
also of deer hunting, with grouse shooting, etc. I cannot get
there any more. Ah, culpa meet. Shall be pleased to hear from
you again, and will always answer. And if I were in better con-
dition I would write a better epistle. But this will dr
the sincere regards of "Nessmuk."—Geo. W. Sears,

do to convey

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents

an4 specimen Uhwtvations from, the volume,-Adv,
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FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.

FOR practical ami specific directions to reach several hundred

HsliitiR resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 1889 as follows: April 18, April 35, May 3, May B, May 30,

Juno (i, June IS, June 20, June 27.

ANGLING NOTES.

FOR some unknown reason the black bass seem rather

shy and backward fcbia season. It was expected

from the way the trout season opened that the bass would
show up in good shape, but with few exceptions most of

the favorite bass waters nearNew York have disappointed

the anglers.
The best catches reported lately were made in the

Walkill. and strange to say the best score was made by an
angler fishing with a rubber frog.

The upper waters of the "Walkill River contain a large

number of bass and they take the fly well on the right

kind of a day—that is cloudy or showery weather or

toward night. The proper way is to wade the stream
and upc flies dressed on a No. 5 or 6 sproat hook. Gales-

ville Mills is said to be an excellent spot to commence at;

this place is a short dm^e from Walkill. The angler can
start in at Galesville Mills and wade and fish to Walkill,

where he will find comfortable quarters. The largest bass

(big-mouth) so far heard from weighed a trifle over 81bs.

and was caught in Greenwood Lake. W. Holberton took

41 small-mouth bass in an evening's fishing recently. All

but 7 were returned to the. water. These fish were
caught on a 4^oz. 8 section bamboo fly-rod and the flies

were the Brandreth, Lottie, Martin, and brown-palmer,

A few fine weakfish and striped bass have been taken
in the Hudson River near Sing Sing, but the mainstay of

the salt-water anglers has been the bluefish, which con-

tinue to run in great numbers.

In sending in reports of catches it would be well for

geople before they "make up" their reports to do a little

guring. We saw the following published in one of the
weekly" papers: "Total catch of weakfish, 19; largest,

lolbs.; smallest, Bibs.; total weight of catch, 501bs."'

Now 19 multiplied by the weight of the smallest gives a
total of 571bs,

!

The fishing of the Adirondack Club is better now than
in the early part of the season. A number of large lake

trout have been killed in Lake Henderson. Considerable
damage was done by the storms lately, particularly in
Hamilton county. Some of the cottages and hotels on
Racmette Lake suffered from the violent winds.

Scarlet-Ibis.

Newport Striped Bass.—Sachuest Neck, R. I., July
15.—Bass are proving unusually plenty this season, and
reports from all of the fishing points here show good
catches for the week ending July 12. Graves's Point,
Gooseberry Island, West Island, all report fish plenty.
At Sachuest Neck 28 were taken during the week, rang-
ing from 5 to 191bs. At Rough Point one of 411bs. is re-

ported. Monday West Island reported 14 taken during
the morning fishing by one rod, Graves's Point reported
7, one of 33 and one of 371b? . At Sachuest Neck 11 were
taken, one of 371bs.; Tuesday morning 9, largest I4flbs.

Other points not heard from as yet. Will send you re-

ports as I get them, such as I think are reliable. Floun-
ders are so plenty one tires of catching them.—W, M.
Hughes.

Towanda, Pa.—Fishermen are hard at work pulling
black bass out of the Susquehanna River at this place.

Two persons here make it a business trolling for Susque-
hanna salmon. Their catch runs from 10 to lBlbs. per
day. Occasionally a large one adorns their string. A
7-pounder is the largest one I have seen. J. W. Snider,
a prominent sportsman of this place, just presented me
with a 3-pound black bass caught below the bridge. Jim
knows where they are and how to catch them.—W. F. D.

Hell Gate Camp.—Dead Diamond River, July 20.—
Our party took here yesterday, within 25 rods of the
camp, two brook trout weighing 41bs. and.51bs. respec-
tively. Also 9 men dined on two baked trout yesterday,
each having plenty. Smaller fish are innumerable; the
stream is literally alive with them. I have fished for
many years and do not hesitate to say this is the finest

fishing I have seen. Good fishing continues here until
the middle of September.—C. E. Swtnerton.

PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION,
ri^HE annual meeting for the election of officers and the
JL transaction of other business was held at Delaware
Water Gap, Pa., July 15, 1890. The full board was present.
A resolution of considerable public importance was
introduced, discussed and passed ; it relates to the distri-
bution of trout fry and provides that all applicants shall
have trout unless they wish them for personal profit or
market purposes. The growth of brook trout work in this
State is remarkable. Three years ago the output of fry
was only 600,000 ; in 1889 it amounted to 3,500,000. Last
year some adult yellow bass (Morone interrupta) were
introduced from Lake Erie into the Perkiomen, the Schuyl-
kill, the Delaware and Silver Lake. This year about 250
mature fish were placed in the Delaware, Schuylkill and
Susquehanna. A few white bass {Roccus chrysops) were
planted in Ithe Susquehanna, the Schuylkill and the Dela-
yt ire, and this fall the number will be increased. Crappie
»> d calico bass (Pomoxys spa/roides and a nnularis) will be
introduced at the same time. The calico bass has already
m de an impression on the Susquehanna, as announced in
FOREST and Stream, June 26. The Fish Commission has
distributed during the last two weeks 3,000 black bass,
generally six or seven inches long and some larger. Hon.
H. C. Ford, President of the Commission, to whom we are
indebted for the above information, was told by Hon. Simon
Cameron that the wall eyed pike was introduced into the
North Branch of the Susquehanna, or its tributary, the
Chemung, from Seneca Lake, New York, just after the war
of 1813 by a French priest and an English, gentleman.

THE PROPOSED FISH COMMISSION TRANSFER
THE Pennsylvania Commissioners of Fisheries, at their

annual meeting, held at Delaware Water Gap, July 15,

1890, adopted the following resolution concerning the pro-
prosed transfer of the H. S. Fish Commission to the De-
partment of Agriculture:
Resolved, That the Pennsylvania Commissioners of Fish-

eries deprecate the proposed transfer of the United States
Fish Commission to the Department of Agriculture, believ-
ing that its efficiency and economical administration is best
promoted by its continuance as an independent bureau.
They at the same time bear witness to the thorough cooper-
ation of its present efficient head, Col. Marshall McDonald,
with the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, and attribute
much of the expansion of fishcultural work in Pennsylvania
to his energetic and systematic methods.

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded by
the secretary to each Senator and member of Congress from
Pennsylvania, and also to the chairman of the U. S. Senate
Committee on Fisheries.

F IXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sent. 3 to fi.—Dog Show of the Wilmington Fair Association, at
Wilmington, Del. F. R. Cars well, Hupt., 101 West .sixth street.

Sept.. 3 to 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Associa-
tion, at. Kingston, Ont. C. H. Corbet.t, Secretary.
Sept. 3 to 5.—Third Annual Doc Show of the Michigan Kennel

Cluh, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Sannders, Secretary.
Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual international Dog Show of the

Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone,
Secretary.
Sept. 23 to 36.—Second Annual Dos Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
Committee.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Dantrary Agricul-

tural Societv, at Danbury Conn. B.C. Lynes, Secretary.
Dec. SO to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. .Tames Sterling, .Sec'y,

39 North Market street.
1891.

Jan. 20 to 3$.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. '.).— Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg. Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, lnd. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind,, Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratogo
Springs, N. Y~ Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 31 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB AFFAIRS.
Editor Forest a nd Stream;
Mr. Peshall in attempting to qualify the statements

made to me regarding the alleged $1,000 present from Mr.
Belmont, and what led up to the supposed necessity for
that gift, betrays a lack of memory I did not, expect. In
the first place, he told me of it at the New York show, and
it was during that show and at the annual A. K. C. meet-
ing I asked the question of Mr. Vredenburgh, who went
further than I did in his answer and specified the amount
with the name of Mr. Belmont. This story was repeated
to me on various occasions by Mr. Peshall without any
bibulous accompaniments. What was particularly said oh
the occasion referred to by Mr. Peshall, when Mr. Winslow
was present at the Lafayette Hotel, was this : When I

showed Mr. Peshall the envelope with the figures in Mr.
Vredenburgh's writing, he said that he could now explain
the whole business. Whereupon he proceeded to unfold
his theory. Mr. Vredenhurgh had, according to Mr.
Peshall's story, been very anxious to close up the accounts
and start for England, and Mr. Peshall said he had a letter
from Mr. Vredenburgh urging him to get the matter settled
up. That it was on that account the balance was struck on
July 12. Two weeks ago I said it was June, but on
reference to the original memoranda on the envelope, I
found the date to be July 12, and the balance $651.40. Now,
said Mr. Peshall, out of this balance we gave Mr. Vreden-
burgh $500 to go to Europe with. That left $151.40, out of
which {the half year's rent was paid, Mr. Lewis's contract
calling upon him to pay the remaining half of the rent.
This with other small payments reduced the balance in the
bank to $5 at the beginning of December. To that was
added the dues received from clubs at the close of the
year, which helped to swell the balance to $228.28, and then
came Mr. Belmont's $1,000 to raise it to the $1,228.28.

First of all the story was that the $1,000 was paid in
between January 2 and January 11, but after I got Mr.
Vredenburgh 's figures the date was shifted and I was
assured by Mr. Peshall that December 6 to 8 was the actual
time of the deposit of the $1,000 at the bank. That it was
by check, and that when the time came he would have not
only the bank book but the actual check put in evidence.

It will thus be seen that Mr. Peshall has no reason to say
that he meant that Mr. Vredenburgh got the $500 in May.
His whole argument is based upon the $500 reducing the
July 12 balance of $651.40 down to $151.40, and in my letter
of two weeks ago I showed that the payments were made
in May, two months prior to July 12.

With regard to the second contradiction which involved
the "exhaustive" contract with Mr. Lewis, ham amply
supported by Mr. Schellhass, Mr. Terry and Mr. Lewis
himself. I will admit that their statements are somewhat
contradictory and indefinite, but that only makes one point
clearer, and that is that they have had no talk or under-
standing as to what should be' said. It must be remembered
that it is two years since that agreement was made with
Mr. Lewis. It was something that was never brought to
the surface until within a few weeks, and we can well
understand that the exact terms of a contract which was
so very indefinite as to the exact amount to be paid would
under such circumstances be apt to be forgot, at least by
Messrs. Terry and Schellhass. With regard to Mr. Lewis,
there is this important difference. He got the money and
his recollection is bound to be clear on that subject. His
reply to Mr. Peshall's statements is flatly contradictory just
as I said in my letter. Now Mr. Peshall has the deniai he
craves for; we await the fulfilment of his promise "with
equal promptness not only convince your readers, but these
two gentlemen themselves by evidence over their own
signature of their error."
Skilfully evading all reference to the $1,000 accusation,

Mr. Peshall proceeds to discuss the duties of the auditing

committee and what he thinks they did and did not do.
And here is where he puts his foot in it, right up to his
neck. It was my suggestion to have an auditing committee,
and that committee was to audit the accounts of 1889. That
is to say, from the balance of $1,228.23 to the close of 1889,

and yet these gentlemen are being dragooned because they
did not verify accounts prior to the $1,228.28 balance.
Why, they had nothing to do with that at all. Just look at
the thing sensibly and see what a, ridiculous position Mr.
Peshall and his friend Mr. Levesey have placed themselves
in. Keep that fact prominently in mind, also this one—the
alleged $1,000 present was made before there was any Kennel
Gazette.
In place of replying to the statement that there was no

$1,000 deposited at any time between July. 1888, and
January, 1880, Mr. Pesliall calls for an itemized statement
of accounts for 1888. Well, Dr. Perry in his able letter of
last week gives him these figures. The $1,228.28 is made up of
$285 39, being the addition received from clubs to the $5
balance of Dec. 5, and from the stud book account comes
$948>89. What can be plainer than that? It is not to be expected
that these figures will satisfy Mr. Peshall, who is cornered
and does not want to acknowledge that he hasn't a leg to
stand on. Imadehim a fair proposition lastweek to go with
me to the A. K. C. office on Monday of this week, or any day he
suggested, and have his mind set at rest. No notice of
appointment has yet reached me and I feel pretty certain
none will, for with it will disappear all this thereotical
duplicity, with nothing but the apology by way of a head-
stone to mark the last resting-place of Peshall's speciotts
specifications.
Mr. Peshall's friend, Mr. Livesey, asks mo a question or

two. He wishes me to obtain the items of " deposits
appearing on the bank book between April 1 and Dec. 31,
1888, or the deposits made during the time Mr. A. D. Lewis
was running the Stud Book, as they will tend, I believe, to
settle the question relative to Mr. A. D. Lewis's connection
with that book."

I fear Mr. Livesey has a theory too. Well, I cannot give,
the items and I will not go to the trouble of doing so, be-
cause they won't settle anything of the kind. I will tell
Mr. Livesey this. All deposits were made by Mr.
Vredenburgh between the period named, and Mr. Lewis
made none during Mr. Vredenburgh's absence in Europe,
but within a day or two of Mr. Vredenburgh's return, Mr.
Lewis turned over cash enough for Mr. Vredenburgh to
deposit $284.50, and that out of a total receipt of $670.
Does that look like an exhaustive contract? And here is the
accOlint during Mr. Vredenburgh's absence :

Mr. Lewis in account with A. K. C. :

Receipts from Sept. 6 to Dec. 11 $670.00
Expenses 385.50

Balance handed treasurer $284. 50

If that will not settle the matter to Mr. Livesey's satis-
faction, then nothing will that I could get for him as he
suggests.
In conclusion, I will once more renew my offer to Mr.

PeShall that he name a date on which he will meet me,
together with the editor of Forest and Stream as umpire,
at the office of the A. K. C, and I will then exercise my
right as a delegate and answer his questions from the
books. He knows in calling upon Mr. Vredenburgh to
give him itemized accounts, that he is asking for what be
will not get. but he knows also that he can get this infor-
mation through me, and if he does not accept my offer
it is because he does not really want to get the figures he
pleads for.

P. S.—The following telegram was received in my office
on Sunday evening: "If you are in city to-morrow, will
meet you at Forest and Stream office at 12 o'clock. C. J.
Peshall." Sunday is my day off at the Philadelphia Press
office, consequently I did not get the telegram until this
(Monday) afternoon. Meanwhile my letter had been
received by Forest and Stream. The telegram alters
the complexion of affairs to a certain extent, it is a reply
to my proposition, hut there is no indication at all that it is
an acceptance. There is nothing to take me to New York
at present, but I shall be pleased to go if I can get matters
arranged as I have suggested. I have neither time, nor
inclination, nor do I care about being at the expense of
going to New York simply to meet Mr. Peshall and talk
over matters at Forest and Stream office. Of course Mr.
Peshall may have meant to accept the proposition, but he
does not say so, and I have written asking him to make his
acceptance and the appointment publicly iu this week's
issue, and I presume he will do so if he is willing to accept
the proposition, otherwise not. J. W.

Editor Forest and Stream:
After reading the many articles on the A.K.C.-Peshall

affairs I have come to the con elusion that it is time for every
man who is interested in dog affairs to speak his mind on
the subject. If Mr. Peshall is right give him credit; if the
A.K.C. is right, then give them credit, and whichever of
them is wrong should be brought to account.
There is a very old saying and a very true one, that where

there is lots of smoke there must be some fire. Now it seems
to me as if there had been lots of smoke for the past year
on the A.K.C. affair with Mr. Peshall. It seems to me
if I Avas sitting on a jury and some of the witnesses
were to swear what they had written in behalf of the
A.K.C, it would have little weight, as every one of them
seems to contradict each other. After reading each one's
statements from the highest official down and summing
it all up, it reads like a very hard lesson which all
had failed to get correct; and in reciting it all seem
to tell a different story. I have been much surprised to see
what short memories some of them have; also how differently
a committee of three saw the duty they had to perform,
as in the report of Messrs. Terry, Schellhass and Lewis in
your issue of the 17th. Every one of them gave a different
answer to the same question. It reminds me of what I
heard an old lawyer say once, that the best witness he ever
saw was one that didn't know anything; and it seems to me
that every time any of the management of the A. K. C. was
asked anything of the club affairs not one of them knew
anything, and for that reason no one could find out any-
thing. For these reasons, if I understand it correctly, Mr.
Peshall has written a number of very able letters and asked
to see the accounts, which, if I understand it rightly, every
member has the right to do. But for his pains he has been
showered with wrath, from the great mogul down. As I
have never happened to see any explanation from any of the
Auditing Committee but Mr. Wilmerding, which I think a
very weak one, I will say, in order to help his memory out a
little, that on February 17, 1890, I happened in New York
on business; and in course of the day went to 44 Broadway,
the A. K. C. office, to see what news there was in dog
matters; and to my surprise I found the Auditing Committee
at work on the books of the A. K. C. After passing the
time of day with those present, I sat down for an hour or so.
and talked with different ones that came in; and to my
great surprise the committee finished up its work on the
books while I was there. As far as I could learn it found
everything all O. K. and Mr. Peshall wrong in every
particular.
Now, what I wish to remind the committee of is this: A

number of times when they came to something they could
not make out they would ask Mr. Vredenburgh what it was
or meant, and he would on all occasions explain to them,
which seemed to give satisfaction. After I had sat there
for half an hour the auditing committee came on, to m
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account of SI,000 or thereabouts, it may have been more or a
little less, but as I remember it was $1,000 that they could
not seem to .set around or understand. At this Mr. Vreaen-
burgh said, "Now. gentlemen, I will explain that to you,"
which he readily did. Not being one of the committee, and
not being near enough to hear every word said, I will not
try to tell all his explanation; but as near as I could under-
stand this was the money that Mr. Peshall had claimed was
either borrowed or given to the club by some party or parties
unknown. At any rate, to wind up his explanation he said,
"This is the money which Peshall claims has been given the
club. Now." he said, "'gentlemen, if I see fit to borrow $1,000
for the club, it's none of Mr. Peshall's business where I get
it or who I get it from, if it is from Mr. Belmont or not, as
long as I give an account of it." This is, if my memory
serves me right, about what Mr. Vredenbnrgh said, and it
seemed to give the committee perfect satisfaction. In a
short time after they got through their work on the books,
and about that time Mr. Anthony came in and had a very
pleasant talk with the committee, and asked them if they
ever saw a finer kept set of books, and if I remember right,
they said they never had.
I am not much of an expert on bookkeeping and at that

time did not care much about the A. K. C. books: it set me
to thinking, after reading over the many letters; and after
what I had heard while sitting there, I come to the conclu-
sion that it would take an expert a number of days to look
over tbose books correctly; and if it happened to be a bank
official or some bookkeeper for a large concern that had
gone wrong and had skipped, the expert or committee
would not have had any one to explain when t hey got to
something they could* not understand, and I am of the
opinion that they would not get along so easily. 1 think if

some of them wereallowed to explain they would make their
books look very nicely, much better than the experts do
wheu they are not there.
Now, if anything I have written is of any benefit to your

many readers, or any light can ba thrown* on the A. K. C-
Peshall controversy by printing it, please let your readers
have it, as 1 think it about time that the dog men had
something to say about it, and I think it will be a good plan
to print a blank such as you did for the beagle men, so that
all could vote on it, for the A. K. C. or Mr. Peshall, and I
think we will see Mr. Peshall come out on top. I hope we
shall bear an end to this controversy in the near future and
the right man win. T. M. Aldrich.
Providence, R. 1., July 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A special meeting of the Maryland Kennel Club was held

on July 10 to take action on the treatment of our delegate
by the American Kennel Club, at their meeting of May 22,

and the following resolution was passed:
That the American Kennel Club be censured for refusing

to receive our delegate at their meeting of May 22, he being
furnished with proper credentials by the Maryland Keunel
Club. James Thompson, Sec'y pro. tem.
Baltimore, July 18.

THE KRILUTT-ELSIE LITTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is said that all things come to him who can wait, which
aphorism is proven this week to the Hornell-Harmony-
Victor Kennels (Messrs. Fellows, Wixom and Wade) by the
arrival at Covert, N. Y., of five of the much-talked-of and
long-expected Russian greyhounds or Barzois, after an
ocean trip of some twenty days. Six puppies, by the famous
Krilutt nut of Elsie, were shipped, but only five reached
here, one having died aboard ship. The two remaining pups
of the litter will be shipped as soon as Elsie is again bred to
Krilutt. Considering the long voyage, with transfer at
New York, the puppies arrived in very good condition, and
now, after a few days of rest, with privilege to roam over a
spacious yard where they have access to running spring
water, as well as being fed on good, sweet and nutritious
food, they are getting into fine form, and show their perfect
breeding in their general outline, magnificent heads, grand
stature, and perfectly flat, soft and smooth coats. The con-
signment consisted of three bitches, Princess Irma, Mori-
jeska and Lucca, and two dogs, Valdemir and Count Orloff.
Much has been said by our self-constituted authorities on

the breed as to its pugnacity, but it is all denied and refuted
by this litter. They are as full of play as any English grey-
hound ever bred and far more affectionate, being never so
pleased as when one is petting and caressing them. They
all come to call instantly, and while not being fondled are
gamboling all over the place one with another. The mark-
ings are very beautiful indeed, the body color being of the
purest white with rich lemon markings, except in the case
of Lucca and Prince Orloff, whose entire color is whitest
white except brindle markings on ears, which greatly en-
hance their beauty. The grand proportions of the breed, its
attractive color and snowy whiteness of coat, which is so
long and soft yet devoid of curl, the great fondness to be
petted and noticed, will bring it into immediate favor both
with the fair sex on account of its aristocratic bearing, per-
fect outline, and with the sterner sex on account of its tra-
ditional courage in being able and willing to cope with the
fox and wolf and conquer both. Their powerful jaws and
needle-like teeth prove tbey would be antagonists which
any animal however fierce might dread, while their gentle-
ness at home or in kennel commend them to the admiration
of all true lovers of a noble dog, If no mishap befalls this
present Krillutt—Elsie litter it will make some of our
friends hustle about a bit if they expect to win anything
but c. cards at our coming spring shows.

H. W. Huntington.

COURSING NOTES.
CHICAGO, 111., July 19.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr.

Luce and Dr. Royce, of the National Coursing Associa-
tion, are in the city to-day. They have been trying to make
arrangements for a coursing meeting here, but are unable
at present to obtain grounds, as the parks are all full,

with racing meets and the like. It is not unlikely that
some arrangement will be made whereby the National
Association will give exhibition contests under the auspices
of the Fat Stock Show this fall.

Mr. Allison, manager, is still at Peoria, where a little
exhibition meet was held last week.
Or. Royce bas with him Trales, the great winner of last

year's American meet, and also Humming Bird, his blue
bitch. Trales is looking in fair form even now, barring a
couple of nails he lost at Peoria. It is announced that he
will not run this fall at Great Bend, but it is to be hoped
the visitors of this year will see him duly entered after
all. Bnt the gentlemen above named say that the class
will be a hot one at Great Bend this fall. There are a lot of
fine saplings in the event now, out of the imported strains,
and this year will be the best of any yet. During the
pleasant visit with Messrs. Royce and Luce they expressed
much interest in the big California meet next fall. 'They
may both be there. E. Hough.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.— Editor Forest and
Stream—Witt you kindly announce that the Wilmington
Fair Association will give'a bench show of dogs in connec-
tion with their fair September 2, 3, 4, and 5. Our judges are
R. F. Mayhew, Esq., and Dr. H. Clay Glover, of New York
city. Entry fee 82. Premium list and other information
can be obtained from F. R. Carswell, Supt., 101 West 6th
street, Wilmington, Del.

RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION OF DOGS.
AS the season is approaching when sportsmen from all

parts of the country will be migrating with their dogs
to the different game sections of the West, we have secured
for their benefit the rules and rates for transportation of
dogs over some of the important lines. For prompt and full
information on the subject our acknowledgments are due
to the. officers of the several roads who have contributed the
same.

Chicago & Alton —This company will carry, free of extra
charge in baggage cars, one or two dogs, the property of
hunters traveling on the same train and holding regular
tickets. In other words, no extra charge is made for dogs
which either hunters or other passengers may desire to
transport upon the same train as thev take passage upon
themselves over this line. It is usual for the hunters to give
the baggagemen a small fee to look after their dogs, but this
is not compulsory on this line and is at the option and good
will of the passenger. Baggagemen are instructed that
tin y must make no charges for the care of dogs, but are at
liberty to accept anything which is gratuitouslyofEered them
by passengers. There is no special rule requiring hunters
to put their dogs in crates. Dogs are, however, transported
on this line subject to the passenger taking the chances of
any accident en route. It is always safest to put the dog in
a small crate, as it will prevent him jumping through the
window or door, and hanging himself by his chain, as has
happened in one or two cases on other lines.—J. Charlton,
G. P. and T. A.

Clvieaga & Atlantic—It is a rule on this railway that
dogs, guns and the usual paraphernalia appertaining to a
sportsman shall be carried freeof charge, when accompanied
by owner, in our baggage cars. Our train baggagemen are
under very careful instructions in this connection, and it is
our wish that sportsmen shall have this privilege accorded
them cordially and that the best possible care be taken of
their property. For obvious reasons it is carried at owner's
rink, and in view of this reservation no conditions are
stipulated as to muzzle, chain or crate,—F. C. Donald,
G. P. A.

GJvlcqyOf Burlington & Quincy.—Our employees are in-
structed to permit the owners of dogs to place same in the
baggage car on our trains running locally between Chicago
and Aurora, and to collect no charge, or to accept no com-
pensation for the care of dogs between those points. Be-
tween all other points our baggagemen are permitted to
make a merely nominal charge for the care of the dogs,
which in all cases must be carried in the baggage car. It is
not necessary that the dog should be boxed up in a crate or
muzzled. If he has a chain or rope it will do. The charge
which our baggage agents make is not for our benefit, but
is simply a perquisite which they get for the care of dogs
while in their charge, and which they are allowed by us to
retain.—P. S. Eustis, G. P. and T. A.

OhidagO & Eastern Illinois.—The company makes no
charge for the transportation of a dog in baggage car if the
owner or person in charge is a passenger cm the same train.
Train baggagemen are forbidden to ask any fee for the
transportation of -a dog, and also forbidden to collect any
such charges for baggagemen of connecting lines, or to ask
baggagemen of connecting lines to collect for them. It is
not hereby intended that a passenger can have any number
of dogs carried free; a person in charge of several dogs, or
one who is in charge of a kennel in transit, should be re-
ferred to the express company, except that dogs may be con-
sidered as a part of the baggage or properties of theatrical
companies. If the person in charge desires to place a dog in
the baggage car, to be carried wholly at owner's risk, the
company not to be liable for any injury or loss, and a fee
for attention to the dog is voluntarily tendered to the train
baggageman he may accept it, but he will not be permitted
to insist upon or ask any such fee.—Wit. Hill, G. P. and
T. A.

Chicago & Grand Trunk, Detroit, Grand Haven ,fc Mil-
waukee, Toledo, Saginaw & Muskegon, Grand Trunk,
Michigan System.—Hunting dogs may be carried in bag-
gage cars free of charge and at owner's risk when accom-
panied by owner holding ticket. Baggagemen may accept
a personal fee for care of dogs or guns when tendered them,
but are not permitted to ask for such. They are not re-
quired to be crated, but we request that they be supplied
with a collar, and when convenient with a chain,—J. E.
Quick, G. B. A.

Chicago & Great Western,—Where party is traveling with
dog we require that dog be properly* tied in baggage car,
making no charge for same. We take dog at owner's risk
and do not issue checks.—Henry S. Hawlet, G. A.

CMaago, Milwaukee & St, Paul,—Dogs will be carried in
baggage car free, at owner's risk, for passengers riding on
same train. Baggagemen are forbidden to ask any pay or
condensation from passengers for carrying dogs and guns,
which they must receive and carry in their cars, when re-
quested by owners or parties in charge of them. No check
or baggage ticket is required. No crate is necessary unless
owner prefers one. No muzzle is necessary. A chain or
rope should be provided for tying dogs. These rules apply
on our entire 6.000 miles of railway.—F. A. Miller, A. G.
P. A.

Chicago & Northwestern.—-Hunters' dogs are carried on
this line in baggage cars free, but wholly at owners' risk of
loss, damage or delay. It is not required that they be crated,
but it would be much better for the dogs and their owners
if they be crated. We must take them at our convenience,
i, e., that we cannot leave baggage because of want of room
on account of crates of dogs. "Owners must find leash for
them as we cannot be responsible for breaking or uufasten-
ing of leash. No check or ticket is required for them, but
simply a delivery to the train baggageman.—N. A. Phillips,
G. B. A.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Dogs tagged and ac-
companied by passengers will be carried in baggage cars
free, at owner's risk of loss and damage, and without check-
ing.—J. D. MARSTON, G. B. A.

Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City.—This company will
carry dogs in baggage cars over their line free of charges, at
their owner's risk, When accompanied by the owner holding
ticket. Each dog must be provided with rope or chain, so
it can be properly secured. Dogs in crates will be accepted
for transportation and checked same as baggage at the
owner's risk.—John Collet, G. B. A.

Canadian Pacific—We charge for each dog the same as
for lOOlbs. of excess baggage, each dog to be properly secured
with a collar and chain, as a preliminary to the carriage of
the animal. Charges should be paid to the station baggage-
man who issues an excess baggage ticket, no checks are
given for dogs. From and to certain stations in Canada,
such as between Pembroke and Nepigou inclusive, and be-
tween Cavanville and Sharbot Lake inclusive, and to Lake
Megantic, Que., we carry one dog free for each sportsman.
In each of these cases it is necessary to procure a through
excess baggage ticket from the agent.—D. McNicOLL,
G. P. A.

Denver & Rio Grande.—No charge is made whatever
where the owner is passenger over our line, and furnishes
chain and collar, so that the dog cannot get loose. We ac-
cept them and carry in baggage cars free of charge.—S. K.
Hooper.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern —When owners have full tickets
we will carry dogs free, crated or with muzzle and chain, as
owner may prefer, on all trains on our road. This includes
E., J. & E., and C, C. & N., and W. & S. W. railways. We
will do the best we can to protect the property of hunters
ou our line, but when no chargeis made for camp equipment,
dogs, etc., we will not be responsible for loss.—G. O. Clin-
ton, Supt.

Illinois Cen tral.—One or two dogs in charge of owner will
be entitled to free transportation iu baggage car. On each
dog over and above that number, owned by or in care of one
person, the following charge may be made, and retained by
train baggageman: For any distance up to 99 miles, 25 cents;
for any distance from 100 miles to 240 miles, 50 cents; for
distance of 250 miles and oVer, 75 cents.—A. H. Hanson,

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern.—Dogs will be car-
ried free, in baggage cars of this company, at owner's risk.
No dog will be carried without taking release. Dogs must
be plainly tagged with owner's name and destination. Dogs
intended for shipment must be accompanied by owner or
care taker on the same train, who must present his passage
ticket to the station baggage agent at the time of shipment.
A dog not boxed or crated, unless provided with collar and
chain, must not be taken in the car. One dog only will be
received and carried for any one shipment; if more than one
is presented, you will refer the owner to the express com-
pany. Baggage agents and train baggage masters will take
the owner's name and destination of dog on their bag-
gage record and train report. Before taking a dog into their
car, the train baggage master must become satisfied that
the baggage agent has taken the required release from the
owner. If the destination of a dog requires it to be placed
in charge of another baggage master on a continuous run,
the baggage master who delivers it must furnish the name
of owner and destination to the baggage master who con-
tinues the run, who in turn must take record of it on his
train report. If the destination of a dog requires a transfer
to other trains of this company, a transfer baggage way-bill
must accompany the dog. Baggage agents, when receiving
a dog for shipment, will notify the owner thathe must claim
the dog immediately on its arrival at destination. Baggage
agents or train baggage masters must not demand or receive
any pay or compensation for carrying or taking charge of
dogs.

—

John L. Freeman, G. B. A.

Michigan Central.—Dogs of hunters are carried free in
baggage car by this company. We simply require the own-
ers to be hona fide passengers and dogs provided with collar
and chain; they are taken entirely at owner's risk.—H. P.
Deaeing, G. B. A.

Milwaukee & Northern,—On presentation of a ticket we
accept and carry free in baggage cars dogs, provided they
have a strap or rope, so they can be tied in car. We do not
allow our train or station baggagemen to demand or receive
any compensation for the transportation of same.—W. D.
Carriok, G. B. A.

Monon Route.—Our rules permit the free transportation
of two hunting dogs for each passenger, shipped at owner's
risk, who must sign release. No check or baggage ticket is
required; all that is necessary being to put the dogs in
charge of baggage master, who will furnisli release blank
to be signed.—Jas. Barker, G. P. A.

Nickel Plate Line.—Our contract with the American Ex-
press Co. does not permit us to enter into any contract with
passengers for transmission of dogs in our baggage cars
either for or without a consideration. The ordinary rule
governing the shipment of dogs accompanied by owners on
train is observed on the trains of the Nickel Plate, i, c, per-
sonal arrangement between passengers and train baggage-
man for the care of the dogs in'the baggage car.—B. F.
Horner, G. P. A.

Northern Michigan Line.—We make no charge for carry-
ing dogs when accompanying passengers with full tickets.—
S. S. Bukke, Agent.

Northern Pacific—Dogs must be carried only in the bag-
gage car and in charge of train baggageman," who will be
allowed to collect as bis compensation for care of same at
the following rates: Twenty-five cents will be charged for
the care of a dog for the distance of 150 miles or less, and for
distance over 150 miles train baggagemen may collect at the
rate of one-sixth of a cent per mile. The above rates must
in every case be prepaid to destination and collected before
dogs are put in car, except as noted below, viz. : Train
baggagemen on main line must not collect charges to points
on branch lines; collect to function point only. Train bag-
gagemen on branch line trains must not collect charges be-
yond their run; collect to junction point only; and no charges
must be collected beyond this company's line. If owner re-
fuses to prepay in accordance with above schedule, decline
to accept dog. Train baggagemen must turn over to con-
necting T. B. M. proper proportion of amount collected for
transportation of dogs. Crate is hot necessary. We do not
check dogs. Owner is not required to provide a muzzle,
but should have a chain, as the latter is more secure than
rope—W. H. Lowe, G. B. A.

Pennsylvania Company, Vandalia Line—Baggage mas-
ters will be allowed to collect, retain charges for special
care and attention given to dogs in baggage cars at follow-
ing rates: One to one hundred miles, 25 cents per dog; over
one hundred miles, 50 cents, collection only to be made to
the end of their respective runs. This whether crated or
not —R. R. Bentley, G. B. A.

Santa Fe Route—As to the rules of the C, S. F. & C, R.
Co. for the transportation of dogs in baggage cars, the train
baggageman is allowed to collect a fee of }£ cent per mile,
but in no case is a sum greater than 50 cents to be collected
for any distance on that line. The rules on the A., T. & S. F.,
Atl. & Pac. and Sou. Cal. lines are that train baggagemen
may collect a fee of 14 cent per mile, but in no case will a
sum greater than $2 be charged for any distance on either of
the above named roads. Dogs will not be taken in baggage
cars unless owner is a passenger on the same train. Owners
are expected to furnish a secure means of fastening, and
have the animal muzzled if vicious.—P. Walsh, G. B. A.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—Dogs with collar and proper
chain, strap or rope, will be carried for passengers in our
baggage cars at owner's risk, for which the following
charges will be made for each dog: For any distance under
50 miles, 25 cents; between 50 and 150 miles, 50 cents; be-
tween 150 and 250 miles, 75 cents; any distance over 250
miles, $1. These charges are donated to the train baggage-
men and are made only for their own respective runs.—D.
WlSHART, G. P. A.

St. Paid, Minneapolis & Manitoba.—When owners hold
full tickets our baggagemen have the privilege of collecting
a fee of 25 cents for each dog carried any distance on their
run. This fee goes to the baggageman as his compensation
for taking care of and cleaning up after the dog. The com-
pany derives no revenue for dogs accompanying hunters,
and they are not checked or crated, but it is necessary that
they be provided with a chain or rope.—L. W. Campbell,
G. A.

Southern Pacific—The rule regarding dogs as it appears
in our rules to baggagemen: "Dogs can be carried in the
baggage car only in the care of the train baggageman, who
is responsible to the owner for their proper treatment, and
is authorized to collect fhr each one carried fifty rniles or
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less, fifty cents, and for any distance over fifty miles, at the

Tate of one-half cent per mile, provided that in no case shall

the charge on any one train baggageman's route be over $1.35,

and provided further that the charge shall in no case exceed

the local ticket rate over the same route." Under this rule

you will notice that a crate is not necessary but that the dog
"should be chained.—F. H. Goodman, G. P. & T. A.

Union Pacific—Twenty-five cents will be charged for the

care of a dog for a distance nf 100 or less miles, and for dis-

tance of over 100 miles baggagemen may collect at rate of

one-fourth of a cent per mile. Owners of dogs are required
to provide chains.—E. L. LOMAX, G. P. A.

Wabash —Bogs will not be carried in passenger cars.

Train baggagemen are allowed to receive and retain charges
for care of dogs in baggage cars at the following rates: 1 to
100 miles, 25 cents; 101 to 350 miles, 50 cents; over 350 miles,

T5 cents. Train baggagemen will make this collection only
to the end of their respective runs, and inform the owners
of dogs that thev collect only to the eud of their division.—
S. H. OVKRHOLT, G. B. A.

West Shore.—Dogs, when accompanied on same train by
owner or attendant, may be carried at owner's risk in bag-
gage car only, in care of the train baggage master, wTho is re-

sponsible to the owner for their proper treatment. The
owners in all cases will be distinctly informed that they
must be at the car door ready to receive the same at destina-

tion or point where transfer is made. The practice of. turn-
ing does over to station baggage master to be kept in bag-
gage room will not be allowed. Bogs intended for exhibition,

when inclosed in crates and accompanied by owner or at-

tendant, will be carried free.—C. E. LAMBERT, G. P. A.

Wisconsin Central—Hunting and pet dogs are to be car-

ried free in baggage car at owner's risk, owner accompany-
ing. Performing dogs belonging to theatrical companies
Will be carried in baggage car, being weighed with regular
baggage belonging to the company and included as part
thereof. Train baggagemen and other employees of the com-
pany are strictly forbidden either to ask or to receive com-
pensation for the care of dogs placed in their custody uuder
any conditions. Owners are, of course, to supply the neces-
sary food.—L. Eckstein, A. G. P. and T. A.

DOG TALK.

I VISITED the Bradford dog show to-day and although it

is called a small show in this country, I think if Ameri-
can buyers had a better idea of the size of these shows they
would have a better idea of the value of prizes won at such
shows and not put too great a value to some and too little

to others.
The entries at Bradford number 554, divided as follows:

Greyhounds 7, pointers 3. setters 4, spaniels 11, retrievers 6,

bass'et hounds 5, smooth fox-terriers 10, wire-haired fox-
terriers 57 (with a mixed local class of 36), Airedale terriers

67, Welsh terriers 9, Irish terriers 6, Scottish and Skye 9, bull
terriers 7, white and black and tau terriers 8 St, Bernards 13,

mastiff 1, Newfoundlands 3, collies (rough and smooth) 81,

schipperkes 3, pugs 35, Yorkshire terriers 33.

The show is held only one day and as benching would be
rather expensive for such a few hours, the dogs are tied to
stakes and given an ample supply of bedding. There is some
little draft under the marquees but as these shows are only
held in warm weather, the draft is agreeable rather than
otherwise-
The judging is done out in the open air, all well enough

in fine weather, but I imagine Mrs. Foster found it rather
disagreeable when judging the pugs, for it rained full one
half the time she occupied the ring.
The dogs all arrived before 11 A. M., and were doubtless

all in their own kennels by 10 o'clock the same night. In
fact when the judging finished at 6 P. M. fully one' half of
the dogs had gone home, rather rough on the public but
good for the dogs.
As each exhibitor goes into the ring he is handed a large

placard with the number of his dog on it in letters full three
inches long. When this placard is attached to the button
hole, the visitor can tell at a glance which dog is which by
comparison with the catalogue. The prize cards are handed
to the exhibitor as he passes out, but as they are not half of
them placed over the dogs, the visitor must wait until he
gets the paper to know who won.
The only entry in mastiffs was Mr, Crabtree's well known

Count Orleans," an excellent all round specimen. In St.
Bernard dogs Mr. Sydney Smith's Young Wallace secured
an easy victory. In bitches, the winner, Jas. Mellor's Baron-
ess Rothschild, should have been second to Mr. Smith's
Lady Florin, the Baroness is weak behind, turned in at the
hocks and too long in body, though with excellent head.
Lady Florin shows much more character and is straight and
sound. The setter and pointer classes were not only small
but poor in quality.
Spaniels though a small class were excellent. Mr. Muir-

head's team of black fields are about the finest I ever saw,
the bitch Sensation is much the best field spaniel I have seen.
In Clumbers, Mr. Pratt's Boaz and Boaz II. were the winners.
Boaz would beat anything I ever saw in the States quite
easily, he has a very good skull, good depth of muzzle,
plenty of lip, good sturdy well-made limbs and a good
length and depth of body, he is excellent in character and a
good mover. As he has been bred to Mr. Mercer's Snow, I
took particular notice of him.
Bull-terriers were only a fairish lot. James Thorpe's

Bonny II., byBendigo, and one or two others, showed quite a
little merit.
The only entry in Newfoundlands was a son of Lord Nel-

son and a promising youngster he was. It is a shame that
Americans have allowed this excellent breed to deteriorate
so in the States.
Mr. Stretch and Mr. Ainscough carried off most of the hon-

ors in collies with some very fair specimens.
The schipperkes were a fair lot, of the type of the winner

of third at Boston.
Airedale and fox-terriers were large and strong classes.
The gate receipts were something enormous, and I must

not close my notes without a word about the lunch given to
the judges and press. It was excellent in quality, ample in
quantity and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Mr. Jos. Far-
well presi wided,th Col . Tibbett, the American Consul, at his
left hand.

It is hardly the proper thing to peach on a friend, espe-
cially one that has proved as hospitable as Mr. Sydney Smith
but I could never keep a real good thing to myself. Mr.
Smith, although a magistrate of the largest borough in Eng-
land, was up before the court himself a few days back and
fined $1.35 for having his St. Bernards Alton and Lady Floris
out on the street without muzzles.

Speaking of muzzles I cannot help noticing that full one
half I see are a mere farce, the dogs can bite almost as well
with them on as with them off.

Just before I left the States, I wrote a short note on that
most excellent breed, the Newfoundland. I find that the
interest, in the breed is full as great as it was last year, there
will be 10 classes at the Crystal Palace show with 10 specials.

Spratts Patent have avery dangerous rival in this country
in The Sanitary Food Co., manufacturers of the Protean
Foods. Dr. Andrews is the promoter of the scheme and Mr.
S. Deacon, the well known greyhound man, is the manager

at shows. They are talking of establishing a depot in the
States shortly. Competition is the life of trade.

Over 7,000 people passed through the turnstiles at the Brad-
ford show. Not, bad for a one day show.

The Stock-Keeper states that the smooth St. Bernard Ino,
the sire of Keeper and brother to Guide, has gone the way
of all flesh.

I also notice in the same journal, a call for a greyhound
club. The United States with two, and old England just
waking up! Yea, verily, the world do move,

I am getting anxious to know what the two English setter
clubs have decided upon. I certainly hope they have con-
solidated, for there is no room for two clubs, and there are
plenty of good men in both the club already formed and
the new one, that I suppose is under way ere this.

Namquoit.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Toronto Industrial Exhibition dog show

committee was held this week when arrangements were
completed for the show to be held from the 15th to the 19th
of September next. There were present Mr. J. Wilson in
chair, Messrs J. Massey. John Maughan, J. G. Mitchener,
H. B. Donovan, C. H. Nelson, and 0. A. Stone, Secretary
and Superintendent.

It was decided to add the following extra cash specials to
those already published for the best kennel of four or more
owned by one exhibitor or kennel: Mastiffs $20, St. Ber-
nards $20, Irish setters $15, greyhounds $15, bloodhounds $25,
English setters $15, cockers $15. collies $15, bulldogs $15,
pugs $15, fox-terriers $15. great Danes $15, Gordons $15, and
a lover of the greyhound has donated a silver cup for the
best greyhound dog or bitcn owned in Canada, value $10. It
was also decided to add $10 in the open dog class for mastiffs.
The premium lists are now ready and can be obtained by

any one on dropping a post card to the secretary at Toronto.
C. A. STONE, Secretary.

ENGLISH VS. AMERICAN BEAGLES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your last issue that "Hibernia" credits me with
having expressed certain opinions of the beagle Blue Belle
II. , and which opinions he criticises. Please say that I never
expressed any such opinion as referred to. I think that if
my awards when judging have been criticised more for one
thing than another it has been for placing working-sized
hounds capable of performing the kind of work required of
our beagles in this country over the small or toy ones. I
should refer "Hibernia" for my views on beagles to the March

,

1890, A. K. C. Gazette, and also to articles written by me,
copies of which I should be pleased to send him if he desh-es
if he sends me his address. Herman F. Scijellhass.

LORD RAGLAN—WDKTC—Editor Forest and Stream

:

I h ave swapped the mastiff Edric, by Jack Th yr out of Emma,
with Dr. Geo. B. Ayres and Clinton N. Powell, Esq., of
Omaha, for the mastiff Lord Raglan, younger brother to
Orlando. Of course I got the "beat" on'Messrs. A. & P. in
this deal—otherwise I wouldn't mention it. They have a
dog with which they say they are going to hurry all the
cracks at dog shows, but I have got the very wisest and best
watch I ever saw, with an affectionate reservation in favor
of my old Gipsey. What Rag don't know about his busi-
ness isn't worth knowing, and my pet crank, that show-bred
mastiffs are worthless for watchdogs, has got a very big
hole through it.—W. Wade (Hulton, Pa„ July 19).

THE MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB DELEGATE.—At
a recent meeting of the Maryland Kennel Club resolutions
were passed condemning the action of the A. K. C. in refus-
ing to accept Mr. C. J. Peshall as their representative, and
Mr. Peshall was unanimously elected as delegate of the
club.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for SO cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dusky Bob. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for silver
fawn pug Hog, whelped May 13, 1890, by champion Cash (champion
Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy) out of Nun Nicer (Douglass 1L—
Dot).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Queen—Leader. R. Merrill's beagle bitch Queen to H. F. Schell-
hass'3 Leader, June 18.

Alaska Queen—Beauchamp. H. F. Wilson's (Ballard Vale, Mass.)
St. Bernard hitch Alaska Queen (Grimsell—Dell) to Elmwood
Kennels' Beauchamp (Beauchief—Berengarid), July 10.

Kara—Lord Hector. W. Stewart Diffenderffer's (Baltimore,
Md.) St. Bernard bitch Kara to his Lord Hector, July 11.

Yum—Uenmore Shamrock. B. P. Rotherock's (Wiliiamsport,
Pa.) Irish setter bitch Yum (Rob—Daisey) to P. L. Cheney's Hen-
more Shamrock (Muskerry—Avnca), July 18.

Flossie T.—Cherry Boy. G. L. V. Tyler's (West Newton, Mass.)
cocker spaniel bitch Plossie T. to C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy
(Ebony—Fanchon), July 11.

La Tosca-Cherry Boy. G. H. Whitehead's (Trenton, N. J.)
cocker spaniel bitch La Tosca (champion Doc—Lady Pluto) to C.
G. Browning's Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchou), July 8.

Mirza—Kildare. Dr. Nicol's (Cookstown, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitcn Mirza (Robin—Turpin) to hie Kildare (champion Brant—
Bonha), July 1.

WHELPS.
KIT" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Marguerite II. J. H. Day's (Red Bank, N." T.) pointer bitch Mar-

guerite XL, June 21, six (one dog), by tj. W. Pentz's Brake.
Lakme. W. Stewart Diffenderffer's (Baltimore, Md.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Lakme, July 1, six (four doge), by Pilgrim.
Duchess. W. Stewart Diffenderffer's (Baltimore, Md.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Duchess, July 5, eleven (seven dogs), by his Lord
HectoT.
Blodwin. W. Stewart Diffenderffer's (Baltimore, Md.) St. Ber-

nard hitch Blodwin, July 1, eight (four dogs), by E. B. Sears's
champion Hesper.
DucWs Baby. J. M. O'Brien's (Worcester, Mass.) cocker spaniel

bitch Duck's Baby (Black Duck—Zozo), June 23, five (three dogs),
by C. G. Browning's CheTry Boy (Ebony-Fanchon).
Spright. C. G. Browning's (Worcester, Mass.) cocker spaniel

bitch Spright (Ebony—Jessie), July 12, six (two dogs), by his
Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchon).

Jill. Dr. Nicol's (Cookstown, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Jill
(Doctor—Lucy), July 10, eleven (six does), by his Kildare (cham-
pion Brant—Bonita).
Toody. Geo. W. Dixon's (Worcester, Mass.) Yorkshire terrier

bitch Toody, July 13, two dogs, by P. H. Coombs's champion Brad-
ford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks Bent free on application.

Mamie E. Fawn pug hitch, whelped May 3, 1890, by champion
Kash out of Lady Thurman, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O., to Jas. Bowden, New York.
Zara. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped May 3, 1890, by cham-

pion Kash out of Lady Thurman, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, O., to Jas. Bowden, New York. I

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. H., City.—What is the best thing I can do for my dogs; all
three bave the mange? Arts. Give 5 drops of Fowler's solution of
arsenic, in the food night and morning and use the following oint-
ment once daily, after washing the parts witli etifctile soap and
water:

1J Ung. zincoxid 5ii
Ung. diachylon 3bs

Mix. Sig„ external.

DOGS.—NAiimrtES medicated Soap for washing dogs, destroys
all irritating insects, removes doggy smell and leaves the animal
refreshed and happy. This prize medal soap, used by all the
leading owners in Europe, is now sold b_v Park & Tilford, McKes-
son & Robbins, E. Fougera and all Druggists.

—

Adv.

fifte m\A

RANGE AND GALLERY.
A NEW EXPLOSIVE.

QAINT ETIENNE, Eranre, .July 9 -Saint Etienne, near Lyons,O is the French Springfield. Here are. tried and experimented
Uppn all inventions relating- to the armament of French troops,
and designed to work for French defence what the first instal-
ments of Springfield guns did fur t he preservation of the Union.
There is a Government manufacture of small arms here as well as
many private manufactories of sporting guns. The Chamber of
Commerce recently granted to M. Paul Giffard, (be inventor of a
new gun, a prize of |2,000 and a gold medal, and trials of the new
weapon arc about to be made in Paris under the direction of the
military inspectors. The Giffard gun uses neither fulmiuate nor
gunpowder, not even the so-called 'smokeless powder," so much
talked about. These are replaced by a sinule drop oi a Volatile
liquid, which, falling into a closed chamber behind the projectile,
develops by vaporizing a great pressure and thus gives impet us to
the projectile. The fluid is a liquefied gas, inclosed in a steel
cartridge provided with an escaping valve regulated by a mov-
able screw, tty pressing on tne hammer i he valve is opened and
the shot discharged.
The cartridge contains 100 grammes of the liquid. One-third of

a gramme is a sufficient charge for one shot in an ordinary hunt-
ing gun like the one, presented by M. Giffard to th" Chamber of
Commerce of St. Etienne. The same cartridge is good, therefore,
for 300 shots. After every shot a new bullet is introduced, but it

is certain that a repeating mecbauism will soon be added by
which the supply of bullets will be continuous. There is no fear
of overheating the gnu, for the shooting rather cools it, the. con-
densation of the. gas absorbing the caloric, just as the ammonia in
the ice-making machine. Moreover, the liquefied gas does not
evaporize instantaneously, but expands gradually, so that the
projectile acquires its greatest velocity only at the moment of
leaving the mouth of the weapon. Consequently there is nothing
to fear from violent and sudden pressure upon the sides of the
guu, and thus the projectile force can be utilized to the maxi-
mum.
The detonation is something like that of the uncorking of a

champagne bottle, a sharp, snort pop, and nothing more. Of
course there is no smoke and no fouling of the gun. The liquid
by its volatilization gives out no disagreeable odor like that of the
smokeless powder of the Austrian army, which asphyxiated some
of the soldiers during the trials in rapid firing.
Such is a rough sketch of the new guu. its real value will soon

be determined by the trials ordered by the French Government.—
N. Y. Tribune.

THE GERMAN-AMERICAN RIFLEMEN.
BERLIN, July 14.—Mr. Philips and Dr. Lansing left for Bremen

Monday morning, while forty Independents started for
Cologne Monday night. They complained of the. scandalous ne-
glect of the sharpshooters' committee which by incompetent
officinuaness and red tape failed to deliver the entire lot of tro-
phies. The Schuotxenfest has lost 100,000 marks by niggardly
arrangements and bad management. Captain Diehl of the Inde"-
pendents, who is suffering with dropsy, will ;go to the Manheim
baths.
July 17.—The American riflemen arrived at Biugen last night

from Oberlohestcin. Despite a drenching thunderstorm that was
prevailing when they arrived an enthusiastic crowd was await-
ing to welcome them. The city was decorated and illuminated
in honor of the Americans.
July 18.—The American riflemen visited Niederwald to-day and

placed a laurel wreath on the Germania Monument. Mr. Weber
delivered an address. In the afternoon the Americans drove to
Rudesbeim and partook of a kellerfest.
July 19.—The American riflemen arrived at Nettstadt, in the

Palatine, to-day, and were enthusiastically welcomed. The Bur-
gomaster, surrounded by the local riflemen and the municipal
authorities, delivered an address of welcome. The Americans
were heartily cheered. Mr. Herman Weber made an address in
reply to the Burgomaster's speech. A grand banquet will be
given to the visitors to night.
Neustadt, Bavaria, July 20.—An immense crowd witnessed the

procession here to-day in honor of the New York Independent
Shooting Corps. The procession was headed by mounted rifle-
men, then came a band of music and t ben the Neustadt Rifles.
After these came the American riflemen, Messrs. Weber and
Diehl riding in carriages festnorie.d with flowers. The visitors
were loudly cheered along the whole route. In the evening a din-
ner was given at the headquarters of the Neustadt Rifles, and
this was followed by a concert, a display of fireworks and a grand
hall.

BOSTON, July 19.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts llifle Association was held at its range to-day amid all kinds
of weather conditions, heavy showers, high winds and had light
making high scores impossible, except in a few cases later in the
day, when the conditions were a little better. Following are the
best scores made to-day; distance 200yds., standard American
target:

Record Pistol Match— SOrds.
H L Lee 89 AS Hunt 82 W G Hussey 80
H Severance 88

Champion Off-Hand .Match.
J B Fellows 85 H L Lee 81 E F Richardson....72
AS Hunt 81 WG Hussey 78 M T Day 71

Champion Rest Match.
LRAvay 105 A H Ballard 102 F C Towne S3

All-Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder 105 LRAvay 101 A S Hunt 9
J N Eames 104 W Peters 101 S D Martin 9AH Ballard 101 A G Home 97 J C Hastings 8
PC Towne 102 M T Day 96

All Comers' Off-Hand Match.
H L Lee 84 SO Merville 75 S D Martin., 69W G Hussey 81 O M Howard 75 MR Barter 67
H Gill 81 D R Ball 73 P Emery 64
S C Sydney 80 J C Hastings 72 A Stevens 62M T Day 80 AS Hunt 70 F C Towne 60

Pistol Practice Match— ROyris.WG Hu*sey 89 S D Martin 85 M R Barter -80

A Stevens 87 AS Hunt 81

CREEDMOOR, July 19.—The second match of the season by
National Guardsmen for marksmen's badges was shot on the. 20 0
and 300yds. ranges at Creedmoor to-day in a gale of wind. The
following men won badges: J. Ooraie, W. J. Shiefflin, A. E. Rauch
F. C. Cooper, L. Martin, C. Murray. H. E. Montague, W. E. A.
Smith, B. S. Williams. S. P. LaseU. W. H. Edwards, P. J. Fraker

,

F. Blanchard, T. S. Veitch, C. E. Mitchell. M. Stuart, G. L. Steb -

bins, C. S. Dodge, H. J. Bates, C. Hyde, C. H. Bouron, E. P. Jes-
sup, I. Radley, W. K. Norris, E. W, Kiernan, J. F. Hobart, W. H.
Webb, W. C. Haskell, A. K. Gorski, F. D. Holbrook, H. Bostwick ,

G. H. Potter, E. V. Harvaad, G. Hadden, F. L. Catkin, D. C.
Squires, C. S. M. Hook, I. Radley, jr., W. DuBois, R. Mazet, F. W .

Roe, E. F. Austin, F. Wightman, G. A. Wylie, J. W. Stevens.W .

C. Semger, C. Sampson, G. R. Martin, J. W. Abell, H. G, McFad -

den. H. Dalzell, J. T. Haroer, S. C. Leonard, S. W. Underbill, G.
L. Varker, R, S. Spencer, G. A. S. Wilners, H. W. Fish, W- T. An-
drus, E. T. Doutdass, S. C. Judson, G. L. Barker, jr., W. F. Wall,
W.M.Moore, H. C. Taylor, W. S. Beekman. B. Suydarn, W. B.
Greeley. J. D. McEwen, J. H. Carter, G. B. Rhoades, N. M. Beck-
with, L. De W. Hollob, E. L. Chase, F. E. Cornell. L. E. Water-
man, J. Ruppert, H. E. Stevens, jr.. T. Guena, C. L. Smith. A. M,
Evans, W. H. Folsom, J. Swayne, G. G. Murray. J. J. Gordon, G.
C. Arrowsmith, T. E. Stewart, F, G. Landon, E. C. Denison, W. A.
Jones and G. Gregory.
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SKIRMISH WORK.—In the presence of Gov. Hoard, of Wis"
consin, five enlisted men of the Third Regiment of Infantry
United States Army, at Camp Douglas,Wisconsin, recently, made
a skirmish run, 200yds. to 200 and back, quick and double time, 40
cartridges per man, ten halts each of 30 seconds' duration in
whic.li to shoot. The target for each skirmisher employed was a
black piece of paper representing the silhouette outline of a
soldier kneeling and in the firing position. The following scores
were made:

Hits. Score. Hits. Score.
Corp Irish, Co H.... 28 113 Sergt Yotges, Co E..16 64
Sergt Dnbbs, Co G. . 19 76 Sergt Mitchell, Co K15 60
Pvt Lucas, Co A 16 64
Ninety-four hits out of 200 shots is, under the conditions, called

a wonderful record. Lieut. McCoy, U. S. A., conducted the run.
Capt. Readc, U. S. A., conducted two skirmish runs of 20 car-

tridges each, the objectives being for each skirmisher a group of
silhouette figures placed some yards apart, representing the out-
line of a. soldW in one of three firing positions, standing, kneel-
ing and lying prone. Allot' the skirmishers were officers in the
Wisconsin National Guard. The following scores were made:
Lieut Lynch 62 Mnj Auer 31
Capt Swietasche 53 Capt Seaman 26
Maj T J George 40 Lieut Newell 25
Capt. Bleuel 38 Capt Puller 16
Capt Birkhauser 35 Maj Bradley 3

CANADIAN RIFLE LEAGUE, July 12.-The shoot to-day of
the league team brings the standing up in the series of contests to
tb.e following close series of totals. The Fifty-fourth Battalion,
of Windsor Mills, Quebec, still leads the league. The aggregate
scores of the twelve first teams are:
Fifty-fourth Battalion 3,324 N mety-sixth B.,Port Arthur2,954
Halifax Garrison Artillery .3,1 12 Sixty-third Rides, Halifax..3,049
Fifty-third Bat.,Sherbrooke3.051 B Battery. Quebec. 3,03

1

Thirteenth Bat., Hamilton .3,025 Forty-fifth, Lindsay 3,919
Forty-fifth B., Bowmanville2,994 Gov.-Gen.'s Ft. Gds. OttawaS.WO]
Twcnty-firstB ,EssexCentre3,388 Forty-third Bat., Ottawa.. . .3899

FORT SCHUYLER RIFLE ASSOCIATION.—Utiea. N. Y., July
15.—The Fort Schuyler Rifle Association will have a, tournament
on its range, at Riverside Park, Utica, on Wednesday. July 30,
1890. Numerous handsome prizes will be contested for, and there
will also be sweepstake shooting. The contests will be open to
all riflemen. Full particulars can be obtained of W. C. Williams,
secretary, 105 Broad street, Utica, N. Y.—Portsa,

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication sliould be made out on the printed Mmm

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished oralis to club
secretaries. Correspondents ivho favor us teith club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of ciuhs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give duo notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
July 32-31.— First Annual Tournament of the Central City

Sportsmen's Association, at Jackson, Mich. $1,000 guaranteed;
$100 extra in merchandise. H. G. Sutton, Manager.
Aug. 5-6.—Tournament Minneapolis Gun Club. Minneapolis,

Minn. A. F. Shuler, Sec'y.
Aug. fi-s.—Onondaga County Sportsmen's Tournament, at Syra-

cuse, N. Y. Guaranteed purses, all cash.
Aug. J 8-23—Third Annual Keystone Tournament, at Corry, Pa
Sept. 1-2.—Hackettstown, N. J., Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,

Sept. 1, at targets; Sept. 2 at live birds. For programme address
E. Richtcr. Sec'y.

Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati. O.—Al Handle's Sixth Annual Live and
Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 13, Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y. __
The McDowall Grand International Blukrock Tourna-

ment, Toronto, Canada, Aug. 12, 13, 14 and 15. $1,100 in gold in

guarantees and donations; held under the auspices of the four
gun clubs of Toronto, and under the management of W. McDow-
all, assisted by an American expert. For programme address W.
McDowall, Manager, C. G. Winchell, Secretary, 81 Yonge street,

Toronto.—Adv.

SARATOGA TOURNAMENT.
THE first tournament of the Saratoga Gun Club was held at

Saratoga Springs last week, beginning on Tuesday and con-
tinuing for four days. The gathering of sportsmen was one of
the largest ever known in this section, a,nd as for the quality of
the marksmen assembled, the best I have ever seen. Fully one
hundred shooters representing no less than twelve States were in
attendance, with an average of about sixty-five entries to each
event. With such shooting stars present as Rolla Heikes of Day-
ton, E. S. Benscotten of Toledo, E. L. Mills of Washington, D. C,
H. W. Heflin and J. L. Malone of Baltimore, the Wolstencroft
brothers of Philadelphia, E. D. Miller, S. G, Smith. Milt Lindsley,
Charley Smith and Ed. Collins of New Jersey, W. H. Skinner and
B. F Schumeir ("Hamline") from St. Paul, J. A. Jackson of Aus-
tin, Tex., and such cracks from the State as Harvey MeMurchy,
Harry Whitney, Frank D. Kelsey, Tom Peacock, Ed Hudson,
Charley Wagner, H. M. Levengston, W.' Crosby, with Dickey,
Barrett and Woeeler from Boston, Davis and Bowdish of Worces-
ter, and W. C. Cody from New London, one can well imagine that
it was hot company and a hard fight for a place. Saratoga is a
delightful place to hold a summer tourna ment, and everybody
agreed that the first tournament of the Saratoga club was a de-
cided success.

The. committee, Messrs. Levengston, Coster. Bockus and Rams-
dell, did everj thing in their power to have things run smoothly,
hut the want of enough efficient help to run the traps was most
notieable, particularly good trap pullers. However, this was not
the fault of the management, for without previous experience
they depended upon the promises of the club members to lend a
helping hand and, as usual at club tournaments, they failed to
materialize. Mr. W. H. Hobart, of Newark, N. J„ who attended
the shoot as guest of Mr. Coster, kindly offered his services, and
with the help of Horace Derby, of the Albany Argus, the second
set of traps was kept in constant motion throughout the shoot.
The grounds were located on a high sandy plateau, about three-
quarters of a mile cast of the village, adjoining the race track,
and was, with the exception of the background toward the right,

a perfect shooting ground. The shooting was done from two sets
of five Keystone traps, kingbird targets being used, American
ShootiDg Association rules governing the contests.

First Day, Tuesday, July i5.

Promptly at 9 A. M. the shooters were on hand and the first

event was opened. The weather was awfully hot, but the canvas
awnings that had been erected protected the shooters from the
sun's rays. About 2:30 P. M. a slight shower interrupted the;sport
for a few moments, followed by a refreshing breeze that blew
across the traps, from left to right, making the shooting delight-
ful for the balance of the day. For the cash prize of $15, div. 60
and 40 per cent., for best averages in to-day's guaranteed events,
Kelsey, Whitney and Wagner div. first, each breaking 100 out of
105, Levengston taking second. Scores:
Event No. 1, 10 singles, entrance SI, four moneys, 80 entries:

Pndd.K-k .vhumm Uv. s r OHOOIOOIO- 4

Collins .1011111110- 8 Bowdish 1111100011— 7

Lovejoy 1110111011— 8 Tuttle 0010011101- 5

Malone 0101000011— 4 Benscotten 1111101111— 9
Hefflin 1111111111-10 Beaudry 0001111111- 7

Sf.o.rry 1111011111-9 Albee 0111111H1-

9

Keller U110U110— 8 Andrews 1110111111— 9

Kelsey llllltllll-10 Patten 0111101101- 7

Whitney 1111110111— 9 Tulley 1101011101— 7

Knowles 1101111111— 9 Nichols 1101111111— 9

Heikes 1111111111—10 Betts 1010101110— 6

Crosby 1111111110- 9 Peacock 1011110111— 8

Gale 1110101110— 7 MeCormick 0100101011— 5

Prentice 1101101111— 8 Putnam 1111101111- 9

Levengston 1111111111-10 A M S lUlOlllll- 9

Ferriss 1101111011- 8 Simpson 0111011111— 8

Baker 1100011001— 5 Little 1111111010- 8

Wagner 1110111111— 9 Lindsley 0000111111— 6

Perkins 1010100100- 4 Cowee 1110010101- 6

Dickey 1110011111— 8 Hamline 1111110111— 9

Allen 1111011110- 8 Hunt 1111111010- 8

Henry lOlllOl 111— 8 Brooks 0110101110-6
Barrett ..1011101111— 8 Mills 1111111011— 9

Davis .1111011111— 9 Jackson 1111111101— 9

Jock 1011011101-7 Taylor.- 1111111111-10

Paul .1011111111- 9 Hudson 0111101111— 8

Wheeler 1111010101- 7 Pike 1101010101- 6

Skinner 1111111111-10 Ditmar OOlllOllll- 7

Mattice, 0111101111- 8 Bowker 1111111111-10

WiUey 1011111111-9 Kerr.,,. 1010010101-5

Tie on 10 div.; on 9 shot off and won by Paul, Mills, Hamline,
fenscotten. Andrews and Sterry; on 8 Hunter, Mattice, Simpson,
Little, Collins, Lovejoy, Prentice and Ferris drew their pro rata,
the others shooting off, was won by Henry; on 7, Patton and Tolly
drawing out, shoot-off won by Wheeler.

Event No. 2, guaranteed puree of $50, 15 singles, entranee
4 moneys, 73 entries:
Bowdish 101100111111111-13 Peacock 111111111101101-13
Leonard llUIOlOUHlll—13 Nichols 111111111111111—15
Pegnan 100101111110101-10 Wheeler 110111111110110-13
Wicks 1 1U011 1111110 1-1 3 Benscotten... 111101010111110-11
Lindsley 011111011101010—10 MeCormick... .100111001111111—11
Lever 111110011011011—11 Mattice 100111101101111—11
Putnan 011011111111111-13 Albee 001101111110001- 9
goggvo 011111110011111-13 Bronze 010100011101101—8
Tuttle 011111111 101 101-13 Willey 111111001101110-11
Paul 10111111 1011101-12 Allen 011111111101011-13
Sterry 11110111111 1111-H Hamline 10 1111111111111— 14
Hunt 0111 i 1010111 1 10-11 Mills 010101111111100—10
Pike. 110111111100111-13 Brooks 111111111111111-15
Davis Hllimin0011-13 Kelsey 111111111111111-15
Heikes Ill 1 1111 1 11 1111—15 Barrett 1101 11 111 1 11111-14
Jackson 111110111111111—14 'Perkins 101111011110111-13
Keller 111101010111111-12 Heflin 111101010101101-10
Whitney 011111111111011-13 Cowee 111000011011110- 9
Crosby 101111111111 1 11-H Dickey 111111111111111-15
Ditmar 101111011111101-13 Ferris 011111101101001-10

• A' ].", Hudson 011011111111101-12
Malone 110ioililooi.lio-l0 Gale 111101111101111—13
Williams 011011111101111-13 Kerr Ill 11101110101 0—

H

Andrews 11010 1110001110- 9 McMurchy . . . . 1101111U0111 1 1—13
Skinner 111111111111101-14 Lovejoy 101 111101001011—10
Henry 11111111101 1111—14 Simpson 01011 1 101100111—10
Collins 111111101110111—13 "Jack" 111111011100111-13
Taylor 10111111111.1111—14 Wagner 111111111101111—14
Miller 011111111111111—14 Beaudry 111110101101011-11WH Wolsten- Bowker 111011111111111-14
fTQft 111110111111111-14 Levengston . ..U10H111111101-13

J Wolstencrof til H0O011100111—10 Little 100011010111001- 8
Baker 000111 011 11111 1—11 Ducker 100111111111111-13
Rothacker 110110101011110-10 A M S 1111001 111 11101—13
Paddock 1 1 11 00001 111111—11
All ties div.

Event. No. 3, guaranteed purse of $100, 30 singles, entrance $3,
4 moneys, 61 entries:
Barrett.

.
.001 1 1 LOHOUlOllHll—15 Nichols. . .11111011011111011001—15

Pi ke 1101001110111 1 011011-14 Jack 11 1 01 01 01 111 11011111-16
Henry 10110110110101110011 - 13 Gore 10101111101111110110-15
Heikes... 1111011 011 mill 11 lo-17 Brocfcw-nOiOlOUlOIKMOlOOOOlO- 8
Sterry . . . .11110111101101111111-17 Paul 1111110010101111 1011-15
Kellar .. . .1111111111 1111000101-16 Betts 11101011011110011011-14
Gal e 11111111101 11 11 11 111-19 Beaudry .. 111111 01001110111100-1

4

Simpson. .1100111 1001111111111-16 Skinner. ..11111110111111111111-19
Williams. llOOllllOl.OUOllOilo-13 Willey... .01110010110111110111-14
Crosby... .11111111011011111111-18 Benseot'n 11111111111111111111-20
Brooks.... 03111101111111111110-16 Bemis 01111011111111111110-17
Jackson 0001 111111 1 1010111 11- 15 Leonard.. 1111101111101 1111101-17
EDMullenllOlOlllllllHlOOl 11-16 Putnam ..1 1111011101111110111—17WH Wols- Hudson.. .11110111110110111111—17
tencroftllliliniinillllUO-19 Andrews..*!! I Ulllll 1100111101-16

Hunt 11011110111111101111-17 Weeks ...01111111100111111011-16
J Wolsten- Pegnan.. .01 101 101110110010110—12

croft. ... 1 11 100111 1 1100 1 1111 1—1 ti Ducker . . . 0001 1 1 1011110011011 1—13
Hamline.. 1111 1111 11 1110009111— iti Dittmar.. llOion no in 101 1110—14
Kelsey.... 11111111111111111111—30 Dickey. ...01111110111111111011—17
Bowker...01111111110111111111— 18 Levengs'nllllOl 1].111111111111—19
Davis OolOll1 10110111101.11-14 Rotha'kerOl 111 111111101101 ill—17
Whi tney. .11111101 11111 1011111— 18 Padd ock . .01110111110101110111—15
McMurc'j 01111011011111111110—16 Wagner . 11111111111110110111—18
E L Mills. 11111111111111111111-20 Ferris lllllllOlllHimin—19
J S LoylorlOOlllOllllllOlllllO-15 Knowles. .11001111111101110100-14
Allen 1 10 1 1000011 1 1 0000111—U Heflin 101 11 101 1 1 1 1 11 100011—15
Bowditch.lllOllllllllOllllOH-17 Tuttle . . . .11001110111111001111-16
Wheeler. Ill 1111 11101 11110111- 18 Goggin.. . .10111111111111100011—16
Albee lllllOOOOlUlllOulll— 14 Collins. . . .01111111111101011111—17
Lindsley. .

0111 111111] 100111011— 1 6 Baker 10111101110111001111-15
Peacock . . 11101111111110111111—1

8

Ties on 18, 19, 20 div.; ties on 17 Messrs. Hudson and Riley div.
after shoot-off.

Event No. 3, 10 singles, entrance 81, 4 moneys, 60 entries:
Mills 1011111111— 9 Kelsey 1011111111— 9
Keller 1100101110- 6 Knowles 1101011111— 8
Barrett lOlOlllLR— 8 Collins 0011011111— 7
Sterry 1111111101— 9 Levengston 1111111111—10
Dittmar 11111mil—10 Wagner 1111111111—10
Baker OOUllim— 8 Jackson 1101110111— 8
Cowee 1010011111— 7 Tuttle 1111101110— 8
Simpson 111111H11—10 Paul 1101111110— 8
Henry 0111001111- 7 Putnam 1110111110- 8
Crosby 1111111110— 9 Bowditch 1111111010- 8
Gore 1111011101- 8 Dickey 1110111011- 8
Skinner 1110111111- 8 Davis 0101000111- 5
Pegnan 1110010000— 4 Prentice 1101011110- 7

Weeks 1111111011- 9 Brooks 1010111111- 8
Tolly OUClllOOl-6 Heikes 1111111111-10
Andrews 1111111110- 9 Paddock 1111111111-10
McCnrmicy 1101111001—7 Whitney 0110111111- 8

Patten 0110110011- 6 Ferris lOllilllll— 9
SEB 1111101110- 8 Bemis 0101101011- 6
Lindsley 1011101011- 7 A M S 0001111111- 7

Wheeler 1111011111- 9 Kerr 1001100100- 4
Miller 1111111111-10 "Jack" 1011111111— 9

Leonard 1111111111—10 Lever 1111111011— 9
Mattice 1111111101— 9 Beaudry 0101011001— 5

Gale 1111111001— 8 Albee 1101111110- 8

J Wolstencroft. .. .1100100111- 6 Uoggin 1111110011- 8

Perkins 1101111001- 7 Peacock 1111000110- 6
Lovejoy 0000111100- 4 Benscotten 1111011110- 8
Williams 1101011011- 7 Bowker 1111111111-10W Wolstencroft....1111111111—10 Heflin 1110111100— 7

Event No. 5, guarantee purse of $50, 15 singles, entrance $3, four
moneys, 62 entries:
Collins 111011111111111—14 Lindsley 101010111111111-13
Malone 001111011111101—11 Skinner 111111111111111- 15
Paddock 111111110111111—14 Paul 111111111111111-15
E L Mills 111111111111111-15 Core 111011111101111—13
Sterrv 111111100011101-11 "Jack" llllimoilllll—14
E D Mills 110111111111111-14 Schemerhorn. .101110111111101—11
Wagner 011111111111111—14 Albee 110011010001110— 8

Bowker 111011110111111—13 Putnam 111111111111001—13
Whitney 110111111111111—14 Andrews 111111111110011—13
Ditmar 111110111111011—13 Beaudry 011111101111111—13
Knowles 111111111101111—14 Wheeler 111011111111110-13
Lovejoy 001111111 100111-11 Nichols 100111111010011-10
Taylor 111111111111101-14 Goggin 111111111111111—15
Peacock 111111101111111—14 Bemis 01011111111H10-13
WWolst'ncr'ftlllllll 11101100-13 Baker 111100000111001— 8
Rothacker 111011109001100- 8 MeCormick. . ..001110111110111—11
Hudson Ollimoonmo-ll Ferris 111111111111101—14
Levengston ...111111111111111—15 Heikes 111111111111111—15
Simpson 10111111111111 1—14 Barrett 101111111100111—13
Dickey 111111111110011-13 Gale 111111111001101-13
Heflin 011011111101111-13 Henry lllllOOlimiOl—12
Williams 010110010001110- 7 Hamlin 001111111011111-12
Perkins 101101011110101—10 Prentice 111111111000011—11
Keller 111011100111111-13 Cowee 110101111111 110-13
Weeks 111010111111011-13 Brooks 111111111111111-15
Pegnan 001110101001011- 8 Davis 0111000111U 111—11
Willey 110111010111111-13 MeMurchy. . .. 111110111111111—14
Betson 111111011010100-10 Kelsey 011111111111110-13
Tuttle 101111011110111-12 Crosby 091111001110111-10
Bowd !sh 101111011110111—13 JWolstencroftllllOlllllllOU—13
Benscotten. . . .111111111111110-14 Jackson 011001111111011-11

Event No. 6, guaranteed purse of $100, 20 singles, entrance 3$,
divide first $30, second $20, third $20, fourth $20, fifth $20'; 01 entries:

Goggiu . . . .10011010111001111111-14 J ackson . . 11111111111101111011-18
Betts 11001011110101111101-14 Whitney .11111111111111111111-30
B'nscott'nimillllimillllll—20 Rot'iack'rlllOlllOllllllOllOll—16
"Jack". .. .11111111111101001111-17 Wagner . .11111111111111111111-20

Lindsley . .110101111111 11111001—16 Lovejoy. . . 11101111011011 1 10111-15
Gore ......01111111011111110110-10 Malone. ..11001110111011111111—16
Bemis 10110111111111111101-17 Cowee. . . . Ill 10111101011111101- 16

Andrews..miimillllimm-30 Crosby. . ..11111111111111111111—20

Willis 10101011111011101001-13 Paul 11111111110111111111-19
Bowdish. .11111011011111111111-18 Putnam. . .01111110111111111111-18
Whitney. .10111110011101111111-16 Beaudry .00010110010001010111- 9

Tuttle .... 11111100110110111110 -15 Mattice. . .011.11101110mill010-15
Broch llOOimiOOmonill-15 Skinner.. . 11111001111111111111-18

W H Wol- Nichols. . .10101101011111111101-15
stencroft 11111111111111111011-19 Ducker. . .01011100111001101111-13
Levengs'nllOH 11 11 1101 1110111—17 M'C'rm 'ckUOOOlOllOllllllOiOl—13
Dickey. . . .10111101110111111111—17 Weeks. ... 0! 111111111010110011—15

Heflin . . . .11011111111111110011-17 Pegnan . . . 10011 001100111H00U-13
Bowker . . .11111011111111110110-17 Barrett . . , 101010110111110110.11-14

Heikes, . ,
, limillllOOOUIllU-17 Henry .... 11111111010111101111-17 1

E D MillerlllllllOllllllllllll-19 Hudson. . .11111011110111110111-17
Collins. . . .01111111111111111111-19 Ferris . . . .11111111110011101111-17

I E L Mills.llOlllllllllllllim-19 Simpson. .01101011011101111011-14
Hamlin.

. .10111110111111011010-15 J S TaylorOmilllllllllllOIOl-17
Paddock. .01111110111111110011—16 Keller . . . .10101101011011110110-13
J Wolsten- Davis 11101101100010111101-13
croft. . . .11111111101111011111-18 Brooks.. . .11111110110111110011-16

Gale 11111111100101111101-16 Dittmar . .10111101001111111101-15
Sterry OOllllllOllllOlUOll -15 Kelsev. . . .11111110111111111111 - 10
M'Murchyllllllllllllimilll—20 Hunt 11001110010111101111—11
Peacock . . 11111 111111111111111-20 Knowles . . Ill 11011111111011101—17
Baker 11111110111011010111—16

Event No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $1, 4 moneys, 53 entries:
Paddock 0111111101— 8 Bowdish 1101101101— 7
Simpson 0101111110— 7 Benscotten 1111101111— 9
Heflin, ,fr 1010111010- 6 A M L miOOllOl- 7
Ferris 1111111111—10 Wheeler 0111110111 - 8W Wolstencroft. . .1011011111- 8 Willey 01111 1 101 1- 8
Henrv llllUlOOl— 8 Putnam 0001 1 1 1 101— 6
E L Mills H till0111- 9 Tee Kay mil 11 111-10
Barrett lOlllOllll— 8 Beach 1100011010- 5
Kelsev 1111011111— 9 Paul 1111111111—10
Keller 110010H11— 7 Mattice .1110111111— 9
Bowker 1111111111—10 Tuttle 1111011101— 8
AwAi 1:011100.11- 7 To! lev 1100110111— 7
Dittmar 1001111111— 8 Whitney 1111111111—10
Jackson 1110011111— 8 Crosby 1111011111— 9
E D Miller 1101111111- 9 Heflin 1011101010- 6
Gale 1011111101-8 Heikes 1111111011—9 1

Sterry 1011010111— 7 Williams 1001001100— 4
Taylor 1111111101—9 Levengston.- 1111111111—10
Baker 0111111111- 9 Hamline 1011011111— 8 1

Wagner 1101011111—8 Collins 1111101111-9
J Wolstencroft— 1110111101— 8 MeMurchy 11111 Hill- lo
Dickey ..1111011111—9 Hudson . 1011111110-8
Peacock 1111111111—10 Brooks 1111011111— 9
Skinner 1111011111— 9 Bocks 1001011101— 6
Goggin 1111001011— 7 Cowee 1010010010— 4
' Jack" 1110011101- 7 Beaudry lOllilllll— 9
Andrews UlimiOl- 9

Event No. 8, guaranteed purse of $50, 15 singles, entrance $3,
four moneys, 49 entries:
Wagner 111111111111011—14 Lindsley 111111111001111-13
Simpson 111111011111110—13 Goggin omnmonoiO— 11
Dickey 1111111111x1111-15 Beaudry 1111110111.01111-13
Davis 111111111110111-14 Jack 11101111101 1 101-12
Whitney 111111111111111—15 Paul 110111101111111—13
D ittmar 111111110111111—14 Andrews 11011111111111 1— 1

4

Hamline 110111111111111—14 Skinner 111111111111011—14
Gale OmiOimilOll—13 Ducker 111111111011011— 13
Barrett 101111111110111-13 Nichols 110110111001001— 9
Miller 111111111111011—14 Putnam 111111111111111—15
Collins 111111111111111—15 Benscotten. . . OOlllUOlll l ill— 12
Knowles 110011011011111-11 Wheeler 1 111 111 1 1 1 1 1 10 1-1

4

Rothaker 111111101101111—13 Keller 1 11 111011011011—ISW Wolstencr'timiOOlllimi-lS Kelsey. 111111111110111—14
E Hudson 001111111110111—13 Brooks 111111111110110-13
McMurcby .

. .111111101111011—13 Sterrv 101110110010110— 9
Paddock 111110111111111—14 Bockes .OimiHOlllllO-13
Henry 101111111111111—14 Jackson OlUOOllOllllll-1

1

E L Mills llllllimOlOll—13 Williams 101 100010001101- 9
J Wolsten croftlOlllllllllim—14 TavJor 111111011011111—13
Levengston . . . .111111111111111—15 Peacock 1 1 1 1 1 1

.

Heflin 111111111111111-15 Baker ill 111111101011—18
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Crosby 110111111111011-13
Ferris 111111111111111-15 Gore 111111111111111-15
Bowdish 111111111110110—13

Event No. 9, guaranteed purse of $100. at 30 singles, entrance $3,
div. 30, 35, 20, 15 a,nd 10 per cent.. 43 entries:
Skiuner

. .10111101111111111011-17 Lindsley. .11011110111011011111 -17
Benscot'n.OllllOllimi 1101111-18 Dickey '.

. .immnoilllimil-19
"Jack" ...10011010110111111101-14 Davis 11111111101111011110-17
Andrews..lll0111111111lllim—19 Wagner.. .11111111111111111111-30
Paul till 111111111.1111 111-20 J Wolsten-
Bowdish.. 1111111.11111111 11011-19 croft.... 111101 10111111101111-17
Wheeler.

. 1110110milllllll01-17 Keller .... 11001011110011111111-i:i
Nichols.

.
.11111101110111011111-17 Sterry.. ...11011101111101110111-16

Goggin. ..111101101110 1 1011111-1.7 Dittmar.. .000111 10110111111011-14
Gore 11101111111111111101-18 Barrett. . .1110)110001111111111-16
Beaudry

.
.00111111111001imil-16 Kelsey. . . .1111111111111111 1101-19

Heikes. . ..11011111110111111111-10 Gale milll0imillll011-18W Wolsten- Brooks. . ..111111111 11111111111-20
croft. . . .111101111111111 11111-19 Malone . .11101111101100011111-15

Hamline. .llllllllOlllllOHlll-18 Williams. 1111101111011 1011111-17
Levengs-
ton 11111111111111111111-20 Hamlin... lllOlOOlOlOllllOw. -10

Collins.. ,.10111001101111111111-16 Rothack'rlllOlOHlOllOlOlw. -11
Ferris. .

.
.10011011111111111111—17 Paddock ..10110110101111111111-16

ED MiUerimmoilimilOlll-18 Knowles 10101100011.111101101-14
M'MurchyinmillllOlllOllll-IS Peacock. ..11011111100111111111-17
E L Mills. 11001111111101111111-17 Baker . . . .01Ol]01iO!01Glllll11-14
Jackson. ..110110111111111111 11-17 Hudson. ..01111111111111111101—18
Whitney.. 11111111111111111111-20 Henry . .. .11011111111111111101—3

8

Simpson.. 11111110111110101111—17 Willey .. ..111101011111.11101110-14 -

Crosby . . ..11111011010111111111-17

Event No. 10, 6 pairs, entrance $1, 4 moneys: 45 entries:
Gale 10 10 10 11 10 11— 8 Beaudry 11 01 11 00 00 11- 7
KnowJes 10 11 10 10 10 10— 7 Schermerh'nll 11 10 nl 11 00— 7
Sterry 10 11 11 10 01 10- 8 Paul 10 10 10 11 10 00- 6
JWolstenc'ftlO 10 01 01 10 11- 7 Bemis 10 10 11 10 10 00- 7
Wheeler 10 10 11 10 11 11— 9 Heikes 11 11 11 11 11 11-13
Taylor 10 10 10 11 10 10- 8 Killer 11 11 11 11 10 10-10
Hamline 10 11 11 01 11 10— 9 W H Wolsten-
E D Miller...11 10 11 10 11 10— 9 croft All 11 11 11 11 11—13
Simpson 10 01 10 10 10 10- 6 Barrett 10 10 10 10 10 11— 7
Kelsey 11 11 01 11 11 11—11 Heflin 11 11 11 11 11 11-12
Ferris 11 10 11 10 11 11— 9 Bowker 11 11 11 10 10 11—10
MeMurchy.. 11 10 10 11 10 10- 8 Dickey 11 00 11 11 10 11— 9
Whitney 10 11 10 10 11 11- 9 Cowee 10 00 10 00 01 01- 4
Collins 00 10 11 10 11 10- 7 Wagner 10 11 11 11 11 11-H
Albee 10 11 10 10 10 10- 7 Jackson 11 11 11 11 11 10-11
Gore 10 11 10 10 10 11— 8 Davis 10 10 10 10 11 11— 8
Burbridge.. .01 11 11 10 11 11-10 Peacock 10 11 10 10 10 10- 7
Benscotten.. 11 11 10 11 10 11—10 Levengston. .11 10 10 11 11 10— 9
Nichols 11 10 10 00 11 10- 7 Paddock 10 11 11 11 10 11-10
Goggin 10 11 01 10 10 10- 7 Brooks 01 01 11 11 11 10- 9
Lindsley 11 10 11 10 11 11— 9 Williams. .. 10 10 10 10 10 10- 6
Willey 10 10 10 01 11 10- 7 E L Mills. . .10 11 11 11 11 11-1

J

Putnam 11 01 11 10 10 10- 7 Baker 01 10 11 10 00 11- 7

Second Day, Wednesday, July IV.

The heat to-day was even more intense than yesterday, the
awnings affording little relief from the glare of the sun. About
noon, however, a strong southwesterly wind sprung up that was
welcomed, but it sadly upset the calculations of some of the
shooters, and miss after miss was scored. Benscotten captured
the first average to-day, missing but 3 out of 105 targets, Kelsey
taking second with an even 100. Score:
Event No. 1, 10 singles, entrance SI, 4 moneys. 73 entries:'

Geisel 0010010101— 4 Ferris 0HU01011— 7
Willis OloOlUOOl- 5 Gale 1111111110- 9
Lindsley 1111111011— 9 Rothacker . 0100000111-4
A M S -.0101110001- 5 Whitney lOllilllll— 9
Coster 0011111101— 7 Cunningham 1001001100— 4
Ranisdill lllllOllOl— 8 Gore 1111001111— 8
Paul 0011110111- 7 Peacock 1111111111-10
Albee 0110111001— 6 Brockway 0110111101— 7
Tee Kay 1011111101— 8 MeCormick 0111111110- 8
Burbridge 1011111011— 8 Carroll 0011111111— 8
Willey 111101H11— 9 Cramer 0110010111— 6
Beaudry 1001110111— 6 Wagner; 1111111110— 9

A ...
.

K'< :Ai>
; A'.;-. AM, Mil ID :-'

Putnam 1111100100— 6 E D Miller 111U11111—10
Skinner 1110111110— 8 Bowker 1101111110- 8
Andrews 0110111101- 7 Collins 10U101111- 9
Bowdish 0111011101- 7 Davis 1111100111— 8
Lever imOltlOl— 8 Cowee 1011101110— 7
Wheeler 1111111110— 9 J Wolstencroft 1111111011— 9
Nichols. 1101111001 - 7 W Wolstencroft . . . 1111111111-10
Roberts 1111111101— 9 MeMurchy 1111111110— 9
Bemis 1111110011— 8 Keller 1111111011- 9
Benscotten HHllllll—10 Heflin UlOOUlll— 8
George 0011111110— 7 Hunt 1111111111—10
Brooks 0111001000- 4 E L Mills lOllilllll— 9
Henry 1010101111- 7 Gilchrist . . . . 1101111001- 7
Barrett 1111110101- 8 Jackson ionium- 9

loins 0100110100— 4 Dittmar 0111101010- B
I S Taylor. ....1111111011-9 Malone 1011 101.110- 7
Crosby 01011111U- 8 Prentice lOllilllll— 9
Hamline 1111001101- 7 Paddock 1111111011— 9
Simpson 1111110101— 8 Sterry 0101111101- 7
GL Smith 1101011110-7 Levengston 1111111111—10
Kelsev .0111111110- 9 W H Mills 1111001101- 7

Knowlea 1100100111- 7 Heikes 1111011111- 9

Hudson 1111010110- 7 Crompton 1101111110- 8
Bakev ijllOlOlll- 8

"
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Hudson, Hamline, Ferns, Paul and Andrews div. ties on 10,
Others withdrew; all other ties dir.
Event No. 2, guaranteed purse of $50, 15 singles, entrance $2,

four moneys, (51 eutries:
Paul lllOlllllllUOl—13 Keller 111101111010011—11
Gale 011 11111 10 1) 10!—1:3 DiMioar 1 10 10 10111 1 1 11 1

-
-1

:.'

Biiwttsi' 111000111 nil 11-18 Paddock . .. 110111111011111-13
Gilchrist 0111111.1 11101 1

1- 13 lleflin 1100011.11011001- 9
Ferris 110111101111110-12 Henrv 111101111110001—11
Kelsey 11.1111111111111—15 Prentice 011111011011111-12
Hamline IUlllllOmiU—U Sterry 011101011101101—10
Peacock 11101111101111.1-18 Levengston.. .110111111111111—14
Brock was .101111010110101—10 J WolsteneroftOllOlUllllllll—13
J S Taylor 111111111010111—13 Collins 10111 in 1011111—13
Willey 111111111111101-14 Baker 111110111101110-12
Oowee 011011110101011-10 Heikes 111111111111111.-15
Will iam s 0011 10011 1 1 1 01 1-1 0 AAragncr 11111 1 1 11 111 1 11-1

5

Brooks 11111111 1111 1 11 -15 Dickey 0110111011 .1 1111.-12
EHudson 101111101011111-12 McMurchy ...001111111111110-12
Knowles ... .111011110111111-13 Miller ILUOHHllll 11-14
Whitney .111101111101111-13 Hunt 111101011101] 11-13
G L Smith 0(10101111100101- 8 Pucker 111011110101.100—10W H Mills 011111101110111-11 Oompton 011111101111111-13
Gore 01010110011 1111—11 Goggin 1111 101 10101 111— 12

MoOormick . . .111111111111001—13 Bemis , 111010111110101—1

1

.Skinner 111111011110011—12 Andrews 011111101111111-13
Lin.

I sley nn 101 lllllll 1—14 Burbridge 11111111011 1001-12
Wl.-fler 111010111110111-12 Bowd ish 1111111111 01 01 1-13W Wnlstenci 'I 111111131111110-11 Schermerhorn 001C01 110101011— 8
Davis 111111101111010-11 Putnam 111011101111111—13
E L Mills 110111111111111-14 Malone 101111111111011-12
Barrett 111111111011111—14 Benscotten. .. .111111111111111—15
Crosby 01111100101.1111-11 Nichols 111000111111111-12
Simpson Ill I 111 II 1 1 ]l 01—14 Beaudry 101110111111011—13
,1 ackson 11011.0111 11 1101—IS

Event No. 3, guaranteed purse of $100 by Saratoga Gun Club, 20
singles, entrance $3, lour moneys, 48 entries:
B'nscott'nUlin.llllOnilin.ll—19 Heflin ... .00 101001 11111 11UU1—15
Dickey. . ..11110111010011011111-14 Skinner . .10000101111011111111—14
Ferris 10111011101110011111—15 Pucker. .. 11000111110110100101—12
Prentice... 11101111011 101110111-10 Whitney.. 011 011 1 1 11 1011111111—17
Heikes. . . .1111 111 01111 1 11 11111—19 Wagner.. .1101111111.1.101101111-17
Kelsey. .. .111111111111 11110111-19 Hunt 11011111001101001110-13
Ditmar. . .11011111111110111111-18 Knowles. .01111011111111011111—17
Keller ... 011 111 111 11111111101—18 Lev'ngs'n 11011011011111011111—10
Simpson . .llllllllOlllllOlll 11-18 CromptonOlllllllI 1 11011 1 1111-18
Paddock. .11011011111111011111.-17 Brooks... .11101111111111011111-17
Barrett... 11111111111111111 111-20 Andrews..01 1101111 1111101111 1-17
Miller . . . .11100111110111110111—16 Sterry . . . .01X110100111111101111-13
M'Murchytm 111111.111111 1011-1 9 Baker. . . ..001.101011 11111111111-14
Crosby. . ..00111001111101111111-15 Bemis. . ...11101111111111111101-18
Henry 1110101010111 1110111—15 Goggin....H in 1.101.10111111011—17
,1 Woisten- Willey... .10011011011111111100—14
croft ... 11111111111101011111-18 E S Mills .00111111111111011011-Id

Wil Wols- Paul 111.110)1111111101010-16
teneroft 111111111011 11111111-19 Peacock . .1 1111 11.1 1 llllllllin—20

Hamline..1111011 111111011 1011—17 Li ndsley. .101 10111011101110111—15
Collins. . ..11011111011111101101—16 Hudson. . .101 0 ! 1 1 0 1 1 01 1 1 1 101111—14
Davis 11101111111100110001-14 Jackson . .11001111101001111111—15
Wheeler.. 10010010101(1)1111111-13 Putnam . .11111001110111011111—16
Bur bridge 1 i i MOO 1 1

( 01 1 101 1 1111—13 Gore 1011 1 011000111011011—13
Bowdish., 11111111111101111111-19 Beaudry..11011110111101110111—16
Event No. 4, 10 singles, entrance §1, 4 moneys, 59 entries:

Benscotten 1011011111— 8 Sterry 1011110111— 8
Paddock 0111110111— 8 Jackson 1101111000— 6
Eft-entice 0011000101— 4 Burbridge 1111101000— 6
Keller 1110111011— 8 MeCormick 1111010111— 8
i ickey 1111111111—10 Traper 1111110011— 8
Simpson 0011101011- 6 McMurchy 0111011111— 8
Barrett ...1111111111-10 Beaudry 1001111111- 8
Skinner 1111111011— 9 Lindsley 1101100111— 7
Dilmar 1111011101— 8 Knowles 1111111111-10
Bowdisb 0111111000— 6 Crompton 1110111111— 9
Hunt 1011011000— 5 Davis 1101100100- 5
Williams 0011011111- 7 Henry 0111111111— 9
Andrews 1111111111-10 Gilchrist 1001001011— 5
Heikfs 1111011101- 8 GL Smith 1111011011- 8
Malone OOOOlOOOw. Putnam 1111110111— 9
George 0001111111— 7 Goggin 1111111110- 9
Gore 1011111010— 7 Paul 1111110111— 9
Le.vengston 1100100111— 6 Gale 1111000111— 7
Heflin 1011111011—8 Taylor 1111111111-10
Brooks 1110001110- I EL Mills 1111101110- 8
Coster 1001010001— 4 Nichols llllilllll—10
Bronze 1001101010— 5 Bemis 1111111111—10
Cowee 1011101111— 8 Kelsey 1101111111- 9WH Mills 1011100010- 5 Peacock 1111001000- 5W Wolstencioft....llllilllll—10 Ramsdetl 1 f 111 11)111— 9

Miller 1111111111-10 Roberts 1111111111-10
Ki iris. 1111101110- 8 Wheeler 1011110011— 7
Bowker 1111111111—10 Collins 1011011111- 8
.1 Wolstencroft 1011101111- 8 Hudson 1111110111- 9
Eieyer 1101H1101— 8

Event No. 5, guaranteed purse of $50, 15 singles, $2 entrance,
4 moneys, 57 entries:
McMurchy 11 111101 1 11 1111—1 4 Helsev 111101H1111111—14
A L Smith.. ..HUilUOQlU'il—12 Lsvc-ngsLon.. . imoljiniiCOii-r
Heflin 111011011000110- 9 Hudson 111011111110011—13
Bead y 111111101 110111—13 Wh itne y 1111111 11111111-15
Knowles 110100110111011-10 Miller ! mNiniliill—14
Mills 111111111101111-14 Bauett 111111111111111-15
Paul 111111011010101—11 Sterry 101011111111111-13
Putnam lllim.U00H01-12 Collins 011110111111101—12
Crosby 011111110111111-13 Williams OOlOlOlOOw.
Bockee 011000111111110-10 J Wolsteuc rofrlllllllOOlillii—13
Prentice 010110101011111—10 Hunt 110111101101011—11
Henry Ill 110011011.110—11 Hamline Ill 1 11111011111—14
Schaffer lOllOlOOlCOOlOfl— 6 Simnson 101101111111101—12
Peacock 1.11111111111111—15 Lindsley 111101111111111—14
Taylor 101111 111111 110-13 Cowee 011111111001011-11
Lever 1.11111111110111—14 Dit.tmar 101011111111111—13
ilainsdell 001110111110101—10 Brooks 011111111011011—13
Crompton 011101111111110—12 Kellar 00011 0111111111—ii
Wheeler 111111111111111—15 Davis 011011110101011-10
Ferris 111111101111111—14 Gore 111010111010111—11
Bowdish UllOiimOllll—14 Bowker 011111101111110-12
Ducker 010011101010101- S MeCormick... .011111010091011- 9
Gale 111111111001111-13 Jack 111101111100101-11
Bemis 101111111111101-13 HWWolsteuTV111111101111111-14
Paddock 000111111111111-12 Skinner 011111101111011-11
Magrue 111110111111110—13 Benscotten. . . .111111111111111—15
Jackson 101111111111111—14 Andrews 111101111011010-11
Dickey 011110011101111-11 G.oggin 110111111110101-12
Hpi kes 111101111111U0—13
Event No. 0, guaranteed purse of $100, 20 singles, entrance $3:

divide first $20, second $20. third $20, fourth $20, fifth $20; 50 entries
Bowdisb. .11111111111111111111-20 Paddock. . 11 111 10111 llllilllll—19
B'nscott'nlllllllllllllllliOll-ig Lev'ngst'nlOlll.lOlinililOlllO-16
Jack 11101110111011110111-16 Heikes. . . .11011110111111110111—17
Gore 10111001111010011101-13 Ferris 11011101101011101101-14
Goggin.. ..10101011111111111111-17 Kelsey. . . . Ill 1 1101 111111111111—19
Andrews. .111.10111111111111111-19 Williams. 010000110101100111 00- 9
Skinner. . .11101111111110111001—16 Wagner . .11111101101111111111—18
Paul Ill 1101101101111 0101-15 Heflin 01 11 1 1 111 1111] 111111-19
CromptonlOOlllllOOllilOUllO—14 Dickey. . ..01110111111011110011—15
!., n i l-.. "111)11110111111111-19 Miller ... .11111011111111111110-18
Nichols. . .01110110100110101010-11 Henry. . . .11111110101110101110-15
Putnam.. 10111111111101101)01-16 W Wols ten-
Peacock... 01101111111111011111-17 croft.... lllUnilllllllllOll- 19
Bowker.. .0111111011111111.1110-17 Jackson . .10101110111101111101—15
G L SmithOl 100011001111000111-11 Wheeler. .11001111110101010101-13
Barrett. . . 001 1 11111011 1111101 1—16 Whitney. .11111111111111111111-20
-Sterry .... 10010011011111111110 -14 Gale 11111011110111111011-17
Hunt: 00110111110101101010-12 Simpson. . 11010011101110111100-13
J Woisten- Kellar .... 10110111101011111100-14

croft. .
.
.11111111101111111110-18 Brooks. . . .11111111111111111101-19

Crosby . . .
11111011111111111111-19 Hudson . . ..11101 11010101101w

Bemis 11111111011111111101-18 E S Mills. . 11110110101111110111-16
Collins. .

.
.lllllOllOlllOlllim-17 M'C ,rmi'k011inoillOU0101111-15

Dittmar.
.
11110110101111111111-17 Beaudrey .10111101111011011110-15

Davis 11011101111111100011-15 Cowee . . . .0' 100001100100011100- 8
M'MurchylOllllllllllllllllll-19 Heflin 11101111111111111111-19
Event No. 8, guaranteed purse of $50, 15 singles, entrance $2, 4

moneys; 47 entries:
Jackson 111111011111111-14 G L Smith 111111111111101-14
Paddock. . . . . ..111110111111111-13 Peacock 0111 llllimill -14
Brooks 111101111111111-14 Sterry 101111011111111-13
Skinner HllOHOllOllOl-11 Henry 110011111011111-13
E L Mills 111111111011111-14 Wheeler 1 11011111101111-13
Rothacker 11111 HOlinOll—13 Crompton. .. .011111111111111—14
"Milter 111111111111111-15 Davis 111110110111110-12
Whitney 111111111111011-14 Andrews 111101110111111—13McMurcby . ... Ill 11111111 1111—15 Bemis 011011111 1 11111—13
Dickey 101111110111111-13 Taylor 111111011111110-13
Hei kes 110111 1111] 1111-14 Benscotten .... llllinill 11111-15
Levengston .

,

.101111111111010—18 Roberts 11011111 1110111—13

Kelsey 11011111111.1111-14 Bowdisb 111101111111011-13
Prentice 110110101101010- 9 Goggin 10101111101(1011 -10
Lmdsley 1110111.11101111-13 Lever 11111 1 101 1 11011 - 13
Hamline 100111101111011-11 Nichols 01010 1] 111 1 1 LOO—10
Di ttm ar 1011 1011 1111111-13 Putnam 011 1 1 111 111 ill I

- 1

4

AVagner 011 11 11! 1 101 1 1 1—13 Gale Ill 031111111010—13
gj*g HI 01.1.1 1 1 1 111 11-14 Jack 011111 1 1111.1 10 1-13WH Woisten- Crosby 11 in ion 1 1 1 1 11 - 14
croft. 11101 1 111111011-18 Keller ..11 1111111111011—14

Barrett 011111011111111-13 Simpson lOOlllOlOOinil 1(1

Sc.halfer 010001001000110- 5 Collins 01110101111111 1-1'i
JAVolstencroftlllOlinilllOOl-12 Heflin 11 1111101101111—13
Event No 9. guaranteed purse of $100, at 20 singles, eutrance

$3; rhv. 30, 25, 20, 15 and .10 per cent.. 43 entries:
G S SmithllOlOl] 100] 1 1 1001 fol -13 Miller .... 11 111101111011111111-18
Ferris . . .

.
11 101 11110111 011111 1—17 Hamline. 1 1 1 111 11111111111111-30

Collins.... 110111101 10010011001-13 Wagner... 11 iniOODll 111011111-16
Gore 1111.1.110101.010110111-15 Rot haekhn 1110110111111 U101—17
Andrews..ll()l 1101 11 111111 1111— 18 Hefliiie....loiniiilJl 111 111111-19
Dittmav.. .011111 nmiOllll 110-17 Benscot'n 11111111101111111111—19
Nichols. .01 1 1 101 I 1 1 11 1 .1 1 11100— Hi Jackson ...111111111011111 10011 -17
Skinner.. .01011101011010101111—14 W Wolsten-
Bowdish.. 11111111111110111111— l9 croft. , ..1111111111111111 111 1—20
Lindsley.. 111111 11 101011 III 111.-18 M'Mim-hv 0111.111 1101.1 11111111—18
Goggtu... .01110110111110110110-11 Barrett... Ill 11011111 111101111—18
Putuam...in01«)1111110niOOO-13 .1 Wolsten-
SchafEeiv.OllOOOOlOOlllOllOOlO— 8 croft... ..11011111111111111101-18
CromptonOf fioi MOID 11111101-16 Paddock ..11111111 1 11111111111-20
Sterry.... 1110111111111.1.111101-18 E L Mills. 01101011111111111111-17
Gale 11 10111.1101001101.1 11 -15- Kelsey....11 11.1 11 1111111011111-1!]
Peacock. 011 1.1111 11 111 1111111-19 Wheeler.. 01 1 1111 111 11 lllllll 1-10
Jack 01111001110111111111-16 Brooks. . . 10111101110110101111—15
beve n g s - Simpson . . 0.1 1 1 1 11 111 1 1 01 1 01110-16
ton 10111111101111100111-16 Keller ....11 111101111110111101-17

Heikes... .11111111111111111111-20 Crosby. . ..111111111011111 11111-19
Whitney. .11111111101111111111-19 Williams. J01 1011110101 1 111110-15
Dickey. . ..11111111111111100101—17

Event No. 10, 6 pairs, entrance $1, four moneys, 27 entries:
Brooks 10 10 11 01 11 10— 8 Miller 11 11 11 11 11 11-11.
Crosby 10 10 11 11 11 10— 9 WAVolstenc'tlO 10 10 10 11 11—8
Kothaker...,10 10 10 10 10 10- 0 McMurchy. .10 11 11 11 11 10-10
MeCormick .11 00 11 01 10 11— 8 Dickey 01 11 10 10 11 11— 9
Simpson 10 11 00 10 10 01— 5 Levengston. .10 10 11 10 10 10- -

CunninghatnOO 00 00 10 11 00— 3 Paddock 11 11 10 10 01 11- „
Collins 00 01. 01 10 00 10- 4 Davis 11 10 00 10 10 11- 7
G L Smith.

.
.11 10 00 10 10 00— 5 Barrett 01 11 10 00 11 10— 7

Williams.... 00 11 10 10 10 10- 0 Benscotten . .11 11 11 11 10 11-11
Lindsley 11 11 00 11 11 11-10 Kelsey 00 10 10 10 10 11— 6E L Mills... 10 01 10 11 10 01- 7 Wagner 11 11 10 11 11 11-11
Heflin 10 11 00 11 01 11- 8 Hamline 11 11 11 11 11 U_i2
Jackson 11 11 00 01 10 11- 8 AVheeler II 11 11 10 11 00- 9
J Wolstenc/t 10 10 10 10 10 11- 7

Third Day, Thursday, July 11.

This was a lovely day in every respect, and the conditions for
good scores most favorable. The sun kept hidden behind the

averages for the
three days, out ot a. possible 300 birds, were divided as follows-
Kelsey first, $30, with 287; Whitney second, $25, 280; Benscotten
third, $20, 285; Heikes fourth, $15, 283; W. Wolstencroft fifth
282.

Event No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1, fonr moneys, 57 entries-
Dittmar 0011011011— 6 Tee Kay 1111111110— 9
Williams 1111011010— 7 Patten 1011111001— 7
Bronze 0000100101- 3 Coster... 1111111111-10
Levengston 1111111111—10 Cunningham 0011001011— 5
Peacock 1110111111— 9 Roberts.. 1110101111—8
Hudson .111011 1111 — 0 Le ver 0111011000— 5MeCormick 1111101111—9 Beaudrv lOOlllllOl— 7
Perils 0111111101— 8 Benscotten 1111111101- 9E L Mills 1110111111- 9 W & Wolstencroft.llllinill-10
Hamline 1111111111-10 Lindsley 1111011101- 8
Sterry 1110111001- 7 Mill, r 1101111011- 8
Keller 11110H110- 8 Whitney 1110111111-10
Heflin 1011111101-8 AVagner 1111111110- <\GL Smith 0111010100-5 Heikes .1111111011-0
AVheeler 1110110101- 7 Rothacker .....1010101111- 7
Nichols 0011111100— 6 J Wolstencroft 0111111100— 7
Bowdish 1011111111— 9 W H Mills OOlOlllilO- 6
Gore 1011111011— 8 McMurchv 0111111110— 8
Buesser 0111101011— 7 Collins OOllOlOlOl— 5C Smith 1111010111- 8 Barrett, 0011111011— 7
Goggin 1111011111— 9 Ducker 0011110111 7
Paddock 1111111111—10 Jackson ...0111011111— 8
Hunt 0110011110- 6 S G Smith 1001 '00101- 5
Simpson 1111110101— 8 Bowker 101111111(1- K
Kelsey 1011011111- 8 Brooks 0010101111- 6
Brockway..... 1111011011— 8 Malone..... 1110111101— 8
Skinner 1110011110—7 Gale 1111010111—8
Andrews 0011111111— 8 Crosby 1101011101— 7
Schermerhorn 1110110010-6

»«wmumm. 1

Event No. 3, guaranteed purse of $50, 15 singles, entrance $2 4
moneys, 51 entries:
Goggin 111111011111011-13 Bockes 011011111111111-13
Keller 1101001 11111111-12 E D Miller 100111111111111-13
Gale 011111111111111-14 Paddock niiiiiioionii—13
Lindsley 111001000111111-10 WWolst'ncr'ftllllllllinnil-15
Roberts 111111111111111—15 Levengston... 111111011111011—13
C Smith 100011111001111- 9 Wagner 111111011111101-13
E L Mills nillllllOlllOl-13 Whitney 111111110111111-14
Brockway 111111111111101-14 Hamline 111111111111111-15
G L Smith 111111111011111 -14 JWolstencroftl 11111111111111-15
Lever 111101100000101- 8 Jackson 11111 lllllll 101-14
Andrews 111110111101111-12 Collins 01011 lilt 11101 1-1

2

Gore 111111111110111-14 Simpson 111011111101111-13
Heflin 111111011110011-13 Crosby 111111111101111-14
Skinner 111111111111011-14 Dittmar 111111111111110-14
Wneeler 111111111111011-14 S G Smith 11111 IlOlllini-H
Nichols 111111111010111-13 McMurchy... .110111101111110-1*
Buesser 111011011X111111-11 Barrett 1111111111111 11—15
Patten 111001100111011-10 Brooks 111111111111111-15
Peacock 111111011111111-14 Kelsey 110111111011111-13
Leonard 001111111111101-12 Rothacker 111111110011110-12
Bowdish 111110111001111-12 Sterry 111111111011111-14
Ferris 111111111111111-15 E Hudson 10111111111111l_u
Williams 001100011110000- 6 Beaudry lllllllOlllllll-U
DucKer 1 010! 0110110100- S MeCormick. ...111110111011110-12
Benscotten....111111111111111—15 Malone llOOlOllllinoO- 10
Heikes 111111101111111-14

u

Event No. 3. guaranteed purse of $100, 20 singles, entrance $3-
four moneys, 48 entrips: '

Lindsley. .11101101011000001101—11 Kelsey. . . .10111101110111111111-17
Leonard.. 11111111011111110111-18 Brooks . . .100111inilimil0ll-17
Goggin.

.
..11110111111011011110-16 Rothack'rl0000110111011111101-14

C Smith. .01011001111111011110-14 Dickey. . ..10100011111111110111—15
Skinner . .lOOOllOOOOOimiOlOl—10 Ferris .... 11111011110111110111-17
Roberts...1101011 1111 111101111-17 AVheeler..lHlllllinnnillll-->0
Beaudry.

.
1011 1001111111111111—17 G L Smith0110in01111111]llii-17

Buesser . . .11101110111111011111-17 Hudson. . .111001 11010110011111-14
Andrews..llll10n011011111.111-17 E L Mills. 11 111110111111011111-18
Nichols. .11111101001111111101-16 Williams. 00011 111110100111011-13
Bowdish..111111110101 11111011-17 BrockwaylOlinoilOllllOl 1111-10
Peacock

.
.11111111111101111111-19 Jack '.1111100111 1011101111—16

Benscot'n 11110111111011101111-17 Paddock . .01111111101011111111-1?
Heikes... .11110011111111111111-18 Jackson.. 1 1 11111 10001101 1 1011—15E D MillerlllllOOlOllllOlOOlll-14 Heflin . . . .10101011111111111110—16
Bowker.

.
.11111111111111111111-20 Whitney..l111111111in0111110^18

Leveng- AVagner . .11110111101111111011—17
ston 11111111111111011111-19 Barrett ... 1 11 111101011 01111110-16

J Woisten- Keller. . . .OllOlOillOllOlOHOlll—12
croft. . . .11011111110111111111-18 Gale 11111 101111111111111—19WWol sten - Hamlin e . . 1 0111 1111 10111111111-18
croft. .

.
.10111101111011111110-16 Collins. . ..01110111001110011010-12

Crcsby....11111111011111111011-18 Gore 11110011111101011111-16
Simpson..01111111111011011110-16 Sterry 11111)01101101111111-17
Dittmar.. .10111111011011101101-15 M1Murchynilul0lll0inilll0l-l0
S G SmithllOllllllOlOlllOOOlO—13

Event No. 14, 10 singles, entrance $1, 4 moneys, 48 entries:
Crosby ...1111111111-10 Roberts........ 1111111110-9
E D Miller 0111111111— 9 S G Smith 1001011010- 5
Simpson 0111101 111— 8 Peacock 1111110110- 8
Paddock 1111111111-10 AV H Mills 0100101101- 5
J AVolstencroft 1110011111— 8 C Smith 1111111111-10
McMurchy 1111111011— 9 Buesser 0111011111— 8W H Wolstencroft 1111111111-10 Patten 1111101110- 8
Heikes 1111111110- 9 Heflin, Jr linOUOlO- 7
Dittmar 1111111111—10 Schermerhorn 0111111110— 8
Wagner 1111111110-9 Gale 0111010011—6
Lindsley 1011001111- 7 Nichols 1111001101— 7
Brooks 1100111011- 7 Kelsey 1111111111—10
Jackson 1101111011—8 Leonard 1111111011—9
Keller 0011111110- 7 Ferris .1111111111-10

I

Whitney 1111111110— 9 Rothacker 1111111111—10
Barrett 01011.1111.1- 8 Bowdish 0111111111— H
Levengston 1111111111-10 G L Smith 111011111(1- ,8

Hamline 1111.111111 10 El Mills lOlOlillll H
« !<>gg'm 0110111111- S Williams 1010100110— 5
fleffip. 0IIIO1IIH-S Gore 0001J 11101 »
Malone 101)100110— c, MeCormick ...1011111100— 7
Collins 1101 ll 1 1 II- 0 Brockway 1101111111- 9
Sterry .0110111.111- 8 AVheeler 1111111110- 9
Benscotten 1111011111-9 Tee Kay 1111111110-9
Event No. 5, guaranteed purse of $50, at 15 singles, entrance $2,

4 moneys, 45 entries:
G L Smith 11 11.1.11 111 11111-15 Heikes 111111100111111-13
Heflin 111111010101.111—12 Levengston. . . .0111111 ) 1101110—12
Bowker 111011111111111—14. W W'lst/ner'tU) 1101100101101—10
5 G Smith 1111111010(1 111—13 Miller 01 1111111101 110—12
Skinner 11.1111111 110101— 13 Dittmar 110111101111111-18
Wagner 11 1 111 1111 111 11—15 Kelsey 1.11101111111111—14
Leonard 111111111011111—14 Whitney 111111111111111—15
Jack 011111010111111—12 E L Mills 11 111] 0011 10101—11
Sterry 101 llllinill 10—13 Simpson Ill 011 101 010001— 9
O Smith 001110010111001- 8 Jackson 111111111011111—14
Buesser 101 00111 0)100 01— 8 Keller J 11011110110011— 11
Bowdish 1 10111111101001-11 McMurchy .... fllllUllllllll—1§
Andrews 10111.1111100111—12 Gale , 110111010000011— 8
Wheeler 111111101111111-14 Hamline 111111 111111 111—IS
; " • 01 II 00101001—7 Paddock 101101101111111—12
MeCormick. ..111101101111111-13 Ferris 110101111110110-11
Nichols 11.1 110101 1 ]] 1 11—13 Brooks. . . 011110111101110-11
Tee Kay 0101101 1 1111111-13 Barrett ] 1 11 1 10101lllll—13
Goggin 111011111001000- 9 Dickev 0! 11 111 11 lllll 1-14
Beaudry 111101110101010-10 1. r.seo; ,-, 111 ion: , i 1

;

!; M
Lindsley 0101111110111.11-12 Collins OlllllllOUHOl—Ig
Crosby 11111101111111.1-14 Rothacker 111011001000111- 9
J VVolstencr'ftllllllOllllOin-13

Event No. 0, guaranteed purse of $100, 20 singles, entrance $3
divided, first $20, second $20, third $20, fourth $20, fifth $20; 43 en-
tries:
Hamline. .11111111111111111111-20 Keller 11110001101110111101-14
SG Smith. 11011101111011011110—15 Kelsev ....11111111101111111011-18
McMurc'yllOl 111 1111.111111111-10 E S Mills, .011011 11111111 111101—17
Brooks.. . .10110101111111011111—16 Jackson ..1011111111111)111111-10
Paddock. .1111 11011 111 10100111-10 Beaudry. .11111111111111100101-17
Collins. ..11111111111111 110011—18 Rothackh 111101111 11111110011-17
Barrett... 111111111 10111111111—19 Simpson. . 11111011111111111111—19W H Wnlst- Williams. 0] 001 1 Mini 111 1 1 noil—14
encroft.. lllllll lllll 1111111.1—20 Goggin . .1 1110011011100101111—u

E D Mlllerlllinnillinilllll-20 BenBeot'irnillinnniOimil—18
J AVolsten- Gale 11111011111011111111-18

croft. .
. 11111101111111111101-18 G L Smith.10.110] | joi nn 1010111-14

Wagner ..11111111111111111111-20 Bowdish . .1 IOllonoimiiOllll-16
Leonard.. 111111111111 11111101— 19 Dickey. .. .11111111101011100111—16
Dittmar.. 11011111011100111111-16 Jack 11011011011 111101111—]il

Buesser... 11101110111101.011 101-15 Hefliu 111011 1 1111110111111—18
Heikes... ..11111111 11111011 II 10-18 Nichols. .. 11111011110110110110-15
Crosby... .110111111111 imoiLl -18 Andrews .11 1111110] 1111 1 11111—19
C Smith.. 100111111 11001111011-15 Lindsle v. 1110111 1111111101)1011—16
Wheeler. .11111111111 111111111—20 G< re. .. ..lllllll 11 111011 111011-19
Whitney. .1111111111111111.1111-20 Lcveng-
Ferris 11111111111)00111111—18 ston 11111010111111111111-18

Peacrck. ..11111111111111111111-20

Event No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $1,4 moneys. 45 entries:
Buesser ..1111111111—1.0 E Hudsou 1100111111— 8
Gore 1111100111- S W Wolstencroft ..,1111110111- 9
Williams 0111110101— 7 Levengston JHlllllOl— 9
Heflin, Jr 1001100001- 4 Brooks 1011011111- 8
Jack 1001111111- 8 ED Miller lllllOilil- 9
E D Mills 1111111111—10 Collins 010.111111- 8
Schermerhorn 1111111000— 7 Paddock 1111111110- 9
Benscotten 1111111111-10 G L Smith llOlOlllll— 8
Leonard 1)11111001- 8 Ferris.., 0111110111— 8
Skinner 0111111110— 8 WagnerJ 1111111111—10
Bowdish 11.00111110- 7 Dittmar oilllllllO—

8

MeCormick 1111111111—10 Crosby 1111111110— 9
Wheeler 1111111111-10 Barrett 0100111111— 7
Goggin 1111101111— 9 M A Keller 1010101111— 7
C Smith K'llOlillJ- - i . ke r ;ri- s
0 Wolstencroft lOllllOlll- 8 Lindsley 1011101101 7
Wit Mills ilOOllilOO— 6 Simpson 1000011101— 5
Kelsoy 1111011111— 9 Jackson lOOllOilll - 7
lleflin 11.11011111—9 Coster 1111101101— 8
Tee Kar 1 KM I ill :-J I:-;::. <! , .

, .
! Pi

.

Rothacker 0011010111- 6 Whitnev 1111110111— 4
1 Likes 0111101110- 7 S G Smith 1101010011- 6
Hamline 1001110110— 6

Event No. 8, team race, guaranteed purse of $50, open to teams
of 3 men from anyone club, 20 birds per man, entrance $6 per
team, 9 entries:

Union Club, New Jersey.W H AVolstencroft llllllllllllllinn 1—20
J AVolsten croft 11 1111 101 nil 1 1 111 II—19
E D Miller 11111111111101111111—19—58

Union Gun Club of Western New York.
Kelsey 1 1101 1011 1 0111 1 111 11—17
Ferris lllllOllllliinillUl-18
Andrews 1011101111 1001110111—15—50

Massachusetts Rifle Association.
AVheeler 11111111111111111101-19
Bowker 11111111011011111111—18
Barrett , 101110111110111 mil—17—54

Trojan Gun Club, Troy. N. V.
Buesser 001111 nil nil 111101—17
Goggin niiionioiin 1 1nn—is
Patten 1 1001 1 OlOl 11001 1111 1—14—49

Wellinuton Gun Club, Ma's.
Gore 111111111 11111000101-16
Brooks 11011 1.011 10.101 i 11111—16
Gale 1 1 11 1 111 11 111 1 1 01 101-18-50

Claremont Sh noting Assoeia i.iou. New Jersey.
Lindsley 01111111100111110011—16
Collins 111110101011 11111111—17
Dittmar - 11111111100111110110—16-49

Onondaga Gun Club, Syracuse.
Peacock .. 11111111111110111111—19
Paddock IlllllOOnoiOmilll—16
Hudson 1101.1101111111001111—16—51

East End Gun Club, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Heikes llllll 1111 1 111110111—19
Benscotten 11111111111111 1 1111 1—20
Jack 1.10011 111101 11111010—15— 54

Saratoga Gun Club, Saratoga Springs, N, V.
Levengston lUUlllllllllUini—20
Bockes
Coster 11011111101111001011—15—49
Union Gun Club of New Jersey first. Mass. Rifle Ass. and East

End of Cincinnati div. second, Onondaga Gun Club of Syracuse
third, Wellington Gun Club of Mass. and Union Gun Club of
Western New York shot oil tie on 50, the Wellington Club winning
fourth.

Event No. 9, guaranteed purse of $100, 20 singles, entrance $3,
divided 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent.. 48 entries:
Leonard.. 1111111111100111111 1—IS E L Mills. 11111101111111111110-18
Lindsley.. IIOOOINNN mil] 1.1.-1.7 Leveng s-
Nichols.. .001110100)01111010 w. ton 11011011101111011101—15
Bensc'tt'nllOlllllllliminiO-18 Coster ... .01111111111101111111—18
Andrevvs..0111111011111111111i-18 Crosby. . . .0111111 10101101 11100—14
Jack 01110011101111011000-12 Bowker...00110 1 Ll 01101—11
Bowdish. .01111011101111 1 11110-16 Kelsey... .11111111111111111111-20
Goggin.

.
..11110011101111011111-16 Gale 11111001001111011111-15

M'Corm'kOinninilllllOlllO-r/ Jackson.. .l(fl 11 001110111111101—15
Heflin ....11110101011011011110-15 Hamline. .11111111101111111101-18
Buesser. ..10110110110001101011—13 Wagner. .10101110111101011111—15
G L SmithlllOlltllllOllllllOl-16 Wheeler ..11111111111111110111—19
Bowker. . .1111001011111 1110111—16 Barrett. ..101110.11111011111110-15
Heikes. . ..11111011111111111H1—19 Paddock .11111111011101111110-18
Collins.

.
..01101111001111111001-14 Gore 11110011101111111101—16W Wolst- Peacock . .10110111111111111111—18

encroft. 11111111111111111111-20 Brooks.. 111101 1 Ills 111] LQ111—17
J Woisten- Dittmar. 11111011011010011111—16
croft . . .10111111111111111101-18 Beaudry.. 1 1 1ll 0111 1 1 11011 0010—1

5

E I) MiUerlOllllllllllllll 1111-19

Event No. 10, 6 pairs, entrance $1, four moneys, 22 entries:
Keller .11 11 11 00 10 01- 8 O Smith 11 U 10 01 11 10- 9
Bowker .00 10 11 10 11 11— 8 Lindsley 10 11 00 00 11 10— 6
Heikes 11 11 10 11 11 10—10 Heflin 10 10 11 11 01 10— 8
Hamline 10 11 10 10 11 00— 7 Leonard 11 10 10 11 11 10— 9
Wheehr 11 11 10 10 01 11— 9 Peacock 10 10 11 11 10 11— 9
Coster 11 11 10 10 11 11—10 S G Smith.. .11 00 00 10 01 11— 6Wragner 00 11 11 10 11 11- 9 Kelsey 11 10 10 10 10 11— 8
Whitney ....11 00 10 10 10 10- 6 Benscotten ..10 11 11 11 10 11—10
Jackson 11 01 10 10 01 11- 8 Jack 01 11 11 11 10 10— 9
Brooks 00 10 10 10 11 10- 6 Paddrck 01 01 10 10 11 10- 7
E S Mills.... 00 11 11 10 01 00- 6 Leveneston..!] 11 10 10 11 10- 9
First and fourth div., second shot Off and won by C.Smith,

bird shot off and wou by Jackson.



18 FOREST AND STREAM. [July 24, 1890.

Fourth Bay, Friday, July 18.

The attendance to-day was much larger than on any previous
day of the tournament and great interest was manifested in the
match between W. B. Whitney, of Phelps, and Capt. Tom Pea-
cock, of Westfield, N. Y., a majority of the sportsmen had re-
mained over to witness the match, and bad hoped to have some
live bird sweeps, but owing to the scarcity of birds this was im-
possible. At eleven o'clock when Referee Levengston called the
contestants to the score there was fully 1,000 spectators upon the
grounds, including many ladies. The contest was one of the most
interesting I have ever witnessed. The birds were fair for the
season, some of them being of the very best, each man made some
wonderful stops, and as usual in pigeon matches slipped up on
some of the easier ones. The be«t of feeling prevailed throughout
the race, and with the exception of a vexatious delay of two hours
when the match was almost finished , occasioned by not having
enough birds on the grounds, everything passed off pleasantly.
A large amount of money changed hands on the result. Peacock
was slightly the favorite at the start, he evidently bulling the
market by standing ready to take any bets against his gun; this
gave some of the outsiders the tip and a large amount was
wagered. Your humble correspondent was the unfortunate stake
hold of some $500. I was conceited enough to imagine that I was
a fair mathematician, but lost the same I paid out $20 more than
I had received, and it—changed hands. Whitney rather bad the
advantage of handlers, as he had those two reliables, Harvey
McMurchy and Holla Heikos, as advisers; Mr. Brockway and Ed.
Hudson acting for Peacock. Previous to the main match a
practice match at 10 birds was shot, the loser paying for the birds.
Preliminary match, at 10 live birds, loser to pay for the bird?:

Whitney 1121110121-9 Peacock 01120121o0-6

Match at, 100 live birds, S200 a side, winner to pay for the birds,
strict American Shooting Association rules governing; referee,
H. M Levengston; trap puller, Wash. Coster. Score:

Whitney 122222S111U010100212I01H221222131212S31133122121
22121&1112ma;i01112ii22l.2-.';J2ll21112l32o2I11323118-M.

Peacock Ib^.'. ' 'M0L1 1 i
i lOOOJO

Hrl2inil222U220C011221111121101111103212021012o-8r

Recapitulation: Peacock had 12 left, quarterers, 23 right quar-
terers, 12 drivers, 8 left quartering drivers, 16 rieht quartering
drivers, 3 driving towerers, L incoming towerer, 5 hoverers and 21
incomers. His lost birds were hU 3d, a left quartering driver;
18th, 271,1', 3SLh. 8'ith and 91th, all right quarterers; 29th. 68th aud
lOOtta, incomers; 69th, 70th and 97th, straight drivers, and the 83d,
an incoming towerer, four of these falling dead out of bounds.
He used his second barrel 30 times, 10 of which were for safety.
He used a 71b. 14oz, Greener, 45grs. Schultze powder, V/faaz. 7J4
chilled Leroy shot fn Kyuoch shells iu his first; barrel, same in his
secoud with the exception of No. 7 shot. His best run was 29
straight. Whitney had 19 left quarterers, 19 right quarterers, 19
incomers, 16 drivers, 4 left quartering drives, 15 right quartering
drivers, 3 driving towerers, 2 incoming towerers and 3 hoverers.

ihe 13th. 15th and 18th, right q uarterers; 17th,
1 and 90th, left quarterers; 57th, right quar-
od 67th, left quartering drivers. His 57th and
bour ds. His second barrel was used 46 times,

.. Ho shot a 71b. 12 iz. L. O. Smith, 3kjdrs. 12-bore Amer-
ican wood, i%<a Tatham chilled 8 shot with drst barrel, 3J4drs.
Laflin & Rand 3 FG and ljgoz. Tatham 7 in the second, both
loaded in Climax shells. Tee Kay.

His lost bir
a straight d
tenEg rt rive
90th fell deti

26 for safety.

SPRINGFIELD.
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 10—The tournament of the Spring-

field Shoofibg Club began yesterday and was concluded to-
day. The shooting was at Keystones, and the scores show the
character of the work done. Weather fair with strong northwest
wind. Ties div. unless noted. The first match was at 6 targets,
IS and 16yds., 0 Keystone traps, 50 ets. entry, sweep:

HLKeyes 12 Burr 10 Bailey 6
S D Douglas 0 Warner 4 Decker 7
Longdon 8 Herrick 6 Wesson 9
Tyler 10 Hill 11 Henry 5
Cowee. 4 Eaton 6 Bosworth 4
Whittlesey 0 Pitt 9 Goodwin 7
Thompson 10 Hubbard 3 Sterry. 9

No. 2, 6 singles ard 3 pair-; 5 moneys:
Tyler 101000 00 10 11- 5 Sterry 101011 11 11 11—10
Longdon 111110 II 10 11-10 Bos worth 100111 01 00 00- 5
Cnvee .110.110 10 10 10—6 Goodwin 011101 10 1110—8
Whittlesey,..11100 1 11 10 00— 7 Wesson 11101 1 10 00 00—6
Pitt 011110 10 00 11— 7 Decker 011010 11 10 10— 7
Burr 1010U0 00 10 11— 5 Willey 110111 10 00 01— 7
Herrick OillOi 10 10 11—8 Cook 001100 11 00 01—5
Hubbard 010001 00 00 10— 3 Bailey 111110 00 10 01—7
Warner 001010 00 10 10— 4 Douglas Ullll 00 1110—9
Hill 100111 00 11 10— 7 Bristol 101011 10 10 11— 8
Thompson.. ...101111 10 10 10 -8 M D Folsom ..11011 1 10 10 00—7

Whittlesey, Pitt, Hill, and Decker divided 4th.

No. 3, 8 straightaway:
Keyes 9 Folsom 7 Wesson 5
Tyler 9 Eaton 2 Bristol 5
Cowee ...... 7 Boswotth ti Bailey 8
Whittlesey 5 Bin I 8 Willey 8
Pratt —8 Goodwin 7 Cook 5
Kinney 0 Pitt 4 Decker 7
Sterry 9 Hubbard 2 '1 hompsou 6
Hill 9 Burr 5 Herrick 7
Longdon 6 Warner 4

Ties on 5 shot off and won by Bosworth of Springfield.

No 4. 13 singles:
Wesson.. 8 Cook 7 Bull 9
Tyler 7 Bristol 10 Bailey 10
Longdon 9 Goodwin 9 Pratt 8
Cowee 9 Willey 10 Sterry 7
Bosworth..... 9 Gore 9 Whittlesey 8
Douglas 8 Thompson 9 Gaylor 6
Kinuey 7 Folsom 5 Keyes 10WE Perry 7 Hill 6 Decker 9
Ties on 9 div. by Gore, Bull aud Decker; ties on 7 div. by Cook

and Sterry.

No. 5. ?-man team, 13 singles each man:
Bosworth... .001011011 111— S F<dsom 110111010111- 9
Herrick ..011110101100- 7—15 Pratt 100111101011— 8—17
Perry Ill J lilt i 111—12 Wesson 1010111 11110— 9
Gore 111101111110-10-22 Buil HI 101011110— 9—18
Srerry 111011 1 11 100— 9 Douglas 110010100011— 6
Whittlesey. ..001011010111— 7—16 Cowee 000110010011— 5—11
Bristol 010111100111— 8 Decker 111111111111—12
Willey 111111111011—11—19 Keyes 111110101111—10—22
Hill .011001110110— 9 Cook 111111011100— 9
Thompson....011101011011— 9—18 Goodwin...... 011100111111— 9—18
Longdon OlloOlllOllO— 7 Lathrop 110110100100— 6
Tyler 011101011011— S—15 Hibbard 010001101110- 6—12
Pitt 111011100101— 8 K A Folsom.. 1111 11111000— 9
Bailey 101.101.1.1.0011— 8—16 Stephens OOUOlllOlltW- 5—14
Kinney 001011101001- 6

Henry 101100111011- 8-14

No. 6, 12 Bandle clays, use of both barrels in this event:
Lathrop 101111111100- 9 Stephens Ill 11100(000— 7
Langdon nOLliOlllll—10 Wesson 111001110110- 8

Willey 110111011111—10 Kinney 111110000110— 7
Cook 110 1.101 11101— 9 E O Folsom 010101010111— 7
Goodwin 111110011101— 9 Cowee 010111101010— 7
Tyler 111000011101— 7 Sterry 011111100110— 8
Bristol 11 1011100100- 7 N D Folsom 011101111011— 9
Hibbard 110010111110- 8 Herrick 010111111010- 8
Gore 001111101111— 9 Henry 011110111011— 9
Perry 011111100111- 9 Thompson llllllimil—12
Hill 101110111101— 9 Bull 001101011101— 7
Pratt 111111111110—11 Bosworth 011101000000- 4
Pitt 111101100000— 6 Whittlesey 100111111111—10
Hubbard 010100111111- 8 Douglass lOlimtUOlO— 8

Bailey IHOlOlllOll- 9 Snowdin 1 lOlOiOlllOl— 8

Burr 111110101000— 7 Gaylor 010011010001— 5
Warner 001111101001- 7 Lindsley 111010001111— 8

Eaton .110011010011— 7 Decker 111000110111— 8

Keys. .111111101110-10

No. 7, 18 Keystones, $60 guaranteed by the club, 30, 25, 20, 12, 8
and 5 per cent- divisions:
Willey 001010101101111111—13 Hubbard . ...1100011111111111.il—15
Keyes 110111011111101101—14 Lathrop .. 011000000101101111—9
Bristol 0000101 00 1 01100110— 7 N D FolsomOOllOlUOOOlOllllO—10
Wesson 110111111111111111—17 Snowdin. . ..1111101111110U111—10
Hill 11)1111101101111110—14 Perry. 111011011001111111—14
Thompson.. 101011111111111101—15 Gore 11011101.1110111110—14
Whittlesey .OlCOtlllllOOlllOlO—11 Kinney .... 111011110111111011—15
Herrick .... 1100 ill 1101 luOllll—13 Decker 011101111011111101-14
Sterrv 111110111111101111—16 E A Folsomll 1111111101111011—16
Lindslev. . .

.011101110101111101-13 Henry 01 lOUOOOtOlOlOlll—10
Pratt 101011.111000001111-11 Cowee 110.110011111110101 -13
Longdon.,, .111111111110111101-16 Pitt im0000111001HU-13
Basworth , ,101101 IflOiouiOloo-lQ

No. 8, 6 pairs Keystones, 6 Keystore traps:
Lathrop 11 01 11 11 10 11-10 Gore 10 01 11 10 01 11- 8
Cowee 10 11 11 10 11 11-10 Perrv 10 10 11 11 11 11-10
Hill 10 01 01 10 11 01- 7 E A Folsom. 01 11 01 10 10 10- 7
N D Folsom. 10 01 00 11 00 01- 5 Thompson. .11 10 10 01 11 11- 9
Sterry 11 11 11 11 10 01-10 Lindsley 10 10 11 10 01 01— 7
Pratt 11 00 10 10 00 10- 5 Whittlesey. .10 10 10 10 11 10- 8
Wesson 10 01 00 10 01 01- 5 Willey 11 11 11 11 10 11—11
Longdon 01 11 11 10 01 11- 9 Bosworth .... 10 10 00 11 10 01— 6
Bristol 11 10 10 11 11 11-10 Gaylor 10 01 10 10 11 11- 8
Kinney 11 10 00 10 01 10- 6 Herrick 11 11 10 10 00 11— 8

Snowdin 11 11 11 31 11 10—11 Cook 11 00 10 10 10 11— 7
No. 9, 5 Bandle clays, unknown angles: Eaton 3, Cowee 2, Gay-

lor 1, Hibbard 3, Henry 4, Perry 5, Lindsley 4, Gore 3, Whittlesey
3, Sterry 4, Herrick 1.

No. 10, 12 Keystones:
Whittlesey .11 Cowee 11 Gore 11
Eaton 7 Henry 8 Perry 12
Hibbard 10 Lindsley 7 Longdon 13
Keyes 7 Snowdin 13 Sterry 10
Hill 10 Pratt 10 Kinney 9
Thompson 13

Second Day.
No. 1, 13 singles:

Keyes 10 Tracey 5 Whittlesey 8

Gore..... 10 Wesson 9 Sterry 11
Lindsley 9 Goodwin 11 Morse 7

Perry 11 Bosworth 6 Snowden 10
Cowee ....10 Herrick 5 Griswold 10
Lerche , 5 Mayott 4 Douglas.... 9

Schleman. 5 Henry 9

No. 2, 3 pairs:
Sterry 5 Griswold 3 Schleman 4
Mayott 4 Goodwin 4 Wesson 1
Lindsley 5 Herrick 4 Gore 6
Perry 6 Whittlesey 4 Douglas 3
Bosworth 1 Diets 5 Tracey 3
Cowee .6

No. 3, 6 singles:
Keyes 4 Henry, 2d .3 Folsom 4
Cowee 4 Bosworth 3 Hart 4
Perrv 6 Eaton 1 HDS 4

Lindsley 4 Goodwin 5 Schleman 4
Wesson 8 Lerche 4 Homy 4
Morse 6 Wood 3 Griswold 5

Whittlesey ..5 Gore 4 Douglas 5

Sterry 4 Diets 4 Barker 6

No. 4, 9 straightaway:
Bosworth 4 Folsom 6 Diets 8
Keyes 7 Bowker 7 Whittlesey 8

Griswold ....6 Sterry 9 Goodwin 9
Cowee 5 Henry 2d 5 Bull 8
Lindsley 6 Perry 7 Morse 8
Gore 8 Hart 8 Henry 7
Wesson 7 HDL 0 Schleman 4
Douglas 8 Jenkins 3

No. 5 13 singles:
Bosworth 8 Folsom 7 HDL 10
Perry 11 Gore 7 Schleman 9
Hart 8 Douglas 9 Henry 3d 4
Wesson 10 Bull 3 Morse 10
Lindsley 9 Keyes 3 E A Folsom 10
Sterry 10 Griswold 9 Whittlesey 8

Bowker 9 Stephens... 4 Snowdin 9
Cowee 11 Goodwin 9

No. 6, 6 singles:
Eaton 3 Sterry 5 Henry, 3d 3
Stephens 3 Wesson 5 Viet3 ...4

Goodwin 4 Lindsley 4 HDL 5

Douglas 3 Hart 3 Bowker 5
Griswold 4 Whittlesey 5 Bolt 3
Morse 5 Snowdin 5 Blarney 5

Perry 4 Bosworth 5 Schleman 3
Cowee 5 E A Folsom 4 Bull 5

Gore 5 Willey 5 Herrick .4

Henry 4 Burbridge 6 Folsom 6

No. 7, 5 pairs clays:
Viets 01 10 10 11 11—7 Burbridge 11 01 11 00 10—6
Lathrop 11 00 11 11 00—6 Willey 10 00 11 JO 00-4
Wesson 10 11 11 10 00—8 Bowker 00 11 10 10 01—5
Cowee 10 01 11 10 10—6 Snowdin 10 10 00 11 11—6
Sterrv 11 11 00 11 11-8 PeTry 11 10 1110 11—8
Goodwin 00 00 10 01 10-3 LindFley 10 10 10 10 10-5
Schleman 10 10 10 10 10—5 E A Folsom 01 11 01 11 11—8
Bolt 00 10 10 11 01-5 Herrick 10 CO 11 10 10—5
Gore 1.0 00 11 10 01-5 Chaffee 01 11 10 11 10-7
Bosworth 10 10 11 11 10—7 Griswold 00 10 10 10 10-4
N D Folsom .. .10 10 10 10 10—5 Whittlesey 10 10 11 11 10—7
No. 8, at 18 singles. $60 guaranteed:

Whittlesey. 01 101 1110111111110-14 Sterry 111110011111111110-15
Lindsley. . ..1111 10111111111111—17 Bowker .... 111111110111100111-15
Cowee 111110111011110110-14 Burbridge.. 111111011111111011—16
Snowdin. . .011111111111111111- 17 E A FolsomllilllOOlllllllOll-15
Wesson ....111111111111111111-18 Lathrope. . .000001111001111001- 8

Gore 011111111111101111-16 Griswold . . .000111111111111111-15
Perry 11111111 1 111101111—17 N D FolsomlOi 1111 11 1110 i 1 1111—15
Willey 111011111011111010-14 Goodwin. . ..111110111110011111-15

Bull 011100101111110101-12 Schleman. ..111011110011110001-12

Bolt 101111101011101100—12 Herrick .... 101011011110001011-11

B 1ar n ev . . . 1111101 1011111 1 110 -15
No. 9, at 18 singles, 3 man team, $30 guaranteed:

Bowker 011100111111111010 -13 Snowdin . . . .111111111101111110-16

Gore. . . ... .101111111111111011-16 Cowee 101111010011111011-13

Perry lOlUllOllllllOlll—15 Morse 111111111111101111-17

44 46

Sterry 111101011111111111-16 Bolt 111111111101000111—14
Bull 111111101111111011-16 Herrick .01

'

i ;
)_'; i liOi 0 1 100—13

Wesson... .111111101101111011-15 Blarney 110110101001011101-11

47 37
Griswold . ...111111111101111101—16 N Folsom . .011111110111110100-13

Whittlesey. Hill I L0101 1101011 -14 Bosworth . 101110100110110010-10

Douglas 110101111001001011—11 Lathrop 101111111001110101-13

Willey 111111111111111111-18 Lindsley.

.

Burbridge. .01 1011011011111110-13 Schleman
E Folsom. ..110110111111110111—15 Goodwin.

.

No. 10, 6 singles:
Goodwin 5

.11 1100011011 111101—13
..001110011111011011—13
. .limiioiiioiimi—16

Lathrop 5 Bull
Cowee 5 Whittlesey . .

.

Gore 6 Holton'.
Burbridge 5 Bowker
Perry 6 ND Folsom..
Schleman 4 Bolt
No. 11, 6 singles, unknown angle:

Willey
Yiets
Blarney
Bolt

.6

3
....4

No. 12, 10 singles:
Viet 8 8 Snowdin..
Lindsley 9 Sterrv
Hiram 6 Burbidge..
Rich 9 Bolt
Chaffer 5 Whittlesey
Foster. 3 Bull
Wesson ... 7 Bosworth
Henry 6

No. 13, 6 singles:

Perry 6 Schleman..
Lindsley 4 Bosworth..

Freeman 4 Goodwin.
No. 14, 6 singles:

Whittlesey 5 Snowdin
Baker 5 Bull
Freeman ....1 Bagg
No. 15, 10 Keystones:

Wesson ..7 Snowdin .

Whittlesey ..9 Bull

.6 Griswold 4

.6

, 5 Chaffee 4
..4 Willey 5
2 Lindsley 5

6 6
3 4
.3 Rla.rnfiv.. 6

6 Henry
4 Sterry 3
4 Lindsley 4
.3

4 Wesson 6

.3 , , 3

7 N Folsom .. .. 4
8 E Folsom ..... .... 7

8 Griswold . . 8

6 Douglas . . 8
7
10 Lathrop ... 3
8 Willey... 8

3 Viets 5

3
1 ,6

Whittlesey. ... ... .4

6

4

Herrick 5
5 4

9 8

3

No. 16, 6 singles:
Whittlesey 4 Snowdin 5

Baker 3 Freeman. .....4

Bull , 6 Bagg..., ;5

Herrick 4

Mayatt 1

Schleman 3
Keyes 4

CHICAGO,
AN interesting five-corners race, 50 birds a corner, will he shot

next Saturday, at Mak-saw-ba grounds, between Messrs. W.
P. Mussey, John Watson, John Card, Ben Dicks and R. S. Cox.
The winner gets clear, and expense of birds is to be div. 10, 20, 30
and 40 per cent, among the next following scores.
Mr. Ben Dicks and Mr. A. T. Loyd are to have another match,

Mr. Loyd conceding his opponent 5 bluerocks out of 100, and the
match to include other races whose conditions are not now an-
nounced.
The Chicago Shooting Club is having some pleasant club events

at the trap this year, there being no less than seven valuable
medals and jewels up in competition, among others the fine
diamoud won by the club team at the State shoot of last month.
The regular days for this club are, between March and October,
second Saturday of each month, remainder of year twice monthly.
All our club shoots of any consequence here are now held at John
Watson's new park, at Burnside, which is now weU along toward
completion.
July 19.—The hustling secretary of that live young club, the

Grand Calumet Heights, is out this week with a card to each
member which reads as follows: "The rifle contest for the Jenny
& Graham prize will be opened Saturday and continue until Oct.
1, 1890. It will be shot under the following conditions: For ,22cal.
rifles, at 75yds,, 100 shot", not less than 10 shots per day; for .32, .38

and .45cal. rifles, at 200yds., same conditions; entrance SI; target
for .22cal. to be one-half size of regulation 200yds. target. The
gold medal has been shot for three times; first winner, Loyd:
second, Metcalf; third, Booth. Come and try your hand. A good
time guaranteed."
The gold medal referred to is offered by Mr. George W. Mar-

shall, the secretary himself, and is a very tasty affair, well worth
shooting for, as is also the rifle prize. E. Hough.

NEWARK, July 18.—Shooters gathered in large numbers at
Erb's to-day, where the team shoot at live birds between repre-
sentatives from the Parkway Gun Club, of Brooklyn, and the
Newark Gun Club was decided. The Newark team showed up
very strong, and it was apparent from the stnrt that the Brook-
lynites were outclassed. Ttiey Were beaten by 21 birds. The event
was governed by Hurlingham rules, each shooter having 10 birds.
The full score follows:

Parkway Gun Club. Newark Gun Club.W Mills 7 CM Hedden 10
J Ochs 5 J Riggott 10
J Savage 9 C Reinhardt 10
R Thistle 7 F Class 8
J Rlake 8 J Erb 9
J Bennett 6 Jones 10

Van Wyckoff 7 Wheaton 8
B Lewers 9 Green 9
B Van Winkle 5 Riglio 7
LHilgans 6-69 OvonLengerke 9-90
Referee, Mr. Albert Heritage; scorer, Mr. Jacob Pentz.

PHILADELPHIA, July 16.—This afternoon the second shoot
between the Philadelphia Sportsmen's Gun Club a.nd the Wawa-
sett Gun Club, of Wilmington, was decided on the grounds at
Fernwood, and like the first, resulted in a victory for the Sports-
men. The weather was intensely hot, which accounts, perhaps,
for the fact that the scores of both teams were below their usual
average. Keystone taTgets, thrown from 5 traps, 15 singles and 5

pairs doubles per man:
Sportsmen's Club.

H French 18
J H Sivad 14

FMcQuade 16

J W Trenway 16
E Maher 18

H F French 17

J F Armstrong 17
Dr A Glass 16

Wawasett Club.
G S Burroughs 18
J Rvan 15
G Miller 18
C Buckmaster .13

J Ewing 11.W H Hartlove 15
R Miller 21
N Sil toe 13

JL Gibson 16-149 A H Stout 14-137

DAVENPORT, la., July 12.—The Forester Gun Club held its
regular monthly shoot yesterday afternoon. There were but nine
shooters, and the only match was at 10 double Keystone targets,
with the following result:
Emerson 00 10 00 11 00 00 10 00 00 10- 5

Eoos 11 10 10 10 11 10 00 00 10 11-11
C Culins 11 01 10 11 11 00 01 11 00 00-11
F Culins .11 10 10 10 10 00 11 10 10 00—10
Maser 01 10 11 11 11 00 11 10 11 00-13
Kroy 11 11 11 10 01 10 30 11 10 11-15
Davis 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 H 10 10—13
Howard 11 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 10—13
Harding 10 10 00 10 00 00 00 00 00 10- 4
At the same time F. O. Davis and E. Emerson shot a 25 live

bird match for the championship cup of the clu*. Davis won,
killing 20 birds, while Emerson only killed 13.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Julyl9.-Ten bluerocks,
50 cents entrance:

1 3 3 U 5 6 7 8 0 10

6 8 9 8 8 10
7 7 10 6 9 10
9 10 9 10 9 10

7 .. ..

Sigler . 7 7 8 9
Lindsley 6 6 9 5
Collins 7 10 8 10

Hunt 5 6 7 7
HSisler 7 7 9 8 fl 6 8 9.
Hathaway .78766798.. 7

Chaffee 8 8 0
Vincent 9 7 ..

WORCESTER. July 19.—At the meet yesterday of members of
the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, at Coal Mine Brook Range, the
principal event was the continuation of the merchandise series of
contests begun in April last. Each man has a possible 25 clay
pigeons at each cantest. The totals yesterday follows: A. B.
Burkart. 25, M. D. Oilman 23, C. B. Holden 22, W. E. Johnson, O.R.
Dickev. Chas. Howe, H. W. Jordan, E. E. Hill and Geo. Adams
each20,Cbas. Crompton 19, A, B. F. Kenney, H. W. Webber and
H. Gabeler each 18, A. P. Larkin and G. J. Rngg each 17, W. R.
Dean, M. A'Delbert, Ripley Burnett and E. F. Whittaker each 16,

Henry Colmi 15, W. L. Davis and A. L. Oilman each 14, C. Fore-
hand, E. S. Knowles and E. F. Snow each 13, — Nichols 12, V. F,
Prentice 11.

The club has now had 13 contests in this series. The men who
have made a total of 25 at one or more of the meets are: M. D.
Gilman, on June 17 and July 1; A. B. Burkart yesterday; E. T.
Smith, June 17, June 24 and July 1- The men who have made
scores of 24 are: A. R. Bowdish, July 1; C. Crompton. June 3 and
June 10; W. L. Davis, June 17; C. E. l.Iowe, June 24; W. E. John-
son, June 10; A. G. Larkin, June 24; E. T. Smith, June 3 and 10, and
W. R. Dean, June 24. The men present at every one of the con-
tests thus far are: A. R. Bowdish, whose totals have ranged from
13 to 23; C. Crompton, with totals ranging from 14 to 24; C. Fore-
hand, with totals from 13 to 23; A. L. Gilman, whose totals range
from 11 to 28; M. D. Gilman, with totals from 18 to 25; C. E. Howe,
With totals from 15 to 24, and E. F. Snow, with totals from 9 to 32.

CLASS VS. BREWER.—Frank Class, the champion of New
Jersey at live birds, is out with a challenge against Brewer. He
says: I am ready to meet Captain Brewer in a 100-biid match for
|250 aside, if he will concede mo 3yds. handicap, respective dis-
tances being 28 and 30yds. rise, London Gun Club rules to govern
the match otherwise. This, I think, is a very fair offer, although
I am not in favor of handicaps; but as Captain Brewer has made
a tour of the earth, met all comers at handicap distances, and
openly acknowledges that Mr. Clark, of Melbourne, is the best
man lie ever met at the trap, and the wonderful score he made at
the 33yds. mark, you would naturally suppose the Captain would
concede any reasonable odds to a shooter like myself. If the
champion thinks well of this offer. I w-ill name Long Branch, N.
J., on the Central Gun Club grounds, for the match to take place;
date, July 30, 1890.

DAYTON, O., July 22.—At the regular Kennel Club medal shoot,
30 singles and 5 pair targets, rapid firing, Whealan hroke 23, Gus
Sander 35, Ohmer 24, Winters 27, Kumler 26, Porter 27, McDonald
38, Hannah 22, Brown 24, Cooper 27, Volker 28, Makley 30. Mc-
Donald is now in the lead for the medal.—B.
NORTH BALTIMORE, O., July 17—North Baltimore Gun

Club team of 10 men for purse of $25, at 15 bluerocks, 5 traps:
fats e 13, Todd 7, B. H. Peters 8, E. E. Peters 10, Weaver 5, Ham-

ilton 12. C. Pifher 8, L. Pifher 13, Doherity 11, Clark 12; total 99.

Findlev team—A Karg 7. Lewis 13, Eggleston 12, Drake 10, Ritter
12, C. Karg 11, Ulley 7. Profane 9, Woodworth 7, Webber 11; total
100.

MARION, N, J„ July 17.—Shooters were plentiful on the Jersey
City Heights Gun Club grounds at Marion, N. J., this afternoon,
when the redoubtable Essex Gun Club, of Newark, held its regu-
lar monthly shoot. The targets were live birds. Modified Hur-
lingham rules governed, and the shooters were divided into three
classes, viz.. A, B and C, which plnced them at 30, 28 and 26yds.
respectively. The result follows out of a possible 10 birds: C. M.
Hedden 10, S. S. Hedden 10. Hughes 9, Freche 9, Brentnall8, Morse
8. Nicholas 8, Rowland 7, Rabbage 0, Mitchell 6, L. Q. Hedden 6,

Stewart 6,
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OMAHA, Neb., July 4.—John J. Hardin, formerly of this city,
now of Napa City, Cab, shot a match with A. Dalgo, the Spanish
champion of the Pacific coast, on th$ Fourth, winning by a
margin of two birds. The conditions were 100 live pigeon?, 32yds.
rise, English rules, for $350 a side: Hardin 913, Dalgo 94.

July 12.— The Winchester Club's weekly shoot was held
to-day, 25 bluerocks, 21ydF. rise, with the following result:
V. Fuller 24, E. Paulson 23, W. C. Paulson 21, II. Paulson 21, Harry
Paulson 20, L.Johnson 19, N. Johnson 19, Michael F. eg 18, Ed.
Leader 10, George Jones 9, Jack Knowles 22, L. Pickard 22, C.
Hunt 25.

CLEVELAND, O., July 17.—Some tall shooting was done out at
Blue Rock to-day, Paul North scoring 29 and W. G. King 26 out
of a possible 30. Twenty singles and 5 doubles were shot for in-
dividual records, and 9 singles and 3 doubles in the team shoot.
The score: North 29, Rockway 24, Reynolds 22. King 26. Bloom 13,

Story 22, Alexander 19, Turner 15, Barnes 22, Black 23, Hayeox 18.

Team shoot, No. 1—North 13, Alexander 12, Hayeox 11, Brockway
14, Story 10-60. No. 2-King 11, Black 12, Reynolds 11, Barnes 11,

Turner 11—56.

BERGEN POINT, N. J., July 19.—Good scores were made in the
three clay-pigeon matches shot by the New Jersey Athletic men
to-day. A. F. Compson won the twelfth match for the string of
gold emblems, defeating Major James M. Taylor on a tie. He
broke 16 out of 20 single, Taylor shootiDg scratch and Compson
with 2 allowed. Compson also won a match at 10 singles on a
clean score of breaks, and a walking match of 10 singles, only
missing 1. Geo. S. Virden won the match at 10 paces, breaking 17.

CONTEST OF THE ALGONQUIN GUN CLUB.—Weehawken,
N. J., July 17.—Sweepstakes at 25 live birds each, second barrel
counted half bird, 25yds. rise, 10-bore guns handicapped 2yds.:
C Meyer (27) 17 F G Rinn (25) .... 15 Wm McLean (27).ll^
J Hanna (27) 14% P Tomiin (27) .... 12 J E Lordley (25) . .14%
L Brenner (25) . . .18 GVanSchaick(25)l7 J Robertson (25)..13j .

J Male (25) U%,
L. Brenner won first money, second div. between C. Meyer and

G. G. Van Schaick, F. G. Rinn third.—Frank G. Rinn, Sec'y.

CINCINNATI, July 15.—The explosion of two carloads of
powder, in all 1,600 kegs, standing on the track at the Peter's
Cartridge Co. works,Jat King's Mills, on the Little Miami rail-
road, swept the plant of the Cartridge Company out of existence
to-day. Several lives were lost.

WELLINGTON, Mass., July 19.—The third of the July Merchan-
dise matches were shot to-day and these scores made: Perry 16,
Knowles 14, Moose 13, Hooper 12, Bond, Gore and Bennett 11 each,
Cower 10.

HUTCHINSON (KAN.) GUN CLUB SHOOT will be reported in
our next.

(jUsxnaqing.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

12-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast 25-Aug. 8. Northern Div. A.C.A.
Island. Lake of Two Mountains.

26. South Boston, Club.
AUGUST.

2. South Boston, Open. 33. South Boston, Open.
2. Lake St. Louis, Annual, La- 30. Orange, Annual.

chine. 30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston, Hai-
8-22. A.C.A.Meet, Jessup'sNeck bor Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
1. Ianthe, Annual. 20. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen

Point, Fall.

DAVENPORT BOAT CLUB.—The boat club held its annual
meeting on July 11 and elected the following officers: Pres., J. P.
Donahue; Vice-Pres., E. H. Van Patten; Sec'y, H, P. Denison;
Capt., Chas. Anderson; Treas., Walter A, Freeman: Membership
Committee, J. P. Donahue, John Van Patten and Wilse McCleP
hind,

THE A. C. A. MEET.
THE accompanying chart shows the location of the A. O. A'

camp at Jessup's Neck, The following notice is issued by
the transportation committee:
The transportation committee did not receive in answer to their

circular a sufficient number of responses 1o warrant them in
0har.ter.in6f the steamboat which they originally contemplated
chartering, but the committee have to-day made arrangements
by which they have chartered a freight steamboat that will take
up the canoes at all the places stated in the transportation com-
mittee's circular, including Yonkers, and will deliver them at the
A. C. A. clock at the camp, and at the end of the meet will return
them to the places where they were picked up at a charge of |5
for each canoe, duffle to go free. The committee have no doubt
they can make arrangements by which shippers can themselves
make the trip on this boat without any extra charge. It is not a
passenger steamboat, however, and those who take passage on
this boat will be obliged to camp out on the boat. The committee
have so arranged matters that any members of the Association
who did not respond to the circular, may now do so up to the first

day of August upon the same terms.
If you Is now of any of your friends who are likely to come to the

meet, will you kindly call their attention to this matter, and
notify them so that they may send me a response with the en-
closure of $5.

The regular passenger steamer from New York city, stopping at
our camp, leaves foot of Beekman street, East River, New York,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5 P. M., and on Saturdays at 2
P. M., making the trip in twelve hours.

Yours very truly, M. T. Bennett, Jr.,

For the Transportation Committee.

NEW YORK C, C. INTERNATIONAL CUP,
npHE following challenge has been received by the New York C.
JL C, the representatives of the challenging club being Mr.
Ford Jones, with the canoe Cannuck, winner of ihe A.C.A. trophy
last year:

Brockville, Ont., July 16.—Chas. J. Stevens, Esq., See'y-Treas,
N. T. O. 0,1 Dear Sir- The Brock ville C. C. hereby challenge to a
contest for the N. Y. C. C. international challenge cup. Our club
will be represented by Mr. Ford Jones, who will be in New York
shortly, and can arrange all details with your regatta committee.
We hope the New York C. C. will be able to accept this challenge
and that everything will be arranged to oxu- mutual satisfaction.
Yours truly, Brockville C. C, by J. J. Bell, Com.
The New York O. C. will hold trial races, open to members of

any canoe club, on Aug. 1 and 2, in the afternoon. The cup races
will be sailed on New York Bay after the meet.

MOHICAN C. C.

THE famous Mohican C. O. of Albany, but a few years since
one of the leading clubs of the country, with such members

as Gibson, Oliver, Mix, Thomas, Phil and Will Wackerhagen,
Fernow and a host more, has of late suffered from the reaction
that seems to fall to the fate of all clubs at times; the men who
made the club famous from 1882 to '87 have been drawn away
from canoeing to a certain extent by business changes, some have
left Albany, and of late the old turtle has not been seen in its ac-
customed place at the A. C. A. camps and on <"he sailing courses.
Under the captaincy of Mr. C. V. Winne, however, the club has
taken a sudden spurt that promises to place it once more in the
front, many new members Have come in to take the place of those
who have retired from active canoeing, and they are now hard at
work to live up to the traditions of the club. A very successful
regatta was held on July 4 at the handsome down-river club
house, the members going down in their canoes or by steam
launch on the previous evening. The races included a paddling
race in which Messrs. Titus, Wheeler, Smith, Winne, Sipple,
Shaw and Anahle started, the 'winner being Mr. Titus.
The race for the Oliver cup for novices was postponed from the

morning for the lack of wind, but was sailed in the afternoon, the
winner being Mr. Sipple in the Nancy Bell. The single-blade
paddling was won by Mr. Wheeler, with Will Wackerhagen see

ond. and llacket third. The main sailing race for the Gibson cup
was sailed in a very light wind, Mr. Wheeler winning in Thetis,
Mr. Sipple being second in Nancy Bell. The tandem paddling
was won by Wheeler and Wackerhagen. The hurry-scurry race
was won by Wheeler also. The tournament was most amusing,
there being four crews entered. The victors were Messrs. Winne,
paddler, and Wheeler, lanceman. In the evening the banjos and
mauclolins were brought out, the whole party returning to Albany
late at night. The regatta was the most successful held in a long
time, and is especially encouraging as the contestants were nearly
all new men, who are evidently ready to take the places of the
old racers of the club. The club is now- off on a cruise on the
upper Hudson, from Mechanicsville to Albany, under the ener-
getic leadership of Capt. Winne. A meeting was held last week
to consider the question of a war canoe, and the club is making
arrangements to attpnd the A.. C. A. meet in force. A fall re-
gatta wrill be held on Labor Day.

POINTB CLAIRE CANOE CREW.—The fourth of the series
of races for the Pointe Claire trophy was sailed on July 5 in a
strong breeze from north-east, all the boats starting under close
reefs. The starting gun was fired at 4:25:55, and Mab, O. Arch-
ibald, Aloha, H. McLean, and Lis, D. A. Poe, started in the order
named. Isis went around the first buoy with a slight lead on Mab,
Aloha, being third, but on the reach of the second buoy Mab re-
covered her lead. When the close work began Mab simply walked
away from the other two. Isis went all to pieces, and was hove
to for some time, and when she did get going went very slowly,
and Aloha was under too short canvas to hold the leader. On the
second round Isis passed Aloha and took second place. The time
of the race was as follows:

Start. 1st round. 2d round.
Isis, D. A. Poe 4 26 00 5 05 00 5 37 00®
Mab. C. Archibald 4 25 55 4 44 00 5 07 45 1

1

Aloha, H. McLean 4 25 57 5 01 30 6 42 20*
The tie for the skiff trophy, presented by the crew, between

Gallagher, C. Saunderson, Vagabond, A. Reford, and Jean A, C.
Montserrat, was also sailed off, and made a fine race. Vagabond
got a lead at the start, GaUager ero=sing second, and Jean A,
thh-d, but Jean A passed the others on the windward work, and
won, with Vagabond second. The time was as follows:

Start. Finish.
Jean A, C. Montserrat 4 19 45 5 36 30
Vagabond, A. Reford 4 19 45 5 37 50
Gallagher, C. Saunderson withdrew.
Jean A., therefore, wins i he trophy.

PEQUOT Y. AND C. ASSOCIATION.—The following orders for
the fifth annual cruise have he en sent out: "In view of the fact
that the A. C. A. holds its first salt water meet at Jesssup'sNeck,
Peconic Bay, Long Island Sound, it has been decided by the com-
modore that the regular camp of the association will be replaced
for this year by a club cruise, the destination being the A. C. A.
meet. The fleet will rendezvous at Thimble Islands, on Saturday,
Aug. 16, and lay over Sunday. On Monday an early start will be
made for Plum Gut, with favorable conditions, arriving before
noon of that day. If possible, it is the object to arrive at the
A. O. A. camp at nightfall, or even earlier. It is hoped that as
many club members as can will join in this cruise and thus
enable the association to go into camp with a good representation.
The Sunday spent at Thimble Islands will be very pleasant to
those who have never been at that resort, and the run from
thence to Peconic Bay is a very pleasant one. To those who have
never attended an A.C.A. meet the cruise will be a delightful
experience and well worth taking. It is important that you
should notify the fleet captain if you will participate in this
cruise. The fleet will break up at Peconic Bay, Aug. 22. Per
order of Com. Borden, Edward H. Everett, Fleet Captain."

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: S. Willard Bridg-
ham, Dr. Samuel R. Upham, Edward H. Tingley, Chas. E. Shedd,
Dr. Edmund Abbott, Providence, R. L; Fred W. Blancbard, Mai-
den, Mass.; Fred P. Dean, Worcester, Mass. Northern Division:
J. W. Sparrow, R. G. Muntz, F. J. Lightbourn, Toronto; G. R.
Robertson, Streator White, Chas. H. Routh, Montreal; Julias G.
Lav, Ottawa. Central Division: Wilna C. Harris, Rochester,
N. Y. Atlantic Division; Chas. H. Twist, Percie W. Hart, New
York city; John B. Moffat, Yonkers, N, Y.
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ATLANTIC Y. C. CRUISE.
ACCORDING t o orders, the fleet of the Atlantic Y. C. met at

the rendezvous, New Rocuelle, on July 19, being moat hos-
pitably entertained by the New Roehelle Y. 0. The following
orders were issued bj Com. Lawton: The fleet will sail in two
divisions during the cruise. The schooner classes and classes
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of sloops will comprise the first division, -and
the other classes the second division. The signals for starting
wlU be given from the flagship as follows: First gun, preparatory
signal; second gun, starting signal for second division; third gun,
starting signal for first division. There will be an interval of
twenty minutes between each signal. To-day the preparatory
signal will he fired at 7 o'clock A. M , and on signals to start the
fleet will sail to Morris Cove. On Saturday the preparatory
signal will be fired at 7 o'clock A. M., and on signals to start the
fleet will sail for Deering's Harbor, Shelter Island. The fleet will
proceed from Shelter Island to New London or Stonington, thence
to Newport or New Bedford, as may he determined at a meeting
of captains to be held upon arrival of the fleet, at Shelter island.
Storm in the evening rather dampened the proceedings, but the

yachtsmen were happy nevertheless. Next morning the fleet set
sail for Morris Cove, Athlon being the first in, Anaconda second.
There was a strong breeze all day, reefs and housed topmastts
being in order in the smaller craft. Choctaw outsailed Chispa by
a few minutes. The fleet included Anaconda, Athlon, Cavalier.
Chispa, Choctaw, Pollv, Hypatia, Rival, Daisy, Arab and Pas-
ttme. Grayling and Venitzia accompanied the fleet this far, but
continued on. After the fleet had anchored some excitement
was caused by a fire on board the flagship. The steward en-
deavored to fill alighted naphtha stove, the boat rolling somewhat
at the time, and spilled the naphtha over the lire. An explosion
naturally resulted in which his hands were burned. Aid was sum-
moned from the Cavalier, Athlon and other yachts, and the lire
was soon extinguished after doing considerable damage to the
joinerwork of the forecastle and the fore end of the cabin. The
run to Greenport was made on Saturday, the first part, as far as
Plum Gut, before the wind, ending with a hard beat in to Green-
port, Daisy losing her topmast. Arab lost a man off the bowsprit,
but he was picked up as he passed the stern. Mabel lost her main
boom and was towed in. The squadron lay at anchor over Sun-
day, the following vessels being all under the Atlantic flag, the
new Ellsworth yacht Tigress joining the fleet here:
Schooners—Cavalier, T. J. Hogan; Grayling, L. A. Fish: Tidal

Wave, Dr. A. L. Raney; Agnes, J. N. Winslow. Sloops—Chispa.
flagship. Com. Newbury La wton; Athlon, Vice-Corn. F. B. Havens;
PoUy. Rear-Coin. T. L. Arnold: Anaconda, J. G. Prague; Choc-
taw, C. A. Thaver; Hypatia, .1. Weir; Shamrock, J. R. Maxwell;
Pastime, Gen. J. Bliss; Ariadne, H. W. Banks; Arab, Edmund
Fish; Nepenthe, G. P. Slade; Daisy, W. H. Nichols; Stella, J. L,
Marceltus.
The yachts in the harbor, other than those of the Atlantic Club,

were Madeline, Romana, Viator, Phantom, Eeli>ie, Nymph,
Nydra, Nirvaaia and Psyche.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. ANNUAL—JULY 15,

THE fourth annual regatta of the Rbode Island Y. C. wassailed
on July 15 on the Providence River, the prize in each of the

three classes being a championship cup. In Class A, 30ft. and
over, the Low cup, already won twice by Peri, was offered; in Class
B, 24 to 80ft., the Flint cup, won twice by Diamond, and iti Glass
C the Anderson cup won once by Victor. The measurement is
that formerly used by the Atlantic and Larchmont clubs, a mean
length measured at two per cent, of waterline above, the actual
waterline. The courses were for classes A and B around stake-
boat off Rumstiek Point, leaving same on starboard, thence
around stakeboat southeast of Warwick light, leaving same on
starboard, and return to starting point at club house: 20 miles.
For class C, from the club house, passing from north to south,
thence around black spar buoy oft club house, leaving same on
starboard, thence around black spar buoy off club house, leaving
same on port, thence around black spar buoy off Green's Island,
leaving same on starboard, thence to starting point, 12 miles.
The entries were as follows:

CLASS A—30FT. AfiD OVER, MEAN LENGTH".
L.W.L.

Awa . . Dr. Hasbrouck et al . . . . Providence 40 . 00
Miguon C. G. Bloomer Pawtueket 31.

U

Peri F. P. Sands Newport 36.10
Nepenthe ..J. J. Allen Newport 42.00
Kelpie. C. F. Janes Providence ...30.00

CLASS B.
Diamond L. Tillinghast... Newport
Mascot H. S. Capron Providence.
Mucilage W. Hodgkinson Fall River

CLASS C
Faust E. S. Right '

...Fall River
Scud Jameston
Edna A. E. Nickerson Providence
Victor A. L. Sweet
Olivette FaheyBros Providence
Mignon did not start in consequence of some objection to a pre-

vious measurement. Olivette was not entered, but was allowed
to sail with the small class, her time being taken.
There was a strong breeze, the cats reefing, but the course srave

little windward work. Peri kept within her allowance of Awa
through the race, finally winning by lm. She is well-known as
one of Alonzo E. Smith's old-time sloops. Awa, the widest of Mr.
Burgess's 40ft. fleet, lost a little time by the parting of her jib
tack, the jib being set on a stay, but she was fairly beaten by Peri.
Both are centerboard boats. Nepenthe did not complete the
course. She and Kelpie are both Herreshoff boats, and once con-
sidered quite fast. Peri retains the Low cup, having won it
three times; Diamond also takes the Flint cup for the third and
last time, while Faust wins a leg for the Anderson cup. The full
times were:

CLASS A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Awa 2 09 31 2 05 47
Peri 2 13 53 2 04 47
Nepenthe Did not finish.
Kelpie 2 50 57 2 40 33

CLASS B.
Diamond 2 41 47 2 40 57
Mucilage 2 44 31 2 44 01
Mascot 2 53 09 2 53 09

CLASS O.

Faust 2 05 52 2 05 52
Scud 2 28 10 2 22 58
Edna 2 10 03 2 07 46
Victor 2 17 31 2 16 24
Olivette 2 10 23 2 08 02
The judges were W. G. Brennen, O. C. Leach, H. S. Tanner and

Frank White.

CHESAPEAKE BAY Y. C, JULY 12,

rpHE annual open regatta of the above club was sailed on Satur-
JL day over the club course on Miles River. The course is l.'.'tg

statute miles, and the time allowance was the old one of two min-
utes to the foot in twenty miles; boats measured from inside of
stem to inside of sternpost, this antiquated system of allowance
being the only one practical under the circumstances, as this boing
an open event, many of the boats sailing cannot be measured until
the morning of the race. Their peculiar rig would also make very
complicated any of the present modes of measurement by water-
line and sail areas, so the club has adhered to the old rule until
we can find something applicable to our boats.
The day opened cloudy, with a light air from S., which settled

to light breeze from S.W. by the time the start was made. The
race was for two classes of boats, one for our Chesapeake canoes,
that have been described in a former article, the other class was
made for the Chesapeake skiff, a class of boat being built in This
section within the past two years quite extensively and used for
oystering. These boats run from B0 to 40ft. long, sharp at both
ends, flat-bottomed, but with from three to six or more inches
deadrise; no frame except the side timbers, the bottom being made
of 3 to 4in. pin6 plank, dowel-bolted together and fastened to the
sides, which are stiffened by a heavy clamp strake running along
the lower edge. They are half-decked, with a little cuddy for-
ward.
The canoe class was open to all canoes, but those under 30ft.

were rated at 30, and the same rule prevailed in the skiff class.
The canoes entered were the Susie B., Lucy Lee, Alice May,
Eunice and Mamie, all under 30ft. hut rating ai 30; Gertie, 30ft.
3in.; Only Son, 31ft. 10in.; Lauretta, 34ft.. 10in., and the island Bird,
35ft. 2in. The latter is the most completely and beautifully fitted
canoe on the bay, and is considered by many to be the fastest, boat
in our waters; but the. lightness of the breeze was much against the
larger boats in the second race.
The canoes were started as follows: Susie B„ Alice May,

Manie, Lucy Lee, and Eunice were started together at 11:45;
Susie B. having the windward berth, the time allowance was de-
ducted at the start, causing the Gertie, to get off 18H seconds
later. (Inly Son came next, lm. 58s. after the Gertie, Lauretta
3m. 45s. after Only Son, and the Island Bride 25s. after the
Lauretta.
The boats all started on the starboard tack but after going a

short distance all made a hitch to windward and some of them
two short tacks, then all had a close reach to Long Point Buoy.
The Gertie, handled by the veteran James Plummer of St.
Michaels, quickly picked up her time on the boats ahead and soon
assumed the lead, the Bride, though not benefitted by the light
zephyrs as much as her smaller competitors, commenced to pick
up the fleet also. The Gertie rounded Long Point Buoy with a
long lead; from this point the boats had the wind on their port
quarter and it was a beautiful sight from the club steamer to see
these graceful craft coming for the Hill Buoy with everything set:
nearly all of them carrying large square topsails on fore and
main masts over their other sails. The Gertie passed the Hill
Buoy at 12:58:30, Island Bride 1:07, Eunice 1:07:10. Lauretta 1:09,
Only Son 1:13, Lucy Lee and Manie lapped 1:14, and Alice May
brought up the rear at 1:14:20.

From this point it was dead off the wind with spinakers to star-
board. The wind having freshened a trifle the Bride, began to
wake up and chased the fleet Gertie hard. At Wyetown Buoy
the Gertie turned first, the Bride second, the Eunice third, and
the others strung out. Now it was a beat dead to windward to
the line at Deep Water Point, and the burning question on the
point and on the club steamer was: "Can the Bride catch the
Gertie ?" They stick together afraid to break tacks, working the
port shore to avoid the strong ebb tide.
As they near the line the excitement is great, but Gertie has a

safe lead, and although the beautiful Bride gained on her she
could not close the gap in time, and Gertie crossed the line at
2.11, Bride 3m. later, at 3:44. sailing over the course in 3m, 9s. less
time than Gertie, but not able to save her time allowance, Eunice
third at 2:47:32, Laurette did not finish, and the times of the others
not taken.
In the skiff race the entries were Bateman, Miles River, Two

Brothers, Sneak and Lizzie F. Lizzie F. was started at 1:03, Sneak
next at lm. 15s. after Lizzie. Two Brothers allows Sneak 3m, 32s.
and starts after that time elapses. Bateman and Miles River,
both of the same length, allow Two Brothers 10s. and are off to-
gether. They sail the same course as the canoes, and after a very
close race between the leading boats come in as follows: Sneak
first at 3:33:00, Bateman second at 3:35:30, Brothers third at 3:44:30.
times of others not taken. Gertie wins first in canoe class and
Island Bride second. Sneak first in the skiff class and Samuel
Bateman second. Regatta committee, J. G. Morris, J. H. Wheeler
and Capt. Thompson. A large number of the club members with
their families and friends were present on the club steamer and
a numerous assembly viewed the race from the point.
EASTON. Md. SlNKBOAT.

BY NAPHTHA TO NAG'S HEAD.
WINDSOR, N. C, June 17,-1 have been fishing around here

in the river all this season, catching a few black ba«s and
perch, until it got to be rather poor sport, and thinking that I
would find good fishing at Nag's Head, a hundred miles below
here, I concluded to make the trip. So last Wednesday Capt. O.,
Tom, Charlie and the writer put fishing rods, canvas boat and
lunch on board my 25ft. naphtha launch Tuscarora, and at 2 o'clock
P. M. left here and steamed down the Cashie to Albemarle Sound.
We reached the head of the Sound at 5:30 o'clock, making the run
of 33 miles in Wz hours; oiled up and prepared to spend the night
on the broad and rough waters of the Albemarle. At 6 o'clock we
steamed out and pointed about east for Nag's Head, 70 miles away.
We expected to make the run iu 8 hours, but found that the Tus-
carora could not. go as fast in rough water as in the river, where
the water is smooth. Everything went well until 1 o'clock when
we managed to break our compass and thereby lost the way,
going into Currituck Sound instead of Roanoke Sound as we
should have done. We ran on the wrong course for about an
hour, and therefore had to run back for an hour, losing two huurs.
Just as the sun rose Thursday morning we dropped anchor at
Nag's Head, just in time to have our names in the pot for break-
fast, having made the run of a hundred miles in 14 hours. The
landlord of the new hotel, Mr. J. M. Whedbee, sent out. a boat and
took us off, and gave us a good breakfast of fresh spots, etc. We
had been up all night, and were of course very sleepy and tired.
After dinner we took a scroll along the ocean beach, spending the
time very pleasantly until night.
Next morning the wind was blowing very hard and we voted for a

trip to the fresh ponds, four miles above Nag's Head, about equal
distance from sound and ocean. We arrived at the main pond in
about an hour, set up the canvas boat and caught bait with the
little hand-seine which we took along. Charlie and myself went
in the boat, while Capt. O. and Tom put on their old clothes and
waded in. The black bass and perch were in the notion of taking
the bait, and in three or four hours we caught a bushel of fish,
which was as. many as could be consumed by the workmen at the
hotel. We therefore quit, went out to a shade tree, ate our lunch
and had a smoke, after which we made our way back by way of
the ocean beach, taking a plunge in the surf on our way down.
Counting our fish we found that we had caught 33 black bass; we
did not count- the perch, etc.

Next day (Saturday! salt-water fishing was in order, and as we
had no 6pare naphtha we had to hire a sailboat. Sailing four
miles across the Sound we dropped anchor just off Roanoke
island, and there caught bluefish, trout, croakers, spots, etc.,
until all hands were tired of the sport. We returned to the hotel
at 4 o'clock, took dinner, and la ter a bath iu the surf. Made ready
on Saturday night for an early start home Sunday morning, but
at 2 o'clock the wind came out from the northeast and blewagale.
We therefore had to lie over until Monday morning, as we wanted
to make the run back by daylight. Monday morning at 5:10 found
us steaming up the Sound; wind moderate from N.E. Reached
home at 7 o'clock P. M., making the run in fourteen hours, just
the time it took to make the run down.
All of us were glad to reach home again and anxious to make

another trip to Nag's Head and the fresh ponds. Cashie.

KEEL VS. BOARD.
THE Boston Globe of July 20 speaks as follows of the center-

board in the 40ft. class: "It is interesting to note that De-
signer Burgess believes that a centerboard 40-footer can be
designed which will beat both the Minerva and Gossoon. He rea-
sons from the good results which have been obtained with such
centerboard boats as the Nymph,Verena and Choctaw. These boats
were all designed as cruising craft; they have heavy and wind-
catching cabin trunks, and their scantling is much heavier than
it would need to be for a yacht intended solely for racing. A
flush-decked lightly built 10-footer of the Verena's type, with all
weights kept down,and put into low ballast,would be a formidable
craft to beat. She would of course be a 'racing machine,' as she
would not have head room in the cabin. But when the merits of
keel vs. centerboard model are to be considered, it is unfair to the
centerboard that she should be compelled to carry a big house on
deck^ and to practically have no deck room from which to handle

A comparison of the records up to date show that there is very
little in the performances of Nymph, Verena, Choctaw or Chiquita
to indicate that they can beat Minerva, much less a better keel
40. Beside these is the centerboard Gorilla, a flush-deck racing
boat with a very fair recird, but not able to head off either Liris
or Minerva. We were under the impression that Mr. Burgess
already bad two flush-decked, lightly built, low ballasted racing
craft afloat in Ventura and Mocassin, one of which has been
badly beaten by Minerva. If they wilt not give sufficient evidence
by the end of t he season, there are the two centerboard racing ma-
chines in the 80ft. class. Shark and Hawk, to be heard from along-
side of Saladinand Kathleen. These centerboard boats are hardly
more than a big deck with a centerboard trunk below if, there is

no room for any sort of life aboard, and t hey are veritable racing
machines. At the same time it is likely that Saladin, an excel-
lent boat for cruising and racing, will beat them. Mr. Burgess
himself has taught us that the day of the centerboard for small
yachts has gone by. and the four boats, Ventura, Mocassin, Shark
and Hawk, are likely to give added proof of this fact.

NEWARK Y. C—The Newark Y. C. will hold it eighth annual
sweepstakes regatta on Aug. 16, over the course oft' the new club,
at Bayonne, from line between end of club dock and stakeboat
off same, thence to Red Spar Buoy off lighthouse, thence to stake-
boat anchored off the west draw of the Central Railroad long
bridge, thence to the place of beginning. Sailing twice over the
course, keeping all marks of the port side. The time allowance
will be one minute to the foot of the waterline, with one-half of
the overhang added. An entrance fee of p w ill be made for all
classes, two-thirds to go to the winner and one-third to the
second, if there are four boats in the class. Entries will he. taken
by A, F. Adams, of 746 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

NEW YORK Y. R. A. ANNUAL CRUISE.-The programme
for the annual cruise, as recommended in the report of commit-
tee adopted April 19, is as follows: The cruise will begin on July
28. Yachts will rendezvous off the Harlem Y. C. house, College
Point, L. I., on Saturday afternoon, July 26, reporting to the fleet
captain and remaining at anchor over Sunday and sail as follows:
Monday to Oyster Bay, Tuesday to Roton Point, Norwalk Islands,
Wednesday to Black Rock, Thursday to Lloyd's Harbor, Friday
to Indian Harbor, Saturday to Sea Cliff and disband. The start
will take place at 9 A. M. each day; at 8:30 A. M. a gun will be
fired to prepare to start, and all yachts must remain at anchor
until the starting gun is fired. The first yacht reaching the
destination for the day will take her own time of arrival, anchor
in some convenient place, hoist an ensign, and take the time of
arrival of all the other yachts, all of which must pass between
this yacht and the nearest shore; the record of each day's inn
shall be delivered to the fleet captain immediately after the
arrival of the last yacht. YTachts desiring to leave the fleet must
first obtain leave from the admiral. During the cruise the presi-
dent of the Association shall command the fleet and act as
admiral of the fleet, and shall issue such orders as may be
necessary. He shall also appoint a fleet captain, who shall see
that his orders are executed. The vice-president of the Associa-
tion shall act as vice-admiral during the cruise, and in the
absence of the admiral shall command the fleet. The admiral
shall appoint a fleet surgeon, who shall attend to all sickness or
accidents to members while on the cruise. The fleet shall be
composed of a squadron from each club in the Association, num-
bered according to date of organization, and each squadron will
be commanded by the commodore of the club composing the
squadron, wrho shall receive all orders from the admiral and ex-
ecute the same. All yachts shall carry tho Association flag at the
mast head and its club flag on the peak, but yachts may display
both flags at the mast head when at anchor. A. J. Prime, Geo.
Parkhill and R. Puhlman, Committee. The programme for the
union regatta on Sept. 1 has been sent out.

QUAKER CITY Y. C.-Com. Middleton has taken command of
the squadron for the annual cruise, and the following general
order has bt en issued: "The vessels of the fleet will rendezvous
at Wbitestone, Long Island, for the annual squadron cruise on
Monday, Aug. 4. Captains will report aboard the flagship at 9
o'clock P. M., at which time the movements for the earlier days
of the cruise will be decided upon. The cruise will extend to New
London and Newport. There will be two divisions of the fleet
during the cruise; the first division comnrising all schooners,
first and second class sloops and stearn yachts. The second divi-
sion comprising third and fourth class sloops, open yachts and
steam launches. The daily runs will be trials of speed for all
classes, and the first yacht arriving at the destined pore will take
its own time and that of the others, and report the result to the
commodore. In all races the second division will start thirty
minutes in advance of the first division. The signals for starting
will be as followTs: First gun from the flagship to prepare to sail:
ten minutes later, second gun from flagship, for second division
to start; thirty minutes later, third gun from flagship, for first
division to start. The routine and rules contained in the club
manual will be observed during the cruise. Yachts, when in
squadron, are earnestly requested to take their ship's time in
striking bells from that of the flagship; and iu no case to antici-
pate it. Captains intending to join the squadron are requested to
notify the fleet captain at the ciub house, 911 Walnut street, an as
early a date as possible. By order of the Commodore. Samuel
A. Wood, Fleet Captain."

INDIAN HARBOR Y. C—The second annual regatta nf this
club will be sailed off Greenwich, Conn,, on Saturday, Aug. 2,
under the rides of the New York Y. R. A. Suitable cups will be
given as prizes in each class where two or more boats start. The
classes will be as follows: Open jib and mainsail boats ovet 27ft
and not over 32ft., 23ft. and not over 27ft. , 23ft. and under. Open
catboats over 27ft. and not over 32ft., 23f t. and not over 27ft.. 20ft
and not over 23ft., 17ft. and not over 20ft., 17ft. and under. The
measurement will be the mean length, i. e , the load waterline. plus
half the overhang aft. Crews will be limited to one man to every
3ft. of sailing length or part thereof, in addition to the helmsman
Shifting ballast will be allowed. Time allowance will be figured'
according to the Herreshoff table. The course will be five nauti-
cal miles to windward (or leeward) and return, from stakeboats
anchored between Little Captain's Island and Greenwich Point
An entry fee of $1 will be charged all yachts that are not enrolled
in clubs belonging to the New York Y. R. A . Owners of yachts in
any class desiring to enter for a sweepstake of £35 each, to be
sailed for in addition to the regular prizes, are requested to advise
the committee to that, effect before 9 A. M. of the morning of the
regatta. The race will be started at 1 P. M. precisely, provided
the conditions aTe favorable. The club steamer will leave the
Greenwich dock at 13:15 P. M. and the Indian Harbor Hotel dock
at 1&3Q P. M. Entries will close July 31. Regatta Committee—H.
E. Doremus, Chairman; Richard Outwater, F. B. Jones. Address,
Silleck House, Greenwich, Conn.

NEW YORK Y. C—It is a long way from the little blue and
gold volume published by the New York Y. C. in 1880 to the hand-
some and shipshape book of the present vear. the 46th oflthe club's
existence. The change in bindings is but an index of the great
change that has taken place m yachting, there is a good deal
more canvas and hard weather, and correspondingly less of the
blue and gold than in the past. A look through the two books
shows many interesting comparisons; the membership in 1S80 was
395, including honorary and life; now it is 770, or nearly double.
The fleet Jin 1880 included 38 schooners, 27 singlestickers and 20
steamers, the latter nearly all small craft. This year it numbers
75 schooners, 75 sloops, cutters and yawls, and 82 steamers, many
of them powerful sea-going vessels. In 1880 there were two keel
cutters on the list, Muriel and Volante; now they rival the sloops
in number. The new book, in addition to the signal code and
much other matter not found in the old, contains a reproduction
of the Coast Survey chart of the harbor, giving the two courses of
the club. It is the handsomest and most complete book the club
has yet issued; the covers, of semi-flexible canvas, with rounded
corners, make it easily carried ia the pocket, the color of the can-
vas being neat and serviceable. Each member's copy has the
name of his yacht stamped on the front cover.

PLEON Y. C, MARBLEHEAD, July 16—The twenty-second
regatta of the Pleon Y. C. was sailed on Wednesday of last week
in a fresh N. VY. wind. Tantrum lost by a mistake in the course,
her crew not being familiar with the waters. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Edith .....1 86 E

Composite 1 39 02
Snail 1 50 03
Oswa I 1 47 50
Milo 1 55 45

FXRST CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Sapphire • 1 37 04
Tantrum 1 37 06
Laura 1 47 38

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Banjo 0 50 45
Monuie 0 58 06
Reba 1 02 43

SECOND CLASS KEELS.
Midge 0 56 28
Sheila 1 06 06
Estelle 1 07 18

SPECIAL CLASS DORIES.
Don 0 58 38
Minna 1 00 30

1 21 33

1 34 30
1 36 17
I 42 34

1 24 03
1 25 56

0 44 09
0 48 58

0 47 31

0 57 41
0 58 40

0 49 19
0 53 32

GREAT SOUTH BAY.—On July 15 a race was sailed over the
Great South Bay Y. C. course, for a cup given by Mr. William
Arnold. The wind was fresh from S.W. The starters were as
follows, the time allowances being made at the start, The course
was a 20-mile triangle:

Lpngth. Start.
Mistake, Dr. T. G. Talmage. 37.00 11 00 00
Nathalie, Dr. Chauncey E. Low 28.03 11 01 03
Evelyn, Josiah Bobbins 29.02 11 02 00
Owl, H. M. Brewster 80.04 11 03 43
Parole, E. C. Pechin. 80.05 11 03 50

Laura F.. Wm. Nelson 33.11 U 08 30
Dionis, H. F. Smith 34.02 11 08 45
Berkeley, Alden S. Swan 34.03 11 08 52
Patience, S. T. Peters 35.08 11 10 47
Agnes Booth, Bert Rogers 33.11 11 11 36

Each yacht was started from an anchor at the time given in the
above table. Evelyn won, with Mistake secoud and Berkeley
third. The judges were Mr. A. T. Enos, Mr. Arthur Dominy and
Mr. E. S. Knapp.
SIPPICAN Y. C.-At the annual election of this club on July 7

the following officers were elected: Com., R. S.Ryder; Vice-Coin.,
J.Gorbam Palfrey; Sec.-Treas., J. Henry Clark, Jr.; Directors,
R. S. Ryder, J. Gorham Palfrey, J. S. Whiting, J. E. DeKay, Eben
Holmes; Meas., J. Pegram. Regatta Com., J. Gorham Palfrey,
Irving Chapman, W. H. Davis. Ex. Com., J. Henry Clark, Jr., J.
S. Whiting, J. E. De DeKay. The elxib burgee was changed,
being now a pointed instead of a swallow-tailed burgee, the colors
and device remaining the same.
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DETROIT Y. O. PENNANT REGATTA, JULY 14.—The sec-
ond pennant regatta of the Detroit Y. 0. was sailed on July 14 on
Lake St. Olair, the course being for all hut Class 5 out around the
lightship and return, 18 miles, and for Class n around Peche
Island Buoy, 9 miles. The wind was S.E., hut shifted to S.W- in
the latter part of the face. When near Peche Island, at 8 P. M.,
a squall struck the .fleet, but did no serious damage. The full
times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Turk 1 53 21 5 26 45 3 33 24
Krao 1 53 20 5 37 40 3 44 20

third class.
Corsair 1 54 00 5 32 35 3 38 35
Dione I 56 03 5 57 30 4 01 27

TTOURTU CLASS.
Aldina R 1 56 35 5 36 20 3 29 45
Madaline 1 54 10 6 10 15 4 16 00
Blanche B 1 55 50
Chic 1 53 40
Vida 1 54 20

VI KTH CLASS.
Let Her Be 2 23 00 5 35 40 3 13 40
Cyclone 2 21 00 5 47 20 3 26 20
lngomar 1 59 30 0 07 50 4 08 20
May Queen 15101

SIXTH CLASS.
Nellie M I 56 15 3 58 10 2 01 55
Volunteer 1 56 48 4 03 30 2 06 42
Phantom 1 57 53 4 05 20 2 07 27
Helen 1 58 35

QUINCY. Y. C—The third championship race of the Quiucy
Y. C. was sailed on July 19 in a strong N.w. breeze with a squall
near the end, in which Whits Fawn lost her topmast and Rocket
came to grief. The full times were:

FIKST CLASS.

White Fawn, Jones
Moondyne, Shaw Bros
Posy, R. G. Huut....
Erie, John Cavanagh

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
25.00 1 46 4fJ 1 21 07
24.08 1 48 25 1 22 29

1 55 04 1 26 44
..'.".7.7. 7.26M 2 01 12 1 36 32

25.08 2 04 32 1 39 28
2 21 11 1 53 10

SECOND CLASS.
22.02 1 16 31 0 49 49
19.11. 1 44 20 1 17 22

Tartar, George Russell Withdrew.
Elf, Henry Souther Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.
Mil-age, John Dearborn 17.05 1 44 26 1 14 38
Flora Lee, C. E. Bockus, Jr 16.10 1 47 33 1 17 01
Princess, Fred. Estes 15.02 1 52 33 1 19 42
Elsie, C. F. Hardwick 16.06 1 52 48 1 21 49
Freak, G. F. Maybury 16.00 1 56 41 1 25 01
Rocket, H. M. Faxon Withdrew.

SPECIAL CLASS.
Diadem, L. A. Hayward 18.02 1 53 16 1 24 23
Pet, J. W. McFarland 19.08 2 12 41 1 35 38
Eureka, E. B. Rogers Withdrew.
The judges were Geoi'Ke Pf'Ui'man and John Sanborn. White

Fawn now has a leg for first-class cup with Posy and Mudgekewis,
and a sail off will be necessary. Diadem takes the cup in the jib
and mainsail class and Madge in second class. Flora Lee,
Mirage and Rocket will sail off in third class.

CATBOATS ON BUZZARD'S BAY.—On July 19 an open race
for catboats was sailed on Buzzards Bay, off Marion, Mass. The
course was around Southeast Ledge Buoy and Nye's Buoy 16
miles, for first class. Mist, the only boat in second class, went up
into third. The wind wasligtit S.W. with, squalls at times from
N.W. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—10 MILES.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Climax, D. C. Spencer 2 18 00 3 02 04
Mist, H. Lyon 2 44 01 2 22 40
Anonyuia, F. Bradley 2 58 01 3 41 43

THIRD CLASS—9 MILES.
Parole, W. H. Davis 1 36 19 1 19 66
Etta, R. Stackpole 1 36 20 1 29 44
Hermion, R. L. Barstow 1 50 20 1 33 54
Laura, J. Deasy 1 53 05 1 35 33
Tuzzle 1 53 50

FOURTH CLASS—7 MILES.
Ireland Belle, C. A. Clark 1 32 20 Not meas.
Wideawake, C. Pegram, Jr 1 35 05
May, S. Van Rensselaer 1 50 00

FIFTH CLASS—i% MILKS.
Worry, H. W. Bellows 0 38 36 0 36 10
Fairy, Coldsfield 0 55 04 0 40 05
Tuzzle capsized alter the race.

RACES FOR THE 30FT. CLA.SS.-It is proposed to get up a
race for 30-footers at Newport some time during the New York
Y. C. cruis3. It may he sailed in counection with the sweep-
stake race for 40s, to be given by the Corinthian Y. C. of New
York, and it maybe sailed in connection with a 40ft. race to be
given hy the New York Y. C, if that club follows its last year's
programme and gives a race for 40s. Of Boston 30s, it is probable
That the Saladin, Hawk and Shark will go around to Newport for
this race. The Shark is sure to go, and owner Prince, too, will
probably make a match race with the Kathleen, if no other way of
meeting the crack New York 30-footer presents itself. T. C.
Zerega is more inclined to bring the Kathleen to Marblehead than
he was a few weeks ago, and it is reported that he has already
made a match race with tlie Shona, to be sailed in Eastern
waters. The Burgess 30-footers Tomboy and Gladys hail from
Newport and will doubtless swell tlie entries of the proposed
race. The race will probably be sailed between Aug. 8 and Aug.
11.—Boston Globe.
DORCHESTER Y. C.-The annual cruise will begin on July 21

The squadron will rendezvous off Thompson's Island, and on sig-
nal the fleet will pass hy the stern of the flagship and proceed to
Marblehead. From there the cruise will extend to Provincetown
and Duxbury. W. S. Nickersou is fleet captain.
PAVONIA Y. C—The new house and station of this club at

Atlantic Highlands was opened with appropriate ceremonies on
July 19, many visitors being present.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.-Owiug to the very squally nature of
the wind, the strong adverse tide and the heavy sea that ran riot
in the Hudson River on July 12, the small boat classes in the
Hudson River Squadron regatta were compelled to abandon the
race. The cat. class qualified, -the Uno winning. The regatta
committee of this squadron announces that they will rcsail the
regatta later in the fall. On July 26, the East River Squadron
will hold its regatta off the Knickerbocker Y. O. house, at Port
Morris; entries may be made with A. Dahrn- Petersen, 63 East
114th street. The fiVet of this organization will assemble at New
liochelle, on Aug. 2, before 9 A. M., to take part in the annual
cruise of the Navy. Mr. L. A. Camacho, of New Brighton, has
been appointed secretary of the New York Bay Squadron. The
first year book of the young Corinthian Navy, founded last win-
ter, is a neat little volume in embossed cloth covers, containing a.

list of 168 members and 123 boats, mostly small cruisers such as
canoe yawls and St. Lawrence River skiffs. The organization
thus far has been remarkably successful and has a promising
future before it. Proposed for membership: Edward C. Lewis,
J. Gardner, Albert W. Hoor, W. F. R. Leigh, J. Lounsbery, H. H.
Salmon, B. T. Squier and G. W. Gwilliams.

YACHTING DISASTERS—The season has been marked by the
usual number of capsizes and minor disasters, in all or nearly all
cases due to poor boats or ignorance. This week a serious disas-
ter is reported from Lake Michigan, two yachts from Chicago, the
Sable and Iago, being caught in a tornado while cruising on the
lake, and their crews, James and Joseph Beaupre and John and
Abraham Duruche, being lost. The two vessels were hardly more
than small centerboard boats, one of 24 and one of 14ft., and
utterly unfitted for Lake Michigan. They sailed from St. Joseph,
Mich., on July 14, for Chicago. On July 17 they were picked up*
lashed together, bv the steamer Puritan, but no traces of the men
were found. On July 17, at 10 P. M., the steam launch Catharine
was struck and sunk by the steamer St. Lawrence, near Alexan-
dria Bay, on the St. Lawrence River, five persons, including three
ladies, being drowned. The launch was a party boat, hired by
the day to tourists. On July 19 a centerboard boat was struck by
a squall off Gloucester, Mass.^and one of her crew of three was
drowned, the others being rescued by a tug. On the same day a
Bmall boat was capsized^in Boston Harbor, a boy being drowned,
the two men in her being picked up by passing boats.

NEW YORK Y. C—The fourth general meeting of the New
York Y. C. was held on July 17, Vice-Corn. Iselin presiding. The
following new members were elected: Andrew B. Culver, Allen
C. Washington, Henry Papne Whitney, Francis H. Weeks, W.
Lewis Boyle, Howard W. Ooates, William A. Read, William E.
Dupont, Francis L. Lelaud, William H. Calhoun, John J. Pierre-
pont, William Rockefeller. J. S. Perkins, J. De Ver Warner, IT.

Van R. Kennedy, C. Barnum Seeiey, Leonard F. Beckwith and
Henry T. Sloane. Admiral John L. Worden was elected to hon-
orary membership. Rear Admiral Iselin announced that he
would offer a cup valued at $250 to be sailed for during the cruise.
The following amendnaent to the racing rules was finally adopted:
"Any yacht violating the racing rules of this club or the Govern-
ment regulations as to the rules of the road, shall at the discre-
tion of the regatta committee, be debarred from entering in any
race of the club or races held under its management for such
time as shall in their discretion be deemed advisable."

LARCHMONT Y. C—In looking over the handsome book of the
Larchmont Y. C. for 1890, it is hard to realize that the club has
just reached its tenth birthday, in view of the facts that it stands
second in point of membership, the total membership now being
within 2 or 8 of 600, while it boasts the largest and finest house
and the handsomest grounds of all American clubs. That so much
has been done is due mainly to the foresight and energy of a few
men, who have worked early and late to make the club a success.
The fleet now includes 178 siting craft and 50 steamers. The new
book, like its predecessor, is small and compact, hut quite thick,
and contains a great amount of matter relating to the club and to
yachting in general. It is bound in the same flexible canvas cover
that has been used by the club for several years and has become so
well known among yachtsmen.
GREAT HEAD Y. C. CRUISE.-The cruise of the Great Head

Y. C. began in a very lively manner on Saturday last, a violent
squall sweeping down on the fleet during the review and capsiz-
ing the schooner Galena and the sloop Ruby, the two boats being
towed ashore and the crews rescued. At 5 P. M. the fleet, includ-
ing the following yachts, sailed for Marblehead: Widgeon, Com.
E.A.Cook: Owl, Vice-Corn. Gushing; Almira, Fleet-Capt. T. J.
Young; Mayflower, II. H. Litchfield; Katherine. L. B. Smith; Ga-
lena. A. P. Bicknell; Nellie, George F. Floyd; Eclipse, D. N. Bel-
cher; Recreation, Frank Ferdinand; Fancy, George L. Cade; Clio,
C. B. Belcher; Ideal, L. B. Weston. The fleet will be gone three
weeks, and will visit Portland, Boothbay, Rockland, Camden, Bel-
fast, Castine and Mt. Desert.

NO MORE POTLEAD.—The value of a copper bottom has been
known tomany yachtsmen for a long time, but very few American
yachtsmen have adopted it in yachts of 40ft. and under; copper,
bronze and potlead still being the favorites. As soon as Gossoon
returns from the E. Y. C. cruise she will he coppered at Lawley's,
preparatory to the New York Y. C. cruise. Fortunately she is

well under her class, 39ft. 3 to 39ft. 5 in l.w.l., and she will stand
the extra weight of copper very well. She is the first 40 of the
Burgess fleet to be coppered. Minerva was coppered when she
came here, but the only American 40 or 30 that has thus far tried
copper is Helen.

EASTERN Y. C—The fleet reached Bar Harbor on July 18,
having passed Sunday at Portland. On Wednesday the yachts
left Camden, but were becalmed in Egmoggin Reach. Pappoose
ran on the Ship and Barge Ledge, off Bass Harbor, being fast on
the rocks for 10 hours, Sea Fox lying by her, and finally helping
her off. The squadron disbanded at Bar Harbor.
LARCHMONT Y. C. CRUISE—The fleet of the Larchmont

Y. C. reached New London early on July 14 in a heavy fog, having
left Black Rock on the previous morning with a good breeze,
but meeting the fog off Bartlett's Reef. On July 15, in spite of
the fog, the fleet ran to Shelter Island, lying there over Wednes-
day and Thursday.
MASSACHUSETTS Y. C. CRUISE —The cruise of the Massa-

chusetts Y. C. began on Saturday according to programme, with
a review of the fleet off Thompson's Island, in Boston Harbor.
After the review a heavy squall struck the fleet, some anchoring
while others proceeded on the cruise.

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. O.-Championship pennant sail-off of
first class, July 19. Distance 5 miles; weather cloudy; wind, north-
west, strong and puffy; ebb tide. Summary:

Length." Elapsed. Corrected.
Tantrum, J. F. Small 15.00 1 26 43 1 26 43
Minnie, James Bertram 14.10 1 24 40 1 24 29
Lucy, W. H. Ransom 14.11 Capsized.
Minnie wins the pennant for the first class. Judges, James

Bertram, S. C. Higgins and M. W. Ransom.
THE NEW LAUNCH HUM.—This odd utile craft which was

launched on the Harlem River on Saturday last, is but 16ft. 4in,
long, but has a complete quadruple expansion engine, the cylin-
ders being 2%, 3^, and (%in. by i>y2 . These are arranged to
form a pair of tandem steeple engines, the high and low pressure
having one rod and the two intermediate a second. The fuel used is
a mixture of kerosene and several other oils, devised by Mr. Archi-
bald Watt, the builder of the engines, the mixture being used to
generate a gas which is used in place of steam in the cylinders. It
is claimed that the process is very cheap, and that the fuel is car-
ried in a very compact and convenient form. The Hum is of course
only an experiment, if successful the engines and fuel will he tried
on a larger scale.

HULL Y. C—The Hull Y. C. starts its second 10 years of life
with most promising prospects, haying just taken possession of a
now and very handsome house at Hull, near Boston, while its roll
of members includes 315 names, with a fleet of 111 sailing craft
and 19 steamers. The racing of which there has always been
pleuty, is practically limited to yachts of 40ft. and under, the fleet
being specially strong in fast cat and jib and mainsail boats. The
racing rule is length on waterline plus >

5 of after overhang.
HARLEM Y. C—The new house of the Harlem Y. C. at College

Point, L. I., was opened on July 19, a large number of guests
being present. A ladies' race was on the programme, but the
wind was too strong. The house was illuminated in the evening,
a dance, following the supper. During the afternoon a yacht
capsized off the club house, but the crew were rescued.
A NEW AUXILIARY STEAM YACHT.—Messrs Neafie & Levy,

ot Philadelphia, have taken a contract for a large auxiliary steam
yacht designed by Mr. J. Beavor-VVebb for an American yachts-man whose name has not been made known. She will be 240ft
over all, 204ft. l.w.l., 27ft. beam and 13ft. draft, and will be ready
by spring.

A NOVEL RACE OF NAPHTHA LAUNCHES—On Tuesday
morning a curious race was started off the Corinthian Y. C. house
at Staten Island, the contestants being two 25ft. naphtha launches
built, by the Gas Engine & Power Co., and the course being around
Long Island, finishing off the American Y. C. house at Milton's
Neck, a distance of some 240 miles.

OYSTER BAY Y. C—The postponed race for the Commodore's
cup, the first of a series of five, was sailed on July 19 in a strong
S.W. wind. Sinbad, owned by Thos. Young and sailed by F. T.
Underbill, beat Marion, owned by Mr. Underbill. The owners
decided by lot who should sail the boat.

AMATCH OFF BRIDGEPORT. -Arrangements are be'ng made
for a match between the fast jib and mainsail boat Eureka, of
Boston, and the Rival, owned by Com. Burritt of Bridgeport. No
date is yet fixed.

ALICE-GOSSIP.—The McVey 40, Alice, has been named Gos-
sip by her new owner. Her mast has been moved aft one foot and
nearly GOOlbs. of lead have been added to her keel.

SAVIN HILL Y. C—On July 15 the handsome new house of the
Savin Hill Y. C, designed by Fleet Captain W. H. Besarick, was
opened with a ball.

TRIXIE—HONORE.—A match has been made between Messrs.
W. Butler Duncan and C. Oliver Iselin to sail these two cats off
Newport.
CEDAR POINT Y. C—The regatta oj July 22 has been post-

poned to July 30, at which date the fleet of the N. Y. Y. R. A. is
expected

.

WANDA, steam yacht, has been chartered by Mr. Jas. Stillman
to Mr. J. T. Coolidge, of Boston, and is now at Bar Harbor.
GOLDEN FLEECE, steam yacht, sailed from Cowes for New

York on July 15

$nsweq& to §otrespondents.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

J. D. W.—See notes on Lake George fishing iu last issue and to-
day.

C. O.M.—Try Tim Pond or Round Mountain Lakes, reached via
Eustis, Me.

J. P. R.—See our angling columns of last week, and an adver-
tisement of a preserving powder in this issue.

O. W. D., Boston.—We believe that there are such law, there is
at least one m the District of Columbia. We will examine the
other statutes and report next week.

S. Q., Seabright, N J.—Will you kindly inform me what kind
and what size of hook to use for striped bass, ranging from 1 to
51bs., for river fishing, where there is a swift current, using crabs
or eels tor bait? Ans. Use Nos. 2-0 to 4-0, highest quality Sproat.
snelled on trible loops or double gut, and a 3ft. double leader.

'

R. P. S., Connecticut.— 1. Can you enlighten me through your
columns whether or not the experiment of rearing minks in cap-
tivity has been tried, and if so, with what result? 2. Can I get
any book on the subject, and if so, where? 3. Has the attempt
been made with otters, and results? Ans. 1. The attempt to rear
minks has been made, but we have never heard of its success. 2We know of no book on the subject. 8. We believe it to be impoi-
sible to breed otters in captivity.

A Model Railway.—The Burlington Route, C..B. & Q. R.R.,
operates 7,000 miles of road, with termini in Chicago, St. Louis.
St. Paul, umaha, Kansas City and Denver. For speed, safety,
comfort, equipment, track and efficient service it has no equal.
The Burlington gains new patrons, hut loses none.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cures (

B

,evers,Congestions,Inflammation
A.A. i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
15. B,—Strains, Lameness, Buenmatism.
C.C.'--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D. J)."Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E. E.--Coughs, Hearesi, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
11.11.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
1. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K..—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

BEECHAEVTS PILLS
(THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.)

Cure BILIOUS and
Nervous ILLS.

25ctS. a Box.
oF ALL PRTJG-O-ISTS.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICK 91,00.

FOE SALE AT THIS QFJBTCE,

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send lO cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of every description ofFISHING

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Aetor House), New York.

FIKTE
A Splendid Book for Summer Reading.

Camp Life in the Wilderness.
A volnme that meets with favor from all,

young Or old. The scene of the story is in that
charming locality of Maine, the Eangeley Lakes
region. Send for it to take with yon on your out-
ing; 224 pages. 30 appropriate illustrations, neat,
cloth binding, price $1. Illustrated catalogue of
books for eportstnen and tourists mailed for 6cts.
JAMAICA PUB. CO., Jaraaioa Plain, Mags.

QUEEN'S TOURIST and SIGNAL GLASS
Will positively show color of a ship's signals at lO miles:

jn pilot boat 5 miles; shot marks on target at X mile • aii iV sky 40 miles : time on same y miles. Don't
1 Ulia Glass with the cheap Spy-Glasses gtmwaily uttered. It is

f si magnificent instrument, unsurpassed by anv of same or smaller
size. T-»^ Sent (Qfl nn and returnable if not satisfactory. Write for

Size—ri inches closed ; °n receipt of -DZU.UUi our Catalogue of Spy-Glasses, &o., JJ.UKE«
& inches developed; 3 inches objective. QUEEN & CO., 924 Chestnut St., Ph i lada.

^number <

Jchurch si

confound
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WINCHE

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

BiTot Sold sat 3E&et£a,iX by tlacs DOanufaotirrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SWvnd for 82-i>asre Catalogue of A run* and Ammnnition.

The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this' firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
SPX«,XX«rCB-£"XJESXJiX>. MASS.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below -hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length. 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8£, 9, 9J, 10ft ,
weight 9, 10£, 12, 13oz Price 2 72

No. 4, G, saoie as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint '. " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c; 40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J, F. BEARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
i
stain tar Xllustr*t©4 flfttalofpup lor 1890, OPfiN EmBXfUWS*
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Salmon,Ti out <£ Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEQUALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AJSD QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGTJK.

WHAT "KIT CLARKE" SAYS OF

THE PARADISE FIN AND FEATHER CLUB,
Lac des Gkandes Isles, Canada, July 14, 1890.

Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros.:
Gentlemen—I have handled some pretty good rods, but none has pleased me better than the

5oz. "Kosmic" which you built for me last May. I labored with it daily during the. month of June,
and lilted many heavy trout up to 41bs. each, and then, in order to test its murderous qualities,
tried bottom Ashing with a ioz.live perch for bait. The little perch went into the jaws of a 41b.
trout, and in due time the trout went into my boat. This you will concede is a hard test for so
light a tool, but it stood it like an old timer, and is worth all the praise I can give it. I like a rod
with backbone—one that is tough and stiff in the middle joint, for after all a rod's work is done
between the two ferrules, and in this most valuable essential my "Kosmic" is perfection. Resides,
the artistic mounting and beauty of finish displayed in the rod won admiration from many accom-
plished anglers. The man who tries to make a better rod will have to hustle.

Yours respectfully, KIT CLARKE.

The Glittering Gang Trolling Bait

Best in the world. Try them alongside your best bait and you
can see the difference. We refund the money if not satisfactory.
For sale by dealers. Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.25.

Eight muscalonge were caught in two hours by Geo. Graham, Rice Lake, Can., with the best
Canadian spoon alongside without a strike.

Six muscalonge were caught on Rice Lake by Chas. Gilchrist one forenoon.
Forty-three pike were taken by Chas. Smith, Oneida Lake, in three hours.
Win. Com8tock, Alexandria Bay, caught 22 bass and 7 pickerel in one day's fishing on our baits.

J. D. Wilson, Tallahassee, Fla., had 16 strikes and took 13 bass, largest weighing 171bs. lOoz.

We can show hundreds of testimonials received this season already.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
HENRY LOFTIE, Manager. Syracuse, N. Y.

Iter this Just owce
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfally preserve birds, game, fish, milk, etc.

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold everywhere hy dealers in Sportsmen^ Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRBSERVALINE M'F'G CO.. 23 Cedar Street, New York.

J3X>T7\T MjSLM> VOM ECOFS,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

Fisliing Ta,ol5Lle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Estabijshed 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

PRICE'S

BASS LINE.
No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish
Flax specially spun for me, and for
strength and durability is unequalled
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices,

G-IESO. PRICE,
No. 171 East 84th Street, New York.

Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

THOS. ROWLAND,
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, ELK, DEES HEADS, ETC.
No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, Near Thirteenth Street, ELW YORE.

When a sportsman flnda anything which adds to Ills

pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fas 1 as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the line slowly if the

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.

Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other
reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.

Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use ligbter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the band that holds
the rod.

TAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

All Anglers know of "Chubb" and the high
reputation that his goods have obtained. If you
need a rod or other tackle, send direct tohim and
get goods that are warranted.
His New Catalogue for 1890 contains description

of everything that you need; it also contains
articles on fishing, written hy such well-known
writers as Dr. James A. Hen.shall, Petronella, W.
H. fi. Murray, Geo. P. Goff, Norman, Bro. Gard-
ner and others.
Send 25 cents, and receive Catalogue, post paid.

This amount will be deducted from first order (if

accompanied with Coupon in book) for one dol-
lar's worth or more of our goods. Address

THOS H CHUBB,
The Fishing Rod Manufacturer,

Post Mills, Vt.
Please mention Forest and Stream.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz

H. H. KIFFE
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

R. O'Shaughnessy & Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle,
COMBINATION WOOD RODS.

Communications regarding fishing cheerfully
and promptly answered.

85 Germain Street, Saint John, N. B,

Wakeman Skeleton Bait.
Far ahead of any Artifioial Bait in the 'World,

Made In four sizes: No. 0, speckled trout and black
bass; No. 1. black bass; No. 2, bass and pickerel; No. 3,

muscallonge, salmon trout and blueflsh. It is guaran-
teed to catch bass when all other baits fall. It effects a
great savine- in minnows, on account of the protection,
afforded by its peculiar construction, on^ minnow hav-
ing been known to catch twenty-five bass before it was
rendered useless. For sale by all dealers and by the
manufacturer. Send for circular and price list.

J. B. WISE, Watertown N. Y.

Established 1837.

J. B. CROOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

B2 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY. '

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

Salmon Fishing in Canada.
We have, now received our entire stock of

Forrest & Sen's Salmon Flies, Kotls, Keels,
Casting; Lines, elc, etc. We have everything
in Fishing Tackle tor the successful capture of
Salmon and Trout in Canadian wfaters. Ameri-
can anglers can obtain Outfits from us far below
New York prices. We make a specialty of sal-
mon tackle. We have salmon flies from No. 3-0
single to No. 8 double. We also bave a large as-
sortment of Heavy single gut Salmon Casts.
A complete stock of fi rearms and every variety
of Sporting Goods. Send for illustrated cata'-
logues. T. W. BOYD & SON,

1641 Notre Dame St. Montreal, Que.

The Celebrated Divine Rods.
Split Bamboo, Bethabara, Greenheart. Dogoma

and Lancewood. Twisted split bamboo rods.
An entirely new method of treating the bamboo,
giving it a twist while winding, thusdistributing
r he st rain equally all around the rod and making
absolutely the strongest, bamboo rods ever con-
structed. Made only by the manufacturers,
DIVINE & EEC RAFT, successors to Fred D.
Divine, TJtica. N. Y.
Mention Forest and Stream.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Stuffing Birds Without Skinning.
ANY ONE CAN STUFF BIRDS hy our new pro-

cess. Complete outflt.consisting of full directions,
instruments, material, eyes, etc.Sl. NATUR-
ALIST SUPPLY CO., 126 Chambers St., N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE-FOR DOUBLE-
barreled shotgun of equal cash value, one

beautiful coal black English setter dog, 18 mos.
old, well broken, $20; one liver colored pointer
dog, 4 yrs. old, well broken, $15; one cross bred
Eaglish-Irish setter dog pup, 4 mos. old, wonder-
fully bright and promising and just right to hunt
this fall, $8. W. W. McCAIN, Stevensville, Pa.

It

FOR SALE.—PARKER BROS. 16-28-6^, NEW
last fall, perfect condition, tools, etc, $30.

Address Box 194. Wells Bridge, N. Y. It

AN EXTRA FINE GUN AT A LOW FIGURE.
I want $75 cash for a tight, sound, first-rate

shooting Greener 12-gauge hammer gun. As good
as new in every way. Treble wedge-fast action
and a satisfactory weapon to own. Guaranteed
as renresented, and sale on this basis. Address
Box 218, South port, Conn.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Amerieanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa,
Send stamp for circular and price list. decl3,6m

WANTED ALIVE,—THREE BUCK DEER
and 200 quail for breeding purposes.

GOODALE & FHAZAR, Taxideimists, 93 Sud-
bury street, Boston, Mass. iulyl0.6c
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SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
AJso awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canop Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Came Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMENWAT, 60 South st., N. Y. City.

WILLIAM SIMPSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of Tackle Blocks,
Oars, Hand Spikes, WFast Hoops

and Belaying Pins.

Steamboat Steering Sear anil Boat Sails,

27 Coenties Slip. New York.

Canvas Canoes!
The best canoes in the world for use on rivers

or lakes, in salt or fresh water. Built in lengths
from 14 to 20ft„ width 28 to 45ms., weight from
p0 to 125ibs. Modeled after the old Indian canoes,
canvas covered. Prices from $20 to $75. For full
description, etc., address

E. H. GERRISH,
Bangor, Maine.

The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Manufacturing Go.

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send for cata-
logue. Spring Lake, Ottawa Co., Mich.

HIGGINS & GTFPORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yaclits, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Feine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

Yachts <fcLaunches
Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of

what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 C rtlandt St., New York.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.
The yacht Muriel, yawl rigged, specially

adapted for the St. Lawrence and Gulf; 43ft. over
all, 13ft. 6in. beam, 5ft. 2in. draft. Standing keel,
plenty of headroom in cabin. Comfortable
berths for four (besides crew). Patent w. c.
Well found in every respect and a good sea boat.
Apply to J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec, Canada.
Arrangements can be made for the exclusive

right of fishing on a good salmon and trout river
on the St. Lawrence.

FOR SALE.-CRUISING CANOE, 17X40,
built 1889 by Joyner: sails and evervthing

ready for use; fast and able. Inquire CAPT.
ELDRIDGE, Atlantic Y. C, ft. 55th st., Brooklyn.

Carver's Gun Sight Works.

<D EH

DC
Catalogue sent free upon application.

475 Keap Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Alligator
Gamp

Kits.
Kit for 2, $6; Kit for 4, $8; Kit for 6, $10.

Send stamp for descriptive circular.

H. C. WARD, 58 Wall St., New York.

What's the News?
There's one disadvantage in the

roll of continuous film as generally-

used. One may shoot and shoot and
not know whether he is hitting the

mark or not.

The Waterbury• Camera (our make)
is so arranged that a single film or

plate may be used to test the roll of

continuous film, in other words the

camera is made to interchange roll

holder with plate holder. An ad-

vantage, isn't it ? Scovill & Adams
Co., 423 Broome street, N. Y.

July 24, 1890.

Exercise at Home.
The Standard Chest Weight.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used In all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $i to $10.
Handsome In appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 Illus-

trations how it Is used, mailed free.
Address Narraoansett Mch. Co., 43
Sprascue st., Providence, R.I.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps
With Sliver Plated I.000-

motlve Reflectors.
For Night Hunting and

Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Bath Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERBUSOR. Office, 65 Fslfoa St., H.T.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity ofTHE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KiaxrKTErsr bros.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). AIbo
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

MAILER'S

COD-LIVER Oi l

FOB
General

Debility, ^

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,
~

Is superior to any in de-

licacy of taste and smell,*

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it ths

purest and boat Sold by Druggists.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient, sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

CAMAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM
By PAEKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding.to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. Now York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

CANOE
AND

BOAT

Fourth edition, 264 pages 52 plates. Price $2.

Nbw York N. 1

Condon: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OE THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the wattr and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it —Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald,

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRICE 82.50.

SHALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified bv
the Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With

*

Numerous Plates and Illustrations.
—BY—

C. P. KtfNHABDT.
Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and

70 plates. Size of page. Uy2X\2y2 . Price $7.00.

JOB SALE BY THE
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

318 Broadway, New York.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.'S

LATEST TRIOMPHSiSMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grains.

Bullet, S6 grains.

Send for 54-page Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,

and the Special Circular on .25-
CillBRE STEVENS RIM
and CENTRAL FIRE CAR-
TRIDGES.
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THE BLUEFISH IN HIS ABUNDANCE.
T7ISHERMEN with rod and line or line and squid have
-*- amply satisfied themselves by this time that bhiefish

have severely scourged the seacoast from North Carolina

to Massachusetts, and doubtless further north. Early in

July the waters of New Jersey were the scene of their

depredations and their undoing for sport and for profit.

Everybody knows that tons and tons of these fish have

been dumped into markets of New York and Boston,

where they quickly produced a glut—as one would ex-

pect from such inveterate gluttons. On July 16, lOObbls.

of bluefish arrived in Boston from Cape Cod, and on the

17th the run continued. It seems but yesterday that

we heard of the terrible onslaughts of these piratical

hordes by which the beach at Atlantic City was lined

with helpless masses of fish, struggling to escape from
the destructive jaws of their dreaded enemy, the blue-

fish. There was a report that the victims picked up on

the sands or scooped out of shallow depths with nets

were menhaden; butwe are informed by Mr. T. F. Schnei-

der, of Washington, D. C, who was on the ground soon

after the occurrence, that they were weakfish beyond the

possibility of a doubt. This goes to verify a statement,

more than once repeated in Forest and Stream, that the

bluefish is the great destroyer of food fishes and does not

limit his savage attentions to the menhaden. Alewives,

scup, mackerel and every other fish of suitable size serve

to dull the edge of his keen appetite. Anchovies, young
herring, silversides and the young of all food fishes in his

vicinity, are bolted into his capacious maw, beginning

with the period in his career when men call him the

snapping mackerel.

"We know little about the babyhood of this rapacious

species. The IT. S. Fish Commission has collected exam-
ples of one inch or less in length at sea, well off our Mid-

dle States, but the embryonic history of the fish is very

imperfectly understood. The adult is pelagic and a rover,

coming suddenly with a great wave of disaster to his con-

temporaries, and going without apparent cause into ob-

scure retreats, which the eye of science has not yet pene-

trated; but whether in bays and sounds of the Western
Atlantic, or on the shores of West Africa, or plunging
through Indian Seas, the bluefish never changes his re-

lentless ferocity, however men may change his name.
Therefore, when we hear that vessels are creaking with
their burdens of bluefish and that successful fishermen

like our friend Schneider, during a brief vacation from
columns and arches and building lines, have gathered in

hundreds of pounds of these animated chopping machines
with a clumsy combination of iron and bone, lead and
cotton twine, sometimes baited with a piece of rag, we
take courage, look more hopefully into the future, and

fall upon our broiled bluefish, alias tailor, with renewed
relish. Why should not the bluefish be a choice morsel

since he appropriates and assimilates the best of the food

fishes which the waters contain ?

STRAY DOGS AND THE A. K. C.

THE dog question in any large city is a permanent and
a pressing one. Year in and year out the care and

control of the thousands of these animals resident within

city limits engage the attention of a large number of in-

dividuals and entail an expenditure of many thousands

of dollars. The matter may be looked at from a dozen

various standpoints. A chapter might be written upon
the care of dogs in town, another upon the various cru-

elties practiced and the measures for their repression;

yet again there is the question of the best breeds of dogs

for use as house pets and the characteristics of each. But
apart from all these is the ever current problem of dis-

posing of the stray and worthless curs. In past num-
bers Forest and Stream has gone somewhat into the

ways and manners of doing this work in various cities, and
from these it is easy to gather the conclusion that there

is a woful want of any sort of a systematic, sensible style

of disposing of the dog condemned as useless to society.

Here in New York we have daily exhibitions of how
not to do it, or rather how to do it in the most brutal

and revolting fashion. The dog-catcher is the freebooter

of the streets. His presence fills dog owners and dog
lovers with dread and disgust; and after all, the work un-

dertaken is only half done and at an expense out of all

proportion to the results accomplished. It is enough to

know that the evil exists, the practical question is how
to remedy the present abuses. We find a hint as to the

solution of this problem in the work of a dozen societies,

organized for a specific line of endeavor. Instances by
the dozen will occur to the mind of any reader, where
laws and ordinances remained dead letters on the statute

book until some society was brought into being, self-

charged with the task of the enforcement of this or that

part of the code.

Why not, then, in furtherance of this same plan, have

the American Kennel Club take upon itself the task of

dog regulation in the metropolis. The plain object of the

very proper dog law is the destruction of worthless ani-

mals. Who more competent to discriminate upon the

fate of a dog than the members and agents of such a

club? It is a body of dog lovers, of lovers of good dogs,

and able to pick out and condemn those not worthy of

life. Then we should hear no more tales of brutal black-

mailing, of the persistent worrying of dog admirers

which is now going on. The friendless street animal will

be removed quietly and effectually, while the really valu-

able dog, even though for the moment he may be astray,

will not be hurried away or held for ransom. Secretary

Vredenburgh would find in the control and direction of

such a work in such a city as this a fine outlet for his

highly esteemed executive talent and managerial ability.

Gradually such innovations will be made in the whole

system as will bring it up to the proper requirements of

this age. Dog lovers will cooperate with the dog catcher,

and the general public will be more than satisfied with

a plan which puts just the right person to direct a work
for which he is, by training and natural tendencies, emi-

nently qualified. The American Kennel Club is pos-

sessed of enthusiasm, of knowledge, of means. It has

the friends of the dog on its member's list roll and what

greater act of friendship could be done to the whole dog

world than the decent disposal of dogs deemed unworthy

of life. The plain simple issue is: First.— The

present method, at least in this city, could not be worse.

Second.—The American Kennel Ciub is eminently quali-

fied to undertake and carry through the work in a fashion

satisfactory to all. Third.—Will the American Kennel
Club undertake the work and further extent its field in

this line of endeavor ?

There is need of reform in other cities as well. The
police of Pittsburgh, Pa., have been disgracing them-
selves and humanity by their brutal killing of dogs; little

pets were killed almost in child ren's arms, and the offi-

cers, fired by the hope of a paltry reward, ran amuck
until stopped by the Humane Society.

FISH FOR PARK WATERS.
POOREST AND STREAM has kept it readers informed
*- of the progress of the great work in fish planting to

be undertaken in the National Park. As is well known
to those familiar with this region, there are many lakes

and streams which, while apparently in every way suited

to support trout and other food fish, are now quite desti-

tute of fish life. These waters abound in insect and other

fish food.

Soon after reaching the Park, Captain Boutelle, the
Superintendent, who is an enthusiastic angler, learned of

these barren waters and made up his mind that they
could be utilized. He communicated with Colonel Mc-
Donald, the U. S. Fish Commissioner, and when the lat-

ter learned the facts of the case they interested him so

greatly that he made a visit to the Park, and in company
with Captain Boutelle went over a good part of the

ground. The results of this visit have already been
stated. Last fall a few thousand fry of the Eastern
brook trout were planted in the Gardiner River, and
these have already attained a length of from 4 to 6in.

This is very satisfactory evidence of the possibilities of

these barren waters.

Preliminary to the work of planting the large shipment
of fish in these Yellowstone waters was the visit to the

Park made last autumn by Messrs. Jordan and Gilbert

for the purpose of studying the waters which it is pro-

posed to stock and their life. Now Prof. S. A. Forbes,

whose work on the food of birds and fishes is well known,
and Prof. Edwin Linton, of Washington and Jefferson

College, Washington, Pa., have gone to the Park to make
collections of the invertebrates occurring in its lakes and
rivers, particularly those forming the food of fishes.

The principal lakes which will be studied are the Yel-

lowstone and Heart in the region now inhabited by trout,

and Shoshone and Lewis lakes, which are at present desti-

tute of trout. These two gentlemen will be the only natur-

alists engaged in that investigation; they will employ
'

such helpers as they require at the scene of operations,

and will be occupied there about one month. Another
very important feature of their work will be the study of

the entozoa and other parasites affecting the fishes of the

region. After this work is completed Prof. Forbes will

take up the same line of investigation in Lake Michigan,

where he will have a rich field of study.

Mr. E. R. Lucas is preparing to start for the Park in

advance of the shipment of trout from Northville. He
will make arrangements for the movement of the fish

promptly upon their arrival at Cinnabar, to which point

the car will carry them. Mr. Lucas will also collect

whitefish and grayling from the tributaries of the Mad-
ison and deposit them in Yellowstone River above the

falls, and Yellowstone Lake, near its outlet. Grayling

will be planted in the Lava and Tower Creek basins.

The trout will be forwarded by car No. 2 from North-

ville in charge of Mr. Dunnington. They are all finger,

lings, and include lake trout, 100,000; von Behr trout,

25,000; Loch Leven, 25,000, and brook trout, 25,000.

Landlocked salmon were to be sent also, but the young
of this species held at Northville failed to do well and the

introduction of this fish must be deferred for the present.

The lake trout and Loch Levens are intended for Jakes

Shoshone and Lewis. The von Behr (S. fario) go to the

Fire Hole and the Nez Perces. The brook trout are in-

tended for the Gardiner River Basin, which was stocked

with this species last summer. The transfer to lakes Sho-

shone and Lewis, which are'now destitute of trout, will be

made by mule packs, and this has involved the construc-

tion of special transfer cans, which will be taken out in

the car.

This is the most important and extensive transfer of

trout ever undertaken, with regard to the number of fish

and the vast extent of territory to be stocked. The entire

work will be prosecuted with the valuable advice and
effective co-operation of Capt, Boutelle, Superintendent

of the Park.
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ON THE NEPEAGUE SHORE.
INTO every well-developed, vigorous life there comes at

times an almost irresistible longing for broader fields
and unrestricted breadths of wood or seas, where the eye
can look over uninterrupted areas of green, and find per-
haps one little iota of this restless feeling soothed by clear
blue sky and fresb, untainted winds. Those of us whom
fate has made unwilling atoms in this great pulsing
throb of life in great cities, where harsh necessity, the
tide of unalterable circumstances, keeps them bending
over books or desks and behind office bars, have one
leasure left—a delight, quiet and mild, yet none the less
eep-seated and intense—the pleasure of visiting again

those places, hallowed now by the memory of all the
young dreams and happy fancies that these same old
scenes were wont to call up when the sun of life was but
half-way toward the zenith. Is there not some dim old
woodland path, some leafy nook on the edge of the forest,
or perhaps a stream bubbling through the moss-bound
rocks, dearer to us than any others? Spots where we
lingered watching the glory of declining day, where the
lovely arbutus or low-nodding violet first called into
active being a desire to investigate further into the mys-
teries surrounding their growth—places associated in the
present with days believed to have been the happiest we
ever knew. How clearly some scenes and incidents are
photographed upon the mind, remaining long distinct
and sharp, undimnied by the lapse of years. Time is not
so harsh out it allows some peaceful hours to come to all.

It is of these rifts I would tell, through which eunligh't
has gleamed and broken the monotony of life, for one
who loves the gun far more because it brings him closer
to the secrets of nature's heart than for the birds which
fall before its flame.
The first impression of Good Ground is one of disap-

pointment. There is absolutely no suggestion of even a
village. The station with its inevitable accompaniment
of a miscellaneous country store just across the "street"
looks lonely, and a low stretch of dwarf oak covered
country, so limitless that the eye circling the horizon for
some break rests with a sense of relief upon a thin column
of red* visible away to the sou'eastward above the rim of
pines. The town itself is laid out upon that generous
disregard for the commercial foot value of real estate
characteristic of all South Side hamlets.
Late in September toward the close of a warni Saturday

afternoon I found room underneath the seat in the spring-
board for a collection of traps and space enough along-
side the driver for myself. The prevalent custom of keep-
ing roads in good repair by compelling every resident to
give so many days per year grading and leveling has not
been productive of very satisfactory results in this par-
ticular village. However, complaint is not quite in order
at present, and I am slightly sensible that I would be the
first to condemn another gunner for noticing such noth-
ings. A little depression throws your side of the buck-
board down a couple of feet. Your arms reach out and
grasp_ the stoical driver with an earnestness and mute ex-
pression of affection in their pressure that he actually
smiles. Then on the upward movement of the wheels
mayhap you are unwise enough to attempt regaining
your center of gravity by extending a leg. After the tire
has deposited a large section of mud and sand along your
trousers you realize your lack of foresight. Fun! whv,
certainly. What do you care about "them city clothes"
now. This is a place where shoes are kept in the same
box with "meetin' suit" and hats, "boiled shirts," collars,
etc. , are at a heavy discount. What difference does it

make when the festive horse's hoofs decorate your phiz
with various G-sized bits of mud? None at all! Offer
your taciturn companion another weed, which he con-
descendingly tells you is "middlin' fan," and smile, and
laugh and joke. So that cigar is "purty good," is it?

thought I to myself. Such back-handed, qualified thanks
are all I get for it, is it? Why, you old vandal, that was
one of the same identical cigars for which I, in the reck-
lessness of my anticipated trip, "blew in" as much "gold
dust," as would buy six of the "kill-me-quicks" retailed
"up ter ther store."
The first handshake with "Cap'n" Forster makes one

feel perfectly at home. He is not a captain by courtesy,
like so many South Bay skippers, but comes by the title
honestly, for in the old days when the harbors of New
London, New Bedford and Providence were alive with
whaling craft, the big Petrel sailed under his command.
Continual companionship with the broad, free ocean and
piping winds leaves its impress upon men whose lives lie
within those lines. Fishermen and baymen all have that
rugged expression of good nature and sterling honesty
widely different from their less fortunate brothers toiling
within the narrow walls of cities. Where is there a more
genial, open-handed, happy crowd of fellows than the
brave boys of our Life-Saving Service.

Activity and enterprise have never been predominant
traits in the make-up of the average Long Islander. He
takes matters with an even philosophy, slightly aggra-
vating when you want to catch a train, but otherwise
tolerable. In fact, it would require no acute observer to
deduce this lack of energy from the air of lassitude and
desertion pervading the towns. The reorganization of
the L. I. B, E., and the enormous increase in values of
property following this improved railway service, has
stimulated somewhat whatever latent industry there is
within them. Summer boarders are not profitable
enough to enable a famly to live throughout a winter on
the surplus; so the men still follow in the footsteps of
their fathers. Winter and summer you can pee the oyster
sloops making westward through Fire Island Inlet,
skirting the shores of Long and Eockaway beaches,
bound for the fish markets of New York. Daring, fear-
less, experienced old sea dogs they are, too, caring as little
for the tossing ocean as we do about the broad, level road
which we traverse: steering their staunch singlestickers
with an infallible certainty born of lifelong acquaintance
with the sea and the fluctuating, uncertain breaths that
sweep over its surface. Oystering and eeling are the two
Erincipal industries on the South Side, and always will
e until the time—I hope never—when the power of the

broad Atlantic shall crush with its never ceasing blows
the thin breakwater of the Great South Bay, mingling
the waters and making the South Bay a thing of the
past.

The pleasantest charm in the broad pine forests is that

atmosphere of peace and tranquillity found only in the
dark shadows of their inter-twisting limbs. A subtle
witchery broods there—a nameless enchantment, sooth-
ing the spirit of those over whom the rolling years pass,
but to add to their burden of care—with a hand unde-
fined, yet tangible, the invisible, sympathetic touch of
that wondrous mother, to whose heart we all return.
Even on bright days, cool shadows continue here, and in
the long vistas between upright trunks lingers an air of
coolness and content. But it is only when the soft moon-
light falls above that the full beauty, the indescribable
romance, impresses you most deeply.

I wandered for miles that night through noiseless path-
ways, checkered with shafts of moonlight sifting down-
ward from the interstellar foliage. Perfect quiet—such
a silence as reigned above the entire earth when moon-
light was reflected from interminable areas of ice in the
dawn of time. Absolutely no sound—not even the echo
of a footstep, for on the elastic carpeting of pine needles
the foot falls as lightly as upon snow. Later in the
evening, the night wind came faintly across the shining
stretch of moonlit water. Wandering breaths, searching
for hidden paths among the trees call into life their
sleeping music. The throb of nature's heart never ceases,
even in the tranquillity of a, September night, for as I
passed along the edge of a meadow, from concealed nooks
among the reeds arose the myriad minor voices of the
marsh; and at times from the darkness above comes the
soft whistle of some bird.

It was late when I returned; and, after getting the rig
all laid out and ready to "jump into" and clearing a small
space for the watch and matches on the chair, I ""turned
in." Whatever sleep did come my way came in very
short instalments, and this was distorted by a varied as-
sortment of spectacular hallucinations. Awaking from
one of these private entertainments I struck a match.
"Four o'clock! Come, tumble out !

" says I to myself.
Of the rather remarkable fact, that although the room

contained but two chairs, both were encountered before
the lamp was lit, of the activity of doors coming too with
a bang loud enough to rouse the entire house, of the
sudden dawning on your mind that your shoes were never
made to descend even one flight of stairs in the dark, of
these and sundry other little nothings I'll "draw it mild,"
for I know "you've been there before" yourself. But the
end amply repaid all these petty exasperations. The
front door lock mystery was undergoing intent considera-
tion, assisted by a "prayer not loud but oh ! so deep,"
when I heard a knob turned at the other end of the hall
and the next instant the rays of a lamp gleamed down the
passage, I was in the shade of a doorway and, having
desisted operations, everything was quiet. Mustering up
courage she stepped out into the hall and asked, with a
voice in which alarm could not hide the sweet intonation

:

"Who's there?" I think I shall always remember that
pretty picture—so fascinating that my artistic instincts
conquered politeness; I remained silent, watching the play
of sharp light and shade as she stood there with the lamp
held above her head. She discovered that it was not a
tramp trying to force an entry, about the same time that
she remembered the white and linen nature of her attire.
A suppressed scream, a slammed door; and then came
blackness, deep, intense, Stygian gloom, with the problem
of getting out of that door still before the house.
And now let me ease my spirit of a burden; for it is

written that "an honest confession is good for the soul."
Ye stoical sportsmen who demand an account of every
shell fired; who when you go a-hunting could tell how
every minute of time, 'twixt sunrise and sunset, was
spent searching the cover or field; considering him who
employs the day otherwise as an unworthy brother.
Though I disclaim any sympathy with such rigid rules,
finding no pleasure in headlong pursuit, still it is before
the bar of your decision I stand, knowing that the others,
the great majority, would have done even as did I. Every
afternoon birds were forgotten, and the Irene carried
precious freight (1581 bs.) over the rippling waters, So
powerful was this attraction that even when the morning's
shoot was good and I felt certain it would be still better
later in the day, I would gather up stools, hoist the big
mainsail and slip away from the "hole in the wall" across
the bay in time for dinner. After that the same one who
as a vision of loveliness had appeared the first morning
would join us, and we were a very merry company—the
Mainsail, the Vision and I. Maybe she would take the
tiller for a while and amuse herself experimenting how
closely the Irene would run into the wind, while I sat
alongside explaining some of the principles of sailing,
etc. One good point about the Irene's sailing qualities
I never appreciated until both of us were afloat. She
would lay up into the wind on a course, without a hand
on the tiller, and it was a very good virtue, for although
there was a crew of two aboard, Irene was sometimes
left to herself. Occasionally there would arise within me
a feeling of condemnation at my lack of indifference to
"the light that lies in woman's eye," when the gun was
on the other side of the balance. And having summed
up the defense, before you pass judgment, remember

—

look backward on your own young days—and perhaps
you will find a'leaf almost similar there.
But enough said—of course, any fool would know

there was a catch 2in. above the floor on that door—at
least, after he haB wasted no insignificant amount of
concentrated suppressed vocal energy before discovering
the fact.

The moon has set, and the impenetrable darkness pre-
ceding the coming dawn lay over field and water.
From the grass, covered with its satin-finished coating of
hoar frost, arose a cool revivifyng ah. The Dipper,
Pleiades and kindred constellations have sunk further
into the south. Brilliant and sparkling, just above the
horizon, shines Venus—another world, our morning star.
Beautifully gleams this etherial electric light, shining with
her trail of silvery splendor above the dark wide reach of
bay, and in its glassy depths, reflected, are mirrored the
myriad worlds and suns of which man has no ken. The
weirdness and majesty of the starlit, fathomless purple
dome throw their influence over the solitary figure stand-
ing on the shore, and there comes over me that overpower-
ing penetrating sense of the presence of the night, famil-
iar to all who wander much alone on water or through
forest. Is this a dream, or reality? No hum of cities
with their eager quest, nothing but a dim memory of
theh thousands, while I lie looking upward at the stars
and the great looming sail amid silence, save from the
faint swish of divided water at the bows, telling we are
afloat.

The east flushes and grows brighter, flecks of rose-tinted
cirrus clouds rise from the bosom of the sea, mount up-
ward and fade away toward the west. Before the sun
rose above the sandy domes I saw his rays touch the
lighthouse, and give warmer coloring to the far away
Shinnecock Hills, while I was still in shadow. With his
coming came the wind, increasing steadily, but ever
shifting, now east, nor'east, north, finally settling out of
the nor' west.

Sitting there upon the sand, my pipe smoke curling off
in swirls, the clamorous, steady roar of the sea brought
to me a picture of decades ago and tales of the wreckers
of this shore. Back, way back in the 40's, before the
broad shaft of the "fight" threw its cheering glare across
the wintery sea, the hardened spirits of this sandy soil
practiced dastardly tricks upon unfortunate skippers
driven upon a lee. In wild sou'easters, when spray from
salt water froze along the sand, in the winter nights,
these wreckers led donkeys across the beach with lanterns
fastened to their saddle, deceiving sailors by the up and
down motion as the animals crossed the hills; they mis-
taking them for another vessel's lights and shaping a
course to destruction. Even now skeletons of these ves-
sels refuse to be buried by shifting sand, remaining mute
evidence of half savage times on the Nepeague beach.
Why tell of the birds I killed, or give a detailed ac-

count of each shot. There are "reminiscences" enough
of that character already, and take it not amiss if I say
such descriptions do not interest me very deeply, and
maybe it would not be assuming too much to think you
are of the same mind. He who sees nothing after a day's
outing but the ragged mass of feathers in a bag deserves
not sympathy, but pity. What snipe I did drop were
nearly all single or double shots, some easy, some not
quite so sure; but the result was much more satisfactory
than had I filled a basket of the long-legged little fellows.
A "high boy" (great blue heron) was unlucky enough to
allow me to stalk him, and he with three or four hawks,
were all the outside victims I gathered in.

The day that broke so fair ends in clouds. The warm
light breaking through gray nimbus in the west grows
fainter, the gloom deepens, and gathering night mists
shut out the waters. Long rollers break upon wet sand,
the twilight darkens, and through all comes the change-
less, deepening voice of the waves across the swales and
long meadows. Changeless; yes, changeless as eternity.
Perhaps long years hence in the sunset of our lives we will
travel back to these same climes, listen to the old famil-
iar lonely song and gaze with dimmed eyes over sparkling
summer seas, remembering the old memories and long-
ings of these days. Perhaps we shall then understand
better this vague sense of the infinite we feel in the pres-
ence of the vast expanses of beach and wave. We who
have loved the scene from of old, through our years of
youth and strength—when we have changed and grown
weary and returning again, how will we find the echo of
numberless surges driving landward? Still changeless!

Rex B.

A PLEA FOR MODERATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have shared the fare, the camps and the tramps of
hunterfin most of the regions of this country where
large game iB followed, and oftener still where the game
is not very large. I like real hunters, as I do all real
out-of-door people, and I would go further to listen to a
man who knows things about the ways of birds and
beasts from having seen them himself, and not from
having read about them in books, than to hear a learned
professor explain the phenomenology of Schopenhauer.
But I fear we shall soon have to depend altogether on
invention and ancient history for our stories of animals.
It is queer that while we are exterminating all the most
interesting wild creatures as rapidly as possible so many
people wish to read stories about them, but do not care
enough to try to preserve any of them for material for
future stories.

I have a feeling that it is wicked to "make up" stories of
the behavior of animals, that is, to circulate false reports
about them, I think it wotild be much better for us if

we had a better understanding of the minds and ways of
beasts and birds. All true accounts by competent observ-
ers are valuable, but I do not care for stories which show
that their writers know no more of the habits of the
creatures they describe than they do of the conditions of

|
life on the moons of Mars. Fiction or invention regard-

,

ing the conduct of animals is confusing and misleading,
\ however interesting it may be.

\ Your remarks on the excessive slaughter of game, and
I its rapid diminution everywhere, remind me of one thing
| which I have observed and heard of wherever I have
(been, and which real hunters everywhere say is true,
' and that is that the excessive and wanton butchery of
I game, from mere greed or lust of killing, is not often, if

it is ever, the work of the rough, outlandish men of the
woods. They are generally' more humane and reason-
able. The killing of game out of season, and of that
which cannot be used, the slaughter without scruple or
limit, for the mere sake of slaughter, is, I believe, nearly
everywhere the act of men who are supposed to be intel-

ligent, cultivated and refined, and from whom we have
a right to expect better things. In the Siskiyou Moun-
tains I once saw an old hvrnter who went across the plains
in '49. and soon took to the wilds with his gun. He said:
' 'Of late years all kinds of men come here to hunt. Those
that act the hog the worst of all, and try to butcher every-
thing right away, are the very men that think they know
what's right better than anybody else. I've seen some of
them kill bears when my sympathy was decidedly with
the bears." I have heard the same thing in the Adiron-
dacks and in Maine, in Texas and Arkansas, in the
Judith Basin and along the Similkameen Eiver and
around the Klamath Lakes.

I wish to ask whether there is not something that can
be done to bring the pressure of public sentiment to bear
on these butchers. If the public sentiment has yet to be
created, let us begin to do that. Of course such men
should be punished for all violations of the game laws,
but, besides that, they ought to be made to feel, in society
at home, that such conduct in the woods is disgraceful.
Many things indicate that unless we change our present
methods of action and management very decidedly, we
are likely to destroy all orders of living things except
ourselves and mere vermin. When all game birds are
extinct, the song birds which may then remain will be
killed for the sake of having something alive to shoot at.

Then the planet will be given oyer to insects, and a battle
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to the death between them and man will begin every-

where. Under such conditions the odds would be largely

in favor of the bugs. The earth would probably be unin-

habitable for man without the aid of his allies, the insect-

eating birds. I am glad to read in Forest and Stream
of hunters who do not try to kill everything they see. If

we were civilized enough, so that nobody could act the

hog in the woods, there would always be some game for

the hunters of each succeeding generation.

We ought to have a great public game preserve and
fishing ground in the Adirondack region of this State,

and several others in the West. If we have a proper

sense of what is due to ourselves, and to those who shall

come after us, the care of public hunting grounds will

not be a matter of great expense. All excess and abuse
of opportunity in such preserves should be regarded as

disgraceful vandalism, like defacement of noble and
priceless works of ancient art. J. B. Harrison.

52 Wii/iAAM Street, New York.

A NOTE FROM "PACIFIC."
Editor Forest and Stream:
A year has passed since I was hastily summoned from my tour

on the Pacific coast to return to my home—poor, desolate old
Johnstown. And what a home-coniiag it was! One year prior to
that time, iu company with three friends true and tried, I left

home with all the enthusiasm of an ardent sportsman. Out ex-
ploits through southern and lower California have appeared in
Forest and St u cam. and I promised to write up our trip on the
Columbia and Wiilianiette rivers; but. alas! The trip was never
made. In the midst of our preparations, news of the terrible
calamity at Johnstown flashed over the wires, and within three
hours we were speeding homeward as fast as steam could carry
us. I wired sister and Frank* to meet us at the. station in St.

Louis, but upon our arrival there they were not visible. We went
to their home and found to our chagrin that Frank had gone to
Johnstown on the day after the flood, and—"What's that? You
say the madam was there at the. time of the flood?" "Yes. sir; she
was visiting friends there, her and the hoy, and we haven't heard
a word from her," said the servant. "Great God!" I exclaimed,
"I supposed she was safe here in St. Louis." Sadly retracing our
steps we returned to the station and boarded the first east-bound
train. No need to chronicle my thoughts on that trip. 1 lived
over again my three trips to Florida, each time bringing home a
brother or sister—dead; my last trip with my only living sister,

who was rapidly failing, but who was restored to health by our
extoudpd cruise in a launch on the St. Johns and Ojklawaha; our
trip next year to Colorado, jolly old Frank always with us; their
marriage next year, and the many happy days we hav<? spent
together since. Ah, how beautiful she was, and how noble. Frank!

1 will not harrass your readers with a description of the awful
scenes we witnessed when six days after that, damnable flood we
reached Johnstown. Two days of climbing over debris, search-
ing the different morgues for sister's remains and keeping a sharp
lookout for Frank, we finally, in sheor exhaustion, lay down
under a tree beside the Conematieh and fell asleep. I don't
know how long we slept, but suddenly I hoard a shriek, and look-
ing up I beheld Frank. Poor, haggard, careworn Frank! He, too,
had been searching everywhere for our darling, but found her
not. On that day hundreds of bodies had been brought to the
various morgues, and in the evening we made another tour among
them. Reverently raising cover after cover, I finally encountered
the face of my own darling sister. With a stifled sob I called
Frarik, and, well, we fell into each others arms and wept. There
she lay, so beautiful even in death. A hand was laid on our
shoulders and a gentle voice said, "The Lord giveth and the Lord
taketh away." It was the voice of our old minister. We buried
the remains of sister, hut the body of little Frankie, a wee tot
four years old, has never been recovered.

I write this in reply to several inquiries in Fortsst and Stream
concerning my whereabouts, and my reasons for not furnishing
the promised letters of our intended cruise in the Northwest.
Cresson Springs, Pa., July 12. Pacific.

*Our readers who have followed "Pacific" in his wanderings in
a steam launch will remember that Frank constituted one of the
partv for two seasons, and that in 1881 he married "Pacific's" sis-
ter Lillian.-BD. F. & S.

HABITS OF THE WHITE GOAT.
BY JOHN FANNIN AND GEO. BIRD GRINNELL.

AT first thought it seems not a little remarkable that
no adequate account of the habits of the white

antelope has ever been written. This animal is quite
abundant over a considerable part of northwestern
America; and yet it has remained, up to within a few
years, almost wholly unknown. The earliest descriptions
of the species were given to the world more than seventy
years ago, and since then many figures o'f it have been
published; but while the measurements and descriptions
taken from skins are often fairly correct, the illustrations
of the animal give no more idea of how it lookswhen alive
than do the fables told about its habits a true notion of its

mode of life. From the time of its discovery almost
down to the present an air of mystery has surrounded it,

and almost everything that we have been told about it

has been based on error. Few hunters have been aware
of its existence, fewer still have seen it alive, and of these
not many have had the energy and the nerve that are often
called in play to clamber over the rough rocks and scale
the stupendous precipices which are the home of this
animal. To those of us who are familiar with the habits
of this interesting species it is not surprising that it should
have remained unknown, nor that erroneous ideas as to
its habits should have grown up among hunters who had
heard of, but had never seen it.

The white antelope is an alpine animal and makes his
home among the loftiest peaks of the high mountains of
the western country. Even the pika, or little chief hare,
has a lower range than the white antelope, and lives in
situations where it is much easier to get about. Not con-
tent with this elevated range, this species prefers the
roughest, rockiest mountain sides, and is more often seen
on some narrow shelf of a vertical precipice than else-

where. We believe that it is without a peer in this re-
spect, and that it can move about with ease where no
other creature unprovided with wings would be safe.
This singularly elevated and forbidding habitat removes
the animal from the range of almost all white hunters ex-
cept those who pursue game for sport. There is no induce-
ment for any one to hunt it. No part of it has any commer-
cial value. The hunting is most laborious, for it must be
done altogether on foot, and one must usually climb sev-
eral thousand feet, over steep slide rock and up vertical
precipices, before reaching the haunts of the game. The
hide is scarcely worth taking _off, for it brings only from
25 cents to $1, a sum which would hardly pay for the
trouble of skinning and the labor of carrying it down the
mountain on one's back. The flesh—though this is largely
a matter of individual taste—is at best dry and without
character, or else, as in the case of the old males and
females, has too much character, being so strongly flav-

ored with musk as to be utterly uneatable unless a man
is starving. T^he kids and the young females under three
years old can be eaten, and, indeed, if they have been.

killed in such situations that they have not fallen and
bruised themselves, their flesh is wholly without unpleas-
ant flavor. Still, no one except an Indian is likely to
hunt the animal for its flesh, except in case of necessity.
Certain tribes of Indians, as will be shown further on, do
hunt the white antelope systematically for its flesh and
for its hide.

Up to within a few years, as indeed by many people
at the present time, the' white antelope has been regarded
as the very rarest of the larger mammals of North
America. Even now it is not common in collections,
and naturalists know but little more of its habits than
they did fifty years ago. The reason is obvious, The
animal is known only to the hunter, and has never fallen
under the observation of a hunter who was also a natur-
alist. Only in recent years, and, as far as we are aware,
only in the columns of Forest and Stream, has any tiling

been written about it which is intelligent and true. Ex-
cept in these accounts there is scarcely anything on
record by an original observer since Dr. Harlan's quota-
tion from Major S. H. Long, published in 1825, and it is

a curious fact that the two most trustworthy accounts of

this animal whioh we have, though both are general in

character, are those of Harlan and Richardson, published
fifty years ago. Subsequent accounts have added noth-
ing to theirs, but, by mixing a great deal that is fabulous
with a moderate amount of truth, have done much to

disseminate erroneous ideas about this species. The fact
that it has remained almost unknown to hunters has led
writers to descant on its rarity, and above all on its wari-
ness, and has lent an air of probability to such marvelous
tales as that it prefers death to capture, and will throw
itself over a cliff a thousand feet in height rather than fall

into the hunter's hands.
The white antelope is essentially a mountain dweller,

and is most at home among the bare rocks. In the
southern part of its range—in the United States—the
mountains which it inhabits must be high, for, as has
been said, it is an arctic animal, and with it, altitude
must answer for latitude. It prefers, we believe, a
country of great precipitation, and thus we find it more
abundant toward the Pacific Coast, on the high moun-
tains whose cold summits, opposing themselves to the
warm winds rushing eastward from the western ocean,
condense their moisture, which falls almost constantly
as mist or rain or snow. His warm coat of mixed wool
and hair protects the antelope against wind and rain,

and against cold and snow. He has only the heats of
summer to fear, and his elevated habitat enables him to
escape any great suffering from this cause, besides which,
in midsummer at the time of shedding his coat, he be-
comes almost as naked as a newly shorn sheep. A coat
such as that possessed by this antelope is above all others
best adapted for protection against wet and cold. In some
respects it is like that of the collie dog, which is con-
stantly exposed to the cold rains and mists of the Scottish
Highlands. It consists of an outer coat of long coarse
hair and an inner one of fine close wool. The long coarse
hair of its top coat sheds the water like a thatched roof,
so that the under wool is never wet, and this under wool is

the best possible protection against the cold. The preference
of this animal is unquestionably for a country where
the humidity is great. It is found scarcely or not at all

in the arid regions of the Central plateau. As we have
stated in a previous paper, we have no certain record of
its capture in Wyoming, Utah or Nevada, but that it can
exist in the high mountains of this arid region is shown
by its occurrence in Colorado. Except as a straggler,
however, it certainly does not occur to the southeast of
western Montana and Idaho. It ought to be found in the
Teton Range, but we are unaware of its occurrence
there, although these mountains would seem to present
all the conditions of climate, altitude and roughness
suited to the habits of this singular animal. If found on
the Tetons it might well enough occur on the western
slope of Mount Sheridan, and perhaps on other moun-
tains in the National Park; but here, as has been said,
there is no record of its existence.
When we say that the white antelope is a mountain

dweller and is most at home among the bare rocks, it must
not be inferred that it is only found on the loftiest pin-
nacles of the mountains. This animal is a great wanderer,
and is sometimes to be met with in situations very unlike
those which it commonly prefers. It often makes ex-
cursions into low valleys, sometimes descending to the
very level of the sea, or traveling from one peak to
another across wide stretches of level country, and. some-
times even venturing out into the plains far from the
rocks, which, usually, it seems to love so well. In fact in
many of its habits it is an utter anomaly, and, with our
present knowledge, it is quite impossible to account for
its vagaries.

It has been suggested that in the past this species was
commonly found on the plains, but the evidence in sup-
port of such a supposition is far too slight to be entitled to
any weight. A statement made by Lewis and Clarke as
to the occurrence of "goats" on the Missouri River near
where the town of Mandan now stands, and the country
assigned to this animal by Hamilton Smith, appear to be
the only grounds for suggesting for this animal any such
range as the one referred to. We may feel sure that
Smith's statement is erroneous, and it is quite uncertain
what species Lewis and Clarke intended. We know that
they commonly spoke of the prong-horn antelope as the
"goat," although antelope are mentioned in the extract re-

ferred to, and,what is more to the point, we know that they
never spoke of Mazama as a "goat," but always called it

the Rocky Mountain sheep. If this species was ever in
historic time abundant on lower and more level ground
than it now inhabits, its unsuspicious nature, its conspic-
uous color, and its slow and awkward movements would
have rendered it an easy prey to its enemies. It would
have been killed off in the plain country, and obliged to
confine itself to the rough mountains where its powers of
climbing would give it every advantage over the hunter.
If, however, any such conditions had existed since the
white man began to travel backward and forward over
the prairies, we should certainly have more satisfactory
evidence of it than we have been able to find. An animal
which is so striking and so different in all respects from
any other species inhabiting the plains would not have
escaped notice, and would have been mentioned and that
frequently by the early explorers of the Northwest. The
earliest and best accounts which we have, however, those
of Major Long and of Richardson, already cited, as well
as that of Lewis and Clarke, lead us to believe that this

species was in theirtime wholly confined to the mountains,

The physical structure of the animal, too, offers the
strongest possible evidence that it has always been, as it is

now, a mountain dweller. Its short, stout legs are not
formed for swift motion, but for a deliberate progression
which requires the exercise of great strength, and thus
the gait of the goat is slow and it gets over the rocks not
by its speed or activity as does the mountain sheep, but
by main strength and awkwardness. It could not have
survived in a country where its safety depended on its

speed. The color of this animal furnishes additional
strong evidence that it was never commonly an inhabi-
tant of the plain country. It cannot be doubted that the
coat of this alpine antelope is in a measure protective.
Throughout the greater part of its range its home is on
mountains perpetually snow covered, and so high upon
these mountains that it lives among the snow banks. On
snow or on ice, or on mountains dotted with snow banks,
it is always difficult and often impossible to detect
these animals at any great distance, and after a fall

of snow which whitens the mountains we never try to

hunt them. It is true that on the southern borders of its

range its white color seems to be a positive disadvantage
to the species, for against the red or gray of the rocks,
the black of the pines, or the green of the grass, the white
speck at once catches the eye of the hunter, even at a
great distance, while the gray color of the mountain
sheep might escape notice and the animal be taken for a
fragment of stone or for a weathered tree trunk, but all

through the rough peaks, which, snow-crowned and
glacier-scored, stretch away from the United States fine
toward the frozen ocean, the Avhite antelope's color un-
doubtedly serves as a protection against its enemies. On
the green or yellow prairie on the other hand, a snow
white animal would be readily seen a long way off, and
its destruction wottld be made certain by its inability
either to defend itself against any large carnivor, or to
escape by rapid flight. On a level, a bear could readily
overtake it, and while it could perhaps defend itself

against a single prairie wolf, two of the larger gray or
timber wolves would have no difficulty whatever in pull-

ing it down.
It may be said that on the southern border of its range

the home of the white antelope is among the very lofti-

est peaks of the mountains which it inhabits. It changes
its altitude somewhat with the seasons, but its habits in
this respect vary with locality. In the eastern Rocky
Mountains it does not appear at present ever to descend
to levels much lower than its summer range, though
perhaps after the heavy snows of mid-winter have cov-
ered the mountains, it may range somewhat lower than
in summer. This, however, is probably not the case, for
in this wind-swept region the hurricanes, which blow
almost without intermission, carry the snow from off the
higher peaks and pile up among the timber and in the
valleys drifts so deep that it is difficult to see how the
white antelopes could get to the ground to feed. The
high bare points and tablelands are always measurably
free from snow, and in many cases are swept bare dur-
ing the entire winter. In confirmation of this belief we
may mention that our friend, Mr. J. B. Monroe, in his
notes of a hunting trip made during the winter of 1888
and 1889, states that he found the goats on the very lofti-

est summits of the mountains of the St. Mary's Lake
region in December, January and February. At that
season of the year they were higher up than in summer
and autumn.
We are told, however, by Mr. Hugh Monroe, who has

lived in the Blackfoot country for 75 or 80 years, and by
old Blackfeet Indians, that many years ago the white an-
telope ranged in winter much lower than it does now;
that then it was not uncommon to find the species in
winter among the foothills of these mountains, and that
in spring they followed up the melting snows, keeping
close to the snow line. The same thing used to be true
of the mountain sheep, which were often found out on
the plains, on the bare ridges far from the mountains.
On the coast of British Columbia a different set of con-

ditions prevail. Here the mountains are much lower,
the timber often reaches quite up to their summits, and
the snow falls quietly and lies upon the ground through
the winter, often to the depth of ten feet or more. At
the sea level, however, but little snow falls, and it re-

mains on the ground but a short time. Here the white
antelope is found in winter below the snow and down on
the level of the salt water.
Our lamented friend J. C. Hughes has told us of one

which was shot while swimming across an arm of the
sea—one of the inlets—at that season of the year, and he
saw another shot from a canoe, which fell from its rocky
perch into the salt water. It is certain, however, that
these animals begin to return to the summits very early
in the spring, and while the snows are still, very deep on
the mountain tops.

Our correspondent Mr. W. B. Anderson, long a resident
at Fort Simpson, British Columbia, says of this species:
"During the summer months the goats keep up high on

the mountains, in fact, on the tops of most of the hills in
this vicinity, few of which are over 4.000ft. in height.
They appear to feed pretty generally in the daytime, and, I
think, rest at night. Their favorite food consists of
various plants, and of one species in particular of which
I send you a dried specimen. This grows nearly every-
where in this country—on the tops of the mountains, in
the low valleys (when not too thickly timbered) and on
the sphagnum moss. I am not botanist enough to say to
which order of plants it belongs. Where goats are plen-
tiful this plant will be cut off close to the sod. Grass is

also eaten.
"Up to this season of the year the old 'billies' keep

rather by themselves (leaving the 'nannies' with their
kids and year-old offspring in flocks), which is often
the fashion of buck deer, isolating themselves early
in the year, and like the deer, seeking out their harems
in the autumn. As winter comes on they all move
on down to the foot of the mountain, and in the depth
of winter it is not uncommon to see whole herds within
a few hundred feet of some of the inlets of the sea. In-
deed, Indians shoot them often from canoes. The Indians
state that in the winter, when the mountains are covered
with snow, the goats seek strongholds part way up the
mountain sides, among the great slabs and blocks of trap
and granite, which in falling have arranged themselves
into natural roofs and sheds, generally at the foot of some
crag. Huddled together for warmth, they pass the win-
ter in these places; not moving in boisterous weather, on
more genial days descending, as I have stated, nearly to

the foot of the mountains, to browse and nibble the
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bushes and lichens. As the spring advances they follow
the snow up the mountain sides until the summits are
reached, or, if the snow be perpetual, to the very edge of
it, where the herbage is kept green by the constant moist-
ure.

"The young are brought forth about the month of June,
possibly late in May. Though awkward looking, they in
a short time become so agile as to scale places whither
their poor dams scarce dare follow."
On the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains these ani-

mals in early autumn, and probably at other seasons,
often descend during the night to* the valleys of the
streams which flow among the rocky fastnesses which
they commonly inhabit, and it is not unusual in the early
morning to see them on their return journey begin their
ascent of the mountains, often only a few hundred yards
above the stream bottom. We have frequently observed
this, and their presence in the valley during the night
has been made certain by fresh tracks and droppings. In
fact, we believe that in this part of the Rocky Mountains,
if any one will take the trouble to watch these animals
day after day, he will observe among them a tendency to
descend the slopes in the afternoon and to reascend
them in the morning. We say a tendency, for we do not
intend to imply that the habit is universal. We are in-
clined to believe that this results from their seeking the
highest, coldest peaks of the mountains during the hot-
test portion of the day. It is certain that heat causes
them great suffering.
Although these animals are at times great wanderers,

and make long journeys without any apparent purpose,
yet, as a rule, so far as our observation goes, they are
disinclined to move much. Often a little group may be
seen for twenty-four hours in nearly the same spot,
scarcely changing their position a hundred yards. We
recall one occasion when we studied a pair of goats for
two days on the same ledge of rocks, near a little moun-
tain rivulet where the grass was fresh and green, and on
the third morning, after watching them until they had
lain down after feeding, we clambered to their resting-
place and killed one of them. Other hunters have had
similar experiences, and it is often the case that these
animals will for days remain almost in one place.
On the other hand, they sometimes wander long dis-

tances, and make journeys of considerable length, ap-
pearing in situations not at all suited to their habits. In
the remarks on the range of this species we have spoken
of the killing by Heavy Runner, a Piegan Indian, of one
of these animals on the Medicine Rock hill on the Marias
River, and of another capture made near the crossing of
Two Medicine Lodge Creek, at the place where they
"jumped the buffalo." The first named of these points
is about seventy miles from the main range of the Rocky
Mountains and thirty from the Sweet Grass Hills, and
the second about thirty miles from the range. Among
the high mountains nearest to these points the white
antelope is fairly abundant on the highest peaks, and it
is wholly probable that these animals came from there,
as it is not known that they have ever been taken in the
Sweet Grass Hills. Mr. Willis, in the letter already re-
ferred to in the chapter on the range of this animal,
speaks of its tendency to wander. He says: "They
seem to be great animals to travel. I have seen several
bands since I have been in this country [Montana] which
were traveling where they must have come a long ways,
as there were no suitable places [for them to live] near
where I saw them. They are great to go to licks, like
deer. They go miles to get to a good lick, stay a couple
of days, and then go back in the mountains again.'' The
individuals reported as having been killed in the Bull
Mountains in Montana must have traveled, if they were
really taken there, a long distance over the prairie to
reach that ridge. As has been stated, however, the evi-
dence on which this possible record is based is not quite
satisfactory.

The notion which is quite generally entertained that
the white antelope is found only above timber line is, as
will have been gathered from the statements already
made, quite erroneous. Where these animals are abund-
ant they are frequently seen among the timber, and
flocks of wool and hair, torn from then skins, are often
seen caught on the dead pines up among the mountains.
In respect to its movements, the white antelope pre-

sents, as has been said, a curious mixture of character.
It seems to be erratic in many ways, a creature of im-
pulse. At one time it is sluggish, scarcely moving a
mile a day; at another it starts off with energy to make
long journeys. Sometimes when it has finished feeding
in the morning it lies down and remains quiet until a
little before sunset; at others it is restless, lying down and
in half an hour getting up again, eating a few bites,
walking a short distance and again lying down, only to
get up again in a few moments to feed again, and again
to lie down.
This characteristic has been observed also by Mr. J. W.

Schultz and Mr. Kipp in the St, Mary's Lake country.
Speaking of a band of these animals which he watched for
some time, the former gentleman says: "They seem to be
very restless animals. They would feed a few minutes,
paw a bed in the shade, lie down, get up again in a few
minutes and go to feeding."
The rule that these animals are at rest for the greater-

part of the day finds many exceptions, as suggested by
what has been said above. Although they may often be
seen perfectly motionless for six or eight hours, it some-
times happens that after composing themselves to rest
and lying for an hour or two, they either act as stated
above by Mr. Schultz, or will suddenly get up and almost
without pause start off on their slow walk, continuing
without a halt or even a pause until they have passed out
of sight. I have seen a band of six which were lying
down, apparently asleep, act in this way. An old female
was the first to stand up, but the others rose at once, and
when she turned, followed by her kid, and walked off
along the rough mountain side, the others followed in
single file, the rear being brought up by a male who
seemed loth to move, often stopping to take a bite of
grass and then trotting to catch up again. They gave no
evidence of having been disturbed, did not hurry at all,

but just marched steadily on until the inequalities of the
mountain side hid them from view. They were probably
in sight while they were going a mile or two.

It may be said that, as a rule, these animals are quiet
during the middle of the day. We believe that they feed
and move about a good deal during the night, and they
are usually to be seen feeding in the early rnoming for a
couple of hours, and again just before night. During

the rest of the day they are most often to be found lying
down in some shaded spot, usually a narrow shelf on
the face of the precipice or the cleft of a rock where they
are well protected from the rays of the sun. Often when
hunting in the Rocky Mountains in November in bitter
cold weather, when the ice would collect rapidly on the
face and beard, and only heavy clothing and the constant
and violent exercise of climbing the mountains protected
us from severe suffering from the cold, we have been
astonished to see the white antelope seek out the coldest
spots that it could find and lie down in the shade, per-
haps close to, or even on, the ice formed by some trick-
ling rill whose waters issuing from a crevice in the rock
were congealed as soon as they reached the outer air. At
a time when other animals try to find the warmest places
they can, these seek the coldest.

POISON OAK OR POISON IVY,
Editor Forest and Stream;
Every year just before spring puts on her greenery and

the trout begins to leap in the pool for winged dainties,
and the man announces that he is going fishing, and
packs rod and creel, and starts for the hills and the
brooks, FOREST and Stream should publish all known
cures for the distressing poisoning of the family to which
the poison tree, bushes or vine Jbeioug. One is likely to
meet with these plants nearly everywhere in this great
big country of ours, for they nearly all belong to the
genus Rhus, the sumac family.
This is a genus of many species, with a habitat world

wide, and, as is not generally known, nearly every species
will poison some persons cruelly; and if they do not soon
get relief they will suffer terribly. Other people may
handle nearly every species with impunity, and then
strike one, harmless to most persons, but capable of giv-
ing them a dose long to be remembered. Some persons
are poisoned by all except the white, or stag horn, sumac.
This is the only species of the genus that I have not
known to be poisonous.
Of the genus in North America the swamp sumac, Rhus

venenata, the climbing sumac, R. toxicodendron, and
its variety or so called species, dwarf sumac, R. pumela,
and its variety on this California coast, R. toxicodendron
var. californica, are the most to be dreaded. These last
three are vulgarly called "poison oak " or "poison ivy."
and the first is known in the Eastern States as "mercury!"
As severe and sudden case of poisoning as I ever saw

was caused by the pretty little shrub, Rhus aromatica.
While living in the East up to the age of thirty years

our -poison oak" there was a fearful terror to me, and
caused me a great amount of suffering. Then on until I
was fifty it was innoxious. The variety on this coast is
exceedingly plentiful on nearly ail uplands, and is very
closely allied to ours, but is injurious to very many more
persons. The first time I went among it, it poisoned me
from head to foot, and so it did a friend who was with
me; also a newcomer here, who could handle without
harm both, it and venenata East, It laid him upon his
back in great suffering for a week. Pioneers here say
that after a time the system becomes inured to it. and it

does not injure them. But it does just rap it to the thin-
skinned city dudes.
The poison Rhus East causes intense itching of the skin,

followed by watery pimples, which eventually run to-
gether, forming wide inflamed sores. Here, so far as I
have observed, it causes intense biting itching, with red
and swollen surface. Both forms run their course in
about a week.
Now for the cures. Many simple things will relieve

and cure all forms of this poisoning, such as sugar of
lead, sulphate of zinc, saltpeter, and muriate of zinc in
solution with water. I do not know but I have discovered
the best, handiest and cleanliest of these, to wit a satu-
rated solution of saltpeter. 1 asked an old himter what
he used to cure poison oak with. He answered, -"I wet
some gunpowder and rub it on, and it kills it onme every
time, if I put it on as soon as I feel it." Thinking that
the only thing in the gunpowder that would do any good
was the saltpeter, the next time I got a touch, ail over
my face, I tried it, and sure enough I felt the pain no
more, when, in a few hours, if I had not got relief, my
eyes would have been swollen shut. Now I keep a strong
solution of saltpeter handy in my office all the time.
Saltpeter is, of course, the nitrate of potash of the drug-
store. Nitrate of soda would probably be just as good or
better, and borax, or borate of soda, should have the same
effect. But the best thing of all is a certain simple pre-
ventive; this we have, I think, in the carbonate of soda,
or common baking soda. By washing the person in a
solution of this before entering the "bresh," or directly
on returning, no injury will result from an exposure bv
the most sensitive. At least an old physician of fifty
years* practice whtre these plants were common so in-
formed me.
I have known men who through their whole life dared

not go into the woods in summer for fear of this plant,
and others who were driven from comfortable homes by
it. Therefore I have undertaken the labor of this writing-,
for, as before said, any one may get cruelly poisoned by
it when away off in the woods, far from medicaments,
and if he knows all the simple remedies, he may save
himself great suffering; for this reason every remedy and
palliative should be yearly published.
The poison oak of this coast region is a very neat,

pretty shrub, most abundant nearly everywhere. Its
flowers are very rich in choice nectar for the honey bee;
the honey from it is fine and wholesome, yet it poisons
me and many others when riding along the road near the
bushes. Byrne.
Petaeuma, CaL

Massachusetts Wild Turkeys. —Seeing something
in Forest and Stream in regard to wild turkeys being
formerly known as far east as Mt. Tom, on the Connecti-
cut, I would say that the country hereabouts, sixty miles
further east, was formerly known as Turkey Hills be-
cause of the number of wild turkeys to be found. Though
this part of the country is less subject to the incursions
of "varmints" than that to the west of the Connecticut,
there still remain a few coons, partridges and trout.—*.

A Modern Piper of Hamelin.—Northwood, N. Y.—

I

have caught several mice by "charming" them with a
music box that played "Peek-a-boo" when you turn the
crank. The mice would run up and around and over the
person who was playing, so it was an easy matter to grab
them. The mice always run up and down the wall when
the piano is played.—Ray Spears.

fame mi
"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and
t

STREAM Range, and reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents;
Clabrough 12. May 1, '90. Parker 10, hammer, June 6, '89,Com 12, July 25, '89. Parker 13, hani'rless,June 6,'89.
Com- 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remington 16, May 30. '89.
Folsom 10 and 12, Sept, 26, 'SO, Remington 12, Deo*5,'89,Feb 6 '90
1'RAncotte 12, Dec. 12, '89. Remington 10, Dec. 26, '89
Oreener 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.
Ueeenek 10. Sept. 12-19, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10, '89.
Holms 10, Noy. 7, '89. Whitney Safety 12. M'ch 6 '90
Lekever 12, March 13, '90. Winchester 10 & 12, Oct. 3, '89.

CHINESE PHEASANTS IN AMERICA.
IT is well known to the general public that one or more

species of Asiatic pheasants have been introduced on
the Pacific coast and have done well there. The so-called
Euglish pheasant has also been introduced in at least two
localities on the Atlantic, and, when protected has
flourished. Of the colonies of introduced pheasants on
the Pacific there are four. The northernmost of these is
at Victoria, Vancouver Island, where in 1882, we believe,
nineteen of these birds were turned out. These were pro-
tected by law for five years, but at the end of three the
birds had so increased that many of them were killed by
poachers, as well as by market gardeners who claimed
that their crops were destroyed by the pheasants. When
the five year law was up the birds were vigorously pur-
sued, and it was estimated that during the first shooting
season not less than 1,000 of them were killed near Vic-
toria alone. These birds appear to be ail the ring
pheasant (P. torquatus).
At about the same time with this importation were the

plantings in Washington and Oregon which have been
from time to time noted in Forest and Stream.
American sportsmen owe the introduction of these birds
to Judge O. N. Denny, sometime U. S. Consul General at
Shanghai. The species imported by Judge Denny were
the golden pheasant (Chrysolophus pictus), green pheasant
(Phasianus versicolor), ring pheasant (P. torquatus), and
perhaps other species as tragopan pheasant {Ceriornis
sp.), silver pheasant {Muplocamus), and copper pheasant
P. soemmeringii. Of these the ring pheasants proved
themselves by far the most hardy and best adapted to the
climate of the Northwest, but the golden pheasants have
done well on Protection Island in Puget Sound and are
now abundant and tame. The birds sent to this country
by Judge Denny were consigned to Mr. A. H. Morgan of
Portland, Oregon, who liberated them.
There are at present on Protection Island in Puget

Sound three species of pheasant, the ringneck, golden
and silver. Of these, the last named are much the least
numerous, and do not seem to be increasing, but the ring-
pheasants have multiplied and are abundant and wild.
It is said by Dr. Merriani,who has personally investigated
the subject, that the. crows have learned the nesting
habits of the pheasants, and are likely to act as a check
on the birds, as they devour the eggs.
In 1881 or 1882 a number of ring pheasants—about

fifteen in all— were liberated near the mouth of the Wil-
liamette River about twelve miles from Portland. They
bred the first summer and increased until they are now
common. In 1882 between thirty and forty ring phea-
sants were received at Portland and were set free near
Washington Butte, about twelve miles east of Albany in
the Williamette Valley. They have done well and are
now abundant in Polk, Linn and Marion counties in
Oregon.

It is said that golden pheasants turned out on the Clat-
sop Plains near Astoria, Oregon, have increased rapidly.
They are hardy, but do not appear to be as prolific as the
ring pheasants. The opinion is expressed by persons who
have observed these birds that they will eventually over-
run the United States, at least all but the heavily tim-
bered portions. In Oregon among the farmers there is
quite a strong feeling against the pheasants on the ground
that they destroy the young crops.
So far as experimented with in California, the Asiatic

pheasants do not appear to have done well. A flock of
"English pheasants" turned out in Santa Cruz county are
said to have disappeared. Recently Mr. W. O. Blaisdell,
of Lacomb, Illinois, brought from the Pacific coast and
turned out a pair of ring pheasants. It is, of course, un-
certain how these birds will endure the climate of Illinois,
but it is certainly worth while to try them. If they can
stand the cold and snow and are accorded protection, the
addition to the fauna of that State may have unexpected
results. Mr. Blaisdell also sent a pair of these birds to
Georgia to be turned out there.
The illustration given above is that of a ring pheasant,

the species brought east by Mr. Blaisdell. It is a graceful
bird of bright and beautiful colors, and in many respects
resembles the so-called English pheasant. The weight of
the male is about 51bs., that of the female about 41bs.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, July 20.—You print the argument of the

I Supreme Court of Illinois handed down in confirm-
ation of the decision of the lower court in the now cele-
brated case involving the constitutionality of the law
prohibiting the sale or transportation for sale of game
killed within this State. The decision is plain and sim-
ple reading, whose meaning it is inrpossible to misunder-
stand, and in view of the formerly existing fears as to the
outcome of this phase of game legislation in this section,
it is matter for high felicitation among the sportsmen of
the State. The latter have as yet, however, no cause to
think that they have reached Nirvana. The decision is

important to the point of uniqueness, but it does not
cover everything. It does not touch the case of game
legally killed in another State and shipped into this State
for sale. That is a matter for the other States to decide.
If the law were uniform for all the neighboring States,
we should then have the question in a nutshell, but as it

is, many more complications are ahead. It is a pity that
the Legislature cannot give us sensible laws for such a
sensible Supreme Court to weigh. For instance, under
the present law it is only the game warden who can have
legal eyes to search for illicit game. That is manifestly
an absurd injurifactive feature of the game law, and the
next Legislature should correct it. Our game warden here
is an ignorant foreigner, appointed as a "bait to a certain
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jyolish-Bohernian element. He has repeatedly refused to

Ldome down and seize batches of illegal game, and this

.even when a justice of the peace had requested he he
procured for that purpose. He is a pebble in the cog-
Wheel of the law's machinery, insignificant and con-
Jjemptible, it is true, but effective in full negativeness.
The governor who will appoint and maintain in office

such a man deserves to lose the votes of the intelligent

citizens interested in his action, and to be confined to the
society and support of the Polacks and Bohemians whom
he seemingly loves more than he does gentlemen. The
governor's action in this case was deliberate, and it is

easily remediable by himself. The action of the Legis-
lature may have been hasty or not fully advised when
fthis search warrant clause went through. Let it be cor-
rected, so that the game warden system will not be an
absolute farce in this State and city, as it is now, and we
shall find in the clear decision now at hand ample back-
ing for some sort of action against offenders, who of late

have done quite as they saw fit, regardless altogether of
the law. The common carriers of illegal game have

I been reached herein. Reach now the purchasers of
Ktflegal game, by means of a law which has at least some
1 possibility of execution, and it may be held certain that

I

the inducements for market shooting will be materially
I.Curtailed.

I July 25.—Any one having a good dog could have fine

l-WOodcock shooting on Mak-saw-ba club grounds now. It

does not appear that there is a good dog in the club, so
njiuch has the old sport of upland shooting fallen into
Kfecay hereabouts. There was a little trap shoot down at
IMak-saw-ba the other day, whose results are given in
I another column. On the morning following, just before
taking the train for the city, Mr. Mussey, one of the par-
liicipants in the trap shoot, killed four woodcock hardly
I] 00yds. from the club house and saw nearly a dozen
more. "I could have got half a dozen more," said Billy,
t"if I only had a dog to indi-

cate their presence." "Indi-
cate their presence" is good.

IT think Billy must be going
fto write a book, or a syndi-

cate article on field sports.

I Speaking of books reminds
lone that our industrious fel-

bow townsman, Mr. G. 0.
pJhields, has just gotten out
I mother book, this one on the
jig game of North America.
A.s Mr. Shields has enlisted

I >,wenty-six privates under his
Iq omm a n d herein, each of /
whom is official in a way, /
this book may fairly be said /

po be a corker. Chicago /
Beads the world. l

I There will be good chicken
{shooting in Illinois this fall,

Ibarring the usual illegal
ahooting before the season
opens. There are unusually
large numbers of chickens
all through the West this
year, for some reason or
other. The country below
Aurora, thirty • eight miles
from here, has plenty of
birds, and at Yorkvilie the
same report is made. Yorkvilie is 13 miles further down
the Fox Valley. Different points along the Alton road re-
port young birds abundant. Alternating years of open and
close season would keep prairie chickens plenty in this
State. There were prairie chickens hatched within six
miles of Chicago this spring. It is the country shooters
who kill off most of the chickens. Chicago hunters have
almost forgotten there ever was such a bird, and have
fallen out of the way of going after it.

A reader of Forest and Stream writes me from Elmi-
ra, N.Y., asking where he and two friends can have good
fair sport at shooting and fishing from Aug. 20 to Oct. 1.

I have advised him to go out to the Park or lake region
0f Minnesota. There is a very delightful combination of
ducks, chickens and bass out there in the fall. One of my
Chicago friends, whose name has figured in so many
recent escapades that I suppress it now, has gone out in
that country every fall for the past ten years. One time
—it was some years ago, but such a story never grows
old—two members of the party of which he made one
iwent out bass fishing, and such was their luck that they
lunloaded their boat on a point and went out for more.
•Enter thereupon my friend B. and his companion, who
fctole twenty-one of the finest bass out of the pile. The
lioke of it was the other fellows had so many bass they
Jdidn't miss the paltry twenty-one until they were told of
jit. Then they swore revenge. That night they got into
the chief miscreant's cartridge box, removed the shot from
all his shells and replaced them with buckshot. The next
flay everybody went out hunting. Someway, everybody
yieemed willing to hold back and let my friend B. do
I/he shooting. A little bunch of snipe was marked down,
find B. made an elegant sneak on them, but the buck-
{ihot failed to stop a snipe. Then they got into one covey
jaiter another of chickens, and everybody courteously
stepped back and allowed B. to take the points. He
Iblazed away right and left, and shot till his gun was hot,
font couldn't hit a bird. A troubled look came over his
face, perspiration stood on his brow, and he faintly
rowed that he wasn't going to touch another drop of it
bs long as he lived. He took one more shot after that,
missed his bird, and then came back and climbed into the
twagon, looking pale and anxious. "Come on, boys, let's

feo home," said he, "I aint feeling very well, and I believe
I'm going to have a spell of sickness." And he pretty
fiear did have when the boys told him the reason he
fcouldn't hit anything. That happened years ago, but it

s_something that remains green in the minds of B.'s
friends even to-day, and they are always ready to suggest
la way to break a man of stealing bass.
I All the way from Lexington, Ky., comes an invitation
to be present at the first meet of the season of the
Iroquois Hunting and Riding Club of that city, Friday at
15 P. M. , July 25, the rendezvous being at Gratz Park. This
Is a wicked, tantalizing and sinful world, for that no one
^herein can have all the fun there is. Certainly there are
few pleasures which can equal even the briefest visit to
the Blue Grass country of Kentucky. There is a charm
•bout that region which, like the color or the perfume of

a flower, baffles analysis. It is the only part of America
which is American. If one could paint a picture of the
Iroquois meet he would make his fortune at a stroke and
so be able to quit work and live as I am persuaded it was
originally intended all men should live—like the lilies of
the field. I have an idea I would take to that lily busi-
ness mighty handily; only, I should insist on being
located in Kentucky. They know how to live and enjoy
life down there. E, Houaii.

NEW ENGLAND GAME.
BOSTON, July 20.—In the first place it is worthy of

mention that the State of Maine has lately been
visited by the most terrible cyclone on record in that
State. This has to do with the shooting prospects there,
in that it is probable that a great body of trees is pros-
trated and many a good hunting section ruined, so far as
getting through it is concerned. Nearly the entire north-
ern part of the State was visited by the tempest, with
numerous trees uprooted and forests blown down . In
the region of the Rangeley Lakes the storm was particu-
larly severe. It came at a time of the day when the little

steamers that run up and down those lakes were gener-
ally at their moorings, and hence there were no lives lost,

so far as heard from, though the lakes were disturbed to
an extent never before witnessed by those who have been
acquainted with their borders for years. Trees were
prostrated, and roadways blockaded, though few of the
permanent camps were injured. The work of the gale
will interest the sportsmen only in so much as it wil I

render his progress through the Maine woods more diffi-

cult than ever, though the lumber people will lose heavily
in prostrated timber.
But the prospects for game are very bright. In Massa-

chusetts it is declared by all who have been out that there
were never nearly so many quail. One sportsman, who

RING PHEASANT (Phasianus torquatus).

went out with his dogs on July 4, but without any gun,
declares that he never saw as many quail in one day be-
fore. He also started a good many grouse. In Maine
the reports of grouse are very good indeed. The old birds
wintered remarkably well, the mild winter being favor-
able. Then the young birds are reported very plenty,
even where but few were seen last year. At one farm-
house in Hebron, in Oxford county, in that State, the cat,
a good mouser, has brought in five young partridges.
This is something unheard of by the people in that sec-
tion. The cat would have been stopped in her career after
the game birds only she is too valuable a mouser to lose,
and at each depredation it was expected that it would be
her last, from the fact that the partridge chicks were
nearly half grown. How the cat got them is a mystery
to those acqainted with the habits of the ruffed grouse.
In the same neighborhood a farm boy caught nearly a
whole Utter of the partridges a few weeks before. In
this case the little chicks were unable to fly. They were
kept for a short time and then allowed to escape.
Trout fishermen report the grouse very plenty, where

they have been into the woods, and the chances are that
they have summered well. The season has been wet,
especially in northern New England, but the rains have
not been very cold ones since June came in, though
rather cold previous to that month. It is probable that
the young grouse were not generally hatched till the
weather was warm. The prospects for berries in the
woods are excellent, and hence the birds will be in good
condition. Nothing but a very extended drought can
hinder an abundant crop of wild berries, indeed such a
crop is already ripening in southern New England. Blue-
berry pickers report seeing a good many grouse and quail.
The record of deer seen in the Maine woods this season is

also a good one. The light winter was favorable to them
as well as to the birds. The snows were so light that
they were able to find better feed, while it was next to
impossible to crust them, since there was very little snow
and very little crust. Dogging was done in some section s

,

at least hounds were heard in the woods in the regies of
the Magallaway Upper Settlement, and the owner of the
dogs has very probably a case to settle with the Game
Commissioners. But generally there is not much com-
plaint of illegal hunting deer in that State. The fall
shooting promises to be good, if the timber is not too
badly prostrated by the wind storm of Tuesday, July 8,
as mentioned above. Perhaps it will be well for the
large game if the woods are pretty badly blown down,
since it will possibly give it a respite from the hunters.
But later reports will tell how extensively the hunting is
hurt by fallen trees. Special.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
tree on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.
A Model Railway.—The Burlington Route, O..B. & Q. R.R.,

operates 7,000 miles of road, with termini in Chicago, St. Louis'
St. Paul, Omaha, Kansas City and Denver. For speed, safety

,

comfort, equipment, track and efficient service it has no equal'
The Burlington gains new patrons, hut loses none,- Adv.

JACKING DEER IN MAINE.
Editor Forent and Stream:

If reports in the Maine papers and from private sources
are to be believed deer are more plenty than ever in many
parts of that State. They are seen very frequently, as
they come out into the openings to feed. They evidently
wintered well, and were crusted but little for the want of
deep snows and crusts. The October and November
shooting ought to be good. Indeed, it will be good, if
there is anything left of it. Now, I do not like to scold,
but I would like to ask the meaning of all the jibes and
sneers, and banters at jack shooting in the Maine papers
that are not particularly noted for their love of the little

of protection that hangs about the big game in that State.
Many of these papers contain dark hints as to what is
going on. They do not actually state, in so many words,
that jacking deer in July and August is tolerated in cer-
tain localities, but they hint at as much and admit that
the jack lights are there and that parties go out with
them. If they go out with a guide and a jack lamp,what
is it for? It certainly cannot be for the amusement of the
guide, and those fellows that will do such a thing can
hardly have an idea that it will be a good thing to go out
now and then during the summer in oi'der to get the deer
accustomed to the light and the boat, that they may be
the more easily approached and shot when the open sea-
son comes on. No. Those fellows have only one idea;
that is to kill a deer, no matter if it is in the summer,
when the deer is poor and thin, and ten to one it is a doe
with a couple of fawns back in the woods that must
starve, since their mother and [their only source of sus-
tenance is shot. Such is dastardly business. It is cruel.
It is illegal, and more is the surprise that men who claim
to be respectable law-abiding citizens at home must take
a gun on their vacation trip into the Maine woods in July
and August. But they do it. They not only take a gun,

but they take a jack light.
They silence their consciences
by the argument that their
vacation comes in the illegal
season for such game, and
they much desire to kill a
deer—just one deer, and that
one can make no particular
difference in regard to the
supply. They lose sight of the
fact that there are hundreds
of other men in just their
plight, and that there are not
deer enough in Maine to go
half way round. They are
encouraged by guides and
hotel keepers, or at least they
are not discouraged. They
are not told that to kill a deer
out of season is to steal it

from the sportsman who is

willing to keep the law.
I fear that jack shooting

in July and August is being
done to a greater extent than
usual this season in the
Maine woods. I know of
several improved jack lights
that have gone into camp of
late. If the Maine game
protectors desire to know

where to watch for these jack lights they can ad-
dress me care of the Forest and Stream, and I
will inform them where the light3 have gone, and
in one or two cases give them the names of the
parties who have taken the lights into camp, though I do
not intend to work in the position of a detective. But I

am indignant that such jack shooting and jack hunting
after deer in the summer months should go unpunished.
I desire to legally shoot deer in the open season, and,
unless this illegal hunting is stopped, I stand little chance
of being rewarded for my trouble in visiting Maine each
year in the month of October, rather to find some of the
marks of jack shooting than game to be shot. Last
October I tramped through the forest six miles to a pond
where very few sportsmen go, thinking my chances for a
deer Avere good there. What did I find? An old boat,
fixed to hold a jack light, and the bones and hair of a
deer on the shore. The deer had evidently been killed
more than a month previous, for the flesh had so com-
pletely gone to decay as to give out no smell, and the
bones were considerably bleached. The carcass was
doubtless too poor in flesh to be of the slightest use to the
thief after he had stolen it. Now, I only ask that more
pains be taken by the authoi-ities in Maine to stop this
illegal jacking of deer by so many sportsmen and vaca-
tionists who go there in the close season. If a warden in
a certain locality has proved himself incompetent to
grapple With it, after so many years of service, then he
should yield his place to some one else.

State of Maine.

Omaha, Neb., July 28.—John Ellis, an old-time mem-
ber of the Omaha Gun Club and one of the best trap and
field shots in the country, has returned after a long
hunting expedition in Texas. He has had some remark-
ably interesting experiences, and declares that the South-
west is the hunter's paradise, with the abundanec of
large and small game and countless varieties of fish.
Bass fishing at Honeycreek and Manawa has been fair
during the past week, and some good catches have been
made; the fish running larger than any caught before
this season. The gun clubs of this city, at their recent
meeting, resolved to appoint a number of game wardens
of their own, to be stationed at different parts throughout
the State, to "keep tab on" and report the names of all

persons detected in killing prairie chickens before the law
is up. These wardens will be paid by the gun clubs
jointly, and every violator reported will be prosecuted to
the fullest extent of the law. This action will result in
incalculable good. The Omaha Gun Club also decided to
urge the next Legislature to pass a law abolishing spring
wildfowl shooting, something the writer has been urging
upon this body for three years or more.—Sandy Grts-
WOLD.

Fohest and Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has desseriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeuingwelTs hook, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed fisae on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "©loan," "Dick Swivellen" "Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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OPEN GAME SEASONS.
THE following dates designate the beginning and end

of the seasons during which the game named may
lawfully be taken. A compilation of the full text of the
game and fish law of North America is in course of
preparation in this office, and its publication will soon be
announced : „

Arizona.
Elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep, mouutaiu goat, ibex,

Oct. 1 to Feb. 1. Partridge, wild turkey, wildfowl, rail,

plover, Sept. 1 to March 1.

Arkansas.
Deer, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1. Wild turkey, Sept. 1 to May 1

.

Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1, Quail,
Virginia partridge, Oct. 1 to March 1. Veil County.—
Partridges or quail, Sept. 15 to March 15. Wild turkey, Aug.
15 to April 15. Deer, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1.

British Columbia.
Deer, elk, reindeer, caribou, mountain goat, mountain

sheep, hare, Aug. 15 to Dec. 20. Grouse, partridge, prairie
fowl, quail, robin, meadow lark, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Wild
ducks, Sept. 1 to March 1. Cock pheasants, Oct. 1 to Feb. 1.

Cow elk and hen pheasants protected at all times. Cock
pheasants and quail on Mainland protected to 1894.

California.
Quail, partridge, grouse, rail, Sept. 10 to March 1. Doves,

June 1 to Jan. 1. Male antelope, deer, mountain sbeep,
Julyl to Dec. 15. WildfowL Sept. 15 to March 15. Wild
turkey, prairie chicken, Bob White, quail, pheasant, grouse,
skylark, protected to 1895, [Ttaei-e are special county laws.

J

Colorado.
Partride, pheasant, prairie chicken, prairie heu, grouse,

Oct. 1 to Nov. 15. (Bison, buffalo, mountain sheep, ibex.
Rocky Mountain goat, no open season.) Deer and elk with
horns may be killed for lood only, July 1 to Dec. 1.

Connecticut.
Woodcock, quail, ruffed grouse, partridge, gray squirrel,

Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Sora, rail, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 [according to
law of 1886, but General Statutes, 1S88, give it Aug. 20 to
Jan. 1 for New Haven, Litchfield and Fairfield counties].
Wildfowl, Sept. 1 to April 80.

Delaware.
Partridge, grouse, quail, woodcock, rabbit, hare, in New

Castle county, NoAr
. 15 to Jan. 1; in Kent and Sussex counties,

Nov. 15 to Feb. 1. Rail, ortolan, reed bird, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1.

Wild goose, swan, brant, wild duck, Oct . 1 to April 15.

[Summer or wood duck unprotected at all seasons.]

District of Columbia. *

Quail, or partridge, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Ruffed grouse, or
pheasant, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1. Woodcock, July 1 to Feb. 1.

Pinnated grorise, or prairie chickens, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1.

Snipe, plover, Sept. 1 to May 1. Wildfowl, Sept. 1 to April
1. Rail, ortolan, reed bird, rice bird, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1.

Venison, Aug. 15 to Jan. 1.

Florida.
Florida has no game law with respect to seasons.

Idaho.
Buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep, Sept. 1 to Jan.

%. Quail, Oct. 1 to Dec. 15. (Mongolian pheasant, no open
season.) Pheasant, grouse, prairie chicken, July 15 to Feb.
1. Wildfowl, Aug. 1 to April 15.

Illinois.

Deer, wild, turkey, Sept. 1 to Jan. 15. Pinnated grouse,

Indiana.
Deer, Oct. lto Jan. 1. Quail, pheasant, Oct. 15 to Dec. 20.

Wild turkey, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Prairie chicken. Sept. 1 to
Feb. 1. Woodcock, July 1 to.Jan. 1. Wild duck, Sept. 1 to
April 15, Sqiiirrel , June 1 to Sept. 20.

Iowa.
Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Aug. 15 to Dec. 1. Wood-

cock, July 10 to Jan. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasant, wild tur-
key, quail, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Aug. 15 to May 1.

Deer, elk, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, Beaver, mink, otter, muskrat,
Nov. 1 to April 1.

Kansas.
Prairie chicken, pinnated grouse, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail,

Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.

Louisiana.
Deer, Oct. 1 to March 1. Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to April 15.

Quail, partridge, pheasant, Oct. 1 to April 1. [Many par-
ishes have special seasous.]

Maine.
Moose, deer, caribou, Oct. lto Jan. 1. Mink, beaver, sable,

otter, fisher, muskrat, Oct. 1 to Mayl. Woodduek, dusky
duck, black duck, teal, gray duck, Sept. 1 to April 1. Ruffed
grouse, partridge, woodcock, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Quail, Oct. 1
to Dec. 1. Plover, Aug. 1 to May J.

Manitoba.
Moose, deer, cabri, antelope, elk, wapiti, reindeer, caribou,

Oct. 1 to Dec. 1. Grouse, prairie chicken, pheasant, par-
tridge, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Woodcock, plover, snipe, sand-
pipers, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Wild ducks, swan, geese, Sept. 1
to May 1. Otter, fisher, pekan, beaver, muskrat, sable, Oct.
1 to May 15. Marten, Nov. to April 15.

Maryland.
The Maryland law is so complicated that we shall present

the seasons for the several counties in tabular form in a
later issue.

Massachusetts.
Woodcock, ruffed grouse, quail, Sept. 15 to Dec. 15. Wild

ducks, Sept. 1 to April 15. Plover, snipe, shore birds, rail,
July 15 to May 1. Wild pigeon, tern, gull, Oct. 1 to May 1.

Gray squirrel, hare, rabbit, Sept. 1 to March 1. [Deer pro-
tected at all times.]

Michigan.
Deer, Nov. 1 to Dec. 1 (but in Upper Peninsula Sept. 25 to

Nov. 15). Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to Nov. 30. Woodcock, par-
tridge, ruffed grouse, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, snipe,
Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 (jack snipe, red-headed, bluebill, canvas-
back, widgeon, pintail ducks and wild geese to May 1).

(Colin, quail, Virginia partridge, pinnated grouse, prairie
chicken, protected to 1894.)

Minnesota.
Woodcock, July 4 to Nov. 1. Prairie chicken, pinnated

grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, white-breasted grouse, Aug. 15
to Dec. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasant, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1 . [Quail
protected to 1893.] Wildfowl, Aug. 20 to Jan. 10. Elk,
moose, deer, Nov. 1 to Dec. 1.

Mississippi.
Deer, dove, starling, Sept. 1 to March 1. Wild turkey,

quail, partridge, Oct. 1 to May 1. Vazoo County.—Doves,
Aug. 1 to March 1. Deer, Sept. 15 to March 1. Wild tur-
key, Oct. 1 to May 1. Quail, partridge, Oct. 15 to April 15.
[Other counties have special seasons.]

Missouri.
Coon, mink, otter, beaver, muskrat, Nov. 1 to April 1.

Deer, Oct, 1 to Feb. 1. Wild turkey, Sept. 15 to March 1.

Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Aug. 15 to Feb. 1. Ruffed
grouse, pheasant, partridge, quail, Virginia partridge, Oct.
1 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, July 1 to Jan. 10, Turtle dove,
meadow lark, plover, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1.

Montana.
[Bison, buffalo, moose, elk, beaver, quail protected at all

times.] Deer, mountain sheep, mountain goat, antelope,
Sept. 15 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Aug. 10 to May 15. Prairie
chicken, grouse, pheasant, fool hen, sage heu, Aug. 15 to
Nov. 15,

New Brunswick.
Moose, deer, caribou, Aug. 31 to Jan. 15. Mink, otter,

sable, fisher, beaver, Sept. 1 to May 1. Partridge, Sept. 20
to Dec. 1, Woodcock, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Snipe, Sept. 15 to
March 1.

Newfoundland.
Caribou, Oct. 1 to Feb. 15. Ptarmigan, willow grouse,

partridge, grouse, Sept. 15 to Jan. 15. (Black game, caper-
cailzie, protected at all times. Moose, elk, protected at all
times.) Rabbit, hare, Sept. 1 to March 1. Otter, beaver,
Oct. 1 to April 1.

New Hampshire.
Plover, yellowlegs, sandpipers, ducks, rails, Aug. 1 to

Feb. 1. Woodcock, ruffed grouse, quail, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1.

Deer, moose, caribou, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Mink, beaver, otter,
sable, fisher, Oct. 15 to April 1. Raccoon, coon, gray squir-
rel, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Hare, rabbit, muskrat, Sept. 1 to
April 1

New Jersey.
Deer, month of November. Quail, partridge, ruffed

grouse, pheasant, rabbit, Nov. 1 to Dec. 15. Gray squirrel
in Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Morris,
Passaic, Somerset, Sussex, Union and Warren counties,
Nov. 1 to Dec. 15; elsewhere, Nov. 15 to Dec. 25. Wildfowl,
Oct. 15 to May 1. [English hares aud European partridges
protected.] Woodcock, month of July and Oct. 1 to Dec.;i5.

New York.
Deer, Aug. 15 to Nov. 1: use of dogs permitted Sept. 1 to

Oct. 20 (but on Long Island only first 10 days of October;
and never in St. Lawrence and Delaware counties). Hare
and rabbit, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Black and gray squirrel, Aug.
1 to Feb. 1; in Cortland county, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Bay
snipe, sandpiper, shore birds and plover, on Long Island,
July 10 to Jan. 1; no law elsewhere. Ruffed grouse and
partridge, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1; in Queens aud Suffolk counties,
Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail, Nov. 1 to Jan 1. Rail and meadow
hen, on Long Island. Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Robin, on Long
Island only, Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Wild ducks, geese and brant,
Sept. 1 to May 1; on Long Island Sound, Oct. 1 to May 1; in
Chautauqua county, Sept, 1 to Feb. 1. Woodcock, Sept. 1 to
Jan 1. Columbia County —Woodcock, rail, ruffed grouse
September, October and November; quail in November
only. Duchess County.—Squirrel season opens Sept. 1.

Rockland County—Squirrels, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Westches-
ter County forbids taking partridge, grouse, quail, snipe,
woodcock or grey squirrel in November.

North Dakota.
Buffalo, elk, deer, mountain sheep, prairie chicken, pin-

nated grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, ruffed grouse, Sept. 1 to
Jan. 1. Wildfowl, snipe, plover, curlew, Sept. 1 to May 15.

Nova Scotia.
Moose, caribou, Sept. 15 to Jan. 31. Beaver, Nov. 1 to

April 1. Hare, rabbit, Oct. 1 to March 1. Grouse, partridge,
Sept. 15 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, snipe, teal, Aug. 20 to March
1. Blue-winged duck, Aug. 1 to April 1.

Ohio.
Muskrat, mink, otter, March 1 to April 15. Quail, Nov.

10 to Dec. 15. Gray, fox and black squirrel, July 1 to Dec.
15. Woodcock, July 15 to Nov. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasant,
prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to Dec. 15. Wild duck, Sept. 1 to
April 10, butnoducks maybe killed on Sunday, Monday and
Tuesdays. Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to Dec. 15. Deer, Oct. 15 to
Nov. 20. Rabbits unprotected as to season.

Ontario.
[Caribou, moose, elk, no open season.] Deer, Oct. 15 to

Nov. 20. Grouse, pheasants, prairie;fowl, partridge, Sept. 1
to Jan. 1. Geese, swans, Sept. 1 to May 1. Wild ducks,
snipe, rail, golden plover, Sept, 1 to Jan. 1. Woodcock,
Aug. 15 to Jan. 1. Quail, wild turkey, Oct. 15 to Dec. 15.
Hares, Sept. 1 to March 15. Beaver, mink, muskrat, sable,
martin, otter,, fisher, Nov. 1 to May 1.

Pennsylvania.
Deer, Oct. lto Dec. 15. Gray, black or fox squirrel, Sept.

1 to Jan. 1. Hare, rabbit, Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Wild duck and
goose, Sept. 1 to May 1. Wild turkey, Oct. 15 to Jan. 1.

Upland or grass plover. July 15 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, July
i to Jan. 1. Quail, Virginia partridge, Nov. 1 to Dec. 15,
Ruffed grouse, pheasant, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Rail, reed bird,
Sept. 1 to Nov. 30.

Quebec.
Deer, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Moose, caribou, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1.

Beaver, mink, otter, martin, pekan, Nov. 1 to April 1. Hare,
Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Woodcock, snipe, partridge, Sept. I to
Feb. 1. Wild ducks, Sept. 1 to May 1.

Rhode Island.
Grouse or heath hen, Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, Sept.

1 to Jan 1. Ruffed grouse, partridge, Sept, 1 to Jan. 1.

Quail, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Bartram's tattler, upland plover,
Rhode Island or grass plover, Aug. 1 to April 1. Dusky or
black duck, Sept. 1 to March 1. Woodduek, summer duck,
Sept. 1 to March 1. Blue, or green-winged teal, Sept. 1 to
March 1.

Tennessee.
Deer, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail, partridge, Nov. 1 to March

1. [Many counties are exempt.]

Texas.
Deer, Aug. 1 to Jan. 20. Wild turkey, Sept. 1 to May 15.

Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Aug. 1 to March 1. Quail,
partridge, Oct. 1 to April 1. In many counties an open sea-
son on all game runs through the year.

Utah.
Elk, deer, buffalo, bison, antelope, mountain sheep, Sept.

1 to Dec. 1. Quail, partridge, pheasant, prairie chicken,
sage hen, grouse, Aug. 15 to March 15. (California quail
protected.) Wild goose, wild duck, snipe, Sept. 1 to April 1.

Vermont.
(Deer protected to Nov. 1, 1890, and will probably be pro-

tected beyond that date by next Legislature.) Mink, beaver,
otter, fisher, Nov. 1 to April 1. Quail, woodcock or ruffed
grouse, partridge, Sept, I to Feb. 1. Woodcock, Aug. 15 to
Feb. 1. Wild goose, wild duck, Sept. 1 to May 1,

Wisconsin.
Woodcock, Aug. 1 to Dec. 15. Quail, partridge, pheasant,-

ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, grouse of every variety, snipe,
plover, wild duck, goose, brant, squirrel, Aug. 1 to Dec. 15.
Deer, Oct. 15 to Dec. 1.

Wyoming.
Partridge, pheasant, prairie chicken or grouse, Aug, 15 to'

Nov. 1. Sage hen, July 15 to Sept. 15. Wild ducks, Aug. 1
to May 1. Deer, elk, moose, mountain sheep, mountain
goat, antelope may be killed by bona fide residents only audi
for food. [Bison, buffalo and beaver protected at all times.]

Ohio Quail Supply.—Columbus, O—I have not known
quail so plentif ul in Ohio since the days of my boyhood.
I have means of hearing from nearly every part of the
State, and from every locality comes the same report.
The particular cause for this abundance was the past:
phenomenally warm winter. Another pregnant reason
is that the farmers, especially in the vicinity of the cities,'

have very generally united in the formation of game pro-
tective societies, and prohibit the intrusion of ''game!
hogs" upon their premises. For many years past they
have been overrun with gunners from the cities, quite:

generally members of so-called game protective societies^,

and always with trained dogs, who, upon striking a covey
of quail, would follow them until the last one was killed.

In this way entire regions in the vicinity of cities have
been entirely cleaned out by these unprincipled hogs.
The farmers have put a stop to this, and an abundance
of breeders are left over, with the result here reported.
On the glorious Fourth, some friends on angling bent

fl

took me out a few miles for a ride. As usual on such
occasions, I wiped the cosmoline out of my old, reliable,-

muzzleloading, telescope-sighted rifle, and with a view
to the burning of some gunpowder, a practice which 1
have indulged in on the ''Fourth" ever since I was large
enough, I went duly prepared. Before we wore fairly
out of the city we were greeted with the old familial
whistle of "Bob White," and there was scarcely a minute
during the day that we did not hear it on every side.

Every few minutes we also saw villainous little privateer:
hawks after the quail. During the day I got two shots
at these little rascals; one at more than 150 and the other
at more than 200yds. distant, killing in each case. Ho'w!
is that for a man of 64 years, almost without practice?
think at the present time that these hawks are the princif
pal enemies of quail in this State.—M. P, P.

Game in the New State.—Kent, King county, Wi
ington.—Several parties have explored the Olym^
Mountains west of here this summer, hitherto an un
known country. Many new places of interest have beer,

opened up, and game in large quantities is reportedjl
Good quantities of elk, deer, and black bear have beeijjl

run across. Five small coons were shot on the 6th neaift
Des Moines; a large black bear was also stirred up at that i 1

place. A hunter brought into Kent a few days ago a»
bear with coat partly shed, upper coat brown and loweiA
half black. The black bears are fond of salmon berriesJ
and can be generally found where they grow. Two wildi
cats are reported west of Kent. A young man was badlyl
shot by pulling his gun out of the wagon by the muzzlew
on Green River. They were just going to pitch campij
While this is not a sportsman's paradise, a good hunteifli
and fisherman can have lots of enjoyment. Five blac^l
bear were routed out by a party of surveyors on Lafoll
Washington, near Seattle, a city of 40,000 population]h
Any sportsman or naturalist will be answered who wrileeft
for information concerning the Puget Sound country.—

C

N. L. H. J

Whatcom, July 15,—Black bears are captured hersli
nearly every day by berry pickers or by those who have
pigs running at large.—J. V. C.

Adirondack Deer.—Ellenburgh Center, N. Y.—I im
close you some printed matter relating to deer hounding,
I mailed copies to every Senator and Member of Assenv
bly during the last session of our Legislature. It is a
thing to be profoundly regretted that our Legislature
can not stop playing the game of politics long enough
consider a subject that has no politics in it. I am in'

debted to Mr. J. B. Harrison of Franklin Falls, N. H.,
Chas. Fenton of No. 4, C. H. Smith of Petries Corners',.

Lewis Co., John D. Collins of Utica and H. A. Pride oi

Holland Patent for words of cheer in our efforts to get S
better law to protect deer. I would like to suggest to thd
members of tbe Codification Committee that they take iiJ

the Adirondack mountains during the season beginning
Sept. 1 and ending Nov. 1,-Wa, H. Gordon.

The Magalloway River District.—Reports are cui^
rent in Boston, and probably other cities, that sportsmen
will not be allowed to hunt and fish on the upper Magal
loway River, Maine, above a point known as "The Nar
rows;" that the whole country above that place is coiv
trolled by a club, formed the past winter, with head*
quarters at Parmachnee Lake. It may be interesting tc;

some of the old visitors to the region about the Magallo-
way River to know that the river, and brooks and lakeaa
well, are as free as ever to any who wish to fish in themv
and there are plenty of public lots upon which they can
camp without any fear of molestation from any club oi
anything of the kind in existence.—Sewes.

The Catskill Deer Park.—Rondout, N.Y., July 2L
State Forest Commissioner Townsend Cox, during his re-

cent visit to the deer park in the Ulster Catskills, made a
personal inspection of the high wire fence surrounding
the inclosure. This will furnish browsing for at least 151

deer. There are twenty-one deer, old and young, in the
park. A doe is so careful in hiding its young that it is

almost impossible to find them. It is reported that there
are three wild deer in the woods near the park, and an
effort will be made to capture them.

—

Neio York Times.

Pennsylvania Game.—Towanda, Pa.—Reports givei
me by farmers in this neighborhood allow me to say thai
quail will be plentier than for years. One reported fini"

ing three nests and all in time hatched out safely. Groi
also doing nicely; coveys large and growing fast. Wol.
cock occasionally seen in the swales and swamps back i

the hills, and a bag of eight was made from one srnaL
swamp by two sportsmen on July 4, first day of the season
in this State. Said the birds were full grown and plump,
—M. F. D,
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P/They Did Not Know the Birds.—Chicago.—Last fa,ll

I -was passing the Saratoga Restaurant on Dearborn street

Kft this city, where quite a crowd of people had collected.

!l elbowed my way through until the object of their curi-

osity was seen. To nay surprise (though a welcome sight

m a sportsman's eyes at all times), it was only a covey of

^uail, To listen to the remarks of the city-bred, middle-

«ged and young men, was amusing. They did not know
"wlmi kind of chickens" they were, and disputes would
Ifpise on the variety of the birds; some contended they

[were pheasants, and others young prairie chickens.

Really it was amusing to see people whom one would
naturally look to for information display so much ignor-

lance on things so common.

—

Ah Look.

Quail in Ohio.—Toledo. O., July 25.—Three years ago,

about the middle of July, Mrs. Beebe and niyself drove
from Toledo across country down into Central Ohio, a
matter of a hundred miles. During that drive we saw
:jnid heard just one solitary quail. Last week I duplicated

the trip, and, during the greater part of it, was scarcely

[out of sight or sound of our friend "Bob White." Mild
winters and a short shooting season have worked wonders.
Seneca, Wyandot, Marion and Delaware counties all

promise good sport when the quail season opens again
next November.—Jay Beebe.

Buffalo in the Park.—Yellowstone National Park,
July 17.—Buffalo have been seen several times recently,

and a short time ago two crossed the wagon road at

Mary's Hill, head of Nez Perce Creek, passing between
two coaches, frightening the horses. The wagon- tongue
was broken and the passengers much excited, but no one
was seriously injured.—H.

Northwood, N. Y., July 18.—A few days ago John
Pardy shot a crane, which was 6ft. Sin. across the wings.

|
The bird had a hole iu its neck, between the windpipe
and neck bone, which had apparently been made by a .38

>r ,40cal. bullet some days before it was killed. A man
could easily put the end of his little finger through the

hole in the neck.—Ray Spears.

Minnesota.—Detroit Lake, July 17.—The chicken sea-

son will open up the middle of next month, and the
outlook is good for the sportsmen. The Indians are kil-

3g deer now. Two weeks ago two Indians north of
land Lake killed fourteen or fifteen in a week.

—

Myron
JOLEY.

j§># m\d ^ivet fishing.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
F UR practical and specific directions to reach several hundred
S| fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 18S0 as follows: April 18, April 25, May 3, May 9, May 30,

June 6, June 13, June 20, June 27.

'JUMPING" BASS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is easily seen that your correspondent, Mr. E. Hough,
lives and has had his piscatorial education in such a back-
woods town as Chicago, when he shows his surprise on
learning that black bass will jump into a boat. That fact
has been known to many others for years. I never sent
any account of it to the papers because I knew that if it

was made known to the general public there are many
who would take advantage of it to catch bass in that way
when they should be left in the water until taken in the
only legitimate way—with hook and line. But now that
he has "let the cat out of the bag," a fuller statement
may be made.
Under ordinary circumstances there is not much

chance for "jumping" bass into a boat; but it is when a
stream is rapidly rising, and they seek shelter out of the
rapid current by coming in near the shore, that they may
be taken in large numbers in that way. The first large

catch that I knew of being made in this way occurred
several years ago at Saltsburg, Pa., on the Conemaugh
Mver. There is a dam buil t across the river just above
its junction with the Loyalhanna to form the Kisikimin-
eta's. The Conemaugh is the river on which occurred the
great flood which was so disastrous to the city of Johns-
town. It is subject to very sudden floods. On the oc-

casion referred to, a man was rowing a boat up the
stream, in the back-water above the dam, and to avoid
the stiff current, was keeping about an oar's length
from the bank. After rowing a short distance he was
surprised to see a bass jump from between the bank and
"boat and land in the boat at his feet. After examining
his prize he started again when another, and then another
bass jumped into the boat. By the time he reached the
head of the slack-water he had a fine string of these
beautiful fish. He then returned to town and told others
of what had occurred, and other boats tried the experi-
ment. To make a long story short, during that rise in

the river, and in that dam, from eighty to a hundred
fine bass were "jumped."

"While coming down the St. John's River, in Florida,

last March, on the steamer Plant, I was much interested
in the leaping of the bass along the shore as the steamer
passed. When the suction of the steamer would draw the
water from the shore, especially where there were lily-

pads, the bass would leap clear out of the water, and
break for the deeper water of the river. This would con-
tinue until the steamer had passed. Some of the bass
would leap two feet above the surface of the water, and
go five or six feet before they would enter it again.

Of course no true sportsman would resort to this method
for catching bass, any more than he would to seining.

HOMERTJS.
Cleveland, O.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The article by Mr. Hough, in issue of July 10, in re-

gard to jumping bass, is rather amusing for an old-

timer to read. I venture to say that the practice of
jumping bass is an ancient one; and if old Izaak were
alive he could give pointers on the "method" the boys
would take advantage of when the fish would not bite.

I was born and reared in the country (a "hoosier"), and
in a sportsman's paradise, with a richer variety of game
than was to be found elsewhere in these United States.

We had all from the bear to the chipmunk and the wild
turkey to the wild pigeon. The practice of jumping bass
we boys would invariably indulge in whentlie fish would
not bite, and when we thought we had an insufficient

string to make a creditable showing for our day's fishing.

The way wc would proceed to business, was to doff our
clothing and all take a hand. Wo had an old square-
built flat-bottom rowboat about 3ft. wide, and we waded
in the stream, pushing the boat before us down stream,
as the fish always head up stream. We would kick and
splash, and make all the noise possible, and many a time
we would get a "biff" in the breast or face from the leap
of a bass. Onco, I remember quite well, a young fellow
by the name of Weaver was completely upset, and wouid
no doubt have been drowned had it not been for his com-
panions, by a bass striking him in the temple. They can
leap with great force and can jump several feet clear of
water.
Mr. Hough speaks of the $5 trips to good bass fishing

from this point that are possible. I would like to learn
of such places, as well as a good many others I venture.
Perhaps Mr. Hough is a railrood man and his fare costs

him nothing. We may not be so fortunate in that respect.

Chicago, III. Ah Look.

MAINE WATERS.
THE newspapers that have the interest of the fishing

resorts at heart are booming the season for all it is

worth, although it is a fact that the summer travel in this

direction has been rather short since the actual spring
season for trout closed. These papers tell all the old fish

stories they can find. They hold over some of the ac-

counts of big trout caught and bring them out late in the
season, only omitting the dates, and the incautious reader,

especially if he be a, novice at trout fishing, reads the ac-

count with the idea that the big trout was caught since

the hot weather begun. The object is accomplished. The
novice resolves that he will take his vacation in July or

August and will visit the scene of the big trout. The re-

sult is a disappointment, as indeed it ought to be. But
there are still a few fishermen at the Celebrated resorts,

summering there, in some cases accompanied by wives and
daughters. The Houghton & Dutton Camp, at Cupsuptic
Lake in Maine, is occupied by its proprietors—or part of

them—the celebrated dry goods men of Boston. Mr. John
Richards, of Boston, is on record as having taken a ll^lbs.

lake trout from Clear Water Pond, in Franklin county,
one day last week. There is, however, more of fishing

and camping on the far-away lakes and ponds than usual,

aud these ponds are rapidly becoming accessible and open
to the public. They are. known only to the few more
enterprising sportsmen for a year or two, then some guide
or backwoodsman cuts out a road and establishes convey-
ance for the public, be the conveyance ever so crude, and
the jewel, dear to the sportsman's heart who first knew it

in it's natural state, is a thing of the public and no longer
attractive. Quite a party from Waltham, Mass., have
lately been visiting Tim and Seven Ponds with good
results in the way of trout caught. The party consisted

of Dr. J. F. Hndley, W. H. Flagg, G. H. Lawrence,
F. A. Larcom,W. P. Smith, of "Waltham, and A. H. Rolins
and wife, of Cambridge. Mr. C. P. Stevens, of Boston,
well known to nearly every printer in New Eng-
land as he of printers' roller fame, starts for Camp Vive
"Vale at the Narrows, Richardson Lake, to-morrow. He
is to be accompanied by Mrs. Stevens this time, and her
sister, and they are to remain till the 1st of September.
Mrs. Stevens has been trying for four years to get the
strength to make this trip, she being an invalid, and has
great expectations of regained health and pleasure. The
chances are that she will be satisfied, for their camp is in

the jewel of a spot and Mr. Stevens is a pioneer fisherman
on those waters, and if good trouting pleasure is to be

had, he knows where to find it. By the way, I hear that
the sportsmen in that section of the country have been
few this season. Early the fishing was good, bub later

the waters have been deserted.

The fisher for count is abroad again, and worse than
ever, if we are to believe the Maine local papers. The
accounts of Mr. , with for guide, catching up
among the hundreds of trout from such a pond or stream,
are simply sickening to the real lover of the rod and line.

If the number of trout were really taken, it is a fact that
the paper telling the story ought to be ashamed of, as

well as the doer of the deed. To the initiated the story

simply means that the paper lies and lies about that which
hurts itself and its town to make, or else some trout hog
has been taking fingerlings in a way that he ought to be
ashamed of, and would not make public were he any-
thing of a true sportsman. It is one thing to kill trout
and another thing to fish for the trout that are actually

needed in camp; but the very papers the most interested

in the question are doing much of harm by making what
ought to be branded as a shame rather honorable than
otherwise. Special.

Neversink Poachers.—Those interested in the preser-

vation of fish and game in New York State will be glad
to hear that Mr. Clarence M. Roof, of this city, on the
23d inst. convicted three men who wilfully and persist-

ently violated the law by fishing in the private waters of

the Neversink River, Frost Valley, N. Y., owned and pre-

served by him. Three suits have been instituted by Mr.
Roof in all. The first, in 1888, was tried before a local

justice and jury, and the laws being imperfectly under-
stood, the jury refused to convict. The present suit was
brought at Saugerties, N. Y., before Justice Maclane.
Mr. Roof was represented by Mr. H. M. Soop, counsel for

the Ulster & Delaware R. R., and Mr. Chas. Davis, of

Saugerties. The prisoners were convicted. The fine

with costs amounting to $70 being promptly paid, the
additional punishment of imprisonmentwas waived. The
suit was brought in pursuance of Chapter 534 of the Laws
of the State of New York for the year 1879. The section

of the country through which this part of the Neversink
River flows, is near Slide Mountain, the highest peak of
the Catskill Range, and thence through the wild and
beautiful Frost Valley. There are but few farmers along
the stream, it is densely wooded and few spots are more
primitive. Although the sentiment of the respectable
citizens of this section is in sympathy with the enforce-
ment of the game laws, there is a small band of reckless

irresponsible persons, who not only persistently poach
and otherwise violate the laws, but threaten violence as

well. It is believed throughout Ulster county that the
prompt and fearless action taken by Mr. Roof will break
up the gang and do much toward the preservation of

game in that section.

HABITS OF BLACK BASS.
OCCASIONAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE AQUARIA OF THE

U. S. FISH COMMISSION.

THE character and depth of the waters usually inhab-
ited by the black bass and the wary nature of the

fish make it almost impossible to learn anything of it in
a natural condition, and on the other hand, an adult bass

in an aquarium is much like a lion in a cage as a rule, a
sulky, unhappy creature. Until aquaria of sufficient

size are afforded, no very satisfactory observations can
be made upon them. The same may be saidof the adults
of many other fresh-water species and of most of the salt-

water fishes. The young of fishes no doubt to some ex-

tent reflect the habits of the adults, but they lack, in the
case of the black bass at least, that element of cautious-
ness so characteristic of it. The black bass is the most
wary of fishes, and though it be starving it can only be
caught on a hook by deception.

It is undoubtedly a fact that many adultfish in aquaria
will deliberately starve while surrounded by their natural
food, and, as has been stated by Prof. Henry C. Chap-
man, regarding carnivorous animals in captivity, the
greater number of them die of heart-disease, induced no
doubt by grief—literally broken hearted. This is uni-
versally known concerning many of our wild birds. The
late Prof. Spencer F. Baird frequently suggested to the
writer the making of experiments of herring and mack-
erel in aquaria. Being convinced that the limited size of
the tanks is the cause of the fright manifested by the fish,

which, as in the case of wild birds, caused them to dart
around violently and wear themselves out with nervous
excitement, the making of some larger aquaria was ad-

vised. In these, when constructed, although only three
feet wide by six feet long and three feet deep (the largest

now in uee in the U. S. F. C), herring and mackerel
moved about quietly and normally and took food.

To return to the black bass, the adult, in the ordinary
sized aquarium, is a sulky creature. Crayfish, shiners,

catfish, sunfish, minnows, all may wander around it with
impunity. This is not its true nature; wary and suspi-

cious it is, but it is not the creature to sulk.
.
Thus, as at

present equipped for observation, the young of fishes (not

over 5 or 6in. long) are best fitted for captivity, and afford

us the duly clue to the natural habits and instincts. The
young black bass is very much in habits like its cousins,

the sunfishes. In a depressed condition, with its fins

closed and its abdomen shrunken, it is as unsightly in
appearance as a mangy lion, and gives one an unfavor-
able impression. The young bass, however, with its fins

erect, its abdomen distended with food, sleek and fa.t, is

a picture of content and satisfaction, an ideal fish. The
young bass will eat with avidity worms, minnows, cray-
fish, almost anything alive, but it will immediately spit

out apiece of beef which it has been beguiled into taking
through hunger. Its food must be alive and wriggling.

The amount it can stow away is simply astonishing.
W. P. Seal.

BLACK BASS IN DELAWARE RIVER.

HON. HENRY C. FORD, president of the Pennsyl-
vania Fish Commission, has given us the following

notes on his recent experience with black bass in the head-
waters of the Delaware

:

The black bass fishing in the Delaware is the best

known for years. Mr. Ford fished four days about
the middle of July and caught one weighing S^lbs., one
of 51bs., one of 4^1bs., four weighing 41bs. each, eight

of 31bs. each, besides a great many smaller ones. He
never keeps any less than lib. The largest bass was
landed after a fight lasting 25 minutes on a 7oz. rod.

Live bait was used altogether. Some bass have been
caught in those waters with artificial flies. The "Epting"
is the best and the Baltimore-oriole is good. Sometimes
a lead-winged coachman is successful. Mr. Epting took
18 fine bass on a fly a year ago while fishing down the

riffles at Dingman's* Ferry. In warm weather the bass
are on the riffles and in cooler weather in deep water.

When the water is muddy and the river high they are

found in eddies along shore. In all the thousands of

black bass Mr. Ford has examined he has seen only two
young shad, and this is to be expected, for bass feed near
the shore while shad swim in the channel. The striped

bass kills young shad in large numbers, following them
and destroying them without cessation. Mr. Ford has
several times cast bait into the swirl made by a fish chas-

ing shad and has had strikes from striped bass every time.
The young shad are running down the Delaware now, al-

though it is early for naturally-spawned fish,and thesemay
be from artificial introdtiction. The helgramite is one of

the very successful black bass baits in this region. Mr.
Ford takes them in the orthodox way in the shoal water
of the riffles by means of a fine-meshed landing net held

below the stone while the current sweeps the larva into

the net. The helgramite rolls itself up into a ball. The
stone catfish of the Delaware is one of the finest of all

baits. It is darker in color than the stone cat of the Sus-
quehanna. The bass will not take the young of the
common yellow cat of the Delaware; sometimes it will

take hold of its tail and pull a little and then let go. The
stone cat is always taken head first, and this is rendered
easy because it is sluggish and does not raise its spines.

The yellow cat, however, keeps its spines erect and ready
for business. Lampreys are excellent for bass bait also,

and they are rather plentiful now along the headwaters
of the Delaware in sand bars near the mouths of brooks
tributary to the river. One man collected 800 and kept
them in a little spring brook. The lampreys are in the
sand from 2 to (fins, under the surface of the wa.ter. They
go down into the sand head first and will burrow out of

sight very quickly in wet sand.

Killing Herons to Save Fish.
—"Whatcom, "Wash.,

July 15.—Mr. Adams, who lives on a farm some eight
miles north of this city, with a friend on June 26, killed

140 blue herons, together with the crested heron, in a
heron rookery near a small lake on Ten-Mile Creek ; and
there are several hundred there yet. The reason for

killing them is that they keep the small trout all killed

out, and those ranchers object to the herons monopoliz-
ing the trout business.—J. Y, C.

Illinois, Hamlet.—We have had no good fishing since

early spring, and then only for a short time, the water
has "been too high. Reports from different parties work-
ing in hav fields are that there are large droves of prairie

chickens.—P. W. D.
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CHICAGO BASS WATERS.
TT)ASS fishing in the waters of this region has been un-
-13 usually good this season. The bait-casters have had
good luck in the Fox Late system, and the fly-fishing for
the small-mouths on the Fox River has been part of the
time at least very good, as mentioned in earlier reports.
Mr. Loeb, with A. G. Spalding & Bro., was back yester-
day from a short trip on the Fox River below Montgomery,
and says that his party got very good bass on t ho artificial
fly. Not very much fly-fishing for bass has ever been done
by the angless of this city—more this year than ever be-
fore—but it is hoped that there will be a steady growth in
this form of sport, which is certainly the prettiest way
possible to fish for bass, if not the most killing.

It is a pleasure to give definite testimony which may
bring to the notice of some hitherto ignorant thereof an-
other very accessible and extremely good bass water

—

Cedar Lake, Indiana, on the Chicago & Atlantic Railway.
This should not be confounded with the Cedar Lake lying
closer to Chicago upon another line. It may be remem-
bered that the little party which went down on the Tip-
pecanoe in the special car a few weeks ago did not have
very great luck with the fish. Indeed, "l should have
stated that the total catch was so small that in the even-
ing Mr. Donald emptied the minnow cans and made the
cook serve up every last bait minnow cooked for dinner—
a proceeding which it seems to me is one of the most
singular ever recorded ofja party of anglers. "We've got
to have a fish dinner of some sort," said Mr. Donald, "and
as we've had a lot of trouble getting those shiners, we
might as well eat them, if we can't catch any bass on
them, You've all got to eat shiners now, and'like 'cm,
too." So we all did, though it did look rather hard, gee-
in® we had come after bass. It was then tliat we fell
talking of the bass at Cedar Lake, and one result of this
con versation was that last Fourth of July saw my friend.
Mr. Harryman, and myself down in that countrv again.
The Tippecanoe was boiling full of muddy water" this
time, and we got no fly-fishing, barring two bass which
we took early in the morning, so we gladly set forth for
Cedar Lake. The entrance point for Cedar Lake is Ora,
a little huckleberry station, at which the only north
bound stopping train is the afternoon local. After a six-
mile ride over a sandy wood road, we reached the head
of the lake, whose shores we found sprinkled with little
cottages. There are three hotels here, Shoup's, Tanner's
and Varns's. We went clear on round to the head of the
lake and stopped with Ed. Varns, and were glad of it later,
for we found him the only man around the lake who
thoroughly knows the bars and other bass grounds. Mr.
Varns rowed us, and it was owing to his knowledge of
the lake that we had such good sport. On the midnight
frog hunting excursions which we found necessary in
order to get bait, our host also proved himself an adept.
I do not know that I should weary readers by a long ac-
count of our trip, but when I say that we brought back
with us 16 fine bass, averaging over SAlbs., only a part of
the sport has been indicated, for we lost three fish to
every one we got. We could not get good bait frogs, and
were forced to use large bullfrogs. In striking so large a
frog, the bass does not swallow it at once, and the angler
must wait a few moments for the "second run" before
fastening his fish. By that time we found that our bass
were usually so far down among the big "tobacco weeds"
that the chance of getting them out, without their tear-
ing something loose, was by no means an even one. We,
however, caught all the bass we cared for, and we "dis-
covered" a splendid lake for bait-casting for large-
mouthed bass. The lake is full of bass. The frog is the
proper bait. It seems that this water is not much fished
by skillful anglers. A great many bass are "jayhawked"
out on long cane poles, but Mr. Varns told us that we
were the first men he had ever seen cast the bait with the
short rod and free reel, and I noticed that the operations
of the latter gear attracted attention as we passed some
of the "cottages." Mr. Varns told us that the residents
about the lake were trying to prevent destructive meth-
ods of fishing, such as netting, spearing and fishing
through the ice. Surely it is to be hoped that all such
work may be stopped, for, as it is now, there are few
better stocked bass waters around here than this same
lake. Mr. Varns says the bass are increasing. We saw
the shallows fairly swarming with young bass fry. We
were told that not much illegal work had been done this
year. The gill-net and spearing light which we found
by chance in a certain farmer's woodshed did not look
that w-ay, but we hope this fellow will use them with
cautious infrequency hereafter.

Cedar Lake is a pretty body of water, timbered on all
its shores, with low banks and a broken and irregular
outline. It is about three miles by two miles in extent,
and has an elbow or angle at its lower end, so that the
whole sheet of water cannot be seen at once. It is pret-
tier than any of the lakes like Grass Lake, Loon Lake,
Silver Lake, etc., etc., which lie in lower Wisconsin or
upper Illinois, and are much patronized by Chicago
anglers. Indeed the fact that this water was apparently
little known and little visited made the chief charm for
us. The trip to Cedar Lake is a very cheap one. The
hack ride is 50 cents each way. Hotel rates are $1 a day,
the charge for boatman and boat being $1.50 additional.
We were very comfortable and I don't know when I
have had a pleasanter little trip. And we got the bass,
too, and didn't absolutely have to eat our bait, though
we did eat a few frogs' legs for breakfast.
Two things our host at the quiet little hotel taught us.

One was how to catch frogs. These he hunted after
dark with a lantern. A frog, which in the daytime is
very wild, will at night let you "shine" him and get so
close that you ca,n net or pick him up. The best way to
catch the very large bullfrogs is by lantern-light. *Mr,
Varns hooked twenty-eight in one night that way. The
other "pointer" we got was about winding off a line from
a reel preparatory to winding it back on again. If you
will try winding the line around tha crown of your hat,
you will be surprised to see how much more quickly and
n eatly it will work than if you roll it around your hand
or about a crotch or bit of wood. That is a good way to
dry a line, too, as good as any. I recommend this to
"Big Reel" for his practical philosophy.
July 16.—Mr. A. C. Ely is outfitting for a little camp-

ing trip in the North Wopds, and will take his family
with him. Dr. Shayne will camp with his family on Loon
Lake.
In the issue of July 10 I am made by the types to say,

' W hen I was a boy down in Indiana we used to be igno-

rant enough to go seining," etc. This was the statement
of Mr. A. H. Harryman, not of myself, and should have
been so printed. I think also that Mr. Hirth's conscience
would trouble him less over his remarkable fish story had
the intelligent compositor permitted him to say he had
"laid his rod down" instead of "lain" it down. And so on.

_ E. Hough.

ANGLING NOTES.
THERE is considerable difference of opinion about the

proper color of lines and leaders. After trying all
kinds and colors, we think a neutral tint, commonly
known as "mist" color, the best. Yet some prefer white,
while other anglers insist upon black leaders. What the
trout think of them we do not know. Mr. Henry [P.
Wells made some elaborate experiments in that line, but
as the eyes of trout and bass differ entirely from those of
the human race, it is a question if such experiments are
of any practical value. There is no doubt that the finest
leaders show the least, and that cheap, flat and uneven
gut shows the most. As to the proper color of lines for
fresh-water fishing, we think that a dingy green would be
less apt to be noticed than any other color. Fish are used
to seeing stems of weeds and blades of grass floating down
the streams. In England it is not unusual for anglers to
fasten a. bit of grass to their leaders in order to deceive
the trout. Therefore we think that color the best. On
clear shallow streams, when the sun shines bright, the
shadow made by the line and leader looks like a black
streak on the bed of the stream. And trout or bass will
dart away in terror when they see it shoot out toward
them. The remedy for this is to fish up stream; then the
first thing they see is a tempting fly overhead. The ang-
ler, is easily enabled to locate the fish by their shadows.

Encouraging reports of salmon having been seen and
caught in the various rivers that have been restocked
continue to come in. The latest is that Mr.Win. C. Clarke
of Plymouth, N. H., has killed five salmon this season
with rod and line in the famous Pemigawassett, the upper
part of which river Mr. Prime so beautifully describes in
his book "I Go a-Fishing." The introduction of the
various fish ways in this river has undoubtedly much to
do with this happy state of affairs. It is aiso reported
that a gentleman killed an 81bs. salmon in the "Aroos-
took" just below Caribou.

Mr. Walter Aiken, President of the Mount Washington
R. R., has had the good fortune to kill a landlocked sal-
mon in Sunapee Lake that weighed 14flbs. A royal
specimen, and probably one of the largest of its kind'on
record.

The following is an authentic score of trout caught by
two gentlemen in Canadian waters, all fish under lib.
were returned to the water. It represents two days' fish-
ing, and the total catch was over 200. Twentv-two of
these fish weighed over 21bs. each, and the largest were
as follows: one of 5^, one of U, one 4£, one4lbs., one31bs.
l4oz,., and so on down to 21bs.

The great run of blueQsh still continues, and these
elegant fish can hardly be given away along the coast,
yet in the city we have to pay 10 cents per pound for them
just the same, and the dealers will let them rot rather
than let the price break. Large weakfish are being
caught in considerable numbers by those engaged in blue-
fish trolling outside. They take the ordinary large tin
squid, but not after the manner of bluefish. The boat
must be brought up to the wind, so as to let the squid
sink to the bottom, they are then hauled in hand over
hand and the weakfish then seize them.

The Hon. Geo. S. Brandreth, the champion salt-water
angler of Rockaway Beach, has discovered a new fishing
ground off of Rockaway. A gentleman Avho returned
from a trip down there, and who was out with him, says
he never saw such fishing in his life. The fish caught
were mostly large sea bass, and they hauled them in as
fast almost as they would tomcods in the fall. Porgies of
lib. weight were so abundant that they were a nuisance,
taking the bait before the bass got a chance.

In regard to the black bass fishing in the Walkill men-
tioned in last week's angling notes, two gentlemen tried
it after reading the article and report that they caught
ninety bass in two days' fishing—mostly on heigrarnites.

Mr. Taylor of the New York Times says that he had a
great experience recently catching a Y|lbs. eel while
black bass fishing one evening up the Delaware. He could
not imagine at first what he had on, and then when he
managed to get him near the boat he had some doubts
about taking him in, as he was rather an ugly looking
customer; but, being well posted, he knocked him over
the head, and was well repaid, for it. It was simply
superb on the table next day.

Illinois Waters.—Quincy, Hi., July 18.—The Missis-
sippi River has, for the first time in two years, been out
of its banks above the mouth of the Missouri River,
and as a consequence all of the inland lakes tributary to
the river have been amply restocked and good bass fish-
ing is almost sure to follow later on in the season. On
the Illinois River the fishing has been fair, fine catches
being reported from several places. The river has been
very high, also, which hasmade an unsatisfactory spring
for angling at favorite haunts. The white bass have
been taken very freely at Meridosia Bay, a hundred to
the rod being not an unusual catch. The black bass and
pickerel have not taken the spoon this season as readily
as in former seasons, owing, I think, to the muddy con-
dition of the water during the best months. There is an
abundance of black bass, however, in both streams, and
with the water within the banks I feel very sure that the
Illinois River and adjacent lakes will, prove to be this
season the best waters for fishing in the Union.—S. P.
Bartlett.

Lower, Potomac Fishing.—Mr. Chas. Woltz has just
returned from a fishing trip to Piney Point, Maryland.
He found small croakers, ranging from 6 to 12oz. in
weight, very plentiful. With a companion he caught
175 in about two hours, using sea clams and hard crabs
for bait,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., July 15.—A number of Chicago people

are absent at this date, among the lakes and sum-
mer resorts of Minnesota, but so far as is now known
none of them were overtaken in the great calamity which
overwhelmed Red Wing and her sister cities near fateful
Lake Pepin. There will long linger in the seared memor-
ies of the survivors of that great storm a full sense of the
blind fury which the smiling skies can at times assume.
Perhaps in it all there is a lesson to those who go pleasur-
ing on inland lakes,which are always more or less danger-
ous to small and poorly-managed vessels in time of sud-
den storm. Records of such fatalities are full enough,
but the death of over 100 persons upon one pleasure craft—history has no parallel for that in this region.
The fishing and semi-fishing resorts more directly in

the course of Chicago summer travel are unusually
crowded this summer. There are more than 250 Chica-
foans scattered around Oconomowoc this week, and per-

'

aps more about Mackinac Island. Waukesha, Wis., is
crowded to the utmost. At Devil's Lake about 75 Chicago
people are registered. Two or three dozen names are
sent down from Minnetoka, Minn.

, registers. Twin Lakes,
Wis., has about 80 Chicago guests at present, and halt
that many are attributed daily to St. Joseph, Mich.
Closer at home, and in a country whose attractions are
more purely sportsmanlike, are' Fox Lake, Lake Villa,
Antioch, and a number of other villages much frequented
by half camping and half visiting summer parties whose
main idea is fish. On Fox Lake, Ed Howard's, The Lake-
side, Lippincotts's, Harry Dunnell's and all the other pub-
lic places are crowded, and the clubs are also pretty full
most of the time.
By the way, a new club house must be added to those

already owning the Fox Lake.country as their home. The
Northwestern Pleasure Club, of Chicago, an organization
only about a year old, has formally opened its new club
house on Pistaqua Bay. The new house is a pleasant,
structure, two stories, basement and attic, and points
west from a very commanding and well chosen site.
There are 30 rooms in the house, and the interior is taste-
fully finished in Georgia pine. The total cost was $8,000

,

and the building is a worthy and suitable one in every
way. Mr. Ostrander will manage the house. The fes-
tivities on July 12 consisted of a flag-raising, a shooting
tournament, a banquet, a reception and a ball. The mem-
bers were represented almost in full, and many guests
were present from the Mineola, Fox Lake and other 1

clubs. The officers of the Northwestern Pleasure Club
are: President, Thos. Webb; Vice-President, Henry Wolff

;

Secretary, J. W. Brenckle: Treasurer, L. E. We'ich; Di-
rectors, John J. Weber, William Erby, P. O'Malley,
Theodore Wilkins, George D. Eddy, Charles Peatern,
Charles Gastfield, W. H. Gray and H. Riderberg. Its
membership includes among others Judge Murphy , Coro-
ner Hertz, David Bayha, Joseph O'Malley, Henry Smith,
Charles Etterman, Isadore Aid, John Puhle, Thomas
Sweenie, August Wilkens, Erick Stone, J. Fletcher, T,
Glassbrook, George Weber, T. Rheil, Henry Slick, Dr.
Wickersheim, G. Kimball, Henry Zitt, Gus Broberg, R.
Knight and John Stephens.
July 17'.—Mr. Charles F. Hills and Mr. Charles E. Hyde,

of the Fox Lake Club, on last Thursday and Friday found
some excellent bass water in the little fished lake' known
as Duck Lake, one of the lakes of the Fox Lake system.
On Thursday Mr. Hills took 26 bass alone in this lake,
and on the day following he and Mr. Hyde together took
22. None of the bass were below 21bs., and one reached
4flbs. Mr. Hills says that these bass were as gamy as
any small-mouths he ever saw. They were large-mouths
and were all taken by frog-casting.
In the report of the little Yorkville trip, last week. I

had occasion to mention Mr. J. E. Reddock, of that vil-
lage, a very ardent fly-fisherman, who did what he could
to show us some fishing while we were. To-day Mr. Red-
dock sent up to Mr. Hirth, at Spaldings', a magnificent
small-mouthed bass, which weighs 3flbs. Modesty pre-
vents my saying very much about it, because this par-
ticular bass was caught on the fly whose jiattern I de-
vised myself this spring—a Professor body, Montreal
wing, red and ginger hackle. This fish was taken at
Yorkville. It is a pleasure to add that since our visit to
this village a sportsmen's club has been organized, which
will try to prevent illegal methods of fishing and so pre-
serve to its rightful uses what is naturally a very good
bass water indeed.
Mr. Hills informs me that the "jumping" of bass as

practiced along the lower Fox, will be noticed as one of
the destructive illegal methods described in the circular
synopsis about to be issued by the Fox River Association.
Mr. W. W. Tabberner, general agent of the Milwaukee

and Northern railway, says that trout fishing has been
backward this season on account of the singularly pro-
longed high waters. Mr. Tabberner informs me that his
company has this year planted over 1,000,000 trout in the
streams along their lines. Himself and Mr. Rollins,
president of the WausaukeeClub, have superintended the
planting of numbers of the rainbow trout, butthevdo not
think the latter have done well.
The Wausaukee Club, of which Mr. Tabberner is sec-

retary, mention of which was promised earlier in the
season, will hold its formal opening of the club house on
Saturday, July 26, which event will be celebrated by a
trout dinner, among other things. An attendance of the
entire membership is expected, and there will be many
guests; Forest and Stream among others. A full report
will be made duly.
July 18.—Governor Fifer, on the 8th of this month,

appointed Thomas B. Mullens, of Anna, and James P.
Campbell, of Browning, as fish wardens. It is to be
hoped that in these appointments his excellency has been
more fortunate than in that of the dead and alive crea-
ture, Brunsewitz, he lately inflicted on this city as a
"warden." The latter was supposed to have some trifling
"influence" with a class of ignorant foreigners. Thus it

may be seen that politics may affect fishing.
Mr. W. H. Comstock, who is the guest of Mr. Ely, at

his cottage on the north shore of Lake Superior, has de-
parted with his host for the scene of hostilities. The
point to which they go affords some of the finest lake
fishing for big brook trout to be had anywhere. This is,

of course, understood to be the fly-fishing along the rocks
and riffles of the shore. There is" no fly-fishing that sur-
asses it, in the minds of those who have tried it, and
oubtless these gentlemen will have delightful sport.

July 19—Mr, Joel Kinney and Mr, Chas. E. Pefcrie.
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both of whom have grown warm from sitting in the city
Fire Department so long, will cool oft this week at
Brown's Lake, near Burlington, Wis. They have been
taking any quantity of white bass, silver bass, croppies,
perch, etc., there, with some black bass, though they do
not enthuse over the prospect for the latter at Brown's
Lake. The Fox River, from Burlington on down, is a
screaming black bass water. E, Hough.

THE NEW IOWA FISH LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It maybe of interest to many readers of Forest and
Stream to know that we have a new fish law in Iowa. The
new law went into efteet April 4. The following is a syn-
opsis:

Section 1 repeals all other acts.
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to take from any of

the waters of the State any fish in. any maimer except by hook and
line: except thai, it shall be lawful for any person to take minnows
for bait with a seine thai, does not exceed five, yards in length.
Also that it shall be lawful to take buffalo and suckers by spear-
ing between the first day of November and the first day of March
following. The word minnows as used herein does not include or
.applv to young bass, pike, croppies, trout, salmon, or fry of any
cane: fish, either native or foreign, and all such fish, either vonng
or adult, so taken shall ho immediately returned to (he waters
from whence taken. * * *

Sec 3. It shall he unlawful for auy person to catch or take from
any of the waters of the State any salmon or trout between the
1st day of November and the 1st day of April following, or anv
hass, pike, croppies or any other game fish between the 1st day of
November and the 15th day of May following in each year, in auy
mariner whatsoever.
See. I. No person shall seU nor have fish with intent to sell,

which have been caught unlawfully.
See. 5. Any person found guilty of a violation of the precodiug

.sections, of this act, shall, upon conviction before any justice of
the peace, mayor of any incorporator! town or city, or any court
of record within the county in which such offense is committed,
he fined not less than fen nor more than fifty dollars and stand
committed until such fine and costs are paid

.

Sec. (i. No person shall, do any act that shall hinder the passage
of fish up, down or through a water way.

Sec. 7. No person shall place in any of the waters of the State
any lime, ashes, or medicated bait, or shoot any gun, or use any
dynamite, gun cotton, giant powder or other explosive, or any
electrical machine or device with the. intent thereby to kill,
injure, poison, stupify or catch fish.

Sec. 8. Any person found guilty of a violation of section 6 or 7
of Ibis act shall, upon conviction before anv justice of the peace,
mayor of any incorporated town or city, or anv court of record in
the county in which such offense is committed, be lined not less
than twenty-five dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars, and
stand committed until such Line is paid. And anv seine, net. trap
or other device used in violation of section 6 or 7 of this act may
be seized and destroyed by order of the court before whom such
action mav he brought.
Sec. 9. In case of violation, person filing the information shall

have in some cases $5 and in some $10 for filing the same.

I consider the law a good one down to Sec. 9, and here
it is lame. This seems to be the only provision our State
makes for the enforcement of her game and fish laws,
and instead of helping to enforce them it is a stumbling-
block preventing them being enforced. First, "what is

everybody's business is nobody's business." If a man
attempts to enforce it every one in the community will
say he did it for the paltry five or ten dollars. This will
keep the better class of law-abiding citizens from having
anything to do with it.

Third, the vagabond class, who might enter complaint
for the small money consideration , in nine cases opt of
ten dare not do it, for the reason that they have probably
broken the same law hundreds of times themselves, and
they are afraid of retaliation. I have seen the practical
workings of this class of laws fifteen years, and know
the above to be facts. Our game and fish laws are a dead
letter unless we have some different means of enforcing
them. William H. Steele.
Forest City, Iowa. •

BIG-MOUTH AND SMALL-MOUTH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I think the majority of anglers are yet revelling in the
good things of last week's "Bass Number." At least I
will vouch for one verv small portion of a shadow of
Walton.

I have read with interest the very positive and con-
flicting opinions of your correspondents, "T. H. B." and
"Kingfisher," regarding the large-mouthed bass, and
while perhaps the former states the best case, to my mind
the latter offers the most convincing evidence.
As far as my own personal experience goes I must side

with "Kingfisher." I have angled in a great many diff-

erent waters in the New England and Middle States and
have yet to hook an average large-mouth with anywhere
near the game quality of the average small-mouth. This
may be the state of affairs in this section only, and I do
not doubt but that in some waters the conditions may be
so different from ours as. to cause big difference in the
fighting qualities of this fish. Why then is not this a
solution to this much discussed question? That the large-
mouth bass of this section are sluggish compared to the
small-mouth variety my experience leads me to affirm,
and the experience of my brother anglers will go as
proof. That in other sections the one variety is just as
much of a fighter as the other I am not at all prepared to
discuss, and hence with a qualification as to location
would have no reason to question the correctness of the
several authorities quoted by "T. H. B."
Atjbant, n. y. Split Bamboo.

Fish Preservatives.—Boston, July 20.—I notice an
article by "Kit Clarke" in the number of July 17, about
"Preservaline." Some four or five years since I spent my
vacation at Kennebago Lake, Franklin county, Maine.
I received while there a box of "Rex Magnus." There
were plenty of trout there and we always had some in
the "car," which was moored out in the lake in front of
the cabin. I followed the directions on the canister
strictly. I took just two dozen trout, not one of them
less than half a pound, and soaked them in the solution,
one pound of "Rex Magnus" to four gallons of water, for
about two hours. 1 then packed them in a box wTith bog
moss and started, home the same day (a journey of forty-
eight hours by buckboard, stage and rail). I opened the
box immediately after my arrival, and the fish were just
as handsome as when taken from the water. The eyes,
spots and gills were in perfect condition and the flesh
hard. I distributed the fish around, keeping a couple for
myself, which were cooked the next morning for break-
fast, and there was no more taste to the in than there is

to a sugar pine chip. The powder undoubtedly preserved
them, but destroyed the flavor thoroughly. All the par-
ties to whom I bad given then: had the same experience,
and I got the "grand guy." I wonder if Mr. Clarke's ex-
perience was similar.—Parson,

Mudfish or Lawyer.—Weedsport, N. Y.

—

Editor For-
est and Stream.: Inclosed please find photograph of a fish
taken from the Seneca River, near this place. As no one
here has any knowledge of the species, how he .came
here, etc., except that he is known as the "lawyer," I
write you for something definite in the matter. The fish
is Kim. long and weighs lilbs. , color on back dark green-
ish tinge, light on belly, scales small and set very tight,
almost impossible to remove them. When first taken
the back shows diagonal checks, and is quite handsome.
The head in shape resembles that of the bullhead, and
has a row of sharp teeth on both jaws. Will live a long
time out of water, and weighs from 1 to lOlbs. This fish
is very gamy and will fight every second after being
hooked, and go out of the water like the black bass. He
appeared five or six years ago. and last year a number
were taken. This year he is numerous.—D. V. M. [The
lawyer is described in ichthyological works under the
name of Amia calva. It is better known as the mudfish,
but has many other common names, most of which are
quite local in their application. Dogfish is one of its
well known names; grindlo fish or John A. G-rindle are
Mississippi terms for thi? species. Sometimes the "Girin-
dle" is omitted and the fish figures simply as "John A."
The male, with a roundish black spot surrounded by a
pale orange color at the root of the tail, is styled spotted
grindle. Bowfin and brindle fish are other names for this
high- spirited but utterly worthless relic of the old ganoid
or bony-scaled fishes. The fish has a very wide range, ex-
tending from the Great Lakes to Texas and from New
York to Florida. It is a lover of sluggish waters and is

capable of living out of water for half a. day at a time.
Its air bladder being lung-like enables i t to breathe air as
long as the gills are kept moistened. As a food fish the
lawyer is a flat failure, and nothing but its game quali-
ties recommend it to the notice of the angler. J

The Ideal Fisherman.—Rochester, July 25.—Inclosed
please find a clipping which may interest our mutunl
friend, "Kingfisher," whose article by the bye was ex-
ceedingly interesting. I can relate a similar experience
with a barbless hook, but it was a pickerel this time,

—

Genesee. [The inclosure is from the Albany Journal,
and reads: "Years ago he was thought to be the man
who was the laziest fellow of the town, good for nothing
else but fishing. Later on it was the man who knew
where the fish were, and, regardless of means, managed
to secure a large number of them. Then came a period
when one having; quite a variety of tackle, enabling him
to put on an endless number of lines from his boat, there-
by being always reasonably sure of success, was looked
upon as the angler of the period. Following this the
number of lines decreased to a long, heavy one, with a
large reel and heavy rod. Then did the times change
and all the material grow lighter and lighter. Through
all these periods, however, with the varying kinds of
tackle used, the true angler, by the judgment of the
people, must show catches large in numbers. But the
true angler of the present day has divested himself of
every trait inherent to the past, and now he stands
simply on the merit of skill. His rod, reel and lines are
of the lightest possible weight, he does not care a rap for
numbers in his catch—only weighty—and if he can suc-
cessfully bring to creel a 2-J^lbs, trout or a 51bs. bass his
angling friends know that all the science of his art had
to be used to successfully capture the big fellow and save
his tackle."] _____

The Otsego Bass.—Governor De Witt Clinton, of New
York, is credited with the publication of a description of
the Otsego bass in the Medical and, Philosophical Regis-
ter, about 1815. We have not seen the first edition of
the volume in which this account is to be found, and the
reprint does not contain the article; but a separate
pamphlet on this bass, which is really a whitefish, was
printed at New^ York in 1822. In this paper Clinton in-

cidentally mentions the "white pike of the Susquehanna
River," which we believe to be the wall-eyed pike of out-

day. Great are the mysteries of common names of fishes.

In 1842 Dr. De Kay called the wall-eyed pike the yellow
pike-perch, and recorded;the additional names, glass-eye,
American sandre, okow or horn-fish, salmon of the Ohio,
pike of the Lake, common pike, pickerel, picketing and
yellow pike. The name pickerel was ascribed to this fish

in streams and inland lakes of the western parts of New
York, as it is now in the region of the Great Lakes. Mis-
led by this account and others of a similar character, we
supposed the pickerel of Lake George to be the wall-eyed
pike, until Mr. Presbrey sent us a head of a specimen
which he caught in that lake last year, and which proved
to belong to the common pike {Esox lueius). So much
for the confusion of common names, in framing which
the rules of priority are seldom or never considered.

Charleston, 111., July 17.—Angling has not been very
good for the past three weeks: the weather has been too
hot. On the 5th inst. Francis M. Parker, Edward Chil-
ton and Thomas Threlkeld, at theEmbarras River, caught
ten black bass and four channel catfish. _ On 6th inst.

Otto Weiss and Francis M. Parker, in the Ambraw River,
three miles east of the city, the temperature up to 92° at

2 P. M. , took four bass and five channel catfish. On 11th
inst. Frank Parker, in the Embarras River at the mouth
of Polecat Creek, caught six bass and four channel cat-

fish. The largest bass and largest catfish weighed 21bs.

each. On the 10th Thomas Threlkeld, in the Embarras
River, took six black bass and two catfish. On the 12th,

Otto Weiss, at the Embarras River, three miles east of

here, creeled two black bass. The largest weighed 21bs.,

and was the hardest fighter Mr. Weiss ever caught for

the size. On June 1 Francis M. Parker caught twenty-
eight channel catfish; it was the best day's angling of his

life.—J. B. D.

A Horse Mackerel of large size (5601bs.) found its way
into Gloucester, Mass., Harbor July 14, and was captured
off Pavilion beach. It attracted a great deal of notice

while on exhibition at one of the fish markets. A trap
near Rockport, Cape Ann, has taken a score of these
monsters in a single season. Young ones are not found in

our waters. The species breeds in the Mediterranean,
where it is an important food fish.

A Large Salmon.—The heaviest salmon that has been
taken in British waters for years was captured this sea-

son at the mouth of the River Esk, near Montrose. In
1883 the British Museum secured a specimen weighing
more than SOlbs. in the Billingsgate market, London,

Brook Trout in Pike County.—Hon. Henry C. Ford,
of Philadelphia, informs us that the take of brook trout
in Pennsylvania this year is the largest for twenty years.
The headwaters of Broadhead's Creek contain plenty of
trout. Henryville and Canadensis are the chief starting
points for the fishing. The Tobyhanna, rising in Pocomo
Mountain and running into the upper Lehigh, has the
biggest brook trout in the State; it has long reaches of
still water in which large trout live. Mr. C. W. Walton,
of Philadelphia, is thoroughly familiar with the Toby-
hanna and its inhabitants. Last year he had a creel of
18 trout from that stream running from lib. to 3^lbs., and
also one of Sflbs. which was taken by another angler.
A 61b. brook trout was caught in the Tobyhanna at one
time. Numerous trout weighing from ±| to 21bs. have
been captured in Pike county. There the season lasts
from to May 1 Aug. 1, while in other parts of the State
the time is from April 15 to July 15. The streams are
very low on account of the dry weather. At such times
the trout gather in deep pools and will not rise readily to
a fly. The clear water is a hindrance to successful fish-
ing. Under these circumstances tbe poacher with bis
nets gets in his deadly work; but public sentiment in
Pike county is in favor of enforcing the law, and poach-
ers carry on their nefarious business at their own peril.

Minnesota Notes.—Detroit City, Minn., July 17.—This
lias been the best season we have had for a long time.
The catches of bass and pike have been unusually large,
and this in spite of the netting that is so largely practiced
in nearly all the lakes. A sturgeon was caught in De-
troit Lake in the early summer, the first one ever taken.
Length 6ft. 8in., weight UKilbs. The first trout was taken
from a brook that flows into Detroit Lake this spring, and
two men went from here and fished the stream and were
rewarded by six or eight fingerlings. These trout were
placed in here five or six years ago, and it is a shame that
they are not left alone, the Park Region Game and Fish
Protective Association was organized here last spring.
Soon after its organization one man was arrested for
using a net in Floyd Lake and fined, but nothing more
has been done, yet it is said that nets and dynamite are
being used. "I've caught lots of bass this year," said Mr.
C. W. Dix to me the other day , "even I on my little Betha-
bararod." "How many?" I asked. "Over two hundred,"
he replied. The other day at Island Lake a man said to
me, "I have not got many fish this year; have only sent
off four ton. Last year I sent off many more." "How
were these fish caught? ' The answer to this will ex-
plain why so many of our lakes are being drained of
the fish.—Myron Cooley.

Nomini Creek Notes.—Washington, D. C—Our 4th
of July, 1890, outing was to Nomini Creek, Virginia.
This creek is in Westmoreland county and flows into the
Potomac River near its mouth. It furnishes good salt-

water fishing and sailing. We spent two days here and
found fish plentiful, but at present of small size. The
fish average much better later in the season. Croakers,
striped bass, spots, catfish and eels were abundant. The.
striped bass run from ^lb. to lib. in weight. We had no
intention of fishing in salt water when we went to Mt.
Holly. Our destination was a small lake, three-quarters
of a mi le long by one-quarter of a mile wide, at Montrose,
six miles distant from Mt. Holly P. O. (Nomini Creek).
This body of fresh water is well stocked with large-
mouthed black bass, and our hopes ran high for a good
time with that fine fish: but we were disappointed . as the
water was very muddy and could not be fished. Nomini
Creek and vicinitv is one of the good fishing places along
the Potomac. W. W. Palmer, Plain View Hotel, Mt.
Holly P. O., Va,, took us in charge and proved himself a
first-class host. Hotel accommodations and boats are to
be had at very reasonable rates. Reached from Wash-
ington by steamboat tri-weekly.—D. G. Mohler.

Striped Bass in Upper Delaware River.—On July
23 I caught in the Delaware River, opposite Milford, Pa.

,

a striped sea bass weighing 2ilbs. Several other similar
cases have been reported along the river. Can you ex-
plain their presence so far from their natural home?—R.
L B. [By reference to an account of black bass fishing
in the upper Delaware, published in this number of
Forest and Stream, you will learn that the striped bass
are in pursuit of young fish, notably the shad, which is

now migrating seaward. It is a matter of frequent oc-
currence for this species to ascend streams almost to their
sources.]

Great Egg Harbor Bay* Fishing.—Somers Point, N.
J., July 20.—Fishing is not very good at present, and has
not been this season. There are some weakfish, flounders
and kingfish, but not very many. Sea bass are in the
bay in great numbers, but they are very small. There
are more bluefish on the coast than I ever knew before,
and mossbunkers, or menhaden, are also plentiful.

Sheepshead are absent from these waters and have been
for three seasons. I have seen several kinds of fish that
were not in the collection made by Dr. Bean in the sum-
mer of 1887.—B. E. S.

Mr. Henry Loptie, manager of the Syracuse Bamboo
Furniture Co.. sent to the Forest and Stream the other
day two plump muscalonge, which had been taken by
Mr. Chas. Gilchrist, the wild rice man, at Rice Lake, On-
tario. They were two of six taken in two hours and a
half on Mr. Lottie's glittering gang trolling bait. Cana-
dian muscalonge appear to have taken a shine to this

lure; and Mr. Loftie claims for it not only that it is an
attractive bait, but that it also has the merit of hooking
big fish and letting the no-accounts go.

Columbus Anglers.—Columbus, O.—I am inclined to
think that Columbus has more expert anglers than any
othercity in the country, in proportion to her population.

One small party recently took a brief trip to northern
Michigan, and caught and brought home over 2001bs. of

fine, large brook trout. They go to the same region every
season and always feel well repaid for their trips. They
avoid the so-called "stocked" streams, preferring those

stocked by nature.—M. P. P.

Wisconsin.—Coolidge, July 24.—Muskallonge fishing is

excellent. I was out three days last week and got four
that weighed over 20lbs., the largest weighing 28£lbs.;

and smaller muskallonge, pike and bass are in abund-
ance.—H. F. H,
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THE ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF FISH.

FISCHERB1 VEREINBT MAX VON DEM BORNE, DEUTSCHER
OF GERMANY.

Translated by C. H. M. Rose.

FOR those friends who have neither the time nor the in-
clination to read existing hooks on pisciculture, I will

brief! v describe a simple method of artificially breeding fish.

By this we understand the artificial impregnation and
hatching of fish eggs in hatching troughs as opposed to fish

breeding in lakes or ponds where the fish themselves are
permitted to deposit their eggs.

Artificial breeding has the following advantages: A much
larger percentage of the eggs are hatched than would be the
case if left to nature, and it is possible to protect them and
the young against many dangers that threaten them in free
and open waters.
For breeding artificially the following kinds would do

well: Salmon, trout, pike, etc., also shad, sturgeon, smelts
and other sea fish.

Many kinds of fish, among which may be mentioned the
trout, can be kept in ponds until they are ready to deposit
their eggs. Where this is not feasible, as in the case of shad,
sturgeon, etc., the fish must be caught when they have
reached the necessary development, and when they are cap-
tured in great quantities, as are the shad in spring, ample
opportunity is afforded for getting an unlimited supply of
eggs and impregnating them. As by doing this the value
of the fish is not decreased, and the impregnated eggs are
readily bought, it will be to the advantage of fishermen to
impregnate the ripe eggs and sell them to breeders.
But the roe, as well as the milt, is fruitful only when ripe.

This can easily be determined by stroking the fish from its

head backward under the stomach, with a gentle pressure.
If the roe and milt are ripe they flow freely. When they
flow with difficulty, further experiment is useless.
Trout and salmon in captivity may be examined weekly

to ascertain their condition. The ripe fish should be placed
in two separate vessels of water, according to sex. It will
be well to take an equal number of males "and females, but
in case of necessity the milt from one male will be sufficient
for the roe from two females.
When impregnating the fish, a glass or earthenware basin

should be usedT Into this is stroked first the milt and then
the roe. in sufficient quantity to cover the bottom of the
dish. The milt and roe are then mixed by carefully shak-
ing the vessel, after which water is gently poured down
the edge until the eggs are covered. The water is renewed
until the eggs are quite clean and the milt entirely removed.
Impregnation follows at the moment that eges, milt and
water come together. The eggs are then placed on the wire
cloth bottom c of the California trough, and water is per-
mitted follow through without interruption.
When impregnated eggs are to be sent from a distant

hatchery, word as to the time of their arrival should precede
them by forty-eight hours, so that the receiver may have
ample time to be prepared for them, and care should be taken
that the forwarding company is instructed to send the eggs
promptly in warm compartments. Ou their arrival the
cover is removed in a cold room and the contents of the box
repeatedly dampened with the same water in which it is in-

tened to place the eggs. When this has been done, and the
eggs are of the same temperature as the water that will flow
over them in the hatching apparatus, they are transferred
into a larger vessel filled with water and removed from the
packing material. After the eggs have been thorouglj
cleansed and the dead ones removed, they are placed in the
breeeding trough by means of a ladle.

For large eggs, with a diameter of perhaps an eighth of an
inch, an apparatus is recommended whichlhave constructed
and named a "Deep California Trough." Without further
preparation this is placed under a pump or under any run-
ning stream of water, and is then a complete fish hatching
establishment, in which eggs and fish can be kept until they
are ready to be placed in open waters. All the water is util-

ized in passing through the eggs, which appear in several
layers upon each other. Therefore the trough may, when
of suitable size, contain a great many fish.

Box A is constructed of zinc and consists of three parts
that can be separated from each other. Compartment b,
into which the water flows, is I6in. long, lOin. wide and lOin.

deep; c, with wire-cloth bottom is 12in. long, lOin. wide and
Gin. deep. The front compartment d, which seals the trough,
is 4in. long, lOin. wide, 4in. deep. The seal is effected by
pressing the three overflow tubes e into each other.
When water flows into compartment h from faucet a, it

reaches the trough from the bottom through sieves c and d,
and passes off through the overflow e. The wire cloth is so
fine that neither fish nor eggs can pass through it, there
being fifteen threads to the inch. As the bottoms consist of
copper wire, they must be thoroughly coated with the best
Syrian asphalt wax to guard against poisoning by oxida-
tion.
The catch basin B is sealed by sieve g, with the object of

detaining any fish that may have escaped from the trough
when the seive d is removed.
The breeding trough and catch basin together form a com-

plete fish hatchery on a small scale. With trout and sim-
ilar fish one quart of water per 20 to 40 seconds is required,
while with other fish one quart of water for every 150 to 180
seconds will be sufficient.
The warmer the water the more of it must flow through

the trough and the fewer fish should be kept in it. A large
flow reduces the danger of warm water. With the water at
50deg. Fahrenheit it is not advisable to keep more than 5,000
fish in the apparatus, and with warmer water the number
should be lessened, When the fish are observed it will
easily be noticeable whether or not they are too crowded.
When, as mentioned, 5,000 trout eggs are placed in one

trough they must lie in several layers on top of each other,
but this is not objectionable, as the water permeating them
from the bottom prevents heavy pressure upon the lower
layers.
At first, before the eyes of the fish are visible through the

outer covering of the egg, every unnecessary disturbance is

to be avoided, as at that period the eggs are very sensitive
and easily killed. The dead eggs become opaque and white,
and are removed daily with a pair of pincers.
After the dead eggs have been taken from the top layer, it

will be necessary to alter the position of the eggs in order
to remove the dead ones that lie beneath. To do this box c

s slowly lifted and then quickly pressed down again. The

inflowing water through the sieve bottom will change the
position of the eggs, and possibly all the dead ones may ap-
pear on the. surface.
To remove all the water from the trough a ruhber tube is

used a,s a syphon at compartment b. If any dirt becomes
lodged among the eggs the water is first removed from the
trough, and the eggs then deluged with a gentle spray of
water from the top. Should this become necessary before
the eyes are visible the greatest care must be exercised in
doing it.

To exclude light and vermin a wooden cover is used, which
has a. sieve-covered opening at the place where the water
enters.
As soon as the fish begin to hatch, the catch basin, B, is

placed in its position to catch any escaping fish, and these
are daily returned to the trough. At first but few pass
through the overflow, but later on they escape in great
numbers, and the breeding trough becomes filled with egg
shells, which gradually pass through the overflow into the
box beneath. From here they are removed. All dead eggs
and fish are also removed daily.
When all the egg shells have disappeared and the young

fish begin to move about freely, it is best to retain them in
the breeding trough, as the rising water in it is better for
them than that In the box beneath the overflow. The
trough is therefore sealed with the front sieve. This has a
large surface to prevent the water from flowing against it

with force and thus kill the fish. A horizontal sieve is
better for this purpose than either a perpendicular or
a slanting one, because it is entirely submerged in the
water andits whole surface utilized.
It is best to place the young fish in open water as soon as

they become thoroughly lively and before they begin to
feed. They are preferably placed in a situation that would
be selected by the parents for depositing the eggs. For in-
stance, in the case of trout, a shallow place in a brook (from
1 to 2ft. deep) where the water flows rapidly and the bottom
is to a large extent covered with large stones.
In any event the brood should be divided among a number

of places distant from each other, to avoid'attracting the at-

tention of large fish and other enemies.
In late years it is being attempted to keep the young fish

for weeks and feed tlreni, but information regarding this is

found at leugth in various works on the subject.

TROUT CULTURE AGAIN.
DENVER, Colo., July 20.—Editor Forest avd Stream:

As Mr. Milton P. Peirce continues to advertise him-
self as a gigantic failure in fish culture (a fact well known, I
am told, where he is known, and as well in other things)
and to assail every one differing from him regarding trout
culture as in some way interested in deluding their fellows,
perhaps, as he states in one sentence that he "has given
more attention to inland fishculture, including trout culture,
than any other," and in another sentence that he "has never
raised a trout," it, would be well to ask him, for the benefit
of the deluded trout culturists of Europe and America, to
place upon record, in a plain statement of facts, the many
valuable experiments he has made, or observed, in trout cul-
ture, and when and where; to state the date of his great dis-
covery that trout culture is impracticable and unprofitable,
and what really opened his eyes to the fact, and, "honest
injun," had he any interested motive in the matter what-
ever; whether there is anything in this beautiful world of
any value, except the carp, and whether he has noticed any
failure in the commercial or agricultural world from time
to time, and if so, whether for that reason he would assume
that they are useless branches of human effort, and whether
the uniform failure of one individual in all the affairs of life

is evidence of good judgment and critical ability; also,
whether such failure of the one individual shall be taken as
proof of failure by the entire human race? He might also
pertinently be asked whether abuse is argument, and
whether he thinks that his periodical wails or tirades really
arrest, or are likely to, the progressive development of trout
culture as apart of fishcultural evolution? Of course he must
see that the delusion is spreading from year to year notwith-
standing his frantic protests. True, he says there are not a
"baker's dozen" (13) of trout culturists in the country to-day,
but he does not believe any such stuff.

He might be asked further, whether the other fellows are
not in the position of the eleven deluded jurymen, and lastly,
as he has dropped out of the procession, should he not drop
gracefully out of sight? At all events, and seriously, should
not fishculturists allow him to do so, since his distress and
morbid disinterestedness are so very painful to behold?
There are many skeptics as to Mr. Peirce's self-assumed

exalted position in fishculture— taking the "Wenonah
Ponds" in New Jersey as his latest, and, no doubt, suprem-
est effort, although not so very recent—who will await with
bated breath an exposition of what Mr. Milton P. Peirce has
accomplished in fishculture, outside, of the newspapers, but
who think that the constant repetition of his failures and
beliefs, abuse and insinuations, are monotonous to the ex-
treme. ¥m. N. Byers.

STOCKING THE YELLOWSTONE.—Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, July 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Prof. S.
A. Forbes, of Champaign, 111,, and Prof. Edwin Linton, of
Washington, Pa., are here in charge of an expedition for
the U. S. Fish Commission. The object of the expedition is
to investigate the life of the streams with especial reference
to the food of the fishes in those streams where fish occur,
and also to determine the nature and abundance of the life
in those streams where fishes are not found, preparatory to
stocking the latter streams with different kinds of fish. The
parasites of the fishes, especially those which infest the trout
and suckers, will also be studied. The Eastern brook trout
(fingerling) which were planted last fall in Glen Creek, have
been seen this season, and are now from 5 to 7in. long. This
plant was experimental, and thus far has proved very suc-
cessful.—H.
FISH DYING IN PENNSYLVANIA. —Advices from

Huntingdon, Pa., under date of July 23, announces a sud-
den mortality among the black bass and other fish in the
Raystown branch of the Juniata river. Thousands of bass
have been found along the banks of the stream or floating
on its surface. The waters affected are several miles in ex-
tent and the total destruction of bass in this magnificent
stream is feared, as a consequence of this unexpected mor-
tality. Prompt measures should be taken to investigate the
cause of these sudden epidemics among fishes, with a view
of preventing their recurrance if possible.

BLACK BASS FOR PLANTING.—We are often asked
where parties can obtain black bass for planting, and as the
season for collecting them is rapidly drawing to a close we
repeat the information previously published as to the oppor-
tunity at Sandusky, Ohio. At the present time Mr. George
W. Littleton can furnish young bass, but before the middle of
August they will probably go into deep water where they
cannot be taken. June and July are the best months for
collecting them at Sandusky. The Pennsylvania Fish Com-
mission obtained 2,000 through Mr. Littleton's help.

No Extra Charge for fast time. No transfers. No midnight
changes. No missed connections. No appliances but modern
ones. No luxuries but the best. No mistake possible if you fake
the Chicago & Atlautic to Chautauqua, New York, New England
and all points East. No trouble to ask your agent for the C, & A.
differential rates, which save money to travelers.—Adv.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 2 to 5—Dog Show of the Wilmington Fair Association, at
Wilmington, Del. F. R. Carswell, Snpt., 301 West Sixth street.
Sept. 2 to 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Associa-

tion, at Kingston, Ont. C. H. Corbett, Secretary.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Michigan Kennel

Club, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders. Secretary.
Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the

Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone,
Secretarv.
Sept. 23 to 26.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
Committee.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbnry Agricul-

tural Societv, at Danbury Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Secretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25,—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9.—Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg. Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Iadiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 10.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretarv.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratogo
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eigh th Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

THE safe arrival of Mr. Moore's new St. Bernard Alton is
announced from Boston, and according to all accounts

he should prove a very valuable acquisition to his owner and
St. Bernard breeders in general. Namquoit" lets the cat
out of the bag as to Mr. Sydney Smith's letting Alton go to
Mr. Moore and Mayor of Leeds and Young Plinlimmon to
English buyers. Sydney Smith is as shrewd a seller as he
is a buyer, and he never lets anything go unless he has as
good if not better in his kennel. When "Namquoit" told
the readers of the 13-months old marvel Scottish Prince, he
answered, before it was asked, the Stock-Keeper'1

s query,
"Where are the St. Bernard giants coming from to fill their
places?"

Mr. Sbillcock's dog Lord Bute is claimed to be the largest
dog in the world, and it does not seem to be. disputed abroad

.

This gentleman has six St. Bernards in his kennels, the
weights of which are: Lord Bute, 2231bs.; Young Piiulim-
mon, 2171 hs.; Lord Calthorpe. 2081 bs.; Sabrina (dam of Lord
Bute), 1601 bs.; Forget Me Not, 1701bs.; Baroness Cardiff,
lS61bs.

The correspondence betweet Mr. Everett Miliars and Prof.
C. T. Kingzett, anent the "New Treatment for Distemper,"
is not progressing far toward yielding much information.
What the doggy public at large wishes to know is, can dogs
be inoculated to prevent distemper, upon the same principle
as people are vaccinated to prevent smallpox? Mr. Kingzett
wrote a very temperate criticism of Mr. Millais's "new treat-
ment," whereupon the latter rushes off to his lawyer to find
out whether somewhere in the letter there was not a libel.
All of which is very childish, particularly because Mr.
Millais has allowed his paper to be the vehicle for very
dastardly anonymous attacks upon such honorable men as
Messrs. Astley and Raper.

A gentleman, for whose opinion I have a very high respect,
says on a postal card received this week, "Don't be hard on
Millais, he means well." I have no desire to be hard on him
at all, and if the opinion I once held of him has changed, he
has but himself to thank. A man who asks me to do a dis-
honorable thing, as Mr. Millais did, cannot expect one to
retain a good opinion of him. His last letter to me remains
unanswered for that reason, and I would uot now refer to it

but that I have heard that Mr. Millais has written to this
side of the Atlantic regarding my not replying. He will
know the reason now if it has not dawned upon him before.

But to return to the distemper treatment, it must be
acknowledged even by Mr. Millais that he has given us
nothing new. Inoculation by distemper virus is an old
thing. What Mr. Millais did seem to get new was the sepa-
ration of the bacilli and which of the two was the active
agent in spreading the disease. But that, while interesting,
is immaterial, for if the discharges which convey distemper
from one dog to another contain other matter which is not
infectious, the dog that gets the whole dose doesn't know it.

It is to be hoped that Professor Kingzett and Mr. Millais
will cease arguing about things half of us cannot follow
them in, and drop fishing for libel suits in favor of carrying
on the so far crude experiments to something tangible and
that will benefit dog owners.

"Hibernia" several years ago, in company with Dr. Glass,
if I remember correctly, experimented quite extensively in
treatment by attenuated virus. The fact that he has long
since given it up, though still much interested in discus-
sions on the subject, demonstrates that he at least lost faith
in getting the successful antidote. Might I suggest his giv-
ing Forest and Stream readers the history of his experi-
ments?

On Sunday the barn at the Associated Fanciers Farm

,

Berlin, N. J., was burned down. It was presumably the
work of a discharged employee, and in addition to quite a
large quantity of hay and wheat, one horse was burned to
death. The local space writer got in his work and in
graphic language described the scene he did not see. When
the Philadelphia owners of dogs boarding at the farm read
of how the dogs had suffered (in the reports) they pushed to
the city office of the farm, only to meet with the assurance
that the dogs were nowhere near the fire and were all safe.
Three large oaks which grew between the barn and Mr.
Ireland's residence alone saved the latter from destruction.

An oil painting of Mr. Mitchell Harrison's collie Christo-
pher has been on exhibition in a window on Chestnnt street,
Philadelphia, during the past week. That dog must h-i

possessed of wonderful vitality, for after having been bred
to about eighty bitches last year I note in the Stock-Keeper
kennel registry the following births of puppies: March 19,

Ormskirk Gem, 8 puppies; March 23, Sweet Valentine, 11
puppies; March 26, Plead, 8 puppies; March 28, Walton Las-
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sie, 14 puppies. Mr. Stretch was, of course, very careful of
his dog and he restricted the hitches to one service only,
and the misses were very few indeed.

A Yorkshire terrier has heen purchased in England for
shipment to this side. It is Royal George, owned by Mr.
John Taylor, of Bradford.

A gentleman who signs "Espan" to the communications
which appear in a contemporary, professes inability to un-
derstand what I meant by saying that Mr. Anthony could
have carried his motion against Mr. Peshall's credentials as
against that gentleman himself. I'll give "Espan" a Scot-
tish answer. I was going to the races last week at Belmont
Park, and being in no great hurry walked from the statiou
to the track, perusing Forest and STREAM as I strolled
along. I suddenly came across a little group standing
around a small table on a tall tripod. On this were three
walnut shells, and there were loud offers to bet as to the
whereabouts of a little pea. The gentleman who was ma-
nipulating the. walnut shells glanced at me, and then with
all possible contempt exclaimed, "Say, what's you fellows
given me, don't yu'se know him ?"

"Espan" thinks my propositions for changing the A. K. C.
constitution will never be adopted. Perhaps not, but that
does not say that they ought not to be adopted. I like to
keep a little bit ahead of the times if I can. My captious
friend can do more good to the cause by criticising the sug-
gestions, and I would like him to do so.

Mr. Chas. D. Cugle, who figured so prominently in help-
ing to make things run smoothly at Baltimore dog show,
has given over dabbling in St. Bernards. Back to the old
love is the story. Ah! old loves are binding, whether of
humans or animals. My friend Cugle, and I particularly
call him friend because at one time, and before we knew
one another by little more than name, we bad a rough and
tumble pen fight. Cugle is in the bantam-weight class, but
he. is a fearful punisher, and I now and then got in a pretty
good sockdologer. The result was that after we resumed
the attitude and manners of gentlemen we had quite a diff-

erent opinion of each other and are always good friends.
When at Baltimore Mr. Cugle told me about his wishing to

get a few bulldogs together again and made a little note re-

garding one of his proposed deals without revealing the
identity of the purchaser. Well, that deal did not go
through, but there was quite an importation of bulldogs "at

Baltimore a week ago by the steamship Queeusniore con-
signed to Mr. Cbas. D. Cugle.

From the Rideau Keunels (Mr. P. G. Keyes), of Ottawa, I

have stud card of Bob Obo and Obo. Jr. The latter is one
of the best sires we have had in the States, among his win-
ners being such good ones as champion Black Pete, Othello,
Capt. Obo, Ko-Ko, Freda and a lot of others. He was out
in the days of Obo II. and Young Obo, hard nnts to crack
when they graced the show bench, but he beat them all for
the stud dog prize at Newark four years ago. Obo, Jr., was
bred by Mr. Farrow, of Ipswich,' England, and was im-
ported by Mr. Geo. W. Leavitt, of Boston, Mass.

Mr. Leavitt is now flying at higher game than spaniels. I

met him a few weeks ago and he said: "I own more horses
worth $5,000 now than I ever owned spaniels worth £100."
Amoug other good things he has iu the horse line is the fast
young mare Fannie Swope, four years old, with a record of
2.24)4. Mr. Leavitt bought Fannie Swope for less than $700

•at one of the Lexington auction sales last fall, and he has
refused 815,000 for her, having set. his mind on beating the
four-year-old record of 2.16 with her this year.

Mr. Mather of the Radnor Hunt, which had its entire
pack destroyed on account of rabies, has already purchased
28 couples of young hounds in England. They will be
brought here and entered under the guidance of a few old
American hounds so as to learn our style of work.

Premium lists for Detroit, Ottawa, Kingston and Toronto
shows are out, and will prove interesting reading for exhib-
itors after the dull months of May, June and July. From
Philadelphia Ben Lewis will go to Detroit, Frank Smith
will look after Wilmington entries, and Fred. Kirby will, if

the trip looks profitable
;
wend his way to where the red rag

waves across Niagara River.

A gentleman who has seen the new bulldogs has favored
me with the fol Lowing particulars: Bombardes is a 16
months old dog, by British Monarch out of Gentle Gertrude,
a prize winner each time shown. He will make up into a
big dog, being now in the 451bs. class. Color white, with
fawn-marked head. This is undoubtedly the best developed
dog for his age we have had in this country. His skull as
good, and he shows a really wonderful stop and layback.
He stands on his front legs at present, but he will likely
spring a bit there, and when he does he will be a hard dog
to beat. With the dog came two bitches and two bitch
puppies. These are Derby Nancy, 2 years, by Reeves' Crib
out of Derby Queen, in whelp to Bagpipes. This is a 351bs.
bitch, all white. Derby Hebe, 2}4 years old, is also by
Reeves' Crib and out of champion Hebe, a few pouuds ligh-
ter than Derby Queen, and her white is broken by fawn
head markings. She is to be bred to Bombardes this week.
The. puppies are Rosa de Mayo, by The Skipper out of Derby
Hebe, 5 months old, brindle and white, and her litter sister
Derby Mag, also a brindle.

Iam very glad Mr. Cugle has rejoined the fancy, for Mr.
Thayer's giving up bulldogs for deerhounds caused a bad
break in the gradually increasing ranks.

By the way, it would be well to note the. case of Derby
Queen showing in season a few days after arrival. I drew
attention to the case of Mr, Sawyer's Dolly Tester being
bred within two weeks of her arrival here as being quite out
of the run of my experience and knowledge of bitches cross-
ing the Atlantic. Here we have two bitches practically
coming iu heat on the voyage, while in my experience and
also in all cases that I know of bitches going to England, is
that the voyage causes a delay of three months in the return
of the period. The last and best known case is that of Dr.
Foote's black and tan terrier Meersbrook Maiden.

Mr. Frank Dole, in a P. S. to a note received a few days
ago, says he has a lot of stuff coming over for self and
friends. He will please send particulars of "stuff" and
oblige J. W.

THE KINGSTON" DOG SHOW.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream; It has been decided by the management of the King-
ston, Ont.. Kennel Club bench showtoaddto theliberal pre-
mium list already published extra cash specials of -$10 each
for the best kennel of four or more in the following breeds,
owned by one kennel or exhibitor: Mastiffs, St. Bernards,
English setters, Irish setters and cocker spaniels. Arrange-
ments have been made with the Custom House authorities to
admit all dogs to this show free of duty. Entries are com-
ing in fast and everything points to a most successful show.
Entries close positively on the loth August.—C. H. Cor-
bett, Secretary and Superintendent.

NEW YORK DOG SHOW.—July 2S.—The Westminster
Kennel Club's fifteenth annual bench show will be held on
Feb. 24, 25, 36 and 27 —Jas. Mortimer, Supt. t

DETROIT DOG SHOW.
WE have received the premium list of the second dog

show of the Michigan Kennel Club, to be held at
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 2 to 5. The show will be held in con-
nection with the Detroit International Fair and Exposition.
The. judges announced are: Miss Anna 11. Whitney, New-
foundlands, St. Bernards and pugs; Major J. M.' Taylor,
pointers, setters, American foxhounds and'beagles: Mr. Jas.
Mortimer, mastiffs, great Danes, bulldogs, bull-terriers, fox-
terriers, collies, greyhounds, deerhounds, English foxhounds
and Chesapeake Bay dogs; Mr. C. M. Nelles, field and cocker
spaniels; Mr. J. F. Kirk the remaining classes. The St.
Bernard Club offers the club medals for Americau-bral St.
Bernards, rough and smooth, dogs and bitches, both over
and under 18 months old, and other specialty clubs are ex-
pected to offer specials for the different breeds. The prizes
offered are $15 aud $10 in the challenge, $15, 81.0 ami 15 in
open, and 810, 85 and medal in the puppy classes in the im-
portant breeds, and $10 and 85 in challenge, 810, 85 and medal
in open, aud 85 and medal in puppy classes in the other
breeds. The show will be held in a new building 40by400ft.

,

connected with which are large outdoor exercising rings.
In addition to the premium list, a large, number of valuable
specials have been promised, including kennel prizes for the
more important breeds. Entries close Aug. 18. The address
of the secretary is Dr. M. Y. B. Saunders, 230 Woodward
avenue, Detroit, Mich.

DETROIT, Mich., July 25. -Editor Forcm'and Stream • The
premium list of the Michigan Kennel Club, as sent out, con-
tains an error in the light-weight pointer classes. Instead
of reading 810, $5 and medal in Classes 45 and 46, the list

should be the same as in heavy-weight pointers, 815, 810 and
$5. Please make these corrections through your columns
and oblige—M. V. B. Saunders, Sec'y.

ENGLISH VS. AMERICAN BEAGLES.
Editor porest and. SI ream:
Iu your issue of July 17 I notice the article, written by

"Hi hernia" on the beagle, hound. In the controversy now
existing between beagle breeders of the country as to which
is the correct type of dog, 1 will (if you will allow me a
space in your columns) express my opinion on the subject.
A great deal has been said about beagles being miuiature
foxhounds, while others have gone so far as to say that a
beagle should represent the type of a Southern bloodhound.
Now, if your readers will look back to when the beagle was
first introduced into this country they will see that he did
not resemble either the foxhound or bloodhound; in fact
they did not resemble any of our beagles of to-day, without
it was champion Bannerman. It is my opinion that Ring-
wood is the true type of dog and the type that breeders
should breed. Compare Ringwood with our beagles of to-
day: where is the likeness between the two? I should say
Little Duke resembles what they call a harrier.
Probably the finest importation of the true type of the

beagle is Bannerman. I consider him the finest beagle
hound in America, and our beagles of to-day who have met
him have stood no chance with him. Breeders will notice
that Ringwood and Bannerman are very much the same
type, and both dogs have not only shown themselves on the
bench, but have given to their offspring the beautiful form
which these old dogs possess. It is safe to say that a
majority of our leading beagles of to-day have the blood of
Ringwood and Bannerman; this alone ought to be enough
to convince breeders that there is something in the old type.
Beagle breeders will notice that the coming dogs of"the

day resemble the old type. Why then should they come out
and say that the. true type of beagle should represent the
miniature foxhound or a Southern bloodhound? Ringwood
was undoubtedly the finest beagle of his day, and those who
are fortunate enough to own his offspring, can congratulate
themselves. We now have in Blue Belle II. one of the finest
(if not the finest bitch in America); she is the perfect like-
ness of the old champion himself. Beagle breeders are
aware that she is not only a fine bitch, but one that will be
seldom beaten. Now if your breeders will compare the two
types, and then consider them, I think they will be con-
vinced that Ringwood was the correct type, and the only
type breeders should consider. Let your readers throw
forth their opinion as to what is the true type of the beagle,
for many are in the dark and are wholly unaware of what
they are breeding.

'

Loutre.

FLEAS,
AND HOW TO GET RID OF THEM.

NOW is the season for fleas. At this time man's most
faithful friend is compelled to follow the example of

the hen and scratch to live. Of all insects fleas are the
cutest. They don't rear their families on the dog's back
where they live, but make a nice nest in some pile of sand.
They are not, however, over particular, and if there is no
sand handy they will use dirt or even the dust under a
carpet. There is where their shrewdness comes in. You
can scrub a flea-infested dog with deadly lotions, or lather
him with all sorts of anti-vermin soaps, and while all the
fleas in his hair turn up their toes and die, there are plenty
of their descendants left to immediately take their places.
So after congratulating yoursel f that your dog is entirely
flea-ridden, you go to bed with a clear conscience of having
done your duty, only to find next morning that there are
more fleas than ever on your canine friend.
What's to be done?
1 know a plan simple and cheap that will keep a dog free

from these vermin, and it is not patented.
Buy a second-hand bathtub, but be sure to get one which

is not copper-lined. Why, I will tell you later on. Get
some carbolic sheep dip. There are a dozen different kinds,
all, so far as I can discover, made from the same general
formula. Add thirty gallons of warm water to each gallon
of dip, and souse in your dog. Don't be afraid of its getting
in his eyes, as it will only smart a little and do no perma-
nent injury. Keep the dog in this bath for a couple of
minutes, and if he is too large to be entirely covered throw
the mixture over his back and head with your hand. After
he is taken out and rubbed dry there will not be a live flea
on him. The next day, however, he will have a few, and
the day after seemingly as many as ever. Put him in the
bath again, and by repeating three times a week in a fort-
night the fleas on your dogs will be as hard to find as the pro-
verbial needle in the haystack.
There is nothing offensive in this bath. The water and

dip forms an emulsion the color of milk, and it does not in-
jure the hair or skin, and used in proper proportions is a
sure and speedy cure for mange.
The reason I warned against a copper-lined tub is that the

carbolic acid in the dip unites with the metal and forms
carbolate of copper, one of the most deadly skin irritants
there is. I have seen cases of dogs thus affected which failed
to respond to any known remedy and were positively in-
curable. The skin thickened and took on a pinkish hue,
the hair dropped entirely out, and the victims looked like
Mexican hairless dogs. They never got better.
For a kennel where a large number of dogs are kept, and

where a bathtub dipping would be too troublesome and
take too much time, I recommend the following plan, which
has been in successful use for the last four vears at my own
kennels, as a quick and satisfactory remedy for both fleas
and mange:
Dig in the ground an oblong hole (the size depending on

the number of dogs kept) and line the sides and bottom with
stone or brick laid in Rosedale cement. Then coat this with

j

Portland cement to a thickness of lin. One-quarter (in I

bulk) of clean white sand should be added to the cement.
This tank should be not less than 5ft. deep. When the
cement has thoroughly hardened (in from three to ten davs,
according to the weather), fill it three-quarters full of sheep
dip and water in the proportion of one to thirty.
A V-shaped pen should be built at one end of the tank

and a slanting water-tight raised platform, which will drain
into the tank, at the other. Both of these should be fenced
in with wire netting to keep the dogs from escaping. At
the end of the slanting platform, which I call the "dripping
pen," construct a bridge on hinges to lower and raise from
the tank. You also want a lid made for the tank when not
in use, and a wooden walk built around it to prevent dirt
from being kicked into the bath. It is also advisable to
have an open shed erected over the entire arrangement to
keep off the rain.
Now, the dipping process is very simple, but it requires

two people to do it. The dogs are put into the V-shaped
pen, and one man takes a dog by the collar, and pushes him
into the tank. If to rid the animal from fleas is the object,
then allow him to remain two minutes, when the man takes
a forked pole, places it on the dog's neck, back of the head,
and pushes him under. In the meantime the other man has
lowered the bridge, and when the dog comes to the surface
he walks up on the bridge to the dripping pen, where he will
lie quietly enough until all the surplus fluid has'drained off
his coat and run back into the tank. He then can be rubbed
dry, but in warm weather even this is unnecessary. By this
means very little of the dip is lost, and a tank filled in the
spring will last until fall. It will never lose its strength or
spoil.

If a dog is to be treated for mange, then he should be kept
in the tank four or five minutes, and when in the dripping
pen the bad places on him "spotted" with a sponge. For
this purpose the mixture should be of the strength or one to
twenty, and as hot as the hand can bear.
So far as I know, the idea of a, dipping tank for dogs is

original with myself, although it was suggested to me by
seeing plans of the tanks for dipping sheep'used in Austra-
lia. HlBERNIA.

IS THIS DUMB RABIES?
LONDON, Canada, July 14.—Editor Forest and Stream:

About March last, when the "grip" had commenced to
loose its hold upon the human animal, a disease of as ob-
scure an origin began to affect the dogs of this vicinity. For
want of a better name it is called by the vets, here atmos-
pheric rabies, du mb rabies, etc It certainly appears to be
atmospheric, and not contagious, as one or two dogs in a
kennel will be attacked and the rest escape, although they
have freely mixed together. Also from the distribution of
the disease, which appears to be confined to no particular
part of the city, but has extended westward as far, at least,
as the Detroit River. Whatever the disease is it is of a very
fatal character; I have not heard of one instance of a dog re-
covering. As the malady is not likely to confine itself to
this locality, I think it a pity that some competent vet. mak-
ing a specialty of diseases of dogs has not given ft his atten-
tion, so that in the event of its recurrence or appearance in
some other quarter some rational treatment might be meted
out, and the lives perhaps of many dogs saved. The. general
symptoms of the disease, or diseases, for all are not affected
alike, may be described as iu one case as general languor for
a day or two, or even less, the dog refusing food and an indis-
position to move, followed by apparent paralysis of the lower
jaw, great thirst and difficulty in drinking, a ropy matter
exuding from the mouth, and at intervals, fits, in one of
which the animal dies. In other instances a dog in appar-
ently good health and spirits is suddenly seized, rushes off
crying as if in pain, falls down shortly in a fit, stiffens out
and dies; the last symptoms are like those of strychnine poi-
soning, but cases have occurred making it most unlikely. I
was present a few days ago when a vet. opened a young bitch
that had just died with above symptoms, and he found no
trace of poison in her stomach, which appeared to have been
in a healthy condition, also the liver, but the bowels were
twisted up and hardened, although showing no signs of in-
flammation, and relaxing a few minutes after opening the
bitch. She was playing with a rag ball a few minutes before
being seized. Among the many valuable dogs that have died
here, is one familiar to most breeders of dogs and sportsmen,
namely London, the winner of the field trials at High
Point, N. C, in 1882, and at many bench shows. This grand
old dog has left as a legacy many a flyer that for staunchness,
speed, hunting sense and beauty will be found hard to beat,
as their numerous owners, both in Canada and the United
States, can attest. He was owned by Mr. Walter Humpidge,
who bad the misfortune to lose three others besides. Any
sportsman or veterinarian who will throw any light upon the
nature of the disease, or suggest any precaution that might
be taken to prevent those dogs that are left from falling
victims to it, wull confer a great favor upon dog owners
here. Grip.

PEDIGREE OF THE MASTIFF MONTGOMERY.
Editor Fares* and Stream:
As the blood of the above dog exists in this country (in

Vistala, Lady Coleus, Phaedra, Persephone, etc.) his pedi-
gree maybe of interest. As stated in the English stud book
it is "By Crown Prince out of Queen by Colonel" no dam of
Queen being given. The dog is owned by T. W. Allen, Esq.,
the oldest mastiff man now in harness in England, who was
able to add only that the dam of Queen was a Vesta owned
by a Mr. Naylor, and that the late Mr. Jas. Morris, the
breeder of Montgomery, said that Mr. Naylor did not know
the bitch's pedigree. This looked very hopeless, but exper-
ience has taught me that a pedigree is never hopeless; at any
moment the clue needed may turn up. To cut a long story
short, Mr. Christopher J. Naylor, of Kerry, Montgomery-
shire, Wales, writes that there never was any doubt of
Vesta's pedigree, that she is recorded in Vol IV. of the Eng-
lish stud book at number 6408, that he. bred and sold Queen,
that he saw and handled her litter by Crown Prince, and
nearly purchased Montgomery for himself and that he now
owns two daughters of Montgomery, great, grand daughters
of his Old Vesta. I do not give Vesta's pedigree here, but
wiU send it to any who may need it and will write me. Let
me say that I do not lay claim to any merit for this dis-
covery, it being due to the extensive acquaintance of Mr.
M. B. Wynn among mastiff men of 15 to 20 years since. My
experience in this bunt and that after the pedigree of Idalia
and Brenda Secunda, again impresses me with the great
unreliability of all official stud books. Their plan of annual
issue, and their being a mere collection of entries, perpet-
uate errors and obscurities, there being no provision for cor-
rections other than one in a succeeding volume where it will
hardly be noticed, and there is no way of attaching a note
where it will be seen in consulting the original entry. The
America n. Kennel Register was infinitely ahead of any other
stud book that I ever saw, in that if a pedigree was entered
wrongly, and corrected within the year, the correction wTas
noted in the indexing of the dog, and its reading matter
insured that correcting notices would be seen and read. I
see the English correspondent in a Western paper of July
19, dwells on the trouble ensuing from owners taking names
for their dogs which are delusive, such as Young Plinlim-
mon for some dog in no way related to the original. A. K.
R. effectually barred this at its outstart by providing that
the name of no dog should be used as a component part of the
name of another not closely related to the original. In
English mastiff names we have Bosco, Bosco II., and Bosco
III. , and the relationships of the three dogs are the remotest,
probably requiring 15 to 20 years to reach a common ances-
tor, w. Wade.
Huxton, Pa., July 19.
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB AFFAIRS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some people are saying they have had enough of Mr.

Peshall and the A. K. C. I don't think we have. We
haven't, quite got Mr. Peshall into the hole dug for himself.
He is gradually enlarging it and making it more comfort-
able, but he isn't in yet.
Since I wrote last week T have had from Mr. Peshall three

letters marked confidential. I shall certainly respect that
safeguard to silence as to their contents, except in one re-
spect—that is the reply to my proposition for him to go with
the editor of Forest akd Stbeam and myself to the A.K.C.
rooms and I would then from the books "give the items'' he
has been so plaintively pleading for from a source he knew
would not respond. I think all will bear me out that the
simple reply to the public invitation or challenge is not a
comnmni cation coming under the head of the. purely "con-
fidential." Mi*. Peshall declines to meet me to examine
books that are faked.

1 was convinced Mr. Peshall would shift his ground. The
sands were washing away below his theoretical edifice, and
to save the few relics of his vivid imagination he has to
move bouse. Unfortunately he has only pitched on another
sand pile, well within reach of the incoming tide, and flings
to the breeze the motto, "The books are faked'." Lei. us
patch together the remnants of some of his former pennants
which the gales of public exposure ond opinion shredded
into ribbons:
"Mr. Vredenburgh won't give you the figures." He did.
"He won't let you see the books." He did.
"Mr. Belmont put in $1,000 between Jan. 1 and Jan. 7,"

Disproved.
"Mr. Belmont loaned the club -*500." Disproved.
"Mr. Belmont's loan was made Dec. (5 to 8, Disproved.
"The loan was by cheek and the bank book will show it."

Disproved.
"Mr. Vredenburgh left for England when the books were

balanced July 12, 1888." He didn't go till September.
"We paid him §500 out of the July 12 balance of 8651.40."

The ¥500 was paid in two instalments in May.
"Mr. Lewis's contract was an exhaustive one." Denied

by Mr. Lewis and Mr. Peshall's brother committeemen.
Just here let me call attention to the position of Mr.

Peshall and his supporters on the question of the contract.
It is this: "You see they all disagree and therefore I must
be right." Here is the right way to look at it. "They all
disagree upon the terms except 'in one respect, aud thai, is

that Mr. Peshall's statement as to an exhaustive contract is

incorrect.." Hence that particular statement by the. major-
ity of witnesses holds good. Further than this. Mr. Peshall
some weeks ago challenged Messrs. Terry, Schellhass and
Lewis to contradict his statement, in the event of which he
would at once show by letters in his possession that he was
right. An issue of the Fokest and Stream has passed and
the documentary evidence is not forthcoming. In place of
that we are referred to discrepancies between the three gen-
tlemen named as proof that Mr. Peshall is right. That
won't wash. Let us have the documentary evidence or come
right out and acknowledge it was bluff.

Finally, just as the sergeant of the Peshall guard is un-
loosing the halyards for the purpose of hauling down the
flag, the forlorn hope cry arises, "The books are faked, the
books are faked."
Let us quietly examine this charge. There is no hurry;

the enemy is in the last trench, all ammunition gone, no
water, no food, no anything, not even hope.
The books are faked. These books, or rather this book,

for it is the journal or day book that is faked, if anything
is, was kept by Mr. Lewis. Mr. Peshall acknowledges to
the correctness of the July 12, 188S, balance of 8651.40, so we
needn't go back of that. This book is a daily transcript of
all transactions, a day book I think it used to be called
when I was book-keeping. On page 34 of this day book ap-
pears the striking of the balance of 8(i51. 40, and it is con-
tinued to page 06 when another balance is struck of 81 ,228.28.

It was kept by Mr. Lewis, and the striking of the balances
is in Mr. Vredenburgh's figures.
Now, note this. Mr. Lewis was the employee of the stud

book committee, was engaged by Mr. Peshall and his fellow
committeemen under their direction and control. As such
he kept this day book, or daily cash record. The presump-
tion is that Mr. Peshall examined this book. At least it

was his bounden duty to do so, and unless he chooses to
impale himself upon the horn of negligence we roust pre-
sume he did so. Eighteen months afterward he springs
upon us the story. "The Lewis book was faked." He hasn't
seen the book, bear in mind, since he resigned from the
committee in December, 1888. Well, Mr. Peshall, you know
no more about that book now than you did on Dec. 5, 1888.
If you know now that it was faked you knew it was so when
you were chairman of the committee responsible for its cor-
rectness. If at that time you knew it to be correct, you still

know it to be so. There is no wriggling off that hook.
Having now pinned Mr. Peshall down to his final claim

we will just, look at it fairly.

As I have said, the July 12 balance appears on page 34 of
the day book, or Lewis book, and on page 96 comes the Jan.
12 "gig" of 81.228.28, and it is one Mr. Peshall can't "strad-
dle." There are sixty-two pages of items before you reach
this gig, made up almost entirely of entries of stud book re-
ceipts. Page 40 contains about the largest receipts on any
one page, and that amounts to 8160, including as it does the
receipts for registration from one of the fall shows. From
that sum the page totals drop down as low as 830. I have
not the total receipts from July 12 to Sept. 6, the date of Mr.
Vredenburgh's departure for Europe, but from Sept 6 to
Dec. 11 the total receipts were S670. From that date until
Jan. 3 there was a'furfcher addition (in much larger propor-
tions on account of the rush to get entries into the stud
book before the close of the year), but I have not the figures
except approximately as shown by the bank book deposits
of $807.40. Making allowance for leaving a small balance
on hand we may say that from Sept. 6 to Jan. 3 the club re-

ceipts were 81,500. 'July and August may be guessed as
yielding $250 (based on a lower scale than September, Octo-
ber or November), thus increasing the receipts to say $1,750,
to vvbich must be added the July 12 balance of 8651.40, mak-
ing in round figures say $2,400. If then the day book on
Jan. 11 shows a balance of $1,228.28, we find that the ex-
penses for the six months were 81,200.

Now where would Mr. Peshall's theory land us? He said
Mr. Belmont had to put in $1,000 to make the fictitious bal-
ance of $1,228.28, and that therefor the stud book commit-
tee, of which Mr. Peshall was chairman, remember, up to
Dec. 6, spent or allowed to be expended during the last six
months of 1888 the sum of $2,200. It allowed Mr, Lewis,
according to Mr, Peshall's theory, and he himself is respon-
sible for what was done, to use the receipts of $670 (Sept. 6

to Dec. 11), the balance of $641 (July 12), the receipts during
July and August, say $250—over $1,500. Then after Mr. Pe-
shall resigned in December and Mr. Lewis himself took his
place, Mr. Terry, Mr. Schellhass and Mr. Vredenburgh
looked complacently on while Mr. Lewis filched another
$700 from the club during the month of December, and later
on in 1889 drew between $200 and $300 more—the exact figures
of which appear in the 1889 statement of account. Mr. Pe-
shall fails to see how in what he has alleged he practically
charges himself with concocting a swindle upon the club,
aud that for partners he had Mr. Thos, H .Terry, Mr. Schell-
hass, Mr. Lewis and Mr. Vredenburgh.
Fortunately the book that cannot be faked proves that Mr.

Peshall is less of an accessory to a swindle than he desires
to make himself out to be. The bank book shows that Mr.
Lewis handed to Mr, Vredenburgh for deposit, on December

11, $284.50; it further shows that he transferred to Mr.
Vredenburgh between that date aud January 3 an additional
$807.40, there being some half-dozen deposits during that
period. If Mr. Lewis had had this exhaustive contract we
are told about, would he have turned over to Mr. Vreden-
burgh this $1,100, when kss than $300 of it belonged to
the club for club members' annual dues ? Well, hardly.
Do tell us something we can swallow, for we are not all
marines.
In conclusion, I beg all to understand that this is no per-

sonal fight between Mr. Peshall and myself. We are just
as good friends as ever we were and are likely to remain so.
He writes aud tells me he "never read such rot" as my last
to Forest and Stream, and adds, "When are you coming
over to see me?" And I respond by telling him that I'll be
over as soon as I have an opportunity; but meantime I must
bring him right down on his marrowbones. 1 am on the
side I firmly believe is right, and he understands my posi-
tion exactly, only he is sorry I am so blind. I am like the
Canadian editor who had been giving the opposite political
party fits, and the election going in their favor he wrote for
some of the Government pap in the way of advertising. The
answer came to the effect that if he wanted that he would
have to change the tone of his paper and support the Gov-
ernment. He didn't wait to write, but telegraphed in reply,
"It's a d—d sharp curve, but I'll take it." Now, if Mr.
Peshall can give me facts, not theories or assumptions,
which will prove that Messrs. Belmont, Terry, Vredenburgh,
Schellhass and Lewis were all mixed up in a swindle, there
is no turn too sharp that I can't take. To paraphrase Dean
Swift's celebrated charity sermon, "If you like the stipula-
tion, down with the proofs," Mr. Peshall. J. W.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent, "J. W.," in answering the question 1

asked of him evidently lost sight of what the question was.
I repeat it. "Will 'J. W.' tell his readers the deposits ap-
pearing in the bank book he examined between April 1 and
Dec. 31, 1888, or the deposits made during the time Mr.
A. D. Lewis was running the stud book, as they will tend, I
believe, to settle the question relative to Mr. A, D. Lewis's
connection with that book?" As "J. W." calls attention to
the ridiculous position in which I have placed myself, will
he oblige me by stating wherein I have done so.

L. Livesey,
Jebsev City, N. J., July 28.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you permit one of the onlookers to tell you how this

A. K. C.-Pesball rumpus appears to us? I am sure neither
Dr. Perry's nor Mr. Watson's letter throws the least light
on the subject, though they were evidently intended to do
so. The $1,000 business is still a colored gentleman in the
fence, and if Tom Aldrich's statement as to what occurred
at the meeting regarding that amount is to be at all relied
upon, it certainly changes the complexion of things in
Peshall's favor. It is strange that they have acted as they
have, if all is O. K. Treasurer Vredenburgh's statement
that if they wanted to borrow $1,000 it was none of Peshall's
business does not in any way help the A. K. C.'s side, but
in my opinion rather damages it. Perhaps I'm off a bit,
but I feel sure the whole business will never be cleared up
satisfactorily to the dog fanciers till the club appoints three
delegates to employ two public accountants to aid them in
going over the accounts from 1887 to date, and making a
public report of same. It is very evident the auditing com-
mittee did not half do their work or they each would have
had data to refer to. Said a man to meth'e other day,"I have
been a cashier-in-chief for over 16 years, and my"accounts
have been audited at least three times a year, while I have
every month gone over my assistant's accounts, yet never
did I see my auditors nor did I retire from auditing without
a full memorandum of all work gone over, with all data ob-
tainable, all balance sheets and figuring being preserved.
No other auditing is worth a cent." Let the A. K. C. do as.

I suggest, and then peace will reign or the devil be to pay.
Mephisto.

Mr. Peshall being^ asked by the Forkst and Stream to
send in his apology m time for this week, replies as follows:
"I have no apology to make. I consider that the letters and
statements made by Messrs. Schellhass and Terry, as pub-
lished in the Forest And Stream, prove conclusively that
the contract with Mr. Lewis to publish the Stud Book was
substantially as I stated it. And I will within a very few
days prove to the satisfaction of all dog men and even to
the 'Combine' that the major portion of the $1,228.28 in
question was not earned by the Club, but it was either
money received from outside parties, or else it was money
which under that contract belonged to Mr. Lewis. This I
will do in a legal proceeding, where the books and accounts
can be examined to the entire satisfaction of all. The late
Gazing Committee will be invited to attend."

DOG TALK.
HANLEY, Eng., July 14.—I dislike to break open old

sores, but the Meersbrook Maiden affair created so
much talk at the time, that when at Leeds last week I could
not resist the temptation to ask Mr. Ashton for his version
of the affair. He seemed pleased to be able to explain, and
requested me to publish it. I will repeat his story verbatim:
"About two years ago last Christmas I received a letter

from Scotland from Mr. Robert Chapman, saying that Mr.
Baillie wanted to buy some black and tans, and that he had
told him that I could supply him. He came to Sheffield
about Christmas and purchased Meersbrook Maiden for £40
of Mr. Hill. As Mr. Baillie had spoken of purchasing
more, Mr. Hill, thinking to please him and give him an in-
centive to come again, made him a present of another bitch
with a bit of white on her breast called Meersbrook Girl.
Mr. Baillie told me that he would buy a dog if he could buy
it right, and I went to Mr. Bolters with him and purchased
a dog. I bought him as if for myself, and paid £5 out of
my own pocket for him. When he took the three dogs he
asked for another reduction of £5 and Mr. Hill finally con-
sented and let him have the lot for £40." I do not think it
necessary to make any comments on the above, but Mr.
Baillie will find it quite a difficult matter to make out that
he didn't know t'other from which.

Mr. Trickett requested me not to say anything about his
purchase of Lady Livingstone for Mr. E. H. Moore: but I
notice that the English papers all have the news and I don't
want to be the last to send the news to the States. Lady
Livingstone was whelped June 27, 1889, she is by champion
Hesper ex Lady Abbess, and promises to make one of the
best bitches we have. She is an orange, bitch with excellent
markings, good shadings and great character; skull very
good for her age, ears too much like her sire's to be perfect,
a good eye, good bone, good coat of good color, and a good
mover; stands 31>gin. at. shoulder, and will weigh ISOlbs,
now. She won first, novice; first, under 12tnos. class, and
cup for best in either class at Leeds. She will be bred to Sir
Bedivere before she is shipped to the States. Mr. Moore evi-
dently means that Mr. Sears shall not have a clean sweep
next spring. With Alton, Lady Livingstone and those that
he has already, Mr. Moore ean make the best showing of any
kennel in America.

Mr. S. W. Smith has doubtless made the greatest number
of sales for the largest sum of money in the shortest time on
record. Alton and Lady Livingstone to Mr. Moore; Mayor

of L«eds to Mr. Collard, of Liverpool; Young Plinlimmon
and Forget-Me-Not to Mr. Shillcock, of Birmingham; and
now it is rumored that Young Wallace is spoken for for the
States. I am not at liberty to state the name of the would-
be purchaser, but there is 99 to 1 that be crosses the pond
soon. Young Wallace is by Pilgrim and out of Bessie II,, a
full brother to champion Plinlimmon, and with a good bit of
a Plinlimmon head and muzzle; trifle long in muzzle, but
with great depth, and good expression, good blaze, broad
collar, great depth of chest and length of body, good bone,
and very rich orange coat. He has won 18 cups and prizes,
and will prove of great value to us as a stud dog.

We Americans might follow in the path of the English in
regard to the use of foster mothers to our advantage. Even
with our best kennels the use of the foster is the exception
rather than the rule. Here, the demand is so great that
several men make good livings by furnishing fosters at 30s.
($7.50) each, if you purchase outright, or 15s. ($3.75) for the
use of one until the puppies are weaned. Instead of waiting
until the puppies are all dead, as our people do, the English-
man has the foster ready before the bitch whelps, and then
if she hasn't any milk or proves a bad mother the foster is
ready: or if the litter is large, instead of drowning half of
them, by the foster's assistance you can rear the lot. A de-
mand will soon create a supply, and some enterprising
Yankee might do worse than to take this hint,

A couple of cases of rabies have been developed near
Banly, and the Board of Agriculture are agitating the
question of enforcing the muzzling order throughout North
Staffordshire. If enforced in the same manner that it is in
Manchester it surely don't do the dogs much harm.

Mi-. Jas. F. Hall's (Philadelphia) St. Bernard bitch Lady
Lowden (champion Plinlimmon—Lady Linton) was bred to
the well-known champion Pouf on May 31. Mr. Hall will
bring over the bitch a"hd litter with him on his return
Sept. 10.

I was rather amused when the June 26 issue of Forest
and Stream reached me at Leeds to read the article of Mr.
Mayhew re the English vs. American beagles, and notice the
direct contradiction of my own remarks in same issue. Mr.
Mayhew may possibly be right regarding the type of beagle
bred here. In fact the cut ofBingwood and the fact that he
is an English champion would indicate that I was wrong in
stating that the English beagles resembled miniature fox-
hounds. Mr. Mayhew has doubtless seen a hundred to my one
in this country, but the fact remains that last year I had a
commission to purchase a beagle and could not find one that
I cared to bring home at any price, and this year, though I
have already spent two weeks visiting kennels, I have not
seen one beagle yet. I mean to though, before I return, and
then will have another word or two to say regarding type.
Mr. Mayhew gets rather mixed. He states that the Amer-
ican beagle "may" resemble the foxhound, etc. I admire
his pluck in rising to the defense of his native country. Its
a grand old country and I have quite a consinly love for it

myself, but he should not let his enthusiasm run away with
his pen. If the American beagle, as "Hibernia" says, does
resemble the foxhound, and Mr. Mayhew acknowledges that
it does, how is it that his Blue Belle has done so much wm-
ning? No, friend Mayhew, Ringwood and Little Royal
Krueger are much the same, and your Blue Belle will con-
tinue to win because she is much the same type as the
American ideal. Namquoit.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.—Toronto, July 25,

—

Editor For-
esta nd Stream: At the second grand international bench
show of dogs of the Industrial Exhibition of Toronto, to be
held at the city of Toronto, Canada, Sept. 15 to 19, Mr. John
Davidson, of Monroe, Mich., will judge setters, pointers,
collies, bloodhounds, beagles, foxhounds and dachshunde.
Mr. C. H. Mason, of New York, will judge deerhounds, grey-
hounds, great Danes, Newfoundlands, pugs, terriers, mas-
tiffs, St. Bernards, bulldogs, foreign and miscellaneous

procured by writing 1

Stone, Secretary and Superintendent.

HESPER AS A SIRE.—Wyoming Kennels,Melrose, Mass.

,

July 25.—Editor Forest and Stream: Having been asked
many times "Is Hesper a. stock getter?" I can only say, since
Feb. 6, 1890, he has been bred to sixteen bitches. Thirteen
have been heard from, and of this number two only have
missed, the aggregate of six litters being eighty-seven pup-
pies,—E. B, Sears.

THE BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.-Bostou, Mass., July 28.

—Editor Forest and Stream: The first field trials of the
National Beagle Club will be held the first Tuesday in
November, 1890, and remainder of the week. Particulars
and running rules will be sent later.—F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
JgilF" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bex Carotin. By C. E. Greenmau, Troy, N. Y., for brindle mas-
tiff dog, whelped June 2, 1890, by Boss (Zulu—Monmouth Meg) out
of Molly Stark (Ben Adam—Lady Zara).
The Lady Godiva. By Seymour Van Santvoord, Troy, N. Y.. for

fawn mastiff bitch, whelped June 2, 1890, by Boss (Zulu—Mon-
mouth Meg) out of Molly Stark (Ben Adam—Lady Zara).
Dusky Bab. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for silver

fawn pug clog, whelped May 13, 1890, by cimmpion Kash (champion
Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy) out of Nun Nicer (Douglass III.—
Dot).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lou—Fitz Huyh Lee. Clark & Rutter's (Lawrence, Mass.) beagle
bitch champion Lou (K«no—Ply) to their champion Fitz Hugh
Lee (Lee—Juliette). May 11,

MiMie—Fitz Hugh Lee. Clark & Rutter's (Lawrence, Mass.)
beagle bitch Mollie (Cumeroe—Nell) to their champion Fitz Hugh
Lee (Lee—Juliette), July 4.

Daisy—Filz Huglx Lee, F. Eibel's (Lancaster, Pa.) beagle bitch
Daisy (Cameron's Racket—June) to Clark & Rutter's champion
Fitz Hugh Lee (L-e—Juliette), April 28.

Lady Tippim-Tlte Stntire. Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson's (Fred-
erick, Md.) collie bitch Lady lippin to Chestnut Hill Kennels'
The Squire, July 12.

BmM—Duke of Vernon. (..'. PL Winship's (Bar Harbor, Me.)
pointer bitch Boski to L. (Tafdnei'vS Duke of Vernon (Gler.dale—
Spotless), July 26.

Miss Freedom—Duke of Vernon. L. Gardner's (Mt. Vernon, N.
Y.) pointer bitch Miss Freedom (imported Pilate—Fairy II.) to his
Duke of Vernon (Glendale— Spotless), June 26.

Taffy—Dukeof Vernon. L. Gardner's (Mt. Vernon. N. Y.) pointer
bituh Taffy (imported Pilate—Fairy II.) to bis Duke of Vernon
(Glendale— Spotless), July
Pearl —Bradford Ruby II. A. Hassclmier's (Covington, Ky.) pug

bitch Pearl (Bob-Viola) to Eberhart Pug Kehnela' Bradford Ruby
II. (champion Bradford Ruby— Puss B.), July 24.

Kurreney—John Bull. Mrs. E. Tyler's (St. Paul, Minn.) pug
bitch Kurrency (champion Kash ) to Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels 1 John Bull (champion Loris—May Queen), .July 6.

Heattiee—Dundee, L. Timpson's (Red Hook, N. Y.) Skye terrier
bitch Heatbee (Donald. -Romach) to J. L. Banks's Dundee (Donald
—Romach), July 20.
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Merry Duchess—Bradford Harry. P. H. Ooombs's (Bangor. Me.)
Yorkshire terrier bitch Merry Duchess (Young Royal—Juno) to his
champion Bradford Harry (Orawshaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady),
July 11.

WHELPS.
BP" Prepared Blanks Bent free on application.
Bettina. Major Reicbardt's (Scran ton, Pa.) bull bitch Bettina

(Calaban— •

), July 21, two dogs, by J. H. Matthews's Ports-
wood. Tiger (Paul Clifford—Huseey).
Psyche. Galaxy Kennels' (Maiden, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch

Psycho, July 14, ten (four dogs), by B. B. Sears's Plinlimmon, Jr.
Princess Alma. Galaxy Kennels' (Maiden, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Princess Alma, June 28, sixteen (eight dogs), by E. B. Sears's
Hesper (Sailor—Bellona).

Victoria of South Held. Macgram Coxe's (New York) St. Bernard
bitch Victoria of Southfield, July 2, fifteen (ten dogs), by E. B.
Sears's Plinlimmon, Jr. (Plinlimniorj— Princess Beatrice).
Duchess Of BeaUifleld C. 11. Spring's (Newton Lower Palls,

Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Duchess of Heat.hfleld (Rip Van Winkle
—Recluse), July 12, ten (live dogs), by E. B. Sears's Hesper (Sailor
—Bellona).

SALES.
SSS'" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Queen Lor is. Silver fawn pug hitch, whelped April 3, 1890, by
Sir Lnris out of East Lake Virgie). by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Oin-
cinnati, O., to .las. Bowdcn, New York.
Zara. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped May 3, 1800, by cham-

pion Kash. out of Lady Thin-man, by Eberha rt Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati. O., to Jas. Bowden, New York.
Jimnir E. Silver fawn pug bitch,whelped May 3, 1890, by cham-

pion Kash out of Lady Tburman, by Eberhatt Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, O., to Jas. Bowdcn, Now York.

DEATHS.
Sparkle, Irish setter bitch, whelped April 30, 1889 (Desmond 11.

—Lorraine), owned by G. G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa.
Menlly. Liver and white, pointer bitch, whelped July 12, 188]

(Pax—Climax), owned by Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J.
m-tn^f rt/ \?".i,„7^..a. I . Onkl,. „rwl ... 1, -i t r. nr. 11 i r. ^1 nn n-lw.l. .I t\~l i!Chief of 1

1889 (Clipper—Glen Belle)
Y.; killed by the cars.

d white collie dog, whelped Oct. ti,

ed hy C. L. Scberober, Yonkers, N.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
t3F~ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent*.

T. B. B., N. Y.—1 have two valuable dogs suffering from St.
Vitus dance. I have bad four doctors for them who have not
been successful in relieving them. Possibly in your wide ex-
perience you may know of some trea tment that has been success-
ful; if so, and if you will kindlv indicate it, I will be greatly in-
debted. Ans. Chorea or St. Vitus dance is a common sequel to
distemper. It is very obstinate. The treatment must be regular
and systematic and cover a long period of time. The bowels
should be kept regular with doses of syrup of buckthorn, dessert,
spoonful doses daily. Get the following:
R Fraser's triturates.
Arsenic and strychnine No. 50.

Sig. One three times daily concealed iu a bit of meat.' Elec-
tricity would benefit.

Vipers and their Young.—Writing to Bod and Gun
from Oambus, Aberdeen, Mr. H. T. Broadhurst says: "When
shooting on the Highmoor at Springkell, Dumfriesshire,
some years ago. I came upon a viper basking in the sun
with her young ones—t think six or seven in number. As
they were uot disturbed at my approach, I watched them
for some little lime, and called my keeper to see them.
They were disturbed by my calling to the man, and I dis-
tinctly saw ail the young ones run to the old viper, enter her
mouth, and entirely disappear inside her. I was standing
within a very few yards—my impression is, not further than
three or four yards—away, and could clearly see everything.
1 killed the old viper with a stick, and in doing so she burst,
and out of the burst came all the little vipers, which also I
killed. The keeper who was with me at the time, ic still iu
my service and can confirm what I have said."—Glasqow
{Scot.) Mail,

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE NEW GAS GUN.
AT headquarters of the London Scottish Rifles yesterday after-

noon some interesting experiments were conducted with M.
Paul Giffard's appliance for the employment of liquefied gas as an
explosive—or, to be more strictly accurate, one should say as a
means of propelling projectiles—in place, of gunpowder. M. Paul
Giffard's scientific reputation as inventor of the pneumatic tube,
and of the "Gifl'ard injector," so largely used in connection with
steam power, stands so high that any invention to which his Dame
was attached would be worthy of attentive consideration.
The weapon now introduced by him, however, is something more

than an ingenious appliance; it is a discovery which not only
promises to revolutionize the gunrnaker's art, but is applicable also
to many other purposes as a motive power. Those who are inter-
ested in the Giffard gun claim that it is the military weapon
of the future. The idea of using liquefied carbonic acid gas as a
propulsive power is not new, but M. Giffard is the first who has
turned it to practical account.
The gas gun is a model of simplicity, so far as one can judge with-

out examination of the discharging mechanism, in which much
of the merit of M. Giffard's invention lies. A small cylinder,
called a cartouche, is attached to the barrel of a rifle or smooth-
bore gun. This cylinder contains liquefied gas enough to dis-
charge 220 shots, equal to about 50 bullets of an ordinary service
rifle, with a velocity to kill at 600yds. There is no other explosive.
The pellet is simply dropped into an aperture of the barrel, which
is hermetically closed by pressing a small lever, and the loading
is complete.
When the trigger is pressed a small quantity of liquefied gas be-

comes released and expands in the breech chamber. There is no
louder report than the drawing of a champagne cork makes; no
smoke, and no fouling of the barrel. In all these respects M.
Giffard s gas gun seems to fulfill the requirements of an ideal wea-
pon for warfare; but whether in other respects liquefied gas has
advantages over ordinary explosives for military purposes re-
mains to be proved. The inventor says there would be no diffi-
culty in refilling the cylinders with gas on the battlefield; but it is
obvious, even If that be the case, that reserve cylinders would have
to be supplied to each man, in order to make up the number of
rounds now thought to be necessary; and, as bullets would of
necessity be carried in addition, the ammunition for a gas gun
would weigh just as much as ordinary cartridges, weight for
weight.—London Da ily News.
The charge of liquid liberated for each round is regulated hy a

milled screw, and each charge, as liberated, is contained in a
special chamber, from which it is released by the pulling of a
trigger. The bullet is dropped separately into an orifice in the
breech-lock. In the rifles shown the bullets were round, but elon-
gated bullets can be used. When the guns were discharged a rush
of vapor was seen issuing from the muzzles. But it instantly faded
away, and the bullets flew with strict precision to the targets.
Barrels which had been repeatedly discharged in the past two
months were shown to have suffered no corrosion. The pressure
of the gas and fluid iu the above magazines was 5001 bs. on the
rqaare inch, and this pressure is maintained up to the last drop of
Ibiid. The preparation of the liquefied gas involves no mechani-
("d power; but the needful pressure is got entirely by the chemi-
cal manipulation of ordinary substances, such as carbonate of
soda.—St. James Gazette.

THE E. C. POWDER—The great annual international pigeon
shoot of the world came off in London, Eng., during the last week
in June. A great feature of this meeting has been the large pro-
portion of wins (9 prizes out of 13 shot for) made by the new E. C.
powder. We hear that this powder is already being largely im-
ported into this country by Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold,
and that large works, with all the best appliances and ample
capital to work with, will shortly be erected for the manufacture
of this powder in New Jersey. Altogether E. C. powder was
credited during this week with winning £2,500.

CREEDMOOR.
Creedmoor, July 23.—Free practice dav at Creedmoor to-day

for marksmen and sharpshooters' medals drew big crowds of
gua rdsmen to the place. The day was fair with a light wind. The
names of those who made thirty points and over on the 200 and
300yd. ranges, entitling them to marksmen's badges, are! John
Corrie, D. McCarthy, E. MoRpbbie, G. II. Eieken, G. J. Dagner, J.

33
23
21
23
23
21

Garthwatte, 0. Abrams, C. B. Jackson, P. E. Chase, J. Mullor, J.
Millon, Jr., H. Alten, Jr.. M. J. Howard, F. K. Kane, W. T. Albers,
N. J. Frye, J. Jonasson, H. S. Martin, D. A. Quion, J. Snamen-
atzky, M. D. Guire, R. II. Ketchara, E. J.Seward, J. E. Coogan,
W. H. Eddy, H. L. Smith, B. Wiendrick, W. J. Landers, H. A.
Green berg, H. Good in, J. M. Stei.nh.aur, G. W. Smith, A. R.
Hibson, T. Richardson, and J. F. Fickinger.
July 36.—The second sharpshooters' match of the season was shot-

on the 500 and 600yd. ranges at Creedmoor to-day. None but
National Guardsmen participated. The rain interfered with the
shooting, and the match did not begin until the afternoon. Fol-
lowing are the scores of those who won sharpshooters' badges:

503yds. 600yds. Total.
P. Stewart, N. C. S., 09th Regt
H. C. Taylor, Staff, 9t h Regt
O. W. Simmons, Co. A, 23rd Regt,. .

.

A. G. Findlay, Jr., Co. G, 23rd Regt.
E. S, Spink, Co. F, 23rd Regt .".

W. j. Underwood, Co. H, 7fb Regt.
J. B. Frothingham, Stall, 2nd Brig.
R. Findlav, Co. C, 23rd Regt 22
A. M. Evans, Co. E, 22nd Regt 20
A. MeDougall, Co. C, 7th Regt 22
H. C. Brown, Stall, 23rd Regt U
G. L. Hoffman, Co. H. 7th Regt 24
J. Corrie, Co. B. 12th Regt 24
J. T. Hull, Co. F, 23rd Regt 21
H. M. Field, Co. F, 23rd Regt 21

The Creedmoor meeting, says the New York Times, this yca r

will derive a greatly increased interest from the presence of a" full
Canadian team, under the charge of Capt. Hood. An interna-
tional competition has always proved a popular attraction at the
fall prize meeting of the National Rifle Association, but, unfor-
tunately, such a competition has not been secured for it. during
many years. The prospects of renewing the old contest between
British and American riflemen at Creed moor are also rather fai nt,
and, indeed, the prizes offered on this side of the water are too
small to attract marksmen accustomed to the liberal rewards of
Wimbledon, or rather, as we must now. say, of Bisley. The time
and cost of the ocean voyage and the subsequent days required
for practice are items of importance, coming so soon after the
annual meeting at the Bisley range. But our friends across the
border are near at hnnd, and they have plenty of skillful riflemen.
Their team, which has been competing as usual at the July meet-
ing in England, will soon have returned, and that, or a portion of
it, would be available for Creedmoor. It contains plenty of good
shots, although it did not succeed this year iu retaining the Kola-
pore Cup. which it won last year. At any rate, the. Canadians
who come will no doubt prove worthy competitors for the Hilton
trophy, which has always been open to them, and it is to be hoped
that their presence this year will only be the first of a long series
of annual visits.
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BENSSELAERWYCK.—Albany, N. Y., July 23.-A meeting of
the committee of the Third Brigade Rifle Association was held
at the office of Buel C. Andrews last evening and the following
programmt arranged for the meeting of the Third Brigade Rifle
Association, to be held at Rensselaerwyck, between Albany and
Troy, Oct. 2 and 3:

1. Short range continuous military match. Open to all comers;
200yds.: number of shots, 5; the aggregate of the best two scores to
count; standing and off-hand: weapon, any military rifle.

2. Standard American target reentry match. Open to all comers;
200yds.; 5 shots: off-hand, with any rifle; the best three scores to
count for first three places; the best two for all below.

3. Mid-range continuous military match. Open to all comers;
distance, 500yds.; any military rifle and any position without arti-
ficial rest; the. aggregate of the best three scores to count for first
three places; the best two scores to count for all below.

4. Rest match. Conditions same as No. 2, allowing artificial
rest.

5. Pistol match: 5 shots at 30yds. on reduced target.
6. Revolver match. Conditions same as No. 5.

7. Team match, for teams composed of eommissed officers or
regularly enlisted soldiers from any battalion or separate com-
pany in the Third Brigade, N. G. S. N. Y.; teams to appear in uni-
form; distance, 200 and 500yds.; B.cmington rifle, New York State
model.
The prizes will be equal to those given in former years by the

Third Brigade R ifle Association, which have always 'been liberal.
Mr. Slingerland, the surveyor, is preparing a map of the rifle, range
to submit to the State committee appointed by the Legislature last
winter to purchase the property for a State range.

YOUNG RIFLEMEN.—The Empire Rifle Club, the youngest or-
ganization of the kind in New York, promises to become in time
a valuable recruitiug ground for the older clubs. The organiza-
tion is composed of a, number of young men, the eldest, of whom
has not yet reached his twenty-third year. Nevertheless the
youngsters manage to put up some very good scores in gallery
shooting, and their two best marksmen. Buff Rosenbaum and J.
Grimm, form a team which can measure itself with any team of
the same age in the United States. An individual challenge, is-
sued by J. Grimm for a series of 100-shot matches, best two out of
three, off-hand, 100ft. distance, .223al. rifle, to any shooter in New
York and vicinity who is 21 years or less of age, has not found any
takers, and Rosenbaum and Grimm are willing to shoot a team
match under similar conditions. The first regular contest of the
club, which began in January, was concluded this week, the
handsome gold badge presented by Mr. Henry Oehl, of the Zettlsr
Rifle Club, going to Rosenbaum, who won the greatest number
of times and made also the highest individual score. 115 out of a
possible 120. on July 15, 112 having been highest until then. The
club holds its meetings at 13 St. Mark's place, where they will
shoot again this fall, the new contest beginning in the second
week in September. The averages for the last six months are as
follows:

Number of Percent-
Snots. Total. Average. age.W Rosenbaum ISO 2,023 10.05 88.73

J Grimm 180 1,820 10.14 S4.54
WmMuller 140 1,325 9,46 78.87
C Zettler, Jr 190 1,788 9.41 78.42
AStahl, Jr 180 1,685 9.36 78.01W Maizenholder 190 1.761 9.27 77.24
J Zettler 170 1,345 7.91 65.93
J H Peters 90 677 7.62 62.69
E Smith 69 407 6.78 56.53Wm Koenig 4 223 5.56 46.46
H Metzendorf, Jr 4 198 4.95 41.25
The distance was 100ft., the target the Massachusetts 12-ring

target, reduced, with l%\n. bullseye.

NEW YORK, July 28.—The prize shoot of the GermaniaSchuet-
zenBundNo. 1, Washington Rifles, was brought to a successful
issue at the old Washington Park grounds yesterday. The shoot-
ing took place on the 200yds. range, 3 twenty-five German ring
targets and a point target being used. On the first of the ring
targets the members contested '.for the honor and glory of be-
coming "king" for the ensuing year, ahandsome gold medal going
to the winner. The successful shooter yesterday was T. Lind-
kloster, who has acquired his marksmanshin as a member of the
Zettler Btfle Club, with 59 out of a possible 75. On the next target
the members of the organization competed for a handsome gold-
headed cane, which fell to Helbig, Co. 4, on 59. The third ring
target was open to ab, no limit to numner of ticket, the prizes
consisting of medals and cash. The winners and their scores
were; Filg 07. Lindkloster 62, Feltner 02, J. Mever 57, Hornev 57,
Blank 56. Helbig 58. Heine 49, Scherler 49, Ruer'kent 48, Hummel
47, Sarbin40, O. Schier 44, Neditz 43, Domeier 42, Lambertus 41,
Hickle ll, Katz40, Hund 40, Himmel 40, Rosenthal 38, Saur 37.
The winners on the noint target were Horney, Limmer, Benzie,
Blank, Benigs, Helbig, Schulenberg, Ruetkert, Blank, Schier,
Lindkloster, Schener, Himmel, Sauer, Deibner and Apt.

BRITISH NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION.—London, July
22.—In the rifle contests at the Bisley Range to-day Sergeant Bates,
of the 1st Warwick Regiment, won the Queen's prize. Sergeant
Bates's score was 278.

London, July 23.—The contest for the Kolopore Cup took place
to-day at the Bisley Range. The English team won the cup with
a score of 704 points. The Canadian team made 676 points,

ST. LOUIS. Mo., July 25.—Owing to the hot weather the St.
Louis Pistol Club had a small attendance of members at its shoot
July 18. The medal was taken by Mr. Mc Bean, with the very
respectable score of 90 out of a possible 100. A .22cal. pistol, and
12^vds. standard American target:
A McBean 10 7 10 9 9 10 9 8 9 9—90
EMohrstadt 9 9 7 10 10 10 10 10 7 7-89
G Alexander 10 10 7 8 7 10 7 10 7 10—87W Bauer 7 7 9 10 7 8 9 8 10 9—84
AEBengel 9 5 7 8 8 9 10 9 10 8-83
H Stussell 9 5 6 8 10 ? 10 7 10 10 -82M BiUmeyer , 2 7 10 8 9 7 10 10 7 10-80
D Barker 5 7 10 8 7 7 7 5 7 9—72
WMackwitz 6 66 10 88388 7—70
E. Mohrstadf, made the top score at the last, shoot of the St.

Louis Pistol Club, and the trophy will be held by him for the
coming week. But a few more shoots remain of the present
tourney, and the prospects are that the above gentleman will be
the ultimate winner of the club's medal, as he is the top man at
present on the straight average.
E Mohrstadt 10 8 9 10 10 10 10 9 9 8-93
LVDPerrett 10 8 8 9 10 10 9 10 10 7-91
SamDorman 9 10 10 9 6 10 10 10 8 8-PO
JJT

Slimmerfield 9 8 9 10 7 10 10 8 8 10-89W Bauer ..8 8 10 7 10 9 8 7 10 9-S6A McBean 7 9 10 10 6 8 8 8 10 8-84M C Billmeyer 6 8 7 10 10 7 7 10 9 9—83
G Alexander 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 0 10 10-83A E Bengel 10 7 5 8 7 10 7 8 10 10—82
•/A Lee 8 8 6 10 9 7 10 7 4 7-76W C Mackwitz 10 5 7 7 7 6 8 7 7 8-73

Unser Fritz.

WORCESTER, Mass., July 25.-At the regular meet this week
Of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, at, Coal Mine Brook Range,
the principal event was the continuation of the merchandise con-
test which began last spring. Each man has a possible 25 clay-
pigeons. The work of each man in the last contest, follows: M.
D. Gilman, C. B. Hold en, Geo. Adams and G. J. Rugg, each 21; A.
L. Gilman and E. B. Burbank, each 20; W. L. Davis, A. R, Bow-
dish and E. E. Hill, each 19; W. E.Johnson, C. E. Porehand and C.
Crompton, each 18; C. A. Parker. E. Whittaker, W. R. Dean and

completes one-half of the series, and out of a possible 125 the fol-
lowing is the present standing of the men:
E T Smith 123 CRB Claflin 100MD Oilman 119 E James 100
Chas Crompton 118 MA Linfield 100W L Davis 115 E Welch . . . 100EB Burbank 113 A G Larkin 99
A R Rowdish 112 A B F Kinney 99
C II Howe 111 F M Harris 99
GJRueg 110 E Whittaker 97
E E Hill , 110 E 8 Knowles 9fiW R Dean 109 C II Colvin 95
C E Forehand 108 V F Prentice 89
A L Gilman 108 F Forehand 88
Gan Sampson 107 T P Wilkinson 87H I) Jou rdan 106 C S Day. 82HW Webber 105 F M Houghton 81
E F Swan 103 .1 B Garland 78W E Johnson 102

BOSTON, July 26.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Bifle Association was held at its range to-day. Some good
scores were made between showers. Following are the best scores
made to-day, distance 200yds., Standard American target:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder.: Ill r C Downer 103 J B Hobbs 97
JNEames 110 R A Long.... 103 E I Blount 96
L R Avay 107 M T Day 102 H S Poor 96AH Ballard 104 A S Hunt. 99 MR Barter S9

Ah Comers' Off-Hand Match.
H L Lee 82 S O Merville 74 D Bailev 66
J A Frye 82 H S Poor 73 W L Gunn 64W Charles 77 F W Chester 7? W R Barter 62
WOBurnite, Mil.,77 W Simmons 72 E Comey 60W A Ballard 76 EH Foote 67

Pistol Practice Match—50yds.W Charles.... 93 H L Lee 88 A Stevens 87

EPHRATA. Pa.. July 25.-The members of the North End Rifle
Club met, on their range near Ephrata this afternoon, for practice
at 200yds. off hand, standard American target- The day was
cloudy, with little wind toward the face of target. Four scores
of 10 shots each, to each shooter, were made, resulting as follows:WD Winters 54 63 61 57 Chas KonigmacherH5 !

,

JAStober 49 51 49 46 D B Lefever 17 .. 24 30
L M Wiest 57 55 57 56 OS Wenger fi8 71 66 65
J M Sheaffer... ...65 61 55 51 WL Carpenter 62 56 60 51
The club decided to hold its annual.shoot, for gold and silver

medals, on the last Thursday of August, in which all rifle
teams in Lancaster county may participate, and are to be invited.
The next shoot will be on Friday afternoon, August 8.—D. B.
Lefever, Sec'y.

BERLIN, July 26.—Gus Zimmermann, the well-known rifle
shooter, of New York, and a member of the Zettler Rifle Club,
the Independent and Central Schuetzen Corps, and Captain of
Lutzaw Company, German- American Shooting Society, met with
a very unfortunate mishap during the quick-firing contest for the
ten golden pocols of honor on July h. On the fourth shot Zim-
merman's target broke down and a delay of two minutes ensued,
thus robbing the American of first honors. Even under this
handicap Zimmermann was third man to finish the necessary
180 points. Other members of the Zettler Rifle Club have been
equally unfortunate. Mr. B. Walther, the popular president of
the organization, who shot for the New York Schuetzen Corps in
the concurenz shoot, was unable to obtain a cup, as he was greatly
hindered by a swollen foot. Mr. Max Engle, who would have rep-
resented the Zettler Club proper, could not take part in this
match on account of ill health, but won silver cups on the point
and ring targets, as did also F. Fabarius, the oldest American
^hooter who took part in the different events at Berlin.

BERLIN, July 33.—Herr Buhl, a member of the German Reichs-
tag, will give a banquet on Wednesday to the American riflemen
who are now visiting Neustadt, Bavaria. The Americans will
afterward visit the Deidesheim wine cellars. President B Wal-
ther, of the Zettler Rifle Club, has been suffering from the gout
since his arrival in Berlin, and was, therefore, unable to obtain
any of the larger prizes on the target of honor. Gus Zimmer-
mann, the well-known member of the New York Central Schuet-
zen Corps, will take part in the great shooting festival held bv the
Schweitzer Schuetzen Bund at Frauenfeld, as will also Alex. Stein,
the crack shot of the 7th Regiment. Over 400,000 francs have been
put up in prizes for competion, open to the world.

THE TRAP.

Scores for pullication should he made out on the printed blanks
prepared hy the Forest, and Stream, and furnisn.ed gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents ivho favor us with cluh scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Aug. 5-6.—Tournament Minneapolis Gun Club, Minneapolis,

Minn. A. F. Shuler. Sec'y.
Aug. 0-8.—Onondaga County Sportsmen's Tournament, at Syra-

cuse, N. Y. Guaranteed purses, all cash.
Aug. 18-23.—Third Annual Keystone Tournament, at Corry, Pa
Sept. 1-2.—Hackettstovvn, N. J., Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,

Sept. 1, at targets; Sept. 2 at live birds. For programme address
E. Richter, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.— Beeville, Tex., Gun Club Tournament. T. J. Skaggs,

Secretary.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati, O.—Al Bandle's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y.

"'

The McDowamj Grand International Bluerock Tourna-
ment, Toronto, Canada, Aug. 12, 13, 14 and 15. $1,100 in gold in
guarantees and donations; held under the auspices of the four
gun clubs of Toronto, and under the management of W. McDow-
all, assisted by an American expert. For programme address W,
McDowall, Manager, C. G. Wi.ncheH, Secretary, 81 Yonge street,
Toronto.—Adv,
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OMAHA.
Omaha, Neb., Julv 28.—The Omaba Gun Club's weekly shoot

was held yesterday. 25 bluerocks, 21yds. rise, 5 unknown' traps.
The result:
Fogg 1110110111111101011011011-25
Townsend 1110111110111100111111111—21
Brewer 0111111010100111101111111—19
Kennedy 1111111111011111111111111-21
Brucker.. 1111110100100100010101111—16
Gray 0011111110001101010110001-14
Field 1110111111111100111111111-23
Hugbes 11110 1 11111011mi 11001101—20
Corey, E J ..1110110111101110111111011—20
Corey, W F 1110111111011110011111111—21
A sweepstakes, at 10 bluerocks, $2 entrance, same conditions,

followed the main event, and proved a tigbt and interesting
chase:
Fogg 1111111111—10 Field 1101101111— 8
Gray 0011111111—*8 Hummel 1110001111— 7
Townsend 1111111011- 9 Brewer 0011111100- 0
Hughes 1011111011— 8 Borland 1111111111—10
Fuller 1011111011- 8 Jones 1000101111— 6
Fogg and Boreland div. first. Townsend took third.
The Winchester club, a new organization, dedicated their new

grounds yesterday with their regular weekly shoot, 25 bluerocks,
21vds. rise. The score:
F Fuller - 1111111111111110111111111-24
Sen Paulsen HllLllllllllllllllUUll—25W C Paulsen 1111111111111111111100101-22
Her Paulsen 1111101111101111111110011-21
H Paulsen llllllimorniOllllOlOlO-19
F Spore 110111111111111111111101]—23
Michael Fogg .1111111111111100000111110-19
R Pickard 1111111111111111110111111-24
LPickard 1011111111111110111110110-21
Ed Leader 0111111111111111111011111—23
Geo Jones 1111111111101111111110.110-22
WKrong 000103 1KKKI 1 000 1 0001 11011—10
L Johnson 1111111111110011111101111-22
N Jobnson 1101111111111111101111011-22
C Hunt ] 11 11 111 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1-24
J Grim 1111111111111111111111001-23
W Mack OOOlllOlllOllloOl 10111000-14
H Rouser 1111011111011110111101111—21
P Woodman- ee 1101 1 1 i 11 11 111 1 11100111 10-21
CRoebrig IUIIjII I1001J 11100111101—20
COD Brown 1110110110111110110110011-18
Fred Dow 1110001110011111010111111-18
The South Omaba Gun Club is making elaborate preparations

for a big trap shoot to take place at Sarpey Mills on Suuday next.
They have already secured 800 pigeons and expect to get as many
more, in addition to a large invoice of live blackbirds and English
sparrows. S. G.

KANSAS.
HTT1CHINSO.N, Kan.—The fourth annual tournament of tbe

Hutchinson Gun Club was a fair success, although there was not
as large a crowd as was expected. Among those from out of the
city were Wm. Staucer and Staucer, Jr., D. Bump and Clark, from
Wichita; Andy Swk-gert, Towanda; A. C. Hegglund, T. A. Blacker,
McPherson; H. A. Abercrombie and G. W. Hanna, Galva, and J.

L. Wright and T. A. Bavington. Lyons. The tournament was
managed by Will Allen, the efficient club secretary. The fun
began the lirst day with a match at 9 singles:
Staucer 101111111-8 Young 011111110-7
Allen 111111101-8 Bump 01001111X1—4
Swiggett 100111111—7
Second match, 13 single.11

:

Stuicer 101111111101-10 Swiggett 011010111011-8
Bump 110111111101—10 Young OOOlOlllHOl-7
Allen 110U11U011-10 George 100100011100-5
Third match, 3 singles and 3 pairs:

George Ill 1110 10-7 Rump 011 0110 10-5
Swiggett Ill 10 1110-7 Young 001 U 11 00-5
Staucer Ill 11 10 00—8
Fourth match. 15 single*:

Swiggett 11111111 1101101—13 Young 10111001111 1110—1

1

Allen 10111 D110UUO-12 George 011110100101 110— 9
Staucer 101U1101100111—11 Bump 011001001100001— 6
Filth match, 5 pairs:

Staucwr 11 11 11 U 11-10 Swiggett 11 10 10 11 00-6
George 11 11 11 00 10- 7 Young 10 11 10 10 10-6
Sixth match, 9 singles:

Swiggett .111011110—7 Hegglund 100110111—6
Young 111011101-7 Dodds 011111000-5
Blackler 01011U11—7 Allen 001101101—5
Bump 101111010-6 Ithaca 000001010-2
Staucer 011101101—6
Seventh match, walking match, 9 singles:

Winters 101111111—8 Blackler 001111100-5
Swiggett 101111111—8 Hegglund 1011 00011—

5

Young OlOllUll-7 Allen 010111000-4
Bump 0101 11101—6 Dodds 010010010- 3
Staucer 001010111-5
Eighth match, 12 single*:

Swiggett lOUlllimi—U Blackler 111100111011-9
Hegglund .lllllllllUO-11 Winters O00110O111U-7
Allen 011111111110-10 Bump 101010111011—7
Yroung 111100011111— S Dodds 110000011100-5
Staucer 111111101001— 9

Nintb match, 12 singles:
Young 111111111111—12 Hegglund 10U0100110U— 6
Staucer 111111110111—11 Dodds 000011110011— 6
Allen OlllllliUlO—10 Winters 010100101001— 5

Bwigett OUOlllOlOOO- 6 Blackler 010101100000— 4
Bump 101100010110- 6

Tentb match, 9 singles:
Swiggett 011111111-8 Blackler 101011011—5
Hegglund 111110011—7 Allen 10100ULO—

5

Young 111011010-6 Winters 110101100—5
George 001111011—6 Staucer 01 0001100-3
Bump 101011011-6 Dodds 100010000 -2
Eleventh match, 5 pairs:

Swiggett 11 11 11 11 10-9 Hegglund 11 11 00 11 11-8
George .11 11 10 11 01—8 Blackler... 01 11 10 10 10—6
Young 10 11 11 11 10-8 Winters 11 10 00 10 01—5
Twelfth match, 9 singles:

Young 111111111—9 Hegglund 1011 10101-6
Swiggett 111111111-9 Staucer 101101011-6
Blackler 111111110-8 Winters 101101100—5
George 001011111-6 Bump 101110100-5
Dodds 010111110-6 Menke 001011100—

4

Second Day.—Nine singles: Allen 7, Youug 7, Dodds 7, Bower 7,

Bump 6. Swiggett 5, Staucer 5. Bower lirst, Staucer third.
Nine singles: Swiggett 8, Bower 8, Young 7, Ailen 7. Staucer 7,

Dodds 6, Bump4. Swiggett and Bower first, Staucer second. Bump
third.
Twelve singles: Young 12, Staucer, Jr., 11, Swiggett 11, Bower

10, Bump 10, Wright 10, Staucer 9, Alien 8, Dodds 7, Bavington 8,

Six singles and 3 pairs: Young 12, Allen 10, Staucer, Jr., 10,

George 10, Staucer 9, Swiggett 9, Bavington 8.

Nine singles: Young -8, Staucer 8, Wright 8, Bavington 8,

Swiggett 8, Bower 7, Staucer, Jr., 7, George 7, Allen 6, Bump 6.

Nine singles: Staucer 9. Allen 8, Bovver 7, Young 7, Wright 7,

Staucer, Jr., 6, Bavington 6, Swiggett 5.

Twelve singles: Voung 11, Staucer 10, Wright 10, Bower 9,

Swiggett 9, Staucer, Jr., 9, Bavington 10, Allen 8, Bump 7.

Team match, 10 singles per man:
Young U1U10011-8 Bower. 0011111101—7
Allen UllUOm—9-17 Swiggett 1 111010011—7—14
George 0101H1111-8 Wright 0111111011—8
Clark 110UU11 1-9-17 Bavington 1100000111—5-13
Staucer 1111011111—9
Staucer, Jr 10000U011-5-14
George and Clark 1st, on shoot off, Bower and Swiggett 2nd,

Wright and Bavington 3rd.

Third Day.—First, match, 10 singles:
Young 0001111111—7 George 0101111101—7
Rupel lOlOOOOOuO-2 Allen 1111010001-6
Swiggett 1110111111-9 Hanna 0100110000 - 3
Abercrombie 0001110011-6
Second match, 10 singles:

George 1111111111—10 Hanna 0111011011— 7
Young 0111101111— 8 Allen 0111010011— 6
Abercrombie 1U11011C0- 7 Swiggett 11010100001- 5
Third match, 15 singles:

George 101111011111101-12 Young 111000001111111-10
Swiggett 001011011101111—10 Abercrombie- . 110 11110 11 00 100- 9

Hanna 111001111111000-10 Rupel 010000111010100- 6
Allen 010011111111001-10
Fourth match, 15 singles:

Young 111111101110111-13 Clark 011010001011011— 8
Allen lOllOlHlOliOll-ll Haana 000010001111101- 7

Swiggett 111001901101111-10 Abercrombie. .001000101100101- 6
Rupel 1000U00101H11- 9

Fifth match, 15 singles:
Clark 111111001111111-13
Young. 011011 in 011111-12
Abercrombie.. lOlllimoilOll—12
Sixth match, 10 singles:

A bercrombie 1111111111-10
Swiggett 1110011111— 8
Young 1101110110- 7
Seventh match, 10 singles:

Young lllOllim—

9

Clark llHlllllO-9
Hanna 0U1111101—

8

Eighth match, 10 singles:
Swiggett 1111111111—10
Young 1111011111— 9
Clark 1111011111- 9
Walking match, 6 singles:

Hanna 110111—5
Young H1100-4
Dodd 011110—4

Tenth match, 10 single?.:
Abercrombi e 111111 11 10 -9
Young 1011011111-8
Swiggett 1100110101—6
Hanna 0111101010—6
Dodds 1100010111-6
Eleventh match, 9 singles and

George UOUllll 00 11 11-12
Young 101111111 11 01 00—11
Abercrom-
bie 011010111 10 10 11—10
Twelfth match, 15 singles:

Yonng l IT 1 1 1 001 11U11—13
Abercrombie .. 1 111111 11101011—13
Allen 1 11011 1 01 11 0011—11

Swiggett 110111101101101-11
Allen 1110011 11010001— 9
Dodd 010110011011010- 8

Allen 1111010011-7
Hanna 1100111010-6
Clark 1111010001-6

Dodd 1111101011-8
Abercrombie 0011111101- 7

Allen 0010111101-6

Dodd 1110101110-7
Abercrombie 1010101101—6
Hanna 0101110110—6

Abercrombie 101010—3
Swiggett 010100-2
Rupel 000101-2

Little 1011011100-6
George 1010011101-6
Curran 1001110010-5
Rupel 0100011100-4

3 pairs:
Allen 111011111 00 10 10-10
Swiggett.. .101110110 10 11 00- 9
Dodds 101001111 11 10 00— 9

Dodd liomoiiioiou-ii
George 011 1 01110001111—10
Little 111010001101110- 9

1RVINGTON. N. Y., July 26.-Match at bluerocks, American
Association rules. Match for $10 a side, loser to pay for birds, 10
singles and 5 pair:
Menzies 1010001100 01 10 00 10 11- 9W Ward 1011U1111 11 10 10 11 10-16
Ten bluerocks, entrance SI. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis, Mo., July 25.—At Compton Avenue Park last Wed-

nesday a'ternoon M. C. Brown and Jas. H. Hagerty engaged in a
100 live bird match with the result that the former'came off vic-
torious by one bird. The conditions of the match were 100 live
birds each, London Gun Club rules, for $50 a side:M C Brown 00111 11122121 llll22lll01ll3UUl3l2ill2l2222lllll2

01111110121101122111111112111111121212211112113112-94
J H Hagerty 222121212221221:- liiif.' :2 1111111112221112

12011112211111101112120201111101211101212111121111-93

The Compton Hill Gun Club held a tournament last Monday,
which was favored with a large attendance of trap-shooters. The
weather was pleasant and the si-ores made were as a rule very
good. Bluerock targets were used for all events, and the rules of
the A. S. A. applied to the affair.
Following are the scores:
Shoot No. 1, at 10 single targets: S. Prendergast 7, King 9, Hill

10, O. Spencer 8, J. Hagerty 6, Weaver 6, J. Lineharth 9, Morgan
7, Fink 1, Harris 9, Keller 6, Selzer 9, E. Prendergast 9, E. L.
Spencer 9, Dick 6, Harris 3, Rowlings 8, Sieffen 4, Reed 7.

Shoot No. 2, at 15 singles: Hagerty 13, Steffen 11, Hill 12. G.
Prendergast 10. E. Prendergast 12, Weaver 12, D. Jones 7, Seltzer
9, E. Spencer 13. J. Meer 8, J. Prendergast 13, (4. Rawlings 13,
King 14. Harris 12, Keller 12, Weathers 14, C. Spencer 15, Dick 10,

Lewis 11, Lineharth 15, Weber 5, J. Longsworth 11, Morgau 10, C.
Longsworth 7.

Shoot No. 3, at 10 singles: Hagerty 10, Lewis 7, Seltzer 6, Weber
6, C.Spencer 9, Hill 9, Roy 7, Steffen 7, E. Spencer 10, C. Long-
worth 4, G. Prendergast R. Jones o, King 8, E. Prendergast 10, Har-
ris 8, Westhus 7, Keller 6, Weaver 5, Lineharth 9, J. Longsworth 7.

Shoot No. 4. at 15 singles: Weber 11, S. Rawlings 8, Morgan 10,
J. Prendergast 9, Ro=s 9, Schomberg 6, Cicardi 12, Jones 9, P.
Weber 9, G. Hill 11, Moser 4, C. Longsworth 6, Stroth 12, A. Raw-
lings 7.

Shoot No. 5, at 15 singles: Hagerty 11, Westhus 12, G. Prender-
gast 12, King 12, E. Prendergast 12. C. Spencer 13, Rov 13, Steffen
11, Seltzer 11, Hill 14, Jones 7, Lewis 7, Weaver 10, Lenharth 13,
Harris 13. Keller 13, S. Spencer 12, J. Longsworth 10.

Shoot No. 6, at 6 pairs targets: Hagerty 6, King 8, Seltzer 6. C.
Spencer 10, Schombers 4, Fink, Jr., 7, P. Wilber 6, Lenharth 7, E.
L. Spencer 8, Keller 7, G. Rawlings 2. Westhus 8, Harris 8, Pren-
dergast 8, Lewis 3, Brown 5, Stroth 6, Ray 7, Flynn 2, Weaver 3,

Cicardi 7.

Shoot No. 7, 10 single targets: G. Prendergast 9, Schomberg 6,

Steffen 7, Keller 10, 0. Webber 8, King 10, Westhus 8, P. Weber 6,

Lewis 5, C. Spencer 5, Cicardi 6, Weaver 8. Stroth 9, Fink 4. A.
Rawlings 5, J. Prendergast I, Lenharth 9, Harris 9, E. Prendergast
9, Brown 9, Seltzer 7.

Shoot No. 8, for Harrington & Richardson hammerless gun, 20
single targets: Hagerty 16, King 18, E. L. Spencer 17, Keller 18, P.
Weber 15, Lenharth 13, E. Prendergast 16, Westhus 14, Roy 14, J.
Long 16, C. Spencer 19, Steffen 16,

A sweepstake at 251ive birds, 810 entrance, was shot at Compton
Avenue Park last Wednesday morning between live gentlemen.
J. Meade grassed all of his birds and took the entire pot. The
other scores were: J. H. Hagerty 23, Sam Hill 22, Dr. Pitts 22,
Fred. Frischer 20. Unseb, Fritz.

BROOKLYN.
July The Diana Sportsmen's Club, of Brooklyn, met to-day

at Bay View Part, Bay Ridge, for their regular monthly shoot.
Owing to some split in the club but few members were present,
Vice-President Hartmann wishing to have the shoot at, Dexter
Park. C. Koch won in first class for clay-pigeons and M. Koch
won in first class for glass balls. In second class F. Gohoulet won.
First class, 5 glass balls: J. Koch 4, C. Koch 3 and M. Koch 5.

Second class: F. Goboulet 4, P. Steen 3 and C. Bourne 4. Sweep-
stake shoot at 9 clay-pigeons—First class: J. Koch 7, C. Koch 8,

and M. Koch 7. Second class: F. Goboulet 7, P. Steen 6 and C.
Bourne 6. Scorer and referee, J. Koch.
The regular monthly bluerock shoot of the Kings County Gun

Club was held at Dexter Park to-day. The medal was won by T.
Short, who broke 13 out of a possible 20. Second prize was won by
J. Link with 11. In the sweepstake match, which followed the
regular shoot, a bird killed with the second barrel counted a half
bird. Tbe first money went to Gremer. who killed S}4; second was
divided between Thort, Zirkel and Linstedt. The scores are as
follows: Regular shoot at 20 bluerocks each: Zirkel 9. Gremer 3,
Thiel 7, Short 13, Boehn3, Linstedt 10, Boegel 4, Neuman 4, Keller
3 and L'nk 11. Sweepstake shoot, at 10 live birds, second barrel to
count, half a bird: Zirkel 8. Gremer 8J4 Thiel 6, Short 8, Roehn 5^,
Linstedt 8, Boegal 7, Neuman 7, Keller 65^, Link 7.

July 2h—The regular monthly shoot of the Hillside Gun Club
took place on the Dexter Park shooting grounds this afternoon.
The prize was a handsome gold medal given by Mr. Miller, the
club medal having been captured by H. Knebel, Jr., who had won
it three times, the. badge thus becoming his property. J. Link
was again successful, breaking 10 out of 20 standard bluerocks at
20yds. rise and winning the new medal for the second time; second
prize went to Freeson, 17. The other scores were: Dethloff 15,
Burger 11, Cunningham 12, Rauch 14, Bork 13, Hyer 14, Bach 15.

A number of sweepstakes at 5 bluerocks each followed the regular
event.
July 35—The Crescent Gun Club held their regular monthly

shoot at Dexter Park to-day. The rain prevented a large number
from putting in an appearance at the ground, only five members
being present. The medal was won by J. Gilman, who killed 6
out of a possible 7. For second prize J. Hopkins and H. Hillman
were tied, and in the shoot-off at 3 birds Hopkins killed 3 straight
and won. The scores were: J. Oilman 6, H. Hillman 5, J. Hop-
kins 5, C. Whalen 4, Dickinson 3.

BROOKLYN ACME GUN CLUB.-Regular monthly shoot at
Dexter Park. Long Island, two gold medals. 20 bluerocks, 16vds.:
Pfaender.U01010100010U10101-ll C DethlofflOOOlllOlllOlOlOOOlO-10
Kunzw'r .WXHWUlOOOlOOOOOlOl— tj EWunder 00001001010101011100— 8
J Link .. 01000111110100111010-11 C Stuetzlel0011001010101110101-ll
Scbottler 00110101-10 C Wissel . .00000101000011111001-

8

C Homey..010101010U0101010l01- 9 P Short... 11 110111111111111111—19
Vnrbach. .00010110000000111001- 7 GentzUn'rOlOOlOOlllOOOlOfXJOOl— 7
Short first mtdal, Link second on shoot-off.

HAVERSTRAW, N. Y., July 22—The match between the two
expert pigeon shots, W. L. Davenport of the Fountain Gun Club of
Brooklyn, and Theodore Peck of the Rockland Gun Club of Haver-
straw, was decided to-day in the presence of a large crowd of
lovers of the sport. The Brooklyn men went to Haverstraw with
their pockets full of money, and they found no difficulty in plac-
ing it. It is said that they are still collecting their winnings, as
Davenpoit had no difficulty in oufshooting his opponent. The
match was under Monaco rules, 50yds. boundary. Davenport
used a 12-bore gun and shot at 28yds.; Peck using a 10-bore and
shooting at 30yds. Davenport was in magnificent form, and after
missing only 4 turds in his first 25, he killed 63 in succession, and
won the match by 13 birds. Peck killed 71 and missed 17. The
match was a return one, Davenport having won the previous con-
test by 5 birds.

T Ward 1111111101—9 C Rowley 1111111110—9
Win ters 0U1111111—9 Bible ...

.' 0001001011—4
J Rowley 0111101110-7

First money run over to next sweep, second div.
Same conditions:

Menzies 1111111011—9 W Ward 1111011111—9
T Ward 1011111011—8 C Rowley 11001111 11—8
Winters ..0001011001—4 Bible 11110H101—

8

J Rowley 1101111111-9
Tie from last match shot miss and out, and div. by Winters, J.

Rowley and C. Rowley.
Match between C. Rowlev and W.Ward, 85 a side, 10 bluerocks:

C Rowley 1101101111—9 W Ward OlllOwithdrew.
Ten bluerocks, entrance $1, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

Bible 1011110111- 8 J Rowley 1111101011- 8
Munsies 10011U110- 7 C Rowley 1111011111—9
T Ward 1111111111-10 E Conklin 1011000010— 4W Ward..". . .1101111111— 9
Ties div.

WALNUT HILL, July 23.—The pleasant weather of to-day un-
doubtedly would have attracted more of the members of the
Massachusetts Rifle Association to the range had it not been for
the fact that so many are now away upon their vacations. How-
ever, a fair number was on hand to enter the various events, and
the shooting was of creditable order. In the main event of the
meeting, the diamond pin match. Mr. White won top place. He
will nold the chamriion badge until the next meeting. Diamond
pin match, 20 single Keystone targets, squad filing system, and 5
pairs standard targets:
White 11100110111111111110-16 10 11 11 11 11—9—25
Curtis 11111111111101101011—17 11 10 11 10 11—7—24
Bennett 11111111011111101110—17 10 10 00 10 11—5—23
Black 10111111011110111010—15 11 10 11 11 00—7—22
Gale lllllllOlOmillllll—18 10 10 00 10 10-4-22
Gore 10101101111011101111-15 10 11 01 00 11-6-21
Lovejoy 10111111111111011110—17 01 11 01 00 00—4—31
Perham llHlOOOllOlOIllOlOl—13 11 10 10 10 10—6—19
Woodbury 10111011010110100111-13 11 10 10 00 00—5—18
Nichols 01U0011 110010111111-14 00 10 00 00 00-1—15
BaUou 00110110001110011100-10 11 01 00 00 01—4-14
U'ttle 10001111001000111011-11 00 10 00 00 00-1—12

LAKE COUNTY GUN CLUB.—Scores of July 19, at Burnside,
111.; conditions not given:W S Bond 002mOO00-4 J W Donnell 2112210101-8
E J Edbrook 2000001101-4 N H Ford 1101022121-8
H Kochler UH002101-7 A Brabrack 1020031111-7
A Marquart 0010213311-7 J Watson 00013110H-6
A Wies 1002022221—7

PHILADELPHIA, July 25—The John F. Pole Gun Club shot, a
challenge shoot with the South End Gun Club, of this city. The
shooting took place on the Pole's ground, east of the Philadelphia
Driving Park. The judges were D. Singley, of the Pole Club, and
A. C. Amen, of tho South End Gun Clnb. Scorer, H. Shetzline.
The Pole boys scored a win by a score of 139 to 125, 21 birds each;

John F. Pole Gun Club. South End Gun Club.
J Lower 10 J Moitisod 11
HShisler 16 E Spear 14
G Adams 9 J Eckemeyer 8
H Singley 12 B Kelley .13
T Lower 16 A Stewart 7
C Caldwell 13 Steele 11H Ogle 11 Lowry 8
GCusler 7 Harris 7
WPeltz 8 McEwell ti

D Hayes 8 Hackney 13
G Singley 16 Rachel 13
B Caldwell 13-139 Haldt 15—125

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, July 26.-Ten bluerocks,
50 cents entry, ties div.:

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 MS IS 1U
Sigler 8 7 9 9 8 8 9 8 10 10 10 9 7..
Lindsley 96 10 9887869799 10
Jones 8 8 8 10 9 10 8 8 9 9 8 9 6 10
Collins 10 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 9 10 10 9 10
Craft 7 9 9 8 8.. 9 9 7,. 9 8....
Gayler 5 5 8 6 6
Chaffe 7 10 10 9 10 9 10 .. ..

Lindsley won last sweep with 9.

July 26—A team shoot between the crack shots of the North End
Gun Club took place on the club's ground atFrankford this after-
noon in the presence of a large number of spectators. The teams
were captained by A. James and W. H. Wolstencroft, and the
conditions were 25 shots at single targets. James's team won by a
score of 119 to 109. The individual score is appended:

James's team. Wolstencroft's team.
A James 19 W H Wolstencroft 22
J Wolstencroft 21 A Lawrence 17
H Ridge 19 N Scoope 9W Wilson 15 J Summers 14
H Jacobs 14 FrankBaron 24
J Tine 13 J Howell 11
Thomas Rowcroft 18—119 E Ridge ...12-109

LAFAYETTE. Ind., July 21. -Fred Erb, who has twice been de-
feated by Geo. C. Beck, of Indianapolis, this afternoon easily de-
feated Beck in aSO-bird shoot for $100 a side. Dr. J. M. Smith
was referee and Capt. A. N. Behm and J. Harvey, of Attica were
judges. Erb used a new Parker gun. The birds were very game,
the day bright and a large crowd was present.
Beck .102121122101101111 01001 0022111 121 1 2111 102201 211101—39
Erb 11221112021012112102111111021103121112131112221211—45

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO. have issued this circular to
the trade: We desire by this circular letter to express our hearty
thanks for the scores of messages rf sympathy and encourage'-
menf, and for the liberal offers of aid received from the trade
throughout the country, since the calamity which visited our
works July 15. These have been so numerous and our hands have
been so full of other matters that individual acknowledgments
have been impossible. You have doubtless read many of the ter-
rible details in the daily papers, hence we need not recount them
here further than to say that our entire paper shell manufactur-
ing and loading plants and warehouses were destroyed, nothing
of" value heing left. Deeply as we regret the fearful loss of life
and property, which came through no fault or neglect of ours, we
are by no means discouraged. Indeed, with all these words of
cheer and assurance of support before ns, we cannot do otherwise
than try again. We have, therefore, already made arrangements
for rebuilding on a much more extensive scale than before. For-
tunately we had placed contracts some two or three months ago
for new shell-loading machinery, with a view to doubling our
production. By hard work we expect to have this in operation
and turning out Peters cartridges within thirty days. VVe are
able to control a good lot of "Prize" shells, which we will load and
supply to the trade as long as they last. Our shell-making ma-
chinery is expected to be in operation in six or eight weeks, as it
is being constructed under our supervision in probably a dozen
different, machine shops. Of course we cannot at present quote
prices or accept orders for either empty or loaded shells, but will
advise you when we are ready to do so. We thank you for your
kindness in the past, and trust that within a few weeks we may
again have your orders. Yours, very truly, The Petbbs Caist-
bidge Co.

LAFAYETTE, Ind., July 21. -Fred Erb, who has been twice de-
feated by Geo. C. Beck, of Indianapolis, in contest for the Ameri-
can Cup, this afternoon easily defeated Beck in a 50-bird shoot for
$100 a side. Dr. J. M. Smith was referee and Capt. Behrn and T.
J. Harvey were judges. Erb used a new Parker gun. The birds
were very game. The day was bright and a large crowd was
present.

BOSTON, July 24—The Jamaica Plain Gun Club held its
weekly shoot at Clarendon Hills this afternoon. Many members
of the club were present. Some thirty sweeps were shot. The
prizes won in the Merchandise match were awarded yesterday.
The match was opened the 1st of May last, and i he conditions were
the best six average scores out of ten. Appended are the names
of the winners, their scores out of a possible 120 birds and what
each selected as a prize: Barrett, total 110, $10 in gold; Bennett,
total 99, go in gold; Bradbury, total 98, gold badge; Woodruff,
total 9tj, guncase; Charles, total 95, album; Cilley, total 88, 500
loaded shells; Herbert, total 80, walking cane; Needham, total 73,
large sporting picture. The Rounds silver cup was also won by
Barrett, and he is now sole owner of it. The cup was presented
by A. W. Rounds, a member of the club.
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PENCOYD, Pa., July 29.-The Penncoyd Guu Club held their

annual meeting on July 26,and I he following officers were elected
to serve £61 one year: Geo. Rich, Prest.; Blman Vandersloot.Yice-
Prest.; Joseph Taggart, Captain; Richard Morgan, Sec.-Treas,;
Joseph Lindsay, Referee; Joseph Campbell, Director; Odnell Ra-
venjahn and Albert Stubbs, Judges.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—The opening of the new grounds and club

house of the ever-young Onondaga County Club will be marked
by a three-days' shoot, Aug. 0-8. The elegant new club house and
grounds located at Maple. Bay, on Onondaga Lake, seven miles
from the city of Syracuse, are reached by steamboat on the lake
or by the Delaware, Lackawana and Western Railroad.
TORONTO—The McDowall tourney, with 81.100 up in guaran-

tees, opens at Stark Athletic grounds ou Aug. 13, and closes on
the 15th. giving four days of lively shooting. It is the first at-
tempt to get up a big shoot and promises to be a complete suc-
cess.

BEEVILLE, Texas, July 21.—The first annual tournament of
the Beeville Gun Club will he held Sept. 3 and 1 next, and all clubs
of southwest Texas are invited to participate. Pall programmes
and information can be had by addressing T. J. Skaggs, Sec'y,
Beeville, Texas.

CLASS VS. BREWER.—Frank Class, of Pine Brook, N. J., has
agreed to meet Brewer in the $1,000 match at live birds. Fall de-
tails have not yet been agreed upon.

fiiclfting.

"West India Burriceincs and the Great March Blizzard:' Hi/
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hudrographic Office. Large quart*), with £3
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contain* full history of the (treat
storm of March, 1888, aotth practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.

16.

16.

16.

ja

18,

an,

JULY.
31. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail, 31.

Savin Hill.
AUGUST,

2. Indian Harbor, Regatta. 10.

3. Corinthian Mosquito Fleet,
Cruise.

2. Hamilton, Whitewings Cup.
2. Monatiquot,3d Cbam., Wey-

mouth.
2. Royal Can., 21ft. Class, Tor.
2. Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
2. Cape Cod, Nobseutt Pier.
2. Buffalo, Club, Buffalo.

2-9. Cor. Navy, Cruise, Long
Island Sound.

2-10. QuakerCity,Annual Cruise
Long Island Sound. 23.

3. West Lynn, 2d Cham., Lynn. S3,

6. Great Head, 2d Cham., Great 23.

Head.
8. Monatiquot.Ladies' Day and 23.

Review, Weymouth. 23.

8. Riverside, Special Classes,
Riverside. Conn. 23.

9. Savin Hill, Club, Savin Hill, 23.

9. Corinthian, Marblehead,
Club, under 21ft. 23.

9. So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Cup.
9. Hamilton, 21 and 25ft. 23.

9. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor.
9. Queen City, Cruise, Toronto. 23.

9. Monatiquot, 3d Chain.,Wey- 23.

mouth. 23.

9. Tappan Zee, Annual, Grand
View. 23.

9. 11. Hull, Cham., Pt. Allerton. 23.

12. So. Boston. Mus. Fleet. City 23.

Point. 27.

9, 11, 12. Corinthian, 21 & 25ft. 27.

Classes. Marblehead. 28.
13. Hull, Ladies' Day.
13. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
13. Hamilton, L.Y.R.A. Regatta
13. L. Y. R. A., Hamilton.
14. Massachusetts, 30 and 40ft.,

Dorchester.
15. L. Y. R. A., Royal Can., Tor.
16. Sippican. Club, Marion.
16. Beverly, 3d Cham., Marble-

head.

So. Boston, Moonlight Sail.

Queen City, 1st, Class and
"World" Cup, Toronto.

L. Y. R. A., Queen City, Tor.
.Newark, Annual, Bayonne.
Beverly, 2d Cham.. Marble-
head.

American, Open, Newburv-
port.

19. 20. Corinthian, Marble-
head. midsummer series
for 30 and 40-footers.

L. V. R. A., Kingston.
Quiney. Club, Quincv.
Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.
Hull, Cham., Hull.
Larehmont, Oyster Boats,
Larchmont.

West Lynn, 3d Cham., Lvnn.
Beverly, 2d Sweep, Mon.
Beach.

Savin Hill, Cham..Savin Hill
Great Head, Sail-off, Great
Head.

American, 2d Cham., New-
buryport.

Cor. Navy, Regatta, West
Long Island Sound Squad.

So. Boston Mus. Flpet, Cup.
Queen City, Skiff Class, Tor.
Riverside,Ladies'Dav, River-

side, Conn.
L. Y. R. A., Oswego.
Buffalo, Cruise, Lake Erie.
Lynn, Lynn.
Rhode Island, Open Regatta.
L. Y. R. A., Rochester.
Miramicbi, Black Brook to
Oak Point and return.

Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail,
Savin Hill.

Beverly, 3d Cup, Marblehead
Sippican, Sweep, Marion.
Savin Hill, Cruise.
Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
Monatiquot, Sail-off Cham.,
Weymouth.

YACHT RACING IN JAPAN.
THE Yokohama Sailing Club, composed of British and Ameri-

can residents of Yokohama, .lapau, is an active and energetic
little organization that iB doing good work for the advancement
of yacht racing under somewhat disadvantageous surroundings
The club numbers 88 members with a fleet of 18 yachts and boats,
but this small fleet is made up of so many sizes and types that it
has proved a difficult matter to class them properly and to keep
up a constant interest in the racing. At the same time the club
is fortunate in the possession of a committee that, from its re-
ports, is evidently of more than average ability, and that has
undertaken the work of classifying and building up the fleet in a
thorough and systematic manner. The report of the last season's
work shows a total of 13 matches sailed between May 11 and
October 12, in which 58 prizes were given. The average' number
of entries in each race was 12, and of starters 10. The fleet is
made up of the following boats: Maid Marion, designed by Mr.
Burgess, a compromise. 31ft. l.w.l., lift, beam; Molly Bawn, 22ft'
l.w.l.,6ft. Oin. beam, designed by an amateur, a shoal bodied boat
with a deep lead fin; Lady Louise, 25ft. l.w.l.. 4ft. 9in. beam a
cutter from the Clyde, well cut away and of rather light displace-
ment; Princess Maude. 22ft. l.w.l., 4ft. beam, a cutter; Exchange
28ft. l.w.l., a ship's boat lifted up with a wooden keel and shifting
ballast; Daimyo, 25ft. l.w.l., 7ft. 6in. beam, a cutter of amateur-
design. The canoes are 16 x 32, small yachts in model, with SOOlbs.
of lead on keel, and more than a match for La Belle in light
weather, she being a catboat loft, long and 6ft. beam. Maid
Marion is too large and too good for the rest of her class and, as
a matter of course, won practically all the races. The report says:
"In the A Class the Maid Marion had everything her own waw

being altogether too fast for the others in her class, and rating
too high to allow of her being fairly placed in. competition with
any of the boats in the other classes. The Aborigine, which was
so successful until the appearance of the Maid Marion, made sev-
eral starts against her, but finding it useless eventually dropped
out of the racing. Toward the end of the season an accession
was made to this class by the arrival of the Avon (formerly known
here as the Tantivy) from Kobe. She started in several races, but
not being in racing trim, and with old sails, she was not in it.
Perhaps, as she has the advantage of several feet in length over
the Maid Marion, when she has a thorough overhaul and a new
suit of canvas she may yet be an interested party when prizes are
distributed."
The wind in the 13 races is given as once fresh, once strong, and

twice moderate, the other days being light. The report gives the
following interesting comparison of speeds:
"The total distance sailed was about 152 knots by the chart, and

the average speed made by the Record Prize winners in each class,
over the distances given, was as follows:
Class. Knots, Speed per hour

. •-, ™ •
in knots.

A. .Maid Marion .-. 142 375
B. . Molly Bawn 152 3 ]3
B.. La Belle 44 2.18
D. .Exchange 76 3.32

"Owing to the courses Failed not being the same in each case
the above figures are of but little value for purposes of compari-
son, but those who take an interest in such matters may like to
know that the above represent for the Maid Marion 54 per cent.,
Molly Bawn 53 per cent., La Belle 43 per cent, and Exchange
52 per cent, of the-' theoretical highest speeds usually attributed to
boats of their respective lengths, and when the average amount
of wind experienced during the season's racing is taken into ac-
count, perhaps the speed attained maybe considered not alto-
gether unsatisfactory."
Up to the end of last season the club had a classification by

waterline length, with a length and sail area rule, the formula,

devised by Prof. West, of Toklo University, being ^l+S A
the sail area being measured by the Y. R, A. rule. TJie working
of this system was not satisfactory, and last year we had some
correspondence with members q£ ibe club oyer the difficulties

they had met and t he advisability of a heavier tax on sail, or of a
cliange of classification, which latter course we recommended.On this sub.iecc. the report continues:

'Owing to the above and other important reasons, which were
in ly discussed at an extraordinary general meeting which was
held on Oct. 28, it was decided to alter the classification of the
boats from a classification by waterline length alone to one bylength and sail area rating, and in place of the classes A, B, Cand D, we now have 39, 32, 20, 21 and 17-ratcrs. At the same time
it was settled to adopt the method of measuring the sail area
Which is in use m England.
"It is to be hoped this change will lead to the building of new

racers, and to renewed interest among the old boats. With the
classes as now constituted the proverbial 'expense of yachting'
will hardly he sufficient to deter anyone wishing to take part in
this exhilarating pastime. Already signs may be seen of sharp
and exciting competition during (ho corning season among the 26
and 17-raters, and we have reason to believe that a wholesome
little, boat, which would have a good chance in the latter class,may actually be built and fitted out for about §50. it has always
been t he policy of the club to keep in view the object for which itwas formed, v iz., 'the promotion of sailing and sailing races only '

and tins opportunity may serve to point out that while great at-
tention is no doubt secured by a large craft capable of leading the
lleet, still tastes differ as to the most desirable, size of boat*and
those who do not care for or are not able to afford the larger
craft, but still seek the excitement of a tussle [with the elements
and the keen competition ami friendly rivalry of racing, may find
it in the smallest craft, and receive equal recount! ion and encour-
agement from this club. In dividing the club's general fund of
prize money it has been the practice of your committee to appor-
tion it as nearly as possi'-le in proportion to the number of entries
and competitors in each class. Th is seems th<a. fairest method as
by so doing the class having the greatest number of entries and
the keenest competition will receive the largest share of prize
money, no matter what the size of the boats may be, and your
committee wish to call the attention of each owner, whether of
small or large craft, to the desirability of securing all possible en-
tries in bis class, as the importance of the class, and to a very
great extent the amount of interest taken in the sport of yachting
is decided by the number of entries aud the keenness and ciose-
nesR of competition aside from the size of the craft."
The ridiculously low price of labor makes the cost of native-

built boats very low, and such a craft a3 the Mersey centerhoard
boat Zinnia, described in Kemp's "Yacht and Boat " Sailing," can
be built for $75 Mexican. This boat is 18ft. over ail, 17ft. 9in. l.w L
6ft. beam, and but lft. draft without board, carrying some 200ft
in a lug mainsail and a jib. These boats will come in the 17 rating
class, and some six or eight were expected to be ready for this
season. This fleet Avill make good racing and should be of im-
mense benefit to the club in encouraging a general interest that
will increase its membership and lead in time to more of the
larger craft.
As we have pointed out before, the merits of a corrected length

classification cannot be determined by a single season's racing
and two or three new boats; but for a thorough test several sea-
sons of racing, and a fleet that shall include a fair number of
yachts in one or more classes built especially for the rule are neces-
sary. At the same time, the experiment of the Yokohama Sailing
Club in the use of this system of classification as the foundation
on which to build up its fleet, is a most interesting one, and if the
report for the present season is as thorough and sensible as the one
from which we have quoted above, it should throw some valuable
light on the subject.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.

ON Wednesday morning the flagship Electra, with Com. Gerry
and his staff on board, left the anchorage at Twenty-sixth

-street, New York, for New London, where the fleet was in waitino-.
The programme for the cruise, which was to be made up at a
meeting of captains ou board the flagship on Wednesday night
will probably include a race to Newport on Thursday, wherethe
Goelet cup will be sailed for on the following daw and after this
the regular runs to Manila's Vineyard and New' Bedford, return-
ing to Newport, where the fleet will disband. Vessels desirin" to
do so may enter for the races on each run. the rest of the fleet
making the passages at their will. The following general regula-
tions will govern the cruise:

Directions for the following "runs." should they be made, are-
From New London to Newport, 40 nautical miles; start off Sarah's
Ledge and finish off the Dumplings.
From Newport to Vineyard Haven, 37 nautical miles; start off

Brenton's Reef Lightship and finish at Red Buoy No. 2, off West
Chop, Vineyard Sound Lightship to be left on the port hand.
From Vineyard Haven to New Bedford, 34 nautical miles: start

off Bluffs, in front of the Sea View House, and finish off Clark's
Point Light, leaving Sow and Pigs Reef Buoy on the starboard
hand.
From New Bedford to Newport, 27 nautical miles; start off

Clark's Point Light and finish at Brenton's Reef Lightship, leav-
ing Hen and Chickens Lightship on the starboard hand.
For other runs that may be made sailing directions will be

given.
The start and finish will be made over imaginary lines drawn

from the Electra to.the points or objects mentioned.
Special prizes will be offered during the cruise, the dates of

which will be. announced by the Commodore, as stated in General
Order No. 2.

Rear-Gommodore Iselin has offered a $260 cup, date and condi-
tions to be given at the rendezvous.
The Gamecock colors will be for four-oared gigs pulling sweeps.
The Owl colors for cutters pulling two sweeps or two pairs of

sculls.
For other boat races entries $2 an oar, made by yacht owners

and boats will be classified according to the number of bars they
pull.
Coxwains must be carried in all boats but dinghies.
There will be a race for steam and naphtha launches, details to

be announced at New London.
For winning boats, the committee will add $5 for each man car-

ried; for launches, $20 to winners, with S10 for second, if four or
more start.
The date of these events will be determined during the cruise.
For the runs from port to port the committee will submit the

following proposition: The Electra will establish start and finish
lines for each run, and give the corrected time of all yachts cross-
ing with their private signals at the peak and their "racing num-
bers displayed.
A prize will be given in each class where two or or more start;

with a second prize if four or more start.
In cruising trim will mean anchors on the bow and cables

stowed; cruising complement of boat carried, and cruising deck,
cabin and galley fittings in place; topsails extending above the
truck or beyond the end of gaff are barred
Water can be taken into the .tanks until the preparatory signal

is made.
With these exceptions racing rules are to govern.
These conditions are subject to alteration in any class, or others

numbers. They will be at liberty to get under way and proceed
to the squadron's destination with the gun annonncing the harbor
start.
There is little likelihood that the fleet will go round the Cape,

though Eastern yachtsmen have been desirous that it should visit
Marblehead The number of yachts will probably be as great as
last season, but the prospects are rather poor for the racing.
Neither Grayling nor Titania will race, and as Shamrock is likelv
to he absent, it reduces the 70ft. class to Katrina and Gracie.
Volunteer will have a sail over, in all probability, for the Goelet
cup. In the schooner class will be Sea Fox, Merlin, Mayflower,
Marguerite, OSnone and Quickstep, which lot should give some
very good racing. The forties will, as usual, be a leading attrac-
tion, and the races between Minerva and Gossoon are likely to be
the most interesting of the cruise. After the fleet disbands some
special races for the 40 and 30ft classes will be sailed off Newport,
including the Corinthian sweepstakes.

THE MARBLEHEAD RACES.—The clubs about Marblehead
are arranging for some excellent racing in the smaller classes
immediately after the New York Y. C. cruise, and some of the
best racing of the year is likely to be seen there. The Beverly
Y. C. will hold an open race off Marblehead, on Aue. 16, if possi-
ble, with, prizes for the 40, 30 and 21ft. boats. The 40ft. prize will
be a $160 cup, given on condition that Minerva shall be one of the
starters. A $100 cup is offered in the SOt't. class, and ^wo of $50
each, for keels and centerboards, in the 21ft. class. The course
for thirties and forties will be 10 miles to windward and return;
for the other 5 miles. This race and others to take place soon
after are likely to attract most of the New York forties to pro-
long their cruise around Cape Cod, and Kathleen and Tom Bov
are also expected at Marblehead.

BEVERLY Y. C.
362d regatta, 2d Buzzabd's bay championship, mokctment

beach, jult 20.

THE race was one of the hardest and best that the club has
ever sailed; all day Friday it blew a close-reef sou'wester

and Saturday it was piping from S.S.W., increasing during the
morning. First and second classes were sent to Scraggy Neck
Bond Island, and return. In first class Mattie had a"walkover'
starting with three, reefs. In second class Gymnote and Lestris
carried three reefs, Widgeon and Anonyma four reefs. The start,
was a beauty, all crossing line together within 10 seconds of the
gun, Anonyma to wiudward.
Just before the start the wind lightened a little, and boats with

four reefs had not enough sail. Mist took first place, thon Anon-
yma and Widgeon close together, followed by Gymnote and Les-
tris, the latter sailing very well.
Under Wing's Neck, Anonyma shook out one reef and at once

began to leave Widgeon, who was close to her, and pick up on
Mist. At Pines Buoy Gymnote almost caught Widgeon, who then
shook out a reef and left her, while Lestris was coming up fust
About this time Mist shook out a reef and Anonyma caught her

and forced her round, but Mist got a trifle ahead oh the next tack
By this time boats were off the Neck and for the rest of the wind-
ward work had very rough water, a pouring rain and all the wind
they could stand. Here Widgeon did verv well, picking up on the
leaflets considerably and doing excellent work, though under very
disadvantageous circumstances.
Mattie rounded windward buoy first, then Mist and Anomyma

close, together, then Widgeon some 3 min. astern, hut much nearer
than she had been; Lestris and Gymnote some wav astern.
In the meantime the third class had started all together over

the short course, twice around Pines Buoy and back. Parole
carried three reefs while the others had come out Vith every reef
turned m, but Cayuse and Puzzle shook out one just before start.
Eina kept hers in and it lost her any chance of a place. At t he
end of first round they had shaken out a reef all round, Oayuse
led by 30sec, then Puzzle, then Parole with the same intervals
between them, Eina far astern. On second round Parole sailed
very fast, as wind breezed up, and passed Cayuse; Puzzle held
further out into the bay and took first place. On the run home it
blew very hard indeed, giving them all they could swing to. They
finished: Puzzle, Parole, Cayuse, Eina.
In fourth class Rip started witti four reefs. Kitten with two

reefs in her small sail. It was Rip's race from the start in any
event, though Kitten would have gained by shaking out reefs
earlier than she did.
In the meantime the large boats were getting it hot in the run

to Bird Island. They jibed round buoy, Mattie first, then Mist
and Anonyma almost together, then Widgeon, who had held her
own, Lestris and Gymnote far astern.
The run home was made in a pelting rain and the hardest blow

the club has had for years, the water being feather white, and
straimon tillers so great it took two or three men to steer the boats
Mattie, of course, increased her lead. Widgeon shook out her

third reef all but the pennant and hoisted up the throat, gamin"
a good deal on Mist and Anonyma: had latter done the same she
would have got the prize, as it was she passed Mist a mile short of
the finish, taking pennant and losing prize by half a second only.
Just as Widgeon, a minute and a quarter astern of Mist, reached'

line a very severe squall struck in, the wind blowing a full gale
and the rain being blinding; sails were doused all round and
boats had a lively time catching their moorings. Mist bei no-

blown ashore. The judge's boat was jumping half^her length out
of water, and it was more than an hour before she could run into
the beach under six reefs. Gymnote gave up the race. Lestris
crossed line during squall, way astern, but was not made out by
judges till after she had crossed. Summary as follows:

PIRST CLASS.

. „ i , . Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mattie, Howard Stockton 28.10 1 58 05 1 50 00

SECOND CLASS.
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 26.10 1 54 50 1 44 vq
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr. 26.08 1 55 00 1 44 ]9t4
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr 26.10 1 56 18 1 45 43
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr 24.02 Not timed.
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 26.10 Withdrawn.

THIBD CLASS.
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 2d 22.09 1 13 45 1 06 29
Parole, W. H. Davis "22.08 1 14 15 1 06 66
Oayuse, F. W. Sargent 22.09 1 15 30 1 OS 14
Eina, John Parkinson 22.10 1 17 18 1 10 05

POTJBTH CLASS.
R1p, C. B. Jefferson 19.01 41 07 36 13
Kitten, Geo. H. Richards, et als 20.00 42 35 38 01

Winner first prize: Class 1, Mattie; Class 2, Mist; Class 3,
Puzzle; Class 4, Rip. Winner second prize: Class 2, Anonyma,
Class 3. Parole. First Class champion pennant won and held by
Mattie. Third Class champion pennant won and held by Puzzle.
Second Class champion pennant won by Anonyma, tieing Mist.
Third Class champion pennant) won bv Rip, tieing Edith. Judsre'
T. S. Edmunds.
Owing to the fact that the Goelet Cup race wiU take place Aug.

1 or 2, and at the request of several yacht owners, the second
championship race at Marblehead will be postponed to Aug. 16.
The club will offer cups for an outside race about Aug. 22—exact
date not yet decided on. Race to be open to the 30- foot, 21-foot,
and probably to the 40-foot classes of any recognized yacht club!
Courses to be to windward or leeward and back from Marblehead
Rock, ten miles and return for larger classes, five miles for 21-foot
class.

THE AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET.
THE annual meet of the American Canoe Association has be-

come one of the important events of the aquatic world, rank-
ing second only to such great yachting features as the New York-
Yacht Club cruise and the Goelet Cup race. Attended by men
from every section of the country; witti races which brine- o'ut the
crack sailors of the United States and Canada, and in^boatsno
whit inferior in excellence of model and equipment to the finest
yachts; free from any taint of professionalism; and with its many
unique features of camp life, camp fires, amateur circus or im-
promptu ball; the meet exceeds by far in variety and attractive-
ness the rowing regattas and similar events of sister sports. The
ten meets thus far held have been in localities in a measure iso-
lated, and the races have been witnessed mainly by the canoeists
themselves. This year, however, the meet for the first time has
come to the coast, and to the very heart of the yachting world.
No place on the coast is better known or more popular than the
east end of Long Island, and the A. C. A. burgee will be hoisred in
the center of its broad waters, on the peninsula between Gardi-
ner's and Peconic Bays. During the races, which will be held
on August 18 to 21, and on other special occasions during the two
weeks, the camp will be open to visitors; and among these none
will be more welcome than yachtsmen. Those who wish to see
what canoeing and canoe racing really is will find a hearty
welcome from their brother skippers of the diminutive craft; and
thougli the races can be seen from start to finish without a glass,
and tne spinaker of a 40-footer would be big enough to gather up
the whole fleet in, the racing is as keen, and the display of sea-
manship as good as in the largest class of yachts.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. MIDSUMMER SERIES.—The Corinthian
Y. C, of Marblehead, has issued its circulars for the midsum-
mer series for 40 and 30-footers. The dates have been changed to
Aug. 18, 19 and 20, to suit the dates of the New York Y. C. cruise.
The cup tor the 40-footers is of the value of 8300, and that for 30-
footers $125, two wins being necessary to take the cup. Starts
will be made at 10 o'clock. The courses are as follows: The line
for start and finish will be between Marblehead Rock and judges'
steamer. Course 1—From starting line, S miles S.E. three-rourths
S., leaving sailboat flying the Corinthian Y. C. flag on starboard,
then 8 miles W. one-halt S., leaving the Whistling Buoy off the
Graves on starboard, thence 8 miles N.N.E. to the finish line; 21
nautical miles. Course 2—The reverse of course 1. Course 3—10
miles to windward (or leeward), leaving sailboa t flying the Corin-
thian Y. C. flag on starboard, and return; 20 nautical miles.
Yachts on any course must not pass to the westward of Tom
Moore's Rocks, Tinker's Island, Can Buoy on the outer breaker
off Pig Rocks, or the buoy on the southeast breakers off the
Gooseberry Islands. The judges are: Daniel Appleton, Chair-
man; W. S. Eaton, Jr., F. L. Rhodes. The regatta committee is

Aue. 9, Hand 12. The prizes are as follows: Corinthian Y. C.
cup for 25ft. class; value 8100; Corinthian Y. C. cup for 21ft. cat-
boat class; value $75. Corinthian Y. C. cup for 21ft. keel class,
value $100. Offered hy a member of the club. Second prizes of
$10 will be awarded in each race to yachts winning second place.
The tournament will consist of two races and a sailoff . A yacht
winning twice shall own the cup offered for her class. Starts in
the tournament will be made at 2;30 o'clock, and the regular club
courses will be sailed.
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SIPPICAN Y. C., TENTH OPEN REGATTA,JULY 19.-Courses:
First Class, from judges' yacht around S. E. Ledge Black Buoy,
around Nye's Ledge Buoy aud back to judges' yacht. Third Class,
from judges' yacht around S. E. Ledge Buoy, around Bow Bells
Buoy and Back to judges' yacht. Fourth Class, from judges'
yacht around stakeboat off Plantin Island, around Sear Rock
Buoy and back to judges' yacht; repeat course once. Weather
squally. Wind light N.W., with squalls from N. to N.E. Tide
low.

CLASS I.—COURSE 15 MILES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Climax, E. C. Stetson 26.02^ 2 18 00 2 02 04
Anonyma, F. Dabney 25.08 2 58 31 2 41 44
Mist, G. H. Lyman, jr 23.0C% 2 44 01 2 23 46

CLASS IH.—COURSE 9 MILES.
Parole.. W. H. Davis 19.05 1 36 19 1 19 06
Etta, J. L. Stackpole

.19.09

1 46 20 1 29 44
Hermione, R. C. Barston 20.00 1 50 20 1 33 54
Laura, J. DeKay 19.02 1 53 05 1 35 32

CLASS IT .—COURSE 7 MILES.
Wide Awake, J. C. Pegram, jr 14.09^ 1 35 05 1 15 45
Island Belle, C.A.Clark 17.02 132 00 1 15 59
May, G . Van Rensselaer 16 .03 1 44 50 1 27 37

CLASS V.—COURSE i% MILES.
Worry, H. W. Bellows .. .13.0914 0 48 38J4 0 36 16J£
Fairy, - CaulfiehL 11.11 0 55 04 0 40 04
McGinty, J. H. Clark. 13.08 Did not finish.
(Course for Class V., from judges' yacht around stakeboat

E.S.E. from judges' yacht, around Black Buoy No. 5, back to
judges' yacht; repeat the course twice.)
Winners: Class I., Climax first, Mist second; Class III., Parole

first, Etta second; Class IV., Wide Awake first, Island Belle sec-
ond: Class V., kYorry first. Fairy second. Mist was the only starter
in the second class, and at her request was allowed to sail in the
first. Puzzle did not race, but went over ihe course with the third
class. Her time was 1.53.50. After the race Puzzle was struck by
a squall and capsized. She was towed ashore and rigbted. Re-
gatta Committee—J. Gorham Palfrey, chairman; W- H. Davis, J.
C. Pegram, jr. Judges—Com. R. S. Ryder, Dr. J. S. Whiting, J.E.
DeKay.
Some details in the account of the above race published last

week were incorrect, the above official report not having been
received.

HULL Y. C- Eighty-fourth Cash Prize Regatta, July 26. Reg.
ular club course. No. L, for second class, 15 miles; No. 7, for third
class, 9 miles; No. 12, fifth and sixth classes, 6 miles. Weather
rainy and wind southwest, squally and very strong, keeping away
many entries; tide flood:

SECOND CLASS.
Yachts 25ft. and under 30ft. water line.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Harbinger, J. R. Harper 28.01 2 56 10 2 12 44
Erin, J. Cavanagh Not meas. 3 15 35

THIRD CLASS.
C. B. yachts under 25ft. water line and over 21ft. sailing length.
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 24.08 1 39 10 1 09 59
Secret, E. F. Linton Not officially measured.
Posy, R. G. Hunt. 22.02

THIRD CLASS KEELS.
Echo, Burwell & Johnson 24.06 1 37 06 1 07 44
Swordfisb, H. L. Johnson Not officially measured.

FIFTH CLASS C. B.

C. B. yachts 19 and under 21ft. sailing length.
Madge, W. D. Lovell 19.U 1 09 06 0 44 55
Tartar, .1. F. Brown 19.11 1 13 40 0 50 33

FIFTH CLASS KEELS.
All keels under 21ft. sailing length.

Composite, J. Mclntyre 16.00 1 20 43 0 53 33
Vaga, H. W. Friend 18.05 1 19 59 0 55 27

SIXTH CLASS.
All C. B. under 19ft. sailing length.

Cricket, E. B. Lambert, 16.08 1 25 19 0 58 57
Winners first prize, class two. Harbinger; class three, e. b. Moon-

dyne; class three, keel. Echo; class five, c. b. Madge, keel Compos-
ite. iNo second prize awarded,winnners not defeating a competitor.
No starters in first and fourth classes. Secret and Posy started at
second class gun and were ruled out. Tne race between Vaga aud
Composite was very close and interesting, first one and then the
other being ahead. Swordfisb. carried away her mast off Pig
Rocks Beacon. Regatta committee, E. L. Burwell, W. A. Cary,
C. S. Waldo, C. S. Whitten. J. J. Henry. Judges, J. J. Souther,
W. A. Cary, J. A. Stetson, J. B. Eorsyth.

CORINTHIAN Y. C—On July 26 first championship regatta of
the Corinthian Y. C. was sailed off Marblehead, the weather being
foggy and with fluky winds and a rain squall. The times were:

FOURTH CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hornet, J. B. Paine 25.04 1 35 25 1 28 05
Lassie, W. A. Eaton, Jr 24.06 1 36 52 1 28 31
Kraken, Percy Chase 25.06 1 36 56 1 29 33
Nixie, C. L. Cochrane Not measured.

FIFTH CLASS.
Sapphire, C. S. Street Walkover.

SPECIAL CLASS—CRUISERS.
Handicap.

Atalanta 5 00 2 54 57 2 49 56
Wave Crest 7 00 2 58 07 2 51 07
Gretchen 10 00 3 05 33 2 55 33
Clytie Walkover.
The 40-footers Ventura and Tomahawk started to sail a match

race. On the beat to windward to Pig Rock Ventura sailed
fastest and spun out a good lead. Both boats withdrew when the
fog shut in.

MERLE AND CITY OF THE STRAITS.-Oleveland has been
selected as neutral water for a race between the yachts Merle, of
Toronto, and the City of the Straits, of Detroir, each the crack
craft of the kind of the side it represents. The contest will be on
Aug. 4, 5 and 6, the winner to be the ODe taking the best two out of
three. The distance will be 10 miles to windward and return.
The Canadian boat wants a six hours' limit, while the other will
be satisfied with four hours. There will be a purse of $500 put up
by Cleveland parties and §400 by the visitors. A week's racing
will be the result. Mayor Gardner will he the referee, and Capt.
Joe Nicholson, of Detroit, will be the judge for the City of the
Straits. The Captain has written to Mayor Gardner saying if this
race comes off satisfactorily, at a later date he will be able to
arrange a schooner race between the Oriole, of Toronto, and the
Idler, of Chicago, to come off here.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

OHIO Y. C—The club book of the Ohio Y. C, lately received, is

a neat canvas bound volume. The club, whose station is at Toledo,
and whose cruising ground is on Lake Erie, now numbers 132 mem-
bers and 20 yachts. The racing rule is a peculiar one, the "gross
measurement" as it is called, is found by adding the waterline,
beam and the depth from ceiling to under side of deck at fore-
mast; the allowance being 2sec. per foot, per mile. As the yachts
are all shoal draft centreboard sloops, this measurement answers
fairly well, but it would be hard on any of the modern keel or
even compromise craft, and a change will be necessary if such
boats are to be added to the fleet. There is a fine field for yacht-
ing on Lake Erie, and the Ohio Y. C. is doing much to advance the
sport on the western end of the Lake.

A LONG CLUISE IN A STEAM LAUNCH.—The small steam
launch Vida, owned by Mr. F. B. Clarke, Knickerbocker Y. C,
lately left. New York for a cruise by river, lake and canal, going
up the Hudson, by canal to Oswego, thence along the lake and
down the St. Lawrence, returning by Lake Champlain and the
Hudson lliver. The yacht, which was built by C. L. Seabury &
Co.. of.Nyack, N. ST., is 35ft. long and 7ft. beam, with a single direct
acting engine. She is very comfortably fitted up for such a cruise.
The party includes Mr. Clarke and his son, Mr. Edwin C. Hill and
Mr. George Brandreth. Mr. Hill will act as engineer and Mr.
Clarke will be in command.
THE OCEAN RACE OF NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.-On July

22 the two 25ft. naphtha launches started from Staten Island at
11:20 A.M. The same evening they ran into Fire Island Inlet,
where they were detained bv bad weather for several days. On
July 28, at 10 A.M., the two passed Quogue, being very close
together.

NEW YACHTS.—The Herreshoff Manufacturing Co., of Bristol,
R. I., has just closed a contract for a steam yacht for Mr. Wm. R.
Hearst. The contract calls for a speed of 25 miles per hour, the
builders to be paid for every fraction of a mile by which this speed
is exceeded.

TAPPAN ZEE S, AND I. Y. C—The Tappan Zee Sail and Ice
Y. C.'s annual open regatta will be sailed on Aug. 9 under the
rules of the New York Y. R. A. The steamer Wave will be at the
Columbia Y. C. house, North River, at daylight the day of the
races to tow the racers up to Grand View, where the regatta will
be held.
PLYMOUTH Y. C.-The Plymouth Y. C, of Plymouth, Mass.,

an organization which includes a number of canoes and small
craft, will make a cruise of two weeks, starting from Province-
town on August 33. The fleet will be made up of canoes and small
cruisers.

NEW STEAM YACHTS.—In addition to the large yacht men-
tioned last week, Mr. J. Beavor-Webb has on order for a dupli-
cate of Sultana. The latter yacht has been at anchor off Bay
Ridge for the past two weeks, and will take part in the New York
Y. C. cruise.

GOLDEN FLEECE, steam yacht, lately chartered by Mr. Os-
borne, has made a vovage around the world, being owned at the
time by Mr. Paul A. Ralli, present owner of Yarana.
OHIO Y. C—This active club has lately taken in 24 members.

The club is pushing the scheme for new quarters at Presque Isle,

and the result will be a handsome and commodious club house.

JESSICA—Mr. McDonough's 20-rater sailed from Fairlie, Scot-
land, on July 3, and is now due at New York. Mr. Fife was to sail
for New York last week.
YONKERS CORINTHIAN Y. C.-We have received a neat little

book containing the constitution and by-laws of this flourishing
club.

AMERICAN Y. C—The regatta of steam yachts set for July 26
has been postponed to some date not yet decided on.

YORKVILLE Y. C.-This club will sail its fall regatta off Oak
Point on Sept, 1.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, aud information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

1 1-2. New York, Trial Races, S.L 23. Plymouth, Cruise, Cape Cod
2. South Boston, Open. Bay.
2. Lake St. Louis, Annual, La- 30. Orange, Annual.

chine. 30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston, Har-
8-22. A.C.A.Meet, Jessup's Neck bor Meet.
S3. South Boston, Open.

SEPTEMBER.
1. Iantbe, Annual. 20. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen
1. Arlington, Ann., Arlington. Point, Fall.

A BIT OF AUSTRALIAN CANOEING.
Ed'dor Forest and Stream:
Having just returned from Australia, where I spent the last

eighteen months most enjoyably. I take the liberty of writing this
letter, thinking that a short sketch of sport, even if it is foreign
to our shores, would interest the readers of the Forest and
Stream:
The great island of Australia, situated south of the equator,

has the seasons reversed, of course, so during the coldest, of New
England's weather, when the eaves of the houses were decorated
with icicles and the wind penetrated the thickest overcoat, I
launched a canvas canoe—of my own manufacture (from neces-
sity)—upon the waters of the Murray River and, hoisting my little
American flag to the hottest breeze that ever fanned my cheek,
started upon a two-months' cruise.
To follow me through all the delightful, painful, curious and

annoying experiences that trip produced would be too much of a
task to ask of any one, and by the time I have told you of the
insects you will have your shirts half off; so. not wishing to make
you appear too ridiculous, the lizard, the centipede and the prolific
spider families will be omitted, January 10 saw me fairly at it;

the town of Morgan, South Australia, had faded from view and
before me was a stretch of river, unbroken by a bend, something
like two miles. The sun came down closer to the earth than I
ever knew him to do before, and the little tyrant—known as a
thermometer—nestled close up to 115 deg. in the shade, while the
perspiration dropped off my nose with a painful regularity that
can be more comfortably imagined than experienced.
To say that two miles was twenty would be geographically in-

correct, but by physical computation it would be equally inade-
quate, and I must confess, though I paddled it myself, I never
knew a canoe to move so slowly. That I afterwards learned was
a moment, or rather hour, of the day when no living thing, that
possessed ordinary common sense or instinct, was fool enough to
move a muscle.
When I at last reached the bend and beheld a large eucalyptus

on the bank it needed no second thought to induce the canoe in
that direction. The stillness of nature was something awful;
the parrot, usually so noisy, had buried himself in the thickest
clump of leaves the nearest tree possessed, while the chattering
magpie put one leg and one eye to sleep, keeping the other as
still as nature would permit. The kangaroo had found some
friendly shelter, and the emu (big clumsy bird-beast that he is)

was satisfied to shelter his head in a clump of salt-bush. I
grounded on the sandy landing without in the least disturbing an
affectionate family of snakes, while on the side of the bank a
guana had ceased his exertions, head downward with one lazy leg
still outstretched, 1 oo much overcome even to crawl down hill.

The attitude was contagious and I too was soon in the land of
oblivion, little heeding the rest of my fellow sleepers until a uoise
aroused me.
There around me, almost within reach, stood a congress of par-

rots, magpies and carrion crows, carrying on a most wordy debate
and giving me a creeping idea that I was the cause of it. I felt
like the drunkard who had been so ill and upon awakening found
a buzzard sitting on the fence near him, rubbed his eyes, worked
his fingers and toes, and remarked: Excuse me, sir (hie), I'm not
dead yet." I adjourned congress and got up, much to the disgust
of the crows, and pushing off into the" stream again was about to
continue my journey when I discovered that ! had visitors aboard.
Handed. Ants! as long as your knuckle joint and equipped

with implements of war patented in the first century. The wis-
dom of this insect ie too great, for she crawls up on the inside of
the innermost garment aud begins her probing operation too low
down to be reached from the top and too high up to be clutched
from below, and when one demon is sinking an artesian well be-
tween one's shoulder blades and another boring for oil under
the kneecap, the body thus attacked hesitates not a moment but
after a contortion or two executes a ballet in costume. Then, as
if to make matters worse, a disciplined army take possession of
the divested garments, gnats struggle with each other for the cor-
ner of an eye, to the music of the blow fly, who circles around the
head of the victim, carefully selecting a soft spot for his own lit-

tle operations, and with the lengthening shadows the mosquito
bi^ngs his family for the evening performance; while the owl
hoots out from the tree above and the frog joins in the chorus.
Ba-ra-dum! Curtain. I have gone through it, not once but many
times, until now I am so full of poison I really believe if a rattler
bit me he would crawl off and die.
The two months mentioned were spent shooting and fishing on

the banks of this river and Lake Alexandrena, which forms its

mouth; visiting stations (ranches) and in listening to stories of
early Australia. Some of these stories are full of wild sport, and
when told by a genuine old bushman seem to strike the chord
harmoniously and make the listener long to experience them
The shotting, it being summer and close season, was confined
principally to kangaroo, wallaby and emu; while the fishing was
so good, and the fish so numerous and easily caught, that the sport,

ceased to be sport at all. A kangaroo chase and an emu hunt are
well worth ten thousand miles of travel; duck (teal) shooting, in
season, is excellent, owing to the scarcity of water courses and
consequent bunching of the game. But, aside from these, sport
in Australia is limited, and when the modern sportsman falls so
low as to drag a red herring in order to ride to hounds, then I'm
off to the good old Southern swamps again. I am happy to think
that, as well as the rest of the artificial sporting, is foreign to most
of our countrymen; so, wishing that the Forest and Stream may
always give its away-fram-home readers as well as home readers
the same pleasure it has your humble servant, I beg to remain,
yours respectfully, Roland Ross.
San Francisco, Cal.

FOLLOW MY MOVEMENTS-AM BOUND FOR-PLUM
GUT.—This message, spelled out in the signal flags of the yacht-
ing code, served as the introduction for a lengthy and interesting
article on the coming meet by Mr. R. B. Burchard in the New
York World of Sunday last. By permission of the World we pub-
lish the accompanying sketch of the camp ground.

THE CENTRAL DIVISION MEET.
THE Central Division had as fine a camp site as could be de-

sired. Located between Point Chautauqua and Dewittville
on the north shore of Chautauqua Lake, it was far enough re-
moved to enjoy the seclusion so much sought for and yet near by
the hotel, where meals were served to all the canoeists at a very
reasonable rate.
The camping ground was a meadow, with a straight white sand

beach, running out under the water for over 200ft., so that canoes
could be drawn up on shore very nicely. It also proved to be a
famous bathing spot, with its clean beach like a velvet carpet.
This alone was sufficient inducement to indulge in two swims a
day, which were taken with clocklike regularity.
Arrangements had previously been made so that when Messrs.

Crane and Gaddis, of Dayton, arrived in camp (being the first ar-
rivals) everything was in readiness for a large camp, lumber,
poles, men to build docks, tent floors, etc.
The Fourth of July was celebrated in a rather quiet way, con-

sidering the material in camp.
The second week brought with it the races, which were much

enjoyed and keenly contested. The winner of the novice race,
Mr. J. F. S. Crane, of Dayton, made it rather warm for such old-
timers as Shiras, Gaddis and French. It is said that he will be at
the salt water meet to try conclusions with others.
Not over eighteen canoes were in camp, for manv canoeists came

for a few days only, and some were staying at different points on
the lake with their friends. At Lakewood alone I counted eight
canoes the day we broke camp. However, the canoeists indulged
in sailing to their heart's content, it being a usual thing to sail
about seven hours a day.
So charmed were four of the A. C. A. men with the camp that

they remained another week on the lake, swimminff, sailing,
sleeping and the like, and so sunburned are they now that their
Iriends hardly recognize the tender-looking chaps who left home
for a month's outing.
The enforced abseuce from camp of Vice-Corn. Geo. A. Warder

and Purser James K. Bakewell was a most unfortunate thing for
the first meet of the Central Division. The former had entered
into business with W. W. Blow, of Oakland, Cal., and Mr. Bake-
well was taken ill very suddenly as he was about leaving home
for camp, so that the only officer in camp was the Kear-Commo-
dore, E. L. French.
No. 1. Sailing, free for all, 3 miles:
Winners. Flags Presented by

1. T. P. Gaddis George A. Warder.
2. J. F. S. Crane. American flag.
No. 2. Sailing, 3 miles:

1. G. Hart Singer W. W. Blow.
3. W. W. Lawrence A. C. A., O. D.
No. 3. Sailing, Novice:

1. J. F. S. Crane , Deowainsta C. C.
No. 4. Sailing, all claases, 75ft. limit:

1. J. O. Shiras Oakland C. C.
2. E. L. French A. C. A. flag.
No. 5. Sailing, Jabberwock trophy: The number of entries was

not suflicient to warrant calling the race.
No. 6. Sailing and paddling:

1. J. O. Shiras A. C. A., C. D.
2. T. P. Gaddis A. C. A., C. D.
No. 7. Sa'ling; capsize, etc.:

T. P. Gaddis andC. D. Mead tie for first Miss French.
No. 8. Sailing, consolation: No consolation prizes needed at

this meet.
No. 9. Paddling, Class II,: No entries In this narrow class.
No. 10. Paddling, tandem:

1. Mr. French and Mrs. Baskin A. C. A.
2. Mr. Crane and Mrs. Weber A. C. A.
No. 11. Paddling upset: Water was too cold.
No. 12. Parade and fireworks: Postponed on account of raitl.
No. 13. Hurry scurry:

1. E. L. French Mrs. J. K. Bakewdl.
2. J. F. S. Crane
On the day on which the Jabberwock trophy race was to be

started, it blew, thundered, etc. , so that, it could not be sailed
then. On the two following days a dead calm rested on the lake,
and finally when the weather was such that the race could be
sailed there were only four of the original entries that were in
camp on that day, the last day of the meet. Therefore it was
decided to sail for the trophy at the general A. C. A. meet.

LAKE ST. LOUIS C. C.'S REGATTA.
THE only thing that interfered with the success of the Lake St.

Louis C.'C.'s regatta at Lachine on the afternoon of July 19
was the weather, and it was not so bad after all, for there was
clear sunshine a good part of the afternoon, and the water was
smooth all the time. The first race started was the decked canoe
sailing race, for which there were two starters, Mab, O. Arch-
ibald, and Isis, D. A. Poe. Mab got a good lead at the start,
and increased it on the run up to Dixie, and won the race with
ease. In jibing around the island Isis upset, but her captain
climbed into her aud finished the race under sail with a full cock-
pit, coming in along way behind, however. The open canoe race
for the beautiful Commodore's cup came next with five starters.
The course, around a paddling buoy, was altogether too short for
such an important race, and made it more or less of a dash. Wal-
lace secured a lead, but on the reach back to the finish line his
lee boards broke down, and H. Routh came in first, Adams was
third, McCallum fourth and P. Levine, who swung a tremendous
lateen mainsail, with 18ft. spars, broke his ruddert
Then came the paddling races, the first being a tandem race for

boys under 18. Five crews started, and after a pretty race the
Davidson brothers won, T. Rawlings and N. Dawes second. A
punt race for boys under 14 folio wed, and after a prodigious lot of
splashing H. Baby won, G. Boyer second. The green tandem had
five starters, and the Rouths drew away trom the field at the
start, and increased their lead straight through the race; Don-
nelly and Cooper were second, Barlow and Walker third. A
band paddling race came next by way of an interlude before the
event of the day, the struggle for the tandem challenge cups.
The'-e were three starters, and A. E.Nash splashed his way to
glory with G. Auldjo second.
There were but tnree entries for the challenge cup tandem mile

race, the great event of the year in the world of Canadian canoe-
ing. The starting crews were C. II. Duggan and F. Sherwood, A.
Irving and J. Morris, F, Fairbanks and F. Stewart. The start
was a fine one, the St. Lambert's crew having the inside water,
the Duggan crew the middle, and the two Freds the outside.
A hundred yards from the start Duggan and Sherwood were lead-
ing, and although St. Lambert's paddled a plucky, they paddled
a losing race straight through. Duggan and Sherwood won
handily, with five or six lengths to the good. Irving and Morris
were second, and Fairbanks and Stewart, who broke a paddle, a
long way behind. All the crews in this race used Herald canoes.
Tne four-in-a-canoe race was won by the Routh crew, composed
of F. Fairbanks, H. Routh, C. Routh and F. Stewart. The single
race which followed was a most exciting one. There was three
starters, Taylor, Girdwood and Irving, but the race was between
Taylor and Girdwood, and better handling of the single blade was,
perhaps, never seen. A hundred yards from the start, although
Taylor had a short lead, Girdwood was not far behind, and he made
a spurt that brought him up to the leader. Taylor was not
"pumped," however, he had a wonderful rally, at every stroke he
lifted his boat further to the front and won by a length. The
event of the day, from a xiicturcsque standpoint, was the next
race—the war canoe race. Valois was steered by Tom Paton,
Lachine by Auldjo, and at the pistol shot thirty paddles struck
the water together, and forward went the two great canoes with
a rush like that of a steamer. Vulois paddled a good race aud
steered agood course, but Lachine won the leather medals.
An obstacle race, which consisted of jumping a boom twice aud

paddling across the finish line in the bow, which was won by
Duggan, and a greasy pole, which was won by P. Levin, finished
the regatta programme, and the prizes were presented at a "hop"'
at Hanna's afterwards.

RACES ON THE PASSAIC—The canoe clubs in the vicinity
of Woodside are preparing for a series of open races on Aug. 30
and Sept. 1 on the Passaic River. On Saturday the Orange C. C,
will hold its regatta, and on Monday morning the Arlington C. C,
followed by the Ianthe C. C. in the afternoon. Canoeists can shir
their canoes direct to the Ianthe house in returning from the
A- C. A. meet.

RED DRAGON C. C—A test race between the new boats of
the Red Dragon C. C. which resulted in a meaningless drift, was
sailed on July 16. Course, around Petty's Island, distance 5 miles.
Only two boats finished.
Kie-loe, F. W. Noyes. . .2 45 00 May Fly, H. E. McCormiek.2 45 05
Another attempt will be made, which we hope will he more

satisfactory.—Max.

ARLINGTON C. C.—This club will hold its annual regatta on
Sept. 11, starting the first race at 9:30 A. M., the courses being off
the club house at Arlington, N. J.
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SITE OF THE A. C. A. CAMP, JESSUP'S NECK, LONG- ISLAND.
(By permission, of New York World.)

A. C. A. MEET.
J7R0M the returns already received it is evident that the coming

meet will be the largest and in some respects the most inter-
esting in the history of the Association. The success, which now
seems assured, has been attained through so much expense and
after so many unusual difficulties incident to locating nn salt
water, that it may be some years before the experiment will be
repeated. Canoeists are therefore advised to make every effort to
avail themselves of being present at this meet, and are urged to
help make the occasion the success that it deserves to be.
A number of canoeists, including ex-Com. Gibson, Secretary

Dunnell and Messrs. Foster and Brown, of the Knickerbocker,
have visited the camp site, and all concur with the camp site
committee in their favorable impression of the site.
Work is progressing rapidly and all essentials will be completed

on Saturday, Aug. 2. Next week will be devoted to the making
of tent floors and floats which have been ordered. Those who
have not ordered either, and need them, should send their orders
at once. Tent floors will cost S3 to 86 each, according to size, and
floats will cost $1.50 per canoe, 4 or 5 canoes to a float. These cost
a trifle more than during previous years, because of increased
length, necessitated by the rise and fall of the tide. The floats
will be made after a plan worked ont by Mr. Everett Masten, of
this committee, and constructed under his special direction.
A dock 400ft. long has been built into deeD water, so that

steamers may land without difficulty. Two wells have been dug
and bricked in to a depth of 25ft., and pure cold water found in
abundance. A substantial kitchen building, with ice house and
store-room beneath, has been erected and a camp store building
is under construction. A great amount of labor has been ex-
pended in filling in holes and clearing underbrush.
> The camp committee have been on the ground since July 1,
when tbe lease was obtained, and watched anxiously for the"ap-
pearance of the vagrant mosquito. So far these pests have not
appeared, although the weather has been hot and favorable for
them. The committee helieve that their prediction, that the
narrowness of the Neck and the strength of the wind will prevent
the settlement of mosquitoes on the Neck, is being borne out by
the facts. The big camp fires may draw them, however, and
members are advised to have their tents properly equipped with
netting.
Members are also requested to bring Chinese lanterns for the

night parade audalso to lay in a supply of fireworks, although the
latter will.be sold at New York prices in camp. It is suggested
that ladies, as well as gentlemen, bring bathing Buits.
Clubs are requested to continue the pleasant feature of dis-

tributing club badges, and to send one of each to this committee
for file. Members who intend coming to the meet will please
apprise the committee as soon as possible of their intention of
coming.
Everything has been done and will be done to make this camp

comfortable, the committee recognizes that the growth of the
meets, the attendance of ladies and the multiplicity of amuse-
ments make it necessary to supply good meals and good service.
A first-class caterer has been obtained, and it is hoped that most
of the members will join in the camp mess, even at the expense of
foregoing the pleasures of a private mess, because the patronage
largely affects the character of the supply.
The camp will be made exclusive as possible and outsiders ad-

mitted only upon personal invitation and by badge or ticket.
The New England members can arrive at camp most readily by

steamer Sunshine from Hartford, Saybrook. Mr. N. D. Biel, of
Springfield, Conn., will answer all inquiries as to New England
transportation.
This committee has acknowledged all letters received to date,

so that members who have written and not received responses
will know that their letters have miscarried and will please com-
municate again. R. B. Burchard, Chairman,

Committee on Camp Site and Arrangements.
No. 338 Broadway, New York.

NEW YORK C. C.

THE new club house at Staten Island is now completed and the
club has sold the old one, built in 1885, to a rowing club at

Hoboken. The new house is built on a large scow, a convenient
and roomy building and far better than anything the club has had
in the past. The opening ceremonies, set for June 21, were spoiled
by the storm on that day, but the postponed sailing race was held
on July 19. On this occasion the wind was very heavy, Toltec losing
a mast before the start, while Eurylda capsized, her owner having
some trouble in bringing her in. The only starters were Bat, L. B.
Palmer; Leida, Schuyler Schieffelin; Yagabond, C. J. Stevens:
Pterodactyl, Com. Nadal, and Mr. W. D. Anderson, in his new
Ruggles boat. The course was the regular 3 mile triangle. Leida
led for a time, but was finally beaten by Bat, the difference being
but one second. Vagabond was third.
No date has yet been set for the cup race, as Mr. Jones has not

yet ai rived in New York. It will be sailed some time after the
close of the A. C. A. meet. The trial races will be sailed on Friday
and Saturday next, being started as late as possible in the after-
noon to accommodate men who are. busy in the city. They are open
to all members of canoe clubs. As there is but one challenger for
the cup, one representative will be selected by the New York C. C.
to meet him, with one or two substitutes. Mr, Ford Jones, the rep-
resentative of the challenging club, the Brockville C. C. of the city
of that name on the St. Lawrence River, is an old member of the
A. C. A. and a constant attendant at the meets for some years past,
being known as a skilful and daring sailor. For several seasons
he sailed the Ramona, but last year he brought to the camp a new
canoe, the Cannuck. This boat, like Ramona, was built by Mr.
Sauve, the skiff and canoe builder of Brockville, but it is of Amer-
ican type and does not differ in hull or rig from the average racing
canoe. In her, Mr. Jones did some very fast sailing last year, win-
ning the A. C. A. sailing trophy.
This trophy, it will be remembered, was established in 1S86, the

year of the first international race, being won then, as well as in
the following year, by Com. Gibson. In 1888, at Lake George, it
was won by Mr. M. V. Brokaw, and last year by Mr. Jones. The
two previous races for the New York C. C. international challenge
cup, sailed in 1886 and 1888, differed from the coming one in that
the challengers were Englishmen, and the canoes of English build.
In the original races, in 1886, there were . _ ^

i

W. Baden Powell and Walter Stewart, members of the Royal C.
C. of London. The canoes in these races, Nautilus and Pearl, were
of distinctively English model, of large displacement and carry-
ing heavy centreboards and lead ballast. They were rigged with
two balance lugs, and were sailed with the crew lying down in the
bottom of the boat and steering with the feet. The races at the
meet, which preceded those at New lrork, proved that the Amer-
ican canoes, with little or no ballast, and with the crew seated on
deck, were immensely superior in speed to the English boats, and
in the races for the New York C. C. cup the two challengers dis-
carded their ballast and adopted the deck position. The represen-
tatives of the New York C. (5. in these races were Mr. C. B. Vaux,
of that club, and Mr. Wm. Whitlock of the Brooklyn O. C, and
through their efforts the cup was retained by the club.
In the races of 1888, the Royal C. C. was again the challenger, but

iu this case with but one representative, Mr. Walter Stewart again,
who sailed a canoe designed by himself after t he American type,
carrying no ballast and using the deck position. The cup was de-
fended this time by Mr. R. W. Blake, of the Brooklyn C. C, the
winner of the trial races, who finally defeated Mr. Stewart very
easily, In each of these series of contests there has been sufficient
difference in canoes and methods, apart from the nationality of
the challengers, to create a strong interest; but in the present case
the international feature is more nominal than real, the challenger

being an American, and using the same canoe aud rig as the defen-
der; so that the technical issues which were so prominent in the
first races have disappeared entirely. At the same time the
friendly rivalry between the canoeists of the two neighboring
countries, and also between the members of the various clubs that
will start m the trial races, promises to make the New York C. C.
cup one of the events of the year.
The conditions governing the cup and trial races are as follows;

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE RACES.

.

The canoes competing must come within the limits defined bv
the N. Y. C. C. rules.

2. The cup is to be held as a perpetual challenge trophy.
3. The competition is open to not more than three authorized

representatives of any canoe club sailing under foreign colors, asmany canoes representing the club holding the cup as the challen-
ging club.

4. Two victories to be necessary to either win or hold the cup, the
same canoes competing in each.

5. The races to be sailed on the waters of the club holding the
cup. &

0. Races sailed iu the United States will be contested on waters
in the vicinity of New York city under the. auspices of the N. Y.
G. C.

?. The distance sailed over in each race must not be less than
eight nor more than ten miles, and within a time limit of three
hours. The course to be mutually agreed upon.

8. The races must be sailed at atime mutually agreeable to the
challengers and the holders of the cup; but one series of races to
be sailed in any one year.

9. The N. Y. C. C. rules to govern the races.
10. The club holding the eup to be responsible to the N. Y. C. C.

for its safe keeping. Should it. dissolve its organization, the cup
will then revert to the N. Y. C. O.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING AMERICAN CONTESTANTS.
11. The representatives of the holders of the cup must be selected

after a series of trial races open to all members of canoe clubs in
the United States . The regatta committee of the club holding the
cup shall have the right to select the competitors for the inter-
national races irrespective of the result of the trial races.

12. Should the cup be won by the American contestants in the
international race: First, an active member of the club holding
the cup must score one victory to entitle that club to retain it.
Second, if a member (or members) of any other club wins two
races, his club will hold the cup. Third, should the two races be
won by members of two clubs, neither being the holder of the cup,
the tie will be sailed off subsequently to determine which club
shall take the cup.

The New York Canoe Club International Cup Trial Races,
ongiuallv set for to-morrow aud Saturday, have been postponed
to Aug. 29 and 30. the week following the A. C. A. meet, in order
to enable canoeists generally to enter them and to ship their
canoes direct from the meet, by steamer, to the N. Y. C. club-
house. The final races will probably be sailed Monday, Sept, 1

and following days.

A. C, A. TRANSPORTATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Arrangements have been completed with captains and owners

of steamer Eagle to transport canoes and duffle from Newark,
Yonkers and New York Harbor to Jessup's Neck. Steamer will
call at club houses and other places for canoes on Wednesday and
Thursday, Aug. 6 and 7. All canoes and duffle must be ready for
shipment not later than the morning of the 6th, and all stuff must
be ready when boat calls for it or it will be left.
The charge far each canoe to camp and return will be So. Canoe-

ists who do not send freight money before boat leaves must pay
captain of the boat or Mr. G. P. Douglass, A. C. A., who will have
entire charge of loading and unloading canoes and duffle, and will
start with and remain on board steamer Eagle until canoes are
unloaded. This boat runs to camp wharf, Jessup's Neck.
Canoeists with canoes arriving after the 6th can send their boats

to foot of Beekman street, East River, to steamer Shelter Island.
Freight on canoes on this steamer will be 82 one way, return
trip same (S2) unless 150 boats are shipped, in which case return
ra te will be 81- The fare to camp by steamer Shelter Island is
gl.25 each way. State rooms with two berths $L Supper on
board a la carte. This steamer leaves foot of Beekman street.
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5 o'clock P. M„ and on Saturday at 2
o'clock P. M., arriving at camp about 6 A. M. State rooms should
be engaged at least two days ahead, longer if possible. They can
be had on board steamer foot of Beekman street and by letter to
same address. Steamer Eagle has no staterooms.
Canoes shipped to Long Island City to Long Island Railroad Co.

will be carried to Sag Harbor and returned, freight 50 cents each
way. Round trip tickets via Long Island Railroad to Sag Harbor
and return 84 each to members of the A. C. A.
Steamer Sunshine will leave New London three days in each

week for Sag Harbor. It is not yet determined whether she will
stop at A. C. A. wharf and camp, but it is probable that she will
do so. The camp, however, is but a short; sail or paddle, from Sag
Harbor. Negotiations are now being made for a steam launch to
run between Sag Harbor and camp. Steamer Manhansett runs to
Sag Harbor from New London daily. It is probable that she will
stop at A. C. A. camp wharf.

M. T. Bennett, Jr., for Trans. Com. A.C.A-

C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlant ie. Division: Delavau C. Sco-
ville. Sag Harbor, N.Y.: Everett W. Frazar, Orange, N. J. North-
ern Division: R. C. Helles, Geo. G. Robinson, J. H. Routh, W. A.Munn, Montreal; J. H. Carnegie, Coboconk: R. P. Wilkinson,
Goderich; Henry Tot ten, Stratford; Geo. Barry Montreal

The following order has been sent to the customs officers at Bur-
liugton, Plattsburgh. Ogdensburg. Cape Vincent and Suspension
Bridge: "Treasury Depai tmeut, Office of the Secretary. Wash-
ington, D. C, July 29, 1890.—Collector of Customs: Sir—The De-
partment is in receipt of a letter from Mr. M. T. Bennett, Jr.,
member of Transportation Committee of the American Canoe
Association, in which he states that the annual meet of said Asso-
ciation will be held at Little Peconic Bay, Long Island. N. Y., on
the 8th of August, and requests that, as quite a number of Cana-
dian canoeists will attend said meet, instructions be given to
allow them to bring their canoes, with necesssary outfit, over the
border free of duty and free of bond. The Department having
heretofore granted similar requests, you are authorized to pass
the canoes and necessary outfits thereof of Canadian canoeists
arriving at your port or in your district en route to said meet free
of duty and without requiring bond for their return, on produc-
tion of the usual oath for the free entry of personal effects. The
customary examination should be made, however, to prevent any
frauds upon the revenue. Respectfully yours, O. L. Spatjdding,
Assistant Secretary."

FUN AHEAD.
AC. A. CilMP HEADQUARTERS, JESSUP'S NECK,

. Long Island, N. Y. Wanted.—Talent in every line for the
great A. C. A. triple allied monster aggregation. All are re-
quested to bring their own wardrobe. Salary sure. Only mem-
bers of the A. C. A. need apply. All applications to be made on
the grounds.—L. W. SEAVEY, Director of Amusements.

THE NORTHERN DIVISION YEAR BOOK—The Northern
Division of the A. C. A. has this year published a particularly neat
and attractive year book, the work of one of its members, Mr.
Hugh C. McLean, of Montreal. The book is embellished with a
number of large photographs, including portraits of the division
officers and views of the A. C. A. and Northern Division meets of
1689. Extra copies of the book will be sent to canoeists on receipt
of 20 centss.
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J. K. W., Southampton.—See game seasons as given in our Bhot
columns.
C. E. W., Troy.—We have instituted inquiry in your behalf, and

will report in later number.
P. W. D., Hamlet. 111.—Thank you for the clipping. See portrait

of pheasant in our game columns.
E. J. R., New York.—Inquire at the office of the Supervising In-

spector, Post Office Building, New York, where you can obtain a
copy of the U. S. laws relating to licenses.

E. L R., Gilbert, Ohio.—It will probably be necessary to scrape
off all the varnish. In re-varnishing, make sure that the wood is
thoroughly dry, and allow time for each coat to become hard be-
fore putting on another or using the canoe.
Constant Reader, Baltimore, Md.—Please give me the name

of the fish called speckled perch in the fresh-water ponds of North
Carolina. Ans. The name is used for the calico bass, which is
shown on page 4 of ForKST and Stream, July 24, 1890, and de-
scribed at some length.

S. H. C, Rockland, O.—What will prevent gun barrels from
rusting when laid away for a long time'? Ans. Apply common
beef tallow without, salt. You may melt the tallow and pour into
the barrels; when the gun is wanted for use pour hot water on
barrels and the fallow will slide out.

J. A. M., New York.—Will you kindly inform me if there has
been any law made prohibiting gunning in Orange county. N. Y.,
for the ensuing five years, and would two young men meet with
any difficulties from that source in a three days' outing in that or
any of the adjacent counties? Ans. We know of no such law, and
in absence of one you would have no trouble.

H. T. H., Coolidge, Wis.—I wish you would send me the address
of some manufacturer of fishing outfits. I have a plan for a trol-
ling hook that I think will eclipse anything of the kind for catch-
ing large fish. How much would it cost to get a patent ? Ans. 1.
Communicate with the firms whose addresses are given in out-
advertising columns. 2. Patent will cost $35.

G. Y. S., Westfield, N. Y.—1. Can you inform me what kind of
small game there is in northeastern Massachusetts'? 2. Is the
game very scarce'? 3. Also give open season on woodcock, grouse,
squirrel and rabbits in Massachusetts. Ans. 1. You will find the
game rj'amed iu your third question. 2. Depends upon where you
go. 3. See list of seasons in our game columns.

A Constant Reader, Montreal.—Will you please give me the
benefit of your information on the subject and tell what, in your
opinion, is the best thing to use to make a blind for shooting
ducks from a boat—iomething to resemble a small island'? Ans.
Use whatever is at hand, most convenient and best adapted to the
surroundings, cat-tail rushes, tree boughs, marsh grass, or any-
thing that will simulate nature. If in the. autumn, when the vege-
tation is brown, a gunny sack of dead grass color may be used. In
winter use white cloth to look like ice, etc.

O. W. D., Boston.—Will you kindly let me know through the
columns of your paper whether or not it is prohibited in any of the
States or Canada to kill woodcock after sundown? Ans. Penn-
sylvania forbids taking woodcock or, other game "with torch-
light." District of Columbia prescribes that "no person shall
shoot at any bird or wild fowl in the night time." Quebec forbids
hunting woodcock "at any time between one hour after sunset
and one hour before sunrise." Maryland makes it unlawful to
kill grouse, woodcock or quail "m the night time, that is to say
from one hour after sunset until one hour before sunrise." Wis-
consin makes it "unlawful at any season to hunt, shoot, catch or
pursue" game birds including woodcock "in the night time."

Ontjulta, Thompsontown, Pa.—I would like to know the
weight of a lOin. brook trout; also the scale of average weights by
measurements of tire same fish. Ans. The relation between
length and weight, of the brook trout varies according to the
nature of its Habitat. In still deep ponds they will be short and
deep, while in shallow swift currents they grow long and slim.A lOin. trout will u-ually weigh a little less than 8oz. Herewith are
given lengths and weights of seven specimens which we have
weighed: 9in.. a^oz.: 9^in.. 3&oz.; lOin., 8oz.: 12in., 7Moz.; 12V£m.,
12H07..; 13m., lloz.; 18in., 21bs. Sftoz. In large individuals the
weight increases very rapidly because the fish takes on great
depth and thickness. We quote from the records the proportions
of two big ones: 25in., 8}^lbs.; 30in., lOlbs.

R. I. B., Milford, Pa.—Will you please enlighten me as to the
best process by which to preserve the color especially, and, if pos-
sible, the pliancy of the skin of trout, bass, perch, etc.'? Ans. The
best mixture known to us for preserving the colors of fishes, and
the bodies as well, consists of equal parts of alcohol, glycerine
and water. Dr. J. L. Wortman, formerly anatomist of the Army
Medical Museum, Washington, D. C, has amethod of keeping the
colors of integuments and soft parts, but we have not seen it pub-
lished anywhere. A letter addressed to him at the Cosmos Club
might be the means of obtaining the information. There is no
way of obtaining pliability in stuffed fish skins so far as we know.
Many museums would be glad to learn of a satisfactory method.
The treatment applied to mammal skins would remove the scales
of fish skins and oil would spoil the show surface. There seems
to be nothing but hard drying on a properly shaped body of some
suitable material.

G. A, K , Netherwood, N. Y.—1. I have a small lake of from 7 to
8 acres, and would like your advice as to the kind of fish that
would thrive well. Two brooks feed the lake (one of spring water)
and two springs near edge of lake run into it. The depth is from
3 to 8ft.—10ft. when lake is high. The bottom consists of mud in
parts, and sand and gravel in balance. Plenl y of trees border the
lake. I have thought somewhat of trying s ellow perch. The lake
contains sunfish and plenty of minnows and shiners. 2. Will you
kindly give me the name and address of the Commissioner to
whom I am to applyr for fry, and also your advice as to the kind
of fish to put in lake'? 3. Is there any cost tor fry outside of ex-
press charges for same? Ans. 1. Write E. P. Doyle, Room 56,
Fulton Bank Building, New York city for a blank form of appli-
cation for fish, stating the particulars about your lake. 2. We
should expect that small-mouthed black bass would thrive in the
water described. Yellow perch are much inferior to bass. 3. No.
If you cannot obtain black bass from the State write to Geo. W.
Littleton, Sandusky, Ohio, who furnished the supply for the
Pennsylvania Fish Commission this year.

Namjss and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price §3.50. For sale by Fosasi
4.KD Sl'REAil

.
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cures ( Fevers,Congestions, Inflammation
A. A.} Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.Bo—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Disciiai-ges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves'., Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—-Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.™ Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J .K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifies, Manual, A

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price-

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICE 81.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.
FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.
LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.
For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 tolio page Illustrated

Catalogue for 1890.

Manufacturers of every dessription ofPINE PISHING TACKLLE
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Not sold at stall toy the Manufaotvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Stand for 82-nafire Catalocmo of Armtfl and Ammunition.

Boston Yacht
43 milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Yacht Designers and. Brokers.
New Catalogue for 1890 mailed on receipt of 2c. stamp

Designers of Mabel, Swift, Mermaid, Marguerite, Sharon
Jester, Caribou, Eureka, Una, Ariel, Siren and others.
N. B. Intending purchasers will save time and money

by calling on us, and those desirous of selling will find
this office a valuable medium for placing their boats be
fore purchasers.

Gr. F. Clark <& Co.
G F. Clark. Jefferson Borden.

THE KRIEBEL
BOAT ENGINES.

I WITH UPRIGHT OR HORISOWTAL
/l>> BOILERS;
//

""' „ -i 2 TO 2 0

^^^^J J AHORSE POWER

**3M^kmWm%^ pJc^Whitacre
v M'F'G (o.

HIGGINS & GIFFORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built tbe last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.
The yacht Muriel, yawl rigged, specially

adapted for the St. Lawrence and Gulf; 43ft. over
all, 13ft. 6in. beam, 5ft. 2in. draft. Standing keel,
plenty of headroom in cabin. Comfortable
berths for four (besides crew). Patent w. c.

Well found in every respect and a good sea boat.
Apply to J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec, Canada.
Arrangements can be made for the exclusive

right of fishing on a good salmon and trout river
on the St. Lawrence.

Steam Yachts & Launches.
Send for list of bargains and give details of what

you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York.

Class C Canoes For Sale.
New Everson canoe, 15ft.x36in., complete with

all fittings, including Ely sails of large size; tbe
very best that.money can buy; has never been
under sail; price $150. Reason, no time to use.
Now at Brooklyn 0. C. house, Bay Ridge. Also
canoe 14^ft.X40in., fully found. Price $75. Now
at Wallin & Gorman's, Bay Ridge. JOHN
THORNTON, JR., 45 Mercer street, New York,

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMKBNWAY, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

WILLIAM SIMPSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of Tackle Blocks,
Oars, Hand Spikes, Mast Hoops

and Belaying Pins.

Steamboat Steering Sear anil Boat Sails,

27 Coenties Slip, New York.

Canvas Canoes!
The best canoes in the world for use on rivers

or lakes, in salt or fresh water. Built in lengths
from 14 to 20ft., width 28 to loins., weight from
30 to 1251bs. Modeled after the old Indian canoes,
canvas covered. Prices from $20 to $75. For full
description, etc., address

E. II. GERRISH,
Bangor, Maine.

The Spring Lake Glinker Boat Manufacturing Go.

BUILDERS OF BOW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model, Send for cata-
logue. Spring JC-ake, Ottawa Co., Mieh.

Useful & Entertaining Bonks
FOB SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling-. By C. Bowyer Vaux l.OO
Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) 1.00
Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and 8 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. andS. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard, E P. Havden.. l.OO
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leffingwell 2.50
Portraits of Bogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back' numbers of Forest and Stream, or
send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVTES & CO. London England.

BIRD PORTRAITS]
-

Some Native Birds for Little Folks.
BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.
Each ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings

by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessary to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Sam LoveFs Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas,

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By ROWLAND E. EOBIffSOti.

The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. An
nimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price |L

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
818 Broadway, New York.
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SalmonJrout& Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail your order, simply stating toe kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St.,» Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOG-UE.

WHAT "KIT CLARKE" SAYS OF

THE PARADISE FIN AND FEATHER CLUB,
Lac des Grandes Isles, Canada, July 14, 1890.

Messrs. A. O. Spalding & Bros.:
Gentlemen—I have bandied some pretty good rods, but none has pleased rue better than the

5oz. "Kosmic" which you built for me last May. I labored with it daily during the month of June,
and lilted many heavy trout up to 41bs. each, and then, in order to test its murderous qualities,
tried bottom fishing with a 4oz. live perch for bait. The little perch went into the jaws of a 41b.
trout, and in due time the trout went into my boat. This you will concede is a hard test for so
light a tool, but it stood it like an old timer, and is worth all the praise I can give it. I like a rod
with backbone—one that is tough and stiff in the middle joint, for after all a rod's work is done
between the two ferrules, and in this most valuable essential my "Kosmic" is perfection. Besides,
the artistic mounting and beauty of finish displayed in the rod won admiration from many accom-
plished anglers. The man who tries to make a better rod will have to hustle.

Yours respectfully, KIT CLARKE.

The Glittering Gang Trolling Bait.

Best in the world. Try tliem alongside your best bait and you
can see the difference. We refund the money if not satisfactory.
For sale by dealers. Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.25.

Eight muscalonge were caught in two hours by Geo. Graham, Rice Lake, Can., with the best
Canadian spoon alongside without a strike.

Six muscalonge were caught on Rice Lake by Chas. Gilchrist one forenoon.
Forty-three pike were taken by Chas. Smith, Oneida Lake, in three hours.
Wm. Comstock, Alexandria Bay, caught 22 bass and 7 pickerel in one day's fishing on our baits.

J. D. Wilson, Tallahassee, Fla., had 16 strikes and took 13 bass, largest weighing 171bs. lOoz.

We can shoio hundreds of testimonials received this season already.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
HENRY LOFT1E, Manager. Syracuse, 1ST. Y.

Twthis Just owet
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game, fish, milk, etc.

In 5-Ib boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold everyivhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRBSERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

EDWARD VOM HOFB,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MAJrtJFACTtnaER OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Tom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
•mount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

Established 1837.

J. B. CROOK <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY.

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Iront and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

With Silver Fisted loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send Btamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERSUSGI, IffIn, (5 Fulton St., I. T.

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without Increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the l ;oe slowly if fhe

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.
Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other

reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

V. /ii'
7 '10

All Anglers know of "Chubb" and the high
reputation that his goods have obtained.- If you
need a rod or other tackle, send direct to him and
get goods that are warranted.
His New Catalogue for 1890 contains description

of everything that you need; it also contains
articles on fishing, written by such well-known
writers as Dr. Jnmes A. Henshall, Petronella, W.
H. H. Murray, Geo. P. Goff, Norman, Bro. Gard-
ner and others.
Send 25 cents, and receive Catalogue, post paid.

This amount will be deducted from first order (if

accompanied with Coupon in book) for one dol-
lar's worth or more of our goods. Address

THOS H CHUBB,
The Fishing Rod Manufacturer,

Post Mills, Vt.
Please mention Forest and Stream.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz

H. H. KIFFE
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for 1890 Catalocne.

R. O'Shaughnessy & Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle,
COMBINATION WOOD RODS.

Communications regarding fishing cheerfully
and promptly answered.

85 Germaia street, Saint John, N. B,

Wakeman Skeleton Bait.
Far ahead of any Artificial Bait in the "World.

Made In four sizes: No. 0, speckled trout aud black
bass; No. 1. black bass; No. 2, bass and pickerel; No. 3,
muscallonge, salmon trout and bluefish. It is guaran-
teed to catch bass when all other baits fail. It effects a
great saviuor in minnows, on account of the protection
afforded by its peculiar construction, one minnow hav-
ing heen known to catch twenty-five bass before it was
rendered useless. For sale by all dealers and by the
manufacturer. Send for circular and price list.

J. B. WISE. Watertown M. Y.

This Line is made, of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
SOOft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEI0E, 171 East 84th St., Sew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

i [C»p .or TROUT
LJOl io' SALMON

CO. DURHAM ENGLAND.

The Celebrated Divine Rods.
Split Bamboo, Betbabara. Greenheart. Dngoma

and Lancewood. Twisted split bamboo rods.
An entirely new method of treating the bamboo,
giving it a twist while winding, thus distributing
the strain equally all around the rod and making
absolutely the strongest bamboo rods ever con-
structed. Made only by the manufacturers,
DIVINE & B"ECRAFT, successors to Fred D.
Divine, Utioa. N. Y.
Mention Fohest asd Stream.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OE THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y,

FOR SALE.—WINCHESTER RJFLF1, GOOD
as new, :38-56»255, model of 1886, 26in. octa-

gon barrel, full magazine, fancy walnut stock,
shotgun hutt. Lyman and plain sisrh+s, re-loading
tnols, bullet moulds, canvas case. 150 shells part
loaded, 1000 primers, pr ;ce $25. Address G.
EUGENE FARNUM, Wellsville, N. Y. It

LIVE HELGRAMITES FOR BLACK BASS
bait. Price $2.50 per 100 C. O. D. W. H.

HAVEN, Oxford, Mass. jv31,2t

TWO TAME BEAR CUBS, MALE AND FE-
male; glossy black. Captured very young;

now 4 mos. old; Perfectly healthy, very ' tame,
playful with children. For further particulars
address REV. THOS. RUDD, B. A., Randboro,
P. Q. It

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

AN EXTRA FINE GUN AT A LOW FIGURE.
I want $75 cash for a tight, sound, first-rate

shooting Greener 12-gauge hammer gun. As good
as new in every way. Treble wedge-fast action
and a satisfactory weapon to own. Guaranteed
as represented, and sale on this basis. Address
Box 218, Southport, Conn.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley. Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co.. Pa.
Rend stamp for circular and price list. decl3,fim

WmxtnX.

WANTED ALIVE—THREE BUCK DEER
and 200 quail for breeding; purposes.

GOODALE & FRAZAR, Taxidermists, 93 Sud-
bury street, Boston, Mass. julyl0,6t
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Merwin, Hulbert & Co,,

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful aud comprehensive cata-
logue of 210 pages, 9x13 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,
Photographic Supplies, Cycles and Gun Goods. This
book is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes by
well-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - 85.00
OANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Beady Made, 18.00
COKDUKOY SUIT, First Quality, Beady Made, 17.50
COBDUBOY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. 0. D, with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Streev, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. Or. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

NESSMUK'S POEMS.
FOREST RUNES. By Geo. «. Seats, messmukf.
Large octavo, 208 pages, printed on heavy paper, bound in cloth, gold lettering, with

a Dortrait of the author. Price, $1.50.
RALE BY ALT BOOK DTSAIJiRP

THOS. ROWLAND,
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, ELK, DUEB HEADS, ETC.
No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. Kf)8T Ttiirftwnth St rpet. WT-w YORK.

.1

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A S-0ENT PIECE.
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYRQWITZ BROS.,
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor. ?3d st.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL
A Splendid Book for Summer Beadmg.

Camp Life in the Wilderness.
A volume that meets with favor from all,

young or old. The scene of the story is in that
charming locality of Maine, the Rangeley Lakes
region. Send for it to take with you on your out-
ing; 224 pages. 30 appropriate illustrations, neat
cloth binding, price $1. Illustrated catalogue of
books for sportsmen and tourists mailed for 6cts.
JAMAICA PUB. CO.. Jamaica Plain, Mass.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By BAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo.. 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, S2.50. Vuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Cook's Marjoram Cream is a Capital thing,

To soothe inflammation, a bite or a sting:

When this sovereign remedy is used in the part,

Good-bye to an ache, irritation or smart.

Rheumatism, Bruises, Swellings,
Stiff Joints, Sun Burn, Poison by
Ivy or Sumach, Bites and Stings of
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Hornets,
Sore, Tender or Fetid Feet, Corns,
Chafed Skin, etc., etc. It acts like
magic. TRY IT.

Sojourners by the sea or in the mountains,
Tourists, Sportsmen, Fishermen, don't fail to
take a supply with you.

Price, 35 Cents a Bottle.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AND AT OFFICE,
62 CoRTiiANDT Street, N. Y.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

whitman, mass.

Alligator
Camp

Kits.
Kit for 2, $6: Kit for 4, $8; Kit for 6, $10.

Send stamp for descriptive circular.

H. C. WARD, 58 Wall St., New York.

Exercise at Home.
Tie Standard Chest WeiiM.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $i to 810.
Handsome in appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-
trations how it is used, mailed free.
Address Narraqansett Mch. Co., 48
Spraguest., Providence, R.I.

Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTHI1TG ZPCOR.

6IVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Waterproofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin.

g SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.

:

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat
; is ry

comfortable for hot In (pi
J

weather shooting, i£t#
POSTAGE PAID.

JO ounce Canvas $2 50
8 ounce Canvas 82 00
Light-weight §1 75

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL GO 'S

LATEST TRIUMPHS^SMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grrains.

Bullet, 86 grait

Send for 54-page Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,

and the Special Circular on .35-
OALIBKE STEVENS KIM
and CENTRAL EIRE CAR-
TRIDGES.

"\TTE are now prepared to fill orders for .25-Calibre rifles to take either theW Central Fire or the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire Cartridge.
Kiflemen having Stevens .22-Calibre rifles, with rusted or worn out barrels,- can
have them rebored and rifled for the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire,

.25-Calibre Cartridge.

ALL THE FAMOUS PISTOL C\f\\ ^"YTTT'IVT Q PTCTAT £1
SHOTS OF AMERICA USE OJLJli V iLiXS k5 XlljlUJuDt

They are the Most Accurate Pistols Made.

Originated by this Company.

LORD MODELS' CONLIN MODELS'^ GOULD MODELS'" DIAMOND MODELS'.;

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
PV2

0X
CHIGOPEE FALLS, MASS.

RIM FIRE.
STEVENS SPECIAL. Pow-
der charge, 10 grs. Bullet, 67 grs.

HUNTERS AND FISHER-
MEN unhesitatingly select the

Stevens Pocket Rifles
for Small Game shooting. The
most wonderful fire-arm ever pro-
duced.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle, Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. L 3 -joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9A, 10,

miff ™,-rrv.t 7 r orw • .-..Price W li
3 33

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz
No. 1, G, same as above but is G-ermaa Silver Mounted
No. 4 3 -joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9§, 10ft , weight 9, i% 12, 13oz ^noe
No. 4, G, same as above but is G-erman Silver Mounted .......... ,v ; \ m -

Bv : • : V™
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint •

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft
-,V \y ;;*V '** ^' t -c i „

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c; 40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds $1 25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding 'Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 48c. ; 15 thread, 46c ; 18 thread, 53c Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ;
double gut, 15c per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 4oo.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send 8c. stain Cfor Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside
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and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one

Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to
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inserted. Reading notices S1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
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year, $2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout she

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

<fe Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents fer Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent

for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription priee, $5 per
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No. 318 Broadway. New York City.
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Answers to Correspondents.

telle, Waters aud Cumins made a, clumsy but ineffectual

attempt to prove a conspiracy against Cumins.

This investigation took place just as the season of travel

in the Park was opening, and for reasons not yet an-

nounced by the authorities, action in the matter has been

for the present deferred. From what we know of the

Superintendent, however, it may be assumed that another

year will find Waters, Cumins and Culver residing out-

side the Park.

In the facts above stated there is room for abundant

comment. If the active managers of a corporation like

the Y. P. A., which employs hundreds of men, and which

has within certain limits almost absolute control within

the Park, violate the law, or connive at its violation, how
can their subordinates be expected to respect the regula-

tions of the Government 2 If these managers have them-

selves no sense of their responsibility to the Government,

as well as to their employers, how can their subordinates

be expected to feel such responsibility? And yet we believe

that among the great ma jority of employees of the Trans-

portation Company and of the Y. P. A. the feeling is

strong that the regulations should be obeyed.

We have no doubt that the reasons which led the Super-

intendent and the Secretary of the Interior to withhold

the decree of expulsion in the case of these three im-

portant men were weighty, but at the same time it must

be confessed that the prompt ejection from the Park of

Cumins, Waters and Culver would have had a great moral

effect on the general public, and would have mightily

increased that public's respect for the regulations for the

Park's government, laid down by the Secretary of the

Interior. It would have been an object lesson not easily

forgotten. We presume that the question was one of

judgment, of expediency, and we are content to await

further information.

UNWORTHY OFFICIALS.

THE corporations who have controlled the hotel privil-

eges in the National Park have been singularly un-

fortunate ^in their employees. Most persons who have

been interested in this reservation will remember the

frightful condition of things under the old Yellowstone

Park Improvement Company, and recently Capt. Boutelle

has unearthed a scandal, which involves the three

local managers of the Yellowstone Park Association, and

which, except for certain reasons, would have resulted

in the summary expulsion from the Park of these three

managers.

Some time last autumn information reached the Super-

intendent of the Park that R. R. Cumins, Superintendent

of Construction of the Yellowstone Park Association,

was preparing to hunt and trap from the Yellowstone

Lake Hotel, where he expected to winter. However,

during the early winter Cumins was called East, and

while there was taken sick, and did not reach the Park

again until near spring—too late for him to carry out his

plans.

An investigation made by Capt. Boutelle revealed an

utter disregard for law on the part not only of Cumins,

but also of E. C. Waters, the manager of hotels for the

Syndicate, and one Culver, the Master of Transportation.

It was learned that Cumins had taken a rifle to the lake

as well as a large quantity of strychnine, presumably for

use in poisoning animals. It was learned that this gun

was carried to the lake in a buggy driven by E. C.

Waters, the General Manager for the Syndicate. Cumins

and Waters traveled together without other company,

and the latter must have known of the purposes of his

companion. It was further learned that ammunition had

been sent out to Cumins by Culver, who, after futile

attempts at denial, acknowledged his guilt.

Paring the ip.Ye§>tig&tio& ewrie4 on by Captain Bou*

GEORGE LEE SCHUYLER.

THE death of Mr. George Lee Schuyler is an event of

moment in the yachting world; important as it

would have been under any circumstances, its signifi-

cance is doubled by the peculiar surroundings under

which it actually occurred.

He was one of the prominent figures of American

yachting, famous as the sole survivor for many years of

the quintette of spirited yachtsmen who laid the founda-

tion of our national fame, and the last link that joined

the great pleasure navy of to-day with the little fleet of

the early days of organized yachting on this side of the

Atlantic.

On the birthday of the club he helped to organize just

forty-six years ago. at the opening of the great annual

cruise, on board the magnificent steam yacht which now

carries the club flag, a striking contrast to the little

schooner on which it was first hoisted, and in the midst

of a fleet of over a hundred yachts under the same burgee,

this venerable yachtsman passed away quietly, and we

may confidently believe, painlessly.

George Lee Schuyler, a giandson of Gen. Philip Jobn

Schuyler, was born at Rhinebeck. N. Y., on June 9, 1811.

From his early youth he was a resident of New York

city, graduating from Columbia College in the class with

Hamilton Fish. For many years he was interested in

railroads and steamers about New York, especially in the

New York and New Haven steamers and the New York,

New Haven and Hartford R. R. He married a daughter

of James A. Hamilton and grand daughter of Alexander

Hamilton, and after her death he married her sister.

Mr. Schuyler leaves three children, two daughters and a

son Mr. Philip Schuyler, owner of the steam yacht

Nooya, and long a member of the New York Y. C.

Fifty years ago, when New York boasted less than a

dozen yachts, Mr. Schuyler was the friend and associate

of John C. and Edwin A. Stevens, two of the greatest

yachtsmen that America has known. After a few years

of desultory yachting, with no organization, these gentle-

men met aboard Mr. John C. Stevens's schooner Gim-

crack, anchored off the Battery at New York, on July 30,

1844, and organized the New York Yacht Club, with Mr.

John C. Stevens as the first commodore. There were

present at this meeting Mr. Schuyler and Messrs. John C.

Stevens, Hamilton Wilkes, John C. Jay, Louis A. Depau,

George B. Rollins, Jas. M. Waterbury and James Rogers.

From that time down to last Thursday Mr. Schuyler has

been one of the leading members and workers of the

club, an attendant on nearly every cruise. At one time

he owned the yacht Dream, but for many year§ he |ias

not been a yacht owner. When the schooner America

was built in 1851 he was a partner with Messrs. John C.

and Edwin A. Stevens, Hamilton Wilkes and J, Beekman
Finley, sailing across on the yacht and sharing in her

victory in British waters.

The death of the other four prior to any challenge

being received for the Cup which they presented to the

New York Y. C. in 1857, placed Mr. Schuyler in a very

responsible position, and twice he has been called upon
by the New York Y. C. to receive the Cup back and to re-

donate it to the club under newer and more stringent

conditions. Though both of these changes have given

rise to much controversy and have been severely criti-

cised, no one has ascribed to Mr. Schuyler any but the

highest motives so far as his part was concerned. He has

served with credit as the referee in a number of the Cup
contests, his decisions being fair and sportsmanlike; and

above all he has left an undying monument of his sense

of fair play and sportsmanlike spirit in the famous letter

of April 15, 1871, called out by the Ashbury case. The

sentiments he expressed twenty years ago apply as aptly

to international racing to-day as they did then, and show

that whatever his individual opinion may have been on

specific points, he was animated solely by a sense of fair

play and honest dealing.

Mr. Schuyler's death is likely to have a very important

bearing on the question of the last deed of gift; it has

been generally understood that the whole subject was to

come up for discussion on the present cruise, the officers

and leading members of the club, including Gen. Paine,

being all with the fleet. What the fate of the famous

"New Deed of Gift" will be, only time can tell; the

history of the America's Cup from 1870 to to-day proves

that in the end the side of fair play, the side so ably

championed by Mr. Schuyler in 1871, comes out ahead;

but whatever verdict the future may bring over the dis-

putes and arguments of late years, American yachtsmen

will never fail to honor the memory of the kindly,

courteous gentleman and honest sportsman, the late

surviving donor" of the America's Cup.

TRANSFER OF ILLINOIS FISHES.

IN our issue of Nov. 28, 1889, we described in detail a

method of rescuing live fishes from overflow ponds

in Illinois and planting them in living streams. This

beneficent work, inaugurated several years ago by Dr. S.

P. Bartlett, the genial and accomplished secretary of the

Illinois Fish Commission, has been appropriated and

extended by the U. S. Fish Commission and is about to

be prosecuted this summer with greatly increased vigor.

The results of this plan are so gratifying and immediately

perceptible, that all engaged in it and profited by it are

anxious to carry it out successfully. The Commissioner

of Fisheries is too far removed from the scene of labor to

give it his personal attention, but has found in Dr. Bart-

lett a helper thoroughly familiar with all its details from

long experience, deeply interested in its successful ac-

complishment, and fertile in wise expedients for securing

the best results with the least expenditure of time and

money. The species which will be saved from starvation

and drying up are nearly all anglers' fishes, and include

black bass, croppies, wall-eyed pike, pickerel, pike, white

bass, yellow bass, ringed perch, spotted catfish, channel

catfish, white perch (gaspergou), sunfishes and buffalo.

A pistol in a careless stranger's hand, a pull of the

trigger, and the keeper of a shooting gallery in the

Bowery in this city dropped dying to the floor. It was

an accident as such things go, but one which could hardly

happen in a carefully conducted gallery. In such a place

the attendant loads and stands close beside the shooter,

ready and watchful to reach out at once and take the

arm in hand if it be pointed anywhere but in the direc-

tion of the target. Rules and signs, however conspicuous,

are disregarded, but this trained attendant is at once a

monitor of his own life and of that of each and every

one else in the gallery. He is at a sort of perpetual

"place rest," but his eye never relaxes its close watch on

that arm until the weapon is placed, empty and harm-

less, back in the rack.

The summer meeting of the American Forestry Con-

gress will be held at Quebec, Sept. 2 to 5. The corres-

ponding secretary $g Mr, Chas, G. Binnv, Philadelphia.
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A
BEAVER WOMAN'S CERTIFICATE*

A Story of the Old Frontier.

NUMBER of years ago one of the large daily papers
. of New York made an attempt to disparage the

General of the Army by caricaturing his name.
"Piegan H. Sheridan" was held up to odium for assum-

ing the responsibility of some military operations that
resulted in a considerable loss of life among the Piegan
Indians. The chief interest in this episode lay in the
fact that the soldiers, attacking a camp supposed to be of
the Blood tribe at break of day, did not find out that
their opponents were iu fact Piegans until the victims
were past resuscitation.
Public attention was turned for a time to the Northern

races, which even anions: students of Indian science,
have received less attention than their numbers and
power would seem to demand. The Blackfoot nation is
composed of four families, speaking the same tongue and
inheriting the same traditions. One of these families, as
well as the whole nation, bears the name of Blackfoot;
another family is that of the Bloods, and a third that of
the North Piegans. These three branches of the tribe
live mostly in Canada, while the fourth, that of the South
Piegans, inhabits a reservation in northern Montana.
A native myth, less coherent than the story of Noah,

and perhaps less authentic, tells that the first father of
this chosen race sent out his sons to bring in supplies,
that the eldest came back over burnt prairie with game
which he had captured and earned the name of Black-
foot from his sooty moccasins. The second son came
back with garments, "pe-gun-ni" in their language,
whence the name which we have corrupted into Piegan,
while the ancestor of the Bloods got his title from some
equally simple distinction.
All these people are at present well-ordered and peace-

able. The Canadian and American governments issue
them beef and flour. They have ponies to ride and sell,
and some of them work. But chief among the causes of
their good conduct is the prohibiting of the sale of
whisky.
This cursed trade, while it brought wealth to the fur

dealers, brought ruin to everything else. Occasionally
some ill-starred white would suffer from the wild mis-
deeds of the maddened savages. More often it was the
Indians themselves who fell in the deadly brawls born of
liquor, or who, dropping in drunken sleep along the
trail, froze to death in the merciless cold of the Montana
winter.
The episodes about to be related took place in the days

of the rum trade when two buffalo robes cost half a pint
of border spirits, and when, by reason of the vast herds
that dotted the prairies, this currency was plentiful
enough for quite a poor Indian to buy drink by the
gallon.
These were the times when flourished those famous

braves Fire-maker, Very-nearly-a-dog, Buffalo-leggina
and The-last- coyote-but-one. They have become men of
peace. They have passed to the great majority. They
have joined the heroes who lived before Agamemnon,
and there is no Homer to stir the dust that covers their
memories. May the earth lie light upon them.
The two forks of the Milk River rise in the desolate

foothills that fringe the eastern side of the Rockies in
northern Montana. The long stretches of swelling
prairie that reach far to the east are here lifted into
more broken ridges. The valleys are lined with willow
brush, and the ponds, as you go gradually higher, have
thickets of small aspens mingled with the lower bushes.
There is a depressing power in the dismal surround-

ings, and when the wind sweeps fiercely down from the
west, as it almost always does, life seems but a space of
time wasted in weary contention with the elements.
The distant mountains, to be sure, have a massive gran-
deur that exalts your soul, even though you know that
the clouds forever massed in their grim recesses sally
forth in endless storms; but the treeless, wind-swept flats
are as forbidding as were the Elysian fields to the heroes
of the Iliad.

Far down on one of the forks of Milk River bevond the
Sweet Grass Hills, a trader named Pitkin had built a
cabin; rather a substantial structure for a cabin, but not
quite up to the dignity of its name, for its builder chose
to call the house Fort Pitkin. Formerly the place had
gone by the name of Merry's Crossing. The original
Merry was one of the subordinate officers of the American
Fur Company, and, wandering in the pursuit of duty, had
one day met a squaw of the Crow tribe who fixed his
vagrant fancy. This woman Merry married , and he made
his dwelling, as far as pitching a tent can be called so, at
the very ford where Fort Pitkin was built later.
The inheritor of Merry's name and fortune was his son

Jake, a restless, smooth-faced, dark-eyed young man,
whose incapacity for repose made him at times a trouble-
some neighbor , Jake traded for skins, prin cipally buffalo
robes, sold whisky, powder and blankets, collected horses,
sometimes without bill of sale, hunted untiringly, riding
a week at a time, took mail contracts, and served as scout
for the Government or sided with one Indian party against
another in their domestic feuds, as occasion offered.
Jake was rather a polyglot in language. Crow he spoke

and Blackfoot, as by nativity and residence he had good
right. A certain amount of trapper French was among
his accomplishments, while his English, perfectly fluent
and idiomatic, had a peculiar mannerism caught proba-
bly from some of his early unconscious tutors in that
tongue. Between every few words, often several times
in a single sentence, Jake would wedge in the expression,
"You bet," giving a laughable effect to his soberest utter-
ances.
The most permanent of Jake's dwellings lay on the

other side of Merry's Crossing about a mile and a half
from Fort Pitkin. Here bundles r f blankets were stacked
around the walla of the room that served for a store,
while piles of buffalo robes bought in trade were heaped
in the corner, and a keg smelling strongly of whisky in-
vited cust omers to brief joy and lasting sorrow.
Jake had formed a connection, which among the

crowned heads of Europe would be called morganatic,
with a young Piegan squaw named Beaver Woman. He
had been brought to take this step partly by the untutored
graces of the young woman, partly influenced by pity

*Thi£> is one o£ the "Slide Rock from Many Mountains" series.

and a desire to rescue the girl from the brutal treatment
of her uncle, a Piegan brave, known as The-last coyote-
but-one. Whatever the original reasons for the union,
the couple lived as faithfully and honorably as they could
have done if authorized by all the formalities of Egyp-
tian rite.

Jake, indeed, had a superstitious regard for his com-
panion too. She had been as a baby one of the few sur-
vivors of an epidemic of small-pox which consumed the
inhabitants of her village. So virulent was the pest and so
fatal the Indian treatment of plunging the fevered patients
into the icy river, that there were not people enough left
alive to bury the dead or take down the tepees.
Jake well remembered his shivering terror as a boy,

when returning in the evening from a day's hunt, he
passed near the lodges of the camp deserted by all but
the dead, the skins flapping loose around the poles in the
chilly breeze of the darkening twilight, the ragged cones
looming spectral in the gathering night, and the dread-
ful noises now and then breaking the dismal silence,
perhaps of some famished dog or gaunt wolf mangling
the plague-smitten carcasses and snarling over the horrid
meal, or, thought still more awful, the wailing of spirits
of unburied braves. Never had his mind got over the
dread that the gloomy scene begot within him ; and Beaver
Woman, whose parents were among the victims that
there perished, had for this reason some mystic associa-
tion with unseen powers in his thought.

It was dark night when young Pitkin, son of the
founder of the fort, turned up at Jake's cabin. The latter
was reciting to a few listeners one of the "closest calls"
that he had ever experienced. "I was trading robes with
the Bloods, you bet," went the story, "and there were
some mighty sassy breeds*, you bet. in the outfit, too, and
they began poking around in the furs and hauling 'em
off, you bet, and it was kind of dark, and there wasn't no
moon, and i seen a fellow sneaking around, and I couldn't
see the sights, so I says to myself, 'I'll turn loose one just
to scare him, you bet,' and by luck and chance I shot his
ear about three-quarters off. And in about two minutes,
you bet. the whole camp was on top of me, and I'd have
turned loose good, only the fellow who was trading with
me didn't have no sand, you bet. Big husky fellow, but
he didn't have no more sand than a coyote. Says he,
'Don't shoot! don't shoot!' you bet; and I just had to
keep jawing and palavering and dishing outrum half the
night. They wooled me plenty, but I kept my robes, you
bet, every time."
"Jake," said young Pitkin when the tale was finished,

"don't you want to go for a 'trade and a hunt?' There's
a big band of Bloods and Piegans on the St. Mary's, and
they say they've struck the main herd." The suggestion
chimed well with Jake's humor, and the next morning
saw the start of a party bent on. gain and not averse to
pleasure.
A journey of no great length brought the travelers and

their wagon to the Indian camp near the junction of a
stream, now called Lee's Creek, with the St. Mary's
River,

An unusual amount of amity and brotherhood pre-
vailed among the assembled tribes. Crews, of course,
were absent. Their long career of oppression and reprisal
put them outside the pale of friendship. They never
visited the country except when least wanted, and too
often retired with scalps and plunder. All the Blackfoot
bands, however, were represented: the Kootenays had
come from across the mountains far to the northwest to
get their yearly supply of buffalo meat; and a few Crees,
temporarily waging peace with their rivals, were on the
ground.

It was evening when Jake and young Pitkin reached
the village. The autumn, which "had been warm and
open until late, had turned cold. The clouds were banked
in the west. The last of the buffalo would soon leave
and the morrow had been fixed on for a great slaughter
in the herd the Indians had been following.
From the flaps that served as chimneys to the tepees

chilly streams of crooked blue smoke issued ; and the flash
of the brightening fire could be seen through the skin
walls of the council house. The friends entered, greeted
the assembly and squatted around the central hearth.
An old blind man named Swan-bonnet was engaged in a
prayer that was mainly an apostrophe to the Chief Moun-
tain, the most conspicuous peak that towered in the
range to the westward. The old man raised his sightless
eyes as if, looking through the side of the lodge, he could
distinguish the rugged pile which had been the guiding
monument of many a hunt and foray in his youth. "Tall
bull among the herd of mountains," ran the prayer,
"many surround thee, but none equals thee. Thy head
rises above the clouds as the horns of a lone elk above the
willow bushes in autumn. Game hast thou seen in plenty
—mountain sheep and blacktail and buffalo—on the
plains. To thee the sheep told the wisdom of his tribe,
and the deer and the buffalo told the wisdom of their
tribes. Much wisdom hast thou, for thou hast many
years. Give to us a year of plenty! Many years of
plenty lie hid among thy cliffs. Much wisdom hast thou
to bless the people, for thou failest not by age. Oh!
Chief, bald is thy head and tall. Old artthou and mighty.
Broad are thy shoulders, sky-kisser. Thy trailing ro^es
reach to the plain and under thy fallen garments the
years lie buried."
When Swan-bonnet finished, the auditors gave grunts

of satisfaction and circulated the ceremonial pipe with
energy. Some one told the orator of the arrival of the
whites, and he straightway turned to them and proposed
to pray for luck on their account, also, suggesting in re-
turn that the prayer maker should have something warm
to drink. Scepticism as to the result of prayer or fear
of the maddening effect of alcohol, induced 'the traders
to decline this offer. Then the sage offered for similar
pay to give the strangers names. An Indian earns his
manhood's name only by some deed of horse stealing or
man killing, some piece of prowess stigmatized as felony
by the narrow statutes of sedentary people, while
here was a chance to gain an honorable title without
pains or danger; but, in spite of a feeling that he was be-
coming unpopular, Jake declined to furnish the required
toll and stayed nameless. In truth Jake not only felt
that his whisky was valuable for trade, hut he knew so
well the consequences of drink on the Indians that he
wanted to be all ready to move before he began to dis-
tribute liquor. He showed prudence too in keeping out
of the way of his kinsman by marriage, L&strcoyoteAnt-

s' Breed is the local contraction for half-breed.

one, who had brought his squaws and ponies to the
gathering to lay up his winter's meat.
Whether Chief Mountain was pleased to exert its wan-

ing power by answering the petition of one of its few re-
maining worshippers, or whether other causes contributed
to the success of the hunt cannot be exactly determined.
Certain it is that meat and furs already abounded, and
the closing scene did not fall behind the rest of the per-
formance.
The last day of the chase began with clouds and wind.

Far along the rolling bluffs the Indian line of riders
strung out. Soon the buffalo sighted the advance and
were off. The herd pursued was no compact body, but
groups of two and three grazing, far and wide. The In-
dians rode at full speed, incited both by greed and honor,
racing madly for the first and perhaps the only chance.
For the buffalo, lumbering as they looked, would beat
all the ponies going down hill; indeed, would slide and
scuffle at high speed down slants so steep that a horse-
man hardly dared ride. On the level too the great beasts
held their own well and only on rising grades would the
hunters be able to close in.

Jake himself, though the gains he hoped for were
chiefly those of commerce, shot much game. He rode a
buckskin pony famed for speed, a pony which had been
taught with some trouble to eat oats, and sustained by
that tonic diet outdid even his former feats. In other
ways the pony was noted. It was the very jewel of
Jake's bunch, and had been stolen again and again from
its owner, though he had always got it back by force or
fraud. Indeed the horse bad been taken and retaken so
often that he had grown thin in the process, and only
his exceptional fare kept him fit to retain his reputation.
Thus mounted then, Jake led the line without much
effort, singled out the fattest cows for himself, and, be-
fore the hunt was over, had killed 13 head to his own
rifle, more than twice as many as any other hunter had
secured.

This success begot envy. The Indians of heraldic learn-
ing now remembered that Jake could cliim a Crow
quartering in his escutcheon, and the Crow is an abom-
ination to the Blackfoot. That buckskin pony, too,
proving by his insolent presence the skill of tho half-
breed at their own game of horse stealing, was a thorn
in the savage side. The refusal of the trader to give
whisky to the Medicine Man the night before had angered
the council of sages, and the clouds were beginning to
sprinkle on the wind sharp icy flakes very irritating to
the temper.
Last-coyote-but-one on his return to camp, filled with

the sorrows of his race, fired by his own wrongs and his
desire for liquor, went at once to the trader's wagon
and demanded a ransom of whisky to soothe his injuries.
Jake had not got back, and young Pitkin, who lacked the
courage and decision of his companion, weakly yielded
to the chief's insistance. The mischief was done. Jake,
on his return, found the Indians to be sure in temporary
retirement engaged in sampling the first fruits of their
enterprise, but the attitude of the camp was unmistak-
ably hostile. Surly looks, insolent demands, covert
abuse, showed that the time for trade had passed, and
that retreat was imperative. Night had fallen, and it

might have been possible to get away with the wagon if

caution and decision had been combined, but young Pit-
kin's courage, before doubtful, had ceased to leave any
room for surmise. His nervous desire to conciliate the
drunken hunters, led to fast increasing boldness on their
part. The famous buckskin pony was taken, the wagon
captured and the traders felt happy to get away in the
snow and darkness on two horses, borrowed for the occa-
sion. Nor was there much time left for mourning, after
the weary riders had at length reached Jake's cabin. The
elder Pitkin, who happened to be in the house at the. time,
said he was sure that the Indians would not rest satisfied
with their cheap success. In fact, in this instance, the
Blackfoot bands were stirred up by the efforts of Last-
coyote-but-one as well as by their own longings for
plunder and renown. The Kootenays had gone home,
feeling that the matter was no funeral of theirs, but the
rest of the hunting tribes not only coveted the contents
of Jake's store and. the scalps of its occupants for their
comfort and honor, but they accused Jake of having
poisoned their tribesmen. For in the night of the cirouse
that followed the capture of Jake's wagon several Indians

! had died. Probably they dropped stupefied by the ordin-

[
ary venom of the drink and died of the cold, but Last-

i coyote-but-one persuaded his fellows that "bad medicine"
' bad been treacherously mixed in the barrel to kill them
\
all.

i Under these incitements the tepees were hastily taken
|
down, the poles tied to the ponies, the baggage of the

I party laden upon them, and a long, forced march was
|
made in the direction of Merry's Crossing.
The people at Jake's, few in number and without horses

enough to mount them, decided that it was safer to wait
than to run, and soon their expectation of attack was jus-
tified by seeing a column of ascending smoke which an-
nounced the burning of Fort Pitkin. Almost at the same
time the Blackfoot scouts had crept near enough to find
out that there was no chance of surprising Jake's cabin,
and vented their disappointment by a few shots, one of
which passed through a window and slightly wounded
old Pitkin, while another killed a loose pony on the prairie.

Then the invaders retired and fixed their camp in the
valley, in full sight but out of rifle range from the cabin.
All night the besieged kept c ireful watch, but it was

not until early morning that any attack was made. The
first disorderly rush was checked by a sustained fire.

Then a wagon, captured at F>>rt Pitkin, was shoved ahead
as a movable breastwork; but the hum of the bullets
around the shins of the assailants and the splintering of
the wagon boards proved too much for the nerves of In-
dians unused to stand fire even for a short time without
a chance of fighting back.

Finally all assaults were given up, and the Blackfoot
warriors seemed to have definitely accepted the idea of
starving out the traders, or, at all events, of waiting for
some better opportunity for surprise. Meantime within
doors the attack had excited determined animation. Old
Pitkin, crusty by nature and crustier by reason of his
fresh wound, growled a good deal, and young Pitkin kept
up a wail of consistent dispair, but Jake was everywhere.
Fierce, reckless, insistent, he flit ed to every window and
loophole, himself firing and directing the efforts of the
defenders with excited zeal. As the wagon was seen ad-
vancing, and young Pitkin tearfully prophesied the
approaching cremation of the cabin and its contents,
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pake broke out, "Stop your bellering, young feller! What
ire you firing at the box for? Hit those fellers in the legs,

,/ou' bet! Don't yon know nothing?" The mixture of

W^maml and invective insured the adoption of Jake's

Uan and the defeat of the hostile maneuver; but when
Hphot blood of coufiiet had calmed down, the position of

Pg^arrison was gloomy enough to partly excuse old Pit-

po's morose grumbling.
I -^That ere squaw," he began, "aint no use, Jake. She'll

twice as much as a man, and we're short of grub."

r»'That's my squaw, old man," was the answer, "and

Hftn't you forget it, you bet! She'll take her share with

KEfS rest, an' if she eats as much as a man, she's more'n

tour times as good as some men."
i'jOld Pitkin did not take up the inuendo clearly aimed
nt his own kin, but changed his ground and made an at-

tack on the unoffending BeaverWoman still more malig-

nantly.

I! ^You aint married to that squaw nohow, Jake," said he,

'•and you're bound to shed her, and pay a big tine to the

Sj&itory besides."

For the Legislature of Montana, stirred by a sentiment
^rnurity or desirous of filling the coffers of state, had
actually passed a law. making the unions of whites and
Indians penal offenses unless a certificate of marriage
vvere bled with the. county clerk. Jake's uneasy temper
ffiaa kindled to vehemeuce by the old man's speech, and
ffitkisin and strife would have arisen had not young Pit-

Ktt soothed the quarrel by assuring both contestants that

hies or imprisonments Avere trifling matters to people
fr-bose ; calps would soon dangle from the Blackfoot lodge
soles. Throughout all this discussion BeaverWoman had
: fit muffled in her blanket apparently resting from her
fxertions during the fight and unmindful of what was
laid. But an occurrence that happened in the night
showed that the poor thing had deeply reflected over the
,aUnts of old Pitkin, for in the morning the old man
ooked around and shouted out that Beaver Woman had
inserted, pointing out her moccasin tracks in the snow
fading toward the Indian camp,
Jake promptly resented the imputation of desertion and

iceused old Pitkin in direct and even insulting terms of

aging a meddlesome fool, offering to break his back,
.mong other amenities, if he opened his head again,

levertheless, the squaw was clearly gone, the garrison

Wdly better fed and weaker by one.
Ib truth Beaver Woman had stolen out into the bitter

old night, feeling sure that the Indians (who take every
.reeaution against surprise except staying awake) would
feye no sentinel on the watch, with the intention of

uunnoning to the rescue a detachment of troops that was
tat icued near the agency.
Only when she had sallied out did she see how ill-pre-

lartd she was for the journey. When day came the
ight snow would betray her tracks to the then vigilant
uemy and she would be ridden down and sacrificed

vilhout accomplishing her mission. Then the idea of
tealing a. horse came to her. The Indian horses, to be

' Id hardly let her catch them without making a
hsturbance, but the buckskin pony was as familiar with
ler as a dog. Him she sought noiselessly, found him.
latted him softly, coaxed him out of his captor's camp;
aiounted bareback and at daybreak was far on the road
;q the wished-for succor.
L'ist-coyote-but-one was indignant. His feelings em-

bittered his family relations so that, while his harem
fared not revolt, there was a feeling among them that
mch ears or other features as had not already been bitten
rtl would be safer if they too should steal horses and seek
be agency. From this air of domestic infelicity the chief
sought relief in action. Buffalo meat was still plentiful,

out the plunder of Fort Pitkin was running low and he
yearned for a continuance of luxury. Sugar was gone,
.'off'.e was gone. Tea did not suit his palate, and of the
whisky only the enervating effect was left. The braves
must be roused. One day must be devoted to the manu-
facture of ''medicine" and the next to its successful use,
aid he registered a vow to exterminate the enemy.
Jake, after his fulminations against old Pitkin on the

morning of the squaw's flight, settled himself down in
logged "silence to prolonged literary effort. He cleaned
jff a corner Of the counter, brought out supplies of ink
and paper and began to toil seriously. Page after page
>£ labored manuscript was discarded. He would care-
fully compile a series of dates, localities, and formulas,
supposed by him to have a legal look, would read over his
production : ponder it ; and then muttering ' 'left something
jut again, you bet!" would consign the writing to the fire.

At last he seemed to take a final decision, and, writing off

R itb cr mparative speed a couple of lines, he put the paper
iarefully in his inside pocket, and turned with an air of
:elief to resume his martial duties.
During the day the Indians could be seen moving about

tad at last gathering in the largest lodge, whence issued
it times the regular beat of rhythmic effort audible even
it the cabin, telling of the progress of the religious rites
leeded for the making of "medicine." The wearied
raders slept by turns during the day, thinking that the
indian preparations boded an attack in the night; but
he watchful night again passed undisturbed and morn-

eloped the Blackfoot tactics.

Isolated warriors crept up along the little gulches that
learned the plain, found the best shelter they could, and
"tegan to get the range of every window and chink in the
;abin to silence the rifles of the garrison, while the wagon
iaptured at Fort Pitkin was to be filled with dry wood,
uu close to the cabin and set on fire. Fortunately the
jround around the house was level for a good distance
Wad the sharpshooters had to take their posts so far off
hat their aim was inaccurate, but all the morning an an-
loyiug fusilade was kept up and two feeble attempts
were made to move up the wagon.
The defenders, however, were in a miserable plight,

short of food, short of cartridges, short of temper and
nuch iu want of sleep. It needed not the Cassandra
noanings of young Pitkin, nor the growling of his elder
laniesake to show that the traders must perish if the In-
lians should at length try to fire the cabin in the night,
ls their momentary retirement, having the wagon in
lositi on, seemed to indicate. Jake, who seemed to need
i.o rest and certainly took none, found it harder and
larder to spur his men to exertion, either by exhortation
w reproach. The depression of the Pitkins was catching.
xVbout 3 o'clock in the afternoon young Pitkin, going

h a window in a crouching position to take a peep, an-
nounced gloomily that the besiegers were getting their
norses and that the whites might just as well give up; the

Indians could close in before they had lost half a dozen
men and carry everything.
Jake, who had run to the window poked his head

out, commanded a wider view. "I knew it!" he cried
excitedy. "I knew it! She went for 'em. They're com-
ing, they're coming, you be*! Them Bloods know it if

you don't. You don't see no Indians rustle like that in
winter unless something's up, you bet/'
Sure enough the Indians were busy and scarcely in a

hostile way. Some were hurriedly striking tepees and
lashing packs or travois on their ponies. Others, with
higher regard for personal safety, were already riding
far along the trail. Only a few aided their determined
chief in preparing battle, while faint and clear in the
distance now thrilled the ringing call of the bugle sound-
ing its brazen orders; and soon the skirmishers topped
the bluff, quickly followed by the command. Their rush
wa8 hardly resisted. Last-coyote-but-one still clung to
his savage, but now hopeless resolution of exterminating
the whites. lie shut himself in a tepee and began that
measured grunting, which is called the death song.
Through a slit in the leathern wall he pushed his rifle and
killed the first soldier who approached. The commander,
unwilling to sacrifice men, brought up a small field piece.

He had been using bad language during all the march at
the senseless order which forced him to drag such orna-
mental lumber over the prairie, but now it served his turn.
Two rounds of canister reduced the tepee to a mass of

rags and silenced forever Last-coyote-but-one.
As the troopsmoved up to the rescued traders, old Pitkin

caught sight of Beaver Woman sitting a-straddle of the
buckskin pony in a most ungraceful bunch. Her black
locks, straggling from under the blanket that covered her
head, fell around a face drawn with weariness and ex-
posure, and her joy at success was clouded by doubt as
to the reception she would get.

Old Pitkin, whose sullen enmity was stronger than his
sense of probability, really thought that the squaw had
sought safety by a double desertion, siding always with
the victors of the hour. His evil temper conquered the
pleasure he should have felt at his wonderful deliver-
ance.
"Now then, Jake," he shouted angrily, "I reckon you've

got to shed that squaw. We won't have no such draggle-
tail spy 'round, noway. Come on now, boys, we'll break
a hole in the ice and duck her anyhow, and send her to
join her good relations."
Jake, who was hurrying forward, stopped, and, giving

the old man a sounding blow, burst out into angry decla-
mation. "I don't shed not squaw, you bet! And no man
don't touch to hurt her, neither. I've got eight shots, you
bet, in my Winchester for any outfit that wants to try on
any ducking racket. I've got the certificate wrote out,"
he continued, flourishing a paper excitedly, "and to-
morrow it goes in, andshe's my wife, you bet! same's any
white woman in the bunch."

Filed among the valued records of Choteau county,
Montana, may be found the following document:
'

' This certifies that Beaver Woman is my wife, you bet

!

The formality of signing this instrument was forgotten,
but no one has ever ventured to doubt its validity.

H. Gr. Dtjlog.

HABITS OF THE WHITE GOAT.
BY JOHN FANNIN AND GEO. BIRD GRINNELL. .

[Continued from Page 28.1

THE white goat is gregarious in habit, and yet we
have never seen it in large bands, as is the case with

the elk, the antelope and even the mountain sheep. The
only record of anything like a large herd is that furnished
by Mr. J. C. McKinnon in a previous chapter, and of this
occurrence it must be said that the animals reported were
seen at a great distance, and that there is a possibility
that they may not have been of this species at all. We
have never seen more than twelve or fifteen individuals
together at one time, and even this is unusual. It is,

however, very common to see groups of from two to six
feeding in company. These are usually old females with
their young, or young females of one and two years old,
which have not yet bred. The males appear to be much
more solitary in habit, and to prefer to keep quite by
themselves. No doubt as the rutting season draws near
they gather about them groups of females. Only on one
occasion, however, have we seen an old male in company
with several females. This was late in November.
We are unable to state precisely when the rutting sea-

son occurs, but presume that it is in December. The
young are born—in the main range of the Rocky Moun-
tains at least—in the month of May. A very young one
was caught by a Cree half-breed named Burd on May 23,
1889. Its mother having been shot, it remained by her
until captured. This animal was very small, its body
being only about as large as a cat. The Indians say that
two young are sometimes brought forth, but we have
never seen more than one following the mother. The
female does not breed until she is two years old past.
This is the testimony of the Indians, and it is confirmed
by our own observation, for we have killed many two-
year-old females and have never seen one that had bred.
The growth of the young is rapid. At three months old
they are well able to keep up with their mothers in climb-
ing the mountains. They continue to suck and to follow
the mother late into the fall, and we are ignorant when
they are weaned. The horns of the young males appear
to grow much more rapidly than those of the females.
The latter in October have only short knobs, less than an
inch in length, while on young males of about the same
age we have seen horns four or five inches long.
The food in summer consists mainly of grass, a species

of moss which grows high up on the mountains, and the
tender shoots of the low-growing mountain willows
which abound in the moist ravines,which arefound high up
on the steeps which it frequents. An examination of the
contents of the stomachs always shows an abundance
of woody fiber, which consists largely of the tips of
these plants. In the winter they eat pine needles and the
twigs of a plant known in the West as "buck brush."
Mr. L. L. Bales informs us also that they feed on the soft
bark of young fir trees. On the whole, however, little

that is definite is known about their food, and a careful
analysis of the stomach contents is greatly to be desired.

The dung under ordinary conditions may at once be recog-
nized by the shape. It takes the form of pellets, which,
instead of being ovate or ellipsoidal in form, are smaller
at one end than the other, and take the form of a spheri-
cal triangle.

The rugged character of the region inhabited by the
white goat is its chief protection. It is not swift of foot
like the deer or the mountain sheep, nor is it provided
with any special means of defense against the attacks of
its enemies. Yet along the steep precipices and among
the rough rocks where it has its home it can move as rap-
idly as almost any animal which may pursue it; and if

driven to bay, it lias abundant courage and can effec-

tively tise the short, sharp, awl-like horns with which
the head is armed. A dog or a wolf can readily be tossed
oyer a precipice by a swinging blow of the long, low-car-
ried head, though' against a larger animal like a bea,r or
a cougar the goat could make but a poor fight.

Among themselves the inales have pitched battles which
are often severe. We have never seen one of these, but
instances are recorded where horns broken off in battle
have been found encysted in the flesh of males that have
been killed. The long, shaggy coat and the very thick
hide of these animals protect the combatants to a great
extent from severe injuries.
We have known of a few cases where, when the white

hunter had unexpectedly come close upon one of these
animals, the creature has advanced toward the man with
bristling hair and threatening carriage; but of course in
all such cases the goat has been killed.

Among hunters the white antelope has the reputation
of being a singularly stupid animal. It has neither the
keen sight of the antelope nor the quick ear of the moun-
tain sheep. Its powers of scent are, however, very good.
The eye is small and flat, thus differing markedly from

that of many other of our herbivores, in which the eye is

so prominent that it almost seems that the animal can
see behind it as well as front. Its habit of carrying the
head low is no doubt one reason why it cannot see well,
or, at all events, is slow to detect moving objects which
are in plain sight.

While its failure to hear sounds, or at least to pay atten-
tion to them, may in part be due to the fact that, in the
situations which it frequents, rocks are continually roll-

ing down the mountain sides, and landslides and ava-
lanches occur so often that they are common noises of
the mountains; yet we are inclined to believe that the
white goat is often partially deaf. On several occasions
we have noticed, in skinning these animals, that their
ears were full of wood ticks. In a single specimen we
have counted more than twenty of these insects, of all

sizes, deep down in the cavity of the ear, many of them
so gorged with blood as actually to stop up the auditory
canal. Indians have informed us that sometimes persons
get wood ticks in their ears, and that when this takes
place the person so afflicted becomes deaf until the para-
site is removed. Whatever the reason, it is certain that
the white goat displays little of the alertness and watch-
fulness that characterize most of our game animals, and
that it may be approached by the hunter with less cau-
tion than any other of them.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

BREEDING MINK.

CCHATTANOOGA, Tenn., July 38.—Editor Forest and
) Stream: In answer to your correspondent "E. P,

S.," in Forest and Stream of July 24, 1 will say that my
father about twenty-five years ago in western New York
made quite extended experiments in breeding mink, and
with considerable success, enough at least to warrant the
belief that these animals can be bred successfully in con-
finement if properly managed.
My father had at one time thirty mink, mostly of his

own raising, and they were as tame and easily handled
as so many kittens, but the decline in furs and conse-
quently somewhat of our enthusiasm in the enterprise,

and our subsequent removal to Tennessee put an end to
the experiment. We lost a number, I remember, toward
the last by feeding them too much beefs liver. The little

animals were exceedingly fond of liver, and we threw
into the yard one day a whole beef's liver, on which they
gorged themselves for several days. This brought on a
kind of dysentery, of which a good many died. We also

lost a number from no cause that we could ascertain

,

but which I now believe was from keeping too many con-
fined in too small a space. The mink is a solitary animal
by nature, and when too many are by force congregated it

brings on contagious diseases among them.
Our inclosure was at first about four or five rods square

and surrounded a clump of small spruce trees, and had a
stream of water constantly running through it in a box
about a foot wide and the same depth. Later we found
that the animals had to be separated most of the year,
for they are vicious fighters, especially the old ones, and
thus the inclosure was divided up into small compart-
ments. The outside was an upright tight board fence
6ft. high, resting on a stone wall one foot below the sur-

face, with flat stones at the bottom projecting in, also

with a board a foot wide projecting inward from the top,

and the corners lined with tin. Then to insure their not
climbing out we used to clip the two front nails of the
forepaws. If this is done when the animal is young, and
the nail clipped close up—that is, taking off the end of

the toe with it—it will not be likely to grow out again,
and this quite effectually spoils the animal's ability as a
climber or digger.
As a boy, it was my part of the farm chores to look

after the "minkery," and an agreeable duty it was to me
in many respects. The feed consisted almost entirely of
woodchucks, in which our section of western New York
abounded, and many an afternoon the excuse of being
out of "mink bait" was sufficient to let me off about
milking time, and many a poor woodchuck fell a victim
to my little smooth-bore at short range. The young ones
were fed mostly on milk, lapping it up greedily like

young puppies.
A young mink is easily tamed, and they are the most

cute and playful little creatures in the world. They will

play together for hours at a time, rolling and tumbling
over each other in the water and out in the most amus-
ing manner. They were sociable and friendly and
seemed delighted when I came into the yard to see
them. They would crawl all over me and up my coat
sleeve and pantaloon legs, and let me feel of their sharp
needle-like teeth without offering to bite. I have seen
them rolling and tumbling in the water, when one would
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stretch out and appear to be dead, and the other seize

hint by the nape of the neck and drag him out of the

water and several feet out on the ground, when the
"dead" mink would suddenly jump up and they would
both scramble into the water and reverse the perform-
ance.
Like all meat-eating animals the mink would gorge

themselves with enough at one time to last them two or
three days, and during such periods they are stupid and
quiet, spending most of the time asleep, and when
handled will lazily open their eyes and stretch out and
go to sleep again. But let them once get fairly hungry,
and they are about as lively a varmit as I ever saw. At
such times it is best to be careful about feeding them bits

of meat from your hand, for they are liable to grab hold
of your finger instead, and then, a mink will beat any
bull-terrier that ever lived in the matter of hanging on,

and a dozen tomcats cannot do as lively snarling and
scratching. You may swing them around, rap them
against the fence or duck them under the water, they
will still hold their grip, and nothing but a good strong-

choking until the breath is fairly gone will induce them
to let go. It has been a long time since the war, but my
finger still bears the niarks of such a contest.

C. L. Stratton.

[The Nova Scotia game law has a provision that minks
(which are otherwise protected at certain seasons) may
be caught nt any time for breeding, and that when so

captured they become the private property of the captor.

"We shall give further notes on this subject.]

THE ENGLISH SPARROW QUESTION.

IF the English sparrow is such a serious problem in

economic science in this country as has been claimed
by some, then it is remarkable, as suggested by Forest
and Stream in its issue for the 17th of July, that such a
"foolish indifference to the subject" is manifested by the
agricultural community. That the farmers pay little at-

tention to Passer domestieus is evident to all who are in
the habit of reading the agricultural papers. Now and
then some one calls the sparrow a "pest," and charges it

with a long catalogue of crimes, just as ten yeai-s ago was
the case with the robin. So, too, about corn-planting
time, even now, some one will rise to ask if the crow is a
useful bird, and, if it is not, how can it be prevented from
pulling up the newly-planted maize. And then the
editor will wisely repeat what he has been in the habit of
saying every spring since he started his paper: That coat-
ing the seed-corn with tar or lime will cure the crows of
their pulling-up prospensity. And thus the crow question
is laid until the next subscriber makes the same inquiry.
To Dr. Elliott Coues, of Washington, D. C, belongs the

honor of discovering that the English sparrow will eat
the Americans out of house and home, destroying the
fruit crop, leave all noxious insects untouched, and drive
from their haunts all of our native birds. Since Dr. Coues
pointed out the dire calamities, the sparrow question has
been a topmost subject in ornithological circles, and has
provoked pome discussion in legislative halls, as recently
beneath the gilded dome on Boston common. The new
Massachusetts anti-sparrow law gives permission to kill

the English bird, provided it is not poisoned, and that
those who kill in the name of the State do not enter upon
private property without leave from the owner. What
inducements are held out for the killing I do not know,
but the provisions of the law mentioned are very wise
ones for the preservation of the sparrows, and little harm
will come to them under the circumstances.

It seems that a Mr. Bicknell, of Boston, induced the
Legislature of the Old Bay State to request the Board of
Agriculture of that State to make "inquiry and investi-

gation as to the birds that inhabit the State, and report
thereon as to their character, habits, and value as insect
destroying and grain and fruit destroying birds."
This will prove something of a job if the investigation

is to be thoroughly scientific. It will be necessary for
the Board of Agriculture to establish a corps of orni-

thologists, called a "division," and a laboratory will have
to be built, field agents will have to be employed, and a
vast amount of information collected. It will take a
couple of years, if not more, with all this force, to de-
termine the status of Passer domestieus. One field agent
should be established in the Berkshire hills to study the
habits of birds in that part of the State; another should
walk the sands of Cape Cod and Cape Ann, for the same
purpose; another should study the fauna of the Connecti-
cut Valley, while a fourth agent should study the habits
of the sparrow in Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Springfield,
and other cities. All this will cost a pretty bit of money,
and provision must also be made for the publication of
bulletins, annual reports, author's editions, preliminary
reports, etc., etc.

I believe Massachusetts has an agricultural college,

with a corps of professors, laboratories, chemists, biolo-

gists, microscopists, ornithologists, stenographers, etc.,

and it would seem as if this institution should enter upon
a scientific study of birds, if it is to be done at all by the
State. As long ago as 1884 Mr. Charles S. Plumb, of the
New York Experiment Station at Geneva, N. Y., began
a systematic study of the sparrow. He examined the
contents of many sparrow stomachs, fed them in cap-
tivity to learn what they would eat when driven to it,

and came to the conclusion that the English sparrow "is

essentially an omnivorous eater, with a decided prefer-
ence for wheat and oats." And this, probably, is the
whole story of the sparrow in a few words.
But why should any State engage in this specific work

when it is being done at the public expense by the De-
partment of Agriculture at Washington? The division
of ornithology in that department was established for the
specific purpose of studying the economic relations of
mammals and birds which are beneficial or harmful,
and as a result the first farmers' bulletin, "The English
Sparrow in America," was issued over a year ago. Can
it be possible that members of the Massachusetts Legisla-
ture have never seen a copy? It is a compact volume of
over 400 pages and contains a map showing the distribu-

tion of the sparrow at the end of the year 1886. To be
sure that is over three and a half years ago, and the
sparrow must have distributed himself considerably since
that time, since it is estimated that he spreads himself
over nearly 60,000 square miles each year. This sparrow
bulletin covers the whole ground, including history, pub-
lic opinion, effect of legislation, shooting, poisoning, in-

jury to buds, fruit, vegetables, seeds, grain, etc., also the
relations the sparrow sustains to other birds and insects.

it is to be presumed that the habits of the sparrow are
the same in Massachusetts, in so far as buds, fruits, birds
and insects are the same, that they are in other States,
therefore the work asked for by the Legislature of that
State having been done already in Washington, why un-
dertake the task again? The official sparrow bulletin of
the IT. S. Department of Agriculture might profitably be
reduced to a pamphlet of twenty pages or so, giving the
sum and substance of the practical results obtained,
which is all the farmer or horticulturist wishes to know,
and in this form it could be widely distributed in Massa-
chusetts. Only about 8,000 copies of the big 400 page
bulletin have been sent out for the whole United States.
This is a much too slow and cumbersome method.
Washington, D. 0. Dr. Fuller-Walker.

POINTER DOG AND MOTHER DUCK.
ELI is a thoroughbred pointer, a native Texan, and re-

sides in Burleson county of the Lone Star State,
and justly enjoys the honor and distinction in his locality
of being an expert in never failing to point out the wood-
cock, quail and jacksnipe. From the beginning of No-
vember to the end of February he is on duty in the sport-
ing field, and the remainder of the year reposes in the
shade about the house, or slumbers in the fresh-plowed
earth about the farm, apparently oblivious to the exciting
sport of the past or that which awaits him in the future.

He is always courteous, and when loitering about the
farm seems to keep a "ceaseless vigil" toward his master,
in testimony whereof he is ever ready to bring back the
rolling hat when earned away by a puff of wind. But
the most deceptive and exciting episode in Eli's history
now begins.
A few days ago, just after I had passed through the

farm gate on my way to dinner, I heard Eli spring some
game to my left. I looked and saw something decidedly
larger than a quail just ahead of him and coming directly
toward me. I stood perfectly still and they came within
two feet of me. It was a woodduck, down on a level

with Eli's head, and the tip of its short tail feathers were
nearly or quite between his open lips, and I saw it turn its

head and look round to one side, to see if it was far enough
from bis mouth. Its wing stroke was graceful yet fee-

ble, and I thought it would fall and be crushed to death
by the dog in a moment, when the thought occurred
to me that it had left young ones behind . But I witnessed
this close race between duck and dog 300 or 400yds. till

they passed out of sight; and knowing the dog would
come back to see if there were any more, I waited to keep
him from killing the young ones if possible. Going to
where he had flushed the old one, I heard the young ones
crying about in the weeds and grass. I waited for the
dog's return. I had scarcely a minute to wait till the dog
came, tongue out, panting.
Just as he stood or pointed on the first young one, the

old duck seemed to fall paralyzed on top of his head; and
of course that claimed all of his attention; and away they
went again, and, if possible, the duck was this time closer

to his nose than before. I had nothing to do but laugh
and await the return of the dog, for I knew he would
come back. The mother evidently led him a great way
off that time, for they were gone about fifteen minutes,
when I saw Eli coming apparently much exhausted, and
in her soft, feeble, noiseless way the duck some 15 or 20ft.

behind him. I was within 10ft. of the dog when he
arrived at the spot where the young ones were; and just

at that moment the matron gave him a flap on the head
with her wings and seemed to fall on the ground under
his nose again.
This insult, linked with his ambition to catch her, gave

him new courage, and out they pulled for the third heat.

They came toward the house this time, and for 200yds. I

could see duck and dog as if fastened nose and tail. The
impression left was that the dog had the tips of the duck's
tail pinched in bis front teeth, knowing that if he relaxed
his hold for a better one he would lose the bird: and that
a slender mouthful was better than none; and that he
would hold to it if he had to run to do it. Again I waited
a long time for Eli to come back. At the end of perhaps
twenty minutes I started to the house, and about 300yds.
I met him, completely exhausted and willing enough to go
to the house with me.
This was the most laughable incident of my whole life,

and had I not witnessed it I never should have believed
in the existence of such courage, perseverance and intel-

gence in a duck to save her young ones from destruction.

Texas. A. B. H.

The Red Sqdtrrel op Washington, — Quilcene,
Washington, July 20.—Editor Forest and Strearit; The
little red squirrel has almost entirely disappeared from
around me. They were thick last year, but the fire that
ran through the woods last fall burned up all their little

pockets of hemlock seeds that they had stowed away in
every little cranny and hole in stumps and under logs.

The "fire burned these all up and the long coutinued deep
snow was too much for them. They are wiped out. I
am glad, for they were great foragers. Birds' eggs were
tidbits they were extremely fond of. A neighbor of

mine had a hen that laid eggs under a log a few yards
from the house in the edge of the timber and be missed
the eggs, so as soon as he heard her cackle he would go
and look for the egg, but it would be gone. One day he
took his shotgun and watched from a point where he
could see the nest. When the hen came off she came
scampering up the log and a squirrel came in sight, went
to the nest, and began to roll the egg away. My friend
watched him till he had rolled it some little distance
from the nest and began to make a meal of it. He
waited until the squirrel broke the shell and theu the
shotgun went off. He missed no more eggs.—C. B. P.

Dr. Merrill. — We note with pleasure that out
correspondent Fred J, H. Merrill, Ph.D. (Columbia),
has recently been appointed by the New York State Re-
gents to the position of Assistant Geologist for the State
of New York, with headquarters at Albany. He will
here be associated with Prof. Hall, the veteran State, 1

Geologist, whose fifty years of service have been highly
appreciated. Dr. Merrill is now in Europe studying the 1

National museums at London, Paris, Berlin and else-,

where, with a view to introducing their improved sys-
tems into New York's museum. Dr. Merrill is the son of;

Major H, W. Merrill, late U. S. A., who, graduating at
West Point in the class "38, served in the Seminole and
Mexican wars under Gen. Taylor and Gen. Scott. He was
a captain commanding the mounted body guard (Co. B,.1

2d Regt. TJ. S. Dragoons) which escorted Gen. Scott from
Tacubayou into the City of Mexico, Sept. 14, 1847. Major-
Merrill is well known to our readers as the author of
numerous valuable papers contributed to the FOREST and-
STREAM. chiefly on rifle trajectory and other shooting
topics. He still recalls with pride the conduct of hie(

valiant Co. B. in the Mexican campaigns. Co. B is now
of the 2d Regiment of cavalry.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—One golden agouti (Dasym'octa agnti), one-
skunk (Mephitis mephitica), two Mack swans (Cygnus atratus), six-
teen common iguanas (Iguana tuberculata), one handed rattle-
snake (Grotcdus Itorridusl, one ground rattlesnake (Crotaloptiorus
miliwriw), on« pine snake (PUficrphls mdanulcnciw and one green
snake (Cyclvpivis vernaUs). Presented—One brown capuein (Gebus,
fatuellus), one opossum (Dtdelphys iHrginianm), two red foxes.
((Jams vul'pes fulvvs). one Cooper's hawk (Arcipiter coaperi), three
red tailed hawks (Buteo horealis), iwo fish hawts (Pandion halia-
etus), two sparrow hawks (Falco qparverius), one screech owl (Scops-,
auto), one ham owl (Stria: Hummea amcrivana), two American mag- 1

pies {Pica mndata liudsonicn), ore brown pelican (Pelecanus fus-
CW8). one Canada «oose (Beraicla canadensis), one night heron (Nye-
ticorax griscus ncevius\ three alligators (Alligator mimssippiensis),
six crowned horned lizards (Ph/rytlos&fna coronata), two black
snakes (Bascanion constrictor), ore hoe-nosed snake (Heterodon
platyrhinus), three painted terrapins (Ghrgmnm pi'-.ta) and one
spitted terrapin (Chelopux guttatus). Born—One huffalo (Bison
americanvs) one Virginia deer (Car-incus virgin innus) and twenty-
three banded water snakes (Tropulonotus fasciat'as).

mi
" FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have heen tested at the Eorest AND
Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named,

Copies of any date will he sent on receipt of price, ten cents;
Clabrough 12. May 1, '90. Parker 10. Imaner, Jnne 6, '_

Colt 12. July 25, '89. Parker 12, ham'rless,June 6, '89.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remington 1<">, Mav 3<>. '89.

Focsom 10 and 12, Sept. 2fi. '89. Remington 12, Dec 5, '89, Feb 6,'90
Francottl 12, Dec. 12, '89. Remington 10, Dee, 26, '89.

Greener 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greener 10. Sept. 12- 1 9, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct.. 10, '89.

tiOLLis 10, Nov. 7. '89. Whitney Safety 12, M'eh R, '!

Le fever 12, March 13, '90. Winchester 10 & 13, Oct. 3,

\

Woodcock in Town,—Brooklyn, Aug. 2.—Editor For-
est and Stream: In November of 1889 you published
over my signature an account of a woodcock killed with
a tennis racket on the grounds of the Brooklyn Athletic

Association in this city. On the morning of June 1 one
was found in the yard of Mr. F. I. Munson, 180 Willough-
by street, corner Fleet street, Brooklyn. It was alive

when found but died in a few hours. It was a male bird

and in poor condition. As it is not the season for the
flight of these birds, it seems somewhat strange for a bird

of such retiring habits to be found in such a crowded
part of the city. The bird was seen alive by Mr. Zack
Green and Mr. N. G. Scollay, and a short time after it

died was given to me, Hy, J. Growtage,

DEER IN ADIRONDACK LAKES.
IN THE WOODS, Hamilton County, New York.—
JL Louis says he has shantied at this lake for seven
years, not in this open shanty in winter. This, however,
is very comfortable for this time of year, September,
although I appreciate just now the roaring fire in front,
heavy wool blankets around me and balsam pillows
at my back. My wet clothes are hanging up between
me and the fire.

Well, it was like this you see. This was to be an off

day with us so we had a late breakfast, and afterward
started for exercise and amusement as our fancy dic-
tated. I took a boat and rowed out to a large rock,
thinking I would land and examine the gulls' nests.
When the end of my boat grated on the rock I placed
one foot out upon it and although it appeared to be quite
solid, it seemed to move away a little distance, and Uav-
ing neglected to remove my other foot from the boat I sud-
denly sat down in about 4ft. of water. Oh yes, I had
plenty of encouragment and advice, especially advice,
some of which I have taken; and they (that is the Doctor
and the Old Soldier) have gone on their way apparently
satisfied, leaving me here at the shanty with Louis. The
other guide is at the other side of the lake looking after
the jerking of the venison.
We have been here now fourteen days and in four days

more expect to be out 25 miles from here, where they
live in houses. Time passes quickly, though it be crowded
full with pleasant and stirring events. One can't be idle
here; if we can't be having some kind of sport we must
be recounting it.

Our grand sport here is after the deer; and as they
come toward one through the water, with big antlers and
large red eyes, as the one had that I saw yesterday, it is

quite likely to quicken one's circulation I can assure you.
Yesterday we had the great chance of the trip and
brought in two of the most beautiful deer we ever saw.
Our hunting grounds here contain four lakes as beauti-

fully arranged as one could wish. The Big West, in
front of the shanty, over which we see the sun rise in
the morning, is about two miles long by three-quarters
wide. In the rear of the shanty we take a trail over a
steep hill about a mile to Brook Trout Lake. From the
east end of the large lake to the south an easy trail of
half a mile brings us to the South Lake. These are beau-
tiful lakes of deep clear water, with forests of dark
spruce and lighter firs, generously interspersed with
autumn-colored leaves of maple and other hard wood
trees, coming down to the water's edge on every side.

From the east end of the large lake to the east about a
mile is Mud Lake, which is covered with lily-pads, and
over considerable of its surface a boat is pushed with
some difficulty. This we reached first on our way in and
there we stopped for our first hunt of two hours without
success; but we were not without meat, having been
given a quarter of venison by a party of good fellows we
met on their way out. Our supply was first replenished
by a fine little buck, which fell an easy victim to the
Doctor's fatal aim in the Big West. W. expected at that
time himself to keep us supplied, but greatly to his dis-

satisfaction, be it said, that was the last and only deer he
brought in, although he shot at several at (as he says)
very long range of course.
The next day a fine little deer was brought in from the

South Lake, which the Old Soldier claimed to have sur-

rounded. In the third chase I made a record, succeeding
after shooting five times, in driving a deer out of Brook
Trout Lake. There were some things about this chase I
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didn't quite understand, even after it had been explained

by all tne party at the camp that evening. "When the

wind is blowing hard don't shoot over the side of the

boat, but over the end; get the deer to windward, then

push the boat instead of pulling it, coming up close lie-

hind the deer and shoot over the stern." From this ad-

vieo and comments I culled the above as reasonable and
apparently practicable.

My next lesson was on the South Lake. It was a beau-

tiful day, though a little chilly with a strong east wind.

This is a long and rather narrow lake, running east and
west, inclosing three small islands. I was directed to

watch from the middle island. After watching about

two hours, being obliged to stand in a very exposed posi-

tion, and remarking bow much easier, if it became neces-

sary, I could row toward the west, I concluded to move
to the east island. This consisted of a low long ledge with
a cleft facing the south shore. Raising the stern of the

boat rather high in the cleft I made myself very comfort-

able. (For thus moving I was at night reprimanded by
Louis, for in hunting deer the party should be under
almost military discipline.) I had watched here about an
hour and had just eaten my lunch, and was feeling as

fully contented as it is rarely the lot of man to be, when
I discovered a dark head with long ears moving slowly

through the water directly toward me from the south

shore, quite a long distance away. My gun was in the

boat with its muzzle on the stern seat. I quickly but
carefully took off my coat and hat and placed them with
my blanket in the bow without a particle of noise. I then

lifted the stern from the rock and let it down into the

water and waited, not many minutes, however, for it is

wonderful how fast they push themselves through the

water. I could soon see it was a doe, and I judged
the contest would be close, but determined to keep as cool

as circumstances would permit and do my best. With a
•sharp push against the rock my boat glided out into the

lake and the chase commenced. The doe quite promptly
took up her position to windward, and although I was in

df^ep water, I concluded to open fire at the first shot.

Well, I see loons dive here often, but never one go under
water more quickly—not a hair nor drop of blood to show
a deer had once been there. I had been told, of course,

to drive the deer to shallow water, but I expected to

shoot more than once. What should I say at night? No
one has seen me, but they had heard me fire; and to say

I shot at anything but a deer would be greater disgrace

than to have lost one.

Although this chase was short I was somewhat out of

breath when I again got in position on the island and
glanced away down to the east end of the lake. Lo! there

is another deer, and apparently making for a point of

land on the north shore, about five hundred yards distant.

Quickly making ready , I pointed for the same place also,

and pulled for dear life. After making nearly the

distance, on turning my head to one side I discovered the
deer, a very large doe, "making her way toward the south
shore. The lake was quite narrow here, and it was only

by effort that I turned her back from the shore, and in

haste fired both barrels over the side of the boat. Each of

us being under way and in opposite directions, we were
not as near together as one might suppose. Hastily re-

loading one barrel only, I succeeded in swinging the boat

in front of her again as she reached the north shore. In
the excitement I fired again over the side with the same
result. As I now reloaded both barrels the doe was
making her way toward the east shore, and by the time
I got under way shewas bounding in the shallow water; I

gave her two parting salutes as she bounded over the
brush ten feet hi ^h and disappeared in the forest. Of
course I can now see how I might have had that deer just

as well as not, if I had only managed right. They say I

was rattled, May be.

Greatly depressed in spirit I slowlyfound my way back
to the cleft and chewed the bitter cud of defeat. Soon a
peculiar-looking object on the surface of the water near
the south shore attracted my attention. It looked some-
thing like an old felt hat, and was slowly drifting to the
forest. A strong suspician that the object might be of

interest on closer inspection finally induced me again to

leave my watch and push over to that vicinity, where I

found the floating body of the deer I had caused to dis-

appear so suddenly beneath the waves two hours before.

As I slipped a strong string around one foot of the deer
and fastened the other end to the boat I heard W.'s voice

calling from the landing. The hunt was finished. It was
now two o'clock.

Leaving the deer at the landing, five minutes of brisk

walking brought us to the Big West, where we found the
Old Soldier and one guide just come in with a dog, whom
we enlisted; and in a few minutes we were trailing the
big doe where she jumped over the brush. We dis-

covered blood and concluded she would not go far before
lying down. W. and I were directed to go east to the
creek, he to follow it up to the outlet of Mud Lake, I

down about half a mile to an island where I had had
great sport killing a large deer a year ago. Time was
pressing and the trail was rough. As I knew this would
be the case I had left my coat on the shore of the Big
Lake. When I reached the island, about 3 o'clock, I was
perspiring freely. I hastily kindled a fire in between
some large stones where the blaze would be hidden as
much as possible, but the guides say the deer are seldom
frightened by a fire; a strong breeze was blowing down
the creek, and I soon found the fire acceptable even with
some smoke. After shivering here until half-past five,

the time agreed upon, and hearing nothing, I started to
return to the South Lake. The trail is even more diffi-

cult to follow up stream than down, as the ice and flood

wood in high water causes all the brush to point down
stream. Lost the trail two or three times, and finally

reaching the lake found no one there. I shot off my gun,
kindled a fire and waited. In about half an hour I saw a
boat coming toward me. The dog had been unable to

start the escaped doe. The guide had carried the other
•deer to the ice house. We found W. at the east end of

the Big Lake, and were soon in sight of the camp-fire
:and could almost smell the products of the culinary art

•awaiting us, fit for a monarch—fried venison, boiled

potatoes and turnips, all grown on our hunting grounds;
griddle cakes and maple syrup and tea (Louis's sugar
orchard is also here in sight of the shanty). Then followed
or rather continued a discussion of the sports of the day,
soot terrupted by the Doctor making a lunge for his

h\v nd striking his head against a rafter that came
ithin about 2ft. of his pillows at the back part of

U. aty. He was requested to be more careful here-

after, as the roof was only made of spruce baxk. A little

bathing with extract of homamelis and a good deal of
groaning seemed to relieve his mind and head. Soon
silence and night reigned supreme. Deep in the night
we were aroused by a terrible storm of wind and rain.

The roaring of the wind through the trees was something
grand. Next day we all stayed in camp and a slight rain
would not have kept us there.

Not many days later, another hunt being in order, I

was again stationed at the South Lake, this time on the
west of the three islands, as it was expected if a deer
came in he would come in near the west end of the lake;

but the guides, though wise in woodcraft, cannot always
tell just where a deer will run. After enjoying the beau-
ful scenery surrounding the mirrored surface of the lake
until past noon, and hearing two rifle shots on the Big
Lake, which was guarded by the Old Soldier, and conse-
quently knowing we had meat for the morrow, I was
about to relax the vigilance of my watch, when glancing
away to the east end of the lake I saw something that
reminded me of a deer bounding along the marsh; and
passing to the north behind the middle island, half in

doubt, I made ready for the boat. When looking again I

saw a large bird flying in the opposite direction near the

same place, and about concluded that that was what I

had first seen; but still watching carefully, I soon saw a
dog come down on to the marsh and heard him bark.

Then I knew a deer had been there and was probably
now in the lake. Another glance before pushing off, and
I discovered a little head out from the middle island and
coming straight toward me. Standing perfectly still

until he came about half way between the middle island

and the one I was on, L gave chase. Firing two shots

convinced me the cartridges were loaded no stronger
than the ones I had used before. He being now headed
toward the middle island, I decided to let him land and
take him broadside as he came up out of the water. I

did so; but he bounded on into the brush. Throwing out
the empty shells and pushing in two more of those con-
temptible cartridges (have to lay it to something, and it

couldn't be poor marksmanship), I glided down on the

south side ready to renew the attack. No deer in sight,

and quickly rounding to the north side, still the same.
In this way I circled the island two or three times, and
concluded that the deer, being frightened, had skulked
in the brush. Landing on a point from whence I could
quickly get into action by water on either side of the
island if it again became necessary, I cautiously proceeded
toward the center of the island, where to my surprise I

found the deer dead.

The next few days were passed eating and smoking,
gathering spruce gum, fishing, photographing, shooting
small game and eating and smoking. After which Louis
proposed that we have one more grand round up, and if

possible get a big deer, a few choice cuts from which to

dry and take home with us. He and John were to take
the dogs up on to the mountain to the north, from whence
if a deer were started they said he would run into this or

Mud Lake. W. determined to take me with him for luck

and to prevent the deer from mutilation. Reaching Mud
Lake only one boat could be found, the other having
probably drifted away during the storm. The best place

to watch from was a small island at the south end, com-
manding almost a full view of the lake proper and also a
narrow stretch of water and marsh on either^ side, lead-

ing east and west, and also the outlet of the lake. W.
had had great sport at this place on several occasions be-

fore, and not having full confidence in my cartridges I

willingly consented to land him on the island. Retaining
the boat I proceeded to a point on the east shore near the

north end. About eleven o'clock we heard a dog making
music on the mountain side, coming toward us, but finally

turning back. Soon we heard the Old Soldier making
terms with the enemy on the big lake. Again we heard
the dogs, and at intervals for an hour or two. About one
o'clock I saw the deer come into the water not far from
me on the north shore, a big buck, a noble fellow, with a
veritable rocking chair on his head. He was so near I

remained perfectly quiet till he reached a point in the

lake that I judged would be his furthest from land, then
I made ready in a hurry and pulled for all I was worth,

or certainly very nearly all I was worth, for when I had
time again it was with difficulty I could even pull my
breath. Six empty shells were in the bottom of the boat
and W. had unloaded his Winchester repeater, at very
long range of course.

We parted with the buck at the edge of the balsam
grove on the southwest shore. He was not feeling well;

I suspect he was thoroughly tired out jumping in that

mud. I drove him all over the lake trying to get him
within range of the Winchester. I shouted to W, to

come to my assistance. It then occurred to me, and I

think to him also, that he had no boat. A consultation

was held and W. was dispatched to the shanty for a dog.

I was directed to retreat to the north, where my hat was
peacefully floating on the surface of the lake, and collect

my scattered forces. As I recovered my hat I perceived

the guides and one of our four-footed colleagues coming
down the marsh on the west shore. My report was not
very cordially received. "For all that," as Louis says,

"we will go down and see where the deer went out."

We found blood and soon the dog commenced to sing

out. Louis shouted to me to get back on to the lake and
they would have the deer there in five minutes. John
had a shotgun, the report of which I soon heard. Out
came my deer on to the marsh and seeing me turned
again into the brush, the dog following. Soon the deer

was brought to bay in the shallow stretch of water west
of the island. In a few minutes John fired, and back
the deer came and stopped in the water just south of

the island. With the dog on the bank at his head he was
as pretty a sight as I wish to see. I would have ordered

a charge immediately had I not just received a signal

from Louis, who had taken John's gun and was creep-

ing up from the southwest, to retreat further into the

lake; but the intelligent buck was not to be persuaded
into the mud again. Just then he saw Louis and made
a dash up the water leading to the east. As he passed me
I fired twice; but on he went out of sight, closely fol-

lowed. While he was standing by the island I dared not

fire, fearing to hit the dog. Soon we heard Louis's well

known cry of victory and taking the boat around the

point of land found him just bleeding the deer. As we
returned to the lake with our well-laden boat W. and
the Old Soldier were standing at the balsam grove. W.
appeared to have something on his mind and coming
through the grove as the guides fell behind with their

load it came out like this, "You'll not catch me watch-
ing on an island again without a boat, nor leaving my
watch until the hunt is finished."

Well, here they come now across the lake and it is

well, for the guides have supper nearly ready and it is

most too dark to write. What is it W, holds up as they
come up the hill? A young bear? No, I see it is a hedge-
hog, but nearly as big as a cub. Geo. W. Andrews.

NOTES FROM THE HUB.
OOSTON, Aug. 3. Dr. J. A. French of Boston has been
i> hunting and fishing in Stratton, Maine, and he re-

ports a remarkably fine time. He succeeded in taking all

the trout he desired, ranging in weight from one to three

pounds. He says that he never saw as many deer in his

life. They were seen morning and evening, as they
came out into the openings to feed. A large bear also

fell to his good luck in hunting. The proprietor of the
Globe Nickel Plate Works, of Boston, has just returned
from a three weeks' vacation in camp on a pond in New
Hampshire. The fishing is so good up there that the gentle-

man does not desire to give its name and location for

pubication. But it is easy to conceive how the good
fishing peculiar to the season is possibly attributed to

the pond in this. Mr. Phil brick, of Wentworth &
Philbrick, has recently returned from his vacation at
" the old haunts " in New Hampshire. He reports

catching 960 trout of good size—larger than he expected
—in the streams he fished. Little Frank Moody, son of

Prof. J. F. Moody, of Auburn, Me., now has a record
of over 600 trout taken this season. He is the boy
recently mentioned in the Forest and Stream, as

making the good catch in one day, and is under 10 years
of age. Fish Commissioner H. O. Stanley, with Hon. G.

D. Bisbee, of Buckfield, Me. , has been on a fishing trip

up the Swift River into Byron. They combined trout

6shing and camping with prospecting for gold in the

stream. There is gold in the stream, but whether in

paying quantities is the question. It is pretty plain

that there is more gold in the sheen of a trout's glistening

sides for either of these gentlemen, and it is easy to

understand how the prospecting for gold gave place

to casting for trout every time a good pool was reached
in the river. Tremendous fishing is reported from
Camp Haverhill, if we may believe the papers. Mr.

F. Sargent says that his wife has taken a nine-pound
trout with a fly, and several ranging from three to four

pounds. This nine-pound trout is one of the largest

of the season from the Rangeley waters. The trout

taken by Mr. Guild in May, weighed over lOlbs., and
other than these two there is no record of Salmo fontinalis

above eight pounds in the year 1890. The number that

have weighed above seven pounds also appears to have
been less than usual. But the number of smaller trout

taken has been very great. A number of sportsmen
have visited Kenebago, and the lakes and ponds further

into the woods in that part of the country, while many
visitors are now there, but they report few except

small trout.

Reports of moose in Maine begin to be mentioned.

One has been seen at Upper Flagstaff, and is reported at

Salem. So it would seem that the excessive hunting in

the open season has not destroyed them all yet. Mr.

David Blanchard, of Boston, who once wrote a letter to

the Forest and Stream on the subject, is still greatly in

earnest in the idea that the State of Maine should put

some sort of a perpetual close time on moose, at least till

such time as it will again be safe to make a short

open season. Nor is Mr. Blanchard alone in this idea.

He is a sportsman of long experience in the Maine
woods, and he greatly regrets the fate of the lordly

moose, unless the State soon takes action of that sort.

He is ably backed by Commissioner Stilvvell, whose
bill making it a crime to kill a cow moose at any time,

was defeated at the last moments of the last session

of the Legislature of that State.

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associ-

ation has very encouraging reports from the quail they
put out this year. In fact, m almost every location where
the birds were liberated last spring they have been heard
from, and in some cases the increase is reported to be

great. But it is a source of regret to the members of the

committee, that the recent action of the Legislature in

this State has made the open season on quail to begin

on Sept. 15, in their efforts to make the open season on
all game birds in the State the same. It is a source of

regret that the gunners are to be let loose at a date so

early, this year above all others, when the efforts of the

Association are just .beginning to bear fruit. The quail

will hardly be hatched, especially the second broods, and
the young and half grown birds will be at the mercy of

the gunners. What the very tenderest streak of this

mercy is, one need not ask, when he has seen grown up
gunners returning from a day's shoot with their belts

ornamented with the smallest thrushes, which these

gunners have taken in the absence of other birds to shoot.

The desire to shoot is so strong that the young quail

will stand a hard chance for existence after the 15th of

the next month. ' The Association has put out proposals

for 5,000 sharptail grouse and for 5,000 pinnated grouse,

and the chances are good that the birds will be forth-

coming in season to be put out this year. It is under-

stood that there are still a few prairie chickens left

on Martha's Vineyard, and the committee of the Associa-

tion hopes to restore this valuable game bird to the woods
of the State. Special.

The Upper Magalloway.—Wilson's Mills, Me., July
23,—The prospect of having the best deer and moose
hunting on the Upper Magalloway River and surround-

ing lakes and ponds the coming fall is very flattering.

The signs of both have not been as plenty for years as

they are the present summer. Deer have been seen in

the fields within twenty rods of some of the farmhouses

several times. Fishing is a little dull just at the present

time, but it is thought it will be good the latter part of

August and during September. The weather the past

month has been charming, cool nights and mornings,

and scarcely warmer than 70° to 80° through the day.—
Sewes.

AMonEL Railway.—The Burlington Route, C. B. & Q.R.R.,
operates 7,000 miles of road, with termini in Chicago, St. Louis,

St. Paul, Omaha, Kansas City and Denver. For speed, safety,

comfort, equipment, track and effloient service it has no equal.

The Burlington gains new p&tronB, but loses none.—A<lv.
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THE MAN IN THE HOLLOW TREE.
TN Ms forthcoming second volume of "Historical and
J- Sporting Notes in and around Quebec," our valued
correspondent, Mr. J. M. Le Moine, of Quebec, has incor-
porated aversion of the "Man in the Hollow Tree" stories
of which Ave wrote in the Forest and Stream of July 5.

It is interesting aa adding one more to the variants there
given; and the Indian Scioui must be given the place
among the other hunters who have spun this ancient yarn
with themselves as the hero. Scioui was a familiar figure
of the past, endeared to the frequenters of the lovely Lake
St. Charles, north of Quebec. The shrewd old Indian
guide, trapper and angler, like his famous legendary
colleague Gabriel, must now be enjoying the "happy
hunting grounds" promised to him by his sachems. The
story, as given in Mr. LeMoine's pages, was told by
Scioui to the late Charles Panet, who was for many years
the respected member for Quebec county.
One day in early spring time, Scioui, so his story runs,

had imbibed too freely of St. Pierre whisky, and lost at
night in the woods, duly followed the example of the
other bear story heroes and took refuge in a hole in a
tree some fifteen feet from the ground.

"I succeeded in wedging myself firmly, as I thought, in the
vent of the tree without looking below me. Sleep soon, however,
overpowered me. All at once and without one moment's warn-
ing I slid down in the cavity about 12ft. and landed on a soft bed
of leaves. Hero I was entombed, helpless. Realizing mv desper-
ate position, I was just yielding myself to despair. It occurred to
me to invoke my patron saint; and taking a hastv and unsatis-
factory retrospect of my whole life I tried to kneel down to say my
prayers, but I found my memory failed me, and the only prayer
that I could recollect was Ora pro nobis, which I began to repeat
in a loud voice, when my ear was struck by a strange noise, as of
something scratching on the outside bark of the tree. Then a
fluffy ball of fur struck my head, nearly crushing life out of me.
1 gasped for breath and then yelled with pain and fright. A snort
and horrible growl were the only response. Terror sobered me
entirely. I realized my position. I had unwittingly invaded the
winter quarters of a bear, which at the time was away from home
in quest of food, no doubt. Bruin, on his return, bad according
to his well known practice, let himself down in his lair, tail first,
on top of me. Which of us two was the most startled I cannot
pretend to say.
"Scared, be stood a second or two Btaring at me, then turned

,

arid took to climbing the wooden walls of my prison while I
shouted at him. J still managed to retain some presence of mind.
One chance of escape then remained to me. 1 laid hold of the
animal's tail in his ascent, but soon found there was not enough
to hold on to. Letting go my hold. I instanly took a firm grip of
1 he long fur growing on his haunches. Never did I travel more
satisfactorily by train. In a trice I found mysely landed at the
front door of my prison.
"Bruin seemed so pui out. at the occurrence that he did not stop

to look after his 1 are; he dropped down tail-end first along the
tree, ran like a caribou toward the lake and might he running yet
had the ice not melted last spring."

A DUCKING BOAT.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
The following description of a kind of punt which I

used for duck shooting during several years may perhaps
be of service to some of your readers. It cannot in any
way be compared with the beautiful and graceful skiffs
and canoes of which engravings are given in Forest and
Stream of June 12, yet it fills a gap, for special purposes,
in a way which I have never seen equaled by any other
kind of boat.

It was made for me in [1870, when I was living in
a part of Central India where there were numerous ponds
(called j heels) which abounded with duck and. other kinds
of waterfowl in the cold season of the year. Many of
these waters are small and have no boats or canoes upon
them. They are often so full of weeds that it is dangerous
for any one to swim in them after a dead duck, and in
some instances they contain alligators (called muggers),
which are likely to seize a dog if used for retrieving.
The frame of my punt was made by a native basket

maker. It was 5ft. long, 3ft. wide and lOin. deep, with
rounded ends and a flat floor rising slightly toward the
bow and stern so as to glide easily over weeds. The wall was
of bamboo split into pieces about the thickness of a pen-
holder, and these were crossed diagonally so as to combine
strength with lightness. The floor was also of bamboo,
SjSlii into slabs half an inch to an inch in breadth. These
were fixed crosswise and rested in the center upon a
strong piece which extended from bow to stern. In each
side was a solid bamboo stick an inch in diameter, which
was bound firmly from the floor to the gunwale and acted
aa a tholepin. The inclosed sketch will give an idea of
what the frame was like.

It was covered with a large tanned buffalo hide which
was soaked in water until pliable, and fixed on by stitches
round the gunwale. To make the leather waterproof, a
mixture of linseed oil 2qts., beeswax 8oz., resin 8oz. and
turpentine 8oz., melted together, was brushed on while
warm, and the boat was left bottom upward in the sun
and the mixture applied again and again until the leather
would absorb no more. It was then painted a light gray
color.

The sculls, only 5ft. long, so as to pack inside, were
used for rowing, being fixed with rope loops which went
over the tholepins, in order that they might not slide into
the water when let go for the purpose of taking up the
gun. A board 18in. square was used for sitting upon and
for preventing the floor being bulged by a man's feet when
stepping in

.

The boat was so light that it could easily be raised above
the head with one hand, yet was not cranky in the waf er.
Being elastic, a fall from a railway truck, or from the
top of a camel's hump, did no harm. The shortness made
it very convenient for stowing in the luggage van of a
train or on a bullock cart. The buffalo hide resisted snags
which would, I imagine, have torn open a canvas boat,
and which I know from experience would have made a
birch bark canoe leak badly. With my weight, about
1601bs., the gunwale was only 4in. above the water, which
was advantageous for stalking wildfowl, as grass or rushes
3ft. high were sufficient to hide one's approach.

I used to row in the ordinary way until within a couple
of hundred yards of the garnet then turn round and pad-
dle gently stern foremost, with the stock of the gun be-
tween my legs and the barrel resting on the gunwale,
ready to be seized when the ducks began to rise.

I took the boat almost everywhere when traveling and
it lasted for four years, by which time the leather of the
floor had worn until hardly thicker than brown paper,
through scraping across mud banks and over the tops of
the water weeds.
When marching about the country, as soon as the day's

business was over, I used to hire a villager to carry the
boat on his head and show me where the jheels were. I
have rowed across water two miles wide and never once

had an accident. On one occasion the boat almost cap-
sized through my forgetting to raise the hammers to full
cock. I aimed at a duck flying past, and on the instant
of pulling the trigger found myself nearly head first in
the water. This seems to show that we unconsciously
meet the kick of a gum by leaning against the butt when
it goes off. The gun I then had was a rather heavv 12-
bore (about 7flbs. weight). I had used it for two years,
and until then had always thought that there was hardly
any perceptible recoil, when loaded with my favorite
charge for ducks, Bidrs. of powder and l£oz. of No. 4 shot
(170 to the ounce).

It may appear selfish, but I confess that I always pre-
ferred being alone when going after either large or small
game. One feels so much more independent and free
than when accompanied by a friend, and, to my mind,
there is no greater enjoyment than paddling about alone
on a lake, with a bright blue sky overhead, looking down
at the beautiful water plants and watching the habits of
the wildfowl. How well those that are not used for food
know that they need not fear the gun. In places where
ducks and teal were difficult to approach, the egrets,
ibises, jacanas and coots, used to sit quietly while I
rowed within 20yds. A small binocular glass is very
useful, often enabling ducks to be seen among plants,
where they are otherwise hidden. With its help the
wounded ducks which dive can frequently be found
when they rise among the leaves with only their heads
above the water. I generally kept a few snipe cartridges
ready for shooting at their heads in cases of this kind,
because the spread of No. 4 shot causes some to be
missed.
On some of the jheels, where the natives cultivate wild

rice and the "water chestnut" (Trapa bispinosa), they
use very cranky dugouts made of the trunks of palm
trees. They are very good for wildfowl shooting, a couple

BAMBOO-BUFFALO PUNT.

being placed side by side and a native bedstead bottom
upward being tied across them. The sportsman sits upon
this with a leg in each boat, while the owners squat on
their heels in the sterns and paddle or pole toward the
birds. These are so accustomed to the boats that they
allow of a near approach unless they have been fired at
before.
A friend living in one place where I was stationed

bought, at a cost of £25, an inflatable vulcanized India
rubber boat from a London firm. It carried four men
easily, but after using it for two years the heat had such
an effect upon the rubber that the air oozed out rapidly,
although the seams appeared quite sound. When the
manufacturers were told of this, they replied that India
rubber always "perished" after being kept some time in a
tropical climate.
Another friend had a boat made of copper. This was

very strong, but a great deal too heavy. On the whole.
I know of n© boat which combines portability and strength
for very rough usage so well as one of leather. If made
6ft, long, 3ft. wide and 1ft. deep it will carry two men,
and would, I believe, be very handy on the Western
prairies. It could be tied on a wagon and so carried from
one piece of water to another when hunters go out for a
day's duck shooting. J. J. Meyrick.
Devonshire, England.

SMALL-BORES AND SQUIRRELS.

IN the year 1889, just at that period of a September
morning when the first signs of the dawn were visible

in the east, a youth clad in the garb of a sportsman might
have been seen stealing along the angular deformities
of a worm fence, which served as a dividing line between
cultivated fields and the largest tract of as yet almost un-
touched woods in the county. In one hand he carried a
sample cony of the latest edition of that effective agent
of civilization, a repeating lifle, the other was kept busy
applying a ham sandwich to where it would do the most
good. That youth, friendly reader, was the writer, and
if you will come with him in imagination you shall share
in his morning's sport, and perchance by doing so enjoy
for the passing moment what is next best to the real thing

—

a hunt upon paper. Come, then, climb the fence with me,
and do not swear above your breath as the leaves of the
undergrowth part with a portion of their accumulated
store of water, and with apparent malice pour their con-
tribution down the back of your neck. It has ranted
hard almost all night,and before we shall leave this fence
200yds. in our rear our nether extremities will be satu-
rated, but who cares, if the leaves beneath our feet are
also soaked? There is less risk of alarming Sciurus, whose
ears are no less acitte than his eyes are sharp and his
limbs agile in carrying him to safety.
Now we are well within the woods, and it isyet a Imost

too dark to fairly see the sights, though all about us may
be heard the tell-tale swish of branches bent under the
sudden impulse of a squirrel passing from one tree to an-
other, the heavy thump of falling nuts, and at least
three individuals squalling defiance to one another, or
perhaps singing in honor of the approaching day-god.
Do you hear that sudden shower of water? That is one
gone out on a slender limb for a nut. Hear that thump?
The nut was bad or too large to be held, anyway he
dropped it. Now listen! Hear that patter, patter, patter,
as if a light rain was falling? That is Sciurus "cutting,"
and he shall be our first target. Carefully, now, the
noise has stopped, and we must stop too! Down drops a

nut—or what is left of one. There he goes, after another!
see him on that twin hickory? Wait until he begins
work again—patience is a very large part of a successful
squirrel hunter's stock in trade. Now he is busy once
more; and we steal along quietly, gently moving aside
each protruding branch, cautiously working as near those
twin trunks as may be necessary, peering up through the
leafy tangles, eager for a glimpse of the little animal,
which, with his tail laid sociably along the curve of its
back, is rapidly emptying a shell of its juicy contents.
There he is, utterly unconscious that danger is near, the
nimble forepaws holding and turning a nut against a
pair of nature's chisels. A little more to the right, and
slowly the slender barrel is moved into line, the white
bead of the sight rests just on the butt of the ear; the
trigger is pressed, the whiplike crack follows. A center
shot, sure enough. Glorious sport? Well, I should re-
mark!

All about here stand hickory trees, and it is unneces-
sary to move about much; better to sit at the foot of ' some
slender tree with a convenient root, and blend oneself
with the surroundings. Hark! yes, there is a squirrel in
that tree just in front—hear tha,t swish of wet leaves over
there, that's another. Now what is to be done? Move
slowly, attend to one at a time, the tiny report will not
cause much alarm, no shooting having been allowed in
this tract for two or three years, but moving about too
quickly will scare away game. There is the little scamp
way up in the top, and another

, too, on that limb to the
left. Oh ! for the scatter gun—banish the thought, we are
out for sport, not merely to fill the pot. Long shot? yes,
full 25yds, from where we stand to that animal, and you
know that a 30gr. ball projected by 4gr. powder is not
heavy enough to kill game so tenacious of life as Sciurus.
Very well, my son, so say those who write from theory,
you shall see what can be done in practice. Whack!
missed him by jingo! The hiss of the ball so near his
peeked ears sends him clear up to the top of the tree; see
him coiled up in that crotch? The other fellow stopped
working a second, but hearing or seeing nothing, begins
operations again. Whack! what, "missed again? Where
did he go? Ah ! yes, there he is peeping around, that limb.
Don't move—the artful beggar recognizes something be-
neath him which looks singular—watch him grow out on
that branch, his black eyes staring at the object he does not
remember to have seen before. Fatal curiosity . Slowly,
very, very slowly, the rifle comes to the shoulder, the
round ring of the back sight comes before the eye which
has never moved from that other eye up there, the bead
settles just beneath that glistening center, and with the
report the animal pitches out and whirls over and over,
till it strikes the ground with a thump, convulsively kick-
ing out among the leaves its last atom of vitality.

Now for that one upon the top—a small mark and a
difficult shot; the fourth shot brings him out badly
wounded, but he catches some slender branches and
gains from them a large limb which he knows will shield
him. Bullet after bullet follows his devious scramble,
without result beyond emptying the magazine, and the
squirrel reaches a portion thick enough to hide behind.
Hastily the magazine is filled, and then comes a game of
hide and seek; crippled though he is, that limb is always
between us. Cutting the top off a slender young hickory,
my coat is hung upon it and topped with my cap. Now,
as I move to the other side the squirrel moves around, but
noting the counterfeit scurries back. A quick shot strikes
close to his nose, another slaps into the bark just under
him; too hot for him, and up he goes; three shots now in

quick succession ; then a fourth, that brings him. There

!

he has caught by one paw, and swings dead or dying.
A careful aim now, and the limb, shattered by the bul-
let, releases its grasp, and the game little beast is ours.
So far all is well, but the vicissitudes of squirrel hunting-
are many. Over yonder, near that old fence, there is a
squirrel barking, and while it is generally useless to
attempt to stalk one all whose senses are especially alert,

let us try it this time, being out only for sport. Cau-
tiously worming through laurel and other undergrowth,
keeping a sharp eye in the direction of the sound, care-
fully scanning the trees about midway of the trunk, the
bushy tail jerked up and down in unison with the harsh
notes attracts the eye, and then is seen the whole body
aligned with the tree. Perhaps you think its sharp little

eyes have not seen you, but like a flash it has disappeared.
You notice that there are no trees very near the one upon
which it was, that the tree itself is a black oak; quite
likely, therefore, it is a den tree, and your game is safe
inside. Let us see. The closest inspection fails to find
any hole, neither does Sciurus materialize. Around and
around the tree we circle, straining eye and neck to find
the cunning animal, but uselessly; so we will sit down by
that old stump for a bit and let curiosity, so strong a trait

in Sciurus, do its work.
Minute after minute passes, the practiced eye mean-

time searching each crotch and possible hiding place.
What is that little point, something like a rifle fore-sight,
in the back sight? Was that there five minutes ago?
There is another; ah! you rascal, there you are, eh?
Been there all the time, too. That is a bullseye worth
shooting at, with all the chances against the shooter.
Whack! wiz-o-o-o, and there goes the squirrel over the
leafy carpet, scared by the glancing lead, down the tree
it comes and hurries for another which offers security,
followed by a perfect shower of leaden pellets, until the
click of hammer upon firing pin gives notice that the
magazine is empty. Isn't that sport, and it didn't hurt
the squirrel either.

It is now rather late to find squirrels feeding in such
numbers as may be seen in the early hours, but caution
must govern footsteps just the satne'J while the ears must
be alert for dropping nuts. A stop now and then is no
disadvantage; in the hollow yonder a nut thumps upon,
a limb, rebounds and hits the ground; in a few minutes
another falls. That is probably a squirrel. Now as we
get nearer the place the rasp, rasp of teeth, and with
patter, patter of shell, is evidence beyond question.
There he is out on the extreme end of a top branch, nib-
bling, nibbling, his long tail hanging straight down be-
neath him. Almost a straight up and down shot.
Whack! good shot, down he comes, all four legs spread
out; thump! he strikes the ground, and like a streak of
gray light, darts to another tree near by, vanishing in a
hole about 20ft, up the trunk. No, you must not swear,
remember you are out for—what—the sport. Well, it in

hard luck to be sure, but then if game had no tricks, and
could be shot with ease, where would be the sport? To-
night you will be telling the wife all about your morn-
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jug's tramp, and will praise that wily customer, while

wondering how lie could drop 30 or 40ft. to the ground
without injury". Let us look for another, for we must
soon leave to attend business.

Yonder is one jumping more quickly, but carefully to

where you saw him last. Now listen! Thump! That is

the one we saw, or another. Carefully, now, there he is

in that slender hickory, and hard at work. Get just as

close as you can. Now give it to him! Whack! Crash!

Thump! Only a body shot, but too sick to get away. No,
I don't always hit them in the head; wish I did; that

would be the quintessence of sport, but it needs con-

stant practice npon game, with the thousand and one
conditions of light and circumstances connected with
game shooting, which cannot be attained at the target.

Pst! There is a squirrel! Don't move an inch, for we
arc in plain sight, but watch him! There he goes to the

top of the tree, now out on that limb for a nut! No, he
is going to jump. Whack! Whack! Sput! sounds the

bullet as it strikes him; game to the last, he struggles to

regain a foothold, but cannot. Down he crashes, and
feebly creeps to another tree before he can be caught, as-

scending just out of reach. Drive another ball through
his head at short range and he is dead. Now if you don't

think this is sport, try it in reality and see. Pieus.

Btjckhannon, W. Va., July 30.—The game in this sec-

tion is about as follows: Quail very abundant, pheasant
(ruffed grouse) rather scarce, squirrels very scarce,

rabbits abundant, woodcock plenty, deer and wild turkeys
tolerably plentiful in the southern part of the county.—
Veteran.

Companion Wanted jtok the West.—I would like to

be one of a party of two or three, to start about Sept. 1,

on a camping out, hunting and fishing trip in Colorado,
Idaho or Washington. Address S. R. H., care Forest
and Stream. '

Quebec Moose.—The Quebec moose season will open
Sept. 1 this year, but non-residents (who must take out a
license, fee §20) may not kill moose before Oct. 1. 1890.

Rockland. Me., July 28.—Saw last week a bag prairie

chickens which were sent here from the dumping
ground.—Johnson.

SHOOTING RIGHTS IN CALIFORNIA.
T^HE Sportsmen's Protective Association of California has re-

cently issued an address "for the purpose of directing the at-
tention of sportsmen to the game preserve evil which has worked
its way among us and assumed such formidable proportions that
it excites alarm for the future of true sporfsmauship in the mind
of every man who has its best interests at heart."
The address sets forth: "In no State in the Union has this ques-

tion excited more comment than in California, where, during I he
past few years, vast areas of tide-water and marshla.nd, which had
previously been open to the public, have been leased by wealthy
shooting clubs and preserved for the exclusive use of their members.
These olabs obiained control of the best shooting grounds in the
State, and nothing was said by the great mass of sportsmen until
a year ago, when a tract of 7.000 acres of barren tide- water land in
Sonoma county, which had long been a favorite resort for duck
hunters, was leased by one of these preserve clubs, notices of ex-
clusion posted and keepers employed. * * * To go further than
this, the Association claims that the lands which have been secpaes -

trated by the preservers are barren wastes, entirely useless for
agricultural purposes, uninhabited and uninhabitable; that they
are not lawfully inclosed or reclaimed, and in many cases have no
established legal ownership; that unlawful notices of exclusion
have been posted: that navigable streams have been closed, and
that sportsmen inadvertently (repassing have, without warnirg,
been fired upon by keepers. * * * If was on such a broad plat-
form of principles at this that our Association receiver] its incep-
tion at the hands of the representative sportsmen at San Fran-
cisco, but a little over a year ago. Since that time it has steadily
grown in numbers and influence, until to-day its membership roll
is but little short of 100 names, and is constantly increasing, as our
objects and purposes become known to the great body of our sport-
ing population—men from all classes in life, whose inherent love
of liberty in all forms leads them, to believe that the game and fish
of the nation should be as free to its citizens as the air they
breathe."
The Forest and Stream wrote to Mr. H.-H. Briergs, field editor

of the San Francisco Breeder and Sportsman, for some information
about the Protective Association: and Mr. Briggs replies:
"Please find a copy of the pamphlet mentioned in your note, and

in sending it I send two or three emphatic statements with refer-
ence to it, which I beg you will note. First—The pamphlet was
not prepared at the instance, of the California State Sportsmen's
Association, nor have the views advanced in it the sympathy of
that body of sportsmen. I am now and have for many years been
the Secretary of the State Sportsmen's Association. I know every
man in it intimately and I feel safe in saying that not one single
member of the Association sympathizes in any degree with the
position assumed by the pamphlet or with the organization which
prepared and sent it out.
"Second—The 'Sportsmen's Protective Association of California'

had its origin in the anger of a few foreigners, who had for several
years arrogated the right to enter upon the premises of Senator
J. P. Jones in Sonoma county for the purpose of shooting. The
men were of the irregular, unattached, unattachable sort, to whom
everything killable was game. After a time the Senator leased
the shooting right upon his property to a club of San Francisco
and Oakland gentlemen, who proceeded to preserve it and warned
off non-members. An outcry was at once made about tyranny,
autocracy and that sort of thing. The disgruntled ones agitated
the matter, gathered about, them a few men of like character and
formed what is styled the Sportsmen's Protective Association of
California. I made it my business to become thoroughly acq uainted
with the personnel of the Association; and I freely confess that I

did not know there were so many and such curious types fond of
the gun. During the three evenings which I spent at meetings of
the Association not once did anybody speak pure English. The
stamp of foreign extraction was on them all. Their views were
the views of little men, their temper wholly unsportsmanlike and
their disposition one. which should entitle them to summary treat-
ment at the hands of landowners if they tresspass at any time. I
inclose a clipping from the Breeder with reference to the matter."
This is the Breeder's comment: "The organization styled the

Sportsman's Protective Association of California has issued a
pamphlet, the central idea of which is to discourage the formation
and maintenance of clubs of sportsmen which shall lease or acquire
by purchase and preserve suitable tracts of ground or water upon
which to hunt. The pamphlet is a rehash of what has been said
from time to time by one or two rather thoughtless and inconsider-
ate sportsman's journals. There is no argument in it and the
sentiment, is rot. The Protective Association has neither sym-
pathy nor support at the hands of sportsmen generally. Its
animous is unworthy, its methods are questionable, and it is, al-
together, a good thing to let alone severely."

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
OR, practical and specific directions to reach several hundred

* fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 1889 as follows: April 18. April 25, May 2, May 9, May 30,

June 6, June 13, June 20, Jnnc 27.

The Yellowstone Park and Dining Car Route.—The
Northern Pacific Railroad, stretching from the (4reat Lakes to
the Pacific coast, witn its elegant vestibuled service of dining
cars and Pullman sleepers, not only affords business men, tourists
and others a route of travel equal in every respect to any in the
country, but renders accessible to sportsmen the only region in
which can be found to-day the large game which was once so
plentiful in all the West. In addition to the large game, the
sportsman will find in the country along the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small game as- is unknown in
the Bast. This line, penetrating the Lake Park region of Minn-
esota, and running tnrough the valleys of such trout streams as the
Yellowstone, Gallatin, Hell Gate, Clark's Fork, Spokane, Yakima
and Green rivers, as well as lying in close proximity to the hunt-
ing grounds of. the Big Horn, Snowy, Belt, Bitter Root, Rocky,
Coaur D'Alene and Cascade Mountains, is unquestionably the
sportsmen's route of America. The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
of North America," together with other interesting publication,
descriptive of the Yellowstone Park and Alaska tours, will be
mailed free on application to Chas. S. Fee, G. P. & T. A., N- P.
R. R., St. Paul, Minn.—Adv.

TWO DAYS AFTER BLACK BASS.
"/""IAN you go on a fishing trip with me to-morrow?"

said my friend Stephens, as he came into my room
the other day, " Or are you too nearly beaten out? " For
I was lying down scarcely able to stir, having just re-

turned from a trip to Island Lake, which trip had been
anything; but a brilliant success. I at once roused up and
said, " I'll go," for Stephens is one of the most satis-

factory companions I have ever been out with, a large-

hearted, royal good fellow in every way, true as steel;

and the proposed trip was only one of a dozen we have
taken together this season. " We'll go to Franklin Lake,"
he said. " There were over sixty big bass sent up from
there yesterday." We did not get away on the morrow
however, but the following Monday morning saw us
driving out of Detroit city, Minnesota, with our tent,

fourteen foot Acme boat, rods and provisions, snugly
packed in the wagon.
After leaving Detroit Lake we went on ever further

and further into the woods, grand beautiful woods, in all

the pomp and glory of full summer time. We passed
Little {Twin Lakes, Meadow Lake, Lake Melissa, and a
little before noon reached Buck's Mill on the Pelican
River. Here we had been told that we could get some
minnows. Plenty of them we could see in the river, but
how to get them into our minnow pail ! Happy thought !

A bolt of mosquito netting was in the wagon; weighting
it with stone on one edge, and taking off our shoes and
stockings, we made a grand scoop, resulting in more
minnows than a dozen fishermen could use in two
days.
On we went deeper into the woods: The hills increased

in frequency and steepness; the day grew very warm.
Did we know the location of the lake we purposed going
to? No, not exactly; but we would inquire at the first

house. Ripe raspberries began to appear in profusion on
the bushes which line the road. We stopped and picked
all that we wanted to eat; the finest we had seen this

year. Soon a house is reached. " Were we on the road
to Lake Franklin?" "Yes, keep right ahead and this

road will bring you there, but with many crooks," said

the old man of whom we made inquiry. We found the
crooks with many extra ones thrown in; and we were re-

minded of the man "who went a crooked mile," At
3 o'clock we came out on the shores of Lake Franklin—

a

beautiful lake, wooded all around.
A Mr. Jordan lives on the north shore, and near here

we decided to pitch our tent. Soon the white was gleam-
ing amid the green, coffee made and [lunch eaten, boat
unrolled and set up, rods made ready, and about 5 o'clock

off we shoved. We each use split-bamboo rods, think
there is none equal to them. Our rods are bait-rods,

weighing 8oz. and are good all around rods. We are also

devoted to the use of the Sneck bend, Kendal hooks.
This afternoon we put three hooks on each line; and
baited with frog, minnow and fly.

We moved slowly up the shore, and a few rods from
where we started something was seen in the water—was
it a shadow moving between us and the shore? " 'Tis a
bass," said Stephens. "I'll try for him. The cast was
made, the line falling near the suppositious bass. Whew !

Zip, went the line, the rod bent, and in a few minutes a
31b. black bass lay in the boat—a good beginning in a
strange lake. The wind was blowing pretty hard, but

we picked up a bass every now and then as we moved
along. Out near the center of the north end of the lake
was a great mass of rock coming nearly to the surface of

the water, 1 I saw a monster bass come from tinder this

and nip the leg of the frog on my hook, then turn con-
temptuously away; nor could he be induced to return
and bite. We trolled along the west shore of the lake

and toward sunset started back for camp. I was
rowing very fast, and we were out in the deep water,
when suddenly my rod bent nearly double. Stephens
took it while I kept the boat in position. The pull was
hard and long for I had 175 feet of line out. At length
the landing net was brought into use and two three-

pounders were added to our catch, one having taken the
frog and one the minnow. We staked out a dozen bass that

night, none weighing less than 2 Jlbs. After our 10 o'clock

supper we went to bed, feeling very well satisfied with
our first experience in Lake Franklin.
At 3:30 A. M. " Stephens said " Come get up with you."

While he attended to the horse I prepared breakfast, and
the rising sun found us out on the lake. One 31b. bass
was taken and then Stephens made the catch of the trip.

We were laying by the mass of rock out in the lake where
I saw the " big one" the morning before, when Stephens,
who had just made a cast to the edge of the rocks gave
an exclamation and said, " What have I got now ? A
whale ? " Hither and thither surged the line, the split-

bamboo playing grandly. No fish broke from the water.
What could it be ? What a tremendous pull ! Stephens
had a look on his face that plainly said '

' I'll conquer or

die." Ah, see that great swirl? How the water boils.

Nothing but a bass would cause that. Here they are
now in sight. They ? Yes, for there two were hooked
and a third has just broken a snell and gone. Careful
now, for one is a big one. But Stephens knows how to use
the rod; and here they are in the boat. From the fly, a
Qov. Alvord, we took a 5^-lb. fish and from the frog a 341b.

one, and the one that had broken away had taken the
minnow.
Neither of us had made a catch like that in our lives.

I thought I did well when I landed without net or gaff

hook, a 51bs. 14oz. bass, in the Red River Rapids at Lost
Lake on a 5oz. rod; but this went over that, and I un-
hesitatingly give Stephens the laurels.

Shortly after 10 o'clock we went to camp. The wind
had died out entirely and the heat was excessive. After
lunch we lay under the . trees and Stephens read aloud
from the last number of Forest and Stream. "They
are going to issuse a black bass number" he said. "If
they knew how much we know about that subjeot they
would have invited us to contribute to that number,"
" Yes," I replied; " and I don't believe that the editor or

any contributor or reader of the Forest and Stream
ever had or ever will have more good solid enjoyment
than we have had this very day."
We went out a short time in the afternoon, but we were

all packed up and started home at 6 o'clock, with 29

bass running from 31bs. to 5-pbs.

Why not stay and catch more in the evening? We had
all we wanted for ourselves and friends. No doubt we
could have doubled our catch in the evening as we had
just fairly found out the lurking and feeding places of the

fish: but while the butcher and savage within us said,

"get more," the true fisherman's conscience said " no,"

so away we drove; feeling as we looked back that

O'er no sweeter lake

Shall morning break or noon-cloud sail.

No fairer face than thine shall take

The sunset's golden veil.

Long be it ere the tide of trade

Shall break with harsh resounding din

The quiet of thy banks of shade.

And hills that fold thee in.

Still let thy woodlauds hide the hare,

The shy loon sound his trumpet-note,

Wing-weary from his fields of air,

The wild goose on thee float.

Thy peace robuke our feverish stiT,

Thy beauty our deforming strife

;

Thy woods and water minister

The healing of their life.

At midnight we were in our beds. Tired? Well, I

should say so, but oh, so happy and satisfied. Not going
on such a trip again? No, not until we can get an
opportunity. Myron Cooley.
Detroit Citt, Minn., July 10.

CAMP OF " THE TRIAD."

IFOURTH LAKE, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The odor of the "punkie dope" is upon me, and the

smoke of the evening smudge eddies in an undecided
manner which brings tears to the sternest eye. Neither

"great nor populous" is the city whence this comes to yon

:

its pavement the decayed vegetation of the ages and its

carrying facilities limited to one frail canoe; its moBt
pretentious building, the "Hall of Concourse," a "Ness-
™-.-.l>- CH.nr.Kr T > of ni-QODTlf toi niTltT t llU Q.rmm'TT hrit.tl

and Seneca's "Canoe a,nd Camp Cookery"—select and
sufficient for the book be-wearied brains of the public at

present enjoying the "freedom of the city." Two other

tents, one a smaller duplicate of the first, with the addi-

tion of some turkey-red curtains and "scalops," elabor-

ated with red, indicating the presence and abiding place

of the gentler sex in person of the "School Girl" and
Co-ed;" and the other, a wall tent serving the all-impor-

tant function of commissary department, complete, as

free and satisfied a commonwealth as can be found in this

day of "boodle aldermen" and drainage questions!

Ten days have passed since the blue wall of the moun-
tains shut out the last clanking wheel and beleaguering
care of "irksome civilization." Ten—that mystical num-
ber—never stood for more of peace and pleasure than has
been crowded into these ten days. There are trout in

the pan, the blue wave sparkles, the sun and moon in

turn mirror their faces in quiet old Fourth Lake, which
serves a double turn as lavatory and refrigerator, whence
fish come "flopping" to the pan. A decided "Ness-
mukian" air hangs about us. Our bouse, our house-
keeping are of his teaching. A "Nessmuk" camp-fire

lights and warms us; and when the evening deepens, and
the bright eastern star before the hut sweeps behind the

huge hemlock before our door, we wonder, as we muse,
in what fair isle of the further forest is pitched the slop-

ing home of that gentle woodland spirit; and the waters
of what crystal lake ripple to the sw^aying dip-dip of the

loved single blade, as erstwhile did those whose gurgling
over the gnarled roots are our "slumber song,"

Sometime when we awake from our reverie enough to

undertake organized action we may write of our neigh-

bors of and in the woods, and the amusement they afford

us—of the BIG- and little trout we did and didn't catch,

and of such other matters as delight the soul of the so-

journer in the solitudes. At present we are unequal to

the effort, and even this would have been spared you had
not the last requisite of complete happiness been hitherto

lacking. That it may no longer be so, please change, for

the present, the address of my Forest and Stream from
Irving Park, 111., to "Old Forge," Herkimer county, N,
Y., Alexander's Camp, and complete theelysiumof yours
respectfully, KoraX.

California Salmon in the Mediterranean.—Nature
(London) of July 17 records the capture of a quinnat or
Columbia River salmon (Oncorhynclius chouicha) in the

Mediterranean near Banyuls. The river Aude, in France,
was stocked with fry of this species, and the specimen
captured is supposed to be a result of the attempts to ac-

climatize the quinnat in France. The first shipment of

eggs of this salmon to France appears to have been that

of 1877, when 50,000 were sent from the McCloud River.

Since that time many thousands of eggs have been devel-

oped and the young fish liberated in several rivers of

France, and individuals have been caught from time to

time both in the streams and the Mediterranean. The
species has proved to be admirably adapted also to a non-
migratory life in ponds and lakes.

A Large Shark.—A shark 10ft. long and weighing
over 700lbs. was caught in a fish pound, July 30, at Deal
Beach, N. J. The species was called a "man eater," a
name usually applied to the dusky shark (Carehariaa
obscurus), but frequently used for large sharks of any
kind that occur in New Jersey waters. As a matter of

fact the shark is a voracious fish destroyer, and takes

especial delight in the juicy and frail menhaden. Dr.

Hugh M. Smith, of Washington, D. C, told us of finding

over 200 whole menhaden in a stomach of one of the

common species of Carcharias. The true "man eater

shark" of the New Jersey coast, as suggested by a con-

temporary, is a land animal and a permanent resident.

A Book About Indians.—The Forust and Stream will mail
free on application, a descriptive circular of Mr. Grrlnnell's book.
"Pawnee Hero Stories and, Folk-Tales," givins? a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.
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GREAT FALLS OF THE POTOMAC.
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 30.—Water again 2,

which means just two points off from being as
muddy as it can get. I wheeled to the falls, not a sus-
picion crossing my mind that the water was anything
but clear .-condition 86—as all the way up the water
looked beautifully transparent; but when I crossed at
Dickey's Landing the water between the rocks below the
falls was very roily. This very sudden change in con-
dition was due to rains up stream.
Black bass fishing has been poor at the falls ever since

the big flood (highest on record) of last year. It will be
remembered that this immense washout occurred just in
the spawning season of the bass, and the young and eggs
of that fish must have been destroyed in countless num-
bers. It is said that bass are not so plentiful now as they
once were, but there has not been clear water enough
during the past fourteen months to test the correctness
of this assertion. Just before the flood of 1889 some
enormous catches of bass were made at the falls. During
the autumn the fishing; there is best, if the conditions are
favorable. Last fall there were but a few days when the
water was clear enough for bass fishing; in fact the water
has been high and muddy as a rule since the spring of
1889. The Big Eddy, one of the famous places, is still

there, but at this writing it resembles an overgrown mud
puddle. Dickey says not to lay your plans for a fish be-
fore Sept. 1. He has now in hand several letters from
parties who desire to know when the fish commence bit-
ing. The fun may begin in a couple of weeks, but Mr.
D. puts little faith in the August fishing. Catfish and
eels are being caught now.
The trip, to the falls is always a pleasant one. The road

is fine and the distance not too great for a good day's out-
ing. Notwithstanding D.'s gloomy predictions we shall
try for bass in the big eddy as soon as the water is again
clear. There is some hope now that the fish will bite
after the present showers. A few catches have been
made between the great and little falls; a 5|-pounder is
reported to have been taken at the latter place. There is
often trouble here to secure proper bait.
The last trip of our friend C. was to Seven Locks, where

he found his guide, boat and a few small sunfish for bait.
Four small-sized bass were landed. Minnows and craw-
fish are very numerous near "Washington, In many places
and ponds near the south end of the Long Bridge the
former abound, and along the river in the small streams
of Virginia the latter are common. I have explored
whole villages of crawfish on the Virginia side of the
Potomac, between the Free Bridge and the Chain Bridge.
They are to be found in wet meadows; their mud nests
or mounds, from 3 to 5in. high, are very curious. While
the fishing has been discouraging at the falls, fishermen
have fared well at Georgetown recently. Several days
ago a man caught four mirror and leather carp at the
mouth of a small mill race that empties into the Potomac
just below the Aqueduct Bridge. One of the carp weighed
4lbs. The baits were common clams or quahaugs, and
pieces of fish. He took, also, a number of small striped
bass, scarcely more than 5in. long, and these he put on
"the string," without considering protection laws or the
laws of common sense; but then he is no worse than some
of the market fish dealers, who regularly expose for sale
baby striped bass and go unpunished.

GEORGE AND I GO TROUTING.
ALBANY, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Last
May, when I promised the boy to take him trout-

ing, there was no particular place in my mind near
Albany where there was any certainty of getting a
basket of fish; but finally, after repeated reminders on
his part, I decided we would try a point on the Boston &
Albany Railroad about forty miles out. On leaving home
Monday morning I instructed him to meet me there the
following Friday night, so we could be on hand early
Saturday morning and cook our breakfast by the brook.
I had previously taken a tomato can and melted the end
off, punched a hole in each side and put a copper-wire
bail in; this was to serve as our coffee pot, and could be
thrown away when we were through with it.

He was on hand as agreed. We went to bed, taking
the alarm clock, as we were to get up at 3 o'clock. It
seems as if my head had hardly touched the pillow,
when he called me saying, "Papa. I think we are over-
sleeping; hadn't I better get up and see what time it is?"
So up he got, and lighting a match, found it was just
half-past one. Once more I was in the land of nod and
catching fabulous strings of trout, when the birds sing-
ing awoke me just in time to hear the alarm. Dressing
quickly, we were soon outdooi-3; and how nice it did
seem, day was just breaking, and it seemed as though
every leaf was a bird and each one was trying to sing
louder and faster than his fellow. How many people are
there who ever hear the wonderful melody of our birds
at daybreak?
We walked down the road to the brook, and hastily

putting rods together were quickly at work, I going up
stream a few rods to wade down through some alders,
and the boy fishing down. The first hole I dropped into
there was a quick tug, and lifting him too quickly I saw
him drop back and make his way down to a hole below.
Casting into this I drew either him or his twin out; and
keeping down to the road took out two more, each about
Sin. long. This result rather surprised me, for instead of
having an outing for the boy with a few trout I seemed
to be doing a land office business. Having reached the
road I walked down to Georgie, who was busy fishing a
hole under some willows. I began to picture in my mind
how be would wilt when he saw my display. But he did
not wilt for a cent, but instead showed four almost as
large as mine. This is a little demoralizing, to raise up a
boy, and when he gets to be twelve years old have him
lay you out on the start.

We kept fishing down stream perhaps a quarter of a mile,
and when I saw a swift, deep hole, fringed with drift,
held in place by a clump of low brush willow, I madeup my
mind that that was the place to even up on the boy; so I
dropped in and took out a nice one only to have him drop
on to a little mud bank right on the edge of the water.
In my haste to secure him I stepped quickly, and my foot
striking a round stone, I sat down in a foot of water, fill-

ing my rubber boots and wetting me completely from the
waist down. Nothing daunted, however, I let my bait
float down into the hole again, and this time took out a
nice one. And right here the greatest indignity of the
day was put upon me, for while I was taking the fish off

the hook, that boy slipped along behind me and dropped
into my pool; there was a tug, and then bis little 7-Joz.
rod began to bow and quiver. Bracing himself, he lifted
the fish bodily and threw him on the bank, just as we
did bullpouts in our early days. I forgot my dignity
then and rushed up the bank to examine the prize. And
how haudsome he did look—just llin. long. Not much
of a monster, you are probably saying to yourself, but
then he appeared so to us, who did not expect much; and
to see us shake hands and dance one would have thought
we were demented. But not so; we are only two fishing
and hunting cranks, father and son, who never want to
catch nor kill anything they cannot eat or give to friends.
Trying the pool again with very poor results, we de-

cided to have breakfast. I made a fire and George took
a cup and went to meet a farmer coming across the field
with a pail of milk. He secured some, and soon the
breakfast was ready. Coffee, broiled ham, bread aad
butter and doughnuts. Don't it make you smack your
lips to think of it. eating out there amid the clover and
buttercups, with that brook singing at your feet?
The boy in his eagerness never minded a big hole

punched in his rubber boot, causing him to fish all day
with it full of water, and to walk two miles after we
were through with never a murmur, but with a 51b. bas-
ket full of trout, most of which were caught before eight
o'clock in the morning. It is such days as these that live
green in our memory and bring father and son in closer
companionship than can be attained in the ordinary ways
of life. The boy is now away in the country, and I ap-
pend a verbatim letter:

Dear Papa—Grandpa and I were pickerel fishing yesterday. I
caught two, we'ght Hb. each. Lost two. Had one bite besides.
Grandpa didn'thave a bite. Love to mamma and ail, from

George.
For brevity and conciseness that mustrecommend itself

to newspaper men. Dexter.

STUBBING AROUND HOME.
THE untimely death of my dear friend and fishing

partner, B., last autumn, naturally broke up the
continuity of our June annual along the Loyal Sock in
Pennsylvania. In fact, when he died, it seemed to me
that it was my duty to reel up and never fish again, and
just subsist on the flavor of the piscatorial fruit gathered
during all those past years. But time, that wonderful
healer, willed differently. No sooner had the fleeing
months spanned the winter and unlocked the streams
again, than the same old feeling came upon me, and
the love I thought dead bloomed afresh along with
the arbutus. It was while gathering this flower along
Mill Creek that the music of the waters entered my soulj
and memories of days of happiness flooded my heart
with thoughts of rod and reel, and I resolved to fish
again.
To stand "a ghost of a show" on the well whipped

waters of Mill Creek, one must be up in the morning.
The sluggard only gets the leavings. So when the
almanac showed the sign in "Pisces" for the morrow I du^
my bait, got out my tackle and old clothes, set the alarm
for 8:30 and went to rest. With the first " whirr" of the
clock I was on the floor, and by 4 A. M. my coffee and
eggs were boiling. I had resolved to strike direct for the
railway bridge, two miles away, and so well did I foot it
through the gloaming that I was under the structure and
all tackled up when the 5:12 A. M. express train from the
East rolled across. The engineer leaning out of his cab
one hundred and fifty feet above me waved his hand in
friendly gesture to the lone fisherman; and daylight being
now fairly broken, my sport began.
The short-winded fishermen from town who have not the

legs to traverse the length of the stream do most of their
work below and a short distance above the bridge; the
result is that the waters are kept rather barren, still I
caught a couple of very fair fish before reaching the
falls, and at the foot of the cascade I took in a very nice
one, getting drenched with spray in the operation.
Clambering on I reached the old mill and. here took
another. Having four trout I now felt justified in
plucking some fresh ferns and lining my basket, for the
sun that was just rising in a cloudless sky gave evidence
of a hot day and soft trout, unless care be taken with
the catch.

I am no friend of early rising In my earliest
youth the relation who quoted to me the time-worn
couplet

—

" Early to bed, and early to rise

Makes one healthy, wealthy and wise,"

has not yet been able to shake himself free from my
contempt.
But to be on a trout stream at 5 A. M., the first rod of

the day, breeds an exhilaration that it pays to cultivate.
Bird songs and rippling waters are doubly sweet just be-
fore sun up. The head is clear, the heart is light, and
trouble vanishes in the cloud of tobacco smoke you
roll contentedly toward the rising sun.

I was now so far up stream, that like a fugitive who has
eluded his pursuers, I was content to take my fishing
more easily. The sands ahead of me showed no fresh
tracks, and I got down to business with that peculiarly
contented (shall I call it selfish) feeling that one has when
he feels certain he has the "drop " on the boys. Remem-
ber, these waters are nagged daily during the season, so
when I say that upon arriving at the cross road four miles
from town I had ten nice trout, please congratulate me,
as I congratulated myself, when I emerged into the sun-
light andf opened my basket. Right here Icame upon one
of our most skillful local fishermen, who was just start-
ing down the stream. He had driven to the upper end
(poor fellow) so as to have a clean sweep down the creek.
How I pitied him, " in a horn."

It was now 9:30 and I had trout enough for the little
family, so I magnanimously told the fisherman that I was
going home, which I proceeded to do, taking the cross
road and tramping along townward toward the main
highway. I did not untackle, for a quarter of a mile
down the road crossed a little branch of the main stream
where in years gone by I had taken many trout. So
when I came to the little bridge, I adjusted a fresh
worm and from beneath a log that spanned the stream
when it entered the woods, I took one of the best trout of
the day. Encouraged I poked along down for half a
mile and took three more, all nice fellows, and at 11
o'clock I found my basket heavy enough for a reasonable
man; and with the trout still biting, stopped short after
untackling, and emptying my rubber cup twice at an ice

cold spring started for home, where I arrived in time for
dinner.

I have been twice since, taking at one time twelve and at
another eighteen, using only a half day each trip, and
enjoying the fact that no one but my clerk and family
knew where I was. The secrecy of the thing is half its
charm, and the secret of the luck is being like Washing-
ton, " First."

I won't go to Pennsylvania this year. I don't care to
tread those old familiar scenes alone. The welcome
awaits me there, and the streams and the mountains and
the trout are at my service, but I must be content to stay
at home, and from my experience so far I find the trout
just as gamy, the waters just as musical, the air as sweet
and pure right around home as ever I found them abroad.
I have learned the lesson that one doesn't appreciate his
environment until fate conspiring to bring him face to
face with it shows up its beauties in a light he never
dreamed of. d, l.
DANSViLMD, N. Y.

FISH PRESERVATIVES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Replying to "Parson's" query in this week's issue of

the "old stand-by," I beg to say my experience with Rex
Magnus was similar to his own, only more so. In August
1885 I visited the Eagle waters in Wisconsin for the pur-
pose of securing one of its mascalonge. It will be re-
membered there was much argument regarding its being
a mascalonge, and I was requested to secure one for
identification by Prof. Baird. I had the good fortune to
catch a number, the largest weighing 361bs., and I en-
joyed more'n 47yds. of unadulterated fun during the
siege. A specimen of lOlbs. was put through the Rex
Magnus process, the directions being followed to the
letter; but the fish, after a four days' journey, reached
its destination in such rank condition as positively to
prohibit a close investigation. Although marked differ-
ently from the fish of the St. Lawrence region, I saw at
once that it was nobilior from center to circumference,
and a fighter from Fightsburg.
As toPreuervaline, to be frank, I was suspicious regard-

ing it, remembering my former experience, but I was in-
doced to give it a trial this spring, because all the fish
which I sent home from Lac des Grandes lies last sum-
mer, although packed with ice, reached New York tee-
totally ruined. I made a solution of lib. of Preservaline
to 2gal. of water, and after cleaning the trout,, allowed
them to remain two hours in the solution, and packing
in moss, shipped them to New York. No ice was used,
and not a word was said about the use of Preservaline.
When I returned I made inquiries, and found they had
reached home in perfect condition, and nothing peculiar
in the taste of the fish was observed. My brother ex-
pressed surprise at their splendid condition, and particu-
larly drew my attention to the fact that "all the ice had
disappeared." Last year he paid $4.70 express charges,
and kicked over $18 worth. This year he took it all back
and said the excellence of the trout made up for last
year's offensive experience. T sent ten boxes of trout to
different parties, and have heard only words of praise
regarding their condition. I see the Preservaline Co.
have followed my advice by advertising in Forest and
Stream. They are wise in this, for in thus drawing the
attention of sportsmen to the article they win customers
who, after once using it, will never be without it.

New York, July 31. KIT CLARKE.

ANGLING NOTES,
AFTER an absence of several years from our coasts,

the big striped bass have appeared again. Quite a
number have been killed at the various fishing clubs off
Newport, and one angler killed five handsome fish at the
Davis stand at Newport last week; the largest weighed
551bs. These large striped bass are wary fish and as shy
as Long Island trout. They will often take the chum
within sight of the angler, while they carefully examine
the choicest bait on the hook and leave it severely alone.
The fisherman should keep as quiet as circumstance will
allow and make as little motion as possible. It is better
to use an 9-thread line and commence with short casts,
fishing the water near the stand first before trying long
casts. The line should be carefully and constantly ex-
amined, for the sharp rocks soon chafe and weaken a
9-thread line. One does not often strike a 40 or 50-pound
bass, and when that does happen, there should be no weak
spot in the tackle.

Black bass fishing on the St. Lawrence River is re-
ported as being poor for this year, but it can hardly be
wondered at, considering the army of people that flock
to that river. There is hardly a foot of water that is
not fished over every day during the season. The wise
angler prefers to cross over to Brockville on the Can-
ada side and try the Rideau Lake region, where the bass
are large and numerous. Messrs. A. V. Meserole and
Horace Waters, Jr., two well known anglers from this
city, report very fair fishing at Sudbury, Vt. They have
killed a number of Oswego bass up to olbs. in weight and
several black bass of 4lb3. At Lackawaxen, where so
many black bass were killed last season, the fishing is
very poor; what few have been caught were sickly and
in wretched condition. The people along that portion of
the river claim that the fish have been poisoned by the
refuse of some of the factories above Lackawaxen.

It is astonishing what a number of hotels in the north of
England and Scotland make a specialty of advertising fish-
ing waters for both trout and salmon. They spend large
sums to Becure these rights, and of course it is a great
inducement to visitors to frequent such places. This
practice is coming into fashion here. The Hotel Robeval,
at Lake St. John, is an instance of it. They now control
about all the landlocked salmon fishing in that section
and furnish permits to the guests.

Lake St. Catharine, near Wells, Vt., contains some
enormous pickerel. They have been caught there weigh-
ing as high as 18 and SOlbs. These savage monsters tear
ordinary tackle to pieces, and it seems almost impossible to
get spoons or gangs strong enough to hold them. There
are a number of these pickerel in Lake Sanford, which
belongs to the Adirondack Club. Senator Livingston
killed three there one day last season that averaged 17lbs,
each.
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THE WAUSAUKEE CLUB.

CHICAGO. III., July 28.—Ife was some time in last

November that the first scent was obtained of the

organization of yet another strong sportsmen's club to be
added to the number of similar bodies already existing

in and about this citv. It was known and announced
that the grounds arid bu tidings of this club would lie in

the trout country of Wisconsin, but in view of the

solicitations of the promoters, who were actuated by
obvious business principles, since they had not yet fully

defined their plans, extended notice was at that time
foregone. Since, however, Forest and Stream has
been the only paper to attempt any history of the sports-

men's clubs of Chicago, and since events proved that this

club, Whose name, early known to a select few, was to

be the Wausaukee Club, bid fair to be one of the most
noteworthy gems in the full circlet, it may go without
saying that Forest and Stream was, in' response to a
courteous invitation from Mr, Secretary Tabberner, duly
on hand at the formal opening of the club, which oc
curred Saturday last, July 26. It seems fit at a very
early part of this story, to return thanks for the privileges

of this trip and the manner in which they were accorded,
for very few formal "openings" are managed with such
smoothness in detail and admirableness in executive re-

gard.
Tbere were two sleeper loads of merry gentlemen who

lest Chicago Friday evening for the lodge in the wilder-

ness of the pine woods, and we may as well say that the
names of those on board, and those few who we're already
up at the club house are as follows: C. E. Rollins, Chi-

cago; C. Stewart Warren, Chi-

cago; John Marder, Chicago;
W. AV. Tabberner, Chicago; J.

J. Flanders, Chicago; Dr. J.

W. Tope, Oak Park, 111.; II. L.

Martin, Chicago: A. McDon-
ald, Chicago; A. L. Brown,
Chicago; F. C. Schoenthaler,
Chicago: C. R. Ayars, Evans-
ton, III.; L. Baldwin, Chicago;
T. E. Courtney, Chicago; C. H.
Douglas, Chicago; E. Dillon,

Milwaukee; J. W. C. Haskell,
Chicago; W. H. Haskell, Chi-
cago; Thomas Cratty, Chicago;
W. S. Johnson, Chicago: J.

W. John, Chicago; Geo. Syl-

vester, Milwaukee; James Mc-
Gill, Chicago; M. A, Donohue,
Chicago; W. M. White, Chi-
cago; R.W. Mot rison, Chicago;
L. C. Bonney, Chicago; C. S.

Orain. Chicago; T. S. Hawley,
St. Louis: F. D. Turner, Chi-
cago; H. Herman, Mdwaukee;
L. Kalzenstein, Milwaukee;
W. P. Tut tie, Chicago; H.
Davis, Jr., Springfield, 111.; T.

J. Jebb, Jacksonville, III,; A.
W. Harlan, Chicago: W. B.
Ames, Chicago; T. J. Wors-
wick, Oak Park, III.; J. K.
Dunlap, Oak Park, 111.; W. H.
Gray, Chicago; W. A- Cray,
Milwaukee; L. J. Blackmail.
Chicago; M. J. Russell, Chi-
cago; W. A, Atnberg, Chicago;
J. W. Amberg, Chicago; A.
Martin, Pike, Wis.; H. S. Vail,
Chicago.
Wausaukee Club is situated

well on to 300 miles north of
Chicago, directly in the region
lying along the Milwaukee &
Northern Railway, visited and
fully described by the writer last summer. The entering
point is the village of Pike, latterly changed in name to

Amberg, in honor of the gentleman who has recently
moved a tombstone and paving block factory in there.

As the inhabitants had not had a square meal since the
railroad was built through, some years ago, they wel-
comed Mr. Amberg and gave everything they had his
name. Such is gratitude. Pike was just as good.
At Pike, or Amberg, or up in the woods, anyway, the

party ate breakfast, or partially did so, or attempted to

do; for the change from the simple diet of the city to the
confusing luxuries of the North Woods is not to be made
without inconvenience. After that the long line of
vehicles pulled out for the club house, over a new but
very well chosen trail which the cyclometer of a bicycle
enthusiast of the party, Mr. L. J. Blackman. made out to

be lly^ miles in length. It is a drive of between two and
three hours for the best of the club vehicles, of which
there are some very good ones. It was the original in-

tention to cut the trail through from Wausaukee; the
station next below Pike, but some difficulty was had with
the supprvisors, and the club men left that village alone,
somewhat to its pecuniary loss.

Wausaukee Club was organized last December, and in

its early history three gentlemen, Mr. C. E. Rollins, Mr.
W. W. Tabberner and Mr. C. Stewart Warren, were per-

haps the most prominent figures. Mr. Rollins is well
known in this city among insurance men and sportsmen,
in which class the better the writer wists not. He is of

old experience among the deer and trout of this north
country, and no better prospeetor and promoter than he
could have been selected deliberately. Mr. Tabberner is

equally well known as the general agent of the Milwaukee
& Northern Railway, and to his railroad methods, com-
bining hustling and care in details at once, have been
largely due the rapid maturity and development of the
club. It is said that after the grounds had been selected
and the territory purchased, the actual site of the club
building was selected by the chairman of the executive
committee, Mr. Warren, at a time when the ground was
covered with three feet of snow. Mr. Warren is highly
to be congratulated upon the selection of the site, which
lies upon the brow of the highest bluff of beautiful Wau-
siukee Lake, 41ft. above the water and flanked with
noble trees that talk constantly in the low mysterious
langu.jge of the pines. Upon this seemly eminence,
which affords a gracious prospect on every hand, the
first stick of Wausaukee club house was laid in April of
this spring, slight promise of the large and striking

structure which met our view as we swept around the

last curve in the road, and to whose hospitality we were
welcomed by Mr. Warren himself with a cordiality and
grace fulness which showed what the hotel world lost in
the Wausaukee's gain.
There ha ve as yet been no good photographs taken of

Wausaukee club house, and no engraving made which
conveys any idea of the house and its surroundings. I

confess the drawing made by myself, over which an
engraver struggled patiently for some time, does the
place poor justice. The house is really larger and more
imposing in its appearance, with far more of the Queen
Anne than the log cabin in the coup aVail as one ap-

proaches it. The engraver, however, heard there were
logs in the structure, and it was only by exercise of force
that he could be prevented from depicting a plain log
cabin. As a matter of fact, the design of Wausaukee
club bouse is by Mr. Flanders, a well-known architect,

and in its execution it is very happy and striking. The
floor area of the building is*40x60ft. The lower story is

built altogether of logs, sawn on three sides, with the re-

maining or bark sede lift out. Strong iron tree-bolts are
sunk at spaces of a few feet through each log, binding it

firmly to the one below it. The result is a structure
strong as a lighthouse, and it is the boast of the architect
that a cyclone might move it, but could net smash it. The

150. The maximum annual dues are $20. Board is

fixed at $1 per day, which will probably be eventu-
ally found too low. The pusher's fee is $2 per day.
Use of team $4 per day. There is a charge for the use of
club boats, which might very well be discontinued. There
are 9 boats at present, some of them very good ones, and
some, made for light portaging work, altogether too light

and risky for women and children to use, unless a drown-
ing in one of the deepest and coldest lakes of the North is

especially desired. This point is one which should be
insisted upon right here: These little semi-canoes, fine as

they are for their real purpose, ought to be kept apart and
by themselves, and not left at a landing where just any
one can get into them. If they are not, a drowning will

follow, sooner or later. That happens only too often out
of heavy and steady boats.

There are 5 wagons that belong to the club, and 4 teams.
Mr. Thos, Lawton is superintendent of the property, and

Mr. J. W. Tavenner, with his cheerful wife, holds the
steward's keys. These are selections fortunate in the
extreme,
But in such statistics and details as these we lose sight

of the story of the club opening, which has all this time
been steadily progressing. I do not know just when a
club can be said to be actually and formally opened,

THE WAUSAUKEE CLUB HOUSE.

upper story is covered with the shingle finish so often I unless it is when the first bottle of champagne is opened
employed in city cottages This story and the roof are after dinner. The latter occurred in this instance some-
painted dark red, which color in contrast to the browns where in the neighborhood of 2 P. MY, after numerous
and grays of ihe logs is at once very striking and very courses, chief among which figured one of actual, bona
pleasant. This club bouse cost $7,500. In its effect it jlde, fresh brook trout, 65 of them caught that day by Mr.
surpasses many gaudy buildings of three times the cost Rollins, out of 323 in all caught by him in three days or

which have been erected for similar purposes elsewhere, parts of days. It was a fine repast this first one of the
Wausaukee Club, and many
were the sighs of content from
those assembled. Finally there
began confused noises of shuffl-

ing feet, applause and calls of
"Rollins! Rollins!"
Mr. Rollins rose, holding in

one hand a long trout which
he was upon the point of "get-
ting away with," and after a
short struggle with a bone
spoke as follows:
"Gentlemen: You are a little

early in your call for the un-
worthy president of your club.

You are not as hungry as I
am ,because you have not fished

so long as I have tc-day , catch-
ing trout for a hungry crowd
is hungry work itself. I pre-
sume you would be pleased to

have me, as one better ac-
quainted with this newly ac-
quired property of yours, say
a few words in regard to it.

Gentlemen, I feel honestly like

congratulating you. I do not
know of another portion of
these great forests where you
could acquire privileges sim-
ilar to those now under your
control. You have one of the
finest preserves of the country
now, with every facility for

making it much finer. You
own six miles of land along
the Middle Inlet, one of the
best trout streams of these
woods, and the Eagle Nest
River, one of the loveliest

waters that ever floated a fly.

You are in the center of all

the better trout waters of this

region. The Wausaukee River
is within two miles of you,

naturally fitted to hold large trout. The south branch of

the Pike, and the little South, both in the same direction,

are elegant streams, and the latter is fished hardly at all.

The Medicine Brook, a famous little stream, is closer to

us than it is to Ellis Junction, and so is the famous fish-

ing for big trout at its mouth, in the Peshtigo. You are

not over two or three hours' drive from the celebrated

Thunder River, much closer than from the nearest rail-

way point. You are only thirty miles from the head-
waters of the Little Oconto, the best trout water of them
all, as is thought by many, but which is forty miles from
any town or stopping place. You are only seven miles

from the Roaring Falls of the Peshtigo, five and a half

miles from the Caldron Falls, six miles from the High
Falls, twelve miles from Thunder Mountain, and nine

miles from Thunder Lake. You have, I may say with-

out exaggeration, seventy miles of the best of trout

waters directly about you. The excellence of this region

for deer is also well known, as we hope in season to see

proved.
"For lake fishing you have nine fine lakes, six of which

you own outright. The Nowton Lakes, a pleasant walk
from here, are delightful bodies of water, as you will

see, with fine beaches and pleasant surroundings. There
are small-mouthed bass and pickerel there, as I see Mr,

Haskell and his companion have tc-day proven. The
Newton Lakes cover respectively 300 and 160 acres.

Wausaukee Lake, right at hand, and I leave it to you, is

a noble body of water, covers 250 acres, is over a mile

long and is over 150ft. deep by actual soundings. Just
how deep it really is no one knows, but it is singular and
indeed wonderful in this regard. It is full of fish, for

earlier in the season we have seen them, and some good
bass have been taken there to-day.

"We have planted 12,000 brook trout in the streams in

your preserves, and in the lakes 100,000 wall-eyed pike;

we have in the little lake of rive acres on the inlet above
Wausaukee Lake 20,000 fine trout fry from Osceola Mills

hatchery, screened in, above and below. We intend to

make this small and cold lake a reservoir if possible. It

is the intention this fall if possible to put in our hatchery
just at the foot of the hill back of the house. We will

have abundance of trout for you all. I believe I am
right in saying that $26,000 in cold cash could not dupli-

cate the privileges you have now on your first day at ihe

club, and I am sure and hope you will all be pleased."

And everybody was pleased. Mr. Warren was called

and also made a succinct and happy response. Mr. Tab-
berner was wanted and made a railroad speech of about
four lines. Mr. Tabberner regretted that Mr. Dutton,

The club house faces south, so standing four-square to

every wind that blows, and open to every welcome wind.
Its doors and windows are ample and all provided with
screens. There are wide verandas on two sides, that
upon the lake shore side being simply an inspiration.

This great gallery is 16x40ft. in extent, 8ft. high at the
eaves, and inclosed completely with a green wire screen
against which all inosquitoes, flies and that ilk may
vainly weep and gnash their teeth. This is the favorite
smoking room. I counted twelve big red rocking chairs
out there one time, and it all looked wonderfully com-
forting and inviting.

Within there is a gun and tackle room, 20X 34ft., well
provided with lockers. Plenty of tables here, and a good
wash room. Back of this is the reception hall , 20x40.
This is a great room . Heavy oak tables and furniture
here, another wash room handy, a screaming fine old fire-

place, tree size, and a fine collection of odd and freak
antleis, presented to the club by Mr. Warren. Among
these is the head of a Virginia deer with a pretty fair set

of woodland caribou antlers on it. This great hall opens
upon the gallery fronting the lake. Out of it also runs
the hall for the' stairway, which leads to fourteen tidy

sleeping rooms, furnished with iron bedsteads, good for

Napoleons and hunters. Near by also is the door leading
to the dining hall, which is in a quite separate building a
few paces distant. The latter is a story and a half , or nearly
two stories, the upper part being given up to the servants'

quarters. The dining hall proper is 32ft. long. It was a
very good idea to have that and the kitchen apart from
the main building. Back of this yet further are sheds
and tents now used by laborers, guides and others. The
stables are 100yds. or more away at the foot of the hill.,

not far from a pleasant little lake which sends a stream
across the road. In the erection of these different build-

ings, the club sawed its own lumber, with a portable
sawmill which it brought in. It did this, and still has
left the trifle of one and a quarter million feet of lumber
left standing on the 4,120 acres of land which it owns in
fee simple and by actual purchase. Just what this land
has cost it may not be necessary to state, but upon build-

ing, etc., over $10,000 has been expended now. The land
is admirably chosen, and lies in sections alternating with
Government land, so that the amount practically covered
is largely increasid. The membership share in Wausau-
kee Club has thus a sort of tangible value to it, and of all

the clubs which I bave noticed, I believe this starts out

j

the stiffest. Its shares are now $150 each, the capital

stock being of 250shares. There are ninety-five members
now paid up, and the list may possibly be extended to
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general manager, and Mr. Sheardown, general passenger
agent of his road, could not be present, but they sent re-

gards and two boxes of fizz water with the compliments
of the road, hoping that the Milwaukee beer and the
Milwaukee & Northern champagne would not be condu-
cive to conscienceless fish stories. Mr, Tabberner was
willing to have the boys smoke with him, but didn't just

exactly know how that club house came there, anyhow.
Thought it "growed" there.

So now the club house was opened, and everybody went
fishing. For myself, I caught that day, wading along
shore and casting the frog, six fine bass, all big-mouths.
This was on Wausaukee Lake, just above the club house.
In answer to "Kingfisher's"' late challenge in the angling
columns of this paper, I would like to say that these bass
were as hard and stubborn fighters, and fought as long
as any small-mouth I ever saw. Ordinarily, in the warmer
waters, this is not the case. In this very deep and cold
lake, at the season when all the bass are in deep water
most of the time, the big-mouths are very different from
that fish in many other waters. This was the testimony
also of Mr. Gilpin, who caught one the next day. Mr.
Cratty, the well-known Chicago lawyer, better known as
Tom Cratty, caught two black bass- on worms the next
evening, but as he didn't give them any time to fight, his

evidence is not competent.
Mr. Tabberner and. I tried the Wausaukee for trout.

That is a deep and narrow stream, but we got only 39
trout, all very small. The stream was very high and
muddy. The next day I fished the Middle Inlet, a very
rough stream, clear down into the cedar swamp, and I

got 50 trout, which Henry, the boy guide who Avent down
with me, said ran as good an average as any he had seen.
These were gamy and grand fighters and very different
from the torpid Wausaukee trout. No one knoAvs what
makes the trout of the latter stream so sluggish of late.

The Middle Inlet fish are certainly lively enough. Ply
fishing is not practicable on either of these streams, and
never will be until they are cleared up, which Avould be a
work of endless toil and expense. There are long reaches
of beaver meadows on both these streams, and on the
Wausaukee I saw fresh beaver cuttings. I saw the tracks
of a big buck in the vret sand along the Middle Inlet.

There were three deer seen during my short stop at the
club. This fall there should be good shooting.
The weather was rather warm for these few days, and

not much fishing Avas done in a serious way. I believe it

was Mr. Vail who caught 8 very nice trout one morning
in the brook that runs through Mr. Rollins's meadow,
Mr. Rollins has a ranch of about 800 acres, just a step over
through the woods. It Avas over in this direction that Mr.
Blackmanand Mr. Tuttle went fishing and got lost. They
did not get in until 10 o'clock at night, but no one worried,
for Mr. Blackman was known to be acquainted with the
country. It is an almighty easy country to get lost in,

and those who want the thrill of going into a wilderness
with a real guide may well feel that the guide is no
hollow formality here, for a time at least.

At the present time many of the trout that have been
planted in most of these streams are running small. If
the club members insist on taking these little fellows,
they will be curtailing their own privileges. It is against
the law of Wisconsin to keep a trout under 6in. in length.
Itis all very well to say that a small trout hookedin the eye
is bound to die. The only way to do is to put every trout
under 6in. back in the water, and let it solve the question
of life or death for itself. I proved to my own satisfac-
tion that on the Middle Inlet, at least, one can get a good
basket of trout and not break the law. The club should
provide each fisher with a 6in. stick for a standard, and
fine the man with the small trout. That is the only way
they will ever get the standard of their excellent streams
up to what it may be. They are admirable as they are.

Keep the law, let the little fellows groAv, and in a very
few years these streams will be as good as they ever were,
or better. Otherwise they will never be real trout streams,
for they will be kept fished doAvn too close and hard. The
Castalia Trout Club of Ohio has a rule like this, I think.
They plant their streams, which do not compare with
these splendid wild streams, and they get big trout out of
their little 8-mile run of open water. There ought to be
a decided stand made right at the start on this point by
the club, and once the first two years were past, the wis-
dom of it would be cause of congratulation to all.

A few good reaches for fly-casting might well be
cleared out on some of the streams. That is a very
tangled country. The Eagle Nest is the prettiest stream
for the fly, and ought to be kept sacred to the fly alone.
I hope it will be stocked largely in the club operations,
and then fished only with the fly. That would be fine.

The Wausaukee men, headed by genial and always
helpful Mr. Warren, who by his presence now is doing
the club a service it could hardly buy in straightening
and smoothing the early, opening tangles in details, cer-
tainly know how to entertain as well as to enjoy them-
selves. I don't know when I have so disliked to turn
homeward as I did from the hospitable roof of this grand
young club, which has so soon, at one bound indeed,
taken high rank in the army of clubs of this region. In
many ways this is a unique club, and its history is here
all too briefly and imperfectly told. Let us follow its

later growth with pleasme and with admiration. For
the present, farewell became necessary, and after a last

row over the gloomily deep Wausaukee Lake, which is

the coldest and blackest, deepest and most merciless look-
ing bit of water I ever saAv, and after a last prowl around
the old log cabin, which is all that is left of the trad-
ing post which the adventurous pioneer of the
"free traders," Norman Kittson, established here thiry
or forty years ago on the old Menominee trail,

I had to cut short a visit which ought to have been a year
in length, and take the light Concord wagon which bore
several of the members homeAvard that evening. By and
by we arrived at Pike, or Aniberg, and met the invari-
able sign of country civilization, the village brass band.
They were going to serenade somebody, probably Mr,
Amberg, on account of his changing the name of their
town. The man who blew the big bass horn had only one
arm. I reckon he must have blown the other one off. At
any rate, we knew we were again in civilization. But
many and many a tired soidwill pass this gateway of the
wilderness after this, and drink the rest and strength
that lies around Wausaukee. A very strong collection of
good business they are, the Wausaukee men, as pleasant
to meet as any on earth, and not full of conceit. "We
haven't got a 'sportsman's paradise,'" they say, "and we
don't claim it; but we've got a place to build up a mighty

good club, and there is no better a country anywhere."
They might say much more than this and be far within
the limits. Long life and success to Wausaukee. Fol-
lowing is the membership:
Officers—President, Charles E. Rollins; Vice-President,

Spoor Mackey; Treasurer, John Marcler; Secretary, Wal-
ter W. Tabberner. Directors—John W Tope, Win, S.
Johnson, John J. Flanders, Alva L. Rose, Edward F. Law-
rence, Wm. Mariner, Geo. H. High, Arnold P. Gimiore.
C. Stewart Warren, Executive Committee—C. Stewart
Warren, EdAvard F. Lawrence, Alva L. Rose.

List of Members—W. A. A mberg, F. D. Ballard, L,
Blackman, L. Baldwin, T, R. Burch, Z. P. Brosseau, C.
L. Bonney, L. C. Bonney, B. E. Bremner, J. W. Brooks,
Jr., M. Carruthers, J. A. Clark, E. Carqueville, C. S.
Crain, T. E. Courtney. S. M. Coe, T. Cratty, W. B. Con-
key, M. A. Donohue, J. Darlow, H. R. Durkee, T. C.
Dennehey, A. T. Ewing, J. J. Flanders, E. H. Fishburn,
W. G. Furguson, T. E. Gilpin, T. E. Gross, W. H. Gray,
F. D. Gray, S. Whipple Gehr, A. C. Gehr, A, P. Gilmore,
G. H. High, G. C. Hall, J. W. C. Haskell, A.W. Harlan,
Mrs. C. Hopkinson, J. K, Hanes, R. W. Hyman, Jr., A.
C. Huston, J. C. Jackson, W. S. Johnson, H. M. King-
man, E. F. Lawrence, E. W. Lyman, J. Marder, J. W.
Marcler, W. S. Marder, R. L. Martin, Spoor Mackey, H.
C. Mitchell, A. McDonald, S. P. McConnell, R. W.
Morrison. F. E. Morse, W. C. Newberry, J. K. Prindi-
ville, E. H. Pitkin, W. R. Roney, A. L. Rose, J. M. Rog-
ers, C. E. Rollins, C. E. Rollins, Jr., J. O. Smith, L. B.
Sidway, R. J. Street, H. M. Shepard, J. W. Shields, H. A.
Sloan, 0. W. Schwab, D. L. Streeter, C. T. Stratton, F.
D. Turner, W. P. Tuttle, W. W. Tabberner, H. S. Vail, C.
Stewart Warren, H. P. Wadhams, W. M. White, D. F.
Bromner, F. E. Patterson, C. H. King, J. G. Steevers, all

of Chicago; Grant Fitch, H. Herman, F. M. Hoyt, L. E.
Katzenstein, W. H. Mariner, F. Sylvester, W. B. Shear-
down, of Milwaukee; J. W. Tope,' T, Werswick, of Oak
Park, 111.; T. H. Ball, of Aurora, 111.; Henry Davis, Jr.,

of Springfield, 111.: T. S. Hawley, of St. Louis: G. H.
Mitchell, of Forestville, Conn.

The Moktreal Fish and Game Protection Club
has sent a deputation to Ottawa to petition for much
needed amendments to the Quebec fish and game laws,
such as reducing the size of net meshes and reducing the
number of licenses for netting fish; also to have the dore
and bass season assimilated to 15th June. These things
the Government have promised to do what they can
about. The club has also petitioned to have net fishing
stopped in Missisquoi Bay for five years. There is a
movement on foot to get a grant from the Provincial
Government Avhich will partly pay for game wardens
patroling the district from the Grand Nord to the Ontario
boundary of Lake St. Francis. The club is paying one
good warden already, but its funds are low and will not
admit of the employment of a necessary second. This
Avarden has caused the convictien of over thirty persons
for infraction of the fish and game laws. As the club is

doing so well it should be better supported. Too many
sportsmen are willing to condemn any effort toward fish

and game protection as useless, but the Province of Que-
bec Fish and Game Protection Club are demonstrating
with a very great deal of ability that success can be
achieved when every sportsman puts his hands in his
pockets and contributes his mite,

—

Montreal Gazette.

"Jumping" Bass.—The Windsor, N. Y., Standard re-
ports: Charlie Dusenbury, Charlie Roberts, Miss Mollie
Russell and Miss Aggie Gilbert were boating on the Sus-
quehanna last Monday evening. As they rowed along-
side a piece of driftwood they saw something coming
along on the surface of the water with considerable fuss
and flopping. Visions of sea serpents and weird mon-
sters rose before them, but ere they had time to become
thoroughly alarmed the cause of the disturbance entered
the boat by a neat jump and landed in Miss Russell's lap.

It proved to be a 2ilb. blacK bass. All of Avhich goes to
prove that for the gamy bass and for the comfort of fish-

ermen, pretty girls are better bait than dobsons. Can
you blame them?

Tarpum in East River, New York.—On Wednesday,
July 23, David Mole caught in his pound net at Little
Bayside, L. I., a tarpon, weighing 231bs., 45^in. long, and
8-iin. deep. Has one ever been caught in the East River
before?—J. E. Hillyer (New York city). [We think this
is the first record of taking the tarpum in the East River.
It has, however, occasionally been captured on the south
side of Cape Cod, and taken to the fish market at Wood's
Holl, Mass. It may be called an occasional summer
visitor in this latitude, not extending its range north of
Cape Cod.]

Red Snapper at Martha's Vineyard.—On July 13
Mr. Vinal N. Edwards, of the U. S. Fish Commission,
went to Menemsha, Martha's Vineyard, collecting. From
a little bass trap set in 10ft. of water he obtained a l21bs.

red snapper (Lutjanus blackfordi). Mr. Edwards believes
this is the first one taken on the Massachusetts coast, but
he thinks one was caught some years ago near Block
Island. Mr. Blackford had a young example from Long
Island. At the time of writing fish were scarce at
Wood's Holl.

Missisquoi Maskinonge.—Highgate, Vt., July 30.—

I

have recently had some fine sport in the Missisquoi River,
at Highgate, Vt., with maskinonge. Have killed several
fine ones on a light salmon rod. One tipped the beam at
191bs. It gave me in the rapid water half an hour's fight;

broke water like a salmon.

—

Stanstead.

Clayton, N. Y.—G. W. Sinsabaugh and his grandson,
C. C. Siter, of Troy, N. Y., stopping at the Walton House,
caught three fine muscalonge, weighing from 15 to 20lbs.
They are the largest caught this season on this part of
the river.

A Good Home for Them.—CobAvigger—"What makes you
think those four pups will please your wife?" Younghus-
band—"Because I'm sure she could make such nice dog
biscuit.—Life.

First trout—This seems to he a quiet neighborhood; how
does it strike you as a place of residence. Second trout-
Just the thing. There are no flies on it!—Puck,

AMERICAN BROOK TROUT IN SOUTH AFRICA.
PIETERMARITZBTJRG, Natal, South Africa, May 21.—

Editor Forest and Stream.—Many of the readers of
your valuable paper, Forest and Stream, will be pleased
to hear that the American brook trout has been adjudged a
fit and suitable fish for South African rivers, and that the
little colony of Natal has taken the initiative toward its
introduction in a really practical manner.
The introduction of trout was first brought before the

Legislative Council of Natal by Cecil A. S. Yonge, Esq., M.
L. 0., and was met by opposition on the ground that it
would be a waste of public money; but Mr. Yonge's
characteristic perseverance and thorough earnestness of
purpose ultimately won the day in so far that the sum of
five hundred pounds sterling was granted for the, purpose.A committee was formed, consisting of Cecil A. S, Yonge,
Esq., M. L. C. (chairman), Col. Vaughan, J. C. Parker, Esq.',
and J. E. Wace, clerk of the committee—all thoroughly in
earnest to carry the experi meut through to a successful issue.
And now, what has been clone? Why, out of the small
grant a splendid little fish hatchery has been set up, in-
cluding fry ponds, all of most substantial workmanship,
and upward of thirty thousand trout ova laid down from
the Solway Fishery (Joseph J. Armistead's), Scotland.
The ova Avere placed on glass grilles and hatched out well

;

some of the young trout have already been turned out into
the rivers. The success of this experiment is in a very large
measure due to the care and watchfulness of Mr. J. C.
Parker, one of the committee, who nersonally took charge
of the hatchery from the beginning. " This next season, with
a further grant, it is to be hoped not a few thousands but a
few hundred thousand ova will be laid down, and with the
experience already gained in the past the experiment should
turn out successful.
We have difficulties to contend with in all our rivers in so

far as temperature is concerned; they all heat up consider
ably in the summer, possibly as high as TSdeg. Fahrenheit
and possibly to 80deg. at times. What do you think of that ?

The temperature is what T fear most, still the trout are
doing remarkably Avell in Australia and New Zealand. I
expect their rivers are pretty warm sometimes, but have no
data to judge from. Also, your American rivers, I imagine,
will sometimes run up a pretty high register. On this point,
your Eish Commission will be well posted; it would be in-
teresting as well as useful information for our Committee
on Trout, Introduction.
The water in which the eggs were hatched Avas cooled by

passing through boxes containing ice. and th e temperature
of the water flowing over the eggs varied from 45deg. to
61deg. The eggs were put on the grilles March 8, and some
of them were hatched shortly after their arrival. On the
7th of April the number of fry remaining alive was esti-
mated at 3,000. The quantity of Avater passing through the
boxes per minute was one-half gallon at first, and was in-
creased finally to seven gallons per minute, The total quan-
tity available Avas ten gallons. On the 33d of March one of
the alewives had almost lost its sac. On this date 319 of the
fry were lost from blue swelling. A. W. Ahmistead.

[In New Zealand the Salnnonidce have succeeded in rivers
whose temperature is low and have failed in waters that are.
too warm: for instance, at Kawan, when the water in the
creeks reached a temperature of 70deg. Sir G. Grey found his
trout dying. In Shag River, Otago. trout died, as supposed,
because of excessive heat. In Australia, so far as we have
read, the Salninmdce have been most successfullyintroduced
in streams whose temperature does not exceed fiOdeg. in
their upper waters.]
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 2 to 5.—Dog Show of the Wilmington Fair Association, at
Wilmingtou, Del. F. R. Carswell, Supt... 101 West S-ixth street
Sept. 2 ro 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central "Fair Associa-

tion, at Kingston, Out. O. H. Corbett, Secretary.
Sept. 2 to 6.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Michigan Kennel

Club, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, Secretary.
Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the

IndUatial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone
Secretary.
Sept. 23 to 26.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred G-eddes, Chairmau
Committee.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog ShoAV of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Society, at Danbury Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Seeretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling. Ser'v
3.9 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana. Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1058.

Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer. Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary,

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9,-Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg. Secretary.
November—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis. Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chalham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Contral Field Trials

Club, at, Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
•,; r . .

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakerstield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brtrnby, Secretary. Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

THE WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
THE premium list of the first dog show of the Wilmington

Agricultural and Industrial Association is ready for
delivery. The show will be held in the main exhibition
building on the fair grounds of the Association, Wilming-
ton, Del,, Sept. 2 to 5. The judges appoiuted are Mr. R. F.
Mayhew and Dr. H. Clay Glover.* Seventy-five classes are
provided for yvith prizes of $8 in challenge, 88, $4, and
diploma in open, and 85 and $3 in puppy classes for some of
the prominent breeds. In some of the other classes the
prizes are 86, $3 and diploma, and in a few of the less im-
portant classes the prizes are $5, $8 and diploma, and in the
remaining classes the prizes are 84, 2 and diploma. The
Association offers S10 for the best exhibit, and kennel prizes
of 84 each for mastiffs, St, Bernards, great Danes, pointers,
English setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, foxhounds,
field or cocker spaniels, beagles and bull-terriers. Entries
close Aug. 21. The address of the superintendent is F. R.
Carswell, 101 West Sixth street, Wilmington, Del.
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DETROIT DOG SHOW.
DETROIT, Mich., Aug. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:

"We expected to be able to announce this week a full
list of the special prizes to be offered by the Michigan
Kennel Club at its show beginning Sept. 8; but the com-
mittees appointed to solicit special prizes have met with
such unqualified success and our citizens have responded to
our demand for specials so liber-ally that we hope to make
our special prize list equal to that offered by our club in
18S7, which has never been excelled by any other club in
America. It is almost certain that aside from the specials
offered on single specimens in many classes, our club will
offer kennel prizes ou the followiug breeds: For the best
kennel of four, mastiffs, great Danes, rough-coated St.

Bernards, smooth-coated St. Bernards, deerhouuds, grey-
hounds, Siberian wolfhounds, pointers, English setters,
Irish setters. Gordon setters, Chesapeake Bay dogs, Irish
water spaniels, cocker spaniels, collies, poodles, bulldogs,
bull-teTriers, beagles, fox-terriers, black and tan terriers over
71 bs., pugs, Italian greyhounds, and bloodhounds. Best
pack of English foxhounds, not less thau six. Best pack of
shaggy foxhounds, not less than six. Best pack of Ameri-
can foxhounds, not less than six. The following changes
and corrections have been made. Owing to the large classes
of non-sporting dogs assigned Mr. James Mortimer to judge,
the classes of Chesapeake Bay dogs have, at his request',
been taken from his list and given to Major J. M. Taylor.
A challenge class has been made for field spaniels, dogs and
bitches, prizes $10 and $5; cocker spaniel dogs the same,
bitches the same; an open class for black cocker dogs with
$10 and $5, bitches the same; other than black dogs the
satae, bitches the same; puppies, any color, dogs $5 and
medal, bitches the same: pug puppies the same.
A challenge class for both dog and bitch black %nd tan

terriers over Tibs. Entries are coming in very liberally and
everything indicates a big show.
For the convenience of"' Eastern exhibitors who are often

in the city ofNew York , we have placed a supply of premium
lasts and entry blanks of the Michigan Kennel Club's bench
show of dogs, to be held Sept. 2 to 5, in the office of the
American Kennel Club, 14 Broadway; the American Shoot-
ing Association, 1.84 Stewart Building and of Percy C. Ohl,
60 Broadway. Exhibitors in New York or vicinity can
secure lists by calling at these offices, or address M. V. B.
Saunders, Secretary Michigan Kennel Club, 230 Woodward
ave., Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, Sec'y.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB AFFAIRS.
HORNELLSVILLE, N. Y., Aug. \.—Editor Forest and

Stream,—About the A. K. C. muddle as I look at it,

it is of very little, consequence whether Mr, Pesh all's theory,
as to Mr. Belmont's putting mouey in, is true or not, the
most important thing is to know if the officers of the A. K.
C. have administered it as the congress of American dogdom
or as their private affair. ,1. Otis Fellows.

Editor Forest and Stream:
With a view of closing this discussion, as far as I am con-

cerned, for Mr. Peshali has taken his communications to
other papers, where he must know I canuot follow him, I

paid a visit to the A. K. C. office on Monday, i wanted to
see how Mr. Lewis had had his payments entered up in the
books. Mr. Lewis took office under Mr. Peshall's commit-
tee on April 1, 1888. and was employed until Jan. 81, 1889, a
period of ten months. Mr. Peshali has tried hard to make
himself and others believe that Mr. Lewis had an exhaustive
contract, in place of simply currying on the work at the
same rate of remuneration which had been received by Mr.
Vredenburgh.
The first payment made to Mr. Lewis was on July 31, a,nd

amounted to an even -1100. The next was $150 on Nov. 7, and
then another $150 ou Dec. 17. These made a total of $400
during the year 188S. On Jan. 25, 1889, appears an item of
S50, and ou Feb. 1 $72, March 30 #50, Aug. 23*65.50. and Nov.
30 850. making a total for 1889 of $287.50. This with the 18S8
payments of -8400 made 1687.50, or $68.75 per month for ten
months.
The apparent dilatoriness in paying the balance in 1S89

attracted my attention, and this is the explanation: On
Feb. I Mr. Lewis began his engagement as stud book editor
at a 81.000 salary, which was paid in regular monthly in-
stalments. He then said that he would draw the old bal-
ance as he needed it, and so took it in odd amounts, giving
due bills therefor. When these had accumulated some little
time an entry of their total was made.
By way of further proof against the exhaustive contract

fancy of Mr. Peshali 's I compared the bank deposits with
the cash receipts for the month of July and again in De-
cember. On July 12 the bank account showed a balance of
86:25.4b, and the books called for $651.48. Between that date
and July 25 the gross receipts were 883, and a deposit of 880
was then made. From that date to July 31 gross receipts
$91, deposit 884 50. From July 31 to Aug. 7, gross receipts
8S5. deposit 882.30. That is close enough for any one to be
satisfied with, for from the gross receipts must be deducted
returned stud book entries and the sundry small expenses
of running an office. In a portion of December, which I
checked, the deposits were equally close. These deposits
would not have been made in this way harl there been any
such thing as an exhaustive contract.
By way of a sop to Cerberus let me tell of an error I did

detect. That balance of §1 ,228.28 was divided between Amer-
ican Kennel Club account, $285.39. and stud book account,
$942 89. The division ought to have been 8235.39 and $992.89.
Thi s mistake seems to have come about in this way. Against
the $285.39 were charges of $25, $15 and $10 (they will be seen
in the G-azette of February, 1889), which reduced the balance
to $235 39. Now there were only two accounts in existence
at that time—the A. K. C. and stud book. The farmer was
a short one, with but few items, and the latter made up of
hundreds of items. To make the division therefor, the easy
way was chosen of deducting the A. K. C. account from the
balance on hand and putting the remainder to the debit of
the stud book account. Heoce when the total of $285.39 was
taken as A. K. C. balance and deducted from $1,228.38 it left
_' 4 ' 89, whereas the proper amount to have deducted was
$235.39, which would have left $992.89 to go on the stud book
account.
Another fact which I was advised of would tend to show

that Mr. Peshall's management of the A, K. C. finances was
not what it should have been. He tells us that he made an
exhaustive contract with Mr. Lewis, and he will not accept
any statements made by his fellow committeemen or Mr.
Lewis that such was not the case. That does not matter so
much, all I want to show being the desire of Mr. Peshali to
acknowledge his willingness to leave the A. K. C. penniless.
Further than that, after Mr. Lewis took charge, on April 1,

1888, Mr. Vredenburgh gave Mr. Peshali, at his request, a
statement of cash on hand and bills yet to be paid. This
showed a $750 balance, and after the committee had met Mr.
Peshali told Mr. Vredenburgh to draw a check for the .8750

payable to himself. Mr. Vredenburgh declined to do so,
sta ting that he would not place Mr, Lewis in the position he
himself had been in, of running the club without any funds,
and for that reason would only accept $500. If Mr: Peshali
had had his way, and- Mr. Vredenburgh had accepted the
8750, where would the A. K. C. have been at the end of the
year ?

To Mr. Livesey I would say that as he is simply Mr. Pesh-
ali under another name, and his question was not asked
in good faith, I decline to give an answer. Mr. Livesev
said that if I would give the item of book deposits it would 1

be a clue as to Mr. Lewis's remuneration. Upon the same
principle if the cashier of Forest AND Stream told him
what his daily bank deposits were Mr. Livesey could tell
what the editor's salary was.
The letter of Mr. Aldrich T have not noticed because I can

see nothing in it which goes any way toward substantiating
anything, except that the auditing committee did make an
examination and call for explanations when they needed
them, [f any one thinks Mr. Wiltnerdiug would be. a party
to any funny business they do not know that gentleman. I

have known him for ten years now, and what he says "goes"
with trie all the. time. j/W.

MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS DERB\ .

FOLLOWING is a list of the entries for the Derby of the
Manitoba Field Trials Club, to be run Sept. 9. All

were whelped in 1889:
Bitntt (Thos. Montgomery), liver and white pointer bitch,

June (Igbtfield Dick—Polly Peachem).
COTON (F. Dorsey), liver and white poiuter dog, June

(Ponto—Dainty).
D aisy Nom.R CD, Smith), orange and white English setter

bitch, May (Prairie—Fanny M.).
F'KOST III. (T. Montgomery), black, white and tan Eulish

setter bitch, March (Van R —Qu'Appelle Belle).
lGHTTTEii> Upton (T. Johnson), liver and white pointer

dog, June (Ightfleld Dick—Polly Peach am).
MANITOBA Bess (T. Johnson), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter bitch, September (Dick Bondhu—Western Belle).
Manitoba Frisk (T. Johnson), black and white English

setter dog, September (Dick Bondhu—Western Belle).
Powder (A. Holloway), black and white English setter

dog, March (Van R.—Qu'Appelle Belle).
Prai rie A. (E. D. Adams], orange and white English set-

ter bitch, February (Prairie—Fannie M.).
Prince NOBLE (D. Smith), black, tan and white English

setter dog, May (Prairie—Fannie M.).
RtTBH (J. H. Brown), black and white English setter dog

it'able -Belle).
Vesta (O. W. Young), black aud white English setter

bitch (Cable—Belle).
Unnamed (Col. Bedson), black, white and tan English set-

ter dog, February (Prairie—Fannie M.).
Unn amed (L. Kastner), liver, white and tan pointer bitch,

March (Bob—Fraulein).

KINGSTON DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest- and- stream:
The Kingston Kennel Club's dog show is going to be a

success if the number of applications for premium lists and
entry forms are any indication. The owners who propose
entering their dogs at this show should remember that the
entries close on the 15th inst. Arrangements have been
made by which all dogs coming from the United States will
be admitted without any Custom House duties, no trouble
or delay will be occasioned on that head. The building has
been arranged not only with a view to accommodating the
dogs, but the comfort of exhibitors has not been forgotten;
a wash room and sitting room has been provided for their
especial benefit. The exhibition outside of the dog show
will as usual attract many thousands of visitors, as this fair
is the big event of eastern Ontario, so that exhibitors will
have plenty of amusemeut witnessing the races, etc., to re-
pay them for visiting the most beautiful city in Canada, if
there was no dog show to attract them and no liberal pre-
mium list to draw their expenses from.

C. H. Corbett, Secretary.
Kingston, Ont.

HYDROPHOBIA SCARES.
SOME months ago a statement, having an air of authority,

. was made that hydrophobia was epidemic here in Mass-
achusetts. This went the rounds of the newspapers, and in
many instances was served up to their readers garnished in
the most sensational way. Just why, even if true, it should
have been made for publication, as it evidently was, is by no
means clear. A possible result might have been the passage
of a law making it obligatory that all dogs in the State
should be muzzled; but even the most sanguine advocate of
this plan could scarcely expect that such and end would be
attained. And had this law been passed and all dogs been
muzzled within the State limits, it would only have afforded
partial protection, which could only be complete when all
dogs in the neighboring States were treated in the same way.
Muzzling is the onlv positively sure preventive measure, but
it can scarcely be effectually applied in America, such is its
extent in territory, and it would have to be simultaneous
and rigidly enforced all over the country. It is a well known
fact that rabies occurs most often in "stray dogs." These
range wide, often from one State to another, and through
them transmission of the disease would be going on, al-
though well kept dogs were faithfully muzzled.
Not impossibly rabies is more prevalent now than it has

been for a few years past: but he who says it is epidemic is
assuming a grave responsibility, and one which only can be
justified by the most conclusive evidence. "One swallow
does not make a summer," nor does one case of rabies—not
20, if widely scattered, nor 100 for that matter—constitute
an epidemic. Fear has ever been recognized as a most impor-
tant factor in the causation of what passes under the head
of hydrophobia. It is also a notorious fact that what are re-
ported to be cases of such are, in the infinite majority, due
to other diseases—harmless as far as contagion is concerned
—which present symptoms closely resembling the gravest of
maladies. That not a few of the cases considered hydro-
phobia are merely cases of hysteria, no one knowing aught
of the subject will undertake to deny. Fear must certainly
be the exciting cause of these. How often and to wbat ex-
tent this painful emotion enters into the causation of other
cases than those which are simply^ nervous is not, of course,
known; but the conclusion is not unfair that it is an element
in almost all cases, even those which are true hydrophobia.
Of the many persons bitten by dogs believed to be rabid but
a very few indeed suffer serious consequences; and, doubtless,
only a very small proportion of those who are bitten by dogs
actually so, really acquire the disease. Assuming this to be a
fact—and there are good grounds for it—there must then be
causes which act with the rabic poison. Few doubt but that
this poison is the sole, actual cause, but other influences must
affect it. In the presence of contagious diseases physical
fatigue renders one more liable to take them; so, also, does
intense mental emotion, and there is no more depressing in-
fluence than fear. It is only fair to assume that, were two
persons bitten by a dog actually rabid and one to practically
forget the injury, or, at least, to be free from all uneasiness
regarding it, while the other remained in a state of terror,
every moment expecting hydrophobia to break out in him,
then the latter would be much more liable to suffer from the
awful disease than the other, who is undisturbed by fear.
Therefore, to reassure the public and quiet their fears as

to this malady is clearly the duty of those who discuss it for
print; and, considering all things, it is not easy to justify
any other course. The Medical Record recently contaiued
an able and fearlessly frank editorial on "The Hydrophobia
Scare," and the preventive treatment by inoculation, in
which appeared the following; "Once upon a time, when
Death and Pestilence bargained for human lives, it was
agreed that an equal division of the spoils should be made.
At the end of the epidemic, Pestilence claimed that Death
had taken more than his share, while Death maintained, in
turn, that more than the agreed number were stricken by
Pestilence. The quarrel was, however, soon ended when

Fear appeared to explain that it was he alone who had been
accountable for the discrepancy, not only in increasing but
in swelling the death rate. In* fact, his record was greater
than that of Pestilence and Death combined, Moral: Give
Death and Pestilence a reasonable chance on a fair field.
"Although we do not wish to dignify the preseut hydro-

phobia scare by calling it an epidemic, the fear of it which
has been scattered so widespread over the land has placed
it on the top wave of discussion. Fear has at present every-
thing to himseLf, and it is time to call a halt. As we have
said before, we do not wish to question the scientific motives
of the gentlemen who manage hydrophobia institutes, but
we doubt the good results that are said to have been attained
by them. In attempting to prove the truth of the theory of
preventive inoculation they are starting from an airy nothing
and striving to work down to solid facts. But the real bot-
tom is a great way off. There is too much of partial and
willing testimony concerning the question at issue to give
any scientific value whatever. Logically speaking, every one
must admit that it is exceedingly hard to prove how you
may prevent what may never happen, or, in other words,
how you can prove that a thing, which at best very rarely
happens, is prevented from happening at all by the use of a
supposed preventive. In attempting to argue the question
we are swinging around a circle of negative propositions.
Everyone who has studied the subject acknowledges that
hydrophobia , if, indeed, it exists at all in the human system

,

is at least a very rare disease. Compare this fact with the
almost countless number of persons who are bitten from year
to year by dogs supposed to be rabid. If statistics were col-
lected on this point the results would prove that there is no
more apparent relation of cause and effect between the bite
of a dog and hydrophobia than between an accidental sneeze,
aud a st.roke of lightning."
The writer has had some opportunities to study rabies,

also other diseases of dogs. Very many times in his exper-
ience he has had among bis dogs cases of what at first seemed
beyond all doubt to be rabies, and yet none of his mute
friends have ever gone mad. The case of a recent unfortun -

ate is likely to prove of interest in this connection. She was
an immense animal. For a day or two she had been ailing,
uneasy and restless, and kept much to her kennel, refusing
to respond when called. One night at feeding time, when
the attendant entered her pen, she sprang at him in the most
ferocious manner. Fortunately, he was quick to retreat, and
escaped being bitten. She stood glaring at him through the
fence for a few moments and then slunk away to her kennel.
From time to time she would come out, but hot when called
and would lap here and there on the floor, take up bits of
wood, stones and straw; also bite at the woodwork and watch
imaginary flies on the wall. She also frequently barked or
sent out a hoarse, crazy sort of a howl. In fact, she showed
signs which would readily be mistaken for rabies. And
yet the writer never believed for a moment that she had that
terrible malady. To guard against possible error, she was
carefully isolated and watched. Soon it became clearly evi-
dent that she was suffering from inflammation of the brain.
Inquiry developed the fact that she had been kept out in the
sun all one intensely hot day, and that night had a slight con -

vulsive attack, lasting, however, but for a moment. As such
are not uncommon among dogs, no importance was attached
to it. This patient was cared for for about three weeks, when
the utter hopelessness of her case was plainly apparent,
aud she was mercifully poisoned. Such cases as this are very
common. In almost all high bred dogs the brain is peculiar-
ly supceptible to inflammation, and when it occurs it excites
iu many instances symptoms so closely resembling rabies,
only one who has had experience in that and in brain dis-
eases can distinguish between them. And there is every
reason for believing that in ninety-nine cases out of a hun
dred, where dogs are killed as rabid, they are simply suffer-
ing from brain trouble, either mild and transitory or fixed
and intense. So nicely adjusted is the brain of many dogs,
it is easily thrown off the balance and unhinged. Insanity
occurs in them as it does in their masters, and temporary
attacks of delirium are not at all uncommon among them.
Fear will induce them; occasionally, also, are they brought
on in consequence of a hard run on a very hot day. Besides
these there are worms and numberless other causes. There
is a popular prejudice that more dogs run mad during the
summer than any other season. Undoubtedly more cases of
what are reputed to be rabies occur in the hot spell than in
any other period of the year. When we consider the fact
that dogs are subject to sunstroke, as are members of the
human family, it is easy to understand what gave rise to the
delusion. If a dog's brain becomes congested by the intense
heat of the sun, he runs wildly about, yelping in the most
crazy fashion; in fact, he is crazed, and almost everyone
would think him suffering from rabies. Usually the shot-
gun or the revolver is called into service, the perpetrator is
lauded as a hero, and another case of the terrorizing malady
is added to the list built up by man's gross stupidity and
cowardice. Whereas all that was needed to cure this case
of "rabies" was a souse in a watering trough.
Were the newspaper reports to be believed, mad dogs

are being killed almost everyweek in some part of this State.
In not one instance out of a thousand are the slaughtered
victims proved to be rabid. It is doubtful even if Pasteur
himself could tell positively from the symptoms alone
whether a dog presented all the signs of rabies was really
mad or not. Inoculation is the only sure means of diagnosis,
and yet the "say so" of policemen and others who pose as
saviors of communities are alwavs believed. Verily, the
extent of the gullibility of mankind passeth understanding.
There is one point in this connection which will bear em-

phasis, namely, that no small proportion of the dogs Avhich
have goue mad suffer from dumb rabies. A dog with this
disease, is not, of course, wholly harmless; and yet, since he
is unable to bite after the disease is fairly on him, he can
not be such a grave menace. What per cent, of rabid dogs
suffer from the dumb form of the disease is not known, but
there is some reason to believe that the proportion of such
cases is nearly as great, if not greater, than that of the
violent form.
Now as to the danger of acquiring hydrophobia. The

writer repeats what he once stated in these columns, that
the chances of a person giving up his life on the scaffold are
about as many as those, of his dying from hydrophobia. No
sensible person will ever make himself unhappy over so
slight a danger. The hydrophobia crank will find some con-
solation in a small stick of caustic, which he can buy in a
woodeu holder, securely capped, for about 25 cents. Let him
carry this in his pocket with his preventive for rheumatism,
the horse chestnut, and burn all bites to which he is the
victim. He cannot do himself any harm with ic, and, if he
uses it freely enough, it will prove a rare diversion—at lea t,

while it is "taking hold well"—and he will have something
else to think about beside hydrophobia,—Dr. J. F. Perry in
Boston Herald.

IRISH SETTER IMPORTATION. -Fall River, Mass.,
July 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have purchased the
Irish setter Inchiquin, from the Rev. Robt. O'Callaghan,
Borstel House, Rochester, England. Inchiquin is by
champion Shandon II. out of Iona, and comprises the best
Irish setter bench and field blood in the world, champion
Shandon II. being a full brother to the sensational bench
and field trial winner champion Aveline. Inchiquin was
whelped Jan. 2, 1889. He has never been shown, as Mr.
O'Callaghan does not show his dogs until they are two
years old. Mr. O'Callaghan considers him good enough to
win in England, and from the description he gives I expect
to get a dog that will be a gieat acquisition to the Irish
setter blood in this country.

—

John J. SCANLAN.
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ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.
CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

The name of this club shall be the English Setter Cltib.

ARTICLE II.

The object and purposes for which the club is organized, and in
furtherance of which it. is intended to act, are as follows:

1. To fix the standard of physical type and conformation for this
breed in accordance with the teats of modern experience derived
from actual running in field trials to the end that bench show
form may, as nearly a? possible, conform to the requirements of
actual work in the field.

2. To select, persons whose names shall be suggested to the man-
agement of the different bench shows as judges of English setters
at such shows.

3. To take such action as the interests of this breed may require
in suggesting or approving or disapproving' the names of persons
to act ac judges at the different field trials.
L To offer English setter prizes at such hench shows as shall

adopt the standard of type prescribed by this club and who shall
select judges from a list of names approved by the club.

5. To offer prizes at field trials under such restrictions and con-
ditions as the club may deem advisable.

6. To take such measures as may be deemed advisable to secure
legislation and to maintain legal proceedings for the protection
of dogs, or to secure the title and interest of owners therein, or
for such other and germane purposes as experience may- demon-
strate to be needed in the interests of owns rs.

7. To undertake and advance any measures which in the judg-
ment of the club or its executive committee may be calculated to
further the interests of the breed of English setters, or to pro-
mote its improvement.

ARTICLE m.
All persons shall be eligible to membership in this cluh who own

or breed the English setter, or who handle the. breed at field trials
or who otherwise have some special interest in or knowledge of
the breed.

ARTICLE IV.

The following named persons are the organizing members of
This club: Pierre Lorillard. Jr., Jas. L. Breese, T. H. Terry, Percy
Ohl, John S.Wise, Win. Tallnian, John E. Long, W. A Cosier
Wilson Fiske, J. Tread well Richards, J. M. Tavlor A. P. Vreden*
burgh, .1. E. yuiuotte, W.G.Peters, F.B.Rice. W.T.Irwin P
H. Brjsoo, W. B Gates, Arthur Merriman, J. M. Avent, J. Shel-
ley Hudson, George Wells. Taylor Williams, Gen W B Shattufi
F. W. Whiiloc k. Geo. H. Hill, J. E. Dager, Richard Morgan, Wm!
A. Neddermeyer, H. Hulman, Jr., Geo. W. Ewing, Chas. L
H<dmes, E. Huidekoper, J. A. Graham, Dr. H. Clay Glover, Geo.
Jarvis, S. T. Hammond, Captain Patrick Henry, P. H. O'Bannon,
James Tra<\\ , H. B Rath bone.
All applications for membership by persons other (ban the or-

ganizing members of the club shall be presented to the executive
committee upon a nomination in writing by some member, sec-
onded in writiug by another member. The executive committee
shall examine into the applications and accept or reject them as
they out deem the interests of the club require. The action of
the committee shall be final. In case the executive commi'te.e
vote to membership the person applying, the secretary shall
notify him of his election and send to him for his signature an
agreement to be hound by and submit to the constitution and
by-laws of the club, and upon returning the same signed, accom-
panied by Lis initiation fee and the dues for the calendar year
the applicant shall become and be a fully admitted member of
the club.
All ihe organizing members and all members subsequently

admit ted shall sign an agreement to be bound by and submit to
the provisions of the constitution and by-laws.

ARTICLE V.

The officers of this club shall be a president, a first vice-presi-
dent, a second vice-president, a secretary, and a treasurer.

ARTICLE VT.

The management of the affairs of the club shall be vested in an
executive committee, which shall consist of the president, both
vice-presid-nts, the treasurer, secretary, and eight other members,
to be elected as hereinafter provided. The executive committee
shall also have power and authority to make by-laws regulating
the moile of procedure at meetings of members and of the execu-
tive committee, and defining the duties of officers, and otherwise
prescribing the mode of transacting the business of the club, prr-
vided that no by-law shall conflict, with any provision of the eon-
stitu ion. The by-laws may be changed or amended from time to
time by the executive committee, but the proposed provision shall
bo filed with the secretary at least thirty days before the meeting
at which it >'s to be considered, and copies thereof shall be mailed
to members of the committee by the secretary at least three
weeks before sain meeting, together with notice that the amend-
ment will be submitted at a meeting to be held at. a time and place
mentioned in the notice. All muuhers of the executive committee
and all officers of the club shall be members of the club.

ARTICLE TO.
The officers of the club and the other members of the executive

committee shall be elected at the annual meeting of members by
secret ballot, and shall hold office for the term of one year and
thereafter, until their successors are elected, except that' the first
executive committee and the first officers of the club shall be
elected at the first meeting, and shall hold office until the first
annual meeting, and until their successors are elected. The first
meeting of me mbers shall be held on the 24th day of June, 1890,
and Ihe regular annual meeting shall be held in the city of New
York on some day in February. March or April of each year, to be
fixed, together with the place of meeting, by the executive com-
mittee at least six weeks before the day of me- tine. The secretary
shall give one month's notice of the time and place of meeting to
each member by mail to his last, known post office address. The
executive committee shall have power to call such special a.nd
extra meetings of members as they may deem needed for the
proper transaction of business upon such reasonable notice to
members as the committee may prescribe. The president must
call a special meeting when requested in writing thereto by five
members, for some day wit Inn one month from receipt of the re-
quest, of which meeting three weeks' notice by mail shall be sent
to ea'.di member at his last known post office address.

ARTICLE VIII.

The first meeting of the executive committee shall be held on
the 11th day of July. 1890.

Regular meetings of the executive committee shall be held
quarterly, on the first Tuesday of January, April, July and Octo-
ber; and special meetings snail be held at any time by direction
of tne president, or upon the written request, of five members of
the club, upon two weeks' notice by mail, at the last known post
office address of the members of the committee, respectively.
Adjourned meetings shall be deemed continuations of the meet-
ings adjourned, and no addhional notice of such adjourned meet-
ing need be given unless the executive committee shall specially
direct.

ARTICLE IX.

Any member shall have the right, to be represented at any meet-
ing of the club by proxy, duly authenticated, as provided by the
by-laws. The proxv shall on I v be given to. and can only be used
by, and voted upon by, a member of the club, and a person not a
member shall not be permitted to represent any member by virtue
of a proxy or otherwise.
No "ingle member at any meeting of the club shall be permitted

to represent or vote upon more than five proxies.
Absent members may also vote on any question which they ex-

pect will come before the club by sending their vote in writing by
registered letter through the mails to the secretary in seasonable
time for the meeting, and the same shall be read at the meeting
by the secretary, and if the vote he definitely expressed in such
form as to be applicable to the particular form of the question
betore the meeting, the vote shall be received and recorded. The
provision of a secret ballot shall not apply to votes sent in writing
by mails to the secretary.

ARTICLE X.

Five members of the executive committee shall constitute a
quorum for the purpose of business, and their action shall be
final, except in those cases where, by special provision of the con-
stitution, a larger vote is required.
The action of the quorum shall, however, be subject to review

in certain cases in the manner hereinafter prescribed.
In case any member of the executive com nittee who does not

attend at any meeting, or adjourned meeting, shall send to the
secretary by registered letter a notice requesting that all the pro-
ceedings at the expected meeting, or any particular proceedings
or motions thereat, shall be submitted for the action of the entire
committee, and if the request shall actually have been received
prior to the time appointed for holding the meeting, then and in
that event the action of the quorum shall be subject to review,
and to approval or disapproval by the entire committee.

If a majority of the entire committee are preseut at the meet-
ing and vole in favor of the action taken at the meeting, then

such action shall be final in any event, and no further submission
or review thereof shall be allowed. But if a majority of the
entire committee do not vote at the meeting in favor of the action
taken at the meeting, then the secretary, in accordance with the
request contained in the notice, shall, within five days from the
date of said meeting, send a. transcrint of the minutes of the
whole meeting, or of the minutes relating to the particular
motion or proceeding, in respect to which the action of the entire
committee is desired to each member of the executive committee
not present at the meeting, at his last known address by mail, ac-
companied by a written notice that the action mentioned in the
minutes is submitted to him for apnroval or disapproval, and
thereupon the member so notified shall be entitled to send to the
secretary by mail his written vote or votes up the questions
staled in the minutes, and the vote or votes so sent, if actually
delivered to the secretary's address by mail within three weeks
from the date, of said meeting, shall be recorded as votes upon the
question with the same force and effect as if the member had at-
tended the meeting and voted in person. The letter shall be filed
and preserved for reference.

If the non-attending members who shall vote against the action
of the meeting on any subject, shall, with the attending memberswho voted against such action at the meeting, constitute a major-
ity of the entire com mittee, then the action of the meeting shall
be annulled and of no effect; but otherwise it. shall be deemed
approved, and shall become operative at the expiration of three
weeks from the date of the meeting.
A review of the action of any meeting may also be had in like

manner, upon the request of any member who vo^ed against the
action taken, and who may desire to have the question submitted
to the entire committee. Such request must be made immediately
after the vote is announced, and a reasonable opportunity for such
request shall be afforded by the presiding officer. The request
shall be voted in the minutes of the meeting as part of the pro-
ceedings.
The 6ame procedure shall be followed as in the case where the

request is marie by mail by a non-attending member.
Votes by mail which are not actually received at the secretary 's

address by mail within three weeks after the date of the meeting
shall not be recorded against the action of the meeting, and the
senders shall be deemed to have acquiesced in such action.
The failure of the secretary to send the requisite notices in sea-

son shall not invalidate the action of the quorum, and the action
of the quorum shall be deemed confirmed if the necessary major-
ity do not vote against such action within three weeks from date
of said meeting.
But the failure of the secretary to give said notice shall because

for his removal from office, and it shall be the duty of the execu-
tive committee to remove him after due hearing and to choose
another secretary for the unexpired term.

ARTICLE XI.

Vacancies among the officers or in the executive committee
shall be filled bv the executive committee for the unexpired term.

ARTICLE XII.

The constitution may be amended bv a two-thirds vote at any
meeting of members of the club of which thirty days' notice has
been given, provided a written draft of the proposed amendment
shall have been filed with the secretary and published in some
recognized newspaper devoted in whole or in part to kennel and
field topics at least thirty days before, said meeting.

ARTICLE XIII.

The initiation fee of each member shall be five dollars, and the
annual dues shall be five dollars for each calendar year; initiation
fee pavahle at time of becoming a member, and dues payable in
advance at time of becoming a member, and thereafter on the
first day of January in each year.
When any person sball be and remain in arrears upon anv in-

debtedness to the club for a period of more than sixty days after
notice requesting payment has been mailed to him by the treas-
urer, he may be dropped from the roll by the executive committee,
and his membership forthwith shall cease and determine.
When, for any reason, the executive committee shall deem that

the interests of the club will be protected or advanced bv termin-
ating the membership of any member of the club and 'dropping
his name from the roll of the club, they may take su; h action by
a three-fourths vote of the entire committee, the vote to be eiven
either in person or in writing bv tna'l; and the person so deprived
of membership shall not. be. entitled to any hearing, nor shall The
committee be required to assign any reason for their action. The
powers conferred oy this provision are discretionary, and do not
depend upon any misconduct of the member, nor require that any
charges shall be made.
The executive committee mav also by a two-thirds vote, either

in person or in writing by mail, suspend or expel any member
from membership for such term as they think proper for any
misconduct, in connection with dogs, field trials or hench shows,
upon charges duly made, and after a hearing.
Any member who has been dropped from the roll and his mem-

bership terminated, or who has been suspended from membership
or expelled, may be restored to membership by a three-fourths
vote of the entire executive committee, upon grounds appearing
to their satisfaction and upon such terms as they may prescribe.
The executive committee shall also have power to remit the

payment of initiation fees and dues, or both, of anv member,
when in their judgment the interests of the club require such
action.

ARTICLE XIV.

The executive committee shall have power by a three-fourths
vote to remove any officer for misconduct or flagrant neglect in
matters appertaining to his office, after notice and hearing.
Misconduct in matters connected with dog shows, fiild trials or

transactions in dogs shall also be ground for such removal,

BY-LAWS.
DUTIES OF OFFICERS—PRESIDENT.

Section 1. The president shall preside at all meetings of the
club and of the executive committee, enforce the rules and regu-
lations of the club and perform all other duties usually pertaining
to the office of president.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

Sec. 3. The first vice-president snail perform all the duties of
the president in his absence. In the absence of both the presi-
dent and first vice-president, the second vice-president will act.
In the absence of the president and first and second vice-presi-
dents, a temporary chairman shall be chosen to preside.

SECRETARY.
Sec. 3. The secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of

all meetings of the club and of the executive committee, conduct
the official correspondence of the club, give notice of the regular !

meetings of the club and of the regular and special meetings of
the executive committee, and when directed by the president call
special meetings thereof, give all official notification to members,
keep the books and papers of his office, subject to inspection of
members on order of the executive committee. And no member
shall be entitled to such inspection except, upon order of the ex-
ecutive committee. The secretary shall also perform such other
duties as may be assigned to him by the president and executive
committee.

TREASURER.
Sec. 4. The treasurer shall receive all fees and dues from mem-

bers, as well as other moneys coming to the club, keep an account
of all receipts and expenditures by the club, and a separate ac-
count with each member; pay all bills approved, and make ail
purchases directed by the executive committee. All bills or
claims against the club shall be first audited and approved by the
executive committee before the treasurer shall pay the same, and
no bills shall be paid unless so audited. He shall make a written
report to the executive committee whenever requested; he shall
make at each annual meeting a written report of the financial
condition of the club and of the standing of each member, and he
shall notify members in arrears to the club forthwith as soon as
the dues or other indebtedness shall become payable, reporting
the same to the executive committee when requested.

order of business.

At all meetings of the club the following order of business shall
be observed:

1. Roll call.

2. Reading the minutes and communications.
3. Reports of officers.

i. Reports of committees.
5. Unfinished business.
0. Election of officers.

7. New business.
At all meetings of the executive committee the same order of

business shall be observed, except that applications for member-
ship and the election of new members shall be taken up immedi-
ately after reports of committees.

officers.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr., President; J. Treadwell Richards, First

Vice-President; F. W. Wbitlock, Second Vice-President; Percv
C. Ohl, Secretary; Dr. H. Clay Glover, Treasurer. Executive

Committee, the above officers, and P. H. Bryson, J. Shelley Hud-
son, J. E. Dager J. A. Graham. W. A. Power, Wilson Fiske, John
t S?R ' m ¥ larlor - Standard Committee, Pierre Lorillard,
Jr., Wm. Tallman, P. H. Bryson, Wilson Fiske, J. M. Taylor.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER IMPORTATION.—Dr.
H. T. Foote, New Rochelle, N. Y., received last Thursday,
from the kennel of Mr. T. Ellis, Manchester, Eng., three
black and tan terriers, one dog and two bitches. The dog
BrooDifield Como was whelped in April, 1889, and is by
Jackson's Patrick and out of Cosgrove's Pink. He has
been shown but once, taking second in the novice class at
Leeds last June. Broomfleld Madge, whelped Feb. 24,
1888, is by Jackson's Patrick and out of his Queen. She
has been shown Four times, twice at Birmingham, once at
Manchester and once at Central Hall, London, winning
first each time. The other bitcb, Beauty, was whelped
May, 1889, by Jackson's Gordon and out of McMee's Bess.
She was bred to Broomfleld Sultan June 9. The first two
named will make their first appearance in public in this
country at the Detroit show next month.

„
THE MEDFORD FANCY GOODS COMPANY have

issued a very handsome catalogue of the thousand and one
articles m the dog furnishing line manufactured by them.
Ihe catalogue is profusely illustrated, many of the cuts
being printed in colors, which adds not a, little to the beauty
of the work. The business was established in 1878, and from
a comparatively small beginning it has grown to its present
vast proportions, with customers in every city of prominence
in this country, as well as a large foreign trade. Th e con-
cern re the only one in this country that makes the manu-
facture of dog furnishings its exclusive business; and a look
through their show-room on Duane street will well repay
the visitor for his time, whether he is a fancier or not.

WILMINGTON, Del., Aug. 4.—The Wilmington Fair
bench show, should the entries so warrant, will divide all
classes made for "dogs or bitches" into dog classes and bitch
classes. The Baltimore and Ohio and the Wilmington and
Northern R. R. Co. will carry three dogs free upon one
ticket, to and from the Wilmington Fair bench show when
accompanied by owner or caretaker, in baggage car. Simi-
lar arrangements are being perfected with the'Pennsylvania
R. R. Co., and will be duly announced.—F. R. CAESWELL,
Supt.

MR. GEO. S. THOMAS, the manager of the North Field
Yorkshire Kennel, at Salem, Mass, will shortly return from
England with quite a string of dogs, including corded
poodles, Irish terriers, King Charles spaniels, pugs, and
several noted Yorkshire terriers, with which he hopes to
make a clean sweep at the coming fall shows.

CANADIAN FIELD TRIALS.—Chatham, Ont., July 31—Editor Forest and St/rcam: Please change the date of
Canadian Kennel Club field trials at Chatham. They start
on Nov. 3 instead of Nov. 10 as you have them in your fix-
tures. Everything looks favorable for a good trial this fall;
we have plenty of game.—F. H. Bennett.

LYNN DOG SHOW.—Beverly, July 3.— Editor Forest
and Stream: The second annual bench show of the Massa-
chusetts Kennel Club. Lynn, Mass., March 24, 25. 26, 27,
1891, at Lynn.—D. A. Williams, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished tree on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
^IF* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Flash—Dick Swivcller. F. L. Gordon's (Chicago, 111 ) Irish setter

bitch Flash to Geo. H. Covert's D^ck Swiveller, July 19.
Julip—Be verwyck Trap. Jas.E. Unks's (Muncie, Ind.) fox-terrier

bitch .Tulip (Beverwick Darky—Blemton Lilly) to his Beverwvck
Trap (Du>kv Trap-Daze), May 27.

Tickle—BcverwytSk. Trap. Jas. E. Unks's (Muncie, Ind.) fox-ter-
rier hitch Tickle (Warren Discord—Daze) to bis Eeverwyek Trap
(Dusky Trap—Daze), June 1.

WHELPS.
<£W" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Lassie Bang. F. S. Webster's (Washington, D. C.) pointer bitch

Lassie Bang, Aug. 2, seven (live dogs), by the Hempstead Farm
Kennela' Robert ie Diable.
Julip. Ja-- E. Unks's (Muncie, Ind.) fox-terrier hitch Julip

(Beverwvck Dusky—Blemtou Lilly), July 28, six (two dogs), by his
Beverwyck Trap (Dusky Trap—Daze).

SALES.
ISIF" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Keturah. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 10 1890, by Blaze

out of Gladys B., oy Connemara Kennels, Middletown, Conn., to
M. It. Oppenheimer, New York.
Beverwyck Trap. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog,whelped

March 14, 1888, by Dusky Trap out of Daze, bv James E.Unks,
Muncie, Ind., to Harry Northwood, Martin's Ferry, O.

^hooting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE NEW GAS ARM,

FOR some little time past a considerable amount of interest
has been evinced on the Continent, and is now being awak-

ened in this country, in respect of a gun in which the propelling
agent is liquefied gas. Experiments with the weapon in Belgium
were mentioned by our Brussels correspondent two days ago. It
is the invention of M. Paul Giffard, a French engineer, whose
name is well known in all engineering circles, and who his been
at work intermittently upou the principle of this gun for the past
twenty-five years. As now brought betore the public the gun is
simplicity itself, but this simplicity has not been arrived at with-
out long and anxious thought, nor without many changes and
variations upon M. Giffard'? original conception. The principle,
however, nas always remained the same, and it is the gradual
development of that principle into practice which has occuoied
M. Giffard's time and has at length been apparently crowned
with success. The principle consists in the manufacture and
liquefaction of carbonic acid gas, so that it can he safely stored
up within a very small compass and will give out SOulbs. pressure
per square inch when liberated for actual use. In carrying this
principle into practice the liquefied gas is contained, under a high
pressure, in a metallic tubular reservoir about 9in. long, which is
fixed under and in a line with the barrel of the gun, and which is
conveniently grasped by the left hand in firing. Although con-
taining an immense store of power, there does not appear to be
any danger in a weapon thus equipped. In the first plac % the
reservoir is made of Siemens-Martin steel of the highest qu ihty,
so that a burst is hardly possible, and, in fhesecond, should a flaw
in the metal lead to a fracture, the gas would simply escape much
in the same way that it does on the opening of a hott'e of soda-
water. Then the quality of the metal used for the g ji.--reco.ver is
such that it will stand rough usage without liability lo fracture.
It may be, and, indeed. Pas been, knocked greatly out of shape
when full of gas without any prejudiced result arising, the gas
having been afterward used for discharging projectiles"from the
gUD.
So much for the special chare. -tet of the propelling agent, lique-

fied gas, which here takes the pla.ee of powder. We now come to
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the method of utilizing tbe stored-tip ballistic power. In practice

the bullet '8 dropped into a small aperture at tbe rear end of the
barrel, and hv moving a small lever it is deposited in the breech
chamber cf the gun. The hammer of the gun is < hen placed at

full roc* and (ho trigger pulled. By the fall of the hammer a pin
is struck, which opens a valve at the rear of the lioncfbd gas res-

ervoir and permits the instantaneous escape of a sufficient volume
of gas for one discharge. The bullet is thus ejected with a force
proportionate to the impelling power of the charge, which can he
Increased or decreased at pleasure by a simple screw arrange-
ment. In other words, the. prouelling power is completely under
control, although, of course, this in practice is not left to the arbi-

trary will of the ordinary ttser, but will be fixed and definite,

according to the character of the gun in which it. is employed.
The discharge of the gun is unaccompanied by any report, nor is

there the. least recoil or kick. On pulling the trigger there is a
slight, hiss or puff, fallowed by the noi°e of the impact, of the bul-
let upon the iron target. The reservoir is vctv light, anil, when
charged with liquefied carbonic acid gas, is eatable, according to

the size and caliber of the gun. of discharging from 100 to 500 con-
seen five sho' s at a stated cost of less than one penny. It is stated
that, there is no fear of any part of the gnu or its mechanism be-
coming oxidized bv the gas. and it is hardly necessary to add that
there is neither smoke nor smell from the propellant. There is also

no deterioration of the liquefied gas from storage or keeping.
With regard to the rifle itself, with the exception of tlio tubular
reservoir carried under the barrel, there is no material difference
inVppearanee between the Giffard gun and an ordinary weapon
of similar character.
A demonstration of this new gun was given yesterday at the

headquarters of the London Scottish Rifles. James street. Buck-
ingham ("Tate, London. A large number of the members of both
houses of Parliament and other ereu'lemen were present, includ-
ing the Puke of Roxhurghe, Lord Grimston, Lord Duusanv, the,

Rt Hon. E. Maiorih'nks, M. P., Admiral Field, M. P., Col.
F.mnderson, M. P., Ool. Waring, M- P.. Col. Laurie. M. P., Ool.
Renvon -Slnnv. M. P.. Sir George Baden-Powell, M. P., Ol.
ptrachev, Oapt. B. T L. Thomson, and Mr, .T. Stewart Wallace.
The proceedings were cemmenced by M. Giffard explaining the
prirciples and practice of bie system, after which he discharged a
number of rounds from saloon rifles of six, eight and ten milli-
metres calibre respectively. The visitors were then invited to try
tbe new rifle, which many of them did with satisfaction. The
demonstration went to show tbe valuable nature of tbe invention
and to prove the soundness and practicability of the principle.
Of course the proof was limited to the arms referred to, hut it

was sta+ed that the principle has been applied in France to mili-
tary and sporting guns, as well as +o revolvers and pistols, with
every success It was also stated that Colt's Company in America
are now applying the principle to their arms. On the whole,
it was shown that M. Giffard has now practically developed a very
important principle, which only awaits application to the various
weapons in use for throwing projectiles. It is said that the
French Government, is at present engaeed in investigating the
merits of the invention as applied to artillery, in which direction
some excellent practice at long ranges has already been made.—
London Times.

The latest, advance in ballistics made in France is th° substitu-
tion of liquefied t?as for powder. Rifles, revolvers and machine
guns are to be fired without tbe use, of powdc ; shells are to he ex-
ploded, and in fact, it is proposed to revolutionize the art of killing.

This is not tbe first time that r» Placing powder by the expan-
sive force cf gas has been tried. The air gnu was the first attempt
made m thislme.bnt after each discharge it was found necessary
to compress the air anew, and even then the pressure was not.

above ten atmospheres. Air guns do not, however, rise much
above the tov stage until tbev reach the point which, a few years
aero, was so well illustrated by the pneumatic dynamite gun that
within the past few months has shown such a surprising develop-
ment.
The idea of the inventor of the new system is of the same order.

In place of b « vine; recourse to air be. uses gas previously com-
pressed to a. point bevond the liquid state. The ordinary pressures
at which it is possible to liquefy gas axe well known, as is also tbe
fact that if fhirtv atmospheres were necessary to liquefy gas we.

should have an equivalent potential energy where the gas was
liberated. Krunp, the great German gunmaker. has been using
compressed carbonic acid gas. carried in closed iron vessels, for
the post nme vears. The tanks are placed in little carriages so
that tbev can be run about, fr^m place to place in his establish-
ment,, and knowing the cooling effect of the air and gas when
mixed together, he has used it, to cool quickly the iron hoops that
are placed over the tubes of his euns. All over tbe world com-
pressed carbonic acid era sis used for various well-known purposes.
The expansion of this gas as it comes from its reservoir was

what suggested its use as a desiroble nropellsut for projeo+iles
and a bursting charge for shells, torpedoes, and so forth, and its
comparative cheapnes= was another recommendation. It lique-
fies at 15° centigrade under a pressure of about 50 atmospheres;
thatip, ten times the expansive force of an air gun. At 200° the
force mounts up fo 800 atmospheres, and the inventor declares
that when necessary he will h? able to reach that great pressure.
In arms of 6, 8 and 12 millimeters, capable of firing from 50 to 300
consecutive shots, he claims tbe following advantages: No flame
and no smoke, freedom from noise and dirt, absolute accuracy.
Dower to fire evenly and regularly at, will, no heating, rapidity of
loading, and cheapness.—N. Y. Times.

PARIS. Jnlv 15. —Some interesting experiments were conducted
yesterday at M. Giffard 1

? house with the now famous Giffard rifle

in the presence of a small party of the inventor's private friends,
including a military attache and another eminent member of the
Diplomatic corps. M. Paul Giffard lives in the Rue de Laborde,
in a modes 1 suite of rooms, which have much the appearance of a
museum of arms the walls being lined with models of bis gun in
various stages of advancement, from the first incomplete attempts
and failures down to th« perfect weapon. As the inventor has
devoted more than fifteen years of anxims labor to solving the
problem of the application of liquefied gas n « a. propelling force
to guns of all kind", and has spent over 1.000 000 francs in experi-
ments, it may readily be believed that, his collection of abandoned
models is extensive.
The general form of the Giffard gun presents few particular

characteristics to distinguish it outwardly from an ordinary
breech-loader except a loner steel cylinder which is screwed under
the barrel just in front of the trigger, and containing the lique-
fied gas. In tbe simple pe^-rifles or carbines, not adapted +o the
repeating system, the bullet, is inserted in a round slot in the
upper part of the breech, and falls into a small chamber, where
it is kept in position by the action of a spring. On pressing the
trigger a drop of liquefied gas escapes from the steel cylinder into
this chamber, and at the same time the bullet is pushed slightly
forward in the bore, so as to receive the full force, of the evapo-
rating liquid. The chief difficulty with which M. Giffard has
had to contend has been, of course, to regulate the charge of lique-
fied gas in its passage from the steel evlinder into the chamber
containing the bullets, and it, is in the solution of this highly diffi-
cult mechanical problem that the entire merit—and also, I may
add, the secret—lies.
The liquid is simply oarbom'c acid gas, liquefied under great

pressure. I inquired of M. Giffard whether there was no danger
of tbe cylinder exploding in tbe event of its receiving a very vio-
lent blow. His replv was to take a fully charged cylinder, place
it Upon an anvil, and hea t it almost flat. He then attached it to
a rifle, which he fired with perfect success. "Nothing." he said,
"hut a blow from a cannon ball or a flaw in the metal of which
the cylinder is made could possibly cause it to burst, and even
then the liquid would simplv escape with a hissing noise in the
form of carbonic acid gas, and could do no more harm than tbe
opening of a bottle of soda water. The metal of the. cvlmdear is
extremely malleable, is not subject to oxidization, and though
very solid, does not, with the ordinary pea-rifle, weigh more than
51bs., and with the military rifle 71bs.
There is no recoil, so that the gun does not require to be heavy,

and as a convincing proof that his rifle really gave no recoil, M.
Giffard held it about half an inch away from his nose and fired it
off in that position. Powder of all kinds being- dispensed with,
the bore rarely requires cleaning. Tbe propelling force, more-
over, i only exercised to the full upon the projectile when the
latter has nearly reached the muzzle of the gun, so that the fric-
tion of i he bullet in its passage down the bore is greatly lessened.
The limited accommodations in M. Giffard's atelier prevented us
from ascertaining, even aproximately, the force of penetration of
the projectile, though at about forty paces a small round bullet
from the carbine was beaten quite flat against an iron target.
The question, therefore, still remains open whether the rifle can
be practically adapted for military purposes.
The military opinion which I heard expressed upon the subject

are, so far, favorable, especially as the Lebel repeating rifles, with
which the French armv is already provided, can easily he con-
verted into Giffard rifles, and then can be fired as many as 350
times in two and a half minutes. Moreover, the cost of the Gif-
fard rifle is said not to exceed from 19 to 35 francs. The French
authorities have several months in which to make up their minds
on the matter, and in any case there can be no doubt as to the in-
genuity and importance of the invention, whjeb is likely to find

still further application for industrial as well as military pur-
poses, for M. Giffard tells me that, he is now engaged in discover-
ing a means of adapting his system to machinery of all kinds, so
that one of these days not only the steam locomotive but even the
electric motor may be supplanted by a Giffard liquefied gas en-
gine.—London Post.

CREEDMOOR.
The eighteenth annual fall prize meeting of the National Rifle

Association of America will be held at the Creedmoor range,
Tuesday, Sept. 0. The shooting will continue for five days, begin-
ning at 9 o'clock each morning.
The matches will be shot as follows: Sept. 9, Judd and Wimble-

don Cup matches: Sept. 10. the long range and the Barney Wal-
thet team match; Sept. 11, President's match for the military
championship of the United States of America, inter-State long
range match and the Barney Walther team match; Sept. 12, New
York State National Guard match, First Brigade National Guard
match and the Second Brigade National Guard match; Sept. 13,
Hilton Trophy match and Inter-State Military match.
The Directors' match, the Tiffany match, Governor's match,

All-Comers' Military match. Revolver match and Steward match
will be open throughout the meeting. The hours for shooting are
from 9 to 12 o'clock and from 1 to 5 o'clock.
The Hilton Trophy is valued at, |3 000. It was presented by ex-

Judge Henry Hilton, and is shot for at 200, 500 and 600yds., seven
rounds at each distance. Tbe competition is open to teams of
twrelve from the three divisions of the United States army, one
team from the United Stales navy, a team from the National
Guard of each State and Territory, and teams from other count-
ries. Since 1886 the trophy has been held by the Massachusetts
National Guard team. The Inter-State Military match is open to
teams of twelve men representing the National Guard of each
St'Jte, or Territory. The distances are 200 and 500yds. standing
and prone respectively. The Massachusetts team has held the
trophy, a statue valued at $350, offered by New York State, since
1886.

ST. LOUIS. Mo., Aug. 2.—The tourney of the St. Louis Pistol
Club will end in a few weeks. E. Mohrstadt is at present high on
the individual straight average, and it looks very much as though
he will become the final winner of the handsome gold medal. He
leads the next highest man so much that there is little chance of
his losing. Eleven good and true members of the club put in an
appearance last Wednesday to do battle for the bauble of gold,
and S. G. Dorman proved the lucky individual to make the top
score. The scores made, by all of the persons competing class up
well. For all shooting the club uses .22cal. pistols and a 12J£yds.
standard American target. The score:
S G Dorman 7 10 10 7 10 9 10 10 9 .9—91
M Summerfield 10 8 10 7 10 9 8 10 9 10-89
A McB-an - 9 10 7 8 8 10 10 8 10 7-88W Bauer 8 8 10 10 10 7 7 10 8 8-86W C Mackwit z 9 10 10 7 8 7 9 8 7 10—85
M C Billmeyer 9 7 10 9 9 8 8 10 10 5-85
E O Mohrstadt 7 8 9 8 8 10 10 7 9 8-84
HShissell 10 7 8 4 8 10 10 10 8 8-63
A E Bengel 10 0 5 8 10 9 8 10 5 10-81
L V D Perrett 5 7 9 8 8 8 9 9 8 9-79
.fay J Schaeffer 9 9 9 8 8 7 9 6 7 5—77

Unsek Feitz.

NEW ORLEANS, July 19.—To-night the Metropolitan Club had
open house and a grand time presenting the prizes won at its re-
cent tournament. The most important event of the evening was
the presentation of the championship medal of Louisana, a hand-
some diamond Bet, piece of workmanship, of which any one ought
to be proud to be the wearer. President Cooper called Mr. John
Christen, of the Expectation Club, who had made the highest in-
dividual score, 1,522 out of a possible 1,625, and pinned this beauti-
ful and most valued prize on his breast. Christen was so over-
come that he was unahle to respond, and had to call on Mr. T. A.
Marshall, Jr., of the Spirit of the South, to do so for him. and he
performed the task most pleasantly, and made one of the most
appropriate speeches of the evening. The next event was the
presentation of the Hernsheim trophy to the record breakers, the.
Arnoults. This prize consisted of a large silver punch bowl and
eighteen goblets. The score made by the victorious eighteen was
26 102 out of a possible 29,250. Mr. C. P. Drolla presented this
trophv on behalf of the generous donor and the progressive Metro-
politan Club. Mr. B. Rouen accepted the gift in the name of tbe
Arnoult Rifle Club; his telling little speech was received with
cheers. Capt. Kinler and Lieut. McCoy were on hand to take care
of the prizes so gallantly won. McCoy was disguised as a min-
ister.

BOSTON, Aug. 3.—The wind and light were good to-dav at Wal-
nut Hill, and excellent scores were made. These were the best at
20yds.:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels Ill J N Eames 107 W Peters 102W P Thomson .... 110 LB Ava y .,,105 M T Day 102
C Wilder 108 AH Ballard 101

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
H Severance 82 W G Hussey 77 S C Sydney . . _ 71
C H Eastman 81 S P George 76 B Downs 71
H L Lee 80 D Bayley 73 AS Hunt 70
S O Merville 78 O M Howard 73

Pistol Practice Match, 50yds.W G Hussey 91 M T Day 89 AN Manus 79
H Gill 91 A G Stevens 87 W Woods 79
J B Hobbs 75

BERLIN, Aug. 4.—Captain Weber, the leader of the visiting
American riflemen, has gone to Nauheim, where Captain Diehl,
another of the American sharpshooters, is lying seriously ill.

ANY RIFLE.—The demand for 10-pound rifles with a trigger
pull of 31bs. is very likelv to decline, owing to the action of tbe
National Rifle Association in recognizing the right of shooters to
use a rifle of any weight or with any trigger pull. Tbe rule re-
stricting the weight and trigger pull was English and was nonsen-
sical in the extreme. The only way to popularize rifle shooting
as a pastime is to allow shooters to suit themselves as to what
they shoot, though it has cost the N. R. A. many hundreds of dol-
lars to learn this fact. The rifle manufacturer who puts on the
market a close-shooting. 11-pound, set-trigger rifle for from $30 to
$40 will he able to sell a large number, and the sooner a start is
made the better. The firm that has put out the best set-trigger
rifle for tbe past twenty years has stopped their manufacture and
is now devoting its time to making repeaters, so that the field is
open.—Newark Gall.

ZETTLER CLUB, Aug. 3 —The members of the Zettler Rifle
Club on the 200yd. raii'e at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park managed
to put, up some very fair scores. B. Zettler, who used a new .32
Winchester for the first time, made the greatest number of points,
and leads in the club competition with the largest total, 2,869.
Dr. J. A. Bovken made the best a verage, 218.5, on four strings, and
is second with a total of 2.617. Yesterday's results:
Off-hand shots, 200yds. distance, strings of 10 shots, possible 250

points—B. Zettler 202, 181. 189. 206, 217. 216, 212; total 1,126, average
20.37. V. Steinbach 185, 183, 19S, 193, 193. 201, 201* total 1,351. average
19.30. Dr. J. A. Bovken 338, 20:. 82g, alO; total 874; average 21.85. G.
W. Downs 175, 201, 151, 209; total 736, average 18.40. H. Kohlmetz
160.

DOMINION LEAGUE.—The 54th Battalion still leads the
league in the matches fired so far. The aggregate scores of the
leading teams are:
54th Battalion, Windsor Mills 4,065
53d Battalion, Sherbrooke . , 3,894
Halifax Garrison Artillery 3 890
13th Battalion 3 866
45th Battalion, Bowmanville , 3 845
25th Battalion Essex Centre 3 800
45th Battalion, Lindsay 3 744
96th Battalion, Port Arthur 3,735

SAN FRANCISCO, July 27.-The shooting range at Shell Mound
Park was crowded to-day with enthusiastic marksmen. The
National Guard had a strong contingent present, and the different
German shooting societies were indulging in their favorite pas-
time. Many monthly medal competitions were held by tbe mem-
bers of the National Guard, and the San Francisco Schuetzen
Verein held its initial bullseye shoot. The most interesting event
of the day's proceedings was a friendly military match bv F. O.
Young and J. M. Stewart against C. F. Waltham and A. Johnson.
Each participant fired 50 shots. The weapon was the Springfield
rifle, with the regulation 6lbs. pull of trigger. Score:
F O Young.., .45 47 43 44 45-224 C F Waltham..44 42 45 46 46-233
J M Stewart.. .41 44 43 40 41—209 A Johnson 42 42 41 40 40—211

433 434
A return match may be looked for at an early day.

HUNTINGTON. W. Va., July 31.—The Continental Powder Co.
has been chartered with gl.000,000 capital stock, to erect a smoke-
less powder factory on the line of the Norfolk & Western Railroad
near Ceredo. The Phoenix Powder Co., of New York, is the urin:

cipal stockholder in the enterprise. The company controls tbe
formula, for tbe manufacturing of smokeless powder in this coun-
try! and an effort will be made to have the Government adopt it.

If successful, the largest powder works in the United States will
be erected.

CREEDMOOR, July 26.—The New York Rifle Club shot one of
its series of matches on the above date. The severe storm in the
early part, of the day kept many at home. Only five of the forty
odd members had sand enough to come out. Following are the
scores: M. Herrington 89. T. J. Dolan 84, Mr. Loyd 77, Dr. E. R.
C. 74, John F. Klein 72. We use the standard American target in
all our matches. The other matches of this series will take place
on the 9th, 23d and 30th of August.

—

SecJhetabv.

THE TRAP,
Scores for publication should be made out on the prinUd blanks

prepared by the Foi-est and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers oftournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Aug. 6-8.—Onondaga County Sportsmen's Tournament, at Syra-

cuse, N. Y. Guaranteed purses, all cash.
Aug. 12-15.—McDowall Tournament, at Toronto, Can. Held

under the auspices of the four gun clubs of Toronto. For pro-
grammes address W, McDowall, Manager, 81 Yonge street.
Toronto.
Aug. 18-23.—Third Annual Keystone Tournament, at. Corry, Pa
Aug. 26-30 —Grand Inanimate Target Shooting Tournament of

the West End Gun Club of Harrishm-g, Pa., to be held at Williams
Grove, Cumberland county, Pa. For programmes address H. B.
Shoop, Secretary. Box 321, Harrisburg, Pa.

Sept. 1-2.—Hackettstown, N. J., Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,
Sept. 1, at targets: Sept. 2 at live birds. For programme address
E. R,ich f er. Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4—Beeville, Tex., Gun Club Tournament. T. J. Skaggs,

Secretary.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati, O.—Al Bandle's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Touruament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'v.
Oct. 8-10.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex Gun

Club, at Plainficld, N. J. Two days targets, two days live birds
$1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution Sept. 1.

DALLAS, TEX.
Dallas, Tex., July 28.-The scores cf the last three shoots of

the Dallas Gun Club. Tbe fargets were blueroeks, 15 singles and
5 pairs doubles. Our club is in a splendid couditior; we number
nearly 100 members. Our weekly shoots are generally attended
by quite a crowd of spectators and they seem to enjoy themselves
veiy much:
Worden 011011111010111 10 00 10 11 01-16
Patterson i 101001100011000 00 10 n 10 10-11
Wolf iiminiiiuoii io oo 10 n 10-ia
Fearn 111111100111111 11 11 10 10 11—21
Mohrhardt 01110101 1000000 TO 11 11 10 00—11
Terry 101001100101110 00 00 00 10 10- 10
Thompson 111111111011111 11 11 11 10 10-22
Jones OOOIOIOOIOOUOO 01 10 01 01 00— 9
Domnau UOIOOIOIIOIUO 00 01 01 00 10—12
P-rry 100011111010111 00 01 00 01 01—13
Nelms O0OOO0OO0OHO11 10 01 00 10 00 - 7
Williams 010001101100101 00 10 10 10 10—10
Thomas 101111000011110 11 01 10 00 11—15
Allen 00101 1000111101 00 01 10 10 11—13
July 17:

Fearn 111111011111011 11 10 11 11 11—22
Worden 011101101111110 01 11 10 10 11-19
wolf oiiioin nmio io oo oo 10 10-14
Thomas 010100000000010 00 10 10 10 10— 7
Patterson 111110011110001 10 00 00 00 01—11
Miller 11 01 010 '01 01 000 00 10 00 00 10— 9
Perry 10110100001 U01 11 11 01 10 00—13
Welms QOOUtiOOtOOQOOO 00 00 10 00 00— 4
Domnau 010100101111010 10 10 10 10 00—12
Williams 110100111000011 01 01 00 01 11-13
Terry 111111 01 1 10U 00 01 00 00 00 00-12
Dazey OOOH0011001001 10 00 00 00 00— 7
Jones OlOinOOOOUOll 11 01 10 01 10—14
Allen 111001000111100 10 00 10 00 00-10
F House 110101001001001 01 00 01 11 00—11
Mclntire 001000110H00101 01 00 10 00 00— 7
McKosky.. „ .111110111101100 10 10 11 00 00-15
Seegar 011001011110101 10 11 10 00 00-12
July 2U:

Worden 100100011011110 11 11 11 10 11—17
Perry 001110111101001 01 11 10 11 00-15
Fearn 011111101100111 11 11 11 11 11—21
Wolf 101110110001101 00 10 00 10 10—12
Williams 001111111100110 11 10 10 10 10-16
Terry 101001000000110 10 11 11 00 00—10
Thomson H1111111111111 11 11 11 10 11-24
Welms 01011101 (TOftOO 00 11 10 00 11—11 •

Mohrhart 111111110000111 11 10 10 10 10—17
Domnau 011100111111100 01 01 01 10 00—15
Smith 001111111110011 10 10 10 01 10-16
Jones... 100110111011111 OO 00 01 11 11-16
D^zey , 0' 01111 10011 101 00 1 0 10 01 10—14
Morrison 00011 0101O01001 10 10 10 10 10—11
THIHorv :;. % i,

, ,,
.

Pa.tterson 101 11 00 :

1 01 1001 11 10 00 10 10—14
F House 010010101111000 01 10 00 11 10-12
Thomas OOoOOlOlOlOllOl 00 00 10 10 00— 8
J House 1100001 01010000 10 00 00 10 00— 7

MA K-SAVV-B A.
Chicago, 111., July 30 —Editor Forest and Stream: A match was

shot at Mak-saw-ba Club grounds, at Davis, Ind, on Saturday,
July 19. Conditions. 50 live birds to each man, high score paying
nothing, next in order paying 10, 20, 30 and 40 per cent, of expenses,
respectively, Illinois State rules to govern:
John Watson. . . .12210121002110112012011211121111111111111121121121-44
C B Dicks 1122211112 '

i
> ?i—47

R C Stevens 00110220111202112121111122012210211111121111111221—43
J P Card Ol22l22OlOl0l22lHil1l2llli:?l2?.!1200ilOl0l2inilll-48W PMussey 10122111122211111111103122011111111122111111011022-15
The birds were an excellent lot. and the match was particularly

interesting, as the closeness of the score will show.
Following this race another at SO Peoria blackbirds each man,

was shot under the same conditions as to payment, viz.: Best
score paying nothing, others 10, 20. 30 and 40 per cent, of expenses,
respectively. The scores were as follows:
CB Dicks 1010111110101111111111111010101011111111011111111-41W P Mussey 0ll0milll0llllll0llll0l10l0lll0l0lllllllllllill_4l
G W Andrews. . . .1011110111100110110101011111111111111111110111111—41
R C S tevens 000 1 11 111111101 1 11 1 1110111110111 0111111101 1 1 1111 1—42
LMHamline 1111111111111111111111111111111111101110111011110—46
Ties on 41 each shot at 6 birds each with results as follows:

P B Dicks Oillll-5 Andrews 111101—5
Mussey 011111—5
Second round of ties:

Dicks 111110-5 Andrews 111110-5
Mussey 111101—5
Third round of ties:

Dicks 110110-4 Andrews 111111-6
Mussey 101110-4
Fourth round of ties for third and fourth:

Dicks 101111-5 Mussey 0011 w.
This race was particularly interesting and exciting from start

to finish, and was very enjoyable.
On Saturday next, Aug. 2, the same matches will be repeated at

Mak-saw-ba Club grounds, and will be witnessed by a large crowd
of members and guests. The matches have created much interest,
as the shooters are so closely matched, and the race of next
Saturday will be for blood from first to last. W. P. Mussey.

NEW YORK, July 31.—The Bronx River Gun Club held a very
enjoyable and, considering the heat, well attended shoot on the
club grounds at West Farms, in Westchester county, to-day. The
targets were American standard blueroeks thrown from 3 traps,
otherwise American Association rules governed. The scores
were as fol ows: A. Pfeiffer 19, J. Murphy 14, Y. Seawood 17, H.
Seawood 15, A. C. Dittmar 23. C.Clark 17, T. N. Jajqa'sa 17, M.
Briedenhacb J8, E, Fenton 9, M. Cunningham 9, E. D. Miller 18.
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CLAREMONT SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.
Neat York, Aug. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: The report from

this shooting ground is that all through the summer a greater in-
terest hay been noted than the management had expected. The
large number of our former regular visitors who are now out of
town at the seaside and mountains, accounts for the small attend-
ance on Saturday afternoons at present; but since live-pigeon
shooting was introduced the tendency has been for less target and
more live-bird shooting.
Our live-bird sweeps on Saturday afternoons have had numer-

ous entries which have not been hitherto reported; and, besides,
many come there during the week and practice. Some noted
shots have prepared themselves for battle on these grounds. The
convenience of having live birds always on hand has been fully
demonstrated these past three months, and although we have had
as many as 800 birds in the coop at one time, they have been speed-
ily disposed of and we have had continually to replenish our
stock.
Sportsmen come down as earJy as the 7:45 train from New York,

lind Superintendent Moss ready for business, and because of no
delay, and with livety pigeons, shoot a score of from 10 to 50 birds
and are back to business by 9;80 A. M.
We have been trying to overcome the objection to bad back

ground in our target, shooting, and we think wo have largely clone
so. For the past two weeks Mr. Moss has furnished us with white,
blueroeks, an i the shooting ot the crowd has impioved. There is

not complaint now that the targets cannot be seen. The white
ones show up well against the dark fence and look as big as a
house.
Our regular Saturday afternoon shoots will bo held all summer,

commend ng a t 2:30 P. M.; and when fall comes and birds are cheap
and plenty, the shooting public may expect some hustling here.
Among the visitors to-day were Messrs. Dayton and Coles, for-
merly of Cincinnati, O. Ad Vance.
Below are the scores:
Ten blueroeks, 50 cents entry:

1 % 3 h 0 6 7 8 a 10
Dayton 8 9 10 7 10 9 8 .. .. 7
Simpson 10 10 7 10 9 8 8 9 9 7
Collins 9699998997
Hathaway 8 9 78977498
Hunt 10 8 8 8 9 9 9
Howard 3 8 6 6 5 7 5 8 7 6
Lindsley 9 10 87889787
Cole 7 7 .... 8
Sweeps at, 4 live birds. $g entrance. No. 1:

Dayton 1111-4 Howard 2 1 0 1-3
Cole 2 3 2 1-4
No. 2:

Dayton 112 1—4 Howard. 2 0 0 1—2
Hathaway 1 2 3 0—3 Lyon 1 1 1 1—4
Collins 2 11 1-4 Lindsley I 1 t| 1-3
Simpson 1 1 1 1—

4

No. 3, ties div.:

Dayton 2 2 0 1—3 Howard 0 2 0 2—2
Hathaway 3 0 2 2-3 Lyon 0 12 2-3
Collins 12 2 1—4 Lindsley 10 1 1-3
Simpson 2 0 0 1—2
Second money shot off in nest sweep, miss aud out.

BREWER VS. CLASS.
Long Branch, July 30.—The live-pigeon shooting match be-

tween Captain John S. Brewer, of Philadelphia., and Frank Class,
of Pine Prook, N. J., was held at Long Branch to-day. The shoot
was for a purse of $500 a side, 100 birds each, 5 traps, American
rules to govern. Captain Brewer shot at 30yds. rise and Class at
28yds. Jacob Pent'/, acted as referee. Even though the birds were
the\reriest ''duffers'* that have ever been trapped iu the State,
the scores were still remarkable. Brewer Killed 98, his other two
falling dead .iusf over the hounds, while CJass scored 95 and had
three others drop outside the boundary. The shoot was under
London Gun Club rules, excepting that the score marked the dead
line. Brewer lost his 39th and 69 tb birds; Class lost his 21st, 26th.
33d, 34th and 97th birds, losing the first two through sheer lack of
judgment. The shoot was witnessed by over 500 experts, among
them John Erb, C. M. Hf-dden, J. E. Wbeaton, "Doc" Van Ness.
Wm. Erb, and other Newark shooters; H. Leddy, "Uncle Bill"
Sigler, of Montclair: John Riggott, of Rockaway: John Class, of
Pine Brook; Charle* Evans, Charles Ives and Hugh Liddy, of the
Newark Gun Club; John Irwin, Robert Walsh, of Philadelphia:

Price, Elisha West Price, Frederick Beale, William O. Price and
Colonel E. Shade.

E. Floyd-Jones and Edgar Murphy, the New York experts, were
also present for the purpose of witnessing Brewer's work, as they
are trying to arrange a match with him. Brewer used his second
barrel 59 times and Class used his 45 times. The match will prob-
ably be repeated.
Capt, Brewer says according to the terms of the match the

boundary line should be 80yds. from the center trap, but unknown
to him, after the match was ended, the promoters of the affair
declared the fence the boundary. Brewer killed 97 birds that fell
in fair grounds before there was any dispute.
Of the three remaining birds, one fell dead just inside the dead

line, one on the outside of the dead line, but inside the fcuce, and
the other a few feet on the outside of the fence, making the actual
number of birds killed 100, 98 of them in fair grounds.
When the referee's attention was called to the one bird that fell

inside the dead line he aliowen it, but the remaining two were de-
clared out; so the actual score Avas Brewer 98, Class 95. Had the
fence rule not been made, Brewer would have scored 100 birds
without a miss, as the furthest bird was not 80yds. from the center
trap.
He feels indignant that he should thus be deprived of obtaining

the full hoDor due him for making such a remarkable score.

BROOKLYN.
Brooklyn, July 29.—The Diana Sportsman Club held their

monthly shoot at Dexter Park, L. I., to-day. The club formerly
shot at Bay View Park, but at their last meeting they resolved to
change to Dexter Park. There were 13 members present, and they
shot at 15 blueroeks each. They were divided into three classes.
The medal in the first class was won by C. Ring, who broke 11. In
the second class the medal was won by C. Medler, who broke 12.

The third class medal went to H. Hartman, who broke 8. After
the regular shoot seAreral sweepstakes matches were shot, in
which R. Monsees. C. Ring and D. Robertson were winners.
July 30.—The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club held its regular

monthly shoot at Dexter Park, L. L, to-day. The birds did not
fly \rery well on account of the severe heat. Five traps were used
and each member shot at 7 birds. J. Bennett won. The scores
follow: Regular shoot at 7 birds each— J. Bdgerton 7, W. Levens
5 E. Helgans 7, W. Selover 5, J. K. Powell 5, S. Pfahlman 5, J.Van
Wicklen 7, Dr. Boehm 7. WT

. Linnington 5, C. McOee 3, A. Jardine
2, L. Sutter 7, J. Bennett 7, H. Schlictner 3. J. McLaughlin 4.

Shoot off for first place, 3 birds each, then miss and out: J. Ed-
gerton 3, E. Helgans 3, J. Van Wicklen 5, Dr. Boehm 7, L. Sutter
3, J. Bennett 8.

July Si.—That new and rising organization, the Erie Gun Club,
of South Brooklyn, had its regular monthly shoot at Woodlawu
Park, L. I., to-day. The shooting was exceptionally good, no less
than 5 men out of the 11 who faced the traps making a clean score
of 11 straight kills. In the shoot off the veteran Ike Hyde again
showed his superiority by killing 8 more straight, winning the
club badge for the second time. The second prize was won by H.
Jackson, the third by W. Sehellye and the fourth by C. Luhrssen.
The score was as follows: Regular shoot at 7 live birds—C. Plate
6, F. Greb 7, J. Plate 7, J. Sohmadeke 5, C. Jericho 7, W. Sehellye
5, C. Luhrssen 4, H. Dohrman 7. M. Ellsisser 6, H. Jankowskv 0

and J. Hyde 7. Shoot off for first prize: F. Greb 1, J. Plate 5, C.
Jericho 4, H. Dohrman 7, Ike Hyde 8. In a subsequent sweepstake
under club handicap rules F. Greb won first money with 8 straight.
Referee, C. Blattmacher.

LONDON, Ont., July 2(1.—London Gun Club, 30 Keystones, 5

traps, 16yds. rise: •

Evans. 111110101010110111011111111110-23

Tee Kay.... 10101100101011010U11110110001-18
Brewer 00000010100010011 11000100100 10 -1(1

Win field - 010001010011000(100000 101 11 0100- 10

Redpath 110101111001111111110111110111-24
.lavnes lOlOlOOOHOOlOlOiOOOOlOOlOilll -14
Tiibbs - 001001000111101110110001110010-15

Payne 010101111001110100110111001011-18

Match at 20 KevstoneB:
Evans ... 00111001101100110111-12 Redpath . .010101X110011111111-16
Tee Kay. .11111100101111001011-14 Jaynes .. ..11001101001111101010-12

Brewer....OOlOOIOlDOlOlOOllOtXl- 7 Gibbs . . . .111)01101000101)100110-- 9

Winfield ..00001001001100000101— 6 Payne . . . .10001100010111110111—12

FLEMINGTON, N. J., Aug. 4.-Flemington Gun Club shoot at
4o blueroeks, 5 traps, unknown angles, American Association
rules:
JA Chamberlin 1111101 llOOllliOllllOlOU-19H Sutphin lllOllOOllimil 101110011-19

9?r??wley imimiooioiioomooni-18A H Moore 1101011101111110101111 010 -18G A Redding 1010010101010001001110100—11
E Lott 11100 1 1 001111011111110011-18a Byatt loiiiommomoiooiiioi—18
flGOhambBrtin 1000001011110101010011011-13W S Gunmere OllllOlQloOllllllllllllOl—19H 8 Stout 0001011001011101001 V « n -

Following ehe club shoot sweep shooting was indulged in until
dark. Score:
First event, entrance SI. 10 bluerncks:

J L Chamberlin. . . . 1111111100— 8 Stout 010000HU— 5
Rowley 1111111111—10 Sntphin HOlOiOOIl— 6
Gunmere 1110100000- 4 R Moore 1011111001— 7
Lett 0111110011—6 Redding 0111101011- 7
Second event, 6 single hlum-oeks, $1 entrance:

Chamberlin 111111—6 Stout 110010-3
RoAvley 111111-6 Moore 110011—4
Lott 110011-4 Bedding 011111-5

TORONTO, Aug. 2—The shoot for McDowall's gun was con-
cluded on Stark's athletic grounds this Saturday afternoon, fh*
grounds, which are being laid out for the big shoot, are almost
ready, and those AA'ho were present expressed their satisfaction at
the arrangement of traps, etc. The score:
G Hilton OmilOlllllllOllllOirill-20
C Charles 1110010110111111111111000-18
T Sawden 0111110110111111111000000—16
G. Thompson, S. MeOlure and C. G. Winchell retired.
First Bweep, 15 birds:

C h ailcs 1 11111 1 11111111-15 Sawden 011 113101111111—1

3

McDowall .... 111111111111111—15
Charles won on third tie.
Second sweep:

Charles 1111111011- 9 Thompson 1111111101-9
Mc Do wall 1011111111—9 Henry 0111111111—9
Sawden. Sr 1001011111—6
Charles and Henry won.
Messrs. Charles Stark & Co., on whose grounds the tournament

will be held next Aveek, have decided to present, a copv of the W.
W. Greener's book on the gun to each contestant entering in one
or more of the guaranteed purses. This work sells for $2. Mr.
Paul North, of Cleveland, will assist W. McDowall in the man-
agement of his big shoot.

LONDON, Ont., Aug. 1—An interesting match was shot yester-
day on the London Gun Club's grounds, London West, the con-
t'Stants being Messrs. Redpath and Evans against Messrs. Ward
and Avey. The match was close and exciting throughout, as the
score shows. The weather was favorable and the shooting fair -

:;pfi on i of h, possible 400,

First Side.
Redpath 110111111100011 11010111 1 110111101 11011 110111111001

iin(X)iiiioiiiiiiiiiiitioiiiiniiiiioiiiioiimoiio-79
Evans 001011 1110011 0100101 111001100 I I 1 01 I t 11 1 1 00 110111]

0101 11101 110110111111011111011101 1 1010011111001111—71

150
Second Sidp.

Avey 10111111111011011001111100111011001111111111111101
oioi in 1 1 oi ii niii on ] 1 1 op'O n Oio 1 1 1 o )o ii 1 1 1 1 ii i n 1 1 - -re

Ward OlOlltXtOOi 1 1100111101100111 11 1 111 1 inn] 1 1011100111
liioftonnioiiiiiiiiooiiiiiiiiotxiiiiioiiiooioiioio-io
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LAKE COUNTY GUN CLUB.-Burnside, 111., July 30.-Sweep
No. 1:

WS Bond 0201222102-7 W J Edbrooke 2010222211-8
N H Ford 2100000111-5 Marquardt 2001101100-5
FSarther 1100000010—3 H Peckart 1000020222-5
Sweep No. 2:

Ed brooke 21120—4 Bond 22101—4
Peckart 02210—3 Ford 01101—3
Sarther 21112—5 Marquardt 22112-5
SAveep No.

"

Bond 00010—1
Marquardt 21010—3

Edbrooke 22102-4
Sarther 10222—5
Peckart 01221—4
Sweep No. 4:

Marquardt.... 10112—4 Edbrooke 11222—5
Bond 01111-4

Ties, miss and out: Bond 0, Marquardt 1.—Rav^lrig.

OMAHA, Neb.—The Raymond Gun Club's weekly shoot, 25
singles and 5 piirs of double blueroeks. and 18yds. rise:
Loomis 00011101010 1 1001010110101-12 11 11 11 01 11-9
Fogg 1101101011010111011111011-18 11 11 11 10 11-9
Montgomery 11011111111 11001110100111-19 10 10 11 10 10-6
Jones 01011011110111 1 ti Oil 00! U u-16 10 00 10 11 11-6
Korty 001001000110010(111 1000100- 9 10 00 00 10 10-3
Kennedy 1111011100110001100010110-14 11 10 00 00 01-4
Bingham 11110110111001 1011101 1010—17 11 00 11 11 11—8
Perkins 1111 lOUlli 11 1

1

: ini:,io- ::. : ::
.<: -

Kenyon 1110111000111000100000111-13 01 00 11 01 11-6
Sandy Guiswold.

WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. 3.—At the regular meet this Aveek of
the WorcesLer Sportsmen, at Coal Mine Brook Range, the mer-
chandise contest was renewed. In the contest at each ni<>et, each
man has a possible 25 clay-pigeons, the total of each follows: E.
B. Burbank 24. G. J. Rugg 22, C. B. Holden 21, Geo. Adams and
Chas. Crompton 30, A. G. Larkin and A. R. Bowdish each 19, I. N.
Dodge, C. A. Parker, A. B. F. Kinney, B. E. Hill and C. H. Howe
each 18, M. D. Gilman, W. E. Johnson, W. R. Dean each 17, A. L.
Oilman 16, F. M. Houghton, V. F. Prentin and J. B. Gm-low each
15, W. L. Davis, H. D. Jourdan, E. F. Swan and G. W. Langdon
each 14, E. Whittaker 13, H. W. Webber 11, C. R. Burnett. 10, T. P.
Wilson and J. W. Dougherty each 7.

A SOBER CHALLENGE—Mechaniesburg, Pa., Aug. 2.—C. K.
Sober, the champion shotgun shot of the world, has issued a chal-
lenge to Capt. Bogarduo, or any other expert shot that sees fit to
accept, to shoot him a match for f1,000 a side during the Grangers'
Picnic at Williams's Grove, Aug. 25 to 30. Marvelous are the feats
accomplished bv Mr. Sober with his favorite A\

Teapon, and after
the match he will give an exhibition of fancy shooting that will
astonish the natives for a hundred miles around. Mr. Sober has
posted a forfeit of §250 in the hand* of Col. R. H. Thomas, of this
place, general manager of the Grangers' Picnic, to whom all com-
munications on the subject should be addressed.—Minnie Minqo
OMAHA, Neb., July 26.—The Omaha Gun Club's regular weekly

shoot took place to-day. The day was flue, the marksmen at their
best, and at a consequence good scores was the result. The con-
ditions were 25 blueroeks. 5 unknown traps, iSyds. rise: Fogg 18,
Townsend 21, Brewer 19, Kennedy 24, Brucker 10, Gray 14, Field 22,

Hughes 20, E. J. Corey 20, W. F. Corev 21. A sweepstakes, 10

blueroeks, $2 entrance, ssme conditions, followed the main eA'ent,
and proved a tight and interesting chase: Fosg 10, Gray 8, Town-
send 9, Hughes 8, Fuller 8, Field 8, Hummel 7. Brewer 6, Borland
io, Jones 6. Fogg and Borland divided first and Townsend took
second.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 2.—In the merchandise match at
Wellington to-lay tnese scores were made: Bennett 18, Dodge 17,

Scott and White 16 each, Dill 14, Gore, Sanborn and Budd 13 each,
Shumway 12, Warren 11, Cowes 10. The winners of firsts were as
follows: 6 hubs. White and Bennett; 6 hubs. Gore; 3 pair hubs,
Gore; 6 hubs, Dodge and Scott; 6 hubs, Scott and Perry; 6 hubs.
White: three pair hubs. Eager, Scott and Bradstreet; 6 hubs, Ben-
nett: 6 hubs. White and Bradstreet; 6 hubs, Gore; 8 hubs, Gore; 5
pair hubs. Perry; 10 nubs, Wliite; 3 pair Hubbs, Dill and Scott; 6

hubs, Bond aud Warren; 3 pair hubs, Bond and Bennett; 6 hubs.
White; 6 hubs Wliite and Scott; 6 hubs, Perry and Bond; 0 hubs,
White: 6 hubs. Perry and Bond; 6 hubs, Dodge and Sanborn; 6

hubs, Bennett, Scott and Bond.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
auested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

ForisSt and Stream, Box 2.833, N. Y. city, has descriptive Illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leflungwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed toe on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," '•'Dick Swivel ler." "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Namjeb and Portraits or Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birdB which
they may kill. Cloth, 880 pages, price $3.50, For sale by Forest
AHDStRHAM.

faclfting.

FIXTURES.
ADGtJgT.

3-9. Cor. Navy, Cruise, Long 18. American, Open, Newbury-
Island Sound. port.

2-16. QuakerCity,Annual Cruise 18, 19, 20. Corinthian, Marble-
Long Island Sound, head, midsummer series

8. Monatiquot,Ladies' Day and for 30 and 40-footers.
Review, Weymouth. 18. L. Y. B. A.. Cobourg.

.wbleh'd.
9. Corinthian,M a r b 1 e h e a d, 23. Hull, Cham., Hull.

Club, under 21ft. 23. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
9. So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Cup. Larchmont.
9. Hamilton, 21 and 25ft. 23. West Lynn, 3d Cham., Lynn.
9. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor. 23. BeA^erly, 2d Sweep, Mon.
9. Queen City, Cruise, Toronto. Beach.
9. Monatiquot, 3d Chain.,Wey- 33. Savin Hill, Cham.,Savin Hill

mouth. 33. Great Head, Sail-off, Grea,t
9. Taopan Zee, Annual, Grand Head.

View. 23. American, 2d Cham., New-
9, 11. Hull, Cham., Pt. Allerton. burvport.
12. So. Boston, Mus. Fleet. City 23. Cor. "Navv, Regatta, West

Point, Long Island Sound Squad.
9, 11, 12. Corinthian, 21 & 25ft. 23. So. Boston Mus. Flpet, Cup.

Classes, Marblehead. 23. Queen City, Skiff Class, Tor.
13. Hull, Ladies' Day. 23. Riverside,Ladies'Day, River-
13. Pleon, Club, Marblehead. side, Conn.
13. Hamilton, L.Y.R.A. Regatta 23. L. Y. R, A., Oswego.
13. L. Y. R. A., Hamilton. 23. Buffalo, Cruise, Lake Erie.
14. Massachusetts, 30 and 40ft., 23. Lynn, Lynn.

Dorchester. 27. Rhode Island, Open Regatta.
15. L. Y. R. A., Royal Can., Tor. 27. L. Y. R. A., Rochester.
16. Sippican, Cluh, Marion. 28. Miramichi, Black Brook to
16. Beverly, 3d Cham., Marble- Oak Point and return.

head. 39. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail,
10. Queen City, 1st Class and Savin Hill.

"World" Cup, Toronto. 30. Beverly, 3d Cup, Marblehead
16. L. Y. R. A., Queen City, Tor. 30. Sippican, Sweep, Marion.
16. Newark, Annual, Bayonne. SO. Savin Hill, Cruise.
16. Beverly, 2d Cham., Marble- 30. Queen City, 3d Class, Tor.

head. 30. Monatiquot, Sail-off Cham.,
Weymouth.

THE NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.
EVERY year increases the importance of the cruise at the ex-

pense of the regatta, and while this year the latter was in no
way more notable, than those of the other Nbav York clubs, the
August cruise is more than over the great event of the year. Tt
is too soon yet to say whether it has quite fulfilled all anticipa-
tions and redeemed some of the dullness of an exceptionally dull
season; but if such shall not prove to be the case, it will be due to
the apathy of owners, and not to any neglect on the part of the
officers. Every effort has been made to meet the wishes of both
cruisers and racers, besides the Goelet cups, special races have
been arranged at Newport, and those who please may race in tbe
runs.
As usual, the handsome flagship Electra was ready on Wednes-

day morning a.t tbe club station off Twenty-sixth street, New
York, and at 9:40 started on the run for NeAV London. On hoard
were Commodore Gerry, Fleet Captain Stephen Peabody, Secre-
tary J. V. S. Oddie, Treasurer F. W. J. Hurst, Fleet Surgeon
Morris J. Asch, Messrs. S. Nicholson Kane and Chester Gris-
wold, of the regatta committee, Mr. D. B. Fearing, and the repre-
sentatives of the leading New York papers. Once through the
Gate, and on the beautiful waters of the Sound, the hot and stifl-
ing atmosphere of the city was soon exchanged for a breeno that
made life worth living as the flagship ran rapidly toward New-
London. The run was without incident until near port, when a
curious white object that bad been frisking about in the distance
ran down astern of the Electra and begun a stern chase, which
proved a short one, as she not only came up quickly, but was soon
far ahead. She was soon recognized as the new Herreshoff torpedo
boat dishing, with Secretary Tracy on board.
Shortly after 5 P. M. the Electra steamed into New London

Harbor, and anchored in the midst of the large fleet oC yachts
that had gathered from all quarters for the cruise. The steamers
were out in large numbers, the most imposing being the hand-
some AhTa and the Catarina. Volunteer, looking as large as ever,
was with the fleet for the first time in two years; with her was
Puritan, the new cutter Wayward, Mayflower in her schooner rig,
OSnone, Marguerite and last year's Burgess schooner Merlin.
The 70-footers were few, Katrina Avaiting at Newport, Bedouin
being laid up, and only tirade and Titania,the latter under oruis-
ing rig

%
being with the fleet. Clara was present as usual, while in

the 40tt. class were Minerva, Moccasin, Mariquita, Choctaw,
Nymph and Liris, the latter twro with cruising parties aboard.
Gossoon had started from Newport in the morning, but parted
her bobstay off Narragansett Pier and put back. With these
racers were cruisers by the score, Dauntless, Yampa, Iroquois,
Intrepid, Huron, Medusa, Pocahontas, Fanny, besides many yachts
not flying the New York burgee.
In the harbor was the Despatch with Secretary Tracy on board,

and immediately on anchoring Com. Gerry, accompanied by his
staff, paid a visit to her. The iron lifeboat of the Electra has been
lately replaced by a handsome centerboard gig Avith a couple of
sprit sails, and this new boat was sent off in charge ot Captain
Wickes, its first service being to bring on board Mr. George L.
Schuyler, Avho was to come down from Jamestown, opposite New-
port, where he avbs spending the summer with his aaughters, to
join the Electra for the cruise, as has been his custom in the past.
Mr. Schuyler was Avaiting at the landing off the Pequot House,
and was soon on board, where a warm greeting awaited him.
At 9 P. M. a meeting of the captains was held on the quarter-

deck of the Electra, Com. Gerry presiding. In calling the meet-
ing to order the Commodore made mention of the fact that the
occasion Avas the 46th birthday of the club, the first meeting, for
the purpose of organizing, having been held on board Mr. John C.
Stevens's yacht Girncrack, on July 30, 1844. The matter of the.
programme for the cruise created some discussion, three courses
being suggested. The first was to sail to Mewport on Thursday,
the Goelet cup race taking place on Friday, and on Saturday 1o
run to the Vineyard, lying there over Sunday and continuing the
regular course to New Bedford for a night and then back to New-
port on Tuesday, where the naphtha and rowing races would take
up another day. The second programme Avas after sailing for the
Goelet cups on Friday to hold the launch and gig races at New-
port on Saturday, sailirg on Monday for the Vineyard. The third
was to sail to Shelter Island on Thursday, Newport on Friday,
and to race, for the Goelet cups on SaturdaA% continuing the
cruise to Vineyard Haven on Monday. This plan found some
favor, but it was finally decided to proceed at once to Newport
and to follow the second programme. The arrangements for races
on the runs, published last week, Avere proposed by Mr. L. Nichol-
son Kane, of the regatta committee, and adopted, Mr. Kane also
mentioning that Rear-Cam, Iselin had presented a $250 cup to be
raced for by the forties.

It was decided to start the first run early on Thursday, but the
first news that went through the fleet about 7 A. M. Avas that Mr.
Schuyler had been found dead on the floor of his stateroom an
hour earlier. This sad news changed entirely the arrangements,
colors were half-masted, the race Avas abandoned, the command
of the fleet on the run was intrusted to Vice-Commodore Fish,
Avhile the Electra remained in harbor with Mr. Schuyler's body on
board. Fleet Surgeon Asch, Avho was on board the flagship all
night, pronounced the sudden death due to heart disease. Mr.
Schuyler, Avho Avas 80 years old, had been feeble for some time,
and his death was not unexpected by his family, though it was
probably hastened by the extremely sultry weather of Thursday,
and the excitement of the trip to join the fleet. The services of
an undertaker were secured at New London, and the flagship
steamed on in the rear of the fleet, reaching Newport about 3
P. M., calling first at Jamestown, where Com. Gerry visited Miss
Schuyler and broke the news to her.
At her request, services were held as soon as the flagship reached

Newport; toe coffin, coArered with the American flag, was placed
on the quarter deck, in the presence of a number of yachtsmen,
while Com. Gerry, who was deeply affected, read the Episcopal
burial service. At the conclusion of the ceremony, which was a
most impressive one. the body was taken ashore to meet the Fell
RiA'er boat for Ncav York, Miss Schuyler also accompanying the
remains. Mr. Philip Schuyler, Avho has been on a long cruise on
t he eastern coast in his steam yacht Nooya, Avas notified by tele-
graph. In the evening a special meeting of captains was held on
the Electra, at Avhich Com. Gerry appointed a committee who
drew up the followdng:

On Board Yacht Volunteer, t

off Newport. Aug. 1, 1890. f
The committee appointed by Com. Gerry beg to report that tb.B

announcement of the sudden death of George L. Schuyler, on



Aug. 7, 1890,] FOREST AND STREAM.
board the flagship TSloetra. is received with the most profound
sorrow, and this loss to us is most sincerely mourned.
He was one. of the founders of the New York Y. O, and its oldest

member. He was one of the five gentlemen who built the yacht
America, and who presented to the club the America's Cup as an
international challenge cup.
A Pter being present at 1 he assembling of the first squadron that

this club has ever brought together, he was stricken to death,
surrounded by friends, on the morning of Tilly 31,
Ho was a man of world-wide reputation and of unblemished

honor, an intelligent and enthusiastic yachtsman.
We do well to emulate his virtues, and it will be a proud record

for us to be, as be was, ready "when each in his silent chamber
shall hear his sunset gun."

(Signed) Charlies J. Paine,
Jam"es I). Smth.
Ej.krttxhs T. Gerry, Commanding Officer.
Latham A. Fish, Vice-Commodore.
C. O. Iselin, Rear Commodore.

The funeral, on Monday, in Mew York, was very Simple, the
body being finally taken to the family plot at Tarrytown.
The fleet, with colors at half mast, started from New Loudon

about 9:30, no times being taken and no attempt at racing being
made, save that occasional brushes took place between one pair
or another of the yaohts. Titania and Grayling led the fleet in,

ii sailed very well on the whole run, while Quickstep had a
\ ery good place at. the finish. Just off the torpedo station were
the vessels of the British fleet, Bellerephon, Canada and Partridge,
arrived from Halifax during the morning. The day had been
warm but pleasant, with a free wind in tne morning, drawing
abeam later on, and save for the depressing occurrence of the
morning the run was a very pleasant one. At anchor in Newport
were enough yachts to bring the total of New York Y. C. fleer, up
to 125, while a number of outside yachts were there as well, Awa,
Milioete, Kathleen, and smaller craft without number. On the
run Pocahontas lost her topmast, but had a new one in next day,
while Halcyon broke her main boom.

GOELET CUPS, AUG. 1, NEWPORT.
All through the spring, when regatta after regatta was started

With fewsinglestickers and no schooners, the cry has been that the
racers were waiting for the New York Y. C. cruise, that t hen all
would be ready and there would he plenty of racing. Now that the
cruise has come and gone it looks as though, in the schooner class
at least, the Goelet cup and the Eastern regatta would ma ke up
the sum total of the year's racing, the result being but little bet-
ter in the singlestick classes. The Goelet. cups have for the past
five years been the leading event, of tho season, taking precedence
even of the New York Y. C. regatta in June, and the ownership
of the cup has in a way settled the question of superiority in each
class for the year. Considering its importance, the present race
cannot be called a success or much above the low level of all the
racing this year. The schooner race was welcome as a novelty,
but the absence of Grayling robbed it of much interest ; Sea Fox
who was looked to tor a hard battle with Merlin, made a very
poor showing all day: Marguerite, sailing her first race since some
important alterations, had smelied bottom on the previous day
and could not got her board down; Quickstep, the smallest, and

• one of the smartest, of the schooners, and ready to try to repeat
her performance of last year at Marblehead, when she saved her
time from the Meet, carried away the jaws of her main gaff in the
morning, and was out of the race before it begun. Miranda, who
has not raced for a couple of years, was also entered to trv the
result of recent alterations, but in stowing her mainsail oil the
previous night the boom was allowed to drop on the wheel,
smashing the latter very badly, and although her captain went
to Boston that night in search of a new one, he had not returned
when the fleet went out to the start. The starters in the schooner
class were but six, Merlin, Sea Fox, Palmer, .Marguerite, CEoone,
und Mayflower, a very good lot, but by no means the fleet that
should start if all the schooner racing of a season is to be condensed
into a single race.
The half a dozen starters in the singlestick class were hardly

more satisfactory, ranging in size from 40ft. up to 86, with all the
posibilities of big flukes which accompany such a fleet. Volunteer
was once more under her racing colors, and apparently in fine
form, hut it was not expected that Puritan would save time from
her, or make the race other than a walkover. Puritan, looking
much as of old, with Capt. Crocker in his usual place at the
Wheel, was on hand, but in the next class two important yachts
were missing. Shamrock being absent altogether, and Titania.
under her old rig and with working topsail, merely sailing around
in -'could if I would" sort of way that must have been intensely
provoking to her classmates. Katrina was present, but without,
her owners on board; and Gracie, also improved by alterations
during the winter, was eager for the chance that was denied her
last .lane. Clara was on hand in case of light weather or any
stray flukes, and Gossoon, with nearly 50 minutes to take from
Volunteer, was also ready,
Minerva's owner has lately been seriously ill and left Newport

this same day under the orders of his physician on a trip to the
West, bis brother accompanying him. Minerva was left in cbarfee
of Mr, Gouverneur Kortright, but owing to Mr. Carroll's illness she
was not ready to go in. Mr. Carroll has been forbidden to race
again '.his year, even in the case of a speedy recovery, and what
the result will be on Minerva's entries in future races remains to
be seen

.

The early morning brought a violent thunder squall about
5 A. M., I he heavy wind causing a number of yachts to drag in the
harbor, b it at 7 A. M. there was little wind and less promise of
any. Th S fleet started out, however, and by 11 A. M. the flagship
was at anchor to the southward of Brenton's Reel i : i

, e
with alight breeze from N.N.E. blowing out the code signals for
the historic "Sow and Pigs" course, 17J4 miles east, soulheasl to
Sow and Pigs Lightship, thence 4H miles north to Hen and
Chickens Lightship, and thence 16% miles west, % north to the
finish at Brenton's Reef Lightship.
The preparatory gun was fired at 11:33. and the starling gun for

the sinalestickers 10 minutes later. Clara, snowing a couple of
bale sticks in her mainsail in true Yankee fashion, was first over
on port tack, with Volunteer just to leeward of her. Puritan.
Katrina and Gracie were together some little distance, astern of
Volunteer, Gracie under Katrina's lee quarter, while Gossoon was
last. The crossing interval was 5 minutes, the gun at the end
being aho the signal for the schooners to start; but in spite of the
signals displayed with each gun the whole schooner fleei was
bad ly handicapped. Marguerite was first over, GEnone second and
Palmer third. These, witn Mayflower, crossed the weather end of
the line, but. Merlin lumbered down to leeward and was forced to
tack near Electra's stern and stand along to the line to the. other
end. Sea Fox was just ahead of Merlin. The actual times of the
start, were not taken from the bridge, but the lot was badly handi-
capped; while the start was sluggish and slovenly in the extreme
so much so as to suggest, the desirability of a "one gun'' start in
hopes that it may stir men up a little, or. on the other Land' e.f

giving a still longer interval, say of 15 or "20 minutes, so that i le
disgrace of such an unnecessary handicap as in this case may be
nominally avoided.
The entire, fleet started on the port tack, all carrying clubtop-

sails and first or second jibtopsails, the schooners mostly carry-
ing maintopmaststaysails. The leaders held the port tack for
some time, the wind still blowing light N.N.E., with a weather-
going tide. At the end of the first half hour Volunteer, have is
increased her lead on the fleet, was furthest off shore save Gracie
now under her lee. Puritan, Katrina, Clara and Gossoon were to
windward of Volunteer, the latter well in shore. Marguerite
first of the schooners, was some distance astern of the single

I ii |j

division, hut well ahead of her sisters, GEnone, Mayflower and
Palmer being abeam of each other, while Merlin and Sea, Fox
were still some distance astern, Merlin having passed to wind-
ward and taken the lead ot Fox.
At, about 13:30 Volunteer caught t he first puff of an easterly breeze
which headed her off and then ran back to turn the others, mak-
ing the course a dead beat for the remaining 13 or 11 miles. Both
Clara and Gossoon had held as far as possible to windward since
the start, and when the new breeze met them thev tacked. Gos-
soon at 12:30 and Clara at 12:33, heading somewhere up the Sakon-
nett Paver. The posit ions now were: Volunteer, well to the south
with Gracie to leeward of her, and Katrina well to windward of
Gracie's port quarter, Puritan being to windward of the pair, and
the entire quartette on the original port tack. Inshore and astern
of them were Clara and Gossoon on starboard tack. Gossoon hav-
ing caught Clara or nearly so. Mayflower was traveling to the front
of the schooner fleet, and Merlin was working her way steadily
after her, Sea Fox doing little to speak of.
About 12:10 Puritan tried the in shore tack. Volunteer at once

following her about, but Katrina and Gracie preferred the open
water, and hammered along nearly to the outer mark on the off
shore tack, Katrina steadily gaining. The schooners held this
latter course also, the fleet being thus broken into two divisions.
At 1:07 Volunteer went on port tack, to the eastward of Wear
Island, Puritan at once following, and a quarter of an hour later
both took in jibtopsails and laid as clo-e as possible for the long
leg to the lightship, Volunteer was gaining on Puritan; Katrina,
to the south, was beating Gracie badlv; and Gossoon and Clara,
now far astern of Volunteer, were falling further apart with each
mile the little white cutter sailed. Merlin had caught and passed

Mayflower long before the mark was reached, while Marguerite,
unable, to lower her hoard, had dropped to last place. Palmer
also was beaten and did not, turn the mark. The times at the
Vineyard Haven (Sow and Pigs) Lightship were:
Volunteer a 20 30 Gracie 3 12 SO
Puritan 2 32 40 Clara- 3 14 25
Katrina 2 52 07 Sea Fox 3 17 05
Gossoon 3 06 00 CKnone 3 24 06
Merlin 3 07 16 Marguerite 3 33 00
Mayflower 3 09 40
Gossoon, though outside ot her allowance from Volunteer, had

taken the honors on the long beat out, leading not only Clara and
Gracie, but all the schooners, and making almost as good elapsed
time as Merlin and Mayflo wer. She had beaten. Clara over llm.,
and though a part of this was due to some fluking under the New-
port shore in the early part of the race, a great, deal of it was, so
far as could be seen, on fair sailing.
The short leg to Hen and Chickens was a close reach, Volunteer

turning the second mark just as Katrina turned the first. Little
Gossoon held ber place over part of this leg, and then the big
schooners passed her. Gracie had come down to working topsail
and no jibtopsail before the first mark, but Katrina carried her
club and int ermedia.te jibtopsail. There is little to tell of the pro-
cession home under spinakers after the fleet left Hen and Chick-
ens, the times at that mark being, so far as taken:
Volunteer 2 51 02 Katrina 3 23 28
Puritan 3 04 42
The full times of the raoe were:

SnOOPS AND CUTTERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Volunteer ..11 44 00 4 30 49 4 55 49 4 55 49
Puritan 11 45 13 5 03 47 5 18 34 Not mess.
Katrina 11 45 40 6 24 13 5 38 33 5 27 02
Gossoon.... 11 46 53 6 16 13 6 29 20 Notmeas.
Clara 11 43 52 6 22 12 (5 38 20 6 03 55
Gracie 11 45 22 fi 20 28 6 34 4C 6 21 24

SOHOONURS.
Merlin 11 53 00 5 49 21 5 56 SI 6 56 21
Mayflower 11 53 00 6 09 29 6 10 29 6 14 25
(Endhe 11 53 00 0 £9 03 6 31 03 Notmeas.
Sea Fox 1153 00 6 11 23 6 18 23 Notmeas.
Marguerite 11 53 00 Time not taken.
Palmer 11 53 00 Did not finish.
The schooner cup goes to Merlin, the previous winners being:

1882, '83, Montauk; 1884, '86, Grayling; 1885, Fortuna; 1887, '88,

Sachem, and 1889, Sea Fox. The singlestick cup has been won as
follows: 1883, Fanny; 1888, Gracie; 1884, Bedouin; 1885, Puritan;
1886, Mayflower; 1887, '88, '90,Volunteer; 1889, Titania. No 70-footer
has ever won the cup when a larger boat has started. Titania,
knocking about the course under a small rig and with no elubtop-
sail, after starting to leeward of the line, managed to show up at
the weather mark some time ahead of the racers of her class; and,
had she been in, the race between her and Volunteer would have
been most instructive.
One of the chief feature oE the day was the race between Gos-

soon and Clara, the 40-footer beating the 53-footer llmin. 22aec. in
17 miles to windward, while the longer boat picked up 2tnin. 20sec.
on the run home. The sailing of Clara with Minerva and the
other good forties this spring would indicate that she is not so
much faster than the short boats on the wind as she has been
considered; but even in default of any apparent reason for tho
groat difference between her and Gossoon, few will be willing to
accept, this one race as conclusive evidence that any of the best Of
the 40-footers can beat Clara by half a minute to the mile, boat for
boat. If this or anything like it be true, however, it is a pretty
strong argument against the mythical narrow boat that has been
foretold in the event of the adoption of a classifiaation by cor-
rected length. Clara, of 53ft. waterline and 9ft. beam, has practi-
cally the same sail area as Gossoon, 40ft. waterline and 12ft. beam,
measuring 55ft. corrected length to 48ft., in round numbers. A
16ft. Clara, carrying 3,50tJsu. ft. of sail, would rate at 48ft. corrected
length, or the same as Gossoon, and certainly would not have the
ghost of a show with the wider boat on even time if Clara herself
cannot beat the wide forty by a large margin.

NEWPORT, ISELIN CUP, AUG. 2.

The decision of the regatta committee to offer the Iselin cup for
the forties pleased every one, as no better chance for a test has
been offered this season. Few New York yachtsmen were present
on the occasion of Gossoon's victory at Marblehead three weeks
since, and there was a general desire to see a match between the
two. At the same time there were other forties present, and
though few expected that they would trouble either Gossoon or
Minerva, every one wished to see the new Moccasin and also
Mariquita after her creditable performance in the Seawanhaka
Corinthian regatta. The course decided on was 12 miles to wind-
ward or leeward, and when the flagship anchored off Brenton's
Reef Lightship at 11 A. M. on Saturday, there was no trouble in
laying out a good course, the wind beiug moderate from S.E. and
the water comparatively smooth. The starters were as follows:

Measure- Allow-
nient. ance. Owner. Helmsman.

Mariquita, k 48.09 Allows. A. Belmont, Jr.. Ed. Burgess.
Gossoon, k 47.83 0 20 Adams Bros Chas. F. Adams.
Mccc-asm. cb- ....47.3d 0 ','.> K. L». Morga:) ..0'.vre=r.

Choctaw, cb 47.08 1 06 Arnold Thayer. Capt. Moloney
Minerva, k 45.61 2 48 J. L. Carroll. . . Capt. C. Barr'
Nothing had been left undone that could fit the boats for racing,

Mariquita had a new mainsail, and beside Mr. Burgess at the
wheel, she had Mr. E. A. Willard, who sailed Nymph so admira-
bly last year. Gossoon was in fine form, and with both her
owners aboard, Mr. Chas. F. Adams at the stick; Moccasin had
Mr. Morgan at the wheel, witb Mr. Herbert Leeds and Capt.
Craven beside him; Choctaw, with copper bronze in place of pot-
lead, was sailed by her skipper, a skillful hand; and Minerva
following Clara's example with a couple of battens in her main-
sail, had her skipper at the stick and Capt. John Barr with some
of Clara's crew to run the deck. All carried clubtopsails and
small jibtopsails, but, Minerva had her smaller club aloft.
The fleet lay astern of the Electra when the preparatory gun

was fired at 12:23, but a minute before the start was given Capt.
Maloney brought Choctaw with a rush close under tne stern of
the flagship, well timed to cross the line in the smoke. Close as she
was, there was still room, enough for Minerva's bowsprit between
Choctaw and the Electra, and Captain Barr put it. there in time
to back up his hail for room, whicn Choctaw was forced to give.
No prettier picture could a racing man desire to look on than was
shown from the high bows of the Electra as the pair ran through
the smoke as it left the gun; both heeled well down, Min-
erva just grazing Electra's forefoot as she leaped out to wind-
ward, with Chocktaw lapping her and almost covered by Min-
erva's mainsail. As she weut from under Electra's bow Minerva
shot out clear of her rival, and took a good weather berth. Moc-
casin came by a minute, later, but Gossoon and Mariquita hung
ba< k to give Minerva ber time at the start. It is a curious coinci-
dence that the order of the start was the exact reverse of the
order of size and allowances. All crossed on starboard tack, the
times being:
Minerva 11 33 84 Gossoon 11 37 04
Choctaw 11 33 49 Mariquita H 38 15
Moccasin 11 34 51
Gossoon was the first to tack at 11:45, the others going about at

once. She had been overhauling Minerva from the start, and
when after several short tacks she went about, a little after noon
on starboard tack, she was so close to Minerva that the latter
tacked to clear her. Gossoon having the right of way in the cross
tacking. Gossoon had fairly caught Minerva in this short dis-
tance, and the spectators looked to see her run awav to the same
tune over the next 9 miles, but it was not to be, for the whole of
the long way out Minerva held her weather berth in spite of all
that Gossoon could do. They came for the mark with Gossoon
ahead, but to leeward, and the Scotchman jockeyed her into
standing further than was necessary, so that when both tacked
together for the last time Minerva had added just enough to her
former lead by this maneuver to keep beyond blanketing dis-
tance.
Moccasin was third boat, but a long distance astern, having

worked the shore all the way out. Mariquita was beating Choc-
taw, but the two were out of it long before half the windward leg
was covered. The turn was timed:
Minerva 2 30 00 Mariquita. 2 45 40
Gossoon 2 31 35 Choctaw 3 03 53
Moccasin 2 37 45
The following times were taken from the Electra, from the turn

until the spinaker was broken out on each boat: Minerva 3m. 20s.,
Gossoon 3.30, Moccasin 5.15, Mariquita 4.50, Choctaw not timed.
Minerva rounded without a sign of a spinaker, and in a little over
two minutes had the sail drawing, save for some stops near the
head, which made it necessary to send a hand aloft, the sail being
somewhat torn in freeing it.

Liris, witb a working topsail and a boat in tow, had watched
the race from the start, coming out with the leaders and sailing
to windward of them. Now she started home with them, carrying
a baby jibtopsail and a spinaker, which, with no clubtopsaiF,
made a very curious rig. She ran with Minerva and Gossoon for
a long time before they left her astern.
The race in was something to see; Gossoon had gained lmin,

54sec. on Minerva in the 12-mile beat, which, taking the allowance
and difference of starting time, left her lmin. 3sec. within which
she must finish to win. She was within lmin. 35sec. of Minerva, at.

the mark, so that she had little more than half a minute to make
tip. Had she been near enough to blanket Minerva, there would
have been no hope for the smaller boat, Gossoon would have fin-
ished at her heels and taken the cup: but. the. distance was just
enough to keep Minerva clear and to allow her sails to draw to the
utmost. As the two ran along no difference in their speed was
perceptible. Gossoon's champions declaring that she was clearly
gaining; wrhile Minerva's friends were as confident that she was
more than holding her own. How nearly right they were, was
shown by the official times, Minerva gaining just ISsec. on Gossoon
in 12 miles. Minerva had carried her small ciubtopsail to wind-
ward, takiug in her baby jibtopsail in the latter part of the heat.
When once squared away she shifted to her large ciubtopsail. The
finish of the other boats was very dull, Moccasin had beaten Mari-
quita, and Choctaw very badly, but at the same time was not in
the racing with Gossoon and Minerva. The full times were:

Start, Pir.tsh.

Minerva 11 33 34 4 01 21
Gossoon 11 37 04 4 03 12
Moccasin 11 34 51 4 11 47
Mariquita 11 38 15 4 17 14
Choctaw 11 33 49 4 88 10

Elapsed. Corrected,
4 27 37
4 26 08
4 36 56
4 38 59
5 04 21

4 24 59
4 25 48
4 35 57
Allows.
5 03 IS

Minerva beat. Gossoon 49s., Moccasin 10m. 58s, Mariquita 14m.,
i ihoctaw 38m. Pis.

Mariquita did the best running, but her performance to wind--
ward was particularly poor, while no reason for it was apparent
from tho accompanying vessels She lost steadily all day. being
out of the race from the first mile. It is not to be expected that
she will ever hold the. pace with Gossoon and Minerva when the
two are doing their best, but after the Seawanhaka Corinthian
race, and in such good hands as she was on Saturday, something
better was expected of her. Choctaw's defeat was so great that
a part of it must be ascribed to some mishap, as none of the
forties that are now. racing are slower by half an hour than the
pack.
Gossoon ran alongside of Minerva as the little black fellow

anchored in the harbor, and gave a. cheer for the winners, but the
first official knowledge, that Minerva's men had of their victory
was when the Electra's launch came up with the handsome Iselin
cup, and passed it over the side. So far as sea and weather was
concerned, the race was a perfectly fair one; there was no fluking
to speak of, and both boats had a fair trial. The result confirms
the opinion we formed from the Marblehead racing. Minerva is

still good enough to hurry Gossoon in any weather, and the result
will depend on the handling and on judgment in chosing courses
and setting satis. Any errors on Minerva's part will give the race
to Gossoon, but when sailed at her best she has still a good fight-
ing chance of saving her time.
On Sunday the fleet in Newport Harbor included the following

yachts, a, number having sailed on Saturday:
Steuners—Alva, Sultana, Catarina, Oneida. Lagonda, Lurline,

Isolene, Susquehanna, Avenel, Unquowa, Tillie, Peerless,Vivieone
and Wampanoag. Schooners—Merlin, Sea F"X, Mayflower, Mar
guerite, Intrepid, Palmer. Columbia, Alert, Madeleine, Miranda,
Ambassadress, Crusader, Ramona, Yampa, Dauntless, Montauk,
Grayling, Iroquois, CEnone. Sylph, Wanderer, Noma, Viking, At-
alanta, Halcyon, Magic, Fenella, Quickstep, Lotus, Viator and
Nirvana. Cutters and sloops— Volunteer, Puritan, Titania. Way-
ward, Clara, Gracip, Monticeto, Listless, Fannie, Kelpie, Active,
Huron, Gossoon. Minerva, Choctaw", Moccasin, Oriva, Banshee,
Mariquita, Peri, Nymph, Medusa, Baboon and Tomboy.
The orders were given to dress ship. Com. Gerry and his staff

attended church on shore. On Monday morning colors were at
half-mast, it being the day of Mr. Schuyler's funeral, and the race
to Cottage City was abandoned, the fleet sailing over without
times being taken. A fog in the morning threatened to stop the
run, but. after the flagship had given up at 11:30 and returned to
Newport Harbor, the. fog cleared and it was determined to start.
The run was made quickly, the fleet starting at 1:30 and the lead-
era reaching Vineyard Haven at 6 P. M. At a meeting in the
evening it was decided to sail next day to New Bedford, lying
there over Wednesday for the rowing and launch races, and sail-
ing for Newport on Thursday, where some special races will fol-
low. After the meeting the yachtsmen attended a reception of
the Oak Bluffs Club.
The race to New Loudon was sailed in a strong S.W. wind, re-

sulting as follows. Moccasin broke her tiller and Liris went to
the aid of a boat lost by Titania:

Merlin

Mayflower

SCHOONEKS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
10 38 53 3 36 05 4 5T 13 4 57 13
SCHOONERS—CLASS i.

10 37 46 3 10 14 4 32 28 4 32 28
10 37 18 3 24 23 4 47 05 4 32 28
10 40 23 3 37 54 4 57 31 4 55 43
10 43 03 4 01 15 5 19 13 5 15 57
SCHOONERS—CLASS 4.

,10 40 10 3 50 07 5 09 57 Not meas.
10 39 22 4 00 26 5 21 04 Not meas.
SiMOONERS-CLASS 5.

10 23 44 3 50 15 5 26 31 5 26 31
SLOOPS--CLASS 1.

10 37 19 2 56 22 4 19 03 Allowed
10 38 23 3 28 20 4 49 57 Not meas.

SLOOPS--CLASS 5.

10 21 35 3 46 12 5 24 37 5 20 47
10 22 27 4 18 27 5 56 00 5 56 00

SLOOPS--CLASS 7.

10 24 17 2 35 50 4 11 33 4 11 30
10 23 38 3 14 35 4 50 57 4 50 57
10 25 00 Disabled.

Clara
Cinderella

The following order announces the future movements of the
yachts:
The souadrou will remain at anchor Wednesday at New Bed-

ford. The commodore requests the pleasure of the company of
the captains and their guests, including ladies, aboard tne flag-
ship at luncheon at 1 o'clock, and to witness afterward the fol-
lowing races:
Friday, Aug. 8, the following races will be sailed off Newport

for the special cups, open to ail yachts of the club which have not
hauled out to clean since the commencement of the cruise:
Keel schooners, open to all, $200 cup; first class, €200 cup; second

class, $200 cup; classes 3, 4 and 5, $30 ) cup.
Sloops, first class, $200 cup; third class, $200 cup; fourth class

$200 cup; fifth class, $201) cup; sixth and seventh classes, $200 cup.
Conditions and Courses—For each cup there mu«t be two or

more starters. Racing rules of the club to govern. Yachts cross-
ing the line with their racing numbers displayed and private sig-
nals at the peak will be considered as entered for the race.
Courses all to windward or to leeward and return. Sailing direc-
tions can be obtained on board the flagship the night before the
race until 8 A. M. of the morning of the race.

CEDAR POINT Y. C—The regatta of the Cedar Point Y. C,
was sailed on July 30 over a 15-mile triangular course off the club
house. The times were:

CLASS 8. CATS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Katie 12 20 50 3 13 05 2 52 15
Go Soitly . . . 12 21 08 3 05 19 2 44 11
Compo 13 21 11 3 23 40 3 02 29
Rival 13 21 30 2 58 54 2 37 24
Waiva 12 22 00 3 11 00 2 49 00

CLASS 4, JIB AND MAINSAILS.
Romona 12 31 31 2 52 56 2 21 25
Delphine 12 81 38 2 51 47 2 20 14
Tern 12 33 25 2 51 45 3 18 40

CLASS 2, SLOOPS.
Mabel 12 41 53 3 13 42 2 31 49
Ada 12 42 58 2 55 40 3 12 42
Hebe 12 43 10 3 21 05 ' 2 38 55

CLASS 1, SLOOPS.
Annie 12 43 15 3 06 17 2 23 02
Ri val 12 45 11 2 49 30 3 04 19
The Rival made the distance in 2n. 4m., the fastest time ever

made over the course. The judges were S. S. Dayton, Jr., A. D.
Sanford and James K. Crofnt. Timekeepers: William M. Thomas
and Le Grand B. Cannon.
LYNN Y. C.—Expert cup regatta, July 26. From line off club

house to Point of Pines buoy on port. Lobster Rock buoy on port,
Old Sunk on starboard. Fish Weir on starboard, Western Lobster
Rock on starboard,Lance Point on port. Distance 7 miles. Weather
fair, wind very light:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected,
Astrea, R. M. Benner 20.02 2 11 51 1 45 08
Pearl, J. F. Lea 22.04 2 14 57 1 50 18
Elsie, Geo. Collins 23.11 3 15 19 1 52 02
Tom Cat, M. H. Randall... 19.00 3 20 42 1 52 45
Expert, Jas. Jones 23.02 2 19 55 1 55 59
Ripple, Tom Ward , 25.00 2 10 13 1 56 46
Bobolink, Tufts & Putnam 23.01 2 26 18 2 02 19
Judges—W. A. Kates for Lynn Y. C. and H. S. Wilder for Vol-

unteer Y. C.
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INDIAN HARBOR Y. C, AUG. 2.

OFF Greenwich on Saturday last there was sailed the second an-
nual regatta of the Tudian Harbor Y. 0. It is very doubtful

if in any race on Long Island Sound such a racing fleet of boats
ever came together. The race was open to all club members of
the New York Y. R. A., although there were entries from several
outside clubs. The course was 5 miles to windward and return,
and was logged off by the committee steamer, taking a southeast
by east course about an hour before the race. The rnles of the
Association governed, and the table of the allowances adopted by
the Association was used.
In the open classes there was great rivalrv, the contestants en-

tering for a $25 sweepstakes, and in addition much money was
wagered outside on the result. It is very much to be regretted
that an accident occurred to Mr. Jones's Phyllis; she had just
crossed the line when the open sloop Delphine caught her
bowsprit in ihe main shepf of the Phyllis. Luckily she was so
close to the si earner that several of the guests on board helped to
keep her up and saved a capsize. In the melee the mainsheet
parted. Some one on the steamer told the Phyllis's captain to
take anew start, which he did, going back and recrossing the line
again- Of course the judges refused to allow the second start,
which was unofficially taken at 2:01:22.

After the steamer Idlewild had taken a large number of ladies
on board, both at Greenwich and at Indian Harbor Dock, a posi-
tion was taken up at the starting line oil the harbor, and at 1:40
P. M. the preparatory signal was given, ten minutes later at 1:56
the starting signal was given for all open yachts. All crossed
within the ten minutes allowed. TUe staff was kept bare for ten
minutes, when at 2:16 the signal for ad cabin classes to start was
given. The committee had not intended to include cabin classes,
but as the cruising fleet of the New York Y. R.A. was in the harbor,
they were told that cabin classes would be made if they desired
to enter. With the except! >n of three or four, most of tho fleet
entered. So two glasses for sloops a od cutters and one for cabin
cats were made. As the fit et was disbanded before the race and
a fair wind was blowing, a number of those entered took ad-
vantage of it and left the harbor. Among them was the cabin cat
Edna, designed by Gardner last winter for Mr. Phillips of Newark.
This is to be regretted, as a chance would have been given to try
her against the old style cabin cat.
The wind was southeast, moderate to fresh at times, the tide

last quarter of the flood. All started on the port tack. The outer
mark was rounded by Tattler first, closely followed by Amateur,
Gold Dust, and Susie C. (the famous Susie S.), On the way home
Amateur passed Tattler, being the first to finish, making the
fastest elapsed time over the course, although Tattler made the
best corrected time. After the race a protest was filed by the
owner of Phyllis against awarding a race to May B., but was not
allowed by the judges. Tbe following is a summary of the race:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 33FT. AND OVER.
Length. Start. Finish. Elap'd. Corr'd.

Volusia, J. M. Williams 35 06 217 53 4 31 27 213 34 1 50 33
Mergus, W. H. Rowe 33.03 2 21 59 4 40 23 2 18 24 1 54 05
Mistral, J. W. Booth 37.00 2 531 07 4 38 21 21714 155 13
Viking. C. S. Somerville 34.06 2 17 27 4 51 06 2 33 39 2 09 £6
Waconda, Henry Doscber. . 33 06 2 18 39 Did not finish.

CLASS B—UNDER 32FT.
Emmy C, Chas.E. Cameron. 31. 04 2 18 18 3 49 26 2 31 08 2 05 01
Princess, A. E. Batle 27. OS 219 04 5 05 50 2 46 46 217 01

CLASS 1—OPEN SLOOPS 27 TO 32FT.
Amateur, Frank Burritt 30.00 2 60 05 3 59 25 1 59 20 1 33 06
Susie C, J. H. Cornwall 27.54 1 58 03 4 04 24 2 06 32 1 36 43
E. L. Davidson, C. F. Webber28.C0 1 57 23 Did not finish.
Delphine, J. H Nash 27.01 156 49 Did not finish.

CLASS 2—OPEN SLOOPS 23FX. AND UNDER.
Ramona. J. H. Jennings 21 .06 1 57 87 4 07 58 2 10 21 1 34 02
Coyote, H. Bucknall .21.04 2 00 38 Disabled.

CLASS 3—CATBOATS 27 TO 32lT.
Dot, C. H. Pierce. 27.01 1 57 03 4 29 12 2 32 09 2 0214

CLASS 4—CATBOATS 23 TO 37 FT.
Tattler, J. H. Cornwall 24.08 1 56 45 4 00 18 2 03 33 13107
Gold Dust, Silas Seaman 24 00 1 59 89 4 01 58 2 05 19 1 32 07
Sirene, Doremus & Outwater.24.07 157 40 4 20 05 2 22 25 2 49 53
Edna, JSewbold & Grieve. .. 24.04 3 00 28 4 25 41 2 2518 1 53 24

CLASS 5—-CATBOATS 20 TO 33FT.
Kittie, Thos. T. Taber 22.11 1 5719 4 39 34 2 3215 1 57 46
Leader, Rau Bros 22.04 1 59 33 4 30 08 2 39 36 2 04 23

CLASS 6 —CATBOATS 17 TO 20M.
May B., Benedict May 19.11 1 66 51 40917 21226 1 33 54
Phyllis, W, J. Jones 19.11 157 47 413 55 217 08 1 38 06
Rival, E. B. Hand, Jr., et al. .18.11 1 58 27 416 31 218 04 i 39 3f<

Zelika, H.. A. Sheman 19.05 158 24 4 23 00 2 24 36 1 45 19
Go Softly, E. S.Wheeler 19.11 1 58 4 7 4 24 85 2 25 48 1 47 16
Next, B McGregor 19.06 1 57 27 4 29 42 2 32 15 1 53 05
Lassie, Peter Asten 19.11 2 00 45 Did not finish.
Foam.. C. F. Hicks 19.03 1 57 55 Did not hnish.
Kittiwake, It. B. Pott 17.01 1 58 57 Did not finish.
Thus the winners are in class A, Volusia over Mergus by 3m,

32s.; in class B, Emmy C. over Princess by 12m.; class 1, Ama-
teur over Susie C. by 4m. 36s.; class 2, Ramona; class 3, Tattler
over Cold Dust by lm.; class 5. Kittie over Leader by 6m. 37s •

class 6, May B. over Phyllis by 4m. Us. The judges were Com. a!
J. Prime, It outers Corinthian Y. C; Henry O. Asten, Riverside
Y. C; George C. Cortland. New Jersey Y. C. The regatta com-
mittee consisted of Henry E. Doremus, Richard Outwater and F.
B. Jones.

HERRESHOFF NO. 163.

LYING at anchor in New London Harbor on Thursday last was
another novelty of the famous Herreshoffs, who, not entirely

content with the marvelous performance of the torpedo boat
Gushing, had provided another evidence of their skill as the de-
signers and builders of fast steaming craft. No. 163, as she is yet
known, is a stock boat just from the yard for her trial trip, a
Sharp, clean -lined little day launch, 73ft. over all, 9ft. 6in. beam
and about 4ft, draft, intended to fill a place between the conveni-
ent but diminutive naphtha launch and the more cumbrous but
comfortable cruising Bteam yacht. Tbis speedy little flyer, witha
crew of but three or four, is the sort of a boat to pick a man up in
the city at the end of a busy day and carry him home at a rapid
pace to Larchmont, Sandy Hook or up the Hudson, bringing him
back next morning with no trouble from L roads, tunnels or fer-
ries. At the same time, she is fitted for day runs and short cruises,
and is a most convenient craft in every way.
The middle of the boat is given up to a Herresboff boiler and

a set of triple compound engines of high power, the framing being
of the lightest, steel being used throughout. Forward of the
sunken pilot house is the forecastle, with bunks for three men; in
the pilot house a berth can be made up for the captain. Abaft the
engines is a convenient cabin with two sofas which fold down,
making berths at night: while under the deck, though the head-
room is limited to about 4ft., are two fixed berths and consider-
able stowage room. Forward of the cabin is a convenient toilet
room. Of course speed is the main object, but at tho same time
the yacht affords all necessary accommodation for a boat of her
class. The construction is excellent, a double-skin hull, with
steamed oak frames, all parts being of the lightest, but well
braced. The deck is of matched stuff, carefully glued together
and then canvassed. The little craft tried her speed with the New
York Y. C. fleet, waiting until the last steamer had started from
New London and then running through the fleet until she led into
Newport harbor.

BEVERLY Y. C. RACES.
THE 163d regatta of the Beverly Y. C. will be sailed on Aug. 16,

and will include the postponed second championship matches
of Aug. 2, as well as the special races for the 21, 30 and 40ft. classes.
The conditions for the sweepstakes are as follows:
Handsome prizes will be awarded in each class. If the winner

prefers, these will be paid in cash. A second prize will be given,
provided more than three boats start. A championship pennant
will also be given in each class, without time allowance, to"become
the property of the yacht winning the majority of races. First
class schooners will sail at three-quarters of their actual length.
Yachts over 24ft. w.l. and not over 30it. w.l. to form first class;
over 20ft. w.l. and not over 24ft. w.l. the second class; over 17ft.
w.l. and not over 20ft. the third class; 17ft. and under the fourth
class. Third class will be divided into sloops and cats, separate
prizes being given in each division, but the whole class to sail for
the same pennant. Incase of unfavorable weather, the regatta
will be sailed on the following Monday, unless oiherwise ordered.
The special races are open to yachts of 40ft. w.l. and under, be-

longing to any club, the prizes being: A cup of $150 in the 40ft.
class; viz., from 30 to 40ft. w.l. A cup of $100 in the 30ft. class.;
viz , from 31 to 30ft. w.l.; and cups of $50 each for keels and cen-
terboards in the 21ft. class; viz., 21ft. w.l. and under. In case of
unfavorable weather, tne race will be resailed the day after the
Corinthian Y. C. series is over, as the intermediate dates are
already taken by that club. The start will be a flying one. Yachts
will cross the line bet ween Marblehead Rock" and a stakeboat
carrying the Beverly Y, C. flag, and will be timed from the whistle.
Yachts op their return must pass between the stakeboat and the
Rock, Entries, giving name of y&obt, Mme and address of ewaw,

rig, sailing length if known, and length on waterline, maybe
made to the secretary, W. Lloyd Jeffries, 78 Devonshire street.
Boston, before 3 P. M. of the day before the race. Yachts must
carry numbers, to be shown at the start and finish, in a position
where they can be easily seen by the judges. Numbers can be
obtained from the secretary, at his office, prior to 3 P. M. of the
day before the race, or at the Eastern Y. C. house, Marblehead, on
night before race or morning of the race prior to 9:30. No shifting
of dead weight allowed during the race. No restriction as to sails
in the 40 or 30ft. classes: 21ft. catboats to carry mainsails only; 21ft.
sloops to carry mainsail, jib and forestaysail. Race must be com-
pleted by one boat in each class before sunset (as given in Eastern
Y. C. book); but if start is delayed, time of race will be extended
to correspond. Yachts in the 40ft. class may carry one man for
every 4ft. sailing length or fractional part thereof; yachts in 30
and 21ft. classes, one man for every 5ft. waterline or fractional
part thereof. The rule requiring yachts to be sailed by a member
of the club will be waived. The time allowance of the Eastern Y.
C. will be used in the 40ft. class; that of the Beverly Y. C. in the
other classes. A steam yacht will be used as judges' yacht, and
will fly a large Beverly Y. O. flag. The race will be sailed under
the rules of the Beverly Y. C, except as stated above. W. Lloyd
Jeffries, T. S. Edmands, John P. Cushing, Robert Saltonstall, P.
Grant, Jr., regarta committee.
.The cup in the 40ft. class was given conditionally on Minerva's

entering, and notice will be sent to all owners of forties as soon as
she is heard from.

NEW YORK Y. R. A. CRUISE.
ACCORDING to orders the fleet of the New York Y. R. A., was

at the rendezvous, the station of the Harlem Y. C. off
College Point, on July 27, and at 9 A. M., on tbe following morn-
ing, with a very light south wind, the start was made. Admiral
Prime was in command, on the flagship Edith, and at a meeting
of captains it was decided that each day's run should be a race,
the times being taken by the steam launch Nixie, Com. Foote, of
the Newark Y. C. Prizes were offered for the yacht in each class
making the best average, on the runs. The wind during the day
was light and variable, but the fleet reached its destination, Cold
Spring Harbor, late in the afternoon, the leaders being timed:
Emmy C 5 24 20 Leader 5 50 25
Nina 5 34 47 Orestes 6 06 60
Mistral 5 38 2S Edith 6 13 45
Bertha 5 38 50 Oriole 6 35 00
Edna 5 39 55 Peerless 6 35 07
E. L. Davidson 5 48 15 Coquette 6 45 00
Mergus was first in. but she went inside of the new lighthouse,

so was not timed. In the evening a hop was given at the Glenada
Hotel in honor of the visitors.
Tuesday morning was very disagreeable, a steady rain and

squally wind, but the fleet sailed at 9 A. M., for Wilson's Cove.
Mistral, Mergus, Emmy C. and several others had a hard fight
across the Sound, but Mistral finally won, the times being:
Mistral 11 12 00 Restless 11 51 50
Mergus 11 17 80 Edna 11 53 30
Earned 11 27 45 Phoenix 12 00 30
Beriha 113115 Creole 12 04 00
Orestes 11 36 15 Kitty K 12 05 00
Emmy C 11 36 20 Mildred 12 15 25
Edith 11 40 00 Sorceress 12 20 15
Nina 11 42 00 Christina 12 24 30
Gracie T 11 43 00 Guile 12 34 30
Merope 11 47 00 Outvie 12 34 31
Leader 11 51 30 Coquette 12 37 45
Peerless 11 51 45
The fleet had been specially invited last week to visit the Cedar

Point Y. G. and take ptrt in its regatta on Wednesday, and with
this in view the orders were to sail at 8:80 for Cedar Point, the run
not counting as a race. The fleet stopped for a short time at
Cedar Point, but just at the start of the race the visiting yachts
weighed anchor and stood on for Bridgeport, to the disappoint-
ment of their hosts, who had gone to much trouble in order to
entertain them during the day and evening. This action of the
Association caused much dissatisfaction on the part of the Cedar
Point Y. C, as no explanation was made for it. The run to Bridge-
port found Mistral again ahead, the times being:
Mistral 1 00 09 Edna 1 25 00
Emmie C 1 11 10 Leader 1 25 15
Edith 1 12 20 Nina 1 25 55
Harned 1 12 38 Phoenix 1 26 22
Hazel 113 12 Oriole 127 10
Bertha 1 23 00 Guile 1 27 40
Restless 1 22 58 Merope 1 33 41
Orestes 1 23 05 Mildred 1 Si 53
Mergus 1 24 29 Coquette 2 06 18
The run of Thursday was the liveliest of the cruise, most of the

yachts being reefed, while one, the catboat Nina, lost her mast.
The times at Lloyds' Harbor were:
Mistral 2 31 45 Phoenix 5 02 40
Mergus 3 31 25 Leader 5 15 45
Harned 3 40 50 Edna 5 36 05
Emmie C 4 02 00 Bertha 6 05 55
Orestes ...4 48 55 Coquette 6 56 00
No others were timed.
Next morning the fleet ran over to Greenwich, where some of

the yachts sailed in the rega tta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. in tbe
afternoon, while in the evening all hands attended the hop at ths.
Indian Harbor Hotpl. Shortly after colors on Saturday morning
a meeting of the captains was held on tbe flagship, at which the
fleet was formally disbanded. Some of the yachts returned home,
while others continued their cruise to the eastward. The cruise
was a success, especially for a first attempt, and is likely to lead
to a still larger one next year.

BUZZARD'S BAY Y. C—The third annual regatta of the
Buzzard's Bay Y. C. was sailed off Onset last Saturday in a light
east wind. The times were:

EtRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elaosed. Corrected.

Dora 1 33 50 4 11 00 2 37 15 1 52 33
Climax 1 32 00 4 05 46 2 33 46 1 53 33
Mattie 1 33 06 4 12 40 2 39 34 1 57 80

SECOND CLASS.
Mist 1 35 15 4 11 11 2 35 56 1 50 11

Anonyma 1 35 00 4 12 14 2 27 14 1 51 53
MoUie ..1 36 40 4 14 15 2 37 35 Not meas.
Chispa 1 35 50 4 18 23 2 42 38 Not meas.
Ida May 1 82 20 4 23 43 2 61 23 Not meas.
Widgeon 1 36 14 4 15 18 2 39 04 Not meas.
Starling 1 36 20 4 21 15 2 44 50 Not meas.
Adelaide 1 37 04 4 21 15 2 44 11 Not meas.

THIRD CLASS.
3 30 34
3 31 33
3 31 50
3 35 04
3 38 59
3 40 10

1 50 24
1 53 28
1 52 30
1 55 29
1 58 21
1 59 52

1 19 26
1 21 13

Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.

1 15 31
Not meas.

Puzzle 1 40 10
Eida 1 39 10
Parade 1 39 20
Daisy...- 1 39 35
Bertha 1 40 36
Ulula 1 40 18

FOURTH CLASS.
Edith 1 42 45 3 02 11

Earl 1 42 55 3 04 08
The second class sloop Gilt Edge sailed over the course inSh.

58m. 48i., and had no competitor,

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES.—The programme for
the second annual sweepstakes of the Corinthian Y. C. of New
York has just been Issued, the entries being as follows:
Name. Owner. Designer. KeelorC.B,

Choctaw Arnold Thayer E. Burgess ...C. B.
Gossoon Messrs. Adams Bros E. Burgess .Keel.
Liris C. W. Wetmore W. Gardner Keel.
Mariquita A. Belmont, Jr E. Burgess Keel.
Minerva John Lee Carroll W. Fife, Jr Keel.
Moccasin E. D. Morgan E. Burgess C. B.
Tomahawk B. W. Crowninshield... .E. Burgess Keel.
Ventura C. H. W. Foster E. Burgess... O. B.
The race will be sailed on Monday next, Aug. 11, over a triangu-

lar course of 25 knots; one leg, the first if practicable, being to
windward. The start will be off Brenton's Reef Lightship, the
two turning marks being floats, catboats or tug with Corinthian
burgee. The preparatory interval will be 10 minutes, with 5 min-
utes in which to cross. Professional crews are allowed, one man
to each 5ft. of length on deck or fraction thereof. There will be
no time limit to the race. The regatta committee includes Messrs.
E. B. Clarke. Wm. H. Plummer, Wm. Gardner, Chas. Stewart
Davison.
QUINCY Y. C—This flourishing club, of Quincy, Mass., has

now, according to its new club book, a membership of 313 and a
fleet of 70 yachts, among them many fast racers in the smaller
classes about Boston, The club still races under a mean length
rule, waterline plus 1

i overhang.

ATLANTIC Y. C. No. 3.-A third club by this name has lately
been formed, at Quincy, Mass., the officers being: Com. D. W.
Pratt; Vice-Com. O. E\ Lathrop; Fleet Oapt. E. W, Crocker; Sec.
J. E, Drew: Treas. George W, Hill; Exeoutive Committee, C. N,
Hwt, George g, DeHuff, John Waltely.

MONTGOMERY- S. C. 7TH REGATTA, JULY lO.-Course,
Norristown to Indian Creek and return, 5 miles; wind, fresh
northwesterly.

Length.
Volunteer, Geo. W. Ritter 15.00
Nellie, Fred Rochell 15.00
Lever, J. S. Lever 15.00
Stranger, E. P. McAllister 15.00
Igidious.Lin. Hallman 15 00
Gracie, E. A. Leopold 12 00
Mary L., E.W. Davenport 14.00
Vesuvius, Alfred Rochell .15.00
Timer, Albert Rochell.

Elapsed.
1 19 00
1 20 10
1 21 20
1 25 00
1 25 10
1 45 40
1 49 40
Withdrew.

Corrected.
1 19 00
1 20 10
1 21 20
1 25 00
1 25 10
1 35 40
1 39 40

Eightn regatta, Aug. 3, Norristown to Indian Creek and return,
5 miles; wind, light southerl?:

Length.
Gracie, E. A. Leopold 12.00
Volunteer, Geo. Ritter 15.00
Nellie, F. Rochell 15.00
Mary L., E W. Davenport.. ..14.00
Igidious, Lin. Hallman 15.00
Priscilla,Win. Schnipp 15.00
Katie L., Alfred Rochell 15.00
It was a reach both ways with occasional head winds, making

it necessary to tacu off shore. The time limit for these races is
fixed at 4:10, and as the Gracie finished 8m. later it was declared
no race. Gracie finished about lj^miles ahead of the tuckup Vol-
unteer, which was second boat.

SACO Y. C. REGATTA, AUG. 2—The annual regatta of the
Saco Y. C. was sailed off Old Urchard, Me., Saturday, the course
for both classes being 9 miles. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.

Length. Start.. Finish. Elapsed.
12.00 1 30 00 4 18 00 2 48 00

..15.00 1 40 00 Withdrew.
1 40 00 Withdrew.

..14.00 1 30 00 Withdrew.
15.00 1 40 00 Withdrew.
15.00 1 40 00 Withdrew.

..15.00 1 40 00 Withdrew.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
2 53 4 56 2 03
2 53^ 4 57 2 0^

„,2 52
CLASS.
2 56 4 53 2 01

5 26 2 26
3 02 5 35>^ 2 38^
3 00 5 36 2 38
3 55 5 40 2 45
2 57 5 45 2 48
3 59 5 56 2 57
.3 561^
2 58

6 00 3 03K
6 01^ 3 03^

LAKE GEORGE Y. C, Basin Bay. Warren County.-Offlcers
for 1890: Com., Le Grand C. Cramer; Yiee-Com., John B. Simpson;
Sec'y, John B. Marie; Treas., Charles Elliott Warren; Meas.,
Phiny T. Sexton; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Joseph N. Henry: Fleet
Chaplain, Rev. Charles H. Lancaster; Member, Committee on
Admissions, Mr. E. Burgess Warren.
The following gentlemen have been lately elected: S. Alexander

Orr, Troy, N. Y.; Jesse Boyt, New York; Reuben M. Hovt, New
York; Henry S. Grove, Phila.; Edward C. Donnelly, Jr.. New
York; Robert E. Glendenning, Phila.; H. EL Man, New York; John
I. Howe, Roselle, N. J ; Richard W. Bacon, Phila.; C. R. Nutt,
Greenville, Miss.; Percival Glendenning, Phila.
The secretary announces with regret the death of Dr. E. K.

Henschel, in Paris, France. Dr. Henschel was one of the first to
join the club, and was enthusiastic for its success. By his many
manly characteristics he had endeared himself to all, and his loss
will be felt by many.
NEWARK Y. C. REGATTA.—The 8th annual regatta of the

Newark Y. C. will be sailed on Aug. 16 over the ten mile course of
the club on Newark Bay, off Bayonne. The entrance fee will be
S3, the winner in each class to take two-thirds and the second, if
more than three start, to take one-third. The club will also give
prizes for the best elapsed and corrected time. The race will be
under the rules of the New York Y. R. A., the classification being:
First class, Cabin sloops, 38ft. and over; second class, cabin sloops,
32ft. and under 38ft.; third class, cabin sloops, 27ft. and under 82ft.;
fourth class, cabin sloops, all uuder 27ft.; fifth class, jib and
mainsails, 23ft. and over; sixth class, jib and mainsails, 20ft. and
under 23ft.; seventh class, jiband mainsails, ail under 20ft.; eighth
class, open cat rig, 23ft. and over; ninth class, open cat rig, 18ft.
and under 23ft.: tenth class, open cat rig, all under 18ft.; eleventh
class, cabin cat rig, 25ft. and over; twelfth class, cabin cat rig,
under 25ft Entries maybe made to A. F. Adams, 716 Broad St.,

Newark, N. J. Yachts desiring to enter will find good anchorage
off the club house, where they may be left in care of the steward.

CORINTHLAN NAVY.—Owing to the very unsettled condition
of the weather on Salurday, July 26, the regatta of the East River
Squadron was postponed. The fleet of the Navy assembled at New
Hochelle on the evening of Aug. 1 to take part in the annual
cruise. Commodore Connolly was in command and issued orders
for the fleet to get under way at colors on Saturday for Greenwich,
Conn. From here the fleet will go to Cold Spring Harbor, and
thence to the eastward. The Commodore has devised a code of
signals for use on the cruise. The next regatta of the Navy will
be that of the West, Long Island Sound Squadron, which takes
place on Aug. 26. The Staten Island Souud Squadron will hold a
fall regatta on Sept. 5 off Sewaren, N. J. The following are pro-
posed for membership: C. Wright Kirby, Jr., J. Fosdick, C. T.
Pierce, G. H. Hull, T. F. Hull, J. L. R. Minor, Bert Hoor.
HAVERHILL Y. C, Aug. 2.—The second championship race of

the Haverhill Y. C. was sailed on Aug. 2, the times being:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Sadie B., H. Emerson 1 07 35 1 04 28
Spray, M. Priest 1 15 43 1 12 16
Ptanchette, J. Crossin 1 20 09 1 17 13
Clyde, J. Dresser Not timed.
Hiawatha. A. Philbrick .Not timed.
Clyde, Hiawatha did not finish. A protest was made against

Sadie B. for fouling other boats. One of the crew of Spray, George
Webster, was knocked overboard by the boom but was picked up.
The timekeeper was J. G. Hodson, and Judge A. A. Pettingill.

HAMILTON Y. C, 30ft. Class.—The first race of the season for
tbe 30ft. corrected length class of the Hamilton Y. C. was sailed
on July 26, in strong and puffy breeze. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Samoa 2 07 20 2 07 20
Nadia 2 14 35 2 13 42
Echo 2 26 30 2 26 16
Isle of Wight 2 34 35 3 33 19
Volante Did not finish.

Samoa, Mr. Jar vis's new keel cutter, won easily, her owner, who
also designed her and superintended the building, steering her in
the race. A late issue of the Canadian Athlete contains a portrait
of Mr. Jarvis and a description of his boat.

DAUNTLESS Y. C—The annual club regatta of the Dauntless
Y. O. was sailed on Aug. 3 with but four starters. The course
was three rounds of a 4-mile triangle, and the times were:

Length. Elapsed.
Irene, John Bolen 15.00

Louie W., W. White 33.00

Vida, C. Reynolds 24.00

Ethel, H. Laukner 22.00

QUAKER CITY Y. C—The new hook of the Quaker City Y. C.
shows a membership of 125 and a fleet of 56 yachts, steam and sail.

The club is in a prosperous condition generally.

2 17 30
3 15 20
2 26 10
3 31 29

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1889-90.

Commodore: Henry Stanton ? N„,„ v™-v
Secretary-Treasurer: E. L. Dunneia.. j

1'"" ^o'k-

Vice-Corn. Bear-Coin. Purser.
Central Div,.Geo. A. Warder E. L. French J. K. Bakewell,

llODiumond.'street, PHUOurgh, Pa.
EastemDiv..Dr. J. A. &age A. S. Putnam Ralph E. Brazer,

Lowell, Mass.
N'thernDlv..W. J. White W. J. Read C. M. Whitlaw,

Montreal, Can.
Atlantic Div..JI. V. Brokaw I. V. Borland W. R, Haviland,

Yonkers, N. Y.
Applications for membership must be made to division pursers, aecom-

I
.anied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $3.00

for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the s;eneralA. C. A. camp shall nay S1.00 tor camp expenses. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the a. C. A., will be furnished with printed forma 01 application^ address-
Ins the Puraer.
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WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. J. Klrkoatrtrk. Snrintrfipld, O.
Rear-Commodores Thos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, 34 Montaufc Block, Chicago, ID
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should bo accompanied by $2 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

8-22. A.C.A.Meet, Jessup's Neck 30. Orange, Annua].
23. South Boston, Open. 30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston. Har-
23. Plymouth, Cruise, Cape Cod bor Meet.

Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

1. Ianthe. Annual. 20. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen
1. Arlington, Ann., Arlington. Point, Fall.

A. C. A. TRANSPORTATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Steamer Bialto, Capt. Clark, will run from Greenport and Sag

Harbor to the A. 0. A. camp at Jessup's Neck under directions
from the Transportation Committee, connecting with steamers
Manhansett and Sunshine and trains on Long Island Railroad at
Sag Harbor until further notice. Fare to camp from either place,
25 cents; canoes and duffle free.

Leave Greenport

On arrival steamer Manhansett from New London, 11 A. M.
On arrival steamer Sunshine from New London, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, 8 P. M.

Leave Sag Harbor
On arrival train from New York, 12:10 P. M.

On arrival train from New York, 5:50 P. M.
On arrival train from New York, Sundays, 12:25 P. M.

N. D. B
™'

I Transportation

M. T. Bennett, Jr., )
Committee.

THE PASSAIC RACING MEET.—The committee of the
Orange, Ianthe and Arlington clubs, Messrs. Smi lev and Manly;
Farmer and Dodge; and Dorland aud Schuyler, have made
arrangements to accommodate visitors with cots and blankets in
the clubhouses and to secure good meals at 50cts. each at the
Belleville Hotel, near by. After their regatta on Saturday after-
noon, Aug. 30, the Orange C. <"V will give a supper to the visitors.
On Sunday morning the fleet will paddle to the hotel for break-
fast, then will cruise up the Passaic River to Dundee dnm, re-
turning in the evening. After the Arlington regatta on Monday
moiuiuK that club will give a dinner, and in the evening the
Ianthe C. C. whose regatta occurs in the afternoon, will entertain
all visiting canoeists at supper. Canoes may be shipped direct
from Jessup's Neck to the Ianthe or Arlington clubhouses. The
occasion promises to be a notahle one, and a very large attendance
is expected.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlan tic Division: Wm. Willed
Howard, New York. Eastern Division: Harry La Rose, Worces-
ter, Mass.; F. C, Ayers, J. F. Schaeffer, W. T. Roynor, Dr. D. J.
Brown, S. W. Pollock. C. B. Hitchcock, A. A. Folsom, E. M. Sur-
prise, Springfield, Mas?.; FT. Thaxtcr Underwood, George L.
Underwood, Boston, Mas?.; Alonzo G. Davis, George S. Davis,
Fred W. Johuson,Dr. E. W. Finney, Erank D. Freeman, Chas B.
Newhall. Worcester, Ma?s. Ceniral Division: Thurber A. Brown,
Elmira, N. Y.; Chas. D. Mend, Dayton, O. Northern Division: H.
Charles Sparks, Ottawa; Harry Totten, Stratford; Frank \V.
McCullum, Wm. H. Wan en, D. Mclntyre, Jr., J. W. Stewart, T.
P. Howard, Montreal.

\nwM
L
n to (^omngon&mtn.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

W. R. K.—Greenwood Lake, Lake Hopatcong, N. J., LakeMaho-
pac, N. Y.

A. H. D.. Sandusky, O.—Is the book I see advertised in your
paper by S. T. Hammond a good book for breaking dogs for field
use, and does it treat how to handle a dog according to his nature
oris that for the trainer to judge himself? An-. "Training vs.
Breaking" is a practical and successful guide for amateur dog
trainers; its teachings will aid you in handling a dog according to
his nature.

M. C. L., Bethlehem, Pa —Can you direct me where to buy crap-
pies described in Forest and Stream, July 24, for stocking pur-
poses? Ans. Try Geo. W. Littleton, Sandusky, Ohio. PerhapsWm. Bullt.r, Superintendent Stale Hatchery, Ccrry, Pa., can teii
you of some other good point on Lake Erie not so far off. The
Pennsylvania name is cal co bass. It is very difficult to transport
live crappies in hot weather.

T. S.. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Kindly inform me what bait is the best
for carp. I know a pon'i in which they were placed about two
years ago, but it is hard to get them to bite ou worms arcd bread?
Ans. Carp have been caught with a fluttering fly (Forest and
Stream, Aug. 19, 1S8W). For surface fishing grasshoppers have been
sue e=sfully used. In the South, dough mixed with cotton is often
effective. We have known them to be taken on bottom lines baned
with raw beef. German < use maggots, larvfe <f wasps, angle worms
and boded grains of wheat and barley. Small but strong hooks
are needed. It is not easy to catch carp with rod and hue, and
good baits vary with the locality.

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals

and Chart Sent Free.
cubes ( Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation
A.A. i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D-D.--Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heavess Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.H..--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, §7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St., K. Y,

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE 81.00,

FOR SALIC AT THTR OFFTf'W

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

(TRADE

Manufacturers of every description ofPISHING TACKL
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Aetor House). New York.

HEST

Ask your Dealer for them.
Sold out, Retail toy ttx«5 nscuiiitootvreri

312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Stand for 82-Tmflra dataloflfTiw of *rm« and AmmnnlHnu.

MEDICINE

For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only byTHOS.BEECHAM, St.Helens,Lancashire,Englanu.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
FOR UNITED STATES, 365 & 367 CANAL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price—but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

Useful & Entertaining: Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca.".. $1.50
Canoe Handling. By C. Bowyer Vatjx l.OO
Audubon Bird Pictures. (33 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) 1.00
Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and 8 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. andS. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden.. 1.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leffingwell 2.50
Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or
send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y,
DAVJES & CO, London England.
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Salmon,Trout£ Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEQUALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail jour order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OP OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,
374 Washington St., *«&C» Boston, Mass.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Tfcr this Just owce
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game, fish, milk, etc.

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve SOOlbs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tactile, etc., and hy

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

EDWARD VOM HOIPZES,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OV

F'islxixxgT Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celehrated Torn Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may he deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper-

Wakeman Skeleton Bait.
far ahead of any Artificial Bait in the World,

Made in four sizes: No. 0, speckled trout and black
bass; No. L black bass; No. 2, bass and pickerel; No. 3,
muscallon#e, salmon trout and bluensh. It is guaran-
teed to catch bass when all other baits fail. It effects a
great saviner in minnows, on account of the protection
afforded by its peculiar construction, one minnow hav-
ing been known to catch twenty-five bass before it was
rendered useless. For sale by all dealers and by the
manufacturer. Send for circular and price list.

J. B. WISE, Watertown N. Y.

Established 1837.

J. B. CROOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all hinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY. '

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

The Celebrated Divine Rods.
Split Bamboo, Bethabara, Greenheart, Dogoma

and Lancewood. Twisted split bamboo rods.
An entirely new method of treating the bamboo,
giving it a twist while winding, thus distributing
the strain equally all around the rod and making
absolutely the strongest bamboo rods ever con-
structed. Made only by the manufacturers,
DIVINE & BECfSAIT, successors to Fred D.
Divine, Utica. N. Y.
Mention Forest and Stream.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz

H. H. KIFFE
5 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

63 Haymarket- LONDON
For illustrated* catalogue

3j[©F TACKLE .RODS e,'<?Xt«Ii

R. O'Shaughnessy & Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle,
COMBINATION WOOD RODS.

Communications regarding fishing cheerfully
and promptly answered.

85 Germain Street, Saint John, N. B.

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second.—it will wind up the Ime slowly if +he

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.
Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other

reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most sit illf til fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is maniuuluteu. en-
tirely by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

All Anglers know of "Chubb" and the high
reputation that his goods have obtained. If you
need a rod or other tackle, send direct to him and
get goods that are warranted.
His New Catalogue for 1890 contains description

of everything that you need; it also contains
articles on fishing, written by such well-known
writers as Dr. James A. Henshall, Petronella, W.
H. H. Murray, Geo. P. Goff, Norman, Bro. Gard-
ner and others.
Send 25 cents, and receive Catalogue, post paid.

This amount will be fleducted from first order (if

accompanied with Coupon in book) for one dol-
lar's worth or more of our goods. Address

THOS H. CHUBB,
The Fishing Rod Manufacturer,

Post Mills, Vt.
Please mention Forest and Steeam.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and '"Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15X20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, $1.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

BASS LIME

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 IS 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO. PBI0E, 171 East 84th St, flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting* Lamps,
With Silver Plated loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

EsoeLsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Hlustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEBBUSOI. Office. 65 Fulton St., B.T.

Stuffing Birds Without Skinning.
ANY ONE CAN STUFF BIRDS by our new pro-

cess. Complete outfit.consisting of full directions,
instruments, material, eyes, etc., 81. NATUR-
ALIST SUPPLY CO., 126 Chambers st., N. Y.

Chinese Golden Pheasants,
In splendid plumaee; domesticated; S25 per pair.
Cocks, superb, $12 each; young, $11 per pair.
JAMES MORRISON, Mr. Schieffelin's place,
Tarrytown, N. Y. aug7,2t

LIVE UELGRAMITES FOR BLACK BASS
bait. Price $2.50 per 100 C. O. D. W. H.

HAVEN, Oxford, Mass. iv31,2t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

AN EXTRA FINE GUN AT A LOW FIGURE.
I want $75 cash for a tight, sound, first-rate

shooting Greener 12-gauge hammer gun. As good
as new in every way. Treble wedge-fast action
and a satisfactory weapon to own. Guaranteed
as represented, and sale on this basis. Address
Box 218, Southport, Conn.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street, New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Amerlcanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, DixfieleL Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch

, Collies, Foxhounds and
= Beagles, Sheep andPoultry,

_ _ P bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list. decl3,6m

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED ALIVE—THREE BUCK DEER
and 200 quail for brfeding purposes.

GOODALE & FRAZAR, Taxidermists, 93 Sud-
bury street, Boston, Mass. julyl0,6t

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient, sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vuelta Havanas §3.50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9£, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz. Price $g 73
JNo. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

84, 9, 9i, 10ft , weigbt 9, 10J, 12, 13oz ..... .! ...Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides ' nickel moiintings, iength 8ft. ' weight 20oz. ....... ,..^[. ..I " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. ;

40yds., 95c. ;
60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels. Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz,

; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c; 2ft., per doz., 30e.
;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft,, per doz.. 30c; 3ft., doz., 45c.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.mm Se. stem Ifor Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson ,32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. G.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
Sportsmen's Clothier;

iLLGO OXjOTIHIIIbTG- IFOIR,

6IVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.

:

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.

10 ounce Canvas $2 50
8 ounce Canvas $2 00
Light-weight, $1 75

mens
EQUIPMENTS.

You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-
sisting of COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 95.00
CANVAS SUIT. Best Quality. - - 8.75
CORDUROY 8UIT. Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 85.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

Q-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Streox, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whilmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

fO 103 Milk Street,
Cotton,

Eevolvera ,32 & .38.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEOEQE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Oloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.0O.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales,

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac-
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them chat the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr, Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their toss and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of ski.l in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellei to tbe East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend aDd character that, has been,

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, I, Y»
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SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for storp fr^nto. windows, yacht
hoats, etc. New «tvle of Capo*1 Tents made nt low
flerurps. Flags, burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camw Chairs. Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all Mnds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully il In strated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

8. HBMMENWAT. 60 South St., N. Y. City.

WPLIAM SIMPSON & CO.,

Manufacturers of Tackle Blocks,
Oars, Hand Spikes, **ast Hoops

and Belaying Pins.

Steamuoat Steering Gear anil Boat Sails,

27 Coenties 81 'p. ]S>w York.

Canvas Canoes!
The best canoes in the world for use on rivers

or lakes, in salt or fresh water. Built in lengths
from 14 to 20ft.. width 38 to 45ins., weight from
30 to 1251bs. Modeled after the old Indian canoes,
canvas covered. Prices from $20 to $75. For full
description, etc., address

E. H. G-ERRTSH,
Bangor, Maine.

The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Manufacturing Go

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send for cata-
logue. Spring Lake. Ottawa Co.. l»TI«h.

HIGGIVS & GTFPORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts. Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and S"eine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.
The yacht Muriel, vawl rigged, specially

adapted for the St. Lawrence and Gulf; 43ft. over
ali, 13ft. 6in. beam, 5ft. 2in. draft. Standing keel,
nleuty of headroom in cabin. Comfortable
berths for four (besides crew). Patent w. c.

Well found in every respect and a good sea boat.
Apply to J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec, Canada.
Arrangements can be made for the exclusive

right of Asking on a good salmon and trout river
on the St. Lawrence.

Steam Yachts & Launches.
Send for list of bargains and give details of what

you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York.

Class C Canoes For Sale.
New Everson ranoe, 15ft.X36in., complete with

all fittipgs, including Fly sails of large size; the
very best that money can buy; has never been
under sail; pr'ce S150. Reason, no time to use.

Now a f Rrooklvn C. C. bouse, Bay Ridge. Also
cano" U^ft. v40in., fullv found. Price $75 Now
at Wallin & Gorman's, Bay Ridge. JOHN
THORNTON, JR.. 15 Mercer street, New York.

and gm M\t.

For Sale or Exchange.
A Rushton cruiser, 16X5, in perfect order: can

show bill for $240. Very low for cash or will ex-
change for a thorough bred and thoroughly broken
setter dog or a double bammerless gun. Boat is

in New York city. ALBERT SMITH,
Stamford, New York.

FOR SALE.—CLAYTON BOAT, CLINKER
built, silver plated trimmings; finest qual-

ity upholstering; awning, etc., complete. Cost
$250 and will sell for $150. Address H. SKIN-
NER, P. O. Box 415, Pulton, N. Y.

FOR
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

"

or Consumption,^
is superior to say in de-

licacy of taste and smell,'*

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it fl

purest and best. Sold by Drugfists.

-LIVER 0I |

What's the News?
"The Knack" is our latest camera.

Its name is fortunate. There's knack
in making a first rate camera that can
be sold for $15. There's knack in

taking a picture with any kind of a
camera, so that, in supplying the

camera and the knack at the same
time, you ought to make a good pic-

ture. To be sure you get the Knack
send to the Scovill & Adams Co., 423
Broome street, N. Y., for descriptive

circular.

Atignst 7, 1890.

PR.H3D. 8AUTBR,
(Established 1860.)

MTDRALIKT AMI TAXIDMISiT.
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

Exercise at Home.
THe Standard Chest feint.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-

trations how it is used, mailed free.
Address Narragansktt Mch. Cor, 43
Sprague St., Providence, R.I.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

8WFFT CAPORAL

A Splendid Book for Summer Beading.

Camp Life in the Wilderness.
A volume that meets with favor from all,

young or old. The scene of the story is in that
charming locality of Maine, the Rangeley Lakes
region. Send for it to take with you on your out-
ing; 224 pages 30 appropriate illustrations, neat
cloth binding, price $1. Illustrated catalogue of
books for sportsmen and tourists mailed for 6cts.
JAMAICA PUB. CO., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

AND

CANOES,
WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS

AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.
BY

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Author of "Ouk Boys, and What to Do With Ihbm.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALT, CRAF1
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGrJSTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake. Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. F

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxiliary isteam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaiaing style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.SO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway. N. Y.

The New York Herald.
J~F there are any sportsmen so wise that they cannot learn

something from this little book, their modesty prevents

their fellow men knowing it. The compiler seems to have

thought of everything from managing fine guns to snelling

hooks, tying knots and skinning eels. He has chapteis on

rifles and shotguns, hunting and trapping, fishing, camp-

ing, dogs, boating, yachting, camp making, cooking, surgery

and medicine, and one headed "miscellaneous" seems to

include everything which the others have omitted. His

paragraphs number more than six hundred. Newly fledged

sportsmen who go out for move than a few hours will find

it to their advastage to put this book in their pockets, or,

better still, commit it to memory before they start.

—

New

York Herald, Oct. 20.

This note refers to "Hints and Points, compiled by
Seneca." Published and sent on receipt of price ($1.50)
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some IsTative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.
A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and waya

of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Buck and Crossbills.
Each or chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings

by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make littie folks better acquainted
with the birds describe4, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,
$8.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

THOS. ROWLAND,
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.
No. 189 STXTTT AVFTJTTE. NT«»ir Thirtwnth Strwt. TV^W VORK.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.'S

LATEST TRIUMPHS»SMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grains.

Bullet, 86 grains.

Send for 54-page Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,

and the Special Circular on .25-
CAMBRE STEVENS KIM
and CENTRAL EIRE CAR-
TRIDGES.

Originated by this Company.

WE are now prepared to fill orders for .85-Calibre rifles to take either the
Central Fire or the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire Cartridge.

Riflemen having Stevens .22-Calibre rifles, with rusted or worn out barrels, can
have them rebored and rifled for the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire,

.25-Calibre Cartridge.

all the famous pistol Cl^^T^,"\7r^7,AT G l^TGTV^T QSHOTS OF AMERICA USE O JL JCLi V Hi-LIN IO JL JLO L VJl^iKJ*
They are the Most Accurate Pistols Made.
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IMAGINATION:

WHEN the sensatkm-mongering newspapers set about

manufacturing their annual hydrophobia scare,

they are generally pretty certain to describe a disease

which, according to so distinguished an authority as Dr.

W. A. Hammond, ex-Surgeon-General, U. S. A., is not

hydrophobia at all, but is what he terms "false hydro-

phobia." Since, however, in a large proportion of the

cases exploited by the press, the subjects die, it may be

suggested that real hydrophobia or "false hydrophobia,"

it is all one in the end, each resulting in a terrible death.

"As well hang a man as to scare him to death." There

is, however, this important distinction between the two

forms of disease, that while, according to the same high

authority, the real hydrophobia is incurable and its

victim is beyond hope, "false hydrophobia" is by no

means necessarily fatal. Being a physical and nervous

condition produced by the action of the mind, it may,

under proper treatment, be cured. In relation to this

disease, then, surely no greater service can be rendered

by the medical profession than first popularizing exact

information respecting the two forms of hydrophobia,

that the "false" may be distinguished from the true.

In the current number of the North American Review

Dr. Hammond points out that "false hydrophobia" is one

of the diseases to which hysterical and other nervous

persons are subject by "suggestion;" in other words, it is

brought on by a morbid imagination. Now, there are

certain well-recognized distinctions between the true and

the false. In ninety-nine cases out of every hundred

deaths by "hydrophobia" reported by the press, the vic-

tims are said to have barked and snapped like dogs.

When such symptoms are present, Dr. Hammond de-

clares they offer proof positive that the malady iB not

true hydrophobia, but is the effect of imagination. "To

bark like a dog, to snap at those near by, and even to run

about on all fours," he says, "are among the most promi-

nent symptoms of false hydrophobia; the patient being

imbued with the idea that the hydrophobic virus which

he imagines has been absorbed into his system is calcu-

lated to assimilate him to the animal by which he has

been poisoned. Now, such symptoms are never witnessed

in true hydrophobia, and their presence is amply suffi-

cient for a discrimination between the two affections."

In real hydrophobia, again, the victim, although ter-

ribly anxious and nervous, strives to conceal his state

from those about him. Quite the reverse is true with the

victim of "false hydrophobia," who is "loud in his ex-

pression of apprehension," and dwells upon every fancied

symptom with exaggerated alarm.

Still a third distinction between the two forms is in

connection with the spasm of the muscles concerned in

respiration and swallowing, the victim of '

' false hydro-

phobia " exhibiting terror and convulsive movements

when trying to swallow water, but yet swallowing coffee,

whisky and other liquids without difficulty. These sev-

eral symptoms stamp the imaginary malady.

Determined by the characteristics here noted, "false hy-

drophobia," it will be seen, is the predominating type of

the disease. It is in fact common, while true hydropho-

bia is of extremely rare occurrence. As Dr. J. Frank

Perry ("Ashmont") wrote in his paper, copied in our

Kennel columns last week, the chances of a person giving

up his life on the scaffold are about as many as those of

his dying from hydrophobia. But it is certain that there

are scores and hundreds of persons who, because of their

peculiar nervous constitutions, are liable to die of "false

hydrophobia," if only a train of circumstances shall ensue

to set their imaginations working in that direction. They

may readily become the victims of "suggestion," and by

their morbid fancy bring on themselves that "hydropho-

bia" which, though denominated by the physicians "false,"

is nevertheless fatal.

In the light of these facts it is a grave question whether

the maintenance of "Pasteur Institutes" for the pre-

tended cure of hydrophobia is not wholly pernicious.

If they cannob cure the real disease, they certainly can

and unquestionably do, by their very existence and no-

toriety, produce the imaginary malady.

Nothing is more sure than that when the world shall

grow better enlightened, such mischief-brewing institu-

tions will be suppressed, and newspaper editors who, by

false and sensational accounts of pretended hydrophobia

cases, work on public credulity, and produce "hydropho-

bia epidemics," will be indicted and sent to jail where

they belong. ^^^^^^^^^^=

ON MARSH AND MEADOW.

ALTHOUGH in a few States woodcock shooting is per-

mitted in July, the real opening of the shooting

campaign takes place in this present month of August.

In this month we have the beach birds, the rail and the

reed bird, which in old times came to us by thousands

and gave to the gunner an opportunity to use his arm

and to prepare himself for the later cold weather work

on quail, grouse and ducks.

The shooting of the August migrants is easy work com-

pared with that of the late fall. It really does not require

any very great skill to drop the yellowlegs, as with dang-

ling legs they bunch and hover over the decoys, nor to

stop the rail as it flaps up before the boat which goes

swishing through the ripening wild rice, starting one

bird after another from his reedy cover. The reed bird

is not difficult to hit.

Years ago the swarming flocks of yellowlegs, dowitch,

willets and jackcurlew, of which the few advance strag-

glers had made their appearance in July, mustered all

their forces in August and began their southward flight.

Early in the month they came along in some numbers,

but it was not until after the northeast storm, which is

looked for about Aug. 10 to 15, that the flight was fully

on. Fortunate the man who could be abroad during this

storm. Little cared he for the wind and rain, for the

birds were likely to be plenty and the shooting good.

Then, sometimes, later in the month or early in Septem-

ber, came another easterly storm, which might bring to

our shores one of those immense flights of golden plover

and Esquimaux curlew, whose coming the local gunners

long remember.

Beach bird shooting in the olden time when birds were

plenty was very pleasant sport. There was the wide,

flat stretch of sand or marsh, and beyond the deep blue

sea, with here and there a white sail or the dark trail of

a steamer's smoke. There were the distant birds, the

trembling excitement as they drew nearer, the doubt as

to whether they would hear the call, or if they heard,

would heed it; the breathless waiting until they had
whirled over the stools, and then the roar of*the guns,

and again the doubt as to whether the confused birds

would return once more to the spot where the decoys

stood. Of course it was not all so rosy. Sometimes the

sun beat down until it seemed as if a man's brains would
bake under the torrid beat; sometimes the mosquitoes

would fairly drive one out of the blind, but if a bird's

wing was seen on the horizon, how quickly were these

discomforts forgotten.

In August in a few localities, but in most of the States

on Sept. 1, begins the rail shooting to which the sport at

bay birds leads up.

Rail shooting may fairly be termed a sport for invalids

and infants. A dear friend of ours used to shoot rail, in

kid gloves, sitting in a revolving arm-chair. Still there

are few more delightful things than to get down to the

river early in the morning, and in the cool air to row up
to the meadows. Then shooter and shover change places,

the long pole is set against the bottom and the boat's nose

moves in among the tall grass. At a distance the sharp

cry of the rail may be heard, and nearer at hand, a splash-

ing as some startled bird runs along before the boat on

the floating stuff. Presently his body appears above the

grass, the light crack sounds, and he falls, to be recovered

as the boat sweeps by. What fun it is when two shooters,

between whom there is no rivalry, can find a narrow strip

of cat-tails, too thick to be shoved through, yet narrow

enough to be thoroughly beaten by the poles of the

pushers. A boat takes each side of the strip, and it is

thrashed from one end to the other, the birds now
and then flying out, but most of them running

along until they are all collected at one extremity

of the strip. Then the fun begins, and as fast

as they can load and fire the men shoot until

all the birds are down or have escaped. Perhaps all the

blocks and even the oars have been thrown out of each

boat to mark the dead birds, which must now be picked

up. After the shooting is over, comes the pleasant row

to the landing, the talking over the events of the day,

the quaint stories of the shovers, and finally the drive

home along the pleasant country road.

Ah, the good old times! Can they come again ?

Sometimes the good shots used to get 200 rail in a single

tide. Do they ever make such bags nowadays ?

For several years the bay bird and the rail shooting

have been disappointing, but the prospects this year seem

more flattering. Reports of large bay bird flights are

already coming in, and indications are that the season

will be a good one.

SNAP SHOTS.

WJ E have frequently called attention to the fact that

' » pelagic sealing in the waters of the North Pacific

Ocean would ultimately result in the destruction of our

seal fisheries on the Pribyloff Islands and the extermina-

tion of the fur seal. Under the old system, by which seals

were killed only on land, there was no danger to the

breeding stock, because the animals taken were all young

non-breeding males, no females being ever destroyed.

In pelagic sealing, however, many females are killed,

and this at a time when they are about to bring forth

their young. A report recently received at the Treasury

Department in Washington from Capt. Healy, com-

mander of the revenue cutter Bear, confirms our state-

ments as to the danger which threatens the seals. Captain

Healy visited the islands June 19 and 20, and found a

remarkable scarcity of seals. He says :
"On both islands

the failure of the seals to appear in their usual numbers

was very noticeable, the killable seals being very scarce

and the breeding rookeries almost uninhabited at the

time of our visit, and the probabilities of the company's

securing their quota of 60,000 skins before the expiration

of the season are gravely doubted by many."

Excelsior, the giant geyser of the National Park, has

been very active this season. Some days it has given

several eruptions, sending the water three hundred feet

up into the air, with a noise and an exhibition of force

that was fairly terrific. Tourists who have had the

opportunity to witness the eruptions of this geyser this

season may congratulate themselves, for the number of

people who have seen. Excelsior '^play" is very small,
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MR. RASTUS'S EXPERIENCE.— I.

My Dear Forest and Stream:
I aupuose T ought to tell you bow I came into possession of the

inclosed manuscript. The original writer intended to sond it to
you, but when it was done he was too modest, and only showed it
to his friend, Dr. Pillule. Pillule took it home and showed it to
Maj. O'Glory, who m turn showed it to Judge Factum. The judge
(who, 1 am afraid, would if he dared, have adjourned the court at
any time and allowed every case before him to stand over till the
nest term for the chance of catching a oj^lbe. trout) had it inti-
mated to the writer that it ought to be printed as the warning it
was meant to be. The writer of it was tickled enough and replied
that the judge might get it published if he could, provided he
would change the names, because he did not wish to have his
brother-in-law or his brother-in-law's brother feel hurt at any-
thing he had said about them. So the judge sent it to me, know-
ing! was an occasional correspondent of yours. Therefore, you
can use it if you like without any hesitation, since every one of
the names have been changed so that they are totally unlike the
originals. Otherwise the MS. is just as I received it.—G. de Mon-
TAUBAN.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Tom, ray brother-in-law, with whom I board, takes

your paper, and as it is constantly lying about I have
sometimes picked it up and read some of the stories in it.

The tales told by some of your correspondents about the
delights of going into the woods, living in camps, catch-
ing fishes and similar things, of course I was never goose
enough to believe, and now that I have learned for my-
self what a miserable delusion they all are, I wish to
express my disgust and also to remonstrate with you for
printing such stuff. I do not know how I can do it more
effectually than by telling you my experience.
My profession is that of compiler of almanacs, and as

in its exercise my general health and my eyesight had
become impaired, my physician ordered me six months'
rest. For a good many years I have taken a two-weeks'
rest every summer down on Cape Cod, along with my
sister Bess. But last year Bess took it into her foolish
head to get married. She and her husband let me live
with them; and I got along very well until about two
months ago. Then there came a baby and the house
wasn't big enough for us. It was too small even when I
was away all day about my business, but when I bad to
give up work it was ten times as small as before, and I
didn't know what to do with myself. I couldn't afford
to travel, besides hating railroads and steamships any-
way; but I could not stand it at 249th street either, with
a baby in the house that required all Bess's attention
from morning till night, and I not able to read. It was
hard lines for a man who never did anything in his life
that did not involve reading. Tben there was Tom's
mother, who was around almost all the time and who had
no consideration at all for my comfort. I spoke about
this to one of my acquaintances, and he said I needn't
feel surprised, for widows always thought bachelors had
no rights that they were bound to respect. And yet some-
times she was extremely kind and pleasant and mended
my stockings and sewed on by buttons with great care
and enthusiasm. Bess had done those things for a good
while. When she was about five years old and I was
twenty-five I used to take care of her, but by the time
she was ten she commenced taking care of me and has
been keeping it up ever since. We got along nicely till

Tom came around.
The doctor said I must go somewhere. I didn't want

to go anywhere, for 1 couldn't afford to travel, and I de-
test the country and hate horses and cows and pigs with
perfect hatred. New York is the only city where a man
can live in peace and quiet; and I was very comfortable
in 249th street until that blessed baby introduced himself
and pushed me out. I thought at one time of going to
Calcutta on a sailing vessel, of which a kind of second
cousin twice removed was captain, only that the sea
always makes me so deathly sick. My "brother-in-law,
who had always heretofore minded his own business and
never minded about me, now took an unusual interest in
my health, and suggested a great many places for me to
go to. One day it occurred to me that he wasn't so very
particular where I went if I would only go.
One Sunday morning he was reading your paper, as

usual, when he suddenly turned to me and exclaimed.
"Just the thing for you, Erastus. Go up to Scatterabang
and spend a month with my brother Bill. He is all alone
and can take you in as well as not. It won't cost you a
cent for anything but railroad fares and your share of the
grub."

I asked for explanations, and found that Scatterabang
was away up in some unexplored part of Canada and that
Bill had a fishing camp up there where he spent the sum-
mer. It was in the woods, five miles away from any
house, and nobody ever went there except for hunting or
fishing.

Now Bess knows perfectly well that I never fired a gun
or caught a fish in my life, but she agreed with her hus-
band that this was just the place for me. To make a long
story short, between them they packed me off. Bass
showed more interest in my clothes and spent more time
in making over two pairs of old trousers into one than
she had done before since her baby was born. Tom's
mother gave me a large piece of flannel to put on my
bowels and a bottle of camphorated spirits. They made
out a written schedule of my route, bought my tickets,
gave me a letter of introduction to Tom's brother and
sent me away. It was fifteen years or more since I had
been anywhere without Bess to look after me, see that I
took the right train and didn't lose my baggage; but as I
had only one change of cars to make and my valise was
checked through she was certain I should be all right.
Any way, it seemed as if I had to go, although I doubted
whether I should ever get anywhere. I found out how
much the car fare was, and as-Bess always took charge of
my money, I made her tie up the amount separately in
one of my stockings, so that I would be sure to have
enough to get back with in case of accident. I had
already had her mark my full name and residence on all
my clothing.

I rode all day, and at night took a Bleeping car, which
several persons of whom I inquired told me would land
me at my destination according to the paper I showed
them. I scarcely ever rode in a sleeping car and am
suspicious of them, so I lay down in my boots and clothes,
at which the African in charge of the establishment was
much disgusted. I lay awake a good while, and had just
dropped into a doze, when he came round and shook me
saying, "Be at in about five minutes, sir; only
time to dress, sir," It didn't take me long to dress, hav-

ing only to put on my hat and overcoat, so I was ready
very soon, and stood in the aisle of the car I suppose
about three-quarters of an hour till the train stopped,
and I was told that that was my station. I looked at my
watch and saw it was just 4 o'clock, a most unpleasant
time in the morning to get up. I got off and found my-
self at a little bit of a station, with not a soul about ex-
cept a little old man, who came up and began chattering
away at me in a lingo that I couldn't understand at all.

If it had been in Latin I might have made it out, or even
Greek if neatly written down. The baggage man de-
manded my check in exchange for my valise, and I gave
it him, and the train went away. There was not even a
station agent to look after passengers, but as I was the
only one there was, and they didn't seem to have even
one very often, I could not blame the agent, if there was
such a person, for not getting out of bed at such an un-
seemly hour to attend to me.
The old chap kept talking and 1 kept looking at him.

At last I caught a word that sounded something like what
my brother-in-law had called his brother's place, although
not like what I called it from the way it was written
down. I showed the paper to the old man, but it did not
seem to enlighten him any; and no wonder, for I after-
ward learned that he couldn't read a word of anything,
much less my brother-in-law's handwriting. After a
while he began to say something that sounded a little like
"All right" and "cor-rect," and repeated the words so
many times that I followed him and my valise round to
where he had an awfully lean old horse and a shaky
vehicle that in some places I think is called a buckboard
We got in and the old horse rattled us away at a pace I
would not have thought the poor creature capable of. I
confess it was a nice pleasant morning, and after a little

it didn't seem so awfully early as I thought it was, and
before very long I was wondering why the people were
not up and about their business as we were. We drove
right away into the country over a tolerably good road,
and I rather liked the idea of being up to see the sun rise.

It would be something to write to Bess about. Indeed
the country looked rather nice. We came in sight of a
very high church spire that shone very prettily in the
morning light. I asked a number of questions but did
not altogether understand the answers, and I doubt even
if the man understood my questions. It is always sur-
prising to me that people will not learn to talk English.
We came to a river with a bridge over it, and the old
fellow stopped his horse and motioned to me to look at it.

I thought it was a nasty place in case the bridge should
break down. The water was away more than 100ft.
below us, black as ink and raving like mad between per-
pendicular stone walls awfully rough and jagged and
worn into horrid shapes by lai'ns and frosts and the like.
Tom's brother afterward told me that it is considered
very wonderful, and that people sometimes come many
miles to see it, though I don't see why they should. I
was glad when we got over the bridge', which was very
short, luckily for my nerves.
We came to a house where the man pulled up and

signed to me to go in. A woman came and began talking
in a very loud voice, in what I suppose she thought was
English. I answered pretty loudly too; and the more we
didn't understand each other the louder we spoke. At
length she apparently did comprehend that I certainly
would like some breakfast, for she brought me some and
I ate it. I presume it was good for I felt much better
after it. The man then came round with another horse
and we drove away again for another hour or so. There
were some dark blue hills in the distance, that we gradu-
ally approached. They looked cool, and soft, and pleasant.
The man kept pointing to them with his whip, until I
made out that he meant to tell me that there was where
I was to go.
We passed a good many houses that were not very big,

but apparently accommodated large families; and stopped
at one where my man talked a while with another man
and three women and nine or ten bare-legged children.
Here it was that the troubles of which I wish to tell you

began. I will try to condense the account as much as
possible, not only because the full story of my sufferings
would be very long but because I like brevity. People
who disapprove of my predictions about the weather, or
object to other things in my almanacs, often write me,
and it frequently happens that their letters are so long
that I lack patience to read them through, and thus their
time is wasted.

The man with the horse left me, and the other man
took my valise and coat and I followed. We went across
a lot of fields, over several fences, up and down some
gullies, and through many mud holes for about an hour.
When I was quite a young man I went on a pedestrian
tour through the White Mountains, and have counted
myself a good walker ever since, but following this man
was no joke. He made no more of my valise than if it

had been a feather. I kept hoping he would find it

heavy and want to stop to rest. We went down a hill

that was so steep and slippery that I had to sit down a
number of times when I didn't care to; and right away
had to go up another that was just as bad. How I
wished I was back in 249th street. We got done with
the fields and fences and went into the woods. I wanted
to ask how far we had to go, but what was the use of ask-
ing questions of a man who couldn't understand a word
I said to him? He kept on this way for about an hour
and a half more, and it was almost all up hill. There
was a kind of path and that was all. I got my boots
muddy, my feet horribly wet, and my clothes all sopping
with perspiration. My shirt collar was a mere string,
and I could feel streams running down my back and
dropping from my nose. I never was in such a condition
before in my life. I wondered how men could bring
themselves to write as they do about walking through
woods, stumbling over rocks and roots, and tumbling
over fallen logs. It might be pleasant enough if one
could be comfortable, for there was a pretty light among
the trees and some nice little brooks and high rocks.
Bess would have been delighted, but then she is silly

about such things. I would rather sit in my easy chair
and look at pictures of them.
Just as I was going to make a desperate attempt to have

the man stop and let me rest a little, we came, to a sheet
of water what they would call a pond in New Hamp-
shire, but these ridiculous Canadians, I am told, call
everything bigger than a mud puddle a lake. I didn't
care what they called it if only I didn't have to walk any
more.
The man put my valise and overcoat into aft old

wooden concern very much like an overgrown hog trough,
and also put in a bunch of branches for me to sit on, for
there were about two inches of water in the bottom of the
thing and there was nothing to bail it out with. I sat as
still as I could, for I was dreadfully afraid of going over,
but somehow or other the branches slipped away and part
of me got very wet. I suppose the man was afraid of
getting wet, too, for instead of sitting down he stood up,
regardless of the danger of tipping over, and paddled
away. We went through narrow passages, under high
banks and among little islands that would have j>leased
Bess greatly, but I must say I took no pleasure in them.
This continued for what I thought must have been two
hours, for the cold water in which I was sitting was
creeping all over me. I was afraid to move, and almost
doubted whether the man had not some sinister design on
me. When we got done with the islands and out into
open water, he began talking and pointing with his pad-
dle, as if there was something to be seen, although my
weak eyes could not make out anything; but a little fur-
ther on I discovered that there was an opening in the
trees where there was something that looked like a build-
ing and two flags flying, one English and one American,

I realized that this must be the end of my journey, but
when I came near enough to see that the building was
only a log cabin I most heartily wished I had never con-
sented to leave 249th street. I thought what a fool I had
been to leave my comfortable quarters (I forgot about the
baby), travel all day and part of a night in hot and dusty
cars, get up at 4 o'clock in the morning, been driven I

don't know how many miles, and walked I don't know-
how many more, lost by perspiration five or ten pounds
of flesh out of the little I had, and sat an hour at least in
a pool of awfully cold water, all to arrive at a log hut in
a wilderness, and to know that I couldn't get away from
it without going all through the same experience back-
ward. It consoled me a little to have found a man who
could talk English with me, for I am rather disposed to
rational conversation.
My brother-in-law's brother did not give me much time

to ruminate on my situation, but hustled me into the
cabin, telling me to take a good wash and change my
clothes and then he would give me some breakfast.
Breakfast! Why, I had bad breakfast at what seemed
ten or twelve hours before. I looked at my watch and it

wanted five minutes of nine o'clock. Not five hours since
I had left that horrid train! And to think of all I had gone
through! And this man didn't seem to think any more
of my journey than if I had only just come downtown
on the elevated railroad.

I was glad to wash, shave and change my clothes; but
when I opened my valise I found that Bess, directed, I
suppose, by that husband of hers, had not put me up a
decent thing to wear, nothing but old duds that had been
thrownaway long ago, thick shirts such as I only wear in
winter and some new flannel ones that looked rather tidy,
but were not what I was ascustomed to. My brother-in-
law's brother, whom I may as well call Bill hereafter, for
short, brought me a cup of very nice hot coffee; and
when I had got through with my ablutions, his man
came in and set out a table with tin cups and plates
instead of crockery, and two fish that Bill said were trout
and told me to "put myself outside of." At home my
usual breakfast consists of two boiled eggs and a slice of
toast; but my trials had so upset me that I eat one fish
and half of another before I realized what I was doing.

Bill said he was going away somewhere with his man
and that I had better take a nap until he came back to
dinner. He showed me what he called my bed, which
was nothing but a wooden bunk with a lot of branches
on it, no sheets, crailts nor pillow cases, nothing but a
woollen blanket. It was soft, however, and in spite of
my uncongenial surroundings I fell asleep and knew
nothing more until Bill came in again and showed me a
lot of fish strung on a stick, which I learned were trout
in their uncooked state. They were rather a pretty fish
and I am sure were digestible food, for I had experienced
no discomfort from those I had eaten in the morning,
although a small bit of boiled haddock is all the fish I
ever dare eat at a time. These trout were much larger
than those I used to have to eat when I went on my
White Mountain excursion so many years ago. One of
the young fellows with me at that time was an enthusi-
astic fisherman, and I remember that one day he put the
trout that he caught into a letter envelope and carried it

in his vest pocket. Consequently when I read in your
paper about trout weighing several pounds, I set it all

down as fisherman's romance.

When Bill came in he ordered dinner. I was not very
hungry, which I was glad of when I found that the dinner
consisted only of baked beans and pork, with bread and
butter. When I was a boy I used to be very fond of pork
and beans: but of late years they have distressed me so
much that I have given up eating them. So there was
nothing to tempt me, only that Bill teased me so
much that at length I took a plateful, and tben a few more.
After dinner Bill took one of the newspapers that I had

brought and lay down in a wooden hammock that he had
under a kind of shed close by the cabin. It was cool and
shady, and I sat by on a bench made of a log of wood and
did nothing. There was nothing I could do but look about,
and nothing to see except water and mountains and trees,

in which I am not interested. I found, however, that
green colors did not tire my eyes as the glare of the sun
on the ocean used to do at Cape Cod. By and by Bill got
up and busied himself with his fishing tackle, so I got
into the hammock and dropped asleep. Everything was
so dull and stupid I couldn't help it.

The supper was not any more tempting to me than the
dinner had been. There was nothing but a kind of pan-
cake, eaten with maple sugar and btxtter or else with
marmalade. After all, they were not bad in the least.

The tea was very good, although the idea of drinking ib

out of tin cups was somewhat repulsive.
After supper Bill wantedme to go out fishing with him,

and having nothing in the world to do I accepted, and
bitterly did I regret it afterward. We got into a punt and
the man rowed us out on to the lake. Bill stood up in the
boat and flourished about one of those long, flimsy fish-

ing rods with a line like a bit of thread and some things
that represented flies tied on it, but which did not look
like any flies I ever saw. He kept throwing them out
and pulling them back oneach side of the boat. I thought
it the funniest fishing I ever saw. We had not gone far
before I became aware of some kind of a stinging insect

that was tormenting me, and found that the whole at-

mosphere wa,s full of a small black fly that attacked
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tfivery exposed portion of my body. My forehead, wrists,

neck', ears and throat were Boon in a state of violent in-

flammation. X slapped my hands about and waved my
handkerchief before my face, and although I must have
killed hundreds of them, yet as there were several thous-

and millions left the slaughter did not make much differ-

ence. In the midst of nay agony I heard a great splash,

and looking up found that Bill had got a fish on his line

and his rod was bending and turning and twisting every
way, and the fish was alternately jumping out of the
water and going forward and back, while Bill was letting

bim go a little and then pulling him back and letting him
go again, by means of a reel attached to the rod. The
rod was sometimes bent almost double and looked likely

to break in two every moment. It seemed very silly to

me, for I could not see why he should not have taken a
good strong stick with a stout cord tied to it and when a
fish got on the hook pulled him right in at once without
all that bother, much the same as I saw the men do with
the codfish down at the Cape once when Bess coaxed me
to go out in a boat with her and some fishermen. After
a while the fish seemed to give up the game, and Bill

slipped a kind of a net with a hoop in it and a pole under
him and took him into the boat. He was very bright and
shiny, with pretty spots on him and rather bigger than
those I had eaten for breakfast, but although Bill was
greatly pleased at having got him I thought it the most
foolish way of fishing that could be contrived.

Bill remarked that the flies were beginning to come
round, although I was sure they had begun long before.

He took a bottle out of his pocket and daubed the con-
tents over bis face and neck and advised me to do the
same. I didn't like the stuff, for it was pungent smelling
and at first made my eyes water, but it kept the flies

away, although it did not cure the bites I already had.
Bill kept on fishing and got five or six more of about the
same size as the first, and several smaller ones about 7 or
Sin. long that he handled carefully and put back into
the water, telling them to come again next year. I think
I should have kept them for fear I shouldn't get them
again. We went back to the cabin and there I found a
new kind of pest, a little invisible creature that pricked
like nettles whenever he got a chance. Bill spelled out
his French name for me, B-r-u-l-o-t, and said he was
''sand fly" in English. He ordered a good fire built out
doors, which drove them away, but the heat was a little

annoying. We talked about politics, in which I take
great interest, until it grew rather dark, and I was just
wondering how people spent their evenings in the woods
when Bill remarked that it was bed-time. It was dread-
ful to go to bed at half past eight o'clock on a beautiful
summer evening, but I had to do it.

When we went into the cabin we found thousands of
mosquitoes already in possession. As far as any pros-
pect of sleeping was concerned I might as well have
been in New Jersey. Bill shouted something in French,
and his man came in with a tin pail full of coals and
swung it about much as I have sometimes seen a censer
swing in churches. This made such a smoke that the
mosquitoes couldn't stand it and went outside. Bill hung
some netting over our beds and we lay down. He did
not take off many of his clothes, and I thought best to do
much as he did, dreadful as it was.
My cup of misery was nearly full. No bed but branches,

no sheets, no pillows, no nightshirt, no anything to make
a person comfortable. It was simply horrible. And then
all my fly bites began to smart again, and I scratched
myself till the blood ran. Bill lighted a candle and made
me wash myself in water fresh from the lake and anoint
my sores with weak ammonia water. This made me a
good deal easier, but I reckoned that one night in a fish-

ing camp would satisfy me forever. I got to sleep after
a while and did not wake until I heard Bill coming in
from his bath in the lake, heard a fire crackling in the
kitchen and found it was daylight. E. Rastus,

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]
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HABITS OF THE WHITE GOAT.
BY JOHN FANNIN AND OEO. BIRD GRINNELt,.

[Concluded from Page iS.~]

THE most important enemy of the white antelope is

man. White hunters kill but few of these animals
in comparison with Indians, for there are some tribes of
the latter that depend for animal food almost wholly on
this species. Among such tribes must be mentioned
especially those of the northwest coast, but other inland
tribes also hunt this animal a good deal. Such goat
hunters are the Kootenais and the Stonies, and no doubt,
others living further to the north.

Setting aside man, the white antelope probably suffer
more loss from the attacks of eagles than from any other
animal. These birds in spring and early summer, before
the young have acquired much strength or experience,
are persistent in their attacks on them and kill consider-
able numbers, seizing them on the cliffs which they
frequent, and easily carrying them off to lower levels,
where they devour them at their leisure. The Indians
report that the destruction from this cause is often large,
but the old ones defend their young, and where two
or three families are in company, do this successfully.
On the coast the destruction is, no doubt, greatest from
the white-headed eagle (Haliceetus leucoeephalus), but
further inland, where this species is to a great extent
replaced by the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaUos), this
bird, no doubt, does its share toward diminishing the
numbers of the white goats.
The attacks of the eagles on the young of this species

have been witnessed by more than one observer, and we
are glad to be able to give two such accounts by eye
witnesses.

Mr. L. L. Bales has written to us as follows: "I once
witnessed an attempt made bytwo large eagles to capture
two kids from a group of two ewes and two billies. I
was watching the gronp which was feeding on the moss
that grew on a high slope of a rock, thrown up by the
movement of a glacier, when suddenly they bunched in
a hurry with the kids under them. They sat on their
haunches and kept their heads and horns up and out, the
four larger ones forming a circle. They were a good
half mile away, yet I shall always believe I heard the
rush of those two eagles through the air in their attempt
to capture a kid. The eagles managed their attack with

method. They did not rush simultaneously. The first
one made hia rush about ten seconds before the second,
and from my point of view I thought the first eagle
rushed with the object of frustrating the older goats, and
the second one waited to take advantage of the moment
of excitement and capture a kid. I saw them make four
unsuccessful assaults that day, but that they are success-
ful at times I do not doubt. If they were not, they
would not make so many attempts."
The following account, published in Forest and Stream

in 1881, of the capture of a young mountain goat by a
white-headed eagle, is interesting in this connection:
"As the old man was in bad humor, I decided to re-

turn to camp, but on reaching the canoe, an exclamation
from Charlie drew our attention to a mountain on the
opposite side of the creek, where, in a small opening,
we discovered a she goat with a young kid, the latter
appearing like a mere speck of snow skipping among the
rocks.

"Before starting out I had offered a fair reward for the
capture of a kid, and this was the old man's opportunity.
As he stripped for the chase, he turned to Charlie and
commanded him to remain below and occupy his time in
catching trout, with which the stream abounded. He
then disappeared in the dense growth of timber which
intervened between the creek and the foot of the moun-
tains; while I took up a favorable position with my glass
to watch the success of the chase. The ascent must
have been difficult, for two hours passed before the form
of the Indian appeared in the opening. A short time be-
fore this the old goat must have snuffed the danger, for
she started up the mountain, and at the moment the
Indian came in sight had reached a shelf to which the
kid was unable to follow. All this time a large white-
headed eagle soared in majestic circles directly over the
scene. After several unsuccessful attempts to reach its

dam, the kid started back toward the point from which
the Indian was advancing, but before proceeding very
far sprang down a narrow shelf and stood concealed
beneath an overhanging bush.
"The Indian in the meantime working his way upward,

stopped within a few feet of the place, but from his
actions I was satisfied he was ignorant of the kid's posi-
tion, and fearing the prize would escape, in my excite-
ment I shouted at the top of my voice; but the sound
must have died away before reaching him, for he took
no notice. Presently he raised his musket and leveled at
the old one, which still remained in the same position on
the shelf above, but lowering it again he commenced a
search among the rocks for the lost kid. His stupidity
annoyed me, for had he kept his position he commanded,
so far as I could see, the only way by which the kid
could escape; for below was a perpendicular cliff of a
thousand feet against the side of which no possible foot-
hold for anything without wings could be seen. But in
this I was mistaken, for a rock, loosened by the Indian's
foot, rolling over the cliff started the little animal from
its hiding place, and with a bound it sprang outward and
down. The thought of its fate sent a shudder through
me. A thousand feet, sheer down, to be ground to atoms
on the rocks below. But no—down it went fifteen or
twenty feet, alighting on a rocky cone which stood out at
a slight angle from the main cliff, on the top of which
there was scarcely room for its feet huddled together.
Had it started from that point and soared away over the
tops of the trees which studded the valley it would not
have surprised me in the least, and I waited breathlessly
for its next move.
"For a moment it rested like a speck of snow upon the

dark gray granite cone, then with a downward spring of
perhaps ten feet it reached a narrow shelf which had be-
fore escaped my notice and which ran along the face of
the cliff to the wooded mountains on the right. But a
sadder fate awaited the unfortunate animal than if it

had fallen into the hands of the Indian. The terrible
bird which in narrowing circles had kept about the scene,
and whose piercing eye had taken in the vantage of the
position—the kid separated from the protection of its

dam—stopped suddenly in its course, then swooped
downward swift as the lightning's flash, its great wings
cleaving the air, and seizing the poor kid, just when life

and liberty seemed so near, bore it clear of the cliff,

fluttered a" moment in mid air, then drifted downward
along the mountain side, disappearing below the tops of
the swaying firs."

The large gray or timber wolf is a dangerous enemy to
this species and destroys many of them. We have found
the hair and wool in the droppings of the wolf, as has
been done by others. Mr. Anderson speaks of the danger
to Mazama from wolves and says: "Wolves are great
enemies to goats, and no doubt make great havoc when
the kids are young. Old goats, that is full grown ones,
have a habit of sharpening their horns, the Indians say,
always at a certain season to prepare for fighting.
However that may be, their horns certainly bear the
marks of having been whetted on stone on the outside of
the points, and are as sharp sometimes as knife points."
Mr. L. L. Bales writes us: "That the large gray wolves

catch them I know, as I have seen the wool and hair in
the droppings left by the wolves." The coyote or prairie
wolf (C. latrans) has also, it would seem, a fondness for
the young of this species. Mr. Joseph Kipp has in-
formed us that in the "Colonel's Basin" in the St. Mary's
Lake region, Montana, he has seen tracks in the snow
where young and old goats have been chased by coyotes.
It would seem, however, that an old female goat should
have no difficulty in beating off a single coyote which
might attempt to seize her young.
Mr. John Willis writes us, saying: "The mountain

lion is their worst enemy, as they go among the rocks
where it is easy for them to spring on the goats."

It is possible that lynxes and wildcats occasionally kill

young goats, though probably this does not happen often.
Largest, but least dangerous of the enemies of the

white goat, is the black bear, which, on the Pacific coast,
at least, lies in wait for these animals among the rocks,
and, if it fails in its first attempt at capture, often
pursues it for a short distance. We witnessed an occur-
rence of this kind on one occasion on Mt. Yo, on the
North Arm of Burrard Inlet in British Columbia. The
goat was seen trotting down the extremely rough slope,
which lay between the summit and a bench where we
stood, and not far behind it was a bear in pursuit. Both
animals were going slowly on account of the extreme
roughness of the way. They came down to within 50
yards of where we stood, when the goat turned off to the
left. Our companion then shot at the bear, which there-

upon gave up the pursuit, and ran off. The goat after
proceeding a short distance stopped and looked back.
It is doubtful whether a bear could overtake a goat
among the rocks, though it could do so on level ground.,

SNAKE GOSSIP.
THERE have lately appeared several interesting items

in Forest and Stream about snakes which seem
to invite a few more words from me, and subsequently, I

trust, a few more words from those correspondents who
are interested in the matter.

First and once more, "Coahoma's" "stinging snake,"
the one which is, he says, "jet black on top and pink un-
derneath." These colors might indicate one of the Hete-
rodons; but from such slight data one cannot speak with
certainty. Since mv communication of July, 1889, I

have consulted Holbrook's "North American Reptiles"
and other works for some possible clue; and moreover,
have referred "Coahoma's" description to Mr. G. A. Bou-
lenger, of the Reptile Department of the British Museum.
He regrets being "unable to identify the snake without
seeing a specimen, or without a proper (that is, a scien-
tific) description of the reptile." Scientific men will
never compromise themselves by haphazard guesses, and
I am afraid we cannot hope to assist in identifying this
snake on so slight a description. As regards its ' 'stinging
tail" one can only repeat that no snake with a weapon of
this kind is known to science.
But curiously very soon after my paper on "Snake

Weapons" appeared I was told that in a, late official re-
port to the U. S. Government on the animals of Venez-
uela by Consul Plumacher he particularly mentions a
shake under the vernacular name Sobadora, harmless so
far as venom is concerned, but using its tail with consid-
erable force as a weapon of defense. It is said to attack
men and "whip their legs with its tail," lashing that mem-
ber about much as "Coahoma" described his black snake
to have done, and as I have already stated some other
snakes when angry are known to do, though perhaps
with less intention and power than this Venezuela snake
seems to possess. Mr. W. H. Hudson, whose delightful
contributions to natural history in Longman's and other
magazines, must be known to many of our readers, in-
formed me that in South America he had seen snakes
and also lizards thus use their tail aggressively; that some
of the larger lizards would even lash a victim—some
small rodent—to death in this manner. I was unable to
obtain that official report here in London, and regret
therefore so slight an acquaintance with the very inter-
esting information it must have contained. Should
"Coahoma" meet with another of those mysterious snakes
I would beg leave to suggest that it should be at once
dispatched uninjured to the authorities at the National
Museum, Washington. It is a pity that the man who
killed it did not first test it with his own hand instead of
a stick. The "bristle-like sting" would then have told
its own story.

One other' point of interest is the mention by F. S. Dug-
more, in the issue of first of May last, of a snake with "a
long, sharp lower jaw tooth, too long to allow of the
mouth closing without its being folded back, as it evidently
is, after the manner of a poisonous fang." The snake
was no doubt Elaps fulvus, the onlv Elaps of the United
States, and known from southern Virginia to the Gulf and
westward. It is commonly called the bead snake in South
Carolina, and is known also as the harlequin snake. Dr.
Yarrow, of the Reptile Department of the National
Museum, consider^ the fangs "slightly mobile," but I was
quite unaware of any lower teeth of this kind. From its

size and its peaceable disposition it is not, I think, con-
sidered a dangerous snake, though being an Elaps it is of
course venomous. I think I may venture to say that such
novel or doubtful specimens would be always acceptable
to any of the well-known and official ophiologists, and
might be sent for indentification, If alive so much the
better, as in any case there are the zoological gardens to
receive it.

In conclusion I beg to refer once more to the subject of
dentition. In giving the three examples (July 11, 1889)
of the arrangement of teeth from Fayrer which most
commonly "prevails in the palate and upper jaw of

'

snakes," I did not occupy Space' by any mention of the
many species that are exceptions, such as the Oligodons
(few toothed), the Anodons (no teeth), and many that ap-
proach to the lizard forms, such as Typhlopidai, Uropel-
tidoz, etc. The Anodon or Deirodon of South Africa,
remarkable for gular processes which take the place of
teeth to crush the birds' eggs, is an exceedingly interest-
ing exception, and I believe the only species with no
teeth or only a few very rudimentary ones. The grdar
or spine teeth are projections or processes proceeding
from the vertebra into the throat, and though of a bony
structure are tipped with dentine. By various ophiolo-
gists this little tree snake, which feeds on the eggs of
small birds, has been named Raehiodon, from rachis, the
spine; anodon, no teeth; and by Prof. Owen Deirodon,
neck-toothed; indicating the position of the spines,
though a snake has no true neck or cervical vertebra.
Linnaeus considered it edentulous, without teeth, as it

comparatively is. Then another naturalist classed it

with the Oligodons, but these being ground snakes and
of different habits, the egg-eating snake was again separ-
ated and became a distinct type. We have got rather
away from the original subject, but we gain some insight
into the long and patient investigations which naturalists
bestow on every single example before deciding on the
best name to be assigned to it. Thus, also, are accounted
for the many synonyms we meet with, and which, though
at first so tiresome and perplexing, we are led to excuse
and even to appreciate, when we know at what cost of
time and trouble they have been bestowed.

Catherine C. Hopley.

Sea Lions and Buffalo.—Fair Grounds, St. Louis,
Aug. 2.—A few days since one of our sea lion cows gave
birth to a bull calf, born posthumously. Its father died
on Feb. 4. The youngster throve amazingly well for
ten days, when one night a cold spell unfortunately came
and caused two other of the cows to break down the par-
tition erected to separate them from the calf and its dam.
In their efforts to huddle together they most unfortu-
nately over lay the baby and killed it. I am in hopes
that another of the cows is with young. On July 16 our
buffalo cow gave birth to a fine heifer calf which is doing
excellently, and which I have every hope of rearing,
although it is terribly in-bred, being by the son of its

mother.—C. W. Bellairs.
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BREEDING MINK.
JERSEY CITY, Aug. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In answer to your correspondent "K P. S.," and for
the benefit it may be to others, I will say that mink can
be bred successfully in confinement, but of course the
nearer you approach their natural haunts in the artificial
abode the less care they will require and the more
successful will be your experiment. It should be out
of doors by all means, no roof to cover, and where they
will get the full benefit of air and changes of weather,
with free access to earth and water.

I had at one time in my minkery forty-seven of the
little nimble bright-eyed fellows, and they were ever as
interesting as handsome. The site of my minkery was
near the source of two large springs, where the waters
of both came together ; here I constructed a pond of about
2 rods in diameter and 4ft. to 5ft. deep; around the edge
stone were piled and laid to form nooks and holes for
hiding places: and under the banks were numerous holes
for the formation of nests and breeding places. Their
food was fresh meat, consisting of woodchucks, rabbits,
fish, and milk for the younger portion o£ the colony;
and they flourished finely.

Around the pond and back about lof t. a trench was dug
2ft. deep and hemlock planks set on edge, and the trench
refilled ; and above the ground was a poultry fence 3ft. high
and of iin. mesh, and around the top of the fence was
nailed a board 12in. wide projecting inside, the upper
and inner edge rounded off.

In this incloBure I have every reason to believe that
they were kept secure, as they rapidly increased in num-
bers, and the first mink placed in captivity was among
the last killed; there could be no mistake about this, for
one foot was missing, and he became as tame as a house
cat.

I do not think that their quarrels interfered with the
success of the experiment, as these were never noticeable
except during the rutting season.

It was always interesting to watch their antics; and I

count them among the most interesting and tractable of
our wild animals; and the love and care they have for
their young is great.

I never believed that they could be made so tame until
I saw with my own eyes and watched and studied them
from day to day. I have bred foxes in captivity too, but
I do not, from my own experience, pronounce it a sure
thing unless it is clone on a large area of land.

F. G. KlTTREDGE.

Poison Oak and Ivy.—Monroe, 1ST. C—I have been
poisoned several times and once came very near losing
my life, owing principally to a drunken doctor. It was
in the latter part of April. I went down to a fishery on
the Pee Dee River in South Carolina, and the vines were
very 'thick and low, and in passing under some poison
vines I was hit in the face by them. I felt the usual
symptoms in a couple of days and tried sugar of lead and
several other remedies with no avail. I then started for
home—40 miles, and by the time I got there I was in a
dreadful condition. I called in a doctor who had been
on a drunk, and for three days he did his best to finish
me, and would have accomplished his desire had I let
him alone. I called in another doctor. He changed the
entire treatment: told me to bathe all places that were
swelled in either very hot water or ice water and to drink
all I could hold (as I had high fever and was very thirsty
I chose the ice water). He gave me one dose of medicine
to open my bowels and a mixture of carbolic acid and
linseed oil to apply to the worst places. In two days I
was up and on the third day took a horseback ride of forty
miles. It was the worst case of poisoning I ever saw,
suppuration had set in on my left hand, and the whole
skin come off of the palm. So you can see how rapid
was the cure. The remedy is cheap and effective and
can be procured at any place.—A. T. L.

Poison Ivy Poisoning.—Some of the remedies are

:

Rose water, sugar of lead and glycerine; carbolic acid
and glycerine; and " eucalyptus," used as lotions. Also
take quinine in large doses until a ringing in the ears is

produced. I am not a doctor, but as a patient I speak
from years of experience.—Lorna.

fame and

"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.
THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and

Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:
Clabkotjgh 12, May L, '00. Parker JO, hammer, June 6, '89.

Coi/r 12, .July 25, '89. Parker L2, ham'riess,June 6 '89.

Couc 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remington IB, May 30. '89.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 20, '89. Remington 12, Dec 5,'89,Feb 6, '90
Franootte 12, Dec. 12, '89. Remington 10, Dec. 26, '89.

Greener 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greener 10, Sept. 12-19, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10, '89.

Hollis 10, Nov. 7, '89. Whitney Safety 12. At'ch 6, '90.

Lefever 12, March 13, '90. Winchester 10 & 12, Oct. 3, '89.

THE IOWA CHICKEN LAW.
TEFFERSON, Iowa, Aug. A.— Editor Forest and
«

" Stream: In your issue of July 30, giving the open
seasons in the several States and Territories, I notice you
give Aug. 1 to Dec. 1 as the open season for pinnated
grouse, prairie chicken, in Iowa; this should be Sept. 1
to Dec. 1.

The following is the full text of section 5,392, as amended
by 17th General Assembly, Chapter 156, Section 2; 18th
General Assembly, Chapter 193; and 20th General As-
sembly, Chapter 67: "It shall be unlawful for any person
within the State to shoot or kill any pinnated grouse, or
prairie chicken, between the first day of December and
the first day of September next following; any woodcock
between the first day of January and the tenth day of
July; any ruffed grouse or pheasant, wild turkey or quail
between the first day of January and the first day of
October; any wild duck, goose or brant between the first

day of May and the fifteenth day of August; or any wild
deer, elk or fawn between the first day of January and
the first day of September."

I fear the law is badly broken, however, and mainly by
farmers, though as they are very careful to conceal the
matter it is not generally known; they contend that as
they raise the grain to feed the birds they have a moral,

if not legal, right to kill the birds when they choose, and,
as I said before, I fear they generally choose to in July.

H.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Everything has been favorable the present season for

a good crop of prairie chickens, and the birds have done
their part nobly; but the hawks, skunks, weasels, and
other vermin, ably assisted by the human skunks (or
market-hunters) are doing their level best to annihilate
them before the open season, and I think they will come
very near doing it. I think our close season is at least
two weeks too long, as it virtually protects the market-
shooter two weeks longer in his nefarious business. Most
of the young chickens here are from two-thirds to full
grown, and they are being slaughtered and shipped out
of northwest Iowa by the hundreds every day. Now, it

is in order for some reader to say, ''Why don't you prose-
cute them?" There is no use to take up your valuable
spaee to answer this question; any one who has tried it

under the same circumstances knows why, and all who
have not tried it should do so. Wm. H. Steele.
Forest City, Iowa,

Editor Forest and Stream:
You state in your last issue that prairie chickens may

be killed in Iowa Aug. 15. Your are in error. The law
was changed two or three years ago to Sept. 1, and still

stands. Please correct in the interest of sportsmen who
do not want to kill weaklings. J. E. S.

OsKAiiOOSA, Iowa.

[We printed the law as sent to us by an officer of the
Iowa State Association as now in force; but the prairie
chicken season is as stated in the above corrections.]

DEER IN MEXICO.
THE invitation of royalty is a command. The privilege

of yes or no is only a pleasant fiction. But it is

different in a free Republic. I could have said no when
the Governor of the State askpd me to join a hunting
party with him recently—but I didn't. I didn't want to
refuse. I can prove my liberty some other way. I had
heard of the Governor's mountain ranch and how the
festive deer and turkey held high carnival there, and this
made it easy to become for the moment a courtier.

I had to lose a day or two from work, but that co3t me
only a short struggle. I was glad of the chance to get
acquainted with the chief representative of the hunting
craft here about, as I am inclined to believe that when
you get a party of hunters together, you are sure to find
some gentlemen among them. I still think so.
Our destination was a high ridge some forty miles from

this city, which overlooks the broad dry plain that lies
between, and is plainly visible. At 5 P. M, the party
boarded the train for a half-hour's run to the Governor's
farm, where coaches, horses, etc., awaited us. It was
made up of General Carlos Diez Gutierrez, Governor of
the State of San Luis Potosi, Licenciado Juan Fiores Ayala,
Secretary of State: Dr. Antonio Sosa, Licenciado Fran-
cisco Gama, Licenciado Jose Vega, Col. Leopoldo
Gonzalez, Messrs. W. Gilbert, Augustine Grumbrecht,
Laureano Cantolla, Jose Alcocer, Luis Espinosa y Cuevas,
R. Lumpuye, Ramon de Ceballos, Jose Moran and your
correspondent.

Besides native Mexicans there were several Spaniards,
two Germans and one "gringo" (the title "Licenciado" is
equivalent to Esquire in England, that is, it indicates the
legal profession).

As there is no paper published in Spanish of the scope
of the "only" Forest and Stream, and as I had been
already convicted of writing up such expeditions, I was
looked upon as the reporter. This rather numerous
individual, by the way, seems to be an American institu-
tion, as there is no word for him in Spanish (he is some-
times called "the unspeakable" in English, is he not?) so
that along with "ros'-bif," "puddin'," "peek-lees" and
other necessaries of life he has become naturalized

—

name, "cheek" and all, among the gentle Mexicans.
"La Pila!" sings the Mexican brakeman, but for the life

of him he can't bang the door till your eyes start from
their sockets nor call the stations in Brobdingnag like his
American model. Out we tumbled, bags and bundles,
rifle, guns, grips—everything except dogs—which one
expects to see as the impedimenta of a miscellaneous
hunting party. In coaches and on horseback we rode
away in the mellow sunset to the big rambling country-
house, sweet with the smell of rose and jasmine, where
we spent the night. We didn't sleep a great deal. The
floors were strewn with cots, and everybody felt merry.
Some played monte till they got warmed up over it, and
then made it warm for those of us who had gone to sleep.
We were like a lot of school-boys. Somebody was so
rash as to snore. Immediately a very dignified gentle-
man—usually dignified, I mean—set out on hands and
knees to tickle the offender's feet. Just as the wrathful
sleeper awoke and began to lay about him, some enter-
prising soul illumined the dark room with a match, and
we had a fine scrub race by two well-known citizens, not
over-encumbered with civilized clothes. The Governor
was wise enough to select a small room where there were
few beds and quiet.

At 5 o'clock next morning we were off, three coaches
strong, with a small army of attendants on horseback.
At 10 o'clock the baggage was loaded on burros, which
had come over to meet us, we mounted horses and started
in a long train up the mountain. The Governor, fine and
soldierly looking always, is at his best on horseback. He
rides in front chatting with the boss of the ranch, and
the rest string out behind. The cactus begins to grow
thin, the shrubs tall, mesquite changes to oak, and oak
verges into pine and cedar. The grass grows greener
and evidences of moisture multiply. The dry valley
shrubs at last disappear, the maguey struggling almost
to the top. These high ridges sweep the Gulf breezes
clear of their moisture, scant enough at best. About
half-way up, in a grassy little glade, we find a company
of men around a fire making "savory meat," the kind
with which Jacob and his mother deceived poor old
Isaac. We dismount, and on the sweet pine straw have
a breakfast fit for a king, with appetites to match, while
in the tall trees overhead moans the deep-toned orchestra
of heaven,
Exactly at noon we turned the summit, and the half-

fed verdure changed in an instant to glorious luxuriance.
Oak groves, black in their very greenness, lay like cloud
shadows along the hillsides, and in the glades between
grass and flower spread their velvet carpet, regal, incom-

parable. Vistas of leagues upon leagues stretched in all
directions, dry dead hills alternating with the green and
yellow of cultivated valleys, and far behind us gleamed
the towers and white walls of San Luis Potosi, the !

"Treasure Trove."
Here the hunt was organized. Some on foot, some on

horseback, with guides and without, the party scattered
to meet later at the house a mile below. My course soon
led me to the house, having seen nothing but green fields
and valleys, trees, grass and flowers, over which floating
clouds threw nature's kaleidoscope, various, lovely, and
infinitely satisfying. Sitting under a shade tree I counted

I

seven varieties of flowers in reach of my hand, and the
number increased to nineteen as I descended the hill a
few hundred yards to the house. What a spendthrift
nature is! If she chooses to favor a place there is no stint-
ing of gifts. And she is quite indifferent to man's con-
venience, too, often shutting off her purest loveliness by
walls like the granite donjon of Yosemite, or perching it,

as in this case, 10,000ft. above sea level upon a clumsy
mountain.
Early in the afternoon a guide arrived at the house with

a handsome deer on his back, red of coat and fat of flesh,
the velve.t horns about half grown. One party had driven
him out of a thicket, and a snap shot from Don Pepe
Moran, about the oldest hunter among us, who was in
another group, tumbled him over on the run. There was
much generous rejoicing among the younger men that
one of the less active had been the fortunate one. Several
other deer were seen, a few shots fired, but nothing else
killed.

The mountain air was bracing, surplus energy had been
worked off, and after a vigorous supper we covered the
floors of two rooms with cots and bunks and slept the
sleep of anticipation. We were to start back at noon, so
the ambitious were out early. I took a guide more to
keep me off the territory assigned to others than because
I wanted him. I found, after the best part of the morn-
ing was gone, that he was making a special search for
two does whose haunts he knew. I told him in some dis-
gust that I didn't want to kill a doe; but he was obstin-
ate. Pretty soon he found them, and I had to kill one
to satisfy him. I consoled myself that a deer is a deer in
a big party, and that I should not be "left." Sending
the victim in, I made for the highest and roughest point
in sight, and after about an hour's tramp was rewarded
with a shot at a handsome buck, which opportunity I
improved with immense satisfaction to myself. He was
a fine fat fellow, not quite so large as the one killed the
day before. I took a hasty shot at a smaller one that was
with him, and was impressed with that peculiar feeling
that every hunter will recognize, that I had hit him. As
he left no show of blocd, I tried to convince myself that
I was mistaken; but some days after the ranch hands
found where crows and coyotes had made a dainty feast.
When will a fellow learn not to shoot in a hurry?
As a number of shots had been heard in various direc-

tions I hoped there would be a fine snowing, but was sur-
prised to find that nothing else had been killed and that
I was the hero of the day. The General, as his friends
called him,—military titles have a strange way of stick-
ing even in times of peace—had hunted diligently with-
out even the sight of a deer. He was disappointed and so
were we all, for we felt that his generous and thoughtful
hospitality deserved a better fortune. But Diana is a shy
and fickle goddess. He evidently enjoyed the abundant
good-fellowship, to which he personally contributed much,
and our unstinted enthusiasm over the loveliness of his
sylvan retreat.

At noon we took up the line of march for home, leaving
three enthusiasts to follow next day. A village through
which we had to pass stopped us to give an ovation to
the Governor. The attentions of the good people were
something of a trial to the party, as we were tired and
dusty, and dressed strictly for business. After a pleasant
night at "La Pila" again, we reached San Luis next morn-
ing, and plunged again into the work-a-day world.
There were no casualties except that the General left a

box of fine cigars on the train, and came near slipping
over a precipice. There was plenty of fun, with gun
talk, shooting at marks, etc. The arms were mostly
Winchesters, model of 1873, some of them richly orna-
mented. A few shotguns were carried but no turkeys
were seen, and but little use was found for them. My
hammerless Lefever was looked upon as something of a
miracle in the gun way.
I forgot at the right place to mention the band. A

little hatchet-faced old man with a big harp and a senti-
mental youth with a red ribbon on his hat and a guitar
slung across his shoulder furnished the music. It was
not bad either. But when the first deer arrived the old
man twanged at his harp softly and hummed a while,
then, after drilling his assistant, they broke into an im-
provised song in honor of the fortunate hunter. The
verses jingled fairly well, but the music was so lackadais-
ical that it was irresistibly funny. The old musician's
vanity was wonderfully tickled when it was proposed to
write off his song. I thought I would translate the lines,
but find it impossible to convey their quaintness and
childish extravagance.
Two weeks after our return, in the lovely suburban

garden of the Governor, the hunters spread a handsome
breakfast in honor of their host. Eighteen covers were
laid, two guests being invited besides the original party.
One was absent from the city and sent his brother; an-
other was sick. The "spread" was capital, the fellowship
better. Some in wine, some in water, but all in the best
of spirit, drank long life and happiness to the genial host
of Alvarez,

"And when lie next a-hunting goes,

May we be there to see."

Aztec.
San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

Parnassus, Westmoreland County, Pa.—Quail are more
abundant in this neighborhood than they have been dur-
ing the past fifteen years. Some are laying eggs for a
second brood, as is shown by a nest which"is within 100ft.

of my room.—Lorna.

North Bend, Pa.—The lumbermen report bears plentier
this year than for some time. There are some deer and
lots of squirrels and pheasants, and the streams and
brooks are full of trout.—J. G. K.

A Book About Indians.—The Fobest and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Glrinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving; a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—J.4v.
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FIRST DAYS BEHIND THE GUN.

TAKE away the beautiful hamnierless gun with its

autonmtic ejectors and its perfect fit, with its

smokeless ; powder,, its chilled shot and machine-loaded
cartridges; take away the silken haired dog with his

almost human intelligence and four-fifths broken at his

birth, and give me back the old, long, single-barreled

gun, feeling like an old-fasbioned "soap stick" with
a brick tied on the end; give me back the old "G. D."
caps and hornet's nest wadding, and give me back along
with them the bounding heart of the first days behind
the gun. Away with the buzzing quail, the twittering
wing of the noble woodcock; the grouse bursting from
the laurel brake with obstreperous wing and the wild
duck whizzing down the wind; the bounding deer and
the gently cantering antelope, and give me back the
robin in the old dark cedar, the highbolder in the old
gumtree, the gray squirrel in the old hickory, and the
eleven years of age with which I started out.

Fondly memory plays over the days when nobler game
was plenty, before the cheap breechloader, the market-
shooter, and the numerous railroads robbed the fields

and woods of all that made them attractive; but to me
the happiest days were not those in which I shouldered
the well-balanced double-barrel and wandered with the
stride of early manhood over hill and dale, with the old
dog rollicking gaily over the frosty stubble or threading
the tangled swamp, but the days when I was too young
to be trusted with a gun, but managed to get one all the
same.
My first experience in shooting was with a piece of lead

pipe pounded shut at one end, with a touch-hole bored
with a fork and mounted by lashing with strings" upon a
stick. An uncle of about my own age and I used to
"hook" ammunition from an older uncle and raid the
"chippies" down by the brook. The excitement of hold-
ing this on a "chippie" at 20ft., while my uncle touched
it off with a piece of punk has so far had no parallel in
all my wanderings in this vale of tears.

The difficulty of getting this lead pipe straight enough
to make sure of a bird on a fencepost at five paces led to
the substitution of a piece of hollow iron some lOin. long
that formed the outside of the handle of an old-fashioned
grindstone. This was stopped with melted lead at one
end and a touch-hole filed in it. I can hear its echo yet
through the woods and along the hills, and see the chip-
pie falling from the old cedar fence, and the catbird flut-

tering wounded out of the elder brush, where he was so
busy eating that he let us come within six paces of him.
But our delight was soon lost in a feeling of wild un-

rest, and nothing would do but to steal the older uncle's
gun when he was gone to town. Long practice on his
ammunition made this step quite easy. A great day was
that when we first got out of sight of the house with it

and down among the dark cedars. It had been the
height of our ambition to kill a robin, but with our own
gun it had been impossible. But now the prize was
within our grasp. The strategy expended on that first

robin would have saved me in later days many a deer
which I have lost by carelessness or over-confidence.
And no deer ever caused such sensations as that first

robin as he came fluttering out of the top of a tall cedar.
Scarcely any milestone on the path of life has ever

looked so big as the day when I was first allowed to have
a gun of my own. I was scarcely eleven years old when
my father, finding that I was determined to go out shoot-
ing in some way or another, concluded that it was best
te let me go and have somethiug safe. He had been a
sportsman himself when young, and knew the impos-
sibility of restraining the inborn love of the field in a
youngster. After a vast amount of caution he allowed
me to go out alone with the new gun. The caution was
quite needless, for the gun was longer than I was, so that
it was impossible to shoot myself with it. It was an old
relic of the Revolution, altered to a percussion lock, and
bought purposely, as I afterward suspected, to dampen
my youthful ardor. I had almost to climb on a fence to
load it, but it seemed as light as a feather. It kicked
like a mule, but I would have enjoyed a battering ram if

it would only kick out in front far enough to reach a
robin, which was then the height of my ambition. Half
the time it would not fire the cap, but" the robins in that
day sat still until after repeated snapping it did go off.

About half the time it caught on the half-cock notch, but
I had only to keep on pulling. It seemed to make no
difference where the hammer was started. It's sweep
was so great in either case that the principal danger was
that the bird might accidentally take a notion to leave
after I had pulled the trigger, and get away before the
hammer reached the cap. The only caps we had then
were the " G, D," (popularly supposed to stand for the
two words generally used to make them go), and the
splinters used to fly into my fingers, but I never felt
them. Often the hammer would fly back to half-cock,
half blinding me with the gas from the big hole in the
burnt out nipple, but it only sharpened my eye for the
next robin.
In those days we carried powder in a bottle and shot

loose in our pockets. The amount of the charge was a
matter of small moment, and no two successive charges
were alike, a good gun being supposed to have a special
virtue that made it kill under any circumstances when
well aimed. Hornet's nest was deemed the most effec-
tive wadding, though paper, tow and even grass were
used. Once in a while a chap had some cut wads in
imitation of those used by what was generally known as
a "Yorker." But as the end of the ramrod was always
too small and headed with a small pyramid of dirt, and
the wad cut out of wretched pasteboard and old. slimsy
bootlegs, it nearly always turned sideways in the gun,
and the old standby of paper or hornet's nest had to be
called in after all to push it down. One of the funda-
mental principles of the times was that too much powder,
by which was meant anything over 2drs. for a 12-bore,
made the shot scatter too much, and half the time the
gun was loaded so as scarcely to pierce the skin of a full-

grown squirrel. Another one was that it took "big shot
to kill." The favorite sizes were No. 4, or rather 4's for
robins and 2's for rabbits and squirrels. On the other
hand there were some who thought that "small shot cut
sharper," and that big shot "will ball in the hair." But
by "small shot" was meant nothing smaller than 6's, and
the great majority thought that anything smaller was fit

only for "Yorkers," who were supposed to know nothing
about shooting, and were always supposed to be badly
beaten when they went out with any of the native ex-

perts. In fact it was generally considered quite acciden-
tal if a city chap killed anything. All manner of fun
was made of them when they came out into the country
with a snake-like shot belt around the waist, a copper
powder flask hung over the shoulder with a green string,
and a fish-net gamebag.Jwhich was always supposed to go
home empty unless stuffed with leaves or filled with
game bought of some native expert. Although few of
them actually came from New York, such a sportsman
was always called a "Yorker."
One hundred yards was then the regulation distance,

for a good gun to shoot and "kill a hundred yards" was
as regular a guarantee on the sale of a gun aB "coming
six in the spring" was on the sale of a horse, Guns were
supposed to have intrinsic virtues given by some
occult quality of the metal, and guns made in the same
way differed as two heads of the same shape differ in the
quality of the contents. This was not because of the diffi-

culty of boring two barrels exactly alike, but was some
mysterious virtue iu the metal, as in fine razors. Guns
were then tested by the nearest shot they would place to
the pinhead that held the paper. The idea that the
scattering of the shot was accidental occurred to few of
the country folk of that day. Provided the "game shot"
was not dropped in loading, and the loader was not too
lazy or too stupid to pick it up and put it carefully in, a
good gun never failed to throw one shot to the center.
A. difference of one-hundredth of an inch in the distance
of the shot from the pin that held the paper determined
the match, and the gun was graded accordingly. A
reputation for a gun thus won was never changed, except
by a small circle of the extra wise who insisted that the
ability of the shooter always determined the match, be-
cause every gun, like a rifle, threw one shot to the center.

Shall I ever forget the excitement in the little hamlet
where I used to spend my vacations, when it was an-
nounced that a "Yorker" had arrived with "a hundred
dollar gun." As the "Yorker," followed by a rat-tailed

pointer, whose satin skin excited as much contempt as
his master, disappeared in the swamp nearby, a conclave
was held at the country store. It was decided that no
gun could cost that amount of money, and that if it did
it would not kill as well as a gun costing only ten dollars
and made of good old-fashioned soft iron. In fact "pat-
ent breech" guns, as all the better classes of double bar-
rels were then called, were of little account anyhow. A
patent breech was a gun in which the nipple for the cap
was in the screw plug in the side of the barrel forward of
the breech-plug. Grave doubts were entertained of the
shooting qualities of such guns which were supposed to
be gotten up to sell guns to "Yorkers" at a big price and
were of no use for practical work.
But when the man who owned a "smooth-bore rifle"

came around every one else had to subside. A "smooth-
bore rifle" was not an uncommon thing then. It meant
a worn out relic of the times when there was some big
game still left in the land and was cut out smooth so as
to shoot shot. Its long, heavy barrel, crescent-shaped
scoop in the stock and other elements of clumsiness made
it an object of reverence in the eyes of the country folk.
It was supposed to combine the advantages of a rifle with
those of a shotgun, throwing the shot for a certain dis-
tance in a ball which then expanded and did the work of
a shotgun fired at that point. What the man with a
smooth-bore rifle could not kill was not worth the kill-

ing, and every one was ready to bet that he could bag
more game with it than a dozen "Yorkers" could.
But the light even of this great person had to pale be-

fore that of the man who m his day had shot a "cut
rifle." There were a few such, far between, old and
gray-headed, and they took care not to exhibit their
rifles at the target. Their eyes were too old to shoot a
rifle now and they hunted only in the memory of the
glorious past. The old rifle was kept at home secure
from the gaze of the vulgar herd, but in the country
store at night to hear them tell of the squirrels' heads
they had knocked off at a hundred yards, or rather
"twenty rods," when they were young and their eyes
were good was one of the rarest of treats. But the king
of the lot was the man who had seen the last deer in the
neighborhood. It was ever so long ago of course, but he
had shot at him and wounded him, and though the
"darned fellow what owned the dogs" had laid claim to
him, he was sure he had killed him. Though "the other
feller drawed the hide," he had nevertheless got his share
of the meat, and the bare fact that he had tasted venison
made him a great man in the eyes of the listeners.

What an excitement there was in the hamlet when a
"helldiver" (we spoke the name with awe, wondering
whether it were wicked or not) appeared on the millpond.
A hippopotamus could hardly have made a greater com-
motion. Half a dozen guns were quickly brought out,
and the bird generally dodged them all. On one occa-
sion after one had dodged about a dozen charges of shot
propelled by powder that would hardly have stuck shot
into a pumpkin at 30yds., I opened fire as the game rose
above the surface. I didn't deserve any credit for it, be-
cause in my excitement I had balked with the trigger
several times before and failed to pull it off before some
one else had fired and the bird had dodged. But this time
he happened to rise just where I was looking for him,
and I pulled the trigger before he had fairly settled upon
the surface. At the report of my gun his head dropped
over from a stray shot behind the eye. That was one of
the greatest days of my life, and the airs I put on in the
store that night would make my fortune now in any
branch of business if I could only imitate them. The
contempt I felt for the ordinary breed of shooters would
have been enough to run an ordinary "wing-shooting
champion" factory.

The various theories of shooting in those days would
fill a volume. It was thought impossible for any one to
become anything of a shot unless he commenced when a
boy. Wetting shot was universally believed to make it

shoot closer, saliva being especially efficacious in this
respect. Most people thought all guns shot better when
very dirty; and in truth some did shoot better, for they
were so full of holes that they would hardly shoot at ail

until the holes were filled up. The longer a gun and the
closer its resemblance to a crowbar the better it was sup-
posed to shoot; an idea that doubtless came from its re-

semblance to a "smoothbore" rifle. Powder had to be
rammed hard to shoot strong, and rough barrels shot the
strongest btcause they held the shot back and made the
powder exert itself more. The only safe way to carry a
gun was with the hammer on the cap, and many thought
that shot should go slow so as not to flatten on the hide

of a squirrel. Another reason for using big shot, as they
were supposed to be slower than small shot. This idea I

found quite prevalent later in life among the deer hunt-
ers in the backwoods, where it was a maxim with many
that a swift ball would flatten on the hide and that a
"slow and strong ball" was the thing.

It seems to me now incredible that these times were
only thirty-five years ago in the upper half of New
Jersey, and only forty miles from New York, and only
ten miles from a railroad running trains to the city every
hour. And yet those days were aboutthe best, all things
considered, that I have ever spent with the gun. It is not
wholly true that knowledge brings happiness. It brings
a pleasure of a certain kind, but quite as often takee away
pleasure of another sort. The mystery that surrounded
guns and their actions, and made them an object of
reverence to the child's eye, is gone and nothing is in its

place. The bright and ever soaring fancy of childhood
was a factor in the enjoyment of field sports that can
never be replaced. Though the most enduring of all

pleasures, it is in childhood only that they have their
deepest intensity, and he who has never known what it is

to lie awake all night in anticipation of getting a rabbit
the next day has missed the best part of the sportsman's
life. The jar of the leaves beneath the spring of the
squirrel in the distant hickory raises a far wilder tumult
in the blood of childhood than in later days the crash of
brush and the thump of hoofs on the ground as the deer
springs from his bed near by. And never since have I
known such sensations as those I felt when I first heard
the throbbing wings of the ruffed grouse echo through the
deep hemlock timber, or the paralyzing shock in which
gun and everything else were forgotten, as with roaring
wing he burst from the ground before me and swept like
a cannon shot through the dark green of the laurel brake,
leaving me engulfed in wonder and awe while the very
earth seemed to tremble with the heavvbeat of his wing.

T. S. Van Dyke.
California.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 9.—It seems that there is trouble

with the chicken crop in at least one section of
Dakota, and that it is partly due to the omnipresent fiend
wTho shoots before the season opens. Dakota chickens
killed in the first of August ! It must be noble sport to
shoot the little fellows. The following letter is from the
Register of Deeds of Codington county, South Dakota, to
Mr. Paxson, who is in the same offices with Mr. E. S. Rice,
manager of the Standard Cartridge Co., and is relative to
a Dakota chicken trip which Mr. Rice was figuring on
taking. It may be interesting reading to many who con-
templated going to Dakota this fall. It reads as follows:
"Watertown, S.D., Aug. 5, 1890.—Yours of recent date

received. I am of the opinion that it will not be a
pleasant trip for Mr. Rice and his friend, unless the
weather changes. The beat is almost unbearable, and the
lawless cusses have already been getting in their deadly
destruction regardless of law. A party of us intended to
start on the afternoon before opening day for a two-
weeks' outing, and intended Mr. Rice and his friend to be
with us, but the weather has been such that we have
given it up. Prairie fires are running and vegetation of
every description is severely scorched. It looks now as
though shooting of all kinds would be a failure in South
Dakota, although the prospects were grand a few weeks
ago. Should things brighten up and a chance for sport
be given us I will telegraph Mr. Rice, but will not do so
unless I think the trip would be a pleasant one. Hope we
may be able to telegraph 'come.*—W. O. Fraser."

It seems strange that men can still be found to-day who
persist in violating the chicken law, but there are some
fellows born with the chicken-thief instinct strong within
them. We do not need to go to Dakota to find a promi-
nent instance of this. We have got a man right here in
this city, a man whose name has appeared in these col-

umns, usually in connection with unduly large scores of
game or fish killed, a manwho is a member of Mak-3aw-ba
Club, and who is quoted and written up in the daily and
"illustrated" papers as a ' 'prominent sportsman," who has
for some time been killing chickens down on Mak-saw-ba
Club grounds and other farms near by. This is known
to members of the Mak-saw-ba Club, who are only wait-
ing till they can get a legal as well as a moral certainty
to act upon. This man has often said that he would
"kill a chicken whenever he wanted to." He has some
land of his own, and he is of that firm belief so deeply
rooted in the rural mind, that he can do just as he wants
to "on his own land." He is supposed to regard Mak-
saw-ba grounds as his own land also. The offenses of
this "prominent sportsman" are practically known, and
after a while the boys hope to be able to get a case against
him. He will then, to use a homely simile, "get it in the
neck," with the result, it is hoped, of permanently knock-
ing him out of the arena of all sportsmanlike concerns.
Reports come up from a La Porte, Ind., man, a sort of

constable it is said, that there were lately marketed at
that place sixty-three ducks, all of which had been killed
by one party or his associates, country market-shooters
on Mak-saw-ba marsh. That's fine for the boys to think
about, too. Doubtless most of these were young wood
ducks. It is thought to be impossible to punish the
offenders. They live near by, and slip down on the
marsh when they think none of the club members are
about. Indiana has the game warden "system." It's a
great system.

It may be remembered that last fall, or rather last sum-
mer, reports were sent in of very early shooting at jack-
snipe in this region. It is possible that it will begin
nearly as early this year, although last season very good
bags were made by Aug. 15. Last week and this great
flocks of yellowlegs have been seen flying over the Calu-
met Lake country. Billy Mussey says he is going out
after these, and confidently expects to have golden plover
and jacksnipe shooting before long on the Kankakee.
There are three coveys of prairie chickens on the farm

of a certain gentleman of the city, within thirteen miles
from town. It is probably more discreet not to be ex-
plicit. There has been a very good chicken crop this

year in Illinois, and such grounds as have been guarded
should be well stocked this fall. I have not learned from
my friend Mr. Yalentine Hicks, of the Rising Sun Game
Park Association, but hope that he and his company are
faring well and his preserves doing nicely. E, Hough,

Practical Gunsmith on action work aDd barrels D. B. L. G,
seeks position. Address J. T„ this office.—4dv.
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UPLAND PLOVER IN NEBRASKA,
OMAHA, Neb., July 28.—The gunters in this part of

the country are having great sport just now with
the upland plover. The birds came in one week ago and
old hunters say in greater numbers than for many years.
In some localities, principally in the high lands up from
the different water courses, the prairie fairly swarms
with them.
They are in superb condition, of course, and a more

delicate dish than baked plover just at this time would
be difficult to conjure up indeed.
Out here the old timers prefer a damp, lowering, even

a showery day, for plover shooting, and many of them
cannot be induced to go abroad when the meteorological
conditions are otherwise. But, as is the case in many
other instances, I disagree with the moss-covered old
timers, and for a day with these birds give me one just
like I had Friday, bright and clear, and hotter than
blazes.

It is the same old story with the veteran duck shooter,
but equally as fallacious. He declares that the day must
be windy and storm-laden, with flurries of snow and other
disagreeable concomitants, for success with the wildfowl.
But he is "off," as I have demonstrated a thousand and
one times to my thorough satisfaction, and I can never be
shaken in my belief. To talk about certain conditions of
the weather for success with the different varieties of
game is all well enough, and adds a spice to the subject
matter it could extract from no other source, but always,
if possible, give me the pleasantest weather that can be
ordered for any kind of shooting. I've seen it in all
its phases, from elk and sheep in the rugged mountains of
Wyoming and Montana to rail on the reedy Delaware. I
have sat in a boat all day long, with the mercury flu-ting
with zero, out in the sloughs of the lower Illinois, knock-
ing the incomparable mallard right and left, and never
thought of the cold until the waning light ended the
shooting and brought with it a realization that I was all
but frozen, and thought it unexampled sport. Then again
I have had just as grand shooting and made even bigger
bags of the same birds when the atmosphere was at tem-
porate heat, and know it was sport a thousandfold more
enjoyable, and robbed wholly of the dangers of pneu-
monic and rheumatic visitations in the future. Oh, yes,
give me a balmy air and a flood of yellow sunshine to
shoot in, let it be deer, turkey, duck, snipe, quail or
plover, and I'm content. It matters nothing to me then
what the connoisseurs of the sport assert is"necessary to
success.
But my plover shoot. We drove out the old Oregon

trail—Arthur Vorys, an old friend of mine, and I—until
we reached the Platte, where we halted and made pre-
parations for a day of it. We had seen hundreds of
plover en route, aud when we stopped could hear their
plaintive whistle on the right and. left of us, and we were
no wise uneasy about the result of our expedition. Why,
already a dozen pairs of yellowlegs lay in the bottom of
the buggy we had knocked down along the roadside on
our way out.
We camped first back of a little bay in a grove of

dwarfish maples, with a selvage of wild sunflowers and
sumach, and a baldric of silver sand stretching down to
the water's edge. It was yet early in the morning, and
the gurgling Platte wore a dark green polish, with an in-
termingling of shadows full of sprinkled light, which
made the outlook entrancing.
After the horse had been watered and fed and rested

sufficiently we again hooked up, got into the vehicle and
started up over the yellow grass for the top of the bluffs.
We had no dog, nor did we want any. Dogs and plover
shooting do not go together. The birds are always in
plain sight, and easily gathered after being killed. They
are wholly different from jacksnipe, which are the hard-
est birds in the world to retrieve without the aid of a
good dog's nose.
Well, we had barely reached the brow of the ridge

when we were electrified by a very chorus of twoo-twill-
twees, and as many as four dozen yellowlegs. in bunches
of seven and eight, curved their ash-colored wings in lazy
flight. A bunch of nine, nearest to us, were the very
last to arise, and Arthur and I had no difficulty in get-
ting in both barrels and but three of the flock escaped.

It is slaughter, I know, but there is but precious little

single plover shooting when hunting the birds in this
manner. I have seen twenty-three plover fall to a single
gun and at a single shot, and hundreds of times as high
as six, seven, ten or a dozen.
Bat the birds are delicious, and none are ever waited,

for the man who would refuse a string of these luscious
birds is not human, that's all. In the market to-day they
bring readily $2.75 to $3.50 a dozen, even more than the

. matchless little gallinago in the spring and autumn.
Well, we drove here and thereover the prairie in an

aimless fashion for nearly three hours, and there were
but brief cessations in the exhilarating sport which began
at the bluff's top.

We always alighted after the first few volleys from the
buggy, whenever we saw the birds running ahead of us
over the short buffalo sward, or standing here and there
upon one leg, like the outposts of some great ornitholog-
ical army, and took our chances on single birds. And
my! you ought to see that man Vorys with his twelve
Colt. It seemed to me that he could reach a pair of yel-
lowlegs at a hundred yards away. It mattered not to
him—tailers, quarterers, outgoers and incomers, it was
all the same. I did not see him make a miss the entire
day, and in truth he made none. Oh, I know you will
say anybody can knock down nineteen plover out of
twenty, but you are mistaken. I have been in the field
about as much as the next one and am able to hold my
own at any kind of game with the majority of shoot-
ers, but you can bet a plover gives me the slip occasion-
ally. Take an old cock and give him a good running
start, then let him rise and skin off close to the sear-
topped grass, and it's ten to one you or any one else will
be very liable to overshoot him.
But to curtail what might be stretched into a long

story, the total of our day's outing footed up just ninety-
two plover, two big prairie hawks, a monster'rattlesnake
and an owl. S. G.

Virginia Bay Snipe.—Norfolk, Va.—On Monday last.
Aug. 4, we had one of the finest day's shooting we have
had this season. On Sunday morning Messrs. T. J. Hay-
wood, E. L. Bartlett and HP. Lucas, of Baltimore, came
down by the Bay Line. At the Princess Anne Hotel,
Virginia Beach, they were met by Messrs. Wm. Gamp,

R. C. Byrd, Wm. Pannill and J. B.White, and soon after
we drove to the Martin's Point Gun Club. Monday
morning we were in our blinds just after sunrise. On
counting up at 8 o'clock we found we had bagged 270
graybacks, yellowlegs and grass plover. In the after-
noon when it was cool and pleasant we returned to our
blinds. From that time until we had fired away all our
cartridges the natives in the vicinity thought "the war"
was not over, O a counting our whole bag for the day
we had 840, for which we had fired about ] ,300 cartridges.
This was an average of 120 to each gun. Considering the
time in which it was all done we had good sport. Several
large bags have been made at the club since July 1. Mr.
A. H. Hubbard, of Philadelphia, has been down for three
weeks, and found game very plenty every day. Captain
Jack Todd, C. Woodard and N. Beaman killed 250 one
day last week. This club is a new one, and there are two
shares left, which can be had by two good fellows by
applying to Wm. Camp, Sec'y Martin's Point Gun Club,
Norfolk, Va., or J. B. White of same city.—Yellowleg.

My First and Last Buffalo Hunt.—When I was a
lad living in Massachusetts there came along one day a
show, which consisted of some fourteen young buffalo
and a camel. During the hours of exhibition a man
came out of the tent and delivered a lecture on the
American bison, mode of capture, etc. I have never
made up my mind why that man selected me from
among so many boys to represent the buffalo in a grand
hunt to show the beauties of the lasso; and to this day I
am in doubt whether it was because I more closely re-
sembled the young American buffalo or because he
thought I was more fleet of foot, but he did select me,
and I at once became in spirit a young buffalo. If the
envious boys came too near and felt my shaggy hair, I
lowered my horns and made a charge, scattering the
boys in all directions. Finally a space was cleared, and
I was given two rods start and was told to run and "put
in my best licks." Away I went across the prairie, mad-
dened by the shouts of the boys, fire in my eyes, the hot
steam gushing from my nostrils. I dashed across the
prairie, leaving the boys far behind, when all at once
something flashed down before my eyes, I felt some-
thing like a coarse round tile sawing across my chin , and
I lay on the ground, the buffalo all gone out of me, and
a great score across my. chin. And so ended my first and
last buffalo hunt.

—

James Wight.

Shooting Notes in the Sunday "Sun."—Perth Amboy,
N. J., Aug. 10.—On Sunday, Aug. 27, the oracular person
who inspires the column in the Sun which deals in shoot-
ing and fishing told its readers that there had been no
flight of bay birds along the. coast as yet, nor would there
be until a change should occur in the "meteorological
conditions." I happen to know that yellowlegs were fly-
ing at Chadwicks, N. J., on July, 13, 14 and 15, and that
a large flight occurred on the 25th, 26th and 27th, in spite
of "meteorological conditions." In to-day's Sun we may
read reports from the New Jersey coast as follows: "Bar-
negat.—So far only a few yellow snipe have arrived."
"Townsend's Inlet.—Bay snipe are as yet very scarce."
Compare with these reports the following extracts from
a letter received yesterday from a point on Barnegat Bay:
"On Wednesday, the 6th inst., there were droves of birds.
Some flocks yesterday (the 7th) had 50 to 75 birds. Got
40 myself. There were quite a number of birds flying
to-day. One flock of 30 yelpers came over my decoys
while I was away from the blind." Verbum sat.—K.

Five Cubs up a Tkee.— Palmer, Mich., Aug. 2.—Five cubs were killed here this week. They were
all upon a large pine tree, and were first seen
by a Finlander, who was chopping wood. He told
some fellows that lived close by, and they started
with rifles, shotguns, revolvers, and double-bitt axes.
Some of the party climbed up small trees and began
shooting. They fired about fifty shots before they
brought all of those cubs to the ground. There were
three male and two female cubs. The heaviest of them
was 451bs. During the combat one of the old bears
showed up; but one of the party cut loose at her with a
charge of fine shot, and she skipped. If there had been
any person in the party that had any gumption about
him they might have caught all of those cubs alive. It
is a shame to shoot cubs at this season of the year, as the
hide is no good and those folks let the meat spoil.—Grib-
bin.

Omaha, Neb.—Omaha hotels are serving young prairie
chicken under the head of upland plover every day, and
yet the gun clubs have taken no steps toward stopping
them. Judge Dundy, "Skip" Dundy, Dr. Galbraith and
Henry Homan, of this city, and Editor Hathaway, of
Lincoln, left recently for a grizzly bear hunt in the
mountains of Montana.—S. G.

The Yellowstone Pahk and Dining Cab Route.—The
Northern Pacific Railroad, stretching from the Great Lakes to
the Pacific coast, with its elegant vestibuled service of dining
cars and Pullman sleepers, not only affords husiness men, tourists
and others a route of travel equal in everv respect to any in the
country, but renders accessible to sportsmen the only region in
which can be found to-day the large game which was once so
plentiful in. all the West. In addition to the large game, the
sportsman will find in the country along the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small game as is unknown in
the East. This line, penetrating the Lake Park region of Minn-
esota, and running through the valleys of such trout streams as the
Yellowstone, Gallatin, Hell Gate, Clark's Fork, Spokane, Yakima
and Green rivers, as well as lying in close proximity to the hunt-
ing grounds of the Big Horn, Snowy, Belt, Bitter Root, Rocky,
Coeur D'Alene and Cascade Mountains, is unquestionably the
sportsmen's route of America. The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
or North America," together with other interesting publication,
descriptive of the Yellowstone Park and Alaska tours, will be
mailed free on application to Chas. S. Fee, G. P. & T. A., N. P.
R. R., St. Paul, Minn.—Adv.
Mr. S. BorviN,whose advertisement of the Metabetchouan Hotel

appears in another column, is prepared to put ambitious anglers
in the way of catching good bags of ouananische, and supplies
guides, canoes, etc., for either fishing or hunting expeditions. He
promises good sport with caribou and other large game.— A.dv.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," LVDick Swiveller " "Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, price $2.60. For sale by Forest
akd Stbham.

to mfi §ivqr .Stehittg*

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
TfOR practical and specific directions to reach several hundredA fishing resorts within easy distance of New York eity, see
issues of 1889 as iollows: April 18, April 25, May 2, May 9, May 80,

June 6, June 13. June 20, June 27.

BIG-MOUTH AND SMALL-MOUTH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read for many years the varying views of Forest
and Stream's correspondents concerning the compara-
tive game qualities of the large-mouthed and small-
mouthed black bass. I have also read what Dr. Henshall
has to say on the subject, which is in effect (if I remember
rightly) that there is little if any difference between the
two varieties in that respect. Some of the writers agree
with his opinion, while others (I think the majority) join
issue with him. No doubt all are entirely sincere and
each sjpeaks from his own observation. I do not propose
to join in the discussion as an advocate for either side;
but it has occurred to me that this may be a case parallel
to that of the shield concerning the color of which the
two knights disputed until they discovered that its two
sides were of different colors; in other words, that
whether the large-mouthed bass is as game as his small-
mouthed brother depends. An experience of my own
will perhaps tend to show that it does.
Some- years ago I was in the habit of visiting (latterly

in the good company of my and your esteemed friend
and accomplished angler and scribe, "Wawayanda") a
lake in Ontario which abounded in bass of both kinds.
It does not, alas! so abound now, thanks to the depreda-
tions of a rapacious monster, fitly named pike ("may his
face be turned upside down and jackasses dance on the
grave of his uncle!"), who, with the connivance of the
bibulous fish constable and the short -sigted natives of the
vicinage, ruined the fishing with his accursed nets. But
before his much-lamented advent the sport was magnifi-
cent. Large-mouth and small-mouth took the fly eagerly
at all times: but there was no room for doubt that the
latter were by all odds the most persistent fighters. It

,

was easy, within a short time after a strike, to determine
whether it was Mr. Salmoides or Monsieur Dolomieu with
whom I was trying conclusions.
Now, in the course of conversation with my boatman,

I was told by him of a small lake a mile or two distant,
in which, as he said, were to be found bass whose edible
qualities were far superior to those possessed by the deni-
zens of the larger lake, and his soul yearned for some of
them. So one day, at his solicitation, I mounted my
boat on a hay wagon and soon reached a beautiful pond
surrounded by high shores, and the steel blue water in
which was of crystal clearness and almost icy tempera-
ture. At one or two points a narrow bar of dazzling
white clay extended beneath the water a hundred yards
or so, but its sides descended abruptly, and there was
practically no shallow water in the pond.

I remained all day, but took only a dozen (my average
catch in the larger lake was sixty—which, be it remem-
bered, were all eaten), for the fish, owing to the clearness
of the water, were exceedingly shy; but that dozen was
worth coming for. They fought like demons and leaped
like the bounty jumpers of war times; and they all had
"mouths from year to year like an overseer's wages."
So far as I could judge from that and subsequent experi-
ence there, not a small-mouthed bass was in the pond;
but no small-mouth could have surpassed them in vigor-
ous and prolonged resistance to the angler's efforts to take
them from their moist environment.
The moral of which is that it seems probable that in

cold, clear water (which he will not, however, inhabit
from choice—I tell it to his shame) the large-mouthed
bass "don't ask no odds" of his small-mouthed brother,
but those conditions being somewhat rare the majority
of anglers find him the less energetic of the two varieties,
while those who happen to find him where he cannot
reach warm, shoal water and muddy bottom are justified
by their experience in defending him against the charge
of imperfect development of the organ of combativeness.
All which is respectfully submitted.

I may add that the fish above mentioned corroborated
the boatman's statement when served at table, for I found
them more toothsome than any other bass of either sort I
had ever eaten. Truthful James.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE anglers who have gone to the far-off waters of

Lake St. John for landlocked salmon are having
much better sport this year than last, and the fish are
much larger and in better condition. One well known
New Yorker writes that he has lost several "big ones"
trying to land them with an ordinary trout net. They
are now mostly caught in the boiling, rushing waters of
the Grande Discharge, and it requires stout tackle to
handle the leaping beauties. There is anew hotel building
at the mouth of the river, and it will be ready for guests
very shortly. Of course this will be a great convenience
to the visitors and save the long trip from Hotel Eober-
val; but it is a question if making it so convenient will
not injure the fishing, as it has in so many other places.
Just so siue as large crowds are attracted to a good fish-

ing place, the supply, no matter how great, gives out
sooner or later—witness the waters of Lake Gogebic,
Nepigon River, Rangeley Lakes, etc., etc. There is only
one way to prevent it, and that is to limit the catch. At
Gogebic tons of bass were brought in only to be buried,
and it is the same at many famous resorts. It seems im-
possible so teach the mass of people to be moderate in
their catch, and to return the surplus to the water.

The Adirondack season is now at its height and every-
where throughout that region the hotels are full to over-
flowing and the guides all busy, while the different trans-
portation companies have all they can do to handle the
crowd and their luggage. It is amusing to see the tourists
with Saratoga trunks in the light Adirondack boat and to
hear the remarks of the guides, particularly when mak-
ing a carry. Of course the sportsmen fight shy of the
much-traveled routes, for it is onlyby visiting out-of-the
way places that any game or fish can be found. The
speckled trout are now only found where cold springs
strike in, and these places are only known to the first-class
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guides, so that the angler's success depends mainly on
having a good guide. Unfortunately this class of men
are getting scarce in the North Woods, and most of them
are engaged a season ahead. On the lakes the speckled
trout are now in very deep water. They are often taken
when trolling for lake trout. As soon as the cold frosty

nights of September arrive, they will again come to the

surface and afford good sport to the fly-fisherman. Sep-
tember is the loveliest month in the year in the Adivon-
dacks; the foliage changes in the most superb way, the

brilliant red and gold maples showing in strong contrast

to the dark evergreens. The air is cool and crisp and no
insects are left to bother one. In addition to the fishing

the ruffed grouse and deer are in season, and on some of

the lakes a few ducks are to be found. Often after a storm
a few big yellowlegs can be killed or a stray plover or

two. By the middle of September the great army of

tourists have left the woods, and the sportsmen will find

plenty of room and attention at the hotels, as well as the
choice of the best guides. The brook trout season ends
Sept. 15 and the lake trout Oct. 1, but October is a grand
month for the deer, and sportsmen on the lookout for

fine heads will find this the best month in the season to

obtain them.

Mr. John G. Heoksher writes from Newport that he
has had excellent striped bass fishing. Among many big
ones he has killed one of 35 lbs. , one of 3i)lbs. , one of SOlbs.

and one of 571bs., all royal good fish.

PICKEREL BAIT AND WATEKSNAKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
While fishing for pickerel one day last week in Stony

Brook, Southboro', Mass., I had an experience with a
watersnake or water adder, as it is sometimes called,

which developed a phase in its habits and character
positively new and surprising to me. I had waded out to

the shore nearly a rod, and was standing on an old stone
wall, now almost wholly submerged, though here and
there a stone would show up above the surface of the
wa ter.

While casting from one of these uncovered stones I

glanced along the line of wall and twenty feet in advance
of me was another stone which showed a little above the
water, and right beside it and out of the water about two
inches was something which at first glance I took to be a
frog"s head : but a second look assured me that it was the
head of a watersnake. I paid very little attention to it

until I had whipped the ground all over, and bagged two
very good pickerel, when, as the head had not moved, it

came into my mind to try the pickerel bait on his snake-
ship, and see how he would act.

Accordingly I very carefully dropped the bait (frog's

leg) within fifteen or twenty inches of him and slowly be-
gan to circle it around his head, all the time lessening
the circle. He paid no attention to it until it got within
four or five inches of him, and then, as it passed directly
in front, he struck at it viciously. I struck also, but
missed him. Then I put the bait just in front of him
and he gobbled it instantly.

I waited until I thought his efforts had compassed the
hook, and then I struck. Well, Mr. Editor, from the
twisting and splashing I thought I had hooked not only
one snake, but a whole family.

I put a good pressure upon my rod and tried to raise
him from the water, but he quickly coiled about a bunch
of reeds, and by giving him all the pressure my rod would
bear I could not get over a foot of his body out of the
water. Then I slowly backed away from him, and as I

moved the force brought the rod down until it was level.

Then I slid from the wall into the water, waded ashore
and put the strength of my line against his grip on the
reeds. He was very stubborn, but as the pull increased
he yielded inch by inch, and soon I had him free and
headed for the shore; but just before he reached it a
friendly bunch of grass gave him another chance, and
he was round it like a flash. However, he was near
enough for my purpose, so I laid my rod down, cut an
alder and despatched him. He proved to be the largest of
that species of snake I ever killed, measuring 4|ft. in
length, and I should say quite 3in. in diameter at

the largest part of the body.
Did any of your readers ever meet with anything like

it?* J. W. B.

Boston, Mass., Aug. 3.

THE SUSQUEHANNA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Salmon" (pike-perch) and black bass fishing up to the

present time has not been very profitable, and we look
forward for much better sport when the season advances.
The Susquehanna at this place has been visited by
anglers daily from all parts of eastern Pennsylvania.
They have been trolling in quest of wall-eyed pike and
have met with some success. The best place for
"salmon" is right at the foot of the falls where the
water is very deep, furnishing a harbor for the fish, and
if the angler knows how and uses proper bait, success is

sure to follow. I always find that trolling is the surest
and best method of fishing for pike perch, using the
lamper eel, stone catfish, or sunfish for bait. The bait
must be fresh and alive in all cases. Some very good
catches of "salmom" have been made during the past
two weeks. Messrs. El. and Walt. Haldeman, of Barn-
bridge, spent a day here last week, and succeeded in
taking twenty-one fine "salmon." These ranged in
weight from two to four pounds each, making enough
weight for several good baskets. Trolling spoon and
lamper eel were used. The largest "salmon" 1 have ever
caught here I pulled in a short time ago. It weighed
6|lbs. and was a beauty. The largest known to have
been caught here weighed 91bs. Mr, George Blotcher
landed one of this weight. I have every reason to believe
that the river at this point is full of these big fellows.
Just a few clays ago, my friend, Col. John Frazer, while
trolling hooked a fish which weighed apparently 12
or

,
I51bs. and broke the line before he was able to land

it. I have heard of several such instances already this
season. The river seems to be well stocked with "salmon,"
but the river has been high and water muddy so much
for the past eighteen months, that the average catch has
been poor. The river is now getting low and clear, which
will, we hope, give us a successful fishing season from
this on.

The black bass are not so plentiful this season as they

have been in the past years. lean not aocount for their
non appearance, unless it is caused by the June, 1889,
flood. After that flood and enormous washout I found
thousands of bass, and beauties they were, on the islands,
in swamps, and, in fact, all the lowlands were full of the
pride of our river. These were left only to perish as the
waters receded. Comparatively few bass have been taken
this season, and these few have been small as a rule.
This fish can be found below the falls. Above the York
Haven Paper Mill dam is one of the best places, and the
river at that place is daily spotted with parties bass fish-

ing. The best baits here for bass are helgramites ("ho
jacks" of our people), minnows, small toads and grass-
hoppers. I had better success with the minnow than the
others here mentioned, and ha,ve caught a good many
bass with the common earth worm for bait. The largest
bass I have any record of was caught by myself , a week
ago, near Shelby's Island. It weighed 4|lbs. and was a
monster, and he fought like a tiger. Lots of sport catch-
ing those fellows. Mr. John Snyder, of Roanoke, Va.,
met with good success this week at Collins Station. John,
formerly from Mt. Joy, and a friend brought to basket
thirty-eight bass which averaged about l^lbs. each. This
is evidence that as the season advances fishing will im-
prove. These gentleman used minnow for bait.

I hope in a very short timo to be able to furnish the
readers of Forest and Stream a more encouraging
account of doings here. I am confident that we are
going to have a successful season yet, we have the salmon
and before the finish many bass will ha.ve been reeled in.

The river is now coming into first-class condition for the
sport, better than it has been for the two past seasons,
and unless heavy rain dash our hopes to the bottom of
the river, some of us will be on deck and entitled to a
place. Walton.
Falmouth, Pa., Aug. 8.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 4.—I am indebted to two corres-

spondents in the issue of July 31 for comments on
my whilom bass jumping story, both of which are of the
knew-it-all-the-time sort which we all love naturally. In
the first place I should say that thesegentlemen are quite
mistaken if they think I claim to be either an old-timer
or a wise man. I am neither. All I do is just to stump
around, willing to learn from the wise, and ready at any
time to chronicle what seems new to me and most of my
acquaintances. I don't know much about it, as Colum-
bus said when he stood the egg on end, but this is the
way I do it. And the Homeruses said they knew it all

the time and kept it dark for fear the public would go
around smashing eggs too much. Frankly, it seems to
me better to ventilate a thing of this kind and bring it

within the cognizance of the law, as has been done in the
Fox River cases through the comment in these columns,
than to protect the guilty kjly silence. It looks that way
to me, but probably I don't know. In common with
many anglers, I have long ago discovered that the black
bass will sometimes jump into a boat, but that their
jumping could be so guided and controlled as to be made
a process highly destructive against them, was news to
me and a great many others. In this connection I beg
to point out a slight discrepancy in the comment of our two
authorities here, "Homerus" and "Ah Look," who knew
it all the time. The former says, "Under ordinary cir-

cumstances there is not much chance for 'jumping' bass
into a boat: but it is when a stream is rapidly rising,"
etc., etc. The latter is more liberal, and remarks, "The
practice of jumping bass we boys would invariably in-

dulge in when the fish would not bite," etc., etc. The
doctors disagree. Now, I don't know much about it, but
both these doctors also disagree from the facts we found
at Yorkville. They told us there that "when the water
was high and muddy" was the best time to jump bass.
The river was not rising, but falling rapidly on the night
when some fifty odd bass were taken in one boat that
way during our stay at Yorkville. The Yorkville story
is about as authentic as any, it {vould seem, and the
fact that it didn't happen B.C~ is not against it, but in its

favor.
It is not often I care to walk the same road twice, but

just now I do. It mostly pays to be good-natured, and it

takes more than a B. C. bass-jumping story to affect my
sweet and amiable disposition; but when Mr. "Ah Look"

—

whoever he is; he might be politer if he would abandon
the old-fashioned business of a sporting nom de plume—
casts even an implied challenge on my facts, I confess
freely that it makes me a trifle warm and also a little

tired. I was about to say that the gentleman might
come around to my office, and if I liked his ah—looks, I
would take him out on a $5 bass trip, one of the kind
which he thinks impossible, but perhaps that won't be
necessary. The fact is, he had just finished reading
about a $5 bass trip when he wrote what he did. To
Yorkville on the "Q." is fifty-one miles, and the round-
trip fare is, roughly speaking $3. (It is less, but I do not
recall the exact figures.) At the City Hotel in Yorkville
one can get very good country board, as that goes, at $1
a day. I know, because I have been there. He will not
need any boat, and he is right at the fishing. He can
make this trip, fish a day and get back home on less than
$5. Our party indulged in the luxuries of a $1.50 a day
hotel and livery ride to Aurora, and it cost us for two
nights and a day out of town $5.15.

I have not spoken of long trips, and have meant such
as we have usually taken, of two nights and a day. These
trips were not taken on an ornamental basis, and no pro-
vision was made for elaborate liquid or other refreshment.
As to the fares, not being a railroad man, I mostly pays
my fare or walks. If Mr. "Ah Look" should wish to try
the Fox at or near Aurora, where many good bass have
at times been taken this summer, he will find the dis-
tance less—only thirty-eight miles—commutation tickets
possible and the trip cheaper. He can reach the river or
lake system of the Fox at many other points just as
cheaply. I can take Mr. "Ah Look" on either a bass trip,

a woodcock trip, a snipe trip, a plover trip or a duck trip,

each in season, and get game, too. Such trips have often
been described in these columns, and I would rather re-
peat here than anywhere that there is no city from which
so varied and so cheap an amount of good sport can be
had as the city of Chicago. This statement has nothing
to do with the personal preferences of a sportsman as to
expense. Each trip can be as expensive as one likes; but
I am talking bed rock. To-day when I read Mr. "Ah
Look's" wish for $5 bass waters, I turned around to Charlie

Porter, an enthusiastic young angler whose desk is not
far from mine, and said, "Charlie, what did your trip to
Loon Lake day before yesterday cost you?" He studied
a moment and said, "Four dollars." He was up on Loon
Lake with Jim Clark one day, near Antioch, on the Wis-
consin Central.

"Yes," he continued, "two dollars for railroad fare, and
seventy-five cents for three meals at the hotel, and one
dollar for my share of the boat and boatman expense, and
twenty-five ents for a 'bus fare. They sent a 'bus for .us

from Antioch. I ate one meal in Jim's tent, and slept
there one night. I could have staid at the hotel till the
following morning and still not have spent $5 in all."

"Well, here's a gentleman who doesn't think you can
take a bass trip out of Chicago on $5," said I, and I
showed him the comment.
"Phew!" said Charlie, as he threw down the paper.

"You tell him I can take him out for a day and buy him
four dozen frogs and get him back for $5 !"

A trip to Deep Lake, Channel Lake, Camp Lake, Lake
Maria, or any other of half a dozen more would cost
just about the same. At Fox Lake, or Grass Lake, unless
one went to Paddock's, the cost would be more. One
must avoid the summer resorts and keep to the plain
country if he wants a $5 trip. He can't take a piano and
a cow along with him to be sure, but I never needed any.
I could think of a good many of these $5 trips, and could
make a good many more if I had time, but we will close
the list with one more, on still another railroad.
Wauconda Lake was once a fine bass water, and is still

a fair one. It is reached via Barrington, on the North-
western road. Round trip on Barrington is $1.65. Hack
fare to lake, two ways, $1. Supper, lodging, breakfast,
dinner, supper, lodging and breakfast again, $1.50.
Total, $4. 15, or 85 cents left for a boat, at 50 cents a day.
In all these estimates, railroad fares are quoted from
memory, but I think I have them right, and inquiry
will find them close thereto.
Now, about the results of such a trip. Young Porter,

Jim Clark, Harry Eaton and Frank Reed took in their
one day's fishing twenty-two black bass and one pickerel.
These are facts, too. There are plenty of bass to be taken
on a $5 trip, if you know how.
Jim Clark has caught a great many bass out of his

little lake camps in the Fox Lake region this summer.
He has found a way that lessens even the slight expense
found necessary above, for every one knows that you can
live for about thirty-five cents a day in camp. Jim has
been sitting around, camping and casting, and inventing
things, pretty much all summer. He asks me to come
up next week and spend a day or so witli him in his tent,
and if I have luck I shall go. When I come back I may
perhaps go the matter one better, and write a book on
"$4 fishing trips," instead of $5 trips.

I am suffering from a combination of ill-natured ail-

ments as I write these lines, but I trust that neither "Ah
Look" nor "Homerus" will find them unduly vinegary.
That wouldn't be right at all. Only, I don't want to
have it even partially understood that I am disposed to
prance out and say anything that happens to come into
my head, without having any facts to support the state-
ment. Such is not the case.
The best strings of bass brought into the city continue

to be those taken by the bait-casters. It is still a puzzle
to a great many who fish faithfully, but who don't know
how to shoot with the live frog, how some anglers can go
out and catch big black bass on the very water where
they themselves have steadily failed to do so. It all lies

in the art of casting with the free reel. Most people for-
get that the black bass is a mighty shy bird, and won't
hold still while you row up to him and ask him to have
one with you. Thirty or forty yards is the best distance
to strike up a speaking acquaintance with the black bass.

Aug. 6.—If I may be permitted I would like to add my
testimony about "Preservaline" to that of "Parson" in
laBt week's paper. Last week, when at the Wausaukee
Club in Wisconsin, I took a dozen sample boxes of this
compound, not being able to get it in any other form. At
the close of my day's fishing, I cleaned and wiped dry
my trout, and soaked them for about three hours in a
solution made by emptying the IS boxes, perhaps half a
pound in all, into about a gallon and a half of water.
Upon taking the trout out I wrapped them in grass, and
put them carefully into the straw covers of a lot of cham-
pagne bottles I found lying around. The trout remained
in a box, so packed, until 4 P. M. the next day, when I

got anxious and put some ice in the box. On reaching Chi-
cago, on the next morning following, the trout were wet
and squirmy, but still in the box. I gave them to friends,
sending about a dozen of the best out to my parents in a
Western town, which they reached about noon the next
day. These also had ice in the box with them. The re-
port received thence a few days later said: "The preserv-
aline gives a twang that destroys the real fish "flavor."

This agrees exactly with the idea I had after trying a few
of the trout, which I did before offering any to friends,
in order to see whether the powder would be injurious to
the health or not. Perhaps too strong a solution was used
in this case. The taste was very sharp, stronger than that
of salt, and there was no taste of fish at all. The fish seemed
in very good order otherwise, and I believe would have
been just as good without ice. Not the slightest delete-
rious effect was noticeable from eating the "preserved"
fish. Lately I read a newspaper article describing the
nearly fatal sickness of a family, resultant upon eating
meat on which salicylic acid had been used in the curing.
I don't know what Preservaline is made of, but although
it seems harmless, its flavor is not altogether an enraptur-
ing gastronomic discovery.
Speaking of trout reminds one of little trout. It is

against the law of Wisconsin to take trout less than 6in.
in length. A prominent Wausaukee member said to me,
"We are going to stock these streams so constantly that
we won't have to throw back the little ones. If we
hatch and plant our own trout, going to all that trouble
and expense, the trout will belong to us, and we will not
be liable to the State for what we do with them. What
would be the use planting them otherwise?" The club
man is doubtless wroug, and if he were to figure in a
test case he would probably find that one can't break a
State law even if he is on his own ground. The "6-inch"
law is valid on every foot of Wisconsin waters, and it

ought to be observed. That is the only way in which
good fishing, or rather the best fishing, will ever be had.
The farmer who has a covey of prairie chickens on his
farm has no right to kill them before the season opens.
They are still ferm nafum. I believe that Forest and
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Stream, which has recently taken very wide ground,
certainly, on the landowner's rights, will agree that the
police power of Wisconsin can watch over the fingerling
on a club preserve. But this is not apropos of anything.
The club in question will doubtless respect the law, and
so will the gentleman in question.
Speaking of trout some more: I think I can direct a

belated angler to some really good trout water, though I
have not had time to try it. Go to Houghton, on the
North Peninsula (via M. & N. Ry.), and there charter a
tug and go twenty-five miles on Lake Superior to the
mouth of Elm Eiver, taking boat and camp outfit and
setting a date for the tug to call. Elm River is a nice
little stream which seems to have got lost in the shuffle,
and the Houghton anglers will probably not thank this
paper for giving the thing away. Only two or three par-
ties have been in, so far as anybody knows, and in one
day they took over 400 trout, many very good ones. The
brook trout of over a hand's length is elusive, reminding
one much of the poet's ''snowfall on the river," but I
presume that one could really catch some good fish in
there if he didn't wait till the stream was cleaned. A
new stream don't last long, and, in spite of all you hear,
there are not many new streams. Perhaps this one is not
very new, but it has been left alone lately. Messrs. Joe
Croze, Henness & Co. and C. D. Sheldon are all tug men
of Houghton, Mich. The last named is an angler and he
knows about the Elm. A party of "three or four might
do well to write him, perhaps.
Mr. Hirtb, of this city, has been writing to his friend

Mr. C. A. Baker, of Minneapolis, asking for information
about good bass waters. Mr. Baker replies that Minne-
tonka was good in June, but is very poor now, the fish
having scattered for deep water. Mr. Baker thinks the
lakes above Alexandria, Minn., would be good now, Mil-
tona Lake, 15 miles north of Alexandria, preferred. He
also says that the lakes in Chicago county , near Lindstrom
and Centre City, are reported very good.
Aug. 7.—Two new experiments, or novelties in angling

material, have fallen within my experience this summer,
though neither is original with me. The first is the
abalone spoon, a few samples of which I got of Henry
Skinner, at E. T. Allen's place in San Erancisco, last
winter. I believe I have mentioned before that this spoon
is not the common "mother-of-pearl spoon" sometimes
seen in Eastern shop-windows, but is cut from the natural
concave of the great abalone shell. The spoon is barely
over an inch in length, and oblong, but wide for its length.
It is very peculiar in the water, and is bright, though the
specimen I have don't revolve very much. They told me
that it wasn't meant to revolve. I never used one of these
little spoons but once, and T caught a bass very quickly,
but I had a frog on the other end of the spoon. Charlie
Porter tried one on Loon Lake the other day, and says he
had three strikes when the rest could not get a rise. I
don't know but this "spoon" might be a good thing to use
as a sort of attraction, above the frog, which latter should
be used on a single large hook. The corruscations of the
pearl surfaces can be seen a long way, and might be use-
ful on the reel-up after a cast. The idea needs more try-
ing. This spoon is said to be the best possible one to use
on the Coast, for salmon or the big lake trout.
The other idea in question came through Mr. Chas.

Levings, chief engineer of the C. & A., who happened in
the other day.
"Did you ever use a guitar string for bait?" asked he.

I confessed I never had.
"Well, I was out on the Government Pier the other

day," said he, "watching the people fishing for perch. It
was slack fishing, and only one fellow.near me was hav-
ing any luck. 'What bait are you using?' I asked of
him. 'Haintgotno bait!' he replied, and slammed his
hook in again. I watched him, and after a while found
that he was catching his perch on a piece of soaked cat-
gut guitar string. He said that was a bait which would
ca tch crappies and rock bass when nothing else Avould.
The catgut becomes soft and white after a good soaking,
and frays out into little streamers, though it is so tough
that nothing can tear it off. This fellow had it just
looped up on his hook, like a worm. It seemed to work."
This was something new to me. I tried, it on my late

trout fishing trip, and caught some trout on my catgut
"worm," too. I do not think a sluggish trout will long
retain it in his mouth, but in swift water and with eager
trout I believe it would be a killer and an invaluable
thing in the wormless pine woods. I should think it

better than the red rubber things sold as "artificial
worms," but trout will not swallow it quite as readily as
the plain red worm of commerce. For some small fishes,
and for trout under certain conditions, I have a notion
that there is something in this scheme of our unknown
friend on the lake pier whom Mr. Levings discovered
plying his nefarious art. E. Hough.

Rhode Island Striped Bass.—Sachuest Neck, R. L,
Aug. 5.—Since my last notes to you on striped bass fish-
ing around Newport, there have been so many taken
that I have not been able to get accurate reports, but can
say that fish have been taken of 33, 39, 43, 47 and 591bs.,
that I have seen. Of Sachuest I can give a more definite
account. Since July 12, 123 fish have been taken up to
date at one stand by two rods, a large number of them
weighing between 10 and 16lbs.: largest fish weighing
39ilbs., next 321bs. The next eight largest fish were 28,
27|, 24, 21*, 20, 18, 17* and 161bs. One pair was caught
of i71bs., largest fish weighing 121bs., smallest 5. Re-
ports from all points show that bass have not been known
so plenty for years; and in fact one of West Island's
oldest boatmen says that they were never so plenty as at
present.—W. M. Hughes.

The Upper Magalloway River, Maine.—Trout fishing
just at the present time is a little dull, although several
catches we have seen the past week were of fair size. One
can easily get all he wants to use, and, at this season,
that is considered enough. Deer are unusually plenty all
through this region; in some places they have well-worn
paths along the banks of the river, and it is almost an
every-day occurrrence to see two or more feeding on the
lily pads in the shallow water, A party camping at
Lower Metalluc Pond report good sport and plenty of fish.
Several parties are expected on the river on their annual
camping pilgrimage the middle of the month.—Sewes.

Those who would catch fish must have a supply of proper bait.
Mr. A. H. Dirkes, whose advertisement appears in another col-
umn, is prepared to furnish all kinds of bait, including white
worms and shedder crabs, at all times,—Adv.

Habits op Walx-Eyed Pike.—Albany, N. Y.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream: I was surprised to see in your
"Answers to Correspondents" the naming of Lake George
pickerel as wall-eyed pike, and as much pleased by the
article of Mr. Cheney in relation to Mr. Brown having
put some in those waters. More than likely in their
ramblinga for a place to spawn they have gone down
Ticonderoga Creek back to Lake Cham plain. These fish
run up the rivers before or as soon as the ice is out, and
after spawning lie off the river's mouth feeding on and
off the sand flats, as the spring rains bring down plenty
of worms and probably other matter which tiny feed on.
As soon as the water gets warm they sag off and work
along the shores in 10 to 30ft. of water, preferring cobbly
bottom; from here they go into very deep water, coming
on the reefs to feed, and when the wind blows very hard,
or for a day or so after a big blow, you will find them
right on top of a reef. I think the wind changes the
water over the reefs, making a new current and cooler
water, so they come up to feed. They are a bottom fish,
and to fish for them successfully one must go to the bot-
tom for them. They are nearly as particular as salmon
trout about the water they inhabit, and consequently
rank very high as a food fish, being white, solid and ex-
tremely free from bones. Mr. Cheney no doubt is
thoroughly familiar with the reefs in Lake George, and
should he wish I would gladly furnish him with the way
we find them in Champlain, and he can soon satisfy him-
self as to whether they are in Lake George or not. I am
not familiar enough with that body of water to know
whether there is plenty of food for them in it or not, but
from what little I have seen of it I should say no, and
think they would be tempted to go back to Lake Cham-
plain.—Dexter. ["Dexter" has doubtless read our cor-
rection of the error in regard to the pickerel. The pike
is the pickerel of Lake George. We have the impression,
however, that early writers on the fishes of New York
include the wall-eyed pike among the species of Lake
George, It is probable that "DeKay's Zoology of New
York gives the range of this fish as understood at the
time of his writing, now nearly a half century ago.]

Non-hibernating Black Bass.—New London, Conn.,
July 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Noticing in your
Black Bass Number that you credited the small-mouth
black bass with going to sleep in the mud in the
winter, I would say that in the winter of 1888, while
fishing through the ice for pickerel, with minnows for
bait, I caught in one day five small-mouth black bass,
the largest weighing 5|lbs., and the smallest 21bs. and
loz. I was fishing in a sinail lake in the eastern part of
this State, that had been stocked some ten years
previously. The same winter a small-mouth weighing
Gibs, and 1 loz. was caught in the same water through
the ice while fishing for pickerel. The day I caught the
five was a cold, blustering one in January and not by
any means "a good fishing day." I must say that these
six bass are the only ones I have ever heard of being
caught through the ice in this State, but in clear water,
with more or less sandy or rocky bottom, it does not seem
improbable that "a big catch" might be made with suit-
able bait. Last winter, which was the most open winter
we have ever had in Connecticut, I fished for bass a num-
ber of times from a boat, in the same lake, using a
number of the best artificial baits and all the natural ones
procurable, but did not have even "a run" from a bass,
although I caught "slathers" of perch. I found a red-
ibis bass fly "particularly fetching" for the common
yellow porch, and the large ones afforded fine sport on a
light rod. Whether the five bass I caught that day in '88

were troubled with sleeplessness or whether they were
unable to find a bunk to hibernate in, is a question I have
never as yet answered. I would like to hear from
some of the other "fishers."

—

Ni&ntic.

Fishes Driven Ashore by Bluepish.—Philadelphia,
Aug. 1.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Noticing your edi-
torial upon the bluefish at Atlantic City, I think proper
to drop you a line on the subject. I happened to be on
the beach at Atlantic City at the time when the bluefish
drove the smaller fish into the surf and upon the beach;
the fish so driven were menhaden mostly, with a few
weakfish. I saw one young man with five weakfish of
about f to lib. each in weight. The driving in lasted
about four to five hours, and occurred on two days in
succession.—R. W. [We are glad to have this additional
information about the ravages of the bluefish on the New
Jersey coast. The newspapers published just after the
occurrence referred to stated that weakfish, or sea trout,
were the chief victims of the onslaught, and our author-
ity was very positive as to the fish seen by him. How-
ever, it is sufficiently established that bluefish drive every
other species of suitable size away from their usual haunts.
At this moment one may hear from bays all along the
coast as far north as Massachusetts the complaints of fish-

ermen that sea bass, scup, tautog, mackerel and the food
fishes generally are remarkably scarce, and they charge
this scarcity to the abundance of bluefish. Knowing the
strength and ferocity of this fish, we are disposed to be-
lieve that it has accomplished the mischief laid to its

charge.]

Delaware, Pike Co., Pa., Aug. 7.—There is a lull in
the black bass fishing at all points near me, from Ding-
man's to Bushkill. Yesterday we found a rise of 4in.
and the water full of floating dirt and confervas; the tem-
perature of the water was unusually high, and live bait
fishing proved very unprofitable. A day or two ago a boy
named Campbell caught a few bass with small toads.
Pickerel frogs can be had easily, but are not much used.
Helgramites, at $2 a hundred, and stone catfish, $2.50, are
the successful baits. Few fish of morethan 21bs. are being
taken now, although two weeks ago 4 and 5-pounders
were common. Young shad are occasionally seen leaping
out of water in large numbers.—T. H. B.

Fox Lake, III., Aug. 6.—Dr. R. J, Piper, City Physi-
cian of Chicago, and Frank Eiterman, spent Sunday at
Howard's, Fox Lake, and caught the largest number of
fish caught at the lake this season, securing 125 of the
finest collection of fish.—E. C. H.

Weakfish and bluefish are biting well at Perth
Amboy, and crabs are large and nu ncious. Porgies,
though abundant, are very small, and bass are scarce as
yet.

Maine Black Bass.—North Bridgton, Me., Aug. 9.—
Dr. Cheever, of Mattapan, Mass., and Mr. Chas Cobb, of
Newton, have been two persistent and successful anerlera
for black bass. They recently returned from a day's
fishing in stream and pond with six fish averaging a
little more than 2ilbs. each. They, together with Mr.
Chas. Drost, of Boston, enjoyed some excellent fly-trol-
ling in Long Lake the same week.—J. C. M.

Havre de Grace Notes.—Bucknetters have been doing
well at this point. From 50 to 2001bs. of rockfish are
caught daily by each boat, but hook and line fishing has
been poor owing to the high muddy water. White perch
fishing has been unusually productive. This is especially
the case on the Kent county side of the river. Around
St. Jerome's Island fish are very plentiful.—D. W. K.

Lake Champlain Bass.—St. Albans Bay, Vt., Aug. 11.—The bass fishing is better now and for the past four
weeks than at any time during the past two years. At-
tributed to the low water in the Great Back Bay of Lake
Champlain. Average depth about 40ft., but low upon
reefs and bars. Catches large and very large in size,
some catches averaging 3Jlbs. each,—Samson.

Bluefishing on the Great South Bay, Long Island,
has again been most excellent. The average catch last
week was from fifty to sixty to a boat, and one boat made
a day's high hook record of 300.

TROUT CULTURE DELUSION.
ClOLUMBTJS, O., Aug. 2.— Editor Forest and Stream: I

' notice in your issue of July 31 the fulmination of Win.
N. Byers, of Colorado. Your readers may some of them re-
call a communication published by you, from him, in your
issue of June 19, in which he endeavored to reply to an
article by me in your issue of May 29. To this I replied in
your issue of July 10, and I suppose Mr. Byers considers his
last fulmination a reply to it. I have to simply request that
those readers of Forest and Stream who feel interested in
the subject look over fcthe articles of both Mr. Byers and
myself, and see if they can find a solitary point made by
him in support of the alleged efficacy of artificial trout cul-
ture. I have in these communications made several state-
ments, based upon long, careful, systematic experience as a
practical fisheulturist. Has Mr. Byers in the remotest
manner refuted any of these statements ? Certainly not,
nor can he. Indeed, he has not attempted to do so, but has
simply resorted to blackguRrdism, and of the most rank, per-
sonal form. This kind of dust-throwing will deceive no
intelligent reader of Forest and Stream. It is the last
argument of an ignoramus when driven to the wall. He in-
variably resorts to personalities, and, as in this case, to
petty falsification in both his communications. In his last
he says that I stated that "I had never raispd a trout."
Those who will read my last previous article will find
that I said I had never raised a trout for market. This kind
of falsification will not help Mr. Byers out of his corner,
neither will his blackguard tactics. He has expressed his
ability and willingness to point out a large number of
streams (fifty or a hundred were the figures volunteered by
him), and I very reasonably requested him to name them, as
he had volunteered to do; but he utterly fails to do so." Is it
not fair to presume that he was not stating the truth when
he made the proposition? He also stated that there are a
number of people in the vicinity of Denver engaged in arti-
ficial trout culture. I requested that he publish a list of
their names, because I knew that numerous readers of
Forest and Stream would be glad to correspond with them
and make investigations. I for one would certainly wish to
do so. I have been making these investigations for over
twenty years, and for some fifteen years have been receiving
information direct from trout culturists themselves that
the business was at best a delusion. I must have some 600
communications from those that have tried it, and not one
solitary case of success has been reported, beyond the hatch-
ing and sale of young fry. Those purchasing the latter
have invariably lost the time and money expended in the
venture. I have published these facts several times, and I
believe on more than one occasion in Forest and Stream.
Others have also published the same facts substantially; but
very few persons are willing to publish their own failures,
even when misled by others. The correct principle would
be to do this for the benefit of others.
In his anxiety to be offensibly personal, Mr. Byers refers

to the fish ponds several years ago owned by me at Wenonah,
N. J. I well know the source from which he draws inspir-
ation in that region of the country, and the reasons which
have caused antagonism in that particular quarter for
many years past; and were all th« facts in connection with
that antagonism to be published it would materially in-
crease the circle of my fishcultural friends, and prove to
the public that the ever-ready efforts of said party to seize
upon every straw which they think might annoy me, does
not have as much effect in that direction as would the oper-
ations of a healthy Jersey mosquito during the space of
fifteen minutes. I am glad of the opportunity to refer to
the fishcultural operations in connection with those ponds.
At no other private ponds in this country has there ever
been so much careful, systematic experimental work con-
ducted as that personally performed by me at that place for
at least ten years and until I acquired far more area of
water than I was pecuniarily able to own and availed myself
of numerous offers for the joint use of other waters and fish-
cultural establishments fitted up by me. And in this con-
nection I will state for the information of Mr. Byers, who
seems to be anxious to know something of my fishcultural
experience, that I have fitted up (including remodeling)
more fishcultural establishments than any ten men in this
country. Large numbers of readers of Forest and Stream
are perfectly familiar with these facts and need not be told
of them. In this connection some side notes may be of gen-
eral interest to readers, who will be glad to have Mr. Wm.
N. Byers dropped out.
In these many years expose of the trout cultural delusion,

numerous comical developments have cropped out. One of
them I can appropriately refer to here. Among the numer-
ous publishers for whom I have furnished fishcultural
matter during the past fifteen or more years, is one of the
largest houses in the country, and which issues three papers
of enormous cumulation, and in which they maintain depart-
ments for the answer of questions of general interest tj
various classes of their regular readers. Thus, they have a
law department in charge of a competent lawyer, a veterin-
ary department in charge of a veterinary surgeon, etc. Some
twelve or fifteen years ago, they engaged me to reply to all

inquiries in regard to fishculture and to furnish matter
generally upon the subject. Some seven or eight years ago,
in reply to some letters of inquiry concerning trout culture,
I wrote an article in the same vein as that published in
Forest and Stream of May 29, and it was published accord-
ingly. The next week I was surprised to see in the same
paper a communication, of * decidedly personal nature>
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which, among other matters, accused me of "having an axe
to grind" in connection with carp culture, because I had
recommended those scoring failures in trout culture to try
carp culture. The week following, an editorial in the paper
apologized for the personal communication, saying it was
received and published during the absence of the editor-in-
chief from the city. And they also said, in substance, that
1 was generally acknowledged to be one of the best known,
reliable authorities upon the subject, that. I had previously
expressed the same views in connection with the matter iu
those columns, and without the least reference to earn.
And further, that T had put thousands of readers on their
guard and saved them from immense loss which would have
followed their embracing the delusion. A few weeks later
I was in the city of the publications named and called at the
office, of the papers, where I learned that the writer who had
assailed me (over a, norn clc plume) was owner of a costly
trout cultural establishment which he was trying to unload
on some untutored lamb, and the very week that my article
appeared had sent an advertisement of the same to tihe same
paper, and it chanced to appear in the same issue. Another
comical feature of the case was the fact that my article was
in part a reply to an inquiry from a prospective customer
for the trout cultural establishment in question, a fact
which I was at the time in blissful ignorance of. Thus it

will be seen that the fellow who had accused me of having
an axe to grind, was himself the possessor of the dull axe.
The editor of Forest and Stream will recall the fact of

having taken mein hand editorially, some eight years ago, for
statements which it was alleged that I had made in addresses
before the State Boards of Agriculture and the Legislatures
of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The truth was, that I had
materially disturbed the arrangements of a certain ring
which was trying to secure large appi*opriations for so-called
fishculture in those States, and the ring were endeavoring to
reach me through Forest and Stream, which promptly
made the amende honorable.

I have at other times been assailed in its columns and in
the columns of other papers for which I write upon this
subject, and in every instance it has been glaringly apparent
that the parties assailing me had an ax to grind ot had been
disturbed in some "job," generally to get hold of public
money for the benefit of some association with which they
WPre connected.
One more matter in connection with my fishcultural opera-

tions in New Jersey, It was in a region where there was a
strange commingling of intelligence and dense ignorance in
the same individuals, where agricultural operations were
carried on in accordance with certain phases of the moon,
and where, any undertaking out of the usual order was
never undertaken on a Friday! Of course fishculture was
ridiculed to the utmost extent, and depredations against my
ponds and apparatus were continually being committed,
and I was several times subjected to severe loss in conse-
quence. I have been informed by several old fishculturists
in other States that they, too, had been subjected to similar
treatment in their respective regions, but not to the extent
that r had been in New Jersey. Iwell know that I have had
no more failures in fishculture than all others have in pro-
portion to the extent of their operations.
But much of this matter has been published in Foeest

and Stream years ago, and is only submitted now for the
benefit of new readers.
In conclusion, I think that others as well as myself will

be pleased to know of a dozen persons now engaged in arti-
ficial trout culture, unless directly or indirectly backed with
public money; and it is well known that from fifteen to
twenty years ago hundreds were so engaged in several States
containing trout waters. The sequel must be apparent to
any man of common perception.

I must not omifc to say that there are numerous streams in
several different States where trout can be raised and stocks
materially increased, and without any artificial propaga-
tion; and it is being done to some extent, and will be exten-
sively practiced when fraud and sham in connection with
such matters shall be more generally stamped out and
common-sense methods adopted, with deaf ears to jobbery
and humbug. When conducted with the same degree of
system, intelligence and honesty as agriculture now is, fish-
culture will become an important and honorable industry in
this country. The time is slowly but surely coming when
this desideratum will be attained here.

Milton P. Peirce.

COLORADO TROUT CULTURE.-Col. R. E. Goodell
and Dr. John Law, of Leadville, Colorado, have bought the
Evergreen Lakes property—a well-known summer resort,
six miles west of Leadville—and are planning to im-
prove it, and make it one of the most attractive places in
the State. Dr. Law is one of the leading fishculturists of
the West, and has been remarkably successfully in pro-
pagating different kinds of trout. He is entitled to the
credit of having stocked Evergreen Lakes with Eastern
brook trout, with, which species these waters are now teem-
ing. Adjoining the lakes is the great reservation of the
United States trout-breeding station, which, when com-
pleted will be the largest of its kind in the world, and in a
region peculiarly adapted for its purpose. Colorado has
within its borders over 6,000 miles of beautiful trout
streams, besides numberless lakes in which the native
black-spotted species occur. Leadville is rapidly becom-
ing a favorite summer resort of the Rocky Mountain
region, and persons visiting Colorado will be delighted
with this cloud city.

BLACK BASS CULT LIRE.—Herr Max von dem Borne,
proprietor of the fishcultural establishment at Berneuchen,
Germany, has met with very gratifying success in his
attempts to artificially hatch out black bass. Under date
of July 9 (1890), he writes the U. S. Commissioner of Fish
and Fisheries, that they have succeeded in "planting 50,000
fry. These have been placed in ponds, lakes and rivers,
where there are no other fish. Herr von dem Borne also
says that they expect to obtain many thousands of rock
bass fry. He is very happy to find that the rainbow trout
is a very great success in carp ponds, in water too warm for
Salmo fontinalis and brown trout.

J. B. Allen, a Block Island fisherman, had an experience
with a swordfish a few days ago that he will not soon for-
get. He had harpooned a splendid specimen, and was about
to throw overboard the float, when he became entangled in
the rope and was pulled into the sea. The great fish pro-
ceeded to lash the sea to foam and to pull the man out to
3ea. He in the meantime made a frantic effort to uncoil
himself from the rope, while his companions in the boat,
startled at his sorry plight, could only follow his course,
His death by drowning seemed inevitable, but Allen soon
released himself, appeared above the surface of the waves
and floated. He was soon pulled on boaid in a much ex-
hausted condition. The swordfish was the largest of the
season and weighed 5001bs.-~Springfield Itepiibliea n.

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price $1.50. Amerimn Angler's Book, By Tha4. Norris.
Price $5.50,

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 5.—First Animal Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel
Club, at Youngstown, (). S. D. L. Jackson, Seo'y.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Dog Show of tho Wilmington Fair Association, at

Wilmington, Del. P. R. Cars we) I, Supt., 101 West Sixth street.
Sept. a to 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Associa-

tion, at Kingston, Ont. C. H. Corbett, Secretary.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Michigan KlU'icI

CIttb, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, Secretary.
Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Doe Show of the

Induatial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone
Secrocarv.
Sept. 23 to 86.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Gcddes, Chairman
Committee.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Da,ubury Agricul-

tural Society, at DnnhttrV Conn. B. C. Lvncs, Secretary.
Dec. 80 to Jau. 3, 1891.—First Dor Show of the Buokeve Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana, Poultry
and Pet Stofk Association, at Now Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 11158.

Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at N*w York. James Mortimer Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Don Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9.—Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg, Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Iud. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y-
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Out, C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at, Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
rotary.

1891.

Jan. 19—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.
COURSING.

Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing
Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

I AM asked by a number of the spaniel fancy to make a cor-
rection, which 1 willingly do, as it is not my desire to be

misleading in anything I write. In quoting from the circu-
lar issued by the Rideau Kennels of Ottawa, concerning the
dogsObo, Jr., and Bob Obo,I stated that at the Newark, N.J.

,

show Obo, Jr., beat Obo II. and Young Obofor the stud dog
prize. I am now advised that Obo II. was neither en-
tered nor shown at that show, while Young Obo was then
an untried stud dog. The. stud dog prize on that occasion
was for the dog with one of his get, and Black Pete was the
one that was shown with Obo, Jr. A good young dog was
Black Pete then, but there were at the same show the get of
Obo II., champion Helen. Shina, Woodstock Nora, Little
Red Rover and others. The correspondent who corrects me
is rather of the opinion that, as a spaniel man. I should have
known of this. Well, it is a long time ago now, I have lots
of other things to think about, and one must give some cre-
dence to printed statements of stud dog owners. I don't
think the owner of Obo, Jr., meant publishing or claim-
ing what was not correct about bis dog, for the rea-
son that he sent the circular to me, and I am a little prone to
point out other people's mistakes. 1 feel assured, therefore,
that he will see that the incorrect claim is struck out.

Some of Mr. Frank Dole's new bull-terriers haAre already
arrived at the New Haven Kennels, and their owner writes
in his quiet way "they are all very good ones." The lot to
hand consists of Grove Duchess, by champion Baron out of
Dutch Rose II., a 40lb. bitch; Young Kit (litter sister to
White Wonder), by Gully the Great out of Kit, weight
301bs.; Prince Bendigo, by Bendigo out of Gipsey, 851bs.;
White Prince, by Spotless Prince out of Rose, 301bs.

; Sailor,
by Spring out of Rose, 211bs. That is a pretty good consign-
ment, and there are more to come yet—a black and tan that
will, if what is claimed proves true, make Dr. Foote'suew
purchase put on its best looks to win. Dr. Foote is too good
a fancier and too much a lover of the breed to object to
strong competition. Then there will soon be on the way the
bull-terrier bitch Miss Gladstone, by Dutch out of cham-
pion Maggie May—that is a bit of prepotent breeding—and
an Irish terrier. Regarding those yet to come Mr. Dole, with
recollections of past disappointments in his mind, sagely
remarks, "You know how it is, things (that is, dogs) are
hardly up to what we generally expect of them."

Mr. Marriner, of Milwaukee, who, I believe, was the first

Western exhibitor to take bold of bull-terriers and who has
a nice lot of dogs now at his Milwaukee kennels, is now in
England. He turned up at the Tuubridge Wells show
and got quite a pretty notice in the Stock-Keeper. Evidently
Mr. Marriner knows how to stroke a cat, for the editor says,
"The English doggy men seemed to have taken a great
liking to Mr. Marriner, and no wonder, for a better gentle-
man we never met. He, on his part, was profuse in his ad-
miration of all things English and particularly of doggy
men."

" That reminds me." AH will remember about the deaf
bull-terrier at Boston and the ext raordinary shotgun experi-
ments of the gentlemen who couldn't tell a dried blotch
mark from mange. It will also be remembered that the
veterinary authority, as he believes himself to be, brought
Mr. Porter up with a round turn regarding concussion and
sound waves. I said at the time that a person with perfect
hearing had no conception of how nature attempted to sup-
ply the deficiency in persons defective in that respect, and I
had a singular illustration of this a short, time ago, which
proves conclusively to my mind that the Boston vet. has yet
much to learn on the subject upon which he wrote so glibly.

I was sitting on a porch with a lady and gentleman, about
160 to 200yds. from where some trap-shooters were practicing
at targets. The shooting was in our direction, but the men
were hid from view by a rise of the ground and also by the
coachhouse, distant about 60yds. from the house. The
porch was of course hollow beneath, but the soil reached up
to the lapboard which skirted it, and which at the side
toward the shooters was one step high, I think, but it
might be two. However, it was all boarded up tight. At
every shot fired I felt a distinct tremulous motion commu-
nicated from the porch floor to the soles of my feet. It was
so plainly felt that it made me think of the Boston experi-
ment, and I asked the lady and gentleman whether they
could detect any such feeling as I did. They waited for more
shots to be fired before giving a positive answer, and both
agreed that they could feel nothing. Here was a ease in the
open air with the firing done at least 160yds. from where I
sat, while the Boston experiment was done in adjoining

rooms with the connecting door open. I don't wonder that
the deaf dog got up when'the explosion took place; but he
didn't hear it all the same. .

Tn a letter from England I am told of a purchase recently
nuub) by Mr, A.. Russell Crowell. It is of the two-years-old
St. Bernard dog Victory, by Lysander out of Lady Pauline.
Victory is described as 33>§in. standard, good color, broad,
even blaze, wide collar and excellent quality of coat. He
was shown twice as a puppy aud got vhc. each time, but
has not been exhibited since.

Mr. Hall, of Philadelphia; owner of the St. Bernard
Marquis of Stafford, is also m England, and has, I learn,
purchased four or five bitches. He was a visitor at Hanley
dog show, as was Mr. Crowell, and from a poster sent me it
is evident some of "the boys" played a joke on the Ameri-
cans. An election for some local office was about to take
place, such elections being held on what we know as the
Australian plan. After stating what the election was for
and giving other particulars, the poster proceeds to give an
illustration of how the voting paper is to be ma.rked. This
copy of the imaginary voting paper is made up of three
u am es, the first of which is Mr. Crowell's and the second
Mr. Hall's, and the vote mark is placed opposite the latter.

Another visitor at English shows from this side of the At-
lantic is Mr. Cornelius Stevenson, of Philadelphia. Mr.
Stevenson's fancy runs to Basset hounds and Skye terriers,
but he has never had anything very good of the former
breed. The probability is, however, that he will purchase
something that will place him at the head of the prize lists
next year. Bassets are not flourishing in England just now,
tho classes being poorly filled even at leading shows, They
are difficult to rear and there is a lot to breed for before one
gets a really good one. When Mr. George R. Krehl gave up
the breed. Bassets lost their best friend, for be is what we
call a hustler for whatever breed he takes hold of. One of
his earliest fancies was Irish terriers, and he took Vero
Shaw's tip, "Keep the name before the public," till with the
aid of a few other enthusiasts it became thoroughly estab-
lished. In those days £20 was a tip top price for a Dare-
devil, whereas now ft good one will run into three figures,
and I see my friend Dr. Gary, the secretary of the Irish sec-
tion of the Irish Terrier Club has just disposed of one for an
even £100.

Still another American on pleasure bent to the land of
good dogs is Dr. Derby, of the American Mastiff Club. A
singular honor is to be paid this gentleman by the Mastiff
Club of England, which will, at the Crystal Palace, give a
private exhibition of dogs owned by members to enable the
visitor to see the good dogs together without having to
make special trips about the country. There will be no
prizes offered for competition, and the admission will be by
invitation. The display will be made toward the close of
the present month.

Meersbrook Maiden was beaten at Darlington dog show
by Pearl. Mr. Raper judged.

Scottish Prince, the St. Bernard "Namquoit " wrote of as
the coming dog, won first at Darlington. "Namquoit"
gave his height, which the Fanciers' 'Gazette laughed at.
Now "Namquoit" has the laugh, for the Fanciers''Gazette
reporter says Scottish Prince is as tall as Lird Bute, hither-
to claimed to be the tallest St. Bernard ever seen. " When
fully developed he will be a monster." Well, I guess, an
American's tape is still good enough for us to stand by.

J. W.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
WILMINGTON, Del., Aug. 12.-EdUor Forest and

Stream: All railroads centering in Wilmington,
viz.: the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore and Ohio, and the
Wilmington and Northern, will carry three dogs free on one
ticket.
New York exhibitors can obtain premium lists and entry

blanks at the offices of Forest and Stream, 318 Broadway,
Turf, Field, and Farm, 251 Broadway, Percy C. Ohl, 50
Broadway, and the American Kennel Club, 44 Broadway.
Philadelphia exhibitors can obtain premium lists and

entry blanks at the offices of The Fanciers' Journal, 37
Sout h 3d street, and Fred. P. Kirby, 135 South 8th street.
All exhibitors and visitors to our bench show will have the

pleasure of witnessing our races. We have one of the larg-
est trotting, pacing and running race meetings in the
country.
Last year our exhibition of horses and cattle was excelled

by none in the country.
There will be excursion rates on all railroads and steam-

boat* lines. All railroads run directly to the grounds.
The Adams, United States, and Baltimore and Ohio Ex-

press Co. will return dogs free to original shipping point on
the usual terms. F. R. Carswell, Supt.

COURSING IN OMAHA.-Omaha, Neb., Aug. 5.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The coursing meet at the Bluffs Park
yesterday was a giand success and attracted a large crowd
of spectators. The running was most exciting and enthus-
iasm ran high. Dr. Ayres's fine brindle greyhound made a
fine showing, as did Captain Roy's Kell, Hon. John Mont-
gomery's Bouncing Boy, Dr. Bellinger's Faust, J. T. Huff-
sky's Mercury and others. The next meet herein October
will doubtless be a great success, as coursing is better under-
stood now, and there is a clamor for more of it. Dr. George
B. Ayres and Clinton Powell have just received from the
Wade kennels at Hulton, Pa., a magnificent specimen of the
English mastiff, in Edrick. The dog is twenty-one months
old, fawn colored, with black ears and marks, weighs 154
pounds, and is a handsome animal every wa,y.—Gris.

TORONTO SHOW.—The prospects are that the coming
International Bench Show of the Industrial Exhibition to
be held in Toronto, Sept. 15 to 19, will be the finest
show ever held in Canada, both in regard to the quality of
the dogs and the entries. The secretary, Mr. C. A. Stone, is

kept busy answering correspondence from all over Canada
and the United States. Exhibitors will bear in mind that
railway arrangements have been made whereby exhibitors
may reach Toronto from the lines for one fare for the round
trip. The railway and express companies arrangements in
regard to the transportation of dogs will be published next
week. The entries close Sept. 3, and should be made
as soon as possible, to enable the secretary to complete
his arrangements.

THE YOUNGSTOWN DOG SHOW.—Youngstown, O.,
Aug. ll.—Editor Forest and Stream: The premium list for
the first annual dog show of the Youngstown Kennel Club
is ready for delivery- The show will be held on the Mahon-

Wm. F. Bonnell and H. F. Peck. All dogs will be ex-
amined by a competent veterinary before going on the
bench. The Wells Fargo, Adams and American Express
Companies will return all dogs free of charge that ar$
sent oyer their lines,—S. D, L, Jackson, Secretary,
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A VISIT TO A FAMOUS KENNEL.

A TWELVE hours' ride via Lehigh Valley Railroad,
through the most picturesque parts of New Jersey,

Pennsylvania and New York—the very Switzerland of
America—brings one to that lovely little hamlet, Covert,
situated near Seneca Lake, New York. A few days' vaca-
tion being allowed me, I accepted the invitation of Mr. C. S.
Wixom, of the Hornell-Harmony Kennels, to visithim, and
a right royal time I did have. We were met on the arrival
of the train by our genial host and hostess, and riding be-
hind a spanking pair of horses were soon at their house,
which rests on the brow of a great hill and from whose
broad piazza the placid waters of that lovely Seneca Lake
are in full view, seen over the tops of tall trees among whose
friendly branches many a partridge is wont to light, flushed
by the busy little cockers so much in use among the hills.

Here, too, among these hills the woodcock seeks his cover,
while the rabbit, chased by six or eight couples of beagles,
giviug forth their merry music as they hunt, finds ways to
elude his pursuers, and so save his soft skin.
No mau is a sportsman who does not first want a cursory

glance at each new and noted dog he may chance to know of,

even though his dinner may be in readiness; so not waiting
while our hostess was overseeing the repast that was beine
prepared for us, hungry though we were, we gave one little

peep into each stall in the kennels, one look into each of the
yards, so as not to lose sight of a single beauty, and then
once more sought the shelter of the hospitable roof, where
the table, laden with the sweetest and freshest of viands,
tempted us to "eat hearty." The glorious air about this
lovely home, high on the hills and far away from all sound
of horses' hoofs "o'er flinty pavements, whetted our appetites
till it seemed as if the end would never be, which comment
on our part only caused increased merriment and pleasure
to our entertainers.
All good things must have an end, and so did this our

first meal at Covert. The chairs were pushed back, the
cigar box went the rounds and next we. were all found on the
front piazza, feasting our eyes upon the glorious landscape
that was laid out before *us, breathing the life-giving air
and feeling a life here away from the turmoil and worry of
the hot city would be doubly worth the living. The ashes
having repeatedly fallen from our cigars gave us warning
their usefulness or soothing influence had gone. So up we.
arose as one, and would you believe it, Though not one
word having been said as to where we should go, like a com-
pany of soldiers we marched straight to the kennels.
The first thing that struck us most forcibly upon entering

the kennels was the extreme cleanliness that was every-
where to be observed. The floors were perfectly clean, the
stalls were whitewashed, sides, bottoms and tops, not a
cobweb nor little pile of dust to be seen anywhere. The dogs
were all fat, sleek and healthy, and from one end to the
other of the yard or kennel not a single sickly or moping
one was to be seen, showing that cleanliness and good sub-
stantial food keep them as they should be. The food is

varied, and here agaiu we see the good results of it. In a
house by itself, known as the cook house, we find a large
stove filled to its utmost capacity with wood, where a fire

is kept burning all day. Oatmeal mixed with cornmeal or
wheat is "set" each night with yeast, and the following day
is put in pans and thoroughly baked. While the baking is

going on a great wash-boiler is filled with scraps from the
butcher's, consisting of sheep and cows' heads, hearts,
knuckles, livers, etc. These are all boiled together for
hours till the meat falls from the bones, when the boiler is
taken off and the stew allowed to cool. At feeding time the
bread is broken up in small pieces and five large pails are
tilled with it. Over this the rich soup is poured, and when
served to the dogs it is wonderful to see the relish with
which it is devoured by them. The next day milk is served
with the bread instead of the soup, and this too disappears
with a rapidity that would astonish some of our friends who
feed their favorites on cake and dainties. Three times each
day the puppies are fed, while the grown dogs get their
meal at 5 P. M. regularly. The way they romp and tear
about, play and run after feeding would do your heart good
to see. Then one by one they glide off to their respective
benches, and by 6 o'clock they are all at rest, and quiet
reigns supreme.
The kennels are the most perfectly arranged and conveni-

ent that I ever saw. The beagles occupy the first room, the
greyhound puppies the second, the Russians the third, while
the full-grown greyhounds control the fourth. Each room
is separated from the other by a high boarding, above which
to the ceiling, wire screens do service. The beagles have a
playground about the size of two of our city lots, the pup-
pies each another such, while the greyhounds have still

greater latitude. In the center is the hospital, a good-sized
room provided with a stove, medicine chest, surgical instru-
ments, a comfortable lounge for the watcher, and high
raised bunks for the patients. In completeness and. con-
venience I never saw a kennel to equal it, and I have seen
many.
Though there is evidently plenty of yard and kennel room

for all the dogs (some 60 in number), Mr. Wixom is deter-
mined to give them still larger quarters, and is now building
another kennel (40x20x10) some 50yds. in the rear of the ones
just described, and in the very center of an orchard where
the dogs will have good shade in summer and be protected
from northern winds in winter. It will contain eight stalls
only, each opening out into a large yard, and will be used
for bitches during service or in whelp and puppies.
We first inspected the beagles, and here we found many a

good one, both dog and bitch. The pride of them all is that
lovely specimen champion Royal Krueger, the very cock of
the walk, not only on account of his bench performances,
but of his field work as well. Of good size, with best of
legs, feet, back, coat, a head as near perfect as a dog's can
be, we find this great stud dog and prize winner ruling the
roost. Then over in the corner sits champion Una picking
a bone, while champion Myrtle looks on complacently and
wishes she, too, had one Joan W. and Baby W. are trying
conclusions at a race round the yard, while Whisker, that
good young dog, feels now that he is standing at the stud,
entirely too elated to join them. That perfect-beaded little
Ava sits in her nest quietly acting the r61e of mother to her
little three-weeks-old puppies, while Elf, that recent val-
uable acquisition, looks up as if to say "me too, by and
by." The sight of this kennel of beagles is worth traveling
miles to see, and one would travel still further to see them
at full cry on a lead fox's scent. Three times during my
visit were we treated to a chase. The gradual slope from
the house in front gave us a grand view, and as the dew
was falling the fox was unboxed and over the fields he was
lead for more than half an hour. Then our host "let slip
the dogs of war," and away went those little chaps, keen-
scented, never losing the track for more than a second with-
out returning to it or finding it, which fact was heralded by
a wild burst of merry music. On several occasions so closely
did they work that the whole six couples could have been
covered' with a blanket. Two tame foxes are kept by the
kennel man, and are used to exercise the beagles with or
occasionally run the foxhounds.
In the breeding kennels we find Harmony, the beautiful

greyhound bitch, and worthy daughter of champion Double-
shot—champion Clio, which Mr. H. W. Huntington holds
the credit of having bred. She is undoubtedly the best
American-bred bitch ever shown, and her long list of
winnings in good company endorse our opinion, while her
winning or dividing third" and fourth prizes at the Eastern
Coursing Club's meet, proves her to be most excellent in the
field. She is at present nursing a litter of ten as fine puppies
as one could wish to see,while champion Memnon, that grand

old dog, looks quietly on and declares his usefulness is not
yet gone. In the next nest we find the pointer Natation
(Nick of Naso—Temptation) obeying the motherly instincts
and nursing her five puppies; great big fellows they are too,
strong and healthy, pure white, save that some have orange
or liver markings."
Hazelburst, that divided third and fourth prizes with

Harmony, also bred by Mr. Huntington, is a worthy son of
champion Balkis— champion Cassandra. He has greatly im-
prover 1 si n ce la st we sawhim , and when another coursing m eet
is held rest assured he will be heard from. Fannie M. is the
only lady of this kennel, and she will soon take Harmony's
bench, as she is due shortly to whelp to champion Memnon.
Memnon, though nowretired after a long and eminently suc-
cessful career, looks and acts as young as the youngest.
His eyes are as bright as a kitten's, and as watchful and rest-
less as ever. The constitution of the dog is marvelous and,
were it but for his teeth, he would take a deal of beating
now. He is a hale and hearty old man and retains much
of his youthful vigor.
The spaniel champion, Hornell Ruby, roams at large

among all the dogs, proud of having been the mother of the
lovely Velda. Bessie W., a collie of no mean quality and
coat, basks in the sun. while not attending to the sheep and
cattle, and soon will be seeking her nest where she may
nurse her family of little ones. She has a most excellent
coat, good legs and feet, and intelligence that is almost
human. Little Royal Krueger, a three-months-old son of
Royal Krueger, is beyond all question the finest beagle pup I

ever saw. His markings, are perfect, his head very good,
his spread of ears great, while his body and legs are all

that could be desired in any dog. Mr. Wixom has repeat-
edly refused $50 for him, and he came near being sold for $75,
at which price he is held. He will make some of our beagle
judges hustle a good deal to find a better when he enters
the show ring.
For miles and miles around the country, people flock to

see the much-talked-of Russian greyhounds that now adorn
this kennel. They are now the very center of attraction, and
the universal admiration expressed I fear would make them
very haughty were they able to understand our language.
They have greatly improved since their trip of three
weeks was accomplished, and are as lively as crickets
while taking on flesh very rapidly. Between Vladimir
and Irma it is now a very close thing; they are both pure
white, with deep orange markings. The entire importation
is possessed of first-class feet and legs, great bone, good
strong pasterns, coats that would set a setter man all ablaze,
while their heads are simply beautiful, their eyes being dark
hazel and as soft and mellow as a Jersey's. If this breed of
dogs is what it is said to be by the Russians, it is beyond all
doubt due to the sort of treatment the Russians are said to
give to their subjects or servants. A dog with such eyes as
these have cannot be otherwise than gentle and affectionate;
and, though they were very timid when they arrived, they
now are fearless, full of life, and overflowing with affection
and gentle ways, that prove beyond doubt the falsity of
their traducers' statements.
I know little of this breed of dogs excepting from what I

have read. Taking the present standard of the English
greyhound in matter of conformation, their uses being
nearly identical, it seems to me it would puzzle a good judge
to decide which is the better, Vladimir or Irma. They
are so near alike that one has to look twice to dr.cide which
is which. The dog's head is simply phenomenal, being
iOJ^in. from tip of nose to occiput, while Irma's measures
9%., The dog, again, stands ST^in. at shoulder (standard
measure), while the bitch is only lin. lower. Judging from
their frames it is very doubtful if either will reach maturity
or be fully filled out before it is two years old. As they
are now but five months old and measure 27j^in., it is more
than likely their matured height will be something like 36in.

They all had a very bad dose of distemper beiore leav-
ing England, which no doubt retarded somewhat their
growth. As to coats, from all I have heard it seems to me
theirs is about perfect. The hair is long (some of Vladi-
mir's measuring 4^in.), soft, and as flat and straight as flax,

in marked contrast to some that I have seen, which was as
curly as a water spaniel's.
Every attention is being given these dogs, and when they

make their debut I predict for them a most generous recep-
tion, and later on a most successful career. That they will
become universal favorites is an assured fact beyond all

question. Their symmetrical heads and expressive eyes,
their graceful outlines and lovely soft coats will gain for
them numberless friends. When last I saw them they were
romping in their yards. Now I saw a white streak flash by
me, followed by still another; then all of a sudden the two
were mingled together and looked like a great ball of white
floss rolling about the grass. Their movements are quicker,
it seems to me, than of the English greyhounds, and their
strength of bone and powerful jaws are sufficient to make
any wolf fly for his life on their approach. These puppies
are of the much-talked-of Krilutt-Elsie litter, and of which
so much has been written. They are a great credit to both
sire and dam; and as Krilutt's stud fee has been doubled, it

will readily be seen how valuable a dog he must be at the
stud, while on the bench his record is too well known to be
disputed. He is to-day acknowledged to be the best Russian
in England, and the owner of Elsie was very wise in his
selection of sire. Two more of this litter are soon to leave
England for America in company with Elsie, who remained
there in order to be again bred to Krilutt. As I am a firm
believer that when on first being bred a bitch shows she
nicks well with a stud dog, she should again be bred
to the same dog, and every subsequent litter will be better,
I shall look forward to this second litter with much pleas-
ure and hope to see my belief confirmed. Highland.

THE COLLIE OR SHEEP DOG.
1%/TR. RAWDON LEE has published a monograph of the
ItJL collie that is the most complete history of the breed
extant. Mr. Lee is a very pleasant writer and the pages of
the book are replete with iuterest, not only to fanciers, but
to the general reader as well. The history of the breed is
concisely written and contains all that is important from
earliest time up to the present day. The writer takes no
stock in the tradition that the black and tan collie obtained
his color through a cross with the Gordon setter, and thus
treats the matter: * * * * "There was a nonsensical idea
that the black and tan sheep dogs obtained their color
through crossing with the Gordon setter. There is no doubt
the contrary was the case and that the Gordon setter had his
coat and sensibility improved by being crossed with the
Highland sheep dog."
Mr. Lee is positive in the belief that bench shows have

been detrimental to the collie, as far as their working qual-
ities are concerned, and treats the subject as follows:
"The shepherd's dog, when properly traiued, is as good in

his work now as at any previous period of his history; bet-
ter, perhaps. It must not, however, be taken for granted
that the collie, as he is uow seen, obtaining valuable prizes
at our canine exhibitions, is the exact counterpart of the
dog met with on the sheep farms, and without whom the
shepherd could not do his work. There are distinctions be-
tween the two. The former has been kept for his beauty
alone, and most likely for generations his ancestors had
never known what it was to assist the farmer in his duties.
So his descendants gradually drop out of the work, and
when they come to be trained are not nearly so docile and
intelligent as they would have been had all their progenitors
been good workers.
"A young pointer or setter will often intuitively stand

game on the very first occasion be may scent, it, a faculty
,

which has been handed down to him from generation to gen-
eration from dogs that have always been trained to do the
same thing. A retriever puppy for a similar reason is nev«r
happy unless he is carrying something in his mouth. Ne-
glect to keep up this seeming intuition in the pointer, setter
or retriever, and see what the result will be in the course of
a few generations. The puppy will no longer point or draw
upon game naturally, aud his education will be ten times
as difficult to consummate as it would have been had the old
conditions been continued.
"Thus it is with the modern exhibition-bred collie as com-

pared with the one that has been kept and reared for work
alone, and produced from parents whose capabilities and
excellencies in this respect have been of the highest. We
occasionally see at the various trials with sheep held in
different parts of the country, a rather handsome dog that
is a fairly good worker, but such is the exception, and I am
sorry to write that, so far as shepherding is concerned with
the collie, the handsomest dogs are usually the worst work-
ers, at any rate in public. Some exhibitors will tell you
how splendidly trained to sheep or cattletheir prize winners
are, but if they be so such performances do not appear in
public. Attendances for many years at some of the principal
trials have led me to form this opinion. Indeed, on occa-
sions, the duty has devolved upon me of awarding a special
prize for the handsomest dog that has worked his sheep to
the satisfaction of the judges, and such prizes, excepting in
one or two instances that may be alluded to later on, have
always gone to dogs that could not have obtained more than
a he. card at any dog show in the kingdom. There are. cases
where good-looking dogs, bred from prize winners on the
bench, have been entered on the off chance of the judges
allowing them to compete for the 'beauty prize,' irrespec-
tive of their work in the field; but the latter is generally so
bad that the exhibition-bred animal is not allowed to enter
the ring at the end of the day when this special honor is to
be awarded.
"Of course I do not mean to infer that the handsome prize

winner will not work at all, my contention merely being
that he cannot perform his duty so well through lack of
opportunity in his progenitors, as the more common-place
creature, whose ancestors have spent all their lives among
the flocks, A properly bred collie will take to his work as
naturally as a sporting dog will take to his; and I very
much regret that the Collie Club has not done as much for
the working capacity of its idol as it has toward'.beautifying
and improving his appearance. Some of the very best work-
ing shepherd dogs I have ever seen have been small light-
limbed animals, active and fleet, owning intelligent faces,
and with such short wiry coats as to lead one to suspect a
not very remote cross of the terrier, which the farmer has
kept to assist in destroying the rats, or to help the hunts-
man when he brings his scratch hounds round to make a
raid upon the foxes. At the trials the smooth-coated dogs
as a rule more nearly approach show bench form than do
their rough -jacketed cousins, for speed and endurance are
required rather than long woolly coats, huge 'frills', and
'brushes' big enough to disgrace the best that ever hung
behind the boldest of bold reynards."
Mr. Lee devotes a chapter each to the smooth-coated and

bobtailed sheep dog, his remarks upon the latter variety
being especially interesting.
Sheep dog trials are earnestly advocated by the author,

and the chapter devoted to them contains their complete
history, together with the rules governing them. There is
also a chapter ou the collie clubs, with standard and scale
of points; and an excellent chapter on management, which
alone is worth more than the price of the book to the
breeder.

THE A. K. C. AFFAIRS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to Mr. Watson's two letters, which have ap-

peared in Forest and Stream, regarding the finances of
the A. K. O, permit me to say that while there is nothing
contained in any of his letters since he has become the
acknowledged champion of the clique's methods in manag-
ing the A. K. C. affairs, as his statements, or conclusions
which he claims to have arrived at, are in no way supported
by the known facts. The dog men of this country to-day,
notwithstanding the fact that figures have been thrown at
us from Philadelphia, Boston and perhaps Rahway, have no
more knowledge of the true condition of the management of
the affairs of the club than they had months ago.
Mr.Watson has now become the favorite at 44 Broadway.

He goes there and from the private account book which was
kept by Mr. 1-do-not-know-how-much-I-got Lewis, he obtains
figures and throws them at us from Philadelphia, through
the Forest and Stream.
What the dog men have been expecting, and what they

are entitled to as a matter of right, are the items of receipts
and expenditures of the club for the year ending Dec. 31,
1888. There is no disguising the fact that the annual report
made by Mr. Vrfdenburgh for that year is a faked one,
while even Mr. Cugle would be fully entitled to call it faked,
for upon my life it is the worst piece of cooking I have ever
come across, and Mr. Vredenburgh must take Carlyle's
estimate of dog men, and believe they are mostly fools, all
fools, apparently, when he asks us to accept his statement
as correct. Now, I don't want Mr. Watson to accuse me of
plagiarism, so 1 will remind him of this fact, that if he will
look at the file of the Sporting Life for 1888 he will find
that a correspondent who signed himself "Porcupine," used
about this same language when Mr. Vredenburgh made his
annual report for 1887, and in that report Mr. Vredenburgh
gave a tabulated statement showing the entire receipts and
the sources whence they came, as well as a tabulated state-
ment of the expenses; he then certified that it was correct.
Will the present Mr, Watson, or the late Mr. "Porcupine,"
now explain to us why he used that language at that time
about a statement that covered the entire period and was so
full and so-satisfactory, and now at this time attempts to
bolster up an annual report which simply says "balance on
hand, $1,228.28?"

It does not make any difference to me whose money was
used in the juggle—whether it was Mr. Belmont's, accord-
ing to Mr. Vredenburgh's statement, or Mr. Lewis's money,
according to Mr. Watson and Dr. Perry. I said long ago in
a letter, and have repeatedly said so, that these accounts
were juggled, and that Mr. Vredenburgh would never over
his own signature give us the items of receipts and expen-
ditures for the year 1888.

Mr. Watson invited me to go with him to the A. K. C.
office aud I might ask him questions aud he would answer
them from the books. Mr. Vredenburgh is supposed to be
the treasurer of the club, and for his services the dog men
of this country pay him $1,500 a year; and every man who is

a member of a local club, or a breeder who sends his money
to 44 Broadway, is entitled to know what is done by the
management with the funds they send and the condition of
the club; and it is the duty of this $1,500 a year secretary-
treasurer to make such a report that a man of ordinary in-
telligence may understand it.

All the writing that Mr. Watson can do in favor of these
faked i-eports and all the writing that lean do against these
faked reports will never settle in the minds of the breeders
the condition of the club's affairs. A large majority of the
breeders have no confidence in the present management, and
if the officials cannot keep their books correctly and even go
so far as to fake the minutes of their proceedings, can the
breeders hope to have any confidence in pedigrees of our
stock which come from such a course?
Will Mr, Vredenburgh kindly give us the figures going to

make up the sum $1,228.28; and then certify that it is correct?
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DOG TALK.

AN American said to me the other day that the English
would soon be buying St. Bernards of the Americans.

I do not know of anything that wotild please me more than
to see such a state of things come to pass. But it will be
many a long day before it will. To be sure we have Watch,
Hesper, Alton and Prince Regent, and a lot of other good
ones, but where are the bitches of equal quality? What are
Saffron, Miranda, Lady Wellington, Manon, or Blodwin, in
comparison to the dogs I have mentioned? Are they as
good as bitches as the dogs are as dogs? Far from it! And
until we get bitches of equal quality and bone we cannot
expect to breed "cracks." Many breeders will say, "How
about Sir Bedivere?" True, he comes from a very ordinary
bitch, but she possesses plenty of size and bone and is well
bred. And, furthermore, Sir Bedivere has yet to prove him-
self of any great value to the breed be represents. A few
bitches such as champion La Mascotte, champion Plevna,
Bessie II., champion Grace, Sabrina, Florentine, or Sans
Peur. would revolutionize the breed in America. We
Americans seem to have gathered the idea that all that is

necessary is a good dog. Mr, Poag pays $3,700 for Watch,
Mr. Moore upward of $3,000 for Alton, and Mr. Sears $2,000
for Hesper, and they think they have made a good invest-
ment. But where is the man with "sand" enough to pay
$1,000 for a bitch of equal quality? Not. one in all America.
In consequence, until some nick in breeding produces a
good one we must purchase all our good ones from the old
country. Monte Bosa was a rare good dog. Mr. Moore has
some very promising puppies. But where are the American-
bred "clinkers" in rough-coats I mean. I can And twenty
here in England to beat our best, and in bitches I don't
know of a single one. And I don't expect to see or hear of
any from the bitches now in America, barring about six,

namely, Saffron, Recluse, Zenith, Blodwin, Lady Well-
ington and Manon. And to these six bitches we have
about the same number of really superior dogs. And the
best of the six will not hold a candle to champion Plevna,
champion Peggotty, Alta Bella, and many another. These
remarks apply not only to St. Bernards, but to English
setters and many another breed. I hope the time is not far
distant when I shall read of the importation of three good
bitches to every dog.

Mr. E. H. Moore's recent purchase, the rough-coated St.
Bernard bitch Lady Livingstone (champion Hesper—Lady
Abbess), leaves for her future home on Saturday

;
Aug. 2,

via Liverpool on the steamship Bostouian. ^promised m a
former note to give a full description of her. She was
whelped June 37, 1889. She has a grand skull and great
depth of muzzle for her age, a good even blaze, dense shad-
ings and great character; ears a bit large and not quite dark
enough; good in eye, orange body, with broad perfect white
collar- good coat of good color. She. stands about 31}^in. at
shoulder, and will weigh in condition 1601bs. She has won
first in novice, and first and cup in puppy classes at Leeds
show, the only time shown. I consider her one of the most
promising young bitches that ever crossed the Atlantic.

Those that read my comments on Mr. S. W. Smith's
young dog Scottish Prince will see that I was not far amiss.
At the Darlington show this week he won first, with Aris-
tocrat second and Lord Bute third; not bad for the first

time out, with his Lady Floris II. first in bitches.

The Darlington show held last week is the largest one day
show in England, numbering this year 840 entries. Fancy
a show of that number of dogs, with the judges starting in
at 10 A. M., and the dogs on their way home at 5 P. M. on
the same day. The dogs are benched under tents, with par-
titions between only the cross ones; plenty of straw is pro-
vided. The judging is done in the open air. The show is

not only noticeable for quantity but quality as well, and is

classed as a two point show. Newfoundlands were awarded
twelve prizes, headed by ch. Courtier; enough to make any
American blush.

Dr. H. T. Foote's Meersbrook Maiden won second in the
challenge class at Darlington. The comments read "easily
beaten by Pearl."

One of the features of the Darlington show was the sheep
dog trials. The winner corraled her sheep in 6}^ minutes,
the second best in VA minutes, and the third in 14>| minutes.
It is, indeed, a pity that we cannot have similar trials in the
States. Though I would like to see some of the winners
with a slight resemblance to a bench dog. Namqxjoit.
Henley, Eng.

DETROIT DOG SHOW.—Detroit.'Mich., Aug. 9.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Through the liberality of the Detroit
Exposition Association and the kindness of many of our
citizens we are prepared to announce that the following
kennel prizes will be offered in cash or its equivalent at the
Michigan Kennel Club's show, beginning Sept. 3: For the
largest entry of sporting dogs owned by one man, $25; non-
sporting the same: $25 each for the best kennel of four mas-
tiffs, rough St. Bernards, smooth St. Bernards, English
setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, pointers, great Danes,
deerhounds, greyhounds, Siberian wolfhounds, bulldogs,
bull-terriers, Skye terriers, best pack of six English fox-
hounds and best pack of six American foxkonnds. $15 each
for the best kennel of four bloodhounds, Chesapeake Bay
dogs, Irish water spaniels, cocker spaniels, poodles, beagles,
black and tan terriers (over 71bs.), pugs, Italian greyhounds,
collies, Yorkshire terriers and best pack of six shaggy fox-
hounds. Also, the Pointer Club of America offers $25 cash
for the best pair of pointers, dog and bitch, owned by one
exhibitor. Also, the St. Bernard Club of America offers six
medals as heretofore advertised. Several other nice specials
have been tenderedour club by gentlemen interested in dogs,
and these offers will be accepted and printed in our cata-
logue. The prospects for a big show are very flattering, and
we are prepared to accommodate a large entry.—M. V. B.
Saunders, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
(BIT* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Highland Yorks. By H. W. Huntington. Brooklyn, N. Y., for
black greyhound doe, whelped April 21, 1890, by champion BalkiB
(Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Cassandra (Debret—Dead
Secret).
Highland Clan, By H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., for

black and red brindle and white greyhound dog, whelped April
21, 1890, by champion Balkls (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion
Cassandra (Debret— Dead Secret).
Highland Abbe. By H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y„ for

Mack and white markings greyhound bitch, whelped April 21,

1890, by champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Oas-
:-andra (Debret—Dead Secret).
Highland Helen. By H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., for

black and white markings greyhound bitch, whelped April 21,
1890, by champion Balkls (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Cas-
sandra (Debret—Dead Secret).
Highland FaArie, By H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N". Y,. for

black and white markings greyhound biteh, whelped April 31,

1890, by champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Cas-
sandra (Debret—Dead Secret).
Highland Donald. By H . W. Huntington, Brooklyn. N. Y., for

rgd brindle and white greyhound, dog, whelped April 31, 1890, by

champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Cassandra
(Debret—Dead Secret).
Lady Monarch, By Nelson Mcintosh, Providence, R. I., for

orange and white English setter bitch, whelped June 22, 1890, by
Roy Monarch (Dashing Monarch—List) ont of Blue .Jennie (Royal
Albert— Blue Nell).
Dad Monarch. By S. B. Allen, Providence, R. I., for blue belton

English setter dog, whelped Juno. 22, 1890, by Roy Monarch (Dash-
ing Monarch-List) out of Blue Jennie (B.oyal Albert—Blue Nell).
Iowa Dash. By H. P. Walker, Boston, Mass., for red Irish setter

dog, whelped Jan. 20, 1090, by Claremont Patsy out of Nino.

BRED.
V3&~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Devonshire Countess—David of Dilphos. J. W. M. Cardiza's
(Philadelphia, Pa.) pointer bitch Devonshire Comite°s (Tam—
Croxtetb Rival Qncen) to his David of Dilphos (Dick of Dilphos—
Westmoreland Bessie), July 29.

Clai-issa—Don 717. Conneniara Kennels' (Middletown, Conn.)
Irish setter bitch Clarissa (Bravo—Leonie) to their Don III.
(Elcho, Jr.—Pequot Jess), Aug. 10.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Gliampion Cassandra. H. W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. Y.)
greyhound bitch champion Cassaadra (Debret—Dead Secret),
April 31, sis (three dogs), by his champion Balkis (Clyto—Prim-
rose).
Cad's Pel. Moorefield Kennels' (Colmnr, Pa.) English setter

bitch Cad's Pet (Moorefield—Cad), July 23, seven (five doge), by H.
Hulrnan, Jr.'s Gath Mark (Oath—Gem).
Joyce. Rosecroft Kennels' (Birmingham, Conn.) English setter

bitch Joyce (Prince Foreman—Passion), July 26, ten (six dogs), by
their Don Quixote (Rockingham—Donna).
Cnrrcr Bell Til. f>. G. Davis's (Philadelphia, Pa.) Irish setter

bitch Currer Bell III. (Sarsfield, Maud), July 39, thirteen (one dog),
by Max Wenssel's champion Tim.

Whisper. M. H. Daly's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Whisper (champion Bradford Harry'—Belva). June 14, five (four
dogs), by P. H. Coombs's champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's
Bruce—Beal's Lady).

SALES.
<$Sr~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dusky Bob. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped May 13, 1890, by
champion Kasb out of Nun Nicer, by Eberhart Pug Kennels. Cin-
cinnati. O., to Mrs. Dan Williams, Bismark, Dak.
Dick Boy. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

March 26. 1885, bv San Roy out of Cora, by Moorefield Kennels,
Colmar, Pa., to E. W. Jester, St. George's, Del.
Dad Monarch, Blue belton English setter dog, whelped June 32,

1890, by Roy Monarch out, of Blue Jennie, by Nelson Mcintosh,
Providence, R. I., to Samuel B. Allen, same place.
Boy Monarch—Blue Jennie whelps. English setter dogs, whelped

June 22. 1890, by Nelson Mcintosh, Providence, R. L; one black
and white to Capt. C. C. Gray, same place; one orange and white
to Harry B. Tallman, same place; one blue belton to S. B. Allen,
same place, and one. lemon and wnite toM. M. Inman, same place.

DEATHS.
Daisy S. Black, tan and white fox-terrier bitch, whelped Oct.

31. 1889 (Luke—Nora), owned by Learnerd Kennels, Hudson, N. Y.
Learnerd Beulalt. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch,

whelped July 7, 1890 (Regent Vox—Daisy S.), owned by Learnerd
Kennels, Hudson, N. Y.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
t3S~ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspon ients.

H. M., Brooklyn.—Would you oblige me by informing me
through your paper what to do with a dog 1 have that is sick; he
is a hound, 7 years old. His ears are running, his eyes are very
sore; he seems to be very costive while on the chain, but seems all
right when I take him out for a run; he has a good appetite and
always seems hungry. Ans. Give your hound a 5-grain quinine
pill night and morning concealed in a morsel of meat; keep the
bowels open with syrup of buckthorn in dessertspoonful doses.
Sponee the eyes with Pond's extract of witch hazei and sponge
the ears with the same.

'ifik Mid Jfb# Cheating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
SAN FRANCISCO.

San Francisco, Aug. 3.—To-day the rifle range at Harbor View
was crowded all day by the devotees of the hair-trigger. The
California, Germania, Gruetli and Eintracht clubs were well re-
presented, and the members entered into the contests with great
enthusiasm.
The members of the Germania Club rallied in force, and many

close contests were the result. The winners of the medals of the
several classes were as follows: Champion class, G. Helm, 414
rings; first class, G. Thieback, 420; second class, F. Attinger, 408;
third class, L. Bendell, 376^ fourth class, A. Enge, 359. This club
also offers medals for the first and last best shots on the target.
For the first best shot Messrs. Utschig, Rapp and Kelber tied,
having made 23 rings each out of a possible 25. On shooting off
for first honors, A. Utschig showed his steady nerve by scoring a
center and won first honors with his 25 rings. For the last best
shot Herman Heeth scored 25 rings and took the medal. Heeth
is now the permanent possessor of this trophy, having been the
successful competitor on five occasions.
Captain F. A. Kuhls, the well-known marksman, led the mem-

bers of the Eintracht Club to the butts yesterday, and some good
scores were made as follows: Champion class, F. A. Kuhls, 411
rings: first class, A. Wirtner, 385; second class, O. Thie)e,355; third
class, T. Binner, 347. This club also gives a medal for the first and
last best shot. The medal for the first best shot was won by F. A.
Kuhls, who made 23 out of a possible 25, and the medal for the
last was carried off bv L. Ritzau, who scored 24 rings.
The shoot of the California Club resulted as follows: Champion

class, A. Strecker, 439 rings; first class, F. O. Young, 427; second
class, G. Orst, 417; third class, Emil Kehrlein, 391; fourth class, A.
Enge, 361. The third class medal was closely contested, Otto
Burmeister following up his opponent very closely all the time
and closing his score with 392 rings, the same score as the winning
man. He was Creed mored, however, on the last shot.
The winners of medals in the Gruetli Club are as follows: First

class, G. Orst, 386 rings; second class, E. Luenberger. 338; third
class, A. Gehret, 338; fourth class, H. Dietly, 278. This club,
although lately organized, numbers some active members and
very good shots, and before long will be heard of in the shooting
world.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 7.-The present tourney of the St. Louis
Pistol Club will end with the shoot to be held next. Wednesday.
At the. last shoot Mr. Summerfield quit high, and the medal will
be held by him for the coming week. All shooting is at a 12Jrgyd.
standard American target. The score:
M Summerfield 9 10 10 7 9 10 7 6 10 10-91W Bauer 9 7 8 9 10 10 7 9 10 10-89
S V D Perret 9 10 8 9 10 7 9 8 10 7-87
M C Bellmeyer 10 10 9 7 9 8 7 10 9 8-87
S G Dorman 8 10 8 8 8 10 8 10 7 9—86
G Alexander 8 8 8 10 10 7 9 8 10 7-85
H Stussell 10 10 10 8 5 6 7 8 7 10-81
AMcBean 10 10 5 10 8 10 6 3 8 10-80
D Barker 8 9 10 7 5 8 8 7 10 8-80W Hettel 7 7 8 10 7 10 7 6 7 8-77
WMackwitz 6 9 8 10 6 8 7 8 7 8-77

Unsee Fbitz.
BOSTON, Aug. 9.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massa-

chusetts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a
good attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditions were good
and some fine scores were made in several of the matches. Fol-
lowing are the best scores made to-day: distance 200 yards:

iRecord Off-hand Match.W Charles 83 SO Merville 80 S C Sydney 76
H Severance 80 W Simmons 77 C H Eastman 73WG Hussey 77

*Champion Rest Match.
J Francis ...109 S Wilder 108 W Peters 100

LRAvay 103
(h) All-Comers' Rest Match.

S Wilder 113 AH Ballard 104 J B Hobbs 95
J Francis. 113 W Peters 103 E I Blount 94
JNEames 108 M T Day 101 A S Hunt 93W P Thompson. ..107 S W Carney 99 MR Barter 86

LRAvay -.407 A & Steyeps 97 A N Mann 83

(r) All-Comers' Off-hand Match.
S O Merville 80 S C Snow 67 AN Mann 63
D R Ball 78 M T Day 66 AG Stevens 71

(R) Pistol Practice Match, 50 yards.
H Severance 93 S T George 88 A G Stevens 83W Gr Hassey 87

f Only one entry allowed each week.
* Only one entry allowed eaeh shoot day.
(R) Re-entries allowed.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publimtion should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, ana furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one, side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Aug. 12-15.—McDowa.ll Tournament, at Toronto, Can. Held

under the auspices of the four gun clubs of Toronto. For pro-
grammes address W. McDowall, Manager, 81 Yonge street,
Toronto.
Aug. 18-23.—Third Annual Keystone Tournament, at Corry, Pa
Aug. 26 27.—Live Pigeon Match, at Milford, N. J, given by

Mahlon H. Rupell, proprietor Milford House, whom address.
Aug. 26-29.—Twelfth Annual Convention and Tournament of

the Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association, at Jerseyville, TIL
Com. R. Hutchinson, Sec'y.
Aug. 26-30 —Grand Inanimate Target Shooting Tournament of

the West End Gun Club of Harrisburg, Pa., to be held at Williams
Grove, Cumberland county. Pa. For programmes address H. B.
Sboop, Secretary, Box 321, Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept. 1-2.—Hackettstown, N. J., Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,

Sept, 1, at targets: Sept. 2 at live birds. B'or programme address
E. Richtcr. Sec'y.
Sept, 3-4.—Beeville, Tex., Gun Club Tournament. T. J. Skaggs,

Secretary.
Sept. 3-4.—Tournament of the Springfield Shooting Club, Spring-

field, Mass. J. T. Herrick, Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—White Plains. N. V., Gun Club Tournament at Blue-

rocks. C. P. Rowley, Sec'y, 241 Broadway, N. Y.
Sept. 9-l0.—Harvey Hurd's and F. R. Huminger's Peoria Black

Bird and Blueroek Tournament, at Petersburg, Illinois.
Sept. 9-11.—St. Paul Gun Club Tournament, Hamline, Minn.

Professionals barred. F. D. Pononsby, Pres., St. Pa ul.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati, O.—Al Bandle's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y.
Sept. 30. Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex

Gun Club, at Plainfield, N. J. Two days targets, two davs live
birda. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Sept. 1.

THE L. C. SMITH CUP TANGLE.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 8.—The question out here just now is.

Who owns the L. C. Smith Cup and the money that goes with
it this year? This is a question that once seemed an easy one, but
complications have arisen since then.

It will be remembered, by Western readers at least, that the L.
C. Smith cup was won at the Association shoot in June. 1889, by
one H. R, Babcook, a blue, jeans, hatchet-faced boy, who, it seems,
had not yet reached either the years of majority or integrity.
Babcook said he represented the Carmen Gun Club of Illinois, and
duly paid the dues of that "club" as well as his own entrance fee.
The executive committee of 1888-1889, Messrs. R. B. Organ. B. D.
NichoUs, W. W. Foss, Alex. T. Loyd and W. P. Mussey, saw no
reason at the time to doubt the statements made. Babcook won
the cup on 20 straight. Before delivering into the bands of one so
little known this valuable trophy, which is worth $500. the com-
mittee, by its chairman. Mr. Organ, telegraphed to Mr. P. Larsen

,

a railroad man of Carmen personally known to Mr. Organ, query-
ing whether Babcook and the Carmen club were all right. A tele-
gram, signed " P. Larsen," was duly received to the effect that
they were all right, and on the strength of this the cup was de-
livered to Babcook. Upon receipt of this the latter sat down and
wrote, to his father, who was the other half of the Carmen Gun
Club:
" Dear DAm I have won the Smith Cup. I get 60 per cent, and

you get 40." (By the terms of the contest the winner takes 60, and
his clnb 40 per cent, of the next year's entrance money.)
The above filial letter is said to be now in evidence. But before

it was needed as evidence other matters had transpired which
rendered it unnecessary.

It seems that Messrs. Ba bcook, pere ct, Ms, became elated at the
prospect of such wealth. They posed as capitalists, and contem-
plated heavy investments after the entrance money of 1890 was
paid in. Through some indiscretion of the one or the other, or in
some manner, at least. Mr. Larsen heard of his telegram. It was
news to Mr. Larsen that he had ever sent any such telegram, and
some time last winter he wrote and told Mr. Organ so. It ap-
peared, therefore, that all the Carmen Gun Club had to re«t on
was a bogus telegram, probably sent by Mr. Babcook, pere, who
staid at home and made friends with the telegraph operator. As
Carmen is not a great big city, it is probable that the operator
knew every man, woman, child and cow in the whole hurg. They
say something about collusion, and mention Babcook, pere. and
the operator, but I don't know just what part of a gun club the
collusion is, and so we may let that pass.
The result of all this was that when Babcook, fits, the shooting

half of Carmen Gun Club, came up at last June's tournament, and
with an innocent smile on his Chinese face, asked for $320 (60 per
cent, for himself and 40 for "Dad"), the executive committee for
1889-1890, namely. Messrs. Ab. Price, C. S. Burton, W. W. McFar-
land, A. M. Hoffman and Dr. H. C. Buechner, told him they
would first have to investigate. Mr. W. L. Shepard, secretary
and treasurer, refused to pay over the funds until after he had
gone down to Carmen and learned the true state of affairs. He
went, and discovered that the Carmen Gun Club was composed of
"me and Dad." That was all tbere was to it. Nine years ago, in
1881, there was a Carmen Gun Club. It met and had one shoot,
each member chipping in $1 toward the beer. The club got
happily inebriated, and then faded quietly out of sight, So far as
uniqueness of composition is concerned, it is "out of sight" to-day,
Tbere remained only these two. me. and Dad, 60 and 40.
The present executive committee gazed on Mr. Babcook fils, and

sorrowfully shook its head, remarking "Nixey." Reports also
reached their ears from other clubs that Babcook was crooked on
loads. So they said "Nixey" again. "Our meet is run for gentle-
men and for qualified clubs," they said, "and therefore, Mr. Bab-
cook, we must remark 'Nixey.'

"

There remained in the treasury, therefore. $320, which Dad and
t fie rest of the club had not invested as contemplated. I know
not how many fair young shoats of Jersey red remain unpur-
chased, and we well may weep at the number of yearling heifers
which thus remain ungarnered into the fold of the Carmen Gun
Club. What to do with this $320 the executive committee did not
know, and they held a meeting to decide; present. Mr. Ab. Price,
chairman, Mr. C. S. Burton and Dr. H. C. Buechner, also Mr.
Fred C. Donald, last year's president of the association, and Dr.
N. Rowe, president for the coming year, the latter being invited
to meet and advise with the committee. Dr. Buechner is now in
Europe,and what he thought is not definitely known,but before the
meeting Messrs. Price and Burton were of the opinion that there
would have to be a re-divtsion of the moneys in the late Smith
Cup contest, Babcook being thrown out entirely. That would
bring G. L. Deiter, of the Chicago Gun Clnb, first, as he was next
with 19 out of 20, and it would necessitate a lot of trouble, as tbere
were a lot of ties, merchandise prizes, etc., etc., in the lower holes.
This seemed inevitable. However, Dr. Rowe, the president for
the ensuing year, had another opinion and advised in effect, as fol-
lows: "Gentlemen, we have no supreme court of appeals in mat-
ters of field sports. The best we can do, and indeed the only thing
we can do, is to follow the precedents of the oldest, established
sporting system, that of the turf. The pi-ecedeut there is, that
upon proven disqualification of a competitor, the prize won by
such competitor reverts to the party, track or association offering
such prize, for such future disposition as it may choose to make. '

Upon hearing this the committee resolved to constitute the
aforesaid $320 a fund to be expended in the protection of game, or
the protection of live pigeon shooting. It is sad to chronicle that
this resolution is not to stand; because it would have been re-
freshing to see the Illinois Association, as an organization, really
do the first little bit at protecting game. But this was not to he.
Alas f
The racing precedent cited was all very well, audit was all very

well to go back to these precedents. The only trouble was that
the committee's counselor got it just exactly backward, as very
quickly became known a8 noCfn m th§ decision was announced
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among the sportsmen of the city. Well, there is not anything
much to raise a, trouble over In that, and about the only inference
to be drawn is that human people sometimes get rattled and that
editors, like anybody else, are capable of error at times. They
are also capable of rectifying it, sometimes, and in this case the
correction was made in a short time after the error. "Gentlemen,"
in effect, said the committee's guest and counselor, "I find I have
advised you wrongly, and I wish to make the correction. The
precedent of tbe turf is not as I have said, but just the other way.
Thp decision should be reconsidered."
But by this time Dr. Buechner had started for Europe, and as it

needs a full board to reconsider a decision, there the matter must
rest until he gets back. Dr. Buechner's record here is fair. His
washerwoman is paid up to date, or nearly so, and ho is not
known to have committed any crime for which he can not be ex-
tradited. His future return at some time or other may, there-
fore, be considered almost certain. Almost the same may be said
of the commlttep-counsol, the president of the association,
who has also gone to Europe. It may be announced aB a fact,
Therefore, that ultimately the late decision of the executive com-
mittee will be reconsidered, and first money in the L. C. Smith
Tup, in the 1889-90 contest, £320. will be awarded to Mr. G. L.
Deiter, of the Gun Club, where it belongs, and the other prizes
scaled properly from 19 down. And when that is at length done,
the present, tangle about the Smith Oup will be unraveled.
I am enabled by courtesy of Mr. W. P. Mussey and Mr. Henry

Smith, of this city, to quote, more or less loosely, a late racing de-
cision which establishes a direct precedent for this case. I am
not able, in the hurriedness of this late hour, to verify dates, etc..
but doubtless later investigation will show the full record of this
case and others similar. The horsemen friends of the field sports-
men will do this readily enough. Mr. Newton Hall, a well known
horseman of this city, related these facts to my informants, he
having figured in the protested decision himself. Mr. Hall en-
tered ahorse at Terre Haute races in the 2.30 class. In that class
he met a horse entered as "Stranger," which he knew at once to
be a "ringer,'" as he had seen him before entered as "Forester,"
and knew be had a record of 2.22. Mr. Hall thought he could beat
"Stranger" and did not enter any protest. The latter horse, how-
ever, won the first heat, and then Mr. Hall protested the next
heat. "Stranger," however, won three heats out of five and took
first. Mr. Hall's horse being second, and themoneys were awarded.
Within the thirty days prescribed Mr. Hall had his evidence at.

hand and proved "Stranger" tn be a "ringer" and disqualified
him. The Association, on the facts, appropriated the first money
for itself, barred Mr. Hall from first and took his receipt for sec-
ond. Mr. Hall appealed to the National Board of Appeals, which
reversed the decision of the Association and adjudged it to pay
Mr. Hall the amount of thp first money, which it did by adding to
the second money already in his hands.
I did not see Mr. Hall personally and have not time to go to the

racing records, but although in the recountal of the above some
inaccuracies may have fallen in, the main fact of the appeal
and ultimate decision is very clear. So there is full precedent for
the ultimate and only proper disposition of the first money of the
Smith Cup. The State Association does not offer money with a
string to it. It is to he shot for, and won, by qualified men, and
it was shot for and won by such men, who are gentlemen who
represent clubs made up of gentlemen.
The mistakes in this little comedy of errors have all been honest

ones, made while each man was trying to be only fair and just.
Personal or club motives have not been thought of for a moment.
Therefore, the only one in the whole matter who deserves criti-
cism is the young man Babc.ook; and in his case criticism should
be condemnation, unmeasured and severe. He may or may not
have made his winning by fair shooting, let us say he did; yet he
entered the contpst fraudulently and procured credentials That
were forged. Let us hear no talk of this being a war of t' e "city
sports" upon a "poor country boy." That is nonsense. Bahcook
will not be pprmitted to shoot at Illinois State meet any more, and
he oueht to be barred everywhere for the sake of clean sports-
manship: hut the country boy who is honest and shoots square is
the peer of any man who fires a shot in that whole tournament.
The country boys arp wanted and welcomed, and they are good
hard shooters too. Babcook was old enough to know better. He
did know better. Since he has not shown himself fit to engage
with gentlemen in a gentlemanly rivalry, but has brought not
only sordid but also dishonest motives into the sport, he should
be scored only once, mercilessly, and then dropped forever and
forgotten by those who engage in gentlemanly competitions.

E. Hough.

WOLSTENCROFT'S TOURNAMENT.
The three days' tnurnament that was held upon the grounds of

the Boeckerl Gun Club, at Brideshurg, Pa., last week, was a most
successful one in every particular, and too much credit cannot be
given Air. Wm. H. Wolstencroft, under whose sole management
the tournament was given, for the able manner in which the affair
was ConducTed. The tournament was not largely advertised or
even placed among the shooting fixtures, as Mr. Wolstencrof r did
not wish to conflict with the tournament of the Onondaga Club of
Syracuse, N. Y., and be stated that if his programmes had not
been sent out before learning of their da.te, he would have cer-
tainly post poned his shoot, until later in the month. As it was,
the attendance was above his most sanguine expectations, shooters
being in attendance largely from Pennsylvania, Delaware and
Maryland, with a scattering from New Jersey. The grounds were
admirably arranged, with every requisite for the running of a
good shoot, and every comfort of the shooters was looked after.
The system of making entries by purchase of entry cards and the
payment of prize money was expeditiously attended toby Mr.
Newt Bancroft. The scoring was under the supervision of Mr. I.

Wolstencroft. The trap-pulling was a feature, Owen Buckious
officiating, and he did the work well, not once did a shooter com-
plain of be !ng balked. Wm.Wolsten croft did not attempt to par-
ticipate in the sport, but refereed all contests, and it is needless
to say did so impartially and to the satisfaction of all. All events
were run under American Shooting Association rapid firing rules
in squads of 10. Nine Keystone traps were used, which by the
way, I think should have been ten in number, then each contest-
ant would have faced each trap an equal number of times.
I noticed a number of long-headed fellows who were very care-

ful to get placed in the squad so as to avoid aB much as possible
coming in contact with a wicked right-quarterer that was thrown
from No. 7 trap. I am certain that the shooter who had this bird
twice in a 10-bird sweep was heavily handicapped. The shooting
altogether was as hard as could be wished for. Both Keystones
and standards were used, and as the traps were regulated co
throw them for "keeps" straight strings were anything but fre-
quent. A glance at the scores will show that there were some
very fair target smashers in attendance.

First Day, Aug. 5.

About 9 A. M. the first gun was fired in a 10-bird sweep that had
been gotten up to warm the guns, and from that hour on the
firing was kept up until the programme for the day had been
completed. It was almost too hot for comfort until about 4
o'clock, when it began to drizzle, and the last two events were
shot in a downpour of rain. The redoubtable Capt. Jack Brewer
put in an appearance and competed in one or two events, but the
saucers did not seem to be to his liking. The surplus money in
the guaranteed events eaph day was given for best averages said
was divided 50. 30 and 20 per cent to-day; the amount was $7 and
was split up among the following: J. Wolstencroft took first,

breaking 115 out of a possible 125; E. D. Miller second with 109 and
"A. James" Third with 108. Ties divided unless otherwise noted,
four moneys in each event:

Extra event, 10 sinsrles 50 cents entry, 16 entries:
Lindsley 1111111111—10 Jacobs... 1011110111-8
Pack .1111111111—10 Barron 1110111110- 8
Hartner 1111111111—10 Harrison 0111110111- 8

J Wolstencroft ... 1110111111— 9 Rowcroft 1100111110— 7

E D Miller 1111011111— 9 Taylor 0110111 '01- 7

Kreuger 1111110111—9 Tredway 0110010111—6
"James" 0111111111— 9 Taney 1101000111— fi

Fleles ..1111110011—8 Thomas 3000010311—
"

Event No. 1, 10 singles, 50 cents entry, 17 entries:
Timm 1111111111—10 Ware 1101101011—7
J Wolstencroft— 1111111 111—10 S Richards 0111001110- 6

E D Miller 1111111111-10 J Edwards. . . 010 101011- 6
H Jacobs 1111101111— 9 J W Tredway 0011011101— 6
J E Hack 1111111101— 9 J Rothacker 0010101111— 6

JWBudd OOllllllll— 8 Al "James" 1001100111— 6
Barron UlOllHlO— 8 Lindsley 0011100100- 4
Morgan .1110111011- 8 Swope 1000000000- 1

Hartner 1111011011- 8

Event No. 2, 15 singles, SI entry, 18 entries:
Lindsley 111111111111111-15 A L Lumb 111011011110011—11
J WolstfncroftmimilllllOl—14 R Miller 011111010111101—11
Treadway 110110111011111—12 J Thurman . . .111 101011101110—11
Jacobs 111101110101111-12 Ware 010110111111100—10
Rothocker 011111110111101-12 J W Budd . . .01111 '001101001- 9

Hartner 011111110011111-12 Timm 110011110100101— 9

Hack 111111101011101-12 G Miller 11U00011001110- 9
"James" 111101110011111-12 Barron 013Q011Q1333000*- 8

E D Miller- , . . .1100100111U1U-11 Morgan , .,.111010010011010- 8

Event No. 8, 10 singles. 75 cents entry, 18 entries;
"James" 1111111111-10 Hack 1011111100- 7Timm 1111011111— 9 Rothocker 1011110101— 7
B>«Ton 1131101111- 9 Ware 0111111100- 7
» Miller lllOUUll- 9 Lindsley 1110111001- 7
J Thurman 111H011U- 9 J W Budd 0HO11111O- 7
J Wolstencroft 1111100111- 8 ED Miller 1011001101- 6^ 0111110111- 8 Swope 1111010000- 5R Miller 111101D01- 8 Howe 0011H0001- 5
Jacobs . ..1011011111— 8 Treadway 1001100001— 4

Event No. 4, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed, $1.50 entry, 16 entries:
E D Miller llllll 1 111111 II 11 1 1111111—35
J Wolstencroft 1111110111111 1 1 11111 11111- 24
"James" .1111011111111111111111111-2,1
Rothocker 111110111111111111 '011011-22
R Miller 1111110111011111111101111-23
Tredway 1111111111110011101111110-21
Hack 1011011.11110111 111 11 0111 L-21
Jacobs 1111110111101111101110111-21

g Miller .1111100111111111111001111-21
Barron 110111 1101 001111111111001—19
Lnnab .111010010101 ill! 1 01111111—19mte --}' '\( ','•<:

;

>:-,-,>>-

Hartner 0010110111011011111011111—18
Timm 1101 10 1 1 H 1 0 01101 1 10111101—17
Wnre 011 1 OK H 111 1 1 011 11 001 1 000—1

0

JW Budd 1000110110111100011011011-15

Event No. 5, 15 singles. 50 cents entry. 24 entries:
Fieles 111111111111111-15 E D Miller 01lini0lllll0l-l2
Hartner 111111110111111-14 Davis 01 1111100111 1 1 1—12
J Wolstencroft 11 11 01 11.1111111—14 .1 W Budd 011111111001111-12
Timm 111111011111111—14 R Miller 111111110110101—12
Kinzer 111111111111011-14 G Miller 110011111111011-12
J Thurman.... 111111111111110—14 Rowcraft 110101011111111-12
Lumb 011111011 llllll—13 Tredway 100111011110111—11
"James"... ...011111111111101-13 Rothocker 311101100011331—11
Hack 111111110111011-13 Ware 111110011111010-11
Jacobs 10111011111111 1—13 Barron ....100110111101100— 9
Stout 111011011111111-13 Edwards 110100100110000- 6
Lindsley 111101101111011—12 Swope 000110001000001— 4

Event No. 6, 15 singles, $1 entry, 21 entries:
J Thurman... .111111111111111—15 Kreuger 1 11101 111111010—12
E D Miller . .

.
.111111111111101-14 Tredway 1101 10101111111-12

JWolstencroft 1111111110 1111-14 Fieles 010101111011111—11
Lumb 11101 1111 111111—14 Rnthocker. ...011111100011111—11
JW Budd 111111101111111-14 R Miller 001111101011111-11
Barron 110111111111111-14 G Miller 101101110011111-11
TTartner Ill I 1 1101103111—13 Ware 011001010111111—10
Timm 111101111101111-13 Davis Ill lion 1001 100-10
Stout 111101101111111-13 Harrison 111011001111010-10
Lindsley 11 1001 111 111111-13 "Black" 111000001101010- 7
"James" 111111011110011-12

Event No. 7, 10 singles, 50 cents entry, 30 entries:
"James" llllllllll- 10 Harrison 0110111111— 8
Fieles 1111111111—10 Richards... 1101111101— 8
Lumb 1111111011— 9 Davis 1110111110- 8
Hartner 0111111111— 9 Jacobs 0111111001— 7
E D Miller 1111111011- 9 Thurman 1101110101 - 7
Stout lllllllCll— 9 Lindslev 1011011110- 7
Kreuger 1111111110- 9 G Miller 0110111101— 7
JWolstencroft 1001111111- 8 Pack 111010U11— 7
Tredway 1110111111— 8 Stillwell llllOllOul— 7
Timm 1110111011- 8 Hack U10010011— 6
JW Budd 1011111110— 8 Howe 0101101011- 6
Jack Brewer 1130111011— 8 R Miller 1101101001- 6
Barron 1110111011— 8 Rowcraft 1000111000— 4
Thomas .1100111111— 8 Taney 0010011101— 4
Rothocker 1111001111— 8 "Ezra" 1000100100— 3

Event No. 8, two-man team race, 25 singles per man, $2 entry
Thurman llllllllll 011 1 1 0 111 11 1 011-22'
Tredway 101 1113,1013 1 Li 11111 llllll—23 - 45
J Wolstencroft 1101111111111111110101113—22
"James" Olllimn 1 10111010111101-20-42
Fieles 1111010101011111111001111—19
Kreuger 1111111111111111311011101-23-42
Barron 1 00 U 1 10 1 1 1 01 1111 01 101 1 11— 1

9

Lamb 1101 1111111001111 101 1100 1— i 9—38ED Miller 1111110111110110113111111—23
Lindsley 1011! 0011011010110111 1010-16-38
J Brewer llllOllllllOlllHlloOlOOl-19
Davis 1011100111 1 1 1 3 01 1 10011 010-16-35
Rothocker 11101 11010110131111110111-20
Welson 100110110001101111 001X1011—13- 33

Event No. 9, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed," $1.50, 21 entries:
J Wolstencroft 11111110011 11111 1 11111111—23
Lumb - 1111111111111110011111111—23
Papk 1111111111111111101011111-23
E D Miller 1111.10111111001 1111111111-22
Stout 111111.1111110110101111111-22
Fieles llllOlOUOllllllllllllllO-21
Thurman .1111111111103311010110111—21
Kreuger 111110111111 1 111 111011001-21
Rich ards 0111 1 3 1 1 1111 1 1 101 3 1imoO-21
Tredway 011110010111111111 1101111-20
James 0111111001111101111111110-20
Rothocker 11111110111011101111 1U00—20
Jacobs 0101110111111110111100111—19
Timm 0111110111101110111001111-19
Hack 1001111111101111001110111—19
Lindsley 1111101010111011 101011110—1

8

(-} Miller 0100011011110111111101111—18
Ware 0110110111110110111010110-17
Barron 0011111111100111011011010-17
Toney 3310101031301133000001113-16
Thomas 0110100110010110001111100-13

Second Day, Wednesday, Aug. 6.

The second day opened up clear and warm, with an increased
attendance. Among the new arrivals was the irrepressible
"Dutchy" Smith from New Jerrey. He found a partner to his
liking in one John Rothocker, of Brewertown, and the pair kept
everybody in roars of laughter throughout the entire day. Even
the trappers forgot to load the traps at times, as they were curious
to know what was going on. They certainly made things very
lively (or very near it). The surplus for averages to-day amounted
to $22, and was divided as follows; Kreuger first with 114 out of
125 shot at, E. Miller 111, second, and "James" 109, third.

Event No. 10, 10 singles, 50 cents entrance:
J Wolstencroft 1111111111—10 Jacobs 1001111111—8
Burroughs 1111111111-10 Fieles 1111001111—8
Kreuger llllllllll—10 Wright 3001111111—

8

G Miller 1111111111—10 E D Miller 1110111101-8
C Smith 1111111111-10 Tinker 0111111110-8
"James".. 0111111111—9 Barron 1000111111—7
Moore 1101111111— 9 Swope 1101011110-7
Hartner 1111111001—9 Howe 1110111100—7
Lindsley 1111133310— 9 Lukens 1101111100-6
Hartlove 1101111111— 9 Thurman 1101101001-6
H French 1111011111- 9 Tee Kay 0311110:01—6
Bell 1031111131- 9 Taylor 1001101001-5
Lumb 1111011101- 8

Ties on 9 for second money shot off and divided by "James,"
Moore, Hartner and French.

Event No. 11, $50 guaranteed by Keystone Co., $2.50 entry, 25
entries:
H Thurman 1111111111101111111111111-24
James 1111111111111110111111 11 1-24
Ivreuger 1 11111111111111 111] 10111 1—24
Fieles 0111111331133133313303311-23
Lumb 0111111110111011111111111—33
H French 0111111110111111111111011-23
J Thurman HllllllOllOOlllllimiU-22
Lindsley 1103101111011101111111111—21
Tredway Ill 1101 1111 0001 11 1111 1111-21
Gi bson 01 1111110111111101101111 1 -21
Burroughs 0111111011110111110111133—31
E D Miller 1111111001] Oi ill 001111111-20
Barron 101 11001 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 101 10 -20
Hartner 01 1 1 1011111 11011101G11 1

11—20
G Miller Ill 1110111001 11101 1 1 11101—20
Hartlove 11111 11101010 1 llllll 1 101 1-20
Sivad Ill 110101001111 111111101 1—20
J Wolstencroft 330 11 1001 1 1 10 1 303331 i 103 1—19
Kinzer 01011 111111110111 11111 100 -19
C Smith 111101 111011111 (030011030 -18
Tee Kay 110110011103130033 1333301-18
Rothocker 1110011031113011113010130-18
Bel 1 013 1013330330001 1 1 1101130—16
Line 1110010111000.00011110110-14
Welson , OOlOUUOOuOOlOOlOOOOOlOO^
Ties on 21 for fourth money shot off and won by Gibson.

Event No. 12, 15 singles, $1 entrance, 31 entries:
Lumb 113111333333111-15 Bell 133301111101011-13
E D Miller— 110111111111111—14 Kreuger 101101111111031—13
Barron 1133111101U111-14 Moore 111110110001111-11
SWope. ,

Ill 11111 llllll 1—14 Kinzer O1O0U313033331—11H French 101111111311110—33 J Thurman 011010111110111—11
"James" .103310333331333-13 Kerr 110113311011100-11
Trpdway 111111110111101-13 J F Kleinz 101110111011011-11
J WolstencroftllOHOllIll] 131—33 Jacobs 111110111110000-10
Roth nek p.r ....111011011111111—13 Johnson lOUOllOlOOin 1—10H Thurman.. .101110111111111-13 Tinker 11 103331 0011031-10
Burroughs— 111111101011111—13 O Smith 100100011110111- 9
Tee Kay H10111H111101—13 Jay. 011011010010100 - 7
Hartner 1 1 1 101 1111011 10—1 3 Royds 111000000011110— 7
Fieles 111001011311111-13 Taylor 100330100003330- 7
Lind ley 111110110011111-12 Fish 010100001101000-5
Lane 130310011111H1—12
Ties on 33 for third money shot off and won by French and

"James."
Event No. 33, 10 sinelps, 75 cents pntry, 30 entries:

Kreuger 1111111111-10 Kerr 1100111111—8
Hartner 1111133111—10 Gibson... 1101111101—8
'SJames" llllllllll—10 Sivad 1110111110—8
J Wolstencroft 1111111011— 9
E D Miller 11101 11 111- 9
Tredway 1101111111- 9
H French 1111111110—

Maher 1111100111-8
Lumb 10001

1 111 1—7
Fish 3311001011—7
Lane 0110111011-7H Thurman 1101311111— 9 C Smith 1111101100— ">

Fieles lOHOlUU- 8 Hart3ove 11110011 10—

7

Lindsley 1011111011— 8 Johnson 0110101110—6
Jacobs 1111111010— 8 Timm lllOOOlnil—

6

Barron 3011110111— 8 Soinmers 0110101110—

6

Kinzer 1011101111— 8 Swope 0111100100-5
Rothocker 1111010111—8 Petars 10001 11100-5
Tee Kay 0133303331- 8 Wright 0111100100-5
Event No. 14, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed, $1.50 putry. 23 entries:

Barron 1 01 1 1 3 1 1111 1 11 10111 1 1 11 1 1-23
Lumb 1111111130111111011111013—22
"James" 31111111 1 01111 0111110 1111—22
J Wolstencroft 1111111111113311303033110—22
Hartmr 1111111011111110011111111-23H French 01011111131 11111111111101-22
Treadway 1111011111011111111111011—22
Kreuger 1001 11111101 111133331 3331—22
Tinker 11101111101.1 1131133110313-23
Fields 3333100133011111111011111—21ED Miller 1111113111101113310010113-23
J Thurman 1111111111111111100110001-20
H Thurman 1001111111100111110111 1 11-20
Burroughs 1111100111110101100101111—18
Te» Kay 0013100010011111111111111—18
Lindsley 0033303011 111011101110011-17
Bell 110110 011 01101 1001111011—17
C Smith 100111101 110111130110003 3—17
Rothocker 0100111110130101030110133- 36
G Miller 111011110 1000 1 0 11110 1 0110—16
Hartlove 1110110101101100001110101—15
Wright 0011111000111 1 001110 1 11 00—15
Johnson .0000001111101011111010010—13

Event No. 13, 15 singles, $1 entry, 36 entries:
C Smith 331311111111111—15 G Miller 030311111130011—11
J Thurman.. . .133133111111111-15 Nones 11011101110 111-11
"James" 111111111111111-15 Tee Kay 100111111110011-11
E D Mil3er 31111111111111 1—15 Soinmers 1 03011110001111—10
Barron 111111111131031-34
H French 11111110111111 1—14
Lumb 111101111110111-13
J Wo3sfencroftl3imi01033111—13

Lan e 01 01010131 1 1 11 0—10
Tredway 011131010111001—10
F French 3 lOOOl 111101011—10
Rothocker 0 1111 1100 11 11 00—10

Kreuger 111111101111 011—13 Hartner 10111110000111 1—10
Sivad 001111111111111-13 Peters 010001111110101- 9
.Jacobs 111011111110011—12 Lindsley 111100101011100— 9
Kinzer 111110111011110—12 Maher 103011011011001— 9
Gibson 111111011100111—12 Huthersall ...000111001301101— 8
Hartlove 333101010111133—33 H Thurman . . .300110010110110— 8
Kerr 1.00111110133110-13 Fish OOOllOllOlllOlO- 8
Johnson 011303310103311-33 Rusk 0030011 tl 000001- 5
"Jack Rabbit"10U11031033l30— 13 Swope 3000000 1001101- 5
Fieles. 111110110011110-11 Wilson 010000100013000- 4

Event No. 16, 10 singles, $1 entry, 31 entries:
ED Miller 1111111111-10 Lukens 0110131331—8
Hartlove 3333111111—10 Tinker 1011111110- 8
Barron ..llllllllll—10 S Richards 0111111110— 8
Kieuger 1111111111—10
Lumb 1110111 111— 9
Kinzer 10)1333333— 9
H French lllOUUll— 9

J Wolstencroft 0110113330— 7
Johnsou 0003131011- 7
Buck '.. 1011131001— 7
Corson 1111001110— 7

•Elmer" 1111111110—9 Peters 0101110131—;
Fieles 01131133U- 9 Gibsoa 1110011103— 7
Lane 3333311011- 9 Fish 1101100111- 7
C Smith 11.11111011- 9 Maher 1010110011- 6
"James" 1131111030— 8 Jacobs 1110010101— 6
"Jack Rabbit"... .111130101 1 Swis vj<

: i i
— r.

H Thurman. . ....
.
.1111110101- 8 Lindsley 0001101100— 4

Tee Kay. 0101111111—8 F French
G Miller 1001311111- 8

Evtnt NO. 17, two-man team race, 25 singles each man, $2.50
entry:
E D Miller 1111111111111111111111110-24
J Wolstencroft ...3331111111111011111011111—23-47
Kreuger Ill 111 1 1 1101113 1 1 1 1133113-24
Fieles 1111110111110111110111111-22-46
Lumb 1111111001111111111113111-23
"James" 1111111331131011111011110—22—45
C Smith 31010031 1111 llllll ill 1333-22
Tee Kay 111011111001 101 1 010111111—19—41
H French 0111111110111111100111011—20
Barron 1101 1 133311111101 11100310-20—40
Lindsley 3 0 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 101 1001—21
"Jack Rabbit" .0110111010011011 111111001-17-38
J Thurman 11 1 1 101 1 1 101 01 1 K ' I. IUj ill 1-19
H Thu rman 100110110 101 J 11 11 11111010—18—37
Event No. 18, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed, $>.50 entry, 11 entries:

E D Miller 1111111111111111111111011-24
Kreuger llllll 1111111011111101 111—33
Fiei.>s oioniiiiiiimiinnnio-22
Barron 331111011301 011111111111-23
Lumb 1 1 0 1 1011 01111 101 1 11113 111—21
J Wolstencroft 1101111101111110111111110—21
Lindsley Ill 31 1 3 10) 101 11 1 001 1 1 1 110—20
"Jack Rabbit." lOlloiOIll.UlOOl 111 Llllll—20
"James" 0013013311111O111100113OI -18
Kinzer , lUOUOOItl 1 1111110000110—17
Elmer 0110001011000110113010010—32

Third Day, Thursday, Aug. 7.

Again were the sportsmen favored with a beautiful dav. In the
forpuoon the glare of the sun in the faces of those at the score
caused numerous goose eggs to be recorded, but later in the. day,
as old Sol journeyed wesi ward, the sport was thoroughly delight-
ful. The foolish habit of placing a loaded shell in the gun betore
facing the score was illustrated to-day. As Harry Thurman was
approaching No. 3 1rap he placed a shell in the gun. He had
hardly taken a step before the gun was discharged in the ground.
Luckily no damage resulted, bat Thurman was undoubtedly re-
minded of the fact of his gun being loaded, as the recoil brought
the but' against the very center of his pretty shooting Jersey, and
from his actions for a moment he had evidently located the spot.
The a verage to-day, $23.50 in amount, went to E. D. Miller first,

with 115 of the 135 shot at, A. James second with" 112 and Ijumb
third with 110:

Event, No. 19, 10 single?, $1 entry, 23 entries:
"James" 1111111111-10 Lindsley 1110111011— 8
Barron 1111111111-10 Worden 11111 11010—8
E D Miller .1111111111-10 Hartlove 1101101111— 8
Jacobs 1111111101— 9 Wilson 0101101111— 7
'•Jack Babbit '

. ..HllOlim- 9- Hartner mifllwll-
C Smith lOmillll— 9 McKpe 011 lOlllll— 7
H French 1111111011- 9 Tee Kay lUOOllllll— 7
Kinzer 1111110111- 9 Kreuger 1110011100— 8
Fieles 1111101111— 9 Sivad 0101100011— 5
Howe ...1111011111-9 Lefever 0010011110-5
J Wolstencroft . . . .1101011111— 8 Nutt 1000001000- 2
Lumb 1111110 '01- 8
Event No. 20, 10 singles. $1 entrance. 23 entries:
ED Miller ,1111111111—10 Fieles 1C!"13M11- 7

Hartner 1111111111-10 Lindslev - 101.1111010— •

J Wolstencroft HlllOilH— 9 -Lefevet" 1010110111— 7
"James" 1111011111—9 Snead 1111 010101— 7
Kreuger 1111011111— 9 O Smith 1011110101— 7
Barron .1111101111- 9 McKee 3100303011— 6
d. French. 1100111133— 8 S*-ope 1310100110— 6
"Jack Rabbit" 1130310131— 8 Worden HOOlllOOl— 6
Tee Kay 0111 1101 11- 8 Wilson.- 00011 11100— 5
Hartlove 1113331010- 8 Howe OOOK'31031— 5
Jacobs 0111311011- 8 Nutt 1010000011— i
Kinder. „,..„. l .. ltmwmi~'i
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Event No. 21, 10 singles, $1 entrance. 20 entries:
".Tamos" 11111 11111—10 J Wolstencroft 1111001110— 7

E D Miller ..1111111111—10 Kinzer 0101111110— 7
Lnmb .1111101111— 9 Lindsley 1001110111— 7

A French 111111)101— 9 Worden 1111110100- 7

"Jack Rabbit" 1111110111- 9 C Smith 1110111100- 7

Snead 1111111011- 9 McKee 1000101111—0
Krenger 1111110111- 9 Hartlove 01 10001111—

6

Stout... 1110111111— 9 Hartner 0111110010- 0
Barron 1101110111- 8 Swope niollioiio— 6
Fieles 1011111101- 8 Wilson 1010010110— 5
Tee Kay 1110101111— 8 "Lefever" 111X001000- 5

Howe 1111101110- 8 Wedig 0100001101- 4

Jacobs 1110111011- 8 Nutt 0000101001— 3

Event No. 23, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed. 151.50 entrv. 19 entries:
Lumb 1111111101111111111111111-24

"Jack Rabbit" ...1111101111111111111111111-24
Fieldes 1111111111111111111111011—34
Lindsley 1111111111111011111111111-24

J Wolstencroft 1111111 II111111010111111.1-23

Kreuger 1 110111110111111111111111- 28
".Tames" 11111 1 111101101 111 11 101 11-22
ED Miller 1011011111111 oil 1111111 11-22
Kinz-r 101111 01111 1 111 1110111111-22

H French. • 1111111101110111110111110-21
Tee Kay 0101101011111111111111111—21

C. Smith 01 1 101 1 1111 1 1101 1 1 HJ 11 1 10-20
Hartlove Ill 1 110101011011 1101 1 111.1—20

Barron 10011111111001111 111 II 10 1
-20

Worden 10101 0 1 10 1.1 01 1 11011111111-19
Snead 0111 1 i 1001.1 Ij 01 1110110011 -18
St.on t 011.111.010.101 110111 1 1 10011-18
Thomas 011001 10101 110100.10010001—13

Treadway HOllOlOlOOOw

Event No, 23. 15 singles, $1 entry. 26 entries:
"James" 111111011111111—14 Jacobs 101110101111111—12
Barron 101111111111111-14 C Smith 011111101101110-11
"Jack RabbiflllOllUlinUl—14 Fieles... 111111101010011-11
E D Miller 111111101111011—14 Stout 110110011101111-11
Lnmb.. 011.11.11.11101111-13 Tanev 0011 1110011 1111-11
"Lefever" 101111011111111—13 Tee Kay 111101111010101—11
J Wolstenoroft 11 Oil 1011111111-13 Kinzer 1 1 01 1101 1011110—11
Kreuger 111111110011111-13 Snead 111001011110110-10
Hartner 111111110101110-13 Mr-Kee 010100011111110- 9

Warden 011111101111101-13 Thomas 1 1110001 1101001- 9
Hartlove 111111110101110-12 Tredway 1.11011001000101— 8

Lindsley 001111111011111-12 Fox 000011101100000— 5

H French 001111111111011-12 Nutt 001000010110010- 5
Ties on 11 for fourth shot off and wonby Fieles.

Event No. 24, 25 singles, $25 guaranteed, $1 f=0 entry. 31 entries:
Kreuger 1111 1111 111111 U 1 111 11110-24
"James" 11 111111 1111 111 111n 00 1 1 1—23
C Smith 101 111 11.11.1 I'll 111101101 1-22
E D Miller 1111001111110111111111111-22
Fieles 1101111101111 111111 11 1101-22
H French.,. 1011101111111111111101111-22
Lindsley 1111101011111111011111111-22
Lumb 11101 101.1. 1 1 101.01 1 11.111 111—21
J Thurman .0011111111111111111110011- 31

Tred way 110111 1001 11 11 111 1 1100111-20
"Jack Rabbit" 011111101101 1101110101111-19

Hack 01 110101 011011111 1.0111111-19

Stout 1111111111 1 .110 1 1 00 1 010100-1

S

B>rtner 11101110011 11 01 101 1 1 11001—18
J Wolstencroft 11010100001 1101111 1 01 11 11 —17
Hartlove 1010010010101111101 1 1.111 1-17
H Thurman 0110o0im01111011ill1.110-17
Kinzer 0011111001110101111001011-16
Bar ron 11TJ 0011 111011101 11 1 00000-16
Thomas 01 1 0 1 011 1001 1001 1 01110100- 1

4

Mc Kee 001111101 1000101101110010-14

Event No. 25, 10 singles. SI entry. 23 entries:
Lumh 11 11011 111- 9 Jacobs 11001 11101—

7

Lindsley 1110111111—9 Thomas 1101010111—7
E D Miller 0111111111-9 Taney 1101111001-7
Hack 1111111101—9 Kreuger ..1011100111-7
Kinzer 0111111111—9 "James" 1011110000 -6
Fieles 1111111101-9 Nutt 0111011100—6
Tee Kay 1111 1 11110-9 H Thurman 1111001010-6
"Jack Rabbit" 1110111101-8 Cheney 1110001101-6
Barron 1011111101-8 Tredway 1110100011-6
H Fr»ncb 1100111111-8 J Thurman 0001110J 10 - 5

C Smith 1011111110-8 Jones 0100110100-4
Stout 1110011110-7 Hartlove 01001.01001-4
J Wolstencroft. 1101101101-7 McKee 0010010010-3

Event No. 26, 15 singles. $1.50 entrance, 20 entries:
"James" 101011111111111-13 C Smith milH01110110-12
Lumb 11011 111 11 11110—13 Tredway 111111111100110—12
E D Miller... 111111110110111—13 Hartlove 011110111011101-11
J Wolstencrof til 1111010101111-12 Stout 110110111111010-11
H Thurman.. .101001111111111 -12 Kreuger 111101111011010-11
Fieles 01 1111C111 11110—12 "Jack Rabbit"101101010111011-10
Barron 110101111101111—12 Lindsley 10101 011 1011 10 1—10
H French 1111111010)1101-13 Tee Kay 100110001111111-10
Thomas 101111101110111-12 Hnck 11010H01100110- 9
J Thurman—011111111001111—12 Cheney H1C01000000111— 7

Event No. 27, two-man teams, 25 singles each man. $2 entry:
H French 1110111 111 1010111111 11111—23
Barron 0111011111011111011101111-30-43
Lumb 1011111111111110111101101—31
James 011inilll01111101011111.il—20-41
J Wolstencroft 1101111010111111111110111-31
E D Miller 000111 IT 1 101 1101 1 11 111111—2.0—41
Fie i es 11 11 110 1 101110111 11 1 10111-21
Kreuger 0111111011111011111010011-19-40
Lindsley 1111111010100101111000111—17
"Jack Rabbit" 1110111011110111111111011-31-38
Hartlove 1111111110111111110111110—23
Stout 0011010010001011101111110-14—36

Event No. 28, 20 singles. $2 entry, 18 entries:
H French.llOmimillllllHO-18 Kreuger . .10011110111111110111-16
"JackRab- J Wolsten-
bit" 11011110111110111111-17 croft . . . 11101 100110111111011-15

Lumb 10111111111111010111-17 Thomas. . .11011110110111001110-14
"James". .Uloll 11111111111010-17 Barron. . ..01111101001011001001-12
WWolsten- Stout 11111010101000101011—12

croft. . . .11111011011111011111—17 E D Miller011001l0111110000110-ll
Fieles ... .11101111011111101111-17 Hartlove..lOlOWlOl 1001101110-11
Lindsley. .11111110101111110110-16 HTh'rm'nlltlOllOOOlOOOOllOnO- 9
J Thurman! 1110110111111110011 -16 Kinzer . . . .00101000101001101001— 8
Jacobs. . . .11010111011011111111—16

Several informal sweeps were shot each day, of which no official
scores were kept. So well pleased was Wolstencroft with this his
first tournament that he proposes nest year to guarantee some
$1,500, and will give one of the largest tournaments in the country.
If it is as well conducted as this one has been it should be largelv
attended. Teh Kay.

"

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 3—The San Francisco Blue Rock Club
held its final shoot at the Oakland Trotting Park this afternoon,
and enjoyed a better attendance than the average meetings have
been throughout the season. Although the day was as good as could
have been chosen, only a light wind blowing, the shooting did not
appear to be above the average, and a good many of the bluerocks
went to grass unbroken. The conditions required 16yds. rise for
the 12-gauge guns and 18yds. for 10-gauges. Out of the race of 15
single and 5 double bluerocks the following score was made:
Slade 17, Mayhew 11, L. Levison 9, Gate 17, Smith 12, Stone 19, Kel-
logg 21, Bell 18, Cadman 19, Abbott 15.

MIDDLESEX DATES.—New York, Aug. 11.—The date of the
Middlesex Gun Club's sixth annual tournament has been changed
to Sept. 30, and Oct. 1, 2, 3. The committee, Messrs. W. Fred.
Quimby, Chas. Smith and T. H. Keller, propose to make this the
banner tournament ever given by the club. Programmes will oe
ready for distribution Sept. 1, and any information will be cheer-
ful' y given by applying to W. Fred. Quimby, No. 291 Broadway,
Nvw, York.

ST. PAUL, Minn., Aug. 8.—Will you kindly give notice through
your paper of our approaching tournament, to be held at the
grounds of the St. Paul Gun Club, at Hamline, on Sept. 9, 10 and
11. Professionals barred' 317 birds on the programme. For in-
formation write to F. D. Ponsonbt, Pres. St. Paul Gun Club, St.
Paul.

GLOUCESTER, Pa.. Aug. 7.—There was a very-closely contested
shooting match to-day at Gloucester between Mr. Meeks and John
Adams. The shoot was at live pigeons, 10 birds per man. each 2
traps being used, and Hurlingham rules governing. Mr. Meeks
killed 10 straight bird?, and Adams 9 out of 10.

WOLSTENCROFT VS. BREWER.—John L. Brewer, the famous
wing shot, and Richard Ervien have challenged William H. Wol-
stencroft and A. James, of Frankford, for a team match shoot at
400 live birds, for $50 a corner, $100 a side, and 100 birds per man,

THE ONONDAOAS.
Fob the following scores of the Onondaga Sportsmen's Club

(Syracuse, N. Y.) tournament, at their new club grounds, we are
indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Chas. H. Mowry, editor of the
Sporting Goads Gazette:

Aug. 6—Event No. 1, 10 singles. Entrance $1.50:
Wagner 9 Golley 8 Allingham.. 8 7
Moaner 8 Luther 10 Spangler 7
Boesley 6 Levingston 9 Williams 8
Buck 10 Betson 10 Ayres 8
Whitney 10 Hudson, Sr 9 McMurchy 10
Raker 9 Skinnor ... , 8 Hookway 10
Paddock 8 Tallctt ....8 Barrett 8
Kelsey 10 Breintnall 10

Event No. 2, 15 singles. Entrance $2:
Skinner 15 Luther 12 Barrett 14
Spangler 10 Lansing 13 Allingham 11
Betson 12 Hookway 11 Levingston 15
Tallett 14 Baker 10 Mosher 15
Breintnall 15 Buck 15 Williams 10
Kelsey 15 Whitney 13 McMurchy 14
Golley 10 Paddock 13 McKinlev 5
Ayres . 13 Wagener 15 Hudson, Sr 14
Event No. 3, 20 singles, entrance $3, $75 guaranteed purse:

Skinner ..11111110111111111111-20 Wagenor. 11 11 J 1111 11111011111—19
Spangler. . 1000011 101 11100 ' 1101.-13 Baker 10001 1 1 10001 1 1 1 11101—13
Betson... .1101111110011010111 1-15 Buck 10111111111111111111-19
Brointn'U 11010111011010111111—15 Alling-
Tallett. ...milll 01.1 1111111011—18 ham .... 111 0111 0 1 1 000 1 0111 1 1-14
Ayres 11111010010111111111—16 Hookway. 1111 1111111111111110—19
Lutber... .111U 11 111 11 111111 11. -20 Williams. 10010011 11 1 101011111-14
Lansing... 10101 1010111111111 11-115 Henry. .. .10111011101100101011—13
Kelsey.... 1111111111111 1111111—20 McM'rehyl.11.11110111101111111—18
Whitney. .11111111101111111111-19 Hudfi'n,Srl 1111111 1111 11111111-20
Barrett ... 1 1U 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1111 11-20
Padd ock .. 1 011 1 101 11 1 111001111-16
Levin g-

Mosher... 1011111110111 llllll 1-18
Howell . . .11100110100111111101-14.
Lefever... 11111111011111111111-19

ston 11101111111111110111—18 Rieh'dsonOOOlOlOHOOOlOllllll-ll
Event No. 4, 15 singles, entrance

Lefever 13 Hudson, Sr
Breintnall 14 Baker
l'addock 11 Mosber
Skinner 13 Kelsey
Whitney 12 Tallett
Barrett 15 Luther

Levingston . .14 GaUey

Buck 15 Williams....
Ayres 13 Richardson

.

Hookway 13 Perkins
Spangler 13 Walters
Event No. 5, 15 singles, $2 entrance:

Skinner 15 Kolsey
Ayres 11 Spangler
Whitney 12 Mosher

Breintnall 13
Paddock 15
Buck 15

Lansing 10 Poet
Watson 8 McMurchy
Hudson, Sr 14 hiehardson 13
Event No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Paddock. 9 Kelsey 9

..11

Barnum
Henry

10
... 7

..15 McMurchy ...14

..15 Garrett ... 9

..11 Stoddard ... 7

..14 Plank ...11

.. 9 Watson ...11

. . 7 Palmer ... 9
.10 Montgomery. .. ...14
10 Ayling ...13
.11 9
.13 Taylor . 8
12 McMasters . . . 10
.15 ...11

..13 Matteson ...... ...13

. 12 Allingham. .. . 8
.,13 Stoddard ... 6
.13 Montgomery... ...10

..11 Ginty 9
Perkins ...13

5 Plant , . 12
. 8 Walters .. 12
.,13 . . ..11

..14 Taylor... ...11
.14 .. 8
.48 Howell ... 8

Whitney ,

Pent.

Barrett 7
Williams 7

8 Hookway 8 Watson 7
McMasters
Skinner... . 9

Wagener 10 Taylor 7
Levingston 8
Luther 4
Spangler 8
Lansing 7
Garrett 5

Walters 8
Lefever 8
Buck 8
Breintnall 9
Baker 7
Palmer 4
Barnum.. 9
Tallett...... 8

McMurchy
Richardson 7
Perkins 9
Plank 7
Ginty 6 _

Wimans 3 Stoddard 3 Montgomery 6
Betson 8 Matteson 9 Holloway 5
Ayres 7 Hudson, Sr 8 Ayling 7
Mosher 10
Event No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $2.50:

Tavlor 14 Barritt 14 White 11
Tallett 14 Whitnsy 15 Betson 12
Paddock ...14 Buck 14 Baker 14
McMurchy 14 Barnum 8 Ayres 14
Kelsey 14 Levingston 15 Hudson, Jr 12
Skinner 12 Montgomery 9 Hudson, Sr 15
Hookway 11 Lefever 13 Peet 15

13
Event No. 8, 20 singles, $3.50 entrance, $100 guaranteed purse

Hunter Arms Co.:
Luther.. ..11111110010111111111—17 Watson. ..11011110101101111110—15
Hookway .11011111011111111111—18 Hudson,S. 111111111 111 11101111—19
Tallett . . . .1110111 111111011 1111— 18 Buck 11111111111101111011—18
Skinner. ..11111111111011111111—19 Ginty 10000001001000000010— 4
Kelsey. . . .11111111111111111111-20 AUingh'mllllOOOllllimillll—17
Montgo'ryllOllllOOlinimni-U Peet 111011 1 1 1 11011 llllll—18
Barnum. .01001011011111000101—11 Matteson. llllllllllOmillllO - 18
Paddock..11010110110110110111—14 Lefever. . .11111111111110111110—18
-Richard'rOlllllllOllOlOllllOl—15 Levings'n. 11111111111111111111—20
Mosher...11011111110111111111-18 McMur'v. 11111111111111111111-20
Taylor. . . .01111111111110100100-14 Hudson,J.lllllllll1llllliniO-l9
Barritt. ...11111111111011111010—17 Ayling. . ..01101111010110110010—12
Whitney..11111111111111111111-20 Holl"way.lll00111000010010000— 8
Snaneler..01011111100111011111-15 Walters... 110111101 11111100111—15
Winans... 10011011110111111100-14 Plank.... 01111110011111111111—17
Wagner . .11111111111111111111-20 Stoddard .00101000111' 00101100-10
Ayres ... .11111010111111110110-16 Baker 00110111111110110001—13
BreintnalUllOlOOllllllllllllO -16 Betson .... 11101110111111101111—17
Perkins.- .1111011111111111111X1-17 Garrett. .

. 11011110011010010110-12
Event No. 10, 10 singles. Entrance $1:

Paddock 10 Hookway 9 Hudson, Sr 10
Kelsey 10 Prettie 7 Lefever 9
Taylor 10 Tallett 9 Peet 7
Winan 7 Ayling 8 Levingston 10
Wagener.... 10 Palmer 7 Hudson, Jr o
Whitney 10 Barrett 9

~

McMurchy 10 Betson
Skinner.
Baker
Allingham.Mowry 7 White 7

Buck 9 Ayres 10
Aug. 7.—Event No. 1, 10 singles. Entrance $1 50:

Breintnall 8 Levingston. 10 Hookway 10
Mosher 9 Whitney 10 Baker 10
Skinner 10 Taylor 6 Kelsey 10
Hnlden 9 McCormick 9 Tallett 8
Allen 10 Spangler 10 Schemerhorn 9
Hudson, Jr 9 Wagener 9 Allingham 8
Paddock 9 Parks 10 Barrett 10
McMurchy 10 Peet 9 Hudson, Sr 7
Buck 10 Luther 9
Event No. 2, 15 singles, entrance $2:

Mosber 13 Luther 13
Skinner 13 Tallett 12
Paddock 13 Allen 14
McCormick 10 Breintnall 12
Taylor 8 McMurchy 15 Park .........11
Wagener 12 Buok 15 Hudson, Sr 14
Holden 11 Levingston 14 Hookway 10
Kelsey 15 Barrett 14 Barnum 8
Whitney 14 Hudson, Jr 11
Event No. 3, 20 singles, entrance $3, $85 guaranteed:

Levi ng - Paddock . . 11111111011011111111—18
ston 11111111110111111111-19 Spangler..1101111111111111101 1-13

Breintn'U.11011011111111110111-17 M C Smith01111111111111011111-18
Barrett... .10111011111111011010—15 Schemer -

Whitney..lHlllllllin 1111111—20 born. . . . 11100010111111111101—15
Huds'n,Srl0millllllllllllll-19 Wagener. 11111111000101111011—15
Miller.... 10100011110111101001—12 Utter 10111101101100110U0-13

Schemerhorn 13
.13 Baker 14

Spangler ..14
Allingham 10

Lefever. . .11011101001111110111-16
Allen 11111011101111110101—15

Luther.

,

Baker .

11111011111111100101—16
. .11moiliiiiimom-18

Taylor. . . .11011111111111110111-18 Hughes. . .10100010100011111111—12
Buck 11111011110110110101-15 M'Murchyllllllllllllllllllll-^O
Mosher.. .11111111110111011110—18 Stevens. ..11101100000011.010111—10
Hookway.11111111111111111111—20 Barnum. .10110111101010001111—13
Kelsey. . . .11101111111111111111-19 W Smith .11101010101100011011-13
Tallett.... 11101 110110111111110-10 Gavitt. .11100011011010110111—13
Holden. ...11011101111111101011-15 Forsvth . .011101111110:1011111-16
Skinner...1111011111111 1111110—18 Ostrander 11001101010001111101-12
Alexand'r 100111 lOOHOllOmil—14 Hicks ... .00010100000011 1100M1— 7
Salisbury. 11111111111111111110—19 Ginty 10110001101011011110—12
M'Corm'k 11011000011110111101-14 Sanford, ..11111000110.01110010-12
Rich'rds'nlOlllOllOlOlOOOl 1011-13 [Walters . .HH11110U111011011-17
All'gham.lOllOlOlllllllUOlOWll

Event No. 4, 15 singles, entrance $2:
Tayjor 13 Barrett 13 Lefever 15
Mosher 13 Sehemerhorn 13 Nearing. 8
Hookway 13 Whitnev 14 Miller lo
Kelsey 14 McMurchy 10 Utter 13
Skinner 14 Allen 14 Forsvth 1?
Tallett 13 Spangler 11 Gavitt. .. . ,13
Holden 13 Aliinebam 13 Stevens 11
Buck.... 13 Paddock IS Hudson, Jr. .'.'.* ".'".14

Wagner 14 Luther 1+ .Salisbury .... H
Peet 12 Hudson, Sr 15 Barnum 9
McCormick 14 Breintnall 13 Walters 13
Baker II. Park a Richardson. .'.12
Levingston 13 M C Smith U

aiu »°n 1?

Event No. 5, 10 singles and 5 pairs, entrant $2.50:
gHO,k 0111111111 11 11 01 10 00-15
Breintnall 1101111011 10 10 11 10 11-15
Wagner 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 10 10 11—18
Barrett lilliniii 10 03 10 10 10-15
Hudson, Sr 1111111111 10 10 11 11 10—17
Levingston 1111111111 01 01 11 00 11-76
skinner 1111111111 10 10 11 11 10-17
Jay lor Ill 1100111 00 10 10 10 11-13
Paddock 1101111101 10 10 11 10 11-15
Kelsey 1011111111 01 11 11 11 10-17
Hookway 11111U111 11 10 11 11 10-18
S*tew« oimmii ii ii io io lo-ie
Mosher 1101111111 in 10 11 10 11—16
Spangler 11 01.11 ill l 11 10 11 11 01-17
McCormick 0111111111 n 01 10 11 10-16M SnMth 1111110111 10 II 11 11. 11-18
McMurchy 1111111111 H H n n n_20
Beardaley 1110101100 10 n 00 10 10-11
Whitney 1111111111 10 11 10 11 11-18
£&Wl!» 1111010111 it io 11 n 10-18
Utter 1101110101 00 10 TO 11 10-12
HicfcB 1001111011 10 00 00 11 10-11
Kaker 1111)01110 1J 10 11 11 10-16
^evens 1011111111 10 01 00 11 (10-13
Salisbury 1110111110 00 00 11 11 10—13
Event No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Skinner 10 Holden 10 Page 7
Ginty . ., 5 Ostrander 6 Ba.ker. . 7
Schemerhorn 8 Kelsey 10 Hughes 7Scdam 4 Lefever -.10 Salisbury '.. 9
Levingston 10 Buck 9 Paddock . 9Hookway 9 McMasters 4 Tallett. ... 8

!0 Whyto 6 Hudson, Sr .'.'ioM Smith 7 Hicks 9 Miller 7
Wagf-ner 9 Whitney 10 McCormick... 7McMurchy 9 Luther 7 Stevens 8
Allen i 9 Moury.... 7 Chapman 8
Event, No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $2:

Hookway 13 Holden 14 Miller 10McMurchy 13 Ginty 9 Salisbury 13
Wagener 15 Beckinshaw 7 Stevens 14M Smith 14 Buck 15 McCormick .

'. 15
Schemerhorn 13 Utter 13 Tallett 13
Whitney 15 K»lsey 13 Hudson, Sr 15
Barrett 14 Lefever 14 Chapman ;...ll
Livingston 15 Skinner. 14 Baker.. . . 13
White 12 Paddock 15
Event No. 8, 20 singles, entrance $3.50, $100 guaranteed nurse:W Smith. 11001011101001001111-12 Wagener.-iunimiin 1111111-20

Breintu'll 11111110110011011110—15 Paddock ..111 11 11111111111 1111-20
Spangler .10111111111111101.111-18 Huds'u,Jrll011 110101110110111-15
Buck 11101111111111111111-19 Hnds'n,Srl1110minnn0llll-l8
Skinner... 1111 11111111111 11011-19 Mosher .. .01111111011111111110—17
Utter 11111111011111111111—19 Luther .. .OillOOl'OllI 11101111—15
Taylor. ...10100000111101111110-12 Moury. .. . 111101 101 1 1 1 lllli 011—17
Lefever... 01110111111111111111-18 Winans. . .11101010010011101110-12
Allen 11110111111111111111-19 Baker.... 11110110111111111111-18
Tallett ninillOinmillll-19 Salisbr,rv.milllll0111imil0-I8
Whitney. .111111111111 11111111—20 Chapman. 100111101 10111101111—15
Barrett. ..10111111111111011110-17 McMurcMlllllTOllllllllllll-ig
Holden.... 11111111111111011111—19 Miller ... HlOllOHlOOOOOlllOl-12
Leving- Prettie . . .01111110111110111011—16
Pton 11111111111111101110-18 McC'rm'kOlllllimilOlOl 1011-16

Hookway. 01011101110111111111-16 White ... 11111111111111001011—17
Kelsey. . . 11111111111111111111-20
Event No. 10, 10 singles. Entrance $1:

Skinner 10 McMurchy 9 Tallett 10
White 10 Ostrander , 6 Page 6
Whitney 9 Hicks 8 Paddock '.10

Barrett 9 McMasters 4 Allen ... 9
Ginty 5 Levingston 10 Lefever 9
Wagener 10 Kelsey ..10 Utter 6
Hookway 9 Stevens 7 Buck .'.8

M Smith 7 Salisbury 7 Baker 9
Aug. 8. - Event No. 1, 10 singles. En tran ce $1.50:

Breintnall 8 Whitney, 10 Luther .9
Skinner 7 Schemerhorn 9 Barret 7
Buck 10 Wagener 9 Lansing 8
Kelsey 10 Spangler 10 Allen 8
Walters 9 Levingston 10 McMurchy 8
Hookway.. 9 Paddock 9 Tallett... '9

Mosher 10 Hudson Sr 8
Event No. 2. 10 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $2:

Kelsey.... 1111111111 iO 10 11-14 Hudson,Sri 1 11111111 10 1111—15
Mosher.. ..1111111111 11 00 00-12 Barritt. . ..0111101111 111111—14
Buck . ...OH 111 I 111 0100 10-11 Allen 1111111100 10 00 10-10
Wagener. .1111.110111 111111—15 Skinner...1111111111 00 1111—14
Hookway. 0000111011 11 11 11—11 Padd ock.. 1111011111 01 11 11-14'
Breintn'll.lUOllllll 10 10 10-12 Lansing . .1111111011 111101—14
Soangler .1111111111 111111—16 TaUett. .. .1111111111 1110 10—14
Whitney.. 1111111111 10 10 11-14 Leving-
Schemer- ston 1111111111 10 10 11—14
hom.... 1011001111 111110-13 Walters. .0111111111 1100 10-12

M'Murehvlllllimi 111111-16 Luther. ...1101111111 10 1110—13
Event No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $2, Lefever Arms Co. guaranteed

purse $50:
Levingston. ...111111111010111—13 Hudson, Sr. . . .11111111111x111—15
Breintnall 110111111001111—13 Barritt 111101111011191—12
Spangler 111111110111111—14 Paddock 111101111111111—14
Holloway 101000000000000- 2 Mowrv 111111101110110-12
Skinner 111101011011111—12 Schemerhorn ..liniOlllilll10—13Wrnitney 111111111111111-15 McMurchy 111111111 11111-15
Kelsey 111101111111111-14 Allen.. ...... .111111111111011-14
Wagener 111111111111101—14 Luther 111111101011111—13
Mosher 1011111 10111 011-13 Whyte 110111110011010-10
Buck 111111101111111-14 Hookway 011111111101100-10
Paddock 011111011111111-13 Lefever 1111111011 11111—14
Walters 110111111111100—13 Prettie 110000011000101- 6
Betson 11010 11 10001 1 11-10 Wa ' son 0110 1 101111 1 111—12
Bishop ..001011111000010- 7 Newall ...... .111101111110110-12
Lansing 111101111101010—11 Becker 111001111111101—12
Event No. 4, 10 pairs, entrance $3.50:

Kelsey 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 10-18
Buck 10 10 01 11 10 10 10 00 11 11-12
Wagener 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 11 10 10-12
Breintnall 91 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11—17
Spangler.... .01 11 11 10 11 11 01 11 11 11—17
Levingston 10 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 01 10-15
Whitney 11 10 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 11—16
Tallett 10 11 10 10 00 11 01 11 11 11—14
Skinner 10 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 11—17
Holloway 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00- 1
Lansing 10 11 01 10 00 11 11 00 10 11—13
Hookway 11 10 10 00 10 10 11 10 10 11—13
Barritt 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 11 11 11—17
Paddock 10 11 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 11—17
Hudson, Sr 11 11 11 11 10 01 10 11 11 10—16
Schemerhorn .11 11 01 10 11 11 11 11 10 11—17
McMurchy 10 10 11 11 11 10 10 10 11 11—15
Lefever 10 11 11 11 11 10 10 11 10 11—16
Event No. 5, 25 singles, entrance $4:

Breintnall 11111111 1111001110111 1111—22
Montgomery 1111110110111111111111011—22
Buck 11110010111110111)1111111-21
Spangler 1 11 1 0111001 11011111011111—19
Wa get

, er 0 1 11 J0110 1 011 111101 110111—19
Whitney 1111111101110101111111111—83
Padd ock 1111011 1 11 1 11 11 1 1 Oil 10111—22
Kelsey 1111111111111111110111111—24
Mos her 11 1101011 H ill 101 110001110—17
Ta llet t 1U111 1 01 011 1 111 1 0 1 1 1 1111—22
Lefever 1 11 1011111 11 0011011000011—17
Barritt 111111111011 1 11111 1101111- 23
Levingston 1111111111111110111111101—23
Hudson , Sr 1111 1 01111111111111 111111-24
Betson 11111111 1 luOOOOllOHOlOll— 17
Lansing 1101011101100111001111110-16
Luther 1000111001101 111111111011-18
Whyte 0111111111110111110111101—19
McMurchy .1010111111101011111011111—20
Allen ».» » »m oiummimoiooiiiuii-2i
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Event No. 6, 50 singles, $10 entrance. 5 moneys:
Breintnall 10111111110111111101110110111111111111111111111111-45
Kelsey Ill 11111111 1111111111111111111 111 1111H1011111U11- 49
Whitney 11111111111111111111111110111111111111111011111111-48
McMurchy 11111111111111111111011011111111111111111111110110-46
Hudson, Sr 11111011111111110111111111011100111111111111111111-45
Spangler 111111011110110111 11001111111000011111111111111110-40
Buck 11111110111011111101111111111111111111111101111110-45
Levingston 01111111111111111111011011111111111111111111111111-47

ST. LOUIS,
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 7.—The flrst tournament of the Star Gun

Club was held last Saturday under most favorable auspices. The
weather was pleasant and a good crowd of local trap-shooters
were present, all of whom expressed themselves thoroughly
pleased with the programme dished up for the benefit. All events
were at bluerock Targets and the rules of the A. S. A, governed.
The traps were screwed up to a high notch, which accounts for
the scarcity of straight scores. The scores follow:

First shoot, 10 bluerocks:
Haggerty 8 P Hauck 4 Sahomherg ..4

Secardi 7 Hespos 6 A Predock 7

Beeherer 4 D Hauck 4 E Predock St

E Sprinamovcr 5 (4 W Reed ,8 N Predock 7

T Barca 1 C Kvmz 5 C H Prior 6
A EStoll 6 Ryan 1

E. Predock first money, Haegerty and Reed second, Secardi
third, Stoll fourth.

Second shoot, 10 bluerocks:
Haggertv 8 Stoll 7 Becberer 5

E Predock 9 Reed 8 A Predock 7
Secardi.. 8 Kunz 5 N Predock 8
E Springmeyer 3 T Barca 6 Schomberg 6
Hespos 8 D Hauck 4 Seltzer 7
Prior 5 P Hauck 4

E. Predock first, Haggerty second, Seltzer third, T. Barca and
Schomberg fourth.

Third shoot, 5 pair bluerocks:
Haggerty 7 Wolf 3 Hunckler 4
Secardi 5 E Predock 5 Kunz 8
Stoll... 5 Prior 5 Hespos 4
Reed 5 N Predock 5 Beeherer 4
Seltzer 4 A Predock 3 Morgan ...5

Kunz flrst, Hagerty second, N. Predock third.

Fourth shoot, 15 bluerocks:
Haggerty 12 Beeherer 7 A Predock 12
Secardi". 12 T Barca 8 King 14
Stoll 7 Kunz 8 Hill 14
E Predock 14 N Predock 11 H Wolf 3
Seltzer 10 P Hauck 6 E Spriug'uyer 8
Reed 9 Prior 12 Morgan 12
Chance 7 Hespos 7
E. Predock, Hill, King, first; Hagerty second, N. Predock third,

Seltzer fourth.

Fifth shoot, 10 bluerocks:
E Predock 9 Morgan 8 Heffberger 7
Wolf 5 D Hauck 3 Stoll 8
King 7 Barca 4 Hespos 7
Secardi 7 Reed 5 P Hauck. fi

Seltser 9 Beeherer 6 Hugly 4
Henry 8 A Predock 8 Spr.ck 7
Weber 9 Hill 9 E Sprtngmver 8
Kunz 6 N Predock 4 Judill 3
Hill first. Stoll second, Secardi third, Beeherer and P. Hauck

fourth.

Sixth shoot, 10 bluerocks:
E Spriugmyer 3 Henry 9 Prior 8
Heed 7 A Predock 8 Hespos 7

E Predock 5 G Spriugmyer 4 Hugly 3
SeGardi • • • 8 Beenerer 5 Spr ick fi

Seltzer 8 Barca 8 Heffberger 5
N Predock 7 Kun z 7 Morgan 8

King 9 Stoll 6 Weber 6
Hill 8

Hen tr and King first, A. Predock, Prior and Morgan second,
Reed, Kuuz, N. Predock and Hespos third, Sprick fourth.

Seventh shoot, 10 single and 3 pairs bluerocks:
King 13 Weber 9 Prior 9
Henry 11 Reed 9 Stoll 8
Hespos 12 N Predock 8 Secardi 9
E Predock 10 Seltzer 10
King and Hespos flrst, Henry second, E. Predock third.

Eighth shoot, 10 bluerocks:
King 8 Seltzer 9 P Hauck 2
Huguly. 5 Secardi 6 Prior 7
Kuuz 5 Hespos .6 Barca 9
Beckerer 3 E Springmyer 5 Morgan 6
.ludeli 4 Stoll 5 Sprick 5
E Predock 9 Weber ..7 Heffberger (5

Henrv 10 N Predock 7 Reed 7
D Hauck 7 Fink 8
Henry first. Barca, E. Predock and Seltzer second, King and

Fink third, D. Hauck, Weber, Reed, N. Predock and Prior fourth.
One of the prettiest live bird matches shot in this city for some

time took place last Wednesday between James Hagerty and H.
C. Dick. The birds were extra strong flyers and both gentlemen
made several long kills with their second barrels. The match
was to have been at 100 birds, but owing to a careless boy who
allowed a number to escape, but 85 were shot at by each party.
A, S. A. rules applied to the affair. Tbe score:
Haggerty 111112121111111111111 111211ol2111111111111

2i2imiimiioii2tiii2mi2in:>2imm-s3
Dick 022oH11211122oll21 21110121211111112111101 ..

2122U11111111111111111111111121211121211—80
Unser Fbitz.

WATSON'S PARK.
Bubnside, 111., Aug. 7.—The following is the score made here to-

day by tire Audubon Club for club medals, 15 live pigeons, handi-
cap rise:

A Torkington a (30) 212112012001211-12
R B Wadsworth a (33) .223211202211201-13
J J Kleinmau a (33) 122110022110221—12
() F Malcolm (30) 211110210112222-13
C S Wilcox (32) 1211000:a212212-12
,1 E Price (33) 222112122011102-13
ft W Foss c (32) 101211221112210-13
D G Deiter c (28) 111112110011111-13
Ties on 13: Wadsworth, 022222-4; Malcolm, 22222—5; 2100w.;

Price. 21121-5; 21020-3; Foss, 13212-5; 22232-5, medal winner.

a Twelve ga. under 81bs.; h 13 ga. under 81bs.; c 13 ga. under 71bs

' Aug. 8.—Score of the Gun Club of Chicago for club medal, 10
live pigeons per man, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary; 12-gauge, 81bs.
and under, 29vds.:

C E Willard (29).. .
.2211111121-10 Dicks (30) 2002111200- 6

Wadsworth (2ft) ...1111201221— V) Hamline (30) 0101102102— G
Wells (30).... 0022012211- 7 F E Willard (29)... .0011211110- 7

Esklers (30) 2<i]2121112— 9 Steck (30) 1323221122-10
Two 5-bird sweeps, $3 and 52 respectively, in which all ties were

divided:
Wadsworth 21211—5 11111—5
Steck 20212-4 22222-5
F Willard 11121-5 12111-5
Hamline 12111-5 012w.
Eecklers 21112-5 21201-4
Wells 12012-4 21111-5
C E Willard 11210-4 111U-5
B Dicks 01111-4 11221-5
Ties on 5. miss and out, 34yds.; Wadsworth 2, Steck 0, F. Willard

1, Wells 0, C. E. Willard 5, Dicks 1.

C. E. Willard won medal and divided second money with Dicks
in first sweep and first money with Wadsworth in second sweep.
Wadsworth divided first with F. E. Willard in first sweep; Eck-
el's won second money in Becond sweep.

Aug, .9.- Score of the Chicago Shooting Club for diamond stud,
25 live pigeons, 30yd«. rise, 80yds. boundary, 12ga. 81bs. and under,
29yds., under Tibs. 27yds.;
R B Wadsworth (29) 1131r212312213011 12212222—24
II Kleinman (29) .. .2211111111132131113130120-23WH Haskell (27) 1110211222231102231200101—20
John Watson (29) 1111121211120111112111112—24
MJ'Eioh (29) 2311113111211311112111121- 25

L Hamline (30) 1112^21120111002112111012—21
7 ;-: 'V-i;,l-' :."-/ ".

'

<::
. ^

1 " ;

/ ,v r,..

R S Cox, Jr (29) 1012111101101112022011102-19
Ed Steck (30) 1112111220100011221320122—20

W 0 Payson (30) 1311011111ini31112211111-24
RAVBLBIGG.

UTAH VS. NEBRASKA.
EditorForest and Stream:
The sweeping challenge issued by Utah was promptly accepted

hy the Grand Island, Neb., club, and on Aug. 1 the match was
snot and the Utah team won. It was a telegraph match, and, as
is so usual in such matches, the conditions and circumstances
surrounding the contesting teams were different and unequal, and
the match was no real test of the comparative merits of the two
teams. The Grand Island club is everywhere recognized as one of
the best in the United States, in shooting merit, and Utah felt that
she had some work cut out for her, and she had. The Grand
Island Club shot under adverse circumstances, there being a
heavy wind and the air being filled with dust. The match would
no doubt have boeu closer, and mignt possibly have resulted diff-
erently, had Nebraska favored Grand Island with a litUe of the
glorious climate of Utah. The match was at 30 bluerocks, As-
soiation rules:

Grand Island.
Parry 111111111111111101111111111101-28
Smith 11111111111111011 11 1 1111101 111—28
Raynard 111111101111111011111111111111-28
Williams 111110110111111011111111111111-27
Harrison 1111111111001011111111111 11101-26
Fleek 111111111111101110111101100111 25
Coyle 100111111111111011101111101100-23
Stoufer 11111111 1111101110110101001011—23
Richter 1111011011)1111101001101101101-22
Gerspacker 1011110111111101 110011 10101110-22—252

Utah.
S Browning 111111111111111110111111111111-29
Dermody 111111111111111111111111111110-29
Sharp 111111101111111110111011111111-27
J Browning 1111101 111111 11 0 1111111011 11U—37
Wright 110111111101111111111111110111—27
Ensign 10011101111111111111111111 1111-27
Spencer 010111111110111111110111111111—26
Tremayne 101111111111011111111110911111-36
E Browning OlllllOlllllllllllOllllOllOlH—25
Bradley 111011111011110010111111111UO—24—267

WAYNE VS. GERMANTOWN.-Germantown, Pa., Aug. 9.-
Inclosed find score of the second shoot between the Wayne and
Germantown gun clubs at bluerocks, 5 bluerock traps, 16 and
18yds. rise, on the Wayne club grounds. The Wayne boys having
lost the first match got out their best team for this match, and
felt certain of victory, but the fates or better shooting of tbe
Germantown hoys decided otherwise. The visiting club all de-
clare themselves delighted with the royal way in which they
were treated by the Wayne boys, and everjbody seemed to be in
a good humor and bent on having a good afternoon shoot:

Wayne Gun Clnb.
W Ulary 0111011 11111111011 110110 1-20
J Jeffries 1011010110101000101111011-15
H Kain 111001111 1101100111101111-19
E Betson ..10111 101 01101011 1 10111011—18
Timm llOlUllOOlllllOlllllOUl-20
Barron 1111011111111111111001111—22
O Briney 0111011 111111001000010001—14
F Hessler 1110011 1 10111110010001111-17
Born e Ill 1 111111000101101111101—19
Cheyney 1111111000101010011011101-16-180

Germantown Gun Clnb.
Leutz iiomiimiiiiiiommi-23
B Royds 1011001011010101110100001-13
S Balentine 1101101000001010100110111—13W Greenwood 1111111111111111110110111-23W Fay 0111110111111111 110010111—20
J Royds 0011X111101001011100100111—13
E Gilbert 1111011011110111001110101-18
T Balentine 0111110000011010111111101—16
J Thurman 11 1 11111111011001111Hill—33
H Thurman 011101 1 1111111 11111 110111—21 -183

H. T.

WHITE HOUSE, N. J., Aug. 8—The third of the series of
matches between the Flemington and White House gun clubs, 25
bluerocks. 3 traps, resulted in favor of the White House Club.
This was the second race they have won from the Flemington team
and decides the series. On Sept. 3 the White House team will
meet the famous Union Gun Club, from Springfield, N. J., at the
White House grounds:

White House Gun Club.
Anderson 1111110001101111111111111-21
Bishop 1111101100101110111110100-1

7

Woodin .0110111010111100010011111-16
Large 1000111001100101111001011-14
Woodruff 0000010111111101011110111-16
Cole 010100011 1 011101111111101—17
F Cramer 1100100100011111110101111—16
Geo Cramer 111011 1011111111111111111-33
T Welsh 111111111010011101111111-22
Pic k 1a 001001101 1111111111001001—16—178

Flemington Club.
Chamberlain 0111111110111011010011011—18
Loi t 0111111101010111001100101—16
Mr <uv .7- : 7H77.7 I 7 :

7'7 -

Henzler 1101010111011110011110110-17
Pyatt OOOOOlOOHlOOHll 11101110—14
Gumere OHim01tBH0111010U.ill-.18
Sutphen 1001111010111001010100111—14
Holcomb 1111010111011111101011110-19
Emmons 1010111010011101110111101-17
Stout 111011100101111111 H11011—30—169
CLEVELAND. O., Aug. 7.—The regular shoot of the East End

Gun Club was held this afternoon, and the members did some
excellent work. Twenty singles and 10 doubles was the rule, and
the scores were high. It was a fine day for shooting, and the blue-
rocks sailed out of the traps as big as balloons, with an invitation
all over tfieir backs asking to be pulverized. The score of the
shoot was as follows:
Wherry 01 1 01110110111001011
Brockway 11.111101111011110111

Sweetman 11111110111111011111
Jones 11111111100111011111
Story 11101011011111110111
Bloom 00111000011011011010
Barnes 1 1 1 111110010101 11111
Jenks 111011111111101 11 111

Rudolph 11110111101111111111
King 10011011111100111111
North 11111111111111111111
Haycox Ill 11111111111111111

Turner 00100011111000011101
Visitors.

L O Jones 00001111110011111110
Darcie 01110000100001111111
El worthy 11111101111111111111
Richardson 11010111111110101101
Saffold 11101111111101011111

11 11 00 11 00—19
11 10 00 11 H—24
11 10 11 10 11-26
11 10 10 01 11-24
10 10 10 10 10-21
10 00 11 00 11—15
10 11 11 11 10-24
10 11 11 11 10-26
11 11 11 11 11-28
11 10 11 10 01-21
11 10 11 11 10-28
10 10 10 10 11-26
10 10 01 01 00—14

01 01 10 10 01-18
11 11 11 10 10-19
11 10 10 11 11-27
11 01 11 10 11-34
01 11 10.10 01—23

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 9.—There was a shooting match at clay
pigeons to-day between tbe South End Gun Ciub, of Camden, and
the Gloucester City Gunning Club, on tue grounds of the former.
The conditions were each man to shoot at 15 single and 10 double
hirds, three traps to be used and Association rules to govern. The
South End men won by 13 birds. The score follows:

South End Gun Club.
S

Biderman 8
Countis 8
Peschman 11
Valentine 5

Lichtenberg 5
Buzine 3
Lightcap 1
Wood ... 8
Lane 13
Peak 7

Gloucester City Gunning Club.
S

3 Cheeseman
6 McQuaid 6
4 Groves 1
2 I Budd 8
2 Hewlings 6
4 Lazarus 8
4 Owens 7
6 C Budd 4
5 Haskins 4
4 Lofield ,.6

68 40 56 39

KRUEGER VS. MILLER—Albert Krueger, of Christiana, Pa.,
and Frederick Miller, of Pasehatlville, have arranged a match at
50 clay-pigeons per man for $50 a side. The shoot is to come off
this week at "Blue Bell," Paschallville. under the management
of E. T. Calvert, of that place. Much interest is taken in this
match by members of the different local gua clubs, as both are
expert short.

WINSLOW GUN CLUB.—Winslow, A. T., Aug. 5.—At a meet-
ing held in Winslow, Arizona, July 30, we organized a gun club,
with 37 charter members, for the purpose of protecting the game
in Arizona from the depredations of Indians and pot-hunters, and
the perfecting of the members in trap shooting. President, E.
McCammon; Vice-President. G, Page; See'y and Treas.. M. L.
Roaoh; Executive Committee, Harry McCarty, Frank Gibson,
F. P. Secrist, A- S, Coom W, G, McNail,—M. D. Roach.

9 9 10 9 9 9 10
7 9 9 8 9 8 10
8 10 8 10 9 9 9

6 ....

9 7 6 7 8

4 6 8 3

7 _

9 4

NEWARK, N. J., Aug. 9 —At Erb's to-day the first event wasi
the match between Gus Griffen, of this city, and William Hollis,:
of Kearny, the conditions being twenty-five pigeons each mau,;j
twenty-eight yards rise, modified Hurlingham rules to govern, for*
a stake of $25 a side. The birds used in this race were of a fair
grade, though not as good as usual. The result of the race follows,
Hollis being shot out on his eighteenth bird:
Gri ffen 2111123002121122121221111-23,
Hollis 10212102111o0212110o2 -15.
Chris. Reinhardt was referee.
The event of the day, and one on which a considerable amount

of money was wagered, was a match for $25 a side between Frank-
Class, of Pine Brook, and E. Jones, of this city, each man shoot-,
ing at fifteen birds, at twenty-eight yards rise. The men tied, and:
shot off at five birds each, the result bpmg annexed:
Jones H1110210121100-11 11111—16
Class 222022202122o20-ll 212o2—15-
C. M. Hedden and John Erb were judges and Chris. Bernhardt

was referee.
A number of open-to-all sweepstakes, $5 entry, four birds each,

were shot, the results being appended: First sweep, Erb aDd Leddy
divided first; Class, second. Second sweep, Wheaton and Erb'
divided first; Class and Hedden divided second. Third money

|

went to Reinhardt. Third sweep, Hollis and Wheaton took first,

Erb and Wheaton second. During the day Hedden killed 23 out I

25 birds shot at; Class 51 out of 60; Jones 39 out of 45; Hollis 41 out',
of 51; Campbell 16 out of 20; Wheaton 15 straight; Erb 25 out of 27; I

Reinhardt 9 out of 15; Griffeu 33 out of 41; Leddy 10 out of 14.
MILFORD, N.J.—A two-days' live pigeon match will begiven .

here Aug. 26, 27, by mine host M. H. Rupell, of the Milford House. ,|

Come and try your luck and skill.—Go-Bang.
CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Aug. 9.-Ten hluerocks, I

50 cents entrance:
1 ~8 2

Sigler 8 8 9
Thompson 7 10
Collins 10 8 10
Hunt 4 6 7
Howard 8 6 5
Money 7 9 9
Lindsley 9 7 10 8 .

Four live birds, entrance $3.50, ties divided:
Howard 1000-1 Lindsley 1111—

i

Simpson 1220—3 Money 2120—3
Collins 1112—4 Sigler 1110-3
Three birds, $1.75 entrance:

Howard 010—1 Lindsley 211—3
Simpson 110—2 Money . 222—3
Collins 112—3 Sigler 103—3
THE OMAHA GUN CLUB'S last weekly shoot, 25 bluerocks,

21yds. rise, resulted as follows:
Dunmire H11111111111111111111011-24
Parmalee 1111111111111111111111111-25
Brewer 1111111 11111 11101111 111 01—23
Townsend 1111111111111111111111111-35 '.

Kennedy mi001111111110111111011-31
Brueker 1111111111110111011111111-23
Field 1111101010111111111111111-22

.

Hughes : 1111111111111111111111101-24
Fogg 1111111111011111101111111-33
Smi th 0111011011001110001111011—16

'

Stagg 1111111111101110111111110-23
Hummel 0011O01H010O0101 10110111—14 '

Borland milllllll 11111111111011—34
'

Jones OOOlOOOllllOOllOOlOCOlOU -11
S. G. V. G,

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 9.—A strong wind blew across the
traps to-day, and it was quite difficult to judge the flight of the

,

targets, and as a consequence there were more poor scores than
good ones In the second merchandise match for August, at 10

'

singles and 5 pairs hubs White was first with 17. The other scores
were: Bennett and Bond 16, Bradbury 13. Field 13, Bradstreet 11,

Sanborn and Hooper 10, George 9, Dill 7, Porter 6. Tbe winners
in the sweepstakes matches follow: Six hubs, Sanborn; 6 hubs,
Sanborn; 3 pairs hubs, Bradbury; 6 hubs, Bradbury, Field and
Bennett: 6 hubs. Sanborn; 6 hubs, Hooper; 3 pairs hubs, Sanborn;
6 hubs. Cowee; 3 pairs hubs, Bradbury and Hooper; 6 hubs, San-
born; 6 hubs, Sanborn; 6 hubs, Hooper, Bradstreet and Bond; 10
hubs, merchandise match. White; 6 hubs, Bond; 6 hubs, Bradbury

.

and Bond; 6 hubs, White; 3 pairs hubs, Sanborn; 6 hubs, Bond and
|

Bradbury; 5 pairs hubs, merchandise match, Bradbury, Bennett,
White and Bradstreet; 6 hubs, Bradbury and Bond: 6 hubs, Brad-
burv and Bond: 6 hubs, Bradstreet, 3 pairs hubs, Bond; 6 hubs.
White.
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.—The first bluerock tournament of the

White Plains Gun Club, to be held on the North End Driving i

Park, White Plains, Sept. 4-5. For programmes, etc., address C.
P. Rowley, 241 Broadway, New York.

<H/%naqing.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobest and
Stbeam their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fobest and Stbeam their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

8-22. A.C.A.Meet, Jessup's Neck 30. Orange, Annual.
73. Smith Boston, Open. 30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston, Har-
23. Plymouth, Cruise, Cape Cod bor Meet.

Bay.
SEPTEMBEB.

I. Ianthe, Annual. 20. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen
1. Arlington, Ann., Arlington. Point, Fall.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
ALL of the ten annual meets of the American Canoe Association

held since its organization in 1880 have been held on fresh
water and away from the coast. The first meet, at which the
Association was formally organized, was at Lake George, and for
the two following j ears 1881-2 the meets were held on the Canoe
Islands in that lake. In 1883 the Association went to Canada,
the meet being held at Stony Lake, near Peterborough.
Next year, after much discussion over the propriety of making

a permanent home at Lake George, rather than of visiting differ-
ent localities in turn, the camp was located on the St. Lawrence,
on Grindstone Island. This spot was in itself so beautiful and at
the same time convenien t for camping and conoeing that three
successive meets were held there in 18S4, 5 and 6.

In 1887 Lake Champlain was visited, and in 1888 the A. C. A.,
now a body of some 700 men, returned to its birthplace at Lake
George, camping on Long Island, near tbe old Canoe Islands. In
1889 another viBit was made to the St. Lawrence, the site of the
camp being on Stave Island, on the Canadian side of the channel,
but facing the old camp ground on Grindstone Island. In all
these years the possibility of a meet on salt water had been dis-
cussed, and in 1887 a serious effort was made to have one there,
but the many difficulties that attended the search for a suitable
spot caused the plan to be abandoned.
When the turn of the Atlantic Division came to hold the meet

in 1890, the idea of a salt water meet was at ouce revived, some of
the best portions of the Atlantic coast, being in this division. The
search for a suitable location has been going on quietly for
several years in view of such a meet, but the tide has proved a
most serious obstacle, and caused many otherwise eligible spots
to be passed over.
After a long and thorough search, the officers decided on

Peconic Bay, the locality first proposed by Mr. Poultney Bigelow
in 1886. The particular spot chosen is a tongue of green and fer-
tile ground, in height from 3 to 50ft. above the beach, aud tapering
out to a spit of sand under water. This peninsula, known as
Jessup's Neck, has been generously loaned to the Association by
Mr. D. C. Scoville, who has done everything possible to prepare
and beautify the grounds and to make them suitable for the
Association camp. Through his many efforts in their hehalf Mr.
Scoville has earned the gratitude and respect of every canoeiBt in
camp.
Canoeists have generally agreed that Grindstone Island was in

all ways the most charming location at whiph a meet has been.
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held, but the present oamp is if anything superior; the main
camp faces east, as at Grindstone, in front of it is a bay nf clear
blue water not less beautiful than Eel Bay, across which, instead
of Stave Island, lie the green woods of Shelter Island; while to
the east, where one would look for Round Island or Thousand
Island Park, is the tall apire of the church of Sag Harbor,
While Grindstone Island had but one front really available to

canoeists, Jessup's Neck, as will be seen from the chart published
3 weeks since, has two, the view from the Sound, overlooking
Peconic Bay, being almost equal to that from the main front,
while both bays offer the best of sailing courses. Looking from
the west shore, out where Gananoque would bear from the
Grindstone hill, there are the green and beautiful shores of Great
Hog Neck, the prosaic nomenclature of Long Island having a
pronounced leaning toward hog-*, clams, rams and cows.
As was anticipated by all who have been actively connected

with the management of previous meets, the first salt-water meet
has presented unusual difficulties, and entailed a vast amount of
work on Com. Stanton and his assistants on the various com-
mittees. When the site was finally decided on, after a long pre-
liminary search last fall, there was a great deal of work to be
done before the wild and roughly-wooded shore could be made fit

for a large camp. There was much underbrush to be removed, a
marsh in the depression between the two camps to be filled in,

wells to be dug, stairways to be built from the bluff to the beach,
flo ats for the canoes, mess tent and kitchen, a large dock, and the
many smaller accessories of a large organized camp. The work
was greater than at any previous camp, its extent can only be ap-
preciated by those who saw Jessup's Neck in June and again m
August.
Though the camp was only opened on Friday, by Sunday it pre-

sented the appearance of a large meet. Opposite the little depres-
sion that separates the ladies' camp from the main camp is a
dock extending about 150ft. into deep water. Near its head is the
camp store, while on the side of the hill is the kitchen, the most
extensive affair yet seen at a. meet, with a full outfit of ranges,
broilers, ovens, etc. Adjoining it, and just on the crown of the
hill, is the large mess tent, in which most of the company eat, the
two departments being under the charge of Mr. Bare, a New York
caterer. Stretching out to the north is a long avenue of tents,
large and small, the majority being small wall tents or marquees,
occupied by one or two persons. Far down on the extreme point
is the Lowell camp, a number of tents with the usual workshop.
The camp already boasts a tent lighted by electricity, the work
of an ingeaious member of the Vesper B. O.
The ladies' camp is located on a bluff just to the south of the

dock, in a little grove of cedars. There i« no great amount of
shade in camp, all there is being here; but there is a breeze
blowing constantly across the Neck, making it comparatively
cool, even in the sun. The signal code devised by Com. Stanton
and signal officer E. W, Brown has proved a success, the little

code books being at hand everywhere and the many orders given
in this way being easily read.
Com. Stanton and Mr. Burchard were the first in camp, but at

5 A. M. on Friday the steamer Shelter Island lauded a large con-
tingent of settlers, tents went, up quickly and soon the green
bluff was turned to white. The Saturday boat from New York
brought another large party, including Mr. Ford Jones, of Brock-
ville, who brought with him the A. C. A. sailing trophy, which
he has held for the past year. Mr. Jones met with an unpleasant
experience, being stopped at TItica by the strike on the New York
Central R. R. He crossed to the West Shore, reaching New
York, but without his baggage, coming to camp without tent,
bedding or a change of clothes. The strike is likely to detain
many others who are coming by way of New York. A laTge dele-
gation from Toronto is on the way, reported to arrive on Monday
night. Up to Monday noon there were about 100 in camp. Mr.
Bennett, of the transportation committee, made the trip on the
steamer Eagle last week, picking ninety canoes* from localities
about New York and landing them safely at camp without a
scratch.
Themonotony of camp life has been varied byseveral very severe

thunderstorms on Friday and Saturday, but these were surpassed
by one that came up at six o'clock on Sunday, just as all hands
were assembled in the mess-tent. The wind howled across the
Neck from N. W., while the rain came down in a sheet. The tent
leaked until the tables were a'most afloat; and then, as the wind in-
creased, all hands were called on to hold it down. While some of
the men held the three large tent poles, others, helped by the
ladies, held the sides and roof down. The tent rocked and the top
split badly, but by hard work it was saved from a total collapse.
The storm was too violent to last long, but it did a good deal of
damage; after the wind fell and the company sat down in wet and
dripping garments to commence dinner anew, the meal was en-
livened by couriers from various parts of the camp, each report-
ing more or less damage to tents. A number were blown down,
and hardly a party in camp could boast a complete dry outfit.
What promises to be an amusing feature of the camp is a daily

paper, of which the first number appeared on Monday. The title

page reads as follows:

THE DAILY DISTURBER.
Published During the "Meet" of 1890, under the auspices of

The Ianthe Canoe Club,
Of Woodslde, N. J.

Entered at Jessup's Neck as a first-class article.

Address all communications

The Daily Disturber,
London office: Soho Square. Ianthe ave., Jessup's Neck, L. I.

The inner pages of this journal contain the following news items:

No. 1. August 11, 1880. Von. I.

Postal Information.—All letters should be addressed , A. C. A.
Camp, Jessup's Neck, via Sag Harbor. Mail departs 11 o'clock
A. M.; mail arrives 7 o'clock P.M. Mail bags will be found in the
Secretary's tent,
Mr. D. M. Bond of the Red Dragon club has been appointed

postmaster.
Mr. H. E. Jepson of the Puritan club has been appointed bugler.
Will the man who lost an A. C. A. pin call on Geo. L. Parmele

for it.

Restaurant Rates:
Ticket for 2 weeks $14.00 \ Breakfast 50

"10 days 11.50 Single Meals < Lunch 50
" " 1 week ' 8.75 ( Dinner 75
Ralph F. Brazer served as officer of the day yesterday.
Henry J. Winser, of Newark, N. J., led the church service at

Squ-»w Point yesterday. Forty-one attended.
Signal Code of the A. C. A. for sale at the Secretary's lent, 10

cents a copy. We would advise every canoeist to procure a copy,
so that they will know when to go in when it rains.
Ladies in Camp.—Mrs. Palmer, Miss Palmer, Mrs. Winser,

Miss Winser, Miss Fredericks, Newark N. J.; Miss Calverly, New
York; Miss Douglass, Soho, N. J.; Miss Parsons, Chicago, 111.; the
Misses Sherwood; Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler-, Arlington, N. J.; Mr.
and Mrs. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.; Mr. and Mis. Tobias, Perth
Amboy, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Belmen, Amsterdam, N. Y.

Canoeists Registered at Secretary's Tent:
Ianthe Club of Newark, N. J.—L. B. Palmer, canoe Bat; G*>o. P.

Douglas. Passaic; W. R. Barling, Nile; B. A. Acrigg, Astreei;
Barron Fredericks. Wraith: H. S. Des Brisay, Guyascutas; Wm.
F. Marvin. Booze; Wm. P. Dodge, Valfreyia.
New York Canoe Cluh.—R. B Burchard, Sea Shell; M. T. Ben-

nett, Jr., Ghost; H. J. Winser, Pinta.
Yonkers Club, Yonkera, N Y—C. B. Vaux, Bonnie; T. S. Oxholm,

Beta; J. W. Simpson, Minx. D. Goodsell, Nesta; R. O. Kirkwood,
Dolphin; J Bruce Gibson. Jno. B. Moffat.
Bed Dragon Club, Philadelphia.—D. M. Bond, Theti': Weston

Underwood; H. E. MeCormick, Mayfly.
Arlington Club, Arlington, N. J.—I, V. Dorland, Meda; A. A.

Crowell, Senorita; Mrs. C. V. Schuyler, Aphrodite; Mr. C. V.
Schuyler, Niosic.
Brooklyn Club, Brooklyn, N. Y.—H. H. Smythe, Enrylda; R. J.

Wilkin, Unqua; F. L. Dunnell, Eclipse and Louise; W. Whitlock,
Guenn; Jno. Johnson, Vim.

# B continued.
Messrs. Noyes and Cramer of the Red Dragon Club arrived here

yesterday in their canoes. They left Philadelphia Aug. 3.

We have about eighty tents and a population of aboun 11C
human beings. One of the tents here has a tame mouse, but that
has been left out in the count, hence the mistake of the New York
papers as to the number of people here.
The storm last night was the worst we have had since we ar-

rived; about 15 tents were overturned and much damage done.

In one point this camp is superior to Grindstone, it is just off
the favorite track of the New York yachts, and they call in fre-
quently to have a look at the camp. Com. Stanton's speedy
cutter Vandal has put down moorings in front of headquarters.
Mr. Foster's Lotowana will be here soon, and a number of others
are expected with members of the A. C. A. On Sunday a large
steam yacht steamed into the bay for a look at the camp, not
stopping to anchor. The sloop Hypatia, Atlantic Y. C, with a
Larchmont yacht, anchored off the camp for a time in the after-

noon, while many small craft were sailing about. On Mon-
day the schooner Phantom lay off the camp for several hours,
her owner and family visiting the etimp. A. party from the steam
yacht Fidget also visited the camp, remaining to lunch.

A. O. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division.- Geo. H. Bliss,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Theodore Obrig, New York. Eastern Division:
Fred S. Montgomery, Worcester, Mass.; Alcnzo E. Flint, Paw-
tucket, R. I.; Geo. M. Townsend and G. D. Wright, Hartford.
Conn.; W. B. U Cranston, Norwich, Conn.; C. Harris Gurney and
Raymond G. Moury, Providence. rt. I. Ceutral Division: Harry
S. Miller, Albany, N. Y.; John J. Leary, Rochester, N. Y. North-
ern Division: R. A. Brock, Roy Sweeney, A M. Burns and Chas.
Baird, Toronto; W. P. Slessor, Geo. Oliver, A. G. Robertson, Chas.
H, Routh and W. E. Bradshaw, Montreal; Wm. Atkin, Newcastle;
A. G. Smith, Ottawa; J. H. Carnegie, Cobocouk.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

Massachusetts, 30 and 40ft., 23.

Dorchester. 23.

L. Y. R. A., Royal Can., Tor.
Sippican, Club, Marion. 23.

Beverly, 3d Cham., Marble-
head.

Queen City, 1st Class and
"World" Cup, Toronto.

L. Y. K. A., Queen City, Tor.
Newark, Annual, Bayonne.
Beverly, 3d Cham., Marble-
head.

American, Open, Newbury-
port.

19, 20. Corinthian, Marble-
head, midsummer series
for 30 and 40-footers.

L. Y. R. A., Cobourg.
L. Y. R. A., Kingston.
Quiucy, Club, Quincy.
Pleon, 3d Cham.. Marbleh'd. 30.

Hull, Cham., Hull. 30.

Larchmont, Oyster Boats, 30.

Larchmont. 30.

West Lynn, 3d Cham., Lynn. 30.

Beverly, 2d Sweep, Mon.
Beach.

33.

Savin Hill, Cham.,Savin Hill
Great Head, Hail-off, Great
Head.

American, 3d Cham., New-
buryport.

Cor, Navv, Regatta, West
Long Island Sound Squad.

So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Cup.
Queen City, Skiff Class, Tor.
Riverside,Ladies'Day, River-

side, Conn.
L. Y. R. A., Oswego.
Buffalo, Cruise, Lake Erie.
Lynn, Lynn.
Rhode Island, Open Regatta.
L. Y. R. A., Rochester.
Miramicbi, Black Brook to
Oak Point and return.

Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail,
Savin Hill.

Beverly, 3d Cup, Marblehead
Sippican, Sweep, Marion.
Savin Hill, Cruise.
Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
Monatiquot, Sail-off Cham.,
Weymouth.

THE NEW YORK Y. C, CRUISE.
THIS year at least there can he no grounds for the complaint

made last season, that the cruise was but one long race. The
runs, which were such a feature of last year's cruise, have this
year afforded but two races, those, of Tuesday and Thursday of
last week from Vineyard Haven to New Bedford and from the
latter port to Newport. We gave last week a hasty summary of
the former, but the following is a more detailed account:
There was a strong S.W. wind blowing on Tuesday morning,

making a beat to the turn, the Sow and Pigs Buoy. The course
for all but the forties was through Vineyard Sound, around this
buoy, and then up Buzzard's Bay to New Bedford, 38 knots. The
forties were sent through Quick's Hole, 24 knots. The smaller
yachts were started at 10:20, the larger at 10:30, the times at the
lino being:
Clara 10 21 35 Quickstep 10 23 44
CindereUa. .. 10 22 27 Gossoon 10 24 17
Liris J0 23 38 Moccasin 10 25 00
Sea Fox 10 37 18 CEnone 10 39 22
Volunteer 10 37 19 Iroquois 10 40 10
Merlin 10 37 46 Mayflower 10 40 23
Puritan 10 38 23 Miranda 10 42 03
Palmer 10 38 52

4 57 13

4 32 28
4 47 05
4 57 31
5 19 13

5 09 57
5 21 04

Corrected.
VValkover.

4 32 28
4 42 28
4 55 43
5 15 57

Not meas.
Not meas.

5 26 31 Walkover.

4 19 03
4 49 57

5 24 37
5 56 00

4 11 33
4 50 57

Allowed.
Not meas.

5 20 47
5 56 00

4 11 30
4 50 57

this was not the case, as she did not go to Vineyard Haven at all.

Choctaw, Mariquita and Nymph were among the missing, only
Moccasin, Gossoon and Liris starting. Gossoon carried a working
topsail, the others only lower sails. Sea Fox had a lead at the
start and it was increased by a luffing match between Merlin and
Volunteer, the schooner finally besting the singlesticker. Merlin
passed Sea Fox to leeward in the early part of the race, thence
leaving her badly all dav. Liris was delayed by an accident at the
start; when off West Chop Titania, making the run under cruis-
ing rig, lost a boat from her davits and luffed up; Liris ran down
to her aid, thinking that there was a man overboard. A steam
yacht picked up the lost boat , no harm being done, but by this
time Liris was far astern of her ela»s. Moccasin also came to
grief, the yoke of her tiller, spanning the rudderhead, giving way,
so that she could not be steered. Medusa was with the fleet,
though not racing; in coming through Quick's Hole she carried
away her topmast. Volunteer was the only yacht in the fleet to
make Sow and Pigs Buoy on one leg, the others making several
tacks at least. The flagship ran through Quick's Hole to time the
forties, so the others, save Volunteer, who turned at 1:27, were not
timed at Sow and Pigs. The official times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed,
Palmer 10 38 52 3 56 05 if*

schooners—CLASS HI.
Merlin 10 37 46 3 10 14

Sea Fox 10 37 18 3 24 23
Mayflower 10 40 23 3 37 54

Miranda 10 42 02 4 01 15
SCHOONERS—CLASS IV.

Iroquois 10 40 10 3 50 07
CEnone 10 39 23 4 00 26

SCHOONERS—CLASS V.
Quickstep 10 23 44 3 50 15

SLOOPS—CLASS I.

Volunteer 10 37 19 2 56 22
Puritan 10 38 23 3 28 20

SLOOPS^-CLASS V.
Clara 10 21 35 3 46 13
Cinderella 10 22 27 4 18 27

SLOOPS—CLASS VII,

Gossoon 10 24 17 2 35 50

Liris 10 23 38 3 14 35
Moccasin 10 25 00 Disabled.
Anchored in New Bedford harbor were a number of yachts be-

longing to the fleet, some having cotce from Vineyard Haven and
others direct from Newport, the list being nearly as follows:
Steamers: Electra, Alva, Lurline, Jean, Isolene, Fedalma, Shear-
water, Peerless, Adelita and Vivienne ; schooners. Viator, Am-
bassadress, Palmer, Sea Fox, Merlin, Mayflower, Miranda, In-
trepid, Atlanta, Phantom, Iroquois, CEnone, Quickstep, Mar-
guerite, Tidal Wave, Grayling, Madeline, Harbinger, Columbia,
Halcyon, Fenella, Gevalia, Wanderer; sloops: Papoose, Titania,
Volunteer, Puritan, Cinderella, Clara. Liris, Gossoon, Moccasin,
Psyche, Vedette, Minerva, Waif, Choctaw, Peerless, Gracie,
Nymph, White Wing, Nirvana, Aloha, Peri, Listless, Pocahontas,
Minerva, Huron, Clara, Medusa. Noma, Magic, Fenella and
Nirvana joined the fleet also, and the total number of New York
Y. C. yachts in port was sixty.
Wednesday was cloudy and disagreeable, but many spectators

were afloat in small boats to see the fleet. At 1 P. M. Com. Gerry
held a reception on the Electra, the yachtsmen of the fleet being
present. The boat races came off in the afternoon, the Columbia's
crew winning the Gamecock colors, defeating crews from the
Catarina and Merlin. The Owl colors also brought out three
starters, Ambassadress, Columbia and Huron, the former crew
winning. In the dingy race, only one boat, the Palmer's, started.
The naphtha launches were raced under the same rules as last
year, the result being:

Start.
Electra, five horse power 4 18 46
Yampa, two horse power 4 12 30
Palmer, five horse power 4 18 46
Lurline, two horse power 4 12 30
Wanderer, four horse power 4 14 59
Electra, eight horse power 4 27 49
Electra's five horse power launch won first prize and Yampa's

two horse power boat second.
In the evening a reception was tendered to the fleet by Com.

Hammond of the New Bedford Y. C. at the club house, the guests
beiDg most hospitably entertained until a very late hour. Next
morning there was no wind at colors, but later on a light S, W.
breeze came in, and at 10:20 the smaller division was started, with
the larger lOmin later. Moccasin came to grief before crossing
the starting line, taking the ground at Clark's Point and being
towed off by the steam yacht Lurline. She was out of the race,
having taken outside assistance, but still continued and made a

Finish.
4 44 39
4 45 02
4 45 41
4 46 21
4 46 56
4 57 56

Elapsed.
25 53
32 32
28 55
33 51
31 48
24 07

very creditable run. Marguerite, after hauling out on Wednes-
day to repair the damage to her board in a previous grounding,
went on Great Ledge, in Buzzard's Bay, and had to be towed off

by a tug. There was some good sailing over the first part of the
course, but after the Hen and Chickens Lightship was passed it

fell light and the finish was late. The official times were:
THIRD CLASS—SCHOONERS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
Merlin 10 39 57 G 00 49 7 20 52 7 20 52
Mayflower 10 39 23 Not timed.

IfOURTH CLASS- SCHOONERS.
CEnone 10 39 27 6 19 14 7 39 47 7 38 05
Iroquois 10 42 15 Not limed.
Marguerite ...10 39 01 Did not finish.

FIFTH CLASS—SOI/OONBRS.
Buickstep 10 23 55 6 13 15 7 50 00 7 50 00

FIRST CLASS- SLOOPS.
Volunteer .10 38 06 4 31 29 6 13 23 6 13 23

THIRD CLASS— SLOOPS.
Gracie 10 38 19 5 01 17 6 22 58 6 23 58
Huron 10 43 06 6 10 27 7 27 21 7 23 35

FOURTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Wayward 10 36 53 5 06 34 6 29 42 6 29 42

FIFTH CLASS -SLOOPS.
Clara 10 21 63 5 04 40 6 43 47 6 39 44
Cinderella 10 23 45 6 26 53 8 03 08 8 03 08
Nirvana 10 24 37 Not timed.

SEVENTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Minerva 10 23 26 5 11 58 6 48 32 6 44 08
Gossoon 10 25 00 5 13 15 6 48 15 6 47 38
Liris 10 22 02 Not timed.
These times show little, the entries were poor and the race

fluky. Minerva beat Gossoon and Clara beat Cinderella.
So far as racing goes, the runs can hardly be considered as suc-

cessful; there were only two races, those just described, and the
few entries in each class robbed them of interest. Merlin is
easily top of the schooners, Marguerite has been ?iors du combat
since she left New London, Quickstep has had no competitor,
Volunteer is much too fast for Puritan, Gracie has had no com-
petitor. Wayward is still sailing alone, Clara has easily disposed
of Cinderella, and even iu the 40ft. class the racing has been par-
ticularly dull, with only three or four boats in it.

The final races of the cruise, on Friday, can hardly be dignified
by any better term than a fizzle, with only three of the smaller
schooners and a handful !of the forties to compete. The larger
yachts made no pretense of starting, and the liberal prizes were
left to be turned back into the club's locker. The course chosen
was S. S. E. 9 miles out for the forties and 12 miles out for the
schooners, the way out being to winward and home before the
wind. The starters were CEnone, Iroquois and Quickstep in
the schooner class, and Minerva, Gossoon, Mariquita, Liris
and Moccasin in the 40ft. class.

At 11 A. M. the Electra anchored off Bren ton's Reef Lightship,
and gave the course, S. S, E., and at 11:58 the starting gun for the
schooners was fired. Iroquois was first over, but Quickstep at
once took the lead from her. CEnone was some distance astern
of the two. When the gun for the forties fired at 12:03 Minerva
was near the line, crossing just ahead of Mariquita. Gossoon
again waited to give Minerva her allowance at the start. The
times were:
Iroquois 11 59 22 MariquPa 12 04 11
Quickstep .11 59 52 Liris 12 06 13
CEnone 12 02 00 Gossoon 12 06 31
Minerva 12 03 43 Moccasin 12 08 00
Moccasin was handicapped.
The schooner race was only play for Quickstep, as she beat

CEnone aud Iroquois easily on even time. She led over the course,
but. none were timed at the turn.
The fight in the 40ft. class was naturally between Minerva and

Gossoon. The latter soon ran from fourth to second place, and
after an hour was nearly even with Minerva, though to leeward.
For the rest of the way out they sailed very evenly together, the
wind being light, and fluky however. Mariquita was third best,
having dropped Liris, while Moccasin after trying hard to work
off her handicap became discouraged and went home.
The times at the weather mark were :

Minerva 2 20 25 Mariquita 2 26 00
Gossoon 2 24 28 Liris 2 33 45
In the beat of 9 miles Minerva had gained lm. 15s. on Gossoon.
Asin the previous race, Minerva's men were very quick with

their spinaker, but Gossoon also lost very little time. The run
home was made with very little wind, the leaders going off their
course in a luffing match. After some time Gossoon passed
Minerva and ran awav from her, having found a littleimore wind,
and finallv led her in by over 3min. The full times were:

SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Quickstep 11 59 52 6 17 50 6 17 58
CEnone .12 00 52 6 32 51 6 31 59

Iroquois 11 59 22 6 36 17 6 36 55
SEVF.vTH CLASS—SLOOPS.

Gossoon. 12 06 31 4 01 40 3 55 09
Minerva 12 03 43 4 04 18 4 00 35
Mariquita 13 04 11 4 14 50 4 10 32
Liris 12 06 13 4 22 18 4 16 05
Moccasin 12 08 00 Did not finish.

Thus the Gossoon beats Minerva on corrected time 3m. and 34s.
The comparaiive speeds of the Gossoon and Minerva down the

wind have been pretty well showm in the Marblehead race of July
11, and again in the race for the Iselin Cup, Minerva in each
case being a trifle faster than Gossoon under spinaker. In both of
these races the wind was quite steady, far more so than in this last
race; and they prove very clearly that the differf nee in this case,
nearly Tmin. in 9 miles in Gossoon's favor, was due to flukes, and
in no way represents the actual difference of boats.
After the return of the racers to Newport Harbor the fleet was

formally ,'disbanded. Com. Gerry, with his staff, at once started
on the Electra for New York.

Corrected.
6 11 47
6 31 59

Not meas.

3 54 45
3 58 19
4 10 29
4 16 05

THE FISHER CUP,

THE following challenge has been sent by the owners of White-
wings, beingcalled out by the letter of "Port Tack" lately

published in the Forest and Stream:
Hamilton, Aug. 7, 1890.—John Bell, Esq., owner of yacht Nora,

Bay of Quinte Y. C, Belleville, Ont.: On behalf of the owners of
the yacht White wings, I hereby challenge you to a friendly contest
for the Fisher Cup, now held by your yacht Nora, the race to take
place on Saturday, Aug. 30, 1890, starting at 11 A. M. The Lake
Yacht Racing Association rules to govern the race in every re-
spect. Both boats to be measured before the contest by the meas-
urer of the Bay of Quinte Y. C, in the presence of a representa-
tive from each yacht. A referee to be mutually agreed upon who
shall settle any disagreement that may arise. Each yacht to have
its representative, judge and timekeeper. The course to be on
Big Bay, Bay of Quinte, and to be the same as that sailed over by
the fleet of the L. Y. R. A. at the Bay of Quinte club races. The
above is framed in accordance with the "condition of the Fisher
Cup," as laid down in the book of the Chicago Y. C. now before
me.—J. H. Fearnside, Hon. Sec'y H. V. C.
P. S.—We would suggest any of the following gentlemen for

your consideration to act as referee: Messrs. A. Ames, Oswego;
Geo. E. Evans, Secretary L. Y. R. A., Toronto; J. B. Carruthers,
Kingston; W. P. Stephens, yachting editor Forest and Stream,
New York, and N. B. Dick, Toronto.

GREAT HEAD Y. C. 2d CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 6.-The
second championship regatta of the Great Head Y. C. was sailed
on Aug. 6 over 9 and 1\i mile courses in a fresh S. W. breeze that
struck in just as the gun was fired. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Owl, J. S. Cushing 25.00
SECOND CLASS.

Eureka, E. B. Rogers 20.02
Eclipse, D. W. Belcher 20.01

THIRD CLASS.
Nellie May, T. J. Young .21.06

Marion, A. W. Chesterton 20.06

Fancy. Cade and Mitchell 20.03
Phallas, W. A. Garrett 19.00

FOURTH CLASS.
Scud, Lyman Weston 18.00
Mischief, Edward Belcher 16.07

Bertha, S. H. Cann 17.02

Gracie, C. B. Belcher. 16.10

I. X. L., C. H. Smith 16.06

Eureka was disqualified for fouling a mark.
The judges were Vice Commodore J. S. Cushing, C. P. Flagg

and R. J. TombB.
BEVERLY Y. C. SPECIAL RACE.—Mr. John Lee Carroll has

telegraphed that Minerva will enter t he special race of the Beverly
Y.C on Aug. 16. Gossoon and Ventura have also entered, with
six in the 30ft. class. The championship race has been postponed
to Aug. 23.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 44 10 1 15 18

1 13 25 0 44 48
1 16 05 0 47 22

1 16 55 0 49 41
1 24 00 0 55 44
1 26 35 0 58 03
1 30 05 1 00 08

1 06 20 0 44 49
1 07 07 0 45 04
1 10 10 0 43 39
1 11 05 0 49 16
Withdrawn.
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NEW YORK Y. R. A.
THE CEDABj POINT AFFAIR.

APROPOS of the account in last week's issue about the cruise
of thB N. Y. Y. R. A., in which we said, "The fl et had been

speciallv invited last week to visit the Cedar Point Y. C. and take
part in its regatta on Wednesday, aud with this in view the orders
were to sail at 8:30 for Cedar Point, the run not counting as a race.
The fleet stopned for a short time at Cedar Point, but just at the
start of the race the visiting yachtsmen weighed anchor and
stood on for Bridgeport, to the disappointment of their hosts, who
had gone to much trouble in order to entertain them during the
day and evening. This action caused much dissatisfaction on the
part of the Cedar Point Y. C. as no explanation was made for it."
Com. A. J. Prime, the president of the Association, who acted as
admiral during the cruise, in a conversation made the following
statement to us:
"At a meeting of the Association some months ago the Roton

Point Y. C. invited the Association while on Its cruise to stop at
Cedar Point and take part in its regatta on July 30. No further
notice was received from this club. While the fleet was at Roton
Point on July 39, at a meeting of the captainp, I was asked to give
some information as to the regatta next day at Cedar Point. I
replied that I had not heard a word about it yet, but I certainly
expected that during the day some one from the Cedar Point
club would be there to see me, and as soon as I heard I would call
another meeting, but in case we did not bear we would stop at
Cedar Point on our way to Bridgeport. The secretary of the
Association informed me that he had a letter from the Cedar
Point Y. C, saying they would have a tug at Roton Point the next
morning tn tow us to Cedar Point. In the evening while at a Dall
at Roton Point, a man came to me and said that great prepara-
tions were being made at Cedar Point to receive us. I told him I
was waiting to hear sometbing about it, as none of us knew any-
thing about the race. He then told me be was the vice-commo-
dore of the club and I asked him to come on board my boat at 7
o'clock the next morning and tell me about it, so I could inform
the yachts, and be promised so to do. Wednesday morning 1
arose early to see this party, but he failed to appear, and just
after the 8:30 preparatory gun was fired 1 saw him sailing by in a
yacht and hailed him and asked why he did not come and seeme as
promised, and he replied that "he did not have time," and sailpcl
away. Several of the yachts were prepared to tow to Cedar Point,
but at 9 o'clock no tug appeared and I gave the starting signal,
and we all sailed to Cedar Point and anchored. We waited over
an hour for some officer or committee to wait onus and give some
welcome and explanation as to the race, butthe only word I heard
from the club was from some person in a little launch as he passed
hy, saying, "Have yon got your number?" and I replied that we
were waiting to laarn something about the race; but I learned
nothing further, and I cannot conceive what use my schooner
wanted of a number, as she was the only schooner present . Mr.
Cameron, the fleet captain, informs me that the same question
was asked of him, and he suggested that the committee should
call on the admiral and explain about the race. After waiting
over an hour for some recognition from the Cedar Point club, I
gave the signal to proceed, aud we sailed to Bridgeport."
It would seem, therefore, that there was a misunderstanding

somewhere, and unless some explanation is made byT the Cedar
Point Y. C. we do not see that the fleet erred in leaving. We are
certain from Com. Prime's large experience in the yachting world
and his great interest in the success of the Association that he
would not have acted discourteously under any circumstances.

HULL Y. C.

THE second championship race of the Hull Y. 0. was sailed
Monday off Point Alierton in a very light easterly breeze and

over the same 18-mile triangular course used in Saturday's race.
Almost a flat calm prevailed in the forenoon, but the boats were
towed to the starting line by the judges' steamer.Wesley A. Gove,
and were started when the breeze sprung up soon after 13 o'clock.
The first class got away at 13:25, the Albatross leading and Nim-
bus close astern. The second class got away in a bunch five min-
utes later, the order being Hawk, Harbinger, Mignon and Pil-
grim. The windward leg to Davis's Ledge was a pretty piece of
work, and some excellent sailing was done.
Nimbus was first round the buoy at. 1:48, and set her jibtopsail.

Hawk was 30 seconds behind and broke, nut a large jibtopsail and set
balloon staysail. Mignon luffed around at 1:50:30, hoisting balloon
jib in stops as she went around. Pilgrim followed at 1:51. Alba-
tross rounded at 1:51:30. and set jibtopsail. Mignon broke out bal-
loon jib two minutes after rounding, but the Pilgrim worked up
on Mignon's weather quarter before breaking hers out. Har-
binger had to make quite a tack to get out to the buoy, and did
not round until 1:55, breaking out balloon jib as she rounded. The
wind hauled to northward and eastward, and the Mignon soon
took in her balloon and set her jib topsail. Harbinger held on to
her balloon jib until 3:25, and apparently lost by holding to it so
long.
Tne breeze was fairly strong on the second leg, and the outer

stakeboat was rounded in the following order: Nimbus 3:11:00,

Hawk 3:40:80, Mignon 2:46:00, Pilgrim 2:47:30, Albatross 2:ft0:g0,

Harbinger 2:53:30. The first class, oy mut ual agreement, carried
no spinakers, while the second class ail set theirs. The Harbinger
did the quickest, work on her light sails all through the race and
broke her spinaker out as she rounded the stakeboat. The others
were all slow setting theirs. Hawk carried balloon jib also. The
wind lightened all the time, and at times the race was almost a
drift. The wind finally hauled again and spinakers were taken
in, Harbinger setting hers again about a mile from the finish.
Hawk crossed the line first at 3.55:51, followed by Pilgrim at 1:00:57

Mignon came third at 4:03:08, Harbinger, which had run well,
coming next at 4:11:21, then the first class boats, Nimbus at 4:11:50

and Albatross almost drifting across the Hue at 4:30:37. Hawk
Wins leg and the championship in ber class. Nimous wins leg
and must sail off with Albatross. Summary:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Actual. Corrected.

Nimbus, J. J. Souther 34.04 3 31 50 2 49 04
Albatross, J. J. Henry 34.03 3 50 27 3 07 20

SECOND CLASS.
Hawk, G. Dexter 31.04 3 10 51 2 23 50
Pilgrim, E. W. Dixon 28. OS 3 15 47 2 24 40
Mignon, H. Babson >;•->. u 0.-. 2 30 ho

Harbinger, .L R. Hooper 28.01 3 26 21 3 34 14
The judges were Messrs. J. A, Stetson, W. A. Cary, E. C. North,

J. R. Chadwick and E. L. Burweil.
We nave cups for every class. In the first class, 27 to 35ft., cup

valued at $150, and second prize 850. Other classes cups only.
We shall also offer a cup valued at S1S0 for forty footers, making
it open; all the other cups being for club boats.
Tnere will probably be the same provision as the Beverly Club

made, namely, that the Minerva must sail. The Gossoon belongs
to the club. The race will come off after the Corinthian series,
and the official circular will soon be issued.
The forty-foot and first class will sail on one day over an out-

side course, and the other classes on another day over inside
courses.
AJ1 cups won in a single race. No two out of three.—W. A. C.

GOSSOON AND MINERVA.
THE New York Times of Aug, 4 contains the following inter-

view with Gen. Paine:
"There appear to be many conflicting opinions about the respec-

tive merits of the two boais, but it is very plain that no one believes
that the Gossoon has any wide margin over the Scotch cutter.
"Gen. Charles J. Paine, owner of the Volunteer, followed the

jrace very closely, and he says be is convinced that the Gossoon is

the fastest boat of the two. The General explained his view of
the contest to-day to The Timers correspondent, and it appears
that he thinks the Gossoon was fiomewhat handicapped by her big
clubtopsail in the latter part of the race where the Minerva gained
on her.
'"You see, the wind freshened considerably in the latter part of

the windward work, 1 said Gen. Paine, 'and under these conditions
the Gossoon's ciunt.opsa.il might not have helped her any. The
Minerva earned her small clubtopsail. It is pretty hard to ac-
count for the Gossoon's rapid gain in the first hour of sailing, con-
sidering that the Minerva did so well out toward the windward
mark. The tide might have helped the Gossoon some, and possibly
the wind favored ner, althougn it certainly looked as tnougn she
was beating the Minerva on her merits.'
" Speaking of the class of forty -foot yachts, the General said:

'I have never departed from my belief that the Lord has made
tnings so that the nigh-powered boa's can win, notwithstanding
the Minerva has been successful. I do not mean to say that the
present boats of high power can beat the Minerva, but I think that
power will win if put into a proper model, and if everything aboard
the boat is rigut. On the other hand, I would not like to see rules
adopted which would bar out boats of moderate power.'
" 'Then you believe in classifying yachts by their racing lengths?'

inquired the reporter.
if>%6S, I do, provided sail area it not tweed too heavily,'

" 'Then, is there no limit to the economic use of power?' he was
asked.
" 'Yes. Po.wer may be carried to an extreme, but I do not believe

it has been so carried in any of the present forty-footers for racing
purposes. I do think, however, that carrying power to such an
extreme as is found in some forty-footers is undesirable, and I
would be glad to see some rules adopted by the leading yacht clubs
which would prevent this excess.'
"In speaking further of the Gossoon, Gen. Paine said that she is

sure to improve. Her deck and spars will dry out, which will help
her some, and she will be generally tuned up. Her light construc-
tion is unquestionably to her advantage over the Minerva, but then
she has got that now and cannot be improved upon in this respect."
The following is from the Boston Globe of Aug. 3:

"No doubt the victory of the Minerva is a disappointment to
American sympathizers, but it will have a good effect on the 40-
foot racing this year. If the Gossoon had won everything from
the start she would have stopped racing in the 40-foot class as
effectually as the Minerva did last year. It is strange how fleet-
ing a thing fame is. After the first victory of the Gossoon -over
the Minerva nine-tenths of our yachtsmen had settled down to
the belief that the latter was 'done.' In spite of her continued
success over all the American forties she was sent to the rear as
quickly as if she had never won a race. Now that she has reas-
serted herself people are reminded of what a very fast boat she is.

and how impossible it seemed to beat hpr a f«w weeks ago. The
fact that we now have a boat that is fully as fast as the Minerva
shows a great stride in the direction of speed, and we should be
well contented if the new American flyer can take half the races
from the swift forty.
"Charles F. Adams, 2d, the helmsman of the Gossoon, is very

frank in talking about the race. He says:
" 'I think that the Minerva fairly outsailed us after the breeze

freshened. Up to the time we forced her about we had gained a
good deal, but from that time she got away from us a little all the
time. We could foot as last as Bhe could and possibly a trifle faster,
but she pointed higher all day than we did. With regard to over-
standing the mark, we thought we did the right thing at the time,
but thinking it over since, I am inrlined to think we did lose a
little by it. She would have crossed our bow if we had tacked, and
we did want to be under her lee on the laBt tack for the mark. We
had made u p our minds to tack just when she did, and if she hadn't
tacked we should have come about in a few seconds anyhow.'
"Capt, Charles Barr of the Minerva looked happy, as Was natural

under the circumstances. On being congratulated on his victory,
he said:
" 'It's not much to talk about; it was altogether too close to be

pleasant. Some people have told me that it was a fine race, but I
didn't see the fun of it. It was much better fun before the Gos-
soon came into the racing.'

"

PLEON Y. C. SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP, Aug 6.-The second
championship race of the Pleon Y. C. was sailed off Marblehead on
Aug. 6 in a light S.W. wind and under sunny skies, iu spite of a
threatening morning. The times were:

FIKST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.'

Oswa, H. A. Hildreth 19.04 1 42 09 1 30 53
Composite, Mclntyre 21.06 1 41 30
Edith. S. W. Sleeper .. .17.08 1 47 13 1 34 01
Milo, E. C. Mason 17.08 1 50 34 1 37 23
Snail, A. G. Wood 15.07 Withdrawn.

SPECIAL CLASS
Minna, J. H. Norris 16.08 1 28 30 1 18 44
Don, Blaney & High 16.04 1 31 50 1 22 29

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOABDS.
Banjo, J. I. Tavlor 17.05 1 19 18 I 10 20
Wasp, B. B. Orowniushield 14.07 1 21 37 1 10 23
Monnie. .1. W. Dunlap 13.07 1 30 06 1 17 56

Reba. Poole 14.10 1 39 07
SECOND CLASS—KEELS.

Sheila, W. Jackson 13.06 1 29 17 1 17 03
Midget, H. Jackson 12.06 1 30 55 1 17 37
Esteile, C. Pierce 12.11 1 34 14 1 31 33
Sheila and Banjo having each won two legs, take the champion-

ship in their classes. Oswa and Composite were both protested
by Edith, and the winner will be announced later. Minna and
Don now each have one leg for the championship of the special
class. The judges were Frank Toole and A. G. Wood.

DORCHESTER Y. C. FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 6.-The
first of a series of thrpe championship races held by the new
Dorchester Y. C. was sailed off Harrison Square on Aug. 6, the
times being:

FIBST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Montezuma, G. E. Curry 33.01 2 11 38 1 37 53
Rival, W. S. Nickerson 26.05 2 12 25 1 43 23

SECOND CLASS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.03 1 30 51 0 59 31

Flora Lee, C. D. Launing 16.11 1 31 43 1 01 17
Tantrum, J. F. Small 14.08 1 38 04 1 04 26
Jackdaw, G. Lewis 18.02 1 34 28 1 08 33
Viento, C. B. Pear 16.09 1 39 59 1 09 25
Mirage, G. K. Dearborn 17.05 Withdrawn.
Scamp, H. N. Nute 18.04 Withdrawn.

SPECIAL CLASS.
Pansy, J. T. Preston Not taken. 0 59 17
Cowslip. J. Longstreet Not taken. 11115
Violet, H. W. Smith Not taken. Withdrawn.
The judges were Hartford Davenport, James E. Swan, Henry D.

Wing, M. W. Davison; regatta committee, C. E. Bockus, H.W.
Burr, H. W. Smith, F. C. Blanehard, D. H. Mason.

ROCHESTER Y. C. MADGE CUP.-The first race this season
for the cup presented last, by Messrs. Wolters and won then by
Madge, was sailed on July 31 over a course of five miles to lee-
ward and return on Lake Ontario. The wind had been strong
S.W., but fell considerably before the start. The times were:
Hippie 3:04:55, Vol Qette 3:08:21, Majei 3:10:33, Edith 3:10:51, Armida
3:11:02, Fascination 3:11:14. The order at the turn was Ripple,
Velnette, Fascination, Mujel, Armida and Edith. Ripple lost her
topmast through some trouble with the backstay. On the beat
home the wind freshened, and Fascination, in taking in her top-
sail, had a bad knock down. Velnette finally won on corrected
time, the elapsed times being:

Start, Finish. Elapsed.
Ripple 3 04 55 4 50 24 1 45 29
Majel 3 10 33 4 48 40 1 38 07
Fascination. . 3 11 14 4 53 02 1 41 48
Velnette 3 08 21 4 47 38 1 39 17

Armida 3 11 02 5 07 00 1 55 58
Edith 3 10 51 4 50 29 1 39 38

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. C—First cup race, Aug. 9, course No. 1.

Weather cloudy, wind easy and moderate, tide flood:
FIBST CLASS.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed. Correc'd.
Tantrum, J. F.Smalll.15.00 4 00 5 16 05 1 16 05 1 16 05
Nellie, J. O'Leary 14.11 4 00 5 30 55 1 20 55 1 20 50
Lottie, S. H. Rich 14.06 4 00 5 37 40 1 37 40 1 37 07

SECOND CLASS.
Bessie,W. C. Cherr'tonl2.11 4 05 5 26 50 1 21 50 1 19 33
Skeeter,S. N. Small... .12.11 4 05 5 40 00 1 35 00 1 32 43
The wind at the start was moderate. About half an hour after

the start it died out considerable. The Tantrum turned the buoy
first and took the lead and held it to the finish. In the second class
Bessie took the lead and beat her competitor handsomely. Win-
ners: First class, first leg, Tantrum; second class, first leg, Bes-
sie. Judges, M. W. Ransom, J. A. O'Leary, Jas. F. Barry.

CAROLINA Y. C. 2D REGATTA, JULY 28,-Weather fair;
wind light from S,; tide ebb:

Length. Start. Finish.
Lillian-Florence, H. M. Bowden 16.02 4 20 00 6 47 10
Vixen, E. S. Latimer 19.08 4 13 30 6 43 36
Pirate, Norwood Giles 19,09 4 23 35 6 34 13
Peggotty, Harry Walters 20.03 4 23 52)^ 6 39 36
Pirate won in first class, and Lillian-Florence in second class.

Owing to lack of space on our course, which prevents a "flying
start," yachts are given their time allowance at the start, being
sent off in detail. Regatta committee, R. N. Sweet, M. S> Willard,
H. N. Parsley. Judges, Col. Stanhope E. Blunt, U.S.A., Col.
Beuchan Cameron, N.C.S.G., D. M. Williams.

GANANOQUE REGATTA.—Clayton, N, Y., Aug. O.-Tbe Gan-
anoque (Ontario, Can.) regatta for sailing skiffs, advertised for
Thursday, the 7th iust., but postponed on account of light weather,
was held to-day in a heavy wind. Five of the fastest ooats on the
St. Lawrence River started with the following result:
Yankee Doodle, St. Lawrence R, S., C. & S. L. Co., Clayton, N.Y..1
Choctaw, F. Jones, Broekville, Ont- .- ,3

I. O. U., F. Hawley. Kingston. Ont 3
Cyclone, — . Lasha, Gananoque, Ont 0

Y. kwa, —.Nicholson, Gananoque, Ont 0
Arietta B., R. Bullock, Gananoque, Ont 0

Yankee Doodle was a mile ahead of the second boat, and once
more demonstrates that the ohanjpiosship for Bt. Lawrence River
iklfh beloa*. to CiaytoB, N. Y.

AN EXPERT OPINION.-The New York papers have not hesi -

tated to handle the classification question without gloves during
the past year, the work of the various committees coming in for
pretty severe criticism. How much the most of this was worth is

shown from the following editorial from the New York World,
which certainly surpasses in absurdity anything that has been
published for a very long time: "We are glad to note that 30
eminent, an authority as Gen. Paine agrees with the World as to
taxing of sail power. As Gen. Paine says. 'Power will wiu if put
into a proper model and if everything aboard the boat is right.'
Power in a yacht is the power of sail. Other things being equal,
the hull which has the ability to carry the greatest sail area will
win, and she ought to win. Given two hulls, each 40ft, long, one
carrying a boom 5ft. longer than the other, and having 4ft. more
hoist, this hull will have the advantage of somewhere near 20ffc.

more of sail area and must win unless there is some great awk-
wardness in her model. To tax the superior sail-carrying capac-
ity of this boat in order to make her more like her rival is to
destroy the technical value of a yacht race. Aside from the
physical invigoration of the sport, the interest would be largely
that aroused by a game of chance. To tax sail power is like tax-
ing the. endurance of a trotting horse to bring him down to an -

equality with his less capable rival."

MIST—WILDCAT—On Aug. 5 a very close match race was
sailed at Monument Beach in a double-reef southwester hetween 1

Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr., B. Y. C. 26.08 sailing length, and Wildcat,
S. P. Hill, of Monument Beach. 26.04 sailing length. Course was
from Monument Beach to and around West Island Buoy and re-
turn, h% nautical miles to windward and return. The match
was sailed without allowance, boat for boat, although under B. I

Y. C. rulps Mist would allow 62 seconds. Wildcat started Zb sec- I

onds ahead, but Mist finally got a trifling lead, though Wildcat
was close after her. Running home Mist shook out one reef and
Wildcat shook out both. Mist crossed line 83. ahead, winning by '

33s. actual time; a close race for a 31-mile course. Under B. Y. C.
[

rules Wildcat would have won by 30s.

JESSICA.—On the night of Aug. 6 the new cutter Jessica ar- 1
rived at New York from Fairlie, which port she left on July 3.

[She was brought out by Capt. James Rltcnie with a mate, Archi- 1

bald Paton, and a crew of two. She had rather a hard passage,
|

with head winds. Her cruising rig will be replaced by a racing
suit somewhat larger than Minerva's. Jessica was designed for I

the 20-rating class, and is 46ft. l.w.l. and 10ft. 4in. beam.
CAPSIZED.—The centerboard sloop Lydia, of Yonkers, when I

near that place on Aug. 4, on her return from the New York Y. L

R, A. cruise, capsized suddenly and dropped her crew of four into
[

the Hudson. Tney were rescued by small boats.

lew ffntlimtian^

NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME.
ABOOK on the big game of North America.giving the habits and

the best method of hunting each species, has long been needed
and will be very welcome to alarge class of readers.
Some time ago, when it was announced that such a book was to

be published, containing articles on various species by a number
of weU-known writers, and edited by Mr. G. O. Shields, consider-
able curiosity was felt by hunters of large game as to what the
production would be. This volume had just made its appearance
and is now before us.

It is only a few years since the fashion was inaugurated of mak-
ing composite books on sporting subjects. The most imposing of
such books was "Sport with Gun and Rod," issued some years ago
from the press of the Century Company, but that was a booki
rather for the general reader than for the man who was above all
things a sportsman,
A book written on this plan, with articles from the pens of hunt-'

ers who may be called specialists as to the particular game which
they pursue, will probably serve its purpose better than one which
is the production of a single individual, even though he be well,
qualified for his task. At the same time it is plain that a book,
made on this plan suffers when looked at from a literary stand-
point. It is likely, unless it is edited with great care and skill, to
be a literary patchwork. However, it isnot from a literary stand-
point that, a hook of this character should be reviewed. This book
is for sportsmen, and, no matter how keen the literary sense of a
sportsman, he desires above all thing3 facts, aud these be is more
likely to get in this way than in any other. To him it matters
little if the style be crude and diffuse, so long, as it is intelligible
and reliable. He is not in search of literary excellence, but of ;

information, and the more detailed and exact that information is, 1

the more useful is the book.
Up to the present time no book has ever been published de-i

voted exclusively to the big game of America. Mr. Shields is
the pioneer in this di rectiou, the first man to carry out an idea*
that has tmdoubtedly occurred to many hunters. He has selected
for his contributors, as will be seen by the list given below, many,
men who are well known as contributors to the sporting press,
and among these are a considerable number who are perhapai
moTe competent than any others to write on the species that havei
been assigned to them. While this is true, it is equally so that in!
a number of cases very grave errors have crept into the accounts
of the habits given of certain animals, but notwithstanding such-
blemishes in the work, it can fairly be said that "The Big Game:
of America" ought to have a place in the library of every man
who uses the rifle.

The contents of this massive volume of nearly 600 pages with
the names of the authors are given in the. following list: Intro-:
duction by Hon. John Dean Caton; Moose Hunting in the Rocky;
Mountains, Newton Hibbs; Elk Hunting in the Olympic Moun-:
tains, W. A. Perry; The Wapiti (poem), " Wah-bah-mi-mi"; The
Caribou, Wm. Pittman Lett; The. Woodland Caribou, Dr. R. B.:
Cantrell; The Mule Deer. Rev. Joshua Cooke: The Mule Deer ofi
Southern California, T. S. Van Dyke; The Columbia Black-tailed
Deer, Thos. G. Farrel; the Virginia Deer, Walter M. Wolfe; A
Deer Hunt. "Wah-bah-mi-mi"; Hunting the Grizzly Bear, W. S.t
Rainsford, D.D.; The Polar Bear, Sergt. Francis Long; A Polar
Bear Hunt, : Tne Black Bear, Col. Geo. D. Alexander; The
Buffalo, Orin Belknap; The Musk-Ox, H. Biederbiek; Still-Hunt-
ing the Antelope, Arthur W. DuBray; Coursing the Antelope
with Greyhounds, M. E. Allison; The Death of Venus (poem),
Wm. P. Lett; Tne Rocky Mountain Goat; John Fannin; The Pec-
cary, A. G. Requa; The Cougar, W. A. Perry; The Lynx, J. O. Nat-
trass; The Wolf, Wm. P. Lett; Coursing the Gray Wolf, D. S.
Cage; The Wolverine, C. A. Cooper; The Wildcat, Daniel Arrow-
smith; Coon Hunting m Southern Illinois, Daniel Arrowsmith;
Fox Hunting in Virginia, Dr. M. G. Ellzey; Alligator Shooting in
Florida, Cyrus W. Butler; The Ethics of Field Sports, Judge John:
Dean Caton and W. B. Leffingweil.
There is nerbaps room for a difference of opinion as to whether

animals like the peccary, the wolf, the lynx and wildcat should
be called game. Certainly the raccoon, fox and alligator ought
not to be included in this list, though the smaller cats and tue
gray wolf may perhaps belong there. The wolverine is properly
fur, and is not in anyr sense game; as weU include the fisher, the
badger or the ground hog.
It is quite impossible, within the limits of a review of this char-

acter, to go over all the chapters of this book and criticise them
as we should like to. It seems better to take up a single article-
one which treats of a species very familiar to all hunters in the
WT

est. and very easily killed, and to call attention to certain mis-
statements made about this animal which ought never to have
been permitted to appear in a work of this kind, which by many
of its readers will be regarded aa authoritative.
Mr. VV. A. Perry, in his chapter on elk hunting in the Olympic

Mountains, makes the statement that the elk, when about to shed
their horns, seek some secluded thicket and there rub the antlera
against a tree or bush until they have pushed them off. This-
statement is, of course, the reverse of true. The experience of all
observers shows that when the deer and elk lose their horns, thia
operation is wholly an involuntary one. The absorption which
takes place at the base of the antler weakens its attachment tc
the pedicel and the horn at length drops off by its own weight,
This dropping off of the horn has been frequently witnessed, and
the fact that bare mesas and hillsides in the Rocky Mountains
where elk have their winter feeding grounds, are often thickly
strewn with shed antlers, is additional evidence, if this wert
needed, that they do not. rub their horns against trees and bushes
to get rid of them. Still speaking ahout the horns, Mr. Pern;
says that when the horns have completed their growth and are
getting hard, and the elk commence rubbing off the velvet, "there
is evidently some microbe or insect in the velvet that irri-

tates the animal." We know of no evidence to support
this statement, and it Beems much more simple and rea-
sonable to suppose, as has been done by previous writers, tha'.

as the flow of blood becomes leas, the skin which surrounds 'tin-

horn itches like a healing wound, and that it is to relieve himself
from this irritation that the elk rubs off the velvet. In speaking
of the rutting season, the statement is ma^e that the band of elk
always acknowledges one leader, the largest and strongest bull in.

the herd) This of eeurs* is true ip a certain sense, but it is not
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true that the leader leads. Instead of being a leader he is a driver,
and in the rutung season always brings up the rear of tbe bunch,
prodding the laggine cows or calves with his sharp horns and
driving them before him as a cowboy drives a bunch of cattle.
At other seasons of the year the bulls are the first to run away,
but in the rufine season they are the last, always going about to
gather up all the bunch before they start to run. On page 50 it is
stated that the elk do not often feed at night but are stirring at
the earliest dawn. Tnis is not the case "in most parts of the
country. Elk are usually most active during the night, and
especially in the rutting seasou may be heard, especially on moon-
light nights, from shortly after dark until dawn, fighting, playing
in the water and feeding.
To these remarks it may be objected that the habits of a species

of wide range may differ in different parts of the country. 1 his is
true within certain limits. Habits affected by climate, such as
the times of rut and of birth of young, or habits of migration and
even hours of feeding, might vary according to the adventitious
conditions of the animal's life, but thes» conditions would not in-
fluence such a matter as the growth and shedding of the horns.
Exception may also be taken to Mr. Perry's apparent blood

thirstiness. In the accounts which he gives of bunting, he sneaks
as if it were a common thing for him to kill three pr four elk out
of a bunch, and again on page 67, he tells where he killed seven or
eight at one time. Such slaughter as this makes us think of the
turning loose among a band of elk of young city sportsmen who
had never before seen big game. It is certainly inexcusable in an
old hunter. The tendency to kill is naturally stroug euough in
every civilized heart, and the efforts of those who write as teach-
ers—for the instruction of those who have had less experience
than themselves—should be devoted to checking rather than to
encouraging this tendency. All of us who are sportsmen profess
to desire to preserv game rather than to slaughter it, and it is
unfortunate that this lessou has so far been forgotten in this
present work. As already implipd, similar comment might be
made on a number of other chapters in this book.
As might be expect ed in a volume of this kind, the articles are

of widely var.ving merit. Some of them appear to have been
originally written for this volume: others have at various times
in the past appeared in substantially the same form m snorting
papers. Such an article is that capital account of the buffalo,
written by Orin Belknap, and a most excellent story of mountain
goat hunting, by our friend- John Fannin, both of which have ap-
peared in FOBEST AND STREAM.
The illustrations which adorn the volume also vary widely in

merit. Some of them are extremely coarse and to our mind quite
unworthy of the work; others while not especially praiseworthy
from a standpoint of execution, are really very vivid and lifelike.
We may call especial attention to the picture in the article on the
mountain sheep, page 366, entitled "Mother and Son." It is in
many respects most excellent. So, the head of the musk ox is
capital. The figure of the mule deer on pae-e 156, entitled "Rest-
ing," is excellent, but what place has a picture of a Virginia deer's
head, entitled "The Portrait," page 152, in an article on the mule
deer. This cut seems to have been misplaced.
We have written at length of this book because it is in many

ways an important one, treating of a subject which has a very
great interest for a large class of readers. A work of this kind
made up on this plan can hardly fail to contain errors, yet on the
whole the "Big Game of North America" deserves great praise.

So far it stands by itself, without a rival, and we believe that it
will be extensively read not only in America, but in England as
well.

A STORY OF THE SEA.*
O KETCHES of sea life are to most readers interesting, partlyO because they treat of a phase of existence of which most
people know nothing by actual experience. Perhaps no one has
done so much to render this form of literature popular as Mr. W.
Clark Russell, whose stories easily stand in the front rank.
Mr. Patterson's "Captain of the Rajah" is a short story, but it

is well told in a simple yet vivid style, which reminds one some-
what of Mr. Russell. It turns on the adventures of the crew of a
schooner commanded by a captain who is drunken and brutal,
and the voyage terminates in the wreck of the vessel and the
death of all except the narrator of the tale.
The book contains about 130 cuts, ranging in size from full-page

illustrations to chapter initials and tail pieces. These sketches by
Mr. Sheppard are vigorous and lifelike, and add to the interest of
Hie volume.

*Ihe Ciptain of the Rajah, a Story of the Sea, by Howard
Patterson. Illustrated by Warren Sheppard. New York: Union
Square Publishing Company, 30 Union Square.

COLORADO SKETCHES.*

MR. FRANCE needs no introduction to readers of Forest and
Stream. Either by his own name or by his pseudonym,

'•Bourgeois," he has long been known as one of our most able and
entertaining contributors, and has given pleasure to thousands of
readers by his charming sketches of life in Colorado.
Mr. France is an old timer in Colorado and is thoroughly fam ilia r

with the scenes of which he writes. Besides this, which is much,
he has further the gift of a keen poetic sense and the rare ability
to express in charming and feeling language not only what he
sees and what he does, but also the reflection to which such sights
and actions give rise. Given such an unusual combination as this,
it is hardly necessary to say that the writings of its possessor will
be eagerly read.
The story of Mr. Dide treats of the adventures of a young tour-

ist in Colorado, whose attire, manners and language justify us in
calling him a "dude." There is a thread of story and a suggestion
o f love in the sketch; but its main incidents deal with what Mr.
Dide does while in camp with two old timers, who have gone off
for a month in the mountains. One of these is the author, and
the other may be conjectured to be another well known contribu-
tor to Forest and Stream, who was long editor of one of the
most important newspapers in Denver. Mr. Dide, notwithstand-
ing the prejudice that his appearance at first inspires, proves
himself a gentleman, and under the tuition of the author takes a
number of lessons in the art of angling. There is plenty of fishing
and a little shooting in the sketch, and a good deal of unobtrusive
instruction in the decencies of sport. There are plenty of men
who can write well enough of the "ethics of sport," but, we fear,

* Mr. Dide: His Vacation in Colorado, and Other Sketches. By
L. B. France, author of "Rod and Line," etc., etc. New York:
Bromfield & Company, 1890.

too few who put in practice what they preach as do the two prin-
cipal character of the book.
The adventures of Mr. Dide are told in 137 pages of the 259 which

make up this book. The remainiug sketches are "The Rivals of
Basset Bar," "The Owners of the Jack Pot Lode," and "Called."
In each of these the scene is laid in a mining camp, and the stories
deal with early mining days and show an accurate knowledge of
the occurrences of that period. Like "Mr. Dide," they are told
with rare felicity and show great feeling.
The charm which pervades Mr. F> ances' writings will be felt by

every oae who reads them, and this latest volume is recommended
as a thoroughly wholesome and altogether delightful book on out-
door life. It is illustrated by a number of plates of characteristic
western scenery.

^mwt\% to (^amspandmte.
F. L. T.j Washington D. C—Please inform me by your paper

who is the best live pigeon shot and who the best clav pigeon shot,
that is according to record. Ans. It is not known who are the
best shots.

E. T. M., East Boston.—I have just run across a French book
printed in 1830, entitled " Pecheur Francais." It tells all about
hatching trout. How long is it since we commenced in New York
to hatch fish? Ans. The first experiments in the artificial breed-
ing of fish in this country were made by Dr. Theodatus Garlick
and Prof. H. A. Ackley. in 1853. near Cleveland, O. It was not
until years later that the work was taken up systematically. The
Erench preceded other nations in this line of enterprise.
Salmo, Patersoa, N. J.—Please inform me if the introduction of

English brown trout and Loch Leven trout has proved a success in
this country. Ans. Yes, thes* trout have been distributed widely
over a large portion of our Eastern States and in some of the West-
ern ones, and have bred freely. They reach a large size and
possess all the good qualities of superior game fisb. We have no
native species of blactt spotted trout east of the Rocky Mountain
region, and these introduced species area great addition to our
resources.

H. A. L., Ogdensburg.—Having purchased an island in the St.
Lawrence river, we find at its head a large bed of rushes, growing
in from 3 to 8ft. of water. Any dead fish or other refuse matter
coming down the river is sure to lodge amid the rushes and if
there is any possible way, we propose to set them out. Ans.We cannot suggest a plan for the extermination of rushes, except
to cut them off as near the roots as possible. The roots are so
deeply and firmly fixed that the difficulty of eradicating the plant
must be very great.

A. A., St. Louis.— Will you please answer the following question:
Which is the fastest flyer, green-winged teal duck or a canvas-
back duck, and what is the speed of each ? Ans. It is believed
that the canvasback is the faster flyer, but the speed of neither
bird has ever been measured with any approach to accuracy. A
number of guesses have been made, but little definite is known.
Cross, in his "Fifty Years with Rod and Gun," estimates the
speed of the greenwing at from 80 to 100 miles per hour, and that
of the canvasback at from 80 to 120 miles per hour.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Paare Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes C Fevers,Congrestions, Inflammation
A.A. i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Masai Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.--Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
O.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. K..--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medieator, $7 . 0 0-

Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - . 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York.

fc"RADE MARK,

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

•For further particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of every description ofFISHING TAO£

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER
Forest & Stream File Binders

PRICE Sl.OO.
FOR SALTT. AT TTTTS nTTPTP-RI.

FINE

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

IVTot »old &it toy tlie 3MEa.nufa.otvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Stand for 82-pa<?e Catalogue of Arum and Ammunition.

THE GREAT ENCLI8H REMEDY.

Beecham's Pills
I

For Bilious and Nervous Disorders.

I

'«Worth a Guinea a Box"—out sold |

for 25 cents,
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Increasing; Sales Attest the Popularity ofTHE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KIJXrrJEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Everett Hayden, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington.
Illustrated by 23 Platcs. Price One Dollar,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 818 Browiwuy, New Terfc,
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SalmonJrout& Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OP PISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
If you cannot call on lis. mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston. Mass.
SEND FOE CATALO&TJE.

this Just qwce
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
world. Easily used aDd will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fi sh, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold, everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 33 Cedar Street, New York.

All Anglers know of "Chubb" and the high
reputation that his goods have obtained. If you
need a rod or other tackle, send direct to him and
get goods that are warranted.
His New Catalogue for 1890 contains description

of everything that you need; it also contains
articles on fisning, written by such well-known
writers as Dr. James A. Henshall, Petronella, W.
H. H. Murray, Geo. P. Goff, Norman, Bro. Gard-
ner and others.
Send 25 cents, and receive Catalogue, post paid.

This amount will be deducted from first order (if

accompanied with Coupon in book) for one dol-
lar's worth or more of our goods. Address

THOS H. CHUBB,
The Fishing Rod Manufacturer,

Post Mills, Vt.
Please mention Forest and Stream.

R. O'Shaughnessy & Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle,
COMBINATION WOOD RODS.

Communications regarding fishing cheerfully
and promptly answered.

85 Germain Street, Saint John. N. B.

A. H. DIRKES,
BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

PRICE'S

B^lSS line.
No. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO, PBI0E, 171 East 84th St,, flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

I T^T>OF TROUTLlvM <& SALMON

CO. DURHAM, ENGLAND.

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fas t as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the line slowJy if the

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.

Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other
reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

Established 1837.

J. B. CROOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsmah.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY. '

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Eeflecting Lamps.
With Silver Plated toco-

motive Reflectors.
For Night Hunting and

Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Daah Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSOI, Qffiei. 65 Fulton St., I.T.

Cook's Marjoram Cream Is a Capital thing,

To soothe inflammation, a bite or a sting;

When this sovereign remedy Is used in the part,

Good-bye to an ache, Irritation or smart.

Rheumatism, Bruises, Swellings,
Stiff Joints, Sun Burn, Poison by
Ivy or Sumach, Bites and Stings of
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Hornets,
Sore, Tender or Fetid Feet, Corns,
Chafed Skin, etc., etc. It acts like
magic. TRY IT.

Sojourners by the sea or in the mountains,
Tourists, Sportsmen, Fishermen, don't fail to
take a supply with you.

Price, 35 Cents a Bottle.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AND AT OFFICE,
62 Cohtiandt Street, N. Y.

ISLAND FOR SALE.
The finest island in Penobscot Bay, of 275 acres,

two cottages in good repair, barn, small yacht,
rowboats, etc. Heavily wooded; could be cut up
into many beautiful building sites. Can be vis-
ited on way to Bar Harbor. Write to C, care of
F. Hussey, 135 West 30ch street, New York. It

Chinese Golden Pheasants,
In splendid plumage; domesticated; $25 per pair.
Cocks, superb, $12 each; young, $11 per pair.
JAMES MOR.RISON, Mr. Schieffelin's place,
Tarrytown, N. Y. aug7,2t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville. Wis.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street, New York.

LIVE Wm^^KAJREs'(Lepus Arnericanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. 6. RICH, Bethel,
Ma. fl<M»1«.tf

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
=tend stamp for circular and price list. dec!3,6m

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st... N.Y. City.

WANTED ALIVE—THREE BUCK DEER
and 200 quail for breeding purposes.

GOODALE & FRAZAR, Taxidermists, 93 Sud-
bury street, Boston, Mass. julyl0,6t

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,

boots or snnes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vnelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., KnoxviUe, Tenn.

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

FOB

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 264 pages 52 plates. Price 82.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Nbw Yokk N. T.

Condon: DAVIE8 & CO., 1 Finch Ii»ne.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as nsual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. t. 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72

No. 1, Gysame as above but is German Silver Mounted ' 3 32

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete m wood form, length

8£, 9, 9§, 10ft
,
weight 9, 10£, 12, 13oz Price

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., Weight 20oz

No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint ..

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Sliding Click, Nicko! Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. : 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53e. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15e. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c. ;
3ft., doz.j 45c.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
fckmd 8c. stain '.for Illustrated Catalogue lor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.

2 72
3 82
2 75
3 75
90c.
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J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.'S

LATEST TRIUMPHS^SMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grains.

Bullet, 86 grains.

Send for 54-page Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,
and the Special Circular on .25-
CALIBRE STEVENS KIM
and CENTRAL, EIRE CAR-
TRIDGES.

Originated by this Company.

"TTTB are now prepared to fill orders for .25-Calibre rifles to take either the

VV Central Fire or the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire Cartridge.
Riflemen having Stevens .22-Calibre rifles, with rusted or worn out barrels, can
have them rebored and rifled for the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire,
,25-Calibre Cartridge.

ALL THE FAMOUS PISTOL
SHOTS OF AMERICA USE

LORD MODELS"

STEVENS PISTOES.
They are the Most Accurate Pistols Made.

CONLIN MODEL GOULD MODEL
Weight

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL GO.,
P.O. BOX

4102,

DIAMOND MODEL

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS

RIM FIRE.
STEVENS SPECIAL. Pow.
der charge, 10 grs. Bullet, 67 grs.

HUNTERS AND FISHER-
MEN unhesitatingly select the

Stevens Pocket Rifles
for Small Game shooting. The
most wonderful fire-arm ever pro-
duced.

Sportsmen's Clothier;
^.lso clothing iefoir

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

<*3*awttl SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.

:

to*4S^*^^ Write for IEXCSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of h/m
a Shooting Coat ; is p\

1

comfortable for hot fipl
weather shooting, UhJ*

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas $2 50
8 ounce Canvas $2 00
Light-weight gl 75

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all lands of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMENWAT, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

WE MANUFACTURE

Brough's Radiating Centerboards,

Best's Releasing Anchor,
And the Only Complete Line ot

Boating Hardware in
the World.

Catalogues and circulars on application.

W. R. BAKER M'F'G CO.,
26, 38 & 30 Newell St., Watertown, N. T.

Canvas Canoes!
The best canoes in the world for use on rivers

or lakes, in salt or fresh water. Built in lengths
from 14 to 20ft., width 28 to 46ins., weight from
30 to 1351bs. Modeled after the old Indian canoes,
canvas covered. Prices from $20 to $75. For full
description, etc., address

E. H. GKERRISH,
Bangor, Maine.

The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Manufacturing Go.

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send for cata-
logue. Spring Lake, Ottawa Co., Mich.

HIGGINS & GIFPORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

;

Manufacture to order Yachts, 'Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.
The yacht Muriel, yawl rigged, specially

adapted for the St. Lawrence and Gulf; 43ft. over
all, 13ft. 6in. beam, 5ft. 2in. draft. Standing keel,
plenty of headroom in cabin. Comfortable
berths for four (besides crew). Patent w. c.
Well found in every respect and a good sea boat.
Apply to J. D. GILMOUR. Quebec, Canada.
Arrangements can be made for the exclusive

right of fishing on a good salmon and trout river
on the St. Lawrence.

Steam Yachts & Launches.

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York.

Class C Canoes For Sale.
New Everson canoe, 15ft.X36in., complete with

all .fittings, including Fly sails of large size; the
very best that money can buy; has never been
under sail; price $150. Reason, no time to use.
Now at. Brooklyn C. C. house, Bay Ridge. Also
canoe 14^ft.v40in., fullv found. Price $75. Now
at Wallin & Gorman's, Bay Ridge. JOHN
THORNTON, JR., 45 Mercer street. New York.

FOR SALE.—CRUISING CANOE, 17x40,
built 1889 by Joyner; sails and everything

ready for use; fast, and able. Inquire CAPT.
ELDRIDGE, Atlantic Y.C., ft. 55th St., Brooklyn.

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.,
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y-

S. E. Cor. ?3d st.

(Established I860.)

mi mi ran vi

Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals
a specialty.

COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.
No. 3 North William Street,

Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

Exercise at Home.
The stanlari Chest Weight.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used In all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-
trations how it Is used, mailed free.
Address Narragansett Mch. Co., 43
Sprague St., Providence, U.I.

A Splendid Book for Summer Beading.

Camp Life in the Wilderness.
A volume that meets with favor from all,

young or old. Th^ scene of the story is in that
charming locality of Maine, the Rangeley Lakes
region. _ Send for it to take with you on your out-
ing; 224 pages. 30 appropriate illustrations, neat
cloth binding, price $1. Illustrated catalogue of
books for sportsmen and tourists mailed for 6cts.
JAMAICA PUB. CO., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting of COAT, VEST, PAMTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - 8.75
CORDUBOT SUIT, Good Quality. Beady Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 35.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D, with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

QEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street, Chioago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. Gt. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co.,

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful and comprehensive cata-
logue of 210 pages, 9x12 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,
Photographic Supplies, Cycles and Gun Goods. This
book is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes by
well-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.

Useful £ Entertaining; Books

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling1

. By C. Bowyer Vaux 1.00
Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) l.OO
Training vs. Breaking-. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. andS. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and tlie Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden.. 1.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leffingwell

, 2.50
Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or
send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVTES & CO. London England.

THOS. ROWLAND,
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

AI.SO MOOSE, EJ,K, DEER HEADS, ETC.
No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. Near Thirteenth Street. V^W YORK.

By " 33Q"@SSXXl.lA.l3EL."

FOR SALE BY FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Charles Daly Automatic Hammerless.

Made under DEELEY'S PATENT, the strongest and simplest, equal in every particular to any other
AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS costing DOUBLE the price. No. 150, price $175. No. 250, Diamond Quality,
price $2115. Charles Daly Hammerless, $100 to $225.

Charles Daly Three-Barrel Gun.

ShotgunSizes

10, 12 & 16-BOEE.

Lcutli of Barrel,

23 to 30 Inch.

Rifle Sizes

.32W.G.F., .32-40, .38-55,

.40-70, .45-70.

feislls, 8 to IODl

THESE GUNS HAVE DRIVEN ALL OTHERS OUT OF THE MARKET. IP YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ONE,
INSIST UPON YOUR DEALER ORDERING IT. SHOOTING QUALITIES AND FINISH PERFECT.

NEW MAIL
OFFERED AS THE

BCAKTDSOMBST
AND

BEST SAFETY
IET PRODUCED.

Spring fork; very easy. A direct
vertical spring1

, allowing front wheel
to run perfectly true, No yielding
of forks sidewavs. A coiled spring
inside fork column.

Rear axle hand brake (cannot
spatter mud on chain), very power-
ful.

The only wheel with Trigwell's
Patent Ball Head. All parts inter-
changeable.

PRICE, $135,00.

SOLE AGENTS
FOR THE

GALES SAFETY
All Ball-Bearing. $75.00.

SPECIAL AGENTS
FOR THE

JUNIOR
AND

GAZELLE.

WRIGHT & DITSON'S LAWN TENNIS.
A. J. REACH CO.'S BASE BALL.

SEND FOR COMPLETE SPORTING GOODS CATALOGUE.

SCH0VERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.
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Good Things to Come.

Here is a partial programme of what will be

given to the readers of this journal during the next

few weeks.

In our next issue we shall publish the first part (to

be concluded the week after) of a lively account of

shore shooting

—

Around Cape Hatteras,

written for the Forest and Stream by "Chasseur."

In the same number will be begun the publication of

a series of illustrated papers descriptive of

The Clubs of the St. Clair Flats.

Written by Mr. E. Hough, illustrated, and relating

to one of the most famous shooting and fishing local-

ities in the West, these papers cannot but prove of

sustained interest. In the same number we shall

also print the first one of a series of chapters entitled

Trapping Days,

from the pen of Orin Belknap, and relating his ex-

perience as a trapper in that region lying in the

Dakotas, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa, which Mr.

Belknap declares to have been the finest trapping

ground for furred animals in the United States.

CAGES IN PLACE OF BULLETS.
"DEARS haTe become abundant in the National Park.

While protecting other game, the Government has
provided also a refuge for the large species of vermin,

and has insured for them an abundant supply of food in

the elk, and deer, and buffalo in the Park limits.

At Norris Geyser Basia last summer, one of the regular

sights was to go out behind the hotel and see them come
down out of the timber to feed on the kitchen refuse.

They were as tame as so many hogs, and quite as regular

at their meals.

It will be remembered that when the question of Adi-

rondack deer hounding was before the New York Legis-

lature some years ago, Paul Smith or some other hotel

landlord who wanted to insure his guests the privilege of

driving deer into water to be clubbed to death, gravely

argued before the Assembly committee that it was in fact

beneficial to the deer to be run by dogs; for the running
was only a healthy form of exercise, which made them
strong and healthy and sharp-witted and keen-scented

and alert and competent to take care of themselves and
to get away from the still-hunters; in short the persistent

and unflagging hounding of deer was held up to be a

most efficacious mode of preserving them. We presume
that an equally good case might be made out for the

grizzlies and other carnivors in the National Park, which
by getting the better of and devouring the weak, aged,

decrepit and infirm elk and deer and buffalo, would
weed out all such inferior stock and insure the survival

of the fittest.

But all such theories aside, it has been officially decreed

that the bear supply must be diminished; and authority

having been given to the Superintendent, Scout Wilson
has been deputed to. make away with some of the super-

fluous Ephraims. Now, if the Government has more
bears than it can find profitable use for in one of its pre-

serves, instead of killing them in this way, why should
it not transfer them to some of its other wild animal pre-

serves, the National Zoological Park, at Washington, for

instance ? This is, indeed, a very good opportunity for

the authorities at Washington to secure a series of living

bears, lynxes, wildcats, and other wild animals for their

collections at the Capitol. If the Superintendent of the

Park has authority to kill these animals, no doubt he is at

liberty to trap them ; and if the Zoological Park authorities

would send out to him some cages and a little money
with which to hire men for the work, he could no doubt,

at the proper season, supply a fine series of living bears.

THE GIFFARD GAS ARM.
n^HE announcement of the invention by a French mech-

anician of an arm in which the change of condition

from the liquid to the gaseous form of carbonic acid gas

is made to do service as an explosive, has created no small

interest among riflemen and gun shooters as well. Mili-

tary men and civilian shots are alike concerned about this

last and cleverest demonstration of the efforts now push-

ing so vigorously forward in this special line of inventive

art. The main wonder is, to our mind, that the thing had
not long since been brought out. Years ago in discussing

the antiquated character of black powder we remarked
that the improvement most needed, especially in small

arms, was not in the direction of better mechanical de-

vices, breech actions, safety clutches, and all that, but in

the abolition of the black powder cartridge, with its

heavy, cumbrous form and many dangerous qualities

and the multitude of objections connected with its use.

A mere wafer of explosive material, we said, ought to

be sufficient to send the bullet on its course.

M. Giffard has gone a step further: he has utilized a

material which has been known in every working labor-

atory for years. The great iron or steel cylinders into

which the. liquefied gas was forced and confined were
the prototypes of the little cylinder which M. Giffard

places beside the breech of his gun and draws on drop by
drop for his propelling power. All that is necessary to

send a bullet on its mission of destruction is a great body
of gas suddenly evolved and liberated in the rear of that

bullet as it rests in the gun chamber. Black powder does

this after a fashion with the simultaneous production of

a great volume of smoke and a residuum of soot and un-

burnt powder. The nitro-powders make this same vol-

ume of gas, or gaseous product, with somewhat less

smoke, but with other objectionable phenomena. There

are hundreds of unstable chemical compounds or mix-

tures which, under proper conditions, may be changed

from the solid or liquid conditions into greatly increased

volumes of gases. Many have been tried; not a few with
disastrous results, as propulsives in firearms. The Giffard

attempt rids itself of many of the uncertainties which
attend the use of chemical mixture. His liquid has been
made mechanically, and it is a simple reversion of the
force which liquefied it that enables it to do its work in
the cartridge chamber.
The experiments are as yet inconclusive, and on that

account much more is now claimed by the invention, or
at least claimed for it, than may be borne out by subse-
quent commercial test. It is certain, however, that this

latest invention will not go into the limbo of discarded
promises, so often the fate of clever inventions. It has
come to stay, either in a modified form or as a stepping-

stone to some other contrivance in the same line and
fully adapted to general use,

LUCK.
HPHE lucky sportsman is found in nearly every locality;
-* and is, in most cases, looked upon merely as a lucky
individual, while no thought is taken as to why he is thus
blessed above the ordinary man, who goes a-field with
dog and gun. He is lucky in always having a good dog,
a good gun; and above all, he is nearly always lucky in

obtaining a shot, while his companion? are generally in
the wrong places, and the birds persistently fly only in

the direction of the lucky one. It is generally in ruffed

grouse shooting that the lucky sportsman makes his

reputation. This king of birds is preternaturally wise
and wary; and when much hunted it takes a master hand
to cope with him, and it is no wonder the tyro sees noth-
ing but luck in his capture.

Now, while we all know that with every shooter good
luck often has ever so much to do with filling the
game bag, and that bad luck is a sweetly consoling factor

in accounting for slim results, the mistake people make
is in ascribing to uniform good luck what is actually the
fruit of skill and care and hunting sense. Luck plays

its part with all of us in the field, but good luck does not
persistently attend any one individual season after sea.-

son, to the making of his reputation; nor does bad luck

dog the steps of another year after year.

He who has the reputation of being a lucky sportsman,

then, is very rarely lucky in the sense that is ordinarily

understood, but he is indeed lucky in the possession of

perceptive faculties that enable him to do the proper thing

at the proper time. His dog is naturally no better than
others; but it has been handled in the manner that best

brings out its good qualities. His gun is not superior to

the guns of thousands of others, but the proper charge is

used in it, and that this is generally sent in the right di-

rection at just the right time, is to be credited, not to luck,

but to hunting sense. Of course the birds rise near him,

or if flushed by others, fly in his direction , but there is no
luck about it; he has been a close and careful student of

the game he seeks, and intuitively, as it were, he posts

himself nearly always in the right place, at the right

time. Even when on strange ground, a casual glance

shows him where the game ought to be; and the same
half glance also shows him just the line of flight the

birds wMl take when flushed, and mechanically, with
hardly a thought upon the subject, his feet take him that

way; and his companion again has occasion to congratu-

late him upon his luck.

In most States the prevailing disposition of fines which
may accrue from convictions for the violation of the

game and fish laws is to devote them to the public school

funds. Now, if all the infractions of the protective

statutes were actually punished and the prescribed fines

collected, we should never hear of Blair Bills in Congress,

nor any other legislative measures to provide educational

funds. The fellows who shoot game out of season and
net fish would supply funds so abundant that the school

tax rate might well be lowered.

Senor E. Chazari, Commissioner of Fisheries of Mex-

ico, in a letter to Col. John Gay dated Aug. 8, 1890, wrote

that the rainbow trout developed from eggs furnished by

the U. S. Fish Commission are doing admirably. He has

trout aged 30 months which are as large as some 6-year-

olds seen by him in the United States. The lake trout

eggs, numbering 50,000, yielded only one per cent, when
hatched, but all the other eggs of the Salmonidce did well.

Sr. Chazari is desirous of obtaining more eggs of salmon

and trout. The rainbow trout were reared in ponds in

the City of Mexico,
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MUTABLE.
T TTTLE FORD came along the creek one bright morning to

keep his early appointment with Uncle Thuse for a fishing

excursion, and not finding him at the trysting place, which was
where the punt, was moored, continued on up the hill to the old

man's cabin. Undo Thuse was sitting on his favorite soap box
under the po'ch, and looked poorly, so much so that the boy, as he
seated himself in the doorway, remarked, "Why, Uncle Thuse,
you look awful old this morning, what's the matter; are you real

eick?"

"Yis, honey, I'se reel sick. Rumytlsy all ober me. Ole man
ant wuf nuffln nowerdays. What ken yer spect whenlwus so

old en tired-lookin' when I wos horned dat dey named me Thuse-
lum, arter der oldest man what der Bible menshuns? En I isn't

grow'd younger since. Toby sure, I couldn't spect it, couldn't

spect it. I'se a sittin' heah, Marse Fo'd, en I'se er thinkin 1 ob der
ole times afore der wah, when so long es er nigger 'haved hisself

he was keerd fer, speshly when he was ole on der place. Dish
yere wos wot I wos er thinkin' of, Marse Fo'd:

Marse Linkum's proklemashum gub each nigger to hisself,

En er t'ous'n dollar darky come to be a man er welf;

But he warn't wuff noffin fer he wouldn't earn his meat,
En niggers loss der market kase dey wussent wuff der keep,

Dish yere blessed freedom doan probe so berry fine,

Kase dere's 'sponsihility tenden, we didn't hab ole time.

Marse foun' der close en feedin' en der cabin snug en bright,

En we didn't lay a-thinkin' whars der brekfus? ober night.
I'se a pore ole nigger, an' I'se waitin' fer der ho'n
Dat call der darkies home when der day's work's done.
Dor craps done finish, en der gleanin's mity pore,

Nuffln left fer der ole niggers et er closin' of der wah.
Boston, July 17. Fred R. Shaituck.

MR. KASTUS'S EXPERIENCE.
[Concluded from Paoc 67.1

WHEN Bill came in and I found it was daylight, I
got up too; and not caring for a bath took a good

wash, drank a cup of coffee that the man brought me,
shaved and dressed myself slowly. When I looked out
of doors I found that the light was just touching the
tops of the trees on the hills across the lake, making
them, I must say, very pretty indeed, besides the reflec-
tions of the trees on the shore, all upside down in the
water. Bess would have talked about it half an hour at
the rate of a mile a minute. After I had got all dressed
I looked at my watch and it was just half-past four
o'clock. I was disgusted. All my regular habits knocked
into pi! My usual hour of rising in 249fch street is eight,
breakfast at nine, desk at ten, lunch at one, dinner at
six, bed at eleven. And here I was, all ready for break-
fast at half-past four, and hungry at that!

I went out to find Bill and see if there was any way in
which I could get away from the place, but he was off
fishing again. I smelled something cooking, which
pleased me, for I wanted my breakfast before starting, in
any case. The air outside was fresh and really nice.
After I had walked up and down the piazza in front of
the cabin quite a while, I saw Bill coming round the
point in one of those egg-shell things, a bark canoe, one
of the kind that tips over if one's hat isn't on straight.
And yet the fellow was actually standing up in it! He
came ashore, tossedout half a dozen or so more trout and
called out something that I found out was an inquiry
whether breakfast was ready.
The cook: evidently said that it was and proceeded im-

mediately to set out those wretched tin dishes again, and
brought out more trout, with fried potatoes and salt pork.
I ate two trout, some potatoes and a little of the fried
pork, which really was not so bad as I thought it was,
for I always pitied the poor people who were obliged to
eat pork every day. (I afterward found that Bill's man
Preferred pork even to a nice bit of beefsteak.) The man
think had discovered my weakness, as he brought me a

couple of slices of toast exquisitely browned, which I ate
with butter and marmalade. Bill's coffee was excellent.
In fact I had always heard that Bill when at home was
extremely particular, and even fussy about his eating
and drinking, and all his surroundings. What ever
could have induced him to go and live up there all sum-
mer in the manner he did I cannot imagine. I was just
getting my mouth cleared to ask how I could escape from
that place when the man came in with fresh coffee, and
Bill and he went to jabbering away in their incompre-
hensible jargon, so I got no chance.

Breakfast over Bill said that they two were going up
to some river or other to see about a dam or something
and I had better come with them. At first I declined,
but when I reflected that there was now certainly no
chance of getting away home and that it would be dreary
in the extreme to stay there alone all day, I decided to
go-
They put some things into a bag, the man stuck the

handle of a frying pan into his belt, we all got into the
boat and set off. In about half an hour we landed,
walked a little way through woods and then began to
climb down the side of a mountain. The others went
down like goats—I don't see how they did it—but I as-

sure you I wished ten thousand times I had remained at
the cabin, instead of coming there to leave my mangled
remains at the foot of that cliff. It was dreadful. I had.
not much hope of getting down alive. Still, by taking
plenty of time, placing my feet with great care, holding
on to trees and bushes with both hands, and sitting
down and sliding in a good many places, I did get to the
bottom without any broken limbs. The others were
quietly sitting smoking their pipes, without any show
of anxiety about me at all. Indeed, I have this to com-
plain of about Bill, that he didn't seem to concern him-
self much about me anyway. He just did what he
wanted to do and assumed that I was doing what I wanted
to do, too, which was very far from the case. I cer-
tainly didn't want to go on any such neck-breaking ex-
pedition as this by any means. There was only one thing
I really did want to do and that was to get back to 249 th
street as quickly as possible.

At the foot of the mountain was a river, and on it was
another of those horrible bark canoes. They made me
get into it without asking whether I liked it or not, sat
me down in the bottom of it and paddled me away. I
sat still, not daring to move hand or foot, for about an
hour. We came to a lake, passed several islands, and at
length stopped at one to straighten our legs out. It was

quite time, for mine had been asleep a long while. I
asked if the place we were going to was much further,
but the most definite answer I got was that it was "a
good bit." We embarked again, passed more islands,
then a long, winding piece of a river and came into an-
other lake—quite a iarge one. Unlike the others, it had
a good stretch of sandy beach, and they let me get out
and walk.

t
I found a great many tracks of birds and

beasts in this sand, some large and some small. I asked
Bill about them when he paddled to the shore to take me
in. He pointed out tracks of caribou, which, it seems, is

a kind of deer; fox tracks, lynx tracks and others, be-
sides those of a variety of birds that I had never heard of.

There were some marks that looked a good deal as if

made by a human foot, which Bill said were bear's tracks,
and mildly added that that shore was a splendid place
for game. I thought likely it might be good for game,
but didn't consider it a good place for me if there were
bears around. I wanted to get into the canoe again, but
Bill decided it was time we had some lunch, so what did
he do but sit down there in the midst of all those indica-
tions of savage animals, build a fire and make tea. He
and his man ate cold boiled pork and bread; but they had
had sense enough to put up a box of sardines with some
crackers and a little butter for me.
After our lunch, Avhich happily was not disturbed by

wild beasts, there was more paddling till we came to
quite a high waterfall, at the mouth of a river emptying
into the lake. We got out, the man took the canoe up-
side down on his head, Bill swung the bag of provisions
over his shoulder, and I followed them on a narrow foot-
path through the woods up the river, which I could hear
on my left hand all the time. It was a long walk and a
good deal up hill before we came to the water and got
into the canoe again, paddling up stream till we came to
rapids, where the men pushed the canoe against the cur-
rent with poles that they cut in the woods. I sat per-
fectly still, in deadly terror all the time. There was
another season of carrying things, and more paddling up
river and across lakes to another waterfall, and a dam
that was the one Bill had come|to see. He looked at it

just about two minutes and then commenced unpacking
that everlasting fishing rod of his. I don't believe he
cared a snap about the dam. He caught a number of
trout, some of them quite large, and grew very much
excited, jumping about from one rock to another, not
minding whether he was in the water or out of it. Some
of the trout, one especially, led him a good deal of a
dance. Sometimes he had the rod almost quite, doubled
up over his head, and one time I saw him stand for
several minutes with this bent-up rod without moving a
muscle, and then all of a sudden there was a splash away
off down the stream, the rod was straightened out and
the fish 50yds. away. I really grew quite interested in
watching their maneuvers. Many a time I thought Bill

was surely going into the river. When he got this fish

ashore he said that that alone was worth the whole price
of admission, that he had got glory enough for one day
and wouldn't fish any more. It weighed just 3^1bs. Bill
lighted his pipe and sat down and looked at it about half
an horn-

. I confess it was very handsome, although I

have seen many fish a great deal larger and of many
different kinds in the markets.

The man then prejjared us something more to eat,
baked beans this time out of a tin can. Afterward Bill
smoked again; and after haviug daubed myself over with
the fly oil I took a nap on a flat rock in the shade. We
then embarked again for our return. Arrived at the
other end of the lake, Bill announced his intention of
"running the rapids," which caused considerable discus-
sion between him and his man. I didn't know what
"running the rapids" was, but it was evidently something
out of the common and not without danger. I thought
the man was remonstrating or at least objecting on my
account; but Bill spoke up sharply to him.'which was not
his custom, and he [prepared to obey orders. Neither of
them consulted me in the matter at all. Bill took the
bow of the canoe with a pole in his hands and told me in
a peremptory and not very polite manner not on any ac-
count to speak or to move' unless I found myself in the
water all over. He pushed the canoe off from the shore,
held it steady for a few seconds against the current, gave
a decided order to his man, quickly exchanged the pole
for a paddle and off we shot.

The terror of the next few minutes I shall never forget.
Wo seemed to be going to certain destruction at the rate
of a thousand miles an hour. Fifty times I was sure we
were going to be dashed against the rocks, but somehow
a few quick strokes of Bill's paddle or a sudden word
spoken to his man enabled us to go clear. He need not
have told me to keep still, for I could not have moved if

I wanted to. I felt my hair stand on end and my blood
stop running. I just held on to the sides of the canoe
with both hands. We came out into quiet water for a
moment: and I heard Bill say something that I thought
was in the way of commendation to his man and direc-
tion what to do next. There was another rapid, but not
as bad as the first and then we came to a strong, steady
current that carried us down fast and Bill seized the op-
portunity to light his pipe. The third rapid was worse
than the second, though not as bad as the first, and was
passed in the same way. Bill was not so much concerned
about it as to let his pipe go out, and I am not sure but
the smoke from it gave me confidence. The next thing
I knew we were pulled to the shore at the top of the big
waterfall, and I don't suppose we had been ten minutes
in coming back over the distance that it had taken us
two hours of walking, carrying thecane, poling and pad-
dling in going up. Still I would rather go on foot, and
a very great deal rather not go at all.

I had had all the canoeing I wanted for my lifetime,
but yet there were more experiences to come. We had
not been half an hour going down the large lake when a
shower came on with thunder, lightning and heavy squalls
of wind and rain. We reached the shore before it was
very bad, hauled the canoe up, turned it over and crawled
under it. This kept our heads and bodies dry, but it was
not big enough to cover our legs, which got well soaked.
The rain lasted an hour or so; and we put off again, hav-
ing no more mishaps till we reached our original starting
place at the foot of the mountain. There was then an-
other shower coming up; and it was too late and dark for
us to see to climb up that terrible cliff, so there was noth-
ing for us to do but stay there all night. The men looked
about until they found a suitable place, and then by some
means or other they stripped the bark off some trees,

braced it up against some poles and made a very good

shelter. It rained hard before they got through, and I
was soaked from head to foot. Literally there was not a
dry thread on me. I wondered what Bess would think if

she knew what a condition I was in. At home, if by
chance I even got in the least damp, she would have me
put to bed in hot blankets with a dose of ginger tea in-
side of me and a bottle of hot water at my feet. And
here I was, utterly drenched and without even a roof
over my head.
With much difficulty, in a lull of the rain, the man got

a fire going, and by its light pulled the bark off another
tree, dried it, and gave it to me to lie on. We finished
the beans and cold pork, but it rained too hard for us to
cook anything, and my supper was scanty. I would
have given all my last year's almanacs to be back in 249th
street where I belonged, and where things suited a man
of my disposition. Perhaps some of the people who write
stories for such papers as Forest and Stream like this
kind of thing, but I don't. I have not a doubt now that
if Bill were to write them a letter he would tell all about
how he caught that last trout, and never say a word
about all our miseries.
While I was thinking them over I fell asleep. The

others had been snoring for two hours, having first made
up a big fire that dried our clothes a little, and burned
our faces a good deal. I was getting indifferent to these
discomforts, for I was certain I should take a cold that
would turn into bronchitis and then into lung fever or
consumption and carry me off, or else into rheumatism
that would double me up for the rest of my days. One
of the last things Bess told me before I left home, and
she told me a good many, was that I should never, on
any account, lie down with wet feet, and that if by any
chance my clothing should get damp I must change it

instantly. Once in the night I spoke out loud to see if

my voice was getting hoarse or anything, and was sur-
prised to find it was not; but I could feel that my legs
were stiff and was sure the rheumatism was commencing.
The fire burned down, and I kept crawling nearer to it

until finally I burned holes in both my stockings, but
just then the man got up and started it anew.
I had only been asleep a few minutes when Bill roused

me up, and said it was time to start, although I saw that
it was only beginning to be daylight. In a few minutes
we began to climb up that dreadful precipice that it cost
me such anxiety to get down. All I wish to say about it

is that I got to the top at last. The labors and struggles
I went through no tongue tell or pen indite, yet fulti-

mately lived to get back to the cabin, glad to get even
into a log hut, if I could only rest.

I was for lying down at once, but Bill wouldn't let me.
He had a little fire built in the stove, for the morning
was chilly after the rain, made me wash all over, change
my clothes, drink a dish of some kind of broth, and eat a
cracker before getting into my bunk. He put a thick
blanket over me, and tumbling into his own bed after
having gone through very much the same performances
himself fell asleep at once, and after awhile I did the
same and never woke until 11 o'clock. I was astonished to
find I had no rheumatism, and that considering the fear-
ful trials I had gone through I felt remarkably fresh.
But I had had more than I wanted of that kind of life,

and as delicately as I could, I sounded Bill about how I
could get away. He only said that it was too late for
that day, that the next day would be Saturday, and the
next after that Sunday, and that on Monday we would
see about it. I was, therefore, condemned to three days
more, but I firmly resolved that no earthly inducement
should tempt me away from the cabin again, where, if

my surroundings were not congenial I was not very un-
comfortable. I could at least sleep all I liked, and sleep-
ing I knew was good for me. We had some more things
to eat, and lounged about the rest of the day. I borrowed
a knife and whittled out a neat paper cutter to take home
to Bess's baby.

Saturday we rowed about the lake in the punt, and so
avoided the detestable bark canoe. Bill caught more
fish in that absurd fashion of his, and I scooped them up
in the net, which got to be rather fun after I had missed
three or four, and nearly tumbled overboard in trying to
reach one that was nearly 10ft. away. The flies did not
trouble me much, but the sun burned my no3e and the
back of my neck horribly.
Sunday was another leisure day, and although I could

not read much it did not seem very long. We passsed a
good part of it in eating and sleeping, and listening to
the screams of the loons on the lake. They had fright-
ened me awfully the first night I was there. There were
several flocks of wild ducks sailing about, old ones with
theh young, that looked very pretty. In the afternoon
we heard an owl close by. Bill and his man went out
after him with guns, but did not get him. Just at night
a boy came with letters and papers. The stupid little

I fellow had no more sense than to paddle across that lake
in the same magnificent hog-trough that I had crossed in
the first time. I don't know whether Bill and his man
were aware what a dangerous vehicle it was, but at any
rate they said nothing about it. Perhaps they thought
that if this particular boy were drowned there would be
plenty left, which perhaps was true, for in all my born
days I never say, outside of a Sunday school procession,
so many children in so short a time as I had seen, after it

got to be light, on my way to the lake.

There was a letter from Bess for me, eight pages: four
about the baby, two about Tom and two about other
things. Among the other things she said that when she
told my doctor where I was gone he said, "Just the place
for him. Keep him there till the snow flies and it will
add ten years to his life." I wrote back at once that I

didn't think the ten years would be worth having at the
price, and that I would return as soon as I possibly could.
More than that, I didn't think I could live ten days at
that place, much less three or four months. I had only
been there five days, and had already suffered martyr-
dom four or five times. The idea of staying several weeks,
with nobody to talk to except Bill, who was not at all

loquacious, except when talking to that Frenchman of
his, and who I felt almost always got the better of me
when we discussed politics! And besides, he often ap-
peared disgusted with me when I would not admire the
same things that he did. He had a habit of raving about
the same kind of things that Bess would run on so about:
trees, clouds, rocks, mountains, rivers, waterfalls, shad-
ows, reflections, and the like. Some of them, no doubt,
were pretty enough, but I could not see anything in them
worth talking half an hour about, or spending half a day in

photographing, as he did, or in painting, as Bess would do.
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The last two days had been so free from serious dis-

comfort that I was not really in quite such haste to be

gone as I had been, and I rather suspected that the green

of the trees and the gray of the rocks were good for my
eyes. I had enough to eat, could not complain of my
appetite or digestion and slept first-rate, so I thought 1

might hold on a day or two longer, if only I would not

be beguiled again into going far away from the cabin.

Monday it rained. We played cribbage, at which I

came out ahead, and did odd 'jobs indoors. Bill's man
sewed patches on to a part of my trousers that had come
to grief dreadfully when I slid down the rocks. Bill had
not cloth enough to make the two patches alike. One
was the last scrap of a red flannel shirt that had been

used up for similar purposes, and the other was out of

the leg of an old boot. I did not bring the trousers home.
Tuesday the men took the bark canoe and went away

somewhere. They were gone all day, and Bill came
home cross without any fish. I had nothing to eat, as I

do not know how to cook.
Next morning Bill announced his intention of going

off for the day, and suggested I should go with him, as

he was not going far. I didn't want to go, but having
been alone all one day I didn't care to try it again so

soou. I went, and if I wished once that I hadn't gone I

wished it a thousand times. The time we went up the

lakes was a mere excursion compared to this. I cannot
give an idea of it. Tliere was climbing up hills and down
iiilis. getting across brooks on logs—when I did not slip

oft", as I often did—going through woods where there was
no track at all, and through swamp* where I sank to my
ankles at every step, and the flies were so thick there

was nothing else to be seen. The fly oil was no protec-

tion at all. They could not possibly have kept off me if

they had tried. "There were too many of them, they got

in each other's way.
We came to a swift, shallow river that Bill and the

Frenchman waded across. I tried to follow, but, of

course, fell down. They got me on my feet, but I went
down again in two minutes. We came to a place where
Bill began his everlasting timing, standing in the water
above his knees. 1 sat down on a stone and tried to

keep the flies out of my face with a bush. After a while
the Frenchman came and built a fire for me, which
drove them away. Bill kept hooking fish and ttie man
scooped them up with the net.

I took off my boots, poured the water out and dried
them, but when they were dry I could not get them on
over my wet stockings, so I had to take off and dry them
also. By that time Bill was half a mile or so down the
river calling me to come on. I started, but had not gone
20yds. before I had to wade again. The stones were
round and smooth so I slipped a good many times, but
didn't go in all over. Sometimes 1 was in the water and
sometimes on land, pulling myself up banks, climbing
over fallen trees and scratching myself with branches.
It was simply awful, and that is all I can say about it.

Bill was all the time telling me to hurry up along and
saying he was having splendid sport. I don't know how
he could in conscience call that sport, for be was up
nearly to his thighs in running water and in danger all

the time of going completely over. 1 reached him at

last; and he truly did have a fine lot of fish, some of them
larger than any I have seen before, except that one 3§r

pounder. He was happy as possible, but as for me,
what with boots full of water, wet clothes, flies and a
hurt foot that I got in one of my tumbles, I was not happy
at all, not comfortable in the least, and moreover was
quite anxious to know how I was to get back, for if I

had got to wade and climb all that distance over again, I

felt 1 might as well give up and be drowned at once.

Soon, however, the fish ceased to bite; and it did me
good to see Bill unjoint his rod and pack it up. We made
a short cut through the woods to a lumberman's road, and
quite soon were on a good path that led to the cabin. I

had enough. No money would have tempted me to go
fishing with Bill again.
The next day some other people came, and among them

were two who were not fish crazy. I always could get
somebody to stay at the cabin with me and could make
up a game at whist without difficulty. Two of the men
brought their wives and one brought two daughters; for

Bill's cabin had a ladies' room besides the men's room that
we had been occupying. The women were rather ex-

travagant about scenery, and went to a goodmany places
that were troublesome to get at in search of it, and twice
they climbed down and up tbat terrible mountain; but so

long as I was not obliged to go with them I did not care.

One went to the river with her husband to fish and
tumbled in, but I never heard that she went wading.

I didn't stay till the snow flew, but I staid till the leaves
began to turn and I was quite strong and my eyes very
well. Then I came home; and Tom, in his scarcely re-

spectful manner, told me I was looking so fat and hearty
that my most impudent friends wouldn't know me.

I made up my mind that I would let people know my
opinion of trout fishing and camping out, so here Messrs.
Forest and Stream you have it in full. I hope that
hereafter no poor innocents may be deluded into thinking-

there is any fun in them. E. Eastds.

ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS.
IV.

Msieu Fores'
1 Strim:

Dis sprim Ah was took on share de hoi' One' Lasha
sugar place.

Ah '11 took of Joel Bahtlett sonnylaw what hown Joel
hees farm, cause Joel ant had no son cep one gal, bees
sonnylaw marry of.

He '11 furnishin' noting but de tree and de hwood . Ah '11

furnishin' all de res', de spout, de sap buckle, de bilin

kittly an' de man, dat was de bes.'

Ah was goin' try for mek some hones' wagein's an' not
have mah half be too smaller as hees.

Ah tink he was be fair 'f Ah '11 have half, an' Ursule,
he '11 help it carry sap sometam, have half, an' den Joel
sonnylaw, hees nem John Orvit, fan' hees half where he
could, hein?
Ah '11 ant gat no sugar baouse, only jes' shanky, sem

One' Lasha had, an' Ah'll ant had no saporator or cova-
porator, Ah do' know haow he call it, come sap in one
en' an' sugar in tudder.

Only jes' hoi' fashin pot-ashins kittly, hang on pole
balant on big stump for swung off fire sem as you want it.

Sometam dey be big run, Ah was bilin' all naght, put
on the hwood all de tarn mos,' an' mek de sap "fluff" for

wos' bile over, honly littly chunk porks was stop it.

Dat was de way for mek good maply sugar, all de chip
an' bark an' moss was drop in, it not be strain off.

Den, wen you'll tase it, you know you '11 gat maply
sugar. Wen' you '11 buy maply sugar, you '11 ant want
loafer sugar, ant it?

Wen Ah '11 be bile soAh '11 gat lonesick sometam, noboddy
come see me but mah chillen, an' Ah '11 ant ga t no more as
fourteen Ah b'lieve.

ft mek me tink of hoi' tarn wen One Lasha, Solern
Brigg, Sam Lovit an' all of it use for come, an' Ah weesh
he come naow.
Ah hear of folks talk for took hees hwomens campin'

Ah '11 ant b'lieve it, an' Ah ant want it dey brought dey
waf.
When mans goin 1 campin' he '11 go for res'. He ant

want hees hwomen, jus' wen he '11 begin shut hees eye an'
go sleep, he ant want his waf ponch heein in hees side of
it wid helbow an' say "Ah guess we better papy de square
room dis sprim'," or Ah. '11 gat for have some bonnit so
good as Meos dis one, dat one, he Ml gat.

Ah '11 ant want Mees Hudly Sam Lovit, Mecs Brigg an'

all of it sat up an' oversee'it mah cookin' an' say, "Ah
b'lieve dat sugar done," " Ah b'lieve it burnin," or if Ah
mek some odder cookin' steek up hees nose of it an' said,

"Dat was jes' lak what you'll spec of dese maus,"
Ah b'lieve for hwomaus cook to home, an' Ah '11 ant

faound no faults 7 ho suit me, 'f he ant, dat vas mah
privilege, don't it?

If hwomaus want for have some funs, let it weed onion,
dat was funs 'nough.

If dat ant 'nough let it go vis" tin' long to some odder
hwoman's an 1

'f he ant have funs dey ant no funs in talk-

in'. All de biscuit an' sasses dey heat can' stop de nowse
of hees talkin', wen he '11 gat on some good vis' tin'.

Mos' mek me tink of it.was big flock blackbird come in

tops of maply an' beegin holler, honly blackbird saound
more lak lot o' gal as hoi' sass-heatin' hwomaus. De
h womans saound more lak forty crow wen he Ml fan' nowl
or foxes.
Wen Ah was young noting please me but de nowse of

de blackbirds, naow Ah lak as well de crow nowse, but
Ah '11 ant want bear it all de tarn.

But mah hoi' frien' ant come very oftin lak he was wen
One' Lasha mek some sugar off. Some of it gat too many
hoi' an' too many rheumatiz for go aout in de evelin.
Some of it gat de grass grow top of it for great many

year.
An' it mek me lonesick for sit lone by mah fire an'

smoked mah pipe, an' hear honly de haowl hoot an' de
fox barkin' way off on de hwood. All de hoi' tarn come
back of mah mind an' Ah felt sorry all de boy ant here,
or Ah ant gone 'long wid mos' all of it.

But if dey was here dey heat mah sugar. 'F Ah was
dere Ah can' git some sugar, prob'ly, so Ah guess it was
de bes' as he was.
Sometam Ah '11 try for feel better for sing some hoi'

French song on de top of mah voice, "La Claire Fon-
taine," "Roulant rna Boule:"

"Rouli, roulant, ma boule roulant,

En roulant ma boule roulant,

En roulant ma boule."

Sometam Ah sing de song of Papineau, but de hecho
come from de maountain lak some voice from Canada
wen Ah '11 was boy, 'fore Ah mos' spilt mah bloods in de
Papineau war, an' mek me more lonesick Ah Ml was
'fore. Sem lak hot' song say, " Ah '11 never ant freegit."

One naght Ah gat mah fire fix up good an' de kittly
ant want much watch.
So Ah Ml put six hegg in it for bile mah luncheons boni-

by, an' Ah Ml lit mah pipe an' seet back in de shanky for

comfortably visit long to mahsef.
It was so steel Ah can' hear noting but de fire snappin'

an' de sap floppin' in de kittly, and dat was nowse ant
'sturb me so Ah gat good chance for tink baout all M'sieu
Mumpsin read in you papier.

Some mans in it tell haow much he gat or ant gat, Ah
do' know, for so many shoot of hees gawn.
Ah b'lieve Ah can beat it any way.
One tarn Ah Ml took mah hoi' G. S. R, Tower (Ah b'lieve

Ah got for steek to dat) dat was already load up, an'
took mah paowders an' mah waddin' dat was waspbee
nes' dat tarn, an' evree ting prob'ly dat was necessity.
Wal, seh, Ah go for hunt some patteraige an' Ah go

probMy two nhour 'fore Ah '11 see one an' he was skulk in

some berree bush so Ah Ml mos' can' gat sight of it. But
Ah Ml tink Ah'll gat 'nough an' Ah shot. "Whish! Boom!"
Ah '11 mow road in de bush, but dat patteraige "vroop!"
he go safe.

Ah '11 was sup-prise, for Ah know what kan' o' man Ah
was for shot an' Ah know what kan o' gun G. S. R.
Tower was for shot. Ah Ml was sup-prise but Ah Ml an'

discourage.
Ah beegin for load agin, put on mah paowders, put on

mah wad. paoun' heem daown hard wid hoi' uon rammy
rod, den feel mah pocket for mah bag-shot, fus dis

pocket, den dat pocket, den all of it, an' he ant dare.

Den, bah gosh, it beegin creep on me, Ah'll freegit dat
bag-shot!
Wall, seh! Ah was so mad Ah put in some leetly stone,

an' Ah Ml ant go far 'fore Ah Ml see patteraige Set on
limb, an' Ah Ml blaze 'way of it. "Vroop!" he go safe.

Ah Ml load sem way 'gin, fav, seex tarn, an' shot jes' so

many tarn all at fail" mark of patteraige, an' Ah Ml ant
keel one of it.

Den Ah Ml go home an' prob'ly Ah Ml was mad, hein?
Seven shot an' ant got sometings evree tarn.

Dat was one tarn.

Tudder tarn was great many while ago, wen dare was
come pigeon in Danvit for nes' one sprim. Wen he Ml flew

off an' back, de sky was cloud of it so de sun ant shine.

Ah Ml had mah hoi' G. S. R. Tower all prepare, half

full of load, an' Ah run off in de lot by de aidge of hwood
wen Ah Ml see de biggest flew come over, an' dey mek it

so dark Ah can' see mah gawn saght, but Ah Ml pant up
where he was probMy ten rod t'ick an' Ah '11 pull off de
triggin an' de gawn roar off an' ponch me in de graoun
up of mah ankle.

Den de pigeon beegin for rain top of me, more of it,

more of it, up to mah knee, mah wais', mah neck, an'

Ah Ml beegin to climb aout of dat pile pigeon.

Wen Ah look of de flock Ah can see de hole Ah mek
in it goin' long in de sky, an' spot of sunshine goin' long
under it cross de fiel'. Dat was one shot.

Everee boddee in Danvit had pigeon pot-pie for two
week.
OhI bah gosh! Dat hegg gat bile so hard Ah '11 mos'

can5 bit it, Ah Ml 'fxaid. Your truly, A. B.

THE WAYS OF A ROBIN.
CLEVELAND, July 10.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Many thanks to Mr. Rowland E. Robinson and the
pages of Forest and Stream for bringing to our notice
"Rural Hours," by Miss Susan Fenimore Cooper. It is a
most charming book and reminds us much of the writ-
ings of Thoreau and Gilbert White, of Selbourne. It is

a book unknown here, one would suppose, from the fact
tli at the copy we have just finished has been waiting
over sixteen years on the shelf of the public library for
some one to wipe off, for the first time, the dust from its

leaves. Among the many pleasing observations noted
by the author in her walks among the hills that
surround Otsego Lake, the story of the robin is well
worth reprinting, as illustrating the intelligence of birds
and with what readiness they accept the protection of
man.when offered them. Dr. E. Sterling.
The account of the robin is as follows:
May 25, 1848.—Early this morning there was great agi-

tation in the tree-tops waving near us. For an hour or
more there was high tragedy hovering over the pines
and maples. The birds, of course, are in the midst of
their spring joys and family cares, and they are very
numerous this year, more so than usual, The large pine
overshadowing our cottage roof at the northward has
several nests and appears a favorite resort of the robins.
Early this morning a great hawk came sailing over the
river from the eastern hills, and wheeling in airy circles
above the pines. * * * The cries of horror, of wrath
and indignation of the robins, as the tyrannical hawk
drew nearer and nearer, and at last alighted on the pine,
was truly distressing. Oh, for a gun! Oh, for a sports-
man's hand to aim straight at the heart of this Gessler of
the wood! In a moment, perhaps fifty robins and other
small birds had gathered about the pine, utterly fearless
for themselves, but full of sympathy for the afflicted
households of their brethren, and mad with powerless
rage against the hawk. Oh, for a valiant kingbird to
put the monster to flight by boidly dashing at his eyes,
as kingbirds often do! but, alas, there was neither man
nor kingbird near enough to avert the catastrophy. With
the utmost coolness the hawk perched himself near a nest,
and after helping himself to a young robin * * * sailed
proudly away. Perhaps some fifteen minutes passed,
and again the wicked wretch came sailing over the
meadows toward the pines. The same agitation and in-
creased agony among the robins followed, but, of course,
it was fruitless. The arrogance and impudence of the
hawk were intolerable to behold. He picked out another
nestling, and again sailed away. Four or five times dur-
ing the course of an hour he repeated the same perform-
ance, picking out a young bird, first from one nest, then
from another. * * * Alas, for the bereaved mother-
birds and their mates; their sharp cries of grief were
heard throughout the day. The agitation among the
whole feathered tribe in our neighborhood continued
more or less until evening. * * *

May £8.—The hawk has again made his appearance,
attacking a nest on the opposite side of the house, to the
great anguish of the bird people in that direction. * * *

Their sharp cries of grief were heard throughout the day;
the agitation among the whole feathered tribe in our
neighborhood continued more or less until morning.
May 29.—The poor little robins are consoling them-

selves; they are building a new nest, and they have
chosen a very singular position. # * * This morning
one was noticed with a straw in its mouth flying toward
the front door, and now. this evening, the beginning of
a nest is plainly seen directly over the front door of the
house, almost within reach. * * * They have chosen
a canny spot, between the antlers of a deer, which is

nailed above the door.
Some fifty years ago there was an association of sports-

men in this county called the Unadilla Hunt. They met
at sta ted times during the sporting season and hunted the
last bears and panthers and deer found in Otsego county.
Some five and thirty years since, these gentlemen very
kindly sent the author of the "Deerslayer" half a dozen
antlers from the very last deer shot by the Hunt. The
gift was received with great pleasure, four pair orna-
mented the house within, one without, and the last was
nailed over the front door of Otsego Hall. * * * It is

between these last antlers that the poor little persecuted
robins have taken shelter. We have many fears, how-
ever, that the nest, though fairly begun, may never be
finished, there is so much opening and shutting of the
front door, so much passing to and fro, that they may
leave their task unfinished. # * ?

May 30.—A terrible storm tnis evening, with unusual
wind. * * * Pices m tne church yard blown down,
and the ground there and about the house strewn with
broken limbs and smaller twigs; a blind is torn off near
the veranda that protects the robins, carrying the railing
with it. * * * Our robins have not been driven away
by the clatter of the storm. Their nest has quite a finished
look, and they have been seen perched on the antlers this
evening; probably congratulating themselver upon being
under cover.
June 3 —The robins are actually in full possession of

their nest. They have shown their good sense and
wonderful persistence since they began to build. * * *

The lattice work near them has been brushed and cleaned,
painters have been to work above and below them, there
has been some one in sight almost every hour of the day.
* * * Poor little creatures, they have suffered much
needless alarm, but, doubtless, they wisely decided that
we meant them no real harm.
June 20-—The robins have successfully raised their

little family; four eggs were laid. The mother-bird sat

patiently brooding over them, one dark eye occasionally
turned downward, as we stood watching; at times some
needless alarm would drive her from her nest for a
moment, but all has gone well with the young brood
nevertheless. * * * And now Robin, and Pecksey, and
Flapsey, andDicksey are gone, and with other robins are
fluttering about the grounds. The empty nest, as it rests

on the antlers, is to remain where the good robins built

it, as long as time will spare it.

A Book About Indians.—The Fohest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and Bpeciraen illustrations from the volume.—Adv*
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CHASE OF THE WHITE GOAT.
BY JOHN FANNIN AND GEO. BIRD GRINNELL.

THE successful pursuit of this Alpine antelope calls for

the exercise of all the best qualities of the moun-
taineer. Under ordinary circumstances, no laggard in the
chase will succeed in bringing down this sturdy dweller
among the rocks; no city sportsman, careful of his com-
fort, will attain the cold wind-swept heights where this

antelope delights to feed and rest. He who would clam-
ber to the white goat's home needs the muscles, the lungs
and the nerve of a cragsman. His legs must be sinewy
and firm, well hardened by exercise, able to press ever
onward and upward over rock slides that seem intermin-
able, and up cliffs that rise before him like walls; his

arms, too, must be stout, for often the climbing is hand
over hand up the face of the precipice. His lungs must
do their part, for the climbing is exhausting work and in

the rarified air of these lofty heights the heart works
fast, and it is not easy to supply the blood with oxygen.
Stops for breath must of necessity be frequent, but need
not be long. But no matter how sturdy and muscular
the goat hunter, he will accomplish but little if he has
not nerve to clamber along the dizzy heights which he
must face, and courage to overcome the obstacles which
the frowning mountains throw in his way. He must be
ready to clamber hand over hand, up cliffs where a slip

would mean a long fall on to jagged rocks below, to run
along narrow ledges, brushing with his shoulder on one
side a vertical precipice, and looking down on the other
into enrptiness, where a misstep would throw him tum-
bling over and over down perhaps 500, perhaps 1,000ft.

Once in a while—when a man shoots a goat in such a situ-

ation and sees it fall, sometimes whizzing through the air
with a rushing sound like the noise made by a stooping
eagle, sometimes bounding from crag to crag, and at
length tumbling end over end down the rock slide or
shooting along the surface of a glacier, ending its fall a
mass of pulp and broken bones inclosed in a tough hide

—

once in a while when a hunter sees this, he realizes that
just this might happen to himself should he miss his
looting, and a sort of torror seizes him at the danger
that he runs.
Besides the nerve needed for the climb, the goat hunter

must have the dogged courage and perseverance that re-

fuse to succumb to fatigue or to yield to obstacles. He
must plod onward, steadily onward and upward, making
his stops for breath as short as possible, wasting but little

time in resting. In fact, besides physical endurance, the
goat hunter requires the quality known in the West as
"sand," and the more of it he has the better will be his
fortune.
There are places in the West, especially toward the

Pacific coast, where it is sometimes possible to ride a
horse almost up to where the goats are found, but such
places are not often met with, and, as a rule, the man
who hunts this game must be prepared to climb on foot
from 1 ,000 to 3,000 feet, over the very roughest mountain
sides. The difficulties and dangers of chamois hunting,
which have been so graphically described by European
sportsmen, give a fair idea of the toilsomeness of hunting
the white goat. It is a sport for mountaineers.
The man who has not had some training in climbing

mountains is not likely at first to be a successful goat
hunter, unless he have the guidance of a companion who
is familiar with the game and its habits. Such a comrade
may be able to guide the novice to a point where he can
get a shot at the game, but often it will be found in loca-
lities where it is impossible to approach within rifle shot
of it.

The difficulties of this sport consist almost entirely in
reaching the places which the goats inhabit. From what
has already been said it will have been concluded that
they are not a shy animal. That they are gifted with a
keen scent is true, but they do not appear te be very watch-
ful, nor to be quick of hearing. The fact that they live

in a region where noises are constantly being heard,
where, snow slides roar along the mountains, and rocks
roll clattering down the slopes, and great masses of slide

rocks slip down with a loud rattling crash which some-
times lasts for half an hour, may in part account for their
inattention to sounds; yet they are often, we believe,
partially deaf, from having their ears filled with wood
ticks. The sounds of the mountains to which the goat
pays no attention always attract the notice of the moun-
tain sheep (Ovis canadensis), which will sometimes stare
about for half an hour, in order to discover the cause
of a natural sound. I seems probable that the goat is by
nature far less alert than the bighorn, and this is due in
part, no doubt, to the fact that it is less hunted than the
latter. As fear of man comes largely from experience of
his dangerous character, and since, as has been said, the
goat from its habit is little exposed to attack from the
hunter, it does not share the inherited acuteness of the
mountain sheep which lives at lower levels and in less dif-

ficult situations, which is hunted for its flesh, and which
has thus been for a long time more systematically pursued
by man.
The impression which one gets from hunting this ani-

mal is that it is a dull, slow-going and heedless creature,
and this apparent stupidity, while it arises in part no
doubt from its gentleness and ignorance of danger, is in
part due to the nature of the animal. At the same time
it must be said that on a very few occasions under the in-

fluence of strong fear we have seen the goat display great
activity, and show an appearance of alertness which our
previous experience had not led us to expect, and which
greally surprised us.

That this animal learns by experience cannot he
doubted, and the case mentioned in a previous article,

where a band of goats, three times pursued on the same
ground, manifested on each occasion increasing shyness,
and finally deserted the mountain on which they had
been living, would indicate that a continued and sys-
tematic pursuit of this animal would render it as shy as
the bighorn or as the famed chamois of the Alps.
Although Mazama is not a shy animal when compared

with the bighorn, yet there are certain rules common in
mountain hunting which must be observed to insure suc-
cess with this species. One of these is to invariably ap-
proach it from above if possible. This rule is well known
to men who hunt in the mountains, and perhaps scarcely
requires mention. For a variety of reasons it is very im-
portant that it be observed with the white goat. This
animal commonly carries its head very low, scarcely ever
lifting it much above the level of the back. To see it

raise its head high, as does a mountain sheep, an antelope

or a deer, is most unusual. When looking at anything
on the same level with itself it still holds the head low,
and seems to look up at the object from under its eye-
brows. For this reason it is much more likely to see
danger below it than on the same level with or above it.

Moreover, a goat, if alarmed, almost always starts to
climb up hill. It rarely takes a diagonal course, as a
mountain sheep is likely to do, but points its nose straight
for the highest peak of the mountain and clambers along
at a gait that, to the eye, seems very slow, but which is

much faster than a man can follow it. When the hunter
approaches from below, therefore, if the game becomes
alarmed, pursuit is neaiiy hopeless; while if it should be
alarmed by a hunter above it, it will try to pass him and
will very likely give him a shot.

There' is perhaps no better way of conveying to the
reader a notion of the ordinary incidents which attend
the pursuit of this animal than to give the narratives of
several goat hunters as detailed by those who took part
in them. Such accounts, which lack of space prevents
our printing here, may be found in Forest and Stream,
and especially in Vol. XVI., pages 64-65, in Vol. XXVII.,
page 463, and in Vol. XXX., pages 2, 42-43 and 62. The
methods here described are those commonly pursued in
stalking the white goat.
A correspondent, Mr. L. L. Bales, of the State of

Washington, describes a mode practiced there with suc-
cess. He says: "My way of hunting them is for two
experienced mountain hunters to go together. Each
man has a good glass, a good rifle, and they arrange a
set of signals, either by glinting their gun barrels in the
sun, if there is any, or, if the sun is obscured, by motions
of the right or left hand. We select the grade—a sharp
backbone leading up the mountain over which we wish
to hunt—and the best man for climbing starts up the
mountain by some other grade'than the one selected for
hunting on and gets above the goats. After this is ac-
complished and a signal given to the man below, the
latter starts up the grade selected for the hunt, just as if

he were hunting goats. If he is careful he can approach
within 500yds. of them. As soon as they have seen the
man below them, and have started up the mountain, he
fires his rifle to notify his companion, and follows them
up, acting just as if he wanted a goat. Up the mountain
goes the whole band, from two to fifteen or twenty,
bouncing up the grade and often passing within a few
yards of the man above, who usually succeeds in killing

or wounding two or three of them. Then your hunt has
just begun, as they generally fall or roll from 100 to
2,000ft. down the mountain side, or into some fissure in a
glacier."

This species is sometimes hunted with dogs, which,
when trained to the work, follow the animals as they
climb upward and bring them to bay, often driving them
up on to some sharp pinnacle of rock or into some little

pocket in the face of a precipice, where, protected in the
rear, they easily keep the dogs at a distance by thrusts
of their horns. Trained dogs will often hold a number
of goats in such a place until the hunter comes tip, when
he can easily despatch them all.

This sport, so called, has been desbribed by Mr. W. A.
BaiUie-Grohman. It is very deadly and cannot be ap-
proved as legitimate by sportsmen of the better type,
for the reason that under ordinary circumstances it

gives the game no chance. It is practiced chiefly by In-

dians and meat hunters. An idea of the destruction
caused by it may be gained from the following extract
from a letter from our correspondent, Mr. J. C. McKin-
non, who writes us that in British Columbia, about 180

miles north of the head of navigation on the Stickine Elver,
that is to say north of the Canon, 176 miles from the
mouth of the river, a case was reported to him in which
a number of Indians of the Taltan tribe, with a pack of
dogs, ran 16 goats into a big bluff and killed them all.

It is said that the goats were afraid to jump over the
bluff on the one hand, and were afraid of the Indians
and dogs on the other, and so the Indians butchered
them all. They brought some of the carcasses down and
sold them to the miners in the Cassian district, and the
balance they cached in the trees for winter provision.

Happily this mode of goat hunting is not much practiced.

But few dogs have been trained for this chase, and un-
less trained dogs attacking this animal are very likely

to be impaled on the goats' horns or to be tossed over the
cliff and killed.

To sum up the matter, the pursuit of the white goat re-

quires no great hunter's skill, but it calls for the exercise

of the strength, endurance, perseverance and nerve, all

the best qualities of the mountaineer. As we have
more than once heard an old goat hunter say, "If
you've got the sand to climb where they live, it's no
trick at all to kill white goats."

Migration of Prairie Chickens.—Vinton, la.—In
speaking of the prairie chicken in Iowa Mr. Hough over-

looks an important item in the habits of the bird. It is a
migratory bird, a fact not noted if known by writers on
the subject. In the fall of the year for weeks at a time
they may be seen every evening going from the northwest
toward the northeast across the State and out of it beyond
the Mississippi Paver. Their .flight is low, from 20 to

50ft. above the ground, and very deliberate, sailing along
just above the trees and housetops. In the spring they
return in the same manner. Many of them are killed by
gunners as they thus pass over. I have seen thousands
of them passing over Illinois in this way. Then too in

winter they gather into cornfields in large flocks, coming
great distances from regions where food is not to be
found. In this way whole neighborhoods may be sup-

plied with birds for the coming season where scarcely any
were found the year before.—Levi S. Keagle.

Minics Again.—Vinton, Iowa, Aug. 10.—Some years
ago I acquired by purchase a pair of half-grown minks.
They were given as a present to Dr. J. F. Wilson, a cele-

brated naturalist and taxidermist, who undertood to raise

and train them. They were easily domesticated, became
very tame and playful, and made no effort to escape.

They were omniverous eaters, and a large part of their

support was obtained by foraging on their own account.
They throve and prospered, became sleek and beautiful;

until mistaking a finely-prepared specimen of the taxider-

mist's art for a toothsome morsel, they paid the penalty
with then- fives. There is no doubt that they can be
raised. They are by no means dainty as to their diet ; but
the line must be drawn at arsenically-preserved provisions.

—Levi S. Keagle.

Nettle Antidote.—Ottawa, Ont.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The article on poison oak and poison ivy, by
"Byrne," in your issue of July 21, recalls to my mind an- 1

other stinger that sportsmen are very apt to fall in with
jwhen tramping bottom lands adjoining creeks and

marshes when in quest of woodcock or ducks. I refer to

the common nettle, and most of your readers who fre-
quent such places have no doubt made its acquaintance,
and much to their annoyance. Growing rank in such
places, sometimes shoulder high, it is very annoying to
both man and dog; indeed, I have seen dogs completely
used up with it, while the sportsman only partially es-

caped by holding his hands above his head when pushing
through the rank mass. I have often been punished by
this vile weed, and until two years ago knew of no anti-
dote, but I then found one and in this wise. I had gone
on the invitation of a rural friend to inspect alow marshy
creek which in seasons when the water remained high
abounded in wood ducks; and if prospects were good we
intended to lay plans for the opening of the season, then
some two weeks distant. While tramping through the
woods and marsh adjoining the creek, I had my hands
severely stung with the nettles which were here very rank.
My friend said, "Why suffer? the cure is at hand." and
reaching out he grasped a handful of the soft and tender .

tops of the ferns which are always found growing iu
such places, and handing them to me directed me to rub
them well on the afflicted parts. Well, I did so, and I

must say with considerable lack of faith, but presto! in
less time than it takes to tell it the smarting and pain
had all gone; yes, and gone not to return, until another
brush through the nettles made another application neces-
sary. I have often tried it since and always with the
same result. One advantage is that you don't have to
carry the remedy with you; it is always on the spot and
cost nothing.—H. B.

\mnt mtd %m\.

"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have beeri tested at the Foeest And
Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.

Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Clabhotjgh 12, May 1, '90. Parker 1 0, hamm er, June 6, '80.

Colt 12, July 25, '89. Parker 13, ham'iiess.June 6,*88f;

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remtngton 16, May 30. '89.

FOLSOM 10 and 12, Sept. 26, '89. Remington 12, Dee 5,'89,Feb 6,'90

Francotte 12, Deo. 12, '89. Remington 10, Dec. 26, '89.

Greener 12, Aug. 1. '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greener 10, Sept. 12-1 9, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10, '89.

Hollis 10, Noy. 7, '89. Whitnet Safety 12, M'eh 0, '90.

Lepever 12, March 13, '90. Winchester 10 & 13, Oct. 3, '89.

A MORNING WITH THE SHORE BIRDS.

WHEN one has been tied down to business for several
years, bis only change, a day afield now and then

with dog and gun, in a neighborhood where game to be
found and killed must be fagged for and the gun held
very straight, to such a one the prospect of a vacation,
either short or long, sets the blood to moving more freely

and the imagination to working more actively. Well

!

that was my case. A certain friend had returned from
several years' ranching in Texas, and, as he expressed it,

was "dying for a sniff of salt water." So the time and cir-

cumstances being propitious, moreover being myself
equally desirous for the salt sea air, we were not long in

making preparations, which consisted principally of
ammunition, our intention being to enjoy not only the
usual delights of the sea shore but "bay bird" shooting,
providing, of course, the birds were there.

Our shooting clothes, with decoys, were put into an old

single trunk, and we were ready. We took the steamer
at B., and enjoyed the all-night sail down the bay and up
the winding Wicomico River, the next morning, and still

more, the excellent railroad service from Salisbury to

Ocean City, our destination; the latter so different from
what the traveler had to endure until the Pennsylvania
R. R. got hold of it and injected life into the W. & P.

R. R., which before was put to shame by any real lively

horse car line.

We landed safely in Ocean City in time for a late break-
fast. Being an old habitue it came to me to introduce
my friend to all the old friends among the longshore men,
and especially Capt. Tom, my favorite boatman. Tom
informed us that there were "right smart of birds," and
we decided to take his boat and start down that night,

"for," said he, "we have to go furder down now than
ever!" About 8 o'clock we sailed out upon the broad
Tenepuxent Bay, and with a fair breeze the Jane went
along at a good speed.

At 12 o'clock we turned into a cove about ten miles
down, and making ourselves comfortable, went to sleep.

Just at daybreak Tom called us up, and hastily eating a
light lunch, we loaded ourselves with cartridges, decoys,
water canteens, guns, etc., and strode manfully across the
mile of sandy meadow to the other side of the island

along the ocean. The mosquitoes made it lively for us
untfl the fresh morning sea breeze from off the water
drove them back. It was yet dark when we reached the
beach, and as soon as Tom dug the blind we lighted our
pipes and lay back on the rubber blanket to enjoy the
delicious breeze, cool, salt and damp, adding additional

fragrance to the tobacco. Suddenly it seemed lighter,

then streaks of color began to stand out against the east-

ern sky, changing fast into golden light, our decoys be-

came visible, with a flock of active little sandpipers
busily feeding among them. A low "mark" from Tom
called me from musing to business, the gun was grasped,

a sidelong glance showed that Carl was ready for the
little bunch of willet flying low over the tumbling surf.

Now Tom gave a low whistle, and instantly they noticed

the decoys, set their white-barred wings, and sailed in

over their one-legged representatives, dropping their own
slender blue legs to stop. Bang! bang! bang! went the
Parker. Bang! bang! bang! bang! the Winchesters rat-

tled and. roared ; the smoked cleared away and five dead
or crippled willet were left behind by the remainder of

the sadly demoralized flock. Tom gathered them up as

fast as possible.

The sun had appeared, and now, if at all, our shooting

was at hand. Down close, yonder is a big bunch, here

they come. Now! And again the battery roared. Seven
down! Here comes one back. Bang! and it joins the

dead. Now it is a single bird. Carl dropped it neatly in

the nearest ripples. Now it is a pair. He misses the

leader with his first, drops it way out with the second,
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Mine is killed with first shot. Once five birds came in,

and none go out; bnt both our guns are empty when the
last one falls into the surf. Once I killed a pair, but missed
quite a number of double shots on account of the hard
pull of the trigger.

The flight was not a large success, and only netted us
thirty birds—twenty-six willet, two calico backs, and two
"hill head" plover; so for want of better amusement, the
tide being low and no buds moving but the little sand-
pipers, we began taking turn about shots for pennies

—

two pennies in "the pot," the shooter takes the pot if he
kills. This became tame after a bit, and we decided to

take up and go home. Two hours later we were at the
hotel, our birds in the kitchen, and ourselves a few min-
utes later in the glorious surf, enjoying our first bath.

Etjmcott citt. Pious.

THE BIG SWAMP BEAR,
POINT PLEASANT, Louisiana.—Oa Dec. 1, 1889, I

left home with Jackson, a colored man who hunts
with me, to look for bears' sign. The first day, although
I found lots of mast, 1 saw very little sign; but the next
day I went to a large over-cup country, and there I found
sign in abundance, and some of very large bear. I re-

turned home that night and immediately wrote to the
Osborns, telling them I had found plenty of sign, and
that we would camp in the Tillett house on the Nebraska
plantation, but would leave it to them to set the day as I

could go ait any time. I received a letter from them the
following week saying they would be at camp on the 16th
inst. 1 then had Jack go and buy corn , and have it, with
cooking utensils, hauled to camp. On the 15th Mrs. M.
prepared what provisions I could pack on my horse, and
the next morning I started for camp. I arrived about 12
o'clock, and found Jack there. He had cleaned up, and
had the old house looking quite neat and comfortable. I
counted what dogs we had, and found ten. After resting
I told Jack to prepare dinner, as I thought the Osborns
would get in about 3 or 4 o'clock; they lived about 20
miles from camp. Sure enough, about that time I

heard their horses in the distance, coming up Tensas
River. It was not long before they came into camp, fol-

lowed by twenty-two dogs. There were Ike A., Rapp
and Ichabod O. Rapp called to Jack and told him to look
in his saddle pockets and he would find some bear's ribs
which he could warm. Rapp said that they had been out
the week before and had killed a very large bear, the ribs
were a part of it. After dinner we spread down our
blankets, and lay down to rest and plan the hunt for next
day.

I told them about the quantity of sign I had seen and
about the track of a bear that 1 thought would measure
llin. They all laughed and asked Jack if I did not take
a bottle of whisky along when looking for the sign.
"Yes," he said, "but that bear's track was there, for I

saw it, aud you know I don't drink." I told them to wait
and they would see.

It was left for me to plan the drive for the next morn-
ing. After a good night's rest and an early breakfast, we
were ready to start. I sent Ike and Jack to take the
stands, Rapp and I taking the dogs. Ichabod said he
would go along with us and take his chances in heading
the dogs off. The morning was dark and foggy. In
going across an open swamp we lost our course, and if

Rapp had not had his pocket compass with him we might
have had trouble in going to the place we wanted to
drive. As it was, while blundering around the dogs
started a bear, in fact, three bears; and went off like mad
in the direction of the slanders. We put spars to our
horses and started after them. We were going as fast as
we could, and just got within about a quarter of a mile
of them when we heard a gun fire. We checked our
horses for a moment and still could hear the dogs run-
ning. Ichabod said: "Those fellows have either missed
that bear or crippled it, and there will be the Old Nick to
pay; so come on and let's get there. But before we had
gone far we heard another gun; and still the dogs kept
on. When we got close enough we hallooed, and Ike
answered saying he had killed two bears and the dogs
were after the third one. We tied our horses and took
the cane. We had not gone far before the dogs made
the bear take a tree about 800yds. from us. I told Rapp
if he would go and shoot it I would follow after and cut
a trail. The cane was awful thick. I had cut about half
way when Rapp fired. In the meantime Ike came up and
said he was a younger man than I and he would finish
the trail and help Rapp get the bear out, but he was
almost famished for water. I took all the canteens and
rode to Mill Bayou, about three-quarters of a mile, filled

them, and when I returned I found all the bears out in
the slough and all the boys as thirsty as old topers.
After cooling off, the weather being quite warm, we

concluded to go to camp. We arrived there about 4
o'clock. I went to see a man that butchered to see if we
could get him to sell the meat, as we did not want to quit
hunting, and the meat would not keep. He agreed to
sell the meat if we would give him $5 per day for his
wagon and team. I told him all O. K., and to be at
camp early enough next morning so that he could get
the meat out on Lake St. Joseph by sunrise, as it would
not keep longer than that day. Soon after I returned to
camp Jack announced dinner. Now, don't you forget it,

Jack knows how to cook. We were right for eating, and
that dinner disappeared by sections.
About 4 o'clock next morning the wagon came for the

bears. For the hunt that day we took the same course,
but as it was clear we found no trouble, Rapp and I tak-
ing the dogs, Ichabod going with the standers. Near
about the same place where we had got a start the first

morning, the dogs struck a trail. The trail led in a dif-
ferent direction, but we knew we had men on the stands
that knew them all, and we did not feel uneasy about
the bears getting through any of them. The bear
jumped close to the stand that Ike was on and tried to
get through, but either saw or winded him and turned
off and struck for Mill Bayou. Ike knew if she got across
the bayou she would give us a long race before we got
her; so he put the spurs to his horse; and it was a close
shave.; Just as Ike got to the bayou the bear came roll
ing down the bank, a large barren she; with one barrel
he tumbled her into the bayou, and as she tried to crawl
out on the other side he finished her with the other.
By the time Rapp and I got to them Ike, Jack and

Ichabod had her dressed. We carried her up a slough
near the trail that led to camp, and hung her up.
Rapp and I then took the dogs and drove up Mill Bayou
toward the Bearden Cane, the others going to the stands.

We had not gone far before the whole team went off at
full- cry, except two dogs, they going in the opposite
direction. On examining the trail we found the two dogs
right, the team going on the back track. Bear dogs will
often do the like. In the meantime Ichabod came up. I
told him to go after the team and Rapp and I would fol-

low the dogs that were after the bear. They ran the
bear, a large barren she, until the sun was nearly down,
when she stopped to fight. About that time I heard
Ichabod coming. When he came up the two dogs were
about half a mile from us and fighting. Ike was close to
them. Ichabod told Rapp and me to get within speaking
distance of Ike and tell him to halloo and he would try
to get the dogs to him. He feared if we started to the
dogs that were after the bear the others would start a
fresh bear and both would get away from us. As it was
then getting dark Rapp and I started, and as luck was in
our favor, the bear began fighting toward us and met us
near half-way. We began to halloo. The bear broke
and ran on toward Ichabod and the dogs, and he soon
had the whole team after her. I knew then that that
bear's doom was sealed. She tried to take a tree, but
could not, as the dogs would pull her down every time
she attempted to go up it. Again Ike got there, and he
barely had time to shoot her before it was so dark you
could not see the end of your gun. Ichabad was on the
outside of the cane. He blew his horn. Rapp and I

went out. Ike and Jack staid with the bear. When I

got out of the cane I rode to tbe house of an old gentle-
man named Sims, got some lights and two or three negro
boys.
We cut a trail to Ike and the bear, and got them out

into Sims's field. We then dressed her, packed her on
the horses, borrowed a head-lamp from Mr. Sims, and
started for camp. We took up the first bear as we went
along, and arrived at camp about 10 o'clock, pretty well
tired out. We did not wait that night for Jack to cook;
every fellow began cooking each one for himself. Some
broiled liver, some kidneys, melts, etc. We were a hungry
set, but after so long we got the keen edge of our appe-
tites somewhat appeased. Then Jack started his cooking,
and about 12 o'clock those that had fallen asleep were
awakened to partake of a delicious supper.
The sun was well up the next morning before any of us

were astir. Mr. Kennedy came and found every one
asleep. We were awakened by the dogs barking and his
hallooing to keep them from biting him. He had had
good success in selling the meat, and said he could sell

more if we wished it. We gave him the two we had
killed, and told him what he could not sell to give away
as we were going to kill some more that day.

It was late before we got off, as we all were sore and tired

.

Rapp and I again did the driving. We set out about 10
o'clock. I proposed to go in the direction of where I had
seen the big track. I was certain that the bear had not
gone far from the place, as I knew he was fat and used
mostly around corn fields. We had not gone more than
a mile before the dogs struck a fresh trail. I told Rapp to
let them go, that some of the boys would kill it, and we
would go on and look for the track of the big bear. We
went on and got into Negro Bayou, which was then dry,
and we had not gone more than half a mile up the bayou
toward the fields before we found his track, which had
been made some time during the night. In the mean-
time Ike had killed the bear, the dogs had gone off after
a barren she, very fat..

I cut a cane and put it across the big bear's track, and
cut it off the width of the track. It measured llin. I
took the cane and started for the dogs. When I got to
where Ike and Ichabod were, I showed them the cane and
told them that that was the width of the bear's track,
and that it was fresh, and that we must get the dogs to
it if we had to tie them all and lead them. Ichabod, that
morning, in trying to head the dogs off on the upper part
of Negro Bayou, had run his horse into Mr. Sims's bear-
trap. After getting him out he found that he was unable
to travel, so he had got a horse from Mr. Sims. I had
left Rapp where we had seen the track, but fearing I
would have trouble in getting the dogs, had come on after
me. Ichabod

,
Rapp and I started with the dogs, leaving

Ike and Jack on the trails to head off. We did not have
much trouble in carrying them, as they were tired. On
getting near the place where we had seen the track, Icha-
bod took our start dog, old Tom, and went on ahead to
start him after the bear, knowing that as soon as he be-
gan giving tongue, the whole team would go to him. It

was no time before we heard old Tom squalling, and the
team made a break for him, with Rapp and me in a gal-
lop after them. When we got to where Ichabod was, he
was off of his horse looking at the track. "Well, boys,"
says he, " I have seen many a bear's track, but this one-
lays them all in the shade."
The dogs did not run long before they came up to the

old fellow, and then the fight began. Such a fight I never
before heard; although I have bear-hunted for twenty
odd years. I got off of my horse and climbed up the
bank of the bayou, and stood for some time listening to
them, forgetting, for the moment, that it was my duty to
assist them. Ichabod was standing close by and said to
me, "Did you ever hear the like before?" Rapp had gone,
which way I did not know.

I said to Ike, "Let's get from here. The dogs seem to
be fighting toward Sims's field. Our best route lies up the
bayou. Come, let's be off." We sprangupon our horses,
I taking the lead, and struck out, going as fast as we
could, only checking our horses to dodge a bush or vine,
here and there. We rode at a racing lick where we
could. Just as we got into the field where we had a trail
leading into the cane, we heard a gun fire. Then again.
Then two more reports in quick succession. Then we
heard Ike's horn; and we knew that the biggest bear in
the swamp was dead. We soon got to Ike, as he had
killed the bear on one of the trails we had cut the day
before.

I have hunted bears for twenty-five years, and have
seen and killed many a one, but never in my life have I
seen one to equal that bear, either in woods or menagerie.
We had no way of weighing him. but I am sure he would
have weighed between 800 and l,0001bs. I sent his foot
to the editor of the Tensas Gazette. It measured across
the bottom 9in. Ike stands 5ft. 8m.; he lay on the bear
after it was turned on its back, and when his toes were
at the bear's tail he could not reach its nose with his
hands. It took four horses to carry the meat and one to
carry the skin to camp.
The only dog killed during the hunt was killed by the

big bear. We did not get into camp until late that night.

As we were all tired, and had more meat than we could
save, the weather being so warm, we concluded to break
up and go home. I only saved the fat portion of the
meat, and that Mrs. N. rendered into lard, which lasted
the family for several months.
That was the last hunt for that season. I fear the

hunting for this season will be poor, as the freeze in
March killed the mast in the bud. More anon.

Hunter

STILL-HUNTING FOXES.

I CAN not say that still -hunting the fox is a sure and
successful method of capturing them compared with

other devices, yet I have, in years past, carried it on to
some extent among the good old hills of Vermont and
New Hampshire. The fox is the most alert and sharp-
scented of our wild animals, and we must consider that
man of all else is his common enemy.
Did you ever think how few foxes you have seen in a

wild condition, during all the years you have hunted over
the hills and fished along the'streams of your own town
or county? Very few, I dare say. And yet tbe trails in
the snow, and frequent sharp yelp-like bark, convinced
you that they were plenty, and near the farmhouse at
night, too. Well, this is simply and easily explained.
By their quick sense of scent and sound they detect your
presence first, and with light bounds seek safe cover at
a distance.

I have in the past trapped many hundred foxes and it
was always at the season when fur was most valuable
that I hunted or trapped them at all. One season I took
more than 80 in steel traps; and in the early morning
just at daybreak I followed still-hunting to some extent,
capturing two one morning in about twenty minutes. I
was not always successful and would then go home,
leave my gun and started with my trapping outfit for a
round to my traps set for fox, fisher, mink and other
animals. It was many years before I got fox-trapping
down to a nicety and it was from a thorough study of
the animal that I was ever successful at still-hunting
them.

I found the best locality for carrying it on was low-
lying fields or pastures, remote from farmhouses. Here
at daybreak you would find them hunting catlike for the
luckless mouse, for which they had a greedy appetite. 1

would place a composition on my boots, which is a great
attraction for the fox, repair to what I know to be a
hunting ground for them, walk in a circle on the wind-
ward side of some object, a stump, tree or cluster of
bushes, secrete myself there and await the animal's ap-
pearance. Sometimes I waited in vain, but a sportsman
must have patience and it will prove its own reward.
The fox would strike this trail and follow it past my
place of concealment. I have been able on many occa-
sions to call them within a few rods of my hiding place
by imitating the sharp squeak of the mouse. Be careful
to have the wind blowing toward you, or else they will
scent you and run away.
I stood as silent as a tree one morning and watched a

fox catch seven mice in a few minutes, and at last when
near enough I pulled the trigger and the game was mine.
When I approached and picked up his lordship a mouse
dropped from his mouth, and upon examination I found
the entire seven mice in his mouth.

If foxes are plenty trapping them is the only successful
method of capturing them to any large nu ruber.

I have sold many foxes, alive, to hunting clubs at a
good price. Daphne.
Jersey Citv, N. J.

We have a man here who kills more foxes in this man-
ner than all the rest with hounds. Of course, still-hunt-
ing is impossible unless there is a good tracking snow.
When the conditions seem favorable our huntsman
"Paddy" Miles shoulders his gun, usually loaded right
barrel Bs and left T or TT shot. He starts off with a
slow easy gait, but woe to the man that follows him in
an all-day trip. I know for I have tried it. He is liable
to pass several tracks before he selects one that suits him,
and even then he may abandon one after following it a
half mile. He seems to know by the direction taken and
the crooks and turns the fox makes whether he is soon to
lie down for the day. As soon as the track leads toward
the leeward side of the hill and by those peculiar turns
in and out under small evergreens, etc., "Paddy" assures
us that he will not go "fur" before seeing him curled up
on a stone pile, snowbank or beside an old stump. He
now moves cautiously, and with the eagle eye of an Indian
he surveys each likely place before he shows much of
his person. Moving on fifty or sixty rods he finds his fox
has been joined by another and the pair have trotted
along together. The tracks lead into a brush lot and
"Paddy" says they are probably lying down together in
that gully. Now, with increased caution he moves on.
He crawls many rods to get a view into the ravine. He
looks, long and carefully, and is about to rise to his feet
and walk on when he espies yellow fur at the foot of the
old stump, about two-thirds the way up the opposite
bank and at a distance of about fifteen rods, too far for a
sure kill, so he slides backward until he is out of sight.
He has marked a tree on the opposite side, where, if he
can reach it, he will be within eight rods. A walk of
about half a mile brings him around to the opposite
bank. He reaches the tree and cautiously peaks out and
can plainly see their heads lying side by side across their
forepaws. Slowly raising his gun he 'fires at the pile.

One fox never got out of his bed and the other is killed
before he runs four rods. With both in his hunting coat
he appeai-s in town, having been out less than three
hours. Of course this is an exception to the rule, but he
has killed three in one day. Now, if we have any other
still-hunter of foxes I would like to hear from them.
Eaton, N. Y. WlNO,

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation have prepared a cloth placard giving the game
and fish seasons. It is an excellent plan to nail these up
where they will do the most good. Mr. Richard O. Hard-
ing, the secretary, at 304 Washington street, Boston, sup-
plies them gratis on receipt of stamp. The seasons will
open on woodcock, quail and partridge, or ruffed grouse
Sept. 15. Harding writes: "The seasons of t'.ese birds
being uniform there is no longer any ground for the old
excuse, 'out after woodcock and shot partridge by mis-
take.' Our Association would like to have had the open
season on all these birds begin Oct. 1, but as Oct. 1 would
be late for woodcock we met with considerable opposi-
tion, and had to be content with Sept. 15."
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CHINESE PHEASANTS.
VANCOUVER, B. C, Aug. 6.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I was much interested on receiving mv

Foeest and Stream of July 31 to read your account of
Chinese pheasants in America.
Some of your readers may remember a note I sent you

last spring, wherein I stated that a game protective asso-
ciation had been formed here, and that we were import-
ing Chinese pheasants and other game birds.
Our first attempt to import Chinese pheasants was a

failure. A committee from our association interviewed
the captain of one of the China steamers sailing from
this port and asked him to get what we wanted. The
captain (one of the sort who promise everything and do
nothing) was most agreeable and promised to get us all

the birds we wanted, and bring them on the next inward
trip, which was April 7. Had the birds arrived by this
boat we would have had them in good time for breeding,
but on arrival of the boat we found no birds, but lots of
excuses from the captain. We determined to take the
matter out of his hand^, and as we were then too late for
this, season, it was determined to wait till the hatching
was over and send for a lot of youngbirds, and turn them
down this fall. This has been done and we are expecting
them shortly, and as soon as they arrive your readers
shall have full particulars of our experiences.

I am advised that pheasants round Victoria are won-
derfully plentiful and strong. They evidently intend to
enforce the law there too, for I see by the papers that
two ranchers were fined $50 apiece for shooting them out
of season. A few convictions like this and there will be
very little shooting done out of season.

Despite our hard winter and wet summer grouse round
here are p'entiful. This is partially accounted for, as we
had a spell of very fine weather while birds were young;

C. E. T.

CHICAGO DISCOUNTED.
Editor Forest and Sfrearw:
Never until his letter of Aug. 4 appeared in Foeest

AND Steeam of the 14th did I notice anything in the
breezy letters of E. Hough about "Chicago and the West"
to which the slightest exception could be taken. And it

is perhaps rather hypercritical, after deriving: much
pleasure from his contributions, to light on one little

paragraph in a long letter to find fault with and contra-
dict in the most express terms.
Although the provocation to become red in the face

and get angry at his assertion, is great, I shall endeavor
to restrain the tendency to fume, and will in the mildest
language try to show that on one important point Mr.
Hough is clear off his reckoning and owes the world an
immediate sad unconditional retraction. In the third
paragraph of his letter, speaking of the cheap sporting
trips that can be made from Chicago, he says: (,I would
rather repeat here than anywhere that there is no city
from which so varied and so cheap an amount of good
sport can be had as the city of Chicago."
That claim contains the gravamen against which I beg

to protect. Is it not enough that Chicago should possess
the Auditorium and a call on the World's Fair, without
making an effort to filch from an elder sister city the
proud honor of being the center from which the most
diversified sport to be had in the United States, or per
haps in the world, can be enjoyed at less expense, and
with least lapse of time—I do not say Joss of time—for I

regard time passed in the field with rod or gun as placed
where it will give the best return.
Mr. Hough details with excusable glee the fact that

from Chicago he can take " 'Ah Look on either a bass
trip, a woodcock trip, a snipe trip, a plover trip or a duck
trip, each in season and get game, too." Chicago is for-
tunate in having such delights at her command, and I
hope she will be wise enough to conserve them as far as
possible that posterity may derive some pleasure from the
bounty of nature. But there is a city that was famous
when Fort Dearborn was a trading post, that can lay
valid claim to furnishing its inhabitants with all those
sporting trips and many more. It is herein western New
York, on the banks of the Genesee River, and its name is

Rochester.
I am not yet classed with the greybeards, but I have

shot snipe, ducks, woodcock, grouse, plover, rabbits and
pigeons within tne present boundary line of this city, and
liave had days that it is delightful to remember with the
black bass and pike, to say nothing of lower fish within
half an hour's walk of the City Hall. It would scarcely
be fair to claim that such a variety of game is to be
found within the city now. The pigeons especially do not
come around in such numbers as they did when we were
boys. Neither would it be an easy matter to make a sat-
isfactory bag of ruffed grouse or woodcock in town. But
I would undertake, if it was necessary, to get a specimen
of either kind of bird within three miles of the center of
the city, and would not regard it as at all difficult to find
half a dozen snipe or plover of a day between this date
and O^t. 15, on grounds almost touched by the street cars.
When -'$5 trips" are under consideration we can easily

discount Chicago. For about half that sum one can get
a railroad ticket that will take him out to and bring him
back from grounds where in one day he may get half a
dozen ruffed grouse or double the number of woodcock,
with an occasional quail or rabbit. A 25 cent trip ticket
over the Rochester & Lake Ontario, or the Glen Haven
R. R., will put one on the shore of Irondequoit Bay, for-
merly one of the best duck grounds inAmerica, and where
even still, although the points are nearly all covered
with hotels and cottages, the widgeon, redheads and
bluebills, with all their kindred, love to linger on their
semi-annual migrations. Northwest of the city, within
two hours' drive, there are five ponds on the shore of Lake
Ontario, which to the sportsman of the last generation
were as prolific in wildfowl shooting as ever could have
been the Calumet River or Kankakee marshes. Even
now, although they are popular summer resorts, a dozen
families of teal are breeding there, and from October
until January there is a fighting chance of meeting with
a big day at winter ducks.

If comparisons are tolerable we may well challenge
Chicago in respect to facilities for angling. The black
bass, pike and pickerel that inhabit the river above the
city ha ve no superiors in gamen'-ss and all the other good
qualities. The city sewage has unfortunately ruined the I

best of the lower river fishing, which in former years
was unsurpassed. The bays I spoke of afford good bass

|

and pickerel fishing. I saw a boy take a olbs. big-mouth

bass m Irondequoit Bay a week ago, and he had four
other good ones. Four lines of railroad—the Central-Hud-
son; Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg; Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh, and an electric road compete for the
summer travel to the mouth of the river, where perch
and rock bag3, with now and then a black bass or pick-
erel, can be caught in great numbers through all a sum-
mer's day. The fare is only 25 cents fcr the round trip.We have one of the best trout stream sin the world within
sixteen miles of town. The Rochester and Pittsburgh
and Erie railroads will take you to its banks for half a
dollar, but unless you have an invitation from a member
of the club that has leased it you can cast no fly on its
crystal waters. But you may visit the State fish hatch-
ery there situated and see the process of hatching fish
artificially for distribution over the State. There am
besides in the county a few small wild streams where
fiugerlings and a few trout above the 6in. limit can be
taken with "patient angle" if one likes to creep through
mo-quito-infested and tangled underbrush.
But it is not alone on the home waters that we rely for

sport with rod and line. At our doors lies Lake Ontario,
and on it ply steamboats which for a consideration wiii
transport the town-weary citizen to the north shore,
where, in the Dominion wilderness, he can soon cast his
lines in waters alive with bass, pickerel, mascalonge or
trout. We command, as it were, the piscatorial resources
of all British America, and can draw draughts on streams
and lakes that have never failed to respond satisfactorily
when approached by the right man at the right time.
Down the Lake we have the Thousand Islands fishing to
try if we tire of the home or Canadian waters. Then the
Adirondacks are next door to us, where trout or deer can
be had for asking.
Oh, yes, Chicago is a great city, and her children are

full of chic, elan, "sand," enterprise, or whatever you
want to call it. But when she claims to be a better base
of operations from which to carry on field sports than
Rochester is, she illustrates that vaulting ambition which
o'erleaps itself. E. Redmond.
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 17.

BOSTON NOTES.
JUST the best way to spend a vacation is something of

a question. Some are fond of the seashore, where
bathing in the morning and sitting on the piazza in the
afternoon make up a large part of the programme. But
this will never do for the lover of the rod and gun. A
vacation means more to him. Mr. A. W. Tompkins,
salesman for Foster & Weeks of this city, has a pretty
good idea of what a vacation should be to a live young
man, and he usually manages to get a good deal out of his
annual two weeks. In the first place he objects to going
Mich a distance as will take up some four or five days of
his precious time on the road. So he selects some spot
nearer home. This year Wayland, Mass.. was his choice,
and that of his friend Mr. J. A. Tolman. Both are lovers
of a good horse, as well as the rod and line. They both
drove to a pond in Wayland, not more than 18 miles
from Boston. They cam] ed at the pond, where boats
and everything was in readiness. Pickerel fishing was ex-
cellent. Right here it might be remarked that fishing of
this sort has been particularly good in many of the ponds
in this State this summer. They caught all they wanted
and some of the large ones were sent home. Black bass
fishing was good, but the boys preferred pickerel.
The pickerel were worth something after they were taken,
but the bass they did not try to eat. Nearly every day
their mothers, sisters and lady friends came up to see the
boys, and one of the features of the vacation was to drive
the ladies home at nightfall behind the fast steppers
They then would drive back to camp and finish out a* day
of rare pleasure in hunting bullfrogs with a jacklight.
The glare of the lantern turned upon the frog at a distance
of 20ft. would cause froggy to close his eyes, when he fell

an easy prey to the club of the frog hunters. The next
morning his hind legs furnished a dainty fry for break-
fast, or the tidbits were reserved for dinner, when the
ladies again came up for pickerel fishing. The boys did
their own cooking; and again they did not, for each time
the ladies came up they did not come empty handed in
the way of the best their culinary skill could produce.
The boys are blacker than redmen; that is to say, of
the insurance order type, but such a time comes only to
those who rough it.

But if reports from Maine are to be credited, the deer
are remarkably plenty. Then, if further reports are to
be believed, they are being killed out of season. One
guide writes me that the deer are plenty at—I am not
going to aid other breakers of the law by publishing in
the Foeest and Steebm just where—and that they are
shooting them. It is a shame. It is totally unfair, and
enough to discourage those who are disposed to obey the
game laws. The other day some fishermen were bass
fishing in one of the ponds which lie between Bridgton
and Norway, Maine, when they saw what they at first

took for a duck, swimming rapidly past them and for the
other shore of the pond. Soon they saw that it could not
be a duck, and they "up killick" and give chase. It
proved to be a deer, and they gained upon it by rowing
with all their might. The man at the oars, a stout fel-

low with tremendous muscle, was determined to overtake
the deer, and he came very near succeeding. But the
deer soon got to where he could touch bottom, and with
a few bounds and splashes he struck the shore and was
away into the woods. The oarsman was so exhausted
that he could not move for some moments. His idea was
to catch the pretty creature alive. This deer was seen at
a pond among the farms, and at a point where a few
years ago such a creature was never heard of.

At Eustis, I am told, a deer was shot as it crossed the
road one day last week. It was a doe, and very thin in
flesdi. It had come out into the fields to feed. Respect
for the law is not sufficient up there to prevent shooting
at deer or partridge^whenever they are to be seen. On
the stage one morning a while ago, in the same town,
was a sportsman returning to the city, after having
caught about 1,000 trout by count. The number of fish

he had caught, which he could not possibly use, brands
him a—call him what you please, good reader of the
Foeest and Steeam—T say a man not fit to be in the
woods. An old p artridge ran out from the underbrush
by the roadside and made passes at the wheels of the
coach. Her young were doubtless in the brush, and she
was using the strategy that such birds will, to attract
the attention of wild animals from their young. The

poor bird doubtless mistook the coach wheel for some
monster that was to harm her young. Our great sports-
man, mounted on the front seat, drew his revolver and
began firing at the bird. About the fourth shot she fell
dead. The cruel fellow jumped off the coach, examined
his booty, and finding it "poor as a crow," left it by the
roadside. Ah! when will men learn to go into the woods
with some sort of knowledge of the habits of the game
they seek, and with such a love of nature that they will
not kill for the mere sake of killing? The name of the
cruel, badly informed booby should be given right here,
only that my informant hides his name from me, because
he is a friend.

. Special.

An Old Fashioned Panthee Fight.—Quilcene, Wash.—Editor Forest and Stream: Deer, wildcats, cougars,
and some bears are found in this vicinity. I have not
seen any bears, but I see their signs every few day?. I
have often wondered what hindered the cougars from
being very plentiful. They are monarchs of the woods,
and are very sly, with plenty of game and cattle to live
on. This spring I was talking with an old cruiser (a man
who hunts for timber and good land claims), who had
followed the business for the last twenty years in Oreg< to.

and this State. He never takes a gun, but carries only'
a blanket and a small axe. He related that one night
when ho was camping in the head of a ravine about dark
he heard a cougar scream on one of the ridges; and this
one was answered by another on the opposite ridge. They
kf-pt working toward the head, until finally they came
together some 300yds. above him in some quaking aspen;
and such a row and racket as they made he had never
heard before. They rolled down within 100yds. of him:
and he says that he was pretty well scared; but he kept
up a big tire and stayed behind that. They quieted down
in a couple of hours, and the next morning, when it was
light enough, he went on to the battle ground. He found
one of them lying there dead, all cut and torn to pieces.
It was a very large one. Four days afterward, as he was
coming back the same way, some" 500yds. from where he
had found the first one he had stumbled ugon the other
one, dead. This, too, was all cut and torn as the first had
been. At another time, in Oregon, he heard a big fight
going on, but did not go to see the results. He was stop-
ping one night with an old Indian, who had hunted and
trapped all his life, and was telling him about the fight,
when the Indian said that that was the way when two
old males met; one or the other was killed, and very often
both; and that whenever the male would find the young
ones and the mother absent he would kill the last one of
them, but if the mother were with them she would keep
him off. That must be the reason that the mother goes
with the young until they are nearly two years old. They
pay that all the cat kind will kill their young. We know-
that this is so with the domestic cat.—C. B. P.

Codification of the New Yoek Laws.—There was
a meeting of the Commission for the Codification of the
Game Law?, which is composed of the Hon. R. U. Sher-
man, E. G. Whittaker and Robert B. Roosevelt, formerly
president of the Fishery Commission, and afterward
Minister to the Netherlands. The meeting was held at
Say ville, where Mr. Roosevelt has a country residence,
and entertained the Commission during their stay. Notice
had been extensively given out not only by advertise-
ment in the local papers, but by the printing and distri-
bution of hand bills, but although there were some 30 or 40
persons present at the meeting the netting interest was not
largely represented. Special efforts had been made to
get thetn to be present, as the Commission was anxious
to get their views. Those who did come differed as usual,
the pound-net men laying the diminution of fish, which
all admitted, to the fiy-netters, the latter putting the
blame on the set-net owners, and all uniting in saying
that the hook and line fishermen were most to blame for
catching more fish than they could use and allowing
these to spoil and rot till their smell was offensive to the
neighborhood. To show his associates how great was the
loss from this cmse Mr. Roosevelt took them in his yacht
to the famous Cinderbeds, where they found some thirty
other boats hard at work at this nefarious destruction.
However, as the entire Com mission did not catch a single
fish in two days' fishing, and could not ascertain that any
of the thirty boats caught more than twenty, the unlucky-
members from the rural districts came away with de-
cided doubts whether hand-line fishing was so ruinous as
alleged, especially when they remembered that these
thirty boats were the means of having spent on the bay
men not less than §500 and on the hotel keepers a great
deal more. The next meeting of the Commission is ap-
pointed for Staten Island and Peconic Bay.

Hunts and Fishes and Runs the "Heeald,"—
Indeed, the younger Bennett possesses many of the best
traits of his great father, the founder of the Herald. It
is a common error that he leaves to others the manage-
ment of his newspaper. Very few j ournalists are so ever-
present and pains-taking; for though hunting for tigers
in the jungles of the Soudan; or fishing for haddock in
the Arctic Ocean, this wizard of the tripod carries a wire
with him, and keeps his hand ever upon a galvanic bat-
tery. It is to this watchful and exacting, this original
and restless spirit, that the Herald owes not only its pecu-
liar influence and vitality at home, but its supremacy
among American journals abroad, where it stands alone
-and without a rival.

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

Minnesota Peairie Chickens.—Detroit, Minn
,
Aug.

13.—Editor Forest and Stream: In my note to you last
Monday, I believe I stated that the deer season was from
Nov. 15 to Dec. 1. I am mistaken in thus writing, as the
season is from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1; and from Dec. 1 to Dec.
15 to get the game out of the country. I regret making
such a blunder, but feel consoled when I read in the St.
Paul Press and the Minneapolis Tribune this morning
that the chicken season opened the 15th in3t., a blunder
inexcusable from two of the great dailies of the State. I
learn this afternoon that a party of four are out after-

chickens to-day. The grouse season will open Aug. 21.

—

Myeon Cooley.

Forest and Stbwam, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has dessriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflagwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tz&e on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Grloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybulene" and
other oompetent authorities to be the beat treatise on the subject
estant.
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THE TRANSGRESSORS' CORNER.
APHENIX, K. L, correspondent sends us a report, taken from

tbe Providence Telegram, of tbe trapping of one Gteo. L. Hox-
sie, the game officer at Hopkinton, B. L President PeUney, of
the Society for the Protection of Game and Fish, received word
that Hoxris was out shooting with a hired man. Tuesday morn-
ing President Penney and Geo. T. Anthony, one of the. special de-
tectives of the. society, enlisted the services of Deputy Sheriff
Beny. of Westerly, to assist them. The party went, to

.

% place
near Hoxsie's house and concealed themselves" behind a stone
wall with a full view of the premises about his place and patiently
awaited his return from the shoot. About 11 o'clock (bat night
Hoxsie with another man went into tbe yard. Thehvatcbers saw
him hang the birds down into the well. After the family hud re-
tired the two betook themselves to a, farmhouse, where they were
stopping, and remained there till 2:30 o'clock in the morning,
when they again returned to watch Hoxsie. They lav in wait till

he came out. He looked anxiously up and down the road, and
then went to the well and drew up the rope to which was attached
the basket of birds. Tbe detectives started for him, but he dis-
covered them when within 300yds. of the house. He was en the
alert, as he afterward explained, he had been warned bv E. 0',

Green, the pharmacist of Hope Valley. He ran with the "basket
of birds, but the Sheriff and President. Penney were equal to the
emergency and they overtook him.
Mr. Hoxaiesaid be had not been shooting. The warrant was

read to Hoxsie, and while a conversation was going on between
two of them, the sheriff, who had been looking for tbe birds, re-
turned with a basket which contained twenty-one partridge and
two woodcock.
The caso came before Justice Whipple in the Third District

Court at Westerly, Hoxsie was adjudged guilty and fined $20.
Justice Whipple dismissecLthe twenty-three separale complain' s.

Hoxsie's counsel pleaded that having been convicted of having
one partridge and paid bis fine he could not be fined for each bird
in lus possession. The president of the game club has not given
up Hoxsie's case yet. Mr. Penney has employed more counsel
and is going to make this a test case of the game laws of this
State; and if there are any defectsin the law it will he brought up
before the next meeting of the General Assembly.

Game Warden Collins, of Hartford, Conn, has been waking up
things again. On Sunday. Aug. 3, Joseph Notine, a Hertford bar-
ter, went up into the Ten-mile woods in Windsor with a. party of
friends to have a clam bake. He unfortunately took along his gun
and young bird-dog for the purpose, as he says, of training tbe
dog and having his picture taken. Monday morning Game War-
den A. C. Collins, of Hartford, Conu., received information that
Notine was seen with a dog and gun and shots were heard fired in
that vicinity. Upon this he promptly got out a warrant for
Notine 's arrest, and he was summoned to appear at the town hall
in Windsor at 5 P. M. Wednesday, to be tried before Justice Sid-
ney E. Clarke of Hartford. Game Warden Collins conducted the
prosecution for the State. The accused pleaded nor. guilty. The
State produced five witnesses who testified to seeing Notine in the
wonds. wearing a hunting coat and having with him a bird-dog
and gun, also to hearing two shots fired in the direction in which
he had gone. Notine dented the charges and produced three wit-
nesses to substantiate his statements. Mr. Collins argued that
the State had made out a case under section 2,532, Revised Statutes
of 1S88, which provides that: "Any person found with a bird-dog
and gun upon land where woodcock, qua'], ruffed grouse (called
partridge), are known to exist, shall be deemed prima facie to he
there for the purpose of pursuing said birds with intent to kill;"
and also under section 2,533: "Every person who shall on Sunday
shoot or hunt or have in possession in the open a'r the imple-
ments for shooting, shall be fined not less than seven nor more
than twenty-five dollars." Tbe court found the accused guilty
and the tines and costs amounted to $31.01, which he promptly
paid; and no doubt charged the same up to profit and loss.

Judge Desnoyers. Mr. W. S. Walker, attorney for the Pish and
Game Protection club, and Mr. Alex. N. Shewan, secretary of the
club, returned to Montreal on Saturday from Beauharnois, hav-
ing succeeded in convicting three parties after a hard fight, of
shooting and killing wild duck during the close season. The court
was held at the court house, Beauharnois. The costs and fines
amounted to some |60 for killing two ducks.

§mnp=<gire Jjflichqings.

"That reminds me."

DOSTON.—Mr. W. T. Farley of the dry goods jobbing
AJ> firm of Farley, Harvey & Co., is spending his vaca-
tion at the Adirondacks. Mrs. Farley is with him. He
writes the firm that they may think of him as jacking a
deer every night. The other members of the firm all under-
stand what that means, for they have been there them-
selves. They tell a good story of a Boston merchant at
the Adirondacks last year. He was particularly anxious
to kill a deer. He employed "one. of the bestguides in
the region," and they jacked and jacked nearly all night,
amid great suffering of the would-be shooter. Not a deer
did they see nor hear. The shooter was nearly dead from
sitting in one position. Toward morning they passed a
swampy place, and there was a rustling in the reeds.
The guide asked in a soft whisper if the shooter heard it.

He did hear it, and his teeth were already chattering
with buck fever, or with cold, he could not tell which.
He signified his willingness to shoot by the trembling of
the gun in his unsteady hands. The guide again whis-
pered that the rustling was a deer, and for the merchant
to watch for eyes, but if he could not see any eyes, to
shoot as near as he could at the sound. At the same time
the guide suggested the caution that the shooter should
be careful and not shoot him. The hunter fired. The
echoes awoke, and the splashing and rustling had ceased.
The guide told the merchant that he had shot a deer, and
"by the sound" he judged that it was a large buck. He
had doubtless secured a beautiful pair of antlers. But
the swamp was so thick and of such a nature that it

would not be possible to get the deer, but when winter
came the place would freeze over, and then the horns
and hide could be Becured. He would take the earliest
opportunity to get them and forward them to Boston.
The merchant came home in the full faith of his success.
When cold weather came he daily expected the horns,
The express was watched, but they have not come to
hand. Later in the winter he learned that some guides
arrange with another guide to go into the swamp, get be-
hind a tree, so as to be safe from the shot, and then to
rustle and splash till the tenderfoot shoots. After which
all is still, and the tenderfoot is satisfied. He has shot a
deer. Now that merchant does not cire to have his
friends mention the pair of horns he expected. Special.

The Yellowstone; Park and Dining Oar Route.—The
Northern Pacific Railroad, stretching from the Great Lakes to
the Pacific coast, with its elegant vestihuled service of dining
cars and Pullman sleepers, not only affords business men, tourists
and others a route of travel equal in everv respect to any in the
country, but renders accessible to sportsmen tbe only region in
which can be found to-day the large game which was ones so
plentiful in all the West. In addition to the large game, the
sportsman will find in the country along the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small game as is unknown in
the East. This line, penetrating the Lake Park region of Minn-
esota, and running through the valleys of such trout streams as the
Yellowstone, Gallatin, Hell Gate, Clark's Fork, Spokane, YaKima
and Green rivers, as well as lying in close proximity to the hunt-
ing grounds of the Big Horn, Snowy, Belt, Bitter Root, Rocky,
Cceur D'Alene and Cascade Mountains, is unquestionably the
sportsmen's route of Ameriea i The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
of North America," together with other interesting publication,
descriptive of tbe Yellowstone Park ani Alaska tours, will be
maim, free on application to Ohna, % Pee ft. p, * T, A,, ft, P.

m Htfd §iv([r fishing.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
"C1 OR practical and specific directions to reach several hundredA fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see
issues of 18S9 as follows: April 18, April 25, May 2, May 9, May 30,

June 6, June 13, June 20, June 27.

THESOUTH BRANCH OFTHE POTOMAC.
THE south branch of the Potomac is equally famed lot-

its picturesque beauty and the line sport which the
limpid stream, well stocked with bass, affords the angler.
There can be found all that the enthusiast regards as es-
sential to happiness. Eugged gorges, lovely valleys, deep
vistas and forests, the clear dancing waters of the river,
and other natural features are present to give the color-
ing that adds zest to the angler's pleasures. The north
and south branches of the Potomac River join at South
Branch depot of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R . a point 18
miles east of Cumberland, Md. The south branch rises
in Highland and Pendleton counties, West Virginia, in
the Shenandoah Mountains, and flows northward through
Pendleton, Grant, Hardy and Hampshire counties. It is

about 115 miles long. From Petersburg, W. Va., to the
mouth of this branch the distance is 60 miles, and the
stream ranges from 100 to 250yds in width and can be
traversed by small boats the whole way, there being no
falls or rapids bad enough to obstruct the passage. The
water is well-suited to bass, being fed by many small
mountain streams. There is no pollution whatever as
there is in the north branch, which has several manu-
facturing towns and coal fields along its banks. The
river is full of riffles, shallow places, deep holes and
plenty of bold rocks, affording just such haunts as the
bass like.

As is well known the black ba^s was introduced into
the Potomac Basin, at Cumberland, in 1858; the first

recorded introduction being made by Gen. W. W.
Schriver, of Wheeling. To-day the south branch is one
of the finest streams for small-mouthed bass (Micropterus
dolomieu) east of the Alleghanies.
More bass have been caught in this river during the

present season than for several years past. This is proba-
bly due to the fact that last season's freshets kept the
water in so turbid a state for the greater part of the
summer, that fewer anglers visited the river, and the bass
had an opportunity to grow and multiply. While there
are plenty of fish they run large, and now and then a
genuine mossback is lured from the stream. It is not a
rare thing to catch 4 and 5lb. bass either with the fly,

minnow or trolling spoon. While expert fishermen with
the fly do not catch the largest fish, yet they will show
greater numbers and a heavier string for a day's work. It
is our belief that the best method of fishing the south
branch is to have a well-stocked fly-book, an Soz. split-
bamboo of ten or twelve feet, and to wade along the banks
of the stream

,
whipping it as one goes along. In this way

wo, have had many successful days on the dear old stream,
and have had the satisfaction of sharing in the largest
catches on record, except one, which we shall mention
later on. For those who use live bait there are plenty of
crawfish, helgramites, shiners or bright-sided minnows,
chubs and black-nosed dace. These are found in the
small brooks running into the river. For bait-fishing a
short rod is the proper thing for this stream, but that to
angler's liking, long ones can be used as there is no
trouble in wading along the river's banks at a distance so
far from shore that the trees do not interfere with casting.
One of the famous resorts is the hanging rock, at Col.

Isaac Parsons's. This spot, in the very heart of the bass
region, is attractive because of its scenic beauty, and also
on account of a ready and hearty hospitality one meets
with there, and which has gone forth to make the name
of "Ike" Parsons a familiar household word among ang-
lers. This was where ex President Cleveland was enter-
tained on his 1887 hunting and fishing trip to the south
branch, when quite a number of fish were caught. This
rock is about 12 miles from Green Spring Run, on the
B. & O. R. R. It is the camping ground of the Wheeling
Bass Fishing Club, members of which were among the
first to discover the fine sport to be had in the south
branch by the angler. It was to this club that Mr. Otho
Heiskell belonged, enjoying the sport with the younger
men, who called him Uncle Otho. The best grounds are
above Romney, the terminus of the South Branch R. R.,
16 miles from Green Spring Run. Romney is a great
gathering place for anglers and sportsmen—156 miles
from Washington, D. C, 160 from Pittsburgh, and 27
miles east of Cumberland— it is situated on a level plateau
300ft. above the river, and is supplied with pure, cool
sandstone water, piped from a mountain spring. The
town is surrounded by mountains and is well shaded, tbe
nights during the summer are cool and plea-ant. The
roads are fine, and the town and county are entirely free
from malarial diseases. At this paint is located the State
Fish Hatchery,
Above Romney the best fishing is to be had in the

"trough," a marvellous gorge formed by two mountains
that seem to rise abruptly from the' water, and run
parallel for a distance of five miles. Here, we do not
hesitate to say, is to be found the best bass fishing in tbe
whole river. The trough is ten miles above Romney and
is not reached by railroad, but by conveyance from Rom-
ney, The gorge averages from 100 to 150yds. in width,
and the stream runs swiftly through, now rushing over
shallow places forming riffles, and now eddying in deep
rocky holes, which afford fine hiding places for the bass.
Here the b:«s reach a large size. Mr. Gibson caught one
of 61bs. weight, which we saw weighed after he had
carried it eleven miles to Romney. As high as 64lbs. of
bass have been taken by a single rod in one evening's
fishing; from twenty to forty fish a day are very fre-
quent catches. We quote some good records from the
Morefield Examiner of July 31, 1890: ''On last Tuesday
(July 29) Frank Turley and George Strawder broke the
record on fishing with hook and line. They went from
town to below the old stone mill in a boat, fishingasthey
went down. They report a catch of 180 bass. The river
appears to be full of bass. It seems a small matter for
two or three fishermen to go out and bring in from fifty

to a hundred in a day. We venture to say that within
the past two weeks 700 or 800 have been caught between
Petersburg and Morefield, besides a great manv have
hm c§wgJ$ Mort here,"

It is not unusual for parties to go to Morefield, secure
boats, and fish to the mouth of the river, which is a dis-
tance of fifty miles. These trips are generally very suc-
cessful; 1,400 bass have been taken by three men on a
single voyage of this kind. This party was made up of
anglers, and most of the fish were returned to the river
unharmed. While the bass are in great numbers and ap-
pear to be multiplying, despite the efforts of the anglers,
there are very few, if any, other fish in the river. All
along the stream strangers will find places Of shelter,
where they can rest and be fed. There are excellent
camping places, plenty of good springs of excellent water,
and farmhouses near by where vegetables, etc., can be
had.

Besides its picturesque beauty, and its ever renewed
supply of bass, there is another reason why the south
branch has a place near the heart of every true angler.

It was on the banks of this stream that a boy, who
afterward became one of the most prominent fishcul-
lurista of the world, fished for mullets, suckers and eels,
for that was before the introduction of the bass, and it
may have been his contemplation of nature, as showm by
the humbler members of the finny tribes, that inspired
him to the great work of his life— the artificial propaga-
tion of fishes—which has added so much both to the
wealth of the land and to the pleasure of the angler.

Easby.

ANGLING NOTES.
A S a rule striped bass are not caught on any bait but
rx- the genuine article; they seem too shy and suspi-
cious to be tempted by the various imitations. But we
have heard of several instances lately where they have
taken the phantom and whitebait minnows. Another
successful lure lately used is a gang made of one treble
hook on gut with a small revolving spoon above. A sand-
worm is hooked on to this gang, and the bass, attracted
by the glistening spoon, rushes for the bait and is cap-
tured. It should be trolled slowly in shallow water with
80ft. of line and no sinker—a good-sized swivel is suffi-
cient weight.

Mr. John Yale, one of our prominent fly-fishermen,
has just returned from a troutingtrip to the upper waters
of the Rondout. He says that owing to the intense heat
there was very little fly-fishing to be had during the day-
time, but after dark the fish rose freely to a good-sized
ginger-palmer and coachman. The fish, as usual during
the night, took the fly as if they meant it and fought
bravely. He killed a number of fish running from 12 to
14in., and among them a rainbow, which in its eagerness
to escape jumped fully 3ft. up the bank.

Fly-fishing at night to those who are not used to it is
a peculiar and rather uncanny experience. The rushing
water looks as black as ink, and even when the sky is
bright the shadows cast by the trees and bushes make
the stream seem intensely dark. It is better to use only
one fly and a short stout leader. The large trout feed
entirely at night during the hot weather, and after one
gets used to the strange surroundings it is very charming
sport, for the small fish do not trouble the fly then, and
the big ones take hold sharp and with a loud splash.
Large bright flies should be used as a rule, but strange to
say, in Lake Colden, in the Adirondacks, the black gnat
is tbe most killing fly.

We regret to learn that in Tupper Lake region the
trout fishermen are killing more deer than trout. It
seems to have been done very openly, and we shoukl
think that the game warden for that locality would have
no trouble in securing convictions.

Mr. M. S. Tweedie, of the Red Cross line of steamers,
office 18 Broadway, is getting up a circular relating to
the fishing and shooting in Newfoundland. He will be
happy to send a copy as soon as it is printed to any sports-
man who will take the trouble to apply for it. The
shooting resources of Newfoundland are .enormous, and
little understood by Americans. Many English sports-
men make yearly trips to that country for salmon, sea
trout and caribou. Now that the Red Cross line of steamers
run to Pilleys Island, it is an easy trip. Mr. W. Hol-
berton, a well known sportsman of this city, intends to
make this trip in October, mainly for the purpose of ex-
ploring the Island and finding out what is to be had in
the way of fishing and shooting. It is probable that a
party will be made up to go there this season.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, 111., Aug. 13.—There was on exhibition to-
J day. in front of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore and

Western Railway office, a magnificent mascallonge whose
great size and perfect beauty and symmetry kept a crowd
alike of gawkers and anglers about it. The fish was 4lin,
in length and 351bs. in weight. Across the back and up
and down through the body it was exceptionally heavy.
In every line it was shapely as a salmon. It was a grand
fish. Thi3 beautiful specimen of a fresh-water giant
came down from Crosby's place on Twin Lakes, Wis.,
and was taken by Mr. Harry Goodall, of the Sun and
Drover's Journal, of this city, This fish was not only
big, but beautiful, and to take a prize like that must be a
joy forever to an angler. Mr. Ryder, agent of the road
above mentioned, commenting on the symmetry of this
fish, said, "I can tell one of those Twin Lakes mascal-
longe nearly every time as soon as I set eyes on it. They
don't catch so very many there, but when you get one it

is nearly always a big one and a beauty at that."
Mr. Chas. Levings, of tbe C. & A., was down on the

Kankakee at the C. & A. crossing the other day. and
seized the opportunity for a little fishing. He fished an
hour and a half, and made the rather remarkable show-
ing of 4 small-mouth bass, 3 wall eyed pike. 8 croppies,
3 dogfish, 2 turtles and 1 clam (mussel). The bass were
all taken on the fly, and the other things on the frog.
The croppies were very large, and they took frog in theirs.
The mussel also bit the frog, clamping down on his hind
legs in great shape and making a very gamy fight. The
bass were small, not running over a pound. Mr, Levings
says he had more fun with the dogfish than anything
else. E. Hough.
Names and Portraits of Birds, by (xurdon Truraouu. A

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by it3 use they can
fdeiittfy without queKtiou tUl the American sjame birds which
they may till. OiotAjW \>mh 0rtG» W.W: lT<n? s*!.e hv Fo&HS*
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ON CANADIAN RIVERS.
IThe following chapter is taken from Mr. E. A. Samuels's new

volume, "With Fly-Rod and Camera."]

THE mellow, flute-like song of the hermit thrush awoke
me before sunrise on the following morning. Nudg-

ing my friend to arouse him, I stepped outside the tent.
The camp-fire had burned out, nothing of it remaining
but a few black embers. The two guides were sound
asleep under their blankets, the heavy covering being
pulled up over their heads completely.
Taking our rods, Frere and I stepped past the sleeping

men on our way to the pool; they awoke instantly, how-
ever, for your bush sleeper is easily awakened. With a
big yawn they arose and began to move about thpir camp
duties, the first of which being invariably filling and
lighting their pipes.

"What sort of a day is it to be?" I asked of Hiram, as I

prepared my tackle for a cast at the foot of the pool,
Frere having gone to the head.
Hiram gave a look at the mist which completely en-

veloped the forest about us, and then at the drenched
leaves which trembled slightly in the breeze.
"Oh, it'll be bright enough by and by," he replied, "the

wind is sou' west, and the webs are plenty." As he spoke
he pointed to the gossamer webs which had been spun on
the bushes and brakes and weeds about us.

It is almost an invariable sign, that if gossamer webs
are abundant in the morning, the day will be fair.

"Well, Hiram," said I, "here's for luck," and I began
casting above the rapids at the foot of the pool.
"Luck to you!" he replied, and returned to the camp,

where his axe w as soon heard busy in preparing wood for
the breakfast fire.

The morning was dark, and the mist hung so heavy
above the pool that I could but indistinctly see Frere,
who was at work at the upper end. For my own fly I

had my favorite, a silver-doctor. It is a fly"with which
I can do better work than with any other, in all waters
and with all fish.

Now, silver-doctors are to be met with in most varied
forms. At one time I had upward of four dozen of them
in my books that I had gathered here and there, and
hardly two of them were alike. If the body is silver
tinsel it matters but little, in the opinion of many tyere,
how the rest of the fly is made, and the result is that when
one speaks of this fly he conveys but a vague meaning. I

have silver-doctors with whole wings and with made
wings; with all kinds of hackles and with none at all, and
with tails and without.
My favorite style is made with pure silver tinsel body

—

no other is worth using. The tail consists of two or three
webs of a widgeon's or teal's mottled feather, together
with the same number of webs of the ruffle of the golden
pheasant. I like a small hackle on a silver-doctor, and if

I were to have a dozen tied, should have three each with
gray, brown, yellow and black hackles. Not heavy, but
nice neat hackles.
Doubtless some one will say, "Ah, but that's not my

idea of a siver-doctor at all." "All right," I reply, "it's
mine; I want a small hackle on it."

Now for wings. I don't like whole wings, that is,

wings made of whole feathers, but prefer made ones,
those which are made of varied fibers selected from many
feathers, among them always a few shreds of the mottled
feather of the widgeon or teal, two good feathers from
the ruff of the golden pheasant, and over all, two or three
good sprays from the crest of the same bird.
Above all, I want the fly tied so hard and firmly that I

cannot move it at all on the hook. If it is loosely tied, it

soon becomes worthless, in fact it is unsafe, for the hook
is likely to pull out with the first fish. I always reject a
fly that is not stiff, or which is at all movable on the
hook. It is an expensive fly, such as I have described,
but it is the most killing in existence. The silver-doctor
commonly sold is a cheap affair compared with this, but
deliver me from such and all other cheap flies. I always
prefer to have mine "tied to pattern," and do not accept
any which will not stand a rigid scrutiny.
t I began casting with a short line, my invariable habit,
and worked further and further out into the pool with
every few casts. I believe in covering thoroughly every
foot of water as I go. Your salmon does not always lie

away off in the pool, and it is much better to strike your
fish on a short line than a long one, particularly if you
are lifting for a back cast. A single instance will illus-

trate this. I had been fishing the upper end of a pool,
and had worked down to nearly the foot; I had a long
line out: so as to reach the further shore, and had care-
lessly allowed it for a moment to swing in the eddy. As
I lifted for another cast, I noticed that my fly was hardly
ten feet from me. When I gave the lift the fly swung
in, and and at that instant a salmon, that had been lying
beside a boulder almost at my feet, arose and took the
lure.

Of course the tip of my rod went to "smithereens" on
the instant and the salmon "hooked off." Yes, I always
cover the water thoroughly as I go and do not lengthen
my line until I have had my fly all over the surface in
my reach.
Frere was busy at his end of the pool, but saving a few

trout which he shook off his fly without disturbing the
water, he had got no rises.

I also got a few trout up but did not hook them, for
we were after salmon, and the flouncing of a few trout
on the surlace of the water is sufficient, generally, to
keep salmon from rising.

It is quite a "knack," that the salmon fisherman ac-
quires, to shake off a trout that has seized his fly, without
"stirring up the water," as the expression goes, but it is

a necessary accomplishment. Occasionally one will hook
the trout so firmly that it must be landed, and then the
better way is to wastp no time but to drag it as expedi-
tiously as possible bodily through the water and up on
the beach. The pool is thus disturbed but little, for the
fish is landed before it has a chance to flounce about.

I had been casting; for fully ten minutes, during which
I had successfully shaken off two or three small sea trout,
and was just on the point of casting ovft to an eddy
across the pool, below a huge boulder that arose from
the depths, when a large sea trout took my fly, and with
a splash and a plunge down he went to the bottom, and
into the eddy that I had been essaying to reach.
Away spun the line, my reel shrieking to me discord-

antly just then, my rod bending in a circle with my
efforts to keep the trout from disturbing the salmon.
But in vain! A large sea trout is a very strong fish and

active withal, and I could not check mine even with the

full strain of my rod. Suddenly from the depths of the
pool, where the trout was darting about, out sprang a
salmon, a goodly fish, leaping several feet into the air,

ami falling back with a tremendous splash.
Another near by also sprang out, and the guides who

had joined me, and who supposed that the leaping fish
was fast to my hook, exclaimed,
"He's a lively fisb, sure! Mind, Doctor, or you'll lose

him."
Frere, who also came to my side said, "You are giving

him too much strain."
"Giving the old Harry too much strain," I exclaimed,

"I've only got a pesky trout on."
"Oh! that's no trout," said Hiram, flourishing the gaff;

"sure we saw him twiste [twice], 'twas a saumon, and a
good one, too."

"Yes, but he is not hooked, confound him," I replied,
reeling in the trout that was now about tired out.
"There he goes again!" shouted William, but this time

they plainly saw that the salmon was leaping in fright,
and not with my fly in his mouth.
The truth was that the trout in swimming about, had

run the casting line against two or three of the salmon,
which, doubtless fearing a net or some other of man's
snares, leaped to avoid them. A salmon is as suspicious
and as shy as a crow, and the least disturbance or noise
or molestation will put it on the qui vive.

It is not at all uncommon for the casting line to strike

a fish in the pool, when it is fast to another, and I have
more than once had my hooked salmon send several into
the air by rubbing the line against them.
We landed the trout, and killed it, It was only of

about three pounds weight, but it was very strong for its

size.

Of course after such a disturbance we concluded that
we had better rest the pool a while, and as breakfast was
soon to be ready, we laid aside our rods, and, after a
wash

,
repaired to the camp, at which the guides were

busy preparing our morning meal. And such a royal
breakfast as it was! and such appetites as we had when
we sat down to it! Boiled sea trout, fried grilse, boiled
potatoes, pilot bread and butter; listen, fried onions, and
coffee with condensed milk.
Boiled sea trout is, gastronomicaily, in my estimation,

the most delicate of all fish. Nothing can compare with
its delicacy, yet richness, of flavor. It should be cooked
and eaten as soon as possible after it is killed, for it soon
deteriorates and becomes insipid.

No other way of cooking than boiling brings the sea
trout to the epicure in all its excellence, and in fact this
is true of most fish.

A fried sea trout is not nearly as acceptable, and I do
not fancy one broiled, although broiling is better than
frying. Next in my opinion to the sea trout comes the
grilse, and that is also better boiled than fried.

Never shall I forget the exquisite enjoyment with
which one of these fish was eaten on a certain occasion.
We had been in the canoe four or five hours in a chilly

drizzle of a rain, through which we saw the sun only for
a few minutes during the entire day.
We were descending one of the Canadian rivers, our

party consisting of one of my friends, myself, and our
two guides or canoemen, all in one large canoe.
Tired we were and hungry, for we had been running

rapids and fishing the glorious pools that lay between
them all the time, and such work gets up a wonderful
appetite. At last the "arret-la" was spoken, and we came
to a landing place. Hauling the canoe upon the pebbly
shore, our men soon had a fire started and the tea kettle
steaming.
Taking from the canoe a grilse weighing about foot-

pounds, and cutting up the rich blood-red meat, they
cooked it in the frying pan, using but very little fat, that
contained in the tissues of the fish being sufficient.

The fresh- caught fish thus cooked was of delicious

sweetness, and the meat was firm, nutty, and with just
the right degree of richness. Yes, that was a fish ever to

be remembered; it was eaten with exactly the right sauce,
and under the right circumstances. Many a time have I

eaten my fresh-caught salmon or trout by the camp fire

in the woods, but it seems to me that none other ever
tasted like that particular grilse,

Hiram, as an accompaniment to my fish, gave me two
boiled potatoes, and such potatoes ! Early Ense they
were, which had been grown on newly cleared land,
called "burned land," because it had been lately burned
over. Unless one has eaten such potatoes, he knows
nothing of what constitutes a good one. Mealy it is to

the extent of almost falling apart in a powder when its

"jacket" is removed, and so sweet and delicate! No other
potato can compare with the "burned land" potato.

After disposing of our substantial and abundant break-
fast, a smoke was of course the first thing to be attended
to. Ah! what a comfort one takes with bis pipe or cigar
after a hearty meal in the woods! Could anything be
accepted as a substitute for it? Could anything replace
it? I doubt it.

Vpry soon Frere was busying himself in overhauling
his fly-book, and arranging his flies, taking such comfort
out of the operation as only your enthusiastic angler can
find. At length he arose from his recumbent position,

exclaiming, "Well, Doctor, this is not business," and
taking his rod he proceeded to the pool, where I soon
joined him.

The mists that had hung low above the river had been
dispelled, and the sun was shining brightly through the
patches of blue which showed now and then through the
golden and roseate clouds that were drifting away to the

east.

A light breeze was moving, just strong enough to ripple

the surface of the pool to that degree which one so much
desires, and the indications were good for a satisfactory

day's sport.

Frere began casting about midway from the head of

the pool, and getting out a long line was soon reaching
well over to the further shore.

I took a seat upon an old log on the crest of the beach
and watched my friend at his work; for next to casting

the fly myself, I love to see another engaged in the fas-

cinating recreation.

How gracefully, and with what a true and even sweep
the line rolled along on the surface of the water, uncoil-

ing itself, as it were, with an uniform motion, the casting

line or leader taking up the same sweep, until the fly

dropped upon the water as lightly as would the living

insect.

It is a great acqnirernent t9 cast the fly as Frere did,

and I have seen but few who attained to equal proficiency.
I have fished with scores of different anglers in my time,
and after watching their work, varied as it has been, I

have come to the conclusion that adepts at fly- casting
with the two-handed rod are "few and far between."
There is an indescribable motion of the rod, which is

made in the forward stroke or delivery, that acts upon
the line in such a way that it seems to be but a continua-
tion of the rod itself, and the same bends and curve of
the rod are followed by the whole length of the line,

which, as it falls upon the water, seems to unroll itself

its whole length, permitting the fly to drop softly and
noiselessly.

In a number of casts I can get this motion a few times,
but I am not always certain of it, and my experience ex-
tends over thirty years.

I can get out and handle as good a length of line as
the average, and can drop a fairish neat fly, but despair
of being an expert in making what I call a rolling cast.*
A very great deal depends upon the exact balance of the
rod and line.

In every book on fishing that I have read, and I have
quite a number of them in my library, are given instruc-
tions, more or less elaborate, in casting; but I have never
read any yet that supplied information which would en-
able a novice to become even a passable fisherman.

Practice, much practice, is a requisite, but no practice
in my opinion can compare with that which one has on
the pool where he knows the fish are lying.
Some writers recommend practicing on the lawn, but

this is of very little value except in familiarizing one with
the action of his rod.
To lay out a line neatly and smoothly on the water

and recover it in good style is one. thing; it is quite an-
other to do it on a grass plot.

Frere continued at his work, covering all the water
as he moved toward the foot of the pool.

Gradually he drew nearer and nearer to the eddy on
the other side; that from which the salmon had leaped
when my sea trout created such a commotion.
At length his fly dropped in a curl of the water near

a rock that showed faintly beneath the surface; motion-
less it remained an instant, then sinking an inch or two
was just on the point of receiving the fi rst motion or drag
from the rod. Avhen a swirl, a faint splash, and then the
scream of the reel announced that a salmon had been
hooked.
Scarcely had the fish felt the barb when, with the

speed almost of lightning, he darted to the head of the
pool, and then back in an instant to the deep water in

the middle, thus securing a dangerous bight in the line,

which only the greatest activity at the reel could over-
come in time, and Frere but just succeeded in getting
his line straightened before the salmon repeated his per-
formance, this time bis run being broken by three leaps
in quick succession, all of them being at least three feet
in the air.

He then returned to his former position, and Frere
began giving him the strain of the rod, for the runs in
quick succession and the leaps had sobered the fish, and
if the fight were now forced, it was evident it would be a
short one. The tactics which the salmon now adopted
were such as every one who has been "fast" to one of

these noble fish is acquainted with.
Now he was apparently standing on his head in the

water, evidently rubbing his nose on the rocks on the
bottom of the pool to free himself from the barbed steel.

Finding this unavailing he would shake his head savagely
like a terrier worrying a rat. This also proving ineffect-

ual, he would endeavor to wind the casting line about
one of the rocks in the water, by which a purchase could
be obtained, so that the hook could be twisted from its

hold. All in vain, however, Frere kept his steady strain

on the rod, keenly watching every movement of the fish,

and meeting, with a sportsman's skill, all its rises and
attempts to escape,
At length the tension of the line proved too great for

the fish, and it began to show unmistakable signs of

fatigue.
Perceiving this, Frere commenced reeling in the line,

all the time keeping the strain upon it.

Suddenly, without any warning, the salmon gave a
magnificent leap, and then plunging to the bottom, darted
to the shoal water down to the foot of the pool.

"Oh, give him the butt, give him the butt!" we all

shouted to Frere, but too late, Frere was doing all that

the rod could stand, but, passing like a flash down into

the stream, running out the line in a way that made the
reel wildly whistle, the fish glided between two rocks in

the bed of the stream, turned across the shoals, and then
sped back up the swift water and around another rock,

securing leverage, and he was free.

"Too bad, too bad!" I exclaimed. Frere made no reply
but began reeling in his line which the fish had carried

out to the extent of at least one hundred yards.

"Confound it all," exclaimed Hiram. "He was a wide-
awake divil suru!"

"Yes, a fresh-run fish," added William, "and full of

life."

"Life! any amount, sure," replied Hiram, who, now
that the fight was over, was quietly filling his pipe and
preparing for a smoke.
Did you ever notice that your guide, if a smoker, and

he almost always is one, invariably lights his pipe when
a big fish is landed or lost? If not, watch him when you
are next out. I never knew7 it fail to happen.
When Frere had reeled in his line so that the leader

could be reached, I took it in my band and examined it.

It had parted at one of the knots, and evidently had been
carelessly fastened.
"The knot was a poor one," said Frere, examining the

gut, "but if it had been perfect it would not have held

that fiah."

"No, no gut was ever made that would hold him," said

Hiram. "Nor line neither," assented William, "unlesB it

was a cod line."

Frere quietly removed the portion of the gut that was
left, and placing it in his fly-book, selected another new
leader, and putting it in the water and anchoring it with
a pebble, left it to soak and become pliable. He bore his

disappointment and loss philosophically, and gave no
sign that he felt it even as much as we did.

The sun was now shining brightly, the fleecy clouds
having been entirely dispelled. The breeze had also sub-

sided, and the surface of the pool was as smooth as glass,

* The "Spey" of writers,
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save where the ripples and eddies showed the moving
current, and flecks or bunches of foam from the rapids
floated down on the water, swam about for awhile, and
then passed down the river out of eight.

[TO be continued.]

A FEW REMARKS ON BASS.
ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 7—Editor Forest and Stream:

Ever since reading your Black Bass Number I have
wanted to contribute some of my experience with these
fish, covering a period of twenty-two years.

It seems that the big-mouth fellows must be gamier in
the West than in the East, for I have never handled any
that fought as their small-mouthed brethren do; they
always sulk and run for the grass hike a pickerel. Fre-
quently when fishing upon certain portions of Lake
Champlain I have seen a native hook a fish, and heard
them call out "swago" before they had seen the fish at all.

I have caught them in Kinderhook Lake, near Albany,
but never had them jump as the other fellows do, except
in a few isolated cases. They do not seem to inhabit the
same waters, the large-mouth thriving in muddy ponds,
where the small-mouth do not do well at all. I should
think that of the two the big-mouth fellows were the
most prolific.

My first acquaintance with black bass began in the
Mohawk River, where my father and I used to go twice
a week. We would get up about three or four o'clock in
the morning, drive six or seven miles, get a mess of fish

for a good sized family, and occasionally a few to give
away, then return home by dark.
Bass are very wary, as 1 had demonstrated two days

ago when one darted out from under a big rock at my
fly, but seeing me when he was within a foot of the fly,

he turned, like a flash and went back; nor could I coax
him out again. But they also have a great amount of
curiosity, as have numbers of fishes. When river fishing,
we always anchored the boat bow and stern across the
current, each one fishing with a rod over the end and a
hand-line over the side, thus enabling us to throw well
down into holes, as we always anchored above them,
fishing down stream. Our boat, a common, flat-bottom
skiff, leaked some; and when fishing got very dull father
would often say, '"Hen, guess I will bail boat and see if

that won't stir them up," and many a time it did. I have
always noticed that bass will almost always bite immed-
iately after the anchor is put down, if there is any ripple
on the water, and I never could do much with them on a
still day, unless in October when they are on the reefs;
then if you see a swirl, either when they are playing or
chasing minnows, throw a good minnow in that direction
and you get a strike every time. Their curiosity must be
stronger than their fear. An old gentleman, whom I

met fishing at Stony Island in Lake Ontario, told of one
being around the boat for a long time, but would have
none of his baits ; so finally he took his knife and cut a
large white button off the neckband of his shirt, put it on
his hook, and presto! the bass took it and was landed.
Well do I remember a few years ago, fishing for bull

heads on Lake George one evening, there was a small
bass around the boat which would turn up his nose in
contempt whenever I put my hook of worm bait in his
direction. I had given him up in disgust, until happen-
ing to see a large fat worm crawling down the side of the
boat I took it by one end and slung it at the fish, which
immediately gobbled it down. This gave me an idea.
Selecting a nice worm and hooking him just in the head
I let him swing out in the bass direction, and in two
minutes he was mine.

I have always found that they would bite best in a
very stiff wind. One day coming down on the inside
shore of Shelburne Head, Lake Champlain, the wind was
blowing a gale, at times the spray flying clean over me.
I had in the boat my boy George, 9 years old, and his two
sisters, 7 and 5, a very helpless and precious freight to
have out in such rough water. Of course I had to row
and the boy fished astern, trolling a minnow, I doing the
same over the shore side, thus fishing right in the outer
edge of the breakers. We struck a school of bass and
got five nice ones, and the boy a pickerel weighing 31bs.
We were using light rods and my hands were well occu-
pied to keep the boat off shore, for she would have
swamped and filled the instant we struck. As it was I
took in a pail or two of water, and concluded that the
risk was getting too great, so we went ashore, left the
little girls there and returned to the spot, fishing all

along the shore; but they had gone. Most likely they
had been working a school of minnows which moved off
and the bass followed.
My remarks, bear in mind, relate wholly to the small-

mouthed variety. I have never found them in biting
humor when on their beds, but of course they will take
anything if dropped directly on to it. They used to catch
large numbers of spawners at the Winooski Falls, but
since they are enforcing the Vermont law more string-
ently in years past this has been checked. The favorite
bait at this time was dobson, but I never hankered after
fish with spawn in, so let them alone. After they leave
the spawning ground they work out into deeper water,
forming schools, and then along the ledges and reefs on
the jelly that forms there. This, I think, is the reason
we all have such poor success in mid -summer, as the bass
and the wall-eyed pike are both full of this jelly in July
and August, coming out in grasshopper and cricket time,
fat and plump and ready to bite again, and give the poor
patient fisherman a chance. Lake fish seem shorter and
thicker than those in swift rivers and not quite so quick,
at least that has always been my impression, and have
heard many others assert the same.
Take him wherever you may find him, he is always the

same plucky, never-yielding fighter, king of all fresh-
water fish his weight and inches. Dexter.

Lake Tahoe Trout.—Dr. Carl H. Eigenmann has re-
cently investigated the fish fauna of Lake Tahoe, Cal.,
and found a variety of names in use for the trout. There
were brook trout, black or red trout, bulgers, silver trout
and the yellow belly. Three names are applied to dif-
ferent ages of the same fish. The trout were observed to
be spawning in the lake instead of ascending the tribu-
tary streams for this purpose, as usual. This may have
been due, the Doctor supposed, to the exceptionally cold
water of the streams this year. The Fish Commission has
traps and dams in the streams to secure spawners for the
hatchery. After taking their eggs the trout are returned
to the lak§f

A LAKE ST. JOHN WINNINISH.
WE have received from Mr. Geo. H. Dana, of Wash-

ington, D. C, a small winninish, which was
caught by one of his party in Lake St. John, Aug, 1.

This was the largest salmon captured at the time, and
Mr. Dana wrote that few large ones were to be seen,
Unfortunately, the specimen arrived in a poor state of
preservation, although every effort was made to get it

through in good condition, and it is difficult to make a
satisfactory comparison with sea-run salmon of the same
species. In all essential particulars, however, as the pro-
portions of the different parts of the body, number of fin-
rays, size of scales, structure of gills, colors of head, body
and fins, it shows no great difference from the anadro-
mous salar after a brief residence in streams. One feat-
ure that deserves mention is the massiveness of the upper
jaw, particularly in its posterior half. This leads us to
the belief that the example is a male, though lacking the
characteristic elongation and hooking of the jaws so note-
worthy in salmon approaching the spawning season. If,

on the contrary, the fish in question be a female, a point
which must remain in doubt because of the absence of
the abdominal viscera, we have in the heavy upper jaw,
small size, large dark blotches, so well displayed in Kit
Clarke's "Where the Trout Hide," page 52, and the rela-
tively great size of the fins, a series of distinguishing
marks of the northern winninish by means of which the
angler and the ichthyologist may recognize it at sight.
It appears to be unusually difficult to get a Lake St. John
winninish safely into the hands of a student of the salmon
family, but we will not give up in despair. "All things
come to him who can but wait." In the meantime, if

any reader of Forest and Stream will help to shorten
the period of waiting by sending a prime winninish to
this office, wrapped in coarse cloth or birch bark and
packed in ice, we will duly express our thankfulness and
contribute our share toward the complete description of
this peerless salmon. It may be that a little later in the
season a specimen could be successfully shipped without
ice by means of one of the modern preservatives fre-
quently referred to in these columns. For scientific pur-
poses, however, there is nothing better than alcohol, and
the methylated spirit will answer fully as well as recti-
fied spirit.

BROOK TROUT IN NORTH CAROLINA.
MR. PIERRE LOUIS JOUY, well known in connec-

tion with explorations in China and Japan, has
recently visited western North Carolina in search of
health and natural history collections. In the class of
fishes be found a variety of members of the great family
of minnows (Cyprinidw), which gave him opportunity to
make some valuable color notes from the fresh specimens.
"We were particularly interested in the brook trout of
that region, and Mr. Jouy brought back with him to the
Smithsonian Institution the following information as to
the present condition of the trout streams of the Roan
Mountain country:
"Trout are tolerably abundant in the small mountain

streams of western North Carolina up to about 4,000ft.
elevation (Roan Mountain). In the lower sections, about
the settlements, the streams are almost fished out. Oc-
casionally three or four are caught, with other fishes, by
seining a stream after a heavy rain, when the water is so
muddy that the fish are unable to see the net. The com-
bination of worm and fly on the same' hook has proved
too much for the trout in the lowlands, and for good
fishing one must go up the mountains to where the stream
is only a few feet wide, but swift enough to scour out
deep holes in which trout love to hide. In such places
pretty good fishing can be had, and if the fisherman is a
sportsman he will adhere to the rule of throwing back all

under 6in. Trout have been offered for sale at the hotel
at Cloudland, N. C, as low as ten cents per pound."

Blue Heron and Trout.—A note from Portville, Pa.,
in a Pittsburg paper says: James Shuman, of this place,
shot a blue heron on Page Creek yesterday which had 39
brook trout in its stomach, none of them in the least ad-
vanced toward digestion, showing that the big bird had
taken them all at the meal it was still engaged in securing
when it was shot. As a large number of these immense
birds have been fishing along Page Creek for a couple of
weeks past, incalculable numbers of trout must have been
destroyed by them if 39 trout, none less than a yearling,
are not sufficient for one meal for a single heron. No one
remembers having ever seen a heron along the brook
before, and a party is to be organized to hunt the army of
greedy marauders off the stream. The heron Shuman
killed stood four feet high, and measru-ed seven feet from
tip to tip of its wings.

Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 6.—Trout fishing is at its best
just now, and some fine baskets are being brought in.

There is another big run of salmon on the Eraser just
now, and there appears every probability of being a pack,
despite the late run. Last Saturday one of the canneries
had 15.000 fish waiting to be packed, all these were
caught the previous night; the cannery had thirty boats
out, making an average of 500 to a boat. How's this for
fishing?—Charles E. Tisdall.

The Big Bass of Belmar.—At Belmar, N. Y., Aug. 13,

Mr. G. J. Ferry caught a 261bs. bass in the surf at the
mouth of Shark River. One man who heard of this said
he would like to catch three of the same size; but one
such fish in a season should satisfy the ambition of the
average Belmar fisherman. Our correspondent "Big
Reel" fishes in the same surf.

Rescue of Illinois Fishes.—Dr. S. P. Bartlett reports
that the work of rescuing fishes of the Mississippi Valley
is now in full progress. Fish are abundant, the weather
is cool and pleasant, and everything favorable to a great
season's result. When the operations began this sum-
mer it was very hot, and this made the efforts to handle
fish extremely difficult.

Bass Fishing at Cossayuna Lake.—Greenwich, N.Y.
—Mr. Charles Ferris and friend, fishing at above lake
Aug. 14, took 42 small-mouth black bass; 6 large-mouth
black bass, 5 pike (pickerel) and 3 large bullheads.
The bait chiefly used was frogs. Some of the bass were
of very large size, and aH were above the average..—-J.

Mackerel and Shiners.—A solid school of medium-
sized mackerel were up Annisquam River, off Smith's
Landing, Aug. 12. They refused to take the hook, and
only one mackerel was caught. They were after the
shiners, and the large schoolsTof this fish afforded them
good feeding. On the morning of Aug. 13 the mackerel
had entirely disappeared, to the great disappointment of
many fishermen who were seeking them in the afternoon.
It is the finest fun on earth to catch them when they
bite sharp.

—

Gloucester (31ass.) Daily Times, Aug. 13.
[The shiner of Gloucester is Menidia. notata, the com-
mon silversides or friar of the New England and Middle
Atlantic coast. It is a hard-scaled but savory fish, four
or five inches long when adult, and swarms along the
shores in salt and orackish water in countless numbers.
Not only the mackerel, but also the weakfish, bluefish and
other carnivorous food species derive a large part of their
subsistence from the slender little shiner. In the aquari-
um this fish is conspicuous on account of its broad silvery
stripe along the side and semi-transparency of its tissues.]

In this week's issue the well known "Seal Island," situated be-
low Quebec, aud noted as a resort for geese and wildfowl of all
descriptions, is offered for sale, This presents a valuable oppor-
tunity for a club to secure an excellent preserve, with an almost
inexhaustible supply of birds, and intending purchasers are
offered a chance to shoot over the ground when the season opens.
A. Tonssaint & Co. of Quebec are the owners, and will give full
particulars on application.—Adv.

Jpr*» fennel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 5.—First Annual Bog Show of the Youngstown Kennel
Club, at Youngstown, O. S. D. L. Jackson, Sec'y.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Dog Show of the Wilmington Fair Association, at

Wilmington, Del. F. R. Carswcll, Supt., 101 West Sixth street,
Sept.. 3 to 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Associa-

tion, at Kingston, Ont, C. H. Corbet t, Secretary.
Sept, 2 to 5.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Michigan Kennel

Club, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. BI Saunders, Secretary.
Sept. IS to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the

Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada.- C. A. Stone,
Secretarv.
Scot. 23 to 26.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
Committee.
Sept, 23 to 26 —Third Dog Show of the London Kennel Club, at

London, Ont. S. F. Glass, Secretary.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Society, at Danbury Conn. B. C. Lynes, Secretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891—First. Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer. Superintendent,
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9.—Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg. Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Out. O. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec, 1—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eigh th Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.
COURSING.

Oct, 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing
Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

INDIANA FIELD TRIALS PUPPY STAKE.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Aug. 17.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The entries for the puppy stake of tht Indiana
Kennel Club closed Aug. 1 with thirteen nominations. All
were born after Oct. 1, 1S89:

Doctor W. (L. C. Newman, Stanton, Tenn.), black, white
and tan English setter dog (.Gladstone Boy—Clara).
Effie K. (G. E. Gray, Appleton, Minn.), black and whits

English setter bitch, pedigree not given.
FLORA (Dr. G. G. "Ware, Stanton, Tenn.), black, white

and tan English setter bitch (Gladstone Boy—Clara).
HOPE'S Mark (D. E. Rose, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.), black,

white and tan English setter dog (Gath's Hope—Lady May).
Idaho (Elms Kennels, Forest Lake, Minn.), lemon and

white English setter bitch (Monk of Furness—Pearl Lave-
rack).
Marie Burr (W. F. Burdell, Columbus, O.), liver, white

and tan English setter bitch (Paul Gladstone—Latonia").

MINNESOTA (Elms Kennels, Forest Lake, Minn.), black,
white and tan English setter bitch (Monk of Furness—Lady
Faydette).
Nutwood (Fairbank & Board, Indianapolis, Ind.), liver

and white pointer dog (Ossian—Nellie E.).

Onota Dos (F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass.), red Irish set-

ter dog (Chief—Bizrena).
Onota Peg (F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass.), red Irish set-

ter bitch (Chief—Bizrena).
PAXico (A. J. Gleason, Alma, Kan.), liver and white

pointer dog (Ossian—Nellie E.).

Rose of Claremont (F. H. Perry, Des Moines, la.), red
Irish setter bitch (Claremont Patsy—Nino).
Tennessee Joe (D. E. Rose, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.), liver

and white pointer dog (Ossian—Nellie E.).

P. T. Madison.

THENORTHFIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS have ad-
vice that the manager, Mr. Thomas, will sail from England
in the Venetian and is due here on Wednesday, the 27th.
Mr. Thomas will bring the well-known Irish terrier dog
Breda Bill and two bitches of the same breed, one of them
in whelp to champion Breadenhill. He also has in charge a
Russian corded poodle bitch, by champion Achilles, and the
dog Dexter, the longest corded poodle on record. A King
Charles spaniel with a pug and some Yorkshires, all pur-
chased through Mr. Richard Toon, of Sheffield, Eng. Mr.
Thomas intends to show all of the dogs at Detroit.

THE BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.—Boston., Mass., Aug.
18,—Editor Forest and Stream: The National Beagle Club's
field trials will be held at Hyannis, Mass.. beginning on
Tuesday, Nov. 4, and continuing through the week. The
running rules will be ready Sept. 1.—F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

Haytbveh sufferers use Peshall's Remedy. Certain relief. All

druggists or by nj,a 1, Price 75c, Geo, L, Wilms, Jersey City, N. J,
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THE ENGLISH SETTER.
HIS SELECTION AND TRAINING.

I HAVE no apology to offer for the following system of
training. The work is not- intended for the instruction

of professional trainers, but for young sportsmen of limited
means who must, perforce, do their own breaking. While
many experts follow different, rules when handling a large
number of dogs, animals of the highest excellence have been
broken by the author's system

,
and, where the sportsman has

but a single dog or a brace in hand, I am convinced that
none easier of application or more satisfactory can be em-
ployed.

WHICH SHOULD BE BROKEN FIRST.

In most instances where the sportsman has been unsuc-
cessful in breaking Ids dog.^it will be found to have been
owing to his own mistake in not breaking himself before
undertaking the education of his canine servant. Retro-
spection and introspection, in hundreds of instances, will
disclose the fact that the undeserved blows and kicks and—
shame to the brute who practices such a barbarity—the
shootings administered to young dogs, would have come
much nearer the seat of the difficulty if bestowed upon the
breaker.
The sportsman who begins training a dog, forgetting he

has a temper and the. necessity for constantly exercising
self-control and unfailing patience, will, if lie be at all
quick-tempered, ruin him completely. So important do I
regard it to be unfailingly patient and kind with my dogs
that 1 never take them out for a drill if feeling any degree
of irritability. Firmness in enforcing commands and
patience at every step of training are absolute pre-requisites
to successful dog breaking, and, I need not say, the latter is

very rarely exercised when one is irritable or:ingry. I t will
be much better that you suspend teaching your pupil for an
entire day—which should not under ordinary circumstances
be done—than that your passion should betcay you into
treating him with unmerited severity, thereby, possibly,
rendering him timid for life. This may be considered'a
trifling rule, but, in my judgment, it is the most important
one connected with kennel science; and, I assure you, you
shall be successful in the degree that you are mild yet firm,
quick to detect a fault, and prompt, calm and deliberate in
administering proper punishment, and as you are unfail-
ingly good-tempered; for the main object to be attained is

to teach your pupil that while you are his master you are
also his friend.

SELECTING A DOG.

In selecting an English setter, particular attention should
be given to the purity of the strain from which you are
about to choose. Droppers and other mixed breeds should
be rejected. It is undeniably true that such curs occasion-
ally make good fielders, but.it should not be forgotten that
a dog's hunting life, ordinwrily, does not exceed eight or
nine years, and that however good a crossbred dog may be
in the field, his availability "and usefulness end with his
hunting days—he is utterly worthless as a sire—and what
can be more provoking than the inability to reproduce a
favorite ? In ninety cases out of one hundred the produce of
mixed breeds is unsatisfactory, they usually transmit to
their progeny all their bad and few of their good qualities.
It is true that in purchasing you are somewhat at the mercy
of the seller, but you can and should assure yourself of the
genuineness of the pedigree before buying. There aromauy
honorable fanciers upon whose word you can rely with ab-
solute safety, and whose address may be obtained" from any
of the sporting journals. Any setter of pure blood is aood
enough, hut I shall always hold it beyond argument, with
the almost numberless first-class dogs in this country con-
stantly offered for sale, that it is unpardonable and bespeaks
a dense ignorance to purchase a cur when a well-bred dog
can be obtained at a moderate outlay.
Ttis not always possible to select the best puppy in a lit-

ter if taken at three mouths of age or uuder, but there are
certain points, which if understood, wi 11 be of gn at value
to a purchaser. Your choice being an English setter, let
his muzzle be square, with a high, well-defined forehead,
moderately wide between the eyes, ears only moderately
long and drooping, without the slightest tendency to cock.
If the ears when drawn forward reach to the end of the nose,
I suspect spaniel blood, especially if the hair inclines to
curl. The nose, if possible, should be black or dark liver
colored; he should be deep chested, with powerful loins,
well ribbed up, and the pasterns well bent. 1 especially
like the head where it joins the neck to be clearly defined
and of good height. The feet may be either cat or wolf-
shaped, and in old dogs they should be well protected by
hair tufts. Size and color being matters of taste, no space
need be devoted to them. The eyes should be large, liquid,
dark and expressive. The hair should be soft, lustrous and
silky, without curl. The feather upon the tail and the back
of the legs should be of good length and perfectly straight.
The nostrils should be wide apart and the entire fleshy parts
of the nose should be cool and moist. Attention should be
given to the manner in which the tail is carried. This
should be slender, slightly curved and carried in a line with
or a little higher at the tip than the back, not drooping, as
this indicates a timid, possibly a gunshy, disposition. Re-
ject a flesh-colored nose. Observe well how the puppy bears
himself—whether he carries his head high and showily, or
drooping—something, it may be, of his disposition will be
revealed in the general carriage, shine out of the mischiev-
ous eyes, or be observable in the playful and friendly wag
of his tail, remembering at the same time that you are not
only selecting a faithful servant, but one of the pleasantest
companions and a devoted friend.

It is of high importance that he should be descended from
broken parents. The value of this I shall discuss hereafter,
only pausing at this stage to remark that too much import-
ance can not be attached to the value of heredity.

WHEN TO COMMENCE TRAINING.
The best time to commence training is as soon as the pup

leaves its dam. It is remarkable how speedily and easily
one may yard-break a dog if his education is commenced at
this age. It is no exaggeration to say that you may train
him in a single fortnight, and so thoroughly shall the work
be done that he will never forget it if occasionally exercised
in that which you have taught him. All dogs should be
yard-broken before being taken to the field, and this can,
and should be done, long before they are old and strong
enough for field work—other writers to the contrary not-
withstanding;.
A dog which has been thoroughly so broken, may, in a

great measure, be said to be field-broken, so readily does he
learn to apply in the field that which has been taiight him
at the kennel. In respect to early impressions, "puppyhood"
is much like childhood. If early received and properly in-
stilled such impressions are lasting; but if a boy or a dog
learns the "street tricks," they are well-nigh ineradicable,
and, in the one case, a blackguard and a vagrant is the re-
sult; in the other, his canine prototype, essentially—a cur.

FIRST LESSON—CHARGING.
1 have long since abandoned the practice of compelling

my dogs to lie prone upon the earth when at a charge. I
think it a useless cruelty. The sight of a dead bird falling
and of others upon the wing is indescribable enjoyment to

them—enjoyment which they thoroughly deserve. Besides,
if permitted to sit—or stand as some sportsmen prefer—they
will not onlyunerriugly mark the dead, but very frequently
the live, birds much more closely than can the sports-
man. I invariably teach my dogs to sit down at command.
The value of this method can hardly be overestimated, in a

country infested with venomous reptiles as is that in which
the writer resides. Had dogs been so trained and taught to
sit when delivering a dead bird to band, many instances of
reptile poisoning might have been avoided. The word down
or sit may be. used for this purpose but you must use only
one of tbem.
Commence by ordering him to sit, in an ordinary tone of

voice, unaccompanied with raised hand or other motion.
A void loud shouting. It is perfectly absurd to roar at a dog
within ten feet of you in a voice loud enough to be heard
half a mile away. He will not, of course, understand you.
Place him gently in a sitting position, and keep him thus
for a moment, at intervals repeat the word sit. Do this
several times daily, being mindful not to continue until he
becomes tired and loses interest in the lesson, but at such
times only as he appears to be wide awake and ready to re-
ceive it. Continue for a week or more. At the end of this
time, if he does not sit to order, place him in position a lit-

tle roughly and if he do not then obey, resort to very gentle
punishment, such as pulling his ear or a tap with the fingers
or open hand upon the rump. Severity must only be re-
sorted to in extreme cases—such as are seldom met with in
a life time. You will probably succeed without going to
extremes.
After he has become perfect in his first lesson, teach him

to lie down by using the word "charge," and by placing him
in the proper position and holding him there until ordered
to "hold up." I should not advise teaching him the second
lesson until he is thoroughly obedient to the command
"sit," as there, is, at this early age, danger of confusing him.
As it is often desirable in upland shooting to have your dog
charge at a distance from you, upon the approach of water-
fowl or other game, without making any noise, teach him
after he has thoroughly acquired his two first lessons, to
charge by a blast on your dog-whistle and raised right arm.
By gradually increasing the distance between you and him
when at practice and insisting upon instant and implicit
obedience every time you give the. order, in a short time you
will find that he will charge the instant the whistle is
sounded or the arm is raised. By pursuing this plan I have
avoided the use of the spike-collar and check-cord. Within
the limits of this article I cannot pause to give the method
of using these, at times, indispensable implements. Nor is

it necessary, as all dealers having them in stock send com-
plete instructions with them free of charge. They may be
obtained from any gun house in all our principal cities. My
advice is to do without their use if possible. In the hauds
of an expert trainer they are invaluable; in the hands of a
novice, very dangerous.
Accompanying these lessons teach the dog to hold up by

so ordering him, at the same time lifting him to a standing
position. This, I think, he will learn sooner than any other
command.

POINTING.

To teach him to "to ho," commence by placing or tossing
his food 4 or 5ft. from him. He will at once spring toward
it—young dogs are always voracious—when you should seize
him, calling out in an ordinary tone of voice "to ho." Hold
him standing, facing the food. If he struggles, as he pro-
bably will do, hold him firmly, repeating the command.
See to it that his tail is kept stationary at the proper eleva-
tion—he may wag it if undeterred. After holding him thus
a few seconds, release him, when he will again spring for-
ward, but you should catch him again, repeating the com-
mand. Do this often, and finally at the order "hold up,"
allow him to eat. Do this wheuever you feed him, and in a
few days he will come to understand and obey instantly,
which, of course, he should do shortly without being held.
This lesson, if you prefer it, may be substituted for lesson
first, and they should be taught together as soon as he
understands both orders and obeys at once.
Any other words than "to ho," "hold up" and "charge"

may be substituted, but as they are sonorous and distin-
guishable at a considerable distance, and are in general use
among sportsmen, they are of advantage when hunting in
company with others who have their dogs with them.
After your dog understands that he must point when or-

dered so to do, charges obediently to command and to the
uplifted arm, you may proceed to teach him to retrieve,
which ordinarily can be begun in from seven to fourteen
days after the first lesson, dependent, of course, upon the
native sense of the subject, which you can readily determine
by the progress that he has made in his education.

RETRIEVING.
Young dogs are usually either so-called " natural retriev-

ers" or they can be easily taught to fetch. Especially is

this true if the sire and dam were taught this accomplish-
ment. Save, possibly, the hunting and pointing instinct, I

know of no other inherited quality so maiked. I have re-
peatedly observed that my own "dogs and those owned by
other sportsmen bred from parents broken to retrieve, were
either "natural retrievers" or became good retrievers by a
little handling. For my part, I do not think that any su-
periority of form, style or mere beauty could induce me to
purchase a puppy from unbroken parents, if I could possibly
do otherwise. If compelled to so purchase, I should make
a difference of at least 50 per ceut. in the price paid. By
procuring only the progeny of broken parents the young
sportsman will find the labor of breaking greatly lessened.
It is established beyond controversy by the experience of the
great majority of breakers and sportsmen that dogs inherit,
in a remarkable degree, the good and bad qualities of their
immediate ancestors, and it follows that the better broken
the sire and dam the more valuable the young dog.
In order to teach him to "fetch," procure an old glove or

a stocking that has been worn. 'loss it a few feet from him
—first ordering him to sit. He will, upon being ordered to
"hold up," spring forward and seize it. Persuade him to
bring it to you, which he will probably readily do. When
he delivers it within your reach order him to sit, and only
fake it from him when in that position. As he has obeyed
you, you should praise and caress him, calling him "good
dog," "good fellow," or the like. After repeated daily
trials, in this simple manner, in a few weeks he will become
perfect in this most necessary duty. If he fails, after weeks
of patient and kindly endeavor, to obey you, the check-cord
and spike-collar must be resorted to in order to effect your
object. This, however, with very young dogs, will rarely
occur, and when it does it is usually attributable to the
fault of the handler, from too great severity, impatience,
haste or the like. Do not keep him at this lesson until he
tires of it. Three of four trials or even less will be sufficient
if you give it him once or twice daily. But little more need
be said on the subject of retrieving. Persistence, patience,
rewards and mild punishments will accomplish wonders
where a failure to enforce commands, impatience and cruelty
will insure failure. He may now be said to be yard-broken
if he has become promptly obedient in the foregoing.

RANGING AND QUARTERING.
When your puppy has arrived at a suitable age, say from

6 to 8 months, and, in case he be very strong and forward,
even at an earlier age, you should teach him to range and
quarter his ground. Upon this subject a diversity of
opinion prevails among sportsmen. One wishes his dog to
quarter his ground from fence to fence, turning outwardly
at each crossing, not passing at more than 20yds. in advance
of his last line; while others only teach theirs to hunt in
the most likely places for the bevy. I shall not pause to
discuss this matter further than to say that the necessity
for closely quartering his ground depends largely upon the
dog's nose and his sagacity. But I wish to emphatically
state that I consider no dog broken if be do not quarter Jds

ground to the whistle or order—the former being preferred.
This, too, he should do unaided by motion of the hand.
You teach him to range and quarter by encouraging him to

precede you, you yourself going to the right or left, covering
the ground as you wish him to do, all the while ordering
him to "hold up," "hie on," "hie on, my boy," in a kind
tone of voice. When he has gone as far as is desirable,
utter a sharp whistle either with you lips or a dog-whistle,
and immediately retrace your steps unon a line about 15 or
20yds. in advance of your last, encouraging him as before.
You will find this will require considerable time and
patience, but you should persevere until he shall hunt his
ground to your satisfaction. In the course of time he will
come to turn and quarter the instant you sound the whistle,
while you may walk leisurely through the field. This is of
all the most perfect way in which to instruct him, as after
a while he will learn that he may go as far as he pleases in
any direction until the whistle is sounded, when at once he
must turn. In woodcock and ruffed grouse shooting and
upon quail, after the bevy is flushed and scattered, quarter-
ing is often absolutely indispensable. Monoqdet.

[TO BE CONTINUED ]

A. K. C. AFFAIRS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As I don't want to further weary an already "tired" pub-

lic, I will not engage in the Peshall-Watson war, but wish
to point out about how the present position strikes most
businessmen that I have heard from on the matter. Mr.
Peshall has set forth certain statements of the A. K. C.
secretary, indicating that the books have not shown the
truth. Mr. Aldrich's statement supports this view, but
neither prove anything whatever as to the books being
"faked." At the most, they are indicative only. Mr. Watson
stands triumphant on his examination of the books, and in-
sists that he has disproved everything that Mr Peshall
alleges. The truth is that he has "not proved, or disproved,
one single thing. I appeal to any business man as to the
weight he would attach to any investigation of mere books
without the papers on which the book entries are based.
Mr. Belmont does prove one thing, I. e., that he did not pay
in money, as no one that I know seems disposed to doubt
his word. In a private note to me, Mr. Watson adduces one
item of proof that he strangely seems to have overlooked in
his public statements. As I understand him, he roughly
checked the cash account of receipts on stud book account
with the entries in the book, and found they agreed fairly
closely. This is indicative of the account being 'honest. The
items that carry any weight with me are, Mr. Peshall's
statement as to what was said to him, Mr. Belmont's denial,
Mr. Aldrich's statement and Mr. Watson's checking of the
cash and stud book entries; and I certainly am not going to
Wear my small brains out endeavoring to extract the meat
in this husk pile.

For my own part, I have absolutely no opinion as to
whether the books are honest or faked, nor will I entertain
any opinion whatever on the matter until a competent ac-
countant of unquestionable honesty has examined not only
the books, but its vouchers, on which the book entries were
made. 1 do not believe that outside of Messrs. Peshall and
Watson there are half a dozen readers who have a definite
idea as to what the charges and denials, specifications and
opposing specifications are. All of us have something else,

to consider and bear in mind than interminable details of a
wrangle like this, and unless every detail is remembered we
are in a fog.

I do most sincerely hope that the A. K. C. will order an
independent investigation of its own account, followed by a
public report of the results. Depend upon it, gentlemen,
you will make a most grievous mistake if vou shut your-
selves up any longer in your closet of a social club. You
represent, and should consider, every man interested in dog
matters, and while it is not necessarily true that "where
there is so much smoke there must be some fire," yet I do
assure you, as honestly as I can, that the affairs of the A.
K. C. are looked upon with suspicion by very, very many
dog men who have taken no part in this row, and any more
of your shutting yourselves up within yourselves, will just
convert this suspicion into certainty. Do be warned in time.

W. Wade.
Buxton, Pa., Aug. 18.

DOGS OF THE DAY.
\ FEW days ago I dropped across quite a find in the
XT_ shape of "A Treatise on Field Diversions. By a gen-
tleman of Suffolk; a staunch sportsman." It was printed
at Yarmouth in 1824, and was evidently quite a standard
work a century ago, for the preface begins as follows: "This
interesting pocket volume, being decidedly the best work on
the subject on which it treats, having for many years been
out of print and become very scarce; at the suggestion of
several eminent sporting characters of the counties of Nor-
folk and Suffolk, has been reprinted verbatim from the
edition of 1776."

Here then we have a work devoted to dogs as old as the.
United States, recognized as possessing so much merit as to
require a second edition fifty years later. Further, the
author speaks of what was recognized as correct and well
known fifty years before he wrote, so that he carries us back
to 1728, and I don't know of any other book which in this
respect can compare with it. The setter of the present day
was then unknown. He was a mongrel according to this
"staunch sportsman," for he says: "There are now various
kinds called Setters, from their' being appropriated to that
service; such as between the English Spaniel and the Fox-
hound, ditto the Pointer, and the pure Pointer simply by
himself. Whim gave rise to the first cross, very probably;
but most assuredly indolence contrived the latter. None
can lay any just claim, however, to the appelation, but what
is emphatically called by way of eminence, the English
Spaniel. The Irish insist—their's are the true English
Spaniel; the Welsh contend—their's are the aborigines. Be
that as it may: whatever mixture may have been since
made, there were, fifty years ago, two distinct tribes—the
black, tanned—and the orange, or lemon and white. * * *

Was I to ohoose one of this sort, he should be rather tall
than otherwise; flat ribbed, and longish in the back; for a
dog, when speed is a principal requisite, must, as well as a
horse, in the language of the turf, 'stand upon ground.' A
gentleman, who resided some time in Wales, tells me, this
is a true description of their finest Setters."

Our author has not a very high opinion of the pointer, of
which he says: "This kind of dog was introduced here in
the beginning of the present century, and is acknowledged
to be a native of Spain or Portugal. * * * The first I re-
member to have seen was about forty years back. Black
and white—heavy—slow—without any regularity in beating
—under no command—but a Natural Pointer. * * * They
have a ferocity of temper which will not submit to correc-
tion or discipline unless taken in hand very young."
Reference is also made to a breed of rough pointers, intro-

duced to Suffolk by the late Earl of Powis, from Lonain, of
which the author remembered a very few capital. They
took to sheep killing and were done away with on that
account.

Lastly we come to "the Springing Spauiel," a3 the chapter
is headed, and of which the author says: "The cocking or
gun Spaniel, of true perfect breed, is of one general or whole
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colour: either black or black-tan, commonly called King
Charles' Breed; or red, in different shades, paler or deeper;
such as in horses, we would call a blood bay, or a bright
bay, I have known some (very rarely) absolutely so; without
the admission of a different hair: though, for the most part,

there is some white on the breast and bottom of the throat.

Coat loose and soft, but not waved. Back broad and short.

Legs short with breeches behind.
"There is a great variety at this time in different mixtures:

of red and white, brown and white, black and white, grizzled,

etc. Some, with a short, hard coat; others, with a waved
coat, inclining to curl. But in all these pied or party-
coloured, there is some tincture remaining, either of the
Beagle or water Spaniel. * * *

"I have bred puppies by a Beagle and Spaniel bitch, and
the reverse. But, by continuing the Spaniel to the females
produced in that manner to three or four generations, the
Beagle has been entirely lost, as to tongue, carriage, form
of hunting, etc., but 5-et retained the mixed colours. * * *

"Mr. Mott, an old gentleman, called the father of sports-
man, had of this red strain, fifty years ago, that greatly
exceeded: and at this present there is a similar stock at Sir
Joshua Vauneck's, superior to most. The same blood is

doubtless to be met with, in most parts of England; for it

cannot be supposed, that all the gentlemen of taste are fog-
gotted up in Suffolk,"
Our friend, the Ardent Sportsman, was a rare fellow for

fancy, a parti-colored spaniel to him indicated a. beagle
cross, and a parti- colored greyhound a lurcher cross, but
we have had about enough of him for one week.

This question of color in spaniels reminds me that Mr.
Fellows told me a few years ago that he got the creams or
reds from bitches with black and tan blood in them. Then
here is part of a letter bearing on the same subject which I got
a little while ago from Mr. J. P. Willey, in which he said:
"I am breeding some red pups now. None of my bitches
would throw those reds, but 1 have found where they come
from. There must be some cross of liver and white or some-
thing of that kind. None of my Blackie 111. stock will
throw them, but mate the liver and white bitches to Obo II.

and I get a red or two, and the same by my stock from
Newton Abbot Laddie. I have bred two bitches by him to
Obo II., and each of them has thrown a red pup. Heming-
way's Miss Nance was tne first bitch to throw reds that came
to my knowledge; she was by Obo II., if you recollect, and her
dam, Darkie, was out of Blackie by Beau, a dog I shall have
to bring up again. I see there is a bitch bred and registered
in England by Beau out of Blackie, a black and white, and
if one will only follow it up he will find there is something
of that kind in the breeding of the bitches that throw those
reds."

I said when these reds came out first that it was the sport
spoken of by Darwin, of white appearing in in bred blacks, but
it would seem to be as Messrs. Wtlley aud Fellows say, the
black on a liver and white or black and tau strain does it.

Can Mr. Fellows tell what happens when the creams or reds
are interbred.

I regret to learn that after all Mi'. Mercer's efforts to add
to the muster roll of Clumber spaniels through breeding
and leaving his recently purchased bitch Snowiu England
ft has come to naught. Every one of her puppies died.

I have an apology to make to Mr. Keyes, of the Rideah
Kennels, Ottawa. Mv original statement, that his stud
circular claimed that Obo, Jr., hid beaten Young Obo and
Youug Obo for a stud dog prize at Newark, N. J., was in-
correct. Having destroyed the circular I could not refer to
it when the claim was said to be incorrect, and presuming I
had not misquoted I so wrote. Mr. Keyes has now for-
warded me a copy of the circular, and I freely acknowledge
it was my blunder. The only balm left in this Gilead is

that 1 said I was sure the Ri'deau Kennels had not meant
any deception.

Mr. Wm, Miller, of Providence, has purchased in England
the St. Bernard bitch Dorothy IV., by Pouf out of Lady
TJnslow.

I understand that Mr. Yredenburgh has prepared a com-
plete index of all dogs which received a prize or commenda-
tion, giving the full record of every dog during the season
of 1S90. This will be continued to the close of the season
and published as an appeudix to the Stud Book. That is
just what was wanted to make the Stud Book what it
should be.

No repl.v is necessary for me to make to Mr. Peshall's
letter published broadcast last week. My letters have been
strictly coufined to a discussion of the A. K. C. accounts of
1888, and Mr. Peshall's many erroneous statements regard-
ing them. There is as much truth in all these stories as in
his telling Mr. Lacy last Wednesday that he had had papers
served in his suit against the A. K. C. My friends, there will
never be any such suit begun, and no one knows this better
than Mr. Peskall. The whole thing is a dead cock in the
pit: let us have live issues hereafter. J. W.

THE WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream;

I find a very annoying error has been made in our premium
list. Pointers, class 20, should read: Open class, dogs
under 551 bs., instead of 501bs., as printed.
A special prize will be given to the owner or haudler

having the largest number of dogs in his care, and one to
the owner or haudler having the second largest number.
The amount of the above prizes has not yet been decided
upon.
Mr. M. F. Hayden offers 25 rose plants, value §10, for the

best fox-terrier in Wilmington; 25 rose plants, value $10, for
the best pug owned in Wilmington; 25 rose plants, value
$10, for the best fox-terrier; 25 rose plants, value S10, for the
best Irish terrier. Other special prizes will be announced
in the catalogue.
The Adams, United States, and Balto. & Ohio Express

Cos. have offices on the grounds, and will deliver direct to
the building. Those who intend shipping dogs to the South
for the field trials, etc., can have them sent to the Wilming-
ton show and afterward forwarded wherever desired. All
dogs are returned free to original shipping point. Prof.
Parker's troupe of trained dogs will perform every day.
Exhibitors should notice that the entries close on Thurs-

day, Aug. 21.

The entries are coming in rapidly, and our show will be a
success. F. R, Cabswell, Supt.

DEAF "HEARING."

—

Editor Forest and SPream: Apro-
fos of Mr. Watson's remarks in last Foeest and Stream,
would say that the little blind mute, Helen Keller, is as

susceptible to sound of even distant and moderate thunder
as I am; this I distinctly noted myself. She noticed the dis-
tant roll of thunder as quickly as she did the heavy, near-
by peals. Mr. Watson has done good service in stamping
out such titter nonsense as that Boston show test of deaf
ness. Dr. Perry rendered an equal service at Newark show
some years since, by introducing the practical test of
whether a dog was castrated, clearly demonstr.iMijg that
the dog was entire, when the vets all declared most posi-
tively that we was emasculated. A little common sense is

worth bushels of scientific theory sometimes,—W, W4PJS

i

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
TORONTO, Aug. m-Editor Forest and Stream: The

following arrangements have beeu made with the rail-
way and express ''ompanies in regard to the transportation
of dogs to and from the. grand international bench show of
dogs of the Industrial Exhibition Association, to be held at
the city of Toronto, Sept. 15 to 19. The Grand Trunk and
Canada Pacific railroads will return dogs free on payment
of regular fares for outward journey. The Canadian and
Dominion Express companies will also do the same. The
trunk lines, which include the entire Pennsylvania Railroad
system east of Erie and Pittsburg, will carry three dogs
free when accompanied by owners, and will also carry
owner for a fare and one-third upon procuring certificate
from ticket agent. The New York, Lake Erie and the
Northern Central and Western railroads will also carry
three dogs free. The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,
Chicago, Grand Haven and Milwaukee, Toledo, Saginaw
and Muskegon, G rank Trunk Michigan system will carry
one dog free, Exhibitors are carried over the Canadian rail-
ways for one fare for the double journey. Exhibitors from
Detroit show will be provided with accommodation the
week previous to the show, thus enabling parties to exhibit
at Toronto without returning home, thereby saving the
double journey. Entries close Sept. 3, and should be ad-
dressed to C. A. Stone, Secretary,

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIAL. - Chatham, Ont.
The meeting of sportsmen at the Garner House on Tuesday
evening, for the purpose of forming a Field Trial Club, was
well attended. Letters and telegrams from Detroit, Lon-
don, Hamilton, Forest and other places were received, re-

gretting inability of the senders to attend, but expressed
sympathy with the object of the meeting and promised every
assistance. Sheriff Mercer was elected President, F. W.
Eddy, Detroit, 1st Vice-President; Dr. Totten, Forest, 2d
Vice-President; W. B. Wells, Secretary and Treasurer. Ex-
ecutive Committee—J. B. Field, C. A. Davidson, H. Avery
and another of Detroit; Montague Smith, Forest; T. G.
Davey, London; S. Holmes, C. R." Atkinson, Jr., Jos. Kime,
V. S., and F. Bennet, Chatham. The feeling of the meeting
was in favor of the spotting as against the heat system of
judging, under which the trials were run last year; also that
there should be three judges instead of one. The trials will
begin Nov. 3. and will take the place of the. rials which
were to be held under the auspices of the Canadian Kennel
Club. The International Field Trial Club was the name
adopted.

DR. H. T. FOOTE had the bad luck to lose by death five
of the litter of black and tan terriers out of his English
Lady, by Broornfield Sultan. He attributes the loss to the
recent ocean voyage of the. bitch, as she arrived here only
two days previous to her whelping.

CARBOLTZED SHEEP DIP.—We have received several
inquiries regarding the preparation of the sheep dip de-
scribed by "Hiberuia." We do not know the formula for its
preparation, but it can be procured of any dealer in agricul-
tural supplies.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.—The judges appointed
for the third annual field trials of the Southern Field Trials
Club are Messrs. B. P. Hollidav, F. 1. Stone and W. E.
Venable.

KENNEL NOTES.
NoteB must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
ISiP™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Flura. By H. J. Brown. Berlin Mills, N. H., for fawn mastiff
hitch, whelped June 21, 1890, by Boss out of Molly Stark.

Carteret. By John H. Dey, Red Bank, N. J., for liver and white
pointer dog, whelped June 29, 1890, by Brake out of Marguerite II.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent fcee on application.

Derby Hebe-Bombardos. Cbas. D. Cugle's (Baltimore, Md.)
bulldog bitch Derby Hebe (Reeve's Crib—champion Hoop) to his
Bombard 08 (champion British Monarch—Genii* Gertrude), Aug. 2.

MoUy McGiniy—Cherry Boy. J. M. O'Brien's (Worcester, Mass.)
rocker spaniel bitch Molly McGiuty (Black Duck—High Rock Jet)
to O. G Browning's Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchou), July 26.

Rhode—Cherry Boy. Harry B. Tallman's (Providence, R. I.)

cocker spaniel bitch Rhoda (Nick—Carlotta) to C. G. Browning's
Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchon), Aug. 4.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hornet. Wm. West's (Philadelphia, Pa ) cocker spaniel bitch
Hornet (champion Doc -Lidy Pluto), July 15, five (two dogs), by
O. G. Browning's Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchon).
Starlight. F. F. Dole's (New Raven, Conn.) bnll-terrier bitch

Edgewood Fancy (Hmks - Starlight), Aug. 7, six (three doge), by
his Bendigo (Marquis—Kit).
White Oipscy. Frank F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier

bitch White Qipsey (champion Conio—Mies Gladslwn ), Aog. 5,

ten (five dogs), by his Bendigo (Marquis—Kit). Two bitches and
one dog since dead.
English Lady (formerly Beauty). Rochelle Kennels' (New Ro-

chelle, N. Y.) black ai.d tan terrier bitch English Lady (formerly
Beauty) (Jackson's Gordon—McMee's Fess), Aug. 11, seven (six
dogs), by T. Ellis's Broornfield Sultan. Four dogs and one bitch
dead.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

/Spider. White fox-terrier dog, whelped April, 1889, by Regent
Jock out of Snip, by J. B. Martin, San Francisco, Cal., to H. M.
Noel, Harford, Cal.
Guess. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped Aug.

25, 1888, by Dick out of Norwich Belle, hy J. B Martin, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.. to Wm. Maiiland, Santa Cruz, Oil. •

Lord Disbro. Stone fawn mastiff dog, whelced Nov. 15, 1888, by
East Lake Major out of Piqua Belle, by J. C. Comstock, La Gro,
Ind., to C. C. Carroll, Springfield, 111.

Dick—Rochelle Lass whelp. Black and tan fox-terrier doer,

whelped Jan, 27,1890, by Rochelle Kennel?, New Rochelle. N. Y„
to Mr. Wilson, NorwalK, Conn.
Dick—Meersbraolt Girl whelps. Black and tan fox-terrier dogs,

whelped Nov. 21, 18S9, by Rochelle Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
one each to Jas. Jennings, Penn Yan, N. Y; Geo. Strell, Chicago,
111., and R. Wright, Toronto, Can.

lifljf md
RANGE AND GALLERY.

SAN FRANCISCO.
San Francisco, Aug. 10.—The range at Shell Mound Park was

well patronized to-day. Several companies of the National Guard
hdd their monthly contests, and the memhers of the San Fran-
cisco Schuetzen Yerein and Independent Rifles competed for the
trophies offered bv their respective organizations.
Tc-day was a good one for sbootine, the wind blowing a steady

breeze all day, which prevented the smoke from obscuring the
targets from the marksmen. The question of having a oOOvds.
target is again being considered. Some enthusiastic rifleshots
have taken the matter inhand, and it is safe to say that in a short
while those who feel so disposed will have an opportunity of prac-
ticing at. that distance.
The San Francisco Sehuetaen Yerein was out tn for oe and kept

the markers busy. The contests in several instances were close,
and the utmost good nature and friendly rivalry marked the
da.\ 's pioceedings. The, winneis of the medals in the classes are:
Second class medal. L Bendcl, 365 rings; third class, H. Tietjen,
336; fourth class. F. Hilsz, 318. The medal for the first best shot
whs won by C. Soheurer with 24 rings, and the medal for the last
best shot was carried off by L. Bendel with 23 rings.
The Rifles had also its monthly medal shoot and the following

was the result:
H Donnermacher.40 T Hammann 30 E TTthe 40
On ot Sohmalzholz.28 J W Urthman 29 H Joost 27
H Kortz 29 H Beverson 34 H Ed son 30
E Moennfng 29 O L Woest 28 F Staude 31
H Gaetjen 34
In this company the member making the highest score is en-

titled to the champion medal, and the one making the lowest
score bears off the leather medal and holds it until seme one is
unfortunate enough to make a lower s^ore.
An interesting match was shot by four members of the Nation-

als, and keen interest was manifested by the participants. F. O.
Young and Chris Meyers contested against A. Johnson and C. F.
Waltham. Below is the summary of each of ten shots by the par-
ticipants:
F O Young . . . .45 42 43 43 44-217 A Jnhnsou. . . .45 43 42 44 4.4-218
Chris Meyers. .42 43 43 43 45-218 C F Waltham.:4 44 44 44 4.5-221

436 439
Johnson and Waltham beat their opponents by only four points.

This was close shooting, considering that 200 shots were died.
Two teams composed of four men each from the Nationals also

shot a match for a trog dinner k la fourchette. Sparrow's team
won by eleven points. The score standing:
Sparrow tl Meyer 42
Grave 35 Betty 45
Fonda 30 Dunker 29
Caldera 25-131 Brown 14—120

NEW JERSEY SHARP SHOOTERS.-Jersey City, Aug. 12.-
Editor Forest and Stream: The annual prize and team shoot of
the United Rifle Association of New Jersey was held st Caledonia
Park, Newark, N. J.. Aug. 11. The feature of the day was the con-
test between the different ride cluhs for the championship. The
conditions were Ave men to compose a team, each man to have 5
shots on the 12 ring target, possible sco>e for each man 60
points. The Excelsior Rifle Club of Jersey City, consisting of L.
P. Hansen. W. H. Hallowell, F. G. Kittredge, Chaunine and J.
Speicher, won the first nrize, live solid gold medal? of elegant de-
sign. The score was 295 points out of a possible 300. The Lake-
sides of Newark won second prize. The holdi ng and score of the
Excelsiors was superb, and won much admiral ion. On the indi-
vidual target. J. Coppersmith led with a score, of 217, possible 225,
with Fred Mm Her second, L, P. Hanson and Dr. Bovken third, A.
P. Piersen fourth, Adam Grsef fifth and J. Speicher sixth. On
the target of honor, Geo. Chapman, Wra. Root, G. D. Wogman
and D. Ershine were first, second and third tesptc'ively. Sweet
music was rendered by Prof. Nichols's orchestra, and dancing was
enjoyed on the spacious pavillion by members and guests of the
association, and their wives and sweethearts. The shooting com-
mittee were Messrs. Hiugee, Coppersmith, Widman. Targett, Sr.
and Watts, and the association is to he complimented on so wise
a selection. The day was delightful, and we hops the affair
provpd profitable, and that we may be permitted again to visit
the United Rifle Association at their annual festival.—DAphnje.
EPHRATA. Pa., Aug. 15.—North-End Rifle Club, of Lancaster

county, met on the range f r practice. The weather was very
fine, no wind; Standard American target, 200 yards off hand",
national rules:
C S Wenger 7 9 6 9 6 10 6 6 6 5-70
LM Weist 8 6 6 9 8 5 6 6 3 9-66
JMSheaffer 6 8 5 7 7 5 6 5 7 4—60W U Winters 9 8 10 5 5 7 5 3 4 4-60
J A Stoner 5 5 8 3 7 5 8 4 5 10—58
C Kimiuiiiakw ; 6 10 8 8 6 0 4 4 8 5-59W Carpenter.. 0 5 8 5 7 5 8 6 1 9—52
M Kafrotii 10 3 r> 8 5 6 0 5 5 3—50
RWBickley 0 4 0 5 9 4 4 8 6 7-47
DBLr fever 3 4 3 7 3 0 5 5 8 5-44
The club will meet again to-morrow afiernoon (Aug. 22) for

practice. On Thursday, Aug. 2<*, the annual shoot for medals will
take place. All r'ifle teams in the country have been inviied, and
a grand time is anticipated. The shooting will he at 200 yards,
standing rest.— D. B. Lepever, Sec'y.

ST. LOUIS, Mo , Aug. 15.—Sam. Dorman made the top score at
the last shoot of the St. Louis Pistol Club. An even dozen took
part in the affair, and the scores made average up quite well.
A 12!4yd. Standard American target is used for all shooting.
The ^corer
SG Dorman 9 9 9 10 10 9 8 8 9 10-91
MCBillmeyer 10 7 10 9 8 8 9 10 10 8-89
A McBean 9 8 10 10 10 9 9 7 9 7—88
K 0 Mohrstadt 10 9 8 7 10 9 8 9 8 9—87
MSummertield 10 9 7 7 8 9 7 10 10 10-87
A E Bengel 9 9 8 10 7 10 5 9 10 10-87
.1 .siussell 6 9 9 8 10 9 8 10 9 8—86W Bauer 10 10 9 7 8 6 10 7 9 10—86W C Mackwitz 8.8 8 9 7 10 8 8 10 7 -81W fcl Hettel 10 10 5 8 5 8 6 8 10 9-79
SYDPenet . 6 7 7 6 7 4 9 7 7 10-70
B Grainger 5 4 (5 7 5 4 7 5 5 6 -54

Unsek Fhitz.

M VRION RIFLE CLUB.-Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 12,—Editor
Forest and Stream: The thirteenth annual prize shoot of the'
Marion Rifle Club, of Jersey Citv, N. J., will be held at their range
on Labor Day, Sept. 1, at Marion, N. J., near the Pennsylvania
R. R. station. Two hundred and fifty dollars in cash prizes,
elegant gold medals and pieces of solid silverware are offered to
all comers on the target of honor, prize target, Creedmoor target
(500yds.), ring target, and a very tine programme for the 75ft.
range.—Daphne.
CREEDMOOR. Aug. 13.—There was a large attendance of mem-

bers of the Seventh, Eighth. Twelfth, Thirteenth, Twentv-second,
Twenty-third, Forty-seventh, and Seventy-first Regiments, N. G.
S. N. Y., at Creedmoor to-day, the third free practice day of the
season. Seventy-one guardsmen made the required score at 200
and 300yds. to qualify as marksmen.

THE TRAP
dcv-rr.g for puLlication should be made out on the, printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 22.—Middlesex Live Bird and Target Shoot, Dunellen, N. J.
Aug. 26 27.—Live Pigeon Match, at Milford, N. J, given by

Mahlon H. Rupell. proprietor Miliord House, whom address.
Aug, 26-29.—Twelfth Annuil Convention and Tournament of

theCentr't Illinois Sportsmen's Association, at Jersayville, 111.

Com. R. H ttchmson, Sec'y. :

Aug. £f,-3) —Grand Inanimate Target Shooting Tournament of
the West End Gun Club of Harrisburg, Pa., to he held at Williams
Grove, Cumberland county. Pa. For programmes address H. B.
Shoop, Secretary. Box 321, Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept, 1-2.—Hackettstown, N. J., Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,

Sept. 1, at targets: Sept. 2 at live birds. For programme address
E. Richter, Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4—Beeville, Tex., Gun Club Tournament. T. J. Skaggs,

Secretary.
Sept. 3-4.—Tournament of the Springfield Shooting Club, Spring-

field, Mass. J. T. Herrick, Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—White Plains. N. Y, Gun Club Tournament at Blue-

rocks. C. P. Rowley, Sec'y, 241 Broadway, N. Y.
Sept. 9-10.—Harvey Hurd's and F. R. Huminger's Peoria Black

Bird and Bluerock Tournament, at Petersburg, Illinois.

Sept. 9-11.—St. Paul Gun Club Tournament, Hamline, Minn.
Professionals barred. F. D. Pononsby, Pres , St. Paul.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati, O.—Al Banrile's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park. Sept. 9, 10, U and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y.
Sept. 30. Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex

Gun Club, at Plainfleld, N.J. Two days targets, two days live
birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Scpt.L

DUNELLEN, TO-MORftOW.-Middlesex Oun Club, Dunellen,
N. J., will have a one dav's shoot, Friday, Aug. 32, commencing
at 10 A. M. sharp. Live birds and inanimate targets. Refresh.
ment§ »ad loaded shells °« the grounds -Cras, smwh, Manager,
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THE TORONTO TOURNAMENT.
Toronto, Aug. 12.—Seldom has Toronto seen such a large and

enthusiastic gathering of trap-shooters as assembled on .Stark's
athletic and shooting grounds this morning to take part in the
McDowall first annual bluerock tournament, held under the aus-
pices of the associate gun clubs of Toronto.
The sks*- could not have been clearer, nor the atmosphere better

adapted to such an occasion, while under the able management
of Mr. McDowall, assisted by Mr. Paul North, of Cleveland, Ohio,
and the committee of management, an incessant firing was kept
up from 9 o'clock in the morning until the bell tolled the hour for
tea. The rapid firing system is new to Canadians generally, but
it is safe to assert that it will be universally adopted for matches
hereafter, considering the fact that under the old style of Bboot-
ing, it would take as long to shoot a t 500 birds as it did to shoot at
4,000 to-day. Messrs. Verity and Briggs officiated as referees, and
acquitted themselves in a most satisfactory manner, while the
cashier and secretary were complimented by the Americans on the
manner in which their duties were performed.
Among the more prominent visitors in attendance from the

United States and Canada were the following: L. Harrison, Min-
neapolis; F. D. Kelsey, East Aurora, N. Y.; ft. O. TIeikos, Dayton,
O.; E. Andrews, Sardinia, N. Y.; H. Whitney, Phelps, N. Y.; W.
Crosby, Batavia, N. Y.; J. A. Ruble. Beloit, Wis.; E. S. Benscot-
ten, Toledo, O ; W. King, H. B. Mohler, H. Levis, Pittsburg, Pa.;
Paul North, Cleveland; J . Snyder, Towanda, N. Y.; W. A. Skinner,
St. Paul, Minn. Canadians: J. Wayper, Hespeler; H. Cotton,
P.idgetown; Capt. Dalton, A. W. Throop, Ottuwr; A. R.Potter.
Elora; A. W. Thompson, Preston; S. Glover, Carleton Place.

The following is the detailed score of tho various events: Event
No. 1, at 10 singles, entrance 81:
Skinner 9 Andrew
Charles 7 Henry
King 10 Wakefield
Levis 8 Glover
Paul 9 Mohler
Catton 8 Leitch
Kelsey 10 Snyder
North 9 Draisev
Event No. 3, 15 singles, entrance 81.50:

Skinner 11
"

Charles 13
King 15
Levis 11
Andrews 12
Wakefield 10
Catton 11
Henry 9

Event No. 3, 20 singles, guaranteed purse $100, W. McDowall,
entrance S3, first, $20; second, $20; third, $20; fouri h, $20; fifth, ffgk
North 17 McDowall 18 Wayper 19
Heikes 19 McClure 10 Dalton 14
Shawdon 13 Wakefield 15 Benscotten... 19

9
... 7

Wayper
Potter

. , 8
6

9 , ... 8
, 7 , .. 8
6 Throop 5

. 9 Walton . 5

. 6 .... 7

Kelsey 15 Draisey 11
North 15 McDowall 15
Paul 10 Mohler 10
Glover 13 Thompson 8
Walton 11 Potter 11
Snyder 10 Wayper 12
Leitch 13 Throop 8
Walton 7

fjpitch 18 Paul ..19 Henry 13
Andrews 16

Mohler 16 Walker 11

Kelsey 20 Whitney 18
Draisey 14 Catton 20

Skirmer 17 Tymon 9 Windsor 17
Charles 18

Event No. 4, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Glover 19 Emond 11

King 15
Levis 16

Throop T

North 9

King 10
Levis 9

Mohler .

McClure .

Walton

8 Potter 7
7 Snyder 5
5 Thompson 7

Charles 9 Leitch 10 Throop 7
Kelsey 10
Catton 8

Wakefield 8 Wayper
Andrews 10 Henry

Glover 9
Paul.

Dalton .6

McDowall 9
Whitney 9

Event No. 5, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

North 12 Charles 14 Paul 13
King 11 Mohler 13 Dalton 10
Levis 12 Glover 11 Wayper 14
Kelsey 15 McDowall 10 Throop 10
Wakefield 13 Leitch 13 Thompson 6

Catton 9 Emond 9 Potter 12
Andrews 15 Whitney 13

Event No. 6, 20 singles, guaranteed purse $100. the Charles Stark
Co. (Limited), entrance S3, first, $20; second, $20; third, $20; fourth
$20; fifth, $20:
Benscotten 19 Heikes 16 Kelsey 20
Emond 13 Wayper 18 Andrews 17
Wakefield 18 Dalton 11 Charles .15

North 16 Mohler 14 McDowall 13
Skinner 16 Kemp 12 Paul 11
Glover 18 Tymon 13 Whitney 19
Levin 18 Sawdon 10 Windsor 19
King 18 Thompson 13 Draisey 12
Throop 16 Peardon 14 Catton 17
Snyder 13 Leitch 16

Event No. 7, 5 singles and 5 pairs, entrance $1.50:
Charles 10 Kelsey 14 McDowall 9
North 14 Andrews 10 Throop 13
Skinner 10 Pal 6

"

Leitch 13 King 8

Glover 12 Levis 10
Heikes 14 Mohler 10 Wayper 12
Whitney 12 Emond 10 Catton 5

Dalton 10
Benscotten 13
Windsor 12

Event No. 8, 20 singles, guaranteed purse „.

;10; second, $10; third, $10. fourth, $10, fifth, $10:
Blea 11
Kemp 13
Emond 6

Catton 16

Levis 16 Skinner 17
King 18 Leitch 18
Benscotten 18 Henery 10
North 17 Dalton 18 _
Heikes 18 Mohler 14 Charles 16
Razzle 9 Was per 19 Whitney 18
Wakefield 14 Peardon 12 Windsor 18
Throop 11 Andrews 17 Carruthers 11
Kelsey 20 Henry 13 McDowall 14

..it;Glover 18 Crosby.

Aug. 13.—The second day of the McDowall international blue-
rock tournament was in every sense far ahead of the opening day.
About ten arrivals were registered on the books in the club house,
six of whom were Americans. The average for the day was a
close race for first between Rolla Heikes and P. D. Kelsey, with
odds in favor of Heikes of two in 150 targets. Charles, McDowall,
Catton, Wayper and Glover, of the Canadians, are drawing
money from all events, but cannot hope to beat such men out as
Rolla' Heikes, Kelsey, Benscotten, Whitney and Ruble, although
the latter do not want to "miss a straight."
At a meeting of the committee of management it has been de-

cided to shoot all guarantee purses to-morrow, including the
merchandise shoot, on account of the American cracks having
decided to attend the Keystone tournament at Corry, Pa., which
begins on Monday next, therefore there will be $300 in guaranteed
purses and about $150 donated, with entrance free in the latter.

The following are the scores for the day:

Event No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Skinner 9 Besser 5 Whitney 10
Charles 6 Levis 7 Scott....
Draisey 7 King .9 Benscotten 10

Glover 10 Potter 5 Crosby 7

Catton 10 Thompson 7 Andrews.
Wayper 8 McDowall 7 Grant—
North. 7 Heikes 10 Mohler...
Shane..- 6 Davidson 6 Razzle 10

Kelsey 10 Henry 5 Windsor 7

Event No. 10, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Charles 11 Benscotten 9 Andrews 13
Emond 12 McDowall 10 Mohler 12
North 12 Skinner 13 Shane 10

Levis 11 Kelsey 13 Thompson.... 14

King 14 Whitney 15 Davidson... 9
Heikes 15 Potter 11 Grant 10
Wayper 11 Catton 12 Draisey 13
Glover 14 Razzle 13 Windsor 13
Throop 13 Crosby 13 Besser 11

Dalton 11

Event No. 11, 20 singles; guaranteed purse, 100; Toronto Gun
Club: first $20. second $20, third $20, fourth $20; fifth $20; entrance
$3*

Heikes 18 Mohler 15 Miller 9

Kelsey 19 Benscotten 18 Throop 18
Whitney 17 Margetts 14 Dalton 17

Crosb>T ... 20 Skinner 19 Sawdon 13
Razzle 20 Charles, 16 J Thompson 10

King 18 Peardon 11 Windsor 16

Geris 17 Glover 19 McDowall 15
Catton 17 Wayper 19 Andrews 16
North 18 Henery 11

Potter-.. Mr.. - ••-If) Pears 12

6 Dalton 10
7 North 8

Besser
...10

... 6

. . 8

Event No. 12, 10 singles; entrance $1:
Levis 6 Potter
King 10 Henry
Razzle 10 McDowall
Mohler.. 9 Benscotten 9 Andrews...
Windsor 8 Charles 9 Thompson ...

Heikes 10 Chapman 5 Throop
Whitney 8 Wayper 8 Miller
Crosby 9 Margetts 6 J Thompson 7
Catton 9 Glover 10
Kelsey 10 Skinner 9
Event No. 13, 20 singles; guaranteed purse, $100: Hamilton

Powder Co.: entrance S3; first $20, second $20, third $20, fourth
$20, fifth $20:
Catton 17 Kelsey 19 Dalton ..12
North 16 Skinner 17 Wayper 18
Windsor 18 Henry 16 Mohler 16
King 19 Charles 19 Andrews 19
Levis 18 Throop 18 Besser 13
Razzle 18 Benscotten 19 Emond 14
Potter 16 Thompson 14 Miller 11
Heikes 20 Clover 19 J Thompson 15
Crosby 20 MargettB 11
Whitney 19 McDowall 13
Event No. 15, 10 singles, entrance $1:

McDowall 9 Skinner 10 Andrews
Levis 9 Benscotten 9 Heikei
King 8 Mohler 9 North....
Glover 9 Charles 10 Henry 7
J Thompson 6 Dalton
Besser 6 Wayper
Kelsey 9 Throop
Event No. 16, 20 singles, guaranteed purse $100, Cleveland Tar-

get Co., entrance $8; first $20, second $20, third $20, fourth $20,
fifth $20:

Heikes ...10

Razzle 10
9 Potter 8
5 Windsor

King 19 Glover..

13 Andrews 18
18 Grant 10
it Benscotton 20
18 Dalton ...17

17 Charles 16
16 Sawdon 11
17 11
15 ....13

Catton 15 J Thomson 13
Event No. 29, 20 singles, guaranteed purse $50, Stanley Gun Club;

entrance $2, first $10, second $10, third $10, fourth $10, fifth $10:
Levis 15 Razzle 16 Henry 11
King 17 Skinner 18 Charles 16
Wayper 18 Catton 17 Chapman 14
Glover 17 Kelsey 20 Crosby 16
Dalton 14 North 19 Besser 14
Heikes 20 Mohler 18 Andrews 16
Throop 17 Whitney 19 Sawden 10
Emond 14 Kemp 4 Grant 9
Benscotten......... 19
Aug. 1U.—A. larger number of shooters and a like addition in the

attendance of spectators was the result of the very attractive pro-
gramme catalogued for the third day of the tournament. Heikes
carried off the best average for the day, with a score of 186 out of
a possible 140, with Whitney a close second at 135. Windsor, Kel-
sey, and Benscotten, however, were following quite dangerously
in their wake, with scores of 131, 126, and 125 respectively, while
the Pittsburg contingent were making a good showing. Wayper,
Glover, Charles, Catton. Ruth, and McDowall, of the Canadians,
were all shooting in better foim than the day before, but still
could not hope to get an average against the powerful combination
from the other side. G. H. Briggs," Charles, and Paul North offici-

ated as referees during the day, and were thoroughly impartial in
their decisions.
The foUowing is the detailed score for the day. Event No. 17,

10 singles; entrance $i:

North 9 Charles 7 Throop 8
Henry 4 Thompson 10 Dalton 7
Kelsey — 7 Emond 6 Crosby 9
Glover 9 Heikes 9 Windsor 10
Razzle 8 Whitney 10 McDowall 6
Skinner 9 Grant 7 Andrews 10
J.Thompson 8 Potter 7 Levis 8
Catton 8 Miller 7 Davidson 8
Wayper 7 Benscotten 10
Event No. 18, 15 singles; entrance $1.50:

Skinner 12 Charles 10 McDowall 11
J. Thompson 8 Heikes 14 Andrews 13
Kelsey 13 Benscotten. 12 Levis 14
Thompson 12 Dalton 9 Potter 15
Mohler 13 Whitney 15 Davidson 11
North 13 Crosby 13 Emond 8
Razzle 14 Miller 11 Ruth .11
Wayper 15 Throop 14 Windsor 14
Glover 13 Grant 10
Event No. 19, at 20 sineles, guaranteed purse of $100, by Owl

Gun Club, entrance $3: first, second, third, fourth and fifth, $20
each:
Windsor 20 Ruth 17 Andrews 16
Charles 17 Crosby 18 Evans 11
Skinner 16 Mohler 16 Davidson 13
Benscotten 19 Glover 18 Redpath. 17
Heikes 19 Throop 17 McDowall 15
Kelsey 20 Wayper 18 Dalton 16
King 19 North 18 Powell 12
Levis 17 Fern 12 Wilkinson 9
Whitney 18 Razzle 18 Townson 13
Event No. 21, at 20 singles, C. H. Riggs, cash donation, $40, en-

trance free; first $15. second $10, third $7, fourth $5, fifth $3:
North.... 18 Skinner It Glover .17
Razzle 18 King 20 Wayper 19
Andrews 17 Levis 15 Hoffmann
Ward 12 Catton 10 Burgess 11
Tee Kay 13 Ruth 9 Emond 7
Evans 12 Windsor 19 Henry 17
Thompson, J 13 Crosby 19 Thompson 9
Fern 11 Heikes 20 Criss 15
Wilton 13 Kelsey 17 Powell 10
Draisy 17 Robertson 6 Miller 14
Potter 12 Moses 14 Davidson 16
McDowall 11 Throop 18 Dalton 13
McCready 9 Bugg 18 Redpatb 13

18 Ruth 14 Avery 16Benscotten
Whitney 19 Mohler
Charles 12

Event No. 23, 20 singles, guaranteed purse $100. W. McDowall;
entrance $3, first $20, second $20, third $3, fourth $20, fifth $30:
King 17 Miller It Andrews 17
Kelsey 18 Glover 18 Charles 16
Mohler. 13 Wayper 10 North 17
Skinner 19 Throop 15 Razzle. 14
Heikes 20 Thompson, Jr 11 McDowall 16

14 Douglass 16 Avery 13
"" Catton 14 Dalton 15

.14 Brown 14

Ruth..
Levis.
Benscotten .19 Redpa Lh
Whitney 19 Henry.
Crosby." 19 Windsor 18 Evans
Event No. 24, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Mohler 10 Kelsey 12 Catton
Razzle 12 Andrews 10 King..
Heikes 15 Benscotten 14 Evans

15 Wilton 13
10 Fern 9

14

Aug. 15 —The McDowall four days' tournament closed to-day.
The number of Canadian shots participating was not as large as
was expected, but in connection with the Americans the attend-
ance wTas large enough to make the tournament a success, not
only financially, but in every particular. The management was
about perfect, and the shooting was of a quality not excelled at
any of the large American tournaments. The American experts,
who in the course of a year attend many tournaments, were un-
stinted in their praise of the grounds and accommodations pro-
vided for the shooters, and say it is very rare for a large tourna-
ment, to pass off so absolutely free from any disagreeable features
as this one has been.
Event No. 25, 10 singles:

Glover 9 Skinner. 8 Winchell 8
Henry 2 Grant 7 McDowall 4
Razzle 10 Wayper 9 Andrews 10
Kelsey 9 Blake. 3 Anderson 3
Event No. 26, 15 singles:

Razzle 14 Anderson 9 WineheLl 10
Kelsey 14 North 11 Heikes 15
Glover. — 13 Grant .11 Benscotten 13
Skinner 12 Blake 12 Throop 12
Wayper 12 Hening 6 Dalton 10
McDowall 12 Andrews 13
Event No. 28, 5 singles and 5 pairs:

McDowall H Wayper 10 Anderson w
Sims 8 Razzle 12 Skinner 8
Kelsey 13 Throop 9 Winchell 9
Heikes 14 Benscotten 12
Event No. 30, 10 singles, entrance $1:

McDowall 6 Henry 7 Benscotten 8
Kelsey 8 Anderson. t 7 Skinner 8
Razzle 7 Glover 9 Wayper 8
Grunt 9 Heikes 10 Winchester 8
Blake 4 Throop 8 Dalton 8
Event No. 32, donated prizes, entrance free, 25 singles:

Benscotten 24 Blake 18 Windsor 23
Razzle 21 Skinner 19 Robertson 13
Glover 21 Wayper. 18 McDowall 18
Throop 18 Henry 14 Winchell 12
Draisey 21 Anderson 15 Dalton 19
Heikes 25 Grant 15 Oliver 12
Emond 19 Ayre 10 Morrison 13
Boswell 14

COLT TOURNAMENT,

Crosby 10 Glover 15 Tee Kay 7
Levis 14 Miller U Windsor 14
Whitney 15 Skinner 12 Avery 11
North 13 Charles 11 Ward 6
Redpath 13 McDowall 10 Henry 9
J Thompson 9 Wayper 14 Emond 11
Ruth 11 Grant 7

Event No. 27, 20 singles, guaranteed purse, $100, The Charles
Stark Co (limited), entrance $3; first, $20; second, $20; third, $20;
fourth, $20; fifth, $20;
Heikes 30 Potter 15 Miller 13
North 18 Glover 18 Ward 7

Razzle 18 Charles 16 Arey 14
Catton 18 Skinner 19 Evans ...17
Mohler 18 Benscotten 18 Tee Kay 11
Kelsey 19 Ruth 16 King 16
Levis 18 Wayper 19 Windsor 19
Whitney 20 McDowall 15 Thompson
Crosby 15 Throop 16 Andrews 17
Redpath 18 Dalton 16
Event. No. 31, 20 singles, guaranteed purse, $100; Dominion Car-

tridge Co. (limited), entrance $3; first, $20; second, $20; third, f~
fourth, $20; fifth, 20:

Skinner 14 Ruth 13 King 17
Benscotten 20 Heikes 19 North 16
Charles 17 Kelsey— 20 Razzle 13
Whitney 19 Crosby 18 Dalton 15
McDowall 15 Throop 16 Andrews 17
Henry 12 Windsor 17 Davidson 12

Glover 18 Levis ,,..,..,.19 Wayper,,, ,,.,,.,.,17

HARTFORD, Conn., Aug. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: Here-
with find inclosed scores made at the tournament of the

Colt Hammerless Gun Club, which was held on their grounds the
13th inst. Among the contestants were ex-Senator E. H. Lathrop,
Dr. G. T. Herrick and L. H. Mayott, of Springfield, Mass.; John
R. Pitt, of Middletown, who in his pleasant way makes friends at
every turn; Thomas P. Bill, the fan-maker; J. H. Ames, of New
London, the genial commercial tourist; the well-known sports-
men Hart, Upson and "H. D. L," from Collinsville: C. H. Merrick,
of Rockville; Sterry and Root, of Tolland; A. Merriman, of Meri-
den; Judge S. D. Douglas and F. P. Griswold, of Windsor Locks;
Postmaster M. White, Manchester.
The club held its annual meeting Aug. 13, and the following

officers were elected: A. C. Collins, President; Egbert Decker,
Yice-President; Millard F. Cook, Secretary; W. R. Hopkins,
Treasurer; Executive Committee, A. C. Collins, Egbert Decker,
M. F. Cook, W. R. Hopkins, and J. C. Capen. The report showed
that the club is in a very prosperous condition. The scores fol-
low:

First event, 8 Keystones, 5 angles, 70 cents entrance, 7 entries:
E I Root 11111111—8 Thomas P Bill 01110101—5
E Decker 10111111—7 C L Hotchkiss 11110100—5
P H Whittelsey 11111011—7 C H Merrick 10001110—4
C Sterry 11101101-6
Root first; Decker and Whittelsey div. second; Sterry third;

Bill and Hotchkiss div. fourth.
Second event , 10 Kevstones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 6 entries:

C Sierry 1111111110— 9 El Root 1111111111—10
C H Merrick 0101101001- 5 F H Whittelsey .... 1111111111—10
C L Hotchkiss 1110011101— 7 E Decker limOHOl— 8
Whittelsey and Root div. first money on 10; Sierry won second

on 9; Decker won third on 8; Hotchkiss fourth on 7.

Third event, 10 Keystones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 15 eutries:
C H Merrick 0001101101— 5 John Alger 0111U1111- 9
C Sierry lllllllUl—10 C B Manley 1010000011—4
EI Root 1101110111—8 A Bailey 1101101111—

8

A " Wood" 1010111010- 6 J H Ames 0111011111- 8
E Decker 1010011111— 7 C Upson 0011011101— 6
John R Pitt OllOnOlOO— 5 C Hart 0111011010- 6
C L Hotchkiss 1101000111— 6 "Duff" 0001010110— 4
F H Whittelsey ...0311011001— 5

Sterry first on 10; Alger second on 9; Root, Bailey and Ames
div. third on 8; DecKer fourth on 7.

Fourth event, 10 Keystones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 10 entries
C Sterry llllllilll—10 E Decker 1.110011010— 6
E I Root 1111111111—10 M F Cook 1110001101— 6

F H Whittelsey . . . .0111111111- 9 John Alger 0C1O110101- 5
John R Pitt 1111111001— 8 C B Manley 0101110001— 5
C L Hotchkiss 0101110101— 6 C H Merrick 0001101110— 5
Sterry and Root divided first on ten, Whittelsey won second on

nine, Pitt won third with eight, Hotchkiss, Cook and Decker div.
fourth on six.
Fifth event, 5 pair Kevstones. 75 cents entrance, 9 entries:

C Sterry 10 10 11 10 11—7 John R Pitt... . 10 10 10 11 10-6
C H Merrick... 10 10 10 10 10-5 E I Root 11 11 10 00 11-7
C B Manley 11 00 10 10 10-5 F H Whittelsey. 10 11 11 10 11-8
E Decker 11 00 10 11 11—7 A Bailey 10 11 00 11 10-6
B A Johnson.... 10 01 11 11 10-7
Whittelsey won first with eight, Sterry and Root won and div.

second in shoot-off on ties on seven, Pitt and Bailey div. third on
six, Manley and Merrick div. fourth on five.

Sixth event, 10 Keystones, 5 angles. $1 entrance, 17 entries:
John R Pitt 1111111111-10 C Hart ...1110011111—8
B A Johnson 1111011111- 9 "HD L" 1111011011—8
C Sterry 1110111111- 9 A Railey 1001111111—8
El Root 0111111111-9 '-Duff" 111110O101-7
S D Douglas 0111111111— 9 A " Wood" 0111111010-7
E Decker 1101111111—9 C H Merrick 0111100110—6
John Alger 1011111011— 8 F H Whittelsev 1010101101-6
F H Oriswold 1111001111— 8 C Upon 1010010111—6
Cbas L Hotchkiss.. 1111110110- 8

Pitt first with ten, Johnson, SteriT, Root, Douglas and Decker
div. second on nine, Alger, Griswold, Hotchkiss, Hart, " H. D. L."
and Bailey div. third on eight, "Duff" and "Wood" div. fourth on
seven.
Seventh event, 10 Ke>Tstones, 5 angles, entrance 75 cents, 19 en-

f'h Whittelsey .... 1111111111-10 A "Allen" 1010111101— 7

C Sterry 1011111111— 9 C Upson 0111001111— 7
J R Pitt HllOimi- 9 J H Ames 1010101111- 7

E Decker 1111101111— 9 C H Merrick 0111100111— 7
J Alger 1111111110- 9 B A Johnson 1111110000- 6
E 1 Root lOllllim— 9 A Bailey 1100101101— 6

S D Douglas lOUUlill— 9 C Hart 1001011110- 6
A "Wood" 1111101111— 9 "Doff" 1010111000- 5

TP Bill 1100111111- 8 M White 1100101010- 5
F H Griswold 1011111110- 8
Whittelsey first with 10, Root, Alger, Sterry and Decker div.

second, Bill and Griswold div. third, Merrick, Ames, Upson and
"Allen div. fourth.
Eighth event, 10 Keystones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 23 en-

tries:

E Decker 1111111111-10 TP Bill 0011101110- 6
S D Douglas 0111111111- 9 F H Whittelsey. . . .0110111110- 6
B A Johnson 1111111101— 9 A "Wood" HOlOlllOO— 6
F P Griswold 1011111111— 9 C Hart 0101101011— 6
E I Root lOllimil— 9 M White 0010100111— 5
"HDL" 1111101111- 9 C Upson 0111001100— 5
J Alger 0111110111— 8 E H Lathrop 1100010011- 5
C Sterry 1111001111— 8 C H Merrick 1010110000— 5
J R Pitt 1110011101- 7 J T Herrick . 0101001100— 4
"Allen" 1110001111— 1 L H Mayott 0010000011— 3
"Duff" 0110110111- 7 A Bailey 1001000001- 3
JH Ames 0011110111- 7
Decker first, Johnson, Root, Douglas, Griswold and UH. D. L."

div. second, Alger and Sterry div. third, Amef, "Allen," Pitt and
"Duff" div. fourth.
Ninth event, 10 Kevstones, 5 angles, $1 entrance, 16 entries:

John Alger 1111111111—10 S D Douglas , 01011U11 1—8;
"Allen" 1111111111—10 John P Pitt 1001111111—8
C Sterry 1111111111-10 E H Lathrop 1111110011-8
E Decker 1101111111— 9 F P Griswold 1100111111—8
E I Root 1011111111— 9 F H Whittlesey 0111111001-7
BurrA Johnson... 1011111111— 9 John Melrose 0110111100—6
Thos P Bill 1101111111- 9 J T Herrick 00H1O01OO—

£

C H Merrick 1111110011- 8 L H Mayott .0000000100-1
"Allen," Alger and Sterry div. firBt, Decker, Root, Johnson and

Bill div. second, Lathrop, Griswold. Pitt, Merrick and' Douglas
! div. third, F. 5. Wiuttleeey fourth, ; ' '

*
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Tenth event, 10 Keystones 5 angles, 75 centrance, 24 entries:

E Decker 1111111111—10 ~ B A Johnson 0011101111-7
"Allen" ...1101111 111— 9 E I Root 0111101011—7

C Sterry 11111 1 1 110— 9 John Melrose 01001 101 11—6
C L Hotchkiss 1110111111— 9 C H Merrick 1110110100-0

John Alger llllOlltll- 9 John K Pitt 0011110001-5

F P Griswold 11111101)1- 9 M F Cook 1000111010-5
TPBill.. 0111111110-8 EH Latbrop 0001001111-5
J H Ames 1101111110- 8 "H D L" 0101011100-5

A Hart 1011110111- 8 John S Holt 1010100101-5

"Duff" 1111110101- 8 AMerriam 110l000ol0-4
J T Herrick 0110011U1- 7 C Upson

,

0010100110-4

F H Whittlesey. . . 1101111001- 7 S D Douglas 0010010100-3
Decker first, Stern", "Allen," Hotchkiss and Alger div. second.

Bill. Ames, Hart and "Duff" div. third. Herrick, Whittlesey,
Johnson and Root div. fourth.
Eleventh event, 10 K>VRtones. 5 angles, $1 entrance, 15 entries:

John Alger 111111 1111—10 S D Douglas 1110110101— 7

C Sterrv 1111011111- 9 John S Holt 0111110101- 7

C H Merrick 0111111111- 9 John R Pitt 0111110011— 7

A Morriraau 0111111111— 0 John Melrose 1101011011— 7

"'Allen". 1101111111- 0 Thos P Bill 0101101011- 6

T P Griswold 01101U111— 8 B A Johnson 0101000111- 5

E Decker. 1111100111- 8 E A Lathrop O0011 100(11— 4

F H Whittelsey . . . . 1111001111— 8

Alger first; Sterry, Merriman, Merrick and "Allen" div. second;
Whittelsey, Decker and Griswold div. third; Melrose, Pitt, Holt
and Douglas div. fourth.
Twelfth event, 10 Keystones, 75 cents entrance, 31 entries:

F P Griswold 1111111111—10 John S Holt 0111001011— 6

S D Douglas 0011111111— 8 Burr A Johnson. .
.0011111001— 6

J H Ames 1111111001- 8 John R Pitt 0101101010— 5

C L Hotchkiss 1110110111— 8 F H Whittelsey. . . . 01110001 10— 5

E 1 Root 1011101111- 8 A Merriman 0100101100- 4
C H Merrick 1010010100- 4

. ...1011 11U111— 8 A Conton 0100100011— 4

....1011111011— 8 C Knox 1001010000- 3
" LHMayott 0011010000—3

. .oioooooooi- a

C Sterry llllOlloll-
"Allen" ..

Thos PBill...
J T Herrick 1111101100— .

John Melrose 1111110001 - 7 E H Lathrop
E Decker 0111101101- 7
Griswold first; Bill, Sterry, Root. Hotchkiss, Douglas and Ames

div, second; Herrick, Melrose and Decker div. third; Johnson and
Holt div. fourth.
Thirteenth event—Helpmate race; 8 Keystones, 5 angles, 50

cents entrance. Two men for each bird; if first didu't kill, second
man to shoot. Nine entries, or 18 men:

I F H Whittelsey
1 John R Pitt 10111110-6
I M White
) A Merriman .11101100-5
j C Hart
1 "H D L" 11011001-5
t B A Johnson
"I F P Griswold 11001011-5

I C Sterry
1EI Root 11111111-8
t "Allen"
1 E Decker 11111111-8
( T P Bill

~| J H Ames 11111111-8
t John S Holt
1 John Melrose 11110111-7
I S D Douglas
1 C H Merrick 11101110-6
Decker and "Allen" first; Holt and Melrose second ; Merrick and

Douglas t hird; Root and White, Hart and "H. D. L.," Johnson and
Griswold div. fourth.
Fourteenth event, 10 Keystones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 18

entries:
E I Boot 1111111111—10 "Allen" 1101111001— 7

F H Whittelsey.... 1101111111— 9 John S Holt 1101111100— 7
B A Johnson llOlllllU- 9 C H Merrick 1110110100— 6
E Decker 1111101111- 9 John R Pitt 1100010111— 6
O Sterrv 1111111101- 9 W Knox 0000000000- 0

J F Herrick 1111111110- 9 J H Ames OlOOlOw
T P Bill 1110111101— 8

Root first; Sterry and Johnson div. second; Bill third; "Allen"
and Holt div. fourth.
Fifteenth event. 10 Keystones, 5 angles, 75 cents entrance, 21

EXJinot H 11111111-10 "Allen" 1101110U1— 8
J R Pitt. llimilll—10 C L Hotchkiss 1011011101— 7

C Sterry 1111111111—10 E Decker 0111000111— 7

JT Herrick 11111110U— 9 C H Merrick 0110011111— 7

F P Griswold 1111111110— 9 TP BiU 11001H110— 7

J Melrose 1110111101- 8 J S Holt 10110U110- 7

F H Whittelsey.... 1111011011— 8 A Merriman 1010011011— 6

J Alger 1110110111— 8 E H Lathrop 001U 11000— 5

B A Johnson 1110111110- 8 "Duff" 0110000100— 3

M Conton 1111011011— 8 W Knox 0100100001— 3
J H Ames 1011111011— 8

Sterry. Root and Pitt div. first; Herrick and Griswold div. sec-
ond, Whittelsey and "Allen" div. third, Decker fourth.
Sixteenth event, 5 pairs Keystones, 50 cents entrance, 7 entries,

3 moneys:
C Sterrv. . 10 11 10 11 11-8 T P Bill 10 10 11 10 10-6
F H Whittelsey. .10 11 10 10 11-7 C H Merrick. ... 10 10 00 10 10-4
"Allen" 01 11 10 10 11-7 J S Holt 01 10 10 00 00 -3
J R Pitt 01 11 10 10 10—6
Sterry first, "Allen" and Whittelsey div. second, Pitt and Bill

div. third. A. C. Collins.

ST, LOUIS.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 15.—A team match was shot by the Comp-

ton and Oak Hill Gun Clubs last Wednesday at bluerock targets,
which resulted in favor of the former by 28 birds. At the conclu-
sion of the match a couple of sweepstakes were shot off to fill in
the day. The weather was favorable and some good scores were
made by the participants. Five traps were used and the rules of
the A, S. A. governed all events. Following are the scores:
Shoot No. 1, team match, 13 men a side, 20 bluerocks per man:

Oak Hills.
Thompson 00010111110111111100-13
J Twist 11011110111111011111-17

O Thorp 10110000111101001111-12
Heminghaus 1111 1110101100111111-15
Wade. OlOllOOOOlOOOnOOOllO- 6

Good 10110001101011101110—12
Henshaw. 1011 011110 1 01 1011001-13
Losekam .01010000011000110010- 7
Dorsey lOHOHOOOOu11100101—10W Ttnist 11101111010101110110-15
Krone
Schafer 10111111111111111111—19-162

Comptons.
Junge 1 0100010111000001001- 8

Mittenberger 11010100111101111111-15
H Dick . H101101101110H1111-1

6

J Loeffel O11OUO100O11 1101111-13
Sam Hill 11101101011011110100-13
A McGivney 10101111011111111111-16
J Simminskie. 01011111111111111111 - 18

J Steffen 1 110: 1 1 1 11101 0 11111 1—16
Ray 1 110111110 11 010111 1 1- 1

6

:
-Ml'-

I

1

SheeT 01001111101111111100 - 14
E Prendergast 0110111H1111 1110111-1

7

Weaver 1111011O01110U11001—13-190
Shoot No. 2, sweepstakes, 10 single bluerocks:

Pike 1110101111— 8 G Thorpe 1010011101— 6

E Prendergast 1111011111— 9 Krone 1111110010— 7

Spencer 1111110111— 9 Heminghaus 1001000110 - 4

Sieminskie 0101111111— 8 Ray 1111111111—10
Brown 1111111111—10 Scheer 1101111101— 8

G Prendergast 0111001110— 6 Weaver 1111011111— 9

F Rawlins lOOOnOlOlO— 3 Steffen 1111111000— 7

Wade 0000101110 - 4 Charles 0000010011-2
Hill 1110111110— 8 ARawlings .0101010111— 6
Good 1000111011— 6 Henshaw 1001000110 - 5

Thompson 0101111101— 7 GRawlings 1010100100— 4

C Thorpe 1100010111- 6 J Twist 1101001011— 6

J Prendergast 0001110001- 4 Mittenberger 11001110U- 7

Schafer 011110U11— 8

Four moneys, all ties were divided.
Shoot No. 3, sweepstakes. 10 single bluerocks:

G Prendergast 0101001011-5 Charles ' 0100001100-3
Sieminskie 1101111111- 9 E Prendergast 1110111011- 8

Hill 1110001001— 5 Wade 0000000001— 1
Brown 0111111111— 9 Scheer 0111111001— 7

Spencer 1111011011— 8 Weaver 0101101111— 7
Schafer 1011011111— 8 G Rawlings 1110111101— 8
Good 0110100100— 4 A Rawlings 0110001000— 3

F Rawlins 1011110110— 7 J Prendergast 0001110110- 5

Four moneys, all ties were divided. Unsfr Fritz.

BROOKLYN, Aug, 14.—One of the largest gatherings of old-
time wing shots, members of the Unknown Gun Club, met yester-
day at Dexter's Park shooting ground, Jamaica Plank road, L. I.,

to hold the regular monthly shoot. Fifteen members went to the
traps to shoot at, 7 birds each, club rules, gun below the elbow
until the bird is oh the wing, only one barrel to count in score.
H. Knebel, Sr., the president of the club, killed 7 straight and won
the gold club badge with the first prize. J. Boyle won the second
prize after outshooting Hyde and Pfoblmann,

A NEW DIVISION SCHEME.
HARRISBURG, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream: Clubs and

managers of shooting tournaments know the difficulty ex-
perienced of late i u getting their events filled each time and in
attracting shooters that will enter'each event. Dividing purses
into four equal moneys, and paying for best averages each day lias
had some good effect, hut at all shoots there are possibly half a
dozen good shots that win most of the prizes and the others think
it useless to compete with them and so refuse to enter, or if they
know of any experts being in attendance, they stay away
altogether.
For one I claim that the prices belong to the best shots, and

it has cost the so-called expert lots of time and money to become
a good shot and it is natural he should want to get some of that
money back. But a number look at it from a different standpoint,
and that number is considerable, and they are the ones wanted to
fill the events at a tournament.
Now, at a recent shoot 1 talked with a number of well-known

trap shots regarding the following plan of dividing prizes, and
they were of the opinion that it is a good one, but, 1 would like to
have an expression from a number of shooters, and would like to
see the plan tried at different places. Our club intend trying it

at. our next tournament, and you shall have the result here.
The plan is to place a value on each target shot at, and a doublo

value on each one missed.
For example, if the entry is for 10 targets at $1 (price, of targets

extra), the value of each target hit should count 10 cents, each one
missed 20 cents, and for each miss 20 cents would be deducted from
the amount of entry. The money remaining in the "pot" for
misses should then bo divided into 50, 30 and 20 per cent, as usual,
and go to those with highest, scores. It the entry money is $2, the
value of the targets hit would he 20 cents, of those lost 40 ce nts.
The events can be so arranged that each target has its value.
To illustrate more, fully we will suppose a match at 10 targets

per man, 10 men enter at $1 each (targets extra):

No. 1 breaks 10, wins for targets $1 00

No. 2 " 9 " " 80
No. 3 " 9 " « 80
No. 4 " 8 " " 60
No. 5 " 8 " • 60
No. 6 " 8 " " 60
No. 7 " 7 " " - 41)

No, 8 " 6 " " 20
No. 9 " 6 " " 20
No. 10 " 5 " " nothing.

Total 85 20

Now the above leaves $4.80 to he divided into 50, 30 and 20 per
cent. No. 1 gets $2.10 in addition to the one dollar, making his
winnings $3. 40; Nob. 3 and 3 divide $1.44 to be added to their 80
cents each, and Nos. 4, 5 and 6 divide third money. Now the
shooters breaking only 6 or 7 ordinarily would get nothing, but
by this arrangement they get enough back to pay for their am-
munition at least, and that is just the point, for no matter how
small a share of the prize money a shooter gets it is my experi-
ence he will enter the next shoot. No. 10, only breaking 5 targets,
ought not to get a cent any way. I think it will also tend to im-
prove the shooting. If a. participant knows that each bird missed
has a certain money value he will be apt to shoot more carefully.
This method possibly takes a little from the fir t money, but

betters second and third prizes. We know that it will bettor our
attendance of shooters here, but would like to hear from other
points and see the reports in Forest and Stream. We don't
want trap-shooting to lose its interest, and if this plan don't work
it may set some one to thinking out one that will. Another thing
with target shooting is that it is getting like glass halls, the boys
are getting "on to them" and becoming too mechanical. We
want a target that will be more uncertain in its flight, but yet
give a good-sized mark and fly long enough. 1 have something of
the kind in my head, but won't inflict it on you now.

Jack Rabbit.

HACKETTSTOWN, N. J.

HaCkettstown, N. J„ Aug. 11.—I send you scores and winners
of our shoot, held Aug. 5. No. 1, at 6 bluerocks: Ruple 3, Mason
4, Baxter 4, Stewart; 2, Richter 1, Riggott 5, Parliman 5, Apgar 3,

Smith 4. Tie for third shot off in next sweep and won by Ruple.
No. 2, at 9 bluerocks: Ruple 6 Mason 5, Parliman 8, Stewart 5,

Smith 8, Riggott 7, Apgar 5, Ayres 7, Baxter 6. Richter 6, Bell 5.

Tie for third shot off in next sweep and Baxter won.
No. 3, at 12 bluerocks: Ruple 5, Parliman 8, Stewart 10, Riggott

10, Baxter 0, Smith 9, Apgar 8, Mason 10, Richter 7, Ayres 9, Bell 6.

No. 4, at 9 singles and 3 pairs:
Ruple 101011011 11 10 10—10 Apgar 111111110 10 10 10—11
Stewart....111111000 01 00 00- 7 Baxter 101 101101 10 10 11—10
Mason 110100111 01 11 11-11 Ayres 111001010 00 01 10— 7
Vliet 101111011 011110-11 Parliman.. 011111111 1110 11-13
Smith 1U0OU11 111111-13 Riggott. .. .111011011 10 10 10-10
Ruple won third on shoot-off.

No. 5, 9 bluerocks: Baxter 5, Ruple 8, Riggott 6, Stewart 4,

Mason 4, Vliet 5, Smith 7, Apgar 5, Richter 5, Skinner 6, Ayres 8.

Ties shot off for third. Skinner won.
No. 6, 6 singles and 3 pairs: Richter 4, Baxter 6, Apgar 7, Parli-

man 9, Smith 9, Riggott. 8, Mason 8, Skinner 7, Stewart (3, Ruple 12,

Vliet 8, Ayres 8. Riggott won shoot off for third.

We now began shooting live birds and continued until late in
the evening.
No. 7, 4 live birds, a Jersey sweep, S3 entrance:

Canon 0110-2 Smith 2231—4
Riggott 2232-4 Ste wart 1010—3
Parliman 1120-3 Baxter 0101—2
Ruple 0121-3 Vliet 1210-3
Second shot out and won by Parliman.
No. 8, 5 live birds, 85 entrance: Canon 3, Stewart 3, Smith 2,

Riggott. 4, Parliman 4, Ruple 1, Vliet 5.

Extra No. 1, 4 birds, Jersey sweep, $3 entrance: Canon 3, Rig-
gott 4, Smith 4, Parliman 4, Stewart 3, Apgar 2. Canon wins
second in next sweep, Apgar third.

Extra No. 2, Jersey sweep, Canon 3, Riggott 3, Smith 3, Parli-
man 4, Stewart 3, Apgar 3. Second shot off miss and out and won
by Canon.
Thus ended the first day's shoot on our new grounds. The rapid

firing system was used, and nothing occurred to spoil a fine day's
sport.
We are making great preparations for our tourney, Sept. 1 at

targets, Sept. 2 at live birds. E. Richter, Sec'y.

STAMFORD.
Stamford, Conn., Aug. 13.—The Stamford Rod rand Gun Club

held a trap shoot on Wednesday afternoon. Aug. 13. The follow-
ing were the scores in detail. First event, 5 bluerocks:
J D Goulden 10110-3 Chas E Smith 00101—2
Harry Bell 10011-3 J P Taff t ... 01111-4
E Vanderwerken 00011—2
Tafft took first; for second, Goulden won: for third, Vander-

werken won.
Second event, 5 bluerocks:

J D Goulden 11111—5 E Vanderwerken 01010—2
G T Hendrie 11101-4 C E Smith 11110-4
Harry Bell 10110-3 J P Tafft 11111-5
DrSchavoir ..10110-3
Goulden won first; second, Smith; third, Bell.
Third event, 5 bluerocks:

J D Goulden 10110—3 E Vanderwerken 11010—3
G F Hendrie 11011—4 C E Smith 11000—3
Harry Bell 11010-3 J P Tafft 11111—5
Dr Scbavoir H001—

2

Goulden won third.
Fourth event, 5 bluerocks:

E Vauderwerken 00100-1 Harry Bell 01101—3
J D Goulden 11111-5 G F Hendrie 10110-3
Dr Schavoir 00010-1 J P Tafft 11010—3
CE Smith 11110-4
Tafft won third.
The officers of the club are W. B. Rice, President; Dr. Chas. E.

Rowell, Vice-President; J. P. Tafft, Sec'y and Treas.

MONTREAL.
Montreal, Aug. 11.—Le Club de Chasse et de Peche had a sort

of formal opening of their organization to-day at their lately ac-
quired island below Sorel. The steamer Berthier had been char-
tered for the occasion, and between two and three hundred gentle-
men and ladies left the wharf at 9 o'clock, accompanied by the
Harmony band. It was a magnificent day for the river trip, even
if the wind was a little strong, so that when the Top channel was
reached the time had seemed to pass very quickly. The gentle-
men who are at the head of this club are:
President, E. J. Phaneuf; Vice-President, Charles Desmarteau;

Treasurer, D. Dion; Secretaries, J. B. Bureau and L. A. Lapointe.
Committee, H. Boisseau, Jos, Riendea/ti, H, ClQUthjer, H. Dubuc
and J, 0. Pellandv

The club is to be congratulated on its good judgment in the
choice of a location, for better shooting grounds could hardly be
hit upon anywhere in the country. About ten miles below Sorel
the entrance to the upper channel is reached, and here what looks
like a narrow river is entered, and although only about. 100yds.
wide it is plenty deep for vessels of the draught of the Berthier.
The scenery here is as pretty as somo of the most picturesque
spots among the Thousand Islands. The channel, about a mile
from its opening, is divided by several small islands, low-lying,
and flooded in the spring, and the home of plover, woodcock and
duck when the water subsides. At last Isle du Chenal du Moine
is reached, and the first view of the new club house is caught be-
tween the trees. When the steamer drew up to the wharf, it was
seen to be a substantial two-story building, the top flat being at
present occupied by eighteen camp beds.
As there were two different, sporting contests on the card no

time was lost in getting all hands to work, and those who had
come out to capture fish as well as prizes soon bad their rods and
lines in order and were making their way to some quiet spot,
where the big fellows most do congregate. Then the shooters
crossed the channel and the traps were soon in working order.
There were two competitions, one at blackbirds and one at live
birds and both were kept going simultaneously. The entries were
greater than was expected, there being 28. and when the last man
Stepped to the score there was just one bird short. The shooting
was kept, up until 7 o'clock, and then there were some ties to shoot,
eff in the blackbird match, which was done on board ship, their
traps being adjusted on the upper deck. Following are the scores:
Shoot at 7 live pigeons, plunge traps, 26yds. rise, 7 prizes:

GAContant 6 E Archambault ...7 F Desroohe 7

F X Lamoureux 5 C Muir , 4 O Guy 3
E Octave 7 G H Pariseau 7 L Lebceuf 5

R Boa 5 E Dionne 6 J Bousquet 6
A Sicotte 5 C Siotte 5 H Lareau 7
F Dubuc 5 W Coughtry 6 H Boisseau 5
H Lajeunesse 6 A Boa 5 B Boucher fi

J R Be bard 6 L St Jean 3 Bpte Boucher 6
HBelland 4 GChapleau 7 SStJean ...5
O Brienne 4
Judge, Eugene Lanthier; scorer, E. A. Lapointe.
Ladies' shoot, 9 birds:

Jos Bosquet 7 A Boa 7 W Coughtry B
E Octave. 7 L Siotte 7 A Contaat 5
J E Pariseau 7 H Martin 7 G B Bedard 5
F X Lamoureux— 7 E Archambault— 7 H Lajeunesse 5
L Le.buauf 7 J O Guy 6
There were some half dozen other shooters, but as the scores

were small they did not interfere with tbe distribution of the
prizes.
There were two special prizes given for the largest game fish

taken, which went to Mr. Jos. Rindeau for a 121bs. dore. The sec-
ond special prize for the largest perch was won by A. Dorion, Jr.

CLAREMONT.
Claremont Shootino Association.—Aug. 16.—Many shooters

took advantage of the half-holiday and fine weather to run dowu
and waste a little powder and shot. The hundred live birds on
hand soon proved insufficient, being all shot by 2 o'clock, and the
bluerocks were brought, out and were the order of the day after
2:30 P. M. Some parties for the first time shot on these grounds,
and expressed pleasure at the afternoon's sport—the wonder is

that there are not fifty to a hundred every week. Plenty of birds
will be on hand the first of the week and all through the week
hereafter, this is the first time we have run short; we have used
nearly 3,000 birds in four months. Below are the scores of most
of the events with averages on bluerocks:
Ten nluerocks. 5 traps, 50 cents entry, Keystone rules, all events

alike, ties divided:
Average

Rose—
Mooney.

.

12 8 h 5 e 7 8 9 10 pr.ct.

5 8 8 8 8 9 7 7 7 9 77
9210 10 10 10 10 8 8 9 8 8

.10 9 6 10 9 10 9 9 10 8 90

.785 7 2 7 6 5.. 59
7 6 6 6 6 8 6 5 9 70
4.-5 5 .. .. 50
6.-7 8 6 10 7 7 8 8 75
6 .. .. 7 .. 10 5 .. .. 70
8 .. 7 5 .. 8 9 .. .. 74
8 6 10 8 7 7 8 9 9.. 80

.10 .. .. 5 .. .. 75
6 8.. 9 J> 9 8 .. 6 .. 71

9 .. 5 .. .. 70
Landreck 5
Gayles 2
Cattes. 405 2 4
Vincent 5 ..

Four live birds, $2 entrance, 2 moneys:
Howard -1011—3 Redmond 3121—4
Mead 0022-2 Stanwix 2100-3
Money 2111-4
Three live birds, S3 entrance, 2 moneys:

Howard 102-2 Redmond 221-3
Mead loO—1 Stanwix 210—2
Money .121-3 Barry. t OoO-O

CLEVELAND, O., Aug. 14.—The regular shoot of the Cleveland
Gun Club was held at the club house, at Bluerock, this afternoon.
In additiou to the club shoot the shoot for the gun offered by the
Jenney & Graham Company, of Chicago, took place. The contes-
tants all shot under a handicap previously arranged and the
totals given below correspond with the amount of the handicap
allowed. L O. Jones and Cothan were tied for tbe gun, Jones
winning on the shoot-off. CogsweU won the class A badge of the
club, and J. Jones the B badge:
A B Jones 49 W A Calhoun 41 Kilby 46
H J Martin 49 H C Holt 49 Rudolph ....26

Sweetman 46 Haycox.. 39 J Jones 48
Ashley 52 James. 40 C Calhoun. 23
Cathan 55 Weaver 43 Elford 50
Storey 54 W Harris 28 Berger 33W H Tamblyn 50 J Rodgers 44 Turner 37
LO Jones 55 Rob 47 Silsby 50
Frederick 54 Wagner 48 Williani3 ...46

Reynolds 42 Cogswell 50 Du Boy 44
Alexander 53 Gault 52 Marbach 30
Jaci 51

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 9—The Alameda County Sportsman's
Club held its sixth and last shoot for 1890 at the Oakland Trotting
Park this afternoon at live pigeons. The day was pleasant, and
the presence of a large number of ladies and gentlemen to wit-
ness tbe races gave an air of life and gaiety to the scene that
otherwise would have been lacking. The wind was directly from
the west and across the line of the traps, but not sufficiently
strong to interfere with the sport. The prizes for the season were
as follows: First, gold match-safe, with diamond setting; second,
gold medal for chain; third, gold dog-whistle for chain. Mr. C.
M. Osborn won the first with a score of 64 out of a possible 73. W.
W. Haskell second with 59 birds, and S. I. Kellogg third with 58
birds. The shoot for August was an interesting one, as the birds
were of the liveliest sort, the score standing as follows:
Osborn .110111111111-11 Mayhew 111111111111—13
Knowles 011111011111—10 Wilson 11 1101111101—10
Cadman lllllllllllo—ll Schroeder 100111101111— 8
Plummer 000001100111— 5 Bell 111101110111—10
Jones OOmiOOOlll- 7 Kellogg 111111110110-10
Haskell 111111101111-11
Particular mention should be made of the fine skill in shooting

displayed by the veteran trap-shooter, Mr. W. E. Mayhew, who,
it will be observed by reference to the score, killed his 13 straight
birds with his first barrel and. no retriever needed to score his
birds. The challenge shoot of the Alameda against the Gun Club
of San Francisco will take place at the grounds of the Oakland
Trotting Park on the last Saturday in August.

JERSEYVTLLE.—St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 15—The twelfth annual
tournament of the Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association will
take place Aug. 26, 27, 28 and 29, at Jerseyville. The programmes
for the affair are out, and but a glance is necessary to show that
experienced heads were instrumental in its make up. R. Hutch-
ison, the secretary of the Association, has labored diligently to
make the affair a success, and to his efforts is due the fact that
$500 in valuable prizes have been donated to be contested for by
members of the Association. Besides the special prizes the Asso-
ciation guarantees $350 in cash, distributed among the open-to-all
events on^the card.- Inanimate targets will be used exclusively,
and the A. C. A. rules will apply. There will be two sets of 5
traps, and with the substitution of the walk-around system will
insure plenty of sport for a large crowd. On the last day Jim
Elliott, of Kansas, who recently defeated W. O. Beck, of Indian-
apolis, for the champion's cup, and Ed Spencer, of - Carrollton,
HL, will engage ja a 100 liye-bjrd njatph tor §100 a side,—V$$m
Fritz.
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LONG BRANCH, Aug. 15.—Excellent pigeon shooting took
place at Pleasure Bay, near Long Branch, N. J., this afternoon.
The contestants 'were "Phi I" Daly, Jr., and Edgar Murphy. Daly
was beaten by five birds, Murphy killing 94 birds of the 100 shot
at, while Daly disposed of 89. It was a rattling contest from start
to finish. Murphy is an old-time expert with the shotgun, having
won many notable contests, while this is the first match at live
birds that Daly has ever shot. Before the match Murphy, on the
strength of bis high reputation, was a, hot favorite. Not until
the twentieth bird did Murphy fail to score, missing both shots at
a swift, in-driver. His next bird fell dead out of bounds, and the
Daly contingent were in ecstaey. The unlocked for success
seemed to '•rattle' 1 Daly for a time, and he failed to bring clown
either his twenty-second or twenty -third bird. Murphy's twenty-
fourth effort was a failure, and at the end of the first twenty-five
rounds the score rested even, each having missed three birds. A
fast flyer on Daly's left quarter in the twenty ninth round eluded
his gun, and Murphy assumed the lead once more and never again
relinquished it to the finish. At the end of the first half of the
match Murphy was one bird in the lead, having killed 45 to
Daly's 44. At the end of the seventy-fifth round he had increased
his advantage to thTee, and at the end of the shooting was five
birds in the lead. The last bird that Murphy missed was the
sixty-second, the next thirty-eight going down before his unerring
aim in unbroken succession.

BROOKLYN, Aug. 18.-The 15 members of the Parkway Gun
Club who assembled at Miller's Dexte.r Park to-day did some re-
markably good shooting, only 28 of the 105 pigeons fired at in the
regular competition getting away. Three of the contestants, J.
Blake, W. Levens and Farmer Bennett, tied on full scores of 7
each for the club medal and first prize. In the Shoot off Levers
missed in the fifth round, the other two continuing until the ninth
round, when Bennett's bird, although hit, hard on second fire,

dropped dead half a foot outside the rear boundary, which, under
the new rule of the club, runs on a line with the outside edge of
the platform. In a sweepstake which followed R. Phicker, Jr., J.
Bennett, A. Andrews and J. Savage were the winners. The re-
sult: Regular club shoot, 7 birds each man, under modified Hur-
lingham rules, club handicap, 80yds. boundary—E. Steinheuser :>.

J. Blake 7, H. Steinheuser 5, E. Helgans (5, H. Bookman 6, J. IJaller
ft, Branwell 5, M. Meyer 2, M. Bonden 4, A. Andrews 1, [-;.. Phister,
Jr., 6, Col. Selover 4, J. Bennett 7, J. Savage 11, W. Levens 7. Ties
for first place—J. Blake 9, W. Levens 4, J. Bennett 9. Sweeps &kea
at 3 birds each man, ties miss and out, 25yds. rise—R. Pnisfcr 7.

J. Bennett 7, E. Steinheuser G, Col. Selover 4, H. Bookman 3, A.
Andrews 2, J. Savage 2, E. Heigans 1, H. Steinheuser 1, W. Lev-
ens 0.

TORONTO, Aug. 8.—A friendly shoot took place on Stark's
athletic, grounds between members of the Toronto Gun Club.
Sides were chosen by the president and vice-president, the shoot
to be at 15 artificial birds per man, for refreshments to be paid for
by the losing side:

President's. Vice-President's.
CHBriggS....101HimiW010-10 JRice 0110100011011U— 9

C Ayre 0101 11 100V0010— 8 T Sawdon 11111' 111011110—13WH Leardon.lllllCN OOOOU01— 8 W Bugp 110001001110011— 8

G Pears, OOUlOlOlllOllOl- 8 W McDowalh. 100101101110011— 9
T Bayles 111101101100100—10 F Andrews. ...lOlllOlOHOOill—10

44 49

GRANGER PICNIC AND SHOOT.—Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. 14.

—The West Bed Gun Club, of Harrisburg, Pa., will hold a five
days' tournament at Williams' Grove, Cumberland county, Pa.,
Aug. 26-80. This is on the occasion of the Grangers' seventeenth
annual picnic and exhibition. The committee have spared no
pains to maKe this one of the greatest shoots ever held in Pennsyl-
vania. There will oe guaranteed purses each day, and liberal
prices will be given for averages. Everything possible will be
done to make it pleasant for all who will attend. The grounds
are located 12 miles west of . Harrisburg, Pa., on the line of t he
Cumberland Valley Railroad, and very low excursion rates are
given on all railroads in Pennsylvania, good until the following
Monday.—M. H. B.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 16.-Many of the gunners have re-
turned from tbeir summer vacations, as was shown from the in-
creased attendance at the grounds of the Wellington club to-day.
In the third merchandise match for the month, at 10 singles arid
five pair hubs. Perry was first with 17. The other scores in this
match were: Bennett, 16; Warren, Bradstreet and Amsdeu, 15;
White, Weaver and Gore, 14; Purdy, 13; Walker and Meleher, 12;
Bond and Sanborn, 11. The winners in the sweepstakes follows:
Six hubs—Bennett and Gore. Six bluerocks—White. Six hubs
—Bennett and White. Six hubs—AVhite. Three pair hubs— Ben-
nett, "White, Meleher and Amsdeu. Six hubs—Bennett. Six hubs
—Bennett and Lee. Six hubs—Amsden and Bond. Six hubs

—

White, Sanborn and Lee. Three pair hubs—Gore and Perry. Ten
hubs, merchandise match—Bennett, White and Bradstreet. Five
pair hubs, merchandise match—Perry. Six hubs—White and
Gore. Three pair hubs— Bradstreet. Six hubs—Amsden and White.

ADAMS AND PARK.—Waverly, N. Y., Aug. 16.-A much
talked of match between Joe Adams, the champion bird shot of
Tioga county, and W. K Park, the Bradford county champion, of
Athens, Pa., took place here Aug. 16, on the grounds of the Rod
and Gun Club. Both contestants are members of the club
and considerable rivalry existed between them, and both were
backed by Waverly parties. The ground is a hard one to shoot
on, as a high hill on the right and thick trees on the left make
the birds difficult to "get on to." Kingbirds were used, and not
a balk or broken bird occurred during the entire race. The match
was as follows: Fifty single king >irrls, 3 trap^, unknown angles,
American Association rules, for_$50. P. J. Lang judge for Adams,
Dr. Tucker judge for Park; Air. Lioomis, of Brooklyu, referee:
J Adams lllOlllllllIOl 11111111111 limioiJOiJiJlillllllllilt-dlW K Park 110111011111111100111100111 11011011110111 11 110101 1-39

King Bird.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication In the current issue. It Is particularly re-
auested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest A»d
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, aad also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
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8-22. A.C.A.Meet, Jessup's Neck 30. Orange, Annual.
23. South Boston, Open. 30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston, Har-
23. Plymouth, Cruise, Cape Cod bor Meet.

Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

1. Ianthe, Annual. 20. NeW Jersey Athletic, Bergen
1. Arlington, Ann., Arlington. Point, Fall.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1 890.
JESSUP'S NECK.

AT no previous meet has the camp sprung up and taken definite
shape so rapidly as the present one; though only opened on.

Friday, by Sunday morning it presented the appearance of a very
large camp, and now that many more tents have been pitched the
view from the water is very picturesciue. The first arrivals
pitched their tents in a long row near the edge of the east bluff,
here about 15 to 20ft. high, leaving a wide road between the tents
and the bluff. In front of each encampment is a flagpole; the
many club Hags showing their bright colors to ad vantige above
the white tents. Highest of all is the official signal staff, on
which one signal or another is displayed at almost every hour of
the day. This code, for which the Association is indebted to Com,
Stanton and Mr. B. W. Brown, has already proved a great conve-
nience, as well as a constant source of occupation to every one,
and is likely to become a permanent institution. Every one in
camp, ladles and children included, has a copy of the hanlsonia
little signal book, and as soon as the gnu announces a new signal
?t ia read and translated in every part of the camo. Atnoag the
most- fwgwnt messages tbm m% out m the following! I* %

The mall is now ready for distribution. B.J. A notice which
requires immediate attention has been oosted on the bulletin
board. J. W. The members of the A. C. A. are invited to an en-
tertainment this evening, the particulars of which are posted on
the bulletin board. The code of signals is quite lengthy and com-
prehensive, covering all the probable contingencies of races, meet-
ings, capsizes, etc. The only difficulty encountered thus far is the
amount of work imposed on the chief signal officer, as the com-
munication with visiting yach's involves the use of the Interna-
tional, the Yacht andltbe Larehmont special code, as well as the
special A. C. A. code. After two days of steadv signaling Mr.
Brown was threatened with an attack of nervous prostration, and
Br. G. L. Parmele was appointed First Assistant Signal Officer.
ihe organizalion of the can p is as follows: Com. Stanton is in

command, with Sec'y Bunnell and members of the various com-
mittees as aids. The following officials have been appointed:
Fleet Surgeon. Dr. J. A. Gage, Yesp-r B.C.: Postmaster, D. M.
Bond, Red Dragon C. C; Bugler, H. E. Jepson. Puritan O. C;
Captain of the Guard. R. J. Wilkin, Brooklyn C. C. In addition
to the Officer ot the Day, who has general charge of the camp,
a number of pickets are appointed each day, who are stationed on
the wharf, at Scraaw Poini, and in various parts of the camp.
Trespassers are by no means uncommon, carriages drive into

camp and small craft land at the wharf, bringing numbers of un-
welcome guests, most of whom look on the camp as a circus,
and gaze into each tent as into the cages of the animals in a
menagerie. To keep out the ordinary sight-seer without dis-
courtesy to friends of members, or others who would be welcome
in camp, is a difficult matter; but past experience proves that
stringent measures are necessary if a desirable degree of privacy
is to be secured. \ isitors from the docks or from the shore who
have friends in camp are welcomed every day between 10 A.M.
and colors: and many have presented themselves
Unfortunately, like all other good locations, Jessup's Neck is

by no means easy of access, and many canoeists have had diffi-
culty in reaching the camp. The Transportation Committee, Mr.
Bennett in particular, has worked hard to perfect all arrange-
ments, hut unforeseen difficulties have cropped up, overturning
all the plans. The trip from New York by the steamer Shelter
Island was a very easy one for those who came up to Sunday, as
she landed Ihem on the camp clock, though at the witching hour
of 6 A. M. Those who came on Tuesday night, however, were less
fortunate, there being so much wind and sea that the steamer
refused to laid for fear of injury to the rather light dock, and
carriPd men and canoes to Sag Harbor, whence they straggled
over by wagon, launch or canoe.
Even at best the steamer is only available on every other day,

and many must depend on the railroad. This lands them in Sag
Harbor, where more trouble awaited some, the launch originally
engaged to run to that place and Greenport from the camp was
not able to pay expenses at 25 cents each. Early on Monday
morning the indefatigable. Mr. Bennett sailed over to Sag Harbor
in his boat, returning in triumph at noon with a staunch naphtha
launch which he had chartered. He at once proceeded to organ-
ize the Jessup's Neck, Sag Harbor & Greenport Manhtha Trans-
portation Co. with the following board of officers: E. W. Brown,
Pres.; Dr. G. L. Parmele, first Vice-Pres ; W. H. Brown. Second
Vice-Pres.; M. Sherwood, Sec'y; L. B. Palmer, Ass't Sec'y; C Y.

Freight Agt.; W. R. Huntington, A^s't Freight Agt,; M. G. Foster,
Traffic Mgr.; Wm. Whitlnek, Andito- ; N. D. Bill, Purchasing Agt.;
Paul Butler, Aclvt. Agt.; R.;S. Oliver, Paymaster General; H, T.
Keyser, Supt. of Mails and Telegrams.
This company is doing an excellent, business and is a great ac-

commodation to t he campers.
The labor disturbances on the railways, together with the crush

of travel to the G. A. R. celebration at Boston, have complicated
matters and caused much delay. A large party, some thirty in
all, from Toronto, (Jalt, and other points in Canada, started from
Toronto on Saturday, having made ftrrangements for a special
parlor car and a freight car for their canoes. The parlor car was
not forthcoming in consequence of i he strike, and though, having
started by the Erie R. R., the pirty came through with little de-
lay, reaching Sag Harbor on Monday, the freight car was greatly
delayed, not reaching Sag Harbor unt il late on Tuesday. A sloop
was chartered, bringing over a couple of loads during the night,
but it was Wednesday night before all were settled in camp. The
party included Judge and Miss Dartnell. of Whitby, Messrs.
Jaques, Mason, and several other members of th^ Toronto C. C,
Mr. English, the canoe builder, of Peterboro, and tiie MacKfn-
dricks Ironi Gait, with others of the Ubique C. C.
Though the first fond hopes of the Transportation Committee

have by no means been realized, the arrangements are no more
inconvenient thau might be expected in a i amp which is inten-
tionally located in a secluded and isolated place. The perfect
camp, which may be easily and certainly reached by canoeists,
and yet is free from intrusion by cheap-rate excursions and sim-
ilar tinwelcome guests, has not yet been found.
As to the camp itself, it possesses most of those natural advan-

tages which we mentioued as essential some two years since;
the ground is dry and elevated, giving good drainage and a full
view of the race courses; the wharf, store and mess-tent are in
the center of the camp, between the main and the ladies' camp,
thus separating the two. At the same time the ladips camp is
convenient to the store and mess-tent. The ground is hilly and
irregular, but being a smooth turf with hardly a stone, the walk-
ing is very good. There is little shade, the only trees being in the
ladies' camp and on the extreme end, and these only cedars, but
thus far the weather has been so cool, with cloudy sk'ies and fresh
winds, that the tents in the open have been very comfortable. In
fact.it seems as if the spot had been made on purpose for an
A. C. A. camp; the only possible improvement would be a few
shade trees along the center of the main camp.
The beach is all that could be expected on salt water, and

answers very well. The pebbles, in size from a hen's egg to a
pigeon's, are not as good as sand, but being round and smooth, a
canne can be beached without damage. The tide has a rise and
fall of only 3 to 3ft., and with the platforms this makes no trouble.
The stages are similar to those at Stave Island and Lake George,
built on short posts which raise them just above high water. Of
course an inclined section, not needed on dead wafer, must be
built to run the boats on at low tide, but this is easily made. Al-
together the difficulties from the tide have proved less formidable
at Jessup's Neck than at any other of the many points visited by
the site committee.
On Monday the wind was strong from the west, working to

N.W. by night and threatening another thunder squall as on
Sunday. Early in the morning Vice-Corn. Brokaw took charge of
a three pole tent, 80x10ft., sent up from New York, and with a
large and efficient force of amateur ''canvas men" to aid (especi-
ally to advise) the old mess tent was taken down and the new one
securely pitched in its place, the doors being extended and more
tables built.

The day was spent in putting the various encampments in
order, unpacking boats and sails, and greeting the new arrivals
as they came in.

During the morning a scrub race was sailed over two rounds of
the mile triangle. Com. Stanton setting the buoys early in the
day. Among the starters were Messrs. Butler, Goddard and G.
P. Douglas. Mr. Goddard, ia the old Blanche, wa.3 the winner,
with Mr. Douglas seoond.
This camp has one new and pleasant feature, it is readily acces-

sible for large yachts, and they are arriving and departing at all
times. On Monday the schooner Phantom, Mr. Parmele, N. Y.
Y. C, anchored off the camp for several hours, her owner and
family coming ashore. Nymph, of the Larehmont Y. C, was also
off the camp. A small sloop came in from Bridgeport with sev-
eral canoeists on board and a canoe in tow, having met with
heavy weather Sunday night. On Tuesday the schooner Tidal
Wave came in, also the sloops Emmy C, of the Newark Y. C,
Frolic and Arab, Atlantic Y. C, and the little cutter Beth, the
latter flying the colors of the Corinthian Y. C. Elfin, schr., Viee-
Com. Jackson, Larehmont Y. C, also paid a visit, and Loto wana,
Mr. Foster's cutter, came in for the night.
On Monday night a camp-fire was lighted at. headquarters, most

of the music being furnished by the Yonkers C. C. During the
night a strong wind blew from the north, working around to N.E.
by morning, with a cloudy skv that lasted all day. Among the
arrivals were some members of the Yonkers C. C. with the big wTar
canoe Ko-ko-ko-bo.
A very unpleasant arrival was a big working sloop from Sag

Harbor, with a barber's pole over the stern and a bar on deck,
which anchored during the, morning close in shore and direetlvin
front of headquarters. She deliberately lowered and unbent her
mainsail and converted it into an awing, expecting ro remain per-
manently. A request from the commodore that she should leave
the camp was entirely disregarded, but after staying for a day
and finding no custom, the miinsail was beat again and she
weighed anchor.
The abundance of white pebbles and beautiful scollop shells

along the beach has opened a new industry in camp, and some of
the club camps are ornamented by very artistic decorations. In
front of the Red Dragon camp is a huge dragon, ba'dt of various
colored she! is set in the sand, the tongue and claws being of yeh,
low pebbles, Standing out from a red background of powdered.

bricks, the design is quite effective. A sign near by requests vis-
itors not to poke or feed the animal. This ambitious work of art
is located at the corner of Broad and Chestnut streets, as an im-
provised lamp post indicates on its faces. Underneath the lamp
is a short section af the characteristic Philadelphia brick gutter
and the deceitful "soft brick".
The next camp, that of the Puritan C. C, boasts a similar orna-

ment, a foe simile of a Pilgrim ship, the hull of scollop shells, the
spars and sails artistically marked in white pebbles, and the
water indicated by dark brown stones. The name Mayflower is
worked in white pebbles, with a border of pebbles and large land
crab shells. On Thursday the Puritans ornamented the corner of
Beacon street, on which their camp is located, with the only orig-
inal Plymouth rock, whereupon the Dragons at once procured a
large stump, warranted to be that of Penn's Treaty Tree, and
planted it beside their guardian spirit.
The Ianthe camp has the club flag worked out in pebbles, while

the Vesper club has neatly laid out its entire camp with pebble
walks. As usual the Vespers have one of the best locations and
the neatest camp at the meet; they pitched in a small grove atthe
extreme end of the grassy part of the Neck and some distance
from the main camp. The club workshop is again a feature and
proves a convenience to many. The Vesper float has its customary
display of some of the best canoes in camp.
Tuesday was cool and cloudy, with a strong N.E. wind. Beyond

the arrival of the yachts mentioned and a number of canoeists,
the day passed without incident. Wednesday opened with a
stronger east wind aud quite a sea in the main front of the camp.
But few canoes were out, the Vesper Club baing the best repre-
sented. Mr. Taylor, a novice, was doing some fine sailing, his
canoe nearly leaping out of the water as she ran before the seas,
when his main yard broke and over he went. The only war canoe
in camp is the Ko-ko-ko-ho, and in the evening she was out with
a party of ladies. A camp-fire was held in the main camp and
one in the ladies' camp. During the evening the wind shifted to
west, and though a little rain fell during the night, Thursday
dawned with a bright sky and warm sun, a great change from the
previous days. The wind was light and the water smooth enough
to tempt even tne ladies to launch their canoes. During the
morning the sloops Arrow and Circe, and the schooner Comet
visited the camp, and Nymph anchored for a time in the after-
noon. During the day a rather puffy westerly breeze made good
sailing, the water being quite smooth, and a number of the cracks
were out, Messrs. Butler, Gage, Quick, Ford Jones, Oxholm, God-
dard. Palmer, Douglas. Brazier and Forrest. There were com-
para lively few arrivals during the day. The camp is full of a sort
of field mouse, a very tame little animal that runs in and out of
the tents aud under the tent floors. One tent boasts a tame speci-
men, while in front of the publication office of the Datyy Uistvrhrr
is another in a wire cage. In the evening the Vesper B, C. gave a
camp-fire, to which the entire camp was invited—and went. The
camp, with its pebbled space, around which the tents were
grouped in the form of a horseshoe, was brightly lighted with
colored lanterns, showing the many bright flags against a deep
blue sky, in which the stars were shining, while on each side of
the narrow neck was a wide expanse of dark rippling water.
About the big camp- Are of fragrant cedar logs were grouped a
party of nearly 150, including many ladies. With a full chorus,
and an orchestra composed of banjos, guitars, mandolins and a
cornet, there was plenty of music. Refreshments, including un-
limited candy for the ladies, were handed around by the hosts.
The meeting broke up about 10:30, after a very pleasant evening.
While it is too soon j et to make any definite plans for next vear

there is some talk of Lake Champlaiu as the site for the general
meet, which goes to tne Eastern Division. It would of course be
undesirable to follow the present meet by another on saltwater
near Newport or Boston, or along the north shore of Long Island
Bound; and a meet, on Champlaiu would be as convenient as any
that could be held within the borders of the Eastern Division for
the Canadian members.
The Northern Division, whose, meet lately closed at the Lake of

the Two Mountains, near Montreal, have under discussion a plan
for a good cruising meet in Georgian Bay next year. These waters
are unsurpassed for such a cruise, and it would by its novelty at-
tract many. The many islands make it possible to lay out various
routes eacn day, so that those who choose to may proceed slowly
to the end of a day's run by a direct line, while for the fast paddlers
and sailors a longer route around the islands will be selected. A
steam launch will probably accompany the fleet as a tender. The
Atlantic Division has not yet held its meeting, but will probably
do so on Monday night. No plans have been made yet for the
Division meet.
The races do not begin until Monday, but some of the prizes are

already on exhibition at headquarters, the sailing trophy, now
held by Mr. Jones, the paddling trophy, held by Mr. Torrance, and
the Pecowsic cup, held by Dr. Gage. Com. Stanton has presented
two very handsome cups of copper and silver, for the combined
race, as first, and second prizes.
The camp now boasts a barber shop presided over by a real ton-

sorial professor, and also a dark room for the photographers, of
whom there are either fewer than usual, or the general use of the
detective camera makes Iheir work less eouspicious. A few years
ago it was no uncommon sight to see half a dozen tripods spt up
around some unoffending canoeist who had fallen into a too
striking attitude.

In spite, of a threatened thunder storm on Thursday night,
Friday proved clear and warm, the pleasantest day since the meet
began. Com. Stanton, who had been called away to New York on
Wednesday, leaving Vice-Corn. Brokaw in charge of the camp,
returned early on Friday morning. Under his direction a ladies'
paddling race was arranged. The race was called at 11 A. M-, the
course being from the flagship Vandal to the dock. Four canoes
started, each manned by two ladies using double blades. The
race was quite exciting, the leading boat, paddled by Misses
MacKendnek and Sherwood, winning by a length.
The camp offers such facilities for amusement in the way of

canoeing, ya.ehL.iae, aud bathing that no one is ever idle. Many
of the cracks are afloat, sailing over the triangle or spurting along
shore in the light paddling canoes, of which there are a number
of new boats built to the limit, 16x28, aud over 401bs. weight,
Yachts, catboats and launches are constantly coming and going,
bringing visitors to the camp, and carrying off parties from Squaw
Point on various expeditions to Sag Harbor, Greenport, and other
places. Canoes with select parties of two are afloat off the beach
at all times. The battling is very fine, the water being clear and
warm, and many avail themselves of the chance for a salt bath.
The fishing is very good, we.Hkflsh being plentiful, though bluefish,
which are usually found off the point of the Neck, are scarce just
now. The beaches and woods offer pleasant walks, and the views
from the bluff to the west of the camp, or from the point of the
spit, is well worth the journey.
Taken altogether, the camp is a very pleasant one. The long

dock is quite a fashionable promenade in the evening, being
neutral ground between the forbidden precincts of Squaw Point
and the main camp.
Though not so boisterous as Lake Champlain, Jessup's Neck is

a perfect bio v hole, the wind is never still, and the sailmen have
had nothing to grumble at thus far. It is a curious fact that the
wind has been from moderate to strong all through the meet
until the signal flags were set for the first race on Saturday, wben
the S.W- breeze of the morning fell to a calm. Feu tunately it did
not last long, and a good breeze set in before the start. On
Friday evening a camp-fire was held at Squaw Point.
Among the craft that have visited the camp or are here with

their owners are Mr. Jones's auxiliary naphtha launch Etcetera,
Dr. Wilson's new auxiliary Duplex, Mr. Bishop's canoe yawl Bus-
ter, 18x5ft., Mr. Frederick's canoe yawl Wraith, formerly Pen-
guin.
Saturday was a busy day in camp, with arrivals every hour by

laud or water, soma driving over from Sag Harbor at midnight.
The first event, the club race, was called in the afternoon, being
won by the Yonkers C. C. In the evening a fine naphtha launch,
the Katrina, came in from Norwich, with a large party of Eastern
Division m3n on board.
All through Saturday night the wind blew heavily from N. E..

and men were busy with guy ropes and tent pins. On Sunday the
wind went to the west again, but blew very hard, rolling up a surf
on the west shore and sending the big seas across the waters to
the east of the camp. In the morning service was held in the
Ladies' Camp, and the day passed very quietly. Chairman French
of the regatta committee arrived late on Sunday night.
This year, with a larger attendance than ever before, a very

decided change in the composition of the camp is noticeable. The
third meet of the Association at Lake George in 1883 was marked
by a large influx of new members, chief among them being the
new Mohican club; infant it was not until this meet that the
Association really extended its growth beyond the small circle
which formed it and constituted the attendance in 1880-81. Io the
following year the first Canadian meet, at Stony Lake, exerted
a similar influence in what has since become the Northern Divi-
sion, and a very large number of Canadians were added to the roll.
These two meets brought out many new racers, and started a

strong rivalry between the clubs wbiGh are rapidly forromg in all
parts of the country, The fara =< at the camps and ths races also
extended hayend the circle of active canoeists, and cxnoeing be*
came better kaown to tho general puolio than It ever halheei
before The «ier> win cguie Into c&tiqsirtg&t I^ft George in. Wty
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and Stony Lake in 1883, the MoMcan, Rochester, Toronto, Bond-
out, Pittsburgh, Knickerbocker, Newburgh, Springfield, Unique
and Ottawa clubs, made a point of attending the meets for some
years, and formed the main body, ahout which new recruits gath-
ered at the three famous meets at Grindstone Island. Year after
year the same men pitched their tents in the same places on th<>

hillside, and entered against each other in the races, the club or-
ganizations being but little changed. As time goes oa, however,
and men grow older, great changes have occurred, and this year
they are specially marked iu the absence of mmy familiar faces
and the presence of a very large number of new and yonngerm 'n.

Among those present are: Gen. Oliver, E. B. Edwards, F. L. Mis,
W. B. Wackerhagen. F. F. Andrews. C. B. Vaux, H. T. Kcys°r.
R. J. Wilkin, J. G. Edwards and W. P. Stephens. Of these only
one, Mr. Stephens, was present at the first meet in 18tS0, Go Sun-
day two more who wore present at that time visited t.h o camp,
Messrs. L. Q. Jones and W. W. Cooko. Among the most, notable
absentees are: Messrs. Gibson. Phil Wackerhageu, now in R.ieine,
Wis.; Ohas. M. Shedd. now in Washington Territory; R. VV. Rich-
ards, now in California; Major Fairtlough, now in India; R. W.
Bailey, of Pittsburgh, who was unable to be present on account of
illness. Many of the old clubs, such as the Pittsburgh, Newburgh
and Rochester, hava few or no representatives this ypar; but
others, like the Mohicans, have sent a large delegation of youner
members, who promise to take the places of the older in time. Be-
sides there are more new clubs than ever before, the Yoakera,
lanthe, Puritan and Red Dragon have each a good) v number,
while clubs hitherto unrepresented have pitched their tents on
the Neck.
From so large an attendance a hig entry list is certain. Among

the racers now in camp are Butler, with Fly and Wasp; Gage,
with the Owl; Brazer, with a new Ellida; Gorldard, with the old
racer Blanche: Quick, with the Uno; Oxholm, with the Beta;
Vaux, with the new Evorson Bonnie: Howard, with rhe Tolled;
Nadal, with the Pterodactyl; Palmer, with the Bat.; Forrest, with
the new Joyner, Dimple Mo. 4: Ward, wilh the Seabright; Bun-
nell, with the Eclipse; Anderson, with the Teaser; Elliott, with
the Truant; Whitlock, with the Guenn; Ford Jones, with I lie

Canuck; W. G. MacKendrick, with a new "Mac:" and Harry Mae-
Kendrick, with a new "Chum." The new paddling trophy has
brought out a number of new and handsome paddling canoes in
addition to the sailing craft.
One fact is already plaiu, the sliding seat is the most effective

method of twisting and straining a racing craft that has yet been
devised, and it is Likely to cause a radical change in canoe con-
struction. It does not need an expert to see. that with a oanOB
weighing 60 to lOOlbs., and a man weighing 130 to 1701 bs, seated on
a plank extending Sf r. beyond the side of the canoe, and with all
the sail that can be crowded on, the light little sh*-H must suffer
severely in the weakest part, the waist. In one canoe the plank-
ing on the bilge has been started by the pressure of a brace under
the seat; in another the deck has been split, and evidences of
straining are frequent. Capsizes, too, are mnre frequent this
year, which may be laid to three causes, clumsy handling of the
deck seat, breaking down of the scat, and big mizens. When a
sliding seat does break there is something to follow, the man is
likely to drop 50ft. or so into the drink, ending his chances. The
big mizens, too, require much more skillful and careful handling
as the size has grown from ;i0 to 60 or 70ft. One canoe, the No. a
Dimple, carries two sails of 75ft. each. Writh such a rig, or even a
much smaller mizen, a jibe is anything but the easy and simple
matter that it once was, and many come to grief on the jibe.
On Sunday evening Mr. Emit Kpappe, of Springfield, came into

camp in a 11X10 canoe with 100ft. of sail, having left New London
at 5 A. M. and crossed the Sound, having met some heavy water
on this side. During the night tne wind blew very heavily from
VV., dropping about 2 A. M. after a terrible blast, and then coming
out of the north. The morning was cloudy and at colors rain be-
gan, causing a postponement of the unlimited race, set for 10
o'clock. By noon, however, the rain had ceased but left a calm.
As there was no wind the paddling race was called at noon,

bringing out twenty-four starters, Mr. Carnegie winning after a
hot race. After dinner the unlimited sailing race was called, but
after the fleet was at the line the race was postponed and the
tandem paddling substituted, there being no wind. This race was
won by J. N. and H. F. MacKendrick.
In the evening tne annual meetings of the Atlantic and Eastern

Divisions were held, the following officers being elected: Atlantic
Division, Vice-Corn., I. V, Dorland, Arlington, N. J.: Rear Com.,
E. D. Anderson, Trenton, N. J.: Purser, Rtcn-ird Hobart, Newark,
N. J.; Executive Committee, H. L. Quick, Yonkers, N. Y., and H.
M.Kraemer, Philadelphia. The Eastern Division had forty mem-
bers present, representing twelve clubs. The officers elected are:
Vice-Corn., James W. Cartwright, Boston, Mass ; Rear Com., Dr.
G. L. Parmele, Hartford, Conn.; Purser, Raymond Appollonio
Winchester, Conn.; Executive Committee, Raul Butter, Lowell,'
Mass.; E. S. Towne, Holyoke. Mass.; Dr. S. Bishop, Bridgeport,
Conn.
At 9 P. M. a meeting of the executive, committee was held, at

which Mr. ffl. U. Lawson, of Lowell, Mass., was elected commo-
dore, and Mr. Ralph F. Brazer, the retiring purser of the Eastern
Division, was elected secretary-treasurer. The committee also
passed an amendment to the sailing rules prohibiting standing
rigs after this year. During the evening a large camp-fire, was
given by the Mohican C, C. in front of its camp on the bluff.

THE W. C. A. MEET, BALLAST ISLAND.
ANOTHER year has rolled by and, without the aid of telescope

or more effect than was required to "get there," the mem-
bers of the W. C. A. have located another bright star in the gather-
ing consteUation at Ballast Island. The memory of this minia-
ture emerald isle has a fond resting place in many good hearts,
and as the time for our annual sojourn comes around we gladly
how our heads to the scenes left behind and head our bows for th is

snug harbor. Those who have not experienced it, cannot appre-
ciate the quiet pleasure derived from meeting here each succes-
sive year our tried and faithful comrades, and further cemeatinc
the bonds of true fellowship. God oless all the Ballast Island
hoys, for they are true-bearted, every one of them.
Thememuers of the W. C. A. are rather proud of the stability

of their home, and one and all are loyal to good old Ballast. No
"off with the old love and on with the new" here. We know our
home this year will welcome us the coming season, and wo are
spared the feelings of a peripatetic house-ranter, such as to a cer-
tain extent must come to our brethren of the A. C. A. in their
yearly migrations. Then, too, the labors of our various committee*
are much lightened, certainly a desirable factor of vacation time.
Oar family is not large, but it is closely knit together, and from

that comes true enjoyment. No clique is tolerated there, and ciub
factions are an unknown quantity. Stranger canoeists are ever
heartily welcome, and some of our most loyal membe.rs of to-day
became so largely owing to the cordial greeting extended to them
on their first visit.

As regards the number in camp this year, it was rather smaller
than usual. Chicago usually sends dowii a solid delegation, but
did not treat us "fair" this year, a number of her most active
canoeists being unable to come. Dayton also dwindled in her
representation, and Toledo deserted us entirely. Ciucmnali al^o
fell behind in her attendance, and the death of Judge Longworth
of this city robbed us of a comrade whose place no one can fill.

Many times was the "Skipper" spoken of. and oftener thought of.
This year brought out still more class C. canoes, until now they

are in the majority. The class B. captains might resent it should
I speak of this tendency as a possible illustration of the. survival of
the fittest, and yet when cruising time comes these same class B.
fellows seem very Willi Dg to leave their craft on the dock and ac-
cept an invitation to ship as crew on the larger craft. Ye Gods of
wind and water: think of it. Resigning a caotaincv for the posi-
iton of deck hand! To a certain extent this tendency to larger
craft is to be deplored, for the smaller classes are the only true
canoes, although the owner of a 16x40 stoutly claimed that it
could be efficiently paddled. His entry for the paddling races
must have been misplaced, for it could not be found anywhere.
However, for the waters of Lake Erie, and in fact for all open

water cruising a class C. canoe, is beginning to be accepted as the
acme of comfort, and the squallv weather this vear demonstrated
fully their staunch qualities and general weatherlines. With a
gale blowing and the lake one mass of white-caps, thev would
start out under reefed sail and disappear to windward like magic.
In order that the canoes of both classes can be brought together

in an amiable rivalry, and full opportunity be afforded to demon-
strate any possible superiority of one class over the other, a move-
ment has been started to make one of the cup races, perhaps the
W. C. A. Trophy, open to all classes. If so arranged, this race
should result, in the evolution of the most perfect, type of canoe
for Ballast Island waters, and it is safe to say that it would be a
good, all-around craft.
The same complaint was made this year in regard to the racing

programme—too long. Next year there will probably be but three
sailing races, the Gardner Cup, the Longworth Cup and the Trophy.
However, it is proposed to sail each of these races in three heats.
In each heat, points will be awarded similar to the methods now
used for record events, and the canoe scoring the most points in the
three heats will be the winner of the cup. Races are to be called
a.t the exact time previously announced for them, without regard

to the weather, and it is this fact that Is to a great extent depended
on to bring out the best all-around boat. #
! IThe weather this year was exceedingly erratic, and most of the
time anything but tr te came weather, many of the winds being
squally and very uucouiEortible to sail in, with perhaps an occa-
sional day of fl it calm thrown in to strike a general average. This
same fitful wind prohibited the annual carnival, to which a num-
ber of guests had been invited. When the appointed evening
came the lake was iu no mood to be trifled with, and the gale of
wind blowing prevented even a decoration of camp with the lan-
terns.

Io the way of rig and fittings there was but little that was new
or startling. Two canoes came to camp fitted with athwartsbip
tillers and uext year will see more of them. A number of the
canoes appeared with the lowering topmast rig. but did nothing to
indicate its superiority, and in fact it does not commend itself as
the ideal sail. One cauoe was rigged with leg-of-mutton sails
made wit h a fair amount of draft, and proved her general ability
by winning the Longworth Cup.
The annual business meeting resulted in the election of the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing ye it: Com., D. H. Crane, Chicago;
Vice-Corn., N. B. Cook, Chicago; Rear-Corn., O. A. Woodruff, Day-
ton; Secy.-Treas., J. H. Ware, Chicago. Just, why so many plums
were captured by Chicago is not apparent, unless it be that that
city has the Cook and therefore knew best what part of the cake
tobolp itself to. The above officers, together with C. J. S ted man,
G. H. Gardner and W. H. Huntington, comprise the Executive
Committee.
The hop, held on Thursday night of the second week, proved a

great, success, for not only did all enjoy themselves, but a fair
amount was cleared above all expenses. This year the Hop was
held at Wehrle's, tho music being furnished by the Great Western
Band of Sandusky. Good music, a smooth, spacious floor, not
orowded, and a perfect night, all combined to make a success of
it. At about S o'clock in the morning, the return was made to
Ballast, but not to sleep. This proved the chosen night of the
"Kit-Kats," and although their old chief was not with them, yet
the. old adage "a bad penny always turns up" proved its truthful-
ness, for "Penny" did turn up and led the braves to the onslaught.
Al.my a charge was made, that night, on the slate, and the dust was
bitten by many a poor creature, sand-flies principally. Some of
tho more sedate hands in camp denounced the painting of the
Island red as a cardinalsin, and it may be that nextyear the Com-
modore will be expected to restrain any such excess of spirits.
The races began on Tuesday of the first week, and should have

been disposed of in time to leave the entire second week for cruis-
ing, but the wretched weather caused the posponemeut of a
number of the events, making them borrow two days from the
second week. Most of the races proved close and well contested,
and afforded much pleasure to the contestants as well as the spec-
tators. The free-for-all race has heretofore been sailed twice
around the Island, but this year was changed to twice around the
regular course, and gave much satisfaction.
The following is a brief summary of the race:
Class 1, paddling, was won by C. F. Pennewell, of Detroit; O. A.

Woodruff, of Dayton, second.
The upset race was won by Nat. H. Cook, of Chicago.
The novice race and consolation race were sailed as one, the

winner being D. E. Mead, Jr., of Dayton, a uovice who demon-
strated his anility by beating some of the old heads. J. O. Shtras,
of Cincinnati, was second.
Tne trophv race was sailed in a stiff northeaster and the course

was altered to keep the canoes out of the big seas as much as pos-
sible. Leaviug everything to port, the course was around the
"Umtc-ella Tree" Buoy, thence to the channel stake between
Buckeye and Lost Island, and to the home buoy off the dock.
Entries were as follows: N. B. Cook, Carrier Pigeon; G. H. Gard-
ner, Ah Taere; O. H. Root, Showandasse: T. S. Gates, Isabel; and
J. O. Sulfas, Katydid. The wind made the boys attend to their
"knitting," but made a lively race of it. As the pace became too
hot all gradually dropped out excepting Cook and Gardner, who
kept fairly close together. On the third rouud Cook capsized in
jibing around the outer buoy, leaving Gardner to sail it out alone.
At the time of capsizing Cook bad a fair lead and might have
saved the race had he taken the precaution to tack. In this race
all cannes crossed the line reefed down, but one by one shook out
tl ei - full canvas as their desire to get there was stimulated by the
riva'vy. Mr. Gardner sailed a good race and got all the speed
ptssible out of his bo^.. Mr. Cook was hampered by his light
weight and consequent inability to hold his boat up.
In the Lmgworth Cup race Charles Weeks and D. H.Ware

came into collision on the first round, and before they could clear
away the wreckage were far behind and so dropped out. leaving
Bartlen and Nat Cook to finish it. On the third round Cook
parted his main halliard while in the lead, and lost 3m. 18s. before
getting under way again. Col. Bartlett held his lead well thus
gained, and Cook had to be satisfied with second place. The other
races were:
Paddling. Class 2—J. S. Gates first, D. E. Mead, Jr., second.
Paddling, Class 3-0. A. Woodruff first, C. F. Pennewell second.
Sailing and Paddling—O. A. Woodruff first, B. M. King, second.
Capsize—N. H. Cook first, O. A. Woodruff second.
Protest was entered against C. F. Pennewell in regard to the

Tecord on account of his not "paddling his own canoe." It was
sustained, making record stand as follows: First, O. A. Wood-
ruff, 190 point-; second, N. B. Cook, 120: third, T. S. Gates, 110:
fourth, G. EL Gardner, 80; fifth, D. E. Mead, Jr., and B. M. King,
both 40 points.

THE NORTHERN DIVISION MEET.
T3LE CADIEUX, Aug. 7.—Every A, C. A. meet must of courseX iiave its special feature, and whatever question there may be
as to what constitutes the special feature of other meets, there
can be none that the first eastern meet of the Northern Division
which to-morrow comes to an end, was peculiarly remarkable, for
thunderstorms. They were not nice little evolutions of cloud
land with a few theatrical flashes of lightning, an odd rumble and
a few drops of rain either; they were veritable cloud bursts and
cyclones, without the slightest regard for the comfort or con-
venience of the campers, and they interfered seriously with every
single attempt toward organized enjoyment. Stave Island was a
wet meet, and it blew there sometimes, but the Stave Island rain
was the falling of dew drops, and the Stave Island breezes were
gentle zephyrs' compared to those which visited Isle Cadieux.
The site of the camp is the western extremity of Isle Cadieux, a

long, narrow, much indented island, which juts far out into the
waters of the Lake of Two Mountains, about midway between
Como and VaudeviUe. The headquarters dock is located upon
the narrow strait which divides the island from the mainland,
and the camp ground is a well elevated promontory of stony land,
dotted by a few fine maple and oak trees, and connected with the
island by a neck of marshy land, one side of which is well wooded.
The ladies' camp is located on a heautiful little bay about half a
mile from headquarters, and midway between the two is the mess
tent, a fine big pavillion, which Mr. Seavey would be inclined to
utilize for other than dining purposes if he were here. The camp
is in every particular a pretty one; there, is a good background for
the tents, immediately in front of if the wide waters of the lake
spread out t > the blue mountains of Oka, the ground has remained
dry in spite of all the rain, and the harbor is a good one.
The first, man in camp was Harry MacKendrick, with his new

Chum, and the little racing machine he calls his paddling canoe.
The new forty pound rule has had its effect upon this canoe, for
two bulkheads and a keelson ha ve been put into her, and an open
canoe with bulkheads is a decidedly new departure, but then
bulkheads weigh more than quarter inch cross* braces. By July
30, however, there were a goodly number of men in camp, includ-
ing several Ottawa men. The mess tent was in good running
order, and the first service under the trees was well attended.
On Monday half a dozen tents went up, and there were quite a

number of men in camp to loaf about headquarters and eat three
tremendous meals a day. From the very first the camp caterer
showed that it was not his intention to eclipse that famous Long
Island mess of unpleasant memory, and in spite of wind and
storm, three good substantial, palatable, and what is more, nicely
served meals, were, disposed of every day. There has been no at-
tempt made to rival a second-class railwav restaurant, but there
has been a good solid breakfast at 7, a good cold lunch at 1 o'clock,
and a three-course dinner in the evening, and if any one grumbled
it was because he did not know any better. All through the first
week new men and old came dropping into camp. The Scotts,
accompanied by thre" ladies, came in on Tuesday. On this occa-
sion, as upon others, they did not cruise the whole distance to
camp, but. they did cruise sixty miles down the Ottawa in two
open canoes, with the ladies on board. The Oolah, Mr. N. Dwed-
ney Jones's pretty little steam launch, came iu on the same day,
with three Ottawas on board, and her crew put up the tent, which
was at once the envy of the rest of the camp, and the center of it
in a social sense. On Wednesday a party of three Ottawas cruised
in under the lead of Mr. W, McL. Manigny. whose gray hairs
have not abated in the slightest his enthusiasm for the cruising
canoe, and he proved that he not only believed In, but could
handle his craft by bringing her through a thunderstorm which
struck his little fleet off Oka, in full view of the camp, in line
form.
The most sensational arrival during this first week was, how-

ever, that of Dr. Douglas. It was a lovely moonlight night and
the camp wa« lounging about the camp-fire, resting after a big
hustle with a thunderstorm, when into the center of the firelight
marched the vice-commodore of the A. C. A. He had paddled up
from St. Anns, after a long railway journey, with.no better know-
ledge of the situation of the camp than the fragmentary instruc-
tions of the lockmen, bringing with him his whole camping
equipage for a two weeks outing-, in the little Perdita, a decked
log canoe of only 23in. beam. She is a very pretty and graceful
boat, and the way her captain paddles her is such as to make
many a younger man envious.
The first week was mainly spent in wrestling with thunder-

storms, but there were a couole of interesting cruises of the pic-
nic variety, one in particular, to the India.n village of Oka and
the great Trappist monastery above it, being a very interesting
one. There was more time spent in monkeyiug about the tents,
in chatting under the flies and in concocting cooling drinks, how-
ever, and indeed the weather was so changeable that it was hardly
safe to go very far from camp, if dry beds were considered desir-
able.
On Aug. 2, however, the quiet of the camp was pretty well

broken, for this was the day of the Point Claire Boat Club regatta,
which had been specially arranged for to suit the convenience of
the A. C. A. meu. Nearly a dozen canoes cruised down in the
morning, and the camp steamer and barge went down in the
afternoon with a large party on board.
The principal races of the day. which possessed more than local

interest, were the canoe and skiff sailing races, the tandem and
the four paddling races. The sailing race was a match between
the big two and three men canoes, into which the St. Lawrence
skiff has developed, sailing under their own rules; and the canoe
pure and simple sailing under A. C. A. rules Up to the last
moment.it was expected that the fastest up-river skiffs would
comedown to sail against Wallace in theFreyja, but not one nf
them turned up, and only two first-class skiffs, the Freyja. W. J.
Wallace, and the Jean A., C.Monsevat, both of Point Claire, entered
against five decked canoes. The Mac, W. S. MacKendrick, Roval
Canadian Y. C, Toronto; Mab, C. Archibald, Pointe Claire C. "C;
CLum, Harrv MacKendrick, Gait C. C.; Aloba, H. McLean. Pointe
Claire C. C; Isis, D. A. Poe, Pointe Claire O. C. In all thirteen
boats and canoes started in this race, the largest fleet ever sent
across the line on Lake St. Louis, and a fine sight it was. There,
was hatdly a breath of air at the start, but a light breeze from
the southeast sprang up shortly after the gun fired, and the fleet
began to string out.
The Freyja took the lead from the first, with the Mac close be-

hind her, and these two led the fleet straight around, with the
Mab a good third. The Freyja beat the Mac 3m. 30s. elapsed time,
on a five mile course, but as she allowed her 4m. 30s. on a length
over all measurement basis, the Mac won the pennant for the
best corrected time over the course, and a handsome piece of
plate for her victory in her own class.
For the tandem single blade pad d ling race, two Western crews

—the MacKendrick brothers and Messrs. Muntz and Lightburn,
entered against three Eastern crews, Messrs. G. H. Duggan and
F. Shearwood, F. Stewart and F. Fairbanks, and H. and C. Routh.
This was the first time for some years that a thoroughly repre-
sentative Western team had paddled on Lake St. Louis, and the
greatest interest was taken in the race. Duggan and Shearwood,
the wiunersof the Lachine cups, and of every tandem race on
Lake St. Louis, came in easy winners, the Rouths were second,
and the MacMendricks third. In'.the "four in a canoe" race the
Western team also won.
After the regatta the St. Lawrence Y. C. cruise to camp began,

and the stoamers Nereid, Iris, Windemere and another took in
tow the Valda, Lulu, Minnie A., rreyja and Kathleen. It was
late when the fleet with the A. C. A. barge in the lead got into
camp, as the channel into camp is unlighted, but a good dinner
was waiting iu the mess tent, and it was late when t he camp went
to bed that night. An unfortunate incident of the tow up was
that the Mab got under the bobstay of a yacht and had her side
crushed in.
On Sunday morning the St. Lawrence Y. C. burgee was hoisted

on the main staff under the Association flae, for the club was the
guest of the Association, and the camp settled down to enjoy
itself. There was a very beautiful and solemn service under the
trees atH, and the day would have been one of perfect rest and
serenity had it not been for the inevitable thunder storm in tne
afternoon, which interfered sadly with the departure of certain
of the guests of the camp. During this Sunday there must have
been fully two hundred visitors in camp, and once a hundred
members and the St. Lawrence Y. C. men were under canvas.
On Monday morning the racing commenced, the paddling races

being put on as follows:

Event No. 1, record decked paddling:
Chum, H. MacKendrick, Gait 0. C 1
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick, R. C. Y. C 2
Aloha, H. McLean, P. C, O. C 3
Isis, D. A. Poe, P. C. C. C 4
Event No. 2, record onen paddling:

R. G. Muntz, Argonaut B. C 1
F. L. Girdwood, St. Ann's B. C •>

Event No. 7, paddling tandem:
H. T. MacKendrick and L. Girdwood 1
G. H. Duggan and F. Shearwood, St. L. Y. C 2
H. Routh and C. Routh, L. St. L. C. C 3
F. Stewart and F. Fairbanks, L. St. L. C. C 4
R. G. Muntz and F. I. Lightburn 5
This completed the racing for that day, as a heavy thunderstorm

came on in the afternoon, and the Nereid went ashore and was
bilged.
On Tuesday morning the Volda, the flagship of the St. Louis Y.'

C. leftfcamp, and from the main dock the canoeists cheered her
lustily as she went past. The first race put on was
Event No. 3, combined sailing and paddling, three miles in all,

paddle and sail alternate half miles:
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick \
Chum, H. F. MacKendrick ' 2
Flying Scud, M. L. Williams 3
Nereid. P. Sherwood 4

, L. Girdwood "
5

, P. D, Scott e

Record sculling, four and a half miles:
Mab, C. Archibald, P. C. C. C 1
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick, P. C. Y. C 2
Chum, H. F. MacKendrick, Gait

, 3
.A Hie, W. H. Warren. L. St. L. C. C 4
Flying Scud, M. L. AVilliams, P. O. C. C Withdrew.
Aloha, H. McLean. P. C. C. C Capsized
Isis, D. A. Poe, P. C. C. C .-Withdrew.
ivey, F. McCallum, P. C. C. C Withdrew.

, F. T. Girdwood, St. Ann's Withdrew
Iolanthe, W. M. T. Mainquy, Ottawa Withdrew.
In the afternoon the 1% mile race for the Orillia cup was put on

and six boats, Mab, Mac, Chum, Isis, Mona and Banshee, A.
Adamson, of Ottawa, started. There was a strong breeze from
the west and a great black thunderstorm was rising swiftly in
that direction when the gun was fired. Isis went away with the
lead, but Mab and Mac passed her on the run, and Chum took
third place on the reach. Two rounds were sailed with no great
alteration in the position of the boats, excepting that as the wind
fell lighter the Mab dragged out her reefs, and as she was the
only boat in the fleet that could do this she increased her lead
considerably. While the third round was being sailed the thun-
derstorm came down and every boat in the fleet went over from
the pressure of the breeze on her flapping sails. It was a verit-
able cyclone while it lasted and a sea was raised which, when the
size of the water stretch which supplied it is considered, was sim-
ply tremendous. The Mona. was sufficiently close to camp to run
in before the squall struck. Mab was also close inshore and got
iu without any harm befalling her. Mac and Chum were well
outside, however, and Isis was capsized at the West Buoy, and
the crews of t tie first two boats took refuge in a barge which had
been manned by the men ashore to go to the sailormen's rescue.
Isis was paddled ashore with a broken down rig. The only canoe
at all seriously injured was the Mac, which went ashore and was
seriously bruised.

It rained that night, but a large party from camp went down to
Yaudreuil to a dance given in honor of the A. C. A. by Mr. Wm.
Cassefs at his beautiful summer residence there.
On Wednesday it blew too hard to get the sailing races off, but

there was a hurry-scurry, won by Harry MacKendrick, and a tng
of war, which was won by a mixed crew stroked by Girdwood. The
enforced idleness of the canoeists was taken advantage of to get
through the general meeting. After a good deal of discussion the
nominating committee agreed to recommend that the next of the
division meets should be a cruising meet, and although nothing
was decided as to details this decision was arrived at mainly be-
cause the camp had fallen in love witha most elaborate scheme
for a grand cruise among the islands that fringe the eastern shore
of Georgian Bay, from Pentanguishene to the French River,
which has been prepared by Mr. I. N. MacKendrick, of Gait. The
general meeting approved of the cruising meet idea and unani-
mously indorsed the recommendations of the committee.
The officers for the year elected were as follows: Vice-Coin.,

CeJ. W. H. Cotton* Kingston; Rear-Corn.. I, G, Edwards, Li,ndsay$
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Parser, C. E. L. Parteous, "Kingston; Executive Committee, F. H.
Gisborne, Ottawa, and Colin Eraser, Toronto.
On Thursday the Orillia cup race was sailed, 'pro forma, for it

had really been lost and won on the day of the big blow, and as
Mac, Chum and Mona had left camp when the race started, Mab
had nothing to heat but the old Inez, Mr. P. McCallum. Mab
took 2.40 to sail the race m a light wind, and beat her competitor
by about two miles. The lead Mab secured in the two rounds
sailed on the day of the storm was, however, such as to have in-
sured her the race in all human probability, had it not been
stopped. Mr. Archibald not only sailed very pluckily, heating a
faster boat by good handling and a good working rig, but he faced
a disaster which would have taken the heart out 'of most men,
ami afterward managed in one day, to get his boat well re-
paired and into camp in fit order to win a race. His success is
well deserved.
In all 74 members and 230 guests registered at the camp during

the two weeks, and the camp was a pleasant one in Spite of the
tremendous storms, the rtiin and the fact that there was a great,
deal of physical illness and mental depression. To a far greater
extent than has perhaps ever been known before, the work of
preparing for and carrying through this meet has fallen upon the
vice-commodore, Mr. N. J. White, and the purser, Mr. C. M. Whit-
law, and they fulfilled their arduous duties In a manner that was
admirable.
Under the new record rule only two men gained a place in it,

W. G. MacKendrick coining first with 18 points out of a possible
30, H. MacKendrick second with 17 points.

IANTHE C. C—The sixth annual regatta of the Ianthe C. C.
will take place from the club house on the Passaic River, foot of
Grafton avenue, Woodside, Labor Day, Sept. 1, at 2:30 P. M.
Programme of races: Event l, paddling, any canoe. Exempt
from "one man one canoe" rule. Event 2, sailing, record event.
Event 3, sailing, juniors, record event. Event 4, sailing and
paddling combined. Event 5, sailing, maneuvering and 'upset.
Event G, paddling, record event. Even t 7, paddling, juniors, record
event. Event 8, paddling tandem. Canoes 30in. beam or over.
Event 9, hurry-scurry and upset. Event 10, burlesque. A. C. A.
rules will govern all races, open to all canoeists. In case the
weather is unfavorable, the races will take place on the following
Saturday.

A. C. A,MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: George R. Hazard,
Newport, R. I.: Ernest N. Hazard, Peace Dale, R. I.; Willis S.
Adams, Hartford, Conn.; Henry H. Edgerton, Danbury, Conn.; T.
S. Cheney, Hartford, Conn ; Edward R. Kellogg. Hartford, Conn.;
Prank A. Woods. Holyoke, Mass.; J. B. Welch, Pittsfteld, Mass.

faceting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard:" By
Everett Hoyden, U. S. Hydrograpliic Office. Large quarto, witii $3
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, \eitlx practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.
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AUGUST.
Quincy. Club, Quincy. 23. Riverside,Ladies'Dav,River-
Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd. side, Conn.
Hull, Cham., Hull. 23. L. Y. R. A., Oswego.
Larchmont, Oyster Boats, 23. Buffalo, Cruise, Lake Erie.
Larchmont. 23. Lynn, Lynn.

West Lynn, 3d Cham., Lynn. 27. Rhode Island, Open Regatta.
Beverly, 2d Sweep, Mon. 27. L. Y. R. A., Rochester.
Beach. 28. Miramiehi, Black Brook to

Savin Hill, Cham. .Savin Hill Oak Point and return.
Great Head, Sail-off, Great 29. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail,
Head. Savin Hill.

American, 2d Cham., New- 30. Bcverlv, 3d Cup, Marblehead
buryport. 30. Sippican. Sweep, Marion.

Cor. Navv, Regatta, West 30. Savin Hill, Cruise.
Long Island Sound Squad. 30. Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.

So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Cup. 30. Monatiquot, Sail-off Cham.,
Queen City, Skiff Class, Tor. Weymouth.

So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Open. 10. pieon, Sail off, Marblehead.
N. Y. Y. R. A., New York. 10. Eastern, Special, 40 and 40ft.
Lynn. Open, Nahant. Marblehead.
Beverly, Open, Marblehead. 13. Corinthian, Marblehead,

Champ. Sail-off.
13. Hamilton, Monck Cup, 35

and 40ft., Lake Course.
Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Be'eh 13. Queen City, Skiff Class, Tor.
Queen City, 1st Class. Tor. 13. Royal Can., Cruising Class,
Monatiquot, Sail -off Pen., Toronto.

13. Buffalo, Club Cruise, Stone
Dock.

20. Beverly, Sail-off, Mon. Beach
American, 3d Cham., New- 20. West Lynn, Sweep, Lynn.
buryport. 20. Hamilton, 30ft.

Great Head, Annual Club,
Great Head.

Beverly, 3d Cham., Mon. 20. Riverside, Pen., Riverside,
Beach. Conn.

Massachusetts, Club, Dor- 25. Miramichi.Chatham to New-
chester. castle and return.

Savin Hill.Sail-off.Savin Hill 27. Hamilton, 35 and 40ft.
Hamilton, Marguerite Cup, 27. Queen City, 1st Class, Tor.

25 and 30ft. 27. Royal Can., 30ft. Class, Tor.
Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor. 27. Quaker City, Closing Cruise
Quaker City, Pen. .Del. River and Review.
Cedar Pt., Saugatuck. Conn. 30. Lynn, Lynn,

OCTOBER.
Hamilton, Sweepstakes.

Corinthian, Marblehead,
Second Champ.

Yorkville, Open, Oak Point.

Weymouth.
. Larchmont, Fall Regatta,

Larchmont.

§o! Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
20. Royal Can., 25ft. Class. Tor.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, AUG. 11.

FOR a second time the Corinthian Y. O. of New York has been
specially fortunate in the weather and other conditions for

its forty-foot sweepstakes, and, as in 1889, it has contributed to
the racing calendar one of the most striking events of the year.
The race sailed off Newport on Monday of last week is specially
interesting in comparison with its predecessor of last year. The
course and the weather conditions were as nearly the same as pos-
sible; three legs of knots each, making a beat against a mod-
erate S. W. wind, a run, and a reach home in a freshening breeze.
This year the starters were less by one than last, Tomahawk being
withdrawn with her change of ownership, while of the seven
which started only three were old boats. Of the eight starters of
last year, only Minerva, Liris and Mariquita came to the line; of
the others, Gorilla is laid up, Tomahawk was sold, as stated, after
her entry by Mr. Morgan, and Pappoose, Helen and Alice are not
in with Gossoon and Minerva.
Of the new boats, all designed by Mr. Burgess, the best, Gossoon,

is a keel craft, Ventura being a very deep and narrow center-
board, Moccasin a less extreme craft, and Choctaw a counterpart
of the modern compromise type best represented by Nymph and
Verena.
The races of the Eastern Y. C. and the New York Y. C. cruise

have narrowed the question of supremacy in the 10ft. class down
to two boats—Minerva, the champion of last year, and her newer
Yankee rival, Gossoon; so that no one was surprised to find that
in spite of Minerva's delays and misfortunes she shared with
Gossoon the honors of the day.
The entry fee was the same as last year, $100, with $25 forfeit

for those withdrawing after entry, which made a total of $725, of
which the club took S72.50, leaving three prizes of 60, 18 and 12 per
cent., or £435, $130 and $87. The race was in charge of the regatta
committee of the Corinthian Y. C: Messrs. Eben B. Clark, W. H.
Plummer, Wm. Gardner ar.d C. S. Davison. The course was from
off Brenton's Reef lightship, the first leg of the 25 knot triangle
being toward Point Judith and nearly to windward. After the
final race of the New York cruise all the racers hauled out to
paint and make special preparations for this important race, and
by Monday morning they wrere at the line in fine form.
The first gun was fired at 11:56:55, with the start at 10m. later,

5m. being given to cross the line. Capt. Charles Barr sailed Min-
erva, with Capt. John Barr as mate, while Mr. Burgess sailed on
board Ventura, her owner steering. Minerva, like all the others,
had set her large club, but after the preparatory gun she at-
tempted to shift to her second club and got into serious trouble
with some of her topmast gear. She finally started with a heavy
handicap, carrying her big clubtopsail. The yachts crossed on
starboard tack, Gossoon first, with Liris, Mariquita and Moccasin
in line close astern of her. Choctaw, with a working topsail
set under her club, came a distance astern, and Ventura, with no
topsail, was close on the handicap time. Minerva for once was

last of all, having a handicap of 5m. 10s. at the start. The times
were:
Start 11 56 55 Choctaw 11 59 01

Gossoon 11 57 04 Vcutura 12 01 20
Liris 11 57 17 Handicap 12 01 55
Mariquita 11 57 24 Minerva 12 07 05
Moccasin .11 57 36
Last year, with the same breeze, the leaders held off shore on

starboard tack for all the early part of the windward work, while
the four boats that worked down the Narragansett shore, Gor-
rilla, Pappoose, Alice and Helen, gained considerablv on them by
stronger winds. This year the fleet set out on the offshore tack,
apparently with the intention of holding it, but when Minerva
finally crossed she took the inshore tack at once. Even with the
handicap the others did not propose to trust her far out of sight.
Ventura tacked after her, and soon all the rest followed. The
wind was freshening, and though she set a baby at the start, Liris
soon took it in, none of the others carrying jiptopsails. Choctaw
soon struck her clubtopsail, leaving the thimbleneader set, while
Minerva found her big club too much for her and sent it down,
replacing it by a thimbleheader, with some loss of time. Gossoon
was leaving the pack to windward, while Minerva was coming up
from the rear. Moccasin came to grief earl v in the race, being
disabled in her gear and turning for home. Before the first mark
was reached she passed Ventura and Choctaw in succession, and
pulled up well on the leaders, having made nearly 4m. on Gos-
soon in actual time in a distance of 8 mites. Gossoon had gone
well clear of the boats that crossed the line with her, but Mari-
quita was making a good race and beating Liris. The center-
boarders were not in the windward work with the keel craft,
being very badly beaten as the following times show:

Time at Time over
mark. 1st leg.

Gossoon 1 30 &5 1 33 31
Mariquita 1 31 34 1 34 10
Liris 1 33 43 1 36 26
Minerva 1 36 48 1 29 43
Ventura 1 42 40 1 41 20
Choctaw 1 47 18 1 48 17
Thus Minerva, had gained 3m. 48s. on the Gossoon, 4m. 27s. on

Mariquita, 6m. 43s. on Liris, 11m. 37s. on Ventura, and 18m. 34s on
Choctaw.
The next 8 miles was run with booms to port and spiuakers set.

save that Minerva started with a balloon jibtopsail, not breaking
out her spinaker until 20m. had passed, though she set her large
club again. Ventura also set a clubtopsail, leaving only Choctaw
with a thimbleheader up. The second mark was timed:

Time at Time over
2d mark. 2d leg.

Gossoon 2 25 39 0 55 04
Mariquita 2 26 18 0 54 44
Liris 2 28 09 0 54 26
Minerva 2 32 06 0 55 18
Ventura 2 43 06 1 00 26
Choctaw 2 43 56 0 56 38
Down wind Liris had done the best work, though it was a

matter of seconds among the keel boats, and of minutes between
them and the centerboards. Before the second mark was reached
spinakers came in, and at the turn the yachts jibed to starboard.
On the reach home Gossoon and Mariquita set intermediate jib-
topsails. Gossoon holding on the finish, while Mariquita took in
hers about half way home. Liris and Choctaw carried only lower
headsails, but. Minerva set her small jibtopsail on the last half of
the leg. The times over the leg were:
Gossoon 48 29 Minerva 49 06
Mariquita 48 24 Ventura 49 50
Liris 48 03 Choctaw 47 46
Choctaw made the best time on the reach, passing Ventura, but

this did not save her from a very bad beating. The official times
were:

Finish.
3 14 08
3 21 12
3 14 42
3 16 13
3 32 56
3 31 42
Withdrew.

Elapsed.
3 17 04
3 19 17
3 17 18
3 18 55

3 31 38
3 32 41

Corrected.
3 15 08
3 15 36
3 16 28
3 18 55
3 26 00
3 20 21

Start.
Gossoon 11 57 04
Minerva 12 01 55
Mariquita 11 57 24
Liris U 57 17
Ventura 12 01 20
Choctaw 11 59 01
Moccacin 11 57 36
Thus Gossoon beats Minerva 28s., Mariquita Im.

47s., Ventura 13m. 52s., Choctaw 15m. 13s.

So far as its technical merits arc concerned the race belongs to
Minerva, as she practically finished with Gossoon after giving her
5m. at the start. Thus far the result of the races on this side of
the Cape have gone to disprove the conclusions drawn from Gos-
soon's performances at Marblehead, and to show that if she is to
score any decided victory over Minerva when the score is made
up at the end of the season she will have to travel faster than
she has done of late.

Liris 3m.

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 103d race, first open race of the season, was sailed off Mar-
blehead Rock, Aug. 17. Course for first and second classes,

10 miles to windward and return; for third class, 5 miles to wind-
ward and return.
The day opened with a good northerly breeze, hut it died out

and hauled round to the eastward, till finally the judges gave the
course S.S.E., just 15m. after advertised time.
The wind was then a very gentle breeze from S.S.E.; 5m. later

the first class, 3fl to 40ft. waterline, started. Minerva keeping up
her record by making a beautiful start; Mariquita was next, but
was bothered by Augusta, a second class sloop, who had got into
trouble right on the line. Gossoon was third at the start,Ventura
bringing up the rear.
Minerva seemed to hold a little the best wind. Gossoon to foot a

trifle the faster. It was a nip and tuck race, till Minerva figured
she could fetch the mark and tacked to the eastward, fetching
the mark. This, of course, put the Gossoon behind, as Mariquita
had followed in Minerva's wake and took second place. The large
number of steamers and tugs which were on hand watching the
squadron of evolution made it difficult to locate the tug serving as
turning point.
Had not Gossoon overstood, she and Minerva would have

reached mark very nearly together. Ventura early in the race
broke her bobstay and withdrew.
Boats were timed at outer mark: Minerva 1:54:45, Mariquita

2:03:05, Gossoon 2:08:30.

On the run home the wind increased till finish was was made in
a good breeze. Gossoon heat Minerva 28s. and Mariquita 65s. on
the run.
The result in the third class was a surprise to all and the result

of a bad fluke. The entry included everything of any note except
the new Mildred, and almost every boat of note from 21 to 30ft.

The large majority of the boats stood to the southward and
westward, Saladin, Hawk, Shark, Harbinger and Alrnira taking
the lead. For a long hitch on first tack Harbingor and Almira
fully held Saladin, while Hawk and Shark, further to southward,
were in a very good place; and when Saladin went on starboard
tack off Nahant, followed by Harbinger, Hawk, Shark and Al-
mira were well ahead, but to leeward; they had decidedly over-
stood mark; and besides wind inshore was lighter and continually
heading them off. Saladin and Harbinger went for mark, appa-
rently with no one to fear; but here came in the fluke—a small
white 'sloop was seen coming in from the eastward and well ahead;
it turned out to be the 25ft. boat White Fawn, who rounded mark
2:11:20. Allowing for the difference in start Gossoon had beaten
her only 50s. actual time in'a 10 mile beat to windward.
She had tacked to the eastward with Elite and Sprite, and got

a tremendous slant, letting her fetch up well on to the mark in
one long starboard tack.
Some of the other boats were timed as follows:

Saladin 2 18 01 Almira 2 44 45
Miguon 2 26 25 Hawk 2 46 08
Harbinger 2 27 53 Moondyne 2 57 38
Sprite 2 37 40 Chieftain 2 58 55
Shark 2 44 10
In the third class keels perhaps the fairest race of the day was

sailed. All the class stood to the eastward an(l all got the favor-
able slant. Hornet won, as was expected, but Kraken gave her a
good race.
In the third class centerboards very few of the cats entered

against the jib and mainsails, only the Burgess cat Wanda, the
Hutchings boat Edith and the two Cape cats, Madge and Kiowa,
starting against all the crack jib and mainsails on the bay. The
light air seemed to settle it in favor of the jib and mainsails be-
fore the start.
Tom Cat and Wanda got the best of the start, Kiowa bringing

up the rear. The fleet at once went on port tack and made several
hitches along Tinker's Island, except Tom Cat and Eureka, who
were having a hot fight a little further east, and rather in the lead
of the fleet. Numbers of the boats soon found the pace too hot
and dropped out. Kiowa led past outer end of Tinker's Island,
closely pressed by Edith, who was proving formidable, and fol-
lowed by Madge, who was not in her best form, and the jib and
mainsail Gleam.
At this time Wanda was well to leeward, and tacked to eastward

fluke-hunting, getting it with a vengeance, as after a long star-
hoard tack she suddenly found herself within a quarter of a mile
of tne turning point, which she rounded about a minute and a
half ahead of Eureka and five minutes ahead of 8Tom |Cat. The
latter two boats, followed by Trifle, had tacked east and got the
advantage of the fluke, but not as much as Wanda.
Gleam in the meantime had left the others and gone east. She

came home ahead of Trifle, but crossed wrong side of stake boat,
and it is uncertain whpfher or no she rounded the outer mark. In
the meantime both Edith and Kiowa outsailed Madge, and as the
air died out Edith beat Kiowa a little. Later as it breezed up a
little and they met more of a bobble Kiowa turned the tables.
Kiowa increased her lead a trifle on Edith and a good deal on

Madge by the latter's overstanding before tacking to the eastward;
and, once heading the sea, dropped them both, till Madge aban-
doned the race in disgust.
Kiowa rounded the mark just half an hour after Wanda, and

4^m. ahead of Edith. In the run in. Eureka and Tom Cat passed
Wanda, Tom Cat gaining on Eureka. Kiowa dropped Edith a
couple of minutes, and gained 7m. on Wanda.
The measurements of the E. Y. C. were used in the 40ft. class,

those of the B. Y. C. in other classes.
Almira had hut two men aboard and fould not set her spinaker.

She sailed the course but crossed the wrong side of the line.
Harbinger's length is not official; she will be remeasured.

Eureka protests her length, hut she was officially measured the
night before the race.

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Minerva, J. L. Carroll. Jr 46 07 3 50 24 3 48 17
Mariquita, Aug. Belmont, Jr 48.35 3 59 21 3 59 21
Gossoon, Adams Bros 47.92 4 03 U 4 03 10
Ventura, C. H. W. Foster 47.00 Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS.
Saladin. W. P. Ferole, sip 38.07 4 09 24 4 09 24
White Fawn. A. E. James, sip 31.08 4 11 38 4 01 58
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper, cut 35.08 4 17 43 4 13 59
Mignon, R. Babson, sip 38.00 4 17 47 4 17 03
Elite. E. B. Rogers, J. & M 29.10 4 29 04 4 16 22
Shark, C. A. Prince, sip 38.03 4 30 21 4 29 57
Hawk, Gordon Dexter, sip 38 03 4 32 45 4 32 21
Sprite, H. P. Benson, sip 27.05 4 34 27 4 17 19
Chieftain, A. Brown, sip 4 41 40
Moondyne. A. J. Shaw, cut. . . 34.08 4 46 19
Almira, Hazard, Augusta, Mopsa, Posy, Secret, Erin, withdrew.

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Eureka, E. B. Rogers, J. & M 26.10 2 34 17 2 34 17
Tom Cat, M. H. Randall, J. & M. . . .25.01 2 35 00 2 33 12
Wanda, R. C. Robbins, cat 22.06 2 38 24 2 33 33
Trifle, Irvin Bene, J. & B 22.08 2 51 07 2 4S 29
Kiowa, W. A. & W. L. Jeffries, cat. 22.07 3 01 07 2 56 23
Edith, F. M. Wood, cat 20.05 3 07 23 2 59 45
Madge, Alpine, Nellie F, Gleam, Flora Lee, Auk, Niobe, did not

start.
THIRD CLASS-KEELS.

Hornet, Com. Paine, sip 26.3J4 2 09 34 2 09 24
Kraken, Percy Chase, sip 26.06 2 13 18 3 13 18
Astrea, Hv M. Bennet, sip 25.01 2 20 00 3 18 32
Lassie, W. S. Eaton, Jr., sip 25.00 2 29 16 3 27 44
Zetta, Flye Bros., sip 2 36 46
Nixie, A. L. Cochrane, sip 24.05 Withdrew.
Composite, J. Mclntyre, sip 20.01 Disabled.

Winners—Class 1, Minerva; Class 2, White Fawn; Class 3, cen-
terboards, Tom Cat; Class 3, keels. Hornet; subject to measure-
ments as stated above.
Mr. Pickman kindly lent his steam yacht Aurora to the club for

the use of the judges.
Judges—Dudley L. Pjckman and H. H. Buck.

SIPPICAN Y. C. 11TH CLUB REGATTA, AUG. i6.-Oourses-
For second class from judges' yacht around Nye's Ledge Buoy,
thence around S. E. Ledge Buoy, and return to judges' yacht. For
third class, from judges' yacht around Bow Belts Buoy, thence
around S. E. Ledge Buoy and return to judge 1*' yacht. For fourth
and fifth classes, from jndges' yacht around Seal Rock Buoy,
thence to stakeboat off Plantm Island, return to judges' yacht;
and repeat course once. Weather, clear and fair; wind, light
S.W.; tide, ebb.

SECOND CLASS—CATS (COURSE 15 MILES).
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr 2 50 35
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 24.11 3 50 53 Allows.

THIRD CLASS—CATS (COURSE 9 MILES).
Puzzle, Wm. Amory 20.03 1 45 21

Eiua.'John Parkinson - 20.01V£ 1 45 26

Parole, W. H. Davis 19.05 1 46 55
Hermione, R. L. Barstow 20.00 1 49 42
Etta, J. L.Stackpole 19.09 1 50 12
Hera, Louis Bacon 19.04 1 51 13
Trump, J. S. Whiting 19.01 1 53 00
Daisy, L. Stockton 19 02 Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS—CATS (COURSE 7 MILES).
Edith, J. Chapman 17.02^ 1 31 00
Red Wing, I. Hemmingway 16.1)2^ 1 37 50
Hugo, J. G. Palfrey 15 06^ 1 4(5 00

1 29 09
1 29 10
1 29 43
1 33 16
1 33 36
1 33 44
1 35 20

1 15 50
1 20 34
1 27 47
1 39 47

Ruled out
May, G. G. Van Rensselaer 16.03 1 57 00
Kitt, J. H. Clark 1 37 55
Zay, F. H. Luce , H-0i^ Ruled out.

FIFTH CLASS—CATS (COURSE 7 MILES).
Worry, H.W. Bellows 13.0i% 1 40 45 1 19 38
No Name. G. Beale 13.05 1 45 25 1 23 50
Rustler, J. DeKay 11.07 Withdrew.
Winners, Class 2, Widgeon; Class 3, Puzzle first, Eina second;

Class 4, Edith first. Red Wing second; Class 5, Worry first. No
Name second. Kitt was ruled out for rounding the Wrong side of
judges' yacht. Zay was ruled out for fouling Red Wing. Regatta
committee, J. G. Palfrey (chairman), G. G. Van Rensselaer, and
I. Chapman. Judges, Dr. Davis, Messrs. Austin and Ramsay.

NEWARK Y. C—Eighth annual sweepstakes regatta, Aug. 16,

Course, triangular one for all classes with a turn, so that the en-
tire race could be witnessed from the club house, distance 10 miles.
Weather beautiful, wind S. W.:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Dudley, H. Bush et al 42.00
Annie R., Norton Ship Building Co. 28. 00

CLASS 5.

Viola, H. Nagel 35.04^
Our Own, Wm. H. Vreeland 24.00

GLASS 6.

Leader, Otto Rau 32.04
Just Woke Up, J. D. Phillips 21.11
Kidney Cure

CLASS 8.

Nedeya, C. P. Irwin 24.10
Manhattan, J. C. Egerton. 22.06
Playmate, Philip Suse

CLASS 11.

Mist, Jos. Sandford 17.10
Bayonne, E. Van Buskirk 16.05
Dandy, Eugene Gezine 17.00
First Attempt, Harry Kalenstrofh..l7.03
Edna, Edward L. Phillips

Winners—Class 5, Our Own; class 6, Leader; class 8, Nedeya;
class 11, Mist, Dandy second. The Nedeya wins the prize for
making the best actual time; Leader for best corrected time.
Judges, Rudolph Puhloiann and Major Rnfus King, Pavonia
Y. C. Regatta committee, A. F. Adams, Hardy Bush and Wm.
Humpage.

RIVERSIDE Y. C, SPECIAL REGATTA. AUG. 9— Cluh
course No. 3; from club house to Red Bony off Greeuwich Point,
to Red Buoy off western end of Captain's Island, to the starting
line, distance Smiles; weather fair; wind easterly and ver> light;
flood tide. Summary:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Sirene, H. E. Doremus 24.07
Pearl, H. Wilmot 25.06
Dot, C. J. Pierce 24.00

The race was for classes 8 and 9 of cathoats. but class 9 did not
fill. Prizes were presented by the ladies of the club. Regatta
committee, F. B. Jones, W. A. Haffington and L. A. Loekwood.
Judges, E. D. Hurlbut, W. S. Lines and Erwin Edwards. Launch
Alice, Capt. P. C. Schutt, took the committee over the course.

GOLDEN FLEECE.—The auxiliary steam yacht Golden Fleece,
chartered by Mr, P. P. Osborn, of New York, arrived at that port
on Aug. 13, having left Falmouth, Eng., on July 17.

JESSICA.—Mr. McDonough's new 46ft. cutter is now at New
London, where her racing rig is being fitted up.

Did not finish.
2 40 20 2 40 20

2 14 45 2 14 45
2 13 50 2 12 38

2 14 05 3 14 05
2 17 40 2 17 25
2 23 10 3 23 10

1 45 05 1 45 05
2 16 00 2 13 10
2 27 27 2 27 27

2 18 35 2 18 35
2 26 40 2 25 35
2 24 43 2 23 52
Did not finish.
3 19 20 2 19 20

2 30 19 2 30 19
Time not taken.
Withdrew.
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WILD CAT.—The steam launch Wild Cat was launched from
tbe works of C. L. Seabury & Co., Nyack-on-Hudson, N. Y., at 8:30
on Saturday evening, I6fch instant. She is designed specially for
speed and is owned by Mr. Fred D. Hughes, a well-known New
York yachtsman. Following are the dimensions of the Wild Cat:
Length over all, 40ft., extreme beam, 5ft. 10in., draft 28in. She
is double framed with very light cedar planking, copper fastened
and riveted, finished throughout in mahogany, and develops a
speed of 18 miles per hour. A number of engineer's trial trips have
been made and proved very satisfactory to the owner and build-
ers. The machinery consists of a 50 H. P. compound engine and a
Seabury patent safety water tube boiler. She is allowed 2501bs.
working pressure and turns a 37in. wheel 400 revolutions per min-
ute. The boat is open cockpit style and has a square stern with
propeller aft of the rudder. The Wild Cat will be used by Mr.
Hughes as a pleasure boat in New York waters and vicinity.

lew §jibliwtion$.

SPORT.
THIS is the title of a large illustrated work, now being published

in parts by Messrs Bradlee Whidden & Co, of Boston, and
devoted to depicting various phases of shooting and fishing. Sec-
tions I. and II. are now before us.
Only a publisher, we imagine, can have any conception of the

difflcu] ties and the expense attendant upon the production of a
work of this character. These difficulties have to do almost en-
tirely with the illustrations, for there are many men who are com-
petent to speak intelligently of the animals to be included in a
collection of this kind, and it is quite possible to select from among

our sportsmen an editor, or better still a corps of editors with
experience broad enough to enable him or them to properly super-
vise the work. When we come to figuring the wild denizens of the
plains and woods and streams the case is different. To find an
artist who knows how to draw and color a particular fish or animal,
and who is at the same time a landscape painter is not always
easy. If in addition to this it be demanded that he know some-
thing of the habits of these creatures, and of the circumstances
which attend their capture, the difficulties of a choice are greatly
increased, and it is found that the number of men who can accept-
ably furnish the illustrations for a work of this kind is still further
reduced. Besides, each artist should be able to superintend, at
least in a general way, the reproduction of his own sketches. It
will thus be recognized that special knowledge of several differ-
ent kinds is required for a successful work in this field. In the
selection of the artists for the present work the publishers have
had a fair measure of success.
The parts now at hand include the text and illustrations treat-

ing of the salmon, the moose, the brook trout, the black bass, the
tarpon and the antelope; subjects for half a dozen essays of consid-
erable length and for illustrations which might stir the 'sportsman's
blood. The exigencies of publication have, however, obliged the
publishers to limit the text to two pages on each species treated,
one being devoted to a brief description of the fish or quadruped
and the second to a short sketch of howitiscaptured. These hand-

differ in excellence and the later are better than the earlier ones.
The black bass illustration is spirited and well done, and the scene
is attractive and natural. So too is that of tarpon fishing, which
has a fine flavor of the sea. Mr. Remington's illustration of an-
telope shooting is characteristic and gives a capital idea of the
wide sweep of the plains. His horses, and the cow puncher, with
his shaps and his six-shooter, who is holding them while his com-

panion shoots, would be recognized anywhere. It may be objected
that the antelope play a small part in this sketch, but from the
composition of the picture this is unavoidable.
Wehave said the later pictures in these two parts are better than

the earlier ones, and it may fairly be assumed that as the work
progresses, the experience gained by those connected with it will
result m the pictures of each succeeding number being better than
those which have gone before.

It is unnecessary to speak at length'of the text of the work,
which is brief and as a rule elementary. We note the inexact
statement that the female antelope has horns, while, as is well
known, a good majority of the does are without them, at least for
some years. The generic name AntUocapra is misspelled, but this
is the only typographical error that has caught our eye.
There should be a broad field for a work like this, and we shall

look forward with interest to the appearance of future numbers.

lEg*™ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Fisherman.—The specimen you wished Identified is a specimen
of the cavalli. See drawing in our Florida number of Jan. 9, 1890.

J- A. L , Owego.—The explosive you send looks like some we re-
ceived from the inventor last spring, with a statement that it was
not yet perfected for use. We do not know its composition.
H. E.H., Lowell, Mass.—We are not conversant with the rules

governing the distribution of prizes in bowling matches; and in
the absence of conditions previously agreed upon, are at a loss
to see how your dispute can be settled save by mutual agreement.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes ( Fevers.Congestions,Inflammation
A.A. i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.~Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medlcator, $7 . 0O
Jar Veterinary Cnre Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William -and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE Sl.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFTOR.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.
For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated

Catalogue for 1890.

FINE
ABBEY & IMBUE,

Manufacturers of every description ofFISHING TACK
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Not fold SL%

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Amu and Ammnnition.

PAJNJjI
ESS.

BOX
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach. Sick Headache, Giddiness.
Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, LOss ol

Appetite. Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box ofthese
Pills, an&they will beacknowledged to be a Wonderful3tedicine.-"~Worth a,guineaabox."-
BEECHAM'SPII/lyS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemalestocomplete health. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC:—afew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening
the muscular System; restoring: long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,
and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.
These are "facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD, Full directions with each Box.
» Prepared only by THOS. BBECHAM, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Hold by Druggists generally. * B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole
Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,) t

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

Useful & Entertaining Books
FOB SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling'. By C. Bowyer Vatjx l.OO
Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) l.OO
Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. andS. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden.. l.OO
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Lefpingweli, ... 2.50
Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or

send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVIES & CO. London England.
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Salmonjrout& Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF PISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., bSisv Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR C A.TALOGUF.

Tkt this Just owce
SAVE AND SENX> YOUR FISH HOME BY ESING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and tish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and hy

THE PRESERVALINE M'FG CO., 33 Cedar Street, New York.

All Anglers know of "Chubb" and the high
reputation that his goods have obtained. If you
need a rod or other tackle, send direct to him and
get goods that are warranted.
His New Catalogue for 1890 contains description

of everything that yon need; it also contains
articles on fisning, written by such well-known
writers as Dr. James A. Henshall, Petronella, W.
H. H. Murray, Geo. P. Goff, Norman, Bro. Gard-
ner and others.
Send 25 cents, and receive Catalogue, post paid.

This amount will be deducted from first order (if

accompanied with Coupon in book) for one dol-
lar's worth or more of our goods. Address

THOS H, CHUBB,
The Fishing Rod Manufacturer,

Post Mills, Vt.
Please mention Forest asto Stream.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

PRICE'S

R. O'Shaughnessy & Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle,
COMBINATION WOOD BODS.

Communications regarding fishing cheerfully
and promptly answered.

85 Germain Street, Saint John, N. R.

A. H. DIRKES,
BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th At., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

B.AJ3S link.
No. .Yds.

This Line Is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.18 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEIOE, 171 East 84th St., flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

G • LITTLE-^-©?!
-

s

<53 Haymarket- LONDON
I0 <ig For illustrated* catalogue

-jW TACKLE JR.®PS &f.^k

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fas t as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the Pne slow'y if the

angler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever get slack line with it.

Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other
reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirelv by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

Established 1837.

J. B. OJKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY.

Send for a Catalogue. Special fcy of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting" Lamps,
With Silver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

I I 1 I. fifties. SSFpHOBStrf,

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM,
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
t8 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, N«w York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Valuable Game Preserve
FOB SALE.

The proprietor of the celebrated Seal Island
(Batture aux Loups Marins) below Quebec, is

disposed to sell this property. It is renowned for
the immense number of wild geese, including the
snow goose, brant, black duck, teal, plover, snipe,
and great variety of beach birds, which frequent
it. A club or other parties intending to purchase,
the owner will give an opportunity of proving
that it is historically true toe greatest game pre-
serve of its kind in America. Over 250 black
ducks by one gun were bagged during the rise of
one tide. For further information and references
apply to A. TOUSSAINT & CO.,

Proprietors. Quebec.
N.B —Hunting opens on 10th September next.

Parties in tending to purchase should write before
this date, to try their luck in due time.

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
ifi. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street, New York.

T70R SALE-A BRAND NEW W.W.GREENER
F double express rifle, ,45-cal.; the name speaks
for the gun; top action, treble wedge fast; $125.

Box 218, Southport, Conn. It

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.merimnus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
ind Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Via. fiomlB.tf

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

_~ bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS- & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
^end stamp for circular and price list. aeclrf,bm

Wanted to Buy
• All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at

all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St., N.Y. City.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, 82.50. Vuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

CANOE
AND

BOAT

BUILDING

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 364 pages 52 plates. Price $2.

Forest mi Stream Publishing Co.

Nirvf Yobk N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94, 10,

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz ^rice ®*
J*

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted y y , ,
d

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Sp'it Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete m wood torm, ie£gm

No. '

„, 10ft ,
weight 9, 10£, 12, 13oz.

5-, same as above but is German Silver Mounted.
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz,

No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75

No. 280,~3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft ........................ **_ 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c. ;

60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click Nickel Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300fb., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz .,
10c.

;
double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
drt., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send 8©. «tam ^for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.'S

LATEST TRIUMPHS-SMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grains.

Bullet, 86 grains.

Send for 54-pag-e Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,
and the Special Circular on .25-
CALIBKE STEVENS KIM.
and CENTRAL EIKE CAR-
TRIDGES.

Originated by this Company.

-\T7~E are now prepared to fill orders for .25-Calibre rifles to take either the

VV Central Fire or the new STEVENS. SPECIAL Rim Fire Cartridge.
Riflemen having Stevens .22-Calibre rifles, with rusted or worn out barrels, can
have them rebored and rifled for the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire,
.25-Calibre Cartridge.

ALL THE FAMOUS PISTOL
SHOTS OF AMERICA USE

LORD MODELS"

STEVENS PISTOLS.
They are the Most Accurate Pistols Made.

CONLIN KIODELttK GOULD MODELS DIAMOND MODELS

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
p
%]oT CHIGOPEE FALLS, MASS.

RIM FIRE.
STEVENS SPECIAL. Pow-
der charge, 10 grs. Bullet, 67 grs.

HUNTERS AND FISHER-
MEN unhesitatingly select the

Stevens Pocket Rifles
for Small Game shooting. The
most wonderful fire-arm ever pro-
duced.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Bnrgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may he needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
Stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMEXWAI, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

HIGGINS & GTFFORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.
The yacht Muriel, yawl rigged, specially

adapted for the St. Lawrence and Gulf; 43ft. over
all, 13ft. 6in. beam, 5ft. 2in. draft. Standing keel,
plenty of headroom in cabin. Comfortable
berths for four (besides crew). Patent w. c.

Well found in everv respect and a good sea boat.
Apply to J. D. GILMOUR. Quebec, Canada.
Arrangements can be made for the exclusive

right of fishing on a good salmon and trout river
on the St. Lawrence.

Steam Yachts & Launches.
Send for list of bargains and give details of what

you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York.

Class C Canoes For Sale.
New Everson canoe, 15ft.X36in., complete with

all fittings, including Fly sails of large size; the
very best that money can buy; has never been
under sail; price $150. Reason, no time to use.
Now at Brooklyn C. C. house, Bay Ridge. Also
canoe 14%ft.x40in., fullv found. Price $75 Now
at Wallin & Gorman's, Bay Ridge. JOHN
THORNTON, JR.. 45 Mercer street. New York.

FPIEU. 8AUTER,
(Established 1860.)

7

MIIMIM Ai TAXIDERMIST.
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 North "William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

Exercise at Home.
The Standard Chest Weight.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appearance and very
c impact. Manual showing by 31 illus-
trations how it is used, mailed free.
Address Nabragansett Men. Co., 43
Sprague St.. Providence, R.I.

A Splendid Book for Summer Eeading.

Camp Life in the Wilderness,
'A volume that meets with favor from all,

young or old. The scene of the story is in that
charming locality of Maine, the Rangeley Lakes
region. Send for it to take with you on your out-
ing; 224 pages. 30 appropriate illustrations, neat
cloth binding, price $1. Illustrated catalogue of
books for sportsmen and tourists mailed for 6cts.
JAMAICA PUB. CO., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

What's the News?
The Chautauqua School of Photogra-

phy, Headquarters during all the year

but summer time at our store. Summer
time at Chautauqua. It must be "pho-
tographic headquarters" that would re-

ceive so important a commission from
Chautauqua authorities.

Isn't it likely that at such a place

your photographic wants can be sup-

plied ? Our Cameras, the Watcrbury,

the Irving, the Advill and the Knack.
Our circulars describe them. Send to

the Scovill & Adams Co., 423 Broome
street, New York.

August 21, 1890.

MOLLERS

COD-LIVER 0I |

FOR
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption."
is superior to anym de-

licacy of taste and smell,"

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it th«

purest and best. SoldbyDrugffistB.

?;)NewYork

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New Yox-k.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

IDYLLS OF THE FIELD,
BY

FRANCIS A. KNIGHT.
A charming series of sketches on outdoor

life, which cannot fail to appeal to every man,
woman or child who delights in the country

and its beauties. The book is fresh with the

cool, salt breeze from the sea and fragrant

with, the smell of the mountain forests.

Cloth, pp. 183. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, N V

By C. F. AMERY.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has
been admirably characterized as the most
delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, Eng.

The New York Herald.

JF there are any sportsmen so wise that they cannot learn.

something from this little book, their modesty prevents

their fellow men knowing it. The compiler seems to have

thought of everything from managing fine guns to snelling

hooks, tying knots and skinning eels. He has chapters on

rifles and shotguns, hunting and trapping, fishing, camp-

ing, dogs, boating, yachting, camp making, cooking, surgery

and medicine, and one headed "miscellaneous" seems to

include everything which the others have omitted. His

paragraphs number more than six hundred. Newly fledged

sportsmen who go out for more than a few hours will find

it to their advantage to put this book in their pockets, or,

better still, commit it to memory before they start.

—

New

York Herald, Oct. 20.

This note refers to "Hints and Points, compiled by
Seneca." Published and sent on receipt of price ($1.50)
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

AND

CANOES,
WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS

AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.
BY

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
AUTHOR OF "OUR BOYS, AND WHAT TO DO WlTH iHBM.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL ORAF1
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHSTS:
Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with Bail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by O. P

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxilliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid. $S.iO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUR. CO.. 318 Broadway. N, V.

UNCLE X.XSHAS SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

fhe School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Pox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijai> Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
DAVTER tiz CO.. London. Enzland.

THOS. ROWLAND,
3\rja.TXJ3Fl-A-Xj:AST A2HT3Z> TAXIDERMIST.

Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mountinsr Birds and Animals.
ALSO MOOSE, BXiK, DEEK HEADS, ETC.

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE, Near Thirteenth Street, NSW YORK.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolved
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauiy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers ,32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,!
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <Su WESSON,
BPBXnrG-FlELD, XME^lSS.

Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTHI1TG IFOIR,

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

^ SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.

:

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing: SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Goat ; is r\
;

comfortable for hot fl^Tj
weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID
10 ounce Canvas,
8 ounce Canvas
Light-weight,

.82 50

.82 00

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
Yon can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality. - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROV SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY 8UIT, First Quality, To Order, 85.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNABD & CO.,
108 Madison. Street, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. Q. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

Chins 10 & 12-Gauge.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

mmm to
103 Milk Street, Beww:

•J Boston, 3\X«k>ieii9.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales,,

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinn ell gives an uncommonly spirited ac-

count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the.

defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and;

squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the'

bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. G-rinnell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo svs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of the.r

tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation,

—

N< Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 318 Broadway, N. Y,
London; DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Qorohill.
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THE CAMP-FIRE.

IF, as Warner says in his "Back-Log Studies," "the

open fire furnishes the room," the camp-fire does

more for the camp. It is its life: a life that throbs out in

every flare and flicker to enliven the surroundings,

whether they be the trees of the forest, the expanse of

prairie, shadowed only by clouds and night, or the barren

Btretch of sandy shore. Out of the encompassing gloom

Of all these, the camp-fire materializes figures as real to

fche eye as flesh and blood, peopling the verge of darkness

-with grotesque forms, that leap and crouch and sway

with the rise and fall, or bending to the wind, of the

feme, and beckon the fancy out to grope in the mystery

of night.

Then, imagination soars with the updrift of smoke and

the climbing galaxy of fading sparks, to where the stead-

fast stars shine out of the unvisited realm that only im-

agination can explore.

The camp-fire gives an expression to the human face

that it bears in no other light, a vague intentness, an ab-

sorption in nothing tangible; and yet not a far away look,

for it is focussed on the flame that now licks a fresh

morsel of wood, now laps the empty air; or it is fixed on

the shifting glow of embers, whose blushes flush or fade

under their ashen veil. It is not the gaze of one who
looks past everything, at nothing, or at the stars or the

mountains or the far away sea-horizon; but it is centered

on and revealed only by the camp-fire. You wonder

what the gazer beholds—the past, the future, or some-

thing that is neither; and the uncertain answer you can

only get by your own questioning of the flickering blaze.

As the outers gather around this cheerful center their

lips exhale stories of adventure by field and flood, as

naturally as the burning fuel does smoke and sparks,

and in that engendering warmth, no fish caught or lost,

no buck killed or missed, suffers shrinkage in size or

weight, no peril is lessened, no tale shorn of minutest

detail. AH these belong to the camp-fire, whether it is

built in conformity to scientific rules or piled clumsily by

unskilled hands. "What satisfaction there is in the part-

nership of building this altar of the camp, for though a

master of woodcraft superintends, all may take a hand

in its erection, the youngest and the weakest may con-

tribute a stick that will brighten the blaze.

What hospitality the glow of the camp-fire proclaims

in inviting always one more to the elastic circle of light

and warmth, that if always complete, yet expands to re-

ceive another guest. A pillar of cloud by day. of Are by

night, it is a beacon that guides the wanderer to shelter

and comfort.

The Indian weed has never such perfect flavor as when
contending with heat and smoke, one lights his pipe with

a coal or an elusive flame, snatched from the embers of

the camp-fire, and by no other fireside does the nicotian

vapor so soothe the perturbed senses, bring such lazy con-

tentment, nor conjure such pleasant fancies out of the

border of dreamland.

There is no cooking comparable with that which the

camp-fire affords. To whatever is boiled, stewed, roasted,

broiled or baked over its blaze, in the glow of its embers

or in its ashes, it imparts a distinctive woody flavor that

it distils out of itself or draws from the spiced air that

fans it; and the aroma of every dish invites an appetite

that is never disappointed if the supply be large enough.

It cannot be denied that the camp stove gives forth

warmth and with more comfort to the cook, serves to

cook food of such tame flavor as one may get at home.

But though the serviceable little imp roar till its black

cheeks glow red as winter berries, it cannot make shanty

or tent a camp in reality or impart to an outing its true

flavor. This can only be given by the generous camp-

fire, whose flames and embers no narrow walls inclose,

whose hearth is on every side, whose chimney is the wide

air.
,

SHOOT MANAGEMENT.

THE returning German marksmen come back with

unanimous report that the management of the big

shoot at Berlin was not all that it should have been. In

fact, if half the instances cited of errors and blunders be

true, it is difficult to see how the management could

have been much worse; and in view of the excellent

fashion in which large tournaments are carried through

on this side, it is not to be wondered at that President

Walther thinks the Germans should come over here and

pick up a few ideas on the subject before they undertake

to manage another such affair as that so unsatisfactorily

conducted at Berlin.

It is no easy matter to carry out such an affair as a

large competition. There are so many minor hitches, so

many chances for mishap, so many slips that get in at

the last moment, that the utmost care is necessary to in-

sure to each contestant an equal chance to show his skill

against all fellow competitors. It is so easy to upset a

marksman, so many little matters of detail which go into

the making of a single bullseye shot—much more a string

of them—that the shooter ought to go into the match

with all possibly removable impediments entirely out of

his way. He takes his chances against wind and

weather. If he gets a gust of wind, a flash of dazzling

sunlight, a drenching dash of rain, he simply gets thus

the luck of conflict and has no blame to lodge against the

management, but when clumsy or inadequate target

machinery breaks down, when the facilities are ridic-

ulously disproportionate to the entry list, or when the re-

cords get mixed up in inextricable confusion to the det-

riment of the shooters, then it is that the competitor

comes away with a hearty growl.

In the case of the German shoot, it is not that the

Americans did not gain prizes. In many respects they

were far superior to the home talent, and this superiority

shows itself in a liberal list of medals, cups and other

insignia of victory; but they were won under conditions

made unnecessarily harassing by the poor management;

and just here comes in the criticism lodged against those

in charge. It is very easy to say that in the case of a

German shooting meeting it is an attempt to mix beer

and bullets which so often leads to a disastrous compound;

but in this instance this does not appear to have been the

case. There was a sufficiency of shooters present to as-

sure a successful meeting. The feasting and the firing

were kept separate. Whether the feasting suffered

through bad arrangements does not appear; from all re-

ports it did not, but it is quite certain that the firing did.

Here on this side rifle and trap tournaments have been

brought down to a precise management, so exact that we
rarely nowadays hear of a disastrous jumble. The

American Shooting Association has been doing good

work in showing shooting clubs all over the country how
to run a meeting smoothly and fairly. Penrose has been

a pioneer in his clever, fair and rapid Keystone system.

In rifle shooting, the National Rifle Association, at its

Creedmoor meetings, has put through large competitions

with substantial fairness to all concerned. Our Berlin

managers had but to take a run over to England to get

pointers in plenty from those who for twenty years

and more have carried on the gigantic enterprise into

which the Wimbledon shoots have grown. There was
absolutely no excuse for any errors in such a direction,

and particularly in so important a gathering as this

widely-heralded Berlin shoot had grown to be. At any

rate it has had one good effect. Our fellow citizens who
went over and have come back again will now have a

heartier respect than ever for American ways of doing

things, and we shall not be compelled to listen to invid-

ious comparisons after each poor score made, of how
much better things move in "Fatherland."

MORTALITY AMONG BLACK BASS.

IN Black Creek, North Carolina, large-mouthed black

bass, locally known as chub, are dying by hundreds

from some unknown cause. A specimen sent to the TJ.

S. National Museum was found to have nothing in its

stomach and intestines. The gills showed no inflamma-

tion and were free from parasites; but Mr. Benedict

noticed a moderate number of parasitic copepods, belong-

ing to the genus Lemaocera, on the back and gill-covers,

which, by irritation, had produced sores. In such cases

question arises as to the relation of the parasite to the

disease of the fish, whether that of cause or accompani-

ment. The degraded crustaceans called lernseans attack

certain fishes in overwhelming numbers in the fresh

waters and are killed or rendered harmless by contact

with brackish or salt water. This is well known in con-

nection with salmon and trout, and recently Mr. W. P.

Seal has related in Forest and Stream his successful

treatment of injured aquarium fish in brackish water

tanks. In salt water the parasites are comparatively in-

active, seldom abundant, and cause the host little annoy-

ance; but in fresh water the anadromous fish, when in

its weakest condition, is overrun with lernasaus, which

produce small sores; next in order comes the salmon fun-

gus (Saprolegnia), and soon the victim succumbs to the

inevitable. If the salmon were originally inhabitants of

the fresh waters, of which there is no adequate proof at

present, perhaps the habit of going to sea was acquired

through the necessity of ridding themselves of trouble-

some parasites.

CALIFORNIA BIRDS FOR MASSACHUSETTS.

THE Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion's enterprise of stocking the covers of that State

with game birds is noteworthy because of the scale on

which it is conducted. The quail which have already

been put out are generally reported to be doing well; and

now the "Committee on Acclimatization" is devoting its

energies to securing pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse

from the West. It is intended to put out something like

a thousand of these birds by next Thanksgiving Day.

The Committee is aleo providing the introduction of Cali-

fornia quail; and contracts are about to be given for

several hundred of these birds. The investigation set on

foot by the members of the committee to gain informa-

tion as to the comparative game qualities and hardiness

of the mountain quail and the valley quail has resulted in

a mass of evidence of such a conflicting nature that the

Massachusetts men are more in the dark than they were

before. It should be quite practicable, however, for them

to secure definite advice on this question. The Forest

and Stream invites any of its readers who may be wil-

ling to communicate with the Committee on this subject

to do so, either through the columns of this journal or by

direct correspondence with the secretary of the commit-

tee, Mr. Henry J. Thayer, 176 Washington street, Boston.

Oor Black Bass Number, July 24, has proved a great

hit: and there is a constant call for it.
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AROUND CAPE HATTERAS.
"To Mitchell's, the pride- of the mountain,
To Hatteras, the dread of the sea." —Old Song.

IT ia but a question of time, and a very short time at
that, when the eastern North Carolina coast will be

as familiar and well known to the Northern sportsman
tourist as the Adirondacks or the Thousand Islands.
That section running from Pasquatank River to Cape

Lookout, some 800 miles long, embraces in its borders
the finest game preserve on the American continent, and
it is a region that will afford fine sporting for years to
come, for nature has fenced it in with swamps, and inter-
spersed it with impenetrable coverts where game can
retire and rest in safety when too closely pursued. Im-
mense fens and bogs abound, and these are further pro-
tected by miles of shoals, the water of which is but a few
inches in depth. The water is too shallow in places to
impel a craft, and the mud so soft as to make wading a
labor infinitely more wearisome and fatiguing than even
the treadmill.
Thus it is that feathered game cannot be exterminated,

and as the tillable land can only be found in spots and is

of a low sandy soil, agriculture does not pay. Besides,
the whole region is most unhealthy; bilious fevers and
chills abound, and keep all emigration away. Most of
the inhabitants are fishermen or shingle cutters, and use
their little farms more as a residence than a source of
profit, for agriculture as a means of support in this
swampy country means starvation. A few barrels of
nubbins, a few score of stacks of peanuts, a few hundred
rows of cotton stalks, constitute the crops. As most of
the young men leave home to get a livelihood elsewhere,
the population keeps stationary, the country remains un-
settled, and the region still contimxes to be the paradise
of sportsmen.

Since tho completion of the Philadelphia & Seaboard
Railroad, sportsmen can now leave New York in the
morning and reach Norfolk the same evening, thus en-
abling them to take the evening trains and boats for their
destination and to be ready for a shy at the game the
next morning. There are five great sounds lying close to
each other, each a noble sheet of water, full of fish and
ducks.

These sounds are connected together by a canal deep
enough to float large steamers. Most of the names were
given to these various waters away back in 1600.
There is the Albemarle, named after England's great

duke, Chowan, Pamlico, Currituck—all Indian names—
and Cove Sound , after its discoverer.
These sounds are fed by different rivers that pour in fresh

water, while the inlets from the ocean admit the salt
water, and thus the sounds are at times fresh, salt and
brackish. Indisputably at some remote age all these
sounds were a part of the Atlantic Ocean, but after the
sand dunes arose from some powerful action of Nature,
they become inland seas. At no very distant day the
homesteads and farms on the land separating sounds from
the ocean were but shallow sand banks. Spence writes
in 1800, "All along the sea coast is a belt of low narrow
sandy islands, which look as if they were a bar placed to
defend us from the stormy ocean outside. That bar of
sand has a good deal to answer for."

It is to be seen from the map, that the extreme eastern
limit of North Carolina consists of a narrow strip of land
extending along the entire coast, and separating the
ocean from the interior waters. This strip is sandv, vary-
ing in width from about one-fourth of a mile to about
five miles; in places it is entirely bare of vegetation, being
merely the beach of the ocean ; in other places, especially
in the neighborhood of Cape Hatteras, where it is the
widest, it is covered by live oaks, red cedars, and the or-
dinary trees of the main land, and a shrub called yeopon
from which is made a tea much valued by some. This
strip of land is called the "Banks." It is broken only by
four considerable inlets: Hatteras. Oracoke, Beaufort,
and the one at the mouth of the Cape Fear River.
Through, these vessels from the sea enter the interior
waters. The depth of water which can be carried into
the interior through Hatteras or Oracoke is 8ft., at Beau-
fort 16ft. , at the mouth of the Cape Fear River lyft. This
strip of land is not suited to agriculture; the frequent
winds prevent the cultivation of the grains, or of any but
low growing vegetables, but the soil is not in most places
barren; and the melons and sweet pototoes grown on
the Banks are considered to have more saccharine matter
than those of the interior. It is pretty thickly populated,
the people living by fishing and pilotage.
Ail through eastern North Carolina the quail abound.

Every field has its one to a half-dozen flocks, and a sports-
man mounted on horseback, who can ride from one clear-
ing to another, can shoot day in and day out to his heart's
content. There is a wide difference though in the man-
ner of shooting these birds down here. No gunner, no
matter how expert, can decimate a flock, for when flushed
they usually fly in the reeds, and then they are safe, as
they can run between the canes faster than a dog can
force his way through. To my mind this mode of hunt-
ing partridges is more exciting than spending hours in
hunting for the scattered birds in one flock. From 40 to
90 shells is the usual number fired in a day. More often
the latter than the former. The number bagged depends,
as Nathan Cobb would say, "how the gun waspinted."
The most put in my shooting coat in one day was thirty-
four; of course I lost some dead birds in the swamp. I
carry with me eight dogs, and hunt them on alternate
days; yet the country is so rough that in a couple of
weeks nearly all of them are limping, drooping and shaky,
and as thin as razor-back garpiked hogs.

"While writing about dogs let me narrate a circumstance
of how one of those—I cannot call them men, but things
and its, called dog poisoners—came to grief . It happened
in this way. I made my way to North Carolina by land,
stopping en route with various friends, and shooting as I
went. I stopped for several days at what was once a
stately old hall, not a thousand miles from Petersburg,
Virginia. In ante helium days this old plantation was a
famous one, and was a renowned hunting rendezvous for
the young planters. The country round about is so poor
that it merely keeps the wretched inhabitants from starv-
ation and that is about all.

On the side of the road, in an old tumble-down house,
that seemed as if it had the ague fever for years and had
nearly shaken itself to pieces, dwelt a sour, morose, ill-

favored individual, who had lately married a young and
comely female—for the whys and' wherefores of women
are past finding out. This Daniel Quilp hated every-
body, but he hated a sportsman more than anything else
in the world, and whenever he saw a party heading his
way he would slyly scatter eggs charged with strychnine
around in the fields, and thus he poisoned many noble
animals far above him in the scale of creation. One day
last fall he saw a couple of sportsmen riding along the
road, accompanied by a half dozen setters, one or two
which climbed the fence and were ranging in his field.
This Snarleyow—the Dog Fiend—spread a half dozen
poisoned eggs in his yard and left the gate open, he then
disappeared in the stable. Fortunately his own two dogs
gobbled up the eggs, and in a short time they died in
agony. Nor was this all—"the poisoned chalice" re-
turned to other lips, that ought to have been dear to him.
A little darky found one of these eggs, carried it to the
house, and her mistress later on made a batter-bread
pudding, using unconsciously the loaded egg. The con-
sequences were that she had spasms that night; the
doctor was called, and in her agony the wife declared that
her husband had poisoned her. An examination showed
signs of the nux vomica, and by the next morning the
neighborhood was ringing with the excitement. The big
brothers of the wife organized a posse, dashed in the
house, seized the dog poisoner, and getting a rope, swore
they would hang him. Had the wife died, as she was
expected to, they would have swung him from his own
fig tree, by commands of Judge Lynch, but she getting
better, explanations ensued, and the truth coming to
light, he was released. Query: Is not a man who is base
enough and cruel enough to poison innocent dogs, too
mean to live?

On the way to Hatteras I spent a few days with an old
gentleman living on the banks of one of the wide streams
that run into Groatan Sound, N. C. It was more like a
stately river or a frith, at the point his house was built.
I, in company with two friends, was paddling along a
creek, when on suddenly turning a bend the narrow inlet
broadened into a spacious sheet of water, on one side of
which was a low but spacious farm dwelling with
numerous outbuildings. The elderly owner hailed us
from the banks and with that proverbial North Carolina
hospitality invited us in, and later on insisted on our
staying with him as long as it suited our convenience.
As an inducement he promised us that we could kill any
number of ducks by "toling." "We had hunted ducks
for years, in every imaginable way, but never in that
fashion. "Toling" consists in the use of a trained dog
gamboling on the beach and attracting the ducks through
curiosity close to the shore, where the gunner lies hid.
"I believe I am the only one in this region that shoots

ducks by toling," said the old gentleman. "It used to
be a common thing in my day. However, I will show
you how it is done to-morrow, for it is going to be a cold
rough night and it will drive the ducks in from the open
Sound."
That evening as we sat around the midnight lamp,

over our pipes and toddy, Mr. Menefee reeled off story
after story of the immense amount of game, especially
waterfowl, that a few years ago used to haunt the Sound.
Some of his statements were almost incredible, yet fuller
investigation showed me that they could have been true.
An illustration. The late Edmund Ruffin, of Virginia,
was one of the most learned and scientific men that Vir-
ginia ever produced. He spent years in tireless efforts
to bring to the outside world the hidden wealth of Virginia
and North Carolina. In one of his letters, written in
1869, he says in relation to the section referred to:

Nor is game less abundant. Its extent is scarcely known by
any one out of this region. There are ducks of various kinds of
which the canvasbaek is the most esteemed. There are also wild
geese and swans exceeding all conception of anv person who has
not been informed. They are often so numerous as to entirely
cover acres of the surface of the water, so that observers from
the beach would only see ducks and no water between them.
These great collections are termed "rafts." The shooting season
commences in autumn and continues through the winter The
returns in game killed and secured, through any certain Lime to
a skillful and patient and enduring gunner, are as sure as the
profits of any ordinary labor of agriculture and trade and far
larger profits for the capital and labor employed. The fol-
lowing particular facts I learned from the personal knowledge of
a highly respectable gentleman and a proprietor on the Sound
(Currituck) Princess Anne. The shooting (as a business) on his
shoreB isdoneoDlyby sunners hired by himself and for his own
profit, and who are paid a fixed price for every fowl delivered to
him according to its kind, from the smallest or least prized species
of ducks to the rare and highly valued swan. He has employed
thirty gunners during a winter. He provides and charges for all
the ammunition they require, which they pay for out of Ihtir
wages. In this manner he is obliged to know accurately how !

much ammunition he gives out, and it may he presumed that the i

gunners do not waste it unnecessarily at their own expense. In '

this manner, and for his own gunners, and his own premises only, I

in one winter he used more than a ton of gunpowder, and shot in I

proportion, which was more than four tons, and 46,000 percussion '

caps. From this expenditure along the shore of one farm only, I

there mav be some concention of thu immmisif.tr nf t-tio ™»»r]nn I

~—r-~- riumuiuoi,ii,i.iiuumc<miiis luc auuie ujl one larm only,
there may be some conception of the immensity of the oneration 1

and the results along the shores extending for full 150 miles, aod I

on all of which the same business is regularly pursued.

"We were awakened before the break of day by our
host, and by sun-up were safely ensconced in a blind
made of sea weed, a few feet from the water's edge. The
sight before us was one to make a sportsman's blood rush
through his veins. As far as the eye could reach could
be seen ducks in couples, groups and ricks, while the air
was alive with them flying inshore, and lighting with a
great splash. We crouched in 'the blind, Mr. Menefee
telling us not to move nor speak. The dog was an aged
setter, a cross, it seemed to me, for he was neither Irish,
Gordon, Laverack nor belton. He knew his business,
though, for his master had trained him vears ago, and
used him regularly to supply his household wantg. Mr.
Menefee took a position some fifty yards from our blind,
and behind a small mound of sea weed only large enough
to conceal his body, and ordered Rex to "hie on."
The old dog deliberately trotted along the beach.

About a hundred yards from the shore there was a large
flock of ducks feeding off the wild celery, and for a time
they took no notice erf the dog, who trotted up the beach,
and then at a low whistle from his master retraced his
steps. He kept this up for fully ten minutes, and then
we saw the scattered ducks slowly swimming toward us.
Old Rex, at the command of his master, now cantered
along the shore, and this quick motion evidently startled
the mass of waterfowl, for they ceased feeding, and I
could see them through my opera glass turning their
heads first on one side and then on another. Then the
dog was ordered to lie down, and be remained so for at
least half an hour. The whole flock were now on the
qui vive and were swimming and circling in every direc-
tion, but slowly advancing toward us.

Again Rex was ordered to rise and gambol along the
beach, and the sudden movement set the ducks paddling
away; but the bolder spirits faced about, and like a flock
of sheep the mass followed them.
When the dog had nearly reached his master's blind,:

Mr. Menefee in a low tone ordered him to lie down and
roll; and soon the astounded ducks beheld four paws^
sticking in the air. This caused an impelling movement 1

shoreward, and the rising sun glinted and glistened on
;

the emerald and opal-bued heads not over fifty yards
away.

It was an artistic performance throughout, and we-
held our breath and fingered the hammers of our guns
nervously.
Two or three times old Rex got tired and rose, and

looked inquiringly at his master, but a rotary motion of
his hand informed the dog, who was now nearly beside
himself with excitement, to continue his rolling.
Nearer, and yet nearer the great raft of waterfowl ad-

vanced, closer and closer and closer they pressed on each
other, drifting inch by inch, and foot by foot toward the 1

,

fatal spot.

With straining eyes we gaze alternately at them and
Mr. Menefee, with our nerves strung to the highest pitch.
Would he never give the signal? Rex could act no'
longer. Nature gave out. He was crouched spread-eagle!
fashion, in the position that a setter sometimes takes
when he runs upon a flock of partridges in a bare corn
field. His eyeballs gleamed and every individual hair
seemed to stand on an end.
At last the sign was given, we saw his master cock his

piece, and we all three rose up, and taking a lightning
aim at the fluttering flying mass, pulled both triggers.
A volume of sound, a dense smoke, a noise like thunder,,
as the huge mass took wing, a shout of unrepressed ex-
citement from us all, a frenzied barking from Rex as he
bounded in. the water and the deed was done.
Our spoils to the eight loads were eighteen killed and

nine crippled ones, which we got after an exciting chase
in a boat.
In five minutes there was not a duck to be seen on the

bosom of the water, only long lines flving out in the
sounds.

"No more toling to-day," said our host, "or not until
evening at any rate; those ducks won't stop short Of
twenty miles."
We asked him why such a method of killing ducks was

not more practiced.
"For various reasons," was his reply. "First, it re-

quires a trained dog; and there are but few that are pre- (

eminently intelligent that they can'be coached. It takes
infinite pains and patience. I have spent more time in
tutoring old Rex there than I have in bringing up any of
my children. Then there is only one shot to be had after
all, and the shooting over decoys is much more successful.
It takes much time, too, and only young ducks in the
beginning of the season can be toled. Later on when the!
wildfowl have more experience it is labor lost on them,

!

they become wary and suspicious, and move away from
shore as soon as they catch a glimpse of any object, no
matter what it is. Then again it is so uncertain; at the
most critical juncture the merest trifle will scare the Hock
off before they are in gunshot. The slightest movement
of the hunter, any noise, even the click of a gun-lock, will I

send them hurrying away. It frequently happens, too,
that the dog becomes excited; and either stands them, or
whines, or, unable to control himself any longer, dashes
in the water, and then the anxious watcher has his
trouble for his pains. For this reason the sport of toling
is too uncertain to be popular, especially since the advent 1

of the breechloader."
"What is the greatest number you ever killed?" I asked.
'|About eight or nine years ago, three of us fired in a

solid rick at point-blank distance, guns loaded with No. 4
shot, and we got sixty-nine canvasbacks."
"Do all ducks tole,'Mr. Menefee?"
"No. Canvasbaek, redhead, blackhead, spoonbill and 1

shovellers tole readily, that is if they are young, but other
species, such as the black duck, baldpate, bluewing, bull-
head, spoonbill, sprigtail. dipper, coot, loon and brant
won't at all. There are but few canvasbacks now, and
toling, except to an old fellow like me, who has plenty :

of time aud an old muzzleloader, don't pay. Still it suits
me and old Rex there, don't it old dog?" And the tooth-
less old setter rapped with his tail his assent vigorously
on the floor.

It was with real regret our party took leave of this
big-hearted, hospitable North Carolinian.
The account of the discovery of Hatteras is an interesting

one. The first white man's foot that trod the cape was
that of Captain Philip Amadas in 1584. He was accom-
panied by Arthur Barlowe, who quaintly describes the
event: "But after we landed on the Cape we saw before
us another mighty long sea, for there lying along the Coast
a track of islands adjoining the Ocean, these islands being
very narrow for the most part, then there appeareth an-
other great sea, containing in breclth in some places forty,
or in some places fifty miles over, before you come to the
Continent, and in this enclosed sea there are a hundred
islands of divers bigness." The "mighty long sea" was
Pamlico Sound, and the writer undoubtedly took the
sand shallows for islands.
The coast of North Carolina is over 400 miles in length

and slopes like a crescent outwardly; its center runs in a
sharp point which is called Cape Hattera3, and is by
many miles the most extended point on the Atlantic
coast. The cape is but a narrow sand bank that juts out
into the ocean, and is separated from the sound by a strip
of land several miles wide.
The reason of the sudden storms, gales, tempests,

squalls and hurricanes off Cape Hatteras are simple.
The coast at the Cape trends so far into the ocean that

the Gulf Stream flows within twenty miles of the Cape,
The difference in temperature between the hot air of the
Gulf Stream and the cold land breezes along the shore
engenders frequent commotions in the atmosphere at the
place, and sudden changes of the weather are the rule,
not the exception. All weather signs fail at Hatteras.
Neither glass nor barometer avails, and the sailor's heart
is in his mouth as he nears the dreaded spot. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury, in his report to Congress last year,
said: "These shoals have well earned the title of Ceme-
tery of American Coasters. Old sailors dread less to go
around Cape Horn in the winter than to go around Cape
Hatteras in that season."
The shoals alluded to are the most dangerous reefs on

the Atlantic. They surround Cape Hatteras, from seven
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to eight miles outside, and are covered with about nine

feet of water. They are called the Diamond Reefs, and
hundreds of the argosies of commerce and thousands of

lives have been lost on these fearful shoals, Imagina-
tion cannot conceive, nor can tongue tell the scenes of

horror that have occurred on these accursed sands.

Could the keeper in his far-off post but see the pictures

of the desperate battles for life, the frenzied struggles

for existence; could be catch the despairing appeals for

help, the cries of utter hopelessness, the last shriek, as

the doomed men sank, he would end his days raving in a
mad house.
"When once a vessel is driven by the stress of weather

upon these shoals there is no hope. The shore is miles

away and no human aid is near. No life-saving crew
could make their way through the breakers. Death is as

sure to the foundered barque as to a scuttled ship in mid-
ocean. Many, many vessels, blown out of their course

by the fateful uorttieast wind, in a driving snow storm,

when the flashing light of Hatteras was veiled from view,
have been carried on waves mountains high and dashed
on these reefs, where the league-long rollers thundered; a
frenzied cry, the noise of crackling timbers, the sound of

solid oak riven and torn, and then"Faith, Hope and Mercy
veiled their eyes, as Death held high carnival. Well may
the mariner exclaim as he neared this worse than the

fabled Charybdis, "Blow wind, swell billow, and swim
bark, the storm is up and all is on the hazard of the die;"

and many a. captain of a ship off Hatteras felt, no doubt,

as Gonzola in the tempest, when he exclaimed in the
fullness of his heart, "Now would I give a thousand fur-

longs of sea for one acre of barren ground."
It may well be asked why these dangerous shoals are

not noted by a lighthouse. Such has been the intention

of the Government for years, but great fears are enter-

tained that no structure could stand the effects of the ter-

rible storms. Then again the shifting sands afford but a
poor foundation for the structure. Every board of trade
and every chamber of commerce has petitioned Congress
that a lighthouse should be erected at once on this spot,

and last year the Senate appropriated $500,000 for the
purpose, but the bill failed to pass the House. Another
effort will be made this session to that effect.*

The chairman of the Lighthouse Board sayB, that "The
proposed work off Cape Hatteras is one of great magni-
tude, and is the most difficult and dangerous of the kind
ever attempted by the Government. To carry it to a suc-
cessful issue requires the highest skill, supported by the
best appliances and by ample means."
Major O. E. Babcock, Chief of Engineers, was sent by

the Government to make an examination of these shoals
and report upon the feasibility of erecting a lighthouse.
He says in his report

:

Abating the calm weather of Juno, and a time when the tender
Jessamine could be taken from other work, I proceedtd on the
24lh ultimo to Hatteras Inlet, via Albemarle and Chesapeake
Canal, arriving at the inlet on the 28th. I procured the services
of a pilot. The sea being too rough to venture with the tender, I
waited until tne morning of the 29th, when, the sea being quiet
and but little wind blowing, we proceeded to sea at 5 A. M.,
reached the shoal at 7 A. M., and passed in between the Inner and
Outer Diamond. We sounded up to within (not to exceed) 200yds.
of the breaker on the N.W. side of the Outer Diamond. We
found no sounding less than 17ft., and, to appearance, this depth
was carried almost on to the reef itself.

1 am satisfied from my own observation and the assurances of
the pilot and all with whom I talked, that there are many days
during the months of June, July, August, and Sep (ember, when
the winds are off the shore, when the sea is quiet about the shoal
and when a vessel adapted to the work could go to the very edge
of the breaker and work for many hours at a time.
I am of the opinion that the placing of a beacon or a lighthouse

* Washington, July 3.—At last, after many years of waiting,
there seems to be a fair prospect that a lignthouse will be built on
the Diamond Shoal at Cape Hatteras. This cape is considered the
most dangerous point anywhere on the United States coast line.
More wrecks and injuries to shipping occur there than anywhere
else. The winds, the currents, and the force of the waves cause
it to be more dreaded by mariners at certain seasons of the year
than Cape Horn itself, and any craft that runs aground there is
liable to strike a treacherous quicksand and disappear for good.
Shipmasters, pilots, carrying companies, boards of trade, and
chambprsof commerce innumerable have besought the Govern-
ment to interfere and avert the vast, loss of life and property
which occurs in that neighborhood every year. Experiments have
already been made in warning vessels off the shoal, but to little
effect. A whistling buoy which was placed there was carried
away by the sea, and passed out of sight forever—possibly being
caught uo by the Gulf Str> am and landed somewhere on the coast
of Ireland, as a number of American harbor buoys have been. A
lighted buoy was tried also, but it soon became a toy of the waves
a,nd sank, doubtless swallowed up by a quicksand. Many mem-
orials have reached the United States Lighthouse Board praying
for a lightship, but that tias not seemed feasible, because there is
evidence that the ship would either drag her ancbor or snap the
chain, in either case ending her usefulness, or else she would be
so surely wrecked by the strain brought upon her in this turbu-
lent sea as virtually to seal the death-warrant of every man de-
tailed to serve on her.
But a lighthouse—a permanent structure—has always been con-

sidered worth building there if the necessary appropriation could
be obtained. Some fiv* years ago, two firms of contractors made
estimates and agreed that the building a first-class lighthouse, a
hunurtdand fifty feet high, with foundations a hundred feet
deep, ought not to cost over a half million of dollars, or consume
more than a year's time, it was impossible to procure from one
Congress so large au appropriation, and the necessity for quick
work wtien the building was once started made this embarrassing,
but Representative Randall of Pennsylvania devised a plan for
reconciling Congressional frugality with commercial needs, and,
accordingly, in the spring of last year an appropriation of £200 000
was passed, coupled with authority to contract for the rest of rlie
work after expending this sum—a practice generally forbidden
by law.
The bids for the work were opened this week. They were only-

four in number. One of them was thrown out for a technical in-
formality, and another for exceeding the limit of the estimated
expense. The third and fourth came from the two firms which
had already figured on the cost. One, Sonysmith & Company,
offered to build the light in three years for g4S8,000 in round num-
bers; the other, Anderson & Barr, agreed to do it in eighteen
mom hs for some 8485.000.

Tbe first step in building this house will be the construction, at
Norfolk or some more remote point where there are facilit.es for
doing such work, of a caisson about forty-rive feet in diameter,
made of bolted iron plates, each two by six feet in size, the whole
resembling an inverted pan. This will be fitted with a temporary
wooden bottom and have one or more air-shafts running vertically
d«wn through it. It will be launched at the place where it is
built, and towed to the Diamond Shoal, and there sunk by loading
with concrete Its level will be maintained by adding more con-
crete to any side that tips upward. The excavation will then go
on in the chambers at the bottom connected with the upper air
by the sha'ts before mentioned, till a proper depth has been
reached, and more plates will be added, course after course, at
the top as the caisson sinks further into the sand. When at last
this foundation is deemed complete, the superstructure will be
built on it. When rust eventually wears away the plates which
formed the sheath of the caisson, the great mass of solid artificial
stone in ide will remain as a permanent pedestal.
The beginning of the work wTill be attended with very great risk.

After towing the caisson to the Cape—an operation which would
probably take between thirty and forty hoars even from a point
as near as Norfolk—two hours of thoroughly good weather will
enable the contractors to make it fast. But storms spring up in
that region almost at a moment's notice, and one might easily
undo in a half hour the labor of weeks or months.—Correspondence
New York Evening Post.

on the Outer Diamond itself is practicable, and, though its con-
struction will be expensive and attended with danger, 1 think the
importance to commerce so great that: the work should be done.
As the temporary work necessary to reach the shoal will he as
expensive for a beacon as for a lighthouse, 1 think a lighthouse
not less than 80 or 100ft. high should be built, to be attended and
lit nights like other lighthouses.
In my opinion a pier built on the same principle as the ocean

piers at Coney Island, Long Branch, and other places, can >>e con-
structed from a point on the inside of the shoal on to very
shoal itself.

The plan adopted for the proposed tower is a mou: ^ca-
tion of the Rothersands Bank, Dplaware Bay, Ligl V-

house. Certainly the task is greater than erecting the
famous Eddystone.
"Whomever fate has chosen as the keeper of the pros-

pective lighthouse on Hatteras Shoals he will have a
solitary existence, and in the winter months the spray
from the breakers will hide sea and heaven from view.
The Cape Hatteras Lighthouse is built upon the beach

and is a stately shaft 189ft. high. The outside is painted
in spiral bands, alternately white and black. The lantern
is also of the latter color. These contrasting colors, ex-
perience proves, can be seen further in the daytime than
any other combination. The first tower was erected here
in the year 1798, and the present one was built in 1870.

About half a mile away is another lighthouse, or rather
beacon. T. F. Smith, u staunch, level-headed man, is

keeper, with three assistants, Miller, Austin and Riggs.
Wesley Austin was the gunner of the place, and we
found him an enthusiastic sportsman,
The scene oceanward from the top of the tower is one

full of grandeur, but on the land side the picture is the
very abomination of desolation. Dreary stretches of
sand dunes and then swamps, such as only the weird
pencil of Gustave Dore could have drawn. Immense
pools of black stagnant water, great ponds of slimy
liquid, dangerous, treacherous bogs, quivering quag-
mires, dark loathsome fens, impure sloughs, comprise
most of the banks, with here and there an open glade
upon which are built primitive log houses, occupied at
certain seasons of the year by woodchoppers, fishermen,
sheep herders and cattle men. The trees seem to have
been struck by lightning, or blighted by some curse of
nature, for most of them are prostrate on the ground,
while those that remain standing are bare of foliage, and
their skeleton branches wave sullenly in the gaie. On
the tops of many of these trees are huge nests of the
great sea fishhawks and the black-headed eagle. The
prone and fallen trees are covered with trailing vines and
tangled briers and entwining creepers, and are so inter-
woven and twisted together that tlie mass forms an
almost impassable chevaux clefrise.
The only permanent inhabitants of Hatteras are the

lighthouse keeper and his assistants, with their families.
They have led for the past ten years such a solitary life as
few men could endure. Yet, on the whole, the men are
mildly content, if not radiantly happy, for their hearth-
stone is cheered by the presence of wives and families.
They have good houses, pure water, abundance of fuel
free—those three articles which cost so much in the city.
A nice garden, all kinds of fish, quantities of oysters,
clams, orabs and bay birds in summer, and flour, pork
and beef furnished by the Government. The problem of
"how to live" never addles their brains. It is true their
existence is not brightened by any excitement, nor is it

cheered by social intercourse; yet to compensate them in
a measure, they are shielded from those things that the
great master of human passions tells us is hardest to
bear—"the proud man's contumely,"

The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes.

After all, it is an open question whether one so isolated
from the "madding crowd" is to be envied or pitied.

Each position as lighthouse custodian is almost a sine-
cure, and is not affected by the mutations of politics.

There is probably no mariner, tourist or traveler, who
passing Hatteras, when glancing shoreward catches sight
of the beacon light gleaming from afar, who does not
wonder who are the inmates of the lone light tower and
how they live. The keeper, who spends his lonely life in
lighting the lamp as regularly as the day ends, must pos-
sess one preeminent quality. He must be positively and
absolutely trustworthy. Other men in different voca-
tions may forget or neglect their duty sometimes, and no
harm will come of it; but the vigilance of the lighthouse
keeper must never relax. Upon him devolves a responsi-
bility in human life and capital so vast that no words can
accurately gauge it. Frequently, in the dead of night, a
stiff northeast gale springs up, and scores of outgoing
vessels, from the little brigantine to the stately barque
sailing seaward, catching sight of the Hatteras light,

turn their prows oceanward; and speeding from the
treacherous sands, ride out the storm by running before
the gale in reefed canvas or scud under bare poles.

Suppose the light should go out? No pen could describe
nor imagination conceive the horror that would ensue.
Death would ride the gale, and how many sailors instead
of embarking to the strand, would pass across to the
Stygian shore, and how many freighted vessels of com-
merce would be shattered weeks upon the shoals.
Thus it is that when the right man for the right place is

found, no political influence can oust him, for he has the
whole maritime power of the country at his back.
During the day the keeper has litcle or nothing to do.

He pays a visit to the foot of the tower every morning,
where the oil cans and working tools are kept, and with
his assistant in a few moments ascends to the top by a
circular stairway of two hundred and odd steps, and fills

the reservoir of the lantern with lard oil; this burns with
a more steady flame, and gives less heat than any other
except sperm oil. A few minutes is spent in polishing
the lens, and then pulling a canvas shade over the re-
flector, the keeper descends, locks the door of the tower,
and his day's work is done. Uatil sunset his time is his
own, he can hunt, attend to household chores, lounge,
smoke, sleep, or step across the way where the beacon
keepers are stationed, and spend hours in gossiping.
As the day wanes, and the shadows creep from wood-

land and deep, the keeper with his lamp ascends to the
light, inspects the machinery, uncovers the lens, gives
them a finishing polish, and glancing at his watch,
touches a match to the lantern just as the sun sets by
the almanac time. Slowl3r the flime runs around the
circular wicks, and in about five minutes the whole in-
terior of the head of the tower is bathed in a refulgent
glow.
The machinery is similar to that of a town clock; and

the glass case with its costly reflecting lenses, smoothly
and regularly revolves around the Argand light, and
every ten seconds a dazzling white flash illumines any
one point in the compass, and the eastern flash can be
seen tweuty-five miles out r 3a.

There are two watches. The keeper goes on duty at
sunset, and is relieved by his assistant at midnight, who
in turn remains at his post until sunrise. The top of the
tower is warmed by the great lamp, but in very cold
wTeather a stove is fired in addition. Thus in the most
biting weather the tower's loft is well heated, and the
custodians keep their watch, and ward in comfort. They
may, and perhap » they do, doze the long hours away, but
by long habit their senses have been so refined and sharp-
ened, that any derangement of the machinery startles
them into instant wakefulness, just as the miller arouses
the moment the great wheel ceases to turn.
Several times during the present custodianship the deli-

cate clock work that revolves the disk has become dis-
arranged, and the keepers and their wives have had to
turn by hand through the long night the glass globe with
mathematical regularity. The necessity of this proceed-
ing is patent, if a ship sighted a fixed light, that was
marked on the chart as a ten second flash, it would cause
the skipper to lose his bearing and possibly cause him to
drive his craft on the reefs. Chasseur,

[to be concluded.]

TRAPPING DAYS.-I.

THE watershed lying between the headwaters of the
streams which flow iuto Hudson Bay on the north,

Lakes Supprior and Michigan on the east, andlthe Missis-
sippi and Missouri rivers on the south and west, is dotted
with small lakes; and these together with the country
along the small streams which flow down from it, form
what was probably the finest trapping ground for furred
animals in the United States of America, if not in the
world. Lying in Dakota, Minnesota. Wisconsin and
Iowa, it formed a country which the Indian tribes re-
linquished with reluctance, and which cost thousands of
precious lives before the strife was finally decided in
favor of the all powerful pale face. To those, who, like
the writer, were familiar with it in the days when the
elk roamed by hundreds over the plain, when for leagues
in extent the buffalo chips caused the western half of the
great plateau to resemble the corral of the stockman,
when the muskrat houses in the lakes and ploughs could
be counted to the number of a thousand in a single day's
journey, and when the flight of the wildfowl was suf-
ficient to suggest Burdette's fanciful description of the
wild geese on the Platte River, where they numbered a
million geese in each flock, and where the flocks aver-
aged one for each half mile—it was never a matter of
wonderment why the Sioux fought hard and long before
they finally relinquished to the white man this best of all

their hunting grounds.
In the fall of 1804 the writer began trapping furred

animals in this part of the great Northwest, when the
line of furthest settlement on that part of the then
frontier extended from Spirit Lake, Iowa, to Mankato,
Minn., and beyond which the deserted cabins of the
murdered settlers along the Des Moines River and the
remote shores of peaceful Lake Shetek, were the only in-
dications of the advancing civilization destined to blot
out all trace of the savagery of the Indian race. The
country swarmed with furred animals, and the only
drawback to the enjoyment of the wild life of the trap-
per was the ever present consciousness of the necessity
of sleepless vigilance against savages whose cunning and
ferocity were proverbial, and against the vicissitudes of
the most rigorous and treacherous winter climate which
ever lay out of doors.
The inducement held out to an early settler to turn his

attention to trapping during the fall and spring was very
great. The trapping ground began at his own door,
while traveling representatives of the great fur companies
called at his cabin once or twice each year, eager to pur-
chase for cash, at a good figure, each and every skin
which he and his family coitld secure; and this, too, dur-
ing the period of time when his new farm was as yet un-
productive and when the naked heels of poverty-shod in-
dustry were in danger of being trodden upon by nimble-
footed want.
"When, during the great war of the rebellion, muskrat

skins sold for 50 cents each, many a settler, although en-
tirely unskilled in the art of the trapper, by the purchase
of a few dozen muskrat traps easily secured enough skins
to exchange for the winter's supply of clothing and
groceries for his family; and an itinerant preacher, whose
line of travel extended along the. Spirit Lake frontier,
was known to have purchased a much-needed horse, sad-
dle and bridle, by the simple expedient of spearing
muskrats, with a rat spear made of the rod of the end
gate of a worn out wagon. This sport of rat-spearing
beneath the ice was considered fully equal to wing-shoot-
ing prairie chickens, while being manifestly much more
remunerative.
The rat spear was a round rod of steel, or of iron, steel-

tipped, half an inch in diameter, with a single short barb
2in. from the point, and with a wooden handle 2in. in
diameter and 18in. in length, the whole spear being
about 5ft. long. Although it could be used for months
each season, yet the very best time for its use in the
whole year was when the young ice first coated the sur-
face of the sloughs and lakes, and if the trapper was so
fortunate as to find new ice an inch or two thick, entirely
free from snow or other hindrance to its transparencey,
he quickly found that a week's spearing with such favor-
ing conditions was worth all the rest of the season for
the use of this implement. One trapper named Simpson
speared 77 rats in one day, a most unusual catch.
Preceding quietly along on the smooth, thin and trans-

parent ice, the trapper silently approached the strange
mound of rushes, reed3 and canes, which, anchored to
the bottom of the slough, formed the abode of the musk-
rat, and drove his spear diagonally down through the
house, and an instant's pause enabled him to tell by sound
or feeling whether a wounded rat, impaled upon the cruel
spear, was struggling to free itself from the deadly rod,
or whethes his thrust had proved a clean miss. If a rat
had been speared, a hole was chopped into the house with
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the hatchet, which until now had been carried in the left

band, and the little animal secured; but if not, the spear
was withdrawn, and if no sign of escaping rats appeared
under the ice near the bouse, another thrust was made;
but commonly the first blow upon the house was immedi-
ately followed by the sound of one or more rats, plung-
ing into the water through the bottom of the bouse; and
often from one to a dozen of the panic-stricken vermin
would be seen beneath the ice, swimming rapidly away
from their invaded home.
And now followed the rapid and exciting work of ppear-

ing through the ice. If the water was shallow and com-
paratively free of vegetation near the rat house, a skill-

ful trapper would often secure the last one of the fleeing
rodents before they reached cover. Driving his spear
down through both ice and rat with a quick stroke, a few
rapid left-handed, blows of the hatchet around the spear
broke a> hole through the thin ice, through which the
withdrawn spear lifted the struggling rat, and if seen to

be severely wounded he was shaken off the spear at a
distance from the hole in order that he might not escape
during the capture of the others; or if but slightly hurt,
the finishing blow with the hatchet was given, and the
eager trapper sprang in chase of another, and the quick,
exciting work developed a degree of skill quite surprising
to a new-comer.
And a double fascination was added to the sport by the

knowledge that at this particular season of the year the
otters left their homes in the banks of the lakes, and for
reasons which will be given later invaded and for a short
time held possession of their choice of the larger rat
houses, driving out the rightful occupants, while they
enlarged the interior opening (or dwelling place of the
rats) to suit their convenience; and where they lived
during a period of time each fall, the length of which
varied with the season. The trapper, whose careful ayj-

proach to a rat house was in silence, and whose aim and
spear thrust were careful and strongly given, was some-
times rewarded by a tumult and struggle inside the
house as welcome as it was unexpected. During my
trapping career, while muskrat skins never sold for more
than 20 cents each, a good otter skin was worth $12.
Our catch of furs consisted of the skins of beaver, otter,

fox, coon, badger, skunk and muskrat; and, while all

other animals on the list were reasonably plentiful, so
amazing were the numbers of the muskrats on the best
sloughs and lakes, that the catch of rat skins commonly
equaled in value that of all other fur combined.
Each trapper was provided with a boat and a kit of

traps numbering from 50 to 100, and of different sizes,

from the No. 1 for rats to the No. 4 for beaver. Beaver
were commonly caught in traps set in the water along
the banks of streams, where they were at work felling
trees, the bark of which they used for food. Foxes were
caught in buried traps, baited with small bits of meat
scattered around. Muskrats were caught in traps fast-

ened to long slender stakes driven into the bottom of the
lake or pond at the edge of then- houses, where when
caught they would commonly drown before cutting off

a foot to release themselves, which they were quite apt
to do when caught on shore.
The work was carried on with vigor during the fall

months, for during the winter nothing moved above the
snow but the foxes, and no one could endure the cold of
the blizzard swept plains. The severity of the winter
weather is hard to describe, and still more difficult to
realize without actual experience of its rigor.

In all I have ever read concerning the blizzards of those
treeless plains I have never heard them properly ac-
counted for. There is a period of time, during each and
every winter iu that country, when no blizzard need be ap-
prehended, for the simple reason that none is possible; and
again there is another period during which he who ven-
tures forth from shelter does so at the peril of his life. A
blizzard is solely and simply a combination, formed by
furious wind and flying snow, which moves almost inva-
riably from northwest to southeast. A snowstorm in
that country, as in others, is invariably accompanied by
moderate temperature, while the furious northwest gales
are apt to come during the seasons of very lowest tem-
perature: and the time of peril to human life is not alone
during the prevalence of a blizzard, but also during the
period of time between a fall of snow and the next great
windstorm, which, coming unheralded and with a speed
which no flight can escape, catches the unwary or be-
lated travo ler, and envelops him in a cloud of flying
snow raised from the ground by the action of the wind,
as dense as the fall of ashes at Pompeii, where, in the
stumbling flight for life, the blind Nydia was better quali-
fied to act as guide than any of the whole seeing multi-
tude. The storm is accompanied by a degree of cold
which makes each hour of exposure a torturous struggle
for existence, and leaves one at length only when, unable
longer to battle against the deadly stupor of the benumb-
ing frost, he has sunk to his final rest

—

"With a bed and a shroud of the beautiful snow."

The result of this furious tossing and driving of the
snow was seen in the formation of drifts in each ravine
and behind every obstruction, of snow which had lost all

semblance of its former beautiful form and velvety soft-

ness, and had been hammered by the wind into a com-
pact mass nearly as hard as ice, and over which a loaded
wagon could be driven as over a pavement. From the
time when these drifts were formed until the next snow-
storm a blizzard was impossible, for the reason that the
wind could not again tear the snow loose from the drifts,

and no matter how furiously it blew during this interval,
and even though the belated trapper might be frozen to
death, he was not bewildered by flying snow; but could,
while he lived, see his way. I remember when in the
days of my boyhood, and familiar only with the soft
fluffy kind of snow common in timbered regions further
south and east, what a puzzle it was to me when I read
accounts of the snow houses of the Esquimaux; but
after having wandered over the blizzard-formed drifts

of Minnesota the riddle was solved when I saw snow
which might have been used for fortifications with which
to withstand an invading army.
Daring the short days of the fall and early winter each

hour of daylight was utilized in the outdoor work of the
trapper, while the long evenings were spent in the warm
cabins, lighted by the blaze of the open fire, where the
busy work of cleaning and stretching the skins gathered
during the day went merrily on until long hours into the
night.
The life was necessarily one of hardship and peril, yet

possessed, nevertheless, of a wonderful fascination. The !

1 element of luck entered so largely into all our ealcula-
! tions, that the working of the most carefully laid plans

i

seemed very like gambling The otter trap, cleaned,
smoked and carefully set for a $12 otter, was found- when
next visited to be securely holding a vagrant 50 cent
skunk which, before being killed, by bis villainous fra-
grance, not only destroyed the set or position for again
setting a trap lor the otter, but rendered the trap useless
for a long time, as the stench seemed impossible to
eradicate. On such an occasion the ejaculations of the
disgusted trapper were "'not loud but deep."
On the other hand, the rat trap carelessly set on the

slope of a rat house and fastened to a stake standing in
3ft. of water, next morning was nowhere to be seen, and
even the rat house itself had disappeared, but the stand-
ing stake surrounded by floating vegetation remained,
and being withdrawn from the water brought up with it

not only the missing trap, but also the sleek body of a
drowned otter, which had carelessly placed his paw in
the jaws of the waiting trap, and in his struggle for life
and freedom had afterward torn the rat house to frag-
ments.

Singular things, too, were observed, and among the
most noteworthy of these was the fact that while the
scent of the skunk is one of the most terribly repulsive
ever known to man, the trapper who proceeded bravely to
skin and stretch the hide of each and every one he caught,
found after he had skinned a dozen of the repulsive
creatures that his repugnance to the scent had tor the
most part mysteriously disappeared. I well remember,
when at the beginning of my career, having, like others
of the fraternity, formed the valorous resolution to skin
and save the hide of every animal that wore hair and
which fell to my traps; and finding shortly afterward a
highly perfumed skunk fast in a trap, I essayed, with
the help of another beginner, to remove the skin. The
five-minute job consumed an almost interminable hour
of suffering for us both, and nothing but the most fixed
resolution, coupled with the mutual exhortation to "stay
with him," held us to our lightly undertaken pledge.
Before my trapping days were ended I had grown so in-
different to the olfactory terror that I have killed a
trapped skunk with the ramrod of my shotgun, and,
providing that the perfume was not brought into actual
contact with my clothing or person, I would much rather
skin a skunk than an old male badger. All trappers of
my acquaintance agreed such results invariably followed
the continued handling of the fur of this animal. I may
add, however, that since my removal from such acquaint-
ance with this odorous creature all of my oldtime repug-
nance to his perfume has returned.
Among the noteworty things which came under the

trapper's observation, one of those most worthy of care-
ful study, was the otter's change of residence with the
change of season, which has already been alluded to.
During the summer the otter sought the deep waters of
the loneliest lakes, in the steep banks of which he made
his den, which was entered by an under-water passage
from the waters of the lake; and here was his home until
the frost began to coat the bosom of the lake with the
icy mail of winter.
The impulse which prompted him to change his resi-

dence, at this particular season seemed an inherited one,
peculiar to the otters of this region alone, which had
evidently proved by bitter experience that to remain in
the open lakes during the severity of winter was to court
destruction.
The knowledge of this peculiarity of the otter was ob-

tained by the writer during a fall, winter and spring
campaign, when the site occupied by our party of three
was a group of three lakes with their outlying sloughs,
some three miles northeast of the great bend of the Des
Moines River.
When the ground was occupied we agreed to divide it

as equitably as possible, and each trapper was bound to
occupy only his own ground and to own only the fur he
caught; and, in consequence, Ms reward was proportion-
ate to his skill and industry.
The oldest man in the party, who was also possessed of

much more skill and experience than either of the others,
was Jim Moorehead, the inimitable: one of the jolliest
and most humorous of artists in the trapping guild who
ever distanced his competitors in the friendly evening
contest of fur-dressing, and then, to salve their lacerated
feelings and restore good humor to the cabin, drew forth
the old violin and lightened their final toil with the
cheery notes of the "Seventeenth of Ireland," the 11Ar-
kansaw Traveler" or "Old Zip Coon." May he live a
thousand years!
In the apportionment of the ground, Jim readily

agreed to take the large open lake to the westward, as
his experienced eye detected abundant sign of otters along
its banks, which was almost entirely lacking along the
other lakes. We were late arriving on the ground, and
during what remained of the fall weather the work of
rat-trapping went busily on, and considerably more than
a thousand rats were taken withing a period of three
weeks. Meanwhile Jim wisely forbore setting a trap for
the otter, preferring to wait until the fur was perfectly
ma ured by the approaching cold, or, in the vernacular
of the trapper, was "prime."

Finally, just as he had concluded to set his traps, the
first cold spell of winter, coming suddenly and quite
severely, coated the open lake and nearly all of the sur-
face of the rush lakes with ice strong enough to sustain a
man's weight: and as we promptly set forth to flesh our
maiden rat spears, which until now had stood unnoticed
in the corner of the cabin, Jim was amazed to find that
the whole family of otters had left his lake and taken up
their abode in my own.
Proceeding carefully to my work I now had the rare

good luck to spear and secure a magnificent otter, and
as the snow had already fallen in considerable amount
and the wind had begun its task of piling it in drifts on
the ice, wherever a bed of canes or rushes projected
above the surface, a short time afterward we were all

completely nonplussed to find that during the darkness
of a still night the otters had disappeared and all sign of
them had vanished utterly, so that the mo-t careful search,
completely encircling the lake, aided too by the watchful
eye and keen scent of Jim's dog Coaly, failed to show a
trace of their line of flight in the new snow; while all

could see at a glance that at no place around the lake did
an abrupt shore meet deep water in a manner which
would make a den in the bank possible.
In vain were all the large rat houses in the lake probed

again and again with the spear; not a sign nor trace of

the truants could be found ; and even old Jim confessed
bis inability to solve the problem. It looked uncanny;
and although afterward the theme of many a discussion
around the camp-fire, where a score of theories were
offered in solution of the strange enigma, the cunning
otters, sphinx-like, kept their secret well; and not until
the following spring were we enabled fully to understand
their strange procedure, and to read from the book of
nature this strangely opened page of the natural history
of one of the most singular and cunning of all of A merica's
furred animals.
We were indebted to old Coaly after all for the solu-

tion of the problem, and it was the instinct of one animal
which revealed to us the shrewd plans of the others.
When the long cold winter had passed and the warmth

of the sun's rays was daily lowering the snowdrifts, Jim
and I were crossing the lake with Coaly at our heels, and
as we were passing a drift of the largest size, formed
amid and above a large bed of the tall slender cane, com-
mon to the northern sloughs, and which grew in a shal-
low place near the middle of the lake, the dog appeared
interested in the drift: and running along on its top and
pausing occasionally to smell its surface, suddenly disap-
peared from sight.

A moment later he reappeared, and with some difficulty
regained the surface, when Jim and I, who had stopped
as the dog vanished, now hastened to learn the cause of
the sudden weakening of the drift, and walking up on
its top approached and looked down into the h le which
had engulfed the dog. The drift covered a space of one
or two acres, and rose to the height of about 5ft. above
the surrounding snow. A glance down into the hole told
the story of the vanished otter, and a half hour's ex-
amination of their winter's residence formed the most
interesting study in natural history which ever fell to
my lot.

As soon as the drift had been formed of sufficient
depth, the wary creatures had approached it from be-
neath, and breaking through the thin ice (which in the
thick growth of the tall cane had merely coated the sur-
face of the water), ^ind burrowing upward into the drift,
bad formed their home free from the fear of the deadly
spear, for where in all that wide expanse of drifted Bnow
should the trapper essay a thrust?
As the drift deepened until nothing but the tips of the

tallest canes appeared above, they were out of spear
reach and dwelt securely. Here during the winter they
had opened long galleries extending for a distance of
50ft. in length, where they could romp and play, and the
fragments of the canes torn out in their excavations had
been carefully gathered into beds, where each animal
slept dry and warm, while a room sirnbar in purpose to
those marked "w. c." in the yacht specifications testified
to the fact that the otter is a neat and cleanly creature.
As the drift had sunk until the arch above their resi-

dence had grown thin, the dog was enabled to scent them,
and, in the laudable pursuit of knowledge, he for the
moment lost his footing, to find it again several feet below.
My profound admiration for the cunning of the little crea-
tures was mingled with disgust atmy own stupidity,which
had hindered me so long from solving so simple a riddle.
While the open lakes were coated with solid ice from

lft. to 3ft. thick, and while the ground along their shores
was sometimes frozen to a great depth before the snow of
winter had fallen to protect it, here was a house both
secure and comfortable; and they had learned to make
the change in the proper season of the year; and remained
masters of the situation at last. Along the running
streams were occasional springs of warm water near the
shore and beneath the surface of the water, which pre-
vented the formation of ice above them, and these spring-
holes, together with the occasional breaking of the ice by
the rise or fall of the water of the streams, gave the
otters which dwelt in their banks a chance for life during
the winter: but the big snow drifts on the surface of the
lakes were the last resort of the lake otters, and the cun-
ning creatures had long since learned their use.

Orin Belknap.

Mr. Stratton's Minks.—MaTvern, Ark.—I have just
read C. L. Stratton's account of a minkery his father
kept in western New York some twenty years ago.
Twenty-three years ago this summer I spent several
months among relatives in Cattaraugus county. N. Y,
and among other things of interest in the neighborhood
I visited Mr, Stratton's minkery, also his park where he
kept two elk and a pair of fallow deer.

—

Lew Willow.

Travelers who have penetrated into the eastmost parts of
southern Russia find some strange beliefs as to the power of
fish charms. Many fish found in those countries have two
small, hard, round bones on the side of the head. They are
believed to have the power when worn by the owner to pre-
vent colic, and they are termed colic stones. The more
wealthy of the peasants have colic stones mounted in gold,
and they are worn upon the neck as a valuable addition to a
necklace. The bones of the common bullhead are much used
among the Russian pheasants as a chnrm against fever.
Among European nations in the middle ages doctors of
medicine had faith that two bones found in the head of the
tench have medical virtues. The bones were applied to the
skin in cases of fever. The tench is a European fish, and
the United States Pish Commission are endeavoring to in-
troduce it to American waters.

—

Jeweler's Review.

A young man named Ferguson, living near Troy, Drew
county, met with a peculiar but fatal accident Tuesday. He
was in the woods hunting, and having remained out longer
than was expected his family instituted search for him, and
found him iu an unconscious condition in an out-of-the way
place. It appears that he had fired the gun at a squirrel,
and the weapon being heavily loaded recoiled and hit him
in the stomach

:
the blow being a serious one. He was taken

home and medical aid summoned, but the physican was un-
able to restore him to consciousness, and last night he died.
—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

Glorious Hunting and Fishing.—The sportsman will find the
luxuries of trav<-l m thn solid veetioule trains that run dailv ovw
the Great Rock I land Route between Chicago and Council Bluffs
and St. Joseph. Kansas City, Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueb-
lo, and also hundreds of resorts on its lmes where game fish bite
recklessly, and quail, grouse, partridge, ducks and geese hold
carnp n.eeti' gs >o invite the onslaughts of Nimrods. To the
"Lake Park ' region of Minnesota and the famous bunting and
fisuing grounds of the Norcnwest, the fast exprt ss trains < f the
Albert Lea Route run daily between Chicago and Wa ettown,
Sioux Foils, Minneapolis aud St. Paul. The lakes, streams, fields
and forests directly reached by these lines are innumerable, and
att ract yearly the best shots and anglei s in t he country.—A civ.

A Book About Indians.—The Fobest and Stream will mail
free ou application a descriptive cirt ular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawner Hero Stories and feolk Taies," gfiviue a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.
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SHOOTING GEESE IN NORTH DAKOTA.
1 N the fall of 1888, in response to an urgent invitation

JL from my old friend Major Singletree, I packed my
trunk, cleaned up my guns, and stepped aboard a western

bound train, settled 'myself for a long ride, with a small

town in North Dakota as my objective point.

I had three reasons for taking this trip, any oue of which
was of sufficient importance to an idler like myself to

prove satisfactory. It had been years since I had seen my
old chum, the Major. I had never been to that part of the

Northwest, I wanted' to get a shot at those brant and gray
geese that the Major said were so numerous there every

fall. I had laughed softly to myself as I read that por-

tion of his letter where he said: '"Doc, youbavethe repu-

tation of being something of a sportsman, but the fact is,

you don't know what sport is until you come here when
the geese are flying in. You think it glorious* , down East,

if you get a crack or two at a paltry score or so of

straggling, bewildered geese. Come out here, and in one
day I will give you a hundred shots at more geese than
can crowd together in the public square of your city."

Now the public square of our city comprised some ten

acves, and as many geese as could crowd in there, why

—

I laughed at the usual exaggeration of these Western
people.

Well. I found the Major hale and hearty, and but little

changed; a fact that he attributed to the "wonderful
ozone" of that country. We were soon seated behind a

fleet pair of bronchosand bowling along over the prairie.

It was getting toward evening of a clear October day,

such as you rarely see except on the great plains of the

Northwest. To the north of us stretched the level

prairies, with here and there a farmer's house, or so-called

"shack." South of us stretched the broad prairie, with
the sluggish river Cheyenne, winding its way like a huge
snake until lost from sight in the distance. A few
scraggly trees line its banks, and here and there, like

some huge monster from the bowels of the earth, rose in

strong contrast with its surroundings a frowning bluff or

butte.

To the east, that same grand yet monotonous prairie,

with the little village lying in its bosom, resembling from
our distant point of view a covey of birds clustered there.

But the west! Ah, even as I write, that picturo comes
before my mind, full of the sublime grandeur of God's

own work. The sun was setting slowly, it seemed, and
the western horizon was a scene of golden glory. We
were nearing a little lake now, which was only one of

many tha dot the plains of North. Dakota. A beautiful

sheet of water it looks to be, though without a twig of

foliage on its shores. The Major pointed over toward it

with his whip and said: "There's where we'll come in

the morning, and I'll think I'll keep my word in showing
you some sport."

"A pretty little lake," I answered.
"Yes, but strongly alkali. There's my claim over yon-

der," he continued, pointing on beyond the lake, where a

little collection of nouses could be seen. "Does not look

far, does it? but it's a good half hour's drive. When I

came here that claim of mine was white with buffalo

bones, where the Indians had slaughtered the buffaloes

for their hides. I made a good thing in picking up those

bones, too," he chuckled.
"We had turned off from the road now, and we headed

toward the late. It made no difference, so far as I

could see, whether we were on the road or not; there

were no fences, and the wheeling seemed as good one
place as another.
The Major wanted to show me a few geese, he said,

and he did. The lake was full of brant and gray geese,

while the air seemed alive with them, and the discordant
honk, honlc and yip, yip, yip, from a thousand feathered
throats made me fairly gasp for breath. Instinctively I

began unbuckling my gun case. The Major laughed.

"Never mind, Doc, there will be just as many there to-

morrow."
The Major's farm was not unlike many another large

claim; one large r.i.m bl ing wooden dwelling house, with
several smaller buildings, some for hired help, and a few
good sized bam-1

. A dozen reapers and binders stood

about the barns, and the barnyard contained a good-sized

drove of horses and mules. Some well bred red Irish

setters lay about the veranda. These dogs seem to stand
the winters better than the other breeds.

That evening we spent on the veranda, enjoying our
pipes and watching tne prairie fires at different points.

These fires, the Major informed me, he protected himself
from by plowing several furrows around his collection of

buildings.
We talked of old times and new that evening, and the

Major was in his element with feet elevated and well-

filled pipe, he spun yarn after yarn. "When I first came
here," he said, "I had only one team and that was a yoke
of oxen. I could only make two trips a day to the ele-

vator with my wheat, and as you may imagine it was
slow work. To amuse myself I used to take my gun
along, and on the way home I would leave the oxen to

plod along alone, and I would take another route, now
and then bagging a few ducks by the sloughs, or perhaps
getting a crack at a sandhill crane or a covey of chickens.

I never came home empty handed, but would usually
gain a point ahead of the oxen, and there wait until they
came along, load in my game and ride home."
We were to be up before daylight, so before I retired I

got out my hunting suit and bo its, put in about thirty

rounds of ammunition in my belt, and then turned in.

A loud knocking on the door aroused me early in the

morning. I sprang out of bed and admitted the Major.
"Time to be off, old fellow," was the salutation. He was
dressed in a light brown suit with top boots, looking fresh

and anxious to be off. "All right. What sort of a morn-
ing is it?" t asked as I threw on my clothes. "Can't see
very well yet," replied the Major, "but I think it's going
to be all right; looks cloudy, any way."
"Good!" I exclaimed, as I buckled on my cartridge

belt.

"Is that all the ammunition you are going to take
along?" he asked.
"Why?" I answered in some surprise, "Is that not

enough? I have thirty rounds!"
"Humph!" he chuckled, "you are not in the East now,

young man, Fill your belt, and your pockets, too."

&a§tiiy swallowing a lunoh that had evidently been

prepared the night before, we started for the lake. A
few geese were flying here and there, dimly visible in
the gray light, but the bulk of them, the "Major said,

were stul on the lake. We were passing through one of
his mammoth wheat fields, the grain had been cut, and
piles of straw at different places indicated where the
threshers had been at work. We were near the lake
now. Suddenly I grasped the Major's arm. Just beyond
us was a small bunch of straw, and just beyond that a
flock of geese were standing in the stubble. Hastily I

thrust a couple of cartridges in my gun, and crept for-

ward, keeping the little stack of straw between me and
the geese. It was too dark to determine whether it was
a large or small flock. "Don't shoot until they rise!"

said the Major, in what seemed to me an unnatural tone
of voice. Carefully I worked along. I had almost gained
the straw. Funny they don't see me, I thought. T was
now in excellent range, and I suddenly rose up. They
did not move. A low, mocking laugh came floating

softly up behind me. I had been fooled. "Confound
you and your decoys!"' I said, half laughing and half

vexed.
"Nevermind, Doc," said the Major, half choked, "I

won't tell. Here's your stopping place," pointing to the
little bunch of straw, "and there's mine over yonder,"
nodding toward a similar bunch some hundred yards
away. "Aud now let's get in, for it's growing light, and
the geese will be thicker than fleas here in five minutes,
and they won't be sheet iron ones either," he added with
a laugh as he started off.

Advancing to the straw I saw what the Major meant
by "getting in." A little pit had been dug two or three
feet deep, and some straw heaped up about it. I lost no
time in getting in, and we were none too soon, for with
the advancing light the geese were stirring themselves.
The limpid lake seemed literally coated over with

geese, the majority of them, however, being brant.

From different parts of the lake they were rising, and
gradually veering around, would start for the feeding
ground with such trumpeting that, to use an old expres-
sion, "a man couldn't hear himself think." An hundred
must have passed over my head before I could collect

myself for business. Then the fun commenced. I raised

my gun, and aiming at the leaders of a large flock not
50ft. above me, cut loose on them. A large gray goose
came tumbling down. Away wrent the other barrel, and
down came a brant, while a crippled goose gradually
settled, steering as well as he could for the water. I

hastily reloaded. The noise of the firing had made a
commotion among the fowl on the water, and hundreds,
yes, thousands were flying in every direction.

Bang! bang! went the Major's gun. Whang! whang!
answered. How they did tumble. It was glorious

sport. The barrels of my gun had no time to cool. First

they flew toward me; then dismayed by the reception I

gave them they would turn toward the Major, only to be
more confused. At last they began crossing the lake, and
I thought our sport was ended; but a puff of smoke, fol-

lowed by a report, showed that some one was over there

aB well.

How long we kept up our fusilade I cannot tell. . We
are not apt to notice the flight of time on such occasions.

My belt was empty, but a glance around on the prairie

showed that it had not been emptied in vain. The geese

had most all gone now and we were lying quiet. I began
to feel the effect of the cramped position of my legs,

when whir r-r went a flock over my head and were about
to settle among our decoys. Up came my gun, the

cramp was forgotten. Bang! bang! with the usual an-

swer from the Major, and three more were bagged.
"Had enough, old bo.%?" he called, rising from his hid-

ing place and stretching himself. "Yes," I answered,
doing likewise, "I'm no pig." "Thirty-eight," said the

Major, musingly, after we had piled up our game. "How
3 you like it, Doc?" "Glorious!" I exclaimed,

G. G. H.

over about a column's worth on it, as if the man who
wrote it all had never had a square meal in his life.

Part of this simple, elegant, newsworthy little repast con-
sisted of baked prairie chicken! Bear in mind, this was
in midsummer—I believe in June or July. Our season
doesn't open till Sept. 15. If Mr. Kinsley got his birds

out of a freezer he is no better off, and broke the law
plainly and unmistakably. Now, as the paper above men-
tioned is still accessible, as the names of the host and
guests are known or can be learned, as the menus were
distributed among the guests as souvenirs, and as Mr.
Kinsley got up and published the menus, I was just won-
dering if there wasn't enough to shake His Majesty Kins-
ley up on this a little. I should think about the best thing
he could do would be to call in those souvenirs, if he can.

After that, he might reflect that he has done an unlaw-
ful and disrespectable thing, and has violated not only
law but decency. Still further, he might ponder that he
is in danger of losing the trade of a class of sportsmen
who respect decency. Further yet, he may query of
himself whether he isn't in danger of serving illegal

prairie chicken to the wrong man some day. All of

which is submitted without a bit of respect for Mr. Kins-
ley, his methods or his dinners. E. Houoh.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 18.—Mr. John Parker, deputy
game warden for Wayne county and Detroit, Mich.,

writes me on the 16th as follows: "I arrested a Detroiter

named Chas. F. Burkhart for illegal shooting of wood-
cock last Sunday and Judge Kurfh fined him $50. How
is that for summary justice? I am going up the river to-

night to lay for unlawful duck shooters and expect to

nail a couple. Will write soon and tell you." Johnnie
is apt to get 'em if anybody can. He has had some ex-

citing personal encounters with the toughs and law-
breakers of his country, invariably landing his man, and
if the justices and juries would back him as he should be

he would make illegal shooting still more unpopular in

that region. As it is his name is a terror to the evil doers.

I hope he will get his duck shooters.

Mr. W. C. Held and Mr, Louis Smith, both of Saginaw,
Mich., the latter secretary of the American Beagle Club,

have made a little visit in this city, stopping on their way
home after an extended trip through the West. They
were gone six weeks in all, and visited the National Park
and parts of Idaho and Colorado. They report an elegant

time, and both have Kodaks full of pictures. A bit of

strange information they give is that scouts are now kill-

ing bears in the Park, the latter having become so de-

structive that it became necessary to thin them out, for

which the scouts claim Government permission. All of,

which does not seem very clear. These gentlemen report

that the country about Livingston is an angler's paradise,

and they are indeed full of enthusiasm over the wonders
of the great West which they have seen. They say that

chickens are plentier in North Dakota than for years

back. They saw a fine bunch of antelope in the Bad
Lands of Dakota. Both gentlemen were looking brown
and hearty, and are to be envied for their good fortune

in making such a grand tour.

To-day Mr. Fred Kimble, known all through this coun-
try, and president of the Peoria Target Co., was in town,
and it happened that we lunched together at Kinsley's.

Nothing very remarkable about that, but now I think of

it, I don't think we ought to have gone there. This gray-

headed old stomach-killer, Kinsley, is not nearly so much
a good restaurateur as he is a persistent violator of the

Illinois game laws. I call to mind a late article in a Chi-

cago daily (the Herald) in which a glowing account was
given of a little midsummer dinner given by an insur-

ance man to a few friends, at Kinsley's, this summer.
The host left the menu quite to Mr. Kinsley's judgment.

Oh, it was such a nice little dinner! The paper spilled

WATER-KILLING DEER.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Aug. 20.—Editor Forest and

Stream: When will men learn that brutality is

not sport? that cutting off all avenues of escape for an
animal and then deliberately destroying it is not in ac-
cordance with the ethics that govern or should govern
those who pursue game for pleasure? Some professional
hunters feel no doubt a certain degree of elation when
they make a successful shot at game taken at a disadvan-
tage, and the more shots they get of that kind the better
are they pleased. With these persons gain and game are
synonymous terms, and the manner of the taking off of
the latter, no matter how unfair, is considered all right,

so long as it is successful.

If then such market-hunter's methods are worthy only
of condemnation, what must be thought of men of a dif-

ferent calling, who visit the Adirondacks for the purpose
of killing deer in the lakes of that region?
What fun or excitement can there be in rowing up to

a deer swimming in the water and clubbing it to death?
No skill is required in order to compass its death under
such circumstances. Any one with bloodthirsty tenden-
cies can do the triok.

A recent issue of your paper, i think it was Aug. 7,

contained quite a long narrative of the exploits of a party
of hunters in the Adirondacks. The writer of the article

was evidently a novice, and doubtless would have ob-
tained more meat had he employed a guide to row him
and thenused a club instead of a shotgun. As we some-
times say of executioners, he bungled his work fearfully.

His first lesson in the art of shooting deer in the water,
as given by his older and consequently more hardened
associates was as follows: "When the wind is blowing
hard don't shoot over the side of the boat, but over the
end; get the deer to windward, then push the boat in-

stead of pulling it, coming up close behind the deer and
shoot over the stern."

Just why the deer should be to windward, when the
shooter gets ready to empty his gun into its head at close

quarters, is not explained and will always remain a
mystery. We may also be pardoned for failing to see the
necessity of using firearms when a stick would accomplish
the same results. That the deer of this country are grad-
ually disappearing must be apparent to all those who have
given the subject any thought. In a few years, if the
present methods for their destruction prevail, they will

be, like the buffalo, exterminated in their wild state and
only found in parks and menageries.
The season for hounding deer in the Adirondacks is

rapidly approaching, and it is sad to think that men,
otherwise humane, should feel any degree of pleasure in

taking the life of an animal whose legs are practically

tied. Such men cannot be termed sportsmen, because
the members of that fraternity are governed by the un-
written law that all game shall have a chance for its life.

The true hunter loves the excitement as well as the diffi-

culties attending the pursuit of an animal, and if all un-
certainty in regard to its capture was eliminated, nothing
would be left to afford him enjoyment; to him also the
actual possession of the carcass is of little value outside

of the fact that it serves as a voucher for his skill.

A. T.

BIRDS CROSSING THE CITY.

WHILE I was walking up Washington street, Brook-
lyn, last Tuesday morning about 3 o'clock, I heard

the clear note of a reed bird overhead . I stopped to

listen to the welcome and familiar music, and coming as

it did from the darkness of a great city in the quiet hours
of the morning, the little voice was all the sweeter.

Then as I listened T heard not only one but many calls as

the birds pursued their flight toward the south, and also,

from what appeared the outer edge of the flock, I heard
the calls of two long-billed and long-legged birds, known
in the days of my youth as shypokes. These two were
about 50yds. apart, and as the night was dark and some-
what foggy they were evidently calling each other that

they might not go astray.

I often hear the whistle of plover crossing over the

city at night, and a few weeks ago as I stood watching
the moon from my window I saw a large bird outlined

for an instant against the bright disc, and so vivid was
the picture that the bird's wings seemed fairly to brush
the face of the moon.
How such sights and sounds wake up old memories

and create an intense longing for the dog and gun.

Now, I had no desire to shoot the reed birds, but they
brought to mind the rice beds of Chipoax Creek, and the

fat woodducks that fed upon its marshes. As for the

shypokes, why they came into my life with the first gun
I ever shouldered. And though they are not choice of

flavor or plentiful of flesh, yet with what keen delight

did I creep upon them and pull the trigger of that old

single gun. How I rejoiced over the first one I killed

flying, and how very much powder I wasted before I

succeeded in making another wing shot. But stop—

I

merely started in to tell you of the birds crossing the city,

but the voices that spoke to me from out the night

aroused a host of memories that could not be entirely

Qw Max.
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Minneapolis Chicken Shooters.—The Minneapolis
Journal of Aug. 19 says: The trains that left the city-

last night and to-day carried numerous hunting parties.

The baggage cars were transferred into dog menageries,
and the owners of the canines either kept them company
or lounged in the cars. There is but one real, genuine
hunting season to the sportsman, and that will open to-

morrow in Minnesota, and will allow him to crack away
at ducks and prairie chickens to his heart's content.
South Dakota is a px-etty good chicken country, but they
have a law out there that spoils the fun for Minnesota
hunters. The season opened in South Dakota Aug. 15,

but the law prohibits tailing the game out of the State.

Minnesota hunters like to "prove up" their claim with
the raw material, and so they have waited patiently for

the 20th. There is plenty of game all over the State.

That is the report. Col. Bobleter, the State Treasurer,
never misses his annual chicken hunt. He is going out
to-night, and will be accompanied by M. A. Paulson, of

Minneapolis; Prof. Herman, of St. Paul, and two or three
other gentlemen. Col. Bobleter's old hunting ground is

at Tracy, but last year his friends persuaded him to go
"up north," with the result that he came back almost
empty handed. To-night he will leave for Tracy, and
will carry with him a copy of the Republican State plat-

form for a mascot. Health Officer Kilvington was going,
too, taking a bee line for the west, in company with his

dog Crover, who can mark a chicken's location at fifty

miles' range. But "Doc" was surprised and pained to

find on going home last night that Crover had cut one of

his paws badly and could not go, "He never had a bet-

ter nose than this season," said the doctor sadly, "but it

will be some time befere he can hunt again." Joseph M.
Eegan, president of the Protective Association, and party
have gone to Holly. W. E. Haskell went yesterday. M.
F. Hanley, in company with his brother, J. A. Hanley, of

the Santa Fe road, went out to-day by special car for

Ward Lake, Minnesota. The members of the Lowry
Meadow Gun Club left this afternoon for the Minnesota
bottom, where the club has its 2,000-acre reserve. Among
those who went out were J. C. Joslyn, J. D. C. Knapp,
Will L. Wolford, Will Ankeny, F. C. Lawrence, Charles
Bushnell, Lou Floyd, Harry Legg, James Griffin and
Henry Elliott. The club has some rare sport in store in

shooting teal and mallard ducks, which have bred in

large numbers on their grounds during the year. P. B.

Winston, the big Democratic politician, has gone with a
party to the western part of the State. He packed up his

traps and left the minute he got home from Pennsylva-
nia. Capt. Foster, of the Fire Department, has a leave of

absence to kill all the chickens he can in a week. John
Nicholson and E. D. Brown have gone to Royalston.
Emil Ferrant and George Goosman have gone to Dorner.
A party that left last night for Redwood Falls was com-
posed of Ed Terrill, James Ford, Charles Bryant, Dell
Allen and Peter Thielen. Among others who will leave
to-day are A. T, Rand, W. D. Washburn, Jr., H. C. Han-
son, James B. Hanson, John B. Hanson, Thomas Laurie,
John Denwick and E. E. Webster. The chicken season
continues until Nov. 1. Hundreds of sportsmen leave
the city every year for a few days' outing in the chicken
fields. Times have been very lively for the gun stores, as

the reports of plentiful game have made the nimrods anx-
ious for the field. The hegira will continue for a day or

two yet. Soon the friends of the nimrods at home will

be dining on prairie chicken—if luck is with them.

Rochester Again.—Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 25.—In
the last issue of the Forest and Stream I noticed an
article concerning Rochester. As a resident, and a "gun
crank," I wish it were possible to induce Mr. Hough to

accept an invitation to go duck shooting on one of Mr.
Richmond's "25-cent" trips. If he longs for bass or
pickerel we will take him to Irondequoit Bay—round trip

20 cents. If he were to walk to Windsor Beach, along
the R. W. & O. tracks, he would be extremely liable to

secure a fair bag of woodcock. In the Genesee River,
south of the center of the city, catches of bass are frequent.
Last season I killed three woodcock within the city line,

and in less than three miles of the geographical center of

the city. Pigeons are not any way plentiful. Mr. Hough
does not state as to whether ammunition is included m
his Chicago "five dollar trips," but from this city a
sportsman may have a shooting or fishing trip, be gone
one day, his expenses being less than $1.50, and have a
pretty good time. He can hire a boat for 50 cents a day
and his car fare would amount to probably 25 cents. We
admit that Chicago is a pretty big city, and a lively and
wide awake one at that; but for inexpensive and success-
ful fishing or shooting trips I claim that we are in the
lead.—Genesee.

Upper Magalloway River, Maine.—The several
camping parties up river report a little improvement in

the fishing. Game is abundant, and when the open sea-

son begins great sport is anticipated. Partridges are seen
in "flocks" all through the woods. No less than a dozen
cainpiug parties are on the river, and several are stop-

ping at Flint's Hotel, making short excursions out into

the neighboring couutry. This way of sporting makes it

very easy, and the party can spend the time to good ad-
vantage and have a comfortable bed at night, which a
great many prefer to "roughing it." The river is lower
than it has been before for years. A new dam is in pro-
cess of construction at the head of Aziscohos Falls in
place of the old one, which has outlived its days of

usefulness.

—

Sewes.

Michigan.—Argentine, Aug. 23.—Game in this part of

Michigan is fairly plenty, such aa ruffed grouse a.nd rab-
bits. If we could shoot quail we would have lots of

sport. More quail than for years, but one hard winter
and they are gone. I expect the law on quail will not be
observed very strietly; of course they will be shot on the
sly; but it will not make much difference, for the game
and fish warden law is a detriment to those who would
like to have the game and fish protected. I believe the
wardens in a great majority are no good, only to wink
at violations and let the poacher get all the best of the
sport,—Old Subscriber.

Gloves Protect prom Poison Ivy.—Kankakee, 111.—
Editor Forest and Stream': Recently much has been
said by your contributors in relation to poison ivy, cure,
etc., but nothing that I have observed in relation to a
preventive. For many years it was a rare circum-
stance for me to hunt in timber without becoming pois-

oned by ivy or other poisonous vegetation. I have suf-
fered much from that cause. About twenty years since
I tried the experiment of wearing a pair of light close-
fitting buckskin gloves, gloves with long wrists that
would, extend under the coat sleeves, and so pliable that
I could readily handle my gun. The gloves proved a
success, and since that time I would as soon forget my
;un as the gloves when shooting on a hunt. Never since
adopted that practice have I been poisoned, T am sat-

isfied theface,etc, becomes poisoned through the medium
of the naked hands.—H. L.

The Green Mountain Boys.—Highgate, Vt., Aug. 23.

—The woodcock season is now here in the Green Moun-
tain State fairly open, with a good supply of birds. The
writer and his son were out on the first and made a good
bag. The young chip can handle his gun as well as his
Greek and tied his sire on the score. The next day I

went out with the "old gent." Dear old governor! the
seventy-seven years that you carry dimmed your sight
and feebled your step, but they have not cooled your
ardor for an outing. When the white frosts arrive, if a
hound should bring a fox unto Green's ledges, I am quite
sure that you would be on your old stand, where the stone
wall crosses the northern point of the ridge, and add an-
other brush to your long score. Ruffed grouse are reported
by the berry pickers to be numerous, which we will know
all about after Sept. 1.—Stanstead.

Arkansas Game Notes.—Malvern, N. H.—Our open
season for deer commenced on the first day of August,
and the woods were full of hounds and hunters during
the first few days of the season. I have heard of only
two deer being killed yet in this vicinity, and only a few
started. I think they are very scarce this year. Quail
are very plentiful, and by the time the open season for
them arrives they will be large enough to furnish good
sport.—Lew Willow.

Nettle Antidotes.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your
correspondent, "H. B.," in 21st inst., speaks of the tops
of ferns as being an antidote for the poison of that pest,

nettles. Another infallible remedy for that poison and
of kindred vegetation is urine. A single application
effects an immediate cure. This the writer knows from
observation and experience since boyhood.—H. L.

Washington.—Sunshine, Pacific County, Aug. 14.

—

Four cow elk and three buck elk were killed within two
miles of this town last week. No such thing as law in

this country. Don't know what the term means.—McK,

CONNECTICUT FARMERS AND SPORTSMEN.

THE society, whose long name everybody knows, has
issued a statement: Members and Others: We beg to

call your careful attention and reading of this letter. This
Association needs membership, not only for the money
which will be added to the Association, but which is actually
necessary for the expenses in employing detectives in work-
ing up cases and paying attorneys to fight doubtful cases in
the courts. The Association deserves the vigorous support
and hearty cooperation of every farmer, sportsman and
augler in 'Connecticut. Since our organization in Septem-
ber, 1888, we have successfully prosecuted over fifty fish and
game law violators. Some of the cases were for spearing
black bass, using dynamite for killing fish, netting trout,
shooting chicken partridges, callow woodcock and quail in
close, season, selling game in the close season, etc.

This organization leases no land for any purpose.
Already we hear of woodcock being killed, but our hands

are tied for the want of funds. Our campaign began with
work, progresses with work and must end in work—not
talk or hesitation.
The Association appeals to its members and all those

who pride themselves on obeying the game laws to use
their efforts in our behalf. Earnestly appeal to your friends
to join the Association; if they cannot unite with us let

them make a donation. Remember that we receive no
financial aid whatever from the State,

The officers of the Association work gratuitously, and
they pledge, themselves to a continuance of the diligent
work in enforcing the game and fish laws, it' furnished
money—not sympathy (the latter is all right, but it don't
pay bills.) A constant and untiring fight must be kept up
to prevent the total extermination of our game birds and
fishes. We must be on the alert for any violation of the
game or fish laws. Do not delay in sending your dollar (or
more if possible) now, to-day. It costs about $20 to convict
a game or fish law violator.

The following editorial, from that wideawake paper
Cooley's Weekly (Norwich, Conn.), "hits the nail on the
head," it reads as follows:

"Without prompt, vigorous and adequate protection, the game
aud fish of Connecticut will soon be practically exterminated. It
ia a question of sport within, legitimate bounds, or of no sport at
all; a question of whether the game and fish of the State of Con-
necticut belongs to the people of the State or to half a dozen
prowlers and poachers, pot hunters and law breakers in each
town.
"This is precisely the way in which the matter stands: If the

people of Connecticut want the game and fish of the State pre-
served they can accomplish that and easily enough; if they are
indifferent, or if they love best the prevailing illegal poaching
methods, if they prefer quail and partridges unfeathered, and to
hunt trout with nets and lime, very well, then—that ends the
whole business."

This Association is not the "Hartford Game Club'' or
"Hartford Club" or "Hartford Gun Club," but the "Con-
necticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen for the
Protection of Game and Fish," and our work is not confined
to Hartford or Hartford county. We are ready and willing
to act in any town in the State. Furnish us reliable evidence
in any town and we will prosecute at our own expense, any
party, rich or poor, that violates the game and fish laws of
this State. Every one should see his duty clear to do his
full share in helping our organization.

It has been clearly demonstrated that the game and fish

laws are practically of no earthly use unless the law-abiding
citizens combine and enforce them. The benefits of our
association are one hundred fold over what individuals can
attain. The membership fee is $1 (farmers are admitted
free), but any one can take as many memberships as he
pleases and have a vote for each membership. There is work
for all who love legitimate sport with rod and gun.
We trust for your prompt, welcome and hearty response

to our request, and that an early remittance be sent to Dr.
N. W. Holcombe, Pratt Street House, Hartford, Conn. Let
every member get at least one person to join us; by so doing
much good can be done. We need something more than
saying, "Go for the violators." Give us funds and we will
"go for them." Annual clues for the current year woxild be
very acceptable now. Very truly yours,

A. C. Collins, President.
A digest of the Connecticut fish and game laws has been

prepared and is distributed gratuitously

\m Htfd Jfit/ff fishing.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
TpOR practical aud specific directions to reach several hundred
^ fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 18S9 as follows: April 18, April 25, May 8, May 9, May m,
June 6, June 13, June 20, June 27.

ON CANADIAN RIVERS.
[The following chapter is taken from Mr. E. A. Samuels's new

volume, "With Fly-Rod and Camera."!

[Continued from, Page 93.1

FISHING for the present was useless, even if the pool
had not been disturbed, and throwing ourselves

among brakes and wild grass in the shade of the trees,

we gave ourselves and the pool a short rest.

The black flies and mosquitoes were now putting in
their best work, and we were obliged to anoint our ex-
posed skin with our "fly pi'son," as William termed it.

I have seen various preparations for keeping off the
insect pests of the northern wooods, but of all that I have
tried I have found none more efficacious than a liberal
proportion of pure Stockholm tar dissolved in sweet oil,

one part of tar to two parts of sweet oil, and the flavor
heightened with a little oil of pennyroyal or peppermint.
Vaseline, thoroughly incorporated with this, gives it a
consistency and "wear," and is therefore a valuable addi-
tion. The solution of tar cannot be too strong, but too
much pennyroyal will cause irritation to the skin and
eyes.
Ah! what a paradise would be the northern wilderness

in summer if it wTere not for the voracious insects which
abound in myi'iads and annoy us at every turn. In some
localities they render life almost a burden to man and
beast, and a favored spot it is, indeed, that is free from
them. I have seen the black flies in the valley of the
Magalloway River in Maine, in such numbers that the
farmers could not work in the fields in the heat of the
day unless they had a "smudge"' burning near them all

the time. Repeatedly have I seen cattle come tearing
down the hills as if they were mad, and thrust their
heads into the smoke of the "smudge pot" that was kept
always burning at every door to drive away their tor-

mentors. I have seen the window panes of a school
house in a back setttlement so covered with these insects
that they appeared almost solid black.
Never shall I forget an experience that I had in the

summer of 1860 on the upper waters of the Magalloway.
It was a wild country then, and one would not meet a
hunter or fisherman for weeks at a stretch. Now it is

quite different, and fishermen are numerous, and on an
island in Lake Parmachene there is a comfortable house
for their accommodation kept by the popular guide John
Danforth. On the occasion I refer to, I had with me as
canoeman, a son of dear old Captain Wilson, one of the
whitest men that Cod ever created. We were coming
down the river on our return from a trip to its head
waters, and had just reached "the Meadows," so-called,

when young Wilson was taken ill. He seemed in great
pain, almost as if dying, and was of course quite help-
less. What his sickness was I could not understand, but
I did the best I could for him. I laid him in the bottom
of the boat on some blankets, and gave him a dose of
Jamaica ginger, which I happened to have among my
stores. I felt sure it could not hurt him anyway, and it

did in a short time give him relief, for he soon fell

asleep. But the black flies! Like a dense cloud they
settled upon us, and I was literally streaming with blood.
Wilson I had covered with the blanket, and his face was
protected by his hat, with a handkerchief throw m over
it. But I, while I was tending Mm, was completely at

the mercy of the little pests, and no mercy did they show.
Not a breath was stirring, and the weather was very

warm; the perspiration streamed at every pore, and con-
sequently tar ointment would not adhere to my skin. It

would have been useless, anyway, against such hordes
as pounced upon me.

It took but a short time to convince me that unless I

had a smudge in the canoe the situation would be critical,

for I had heard of cases of terrible poisoning from black
flies, which were followed by insanity and helplessness.

Seizing the frying pan and iron pot, I started a fire in

each, and when it was fairly burning, I covered it with
damp moss, leaves and turf. I placed one in the bow
close to Wilson, and the other at my feet, and began my
long paddle of, I think, over thirty miles clown to

Aziscohos Falls.

The river was low, and once or twice I was obliged to

get out of the boat and haul it over bars and windfalls, at

which times I was at the mercy of my tormentors.
The load was also heavy for a single paddle, and tired

enough I was at nightfall when I landed at an old logging
camp on the river side, and got my patient out of the boat
and into the camp. However, I started up a big smudge,
for although the flies had finished their work for the clay,

the mosquitoes began to show up in clouds.

I then built a fire and got supper. I contented myself
with hard tack, fried bacon and tea. For Wilson I made
a dish of flour porridge; and through the evening I laid

cloths steeped in hot water across his abdomen, changing
them as fast as they cooled off to the temperature of the
body.

This treatment seemed to do him good, and glad and
thankful enough I was to see the poor chap coming
around, for it was a pretty serious matter for me to have
a sick man on my hands alone in the wilderness, particu-

larly as I did not know what ailed him, and what the

best treatment would be.

At length I smudged out the camp and turned in, leav-

ing a big smoke going outside.

On the following morning Wilson was so far recovered
that he could move about without my assistance, aud we
got an early start on the river, he, however, still too

weak to paddle. The flies, however, soon put in an ap-
pearance, and I was obliged to kindle my smudge again.

I sped the boat as rapidly as I could, but it was noon
when I heard the oh, how welcome roar of the falls and
knew that the end of my journey on the river was at

hand.
Wilson, though still feeble, was able to walk the carry

(portage) around the falls with me, although we had to

travel slowly; and it was late in the night when we
reached his home at Wilson's Mills, and I was relieved of

my responsibility and anxiety.
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We were both so badly poisoned by the virus from the

insects that we were in high fever for a day or two, but

good nursing brought us out all right.

My hands were in a terrible state, for in addition to

the soreness from the bites of the flies, they were badly
blistered by the hard bout I had had with the paddle.

Yes, that was an experience with black flies never to

be forgotten. The region about the Magalloway is one of

the favorite haunts of this pestiferous insect, and I do
not remember ever seeing it in any other section in any-
thing like the abundance in which it exists there. In old

times we used to think that the Schoodic Lake country,

particularly about Grand Lake Stream, was bad on ac-

count of these diabolical insects—and I have seen them
so thick on the Miranxichi that the air was black with
them—but I have never anywhere seen anything like the
prodigal plenty in which they are found on the Magallo-

way.
"Pass me the p'ison, please," exclaimed William; after

Frere and I had anointed ourselves, ''the flies are very
cross* to-day."

I handed the tar to him, both of them had been well
punctured, the insects having crawled into their hair and
beards and left their scars freely.

Anointing being over we settled down for comfort.
" 'Tie a pretty pool, entirely," said Hiram, who was

carelessly tying various knots in a piece of string.

"It is that," assented William.
"I wish I had a dollar for every fish that was ever taken

from it."
"You'd need a team to carry them if they were our

American stiver dollars," I added.
"Yes, and a double team at that," said Frere,

"Yes, 'tis a great pool, altogether," answered Hiram,
unconsciously repeating his first statement.
"And one of the best to kill a fish in on the river."f

"True," replied Frere, laughingly, "if you can keep him
away from the rocks."
"Oh, there's no trouble at all," replied W7illiam, depre-

catingly, "you'll never have one run down there again.

This was the first time I ever saw one, and niany's the
fish I've seen killed here."
"No, they never run there like that," said Hiram, "but

you want to mind the head of the pool too, there's an old

drift tree there," pointing to a spot just below the upper
rapids, "and if you get 'hung up there,' good-by Mr,
Salmon."

"Is there really any drift stuff here?" I asked, "if so

now is the time to get it out. I don't want to lose any fish

on it."

"All right," replied the guide. "Come, William, with
the gaff, and we'll clear it out."

The two brothers proceeded to the beach , above the
rapids where the canoe was hauled up, and shoving it out
into the stream and embarking, they moved slowly down
to the place that had been designated.
William held the canoe steadily in place while Hiram

began reaching with the gaff down into the water for the
drift wood.
"By Jove," I exclaimed, "there's more water there than

I dreamed of; see! he has the whole length of the gaff

under water, and his arms up to the elbows."
"Yes," replied Frere, "there is a sharp pitch there, and

quite a deep hole."

In a short time Hiram shouted to William to "push in,"

and the canoe, impelled by the setting pole, soon touched
the beach, Hiram dragging with the gaff what proved to

be a large limb of a tree with the branches and twigs on,

just as it had floated down the stream and sunk months
before.
"That's a dangerous snag out of the way, at all events,"

said Frere. l<What have you found, Hiram?" he ex-
claimed, as the guide, after hauling the limb up on the
beach, proceeded to detach something that was evidently
fastened to it.

" 'Tis a bit of net that got torn on it," answered the
guide, "that snag has done one good job anyway."

"Hallo, here is the rest , of your cast, sir," exclaimed
William, unwinding something that was also entangled
in the twigs.
"What!" ejaculated Frere, "my casting line? Impos-

sible."

"It is, sure enough, and the fly, too, all but the barb of
the hook, that's gone."

It proved to be as they had stated; the salmon, after

parting the casting line, had purposely entangled it after-

ward in the drift stuff and, breaking the hook, had freed
itself of its unwelcome incumbrance.
" 'Twas a crafty lad, altogether," said Hiram, handing

the line to Frere, "how well he knew the way to get rid

of it!"

"Yes," said Frere, "I knew he would not carry it around
long."

"It was a poor length of gut," I exclaimed, as I exam-
ined it. "See, here is at least six inches of it thin and
flat."

"Yes," said Frere, "I see it was weak there, although it

would have made no difference if it had been perfect; it

is almost impossible to obtain good casting lines nowa-
days except at fabulous prices, and even then they are
likely to have weak places."

"That is true," said I, as we resumed our seats among
the brakes, "there is sure to be a weak spot somewhere,
and I have for years tied my own, and I use nothing but
the best round gut of even and uniform thickness."

"I believe I will try it myself," replied Frere, "there is

no great labor required in it, and it is worth something
to have a cast on that one may feel absolute confidence
in."

"Yes," said Hiram, "the best cast is none too good. I
was once out with a man from Montreal. He had a big
lot of new casting lines and they looked all right, but
they went to pieces on every fish. He lost a big lot of
saumon that trip, something like a dozen or fifteen, I am
sure."
"He did so," added William, "he had hard luck, not a

cast in the lot wuth tuppence."
"Do you mind, Doctor, how we lost the saumon last

year in the White Rapids Pool on the Jacquet?" asked
Hiram, addressing me, "Sure he was the wild divil, too."
"Yes, I shall not forget him for a while," I replied,

"such a dance as he led us."
"How was it?" inquired Frere.
"Oh, it was only one of the cases of 'lost fish* that every

*HunEry or savage.
*These dialogues are literally as jotted down by me on various

occasions,- -E. A. S.

one knows all about," I replied. "I was running down
the river with Hiram in the canoe, fishing the pools on
the way down. When we reached the White Rapids
Hiram landed me on the shore above the pool and I
walked down along the river, casting as I went. When
I reached the boil immediately below the rapids I got a
rise, and casting again was fast to a fine fish. He took
down into the pool and from the way he cavorted around
there one would think he had an electric battery in his
tall. Zip! he'd dart up and down the pool like an arrow,
and "cree-e-e' the old reel Bung out izi response to his
movements."
"Yes, the lad was in the air more of the time than in

the water," exclaimed Hiram, "it was jump, jump, jutnp
all over the pool; sure he was a wild divil, altogether."

"Yes," I replied, "he was a lively customer; I never
had a. fish quite so full of energy. At length he ran
down to the foot of the pool and criss-cro3sed over among
some big boulders there and got the line wound around
them. I yelled at the top of my lungs to Hiram to wade
out with the gaff and cast off the line or the fish would
part it."

"Sure I thought he was gone," said the guide. "I saw
the line in the rocks and made sure it was broken,"
"No," I continued, "he was still on when Hiram went

out to him and cast off the line, and whir-r-r! how he
made the water fly as he darted to the head of the pool
again. Up and down did he continue to race, sometimes
in the water, as often in the air, and apparently as fresh
as at the start."

"No doubt a fresh-run fish," remarked Frere.
"Ah! yes, he was a bright one," said Hiram.
"At length ho gave a big leap and then ran to the boil

again, where he settled to the bottom, and stir him I

could not. For at least fifteen minutes I tried every
means that I knew of for starting a sulking salmon, but
he would not budge, Finally I got impati ent and told

Hiram to take the canoe and stir him up with the setting

pole.
" 'Are you sure he's still on?' Hiram called out.
" 'On! of course he is,' I replied, 'see the lino vibrate as

the rascal shakes his head!'
" 'Yes, he's trying to shake out the hook,' answered the

guide, and he immediately started for the canoe.
"I had a steady strain on the fish all the time for all

the rod was worth, and I kept it up while Hiram was
bringing down the canoe. Now and again I felt a spite-

ful jerk, as if the fish were shaking the line back and
forth. Anon would come a strong steady tug as if he
were about to start out again on his wild racings, and
then the dead hard resistance would follow.

"Hiram soon had the canoe in the pool, and going up
to the head poked down with the setting pole where the
salmon was lying, but the fish did not stir. Finally the
guide took hold of the line and began lifting it carefully
with one hand

,
underrunning it with the gaff.

" 'Sure, the fish is gone!' at last he shouted.
" 'No!' T exclaimed, 'impossible!'
" 'He is gone, altogether,' replied Hiram, 'and you are

fast to a tree at the bottom of the pool.'

"As he said this he put the gaff down into the Avater,

and hooking it into a branch of sunken drift wood like

that just taken out of this pool, he came ashore at my
side."
"Ha, ha," exclaimed Frere, "that's a pretty good joke;

the idea of playing a piece of drift stuff so long is rich."

"Yes, it was pretty rough on me, I admit," said I, "but
I'll be blessed if any one could have known it was not a
salmon. The scamp no doubt freed himself as soon as he
struck the drift stuff, and the line, fastened to the sway-
ing limb, vibrated and pulled according to the strength
of the water moving it back and forth. It felt all the
time like a large strong fish."

"Tricky divils are salmon," sententiously observed
William. "I never feel sure of one until he is high and
dry on the shore."
"Yes, the salmon is a good fighter," said Frere, "and

the uncertainty of bringing him to grass constitutes nine-
tenths of the fascination there is in fishing for him."
"One cannot risk a single chance on him," I replied,

"and it is often a little thing that brings the fisherman to

grief even with the best of care."

BOSTON SPORTSMEN.
GRAND ARMY DAY in Boston last week was some-

thing of a holiday to the tired merchant who did
not happen to care for the parade. Business was almost
entirely suspended, and some of those who wish they
were boys again did their best to be so for one day at least.

Mr. Crane, of the leather house of Shedd & Crane, with
Dr. Pratt, a well-known lover of the rod and reel, early

on that day betook themselves to the Old Colony Rail-

road. They went down the line to Quinticus Lake, in

North Rochester, Plymouth Co. By the way, it might be
mentioned that this is the very same pond that ex-Presi-

dent Cleveland fished on his last trip to Marion, the little

Buzzard's Bay town, so much beloved by Mrs. Cleveland.

Our Boston boys had the same guide and boatman en-

gaged that took Mr. Cleveland out, Mr. Levi Roundsville,

and a very efficient and enthusiastic boatman he proved.

They took a large number of pickerel with rod and reel at

which the guide was very much delighted. They also

succeeded in getting several bass, Che playing of which
gave the boatmen a great deal of pleasure. "Ooh! see

him go it!" was a favorite expression when the fish took
out the reel in good style. On one occasion they were
all particularly delighted at the sport the fish gave them,
and they set him at a 31b. bass at the very least. But lo!

when he was brought to the net it proved to be a good-
sized hornpout. The guide was pleased. He knew where
the hornpout were plenty, and he proposed that they go
for them. So they left pickerel and bass fishing for a
season, and Mr. Crane says he had no idea how well the

ordinary hornpout will play the reel. Stubborn as a
mule, he refuses to allow his head to come above water
till he is thoroughly tired out, and then a few draughts
of fresh air do notseem to take the "gimp" all out of him,
as in the case of the trout. It rather works like a stimu-

lant—a little oxygen does—it makes the pout pull the

harder, and the second time his head is brought out of

the water it must be done with sheer force of the rod.

Mr. W. H. Coggin, salesman and coffee expert, with

the well known house of Dwinell, Hayward&Co., has
just returned from his vacation at Hampden, Me., the

former home of his wife, who was with him. Heron
Pond, a few miles from Bangor, on the Maine Central, is

the pond tha,t Mr. Coggin intends to fish every opportun-
ity. This time the party was made up of Mr. Coggin,
Henry L. Mayo, the Republican candidate for the State
Senate from his town; Dr. W. H. Nason, a flourishing
young physician from the same town; Chas. Wales, the
leading grocer of the village, with W. H. Doane, Mrs.
Coggin's brother. They went up to the pond the night
before the great day of their best success. They secured
plenty of live bait—"shiners" is the local name—from
the mouth of a stream that flows into the pond. Early
the next morning the sport begun. They took several
good-sized black bass, all of which they rejected when it

came to the question of cooking. A number of pickerel
also fell to their creel. But their best sport came from
taking white perch, considered the king of fish in that
pond, so far as real value is concerned. They had very
remarkable success in still-fishing for white perch with
live bait. They caught over forty fish of good size, perch
and pickerel, and nearly every family in the neighbor-
hood had fried fish for breakfast the following morning.

It is pleasiug to learn that a candidate for the State
Senate in Maine—sure to be elected, for the town is in-

tensely Republican—is a sportsman and a progressive
young man. Next winter the question of fish and game
protection is again to come up in that State, and there is

little doubt at least one Senator can be looked to for such
wholesome change in the game laws as they require.

D. C. Ford, of Bridgewater, reports rather a peculiar
discovery at Biddeford Pool, in Maine. An embank-
ment has washed away just above the railroad, and there
has come out of the bank an old dugout, or log canoe,
that really should be in the possession of some society of
history. The dugout is 38ft. long and very wide and
deep, though somewhat gone to decay. The boys have
run around on the rim or gunwale, and their feet have
worn into the decayed wood till down to where it is l^in.
in thickness. How long this relic of savage skill has lain
there no man can tell, nor to what tribe she belonged.
Mr. Patrick Kelley, the patron in church building of

the late Father O'Brien, of Cambridge, Mass., is to start
for Richardson Lake is a few days. He will stop at the
Upper Dam . Mr. Kelley is a great lover of the rod and
reel. He visited the Upper Dam with Father O'Brien
for several seasons, and though one of the gentlemen
was a Catholic priest and the other a devoted friend and
follower, yet no two men ever went to that region who
enjoyed it better. Even the priest came off in trout fish-

ing. It was once a remark of Father O'Brien that when
he came to die he desired no other resting place than at
the lakes. But when he departed this life, a year or two
ago, his wishes, if they were really wishes in sober earn-
est, were not carried out. The loss of his friend rather
staggered Mr. Kelley in his love for the lake and the
swift waters of the Upper Dam, but he is to try it again
this fall. By the way, Mr. Kelley is very desirous that
we have a rod and reel association in Boston, and why
can not his wishes be carried out?
The cool September is close at hand and with it the

late fly-fishing. The reports are favorable. I hear that
it was very cold at the Maine Lakes on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday nights, and that the trout have already
begun to rise, But there is no need of taking the jack-
light, for the open season on deer does not begin in that
State till Oct 1. A friend of mine was riding into Boston
the other morning just behind the car seat where sat two
other gentlemen, both Boston merchants. One was tell-

ing the other about the elegant jack-light he had just

had built. He was going to start for Seven Ponds, in

Maine, early enough to be on the spot on the first night
of September, in order to try his jack-light on the deer.

The open season began on that date he evidently
thought. My friend, also a sportsman, who goes to

Maine every year, politely told him that he did not like

to dispute a stranger, but that he felt that it was nothing
more than right to inform him that the open season on
moose, deer and caribou in Maine did not commence
till Oct. 1. The gentleman seemed surprised and re-

marked that my friend must be mistaken, for his guide
had written him that he could "jack as much as he
choose" after Sept. 1, and the gentleman felt very sure
that the law was so amended at the last session of the
Legislature of that State that Sept. 1 was the opening
day. He was informed that he was absolutely mistaken
and that attempt to change the open season on that class

of game to Sept. 1 was killed at the very last hours of

the session, two years ago this winter. Special.

California Fishes.—Dr. Carl H. Eigenmann writes us
from San Francisco that with the exception of the floun-

der and sole fisheries San Diego is far ahead of San Fran-
cisco. The various species of rock cod (Sebastichthys)

are more abundant at San Diego and their average size is

much larger than further north. Dr. Eigenmann noticed
in San Diego that those species of fishes which rarely

come into the markets are usually much above the av-
erage in size, a condition probably explained by the fact

that these are stragglers from the north and probably only
fish of unusual size stray from their accustomed haunts.

If so, these rock cod will undoubtedly plant southern
colonies, since many of them were gravid. Up to July
5 very few barracuda had come into San Francisco mar-
kets, the Monterey catch being merely nominal. The
southern California catch seemed to be as large as usual.

The young or medium sized quinnat salmon were running
in the Sacramento in small numbers in June and early

July. In the exploration of lakes Tahoe and Donner, re-

cently undertaken by Dr. Eigenmann, two new species

of minnows were found and one new form of miller's

thumb (Uranidea beldingi). The last is abundant in

Lake Donner and destroys immense numbers of young
trout, especially those domesticated in the hatchery. One
of the trout in the region may prove to be a distinct spe-

cies, as the eggs and newly hatched young are very differ-

ent from those of the common species (Lenshaim). The
fish of Lake Donner were found to be essentially the same
as in Lake Tahoe.

Maine Salmon.—Caribou, Aug. 21.—There have been
several salmon taken with the fly here this summer, one
weighing 171bs. The persons using spears have been
most successful, however, and have secured nearly all

there are. Fish Commissioners Stilwell and Stanley are

here for the purpose of having a fishway placed over the

Aroostook River dam, as the Aroostook River salmon
would take a fly as readily as the Penobscot salmon with
a fishway. Caribou would certainly have a superior

salmon pool which would attract many people to this

section.
.
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THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.

THEEE is no sporting locality in the Western country
which has a wider reputation than the St. Clair

Flats, and the sporting clubs of that locality have long
been the name of everything denoting thoroughness,
wealth and luxury in sportsmen's organizations, It is
not every one, however, who has had the privilege of
visiting this land of ducks and small-mouthed bass, and
not every one knows definitely much about the forms of
the sport there or of the great clubs which have made
that their abiding place. The story of the St. Clair Flats
may therefore be of interest. It is believed that the
effort of Forest and Stream to secure complete infor-
mation for such a story is the first noticeable attempt of
the kind made by any sportsmen's paper. Before pro-
ceeding to the actual clubs of the Flats, it will be well
just to say a word or so about a couple of clubs which
belong on the same chain of waters, but which lie below
Detroit instead of above it.

THE POINT STOUILLE OLTJB.

This is a very exclusive and wealthy organization,
whose membership, confined to only about a dozen, cov-
ers several States in residence. Shares of stock in this
club are not obtainable. If one were sold bv a holder it
might bring $3,500 to $5,000. The shooting at this club
is perhaps the finest and pleasantest of which any know-
ledge can be obtained in this country, and it is peculiar
in its way.
Point Mouille Club lies about 30 miles below Detroit,

on the American side of the Lake Erie shore. Here na-
ture has formed a narrow beach, and back of this beach,
on which the club buildings stand, lies the marsh, which
is one of the finest wild rice beds in the land. The ducks
work back and forward across the beach, between the
marsh and the lake, and the pintail decoys are sometimes
put out on the edge of the beach, it being one of the
tricks of the club for a member to see how many ducks
he can drop on the woodpile. The club has about three
miles of marsh,the latter beingmuch cut up by deep creeks.
This peculiarity makes the sport of "jumping" mallards
out of the rice a very popular and easy one. It is not an
unusual thing for the dogs to point mallards in the thick
rice that runs up close to the beach. Geese and swans
frequent the marsh also. A boy lately caught two geese
in steel traps, and two swans were killed with a .22 rifle.

As to the size of the bags made, nobody knows just how
many ducks could be killed by a boat "in a day on Point
Mouille marsh, but bags of over 100 are not thought re-
markable at all.

The boat used by this club is a type of itself, and is
known as the "Point Mouille boat." This is a sharp
double-ender, a three-piece boat decked over about 3ft. at
each end. It is made sometimes in iron. Its draft is
about as light as that of any duck boat made, and it is
intended solely for punting.
The buildings of the club comprise a dining hall, a

"Rowdy Hall" and a number of cottages, besides boat
houses, etc. The keeper, Bill Jardine, himself a very
good marsh shooter, is raid $600 a year. Board is $3 per
day, and the pusher's fee is $1 per day.
Mr. Wm, C. Colburn is president of the Point Mouille

Club. Mr. H. H. Warner, better known as "Kidney-Cure
Warner," is one of the members, among whom are also
Messrs. Harvey Brown, Sheffield and Barber, of Detroit.
Mr. Fay, one of the members, lives so far east as Boston,
and Mr. E. E. Flint, another member, lives in Chicago.
Mr. Flint is a member of many clubs, and he goes where
he likes for his shooting; but he always says that no duck
shooting in the whole country surpasses that of Point
Mouille.

THE ISLAND SHOOTING AND FISHING CLUB.
Forest and Stream was cordially invited to visit the

quarters of this thriving young club, now only one
year old, but the possessor of franchises very enviable
indeed, since the grounds of the club lie only seven miles
below the foot of Woodward avenue. The journeydown
was made one morning in the latter part of last May, in
the tight and speedy little steam yacht Ida M., owned by
Mr. Chas. H. Preston, the president of the club, the latter
himself presiding at the wheel. There were on board
that morning also Messrs. John Parker, Wm. Hunter, A.
F. Roehm and Edward King, members of the club; Mr.
Stenton, of the Peoria Gun Club; Mr. H. A. Penrose and
a friend from Corry, Pa. ; Mr. A. G. Courtney, of the Le-
fever Arms Co., and Mr. Rolla O, Heikes, of Dayton, O.
The first stop was made at the head of Fighting Island,

a mile or two above the club grounds. Here is a beauti-
ful point of land, occupied by a cottage, a spread of fine
turf and a rare old orchard. Mr. Preston, in association
with Messrs. E. H. and W. H. Gilman and Howard
Barnes, all of Detroit, has secured a fifteen years' lease
of this upper part of the island and will put up a fine
summer resort provided with attractions to the public.
A more inviting spot in the summer could hardly be
found. There is marsh near at hand here, on which good
bags are often made.
We now ran quickly down to the club house, passing in

sight of some fine points of marsh, where we were told
that heavy shooting is often had. The club house is
merely an old farmhouse, one story, rather picturesquely
located on the bank of one of the river channels. The
marsh lies back of this, covering some 1,500 acres or
more. The total territory of the club covers about
HX5 miles. The marsh, which is nicely traversed by
creeks and broken by good pond holes, is plainly visible
from the observing tower. There were some birds work-
ing on it as we looked. The ducks breed there to some
extent, chiefly mallards, woodducks and teal. The pres-
ent Island Club is the successor in leasehold of another
club, which forfeited its lease, and as was stated is only
a year old. Records of the marsh are therefore not yet
abundant; but four guns bagged 89 ducks in a half day,
and it is said that in one day two guns have killed 193
here. There is a heavv flight up and down the Detroit
River between Lake Erie and the Flats, and these side
marshes catch more or less of it. There were five bevies
of quail on the preserve last year, and it is thought that
these birds can be kept, as they are sharp enough to take
to the marsh when pressed too hard.
The dues at the Island Club are $30 and a monthly as-

sessment which brings the total up to about $50. The
steward, Mr. Roehm, familiarly known as "Pa," does the
providing for the club and levies such assessments as are
necessary therefor. The keeper, Keyser, has as perquis-

ites all the fur and fish he can take in and around the
marsh, and his wife is paid $10 per month. The mem-
bership of the Island Club is as follows: Chas. H. Pres-
ton, Pres.; Chas. Smith, Vice-Pres.; William Hunter,
Sec'y; Wm. H. Gilman, Treas.; also Messrs. John Parker,
A F. Roehm, Edward King and Howard Barnes. Mr.
Henry Bromly and Wm. Milner are members formerly in
the old club also.
There is no bass fishing of consequence about the island

itself, but there is good fishing for lake fishes. The party
of our visit fell to catching perch and rock bass, and out
of this grew a rivalry, which terminated that in a wager
Messrs. Parker and Penrose could catch more fish
than Rolla Heikes and the writer. The latter team was
fortunate enough to strike a "hole" of rock bass and
using two hooks to the line was snaking out the fish in
great style until discovered by their rivals, whose faces
fell when they learned how the count stood. An idea,
however, seized them and hoisting sail they at once sped
away to a point where John Parker, himself the game
warden for Wayne county, knew there were some nets
set, on the Canadian side. By dint of stealthy raising
three or four of these they secured a fair miscellaneous
lot of fish, including dogfish and sunfish, and this they
endeavored to count in upon the returns. Objection to
this was promptly filed on the ground that many of the
fish did not show shot marks, and the challenge, after
much argument and final admissions on the part of the
guilty parties, was duly sustained by the referee, Mr.
Andrew Gackson Courtney, the same a fisher of great
accomplishments as proved that day. Thus felony was
detected and punished and became a byword among the
people. Mr. Parker and Mr. Penrose may be good fishers
with nets, but when it comes to fishing with hook and
line they are not in the competition at all.

We passed a very delightful day here on the island, and
could well see how all there might be delightful. The
voyage home, between the beautiful green shores of the
beautifully blue Detroit River, was pleasant also. The
Canada side of the river is especially charming, occupied
as it is by drives, lawns and residences. Near the Fort
we stopped, and here the writer made an acquisition, in
the shape of a handbill announcing a shooting match,
which is too good to withhold from shooting men in
general. The inventor of this bill is a Frenchman, and
his English is worthy of Mr. Robinson's Antoine Bissette.
The announcement was as follows:
"Shooting match at Thomas Gignac's Hotel Petite

Cote Friday May 30 th., 75 pigons blue rock glas balls as
many, a,3 wanted. To begand at 1 P. M. Come one come
all Thomes Gigans Prip."
Soon after the island trip, preparations were made to

go up among the club houses of the St. Clair Flats proper,
about a week being devoted to that work. At the time
it was announced tha.t Mr. John Parker, warden for
Wayne county, with Mr. Frank Wherry, acting as as-
sistant State warden, were going up to look after some
violations of the fish laws, complained of by some of the
larger clubs. The writer, being invited to join them in
this trip, did so with pleasure, since it afforded the best
possible method of learning thoroughly the peculiarities
of the country. We set sail of a Wednesday morning in
the cabin boat owned by Mr. Gilmau, which is much
used by the Detroit boys on their shooting trips. This
boat is called "No. 11," and she is a study in naval archi-
tecture. She is a flat-bottomed centerboard craft, with
two masts, about twice as broad as she is long. The
cabin, however, is very large and roomy and provided
with every convenience for cooking, eating and sleeping.
There is a good cook stove, a handv folding table along
the centerboard well, plenty of lockers under deck, and
a. place where a false bottom is laid for the beds at night.
Under the deck forward is a vast cavity, where are
stowed the bedding, guns, valises, etc. The boat bore
evidences of having been occupied by shooters who knew
how to live and yet kept things neat and shipshape. A
better abode for three men bound on such errands as ours
could not be devised.
The Detroit River is a very swift stream, and as we met

a hard head wind the first day, we were able to get up
only as far as Belle Isle Park by evening of the first day.
Numbers of the craft out on the river were tacking up
stream, but No. 11 wasn't built that way, and we couldn't
^et up the hill, no matter which end of the boat we sailed
arst. A steamer just pulling out for Walkerville offered
us a tow up, and we cast them a line, and went flying.
In this way we came upon the point of sustaining what
would have been at best a very serious accident, and
learned that the simple operation of being towed, even in
so large and steady a craft as ours, may in reality be a
very dangerous one. Our boat when under tow ran very
high forward, and we shipped a great amount of water
astern, through the rudder hole. Wherry and myself,
acting under the orders of Parker, who was in command
of the vessel, went forward by the foremast to try to keep
her nose down all we could. We were going a good gait,
when Parker also came forward. His weight was enough
to overcome the balance of the loose water ballast
we were carrying. This rushed forward under
decks, and the No. 11 began to go down by
the head about as fast as any vessel ever did.
The water surged up over the bows, wet us to the knees
as we stood on deck, and even swashed across the top of
the cabin. Parker called out for us to jump astern, and
at the same instant the engineer of the steamer saw our
plight and at once reversed his engines. Otherwise we
should certainly have gone to the bottom; as it was, the
tons of water that went over us were mostly turned from
the cockpit by the build of the deck, and we slowly came
up again, not much the worse for it except in the wetting
of our cargo, and for a scare which never reached its
height till two or three days later, when we got to figur-
ing about it.

We were now fain to cast anchor off Belle Isle, but the
park policemen, not liking the looks of our piratical craft,
ordered us away. Laboriously we worked across the
river, pulled through the bridge, and after finishing the
pumping out of our vessel, closed the first day of our voy-
age toward the Flats within the city limits of Detroit,
with a good supper on board and a damp bed after that;
for our bedding had been well soaked during our towing
escapade. - E. Hough.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has desertptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeffiugWelTs book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will he mailed iVae on request. The book is pro-
aounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," ^Dick Swiveller " "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

SHENANDOAH BASS GIGGING.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Aug. 20.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I have just returned from Stra-burg,
Shenandoah county, Va. Clever people up there—hut
clever to everything except fish. The aborigines of that
section, for some reason known only to themselves and
divine Providence, have a deadly enmity to that great
fish, the black bass. The Fish Commission are rather
disgusted with the slaughter of the bass that they have
been trying to cultivate in the Shenandoah River and
branohes, and have concluded that if the slaughter is
permitted by the State they will allow the river fr> go
without the noble fish, and let the pot-hunters dirty their
own nests and then seek other fields for murderous fame.
They hunt fish up there with a long gig, as it is called, a
pole from 12 to 15ft. in length, with 6 or 8 sharp prongs
on end. They hunt at night and more especially in win-
ter season, when the fish "are more or less torpid.
These pot-hunters take their boats by night and fasten

on a basket of pine knots at the stern or middle of the
craft, and as they shove about the stream they see the
unsuspecting fish, which are gigged without mercy as
they lie at rest.

Now every sportsman must admit that this is all
wrong and that this game fish should be protected as
much as any other game. It is said that laws for the
protection of fish would have been pissed but for the
opposition of the counties of Clark. Warren and Rock-
ingham. Understand that these counties have agreed
that whatever is found in the fields or the woods or the
rivers is indictable for food. The natural inference is
that if any poor little human being, whether in the form
of a hunter or otherwise, cnuld or should be caught in
the fields or rivers or woods of any of these three counties
he could be legitimately cannibalized.

It certainly will seem strange t > the sportsmen of the
country to realize the fact that Virginia gentlemen and
sportsmen will countenance and permit this murderous
slaughter of one of the gamiest fish that swims our
waters, and that for the paltry gain of pot-hunters.
Well, they still have one satisfaction, and that is that

the waters will soon be depleted and that no sportsman
will spend a dollar where this murder is carried on.

It is the old fable of killing the goose that laid the
golden egg, No more eggs, no more fish. Alio.

Voracity op the Wall-Eyed Pike.—One of the
statements made in these columns by "Stehman," June
26, concerning a singular capture of a Susquehanna "sal-
mon," otherwise known by the name of wall-eyed pike,
pike-perch, etc., etc., was evidently looked upon by some
of our contemporaries as a pleasing fahle instead of a
sober fact. Dr DeKiy, in his "Natural History of New
York," Part IV., published in 1842, has the following to
say about the species: "This is the common pike, pick-
erel, pickering, glass-eye and yellow pike of the Great
Lakes, and of most of the streams and inland lakes in the
western part of the State. . . . The pike-perch is ex-
ceedingly voracious, and is highly prized as food. It is
caught readily with the hook, and appears to prefer as
bait the common fresh-water crayfish (Astacus bartoni).
The best time for fishing is in the dusk of the evening
with a great length of line out, and keeping it gently in
motion. The foot of rapids, or beneath mill dams, ap-
pears to be its favorite haunts. Tn the heat of summer
it seeks the deepest parts of lakes, or in streams in the
coolest parts concealed under weeds or grass. , . In
Chautauqua Lake I was informed of one which was SOin.
long. It had swallowed a duck, which had thrust its
head through the gill openings of the fish, and having
thus destroyed it, both were found dead on the shore."

Spanish Mackerel.—On Monday, Aug. 18, upward of
9,000 Spanish mackerel, some of them weighing over
81 bs., were caught at Virginia Beach, Virginia. A por-
tion of these were sont to markets in Washington, D. C,
and sold for 20 cents per pound. These are frequently
called bay mackerel by the fishermen. We have not
heard whether the anglers have paid any attention to the
Spanish mackerel in Virginia; but if not they have missed
one of the finest game fishes of the coast. It can readily
be taken by trolling in the way pursued for bluefish, and
will handsomely repay, by its game qualities and excel-
lent flavor, any efforts bestowed upon its capture. Be-
sides, it is one of the most beautiful fishes of the East
Coast, and commands a high price in New York and
other Northern cities.

Mtjscalong-e in Indian River,—Lockport, N. Y., Aug.
20.—Mr. G. Pitt Evans, of Theresa, Jefferson county, N.
Y., writes: "Dan Tyler went down after 6 o'clock one
evening and caught one back of the island; it weighed
391bs. 12oz. Not many muscalonge have been taken yet
this season, but many pickerel and some very fine black
bass." Although Indian River is a small stream com-
pared with the St. Lawrence, 11 miles distant, I will ven-
ture to say that there are more muscalonge taken from
it in the same number of miles in length. I was at
Theresa in August, 1885, when the water was too high
for good fishing, but in September there were a number
caught, weighing from 30 to 371bs. each.—J. L. Davison.

Mr. Henry Geck, representing Yawman & Erbe, of
Rochester, is now in the city for a stay of a month or
more, introducing some of the firm's specialties. One of
the special articles manufactured by this well-known
concern, is the equally well-known automatic reel.
Various improvements have been made in its construc-
tion, until now it is as near complete as human skill can
make it. Mr. Geck reports an exceedingly good trade
during the present season, the firm being away behind
their orders. An additional stock will be made ready for
next year so that all orders can be filled as received.

Pasque Island and Newport.—Mr. E. Vom Hofe, of
95 Fulton street, has reports that the striped bass fishing
at Pasque Island has been very good. Mr. John E. Stet-
linius landed one weighing 46lbs. The heaviest so far
taken was one of 491b?., and the average of some fifty
fish being 161bs. and over. Mr. John G. Hecksher, Jr.,
at Newport, R. L, took two bass, one weighing 501bs. and
the other 571bs. They are now mounted and on exhibi-
tion at Mr. Vom Hofe's store.
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Magalloway River Region, Maine.—Sportsmen are
coming into the woods at the present writing quite
numerously, via Colehrook, although the travt-l seems to
be ab »ut equally divided hetween that point and Bethel
and L ikeside, and Lake Umbagog. By the tormet route,
a very peasant and interesting drive is taken through the
famous D xville Notch, and by the latter, a cool and
enjoyable steamboat sail the entire length of Urnbagog
Lake and uptbe Magalloway River is a charming feature,
and highly enjoyed after the stage ride from Bethel to
Lakeside (foot of the lake). Teams from this place will
meet parties either at Colebrook by appointment, or at. the
steamer every day, after which a"good night's rpst pre-
pares one for a rougher experience in the camp. Deer are
still plenty, and seen every day in going up and down the
"Upper" River. Fishing is a little dull up river just now,
being "between seasons." Good sport is looked for next
month. Partridges are "thick."—Sewes.

Deserved Praise was given by the Pittsburg (Pa.)
Dispatch when it said the oilier day, "Fish Warden John
W. Hague is just the sort of officer" the State needs. If
all the servants of this Commonwealth did their duty as
intelligently and as faithfully as Mr. Hague does his, not
nearly so many laws would be dead as there are to-day.
The fishes and the fishermen have heen greatly benefited
by the enforcement of the act of 1889. Mr. Hague after
making it very hot indeed for the law-breakers on the
Allegheny, gave his attention to the Monongahela. He
made the inspection in a canoe, and his report of the
fishing on that river is encouraging. The fishermen are
respecting the law. There is a general demand for an
open season of two months for outlines. The fishing
clubs camping out in the summer want to be relieved of
the terrible anxiety of watching poles. The sufferers
should be relieved."

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Bods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene,
Price $1.50. ' American Angler's Book. By Tliacl. Norris.
Price $5.50,

igfistfCuUttrq.

RETURN OF SCHOODIC SALMON.
IN the report of the TJ. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fish-

eries for 1886, page 751, we find tue following account by
Mr. G. G. Atkius of the marking of Schoodic salmon at
Grand Lake Stream, Maine, for the purpose of recognizing
them in the event of their recapture in the same waters: "In
1885, at the close of the work of spawn-taking, the greater
number of the salmon in hand were marked by cutting out
a V-shaped piece from the outer margin of "the anal fin.
This year all the salmon that were handled were closely
scrutinized for these marks, and fifty-six of them (five males
and fifty-one females) were found to bear what appeared to
he the murk sought for. In each of these cases there was a
distinct, well defined triangular transparent spot in the
requisite position. It appeared as though the rays and in-
teguments had been reproduced, so as to completely fill the
outline of the fin, but that the new growth had as yet as-
sumed no color. So distinct were these marks that both
Mr. Buck and Mr. Munson (managing the station) were
fully convinced that they were the marks of 1885. Such a
result was unexpected, and great interest will attach to a
repetition of the experiment. These fifty-six marked fish
average in weight 3.41bs , and in length 20.5in., in both
points less than the general average of 1885. Fnr a more
exact experiment Mr. Buck has devised a system of marks
consisting of holes to be punched through the fins, by which
numerals can be indicated and individual fishes identified
on their return, and these marks were applied to a large
part of the fishes handled in 1886."
The object of this marking was the identification of the

fish in the event of their recapture and a comparison of their
condition with the previous record concerning them. Two
hundred salmon were treated in the way above described.
As the season of 1886 advanced, fifty-six fish, which had been
marked in 1S85, were taken, and it was seen that the notch
was filled up with tissue thinner than the rest of the fin and
lighter in color. The mark was visible but indistinct.
Where the rays had been cut off their position was outlined
in the new tissue, but there was little or no hone or cartilage
present. The salmon had not been numbered, and no com-
parison of their condition with that of 1885 could be made.
Many of them, however, were fine gravid females, and the
fact was established that these salmon visit the same spawn-
ing bed in successive years ft was expected that the holes
punched in 1886 would not close entirely, or that a scar
would be left by means of which the marked fish could be
identified. In 1887, however, only one marked fish was seen,
and it had the V shaped notch similar to the distinguishing
mark of 1885. If any other were taken which had been
handled in 1885 or 1886 the marks were too nearly obliterated
to attract observation
From the foregoing it will be observed that more than 25

per cent, of the Schoodic salmon under observation at the
Grand Lake Stream station in 1885 returned to the stream
and were identified in 1886 This would seem to indicate
that the salmon belonging to the Grand Lake Stream school
maintained their organization intact and did not wander
far from the estuary of their native river. It is probable
that the mystery of the. winter habitat of our Maine salmon
will some d^y be solved within the limits of the Gulf of
Maine. Up to the present time no effort has been made to
investigate the marine life of the Atlantic salmon in A meri-
can seas. If we were to adopt the methods pursued in the
winter salmon fishery of the Baltic doubtless the results of
such studies would materially increase our knowledge of
the subject.

The Yellowstone Park and Dining Oar Route—The
Northern Pd,oirio Railroad, scratching from the Great Lakes to
tbe Pacific coast, with its elegant vestHuled service of dining
cars and Pullman shepers, uot only afforde business men, tourisis
and others a route of travel equal in ever * respect to any in the
country, but renders aace°sibl^ to sportsmen the only region in
which can be found to-day the large game which was once so
plentiful m all the West. In addition to the large game, the
sportsman will find in the country along the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small game as is unkuown in
the East. This line, penetrating the Lake Park region of Minn-
esota, and tunning through the valleys of such trout streams as the

sportsmen's route of America. The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
of North America," together with other interesting publication,
descriptive of the Yellowstone Park and Alaska tonrs, will he
m<nlea free on application to Ohas. S. Fee, G. P. & T. A.. N. P
P. R., St. Paul, mnm-Adv;
.Names and Portraits or Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without questf-ion all th* American gamp birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 280 pages, price $3,50, For sale by Fobbbt
AMU STRBAM.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 5.—First Annual Dog Show of the YoungstoWn Kennel
Clnh, at Youngstown, O. S. D. L. Jackson, Sec'y.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Dog Show of the Wilin'ngton Fair Association, atWilmington, De]. p. jr. Carswell, Sunt.; 101 West Sixth street
Sent, a to 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Aasocia

lion, at Kingston, Out. C. H. C'orhett, Secretary.
Sept. 2W o.—Third Annual Dni? Show of the Michigan Kennel

Club, at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, Secretary,
S>pt._ 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the

Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone.
Secretary, '

T^- 23 f0 38-—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada
H-xhibihon Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, ChairmanCom mi tee.
Sept. S3 to :>8 -Third Dog Show of the London Kennel Club, at

Loudon. Ont. S. F- Ulass, Secretarv.
Oct, 6 to 11.—Ninth /Ynnual Dbg Show of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Soeietv, at Dnnhurv Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Secretary;
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y
3'fl North Market street. "

'

1891.

Jan. 20 to 2^.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Sto It Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retarv, Box 11158.

Fpd. 24 to 27.- Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Doe Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9 —Field Trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club. Thos.

Johnson, Winnipeg* Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. II. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind„ Sec'y.
Nov. 3 —Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chat ham, Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, On!., Secretarv.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of trie Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at -Bakersfleld, Gal. H. H. Britres, Secretarv.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of tbe American Coursing

Club, a t Great Bend, K m. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

"ASH MONT

"

TO be widely known a.mong the citizens of the "canine
world" is a, distinction which many have attained and

still more will accomplish, but in such a community, rid-
dled as it is by petty jealousies, to have every member of
all the "schools," together with the vast army of independ-
ent*, uniting with one accord in granting to any single in-
dividual their tribute of praise is a distinction attained by
but very few. In this singularly unique position stands the
friend of the doe;, and every honest man's friend, Dr. J,
Frank Perry, of Boston, Mass. To thousands of dog owners
both here and abroad bis ?iom de plume of "Ashmont" is
better known than his name, and who is it that does not as
soon as he sees "by Ashmont" at the head of an article
leave all else unread until that is carefully perused and its
salient features memorized.
"Ashmont," however, is but the safety valve whereby, by

doing more work, he recuperates from the nagging duties of
daily and .doubtless at times irksome routine; for as he
would doubtless say, with that merry twinkle of the eyes
and pucker of the lips his friends know so well, "A doctor
is never done working till he has followed his patients."
The medical side of Dr. Perry's life is, of course, but little

known to the dog world, but in that direction he is a widely
read writer. In that field he carries out the same ideas so
well demonstrated in his recognized standard work on the
diseases of dogs—plain talks to plain people. When once

Dr. Perry first came prominently before the American dog
owners when at New York show in 1884, he purchased the
mastiff dog Hero II. at his catdoeue price of $500. At that
time he had got together a small kennel of what maybe
called native mastiff bitches and wanted a dog of national
reputation to place at the head of the stud. Gradually the
natives were replaced by direct importations, and with a
view of not permitting his hobby to prejudice his profession
he gave the name of "Ashmont" to bis 'kennels, that being
the railway station close to his residence in the suburbs of
Boston. For several years the dogs from tbe Ashmont ken-
nels played a prominent part iii the show rings of this
country, and it was not until the arrival of Minting that he
really retired from exhibiting. At that time his unceasing
literary work was taking up the hours he had formerly de-
voted to the mastiff hobby, and having to leave much to
attendants, his interest necessarily became less. Although
it is but fair to say that when Dr' Perry finally decided to
retire he had undoubtedly the best kennel of mastiffs he
ever possessed. Still there wasn't a Minting among them,
aod with him as an exhibitor it was always first or nowhere.
On one occasiou Dr. Perry officiated in the judging ring,

at New York in 1886, and when he emerged from the to him
trying ordeal he vowed it was his last attempt. It is no re-
flection at all upon Ashmont to say that he is not fitted for
the ring. Not that he does not possess both the knowledge
and ability to make good selections, but he has not the
callous indifference of the ideal judge, who has no sensitive-
ness as to exhibitors' pride or feelings, and can think of
nothing but tbe dogs in front of him.
After several years of practical retirement Dr. Perry came

to the front again as the promoter of the National Dog Club,
the necessity for which seemed to be thoroughly sustained
by the hearty response received from all classes of exhibit-
ors. Everything seemed to promise a brilliant future for
the new club, and additional eclat was received by the sup-
port given to the Buffalo dog show, held under its rules, op-
posed as that show was by the concentrated efforts of the
A. K. C. and its supporters. Another month or two demon-
strated, however, that the energy of the members was but
effervesce tit, and the club would soon die of inanition.
Dr. Perry

?
its president, then concluded to propose amalga-

mation with the A. K. 0., and his offers met with a willing
response on the part of that, body, the result being that the
National Dog Club members were accepted as associate
members and much enlarged privileges granted the latter.
It was further agreed that the National Dog Club officers
should be elected officers of the associate members tor the
ensuing year, with the president, Dr. Perry, a member of
the advisory committee of the A. K. C. How well Dr.Perry
performed the duties of his office was recognized by his re-
election to the presidency of the associate members for the
present year. His inflexible determination to have the
election of officers of the associates carried out in strict con-
formity with the letter of the constitution was evinced when
he declined to permit the counting of the votes when an
imperfect voting list had been sent out. This was a great
feather in "Ashmont's" cap, and the vote of thanks and
confidence tendered him at tbe associate members' ensuing
meeting was a well merited tribute to the position he had
taken.
To those who only know Dr. Perry by his writings and

his speeches at meetings there is one other side yet unre-
yealed. No one has a largpr fund of apropos stories and apt
illustrations to garnish his conversation. Told, as they are,
in his dry, phlegmatic style, they are irresistible, and it is no
wonder that those who know "the Doctor" best love to get
him out of the burly burly of the dog show to a quiet corner
and start him on a story-provoking topic.

THE IRISH RED SETTER CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.

THE annual field trials of the Irish Red Setter Club.will
be held Sept. 16 to 18, near Newtownstewart, County

Tyrone, Ireland. The judges are Dr. J. H. Salter and E. T.
Herdman, Esq. Six stakes are advertised as follows:
The Irish Setter Puppy Stakes.—For Irish setters born

in 1889, with £5 cup and 45 per cent, of entry fees to first, £3
Ss. cup and 20 per cent, of entry fees to second, 10 per cent,
of entry fee to third, and 5 per cent, to fourth.
The Irish Setter Ale-Aged Stakes.—For Irish setters

only, with £5 cup and 45 per cent, of entry fees to first, £5
cup and 20 per cent, to second, 10 per cent, to third, and 5
per cent, to fourth.
The St. Leger Stakes.—For pointers and setters of all

breeds born in 1889. The pointers and setters will compete
separately, with 45 per cent, of entry fees to first, 20 per
cent, to second, 10 per cent, to third, and 5 per cent, to
fourth in each division, and a £5 cup to the absolute winner.
The Grand All-Aged Stakes.—For all setters and point-

ers, with 45, 25, 10 and 5 per cent, to first, second, third and
fourth.
The Grand Braces Stakes.—For all setters and pointers,

with prizes the same as the preceding.
The International Challenge Stakes.—For all setters

and pointers, with 80 per cent, of entry fees to the winner,
and a fifty guinea challenge cup if there are four entries.
If there are five entries an additional prize of £20 will be
given to second, and if there are six entries £25 will be given
to second and £15 to third.
The trials will be on grouse and the dogs will be shot

over.

HOW IS THIS, MR. PESHALL ?-Mr. Peshall is a
lawyer. Mr. Peshall knows how lawyers do. If they are
non-suited in a case they immediately draw up a charge on
different grounds. This appears to me to be the sort ofplan
old Jimmie's friend is adoptiug. The jury, however, in the
case of the A. K. C. vs . Mr. Peshall is composed of a more
intelligent body than the average twelve men drawn to try
a case in our ordinary courts. What the neutral dog
people want to know is this: If there is anything "crooked"
about the A. K. C. affairs, why does not Mr. Peshall, who
has been invited by Mr. Watson to inspect the books, accept
the invitation? If he cannot point out the "faking," who
can? Mr. Peshall has made a specific charge which he has
not been able to prove by any printed testimony. The op-
portunity has been offered for him to do so, but as yet has
not been accepted. The only conclusion clear-minded people
can draw, is that the proofs he first asked for have mater-
ialized into unanswerable evidence for the defendants.—A.
Barkis (who once believed in Peshall, and is still willing to
do so, if the facts "weren't agin 'im.").

that book so I gave it to a young girl to read, with instruc- i

tions to mark every sentence she did not fully and clearly
]

understand. I felt much nattered by having ouly some six •

or seven alterations to make." As "Dr. Frank" he has
published several works on the care of children and what,

j

for want of a better term, may be called domestic doctoring
or household aids to the physician. He is also a weekly;
contributor on such subjects to one of the leading Boston I

papers, besides being medical director to an insurance asso- I

ciation. !

The two leadiug characteristics in Dr. Perry's genial
make-up might be said to be curiosity and charity—a desire
to get at the bottom of things to elucidate pertinent tacts
for the purpose of doing good to man or oeast, together
with that sharp grasp of a subject the result of a wide ex-

j

perience, and all shining through that noble "fellow feeling
which makes us wondrous kind." »

TORONTO DOG SHOW.—Toronto, Aug. 22.— Editor
Forest and Stream: At the comine international bench
show of dogs of the Industrial Exhibition Association, to be
held in the city of Toronto, Sept. 15 to 19, the following
classes have been added to the list: Smooth-coated St. Ber-
nards, challenge dogs, silver medal, value §20; bitches, the
same; open class, bitches, $7, $3 and diploma. Greyhounds,
challenge bitches, bronze medal, value -$10. English setters,
challenge bitches, bronze medals, value $10 and $5. Irish
setters, challenge bitches (the Toronto Irish Setter Club do-
nates), $10. Beagles, challenge dogs, $5; bitches, the same.
Kennels of four each of beagles, black aod tan terriers and
Yorkshire terriers, $10; poodles, silver medal, value $20.
Class 6, rough coated St. Bernards; Class 10, smooth-coated
St. Bernards; Class 19, greyhounds; Class 28, English setters;
Class 33, Irish setters, will be for dogs only. Entries close
Wednesday, Sept. 3.—C. A. Stone, Sec, andSupt.

HAYFEVBB su fferers use PesualFs Remedy, Certain relief. All
druggists or by mail. Prioe75c, Geo. h. Wilms, Jersey City, N. J,
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THE ENGLISH SETTER.
[Concluded from Pane .94.]

IN THE FIELD.

YOCJR youngster beingperfect in the foregoing lessons, be
may be taken to the field for work. You must, how-

ever, be very careful not to subject him to extreme exertion
because of the danger of stunting his growth or otherwise
injuring him. Give him only a little'work at beginning,
gradually increasing the time as he advances in age and
strength. By all means begin his field-training upon the
birds you expect to shoot over him in the future. The best
dog for general shooting I ever owned, I broke on woodcock.
Quail are good birds upon which to commence work, as they
lie well and have a strong scent. Pinnated grouse for the
same reason are excellent birds upou which to exercise him,
Ruffed grouse are so wary and difficult to approach, their
haunts being in places where the sportsman cannot observe
the motions of his dog—a most desirable, even necessary
condition to success—that they cannot be considered avail-
able in the section of country in which the writer lives.

Sufficient woodcock may be found for the purpose of the
first season's training in nearly every section of the country.
After being thoroughly broken upou woodcock, quail, pin-
nated grouse, snipe and ruffed grouse, in the order named,
may properly come in for a share of attention. The manner
of breaking upon all these birds is precisely the same. Your
dog should instinctively point rigidly the instant he catches
the scent of a game bird; should he not do this and you
are so situated that you cannot afford to "dispose" of him
and try again you can teach him to point if his olfactory
organs are aU'right, by proper management. Quail will
answer for this purpose better than almost any bird, as they
give out strong scent and will not flush at the sound of the
human voice nearly so quickly as do most of the others.
Having ascertained' where a bevy feeds, take your dog in the
morniug to the stubble and start him to work, carefully
watchiug him, and when yon observe from his motions that
game is m the vicinity, speak kindly to bim, cautioning him
by calling out "steady,'' "careful," being mindful not to
alarm or excite him by speaking too loudly or harshly. If
he presently discovers that he is within a few feet of the
birds—a fact you can easily discern after a little observation
and experience—utter the command "to-ho." If thereupon
he flush the bevy or bird, and you afterward, as you should
do. punish him by a light tap or a threatening display of the
whip, which should always accompany you in the field, he
will in time come to understand that he is punished for dis-
obeying the command "to-ho," which he will soon learn is
only uttered by yourself at such times as he should point,
aud .he will soon be pointing whether ordered to do so or not.
In some cases he will point the first game bird he scents, and
will continue to do so even when very young. But because he
may fail to do this during his first or even his second season,
do hot conclude he is worthless. If his breeding is irreproach-
able and disease has not destroyed his olfactory powers, be
assured he will ultimately point as staunchly as desired.
There is a vast difference in dogs in this respect. The best
dog the author ever owned did not point until her third sea-
son. Yet in that single season she proved to possess staunch-
ness, sagacity, and a first-class nose.
Very probably, however, as I have said, he will point the

first bevy of quail he scents, especially if his sire and dam
were field-broken, and if he is of a strain of unquestioned
purify. In this event your labors will be greatlv lightened.
But it' he does not do this, and if he flush bevy after bevy,
still continue as above, resorting to extreme severity oniy
in case be persists in his disobedience. As I have said, the
pointing instinct is not always developed in dogs of a year
or greater age. A knowledge of this fact should tend to dis-
sipate your anger and moderate the severity of the castiga-
tion. You must not expect to break him in a single day or
week, or month, or even with certainty, so that be shall be
faultless, in a year. Most probably he will be several years
old, although carefully taught, his faults punished and his
obedience rewarded, ere he can truly he said to be broken.
Do not delude yourself with the belief that you or your pro-
fessional breaker can turn out to order a perfectly broken
dog: in a single season. Experience, with constant watching
and exercise in the foregoing lessons, can alone make him
perfect. Professionals will hardly admit this, but the fact
remains, confirmed by the experience of every old sportsman.
However, be not discouraged, your work is not in vain. The
worst is passed, and, even during the first season you will
have fine sport over him, more the second and still mbre each
succeeding year, amply repaying your care, labor and vexa-
tion. Of course I state the above as a general and not the
invariable rule. Instances have not been wanting in which a
single season sufficed for breaking; indeed, this has occurred
in my own experience, but it is the exception and not the
rule.
"When the birds are flushed by yourself or your dog, or

from whatever cause, hemust be taught to sit down instantly
whether the bird be shot at or not. To do this, invariably
call out "sit" the instant you see the bird or hear the whir
of wings—invariably doing so before discharging your guu
This is a somewhat difficult thing for au impetuous young
sportsman to do; but if neglected you will fail of accomplish-
ing your object. More sportsmen, in the excitement of the
moment, fail here than at any other step. Enforce the com-
mand above all others. Never permit a single infraction to
pass without a reprimand, and in case of persistent disobed-
ience, with due punishment—severe if he still prove refract-
ory. Before resorting to the check-cord, when he runs in,
go to him, seize him by the loose skin of the neck and drag
him back to the spot whence he started, crving "sit," "sit,"
and compelling him to remain at a close charge for several
moments. Repeat this until convinced it is useless. When
so convinceduse the whip while dragging him back. In time
you may, if you prefer it, permit him to remain standing in-
stead of sitting down. At first, however, compel him to sit
down until ordered to bold up, as in this position he is not
so liable to run in to chase crippled or live birds. Remember
always that you are not out for the purpose of bagging game
but to train your dog. Subvert all things to this end. Bet-
ter lose scores of birds than p rtnit an error in this or any
other respect to go unpunished. Keep cool. It does not
matter if you do not kill the bird. You will find it aerain.
Should you fail to do as suggested he will repeat the offense
at the first opportunity and evidently become wholly un-
manageable. When a dog, despite punishment, persists in
running in or breaking shot, i, e., running in to catch dead,
wounded or live birds, or upon the discharge of the gun, I
u«e a check-cord made in the following way; Procure a cot-
ton twine, about twice the size of that made use of by car-
penters as a chalk-line and about fifty or sixty feet in lehgth

;

make a slip-noose in one end and sew the other through and
through to prevent its fraying against the bushes and her-
bage—a knot is apt to catch on obstructions and to be very
annoying. Slip the noose overhis head and set him to work.
When he finds game you will have no difficulty in placing
yourself near the line, and, upon flushing the birds, call out
"sit," after which you may discharge your guu. By this
time he will be twenty-five or more feet in front of you in
full chase. Step upon the string, lay down your gun, and
drag him back hand overhand to the place whence he broke,
all the time crying "sit," "sit." You will choke him a little.

So much the better. Compel him to remain at a charge un-
til you have reloaded or even a little longer, occasionally re-
approaching him for his misconduct. He will understand
you. Then order him up and on. Repeat this as often as he
shall break, and a few such lessons will effectually and for-
ever cure him. I have known the most stubborn and well-
nigh incorrigible brutes broken of this fault in this way in
a single day,

/When the birds are flushed and you kill, after a proper
time, order him to "holdup," "seek dead." When Be has
found it, command him to "fetch," which, with a little per-
suasion, he will do at once if properly yard-broken. When
he brings it to you cause him to sit, and take the bird from
him in that position only—the benefit of this I have already
pointed out—praising and caressing him if he readily de-
1 iver it to hand, chiding bim if he bites or retains it. It now
becomes necessary to decide whether you will follow the
scattered bevy or seek a new one. All sportsmen will agree
with me that, where the nature of the ground or the direc-
tion of the day's beat will permit, the latter is the best plan,
especially with young dogs, as quail only feed from two to
three hours in the morning, after which they lie in huddles
in dense cover where it is difficult for even experienced dogs
with fine noses to locate them; but in the early morning,
while still feeding, their trails can be more easily found and
followed. You had therefore better seek another bevy or wait
at least a half hour until the birds have begun to move and
collect. At such times you will often hear them calling and
thus be aided in finding them. When a bevy is flushed much
of your success in again finding them and in working your
dog will depend upon the accuracy with which you have
marked them, so that for his sake great pains should.be taken
to locate them to a yard if possible.
You should also teach him to "drop to shot" whether

game is on the wing or not, if your gun be discharged in his
hearing. This is done precisely as vou teaeh him to "drop
to wing."
These simple rules having been thoroughly learned, no-

thing further is needed to perfect your dog in field wisdom
save experience, which, as I before stated, is the. great finisher,
and without which no dog can be called perfect.
With the exception of a word as to backing all'has been

written hereinbefore necessary for the information of the
young sportsmen. No dog can be considered broken which
does not back his fellow the instaut he observes him pointing.
Many dogs do this naturally. Those who do not, are taught
to do so precisely as they are taught to point game, and no
extended observations are needed upon the subject.

MISCELLANEOUS RULES.

With timid and gun-shy puppies I procure a small-bore
rifle and kill a bird or two in his presence. When he comes
to understand that the report is connected with the killing,
all shyness is at an end. I have no difficulty afterward in
using the shotgun over him.
There are many useful accomplishments which may easily

be taught, some of which are not mentioned in an v work on
dog-breaking with which I am familiar. Fancy tricks should
not be taught a setter for manv reasons, chief among which
is the fact that they have quite enough to acquire in be-
coming perfect in field work.
Never permit your dog to rear up against yourself or other

person. If he does so, and is of a timid disposition, step
smartlyupon his hind toes and at the same timemilldy re-
buke him. A few such lessons will put an end to the practice.
If not timid, gentle punishment will prevent it if accom-
panied with a command "down" in a threatening tone.
Never permit your dog to run upon the streets unaccom-

panied by yourself. If unbroken the labor of breaking will
be quadrupled—if broken it injures his usefulness. Having
acquired the "street tricks," as before stated, he may gener-
ally be set down as worthless. Punish him whenever you
find him away from home. A setter or pointer which has
been allowed to habitually run upon the streets can usually
be recognized by the currish manner he has acquired of carry-
ing his tail curled over his back. Never purchase one of this
kind no matter what the inducements held out
Never loan your dog under any circumstances. This

practice has ruined many valuable animals.
Do not permit him to play with or obey commands from

any other than yourself.
Never hunt your dog with another until thoroughly broken

unless with his brace-mate; even this latter is of doubtful
utility.
Under no circumstances permit another sportsman to ac-

company you to the field until your dog or brace of dogs is
thoroughly obedient and staunch.
Never repeat a command. If the sportsman orders the

dog a half dozen times to "charge," ''fetch," etc., he only
obeys when he sees fit to do so. Enforce instant obedience
when satisfied he hears and understands you.
Remember that shouting and intemperate flogging may

eau«e your dog to blink his game.
When in or out of the field never permit him to cross a

fence in advance of yourself. The reason for the rule is that
he will never leave the field in which you set him to work
unless by your order. In shooting in standing corn, high
grasss or weeds, and in dense covert, nothing is more com-
mon than to lose your dog while he is pointing game. If be
has been taught as I suggest, instead of shouting yourself
hoarse or blowing your whistle until your face resembles a
toy balloon, go to work quietly and seek him; you will surely
find him in the field with yourself, perhaps within a dozen
paces of the spot where you last saw him, pointing prob-
ably, and vou will thereby avoid the necessity, and the evils
resulting therefrom, of calling him off his points or inducing
him to flush the birds. I invariably brpak my dogs thus,
and strongly urge young sportsmen to do so. If you ob-
serve him approach a fence wall or other means of inclosure,
evincing a disposition to cross it, call out distinctly beware
fence, or 'ware fence, and enforce strict obedience.
While out exercising my young dogs I occasionally drop

my handkerchief or glove and encourage them to restore it
to me. They soon learn what is wanted, and instances are
recorded where this has been the means of finding lost prop-
erty without which sportsmen would have been seriously
embarrassed. Such discipline as last suggested cannot in-
jure a dog, but will rather have the effect to increase his
efficiency as a retriever.
Should you decide to teach other accomplishments, let

them be such as will have a tendency to strengthen the quali-
ties which make him a valuable companion and servant in
the field, and not such as are merely snowy and amusing, or
such as may result in engaging his abilities to the neglect of
and endangering his field qualities.
In conclusion I wish briefly to mention a remedy I have

tested and know to be of value. Many localities where game
abounds are infested with rattlesnakes. My own dogs'have
been bitten as have many others within my knowledge; yet
I have never nor have any of my friends lost one in conse-
quence since the discovery that Perry Davis's Pain Killer is
a certain antidote.
For my own part, I never go to the field in spring, sum-

mer or early autumn shooting without it. The method of
administering it is as follows: Rub the bitten parts thor-
oughly with the preparation, and give a teaspoonful diluted
with water—warm water is preferable—every half hour
until three or four doses have been administered, and con-
tinue rubbing it in at intervals of fifteen minutes for an
hour, when your patient will be out of danger.
The swelling will probably remain for several days, but

need excite no alarm. He may be lame, if bitten in 'one of
his feet or legs, for a week or more, but will rapidly recover
and experience no serious after results. If he be bitten
about the head or forlegs, sacks tilled with a jelly-like liquid
will form upon and just under the skin of the neck. Rub
these thoroughly with the preparation and they will disap-
pear in a day or two. I might mention many instances
where dogs have been bitten, in the neighborhood of the
writer's residence, some of which did not receive the benefit
of treatment for several hours after the accident, not one of
which died, It is, indeed, a specific in these cases.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

MR. CARSWELL told me on Friday last that Wilming-
ton entries would total about 200, which is about wh a*

could be expected, considering the opposition at Detroit,
Youngstown and Kingston. This state of affairs cannot, of
course, be avoided; but it is unfortunate that the seveu Sep-
tember shows cannot bespread a little thinner than four in
one week. Toronto is lucky to get a clear week on Sept. 15
to 19, and then Ottawa and London are competitors the week
following.

Danbury is to the front again this year with an unopposed
show on Oct. 7 to 10. Secretary Dynes undoubtedly did not
consult the "gentleman" who confidentially informed me
after I had pegged his pointer back last year that the de-
cision was "rank" or I would not have been asked to go
there for the fourth year in succession. Tb« DanLury
pointer judging was not without its amusing side. There
could be no question but that my judgment was at fault, the
two gentlemen who were beaten fully agreed on that point;
so let us take their claim as correct. The question then is,
what dog should have won? But here they dissolved part-
nership, each claiming that his entry should have beeu in
first place. As near as I could make it out the laugh was on
my side after all.

Danbury last year was held under the auspices of the
Connecticut State Kennel Club, but that association is on
the obituary list at the A. K. C. headquarters with the
label "Owes §10." Danbury will therefore go it alone, as it

did before. Entri es close on Sept. 26, and there is no en
trance fee, while the prizes are $5 and $3 in the open classes,
and $3 and $2 in the puppy classes. Year by year the qua!
ity of the exhibits has improved at the Danbury show, and
I hope to see that this holds good in 1890.

Mr. Mitchell Harrison has relinquished all idea of bring-
ing the collie Christopher over from England, has removed
the announcement of his speedy departure from the "ad."
in the English papers and reduced his stud fee to seveu
guineas. Dublin Scot has again changed owners and is
owned by a Mr. W. P. Kidd, of Manchester.

Our collie judges by the way, wouldn't have Charleroi II.
at any price, neither would the breeders. I think Marsden
seriously contemplated sending for the police when I told
him that I would sooner breed to Charleroi II. than Scotilla
or Dublin Scot. I notice, however, that Mr. Stretch has not
been offering to sell Charleroi II. and still keeps him at
stud. That dog was a collie, some prize-winning collies we
have had here were oniy dogs.

Having amply demonstrated to their own satisfaction that
the American bpagle breeders and their standard are all
wrong the small-hound men of England are proving that
they don't know what the true type of harrier is. English
men are the clowns of the human circus, affording more
amusement to those who watch than any other people.
Every foreign breed of dogs that they take hold of they pro
ceed to draw up a standard for, to suit their views. They
did it with St. Bernards, with dachshunde, basset bounds,
great Danes, and now they have decreed that the Belgian
fanciers do not know what is the correct thing for those
little black mongrels called scbipperkes. It is all perfectly
correct to do that, according to their notions, but when
Americans practically adopt the only English standard in
existence, and which had never been challenged, as correct,
then there is a howl of indignation at the absurdity of
Americans knowing anything of an English breed, while all

the howleTS disagree with one another as to what the beagle
really is. No Englishman can understand that it is legiti-
mate for any one to do to them as they would to somebody
else, and the funny thing is that they never see the. absurdity
of their position.

A person who styles himself a special commissioner for
one of your contemporaries has stated in print that he
"resigned" as sub-editor of the English Kennel Gazette,
The fact is he had "to get" and for the past two months has
been trying to live by mortgaging his chance of getting re-
appointed. I regret having to bring anything of such a
personal nature into this column, but FokEST and Stream
readers will remember how he tried to squirm out of a well-
proved charge of plagiarism of the rankest kind and his
conduct in the Salisbury case, in which Millais supported
him. Now we have another phase of his character. Mil-
lais sought to excuse his plagiarism to me by saying he had
eight children—guess there must have been triplets since
then. A negro down South acknowledges to the parentage
of seventy-two children. On the Millais theory he might
commit murder with impunity.

A week ago I had occasion to advertise for a foster mother
and Mr. Fred Kirby kindly allowed me to use his address
for application. The man who was running the advertis-
ing department on the paper selected thought he knew
what I wanted better than I did, so he changed my adver-
tisement from the dog classification to "Help Wanted—
Females." Fred had lots of applications, but he only asked
the first one "How old are the puppies, mam?" J. W.

SAN ANGELO DOG SHOW.—There will be a dog show
at San Angelo, Tex., Nov. 6 to 12, in connection with the
second annual exhibition of the Concho Yalley Fair Asso-
ciation, Twelve classes are provided for, two each for Eng-
lish setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, collies, pointers
and foxhounds, with one prize of $3 in each class.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Little Roseau. By J. W. Flynn, Bristol, R..L, for white, black
and tan beagle dog, whelped Aniil 13, 1890. by Royal Krueget
(Bannerman—Cora) out of Baby W. (Cameron's Racket—Pussie).
Tampa. By J. W. Flynn, Bristol, R. I., for white, black and tan

beagle dog. whelped MayS. 1890. bv Storm (Lee—Countess) out of
Belle of Wood Brook (Blue Boy—Mischief).
May Be. By A. S. Aborn, Wakefield, Mot., for liver and ticked

pointer hitch, whelped June 20, 1890, bv Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sid-
nev—Topsv) out of Gypsv Bang Bang (Bang Bang—Boski).
Don Of Ossian. By W. E. Sharpe, Indianapolis, Ind., for liver

and white pointer dog, whelped June 23, 1890, By Ossian (Croxteth
—Amine) out of Cherrvstone (Trinket's Bang—Pearlstone).
Lalla Rookh. By L. N. IP 1sen degen, Detroit, Mich. , for red Iiish

setter bitch, whelped July 18, 1S89, by champion FJeho, Jr., out of
Bessie Glencho (Glencho—Flame).

BRED.
. Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Henrietta—BalMs. G. Prozesky's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound
bitch Henrietta (Chief—Babe) to H. W. Huntington's champion
Balkis (Olyto—Primrose). Aug, 18.

Vera Bang—King of Kent. R. L. Hooper's (Athens, O.) pointer
bitch Vera Bang (Bang Bang—Christmas Vic) toE. Lexter's King
of Kent (Priam—Kent Baby), Aug. i,

Lavinia Belle—Bradford Rvhy II. Henry Eichler's (Covington,
Kv.) png bitch Lavinia Belle (champion Treasure - Viola) to Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (champion Bradford Ruby-
Puss B.), Aug. 17.

Nettie Bellon—Jerry. Forest Kennels' (Groton, N. Y.) English
setter bitch Nellie Belton (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton) to
D. Francis's Jerry (Rex Gladstone—Mina), Aug. 19.

Kate IX.—Red Rover Glencho. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111.)
Irish setter bitch Kate IX. to his Red Rover Glencho, Aug. 9.

Claremont Heather—Red Rover Glencho. M. C Furst's (Chicago,
111.) Irish setter bitch Claremont Heather to G. H. Covert's Red
Rover Glencho, Aug. 18,
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WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sen t free on application.

Loisctte. L. C. Whiton's (New York) grevhound bitch Loisette,
Aug. 5, six (two dogs), by H. W. Huntington's champion Balkis
(CI vto—Primrose).
Brunette. Prof. L. P. Braive's (New York) Newfoundland bitch

Brunette (Bruno JL—Mirza), Aug. 11, ten (eight dog?), by J. Boss's
Leo (LuHrer— Diahlesse).
Nellie II. Prof. L. P. Braive's (New York) pointer bitch Nellie

II. (Sensation—Nellie), July 4, eight (five dog8), by his Boscoe
(Don— Gipsey).

Ghe.ejuasset Tara. Mrs. E. Tvler's (St. Paul, Minn.) pus: bitch
Chequasset, Tara (champion Dude—Almah), Aug. 5, seven (two
dogs), by Eber^art, Pus Kennels' Boycott (Duke—Bonnie).

Lulu. Geo. J. Grand all's (Pawtuxet. R. I.) English setter- bit/m
Lnlu (Green's Sam—Mamy Belle), July 30, ten (five dogs), by T. M.
Aldricb's Gene (Druid—Ruby).
tkOeg Foreman. Geo. W. NeaPs (Westville, Conn.) English set-

ter bit ch Daisy Foreman (champion Foreman—Jolly Nell), Aug.
18. seven (five dogs), by F. Windholz's Count Howard (Sir Alister

—Mena).
Jamie. Prof. L. P. Braive's (New York) Gordon setter bitch

,h ii nie i Dash—Fannie). Aug. 12, eight (five dogs), by his Buck (Old
Glen-Belle).

Little Nell. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111.) Irish setter bitch
Little Nell, Aiil". Ill, thirteen (nine dogs), by his Dick Swivelier.

Forest, Corinne. Forest Kennels' (Groton, N. Y.) Irish Setter
bitch Forest Corinne (champion Bruce—Little Nell), Aug. 22, five

(three dogs), by F. Mackey's Garry IV. (Sarsfield—Nora).
Twinkle. Central Kennels' (Jersey City, N. •'.) King Charles

spaniel bitch Twinkle (Don 11.—Duchess), Aug. 16, six (five dogs),
by Wm. Philips's Ro^cious.

White Nellie. Forest Kennels' (Groton, N. ¥.) bull-terrier bitch
White Nellie (California Terror—Rose), July 31, six (three dogs),
by V. J. Nve's Spiv-m. (Baron—Nellie).

Tiekle. J as. E. Unks's (Muncie, Ind.) fox-terrier bitch Tickle
(Warren Discord—Daze), Aug. 13, four dogs), by his Beverwyok
Ti-ap (Dusky Trap—Daze).
Marie. F. O. MeGuire's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch.

Marie. July R. two dogs, by P. B. Coombs's champion Bradford
Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady).

SALES.
JfST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Highland Abbe. Black and white greyhound bitch, whelped
April 33, 1890, bv champion Balkis out of champion Cassandra, by
H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mrs. N. Q. Pope, Poland
Corner, Me.
Highland Fairic. Black, white markings, greyhound bitch,

whelped April 23, 1800, by champion Balkis out of champion Cas-
sandra, by H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mrs. N. Q.
Pope. Poland Comer, Me.
Highland Donald. Red brindle and white greyhound dog,

whelped April 33, 1890, bv champion Balkis out of champion Cas-
sandra, by H YV. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mrs. N. Q..

Pone, Poland Corner, Me.
TTitiland Clan. Black brindle and white greyhound dog.whclpe.d

April 23. 1890, by champion Balkis out of champion Cassandra, by
H. W- Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Mrs. N. Q. Pope, Poland
Corner, Me,
Highland Yorks. Black and white greyhound dog, whelped

April 23, 1880. bv champion Balkis out of champion Cassandra^ by
H, W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to R. H. McLusky, New
York.
Don of Oman. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped June 22

1890, by Ossian out of Cherrystone, by P. T. Madison, Indianapo
lis, Lnd., to \V. E. Sharps, same place.
Sir Loris 17. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped April 3, 1890, by Sir

Long out of East Lake Yirgie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O., to Jules B. Katupe, same place.
LdAla Rookli. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped July 18, 1889. by

champion Elcho. Jr., out of Bessie Glencho, by St. Cloud Kennels,
Molt Haven, N. Y.. to LouisN. Hiisenrlegen, Detroit, Mich.
Bonnie Oho. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped February,

1889, by Pete Obo out of Floss B., by H. S. Symonds, Wakefield,
Mass., to A. S. Aborn, same place.

PRESENTATION.
Highland Helen. Black and white greyhound bitch, whelped

April 23, 1890, by champion Balkis out of champion Cassandra, by
H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y„ to C. S. Wixom, Covert, N.Y.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

NEWARK.
Newark, Aug, 18—The shoot of the United Amateur Rifle As-

sociation to-day was not a success, hut 48 men took part in the
shooting, and of this numher but 40 were members. The shoot
was announced to begin at 9 A. M„ but it was 11 before the car-
penteisgot through with their work on the short range. The
committee refused to open the ring target match on the 100yd.
ranges, but, no notice of this change for economy was given until
2 o'clock. The team match was a financial failure, the prizes ag-
gregating $65, while there v/ere but six entries. The contest of
the individual targets at 25yds. was very hot during the after-
noon and the scores were high. A. R, Pierson put up 74 out of 75:

Coppersmith, Snellen. Boyken, Swing and Haosou made each 73,

while no less than nine seventy-twos were recorded. The results
of the various contests were as appended. Individual contest, best-

three tickets; winders in order: J. Coppersmith 217, S. Snellen
217, J. A. Bos ken 214, L. P. Hanson 214, A. R. Pierson 213, A. Graef
212, Gus. Widman 211, C. Bischoff 210, G. D. Weigman 210, J.

Sbefober SID, F. Swing 209, W. R. Raah 207, F. Horseman 207, F.
Hall 207, W. Hollowell 205. J. Herter 205. W. H. Watts 203. W.
Cheening 203, F. C. Dietz 202, C. H. Townsend 202, J. Stadelhofer
202, D. Mahoney 199, G. Oberst 198, J. Huegel 198.

Honor target. 3 shots only for each member, first prize and as-
sociation medal: Geo. Chapman 72, W. R. Raah 70, J. K. Walsh
67, G. D. Weieman 67, D. Erskin" 65, F. Horstman 64, J. Copper-
smith 63, F. Hall 63, G. Snellen 62, W. H. Alexander 59, J. L Bur-
ger 57, John Berger 57, H. Schroeder 53. E. Flocke 48, C. H. Town-
send 47, S. Target!, Sr. 47, G. Oberst 42. J. Herter 40, J. Heuning21.
Team shoot: First prize, gold medal to each member: Excelsior

Rifle, of Jersev City—L. P. Hanson 5S, J. Speicher 47, J. W. Hen-
nessv54, J. W. Cheening 57, W. Hollowell 50; total 275. Second
prize, $15: Lakpside Rifle Club—Gus. Widman 52, C. Hoerl 55, B.
Limpert 52, J Stadelhofer 53, G. Snellen 57; total 369, Third prize,
$10; Howard Rifle Club—S. W. Chapman 53. J. L. Burger 54, Fred
Fecfing 50, A. Graet 57, J. Herter 51; total 265 Fourth prize, $5;
Essex Amateur Bifp. Club—J. Coppersmith 56 O. Cooper 48, W.
H. Watts 54, G. D. Weigman 54, J. K. Walsh 52; total 264. Essex
Indians—G. Oberst 50, F. H-irns 54, W. H. Alexander 54, E-Me-
Craith 50. J. McCallum 51: total 358. Monroe Rifle Club—D- Ers-
kine 56, W. Wilkins 53, C. Koker 48, W. Armstrong 53, G. Targett,
Sr., 33; total 242.

TweQty-eighi tickets were sold on the point target. John Cop-
persmith got 3 red flags, J. A. Boyken 6, J. Speicher 3, C. H. Town-
3, C. A. Rowly 1, G. D. Weigman 1.

THE GERMAN SHOOTERS.
PHitiO Jacoby is now on his way from New York to his San

Francisco home. He arrived on the Normannia with his com-
rade, John Utschig, also of San Franeiso, and left New York for
the West on Aug, 24. The pair shot with success in the shoots at
Berlin and Frauente.ld (Switzerland), winning 12 goblets, 31 med-
als, and 13 valuable honorary orizes. They carripd the American
and California flags, the latter with its golden grizzly, in all their
travels, and speak in high praise of their reception everywhere.
Barney Waltner, Gebhardt, Krauss. R. Busse, A. Jordan and sev-
eral lesser lights have returned from Germany with loads of
prizes. Mr. Walther says that when the "Deutsche Schuetzen-
bund" thinks of getting up another festival it should send repre-
sentatives to this country for instructions. He declares the Ber-
lin shoot to be the worst managed affair he ever saw. So great
was the crowd on some of the days that a shooter was unable to
get to the target to fire more than a dozen shots. On one day
Miller had to wait five hours for a chance to finish a ticket. Wal-
ther savs the meager success of the Americans at the field tar-
gets (300 metres) was due to their small caliber weapons, and he
is convinced that nothing less than .40 60 wiU do good work at
that distance. He says the majority of the German shots have
lubricant on their bullets when they go to the firing point, but
that they keep a box of pure vaseline, beside them and dip each
bullet into this before loading. Walther is confident that
Zimniernianu would havewou the first honor goblet for rapid
firing had not his target broken down, thus losing him three min-

utes. At one time Walther held his rifle to his shoulder for nearly
forty-five seconds feeiore bis target came up. All these delays
were counted against the shooters. August Begerow was handi-
capped in not having regulation German sights, and consequently
his showing is poorer than it would have been had ho had a proper
outfit.
David Miller, of Hoboken, from whom the Miller Rifle Club de-

rives its name, has returned laden with prizos and glory- Two
valuable candelabra,, given by the city of Berlin, and the hand-
some cup offered by the North German Lloyd to the American
marksman who made the highest score on the fieid target, are
among Miller's trophies. His score in two shoots was 28 and 30
out of a possible 60. Miller ascribes his success to two reasons-
first, that he while in Berlin led a regular life; and secondly,
to the fact that he received some valuable information and three
days' active practice at Hamburg.
Fred P. Laute, captain of tho Howard Rifle Club, of Newark,

i s expected home from Germany by the middle of September.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 23.—The last series of the St. Louis Pistol
Club came to an end with the shoot held last Wednesday. The
shoots were well attended throughout the sixteen weeks it was on
aud was withal a most successful affair. For the highest general
straight average Mr. E. Mohrstadt was awarded the medal, a
very handsome bauble of gold by the way. Sam Dorman and G.
Alexander tied on 91s t the last shoot, but on t he shoot-off the
former came off victorious. The medal will he field by Dorman
for one week and then turned over to Mohrstadt to keep company
with two others which he won in previous shoots held by the
club. For all shooting the club uses a 12t£yds. standard Ameri-
can target. The score:
S G Dorman 8 10 8 10 Q 9 8 10 10 9-91
G W Alexander 10 9989 10 989 10—91
A McBean 9 10 10 6 10 8 9 7 10 8-89W Bauer 9 9 0 8 10 9 10 8 10 7-89
EC Mohrstadt 9 9 9 8 8 10 10 8 8 9-88
M Bi limeyer 6 8 8 10 10 10 6 9 9 7-83
AEBengel \ 8 8 0 10 10 10 7 8 5 9-81
M Sunimerfleld 5 8 7 10 10 8 8 9 5 6-76
WMackwitz 6 10 8 6 6 7 8 9 8 8-76
H Stussell 7 7 8 10 8 7 9 7 7 5-75

Ukseh Fbotz.

NEW JERSEY AT OREKDMOOR.-General Spencer has re-
ceceived definite, orders from Governor Abhett to proceed with
the selection of a team to represent New Jersey at Creedmoor in
September. The General will select his team this week. In regard
to the newspaper reports that the team would b© comprised of the
24 men who made the highest score in class practice, he said that it,

had not the slightest foundation: in fact such a team might well
he left at home. He iutends to choose men whom he knows can
he depended upon for good work. Ex-Gov. R. S. Green spends a
good deal of his leisure time a,t the State range, as does Comp-
troller Anderson and Gen. Donnelly. They are all enthusiastic
riflemen, though the ex-Governor is the strongest shot of the
Three. It is expected that an interesting match will take place in
the near future with Gov. Abbett, Comptroller Anderson and ex-
Gov. Green as the principals. Got. Abbett is improving rapidly
under the care of Gen. Spencer, and has taken a great liking to
range work since he made his qualifying score.

NEW YORK, Aug. 23.—New York Rifle Club held one of its
series of matches at Creedmoor. The weather conditions were
very unfavorable for good scores. A very strong and puffy 10
o'clock wind was blowing when the match opened. After a time
the wind got around to 9 o'clock arid it blew a perfect gale from
that quarter until the match closed. The light on the targets
varied from bright sunlight to dpep shadow, consequentl.\' the
marksmen had to keep constantly moving sights for wind and
elevation. The following scores were made at 200yds. on the
staudard American target—possible 100: T. J. Dolan 84. M. Her-
ringfon 84, James Duatie 79. J. S. Case 74, Mr. Loyd 73, Dr. E.
R. Chadbourne 72, Mr. Gensch 72.

A GALLERY LEAGUE.—A scheme for an Inter-State Gallery
League is being worked up by Fred A. Freieusehner, of Newark,
and bids fair to come to a successful issue. The idea is to form a
league of the strongest cluhs of New Jersey and New York, for
the purpose of shooting a series of tournament matches during
the winter season. So far the following clubs have signed their
willingness to .ioin: Our Owti, Howards and Lakesides. of this
city; Excelsiors, of Jersey City; Millers, of Hoboken; G. A. R.'s
(formerly the Barrys), Harlem; and the Albigs, of New York. In
the near future a meeting of delegates will be called and details
arranged^

THE TRAP.

Scores for publicatum should be made out on the printed blemks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us *vitfo club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 26-29.—Twelfth Annual Convention and Tournament of
the Centr il Illinois Sportsmen's Association, at Jerseyville, 111.

Com. R. H itchinson, Sec'y.
Aug. 26-3) —Grand Inanimate Target Shooting Tournament of

the West End Gun Club of Harrisburg, Pa., to he held at Williams
Grove, Cumberland county. Pa. For programmes address H. B.
Shoop, Secretary, Box 321, Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept. 1-2.—Hackettstown, N. J„ Gun Club Shoot, Labor Day,

Sept. 1, at targets; Sept. 2 at live birds. For programme address
E. Richter. Sec'y.
Sept. 3-4.—Beeville, Tex., Gun Club Tournament. T. J. Skaggs,

Secretary.
Sept. 3-4.—Tournament of the Springfield Shooting Club, Spring-

field, Mass. J. T. Herrick, Sec'y.
Sept. 4-5.—White Plains. N. Y., Gun Club Tournament at Blue-

rocks. C. P. Rowlev, Sec'y, 241 Broadway, N. Y.
Sept. 9.—Tolley's Tournament, Catskill, N. Y. Geo. F. Tolley,

Secretary.
Sept. 9-10.—HarveyT Kurd's and F. R. Huminger's Peoria Black

Bird and Bluerock Tournament, at Petersburg, Illinois.
Sept. 9-11.—St. Paul Gun Club Tournament, Hamline, Minn.

Professionals barred. F. D. Pononsby, Pres., St. Paul.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati, O.—Al Bandle's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World, Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y.
Sept. 30, Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex

Gun Club, at Plainfield, N. J. Two days targets, two days live
birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Sept. 1.

KEYSTONE THIRD ANNUAL.
CORRY, Pa., Aug. 18.—The third yearly shoot given at Corry by

the Keystone Manufacturing Co., began to-day, or began to
begin, for although the fixtures announced this as the first day of
the shoot, the programme proper does not begin until to-morrow,
to-day being occupied by sweeps, which have served to limber
things up and take the stitches out of the hoys who have just
come off the long sea voyage from Toronto shoot. The weather
to-day was pleasant.
The Keystone grounds, well-known to all the tournament

shooters as models of convenience and system, never were so
well equipped as they are this year. To the right and left of the
main battery of ten traps are two battep'ies of five traps each, in-
tended mainly for tie shooting. Each of these is provided with
scoring and cashier accommodations, also with a large teut for
sheltering the shooters and spectators. Every provision has
been made by Ihe management to make the shoot successful and
pleasant, to save time and trouble for the shooter and to keep the
shooting humming all the time. The rapid-firing system, as
worked by Mr. Penrose, is now known and understood all over
the country, but it has never been put in better practice than it

will be here this week. A big shoot is a big business enterprise,
and needs both push aud system. It may surprise some readers to
know that, besides the trappers, over a dozen men are employed
by the management in scoring, keeping cash and general hustling,
and that, so far as can be seen, all are kept busy evTery minute.
It was a good idea of the Keystone people to put up tents for all

visiting manufacturers or agents wishing to display goods. There
are in all ten tents upon the grounds, some of them very large
ones. The result is a spirited and picturesque effect, novel and
very pleasing. What with the cashiers' buildings, the tasty two-
story club house, the dining hall, shooters' shelter, etc., the whole
circle back of the traps is now pretty well filled up, so that the
grounds look very lively, and convey the impression, which is a

correct one, that something is happening here this week. The
arrangement of the tents is as follows: Beginning at the right
ha,U'l of the semi-circle, close to No. 10 trap, is a spacious Sibley,
over which floats the ensign of the Heikes' Hand Protector Co.,
next to which is a similar tont devoted to the celebrated Baker
gun. There is a big shelter tent over toward the right hand set
of traps, but the next in line is the tasty little lawn tent of the
Jenney & Graham Gun Co., of Chicago. Tt is hoped that this
tent will by next Wednesday have in it for host Mr. Jenney him-
self, who is announced to be on hand then. Following this in
order is an ornate tepee bearing the charcoal heraldry of one
Long Feather, chief of the Piutes. Hatchets, bows, arrows, etc,
adorn the wails of this wigwam. Long Feather himself is dis-
played in the act of making an attack upon a, sand wich. He looks
a good deal like Harvey McMurchy, and this might further be in-
ferred from the fact that the device above this tent announces
"The Celebrated L. C. Smith guns."
A neat little "A" tent, with a canvas yprandah, is the Corry

branch of "W. Fred Quimby&Co., of N. Y- City." Fred is ex-
pected on to-morrow. The most striking outfit of the whole,
however, and one calculated to make the blood of the tenderfoot
observer run cold with dread, such is the display of hatchets,
knives, scalp locks andfsanguinary scenes of battle uponits walls,
is the Eickapoo tepee occupied by one Oregon Nick, representing
the "American Wood Powder Co., of N. Y. City." Nobody knows
where Milt Lindsley got. his ideas of the shields, spears, hatchets,
pappooses, etc., which so copiously ornament his tepee. To tho
left of the gate is a clean little wall tent, belonging to the "Crack
Shot Powder, of Pittsburgh, Pa." On beyond the club house
is a big wall tent, suited to the expansive, brains of those who oc-
cupy it, and devoted altogether to the press. To the right of
this tent is the standard of Fokest and Stream, with a seduc-
tive allusion to a luscious lot of scores next week, and to the left
is the banner of its hated rival. The two representatives of the
bated rivals sit within and have a pretty good tim°. Uncle Jake
Pentz is good company. The row of tents gets better at every
house, and this is the last house in the row—unless we except the
big shelter tent at the left hand battery, whose roof is inscribed
to "Hazard's Trap Powder."

It was hard work get ti ng a fl at pi ace big enough for trap grounds
in the hilly burg of Corry. The Keystone grounds are directly
on top of a big hill, and from the club house it looks as though
one was seeing right off over the edge of the world. The spot is
pleasant, and it never looked more like pleasure and business
both than it, does to-day.
A good many of tho "regulars" are in town this evening, among

others Heikes and Scott McDonald, of Dayton: the two Wolsten-
crof ts, Whitney, Enoch Miller, Harvey McMurchy, Milt Lindslev,
Dickey, of Boston; Clover, Mr. Bristol, of New Haven; Uncle Billy
Sigler, "Dayton," Benscotten. "A. James," and a, lot of othprs.
In Mr. Gastright, of Newport, Ky., readers may recognize an old
shooter who used to travel with Ben Teipel and others of that
day. Billy O'Fallon Crosby is also here. Ruble is here, too, and
will use the shootiug name of Windsor for a change. Ruble has
been trying a 20-gauge over «t Toronto, but says he can't do any
good with it. By the way, Ruble is not stopping at the Phosnix
Hotel, where most of the boys are. He stopped there last year,
aud in the course of the week made an arrangement with one of
the table girls to take her out to the circus. They went, but when
tne poor girl refused to buy her own ticket at the door, Johnnie
declared t he entertainment off and took her back home. He said
he never took a lady anywhere unless she bought her own ticket,
auyhow. From this arose a coldness which this year has caused
the gentleman to seek out lodgings and board separate. Nothing
of this sort has happened this year except a little game started by
Rolla Heikes, who steered a blind man against the crowd and
then struck him for a divide after he had passed the hat. At
least, that's what the boys say. and Roll don't deny it. He just
smiles his blonde smile. High jinks, as usual, when the hoys get
together.
Following are the conditions announced to be foilowed during

the week governing holding of trophies, division of moneys, etc.,
as published in the programme book, and to be adhered to more
or less strictly as occasion may demand;
"All tiophies won by individuals at this tournament are to be

held by them for one year, and bond given for their safe return at
expiration of said time. If winners prefer, donors will hold
trophy and no bond will be required. For best averagss in guar-
anteed marches and trophy shoots, the surplus monevs will be
divided: 30 per cent, to 1st, 25 to 2d, 18 to 3d, 12 to 4th, 10 to 5th, 5
to 6th. Shooters must compete in all guaranteed matches to
establish an average for above prizes. In the trophy contests,
winners of trophies get the trophy only this year, and the money
is divided: 2d, 40 per cent.; 31, 30; 4th, 20; 5th, 10 Next year the
winners of this year's trophies get 40 per cent, of the entrance
money.
"We have divided all our purses into five equal moneys, so as to

protect the weaker shooters, but add $50 each day for averages,
and balance, of surplus money is divided into six averages, and
will give the better shooters who shoot through a chance to win
nice purses,"
Keystone rules of course to govern. Following are to-day's

sweeps:

Sweep No, 1, $1 eutrance:w Wolstencroft... .1111111110 - 9 Cady U111010U- 8
McMurchy 1110111111— 9 Stephens 0011101111— 7

J White 1111111111—10 Lewis 1111111111-10
Dic.Key 1111111111-10 MUler 1111010011— 7

Willey 0011111111- 8 Bristol 1110111101- 8

Hei Ire's 101111 1111— 9 Burbridge 1011111001— 7
Thurman 1011111011— 8 McFarland 1101101111- 8

Folsom 1101110001- 6

White, Dickey and Lewis div.. first; Wolstencroft, Heikes and
McMurchy tied on 5 and diy. second; Willey shot out and won
third; Stephens, Miller and Burbridge tied on 5 and div. fourth.

Sweep No. 2, $2 entrance:
Diekev 1111111011— 9 Stevens 1111111111—10
McFarland UIOIOH'O— 7 W Wolstencroft. . .1001111101— 7
Lewis 1111101111- 9 Willey 1110111111- 9
Bristol 1111011101— 8 Cady 0111111111- 9

rchy 1111111111—10 Burbridge ...1111111111-10
J White 1111111111-10 Miller 1111111111-10
Heikes 1111001111- 8 Folsom 0111111111- 9

All ties div. but second, which was shot down to Cady and
Folsom, who divided.

Sweep No 3, 82 entrance:W Wolsten- Folsom 101111000111011-10
croft, 111111111111111—15 Burbridge 110011111111111-13

J White Ill It 101101 111 1—13 Lewis 011111111110111—13
Bristol 101111111111011—13 Dickey. ..'.... .111011111111111—14
Stevens 111101111011111-13 Miller ..111111111111100-13
Wiliey 011010111111111-12 Thurman 110111111111111—14
McMurchy ....110111111111111—14 Cady 111111111111011-14
Heikes 111111111111110-14 McFarland... 111101101001101-10
First div.; second shot out and won by Heikes and Cady; third

shot out and div. by White, Bristol, Stevens and Lewis-

Sweep No. 4, $1.50 entrance;
"Wolsev" 1111111111-10 McFarland 1011011111— 8

Bristol, 1101111111- 9 Heikes 1111111111-10
Willey lllOllim— 9 Thurman 1111111111—10
Cadv....- 1111111111-10 E D Miller 1111101111- 9

Burbridge 11O1111U0— 8 McMurchy 1111111111—10
Folsom 1101101111— 8 Dickey 1111100101— 7
Stevens 1011111111- 9 Lewis lllOlllliO- 8
J White 1111111111-10 Clover 1110110011- 7

All ties shot off at 5, and "Wolsev," Cady, Heikes and Me-
Murchy div. first: Miller won second; Folsom won third.

Sweep No. 5, $1.50 entrance:
Wolsey 111111111111111-15 Lewis 111110111011111-13
J White 111111011111111-14 Clover 110111111111101-13
Stevens 110101011110110—10 E D Miller. . . .111111111111111—15
Willey 101111111110101-12 Babcock 010111011111101—11
Diekev 110111111111110-13 Folsom 111101100111101—11
McFarland. ..100101110111111-11 Thurman.... ..011111111111101—11

Cadv 111111111111111-15 Davidson 111011111101111-13
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Burbridge 101100111100111-10
McMurchy. . . .111111111111111-15
Wolsey, Cady, Heikes, McMurchy and Miller div. first; White

won second alone; third shot out and Clover and Thurman div.

on tie.

Sweep No. 6, $2 entrance:
Wolsev 1 Hill 1 11111111-15 Laurie 111111111110011—13
Cady, .' 1111 01 10111 1

111—13 McFarland. . ..101001111101110- 9
Clover 111111110111011—13 Miller 111111110111011-13
Lewis 1111 0 1 1111111 1 1—14 Da vidson 111111111111111-15
Stephens 111110111110011—13 Burbridge 101011010001111— 9

Heikes 111111111111111—15 Dickey 111111011011110—11
McMurchy . . . .111111111111111—15 White 1111 01111 1111U—14
Thurman 111111111110111-14 Babcock 110001111111101—10
Willev 111111101111101-13
First and second div.; Clover, Laurie and Miller div. third on

shoot off, on 4 out of 5; Stevens won fourth,
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Sweep No. 7, 5 T>o>rs:
™ Stephens 11 10 10 11 10-7 MOW io 10 11 11 11-8
Plover H 10 11 10 10-7 Wolsey 11 11 10 10 11-8
Bristol 11 11 10 10 11-8 Dickey 01 10 11 10 MM
H'itos m 11 10 11 01—7 Oady 10 11 10 00 10-5
M>Mnrr*y on on (illlli 5 Benscotten 11 11 10 00 10 8
Oshome.. 11 11 U 11 10-9 Folsom 10 10 11 10 10-6
T.jpw*s 10 11 11 11 11-9 Burhridge 11 10 10 H 10 7
Wife 10 11 11 11 11-9 Wjllev... 11 11 11 00 10-7
First and second civ. Heikes *von third in shoot-^ff, 3 pairs

straight. Benscotten won fourth in 3b.oot-off, 11 dead out, of 6
pairs.

Sweep No. 8. 5 T><nrc :

Ohoi-no .10 10 10 01 10—5 "Wolsey" 10 11 II 01 11—

«

J White 10 10 10 10 11—0 Lewis 10 11 10 10 10-6
Steven* -.10 11 10 11 W—7 Bepscotteu 11 11 11 10 11—9
B°il-e« 10 10 11 11 10-7 Babcock 10 II 11 10 10-7
McMHTby 10 10 10 10 10-5 ^i'^ev 11 11 10 11 11—si

Clover 01 II. 11 n 10-8 Wi11«v 11 11 10 11 IT—

9

nody 11 11 10 10 10-7 Bnrbridge 10 10 10 10 00-4
Millpr 11 11 Ifl 01 11-8
All ties d1v. hut third, won hy Stevens by 3 pair straight.

Sweep No. 9, SI. 50 en+rnnne:
Stevens lUnmillHOl—14 "Wolsey" ..

J White I1i"1ll0inm-H Miller
R'-nseotteri.. . .1111111111 < 0111—14 Thurman, ..weikes Ini1l'ini10ll-14 Lewis ... .

Cadv 111H illliniui-H Bibcock ......

Ofl*ome 10111 01 1in 1 011-1 3 Mr-Mure by .... 1 ' 11 1 1
1

' 11111 10 - 14
DVkev H111010T11U1-13 Davison 111000111010111-10
Clover 000111101111111-11 Willov 111011111101111 13
First shot out end div. by Bemcotten, Miller and Babcock on 5

straight, second dir., third won hy Osborne,

First Day. Tuesday, Aug. 19.

..Illlll 1 0illini-14

..110111111111111-14

..1111111111100)1—13

..iuoinoniiiii-13
1111111.11101111— 14

The prospect was bad t his t

all dav. Heavy rain fell gt (

loruing, and it grew worse and worsp
idilvfrom a cheerless sky and tried

the spirits of the hardiest. This made P-n look down his nose, and
he publicly expressed his fears that a rninv week was on baud to
spoil tt e shpc-. So it seeimd all day, but in the evening, just as
t e la-t hackloarl had conveyed its rCrifipiiiR load down the hi'l, a
bright sp^t appeared in the west, a hright bow of promise spanned
the heaven* and a red glow suffused at least a portion of the sky,
ptvmcf promise of ^e'ter things to-morrow. The progreinme was
shot t hrnueh to-dav, all hut the 1a>»t. event, the rain only serving
to prevent thp shooting down of the lips, whieb « ould otherwise
have b+en shot- out. Thp ladies served a vpry good dinnpr to cheer
the wet butplnekv shooters. The scoreR began to present a better
appearance. Mr. Quimbv arrived as per co" tract. Skinner, of
thp Wbitnev Hun Co. appeared and shot all dav, a' d Sn did Pope,
of Oleau. Kelsey got in during the evening, and word was had
from several others who were belated bii' on the way.
A glance at the names on the .score will show that the talent is

here in f ">rec. It is a hard crowd to shoot in. Nobody made any
money t.n-day. Benscotten was bemoaning bis fate. "I have onlv
losr5hirds out of 65." said bp. "and have broken 150 out of 100,
an-i I am behind the g~mp." "You ought to have gotten the other
10,'' s*id somehodv. "Well, if I had," said Ben, disconsolately,
"somebody else 'd get more. It aintno use shooting nowadays]'''
It d"fs take good shooting here for a fact. Heikes,"Whitney and
Wolstencroft onPtnissed one bird apiece in 1 be 55 counted on
average to- J ay. thus tying on first average. Cadv won second
average on 53; Beuscotten and McD paid tied on third average
W'th 52 ou+ of 55. Taking the dav through Whiinev missed two
b'rds ou* of 160 Heikes only missel three. Wolstencroft onlv
missed five. Whitney won the elegant Keystone trophy with 50
straight. That boy is a r orker. H» must have about a carload
of silverware that he has won. Wolstencroft has materially and
noticeably changed the stvle of h ; s shooting since last winter.
He is shooting murh slower. Heikes is snooting thern, if anything,
a trifle quicker A study of i]le above totals will give an idea of
what a shooter has to do in order to win here. The scores below
will show how near some of the others came to getting there.

Shoot No. 1, 10 single Ke< stones, entrance $1:
Keller lOllllCOU— 7 Bristol 1111010101— 7
Stevens 1101101111— 8 Folsom 0110011111— 7
Heikes Ill 10U111— 0 McFarland 1101110011—7W Wolsey 0111111111 — 9 Edwards 1111110111- 9
Osborne Ill J 111111—10 Gastright 0010111111—7
Miller Olllllinoi- 7 Seigler UHllllll—

8

EPon 1011001110— 6 L°wis 11U111110— 9
Di tkey 1111111111-10 Windsor 1110111111—9
Willey 1111111111-10 Tippy 1101111101- 8
J White Himilll-10 Bibcock... 0111011111- 8
Skinner 1111000111- 7 Benscotten 1111111111—10
Burbridge 1110110111— 8 McDonald 1111111111—10
Undsey 1111110111— 9 Davton 1011111101— 8
Riblet 1111101100-7 Mr'Murcby I'llllllll—

9

Whitney 1111U1111-10 Tburman 0111111111— 9
Cadv 1111111110 0 Crosby 1101111101— 8
All ties div. bu l second, which was shot off, C»dy, Edwards,

Windsor and McMurchy div. after tying on 10 straight.

Shoot, No. 2. 15 Higgle Kevstores, entrance $1.50:
WoBey 111111111111111-15 Cbtdv I'lll111l0iiui—14
Stevens 11110100110110 —10 Lindslev 010101111111111—12
M'llor 111110111011111—13 McFarlin 111001111 111110—12
Dickey 111111101111101—13 Sieler 111101101111111—13
Heikes 111111111111111—15 Burbidge 110111111111111—14
O borne 11011111 Hill 11- 14 Benscotten ...111011111111111—14
J White 111101111111111—14 McDonald... .111111011101111—13
Willey 010111110110111—11 Crosby 111011111101011-12
Pope llOllOiOlllOOll—10 Bibcock. 1010 10000; 0110— 7
Skinner HlOilO OlllllO—H McMurchy .,..10111111111111—13
Riblet 101101111011010-10 Danton 011001 1 OH 11 101—10
Folsrm 111111111101111—14 Windsor 111111111110111—14
Whitney 113111111*11111—15 lewis UlllOIOi 111111-18
Bristol 1111111001 11101-12 Elliot ...lllOJi' -

Edwards. ..110111111111101—13
All ties div.

Shoot No. 3, 10 single Keystones
Wolsey 110H11111— 9
Stevens. 11H110111— 9
Miller HUlO'.rO- 8
Osborne 11111 11U1 10
He'kes 111HH110- 9
Sella* HHlUlll-lO
Dickey 1111111111—10
Tippy 1010110110— 6
J Whire 1111111111—10
Riblet 0011110110— 6
Skinner I1 111)1101- 9
Si ieler 1111110' 11- 9
E Pop momoiio- 6

Gastright 1010100.01- 5
Willey OimnilO- 8
Lindsley OllOlUlll- 8

All ties div. No snoot off.

Shoot No. 4. 15 single Keystone
Heikes. 111111111111111-1.5
Osborne 111111111111011-14
Stevens OOlloillll 10101-10
Wolsey 111111111111111—15
W hi tney 111111 1 11 111111—15
Dayton HllOllHllUil -14
McDonald 111111111011111—14
Li nd sle v 'I 1111101 1 1101 o - 11

Stumer 111110110010110—10
Benscotten. . . . 10111 1 111 111111 14
Pope Ill 10111111011-13
Riblet 101001 101110111 10
Bristol 111111 111111111 15
Oro by 1111101 11111 10 -13
FoPom 110011100111110-10
All ties divider.

Shoot No. S, 15 single Kevstones
Linds-ev 1101H001101100— 9
M Donald H lllUHlllll- 5
Babcork 101110110111011-11
Dickey HO 1011(001111-11
He kps 211111111111111-15
Stevens 111111011010011 11

Whitney 1 1
• 11 0 1 1 1 1 11111—14

Osborne 111111111111111 15
Folsom 1 1101011 1 111111-13
Cady 11 1 1 1111011 ill 1-14
Sk i n ner Ill 11 110110 11 i 1-13
Riblet 1111111 1001111-13
Rerii-cotten.... 111111 111011111-14
White niionniHiu-14
Keller 111111101101111-13
Burhri Ige 111011111011110-12
All ties div.

t, entrance 32.50, S50 guaranteed:
Whitney 1111111111-10
Fd < ards 1110100101- 6
Thurman 1 1

1 1 1 11111—10
Cady 11.11111111—10
Bristol Ill 1101011— 8
Fol-om 000 1011 011— 5
McFarland 11110J1100— 6
Crosby 101 ;0 1111- 8
Babcock 10111111 H- 9
McDonald 1011111111— 9
Benscotten 1111111 HI—10
Lewis 1110111111— 9
Oavton .....lllllliOOO— 7
M' Murchy lOllllOill— 8
Windsor 1011111011— 8

m entrance S3 50, $75 guaranteed:
"J White". ...111011111011111—12

v . . ! .-on'oo < - ,

Cadv 0111 11111111111—14
McFarland. . .

. 11 1011100011111—11
Tippy 111111111111111-15
B 4 v.coe k Ill 0 1 101 1 1 1 11 1 1—13
Mr-M u i-cb y .... 01 11 U 11 111111 —14
Keller 111101111111010-12
Lewis 01 It 11111 11010— 12
Gastright 110 iOlltOtlOll— 11
Siegler .111011111111111-14
Ei wards 110111111111111—14
Miller HOlHOllOl 1111-12
Windsor H'0nillllllll-H
Willey 011111111011011-12

entrance gl.50:W lley
Bristol
Segiler

"'''Jo

P^pe
M(jMurch> .

.

Dayton
Gas r.right ...

L»-vvis
Crosby
"Wolsev"
KS Miller...
Dr Miller. . .

.

Windsor. .

T-ppy
Is Davis. ....

101110110101111-
oiiiniOinoioi-
niiiioiiiinn-
iiinimiiiiH-
11111 110010UOI-
.110101111111111-
lOionioioiiioi-
.iiiniinonuii-
110111111111111-
.liiniiioiuoio.
.111100111111111
Hiiiiii iiiim
.11111110101011'-
H0J1HHH01O1
101111101 Oilll-

101111111111111

Shoot NA. 6, 20 single Kevstones, entrance $5 $100 guaranteed:
McDonaldiniilinilimillll-SO Ribbet.... 10111101100111011011-14
Heikes... 1U1H111 H111U11U-20 <4asti'ight.H0011H IOHHHOO'1-14
sevens.. nooiooniiou;oion-i3 Rope .... ouium'oooioiom 14
Wolsev... .11111111111111111111 20 Willey HOHOIO'0 111111 111-16
Osborne ..OIlllllUlllllllllH-19 Fo i s0m . . . 10111111111011111101-17
Bahcock.. 101111 11011 111110110-16 Sigler 01101111110111111111-17
Whitney. .11111110111111111111-19 Lewis... .111.11111 ' 11111 111111—20
Cady ..111111111]llllinill-?0 Crosby .11111111011111011011-17
Bensc'tt'nlH 11111111111111011-19 -VFarlan 1011111 101111111 1011-17Kelar ....111101111100 1011111-16 L Davis. . .1001101 001011111011-13

?rV^",
ey

r-'
10nlnlnO1 ' 1OO0 ' 0!n-12 E DMilbrllOUllllOllHllllOl 17

¥ M 'Th -vl ' J 1 11 1 11 1111 1 1 1ll 1 1 -20 Dr Miller .11 101 1 101 HI 1 0101 1 11-1R
J White. .111H011011imini0-17 Kdwards..lll0lllll00in0l100l-14
Lindsley. .1 lit) OliOJOlllOOi) 01—U Windsor. .01111111111111011111-18
Bristol. . . llllH0imil0tinil-18
All ties div.

Shoot No. 7. 15 sinele Kevstones
Benscotten.... 111111110111011—13
Kcllar 111101010111111-12
McDonald... .llillULHlIll 15
Dickey .... ... Ill HI HUllI 11-15
Skinner llllilll 011111—14
Stevens 11111111111)111—15
Bibcock 11111111111.1111—15
Heikes 111111111111111-15
Burbridge 1 101HI 1 1 1 1 1 1U— 1

4

Wolsey 111111111111111—15
Whitney. 111111111111111—15
T'mrman 1111 1111111111—15
Osborn 111111110111111—14
Lindsley 101 limiHolli—12
White 111111101111101—13
Sigl e r 111101100111101-11
All ties diy.

i. entrance $1 50:
McMurchy 111111111110111—14
Fidsom O'l 10011 1111111-11
Bristol 110111101101110-11
Cady ni01Pl1011in-13
L Davis HOHJ'On 11 01 11
Croshy 011011111111111-13
Fd wards 111111111111111—15
Rope 011111110110111-12
Laurie milloillllOH-13
"Hat ton"... .J1llll1l0i]H0.j-l2
Riolet 000010111100101- 7
Lewis 111111111111111-15
Willey 11 Hill 10111000-11
Miller 1lll!llUliniO-14
"Jamo-" 101111110111010-11
Gastright 101111110111110-13

Shoot No. 8, Kevstone tr^phv enntest, 50 singles, entrance ISi
Benscotten Illinium lOlom 11 mil 1 11111111111111111111111-48
Lewis Hiihoriiiinioiiinnnioniiioiiinmoniioiii-45
I White. 11 inn n linioinnnmiiiHiH in inn j imiiio-48
^ey0118 1111111101111111110,1011:0111111111110001)11101101-40wo sey ninnnnniiniiiii'nHiHiimiimiinomn-43
Keller .: 11011111 11111 Hill 1 01111111) 11111011111101111 11110—45
clover mm in ii inn noun m inn mnioiioiiniiin—47
Dayton.... 11111110 010 1111110101110111111 100110111111011 1U-40Lmdsey 111110111111001111111111111110011)1010111011111111 42
OshfU'D e 10

!
Hill 1 11111 111 11 11111001111111 11 111 llllilll 11 1 1-47

"ickey onoiii nun iimmonmiimm miiiiiiiimio-45
Pope 1 1 1 101111 1 1 0111 1 01101 1111111 01101 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 11 1 1 n 1 1—44
Cady. ..Hllllll 1101 1111111011 1110111111111111110111111011-45
James .11)11011111111 111 1111 11111111111111101111111111111-47
Crosby nnoiiinn iniiH. lininiiiiiniitiiiniomm-is
wiiiey mniiiinimiHimiiioi 010 111111111111111111—17
Whitney 01 11111 11111 11111.1 111111111111111111 11)1111111111- 50
Babcock oi Hiiiiii lomoimooniiiiii'imnmommm-H
Thurman 111110111111111111111111111011111011111111 11111111-47
McMurchy 111111111111111110111111111011111111111111 1 01111-47
£'< vi * oonim iiooimnoi iiiiiniinoiioiiiimooiniooo-37
E D Miller Ill 111111 1 1 1 11 Hi 10 1 101111 10111111111)111111111111—17
McDonald 11011)111011111110111 111111111111111111011 mil101-45
H'-.ikes ... , niiiiiimiimmno nniimnmi im, 111111-49
Windsor iiiioiiuiiiimnmoinniimniiniiiiiimioo—46
Sigler 11111,01111.111111111)0.111011110111111110111110101-43
Whitney won the Keystone trophy with the admiiabie score of

oO stTa-ght. Ties beloAy were divided.

$50 guaranteed:
...H01101100- 6

...1010110011- 6
..1011100111— 7
..1101101100— 6
- . 11 11 11101— 9
.1111111111—10

...1111111111-10
.. ommiii-9
.. ..00110! 11 10- 6
... .1111111000 - 7

...1111110111- 9
. ..1010111111— 8
...lHiuom- 9

Short No. 9, 10 single Kevstones, entrance *2.50, ,

Benscotten 1111110111— 9 Gastright
Heikes 111111 nil—10 Stevens
Lindsley llinlllO.l- 8 I'avton ...

Kellar 1111111101—9 P pe
Wolsey .1111111111—10 McMurchy
Oshorne 110U11110— S Bristol
Whitney 1111111)11—10 Windsor ...
Cady 0111111111—9 McDonald...
White II'1111111-IO Willey
Tippy 1111111111-10 Sett)
McFarlin OlHllll O— 8 Miller
Bahcock 0110111111— 8 D ;ckev
Davis 1111111111—10 Crosby
All ties divided.

This closed the shooting for the day, shoot No. 10 being an-
nounced for the first on the following morning. It had on the
whole been a very good day. although the division of the tit-s
instead of shooting off made the winnings very light, whereof the
experts kicked the hardest. The highest number of entries during
the day was 32.

Wednesday, Second Day, Aug. w.

The promise of the evening before was fulfilled, and the morning
broke bright and clear. The day was warm, rbeerful andpleasanr
'hrouehout, and things wore an a peet very different from that of
the dav before. By aft-ernoon there was a good crowd upon the
grounds, and the club house vermdas w^re filled with lady
spectators. The entries reached 38 at top notch to-day. Every-
thing moved off well, and the occasion was pleasant, to t he extreme
in each detail. Mr. J-nney, of the Jpnney and Graham Gun C'o
and Mr Bobbins, of the Sporting Review, arrived from Cmc».go'
this morning, a' d will stay through I lie week. Tbeli«ts will show
several new names. The first event of the day was the postponed
event, No. 10, from yesterday. Following are the scores:

Shoot No. 10, 10 single Keystones, entrance $1:
SigPr 1111111111-10 Crosby 1110'lOHl- 8
Lindsley 1111011110- 8 McMurchy 1101111111- 9
Bristol 1111111110- 9 Dickey 1111011101— 8
Kelsey 1111110111-9 Cady 1111111111-10
"Wolsey" 1U1111 111-10 Dr Millpr O111110111- 8
Kellar 1111100111-8 Windsor 0111111011-8
"Whit" OOllllJlil- 9 McFarland 0110101111- 7
Edwards 11011111 1- 9 Heikes lllillil 1-ltl
Benscotten 1110111011— 8 McDonald 1011111111— q
"Wtite." 0111111111-9 E Miller llilllllll-lO
Folsom 01 1 1111111— 9 Osborne ...lll'llllll—10
Reckwith OHOIOHO:— 6 St vens 1111101111—9
Tippy 1111111110—9 Wh.teey Ollllllioi-

8

Burbridge lOlllllHl— 9 James 10UH1I11— 9WT illey HHOilill— 9 Skinner 1110111111— 9
Eliio't 1101101110- 7 Davis 0101111110- 7
Mattice 1111100011- 7

'

All ties div.
i

Shoot No. 1, 15 single Kpvstones. entrance $1.50:
White 111! 1111111111-15 Dickey 111111110110111-13
BenBCOtten....lllllinilllil0 14 Kelsev 11H1H100I1111—15
Kellar 111110111101110-12 McMurchy.. . .1111111111111 1 -15
Lindsley 0111010.010 Oil— 8 Bristol....'... .101111111110111—13
Osborne 111101111111101-13 E D Miller 111111111110111-14
Stevens 011111111011100-11 Skinner 0111101 OillOll—11
Whitney 11101101111111-13 Clover 111111101111111-14
"Wolsey" 111011111111111-14 Marhias llllllilllHOH-U
Folsom OlliniHlOOlol—11 Edwards 111101111110111—13
James 111110111111111-14 Dr Miller 110110111011110-11
"Flintlock"....0110101110' 0000- 6 Cadv . ..10101 llliHOlll—

U

Elliot 00101 1010110011- 8 McFarland... HlOlOlOOOOiul-

8

Burbridge 111110100111111-12 Beexwith.... OOOOOOlllllOlll- 8
Willey llOllllinoi) 11-13 Davis 111111101011111-13
Stealer 110101111111111-13 Croshy 11 1 Illlllllll 11-15
Heikes 111111111111111-15 "Tippy" 111111110110101-12
McDonald... .111111011111110-13
First and secoi.d div ; third div. after shoot off by McDonald

Dickey, K>]sev, Bristol, Kd wards, "Whit." and "Windsor;" fourth
div. after shoot off by Cody and "Tipp> ."

Shoot No. 2, 10 Kevstone*. entrance $1:
Benscotten 1001111111— 8 Osborne 0111111111— 9
J White — 1101011101— 7 James 11111 1 110 — 9
Ltrdsley 011101111— 8 (Hover.. 111111111—10
Heikes 1111111111-10 Croshy 01 1101111- 8
Folsom 1101110000- 5 McFarland... (001100110— 4
S'gler ...1111011100—7 Pope OOOllOOilO— 4
Bristol 11111111.11-10 bk'nner 0111111111 9
Stevens 1111011111— 9 McMurchy 1111111011— 9
Kellar 1101111111— 9 Dayton 11 0111011— 8
Wolsev" Illlllllll -10 Davis 1111011111—

Shoot No. 3, 10 pairs Keystones, entrance $2
11 01 01 11

Wi'l^ 10 11 11 11
Bys t ol 10 10 10 00

T
Wh ' fce 10 10 10 11^lax .10 11 10 11
fe
T
teTens oo ii oo io

Heikes io 11 11 11
Cady 10 10 11 11

gav,

ls v- 00 10 11 00
Burbridge io 10 10 10
Lmdsley 00 01 00 10
Whitney. ...10 11 11 11
Wolsey" .11 11 11 11

Kelsey 10 10 11 11
Benscotten H n n \\
Rickey io 11 11 11

SSteP io io n io
"VVhit" ......10 11 10 01
Crosby,,. io 11 11 10
McMurchy io 10 11 10
Davton io n 10 11
Pope 11 10 11 10
Clover io 10 11 01
Edwards 11 11 11 11
J>mes..... 10 11 10 11
E D Miller 11 00 11 11
McDonald 01 10 10 00
Ceor-e 00 10 10 11
Windsor 10 01 11 10
Thurrnsu n in n 00
^'OPv" ...0i 11 10 10
Dr Miller 10 11 10 10
All ties div.

$59 guaranteed;
00 10 11 11 10 11-14
11 01 11 00 10 11-15
10 11 11 10 10 10-11
11 11 11 01 10 U—15
11 10 00 00 10 00-10
)0 10 10 11 10 00— 9
10 11 11 11 11 11-18
11 11 10 01 10 11-15
10 10 10 10 10 10— 9
11 1! 11 11 11 11-16
10 10 10 10 11 11—10
11 11 10 11 11 10-17
11 11 10 11 CO 01-17
11 11 11 11 11 11-18
11 11 11 10 10 11-18
11 10 11 10 10 11—16
11 11 10 11 10 10—13
10 10 11 11 01 10—13
10 00 11 10 11 11-14
11 10 11 II 11 10-15
10 00 10 01 10 00 -10
01 01 11 10 11 11-15
lo 11 00 11 1) 01—13
10 10 11 11 10 10—16
10 10 11 00 10 10-13
10 10 10 11 11 10-14
10 10 10 01 10 10— 9
10 11 00 10 10 10-10
11 11 10 11 11 00-14
10 10 11 01 It 10-14
11 11 10 10 11 10-14
10 10 00 10 10 11—11

Burhridge .111111 011-
Wbite llolllllll— 9
Willey 11111101H 9

Kelsey 1101101)1- 8

McDonald 1101111111- 9

Flintlock 1010-00010- 4
Dickey lllllOi HO- 8
MiJI-t 111111111-10
Mwttice 010111111.— 8
First div , second div. by I'hurman and Edwards after 10 straight

in the ties, third div. by Crosby, Windsor and Lindsley after 5
straight ties, fourth div.

Ci.dy 110 •011110- 7
Thurman 1111110111- 9
George 1101001110- 6
Wnituay OiOllllOOl— 6
Edwards 1110111111 - 9
Dr Miller- 101111111— 9
Windsor 0011111111— 8
Tippy liOHOUOO- 6

Shoot No. 4, 10 singlp Kpystones, entrance $1:
Tippy 0111111111- 9 .lames 1111111101- 9
Dr Mdler 1011101101— 7 Burbridge 1111011111- 9
Hoikes 1111111111-10 Wol«ey 110 011110- 7
"Whit" 1111 11111-10 Thurman 1101111111- 9
Benscoiten 1111111111—10 Mattice 1111110101— 8
Bristol 1111(00101- 7 Clover lOlllll'll— 9
Folsom 1111110101— 8 S'gler 1000111001— 5
Osborne 11 mini— 9 McDonald 1HH1111—10
Kelsey 1111111111-10 S'evens 1011100111— 7
Rope 1111111111-10 McMurchy 1111111111-10
Lindsley 0111011011- 7 Whitney 1111111111-10
Cady .1101111111—9 Elliott 0011111110-7
' ickey 111111)111—10 Skinner 1111111111—10
Kellar 01101.11111- 8 ED Miller 1110111111- 9
Willey IIOJIOIIIO— 6 Edwards 0110111111— 8
Flintlock 1110111110— 8 Gastright 111110110— 8
Sigler lllUlllll-10 Windsor 1111111111-10
White 0111111111— 9 Austin 111! 0101H—

8

Crosby 110H11011- 8 George 1111111000— 7
Ail ties div.

Shoot No. 5, 20 single Keystones, entrance $5, $75 guaranteed:
Kelsey... 0111.1111111111111111—19 James. ..11111111111111111111—20
Rope n 111010111111111111-18 McMurcMllllimmilUlllO—19
Heikes... .11111111111111111111-20 "BWhite"10 01111011011111111— 6
Crosby....11111111111111110.01— 18 Wilier.. . .11010110110111111111—16
White fiimihlinmiim-18 Cady Ill 1111011111111 1110-18
BeuscofnlHllimillimilll—.20 George... 110011110100 0100001— 9
Bristol... 1111)11011111111111-19 Stevens... 11111111111011111111-19
KelW 00111101111111111111-18 E D Millerllllll ! 11 1101010 L 110—16
Flintlock. 111111 OllOlOOllOlll 15 Whitney. 1111111111111111110-19
lindsley.. 1 1110. 001 1 10 11 1 0000-12 Edwards. 11111111101111101111—18
Sigler. .. llillllllllimillll—20 Osborn ...IMlinOi 1011111111—17
Woolsey.. 1111111111)111111111 -20 Dr Miller.ll 11111101111111100—17
Clover 01110111111111111111-20 Windsor.. 1111 1011111111111010—17
Dickey..

. 11111111111111111111-20 Gastright.lOlllllOlllomillll—17
All ties div.

Shoot No. 6, 15 single Kevstones, entrance $1.50:
Pope OimiOOIllOni—11 Cady 111101110111101—12
Elliott lOUOlfilOOnOOl— 7 Stevens liniOlllOlOUl—12
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Kelsey 01111 111111111-14
Cro-by 10101111111101—12 S'egler 11)110111001101—11
Bristol imOll'lllllH-U Diekey 11101111111011-13
Benscotten— 111111111111101 14 "Wolsej" 111111111111111-15
"J White" 111111011101111-13 Mattice 111110110111111-13
L*ndsley 1111001"10HOOO 8 Whitney lllllllinmil-15
McDonald.. .1000111)1111111-12 Genrge 011010 00110111—9
We'more 111101111111010—12 Osborne llimillimil— 15
KeBar 11 llOHOllOin -12 Skinner 111111111110111-14
Austin 1 11 1 01 1 1 1 11 0011—13 McMurchy... 110111111111011 13
"Whit" 1110101.11 111 001-12 "Tippy" imilimillH-i5
F Jsom 11011111111 10 1-13 Edwards 101111111111111—14
Flintlock 100011111111111-12 Thurman 111111111110 11-14
Burbridge 111111010111111-13 Windsor 111111111111111-15
Clover 111111110111111-14 E MOler 011111111111111-14
'James" 101111111111111-14 Dr Miller 101110111110111-13
Oastright. .. .10111101111111-13
First and second div.; third wissh^t out. Folsom, Burbridge and

Dickey staying and dividing; tourth was shot out and Cady and
"Whit" div. after the ties.

Shoot No. 7, 25 single Keystones, entrance $5, $100 guaranteed, 5
moneys:
"Whey" 1111111111111111111111111—25
Be n

'
co tten 1111 111 1 1 1 11 1111 11 11 1 1 111-25

J White 1101111111111111101111110-23
Heikes mmiinnmnmjiiiL-25
Willey 1111111 nilOll 11110101111-22
S'evens moiinmmmoimi 23
"Whit" onooonnooiioioiioiioii—15
Burbridge 1 0 OH 11 11 11 111 1 01011 111—21
Cady 1100111111110011111111111—21
pope 1110011111111111110110111—21
Dickey llul llOlimomiHllO-22
"lover OllllllH llllllimiHll—24
James .1111111101011111111111—23
McMurchy 11111 1110' 11 till 111111111—24
Crosov Illlli 1111 1 111 111 1 1111111—25
E D Miller OnMtllllOinilimioll-22
Bristol 111110 '1011111110111 11111 -21
O-diorne 11 1101 101 11 1 i 11 1 1 1 1 1 10101—21
Dr Mil ler - 1 1 1 111 1 011 1111111111111 10-23
Kelsey 1111 1111111110111111111—24
Ed wards 11 111 111111111 1P '11111110—23
Signer 1111101111111111111 1 1 111 1 24
Whitney 111111 11111 11 111 1 1 11 1 1011—24
Windsor 110 111111111111111111111-24
MrDonald , HI 1111 1111111111 1 1111101—24
Kt liar OOOOOlllllOlllOllOlllliOO—15
Gastrtght 11111111111111111 L 111111—25
All ties div.

Shoot No. 8, the L. C. Smith Trophy.—Great interest was evinced
in this shoot, which on the wnole is regarded as the most import-
ant of the tournament. Tbe magnificent trophy itself, nearly 3ft.
high, and admirably ornamented in devices of the field, is one of
the most coasiderahle trophies now in competition at the trap.
P has been sLowu in illustration in these columns. It was won
last year by H. B. Whitney, the very well named "boy wonder"
of Phelps, N Y„ who has returned in perfect condition this year.
It was displayed this afternoon upoo a stand in front of the'elub
house, and certainly impressed both shooters and spectators with
a sense that there is something to this shooting busiuess, and
nerved the hoys with a determination to do their best or better.
How they succeeded mav be seen by a look at the scores. Ti>e
blackboard was watched anxiously. At the end of the first 25
birds it presented a bristling t ice nearly all "Is," with hardly an
'0" to break the monotony. It was remaiked by the old shootets
that sneh a score had rarely ever been seen before, if ever at all.
The bi st target shots of the United ftates were among those who
stepped to tbe sc ire. There was na 50 straigtit made. Billy
Wro)stencroft had the cup in his hands at tbe last shot, butmissed
his flttieth bird. Tuis let in three others, Heikes, Osborne and
B-nscotten. Wolstencroft, as is well known, shoots a Greener,
Heikes and Benscotten, Lefevers, Osborne a Smith. It will he
remembered that last year Harvey McMurchy, the representative
of the Smith gun, who has done so much for it among the shoot-
ing people of tne country, won the Smith trophy here, making 50
stiaight, but gracefully resigned in favor of Mr. Whitney. 'I bis
year Mr. McMurchy aid another courteous act by throwing open
tbe c mipetition to guns of all makes, and not confining it solely
to shooters of tbe L. C. Smith gun, as heretofore ha^ been done.
No restraint was therefore put upon the shooters, and not a mur-
mur was heard throughout the whole closely contested event.
The shoot-off in the tits was ex'-ding. It was decided to shoot
off a 25 birds. In the first tie Osnorue missed his third bird.
Benscotten fell out on his twen'ieth, and the expression of
grief on his race would have caused a hitching post to weep.
Wolstencroft and Heikes shook hands ana went on with
25 apiece. They then agreed to divide the money, which
by toe conditions of this year is to he 40 per cent, of rjext
year's entry, and continued the shoot, Wektsocioft wore aMu»
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jersey and Heikes a black, and Wack and bine moved up and
down the long line of traps unt'l the blue jacket let his ninth
hbd, a left qum-iprer, get away. Heikes not to be outdone, let his
tenth, a rstit quartcrer, got on*. Wolstencroft dronped his four-
teenth, and it is probable he then had too great a respect for the
sawed-off blntidc in the black Jersey, for he dropped the bwenty-
ppcnd and tweutv-third, the latter al least iu mire carelessness.
Had be held up on these birds b° would still have been in it. for
Roll missed bis twenty-fourth and walked out with 33 in the last
tie. a winner in one of the prettiest shoots it has been the fortune
of the pnbl'c to see.
Comment should be made bere on the remarkahle shooting

which is of late bfing done by Rolla Heike». He h»s been wit
nine about everytning in sight, and in the Smith trophy shoot 1

not only won his race, but, broke the record, which was thought
to he unbreakable. Two years ago ,T. E. Miller, of Cincinnati,
made a run of 158 single targets, and this was the record till to-
day. WhenHeikes fired at bis twenty-seventh bird in this race
to-fav pverybody on the grounds noticed that the report was light
and muffled, a mere squid. Rolla thought the nowder and shot
nuist have run logethcr. It wn« a machine-loaded shell. H"W
ever that may he, this was bis 181*1 bird, bringing over his last £.
st-aigbt from yesterday. Mr. Heikes, therefore, made 'a run of
180 straight, with 22 to the good over Ihe record. Giving him the
bird he lost through the defective shell, which he wm certainly
due to break, and his total run would have, reached 240. There is

in this shoot a whole commentary on modern trap shooting, It
can 1 e reduced fairly to a science, or to a mechanics] art, at least,
it would seem. The conditions were 50 single Keystones, $>ft en-
trance, winner to take, the cup an* +0 per cent, of next, rear's en-
trance, balance to be divided 40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Score:

J White IllimilOlllllIlllll 101 111 10111111111111111001111-45
Wolstencroft. .. .11111111 11 1 1ll 1.1 llll 111111 llll llll I 111 11 111111 1110— 1!)

James 1111111 1011 IHOlllOmi ill! 11111 101111111111111111—46
Stevpns 11111111111110111111111011111111111111111111111111 48
Heikes .ni]lil]lPllll]llllllllll0linilll1Uni1llllllll-4!l
Osb-rne 111111 '1 1111 1 ill 11 1 11111 11111111 1 1111011111 Willi—49
Thurmau 11 '11111011111111111111111111 11111 Ionil1l10i0llll—46
Prosby Ill 111 11111111111111111011 '1101 niHlim 111 1111110—4R
McMrtjJoby 11101111 11ll0llinimil1ionuin ililllilillliin—47
"Renscotten 11113111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111-49
Keisey iiiiiiiiniinnnmnoiin 1101H11 in 11I111H111-4S
Clover 11111111011] 1101 11001 11111 limoir 11 1111110111111-14
Erf wards 1111111010111 11

1 101 11 11111111111110111111111111111-4(5
Whimey 11111111 H ill 1 11111.111111 '011111111 111 ill Ill 111 110— ISM Donald 11111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111110-48
wmey imnniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiinniiiionunioo—45
Cady 1011110101111 1 111 111101111111111111101111 111011111—44
Miller lllllUlllllllllllimi '11111 '01111111111 111111101—4«
Dickey 11111111101101111111110111101111111111111111111111—46

First tie. 25 singles, 18yds.:
Wolstencroft 1111111111111111111111111-25
Heikes lDlllllnilinillllinil-25
Osborne 110101
Ben? eotten 11111111111111111110

Second tie, 25 singles. "0yds.:
Wntetencroft 1111111101111011111110011—21
Heikes 1111111 11011111 1111111101—23
Heikes won. All other ties cttv. McMurehv won third alone, on

41. This closed the shooting of the day. The places for daily
average were: Heikes and Benscotten first. Wolstencroft second,
Kels> y third; the number of birds missed in the average shoots
being respectively 2, 3 and 4.

Thursday, Tliird Day, Aug. SI.

Grief and woe overspread the landscape, ibis morning and
pretty little CorrvValley was bathed in tears. The rain was fitful
all the morning, and at 11 o'clock drove the bovs awayfr^m the
scores and set in to drown everybody in sight. Tough luck for
Penrose, who has done too much good hard work to deserve to see
his tournament spoiled this way. The delays seemed so many
and so pr bable that, it was determined to drop a number o'f

the minor programme sweeps, and to go on with the guaran-
tee", championship conie°tsand team races first.
The wind this morning had blown down the tepees of Long

Feather and Oregon Nick, and these gentlemen were forced to
divide their time between Fred Quimhv and Mr. Jeaney, who sat
in their door like Chatham street merchants and invited every-
body in out of the wet. This would be a pretty good time, since
fryers body has stopped shooting and cone to telling stories, to tell
how Fred Quiuiby got bis title of "Blue Island Champion," but it
is nearly dinner time and it niav be better to wait. The follow-
ing scrres were shot out before the deluge:

Postponed shoot No. 9. 10 single Kevstones, entrance $2.50:
Wnlsey 1111111111-10 Dickev 1111111110— <l

J W> ite ...1111111111-10 McClure 110101H11— 8
Berseotten 1111111111-10 J C Hill 1111101011— 8
Rri^ol 1011111111— 9 J F Mallory 111O11H00- 7
S'gler 1111010111- 9 F F Mallory 1111110111- 9
Lirdsley 1111111111-10 McDonald llHOimi— 9
Keisey 1111111111-10 Cady 1111111111 10
•Heikes 1111111111-10 Crosbv 1111110111— "
"R D Miller 1111101000- 6 Willey 0110101110- 6
Vr Mill' r 0111011111— S Osborne 1111111000- 7
"Jamra" ... 1111111111—10 McMurchy 1111111111—10
Folsoui 10101 '0110— 6 "Whit" 1101 101100— p
Stevens 1100101H1- 7 Edwards 1111101101- 8
Burhridge 1011101111— 8 Tippy 11I110H11— 9
Whitney 1111111101- 9 Clover 1110001111- 7
All ties div.

Postponed shoot No, 10. 10 single Keystones, entrance SI:
Sitrler 1110111101— 8 F E MsJlory 1100011001- 5
Stevens 1111111011—9 J « Mallory 1011111111-9
Mattice 1111101110— 8 Benscotten 1111111111-10
"White" 1111111010- 8 Crosby 1011111101— 9
Osborne 1110101110- 7 MrMurchy H11U111 1—10
Buviu-idge 1111111001- 8 ED Miller 1011111111— 9
Bristol 1111011111-9 Tippy 1111110111—9
Keisey 1111111111-10 TMckev 1111110111—9
Heikes 1111111111-10 Skinner 01101H011— 7
"Whit".... 1111101111—9 Edwards 0111111111-9
"Wolsey" 1111111101— 9 McDonald 1111111111-10
Ltedsley lOimoni- 8 Dr Miller 11110U111— 9
Folsorn nnmo'O'— 7 Willey 0110110111—7
McClure . .0" 000011 00— 3 Cadv .0010111111- 7
Hile 1HOOK001— 5 Thurman 1100111111— 8
Whitney 1111111111—10 "James" 1111111111—10
First div.; second shot off «nd div. by -T. S. Mallory. Crosby, E.

D. Miller, Wolstencroft, Dickey, Dr. Miller; third div.; fourth
Shot out and won by Folsom and Skinner.

Shoot No. 1, 15 single Kevstones, entrance $1,50:
J White 111111111111111-15 Osborne 111111111111100-13
pndsley, ..... .0'110011010im-10 D>- Miller 111111110110111-13
McDonald .. .111111110'1H11-14 Clover.., 11 11111 1 1111110-1

4

'Wolsev" 111111111111111-15 "Whit" 101111111111110-13
"James" 111010111010111—11 Stevens 101111111111111—14
Crosby 110111111111111-15 J O Hile 1010U1110U1101-10
Folsom ... ....omillOOO'OOOl— 8 Sigler lllllllOlOimi—13
Bristol .110111001111111-12 Thurman 110101110110110-10
FE Mallory. .111111111001111—13 Dickey 111111111111110-14
McClure ll'lllOOHO'111-12 Whitney 111011111111111-14
E D Miller. . . . 101111111110111-13 Windsor 111111111111111-15
| F Mallory. . .011111001111111—12 McMurehv ... .111111111111101-14
Keisey 01111111111111—13 Pope 111111111110111—14
Burmdge 101011111101 11—12 Skinner 111111111111011-14
Willey .,.111111111111111—15 Benscotten... 111111111111111-15
Cadv 111110111111111-14 Tippy 101011111011111-12
Heikes .111111111111111-15
First div.. second shot out and div. by McDonald, Crosby, Clover,

Whitney and Skinner; other ties div.

Sh^ofc No 3, 10 singles, entrance $2 50; $50 guaranteed:
'Wobey" lllUUin-10 Sigler 1111111100-8
J White" 1111111111- 10 Skinner 1111111111-10
'James" 1111111111-10 Dickev 1110111010-7
"ED M'ller 1111111111- 9 "Whit" ,.1010111010- 6
JtlcClnre 0000101111— 5 Benscotten 11110 '1 111—

9

Cady 1110111111— 9 McMurchy 1111110111— 9
pflsteY 1011111111— 9 Clover 1111111111—10
F E Mallory 1011111101- 8 Dr Miller HlllO'llO- 8
•Folsom 1110011111— 8 Windsor 1111111111—10
Heikes 1111111111-10 Whitney 1111111111—10
McDonald 0111110111- 8 Edwards llllllliU—10
Stevens 1101111111— 9 Pope 1111110100— 7
Willey llllllClll- 9 Keisey 1001111010- 6
Bnrhige 101U11111— 9 Osb rne 1011111001- 7
2 F Mallory 1100111110- 8 Tippy llllOHUl- 9
'Crosby 1011111111— 9

First, shot out and div. by White. Clover, Windsor and Heikes;
Second shot out and div. by Stevens, Cro bv, Benscotten and Mc-
MDrchv, after 10 straight; third shot out and div. bv McDonald
and J. F. Mallory; fourth div.
This was the first s^oot after dinner. The rain stopped a little

oefore 2 P. M., and the events were harried off as fast as possible.

S"OOt No. 4, 10 single Kevstones, tntrance $2.50, $50 guaranteed:
White 1111101111- 9 Clover 1101111111- 9
"Wolsey". 1111111111 10 Willey .1111111111-10
Folsom 1U1111010— 8 Edwards 1 110111001— 7
Lindsley 1111110001— 7 Whitnev 1111111111-10
Cadv 0111110100- 6 J F Mallory 1111 1 10100- 7

Heikes Ill ' 11 Ull -10 Windsor 1111111111-10
Stevens UlilllllO- 9 Dr Miller nn limi-io
Crn-div 1111011111 9 "Whit" 1011101110- 7

F E Mallory 01111111 1 1— 9 Keisey 1101101111— H

McMurchy'. 1100111011- 7 nickey 1111111111-10
Benscotten IHOlilUl- 9 Tippy 10U111H0- 8

Burhridge OllO'lllll- 8 Osborne .1011111000-6
Skinner 1110101100- 6 Miller 1011111011- 8
Siglor 1010101111- 7 McDonald 1111010110- 7

McClure 1011101111- 8 Pope 1100011110- 6
"James" 1111111111-10

First, shot off and won bv Windsor; second shot off and div. by
Crosbv and Benscotten; third shot off and div. by Folsom and E.
D. M'ller; fourth shot off and div. by J. F. Mallory, Lindsley,
"Whit" and McDonald; fifth money div.

Shoot No. 9, 15 s ;ng1 e K°vstones, entrance $3, $75 guaranteed:
J White 111001111010111-11 Dr Miller 111111111011111-14
Heikes 111111111111111-15 McDonald ... .1111111 111 Hill—15

Wolsey 111111110111111-15 Pope 111111 '10111101-13
Folsom 011111110111111—13 Skinner 111111111111101-14
Benscotten.... 1111U111 111011—14 McClure 011110000101101— 8
SU ve n s 11 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 -14 Dshorne 1 11 01 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 11-14
Cadv 101111110111111-13 K-lsey l'inilllllll II—15
Willey 111101111011110 12 "Whit" 011110110111100-10
Sigler 111011101111111-13 Dickey 111111111111111-15
' James" 101 1111101 1 100'—11 Clover 111110111100111-12
McMurchy 111111110111111-14 .1 F Mallory. .101100110111101-10
Lindslev.." 101111011000111-10 E D Miller 11001111101110-12
F E Mallory...1H111I1I111H1—15 Whitney 111111111111011—14
Orosbv 11111 1110101101—12 Windsor 111111 ll ! 1 11111-15
Bu-bridge . ...111111011111101-13 Tippv lltlOllUllllll-14
F'rstshot out and d'v. by Wolstencroft. F. E. Mallory, McDon-

ald, Kelsev and Windsor. Second shot out and div. by Whitney,
Stevens, McMurchy and Dr. Miller, third and fourth div.

Shoot No. 8, Peters Cartridge Co. Trophy.—This was another
interesting shoot, this well known and handsome, trophy having
never yet failed to bring out a full o> try of the shooters on hand.
Out of the 50 there were two 49s, Wolstencroft and Clover, the
rest scattering. Heikes fell in th ' lucky hole of 46. An amusing
incident, happened here, which will serve to show the ceaseless
scheming and pulling for place which has marked this tourna-
ment almost bevoud precedent. A certain young shooter, who
has figured well in the scores right along, had observed that
Heikes was alone in the 46 hole, and thought, that a good place to
bp. He therefore "oncluded to drop his last bird, and held about
20ft. hehuid it purposely. To his intense surprise and disgust a
strav pellet wandered out and broke the bird, and thus he was in
the 47 bole, where there are several others and much less "divvy."
Served him right! The conditions of this shoot, were 50 singles,
entrance $5, winner to take cun and 40 n"r cent, of next year's
entry, this year's money to be divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
O. B. Dickey, of Boston, won this trophy last, year, the conditions
' hen bping that the winner took bis money with the cup. Score:
Heikes 11111111111111011111111 111111111110111 HOlllOl llll—46
Osborne 111111110'OliiniJ 11 111111010101101111010010 011011—3:
McMurehv 1111111111 1 llll 111 Ull 111 101 1111 II H11 11 1111001111— 4",

Cad v .' 0111 1 1001 11.110111 101 1 111101001 1 11 1110110! ' llll 1011—39
"J White" 11 11101111 1 11111101 1 J OlOlflimiOl 1 0 M 10011 11 1 111101-39
"James" 111110111110111111011111101011 11 11111.1100111110111-43
Dickey 11111101111 11 11 111011 111111111101 111 ill 111! Hlllll-47
McDonald 11111111111110111101 1 II ll ll 1 1 111011 1U1H11H11111 -47
Thurman 1111101110110111111 111 1011O1 lOllOHOlOll 100110(K1 :0—^
Wolstencroft.... Hl'lll I1 1111111 llll! 11 11 1111111111111111 111110=11—-19

Stevens 11111111011011011111111111111111111111110111101111

Hrosby 001 111 1011 1 1 1101111 111 110111 111 llll 111 111 1 HI 1 1 1 11—14

Pope 0100111111111 HOI 11 11101111111111011111 11111111101-42
Kelsev 11111111111111 1 1101 11 111111 1.11'H 11111

1 inillllll0-4S
Dr Miller 11111111111111111111111111111011110111111111111111-48
Whitney llll 1 1 1111 1 11 1 1 1 1111 1 11101 1 111 1 11 1 1 10 [m 1 11 111 110—47
Clover 111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111.11-49
All the ties in this shoot we»-e divided except, of course, the

first, which was shot out by Wolstencroft and Clover, with the
followine result:
Ties of 5, 18yds.

Wolstencroft 11111 llll] 11111-15
Clover Hill 111U 11110-14
Wolstencroft won the Peters tronhy.
Shooting was now continued in the guarantees, the order of the

programme being discontinued.

Shoot No. 2 (billed for Friday), $50 anaranteed, entrance $2 50:
Lindsley 1111011111- 9 Stevens 0111111111- 9
Benscotten 1111111111 - 10 Osborne 1111110111— 9
Windsor H llll I 1 11 -10 James 11111 1 1 1 1 1—10
McClure OOll'lOlll- 7 F E Mallory 1111111101- 9
Folsom 0101010111— 6 ED Mil'er 1111 111111-10
Heikes 1111111111-10 "Wolsey" 1111111011- 9
McMurchy 1111111111—10 Crosby 0111111U1- 9
Willev 1110110111— 8 J F Mallory 1101101011- 7
"Whit" 1101110010-6 J White 1U1UH00- 8
Dr Miller.. 1111111110- 9 Clover 1111111100 - 8
Burbidge. .. 1110111111-9 Whitney 1111111111-10
Cady , 1101111111- 9 Keisey IllllUHO- 9
McDonald 1101111101— 8 Pope 011101(11 10— 0
Sigler 1010111100- 6 Skinner 1111110010- 7
Dickev 1111111111-10
All ties div.

This closed the da,y. Rain was again drizzling down, and the
outlook was cheerless. The day had, however, bepn a pretty good
one, all things considered; 33 entries in such weather being about
as much as one could expect. The boys are breaking in the neigh-
borhood of 8,000 or 10,000 targets a day, couuting ties and all. The
oldest of the oldtime kickers are kicking because everything is
divided and not shot out; but if all the ties were shot down it
would take about five aces to win anything in this eang. There
is the usual wail from the rounders who have won it all, all over
the country, and want more, that "nobody is making anything."
At the sport of trap-shooting to-day, it seems, one must "make
something" or the sport is no good. A few more years of this,
and one of two things will happen, the sport of trap-shooting
will be reorganized, or there won't be enough of it left to reorgan-
ize. There are no young shooters here at this shoot to amount to
anything. The geese of the golden eggs are being killed. Target
shooting1b getting to be a mochanical art, and the element of
skill or chance is not in it. Thev will have it or they will quit.
The experts can then take what there Is left.
In the above there is nothing of reflection upon this tourna-

ment, which has certainlv been gotten up upon as broad, as gen-
eral and as liberal a basis as could be, and which has certainly
been conducted with a method and a carefulness in detail so ad-
mirable as to compel even the most unwilling praise. But it is
the fault of the late drift in trap-shooting matters in general that
things are as they are, and now happens to be a good time to sit
down and look at these things fairly and think about them.
But, the day's work over, tlv se "earty and careless boys don't

think of anythine. Clover put in $3.50 yesterday, broke 25 straight
and took out $1.97, less $1 for shells; but he isn't thinking about
that now. He is explaining to old Mr. Kellar, who is a, little deaf,
a patent multiple trap which he claims to have invented before
the old man dreamed of his. Benscotten missed only 7 birds out
of 210, and was still $8 in the hole, hut he has f -rgotten that and
tbe two birds he claims were scored against him, and ia happy as
the rest. Skinner and Enoch Miller didn't win the $]0j0 they
wanted, but to-night thev will probably play another one. of their
wond' rful games of pool, which lasts four hours, and at the end
of which they have less to their credit, than when they started, by
eason of the red ball getting "in the hole" all the time too. And
then the boys will get together in Roll's room, and he and his run-
ning mate, Scott McDonald, who isn't as handsome as he is big
but pretty near it," will play banjo duets until every heart forgets
its sorrows, and no one can dream of less than 100 straight.

Fourth Day, Friday, Aug. n.

More rain, and more of it. Things looked dismal. The crowd,
however, hung together pretty well, twentv-six entries being
made in one shoot. The weather being such that it was impossible
to do regular shooting, it was announced at noon that the pro-
gramme would be abandoned, and the te^m race and the individ-
ual championship contest for the Keystone diamond ring shot out
first, the remainder of the time being devoted to sweeps or
guarantees.
Prior to this time, however, two sweeps were shot to-dav, and

the student of trap matters may find in these two little sweeps
more to interest him than in pages of the others. They came at a
time most opportune, after all that has been said and written at
this tournament about the hard shooting and the light winning
and the generally unsatisfactory state of affairs which makes
such a com oination possible. Mr. Penrose said:
"Yon men have all been objecting because you don't win any-

thing. We have given $1 400 to you in this shoot, and yet nobody
has won anything. Now I am going to give you a harder game,
and put you into the 'professional rules,' and I don't think you'll
get, so many straiehts then."
There have been niauv schemes by many men to invent some

method by which an element, of irregularity, variety and uncer-
tainty could be introduced into target shoot i i-tr, whb-h would do
away with the dead monot-onv and mechanic-like automatonism
of the "rau'd-firing system" as usually a»eh. Harvey McMnrcby's
idea is that 5 traps, get in a straight linn awav from t he shooter,
"ach trap 2yds. further than the one next behind, and ' he furthest
24yds. from the score, would make shooting mrre interesting.
Eacb shot could then he detn'tnineri fey the indicator, and the
angb s could be changed if desired Milt Lind-ley'a idea is that
of two batteries, one of 5 traps and on" of 3, the 5 traps to be set
in a semicircle at 18yds. . the other 3 at 60yds. The 3 outsbte t, a ps
are all to throw incomers, the middle one a straight incomer and
the 2 end traps right and left, quartering incomers. A shooter
steps to the score with five, shells, and h» gets five, shots out of the
8 traps, tbe traps b<ung det rutin- d by the inriieator,
Either of these ideas would be good. The chief trouble is that

not so many birds can he hr iken in a sriv»n time in that way.
The "professional rules" of he Keystone Compmy are *an at-

tempt to s dve tbe s-me problem and vet ro+a'n rapidity of firing,
which is of course tbe i 'ea first in m ;nd to the target manufac-
turers. In many ways tbe=e are a very fair solution, and the in-
terest shown in these two shoots proves it.

The rapid firing system as seen at tournaments is under the
"amateur rules." In it, both traps and angles are known, and
each taken in rotation. In tbe "se.m'.nrofe««'on'»l rates" the same
full battery of traps is retained, and I he same system of rotation,
but while the traps are known ihe angles are changed. In the "pro-
Eessional rules*' the full battery of traps and t herniation in posi-
tion is retained, but the trap is determined by lot. ou' of that ball"
of the battery, or out of those traps, which be to the right, or left of
the middle line. If the shooter is te the left f the line, he knows
that he will g^t some trap out of Nos l, 2, 3, 4 or s. etc.; if to tbe
righi, it will be out of Nos. 6, 7. 8. 9, 10, etc. Wli'oh of those traps
it will be be does not know, and that is determined by the indica-
tor. He mav stand behind No. 1 tran, call "pull," and get No. 5
trap. He may then move up to No. 2, &p6 get No. 1 bird And so.
His birds are thus offered to him at distances constantly chang-
ing. Deprived of the knowledge of the exact wbrreahoms of the
bird, he is obliged to shoot quick, and to use skill, judgment and
calculation. In other words, be has got to be a shooter and not a
machine. Su h conditions as these put the Held shooter and the
young shooter much morenear'y on an equalitv wi'h the profes-
sional than the so-e 'Bed 1 amateur" rules, which 1 a ve been ahused
and ridden to death by th"' nr >tessionaie until they certainly 1 ave
no charms to invite the amateur to a tournament. It is a further
and very great merit to the "professional rules" that under their
system of rotation a match can be shot, off at them almost "s
rapidly as under the common system. They are, indeed, tbe rapid
firing system followed with unknown trips and unknown dis-
tances.
So much for these rules. It was positively fuunv to se«> the

cracks go to pieces under them. Shooters who had broken 98 out
of 100 here this week came out of th° ln-bird sweep with 2 or 3
birds scored against them. Farmer Heikes. who broke 180, or
more likely 240 straight, only got 5 out of his 10. and was received
with applause as he retired from the score. Not a straight was
scored by anybody. Look back over the scores through the week
before to-day, and dozens of straights of ail tenerihs will stare one
in the face on every page. Rolla Heik -s broke the record on
straig' ts here this week. Let us hoi-e that ue broke also tbe old
regime of ta rget shooti tig. Hi« little record of 5 oUt of 10 is more
interesting news than his record of 180 straight, and in the end
may mean more money to him and to the target manufacturers.
It has got so that tbe publication of these longVtores of straights
is frightening away the younger shooters from tournaments. We
havejiotto have more variety ard fewer straights at our big
tournaments, or the day of big tournaments will fade.
To the credit of the Kevstonft C uripanvit must l

>e said that
they seem to be the first managers to recognize this and to at-
tempt to make improvement. Let ushope that thev will succeed,
and that in their next tournament they will insist, upon at least
an equal division of time between the "machines" and the shoot-
ers. There is nothing like looking on ahead a little, and it is com-
ing to be a conviction in the m'nds of many most interested in
shooting that there will be a good deal more money for shcoteT s,
dealers and manufacturers in locking up some new svstems which
let in the shooting public, than in clinging too closely to the old,
which simply forms a clo^e communion of a clique who can't, win
any money themselves and won't let anybody else win any. Fol-
lowing are the scores. They disclose the little known f»'ct that
our machine shooters can't shoot. There has been a good deal of
laughing and joking about this to-day:

Sweep No. 1, unknown angles. 10 singles, $2:
Sigler 0111111001—7 Dickey 0110H01U—

7

Li n d si ey 1 11910 1 010-6 Crosbv 1 11 0011 ' 11—8
Thurman 1110010110—6 McClure 0000001100 -2
Osborne 1101111011—8 ED Miller Ill'OllllI—

9

Cadv 1111100100-6 "Wolsey".. 0111111110—8
"J White"— , 0101101001—5 Windsor 1111010111 8
Kelsev 0111111111-9 Tippy, 101 101 in 1—

H

McDouald 0111011110—7 Stevens 100100H01-5
Skinner 0011110011—6 Edwards 0100111001—5
Whitney 1111011111—9 Heikes 1101001KX)—

5

Curtin 10I01U010-5 Willev 0C01110001—

4

James 0001110111-6 Burbridge 1111011010-7
Keisey first. All ties div.

Sweep No. 2, unknown angles, $2:
Dickey 1111111011— 9 McClure 0101001111— 6
Stevens 0010111111— 7 Kelsev 1111011100— 7
Lin'isley OlOOO'llOl— 5 Skinner 0110111111-8
Dr Miller 1110000111— 6 Whitney 1010111111— 8
James 1110110011— 7 Dickey HHIlllll—io
J White 0110100111— 6 Tippy 1011110011— 7FE Mallory 0010111101-6 Cadv
Wolsey 1001111110— 7 Ge"rge 1000111010- 5
Miller 1101110101- 7 Heikes 11 IblHll- 9
Keisey 1 111011011- 8 Tippv 0101101101— 5
Segler 0 01111011- 7 P-pe 10011 lltll— 8
Sigter 1010100011— 5 Windsor OIlOiiOOll- 6
Sievens 0111 '00111— 7 Irwin 0101100111— 6
"James" 0110100111— 6
Dickey first. All ties div.

There was considerable kicking among the old-timers at the
above style, of shooting. Benscotten remarked with tears in his
eyes that one feller might get easier birds than the other feller,
and then what was the other feller going to do? It wasn't cinch
enough for Ben. Too bad. Ruble was different. He bent his
great hrain to devising some wa y to beat this game. Ruble shoots
aLefever. You can break a Lefever, put in a shell, keep your
finger on the trigger, close the gun, and have your shell in the' gun
with the gun not cocked. Then ^ ou can step up to the trap, call
"poll," fail to discharge your gun, show it to the referee un-
cocked, and get another bird out of the same trap. By this way
you get a known angle in a race of unknown angles. It is a good
deal of trouble, and not a very pretty thing to do; hut this did not
deter Mr. Ruble, who worked the racket very nicely. The rules
should be rearranged to balk the games of gentlemen like Mr.
Ruble, who always have time and brains for purposes of this
sort.
Another very interesting event was now called up. in the East

and West team race. Mr. O. R. Dickey captained the Eastern team
and Rolla Heikes 'the Western, The conditions were 100 singles,
$5 a man, six men to the team, birds donated by the Keystone
Mfg. Co. Score:

East and West Team Race.
Eastern Tea m.

O R Dickey 1111111 Hi lllilllllllllll
(ot Boston, Mass.) 0111111111011111111111111

111 110111 11111 111 lUl 1110

„TL .
louoiioiii imimn 1111— 93HB Whitney HOllllllllllllOllllllPO

(of Pbelps.N. Y.) 11'lllHllOllllllllHlin
1111101111111111111111111

, , 1101111011111111111111111-93
F D Keisey .1110111111111111111110111

(of E. Aurora, n. y.) loiiininiin minimi
inn 1011111111mimm
iimnmnDiiimiiin— 96

E D M'ller Ull 1101111 1111 1 11 1 ! hlOOl
(of Springfield, N. J.) lUllOllOiniiOdOil] ill

111 1 I 111111001 i 11 10111111
muiio mnimoiioin- 86

H McMurchy 11101111111111111111111111
(of Syracuse, N. Y.) 1111111111111111111111111

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimm
m lioimiinriimioiim- 96WH Wolstencroft Oil 111111111111111111 ill

(of Philadelphia, Pa.) llllimillimmiimil
iiiniiiimniiimiioii
uiioiiiiimminiLuii— sr-sei
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Western Team.
Heikes 1 1111 1111111111111HUH 1

(of Day ton, O.) 11 11111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111
11 11111111111111111111111—100W S McDonald 0111111111111111111101111

(of Dayton, O.) 1111111111111011111101100
1111111111011111111111111
1 1 1 11 1 111 111111 1 1 1 1 111.1 11- 03

E S Benscotteu 11111111111111111111.01111.
(of Toledo, 0.5 1111111111111011111111111

iiiimuomiiiiiioiim
imiiQiimiommiiiii- 94

'

t. !Jff'>_.Z-Ut

(of Toledo, 0.) oimoioiiommimom
mmmnmiiommii

• 1111111111110111110111111— 88
j a Ruble lmmmiiimiHmoii

(of Beloit. Wis.) 1111111101111111111111011
101111111100111mmim
lniomimmmioimi— 92

E D Edwards 111011111111111111 1111111

(of Dayton, O.) 1111111111111111111111101
101111111111111111 U1U11
mmiiiiiioiiioiiiioiio- 93-500

The East. won.
This was a close race, especially at the close. "Edwards" was

the last man to shoot, and had he broken bis last bird he wonld
have tied the race. He missed, and the East scored the. win by
that one bird. No race could be. closer and be decided.
Heikes in this race ran another 100 straight. Rolla seemed to

be unable to miss anything this week. He has not missed a bird
in the shoots for averaee for the past three days.
Wolsteneroft dropped three birds in the 100, He was probably

all right for 100 straight, but. had a defective shell three different
times, the report making no more noise than a squib. Wolsten-
eroft, as is well known, shoots a nitro powder and loads his own
shells. The squibbing of these shells is set down to one of the un-
accountable freaks of the explosive, it not having fed down right
in the shell.

Sweep No. 3, 10 sinerle Keystones, entrance $2:

James 1111110111- 9 Sigler 1111111110- 9
JAVhite 1111111010- 8 "Wolsey" 1111111111-10
Stevens 1101111111- 9 Dickey H1H1H11—10
Clover 1111110100— 7 Cady 10UU1110- 8
Osborne 1111111111-10
Irwin... UllOlOlOl- 7

Lindsley 0011010101- 6

E D Miller Ill 11.1H1 1—10
McDonald 1111111111—10
Dr Miller 1011111111

Thurman..... 1111111111-10 Tippy 10U101U1- 8

Cadv 1011111111— 9 Pope 1101111110—9
Crosby 1111101111— 9
All ties div.
Sweep No. 4, 15 single Keystones, entrance $1.50:

McDonald. . . . 111111111111011-15 McClure 01 1111111110111-13
Cody 111101111001111—12 Thin-man Illllll iOUlOlll—12
Lindslev 111011110111111-13 Stevens 1001111.11111111-13
'

"J antes" 1.1.111.1 1.111 11111—15 O -dome 101K.M11 1 10-

w

1

'J White" 101111011101101-11 Clover 111111011111111-14
Austin.
Dickey. .

.

.. ,110111000101111-10
....111111111101110-13

Kelsey 111111011111111-14
Pope 111111110110111-13

"Wolsey" 11 1111111111111—15 Heikes 111111 111111111-15
F E Mallory,. .001111011000110— 8 E D Miller 111111111111110-14
Dr Miller 001111011111111—13 Cady 110111111111011—13
All ties div.
Sweep No. 5, 20 single Kevs tones, $2:

McDonaldlimilHll 111111111-20 Cady 11111111111111111011-19
Sigler . ..11111111101101110111-17 McClure. .10111001100110100011-11
"James".. lOlimillllllOlllll—18 Pope 11110111111111111110—18
Wolsev. ...milllllllimiim-20 Sevens.. .11111111011111111111—19
'•JWhite"lllllll]011110111110—17 Orrsby. . . .HilHllll 1111111111—20
Cady 11111101111110111101-17 Tippy 11111110011111111111-18
Thurman. 11111111 1)1111101111—19 Heikes ...11111111111111111111-20
F MaUoryll0m00110Hlllllll-16 12 D MiHer1 110111 1 1 10111111111—IS

Dr Mi]ler.llllllimnimilll-20 Lindsley. .00111111111111111110—17
Osborne. ..01111111111010111110-16 Clover. . . 10111111111111111101—18
Dickey . . . .11111.101111 1 10111111-18
All ties div.
The day closed in an execrable rain.
The averages for to-day will be awarded, as is at this writing

understood. The averages for yesterday are: First, Wolsteneroft,
Heikes and "Windsor", no bird missed during the day in average
shoots (guarantees); second, Whitney; third, Bensootten, Dr. Mil-
ler. Stevens, F. E. Mallory.
Scott McDonald made a run of 75 straight to-day, which he says

is his best record. This is a week of records.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE ORGANIZATION.
There is no State organization of the clubs of Pennsylvania,

and for some time there has been talk of formulating and com-
pleting such an organization. This came to a decisive point to-
night, and a meeting was called at Corry Hose rooms about 9:30,

which was well attended by the Pennsylvania sportsmen now in
town. There wpre present Messrs. H. A. Penrose, A. M. Howard,
Jas. and W. H. Wolsteneroft, Jos. Thurman, Jr., Elmer Shaner,
Wm. Wasson, F. E. Mallory, J. McClure, R. W. Blydenburg, Clyde
Wilcox. F. E. Ward, J. F. Austin, F. Lowry, A. J. Russ and others.
Clubs were represented from Corry, Erie, Oil City, Frankford,
Philadelphia and Germantown. After informal discussioD, Mr.
Jos. Tnurman, Jr., of Germantown, was called to the chair, E.
Hough, of Chicago, being asked to keep the minutes of the meet-
ing.

It was moved by F. E. Mallory, seconded and carried unani-
mously that Mr. H. A. Penrose, of Corry, be chosen president of
the new organization. Mr. Penrose then took the chair.

It was moved by Mr. -lames Wolsteneroft and seconded by Mr.
Austin, that Mr. Jos. Thurman, Jr., of Germantown, be chosen
vice-president. Carried.
It wasmoved by Mr. Jas. Wolsteneroft and seconded by Mr. W.

H. Wolsteneroft that Mr. Elmer Shaner, of Pittsburgh, be chosen
secretary. Carried.
It was moved by Mr. Austin and duly seconded that Mr. Jas.

Wolsteneroft, of Frankford, Philadelphia, be chosen treasurer.
Carried.
Upon motion of Mr. Jas. Wolsteneroft the president appointed

the Board of Directors, who were named as follows: Messrs. F.
E. Mallory, of Oil City; W. H. Wolsteneroft, of Frankford, Phila-
delphia; F. F. Davidson, of Allegheny City; Brelsford, of Harris-
bnrg; and W. H. Starbird, of Corry.
Upon motion of Mr. F. E. Mallory the president and two asso-

ciates, to be chosen by himself, were constituted the committee
on By-Laws. Upon further motion of Mr. Austin the same com-
mittee was constituted one of arrangements, to select time and
place for the first State meeting and tournament.
Upon motion of Mr. Blydenburg it, was decided to call the new

organization "The Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association."
Upon motion of Mr. W. H. Wolsteneroft the Keystone target was
adopted as the State bird to be used in the tournaments. The
meeting then adjourned.
Thus was completed a very good evening's work, which should

have been done long ago. There are numbers of good clubs all

over Pennsylvlnia, and the State organization should prove a
strong one. It is probable that the first fall meeting will be held
this fall at Pittsburgh. It is contrary to the State laws to shoot
live birds at the trap, but it is certain that two or three days of the
meet will be put in at live birds. Pittsburgh is the best point for
the first State meet.
Tom. Peacock got in to-night, late, but better than never.

Saturday, Fifth Day, Aug. S3.

The day was raw, cold and exceedingly disagreeable. The num-
ber of shooters will be seen to have fallen off materially. Penrose,
Dickey and Cady shot at. 20 birds each to warm up the traps,
Penrose getting ouly 7, Cady 16, Dickey lti. Sweeps were then
shot through the morning. Score:
Sweep No. 1, 10 single Keystones, $1:

"James" 1111111101- 9 F B Mallory 1111111111-10
Stevens. 1111101110- 8 McClure HlOOOOlOl- 5

Dickey 1111110111— 9 F E Mallory 0011110101- 6

Cadv... 0111111010-7 Sigler ... 1111111101-9
"J White" 1111110111- 9 Heikes 1111111111-10
E D Miller 1111111111-10 Lindsley 0111111111— 9
"Wolsey" 1111111111—10 Cady 1101100111— 7

Dr Miller 1111111111-10 Windsor .0111110101- 7

Peacock 1111111111-10 Thurman 1111110111— 9
First and second div. Stevens won third. Fourth shot off and

Cady won.
Sweep No, 2, 15 single Keystones, $1.50:

Heikes 111111111111111-15 ".fWhite" 111111011111111-14
Dickey lllllomiimi-14 J F Mallory. ..110111011110010- -10

D r Miller 11111011 1 111110-13 Sigler 111111111110110-13
"Wolsey" 111111111111111-15 Cady 111111111111111—15
Peacock 111111111111111-15 E D Miller 111110111011111-13
F E Mallory. .

.101101111111111-13 Thurman 101110111110111-13
Lindsley 101111111011011-13 Cody 111110111111111-14
McClure lOOOlUllOlllOlO- 8 "James" 110111111.111111-14
Stevens 110111111110111-13
All ties div.

Sweep No. 3, 25 single Keystones, entrance 385:

Stevens Ill 1111111010111 11 19 1 101 1—2

1

Dickey. 111011111 1111111111111111 -24
"Wolsey" 01111111011.111 11111111111-23
Heikes 1101111111111111111111111—24
Peacock 1111111111000101100111111—19
"S White" 110111111111 1111110110001-20
"James" .111111111110111 1111111111-34
F E Mallory 111111111111 1101111111100-23
Cady 111111111111 11111111111 10-24
Dr Miller 1111111111011111111011111-23
E D Miller 0110111111111001111111111-31
Dickey won first on shoot off; second div.; F. E. Mallery won

third: fourth div.

Sweep No. 4. 20 single Keystones, entrance $2.50;
"James". .11101111100111110111-10 Cadv 100111110110101 10111—14
Lindsley ..01111001111110110100-13 Peacock. .01111111111110110101—16
Heikes. .11] 11101111111111111—19 "JWhite" 11011111111111111111—19
Dr Miller. 01111101111111011111-17 E D MillerlOlOOlimoillOlllll—15
F Mallory 11011101191111111110-16 Cady . . . . 11.1 11101110111111110-17
Ou -V-...I-... iU![]r,-nnvj<\:jx:'---ii' ../:,-.- ; i :;/.;,/,- !*;;-;;>

Wolsey. . .11110] 1 1 0111 11101011-16 Thurman .11111111111110101111—18
Dickey . . .11111.111111110111101-18 Stevens. . .01011101110111010010-12
First, second and third div., fourth shot off and Wolsteneroft

won.

The last contest of tbe day and the closing event of the tourna-
ment was the much anticipated individual championship match
for the target championship of America and the valuable diamond
ring offered in token thereof by the Keystone Mfg. Co. The
ring has been exhibited on the grounds during the week, and is

one of the most beautiful diamond rings ever offered in the
country as a shooter's prize. The total cost of the ring was $135.
The stone, a very fine one, is set in the middle of a miniature gold
"Keystone" bird, the latter being gypsey-set. on a heavy circlet of
rough and polished gold. Tho whole ring is at once unique and
elegant, and makes a trophy seldom equalled.
There was much discussion before this snoot as to the rules

under which the contest should be shot. Under the usual rules
it seemed like offering the trophy either to Heikes or Wolsten-
eroft, whose long runs this week have been almost unprecedented.
Heikes to-day closed another run of 170 straight and again in the
same week broke the record. Earlier in this report I have said
that Heikes had not missed a bird in the average shoots. This is

slightly incorrect . He missed one bird in doubles, but not any in
the singles. At the end of three and a half days, in this shoot,
barring two shoots at unknown angles, Heikes had not missed
one single. bird he had shot at, at 16yds. That is to say, at regular
distance and rules, he had shown that he could shoot day after
day and not miss a bird. Wolsteneroft was but little behind him.
It was small wonder, then, that when the question was put to a
vote of the contestants, the choice was for the unknown angles,
or "professional rules."
Full enough description has already been made in this report of

these rules. Their application in this shoot is something that
every trap-shooter ought to study carefully. This was the most
noteworthy and interesting shoot of any recent day in target
shooting. It is the first important effort to introduce variety and
to break the dead level. It proved to be the refuge of the experts
against each other—a little tough on "Roll" and " Woolsen," ap-
parently, but better, as a last resort, for the majority.
Before the race began it was announced that if for any cause,

such as the failure of a gun to cock, etc., the indicator would be
whirled again, aud the shooter not have the same trap without
change. This was for tho benefit of Honest John Ruble and his
little non-eocking invention, which was explained earlier in this
report. It was also announced that a bird broken in trapping
would also cause another whirl of the indicator.
There was a great deal of complaint about these rules to the

effect that it was "all in the way a fellow's luck run." It was
even tried to be shown after the shoot that Wolsten croft's success
was due to his "luck" in getting easier birds. That is of course
all nonsense. No man on earth could watch a race of 20 shooters,
at 100 birds and all sorts of angles and tell at the end of it how
many birds of each trap each shooter had had. As a matter of
fact the element of luck would in all probability he pretty evenly
divided. Until this feature of luck does take some place in our
target shoots they will continue to grow more and more monot-
onous and uninteresting, until finally the answer will be forced
upon the people who ask the question, Why does trap-shooting in-
terest wane?
And yet there should this be said: The "professional rules" do

not offer really unknown angles. Of the five men who stand be-
hind the five traps governed by each roll of the indicator, the last
one, and the last two really, know the. traps which they are to
have. This is obvious. It ought to be remedied. To be sure, No.
5 man may get No. 1 trap, a left quarterer, and have to shoot at it

50yds. or over, Rolla Heikes thought that this was not a test of
skill, as the gun would not do the feat regularly. Yet he and
Wolsteneroft and plenty of others did break that bird time and
again. Suppose they didn't. It was more fun to see them miss it

than it was to see them break 20 at 16vds.
Such, then, were the conditions. Under them it is very prob-

able, that Mr. Wolstencroft's score of 94 out of 100 is the greatest
feat of target shooting ever seen at any target, and it is yet to be
seen that Carver or any professional could equal it. It is prob-
able that Mr. Heikes's record of 180 straight at the "amateur
rules" will be beaten before Mr. Wolstencroft's 94 out of 100 at
the. "professional rules."
Of Mr. Wolstencroft's shooting it must be said that ho appeared

in admirable form and showed himself beyond question an expert
in art of shooting on the wing. Abandoning altogether his old
n^ppy style, far more brilliant and far more risky, he showed
evident effort at calculation and judgment of distances, which
made his work admirable in the extreme. For Rolla Heikes, old
quail shooter as he is, this race had no unqualified terrors. Rolla
is a shooter, and about the safest man in the country to back at
th'S very race! unless we must bar the winner of to-dajT . We will
wait a while before we see his 85 out of 100 beaten. The nearest
to it to-day was Mr. Pope, of Olean, with 83. Thus the new rules
brought into close company with a record breaker a man whose
average does not place him anywhere near there under the old
rules. This is just exactly what is wanted, Q. E. D.
Wolsteneroft shot under tha name of "Wolsey." The following

is the score:

Individual championship contest, 100 single Keystones, "pro-
fessional rules," entrance $5:
Thurman 0100 100001100101011 11 1011 0111001 01 1 101 111010110101

loiiooiiinnnmumioiimmooooiiimoooioi i-63
"J White" moillOOOlOlOillOlOlljl 1

1 I'm

101101101101100001 10111 01 00 1 10 10110 101000111111010-59
"James" lllOlllOlllllO.linilllOOlOOllllllllinoOllllllOllO

iooiiomomooioomoiomoiomimoioionmoii-73
"Wolsey" nmiimiomimiiiimoiioiimimimoiimi

liimii 1 1 ii 1 1 1 i i u i nil 1 1 oi ] 1 1 u 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 oiiiiiini—94
Lindsley 10001000101001.010111011111111010110010001100100001

01101001001111000010001101110111111010101011000000-50
Cady miiooiooioouiiioiomiiioiioiiimmioioomio

mioiioioiioomiiiommmnoomoimoioiiiii-75
Cody lllllllllllihi; lOOlllllllOOOllllllOlOl 111011101101

011000111001 1 11OOlOOllHlOOOll lllOOlOOllOOOOlllOll- 66
F E Mallory 111001111101101110111 110011 11001101111100110110111

i iiiiiii,!:": .i:ii.mo i'iiuiio-.i;iiiioioiO!iomiiiL;.jO!ii -:m

T Mallory lailOOOlOlOOOlWHIO'OOOlOlOOOOOlllllOlOOOOOOllllOlO
noiooiioniiomoiimoooiiiiooooooiioooooiooioio-45

McClure (XtllOOlOOOOOlOlllOlllOOOllllOOlOlOlOllOllllOmill
XiXXin.\[l\x:^ -^^rxj-^tiin'ir^r ,;<:;( ;;.<

Clover .11011111111101110010010100001000000010111011101111
iooHmioomiioommiomooomoooiooiiiomoi-61

Heikes 11111111101110111111111111110111111011111111111100
imionioiiioiioiooiimmimommiiiiiimoo-8.5

Stevens 11001111101000010 11.1110 U100111U011 lOUlOlllOOOOll
OOllllOllllllllllOlllOmilOOllllllllllllOlllOlllO-82

E D Miller 01101001010001111101110011111111011111101110110100
11011 lii illiill l

' i h , U li i i
, m 1 loOllOllllilllO-tiiJ

Windsor ommoiioniiomiiiiHioimioiimiooomoiooi
10001011101000111100011010110111011111111111101111—73

Pope imiioiomoinomimomoiommimmiiooii
lioommiiooiioimimmoiimmoimmmio—S3

Dr Miller OOOOUOOllll10111011111111011111111110111110111100
Ciii;.'::o,:;.--!'f:uj..:.-! . .v.o- .v..::;

. /o.lid

Dickey 11001110101101011011101101011111110011101000110101
iomiimmiiomiminmmimiioiioiiiooiio-75

J F Mallory . ... 10111001011110100000100100111111100110111111100101
iioiaiiioiiiimmiimmomiiooioooiiioioiim-68

Peacock 10101 10111 101 1 1101111111010111111 11000000 1 00000001
iMoooiiiomiooiiioiiiimiiomiiiimoiioiiom-68

W. H. Wolsteneroft, of Frankford, Philadelphia, won first, the
diamond ring and the individual championship; Rolla O. Heikes,of
Dayton, Ohio, won second alone; A. P. Pope, of Olean, N. Y., won
third alone; O. R. Dickey, of Boston, G. Cady, of New London,
Conn., div. fourth; "A. James," of Philadelphia, won fifth alone.

The matches closed at 7:05 P. M., nearly in the dark.
Thus ended the Corry third annu al tournament, which for stated

reasons has seemed of unusual interest and significance. R.ated
quite aside from these reasons, the tournament has,, on the whole,

been a successful one, in spite of the abominable weather, which
has been everything it could to discourage both the shooters and
the management. About 30,000 birds have been broken. Mr. Pen-
rose thought he would have broken 100,000 at the three batteries
had the week been what he wished. However, he is not feeling
in the least bad over the result of his shoot, and no one of the
attendants, amusingly light as has been the "earnings" of this
gang of crack shots, has the least word of dissatisfaction to-night.
The L. C. Smith cup, the Peters trophy, the Keystone trophy, the
championship ring and $1,200 in guarantees, make a good list of
attractions for even such experienced hands as those who made
the main attendance here.
The boys separate to-night and to-morrow. Next week will see

most of them at the "Three J.'s" shoot of Jack. John and J. W. at
Detroit. E. HoiraH.

A DAY AT DUNELLEN.
In response to the circular sent out by Charley Smith, announc-

ing an open to-all shoot for Aug. 22, a pleasant party of sportsmen
gathered on the grounds of the Middlesex Club upon tha t date.
The programme called for a few events at blueroeks, but Jersey
shots never take kindly to the artificials and consequently the
entries were light. As soon as the live birds were produced the
entry list began to fatten, and the real sport began. The birds
furnished were a good lot, only a few could really be called duf-
fers, consequently the scores are highly commendable. The
shooting of Kleinz was of the highest order; of the 39 birds he
shot at he lost only one, and that fell dead out of bounds. His
skill is tbe more creditable as he was using a new Parker gun that
was a stranger to him. The feature of the day's sport was the
miss-and-out, and those that left before it was concluded missed
a treat. The race was a hot. one. The three leaders killed 50 of
the 51 birds shot at; and if Smith bad not slipped up on a hard
black bird that towered to the right, they would certainly have
had to draw the money, a« it was getting too dark to continue.
His miss, under the circumstances, was nothing to his discredit.

Event No. 1, 10 blnerocks, $1 entry, 3 moneys:
Van Riper 9 Wallace 6 C Smith 5

Tee Kay 8 Lawrence 6 Post 3

Ayers 7

No. 2, same conditions;
Van Riper 8 Post 7 Lawrence 5

Wallace 8 C Smith 6 Squires 5

Tee Kay. ... .8 Ayers 5
Ties for first shot out and div. by Wallace and Tee Kay.

No. 3, same conditions:
Rupel 8 C Smith 6 Kleinz 6

Post .7 Wallace 6 Van Riper 1

Tee, Kay 7

Ties for third shot out and won by Kleinz.

No. 4, same conditions:
Post 8 Ayers 8 Wallace ft

C Smith 8 Tee Kay 8 Loeble 4
Rupel 8 Van Riper 7 Clark 1

Kleinz 8 Hunt 7

Ties for first shot out and won by C. Smith.

No. 5, 4 live birds, $3 entry, 3 moneys:
Hunt 4 R Welsh 4 Van Riper 3

C Smith 4 Loeble 4 Capt Cordts 3
DrZiglio 4 R Irwin 4 D Darby 3
.1 F Kleinz 4 Dan Terry 4 Lawrence 3
Post 4 Wallace. 3 Rupel 1

Hunt, Ziglio, Loeble and Terry drew their pro rata of first

money, the others shooting out the tie in next event.

No. 6, same conditions as No. 5:

Kleinz 4 Ziglio 4 J D Voorhees 3

Irwin .4 Post 4 Ayers .3

Welsh 4 Hunt 3 Ruple 8

D Terry 4 Van Riper 3 C Smith 2

D Darby 4 Wallace 3 Loeble 1

Lawrence .4 "Forrest" 3 Cord ts 1

Tie on 3 for second money shot out in next sweep and won by
Wallace.

No. 7, 7 live birds, $5 entry, 3 moneys:
Wallace 7 Welsh 6 Darby 5
DrZiglio ,7 Voorhees 6 Post 5

Hunt.. ....6 Ruple 5 Loeble 5
Kleinz 6 C Smith 5 Van Riper 4
Irwin 6 Forrest 5 Cordts 4

No. 8, 7 live birds, $5 entry, winner to take all:

Kleinz 7 Irwin 6 Van Riper 5
Welsh 7 C Smith 6

Kleinz and Welsh divided.

No. 9, miss and out, $3 entry: Kleinz 17, Irwin 17, C.Smith 16,

Welsh w, Van Riper w. Kleinz and Irwin divided. Tee Kay.

CHICAGO SHOOTING EXPERTS.
Burnside, III., Aug. 31.—The following is the score made here

to-day by members of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association
for the Herald medal and Jenny & Graham Gun Co.'s trophy, 20
live pigeons, entrance $20, Illinois State rules, four moneys, 40, 30,

20 and 10 per cent., winner in last contest to receive $50 from this
purse:
R B Wadsworth, a (29yds) 11122112300211212321—18
M J Eich, a (29) 11121011111211112031-18
A W Reeves (30) 11101111111132011112-18
Henry Klefnman, a (29) 11101111112112112111-19WW Foss, b (30) 12120222121112101111—18
Geo Kleinman, a (29) H311H1011110121113-18
J E Price .30) 11112112112011112111-19
J J Kleinman, a (29) limillOllOllOllllO—16
Abner Price (30) 12211111211120102111-18
John Watson, a (29) 11023221202220312111—17

Henry Kleinman and J. E. Price div. first money and shot off
for medal and trophy, ties as follows:
Kleinman.... 11111-5 11101-4 Price 22111-5 13211—5
Price wins medal, etc. Ties for second money: Wadsworth 5,

Eich 5, Reeves 4, Geo. Kleinman 5, Foss 3, A. Pri ce 5. Second tie,

miss and out: Wadsworth 2, Eich 2, Kieiuman 3. Price 3 and wins,
a, 12-gauge under 81bs; b, 13-gauge over 81bs. Wadsworth, being
winner in last contest, got the $50.

!, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.,

2 Ed Steck 32201-4
2 A Price .21112—5
1 Henry Kleinman 11322- -5

2 JE Priee 12122- 5

0 J Watson 11211-5

Sweepstake at. 5 live pigeons, entrance
Illinois State rules:
R B Wadsworth 23122—5
M J Eich 11111-5
A W Reeves 01121-4
Geo Kleinman 11121—5
L Harrison 01113—4W WFoss 11010-3
Ties, miss and out: Second ties for first div.

Same as above, two moneys, 60 and 40 per cent.:
Wadsworth 12111—5 9 J J Kleinman 31231-5 4

J E Price 21211—5 3 Henry Kleinman 12011—4
Geo Kleinman 11121—5 10 A Price 31121—5 5

Reeves 11111—5 10 Watson 21211—5 3
Ties, miss and out: Second ties for first div.

Aug. Fort Dearborn Club inaugural shoot, 15 live pigeons,
Illinois State rules, for club medal and sundry donations:
Abe Kleinman. 12-gauge (39yds) 01110331011113.1—12
J M Hutchinson, 10-gauge (30) n011120011000l- 9

W P Mussey, 10-gauge. (30)

V N Lowe.'tO-gaOge (30) - 202120101131031-10
C S Burton. 10-gauge (30) 010211313131212-18
Henry Smith, 10-gauge (30) 011022011122203-11
Henry Ehlers, 10-gauge (30) 111110111311211—14
Geo Klein iiij j 13-ga ug •

, 011131312122131-14
F C Donald, 13-gauge (29) 253313011332223-14

Ties on 14, at 5 birds:
Mussev. - 12231-5
Ehlers" 11111-5
Geo Kleinman 23111—5
Donald 10222—4
Geo. Kleinman wins.

Peoria blackbird medal, by same club:
Abe Kleinman Ilim011111imoill-18W P Mussey 11111111011100110011-15
J M Hutchinson lOOlOOOllOHOOUOOll—10W N Lowe 11111000101110100111-13
C S Burton 01101101101011111110-14
Henry Smith 11101WXiQOlOlOlllll—11
Geo Kleinman 11111111101111111111-19

Ravet-rigg.

SPRINGFIELD SHOOTING CLUB.-Springfield, Mass.- On
Gunn's Lot, near Winchester Park, Sept. 3 and 4. Keystone rules,
4 moneys in all events; 5 Keystone, 3 Ligowsky and 2 bluerock
traps will be used, Keystone system for Keystone and Bandle
birds. Any shooter may draw out his share when tied irrespective
of the amount.

11111-5
21H1-5
12112-5

20
10123—

a

11213-5
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ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 23.—The first of a series of three friendly

team matches Between the Compton and Riverside Gun Clubs
took place on the grounds of the latt er to-day, and resulted in
favor of the Riversides by 27 birds. The members of the winning
team shot remarkably strong, whereas several of ehe Oompton's
best men "stubbed their toes" in grand style, which is responsible
for the "Waterloo" they sustained at the hands .of the victors.
The second match of the series will be shot next Saturday on the
grounds of the Comptons, when the latter expect to be in better
form, and promise to give their opponents a warm reception. At
the conclusion of the match several sweepstakes were shot, all of
them being well filled. Blueroek targets, A. S. A. rules:

Comptons.

Hill 101011111110111.11101-
.01111111111111101111

Prendergast .. .11011011111111111101
11111111 1111101 111 10

1100111 1110101110100
Moore 11 11 ioi n n n 1 01 1 1 111—17
Flynn 101 i I i 1 1 i;M ;

•
;

Steffien Ill 1 10001110] 1 1 10110—14
Lewis 01110111111111011111—17
Rawlings 01 111111 111011111110—17
Roy 1011101 1111111110111-17
Mackwitz 10111001011001010100—10
Lenhardt 11110111101111011001—15
Schaff 10101101 1 00001001000— 8
Mc&ivney Ill lllioioonn 13101—10

smith oioouioooooiioiioii-io
Mittenberger 10011111011101011111-15-370

Riversides.
Fink, Sr 10100111101001001110—11
Hugley 0101 101011 1100111011—13
N Predock 11011111111011111111-18
Sewing 10111111111111111111-19
Salzer.' 11111111100100111111-16
Kiueer 11 011110011100111110 -14
Eickkoff 01 110011 1 111 1 1011 111—16
Laogenbacher 10111110110111111111—17
E Predock 110111111 1111 1111111-19
Stroh 10111111111111111110—19
Schoniberg. 11111011011111111101-17
Kline 11111111111111111110-19
Maune 11101111100011111111—16
A Predock 101111111111100! 0111—16
Circardi 11010111111011111011—16
O Weber 011111 1101 101n 11110—16
P Weber HlllOOllOlOlll L1011—15
Haggerty 11111111111111111111-20-397

CLAREMONr SHOOTING GROUNDS, Aug. 23.-Ten blue-
rocks, 60 cents entrance, ties divided:

Rose
Osterhout

Money
Sweeps at live birds, 4 birds.

Collins 1121-4
entrance:
Howard.

.

1 2 S 6 6

10 7 8 8 7 8
6 7 6 i 10 10
10 9 8 7 9 7
9 6 5 10

. 8 3 2 4 'r
*6

7 4 5 8 5 3
8 10 10 8 9 10
9 9 6 8 8 9

9 8 6 10 8

2210-3
Hathaway 2212—4 Osterhout 0010—1
Simpson 1122-4 Rose 2212—4
Moiiey 1111-4
First money shot oil in next sweep, same conditions:

Collins 2211—4 Howard 2020 -2
Hathaway 0111—3 Osterhout 1101—3
Simpson 1132—4 Rose 1212—4
Money.. 1111-4
Rose drew his share of first, rest shot off in following sweep

same conditions: '

Collins 0222—3 Money... 1211—4
Hathaway 0112—3 Howard 2011—3
Simpson 1011—3 Osterhout 1020—2
Capt. Money toook first in all three sweeps.

WALNUT HILL, Aug. 20.—Contrary to the decidedly unfavor-
able weather indications which prevailed in the morning the day
developed into one most favorable for shooting and out-door en-
joyment generally. A fairly good number of trap shots were in
attendance at the range of the Massachusetts Rifle Association
to-day, the main attraction being the eighth competition in the
diamond pin match, in which there were ten contestants, several
of whom succeeded m putting up in this, likewise in other events
some very creditable scores. Diamond pin match, at 20 single
Keystone targets. Keystone system of firing, and 5 pairs of stan-
dard targets:

Keystones. Standards.
Hosmer 11111111111011111111—19 01 10 00 11 11—8-25
Rennet 10111111111111111101—18 U 10 10 01 10—6—24
Gale 11111111101011111110-17 10 10 01 10 11-6-23
Whit- 11111101111010111111-17 11 11 00 10 10-6-23
',Vlj '..-(!;

Barrett 11111011110111111011-17 10 00 01 10 10-4-21
3c .v 'v- !

: n
< i ! 0110111111011—17 00 11 01 00 00-3-20

Nichols 10110111011111101010-14 00 11 10 00 10-4 -1«
Parham - 01101111100010110101-12 00 10 1 0 00 10-3-15
Brackett U001011101011110010-12 10 00 00 01 00-2—14

UTAH VS. COLORADO.-Salt Lake City, Ang. 21—Editor For-
est and Stream: Scores are inclosed of an alleged match between
Colorado and Utah marksmen on Aug. 11. The five Ogden men
could not leave home unfortunately that day and shot their
score in Ogden. Colorado claims it is not a match. Utah con-
cedes this and hopes a real telegraph match can be arranged with
Colorado to take place in the near future. The match was at
bluerocks. A. S. A. rules, 30 singles and 5 pairs doubles:

Utah Team.
S. D. ..MB Brown 26 10—36

S Browning 28 9-37
J as Johnson 27 7—34
E B Walker 30 7-37
J Sharp, Jr 39 8-37
JM Anderson 28 10-38
M Browning 29 8—37
Ed Browning 37 9-36
A Brewer 37 10-37
ABigelow 36 10-36-365

Colorado Team.
S. D.

Kibler... 37 7—34
Craig 25 10-35
Compton 27 8—35
Sedarn ..24 6—30
Mechling ?0 9—39
Peterson 23 6—29
Pickett 29 10-89
Haywood 29 9—38
Kennicatt 23 7—30
Rose 27 8—35—344

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS VS. EMERALD.—About eight
hundred persons, including representative shooters from the Long
Branch, Bronxdale, Jersey City Heights, Jeanette, Algonquin and
other gun clubs, were present at Burbank's Club Grounds, New
Dorp, Staten Island, "Wednesday, Aug. 20. to witness the return
match at live birds between the Washington Heights Gun Club
and the Emerald Gun Club, both of New York. It was the second
match of a series of three to decide which club had the better
men. The previous contest was won by the Washington Heights
Club. Each club presented a team of 10 men, each man to shoot
at 10 birds, 25yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, gun below the elbow until
bird is on the wing, both barrels to count. The birds, as a whole
were an elegant lot:

Washington Heierhts G. C.
H Harrison 1001110101- 6W W Disbrow. 1111011011— 8

E A Fountain.. 0011010110- S
C R Terwilliger 1001000111- 5
WJERio.t ....1111111111-10
M Cox 1101101111— 8
A C Ditmar. ..1110111111- 9
R A Arnow 1111110011— 8
G Snook 0111001111- 7

Emerald G. C.
D Serverage. . . . 1110111101— 8
T J Crystal 1111101101- 8W Doinck 0000100010— 3
Dr J Hudson. . .0101110111— 7CM Hathaway .1011111101— 8
T H Vass OlOlllllll— 8W Maessel 0101100110- 5
G Ramsen lllllllllO— 9
P Butty 1001110110— 6

J E Sauer 1111111010— 8—74 LCGehriug.'.V. 1111100111— 8—69

DETROIT SHOOT.-Chicago, 111., Aug. 18.—Shooters' who have
been pleased as well as puzzled by the great success of the differ-
ent shootB held at Detroit during the last year will be inte-
rested in the tournament to be given by the old management,
Messrs. John Parks, John Brooks and J. W. Garrison, commenc-
ing a week from to-morrow and running three days, Aug. 26,27
and 28. It is to be hoped this shoot will fill as well as the others
so highly successful. Mr. Parker writes, under date of the 16th:"We toe going to entertain the shooters after the tournament and
give them a ride down the river to Fighting Island, where we will
have dinner and then indulge in a live-bird shoot. We hope to
have a pleasant time." The executive ability and liberality of
the former shoo fs assure the success and extended patronage of
this one, and the boys will doubtless turn out in numbers.—

E

Hough.

NEWARK, Aug. 20.—On John Erb's grounds to-day Frank
Class, of Pine Brook, and Fred Lumbreyer, of Larchmont, L. I„
met in a live bird match. This was the first match for money
ever shot by Lumbreyer, who is about twenty-two years of age.
His work with his first barrel was done with lightning quickness,
and ho handled his second when necessa ry very cleverly. Class
snot out of all form. Lumbreyer lost his 9, 16, 20, 26, 31, 45 and 50th
killing 93 out of his 100, his 9 and 16th birds dropping dea.d out of
bounds. Class lost his 5,1.4, 18, 33, 36, 49, 53, 55,56,(53, 83 and 91st
birds, killing 88 out of 100, his 38, 36, 53 and 56th birds falling dead
out of bounds. The match was for $260 a side, under Hurlingham
rules. Al Heritage was referee and C. H. Townsend official
scorer. During the first half of the race the birds were of a fair
quality, considering the sultry day, but during the lust hair the
majority of them were slow flyers. Both men used 12-hore guns,
Lumbreyer a Francotte, V. L. & D. special match shells, 46 grains
Schultze powder, No. 7 and 6 shot for first and second barrels re-
spectively. Ph. Lumbreyer handled the gun for his son; Frank
Class shot without a handler with a Lefever, using Schultze in
the first and black powder in the second barrel.

RUTHERFORD, N. J., Aug. 23.—Boiling Springs Gun Club, for
?old medal a nd prizes, match at 25 bluerocks. American Ass. rules:

- Lane OllloioidJOOl j n 1 11111111-19
R H Peck 1 Ul 1 IV 101 ( ) 1 Ul 11111 0000110—15
T Meyer 1(01101011000111110011101-16
C Collins 000100001011 1010110(101010—10
E .leanneret llOOOOlllOOlOOOlOOllOOOH—10
J C Blauvelt 110011 LOlOJ 101 11000101101—IS
P Jeanneret 1000010010001001010101111—11
Jeanneret won fourth ou shoot-off.
Sweepstakes at 10 bluerocks: Meyer 9. Peck 7. Blauvelt 9, Lane

9. Same conditions: Blauvelt 7, Lane 6, Meyer 7, Peck 6, P. Jean-
neret 5. Blauvelt won first on shoot-off. Same conditions: Meyer
7, Peck 7, Lane 6.

LONG BRANCH, Aug. 25.—The long talked of live bird matchs
between Philip Daly, Jr., of the Central Gun Club, and Charles
Wingert, of the Fountain Gun Club, of Long Island, was shot thit
afternoon on the grounds of the Central Gun Club. On the firs5
25 Daly only killed 15, while Wingect killed 21. In the next 2
birds Daly killed 15 and Wingert 19. Daly made a brave fiarht.
but Wingert shot him out on the eighty-ninth bird, having killed
70 birds to Daly's 56. The wind blew strongly from the southeast
and carried most of the birds over to the left side of the field. A
number of Dalv's birds fell dead out of bounds.

STANDARD FACTORY EXPLOSION.-Blue Island, III., Aug.
22.—Fifty pounds of powder exploded in the packing room of the
Standard Cartridge Factory yesterday, killing two workmen and
injuring eighteen others. The machinery was badly injured, but
the building was little damaged. Supt. E. C. Willard came off
uninjured, as his many friends in shooting circles will be glad to
learn. The company will go ahead at once with its work.—
Boaters.

KANSAS CITY. Aug. 25.-J. A. R. Elliott, of this city, to-day
made his first defence of the cup which he won from Dr. Beck, of
Indianapolis. He defended it against Samuel Gay, of Glenhall,
Ind. The score was a tie, each scoring 47 out of a possible 50. In
the shoot-off on 10 birds Elliott scored 10 to Gay's 3, thus making
a successful defence of the cup.

JERSEYVILLE, 111., Aug. 26.—The four-day shoot started here
to-day with an attractive programme, having an abundance of
matches. The event for Friday, Aug. 29, is the match at 100 live
birds between J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, and Ed SpenceT, of
Carrollton, 111. At the Kansas City meeting of these two experts
the score stood 97 to 96 in favor of Elliott.

PITTSBURGH.—The Wilkinsburg Gun Club will hold their
first annual tournament at their grounds, near McKee's grove, ou
Monday, Sept. 1. Agreatdealof interest is being manifested in
this shoot, and the entries for the various prizes are numerous.
The matches commence at 10 A M., and some of the best shots
of the country will enter the lists.

WHITE HOUSE, N. J., Aug. 25.-The White House Gun Club
will hold an all-day shoot at artificial targets on Sept. 5, on their
grounds at White House. In the afternoon thev will shoot a team
race with the famous Union Gun Club, of Springfield, N. J.
Everybody is invited.—H. Bishop, General Manager.

WELLINGTON, Mass.. Aug. 23.—At the regular weekly shoot
of the Wellington Gun Club to-day the following scores were
made in the merchandise match for August: Melcher, Bennett,
Barrett and Perry 17, Sanborn 14, Gore 13, Cowee 10, George 9,
Porter 7.

CLEVELAND, Aug. 3.—The weekly shoot of the East End Gun
Club occured at their range to-day. The following scores were
made in the club shoot: Sweetman 31, Held 13, Night 23, Bloom
21, Wherry 15, King 20, Barnes 15. Tie: Bloom 3, Sweetman 3.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication In the current issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent, us as early as possible.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest abd
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, wit h
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

30, 31, Sept. 1, South Boston, Har-
bor Meet.

SEPTEMBER.
1. Ianthe, Annual, 20. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen
1. Arlington, Ann., Arlington. Point, Fall.

30. Orange, Annual.

THE A. C. A. MEET.
RACE WEEK.

THIS year the location of the camp was such as to permit the
races to be sailed with the least possible trouble to the

sailors and the regatta committee, and in addition the many
spectators were exceptionally well pleased, so that the races were
not only well worth seeing, but could be very easily seen. The
principal starting and finishing line was directly off the large
dock, the paddling course, 1 mile and ]4 mile straightaway, lying
to the south, the high bluff in front of Squaw Point commanding
a view from start to finish. The sailing triangle, with one flag
opposite the dock, was within easy view from both camps. While
many gathered on the bluff or on the end of the dock to obtain
the best possible view, others contented themselves with watch-
ing the whole of each race from under the asvnings in front of
the tents of the main camp, where they gathered in pleasant
little groups. From any of the tents in the forward rows a man
might lie on his cot or sit quietly at work, and vet keep the whole
race in view. There was no necessity of leaving the camp en-
tirely, or of going afloat in a canoe and waiting by the hour to see
a race, while all other work and occupation stopped, as has been
the case at times in past years; and consequently the interest in
the races was greatly increased. This master of a camp which
shall command from its front a full view of the courses is a very
important one in selecting a site, a point to be noted by future
committees.
The paddling races were started at the far end of the course,

finishing off the dock. The sailing races were started off the dock,
the wind in each case permitting a windward start against the
sun, or leaving all buoys on port. The starting signals for the
sailing races were given from a gun in front of headquarters, with
the lowering of the big A. C. A. flag at the same point. Some
little trouble ensued from this, the gun being so frequently used
for saluting that its sound was confusing.
The fleet of races was a large and specially flue one, including

nearly all the crack sailors and paddlers of the United States and
Canada. The new paddling trophy brought out some fast and

ightly built racing canoes, while nearly all the famous sailing
craft were present. The first week was marked by strong winds
without a break until the signal flags for the first race were set on
Saturday, when the wind dropped. During the race week several
calms interrupted the programme, but there was wind enough at
one time or another to get off all tho sailing events.
The signal code was most useful; in fact it is hard to see how it

could be dispensed with In the future. Its use. however, depends
on the selection of an open camp, where the signals can be seen
from every point; at such camps as Bow Arrow. Long Island, or
Stave Island, in the woods, it would be pro ctically useless.
The entries for the races were as follows, the canoes being prac-

tically of 16ft?. length and 30in. beam, except the 28in. boats allowed
in the paddling races. Tho odd sizes have very nearly disappeared
from the racing, and all sailing craft are built to the limits of
16x30:

Canoe. Owner. Club.
Surprise J. O. Shiras Lnngwortb.
Mac No. 4 W. G. MacKendnck... Ubique.
Chum H. F. MacKendrick I

T
bique.

Caryalovns .las- MacKendrick Ubique.
Olive. J. N. MacKendrick. Ubique.
Canuck Ford Jones Brock vilie.

Kitt F. M. Sinclair Brooklyn.
Eros F. C. Moore Knickerbocker.
Truant W. S. Elliott Marine and Field.
Wasp Paul Butler Vesper.
Owl .J. A. Gage ... Vesper. •

Blanche D. S. Goddard Vesper.
Ellida R. F. Brazer Vesper.
Drift F. W. Taylor Vesper.
Fly H. S. Gray Vesper.
Beta T. S. Oxholm Yonkers.
Uno H. L. Quick Yonkers.
Sylph T. A. Gessler Lake Hopatcong.
Ell 1. W. Sparrow Toronto.
Imp A. H. Forbush Puritan.
Passaic G. P. Douglas Ianthe.
Wraith D. D. Gessler.. Knickerbocker.
Vesta .1). Goorisell Yonkers.
Seabright H. C. Ward Brooklyn.
Kipinisti D. F. Jones Royal Mil. Col.
Dolphin R. O. Kirk wood Yonkers.
Waif D. B. Jaques Toronto.
Gwin Roy Sweeny Toro n t o

.

Eurylda H. H. Smythe Brooklyn.
Xmas W. Sweeny Toronto.
Spider E. D. Knappe. Springfield.
Nipsic C. V. Schuyler Arlington.
Bonnie C. B. Vaux Yonkers.
Toltec W. W. Howard New York.
Guenn W. Whitlock Brooklyn.
Minx 1. W. Simpson Yonkers.
Vitesse .....P. B. Rossire Yonkers.

W. A. Leys R. Can. Y. C.
Dimple No. 4 Geo. C. Forrest Hartford.
Dimple No. 3 Edward R. Kellogg Hartford.
Kie Loe F. W. Noyes Red Dragon.
Lasata G. L. Metze Ianthe.
Eclipse F. L. DuuneU Brooklyn.
Bat L. B. Palmer ianthe.
Idlemere J. L. Douglas Ianthe.
Valesca No. 2 H. M. Kreamer Red Dragon.
Kismet W. L. Perry Talassit.
Ole Joe J. W. Cartwright Puritan.
Sprite H. K. Tilley Toronto.
Lieda S. Schieffelin New York.
Water Witch F. B. Collins Bavonne.
Sprite A. H. Mason Toronto.
Coboconk J. H. Carnegie Coboconk.
Meda I. V. Dorland Arlington.
Wynot E.N. Hazard Cornell.
Asp H. D. Murphy Shuh Shuh Gab.
Henrietta R. W. Strachan, Jr Orange.
Valfreyia Jos. Stewart Ianthe.
Pterodactyl B. H. Nadal New York.
Zerlina E. D. Anderson Trenton.
Lenna P. W. Hart.
Teaser W. D. Anderson New York.

R. B. Wilkinson
J. R. Robertson Puritan.

One detail of the meets has been brouarht to a high degree of
perfection by means of constant control for ten years, the regatta
programme. It is now in very satisfactory shape, the events he-
ine as few in number as possible, and vet covering all the varieties
of canoe racing. It was as follows: Record Events.—1. Paddling.
One-half mile straightaway. 2. Paddling and sailing combined.
One-half mile alternately—three miles. 3, Sailing. Four and
one-half miles. No limit to rig or ballast.
Other Events.—4. Trophy paddling. One mile straightaway.

Exempt from "one man one canoe" rule. See Sailing Regula-
tions, Rule V. 3. Trophy sailing. No limit to rig dr ballast.
Time limit, three hours,' Seven and one-half miles. See Sailing
Regulations, RuleV. 4, Tandem paddling. One-half mile straight-
away. 7. Sailing. Pecowsic cup. Four and one-half miles. No
limit to rig or ballast. Winners of sailing trophy barred. 8, Sail-
ing. Club. To windward and return. Two miles. Time limit,
two hours. First three members of any one club to count. To be
first sailing race called. 10. Paddling. Upset. No special appli-
ances allowed. At signal every canoe must be turned completely
over, righted, and, with crew inside paddled across the finish
line, 200yds. 11. Sailing. Upset and maneuverine-. No special
appliances allowed. Canoe to carry two sails. No limit to ballast.
One-half mile. At signal, throw over and recover paddle. Second
signal, canoe to be tipped over until top of foremast touches the
water; canoe to be righted, and cross finishing line under sail.
12. Hurry scurry race. Run, swim, paddle. 13. Gymnastics, etc.
14. Paddling. Club fours. One-half mile straightaway. Anv
canoe. All sailing races will be started to windward and finished
at.regular home buoy irrespective of distance. The novice race,
open only to membors who never sailed a canoe before Sept. 1,
1889, will be awarded on the result of the first round of race No. 3.
The first race called was on Saturday afternoon, event No. 8,

club sailing, course 2 miles to leeward and return There were 48
starters at the line when the signal was given at 4 P. M., the wind
being moderate from S. W. The course was not logged, so the
actual times are of no value. The fleet snread out as soon as the line
was crossed, some swinging out and standing for the markboat.
while others sailed wide and came out to the west of the marK^
There were a number of mishaps from broken deck seats and sim-
ilar causes. Mr. Butler pulled out his mizen traveler, delaying
him considerably. The fleet turned in a bunch, but spread out on
the beat home. The leaders were:

l....Uno H. L. Quick... Yonkers.
2 . . .Canuck Ford Jones Brockville.
3 ...Owl J. A.Gage. Vesper.
4. . . .Bonnie C. B. Vaux Yonkers.
5— Wasp Paul Butler Vesper.
6.... Blanche D. L. Goddard .Vesper.
7.. ..Beta T. S. Oxholm Yonkers.

The Yonkers C. O. wins, with Vesper second.
Messrs. J. N. MacKendrick and D. Goddard, of the regatta

committee, wei'e in camp early, but the chairman, E. L. French,
only drove into camp late on Sunday night from Sag Harbor, Mr.
Meade, of Dayton, O., being with him.
On Monday morniug there was no wind, so the first race called

at 10:30 was No. 1, paddliug record. Yg, mile, with 35 starters. A
number of men entered light Canadian canoes, looking for first
prize in this race, while others, working for the record, started in
decked sailing canoes. The race belonged to the light boats from
the start, Mr. Carnegie being first and Tilley second, but Mr.
Knappe made a very fine race, finishing fourth in a heavy decked
canoe, his Spider. Tbe wind was moderate by the time the race
started, blowing against the course. Carnegie led almost from
the start, being pushed by Tilley. The order was:

Coboconk, J. H. Carnegie, Coboconk i
Sprite, H. R. Tilley, Toronto 2
Ole Joe, J. W. Cartwright, Jr., Puritan 3
Spider, E. C. Knappe, Springfield 4
Mae, H. F. MacKendrick, Ubique. 5
Kismet, W. L. Perry, Talasitt ' 6
Zerlina, E. D. Anderson, Trenton 7
Uno, H. L. Quick, Yonkers g
Passaic, G. P. Douglas, Ianthe 9

, W. A. Leys. R. Can. Y. C 10
Seabright, H. C. Ward, Brooklyn tj
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick, Ubique 12
Wraith, D. D. Gessler. Knickerbocker '13
Ellida. R. F. Brazer, Vesper 14
Olive, J. N. MacKendrick, IT bio ue 15
Valesca, H. M. Kramer, Red Dragon. 16
Bat, L. B. Palmer, Ianthe 17
Kitt, E. M. Sinclair, Brooklyn 18
Bonnie, C. B. Vaux, Yonkers .'..'.'.'..'.'.

.

.'. .'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'. 19
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6mn, Roy Sweeney, Toronto )

Eurylda, tl. H. Stnyrhe, Brooklyn I 20

Eclipse, F. L. Dunnell. Brooklvn }

Toltec, W. W. Howard. Mew York 1

Wraith, T. A Gessler, Knickerbocker > 21
Idlemere, J. L. Dout-la?, lanthe. )

Blanche. D. S. Goddard, Vesper 22
Eros, F. C. Moore, Knickerbocker 23
Won«-nda. J. W, Simpson, Yonkers 24
Kie Loe, F. W. Wayes 25

, Pitt Baker. 26
Ell, J. W. Sparrow, Toronto 27
Fly, H. S Gray. Vesper 28
Guenn. Wm. Whitlock, Brooklyn 29
Lasata, G. L Metze. lanthe , 30
Dimplo No. 4, G. C. Forrest, Hartford 31
Waif, D. B. Jacques, Toronto 32

The unlimited sailing race was called for 2:30, there being a
moderate breeze from N.W. in the morning, and the canoes were
assembled at the south buoy in season, but the wind was so light
that the race w»s postponed, and event No. 6, tandem paddling,
was called in its place at 3:30. There were 9 starters, and after a
good race Messrs. J. N. and H. F. MacKendrick won, with L. B.
Palmer and George Douglas second:

tfri* 1

Passaic ]g;gjSS£' ^ lanthe 2

\r„ic, 0„o M. Kreamer, I Red Dragon. „Valasca
j w L _ Perrj%

J;
Stmh stuh Gah< 3

Waterwitch H'.^So& \
Ba>°»ne *

OleJoe jWgSfS^ [Puritan 5

Wraith |JJfj^|jg
lftB

' [Knickerbocker 6

n«v,^r.t I J. H. Carnegie, (.Coboconk -
Coboconk R B Wilkinson, f Uhiqe

7

Tuesday being visitors' day, the waters in all directions were
covered with sails before colors, and people crowded into camp
from all directions; on foot, in carriages and wagons, in steam
launches, sloops, catooats, and yachts. Ninetv craft of all sizes
landed passengers on the east side, and 60 yachts and boats were
an' hored under The lee on the west side. It was estimated that
2,000 people visited the camp, giving it the appearance of a county
fan-. The wind was quite strong- from S.E., with a canoe sea,
when the unlimited sailing race No. 3 was started at 9:17 A.M.,
being nearly an hour late. The i ntries were 48 in num >er, but
there was some confusion over the starting guns, only 35 getting
away, and many of these badly handicapped. The course was iji
miles, or 3 rounds ot the triangle. Beta very soon took the lead
and neld it, with Canuck and Toltec following close. Blanche
capsized near the second mark of second round, being th n second
boat, but righted and sailed on Be a cams reaching over the
last leg very fast with Canuck on her weather quarter, and as the
mark was nearcd Canuck, aided bv a favoring Duff, cut in ahead
and won by 5s., her time being 52m. 55s. Toliec sailed a good race
and took third place. The order was:

Canuck, Foid Jones, Brock vflie 1
Beta, T. S. Oxhoim. Yonkers 2
Toltec, W. W. Howard, New York 3
Blanche, D. 8. Goddard. Vesper 4

Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper 5
PasSHic, G. P. Douglas, lanthe 6
Bonnie, C. B. Vaux, Y, inkers 7
Wraitn, D. J. Ges&ler, Knickerbocker 8
Owl, J. A. Gage, Vesper 9
Kitl, F. M. Sinclair, Brooklyn 10
Truant, VV. S. Elliott, Field and Marine 11
Spider, E. C. Knapue. Springfield 12
Lieda. S Si Hit fteim, New YTork 13
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick. Unique 14
Kismet, h. D. Murphv, Snuh Stmh Gah 15

Drift. F. W. Taylor, Vesper 16
Eros, F. C. Moore, Knickerbocker 17
Chum, H. F. MacKendri.-k, Ubique 18
Nesta, D. noorisell, Yonkers ]y
Lasata, G. L. Metze, lanthe.. 20
Ellida. R. F. I-Sr«zer, Ve-p^r 21
Idlemere, J. L. Douglas, lanthe 23
Stabrigbt, H. C Ward, Brooklyn 23
Gwin, Roy Sweeny, Toronto 24
Dimple t*0. 2. E. R. Ke logg, Hartford 25
Eurilda, H. H. Siuytne, Brooklyu 26
Sylph, T. A. Gessler, Knickerbocker 27
Bat, L. B. Palmer, lanthe . .28

Tue novice race, tue first rouud of the above race, was won by
Drift.

The npst race, No. 11, sailing, upset and maneuvering.was called
at 3:15 P. M., the course being from a point on the last leg of the
sailing triangle to a finish off the, main dock. The order was:
Mac, W. G. MacKenaric k, Cb.que 1
Canuck, Ford Joues, Broi kville 2
Lieda, S. Schieffelin, Vesper 3
Wraith, D. D. Gessler. Knickerbocker 4
Pterodactyl, B. H. Nadal, New YTork 5
Kipimsti.D.F Jones, Rojal Mil. Obi .. 6
Kisme.t, H. 1). Murphy, Shuh Stmh Gah 7
Xmas, W. Sweeney, Toronto 8
Gvvin, Roy Sweeney, Toronto 9
Passaic, G. P. Douglas, Passaic 10
Ell, J. \V. Sparrow, Toronto H
Ei os, F. C. Moore, Knickerbocker 12
Surprise, J. O. Stiiras, Longworth 13

The paddling upset race, No. 10, was called at 4 P. M. with 7
starters. Tne race was started fr -m the first buoy of the sailing
course, out there was a serious misunderstanding'among the con-
testants. No notice of the course was posted on the bulletin
board, out yprbal instructions were given to each individually.
While some were told to finish off the small landing in front of
heaaquarters, others understood the instructions to mean a finish
off tne mam dock, wnere the OLher races were started or finished,
thus making a course at right angles to the starting and finishing
lii es instead of an oblique one, as n finish at headquarters neces-
sitated. As soon as the fleet started one-half tne men headed one
way and tne remainder the other. Bat and Passaic were quickly
upset and ri&nted, and were first and second at the main dock.
Wraith and Chum finished first and second at the other dock and
were declared winners, tne order, as posted by the committee,
being:

Sylph, T. A. Gessler. Knickerbocker 1
Cnum, H. F. Maclienanek, Ubique 2
Kismet, H. D. Murphy, Snuh S ,uh Gab 3
Surprise, J. O. Shuaa, Longworth . . i
Passaic, Geo. P. Douglas, lanthe 5
Bat, L. B. Palmer, lanthe 6
Sprite, H. R. lilley, Toronto 7

As soon as the list was post»d a protest was made by Bat and
Passaic, at d in the- evening a meeting of the lantne C. C. was held
and a formal protest made by the club on the ground that Messrs.
Pa>mer and Douglas had paddled the course given them by the
eomtnittue and nad finished first and second. The committee re-
fused to sustain tile protest on the grouud that it had not been
made before leaving the boat, nor a written copy served Within
an hour after. Tne club Hereupon made a second protest on the
ground mat tne directions for this race, over a special course and
witn an unusual flnisn due, had not been poste i by the committee,
as prescribed by ftule VI. This protest the committee declined to
acct.pt, and Gessler and MacKeuarick were declared the winners.
Tne ilnal race of the day was the Hurry scurry, No. 12, with 9

starters. The course was a very poor one, though perhaps tne best
possible; a run down the narrow dock, with a turn at right angles
at the end before diving. Tne result was:

Bat, L B. Palmer, lanthe. 1
Wraiin, l\ D. Gessler, Knickerbocker 2
Xmas, W. Sweeny, Toronto 3
Olive. J. N. MacKendrick, Unique. ... 4
Sprite, H. R. Titles , Toronto 5
Passaic, G. r1

. Douglas, lanthe 6
Kismet, H. D. Murphy, Snuh tohuh Gah 7
Lasata, G L. Metze, lamhe 8
Ell, J. W. Sparrow, Toronto 9

This finished the racing for the day and the visitors left, the
camp. During ttie morning a meeting of the. Central Division
was nelo, at which tue fallowing officers were elected: Vice-
Corn., C. V. YVinne, Mohican C. 0.; Rear-Corn., T. P. Gaddis,
Ruc&awa C. C, Dayton, Ohio: Parser, W. Howard Brown,
MouicaD-C-C. Executive Committee, H. M, Stewart, Rochester,
ana J, K, BaKeweli, Pittsburgh,
Jn tem evening a grand ininstrel show wa* held in, the big Unt,

On Wednesday morning there was little wind, so the paddling
trophy was called, with 8 starters, the course being one mile
straightaway, finishing of! the dock. The bluffs afforded a fine
view of the race from the start, which was made at 12:18 P. M.
Several of the racers stood up in paddling, but Mr. MacKen-

drick knelt on one knee and swung his double blade with an ex-
ceedingly graceful and powerful motion, which at once put him
to the front and finally brought him in a winner by a handsome
lead. The record was:

, H. F. MacKendrick. Ubique 1
, H. R. Tillev, Toronto 2

Coboconk. J. H. Carnegie, Coboconk 3
*Spider, E. C. Knappe, Springfield 4
Zerlina, E. D. Anderson. Trenton 5

,W.L. Perry, Sbuh Shuh Gah 6
*Water witch, F. B Collins, Bayonne ... 7

, W. A. Leys, Toronto 8
*Full decked sailing canoes.

Mr. Leys upset, but regained his canoe and completed the
course.
After dinner a light S.W. breeze sprung up and Event No. 2 was

started, the course being 1)4 miles, or 9 separate legs of the tri-

angle, sailing and paddling over each in alternation, the sails
being set or lowered at each mark. Uno led over most of the
course, the final leg being a beat, and won easily. The full record
of this and the Pecowsic cup was not posted, but the leaders in
the combined were:

Uno, H. L. Quick, Yonkers 1

Mac, W. G. MacKenil rick, Ubique 2
Passaic, G. L. Douglas, lanthe 3
Chum, FT. F. MacKendrick, Ubique 4
Bonnie, C. B. Vaux, Yonkers 5
Kiti, F. M. Sinclair, Brooklyn 6
Seabright, H. C. Ward, Brooklyn 7

Ell, J. A'. Sparrow, Toronto 8

Kismet, H. D. Murphy, Snuh Shuh Gah 9
Wraith, O. D. Gessler, Knickerbocker 10
Ellida, R. F. Brazer, Vesper 11
Eros, F. C. Moore, Knickerbocker 12
Blanche, D. S. Godaard, Vesper 13
Sylph, T. A. Gessler, Knickerbocker 14
Gwin, Roy Sweeny, Toronto.... 15
Owl, J. A. Gage. Vesper 16
Toltec, W. W. Howard, New York 17

By 4:30 P. M. there was a fresh S.W. breeze, and the Pecowsic
cup race. No. 7, was called, the course being three rounds, 4%
miles. The start was to windward the fleet being bunched out by
the buoy at, the leeward end of the line, most on port tack. Wasp
made a fine start, coming by the dock at the weather end of the
line on starboard tack just at the gun. Wasp led, with Canuck
second and Beta third; but at, the first mark on the second round
Beta took second place and held it, the order at the finish being:

Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper 1

Bel a, T. S. Oxhoim, Yonkers 2

Canuck, Ford Jones, Brockville 3
Mac, W. G. MacKendrick, Ubique.- 4

Uno, H. L. Quick, Yonkers 5

There were 35 starters, but the official record of finish was not
posted.
Tnis ended the racing for the day. In the evening a dance was

given in the mess teut.
On Thursday mori-ing the wind was blowing strong from S.E.,

but by the time that the trophy race, the great event of the meet,
was ca led at 10 A. M., it had fallen a little, though there was still

a fresh breeze, that lasted during the race. The start was very
prettv, all out one of the 15 starters going over close together on
port tack. The last canoe, Lieda, was not only late, hut at the
line her mainmast gave way. throwing aer out of the race. The
cjurse was 5 rounds of the l^-mile triangle, 7J£ miles; the first

leg being to windward, the secjnd free, and tne third a rpach.
Al the start, last year's winner, Canuck, took tne lead and was
never headed, gaining steadily on tne fleet. Mr. Jones sailed his
boat admirably, cutt ng out tne buoys wttn precision and throw-
ing away nothing. He soon had the race safely, bar accidents,
and th i chi. f excitement lay m watching the fleet chase Mr. But-
ler, who was second man. Uno was sailing very fa. t, but as the
lollowing table shows lost a great deal through the breaking of a
rudder chain, making up a part of it after Mr. Quick had crawled
aft and replaced the chain on the rudder head. Mac partly filled

and gave up, having no baiter. Wasp sprung a mast, but, sailed
a fine race, being passed just at the finisti by Owi. Blanche cap-
sized on the first jioe, but righted and continued. The complete

g
ummary of the rive rounds is as follows:

Second. Third.First.

Order, lime. Order. Time. Order. Time.
Canuck.. 1 10 2S50
Owl 5 10 SO 15

Wasp.... 2 10 29 30

Seabright 4 1U3010
TJn 10 30 00

Blanche.. 12 10 32 30

10 46 S3
3 10 4S20
2 10 47 30
5 10 49 10
10 10 SO 40
8 10 49 45
6 10 49 20
7 10 49 40

10 49 05

11 Oil 45
11 06 40
110617
11 06 51
11 07 47
11 07 53
11 0? 40
11 OS 50
11 08 22

Beta 7 10 30 28 6

Wraith.. 9 10 31 08 7

Bonnie... 6 10 30 22 4

Toltec... 10 10 31 28 11

Truant... 11 10 32 10 9

Passaic. 14 10 35 30 13 10 57 22 13 1117 38

Spider... 13 10 3315 12 10 514O 12 111154
jfac 8 10 30 45 Filled on second round.
Lieda. . . . Dismasted at start.

At noon the record was posted, standing as follows:

Fourth.

Order. Time.
1 11 20 42
S 11 23 52
2 11 23 47
4 11 24 21

5 11 25 27
6 11 25 39
7 11 26 15
8 11 29 39
9 11 26 59
W 11 27 38
11 11 29 10
12 11 38 47
Withdrew.

...Geo. P. Douglas lanthe

... vV. G. MacKendrick Uoique

...H. F. MacKendrick Uoique

. ..C. B. Vaux Yori*ers
\ F. M. Sinclair BiooJklyn I

• • •
( D. D. Gessler Knickerbocker f

1

H. C. Ward Brookly n
/

..A Uina.il Knappe Springfield r .

( H. u. Murphy Snuh Shuh Gah
)

.. .u. S. Goddard Vesper
1 R. F. Brazer Vesp.r I

| W. W. Howard New York j"

. . . F. C. Moore Knickerbocker
. . . Roy Sweeny Toronto
. . .T. A. Gessler Knickerbocker

Fifth.

Order. Time.
1 11 38 20
2 11 41 30
3 11 41 32
4 11 41 40
5 11 42 17
6 11 43 12
7 11 43 47
8 11 43 52
9 11 44 40
10 11 45 8-2

Withdrew.
11 1159 50

Points.
.... 40

34
.... 32
.... 30

, 21

. 20

. 13

. 10

. 9

During the day a number of tents came down, and camp began
to thin out perceptibly. In the aiternoon adampS.E. wind threat-
ened a stoini ana kicked up a heavy sea, but at 4 P. M. the sp- cial
races for tne Jabberwock cup, postponed from the Central Division
m> et, and tne cruisers' race were started together, the conditions
being as follows;
Tne Jabberwock Trophy. — Presented by Vice-Commodore

Geo. A. Warder to be contested for by members of Central
Division, to be the property of the man winning it twice, distance
3 m lea, 2 times around the triangle. At least 5 canoes must start
m this race.
Sailing crnsing race, 3 miles on the triangle, 2 times around,

start to be made witn Bails down and hoisted at signal. At end ot
first round sails must be lowered and then proceed. Canoes for
tnis race must have 6tt. sleeping room, of wnicn 5ft. must be clear.
Ceuteruoards mtiot not project wnen housed.
Tne cruisers' race was wou by Idlemere, J. L. Douglas; a number

oi competitors capsizing, Tue JabberwocK Cup was won by Mr.
F. F. Andrews, Koohester C. C. fne Shmiiecock Cup was also
paddled for, Deing wou oy Mr. Emii C. Kuappa of Springfield.
In the evening a campfire was lighted m the Ladies' Camp, at

which the many prizes were presented. During the nigut rain
fell heavily, but the following morning was clear and t,ne two
final races were called, a swimming race, won by Mr. Moffat, ot
the Yonkers C. 0., and the cluo fours. The MacKendrick crew,
the winners of last, year's race, were on the duck to start for home
when ttuee crews were made up lor this raee. As soon as they
learned tnat the race was really to take place, Mr Jas. MacKen-
drick and his three sons got tneir canoe ready and started, coming
in winners.
All day Friday men were packing up and leaving, and though

some lew remained to camp for a wees or so in comparative soli-

tude, by Friday night the great Salt-Water Meet of 1890 was '•all

over."

CANUCK.—Mr. Ford Jones, the winner of the A. C. A. trophy
at the late canos camp, has decided to sell his canoe Canuck
rather than take ner oacK to Canada. She can he seen at the Mew
York Canoe Cluo house until Sept. 2.

Canvas Canoes ana how to Build, Tttem. By Parker B. Field.
Price SO ce?its. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price $%.QQ. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A.. Nelde. Price $1. Canoe
Handling, By C B. Vaux, Price $h Canoe and Camera. By 1.

S, Steele, Price. 1.50, Hour Monthsma bneunOox, By JS,U. Bishop,
prist, $1,60, Canoe md Camp CaoKmi. By "Smear Price fl.

faceting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.'1 ' By
Everett Hayden, IT. 8 Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with %3
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.

Corinthian,Marblenead,
Sftcond Onamp.

Yorkvillp, Open, Oak Point.

AUGUST.
Miramichi, Black Brook to 30. Sippican, Sweep. Marion.
Oak Point and return. 30. Savin Hill, Cruise.

Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail, 30. Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
Savin Hill. 30. Monatiquot, Sail-off Cham.,

Beverly, 3d Cup, Marblebead Weymouth.
SEPTEMBER.

So. Boston Mus. Fleet, Open. 10. Cedar Pt., Saugatuck. Conn.
N. Y. Y. R. A., New York. 13. Lnng Island Sound Squadron
Lynn, Open, Nahant Regatta of the Cor. Navy,
Beverly, Open, Marblehead. Greenwich. Conn. Event

postponed from Aug. 23.

13. Corinthian,M a rble h e ad,
Champ. Sail-off.

Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Be'ch 13. Hamilton, Monck Cup, 35
Queen City, 1st Class, Tor. and 40tt„ Lake Course.
Monatiquot, Sail -off Pen., 13. Queen City, SKiff Class, Tor.
Weymouth. 13. Roval Can., Cruising Class,

Larchmont, Fall Regatta, Toronto.
Larchmont. 13. Buffalo, Club Cruise, Stone

American, 3d Cham., New- Dock.
buryport. 20 BeveTlv, Sail-off, Mon. Beach

Great Head, Annual Club, 20. West Lynn, Sweep, Lynn.
Great Head. 20. Hamilton, 30ft.

Beverly, 3d Cham., Mon, 20. Queen City, 2d Class, Tor.
Beach. 20. Roval Can., 25ft. Class, Tor.

Massachusetts, Club, Dor- 20. Riverside, Pen., Riverside,
Chester. Conn.

Savin Hill,Sail-off,Savin Hill 25. Miramichi.Chatham to New-
Hamilton, Marguerite Cup, castle and return.

25 and 30ft. 27. Hamilton, 35 and 40ft.
Royal Can., Skiff Class. Tor. 27 Queen Cit>, 1st Class, Tor.
Quaker City, Pen. .Del. River 27. Royal C m.. 30ft. Class, Tor.
Pleon, Sail off, Marblebead. 27. Quaker City, Closing Cruise
Eastern, Special, 40 and 46ft. and Review.
Marblehead. 30. Lynn, Lynn.

OCTOBER,.
4. Hamilton, Sweepstakes.

THE LAKE Y. R. A. CIRCUIT, 1 890.

IT is too early yet, with only the partial results of one season to
work on, to form any opinion from the racing as to the merits

of tlie classification by corrected length, now on trial by the Lake
Yacht Racing Association of Lake Ontario. At the same time,
there is a marked contrast between the depressed condition of
yacht racing on the coast under the old method and the lively
boom in racing on tne Lake under the new rule, which has made
the circuit of this year such a success. The starting lists at the
western end of the Lake have been specially large, and while
many of the smaller craft have not been able to make the entire
round, the fleet has been of satisfactory size, and the racing very
keen at tne more distant ports. Tne first class ou Lake Ontario is

necessarily a poor class tor. racing, as it includes the tew la rtrer

boats of mixed rigs and odd sizes, from the cutter Vreda of 45ft.

to the schooner Oriole of 70£t,; so that close racing is imf'ssiole.
In the smaller clas^e-, however, which range from 21 to 46ft. cor-
rected length, theie are enough yachts of nearly the same size to
make some very good racing, as the tab'es will show. This year a
great deal of interest was felt in a number of new craft, the steel
20-rater Vreda, lately brought out, the new Fife boat Yama, the
new Samoa and several others, all built for the new rule. The
programme, which was published some time since, has been
changed somewhat, as the weather necessitated, but the same
number of races were sailed as at first announced, an extra race
at C ibourg taking lhe place of one at Toronto, whictt was
omitted.
The rendezvous this year was at the extreme western end of the

Lake, at Hamilton, where the fie* t assembled on Aug. 12, sailing
the first race next day, Wednesday. One of the features of the
race was the new Yama, who not only beat her own class easily in
this, her maiden race, but made the best time on thtse rounds
when she sailed witn Oriole and Vreda. The summary is as
fohows:

FIRST CLASS. TACB.TS OVER 46PT.
Start. Finish.

Vreda 11 80 00 2 46 18

Oriole 11 80 00 2 4l 15
Aileen 11 30 00 2 49 43

46JPT. CLASS.
White Wings 11 80 00 2 36 28

Condor 11 30 00 2 r j o5

Verve (R. C. Y. O.) 11 30 00 3 08 10

Madge 11 30 00 3 19 16

Verve (H. Y. C.) II 30 00 3 24 00

40ft. CLASS.
Yama 11 40 fX) 1 39 20

Merle 11 40 00 1 47 2d

Psvche H 40 00 1 48 40
Vision 11 40 00 1 57 36

35ft. CLASS.
Coquette li 50 00 2 05 41

Alert 11 50 00 2 13 25

Cypress 11 50 00 2 18 31

bldiih H 50 00 3 26 07

30ft. class.
Nancy 12 00 00 2 20 20

Nadia 12 00 00 2 24 12

Samoa 12 00 00 2 30 27

Echo 12 00 00 2 30 25

Wona 12 00 00 2 39 04
Volante 12 00 00 2 4U 00

Veinette 12 00 00 2 45 45

Corrected.
3 08 29
3 li 15
3 17 55

3 06 23
3 25 21
3 3-1 45
3 47 59
3 52 58

1 59 20
2 U6 24
2 07 04
2 14 33

2 15 41
2 21 56
2 26 46
2 35 00

2 19 12
2 23 26
30 10

2 30 25
2 38 42
2 39 46
2 43 20

12 00 00 2 49 55 2 49 47
13 00 00 2 53 23 2 49 00

CLASS.
. 3 u0 00 2 30 28 2 29 19
3 00 00 2 30 07 3 30 07
3 00 00 Did not, finish.
3 00 00 2 52 00 2 51 03
3 00 00 2 54 56 2 54 51
3 00 00 Not timed.
3 (XI 00 Mot timed.
3 00 00 Mot timed.
2 00 00 Not timed.

CLASS.
3 ou no 5 36 15 2 36 15
3 00 00 5 48 07 3 47 at
3 00 U0 5 53 26 2 53 34
3 00 00 Mot timed.
3 00 00 5 59 33 3 59 30

. 3 00 00 Not timed.

. 3 00 00 Not timed.
3 00 00 Not timed.

Coquette was disqualified for not carrying out the association
rule ot being sailed by a member of a club belonging to the Asso-
ciation.
In the evening a dinner was given in honor of the yachtsmen,

with an illumination of the fleet. Next day the fleet sailed to
Toronto, where, on Aug. 15, the regatta of the Royal Canadian
Y. C. was sailed. The course was from a line between the Exhi-
bition wharf and a buoy to the soutnward; thence to the bell

buo>; thence to buoy No. 3, moored five miles east by north from
the bell buoy; thence to buoy No. 4, five miles soutn by vvest. by
half west; thence northwest, half north to the bell buoy. Toe
first class, 46 and 40fu classes sailed around this triangle twice
and the other classes once, 30 and 15 miles respectively. The 25ft.

claS3 sailed from opposite tue town cluo ho ^se to a buoy opposite
tho island club house; thence through western channel and re-
turn via the island club house buoy and Gooderham & Worts's
elevator, 9££ miles.
The wind was light from south, shifting later to S.W. Again

Yama led the fleet, making the best time over the course, wnile
her class competitors wore beaten by an hour. The official times
were:

FIRST CLASS, OVEB 4bFT.
btart. Fiuioii. Elapsed, Corrected.

Oriole U 00 6 17 50 7 17 50 7 17 50

Vreda , UQ0 7 07 57 8 07 57 7 54 55

Allaon 1100 7 13 m 8W 40 8 00 40
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46ft. CLASS.
„„ tI „„ Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
White Wings .11 10 6 41 47 7 31 47 7 31 47
Verve No. 1 11 10 7 33 05 8 S3 05 8 0(5 41
Condor 11 10 7 36 40 8 26 40 8 22 57
Madge... 11 10 7 45 20 8 35 20 8 33 30
Verve No. 2 Did not finish.

. 40ft. class.
Yama It 20 6 26 27 7 06 27 7 06 27
Merle 11 SO 7 29 32 8 09 33 8 07 11
Psyche

11

20 7 37 00 8 17 00 8 13 24
_ 35lT. CLASS.
Vision 11 30 3 30 00 3 CO 00 3 00 00
Coquette 11 30 3 35 50 4 05 00 4 04 30
Cyprus II 30 3 41 20 4 11 20 4 09 20
Edith 11 30 4 23 32 4 53 32 4 51 37

SOFT. CLASS.
Nancy 11 40 3 51 45 4 11 45 4 10 20
Nadia U 40 3 56 58 4 16 58 4 16 (10

Velnette ]1 10 4 58 15 5 18 15 5 14 47
Samoa 11 40 5 06 40 5 26 40 5 26 40Wona 11 40 5 35 50 5 55 50 5 53 00
Volante. 11 40 5 42 40 6 02 40 6 01 32
Kelpie 11 40 5 58 15 6 18 15 0 12 55
Amelia ...11 40 5 59 00 6 19 00 6 18 53

25ft. class.
Maud B 2 00 5 24 50 3 24 60 3 24 50
Widgeon 2 00 5 43 30 3 43 30 8 38 52

9P Price 2 00 5 44 20 3 44 20 3 39 80
Ina 2 00 5 48 40 3 48 40 3 46 25
In thp evening a clinnpr was giv n at the handsome elub house

of the Royal Canadian Y. C , on the island, with Com. B >swell in
the chair. Speeches were made and toasts drur.1t until a late hour.
The proposed regatta of the Queen City Y. C. was abandoned, and
on Saturday the fleet sailed lor Cobourg, where an extra regatta
had be.-n arranged for Monday.
The course was fr<>ni a starting buoy moorel a quarter of a mile

south of the barhor, to a buoy five miles southeast by south,
thence to a l uoy about five miles west of the south bony in a bne
with Gull Island lighthouse, and ihence back to the starting buny.
The first class vachts sailed twice over the course. The second
class went .once arou-d, and thence to the southeast buoy and
back to the starting buoy. The third class -boats went once around
the course.
A temporary classification was adopted to allow all the vachts

to enter, White Wings being classed with the larger boats and
Cyprus with lama. In the second class was a new comer. Gold-
spur, by a local builder, Donclaus. of Brighton, sailing her n>st
race. She beat Merle badlv and made a very good snowing. The
wind was moderate from S. E. The full times were:

FIBST CLASS.
.

Start,. Finish.
White Wings 10 32 00 4 35 07
Oriole It I 31 00 4 33 20
Vreda 10 35 00 4 50 45
Aileen 10 CO 4 54 22
Condor.

Elapsed. Corrected
6 03 17 5 48 03
6 02 26 6 02 26
6 21 45 6 08 38
6 19 22 6 16 22

Bid not finish.
„ 8ECOND CLA.vS.
Yama 11) 53 27 3 47 00 4 54 33 4 54 26
Goldspur 10 54 25 4 09 19 5 14 49 5 14 49
Merle 10 53 35 4 25 22 5 31 47 5 29 42
Toronto Verve 10 51 15 4 47 45 5 36 30 6 36 30
Vision 10 50 00 Did not finish.
Psyche 10 52 45 Did not finish.
C>prus 10 54 17 D'd not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Nancy 10 15 00 2 25 00 3 10 00 3 08 35
Maud B 11 11 31 2 31 10 3 19 39 3 13 06
Nadia 11 39 39 2 28 05 3 14 26 3 13 2S
Samoa 11 13 55 2 29 28 3 15 33 3 15 33
Veluette 11 14 20 2 39 33 3 25 13 3 22 11Wona 11 15 00 2 41 29 3 36 29 3 24 31
Volante 11 12 22 2 41 07 3 29 45 3 20 46
Amelia.. 11 15 00 2 44 45 3 20 45 3 29 34
Kelpie 11 13 09 3 01 13 3 48 04 3 42 35

FISHING BOATS.
RiPPle 2 0(1 00 3 24 21 1 24 01 1 24 18
Queen Bess 2 00 00 3 34 12 1 34 12 1 27 27
Guenn 2 00 00 3 39 25 1 39 25 1 31 35
A. Z 2 00 00 4 20 55 2 20 55 2 17 10
The prizes were presented at the Dunham House in the even-

ing, after which a oall was given in the Opera House in honor of
the yachtsmen. On Tuesday the fleet sailed for Kingston.

MONATIQUOT Y. n._Third championship. 37th regatta. Aug.
19, off Fort .t-oint, Weymouth. Distance 9 miles first class, 7 miles
second class; weather good; wmd S.F.. strong:

FIRST CLASS.
. _ „ ,

.Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
White Fawn, H. A. Jones 25.00% 1 27 59 0 59 11
Erin, John Cavanagh. 26.11 1 25 33 1 00 27
Posy, E. S. Hunt 22.03 1 32 16 1 00 28
Moondyne, H. J. Shaw. 24.10 Did not finish.
_ SECOND CLASS.
Eureka, E. B.Rogers 20.08^ 1 24 18 0 58 06
Diadem, L. A. Hayward 18.02 1 29 37 1 00 '12

THIRD CLASS.
Ro-;. eN H. M. Faxon 16.02 1 42 28 1 11 01

Ti e White Fawn Having won a leg in a previous race, wins the
championship and cup for first class. The Eureka and Diadem
each have a leg for the championship in the first class and will
sail off Aug. 30. The Ro ket had a walkover and won champion-
ship and cup m the third class. Judges: Chas. G. Sheppard, T.
D. Bagley, E. T. Jordan.

GREENWICH. Conn., Aug. 28.-SpeCial carnival race for 20ft.
catboats. Course, triangular around Captain's Islands. Weather
clear. Wind, heavy, northwest. Tide, flood:

nu t,. -rrr -r t Length. Start. Finish.
Phylhs^W. J. Jones 19.11 3 21 30 4 23 00
Z-lica, H. A. Sherman 19.(>5 3 22 13 Did not fin.
Rice was sailed under rules of the Indian Harbor Y. C. Prize

was a handsome silver set presented by Mr. B. H. Yard, of the In-
dian Harbor Hotel.

CORINTHIAN MATCHES, AUG. 18, 19 AND 20"

AGAIN the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead was successful in
its midsummn series for forty and thirtv footers, a repetition

of the racts originated last year. Three days iu succession of very
good racing served to place Minerva at the top of the forties and
Sal aim ahead of ths thirties. The pnz s were two a $300 up fcr

was arranged some time since, all the forties an. thirties b- ine
invited to enter, but only the above boats started. The first racewas sailed on Aug. 18. the course being over a 4-knot triangle includ
nig Marblehead Rock as the starting point, the Graves Whbtlinr-
Huov, and a sea mark 8 knots EJ^N from the Graves. The wind
was fresh from N. W. at the scan, the forties carrying club and
the thirties working topsails and all reached oil very fast The
hi art was a very elo<e one, hein* timed:
Mariquita 11 00 17 Saladiu ]l 05 49
Gossoon 11 00 38 Almira u 06 10
Minerva 11 00 40 Hawk 11 06 20
Ventura 11 00 44 Shark n 06 29
Minerva held the otht-rs, Ventura dropping astern. Shark led

her class for a tune, but S-iladiu pissed her, while. Almira.dropped
astern of the fleet. The firs' mark was timed:
Mariquita 11 58 13 Saladin 12 12 52Minerva 11 5« 23 Shark y? ig ft
Gossoon 11 58 51 Hawk *.'.'"l2 ]:; is
Ventura. 12 00 23 Almira .J2 18 37
Ihe nest leg was also a reach, and *ti<'r iini ig Minerva and

Mariquita fell iivo * luffing match. Gossoon meanwhile running
by both, while Ventura was so far astern that she had nothing to
oo but to steer a straight course for the next, mark, leaving the
fighting to the others. The wind had now drawn so far to the
westward that sp'tiakers would draw, while it lightened rani Uvgiving every chance for flukes. Saladiu dmw an -ad of her class
While Gossoon and Ventura gained on the other two, who had lostmuch rime by In fling. The second mark was timed;
g' ssoon 1 20 23 Paladin .12<>14
Venturoi 12138 Hawk 1 35 33
Mariquita 1 23 54 Snark .', .1 35 3$Minerva 1 24 18
Almira was not timed, as tne wind fell entirely before she reached

the'ma.rk. There was a deal of fluking on the hist leg, Mmerva
and trossoon standing to the south in the very light air, and finally
being caugnt when the breeze did come by Ventura and Mari-
quita. the latter pair getting an easterly bree/.u that tooK them
home, under spmakers, while Gossoon and Minerva were beating
slowly up against a light N. W. air. The full times were-

TOHTY FT. CLASS.
Stait. Fini-h.

Ventura 11 00 44 3 01 15
Mariquita 11 00 17 3 03 01
Gossoon 11 00 38 3 17 16
Minerva It 00 40 3 24 42

„ , ,. THIRTY FT CLASS.
Salad in 11 05 49 3 28 33
Shark 11 t'6 29 3 35 39
Hawk 11 06 20 3 4!) 17
Almira 11 06 10 4 07 08

Elapsed,
4 01 15
4 02 01
4 17 16
3 24 43

Corrected.
3 59 59
4 02 01
4 17 16
4 23 47

4 23 33
4 30 39
4 44 17
N- it taken.

4 18 51
4 25 39

4 38 55

Ihe race was a pure fluke, as all her previous sailing has shown
that Ventura nas no business with Gossoon. Saladiu beat Min-
erva on elap-eo time.
The second day brought a strong S. E. wind, with a sea aud ahead tide, so the same triangle nas sailed, but in the reverse di-

rection, making the first leir a, be*t. The fort'e- had a good start
the four going over within 15sec, while the thirties, with the ad-
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t8 miles Gossoon and MinerVa tought hard" fbA"ue lead"

gaining a l'ttle all the Lime: the other two were practi-m gaining a, j.: cue au ine time; the other two were practi
ally beaten on this leg. The times at the first mark were-
GKiSsoon 12 44 50 Mariquita ..'12 48 "3
Minerva 12 45 58 Ventura. . . r> 50 17The thirties were not tiimd. but the order was Shark,'Aim ra
Salad tn and Hawk, Mignon withdrawing. Almira was sailing
excellently and give Shark and Saladin all toey wanted to beat
her. Kj aching oft on the second leg, in a good sea and a strength-
ening breze, balloo-i iiotopsails wi re set ou the forties. Gossoongamed a. few seconds while Minerva and Mar.quita sailed verv
evenly, Ventura losing a couple of minutes. The times at the
Gravt s were:
Gossoon 1 47 33 Mariquita 1 51 13Minerva . . . . ..1 48 4: Ventura 1 -4 48The order of the thirties wis only handed by Saladin passing Af-
ura near the Graves. Minerva was hurt by her big balloon jto-

topsatl, which lost her some time in jibing at the mark and finally
sprung her topmast so badly wnen ab ni- 6 miU.es from home that
the spar was saved with difficulty from a total wreck, and no iiu-
topsail could be carried after the balloon was EHken in. The finishwas very close, the corrected times show that Mmerva won bv
only two seconds. The full time were:

!™sUe£1led on tho following day, Wednesday. The wind was
N.N.W., so a course 10 knots S.S.tt. was determined on, but the
yachts were not notified of the exact direction until thev were
cross-ng the line, so that it was impossible to tell on wh'ch svle
spmakers should be carried. After some delay in setting spe-
akers when the course was known, they settled down to work
with clnb topsails set, booms to starb-ard and f-piuak- rs to pnrt.Mmerva got, well away, as did Salad n, but Ventura bad a bad
start, and -Shark was handicapped. Mmerva held her lead for a
time bat the wind lightened and shifted to north, sa that bal-
loon jibtopsatls were set instead of spinakers, when Ventura ran
ahead to leeward of Minerva, Saladin also dropping Shark, there
being too much sea for the wide boat. The wind continued to
lighten and draw ahead, until wheu half the leg was covered it
was right ahead, and toe boats were beating for t he outer markMmerva began at once to beat Ventura and was soon in the lead,showing a great gain at (he turn, while Saladin bad caught
Ventura on elapsed time. The turn was timed:
Minerva 3 39 30 Saladin 4 01 13
Ventura 3 58 43 Shark 4 IS 42The run home was in a light breeze that made it doubtful
whether the race could be finished in time, but this was done
easily, the full times being:

40-FT. CLASS.
... Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.Mmerva 11 15 5 33 06 6 17 06 6 16 33Ventura U 15 5 55 57 6 40 57 6 40 57
a , ,. 30-FT. CLASS.
Saladin 11 20 5 54 37 6 34 37 6 34 37h

h

r
a
r

rk
-iif L

nJ9 ,
6 * 38 6 « 38 6 49 04rnus Mmerva wins the §100 cup and .-aladin the $125 cup The

ffi8 ,
we re very weU managed by the fudges, Messrs. DanielAppleton, W. S. Eaton, Jr., and F. L. Rhodes.

Small Yachts. ByO.KKunhardt. Price $7. Steam Yachts andLaunches By p. P. Kunlumit. Price $s. Yachts, Boats and

FORTY FT. CLASS.
Start. Finisu.

Minerva 11 10 2 43 17
«ossoon 11 10 2 41 24
Mariquita

11

10 2 44 31
Ventura 11 10 2 49 43

Elapsed.
3 33 17
3 31 24
3 34 31
3 39 43

4 03 24
4 10 04
4 09 33
4 16 37

Corrected.
3 31 23
3 31 24
3 34 31
3 38 27

.

4 03 03
4 03 09
3 09 33
4 15 56

THIRTY FT- CLASS.
Shark 11 15 3 18 24
Almira 11 15 3 25 04
Saladin 11 15 3 24 33
Hawk 11 15 3 31 37
On board of Minerya was Mr. Will Fife. Jr., who arrived inNew York on .Sunday for a short visit to America. He also sailedm the race of the following day, having with him Mr. G o. Adams

of Gossoon. After the races Mr. F'fe returned to New York
leaving on bundav night for Oswego to <ail a race or two in Yama.
Shark was very well sailed by Mr. Waterhouse, who as usual was
handicapped as compared with Saladin by a scratch crew nastily
got together. .

J

This race made a sail off necessary between Minerva and Ven-
tura in one class and Saladin and Shark in the other, which race

^mwm[z to §om8gtmdmte.

^* No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

H. F.-North Bend is in Clinton county. Pa. We regret thatwe cannot give you the address.
J. E. S., Oskaloos*. Ia.-Will you please tell whether the in-

closed spray is of wild rice or the common lake reed. Ans It isnot wild rice.
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eason f' r Partridges in New
Orange r4unty

mS squirrels Aug. 1. This applies to

Wants Foxes.-Jersey City.—Will you permit me to ask brother
Sportsmen and others, through the columns o c vour paper, to in-form me by letter of localities where red foxes are numerous.
1 intend to spend a tew weeks in trapping themduring the coming
season, and shall feel under obligation to those who give me thisknowledge.-F. G. Kittrkdce (Jersey City. N. J.).

H. E. H., Plymouth, N. Y.—Kindly inform me if any law hasbeen passed £ni-biding the shipping of partridge a- d woodcock In
tui- State, aside from Courtland county and the Forest Preservi ?
Is there any law in Pennsylvania in regard to shipping t arrrjdgesrAns. Such laws hold m Ni gara, Rockland, Oolum afa, jftaohSLand perhaps some other counties. 2. Not that we know of.

'

R. T. F., New; York. -Can you tell me where I can obtain thegame laws of the Eastern States. I want to find out whether thelaws tor quail and partridge, shooting are different 111 Long Islandfrom the rest of .he S-at* of New York, Ans. See our issue of
.July 31. Quail and ruffed grouse season on Long Island beginsMov. 1; other parts ot the State ruffed grouse Sepffl, There is no
reliable compendium of the game laws of the Eastern St 'tes m
about' Ootl

1SSUe a compendmm of tile laws of all the States

Lancewood, New York-Starting on Sept. 8,1 propose takinga two weeks' pa idle down the Delaware in a portable canvas
boat, drawing with my luggage aboard about, flk'n. of water. Mvintention is to commence at. Deposit and work down as far usthe Water Gap, fishing along the river in the good places Ifeither yourself or an:, of your readers can give me a few points as
to 1 he river, fishing places, and amount of water a - d current I may
expect to find on the route—a new one to rne-rhe inform -ition
will be gready appr-ciattd. Ans. The Delaware, from the NewYork line to Trenton. N. J., 13 mainlv a series of Ions pools ofvarying depths, sometimes scarcely sufficient toil at a skiff con-taining two men, and iu many places exceeding 25 or 30fr. AtLaokawaxen. Pa., t here is a formidaole nam, but the riffl-s con-necting this great series of pools usually present no difficult v ingoing down stream, and fcney furnish the dobsons or helgramites
so freely used now in bass fishing on the upper Delaware, as welt
as lurking places for the fish. The maximum current in the riffles
Of the portion of the river known to us is about tnree miles perhour. Ihe best fishing is usually to be found at or near the foot
of the pools and mtneedge between swfft water and the eddynear the he

;

d. Off rocky points, where ledges run off into the
river, the fishing is good; also ne°r sunken logs n deep water. A
beautiful stretcu of water for fly-fishing begins about IU milesbelow Dtngman's Ferry and extends W2 miles down the river.'Mr. Eptmg took eighteen fine bass fr.mi tLispie-e of water lastyear, and it promises equally well this season. You can find good
vfitT ftn

IT ?Sl an^ybete, beginning at Deposit. Stockport, Lord-
ville, Hankms, CaHicoon,^ocher-Lon, a«d P >rt Jervis, in New York-are all noted places. Laokawaxen, Soohola, Milford, Dtngman's
?rTKiDevIa^are

r

Egypt Mills
" alld Bushkill, in Pennsylvania, areprobably better known at present. Hotels and boardin^ hous. srange trom $1 to S3 per day. The prevailing rate from Dm-man'sFerry to Bushkill is from 87 to $W per week. Catfish, neliramitSslampreys and crickets are the u-ual live baits, and artificial flies'

iSSSSWSSs^8*?1
-.,

Catfish cost S3 50, helgramiSs £2 andlampreys S1.50 per hundred, and all except the first, which Is nowthe best, are readily obtained.
"

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Pace Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
CttEEScPeyers^ongestions, InflammationA.A.? Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
M.«.--Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
k, Vv""4i18teni l>er> Nasal Discharges.
J>.JJ.~Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.«Coug;hs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
£'S>"£Lollc or GriPes, Bellyache.
tx.<x.--Miscarriaee, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urmary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .qq
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual.

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, &7.0OJar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any qnantity on Receipt oi Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New Vork.

For a DISORDERED LIVER

Try BEECHAM'S PILLS.

25cts. a Box.
OP ATiIi imtJG-GISTS.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBICB ai.oo.

FOR g&LE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.
FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen,
LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.
RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.
REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

CataIoS^
fl

fSr
h
1890?

tlCUlarS ***** 10 C6ntS t0 prepay postago on our 136 ioli<> V»S» Illustrated

Manufacturers of every desjription of

EI FI8HI1VG T A. CS
1 8 Vesoy.Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

Exercise at Home.
TneMM Chest feight
For bruin-workers and se-

dentary people. Used hi all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;

the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appeaiance and very
compact. Manual showing by 8j Illus-
trations how it is used, mailed free
Address N»ebagansktt Men. Co.. 43
Sprague St., Piovidence, ft.I.

WEST INDIA HURRICANE!
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Evbbett Hateek, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. HydrograpMc Office, Washington.
Illustrated by 23 Platbs. Price One Dollar.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New ITorit

!
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Wot Bold. sL-t rta.ll toy the Manufactvrer@.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARM
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN,

Send for Catalogue of Arm* and Amm temlfirm.

Camping or Fishing Tents
OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Cano« Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMENWAT, 60 South st., N. Y. City.

HIGGINS & GTFPOED,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Catalogue for 1890.

The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Manufacturing Go.

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send for cata-
logue. Spring Lake, Ottawa Co., Mich.

Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of
what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York

"CANUCK."
For Sale—This famous canoe, winner of A.C.A.

trophy 1889-'90. Can be seen at N. Y. C. C. house
until Sept. 3. Apply there to FORD JONES,
Brockville, Can.

FOR SALE.-CANVAS CANOE, 12ft.x30in.,
used but one week; also taxidermist's cane

gun, ,38-cal. Address Lock Box 23, Southbridge,
Mass.

m
(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYRQWITZ BROS.,
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor. 23d st.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

POMPANION TO PARTY GOING TRAV-
\J eling or hunting, by an experienced young
man of 24. Can make himself useful in cooking,
photographing. Knows all about medicine. No
place of traveling too far. Well educated and
can furnish first class references. Address COM-
PANION, this office. It

AGENTS "WANTED.-! WANT AN AGENT
in every towu and county in the United

States and Canada to canvass for m.» book "The
Big Game of North America." For full particu-
lars, terms, etc., address G. O. SHIELDS, No. 148
Monroe street, Chicago, 111. aug28,2t

®» "§tm.

Island For Lease.
For lease to a sporting club, an island in the

Great Peconic Bay, Long Island, suitable for a
fishing, yachting or gunning club. Five miles of
water front. Good snipe and duck shooting in
the season. Large deep harbor, 9ft. over the bar.
Good buildings. For further particulars apply to
owner, ANTHONY BARRETT,

It 16 Court st,, Brooklyn, N. Y.

To Lease—QUAIL SHOOTING near Quogus, L. I.

About 800 acres, posted, well protected, good
quail shooting, also rabbits and a few partridges.
Three years with privilege of renewal. Conve-
nient driving distanc of most desirable accom-
modations. Price $100 per year. Lessee of 1,200
acres adjoining is willing to form club with five
or six desirable parties. For full particulars ad-
dress QUAIL, P. O. Box 3515, N. Y. City. It

FOR A SUMMER RESIDENCE. ST. LAW-
rence county, N. Y. Large stone mansion

built in 1838, but in perfect repair. Fire places
and brick ovens, etc. Grounds over ten acres on
bank of large river, with oaks, maples and
beeches. Fine boating, drives and walks. With-
in three hours' drive of Adirondack Mountains.
Fine spring water; absolutely healthful location;
within two minutes walk of post office; daily
mails. Bought by us on account of quarries on
the premises. The house and grounds will be
leased on low terms to satisfactory party and for
any length of time desired. Address The Pots-
dam Red Sandstone Co., Potsdam, N. Y„ or 100
Bible House, N. Y. City. It

Valuable Game Preserve
JFOK SALE.

The proprietor of the celebrated Seal Island
(Batture aux Loups Marins) below Quebec, is
disposed to sell this property. It is renowned for
the immense number of wild geese, including the
snow goose, brant, black duck, teal, plover, snipe,
and great variety of beach birds, which frequent
it. A club or other parties intending to purchase,
the owner will give an opportunity of proving
that it is historically true toe greatest game pre-
serve of its kind in America. Over 250 black
ducks by one gun were bagged during the rise of
one tide. For further information and references
apply to A. TOUSSAINT & CO.,

Proprietors, Quebec.
N.B —Hunting opens on 10th September next.

Parties intending to purchase should write before
this date, to try their luck in due time.

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville. Wis.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
. Delivery commences September 1st.

J. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street,.New York.

OR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont„ Can.

Blooming Grove Park Association.
A share in the above named association is

offered for sale by O. VINCENT COFFIN, Mid-
dletown, Conn. It

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepm A.mencanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at §3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. 8. RICH. Bethel,
M«. <W1« tf

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

CAPONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co.. Pa.
Send Bi_rnt) for circular and price list. decl3,6m

Cook's Marjoram Cream Is a Capital thing,

To soothe inflammation, a bite or a sting;

When this sovereign remedy is used in the part,

Good-bye to an ache, irritation or smart.

Rheumatism, Bruises, Swellings,
Stiff Joints, Sun Burn, Poison by
Ivy or Sumach, Bites and Stings of
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Hornets,
Sore, Tender or Fetid Feet, Corns,
Chafed Skin, etc., etc. It acts like
magic. TRY IT.

Sojourners by the sea or in the mountains,
Tourists, Sportsmen, Fishermen, don't fail to
take a supply with you.

Price, 85 Cents a Bottle.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AND AT OFFICE,
62 Cortlandt Stheet, N. Y.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,

boots or semes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
KIUKTESTT BROS.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

(Established 1860.)

MlAlIVr AM) TAXIDERMIST.
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

* No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

JUST OUT.
THE FOURTH EDITION OF

11 Domesticated Trout,"
By LIVINGSTON STONE.

FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESS OF

John Wilson & Son, Cambridge, Mass.

LOQ CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

BUILDING

Fourth edition, 364 pages 53 plates. Price 3

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Nbw Yobs K T.

London; DAVIES St CO., I Finch Laitie.

SHALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by
the Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With

Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
C. P. KBNHAKDT.

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, aad
70 plates. Size of page, 14^x12^. Price $7.00.

FOR SALE BY THE

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO.. I Finch Lane.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $3.50. Yuelta Havanas $3 50 pel-

box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn,
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AL. BANDLE'S SIXTH ANNUAL
Cincinnati, Bept. &9 lO, 11 «fc 12.

$1000 CASH AND SURPLUS TO SHOOTERS.
No Handicap. Nobody Barred.

Merchandise.

Dennison Hotel, Headquarters.

No Pro Rata. No Favorites. No Medals. No Cups. No
NOTHING BUT THE LONG GREEN.
FOR PROGRAMMES ADDRESSW E LIMBERG, 256 Main Street, Cincinnati, O.

Salmon,Trout& Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
If yon cannot call on us, mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishing vou want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Iter this Just owet
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and tish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare ft) $2.
Soft! everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen S Goods, Fish ing Tackle, etc., and hy

THE PRBSERVALINE M'F'Q- CO., 33 Cedar Street, New York.

:E3I>",<K7S7\A.H.X> vom hofb,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTCHER OF

Fistiing Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may he deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mentinnthis paper.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some Native Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Each ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO. 318 Broadway, New York

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a huudred times

as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the l ;ue slow1

)' if the
angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.

Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other
reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.

Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAS& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free.

Established 1837.

J. B. GKOOK & CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY. '

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

With Silver Plated Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Bash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERBUSOI, Offiei. 85 Fflltoi St.. 1.7.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

PRICE'S

B.ASS LINE.
Ko. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durabllitv f.<= fmequa'lled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PBI0E, 171 Eist 84th St, New York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

A H. DIRKES.
BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on haud through-
out the Fishing Season.

CO. DURHAM, ENGLAND.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. Now York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am agaln as usua! ^^^"-gj*^ creeds increases
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nickel whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

No. 1, G, same as above but is Gerinaa SUver Mounted * Price $2 72
N°"^t^Amf^^^^^^^: Kaised'^G«i°^;^^s^'^^l^;^^ siii wMpping'sYnickeYmountings; co^kte inwood form; length

3

No. 4, G, saoae as above but is German Silver Mounted * Price 2 72
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i>
*,l,d ^ncewood Heavy Salt Water Bass' Rod, hollow butt.' extra tip, brass mountings'. 9ft.' "

".
"« QnT

5

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, X. Y.logue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS. " *Send 8c, Btam ,:for Illustrated Catalogue
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J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.'S

LATEST TRIUMPHS^SMALL BORE RIFLES
.22 Long Rifle.

CENTRAL FIRE.
Powder charge, 20 grains.

Bullet, S6 grains.

Send for 54-page Catalogue and
Special Circulars on Fine Pistols,

and the Special Circular on .25-
CALIBKE STEVENS RIM
and CENTRAL EIRE CAR-
TRIDGES.

Originated by this Company.

ALL THE FAMOUS PISTOL
SHOTS OF AMERICA USE

WE are now prepared to fill orders for .25-Calit>re rifles to take either the
Central Fire or the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire Cartridge.

Riflemen having Stevens .22-Calibre rifles, with rusted or worn out barrels, can
have them rebored and rifled for the new STEVENS SPECIAL Rim Fire,

.25-Calibre Cartridge.

STEVENS PISTOLS.
They are the Most Accurate Pistols Made.

LORD MODEL'™?" CONLIN MODEL'S GOOLD MODEL DIAMOND MODEL
Weight

y. and 120ZS

RIM FIRE.
STEVENS SPECIAL. Pow-
der charge, 10 grs. Bullet, 67 grs.

HUNTERS AND FISHER-
MEN unhesitatingly select the

Stevens Pocket Rifles
for Sijpall Game shooting. The
most wonderful fire-arm ever pro-
duced.

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
pUox

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTHIUa ZFOI?.

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT EOLD. \

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets ot

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable tor hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.

10 ounce Canvas 12 50
8 ounce Canvas --82 00

Light-weight, $1 75

Iportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

ning ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or GAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 1S.00
CORDUROY 8UIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Streex, Chloago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

Guns 10 & 12-Gauge.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

Ask your dealer to show them to you.

MRMIARMStflJOSMIStreet, Eevolvers .32 & ,38

ton, IVEass.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co..

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful and comprehensive cata-
logue ot 210 pages, 9x12 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,
Photographic Supplies, Cycles and ©un Goods. This
book is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes by
well-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.

THOS. ROWLAND,NATUHA-Ii^ST JSL.NJD TAXIDEIIIMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

AI.SO MOOSE, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.
No. 182 SIXTH AVETTTT'E. N<w Thirteenth Street. V^W YORK,

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
Bv "SENECA."

A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-

self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the

absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking

outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.

Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00. ^ „NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davebs & Co., 1 Finch Lane, CornhilL

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales,

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinn ell gives an uncommonly spirited ac-

count of Pawnee life in peace and in war.- There is an account of the

defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sneer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the

bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. G-rinnell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-

itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their to vs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close pareUel to the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

The New York Herald.
JF there are any sportsmen so wise that they cannot learn

something from this little book, their modesty prevents

their fellow men knowing it. The compiler seems to have

thought of everything from managing fine guns to snelling

hooks, tying knots and skinning eels. He has chapteis on

rifles and shotguns, hunting and trapping, fishing, camp-

ing, dogs, boating, yachting, camp making, cooking, surgery

and medicine, and one headed "miscellaneous" seems to

include everything which the others have omitted. His

paragraphs number more than six hundred. Newly fledged

sportsmen who go out for more than a few hours will find

it to their advantage to put this book in their pockets, or,

better still, commit it to memory before they start.—New

York Herald, Oct. 30.

This note refers to "Hints and Points, compiled by
Seneca." Published and sent on receipt of price ($1.50)

by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.
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NEW YORK'S OPPORTUNITIES.

TF it were not for local jealousies, local selfishness and
legislative apathy, New York State might become a

real paradise for sportsmen. There lie within her bor-

ders hunting, shooting and fishing grounds which might

be made equal to any on this continent, providing they

were properly protected by law, and were so policed that

the law should be enforced.

The wonderful system of lakes and streams of the

Adirondack region contain already superb fish, and
might by stocking and protection be made to produce

vast quantities more than they now do, and in much
greater variety. The same is true, though in less degree,

of many other sections of the State. Sullivan county

has its trout brooks; the central part of the State abounds

in lakes which might be made to teem with fishes which

are now unknown to their waters. Our salt-water line

fisheries might, and no doubt will be, greatly improved

as the good work of the TJ. S. Fish Commission goes on.

Turning to feathered game the opportunities are not

less ample. Perhaps nowhere on all our coasts is there

a finer natural winter resort for wildfowl than that

afforded by the wide and shallow bays of the south

shores of Long Island. Here in the olden time—a time

still within the memory of living men—the waterfowl

collected in noisy millions, coming in the early autumn
and departing for the south only when these bays were

closed by frost, returning again as soon as the ice broke

up, and not leaving for their northern home until the

last days of May or the first of June. Geese, brant and

all the best varieties of ducks made the Great South Bay
and Shinnecock Bay their stopping places, and in old

times not even Currituck, Albemarle and Core sounds

were more populous with the clanging multitudes. Then,

several varieties of ducks bredcommonly on Long Island,

#.nd feeding in th« early autumn in these productive

waters were the decoys which called down the first

arrivals of the migrating hordes.

How is it to-day? A few men still go shooting to Long
Island, but their reward is small. They get but few
ducks, and those only of the poorer sort, and for one man
that gets a duck ten return with empty hands. The con-

tinual shooting, the battery and the net have so depleted

the stock of fowl that it is no longer worth any man's

while to go shooting on the south shore. Although less

populous, and, from their situation, occupied for a much
shorter time in spring and fall, the lakes of Central New
York, by planting with food suited to the birds, and by
prevention of shooting at improper seasons, might be

made to afford splendid shooting, where now there is

little or none.

It is needless to speak of the possibilities for quail,

ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting, were the seasons

observed and a decent respect paid to the law, but if this

were regarded, English pheasants and partridges might
be turned out and in many places would thrive, and in

the course of a few years so increase as to become firmly

established. Prairie chickens might be introduced on

Long Island, and black game in the Adirondacks; and
wild turkeys might be established in their former homes.

It is in the North Woods, however, that the greatest

opportunities are to be found. Here, in this wide region,

if it were under proper State care, could be carried on a

work similar to that now being undertaken by a private

citizen in New Hampshire. The deer could be protected

and permitted to increase; the elk. the moose and the

caribou might be restored to the gloomy forests which
they once inhabited, protected there until they had in-

creased in numbers, and could then be treated as the

circumstances might demand.
If a wise arid liberal policy were to be agreed on by

sportsmen and State officials, New York could be made
to furnish such magnificent sport with rod, with shotgun

and with rifle, that her citzens need never pass beyond
her borders in search of sport.

Nor is New York the only State in which such oppor-

tunities present themselves. Several of the New England
States are as favorably situated, and so are many of the

Western and all of the Southern States. It is not too late

to take action, but before cencerted action can be taken

there must be agreement, and to-day agreement seems as

far off as ever.

The trouble seems to be that we are all selfish, are all

human; each one of us believes that the laws were made
for others, but not for him. So there is a continual

struggle to see who shall get the most game, and the

game suffers.

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.

DURING next week Creedmoor will be the scene of

the 18th annual fall prize meeting of the National

Rifle Association. The arrangement by which the State

of New York became the owner of the property while

yet reserving to the organizing association the right to

carry on its annual and other meetings, seems to be work-

ing in most satisfactory fashion. The directors are striv-

ing in the direction of popularity in the match where the

old rule about light rifles and heavy trigger pulls has been

in a measure abolished so far as certain matches are con-

cerned. We have in the past expressed our opinion

upon this point, and we reiterate that at the very start

the Association did a wise thing in putting a prohibition

upon the shooting devices which had been so common at

all the old-fashioned shoots in this country for years and

years back.

Creedmoor was intended to foster the use of a practic-

able arm. Military shooting was very properly set before

anything else, and the influence of this mother range on

this style of marksmanship is seen in the orders

now issued on this branch in the militia guard of

every State, and in the regular army as well. Heavy
bits of ordnance mounted on a stand, such as are

still to be found among the string shooters, and the near

kin of these arms found in the palm-rested weighty tubes

which do such remarkably close shooting at the ring

targets and other measures of our German friends, were

ruled off the Creedmoor range for years, and the call

given to the comparatively rough and crude arm of the

service. Some attention was paid, indeed, to small-bore

work of a sort calculated to encourage the use of a

weapon where skill counted more than anything else,

and the international matches were fought out on these

lines. Had Creedmoor started out on any other plan, it

is, we think, doubtful whether we should have seen the

valuable advance in the science and art of shooting which
can now be traced so fairly and clearly to this range.

Now, in its years of prestige and of honorable record,

it is perfectly proper that the old range should be thrown
open to the shooters of every kith and kin, and that the

invitation be made to every one with a shooting contriv-

ance to come up and show what he can do with it. We
have not the least idea but that the light-arm riflemen

can hold then- own, so far as skill goes, with those who
use and advocate the more cumbersome style of arm.

The meeting promises to be a notable one. Canada has

given no small attention to military shooting. She has
an enthusiastic and alert body of civilian shots who burn
a great deal of powder. They promise to send a picked

team down to give our military shooters a hard battle

and a taste of defeat. Several of the States will be

on hand with representative teams, and in the Barney
Walther team match all the crack off-hand clubs may
meet on fair neutral ground and settle for the season a

long line of talked-of matches and many disputed points

of superiority.

THE MAINE DEER SUPPLY.

FOR several years past, in fact ever since the anti-

marketing and anti-hounding laws have been in

force in Maine, the deer supply of those woods has been

on the increase. This year reports come, not from one

favored locality alone, but from all the hunting districts

of the Pine Tree State, that the deer are more numerous

than ever before; and abundant reward is promised to the

resident and visiting sportsmen when the season opens in

another month.

There are numerous theories to*account for this pleas-

ing condition of affairs; but we think it most reasonable

to assume that the cause of Maine's present wealth of

game is to be found in the laws forbidding marketing

and hounding. When the Commissioners once made it

clear to the market venison hunters that the meat could

not and would not be shipped out of the State to the

Boston market, it was recognized that the occupation of

these people was gone; and the deer supply has been free

from their industrious pursuit. The non-hounding law

has not been so stringently enforced. In some districts

hounds are employed covertly and in the sneaking way
of law-breakers the world over, to drive deer into water

for the delectation of sportsmen from other States, but

the great incentive to hounding, which was market-

hunting, having been removed, it is improbable that the

practice as now conducted materially affects the aggre-

gate supply.

From her large game, under existing conditions, Maine

is reaping a larger income than was possible under the

old ways. Deer "on the hoof" are more valuable, ten

times over, than deer packed for the Boston market.

While it might be practicable, as it certainly is desirable,

to make certain modifications in the law, so that sports-

men may carry home with them the venison and antlers

secured by them, there is little probability that the Legis-

lature will seriously listen to the notions of those inter-

ested parties who seek to restore the traffic in venison.

DESTRUCTIVE FISHING.

A CASUAL inspection of the east coast markets at

this time will show the presence of the young of

several valuable kinds of fishes. Spanish mackerel

measuring only 10 to 12in. and weighing about 8oz., and

channel bass (Scimna ocellata) of about lib. are among
the number. Such immature fishes have almost no

value to the fishermen, but the full-grown individuals

are very choice and high-priced. The worst feature of

this practice is the probable extermination of the species.

No special argument is necessary to show that if the

young are taken the fishing will soon be destroyed. In

addition to the numbers brought to the market, thousands

upon thousands of little fish are killed and wasted on the

fishing grounds. Striped bass suffer the same kind of

decimation, and it is a wonder that the species has not

already been exterminated. The ruthless and senseless

destruction of young fish by nets and seines has long

been a grievous drain upon our food and game fishes and

cannot be defended on any ground of advantage or ne-

cessity. We roust stop it or lose many of the best fish in

our waters. This might be done by regulating the size

of the mesh of nets and seines, and ^forcing compliance

with the legal requirements.
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SLIDE ROCK FROM MANY MOUNTAINS.
A NIGHT IN THE FOREST.

SO far, our search for sheep had. been unsuccessful.
We had seen plenty to be sure, but all of thein had

been ewes and all had been in such situations that it was
useless to attempt to approach them. We were camped
on the mountain side, a thousand feet above the stream
bottom, a spot which had only been reached by great
effort on the part of the panting pack-horses, and, so far
as we then knew, at the highest point on the mountain
where there was water.
Our bad luck in the matter of game had affected the

spirits of all the party; some were merely disgusted,
while the older hunters were ashamed to have been out
for four or five days without having killed anything
larger than a blue grouse. The Rhymer had given vent
to his feelings of discouragement and dissatisfaction in a
crap of verse, which I give below:

A weary lot is thine, *my friend,

A weary lot is thine;

To climb up hills that never end,

To hunt in vain for "sign."

A shadow of elusive trail,

A spot where game once stepped,

Rouse hopes whose basis is as frail

As to find where a bear has slept.

To miss a sheep before he leap.

To miss him after, too,

To stumble on the hillside steep,

And curse your failing shoe.

All this, I wis, is hardly bliss,

So let us hope some day
Our trusty guns no shot shall miss,
Our legs no tricks shall play,

But lightly down from mountain crown
Will carry off our prey.

On the day following our arrival at this camp, the
Rhymer, Dick and Yo had started out to climb higher on
the mountain to see whether the camp could not be
moved up to timber line, to the base of the high rocky
peaks, among which it was suspected that the big rams
lived. They started on horseback, but when they had
tugged up 3,000ft. more of the steep ascent, the animals
were tied up to some great pines on a level grassy spot,
the men changed their heavy shoes for their moccasins,
placing the former, soles up, under a tree where they
would be protected in case of rain. Then they proceeded
on foot, following a game trail which led along a narrow
ridge. On the right, this ridge dropped off almost ver-
tically toward a deep ravine, the steep rock slope being
thickly clad with slender pines standing so close together
that a horse could not force his way among them; to the
left, a grassy slope ran down to thickets of quaking aspen
which grew near the summit of a series of rock ledges
that dropped down to the valley of the stream above
which we were camped.
The men walked on briskly, noticing as they passed

along abundant old deer and sheep sign, a few fresh
tracks showing that sheep had been here within a day or
two, and, in the edge of the timber, many young pines
partly stripped of their bark, where the buck deer, as
their horns were hardening, had rubbed them against the
tree trunks to get rid of the velvet. Beyond the narrow
ridge the trail led over a rock slide, and. always ascend-
ing, at length reached a nearly level plateau. Here the
green trees stood thick in some places, in others far apart,
but there was no undergrowth, and but few fallen trees;
the ground was softly green, covered with dwarf huckle-
berries which stood three or four inches high. One could
eee on all sides through the trees for 50 or 100yds.,and
altogether the place was an ideal ground for deer. A
hunter could go along as noiselessly as a ghoBt. Here
and there were little open marshy spots with coarse grass
and peavine, and sometimes a little water.
For a mile or two the men went on through this timber.

Now and then they started some grouse, which were feed-
ing on the last of the huckleberries, but they were looking
for larger game and paid no attention to the birds. No
fresh deer tracks were seen, and at length the Rhymer
determined to go back and hunt among the aspens and
along the rough ledges on the creek^where the camp was,
while the others decided to push on and see if a way
could be found to the bare snow-covered rocks ahead of
them, of which glimpses could now and then be had
through the openings in the timber.
After they had parted, the Rhymer hunted all day

and at night came to camp without having seen any-
thing. The others after a little ceased their hunting, and
traveled at a good rate through the timber toward the
snow-clad peaks which seemed constantly to draw nearer.
At first they had intended to go only a little way toward
these peaks, just far enough to get some notion of their
accessibility, but they were constantly lured further and
further on by the nearneBS of their goal, and at length,
about three o'clock, they emerged from the timber in a
little open valley traversed by a tiny brook, and found
themselves within 500yds. of the foot of the rocks. Their
first glance into this valley showed that it was a good
camping place, their second that some one had camped
there before. In the meadow there was standing a picket
pin, beyond, a dead tree had been chopped in two, and a
little further on, behind a clump of pines, were the ashes
of a fire, and a place where three men had slept. A litt le
investigation showed that there was abundant feed for
the animals with the other needed accessories of a camp,
wood and water in plenty.

It was now three o'clock, and it seemed very doubtful
if, in the remaining two hours of daylight, they could
return to the camp which they had left at 8 o'clock that
morning. Hurrying toward camp they passed swiftly
through the living forest. Soon after they had started
back the sky became obscured by clouds and it began to
snow. The high rocks which they had just left were at
their backs, and for a short time the occasional glimpses
that they had of these peaks served to thow them their
direction. As the forest grew dense and the snow fell
more thickly even these landmarks were hidden, and
they traveled merely by their sense of direction. At
length night began to approach. They saw in the dim
forest which they were traversing nothing that was fa-
miliar; the falling snow had destroyed landmarks: even

|

the sense of direction became vague, and eaeh of the men
had a different notion of the points of the compass and
the position of the camp. Just before dusk they came
out on a ridge whence could be had a clear view of some
mountains across a deep but narrow valley. They were
totally unrecognized, and the conclusion forced itself on
the unwilling minds of both men that they were lost—in
other words, that they had mistaken the ridge on their
way to camp and did now know where they were.
There was no difficulty about reaching the camp. That

could be done readily enough by following: the water
down to the main stream, and then following that until
they should come to the trail, made a few days before by
their own pack train. This they could of course follow
to camp. It was rather mortifying to the two men, each
of whom had spent more than twenty years in the moun-
tains, to find that they had missed their way; and yet it

was not unnatural. There were neither tracks nor trail
to follow, and with neither landmarks nor sun to guide
them, they had gone off too much either to the right
or to the left and had lost the track. Let any man
have his eyes bandaged and try to walk straight across a
room and see how near he comes to doing it; and then
let him imagine how far he would diverge from his
course if the room were six or eight miles across.
Turning back into the forest, the men tried to retrace

their steps so as to get back on to the ridge from which
they had wandered , but it was too late in the day to do
this. The snow still fell, it was cold and growing dark.
A halt was now called, a level spot, sheltered by a clump
of great spruces, was chosen as a camp ground, and a
short time was devoted to gathering a great pile of wood
for the night. Then a fire was built, and the men lit

their pipes in lieu of supper, and prepared to make the
best of an uncomfortable night. For two or three hours
they smoked and talked by the fire, and then as they
grew sleepy they stretched themselves on the ground,
partly dried by the warmth of the fire, and dropped off
to sleep. The wind still howled through the trees, and
the gusts occasionally sent thick clouds of snow whirling
under the low branches of the spruces. Sometimes it

whitened for a moment the prostrate forms of the sleep-
ers, and then quickly melted off in the heat of the fire.

Neither howling wind nor drifting snow disturbed the
tired sleepers, so long as the fire burned brightly, and the
bed of pine needles, with which the ground was thickly
strewn, seemed as soft to them as the most luxurious
couch. It was only when the fire burned down and the
air grew chilly that their sleep became troubled.
But little real rest can be had by one who depends for

warmth solely on the fire by which he lies. Hardly has
he fairly begun to slumber when the fire begins to burn
itself out, and as soon as it has died down the sleeper be-
comes cold. At first he shivers in his sleep, and gradu-
ally as he grows colder consciousness returns, and he feels
that he ought to rise and make up the fire. If he has a
comrade, he suffers for a while in silence, pretending that
he is asleep, in the hope that the cold will oblige his part-
ner to get up and perform this disagreeable duty; but at
length in desperation, being no longer able to endure the
cold, he springs to his feet, builds the fire, fills his pipe
and smokes for a few moments, and then, thoroughly
warmed, lies down again to catch another nap of an
hour.

In this way the night was spent by Dick and Yo.
About 4 o'clock the latter rose, and, lighting his pipe, sat
by the fire waiting for dawn in order to assure himself of
the points of the compass. The sky was still overcast and
the snow still fell, but it was almost certain that for a
few moments,, just as the sun rose, the east would be
noticeably brighter than any other part of the heavens.
And so it was. Gradually as day approached a faint
gray Jight seemed to fill the forest; objects which a little
while before had been swallowed up in the blackness
which enveloped everything away from the fire became
visible, at first dimly, then more clearly. Yo rose and
walking some distance away from the fire watched the
sky, and presently the brighter light he looked for was
seen, and he knew where the east was.
The campers were not delayed that morning by any

preparations for breakfast. They took a draught of
water from a little spring hole near their camp, washed
their hands and faces, and again set out for camp. They
were not very hopeful of getting to it by the mountain
path, for, unless the sky should clear and the sun come
out, it was entirely probable that as soon as they got into
the thick timber again they would lose their way. Still
they determined to try it again. Just after they had
started they came upon a brood of grouse which scattered
and flew into the trees. After a little looking Dick saw
one and Yo passed him the rifle, so that he might kill it

and they might have breakfast. Dick fired, but the gun
was strange to him and he missed, and then breakfast
flew away.
They pushed on. By 9 o'clock the snow had changed

to rain, which fell with ever-increasing violence; by 10
the men were drenched and cold, and disposed to be
cross. As they were going along through some thick
down timber near the edge of a ravine, there came to
them, apparently out of the hollow at their feet and
seemingly quite close to them, a rifle shot. It was
evident that the Rhymer was out looking for them.
They fired an answering shot, heard another and fainter
one, which they answered, and then another sounded a
long way off. After that they got no reply to their sig-
nals. It was now proposed by Yo that they should go
to camp. "It is no use, Dick," said he, "for us to go
wandering about in this timber any longer. No doubt
we would get to camp finally, but it may take us a day
or two. Let us go down now to the creek and follow
that till we strike the trail leading to camp. I am getting
mighty hungry."
No sooner said than done. The men pitched down into

the ravine, and, taking the deer trails which led along the
hillsides, found an easy way down to the main stream.
Following this down for a couple of miles they came upon
the trail made by a pack train, and then climbing a
thousand feet up the mountain side they walked into
camp, to the great astonishment of Batiste and Johnnie.
After a hearty meal they stretched themselves out by

the fire, and there Rhymer found them, when an hour or
two later he came into oamp, and told them the story of
his search for them.
The next day was spent in blazing a trail toward the

peaks already visited by the "Babesm the Woods," and in
making a cache of a lot of superfluous things with which
it was unnecessary to burden themselves during the climb.

The day after the whole camp started for the heights.
On the way the Rhymer made great havoc in a flock of
Franklin grouse, which were met with along the trail,

andYo managed to clip the heads off two or three of these
and of some dusky grouse.

It was perhaps four o'clock, and the sun had fallen
behind the peaks, when camp was made close under the
foot of a great moraine, and just above the old camp dis-
covered on the previous visit. After the loads were off

and the tents up, the Rhymer, Dick, and Yo took their
rifles and walked up to look at the rocks. The first named
turned off just above camp to the right, while Dick and
Yo went to the left. They had gone perhaps some yards
from camp, when, just as they were approaching the crest
of a little tamarack-crowned ridge, Yo saw in the sag
beyond him a sheep, walking away. He at once dropped
to the ground, and in a suppressed voice implored Dick to
do the same. The latter, who had not seen the sheep, did
so, and they watched the animal. It was only 50yd?.
distant, but as it was walking directly from them', Yo did
not fire because he feared to spoil a ham of meat by shoot-
ing through it. Presently the animal disappeared over
the next crest, and they hurried after it. As they rose
up over the hill the sheep saw them, and stopp :ng stood
broadside on looking at them. Yo raised his rifle, took a
quiet aim and fired, and the fat ewe fell. In a moment
more Dick's knife was in her throat. Yo.

AROUND CAPE HATTERAS.— 1 1.

[Concluded from Page 107.~\

THE first day of our arrival at the island our party
spent in unpacking our traps and loading shells,

which in wildfowl shooting should by all means be nickel
or brass, as they shoot stronger than paper shells. That
evening I accompanied the keeper to the tower's summit,
and we swept the horizon with a powerful field glass.
The view was sublime. The cape lay like a map below,
and the coast could be traced for miles. There was evi-
dently going to be a squall, and the white cap billows
came dashing over each other on the beach like a squadron
of a thousand horses on a mad steeple chase. The storm
king was marshalling his forces for the onset, and had
dispatched Triton to summon JEolus from the Cavern of
the Winds and allure Neptune from the side of Amphi-
trite. The sea-gulls, inhabited by the soul of Halcyone,
scented the tempest from afar and flew screaming across
the waters. The sky was of a dull-leaden color and
hurrying masses of clouds hid the setting sun.

"It isgoing to be a bad night," said the keeper, coming
to my side, "I have just taken a glance at the barometer,
and it is falling rapidly. Look, yonder is a sure sign."
Gazing oceanward I could see the various crafts reefing

their sails and showing their sterns to the coast, intent on
placing as many miles as possible between them and the
dangerous shoals.

That night is one that will ever be remembered by me,
for I had what the greatest of the Bourbon kings craved
for—a new sensation. A fearful storm swept the Atlantic
Coast, and I sat alone with the keeper in the top of the
tower, my two companions preferring to remain in the
house by the glowing crackling fire.

It needed but little imagination to fancy that a besieg-
ing force was storming the tower. Tbe sleet struck the
glass reflector like bullets, making it ring again, the
howling of the wind and the tumbling of: the surf against
the shore sounded like the booming of cannon and the
stroke of the ball, while the scream of tbe frightened gulls
seemed as the yell of the escalading forlorn hope.
Then, again, it appeared as if a legion of fiends were

trying to uproot or stave in the lighthouse. How they
shrieked, snorted, yelled and clamored with their sten-
torian voices. How they fly all around the tower seeking
some weak point to burst in. Ye gods! what a pande-
monium! Are all the foul spirits of the earth, the air,

the sea, set free to-night? Listen to their yells, their
roars, their whoops, their squeak, their hoots and their
derisive groans. Merlin getting in his enchanted cave
and invoking witch, worlock and helling, never listened
to a more cursed discord than this. Faust shutting his
eyes upon the hideous orgies of the Walpurgis night, never
heard a more infernal tumult made by monsters, vam-
pires, ghouls and demons.
All at once there came several unmistakable and dis-

tinct strokes and knocks against the reflector, that caused
[
me to bound from my seat. "What in the name of Heaven

j
is that?"

i "It is the wild ducks attracted by the lights, and you
will find plenty of them in the yard' in the morning dead
or crippled. One fearful night the wildfowl came so
thick and fast and with such tremendous velocity and
force that I was really afraid they would shiver the glass,
though it is an inch and a quarter thick. Had they done
so, the light would have been blown out, and God knows
what would have happened then. I picked up nineteen
ducks and eight wild geese in the morning."
"Are they the only birds that are lured by the light?"
"No, all kinds of birds are attracted by the flash, es-

pecially on a dark night. I have gathered during my
stay here every kind of migratory bird. I only wish I

understood the art of taxidermy, I should have had by
this time a superb collection."
Further conversation became impossible; the storm had

only sunk to gain strength, and recommenced with re-

doubled fury. The gale had changed to a whirlwind,
and now a new horror was added to the scene; the tower
began to rock to and fro. It could not be imagination,
for the keeper's hand-lantern, which hung suspended
from a girder overhead, was swinging like a pendulum.

I was getting nervous, the keeper smiled, and finding
the human voice could not be heard above the din outside,
he produced his pencil and wrote: "lean sympathize
with you. When I first came here and felt the tower
sway backward and forth, I could not stand it, and sev-
eral times I made a break for the open air; and then I
would shut one eye and walking back some distance would
measure the profile of the tower against the house, and
thus became convinced that the structure was stationary,
on the outside at least.

"

"But it does move on the inside," I wrote back, "can't
you feel it?"

The keeper only smiled and shrugged his shoulders.
The tornado now stormed the tower with a ravening

ferocity impossible to describe, the tall shaft seemed to

bend beneath the blast; I became demoralized. "I can't
stand this any longer," I shouted in the keeper's ear, and
slipping through the manhole I reached the iron stair-
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way, caught hold of the railing and speeding down two
steps at a time reached the door and darted into the open
air; and such was the vi lence of the wind that I could

htrdly fight rny way to the house some 50ft. distant. As
I listened to the shrill tenor of the wild winds, mingled
with the hoarse bass of the breakers, and thought of the

sailors out in that raging sea that night, the old refrain

of the cherup aloft rang through my ears.

The storm continued all the n< xt day with a northeaster

blowing with the -velocity of 50 miles an hour. One
could hardly put their ft.ce out oP doors, for the frozen

snowfi'kes were driven like miniature arrows almost
horizontally through tlie air. Mr. Fos said something
about going out to shoo'-.

'•It would be suicide," answered the assistant keeper,

and keener sportsman never handled gun. "No craft

save a lifeboat could live in such a sea. You gentlemen
have a little patience, there will be first-class hunting
the coming week, for the storm has sc ttered the flocks

and they will shoot finely, that is, if the weather con-

tinues cold."
Indoors everything was tidy and cosy; the wide fire-

places were filled to their utmost limit with great oik
logs, that warmed one's heart as well as body. Certainly

the Government takes good care of its faith ful keepers.

The house of the chief and his assistants fronted each
other; both were of brick two feet thick and contained
six rooms each, a wide porch ran along the front, the

windows were substantial and both dwellings had storm
doors. In the kitchen was a large cooking stove and in

the pantry attached a cistern with an unfailing supply
of pure water.
At dinner we sat down to a menu worthy of a Wash-

ington lobbyist, one that would have cheered the soul of

a gourmand and made the eye of an alderman light up
with anticipation. Roast wild duck, that had committed
suicide the night of the storm; diamond-back terrapin

Btew, snipe, oysters in different styles, roast possum
served c »ld with vegetables, not to speak of the country
cured ham and home-made p

;ckles and preserves, with
native scuppernong wine. This grape seems to be at

home and thrives its best only m North Carolina. It

does not grow in clusters like all other grapes, but
singly, and is the siz of a boy's marble, and deep purple
in color. It is wonderfully prolific; and a single vine
planted on a sunny side of a house will in a few years
cover a wide arbor and yield a fc re of bushels of

grapes, The natives make wine of it and there is much
rivalry among the neighbors as to who can turn out the

best brar-d. The wine is sweet and as strong as the
mu-catel.
We talked shop all that evening, and the keeper gave

us a clear idea of the great quantity of every kind of

game.
"The most plentiful of all," said Mr. Smith, "are the

snipe; the yellow legs and graybacks fairly swarm along
these shores at certain seasons of the year. Waterfowl
axe plentiful on the sound, and also on the ponds in the
banks."
"Are there any deer on the mainland?" asked one of us.

"The greatest abundance," was the reply, "but unless

they are shot before they reach the swamps there is no
chance of getting any venison."
"T suppose you stalk them down here?"

"What?"
"I have read in the magazines that the way to kill deer

is to crawl up and shoot thern."

The keeper laughed aloud. "They may kill your
Northern game that way, but I'll defy any man, woman
or child in these parts to creep on a North Carolina deer
unseen or unheard. Why, they always feed with their

eyes and ears wide open, and they have as quick glances
as a hawk or eagle. Even when they lie down they face
with the wind, so that they can see any way and smell
another, and. it is impossible to surprise them. If the
keenest hunter in North Carolina was to rely upon get-

ting meat in hunting deer in that way, he would have to

live on a fish diet the balance of his days. No, the only
way is to jump them with hounds, and then the gunners
on the stand plug them as they run by, as deer always
strike for the water when chased, and it is easy to guess
the route they travel."

We next inquired about the fishing. It was first rate
in the summer and fall, and that gamest fi>h that swims,
the drum, was very abundant in the late spring, The
hogfi h, sheepshead and sea trout were most plentiful.

Indeed nature had blessed this section with a great vari-

ety of fish flesh and fowl, and it required but little labor
to keep a full stomach. This spot would be a paradise
for a lazy man, for he could keep stuffed, and with lux-
uries, too, for the smallest amount of exertion.

One eveningWesley proposed a coon hunt. The "banks"
around Hatteras are a raccoon paradise, there are more
of thei-e animals to the acre here than in any other place
on earth. There are regular paths through the brush-
wood and sea grass leading to the ocean's edge made by
these nocturnal prowlers. The beach was their market
pi ce; here they would get their crabs, oysters, young sea
birds, woundtd waterfowl, frogs, shellfish and carrion.
There never had been any organized attempt to thin the
coons out, and they had multiplied to an enormous ex-
tent. They roved and wandered at will all over the
inland, and* the keeper could not retain a cat upon the
premises, for just as certain as Mrs. Pu«s or Mr. Tom re-

mained out of doors at night, ju-t so sure would its man-
gled form be found in the morning, for anywhere a cat
can cbmb its foe can follow. A coon is as fond of a
scrimmage as a grizzly bear, and he can whip anything
his own weight that goes on four legs, for his hide is so
tough and his pluck so great that he never gives up. A
coon fights on its back, and its feet are armed with curved,
lieen claws, which are used wiih fatal effect; while as a
reseive, he has sharp teeth and a jaw'like a bulldog's.
On many a Virginia plantation where a pack of hi irnds
is kept, the lai gett and most savage dog has generally his
ears torn to ribbons and his dewlaps cut in two. This is

the maik of his battle wiih the coons. Young hounds
will attack the varmints on sight, but rarely a second
time; and it is only the leader of the pack, noted for his
size and strength and ferocity, that will undertake to "put
a head" on a coon.
In an evil moment we consented to Wesley's proposal,

and u ged the keeper to go with us, but he tUclined. 'T
don't want to spoil your pleasure, gentlemen," he re-

marked ; "but coon hunting isn't the thing it is cracked up
to be, at least I have not found it so."

An indignant remonstrance arose from the listeners.

It was glorious sport we all agreed ; and it was pure lazi-

ness in him, nothing else. "Well, have it your own
way," he said; "but I would not go in the swamp in the
night, not if every coon that was treed would come down
as he did to Captain Sc<lt."
Probably all of the readers of the Forest and Stream

have heard of the story of Captain Scott and the coon,
but I will venture to add that not one of them who liveB

north of Mason and Dixon's line could repeat the tradi-

tion correctly. Anyway, I will tell it as Keeper Smith
narrated it.

Captain Martin Scott was a Virginian and an officer in
the regular army. The coon episode happened sometime
in the year 1830. Captain, then Lieutenant, Scott, was
stationed at Fort Smith, a frontier post on the Arkansas
River, which was commanded by Captain Bradford, who
was the author of the famous story. It was a very com-
mon recreation for Scott to shoot the darting chimney
swallow on their darting erratic flight with a > ullet from
his long Kentucky rifle. This is a degree of skill almost
incredible, for there are few shots of the present day
who can kill three out of five wi h the improved breech-
loader. Lieutenant Scott's boon companion was Quarter-
master Van Swearingen, who, like many other amateurs,
imagined that the rifle was bound to kill something when
he was at the big end of it. He was a great admirer of

the Lieutenant's sporting gifts, and loved to bask under
the luster of his companion's great skill.

One day a dog treed a coon in a tall cottonwood down
in the lowlands, a short distance from the fort, and the
dog not being able to climb the tree commenced barking
to attract some one's attention. The story goes that the
coon sitting in a crack of a limb looking down in

supreme contempt at bis four-footed foe, at last growing
tired of the monotonous yelping, he hailed the dog and
told him to shut his jaws, that he had no intention of
c lining down. This made the dog more angry, and he
continued his yelping. Again the coon called to him
ironically and advite l him" not to break a blood vessel,

and the coon was so pleai-ed with his joke that he
wrapped his tail around a limb, swung himself in the
air, and laughed until he showed every tooth in his head.
"Y u will laugh on the wrong side of your mouth soon,"
howled the dog; "and here comes one who will make
you do it, you thieving, chicken-stealing, carrion-eating,
loud-smelling old varmint, you."
"Who is he, you bandy-legged, stump tailed, egg-suck-

ing reptile?" cried the cuon as he repaired to the shelter
of the tree.

"It's Lieutenant Van Swearingen," growled the canine.
The coon grinned until his eyes disappeared in his face.

"Little Van." he grunted derisively, 4 why be may
shoot and be blanked. I'll bet my valuable hide against
your mangy pelt, that he don't get me out of this tree."
Van Swearingen appeared and blazed away at .he coon

who did not even condescend to hide behind a branch.
Hwing shot all of his ammunition away the quarter
master retired in high dudgeon. Shortly after another
figure appeared on the scene, and pouring some fresh
powder in the pan prepared to fire.

"What's his name?" inquired the coon.
"Scott," yelled the dog.
"Who?" inquired the coon, fearfully agitated.
"Lieutenant Scott," bayed the dog.
"Martin Scott," squealed the animal. "I'm a gone

coon. Cap'n Scott, Cap'n Scott, don't fire, I'm coming
down." So saying, he folded himself in a ball and dropped
to ground, and yielded his lite to the dog without a
struggle.

There was a nondescript mongrel on the Hatteras Cape
who was worthless for anything under the sun; but he
would hunt coons. Leaving our guns behind us, we
started about an hour after sunset, Wesley leading the
way with a lantern in one hand and an ax in the other.
We kept up the causeway and in about ten minutes heard
Jeff give tongue.
"He's treed," cried Wesley, "come on," and waving his

lantern as a signal he disappeared in the chapperal, which
was so dense, fco thorny, so full of holes, hog wallows and
quick sands as to be nearly impassable in the day time:
and as for making our way through it in the dark, it was
an undertaking we soon found out too much for any
civilized being. We had begun to taste the delights of
coon hunting.
We t oliowed Wesley's light, that shone as weirdly as

the^ deceptive "Jack o' lantern" itself, and worked our
way carefully among the hanging vines, and charged by
main force through the tangled briers, Jeff all the time
barking frantically some two hundred yards away. After
we had picked, screwed and crawled about half the dis-

tance, a slimy, sluggish creek stopped onr further pro-
giess. "There used to be," said We^-ley, "an old tree that
had fallen across the stream. If it is there now we can
cross on that."

After a scuffle and scramble over prostrate timber, and
fallen rotten trunks,we reached the natural bridge. It must
have been there for a long time, the outer wood being
soft and the whole body covered moss. Holding tight

to each other, we slowly wabbled our way across. All
went well until we reached the middle of the tree, when
Wesley, who was leading, suddenly uttered a profane
ejaculation and attempted to jump back, but too late.

The combined weight was too much for the bridge. It

gave way, and all three went down together in freezing
black water, up to the arm -pits. The lamp went out, of
course, and we &crambled out as best we could in the pro-
found darkness, each one making his own remarks on the
situation.

As soon as we stood on the shaky ground, I told Wesley
to lead us out of the cursed wilderness, that I for one h-id

enough sport. My comrade said as he had had all the fun
he wanted, he was ready for home. Wesley, whose fault i

was swearing, ripped out an oath, that he was a blanked '

fool for bringing us on ouch a trip. We promptly agreed ,

with him.
Our file leader started with his followers close at his

|

heels, but be had evidently 1 >st his benrings. He led us 1

over fallen trees, who-e dead branches were festooned
by trailing vines as tough as iron wires; then we got into

a brier thicket armed with thorns as long and sharp as a
shoemaker's awl. Worrying through this trap, leaving
scraps of torn clothing behind, we wandered in a jumble
of mixed bamboo and fox-grape shoots as strong as whip
cord, in which snarl we got completely tied up; and
Wesley's profanity at this stage was appalling. We

j

actually had to use our knives to get out of this place, '

and finally, after a hard fight we emerged panting from
exhaustion. After getting our breaths, we made an-
other essay, and steered right into a mixture of brambles
and prickly o ar with the o ze underneath reaching to
our hips. Wesley got to fighting the tangled vines and
clinging creepers like a very fiend, for while we could
not see him, the whole neighborhood could hear him
thrashing and wrestling about Ike mad: and then he ran
right into a thicket of the matted spined branches and
spiked stems. Surely the uproar must have frightened
many a skulking coon back to his lair. Out of this slough
we wriggled s meliow almo-t desperate, for things were
getting serious. The perspiration was running down
body and face alike, though it was so cold that even the
sheltered pools were freezing.
We could hear, with many an ejaculation of thankful-

ness, the welcome sound of the turf beating upon the
shore, and we knewr that we were nearly out of the worse
than Cretan labyrinth. So we plunged onward and
walked from "the frying pan into the fire," for all hands
got involved in anabitis that seemed composed of every
kind of vine that would trip, every creeper that would
emhrace, every thorn that would pierce, every curved
spike that would tear, every jagged branch that would
bar our way. A veritable chevaux defrise, so dense, so
impenetrable, that the cunning hand of man could never
have intermingled such a tangle. It was like a huge
spider web, whose threads were composed of elastic
vines strong as manilla hemp, as elastic as India rubber.
Underneath was the yielding sand that sucked the feet
down and held on like the clinging fingers of a drowning
man; overhead, and all ar ound us was the thick dark-
ness. The struggle to extricate ourselves from this
noisome, infernal spot was one that none of us will ever
forget. Wiih hands torn and bleeding, and clothes
gaping wide with many a rent, we wormed along inch
by inch, breathing heavily and breaking out ever and
anon into an ecphonesis of maledictions that even the
best of men frequently use when they wear tight shoes
or mash their fingers with a hammer.

"This beats 'he devil," roared Wesley, as the tough and
stout wooden cobwebs envelop him and tie him as fast
as the L lliputians did Gulliver. "Come here, some of
you," he shouted, "and help me out. I'm worse off than
a turtle on his back." We reac> ed him and by using our
knives carefully got him clear of the vines and creepers
that had circled him around and around, and warned
him that it was safer and surer for him to coon it than to
charge through the jungle like a rhinoceros.

I suppose we were fully two hours getting out of this
pi Cr>, and it was only by husbanding our strength and
oreath, and being guided by the sound of the sea, that we
got out at all that night. We were completely exhausted
when we broke through the brake and reached the beach,
and we lay down on the sandy fehore at full length gasp-
ing for breath and feeling as if every muscle of our
bodies were wrung and stretched and every b >ne broken.

It was long after midnight when a melar choly proces-
si jn of torn and bedraggled men, so different from the

j iyous crowd of but a few hours before, pulled them-
selves into the house, each one too mad and miserable to
utter a word.
All the coon hunters lay up for repairs next day, and

even Wesley, who certainly ought to be more tough than
we city men, was so used up that he literally crawled in
the evening up the spiral steps to his post in the top of
the tower.

For several days we tried our luck behind the decoys,
but the weather, though in the midst of winter, became
as mild as if it were in the balmy month of May, and the
ducks were scattered everywhere, but there was no gath-
ering at any one place. They spread themselves over the
Sound and rarely came to the marshes It was hard for-
tune alike to the professional and the amateur. It was a
strange sight to see gunners in their blinds stripped to

their shirt sleeves. A hard, severe winter means abund-
ance of wildfowl and splendid shooting; an open winter,
such as this was, means a scarcity of ducks andgee.se, and
a very poor showing up indeed. Getting tired of this

sport we bundled up our traps and struck for home.
I would strongly advise the Northern and Western

sportsmen who contemplate a trip to Southern waters to
wait the advent of the season, and if January and Feb-
ruary seem to have changed places with May and Octo-
ber, to remain at home and save the blastings of high and
sanguine hopes.
A parting word of advice and I am done. If you de-

cide upon going on a hunting trip to eastern North Caro-
lina, go in a party of four, if possible, for the cost will be
lessened fully a third, and then four is the right number
for a trip; two to a blind require only one guide, and his
fee comes exactly to what one shooter would have to pay
alone Then, again, four men can entertain each other
better and form partners at cards, etc. Never ni^ke the
trip unless you know when and where to stop. A happy-
go-lucky voyage is almost sure to end disastrously. For
all routes to North Carolina waters, write to Messrs. Cul-
peper & Turner, agents for North Carolina transportation
lines, Norfolk, Va , and they will give you full and reli-

able data and most valuable advice. They are courteous
and accomplished gentlemen, and ardent sportsmen
themselves, and have a fellow feeling for the disciples of
the gun.
When you reach the land of the swan, the brant and

the snipe, the region of the chills, the shakes and the
uhquitous guide, make all your bargains and contracts
beforehand; be strictly business for once in your life, and
remember that there are plenty of gulls along the North
Carolina coast without you adding to the number.

Chasseur.

The Yellowstone Park and Dining Oak Route.—The
Northern Pacific Railroad, str-tching irom the Great Lakes to
tbe Pacific coa^t. wPn. its elegant vestiatLed service ot dming
cars aad Pullman si- epers, uot only affords business men, tourists
and ot'ieiM a route of travel equal in ever- respacc to any in the
councry, but renders a-ce«siblH to sportsmen the only region In
which fan be found to-day the large game which was once so
plentiful m all the West. In addition to the large gam", the
SDort*man will trad in the conni.rv alone the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small gunie as is unknown in
the Eas'. This nu<j

,
penetrating the. Lake Park region of Minn-

esota, and tunning through the va'llej s of sue h trout streams as the
Yellnwttoue, Gallatin, Hell Gate, Clark's Fork, Spokane, Yniiima
sn Green rivers, as wnll as ljiug ra close proximity to the bnot-
ing grounds of the Big Hjrn, Snowy, Belt, Bitter Rrot. Rocky,
Creur U'Alene and C'8<a e Mountains, 1s unquestionably the
sportsmen's route.of Amerira, The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
of North AmericH," togetbeV with other interesting publication,
descriptive of the Yellowstone Park and Alaska tours, will be
mailed free on application to Ohas, S. Fee, G. P. & T. A„ N. P.
R. R., St. Paul, Minn.—Adv.
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AN IOWA NOCTURNAL MONSTER.

AN article has been going the rounds of our Western
press describing a strange monster which has been

wandering around and disturbing the good people in the
vicinity of Independence, Iowa. The substance of the
article as near as I can give it is this: The Kress neigh-
borhood, near Independence, is wild with excitement
over the appearance of a strange animal that makes the
night hideous with its roaring. The animal is supposed
to be of an amphibious nature, and to have drifted in

with the late high waters. As near as it can be located
it has taken up its quarters in a creek which passes
through the farm of George Powles. It is generally sup-
posed that the animal lies secreted in the stream during
the day, and wanders forth in search of food at night,
for it is then that it raises its terror-inspiring voice, which
is described by those who have heard it as a cross between
the roar of a lion and the screech of an enraged panther.
Several persons who were walking or driving along the
adjacent road have been so frightened by hearing the
appalling sound, that they could not be induced to pass
over the route again.
People are becoming panic-stricken, and it has become

such a matter of vital importance that something must
be done. The farmers of the locality have organized a
hunt, and invited the Independence Gun Club and militia
to join them.
Now, as I am something of a natural history crank and

a lover of the chase, it can be imagined how my curiosity
was excited by reading an article like the above. I felt
like packing my hunting outfit and boarding the first

train for the south. But upon further consideration, I

thought best not to go as the article was a "clip," and
there might be some doubt as to how fresh it was. How-
ever, I could not drop the matter from my mind, so I
wrote to one of the local editors of Independence, and
have just received the following reply

:

WiLtiiM H. Steele.—Dear Sir: Yours of recent, date to hand.
The article to which you allude was published in the , and
was a hoax. "The strange auimnl" proved to be a blind mule
which had got lost, and made night hideous with its ceaseless
braying. This is all of it. Very respectfully.—S. T.

There are undoubtedly many Western readers of Forest
and Stream who saw this article, and will be just as
anxious to know the outcome of the hunt as your humble
servant. I think many of the articles we read describing
monster land and water animals, if properly followed up,
would terminate just as this did. I remember seeing an
article, in Forest and Stream about a year ago describ-
ing a strange monster that had been seen in a pond or
inland lake in Mexico, and I have wondered a great
many times if it had been discovered what the animal
was. William H. Steele.
Forest Crrr, Iowa.

THE CAPE CHARLES TIGER.
T\7 E have received from Mr. Joseph Ragan, of Wash-
» » ington, many interesting fish notes from time to

time, based upon his experience in the market. Just
now he has brought to our notice a fish which he believes
he saw for the first time about ten years ago at Cape
Charles, where it has again made its appearance in large
numbers, and now forms a notable portion of the supply
of fresh fish in some of the Southern markets, and par-
ticularly in Washington. To the fishermen, according to
Mr. Eagan, the species is known as the tiger, probablv
on account of the black half bands on the sides of the
body. We have previously referred to this fish in writing
of the fishes of the Gulf of Mexico as the amber jack
(Seriola stearnsi of Goode and Bean). Dr. Jourdan has
considered this species to be identical with the Seriola
dumerili of the Mediterranean, a species which it re-
sembles, but from which it may easily be distinguished.
The Mediterranean amber jack has a shorter snout, larger
eye, deeper body and a shorter soft dorsal fin; its upper
jaw is much more expanded posteriorly than in the
species named in honor of Mr. Stearns. Both forms oc-
cur on our" coast and are to be found in the National
Museum at Washington. The difference between them
may be readily perceived even upon a casual examina-
tion. The amber j ick or Cape Charles tiger is a beauti-
ful fish, belonging to the family which includes the pilot
fish, the pompano and tbe crevalles. It reaches a length
of 30in., is shaped like a mackerel, is a swift and power-
ful swimmer and has excellent qualities as a pan fish.
The young have five or six dark cross-bands on the sides
and a golden streak along the middle of the body; a sim-
ilar streak extends from the eye backward to the begin-
ning of the soft dorsal. The upper parts are greenish and
the belly light. The tail is deeply forked and beautifully
variegated with yellow and dusky with white tips at the
ends of thelobe3. The specimens now so abundant in the
markets are about a foot or less in length and very plump
and inviting in appearance. So far as we know the
Bpecies rarely occurs ae far north as Cape Charles. It
was discovered by the late Mr. Silas Stearns at Pensacola,
Fla,, in 1878. The young specimens have not previously
been secured. According to Mr. B. A. Bean, who has
tested the edible qualities of the tiger, the flavor resem-
bles that of the Spanish mackerel, and there is no trace
of the strong taste of the common mackerel.

Orange File-Fish in Cow Bay.---New York, Aug.
Si.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: One morning a sliort
time ago I was coming out of Cow B*y (L. I.) on a sloop
and noticed a fish (looking like a sheepshead) swimming
slowly about a foot under water. The wind was very
light. I jumped into the small boat, rowed up to the
fish and hit him with the boat kook and brought him
aboard. I laid him on the paper inclosed, and have an
accurate diagram, with what I trust is a sufficiently
clear description. I showed the fish to a number of
local fishermen, none of whom recognized it. A friend
was to have taken it to Blackford, but failed to do so:
fortunately I preserved the diagram. I have been around
the Sound for twenty-five years and never saw such a
fish. What is it? Its pouch was emoty, and I think it

must have been sick or tired.—G. C. B. [The be4 known
name of this species is the one given above. It is also
called fool-fish, barnacle-eater, unicorn fish, unicorn file-

fish and sharp tailed file-fish. By some of the early
ichthyologists, among them DeKay and Mitchell, the

young of this species was considered as a species distinct
from the adult because of its long tail, slenderer body
and much darker coloration. The orange file-fish occurs
on our coast from New England to the Gulf of Mexico,
and is found, also, in the West Indies. Trie adults are
rather uncommon about Long Island and northward, but
the young are abundant every summer ]

Some Aquatic Giants.—The Gloucester (Mass.) Daily
Times of recent dates announces the capture of some
marine curiosities. A mackerel was taken off St. Peter's
Harbor, Prince Edward's Island, measuring 2tt. in length
—the largest ever known in that locality. It reports,
also, the capture of a large codfish, near Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, having in its stomach a lady's purse containing a
considerable sum of money. A turtle weighing 640^3.
was caught in a fi*h-trap near Sandwich, Mass., Aug. 25.

There are several species of marine turtles which attain
to a weight of l,0l)0ibs. and upward: the green turtle

occasionally weighs this amount. The loggerhead has
been known to reach 1,600 lbs., and the leather turtle
exceeds even this enormous weight.

" FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and
Steeam Range, and reported upon in the issues named.

Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Clabrotjoh 12. May 1,
1g0. Parker 10. h-iraiuer, June 6, '89.

Colt 12, .lulj 25, '89. Parker 12, ham'rless.JuTie (J,'K9.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remington 18, Mav 30. '89.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 26, '89. Remington 12, Dec 5,'89,Feb 6,'90

FrANCOTTB 12, Dec. 12, '89 Remtngton 10, Dec. 26, '89.

Greener 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greener 10. Sept. 12-19, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10, '89.

Hollis 10, Nov. 7. '89. "Whitney Safety 12, M'ch 6, '90.

Lepever 12, March 13, '90. "Winchester 10 & 12, Oct. 3, '89.

THE PLOVER.
TTTHEN autumn skies are flash'd with blaze

' ' And autumn groves with glory shine.

When maples wear their scarlet robes,

O'er which tbe grapevine wreaths entwine,
Then far resounds the plovers' cry,

As swift o'er upland space they fly.

O'er old Montauk's ravines and slopes.

Full oft I've mark'd their legions pass.

Now circling, plunging higli in air,

Now fluttering, hovering o'er the grass.

The birds migrating urge their flight

In crowded ranks, in serried files,

Wheeling, and pausing to alight.

Seeking the insect swarms that fill

The grasses of tbe plain and hill.

Those plover tribes, the blackbreast flocks,

Ne'er cease their flight o'er pastures wide,
Their haunis are by the meadow lands,

Where flows and ebbs the salty tide;

And there, in ambush, hid away
The fatal fowl«r seeks his prey.

The golden plover! none more fair

Of all the wings that beat the air;

Birds are they of the bright, warm 6elds,

Darlings of breeze and azure skies,

Glad harbingers of early spring,

And coming autumn with it3 dyes.

Now swift athwart the grass they flit,

How rapid, sweeping on the wing,
Now swoopine low above the grass,

Now brightly glancing as they pass-
Arriving when tbe grass sprouts green, *

Departing when the airs blow keen.

The upland plover! Sweet its trill,

Its operatic, liquid note.

Like the soft breathing of a flute

Its symphony in air doth float

;

So low, so sweet, one scarce may see

This winged minstrel of the air.

Till sudden a gray wing floats by,

And drops the feather'd lyrist there;

Then o'er the grass lands, far and free

Swells out the bubbling harmony!
Isaac McLellan.

TRAPPING DAYS.
II.—IN THE BLIZZARD.

THE first "cold snap" of the winter lasted but a short
time and was succeeded by beautiful weather, so

very mild and pleasant, indeed, that the prospect for an
open winter appeared bright, and as the best of the crop
of fur had already been secured from the old trapping
ground a party of three, consisting of two brothers named
Dan and George Bellows, and the writer, quickly planned
a winter campaign to include a trip to a famous trapping
ground about 75 mile3 northwest of our present location
and which was reputed to be swarming with furred
animals.
The prospect for making a safe trip, undisturbed by

the dreaded Sioux, seemed much better during the cold
of winter, and we proposed returning before the grass
started in the spring, and hoped to make the round trip
while yet the Indians were housed in their winter quar-
ters. It was a foolhardy, or at least a very reckless plan;
yet, like many other unfamiliar with the"winter climate
of the northern plains, we were destined to learn by bit-
ter experience the terrors of the deadly blizzard.
Old Jim concluded to work the old ground as long as

the weather would permit, and the third partner in the
original company about this time quit the camp and re-
turned to bis home.
A man named Haley was hired to haul our outfit to

the new location, and as the wind had swept the first

snow of the winter into the ravines, leaving most of the
surface of the prairie frpe of obstruction, we started with
as light a load as possible, to make a rapid march and to
give the driver time for his return to the settlements be-
fore the coming of another fall of snow. Haley had a
span of powerful bay horses and heavy rations of grain
for a week's time were hauled along, and which was
judged sufficient to meet all contingencies.

On Dec. 3 tbe march began, and our progress was
necessarily slow, as the entire absence of anything like
roads obliged us to keep the only pace possible over the
rough prairie, now frozen hard as stone. On the second
night out from the settlement we reached a camp of two
trappers of my acquaintance named Lvrton and Baker,
who were located on sqtive lonely sloughs about, ten miles
northwest of our old camp; and here the wether grew
very much colder, obli-ing us to keep in the shelter of the
friendly camp for a day and two nights
The next day's march brought us to Lake Sh°t^k, where

we found two trappers cimp^d in the abandoned home of
one of the murdered settlers, massacred in the terrible
outbreak of 1862; and who, with the open-handed hospi-
tality of the fraternity, made us welcome and cheerfully
shared the cabin with us.

Again the cold grew intense, and for two days more we
huggred the fire, rejoicing not only over our own com-
fortable quarters, but also over the fact that the horses
were in a warm stable, something we had scarcely hoped
to find on the trip. A council of war was now held, and
as less than a day's rations of corn remained for the
horses, it was evident that the recklessly planned exppdi-
tion would have to be abandoned.
Once more the weather moderated and grew strangely

warm, the sky in the meantime being obscured by heavy,
low-hanging clouds. Starting on the return trip as early
in the morning as possible, we drove at the best pace the
rough ground would permit, as we were very apprehen-
sive of a snow storm. When five miles of tbe return
journey had been accomplished snow began falling rap-
idly. While at Layton's camp I had taken a careful
observation of the direction by the aid of the very best
compass I ever carried, and now on the return the infor-
mation obtained was priceless.

By consent of the party I walked in front with the open
compass in my open hand, and while the little point of
timber at Layton's camp, twelve miles distant, was only
about fifty rods in width, and while at no time during the
day could we see for more than one hundred rods in any
direction through the falling snow, so perfect was the
working of the little compass that, when in the afternoon
the timber we were in search of suddenly loomed up
through the falling snow, our course was found to be
true as the flight of the crow.
A hurried council was now held, and so great was our

eagerness to reach our old camp, ten miles further on,
that, although we were unable to see the sun to deter-
mine the time of day, we quickly decided to take chances,
and without pausing to greet the hospitable brethren of
the guild, turned the horses' heads in tbe new direction,

! and again struck out upon the trackless plain. Snow to
1

the depth of six or eight inches had fallen, and as we
left the friendly timber behind, the snow-fall checked
perceptibly and soon ceased altogether. When half a
mile distant from the timber, some one chanced to glance
backward toward the northwest. A shout and a pointed
finger turned every eye backward to see the rolling
wheels of the swiftly-moving chariot of the storm king.
Fearful as was its appearance, its coming was truly
grand. I have seen the rise of many blizzards, but ne ver
one whose coming was so swift. It was instantly ap-
parent to all that to return to Layton's camp in the teeth
of the gale was impossible, for the first breath of the
whirling blast was like ice, and nothing, either brute or
human, can move in the face of the full grown blizzard.
Instantly the air was loaded with flying snow so thick »s
to render breathing difficult, and darkness began to
gather around, not alone from the whirl of flying snow,
but also from the approach of night, which proved to be
rapidly following one of the shortest days of winter.
Again the little compass was brought into requisition,

while all our lives seemed swinging in the oscillations of
its faithful needle, which trembled as with the added
load of responsibility. Almost at the beginning of the
storm, while crossing a ravine, the front wheels of the
wagon struck against an abrupt rise of ground and the
wagon tongue snapped off short.
This new calamity, which for the moment almost took

our breath away, proved a blessing in disguise, and was
probably the cause of saving all our lives. No time was
there for words.

Theirs not to make reply,

Theirs not to reason why.

Loosening the shivering horses from the broken wagon,
Geo. Bellows, the corpulent, was mounted on one, and
Haley on the other, and each man, seizing a quilt or
blanket from the abandoned vehicle, hurried forward in
the whirl of the fast increasing storm.
As I sprang to the lead of the little procession, a new

cause of anxiety began to create uneasiness in my mind
as I remembered that I had never taken the direction by
compass from one camp to the other, but was trusting in
tbe statement of Baker (Layton's partner), who had given
us the result of a careful observation which he claimed to
have made; and as I reflected upon the importance of the
utmost care in taking directions across these treeless and
but slightly undulating plains, where the topography of
the country offered no clue to direction amid the whirl of
the blinding snow, I remembered with regret that during
our march over the same ground a few days before the
haziness of the air had been just sufficient to prevent my
obtaining the direction myself.
Not wishing to burden the minds of my comrades with

a new anxiety, I hurried on in the swiftly increasing cold,
while the whirl of the flying snow was indescribable. It
was all important that I see the compass needle while
daylight lasved, and yet itseemedat times an impossibility.

1 was warmly clad, and the heavy quilt I had snatched
from the wagon seemed glued to my body by the force of
the gale as a postage stamp to a letter, yet through all
that mass of clothing the cold pierced like a million
needles, and while one hand carried the faithful compass,
the other was kept busy clawing the ice from my face and
eyes; for the snow, whirled ceaselessly into' my face,
seemed to thaw by contact with the skin and to freeze
again at the same instant, and a thin coat of ice extending
from the fur cap, pulled low down over my eyes, to the
beard which covered the lower half of my face, seemed
to form instantaneously, while all the forces of nature
were in league with the gale to drive us to blindness and
to death.

I am aware of the poverty of words to describe our
battle with the storm. He who has never met the full-
grown blizzard on its native heath is as powerless to un-
derstand its terrors as is a blind man to comprehend the
glory of the rainbow: and he who, in the darkness of a
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winter night, has wrestled for his life with the storm god
of the northern plains, needs no telling. Even the horses
now began to show a degree of fear, as strange as it was
new to uf. Haley i ode right behind me, and his horse,

paying no attention to its rider, now insisted upon touch-
ing my left shoulder with hi? nose continually. Like all

trappers on the frontier, we were shod with moccasin?—an
absolute necessity in a winter clima te where a pair of boots
worn upon the feet meant frozen feet inevitably—and as

the horoe was sharp shod, the dread that the toe-calks of
his shoes would sever the tendons of my legs became
overpowering, and I shouted back: "Haley, keep your
horse off of me! I'm afraid he'll step on my feet with
his sharp shoes and cripple me."
"Why, I can't see you, Belknap: how the blank can 1

keep the horse off of you?" cried Haley.
There was really no help for it, although I wondered

then and do until this day, how it was possible for that
frightened animal to touch my shoulder a hundred times
during that fearful journey without once interfering with
my feet. Soon the darkness became so deep that the
needle of the compass could no longer be seen, and clos-

ing it I returned it to my pocket, and the journey was
continued guided by the wind winch appeared to blow
steadily from the northwest, almost directly in our backs.
We were really wrong in our direction, as was after-

ward found, our course being a point or two too far
north, but in my anxiety to find the 6loughs or lakes on
which the camp was located 1 turned to the right each
time we reached a depression, where, although the
prairie grass had been swept clean by the autumn fires

as over the rest of the plain, still the standing stubs of
the larger weeds, which had grown on the lower ground,
and which now projected above the surface of the snow,
indicated the possible edge of a slough; and as I knew
that any sloughs found on our route within miles of our
present position were hound to be the right ones, I kept
hoping each time I blundered into similar weeds that I
had now found the edge of the slough of our anxious
search, and only turned back to the old direction when
the rising ground proved the supposition a mistaken one.

This was repeated several times, and carried us just
far enough to the south to enable us to hit the extreme
north end of the most northern slough.
Stumbling along through the rapidly forming drifts, I

suddenly pitched neadlong over something nearly waist
high, plowing my way headformost into the snow.
Screaming back to Haley, in a voice which rose above
the roar of the tempest, to pull up his horse instantly, I

turned and crept back on hands and knees to examine
the object which had overturned me, and never did the
face ot dearest friend seem more welcome than did the
glimpse of the humble rat house which had brought the
hurried march to so abrupt a pause.

I knew that rat houses were built only on sloughs or
lakes, and that there were none other sloughs within a
radius of miles from the right one, and furthermore that
the length of time traveled indicated to a certain extent
that we were right at last.

It was easy to follow the edge of the ice by its smooth-
ness, and soon a strange roaring sound indicated the
proximity of timber, when our course grew plain to my
mind, and after a short distance had been traveled along
the shore of the lake, sparks of fire rising from out the
earth in our front, gave friendly notice of the near
presence of Old Jim, comfortably housed in the warm
dug vut cabin, and of warmth, comfort and life for us at
last.

Jim r

s amazement at our sudden advent was ludicrous
to observe; the horses were sheltered under the bank, and,
wrapped in quilts, stood the night's exposure very well,
and me half cord of oak wood piled in the back end of
the cabin kept the old fire-place roaring all that bitter

night, while the cold grew so intense that no one of us
lay down to sleep, but sat up and dozed in front of the
fire alt night. The blizzard at daylight sank to rest,

leaving the snow hammered hard into drifts, and with a
degree, of coid which, I am confident, would have frozen
mercury.
The night of that 10th of December, 1864, will not be

soon forgotten by the trappers who yet remain alive of
the old fraternity.

A brother of the writer, camped some twenty miles dis-

tant, was belated while gathering in his traps and over-
taken by the blast while within nail a mile of the timber
which surrounded his cabin, and was guided to shelter
only by the roaring of the wind through the treetops,
which m his bewilderment he had already nearly passed
by.
A friend named George Palmer, lost in the storm,

reached the house of a triendly Norwegian late in the
night, where he was taken in and cared tor by the good
Samaritan Norseman, and escaped from the blizzard with
the loss of all his toes save two.
Two trappers, C. and B,, from Spirit Lake, Iowa, were

returning from their camp, some fifty miles distant, to
their village home, and overtaken by the storm wrandered
until late m the night, when reaching the foot of a shel-
tering bluff which rose abruptly from the plain and
afforded partial protection from the piercing wind, as
they were in entire ignorance of their whereabouts, agreed
to stay where they were and battle for their lives against
the cold until the morning light, keeping watch over each
each other chat neither be allowed to go to sleep. Through
all that weary night the struggle for life went on, while
their dog froze stiff and dead by their sides; and B. after-
ward declared that 0. prayed audibly, as Charles Reade
says, "as men pray only for their bodies," and made the
most solemn pkdges of reformation if permitted to live
until morning. As the blizzard at daylight died away,
and the rays of the coming sun illuminated the landscape,
they saw that they were on the north shore of Lake Oka-
bena, while at the east end of the lake stood a grove of
timber in which a trapper's deserted shanty stood, which
was in plain sight of me scene of their suffering, and that
now C. began swearing like a pirate at their ill success in
not reaching the cimp the evening before. Poor B. wras
himself again lost in a blizzard during the succeeding
winter, and not even were his bones ever found.
As the morning dawned bright and ciear after the ter-

rible storm a council was held, in the cabin, and as the
two Bellows brothers were determined to return to the
settlement and remain until spring, and Jim Morehead
wished to return to his family for the winter, and as he
wished to trap with the writer over the old ground dur-
ing the following spring, it was agreed that all the rest
return to the settlements while I remained to winter

alone in the cabin and hold the trapping ground secure
from intrusion until the following spring.
The broken wagon could not be removed until spring,

but we planned for the driver and one other to return
immediately with the f-led aod secure the wagon load of
provisions, bedding and traps, which was done withm a
couple of weeks.

VVlien the broken wagon was abandoned a cm- belong-
ing to the writer stopped behind to guard the load, un-
known to any * I the p my, and was not missed until too
far distant fen po a<bl» recovery, when she was abandoned
to her fate. A I! :gr. <>d that it was utterly impossible for
anything- to live tlir0tl2h the night and poor Daisy was
supposed to be dead. As Jim had no good moccasins
with which to rnttko the home trip, and was also minus
an overcoat, I loaned h ;.tn mine, which he was to return
with the team when il came for the load of supplies on
the broken wagon. Left alone I began pondering cn the
fate of my faithful do>f, and nothing but the absence of
overcoat and moccasins prevented me from returning to
the wagon to learn hwr fate. As the days passed and
the team did not appear my impatience grew, untd, on
the morning of the eighth day after the blizzard, I
fashioned some moccasins of cloth and wrapping a blanket
around me set out to recover her if alive.

Reaching the wagon a low feeble yelp greeted me and
the poor creature crawled feebly forth from under the
wagon to mett me. While snowdrifts were piled 10ft.

high just beyond the wagon, singularly enough a depth
of only 8in. was found under the wagon, and here the
poor creature had, by the warmth of her body, melted a
round hole through the snosv to the ground, while all

that she had eaten was a small corner of a frozen shoulder
of pork and a handful of frozen beans, which she had
gnawed out of a pot. I could have held in my two
hands all she had eaten for eight days.
Feeding her carefully with small pieces of meat chop-

ped fine, 1 got her back to the cabin, where she fully re-

covered, only to get hold of a lost poison bait prepared
for a wolf, which proved more potent for evil than even
the blizzard itself and ended her career at last.

Orin Belknap.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, Tils., Aug. 25.—The explosion in the new
J works of the Standard Cartridge Co., at Blue

Island, imperfect mention of which was made last week,
was a most unfortunate and serious affair, although if

we may weigh matters at all in such times of death and
disaster, it may be said that the accident might have
been much worse. Two men were killed, and eighteen
more or less seriously hurt. Only about SOlbs, of powder
exploded, it being estimated that that was the amount in
the four machines then running. The building was not
much injured except in the breaking of the glass, but
the machines in the place were ruined. It is thought
that the accident was caused by a workman who was
cutting in the head of a tin powder-can with a hatchet or
chisel, instead of unscrewing the cap over the opening.
The explosion of this can caused the others. Charlie
Willard, who is known all over the trap-shooting world,
is superintendent of the works. He escaped the danger
of the wreck in a singular manner. He happened to miss
the morning train out to the works which he usually
takes, and by the time he got out that day the accident
had happened. Charlie has been doing all he possibly
can personally among the victims of the accident, and
this work, with the strain attendant, has nearly made
a nervous wreck of him already, and he shook all over
when talking about it. It is a most deplorable affair.

The company is doing all it can for the sufferers. Work
will be duly continued at the factory, Mr. Rice, the man-
ager, says, with the machines which were not yet in
place at the time of the accident, of which there were a
number. The factory was just finished, and as soon as it

was in perfect running order the management intended
to have a little reception as was stated earlier. It is not
the business loss in this casualty that affects the manage-
ment, but the loss of life and limb. This should weigh
the less heavily when the gentlemen in charge are able
to reflect that the accident occurred through no fault or
carelessness of their own.
Aug. 26.—Messrs. Ben Dicks and Lee Hamline are ab-

sent in the Indian Territory, chicken hunting. It is not
pleasant to chronicle any such a fact. It is not probable
that the men who will go from here to the Nations to
shoot chickens will be content with killing enough to eat.

If they kill more they must leave them rotting in the
grass, as thousands of shooters have done and are doing,
unless they happen to be in the chicken shipping busi-
ness, which is not a very good business anyhow. There
are drawbacks to these long trips into good game
countries, as our friends, Dicks and Hamline, wdl learn
if they hit the shooting at its best. They will have to de-
cide at once what to do with their birds, of which, in the
grass shooting of that country, it is easy to kill from 50
to 100 a day, or was two or three years a^o.
Last week ( here were large numbers ot ducks on Mak-

saw-ba marsh. These are the local ducks that were bred
there this summer. It is about time for them to make
the regular migration to the north which is the invari-
able course with the Kankakee and Illinois ducks,

Messrs. Alex. T. Loyd, R. R. Donnely, M. T. Hart, of
Crown Point, and perhaps another will leave here Aug.
30 for Iowa after chickens. They go to northwest Iowa,
but have not definitely chosen their field.

Mr. Joseph Hawley and his friend, Mr. Jones, both
well known in insurance circles here, left on the 20th for
Minnesota on their annual chicken hunt. They go to
Ortonville first, but will locate later and be gone two or
three weeks.
Messis. C. S. Burton, Hank Smith, and two other

friends, wdl start soon for Otter Tail county, Minn., for
three weeks or more of their annual unadulterated hap-
piness with small-mouth bass, prairie chicken and ducks.
They go to their old stamping grounds.
Mr. W. P. Mussey seems to have inaugurated at Mak-

saw-ba club house the new sport of shooting woodcock on
a fly way. There is a point right at the railway crossing
where two or three dozen of these birds cross every night
just about dark. Two or three birds, before the "flight"
is over, is about all that can be expected to the gun, but
it is interesting fun in the dim light.

It is not known with any accuracy yet just what has
been the extent of the lawless shooting of chickenB in
this State, but it is probable that the opening of the legal
season, more than two weeks from now, will see the

birds pretty much all thinned out over the open grounds.
An insurance man, who offices near where I do, tells me
that a friend of his, whose name with difficulty I sup-
press, brought in fourteen chickens two weeks ago from
a little hunt not far from town. And so it goes. What
good fun these early shooters spoil. If they would only
wait till October, anel shoot these birds over the corn,
they would have grand sport. To shoot the "flappers"
out of grass or stubble is boy's business.
Aug. 39.—Messrs. Ben Dicks and Lee Hamline are back

from their Western trip. It seems that they changed
their plans and did not go to the Indian Territory at all,

but to Council Grove, Kansas. I wish these people would
be more careful and go where they intend to go. It

would save trouble in writing them up. I am afraiel that
the burning words that I have penned concerning the
possible misdeeds of these gentlemen must go for naught,
which is very annoying. The fact is, their Kansas
chicken trip was not so very devastating, owing mainly
to the fact that they lost both their dogs, a setter and a
pointer, which belonged to Mr. Hamline, one by a rat tle-

snake bite and the other by distemper. Where was Ben
Dicks with the medicines when that dog was snakebit?
That's what Lee Hamline want6 to know.
Mr. J. E. Pumphrey, of Columbus, O., well known in

trap-shooting circles, is in town to-day and will shoot
with the boys at Burnside. Mr. Pumphrey is on bis way
East, and has been as far West as Minneapolis, where the
boys took him out on his first chicken hunt. Mr. Pum-
phrey says their party got 98 birds, and he did not find it

hard to stop the nopperB, E. HoUGH.

COLORADO NOTES.
MONUMENT is a small village about sixty miles south

of Denver, and twenty miles north of Colorado
Springs. It is located on the main lines of four or five
railroads running from this city to Denver. The adjacent
country is called "The Divide," and is devoted mainly to
the raising of very fine potatoes, wheat, oats, barley, etc.

West of the village the country is mountainous, gener-
ally well timbered, and at the proper season of the year
blackberries, raspberries, and choke cherries abound in
luxuriant profusion. Of these fruits bears are very fond,
and during this season are reported unusually plentiful
in the immediate neighborhood of these fruit patches,
retiring when pursued to the rocky fastnesses in the
direction of Pike's Peak.
A short time ago a fresh and callow youth from this

city, in company with a friend, was climbing the moun-
tain a few miles west of the village on their way to
Young's tie camp. The wagon was some distance be-
hind, they having walked on ahead enjoying the bracing
mountain air. But the road was rough and steep, and as
they neared the top of the ascent the young man from
the city was nearly winded. He was toiling painfully
along with hat in hand and coat over his arm when a
sudden stir in the leaves and a startled "Woof!" caused
the young men to halt abruptly and gaze fearfully
around. There, within ten paces, was (to them) an
enormous cinnamon bear just rising from his disturbed
morning nap under a pine tree. For an instant fear and
astonishment paralyzed all parties at the unexpected
meeting. Then the bear said "Woof!" which is probably
bear language for "Gootl morning, gentlemen," and
gazed at his visitors with glad surprise. The youths
returned the compliment by saying "Bear!" But they
did not prefix it by "Morning, bear," nor say it in a quiet,
gentlemanly tone, such as is usually employed when
meeting a stranger or a casual acquaintance in an out of
the way place. They vociferated the ursine inhabitant's
name with all the strength of their lungs, and then
turned and took a beeline for the Atlantic coast down
the mountain side, shedding coats, hats, and terrific yells

at every jump. It was astonishing how suddenly their
weariness vanished, and how rapidly the bracing moun-
tain air had invigorated their frames and imparted speed
to their footsteps. The bear, looking somewhat disgusted
at this unceremonious departure of his visitors, ambled
quietly off, and was seen shortly afterward as he disap-
peared over the mountain top half a mile off, in the
direction of his rocky retreat.

A few days after this some of the men employed at the
tie camp organized a bear hunt and proceeded to these
rocks and caverns, where they succeeded in rounding up
and killing a large cinnamon—possibly the same one en-
countered by the boy^.
A few days after these occurrences a resident of the

village, wife and child were out on the mountain picking
berries. As a precaution the man took his gun along.
The child, a little girl, strayed a short distance from its

parents, and came suddenly upon a large bear, feeding
upon the fruit. The child was paralyzed with terror and
could neither move nor scream. The bear seemed anxious
for a closer acquaintance and had advanced quite close
to the child, when up rose the father from a patch of
bushes with his gun in hand and blood in his eye. The
skin of that bear is now drying upon the fence surround-
ing the family mansion.
The bears seen are all what is known as the cinnamon

bear. They are not especially ferocious, though they
make an ugly "scrap" when crowded.
Trout fishing is fair in this region, though no large

ones have been reported this season.
Reports from the region of Meeker state that that sec-

tion is overrun by tourists, who are slaughtering deer
and elk out of season from mere wantonness. At this

rate the large game of Colorado will soon be extermin-
ated. If they want sport (with a spice of danger( let

them go to Monument and try the bears.
Numerous fishing parties from this city have made ex-

cursions to Wagon Wheel Gap and vicinity, where the
gamy trout are abundant and grow to a large size.

If quail could be protected for several years tbey would
soon grow abundant in this State. In several localities

on the Arkansas River east of here I have heard of there
being quite a number of coveys. They are moving west-
ward, and if not relentlessly slaughtered will, in a few
years, he abundant in our mountains and valleys.

An antelope was killed the other day in this county by
H. M. Morse, a crack hunter of this city. The shot which
procured the game was fired at a distance of 500yds.,
breaking two of the animal's legs.

Colorado ought to be the greatest State in the Union
for outing parties in the mountains. No snakes, no nox-
ious insects, and beautiful weather about nine months in
the year. Tenderfoot.
Pubbio. Colo., Axis. 32.
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SPORT IN NEW MEXICO.

ON the 28th of June last we left our mountain camp,
having secured seven bears, a porcupine, four bay

lynxes (wildcats), a considerable number of coyotes and
a handsome crossfox, from about the middle of May to

the 15th of June, after which date we got nothing, owing
to two of men being unwell, which prevented us from
moving to a fresh camp. One large cinnamon, shot by
C, turned and came toward him, but was so badly
wounded that he could get no pace on, and was easily

despatched with a second ball in the head. We hauled
him out on burros (donkeys), and a nice time we had for

a solid hour cutting him up, and fighting the dense army
of mosquitoes. By the way, these insects are, of all ani-

mals that infest the range, most to be feared, knowing
no fear themselves. One old silver-tip fell to our bag—

a

magnificent specimen, measuring 7ft. from the tip of the
nose to the tail, and covered with dense glossy fur. Of
course, they grow much larger sometimes, but the very
big ones are few and far between. This bear was shot
through the heart, the top of which was completely cut
off, but that did not hinder him from making one hun-
dred yards or more before he died.
After leaving our camp our troubles began. The heat

was intense and wo had to make frequent stoppages,
chiefly on account of a pony I had lately bought, which
showed an irresistible desire to throw himself backward
every now and again. Once, while going down a hill-

side that appeared to be an angle of 45 deg., or near it,

one of the packs got loose, and the donkey, sneaking out
from under it, made off as hard as he could run. How-
ever, "all is well that ends well." So we did at last

reach the placer mines where we stayed for the night.
The next day we got within twelve miles of our in-

tended camp, but the dogs began to suffer from the hot
sand, having been used to the cool grass of the mountains;
so bad, indeed, were they that three of them could only
just make it in the next day, and their feet were com-
pletely raw. Luckily there was plenty of rest in store
for them, for we are' after trout and not bear just now.
On our arrival we found trout in usual abundance, but
some distance up the river. Notwithstanding the un-
favorable weather three 41b. fish have been caught by us,

and quite a number ranging from 31b. to lib. Any one
with some small knowledge of fly-fishing can go up this

river and catch many more fish than he could carry
home, unless, indeed, he was a Sampson or Sandon.
The Brazos is becoming known and deservedly famed for
its large red-vented trout, and several other parties have
been to try their luck this year.

If we meet with anything worth repeating during our
fall hunt I will inform you. A. Coape.

LABOR DAY IN THE WOODS.
BOSTON, Sept. 2.—The shooting season is begun.

The open season on game birds in Maine begins
Sept. i, while the same is true of New Hampshire. By
the act of the last Legislature in Masssachusetts the open
eason on all game birds was made uniform, on Sept, 15.

Monday, Sept. 1, was Labor Dav, a legal holiday in
Massachusetts, and a number of Boston sportsmen took
occasion to slip down to Maine for a day's shoot. The
Saturday evening trains on the Boston & Maine carried
several sportsmen, with dogs and guns. The promises
of shooting in Maine are unusually good. Pari ridge are
reported plenty, with more ducks than usual in the lakes
and rivers. But the amount of spring shooting done on
the shore birds is believed to be ruining that part of the
game in Maine. Woodcock shooting does not promise
very flatteringly, bub still some of trie knowing ones

—

gunners at Portland and Lewiston—know how to secure
good bags, with good dogs,

Mr. Nat Manson, Jr., with his friend Ned Binner, both
well known in the iron trade of Boston, started for Camp
Stewart, Richardson Lake, Maine, on the 29th of August.
They will be absent about three weeks, and they have
planned for a rare time in the woods. They take for
cook and guide Oscar W. Cutting, of Andover, who has
cooked, guided and built camps and boat houses at Camp
Stewart. He is a rare fellow in the woods —has staid at
the "old camp" so long that he is a little homesick any-
where else. Ned Binner tells a rare story of ''dusting
partridges'' with Oscar as a guide. In the city of Boston
a favorite slang expression for run away or left is "got
up and dusted." Well, Oscar had seen where some par-
tridges had burrowed in the dust of the old logging road.
They had been taking a dust both in the sand. He came
back to camp with the account that the partridges were
"dusting." Binner was taken back, but got his gun out
to try for a shot. They went along a few rods when
Oscar stopped. "Here is where they 'dusted.'"
Binner did not look at the ground, but for partridges

in the air.

"Well. I don't care for where they got up and dusted,
but where are they now?"
"I did not say they 'got up and dusted.' They dusted

before they got up. Don't you see their little holes?
There's where they kicked in the dust."
"Oh!" said the now enlightened Binner, as he examined

the little round burrows. "There's a difference between
'getting up and dusting' and kicking in the dust before
they get up." All the time he had thought Oscar »eant
that the partridges had suddenly flown away.

Geo. F. Freeman, of Harrington & Freeman, the Court
street jewelers, proposes to take his vacation at Camp
Stewart, from the middle to the last of September.
M. R. Fottler, statistical clerk at the Boston Chamber

of Commerce, put in Labor Bay among the birds at
Franklin, New Hampshire. E. M. Gillam, commercial
editor of the Boston Advertiser, was to have been with
him, hut was prevented by sickness.

F. N. Perkins, with Denny, Rice & Co., of the Boston
wool trade, has been fishing and camping at Jackson,
New Hampshire. He reports a good many trout and
rare sport. He and his brother were rendered "a little

neiwous" by the fact that a bear weighing some 3001bs.
had just been killed in that section. They saw the skin
and savage claws at the last stopping place where they
went into the woods. The first night they lay down in
front of the camp-fire, and as most Boston boys would
have done, they began to conjure up imaginary bear in
every shape formed by the dim light in the forest. Sleep
was a long time coming to their eyes. At last Frank fell

into a drowBe. His brother moved. He woke with a
tart, There were the two eyes and the black front of an
•n«riiaou» bear just beyond the dying embers. Frank

seized his revolver, a .32-caliber of the bulldog pattern.
The bear was glowering upon them. The frightened
young man of the wool trade was no sheep to be killed
by a bear, and he commenced to "pepper away." His
brother awoke with a scream. The bear never moved.
Frank had put three bullets into an old black stump with
a couple of glints of moonshine for eyes.

F. R. Shattuck, of L. A. Shattuck & Co., of the Boston
metal trade, has gone "down to the Cape" for a few days
of needed rest. He will doubtless fish some with his old
friend Capt. Jenkins. Fred is a fast friend of the Forest
and Stream. He is the poet of the "Immutable" and
the "Mutable." Special.

A WEST VIRGINIA GAME COUNTRY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Reading to-day the interesting communication of

"Easby" in your issue of Aug. 21 ,
descriptive of the south

branch of the Potomac as a celebrated fishing resort,
calls up pleasant recollections. The region referred to is

not only a famous fishing resort, bnt is doubtless the best
hunting ground and the most accessible to the great bu3i-
nes centers of any to be found in the country. It wasmy
good fortune to spend the month of October, 1887, atRom-
ney, and during most of the time I boarded in the family
of Capt. C. S. White, State Fish Commissioner. I call to
mind the fact that we consumed at his table, while I was
there, three large wild turkeys and quantities of smaller
wild game and fish, all taken within two or three miles of
Romney. One of the turkeys was shot within a mile of
Romney Court House, and within a mile and a half of the
railroad station. There are plenty of deer, some bears,
large numbers of wild turkeys and great quantities of
smaller game, especially quail, in the immediate vicinity.
As I said at the start, taking the great cities of New York,
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Baltimore and Wash-
ington, as the great central business regien of the coun-
try, and this certainly must be the nearest and most ac-
cessible first class fishing and hunting resort.

But, I wish to refer to a fact that ought to interest
numerous readers of Forest and Stream, in the cities

named especially, as well as in contiguous regions of the
country. There is within five miles of Romney one of
the most remarkable sites for a natural fish and game
preserve of which I have any knowledge. Briefly stated,
it consists of two mountain ranges running parallel, due
north and south, with a valley between, barely wide
enough for a driveway, and through which runs an ex-
cellent trout stream, where splendid catches are the rule
during all trout seasons, like the present. The mountains
and all contiguous land is heavily timbered and abounds
in the splendid large game already referred to. When I

was at Romney several square miles of this region could
have been secured for a trifling sum, and I urged Capt.
White and friends to secure it, and am under the impres-
sion that they did so.

I hope that if this communication reaches the eye of
the Captain he will give the readers of Forest and
Stream a better description of the region than I am able
to, for he is a life-long resident there, and an ardent
sportsman as well, and can give interesting facts in this
connection. Milton P. Peirce.
Columbus, Ohio.

HARD SHOOTING OR POOR SHOOTERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Let me tell you of an Ontario woodcock hunt at the

opening of the season on Aug. 15 on the river. Twenty
years ago you could find these birds in almost any bend of
the river, but since the dairying and exporting of cattle
to Europe it has destroyed and broken up their haunts to
some extent. The shooting then opened on Dominion Day,
it being six weeks later now, the birds are moulting. Our
legislators intended to protect the bh'ds, and destroy the
summer shooting, as it is a very hard matter to find them
at present. After an hour's drive, my comrade and I and
the dog entered one of the many ravines and creeks which
lead to the river on the north side. Near the top the
ravine is broken by knolls and bogs which are covered by
a plant about three feet high with a yellow flower—if you
touch the bud at a certain time in its growth it flies apart
with a snap. Here is the home of the summer woodcock
or "bog suckers," It seems to suit them for feeding and
boring on the beach knolls; and they are also protected
from all tyros in the art of wing-shooting, as we soon
found out. At the first bog we came to the dog (a cross
between a Gordon and English setter) swung around
among the flowering plants two or three times, as if there
had been a bird there some time or other, but failed to
find. As I went to step into the bog at the edge, I nearly
stepped upon him; shot and missed. The dog proved to
be a flat-catcher of the first water, as he chased the bird
through the dense trees until we thought he was not com-
ing back. When he returned, beautifully winded, and
unfit for use for some time, we proceeded. There are
small ravines which run back a few rods from the main
one. We went up one of these; and here the dog and we
ourselves got rattled and flushed and missed three birds
in as many minutes. We hunted too fast and were over
anxious. The heat was intense, the sweat pouring off

from us in great style. We held a consultation at the
head of the spring, which, to make matters worse was
dry. We concluded that cock shooting was not in our
line of business, yet it was our day off. We went back to
the main creek, and went further down and flushed a
woodcock. We were then about a mile from our lunch
basket. We decided to return. In walking back we
flushed bird after bird, which seemed to have a knack of
eluding the dog very nicely. They would bunch in twos
and threes on a dry knoll, where the sun would penetrate
through the dense foliage and destroy any scent they
emitted; and if we flushed them ourselves they would
fly straight up over the tops of the lower trees or under-
growth; and one needs be an expert indeed to touch them,
as eight feet of flight is all the time we had to shoulder
and cover. My comrade, an Englishman and a thorough
sportsman, was not a little chagrined, as he thought he
was infallible in the art of shooting on the wing. We had
lunch by a spring of sparkling water, and a short nap.
We then resumed the hunt for two hours without success
as to woodcock. We bagged a brace of whistle wings or
high-holders, as they term them here. We saw different
braces of doves flying through the woods, but could not
get a shot at them; they were too shy. Minor.
Delaware, Ont.

SHOOTING TALK.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I happened into Kenclrick & Prettie'a sporting goods
establishment in Syracuse the other day, where one may
usually count on finding the chairs held down by some of
the city sportsmen, and while there I made inquiries of
those present regarding the prospect for game the coming
season. All were unanimous in declaring that reports
were very encouraging for a good supply of woodcock
and partridge (ruffed grouse). While I was present a re-
port came in that an unusually large number of ducks are
now on the Montezuma marshes. There have been some
good catches of black bass on the Seneca and Oneida
rivers this season. Agentleman who was in Kendrick &
Prettie's when I went in reported having caught twenty-
three nice bass the day before on the Oneida River, using
crabs for bait.

From fish stories the party got to telling other kinds,
and one or two seem worth repeating. A trap-shooter,
well known in this section, is responsible for the follow-
ing: He was in the country where quail are occasionally
found, and one being heard near the house, one of the
boys of the household got his muzzleloader and started
for the quail. A. followed him, and they soon came to
where they could see the bird sitting on the fence. The
boy took aim and pulled the trigger, but the cap failed to
explode. The boy lowered the gun to the hollow of his
left arm, and turning to the right so he could see A., mo-
tioned to him to keep quiet as the quail had not moved.
Then he removed the cap, dusted a few grains of powder
into his hand and proceeded to prick the powder into the
nipple with a pin, when suddenly the gun was discharged
killing the quail.

An elderly gentleman said this reminded him of the time
he was out for ruffed grouse in a very thick cover, where
he could not shoot on account of the brush, while his
friend who was with him killed three or four shooting
from the hip, that is without raising the butt of the gun
above the hip when shooting. Osceola.
Central New Yobk.

A Fox Country.—Walden, Vt., Aug. 27.—Editor
Forest and Stream: A young man who is spending his
vacation here had sent to him a copy of your paper of
Aug. 21, and in it I noticed an article written by "Daphne"
about still-hunting foxes. The article brought to mind
the successful exploits of a young man who, until a few
years ago, lived a few miles from me. He was a perfect
fiend for foxes, and I don't believe the man ever lived
that would take them in a trap as he did. If I remember
right, he trapped and shot nearly one hundred in one
season. Of course he set a good many traps, and foxes
were plenty, but I think it a large number for one man to
kill, and it made him famous as a fox trapper. He was
very careful and said very little about his traps or catches,
and no one that I know of ever learned his secrets. Foxes
are getting plenty here again, but when Kittredge was
here the farmers had little trouble to raise hens and
turkeys. But this season they have done much damage, and
this all notwithstanding a bounty of $1 is paid on them.
I don't know where Mr. Kittredge is now, but the farmers
would welcome him back, and if he should see this he
might give your readers some useful information on
getting rid of the pests.— A. L. Perkins. [The stray copy
of the Forest and Stream that fell into the hands of
Mr. Perkins has led to an odd train of circumstances, for
the Kittredge sought for is, to the best of our belief, no
other than "Daphne," who wrote the note on still-hunting
foxes, and last week asked for a good trapping country.]

Dayton, O., Sept. 1.—The pheasant season opens to-

day, and the birds are plenty in Mercer and Auglaize
counties of Ohio, Jay county, Indiana, and on north
through three tiers of counties to the Michigan State
line. Wild duck shooting begins to-morrow, but there
will be none on the streams here until cold, stormy
winter weather comes. Dove shooting is at its height,
and bags of from twenty to sixty birds are brought in
every day. Woodcock are moulting.

Ohio.—Cadiz.—Rabbits and quail are very abundant
in this vicinity, as the season was very favorable, many
coveys of quail being at this date as large and strong as
the old birds. My pack of beagles are doing finely. They
have had any amount of good runs this fall, and will be
in great shape when season opens.—S. C. G.

Minnesota.—St. Paul, Aug. 25,—Chicken shooting is

good in Minnesota; bassfishina; excellent; and prospect*
for duck and geese fair.—H. W. C.

"That reminds me."

TOBOGA BILL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A recent visit to Panama, now become familiar to every

man, woman and child throughout the land through the
stupendous frauds of the management of its would-be
inter-oceanic canal, ha.s brought to mind the story of To-
boga Bill, an enormous shark which for many years in-

habited the waters of Panama Bay, but which has been
missing for the last decade.
This shark was generally seen swimming close to the

sides and gangways of the ships in the harbor, and was
considered so docile in manners that instead of being-

feared and killed he was cherished by the sailors and
boatmen as an old and tried friend. Of course, many
curious yarns have been told about him, but the one ac-
credited to an old sailor, Peter Delf, rather eclipses the
others, and I shall give it as I heard it told by a captain
of one of the Pacific Mail steamers.
Peter was head lighterman for a number of years in

Panama Bay for the Panama Railway Company, and it

was his duty to get the cargo lighters to and fro between
the railway wharf and the steamers out in the bay. One
day he was woi'king a lighter out to a steamer, which
was to sail in an hour, when the wind fed light. A pass-
ing tug offered him a tow, but being an old-time salt he
declined the tow without thanks, and worked away at
his lug sail, shifting it from one side to the other in th«
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rain hope of catching more wind. Finally the wind
failed entirely, and poor old Peter was left two miles
from the steamer in great distress.

"While bemoaning hie kick and trying to think of some
expedient by which he could get his cargo to the steamer
before she sailed, be spied Toboga Bill ewimtning quietly

alongside lookingly knowingly up into his face. He had
been in the habit of feeding this shark on his trips across

the bay, and thought, of course, the monster had come
for a meal, so he proceeded to swear at him lustily for

.bothering him at such an inopportune time. Bill, how-
ever, didn't mind the oaths, but continued to look up into

the old sailor's face in a beseeching manner.
Suddenly it dawned on Peter what his fishy companion

wanted, so he got a rope, made a bowline on the end of

it, and tossed it over the bow of the lighter. Bill took it

in his mouth, swam off a little way and stopped, again
looking knowingly in Peter's face, who divined at once
that he wanted more rope, and gave him thirty feet moi'e
slack. Bill then took the bowline in his jaws "firmly, and
started in a straight line for the, steamer, making the
lighter fairly whizz through the water. When nearing
the ship he let go of the line, sheared off, and let the
lighter run neatly alongside of the open hatches of the
steamer.
Since the disappearance of Toboga Bill another large

shark has made his appearance, and though much smaller
than his illustrious predecessor, proves himself much
more of a shark in character. His name is Long Tom,
and many unfortunate men are said to have been eaten
bv him, two quite recently. Piscataqua.
Portsmouth, N. H., September.

m m\i $wqt fishing.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
"C*OR practical and specific directions to reach several hundred
-*- fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 18S9 as follows: April 18, April So, May 8, May 9, May 30,

June 6, June 13. June 20, June 27.

THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.

THE morning of the second day's journey toward the
Flats broke clear and with a change of wind. No.

11 began to plow her way heavily but steadily up the
river. We passed the Peoria Club house well "along in
the morning, rounded the lighthouse point, and stood
away past beautiful Grosse Pointe, with its elegant build-
ings and drives. There is a large and showy club house
here, but Grosse Pointe Club is rather social than sports-
man in its make-up, and we need not linger in its descrip-
tion. The are numbers of cottages along this shore also,

the distance from town being just sufficient for a pleas-
ant drive. Afternoon parties, balls and fish suppers make
much of the programme here.
The wind rose to goodish strength as we crossed Milk

River Bay. We ran past numbers of pound nets. Jack
Parker took the duck boat and ran over to the fishery,
where the boats were unloading their catch. He found
one mascallonge, a fish which it is unlawful to take in
pound nets. The fisherman said he was about to put this
mascallonge back in the water, but if he did it is doubtless
the first act of the kind for him. All the fishers along
have agreed that very few mascallonge, and those very
small ones, were now found in the nets, whereas ten
years or more ago they were numerous and large. No
definite news, of course, could be learned here of any
seining of black bass. The information was that most of
this work was being carried on over in Baltimore Bay.
In the afternoon we left the land far away to our left

and stood out into the open lake, heading for a long
point which stretches out from the head of the bay.
There was quite a sea on, and the wind was not especially
favorable, but the skillful work of Captain Parker got us
well along before evening. A black storm was now
threatening, and it seemed wisest to anchor under cover
of the point, which we did, making everything snug and
shipshape that night in one of the creeks of the marsh.
That night we found, a little further up the channel, the
stakes where the wings of a fyke net had recently been
set. Doubtless this net had done its work well, and it is

a question whether the lone fisherman, whose hut we
saw on the point above us, ever bothered himself with
discriminations as to the fish that came to his net.
Before the dusk set down, we could see from our

decks the long line of buildings far out in the lake, which
constitute the group of the St. Clair clubs proper. We
ate a hearty supper and passed a jovial evening aboard
that night, flattering ourselves that we would soon be at
anchor at the end of our journey.
But on the following morning the wind was light and

unfavorable. We poled around the point, and spread
sail then to the best advantage, but in spite of all, we ate
our luncheon on board at noon, and it was 4 o'clock that
evening before we ran in under the lee of the "made
ground" at the long line of club houses and cottages, and
again made ready for a threatening storm. As we tacked
in for our last reach, we passed a boat containing four
damsels from the Rushmere Club House. These we
hailed after the manner of the country, and catching up
the line they tossed us, we gave them a tow of a quarter
of a mile or so, meantime gravely informing them that
we were pirates and smugglers, and that it was our in-

tention to take them out into the middle of the lake,
scuttle their craft, and carry them off into captivity.
We came to anebor just back of the Rushmere Club

house, and from our position had a very good view of
what is really a unique scene. The "flats" of Lake St.

Clair are miles and miles in extent, but throughout their
extent there is not any land at all, unless an approach
thereto may be found in the marshy banks of some
channel. Even the deep channel of what is called the St.

Clair River has no banks, properly speaking, in that sec-
tion where we now were. On every hand the shallows
spread away for miles and miles, covered in many por-
tions with a regular wild-rice marsh, but showing little or
nothing of terra firma, except a low island or bo like the
one called Strawberry Island, which we passed in coming
up. Away off to our light, where we could see the black
smoke clouds rolling ,up^ beyond- the; two old lighthouses,
w&Ttlte ''ship' tfanuv which is simply a Channel dVedged

through the shallow lake, the banks, which are built of the
dredged dirt,, being protected by willows thickly planted
along them. Following up any given pillow of smoke,
we could see it pass the big lighthouse at the end of the
canal, just beyond the first of the line of club houses, and
turn into the deep channel, or "river," whose edges touch
the docks on the American side. Then the big boat would
rush along past the buildings, hardly a stone's throw from
our craft, which lay quite back of the buildings. Past
these houses, and through this narrow channel of deep
blue water, all the traffic of the whole Great Lakes system
I asses, going and coming, up and down. How great, how
enormous that traffic is no one can know who has not
stood and watched the unending procession of noble
vessels which day and night glides by. Among these
vessels are the fastest inland steamers of the world whose
time card equals that of any freight train. Besides these
are countless sailing craft, odd and picturesque many of
them, and the whole scene is a stirring marine panorama
whose like is not elsewhei*e to be found.
Just across the narrow channel, where all the boats

run, lies a low and marsh-covered shore line. This is on
the Canada side. Beyond that, miles and miles, nobody
knows just how far,' lies a. wilderness of marsh and
channel, which is all included in the claims of the
alleged "preserves" of the Canada Club. This club leases
its territory of the Walpole Island Indians, who were
supposed to have a sort of ownership of this region, no-
body knows just how. This shutting up of so great a
part of the marsh, including some of the best fishing

(although the latter, being largely in navigable channels,
cannot be stopped by right), is a matter viewed with
great disfavor by the American clubs, and the Canada
Club cannot be said to be in the least popular on this side
of the channel. Barring this claim at preserving all the
marshes and fishing beds of this interesting region are
open territory. A great many readers have doubtless
supposed that the wealthy clubs of the St. Clair Flats
must own great bodies of land as preserves. This is not
the case at all, and there is here no ground for the old
outcry against club preserves. Each club owns the
ground its buildings stand upon and that is all. Any-
one who has money enough can buy privileges equal to

those of the wealthiest club member, by the simple opera-
tion of digging up his real estate from the bottom of the
lake. That is just what all the clubs have done. They
have dug up their standing room. The preserves are
those of nature only.
As far as we could see off to the left a thin and curving

ribbon of this "made ground" followed the ship channel,
clear around to the "Southeast Bend," and on this fragile

support of artificial earth stand all the club houses and
also an astonishing number of cottages, hotels and private
residences.

The process of "making ground" is here not a very dif-

ficult or expensive one. The great dredging machines
simply tear the bottom out of the lake, which may be
only 8 or 10ft. deep, and pile up the results in a heap.
Where the bottom is thus robbed, the water is of course
very deep, and in this way have been made the innumer-
short channels or "cut-offs" which separate some of the
buildings from their neighbors. The price for such
"made land" is about $50 per front foot, I was told. Of
course the original appearance of this artificial ground is

very rough, the dirt having a bluish clayey look as it lies

in the huge piles fresh from the dredge; but the hand of

man knows how to smooth all this down, and you will

look far before you find much prettier lawns than some
of those which lie along the channel on the St. Clair Flats.

There has of late been a sort of question raised as to the
title to this ground, much of which has now become very
valuable. Far above the spot which for the time consti-

tutes our point of view, lies what is known as Hersen's
Island. The Hersen heirs were many, audit has appeared
to their interest to be of the opinion that Hersen's Island
meant not only the island itself, but all the marsh, ail

the other islands and all the lake anywhere in that end
of the country. The chief reason for this belief of theirs
sprung from the fertile brain of one McQueen, of Toronto.
The latter gentleman claims to have quit-claim deeds
from about forty of the Hersen heirs, covering about all

of the lake where the made ground now lies. The heirs
were willing to quit-claim a little lake, more or less, to

him for almost anything he wanted to give them. Mr.
McQueen has also shown himself willing to quit-claim
cottage sites, hotel sites and the like upon much the same
basis, and he has really intimidated a number of recent
builders into paying him sums of money in return for his

"quit-claim ' to their land. In some cases these sums
have been as low as $20. In most instances McQueen's
demands hade been met with prompt and peremptory
refusal. It would seem about the best thing to do with
that gentleman is either to drown him or give him
twenty-four hours to leave the country. He is not
strictly necessary.
We were now fairly upon our scene of operations.

Messrs. Parker and Wlierry began to cast about them in

their line of work, which was to secure a better system,
or a better possibility of a system, of fish protection on
the Flats. Of this I shall speak later. On the following
morning, the boys having very kindly loaned me the
little duck boat—which was the best all-around boat I

ever was in, for pushing, paddling or sailing, it being
double-end, beamy, well decked, light of draft and pro-
vided with the nicest little centerboard on earth—I set

out for a systematic trip among the club houses, begin-
ning at the first one on our right, the great St. Clair Club,
whose magnificent building is just above the mouth of
the ship canal. Thence, on up the river, each club was
visited in order, and in the writing will be taken up in
the same order; so that our little story will touch, first,

the St. Clair Club; second, the Mervue Club; third, the
Rushmere Club; fourth, the Peninsula Club: fifth, the
Delta Club; sixth, the Canada Club; seventh, the North
Channel Club. The latter olub is across the bay and
some miles distant from the main body of the clubs; but
it is a strong and worthy organization, and properly to

be included in any account of the clubs of the Flats.

Now, each of these clubs is different from the others, so
that the story of each is interesting. E. Hough.
175 Monroe St., Chicago.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,883, N. Y. city, has descriptive Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
lng," wbica will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by ".Nanit,."

l
,'GJna»," "Diok Swiyeller," "8ybiUene"a»d

other oom'peient atrfeboritieB to be the best treatise on the subject
extant,

SOME PLEASANT MEMORIES.
T DON'T know when I have read anything, containing
JL a like amount of reading matter", that gave me at
much pleasure as did the perusal of the Bass Number of
Forest and Stream. I am not so successful in handling
the rod as the gun, but I have long since found that the

Sleaeure derived from the pursuit of either game or fish

oea not depend upon numbers or pounds. And I think
that of all the different objects of pursuit "by field or
flood" the black bass has yielded me more real unalloyed
pleasure than any other.

My first acquaintance with him began during that im-
pressible time of life covered by "the teens." Memory
carries me back to the lakes and ponds of Hillsdale
county, Michigan, where, a barefooted boy, armed with
ironwood pole, line, and hook to match, and seated, with
my elder brother or some other youth for companion, in

a poplar dugout, I watched the frog or minnow bait as it

"skittered" along the edge of the rushes and lily pads
that fringed the shore, and several rods behind the boat,
and I feel again the electric thrill that ran along the
rough pole and to every nerve of the holder, when with
a rush and a gleam the gamy fish left his hiding place
and seized the tempting morsel.
Ah! I very much doubt if the older fisherman, though

armed with more elegant outfit of boat and tackle, ever
derives the same exquisite pleasure from that same elec-
tric thrill, as the barefooted urchin, with rough rig, but
with freedom from care.

Later on I have tempted Mieropterus, under different
names, with different kinds of bait and varied success in
other waters, from the lakes and rivers of northern Min-
nesota to the lagoons and bayous of the Gulf Coast, and
have found him everywhere and in all places the same
gamy fellow, a fighter to the end.
Along the Cypress Bayou, with its chain of lakes, from

Shreveport, La., to Jefferson, Texas, was once a favorite
resort of mine. In the late spring and early summer,
when the rain had raised the waters, the "trout" were
out in the overflowed land amid the grass, and following
up every little branch and inlet in search of dainty mor-
sels, and here they would readily take the bait.

But of all the waters of my acquaintance, I think all

others must yield the palm to the streams of Arkansas,
among which the White River and the Washita take pre-
cedence. The Washita from Arkadelphia to its source
abounds in rapids and d^ep levels and meets the require-
ments of the black bass to perfection. White River is

famous for its fishing. Fly-fishing is not indulged in to
any great extent, although some local sportsmen in the
towns and some visitors sometimes use the fly, but min-
nows are the popular bait. Fishing parties from Little

Rock and other cities, both in and out of the State, often
visit both of these streams and seldom return disap-
pointed.

I have just read Myron Cooley's "Two Days After
Bass," from Detroit, Minn., in your Aug. 7 issue, I have
fished many of the lakes he mentions, and a summer
spent in that neighborhood several years ago has fur-
nished many pleasant memories ever since. One red
letter day of that summer was spent on Graham's Lake
in Otter Tail county. My companion on that day was a
Mr. N. whom the Methodist Church had ordained to be a
" fisher of men," and whom I found to be a fisher of fish

as well. The day was delightful, the lake and surround-
ings beautiful, the company congenial, and the fishing all

that could be desired. During the middle of the day we
selected a grassy bank under the shade of the trees, ate
our lunch, and took a long mid-day rest. The fish bit

often enough during the early part of the day to keep us
well entertained, and during the last hour of our stay we
caught fish until we were ashamed to fish any longer as
we already had as many as we could carry away.
We tried trolling and still-fishing with several kinds of

bait. The Rev. D.D. out-scored me in numbers by long-

odds, but I had revenge on him in taking the largest fish

of the day, more by accident than skill, I suspect. It
was taken by trolling, with minnow for bait; was a bass
and weighed two hours after 4flbs, Not a large fish, but
good enough for "the Joneses."
The fish we caught were bass, perch, sunfish, pickerel,

and wall-eyed pike. The most of the pickerel and perch
we put back into the lake as we had as many as we
wanted without them. Lew Willow.

' Malvern, Ark.

VIRGINIA TROUT AND QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
That 1 have been busy you may imagine from the fact

that I have not wet a line this summer. I was on the
Shenandoah, near Elkton in Rockingham county, for a
few days in July and hoped to give the bass a trial, but
the river was swollen and muddy and so prevented me.
Trout with us are becoming very scarce. There are sev-
eral good streams near this place, about twenty miles
distant, but they are so closely fished that it is'hardly
worth one's while to try his luck. Further awTay, on the
headwaters of the Greenbrier and the Elk, in Pocahontas
county, West Virginia, there is still fine fishing: but the
new times that have come upon us, with ore washing to
befoul the streams, saw mills to sour them and timber
cutting to take the cool shades off them, have almost
done away with trout in Virginia. One thing in this
connection, which I think worthy of the careful attention
of men who have the means and a love of fishing and
camping in and along clear mountain waters, is that a
good many trout streams can be bought. Clubs might be
formed, houses erected, and care taken to prevent exces-
sive and improper fishing. Many an angler's paradise
might here be preserved to the delight and the preserva-
tion of health of many a man who now nits too long at

his desk.
One branch of sport still flourishes among; ua; indeed,

under the operation of wise and well executed game law«
it growB better year by year. It is partridge (Bob White)
shooting. To this I am devoted, and pend many happy
day» in the fall and winter tramping over the windy
ridges and through the wide field* of our lonely valley;

T. S. r>.

Staunton, Va., Aug. 22.

A Largke Carp.—The United States Commissioners of
Fish and Fisheries has received the following note from
Mr. Mark jS. Wood, of Barrington Center, R. I.: "Itook
from my three-quarter .acre, p'ond a carp weighing 1 fibs',"

We believe thisIs the largest New England tftfrp',
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BASS FISHING ON THE GREENBRIER.
/CINCINNATI, Aug. 26.—When a disciple of Izaak

\J Walton happens across a stream wherein the wily-

bass is wont to disport in great numbers, and the eager
anglers at large know naught of its existence, he is apt to

treasure his secret and selfishly monopolize the sport the
gods have given. Such monopolistic instincts are not en-

tertained hereabouts, hence this epistle.

The Greenbrier River finds a rugged basin at the foot of

that jagged range of the Allegheny Mountains that
separates old Virginia from her off-spring. The stream
for one hundred miles or more pursues a circuitous course
through abrupt cuts and rocky gullies, until it forms a
copartnership with the New River, the result being the
Great Kanawha. The water, clear as crystal, coming as

it does for the most part from numberless mountain
springs, rushes madly over a bed of disjointed rocks that
form a home for bass unexcelled in its naturalness. From
source to mouth the stream is a chain of pools separated
only by vigorous ripples that appear to delight in carry-
ing the fisherman's frail craft with an invigorating
energy that sends the blood tingling through every vein.

For miles the only evidences of civilization are the tracks
and occasional trains of the Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-
road, which company follows the south bank of the river
eastwardly to a point near White Sulphur Springs. The
lofty mountains on either side, covered with maiden ver-
dure, are occasionally replaced by picturesque rocky up-
heavals, not unlike the Hudson River Palisades. The
presence of man is made manifest by infrequent fields of
corn that at once suggest the feasibility of working billy

goats in a plow. In close proximity to every corn patch
is generally to be found a rude negro cabin, and in the
twilight, while the dying embers on the earthen hearths
emitted their faint glow and sent aloft, as if reluctant to
depart, their ghost-like columns of curling smoke, the
soft and sweet melodies typical of the darkies blended
harmoniously with the hurrying waters. It is the music
of which so much is written and too little remains.
But, what about fishing

!

It is pretty hard work to convince the ordinary angler
to bslieve that black bass will bite freely in the month of
August anywhere south of the northern Michigan region.
Yet, two decidedly amateur fishermen caught more than
one hundred bass in the Greenbrier River in two days.
To be sure, they were not of the size and weight to be ex-
hibited in glass cases at a nickle an exhibit, yet they pos-
sessed the life, energy and ambition that combined make
the bass the gamiest fish to be found in fresh waters.
Did they fight ?

Well, if snapping in twain two sturdy rods can be ac-
cepted as conclusive evidence, they are fighters of the
Sullivan school. Of course, on account of the rocky bed
and constantly recurring ripples there is more strain on
the rod than is experienced in lake fishing, where plenty
of water will permit the free use of the reel. A taut line
and but little play may abbreviate the pleasure experi-
enced while landing the game, but the enervating aggres-
siveness of a short struggle more than counteracts any
lack of fun that may arise because of the absence of a
superfluity of water.
Here is a ripple, probably two hundred fret in length,

that carries the angler's craft at break-neck speed, more
enlivening by far than shooting Lachine Rapids on a
Royal Mail Line steamer. The sturdy oarsman steers
deftly in and out—now to the right and back to the left

—narrowly missing huge sunken boulders that would cer-
tainly bring to grief an inexperienced pilot, while from
the stern of the boat the fisherman has thirty or forty
feet of line trailing through the startled waters. Sud-
denly the craft darts into smooth water, a pool of light
green crystal, and a sharp tug at the line indicates the
presence of the enemy. "See him rush!" ''Give him
line." "There he goes." "Reel him in." In his mad
career he endangers the safety of the line among the
rocks on the south bank. The boat is propelled slowly to
what might be termed the leeward of a mass of hidden
rocks, and the last round in the brief battle begins.
Slowly but surely the line is taken in, care being exer-
cised in avoiding the sharp edges of the jutting stones,
until nothing remains but to land the boy. Yes. he's
landed, proud and brave as when in his element, he leaps,
turns and twists in the bottom of the boat, the bright rays
of the sun greatly increasing the wonderful beauty of his
glistening scales. "How mueh does he weigh?" "Two
pounds, sartin," replied the ancient guide, with an air of
positiveness that left no doubt as to his having been there
"many a time."
An hour later. Mr. Fish, fresh from the frying-pan,

tickled the palate as ne'er a morsel e'er tickled without
the precincts of Epicurus' pantry.

Alderson, W. Va., is the center of the fishing region,
and anglers may be certain of receiving courteous atten-
tion at that pleasant little place. Van.

Mr. W. TJ. Low, Hank Smith, F. C. Donald and C. S.
Burton tried Cedar Lake also a couple of weeks ago. Thpy
caught one bass, lost another that was hooked, and Mr.
Law stole one out of Ed. Varu's ice-house, and that was all

they caught. Times have changed since my friend Har-
ryman and I were there on the Fourth of July. The cold
weather ha3 probably driven the bass out of the rushes
into the deep water.
Mr. O. N. Blomgren, of Blomgren Bros. & Co. , this city,

is just back from a four months summer journey in
Sweden, where he did some fishing. Mr. Blomgren says
that owing to the strict enforcement of the game"and tres-

pass laws in that country the fishing is very good there,
while in regions here not settled for anything like the
same length of time the streams are utterly exhausted.
He had fine trout fishing in streams that were preserved
by the landowners, taking some very fine trout on some
American flies that he had carried with him. The
Swedish trout, however, like their American cousins,
preferred plain worms. The Swedish angle worm he
found much like our angle worm, but the Swedish trout
flies were far clumsier than ours. The anglers there paint
their rods a light gray or slate color, so as not to alarm
the trout. The trout in the language of that country is

called "lax," and the pickerel, of which Mr. Blomgren
also caught some good ones on the American skinner
spoon, is called "gedda." Both the trout and the pickerel
he describes as being very similar to our fish. A singular
feature attended this fishing, which was nearly in the
land of the midnight sun: there was almost no night at
all. Mr. Blomgren caught trout between 10 and 11
o'clock at night, and even made some very successful
hotographs at a quarter of ten o'clock at night. He
escribes the country as very beautiful in that region,

southwestern Sweden, near Ulrikshamn. The salmon
streams, further north, he did not think were leased or
preserved. There were wild deer in the mountains near
by, and in the evening they often heard the crowing of
the great grouse, the "cock of the woods," or caper-
cailzie, known in Sweden as the "chedde." This bud is

so shy that it is next to impossible to shoot it in the day
time. It is shot on the roosts hy night, in the way that
is so deadly to our wild turkeys. Mr. Blomgren is

delighted with his trip, and thinks Sweden a fine place
for an angling or touring American to visit.

E. Hough,

ANGLING NOTES.
THERE is a report, which seems to be authentic, that

on Aug. 11 a small-mouth bass was killed in Lake
George that weighed Tibs. 14oz. The only thing we know
that would cast any doubt on this story is that the angler's
name was Billy Patterson. Black bass are rather scarce
in this lake, but like the trout in Raquette Lake, when
you get them they are big ones.

Mr. A. F. Delafield, a prominent Connecticut angler,
has just returned from Lake St. John. He reports land-
locked salmon very abundant, but small, seldom running
over 21bs. in weight. They seemed to prefer small flies

and the best killing one was dressed on a No. 6 Sproat,
with turkey or mottled peacock wings, yellow body and
black hackle, and with junglecock shoulders. His expp-
rience was, that unless one belonged to one of the numer-
ous clubs that control the rivers emptying into the lake
it was impossible to obtain any trout fishing.

The reports of the large trout caught in Lake Edward
seems to be greatly exaggerated. One gentleman states
that after fishing there for three consecutive seasons he
has yet to see a trout brought in over 31b3. in weight,
and none are taken on the fly.

The early cold weather has made excellent fly-fishing
throughout the Adirondacks. Mr. W. Holberton states
that he never enjoyed better fly-fishing than he had last

week at Brandreth Lake. He caught all the trout needed
in camp, and never had to keep any under fib. in weight.
Once he had on two, each over lib. These two fish on a
4joz. rod gave royal sport.

Mr. G. M. Fairchild, Jr., writes from VaJ Cartier, Que-
bec, that the trout fishing there is superb; so it looks as if

the many anglers now about starting for the September
fishing in Maine and Canada will have splendid sport.
Deer are very plenty in the Adirondacks and in fine con-
dition; many are already getting their blue coat.

It seems a great shame that the bass in the Wal kill

River cannot be better protected. The farmers along
that beautiful stream are poaching in the most outrageous
manner. This is one of the best waters for fly-fishing

near New York, and if properly protected would, afford
fine sport for hundreds of anglers.

THE PIKE OF LAKE MELISSA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
While Dr. Davisson and I were fishing in the chain of

lakes south of Detroit City, Minn., we put in one day at
Buck's Mill on the outlet of Lake Melissa. The stream is

dammed at a narrow place and several hundred acres are
overflowed, the water backing up nearly to Lake Melissa.
The water in the pond is perfectly clear, but has a pecu-
liar yellowish tinge that one sees sometimes in ploughs.
There are floating islands of grass in the pond and tama-
rack trees grow in and around it. After a furious rain-
storm we started fishing for big-mouth bass and caught
several very large ones. In the deepest water Dr. Davis-
son made a cast and hooked what we supposed was a
largo bass, though he did not jump as the big bass of these
waters always do. After a hard fight which tested all of
the Doctor's skill he brought him to the landing net and
I dumped into the hoat a 41bs. wall eyed pike, almost
black on the back, a blackish bronze on the sides and
shading off into a white on the belly. We anchored at
once and caught several more, all large ones, regular
demons to fight and game as any bass that ever swam,
only wanting their acrobatic qualities to make them
superior. In the strange colored water, as they darted
around the boat fighting desperately after being hooked,
they looked as if made of gold, and it was a sight that
would make even a, pot-fisherman's blood tingle. Mr.
Payne and Mr. Hitchcock, of Casselton, Dakota, who
were anchored near us, also caught several.

I have caught many wall-eyed pike, but never caught
one colored as these were. The pike we caught in the
lakes near the pond were'the common, every-day, white-
s'ded pike, with onlv a suspicion of brorze on their sides.

Whether it was a different variety of p'ke, or whether
living in the strange colored water gave them the deeper
markings we were unable to find out. Their fighting
abilities surprised us more than their coloring, the ordi-

nary pike bearing about the same comparison to them
that a rock bass would to a S'bs. small-mouth.
The fish in these lakes are all game and there is splen-

did bass, pike and pickerel fishing to be had in Lakes
Sally and Melissa, and the smaller lakes near them. We
caught many bass that would weigh over 41bs. and pick-
erel that would weigh 10 and 12. We hooked larger ones,
but they got away with our light tackle. The lakes are
being seined and the neople residing near there se^m per-
fectly indifferent to it. Several seine reels were in plain
sight on the shores of Lake Melissa the whole three weeks
we were there. A. E. Goshorn.
WlNTERSET, Iowa.

Bluefish in Buzzard's Bay.—New Bedford, Mass.,
Aug. 20.—Although Buzzard's Biy ha* been well stocked
with large menhaden during the season, the bluefish have
shown a much greater fondness for the young English
herring. These herring are about three inches long, and
are very abundant this year. For the past week or so the
bluefish have been feeding, also, upon the very young
menhaden, those a few inches in length, of which there
are more in the bay at present than there have been for
a number of years. Bluefish are verv plentiful, and
although they mav frequently be seen rushing the schools
of young English herring or small menhaden, I have not
seen or heard of their making much of a raid on the
schools of full-grown menhaden. This may be due in
part to the fact that the bay blupfish generally run rather
small this year, and are too lazy to bite a fish in pieces
before swallowing it. The value of knowing that the
bluefish are feeding on the smaller fish does not seem to
be fully understood by the fishermen, as they, with few
exceptions, stick to the eel skin drail or squid, when if

they would use an imitation fish not over Sin. long, made
of block tin, at least three fish would be hooked to one
with the eel skin drail. To meet with the greatest suc-
cess this tin drail should have indentations cut or pressed
on it to represent the head, scales and eyes; it should be
scoured bright with back of a knife, and have a piece of
eel skin l£ to Sin. long and Jin. wide hooked through the
middle, to make a proper tail for the imitation fish.

When trolling let the boat sail very slowly, so that the
drail may sink into the school of bait, as most fish prefer
taking their food under water instead of coming to the
surface to strike it. and thus getting their mouth full of
air.—Willarb Nye, Jr.

Fishing near Wellesley, Mass,—A good many black
bass have been caught lately in the Charles River. Mass.
A party living in Wellesley took a string of seventeen
large ones from the river recently, and thirteen at an-
other time. These fish ranged in size from 2 to 4lbs. At
Natick they have been getting large quantities of white
perch. I saw a string of eleven pickerel the other day
that were taken from the river, but not one of them had
a crooked tail. A peculiarity of the pickerel in the vicin-
ity of Wellesley is the large number of individuals with
deformed tails which are sometimes taken. I have been
trying to get a specimen for the National Museum for
some time, but although I have seen a great many during
the past I cannot now find an example. The frogs are of
large size and very numerous here this season. I caught
one the other day that weighed lTfoz., and I have made
a first-rate model of him. I think a good active man
ought to catch from 100 to 300 frogs a day in this vicinity
at present. My brother and I caught a large water snake
in Baker's Pond, and he has also gone into the model de-
partment where he will prove a startling feature.—S. F.
Denton.

Colorado Streams.—I want to tell my brothers of the
rod and reel where I have found some, splendid fishing.

I made my headquarters at Sapinero, Gunnison county,
Col., and fishing for a few days in the Gunnison and its

three tributaries, that empty within two miles of the
settlement. Here the Utah trout wf-re found in abundance.
Then I fished up Lake Fork, for 22 miles, as far as Lake
City. There was good fishing every mile of the way . and
the one daily train is so accommodating as to pick up
anglers that make the signal of distress. Lake City is a
thriving mining camp, and a day or two can be well spent
amid the beautiful scenery of this region. From Lake
City a day's ride over the mesa, through a splendid game
country, brought me to the bearl of Siv. r i Cr.^eV, which
i- li

L
'::iu- i iv vuh Rio Givmde trr>n r

. Todays' fishing
d '^li Hu-o-.-a Ctvnk brought me to Efia Gunnison, six
mil.'s ab&Ye Sapinero, having spent five days in en-
compassing the 65-mile quadrilateral.—Shoshone.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 27.—Mr. J. M. Clark of this city,

well known in bait-casting circles, has gone to Trout
Lake, Wis., after mascallonge. If he can get boats and a
guide there he will probably go on up into the Manito-
wish country, and should there have good sport if the
nights have grown cold enough this early. I have taken
pleasure in directing a party of gentlemen from New
York State to these same waters, and hope they will all
have good luck.
Messrs. C. D. Gammon, H, D. Nicholls and Will Crib-

ben have left these parts for an unknown region in
Canada, via Grand Trunk Railway, after trout. This was
the party which I was to have joined on a grayling trip to
Michigan last week had not other developments prevented.
Their change of base was decided upon very suddenly,
and as the legal season was nearly out they could not wait
for the writer, who can only hope they may strike it all
right.

Mr. W. R. Rittenburg. of Koada, Pa., called on me to-
day to ask where he could find good fishing for bass near
Green Bay or Oshicosh, Wis. I sent him to Neenah, and
he should meet success there during his stay of a week or
so. Mr. Rittenburg is of experience with the bass of the
Susquehanna, and it is hoped he will fined the right reefs
in Winnebago.
Mr. John Soderbergis lately back from a week's stay at

ftedar Lake (on the C. and A,—-not the Cedar Lake close
to Chicago) where he took my adviee and went for a rr«t.

and a ba*? fish. Mr. S.-d :.U-.-A- reports .|ilt-nty of rain,
snakes acid fru^s, but few b,i:s.

The following is an excellent and well tested list of
flies suitable for Maine fishing during this month: Dark-
Montreal, scarlet-ibis, professor, blue-jay, silver-doctor,

fairy, grizzly-king, brown-palmer, brandreth, also the
coachman and white-miller for fishing at dusk. Of
course there are many other excellent flies, but this is a
safe list for those who have not had much experience in
Maine waters. These flies should be dressed on No. 6
Sproat hooks, unless the angler uses the patent fluttering
flies, in which case No. 8 will be large enough. It is well
to take a few flies in addition, dressed on No. 3 or 4
Sproat hooks, to be used when the water is rough or
deep. Large trout will not rise from deep water at small
flies as a rule. The best flies to use on large hooks are
the brandreth. Parmachene-belle and white-miller. The
large flies should be allowed to sink well under water
before the recovery is made. Leaders for this work
should be at least 6ft. long, and better 9ft., and they
should stand a dry test of at least 41bs. Forty yards o*f

waterproof line, not tapered, on a good click reel with
an 8oz. split bamboo or hand-made wood rod, together
with a large landing net, completes the outfit.

Scarlet-Ibis.

Messrs. Btjzzjleni and Spadavecchi went fishing in a
catboat last Sunday, and when they were pulled out of
the water by the rescuers it was impossible to tell which
was Buzzivecohi and which Spadaleni.

a Book A^out Indians — ffuit&x ani* ssjuiuM *fl u.hi.
•/• in .pfi ca."' .f • '>• <t pllverit ul-ror Mx. ''•^utaflV/ <iW.

I u ,\ uf il-ro '•!•*••«• -vd h'oik Tattis,'.' triviii-- h< 1( ,i oj.i-.-ii"

iOu sjH^utUeii ilia&ir&iluQs from tv volume. -A W.
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ON THE KALAMAZOO.
Master, I marvel, how the fishes live in the sea.

Why, ap men do a-land: the great ones eat up the little ores.

TTHRROO, hurroo, for the Kalamazoo," cried John
JUL amd 1, as we stepped from the train at New Rich-

mond, Mich, , and gazed upon the beautiful riyer, in whose
limpid depths sported untold numbers of huge bass wait-
ing for our coming. That is the way we felt, anyhow,
over the matter, whatever line of reasoning the bass may
have pursued.
The Kalamazoo at this point is an inviting one for the

angler. With cool water, swift current, numerous dnep
pools and eddies, and with grassy and shaded banks in
long stretches of inviting green, it presented a picture to
the long-time city dweller sufficient to make him dance
and whoop for very joy, whether he caught any fish or
not.

It was not long before John and Izaak, Jr., had their
traps toted to tne little hotel, and, although it was not
far from dinner time, with the angler's usual impatience
we had to try the waters at once, but with small success,
being rewarded with a couple of half-pounders, which we
triumphantly carried back to the hotel as a fore-runner
of the" big things to come. And this leads me to remark
that angling is the art of anticipation combined with the
science of realization. But lam bound to say the science
part cuts no such figure in the calculation as does the art
part. And it is well it does not, as there wouldn't be a
fish left in the waters big enough for a kingfisher—no pun
intended—to make a dive at.

After our dinner we felt better, and concluded to spend
the rest of the day in a sort of experimental trip up and
down the river to get the "lay of the land," even if it

were water. As an experiment the afternoon was a
decided success. We found everything that could be
desired except the bass. True, we caught some small
ones, one even up to a pound, but that was not what we
wanted. We were after those lusty two and three
pounders which would churn the water into foam and
make the angler tingle from finger tips to toe ends. The
bass were there—of course, they were; for hadn't Sid.
Jones caught one a few days ago that weighed •'nigh on
to seven pounds," and Bill Smith seen one as long as his
arm ; and hadn't little Tommy Tucker caught one of six
pounds on a little hook while fishing for shinere? So said
the natives, and why should we doubt the statements,
seeing we wanted them to be true?
The next day was Tuesday, and we decided to go up

stream to where the Rapids River made its junction with
the Kalamazoo. There we were assured was good fish-
ing; it was a place where the bass had a sort of camp-
meeting place, though we found that an adjournment
had taken place before we arrived at the spot. Reader,
have you ever had a day when everything went against
you, despite your utmost precautions? Well, Tuesday
was that sort of a day to us—a regular hoodoo day.
Everything went amiss. If we dropped our hook into a
likely pool, we would catch a snag. If we ran near the
shore, our lines would catch on the bushes. If we pulled
a frog out of our sack, he would give a kick and off he
would go. But why detail the miseries of that day?
Once, as our boat was rounding a point in the river, John,
had a bite which so excited him that he gave a vank suf-
ficient to land the fish in the next county, only the fish

took the frog, not the hook. Hastily pulling iuto the
bank, and grasping a log to hold the boat, Izaak, Jr., cast
out after the same fish, and proposed to show John how
the thing should be done scientifically. Scarcely had the
frog disappeared beneath the surface when there was a
good strike, a yank in return, and Mr. Bass was hooked.
He was a big one, too, and, after our run of luck, he
seemed to be a yard long. The tussle was a sharp one,
for no line could be given, or the fish would make for the
snags and be lost. So he had to be played in the smallest
limits. After some little time he came to the surface, de-
liberately stood upon his tail, turned a double back som-
ersault, and was gone. 'Where is your science now?"
said John; but Iziak, Jr., never argues under such cir
cumstance-'; he simply keeps still. In that pool we had
six bites, and lost every one. Cotdd anything be more
exasperating? And the same blasted luck followed us to
the end of the day. The only revenge we had was at the
supper table, when we cleared off the landlady's table as
would a flock of Kansas grasshoppers. John was so over-
come by the day's luck that he couldn't even wink at the
landlady's pretty daughter who waited upon us. Izaak,
Jr., himself was not very hilarious, but he was too old an
angler to grieve over one day's misfortunes.
The next forenoon we fished down the river, with the

net result of a one-pound bass. But John had an ex-
perience. We were fishing from the bank, and I was a
few rods below him, and between us was a clump of
bushes. Presently, from John's direction came a tre
mendous splashing, and I knew something had been
hooked. Rushing through the bushes, I found John with
bis hat off , hair on end, teeth set, and eyes fixed upon
some critter he was trying to keep away from the bank.
One glance was sufficient to show what the trouble was

.—a big dogfish; and all anglers know they fight like the
very devil. John thought he had a bass as big as Noah's
ark, but when I said "dogfish" his heart broke, and so
did the hook, and the "lawyer" was gone. This wasn't
the first trip with me for John to catch a dogfish,, and if

he doesn't stop that sort of work I'll chuck him in the
riv^r some time for unsportsmanlike conduct.
The outlook was so po >r that after dinner we had a

council of war, and decided that the next morning we
would go up the road ten miles to Black Lake, where
fishing was reported as good. So I wrote a note to Charles
the Hunter, at Holland, to have a boat for us when we
should arrive. A half day still remained to u s

, and we
concluded to make another trip to the "Rapids" and see
what would come of it. As we came to the deep pool
where we had the bites of the day before we again tied
up, and, by the blue heron of the Kalamazoo! in less than
half an hour we had seven fine bass—three of 3ibs. each,
two one-pounders, and the rest scattering. How those
three-pounders did battle against the bamboo, but to no
f vii'H T'i" 'r^ vr^rp Hn r> cmiii.ijj nth. and concerning
thi- il cus-j iii ui « ii o'l i- ui.-" nr.ne .vauif, tin 1 tvois.il-

inouilior large mouih. t ?hi n k i &*3 .iei d* on the water
(turrouu-ung. Here in the KaK>n .z >> River, with its .

swifr, current, th 3 fiUh have <o fitil tie lor a Jiving. They I

cau'l lay around and loaf like the bass in the lakes, but !

must ho up and fuming, or get left in the struggle for ex-
istence. The difference between a lake bass and a river

bass Is the difference between a spindle-shanked dry-
goods dude and the pitcher of a base-ball club.
Our three days on the river bad a fair ending after all,

and yet, the next morning, as the train pulled us away, I
could hear John saying something that sounded like
"Shoo, shoo, the Kalamazoo!"—this because Izaak, Jr.,
had caught all the large bass.

The rest of the week we spent on Black Lake with very
satisfactory results. The white bass, or silver bass, found
abundantly in Lake Michigan, had this year come up
to the head of the lake and furnished fine sport to the
angler. They are a beautiful fish, gamy as the black
ba?s, and on the table cannot be excelled. They run in
weight from three-quarters to two pounds. Friday, how-
ever, was another off day in our outing, as we were wind
bound all day at Stick-in-the-mud Point on the north
shore of Black Lake. Thither we had gone early in the
morning, and the wind blew great guns all day, and it

was very rough in the evening when we rowed back.
John got pale around the mouth when the whitecaps
would slap him in the back; Charles the Hunter was
tickled; and Izaak, Jr., handled the oars. Saturday af-
ternoon, however, we had fine sport, and took a basket-
ful of fine fish—black bas-\ white bass and croppie. On
that day we had an example of old-time fishing methods.
A native was skittering for bass with a cane pole 21ft.
lain, long, and with a line about half that length. He
hooked a bass, and then we saw a funny maneuver; he
jammed that pole down through the water toward China,
until he couldreach the Hue, and then hauled in the small
bass hand over hand. We suppose it tickled him, and it

most certainly did us.

Our week's fishing was over, and back to the city of
Grand Rapids we went, where I had left the good wife
and kid to engage in the joys of "visiting," at which
Izaak, Jr., is not an expert. But even a week's absence
had caused the kid to forget me, and she screamed with
fright when I sought to resume our old relations.
But the joys of visiting soon palled upon my tastes

and a few days later I was again on Black Lake,' accom-
panied this time by Professor George. But a few years
ago this latter individual was somewhat disposed to de-
fine fishermen d la Carlyle, but he has been converted
into better ways through a son who is a great lover of
angling. Professor George may now be classed with the
fishing cranks, and has heea known to rise at 3:30 A. M.
so as not to miss the morning rise. Our success continued
remarkable, and in one afternoon and the next forenoon
we took 90 fish, all bass, except one big sheepshead,
which we didn't count. Why is there such a prejudice
against this fish? He is clean-looking, makes a good
fight, and—but is he good to eat? Some say no and some
yes.

But the time for the final reeling in of the line has
come, t>nd the tackle is carefully and tenderly laid away
for a new resurrection the ensuing year. [Mem.—If
there is no angling on the "other side" some fellows will
have a mighty lonesome time of it.]

It will he noticed that Izaak, Jr., in this account of his
outing has been chary in describing the beauties of
nature. He might have dwelt lovingly on the glory of
sunset on the waters; of the shimmering light falling
through the old forest trees; of the sweet songs of birds
—kingfishers and crows; of the hum of myriad insects-
most mosquitoes; of the beauty and grace of the clam-
bering vinet—generally poison ivy: of the bracing air
and glorious sumhine—which burned the skin off the tip
of his nose; of the pure and sparkling waters—full of
"frog spittle;" and of a great many other fine things
which anglers write about when they fail to catch fish.

But Izaak, Jr.. skipped all these, for his success in ang-
ling was a sufficient, theme about which to write. And
in the long weeks which must intervene before another
outing., the scenes and exploits of the present one can be
lived over again, which is the privilege of all faithful
anglers, and among them is he who signs himself
St Louis, Mo. IZAAK, JR.

Fish and Game in West Virginia.—Capon Springs,
W. Va.—Four miles from Capon Springs, and reached by
a beautiful drive through the mountains, are situated
Capon River and lake, where the anglers are now taking
fine black bass and perch with a rod and line, using live
minnows for bait, and sometimes substituting artificial

fl es. Yesterday I saw a bass weighing 4|los. which was
caught there. Capon Lake empties into Lost River, a

tributary of the Big Capon. Not far away is the lovely
valley of the Gipon, celebrated for its brook trout, which
are still plentiful enough to attract anglers familiar with
the region. Capon Springs is the center of a fine bunt-
ing territory. Woodcock are abundant, pheasants (ruffed
grouse), and wild turkey were never more plentiful,
although not yet in sea-on. Deer and bear are plentiful,
and the prospect for the first is unusually good at present.
—E. T. M.

An Eel on the Fn,—Norfolk. Va.. Aug. 30.—An in-
cident occurred in tnis neighborhood some ten days since
which I think is worthy of record as being something out
of the ordinary; and I deduct from it that you can add
the eel to the fishes that take the fly. tUr. Joseph T.
Allyn, a prominent lawyer of our city and a devotee of
Izaak Walton, "may his tribe increase." spent a day at
Virginia Beach, and fished in Lake Holly immediately in
the rear of the Princess Ann Hotel. He used the fly, and
among bis catch of bass, strawberry and blue perch,
which all rose freely, he hooked and caught an eel of
noble proportions, which did some heavy lugging such as
an eel only is capable of. The hooking was no accident,
but was done "of malice aforethought" on the part of the
eel, anil he suffered the penalty of his act.

—

Reynard.

A horde of noisy sparrows has chosen for a roosb a tree in
the yard of a citizen of Orange, N. J. For several evenings
he has been experimenting with a sparrow disturber, which
is at least a partial success. He has tied stout cords to
nearly every limb of the tree and gathered the ends at his
window When the sparrows settle down for the night he
goes to the window and jerks the string. The sparrows be-
come "rattled" and flit away in the dark. Another citizen
of Orange Las a fine growth of ivy on the side of his house,
and the sparrows have been inh&MtIng it through tout the
yi-ai'-uiit il n ec.-t'y. He hasdr'vpn them away by going into
the attic anu sifting Scotch sua" a;.d c^yu pqip.r down
through i he vine.

^

NAi*as a«d l-oRxnAixs of niiiu,5 i*v.r»ton Truai.'Uu. A
book p*rt!fuUriy in' s -'eating to u>r ; f 'ta nse they ea:
M-ni-fr v'Tho'i' qi«**"ih «.' t.i<a Anisr'esa ;a.ni' h'wlp whiet
rl>~v an- < OIjU, £?! 4*s«*t pri-ja $2.50. For sits by FoBOB?
ahd Stream.

MORE ABOUT TROUT CULTURE.
DENVER, Col.. Aug. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Mr. Milton P. Peirce affects much distress because I
do not reply to his statements. It quickly became apparent
to me in this controversy that Mr. Peirce did not desire in-

;

formation. In his own esteem, he already knew it all; no-
j

body could teach him anything, hence there was only one
course left to pursue—adopt his own tactics, meet him with
his own weapons. For this I must beg the pardon of Forest
and Stream and its readers. Mr. Peirce has but one text
and sings but one song—"Trout culture is a failure. " True,
he introduces variations now and then and spices it with
Billingsgate. Yearly progress in trout culture, as reported
in Forest and Stream, proves that Mr. Peirce is wrong in
his belief, but nothing that I might write would change his
opinion. At least, he would not admit that it did. To the
public he has proved hut one thing—that he, Mr. Peirce,
tailed in trout culture (as I am assured he. failed in various
other undertakings), and that he is thereby convinced that
every one else must fail in he same way.

I very earnestly concur in Mr. Peirce's desire that those
sufficiently interested will look back over the controversy
he has raised. In his latest and very labored effusion he
has endeavored to escape the real issue' much after the man-
ner of the cuttlefish, but he must not forget that he has
posed for years as a fishcultural critic, and has assumed the
right to abuse at will all who do not share his views, and
the time has come when he should make good his claim to
that eminence in fishculture which is so loudly proclaimed
in his own behalf, but which I have never known to be.
recognized by any one else. When Mr. Peirce can learn to
conduct a controversy in a gentlemanly manner and not by
charging all who oppose his views as either callow or with
unworthy motives "with an axe to grind," etc., etc, he will
receive proper courtesy no doubt and any amount of evi-
dence that he may desire to receive and discuss fairly on its
merits; but no self-respecting man, trout culturist or any
other, can afford to submit to his dogmatic and dictatorial
controversial methods. His intense egotism will not allow
him to treat an opponent courteously or fairly, as is evi-
denced by a perusal of the short-lived "Journal of Carp-
Culture and Rural Hydraulics," of which he was editor.
The only recourse is to meet him on his own ground, or to
treat him as one of those unscrutable inflictions of an All-
wise Providence, which must be endured with patient
resignation. Unfortunately this latter policy has already
prevailed too long in his case, and so it has become impos-
sible for any one having views at a variance with those of
Mr. Peirce to mention them without encountering his
charges of "self-interest." What has been the object of
Mr. Peirce's various schemes and "fads" if not for his own
self-interest?

If, however, he ever succeeds in overthrowing the beliefs
and methods of such men as Spencer F. Baird, Marshall
McDonald, G. Brown Goode, Herr von Behr, Max von dem
Borne, Sir James Maitland, E. G. Blackford, Fred. Mather.
Seth Green, Livingston Stone, and others, or impeaching
their honor or sincerity, he will do it by practical demon-
strations and not by abuse or charges of interested motives.
The recoil simply knocks Mr. Peirce down every time he
shoots. It is true he picks himself up, loads his blunderbuss
and picks his flint anew every time, but it is no use, it is
only a blunderbuss and it will kick.
His conclusions and prognostications concerning shad and

whitefish culture have been in the same vein, though some*
what more indulgent toward the work of the IT. S. Fish
Commission, in that direction, treating it as being yet in the
"legitimate experimental stage." Here are some of his
opinions: "Wa have but little faith in the whitefish ex-
periments, and not much more with regard to the shad."
"Does any one suppose that one in fifteen of the plant of
young shad made in the waters of the Delaware last season
wdl ever be seen again by mortal eye? We have not the
faintest belief that one in one hundred of them survived
twenty-four hours after planting." How do these utterances
sound in view of our present, knowledge of the results in
these branches oE fishcultural effort? Mr. Peirce violently
condemns the catfish for cultivation, although it is being
taken up extensively for that purpose as preferable to the
carp. He says, referring to the Colorado Fish Commissioner:
"If the Commissioner had a practical knowledge of fish-
culture, he would let every variety of catfish severely alone,
and advise every one else to, as we now do "

It is well known, I am informed, where he is well known,
and in fact a perusal of the meagre file of the late "Journal

.

of Carp Culture and Rural Hydraulics," reveals the. fact
throughout that Mr. Peirce has all his fishcultural life been
tne "victim" of "jobs" and "antagonisms." He has been
suppressed and misrepresented, and there has been an
evident conspiracy throughout the fishcultural world to
refuse him th nt recognition of eminence for which he so
earnestly yearns, but 1 hope he will try, in the future, to
repress himself sufficiently to enlighten us as to what he
has doue to deserve such eminence, rather than as to his
personal entanglements, enough of which can be gleaned
from what he has previously written. Let us know some-
thing of the very "valuable experiments of ten years" at
Winona, upon which he bases his opinions, and also as
much furtner back as that "long, careful, systematic ex-
perience" in fishculture as he likes. Let us know when and
where he practiced trout culture. Let us also have some
hint of the great fishcultural establishments created by Mr.
Peirce, and the results, in tangible shape. Let us have the
name of the paper of enormous circulation to which Mr.
Peirce contributes, as I for one would be truly glad to sub-
scribe if it comes up to my expectations as a comic publica-
tion. I would like to hear, also, what paper it was which
said that Mr. Peirce was "generally acknowledged to be one
of the best known and most reliable authorities on the sub-
ject of fishculture." The allusion to the three great publi-
cations of enormous circulation could hardly have referred
to the. publications of the "Rural Publishing Co.," although
the late "Journal of Carp Culture and Rural Hydraulics" is

the only publication in which I have ever seen any reference
to Mr. Peirce as an "eminent authority" on fishculture.
Th« prospectus to that short-lived record of Mr. Peirce's
opinion's contained the following modest reference: "It
will be almost supi rfluous for the publishers to say to most
of those who will receive this prospectus that the editor-in-

chief engaged by them is one of the best known writers
upon fishculture, and is recognized throughout the civilised
world as a leading, and in most cases the leading, authority
upon carp culture. Fourteen editions, embracing several
hundred thousand copies of his writings upon the subject,
have been published and distributed in every civilized

country upon the earth." As Mr. Peirce was the "editor-in-
chief" of that paper during its very ephemeral existence,
perhaps he can tell who wrote it.

In regard to Mr. J*eiree's boast as to the fishcultural estab-
lishments he has fitted up. I have ho doubt that his persist-
ent advertisement of himself as the great and only carp
culturist (on strictly moral principles), the deviser of the
" A-ii^'k-Mi system of earn culture and expert in rural hy-
drau'ics," ikss had its pfivctiu procuring him "jobs" through-
out tin- <•<>" itrv, and I am willing to add yet further to bis
fame by advi-rlbdug him here. It is a great pity the defunct
"Journal of C» rp Culture and Rural Hydraulics," which was
Ins personal advertising organ, having been devoted exclu-
sively to the extirpation of the "trout culture delusion,"
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and to an exploitation of Milton P. Peirce's great "Ameri-
can system," a compulsion of the adoption of tbe term
"food carp" for that of German carp, and the advertising of

specialties in the line of rural hydraulic pumps, wind-mills,

water-rams, etc , Peirce's onlv rifle sights and Peirce's only

shipping cans, bad so brief an existence, for that was a

proper medium for his lamentations.
Now, as Mr. P^iree, in his nwn estimation, holds the ex-

alted position of censor in all matters per'ainiug to flshcul-

tttrp, as opposed to tbat of fisbcuttural crank in tbe minds
of others, and starts out invariably by ref rrrtg to trout

culture as a snare and a delusion because be fouud it so, and
alsobv assailing every odp who differs .'rom bim as eitberim-
properly interested or callow. I respectfully submit that it is

in order for bim to demonstrate his position as suggested
above, by something more than mere bluster and assertion

When be has done tbat and adopted a more courteous

tone I have no doubt that tbe trout culturists of the country
will be pleased to gratify him in his very laudable desire to

obtain information.
Simmering the whole matter down to its legitimate con-

clusions, tbe burning question is, are tbe great lights of

fishculture (leaving out small fry like myself ) all wrong and
only selfishly interested in fostering a delusion, and is Mil-

ton P. Peirce the great and onl\ inspired, disinterested and
altogether lovelv prophet in the wilderness of fishculture?

I, for one, am willing to let the defense oi trout culture for the
present rest upon the opinions of those great fisbculturists

of Eurooe and America whose faith and determination bavs
made flsbculture what it is to-dav, on the one side and of

Mr. Peirce on the other. And if what I have said in this

controversy with VIr. P. is blackguardism, and if he is inno
cent of that style of argument, I am very sorry and wi'l

have to stand tbe odium. Mr. Peirce has enjoyed a monop
oly. without opposition or molestation, for a long time, and
if he persists in keeping it up I may have something more
to say. Wm. N. Byers.

TROUT CULTURE POSSIBILITIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In mv numerous articles published by FOREST AND

Stream and other journals during tbe past dozen or more
years, referring to ceit.Hin phases of trout-cultural delusion,
I have occasionally alluded to the possibilities of success
by adopting certain lines of action in the matter of improv-
ing trout streams instead of continuing the delusion of
artificial propagation.
I was born upon tbe extreme divide of one of the spurs of

the Green Mountain range upon a newly-cleared farm. Near
the bouse was a spring, which was tbe extreme source of a

famed trout stream. A little rill ran from this spring past
our house and within thirty or forty yards of the same, and
my earliest recollections are in connection with this little

stream. My brother, some years older, ard now a venerable
a™d staid D. D., made and floated tippy little biats and con-
structed rude little w«ter wheels, which rt-volved under
diminutive falls, for my especial amusement. The result
was that this little stream possessed a peculiar fnscinatiou
for me, and I spent many hours along its margin, aud
sometimes against the expressed wish of my mother, who
died just a month prior to my sixth birthday; therefore, the
time of which I write must have been when I was about,
five years old; but the recollection of the incident which I
will now relate is as fresh and vivid as if it occurred but
yesterday There had been a number of frosty mornings,
rendering the grass as white as snow, an article with which
I had become quite familiar the previous wi titer by sundry
sleigh rides to church, two miles away, and by numerous
hand-sled rides managed by my now D.D. brother, who on
one occasion, after foddering the cattle, carefuby attached
the tongue of the hand-sled to the tail-switch of a wild
heifer, and, neglecting to remove me from the sled, prodded
her with the hayfork after beading her toward the open
meadow. For some reason, that heifer manifested the
utmost diseust for the rest of the herd and endeavored to
create remoteness between herself and them, and still

further manifested her disgust bv protruding her tongue
and giving a blast that would have drown* d the loudest
horn of Jericho. Instantlythe whole herd gave chase, with
beads and tails erect. I have witnessed many fast things,
from a toosail iceboat to a note m -ituriug in the bank, but
I doubt if even an unfounded rumor ever made sucb time
as that affrighted hei'er. And I sat upright on the sled,

holding fast to the sides with both bands, and passeo
through sp ce in a manner which would have astonished a
pre-paid half-i^te telegraph message. My brother, now
thoroughly frightened, called excitedly to me to "let g >,"

but I stuck like a sealed Government envelope, from which
has just been omitted p rt of a eommunieation. Tbe heifer
cleared the little trout stream like a wild deer, and at the
same time the switch of her tail parted from the sled, which
was carried by momentum a long distance dowu the gentle
incline, barely missing several stumps along the route, and
finally came to a dead stop in the feathery snow. My
brother was following close in tbe wake of the excited cattle,
and although he has since spent manv years on the '"cir-

cuit" and many more as Presiding Elder," I doubt if upon
the occasion of belated appointments, he ev*r made such
time as upon that hreht winter morning on top of the his-

toric Berkshire Hills, while in bis anxiety to ascertain if

his cherished sled had sustained any injury.
O yes, I vividly remember that particular locality, but I

have somehow wandered from my subject, fori wnsreferring
to sundry frosty mornings, and my mother had explained to
me tbe difference between snow and frost, and especially
when the latter had melted under tbe rays of a warm fall

morning's sun, and I had been forbidden to go through the
wet grass to the little stream to float chips down the ever-
varving current. My favorite point for launching my
imaginary boats was nearly in front of the house and just
below a tiny water-fall which had caused a slight widening of
the little stream, perhaps to thirty inches and leaving about
twice that, length of dead water, some fifteen to eigbteen
inches deep near the little fall. Tbe bottom of this little

body of water was covered with clean gravel. One frosty
morning, disobeying the injunction of my mother to not go
through the wet grass, I gatheied an armful of chips and
went down to my favorite laui.cbiug ground. .As 1 looked
over the bank I was startled to see two large fishes dart
under the projecting bank where I stood. I had frequently
seen small fishes there, but never before such large ones,
which I now tbink were ten or twelve inches in length. My
childish curiosity wis excited, and I lay down in the wet
grass upon that bank and peered over into the water, and
soon saw the noses of the two fishes gradually working out
to the center of the gravel-bed, over which one of them
.slowly passed with a peculiarly gyratory motion and the
other closely followed and soon commenced roiling the
water, as I thought. I saw this operation repeated two or
three times, when my mother appeared unon the scene and
walked me to the h^use in quick time, notwithstanding my
attempts to acquaint her with what I had seen. I subse-
quently crept carefullv to that place and again siw the
fishes engaged in these interesting operations, which nearly
twenty-five years later became clear to me, under tbe ex-
planations of Drs Acfeley and Garlick. of Cleveland, O., the
fathers of American fishculture 1 bad seen, when but five

years of aee, a pair of trout, in their native haunt, engaged
in tbe interesting operation of prrp>gating their species.
Since my first lessons under Drs. Ackley and Garlick, in

1853-4, 1 have frequently repeated my childhood exploit of
watching wild.-tout on their spawqiag-he4s> both before as

Some ten years ago, while making special investigations
upon the subject of fish and fisheries for the last census, I
visited the identical spot where as a five-year-old child I un-
consciously witnessed for the first time the operation of
propagation of brook trout. It was in the summer time, and
I found on ly a nearly dry pile of gravel. The removal of the
surrounding forest caused the spring to dry up during tbe
summer, and the real living beid of the' still fair trout
stream is another spring fully half a mile below, and which
was formerly a tributary and at a poiut where respectable-
sized trout were frequently taken. T have no doubt but
what they still seek that, point for propagating purposes.
About a mile, from the latter point tnere is another spring
upon a farm owned many years by a relative, and where I
have spent many a month during a t«rm of years. This
spring is the extreme head of another tributary to the same
trout stream, and this tributary abounds in spawning places
ur> to and including thespring in question. I know of scores
of springsin that immediate region which head prolific little

trout streams, where thirty or more years ago it was a com-
mon practice to catch trout to and including the head
spring. Farming operations practically destroyed the fish-

ing In most of them, but tbey have many of them of late
been coursing through what have been termed "abandoned
farms," which for many years have been growing up to brush
and in some cases to quite a respectable growth of young
timb r. The trout have been gradually increasing, and the
present season are reported as plentiful as ever.
Now, I am aware that I have been quite diffuse, even to

tediousness, in this communication, but it has been a
simple statement of facts, called out in part by the attempt
of one of your correspondents to belittle my almost life-

time studies and investigations, particularly in connection
with trout culture, and for many years before I wrote a
word upon the subj ct. I have visited tbe region named
every three or four years, and during the past twenty-five
years have from time to time visited all the New England
St ites, and almost entirely in the interests of fishculture.
My investigations have also embraced several other States
containing trout waters, notably New York, New Jersey,
Prnnsylvnnia and West Virginia, in ail of which 1 nave
conducted personal examinations and methodical investiga-
tions, while my extensive investigations by correspondence
emorace every State and Territory of this country as well as
all the leading countries of the globe. The result of these
investigations is overwhelmingly conclusive, tbat artificial
trotit culture is at best a gross delusion. But, my investi-
gations have taught another valuable lesson. By following
nature's lines and profiting by her lessons, hundreds of
trout streams can be restored to their old-time fertility. All
through the mountain towns of New England where popu-
lation has dwiudled and farms have been abandoned, this
recuperation of trout streams is being accomplished
naturally. In hundreds of localities it can be accomplished
artificially, and particularly when the stream can be
controlled by fishing clubs or associations. I have during
the past, dozen years made a number of plans for this pur-
pose. In tbe concrete, these plans consist in meandering
the streams so as to double or treble their length, and, of
course, their producing capacity. To deflect from the main
stream little rills, running them when practicable a con-
siderable distance before turning them again into the m-in
stream. These little rills will be sought by tbe breeders in
the spawning season, for their instinct teaches them to
search for solitary pools where they will not be disturbed
and where their spiwu will not be devoured by other fishes
Of course, provision is made for numerous little falls for
aeration of thepoolsiuto wbicb the fallssbould plunge. This
is necessary both in the main stream and in the spawning
rills And there must be innumerable hiding places pre
p .red for the wary fish. Finally, an abundance of rapidly
growing shrui bery and trees must be planted on the sunny
sides ot the serpentine trout preserve, for shade is an abso-
lute necessity, in order to keep down the temperature of tbe
water. All through the northerly portions of tnis country
hundreds upon hundreds of miles of productive trout
streams can be maintained for all time to come, unless a
radical change comes over our planet. If one-tenth the
sum which has been wasted in the delusion of artificial
trout culture bad been expended in the direction indicated,
there would be a hundred miles of productive trout streams
where but one now exists. Milton P. PEIRCE.
ConuMBCS, Ohio.

TJ. S. FISH COMMISSION EXCHANGED—Heir Max
von dem Borne, of Berneuchen, Germany, desires calico bass,
crappie and sunfish in exchange for European fishes and
eggs suitable for the waters of the United States.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to S.—First Annual Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel
Club, at YontiKS'own, O, S. D.L, Jackson. Sec'y.
Sept. 2 to 5.—Dog Show of the Wilm rgtnn Fab- Association, at

Wilmington, Del. F. R. Cars well, Snpt., 101 West, stxth street.
Sept. 2 o 4.—Dog Show of the Midland Central Fair Associa-

tion, at Kingston, Ont. C. H. Oorbett, Secretary.
Sept, 2 to 5.—Third Annual Dog Show of ihe Michigan Kennel

CInK at Detroit, Mich. M. V. B. Saunders, Secretary.
Si pt. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the

Indusrial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone,
Secretary
Sept. 23 to 26.—SecoDd Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
C^rnmi'tee.
Sept. 23 to 26—Third Dog Show of the London Kennel Club, at

London. Ont. S. F. »-ilaSs, Secretary.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth \nnual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Sorietv, at Dnnhurv Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Secretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First, Dor Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet, Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 2R.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Sto k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
rrtnrv. Box lf-5P.

Feh. 24 m 27. Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kenne] flub, at N^w Yo*k. James Mortimer Superintendent.
Mnrr-h 24 to 27.-—Second Annual Tine Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 9 —Field Trials of the Manitooa Field Trials Club. Thos.

Jobnson, Winnipec. Secretary.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Cluh, at Brunswick, Me. J. H, Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
JVTttss.

Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel
Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Tnals of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Glial ham. Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont,, Secretarv.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of tne Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. ST., ir-ecretary.

Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials
Club, at Lexington, N. O. O. H. Odell, Mills Building,New York.
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—EVhth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
ai Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary
Feb. 2—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunoy, Secretary. Marietta. Ga.

COURSING.

DOG TALK FROM ENGLAND.
j
TTANLEY. England.—Mr. F. W, Dunning, the owner of
JUL Duke, of Wellington and other good Sr. Bernards, has

I

had the misfortune to lose his promising puppy, Baron Stan-
ley (Sir Bedivere—Hykeham Queen). He contracted distem-

|

per at Leeds show, another victim of the folly of showing

I

puppies.

It will be of considerable interest to American readers to
heir • hat Mr W. Rust's Scotch collie Moonstone, bred by
Mr. Geo A. Fletcher, of Milton, Mass., bv Sco^son out of
Moonlight, h is recently woo thir I at tbe Tu abridge Wells

I show. Moonstone won second to Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Scotilla II. at Boston, Mass., 1890.

Mr. Mitchell Harrison's Christopher will remain iu Eng-
land, and persoually I think Mr. H. is wise in his decision,
There are more good stud dogs in the States now than we
can possibly use. Scotilla can take his place very well,
though I do not claim that he is as good.

I am pleased to see another American writer advising St.
Bernard breeders to purchase good bitches. "Manhattan,"
in the Canine World, has taken tip the question, and it Is
indeed a pity thit the breeders cannot realize the importance
of following his advice.

Mr. Shillcock, of Birmingham, has sold the St. Bernard
Lord Hartington to some unknown American gentleman.
Lord Harrington is by champion Plinlimmon and out of Flor-
entine. He is ortoge and white in large splashes, with well
marked head, good bone and heal,32in. standard, aud I

should judge about 180 bs. weight. H* has dou" quite well
here in the scud, and has won a tew firsts on the beach.

The new paper, the Canine World, is pitching into tbe
English Kenuel Clu J in great form on tbe score of raising
objections to some entries and not noticing others just as
objectionable.

Dublin Scot, the well known collie, has again changed
hands. Mr. W. P. Kidd, of Manchester, has purchased him
of Mr. Stretch.

The show of .50 English mast ffs to be given at Crystal
Palace this week as a compliment to Dr. Derb<~, is indeed a
compliment of the highest quality. There will be. no com-
petition, simply a collection for the Doctor's inspection.

I note "Hibemia's" article on beagles in Forest and
Stream just received. As I wrote in my last batch of notes
I have not seen a single beagle iu England yet. When I do I

will have more to say on tbe subject. Regarding type I
would not vote for either of the three. I sbould vote for
beagle type which is neither bloodhound, harrier nor fox-
hound.

"J. W.," in his note on "The Dog Millais-nium" has
caused many a smile in dog circles on this side. A little

more of that, style of journalism would make the journals
more readable.

I visited the Crewe show last week. The horses, cattle,
sheep, pigs, poultry, implements, etc , were a grand lot,
one of the finest collections I ever saw, rivaling the Chicago
cattle show, but the dogs were a very poor lot; 148 dogs
and about 20 good ones in the whole lot. Mr. Astley
judged all classes except collies. He did very well with the
terrier classes, but must have had his eyes shut when judg-
ing the St. Bernards, field spaniels, etc. In black field span-
iels the vhc. dog was an easy se^oad. The winner in St.
Bernard bitches, J. H. Ellis's Septima, has the advantage in
nothing else but size. She is narrow in skull, long in muz-
zle, no collar and no depth of body. The winners in collie
classes were mostly Mr. Stretch's and showed considerable
quality. There was one good pointer, one of Mr. Norrish's
breeding. The English setters were some well bred young-
sters by Monk of Fnrness and Sir Frederick, and showed
considerable quality. In the mixed setter class, second prize
was given to the worst looking specimen of a dog that I
ever saw a prize awarded to. Had it not been labeled a Gor-
don setter I should have called it s. mongrel. In a few weeks
we shall see some dog advertised with a long list of win-
nings, among them first at Crewe. 1890.

Mr. Harris's bull terrier formerly called White Wonder,
tbat was protested against at the Boston show for being
deaf, was deaf when born. He was bred by Mr ^ratt, of
Ok Hill, Stoke-on-Trent. He is by White Sim uut of
White Rose. Mr. Pratt thought that the puppy was deaf
when born and sold it to Mr. Hughes, a postmm at Stoke,
for £1. The postman soon discovered tbat the puppy was
deaf, but kept the matter as quiet as possible, but in spite
of his precautions the dog finally became known throughout
the section as the "postman's deaf dog," Mr. Hughes
made up his mind to get even with Mr. Pratt and laid his
plans very shrewdly. He wrote Mr. Heath, the former
owner of M'ss Glendynne, now called Attraction, Enter-
prise and other good ones, and got him to make a date to
call and see the dog. He then goes to Mr. Pratt and tells
him how wonderfully the puppy has improved and that Mr.
Heath is talking of purchasing him. (Mr. Heath and Mr.
Pratt were at that time trying to outdo each other.) Mr.
Pratt not wishing to see his rival with tbe best dog in tbe
country and supposing the puppy must b»ve outsrown bis
deafness purchased bim on the spot for £10. Of course he
soon discovered that tbe dog was totally deaf and threat-
ened suit, but as he bad first sold the dog when deaf he was
advised to let tbe matter rest. This much I know to be the
facts. It is furthermore stated by those who ought to know
that the White Wonder was soon after reported dead and
the same dog was represented as another dog under another
name. I have not questioned Mr. Harris in regard to the
affair, but if he paid the price stated, £80, be was badly
sold, whether he knew him to be deaf or not. If Mr. Hinks
sold the dog to Mr. Harris and did not say anything about
tbe deafness he is a swindler of the first water. Hinks &
Pratt are one firm. American readers must not get, this
Hinks mixed up with James Thorpe Hincks, the Clumber
man, at Leicester, or E. C. Hincks. It is Fred Hinks that
sold White Wonder.

London, Aug. 18.—At a special meeting of the Great Dane
Club, Aug. 7, it was decided that hereafter any great P

'

with a cankered mouth, or with a joint or any part d
tail removed, shall not be eligible for competition.

Although England can beat us in number and quality'of
field spaniels, Clumber spaniels and Irish water spaniels, it
appears they can't afford to encourage the breeding of them.
It seems decidedly strange to an American to see Clumbers
and black and liver fields all run together in one class and
called "'field spaniels." And it is no sinecure for the judge
to pick out the winner and give any satisfaction. It i* not
so in the very largest shows, but in small shows of 500 en-
tries I have seen it many times.

"J. W.," in Forest and Stream of July 31, gives Lord
Calthorpe's weight at 208 lbs. and Baroness Cardiff at 186.

It Lord Caltborpe can shosy an ounce over 186 I will agree to

Wt< every atom of him5

, with the owners permission*
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THE ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.
THERE will be a meeting of the English Setter Club at

the office of the secretary, 50 Broadway, New York,
Sept. 85.

The Executive Committee have prepared the following
circular, which should be promptly responded to by everv
lover of the English setter: "Office of the English Setter

Club, New York, August. 1890. My Dear Sir: You will
have noticed by the receut issues of interested papers, the
formation of an English setter club, its organization and
membership, which we hope meets your approbation. The
officers elected and the committees"appointed are fitted for

their several duties, and together witb these a~"d the organiz-
ing members, composed of many of the principal breeders
and owners from all sections of our country, we desire to

form by additional membership and influence, as we should,
the strongest specialty club in existence. To this end we
appeal to every lover of the English setter to join us, that
we may, by hearty co-operation and concerted effort, effect

much that cannot be done otherwise. Among these things
we mention the adon tion of a standard, selection of judges
for bench shows and held trials, a proper registration of the
English setter, and what should constitute one (ridding
ourselves of many that are improperly classed, and not in-
clude everything, as now, that is not a black and tan or an
Irish setter), establishing, where possible, the right of
property in dogs, and proner transportation of them by tail-

road and express companies, appointment of local commit-
tees to look after the c 're of English setters at bench shows,
and to report any negligence or abuse to the owner; in fact,

to take an interest in all nutters that may tend to the im-
provement and care of this breed, and all will recognize that
to best accomplish these objects, the largest possible in-
fluence of membership is Deeded. The membership fee and
yearly dues are placed at a low figure, tnat none may ex-
cuse 'themselves on account of it. We ask your favorable
consideration of this invitation to join us in our efforts for
good to our f ivorites. An early reply is respectfully solicited.
By order of the Executive Committee."

"SPECIALISM" IN DOG SHOWS.

WE bear a good deal of this question of "specialism," and
the. criticisms passed on the so-called "specialist"

are quite as often as not condemnatory. On the face of it

one would be inclined to say at once that there can be
nothing in such complaints Specialism, as it is called, is in
truth nothing more than the division of labor. And anyone
would "certainly suppose that a man would judge a particular
breed better if he did not burden his mind with the study of
breeds having nothing in common with that one. No man
in his senses would deny that a man might be perfectly well
fitted to judge a class of shorthorns and quite unfit to judge
Channel Island cattle. We should get some rather odd
results if a judge of Brahma fowls was turned on at Bir-
mingham to award the prizes in the game classes; and so
might multiply instances ad infinitum. Yet on the other
hand vague discontent at a system generally has some ele-

ment of truth underlying it. To intrust our shows to so-

called "all-round" judges would be putting the clock back-
ten years. Still it is worth while to see whether "specialism"
has not its dangers; if so, what they are and how they may
be guarded against. Now to begin; there are breed's and
breeds. There are breeds into wnich arbitrary points reck-
oned as merits by some accepted convention among breeders
and exhibitors, but having no obvious effect either on the
utility or beauty of the animal, enter. Now here the man
who is not a specialist is obviously helpless. No amount of
experience gained, say, atnone setters, will teach a man
whether a pug's head, or tail, or color is of the correct pat-
tern. It seems to me, however, that this in itself helps to
illustrate the dangers which attend specialism, and which
are present to the minds of those who denounce the special-
ist judge- There are many points where the most important
points are those which plain common sense shows are need-
ful to the working of the animal, and where convention has
established certain minor points as desirable. Take, for ex-
ample, an Irish setter He must have certain essential points
of make and sh ape needful for pace and endurance. He must
also have a certain type of head and a certain shade of color
as indications of purity of breed. Now these last are points
where no knowledge derived from any other breed will help
a judge. But in such points as shoulders, legs and feet, and
the like, the wider the judge's experience, the more equal
will he be to the task of criticism. If a judge of hounds
were to say "I really can't judge setters; there are several
detailed points proper to that breed which I don't under-
stand," I should say he showed his sense. But if he were to
say " I Akn,ow nothing about these dogs," I should be tempted
tofQS then there is a good deal about your own business that
you also don't know. And I should certainly admit this. If

a man had by any misfortune to travel somewhat out of his
own province to judge a breed with which he is thoroughly
conversant, the man who does know three or four breeds wi 11

do better, or perhaps one should say fail less, than the man
who only knows one.
On the other hand, there is, as it seems to me, this over-

whelming argument in favor of the specialist judge. A man
can hardly have acquired the minute knowledge necessary
for a judge—the habit of patient and thoughtful comparison,
except by breeding and keeping continuously the kind of dog
that he professes to judge; and the man who nas done this
is, in nine cases out of ten. a specialist. The man of many
breeds is almost sure to be a man who may love dogs, but
who loves winning prizes better; and of such, it seems to me,
judges are not made. The man who really loves dogs for
their own sake, to whom the task of comparison is really a
labor of love, is almost sure to settle down—if he does not
begin—with a special interest in a very limited number of
breeds. Still he need not be absolutely or wholly a special-
ist. It is an old description of education that it should be
"something to everything and everything to something."
So I should say of the properly equipped critic of dogs. Only
the "something of everything" will not be enough to enable
him to judge with credit to himself or satisfaction to his
neighbors.
The dangers of specialist clubs are, it seems to me the same.

There is no doubt a fear that they may teach exhibitors to
over rate what I have before called the arbitrary and conven-
tional points of the breed. And there is yet a further dan-
ger. It is the business of a specialist club to be for its own
breed the responsible department in the dog showing-world,
to protect the interests of the whole body of exhibitors in
that breed. And thus anything in the nature of exclusive-
" ess is fatal. A club which professes to represent the whole

3y of exhibitors and really represents a section is worse
.n useless; it is misleading. And this, it appears to me,

is a very strong argument against the policy of a club which
refuses to accept any judge for its own breed who is not a
member of the club. I know that I differ here from persons
who speak with high authority. Gertainly let a club draw
up and revise a list of judges; let it encourage shows to adopt
that list and exhibitors to insist on it. But good judges may
stand aloof from the club, possibly not from any personal
hostility to it. but from a score of reasons which do not in
the least affect their fitness for the post. A^specialist dub
ought to aim at making every breeder and exhibitor, even
if he remains outside the club, into an ally.
The question of restricting certain prizes to members of

the club seems to me to: be .on a wholly different basis. That
is really a question of finance. If a club by so doing can at-
tract fresh members, and thereby increase their funds and
consequently its utility* let it do so., , If the prq'mise of a
jMSW.ftuiftfcattf members bVlngs ^b'sdrirMdnB of annual

amount the prize is self-supporting, and those who are not
eligible for it are no worse oft than they would be otherwise.
It is not a question whether there shall be a close prize or an
open one, but whether there shall be a close prize or no prize
at all.

Whatever may be the dangers or drawbacks of the system,
I canuot doubt that specialist clubs have done, and may do,
great good for breeds m which they exist. It is a good thing
to keep up personal communication and exchange of ideas
between breeders, to set a number of men working on what
One may roughly call a co operative system for the same ob-
ject, to substitute a corporate interest in the whole breed for
a merely individual interest in one's own kennel.—J. A. D.
in English Kennel Gazette.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW
THE dog show in connection with the annual fair in pro-

gress at Wilmington, Del., this week was opened on
Tuesday morning. The catalogue showed a total of 190 en-
tries, and the dogs were benched on the permanent stalls
used last year in the cool ground floor of the large exhibition
building. Mr. F. R. Carswell, of Wilmington, was superin-
tendent, and he cannot be too highly complimented on the
way he managed the whole affair.

The judges were Dr. H. Clay Glover and Mr. R. F. May-
hew, and tney divided the classes about half and half. Dr.
Glover worked by no means as rapidly as Mr. Mayhew, and
a few of his classes were not judged until Wednesday morn-
ing. The following is a full list of the awards made up to
6 o'clock on Tuesday evening, when the fair closed for the
day. As will be seen by the names in the list the quality of
the dogs is excellent, and we may add that the judges'
awards were well received by all hands:
MASTIFFS.—Dops: 1st, Kensington Kennels' Brother; 3d, H.

Bxrnstt's Lu Lu; 3-i, Woodoury Kennel-*' Don. Bitches: 1st. D.
VVood&on'b Laity Oautior,; 2d, H. Burnett's Lady Tioga. Puppies:
1st, H. Barnett's Lady Tioga. Best in show, Lady Caution.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Do[/s: 1st. Swiss Mountain
Kernels' Archduke. Bitches: 1st and 2d, W. S. Diffenderffer's
Bindwin and Lakme. Best m show, Blodwm. -Smooth-Coated—
Dogs: Lt, W. S. Dim nderfrer's L^rri Hector; 3d, Diffenderifer &
Sheworooke's Lord Clifton. Bitches: 1st, Woodbury Kennels'
Queen Bess. Best in show, Lord Hector.

GREAT DANES.—Dogs: Ist.Weisbrod & Hess's Marco; 3d, J. H.
H. Maenner's Pedro. Bitches: 1st. Weisbrod & Boss's Flora: 3d, C.
Heimerle's Irene. Best three, .T. H. H. Maenner.
DEERHOUNDS—1st, E. W. Jester's Thora III.

POINTERS -Challenge-Large-1st, S. W. Pentz's Brake,
Small -Hemps' ead Farm Kennels' Queen Fan.—Open—Large—
Do08: 1M. J. H. Wtnslow's T»inpest; 2d, S. D. Riddle's The Beau;
3d, J S. Colton's Prince. Bitches: 1st. Fl-et View & Reading
Pointer Kennels' B He Randolph: 2d, W. H. Hyland's Laveraek
fclsa. Small—Dogs: lfit and 3d, W. H. Hyland's Pommery Sec
and Ossinine; 3d, H'leet View & Readinc: Pointer Kennels' Spot
Dash. Reserve, J. S. Summer's Bang of Kippen. Bitches: 1st,

Hempstead Farm Kennels' Merry Leus; 2d. J H. Winsluw'a White
Fawn; 3d. J. H. TindaU's Princess Bai-g. Puppies: 1st, W. H. Hy-
land's McGiuty. Best dog owned in Delaware, Prince; bitch,
Princess Bang.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dngs: 1st and 3d, St. George Kennels'
Dick Roy and Don D«>1; 2d, W. H. Wallace's Punch. Reserve. D.
C. Brown's Dandc. Bitches: lst,E. Churchman's Rubv: 2d and re-
serve, St. George Kennels' Miss Dido an i Maggie; 3d, G. VV. Stan-
leA'sMeltla. Very high com., Woodbury Kennels' Mollie. Pup-
pics: 1st f'Tid high com., T. H. B.nrdv's Sam Randall and Blue Girl;
3d and high com., W. R. Fieles's Ivy and Dean; 3d, W. H. Wal-
lace's Oakinghaui.

IRISH SETTERS.

—

Challenge—E. Matter's Larry S.—Open-
Dof/8: 1st, I. W. Kemble's IVL.jor; 2d, C. Stevenson's Don. Bitches:
1st, W. W.Kendall's Leda Glencho; 2d. I. W. KemHe's Madge;
3d, G. W. Bush, Jr.'R Norah. Puppies: 1st and 2d, A. W. Thaver's
Trix andMona; 3d and very high com., W. F. Aschenbach's John
L. and Nellie.

GORDON SETTERS.-Challenge— 1st, H. F. Smith's cham-
pion Roxie.- Open—Bogs: 1st. H. F. Smith's King Item. Bitches:
1st, H. F. Smith's Countess Roxie; 2d, J. E. Gans's Ruby Royal.

FIELD SPANIELS.- Over 28lbs.—1st, W. H. Smith's Ladv
Daffodil; 2d, T, Wallace's Pasch a.

COCKER SPANIELS.-OPEN-Dopfi: 1st, Barnes & Rumney's
Red Doc: 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Toady Obo. Bitches: 1st.

Barnes & Rumney's Hazel Obo; 2d. Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Waggles Puppies: 1st, Barnes & Rumney's Banjo: 2d, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Wiggles.

COLLIES.—Challenge — Chestnut Hill Kennels' champion
Scotilla.—Open Dogs: 1st. and very high com., Cbeatnut Hill
Kennel*' Roslvn Wi.kesand Colonel Scot; 3d and high com., F.
R. Carswell's (agent) Major J m and Boskie; 3d, J. Watson's Blair
Athol. Reserve, Hempstead Farm Kennels' Hempstead Zulu.
Bitches: 1st and 3d, Chestnut HU1 Kennels' Cora If. and Jakvr
Dean; 3d and reserve. F- R. Carswell's Lady Moll and Iduna. Pup-
pies: 1st and 2d, A. R, Kyle's \ttila Wonder and Noble Wonder;
3d, F. h. Carswell's Rutland Pet.

BULLDOGS—1st and 3d. C. D. Cugle's Bombardos and Derby
Nanc\ ; 3d, Woodbury Kennels' Sykes.

BULL-TERRIERS—1st, 3d and reserve, Woodhury Kennels
Meg Membes. White Stubbs and White Violet; 3d. E. D. Hays's
Cbe»set'R Flyer.
BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, Mrs. A. P. Stephenson's Janesse; 2d,

St. George K»unels' Krooks.
DAHHSHUNDE.—1st, B. Cannon's WaMmann I.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Blemton Kennels' Blem-
ton Rubicon: 3d, Regent Kenuels' Blemton Consequence.—Open—

ert'Tri's w arren Jenny; su, negem tveuneis- tiegent enn;
T. McAlees's Tenuis. Reserve. C. H. Byron's Nellie Bly.
IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' champion

Breda Tiney.
SKVE TERRIERS.—l=t. C. Stevenson's Lovett.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, Rochelle Kennels' Dick;

2d, St. George Kennels' Winnie.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, F. Senn's Prince; 3d, Central

Keraieh-' Lady K.
TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Woodbury Kennels' Tiney; 3d, A. E.

Brow - 's Dot.
PUGS.— Bitches: lst.R. T. Harrison's Nellie Bly. Puppies: 1st,

R. T. Harrison';- Maude H.; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Rash, Jr.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. F. Senn'a King Vic-

tor: 3d, Central K^nu^ls' Pansy.
MISCELLANEOUS—ls% Geo. C. Whitman's emooth-coated

colbe Beauts : 2d, Chestnut H<11 Kennels' Schipperke Othello;
3d, Mrs. A. A. Cobb's poodle Curly. Reserve, V. Laubacker's
Dalmatian Dick. High com., A. C. Heck'B French poodle Chief.

DEATH OF A PROMISING PUPPY.—Editor Forest
and Stream: I have lost, from inflam mation of the bowels, a
mastiff puppy that promised to be the greatest show dog
ever whelped in America. Several judges who had seen him
considered him equal to his sire, champion Beaufort, in
every respect. Of great size with the grandest short square
head and smallest ears, with the most dense black markings.
He was out of Gerda, so well known in England on the show
bench, also the winner of Mr. Wade's special offered in Eng-
land for the best moving mastiff. Champion Beaufort's
reputation as the best stnd dog ever known I am sure must
be correct, I have seen litters sired by him out. of inferior
mastiff bitches which are of great promise. He is always
sure to get good heads and black markings.—J. L. WlNCHELL,
(Fair Haven, Vt., Aug. 27).

FOX-TERRIER LOST.—Bloorafield, N. J., Aug. 30.—A
small fox-terrier bitch disappeared Aug. 25, and I am afraid
she has been stolen. Has solid white body and evenly
marked head, black and tan patches covering eyes and ears,
and small oval black spot on top of skull midway between
ears Lame in her left fore leg. Quite timid. Answers to
the name of Trouble. Any information concerning her will
be gratefully received.—W. H. Joeckel, Je.

,
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THE OTTAWA DOQ SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Our silence with regard to the dog show to be held here in

connection with the Central Canada Fair, on the S3d, 34 tb
and 25th of Sept., must have appeared peculiar to many,
but it was our desire to be able to announce the list of special

Ernes when writing, and this has only now become possi-
le. The show is held in a permanent building erected and

fitted for the purpose, amply lighted and ventilated, with
permanent benching capable of accommodating about one
hundred and sixty dogs. Should a sufficient number of
entries be received, it is the intention to build an additional
wing. An ample exercising ground, surrounded by a 7ft.

high fence, insures the dogs receiving sufficient exercise,
their well-being will be looked after by a paid superin-
tendent, Mr. C. C. Rogers, and an efficient staff of attendants,
while the members of the committee will constantly be in
attendance to personally see to the wants of the dogs and
their owners Exhibitors who are unable to attend in person
need not hesitate to send their pets to Ottawa, as they will
receive unceasingc. are and attention. Spratts Patent will
feed the show. All possible precautious against fire are
taken, and a fire engine, hose reels, and brigade of firemen
are on duty night and day at the grounds.
Besides the attractions of the dog show, exhibitors should

recollect that the Houses of Parliament and Department
buildings of the Dominion Government, situated on a bluff
overlooking the beautiful Ottawa River, not to mention the
wonderful lumber mills, are one of the sights of the conti-
nent and amply repay a visit in themselves alone.
To those hesitating between London and Ottawa we

would ask them to note that while we do not offer quite as
much money in prizes as the Western citv, our entry fee is
but oue dollar as compared to two at London, while our
special prize list is far the more liberal of the two No
trouble need be apprehended in crossing the United States
dogs over the border line, for arrangements are made with
the customs authorities constituting the show grounds a
"bonded warehouse" for the time being. A special feature
of the Ottawa show is the Central Fair Association's special
first class diploma for the best specimen of each breed,
which is a very handsome affair of large size. Mr. James
Watson, the popular and veteran judge of Philadelphia,
will judge all classes. Arrangements have been made with
the express companies running into Ottawa to return all

dogs free of charge that have paid full rates one way: also
with the railways, who have agreed to return all dogs free
when accompanied by their owner or attendant, excess bag-
gage rates being charged one way. Our list of special prizes
as collected to the present date includes:
Five dollars for best in mastiff, St. Bernard, black and

tan terrier, pug, English setter, Irish setter, Gordon setter,
pointer, greyhound, beagle, Clumber spaniel, cocker, collie
and fox-terrier classes; $5 pair of trousers for best dog or
bitch fox-terrier; $10 for best kennel of 4 setters, any breed;
$10 for best setter puppy; S3 for best foxhound, bull -terrier,

best conditioned dog; with various reading matter to the
best puppies and a dozen photos of himself for the biggest
dog in the show. Ottawa is young in knowledge of dogs;
and as its people are now awakening to an appreciation of
them, this city offers a promising market for high class
stock of all kinds, especially in setters of all kiuds, pointers,
greyhounds, beagles, terriers of all breeds and all the non
sporting varieties. Entry blanks and information may be
had of "F. Arthur Jackson, Sec'y, Central Canada Fair,
Ottawa. The regular prizes are $7, S3 and certificate to
third, 60 classes. Entries close Sept. 13.

Bench Show Committee, Central Canada Fair.

THE BARZOIS.—Editor Forest and Stream.: In a letter

I received a few days ago from Mr. Hugh Dalziel, of Surrey,
Eng., the author of several able works on the dog, and the
same gentleman who came over some few years ago to judge
our dogs at the W. K. C and other shows, and in speaking
of the Russian greyhounds, and of Krilutt in particular, he
says: "Krilutt is the handsomest Barzoi I have yet seen,
and I have known every one of the breed exhibited" in Eng-
land. If the. Russian dogs .that are to compete with Krilutt
at Crystal Palace show in October, on their way to America,
can beat Krilutt they must be marvels. I hope they are,

for it is always a pleasure to see a better than the best."
We shall anxiously await the. show coming off at the
Crystal Palace, and whether or not Krilutt is beaten, we
shall give them a hearty welcome to our shores, and as they
go westward bid them increase and multiply and bring
good luck to their new and enterprising owner.—H. W.
Huntington.

DANDIE DINMONT SALE.—I have bought Mr Nay-
lor's (Mt. Forrest, 111.) entire kennel save one exception.—
W. E. Hoff (Chattanooga, Tenn.).

KENNEL NOTES.
BRED.

fW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jersey Maid—Hesper. Pauline Kennels' (Jersey City, N. J.) St.
Bernard bitch Jersey Maid (Plinlimmon, Jr.—Maude) to E. B.
Sears's champion Hesper, Aug. 26.

Queen Vic—Roger. E. A. Ohmer's (Dayton, O.) English setter
bitch Queen Vic to L. Gardner's Roger (Count Noble—Queen Meg),
Aug. 11.

Queen Bess—Dick Swiveller. J. P. Snellirg'? red Irish setter bitch
Queen Bess to Geo. EL Covert's Dick Sw^v^ller.
Nancy—Toons Royal. A. P. Mack's (Rochester, N. Y.) Yorkshire

terrier biteb Nancv (Bradford Hairy—Tansic) to North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Toons Royal (champion Dreadnaught—Fills),
Atie. 25.

Flo—Bradford Harry. C. N. Symonds's (Salem. Mass.) York-
shire terrier bitch Flo (Bright—Fan) to P. H. Coo-nbs's champion
Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Hruce—Real's Lady), Aug. 29.

WHELPS.
t3F~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Sport. Natural Gas Pack's (North Baltimore, O.) Natural
Gas Pack bitch Lady Sport (Sport—Queen), Aug. 12, nine (three
dogs), by L. Bowser's Dick II. (Dick—Fanny).

SALES.
I^f Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Carl. Black, white and tan foxhound dog, whelped Auar. 1. 1889
by Jack out of Gypsy, by F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., to Charles
Greenwood, Sabattus, Me.

J3?" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. B. 5., New London, Conn.—Write to We Macnaughton's
Sons. South Fifth avenue, New York.

Old Sdbsoribeb, Argentine, Mich.—The little fish which you
caught on a fly is the blue-sported sun fish (Lepomis cyaneUus). a
is also called green sun fish and red-eye. This fish is found in trib-

utaries of the Great Lakes and throughout the Ohio anrl Missis-
sippi valleys, as well as in streams tri butary to the Gulf of Mexico.
The blue-spotted sunfl=h grows to a length of Sin. under favorable
circumstancos. It is a beautiful fish, and, as would be expected
from its wide range, varies greatly and has been described under
many scientific names. It is certainlv one of the most widely
known sunfi^hes of the West. In our Black Bass Supplement. Dr.
Henshall describes the game qu tli'ies of our sunfishes. and states
that some of them rise eagerly to the artificial fly and makt»a
gallant fight. You will find good fisrures of the species in the
Ichthyology of the Pacific Railroad Expedition, uuder the names
of CalVurm formosus arid lortguM% Piate V;\ Fifes, tfj and 5-8; also
Hate VI>, Fifes. 5-8, '',
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RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE NEW GAS GUN.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 20. The declaration of the Paris Pais*

echoed by the London DailyNvw, that M. Paul Giffard's
substitute tor gunpowder as the charge for small arms is likely to

revolutionize the art of war, is not received with entire faith by
pll our officers. It is said that the Chamber of Commerce of St.

Eu^nne has already given the inventor a gold medal and $3,000 as

a testimonial of the success attained bv this novelty; but, a f»ir
statement probably is that in its present form the nowclle balis-

iique can never be a comoh te substitute for gunpowder, although
within Its restricted limits it has rernarkakle merits.
Since 1H0 or 300 "drops" or charges of the liquid carbonic acid

gas c^n be stored in the small steel reservoir under tbegun barrel,

and one charge falling into the chamber volatilizes and explodes
in contact with the air, so forcibly as to drive out the bullet, the
firing can go on very rapidly and continuously. Supposing the
soldier to have an extra steel cartoucho or cylinder with him, he
would carry 000 charges of the liquefied gas. each liberated as fast

as the trigger could be pulled. Still, the loading with bullets which
are dropped separately into an aperture in the breecblock, must
go on, and this double process must be continued. Other advan-
tages possessed by this weapon are smokelessness, a very moderate
report, safety in use, and the preservation of the barrel from foul-
ing. Perhaps the sportsman, even more than the soldier, will ap-
preciate the lack of smoke and of noise which might alarm his game
as well ae the advan'age of finding his gun barrel smooth and
bright after 300 rounds. As it does not need to be heavy, the wea-
pnn can be manufactured at small cost, while the cylinder full of
the liquid costs only a few cents.
But a fundamental shortcoming of the Giffardgas gun, which in

its present state must dispose of its claim to be the "military wea-
pon of the future." is the shortness of its range. The extremely
low pressure wh'ch the gas exerts on expanding, as compared
with gunpowder, can hardly make it effective at much above a
third of a mile. Troops armed with such a weapon might there-
fore* he av the mercy of an enemy possessed of rifles sighted up to
1.200yds. Sp-cial forces might carry them and reserve their"fire
until the enemy should be within their inferior range; hut such a
double system arming would not be generally approved. The rifle,

as it appears, would also have to be held in a limited position in
order that the drop of liquid may be properly volatilized, and this
might be a drawback in battle. But it would seem to be an acqui-
sition in any case to the sphere of machine guns. Unfortunately,
criminals may also appreciate the advantages of its smokelessness
and comparative noiselcssness.
But perhaps the most interesting suggestion made in regard to

this new invention is that it ought to enter the field of heavy guns
instead of small arms, and apply itself to the projecting of shells
filled with dynamite and other high explosives. Commander F.
P. Barber of our navy, a well-known expert, has pointed out that
this liquefied gas of Giffard should really be put upon the plane of
compressed air as an explosive power for such projectiles. Like
the pneumatic gun of the Vesuvius, it has a low pressure and a
short range, but a pressure which is fixed and which can be most
accurately measured. This means absolute safety in the use of
the high exp'osives as the bursting charge ot the projectiles. More-
over, the pressure of the carbonic acid gas remains uniform to the
last drop of the liquid. As the pneumatic gun gives a mortar-
like fire, the asserted necessity of not depressing the Giffard gun
would not put the latter at, a disadvantage by comparison. This
use of thenew projecting power, as suggested by Commander Bar-
ber, may turn out to be the most practically important one, at
least for military purposes, and at any rate it suggests the future
of mortar Are with shells containing large charges of high explo-
sives at short or medium range.
Another suggestion is that the new liquefied gas may be really

only the pioneer in new experiments, and that if it has so low a
pressure as to give too short a range for infantry arms, yet some
other substance may do better. At all events, one more step is

taken in replacing, for certain military purposes, the irregular
and violent shock of gunpowder by slowly acting but steady and
accurately measured expansive forces.

DEER HUNTERS' ASSOCIATION.
DAYTON, Ohio, Aug. 30.—The Deer Hunters' Association of

Southwestern Ohio held its eleventh annual reunion and
rifle tournament at Greenville yesterday. The association 1s made
up of representatives of clubs in five Ohio counties and adjoining
territory in Indiana, who go each year in camping parties hunt-
ire bear and deer in Northern Wisconsin and the woods of the
Upp r Michigan peninsula. The members are all skilled hunters
expdr'eneed in woodcraft, and most all of them gray-haired men
who have been making these expeditions to the north for big
game for thirty years.
Their reunions are held on the beautiful club range in a clear

strip of timber near Greenville, O., where the members for fifty

miles around assemble each year. One hundred crack shots were
there yesterday, weather fine t hough windy. The rifle range runs
through an opening in the woods, the firing and target sheds, uea,t

substantial buildings being 200ft apart, the shooter alwavs facing
the south, the target shed on a slight elevation. The officers all

reside in Greenville. A. N. Wilson, President; G. A- Katzenber-
ger, Treasurer. Frank Culbertson, Secretary. At this reunion a
number of hunting expeditions were planned, the first party to
start for Michigan Sept. 22.

First match, at 200jds. off-hand, open sight, three shots each,
American field target, possible 30 rings, 66 entries, five money
prizes.
M.Hamptoo.Ricbmnnd,Ind., 8,8,10, total 26, first nrize. A.N.Wil-

eon, Greenville, O., 8, 8, 8, 26, second prize. Dock Merlins, Green-
vUle. 7 8, 9,24. third pr<ze J. L. Heck, Union City. Ind . 6, P. 9.

24, fourth prize. Dan el Heim, Greenville, 7, 9, 7. 23 fifth prizri.

Other scores wfre: Gus Sander, of Dayton, 0..22; J. H. Schwable,
Greenville, 22; S. R, Bell, Union City, 22; W.J. Gluni, Union City,
22; James FCnick, Greeuviil", 20: Ctiarles Mattne vs, Lewisburg,
O., 19; C.Holt, Eaton, O., 19; Ross Pitman, Hollandsburg, O. 18;
Frank Culbertson, Greenville, 18; T. E. Gairette, Eupheuiia, 0„
17; A. C. Cunuer. West Alexandria. 0., 15; J. D. Baker, Arcanum,
O.. 15, Charles Kub'k. Ov enville, 13
Second match. 200yds., muzzle rest, no restriction in sights,

three shots, German ring target, possible 72, 85 entries, five money
prizes:
A. E. Clemmer, of West Alexandria, O., 48; G. A. Katzen-

berger, Greenville. O., 67; S. R, Bell, Union CRy, Ind., 47; Beni.
Fye, Richmond, Ind., 64; J. M. Woodbury, Un'on City, Ind., 46:

Charles Kuick, Greenville. 53; Perrv Green, HoUandslmrg, O ,

47: Thomas Jones, Union City, Ind., 66; Ed Schwind, Dayton, O..
62; Julius Wehner, Dayton, 0., 60; Julius Wemstein, Dayton. O.,
50; Robett Appleby; Eaton, 54; Philip Kern, Dayton, 40; A. N.
Wilson, Greenville, 59; F. Culbertson, Greenville, 56, .lames Knick,
Greenville, 41.

Katzenberger won first, Jones second, Fye third, Schwind fourth.
Wehner fifth prize.

An e xciting feature of the afternoon was the shooting at the
hunter'* moving targ'ts. a life s:ze picture of a buck, doe, f'<vra or
bear on each of the four targets, the center being over the ani-
mal's heart, 12 rings, and the outride ring calling for the red flag.
Conditions of the four matches, lOOyd^. off-hand, open sights, one
shot each man at each target, possible 12 rings in each match,
possible aggregate 48. 91 entries, 8 prizes on each target, and the
Association gold medal to the shooter making the highest aggre-
gate score in the four matches, Fallowing are the eight winners
and their st ores in each of the four matches:
Buck target—Ed Culbertson, of Greenville, O.. 12; M. Loxle.y, of

West Alexandria, O , 12. John Yr.ke, of Eaton, O , 12; Chas. Johns,
of Greenville, O.. 12; J. D, Wilson, rf Lewisburg, O.. 11: J N.
Woodbury, of Union City. Ind,, 11; R. Thomas, of Eaton O..U; Dr.
Evans, of Greenville O., 16.

Doe target -S. P. younce, of Lewisburg, O., 12; Phil Miller, of
Eaton, O., 12; Wils K'rby. ot Gre< nville, 11; A.N. Wil or, of Green-
ville, U; S. S. Black, of West Alexandria, 0 , 11; Gus Zander,-, of
Dayton, O.. 11; ,1. L. Heck, of Union Cjtj , Ind., 11; ltoss Pitman, of
Hollandsburg. 0., 11.

Fawn target: M. Foxley. of We*+ A 1 * " •
' Iria, 0„ 13; Thomas

.Tone*, nf TT-V - «•«•••. T- «
, ; .., I V \^^Kl"KW.

J 1. lie .of XT jmv \\ . .,32; • I> '- . 1 L a • <i , « ,
• :

% W. Hi ...... r v. e i «.. i.ora, O.ll; a L . i - • 1 L i , v. lit
il-ni-r H 'o'er, of G . enville. O., 11
B.-ar Targe.-; L. F. Cwrave, of Eaton, O. U; F- 0»zV1e> of

Lewishurg, O., 12; W. H. S ha.rfer, of Germans .wn. I >.,12; Hen-'v
Hetsler, of Greenville, 11; J. L Heck, of Uu'on C\i: . Ind., 11;

John J. Wilson, of Union City, Ind., 11; <kvs. Zander, Wayton, O.,
11; L F. Parmalee. of Lewishurg, U , 10.

Prizes in each of the four mate hi a were articles su.it.aMe to life,

in the woods, such as heavy blankets, rubber clothing, belts,
hatchets, etc.
The gold medal waB won by J. L. Heck, of Uaion City, Ind., by

a score of 39. Charles Johns, of Greenville, was second with 38,

which was just the score that Nils K1rby, of Greenville, won the
medal on last year. Heck's score of 39 is the bisrbest aggregate
made by any shooter In these four matches in seven years.

Browts.

SAN FRANCISCO:
San Francisco, Aug 24.—The greatest shooting event of the

season was that of the San Francisco Gruetli Shooting Section,
which t.r-ok place, at Harbor View to-day and consumed the entire
dav, from 9 o'clock in the forenoon until sundown.

It was a free-for-all day and made up of four separate contests,
the public, or cash target, honorary target, luck target and mern-
bersh p target.
In the cash target contest each competitor was required to pur-

chase tickets at $1 a piece, each ticket entitling the h<Tder to
four shots, and there was no limit placed up ui the number of
tickets one might purchase. Each ticket of four shots, however,
counted as one person in the race for prizes, so there was nothing
to prevent any one person from winning any number of prizes,
provided he was good enough marksman. Following are the
names of the first ten prize winners:
First prize, 830. won by A. Johnson, 9,1 points out of a possible

100; second, $25, F. Kuhulv, 95 p-untft. third, $20. II Brown, 94
points; fourth. $18, Mc aughlin, 93 points; fifth, $15, George
Heim, 93 points; sixth, $12. WilUarn Glindeman, 93 points; seventh,
$10, H. Hett, 91 points: eighth, 89, A. Strecker. 90 point; ninth,
$8.50, Rahwyler, 90 points; tenth, $8, James Dornbier, 89 points.
The first bullseye shot (24 rings) of the forenoon ^ as made by

A. Rahwyler. prize $2.50; last bnllseye shot, afternoon, John
Straub, prize $2.50; last bullseye, forenoon, A. Gehret, prize $1;
firs* bullseye, afternoon, George Helm, prize $1,
In addition to the above prizes a special prize of $5 was offered

to the one making the best five scores during the day—the win-
ners of the first three prizes barred. This was won by George
Helm, scorn 92. 92, 93, 93, 91.

The honorary target contest was of a higher grade than the cash
target match, to the extent that only three shots were allowed
per ticket of $1. In other respects the conditions of toe match
were the same. Seventy-five prizes were contested, for in trite

match, consisting of watches, jewelry, silverware, wearing ap-
parel, etc. Following are the first t*-n winners: First won by F.
Kuhn by 73 out of a possible 75 points; second, William Glinde-
man, 72; third, George Helm, 71; fourth, A. Johnson, 69; fifth, A.
Strecker, 69; sixth, A. Rahwyler, 68; seventh, H. Brown, 68; eighth,
F. Yung, 67; ninth, A. von Well, 67; tenth, James Back man, 67.

The target that held out the most tempting inducements, how-
ever, was the Target of Luck, since the prizes competed for were
by far the most valuable, and the chances of winning consider-
ably reduced. Each competitor was allowed to purchase but two
tickets, each ticket allowing two shots. Unlike the other con-
tests, that was the limit. The first ten winners are as follows:
First prize won by E. Hovey, 37 points: second F. Kuhule, 37;
third, J. Straub, 37; fourth, P. Gen ret. 36; fifth, G. Orsi, 36; sixth,
A. Johnson, 35; seventh; A. Gehret, 34; eighth, G. Helm, 33; ninth,
C. Meyer, 32 points; tenth, R. Finking, 33.

The members' prizes have not yet been decided upon fully, but
it is known that the firRt one will be a fine blooded bull and the
second a bedroom set. Following are the winners in the member-
bership target:
1. F Gehret 18 20 22—60 6. P Baurogartner. .10 23 13—55
2. A Gehret. 21 20 19—60 7 G Ore. 23 6 24 -53
3. A Rahwyler 34 10 22-56 8. E Weber 19 14 20—53
4. P Stressor 23 9 24—55 9. E Cristin 21 12 20—53
5. V Luithold 25 14 16-55 10. J Hugemin . . .30 13 20-53
The following committees from the several rifle clubs had charge

of the event: California Shooting Club—Capt. Fred Kundli, R.
Finking; Swiss Rifle Club—J. Dornbierer, P. A. Ginini; Turner
Schuetzen—Capt. Zimmer, G. H«lm; Germania Schuetzen Club-
Leo Klotz, Doc Muff!: Gruetli Schuetzen Section—A. Rahwvler,
John Bruegger, Emil Weber; J. Appengt-ller, L> uis Hauser, Fritz
Gehret, Mr. Reupp; Eintracht Schuetzen Section—H. Gumbel, H.
Schubert.

NORTH END,
Ephrata, Pa., Aug. 30.—The North End Rifle Club gave a shoot

at their range Thursday, Aug. 28, and there was quite a large at-
tendance. Besides the members of the home club the following
were present from abroad: Lancaster Schuetzen Ve.reiri, Jacob
Wolfer, Thos. Anderson, J<>e. B. Best. Howard Grossman, Ed.
DeMey, Chas. Franeiecus. Villa Rifle Club, of Lancaster—Peter
Dommel. H. J Kegel, L. W. Knapp, Jr. Columbia Rifle Olnb-
G. F. Hiltz, M H. Smith, Fred Gerfin, Lewis Smith, Wm. Schoen-
berger, Frank Treible.
The matches wero shot at 200yds., and the first one was for a

gold and silver medal. It was shot at rest. The result was as fol-
lows, out of a possible 100:

J Wolfer
T Anderson....
E Deisley
L Knapp
J Best

n Franciscus

F TreibleW Schoenberger.

5 7 5 8 7 8 5 4 6 8-63
6 4 7 0 7 5 10 6 5 4-55
0 7 4 0 4 3 8 8 4 9 -47

0 0 3 4 3 5 5 5 0 7—32
0 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 3-11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0
0 6 0 5 8 10 5 7 7 0-48
8 7 7 8 7 10 9 6 10 5-77
7 3 5 4 4 7 4 4 9 9—56
0 4 6 4 6 4 4 7 0-34
6 6 $ 6 5 4 8 8 10 0-59
5 7 0 6 4 7 4 5 5 8-51
7 4 3 0 4 4 4 9 8 0-40
7 3 5 8 6 5 7 8 5 4-58
10 10 8 7 10 10 10 7 8 6—S3
5 10 8 7 7 6 10 9 10 8-81

10 6 9 5 5 6 10 0 10 8—B9
. 8 10 7 5 7 10 6 7 10 10 81

C Weutrer 9 8 9 10 9 9 10 9 9 10—92
4 4 7 5 5 6 4 4 8-56

" 0 6 6 9 6 5—60
5 7 7 0 4 4 37
4 6 8 6 7 6—93

RWBickley
LWiest 5 5 6
D B Lefever 0 0 4
MKafroth 8 4 8

SAStober 7956868646 68

The gold medal wae awarded to Clayton Wenger and the silver
prize to W. Carpenter. Last year thes^ medals wrere won by
Messrs. Wiest and Winters, who were allowed to keep them until
this year. Next year the four gentlemen will contest for tnem.
The second match was for a silver medal, 200yds. at rest, 5 shots

each.
Woifer 6 6 5 5 0—22 Schoenberger... 4 7 6 3 4—25
Anderson 8 7 6 6 7-34 L Smith 6 6 10 5 5-32
Deisley 10 3 6 7 3—29 Carpenter 4 9 6 10 S—37
Knapp 0 0 7 5 7-19 Winters 7 6 6 4 9-33
Best 0 3 4 0 7-14 Konigmacher . . 7 5 5 6 7—30
Domrael 5 5 0 9 9—28 Shaeffer 6 9 8 6 6-35
Kegel 5 7 8 5 6-31 W. nger 8 9 7 8 5-37
Franciscus. .

.

M H Smith.
4 7 4 4-27 Bickley 10 5 3-2;

.10 4 5 5 5—29 Wiest 6 8 4 7 9—34
Hiltz 0 6 3 4 0-13 Lefever 0 4 0 4 4-11
Girfin ,...5 9 8 8 0-27 Kafroth 10 7 8 7 8-40
Treible 5 0 7 5 6-23 Stober 9 9 7 9 7 40

I n the shoot- rff, at 3 shots each Stober won as follows: 7, 4, 10—21.
Krafroth 7. 5. 7—19.
The third match was five shots each, off-hand:

Wolfer 5 3 3 6 5 -22 Schoenberger.. 3 4 3 5 0-15
Anderson ?. 7 7 8 6 4-33 L Smith 0 4 9 7 4—24
Knapp 3 0 0 0 4— 7 Carpenter 10 0 6 7 5—28
Best 0 0 0 7 0— 7 Winters 4 5 5 5 4—23
Dommell 3 0 0 6 0— 9 Shaeffer 5 3 7 7 10-32
Kegel 5 0 6 3 0-14 Wenger 6 5 8 5 6—30
Franciscus.. ..5 6 8 8 0—27 Wiest 6 7 10 8 8 39
Smith 7 b 0 6 5—26 Lefever. ... .... 0 0 3 0 0-3
Hiltz 7 0 3 0 10-20 Kafroth 4 0 0 4 0-8
Girfin 3 6 6 5 8-28 Stober 6 4 0 5 4—19
Ty. ible 5 8 4 4 3-24
Wtest won first prize. The North End Club held their own

against a'l comers and some member of their team were winners
in each contesi,

^

JERSEY CITY, N. J., Aug. SO — In the compptiMon for the
handsome gold medal, embipinaiic of the ciiampiorsbip among
members of the Marion Rifle. Club. Jersey City, (he aggree-ate
scores to date are as follows: L. P. Hansen 1,417. j. Spe^-ber 1,304,
J. Rebhan 1,303, Wm. Weber 1.103. H. Mahlenbrock 1,071, T. btiff
1,013. O Bauchle. 713, A. Braun 563, J. J. Autenreith 389, and A.

'

j'litLi rf wnlLt w.«vi c m x ji ' ;< o' tj\, i; t v -n ••{»«, r^i,
i- r n - hand- me nolo Died 1 tl»« mto,- a «eu; %v>'*. iii:t • i h
siliie 220 pomis ou the s'ar.-fard 25-)-: ...

fc.ir ef nj 7*>f>.d»- « ;t< : A.
McVT 238, F. BraurR 235, A. M< ver 329 ... F»t*"« 1 223, U S'ogel 222.

B. Koch 208. M. Roger* 209, R, iMvf, v SOS, W. G p*".er 263, H.
Klenipt 203, A. Buley 302. and P. Kanel 300.

NEW JERSEY TEAM.—Gen. Wm. S. Stryker. At j.-G-en. of
New Jersey, has named ( he State team f>.;r the Creedrnror nii'elies
as follows; Brigndb r-GeueT'al Bird W. Spencer, Insp-t. --.--Get -

eral of Rifle Practice; Brev. t Brigadic -General Gentue E. P.
Howard, Acting Assistant, Inspector General -of Rifle Pra-tlC'-;
Colonel James M. Van Yalen, Assistant Inspector General of

Rifle Practice; Colonel Anthony R. Kuser. A. D. C, Staff of Com-
mauder-in-Chief; Major William S. Righter, A. D. C, Division
Staff; Major R. H»h' r Bremtnall, First reaimeut; Captain Wm.
F. Derker. Company C, First battalion; Second Lieutenant Henry
R. Gof-sser, Companv A, Second battalion; Sergeant Alexander C-
Neumann. Standard-Bearer, Division Staff; Hospital Steward
Frank H. Lalor, Seventh rtgimeut; Color-Sergeant Chas. Chinn,
First battalion; Corporal August Dietrich, Company C, First
battalion; Private William Oscar Vincent. Company H. Fifth
regiment; Private William Hartmann, Company B, Seventh
regiment; Private. John Ranson, Company B, First battalion.
BrigadieT-Geueral Bird W. Spencer, Inspector-General of Rifle
Practice, is the captain of the team Brevet Brigadier-General
George E P. Howard, Adjutant, and Lieutenant-Golonel William
H. Early, quartermaster. The officers and team will report to
General Spencer at Creedmoor on Thursday, Sept. 4, at 9:30 A. M.
CREEDMOOR, Aug. 30.—The fifth in the series of matches for

sharp hooters' medals, for membprs of the National Guard, was
shot on the 500 and COOvds. ranges at Creedmr or to-day. The day
was fair with a strong breeze. Following are the scores of the
prize winners, 5 shots each distance, Remington State model
rifles:

500yds. 600yds. Total.
I 8 Shepherd, Co D. 23 1 Regt, 24 24 48
E 8 Spink, Co F. 23d Regr 24 30 44W R Pryor, staff, 23d Regt 22 20 42W A Stokes, Co H, 33d Regt 21 21 42
J McNpvin, non-c m staff. 13th Regt 25 22 47
R H Herndiog, Jr, Co C. 14th Regt. 21 22 43
G W Lotz, Co G, 13th Regt 23 20 43
O E Dudley, Go F, 7th Regt 22 31 43
a B Thompson, Co C, 7th Regt 23 23 46W Donaghy, Jr, Co H. 13th Regt 20 22 42
R M Kalloch, Co H, 7th Regt 24 23 47W J Underwood. Co H, 7th Begt 24 22 46
L J Elliott, Co C, 23d Regt .25 23 48
J D Obot, Co F,7to Regt 23 23 46
A Bet trand , Co C, 7th R*gt 22 20 43
J B Frothingham, 2d Brigade staff 23 22 45
G E Constable, Co F. 13th Regt 22 S3 44
C L Seefield, Co H, 231 R<-gt 22 20 42
E L Chase. Co K 9th Regt 21 21 43
O M Beach. Jr, Co B, 7th Regt 23 20 43
F A Welts. Co B. 23d Regt

22

21 43
J Howard, C.i G, 12th Regt 22 21 43
H D Hamilton, Co ft, 23d Regt 23 22 45W A Bayer, Co O, 23d Regt 21 22 43
A H Paul, Co B 71st Regt 21 21 43
J D wight, Jr, Co F, 7th Regt 20 22 43
R Bvars, Co G, 22d Regt 21 21 42
I I Coburn. Jr, Co C, 7th Regt 22 21 43
J T Hull, Co F, 23d Regt 22 21 43
S F Fahnestock. Co I. 13th Regt 23 19 42
J W Hale, supernumerary ...22 21 43
C H Smith, Co B, 71st Regt 23 30 42
J N Munson, Co G, 7th Regt 23 30 42

BOSTON, Aug. 30—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at, its range to day with a good
attendance of riflemen. Some fine scores were made in several of
the matches. Mr. Francis (Rabbeth) made two fine scores of U6
each at rest, these being the highest scores made at this range
this year. Following are the best scores made to-day, distance
200yds., standard American target:

Record Off-Hand Match.
J Francis Ill A H Ballard 103W P Thompson 110 A RLong 99

Record Pistol Match, 50vds.
II Severance 93 O M Howard 85W Charles 89 H W Gill 83

Champion Off-Hand Match.W Charles 80 O M Howa rd 74
S T George 75

All-Comers Rest Match.
J Francis 116 LRAvay 105 AG Home 103
F Daniels 110 M T Day 103 J B Hobbs 101
AH Ballard 106

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.W Charles 89 S C Sydney 80 D R Ball 71
II Severance, 83 S T George 79 AN Maun 70
CH Eastman 80

MARION, N. J , Sept. 1.—The Marion Rifle Club of Jersey City
held its annual prize shoot on its range at Marion to-day. Among
the many visiting riflp shooters were members of the Newark
Shooting Society, the Howard Rifle Club, the Our Owns of New-
ark, aua the Zeitler Rifle Club of New York. With good man-
ngeme'it the compefi lion was a. success socially and financially.
The winners of prizes on the differ' ut targets follow: Target, of
honor, open to members only, 200yds. off-hand, A. Brown, first

medal; J. Rebhan, L. P. Hansen, Wm. Weber, H. Hoersch and J.
Autenreith look the next five prizes.
Prize target, 200yds., off-h md, four handsome pieces of silver-

warp, won by L. Joiner, J. Coppersmith, J. Rebhan and J.
Speicher.
500yds. competition, Creedmoor target, three strings of 5 shots

each man. possible 25 points—L. P. Hanson 23, 23. 21; total 67. H.
Hoersc h 21 21,19; total 61. J. Autenreith 21, 20, 19; total 60, and
A. Braun 18, 18,17; total, 53. The. two premiums for the highest
and second highest aggregate of points were won by J. Autenreith
ane L P. Hansen
Short range. 25- ring target. 75ft., 9 shots, possible 225 points: J.

Coppersmirh 223. L Joiner 233, U P. Hansen 222. J. Snellen 323, G.
Wildman 219, M. Hoff 219, J. Rebhan 219, Vogei 218, O. Bauchle
218.
Ring target, 200yds., %\n. rings, piss' ble 75 points on 3 shots, hest

3 tickets to cout i: J. 0.>pperrmh.h, 68, 70, 74 to;al212. L. Joiner
66, 66. 70: tot 1 202. M. Vog. 1, R4, 65 69; total 198. M. Speicher, 65,

65. 66; totall96; J. ReOahn. 65, 65, 66; Gtal 196; L. Flack, 63, 64,68;
total 195; J. Autenreith 71, 58, 6fi; total 194. L. P. Hansen 63. 63, 61;

total 187. The premiums for most points were won by L. Joiner,
J. Copner^mtth and L. P. Hansen.

NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB.—Creedmoor, Aug 30.—The New-
York Rifle Club b-^ld the last one of a series of 200yds. handicap
matches to-day. The scores were not up to the average, owing to
unfavorable weather conditions, and an interruption during the
best time for shooting, we having to leave our targets on account
of the military sboott-rs, who were shooting at 500. and 600yds.,
and who were stationed almost immediately in our rear. Follow-
ing are the scores:
J E Geusch 81+1-83 T Loyd : 69+8-77
M Harrington 80+1—81 Dr Chadbourne 63+8-70
J Duane .76+2—78
Messrs. J. S. Case, C. E. i'avntor, J. F, Kleiu, M <j. Shorkley and

John Mac auley were also present, but did not shoot in the match,
preferring to spend their time practicing with various gnns and
ammunition. The winners of the various prizes cannot be an-
nounced until the return of Secretary Dolan, who is away on a
vi-itto Canada.—M. He.srington.
NEWARK. N. J., Aug. 28. Half a dozen of the Shooting Society

members were at the park this afternoon, and a big lot of powder
was burned. In the members' trophy match John Coppersmith
made 201, G. D. Weigmau 207, on which a 5-point allowance is to
be adned, C. H. Townspud 205 and an allowance of 10 points. In a
practice shoot J. T. Collins made 219, 116; John Coppersmith, G.
I). Weigmau. 108, 199. Coppersmith and Tovvnsend used a new
14-pound Wuifflein .32-40-165 rifle, with a 32in-barrel, which did
some close shooting;

\

THE TRAP.

enures fur puUication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us vyith dub scores are par-
Ucularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced herot

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 9.—Tolley's Tournament, Catskill, N. Y. Geo. F. Tolley,
Secretary.
S jr 5U0.-TT T

Tr,ro''~', m* F. R. Hnmi-s?er's pporia Black
Kmw tjuii Blflv*H- i. v una- jrm, a' Ps'i r-^i^, Hr

*ri» 1«
S- o*. S-ll.—8-t. >

' 'i)l Gm> f'luh Toumarrusii!, Hiuihne, IJ.i:".
Prof uals Wn d. (T. D. pouonsby, ?res , St. Paul.
Seo*. K 12.—Cincinnati, -O;—Al Ran ie's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting 'Tournament , open to the Worla. Avenue
Ball Park, Sept. 9, 10. li ami 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limbeig, Sec'y.
Sept. 30. Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament ot the Middlesex

GunCluh, at Plainfield, N.J. Two days targets, tm days live
birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Sept. L
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Tavlor 1011011111— 8
Harris 10011 11001— 0

Chappell 0010110101— 5

Strawn 0010111111- 7

CENTRAL ILLINOIS TOURNAMENT,
JERSETVILLE. 111.. Aug. 29.—The twelfth annual tournament

of <1ip Central Illinois Pportsmeu's Association was held tiere
Ang. 28. 27. 28 and 29, and was a grand success in everv particular.
With. the exception of Tuesday morning, when a heavy rain fell,

the weather was just suited to the sport. The attendance through-
out was satisfactory and a heavy programme was worked off.

The special prizes contend for were both numerous and valu-
able, On Tuesday the affair was honored by the presence of Wol-
fred N. Lowe, of Chief go, who came here for tb« purpo«o of con-
ferring with the sportsmen with reference to the betterment of
the game laws. More stringent, laws are- to be asked for from the
several assemblies this cemmg winter, and an effort will also be
made to induce, the law makers to pass a, bill for the appointment
of game waidens in each county in the State, whose dules will
he to see that the frame laws are rot violator!. j\fr. Lowe is an en-
thusiastic sportsman, and he is laboring diligently to save what
little game remains within the boundaries of this State.

The honor of entertaining the members of this association next
year fell to Jacksonville. Bun kerb HI wanted it, hut after a long
fight in the cmvontiou which held it in a deadlock for a couple of
boors, Jacksonville came out with flvins colors. Officers for the
ensuing vear were elected as follows: T)r. C. Kenrv, o f Jackson-
ville, President; Geo. Crosby, of O'Fallon, Vice-President; J. B.
Thompson. Secretary; H. D, Duer, Treasurer; the two latter of
Jacksonville.
Standard traps and targets were used for all programme events,

governed by the, rules of the A. S. A. Ties divided unless other-
wise stated:

First Day.
Shoot No. 1, open to all. 10 single targets, entrance SI 50:

C Parent 00001 '001.1- 1 N OrosW 1100111111-8
A Harris 1010011100- 5 R Spencer 01110'0101-ft
TW Tavlor 0001111110— 6 W Dick. OlolllHOO-fi
O Spencer iniOHOll-S J Brown 1011110110—7
F Ol appell 1000001000- 3 VV S Duer 1010011111—7
WO Smith 0101010011— 5 H A Hurd 1011101110-7
T 0'Niel 1101011111- 8 Dr E L Spencer 1100111111-8
O E Strawn 110101H11- 8 J Perings 1100101111—

7

GCroslev 1111H0tll- 9 GW Rex 0111011011-7
M A Warren 1111111111-10

Shoot No. 2, open to all. 10 single targets, entrance $1:
Parent 1010101011- 6 W'Spencer 1111110111-9
Bauer (KlOOl 00011- 3 Hurd 1011111111—9
Al Tack 1000110110- ft Pennings 1101111011-8

Stoeckel 0111100100-5
Warren 1111110000-6
O'Niel 1001110111-7

. Rex 1101111111-9
Smith 1111111111—10 Brown 1011001111-6
Burleteh : 0111111110— 8 Hadwallerder 1111001100-6
^ E Pelter HlliO'010- 7 Beatty 1001)011110—5
Kigbt 10IKK111010— 4 Dick ...1001010100-4
O Spencer 1111111111—10 Cameo 1111010101—7
Duer 1111111111—10

*-hoot No. 3, open to nil, at 15 singles, entrance $2.50:

C Spencer 111111111111111-15 G Crosby 101111111101111—13
Hurd 101111111111011-13 N Crosby 111111101011110-13
KSoencer... .000101101101111— 9 W Dick 100101010010010-6
Tavlor 110110100100101— 8 Warren 111101111111111—14
Harris 1101100111)1111—12 Brown 01X1111010101101— 8
Chappell 111001011011100- 9 Rex 11X011111111111-13
Smith 01110UU101111—12 O'Niel 11 1101101 100101-10
Strawn 111100101100011- 9 Duer 0110)0011110110— 9

Parent- 101010010010011— 7 Perrings 110011010101110- 9

Shoot No. 1. for association members only, at 15 single targets 1

entrance $1.50:
O'Niel 111111011101111-13 Perrings 111111001111011-12
Cameo 001111001000111— 8 Beatty 111X110110001111- 9
C Spencer 11101011 1011011 — 11 Oadwanerder..011100n000011l- 8
Hurd 101100111111110-11 W Spencer .. ..111011111111110-13
E Spencer 110101111110011-11 S^oec'.rel 111010101011110-10
Tavlor 1111 11001110011-11 Parent 111101101001101-10
Harris ID 1111100111 11—13 Warren 111101111110'H—13
Ohappel Ill 11 100! 0111 Of) -10 Strawn 11 1101 1 1 1 1 1101 1—13
Oolumberger. 101101011010010-8 Dick 1111100101 '0100—

9

Felter 010111100110101- 9 Tack 010111000011010— 7
Rurleigb 110101111111111 -13 Brown .Ill' 11111100110-12
Bauer 101 01H 011 11111— J 2 Smith 11 001 till 11 11 01—1

2

Rex 11100)111101111-12 Duer 111110110111111—13

Shoot, Ne. 5, open to nil, 15 single targets, entrance 82;
Strawn 010H01H100110- 9 Duer 001111111011111—12
Chappell 111000100000COO- 4 Rex 111011111111101-13
C Spencer... .1110111011 Mill—13 Taylor 111111010100010 -9
Had wallerder .0000000) 0000103— 3 Harris 111111111010110—12
Parent 101101000101100- 7 O'Niel 11111 111 11 10lon-i2
Perrings 111011110110100-10 Blnehill 101011111000111-10
Diok 10001 10001 11011- 8 Hurd 110110101110111-11
Brown 101110011100010— 8 J Cornet 010100101001000— 5

Shoot No. 6, for members of association only, 25 6ingle targets,
entrance $1. All prizes in this shoot were speHals. To first, otte
Baker shotgun, valued at $30; second, Mkeg 10-bore wood powder
and 1 sack shot; third. M keg De«d Shot Powder and 50 P.P. s1if11=-
fourth, one lawn tennis racket; fifth ke^ Laflin & Rand powder:W Spencer nininiHllO'iOllimil-23
Smith 11111111 10001' 001 11 lull 11 -18
Dunston mmoiomiooimnonoi-18
Oolumberger 10111001 010 1 WKjOU 01 001 1-14
Stoeckel .0001110010111110010010011-13
Or Spencer 11111011111011 1 1111111111-33
Brown 1 111 1 11111 011 U I II 1011111 23
Dick mo'inioionmoi moii-21
Hurd inioimonoinimmn-22
Jack V 011011010001 10J0001 0110—14
N Crosby 1 1ll 1 1 11 111n 101 11 001 0i ) 1—21
C Snencer 1 111 01 1 11 01 1 01 oi 11n 1 01 11-20
Parent 0001 1 001 1 01 0 1 1010001 1 0101—12
Perings 1 01 1011 101 011 101 111 011 1 00-17
Bauer .1 1 01 01 01 11 1 011 1 11 11 011111-20
Oad wallerder 0101 1110Uon 01 1 1 11 ooiOl 1— 1

7

Pe Iter 1011 1000001 1 1 0011 01 00 010- 1

1

Kigh t 0000111 1 011 01 10001 0001 101—12
Harris 1111011 nnillOlimiOlll—22
Warren 101011 1 11101 11 1111 01 11 100— 1

9

O'Niel 10011 1111 100111 01 11 1 111 11—20
Taylor 1111111001011111100110110-18
Blueh il 1 011 1110111101 1 11 1 01 1 01 101—19
G Crosby 1101011111 111111011 1 101 1 1—31
Strawn 1 110111 111 00111 11 1101 11 11—21
Rex 1111101 1111101 01 1 11 101101—30
Duer 1 01 1 01101 11H 0 ' 11 11 1 111 1 1-21
Chopp "11 0001 1 000001100001 1 0001 101— 9
Burleigh Ill 111 111 1 1 0000001 1

110 '01-18
O B Still lOOlllOllOOOOlOimOIOlll-15
Brown won the gun, Harris second, G. Crofley third, C. Spencer

fourth, Bluebill fifth.

Shoot No. 7, onen to all, 15 single targets: entrance $2.50:
Strawn 110111011111101-12 Chappell 109010001000010- 4
Feller 100000110011101— 7 Dick 111110111101101-12
C Spencer... ..111111111111111-15 Warren 011010101111111-11
Duer .011111001101100— 9 Parent 001101011110110— 9
Brown 110010110101111—10 Harris 111111111111111 15
N Crosby. . . .

. .111110100111111-12 Bluebill 111111111111111-15
Rex 111011100111110-11 Cornet 101111111111111-14

Second Day.
Shoot No. 8, open to all, 10 single targets, entrance ,$1.50:

Parent OllO'lllOO— 6 Bauer 1111110110— 9

L Dinsmore 1001101000 - 4 Rex 1101100110— 6
Cameo 1010000001— 3 J Victor 0110011100- 4
Chappell 0011110011- GOB Still 1010001001— 4
Warren ...1101011111— 8 Hank 0101110101— 6
O'Niel 0111111110- 8 N Crosby .1101111111— 9
Beatty 1001011011— 6 Duer 0111110011— 7
Brown 0110011110— 6 Burleigh 1000111000— 4
Blue Bill. 1110111111-9 Hurd • 0011110111-7
Peuing 0111111111- 9 Tack 1000111000- 4

Strain .1111111101— 9
Harris 1111111101- 9
R Whitehead lOlllinOl— 8
Stoeckel 1010001111- 6
J Z Scott 1010000000- 2

Dick 1111111111—10
Taylor 1111110110— 8
radwallerder 0111110110- 7

G Crr soy 1111011101 - 8
Smith 1101000110- 5

C Spencer. ...... .lUllOllll— 9

Shoot No. 9, for members of Association only, 10 singles and 3
pairs target*, entrance $1.50:
Strawn.... 01110111 11 1010 01-11 C Spencer 11.11101111 mo 10-13
Hnrd ..0111110011 1 0 00 00 — 8 Ov.1 w'lr.i'rl ilOLI'-OlU 00 10 00— 7
N Crosby , . 10U011 111 0110 10-11 Bmer 1011111110 10 MOO—10
Blue Bill -.1111111011 1110 11-14 Feller 1111100011 00 00 00 -7
Smith 0100111011 11 0010- 9 Tavlor ....1111011(01 001010-10W Spencer lOllllll'O 101110—12 Wavveri.. .1110011111 011010—11
Dick 1001010001 00 0011— 6 O B Still. . .0100)10010 10 10 00—5
DrSpeneerOllOlllCll 101010-10 Scott 1010111101 00 00 00-7
Burleigh...HOlfOlOlO 11 10 00- 8 L TremlettlOOOXIllOO 010010—5

Groves 0010101000 011010- 6 Dr Lang, ..1110001110 10 1011-11
Rex. . .,1110101101 101110-11
Brown ... .01 10111111 10 1110-11
Hank 1000011111 11 11 00-10
Stoeckel. . .10001 1 0000 10 00 00— 4
Pareut ... 0111001111 00 10 10— 9
Chappell. 01101 00111
Beatty. .. 0001111100

LDinsmorelOIOOOIOOO 00 10 00—4
Harris ... .1111111101 00 00 10-10
WhiteheadimiOniO 11 00 00—10
Penings... .1111111111 101110-14
Duer 111)111111 101111—15

111010-10 O'Niel lOOllllllI. 0011.11-13
10 00 00 -

"

Tlie Special prizes were won as follows: Duer first, one rubber
bunting coat and one sack of shot; second, hunting coat, won by
Blue Bill: third. 500 letter heads and eryelooes, was taken by W.
Spencer; fourth. ?4 keg of powder and 50 P. P., was won by Bauer.

gie targets, entrance $2:
DrLang OnOlOUlllllOO-lO
Strawn 101101111011000— 9
Duer 101110001110111-10
Brown 01 0101 101010101— 8
Bluebill 111111111101111-14
Perrings 100100001001001— 5
D'ck ,101011100001111- 9
Taylor 111110)10011011-11
Cadwalader . . .000000100110111- «

Shoot No. 10, open to nil. 16 sin

Parent 000111011000000- 5

Gt Crosby 110111001111011-11
Smith on 1011 01 100!01- 9

O spencer iinnmiiono is
Cornett 101011101100111-10
Rex 001110101011110- 9

Victor 001 11 V 11100010— 9
Harris 10ni00H1ini0 II

Scott 100)00101011110- 8

Tremlett 110001001101000— 6

Shoot No. 11, for individual championship medal, none but
members of the association allowed to compete, 25 single targets,
entrance $3:
Strawn . .

* 11 01 11 0110111 1' 11 101 1 001 1-19
O'Niel - Ill 1 01 oil 1111101 101010101—1

8

Penings .1011011110101011110100111-17
Rrowh 11101 10101 1 11001011100101-1

6

Diok 11101 1 1 1 1 11 111 1 001 111111 0-21
Hurd 1101111011000001100111101- 15

Warren 1111001011111000111111111 19

G Crosby. . . , 11111011 1 1 1 11 111101101101-31

Chappell 010111101011)001110101101-16
Dinsmore 1011001100111100010001101—13

Tremlett OlinOOOlOlDUOOOlOlOlOOl-12
Grover 000) lOlOD oionoiniiooi—15
Parrent „ ..101001 1 10001101 1 110101101-15

Duer 1111101 1) 1011111100111010-19
"NT Crosby 1 011 10)11 1111 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 001 -1

9

C Speueer 111101011111111 1111111111—23

Harris inniinoiiinninnno-23
Rex 1101101110111111111011001-19

Tavlor 11001)0111001111111101100-18

Whitehead '. 0101100101011010111111000-11

Scott .
1000110111000(111111111111-17

Ba^er .
""

. 101 1011 10i 001 1 1 1 01101 1 111—18

W Spencer ' 1101101111110111)01101110-17

Blue Bill HI 11 1 10011 1 01 1 0 1 00111111-19
Smith 0111110000111101100001111-15

Br Long .01010010001101100001101 11-1

The shoot-off for the medal resulted in a victory for C. Spencer,
second prize, one year's subscription to the St. Louis Rcpuhlie,
was won by S. Cro=bv; third prize, a split-bamboo fishing rod, was
captured by Strawn; fourth, a hunting coat and 50 P. P. shells,

was taken by O'Niel; the last, a quarter of a keg King's Quick-
shot powder, went to W. Spencer,

Shoot No. 12, $50 guaranteed; open to all, 15 single targets, en"
trance $3:
Chappell 101111101101111-13 Dick 010011011110101- 9

Blue Bill 111111111111011-14 Cornett :lllin0im0001-ll
Strawn 001111111011110-11 Taylor 000111001011111- 9

C Spencer ....111111111111111—15 Warren 001011111111111-12
Brown. ...... .111111110111111-14 Hurd 111110101101001 • 10
Rex 1110011 1111 1011-12 Hank 100111111111111-13
Victor 010101011110011— 9 W Spencer. .. .111010111101111—12
Scott 111100010111101-10 O'Neil 10111 1 1 1 1 0001 11—1

1

Harris 101111110101011-11 Parrent 111100011110001—9
Tremlett 110000010000101— 5

Shoot No. 13, for association members only, 20 single targets,
entrance $2:
Penings... 111011 011 01101 00101 1—l.'i Scott 10011111110111111011—16
Rex 1 011 1 1 11 01 1011 01 1 011-1 5 Dick 01111 001 01 01 1 1000111 - 1

2

Bauer 1 1 01 1 11 01 11 11 1
1 11 01 1—17 Brown ...10101011110111111111-1(1

Taylor .. 10110000011001011111-11 C Spencer0l11linonnil0ll1l-17
Tremlett.. 01 01 10 '0000100010110- 8 Paneut,... 110111 11011101001101-14
O'Niel ....10111101011100011111-14 W hiteh'd. I 1C10101 111 1 11 101001—14
Duer nnnnonn 1111 111-19 Burleigh. .llUWlOllllIOOOlllll-14
Groves .. 01 00' 0101 101 11 000000- 8 Ohappel ..00111101010011110111-13
Strawn . . ..1101 10) 1111111111 110-17 Cad wal'di 00100111111 100001100-10
Warren.. .11010001111111100011-13 Harris ...11111110111111111111 19
smith . ..iiiinononnnoioi-10 wspeucernnonoiioinnino-io
S Crosby..100101 10000111111111—14 Dunston . .00101001000001111001— 8
D SncncerllOnniOlllilOiniO—16 Hurd 111)1111111111111110—19
N Crosby. lOlimilO nniOllO—15 Tock 10110001001000001110 - 8
Blue Bill. .llOllllOllOllllOlOn-15 Cameo.... 1110001101001 1011100 -11
No moneys divided in this shoot. First prize, a 12-gauge Smith

hammerless gun, was sold to a gentleman on the gro nd for $35
and the amount was divided between the three 19 men; Hecond
prize. Bauer; third, to W. Spencer; fourth, Blue Bill; fifth, div. hy
O'Niel and Burleigh.

Shoot No. 14, open to all,

trance $3;
Bluebill 110111111111101
Scott loiiooionnno
Cornett, 01 HI oil 001 0000-

Dmk 011111110001011

0 Snencer 110111001111111

j Elliott, lnommoini
Harris 101011011110111

Hank 111111111110011-
N Crosby 101101111010100-

Duer nooiononoiio
Victor 111111111001111

15 single targets, $50 guaranteed, en-

—13 Bauer 101111010111111—12
1—10 Rex 000110001110010-6
i— 7 O'Miel .011111111111111—14
—10 Brown 101001111011111—11
—12 Strawn 011110111101111-12
-13 Tavlor 111011)00100101- 9
-11 GOrosby 001111011110000—8
—13 Parrent 011009011111010- 8
1-9 Warren 11 10011 101 11) 10-11
I- 9 Chappell 011011101101111-11
-13

Shoot No. 15, for members of Association only, 10 single targets,
entrance $1:

°happeU.

Dr Spencer 1111011010— 7 Smith 1111111100- 8
Tock 1100100101—
Dick 1111111000— 7

Biuebni nmnoii— 9

DrLang 11 1001 0101— 6
Tremlett 0111010110— 6
O'Niel 1110111101- 8

Jrown ..1110001111— 7 Duer 0110111011—7
C Spencer lllllimi—10 O B Still 1011101010— 6
Scott 0H 0001111— 6 Burleigh 1011101111 - 8
Bauer 1110110110— 7 Cameo 11101001 10- 6
Harris UU100111- 8 WSpencer 0000111111— 6
Four equal moneys, all were divided. Five special prizes, con-

sisting of subscriptions to various newspapers and journals, were
won by Hurd, Bluell, O'Niel, Dick, Brown and Scott.

le targets, entrance $2:
N Crosley 010001101111001- 8
Strawn 011111111011111-13
Dick 011101010101111-10
Brown 1 001 0 11 1 110110-11
Harris HllllllOlOlOlO-11
Parent 011011110001111-10
Scott 111110011101111-12
C Spencer 011111111101110—13
Hank 110101101111101-11

Shoot No. 16, open to all, 15 sing
Rex 101011011010111-10
Chappell HOlOlOCKKXPOll— 6
O'Niel 111011 1 001 1 011 1 —11
Cornett 111110111011110-12
Smith. 01in 1011110000— 9
Tremlett 000010000 100001— 3
Bluebill 111111111011011-13
Victor 101 111011111010-11
Elliott llimillllllOl-14

Third Day.
Shoot No. 17, Association, 10 single targets, entrance $1.50:

Block 0010110001-4 O'Niel 1110111111-9
Jinks , 0110111011—7 Brown 0110111101-7
Fox 0111110010-6 Duer 0011111101-7
Smith 0010010111-5 C Spencer .0111011111-8
Harris 010ll0'0l0-5 Dick 1111101101—8
NCrosby 1101111111-9 Rex.... 1111011110—8
Hurd.... 1101111011-8 Tavlor lllOOlOill-r
Scott .. .1101001110—fi JM Todd 0011001101—5
Still 0100101001-4 C Strawn 1110110011-7
Four moneys; all were divided. Special prizes were won by

O'Niel, O. Spencer, Strawn and Fox.

Shoot No. 18, open to all. 10 sin-gl^ t*ree*s, entrance $?;
Dick 11 U010111-.S W, hstev HOOOO'011-5
Harris 1110011110-7 N Oro-bv 1111011011-8
Scott- 1110011101-7 Blue Bill 1111111110-9
Hawk 1010111110—7 Strawn 1111101101-8
Todd 0101001011-5 Tavl-ir 1411110111-9
Sanders 11 1 1 1 11101—9 Puck 100X111010-4
Rex .1101111111-9 Hurd 0111110iU-8
Victor 0011000011-4 Strawn 01110111 11-8
O'Niel 010H11011-8 Brown 0011011101-6

Shoot No. 9, association, at 15 single targets, entrance $3:
Hawk 111111111011110-18 Rex 01 01 Hi 011! 01 10—10
Victor 1110111000)0111—10 Webster 0001 11 1011 '

0111—10
Tavl or 11 101 nil 1 linn-1 3 Srott 1 1110101 11111 11-13
Dr Spencer... 101111111001111-13 Brown 00111111011 1101—11
G Crosby 010111111101111-12 Sanders .11111 'Oil 111101-13
Black 010101110111101-10 Dick 110100001100001- 6
O Spencer 111111111101111—14 Todd 100101110111010—9
N Crosby 101101101001010 - 8 "S" - 00001000111.0111— 5
Harris .". 110110101 1 1 lO'O—10 Hurd 110111010111111-12
Bradley 0110110(1110100- 9 O'Niel 011011111011111-12
Duer 1101 11111110101-12 B^altv 111101110111010-11.
Strawn 110110110110101-10 Oolumberger ..1111111.10111010-13
Parrent 111101010000001— 7 Anderson 101111101101000— 9
Robley 100010111110101 - 8 W Snencer 11 00010 '0100010— 6
Bauer 011101111111110—12 Perrings 101110101001101—9
Blue Bill .111101110110011-11 Smith 100101011110010 - 8
Four moneys, all div. Special prizes were won by G. Crosby,

Hurd, Beatty and Brown.

open to all, 15 single targets, en-

C Spencer—
Bradley
Tavlor
Duer
Oolumberger,
Wade .. .....
Smith t>on
Victor
Ham's....
Strawn
Brown
Todd
Hawk..

OllHO'11101111—12
111000101910100- 7
.11111101011)101-12
.l'O' 101111011-11
i.jtinooiiiiooii- 9
.000000011010000— 3
.001001111111101-10
.0111' 10111101 11-11
011111010101101-10
111111110010111-12
,011010110111111-11
.0-i0100011010101— 6
.101101111111011—12

Shoot No. 20, $50 guaranteed,
trance $3:
Webster 1 01 1 11 0 1 011 () 111 -1

1

Rex 010111110001110 - 9

Blue Bill 11111011 UlinO- 13

Price 1011110001101O1- 9
Wallar 110011000011 101— 9
Elliott, 1111001111100 0-10
PKlinz 111001111011101—11
Paneut 100110111111110-11
O'Niel 10011111 1111111-13
Scott 011 1101 1001 1001- 9
D?ck looiioinnmo-u
Landess 110000110010001— 6

Hurd 111110111 101000—10

Shoot No. 21, association, 25 single targets, entrance $2:
Bauer 1111 0101 1 1 11 11 1 0110101111— SO
Brown .0111111110111110010101001-17
N Crosby 01 11 0 1 1 101 1 011 0 101 11 111 00—17
v.", •-'< ' 0100100111010000101100101. 11
Penings oninonon n i ioioiioon-1

7

Hurd mnmiiiomoiioioiui-21
Taylor 1011)01011110' 10111110111—19
Duer 11 11 0 1 11 011 11 0 1 011111 1 011- 20
Scot t 1 0 1 011 1 0 1 11 11 11 1 1 10 1 11 110-20
VV Spencer 1011110111110111111110111—21
O'Niel mioionon moil 1111111-21
Bex 0110101 110111111101111100-18
Pick 1110110101111110010111000-16
Warren 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 01 11 1 1 01 1 01 110110-1

7

Block 01111001 11111100000100011—14
And erson 1 '" 001100101100' 01 1 1 11 10—15
Harris lOH '1OOOIH111001011011O-16
Dr Snencer Il3l 1 1 1 011 10 .» 01 1111 11111—23
G Crosby 1 ,1111010111101101011111—30
st.ra.vn onioinninnoiiioiim-21
C Spencer 0111011111111111111011111—33
Bl ue Bill Ill 11011 1101 10111 111 111 10-21
Parent 101111101001011110100101O-15
All prizes in above shoot were specials, and first, a 12-gauge

Lefever hammerless gun, went, to Dr. Spencer.

Shoot No. 23, $50 guaranteed, open to all, 15 single targets, en-
trance $3:
Klfng 110101111111101 12 O'Niel 111111011111011—13
Elliott 11111110(011101—12 Strawn 110011111111111-13
C Spencer 111111111111010-13 Walter 010011000011101— 7
Blue Bill Ill 111110011 111 -13 Harris 111111010101111—12
Dick 0011O111 11101 11-11 Black 110111111110110—13
Rex llimOOOOllOOl- 9 Smitbson 100111100111100-10
Hargrave OOl'O'OlOniOll— 9 Parent 111001000110001— 7
Hawk 000111011101010 - 8 Scott 010100101001001—6WH Price ...111111111110001—12 Brown 1 1111 1 011 1 1 1 111—14
Landess 100011UOI11100- 9 Duer... . 011100111110111-11
Warren 111101111111111—14 Hurd 111110111111011—13
Wohster 111 0100111 111 10-11 Taylor 110011111011111—12
Victor 110011111110011-11

1010010100— 4 Whitehead on 0100101- 5
.1110001111— 7 Warren .... n ooooim- 6
..0010000011— 3 Hodges ... .0010001100- 8
1101010111— 7 mil' 0000 - 6
1111111111-10
.1011111111— 9

Strawn ,0011111101- J

nVictor ,, mionm-

Shoot No. 23, Association. 10
B'^B-tty 0111 01 0100-
Bauer 11101r00fll—
Webster 1101100101-
Rex 1010101111—
nawk nnoiinsi-
Scott 1110100101-
Stva,wn 111111x111
Dick 0111001111—
C.Spencer Ill 111 H 11
Warren 1111110111—
La,ndess 11101)0110-
O'Niel 111111 100—
Duer 1111100111-
Dr Spencer 1001111111-

single targets, entrance $1 50:
5 Smith 0100011000-3
5 Perrings 1111111111—10
6 Victor 1101111111— 9
7 Hurd 1111101100- 7
8 Brown 1110110100— 6
fi Blue Bill 1010111101- 7

10 WSpencer 1011111011—8
7 Harris 1111111111—10

10 Black 0011000010- 3
9 Pr-nt 0001110111— 6
7 G Crosley 1011111011— 8
8 Bradley 1111111001— 8
8 Taylor 1101111101- 8
8 Oolumberger 0011111001— 6

Shoot No. 24. open to all, 15 single targets, entrance $2.50:

Kliug llli 1100001) 100- fj Ha^k 110100)11011111—11
Price mOllOOlOOllOl— 9 Dick 000110011101111— 9
Waller 101100110000101— 7 Rex 110001000111101—8
Landess 111010100110111—10 Warren 0H0 11111110111—12
Brown 111111111011111-14 Blue Bill 110011110011110-10
Elliott 100111110011110—10 C Snencer 1 101 1 1111111111—14
Harris llllOlonil I001—H O'Niel 01011 11 11111111-11
Puck 1110' 010001110,0- 8 Hargrave 000011010111111— 9
Shoo<- No. 35 open to all 10 sing'e targets, entrance $3: Hurd 9,

Black 5. Webster 7. Waller 8. Harris 8, Hawk 7, O'Niel 10. Todd 5,
Blue Bill 7. Penings 8. Price 4 C. Snencer 9; Taylor 7, N. Crosby 7,
Parent 7, Landess 3, Bradley 6, Smith 4.

Shoot No. 36, open to all, 10 single targets, entrance $3: Kling 9,
Harris 7, Brown 5, C. Spencer 8, Hoderes 6, Victor 4, Duer 10,
Strawn 8, W«rren 8. N. Oosbv 4, ReS 8. Blue Bill 10, Panent 5,
Anderson 6, Penings 10, O'Niel 7, Dick 6, Price ...

Fourth Day.

Shoot No. 27, Association. 10 single targets, entrance $2:
Jones 1011010110—6 Tack 1110001101— fi

Harris 0111100110— fi G Crosby .1111101010— 7
Burleigh 0001111111— 7 Chappell 1100010001— 4
Webster 0101000011— 4 Hawk 1111111110—
Victor 11111111)0— 9 N Crosby 1111000111— 7
Hurd 0111011111— 8 Duer 1111111111—10
Perrings 1110)10111- 8 Rex 1111100101— 7
Tavlor 1011010111- 7 Scott 1100100101- 5
Brown 01111(1101— 8 Smith 1110111111— 6
Dick 0001010110— 4 C Spencer 0011100)11—W Spencer 1111111111-10 Strawn... 1011110110—

Shoot No. 28, open to all. 10 sin

Duer 1011101111— 8
C Spencer 1101111111— 9

Strawn ..1011111011- 8
Re X 1100111011- 7

Victor 0101001011- 5

Prown 00)1100101— 5

Chappell 10001)1011— 6

Hurd 1101 111001— 7
Dick 1111111111-10

gle targets, entrance $2:
Hawk ...1110111101- 8
Smith 1101111110- 8
Webster 1111110111— 9
Jo-es 1111101001— 7
Perrings 11 11011 Ill-
Harris 10000)0000-
Warren 1111010011—
Beatty 0000010110-
Tack 0.00010010-

Shoot No. 39, Association, 35 single targets, entrance $3:
Duer 1011011111111011111111111—22
O'Miel 1011110111010001111111010—17
Warren 111111111111)111111010101—22
watts ooooinmnoinnoioiooo—15
Die k 01 01000011 10 1n 1 oon 01011 -1
Harris OimiOllOllllllOlOlOlllO—

1

Rex noon oiioininn 1111111—22
N Crosby 1100011100111 01 niOllOOU—

1

T^vior iooioiiiiiiioniioinoni-i
G Crosby - 10)000 00101 Oil 111110111—1
?-f:M.. /'

B'i.-! -1
Webster. , . - 1110000011111101110111111—1
Chappell 1110101011111011100011000-1
Hurd lllOllllOOL.i limilll—

2

W Snencer • • • • 11 01 0 111 0111

1

1
11 001 01101—1

Bauer Oil 11111010' . 1 0011 01K 1
Dr f 0 ncer 1101 1011101. HO! 001 1101.'-' 1
S'tawo - nnonniiniiiioiiin -23
"i oc tun nnimoioiniinmiiii—33
c Spencer 111111111? mil 1 11011111 1—23
Brown., 11. i mil 11111 1101 0101—19
foriM lniiiojiomii'ooiioiii -20
Penings ..1011101111001101110111111-20
First was a 12-gauge Parker gun. value $80. Bluebill, C. Spen-

cer and Strawn tied for it, aud the two sold their interest to Blue-
bill.



FOREST AND STREAM [Sbpt. 4, 1890.

Shoot No. BO, $50 guaranteed, open to ail, 15 singles, entrance
CKpencer..... . 11111 1 010110111—13 Jones 101 01111 1111101—13
Perrings 010011111111101—11 S Harris 110011111111110-13
Webster 1011 1 0001110001— 8 Warren 011100011111111-11
Brown 011111101111111-13 Scott .110010110100101- 8
-Blue Bill 010110111110111-11 Dick 001110111111111—12
Strain 11111110111111-14 Hawk 110111111101111—13
Hurd 100110011111100- 9 A Harris 111110111101111-13
O'Niel llonoilOflOlUll- 9 Duer. Ill 11111 1111111—15
Rex 101111111111101—IS Bauer 001111111111111-13

Shoot No. 31, association, for teams of three, 10 singles, entrance
$3:

Jacksonville Club. Woodburn Club.
Duer 1 11111 1111-10 A Harris 11111111 11-10
Sfcrawn 01111H111- 9 G Harris 0111101 110- 7

tiro 1110111111— 9-28 Bauer 1111011111— 9-26
Bunkeibill Club. Jerseyville Ohm.

DrSpencer HlUloao— 6 Perrings 1011100100—5W Spencer- 1111111 Lll—10 Blue Bill 1111111101— 9
O Spencer 1011110111- S-26 Warren 101111 1111- 9-23

Havana Club. Brooklyn Clun.
Brown 1111110100— T Taylor 1111111101—9
Res lmulllll— 9 Scott nOllllOlil— 7
Dick 1111100010- 6-22 O'Niel. ..- 0011011111— 7-23

Modoc Olub. McGintv Oluh.
Yictor OOniOOOlll- 4 Squires 0011110101- 6
Smith. . . llOOOUlOl— 6 Cbappell 1111101000 - 6
Hawk 1111011010—7—17 Stoeckel . U10010111— 7—19
Shoot No. 32, open to all. at 15 singles, entrance $2:

Bauer 111111111111111-15 Hawk 111111010H 1011—11
Taylor llllltOlllOlCOL—11 Dick... 010100 1 J 1101011—

9

C Snencer 1111111111 1 i 111 —IS Strawn 111111111110111—14
Rex 011010111011031- 9 Jones .110100101011110- 9
& Harris llOlOOUllltlOll- 9 Bolivar lOlOuOOOlOlOOf: -

i

Warren 1101 iOlllOUllOl—10 Clark 01011 000100U ill— 7
Perrings... ...101100110111111-11 Duer 11110a01111111-13
Brown 1111110 10H0001—10 Black 111111110110111-13

Sboot No. 33, association, at 10 singles, entrance $1:
Cadwaler 0110011100— 5 Chapped 1001111101— 7
•Tones 1101101111— 8 Wade. 1001110001— 5
Warren lUlOlllll— 9 Squires 1101101001- 6A Harris .01011:0001— 4 Biae Bill 1111111110- 9
Bauer lOHOUUl— 8 Perrings 1011001110— 6
Duer 1111111111—10 C Spencer 1111111111—10
Hurd 1111111101— 9 Strawn 1111101101- 8
Dick 0111101100- 6 Smitb 1110011001— fi

G Crosby 1011001010— 5 Rex 1101111011— 8
DrSpencer 1111111111—10 Taylor 11100H111— 7
O'Niel 0310011111—6 Hawk llliliillin 8
Beatty 0111110111— 8 J L«e 1111111111—10
Black 1111110111- 9 Brown 1111001111— 8

Match for $10 a side between W. N. Dick and Brown, SO
singles each, resulted as follows:
Dick . ,

.
01110101101011110010-12 Brown. . . .01110101110110111100-13

Sboot No. 34, special, open to all, fi live birds, entrance $2.50:
O B Still .020021—3 Rrown 121211—6
Duer 312102—5 Farmer 122022—5
Dick 113131—6 Strawn 112120-5
Scott 112310-5 Cbappell 120120-4
Watts 012012-4 Colman 112312-0
Blue Bill 113213—6 S Harris 131201—6
Maholen 113102-5

In the presence of a large crowd at the park on the afternoon of
the last aay Jim Elliott, of Kansas City, defeated Ed Spencer, of
Carrollton, III., in a live frrd match for $100 a side. At Kansas
City last May tbey shot a live bird match for £100 a side, which
was won hv Elliott by a score of 97 to 98. Spencer bad quite a
little bad luck in the affair, and feel ng confident that if allotted
bis sbare of luck he could defeat Elliott, he agreed then to shoot
him another match. The match was arranged and took place
here to-day, and like the former went to the Kansas City man,
who has just won a long chain of uuwoken victories.
The bii ds used for to-day's affair were a verv indifferentUot, and

th» scores made by the contestants are no credit to them or any
indication of good work. Not more than 25 out of the 200 trapped
took wing wii faout having to be flushed. Spencer bad a shade t he
hardest birds, and made several pretty second-barrel stops of tail-
era. Conditions of the match were 100 live birds, Hurlingham
rules, for $100 a side. The score:
Elliott 232121ol32111122212niimil2122imilin31212n21

1123im211]0201111il21111]lll]12l2limnil,U111-98
Spencer 2121oll21121 12102:31 211 31211201201133111221 2111 2222

221211112222211121121oi22112ni21212111021inillil-S4
Unseb Fritz.

LONDON, ONT.
London, Out., Aug. 26.—The Rodney Gun Club, an association

made up of all the crack shots alone the M. C. R. line, tried con-
clusions with a team of ten men from the London (iun Club on
the home grounds yesterday. The local men thought that they
would have an easy thing to do in worsting their opponents, and
for this reason were not careful to pick out all their good ghotst
but before the first squad had finished fMng the majority of them
had greatly changed their minds, as the boys from the ' quail
grounds'' demonstrated clearly ihat they knew how to handle
their guns. At the finish of the first squad the visitors led with
90 dead birds to treir credit, against 76 for London. The home
team's second squad, however, included seme, of their best shots,
such as Red path, Evans and Jaynes, who began their work with
a determination to make 100 out of a possible 150, and the score
shows that they succeeded, Redpath making the highest score si
the day by securing 25 birds out of the possible 30, Messrs. James,
Evans and McDougall did some excellent shooting. The score:

Rodney— First Squad.
Havens 111111001011100110110001111111-21
T H'llman 110011101011011 011101111001010-19
C Grant 1101 lb OHOOJ 10000001110110110-16
h Rotz iiioiooniiiomoioooioiorjooio-16
C Doyle .OOOllllOlllllOOOOlOlOlllllUOll—18- 90

London—First Squad.
Teekay 01 11001000 110110001 1 1 1 11000110—16
Dougall 110101100111110111011111101110-21
Graham lOHOlOlOOlOOOlOOOOlOOlOOlOlOO—11
Winfield 010010001110010110001111111000—14
Greener 001111000101010100101010001110—14— 87

Rodney—Second Squad.
J Smith 101001111100110111101000010011—17W Eaustis 11111101 1101110111110110101110-23
H Davies , 10110111101 1 01 111001011 1 011110—21
J Thomas. 1111000100000100110011000000 >1—11
J Voaden 111101001101010100010000011000-13- 85

London—Second t^quad.
Redpath 111011010111111111011111101111-25
Jaynes 111001111110011101111111100110-23
Vernon 101101011101101001100110110011-18
Gibbs OOOllOlOllOOOOOlUOl 0111 1111000 14
Evans 111111110101111111001011010100-21—100

THE COMING TOURNAMENT.
Arrangements are fast being completed by the Executive Com-

mittee of the London Gun Club for the holding of a grand tourna-
ment in this citv under the auspices of the, club. Although the
exact day has not been set, it has been decided to hold it during
the second week of October. Mr. H. A. Penrose, of Corry, Pa., has
been engaged to superintend the affairs of the meeting", and will
no douot add much to its success by his long experience in sport-
ing matters. The committee intend to profit by the experience of
the recent Toronto tournament, and have decided that the tour-
nament shall be open to none but Canadian sportsmen, as in the
Toronto meeting about seventeen Americans carried off fully two-
thirds of the prizes, and by their entrance kept out many Cana-
dians who refused to shoot with them.
The committee expect to have a prize list amounting to $1,500

and have already received intimation from several of the more
prominent shooters of western Ontario that they will be pre ent.
The programme will he varied somewhat from ordinary trap-
shooting by a few hundred shots at live birds. Keystone targets
and the rapid-firing system will be the order for trap-shooting.
Subscription will be placed bnfore the citizens in a few days, and'
the committee expect that as the sportsmen have been character-
ized for their liberality that the nvrch'mts and others will not be
backward in evincing sufficient interest in the tournament to in-
sure its success. Team Bhooting will constitute a feature, of the
affair.

WELLINGhON, Mass., Aug. 30 —The last contest in the mer-
chandise match for August took place at the grounds of the Wel-
lington Gun Club to day. The scores made follow: Gore 18, Mel-
cher and Sanoorn 17, White, Bennett, Bond and Bradbury 16,
Cowee 15, Hammond and Porter 12. i he winners of the merchan-
dise prizes, the best three scores at 20 birds to count, were: Ben-
nett SU .White and Perrv 49, Melcher 46. Gore, ahd Bond ;45. The
pr&erscoVes were; StfnboVn 44, Brad'str'eet 41, CcVefe 35, Porter 37.

CORRY KEYSTONES.
Corry, Pa., Aug. 28.—At our next meeting our club will prob-

ably adopt the Keystone professional rules for shooting for the
medals. Our present professional rules call for 6 traps, but at
our tournament last week we used 10 traps in a straight line,
which is faster and makes the shooting much more difficult. For
our club shoots we shall likely use 8 traps, 5 in a straight line,
the regular distance from the score, and 3 traps, 60yds. from the
score, directly in front of No. 3 trap; 5yds. apart to throw a
straight incomer, aDd a right and left-quartering incomer. The
iuside traps to throw a right -quarterer, left quarterer, straight-
away, right-quarterer and left- quarterer. The traps to be num-
bered, inside 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and the outside traps 6, 7, 8; to be pulled
according to indicator. Mr. M. F- Lindsley, Superintendent of
the American Wood Powder Mills, asked me to add to my present
rules the 3 outside traps, throwing incomers, which makes the
shooting much more like live bird shooting, which I have done.
Printed forms of the new rules can be bad bv addressing the Key-
stone Manufacturing Company, Corry, Pa. Owing to the bad
weather that has prevailed since our tournament opened and con-
tinuing until the present time, our attendance was small at our
last weekly shoot. First match. Keystone professional rules, 6
traps:
Fdwards 0110000110101000011111100—13
S farbird 11H 1 011001 10001111000110-15
Wetmore OllllOOOOlOOn JOOOOOiOOll—1

1

Laurie 111 1] 10101 1 10110000111001-16
Attain 110 10001 01011111 01100101 1—15
Penrose 0110111101001101011101011-16
Second match, same conditions:

Wasson .0011011000001000010001100— 8
Dunbar 1000011000010110000010111 10
Wetmore 01 1010(^011101110110111111—17
Edwards . ,. 0101000001000010101011001— 9
Starbird 001111110000101 11 11010101—14
Penrose , . 1110111100101111111110111—20
Third match, amateur rules:

Ed wards 0111111 101101001111111111-20
Wasson ,. 0010011011010001110111100-13
Penrose 1011111111110111111111111-23
Wetmore 111111111111011 1101111101—22
Match for club medal, 5 traps;

Edwards 0011011101111001111011001-16
Starbird 1111100100111011110111111-19
Wetmore 10> 11111011111 1011 111 1101-31
Laurie 1101111011101101110010101—17
Austin illmn 1 1.001 1111.11 111110-22
Penrose 1111 111 10110111 1111 1 11111—22
glair 11010110101001 00010101110-13
Ward 00100111110011011000
Dunbar 1000100 LOOM 1 010 11 1001011-13
Wasson OOOlllOHOOOlllOOlOOOllll-13
Shoot off for first gold medal: Austin 4, Penrose 5. Penrose

won first gold medal, Wetmore second, Starbird silver medal.

MADISON COUNTY.

C\
ANASTOT A, N, Y., Aug. 30.—The fifth meeting of the Madiscn

/ County Sportsmen's Association held here Tuesdav, Aug. 26,
was well attended, all the clubs being represented. The day was
cloudy and one or two light showers fell during the P. M., but tbey
were not sufficient to dampen the ardor of the shooters, and the
entire programme was carried out. All of the sho iters did not
arrive until noon, so the second event for the team championship
was postponed until their arrival, and the two next events were
shot off in the meantime. All events were at kingbirds from five
traps, rapid firing system, except the second.
In the contest for the individual championship of the county,

Mr. Maxwell, of Oneida, and Mr. Roberts, of Canastota, tied on
24 out of a possible 25, but, as Mr, Maxwell was obliged to leave to
catch his tram the tie will be shot off at some future date. The
prize is a beautiful gold badge, properly engraved, donated by the
Canastota G. C, the winner to hold the same until won from him
at some future shoot of the Association. A silver butter dish
(value $10) to- one making best average in all contests was won hy
Mr. Marsham, of Oneida. This was also donated bydnastota
G. C.
Following is the score, which was obtained through kindness of

Mr. Salisbury, of the Canastota Bee:

Dwyer 8, Salisbury 8, Card 7, Crittenden 4, Morse 5, Clow 8. All
ties div.
Second event, team championship of Madison county, first prize

$150 cup; second prize, $35 cup, 15 singles and 8 pairs kingbirds.
Team entrance $3.
Oneida First Team: Markham 21, Maxwell 33, Cavona 21, Clark

14, total 79
^^Eaton First Team: Peet 25, Fryer 21, Curtisa 20, Briggs 19, total

Cazenovia First Team: Atwell 17, Dwyer 17, Thompson 18,Web-
ber 15: total 67.

Canastota F'rst Team: Lansing 23, Salisbury 16, Clow 17, Rob-
erts 24; total 83.

Cazenovia Second Team: Card 15, Cruttenden 20, Bass 10, Morse
15; total 60.

Canastota Second Team: Ward 17, Ostrander 20, Suits 15, Bar-
ret 17; total 69.

First, Eaton First Team; second, Canastota Second Team.
Contest 3, 15 singles, entrance $1: Markham 15, Maxwell 13

Suits 9, Cavona 13, Peet 13, Roberts 13, Briggs 10, Morse 9, Dwver
12, Fryer 12, Lansing 13, Atwell 11, Salisbury 9, Ward 10, Curtiss
13, Ostrander 6. Card 8, Cruttenden 6. First. Markham; second
shot off, won by Maxwell; third, div. by Dwyer and Fryer; fourtb,
Atwell; fifth. Briggs and Ward.
Contest 4, 20 singles, entrance $1.50: Markham SO, Maxwell 17,

Cavona 16, Peet 19, Fryer 12, Roberts 14, Lansing 19, Briggs 15, Sal-
isbury 19, Ward 15. Cruttenden 12, Clow 17. All ties div.
Contest 5, 10 singles, entrance 75 cents: Briggs 8, Graham 8, Cav-

ona 9, Curiiss 7, Suits 5. Lansing 8, Card 6. Thompson 6, Dwyer 8,
Ostrander 8, Peet9, Maxwell 6, Markham 10. Bishop 7, Cruttenden
8, Salisbury 9, Roberts 7, Atwell 7, Cheeney 5, Clow 7. All ties
div.
Contest 6, 15 singles, entrance $1: Markham 14, Maxwell 14, Cur-

tiss 14, Lansing 14, Peet 14, Ostrander 13. Suits 8. Roberts 15, Cav-
ona 14, Cruttenden 10, Salisbury 12, Bishop 6. First, Roberts; sec-
ond, shot off aad div. by Curnss. Lansing and Peet: third,
Ostrander; fourth, Salisbury; fifth, Cruttenden.
Contest 7, 5 singles and 5 pairs, entrance §T; Maxwell 13, Mark-

ham 13, Lansing 10, Cavona 10, Roberts 14, Peet 10. Ail ties div.
Contest 8, walking match, 10 singles, entrance 75 cents: Roberts

8, Ostrander 1, Salisbury 9, Graham 5, Lansing 8, Clow 7, Barrett
6, Ward 6. Ties on first div.
Contest 9, 15 singles, entrance SI: Lansing 9, Salisbury 10, Rob-

erts 12, Graham 4.

Contest 10, 25 singles, for individual championship of Madison
county, entrance $2: Markham 38, Roberts 24, Lansing 17, Max-
well 24, Peet 23, Salisbury 18. Maxwell and Roberts tied for badge
and div. first; second, Markham; third, Peet; fourth, Salisbury;
fifth, Lansing. Osceola.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 30.-The third quarterly shoot for the
yearly prize, of the Frank ford Gun Club took place on their
grounds at Frankford this afternoon. There were 9 contestants,
each shooting at 25 Keystone targets, thrown from 5 traps, under
American Sboo ing Association rules. A large number of specta-
tor's witnessed the excellent shooting through the entire match.
JCrother.. 19 T Ridings 15 JHjlt.... 17
E Sawson... 18 B Bourne 17 TRowcroft.. 17
E Betson 22 D Meyers 18 W Timm 18
On the grounds of the Parker Gun Club this afternoon 8 shooters

contested in a match for a watch. The conditions were 3 birds
up, yirown from 3 traps, under American Association rules. Each
contestant shot two chances, and at the end of the first round
four chances remained in, W. Timm having two and Messrs.
Jones and Hack one each. In the shoot-off Timm, who had shot
splendidly throughout, carried off the prize:
Hack 5 Timm 6 Jones i
Lund 1 Kerr 1 Lawless 4
Rowcroft 3 Hey 3
There was a good attendance at the grounds of the North End

Gun Club at Frankford to-day. It was a familv shoot for the
regular monthly prizes. Class shooting, 25 single Keystone tar-
gets each man. The prizes offered were gold watch charms repre-
senting a setter dog, and were won by Win. Wolstencrof t, F. Bar-
ron and W, Howe. The score:

Class A.W HW olstencroft 21 J Wolstencroft, , , 18
„„ Class B.
F Barron 31 J Rothacker 16 NSwooe 17
J 0 Corson 13 W Wilson 12 JSSomers., .16

Class C
E Ridge 15 W Howe 18 D H&VtaeVi , t ,.9

STAMFORD ROD AND GUN CLUB, Aug. 25.—First event, 5
bluerocks:

A S Pitt 00111-3 N C Downs 10100-2
IPTafft 00111-3

U 5

'10 7 10
9 9
9 8

7 9
7

9 8 8 8 7

9 10 11 in

8 6 8 8
8 9 8 14

9
7

9 6
5 7
7 2
8 5
5 9
6 7

9 7
. s

5 6 7 9 6 9 11
. 2
4 3 4
8 8 9
6 10 8

7 4 7
4 4 ..

7 7 7

9 7 9 10
9 10 9 8
7 9 7 13

17Jack
Post 9
Tuam. 11

HOothout 10010—2
G B Hendrie 11111—5
Second event, 5 bluerockB:W B Rice 10111—4 IP Tafft 01111-4

JDGoulden. , 00110—3 A S Pitt 10111—4
H Ootbout 01110—3 G B Hendrie 10110—3
Third event, 5 bluerocks:W B Rice 11111-5 C E Smith OOOOQ-O

HOothout 11111-5 AS Pitt 10111—4
G B Hendrie.. 11010—3 N C D wns 01010—

2

J D Goulden. 10101—3 E Vanderwerken 10001—2
IPTafft..... 11110-4 Harry Bell 10001-2
Fourth event, 5 bluerocks:W B Rice 11011-4 G B Hendrie 10111-4

Harry Bell 01101—3 E Vanderwerken. .. , ....10001—2
H Oothout 10111-4 C E Smith 11100—3
A S Pitt 11111-5 N C Downs 10001-3
J D Goulden 00100—1 J E Palmer 10001-3
I PTafft 11111-5

Fit th event, mis3 and oui : Tafft, won. Sixth event, miss and out:
Hendrie won. Seventh event, miss and out: Oothout, Rice and
Hendrie div.

H1GHLANDTOWN. Md., Aug. 28.—Maryland Gun Club shoot
at 25 Keystones, 5 traps, A. S. A. rules:
Hug lies 1011111010110111101111111-30
Simmons 10101110101010101 1 0101010—15
J A Hartner 1111111111111101111111111-34
Hoi son 011 110101010 1101101010101-15
'-eerier 1011111101111101110111111—21
Havern 1111111111111 101111110111-32
Miller 1101011100 1 10010111011011-16
Can tier 1111011111111161111111110-22
Fin k 1011111110011100111101011-18
C olehepp 1101010111 101100111011111—18
Fifteen Keystones. 5 trap 0

, 18yds. rise. A, S. A. rules:
Simmons 110100111011111-11 Fisk :OU011011001011—

9

A Hughes 101111101111110-12 J B Miller 011100 11101 1011 -10
J A Hartner...111111111111111-15 R Cantier 111111111101110—13
Holsen 001101110111001— 9 Bire 011111001110111—11
Wonder, 100 110 1 1101 1101—10 Colehepp 110011101111001-10
Havern 111101111011111—13 AT Hartner. .111011111011101-13
Gegner 1011111.11110111—13 Fink 011110111011101—11W Havern ... .110111001101101—10 Dickey OlllOOUllOllll—ll
CLAREMONT SHOOTING G OUNDS, Aug. 30. — Eleven

sweeps at 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entry, and twelfth sweep at 15
bluerocks:

1

Sigler 10
Collins 9
Albee 9
Craft 7 .

Howard 9 6
Lindsley
Hunt 7
Connors 3
Haggerty 9
Russel 7
Dean 9
Inwood 3
Nixon 8 .

Four sweeps at 4 live birds, $3 entrance: Collins 4, 4, 4, 4; Albee
4, 4, 3. 4; Howard 2, 4, 4, 3.

Sweep at 4 live birds, 82 entrance: Sigler 4, Russel 4, Collins 4,
Albee 4, Haggeity 4, Lindsley 4, Hunt 4, Howard 4, Inwood 3.

CLEVELAND, Aug. 28.—The regular shoot of the Cleveland
Gun Club was held this afternoon at Blue Rock, at 25 birds, and
resulted as follows:
Cogswell... 20 Marbach 18 Connell 19
Hebbard 17 Kv g 11 Mack 17
Jones. 17 Williams 16
John ..12 Carter 19
Frederick 19 Wilson 14WH Tamblyn 20 F Tamblvn 15
Cogswell and W. H. Tamblyn shot 5 birds for the first badge.

Cogswell losing 1 and Tamblyn making the 5 straight.

CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 26.—The new Fort Dearborn Club of
Chicago promises to be about the strongest of our trap-shooting
organizations, and has some features in its making which are in-
teresting. The membership is limited to thirty, and there are
twenty-seven members now. The club is duly incorporated, the
original members being VV. N. Low, C D. Gammon, H.D. Nichols,
VV. P. Mussey and Abe Kleinman. The President is W. N. Low;
Vice-President, C. S. Burton; Secretary-Treasurer, W. P. Mussey.
The board of manaeers are Messrs. Gammon, Nicholls and Kleiii-
man. The annual dues are $3, and the membership fee $5. Two
medals are put in competition, one for live birds and one for
artificials, the first worth $50, the latter $20. Mr. Van Uxen offers
a suit of moleskins for best average, the Jenny & Graham Gun
Co. a coat or gun case for second average. On targets Abe Klein-
man offers for average 100 E. & C. or Schultze shells. A very
good rule adopted by this club is that in the selection of officers
or selection of a team, no nominations shall be made, but all
election made by secret ballot. Another good thing is that the
members may not form any team whose services do not belong
exclusively to the club on call. Fort Dearborn Club will thus go
into the next State meet with a very strong team at its command,
and will be very likely to make the tall corn crack when it turns
loose. The club shoots, which have already begun, will be held at
Watson's new park at Burnside.—E. Hough.
BROOKLYN, Sept. 3.—To-day's varying and trickv wind pre-

vented the redoubtable marksmen of the^Acme Club from mak-
ing their u'ual large scores in the regular monthly blue-rock con-
test at Dexter Park shooting grounds. The standards were thrown
right and left from two traps at medium height, and the only
man to keep his score sheet clean was T. Short, who broke the pos-
sible 20. Mr. Link captured second prize with 17. Three impromtu
sweepstakes, in which Kunzweiler, Short, Dethloff. and Link
were the principal winners, following the regular event. The
scores: Regular club shoot 120 blue-rocks each man, 31yds. rise
right and left angles. T. Short 20, L. Link 17. Kunzweiler 15,
Menkel 15, M. Schottler 13, Maier 11, Greiner 10, Dethloff 10. Flor-
ney 10, Munk 10, Roesch 7, Koerner 7. Referee President C. Deth-
loff.

HARTFORD, Aug. 26.-At the annual meeting of the Colt Ham-
merless Gun Club, Mr. A. C. Collins was again elected president,
Egbert Decker vice-president, W.H.Hopkins treasurer, M. F.
Cook, secretary, and J. C. Capen with the above form an execu-
tive committee. The treasurer reported a balance of &190 in his
hands. The club has a membership of 90, and has a fine house
and grounds on which they shoot every Saturday afternoon. The
club has not only given financial aid to the Connecticut Fish and
Game. Protective Association, but its members are always willing
to give information of any illegal shooting or fishing.—M. F.
Cook, Secretary.
WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. 28.—At the regular meet this week

of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club, at Coal MinelBrook Range,
there was a match of 100 clay pigeons between Charles Crompton
and E. Welsh, the result was: Crompton 78, Welsh 77. The
merchandise contest was cont inued, in this contest each man has
a possible 35 elay pigeons. The work this week resulted as follows:
G. J. Rugy 23; W. E. Johnson and E. B. Burbank each 32; O. H.
Howe, W. S. Davis, and E. T. Smith each 31; M. D. Gil man, E.
Whittaker, W. D. Jourdan and Charles Crompton each 20; C. B.
Holden, C. E. Forehand, George Adams, A. B. F. Kennev and E.
Welsh each IS; H. W. Webber 18; E. S. Knowles, V. F. Prentice
and H. Colvin each 16: J. B. Garland 15; A. Oilman 14; F. Forehand
13; E. F. Swan 12; C. R. Burnett 10: E. James and C. S. Day each 9.

STATEN ISLAND, N. Y., Aug. 29. -The Island City Gun Club
held a successful sweepstake shoot at South Beach to-day. There
was a strong wind from the bay, but as it was at the marksmen's
backs it did not affect the shooting materially. The grounds are
not of the best, there being but three traps and no fence inclosing
the space used for shooting. There were several match shoots
decided during the day, and lots of money changed hands on the
results. The scores made in the sweepstakes, at 5 birds each
man, were as follows: L. Bardes 5, Wm. Grant 5, Chas. Schneider
1. T. Smith 4, O. Nichols 3, J. Myers 8, Barney McAloon 3, Neil?
Nelson 3, J. ttooney 3, J. Triebel 3. Bardes and Myers had a
match shoot at 6 birds each, and tied with 4 apiece.
ST. PAUL, Sept. 1- The annual tournament of the St. Paul

Gun Club, which is to be held at Hamline Sept. 9, 10 and H, will
be open to all comers except professionals. The contest for the
Chamber of Commerce badge will be the principal event of thu
contest, and it will be shot for on the second day. American
Shooting Association rules will govern, and the sport will begin
at 9 A. M. each day.
HAMBURG, Aug. 31.—Dr. Oarver.the shooter and Wild America

proprietor, beat his own record here to-day by four minutes and
twenty seconds, in breaking 1,000 glass, balls with a rlfieln exactly

petifii
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Secretaries ol" canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of t he same. Canoeists and ail interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addres«cs. with
log* of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

3Q. New Jersey Athletic, Bergen Point, Fall.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1889-80.

Commodore: ELenet Stanton ) „ v „ .

Secretary-Treasurer: P. L. Dunnkix.. $
xoik.

Vice-Com. Rear-Com. Purser.
Central Div..Geo. A. Warder— E. L. French J. K. Bakewell,

HO Diamond^street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
EasternDtv.. Dr. J. A. Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph P. Brazer,

Lowen, mass.
N'tliern Div. .W. J. White W. J. Read CM. WUitlaw,

Montreal, Can.
AtlanticDiv..M. V. Brokaw I. V. Dorlaud W. R. Havtland,

Yonkers, N. Y,
Applications for memoership must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation ot an active member and the sum of 82.II0
for entrance fee and dues for current, year. Everv member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses Application
sent to the Sec'y-Tre.as. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot applicati on by address
tag the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Conimoslore—T. J. Kirkpntrick, Surmtrfiold, O.
Rear-Commodore- Taos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, 31 Jffontauk Block, Chicago, 111
Applications for membership should be made to the See.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from htm, and shorn*! be i- >mpa5Ted by $3 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

NEW YORK C. C. INTERNATIONAL CUP.
THE third series of races for the New York C. C. international

challenge cup was sailed on New York Bay on Monday and
Tuesdav, resulting in the retention of the cup, though the honors
of the Bailing were verv equally divided.
The trial races were held on Aug. 29-30, there beine a good num-

ber of crack sailors present. The first race, on Friday afternoon,
was sailed in a good breeze, the course being two rouuds off the
club house, a strong tide running. Vagabond ran over a log and
tore off her deep fixed rudder, while Uno broke her steering gear.
The second race was sailed on Saturday afternoon, in a pitrong
wind. The course was three rounds, about ?Vo miles. Toltec. car-
ried away a mast. Vagabond broke her mteen step and Ghienn
capsized. Lieda capsiztd when in a good place on the second
round, but righted, bailed out, and finished second. The full
times of the two races are as follows:

August g9, Staet 5:54.

1st Bound. Finish. Elapsed.
Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper 6 31 50 7 04 55 1 10 55
Lieda. S. Sell it ffelin. New York .... 6 SB 15 7 10 45 1 16 45
Beta, T. S. Oxbolm, Yonkers 6 87 30 7 11 45 1 17 45
Toltec. W. W. Howard, New York. 6 44 00 7 20 00 1 26 00
Vagabond, CUT. Stevens,New York.b 38 30 disabled.
Uno, II. L. Quick, Yonkers Disabled.

August 30, Start at 3:50.

1st 2d
Round. Bound. Finish. Elao'd.

Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper 4 17 10 4 40 31 5 09 05 1 23 35
Lieda.S. 8ohieff<-lin, New lrork....4 14 10 4 40 13 5 06 50 1 21 20
Beta, T. S. Oxholm. Yonkers 4 15 45 4 -12 25 5 OS 52 1 23 22
Toltec, W. W. Howard, New York. Disabled.
Vagabond, C. J. Stevens. New York. 4 16 45 4 42 07 5 15 45 1 30 15
Pterodactyl, B. H. Nadal, N. Y. ... .4 17 26 4 -12 23 5 14 30 1 20 00
Uno, H, L. Quick, YTonkers 4 13 40 4 36 10 5 01 06 1 15 36
Guenn, Wm. Whirlock, New York.4 24 27 Capsized.
Hornet, W. Wintringham, Brook'n.4 18 15
Random, C. B.Vaux, Yonkers 4 16 25 4 42 32 5 09 23 1 23 53
As the result stood on Saturday nitrbt there was little to guide

the committee in chosing between Messrs. Butler and Quick, so
early on Monday morning a third race was sailed in a light wind

.

Wasp led over two lengths of the course, but finailv lost the wind
for a time at the first Buoy, Uno passed her and winning. It
was then decided to select Mr. Quick as the representative of the
New York C. C. in defending the cup. By 10 A. M. there was not
wind enough to enable yachts and catboats to breast the strong
ebb tide tbat was running to leeward, and the canoeists and their
friends waited rather impatiently until after 3 o'clock before a
light southerly breeze came in against the N. W. wind that had
been all dav about the Upper Bay. The course was tb-i usual Cub
trtangle, off Stapleton, but owing to the drifting of the buoys the
distance could not be accurately determined. There was along
leg to windward, down the shore, a dead run up the channel to
second mark, and a short reach across to the finish, three rounds
The tide was near the last of the ebb, but running quite strong.
At the gun Canuck was near the line, going over within lOsee., but
with little headway; Uno was just over the line, being obliged to
work back and re-cross, oeing5&sec. late. She carried two hoisting
sails o f 105ft. while Canuck's standing rig had 120ft. Canuck crossed
on port tack and at once filled away on starboard

, heading offshare;
Uno followed the same course but about. 100ft. to leeward. After
one long leg out Canuck tacked and stood in for the lower mark,
Uno following. When near the shore each made a couple of short
hitches and then went by the buoy with sheets off. In real time
Uno had made up 15sec. on Canuck in the beat. The wind was
very light as they ran up against the tide, sometimes winged out
and sometimes with booms on opposite sides as the two ran along
together. Uno overtook Canuck, both passing the second mark
together, and ran by her as the turn was made, opening up about
100ft, between the pair at the end of the round and with 15sec. of
time between them. The other rounds were but repetitions of the
first, the differences at each mark being shown by the times below.
The windward leg was made in two long hitches witli a short one
at the end. On the down wind leg of the last round Canuck ran
through Uno's lee and took the lead, but held it for only a few mo-
ments, Uno being safely ahead at the second mark. The finish
was timed: Uno. 1:24:31. Canuck, 1:25:04, giving the race to Mr
Quick by 33sec. It was nearly 5 P. M. when the race finished, and
Mr. Jones was averse to sailing a second race at once, so a post-
ponement was made until Tuesday morning. The elapsed times
were:

1st Round. 2d Round. 3d Round.
Uno..,. 12 30 25 20 29 38 4119 51 49 56 10 1 07 00 1 20 20 1 24 31
Canuekl2 00 25 20 29 53 4140 52 24 56 48 10711 120 31 125 04
On Tuesday morning there was a light but puffy wind from

S.W. blowing over the hills back of Clifton. Mr. Quick did not
reach the club house until 11 A. M., and then some time was lost
in wrestling with a refractory mast tube, so that it was 12:45 when
the race started. Canuck carried her largest mainsail, 90ft., the
mast being 18ft. long, with a mizen of about 40ft., and Uno die-
carded the lowering rig of Monday for a larger standing rig nearly
equal to that of Canuck. The mainmast, however, was of pine,
and a weak stick, that threatened to break and required much
favoring through the race. The course was the same as on Mon-
day, the tide just running ebb, while the first leg down the shore
was a close reach, the second a free reach, with a short hitch
aoross on the wind to finish, three rounds. Canuck was to wind-
ward before crossing, but fell to lee ward at the line, Uno running
out ahead on her weather. The puffs struck them heavily at
times as they reached down for the first mark, -Canuck standing
up straight and working out to windward, while Uno had to beg
to save her mast. At the jibe for the first mark Uno had gained
8s., but on the reach against the tide, to second mark she added
lm. 2s. to this. They luffed around the mark for the second round
with Uno 2m. 21s. ahead.
They went away with the wind further ahead and somewhat

stronger, allowing Canuck to carry her heavy spar and big sail
bet» er, while Uno was not so well off as before. It was now a beat
to the mark, Canuck doing the better work and soon crossing
Uno's bows. At the turn sae showed a lead of 35s„ having made
up nearly 3m on the one leg. Off the wind Uno caught her a
lit'le. being only 7s. astern at second mark. The next leg was
something to see; the two came in, on the wind, Canuck ahead
and luffing to prevent Uno passing, the latter gaining until, as
Canuck luffed around the mark Uno shot inside of her, the two
being laid flat at the same time by a specially heavy puff. Mr.
.Quick got out and put one foot on the centerboard, saving a cap-
size, while Canuck luffed and ran clear ahead. On the long wind-

ward leg the superiority of Canuck was again apparent; she stood
up stiffer and held a better course than Uno, the latter not daring
to take the puffs on account of her mast.
At the first buoy on the last leg Canuck led by lm. 33s., all

gained on the one leg, but as she came for the buoy the wind
dropped, leaving her becalmed for a few moments, in which time
the tide caught her and carried her down on the buoy, her stern
and rudder dragging against it. Mr. Jones sailed on, finishing
2m. 37s ahead of his rival, and at once announced the fact of the
foul. Under Rule VI tl. Canuck was disqualilied and the race
went to Uno, but Mr. Quick declined to accept this result, and
offered to let the race go and sail a new one in its place. This
generous offer, however, Mr. Jones would not accept, saving that
as the fault was his it was onlj fair that he should stand by it.
This of course ended the racing, leaving the New York C. C. for
the third time bolder of the cup. As Mr. Quick is a member of
the Yonkers O. Q„ the cup will bo turned over to the custody of
that club as soon as it is returned to the holder} by the Brooklyn
C. C, who have it now in possession. The full times of the race
are as follows:

1st Round. 2d Round. 3d Round.
Canucks 4!J 19 39 25 10 35 15 42 48 47 15 58 45 1 00 43 11119
Uno . . ..8 35 18 30 22 49 35 50 42 55 47 15 1 00 18 1 08 55 1 IS 66
The result was a great disappointment to every one concerned,

as it was evident that the two nvn and their boats were very
evenly matched and tha^ a.nother very close race was to be ex-
pected, the result probably depending on whicli canoe found the
wind most suitable for her. In this race Mr, Jones was at a dis-
advantage in this respect at the start, his laige and heavy rig re-
quiring a certain weight of wind to enable him to carry it steadily.
As it breezed up bis chances improved, as the times show, while
Mr. Quick suffered in proportion through his light spar, which de-
manded the most careful nursing in such puffy weather.
While the fouling of t he buoy did not affect the real merits of

the race, and every one would have been glad to have ignored it
entirely, it is a point which is covered by an imperative rule, one
that has been found of the first necessity in all yacht and canoe
racing, and which the club had no power to s^t aside. The only
possible solution of the matter was in the acceptance by Mr.
Jones of Mr. Quick's sportsmanlike offer to call the whole race off
and try again, and all racing men will appreciate the spirit with
which this offer was made on the one hand and declined on the
other. No better proof could be desired of the generous and
chivalrous love of sport which has always characterized canoe
racitg, or the respect which canoe men themselves have for the
rules they have made to govern their racing, Mr. Jones has re-
turned home, but has left his canoe here in hopes of selling her,
as he proposes to give up canoe racing for yachting.

THE LACHINE RAPIDS COURSE —Before the first race for
the New York cup was sailed, Mr. Jones, who had been struggling
for several days with the tides of the Upper Bay, was asked where
the next race for the cup would beheld in the event of his win-
ning it; whether it would take place off Brockville. He looked
for a moment at the ebb tide traveling at a 10-knot gait over the
starting line and by the dork, and then remarked, "I think that 1
should select the Laehine Rapids as the fairest place next to New
York Bay."
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP—Atlantic. Division: Geo. W. Arnold,

Jr., Harry L. St. John, L. R. Rogers, Walter Douglass, Oilman
8. Stanton, Frederick E. Stanton, New York; O. D. Roberts,
Brooklyn; R. P. D. Benneit, Garden City, N. Y.; Edward H.
Gnade, Rutherford, N. J, Eastern Division: R. Wilton Lockwood,
E. L. Florence, Norwalk, Conn.; JohnE. Goodwin, Geo. S. Ford,
New Haven, Conn,; Albert W. Orton, Rome, N. Y.

faclftmg.

"West India Eurricancs and the Great March Blizzard.'1 ' By
Everett Hayden, IT. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with 23
MtlwaranMc plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, wilh prootieiO information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 01 02 % 50 35
3 04 46 2 54 24
Withdrawn

.

2 55 13
2 59 08
3 12 03
3 15 23
3 17 03

2 45 44
2 47*00
3 47 13

3 14 14
2 48 19
3 00 52
3 04 23
3 06 03

2 34 06
2 35 23
2 35 40

Withdrawn.

2 07 27 1 54 56

BEVERLY Y. C, AUG. 23.
164th regatta, fourth open sweepstakes, monument beach.

•TVHE race was started in a moderate N.E. breeze, which kept
J. dying out. All the boats finished in a very light air against
a head tide. In first class Thy ra evidently had not read the rules,
as she threw ballast overboard after preparatory signal was set,
and was ruled out in consequence. The new Crosby boat Dora
beat Mattie easily. In second class Widgeon showed what she
could do properly handled, while Anonyma's poor position was a
surprise. In third class Daisy broke tacks with the others, while
the three sister boats made a hot and close race of it. Rip was
missing in fourth class, and Edith had a walkover.

FIRST CLASS.
Length,

*Tbyra, R. G. Shaw, Mon. Beach. ...27.07
Dora, C. W. Bliss, B. Y. C 27.05
Mattie, Howard Stockton. B. Y. C. 28.10

SECOND CLASS.
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr., B. Y. C.2G.10
Mollie, S. O. Phinney, Mon. Beach. .

Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr., B. Y. 0 28.08
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C ...26.10
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B. V. C, .26.10

THIRD CLASS.
Cayuse, F. W. Sargent, B. Y. C. 22.09
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 2d, B. Y. C ...22.09
Eina, John Parkinson, B. Y. C 22.10
Daisv, Howard Stockton, B. Y. C...21.01

FOURTH CLASS.
Edith, Irving Chapman, B. Y. C. . . .19.04
*Ruled out.
Winners—First prize: Class 1, Dora; Class 3, Widgeon; Class 3

Cayuse; Class 4, Edith. Second prize: Class 2, Mollie; Class 3,
Puzzle. Third prize: Class 2, Mist. Judges: Geo. H. Richards,
F. E. Cabot, A. H. Hardy.

165TH: RACE—2d CHAMPIONSHIP.
This race was started at Marblehead, Aug. 23. The wind was a

good N.E. breeze, accompanied by rather a heavy sea and a pour-
ing rain that was as effectual as a pretty good fog.
In the first class, although Saladin. Shark and Hawk had en-

tered, only the latter turned up, owing to a misapprehension,
both the others thinking none or the three would start, and all
being willing to take a r^st after the week's racing.
In the second class Wraith found it too heavy weather to get-

down from Boston, and SprUe beat Queen Mab easily. In third
class keels Hornet had frightened out everything in her class ex-
cept Nixip, whose owner had more pJuck than the others, while in
the centerboard division no one but Wanda dared tackle Kiowa
in the seaway, ana Wanda had not been able to repair her cen-
terboard, carried away after race of the 16th; so Kiowa had a sail
over, although Niobe was under way at the line and Edith lying
close by with her racing crew on the wharf.
Kiowa did not hear first whistle, and so was handicapped at the

start about two minutes, but it made no difference, Hornet can
sail away from any 20ft. catboat overbuilt, at least in Eastern
waters. Susie, who won the 24ft. championship in the O.Y. C. last
week, tackled the 20ft. class, but was easily beaten by Kiowa and
played with by Hornet.
In fourth class Psyche had entered, but could not beat down

from Boston against the northeaster, so Dolphin had a walkover.
It was the smallest championship race but one ever sailed by

the club, and it was rather rough on the boats that started to
have the others keep out of the race. Courses, first and second
classes, miles; third and fourth classes should have been 1%,
but was Similes. Time as follows:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Hawk, Gordon Dexter, sip 38.03
SECOND CLASS.

Sprite, H. P. Benson, sip
Queen Mab, W. O. Guy. cat ,

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Hornet. Com. Paine, sip 26.04
Nixie, C. L. Cochrane

THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Kiowa W. A. & W. L. Jeffries, cat. 22.07 1 57 05

FOURTH CLASS.
Dolphin, Royal Ribbon, cat 18.00 2 15 56
Champion pennants won and held by Hawk and Polphiu won

by Sprite and by Horaet tieing Kiowa. Judges' yacht S. S. Gleam,
B, Y. C. Judges, John P. Cushing, Jos. A. lasigi.
Harbinger and Eureka's lengths as given by their owners make

no difference in prizes on the 16th, as White Fawn and Tom Cat
win.

Elapsed.
2 33 35

2 37 45
2 44 40

1 48 17
2 07 35

Corrected.
2 32 29

2 27 53

1 41 18

1 58 58

1 46 02

2 09 53

NEW YORK Y. R. A. REGATTA, SEPT. 1.

THE second annual regatta of the New York Y. R. A. was sailed
on Monday, the wind being very light, and the race a quiet

and easy one. The classes and courses wer":
Class A, schooners, 40ft. and over. Class B, cabin sloops. 53 to

63ft. Class O, cabin sloops, 15 to 53ft. Class D, cabin sloops, 38 to
45ft. Class E, cabin sloops, 33 to 38ft. Class F, cabin sloops, 27 to
32ft. Class G, cabin sloops, 27ft, and under. Class I, open sloops,
iWf/iSSft nia.en 9 nnsn alnnns 9St In 9ftt* fHooo « n..<vn ol

27ft. Class 8, open cats, 20 to 23ft. Class 9, open cats, 17 to 20fr.
Class 10, open cats, 17ft. and under.
Start and finish between Liberty Island and Ovster Island Buoy.

Course L for classes A. B, C, D and F, to and around Buoy and
return, 24 miles. Course 2. for classes G, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7, to and
around the Red Bell Buoy, at. north entrance of the Swash Chan-
nel, and return, 19 miles. Course 3, for classes 3, 5, 8 and 9, to and
around Buoy 13 off Swinburne Island, and return, 14 miles.
Course 4, for class 10, to and around Buoy 15, and return, 11 miles.
The full times were:

CLASS C.

Nedeva

—

May F

Gauntlet

Ouas. G. Wills....

Start Finish. Elaosed. corrected
7 22 13 7 07 03 A 90 Q£n £\j 00

CLASS D.
13 22 00 r u 13 6 52 14 6 02 45

.,13 21 55 7 16 15 6 54 20 6 03 56
.12 17 41 7 15 20 6 57 39 6 06 41

CLASS E
13 22 00 7 ir oo 6 55 00 o 01 31
,12 24 45 6 15 30 6 53 45 6 58 09
,12 15 00 7 14 45 6 59 45 6 03 42
12 20 58 7 15 30 6 54 32 5 57 46

CLASS F.
12 19 01 7 32 03 7 13 03 b 1(1 .18

.12 14 20 Did not finish
..12 15 50 7 16 10 7 00 30 5 55 5a
12 10 22 Did not finish.
12 17 40 7 23 30 7 05 50 n 57 40

7 18 10 7 04 49 5 54 13
..12 13 13 7 19 50 7 06 37 5 55 13
12 22 00 Did not finish.

CLASS G.
12 17 15 6 09 20 5 53 05

... .

4 o4 4u
12 22 00 7 lo 50 6 54 50 5 56 57
,12 16 15 6 12 80 5 56 15 4 59 14
.13 19 13 6 11 00 5 51 47 4 51 52
12 14 38 6 07 30 5 52 52 4 52 13
12 22 00 7 17 08 6 56 03 5 53 02
,12 is is 6 09 00 5 53 45 4 51 23
,12 22 00 Dirt not finish.
12 23 00 7 20 10 5 58 10 5 31 3ti

CLASS 1.

12 26 00 Did not finish.
12 24 06 6 21 45 5 56 59 5 01 -32

CLASS 3.

.12 32 00 7 15 50 6 43 50 5 45 o3
13 29 05 6 14 20 5 45 15 4 47 18

,„ A12 34 47 Did not finish
.12 24 30 5 16 10 4 51 40 3 Od 08
.12 29 30 5 52 57 5 23 5? 4 21 49
12 30 00 5 23 39 4 53 39 8 50 34

CLASS 3.

12 33 00 4 16 40 3 44 40 2 55 3S
12 27 22 4 22 40 3 55 18 3 05 39
12 27 14 5 28 11 5 00 57 4 11 03
13 23 40 5 27 41 5 04 01 4 06 35
13 33 45 4 32 05 4 00 05 2 57 54

CLASS 4
12 27 12 7 18 30 6 51 18 b 00 30
13 34 20 7 15 31 6 51 11 5 55 07
.12 25 40 6 16 11 5 50 31 4 51 37
13 28 11 7 20 50 6 52 36 5 58 42

7 16 35 6 51 55 5 51 07
CLASS 5.

12 32 10 5 25 30 4 53 20 4 0 18
,12 25 32 6 10 03 5 44 31 4 51 35

CLASS 6,

13 36 43 5 12 50 4 36 08 3 40 58
13 37 40 Did not finish.

CLASS 7.

.13 83 40 5 15 50 443 10 3 41 14
13 33 50 5 61 85 5 20 45 4 19 19
13 33 20 6 16 50 5 42 30 4 40 41
,12 34 40 7 07 40 6 33 00 5 30 06
,12 38 00 7 19 45 6 41 45 5 38 24

CLASS 8.

.12 33 33 4 53 35 4 19 02 3 33 14
12 34 13 5 01 15 4 37 03 3 38 10
12 84 87 4 36 19 4 01 43 3 13 28
.12 34 38 4 41 18 4 08 40 3 17 03
12 33 29 4 53 40 4 20 11 3 30 22
12 34 39 Did not finish.

4 37 53 4 03 5313 34 00 3 13 53
13 31 85 4 29 35 3 55 00 3 04 47
.13 34 12 4 37 25 4 03 13 3 13 00
13 37 32 5 00 30 4 33 58 3 31 54

CLASS 9.

12 35 50 Did not finish.
12 40 11 4 29 50 3 49 39 2 55 42
.12 34 01 . 4 37 53 4 03 53 3 09 55
.13 35 09 4 31 30 3 56 21 3 01 31
13 40 10 4 32 19 3 53 09 2 57 19
.12 37 45 4 39 59 4 02 14 3 07 03
12 33 10 4 15 15 3 43 05 3 43 52
13 36 19 4 35 30 3 59 11

<
3 00 35

CLASS 10.

13 37 35 4 27 40 3 50 05 3 00 35
In Class C Dolphin has a walk over. Avalou wins in Class D.

In Class E, Mergus; in Class G, Soutier Johnnie; in Class 1, Eagle
Wing; in Class 2, Our Own; in Class 3. Just Woke Up; in Class 4,
Henry Gray; in Class 5, Ripple; in Class 0, Nora L.; in Class 7,
Nedeya; in Class 8, Undine, and in Class 9. Bon Ton.
Messrs. G„o. E. Gartland and Com. Bussell were the judges.

COMING RACES.

ON Saturday the Larchmont Y.C.will sail its annual fall regatta,
with a special race for cabin sloops and cutters, in the classes

30 to 40 and 40 to 50it. cor. length, on Monday. On Saturday last
the same eluo held a race for open boats. On Sept. 10 the Eastern
Y. C. will sail its fall regatta off Marblehead, open to the 30, 40,
and 46ft. classes. On Sept. 13 the New York Y. C. will sail a fall
regatta, under the following conditions;
The start will be made off Scotland Lightship at 11 A, M., wind

and weather permitting.
Courses.—To windward or to le»ward and return. Course I , for

class V., schooners; classes VI. and VII.. sloops, cutters and yawls;
nine miles. Course II, for all other classes, all tynes included;
thirteen miles.
Prizes—A $250 prize in each class when two or three start; a

prize of $75 for second, if four or more start; and a special prize of
$250 for keel schooners sailing in one class, if two or more start.
Entries addressed to the Regatta Commit' ee, New Y'ork Yacht

Club, No. 69 Madison avenue, will be received up to 10 P. M. on
Sept. 13.

The matches between Minerva and Liris will be sailpd off
Larchm nt on Sept. 6-8, and on the same days Gossoon and
Ventura will race off Marblehead, the latter having challenged
Gossoon's claims to the championship. On Sept. 9 a match will
be sailed between Gossoon and the 40-foo<er Milicete. A match
was set for last week between Mariquita and Mocassin, at New-
port, but it was not sailed. Besides these races several other
private matches have been made, to be sailed during September.

ATALANTA.—The sloon Atalanta, designed and built by the
late C pt. Cuthbert to sail for the America's Cup in 1881, in which
contest she was beaten by Mischief, was partly burned at her
moorings in Charlotte Harbor, on Thursdav night, of last week.
Her owner, Mr. George Eyre, of Brighton, Ont„ was at the ban-
quet of the Rochester Y. C. and during his absence the yacht
caught fire. Before the fire department could reach her the deck

,

interior and sails were destroyed, the hull being comparatively
uninjured.

METEOR.—On Aug. 23 as the steam yacht Meteor, Mr. T, J
Montgomery, was going down ne Bay off the Bittery she was
run into by the steamer Guyandotte, of the Old Dominion Line,
bound out. The yacht was badly cut into on the siarboard side,
abreast of the pilot house, and as she was making water rapidly
she was quickly towed to the point off Governor's Island and
beached. At low water the hole was stopped, the yacht pumned
out and towed away for repairs, The responsibility for the colli-
sion has not yet been determined.
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THE LAKE Y, R. A. CIRCUIT, 1890.

THE aecouutnf the L. Y. R. A, round in the last issue of the
E'OHBST Atqt> Stream brough* the racing down to Co'^ourg,

where the third race was sailed on Aug, 18. Tne remainder of the
programme included a race at Kingston on Thursday, Aug. 21, at
Oswego on Saturday, and at Rochester on Monday, tne fl ,et dis-
banding after the latter race. Iu order to cover the hundri d miles
between Cobourg and Kingston in time, it was decided to tow,
going by way of the new Murray OanaJ; and on Tuesday the tug
EmrnaMunsoa, of Kingston, started from Cob'Mirg with a heavy
hawser astern, to wlil'-h thirteen yachts made fasl, each having a
bowand stern line to the hawser, leaving her at liberty to drop
out of the tow at any time. Oriole returned to Toronto, Aileen,
Deerhound and Velnette started for Charlotte, the port of
.Rochester and the Nation of the R. Y. C, and there was left in the
fleet Vreda, White Wings, Nancy, Yarna, Merle. Verve (Toronto),
Volante. Maud B„ Nadia, Vision, Samoa, and Cricket. Leaving
at 4 P. M. on Tuesday, the fleet anchored off Kingston at 8 P. M.
on Wednesday, Cricket having dropped off and started across the
Lake for Oswego.
On Thursday morning the wind was fresh from S.E., the fleet

f ariing with jackyarders aloft. The course was from off the
town around a bnoy across the river, then around the starting
buoy and off around a buoy up the river to the start, t wo rounds.
The smaller classes sailed shorter courses, using the same buovs.
Norah, of Belleville, joined the fleet for this race. The first round
was sailed in a strong wind, jackyarders coming in, the times
being: Norah 11:40, Vreda 11:43, Yama third. White Wings
fourth. The wind now increased until the yachts that continued
the race were under close canvas. White Wifcgs. Verve. Condor.
Grade, Ariadne, and all save Samoa in the small class giving up.
Vreda beat Nora; and Yatna, under three reefed main and small
staysail, beat Merle badly. As Yatna came home her No. 3.lib,
which was stopped on the bowsprit, got adrift and was split tVj u
sea that rilled ir. as she rose. Merle sal led v. ell in the sea, but had no
show against the. Utile Fife cutter. In addition to the wind and
sea at rained heavily, while the weather was very cool, putting the
sailormen in a very poor plight.
After finishing Vreda r,m into the harbor under the guidance

of a local amateur, aim found a very bad berth. Her two anchor
dragged and she went into the stone piers of the railway bridge,
where her pore side was badly battered, the steel plates beintr
dished between the frames. A party of soldiers from the fort
came to her aid with planks from a lumber yard near bjr

, which
they ran down between her and the pier, thus breaking the blows.
Had she been a woi den craft she would have sunk very quick iy
after such a severe hammering. As it was, she came off without
any vital injury, continuing Hie circuit, but ner side will need
some careful treatment to res; ore the original shape. The new
Volante fared still worse, going aslipre on Point Frederick, where
she sunk. She was raised next day and docked, some seven new
planks being put in, after which she rejoined the fleet at Oswego
Monday night. A number of other yachts were more or less dam-
aged, while all hands were thoroughly tired out by night. The
summary ct the race wan

SPECIAL GLASS.
Srarr. JfimsQ.

Vreda 10 00 1 23 05
Norah 10 00 1 25 60
White Wings and Condor did not finish.

40-FOOTERS.
Yama 10 00 1 41 20

Merle 10 00 2 08 30
Verve 10 00 Did not finish.

35-FQOTEU8.
Gerda 10 15 2 35 00 4 20 00
Gracie 10 15 Did not finish.

30ft. class.
Samoa -0 15 1 50 03 3 50 32 3 50 33

Volante, Norma, Ariadne, Nancy, Kelpie and MaudB. did not
finish.
On Friday a few of the yachts started fir Oswego, reaching

there alter a very rough passage across the lake, but all idea of a
race on Saturday was given up. With a fair wind the rest came
in on Saturday, thus having a day of needed rest before trie nest
race.
Monday morning was clear and bright, with little sea and a

nice hreeze, the touise being laid S W. by W., five miks, making
a beat out and a. run back, tnrte rounds for the larger yachts and
two for the smaller. The start was made off the breakwater at 10
A. M., some of the yachts beiug a little late and straggling over.
Oriole i>ad come from Toronto, the old Katie Gray was entered,
and Wona, Romola and others of the smaller yachts were on
hand. Mr. Will Fife came up from New York to sail on Yama,
though the yae-nt, under I he L. Y. it. A. rule, was steered all day
by Mr. Allan Ames. Starting uudcr Oriole's lee and just ahead
of White Wings's lee bow, sne was soon the leading boat, coming
out anead of the Hamilton Verve, whicn had started some tune
ahead of ner. Yama, Oriole and While Wings worked along the
shore, while Verve and Merle stood out in the lake, gaining by
more wind. Yama was first boat at the outer buoy, and had a
long lead on the fleet at the end of the first round, having carried
spmaker in. On the next leg out Merle carried away a new jaw
made for her at Kingston, and started home.
Tbe wind fell very light mi the second roaad, there being barely

enough to take Yama around the outer mark, while Oriole was
becalmed for a long Lime. The end of the race «a6 little better
than a drift, Yama heing in a long time before the other boats
haa made their second round. Vreoa did little, the wind being
too light for ber. Rati" Gray made a good race in her class, beat-
ing Gracie. Yama took the pennant presen'ed by Com. Mott
for the best time over me course by an Oswego yacnt. The times
were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 22 05 3 16 16
3 25 50

3 21 20
4 08 30

3 23 50

3 41 30
4 06 00

4 20 00

FIBST CLASS.
Start. i intsh. Elapsed.

5 05 30 7 05 30
Corrected.

10 00 7 05 30
I\ut timed.

46ft. CLASS.
10 00 5 10 00 7 10 00 7 10 00

.10 00 5 21 00 7 21 00 7 13 00

.10 00 Not timed.
..10 00 Disabled.

40FT. CLASS.
10 00 2 HU 60 4 30 50

Did not finish.
4 30 50

34ET. CLASS
10 lu 4 50 50 6 40 50 6 37 50
10 10 4 50 45 6 10 45 6 40 05
lu 10 4 59 00 6 49 00

30ft. CLASS.
10 10 8 47 05

3 56 00
10 10 Not limed.

..10 37 4 11 05
2SFT. CLASS.

10 10 12 37
10 10 13 55

In the evening a dinner was given at the club house, all the
yachismen in the fleet uemg present.
Tne race at Rochester had also been postponed one day, so that

Tuesday and Wednesday were left to reaon Charlotte, nearly 60
miles distant. Some of tne yachts sailed ai m.duigut on Monday,
reacning Charlotte at noon next day, the wind being ligjir most
or the time; others, esp.-uauy those walch left 1 .st, met nead
winds ana Heavy seal on use lake. Merle waited for repairs to
her gaff and did not get away until Wednesday morning. She
made Big Sudus, about aa.lt way, and put in. the weather being
loa neavy, thus r • ilmg ;o reach Charlotte in time to start.
Tne course for uitj Rnctie3 er Y. C. regatta was up the lake

shore, buoys being set at 5 and 7% mites respectively, the two
larger classes sailing two rounds of me long course, 30 miles, and
the smaller classes two rounds ot the snort course, 20 aides.
The smallest class, opjn boats, sailed but one round. The wind
was strong at tne start, blowing directly down the shore and
making a oeat to the outer mairk. The stan was made off the
west pier, ill*) largest ciass going off at 10:30. The Hamilton
Verve having lost ner topmast at Oswego went iu wituou'j one,
trusting to tne brei-i-e homing. Vreda led both Oriole and Aileen,
going to wmdwaid in grand shape, and navmg a long lead at the
• urn. Tnere was a good wording oreeze ana quite a sea at the
&tart, but both fell as ttib day advanced. On the wind Oriole
gained on Vreda, and collared ner near the end of the lirst round,
out on the next leg to windward Vreda picked up, in the end sav-
ing her time easily from tne larger boats, in spite of the schooner's
allowance for rig. Aileen was tnird all day, hut bear Oriole by a
iO seconds at me euu. i'ama nad naming in ner class, so Deer-
nound started t^make a race, out came to griei, losing the jaws
. t her gaff. Nancy also met with tne same mishap. Tne full
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
(Start. Finish. Corrected.

Vreda .10 80 53 4 84 56 5 51 54
Aileen 10 80 59 4 37 09 6 04 09
Orioi# .,,10 80 29 4 84 49 8 04 49

46ft. CLASS.
White Wings 10 44 19 4 55 50 6 15 50
Verve (Hamilton) 10 40 51 6 20 27 7 38 34
Verve (Toronto) 10 41 26 6 49 05 8 01 43
Condor Time not taken.

40ft. class.
Yama 10 50 34 3 42 05 3 50 25
Deerliound .D'sabled.

35ft. class.
Vision 11 01 36 3 41 05 4 41 05
Gracie 11 01 10 3 45 18 4 44 56
Edith 11 02 35 4 21 26 5 17 50
Majel .... Did not finish.

30ft. class.
Nadia 11 10 46 3 59 30 4 48 13
Samoa 11 10 25 4 00 27 4 50 27
Velnette 11 10 28 4 06 19 4 53 16
Volante 11 10 39 4 07 05 4 56 41
Norma 11 10 46 4 09 41 4 57 31

Amelia 11 10 26 4 28 41 5 18 27
25ft. class

MaudB ....11 20 30 1 56 36 3 36 30
Katie Hall 11 22 41 2 49 23 3 26 59

Romola 11 21 10 2 53 40 3 30 27
Undine 11 21 11 2 50 07

Restless 11 21 21 3 22 02 4 02 02

After the race a dinner was given to the visitors by the
Rochester Y. C, the prizes beine presented, after wnich the fleet

was disbanded and the round of 1890 was at an end. The entire
round occupied a little over two weeks, the distance covered being
about 5C0 miles, not including •be cruises to the rendezvous and
from the last port. In add'tion six races were sailed. Some of
trie yachts which made the entire round, such as Samoa and
Nancy, are but 25 to 27ft. l.w.l., while the little Wona. of 32ft., and
the still smaller Romola. of 18ft. ventured each a long way from
home. Considering the sea which Lake Ontario can comb np at a
short notice, and the severe storms mat are to be found frequently
enough in August, a racing cruise of such a length, and by S'nall

vachts, is no small achievement to carry through successfully,
and thai it is done every year speaks well for the spirit and skill
of the la ke yachtsmen.
The Lake Yacht Racing Association and its annual circuit of

races have passed beyond the experimental stage, and are well
and firmly established, and though there is much to be done
tief« re the flVet is worked up to the highest standard, a good start
has been made in all matters of organization and government.
From its formation in 1884 to the present time the L. Y. R. A. has
followed the policy of adopting good rules with an eye to the
future, rather than I emporizing over vital matters out of consider-
ation for any local interests, and the. wisdom of this course is now
apparent. While the fl- et is still a small one, and many of the
yachts are by no means cracks, there is every opportunity and
incentive for improvement in the right direction, and each year
shows a steady advance. The resolute prohibition of shifting
ballast and unlimited crews from the first, though strongly op
posed at the lime, has done much for the young fleet, and other
equally wise legislation has since done more, until, in spite of
small size and rough finish, the lake yachts are m tne main ex-
cellent little craft,.

Tne larger and finer yachts that have been brought to the Lake
or specially built there, as Vreda, Oriel", Yama and Merle, are of
course equal to any of their class, but it is of the smaller and
home-Huilt boats that we speak in particular. There is growing
up a fine class of small sea-going yachts that are back and forth
across the Lake at all times i hrough tbe season, and that make
the complete circuit each year. The old shoal cenierboard craft
that once monopolized the prizes at each port have largely disap-
peared, making way for abler and better as well as faster boats.
This year th- fleet has been increased by some very important
additions, both from within and without. The largest of thes
is the 20-rater Vreda, a. steel cutter, designed by Mr. Watson, and
ouili ou the Clyde in 1888. .she is a handsome vessel of 45ft. l.w.l.,

10ft. beam and 9ft. draft. Below she has very good accommoda-
tion, though much of the space has heeD given up to tne fore-
castle. She is practically iden ieal with the 20-rater illustrated
in the Fohjsst and Stream of Aug 8, 1889. Her rig is quite small,
hoom ana bowsprit being very snort, and it is not enough to drive
her in light weather, though with a moderate increase she will
probably do well on tne Lake. Owing io her long passage and late
arrival there was not time to fit her properly before the beginning
of the circuit, and she has sailed under many disadvantages, but
with a suitable rig and a new coat of paint she will prove a credit
to tbe Like fleet in speed and appearance. Her details and deck
fittings are of the latest pattern.
The new Fife cutier Yama has already been described in our

pages, and it is only necessary to say that she has proved as fast
as she is handsome, and in no way discredits her designer or ber
sister Minerva. She has easily beaten ber chief opponent, tbe
Burgess centerboard Merle, on every occasion, and baa proved
herself specially fast in light winds, while equally good, so far as
can be seen, in heavy weather. She, too, was hardly ready when
the racing began, and ner owner, Mr. Allen Ames, had little op-
portunity to sail her and learn her ways, but he has steered her
admirably in all her races, frtquently beating tbe larger yachts
without allowance.
While these two boats claim special notice as equal to the best

of their class afloat anywhere, they are no more interesting than
the smaller craft thai have be' n built on the lake, by home de-
signers aud builders, to fit the new corrected length classes. The
popular class thus far is the SOft., calling for boats of about 26i'l.

l.wl., and several of these have been built since the class was es-
tablished last fall. The most successful of these, judging irom tne
racing, is Nancy, designed and built by Mr. Thos. Ualton, of Ham-
ilton, aud owned by Dr. F. S. Malloch. Sue is 25t. l.w.l., Sit. 3in.

beam, and 5ft. Bin. draft, a keel boat. Another in the same class
is Samoa, designed by her owner, Mr. JEtnilius Jarvis. of Ham-
ilton, a fine little snip of 27ft. 6ia. l.wl., 8ft. 6in. own and 6ft.

draft, with clipper stem aud very taking sheer, not unlike the
Gardner boats. The racing indicates that Mr. J arvis has taken
too large dimensions for tn^ hull, and Samoa has need of more
canvas in ordinary weather, though all right iu a blow, being the
only yacht out pt 7 starters that made the course at Kingston.
Another new boat i« the Volante, designed and built by Mr.
Georee Webster, of Hamilton, 26ft. l.w.l., 7tt. 6in. beam and 6ft.

6iu.draH. Her iron ballast, partly inside, does not give her the
required stability, but with a lead keel she should make a good
showing. The smallest of the new fleet is an 18ft. craft, Romola,
designed aud built by the steward of the Rochester Y. C. last win-
ter, a handsome little clipper with a good sheer and long ends.
All of the new yachts are of modern type and graceful outline,
auu show that tne amateur designers of Lake Ontario are living
to learn.
The weak point of the fleet as a whole is in the appearance; there

are but few of the yachts which are kept as thty should be. and
many show the need of a good planing, with judicious doses of
pant, putty and elbow grease. The hulls are strongly built, tbe
deck fittings and appointments are improving each year, but ihere
is a rougn look about the woodwork which is not necessary, and
the spars, gtar and ironwork show a lack of neatness and liuish.

This is partly due to the fact that few p*id bauds are employed,
the yachts being sailed by the owners and their friends, and wtih
good seagoing bottoms and strong rigs it is a secondary matter,
but at the same time there are a numoer of yaebts in tne fleet

which might be easily made to show to infinitely better advan-
tage by a little more care and labor in this direction. All this
will come in time, and Yama is likely to prove a most valuable
object lesson to the lake, as ner fittings are most complete, and
she will be kept in condition to show them witn advantage.
So far as the first year's racing goes, it is at the very least a

negative proof in tavor of the new classification, tne classes hav-
ing tne usual number of entries and the boats certainly being as
well matched as of old. In some cases certain boats have been at
a disadvantaee, being built ior a waterline class; but the result
has, as a wbole, been very satisfactory. There is room for a good
class at about Vreda's size, not over 50ft. corrected length, as sucn
a yacht can be witbin the working limit of draft on Lake Ontario
and jet give abundance of room, Just now Vreda is obliged to
race with Oriole, a 70ft. l.w.l. schooner, the result being a matter
of weather that is satisfactory to none.
The next class, 46ft. corrected length, calls for a boat about 40ft.

l.w.l., and might be made to take in such craft as the original for-
ties Baboon and Xara, with a little lightening and reduction from
47 to 46ft. corrected length. The Lake 40tt. class, corrected length,
promises to be a most promising one, a boat like Yama, with an
after stateroom and a good cabin, offering most desirable accom-
modations for local uses. Tii«j presence ot this new boat is likely
to stimulate some of the Lake yachtsmen t" build to oeat her, and
tne addition of a new boat or two by other designers would make
fine sport nest year. The 35ft. class as yet has no new boats, but
a number of old unes which keep tne racing alive in it. Tne next
class, 30ftM includes a number of modtrn keel boat of 25 to 27ft
l.w.l., and as the6e boats are accustomed to make the full cir-

cuit every year, racing at all ports, and at the same time are of
very moderate cost, this class is likely to fill rapidly.
A new feature of the Lake racing is tbe "•one-gun" start, adopted

laBt faU and used thie year in all tbe raoeB with unusual success,
considering it« novelty. p«laya occurred In some ease*, but as a

rule the Starts were well timed and the yachts went over with the
gun; so that even better results may he looked for next season.
One thing, bow-ever, is necessary, not only on tnis account, but in
order that all the details of the timing may be properly al tended
to. An official timekeeper should be elected, an experienced aud
reliable man, who should have entire charge of the watch, tbe
gun and the record in every race, thus reducing the matter to a
system. He might select bis assistants from Hie regatta commit-
tee or others of each club, but should have entire control and re-
sponsibility. As matters are now, with bin one or two races each
year in some clubs, there is little opportunity for a regatta com-
mittee to learn from experience, and the timing is too important
a matter to run any risks v. ith. The novic", even though an ex-
perienced yachtsman, is not to be trusted with the gun and watch,
especially for a one-gun start, while the accurate timing of the
finish of a large fleet, and the prompt calculation of the result,
demands constant practice on the part of those to whom it is in-
trusted. The fleet is now prooerly numbered, each yacht as it is
enrolled being given a number which she keeps permanently; the
oue-gun start is likely to be retained, and with a few more yachts
in several of the classes and the whole business of starting and
timing in experienced and responsible hands, the Lake Yacht
Raoing Association will be equipped with as complete and perfect
machinery for carrying out tbe end indicated in its title as any
similar body afloat on fresh or salt water.

GOSSOON AND MINERVA, AUG. 23-26.

THE close of tbe Coriuthian series at Marblebead on Aug. 20
left Gossoon and Minerva with an even score, each having

won four races from the other. In order to settle tbe question a
series of three private matches was arranged, to be sailed at Mar-
blehead, for $100 per side. The first race was sailed on Aug. 23,

the course being 10% knots dead to leeward, from Half Way Rock
to Fawn Bar BeU Huoy,and return. The races were arranged
under a mean of the allo wances of tbe Eastern and New York
Yacht Oluba. Saturday morning was rainy and foggy, witn a
moderate N. E. wind and a heavy sea, when the tug W . fl. Clarke,
with the judges, W. S. Eaton, Jr. andH. H. Buck, ant bored N. W.
of Half Way Rock. Gossoon, with Mr. Chas. Adams at the stick,
was carrying a large jackyarder, but Minerva, anticipating a start
to windward, bad set her small one. When the handicap gnu fired
at 10:40 neither had crossed, bur. half a minute later they went over
together, Minerva to wind ward, tpinakers were set to starboard
and balloon jibtopsails were run up over the jios, the two running
off very fast b> fore the sea. Gossoouran ahead and made a steady
gain from the start, showing about a minute and a quarter lead
when half the leg was covered. She was the first to take in kites
at the leeward mark, Minerva carrying her spinaker well up to the
turn. The two luffed around the buoy as follows:
Gossoon 12 22 02 Minerva 21 24 24
Gossoon had thus gained 2min. 22sec in the run of 11 knots. She

carried ner large jaekyarderand a baby jibtopsaii, Minerva having
ber second jnekyarder and no jibtopsaii. Along stretch was made
on starboard tack toward Nabant, cue pair tacking about 1 P. M.
and heading into a bad sea. Minerva now sot her jibtopsaii, being
astern and a little to leeward of Gnssoon. The next inshore tack
was made at 1:47, Gossoon following Minerva around. Wben they
tacked again and stood out by Pig Rocks they were timed:
Gossoon 2 13 47 Minerva 3 17 44
After passing tbe buoy on Pig Rocks Minerva again stood in-

shore. Gossoon following, and from here to the finish tbey made
short hitcnes. Both wmd and sea now increased and Minerva
began to gam on her rival, but not enough to save the race. Gos-
soon finishing 2miu. 25sec ahead. Tnis was more than her allow-
ance and won her the race.
The second race was sailed on Aug. 26, there being a calm at 10

A. M. when the tug anchored off Maroiehead Rock with a large
fleet of yachts m attendance. A little later however a breeze came
in from S. E. and the course, 10 miks, was made known. The start
was made at 11:28, Gossoon having a good bertn to wind ward and
going over at 11:28:40, while Minerva was 23 see. P'ter. Bath carried
large jackyarders aud small jibtopsails and went over the line on
the same tack. Gossoon began to draw away, increasing ner lead
steadily from tbe start and losing little or none of it at any time
during the windward work. Long tacks were made, some sea
being met off snore. When 6 or 7 miles out, Minerva, finding tbe
wind much stro-uger, sent down her topsail and set the No. 2, losing
a little time by it, winch was doubled when she nad to send up the
big one again off tne wind. Gossoon had tacked by tbe mark,
started sbe< t, set .'-pinaker and was well on ber way home with a
lead of over 6min. before Minerva turned, the times being:
Gossoon 1 40 15 Mineiva ..i 46 58
The time of setting spinakt-rs was 1:57 tor Minerva and 2:2^ for

Gos-oon. On tbe run in Minerva gained luiin. lOsec., but this was
too little to count, and Gossoon finished witn a lead of 5min. 333ec.,
the full times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Gossoon 11 28 40 2 57 24 3 29 24 3 29 24
Minerva 11 29 03 3 02 57 8 34 57 3 33 07
Go&soon wins by omiu. 83 ec. elapsed time and 3. 43sec. corrected

time, she thus wins the ©200 prize aud stands for the time being in
tne place that Minerva nad so long held at tbe head of the 40ft.

class.
"

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, Aug. 37.-The
fourth annual op^n regatta of the Rhode Island Y. C. was sailed
on Aug. 37, in a strong S,W. biow that caused the yachts to drag
their anchors. The wind moderated by noon, the race beiug sailed
in a fresh westerly orccze, but the larger yachts that were
entered did not turn up. The full times wore:

CLASS 2.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Diamond 2 18 30 4 29 52 2 11 22 2 10 28
Mascot 3 18 00 4 35 18 2 17 18 2 17 18

CLASS 3.

Iris 1 58 17 5 00 45 3 02 28 3 01 18
A. P. E 1 58 10 4 55 10 3 57 00 2 57 00

CLASS 4.

Widgeon 2 04 30 4 11 47 2 07 17 8 07 09
Faust 3 04 19 4 iy 48 2 15 39 2 14 05
Mollie 2 oa 26 4 13 47 2 10 21 S 10 Zl
Edna 3 02 15 4 20 42 2 18 27 2 14 33
Alice 3 03 26 4 b8 45 2 36 18 3 31 33
Pawpaw , 3 0-4 10 4 34 15 3 33 05 3 30 29
Victor 3 02 45 4 35 03 3 23 18 2 19 41

CLASS 5.

Soud 2 09 02 4 34 34 2 25 32 2 36 32
Unknown a 12 35 Din not finish.
Hesper.. 2 13 19 4 46 55 3 33 30 3 33 00
Daisy 2 09 27 4 36 06 3 26 39 2 25 52

CLA8S 6.

Mist 2 15 00 3 25 19 1 10 19 1 07 38
Bat 2 15 00 3 27 50 1 12 50 1 11 13
Zara 2 15 00 3 lo 54 1 01 54 1 01 26
Nettie 2 15 00 3 18 19 1 03 19 1 08 19
shadow 3 15 00 S 21 46 1 06 46 1 05 54
All starters in class 6 wire handicapped. Diamond, in additiou

to taking the first regular prize iu her class, also W,m tbe special
prize in ihat class, on sail area measurement. A. P. E. also won
tne speci.l pnZ6 m ner class on measurement of sail area.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C—Tbe third race for the first-class chal-
lenge cup, presented by Mr. C. H. Levin, was Bailed over the St.
Lawi ence ¥. C. course, off Pointe Claire, on the morning of Aug.
23, the match being between Lulu (tne winner of the two previous
laces, 291 1. corrected length) and Chaperon, 28ft. 6iu, The
wind was north and very puffy, and it began to rain at 8
o'clock and kept on raining steadily and remorselessly all day.
Tne starling gun was to nave be^n fired at ten o'clock, but
Chaperon was towed up to tne Pointe with her sails unbent, and
the v. hole forenoon was spent in getting bennto proper shape.
Tne guu was fired at 12:05 and the boats crossed the line, Cnap-
eron at 12:09, under jib, jibtopsaii, staysail and mainsail; Lulu at
13:09:30. under jib and mainsail. On tne run out to the east buoy
Luiu Kaiued a little, and to avoid being blanketed tbe black cut-
ter held down below* the buoy and gave Lulu a chance to sKip
around it and take the lead. It was a lung reach, with the wind
well over the quarter, to tbe soutnwest buo.v; and botu boats
caugnt it hot for a white, for tue gusts came down across the lake
as ii they were being fired from a gun. About a mile from tbe
buoy Lulu put in two reels and Ch-peron put in one, and aid it

smartly enough io secure the lead again. At the ouoy Lulu man-
aged to get to windward of tne cutier and to get tne lead. On tne
beat up to the north buoy ihe sloop fairly went away from the
cutter, both lying closer and looting fatter, it was a close reach
bnck to tne east ouoy, Chaperon svas di iven for all sue was wortb,
and gained steadily on the sloop and still further reduced the tat-
ter's lead ou the beat Ironi ihe east buoy to the finisii line. Lulu
had made so much, however, that she. could not be caught, and the
finish was as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Lulu 12 09 30 1 48 45 1 89 15
Chaperon 12 09 00 1 61 17 1 42 17
Lulu, therefore, wins by 3m„ and having won three matcbei in

•ucoesBion she becomes tbe winner of thi cup.
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KACING- ON THE HUDSON.-On the afternoon of Aug- 28 a
regRtta was sailed on the Hurison River from Washington Heights,
open to several classes of boars, for prizes presented by John A.
Cameron, of 152d street. The course, widen was ahout twelve
miles, was from 152d street to a stake boat on the Jersev shore off
the Palisade Park (just below Engjiwood). from thence to a sta fee-

boat off the chem'cal works at Edgewater, and return to 152d
street. At the start a strong N.W. wind was blowing, the sea,
being rough. The skiff Valiant was the first off, gom« by the
starting line with a big rush on the instant of the s'gnal. Just as
the catboat Roma was cominer about to cross the starting li>ie she
carried away her mast at the deck, and was towed in. Valiant
led almost up to the second stakeboat, and the way this ski (T with
her leg-of-mutton sail traveled aloag was a surprise to many. The
Cameron here look the lead and heaaed for the New York shore,
where the wind was strong with a down fide. Valian? and
Frankie V. foolishly held to the Jersey shore and lost badly by so
doing, there being little wind and a tide butting against them.
The greater part of the race was sailed iu a succession of rains,
squalls and calms. Cameron won The sloop race. Dolphin t he cat-
boat race and Ino the steam launch race. The official figures are
as follows:

8LOOP8.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

J. A. Cameron, J. J. McCarthy 2(5.00 2 10 20 2 10 20
Arrow, Madden 19.06 2 40 22 2 30 37

CATHOAXS.
Roma, C. C. Griffin 19.00 Carried awav mast,

Dolphin, H. C. Schwartz 19.06 2 07 45 \

Frankie V., F. Van Riper 18.11 3 27 43 2 26 58^
Mystic, F. C. Stratton 20.00 Did not finish.
Rambler, Davis 18.00 2 37 SOU 2 34 35U
Valiant, C. J. Leach 15.08 2 51 51 2 46 08

STEAM AND NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.
Perseverance. Elliott & Co 23. OS 12150 12148
Ino, J. M. Cummfngs .23.06 1 07 10 1 07 10
Flirt, A. B. Tower 23.06 1 07 46 1 07 44
The last named race was very close and interesting. All the

launches were well handled. The Perseverance broke down a
few yards from the finish. The judges were G. T. Holibiui, C. H.
Krnse, L. C. Vannier and Jas. Miller —L.
LARCHMONT Y. C. OYSTER BOAT RACE.—The annual race

of the Larchmont Y. C. for the oyster boats about the Sound was
sailed on Aug. 23 over the Captain's Island course of the club, 22
knots, the wind being fresh N.E. Tue times were:

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS—PRIZES $50 AND $25.

. _ . „ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Jennie R., A. L. Ford 35.00 3 37 47 3 31 47
Combination, L. B, Smull 35.06 3 52 06 3 46 51
Agnes, F. Morris 39.00 3 53 31 3 53 31
Mary Ella, A. R. Jones 41.00 Disabled.

SECOND CLASS SI/OOPS—PRIZES $40 AND $25.Emma R Martin, G. W. Martin.. . .30.07 4 02 35 3 59 47
Claudia M., A. L. Ford 29 06 4 03 18 3 59 03
Lucy Neal, J. E. Bird 81.10 Did not finish.
Eva C, A. B. Ford ..33.00 Did not finish.
Bessie B 32.04 3 58 05 3 58 05

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS—PRIZES $40 AND $25.
Simon Banks, A. J. Hart 31.00 4 11 05 4 08 05
Stella May, K. M. Smith 30.01 3 37 57 3 33 34
Julia B., J. C. Thorn 33.00 4 02 37 4 02 37
Loon, C. O. Duryea 33.05 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS—PRIZES $40 AND 825.
Susie C, T. E. S'.uyvesant 27.04 3 H 23 3 49 28
Jennie A. Willis, J. A. Will 25.07 3 55 35 3 51 57
Agitator, J. Reynolds 24.08 Did not finish.
Addie B., J. Croker 24.05 3 58 07 3 51 44

FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS—PHIZES $40 AND $25.
Shamrock. E. Hvde. 26.06 4 02 17 3 59 17
Delphine, A. L Smith 25.02 4 21 08 4 21 08
Joke, E. C. Smith 25.0(5 Did not finish.
The winners are Jennie R., Bessie B., Stella May, Susie C. and

Shamrock.

ROYAL NOVA. SCOTIA YACHT SQUADRON, Aug. 23.—Race
No. 5. Course No. 8. Starting off squadron wharf to flig buoy in
Dartmouth Cove, thence to Mars Puock buoy leaving these marks
on the starboard hand, and finish off squadron wharf, 10 a

10 miles.
Time limit, four hours. Weather rainy. Wind, south, squall v.
Tide, ebb. Start, 2 P. M.

„ Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Wenonah. scb., A. E. Jones et al. .4 31 10 2 29 00 4 31 10
Calypso, sip . H. V. Kent 4 44 50 2 43 05 4 32 55
Hildred, sip., G. E. Francklyn, Jr. 4 51 20 2 49 40 4 39 46
Mentor, cut., C. Stayner 5 00 00 2 58 05 4 45 15
Daphne, sip., F. H. Belletal 5 05 40 3 03 40 4 52 14
Minnehaha, sip., A. I. Stikeman. .Late for start.
Albatross, sen., Psyche, cut,. Etienne, sip., did not start.
First prize, Wenonah (L >rd Lansdowne cup); second prize.

Calypso; third prize, Hildrei. Officers of the day, J. E.Butler,
F. S. West.
GORILLA—Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll has lately sold his 40-

footer to Mr. Wm. Kent.

RIVERSIDE Y. C. LADIES' DAY REGATTA, AUG. 23.—
Course for classes 1 to 7 to Centre Island Buoy and return; classes
V to 10 once around Captain's Island; distance 12 and 7 miles;
weather clear: wind heavy N.W.; tide flood.

CLASS 1.

w,
Length. S>»rK Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

Eleanor 47.00 3 17 00 5 24 00 2 07 00 3 07 00
CLASS 3.

Alcedo 38 00 3 17 00 5 45 00 2 28 00 2 28 00
Doctor 35.00 8 17 00 6 19 00 3 02 00

CLASS 5.

Vorant 30.11 3 17 00 6 31 20 3 14 20 3 14 20
Kanet 26.00 3 17 00 6 37 05 3 20 05 3 15 03

CLASS 8.

Pearl 24.03 3 22 00 4 23 28 1 01 28 1 00 45
Dot 25.06 3 33 00 4 24 38 1 02 38 1 02 38
Sirene 24.07 3 22 00 4 '29 37 1 07 37 1 07 06

CLASS 9.

Gertrude 21.10 3 22 00 4 27 68 1 05 58 1 04 58
Rival 19.11 3 22 00 4 38 40 1 16 40 1 15 11
Lassie 19.11 3 22 00 Did not finish.
Winners -Class 2. Eleanor; Class 3, Alcedo; Class 5, Vorant, pro-

tested by Zanet; Class 8, Pearl; Class 9, Gertrude. Times were
taker-, from the gun. Prizes were presented to the ladies on the
winning yachts. The flagship, the schooner Nirvana, served as
judges' boat. Regatta committee, F. B. Jones, W. A. Mu fling, W.
S. Lines.

SIP PICAN Y. C—Twelfth (open sweepstakes) regatta Murion,
Aug. 30.—Courses, third class, from judges' yacht around Bow
Bells buoy, thence around Southeast Ledge buoy and return to
judges' yacht, 9 miles; fourth and fifth classes, from judges yacht
around stake boar off Plantain Island, thence around Seal Rock
buoy and return to judges' yacht, and repeat course once, 7 miles.
Wind fresh southwest.

THIRD CLASS.
_ Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed. Cor'ed.
Parok, W. H. Davis 19.05 1 20 50 2 57 57 1 37 07 1 21 48
Daisy, L. M. Stockton 19.03 1 22 41 3 02 50 1 40 09 1 24 33
Hermion, R. L. Barstow. -.20.00 1 20 12 2 59 30 1 39 18 1 24 41

, FOURTH CLASS.
Edith, Irving Chapman.. .. 17 .?M 1 25 58 2 56 22 1 30 24. 1 14 20
*Hugo, J. G. Palfrey 15.fi}* 1 26 21 8 05 02 1 38 41 1 20 28
Mattie, E. Allen 15.09 1 26 24 3 05 07 1 38 48 1 20 S3
Kttt, J. H. Clarke 1 25 54 3 05 55 1 40 01 1 22 52
May, G. G. Van Rensselaerlfi.03 1 26 .38 3 17 03 I 50 25 1 33 12
*Rnled out for fouling Kiti

.

FIFTH CLASS.
Worry, H. W. & R. P. Bel-
lows 13.9W 1 31 30 3 11 35 1 40 05 1 19 08

No Name, C. A. Clark 13.05 1 31 55 3 16 35 1 44 04 1 22 29
Winners—First prize, class three, Parole; (lass four, Edith;

class five, Worry; second prize, cla-sfour. Mattie. Regatta com-
mittee, J. Gorham Palfrey, chairman: Irving Chapman, G. G.
Van Rensselaer. Judges, Dr. J. S. Whitney, Messrs. O. M. An-
gier, A. L. Briggs.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—This organization continues to grow
and has now passed the two hundred mark in membership. The
cruise which was held in the week ensuing between Aug. 2 and 9
was most successful, nine boats reporting to Commodore Connolly
at Greenwich, Conn, The East River Squadron held their regatta
off the Knickerbocker Yacht Club House, at Port Morris, on Aug.
16. The entry list was large, and every class except cutters filled.
Mr. A. Dahm- Petersen managed the affair, and deserves great
credit for its success. The Staten Island Sound Squadron will
hold its fall regatta on Sept. 6. Entries may be made with Mr.
Lottie B>-rg, The Alpine, Broadway and 33d street. The West
Long Island Sound Squadron of the Corinthian Navy will hold its
annual rmiatta at Greenwich, Conn., on Sept. 13; entries may be
made with Mr. E. B. Jones, 40 Wall street, The following are pro-
posed for membership: F. C. Barber, E. T. Cusbmg, A. D. Prince.

The West Long Island Sound squadron will give an open regatta
on Saturday, Sept, 13, at Greenwich, Conn., the start to be at 1
P. M. Entries may be made with Mr. P. B. Jones. 40 Wall street.
The Staten Island Sound squadron will give its fall regatta off
Sewaren, N. J., on Sept. 6. Entries to be made with Mr. Lotus
Berg, The Alpine, Thirty -third and Broadway. A regular meet-
ing of the association will be held at the Hotel Marborough on
Sept. 29, at 8 P. M. Proposed for membership, ft. Wilton Lock-
wood.

lew ^nblicntion^

THE SALMON FISHER *

MR. HALLOOK'S book of the salmon is in convenient form for
ready reference, and will be read with a great deal of pleas-

* The Salmon Fisher, by Charles Hallock, New York. The Har-
ris Publishing Co., 1890, pp. 126.

ure by anglers. The chapters devoted to the equipment for salmon
fishing, the methods to be adopted, the reviews of the author's
own exploits on salmon rivers and of the details of salmon fish-
ing, particular instructions for the skillful handling of the fish,
descriptions of the celebrated preserves of famous anglers, and
the mdex of the salmon waters of Canada and adjacent provinces
are admirably executed and have a permanent value.
Concerning the life history and the distribution of the Salmo-

rifflcS we differ in some essential points from Mr. Hallock. For
example, in the Eastern Continent one species of trout. Salmo
macrostUima, is found in northern Algeria in about latitude 37° N.
In North America The most southerly trout recorded was described
by Prof. Cope in the American Naturalist for August. 18o6, page
735. Tin's is a black spotted species from streams' of the Sierra
Madre, Mexico, at an elevation of 8.900ft., in the southern part of
Chihuahua near the boundaries of Dnrango and Cinolas, N. Lat.
38°. This carries the family nearh 12° limber south than Mr.
Hallock's limit. The rainbow trout, S irirleus, is known to oceitr
as far south as the Mexican boundary, about latitude 33°; and the
brook trout, S. foWbtnaM*, is native in western North Carolina
below latitude 38°.

There are many difficulties in the way of determining the dis-
tribution of the Saltnonidce. Scarcely anything definite is known
about this family in the northern part of British America, and
the "monstrous salmon weighing up to 751b?. and measuring 20in.
in depth," referred to try Schwatka, are more likely to be lake
trout than salmon. For the occurrence of this large species in
the region in question we have the authority of Richardson, a re-
nowned ?,< rilogist, who studied collections from many portions
of tne Territory. Tbe gDod condition of this supposed salmon in
winter, under 6ft. of ice, is another argument in favor of the
belief that, it is lake trout. From aU we can learn from natives
of Alaska, who accompanied us to the lake sources of salmon
streams, and from the testimony of white men engaged in the
Alaskan canneries, salmon can be caught in these lakes at any
time during the winter under the ice; but thev never recover
their plumpness and all die in the early spring. Mr. Btrsch, who
has spent many years in Alaska and is thoroughly acquainted
with its salmon and trout, has assured us that no living adult
salmon come down the Karluk River in the spring. Although
the Atlantic salmon recuperates after spawning there is scarcelv
any evidence to show that the species of Pacific salmon return to
the sea alive. As to the distribution of the quinnat salmon, the
species has never been traced with any certainty above the
Yukon River. The only species which are positively known to
range further to the north are the dog salmon, 0. Keta, and the
little humpback, 0. gnrbmcha. Specimens of the keta have been
obtained in Kuwuk River, a tributary of Hotham Inlet, and the
little humpback has been taken by Capt, Smith in the Colville.We have reason to believe that the. Pacific salmons, at least,
take very little food in rivers. They come in from the sea
pursuing herring, capelin, lant, and other marine fishes of small
|)Zei but while these probably attract the nobler species into the
bay b they do not ascend streams, and the salmon leave them
behind when the rush into fresh water begins. It has not been
the writer's good fortune to find sand worms in rivers above tide
limits, and he doubts their oc urrence in fresh water in quantities
sufficient to form a food supply for hungry salmon.
There is no evidence of the landlocking of any other Pacific

salmon than the red fish, Oneorhynclius nevMa. It is higiily
probable that landlocking occurs in this species, for numerous
quantifies of small red salmon, which are sexually mature, have
been observed in Idaho, Washington and British Columbia. We
recently examined examples of ten inches or less in length, both
sexes of which were ready for spawning or partially spent. These
are from the Puget Sound region, and were collected by Prof. O.
B. Johnson, of Tacoma. A small fish like this would scarcelv
answer the description given by Mr. Hallock of the 401bs. speci-
mens occurring in lakes of the West and Northwest. The great
lake trout, however, Salvelinus namaijcmh. abounds in lakes of
Idaho, British Columbia and Alaska, and is probably t±e species-
alluded to.

The number of dead fish to be found along Alaskan streams,
except in the vicinity of canneries, is frequently exaggerated, and
it is pretty certain that bears do not pursue their prey any where'
near the haunts of man. Wnen we have been fortunate enough to
discover a bear in the act of Qsbing it has onlv been by a consid-
erable outlay of stealth and patience. We have the impression
that the fourteen salmon taken from a Clackamas pool in one day
by a single rod were the steel head salmon referred to bv Mr. Stonem Forest and Stream of Aug. 8, 1889. This of course is not a
true salmon, hut a large black-spotted trout. In southern Alaska,
a grea t many qu nnat salmon are caught in the salt-water bays
by trolling, using sea herring tor bait.We cannot leave this interesting subject without calling atten-
tion to the tact that the theory of the fresh-water origin of iheSaimomd^ and its date from the later Tertiary has no accepted
basis, ho fossils belonging to the salmon family proper have yet
been found. The erenu? Rhabdofaris, of Cope, which has been
used as a text by those who proclaim the fresh-water origin of
the tamily, differs radically in a very important particular from
all the members of the true Salmonidce, and the probability is
that it will finally be assigned to a very different place in'our
systems of classification. T H B
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J.H..«Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - „qq
Stable Case, with Specifies, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - . 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereand In any quantity on Receipt oYPrice-

HtTMFHREYS' MEDICINE 00.,Comer William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PKIOK 81,00.

FOB HAL15 AT THIS OF FTOK.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.
FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.
LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.
RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.
REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 tolio page IllustratedCatalogue tor 18SJO.

Trad

BlanufacttLrers of every description of

18 Ves«y Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

"medicine Mt JBSABMP guinea^^

.

For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only byTHOS.BEECHAM, St.Heleus,Lancaskire,Englanu.
B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents

FOR UNITEI* STATES, SOS & SST CANAL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price—but inquire first, (Please mention this paper.)

Useful £ Entertaining Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.5©
Canoe Handling. By C. Bowyer Vaux 3.00
Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) .... 1 OO
Training vs. Breaking. By 8. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and 8.. . . . l.O®
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. and S. 2 OO-
West India Hurricanes and tlie Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden.. 1.0#
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leppingweli; 2.50
Portraits of Bogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Fokest and Stream or
send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AUD STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, ft Y,
DAVIBS & CO. London England.
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WINCHESTER
STAR

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELIS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

ZXTo-f; old. at

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Stand f*vr flatalnorio of A n«d *mmtiTiJHntt.

Harming aborts.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styleB
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canop Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camo Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all Mnds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HBMMENWAY, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

MPHmoiummiim.
Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of

what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York

Valuable Game Preserve
FOR SALE,

The proprietor of the celebrated Seal Island
(Batture aux Loups Marins; below Quebec, is
disposed to sell this property. It is renowned for
the immense number of wild geese, including the
snow goose, brant, black duck, teal, plover, snipe,
and great variety of beach birds, which frequent
it, A club or other parties intending to purchase,
the owner will give an opportunity ot proving
that it is historically true tue greatest game pre-
serve of its kind in America. Over 250 black
ducks by one gun were bagged during the ris« of
one tide. For further information and references
apply to A. TOUSSAINT & CO.,

Proprietors, Quebec.
N.B —Hunting opens on 10th September next.

Parties intending to purchase should write before
this date, to try th?ir luck in due time.

WILD KICE SEKD.-ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street. New York.

F'OR SALE.-FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Amencanwi).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and ftame Commissioner. J. G. RTOH, Bethel,

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" anu "Double."
A SIDK SHOT (over decoys), size 15x30 $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallaj ds=) 11x15, S1.50A LOST OPPORTUNITY (blue bills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

»8 Broadway, New York.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bpars, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y.City.

AGENTS WANTED.-I WANT AN AGENT
in every town and county in the United

States and Canada to canvass for my book "The
Big Game of North America." For full particu-
lars, terms, etc., address G. O. SHIELDS, No. 148
Monroe street, Chicago. 111. aug28,2t

WANTED TO EXCHANGE. A NO. 10 (ENG-
lish) Ward gun, in elegant condition, with

sole leather case and complete cleaning outfit,
for a No. 12 gun of good make. Reason for
changing, owner wants light field gun. Address
C. S. 0„ 3212 Summer st., Philadelphia. It

MOLLERS NOR-
WEGIAN

FOB
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,
is superior to any in d
licacy of taste and smell,'"

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and Neir

York physicians pronounce it tha

purest and boat. Sold by Druggists.

W.H.Schieffelia & Co.(££ffic&£)NewYork

GENTLEMEN
Sportsmen should have the special wagon for

hunters, carrying two or four persons, light and
durable, plenty of room for dogs and guns, nat-

ural wood finish, of quartered oak, russet leather
lining. Send for circular.

The Boston Buckboard & Carriage Co.
New Haven, Conn.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRTJMBUIX.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PBESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history-—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the watt r and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interestecfin
birds will be interested in it

—

Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in. every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks bet ween
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or iwo upon it and go in sean h
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find our.
Avhat the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Oo.

PRICK 88.50.

What's the News?
Men, women and children are out on the

mountains, the lakes, and the sea shore
these days, news gathering, and instead of
note books they are using our

Waterbury

23 ' Cameras
Send to us for catalogue.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,m Broome St., W. T.

SHOP-WORN"
6000 A8 NEW -

»Send for Catalogue.

Sent C. 0. 1>.

— „.. receipt of $5.00. ^sssa,^
W.W. Greener, Ejector, 12-30,8 lbs. $250.00 $1S0 00^
L. C. Smith, Hammer, 10-30, 9 lbs. 70.00 35.00
Remington, Model '87. 10-32, 10 lbs. 40.00 21.60
E. C. M EACHAM ARMS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Exercise at Home.
THe Standard Chest Weight.
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome In appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 Illus-
trations how it is used, mailed free
Address Nabbaqansbtt Mch. Co., 48
Spraeiie st.. Provldntioe. R.I.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THJS GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS,
Manufactured only bySINIXTEITr BROS.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO.. Successors). Also
manufacturers of tne Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.
3?*JFLZE2X). SAXJTER.,

(Established 1860.)

tu www iAA\m\\{\m
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 Nokth "William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. "Vuelta Havanas P 50 per
box of 50 poet paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM 8. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the s m-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

Lontwn: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, m pages 52 plates. Price $2.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

New Tobk N. Y.

London: D 4 VT1SS ft CO.. 1 Flncb Ltna,

in

AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and FishiDg, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coquina.")

12mo.; 800 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
818 Broadway, New York.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

•md the rapid strides in material prosperity
which it is making, are attracting the attention
of the whole world, and since the completion of
the Northern transcontinental railway lines

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one
wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can
make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume,

OUR NEW ALASKA,
is indispensable. To those who want to go, but
cannot, tnis volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the Interesting conditions of

life in the tar North. Price $1.50. Sent past
free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 0O„
818 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finoh Lane.
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AL. BANDLE'S SIXTH ANNUAL.
Cinciniuati, Sept. &9 lO, 11 cte 12.

$1000 CASH AND SURPLUS TO SHOOTERS.
No Handicap. Nobody Barred.

Merchandise.

IDennison Hotel Headquarters.

No Pro Rata. No Favorites. No Medals. No Cups. NoNOTHING BUT THE LONG GREEN.
FOR PROGRAMMES ADDRESSW E, LIMBERG, 256 Main Street, Cincinnati, O.

Salmon,Trout* Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

QUE LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
if you cannot call on us, mail your order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

k Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

S74 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
SEND FOE CATALOGUE.

ffcf this Just owce
SAVE AND SEND YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

_ ^1ed £?r twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
rarld. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.

M 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.
Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

DEE PRBSERVALINE M'F'Q- CO., 33 Cedar Street, New York.

3EH>"V\r^LH.I> VOM HOFB,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MAHTTFACTUBBB OF

Fishing: TaolsLle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
naount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some 3STative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
i fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

iobin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Each ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
y Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
fpe contain just the sort of information necessary to make little folks better acquainted
ath the birds described, and to awaken a taate for extended study. Everything has been
One to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid.
8.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

po8tpaiQ
>

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without increasing his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with him the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the l fue slowly if the

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line with it.

Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other
reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for 1890 Catalogue.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the hand that holds
the rod.

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue, Free,

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. OKOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St 8 1191
NEW YORK CITY.

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

PRICE'S

B^lSS line.
No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 is 21 Thread.
300ft.... .. 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEI0E, 171 East 84th St, .New York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

A. H. DIRKES,
BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing- Season.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

With Silver Plated Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEIEUSOi, Office. 65 Fulton St., M.

G
:
LITTLB-<^(o?#

j

d>3 Haymarket- LONDON
for illustrated' catalogue

¥&F TACKLE .RODS &a.^ISh

CARTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while, the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully-
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

(TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, Nsw York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
P
ere I am again a*~ ™t^e'^J^.S^^^^^J^— of gooas increases

I ^oKVefghTv, 8
P
9L
Bamb

.

00
.

Tr°^ °r
.

BlaCk BaSS
.^ .

R
°.
d

!'.
.

S°Ud^ s^ ^ow hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94 , 10,

1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted Price

* M,
J

2 9t l^^ht
B
M^5l&?!!!??f!^'^5!.^^^^^* abovethe handV exVra tip, siik whipping's',' nickel mountings; complete' ii wood formi "length

o. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted •**• .Price

o. 2§0 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass' Rod' hoiW hiitt." J**fewi ^'^m^V qpV

$2 72
3 32

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75

Send 8c ctam \ for Illustrated Catalogue

uoz^ioc.
;
arc., per aoz., due.

;
ait., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N* Y.ogr«e tor 1890, OPEN EVENINGS. * * *»vv»*f*»j J«« *a
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Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. O.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
Sportsmen's Clothier;

ALSO CHjOTHZHSTG- IFOIR,

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Waterproofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD. :

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Goat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas 82 50
8 ounce Canvas |2 00
Light-weight, $1 75

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - 8.75CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Hade, 18.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, EIrst Quality, To Order, S5.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send O. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES EREE.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
lOS Madison Streer, Chioago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

firearms

103 Milk Street,

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.
No. 1 88 SIXTH AVETWE. Near Thirteenth Street. NEW YORE

WEST INDIA HURRICANES
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Byerett Hayden, Marine Meteorologist, TJ. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington
Illustrated by 28 PLATes. Price One Dollar.

FOREST AM) Wmm fWmmiQ gO„m Broadway, New Yorfe



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Terms, $i A Yeah, 10 Cts. a Copy. )

Srx Months, iffS. f
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 11, 1890. ( VOL. XXXV.-No. 8.

i No. 318 Broauwat, New York.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest ahd Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are
respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rateB for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be

inserted. Reading notices S1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per

year, $2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout che

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents fer Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and siibseriptions. Foreign subscription price, $6 per

year; $2.60 for six months.
Address all communications

No. 318 Broadway.
Forest and Stream Publishing Ce.

New York City.

CONTENTS.
Editoeial.
An Anti-Brute League.
The Decline of Large Regattas
The Mudfish or Lawver.
Hoxie.

1

Sportsman Tourist.
A River (poetry).
Trapping Days.—III.

Natural History.
Six Weeks with a Sparrow
Family.

Habits of Elk.
Stinging Snakes.

Game Bag and Gun.
The North Loup Valley.
Bay Snipe on the Carolina
Coast.

Game in Mexico.
Southwestern Game Country.
Chicago and tbe West.
Boston Notes.
Game Notes.

Sea and River Fishing.
Tbe Clubs of the St. Clair Flats
Fishing in Minnesota.
Chicago and the West.
Angling Notes.

Ftshculture.
The Calico Bass in Europe.

The Kennel.
A Coon Racket on Skitcha-
wany Mountain.

Wilmington Dog Show.

The Kennel.
Dog Talk from England.
Kingston Dog Show.
Dogs of the Day.
Kennel Nores.

Rifle and Trap Shoohno.
Range and Gallery.
German Marksmen.
The Canadian Wimbledon.
Zettler Club.
The Trap.
Shot Makers Combine.
Brooklyn.
White Plains Tournament.
Springfield Tournament.
Hackettstown.
Mil ford.
Newark.
Death of Arthur C. Dittmar.

Yachting.
St. Lawrence Y. C.
Beverly Y. C.
Marine and Field Club Re-
gatta.

Mr. Fife's Visit.
Gossoon and Ventura.
Larchmont Y. C.

Canoeing.
Racing Rules and Standing

Sails.
The Paddling Championship.
Mohican C. C.

Answers to Correspondents.

WANTED—AN ANTI-BRUTE LEAGUE.
TT7HEN a man joins a fraternity and assumes its badge

» ' of membership, he takes upon himself an obliga-

tion not to disgrace that body. It would be happily con-

ditioned if all those who claim to belong to the fraternity

of sportsmen, while wearing no outward token of their

membership in the craft, should feel a like obligation to

do nothing which would bring discredit and dishonor to

their fellows. As things go now, any individual man or

brute is at liberty to trap himself out with the implements
of sport, and conduct himself with decency or indecency

as his instincts prompt, and still claim to be a sportsman.

There is a Philadelphian—a deer hunter—who deserves

to be read out of the fraternity of sportsmen and into

jail. We find his latest exploit recorded in the Albany
Argus of Sept. 9. It happened on Chateaugay Lake, in

the Adirondacks. Two ladies, one of them being Mrs.

Dr. Sandon , of this city, were out on the lake in a boat

on Monday of last week, when they saw a doe and her

spotted fawn emerge from the cover on the lake shore,

the hounds being close behind on then: tracks. A rifle

crack was heard, and the doe was seen to fall on the

beach. The little fawn in its terror swam out into the

lake, and coming near to the boat in which were the two
ladies, it was caught by Mrs. Sandon, who lifted it by

the ears out of the water into the boat. The Philadelphia

"sportsman," who had killed the mother deer, hereupon

hurried up in a boat and demanded the fawn, threaten-

ing to shoot it in the lady's arms if she did not give it up.

Frightened by his brutal threats and menacing bearing,

Mrs. Sandon handed over the fawn. The Philadelphia

brute drowned it.

The full record of Adirondack deer hounding would

show scores of outrageous deeds of wantonness and hard-

ened brutality, but we very much question if there are

many incidents even in that record mpre disgusting than

this. It is many degrees worse than what happened on
the following Saturday on Lake George, when John
Cronkhite, proprietor of the Trout Pavilion, took out a

number of New York guests, drove a deer into the water,

rowed out to it, cut its throat, towed it ashore and proudly

displayed it'suspended from a tree as the steamer Horicon

passed the hotel in the afternoon.

Manifestly when city snobs in theAdirondacks commit
these water-killing abominations year after year, the

tone of public sentiment prevailing at the hotel resorts in

that region must be exceedingly debased. Reformation

in that quarter can at best be slow. But surely there

should be some way of expressing the feeling of New
York sportsmen at large on such outrages. If the New
York Association for the Protection of Fish and Game
were still in existence—in its old type of membership

—

we might look to that body for action in these cases.

In the absence of any organization of the kind, might
it not be entirely practicable for a number of sportsmen

to organize themselves into a society for the express pur-

pose of voicing the sentiment of decent men respecting

the brutalities of snobs in sportsman's guise? Properly

conducted such a league might at least have some deter-

rent influence, for these fellows of low instincts, like this

Philadelphian, are nevertheless quite prone to shrink

from the expressed scorn and censure of sportsmen.

They would find in the attentions bestowed on them by
an anti-brute society less satisfaction than they now
derive from the homage paid them by their fellow snobs.

What we need is an anti-brute league; and for that

matter, not one but a dozen.

THE MUDFISH OR LAWYER.

IT is reported that the mudfish (Amia calva), which
made its appearance in Seneca and Oneida rivers,

New York, in large numbers, recently, is a mysterious

visitor, its origin being unknown. During the last three

months fully fifty, averaging 21bs. in weight, have been

caught in the streams mentioned, usually with crawfish

for bait. Their sudden appearance in such numbers has

excited apprehension that they may prove destructive to

game fish, and the misgiving is well founded. The mud-
fish is exceedingly voracious and clings to life with the

tenacity of a bulldog. Its jaws are massive and armed
with strong, sharp teeth ; its body, moreover, is protected

by a covering of bony scales, and the skull bones are

thick and heavy. The cold water of trout streams is not

favorable to the existence of this fish and we may, there-

fore, rest easy as far as they are concerned; but the

black bass, perch and most other fishes inhabiting waters

of moderate temperature, together with the smaller fishes

upon which these subsist, are liable to extermination

when associated in close quarters with the worthless

mudfish.

HOXIE.

AN old woman being in want of a goose-herd, Reynard
offered his services. Installed as goose-herd, he

did his duty so assiduously that at the end of a fortnight

there remained of the geese to be herded only one

scrawny old gander, which the fox had disdained as too

tough to be eaten.

The people of Hopkinton, Rhode Island, had some par-

tridges and woodcock in their game covers, for which
they appointed a farmer named Hoxie game warden, and
set him to guard the game. He went at it in Reynard
style, preserving it—after he had shot it out of season

—

by hiding it in wells until he could sell it. Hoxie was
rapidly reducing the Hopkinton game to the single gan-

der status, where it would require no more policing, when
the subject was brought to the attention of President

Penny of the Society for the Protection of Game and
Fish. We have already reported how this game-thieving

constable was neatly trapped with a basket of birds in

possession, and how with his contraband booty he at-

tempted to skedaddle.

We recur to the case because Hoxie appears to be a
fair type of one class of Rhode Island farmers. It is a
common practice for many of them who live near the

popular summer resorts on the shore to kill immature
game birds for sale to the hotels.

Hoxie is reputed to be worth thirty or forty thousand

dollars; and presumably is not driven by sufferings of his

family to provide food for them in this way. He appears

to have had an appetite for illicit game, and when a man
has once contracted such a taste he cannot be cured of it

by investiture with a game warden's badge, no more than
a fox can be cured of his hankering for poultry by being
made goose-herd, or than a sneak thief can be made
honest by putting a policeman's uniform on him. More-
over Hoxie is a ring politician, and a crony of the judge
before whom he was tried for this offense, and who let

him off so tenderly that the prosecuting society announces
its intention of going to another court with the case.

The further progress of the suit will be watched with
interest. The society is a strong one. Its membership is

growing; and there is work enough to keep it busy.

THE DECLINE OF LARGE REGATTAS.
T^HE most important event of the week in yachting is

the announcement of the abandonment by the New
York Y. C. of its proposed fall regatta, set for next Sat-

urday. After weeks of preparation and every effort to

secure entries, the regatta committee is compelled to an-

nounce the abandonment of the race, the entries being

too few to warrant the trouble and expense. The present

season has been marked by two important features, the

great regattas of the two large clubs have all been fail-

ures, owing to the very meagre entries, while at the

same time there have been more match races sailed than
ever before.

At first sight these two facts would seem to be contra-

dictory, but a closer examination will show that both

follow naturally from the same cause. The racing yacht

has reached a degree of perfection which, while it inten-

sifies the rivalry between a few of the fastest in each
class, makes it absolutely useless for any but racing craft

to start in the races. The line between the cruiser and
the racer is so sharply drawn in actual practice that it

can no longer be ignored by the yacht clubs; its existence

must be recognized and rules made to fit the altered con-

ditions of racing.

After the many failures of this season, it is plain that

the great open regatta is a thing of the past, unless some
method can be devised for separating the thorough racers

from the great majority of other craft that formerly

started; a task that is by no means an easy one, but which
the clubs must take up very soon if there is to be any
general revival of yacht racing next season.

ONE Drawback in the visiting sportsman's satisfaction

in Maine, and it must be conceded that it is a decided

drawback, is the fact that he may not take home his

venison. This is a wise provision in general, its intent

being to cut off entirely the marketing of Maine venison.

But there are modifications of the non-export law which
serve their purpose admirably and which do not bear as

a hardship on the sportsman whose intentions and actions

are honest. By limiting the amount of game that may
be exported in one season by one individual and by re-

quiring the owner to accompany the meat while in tran-

sit, it has been found quite feasible in other States

to cut off the marketing of venison, while at the same
time the sportsman is allowed the satisfaction of taking

home the game he has killed. We do not know that in-

genuity has as yet devised any scheme by which the pur-

pose of such a law can be thwarted, or the privilege

given sportsmen abused. We should like to see it tried

in Maine.

Salmon in the Hudson have been noted by scores

this season; and now that a Rogers fishway has been put

into the dam at Mechanicsville, the fish are going over

that obstruction in large numbers. The stocking of the

Hudson with salmon may now be regarded as an es-

tablished success, or at least as an enterprise for which

success can with excellent reasons be promised. There are

other dams and falls yet to be provided with fishways, and
now that the Mechanicsville way is proving so effective, it

would be only folly to postpone extension of this work.

The Hudson, as a salmon river, is destined to be famous.

Winninish from the Metabetchotjan.—In answer to

our request for winninish Mr. C. C. Maxson, of Westerly,

R. I., has sent us three fresh specimens, which were

taken in the Metabetchouan River, P. Q., Sept. 3. Mr.

Maxson calls attention to the marked difference in color-

ation and ratio of weight to length between these fish

and examples from the Discharge. We shall take great

pleasure in fully describing these beautiful specimens in

our next number. Mr. Maxson has our hearty thanks

for his courtesy.
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A RIVER.

LONG ere the ruthless march of trad*

Had ribbed the land with suti6et-rea«hinff trail*

Or human vandals torn

The robe the spring's soft touch has laid

On Nature's shoulders hare, or sweeping: sails-

Like conq'ring banners borne

—

Had filled with freighted argosies

The liquid highways to the seas;

Young warriors, hastening to the fray,

A thousand strong, with flashing silver mails

And wind-torn crests of white,

Have rushed down ravii es far away,

Their chargers' hoofs, like soft-toned, chiming flails

(That thresh to t hreads of light

The restless beds of pebbles there)

Stringing linked cadence on the air.

That melts to silence, as they swell

Their handed comrades' stealthy march between
The walls of forest boush—
Whispering faintly as they tell

Of the ferocious strength that creeps unsean

Beneath the outward show
Of peace and fair security,

To spring at last upon its prey.

Though prisoned in high corridors,

Self-carved in blinded rage from solid rsck
Naught but itself its scars,

Till white with sweat, 'neith storm-kings' spurs.

It charges with resistless shock

Against the puny bars

Men raise against the mountain god
And snaps them like a willow rod.

BnooKLTN, L. L K. H.

TRAPPING DAYS.
HI.—PERIL.

THE winter following tin departure of the other trap-
pers to the settlements, during which I lived alone

in the cabin thirty miles beyond the ruo t remote of the
settlers, was the most monotonnu^ and lonely of my life.

"When all bird life had disappeared from the bleak
plains, and when nn living thing moved above the snow,
save the foxes, the frost reigned supreme.
The foxes grew at length so very cunning that the

most tempting b ait failed to lure them nearer than 50yds.
from a trap. Mentioning this to an old trapper of twenty
years' experience during the next fummer, he smiled and
asked, "Why didn't you bury your bait also? That," he
continued, "was the very plan to adopt if you wished to
deceive them Bury both trap and bait as though you
were trying to hide them securely, and the cunning ani-
mals would have soon unearthed them both for you."
Sam Baker, the partner of Layton, had gone'home at

the beginning of the cold weather, and Layton and
myself were the only men who wintered on the trapping
grounds. Layton's axe broke in the middle of winter,
and he was obliged at great risk of freezing to make a
trip to the village of Spirit Lake to secure a new one,
Btopping at my cabin over night on the journey. The
first day after reaching his cabin with the new axe,while
chopping down a tree for fuel, the wretched implement,
for whieh he had just made the toilsome journey of 120
miles on foot, broke squarely in two, and the whole dis-

tressing expedition had to be repealed.
"With the first moderation of the severity of the winter

weather during the month of February, Jim returned to
the cabin to assist me in the spring catch, which is often
?uite valuable. Although we did quite well with other
ur, the muskrat trapping proved a failure, owing to the

intensity of the cold of the winter, which proved excep-
tional, and hundreds of rats were frozen to death in their
houses, sometimes to the number of half a dozen to each
house, and their decaying carcasses appeared among the
drifting rushes when the waves washed their houses
to pieces in the spring. The same ground which had
yielded over a thousand skins in the fall, now carefully
trapped for weeks, gave us just ninety-eight rats.
The first thaw came early and continued until the ice

was half gone, and when the wildfowl returned in count-
less numbers we grew jubilant over the coming of the
spring During the first days of April the cold returned
in all its vigor, and again the ice locked everything solid
on the surface of the lakes save where the wildfowl
swarmed, and by the warmth of their bodies kept open
water for a space.
Jim and I now turned our attention to shooting ducks

for their feathers; and the old single barreled, muzzle-
loading shotguns proved quite efficient, our best day's
score being 67 ducks.
As our provisions were none too plentiful, and as we

wished to stay on the trapping ground as long as was
prudent, the dogs, of which we now had two, had long
sinee been turned out to forage among the bait carcasses
for their food. It may be best to explain that during the
fall trapping the bodies of all animals caught in traps and
which can be utilized for bait, are, if possible, carried to
the cabin and piled conveniently near, both to make food
for flesh- eating animals as scarce as possible on the prairie
(thereby keeping the wild animals hungry and eager for
bait continually), and also to enable the trapper during
the cold of winter to have on hand a plentiful supply of
bait without the trouble of hunting it.

It was pretty rough on the dogs, and nothing but our
necessities compelled it. It was interesting to observe
the choice of the dogs among the different animals.
Muskrats were taken first, next badger, skunk or coon
without much choice; then fox, next otter, and last of all
mink, which was eaten with evident disgust. So severe
was the unavoidable lesson, and so keen were the dogs'
recollection of it, that it was amusing to the last degree
to both Jim and me, when at length the shotguns began
to pile up the ducks around the cabin in such heaps that
plentiful rations for the dogs were now fullv assured, to
observe that so particular was old Coaly (Jim's dog) to
make assurance doubly sure, that on a multitude of occa-
sions be would rise from his repast, and taking a fine
duck in his mouth trot back on the hill and bury it in the
dry dirt on the top of the gopher knolls,

fhia iiabit of burying meat grew ira-6*a&bte wiQi th«

old dog and led at length to the most ludicrous incident I

ever obsprved. Jim and I were one day walking around
the largest slough, and while Jim carried his shotgun I

had taken the old muzzleloading rifle, which with the

shotguns constituted our only weapons, and as we started

to walk around a long narrow arm of the slough two
wild geese rose from the water. As they were too far

distant for the small shot in Jim's gun I fired at the
foremost one and wing-tipped the other, which fell into

the water of the narrow slough and Coaly was sent in to

retrieve it. Finding himself near the other shore when
the goose was secured Coaly dragged him out on that
side and disappeared from our sight among the cane
which lined the shore, and we hurried around the slough
to secure the fowl, if pos-tible, before the dog had torn it.

Nearing the place, at length, we met the dog hurrying to

meet us, wagging his tail and appearing in an ecstacy of

enjoyment over the sport, but no goose was to be seen.

Feathers and other evidences of a tusBle were to be seen,

but no bird.

For twenty minutes we hunted all over the narrow
point, to which, by the way, the dog seemed quite un-
wOling to return, before Jim noticed the black feet of

the goose protruding from the black dirt of a gopher-
knoll. Unearthing it we found no evidence of its having
been hurt, save by the rifle ball, and while thoroughly
alive, for some reason it had remained quiet while the
dog buried it and made no move that we observed until

after we had dug it up. The look of disappointment on
the face of the old dog at the failure of his little scheme
was indescribable, and we laughed loud and long over
the absurd affair, which seemed greatly to increase the
dog's discomfiture.
The time of year had now arrived when danger from

the Sioux grew imminent, and yet like many others we
grew heedless; and while having good success at fur
catching foolishly prolonged our stay .on the trapping
grounds, tempted by the hope of more money, the lure
which leads others besides trappers to destruction.
There were only two times in the year when we feared

the coming of the Indians. In the early spring, with the
coming of the first grass for their ponies, came the cun-
ning Sioux, while

t
yet the grass was insufficient to sus-

tain the big American horse of the settler in a possible
pursuit; and during the harvest month of summer time,
when vegetation for the covering and concealment of the
murderous wretches was in its fullest devevelopment,
and only during the time of the full moon. With the
approach of either of these seasons the apprehensions of
the trappers were excited, for during the harvest month
many were apt to be traveling along the frontier from
one system of lakes or sloughs to another in search of

good trapping ground for the coming fall and winter;
and of all who were exposed to the depredations of those
whom Fremont justly called the 'Arabs of the New
World," the one whose situation was the most perilous
was unquestionably the isolated trapper. "Waylaid on
any one of the many lines of his necessary daily travel
in attendance upon his traps, his path was beset with
perils which no amount of watchfulness on his part could
obviate, and the list was long of adventurous men. who,
to gain the means of subsistence for those dependent
upon them, sallied forth in quest of furred animals and
were never afterward heard of; and the escape from un
seen dangers of others seemed at times little less than
miraculous.

The time of the full moon was invariably chosen by
the Sioux for their depredations, in order that all their
traveling might be done by night and they thereby he
enabled to appear unexpectedly in places supposed to be
secure, when the charge of the savage upon his helpless
victim was as sudden as the leap of the jungle tiger.

Jim and I were one day attending our muskrat traps in
the largest slough, having left the dogs in the shanty,
and while Jim paddled down the main lake I attended
some traps set in the narrow arm of the slough, where I

had shot the goose with the rifle, and regaining the main
body of the water and observing Jim's canoe pulled up
on the bank far down the lake, paddled on down to him.
He greeted me with the question: "Did you hear them
dogs?"
"No," I replied; "I was back in behind the hills, and if

they barked it was unknown to me."
"Well," said Jim, "they barked real savage for a min-

ute or so and then stopped, and in a few minutes they
turned loose again worse than ever."
Everything was quiet now at the shanty, and leaving

our boats we walked back, scanning carefully any and
all cover on our way which might shelter a savage. All
was quiet at the shanty, and yet we were uneasy. We
knew that besides ourselves there were only a party of
three, a man and two boys, camped at Lake" Talcott (an
enlargement of Des Moines R;ver similar to Lake Pepin
on the Mississippi), and Jim Layton, ten miles above us,
who yet remained out on the trapping grounds; and
while we were not on the line of travel of the Lake Tal-
cott party, if by any chance either of them or any other
white man came to us they would go straight to the cabin
and easily make friends with the dogs.
Searching carefully all the ground between the lakes

back of the shanty, just one solitary fresh moccasin track
was found, about 150yds. northwest of the cabin, on a
high knoll, where somehody, trying to get a look at the
cabin, had stepped on a gopher knoll. A wink is said to
be as good as a nod to a blind man, and taJking the rifle
and one shotgun loaded with buckshot, we started im-
mediately to the settlements for a team to move our out-
fits back to civilization. Securing the team, we went
back after our things and brought them in without
trouble.
The man of the Lake Talcott party about this time

came in also for a team to move their outfit home, leav-
ing the two boys to take care of things until his return.
A warm muggy day came while he was absent, and the
boys, attending to their traps and carrying their guns
around duiing the day, got them both wet, and, boylike,
neglecting to clean and dry them in order to render them
sure fire when needed, lay down to sleep in their bed
without removing their clothing, only drawing off their
boots. Their cabin door opened outward, and just at
daylight, shortly after they awoke, they observed their
door opening and saw an Indian swing'it around and set
a stick against it and then spring back and raise his gun
alongside two others who stood withguns presented. At
the first sight of the Indian the boys sprang from their
bed, and while in the act of throwing off the covering
and springing, to their foe* the savage* fired. Tbys- dis-

tance was not over 15ft. (I afterward examined the
ground carefully), and while it could not again have been
done in a thousand times' trying without both being
killed, the only hurt either sustained was a flesh wound by
a small bullet through the calf of one of their legs. Seiz-

ing their guns, the boys aimed and snapped, but both
guns failed to go. Instantly the thought of running,
while yet the guns of the Indians were empty, came to

their minds, and with a word to each other they sprang
through the low door and rushed for the prairie. As
they did so, one or more charges (probably from double-
barreled guns) greeted their rush for the open air, and
the unwounded boy, Tom Kirkpatrick, had a bullet part
the hair and graze the skin of his forehead.

As the Indians ran after them the boys presented their
guns, and after this maneuver had been a few times re-

peated the wretched cowards turned back to plunder the

camp, and the boys were left to make their journey of

forty miles to the settlements in their stocking feet over
the burnt grass stubs of the prairie.

In the afternoon the wounded boy declared his inabil-

ity to proceed further, and requested Tom to go to the
settlement and bring a wagon out for him. Tom accord-
ingly hurried on, and just about sunset, while descending
the river just above the town of Jackson (which town, by
the way, consisted alone of a frontier post office), just as
he reached the crest of a low hill and glanoed across the
ravine to the summit of the next hill in front, he saw five

Sioux, who, catching sight of him at the same instant,

came for him on the run, spreading their line like an
opening fan as they ran. Tom turned and ducked down
behind the hill, and instead of running down the ravine
toward the river, turned and run up it and out on the
high prairie, where, providentially for him, stood an old
deserted field which had belonged to a Norwegian settler

murdered in the last massacre, and which, now sur-
rounded by a high rail fence, was occupied by a dense
crop of tall weeds. Tom sprang over the feree, and in
his peril and his fright not forgetting to c irefully part the
weeds in front of each step and close them together be-
bim, worked his way well out into the field and fell flat.

Soon an Indian, quickly followed by two others, appeared
perched on the top of the fence, where for minutes, which
doubtless were anxious ones for Tom, they surveyed the
apparently unbroken expanse of weeds, and at length to
his great relief turned back toward the river. Lying
quietly until darkness shrouded his movements, Tom.
made his way out of the field into the prairie, and mak-
ing a wide detour reached the house of a friendly settler

a few miles down the river, where just before morning
the other boy put in an appearance, having been unable
to rest in the cold of approaching night, but compelled
thereby to keep moving, and doublees passing the other
Indians in the night time.
These boys both declared that when the Indians chased

them at the shanty they saw plainly three fresh scalps
dangling from the belt of one of them, and as only three
trappers—Jim Layton, Jim Morehead and I—were known
to be out, the anxiety among our fiiends was great; and
when, all unconscious of the doings of the wretch' s (who,
I have no doubt whatever, were the very scoundrels who
were foiled by the vigilance of our dog!-), we drove down
the hill the next day in sight of the little settlement, a
dear brother of mine met us with open hands extended
and with a voice unintelligible with emotion, and we
learned for the first time what the barking of our dogs at
the shanty a few days before had reolly signified.

Orin Belknap.

SIX WEEKS WITH A SPARROW FAMILY.

AS I stood by my chamber window one morning at
about six o'clock, I saw a song sparrow on the board

walk below, gathering blades of grass. Very soon she
disappeared in the side of the terrace, upon which the
walk was laid, and when she had disposed of her mate-
rials came out and gathered more. I thought she was
rather neighborly in selecting a site for her home and
was afraid she would soon be frightened away, as it was
almost underfoot; but I suppose the birds had learned
somehow that we were friendly creatures, arid that we

|
kept no cat, for thty hive built all round the house ever

,
since, on the ground, in the lowest crotches and branches

> of trees, very near the house, and even on the house

j
under the ends of the roof.

i The next morning the bird was there again at work.
[ Birds build busily early in the morning, before the peo-
ple are about, and leave it for the rest of the day. The

\
next day I walked along below the terrace and looked in
upon her as she was sitting on her nest, but as I wpnt
very quietly and immediately retreated, she did not fly

off. Every person who came in or went out of the side
door of the house walked almost over the head of this

little bird, but she did not flv off unless we stopped and
looked in over the railing. This we ceased to do when we
found that she objected to this familiarity. I sometimes
looked in when she was away, and after four days' sit-

ting there were five eggs. Two weeks later there werefour
birdlings. I was frequentlv awaked at five o'clock in
the morning by a great outcry among the birds on that
side of the house, and going to the window would per-
ceive the cause to be our neighbor's black cat. I would
induce her to leave in a hurry, and while she fled the
birds broke out into songs of thankfulness; then all was
silent and I went back to slumber a while longer.

The sparrows remained in the nest one week, then one
day as I entered the yard I saw the mother bird on the
trellis of the grape vine, about a rod from the nest, chirp-

ing vociferously and anxiously. I feared that the little

birds had come to grief, and looking into the nest, saw
that it was empty. But when I saw her fly down into
the grass and keep silent a moment, I concluded that they
were all right, but had just come out into the world and
the mother was anxious for their safety for the night. I

had noticed that all the while she was chirping she had
in her mouth what looked like a bit of dried grass, and I
wondered what this was for. I had noticed, also, that she
occasionally flew straight upward for three or four feet,

and supposed she was trying to teach the little ones to fly,

but I thought she was foolish to think that the stupid
little things, that I knew fledgelings to be, would look up
to see what she was doing. Then I observed that when,
<affeer » descent into thegrass, she oame back to her perch
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on the trellis there was nothing in her mouth. So then I

knew that what looked like bits of grass were certain

long-legged, long-winged insects, which she had caught
in her upward flight, and that it was not a lesson in flying

as I had supposed. As I never, at any one time, saw a

sparrow fly in a vertical line, I suppose it was the emer-
gency of the case that called forth this unusual conduct;
she could thus obtain food for the little ones without leav-

ing them, and it would appease their hunger if it was not
then- usual food. It would seem that her loud chirping
was to arouse their dormant energies; and when she had
succeeded in getting one a little higher up in the world
she would give it her mouth full of insects, but she would
not give one a bit until it had made an effort in that

direction. I had seen one little tailless ball of feathers

flutter up to the first and then to the second bar of the
trellis, and another was sitting drowsily in the top of a
rose bush near the nest. Meanwhile the father bird was
in the garden with the rest of the family, and I concluded
that he had put them to bed in the raspberry bushes.
Twilight was now coming on (I had watched them for an
hour), and as she had got them out of the reach of

prowling animals, she ceased her lecturing, and silence

like a poultice fell to heal the waves of sound. I think
she must have felt exhausted and sleepy after her great
anxiety and energetic eloquence. She went around and
gave a look at each of the little ones, then flew up into

a tree and gave a goodnight song, came down once more
to see that they were all right; then went back to the tree
for the night.

*

' For two weeks longer I watched these sparrows as they
lingered about near the nest, picking food in the narrow
strip of flower bed under the windows or meditating on
the walk. The old birds still fed the young ones, though
they were full grown, and their tail feathers had length-
ened day by day, until before the end of two weeks they
were of proper length. When robins leave the nest, they
go further off and do not linger in its vicinity.

I left home before the sparrows did for a two-weeks'
visit. On my return 1 found a nest of unfledged spar-
rows near the other side of the house, and in a novel
situation. It was in a whirl of pea vine3 which had
slipped half way down from their support. There came
two or three rainy days, and when I again looked into
the nest the little birds were dead and the nest was alive
with lice, which sometimes kill the young, and are caused,
I suppose, by dampness. The poor disappointed mother
sat for hours near by in a dejected manner, with a worm
in her mouth. The successful family were reared on the
sunny side, and the other on the shady side of the house.
It is, indeed, a great success for a ground sparrow to raise
a family, for they have so many enemies that they have
small chance to do so. But this sparrow displayed un-
usual prudence; the nest was placed where no creature
would be likely to walk—on the slope of the terrace and
under cover of a tuft of long grass and many thorny rose-
bushes. I found two other nests in the ground near the
house, but they were unprotected, and the eggs disap-
peared from one and the unfledged birds from the other.

I think young sparrows must be very nervous and sen-
sitive to touch, for, looking into a nest one day and see-
ing the little birds perfectly motionless, with heads down
out of sight, I doubted if they were living and laid my
finger on them to see if they would move, when suddenly
up came four heads like "Jack in a box," and they imme-
diately sprang out of the nest. I feared this was a pre-
mature coming out, and repented my curiosity; but
thought the best thing I could do was to leave them to
the parents, who came with anxious outcries. The nest
was well hidden in the dense foliage of a hemlock hedge,
and it was only by observing the mother bird enter it that
I had discovered it.

We have but few English sparrows here. I sometimes
see half a dozen of them with other sparrows picking
hayseed or meal which I throw out to them in winter. I
have never seen one of them molest a native, but I have
seen the song sparrow drive off the English. Then came
the fox sparrow and drove off the song sparrow. Prob-
ably the English sparrow is not so bold when not with
large numbers of its kind. The fox sparrow is the largest
and brightest-colored of the sparrows. Two years ago
several of them came into my yard one day and remained
several hours; their favorite' place was near the grape-
vines, where they scratched like hens among the dry
leaves; they are about the color of the red thrush or
thrasher.

The hen bird or chipping sparrow, although usually
more familiar and approachable than any other bird, is

more timid in regard to her nest than the song sparrow
or robin. Last year one built in a branch over the steps,
but deserted it because we one day had occasion to go up
and down those steps more than usual, and I have never
known another to build so near as that. At the same
time a robin had a nest lower down and as near the steps,
which she did not leave.

I see some queer antics among sparrows. Looking out
through the open door one day I saw a song sparrow on
the concrete walk sitting on her tail, which was turned
under her. Something seemed to be wrong there. She was
picking at the tail feathers, and either the tail would not
stay under her or else she was too uncomfortable to sit

still more than a moment at a time. The tail seemed to
be continually getting away from her. She went through
these gymnastics many times. Finally a white throated
sparrow came on to the walk and began imitating her,
whereat she flew at him and drove him away. At an-
other time I saw one on a fence, trying to scratch her ear
and keep her balance, but she did not succeed in giving
more than one hasty scratch at a time. I have seen
young sparrows dancing near the river hedge. At my
approach they slid under the bushes like rats.

1 think the most beautiful song of the song sparrow is

the one which begins with ting, ting, ting, like strokes
on a sweet toned bell; then there is a peculiar charm to
me in the wheat, wheat, those clear notes which we hear
from the song sparrow early in the spring. Another
very musical song of the sparrow, which I hear from my
river hedge, is tivit, twit, twee twir; timm, timm, timm;
the third note prolonged and rising. It is said that the
song sparrow always begins with three short notes, but I
find in my notes of Aug. 5, "4 o'clock—beginning to rain

—

song sparrow, tiveee wheat, wheat, -wheat." And on July
25, sitting in my wharf arbor, I heard the beautiful varied
warbling of the song sparrows on opposite sides of the
river, answering each other. The song was different
from any I ever heard, and more beautiful, with rising
and falling notes, and it was inimitable. Having seen in

the Audubon Magazine a question of whether the song
sparrow is found near water. I will add that on my estate,
which is on the banks of the Nunketeset, song sparrows
abound, even to the water's edge. I have found nests
in the ground within a rod of it, and all the nests spoken
of in this article are within a hundred feet of the river.

Jutja M. HOOPEE.

STINGING SNAKES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was much gratified to find the welcome name of Miss
Catherine C. Hopley appended to an article in a recent
number of the Forest and Stream, and could wish that
the intervals between her contributions were shorter.

I have a mind to relate an experience I had with a real
Simon pure stinging snake since I last wrote on that sub-
ject. My friend Walter Clark, to whom I showed Miss
Hopley's decided negative of the stinging snake theory,
declared that he would bring me the next one he saw.
Last winter was so mild in this country that snakes

might be seen at almost any time during the season.
Accordingly, one day in January last I came into my
office and found a snake lying on the hearth, which I was
told was left by Mr. Clark to convince me that such a
thing as a stinging snake did exist, Miss Hopley to the
contrary notwithstanding. Of course, I examined the
reptile with a great degree of interest. And though I

have had large experience with snakes, this one belonged
to a species I had never before encountered.
The specimen was about four feet long and of slim pro-

portions. The upper part was of a jetty, shining black,
as before described; the under part was generally of a
bright coral color, with irregular interruptions of a dark
bluish color, extending from opposite sides in alternating
patches, which did not reach entirely across except at a
few points. The dentition consisted of the usual four
rows of teeth in the upper mouth, common to most vari-
eties of non-venomous snakes.
Now for the stinging part. The snake had been crushed

,

but there was still life enough to produce a quite active
wriggling. I set a poker on his tail and he immediately
began to throw it about in a manner quite suggestive of
the use of a sting. I thought I saw for an instant a sting
thrust rapidly out and withdrawn, but persistent efforts

for some twenty minutes failed to discover it again. I
then cut off an inch of the tail and dissected it. I sub-
jected it to microscopic examination, but there was no
fcting to be found. The vertebrate processes extended
quite to the extremity of the tail in diminishing size, and I

split them open to fully discover the structural arrange-
ment. There was absolutely no sting and no place for
one.
When I told Clark the result of my examination he

said: "Well, I was certain I saw a stingrun out and back
very quick; it must have been a shadow." Mr. Clark is

a man of more than average intelligence and fair educa-
tion, and yet he has been fully convinced for years past
that this snake possessed a sting, and that he had repeat-
edly seen the pting; all because it bore the reputation of
being a stinging snake upon the testimony of negroes.
This shows the small value of non-expert testimony, es-

pecially where snakes are concerned. Coahoma.
CT.ARKS1 ALE, MlSS.

HABITS OF ELK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the review of the "Big Game of North America," in

your issue of Aug. 14, you call attention to certain mis-
statements, about the hahits of elk, in my article: "Elk
Hunting in the Olympic Mountains."
In that sketch I described the habits of the elk in that

locality, and in that locality only. Between Gray's Harbor
and Neah Bay occurs the heaviest rainfall in the United
States, 128in. annually. The mountains that border the
shore are very precipitous and abrupt, and are covered
with a dense growth of giant firs. Around the roots of
these trees grows a continuous impenetrable thicket of
young firs, and the ground beneath them is covered with
a thick carpet of spongy moss.
From the 15th of October until the 1st of February the

rain on the coast is almost continual, and when it is rain-
ing on the snore it is snowing in the mountains. The
snow is not such as falls in the Rockies, dry and sifting,
but is wet and clinging, and rests in fantastic festoons
and wreaths on the branches of the firs. When a storm
wind sweeps over the mountains, the snow will be shaken
from the boughs of the great firs and will be caught on
the branches of the bushes beneath. The moss beneath
these bushes constitutes the food of the elk. When
browsing upon it his antlers continually dislodge the great
masses of snow that lodged in the bushes, so that during
this season he is ever coated with snow. Instinct, bred of
the experience of countless generations of elk, causes him
to know that his antlers, brushing the snow from the
branches, is the one sure cause of much of his discomfort.
The instinct of comfort causes him to assist Nature to re-
move his antlers, by rubbing them against a tree, weeks
before they would naturally fall off.

Still continuing on horns, I base my statement on the
microbes and parasites in the velvet on the views and
opinions of many intelligent prospectors who have spent
many summers in these mountains, and whom elk meat
furnished with the means of existence. These prospectors
carry a magnifying glass of great power, in order to detect
traces of mineral in the specimens they may examine.
They also have examined the velvet on the horns through
these glasses, as I have, and on these facts do I depart
from the accepted traditions, with the honest conviction
that the statement is true, and the naturalist of the future
will prove that I was justified in doing so.

Concerning the statement about the elk leading instead
of driving his harem, I give as a reason that the elk trails in
the Olympic Mountains are very narrow, and wind
along the edge of deep canons and precipitous cliffs.

Cougars and wolves are very numerous, and often lie in
wait on the edge of the trail. Should the cows or calves
be in the lead the appearance of the cougar or wolf
would be the signal of a panic, and the leader driving
from behind would cause a jam, and the result would be
that some would be crowded over the rocks into the
canon below, where the wolves could feast on them at
leisure. When the bull is in the lead, it is an evil day for
the animal that tries to bar his path.
In regard to elk feeding at dawn instead of night, I give

as a reason the intense darkness that pervades this cloud-
ridden, mist-hidden region, as well as the rugged and
abrupt formation of these mountains in the localities that

the elk frequent. It takes remarkably good eyesight to
avoid falling over the cliffs, and to guard against the at-

tacks of the large carnivores, even in the day time.
In explanation of killing an apparentlv large number of

elk, I will state that the Makah and Quillayute Indians
claimed this region as their exclusive hunting grcund.
The only landing places between Quillayute and Neah
B^y are Atchewan and Odette. At that time both these
villages were under control of petty chiefs, and as there
was no other approach to these hunting grounds, except
by canoe, they would exact a tribute on all the meat, and
half the antlers, from the sportsman. But at that time
elk were found in large bands, as they were seldom mo-
lested, for the region was, at that date, almost unexplored
and unknown, so the sportsman could kill any number
desired.

I do not offer this explanation to vindicate myself. If
I have committed a fault worthy of censure in departing
from accepted traditions, and advancing facts that I
believe to-be true, I accept the censure, knowing at some
future time science shall investigate and substantiate the
statements that I have made. W. A. Perry.
CTjEARBrook, Wash., Aug. 28.
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"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.
THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and

Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:
Glabrough 12. May 1, '90. Parker 10. h-nrme'*, June 6, '89.
Colt 12, .July 25, '89. Parker 12, hain'rlesfUune 6, '89.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24, '89. Remington 1ft, May 30. '89.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 26, '89. ReminoxON 12, Dec'5,'89, H'eb 6'90
Francotte 12, Deo. 12, '89. Remington 10, Dpc. 26, '89.

Greener 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greener 10 Sept. 12- 1 9, '89. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10, '89.

Hollis 10, Nov. 7. '89. Whitney Safety 12, M'ch 6, '90.

Lefever 12, March 13, '90. Winchester 10 & 12, Oct. 3, '89.

BOSTON NOTES.
BOSTON, Mass., Sept. 8.—Henry T. Brown, of Walter

Brown's Son & Co., in the Boston wool trade, is

about starting for the Upper D im, Richardson Lakp, Me.,
from which point the Ashing is reported remarkably
good. Or at least they have already had several days of
good fishing at that point, with a record of an 81 bs. trout,
a6lbs., ao^lbs., and a good score of smaller fi-th. Mr.
Brown is a lover of the rod and reel, inherited from his
father. Walter Brown was for years known as an en-
thusiastic sportsman. He was an artist as well, and a
picture from his brush of a conquered trout, with the fly
in his jaw, has scarcely ever been excelled by the trout
artists of this country.
Mnrk Hollingsworth, also an artist, is to start for the

Upper Dam in a few days. It was his bru h that ex-
ecuted the trout and fish basket pR ce that adorns the
mantel in the hotel office at the Upper Dam. George
Blood, an engineer of the Boston Fire Department, in
the Charlestown district, is spending his vacation at the
Rangeley Lakes. Generally, the vacation season is over,
and the sportsmen who have a little more time to spare
prefer to wait till the last of September in order to get a
taste of shooting as well as fishing.

W. T. Farley, of Farley, Harvey & Co., of the Boston
dry goods trade, has returned from his month in the
Adirondacks. Mrs. Farley was also with him this time
and had the pleasure of being in the boat when her better
half shot a deer. They spent the month of August in
the Upper Saranac Region. Again he hiings out a deer
story and the truth of it is beyond questi. n, for the same
circumstance has happened three times this season. It
is one thing to run deer with clogs, and they are cele-
brated for this sort of sport in the Adirondack region,
but when it comes to running deer with a narrow-gauge
railway train that is another thing. Perhaps the New
York game laws, as soon as they are codified, will show
how such running of deer is illegal. But at present they
will contmue to shoot deer from the trains on the Adi-
rondack Railroad, which runs from the settlement up to
Tupper Lake. Last week, as Mr. Farley was on his way
home, down the road, the engineer saw a deer ahead on
the track. FTe was running at good speed, and the deer,
as deer will do when frightened, took the smoothest path
offered and b^gun running ahead of the engine. The
baggage car was signalled, where there are usually a
number of guns and sportsmen. This time a couple of
hunters went ahead and the speed of the engine was in-
creased till the deer found that he must jump the track.
This he soon did, and in the stumble he made in turning
so suddenly an opportunity was offered the hunters to
fire. One of them hit the deer in the throat and it felL
The train was stopped and the deer taken aboard. Mr.
Farley says that this story can be vouched for by all on
the train. Special.

BAY-SNIPE ON THE CAROLINA COAST.
ONE of the best days of baybird shooting we have had

this season was at the Martin's Point Gun Club on
Monday last, Aug. 25. We have spent many pleasant
days there since July 1, and some of the bags made were
very large, but on this day the sport was fine. Your cor-
respondent killed fifty graybacks over decoys in thirty
minutes with one gun. Our bag for the day counted up
610 yellowlegs and graybacks or dowitchers to four guns.
But three guns really did all the killing, one of the party
being ill, could not shoot and only killed forry snipe.
The parties participating: were Alex. Hunter and W. E.
Valk, of Washington, D. C, Geo. W. Taylor and J. B.
White, Norfolk, Va.
Bay-snipe shooting is fast becoming very popular, es-

pecially where one can have such sport as this. W»
drove to our blinds about one-half mile from the club
house at daylight, when it was cool and pleasant, shot
until 8 o'clock, when we returned with about thirty yel-
lowlegs, which at this place equal in flavor, we think,
any bird in America, After a nap through the middle
of the day, we load up our cartridges and amuse our-
selves in various ways until about 4 o'clock, when we
return to our blinds and shoot until sunset. One of the
big advantages in this locality is that we do not have to
wait for high tides or low tides. The ponds are fresh
water and the shooting is good every hour in the day.
Golden plovers have not yet arrived, but we expect

them with the first little storm from the east. We shall
go down with some New York friends next week, and
will write you the result thereof, Yellowxeg.
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GAME IN MEXICO. tain and emerges from the great canon, the country is

S the sportsman crosses the Rio Grande at Laredo, comparatively flat and swampy. Every pond and stream

Texas, on the Mexican National Railroad, his first W girdled with a thick growth of bamboo, a famous hid-

view of Mexico will not impress him favorably, as no
prospect of game will be seen for the first hundred miles.

The country is almost barren, with stunted cactus and
sage brush, and now and then a few scattered musquit
trees, gnarled and stunted for want of water. Now and
then a chapparrel cock will dart out of the way of the
train at race horse speed, or perhaps a jack rabbit will

hop lazily out of the way.
The first hunting ground is Morales. Here the country

is broken with deep canons and high peaks. A fine

stream crosses the track near the station, and for miles on
either side groves of pinon trees grow high up the hill-

sides. The pinon is a variety of pine which sheds its nuts
in abundance, the sweetest and richest of all nuts, and
the best turkey feed. Here the sportsman can tarry for

a few days and enjoy turkey shooting to his heart's con-
tent, as they are very plentiful. The natives have no
guns, and very few hunters have ever been in the locality.

There are a few quail at this point, but not in sufficient

numbers to justify the trouble.
When the turkeys are hunted and killed to the sports-

man's satisfaction—and he will soon be satisfied, for he
can kill all he wants and more in a couple of days—he
had better take the train and proceed to Saltillo, which is

the end of the first division. A lovely place, with its

running streams, fountains, orchards and gardens. A
stop here over night at a good hotel, kept by an Ameri-
can, and you are ready to take the train for Cameras,
the summit of the mountain, a distance of twenty miles.
In going from Saltillo to Cameras you pass directly
through the famous battle field of Buena Vista-, where
General Tyler fought a lot of half-famished school boys
from Chapultepec, and won by a "scratch," if it could be
called winning. As you proceed up this heavy grade and
around the great horseshoe, you will see covey after covey
of quail, with their jaunty white plumes elevated, scam-
pering off to a safe distance or sunning themselves at
easy gunshot from the track. If you can withstand the
temptation to jump off the train, and wait till it stops at
Cameras, you will be in the land of quail and deer, such
as few localities can boast of. The blue grass grows in
great tufts knee high; and here the quail will lie well,
and there is no cactus to injure a dog. There are ponds
in every direction surrounded by long grass; and moim-
ing and evening, when the quail come for water, one can
shoot till his gun gets hot. They are a fine bird, in color-
ing much like a California quail—blue on the back and
wings, and pale gray, mottled with white and russet, on
the breast. Their flesh is dark, like the prairie chicken,
but delicate and of fine flavor. They are not so plump
and round as a Bob White, but much larger. The plume
on their head can be raised and lowered at will; and on
the old cocks it grows sometimes to an inch in length,
snow white. Where the ground is bare they will not
take wing readily, but run with surprising speed until
they find suitable cover. They are chary of taking wing,
but when they do, they fly like a bullet, and it takes a
hard shot to bring them down.
There are high peaks on every side, and rich valleys

and tablelands for miles and miles, where the deer graze
lazily, almost undisturbed—the most beautiful of all
deer. In color they are like the white-tailed deer of the
Northern States, but small, and as symmetrical as a
gazelle. It is rarely that they weigh over lOOlbs. In the
latter part of September, when they are "in the blue" (as
the old hunter terms it, that is when their winter coat is

scarcely lin. long and presents a bluish appearance), they
are as fat and sleak as mules and keep in good condition
till February. The ex-Governor of Coahuila, Don Jose
Maria Garga Galan, is something of a hunter. Hie home
is in Saltillo, He keeps some fine hounds and is always
ready to take a hunt, and has killed several Mexican lions
in this vicinity.

About the middle of August the upland plover arrive in
countless thousands and stay till about the first of Novem-
ber. They grow as fat as butter and are fine eating, but
afford little sport. The best way to hunt them is on horse-
back. If one cares to shoot jack rabbits he can have his
fill. They bother a bird dog very much. There never
was a dog that would not run them, no matter how well
'trained. A jack will jump up in front of his nose and go
off with a hop and a skip, with his ears elevated and, to
all appearance, one hind leg broken. Your dog will take
after him sure, and get within five feet of him, he knows
the dog can't catch him and keeps just far enough away
to taunt him. Turn a greyhound loose and it would sur-
prise you to see the change; Mr, Jack will lay his ears
down, sethis broken leg and, instead of his high gallop,
will assume a gait of business. Instead of the great big
thing he looked to be he will resemble a common walking
stick more than anything else. If your dog is a good one
and can stand a four-mile run at a rattling pace, he will
turn him. If he has wind enough left to repeat he will
doubtless catch him. It must be remembered, and I
mention this fact to ease the mind of sportsmen owning
good dogs, that there are good jack rabbits as well as
good greyhounds, and there are some that no dog can
catch.

If the sportsman wishes to remain here for any length
of time he can make Saltillo his headquarters, whence he
can reach the hunting ground in an hour, leaving at 6
A. M. and returning at 7 P, M. He can hire for a bit a
day a sandal-footed native, who cannot lift 501bs. off the
ground, but who will carry all that five men can put on
his back. You cannot make him understand much, even
if you talk Spanish; but as a necessity he will do in place
of a burro.
South of San Luis Potosi, on the line of the National

Railroad from Jaral to San Maguil, is the very paradise
for ducks and geese. For sixtv miles along this rich val-
ley it is like one great grain field. Barley and wheat a.re
sown and harvested every day from October to May. On
this the ducks, geese and brant feed the whole winter
through. Adjacent to the ponds and irrigating ditches
they can be knocked up like snipe—the prettiest shooting-
in the world.
The Tampeco branch of the Mexican Central, which

was opened to travel last May, and which runs from San
Luis Potosi to Tampeco, has opened up one of the great-
est hunting resorts in the world for deer, turkeys, bear,
mountain lions and tigers, to say nothing of the wild
hogs, lynx and civet cats and big gray wolves. The
road crosses the Sierre Madre range, and a wilder region
cannot be conceived. After the road crosses the rnoun-

ing place for bruin. The great palm and cypress trees,

which lift their heads high above the dense undergrowth
of swamp oak and vines, are homes for millions of par-
rote. The woodduck hatches in the deserted nests dug
out by the parrots and woodpeckers. The bears have
plenty to eat the year round , and do not lie dormant, as
is their custom in the North in the winter. There are
pecans, acorns and fruit, grapes, plums, and better still,

tunes, the fruit of the cactus. The species of cactus
known as the prickly pear on the northern prairies grows
into a great tree in Mexico; and around the disc of every
leaf is a row of fruit as large as goose eggs, food for bird,
beast and human. The natives put the tunes in a sack
and roll them to free them of the thorns with which they
are covered. Old bruin rolls them between his tough
paws and eats to repletion. He is not to blame, for they
are very good.
There is a doubt in many people's minds in the United

States as to the existence of tigers in Mexico. There is

a mounted specimen in the museum in the City of
Mexico, which was captured on the line of this branch.
The writer has never seen one alive, but has seen several
green hides brought in by the Indians. It should be re-

membered, hoAvever, that he has never lost any tigers.

If any of the sportsmen of the North care to take a hunt
in Mexico I feel sure they will be richly repaid for the
time and expense. The strange customs of the people
and the habits of game are so different from in the United
States. Many trophies can be gathered up worth a great
deal to the hunter and naturalist; and for fine climate
and health this is exceeded by no place on earth. No
sultry sun, no chilly winds, a continual ideal September
the whole year round and the purest air mortel ever
breathed. Mejtcano.

A SOUTHERN TEXAS GAME COUNTRY.
MTHE Junior and the Scribe arrived on Nov. 10,

• of 1836, at Rio Grande City, a small town on the
left bank of the Rio Grande River, about 98 miles, as the
crow flies, from its mouth. Having heard of the fine
sport to be had all along the lower Rio Grande River, we
had decided to spend one month following its course
overland in easy stages and to get all the shooting we
could possibly crowd in that time. At Rio Grande City
we remained three days. We were told that the sur-
rounding country was fairly alive with quail, and hiring
a conveyance for a day for the small sum of $1 Mexican
money, or about 82 cents American currency, we set out
about 7 A. M., taking our dogs and 100 rounds of ammu-
nition each. We had hardly left town when M.'s pointer
drew on a bunch of weeds and pointed. The driver
called our attention to the dog; we dismounted, and
when we came within about 20yds. a large covey of "Bob
Whites" rose; our guns spoke and we dropped three
bfrds. We had not hunted over more than about five
miles of ground when our ammunition gave out and re-
turning to town about noou we counted 164 birds, where-
upon M. exclaimed: "What glorious shooting. What
is the use of going further? This beats anything I ever
dreamed of. There is nothing like quail shooting over a
good dog. Just think of a couple of market butchers get-
ting in here and taking pot shots; they would flood the
New Orleans and St. Louis markets in two days' shoot-
ing." Arrived in town our driver asked whether he
could not take us some other day to a lagoon about nine
miles northwest of town, where we would find ducks
very plentiful. Being eager to interview the ducks we
arranged for the team for the following morning at day-
break. We spent the evening visiting Fort Ringgold,
adjoining Rio Grande, a military post garrisoned by two
companies of infantry and one company of cavalry. The
post is nicely laid out, the buildings are substantial, and
taking ice machine, waterworks and saw mill in con-
sideration, is as modern as possible. The grounds are
kept scrupulously clean, and the contrast between them
and the filthy town is so great that we dreaded to return
to our lodgings.
Although our team was on hand promptly, it was some

time after sunrise next morning (Nov. 12) when we got
into our conveyance. We reached the lagoon at about
8:30. While we were filling our pockets with ammuni-
tion a ragged boy drew near, and our driver engaged
him in conversation, ascertaining that the little fellow
knew a favorite feeding ground, where he had seen a
large number of ducks that morning. He was willing to
act as our guide, and to sharpen his wits I gave him a
quarter. Our little guide led the way through thick
chapparal and high rushes, over flooded swampy ground,
and after following him with difficulty for about a mile,
a noise like distant breakers struck our ear. Continuing
our tramp the noise became louder and more distinct,
and our hearts began to thump when we distinctly dis-
tinguished that it was the calling of a large number of
ducks of nearly all—to us—known varieties. Meanwhile
we had been conducted to a piece of high ground, and
right before us, not more than 200yds. distant, through
some live oak timber, we saw a many-colored mass of
wildfowl literally covering a small pond of open water,
surrounded on three sides by a thick canebrake. We en-
joyed the strange spectacle for some time, and decided
to try and get within easy range and let drive into that
living mass. About 200yds. to our right the chapparal
was very thick, and ran on the edge of the canebrake up
to the water's edge; we retraced our steps, and after get-
ting below the high ground out of sight, reached the
thicket without disturbing the ducks. Our dogs we left
tied in charge of our guide with instructions not to fetch
them up until we would call, We then began the hand
and knee act, and after tearing our lower garments in
many places and pricking our hands and shins, we man-
aged to get within about 30yds. unperceived. After rest-
ing a few moments we rose simultaneously and fired one
barrel each between wind and water and the other barrel
when the mass took to wing, and at least two of us got in
two more shots before all got out of reach. When the
smoke cleared away we noticed our guide and both of
our dogs in the pond, and all our calling did not induce
either to come to shore and give us a show for some more
slaughter. The dogs were frantic in their efforts to over-
take winged and wounded ducks and could not be gotten
down to their retrieving work for some time; our boy,
however, went at the matter in hand in a business way,
showing that he was well broken and knew what species
were most valued. He waded about and carefully selected

among the killed, bringing to shore on his first trip nine can-
vasbacks and one mallard drake. When our dogs calmed
down they assisted, and in about thirty minutes all dead
and badly crippled ones were brought in, fifty-one all
told; twenty-nine green and blue-winged teal, eleven of a
species called down there cornduck, turkey brown and
very large, nine canvasbacks and two mallards. It was
not 11 o'clock, and we decided to take our fowl to the
wagon, ride part of the way to town, then send the team
home and hunt in the remainder of the way. When we
left the wagOn, about two miles from town, we took
twenty-five cartridges each and brought down forty-two
birds between us. I never Baw dogs get down to business
as ours did on this second day, and I was so taken up
with their action and style that my companions dis-
counted me as far as the shooting was concerned.
After returning to town we set to work separating our

camping outfit with a view of shipping some necessary
articles of wearing apparel, bedding and our saddle kits
by steamer to Brownsville, and succeeded that same even-
ing in hiring a light covered spring wagon and four horses
to take us to the same place, in such drives as we might
desire to make, for a consideration of $3 Mexican money
per day, and forage for man and beast, the team to be
ready to start at 8 o'clock A. M. on Nov. 14, thus having
a day to purchase some extra supplies, load ammunition,
and gather whatever information we could pick up con-
cerning the best camping grounds. Because it is gener-
ally omitted, I will detail cost of our trip as I go along,
I therefore specify here expenses during our stay at Rio
Grande City, viz.

:

1 cool room with two clean ben's and otherwise fairly well
furnished and attendance, $1 per day $4 00

Meals in Mexican restaurant (d 'la carte), well prepared, clean
but not choice and of limited vanety 10 00

Hire of vehicle 8 days at $1 per day 2 00

Expenses for i men 4 days, Mexican money gl6 00
In our currency $13.12, or one man, 4 days, $3.28.

Pedro, our driver, brought the team around promptly
at the stipulated hour; he was a bright-looked fellow of
about twenty-eight years of ago, who proved to be honest,
handy, willing to assist in anything, and of a very cheer-
ful disposition. We got our traps and ourselves aboard,
and although we had enjoyed some fine shooting during
our stay at Rio Grande City, we all were as glad as school
boys to be on the move again. The ponies were sprightly
little animals, and we traveled at a gait that a party
pressed for time would have to pay in the North Woods
$20 a day for. The road is very hard and smooth, the
country covered with thick chapparal and every imagin-
able species of cactus, the thickets appearing at intervals
absolutely impenetrable. Here and there we passed small
openings from thirty to about one hundred and fifty
acres, and I noticed that they were grazed down to the
roots by either sheep or goats; of ranch cattle we saw but
few, and ponies and goats appeared to be the only stock
raised to any extent. A drive of about one and one-half
hours brought us to a small settlement situated on the
high bank of a large lagoon. Pedro told us that there
were quite a number of ducks and any quantity of quail
waiting to be hunted, and that the light man hunting the
low hills to the left of the road would be almost sure to
get a shot at a deer toward evening.
We went into camp in a nice open spot in some live-

oak timber, pitched our tent and, after gathering a good
quantity of fire wood, I introduced Pedro to the contents
of the grub-box and our battery de cuisine, told him to
help himself whenever he felt hungry, and not to expect
us back till about dusk. We took some cold meat, bread
and claret aboard, shipped our artillery, and agreed to
hunt according to the following programme : The Junior
was to take the hills; M., who is a botanical crank, was
to explore the woods; and the Scribe was given to under-
stand that the party needed just about one-half dozen teal
for next breakfast. Until that day I had never known
game of any kind to be disgustingly plentiful, but leaving
camp with a view of shooting* sufficient ducks for one
meal, I ordered my dog to heel, and followed the lagoon
on its highest bank. I flushed large coveys of quail all
along at such short intervals that I had to fasten to my
pointer with a suspender, and often to drag him along
forcibly, when he would wind and try to point quail from
the trail. After following the lagoon for a distance of
about a mile, I noticed some ducks on the opposite bank
about 200yds. from me. They were too large for teal,
and walking in open sight until I came directly opposite
them, I clapped my hands to induce them to take to wing,
they glancea in my direction and resumed their medi-
tative and aggravating pastime of sunning themselves.
Thus dared, I let a charge of No. 6 drive at them, killing
two and winging a third one; the rest rose clumsily,
circled around twice, and would have dropped in around
their dead kindred had I not sent my dog in to retrieve.
He brought the three birds, which proved to be large
brown cornducks, as fat as butter. Having all we could
use for breakfast I retraced my steps toward camp, where
I found M. fast asleep in his hammock and our Mexican
factotum busily engaged preparing dinner. I pitched in,

and in less time than it would take to make out a bill of
fare we were served, and carefully selecting and setting
aside the most unsavory morsels for the Junior, whom
we did not expect for several hours, we acquitted our-
selves of our task with hunters' appetites.
After dinner we crawled up in our hammock for a

smoke, and were undoubtedly fast asleep when a Co-
manche war whoop roused us from our meditations. The
Junior had returned, devoured all the delicacies we had
set aside for his dinner, and was clamoring for more in
such strong terms that I rose and promised to prepare
supper in a jiffy. He told us that he had jumped one
doe, seen two more deer without coming to shot, and then
exhibited the pelt of a large bob-tailed wildcat, the only
game he had slain. After supper we got in comfortable
positions to enjoy a smoke and decide on our next camp.
We were told that we would have a three-hours' drive to
Havanna (all these places are stock ranches, with store
and school house), where we would find no hunting we
cared for except quail. Further down, at Peditos or
Lomita, however, deer, turkey and ducks were plentiful.
Leaving the decision with Pedro, we told him to select
the best hunting ground within twenty miles for our next
camp, and to be ready for an early start. Mux.

[to be concluded.]

A Book About Indians—The Fokkst and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Acl/i).
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 4.—The people who want to find

the John Wilkinson Co. after the loth will have to
seek no longer in the lower regions of State street, but up
about 369 State, I believe it is, where the firm will move
at that date. They will have more room there, and will
be nearer the center of the business.
As is well known, the Jenney & Graham Gun Co. used

™o be next door neighbor to the Wilkinson Co., but last

spring they came up to 102 Madison street, where they
have a whole house of their own, with floors for different
lines of work. They are very well settled now and have
the room they needed, for their gun trade and specialties
in other lines of sports have made big growth lately.

They are very well known in the West and get a heavy
mail trade, being seemingly as popular in the Rocky
Mountains as here, although it is not of record that Mr.
Jenney gives the boys out there as many guns to shoot
for as he does here.

I was in at the. new store the other day, talking to John
Gillespie, and John was mad. He showed me a piece of
a broken gun stcck, about half of the lower end of the
stock.
"Now, some darn fool out in Wyoming," said he, "has

sent in this piece of a gun and wants us to make him a
new gun stock. Nothing to go by but this chip, and if

we don't make him a stock just long enough, and with
just drop enough, he'll kick and threaten to ruin our
trade. Some men don't know enough to pound sand/'
All sorts of cranks in the world of field sports. A great

many of these cranks send in from all over the country
to get John Gillespie to load their shells. They think he
spits on the wads and gives tbem a magic charm, but
John tells me he doesn't, but just uses his little loading-
machine. Black powder shells he will not load for any-
body, but confines himself to wood and Schultze. He
got a few cans of the E. C. powder, but has never had
occasion to open them, for that powder don't seem to go
out West. "They can buy loaded shells in black powder
now good enough for anybody," says John. "I ain't got
no time for that, and I wish I didn't know how to load a
blame shell. Duck season's coming on now. Killed
eight myself on English Lake Club grounds on opening
day. Some of the boys got as high as fifteen or twenty,
all woodducks. Rather shoot ducks than load shells.

Blame cranks, they always want the most shells when
the shooting is the best." That such is life, I reckon a
good many of the rest of us have discovered.
This centralization of the sporting goods trade is better

understood by a Chicagoan than anybody else. It is be-
yond doubt true that Spalding moved into 108 Madison
street and the Jenney & Graham Gun Co. into 103 Madi-
son street, and the Wilkinson Co. as close to it as they
could get, all because Billy Mussey's place is at 106 Madi-
son. Billy runs a palatial hall where the boys play mar-
bles on tables, and here every shooter or fisher of Chicago
is certain to be found at one hour or another of the day.
For this reason the walls and ceilings of the room have
assumed a dark blue color. I presume there are more
lies told there than in all the rest of Chicago, and that is

saying a great deal. Billy himself religiously celebrates
every opening day of the year in Indiana and Illinois,

and he is to-day just back from Mak-saw-ba marsh with
the astonishing bag of two ducks and four snipe. But
then that's a good many if you look at it one way.
Our chicken season draws on apace, and the fall fever

is beginning to stir in the blood. Mr. Mussey and myself
are going to try again for access to the preserved ground
where we had our great sport with the October chickens
last fall, and if we succeed, something will be heard to
drop out this way. Billy has got his new yellow boots
fixed so they won't skin his heel, and he has been heard
to announce that if he gets on that flyway again in the
evening, and sees a flock of those old roosters coming, he
is going to begin shooting as soon as he first sees them com-
ing, so he won't shoot behind them. But our fate is in
the hands of Mr. Hicks, who owns the land.
Mr. M. C. Morris, of Baltimore, Md., is in the city for

a while. He has never seen a prairie chicken and wants
to get one. It would be a pleasure to see him nearly step
on a full-grown one, in the grass, as sometimes happens,
and odds that he wouldn't know whether he had shot at
a chicken or a dynamo.
Dick Turtle has made two woodcock trips to the Kan-

kakee, bagging 48 on one trip and 70 odd on the other.
On the latter trip he floated about 60 miles down the river,
starting away above Water Valley and coming down.

Sept. 5.—Messrs. J, T. Nevin, of the Pittsburgh Leader,
Mr. J. Cunningham of the same paper, Mr. John White,
a well-known attorney of that city, and their friends,
Messrs. C. A. Atwell and C. T. Harbaugh, also of Pitts-
burgh, are in town to-day on their way home from a
chicken hunt in Nebraska. They were out near Geneva
of that State, and in ten days only got about 50 birds.
They say the birds were very wild and scarce. Illegal
shooting had cleaned them out. The law was laughed at,
and shooting has been going on ever since July. Ne-
braska has the game warden system.

Sept. 6.—More than a year ago reference was made to
the proposed drainage of the Kankakee marshes of Indi-
ana, by means of a cut through the great natural rock
dam which it thought to be the cause of the vast system
of back water. To-day a morning paper of this city has
the following on its editorial page:
"The contract has been let for the removal of the rock

ledge in the Kankakee River at Momence, and it is prob-
able that within a year a million acres of fertile land,
now spoiled with swamp water, will be open to the sun
and ready for the plowshare. While the stretch of natur-
ally fertile land which is to be redeemed lies mostly
within the limits of Indiana it is tributary to Chicago.
Some persons have claimed that the removal of this
limestone uplift in the Kankakee would increase the
spring floods in the Illinois and do damage which the
Chicago Drainage Trustees would be called on by the
farmers to make good. It has been alleged also that im-
mense quantities of silt would be carried down stream,
would be^ deposited in the Illinois, and add to the diffi-
culties of its navigation. But on consideration there
seems no good reason to expect a.ny of these misfortunes.
All that the small rock cut will do practically will be to
drain off the swamp water. As the 'cut' will be a rock
one and cannot be enlarged by the flowing waters, there
need be no more fears of silt than there will be from the
waters of the Desplaines flowing through the deep rock
cut which this city intends making southward from the
Sag,"

This question has two alternatives of interest to the
sportsman. It is doubtful whether the cut through the
rock will really drain all or very much of the great Kan-
kakee marsh. The Kankakee to-day is a very swift
stream, but the fact that it runs like a mill-tail when
between its banks does not seem to drain the marsh very
thoroughly when the stream is at its lowest. Local rains
seem to have much to do with the wetness of the marsh.
Upon the other hand, if the attempt be as successful one
as is contemplated, the marsh will be ruined forever, and
thus one of the greatest natural features of this region be
changed and soon forgotten. The Kankakee marsh is

unique. It is historical. Without it, our chief sporting
ground is gone, and this city is robbed of what can never
be replaced, so far as the sportsmen are concerned. Mak-
saw-ba, Cumberland, English Lake. Water Valley—how
would it sound to have all those names shorn of their
sporting interest? We will wait. If the worst comes to
the worst the marsh owners, like the Mak-saw-bas, who
have title to a goodly acreage, will find their stock in-

creased in value over a hundred fold, and their land a
rare good investment. E. Hough.

THE NORTH LOUP VALLEY.
NORTH LOUP, Nebraska.—To my eyes, no other val-

ley in the wide West compares with this. It is sit-

uated in the central part of Nebraska, and of the three
Loup valleys it is the most fertile and beautiful.

Picture to yourself a level valley, covered with green
pastures and waving fields of corn, dotted with comfort-
able farm houses; in the middle of the valley a swiftly-
running river, 300ft. in width, joined by numerous creeks
coming from the low hills on each side; along this river
many patches of heavy timber and willow thickets. It

has been only eighteen years since the first settler came
into this part of the valley, yet now it is pretty well set-

tled up, and the primitive "sod house" has given way to
the more substantial frame structure. Most of the farm-
ers have groves of timber, and are also beginning to raise
fruit.

Game of several kinds is found here. Fish abound in
the river and creeks. In the fall and spring ducks and
geese by the thousands come into the valley to feed
in the cornfields and along the river and creeks. It

is no trouble to find them, and many times during a half
day's hunt as many as 1,000 geese, and ducks without
number, have been seen. Prairie chickens, quail and
several varieties of snipe are here in numbers. The sea-
son by law opens Sept. 1, but the law is not obeyed, and
the young are killed before they can hardly fly. Despite
this reckless killing there seems to be as many as ever
here. Rabbits are not scarce. There are some jack rab-
bits, but they are hard to get. Cotton-tails are quite
plentiful and easy to kill. Coyotes also are numerous and
increasing in numbers. Further up the valley deer and
other large game is found. Trapping is carried on to
some extent, and muskrat and mink are caught in good
quantities and beavers are not unknown.
Fishing has been good this summer and a great many

fish have been caught, some of w hich were of good size.

The principal kinds are catfish, whitefish and bass. Pike
are coming in lately some, and a few have been taken.
One was recently caught weighing 41bs. These are
mostly found in the river, while in the creeks are small
fish of several other varieties. Of those caught in the
river, catfish are the largest and most abundant. Some
have been caught this summer weighing as high as 4flbs.,
and from that down to lib. Whitefish and bass have been
taken weighing 2 or 31bs. All kinds seem to be more plen-
tiful than for several years back. Recently the writer
and another fisherman fished by moonlight and caught
nearly fifty fish. C. J. D.

A Great Fox Country. — Jersey City, Sept. 5.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Indeed it was an odd train of
circumstances that brought forth the letter of Mr. A. L.
Perkins, of Walden, Vermont; and I think I must be the
one he refers to as a "famous fox trapper," for I well re-
member Mm and the good old hills of that Green Moun-
tain town; and that my success was all I could ask in
that line. The season he speaks of was a remarkable one
for fox trapping; they seemed to be looking for me as
much as I was for them. It was one of those years that
all trappers experience when game is plenty and take3 to
bait readily; but in this I think the fox is the most change-
able. I have seen trapping seasons when I knew foxes
were plenty, and yet it was difficult to trap them, requir-
ing the utmost care and perserverance, not that it does
not require this at all times, but some years to a greater-
degree than others, He calls me a fiend, but this may
be far fetched

, yet I think if I had all the foxes together
that I ever caught and should set their tails on fire, there
would be a great commotion and perhaps a conflagration.
I have three foxes in a large cage at my back, and they
are quite tame, as the word goes, but a fox is a great deal
like an Indian, return him to his native haunts after
months of training and he is as wild as ever. Thanks Mr.
Editor, for your notice of last week, that I wanted to
learn of a "fox country," for from the number of letters
I have received it must be a "fox country" from Maine to
the Gulf of Mexico, and proves tome the great circulation
of your splendid paper.

—

Daphne.

California Quail.—Macomb, 111., Sept. 4.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I see by your valuable journal that
the Massachuseits Association is about to introduce the
California quail into that State, and perhaps my experi-
ence may be worth something to this club. About twelve
years ago I sent to California and got four dozen of these
quail and turned them loose in the month of April about
three miles from this town. They seemed to be perfectly
contented and not very wild. The males could be heard
every morning singing, and the females would come
near to the house and would nest in the garden under a
hill of potatoes or in a bunch of weeds. They were often
seen during the summer with fifteen to twenty of the
young brood following one female, and the males would
keep up their song. About the first of October the sing-
ing stopped, and the first of November we took our dogs
and hunted the country all over and over, thinking we
might find them, but our work was in vain. We have
never seen nor heard of these birds since. Instinct
taught them they could not stand the climate and there-
fore they emigrated to a more genial clime. I do not
wish to discourage the sportsmen of Massachusetts, but
in my opinion they will make a failure with these birds.
—W. 0. BLAISDELfji

Hackensack Rail All Gone.—Hackensack, Sept. 3.

—Editor Forest and Stream: The first day of the rail

season was not a success on the Hackensack River. In
fact the rail shooting is about played out there, and for
several years it has been very poor. I went out at day-
light on the first with my spaniel to see what show there
was; but the paths tracked down through the grass told
the story. The ground had been thoroughly gone over
by poachers. I only saw one bird. This is the usual ex-
perience of conscientious sportsmen. The poacher sneaks
out a few days before the law is up and gets the cream of.

the shooting. No wonder people club together and buy
up shooting and fishing privileges. It is the only way
that a business man can be sure of a little sport. When
the poaching loafer is warned off or arrested for trespass
he raises a terrible howl about the selfishness of people
who want to shut out the "poor sportsmen."—Wake-
man Holberton. P. S.—I have a magnificent speci-
men of woodland caribou from Newfoundland on ex-
hibition if any one wishes to see it.—W. H.

New Jersey.—Hornerstown, Sept. 8.—The prospect
for game in this section during the coming season seems
to be remarkably good. Quail are more abundant than
at any time during a number of years past; the coveys
are numerous and uncommonly large, but as yet many of
the birds are less than half grown, denoting that the
earlier broods were either small or that numbers of them
were destroyed by the heavy spring rains; but if nothing
happens the birds will be of a good size when the gun-
ning season commences in November. Partridges, so far
as we have seen and have learned, are rather more numer-
ous than in former years. Of rabbits, owing to last win-
ter being warm and open, the number appears to be
unlimited. In many fields one can scarcely move in any
direction without starting them up. So taking it alto-
gether, the chances here this fall for an excellent gunning
season are as good as the most sanguine sportsman could
wish for.—A. L. L.

Tennessee Quail.—Chattanooga, Sept. 3.—Quail are
plentiful this season, judging from the information of
farmers; and a few of us who keep on the good side of
them expect nice sport when the season opens. Moccasin
Bend, Lookout Valley and Chattanooga Valley, between
Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge, all afford fair
quail shooting. We are glad to note, an increasing ten-
dency to observe our game laws, which seem to be reason-
able. No shooting yet, although lots of birds are large
enough. The law is more respected than its enforcement
feared.—G. E. S.

Book op the Game Laws.—The first number of the
Booh of the Game Laws will be issued about Oct. 1 from
this office. We have undertaken the publication of this
periodical in response to constant calls for a trustworthy
compendium of the game and fish laws. The Forest
and Stream enjoys peculiar advantages for conducting
this work in a satisfactory way. We shall make the
Booh of the Game Laws the authority in its field. Send
for prospectus.

Snipe on Long Island.—"The Cedars," Oakdale, Sept.
1.—While crossing the meadow at 4 o'clock this morning
to fix out for bay snipe shooting, I flushed four English
snipe. The wind at sunrise being in the wrong quarter,
N.W., and no birds, I picked up and beat the meadow
for the English snipe, but succeeded in flushing but one
more. Bay snipe shooting has been a failure here the
past summer.—Alfred A. Fraser.

Mechanicsburg
5>

Pa., Sept 5.—The prospects for an
abundance of quail and rabbit shooting were never
brighter than at present. Reports from the outlying dis-
tricts say that small game has not been so plenty for sev-
eral years.

—

Minnie Mingo.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
Tj1 OR practical and specific direct ions to reach several hundred

fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see
issues of 18S9 as follows: April 18, April 25, May 2, May 9, May 30.

June 6, Jnne 13, June 20, June 27.

FISHING IN MINNESOTA.
WHAT angler read the "Bass Number" recently pub-

lished by Forest and Stream without gratifica-
tion, who without being instructed, and what one did not
enjoy again in recollection his many personal exploits
with"rod and line?

Next to actual experience I delight in reading of the
pleasures of brothers of the craft, rejoice with them when
they take a "whopper," weep when the "whopper" just
at the critical moment tears out the hook, and in fact can
almost in imagination impersonate the scribe and finish
the perusal with only less satisfaction from the reading
than he enjoyed from actual experiment.
Although my experience with Micropterus salmoides

has been less extensive than that of many I can j et bear
witness to his game disposition and fighting proclivities,
and though there are perhaps others wliich excel him in
these points the angler who has enjoyed a good morn-
ing's sport with this species will not feel disposed to
grumble at any lack of combativeness.
My first knowledge of black bass fishing was acquired

when a small boy in a large mill pond near one of the
less pretentious towns of Iowa.
The bass in that locality were very fastidious as to their

diet and seldom could be coaxed to take anything but
live minnows; frogs, spoon hooks and flies were often
tried, but failed to allure them; as to the fly, perhaps
from inexperience in manipulating, but I incline more to
the belief that it was simply from lack of inclination for
that variety of bait.

How well memory retains each favorite spot for fish-

ing, the overhanging bank, the old stumps and logs lying
in the water, one log in particular, which lay within a
few feet of the place where the water entered the mill-
race, from under which was almost daily scored the first

catch in the morning, and, singular to relate, seldom
more than one,
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My last experience with Micropterus salmoides was
while on a summer vacation in the lake region of Minne-
sota, the first object in view being to regain health,
broken by too constant confinement within the limits of
the smoky city, and was limited principally to Schilling's
Lake, a beautiful little sheet of water about three-quarters
of a mile in length and a half mile in breadth, almost en-
tirely hemmed in by trees, and situated near the diminu-
tive village of New Auburn, Sibley county. Neither
before nor since my visist was it much resorted to by
anglers, or farmers, for the alleged reason that the fish,

were all frozen out, in regard to which statement being
somewhat skeptical, the wise policy of a personal in-

vestigation was adopted and the assertion disproved with
little difficulty.

The lake was very well stocked with black bass and
some pickerel, the smallest bass caught in the whole
season, with one exception, not weighing under lflbs.,

the largest not over 31bs. 10oz., the smallest pickerel not
under 6Ibs., the largest not more than 81bs., so that both
bass and pickerel ran very even as to size, although in
game qualities the bass is far superior.
The first attempt at fishing was made upon a cloudy

day in early June, with just sufficient wind to slightly
agitate the leaden surface of the water without making
it difficult to row, the writer seated in the stern of the
boat at one end of about 50yds. of small braided silk line,
at the other end of which was a spoon. We had made a
half circuit of the lake and were coming with the wind
down the center, the oarsman skeptical, the writer hope-
ful, feeling between the finger ana thumb that pleasant
sensation which the spoon, revolving rapidly and swiftly-

through the water, produces, when a quick pull, the line
veers around to the left, a sudden leap into the air and a
black bass, in our eyes a monster, is exposed to view. A
taut fine is kept upon the prize, and the fun proceeds,
until after many rushes and struggles he is drawn close,
lifted into the boat and exhibited in triumph to the oars-
man with some inquiry as to whether he did not believe
that when the lake froze up solid at least one fish escaped,
to wnich in the presence of prima facie evidence he as-
sented without argument. The spoon was again cast
out; we rowed to the foot of the lake, and proceeding
around up the other side, came again to the head, and
started down the center, when, as the boat neared the
place where we were rewarded by the previous strike,

there came suddenly a mighty tug, the line * 'swished"
wildly back and forth through the water, and after a
savage contest for perhaps five minutes, which several
times seemed about to be decided in favor of the combat-
ant at the other end, a pickerel was at last coaxed up to
the side of the boat, seized by the gills and lifted strug-
gling over the side, when he proceeded to try and drown
us with about an inch of water, which was in the bot-
tom, the spoon dropping from his mouth in the effort.

Fairly exultant with our good luck, we again cast forth
the spoon and rowed up, down, and around the lake, feel-
ing several times jerks at the line, but at no time getting
a strike, and remarking what good luck we had when
rowing through the scattering weeds, that the hooks did
not catch, until at last, concluding there were no more
fish in the humor of biting, our course was steered for
home, only to find when the bank was neared and the
spoon drawn in that it was minus the hooks, which we
found upon investigation to have remained in the pick-
erel's throat. This explained to us why the line was
several times so mysteriously jerked, also the immunity
we enjoyed from the weeds; but our succes3 was so great
not only in catching two good fish, but also in demon-
strating that there were plenty where they came from,
we were not disposed to "cuss" our luck. So taking our
way to the house, the scales were brought out and the
bass was found to weigh just 31bs. loz. , the pickerel ex-
actly 71bs.

The greater part of my fishing in that lake was with
the rod, as I could not often get any one to row. Small
frogs were found to be the kfiling bait, which, after sun-
down, were easily caught in a marsh lying between the
lake and the house, and placed in a can with plenty of
water, for use on the following morning. The necessity
of giving them plenty of water was learned from experi-
ence, as the first frogs caught were placed in a can with-
out water, and in the morning found shrunk to about
two thirds of life size, and very dead. They were hooked
through the back for still-fishing, through the mouth for
trolling. The fish would also take minnows, but not
nearly so freely as frogs; dead bait of any description they
would seldom touch, which revealed the cause from which
the farmers in the vicinity concluded that there were no
fish in the lake, as their ideal bait was beefsteak, liver,

fat pork, or, in short, almost anything that would hang
on their hooks, except such live bait as the fish would
take. The only time they would bite freely, except on
cloudy days, seemed to be from daylight until about 7
o'clock A. M., when the sun made it too bright for them.
Between those hours it was no hard matter to get a string
weighing from 20 to 301bs. of as nice fish as any one
could desire, and sufficient to keep the neighbors well
supplied.
Adjoining Schilling's Lake lies another lake of the

same name as the village on which it borders, and the
two lakes have this peculiarity, that the first named is

always clear, but the last muddy. Moreover, in the one
last mentioned there actually seemed, as far as I was
able to determine from the most approved methods of
angling of which I was cognizant, to be no fish but "cats"
and sunfish. The two lakes are at one part separated by
a strip of land not more that 100yds. in width.
After a summer gloriously spent in fishing and seeking

health, and meeting in both pursuits with equally grati-
fying results, the writer returned home with the firm
resolve that it should not be the last spent among the
lakes of Minnesota.

"Bless'd silent groves, O may you be
Forever mirth's best nursery!

May pure contents

Forever pi tch their tents

Upon these downs, these meads, these rocks, these mountains,
And peace still slumber by these purling fountains;

Which we may every year

Meet, when we come a fishing here."

MlRATOR.

New Name for the Croaker.—Dr. H. M. Smith, of
"Washington, D. C, informs us that the croaker (Micro-
pogon undulattis) is invariably called grumbler by the
negroes of the lower Potomac River region.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 14.—Mr. J. M. Clark and Mr.

Geo. Morell are just back from a ten days' mascal-
longe trip in the Manitowish country, where they have
had great sport. They caught in all fifty-five mascal-
longe, over 6001bs. of fish in all, and a number that
weighed 201bs. or just under, as determined by the scales.
None ran over 20lbs. They caught fifteen mascallonge
in two hours one afternoon. Many of these must have
been small, as they were an hour and a quarter in land-
ing one fish they struck, an 181bs. one.
Messrs. Clark and Morell went to Trout Lake via Wood-

ruff on the M. L. S. & W., and at Trout Lake they got a
boat and a guide, the latter being the old resident guide,
Wm. McArthur, probably the best posted man in that
country on the fishing waters and thoroughfares. They
did not take the north trail to Boulder and the lakes
above Trout Lake and so through the upper fork of the
Manitowish River, but went west of Trout Lake on the
south fork of the Manitowish. Either way, the whole
country is a network of wonderful lakes and streams.
They passed through Rice, Alder, Manitowish, Star,
Island, Stone, Spider, Mud, Clear and Rest lakes and
their connecting streams, and finally striking the main
Manitowish, came out where it crosses the railway, and
thence shipped home. They found good fishing pretty
much all along, and the fish seemed to be running in the
river, but they thought the last half of September would
have been a better time. In Clear Lake they found a
water which McArthur said they were the second boat to
visit. It was reached by a thoroughfare from Stone
Lake, a little reedy passage known to almost no one of
that region.
Of course, the bulk of the fish caught had to be returned

at once to the water, only a very small portion being
brought down to Chicago. That is a great trouble with
that country and that sort of fishing; one hardly knows
what to do with so much fish.

There are one or two interesting features about this
trip, which may well be emphasized for the use of other
anglers. No hand lines were used, as indeed they never
should be used by any one. All the fish were caught on
rod and reel, and Mr. Clark took several by casting and
on his own bass rod. The first few fish were killed after
the fashion I mentioned once before in these columns,
the guide at once towing the fish for deep water. After
that, I am glad to say, the anglers stopped the boat, went
back to the fish which the reel could not pull from their
place, and so killed their fiah fair on the rod. This I have
said is what I wanted to do on my mascallonge and will
do the next time, and it is just what any angler should
do. This business of towing a mascallonge around and
killing him with the oars is all wrong, and it ought to be
stopped.
On advice of a friend who had studied this fishing,

Messrs. Clark and Morell din not use the No. 8 spoon, but
the No. 6. Neither lost a single spoon, and every fish was
killed on the No. 6. Much to their credit, too, be it said,
they took off the gangs from the spoon and used a single
hook, an 8° Sproat, ringed. On this they used the "ton-
gue," or gullet of the mascallonge. Readers contemplat-
ing a trip should note this, as Mr. Clark trolled a whole
day with the ordinary Skinner without a rise, while Mr.
Morrell, using the "tongue," killed three fish out of the
same boat. After that the single hook "tongue" were
used altogether. It is possible that the fish get used to
seeing the same old sort of spoon and become educated,
if that can be said for such wild waters as these. I am
glad that the day of the single hook has begun. The tri-

angle gang never did seem quite right, for it don't give
the fish a show. I remember 1 once wrote to Mr. Skin-
ner and told him I had a notion to try a spoon with a
single hook. If this falls under his eye I hope he will
debate the question of offering the public some spoons
rigged with only one hook. The spoons used by Messrs.
Clark and Morrell were gold, half red on the inside. We
thought last spring that silver and red was better. And
so it goes. There seems variety enough in mascallonge
fishing. These gentlemen are to be congratulated on the
style in which they fished and the success with which
they met. For the sake of others who would like to go
up, it may be mentioned that their guide's address is Wm.
McArthur, Minocqua, Wis., marked "Forward to Trout
Lake." McArthur lives at the lake.

Mr. J. O. Blake, one of the head hustlers of Spaldings',
starts soon on an interesting Western trip with Mr. Geo.
J. Charlton, assistant general passenger agent of the
Chicago & Alton. Both gentlemen will take their wives,
and will travel on a scale of railroad luxury and grandeur.
The trip will cover Colorado, Salt Lakes, etc. , and the
return will be via Northern Pacific, including the
National Park. Some folks are lucky, but no one is ob-
jecting to the luck in this case, and the hope is general
that the trip may be pleasant throughout.

E. Hough.

ANGLING NOTES,

AS a rule a first-class angler has first-class tackle and
keeps it in the best of order. One can always tell

an old hand at a glance. His rods and reels are in good
shape, and while he does not carry a fishing tackle shop
along with him he always has just what he needs and
plenty of it. If people would only take the trouble to
read the Forest and Stream and pay a little attention to
the practical directions that appear from time to time in
its columns, they would pick up a deal of useful infor-
mation that would tell when they reached the stream. It

is folly to suppose that it is only necessary to have fine
tackle to be able to catch fish. In fact, this has compara-
tively litttle to do with it. An expert is able to do very
good fishing with a poor outfit, but it adds very much to
his pleasure and comfort to have everything right. The
best of tackle will, through neglect, soon become no bet-
ter than the poorest. A well-made rod, whether split-

bamboo or wood, will last with proper care, at least, ten
seasons, but we have seen the very best that money could
buy, ruined by one season's careless handling.

One of the principal causes of deterioration in rods
comes from the neglect to straighten the joints after
severe work. The best of rods will take a slight set after
a hard day's fishing, particularly if the fish run heavy.
Before putting the pieces away each joint should be
carefully looked over and bent back as straight as possi-

ble, then whiped clean and dry and put back into its case.

If this is neglected the set will be still greater after the

next day's fishing, and finally it will grow so crooked]
to become almost worthless. Neither should the rod!
allowed to remain together too long. At least every t|

or three days this straightening process should be g]
through with. It does not take five minutes to do tf
and the angler will find himself amply repaid for it.

]sportsmen would give one-tenth part of the care to tlf

rods that they bestow on their guns, they would have 1

]more pleasure and profit out of them. It is a good d
to go over the rod with an oily rag before going out
the rain, and it is very important not to leave the rod
long without revarnishing. Once in two years is aba
as often as it will be found necessary.

Mr. E. H. Sanfordhas been so fortunate as to capti
a 50-pound striped bass at Narragansett Pier. We beli

|

this is the first big bass killed at that place this sean
Newport has so far carried off the honors in that line*

It is a disgrace to the New York Association for 1

Protection of Game, and also to every sportsman in £
York city, that such restaurants as Delmonico's,
Brunswick and others should serve game out of sea
year after year without being punished. Of the sr
who encourage this state of affairs by ordering game
of season we have no words to express our feelij.

Game Warden Willett Kidd has been after some of
people, and we hope they will be brought up with a rot

turn.

Dr. Bachman's Rod.—The Chattanooga, Tenn., Tii
of Aug. 31, gives the report of a graceful incident: <<

of the most pleasant treats yet enjoyed by Rev. J.
Bachman, D.D., who is preparing to leave on a jour
to the Holy Land, occurred last evening at the Chair
of Commerce. As a fisher of fish, as well as "fishes
man," Dr. Bachman is renowned in this section, anc
now has fishing tackle with which he may tackle
river Jordan to his heart's content. When Dr. Bachi
was ushered into the Chamber of Commerce, ostens
to look at a guide to London, he was met by a delega'
of friends. Major Chas. D. McGuffey, who headed
delegation, presented the doctor with a costly jointed 1

ing rod, tackle, etc., and read the following neat
brief letter from the donors: To Dr. Bachman: * •

* "That you may, in the classic Orient, not forget
recreations of our Western continent, we beg to hand >

herewith, as a parting gift from some of your legio!
friends, this fishing-rod and tackle, with which an Ait

,

can fisherman may show the denizens of the old w<
the skill of our artisans as well as the prowess of I

disciples of Izaak Walton. In this community any til

you may vouch for, even a fishing story, will pass curr
but you may be captured by the insatiable reporter
your stories given in print where irreverent strangers i

smile incredulously. As a safeguard in such events
are glad to know that you can have the corroboratioi'
the comrade of your journey, Mr. John C. Grifnss, a

f

tleman so versatile that while building up and sustain
the reputation of one of our foremost business men
financiers, he could yet become familiar with fisl

circles, from the bass of northern Michigan to
stingarees and turtles of the Georgia coast and the hati

of the Florida alligators; could sustain a membershi
both the Chattanooga fishing clubs, and win from
lamented gentleman whose name the General Mc
Club bears, the admiring comment: 'That fine-dre!
gentleman; he can fall overboard oftener, go down dec
and come up wetter than any man I ever knew.' V
such a comrade to vouch for your fish stories, they h
fear no discount, even among strangers. Jesting ap
our friend, when you throw your line in classic or sac
waters, when your eyes see no land to bound the
Atlantic, when your feet tread the storied soil of Eur*
or your brow is fanned by the breezes of the Mediterran
or the sultry zephyrs of the Nile, or while you war
among the hallowed scenes of the Holy Land, may
feel ever how warmly our heart's best wishes follow yij

Dr. Bachman replied that he had always found he-,

and strength in fishing, as be stood on the shore and i

the fly or gave the minnow. He said he looked forw
with pleasant anticipations to the day when he will st
where the great fisher of men stood, and view the sac*

scenes of the Holy Land.

Lake Champlain "Swagos."—Sept. 8.—In yourissu
Aug. 31, I see a very interesting article, "A Few Remal
on Bass," by Dexter. He says: "Frequently I have B
a native hook a fish, and heard him call out 'swk
(meaning, I suppose, Oswego or large-mouth bass) bei
he had seen the fish at all." I have fished in that n
charming body of water for 20 years, have taken on
good many black bass, but in all that time I have ne
seen or caught an Oswego. Will Dexter kindly state
what portions of the lake the Oswego are found, or w
found, for I want to steer clear of such places and stl

to my old haunts, where only the small-mouths (tl

grand fighters) are found and known.—H. N. F.

Three op a Kind.—Many years ago in] western C
necticut I snared a good fat pike with a wire loop, i

was somewhat surprised upon cutting him open to 3

a smaller pike in its stomach. Noticing that the sec
pike was also plump and apparently well fed I made
incision into its belly, and my astonishment was gret
increased to find that it had likewise made a meal of
of its brethren. There was a scarcity of food in
stream and the pike were necessarily driven to wh
sale cannibalism.—J. E. B.

Mechanicsborg, Pa., Sept. 14.—The bass fishing
not been the "howling success" that was anticipatec
the opening of the season, on occount of the high
muddy condition of the streams. Only one string of (

importance was caught, and that by the village exp
Doc Hade, seventeen in number, one weighing 51bs. , al

which were taken on a fly.—Minnie Mingo.

Pompano in Long Island Waters.—Mr. E. R. "V

bur, of this city, took in the Great South Bay of Li

Island, last week, a young specimen of the ovate p.
pano (Traehynotm ovatus). This is a rare fish in th
waters. It is one of many unusual specimens caught
the northern coast this year.
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IE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
[II.—THE ST. CLAIR PISHING AND SHOOTING CLUB.

NCE upon a time, and not so very long ago, as cycles

and seons go (so says a late issue of a Chicago daily),

western end of Lake Erie marked the furthermost
t of those waters of the Great Lakes which went
ward through the St. Lawrence. There was then no
Clair River, there was no Detroit River, and there

e no St. Clair Flats. All the water of that region

J; north instead of east, passed through the Mackinac
i,its, down Lake Michigan, over the ten -feet sand ridge

ch now divides the lake from the Des Plaines Valley,

so on. through the Illinois, down the Mississippi into

Gulf.
i earlier articles, descriptive of the Chicago duck
>s, mention has been made of the peculiar Calumet
on, how it seems only recently divided from the main
>, and how lost and aimlessly its so-called rivers,

ly even now only creeks trickling along the bottom
he lake bed. wander around, flowing first one way
tit en the other, as high water or a high wind on the

i m ay dictate. It has also been remarked how inti-

e a connection there is between the Calumet region

the Des Plaines region, and how the "Sag." or the

after ," fairly connects the two. "Au-sag-inoski" the

Bndi an name for it was, which not very many people

w. This connecting trickle of water, which was
cal led the Calumet Canal, we are told, but which

is fo r the most part provokingly just too deep for a

s hunter to wade in hip boots, wanders through a

marsh, close up to the top of the divide. It used to

into the canal. All these places have received com-
t as good game localities close to Chicago.
rhen the eastern straits broke through, and the waters
lichigan, Superior and Huron, in obedience to some
jhty mandate
se reason or whose
we cannot formu-

.
began to journey
ward through the
Lawrence instead
vestward through
Mississippi, the
xis Calumet duck
mds, and the yet
I famous St. Clair

£ grounds were
ably formed at

and the same time
he receding of the
ers. Behold the
I of sympathy and
touch of human
rest which con-
a these two local-

ut we shall see this

jular connecting
sad grow yet more
ular and more
ng. We shall see
pointing arrows
ig this thread,
ch mark alike the
of the waters and
tread of the years,

3rsed upon them-
es and pointing in
opposite direction.

shall see gray-
:ed old Father Time
wide-handed Na-
herself meekly re-

ie their steps and
ow back along a path they have forgotten, a new
;er trail marked out solely by the hand of man. And
a the St. Clair Flats and the Calumet Marshes will be
more intimately related.

he city of Chicago as yet pumps her drainage water
r the divide. Larger facilities of the sort have been
ded, and it has long been the talk that Chicago must
mately cut through the low "Divide," and make a
iv whose source should be in Lake Michigan, and
ose mouth should lie in the valley of the Des Plaines.

thin the next few years this will doubtless be done.

m a river, of which the present fearful streams of the

Lcago River will be a part, will flow from the lake

th and west, at least 150ft. wide, at least 18ft. deep,

he subtraction of such a stream will make some
jiges along the lake levels, and this will undoubtedly
end to the St. Clair Flats. It was questioned by some
his would not affect certain riparian rights or certain

amercial necessities to the point of commanding an
a-diction, but the engineers say that there will be a
ering of only a few inches at the flats, hardly enough
be perceptible, and that if the big boats do scrape a
le on the bottom, somewhere in getting through the

,s, all that will be necessary will be to build a few
les or so of wing dams and thus throw a yet greater

>d of water through the channel of the St. Clair,

icago, wonder-daring, nature-changing, lake-compell-

,
generously promises that she will deal better with
country of the flats than it did with her own country,

. will not reduce the St. Clair River to a miserable
rsh trickle, as the St. Clair did with her Sag. The
dutifully clear blue waters of the St. Clair shall still

md eastward to the sea, unhindered and unhurt by the
[led flood of the river made by man, although the
irse of the latter shall be that first planned by nature.

Eerily, this is a great and wondrous time. Let not our
irts be troubled. Shall not man, who changes and
tores the course of the seas, some time be able to find

sans to restore and support the wild creatures which
e in and upon those seas? Already the outposts of that

>vement sit in light and graceful fortification alike

mg the St. Clair and the Calumet. Let not the men of

j.b St. Clair be troubled. Years hence, and hundreds
years, let us hope, their strong castle by the stream
II sit at the head of the river, from its windows shin-

; an influence as beneficent, in its way, as the light

At streams from the tower near by, with which it daily

ichea hands and nightly interchanges greeting.

As I was saying, it was a mighty good duck boat, this

e that belonged to "No. 11," and it took only a few
oments to drop down to the end of St. Clair Club dock,
r, D. A, Whitney, the urbane steward, who presides

over the practical workings of the club menage during
the open season, received the inquisitive visitor with
ready courtesy and hospitality, and cheerfully volun-
teered the assistance which made possible the writing of
our little story.
The St. Clair Fishing and Shooting organization is the

oldest organization on the flats. It was founded in 1869,
and may therefore be said to have reached its full
majority, and at the same time to be lawfully the head
of the family of clubs. A glance at the illustration will
show, in a way more or less imperfect, since no black
and white engraving can present either the harmony of
color or the actual effect of the full perspectives, that the
buildings of the club are very considerable in extent and
architecturally very noteworthy. The main building is

very happy in its conception, being simple, strong and
comfortable looking to a degree. You may look long
and far and you will not find a club building which will
impress you better. But this is modern. Look beyond
the main building, at the left hand corner, and you may
see a glimpse of the building which, or a part of which,
was the original home of the club. The first building
was a small frame house, only 18X 30ft. in size, with no
dock at all. First one addition was made to this, and
then a second, until it had fourteen rooms, at which
point it was thought that the height of all reasonable
architectural dreams had been reached. This old struc-
ture was formerly up on the dock, after the latter was
built, but was in course of time moved back. Behind
the main club house there are now so many bath houses,
boat houses, etc., that the place looks somewhat like the
quarters on an old plantation. Some of the larger of
these connect with the main building, and just how far
it is from front to back of St. Clair Club house is some-
thing no one knows. The present club house, or the
main building which is so known, was erected four years

ST. CLAIR FISHING AND SHOOTING CLUB.

ago, and after it was finished had cost over $27,000. It

is 200ft. in front, and about 200ft. from front to back.

In front of it lies 355ft. of dock. The passenger boats

can tie up almost at the front door, and the great

steamers of the lake pass constantly by, to and fro, only

a few yards distant from the wide verandas. Further
on, across the channel, lies the line of rushes on the
Canadian side.

The front door of St. Clair house is a grand wide affair,

solid and well ornamented in stained glasses. Within
that, there appears a vista of highly waxed floors and
hard-oil finish in pine, bright and cheerful, which
stretches across a noble hall, a long parlor and observa-

tion room to the right and up a wide and stately stair-

case which admits no insinuation of a difference between
upstairs and down. The arrangement of this lower floor

is superb. Fine as this club house is in its exterior, it is

only at its best within. The long halls and the gracious

expanse of easeful room which stretches away from them
leave an impression of sheer magnificence. The finish in

the natural grain of the wood, the immense fire-place,

and the shining waxed floors heighten all this, and the

effect is further continued by the quiet elegance of the

furnishings. I do not know who had in hand the decor-

ation of this interior, but it was certainly no upholsterer.

There is a great table in the center of the observation

room, and. this is well loaded with books and periodicals.

Upon the walls are the admirable field scenes of the

Detroit artist, Mr. Hopkins, who certainly is that rare

creature at once a sportsman and an artist. There are a

few well mounted birds about the office and halls, and
there is a valuable painting by Hopkins, a marine, in the

ladies' parlor, upon the other side of the entrance hall.

Nothing is overdone, and all is well done. The colors of

this interior do not swear at one another, and there is not

anything in the whole effect to cause for one that invol-

untary twitching of the shoulder blades which sometimes
warns an unconvinced reason that something is wrong.

For instance, I suppose Mrs. Whitney might have red

silk curtains at the windows that front from the office on

the water, or she might have maroon, or a screaming

blue of some sort or other; but she doesn't. She has just

exactly the amount, kind and quality of blue in her silk

window curtains, which serve to make them a comfort

and not a query. Everything else is just so. You can

go into St. Clair Club house and have perfect comfort

with your shoulder blades. Moreover, Mrs. Whitney

took me through the big dining-room, and through the

big kitchen, and through the pantries, and through so

many other rooms, further and further back, and to one

side or the other that my head swam, and I pledge my
word and honor it was the same all the way through,

and the most superciliously clean place I ever saw. I
would as soon be struck by lightning as to look at one of
those dishpans again, and as for the silver, it was bright-
shining as the sun. The world lost a great house-keeper
when Mrs. Whitney married, although her husband and
St. Clair Club gained one by the same token. Mr. and
Mrs. Whitney have been in this present position for 9
years, and they ought to be there about 99 more.
The steward's office is railed off just to the left of the

entrance, and with his formidable keyboard and set of
books looks something like a hotel office. A good deal of
system is necessary in conducting an establishment as
large as this, for sometimes seventy-five or one hundred
persons will be on hand daily in the summer, or even
more if there is a grand ball or unusually large fish sup-
per on hand. There are eighty-nine bed-rooms on the
second floor. Any overflow beyond this is taken up by
the extra house down at the end of the dock, which is

devoted entirely to sleeping purposes. It should be borne
in mind that this is a very large as well as very wealthy
club. Its membership includes what we may, I suppose,
call the aristocracy of Michigan, although I do not like
the word, nor suppose the club does. You are liable to
go in there and fall down over a Senator fixing his fish-

ing rod, in almost any corner, and a postmaster-general
isn't any more than aces high. The Hon. Russell A.
Alger, whose name the breezes which sigh through the
lumber regions whisper in connection with the White
House; the Hon. Don M. Dickinson, ex-postmaster-gen-
eral, Senator McMillan, of Michigan, and a number of
other guns too big to be fired from the shoulder, all

belong to this old and select sporting organization, but
so far as I could learn they get treated just as well as
anybody else and are not held responsible.

It should not be supposed that this club is devoted
altogether to social or summer resort purposes, or to such

dissipations as danc-
ing, or eating fried

f>erch all night. Doubt-
ess during, the heated
season many Detroifr-

ers avail themselves
of the privilege of tak-
ing the afternoon boat
simply for a cool ride

up to the club house,
and for the pleasure of

an evening there,with-
out any fishing or
shooting; but there are
many ardent anglers
and hard-working
shooters in this body,
and much good and
genuine sportsmen's
work is done. Of pre-
serves the club has
none, but the boats of
its members lie out as
long and as far in the
flight as any, and go
as far for bass. These
clubs are all equal in
this regard, as has been
mentioned. It was
something in the way
of news to learn that
n e i t h er the shooting
nor the fishing lies

very close to the made
ground, rather long
journeys being requir-

e d for either. The
questionmay be asked,
Why were the build-

ings, then, placed where they are? This was done so that

the big boats, which have to stick to the channel, could

get up to the building sites, before and after building.

From this "made ground," where all the club houses
stand, the smaller boats take out the seekers after sport.

For instance, the best bass fishing is now ten, twelve, or

even fifteen miles or more from the club houses, away
over on the Canadian side, among the channels where,
much as the jealous "Canadian Club" may object, they
cannot prohibit the club men from fishing. (No member
of the St. Clair Club, however, has ever hunted on the

Canada Club's preserves, or fished across the Canada line

until the opening of the season, which is later for

Canada than in Michigan.)
For such journeys as are necessary or pleasant among

the fishing grounds or to and from the city, there are

owned by members of the St. Clair Club a number of

steam yachts, some of them of a very high grade of ex-

cellence. The Vita, belonging to Mr. M. S. Smith, Mr.
Alger's partner, I saw in the docks of the Detroit Boat
Works, down at the city, undergoing a refitting, and if I

am not mistaken it was the Idler also that I saw there.

The latter boat had undergone a complete rebuilding, her

lines being materially changed. Idler is owned by
Senator McMillan. Both Idler and Vita are grand boats,

among the best of their class on fresh waters. Then
there is the Dawn, owned by Mr. John S. Newberry, and
reputed to be the fastest little craft on the lakes. Dawn
is a thing of beauty. You could almost pick up her

slender, shining hull under your arm and walk off with
it, yet her noiseless engines can send her twenty miles

an hour. The Truant is owned by Mr. Truman H. New-
berry. The Magna belongs to Mr. W. K. Parcher, and
Louise to Mr. H. C. Hart. The Lillie is the property of

Mr. A. E. Brush, and the May Lily of Mr. Geo. B. Hill.

Pastime and Lurline belong to the Messrs. Walker. There

are twelve club boats for general touring purposes, and
about sixty-five small boats scattered around among the

numerous boat houses.
The typical boat, if we may so speak, among the

various sorts used upon the St. Clair Flats, is a good stiff

skiff, clinker built, about 16 to 18ft. long, with provisions

for stepping a mast well forward. On a journey of ten

miles or upward the sail is an esteemed ally to the oar.

Most of the bass fishing is done from such boats as these.

The methods of this fishing will be described later on.

The typical rod, if such a thing may be where all kinds

of bass rods are brought and used, is a single-piece cane,

about 8ft. long. This makes a stiffish but springy rod,

which not even the bait caster always despises, for much
of the fishing for the small-mouths is deep water work,

as it is in Lake Erie about the islands,
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The typical duck boat is much like that belonging to

"No. 13," and used on the journey along the clubhouses,
double-ended and decked, but rather lower. What they
call the "lying-out boat," from which their open water
shooting at biuebills and the other deep-water ducks is

done, is very flat and low on the water, almost sneak
boat build, for it must be both boat and blind. Varia-
tions from this model are made according to the fancy
of the individual shooter. In this open water shooting
the gunner lies upon his back in the boat, his decoys
being arranged, of course, as for blind shooting. There
is often a very considerable sea on, and it requires prac-

tice to learn how to shoot ducks from a swaying boat in
this way, as many a fair marsh shot has discovered upon
trying it. It is cold

,
rough work lying out in a small

boat all day, and it requires the fullest quota of duck-
hunter hardihood. There are some of these stubborn and
stiff-necked fellows among the members of the St. Clair

Fishing and Shooting Club, and some good bags were
made this past season, during which, by the way, the
ducks are said to have been more plentiful than for

many years past.

But, after all, to wander through the luxurious abode
of this great and wealthy organization, and to note the
provisions for more than ease and comfort, could give
one no hint of duck boats, of leaden skies or stormy
winds. One could hardly imagine hip boots and cordu-
roys or canvas creaking and dripping along these elegant
halls. Far more fitting to all this seemed the thought of
warm days, and gentle winds, and skies blue as the river
that rolls by. Surely, in the great expanse of this obser-

vation room, which opens out upon the channel, there
never could have gathered a group of men who talked
gun pure and simple. Far more likely and fitly, so it

seemed as we passed out, saying our farewells on the
bright May morning, may the genius of the place, the
goddess of all this sweetness and light, have been Celes-

tine, who, herself gentle and beautiful as the morning,
sat gazing out the great window, across the blue water,
ner lashes drooping over eyes that quite forgot the half-

open book upon her lap. There be lotus plants among
these wild rice beds. If there exist in these latter re-

flections anything to offend a sterner sportsman spirit

than would seem to be implied herein, let the apology
be that the visit was made in the late spring, after the
duck season was over and before there was any fishing

of a sort to attract the anglers. Everything about the
big club house then looked very quiet, and pretty and
restful.

The following is the membership of the St. Clair Fish-
ing and Shooting Club: R. A. Alger, Geo. F. Ambrose,
W. K. Anderson. W. O. Ashley, Darius N, Avery, Geo.
E. Avery, John H. Avery, C. K. Backus, Hibbard*Baker,
W. L. Baker, Stephen Baldwin, Levi L. Barbour, E. T.
Barnum, Thos. Berry, Geo. W. Bissell, A. G. Boynton,
W. H. Brace. C. K. Brandon. H. H. Brown, of Cleveland,
Ohio: W. E. Brown, A. E. Brush. C. H. Buhl, L. S. But-
terfield, W. H. Burtenshaw. McD. R. Campau, Clarence
Carpenter, S. G. Caskey, W. J. Chittenden, Wm. C. Col-
burn, H. C. Colburn, Olney B. Cook, A. W. Copland,
Jerome Croul, C. A. Davison, H. M. Dean, J. N. Dean!,
Alex. Delano, Hamilton Dev, Don M, Dickinson, H. M.
Duffield, Chas. Dupont, E. O. Durfee, Wm. M. Dwight,
H. W. Dyar, James Edgar, James L. Edson, George W.
Edwards, Wm. D. Edwards, Chas. Endicoit, Geo. Far-
well, Jesse H. Farwell, Thos. Ferguson, D. M. Ferry, G.
L. Field, James L. Fisher. C. T. Fletcher, E. H. Flinn, C.
L. Freer, R. H. Fyfe, R. T. Gibbons, S. L. Gillett, of Bos-
ton, Mass. : R. Gillis, M. H. Godfrey. Bruce Gnodfellow,
Levi T. Griffin, Thos. Griffin, H. C. Hart, J. D. Hawks,
F. W. Hayes, John A. Heames, C. J. Heath, F. J. Hecker,
Geo. B. Hill, Chas. C. Hinchman, J..M. Hincbman.C. C.
Hodges, D. C. Holbrook, William P. Holliday, Alfred
Hooper, Geo. H. Hopkins, Wm. S. Hopkins, Henry How-
ard, of Port Huron, Mich.;R. R. Howard, Geo. S. Hos-
mer, N. J. Hubbel, Chas. B. Hull, E R. Hull, Wm. Hull,
Albert Ives, Jr., Butler Ives, H. H. Jackson, H. L. Jen-
ness, Fred Joy, H. B. Joy, James Joy, James F. Joy, C.
V. Kasson, R. S. Keys, A. C. King, Frank E. Kirby,
Geo. W. Latimer, E. L. Lewis, Wm. Livingstone, Jr., O.
M. Locke, J. S. Lorimer, Eugene S. Lowe, G. W. Marsh-
all, W. J. Mason, L. A. McCreary, Walter McFarland, A.
C. McGraw, Fred G. McGray, Theo. A. McGraw, Thos.
McGraw, Thos. S. McGraw, W. A. McGraw, James Mc-
Gregor, J. P. McLaren, Donald McLean, James McMillan,
George McMillan, Andrew McPherson, E. W. Meddaugh,
Ira A. Metcalf , M. B. Mills, John B. Moloney, George F.
Moore, Wm. V. Moore, Fred T. Moron, John V. Moran,
W. D. Morton, J. B. Mulliken, S. R. Mumford, John F.
Murray, E. E. Myers, James Nail, H. S. Newberry, J. S.

Newberry, Thuman H. Newberry, H. L. O'Brien, N. C.
O'Brien, R. C. Olin, R. B. Owen, W. K. Parcher, Geo. H.
Parker, A. A. Patton, Geo. A. Patterson, W. S. Penfield,
H. S. Pingree, Thos. Pitts, James E. Pittman, F. B,
Preston, W. H. Prittie, W. E. Quimby, A. C. Raymond.
James A. Remick, D. C. Rexford. Eugene Robinson, Geo.
O. Robinson, Ford H. Rogers. Charles Root, George H.
Russel, John R. Russell, G. L. Sampson, H. P. Scott,
Allen Sheldon, H. D. Sheldon, E. L. Sliurly, Horace
Silsby, Eugene Smith, F. G. Smith, F. G. Smith, Jr., M.
S. Smith, Wm. L. Smith, Chas. Sprichfield, W. J. Spicer,
J. G. Standart, Fred D. Standish, James D. Standish, A.
M. Steele, H. H. Swan, D. H. Tavlor, Samuel Teichner,
W. G. Thompson, H. T. Thurber/ Horace Turner, C. H.
Van Husan, Chandler Ed. Walker, Bryant Walker, Frank
H. Walker, J. H. Walker, Homer Warren, Geo. R. Wat-
son, Brady E. Wendell, John H. Wendell, Fred L. Wells,
of Port Huron, Mich.; Wm. H. Wells, N. C.Williams, H.
C. Wisner, Fremont Woodruff, C. M. Wooley, Smith E.
Wooley, W. C. Yawkey. E. Hough.
175 Monboe Street, Chicago.

The Yellowstone Pabk and Dining Cab Route.—The
]N orthern Pacific Railroad, stretching from the Great Lakes to
the Pacific coast, with its elegant vestibuled service of dining
ears and Pullman sleeiiers, not only affords business men, tourists
and others a route of travel equal in everv respect to any in the
country, but renders accessible to sportsmen the only region in
which, can be found to-day the large game which was once so
plentiful in all the West. In addition to the large game, the
sportsman will find in the country along the line of the Northern
Pacific Railroad such quantities of small game as is unknown in
the East. ThiB line, penetrating the Lake Park region of Minn-
esota, and running tbrough the valleys of such trout streams as the
Yellowstone. Gallatin, Hell Gate, Clark's Fork, Spokane, Yakima
and Green rivers, as well as lying in close proximity to the hunt-
ing grounds of the Big Horn, Snowy, Belt, Bitter Root, Rocky,
Uce-ur D'Alene and Cascade Mountains, is unquestionably the
sportsmen's route of America. The pamphlet, "Game Preserves
of North America," together with other interesting publication,
descriptive of the Yellowstone Park and Alaska tours, will be
mailed free on application to Chas. 8. Fee, G. P. & T. A., N. P.
R. R., St. Paul, Minn.—4dt).

sgfhJfcnUttrq.

THE CALICO BASS IN EUROPE.-Herr Max von dem
Borne, of Berneuchen, Germany, has hit upon a very good
method of making his people familiar with the fishes which
are being acclimatized in Germany chiefly through his ef-

forts and with the co-operation of the United States Fish
Commission. Herr von dem Borne's plan is to issue neat
pamphlets, usually containing a picture and a brief popular
description of the species of which it treats. We have be-
fore us now such a paper upon the American calico bass or
silver bass in Europe. ' On June 19 we noticed similar pub-
lications relating to our rock bass and channel catfish, the
former of which contained an illustration of the subject.
These articles are sold at a uniform price of thirty pfenhige
or about eight cents of our money. For the calico bass the
German, French and English common names are given; also
the scientific names as coutained in several standard works
on ichthyology, and a reference to the literature of the fish,

particularly that relating to its artificial culture and its use
as a game and food species. This is followed with a synop-
sis of its specific characters, an account of its original hab-
itat, its food

;
size, table qualities, adaptability to pond

culture and its game qualities (for a further account of
which the author refers to Forest and Stream of June 5,

1890), its breeding season, rate of growth and fertility. The
account closes with a brief reference to its introduction into
France and from France into Germany. Hen" von dem
Borne hopes soon to obtain a numerous progeny from the
calico bass which he brought from France. He intends to
keep the young in ponds to protect them from predaceous
species until they are ready to spawn, and then to plant
them in open waters, streams and lakes. A modification of
this plan of popularizing the work of fishculture might ad-
vantageously be adopted by our State and national fish
commissions.

COLORADO TROUT FOR EASTERN WATERS.-We
have previously mentioned the proposed transfer of black-
spotted trout from Colorado to eastern waters by the U. S.
Fish Commission. This project has been carried out and
the station at Wytheville, Virginia, now contains 2,000 fry
hatched from eggs collected at Leadville, Colo. The young
fish are large enough to feed and they are in a flourishing
condition. There is every reason to believe tbat a goodly
portion of them will be brought to maturity. The Superin-
tendent of the Wytheville station, Mr. George Seagle, finds
that this trout developed in the Wytheville water much faster
than the rainbows, the embryo sac being absorbed in about
twenty days bringing the fish into the feeding condition whil e
the rainbows require about thirty- five days to reach the same
stage of developement. This is one of the numerous varieties
of the black spotted trout of the Rocky Mountain region,
technicall yknowu as Salmi) mykiss or p'urpuratus. The ex-
tensive range of this trout, under climatic conditions which
must be greatly varied, encourages the belief that it will
readily adapt itself to the conditions existing in our eastern
lakes and streams, suitable for trout life, and become a valu-
able addition to our rapidly increasing stock of noble fishes.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of the
Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone,
Secretary.
Sept. 23 to 26.—Second Annual Dok Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
Committee.
Sept. 23 to 28 —Thi)-d Doe Show of the London Kennel Club, at

London, Out. S. F. Glass, Secretary.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Societv, at Danbury Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Sccretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of 1he Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Sto^k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1R58.

Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer. Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,

Nov. 3.—Fourtb Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel
Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of tne Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Deo. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eigh th Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Aunual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
THE late hour to which judging was continued on the

first day of the Wilmington dog show necessarily con-
finished last' week's report to the prize list only up to the 6
o'clock awards. The cause of the delay in making the
awards was due to the late hour of starting, it being after 2
o'clock before everything was in readiness for Messrs.
Glover and Mayhew to begin operations. Mr. F. R. Carswell
explained this by saying that while he had to absent him-
self from the fair grounds on Monday afternoon, some one
had taken his carpenters, and his judging inclosure, in place
of being completed when he got back, had not been begun.
Mr, Carswell deserves the greatest possible credit for this

show, which was entirely his own work throughout, from
inception to termination. And while the entries were not
very large, yet two hundred, with two other shows to buck
against, is all that could be expected, and certainly for even-
ness of quality it was really a wonderful display.
There was a goodly delegation from Philadelphia at the

ring side, while Mr. R. Leslie came all the way from Lynn,
Mass., to put his pointer bitch, Belle Randolph, in the
challenge class. Mr. Diffenderfer was also on hand from
the city of the milk route.

MASTIFFS—(MR. MAYHEW.).

Brother had an easy win in the dog class It is some time
since we have seen him. and he certainly never looked in
better condition. His small size will always be a drawback,
but notwithstanding that we preferred him for the breed
special to the bitch Lady Caution. The second dog was
Lu Lu, plain in head and light in loin. Don. third, is also
plain and had a badly lacerated leg, the accident happening

in transit. Lady Caution, first in bitches, was well shown, .

but lacks head properties. The second was an immatured !

daughter of Beaufort. She is good in head and in time
should be a winner.

ST. BERNARDS—(DR. GLOVER).
First to Arch Duke, unopposed. In-bred to Obho, he takes

,

after him in head and front, being full of character. He
fails in body and loin, but is a good mover. Blodwin won

,

in bitches, but she was dead out of coat and bore little re- i

semblance to the bitch that all but beat Nanon at Balti-
more. In head her kennel companion Lakme is better, but
her size is against her. Mr. Diffenderffer was also first and

i

second in smooth-coated dognwith Lord Hector and Lord i

Clifton. The latter is dish-faced and his eyes are too wide
apart, which spoils his character. In size he has the ad-

"

vantage. Queen Bess, first in bitches, was lucky to have no
opposition. She is small and bad in coat.

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. MAYHEW).
Mr. Mayhew tried to scale the fence when he saw a 300-

pounder enter the ring with a curly-coated black dog. He
finally mustered up courage to tender a red ribbon to the
heavy-weight owner, which was indignantly refused.
'What award did you make, Mr. Mayhew?" "Well, I
offered him second, but he wouldn't have it."

GREAT DANES—(MR. MAYHEW).
Marco won well. A dog of great symmetry, his neck and

shoulders being excellent. Has come on well since he was
shown at Philadelphia last year. Pedro, second, lacks the :

quality of the winner. In the bitch class Irene might well
have been sent out of the ring. She was a disgusting sight,
the result of suckling. Flora, first, was well shown, but she
is weak in face, rather throaty and carries her stern too
gaily. Minca Mia is lippy, but otherwise about as good as
anything in the class.

DEERHOUNDS—(DR. GLOVER).

Thora III. is typical, but far too small. Her pedigree, as
catalogued, does not seem correct. Who was champion
Robin, her sire?

POINTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

Brake, shown too light, was alone in the heavy challenge
class, as was Queen Fan in the light division. In open dogs
Tempest, looking soft and light, won from The Beau, a son
of old Beaufort, whom he resembles in color. He is coarse
and plain. Prince, third, is a black, and not a bad one in
front, but he is "chucked up" in body and carries his stern
over his back. In heavy bitches the well-known Belle Ran-
dolph easily won from Larnock Elsa, off in front and
too long in the coupling. Pommery Sec beat Mr. Hy-
land's Ossining. Neither looked well. Spot Dash was
third. These are all well knewn. Reserve was given Bing
of Kippen, who generally gets a card when shown. In
small bitches Merry Legs won from White Fawn. The
former is far too small, but possesses fair quality, and White

,

Fawn has a good head, but is heavy in shoulders. Princess
Bang is weedy. The pointer special was won by Brake.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

Mr. Jester got first in open dogs with Dick Roy, not over
good in head or front, but a strong, well-built dog. Punch, J

second, is snipy and bad in loin and body, Don Dell has few :

credentials for a show bench. The best of the English set-
ters was the bitch Ruby, who won easily in her class. The
puppies were poor, and altogether the breed was feebly rep-
resented.

IRISH SETTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

Larry S., first and alone in challenge class. Major, first

in dogs, is strong in head, but is good in body, legs and feet,
j

Don is coarse. Leda Glencho, first in bitches, was properly
;

placed over her full sister Madge. Leda is good in head,
nice size, good legs and feet. The puppies Trix and Mona
do not look like training on into open class winners.

GORDON SETTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

With walks over for Roxie and King Item and only two
in the open class one might ask what are the Gordon Setter
Club members doing. Countess Roxie is so much better ;'

than Roxy Royal back of the shoulders that the decision
J

was discounted long ere it was given. Puppy prizes were
withheld.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS—(DR. GLOVER).

Brag was in miserable condition, but nevertheless could !

still beat his son Brag, Jr., in head, build and bone. The
New York winner, Biz, won easily in bitches from Joy, also
from Mr. Jester's kennels.

FIELD SPANIELS—(DR. GLOVER).

Daffodil is leggy, but beat Pasha in head, coat and condi-
tion.

COCKER SPANIELS—(DR. GLOVER).

Red Doc was placed over Toady Obo in dog class. Doc is ,

chunky in head, ears set on badly, no neck and is not right
in loin. Toady Obo might be straighter in front and is a
trifle long for a cocker, but he has a grand outline, a good
head, and was in the pink of condition. Waggles won the
bitch prize in a canter from Hazel Obo. Waggles, like
Toady Obo, was in splendid shape. She is just the right
cocker size and build, but is a little wide in skull. The
winning puppy, Banjo, is too much of a terrier in body.
Waggles, second, is light of bone.

COLLIES—(MR. MAYHEW).
Challenge prize to Scotilla, unopposed. First in open

dogs to Roslyn Wilkes, an easy win over Major Jum, who '

is a well built dog with good length of head, but his coat i3
open. Blair Athol, third, is soft in coat but good in head
and character. Colonel Scot has seen his best day and his

J

head is now very strong. He was well shown. Hempstead
Zulu had no coat whatever. The well known Cora II. won
in bitches from the now always smooth Jakyr Dean. Lady
Moll was too fat but easily beat Iduna for third honors, In
puppies there was no future flyer. Attila Wonder is small
and weedy; Noble Wonder coarse and curly on loin; Rut-
land Pet too small.

BULLDOGS—(MR. MAYHEW).
Sykes was the best of the three by a long way, but he was

in woeful condition, andfirst went to Bombardos, who stands
on his forelegs, and they are too long. His skull is good,
but his muzzle is weak, and he is not short enough in "face.

Derby Nancy is very moderate, long in face and not out at
shoulders at all.

BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. MAYHEW).
This class was well handled, first going to Meg Merrilies,

good head and front, good shoulders and nice outline.
Chesset's Flyer is now cheeky and gone in front. White
Stubbs still looks the puppy he always did. White Violet
is another past number.

BASSET HOUNDS—(MR. MAYHEW).
The two bassets were not flyers by any means. Jocresse

beat her litter bi other easily. They are of the wrong type
altogether. The winning dachshund, Waldmann I., had
no opposition. He is thick in head and straight backed.

BEAGLES—(DR. GLOVER).

In the two classes the only good one was the bitch Floy.
Of the dogs we preferred Rowdy II. to Miugo, who is one of
the long back brigade.

EOX-TERRIERS— (MR. MAYHEW).
In the challenge class Blemton Rubicon beat Blemton

Consequence. A sound decision. Both are too well known
to need any description. Blemton Brawler won. in open
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dogs. He is a little on the large size, hut Regent Brisk falls
off so much when you get hack of his shoulders that, smart
little terrier as he is in front, he is bound to be put behind
a fair all-round dog. General Grant was well shown, but
he is now cheeky and is not good in coat. The bitches were
a rather weak lot, and Tennis, about as good as anything,
showed timidly till the judge had made up his mind, then
she brightened up and threw her ears properly. Warren
-Jenny is good in shoulders and outline, but heavy in ears.
Regent Edna was shown too fat. First in puppies went to
a smart youngster in Blerntou Valour. Very good in head
and expression, but is hardly filled out yet. He quite out-
classed Regent Reuben.

IRISH TERRIERS—(ME. MATTHEW).
Breda Tiney had no opposition, and was shown in good

condition.
SK.YE TERRIERS—(MB. MATTHEW).

Lovett had a bloodless victory, two clipped half-bred
Yorkshires being dismissed without a notice of course.

BLACK AND TAX TERRIERS—(MR. MATTHEW).
The Rochelle Kennels' Dick had no difficulty in winning

from Winnie, a very bad one, whose timidity reminded
one of the late Mr. Travers's recommendation to "b-b-bury
the rat."

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(MR. MAYIIEW).
First, Prince, is not dark enough in blue, but his tan is

good, as is his texture of coat. Lady K. is weak in both
colors.

TOY TERRIERS—(MR. MAYHEW).
Tiney is much above the average of small black and tan

terriers and showed as lively as a cricket. A little more
length of head and she would be first-class. Dot lacks life
and terrier smartness.

PUGS—(MR, MAYHEW).
Two poor bitches were shown. Nellie Bly (with wrong

date of birth) was minus the coloring she showed at Boston".
Daisy is weak in face and her color is not clear. Puppies
poor.

TOY SPANIELS—(ME. MAYHEW -

)

King Victor, the well known Blenheim, beat a weak-
faced King Charles, Pansy by name.

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. MAYHEW).
The smooth-coated Beauty, formerly shown by Mr. Cars-

well, won easily, though he was rather long in coat. Second
to the Schipperke, Othello, and third to a black poodle of
passable merit.

The following are additions to the prize list as given last
week;
AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS- Dogs: 1st and 2d, St. George

Kennels' Brag and Brag, Jr. Bitches: 1st and 2d, St. George
Kennels' Biz and Joy.

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st and 2d , J. P. Prentiss's Mingo and Rowdy
It.; 3d, K. Blakely's Gunner-. Bitches: 1st, Associated Fanciers''
Floy; 2d, J. P. Prentiss's Bel).

FOX-TERRIERS.—Puppies: 1st, Biemton Kennels' Biemton
Valour: 2a, Regent Kennels' Regent Reuben; 3d, L. & W. Ruther-
furd's Warren Vain.

In. cocker bitches Waggles beat Hazel Obo.

DETROIT DOG SHOW.

OUR report of the Detroit dog show has not yet come to
hand. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: lit, C. C. Cook's Moses. Bitches:
No entry.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Ayers & Powell's Edric; 2d, H. Fal-
coner's Mode: 3d, C. C. Cook's Captain R. Reserve, Elizabeth
Oestci-reich's Prince Leo. Very high corn., F. B. Fisher's Ash-
mont Tiger. High com., J. J. Lynn's Beanfoy. Bitches: 1st and
2d, C. C. Cook's Pharaoh Queen and Duchess of York; 3d, H.
Falconer's Bess-—Puppies -Dogs: 1st, C. C. Cook's Captain R.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, C. C. Cook's Duchess of York and Miss Beau-
fort; 3a, Tracy Bros.' Leo's Nell.

ST. BERNARDS.-Rough-CoAted—Challenge—No entry.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Pottershurg Kennels' Bruce; 2d, C. E. Waskee-
nan's Pioneer: 3d, Royal St. Bernard Kennels' M «x. Bitches: 1st,
Pottershurg Kennels' Phyllis. — Puppies— Bogs: No entries.
Bitches: 1st, Alta Kennels' Santa Rasa; 2d, withheld; 3d, H. Fal-
coner's Lute.—Smooth-Uoated—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. B.
Lewis's Victor Joseph. Bitches: No entry.—Open Dogs: 1st, W.
H. Bnrtenshaw's Leon B. Bitches: 1st, Gramercy Kennels' Cleo-
patra.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, W. H. Burtenshaw's Leon B.; 2d, W.
C. Lantner's Pluto. Bitches: 1st, Alta Kennels' Keepsake.
BLOODHOUNDS.-No entry.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—No entry.

GREAT DANES.-Challenge—No entry.—Open—Dogs: 1st, H.
G. Nichols's Melac; 2d, Wolverine Kennels' Favor. Bitches: 1st,

Wolverine Kennels' Minea II.; 2d and 3d, H. C. Farnum's Francis
and Duchess. Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Wolverine Kennels'
Pasche II. and Brums; 3d, C. Witherspoon's Captain. Very high
com., C. H. Ruhl's Czar. Bitches: 1st and 2d withheld; 3d, H. C.
Farnum's Gypsy.
DEERHOUNDf.—Challenge—No entry.—Open—Dogs: No en-

try. Bitches: 1st, B. S. Dering's Nora.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: lsf,Rockwood Greyhound
Kennels' Master Rich. Bitches: 1st. Rockwood Greyhound Ken-
nels' Miss Rare—Open—Dogs: 1st, 2d .and very high, com., G. C.
Taylor's Scavenger, Milo and Nibs! 3d, J. Hoc hlieimer's Dash, Jr.
Bitches: 1st, G. C. Taylor's Second Sight; 2d, C. W. Sarvis's Lady
O'Livia.

POINTERS.—Large—Challenge—Dogs: 1st Hempstead Farm
Kennels' Robert le Diable. Bitches: 1st, Westminster Kennel
Club's Lass of Bow.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Acme Kennels' Chief; 2d,
Gillman & Barne's Lansriowne; 3d, Wes'minster Kennel Club's
Westminster Drake. Very high com.. Dr. J. W. Taylor's King
Bow's Bow. Bitches: 1st, Westminster Kennel Club's Madstone; 2d
and 3d, Detroit Kennel Club's Countess Lill and Ruby Croxteth.—
Small—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Westminster Kennel Club's Naso
of Kippen. Bitches: W estminster Kennel Club's Glauca.—Open—
Dogs; 1st. B. Meissner's Bangstone; 2d. Kalamazoo Kennels' Won-
derful Lad; 3d and very high, com., Westminster Kennel Club's
Westminster Glitter and Westminster Gladstone. Bitclies: 1st,

J. A. Heether's Fan N.; 2d, F. Wies'sKarl; 3d, Westminster Ken-
nel Club's Westminster Nan. Very high com., Grayburn Kennels'
Flirtation. High com., J. E. Gill's Galena.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st
and 2d, Westminster Kennel Club's Westminster Glitter and
Westminster Gladstone. Bitclies: 1st, Westminster Kennel Club's
Westminster Nan; 2d, W. W. Sweeney's Lord Graphic's Trinket.

ENGLISH SETTERS,—Challenge—Dogs: 1st. J. Shelley Hud-
son's Dad Wilson. Bitclies: No entry.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d,

J. E. Dager's Oincinnatus and Toledo Blade; 3d, reserve and very
high com., J. Shelley Hudson's Dad Wilson's Boy, Dad Wilson, Jr.,

and Chickasaw II. Very high com., J. E. Patterson's Doncaster
II. Bitclies: 1st and 2d. J. Shelley Hudson's Bohemian Girl and
Sunshine: 3d, Detroit Kennel Club's Victory. High com.. A. J.

Hiscox's Guess Gladstone.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, H. Waruf's Shel-
bark. Bitclies: No entry.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge -Dogs: 1st, E. W. Clark, Jr.'s,

Blarney. Bitches: 1st, W. L. Washington's Laura B.—Open—Dogs:
1st, W. L. Washington's Kildare; 2d, A. W. Stephenson's Chief IX;
3d, St. Cloud Kennels' Shanmore. Bitches: 1st, W. L. Washing-
ton's Winnie II.; 2d and very high com., L. N. Hilsendegen's Biddy
Clare and LaliaRookh; 3d, J. H. Dunnigan's Duchess of Avon-
dale. High com.. Gillman & Barnes's Miss Boots. — Puppies—
Doers: 1st. W. L. Washington's Darby III. Bitches: 1st, .Seminole
Kennels' Bonny Elcho.

GORDON SETTERS.-Challenge-Dogs: 1st and 2d, S. G.
Dixon's Leo B. aud Field Marshall. Bitches: 1st, W. S. Hammet's
Rose.— Open- Dogs: 1st, S. G. Dixon's lvanhoe: 2d, withheld. High
com., J. A. Heether's Sultan. Bitches: 1st, S. G. Dixon's Meadow-
thorpe Blossom.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, R. J. Morrison's Fred.
Bitches: No entry.

FOXHOUNDS.—English—Only entry absent. — American —
Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Cook Kennels' Brave. Bitches: No entry,
—Ovm~-Dogs: 1st, 2d, 3d, very high com. (3) and high com.. Cook
Kennels' Roderick, Dan, Drum II., Bill, Rover, Streak and Tuck.
Reserve and high com., L. Bowser's Willie H, and Dick LL
Bitclm; 1st, 2d, 3d, very high pom. (4) and high com. (3), Oook Ken-
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Re?-erve, Detroit Kennel Club's

SS^SS? H'gh com., Natural Gas Kennels* Lady Sport.-Pup-ptes—Dogs: 1st, Cook Kennels' Bill. Bitches: No entry.
SHAGBY FOXHOUNDS.-Open-Doos: 1st. and 2d, A. B.Whitlock's Pierce and Bard. Bitches: 1st. 2d, 3d and very highcom., A. B. Whitlock's Clara II, Patti, Modesty and Claude.
CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.-No entry.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, B. F.
Lewi.-, >. i atsey O'Connor. Bitches: No entry. Open—No entry
CLUMBER SPANIELS.—No entry.

Sampson and Napoleon. Very high com.. Cook Kennel's Newton
Abbot Farmer. High com., G. Connor's Don C. Com., A. G.
|hafer% Don. Bitches: 1st and 3d. R. p. Kcasby's Lady and MissBen d'Or; 3d, Woodstock Spaniel Kennel's Topsy.
COCKER SPANIELS.-Ant Color.-Challenge—Do?*: 1st,Woodstock Spaniel Kennel's Rabbi. Bitches: No entry. Open-

BLA.CK—Dogs: 1st, Woodstock Spaniel Kennels' Brock; 2d and
S>RJ>

coin., Detroit. Kennel Club's Roy Obo and Black Obo; 3d, Dr.u - B- NicoPs Kildare; very high com.. Miss Elsie M. Ohope's Rexand A. W Pancoast'e Laddie O. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Geo. H.
Bush's Bessy W. and Novel; 3d, F. F, Dole's Mossy W.; very high
com., Woodstock Spaniel Kennel's Nina. Otber"than Black-
ppBN-Do!?s: 1st, Woodstock Spaniel Kennel's Barnbo. Bitches:
1st, A. VV. Pancoast's Trixey. Puppies -Dog*: 1st, Woodstock
Spaniel Kennels' Bambo; 2d, A. W. Paneoasl.'s Pippo; 3d and very
high com., Detroit, Kennel Club's George Obo and Judge Obo.
Bitches: No entry.

COLLIES—Challenge—No entry.—Open—Dogs: lsLOrampian
Kennels' Bonnie Stewart: 2d. McEwen & Gibson's Langhan; 3d,
Seminole Kennels' Roslyn Dandy. Bitches: 1st, McEwen & Gib-
son's Monev Musk; 2d, withheld.-PuppiES-Dogs; 1st, McEwen& Gibson's Drury; 2d, Grayburn Kennels' Lord Edward. Bitches:No entry.

POODLES.—Dogs: 1st, and equal 2d. A. W. Purheck's Dexter andKaya II.; equal 2d, Mrs. E. Chalmer's Bruce. Bitches: 1st and 2d,

A- W. Purbeck'a Nell and Cora. High com., Detroit Kennel
Club's Grisette.

BULLDOGS. - Challenge — Dogs: R. B. Savvver's Harper.
Bitches; No entry. -Open- Dogs: 1st. R. B. Sawyer's Carisbrook.
Bitches: 1st, R. B.Sawyer's Dolly Tester; 3d, Woodward & Her-
rick's Duchess of Palmer.

F. _

Bend
Wai»
F. F. Dole's Grove Duchess and Miss Gladstone.
DACHSHUNDE.— Dogs: 1st, Joe Lewis's Feldmann K.; 2d, Gil-man & Barnes's Duke II. Very high com., Oxford Kennels' Carl.

Bitches: 1st, Joe Lewis's Lina L.i 2d. Oilman & Barnes's Duchess.
Very high com., Alice T. Hurst's Taxey, and B. F. Lewis's Gill.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. Bennet's Little Duke.
Bitclies: No entry—Open- Dogs: 1st, W. H. "Wherry's Joe; 2d and
very high com., Detroit Kennel Club's Bross and Rock; 3d, and
verv high com.. Middle ton Kennels' Pn'nceps and Stormy.
Bitches: 1st and reserve, Middleton Kennels' June M. and Yonnie
W.; 2d and very high com., Hollywood Kennels' Pe<»r] of Holly-
wood and Queen of Hollywood; 3d and com., Detroit Kennel Club's
Romp and Racy. High com., A. V. Brad rick's Sanky.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, Hollywood Kennels' Trueman. Bitches: No entry.
FOX-TERK fERS.- Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Biemton Kennels'

Lucifer. Bitches: 1st, Biemton Kennels' Diadem.—Open—Dogs:
1st aud very high com., Woodale Kennels' Starken's Jack and
Hillside Mix: 2d. Biemton Kennels' Biemton Victor II.; 3d, L. &
W. Rutheif urd's Warren Sabre. Bitches: 1st, Oxford Kennels'
Ebor Nettle: 2d, L. & W. Rutherford's Warren Jenney; 3d, Biem-
ton Kennels' Biemton Enid.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Biemton Ken-
nels' Biemton Victor II. Bitches: No entry.—Wire-Haired—
Dogs: 1st and 3d, Went worth Kennels' Eskdale Broom and Went-
worth Wonder. Bitches: 1st, Oxford Kennels' Nettie Topper.
IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Lewis & Jarret's Burn-

side.—Open—1st, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels' Breda Bill.

SCOTCH TERRIERS—Dogs: 1st. A. J. Hartzlor's Glencoe.
Bitches: 1st, Swayne & Shoemaker's Meadowtborpe Glen Effie.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—No entry.

SKYE TEBRIERS.—1st, C. A. Shlnn's Sir Stafford.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Challenge-Doos: 1st, A.
W. Smith's Buffalo General. Bitches: No entry.—Open—Dogs:
1st and very high com., Blake & Robertson's Sir Wallace and
Prince; 2d, Rochelle Kennels' The Senator. Bitches: 1st, J. H.
Hawley'a Rochelle Gril; 3d, Rochelle Kennels' Roctielle Nadjy.
Reserve and very high com., Blake and Hebertson's Buttercup
and Nanon.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Northfield York-

shire Kennels' Toons Royal aud FishpoolGem. Bitches: 1st and
2d, North field Yorkshire Kennels' Daisy and Venus.
TOY TERRIERS.—No entry.

PUGS.—Challenge- Dogs: Is, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy; 2d,
Acme Kennels' Lord Nelson. Bitches: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bes-
sie.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Ebeihart's Cashier;
2d, Sarah E. Davis's I. C. P. Sprake; 3d, J. J. Lynn's Chequasset
Rubv. Very high com., Detroit Kennel Club's Duke. High com..
Dr. M. H. Cryer's Climax. Bitches: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Cassina;
2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Lady Thurman.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st,
Eberhart Pug Kennels' Banjo G.; 2d, F. C. Nims's Dave Day.
Bitches: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mabel B.; 2d, withheld. High
com., Mabel Munger's Pansy.

KING C3ARLES SPANIELS—Dogs: 1st, A. Trebilcock's Tor-
onto Charlie; 2d, H. Niemann's Bentrick. Bitches: 1st, H. Nie-
mann's Jennie.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—1st and 2d, H. K. Gay's Wenona
and Trix.

WHIPPETS.— 1st, 2d and very high com., Campbell & Blake's
Ben Bone, Nellie Gray and Maggie.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Dogs: 1st, Miss Rose M. Prince's Anno
(Chihuahua). Bitches: 1st, F. J. Wakefield's Eyah (Chihuahua);
3d, Mrs. F. J. Wakefield's Pepity (Chihuahua).

DOGS OF THE DAY.

THE country folks complained of the ten cents charge to
visit the dog department at Wilmington, and the show

was^thrown open on the second day, with the result that it

was.impossible to move between the benches. Some gentle-

men who ;have loudly complimented Mr. Carswell on the
work he did at Wilmington on the morning on the first day,
seemed perfectly content to sit smoking cigarettes and watch
him toiling. By the way, how comes this show to be des-

cribed as the first at the Wilmington fair grounds? I have
something more than a faint recollection of judging there
last year.

Mr. A, C. Wilmerding has disposed of his brace of Clum-
bers to Mr. Jacob Moerlein of Cincinnati, O.

It is with much regret I have had to inform the officials of

the Ottawa show, that I cannot judge there. Two race meet-
ings were started here since I accepted the Ottawa invitation,

and a trotting meeting is also down for the same week here.

As these are in my particular line of duty, I have had to

forego the long anticipated pleasure of a little relaxation
across the border, and I can only envy my successor the
pleasure I am sure is in store for him.

"Namquoit," in his notes from England queries a "par"
of mine regarding some St. Bernard weights. I got them
from an English exchange. He is kind enough to refer to

something I said regarding Mr. Millais. I wrote still another
which has most unaccountably not been noticed either by the
Fancier's Gazette or its kennel director. I presume he is

content to rest under the stierma of having asked me to be-

tray a business confidence. Well, we will leave it so. J. W.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW SPECIAL,—Editor Forest and
Stream: Will you please add to the list of special prizes of

the Ottawa dog show, that a 15 special for best field spaniel,

dog or bitch will be given.—The Bjssrps Show Committee,

KINGSTON DOG SHOW.
KINGSTON, Out., Sept. 5.—Editor Forest and St/ream:

The dog show held here this week was a very success-
ful one, aud one of the best little shows that I ever attended.
The manager, Mr. Corbett, was the right man in the right
place, and everything in connection with the show ran
smoothly. The attendants were the best lot I ever saw.
One pleasing feature of the show was a tastefully decorated
room where visitors could wash, smoke, write, lounge and
brag about their dogs to their heart's content. There were
over 150 entries, with but half a dozen absentees, and. the
average quality was very good. Mr. Vail judged pointers
and setters, Mr. Osborne collies, and Mr. Fellows the other
classes. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—1st, Mount Royal Kennels' Lord Caution; 2d, 0.

Hamilton's Victoria.

ST. BERNARDS.

—

Rough-Coated—1st, Laidlaw & McBain's
Beomore; 2d, P. Hart's Queen Vic. Very high com., A. B. Van
Blaricom's Daisy May. Puppies: 1st, P. Hart's Queen Vic.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, J. A. Minnes's Czar; 2d and 3d,with-

hold. High com., W. Sautter's Duke.
FOXHOUNDS—1st and very high com., M. Switzer's Trailer

and Bell; 2d, high com. and com., A. R. Milne's Leo, Dash and
Dot.

GREYHOUNDS.- Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. W, Huntington's
Balkis. Bitches: 1st, H. Vv. Huntington's Cassandra—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Mount Royal Kennels' Elcho: 2d, A. P. Thompson's Vol-
unteer. High com., C. L. Curtis's Sancho and E. C. Hill's Jupiter.
Bitches: 1st, A. W. Bates's Galatea; 2d, H. P. Thompson's Lady
Langiry. very high com., C. L. Curtis's Flora. High com.,W. G.
Young's Fanny M.
BEAGLES.— Dogs: 1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels'

Royal Krueger and Whisker. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hornell-Har-
mnny Kennels' Una and Elf; 3d, Elora Kennels' Elora Blue Bell.
Puppies: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, C. H. Corbett's Grouse; 2d

and ver., high com., C. A. Stone's Forest Fred and Forest Spot.
Bitches: 1st aud 3d, 0. A. Stone's Forest Nettie and Gladys; 2d,
Moo nr. Royal Kennels' Nellie Dale. Very high com., W. C.
Darby's Lady Rose. Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, R. E. Kent's
Ruby K.
IRISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st and 2d, A. W. Pearsall's Redstone

and .lack Malone; 3d, M. Flynn, Jr.'s O'Douovan Rossa. Very
high com., J. B. Walkem's Jack. Bitches: 1st and 3d, A. VV.
1't arsall's Lillie B.m and Bell Ida; 2d and high com., M. Flynn,
Jr.'s Molly Glendyne and Sedan. Reserve, J. Quill's Kerry Gow.
Puppies: 1st, Toronto Irish Setter Kennel Club's Phil Sheridan;
2d, M. Flynn, Jr.'s L:smore.

GORDON SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Gibbs's Clyde. Bitches:
1st. Mount Royal Kennels' Hilda.

POINTERS—Dogs: Absent. Bitches: 1st, Mount Royal Kennels'
Devon Nell.

IRISH WATER SPANI ELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, W. C. Doty's Major.
Bitches: 1st, T. A. Carson's Floss. Puppies: 1st, T. A. Carson's
Duck II.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Bate & Geddes' Boss II.''

2d, C. B. Smart's Darby. Bitches: 1st, Bate & Geddes' Brownie:
2d, W. G. Young's Belle of Ottawa. Puppies: 1st, W. G. Young's
Belle of Ottawa; 2d, J. B. Smart's Darby, 3d, H. Kent's Our Joan.

FIELD SPANIELS.—W. G. McCullagh's Gipsey Queen; 2d s J.
B. Walkem's Sport.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels' Mike—Open—Black—Dogs; 1st, G. Bell's King of Obos; 2d
aud equal 3d, P. G. Keyes's Obo, Jr. and Bob Obo; equal 3d. I. G.
'i •-i.f-r'.-i i">pim. Very hiEfi; i. o i ij ,, P.rant Cocker Kennels' Ips-
wich Boy. Bitches: 1st; G. P. Keyes'Finey Obo; 2d and high com.,
Brant Cocker Kennels' Busy and Dora; equal 3d, G. Bill's Black
Fly and I. O. Mitchener's Black Vie. Very high com., W. G. Mc-

mon's Mollie; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Blondie G. Very high
com., Brant Cocker Kennels' Zetta. Puppies: 1st, Corktown
Ooeker Kennels' Dot Smirle; equal 2d, Brant Cocker Kennels'
Ula. and Fatiina. Very high com., P. G. Keyes's Rideau Rollie

and R. J. Gowdey's Leo.

COLLIES,—Dogs: 1st, Mr8. Andrew Pattullo's Sir John; 2d and
3d, McEwen & Gibson's Bute and Norman. Bitches: 1st and 2d,

J. D. Duncan's Floss and Flora; 3d, McEwen & Gibson's ManiUa.
Puppies: 1st, McEwen & Gibson's Norman: equal 2d, J. D. Dun-
can's Flo and Reality. Very high com., G. S. Oldrieve's Gadie.

BULL-TERRIERS.—1st, W. Cooch's Count Dick.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, H. P. Thompson's Zigzag; 2d, G.
W. Prescott's Punch; 3d, G. Bell's Sly Boots. Very high com., A.
W. Garrett's Stanley. Bitches: 1st, P. G. Keyes's Clytie; 2d, J. G.
Mitchener's Carlton' Vic; equal 3:1, G. W. Prescott's Judy and G.
Bell's Overshoes. Very high com., W. Lee's Vie. High com., W.
C. Kent's Flip and G. Oldrieve's Dudley Slave. Puppies: 1st, H.
p' Thompson's Pickle; 2d and high com., G. W. Prescott's Punch
and Judy; 3d, G. Bell's Sly Boots. Very nigh com.. Dr. C. V.
Clark's Beivoir Bacchus. High com., G. S. Oldrieve's Daisy.

HARD-HAIRED TERRIERS.—1, J. C. Daniels's Fan; 2d, with-
held.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, A. Geddes's Vor-
tex and Squaw.
TOY SPANIELS.—1st, 2d and 3d, E.'! Bradford's Prince, Spot

and Juliet.

PUGS.—1st, withheld; 2d and very high com., A. G. H. Luxton's
Jewell and Nigger; 3d, J. B. Walkem's Budge.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Equal 1st. A. E. Elmer's Garry and J.

Roedler's Lord; 2d, E. Thornton's Fritz. Very high com., S. Mc-
Cullagh's Lena II. Kingston.

IRISH SETTER IMPORTATION.—Fall River, Mass.,

Sept 5 —Editor Forest and Stream: I received on Sept. 2

bv the Iowa of the Warren line, the Irish setter Inchiquin,

whose purchase from the Rev. Robert O'Callaghan, Roches-

ter Kent Eng.. I recently wrote you of. Inchiquin is by Shan-

don II out of Iona, and is worthy of his ancestry, as he is

indeed a magnificent specimen of his breed. From my cor-

respondence with Mr. O'Callaghan I had made up my mind
that I should see a good dog in Inchiquin, hut he far exceeds

mv expectations, and in the opinion of several good judges

of the breed is fit to compete with the best in America. In

describing him Mr. O'Callaghan writes me:/'He is in my
ODimon a very handsome dog, and sure to win here; he has

a ornnd'head of the correct type, good bone and muscle, and

ffi color is also good, he is full of life and quality, and his

stvle in the field is perfect, he is an Irish setter ail over, and

of the purest blood.' ' For the benefit of your many readers,

who are lovers of the reds, I send his measurements: 23>£m.

at shoulder, 28in. girth of chest, 9^in. from tip of nose to

occiput, 38in. from tip of nose to set on of tail, 14m. length of

tail muzzle deep, head dome shaped, eyes hazel, neck long,

shoulders well placed and loin strong. He seems uevoted to

hunting and shows great style, carries his tail beautifully,

with a merry lashing of his flag. In fact I am more than

meaaed with him, an! feel that Mr. O'Callaghan has sent

me a clog that is fully up to his description in every partic-

ular and I shall take great pleasure m embracing the first

nood opportunity of letting my brother fanciers see him On

the bench.—Jons' J. Scanlan.

DAJSTBTTRY SHOW.—New York, Sept. 4.—Editor Forest

and Stream: In reply to the many inquiries received from
intending exhibitors, and for the general information of

the public, I desire to give notice through your columns,

that the wins at the forthcoming bench show to be held at

Danbnry, Conn., will not be recognized, the Connecticut State

Kennel Club, under whose auspices the Danbury show was
held last year, having in the mean time ceased to be a mem-
ber of the American Kennel Club.—A. P. VREPENBTOH,
Secretary.

HAYFEVEU sufferers send 5c. stamp for sample of PeshalTs Rem-
edy, h Wrwvjs, .Jersey pity, N". J. Regular fuze, 75c—MP

>
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A COON RACKET ON SKITCHAWANY MOUNTAIN

T "WAS Eroitie to my wort one noon, and'was just turning
J. th° corner of the main street when, glancing up the
ro^d. T saw n team of two horses driven by a Frenchman

—

o'd Black Pete he was called. In the wagon, which was
coverpd. and a large, one. was his wife with a whole family
of children. He was hound for his winter home in Connec-
ticut In the sprine he goes to Canada, and while on the
ro?d he is ready to whack np a borse trade, dog, or anything
else that he can make a dollar on. Tied to the axle were
six or eight dogs of all kinds, curs and mongrels, and among
them was a brindle hound, a perfect beauty and the only
brindle hound T ever saw. His ears were long and thin and
I did not think he was ovpr thve-f years old. I motioned to

Pete to stop, and as he hauled un I asked him how much
he asked for a little poodle next to the wheel. "Twenty
dollars; and a fine one. a fine one, nothing like him for a
pet, owned by one of the richest men in Canada." How
much for that lop-eared dog next to him? "Oh 1" exclaimed
Pete, "that is the greatest coon doer that ever lived, and I

got him in Canada for a man in Connecticut. He is one
good one, and I ask $25 for him and would not take a cent
less." 1 bought that bound finallv for S5. took him home
and tied him to a box next to my foxhound and they were
soon f -ist friends. That, night I took him out for a walk,
and I felt highly elated over my purchase, and resolved that
before many nights had come and gonelwould see whether
he was "one of the best coon dogs ever owned in Canada,"
or not.
There was a friend of mine who wanted to go, and the

third evening after buying him, about 7 o'clock, we started

out. About a mile up the road lived an old coon hunter by
the name of Furgersou, who had a notorious coon dog, part
hound and part mastiff, and he was a good one: no coon
could get away from him, and when he once got hold of a
coon , it was all up with him. We had sent word to old
Furg, and he was waiting for us. He slung his six-foot gun
ovpr his shoulders with his climbers, and we struck out for
Skitchawanv Mountain
It was a beautiful eveningin Septem ber. The bright moon

was just climbing the distant hills, while the glint and gleam
of the lights in the farmhouses on the meadows could be
seen for miles up the fertile valley of the Connecticut River.
A dense fog hung low over the river, hut beyond toward the
mountains it was clear and frosty. We were soon in Ver-
mont, and following about a mile, up the road that ruus
along the base of the mountains we struck out to the left,

and on the edge of a fifteen-acre cornfield we slipped the
dogs and they sprang forward with a veil, but T don't think
they had struck any scent. We had just got up under the
mountain, wheu o'ldFurg's Bluch opened off to the north
about forty rods ou a hot, trail, and was soon joined by Brin-
dle, and they were soon making it hot for something, for

they were tearing around under the mountain at a great
rate

Old Furg lit his lantern, and rounding a spur of the moun-
tain we found them at a stand on a thick knoll of hemlocks.
They were harking furiously as we got up to them, and were
leaping up and trying to tear the branches off a hemlock
which run up about forty feet high. "We have got him,"
says old Furg, "sure." The tree being easy to climb, I vol-

unteered to go up and knock him off and let the hounds kill

him. Up I started with a stout club in my band, while old
Ferg held his lantern as high as he could, while I tore
through the thick branches of the hemlock, ready to knock
the stuffing out of any coon that ever lived I had got up
about loft., when bang went Furg's blunderbuss, and I
thought I was a dead man sure. A monster eat fell into my
arms and I let go. I could not hold on: my strength was
all gone and I thought my right ear was shot completely
away. I struck the grou ad all in a heap. The cat bounded
away, and old Bluch fastened on to my shoulder, and I was
badly shaken up before old Furg and Damon could beat him
off. They helped me to my feet and felt me over and pro-
nounced me all right, but a close call.' Taking a swallow of
rattlesnake poison annibilator, we struck out. My head
swam and began to ache, and I staggered along like a
drunken man.
It seems that when T struck the ground, the cat, which

was unhurt, bounded down the side of the mountain with
Brindle close on to her. She struck out tor the nearest
farmhouse, about 200 rods away, and the farmer's hired
man told me a few days after in the village that he was just
going out to fodder the cattle when he heard the hound
coming. The door to the bouse was open and a cat shot,

across the threshold, while a streak of dog not afoot be-
hind dashed after, right into the kitchen. The farmer's
wife was just straining the milk, and she fell over in a dead
faint. The old farmer grabbed a chair and made a lunge
at the hound, which, was tearing around the room after the
cat, and he knocked it into splinters, and pandemonium
reigned before Brindle gave up, and soon joined us on the
side of the mountain.
We then struck north, and followed along the base of the

mountain, and nad gone about a mile, when both hounds
gave tongue out on the meadow, a half mile distant. We
sat down and awaited results. Tbey soon got into an im-
mense cornfield; and I never heard such music, from two
dogs iu mv life. We could hear the hills of corn go down
before them in their frantic endeavors to get bold of him.
for they were right on to him; and it seemed as though they
would pick him up btfore he could make the mountain; and
it was a race for life. It was one continuous yell, and I was
surprised at the w-*y my new dog held his own with Furg's
old Bluch. They raced him around the cornfield for about
fifteen minutes, aud then he swung for the mountains away
to the north of us, and they finally came to a stand at the
foot of a monster white pine, all of 90ft. high, with not a
limb to be seen short of 70 or 80ft., and the top spread out
like an umbrella. All was now excitement. Our good
hounds were tearing off great chunks of bark in their eager-
ness, and were baying furiously. "Build up a roaricg fire,"
shouted old Furg, as he commenced fcostrap on his climbers;
and we had a fire going, and it lit up the side of the moun-
tain for rods around.
We wer*- rigut, m the vicinity of a rattlesnake den, where

numbers had been killed through the summer; and every
stick that I tore out of the leaves, I expected would turn
out to bp a six-foot rattler. But we were prepared for such
an emergency; and about that time would just as soon have
bearded the rattlesnake in bis den as nob.
Furg had got his climbers strapped on and his gun loaded

and strapped on his back; and he started up while we held
our now crazy hounds back, thinking they would pull him
down. He grasped the huge trunk around and drove a
climber in, and started upward He was a long time going
up, and after reaching the first limb he swung himself over
it, and looking down at us with his one eye (the other he al-
ways said he lost in a grizzly bear fight in the wilds of
Maine), he. told us to stoke her uo. We piled on the wood
until the flames shot up to an immense height, aud old
Furg disappeared in the ranches. "Look out, I see him,"
came from up between the heavens and the earth; and hang
goes his Krupp. The hounds sprang away from the butt of
the tre. and with open jaws ard eyes bulging out. and look-
ing upw rd for the expected coon, they stop their baying for
a mome t. But no coon came down. "I missed him," cried
Furg. "Keep a good fire agoing," and iu a few moments
he sang out, and a bright flash shot through the treetop,
followed t>y a roar that would have done credit to a twenty-
foot Columbiad. The hounds sprang back again and gazed
upward. The coon shot through the air like a ball. Both
hounds saw him in the glare of our fire; and, shades of

Aunt Isaac! he fell right into the flames, and the dogs were
on him in an instant.
The fire flew in every direction. The yells of the wounded

coon, the yelps and howlsof thedogs, and old Furg ayelling
up among the clouds, must have made the old farmers along
the river think the evil one himself was having a night of
it on the. precipices as of old. The air was full of flying
limbs all ablaze. Damon and I jumped back for our
lives, yelling at the dogs; but soon a howling streak of fire

shot down among the rocks, and another went off to the left
and disappeared from view. Old Furg was soou down; and
he commenced to tear around for both coon and dogs.
Neither could be found; but I finally found old Bluch out on
the meadow, rolling ia the wet grass; and my dog came to
us in about half an hour. They were burned in spots all

over; their feet were terribly blistered; and they rolled and
licked themselves for an hour or more.
We began to looj£ for the coon. The fire had gone down;

and we finally found him in a crevice in the rocks close to
the fire, still alive, but his bair was all burned off. We killed
him; and found that one of hislegs was shot away and hung
by a piece of skin.
Our dogs were all used up, and we concluded to turn

homeward. We weighed the coon, and he weighed 261bs.
Old Furg wanted to keep my dog a few days and hunt him.
I let him have him; and that was the last I ever sawof him,
for old Fu rg came to me a few days after and told me he had
sold both dogs to parties down country. I just about got
my money back; and I guess the man got him in Connecti-
cut that Black Pete got. him for in the fall.

G. R. GUSHING.
Charmsstown, N. H.

DOG TALK FROM ENGLAND,
LONDON, England.—I notice Manhattan's remarks in the

Canine World of Aug. 29 re the bull-terrier White Won-
der. I think from my notes regarding the dog, that I mailed
a fortnight since, that there cannot be the slightest doubt
that he was deaf from birth, and that affair at Boston was
as I stated at the time "the greatest farce on record." Show
committees seem to think that any man who can write V.
S. after his name will give as good satisfaction at a show as
Dr. Glover or Dr. Sewall. A few such lessons as the Boston
show committee have received in 1888 and 1S89 ought to teach
them a thing or two.

Welsh and Irish terriers are looking up here. The more
1 see of them the more 1 wonder why they are not more pop-
ular in America, they are very hardy, grand rabbit dogs,
and quite a number are used for bunting partridge and other
game, they are also very intelligent and tractable.

At the Crystal Palace show to be held next month, there
will be 24 judges. Iu short a specialty judging list. This is

as it shouid be; the idea that one man can judge all classes
and give satisfaction is well enough for an agricultural show,
but it will not go down much longer at our Kennel Club
shows. The judges best known in the States are Mr. B\ B.
Craven for bloodhounds, Mr. J. S. Pybus-Sellon for bull
dogs, Mr. G. S. Lowe for pointers, Mr. C. Houlker for pugs,
Mr. A. J. Gosling for St. Bernards and Messrs A. H, Clarke
and A. Maxwell for fox-terriers.

On the 29th and 30th of August there were six dog shows
held in this little country of England (little only as regards
area).

Smothered dogs en route from bench shows are not un-
known to Englishmen as well as Americans. Mr. Lowe's
pointer was returned by the Tunbridge Wells show com-
mittee in a hamper too small for him with the usual result.

Mr. Lowe clai ms £100 damages.

According to tbe Stock-Keeper at the French Gordon Set-
ter Club's field trials next month, all competing dogs must
have been wbelped and reared in France, have a pedigree
and belong to French owners.

In the same paper I notice that Mr. Ellis is offering the
services of that most excellent bulldog Ch. Grabber, free to
breeders, on the payment of a small fee to tbe kennel man.
Methinks I hear of the like in America, "Wal, I guess not."

The latest phase of the hydrophobia scare is a man at
Bridgton, Eng , that was recently bitten by a spider. The
doctors say bis symptoms are very similar to hydrophobia,
the Stock-Keeper proposes to muzzle all spiders hereafter.

By the way, I wonder if friend Wade is seriously ill. For
the first time in six months (I had almost siid years), I have
picked up four papers published in one week and not found
a single article from his pen. NAmqtjoit.

IRISH SETTER IMPORTATION.—The Kildare Kennel
Pittsburg, Pa., have recently purchased in England tbe.
Irish setter dog Tore. He was whelped Jan. 15, 1884 and is
by Cocksure and out of Granuaile. He is own brother to the
well known field trial winner Mac's Little Nell and has
done some winning at English shows. He should prove a
valuable acquisition to tbe Kildare Kennel.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB DERBY.—There
are 78 entries for the Derby of the Southern Field Trials
Club. The list came to hand too late for publication this
week,

KENNEL NOTES.
HoteB must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hallowc"1en—Balkis. H. VV, HuntiDgton's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) grey-
hound bitch Hallowe'en (Zoedone—Cataract) to his champion
Balkis (Olvto- Primrose), Sept. 6.

Brunette—Ormonde, C. E. Bunu's (Peoria, HI.) mastiff hitch
Brunette to his Ormonde, July 19.

Piiaedra—Ormonde. C. E. Bunu's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch
Phaedra to his Ormonde. June 23.

Juno—Ormonde. C. H. Strother's mastiff bitch Juno to C. E.
Bvmu's Ormonde, June 12.

Brunette II—Ormonde. W. Howatt's mastiff bitch Brunette II.
to 0. E. Brum's Ormonde, June 10.

Coeo- Ormonde. W. Heberling's mastiff bitch Coco to C. E.
Buun's Ormonde, May 2.

Nevada— Watch. Peter Boudn'e's (Toledo, O.) St. Bernard hitch
Nevada (champion Sir Charles—Clio) to John Posey's Watch
(Guide—Sans Peur), Aug. 3.

Lady Nebo— Jersey. O. B. Gilman's (Boston, Mass.) cocker span-
iel bitch Lady Nebo (Sancho G.—Frantic) to J. P. Willey's cham-
pion Jersey ('hampion Obo II.—Darkle), Aug. 28.

Slick—Oho II. O. B. Gilman's (Boston, Mas?.) cocker spaniel
biich Slick (champion Hornell Slick—Grade) to J. P. Willey's
champion Obo IT. (champion Obo—Chloe II.), Aug. 28.

Rosaline-Border Clinker II. W. E Hofl's (Chattanooga, Tenn.)
Dandie. Dmmont terrier Rosaline (Badger—Jennie Lee) to J. H,
Naylor's Border Clinker II. (Border Clinker—Pansy), July 8.

WHELPS.
JSP" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Phaedra. C. E. Bunu's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch Phaedra,
Aug. 25, eight, (five clogs), by his Ormonde.
Juno. C. H. Strother's mastiff bitch Juno, Auer. 16, five dogs,

hy C. E. Bunu's Ormonde.
Brunette II. W. Howatt's mastiff bitch Brunette II., Aug. 14,

three (two dot's), by C. E. .Bunu's Ormonde.
Coco. W. Heberling's mastiff bitch Coco, July 4, nine (three

does), hy C. E. Bonn's Ormonde.
Violena. E. M. Barteau's (Babylon, N. Y.) pointer bitch Violena

(Spot—Lilly Faust), Aue. 13. seven (four dogs), by C. Floyd-Jones's
Bang- (Babg Bans—Peg).
Fannie Obo II. O. B. Gilman's (Boston. Mass.) cocker spaniol

hitch Fannie Obo II. (Sancho G.—Frantic), Aug. 27, eight (four
dogs), by Mount Waite Kennels' Titus (Ptince &.—Lora).
Frantic. O. B. Gilman's (Boston, Mass.) cocker spaniel bitch

Frantic (Hiainpion Black Pete—Fannie Obo). Aug. 10, five (one
dog), by J. P. Willey's champion Obo II. (Oho—Chloe II).
Pansy W. O. B. Gilman's (Boston, Mass.) cocker spaniel bitch

Pansy W. (champion Oho II.—Lady of Lansing), Aug. 19, two (one
don), hy J. P. Willev's champion Black Pete (Obo, Jr.—Phonsie).
Daisy G. O. B. Gilman's (B ston, Mass.) cocker spaniel bitch

Daisy &. (Jet—Beauty), Aug. 7, three (two dogs), by his Titus
(Prince G.—Lora).

Vigil. E. C. Ray, Jr.'s (Mamaroneck. N. Y.) fox-terrier hitch
Vigil (Venator—Nellie), Aug. 22, two bitches, by C. IX Purroy's
Bracken hhrst Quick (The Moonstone—Brockenhurst Dainty II.).

Lady Fidget. E. C. Ray, Jr.'s (Mamaroneck, N. Y.) fox-terrier
bit' h Laly Fidget (Music -Thistle). Aug. 31, six (three dogs), by
his Oxford Trap (Dusky Trap—Old Silver).

SALES.

]PW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dandy G. Liver and white cocker spaniel dog, age not given, by
Carlo out of Gyp, by A. McDonald, Rockland, Me., to O. B. Gil-
man, Bost°n, Mass.
Border Dandie. Pepper Dandie Dimont terrier dog, whelped

Feb. 17, 1888, by Border Clinker out of Forest Vick, by Jas. Mc-
Ph"r=on, Roekford, HI., to Wm. E. Hoff, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Forest Lass. Pepper Dandie Dinmont terrier bitch, whelped

Oct. 28, 1888 by O d Jock out of Gypsy Queen, by J . R. Naylor,
Mt. Forest, IU , to Wm. E. Hoff. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Pride of Leader. Pepper Dandie Dinmont terrier bitch,whelped

Aug. 20, 1882. by Sbem out of Little Welcome, by J. H. Naylor,
Mt. Forest, 111., to W. E. Hoff, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Rosaline. Pepper Dandie Dinmont terrier bitch,whelred March,
1887, ov Radger out of Jennie Lee, by J. H. Naylor, Mt. Forest,
111., to Wm. E. Hoff, Chattanooga, Tenn.

A VOTE OF THANKS.— Editor Forest and Stream:
Kindly allow me space in your kennel department to thank
Mr. Frank A. Carswell, Supt. of the bench show held at Wil-
mington, Del., Sept. 2 to 8, for the way my poiuter dog Brake
looked when he was returned home. There are so many al-

ways finding fault, a word in praise may not be amiss. Brake
was sent trom here Monday and after wiuning first and
special for the best pointer in the show, arrived home Satur-
day A. M. in splendid condition. This being the first time I

have ever shown him, without having some one in charge of
bim, bis condition when he arrived was highly gratifying.—Stantok W. Pentz.

INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Indiana Kennel Club will again hold its field trials at
Brikneli. This decision was reached by the club, after re-

peated overtures by tbe good people of Bicknell. By mak-
ing this change the expenses will be materially reduced, con-
sequently the purses will be enlarged accordingly. The club
in making the change feels that it has acted wisely in tbe
interest of its patrons.—P. T. Madison (Indianapolis, Ind).

THE IRISH SETTER CLUB SPECIALS —The Irish
Setter Club of America have offered two specials of S125 and
$75 for the best two Irish setters entered and run at the field

trials of the Eastern Field Trials Club in November. No
special entry is required. All dogs entered in the Derby or
All-Aged Stake are eligible. It is to be hoped that owners
or this breed will enter their dogs and make this event an
nteresting one.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—At a meeting of
the Board of Governors held at the office of Mr. F. R. Hitch-
cock on Tuesday, Sept. 9, the names of Messrs. H. Hulman,
Jr., Terre Haute, Ind., and A. D. Lewis, Hempstead, N. Y.,
were proposed for membership. Reports from the grounds
of the club at Otterburn Springs state that birds are well
grown for the time of year, and are very plentiful.

TORONTO DOS SHOW.—Toronto, Sept. 8.—Editor For-
est and Stream: The entries for the Industrial Exhibition
Associate >n Grand International bench show of dogs from
Sept. 15 to 19, closed with some 500 entries comprising, the
grandest dogs on this continent. The buildings are com-
pleted, and everything is in good shape for the show.—C, A,
Stone, Sec'y and Supt..

RANGE AND GALLERY,

THE CANADIAN WIMBLEDON.
OiTAyvA. Sept. 1.—The twenty-third annual matches of the

Dominion Rifl^ Association commenced this morning. As early
as 7 o'clock riflemen residing dowu town were wending their way
toward the banks of the R :deau, while the dwellers in tents on
the brow of tbe lull were astir long before that hour. The flag on
the pole in th« rear of the targets whs anxiously scanned aud a
moment sufficed to show the riflemen that a rigbt wind was
blowing. La er on in the morning a number had learned to their
cost that the wind was stronger Hian rhey had supposed, as to hit
the target the allowance ot the full bar was necessary. Added to
this the wind w^s inclined to be tricky. Otherwise the day was
a splendid one for the marksmen. The light was good and old Sol
shone ou splendidly. Tbe work of the meetine was commenced
at 8:30 hy the opening of all the targers for extra series shooting,
and at 9:15 the actual matches commenc d with firing in the
bankers 1 match, in which the ''green" shots alone participated.
The result of the Nursery showed that some good men are coming
up and that the average of the shoo'ing was better than last year,
when 17s took prizes, while no fewer than ten 18s were counted
out to-day.
In the Macdougall match some surprising variations of fortune

took place. Competitors who left the 400yds. butts with excelL nt
scores went to piecs completely at the longer range through
miscalculation as to the force of the wind. The popular '"Jack"
Oreau, of the Q. O. R., came within a point of being top man and
for a long time it seemed as if he were to hold the cup for tnenext
twelve months. The honor, however, fell to Private J. F. Abbott,
of ihe 59th battalion, Cornwall, and a "nurseryman" at that, his
score being 15 out of a possible 50. Private Abbott was one of the
last men to shoot at the 600yds. range, and his score upset the
chances of the Toron to mar

.

The Gzowski and British Challenge Shield matches took up the
whole of the afternoon, and the light was getting poor as tbe last
teams were finishing. During the day there was a large gather-
ing of interested spectators on the range, among them being^ Sir
A. P. Carbon, Minister of Militia, and Mr. H.A. Ward, M. P. Hon.
G. A. Kirk patriek, president of the Association, is expected hero
to-morrow. The new svstem of squading the men cannot be said
to have been a great success, but after this morning's experience
it is expected that matters will run more s-noothly. Last year
there were 416 competitors; the number this year will likely be
greater. .

The Bankers' Prize—Nursery—Open to members of the Associ-
ation who have not at any time previous to priz- meeting of the
D. R. A. won a prize of 88 or upward; range, 500yds.; 5 rounds;
Snider rifles: position, any, with head to target; highest possible
score, 35;
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Trooper W H Eatou, King's PvtW R PringK QOR 21
(N B) Cav 24 Pvt J Mullin, GGFG 20

Lieu).W Re veil. 83d Batt 24 Pvt C Tascharean, 9 th BaU.. .20

Gapt W H Hill, 57th 23 Pvt W H listen, «Sth ..20

Capt R M Deunlstoun, 57th.. 23 Pvt Sweet. 91st 20
Pvt G Elouitt, GGFG 23 Pvt W Mitchell, RG 20
Sergt J Hutou, Presoott Oav..83 Bomb C Gardiner, MGA 20
Pvt A Miller, 13th 22 Pvt D Sinclair, 45th 20
Ma? J T Thorn, retired list.. .38 Pvt A Robertson, 28th 20
Ci rp T W Dunn, 8th RR 22 Sergt J Drysdale, MGA 20
Gunner MoEachern, Halifax Corp 0 Baird, Chariot) etown
GA 22 Engineers 20

Pioneer T Pratt, 6th Fusil.lers.32 S-rgt R Graham, 20th 20
Cap). Giant. 20th -.24 Corp R Buamare, 3d 20
Cap* Betlmne. 5th R Scots . . .22 Lieut Flowers. HGA. 20
Pvt C Route, 43.1 22 Pvt J D Ohipman, 71st 20

Corp J Armstrong, 6th 21 Corp W H Meadows, QOR. ... 20
Corp A S Byrd, 53d 31 Pvt J Davison, QOR 20
Color-Sergt E Skedden, 13th.. 21 Lieut M Rope, 3d Vies 20
Pvt D E Andrews 21 Capt T E Robsou, 26th 20
Pvt R Kough. 3d Vies 21 Lieut Black-more 63d 20
Pvt F Hall. 57th 21 Sergt J J Bell, MGA 20
Pvt Lockhart, 93d ...21 Golor-Seivt Heron, 43d 20
Capt Griffith, 37th 21 Pvt G McKenzie, 21st 20

Macdougall Challenge Cup Match.—The cup presented by Lady
Macdougall with $525 added by the D. R. A,, open to efficient
members of the active militia, members of the staff and officers
of the active force who have retired retaining; rank, and to all

officers, non-commissioned officers and men of Her Majesty's
regular army and navy stationed in Canada who are also mem-
bers of the association, the cup to become the property of the
member winning it twice consecutively. Rmge 400 unci GOOyds.,
5 rounds at each range. Snider rifles, position any, wi lb head to
target at 400yds., any at 600yds., highest possible score 50:

Pvt J F Tabbott, 59th 45 Trump Ghowe, 1st B F A 41

Lieut Crean, QOR 44 Lieut-Col Anderson, 43d 41
Staff-Sergt Loggie, N F B 44 Lieut Davidson, Sth R R .. ...41

Sergt. Davidson,Obarlottetown Pvt C Windatt, 45th 41
Engineers 44 Pvt Kamberry, 5th R S. 41

Sergt Gillies, 91st 43 Lieut A D Cartwright,, 47th. . 41
Staff-Sergt R McVittie, R G...43 Staff-Sergt WA Mason, 57th. .41

Gunner McEacbren, HGA 43 Staff-Sergt Donnelly, Q. O R. .40
Mai S Hughes, 45th 42 Lieut Robertson, 20th 40
StHff-Seigt M Clarke, 95th. . . .42 Lieut Wilson, 331 10
Pvt E Westman, QOR 42 Staff-Sergt Cleveland, 54th. ...40
Sergt Drysdale, MGA .41 Lieut Weller, R M C 40
Pvt W Kenney, 45th 41 Capt Adams, HGA 40

The first annual meeting of the Rifle League of Canada was
held this evening. Mayor Mason in the chair. There was a large
attendance. The secretary's report stated that there were 53
teams and 800 competitors in the league matches. A reference
to the "phenomenal shooting" drew forth loud cheers and laugh-
ter. Capt. Russell, of t he 45th, made 101 out of a possible 105.

Capt. Bruce presented the treasurer's report, showing receipts for
$475 and a balance on baud of 24 cents. Sir Adolphe Caron, who
was present, presented the prizes. Lieut. Healy accepted the
trophy, a magnificent specimen of the silversmith's handiwork,
on behalf of the 54rh, Windsor Mills, Que., nine. Very handsome
silver cups were presented to the following corps: 13th, 53d, 45th
Bowmanville, 45th Lindsay, Halifax G. A., 96th, 3lst, 12th and 63d,
The winners of badges also came forward and received their
prizes. Sir Adolphe Caron made a speech in excellent taste, in
which he gave credit to Col. Fred. Denison, of Toronto, and Col.
O'Brien for their efforts in getting free Ammunition for the
League. Ho announced he would give a prize for next, year's
matches. He dwelt on the importance of the matches and humor-
ously remarked that as a public man he sometimes required good
marksmen to protect him. Sir Adolphe closed by promising free
ammunition next year. Col. Powell, the popular and efficient ad-
jutant-general, made some encouraging remarks. Resolutions of
thanks were passed to the o dicers of the League, to the Govern-
ment and to the Militia Gazette, wliose editor, Mr. J. D. Taylor,
responded in a speech which went to the hearts, and, he trusted,
to the pockets, of the militiamen present. Major Weston touched
a tender spot when he stated that in future care should be taken
to have the scores properly checked and verified. This sugges-
tion met with loud approval. The following officers were elected

:

Pres., Lieut.-Col. Hon. J. M. Gibson, Hamilton; Vice-Presidents,
Lieut.-Col, Anderson, Ottawa, and Major Delamere, Queen's Own,
Toronto. Secretary Pringlea.nd Treasurer Bruce were re-elected,
and Mr. Crooks was appointed assistant secretary.
Ottawa, Sept. 2.—The weather vouchsafed for the second day's

matcbes of the Dominion Rifle Association, though cheerless aim
objectionable to the average citizen, was somewhat in favor with
the marksmen on the rifle range. The sky was dull to a degree,
and ever and anon a sort of Scotch mist descended, sufficiently
copious to keep everything in a damp and clammy condition. Tite
atmosphere was so motionless that the powder smoke evinced a
tendency to hang over the range, and almost the only complaint
heard was that this "reek," as a Scotch competitor termed it,

prevented, in some cases, a clear view of the targets. The range
did not look so lively as on the first day, there being few or no
visitors; and the competitors who were not actively engaged in
shooting stayed in their tents and swapped lies as to the great
scores they had made during the practice season and in the Rifle
League season.
The scores in the Gzowski and the British Challenge Shield

matches, which came off yesterday but the result of which was
not made known last night, were posted early to-day, and showed
that, in the first named match first and second places were taken
by the two Ottawa corps, the Governor-General's Foot Guards
and the 43d Batt. The former apparently beats the latter by one
point. The result is not cheerfully accepted by the 431 team, for
the reason that the tickets of the match were taken away by Capt.
W. E. Hodgins and kept by hi en over night. That was the reason
the score could not be made up last night. The 43d men are in-
clined to reject the finding because Capt. Hodgins is an officer of
the Foot Guards. Of course Capt. Hodgins is incapable of tampar-
ing with the tickets, but under the circumstances it is unfortu-
nate that he should, by hie action, have left any room for doubt,
and in a certain degree destroyed the conclusiveness ot the match.
The following were the results in the Gzowski and British Chal-

lenge. Shield matches, fired yesterday.
The Gzowski match—Open to one section of 5 efficient men from

any corps of the active militia of Canada; to the section making
the highest aggregate score in the following stages: skirmishing,
20 rounds, from about 450vds. to 100yds., ad vancing and retiring,
any military position; volley firing. 5 rouuds at 300yds., kneeling;
independent firing. 5 rounds at 150yds.. standing, at targets ex-
posed to view for limited periods:

Skirm. Vol. Ind.Tof.
Cup and $50, Gov.-General F, G., Ottawa. .270 81 80—431
$40, 43d Batt.. Ottawa 285 61 84—430
35, Q. O. R., Toronto 264 93 69-426
30, 10 h R. G., Toronto. 228 60 74-363
35, 13th Hamilton 206 67 75-348
20, 6th Fus., Montreal 212 51 78-341

Next in order—12th York Rangers, Toronto, 331; 8th Royal Rifles,
Quebec, 330; Halifax Garrison Artillery, 335; 57th Peterborough,
319; 3d Vic. Rifles Montreal. 307; Montreal Garrison Artillery, 305;
B. C. Garrison Artillery, 297; Sth Royal Scots, Montreal, 296; 21* i.

Essex, 270; "B" Company, I.S.C., St. John, P. Q., 263; 53d Sher-
hrooke, 239.

This match was won last year by the Ottawa Guards with 422
points, so it will be seen that the shooting was remarkably good
to-day.
The British Challenge Shield—The shield presented by the Aux-

iliary Forces of Great Britain to the active militia of Canada,
with $100 added by the D.R.A.; teams of 4efficienr, men; skirmish-
ing, 20 rounds, from about lOOvds. to about 450yds., standing,
kneeling or prone, at the discretion of the tirer; advancing or re-
tiring under the order of the officer appointed to the command of
all the sections; target exposed 15 seconds:

Hits. Score.
Shield and $40, 10th R. G., Toronto 54 214
$30, 5th Royal So its, Montreal 47 200
20, 8)h Royal Ri fles, Quebec 44 198
10, Q O.R., Toronto, l&t team 43 190

Montreal Garrison Artillery. 42 190
Governor-General's F. G., 1st team 41 185
6th Fusiliers, Montreal 42 174
G.G.F.G., Ottawa, 2d team 42 174
13fh Hamilton, 3d team 41 171
57th Peterborough 38 170
Halifax Garrison Artillery 43 168
3d Vies, Montreal 38 165

Number of competing corps, 23.

This shield wis won last year by the 10th Royal Grenadiers, of
Toronto, with 280 points.
The fourth place is subject to confirmation by the Executive,

the score of the Q. O. R. team and that of the Montreal Garrison
Artillery being a lie so far as the number of points recorded is
concerned.
The Manufacturers' Match—Ranges 500yds., rounds 7, rifle

Snider, 74 prices of the total value of $585:

ri
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Capt Roberts, 33d .30Capt Milligan, BFB 31 Lieut Wilson. 33d 80
Sergt Cribb, /8th Batt 34 Sergt-Major Lock hart. 03d ....30C

? p». MoMicking, 44th Batt.. .33 Staff-Sergt Cooper, Montreal
Lien t Gray, GGFG 33 GA 30
Pjoneer Prat 1, 6th Fusiliers. . .33 Pvt Cuckow. 13th 30
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 10th Rd?32 Sergt Sheddoo. 13th 30

K6"* Goodwin, 13th Batt 32 Pvt 'Cameron, 57th 30
btaff-Sergt. Robinson, 45th ... 33 Lieut Cartwright, 47th 30Bomb Gardiner, Montreal GA32 Pvt Mat heson, 79th 30
Sergt Grey, 66th 32 Capt Bethuue, 5th RS 30

o.
orS g|«bbie,8th Cav 33 Trooper Eaton, King's Troop

Staff-Sergt Cawdron, GGFG. 33 Cav 30
Major Sherwood, 43d .33 Capt Ibbotsou. Sth RS 30

Ev
!

ie
'
mh 83 Prt Weirded, 28th 30

Pvt Gillard, 38th 32 Sergt Bell, Montreal GA 30
Capt Hara, 14th 31 Sergt Morris, 13th 30
Pvt Scott, 6th Fus 31 Pvt Gamble, 46ih 30
Trumpeter Crow, 1st BFA. . . .31 Lieut Scott, 90th 30

£v
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' 60th 31 Pv t Co^tigau, 90r,b 30
Pvt McAfee. 3d Vies 31 Pvt McBrien, 37 th 30
Corp Byrd, 53d 31 Pvt Montgomery, 96th 30
Sergt Clarke. Sth Royal Scots.31 Lieut Currau, 13th 30
Lieut Crean, QOR 31 Capt. Griffiths, 87)h... 30
Sergt Short, GGFG 31 Pvt Hutchison, 43d 30
Gunner McEachorn. HGA. . . . 31 Sergt. Watters, 6th Fus. ... 30
Capt McDonald, QOR 31 Pvt Cambery, 5th RS 30

Eight, 29s were counted out. A number of twenty-eights were
counted in last year, so the shooting of this match was much
better than last year.
The Minister of Militia's match was opened at 2.40 P. M„ and

was finished in the rain. The weather continued good for shoot-
ing, however.
Minister of Militia's match.—A challenge cup for teams of three,

presented by Sir Adolphe Caron, with $643 added by the D. R, A.;
8 team and 62 individual prizes:
Cup, G. T. R. Association ...169 Royal Grenadiers 153
Queen's R. A., Toronto 163 Sberbrooke R. A 152
Guelph R. A. ., 161 20th Batt ISO
54th Batt 156 6th Fusiliers 148
63d Batt 156 3d Vies 148
' A" Co., Royal Grenadiers. ..155 5tb Royal Scots 145
4Hh Batt 1fi5 13 Batt '145
Que n's Own Rifles 153 Manitoba R. A 145
43d Batt 153

„ Number of entreis, 28. In the case of ties the highest scores at
600yds. determines the tie. The first team prize was won last year
by the 6th Fusiliers with 159 points.
Individual prizes:

Pvt. J. E. Hutchinson. 43d. ...64 Sergt. Mumford, 63d 58
Color-Sergt. E. Prat t, 6th Fus. 02 Major Th omas, 54) h 58
Pvt. Mitheson, 79th. 61 Major Sam Hughes, 45th. . 58
Sergt. Hall, 79th 60 Staff-Sergt. McVittie, R. G."58
Pvt. McDiarmid, 00 th 60 Sergt, Pink, 43d 58
Pvt. Ellis, G. G. F. G 60 Sergt. Rolston, 20th . W
Capt. McMickine, 44th 59 Sergt. Dent, 10th Royal Gren..58
Pvt. Beach, 45th 59 Sergt. Ogg, lst B. F. A. 58
This evening the annual meeting of the competitors was held at

the drill hall. Hon. G. A. Kirkpatrick, M.P., president, was in
the chair, supported by Lieut.-Cols. Bacon and White. Captain
Ad»m, of Hamilton, offered a resolution, seconded by Capt.Adams,
of Halifax, recommending that the extra series be "abolished and
sighting shots introduced. After a discussion, however, and on a
vote this motion was replaced by one retaining the. extra series,
hut also introducing sighting shots at a charge. A resolution waB
adopted in favor of further restricting the qualification for the
nursery match entries. On motion of Maj. Weston, it was resolved
to apply to the Department of Militia for a reduction in the price
of ammunition supplied to the D. R. A. Capt. Bogers, of Ottawa,
moved that in future the aggregate that decides the Bisley team
shall be altogether from the Martini matches, which should be
increased. He said that capital shots with the Snider were usually
poor shots in England with the Martini. This change could be
made, he thought, without hurting the feelings of the. Minister of
Militia, who armed the forces with the beautiful Snider. Capt.
Bi6hop, in seconding, said the motion reflected a general feeling.
At Bisley they met the pick of the Martini men of the world, and
it was folly to send men over there not versed in the use of the
Martini. Capt, MeNachtan. of Cobourg, said that so long as the
forces in Canada were armed with the Snider it would be unfair
to make this change. President Kirkpatrick strongly opposed
the resolution, which would exclude the mass of our volunteers
from competing for the chief prize of the D. R. A. meeting. More-
over, as soon as the new rifle in England was adopted for the force
the Martini would disappear. A dozen or so voted for the motion
and about two dozen against it, so it was lost. The meeting then
adjourned.
Ottawa, Sept. 3.—Gay is the great appropriate adjective to

apply to the appearance of the Rideau range to-day. The Presi-
dent, Mr. Geo, A. Kirkpatrick, M. P., and Mrs. Kirkpatrick held
an "At Home" in the Council tent in the afternoon. Scores of
ladies and gentlemen paid their respects to the genial president
and his charming wife, and partook of their hospitalities. The
band of the Governor-General'e Foot Guards filled the air with
strains of music, and indeed the whole aspect of the place was
that of a place au.c dames rather than a champ de-mars. The ladies
were there in great numbers, and 1 he lovely weather induced them
to stay until the last shot was fired. It would not be surprising
to find that toward the closs of the day the shooting showed a
decided inferiority, for one could not expect the marksmen to
continue making bullseyes while they were making sheep's eyes
at the fair promenaders who had so suddenly developed an inter-
est iu the competition and competitors.
A slight change must be made in yesterday's table of the result

in the Minister of Mditia's match. It appears that the Ottawa
Rifle Club took part in the contest, but did not put in their tickets
till this morning. On examination it turned out that they had
taken second place. This puts the Queen's Our Own Rifles out of
the list of prize winners in that match.
Standing match—Open to members of the association. Rtinge,

200yds.; rounds, 7; rifle, Snider; position, standing, with one elbow
clear of the body and left hand and wrist clear of the trigger
guard:
Capt Gray, GGFG 33 Sergt Morris, 13th 30
Sergt, Harrison, D of WR 31 Pvt Fllis, 43d 30
Staff-Sergt Ogg, lst BFA 31 Capt Binmore, 3d 30

Twelve 26s were counted out.
Dominion of Canada match: Ranges, 200, 500 and 600yds.; 7

rounds at each range; Snider rifle; position, at SOOvds., standing or
kneeling: at 500yds., any, with head to target; at 600yds., any. The
team prizes to be awarded to the five highest aggregate scores by
any five previonsly named members from the cadets of the Royal
Military College, from the Schools of Cavalry, Artillery and In-
fantry; from any regiment, squadron or troop of cavalry, field
battery or brigade, or field or garris m artillery; from any corps of
engineers, battalion or independent company of the active militia;
or of the same denomination of the force of Her Ma jesty's regular
army or navy stationed in Canada, provided that they all are
members ot" the Dominion Rifle, Association:
Bad ge and $60, 47 ih Batt 387 $30, 59th Batt .378

$40. 63d BaLt 384 $20, 6 th Fusiliers 373

$40, GGFG 380

Next in order were the 23d Batt., 373; 10th R. G., 371; Halifax
Garrison Artillery, 370; Sth, 387; 43d, 367; 13th, 364.

Individual prizes:
Staff-Sergt Gravburn, 91st. . . 86 Capt Hartt, S'- John Rifles. . . .83

Staff-Sergt Simpson, 12th 86 Pvt Beach, 45th &3
Pvt Armstrong. GGFG 85 Pvt Taylor, 43d 83
Sergt Dow, 21st, 84 Color-Sergt Mitchell, 90th 8.2

Color-Sergt. Gourdy, 8th 84 Sergt Samson, QOR 83
Sergt Miner, 71st 84 Sergt-Maj Lock hart, 63d 83
Staff-Sergt. Rolston, 20th 83 Corp Westman, QOR 83

Color Sergt Henderson, 62d...83 Sergt Kimmerley, 47th 83
Sergt Swnyne, 47th 83 Staff-Sergt Young, 45th 82

Staff-Sergt Clarke, 95th 83

The Snider Aggregate.—The prizes in this competition are
awarded to competitors who have made the highest aggregate
scores in the following matches, viz.: McDougall. Manufactur-
ers', Minister f Militia's, Dominion and Standing matches:
Pvt Ellis, GGFG 235 Pvt Armstrong. GGFG 223

Staff-Sergt Rolston, 20th 230 Lieut Wilson. 33d 323

StafMergt Ogg, lst B a A 230 Staff-Sprat MeVeitv, 10th RG223
Capt McMicking, 44th 328 Sergt Miner, 71st 232

Lieut David-on, Sth 227 Maj Sherwood. 43d 222

Pvt Hutcheson, 43d 226 Pvt Kambery, Sth 220

Sergt Hall, 79th 225 Pvt Mathieson, 79th 319

Staff-Sergt Gillies, 91st 224 Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 90th.... 218

Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 10th RG224 Pvt Mullin, GGFG 218

Ottawa, Sept. 4.—Another day's excellent weather greeted the
marksmen on the Rideau range as they went to the butts in the
Rideau match sharp at 8:30 this morning. The match was con-

. eluded on time, and the Ouimet match was at once started.
i Everything looked as if the work of the meeting was to be dis- i

posed of before dark, notwithstanding that a large programme
I had yet to be got through with, After the Ouimet match was

concluded, about noon, and when negotiations were under way for
starting the Governor-General's match, it. was found that several
ties had to be shot off before the hundred in the grand aggregate
could be completed. No less than six had to Are for last mace on
the grand aggregate, while some others had to fire for a place in
the prize list. This being done, it, was found that Sergt, Grae-
buru, of the 90th, and Pvt. McVittie, of the 13tb, a voung lad and
son of the. veteran Scotch shot of that name, had for the second
time (led for the last position of the, prize list. Graeburn secured
it, but the youth is well up in the aggregate, and has jet a chance
to win the. Governor-General's prize and go to Bisley besides. By
the time all these delays were shot off it was well into the after-
noon, and it was found impossible to get through with the work
to-day, and the council wisely decided to postpone further shoot-
ing until to morrow. Experience now goes to show that all the
matches cannot be crowded into four days. The following are
to-day's scores:
Rideau match, open to members of the association, 500yds., 7

rounds:
Maillene, GGFG 35 Staff-Sergt Goodwin, 13th 33
Capt Rogers, 43d 34 Staff-Sergt Clarke, 53d 33
Pvt Moodle 34 Staff-Sergt Simpson, 12th 33
Lieut Healy 34 Pvt. Beach, 45th 33
Ser£t Swaine, 47th 33 Staff-Sergt Harris, HGA 33
Pvt Hutcheson, 43d 33
Twenty-nine 30s were counted out.
Ouimot match, open to members of association, Martini-Henry

rifles, 600yds.. 10 rounds:
Corp Carroll, GGGG .49 Ssaff-Sergt Ashall, QOR 45
PvtWindom, 45th 47 Capt Jaraieson, 43d 45
Pvt Abbott, 59th 46 Pvt Chipman, 71st 45
Gapt McMicking, 44th 45
Lansdowne Aggregate.—Challenge cup presented by His Excel-

lency Lord Lansdowne, late Governor-General of Canada. Open
to teams composed of 5 members of any affiliated rifle association
whose mimes have been given to the secretary before Monday,
Sept, 1, and vouched for as having been members thereof on or
before July 1, 1890; to be awarded to those teams the scores of
whose members in the Manufacturers', Minister of Militia,
Standing, Rideau and Ouimet matches collectively, shall be the
highest:
Royal Grenadiers 841 Ottawa Rifle Club 838
Sberbrooke R A 840 43d Batallon 827
Queen's Own Rifles 839
Bankers' Prize Fund, grand aggregate, to be awarded to com-

petitors who have made the highest aggregate scores in the fol-
lowmgmatches: Macdougall, Manufacturers', Minister of Militia,
Dominion, Standing, Rideau and Ouimet:
Pvt Fllis, GGFG 304 Staff-Sergt McVittie, R G....291
Pvt Hutchinson, 43d 301 Lieut Davidson, 8th R R 291
Sergt Ogg, 1st B F A 299 Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 90th. . . .290
Capt McMicking, 44th 299 Sergt Hall, 79th 360
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, R G ... .297 Sergt Bent, 93d 389
Lieut Wilson, 33d.... 392 Sergt Humford. 63d .389
Staff-Sergt Rolston, 20th 393 Sergt Horsev, 45th 389
Capt Mulligan, D F 291

Ottawa, Sept. 5.—The plum of the Dominion Rifle Association
meet, the Governor-General's prize, consisting of a special badge
and $250, goes to Winnipeg, Staff-Sergt. C. N. Mitchell, of the
90th, and one of the four famous Mitchell brothers. beirjg the
lucky man. Capt. McMicking, of the 44th. takes the second prize
of 8150, and Pvt. Watters, of the Oth Fusiliers, the third prize of
$100.
Firing in th© Governor- General's match commenced at 8:30, the

weather being favorable, although there was a strong right breeze
blowing. Several of the competitors came back from the 500yds.
range with scores of over 60, and when the final stage had been
shot it was found that the three riflemen named above and Sergt.
Harp, of the Q.O.R., had tied at 93 points for the money prizes.
The men had, therefore, to shoot off, a decision being arrived at
by the aggregate score in five rounds at the 800yds. range and then
by firing single shots until decided. When the four men took
their positions at the targets there were hundreds of spectators
behind the ropes. Mitchell fired first and scored a bullseye. Mc-
Micking followed with an inner, Watters with a magpie, andHarp
with an outer. Their respective scores, shot for shot, are here
given:
Mitchell 55552—22 McMicking 44342-17
Watters 35450-17 Harp 25324-16
Mitchell, Watters and McMicking in their fifth shots failed to

notice that the wind had freshened, with the result that two of
them onlv scored outers, while Watters was carried entirely off
the target. On his last shot Watters bad the chance of tieing
with Mitchell for first money, but missed his chance. Harp did
better with bis last bullet than the others, but he had to be con-
tent with fourth place. McMicking and Watters had then to shoot
off ties for second money, one shot each deciding the question
according to the rule. McMicking scored five and Watters three
points. Mitchell received a hearty round of applause for bis
efforts. The provincial match concluded the twenty-third annual
meeting of the association.
The following are the scores posted to-day:
His Excellency the Governor-General's prize, value $500, to be

competed for by the 100 hierhest scores in the grand aggregate
match. Ranges 200, 500 and 600 rds; rounds, 7 at each range; Mar-
tini-Henri rifles; position, or 200yds., standing or kneeling, at
gOOyd^i., any with head to target, and at 600vds. any.
Special badge and 8250. Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 90th 93
Badge and 8150, Capt MeMicMng, 44th Batt 93
Badge and $100, Sergt Watters, 6th Fusiliers 93
AVinners of badges only:

Staff-Sergt Harp, QOR 93
Pvt Hutchinson, 43d ; 93
Sergt Hall, 79th 91
Capt Hartt, St John R<"

(

90
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 10th RG 90
Staff-Sergt Goodwin, 731 89
Cant Mulligan, Durham Field Battery 88
The Bisley team for 1891 will be selected from the foHowing

competitors in the order as they stand, the executive committee
reserving to itself the right to pass over any competitor for cause.
The scores given are those made in the graud aggregate, the Gov-
ernor-General's and the London Merchants' Cup combined:
P vt Hutchinson, 43d .... .480 Corp Binmore 3d Vies 447

'

Capt Milligan. 32d 473 Pvt J A. Armstrong, GGFG. .447
Staff-Sergt C Mitchell, 90th.. 472 Color-Sergt Henderson, 63d.. 446
Capt, McMicking, 44th 473 Sergt H Marris, 13tb 446
Staff-Sergt J Ogg, lst BFA. ..471 Lieut Cartwright, 47th 446
Staff-Sergt T Mitchell, RG. ,467 Pvt Hilton, 63d 445
Sergt C M Hall, 79th 466 Pvt D D Beach, 45th 445
Sergt J Horsey, 45th 463 Lieut WH Davidson, Sth. ...445
Pvt J H Ellis, GGFG 461 Capt Hartt, St John RC 444
Pvt Kambery, 5th RS 458 Sergt Mumford, 63d 444
Lieut A Wilson, 33d 456 Corp Westman, QOR 443
Lieut J H Kuifton. QOR 455 Capt Gray, GGFG 443
Sergt Watters, 6tb Fusiliers .455 Sergt B Bent, 93d 443
Lieut J McAvitv, 621 450 Sergt. McAdam. 3d Vies 441
Staff-Sergt K McVittie, RG..449 Sergt Short, GGFG 441
Pvt. C E Windar.t, 45th 448 Lieut R Renuie, QOR 441
The London Merchants Cup. Open to teams of t-jgbt members

of any affiliated provincial association; ranges 200, 500 and 600yds.;
rounds, 7 at each range:
$100 and cup—Nova Scotia team. 662
$80—Quebec team ...... 644
Next in order:

Ontario 643
New Brunswick .637

Manitoba 604
Prince Edward I«land 575
The revolver match. Range 25yds., 7 rounds.

Corp. Armstrong, 6th Fus 44 Color-Sergt, Crookes. Q. O. R.38
Sergt. Hall, 79th 40 Staff-Sergt. Ashall, Q. 0. R ..37

Pvt. Moffat, 79th 40 Lieut. Stephens. 16th 36
Pvt. Cuckow, 13th 40 Color-Sergt. Fairbain, 43d 36
Lieut. Crean, Q. O. R 40 Mr. S. White 36
Lieut.-Col. Macpherson, G. G. Lance-Corp. Allan, I. S. C 35
F. G- 3fi Capt, McMicking, 44tb 35

Staff-Sergt, Mitchell, 10th 39 Lieut, Robertson, 20th 34
Major Sherwood , 43d 38 Pvt. Matheson, 79th 33
Corporal Armstrong, who won first place in the above match,

says he never fired a revolver before in his life, and the one he
used belonged to another party.

NEWARK, N. J., Sept, 5.—At the meeting of the directors of the
Newark Shooting Society to-night, it was decided to hold the King
shoot on Thursday, Sept. 25, The following committee was ap-
pointed to secure Drizes from the members and friends: J. Cop-
persmith, F. C. Watts, F. A. Freiensehner, H. Scheiener, C. H.
Townsend, C. Mink, Jr., J. Bauder. A. Seilz. The programme will
comprise a members' shoot for th© "1890 King Medal," and for
prizes contributed by members and friends: shooting on the point
target open to aU, with a division of money among the holders of
tickets for red, white and blue flags, and a shoot for the ladies for
a prize given by the society and others contributed. Each lady
who shoots will he required to give a prize. The ladies' shoot is in
charge of William Schmauder and Ferd. J, Herpers, Jr,
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GERMAN MARKSMEN.

THE cbarnpiou target shot of the world. Gup Zimmermarj, of
New York, returned home or. the Hamburg liner Columbia,

arriving Sept. 5. He fame with his gnu, his trunk full of medals
and trophies, in good health and with his usual joyous smile. His
com nan inns were Alexander Stein, Herman Weber and Messrs.
Walflsmitli and Meyer.all of the Independent New York Schuetzen
Corps. There was a crowd at the pier in Hohoken to meet, him,
and they made the welcome a ringing one. Tbe Limtzriw (Com-
pany, of which the chamnion is the captain, was there in force
under the \°" devshiu of Qus Ringler. Charles DtJnpler. Georere
Zitzman and John Flaeklan. From Hohoken the champion was
escorted over to the Bull's Head Tavern, of which he fa propr'e-
tor, at Third avenue and Twenty-fourth street, and there he held
a reception all day and all the evening. His breast was covered
with medals of gold, silver and bronze. On a sideboard was
packed vases, cups, pitchprs. goblets and statuettes of gold, silver,
ivory. Dresden ware and glass. "These are. not. all," said the
happy, modest and handsome prize winner. "There are a lot
ronre that have not come to me yet, bnt are on their way over."
"How many did you win altogether?" was asked,
"I can't tell you vet. Not until they all'come to hand and I look

over my li=t, but I think there are a few more than flftv."
Zimmerman won a prize in every match in which ho entered,

and the first prize in every contest of importance that he took
part in, and he took his chances in every match he was allowed to
enter. He broke the record of scores a dozen times. In some, of
the cont ests he competed against from 5,000 to 7,000 trained marks-
men.

It was June last that the German-American representatives of
the New York Shooting Corps to the number of 300 left for Ger-
many to take part in the annual chooting festivities in the Father-
land. Mr. Zimmerman, with seventy others, represented the
Independent New York Schuetzen Corps. At Berlin they were
wined and dined and were led in a procession of honor Unter den
Linden and before tbe Castle to the Town nal'. Tbey were even
tendered a reception by Prince Bismarck himself atFriedrichsrub.
The Americans competed at Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen, Neu-

stadt. Ringeu, Frauenfeld, Hanover and other places, and acquit-
ted themselves with honor at all. The pre-eminent marksman
was in almost every case Gustave Zimmermann. He is specially
proud of a beer set of Dresden ware—a pitcher, a dozen silver-
mounted mugs and sal ver—presented to him by A. M. Simon,
United States Consul at Hanover, as a prize as the best American
marksman.
A cup of silver and gold was another trophy from Hanover won

for the highest individual score during the mooting. In winning
this Capt. 7,immerma.nu broke the best record ever" made in Ger-
many at 200vds. and 328yds., off-hand shooting.
He broke the record in another match at Hanover with a score

of 75 out of 100 in 50 shots at 328yds.. the highest count for each
shot being but 2. In the same kind of a match at Berlin he broke
his own record.
Of his eighteen or twenty medals he is, perhaps, proudest of the

one captured in Switzerland. He was the only American entered
and had 7.000 or 8,000 to contend against. The medal is of solid
gold, big and heavy as a. half dozen gold eagles rolled together.
At Hanover he won the star of honor for the highest score at

328vds.
Zimmerman n's first shooting was in the shooting festival at

Bremen on June 15, 17 and 22. He won first prize on the target of
honor, two handsome vases, inlaid with gold and silver; also a
cup as first prize in the fast-firing contest, second prize on the
328yds. field target, and first prize on the point target.
At Hanover, an important meeting. Zimmermann captured on

the target of honor tbe prize given by the American Consul, a
handsome pitcher, with mugs and tray of exquisite Delft ware,
embellished by engravings and a silver shield, and bearing an
appropriate inscription. He also ^von first prize given by the
Hanover Sehuetzen Gesell=ehaft. On the point target Zimmer-
mann scored 75 points in SO shots, the. man next to him having
only 58. A fine gold cup. a picture given by the F/clgenoseisehe
Schuetzen Gesellschaf t of Switzerland, and the first star also
went to Zimmermann on the same target.
From Hanover Zimmermann went to Hamburg, hot was too late

to take part, in the Independent Team match. From Hamburg the
Independents went to Berlin, the objective point of the German
excursion. On the. first day he won the first cup on the point tar-
get, and on the second day first cup in the field. On Tuesday, July
8, in the quick-firing content, Zimmerman did not draw for place
as the.other marksmen did, but was awarded 54 as his number.
When the cannon gave the signal Zimmermann noticed that his
target had been sent up, and fired. On his fourth shot his target-
broke dr.wu. Upon the information given by a member of the
Berlin Shooting Committee the New York champion was enabled
to secure another target after two minutes' delay. He had scored
7 red flags, or 14 points, in 20 shots. When he wished to cool his
gun, as his paraphernalia was still at his old stand, he had to go
himself and carry his necessary implements to his new shooting
ground, thus losing valuable, time. The sixth cup was awarded to
Zimmerman on this target. Other prizes won at Berlin were a
cup in the shape of what is railed in Germany a "humpen." given
bv the Muenchner Kindl'r Brewing Company, of Munich, on the
300 metre field-ring target, and prizes on all the other field and
point targets. Tn the serial shooting Zimmerman not only sur-
prised the German shooters, but his American confreres as well.
He put un a score never equalled in Berlin, namelv. 49 points in 50
shots at 106vds. He. received only the first cash prize on this tar-
get, the honor prizes, including a valuable gold medal, being
awarded to members of the German Schuetzen Bund only. Pistol
shooting had never been a principal point in Zimmerman's marks-
manship, still he managed to capture thirteenth prize, beating
among others some of the American experts.
At Bingen Zimmermann again showed his superiority in serial

shooting by taking first prize on his forty-fifth shot. Other prizes
won by him were first prize on the target of honor and second
prize on the master target.
In Neustadt Zimmermann won the first set of spoons and forks

on the point, (190yds.) target; also the first gold badge on the. target
of honor: a very handsome tea service on the championship or
master target, with 51 out of the possible 60, and on the 328yds.
field target won the second prize, a handsome coin pokal.
Gustave, or "Cus" Zimmermann. as he is more familiarly

known, is a fine-looking man of 36 years of age. He is 5ft. 7in. in
height, stocky build, and weighs about 208lbs. He was born in
Baden, Germany, and came to America in 1870, He commenced
rifle-shooting about ten years ago in the shooting-galleries about
town, and soon became an expert. He came into public promi-
nence about two years ago in a three-hour bullseye match at
Morrisania Schuetzen Park, and again last vear as the winner of
the Tiffany Cup at Creedmoor, and the $1,000 piano at the German
Hospital. Fair. He went to Germany three, years age to partici-
pate in the Schuetzen festivals of that country, but was attacked
with rheumatism on his way over. Though a cripple for the time
being, he boldly entered several contests, and came away with
fifteen prizes. He generally uses a Ballard rifle in his target
shooting, but for quick firing prefers a Winchester,
Capt. Zimmerman said that the. balance of the American rifle

shots would arrive on the Fulda, which left Bremen Aug. 30.

Among the American teams represented by the returning
voyagers are the Independents, the Bull's Head and the German-
American Schuetzen Corps of this city.
The shots who came with Zimmerman went at once to their

homes.
All of them were more or less successful, and their markman-

ship was generally superior to their European competitors.
The returned sharpshooters were disinclined to talk about the

reported troubles among the American sharpshooters while in
Berlin, due it was said to jealousy.
They said they were too glad to get home to think of the bicker-

ings while they were away, and were bound to enjoy their recep-
tion first.

Laurel-crowned and justly proud of tneir victories won in;a
foreign land, tl e t wenty-nine members of the New York Central
Schueizen Corps, under the command of Capt. George Sieburg,
arrived Sept. 8 on the steamer Fulda. The voyage from Bremen,
which the steamer left on Aug. 30, was favored by good weather
and a smooth sea.
"Yes," said the Captain, "our trip has been a memorable one,

indeed. Wo shall never forget our pleasures and our honors.
However, we are glad to get home again , as are also our wives and
our daughters. The time has passed quickly for us, and our jour-
ney was, in fact, a continued ovation. It did not end until we left

the German shore in Bremerhaven. The Schuetzen companies in
Bremen and Bremerhaven tendered us a reception on the day of
our departure, and sent us with a 'Godspeed' on our journey home.
"It is impossible to give an account of our journey in a few

words. It would require a volume to tell all we saw. The Ameri-
cans were treated with especial courtesy, from the day they ar-
rived in Germany. We left New York on June 3; and have been
gone, therefore, a little more than three months. After leaving
Bremen we went to Hanover, where we took part in the shooting
matches. We then spent a few days visiting our old friends and
respective homes in the Fatherland. We arrived in Berlin for the
great international Schuetzerifest on July 3 and remained until
JulyJ3.

"The festival was one of the greatest and most interesting of
the kind ever held. More than 6,000 marksmen gathered in Ger-
many's capital. Fully 300 of these were from America. Berlin
was not prepared, in fact, for such a large attendance. It was
difficult for us to get proper accommodations. Berlin, you know,
is a great city, but it is a dead one when compared with New York.
The soldiers and military display, the trees along the famous
Filter den Linden, the insignia of imperialism, lend it a certain
charm and splendor; but it seems still and village-like after the
rush and push of this city.
"We were successful in an unusual degree at the matches. We

succeeded in gaining fifteen prizes, which we have brought home
in proof of what American marksmen can do when pitted against
their kind on the other side of the sea. Our trip after leaving
Berlin was full of interest to all of us. Especially did we enjoy
our stay in Munich and our visit to Oberammereau to witness the
Passion Plav. We went to all of the principal cities in the south-
ern part of Germany, and took the trip up the Rhine as a matter
of course We divided into separate parties at Cologne on July
27. The following month, until Aug. 2" we spent in various ways,
coming together again to attend the banquet in the famous Ra.ths-
kelleT of Bremen on Aug. 29. The reception and banquet were
given by the Bremen Schuetzen Verein."

ZETTLER CLUB.
The seventeenth annual shooting festival of the Zettler Rifle

Club, which closed on the 8th, was one of the most interesting
and successful meetings in the club's history. There were manv
noted marksmen present from neighboring States, and nearly all
the crack rifle teams and clubs of New York and Brooklyn were
well represented. The principal events, with the prize winners in
each, were as follows:
Target of Honor:
M Dorrler 24 20 24—68 J H Bernius 24 19 19-62
John Heoking 22 20 24—66 C G Zettler 21 18 2'-6l
Chas Kohlmetz 14 25 25-64 GW Downs 21 18 20—59
R Busse 22 23 19—64 L Flach 23 21 15—59
J A Bergen 19 21 24-64 F C Ross 19 20 20-59
J Coppersmith 22 19 21—62
Judges' Target:

A J Christen 21 20 21-62 C W Homey 20 15 16-51
Riug Target, -Min. German ring target:

R Basse 8$ F Steinbach 25 C G Zettler 28W
J Coppersmith...19^ A Sfahl 25 B Zettler .29%
HHolges 22 M Dorrler 27 G Walz 33
GKlingenhofer..24 I J Lyons 27)4 F Ross 36
Ring Target, best five shots:

S.I Lyons 31 L Flach 22 B Zettler 18
OG Zettler 30 HHolges 19
Ladies' Contest:

MrsC C Wissel....40 MrsKellar 36 Miss B Downs. .. .36
Miss Baumgart. . . .38 Mrs B Walther. . . .35 Mrs Steinbach 34
Mrs C G Zettler. . .36
Cash prizes were given in all the contests which were on the

200yd8. range. Sergt. T. J. Dolan, champion rifle shot of the Na-
tional Guard, has put up $25 in gold, to be constituted a first prize
in a reporters' match, which is to be shot at Creedmoor Saturday
afternoon, and which is open to all regularly accredited reporters
for New York and Brooklyn newspapers. An entrance fee of $1
will be charged, the aggregate of which will constitute a second
prize, to go to tbe second man. The range will be 200ydB, and each
man will have 10 shots.

BOSTON, Sept. 6.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Association was held to-dav at its range under very un-
favorable weather conditions, and with a few exceptions the
scores were not. up to the usual standard. The attendance was
good. Lieut. W. G. Hussey won the silver and gold and the silver
military medals. Following are the best scores finished to-day,
200yds., standard American target:

All Comers' Rest Match.
J Francis 115 A S Hunt 105 M R Barter 100
S Wilder ..109 M T Day 103 R. F Lawrence. ... 97
F Daniels 106 S T George 101 W Drew 87
F W Chester 106

AH Comers' Off-Hand Match.
SOMerville 74 77 Grains 72 A N Mann 64
MT Dry 74 A S Hunt 68 M R Barter 72
D R Bale 73 W Drew 66

Military Match.
FFHauscomb 40 O T Prescott 35 G Belcher 33
E L Fitzhenry 39 J Durward 35 AS Field 32
GHNason 37

TORONTO, Aug. 30.—On account of a difference of opinion ex-
isting between the Orillia and Bradford Rifle Clubs as to their
shooting qualities, Joseph Neilly, of Bradford, issued a challenge
to shoot any one or more Df the Orillia Club for §25 per man. The
challenge was accepted by four of the Orillia shooters, and the
event came off last Saturday on the Barrie Junior Rifle Range,
Mr. Neilly winning three matches out of four. The score:

First Match. Third Match.
100yds. 200vds. T'l lOOvds. 200yds. T'l

JNeillv 43 36 82 FJDelaney.. 41 38 79WW Wood... 43 40 82 J Neilly 46 36 82
Wood won at, longe range.

Second Match. Fourth Match.
J Neilly 46 49 95 W Hammond. 47 32 79
GE Whiter... 43 39 82 J Neilly 49 38 87

J. Neillv made an average of Orillia four men made an
average of 80]^. The match was shot under the rules of the Off-
hand Rifle Association. J. W. Crossley, of King City, acted as
referee.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 6 —The St. Louis Pistol Club began oper-
ations on a new tournament last Wednesday. A small crowd
took part, but the scores made are very creditable. The medal,
which is a handsome bauble of gold valued at $15, was won for
the first time by Sam Dorman, who scored 93 out of a possible 100:

For all shooting the club uses a 12J^yds. standard American tar-
get. The score:
S G Dorman 8 8 10 10 10 10 9 8 10 10—93
E MohTstadt 8 10 9 8 10 10 9 7 9 9-89
A McBean 8 8 10 8 5 10 9 8 10 9-85
A E Bengel 7 10 7868977 10-83
M Billmeyer 9 10 9 9 8 8 8 0 8 5—83
M Suramerfield 6 88988 10 88 8—81
F A Fodde 8 7 10 10 6 7 7 7 9 10-81
H Stussel 9 6 5 8 6 10 9 9 5 7-74
Officers of the Pistol Club are making arrangements for holding

a picnic shortly, tbe main feature of which will be sweepstake
shooting for prizes. A number of valuable prizes have been
donated already, and the prospects are that the affair will he a
grand success. The date for holding the p'enic has not been set
yet, but will take place in the near future.— Unser Fritz.

ZETTLER CLUB.—The regular monthly meeting of the Zettler
Rifle Club, held on Tuesday evening. Sept. 2, at, their headquar-
ters, 331 Bowery, was unusually well attended, even some of the
Newark members, notably Mr. J. Coppersmith, being present.
Mr. Bernard Walther, the president of the club, was warmly wel-
comed by his fellow memhers and occupied the chair for the first

time iu four months. The shooting committee, consisting of
Messrs. Boyken, C. G. Zettler, Holges, Stei nbach and Ross, reported
progress, and the programme for the annual priz^ shoot of the
club was approved. The contests, which, with the exception of
the target of honor, are open to all comers, were set for Sept. 7

and 8, at Wissel's Cypress Hill Park, L. I. Nearly $400 have been
guaranteed by the club in prizes and premiums on the ring and
point targets, open to all, and $100 has been donated, besides a
large number of useful and valuable individual prizes on the tar-
get of honor. The club also gives two prizes to be shot for by the
judges and invited guests.

NEW YORK, Sept. 4.—The Empire Rifle Club held its opening
meeting at the headquarters, 12 St. Mark's place, yesterday. It
was decided to hold bi-weekly shoots at the gallery, during the
season, on the 100ft. range of the German-American Shooting
Society. A gentleman formerly prominently connected with rifle

shooting will give two valuable medals for the season's competi-
tion. After the transaction of the usual routine business the
meeting was ad journed and the young members tendered a re-
ception to the ladies, among whom were Mrs. C. G. Zettler, Sr.,

Mrs. Martiu, Miss Sophie Martin and Miss Grace Van Arden.
After the serving of refreshments dancing was the order of the
evening and was continued until a late hour.

MARION, N. J., Sept. 3.-The weekly shoot of the Marion Rifle
Club, of Jersey City, on their range at Marion, N. J. to-day, was
not as well attended as usual, owing to the fact that the Marions
held their annual prize shoot only two days before. Eight mem-
bers took part in the contest and put up fairly good scores. The
weather conditions were favorable until the latter part of the
match, when the wind began to veer considerably. The results:

Two hundred yards, off-hand, 25-ring target, 12-inch black, 3m.
bul's-eve, in. rings: L. P. Harsen 207, J. Speicher 192, J. Rebhan
192, Wm. Weber 189, J. Diehl 180; A, Braun 174, H, Hoarsen 174, T.

1
fcjtjff 156, out of a possible 250.

THE TRAP,
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed Mania

prepa/red by (he Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Corrrxptoirtmir, who favorm with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following-

:

Sept. 9-11—St. Paul Gun Club Tournament, Hamline, Minn.
Professionals barred. F. D. Pononshv, Pres., St. Paul.
Sept. 9-12.—Cincinnati. O.—Al Bandle's Sixth Annual Live and

Artificial Shooting Tournament, open to the World. Avenue
Ball Park. Sept. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Guaranteed Purse. Wm. E.
Limberg, Sec'y.
Sept. 25-27—Harrishurg, Pa.. Annual Fall Tournament, Harris-

burg Shooting Association. Two days Keystones one dav live
birds. Program mes now ready. A. M. F. Worden, Sec'v. Box 488.
Sept. 30, Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex

Gun Club, at Plainfield, N. J. Two days targets, two days live
birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Sept. 1.

SHOT MAKERS COMBINE.
St. Louis, Aug. 30.—There are sixteen shot manufacturing con-

cerns in the United States, and two of them are in St. Louis. A
combination or trust has been formed, taking in all sixteen of the
plants. Alexander Euston, president of the Collier Shot Tower
Co., of this city, vice-president of the Linseed Oil Trust, and
former trustee of the. Lead Trust, arrived here from New York
this morning and spent a good portion of the dav in conference
withGoo. W.Chadbourne, president of the St. Louis Tower Co.,
and other gentlemen connected with the lead industry.
Mr. Euston this evening admitted freely that the combination

had been formed, and said there only remained a few finishing
formalities to be gone through with, which will be settled at a
meeting to be held in Chicago next Wednesday. The plan of the
combination is the same as the lead trust. Every one of the six-
teen concerns will surrender its individual existence and cancel
its capital stock. Each will hecotne a branch of the American
Shot Tower Association, on a valuation fixed by a committee ap-
pointed three months ago, and which has completed this feature
of the work.
A meeting was held in Chicago last week attended by John Far-

ell, of Bailey, FareU & Co.. Pittsburgh; A. E. Schmidt and E. A.
Leroy, of the ILeroy Shot Co. of New York; Alexander Euston,
of tbe Collier Shot Co. of St. Louis; the two Blatchfords, of the
Chicago Shot Tower Co., Chauncey Keep, of the Raymond Lead
Co.; Chicago; F. A. Lawrence, of the Northwestern Shot Co.,
Omaha; Hugh Merin, of the Cincinnati Shot Tower Co., D. F.
Boyce, of the Continental Co.. Kansaa City; Chas. Tatham, of
Tatham Bros., New York; G. W. Chad bourne, of the St. Louis
Shot Tower Co., W. T. Harvey, of the Merchants' Co., Baltimore;
E. H. Murdock, of the Sportsmen's Shot Co., Cincinnati, and John
McPhail, of Joseph Robertson & Co., Baltimore.
The Gulf Shot and Lead Co. of New Orleans, Thos. W. Sparks,

of Philadelphia, and the Colwell Lead Co. were not represented,
but they are in the trust. The association is incorporated in
Illinois and has a capital stock of |8,00fJI,00i>, with headquarters at
Chicago. The President is John Farell. of Pittsburgh; Secretary,
E. W. Loorne; Treasurer, E. A. Leroy. These facts were fully con-
firmed by Edward M. Flesh, secretary of the Collier Shot Co., and
Col. Thos. Richesoa, president of the Collier Lead Co. Both ad-
mitted unequivocally that the trust is formed for the purpose of
regulating the output and controlling prices.
Chicago, Sept. 4.—The Times says the organization of the

American Shot and Lead Company has been completed in this
city. Mention of the plans of the company for obtaining control
of the shot towers of the country was made several days ago. The
capital stock is §3,000,000. One concern in each of the larger cities
of the Union have been merged in the new company, and each has a
representative in the Board of Directors chosen,which is as follows:
Edward A. Leroy, of the Leroy Shot Works of New York, Walter
T. Harvey, E. H. Murdock, Alexander Euston, Hugh Merrie, of
the Merrie Shot Works of Cincinnati, Nathaniel H. Blatchford,
of the Chicago Shot Works, Gideon W. Chadbourne, of the
Collier Shot Tower Company of St. Louis, the largest concern of
the kind in the couutry, John Farell, of FareU & Co., shot man-
ufacturers of Pittsburgh, and Frank B. Lawrence.
The Northwestern Shot and Lead Company, of Omaha, is also

in the purchase. The company has invested almost $8,000,000 in
the manufacturing plants, aud about 810,000,000 more will be re-
quired for the purchase of the stock in the hands of those who
will dispose of their business to the new company. The company,
it is asserted, is in no sense a trust, but the Ooua-flde purchaser of
83,000,000 worth of property, and the prospective purchase of about
four times that amount. The aim of the company is principally
at the shot business.

BROOKLYN.
Brooklyn.—A team shoot to decide the Dexter Park champion-

ship for a trophy emblemati" of the same, and to be known as the
Dexter Park Championship Trophy, will beheld on that popular
shooting ground on Wednesday, Oct. 1, Invitations ha/ve been
sent to the following New York and Long Island shooting organ-
izations: Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, Parkway, Acme. North-
side, Hillside, Falcon, Kings County. Manahan, and Crescent
Gun Clubs, Long Island and Diana Sportsman's Clubs, all of
Brooklyn; the First, German Gun Club of New York, and the
German, Jeanette, Emerald, and Algonquin Gun Clubs of this
city.
The conditions are that the trophy shall become the absolute

property of the cluh whose team makes t he highest score; iu case
of ties, the teams shall shoot off at 3 birds each man. The teams
snail consist of ten men each, and the entrance fee will be $10 per
team. Entries will close Saturday, Sept. 20, when a committee
consisting of a delegate from each club entered will select and
purchase a trophy to the amount of the entrance money deposited.
Five extra prizes of 830, $20, $15, $1C and $5 will be given to the
five marksmen making ttie highest individual scores; possible
ties wtll be shot off at 3 birds each man, then miss and out, the
five shooters staying in longest to be entitled to the money.
The following rules will govern the shoot: The captains of the

teams entered shall select a referee, whose decision shall be final,

a judge who shall watch the position of the gun, and two official

scorers. The captains shall draw for places, and only the officials

and the contestants actually shootiug in each round will be. al-
lowed to stay in the inclosure. Ed.ch man must shoot at 10 live
birds from 5 traps, 25yds. rise for 12 aud 27yds. for 10-bore guns,
the gun to be held below the elbow until the bird is on the wing,
both barrels allowed, 80yds. boundary. A bird shot on the ground
will be '"no bird" and tne shooter will be entitled to another bird;
only one man at a time will be allowed to gather birds. Only the
cap'rains of the competing teams can challenge birds for any
reason, and Hurlingham rules shall be binding in all respects not
before specified.
The probabilities are that at least ten of the invited clubs will

participate, among them the Glenmore, Parkway, Acme, North
Side, Jearmette, Emerald and tne two German gun clubs. Shoot-
ing will begin at 9 A. M., and the meeting promi es to be the suc-
cess of the shooting season in the vicinity of Now York.
Sept. 3.—The Fountain Gun Club, of Brooklyn, held a well-

attended tneeting at the Woodlawn Park traps to-day. and, as
usual with this crack organization, the scores made were good,
although the birds were, as a rule, fast flyers. J. E. Lake and Dr.
Shield tied for the club badge and first prize on clean scores of 7,

Shiels winning in the shoot-nff with 3 to 2. A very interesting
sweepstakes at 3 live birds each man, ties miss and out, followed
the regular eveut, the races in the ties being especially well con-
tested. The scores:
Club shoot, 7 birds each man, club handicap, modified Hurling-

ham rules, 5 traps, 80yds. boundary: Lake, 23yds., 7; Beecham,
21yds.. 3; Jones, 25yds.. 5; Boetche, 21yds., 4; Blattmacher, 23yds., 5;

Davenport, 25vds„ 6: H. McLaughlin, 23yds., 5; Schwartz, 25yds., 5;

Shiels, 25vds., 7: Wheeler, 23yds., 0; Allan. 23yds., 6.

Ties for the club badge and first prize, 2yds. additional handicap,
3 birds each man: J. E. Lake 2, Dr. Shiels 3.

Sweepstake at 3 live birds, 25yds. rise, club rules, 3 prizes: .Shiels

3, Allan 3, Wheeler 3, Schwartz 2. Blankley 3, Boetche 0, Jones 1,

Lake 1, McLaughlin 3, Schliemann 3, Davenport 2, Botty 3.

Shoot-off for first prize, miss and out: Blankley wiihd re ,v, Allan
0, McLaughlin 0, Botty 3,Wheeler 4, Shiels and Schliemann 7 each,
div. first money.
Shoot-off for second money: Schwartz and Davenport divided

after killing 7 straight each.
Lake and Jones div. third prize on the fifth round, each having

killed 4 and missed none.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American jjame birds which,
they may kill. Cloto*W pages, price $3,50, for sale by Fobkst
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SPRINGFIELD TOURNAMENT.
THE Springfield (Mass.) Shooting Club held a very successful

two days 1 shoot on Sept. 3 and 4. About 50 crack shots were
in attendance and the scores made are high as a rule: 5 Keystone,
8 Ligowsky and 3 bluerock traps were used. A special feature of
the shoot was the tli rowing; of incomers in the Ligowsky events,
3 traps being placed in the field 60yds. from the shooter, and
throwing a right, and left crows quarterer, and a straight incomer.
This was after M. F. Lindsley's idea of making shooting harder,
and it succeeded well, besides breaking the monotony of the Key-
Btone system. This unknown angle shooting has come to stay in
this club. Among the shooters I can mention the following
names: Bennett Bros, and F. Oowee. of Boston; W. C. Cady and
Col. J. H. Ames, New London, Ct.; E. W. Tinker, Providence, R,
I.; F. H. Griswold and S. B. Douglas, of Windsor Locks, Ct.; G. H.
Hill, Meriden, Ct,; J. M. Johnson, Norwich, Ct.; Gilmore Hib-
bard, Chicopee; W. S. Chapin, Hoivoke: R. B. Viets and R. North,
of Berlin. Ct.; fi. 0. Goodwin, of East Hartford, Ct,; Allen Wil-
ley. Hartford: E. Dicker. Wetbersfield, Ct,; Root and S terry, of
Tolland, Ct.; T. P. Bill, of Middletown. Ct.; C. H. Burhridge and
John Melrose, of Hartford, Ct.; J. W. Webb, of Willimantic, Ct.;

W. N. Henry, Thorapsonvillo. Ct,; D. C. Stevens, Forestville, Ct.;
and Tucker, of Parker Gun Company.
No. 1, 5 Keystones. 16 and 18yds. rise, 4 moneys:

Hill 10 Decker fi Smith 8
Sterry 10 Root 10

No. 2, 8 Ligowskies, 18 and'16yds. rise, 3 incomers and 5 outgoers'
unknown angles, M. F. Lindsley's plan, $1 entrance:
Hill 1 Henry:. ....7 Root 5
Decker 4 Sterry 7 Viets 8

Smith 6

No. 3, 10 Keystones. 18 and 16yds. rise, $1 entrance:
HiJl 9 Osborn 8 Goodwin 6

Smith 6 Root ........8 Douglas 10
Herrick 2 Folsom 8 Cady 8

Decker 8 Pierson 5 Griswold 7
Sterry 8 North 5 Tinker 7

No. 5, 10 Bandle clays, 5 Keystone traps, both barrels, $1 en-
trance:
Oadv 10 Decker 8 Tinker 9

Folsom 10 Sterry 10 Viets 5

Henry.... .„ 8 Osborne 8 Goodwin 8

Smith 8 Douglas 9 Root 10
Hill 7

No. 6. 10 Keystones. Keystone rules, four moneys, $1.50 entrance:
Griswold 7 Goodwin 9 Pierson 5

Oshorn 10 Smith ...7 Douglas 8

Tinker 9 Folsom 9 Sterry 9

Root 9 Decker 8 Jordan 6

Cady 8 Hill 8

No. 7,8 Ligowskies, 18 and 16vds. rise, 3 incomers and 5 outgoers,
unknown angles, four moneys, $1.50 entrance:
Henry 7 White 6 Freeman 3
Smith .6 Osborn 8 Douglas ...4
Folsom 4 Tinker 6 Goodwin 6
Hill 7 Sterry 8 Decker 5

Bennett ,6 Root 4 Willey 7
Cady 4

No. 8, 8 straightaway Keystones, four moneys, $1 entrance:
Keyes 7 Tinker 5 North 3
Hill 5 Goodwin 6 Cady 6
Smith 7 Becker 6 Bennett, 7
Sterry 7 White 7 Griswold 7

Viets 4 Folsom 8 Root 7
Pierson 4

No. 9, 20 Bandle clays, 5 Keystone traps, four moneys, $3 en-

Hill..'. 16 Cady 15 White 19
Sterry 16 Root 16 Bennett 18
Willey 18 Decker 13 Smith; 16
Tinker 17 Folsom 18 Hibbard 11
Osborn .15

No. 10. 10 Ligowskys:
Goodwin 7 Henry 7 Osborn 8
Hill 8 Sterry 6 Herrick 5
Cady .....8 Viets 2 Tinker 5
Willey 9 White 7

No. 11, ream shoot. 10 Keystones per man, $2 ent rance:
Douglas 1111011011— 8 Cady 1111111111—10
Griswold 1111111111—10 -18 Henry 1110011111 - 8—18
Hill 1110101111— 8 Decker 101111U01— 8
Keves 1011110111— 8-16 Goodwin lOllllllll— 9-17
Willey 1111111101— 9 Bennett 1111111100— 8
Folsom 1111011110- 8-17 White 1111111111-10-18
Root 1111111111-10
Sterry 1111111110- 9-19

No. 12, 8 Ligowskys, unknown angles:
Hibbard 6 Cady
Goodwin 5 Decker
Henrv. 6 Wnite
Sterry 7 Bennett
Hill 3 Bull

No 13, 10 Keystones:
Folsom 7 I

Bull ... 7 :

Hill 5 :

Willey 8 :

Viets 6 I

No. 14, 10 Keystones, 5 Keystone traps:

.6 Tinker fi

4 5
Smith 6

8 4
.6 Root 5
..7 Herrick 7

7 8
7

9 Cady
... .8

8

9 White
10
9

7 Hibbard 5

9
9

10
8

7 White ... , .10

9 Smith
9 9

Folsom 9 Osbon
Henry 6 Root..
Bennett 10 Bull..
Decker 7 Cady.
Hill 7

No. 15, 8, Ligowskys, unknown angles:
Willey 7 Bennett 7 Root 6

Smith 4 Decker 4 Goodwin 5

White 6 Herrick 6 Freeman 5

Oshorn 7 Cady 7 Keyes 5

Henry 6 Sterry 8

Second Day, Sept. It.

No. 1, 10 Keystones:
Ellsworth 9 Cady 7 Melrose 7

Willey 8 Sterry 9 Stephen 6
Webb 6 Oowee 7 Sloan 5

Bill 9 Root 10 Henry 4

No. 2, 5 pairs Ligowskys, 2 Ligowsky trans, 4 moneys, club rules:

Henry 5 Root 7 Rill 8

Willey 4 Sterry 4 Cowee 8

Cady' 6 Webb 5 Melrose 3

No. 3, 8 Bandle clays, straightaway, 5 Keystone traps, Keystone
rules, 4 moneys:
Stephens 6 Melrose 6 Cady . 6

Henry 5 Ellsworth 4 Sterry 7

Bill 6 Root 7 Sloan 6
Webb 8 Willey 5 Cowee 5

No. 4, 10 Keystones, 5 Keystone traps, 4 moneys:
Jenkins 5 xMead 8 Cady 8
Ellsworth 7 Cowee 6 Sloan 7

Webb 9 Henry 6 J Henry 9

Goodwin 7 Bill 8 Stephens 5

Burbidge .8 Sterry........ 7 Tucker 7

Melrose 7 Root 8 Decker 10

Willey 8

No. 5, 3-man team, 30 Keystones, 5 Keystone traps, team en-
trance, $3.75:

Bill 1111111111-10
Root 1111111111-10

Goodwin 1101001111-7
Burbidge 0111111111-9

Sterry 1110111111- 9-29 Decker 1010000111-5-21
H°nry 1101110100- 6
Wil'ey. 1111111111-10

Webb 1110101111— I

Ellsworth 1111010111—
C« !y 1111111111-10-26 Cowee ..: 1111111111-10-26
No, 6, 5 pairs bluerocks, 2 traps, 14 and lfivds. rise:

Burhridge 5 Bill 5 Webb 5
Cowee 4 Sterry 8 Mayott 2

Willey 4 Cady 5 Melrose 6

Goodwin 8 Root 8 Harriek 4
No. 7, 6 bluerocks and Ligowsky puzzlers:

Cady 3 Webb 3 Ellsworth 2
Sterry 6 Root 5 Willey 3
Cowee 1 Melrose 4 Goodwin 1
Henry 4 Bill , 1
No. 8, 8 Ligowsky targets, unknown angles:

Goodwin 8 Root ..5 Henry 6

Willey 6 Tucker 7 Decker 2
Burbridge 7 Webb 7 Cowee 3

Melrose . 7 BUI .., 7 Cady , , . , 8

Sterry... ,....6

No. 9, 10 Keystones, 5 Keystone traps, four moneys, $1 entrance:
Goodwin 7 Mead 7 Cady 8
Sloan 8 Henry 7 Bill ... 9
Jenkins 3 Cowee 4 Olmstead 7
Melrose 9 Ellsworth 8 Burbridge 10
Webb 6 Sterry.. 7 Stevens 8
Root 10
No. 10, 15 Keystones, 5 Keystone traps, four moneys, SI.50 en-

trance:
Roof 15 Decker 12 Burbridge 12
Jenkins 4 Sterry 13 Cowee 7
Webb 13 Sloan 9 WiHey 14
Ellsworth 12 Mead ,..7 Bill..! 13Mplrose... 9 Cady 13
No. 11, 10 Bandle clays, *5 Keystone traps, both barrels, $1 en-

trance:
Bill 6 Goodwin 9 Willey 6
Melrose 7 Sloan 3 Burbridge 8
Henry 9 Cowee 10 Webb 10
Root 10 Stevens 8 Cady 8
Sterry 10 Decker 8
No. 12, 10 single Keystones:

Bull 7 Root 10 Decker .3

Cady 8 Goodwin 7 Sloan 6
Webb 8 Bill ... 8 Cowee 6
Burbidge 9 Henry 3 Cobb 6
Sterry 9 Willey 8
No. 13, 8 Ligowskys, unknown angles:

Henry 6 Olmstead 4 Ellsworth 5
Burbidge 6 Tucker 7 Sterry 7
Willey 8 Bill 7 Root 7
Cobb 5 Webb 8 Rull 7
Cowee 4 Melrose 5 Cady 7
Goodwin 6
No. 14, 5 pairs of bluerocks:

Cowee 4 Goodwin 7 Burbidge 7
Bill 5 Root 9 Sterry.. . 6
Henry 3 Decker 4 Cady 5
No. 15, 8 Ligowskys, unknown angles, butt of gun below elbow:

Bill 6 Goodwin 7 Root 6
Burbidge 6 Sterry 7 Stevens 6
Cady 6 Decker 6 Cobb 5
Henry 4 Webb 6

MILFORD, N. J.

Milfobb, N. J., Aug. 26.—Live birds, miss and out, $1 entrance,
21yds.:
Potts 2 Stryker 1 Hunt 0
Riggott 1 Rupell 0 Garry 0
Robinson 1 Smith 0
Second event. 3 birds, $3 entrance, 30yds.. two moneys:

Riggott 3 Potts 2 Hunt 2
Smith 3 Rupell 2 Stryker 2
Robinson 2
Ties shot off. Riggott won first, Robinson second money.

' 1 Third event, 4 birds, $3 entrance, three moneys:
Rupell 4 Smith 3 Hunt 2
Riggott 4 Stryker 3 Wagg 2
Potts 4 Robinson 3 Garry ,...1
Rupell first on shoot-off. Smith second on shoot-off, third div.
Event 4. 2 singles and 1 pair, $3, 3 moneys:

Riggott 4 Potts 3 Stryker 3
Wagg 4 Smith 3 Rupell 2
First div., second shot off and won by Potts.
Event 5, 3 birds, $2, 2 moneys:

Potts 3 Wage 3 Stryker 3
Riggott 3 Runell 2 Smith 2
Potts first on shoot off, Rupell second.
Event 6. 3 birds, $3, 2 moneys:

Riggott 3 Smith 2 Rupell 2
Wagg 3

Rigerott. first on shoot off. Smith second.
Event 7, miss and out. $1, 30yds.:

Smith 11 Rupell 2 Riggott 0
Wagg 10
Second Day, Aug. 27 —Event 1, $1 entrance, miss and out, one

barrel, 25yds.:
J Smith 2 Rupell 0 Garry 0
M Fox 1 Gillmor 0 Hoffman 0
Riggott .1 Robinson 0
Event 2, 3 birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:

Smith 3 Warford 3 Apsar 3
Riggott 3 Ayres 3 Holies 2
Fox 3 Hoffman 2 Rupell 2
Gillmor 3 Garner .3 Garry— 1
Smith, Riggott and Ayres first on shoot-off, second div.
Event 3, 3 pairs, $3 entrance, three moneys, 26 and 24yds.:

Fox - 6 Riggott... 5 Holies 4
Gillmor 5 Garner 5 Warford 4
Potts 5 Smith 4 Apgar 1

Avres 5
Fox first, Gillmor and Potts div. second on shoot-off, Smith

third on shoot-off.
Event 4, 4 birds, $3. 3 moneys:

Riggott 4 Holjes 3 Apsar 2
Garner 4 Smith 3 Fox 2
Hoffman 4 Stryker 3 Garry 1
Potts 3
First and second div., third shot off and won by Stryker.
Event 5, same as No. 4:

Apgar 4 Holjes 4 Gilmor 3
Riggott 4 Stryker 4 Ayres 2
Garner 4 Smith 3 Hoffman 3
Potts 4 Fox 3
Riggott and Garner div. first after shoot off, second shot off and

div. by Smith and Fox, third div.

Event 6, $1, miss and out:
Riggott 3 Fox 1 Hoffman 0
Smith 2 Holges 0 Potts 0
Stryker 3
No. 7, miss and out:

Riggott 9 Smith ...2 Hoffman 1

Stryker 8 Fox 1 Holges 0
Potts . - 3

No. 8, miss and out:
Fox 7 Holges 2 Smith 0
Rie-gott 6 Rupell 2
No. 9, miss and out:

Smith 12 Fox 11 Riggott .7
The shoot was under the management of M. H. Rupell, who had

plenty of live birds on hand and many left over, as a larger gather-
ing was looked for.

TOWAND A, Pa., Sept. 9.—Trap-shooting is growing in favor
each month with our club members. One year ago it was difficult
work to get out more than three or four members at our shoots.
Now we generally have from ten to a dozen and all anxious for
the contest. The club has purchased two hadgps, one for club
members only, the other 'for all shooters in the county, to be
contested for the first Friday in each month. The youngest
member of the club, a slight-built, but quick and accurate shot
with a breechloader, came off winner in both events. Score as
follows, 4 traps, unknown angles, American Association rules:
First event, club badge, 25 single targets:

Dittrich 0101111110111001110111101—18
Snider -." ' H'll-'-
Montanye 101 1 111 111 111010011 1111 11—21
Turner 11110110U001001000100000— 1

1

T v rrell, 010110001011100001 1 111001 -13
.. :c: OlUJl: "'. .ULOJ L''J-1o

Ohamberiin 1010111 010011000101001001-12
Frutchy OUlllOllOl 11011 11 laMi-Ps
Laplant . ...1111110110111001000001110-14
Second event, county bange, 35 single targets:

Dittrich 1101011 11001110111 0001101—16
Snider 1101110110000110111101110—16
Montanye 1011111011111010011101011—18
Turner 0111110910000000111000001-10
Tyrrell 0110111001011001111001011—15
Mace 0111010011000010111011111—14
Laplant 0010110010110100101010011-12
Hi 11 10101 10100000110100011000—11
Worthing 1100111100110111001101110—16
Fanning 1101101101001111110011111—18
Montanye and Fanning tie. In shoot-off at 3 traps Montanye

wins as follows: Montanye 111, Fanning 110.—W. F. Ditthich,
Sec'y.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 6.—The first contest in the mer-
chandise match for September was shot to-day at the grounds of
the Wellington Club. The conditions have been changed so that
30 birds are shot at instead of 20, 10 clays, 10 singles and 5 pairs
standards. The scores in this match to-day were: Bennett 28,

Beaudry 25, White, Gore and Sanborn 24, Melcber 23, Hooper and
Bond 22, Cowee 31, Porter 20, Braekett 18.

HACKETTSTOWN.
Hagkettstown, N. J.—The first tournament of the Gun Club

took place Sept, 1 and 2; the first day at "graven images," the
second at live birds. The weather was propitious, in fact all that
could be desired. The attendance at targets was good, and at live
birds unexpectedly small, as feathers invariably "draw" here.
The scores and winnings follow. Reg. No. 1, 6 bluerocks:
Reading 2 J L Smith 5 Vliet 4
Morford 6 Brickner 3 Strader 5
Lance 5 Ruple 4
Reg. No. 2, 9 bluerocks:

Miller 9 "Hunt" 8 Reading 4
"Russell" 7 Strader 7 Morford 7
Dean 8 W S Smith 7 Ruple .'.7

Brickner 3 Lance 7 Maintz 7
Parliman ..6 Sickles 6 Woerner 7
J L Smith 8 Walters 6 "Wilson" 7
Reg. No. 3, 12 bluerocks:

Miller 10 Reading 6 "Russell" 9
Dean 7 WS Smith. 10 Manitz 10
Morford 8 Strader 8 Ruple 8
Hunt ...9 JLSmith 11 Parliman 5
Lance 6 Walters 10 Wilson 11
Sickles 9 Brickner 6
Reg. No. 4, 9 singles, 3 pairs bluerocks:

Miller 13 Readme 6 Russell 11
Dean 8 W S Smith 11 Ruple 13
Brickner 5 Lance 8 Hunt 10
Parliman. 9 Sickles 11 JLSmith 8
Walters 13 Wilson 10 Morford 12
Strader 8
Reg. No. 5, 10 bluerocks:

Miller
Ruple

. .... 4
6 Dean 7 WS Smith . 9

.... 5
9 J L Smith 8 9
8 Walters 9 7
8 Backslro ...... 5 Brickner .... 2

20 19
20 23
21 W S Smith 20
21 ,15
18 21 Vliet,

Vliet 11

10

10

Sickles
Vliet 5
Regular No. 6, 25 bluerocks:

Miller 20
"

Russell 20
Hunt 21
Dean 24
Manitz 18
Ruple 21
Regular No. 7, 6 singles and 3 pairs:

Miller 10 Walters 9 Vliet 7
Dean 10 Hunt 10 Parlima ..8
Russell 9 JLSmith 10 Backster 6
Manitz 7 Ruple. 8 Wilson 8
Sickles 9 WS Smith 8
Regular No. 8, 15 bluerocks:

Miller 13 Ruple .

Russell 8 Bercaw 5 Backster 10
Dean 15 Wilson 13 Ayres 12W SSmifh 11 Sickles 13 Manitz 9
Hunt 11 Parlima 14 J S Smith 11
Walters 13
No. 9, extra, 10 bluerocks:

Miller 10 Dean 9 Ruple a
Russell 5 JLSmith 9 Walters
Reading 5 Bercaw 5 Vliet ...

Hunt 9 Sickles 7 Backster 7W S Smith 9 Wilson '6 Ayres
No. 10, extra, 10 bluerocks:

Miller 9 Backster 7 Ruple 9WS Smith 7 Dean 7 Ayres ,8
Russell 7 Walters. 9 Bercaw 6
Hunt 8 Wilson 7 Vliet 7
Sickles 9 JLSmith 8
No. 11, extra, 10 bluerocks:

Miller 9 W S Smith 7 Vliet 5
Bercaw 6 Hunt 6 Dean 10
Walters 10 Backster 8 JLSmith 10
Russell 7 Wilson 8 Ayres 8
No. 12, extra, 10 bluerocks:

Miller 10 Manitz 5 Ayres 8
Bean 10 Walters 7 Hunt 9
Russell 7 Wilson 10 JLSmith 9
WS Smith 9 Backster 8 Bercaw 7
No. 13, extra, 10 bluerocks:

Miller 10 Hunt 7 JLSmith 10
Dean 9 Walters 10 Wilson 8
Smith 9 Bercaw 5 Backster 5
Russell 7

No. 14, extra, 10 bluerocks:
Miller 10 Hunt 6 Wilson 9
WS Smith 9 Dean 10 Walters 8
J L Smith 7

This ended a day's sport second to none, not a kick nor hitch of
any kind, everything pleasant and eninyable. Tuesday morning
came bright and warm, but the sky soon became overcast with a
light haze and made a typical one for live bird shooting.

Regular No. 1, 4 live birds, entrance $3:

Canon No 1 2 Ruple 4 Smith 4
Riggott 4 Canon No 2 3 Bercaw 4
Baxter 4 Dye 4 Duke 3
Riggott wins first in shoot-off.
Regular No. 3, 4 live birds, $3 entrance:

Canon No 1 4 Ruple 2 Smith 3
Riggott 4 Dye 3 Dutchy 3
Baxter 4 Mckle 4 Canon No 2 1
Regular No. 3, 4 live birds, $3 entrance:

Canon No 1 4 Rup e 4 Dutchy 2
Riggott 1 J Smith 3 Sickles 4
Baxter 3 Dye 1
Regular No. 4, at 5 birds, $5 entrance:

Canon No. 1 5 Baxter 3 J Smith 1
Riggott 4 Dye 4 "Dutchy"... 5
Ruble 4
Regular No. 5, at 3 pairs, $3 entrance:

Canon 0 Dutchy 3 Vliet 3
Smith 4 Dye 4 Ruple 4
Riggott 5 Baxter 3
Regular No. 6, at 4 birds, $3 entrance:

Canon No. 1 4 Dutchy 4 Drake 4
Smith 4 Riggott 4 Yager ....3

Vliet 2 Bercaw 3 Canon No. 2 3
Dye 3
Ties on first, miss and out: Canon No. 1 7, Smith 11, Riggott 11,

Dutchy 0, Drake 0. Second tie: Smith 6, Riggott 6, and div.
Regular No. 7, at 4 birds, $3 entrance:

Canon No. 1 2 Bercaw 4 Canon No. 2 3
Smith , 4 Yager 3 Vliet 3
Dye 2 Riggott 4
Regular No. 8, at 4 birds, $3 entrance:

Canon No. 1 3 Bercaw 3 Vliet 2
Smith 4 Riggott 4 Yager 3
Dve 2 Canon 2
Regular No. 9. at 4 birds. $3 entrance:

Rigg"tt 4 Parliman 1 Bercaw 3
Smith 3 Vliet 3
Regular No. 10-

Riggott 4 Parliman 3 Bercaw 1
Smith 4 VLLer, 3
Ties div.

This ended the tourney and also the day, for it was twilight by
this time, and although the management had plenty of birds it

was too dark to shoot. Hearty thanks are extended to all for
favors and attendance. E. Richter, Sec'y.

MIDDLESEX GUN CLUB—The programme for the sixth
annual tournament of the Middlesex Gun Club is now ready, and
presents an attractive list of events. The shoot is to last four
days, commencing Tuesday. Sept. 30, and will comprise two days
at bluerocks and two days at live pigeons. Over $1,000 is offered
in guaranteed purses with all surplus added. The American
Shooting Association will govern all contests, with the exception
that in live bird matches the boundary will be 80yds. from the
traps or field enclosure. For programme, etc., address W. Fred
Quimby, 291 Broadway; T. H. Keller or Chas. Smith, Plainfield,

KEYPORT, N. J., Sept. l.«-The monthly shoot of the Midway
Gun Club for a gold medal was won by James Lambertson, who
killed 32 pigeons straight, James Bedle killed 12 and Charles
Muirhead 5. In the sweepstakes of $2 entrance fee each the first

money was won by James Van Brakle and James Bedle, who
each killed 5 straight. The next was won by James Lambert-
son and Jake Applegate, who also killed 5 straight, A shoot, for
a purse of $25 at 10 pigeons between John Van Brakle and A.
Holtznagle was won by Van Brakle, who killed 8, while Holtz.
nagle killed 5.
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WHITE PLAINS TOURNAMENT.
White Plains. N. Y., Sept. 4.—First Muerock and live bird

tournament of the White Plains Gun Club, held on the North
End Driving Park. White Plains, N. Y., to-day.
On account of Mr. A. C. Dittmar's death on the first day of onr

shoot, Sept. 4, at 11 A. M , the boys did not show up as expected,
and this also accounts 'or the poor scores of some of the intimate
friends of Mr. Dittmar; the deceased being one of the most
prominent shots in Westchester county, and one of the finest men
we had around us.
Mr. M. P. L ndsley, Sup'f of the American Wood Powder Co.,

was in no condition to shoot, as Mr. Dittmar and Lindsley were
almost like brothers, and the latter would not have shot at all

only on account of helping us out, there being such a poor crowd.
We all feci Mr. Dittmai \s death greatly, and trust the nest shoot

we have will not be broken up so by such bad news we bad on last
Thursday.
Following are the scores in full for both days. American Shoot-

ing Association rules governed all contests:
Event No. 1, 10 bluerocks: Collins 7, H. Lawton 8, Smith 6, T.

Ward 5. All ties div. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
No. 2, 12 bluerocks: T. Bassford 6, Collins 9, Lyons 5, Halpin 5,

T. Ward 8, W. Ward 9.

No. 3, 9 singles and 3 pairs bluerocks: Halpin ft. Smith 8, Lyons
9, Collins 13, W. Ward 12. T. Ward 9.

No. 4, IS bluerocks: T. Ward 13, Lyons 7, Smith 11, Collins 14.

No. 5, 20 bluerocks: Collins 17, T. Ward 15, Lyons 14, Smith 15,

W. Ward, 16, Thompson 10.

No. 6 at 12 bluerocks: T. Ward 9, Collins 10, Halpin 9, Smith 8,

W. Wnrd 7.

No. 8, at. 16 bluerocks: Collins 15, T. Ward 11, W. Ward 11, Smith
9, Sutton 7.

No. 9, at 13 bluerocks: Collins 10, Halpin 8, Smith 10, W. Ward
8, T. Ward 7.

No. 10, Jersev sweep, at 4 live birds: Collins 3, J. Thompson 4,

Lyons 2, T. Ward 4, T. Bassford 2.

No. 11, same as No. 10: Collins 4, T. Ward 3, W. Ward 3.

No. 12, at 3 live birds: Collins 2, J. Thompson 3, T. Ward 3, T.
Bassford 2. W. WTard 3.

No. 13, 15 bluerocks: Collins 14, T. Ward 10, W. WT
ard 10, Halpin

12.
No. 14, 10 bluerocks: T. Ward 9, Collins ?, W. Ward 7.

No. 15, 10 bluerocks: Collins 9, T. Ward 8.

Second Day, Sept. 5.

No. 1, 10 bluerocks: Collins 8, T. Ward 6, Austin 5, W. Ward 7.

No. 2, 12, bluerocks: T. Ward 10, Lindsley 8, Collins 10, W.
Ward 9.

No. 3, 9 singles and 3 pairs: Lindsley 8, Collins 8, Welsh 7, T.
Ward 10, Austin 6. Nichols 9.

No. 4, 15 bluerocks: Lindslev 13, Collins 9, T. Ward 14, Nieholls
11, W. Ward 9, Betti 9, Manlev 11, G. Bassford 5.

No. 5, 15 bluerocks: Collins 14, T. Ward 15,NicholL 9, Manley 12,

G. Bassford 8.

No. 6, 5 bluerocks: Collins 14, Manley 10, Lindslev 8, W. Ward
11, Nieholls 13, Halpin 10, W. Ward 8.

No. 7, 10 bluerocks: Collins 9, T. Ward 8, Lindsley ft, Manley 8,

Nieholls 9.

No. 8, Jersey sweep. 4 live bird:

Halpin 2020-2 T Bassford 2000-1
Nieholls 1222-4 Collins 1211-4
T Ward 1112—4 E Ward 2020-2
Wnlsh 0012-4 J Thompson 1201—2
Mauley 1222—4 E Thompson 1100—2
Lindsley 2201-3
No. 9,10 live birds:

( lollins 11122221ol-9 Manley 2121122222-10
T Ward 1121110120-8 .1 Thompson 0221012H2- 8

Lindsley 1011112221-9 Nieholls 0202121102- 7

No. 10. Jersey sweep, 4 live birds: J. Thompson 4, Lindsley 3, T.
Ward 4. Sutton 2, Collins 4, E. Ward 4, Halpin 4.

Chas. P. Rowley.

NEWARK.
NEWARK. N. J., Sept. I —East Side Gun Club, weekly shoot'

all ties div. unless noted. Sweep No. 1, 10 standards, 50cts. entry :

C Von Lengerke. ...1111111111-10 E Hague 1001101001- 5

H Koegel 1011111 ill— 9 A Koeler 0110111000- 5

P Schilling 1111101111- 9 F Hillfers 0101111000- 4
R Barr 0101111001— 6 C Laubenstein 0000011011— 4
P Schork 1011101001— 0 J Fisher 0000010100— 3
PLongstaff 0100111101- G FPerment 1000000000- 1
Sweep No. 2, 5 standards, 25cts. entry.

Von Lengerke 5 Hague 3
Koegel 5 Schork 3

Barr 5 Ulbricht 3
Longstaff 4 Schilling 3
Sweep No. 3, 10 standards, 50 cents entrance:

Barr 10 Von Lengerke 7 Hillfers 5

Koegel .. 9 Langstaff 7 Reach 4
Fisher 8 Hague 7 Perment 1

Schilling 8 Schock 6

Sweep No. 4, 5 pairs, 50 cents entrance:
Hague 7 Perment 5

Von Lengerke 5 Schock B

Koegel 5 Hillfers 4
Second shot off and won by Von Lengerke.
Live-bird sweeps, 4 birds, $4 entry:

R Schoeft 1111—4 Richards 1100—2
Koegel ; 1111—4 Langstaff 1005-1
Hillfers 1110-3 Schock 000 —0
No. 2, same as above:

Schoeft 1111—4 Perment 1101-L
Koegel 1110—3 Hillfers 1010-3
No. 3, same:

Koegel 1111-4 Perment 0101-2
Barr 1111-4 Hillfers 1000-

J

Schoeft 1101—3
No. 4, 4 live birds, S3:

Koegel 1111—4 Perment 1101—3
Hillfers 1111—1 Schilling 1101-3
Barr 1111—4 Ulbrecht 0000-0
No. 5, same as No. 4:

Koegel 1111—4 Perment 1U0—

3

Barr. UU-4 Hillfers 0H0-2
No. 6, same:

Koegel 1U1-4 Perment 0111 .

Barr 1H1-4 Hillfers 00U-3
No. 7, same:

Barr 1111- 4 Koegel 1110-3
Perment 1110-3

Foxhide.

DEATH OF ARTHUR C. DITTMAR.
On Thursday morning last Arthur C. Dittmar, eldest son of the

late Lieut. Carl Dittmar, died suddenly at his home in this city.

Young Dittmar on Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 3, inhaled the
fumes of some acids he was mixing in the nitre room of the works
at Baychester. He did not feel any immediate bad effect from
the breathing in of the acid vapors, but on his return home from
the works late in the evening he had a sharp coughing spell. A
physician wa» called. No specially serious symptoms were mani-
fested until the next morning, when a sudden turn for the worse
brought on death about 11 o'clock. The interment was on Sun-
day last in Woodlawn Cemetery, and the frnieral, from his late
residence No. 72 East 108th street, was attended by a very large
throng of friends and admirers of the universally respected young
man.
He was in his 28th year, but had already won for himself a name

as a very clever chemist in the line of explosive compounds, and
was a worthy successor as a scientist to his father, who, it will be
remembered, was the inventor of Dualliue, the high blasting
preparation, and of the Dittmar wood powder, the first powder o

:'

its class introduced into this country, the predecessor ot many of
the smokeless powders now so much in vogue. Upon the death of
Dittmar, Sr., some seven years ago, the young man, then scarcely
out of his teens, took charge of the factory and carried on the
business with credit and success, and the blasting powder output
had a v»ry high reputation in the trade. Arthur was an enthu-
siastic sportsman, an ardent yachtsman, a very quick field shot
and an expert trap shot, and had won many matches both at live

birds and at inanimate targets. He and Milt F. Linrisley. the
popular trap shot, were fast friends and companions, and the
sudden death of his boon comrade has completely upset the pop-
ular representative of the wood powder interest. At the funeral
the floral tributes to the memory of the young business man and
chemist were many and rich, and his sudden demise has been the
text for many kind words of appreciative sorrow at every meet
ing of sportsmen and shooters since the news became known.

Laubenstein 2
Hillfers 1
Koeler. . . 1
Fisher 2

Laubenstein 3
Fisher 3

time, and evidently saw nothing to take their appetites or courage
away, for they came back quickly and called for the match. The
White Haven boys were ready and the match bagan. The day was
exceedingly warm and the shooters stripped for their work.
Much to the surprise of every <me, White Haven took the lead
from the start and it looked as if the invincibles were to be beaten
at last, and if Cramer and Bishop of the White Haven team had
walked out with their last 7 straight they would have won the
da$; but when Dean, Cramer's running mate, broke all his birds,
and Cramer knew he must, too, it took his nerve and he dropped
his last four and lost the dav for White Haven. Miller finished
for Springfield with 7 more straight, and Bishop, now thoroughly
demoralized, added three more 0s to White Haven's score and
gave the match to Springfield by 6 birds. Cramer and Bishop can
shoot, but they have not the nerve to hold them when everything
depends on what they do. As it was, they tumbled and Springfield
won and went home with the opinion that if White Haven had a
little more nerve they would make somebody hustle. Following
are the scores, 7 men on a side, 25 Keystones, unknown angles,
Association rules. Jacob Pent/, and S. K. Large official scorers.
Return shoot some time in October at Claremont, N. J.:

White Haven Team.
Anderson 19
Cole 18
Guromere 31

Stout - 20
Chamberlin 19
Cramer 17

WHITE HAVEN, N. J., Sept. 5.—The Springfield team, which
was billed to shoot a match with the White Haven Club to-day,

duly arrived on the morning train and weve escorted to the club
grounds, where they indulged in sweepstake shooting till dinner

Springfield Team.
Sickley 18
Pudney ..23
Sayre 18
Terry 10
siegler 31
Dean 31

P Jpanneret 3
Matzon 3
Meyer 2
Klees 0

E Collins 3
Stettler. .... .1

Bishop 20—134 Miller 24-140
H.

RUTHERFORD, N. J., Aug. 30.—Boiling Spring Gun Club, blue
rocks, five traps, American Association rules gold badge:
Coe OlOOOUOOOllOOOOOOlllllOO-lO
Meyer 11011111)0111011011111101-20
Blauvelt 1111111111110111001111111-22
Lane. HlllOOOOOlllOOllllll'000-15
peek or

J 1.1 .:!:.) oioiowiiio- v

R Chaffee 111101011OD1UI01001D010—17
C Collins 1001100010100000011001010— 9
Klees 1010111101 111100111100110-17
r; i 0 1,

''
J :, J 1 1 — i

-

E Jeannere t 01 010001 10 1 1001 1011011100-11
P Jeanneret 0010001000101101 110101010—11
DuBois 0100001000100011001000100— 7

Sept. 2 —First sweep, four live birds, S2 entrance, four moneys,
ties divided, 3 ground traps, 28 and 29yds. rise, 80yds. boundary:
Lindsley 4 Matzen.... 3 DuBoiB 1

Van Riper 1 Blauvelt 4 C Collins 2
E Collins 2 Klees 3 Peck 4
Meyers 3 P Jeanneret 3 Morris 3
Post 3 GVatgs 2 Hagen 3
Wanda 2 Lawrenson 4

Second sweep, same conditions:
Lindsley 4 Vagts I Matzon 3

E Collins 3 Post 3 Morris 1
P Jeanneret 1 Peck.... 2 DuBois 4

Van Riper 1 Stettler 2 Lawrenson 3
Wanda 3 Lane 2 Klees 4
Hagen 4 Blauvelt 4 Meyer 4
Third sweep, same conditions:

L'ndslev 4 Hagen 4
E Collins 4 DuBois 3
Wanda 4 Lane 2
Van Riper ...3 Post ;...3

Peck 3 Stettler 4

Fourth sweep, mis" and out, $1 entrance;
Post 3 Hagen 2
Lindsley 3 Peck l

Van Riper . . . 0 DuBois 2
Birds shot out: Lindsley, Post and Collins div.

Sept. 6.—Last shoot during eight weeks for prizes, at 25 blue-
rocks, 18yds. rise:

Meyer 01 11011Oil 1 1 11 110 11010110—18
Chaffee 1011011110111100111000010-15
Lewis Lane llH111110i:iin00llll01i-21
P Jeanneret OOllOOOlOOlOllOOOllOiOOOO- 9

R H Peck 01100001100110U001010110-10
E Jeanneret 0011001100011011001010110-12

C Collins no! ioino.1 J 11011000- 9

Blauvelt 0110111111100111111111110-30
FiTst prize of series won by Meyer; second, .Lewis Lane; third,

R. G. Chaffee; fourth, P. Jeanneret; fifth, R. H. Peck.

CLEVELAND, O., Sept. 4.—The following is the result of the
shoot at the East End Gun Club grounds this afternoon, 50 birds
being shot at:

A B Jones 45 Kilby 36 Alexander 43
Sweetman 41 King 45 Mack 31
LO Jones 37 Kohh 32 Haycox 42
Frederick... 39 Joseph 37 Wherry 39
Hebbard 38 Knight 40 Williams 42
M Bell . 4 - 38 Baker 43 Wilson 35
Brockway 36 North 47 Cavell 45
The first badge in the club shoot whs won by North and the

second by A B. Jones. Owing to the lateness of the hour the ties

for the gun were not shot off.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Sept. ll.-Ten blue-
rocks, 50 cents entry:

1 % k
Lindsley , 4 8 8

Thompson 9 8 8

Collins 9 7 10
Albee 5 .. ..

Mon«y 6 0 ft

Hunt 8 8 5
Johnston 8 9 7 10 8 8
Connors 4 8
Hathaway 7 0 4 7 4 8

Craft 8 8 8 8 7 8
Live-bird sweep, 4 birds, S2 entrance;

Albee 1111—1 002-2 Thompson 1112—4
Collins 1111-4 110-2 Money 1111-4
Hunt 2201-4 112-3 Wanda 0113—3
Lindsley 1111-4 020-1
Ties on first money shot out, 3 birds each.

BOSTON, Sept.. 3.—More favorable weather conditions could
not be desired than prevailed at the range to-dav and several
clean scores were made. Mr. Bowker was an easy winner in the
diamond pin match. He also won the gold champion medal,
which he will hold until the next shoot, wben it will be contested
for again. The following gives the winners and their scores in
the main event of the day, the diamond pin match, at. 20 single
Keystone targets, Keystone system of firing, and 5 pairs standard
targets:

Keystones.
Bowker 11111111001111111111-18
Hosmer 11110111010111111111-17
Parham 00111100111110111101—14
Brackett 11111111011100111011-16
Gale 11101101 01 1 001011101 - 13

Curtis 011 111101 111 11010011 -15
Nichols 110111101011111 001 10-14

' or. i. U
1

J

Brickett 10011010010010110110-10

MILLERSBURG, Pa., Sept. 2.- The most excitiug pigeon match
that has come off here for years was shot to-day between Ike
Thompson, of Tower City, and G. Wall Hepler, of Steelton. The
birds were trapped and handled for each other; they_ were strong
and quick on the wing. The match was for $100 a side, and with
several side bets the stakes amounted to fully $1,000. There was
a marfced contrast between the contestants, Thompson being
6t. 3in. in height and about 40 years old, while Hepler stands
about 5ft. 7in. and is not quite 20 yen re ol age, although he handles
the gun with deadly precision, killing 13 birds in bound, 3 dead out
of bounds, gun snapped on another, which might have won the
match. Another match will be arranged. Match at live pigeons,
1 trap, 21yds. rise, 60yds. bound, one barrel, with gun below the
elbow, snap to count miss:
Thompson.. 110110111110110110-13 Hepler 110110101111011110—13

5

5 5
8 8
7 10

5 9
4 3
6 5
5 6

7 9 5 4 6 3

210—3
221—3

Standards.
00 11 01 10 11—6—24
10 10 10 10 00- 4—31
11 10 10 10 11—7—21
10 10 10 10 00-4—20
00 11 11 11 10-7-30
00 01 01 10 10-4-19
01 11 00 00 01-4-18
01 11 10 10 11-7—16
0J 10 10 11 01-5-15

RACING RULES AND STANDING SAILS.
TT'OR nearly five years the standing sail introduced by Mr. E. H.
JJ Barney on the Peeowsic has been a fruitful source of argu-
ment and discussion to American canoeists. Sufficient ink has
been spilled to lay out a three mile race course on, and enough
wind has been wasted in meetings and beside camp-fires in arguing
the pros and cons of this weighty subject to sail an "unlimited"
race. At one time about a year sinpe the Question of prohibiting

all standing sails had got beyond the preliminary stage of general
discussion, and was actually submitted to the executive com-
mittee of the American Canoe Association, receiving a negative
vote. At that time opinions were greatly divided, many who were
opposed to the standing rig on principle being at the same time
against any prohibitory legislation, believing that the evil would
in a short time correct itself.

With the negative vote of the executive committee the matter
dropped, all discussion was at an end, and the subject was dis-

missed from the minds of canoeists. Not a word was heard during
the first ten days of the meet, and it was with a shock of surprise
and almost consternation that the news went through the camp
at the close of a meeting of the executive committee that all

standing sails had been summarily abolished after the present sea-
son.
The motion which was made by Ex.-Com. E. B. Edwards,

present as proxy for Vice-Corn. White, of the Northern Division,
and seconded by Vice-Corn. Brokaw, Atlantic Division, was as
follows: "After the present season the regular sailing races of
the American Canoe Association shall be confined to canoes whose
sails can be. readily lowered while afloat." The members present
were Com. Stanton. Sec'y Dunnell, and Messrs Gage, Putnam,
Brazer. Rnappe. Jaques, Brokaw, Dorland, Haviland, and
Edwards and Schuyler as proxies. Mr. French of the regatta
committee was also present. No formal vote was taken, but
after a long discussion the motion was declared carried-
The meeting was the usual one for the election of officers and

any other business which might appear, and was held at head-
quarters, only the officers being present. The men in camp were
gathered about the hospitab'e camp-fire of the Mohican C. C,
awail ing the result of the election, with no idea that any other im-
portant matters were under consideration, and when at the end of
the meeting the news went quickly around there was a buzz of ex-
cited comment among all who heard it. Some who were discussing
other affairs, or had wandered off, did not hear of the new rule
until next morning, but before the white flag had announced
breakfast the whole camp was full of excitement over the matter.
The drift of popular opinion was all one way, the action of the
committee was dissapproved as hasty and sudden, even by the
strongest opponents of the standing rig, while the friends of the
rig were opposed both to the matter and the manner of the change.
To any one who listened to the comments heard on every hand, it

was clear that the sudden action of the committee had awakened
a feeling of doubt and mistrust among canoeists which has at-
tended no previous legislation of the Association, and that what-
ever the intrinsic merits of the case might be the mode of action
had exerted a most undesirable influence.
Leaving for the time the question whether or not any legislation

was necessary, the first point that presents itself is that up to this
time all changes of rules in the Association have followed a defin-
ite course, partly by law, partly by custom. The early changes by
which the constitution, by-laws and racing rules were perfected;
the rnanv changes which have proved necessary from year to year
in the race programmes; the creation and subsequent abolition of
races with limited sail and ballast; the development and final adop-
tion of the Division scheme, have all gone through a course of open
and public discussion; and we can recall no case in which a change
of even secondary importance has been submitted to a vote of the
executive committee without due notice of the same being given,
informally but none the less positively, to all members of the As-
sociation.

It is true that such notice is not compulsory in the case of the
racing rules, though it ts with the constitution, but at the same
time it has always been given, members knew in advance when
any important matter was to come before the executive com-
mittee, and not only that but they were at liberty to be present at
the meeting and listen to the discussion, though of course having
no voice.
Further than this, the amendments to the racing rules have

generally followed a well defined course, indicated, if not positively
prescribed, by the rules. It is the positive duty of the regatta com-
mittee, at the expiration of their term of office, to make a report
to the Association, and this report should embody the conclusions
which they have drawn from the races at the meet, as well as all
suggestions of changes in the rules. Acting on this report, the
new executive committee is supposed to make such changes as
it deems advisable. There is nothing to prevent the regatta com-
mittee from making a recommendation at anytime, which the
executive committee may act. on, but few if any cases have arisen
in which such a course was necessary.
In the present case there is not only no reason at all why the

prohibition of standing sails should be hurried through without
a word of warning and at a closed session of the committee, but
every reason why so important a matter should be carried out in
the regular course, and with the greatest deliberation and pub-
licity. If the regatta or executive committee were desirous of
restricting standing sails, the proper course of procedure would
have been for the executive committee at the recent meeting to
have put on record its opinion that such legislation was necessary,
leaving it for the regatta committee to make as strong a recom-
mendation as it deemed fit in its coming report. With these two
opinions before it, the new executive committee when it meets in
November would in all probability have made the change unless
the sentiment of a large majority of canoeists was manifestly
against it. There are many who are strongly opposed to any such
restriction, and a certain amount of opposition is to be expected,
but a due regard for therightsof all demands that such opposition
shall be squarely and openly met, and not dodged by any sudden
and unexpected action of the committee.
As it is now. a serious opposition has quickly grown up and taken

shape in the form of a petition to the executive committee for
the repeal of the new rule, among the signers being men who
have never used or approved of the standing rig. It is a question
whether any prohibition of this rig was necessary or desirable,
but granting that it was, there were many who would oppose it in
any case, and there will be more who will do so under the cir-

cumstances attending its adoption.
Had the matter been mooted about camp for a week, had the

members present been aware that a question which all considered
dead for the time was to be reopened, the feeling would have
been entirely different, but as it was, with a change so radical and
important in itself, and so utterly unexpected, coming out of the
darkness and into the sudden blaze of the bright camp-fire, the
moral effect so far as the respect and regard for the governing
powers of the Association are concerned, was of the worst.
The regatta committee of last year, with the same chairman as

now, carefully refrained, as all previous committees had done,
from commenting in any way on standing rigs and sliding seats.
What has caused this great and sudden change, why the commit-
tee should recommend in such a hurry the abolition of the stand-
ing rig, has not yet been made clear, and canoeists will look with
more than usual" interest for the report which will soon be forth-
coming from the regatta committee. This report, by the way,
which is called for under Chapter IX., Section 8 of the By-Laws,
constitutes one of the most important duties of the regatta com-
mittee, and is, we regret to say, the one most neglected. It should
contain not a mere statement of moneys expended and prizes
given, but the committee is in a position to acquire most valuable
experience and data concerning the development of racing and
the changes which become necessary with almost every season.
Although the full discussion before the meeting has not been

made puolic, in fact, no complete report was taken down, we
understand that when the point was raised of the expediency of
the proposed act ion the remark was made by one member that the
executive committee possessed sole power in the matter, and that
it could do what pleased it, in spite of all opposition. This, as it

happens, is very true, the sole power to make changes, and to make
them without previous notice, is vested in the executive
committee, though we believe that this is the first, certainly
the first case of any importance, where they have used it.

As the rules now stand it is possible for the executive com-
mittee to meet just prior to the races at any camp and to pass a
resolution that no standing seats shall be used, that all center-
boards shall house within the canoe, or that drop rudders shall
not be allowed. Of course, any such sudden and extreme
legislation is not to be looked for, but if it should prove that
any members of the executive committee are possessed of the idea
that they are vested with supreme power, to be used without
regard to the possible interests of the constituents whom they
represent, a few amendments to the racing rules may be necessary.
In any case there aTe two amendments to Rule XXIL which can
do no harm and may sometimes prove useful. The rule now reads:
"These rules may be amended by the executive committee on
recommendation of the regatta committee." We would suggest
in addition the clause now existing in the constitution, "Provided
the amendment receive the votes of at least two-thirds of said
committee, and has been published in general terms in the official

organ of the A. C. A. at least two weeks before being voted upon,
or by a writing signed by the commodore and two-thirds of the
members of the executive committee after similar publication."
In addition to this should be added: "No amendment shall be
made in the period between May 1 and the meeting of the execu-
tive committee in October or November."
Such an organizat ion as the American Canoe Association, whose

Btrength lies partly in the encouragement and promotion of racing
and at the same time in the judicious restriction of all over.devel-
opment of the sport, has need of a capable, intelligent and. strong
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government, which must at times exert its power in the limitation
of threatened abuses even though its action may be contrary to
the ideas of many. Whether or no the present case comes under
this category we propose to discuss next week; what we would
emphasize just, now is that in order to exercise this power at time,
it is uecegsary that the governing body shall by its wise and con-
servative policy in the. past, and by giving the greatest publicity
to all its deliberations, possess the full confidence of every member
of the. Association. We ha ve never agreed with the policy of past
administrations in refusing to place auy limits on features which
promised to be objectionable in time; we have favored a stronger
and more vigorous effort for the encouragement of the canoe for
canoeing and the restriction of t he racing machine; but it mnst be
said that the result of all past legislation of the Association has
been to foster a feeling of confidence on the part of the individual
members, a feeling which has received i ts first check in the recent
action of the executive commiltee.

THE PADDLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
MR, HARRY F. MACKENDRICK, of Gait, Ontario, the recent

winner of the A. C. A. paddling trophy at the meet, has
issued through the Toronto papers the following challenge:
Having won the championship paddling race at the recent A.

C. A. meet, and having decided to retire from the aquatic arena,
I wish, before doing so, to give an opportunity to any one who
may wish to try conclusions with me in a paddling contest,
and I hereby challenge auy amateur in America (or for that
matter the world), to paddle a one-mile race in best and best
canoes within A. C. A. limits, this challenge to remain open for
one week; the race to be paddled within three weeks from
to-day on the Grand River at Gait.

Yours, etc., Harby F. MacKendrick,
Galt, Aug. 28. Gait Canoe Club.
There is considerable rivalry between the paddlers of Toronto

and Gait on the one hand and those of Montreal on the other, and
Mr. MacKendrick attended the Northern Division meet, at tne
Lake of the Two Mountains, especially to meet some of the
Eastern champions. The open paddling race, however, was called
after Mr. MacKendrick had started in another race, so that he
was prevented from entering it; and though he challenged the
winners, his challenge was not accepted, and he was obliged to re-
turn without the chance to measure blades with them. Since
then, his victory at the A. C. A. meet has made him the holder of
the most important paddling prize of the year.
The above challenge, has brought out the following reply from

a well known racer, Mr, Johnson, of Toronto, who for some years
has been one of the leading paddlers of the A. C, A.:
I will accept the challenge issued by Mr. H. F. MacKendrick to

paddle any man in the world one mile in best-and-best A. C. A.
canoes, but would prefer to have the race paddled on Toronto
Bay in preference to the narrow and crooked Grand River at
Gait. If Mr. MacKendrick objects to paddle on Toronto Bay I
will toss him for choice of water. As I have just returned from a
long trip through England, I would like to have the date of the
race named by him postponed till the end of the month. Yours,
etc., M. F. Johnson, Toronto C. C.
Mr. MacKendrick has replied as follows:
In reply to Mr. Johnson's acceptance of my challenge, I may

state that I will be both willing and glad to paddle him a race,
but it must be in Gait. The Grand River at this point is from 200
to 400yds. wide, and a very good mile course eau be had either
with a turn or straightaway. As Mr. Johnson wishes more time,
I will postpone the date one week, hoping this will prove satisfac-
tory to him. Yours, etc., Habry F. MacKendrick, Gait C. C.
Gait, Sept. 2.

MOHICAN C. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 1.

THE Mohican C. C. held a very successful regatta on Labor
Day at its down-river club house, about 40 members of the

club being present with many guests. The new war canoe, built
by the Ontario Canoe Co.. arrived justinseason and was employed
in taking out the visitors. It is 30ft. long with 16 paddlers and
will carry abotvt 30 persons. The regatta included the following
events:
No. 1, double-blade paddling: Cora, Max Bender, first; Turtle,

A. T. Smith, second; Nocturn, W. C. Titus, third; Walula, C. V.
Winnie, fourth: Ohm, G. G. Plyer, fifth; Raequo tt, J. C. Sjiuw;
Ripple, S. Anable; Kanawa, H. S. Miller, did not finish.
No. 2, junior sailing race: Scud, W. S. Ecprton, first: Turtle, A.

T. Smith, second; Kanawa, W. S. Miller, third; Racquett, J. C.
Shaw, fourth; Kaw, W. Hackett, fifth; Cora, Max Bender, with-
drew; Ohm, G. G. Plyer, capsized.
No. 3, unlimited sailing race: Thetis, W. A. Wheeler, first;

Ohm, G. G. Plyer, second; Scud. W. S. JEgertou, third; Turtle, A.
T. Smith, fourth; Racquett. J. C. Shaw, fifth; Natalie, Ed. Sipple,
sixth; Kanawa. H. S. Miller, seventh.
No. 4, single blade, tandem: Redskin, Wheeler aud Titus, first;

Nocturn, Winnie and Plyer, second; Doggie, Hackett and An-
able, third; Flash, Bender and Smith, fouled.
No. 5, combined paddling and sailing: Thetis, W. A. Wheeler,

first; Scud, W. C. Titus, second; Kanawa, H. S. Miller, third.
No. 6, hurry-scurry: Thetis, W. A. Wheeler, first; Racquett, J.

C. Shaw, second: Ripple, S. Anable II., third; Kanawa, H. S. Mil-
ler, fourth.
No. 7. lance contest: Anable and Miller first. Wheeler and

Winne second, Plyer and Shaw third. Bender and Smith fourth.
No. 8, half-mile sw'mming match against tide: Anable won.
No. 9, double-blade tanrlem paddling: Titus and Wheeler first,

Beuder and Smith second, Anable and Hackett third, Winue and
Plyer fourth.
The prizes, 31 in number, were all flags made by ladies inter-

ested in the club; they will be presented at an entertainment to
be given soon.

VESPER B. C —The fall reception of the Vesper B. 0., of
Lowell, with the opening of the new canoe house and bowling
alley, was held last evening; invitations were sent out widely
among canoemen.
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: C. Viekerstaff

Hine, Chicago.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.^' By
Everett Haydcn, U. 8. HydrograpMc Office. Large quarto, with 23
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practiced information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

BEVERLY Y. C.

166TH BEGATTA, THIBD CHAMPIONSHIP, MABBLKUEA D, AUG. 30.

THE day opened with a rattling S. easter, which promised a good
race. Hornet and Kiowa were on hand early, the former

with the bonnet off her jib.

About 1:30, however, a thunderstorm absolutely killed the wind,
and start was delayed ten minutes to get air enough to move the
boats. Finally they drifted over in a very faint S.S.E. air, course
for first and second classes being a beat to S.E. Pig Breaker, then
rea^h to Balf-Way Rock and run home.
Saladin, Shark and Hawk started in second class; Wraitb,

Queen Mab and Sprite in second class. In first class Saladin led.
Hawk second and Shark third as long as wind held; but coming
home wind was very light and variable, ending light. 8,W.,and
Shark passed Hawk, wiud going entirely as latter came in. Wraith
led in second class, but as she reached Half-Way Rock got the
wind N. W., or dead ahead, and when her time run out was but
little by the Rock. Sprite started late and got becalmed outside.
Queen Mab gave up race. Hornet had effectually scared all the
third class sloops and had a walk over. Kiowa, Edith and Wanda
were on hand in third class cats.
The. start was a good one, first leg being a run to Bowditch, wind

being only a breath, and a heavy sea rolling in; this suited narrow
boats. Hornet got a good lead; Wanda passed Kiowa. Off Buoy 6 it

breezed up a trifle. Kiowa passed Wanda and picked up on Hor-
net. Stake boat was rounded; Hornet, Kiowa, Wanda, with in-
tervals of a second or two only, Edith a minute astern. From
here it is a broad reach to Curtis Point, in a moderate air. Edith
picked up on Wanda, Kiowa dropped them both badly, and Hor-
net gained on the lot, leading Kiowa lmin. losec. round the Rock,
Wanda 4m in. 45sec. and Edith 5min.
On the wind Kiowa picked up on Hornet, till as they came to-

gether latter had to tack on Kiowa's lee bow, latter having right
of way, the other two being out of it all this time. Here, how-
ever, wind went entirely. Wanda got a fluke which put her
ahead of the fleet. Edith, as usual, drifted ahead in a dead calm,
while Kiowa went astern. After time limit had expired a N,W.

breeze took them home. Race will be resailed in second and third
classes next Friday. Result in first class:

a i vxr r> ,
Length. Actual. Corrected.

Saladin W. P. Fowle 38.07 3 14 45 3 13 54
Shark, 0. A. Prince 38.03 3 23 .35 3 21 32H
l ,

' ?ord.on Dexter as. 03 3 23 55 3 23 22
Saladin wins. Judge, F. Elliot Cabot.

166TH BEGATTA, SECOND OPEX RACE, MONUMENT BEACH, SEPT. 2-

This
i

r»ce was one of the bast of the season, the day opened with
a N.W. breeze, shifting to N.E. and dying out calm by noon, after
which a S.W. air started in.
The start was delayed 15 minutes to allow becalm -id boats to

reach the line; duriug race wind steadily breezed uo till they
hnished in a good wholesail breeze, outride boats being reefed.
In the sloop class Raoiona started 1.34 ah«ad of Reliance and

allowed her 31s ; Reliance did best to windward and took the lead,
though the catbiats held her to windward, running home Ramona
gained and they came for the line neck and neck, Rimona being
timed half a second ahead. Their course, was 13^4 miles, being a
heat round Pine's Buoy to Bow Bell's Buov aud a run home round
Scraggy Neck Buoy.
The two larger cat classes beat round Pine'3 Buoy to Bird Island

Light, reached across to Scraggy Neck Buoy and ran home,
eleven miles.
Third class beat to Pines, reached across to Abiel's Ledge, ran

home, then beat back to Pines and returned, eight miles.
Fourth class beat down to Pines and ran back twice round,

five miles. Rip started with a foul bottom and poor sitting sail,
the result being that Edith beat her fairly. In third class the first
round was very close between Puzzle, Cayuse and Etna. Cayuse
led at the turn but Puzzle had gained 26s.; while Eina had lost 8s.
to Cayuse. Ca yuse.'s sail was a. disgrace to the boat, the whole thing
being a big bag with a tight leach. Puzzle's sail, carrying half a
dozen battens, did much better; both Eina and Cayuse were
rigged with Hauley 's pet ida of a brass eye screwed to the mast, to
hold halliard blocks. Soouafter rounding judges' boat Eina broke
hers off, but having done it before had taken precaution to
rig a stout rope as a proventer, and although delayed a good deal,
swayed up her sail and kept on.
A minute or two later, however, Cayuse smashed hers, and the

sail came down with a run, putting her out of the race.
In second class Mist used best judgment and started behind the

others, getting advantage of the freshening breeze. Widgeon,
who has done very well since she has been properly handled,
winning four races out of five prior to this, took the lead; but
Gymnote, whose alterations have evidently improved her, sailed
very well and covered Widgeon all the way home.

First, second and third class boats finished very close together,
giving judges plenty of wbtk. Summary as follows;

SLOOP CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Reliance. N. H. Emmons, B.Y 95.115 2 33 18W 2 29 VM
Ramona, M. H. Bray, B.Y.C 36.00 2 34 50 3 31 12

FIBST CLASS.
A. P. E., D. Crosby, Osterville 27.04 1 52 40 1 42 13
Dora, C. W. Bliss, B.Y.C 27.05 1 53 20 1 42 58
Emilie, J. R. Holmes, Cuttyhunk. . . 27.07 1 54 17 1 44 06
Mattie, H. Stockton, B.Y.C 28.10 1 54 49 1 45 55
StarPng, J. C. Cobb, Warsham 26.99 1 59 39 1 48 33

SECOND CLASS.
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr.. B Y.C ....28,08 1 52 56 1 41 43
Mollie, S. O. Pbinney. Mon. Beach.. 27.00 1 53 23 1 42 34
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr., B.Y.C . .26.10 1 53 27 1 42 27
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B.Y.C. . . .26.10 1 53 49 1 42 49
Wildcat, S. P. Hill, Mon. Beach 26.04 1 54 1 9 1 42 40
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney. B.Y.C 26.10 1 54 56 1 43 56
Chispa, N. Huckins, Jr., Onset 25.03 1 56 09 1 43 21
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr., B.Y.C 24.02 1 59 45 l 45 38

THTBU CLASS.
Puzzle, Wm. Amory II.. B.Y.C 22.09 1 43 42 1 32 04
Eina, J. Parkinson, B.Y.C 23.10 1 45 18 1 33 40
Daisy, H. Stockton. B.Y.C 21.01 148 28 1 35 06
Parole, W. H. Davey, B.Y.C 2.'. 08 1 51 02 1 39 20
Ulula, W. H. Winship, Onset 21.02 2 13 48 2 02 S2
Cayuse, F. W. Sargent, B.Y.C 22.09 Disabled.

FOURTH CLASS.
Edith. L Chapman, B.Y.C 19.04 1 19 16- 1 09 38
Rip. C. W. Jefferson, B.Y.C 19. IX) 1 19 59 1 10 J

4

Duckling, R, S. Hardy, B.Y.C 17.19 I 32 24 1 21 39
May, G. Van Renssalaer. Sip. Y. C. . Withdrew.
Winners: Class 1, A. P. E. first, Dora second; Class 3, Mist first,

Widgeon sec m i, Mollie third; Oiass 3, Puzzle first. Eina second.
Daisy third; Class 4, Edith first, Rio second; sloop class, Reliance.'
Judges, F. E. Cabot, A. H. Hardv. W. L. Jeffries. ^
Sept. 5.—The resail of the 167th race, third championship in

second and third classes took place on Friday at Marhlehead.
The day opened with a strong soutbwester, shifting to W. bv N.
during the morning, and it looked as if the heavy weather boats
would at last get a show, but ju-t before start it petered out into
a very light air, and when Hornet lending third class, was almost
home, it came out S.W., making a beat for third class up the har-
bor, increasing Hornet's lead and letting second class lay their
course home over what ought to have been a windward leg. Start
in second class was very good between Sprite and Wraith. Queen
Mab did not start, though present. Sprite soon took lead and
held it, winning prize and championship.
In third class sloops. Hornet had a walkover; she lead Kiowa by

a trifle at Bowditch Ledge, by 4m. 80s., doing some wonderful
pointing on leg. At Selmans berth, the last buoy passed, she had
about the same lead, but chauge of wind at end of race increased
it very much, as she had much less b°ating 10 do than the others.
In cat class, on first leg Kiowa led Edith by a minute. Wanda

just astern of Edith. On the beat to Curtis Kiowa increased her
lead and Wanda passed Edith. Kiowa leading Wanda 2m. 50s.
and Edith 5m. and 15s. at that point. Running out round buoys
7, 5 and D, Wanda gained on Edith and both on Kiowa, as latter
ran into a calm. As it breezed up a little at the finish, Kiowa left
them both, and Edith lost to Wanda, but picked up a few seconds
by good handling on the line. Summary as follows:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Actual. Correctod.

Sprite, H. P. Benson 2 29 45 2 20 40
Wraith, C. E. Hodges 2 38 58 2 28 23

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Kiowa, W. A, & W. L. Jeffries 22.7 1 28 57 1 17 54
Wanda, R. C. Robbins 22.6 1 30 48 1 19 40
Edith, F. M. Wood 20.9 1 31 50 1 18 57

THIRD CLASS KEELS,
Hornet, Com. Paine 26.4 1 20 6 1 12 24
Sprite, Kiowa and Hornet won prizes, Sprite and Hornet hold

pennants. The 168th race advertised for Sept. 6, has been post-
poned to Sept. 20.

THE ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.

HpHE third race of the St. Lawrence Y. C. series was sailed on
JL Aug. 30 over the usual course at P-unte Claire. The race was
for first, second and third cla=s boats, but only three yachts, each
representing a different class, came to the starting line, and the
race was therefore for the first class pennant. The start was as
follows:

Length. Start.
Chaperon, E. S. Cloustan 29.05 4 32 20
Minnie A, O. Smart 25.06 4 22 25
Valda, G. H. Duggan 23.03 4 23 15

It was blowing hard from the west, making it a reach to the east
buoy, a beat to the southwest buoy, another reach to the north
buoy, a run back to the east buoy and a reach in. All the boats
went across the line with two reels in their mainsails, the two
sloops had also a reef in each jib, but the cutter carried both jib
aud staysail. Minnie A. passed Chaperon before the buoy was
reached, and at the buoy Valda took her place on the cutter's
weather quarter, and weut across her bows on the first tack.
There was a short choppy sea that bothered the short boat a good
deal, and she lost some time in getting a reef out of her jib, but
she gained well on Chaperon and held Minnie so well that the
latter had not saved her time on her when the buoy was reached.
On the reach to the north buoy Valda shook out the three reefs she
had gone to windward with, and as Minnie not only held on to
her tacks too long, but held well up above the buoy, she lost badly.
On the run Valda and Chaperon set both spinaker and clubtop-
sail, and both gained on Minnie, who was content with a spinaker.
The reach to the finish line did not materially alter the position
of the boats. The time was as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Valda 4 23 15 6 31 05 2 07 50 2 01 44
Minnie A 4 22 25 6 30 00 2 07 35 2 04 09
Chaperon 1 22 20 6 34 10 2 H 50 2 11 50
Valda won by 2m. 55s. corrected time. The position of the boats

in the series is as follow*: Lulu, two first prize first class pennants;
Minnie A., two first prize second class pennants; Valda, two first

prize third class pennants and one first prize first class pennant,
and Pearl, one second prize third class pennant. There is still

one race to be sailed, but it is not probable that it will alter the
present standing of the winners, and therefore Lulu, Minnie and
Valda are the winners of the trophies in their respective classes.

GOSSOON AND VENTURA.
THE first match of the series between Gossoon and Ventura in

answer to the latter's challenge was sailed on Sept. 6, the
course being 10 miles to windward, E. by S. from Marhlehead
Rock, and return. Ventura showed a new and larger suit of sails

,

while Goossoon had a new mainsail. The wind was very light,
and when two-thirds of the windward work was finished rain fell
heavily. Ventura was i n the windward berth at the start, at 11:35
A. M. but got in a bad position and went outside the mark, put-
ting her lmin. 43sec. astern of Gossoon, latter being handicapped
43sec. Gossoon gained steadily on the windward work, her lead
being increased by the failure of the wind just after she turned
the weather work, leaving Ventura still a long distance away.
The times at the mark were:
Ventura 2 37 28 Gossoon 2 18 25
Gossoon set her spinaker slowly and only carried it for about 3

miles, the wiud drawing ahead. Ventura carried hers all the
way home, the boom being well forward. The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Gossoon 11 35 43 4 14 05 5 39 05 5 39 05
Ventura U 37 26 4 31 27 5 56 27 5 55 24

The second and final race was sailed on Monday, the course,
the 24-mile triangle from Marhlehead Rock to the GraVes and then
around a mark boat off shore. The wind was light S.S.W. at the
start, which was timed:
Gossoon 10 55 44 Ventura 10 55 47
Both carried jackyarders and jibtopsails, Ventura being to

windward. Gossoon soon worked out a good lead, but after a
time the wind shifted to E., giving Ventura a great advantage, so
that, when they next met she was even with Gossoon. For the
rest of the first leg it was a close battle, Ventura finallv leading
at the mark. The times were:
Ventura 1 42 43 Gossoon 1 43 44
On the second leg balloon jibtopsails were carried, Gossoon

picking up Ventura and passing her near second mark, the times
at the Graves being:
Gossoon 2 52 10 Ventura 2 52 39
On the last leg Gossoon gained, finishing with a lead of 3min.

05sec. The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gossoon 10 55 44 3 48 06 4 53 06 4 53 06
Ventura 10 55 47 3 50 11 4 55 11 4 53 55
Ventura called for a remeasurement, but it. is not likely that

she will gain anything. This ends the series, with Gossoon still
champion.

LARCHMONT Y. C, SEPT. 6.

THE fall regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. on Saturday was a
most disappointing failure, there being so little wind that

the. yachts did not finish until late at night. The starters were:
Class 4. Clara and Jessica; Class 5, Liris, Mariquita and Minerva;
Class 7, Sasqna, Volusia and Kathleen; Class 8, Brunhilde and
Amazon; Class 11, Aura, Elfin and Mimette; Class 16, Zelica, PhyUis
and Rival,
The usual courses of the club for these classes were sailed. The

race was started at 1 P. M. with no wind, and although there was
a light breeze for a time later on, it soon dropped. The winners
were: Clara, Mineiva, Kathleen, Amazon. Aura and Rival.
On Monday a special race was sailed in better weather, the en-

tries being:
CLASS 1—40 TO 50FT. CORRECTED LENGTH.

Cor. Length.
Jessica, W. O. B. McDonough 49.68 Allows,
Liris, C. W. Wetmore et al 48.83 01 OS
Mariquita. A. Belmont, Jr .48.00 01 54
Minerva, J. L. Carroll, Jr . .45.61 05 25

CLASS 2—30 TO 40FT. COBhECTED LENGTH.
Volusia, J. M. Williams 37.53 Allows
Kathleen, T. C. Zerega 37.44 00 11
The course was to windward and return, 12 miles, turning i

mark off Cold Spring Harbor. The wiud was light E, bv W.
Volusia did not turn up, so Kathleen could not start.
Shortly after the start Jessica broke her port spreader, losing a

good deal of time before it was temporarily repaired. The start
was timed:
Minerva 11 13 57 Jessica 11 31 31
Mariquita 11 14 27 Liris 11 15 33
Minerva quickly ran away from the fleet, having a long lead at

the weather mark, wdiich was timed:
Minerva 1 42 38 Liris 2 01 30
Mariquita 1 52 50 Jessica .2 03 20
Off the wind she added to her gain, winning very easily. The

full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
Minerva 11 13 57 3 52 24 4 38 27 4 33 02
Mariquita 11 14 23 4 12 14 4 57 51 4 55 57
Liris 11 15 23 4 22 09 5 06 56 5 05 38
Jessica 11 14 31 4 25 15 5 10 42 5 10 42

Owing to Jessica's mishap and the fact that she was poorly
sailed, the race was no test of her performance with the 40-
footers.

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB REGATTA, SEPT. 3.
CONSIDERING the fate of most clubs this season, the Marine

I and Field Club, which is making a strong effort for the en-
couragement of racing in all sorts of sailing craft, was verv lucky
to secure a dozen actual starters in its fall regatta of Wednesday
week. In addition to several good canoe races, this club has now
attained the dignity of its second annual yacht race, and in spite
of light weather and a small fleet the affair must be set down as a
success. The race was sailed under the rules of the New York Y.
C, and practically over the club's courses, save that the start and
finish were off the handsome grounds of the Marine and Field
Club at Bath Beach. The 70ft. class went arouud S=indy Hook
Lightship, by way of Southwest Spit: the 46 and 40ft. classes turned
the Scotland Lightship, and the smaller Ooats turned Buoy 5. The
start was timed as follows:

Arrow, C. S. Osborn . . . ..12 26 45 Pastime, T. R. Meserole.12 28 24
Lakshmi. C. M'K. Loeserl2 26 54 Guntiilde, Messrs. Ded-
Penguin, G. E. Brightsonl2 27 02 ricksen 13 39 49
Jessica,W. Macdonough .12 27 07 Sasqua, H. Andruss 12 31 26
Madcap, W. B. Dickey . .12 27 09 Rover, H.Weeks .12 33 49
Polly, T. S. Arnold 12 27 37 Shamrock, J. R. Maxwelll2 36 11
Broncho, M. Hartley 12 28 18 Gracie, J. P. Earle 12 36 54

Only Shamrock anl Gracie started in the 70ft. class. In the
46ft. class were, in addition to Com. Dickey's Madcap, the Ells-
worth sloop Penguin, sailed by Capt. Joe. Ellsworth, and the new
Fife 20-rater, Jessica, the latter sailing her maiden race. The tide
was ebbing and the wind ligut S.E., shifting later on to the west
and falling very light. Shamrock soon led Gracie, keeping her
lead all day. The times at Buoy 10 were:
Shamrock" 1 41 15 Penguin 1 46 35
Gracie 1 45 40 Jessica 1 46 50
Penguin was the better sailed, but when outside the Hook

Jessica went away from her on the wind, the times at the Scot-
land being:
Jessica 2 47 35 Madcap 3 00 59
Penguin 2 48 50 Rover 8 01 21
Polly 2 50 36 Broncho 3 09 40
Sasqua 3 52 57

The others were timed at Sandy Hook Lightship: Shamrock
2:49:10, Gracie 2:51:20.

Coming in spinakers were set before a very light breeze, Jessica
having only the masthead spinaker intended to keep her within
the 20-rating class on the other side. Penguin passed her, finish-
ing ahead by a few seconds, but giviDg Jessica the race on allow-
ance. Jessica protested on the ground that Penguin was over the
line before the gun, the protest being allowed by the committee.
The full times were:

70ft. class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Shamrock 12 36 00 5 00 58 4 24 59 4 24 58
Gracie 12 36 00 5 11 10 4 35 10 4 33 40

46ft. class.
Jessica 12 27 08 5 23 30 4 36 28 4 35 33
Rover 12 23 49 5 27 59 4 54 10 4 51 55
Madcap 12 27 09 5 38 25 5 11 16 5 08 29
Penguin 12 37 02 5 23 05 4 86 03 4 36 03

40ET. CLASS.
Sasqua 12 31 26 5 18 40 4 47 14 4 40 46
Polly 12 27 37 5 27 40 5 00 03 5 00 03
Broncho 12 38 18 5 47 50 5 19 83 Not meas.

30ft. CLASS.
Pastime 12 28 27 4 32 00 4 03 36 4 03 36
Arrow 13 26 45 4 59 04 4 32 19 4 35 10

CATBOAT. CLASS.
Gunhilde 12 29 49 4 14 00 3 44 11 Not mt as.
Lakshmi 12 26 50 4 12 17 3 45 18 Not rut as.
The judges were Messrs. S. Risk, W. C. Kerr and C. A. Deshon.

The result in the smaller classes depends on the measurement of
the boats.
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MR. FIFE'S VISIT.

MR. WILL FIFE, JR., the designer of Clara, Minerva, Dragon,
Yvonne, and many other fast yachts, arrived in New York

on the City of Rome on Aug. 17, proceeding at once to Marblehead,
where he sailed a couple of races on Minerva during the Corin-
thian series. On his return to New York he ran up to Oswego,
joining his new Yama at that port on the morning of the race of

the Oswego Y. C„ in which Yama won her fifth successive first

prize. He continued with her to Rochester, returning to New
York on Aug. 28 and leaving two days later for home. Mr. Fife's

visit was, of course, partly for buslnes. and it is probable that, he
took several orders home with him, but it was also for recreation
and for a look at the American "boats, many of which are new
since his first visit in 1887.

The great American interviewer, both amateur and profes-
sional, was out in full force to welcome him, but with rather poor
success, as to the many questions that were fired at him point

blank, whether he would build a yacht to challenge for the Cup,
whether such a yacht would have a keel or a centerboard, and
whether he could heat this, that or the other craft, he quietly but
positively replied that such questions were not fair and he would
not answer them.

. „.
Mr. Fife is a well built man of medium height, with broad

shoulders and weighing about 189ibs. He has a frank, open face

and pleasant manner, and when not plied with questions, had a
good deal to say of yachting on the other side, especially of the
new racing craft and the wonderful racing witnessed this season
on the Clyde. One opinion at least he gave very freely and posi-

tively; after half an hour in Yama's cabin on the afternoon of the
Oswego regatta, when the "Redoo" had been sung in most ap-
proved fashion, and with proper accompaniments, he remarked
that the method of celebrating a victory on Lake Ontario was
fully as moist and exhilarating as a similar ceremony on the

^he" designer of Minerva, is now in his thirty-third year, his

father, with whom he is associated in the famous old yard at
Fairlie, being nearly seventy. "Old Wull Fife," tne grandfather
of the present Wm. Fife, Jr., and father of the elder Will Fife,

was a yacht builder and ship owner many years since, his son,

who succeeded him in the business, attaining well deserved
fame as the builder of many staunch and speedy yachts, whose
day has since gone by, Fiona, Neva, Condor, Moina, Neptune, Fox-
hound, Bloodhound, Coralie and the ill-fated Cythera. Young
Mr. Fife designed his first yacht of any note in 1876, the Clio, a
successful 5-tonner. Since then he has turned out a large number
of fast raceTS, Neptune, Sleuth Hound, Ariel, Lenore, Erycina,
Clara, Rival, Ulidia, Yvonne, Minerva, Uvira, Dragon, Wind-
ward, Encore, Oread, Woodcock and many steamers. In 1883 he
took charge, for a time of the Culzean Ship Building and Engin-
eering Co.'s works at Maybole, building while there Clara and
Bayadere. Afterward he returned to Fairlie, where he has
built up a very successful practice in designing, as well as build-

^While in this country he was outspoken in favor of a classifica-

tion by corrected length, similar to the present British rules. In
an interview with a reporter of the Tribune he also expressed
himself as follows in regard to the conditions of the new deed of
gift of the America's Cup:
•'When asked regarding the possibility of another challenge for

the America's Cup, Mr. Fife said: 'I do not believe that there
will be another challenge for the America's Cup, as long as the
New York Y. C. adheres to the present deed of gift. It is mani-
festly unfair. English yachts and English yacht builders could
never get from the Americans those concessions which the
Americans demand from the British. Under the present deed of

gift, the challenging boat has to send to the New York Y. C. its

four principal dimensions and give a ten months' notice. Now, if

I have the four principal dimensions of a yacht given me and I

have ten months in which to study those dimensions and in
which to construct a yacht, I believe that I could build a yacht,
which would beat the one whose dimensions were sent me. At
least I should have no hesitation in trying it. It is easy to be
seen that under the present deed of gift the Americans Have a
great advantage. The challenging yacht is a fixed quantity that
cannot be altered. The Americans know by the challenge almost,

exactly what sort of a yacht she is, in every particular. The
problem which then confronts them is to build a yacht which
shall be a little faster, no matter at what expense of other
qualities. It is very much easier to improve upon than to origin-

ate. It is very much easier to build a boat which shall attain
speed at the expense, of other qualities, when the desired amount
of speed is practically known, than it is to originate the perfect
"boat. I do not think the deed of gift is fair to British yachtsmen,
and I do not believe there will be another chaUenge for the
America's Cup as long as i t is held under that deed.' "

Elapsed.
2 69 12
3 01 22
8 12 55

Corrected.
2 27 08
S 32 20
2 40 57

Dip not finish.

3 07 05
3 17 14
3 21 10
2 17 53
3 22 17
3 29 03

2 33 43
2 41 13
2 44 11
2 44 30
2 47 10
2 55 22

Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.

3 10 31 2 38 05
3 18 29 2 46 07
3 21 00 2 47 31
Did not finish.

Did not finish
Did not finish.
Did not finish.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, SEPT. 4.-The
open regatta of the Massachusetts Y. C. on Thursday was sailed m
a very light breeze, making a drift; at the finish, many of the
yachts withdrawing. As the fleet bad not been measured under
the new rule of the club, only the elapsed times were given out,

as follows:
FIRST CLASS.

Ten-mile course. First prize, $15; second prize, $8.
Elapsed.

Almira, T. J. Young 2 10 43

White Fawn, A. E. Jones : . . .2 09 50

Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 2 14 30

Moondyne, Shaw Brothers 2 48 30

Mudjekeewis, W. P. Whitmarsh Withdrew
Helen, W. Shaw Withdrew
Duchess, G. J. Murdock Withdrew
Erin, J. Cavanaugh Withdrew

SIXTH CLASS—CENTKRBOARDS.
Secret, E. F. Linton 2 30 45

Sea Bird, C. L. Jay 2 3a a3

Ustane, Small Brothers 2 o9 46

Ideal, F. Williams 2 40 02

Montezuma. G. E. Curry — - .3 02 20
Withdrew,

Posy, T. k\ Hunt Withdrew^,
Gilt Edge, II. W. Burr Withdrew

KEELS,
Echo, Burrell & Isham 2 45 49

Irene, Gordon & Co 2 49 o4

Judith, W. B. Pigeon Withdrew
Marguerita. F. Skinner, Jr... Withdrew
Swordfish, HhII & Johnson Withdrew

SPECIAL—JIB AND MAINSAIL UNDER 21FT.

Auk, A. A. Martin 1 43 13

Elsie, R. W. Bird 1 45 08

Zetta, H, G. Fly Withdrew
Tom Cat, M. H. Randall - Withdrew
Astrea, R. M. Benuer - Withdrew
Eureka, E. B. Rogers Withdrew

SEVENTH CLASS—CATS PROM 18 TO 21 FT. WATERLINE.
Jackdaw. Hyde & Otis
Egeria, Frank Ware • , 1 39 00

Peri, F. Driscoll 1 40 25

Water With, E. H. Foster 1 45 42

EIGHTH CLASS—UNDER 18FT.

Psyche, Frank Gray H? ,!
Rocket, M. H. Faxon Hi In
Wildfire, H. A. Keith 1 44 o9

Freak, G. F. May bury 1 L Ob

Flora Lee, Whitmarsh & Lanning 1 4i 14

Scamp, G. H. Nute }*' §5
Florrie, W. H. Besarick l-gcg
Cadet, C. L. Smith } o*"39

Guenn, E. M. Horton Withdrew

SAVIN HILL Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, SEPT. 3.-The Savin

Hill Y. C. sailed a very successful open regatta on Wednesday of

last week, the times being:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Corrected.

LYNN Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, SEPT. 1,—The open regatta of
the Lynn Y. C. was sailed on Monday of last week in a light N.W.
wind, the courses being for second and third classes: From start-

ing point to whistling buoy off Graves, leaving it on the starboard:
to Winthrop spar buoy, leaving it on starboard; thence to flagboat
off Grover's Cliff, leaving it on starboard; to and across line be-

tween judges' boat and stakeboat; 10 miles. For fourth and fifth

classes, from starting point to Flip Rock Buoy, leaving it on star-
hoard; thence to flagboat off Grover's Cliff on starboard; to buoy
off Lobster Rocks on starboard, leaving Fish Weir on port; cross
judges' line and repeat; 9 miles. The tunes were:

SECOND CLASS, CENTERBOARDS.
First prize $20, second prize $15.

Length.
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 25.00

Harbinger, Hooper 28.00

Duchess, Murdock. 2d. 01

Almira, J. J. Young 25.03
THIRD CLASS, CENTER BOARDS.

First prize $20, second $10, third $5.

Hazzard, Prince & Moody....: 23.10

Scud, Linton 22.06

Mavis, Linton 21.00

Black Cloud, Wheeler 23.10

Silver Cloud, McLaughlin 22.05

Expert, J. J. Jones 23.02

Ideal, Williams 22.00

Gilt Edge, J. B. Farrell, , 23.00

Montezuma, G. E. Curry.. 22.01

FIRST CLAoS, KEELS.
Emma L., S. L. Saunders 24.08

Swordfisb, Hall & Johnson 24.07

Irene, Gordon & Co 23.09

Judith, W. B. Pidgeon 23.04
FIRST CLASS, JIB AND MAINSAIL.

First prize $20, second $15, third $5.

Tom Cat, M. H. Randall .19.00 2 48 49 2 12 53

Auk, Martin 18.07 2 54 34 2 18 01

Gleam, P. J. Lowell 19.10 2 54 45 2 19 58

Tifle, J. Bpsse 18.00 2 50 58 2 20 17

Vexer, G. W. Murphy 20.06 5 55 41 2 21 46

Forlorn Hope, J. Howard 20.00 2 56 54 2 22 19

Nellie Farley, F. C. Smith 20.11 3 11 03 2 37 40

Zoe, W. H. Ferrando 18 01

Isabel, Hogdon 10.05

Budge, Harrington 19 02
FOURTH CLASS, KEELS.

First prize $15, second $10, third $5, fourth $3.

Astrea, Benner 20.02 3 13 20 2 38 59

Inez, Goodrich Bros 18.06 3 16 20 2 39 40

Zetta, Flye 18.09 3 19 20 2 43 02
Vesper. Wiegand 19.01 3 19 48 2 43 59

Velma, Barker 18.02 3 24 03 2 46 53
FIFTH CLASS, CATBOATS.

First prize $15, second $10, third $5, fourth $3.

Rocket, Faxon 16 02 2 57 1 2 2 1 6 46
Wild Cat, Ally 16.10 2 58 10 2 18 54
Jack Dow, Hyde 18.06 2 55 42 2 19 01

Flora Lee, Lansing 16.10 3 13 84 2 34 18

Jessie M., Blethen 18.00 3 20 24 2 42 58

Alice L., Lynch.... 17.07 3 19 19 3 41 16

YORKVILLE Y. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 1.—The sixth annual
regatta of tne Yorkville Y.C. was started with 25 yachts on Labor
Day, but the wind was too light to allow any yacht to cover the
course, from Oak Point around the Gangway Buoy, within the
time limit of six hours. The race will be re-sailed. On Sept. 4
the new club house at 102d street was formally opened.

SINKING OF A YACHT.—Just at daylight on Sept. 5. as the
sloop yacht Magnet, of Roxbury, Mass , was passing through
Long Island Sound, bound for New York, she was cut down by a
large tug, which passed on without stopping. The yacht sank im-
mediately, her crew escaping m a dory. The name of the tug has
not yet been ascertained, but Mr. E. Burkhard, owner of the
yacht, has offered a reward for it. The yacht was about 26ft.

long,

SAPPHIRE.— Mr. John Stetson has sold bis Burgess steam
jmht Sapphire to Mr, Amai L. Barker, of New York.

Almira, Thomas J. Young 35.0.

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 25.00

Harbinger, .lames R. Hooper 27.11

Elite, E. B. Rogers - 24.00

Mudikeeewis. W. P. Whitmarsh toM
Moondyne, Shaw Bros 24.08

Judith, U. B. Pigeon..... 23.04

Annie Maud, F. O. Veghelan 24.03

Primrose. .1 . H. Stark .23.03

Gilt, Edge, H. W. Burns 23.03

Mildred, G. L. Sears 24.07

SPECIAL CLASS.
Ustane, Small Bros 21.05

Auk, A. A. Martin 18.07

Elsie, R. W. Bird 17.04

Pioneer, J. F. Turner 20.0b

Eureka, E. Rogers 20.00

Tom Cat, ft. M. Beuier 19.01
SECOND CLASS.

Egeria, Francis Ware 20.01

Secret, E. F. Linton 22.06

Ideal, Frank Williams 22.00

Wraith, C. E. Hodges 22. p.*

Mist, E.L.Pond 22 07

Montezuma. C. E. Carey 23.01

Tyke, McBaith &McInness ...19.10

THIRD CLASS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02

Peri, Frank Driscoll 18. 0b

Psvche, Francis Gray .L.04

Flora Lee, C. D. Lanina; 10.10

Jack Daw, Hyde and Oiis 18.06

Mirage^ John Dearborn 17. Oo

Freak, George F. Mayberry 16.00

Florrie, W. H. Besarick 18.05

Scamp, H. M. Nute, 18.04

Wildfire, H. C. Keith 17.03

Guenn, E. N. ITuton .17.06

Avis, J. H. Odeil 18.07

Paradox, Louis M. Club 17.06

FOURTH CLASS.
Bessie, W. C. Cherrington 12.09

Nina, J. P. Bullavd 1L10
Nellie, J. O. Leary 14-H

1 33 18
1 34 25
1 39 56
1 43 13
1 45 18
1 48 30
1 58 30
2 04 02
2 07 26
withd'n.
withd'n.

1 06 35
1 08 38
1 16 59
1 21 36
withd'n,
withd'n.

1 07 38
1 09 30
1 13 09
1 13 23
withd 'n.

withd'n.
withd'n.

1 02 54
1 05 14
1 06 31
1 07 28
1 07 35
1 08 30
1 11 41

1 13 21
1 13 13
1 15 15
1 17 51
withd'n.
withd'n.

1 02 44
1 04 26
1 11 29

CORINTHIAN Y. O. OF MAR.BLEHEAD.-The second cham-
pionship regatta of the Corinthian Y. O. was sailed off Marble-
bead, on Sept. 1, in a light southwest wind. The times were:

FIRST CLASS, 30-FOOTERS.
Elapsed.

Saladin, W. P. Fowle 2 20 44

Mignon, H. G. Babson 2 21 53

Shark, W. H. Waterhouse 3 22 55

Hawk, Gordon Dexter 2 23 29
SECOND CLASS.

Susie, W. W. Keith 3 14 54

lone. J. S. Poyen 3 13 57
SPECIAL CLASS, CRUISING RIG.

Bon Bon, Van Nostrand .3 14 08

Gretchen, Merriam 3 15 17

Clytie 3 00 34

Orinda, Dr. W. H. Winslow 3 13 22
THIRD CLASS, CATS.

Wanda, R. C. Robbins 1 49 48

Edith, F. W. Wood 2 09 15

FOURTH CLASS.
Hornet, J. B. Paine 1 43 16

Kraken, Perry Chase 2 05 00

FIFTH CLASS.
Josephine, D. Follet . . .1 39 35

SPECIAL OPEN RACE, UNDER 10FT. WATERLINE.
Tantrum 1 16 10

Alpine 1 16 22

Banjo 1 26 21

Composite .1 20 50

Pansy 1 25 26

Mary 1 34 20

Vera 1 39 40

Reba.... 1 53 14

Comus 1 53 56

Miio 1 53 48

Estelle 1 54 20

Bessie 1 57 26

Oswa ..Withdrew.
Saladin thus wins the championship in first class and Susie in

second class, Wanda in third class, Hornet in fourth class and
Josephine in fifth class, each having won two legs. Saladin,
Susie, Wanda and Hornet each got firstprizes, and Mignon Eecond
prize. Ban Bon wins first prize of $20 in special class, Gretchen
second, $10, aud Clytie third, $5. In open race Tantrum wins
first prize of $25, Alpine second, $15, Banjo third, $10, Composite
fourth, $5, and Pansy fifth, $3. The judges were Daniel Apple-
ton and L. L. Rhodes.
Rowing races for dories, double and singles, were held in the

afternoon. In the single race Eldridge Graves defeated Arthur
Frost. In the double race Chapman and Graves won. In the tub
race H. Perry took first prize, Wright eecond, Taylor third. H.
Perry also won the swimming match.

BRIDGEPORT BOATING ASSOCIATION, OPEN REGATTA,
Sept. 1.—On Labor Day a very successful regatta was sailed by
the Bridgeport Boating Association over a course 6 miles to lee-

ward and return off Seaside Park. The wind was fresh N. W.
The full times were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS, 27 FT. AND UNDEr.

Corrected.
2 18 35
2 18 54

2 21 02

2 59 08
3 00 17
3 00 34
3 04 23

1 35 46
1 58 37

1 14 33
1 16 09
1 20 24
1 20 50
1 24 29
1 32 54
1 38 00
1 48 36
1 51 22

Finish.
1 17 18

1 19 40
1 16 36
1 44 48
1 33 16

Corrected

.

2 12 48
2 13 15
2 09 48
2 39 00,

2 27 55

Start.

Stranger U 04 32

Arrow
Clytie U.-QS-J8

Hebe U 05 29

Gitana U K 31

CLASS B—JIB AND MAINSAIL, S< FT. AND UNDER 32FT.

Amateur 11 03 47 1 00 40 1 56 53

Tern 11 04 0£ 1 09 14 2 05 54

Tea l 11 03 03 1 20 00 1 56 57

CLASS D-JIB AND MAIiSSAlL, 2lFT. AND UNDER 25ft.

Rival 11 04 44 1 08 19 2 03 35

Ramcna U 02 20 l.fy*. 2 05 23

CLASS E—JIB AND MAINSAIL, UNDER 21FT.

Hornet U 08 30 1 11 11

CLASS F—CATBOATS, 21 FT. AND UNDER 25FT.

Alice 1111 05 1 36 12

Ampere H U 19

Molly Pitcher U 14 15 1 50 00

Coronet 11 10 49 1 48 38

CLASS G—CATBOATS, UNDER 21FT.

Go Softly 11 OS 30 1 35 32

WawV U 10 00 1 X 37

PhjrtJjjjJ U 09 15 1 22 2'/

The judges were Messrs. George Turney, W. A. Lewis and Thos.
F. Vose.

PLEON Y. O, THIRD CHAMPIONSHIP, SEPT. 3.—The Pleon
Y. C. nice of Wednesday was sailed in a very light easterly

breeze, the times being:
FIRST CLASS CENTER HOARDS.

Elapsed.
Tantrum, J. T. Small 2 56 45

KEELS.
Composite, J. H. Mclntire 3 15 00

Snail, A.G. Wood 3 2 12

Milo, E. Mason 3 28 20
SPECIAL CLASS.

Minna, L H. N orris 2 20 50

SECOND CLASS.
Banjo, L J. Taylor 1 57 10

Mor.mi, I. W. Dunlap
:

2 08 09

Sheila, W. Jackson 1 o9 20

2 33 44

2 25 07
Did not finish.

2 29 29
2 43 19
3 36 53

2 26 45
2 35 37
2 12 4-1

Corrected.
2 45 35

3 04 29
3 05 39
3 15 39

2 H 19

Finish. Corrected.
5 59 10 5 54 14
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
4 27 30

6 03 40
5 58 53

5 51 00
5 41 00

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Witndrew.
Withdrew.

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

4 21 03

5 57 04
5 52 50

5 43 10
5 35 26

The judges were: J. P. Harris, chairman: Allen M. Davis,

William H. Besarick, James S. Clark, Jr., Frank Driscoll and
Walter P. Thayer.

BROOKLYN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 1.—The fall re.

gatta of the Brooklyn Y. C , on Labor Day, was spoiled by the
prevailing calm weather which vexed so many yacht sailors

about New York. Only three classes succeeded in finishing then-

courses, the times being as follows:
CLASS B.

Start.

Mabel, A. C. Fitzgerald 12 07 15

Grace, Geo. P. Lyons 12 06 44

Gertrude, Wm. F. Everett 12 07 33

Alma, J. S. Hale 12 06 27
CLASS 0.

Heming, Dr. E. F. Drayton 12 OS S5

Manhattan., J. C. Egerton 12 07 03
CLASS F.

Alice, John Cottier"- 12 OB 05

Faustina, R. C. Hopkins 12 05 34

CLASS 1.

Daisy, R. H. Woodman 11 58 08

Vida, G. R. West 11 55 40

Mamie, A. Wheelwright 11 87 17

Irene, A. M. Lockhart 11 57 45

Iroquois, E. H. Chandler 11 50 00
CLASS 2.

Ray, G. R. Hawes 11 57 10

Kildee, G. W. Neidlinger 11 59 23

Seneca, J. P. Tribken 11 66 42
CLASS 3.

Bess, M. J. Hanley & W. Murphyll 59 20

Mull, Com. B. F. Sutton 11 86 00

Rosie, Dr. J. R. Latham 11 56 30

Alma won in Class B, Manhattan in Class C, and Faustina in

Class F. During tne evening the. club house was beautifully

illuminated.

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 1.—Small
entries and a light wind rather spoiled the fall regatta of the
Knickerbocker Y. C. on Labor Day, only 9 yachts starting. There
were two entries each in four classes, the fifth class having only

one entry, the fast open boat Myra, which entered for the special

prize for best elapsed time, winning by an hour and a half. The
times are:

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS 32FT. AND OVER.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Sentinel, A. Droegmundt.... 32. 09 10 49 20 ....

Nyssa, Com, D.Rousseau.... 32.08 10 46 10 6 34 30 7 47 50

CLASS 2-CABIN SLOOPS OVER 25FT. AND UNDER 32FT.

Alice A N Holden 31.11 10 46 10 4 38 00 5 52 30

Jessie, F. Gauss 26.05 10 46 10 6 38 00

CLASS 3—CABIN SLOOPS UNDisR 25FT.

Nanita, Rear-Corn. Coughtry21.06 10 41 15 6 38 30

Marvel, J. Loeber 21.03 10 42 30

CLASS 3—CABIN CAT-RIGGED YACHTS.
Linda, E. S. Snyder 24.01 10 45 00 6 19 00

Ida B., H. Sturg 22.00 10 45 00
SPECIAL PRIZE.

Myra, G. K. Roseuquest 24.00^ 10 41 13 3 02 41

Nyssa won in first class, Alice m Becond, Nanita in third and
Linda in fourth,

Midge} 11. Jackson 2 03 30

Estelle, C. Pierce

Elapsed. Corrected.
"2 41 41 3 10 10

1 48 12
1 55 54
1 47 05
1 49 45

2 06 04 1 53 13

Tantrum wins the Wood cup and the championship. Banjo
wins the Palmer cup and the eharnpiohship for second class.

Composite wins a leg in the first class keels championship and,
with Snail and Oswa, will sail-off for the championship of the
lass. Minna wins the championship in the special class.

HULL CORINTHIAN Y. C—This club sailed a race on Aug 30

in a very light wind, the times being:
FIRST CLASS.

Leiififth.

Secret, E. F. Linton 22.06

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 25.00

Adolphe, H. Moebes 22.01

SECOND CLASS.
Mabel, H. Rice M.10
Madge, W. D. Lovell 19.11

FOURTH CLASS.

Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 16.10

Rocket, H. M. Faxon. ... 16.02

Freak, G. Mabel 16.00

Mabel D., C. E. North 16.11
FIFTH CLASS.

Billow, H. Brown 12.10

No. 2, Z. Cleverly 13.08

No. 1, S. S. Harrington 14.0;>

Judges: S. N. Bouve, C. V. Souther, H. O. Stetson, W. D. Shat-
tuok and H. B. Wilson.

SOUTH BOSTON MOSQUITO FLEET OPEN REGATTA,
SEPT. 1.—The open race of the South Boston Mosquito Fieet on
Labor Day was sailed in an unsteady N. W. wind, the times
being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Nadine, D. Palmer 14.11

Nina, J. P. Bullard 14.11

Holy Smoke, A. L. Barry 14.06

Ruby, J. L. Putnam 14.11

Flossie, C. Smith 14.04

Nellie, J. O'Leary 14.11
SECOND CLASS.

: 49 oo
Withdrew.

2 38 54
2 40 31

2 38 34
2 41 12
2 53 16
2 50 48

2 23 04
2 23 26
Withdrew.

2 11 18

2 15 43
3 17 14

2 12 24
3 14 05
2 22 07
2 23 43

2 07 19
2 08 19

7 41 50

7 47 15

' 34 00

4 21 29

Elapsed.
1 48 06
1 48 41
2 02 55
Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.

Corrected.
1 48 01
1 48 36
2 02 22

1 40 56 1 38 39
2 11 53 2 09 36
2 13 58 2 10 57
Did not finish.

Bessie, W. C. Cherrington 13.11

Skeeter, S. N, Small 13 11

Snag, J. E. Robinson, Jr 12.03

Bunty, W. A. Cook 13.11

The judges were M. W. Rawson, W. H. Rawson, and Jas. F.

Briggs.

FLEUR DE LYS.—On. Aug. 30 the new Burgess schooner Fleur
de Lys was launched at Bath, Me., where she was built for Mr.
Geo. Trotter by John MacDonald. She is a wooden vessel, 108ft.

over all, 86ft. l.w.l., 21f t. 9in. beam and 13ft. draft, a keel boat.

She is intended for long cruises, her owner proposing to make a
voyage around the world next year after a preliminary cruise in

Southern waters this winter.

MONATIQUOT Y. C—On Aug. 30 the final sail-off of the cham-
pionship took place, the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Diadem, L. A. Hayward 18.02 2 28 23 1 59 28

Eureka, E. B. Rogers Withdrawn.
Diadem takes the championship cup. The wind was very light

and uneven, Diadem catching a puff that gave her a long lead,

while Eureka was becalmed, finally withdrawing,
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CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The Loner Island Sound Squadron will

hold a regatta at Greenwich, Conn., on Sept. 18. Open to all boats
23ft. l.w.l. and under. To be sailed under Corinthian Navy rules.:
Classification on length: Class A, over 20ft. and not over 23£t.
l.w.l.: class B, over 17ft. and not over 20ft, l.w.l.; class O, over l4ft
and not over 17ft. l.w.l; class D, 14ft. and under. Classification
on type: Cabin sloops and cut (era, eatboats, yawls and periangers
Open sloops, eatboats, yawls, periauaers and canoe yawls, canoes
St. Lawrence River skiffs and rigged rowboats. The racing length
for cabm boats is the l.w.l. and sail area, according to the follow-
ing; L.W.L-h^S. A. -5-2. The racing length for open boats is the
length on the l.w.l. Crews shall be composed of amateurs and
shall be limited as follows: Classes A and B. 3 men; class C,2
men; class D, 1 man. The helmsman shall not be considered one
of the crew. Ballast shall not be shifted and no outriggers or
seals that extend beyond the beam of the boat shall be used.
Prizes will he awarded in all classes where two or more boats
start. The course will be triangular, 7 nautical miles, around
Captain's Islands. The start will be at 1 P. M. precisely. One
dollar entry fee will be charged all boats not enrolled in the
Corinthian Navy. Entries will close Thursdav Sept. 11, with the
Secretary of the Squadron, P. B. Jones, 40 Wall street, New York.A regular meeting of the association will be held at the Hotel
Marlborousrh on Sept. 30.

The following are proposed for membership: W. Luttgen, M. «T.

Rooney, Byron Baldwin, Henry A. &. Way, B. A. L. Batzen, M.
O'Day.
On Sept. 6 the fall regatta of the Staten Island Sound Squadron

was sailed off Sewareu, N. J., over a 10-mile course, the wind
being light at the start but freshening later. The times were:

C^ASS A—CATBOATS OVER 18 AND LESS THAN 23BT.
. . ^ ~ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Manhattan. A. T. Skerry, Jr 32.00 2 35 43 2 35 13
Nankit, T. W. Hawkins 22. f0 2 34 20 2 33 10
Maggie E„ Cbas. Tice 22.00 Did not linish.

CLASS B—OAXBOATS OVKB 12 AND luEH'A THAN 18PT.
Galawater, J. Spavin 16.03 Did not finish.
Madge 8.. J. H. Stull 15.06 2 42 33 2 30 29
Dove, J. W. Elsworth 14 08 2 39 37 2 25 57
Bayonne, P. Van Buskirk 16.015 2 43 20 2 33 27
Dolly, Win. Whittaker 13.00 Not taken.
Gennett, W.VanBuskirk ...12.00 Not taken.

CLASS C— SLOOP YACHTS.
Emma M., M. Munday 31.01 Not taken.
Kidney Cure, H. Watts 17.05J4 2 43 03 2 35 00
Just Woke Up, J. Philips 21. 11 2 24 15 2 23 01
In Class A. Nankit won, with Manhattan second. In Class B.

Dove won, with Madge S. second; and in Class C. Just Woke Up
won, Kidney Cure second.
There was also a race for naphtha launches, the Amelia

Victoria, length 37.6ft., owned by N. Luttgen, covering the 10-mile
course in 1:21:55. Elsie, length 18.6ft., owned by S. Mershon,
second, in 1:35:18. The judges were R. H. Desmond, Thomas
Riddle, and Judge A. D. Brown.

ROYAL NOVA SCOTIA Y. S.-On Aug. 30 a race was sailed,
open to all yachts of the squadron, for the United Banks ehallengo
cup, under the following conditions: The ynchts will be started
from a markboat, anchored off Squadron Wharf, by the ottb'e-s
of the day. who will notify each yacht in Succession when to start.
Yachts will range alongside the markboat at 1:45 P. M.. will re-
ceive warp lines and lake up positions astern in the order of rating,
tne smallest being next to the markboat. On the word from the
officers of the day each yacht, in succession will haul up to the
markboat and await the word to start. Yachts will be allowed
spring lines, but must cast off on the word to start. Head sails
are not to be set until the signal to start is given. Course No. 4.—
Starting off the Squadron Wharf to Flag Buoy in Dartmouth
Cove, thence to Point Pleasant Buoy, thence to Flag Buoy in Dart-
mouth Cove, thence to Point Pleasant BuoyT

, leaving thf se marks
on starboard hand and finish off Squadron Wharf, )V' in miles.
Time limit, 4 hours. Weather, heavy rain. Wind, I5.S.E., squall v.
Tide flowing:

Rating. Start, Finish.
Mentor, cutter, C. Stayner 2.3 2 05 00 4 15 2'j

Daphne, sloop, F. H. Bell et al 2.6 Did not start.
Etienne, sloop, J. E. Butler 2.8 3 07 13 4 09 51
Psyche, cutter, G. E. Weston et al 3 2 07 58 4 12 39
Calypso, sloop, H. V. Kent 3 3 07 58 4 13 14
Hildred, sloop, G. E. Franeklyn, Jr.... 3.3 2 08 41 4 28 55
Minnehaha, sloop, A. T. Stikeman 3.5 2 09 39 4 22 05
Albatross, schooner, D. Crowan 3.6 Did not start.
Wenonah, schooner, A. C. Jones et al. .11 2 30 26 4 26 37
Uvira, cutter, Jas. Frazer 23 2 26 11 3 5 7 05
Winners: First, Uvira; second, Etienne; third. Psyche. The

start was made in "Bermudian" fashion—th3 time allowance
V>eing allowed at the start. Officers of the Day—Messrs. F. A.
Hamilton and W. H. Throop.

JESSICA.—The new 20-rater Jessica, the first of her class in
our waters, has sailed two races, winning the first by a very small
margin. The yacht she beat in her first race was the sloop Pen-
guin, an Ellsworth boat that has raced but seldom and is little
known, but is by far the best Ellsworth boat of her size, certainly
a fast yacht when sailed by Oapt. Joe Ellsworth. She is about
45£t. w.L, 15ft. 8in. beam, and about 10ft. draft. Jessica is 46ft.
w.l„ 10ft. 3in. beam, and about 10ft. draft. It has been understood
here for some time that Jessica was designed for racing in
America af ler a snort preliminary season in British waters, but
Mr. Fife stated very positively on his recent visit that she was
designed solely for the 20-rating diss, with no regard to American
racing, and that she is not the type of yacht which he would de-
sign for this side. When it was aetermined to bring her out here
her sail plan was so arranged that by carrying a spinaker hoist-
ing only to the masthead, and using no jibtopsail, she would
measure just 20-rating by the Y. R, A. rule; while for a 46ft.
length class she could carry full spinaker and jibtopsails. These
latter sails she is not yet provided with, using the small spinaker
in her first race. After sailing her against Dragon, Mr. Fife pro-
nounced her as good as that famous 20, and if well sailed here she
should make a very fair showing in the 46ft. class as it is now
constituted, though it should he an easy matter to beat, her in
most racing weather with an American boat built fully up to
date.
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C"Sept. 6 -On Saturday the Hull Y. C. sailed a vervgood race in a hard rain, the times being:

very

THTRD CLASS-CENTBRBOABDS.

Elite, E. B. Rogers *fj* Tmot C°V^Moondyne, W H. Shaw [ , [ \'M 2 13 58 1 4*0 53

AW»lF«f E
-
JoneB Not measured.AJ^SrTVJ •7

V
-

c"?Ilg Not measured.
Secret, E. F. Linton Not measured.

Echo, E. L. Burwell UM 3 11 20Swordhsh, H. L. Johnson 24,07 3 15 24

M„, „ „ 0 FOURTH CLASS—CiiNTEBBOABDS.
Madge, B. Pope 19.n l %l 21Mabel, H. L. Rico .19.10 1 32 35

UaM, , iiht, FIEiVrH CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16 03 1 39 13
Wild lire, H. A. Keith ....llTOa 1 43 43

Q^iUer i

h
5 race il was discovered that Echo and Swordfish hadM#^^Jl?a^fl(,^^^^J,t,^ again and sailed the

?*7°Per,, co,lr?e. Judges: Messrs. John A. Stetson, J. B. Forsyth
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F - H. Brown, J. J. Souther, E. C!. North,W E. Shernffs, J. R. Chadwick, C. S. Waldo, J. B. Field, L. S

wot°IIDJ:NCE CORINTHIAN - Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA,SEPT. ^-Courses tor classes 1. 3 and 3, W/2 m lies; for class 4 lMmiles; weather fair, wind S.S.W., tide half flood.
3

1 38 42
1 43 33

1 09 04
1 09 34

1 13 16
1 17 58

Elapsed. Corrected.
CLASS ...

,7 , - r- .-, -r
Length,

Kelpie, C. F. James 30. ]0
Ruodia, H. C. Blair 29 03
Frolic, E. L. Anderson 25.01

tt. x ,-, ,T ~ CLASS 3.
\ ictor, E. V. Bowen 22.06

M#?aBj Bei^- Davis 32.09
White Wings, A. D. White 33.03
Gladys, John D. Peck 21.01

.__ , . CLASS 4.
Arrow, Frank Bennett 17.04
Nemo, Arthur Lacey 17 04
Nettie. Win. Carroll 16 10
Zaxa. J. W. Glad hill 16.03
Pennants for fastest actual time for classes 1, 2, 3 and 4, Kelpie

and Zara. Regatta committee, Fred Griffith, F. W. Folsome and
Unas. Herrmann. Judges, regatta committee.

ROCHESTER Y. C, WOLTERS CUP, Sept 4.-On Thursday
of last week the second race for the Welters Cup was sailed, off
Charlotte, over a triangular course of 13 miles. The wind was
fresh but unsteady, going from S.W. to W. and N.E. during the
race. The times were:

Start.
Velnette 2 35 00
Edith 2 35 00
Amelia 2 85 00
Ripple 2 35 00
Majel 2 35 00
Undine 3 m 00
Alta 3 35 00

Finish.
4 58 30
5 01 30
5 08 05
5 21 00

3 55 45
3 39 45
3 43 28

3 42 42
3 47 35
3 46 33
3 49 09

3 09 43
2 S9 00
3 03 13
3 52 58

Elapsed,
3 23 30
3 26 30
2 33 05
2 46 00

Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Time not taken.

3 55 45
3 37 14
2 33 35

3 41 58
3 46 37
3 46 33
3 44 01

3 09 43
2 59 00
3 01 11

3 50 39

Corrected.
3 18 13
3 26 30
3 30 17
3 46 00

Velnette has won the cup twice, so retains it, and the third race,
set for to-day, will not he sailed.

QUEEN CITY Y. C.-On Aug. 30 the Queen City Y. C.,of Toronto,
sailed the first and second class race postponed from Aug. 9.
There was a strong N.W. wind when the start was made at 3:45,
the four starters carrying double-reefed mainsails and storm jibs.
The times were:

Class. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Widgeon 2d 4 33 30 1 48 30 1 44 00
Mischief 1st 4 33 15 1 47 15 1 46 00
Nellie G 1st 4 35 00 1 50 00 1 50 00
Iua 1st 4 37 15 1 53 15 1 50 15A skiff race, for the World cup, was also sailed, only Elsie being
ready at the start. Excelsior and Alliance came along 10m. later
and started, but finally gave up, Eslie winning the cup, which she
holds for the second year.

ST. LAWRENCE SAILING SKIFF CHAMPIONSHIP RACE.—A match race for the championship of the St. Lawrence River
and $350, was sailed on Aug. 39, at Clayton, N. Y., between the
racing skiffs Choctaw, of Gananoque, Ont., and Yankee Doodle,
of Clayton. The course was twice around three buoys, a distance
of fifteen miles. Race was called at 2:05, with a very light and
fluky wind. The first three miles was a drifting match with Yan-
kee Doodle leading, having had about 15s. the best of the start. It
was soon evident that, Choctaw was the best boat in this wind, and
she passed Yankee Doodle and turned the first buoy with about a
minute's lead. In starting for the home buoy Choctaw's crew
showed the best judgment, fetching it easily in one long and one
short tack, while Yankee Doodle had to make two long and one
short tacks, and then was headed off at the buoy by a shift of
wind, while Choctaw was footing it down the wind, increasing her
lead very rapidly on the second round. Choctaw finished at 5:11:19,
and Yankee Doodle at 5:30:41. Choctaw carried about 450sq. ft.
and Yankee Doodle about 350. Choctaw is owned by Frank P.
Jones, of Gananoque, and is an enlarged model of Ford Jones'
sailing canoe Canuck. Yankee Doodle is owned by the St. Law-
rence S. C. and S. L. C, of Clayton. She has a very fine immersed
section, but an extremely full deck plan, which in the opinion of
many is a detriment to her. Both boats have a great deal of dead-
rise and are at their best on the wind. S. G. Averell and A. R.
Porte, of Ogdensburg acted as referee and starter. It is to be
hoped that these boats can meet again in a match race, with a
good wholesail breeze from the start to finish.

OHIO Y. C—On Aug. 28, the handsome new house of the Ohio
Y. C. at Presque Isle, near Toledo, was opened with appropriate
ceremonies by Vice-Corn. Hermann Krauser, Com. Ketcham being
absent in the East. A pleasing incident of the evening's fun was
the presentation of an elegant silver tea service to Mr. J. E. Gun-
ckel. who as secretary of the club has done so much for its success.
On the following day a reception and dance was held at the club
house. The young club has one of the finest houses on fresh water,
and promises to give a needed boom to yachting on Lake Erie.

BURNING OF A STEAMER.—On Aug. 28, a small passenger
steamer, the Albert V. Benson, that was dignified by the name of
yacht, was burned and sunk off Prince's Bay, Staten Island. The
vessel was brought from the Hudson River, where she was built,
some weeks since, to run as a passenger boat between Elm Park,
Staten Island, and Elizabeth port, being licensed to carry 50. Shewas about faOft. long and of 20 tons. Some delay occurred in secur-
ing the history of her boiler for the inspectors, and she had not
begun her regular trips but was on a trial trip down Staten Islandbound and on Raritan Bay when a fire broke out, probably caused
by the light pme deck being in too close proximity to the stack,which at times was very hot. The six persons on board saved
themselves with difficulty, the engineer being helped out of the
BUgrne room by a passenger and having a very narrow escape. One
boat was burned a' the davits before it could be lowered, and the
lite ratt shared a similar fate. The party escaped in a large row-
boat which very fortunately bad been launched a short time be-
fore the Are broke out, and was towing astern. The yacht, burned
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NEW YACHTS.—The building season promises to begin early
this year and to be tar livelier than last. Among the. new yachtsannounced are a 46- footer for Mr. Belmont, owner of Mariquita,and a 40 or IB-footer for Mr. Thayer, owner of Pappoose. Both
will be designed by Mr. Burgess and built by Lawley. Work hasalready begun on the Belmont boat, the spars being roughed out,
so as to secure a thorough drying. It is reported that the 30-
footer designed last, year by Mr. Gardner for Mr. Phillips, ofbwampscott, will be built this fall by Mr. J. H. Main tyre on his
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.
that Mr

- John B
-
Vaint- a«er clean-ing out the 2_5ft. class with Swordfish and the 20ft. class with Hor-

net, will build from his own design for th 1111 ,1 Mr. Gard-ner has lately completed a design for a small steam yacht for Mr.Rutherford Stuyvesant, owner t f Palmer, schr., and the vacht is"rt^W ^feM^am
;§;

Sue w111 be P* wood. 61ft? over
all, bOft. l.w.l, 15tt. 3in. beam, 1ft. Bin. draft. Mr. Gardner is also
at work on a design tor a 25ft. racer for Mr. L. J. Bonry, of thebeawanhaka and Atlantic clubs. It is now stated that the newForbes steamer will be but 125 instead of 140ft. l.w.l.

LARCHMONT Y..C. CATBOAT RACE, Aug. 30.-The Larch-mont X. in addition to its annual oyster boat race sailed lastmonth, and the fall regatta and special races of the present week-
arranged a race for open boats which was sailed on Saturday
week, but with rather poor success, the entries being so few innumber. The course was four miles to leeward from Larchmont
to Mattmnicock Buoy and return, two rounds, 16 miles. The onlv
starters were Phyllis, W. Jones; Rival, E. S. Wheeler; and Z&liMH. &. bhreman. The wind was blowing heavily from N.W. when
the race started at 13:34, Zelica, with full. sail, crossed first, fol-lowed by Phyllis 6s. later, and then Rival lm. 51s. later still and
wit h lm. 43s handicap. The latter pair carried single reef each
Zelica covered the flrst let' in 44m. 24s., Phyllis in 44m. 46s„ and
Rival in 45m. 37s. The first mishaps occurred when the trio had
gone a little_ way on the windward leg, Rival losing a man andwa'tmg topick him up, throwing her so far astern that she with-
drew. Shortly after Zelica, carrying too much canvas and unable
to reef, capsized and was taken in charge by the judges' boat,
Ualzell. A fireman from the tug jumped overboard and made
last a line to the cat's masthead by which she was rio-hted her
crew being cared for on the tug. She was bailed out and started
for home to tow of a naphtha launch. Phyllis finished the coursem 4h. 35m. 28s.

NEW YORK Y. C. FALL REGATTA.—T h e following noticewas sent out on Sept. bin regard to the fall regatta of the New
York Y. O., set for Saturday next: "As the list of probable
starters is at present by no means as satisfactory as when thecommittee decided on having a fall regatta, they have decided
that the races for the autumn cups will not he held. b. Nicholson
Kane, William E. Iselm, Chester Griswold, Sec'y.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC CLUB.—The new yachting depart-men t of the Manhattan Athletic Club, 0: ..
f

<

",
-,-u. (,.= - rh*

direction of Capt. J. C. Summers, will hold its first regatta on
Saturday next, starting at 11 A.M. off Larchmont. It was at
first intended to sail the races down the Bay, but as most of the
yachts likely to enter are about Larchmont, the course has been
changed, the Larchmont Y. O., with its usual courtesy, offering
its aid. Prizes will be given in the 53, 40 and 30ft. classes.
MUCILAGE.—This fast cat, built by Hanley, of Monument

Beach, and once owned by Mr. E. D. Morgan, has been purchased
by Com. Gerry.

Jtnmver
L
8 to (J^orresgcmdente.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

J. H. D., Pooughkeepsie.—Is there such a fish as fresh-water
sheepshead? While in camn recently on Lake Champlain, two
fish were caught weighing olbs. each that were sailed "sheeps-
head," and they certainly resembled the sea fish in almost every
respect except, edioie qualities. They are quite common in the
lake, and valued mainly for the two "luekv bones" found in the
head. Ans. In is the fresh-water drum (Haploidonotm grunni-
cns). It the Great Lakes it is kuown as sbeep3head; in some parts
of the South as thunder pumper. Look on page 370 of the "Indus-
tries."

G. A. B., Naponset, Mass.—Which of the various artificial baits
would he best to use in New Englsnd waters during September
and October for pickerel? Ans. Write to some reliable dealer, ad-
vertisements of whom you will find in this paper, stating the aver-
age size of the pickerel where you fish and he will offer you a choice
of apparatus best suited for the locality. The phantom minnow
is used in pickerel fishing and the artificial frog also. In trolling
for this fish a good sized spoon should be used except among reeds
and lily pads were smaller fish may be caught by skittering with
a smaller spoon. Sometimes a piece of pork or strip of the white
belly of a catfish, eel, or any other fish of suitable color will answer
as well as a spoon.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

ctrEESsFever8,Congestious,Inflaniination
A. A. i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Masai Discharges.
D.D.—Buts or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.--Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .qo
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medlcator, $7. 0O
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, • . 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE OO.,

Comer William and John Sts., New York.

BEECHAM'S PILLSACT LIKE S£A.GrZO

DM A WEAK STOMACH.
25cts. Box

• OF ALL DRUCCISTS.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
FKICB 81.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 iolio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
Manufactttrers of every dessriptlon of

FIISTS FISHING TF A.G
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

Exercise at Home.
The Standard Chest feight,

For bruin-workers and se-
dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders}
enlarges the chest. Price %i to $10.

Handsome In appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by SI illus-

trations how it is used, mailed free.

Address Nabhaganskti Mch. Co., 43

Sprague et., Providence, B.I.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Evekett Harden, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. HydrograpMc Office, Washington,
Illustrated et 23 Platcs. Price One Dollar.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
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WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

Iffot Sold sut Retail t>y the BSanufaotvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Stand for 82-ua?a Oataloorne of Arm* and Ammunition.

fgritting

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most auproved styles
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Can op Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camn Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMENWAT, 60 South at., N. T. City.

Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of
what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York

Jar Mt.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

GENTLEMEN
Sportsmen should have the special wagon for

hunters, carrying two or four persons, light and
durable, plenty of room for dogs and guns, nat-

ural wood finish, of quartered oak, russet leather

lining. Send for circular.

The Boston Blackboard & Carriage Co.
New Haven, Conn.

11

AMD OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coqulna.")

12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("10.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

FIRST LESSONS
IN

Standards aid Points of Jitpi
TOB

ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.
Being the Standards of "Stonehenge" and also

those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

Revised to Date.

Price, 50 Cents.

TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

Lotroou: DAVIE8 & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LIVE QUAIL orders as early as
possible. Delivery commences September 1st.

E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant, 174
Chambers street. New York.

FDR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.

7YR. OLD JERSEY COW ALDYTHA, A.J.C.C.
I 22,453; will exchange for a good hammerless
gun, 3in. drop. L. I. FLOWER, McDonald's Cor-
ner, New Brunswick, Can. It

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mericanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, DixfiehLMe., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.

_ DONALD BURNS,
-115 Roosevelt st„ N.Y. City.

Names anfl Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS

;

It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of
books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
PRICE 83.50.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ae;

count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of th:

defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men an<;

squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in]

dooiitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. TW
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upoB
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat then;

off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that th:

bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinned
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the las<

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other armi
than their bo vs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the booi
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of i

kind of skill ir sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of thei

tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to lean
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has beej

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
By W. B. LEFFINGWELL.

Containing Scientific and Practical Descriptions of Wild Fowl, their Resorts, Habits, Flights

and the most successful methods of hunting them.

Chapter L

III."

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.
XL

XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.

Reveries.
Mallard Ducks.
Wood Duck—Summer Duck.
Blue-Winged Teal.

Shooting Mallards from a Scull
Boat on the Mississippi.

Cornfield Mallard Shooting.
Shooting Mallards in a Snow
Storm.

Wilson Snipe—Jack Snipe.
Mallard Timber Shooting,
Mallard Shooting at Ice Holes.
In the Marsh—Morning, Mid-day

and Evening Duck Shooting.
Shoveler—Spoonbill.
Blue Bill—Scaup Duck.
Canvasback Duck.
Green-Winged Teal.

American Widgeon—Bald Pate.
Gadwall Duck—Gray Duck.
Quail Shooting.

CONTENTS.
XIX.

XXXVI.

Duskjr, or Black Duck.
American Coot—Mud Hen.
Buffle-Headed Duck—Butter Bal
Redhead Duck.
Science of Sculling Wild Fowl.
Pin Tail—Sprig Tail.

Two Sports; or Out for a Lark.
A Morning with Nature and a.

Afternoon with Ducks.
White-Fronted Goose.
The Snow Goose.
Brant, or Brant Goose.
Trumpeter Swan.
Canada Goose Shooting.
Boats.
Outfits—Blinds—Decoys—Duck

Calls.

The Shotgun and How to Use It.

Shot, Powder, Shells, Wads an
Loading.

Dogs and their Characteristics.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Portrait of Author. Canvasback Duck.
Mallard Duck. Quail.

Retriever Bringing Mallard (in Marsh). Redhead Duck.
Blue-Winged Teal. Shooting Redheads Over Decoys (in Marsh).

Sculling Mallards on Mississippi. Pin Tail Duck.
Wilson Snipe. Canada Goose.

Snipe Shooting Over Dog. Shooting Geese Over Decoys (in Stubble.)

Elegantly bound in cloth, also in half morocco. Size of book, 8vo., 400 pages. Price $',

in cloth, and $3.50 in half morocco. Sent postpaid by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
818 Broadway, New York.
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SalmonJroutfi Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF PISHING TACKLE IS UNEOTJALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Pishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Iter this Just owce
SAVE AND SENiJ VOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twenty years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the
world. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.
~ 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) $2.

Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 33 Cedar Street, New York.

JBDWARD VOM HOFJE3,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

IF*isJ^ira.gf Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount, may he deducted from first nnrrhase of one dollar and over. Mention this paprr

ThOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

AX.SO MOOSE, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.
No. 182 SIXTH AVFTSrrrE. NTwir Thirteenth Street. NEW YORK.

BIRD PORTRAITS,
Some Native Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Blildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Each ot these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessary to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds deseribe*i, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,
$8.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBTJRHIWG CO.. 818 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhilL

Canoe andGamp Cookery.
Bt "SENECA."

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is iust where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Bzmdway.
T/YTTOON: Davise ft; Co.. 1 Finch Lane. OornhUL

When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his
pleasure, without Increaslne his labor, he wants all his
brother hunters and anglers to know of it and share
with hJm the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel,
First.—It will wind up the line a hundred times

as fas fas any other reel in the world.
Second.—It will wind up the l 5ne slowly if +he

angler chooses.
Third.—No fish can ever get slack line w ith it.
Fourth.—It will save more fish than any other

reel.
Fifth. It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large fish.
Sixth.—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by the

most skillful fishermen in America and Europe.

The reel is manipulated en-
tirely by the hand that holds

YAWMAN& ERBE,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue. Tree.

PRICE'S

B.A.SS LINK.
No Yds.

This Line Is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft. as $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PBI0E, 171 East 84th St., flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

ESTADUSHED 1887.

J. B. CJKOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1 191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY.

Seadfor a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

ALBERT

With Silver Plated loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Bash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

LKilM.UFritnit.1.1

A. H. DIRKES,
BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
Whit« Worms Sliedder Oabs,

etc., constantly on baud through-
out the Fishing Reason.

CO. DURHAM. ENGLAND.

CANVAS GANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6ih.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
lescribed in detail, each step being made clear
oefore proceeding to the next. Illustrated: paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

WREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
<lia TtrofiVlwn.v. Vow Yryrh

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane. Oornhill.

Fourth edition, 284 pages 63 plates. Prise $3.

Forest and Stream Wishing So.

Nbw Yoeb N. Y

Condon: D%VTH4 St CO., 1 Flmnfc lan*.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

and the rapid strides in material prosperity
which it is making, are attracting the attention
of the whole world, and since the completion of

the Northern transcontinental railway lines

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one
wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can
make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume,

is indispensable. To those who want to go, but
cannot, this volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the interesting conditions of

life in the lar North. Price $1.50. Sent post

free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

irty business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joint, 6 strip, Sp'it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9A, 10,

lOJft, weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " S 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Sp it Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8£, 9, 94, 10ft , weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, sa ne as above but is German Silver Mounted ^ ,

" 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, 'Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. ; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15: 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 3Sc. ; 12 thread 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, "Sc. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz , 10c ; double gut, I5c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz, Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz. , 15c. ; 2ft.

,
per doz. , 30c. ;

3ft., per doz. , 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft.
,
per doz. , 15c ; 3ft.

,
per doz. , 30c. ; 3ft. , doz. , 45o.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.
Send Sc. stam > for Xllurtraiad Catalogue tor 1880. OPEN EVENINGS.
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTZH^ZnSTGS- ifoir,

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin.

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD. I

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Goat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Goat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas S2 50
8 ounce Canvas S2 00
Light-weight, $1 75

IDYLLS OF THE FIELD.
BY

FRANCIS A. KNIGHT.
A charming series of sketches on outdoor

life, which cannot fail to appeal to every man,
woman or child who delights in the country
and its beauties. The book is fresh with the
cool, salt breeze from the sea and fragrant
with the smell of the mountain forests.

Clobh, pp. 182. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, N V

By C. F. AMERT.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has
been admirably characterized as the most
delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-
ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Prick, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, Eng.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and '"Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15X20. $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, $1.50A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway. New York.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vuelta, Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., KnoxviUe, Tenn.

KING OF ST. BERNARDS.

WATCH,
E. K. C. S. B. 25,107.

Stud fee $100. To approved bitches only. Four
specials at Boston and Buffalo, 1890, ror best St.
Bernard in the show. Apply to

THE POAG KENNELS,
Toledo, O.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Rahy Mixer and Reckoner out ol
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER 825.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, Mass.

STUD YORKSHIRE TERRIERS
Fishpool Gem, fee $25; Prince A. L. $20; Toons

Bright, $20; Harry, $15; Toons Royal, $10: Roy, $5.
Photos of the group wi th pedigrees. 50c. NORTH
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS, 4 Dearborn
street, Salem, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS, 1 Exehsnera Block. Ra.neni-

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description witb

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Meld,.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and Illustrations; 180 pages.

PEICE, Sl.SO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO.
8X8 Broadway, New For*.

The nicest thing in the world to shoot in (Thur-
man's Shooting Blouse) fits snug and gives to
every motion of the body. Nothing in the way
of the gun. No buttons to pull off, and it keeps
your shirt clean. One large pocket for shells.
Indorsed by the best trap shooters in the country
and the gun editor of the Item, of Philadelphia.
If your dealer does not keep them, write direct to
the mill and get one. Price, post paid, $2. Send
P. O. money order or draft on New York. Cor-
respondence with dealers solicited. Mention
whether right or left hand shooter and size
around body under the arms and over vest. The
finest kind of a uniform for clubs.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

I

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-OENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.,
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor. ?3d st.

\—BOOD AS NEW.

Sent C. O. D.
— receipt of $5.00.

W.W. Greener. Kiero.r. 12-:W. s !b-\ 3250.00 $180 Oo"
Jj. C. Smith, Hammer, 10-30, 9 lbs. 70.00 35.00
Remington. Mod. :1 '87, 10-3?, 10 lbs. 40.00 21.60
E. C. M EACHAM ARMS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street. New York City.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTtEMEN 'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors).
manufacturei'3 of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

FRED. SAUTEH,
(Established 1860.)

lU All II -lAAIlMUUIfl
Mounting1 Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

SHALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified bv
the Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With

"

Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
P. KUNHARDT.

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and
70 plates. Size of page. 14^X12^. Price 87.00.

FOB SALE BY THE

JFOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Fmob*Lane.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from onr catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - . K5.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - ~ - 8.75CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES EREE.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y".

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
H. H. KIFFE,

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CATALOGUES
Free.

STOCK.
PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Eoreend, Bar Rebounding -to -anrP
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol vnotnrv Om
Grip, Rubber Butt, Low Hammers and Choked. price Price.
No. 2, Twist barrels, pistol grip stock.. $55.00 3«.vs6
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.00
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of '.

be deducted from bill.

10-Bore.
Factory Our
Price. Price.
$60.00 4U.75
70.00 49.90
85.00 6O.60

5.00, which wil

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

Guns 10 & 12-G-auge.

These arms are the latest and
hest firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

103 Milk Street,
Boston,

Revolvers! .32 & .38.

Mass.

Merwin, Hulberf & Co.,

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful aud comprehensive cata-
logue ol 210 pages, 9x12 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,
Photographic Supplies, Cycles and Gun Goods. This
hook is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes by
well-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.
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THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.

THE success which came with the prize meeting at

Creedmoor last week is sufficient answer to those

who predicted an immediate collapse of the National Eifle

Association as soon as the control of the range was turned

over to the military authorities of the State. The Associ.

ation retains the right to a ten-day meet each year, and

it can make that gathering a success for all manner of

shooters.

The good management this year is in almost an entire

measure due to Secretary Shepherd, who acted as ex-

ecutive officer. He has what he considers a very fine

edge in the running of a shoot. There is a certain knack

of knowing just where to insist upon the exact letter of

the rules and where to allow a little leeway, which makes

the difference between a wrangling failure and a smooth

and satisfactory success. The fact that the entire meet-

ing went off without a single protest of any sort, that

everybody went away convinced that they had won on

their merits or lost for the want of them, is good proof

that the management was excellent.

There are some points worthy of note in the results of

the shooting. It will not do to blame too heavily the

despised "gas pipe" where scores do not come out to the

liking of our State guardsmen. The Remington State

model arm with its .50 caliber may be a rather obsolete

arm in the present rush for small-caliber weapons, but it

is hardly fair to give it too black a character, when suoh

scores as those made in picked competitions at Creedmoor

go upon record. No rifle yet made will get a good score

with a duffer manipulating it, but a clever shot with a

very indifferent arm can roll up very respectable scores.

It is the man and the machine together which unite in

getting the high score; and the Eemington arm in the

hands of our militia will be the right arm in the right

place for a long time, to come yet. All the arguments

about difficulty of carrying extra charge, and about the

necessity for extra long-distance shooting, which are

brought forward when urging the high velocity, small-
bolt bullet arm now making in Europe, do not apply at
all to our militia arm. It fires a big bullet, the very one
to let fly into a mob of rioters, which is probably the only
enemy the National Guard will ever have to meet when
acting as a home guard. Let the men all along the line

come up somewhere near in skill with teams sent to

Creedmoor each year, and we should hear no more talk

about refitting the guard with a new arm at a good round
expense.

The difference between the Remington and the Spring-

field is not so great when each arm is given its best show-
ing, and the regular army managers may well be on the
lookout for something more modern. A regular army
soldier should have in his hands the very best arm, one
fully on a par with those in foreign use. The three points

of rapidity of fire, length of range and accuracy must all

be well covered, and then the points of lightness of arm
and of ammunition come into consideration. If our
army Springfield is so little different from the State Rem-
ington as these matches go to show, then it is time for

somebody in the army board to look up a new arm.
The Creedmoor meeting had the usual run of marks-

man's weather, with plenty of rain, but the rifles endured
the drip far better than they would have acted in a high

gale, so only those who look upon a meeting as a sort of

picnic outing had anything to complain of. The off-

hand team match did not fill as it should have done. If

all the off-hand clubs, whose members do so much talking

and challenge writing, really wanted a grand compara-

tive test of skill, this was the time and place. The shoot-

ing Zettlers were there, and being there of course carried

off the honors.

The Hilton trophy goes to the National Capitol for a

year and the District Guard has shown that in addition

to being a very pretty appearing body it has some good

shots in its ranks. With the shooting States of New
York, New Jersey,.Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Mas-

sachusetts all within arm's length of Creedmoor, it seems

somewhat odd at least to have to record the trip of the

Hilton trophy down to the bank of the Potomac.

THE POETS LICENSE.

NOTE was made in these columns the other day of a

poem entitled "The Yellow Hammer's Tap," con-

tributed to a recent number of the Century Magazine,

and remarkable for certain ornithological peculiarities.

The poet among other things speaks of the season

When brown wrens peer through rough-hewn rail

And oft is heard the drum of quail.

For his drumming quail Mr. Oldham has been taken to

task by the Chicago Herald, and his defense is character-

ized by a delicious ingenuousness. "My critic," says he,

"thinks that I took too unwarranted a liberty with the

quail, he maintaining that 'quails do not drum; partridges

drum and quails whistle.' Well, in the South, where I

live, we make the same distinction between a quail and

a partridge as he might make between tweedledum and

tweedledee. He would doubtless prefer the whistle of

the tweedledum, while his nearest neighbor would prob-

ably have a decided leaning for the drum of the tweedle-

dee. There may be a shade of scientific difference

between the quail and the partridge, but substantially

there is none."

The shade of scientific difference between the two

birds may well enough be ignored, when the exigency of

verse demands a rhyme for rail, aad Mr. Oldham is quite

right in estimating at its true worthlessness the sugges-

tion of his captious critic that there is any natural

obstacle to a quail's drumming. But if our poet should

leave his pen for a day or two, and seek a practical les-

son in the true scientific distinction between the two

birds, he might find it without difficulty in an October

ruffed grouse cover. If he has been accustomed to pott-

ing quail about Norfolk, he would find, when an old cock

grouse rose on strong wings and put a dozen trees between

itself and the poet-gunner, that the shade of scientific

difference between the birds was something vastly more

real than his fancy had ever pictured. «

But it cannot be expected that the rhymesters shall

always observe the dry facts of ornithology and other

branches of natural history. If a poet must needs be an

ornithologist and an ichthyologist, it is certain that much

verse now printed in our magazines and other literary

journals would never see the light. There was, for in-

stance* the poem read by Rer. Dr. William Hayes Ward,

at Woodstock, Conn., last July, on the South Fork Fish-
ing Club. Our Fishculture columns have contained some
discussions of the possibilities, failures and triumphs of
trout culture; but Dr. Ward performed the feat of trans-

forming the black bass, with which the Conemaugh Lake
was stocked, into "silvern" and "golden" trout. And big
fellows, too. For when a poet, sitting in his study, by
the magic of his pen and ready flowing ink, sets about
stocking a lake with trout, it is just as easy for him to

fill it full of big fish as of fingerlings. Dr. Ward makes
his club man fight the fish three-quarters of an hour, and
then

—

The glory, the wonder, he lies on the sod.
Six pounds and ten ounces, a fish that will break

The record of fishing with fly and rod
The largest trout in Conemaugh Lake.

And not only big fish, but a generous supply of them;
for he tells us that "a million of trout are sporting about,"

"one- pounders, two-pounders, or three or four," and big-

ger ones, up to the "monsters that never rise to the hook."
Surely, such a triumph of fishculture has not been
achieved elsewhere, nor will its equal be chronicled until

some other Fourth of July poet shall dip his pen in ink,

and emulous of Dr. Ward's "fish story," "go him one
better."

But after all, is it not curious that in this day of gener-

ally diffused intelligence, magazine editors and others

should print poems which so manifestly mutilate the

works of the Creator?

A Long Companionship.—We find in the Kingfield,

Me., Reporter note of a venerable trio of anglers, whose
long companionship in annual camps is worthy of record.

Messrs. T. C. Barrows and George W. Reed, of Mont-

pelier, Vt., and E. S. Merrill, of Winchendon, Mass., aged

respectively 71, 72, and 73 years, have been Camping this

summer at Blakesie Pond, on the Spencer waters, where

they have had success with trout. The summer of 1890

made the forty-second successive year during which these

three have camped and fished together. If .Messrs. Bar-

rows, Reed and Merrill are blessed with the vivid memo-
ries many anglers possess for incidents of their out-door

life, they must indeed have a rare fund of incident and

anecdote to rehearse to one another and live over again

together in their chats about the camp-fire.

An Ohio Idea.—Dr. James A. Henshall, secretary of

the Ohio Fish and Game Commission, is sending out a

circular to farmers, sportsmen, fishermen and others,

asking their opinion as to desirable close seasons for fish

and game. He has prepared a list of the several species,

giving the prevailing seasons as fixed by the present

statutes, and asks those who receive the circular to write

opposite each one the season during which it should be

protected. In this way he hopes to get a concensus of

opinion, which will make it possible to draft a law fairly

reflecting public opinion. Persons interestpd, who may
not receive the circular, may obtain copies by addressing

Dr. Henshall, at 108 Broadway, Cincinnati.

Professors Forbes and Linton, whose exploration of

the Yellowstone Park on behalf of the U. S. Fish Com-

mission was mentioned in Forest and Stream of July

31, have returned to their homes. They found greater

wealth of invertebrates suitable for fnh foxl on the

plateau, now destitute of trout, than in the valley which

contains native species. The streams cutting through

the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks are richer in aquatic

insects, crustaceans, etc., than those penetrating the lavas

of the lower elevations. Many new and interesting forms

have been taken by these explorers, and there is no longer

a doubt as to the feasibility of stocking the troutless

waters with choice Salmonidce.

Song Birds have bpen more numerous and in greater

variety in many localities this season than for many

years before. If the bird hosts have been large it might

be thought that there should be a corresponding decrease

in insect hordes. But as a matter of fact, where there

are the most birds there are also more than the usual

supply of many species of insects.

The Notes on the Winninish in our angling columns

to-day will be supplemented next week by a letter from

Mr. Maxson with further details respecting the specimens

referred bo.
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AT CLOSE OUARTERS.

A CANADIAN contributor, W. R. M., sends u3 this in-

cident of a journey in the wilds:
The nest morning at daylight, leaving our friends grop-

ing for gold in their mudhole, we tightened our knap-
Backs and compass in hand started through the woods in
the direction of the settlement where we had left our
horse. At noon we came out in an open glade, through
which a large stream rushed, foaming to the sea. There
we found an officer from the garrison at Halifax, accom-
panied by an Indian guide, busily engaged in whipping
the stream. They had secured a fine basket of trout,
some of them he assured us would weigh 31bs, each.
"Wishing him good day we plunged into the woods. An
hour's march through the dense undergrowth found us
jaded and I plodded along in a sleepy way. Suddenly I

was galvanized into life by hearing the savage bay of a
hound, Owl Ow! Nearer it came, until with a crashing
of branches a large black bear sprang out into the trail

in front of us. Startled at the sight of us he reared up on
his hind legs, a heavy trap dangling from one of his fore-
feet, and growled. One sight of his glistening teeth was
enough, and Barron climbed up a tree with neatness and
dispatch. Too frightened to follow his example I spas-
modically brought the gun to my shoulder and poured
a charge of small shot into the bear. This increased his
rage and he plunged toward me. Turning to run I trip-
ped and fell under a tree that had blown up by the roots.
Seeing two stones on which it partly rested I crawled
into the crevice, the bear making the dirt and bark fly in
bis efforts to get at me. I gave myself up for lost. After
what seemed an eternity a noble hound came tearing
through the brush. His appearance was followed by the
crack of a rifle, and the bear, with a bullet through his
head, plunged forward, throwing the dirt all over me in
his dying struggles. The hunter, a fine looking Indian,
assisted me out of the hole and without a smile gave
directions that would bring us out near our team. I for
one was glad to join it after two hours more hard travel.

CAMP LIFE ON THE MEDICINE.
"THINNER is ready !" That is a cry always attended to
XJ in c*mp.
And, behold us, seven hungry people, of all ages and

both sexes, seated around the table covered with a clean
red oilcloth, and beside each plate a Chinese napkin.
This 8*mc table, by the way, is clue to the constructive-
ness of our chef and is made of pine poles driven into the
ground with crosspieces nailed on the top ends and cov-
ered with rough pine planks. The chairs around are
made also on the ground by the same doughty hand and
are formed on the camp-stool plan, only nailed together
solidly with board backs and seats; and they are mova-
ble. Above stretches an awning, 18 or 20ft. long, cover-
ing the table and extending over the front of the large.-t

tent—the dormitory of the matron of the establishment
and her daughter M, She is the assistant chef, if indeed
she is not entitled to the first place, for she is our baker.
Off to the left a little distance, between two tall jack
pines, is the fireplace, blazing and smoking away mer-
rily. There is a huge pine back log cut from a fallen
tree, where a little gopher has his domicile, and I regret
to say, is gradually being dispossessed; and over two stout
green sticks is laid a goodly pile of Norway poles and fat
Bplit pine. A hearth has been cut squarely in the black
sandy turf of the slightly sloping spot, and over this,

under the sticks, how the coals glow! Between the jack-
pines has been nailed a strong green birch pole, and other
smaller poles have been cut into hooks to hang pots and
kettles over the fire. Reposing on some rocks is a Dutch
oven, over which M. stoops and removes a crisp, flaky,
just'browned-to-a-turn huckleberry pie; and now dinner
will begin.
The chef has outdone himself to-day broiling and fry-

ing the brook trout, which by-the-by have been caught
partly not a hundred yard3 away in Medicine Brook, run-
ning swift and clear as crystal, and cold as clear, under
its fringe of alders and hazels at hand. See the crisp
brown dainty, which the chef says weighed a pound and
a half, as he took it all resplendent with its scarlet spots
and vermilion fins, gay and gamy, from its cool, shadowy
haunt in the brook! Surely no meat could be more de-
licious. There are blueberries cooked into sauce, and
aiso uncooked, with all their delicate whity-blue bloom,
in tin dishes on the table, and also red raspberry jam,
much more highly flavored than any made from berries
grown in gardens where the soil was richer and the air
hotter and less pure. They grew on the hillside over the
bridge, perhaps five minutes' walk out of camp, to be had
for tbe picking. And M.'s fresh yeast bread, brewed and
baked on the spot, eaten with the sauce of hunger which
outdoor pine air gives in abundance, how good it is! See
also her brown nutty fried cakes—ah! they are fit for the
gods. Little Mark, of seven yenrs of age, wishes he had
the whole panful, or I can't read eyes.
To be sure, that same Dutch oven is as tricky as a mule,

according to M.'s account. She says she can't calculate
what it will do; and when she expects a neat brown crust,
and puts her coals on top of the lid and rams them under
the oven among the stones always the same way, it is

just as likely to burn in little spots like smallpox pits as
to behave properly. That is as regards pie, as Uncle
Pumblechook might say. And she maintains that cake
has the perversity of the evil one in it when that Dutch
oven gets it. It either nobs over the edges in a hopeless
gob, or rises in a burnt hill on one side, leaving the other
sobby dough. And bread is much the same as cake,
according to her. But I am bound to say all that seems
to be in her eye largely; for to us superhungry mortals
the most which comes from her hands is a toothsome
success.
Then there are canned tomatoes and other tinned fare

brought out with us, which makes our dinner something
to be envied by the pale languid beings grilling in the
nineties several hundred miles south, where we came
from. When the dessert forks are dropped—we allow
that much style along with the paper napkins as an inno-
vation of our wild life along with the red squirrels, the
chipmonk and gopher, the raven and the noisy jays, our
eamp neighbors—the table is in the identical condition
Jack Sprat's was said to be. Nothing but empty dishes
remain, yet everybody ha* had enough—even seven-year-

old Mark and I arise heavily to go our several ways. To
the matron and M. falls the duty of clearing up the
feast and washing the dishes. Not a pretty task, for
everything almost is blackened by the fat pine smoke

—

even our faces catch a share—and at last when the dish-
pan is ready to be emptied, it looks more like ink than
dish water, in spite of plenitudes of soap. But when the
crock is washed from hands and wrists, and old kid
gloves drawn on, we are ready to go blackberrying or
blueberrying, for there are, as George says, "scads and
oodles of thpm," and not far off. It is great fun to hunt
the blueberries, which in many places are very large and
the ground literally blue with them. Such a pretty fruit
as it is, and so much prized by the people up here. They
come long distances in wagons for them; and not many
days pass in which some party does not go by our camp
on the old military road passing near. The little red
squirrels, too, hunt them; and often dispute your progress
with much noisy chatter and scolding from some neigh-
boring tree. Then too the whir of the partridge wings
momentarily arrests you often, and I have counted nearly
a dozen in a covey sometimes. They seem very tame, and
will sit on a scrub oak limb quietly and look wonderingly
at you. In fact all of the creatures up here—even the
skunk, which nightly visits us, and we allow to go and
come unchallenged—seem exceedingly tame and fearless.
We were told by a visitor that there are deer in these

plains also, but none of us have spied them. There is so
much life about though I do not doubt it in the least.

One of our greatest luxuries is a copious spring, across
the brook, but sufficiently near for convenience, its water
being pure and soft and deliciously cool. Ice water would
be a superfluity with such a spring accessible. The brook
serves for cooking purposes, being nearer, and our wash-
ings are done on its grassy bank. We thought it quite
sufficient for all purposes, and congratulated ourselves on
the good fortune of having such cool pure water until
the chef, who seems to be a perfect water witch about
springs, discovered and dug out this one. Of course a
rustic bridge of poles, usually called corduroy, was thrown
over to facilitate reaching it. A few hundred yards away
are very beautiful rapids and a miniature cataract.

It is delightful after dining, when the sun is hottest on
our tents and over the almost treeless plains, to take a
book or pen and paper and seek the deep shade cast by
the Norways and tamaracks standing guard solemnly
over the turmoil of these waters. I like to sit in the seat
made beside the falls and look down its smooth, glassy,
gliding plunge into tbe resounding chasm where it tum-
bles; or glance beyond over the headlong rush of the
writhing rapids, winding under mossy cedar roots, over
and around'a miniature island, there to disappear in the
•'dim religious light," away who knows where? It is

more than picturesque, this mossy dell between high
wooded hillsides, with its many branching currents break-
ing into rapids here and there, and falling many times
over granite rocks, so beautifully clear, yet breaking now
and then into flour-like foam in the dim, cool, green-
lighted shade; and through all and above all the soothing,
full-voiced music of the waters.
M. and I took a walk lately when we discovered a lake.

One of the advantages of our position is that we can
safely take as long walks as we choose, not only with
comfort but pleasure. On this occasion we followed the
old military road to the north. Our progress was slow,
for the golden rod was in such sunshiny profusion, the
ox-eyed daisies and a small, pale, delicate wild sunflower
so plentiful; the purple asters as thick as stars in
November heavens; and there were so many scarlet ber-
ries glowing amid their green leaves on the ground

—

lovely crimson choke and sand cherries, and rose haws
and other coral like berries—how could two women help
stopping to pick them? But the cool bracing wind
thrilled us with energy like wine and literally compelled
us to go on and "get the good of it." There is such a joy
in a brisk walk against such a wind up here! You invol-
untarily fill your lungs with its pure deliciousness, throw
out your chest and brace every muscle with the happy
consciousness of life and motion. Away to our right,
as we bowled along, we caught the gleam of broader
water than little Medicine Brook and at once turned to-

ward it. It proved to be quite a litttle lake and in it

were myriads of beautiful white pond lilies. But alas!
the sedgy margin forbade near approach and our beau-
ties bloomed on untouched by us. What would we have
given for a cluster of the odorous golden-centered bunches
of snowy bloom!

We have ranged the plains from north to south for
many miles, and while doing so shrunken muscles have
filled out, pale cheeks have reddened with new blood,
and sunburn, and eyes that looked sadly enough when
they came, begin to glow with renewed vitality. And
this is due in no small measure to those vigorous walks
in the resinous pure air of these jack pine plains.
We have planned to make an excursion to the roaring

falls of the Pesthigo River, five or six miles away. The
three men of our party walked it not long ago, but M.
and I must go with Van Keuren, the man who brought
us out. The glowing accounts brought us of fine bold
scenery and a fall of 60ft. have fired our imaginations,
and we shall not be satisfied to "go out," as the phrase is

here, without beholding it.

Our Chippewa and Pottowatomie neighbors, who
camped a mile north of us, and who came so often singly
or in pairs past camp, have gone, and I really miss the
tinkling bells of their little ponies and the novelty of
their brown faces. They were infinitely more pictur-
esque and interesting, with always a dash of scarlet
somewhere about their dress, than the squalid moss-
backs of the country, who drag a miserable wagonload of
women and tow-headed children along usually, and
nearly always stall on the bit of bad road up the steep
bank edging the plain above and beyond our camp.

I must not neglect to state that our little community is

quite communal. There is a distinct division of duties,
however, and each individual "goes at" and discharges
his or her functions daily in an orderly and thorough
manner. The xhef fishes for trout, sometimes going
miles and staying away for hours. I have before ob-
served that the chef cooks his fish; and he frequently gets
breakfast, making then most phenomenal flapjacks.
Then, too, he partly prepares wood and brings up water.
These, besides a general oversight, comprise his duties.
G. loves to cut and bring in wood, and helps M. bake, and
both of us get dinner. It is the matron's nart to see to
the cosy beds and air the pillows and blankets, and she
actually has a broom with which she keeps fcLe-saored

space set apart for domestic purposes clean of chips and
trash. N. is general assistant in ordinary, and even little
Mark goes to the spring for water and the butter and fish
bucket. So, barring roughened hands and sunburned
face?, we are a sight worth seeing in our little canvas
hamlet, albeit our raiment might be fresher from the
tailor and dressmaker, and perhaps the washerwoman
also.

Before closing, let me state that we are in what is known
as the Thunder River country, about fourteen miies west
of Middle Inlet, an obscure station of the Milwaukee &
Northern Railroad. From that point we were brought
here by E. H. Van Keuren, who very plainly shows his
Net herland origin both in looks and cleverness. He and
his two good white horses take M. and me out next Thurs-
day, and the canvas village by the brook will vanish.
The skunk and the porcupine can enter in and possess the
land they seem so much to covet; the silver-voiced wood
thrush will whistle to silence in the dawn; the tents will
have been folded, and some of us go forth in the wilder-
ness to fish and hunt and some return to civilization,

August 17. MES. M. E. Banta.

TRAPPING DAYS.
IV.—THE PRESENTIMENT.

FOR a few years after the great massacre of 1862 the
trapping grounds along the western plains of Min-

nesota and the eastern edge of Dakota were unoccupied
by either race. Warlike expeditions of both whites and
reds passed and repassed, but no one troubled the furred
animals, and in consequence their numbers increased
amazingly. When the writer joined the little band of
venturesome trappers, who were beginning to encroach
upon the debatable ground, the multitude of furred ani-
mals which swarmed everywhere along the shores of
sloughs, lakes and streams, was a constant source of sur-
prise; and the temptation to venture further and still

further out into the wilderness, where the prow of the
trapper's boat had never parted the wild rice or the rushes
of the sloughs, was very great. Asa consequence, while
the fate of some was never known, others who returned
in safety had adventures to relate, ranging all the way
from laughable comedy to deepest tragedy.
One of my acquaintances, a tenderfoot from Pennsyl-

vania, while trapping some twelve miles southeast of the
big bend of the Dhs Moines River, found a silver watch
on the prairie; and on looking around in the grass found
a man's boot containing the bones of the leg and foot of
tine unfortunate wearer; and immediately the timid ten-
derfoot, taking alarm at the gruesome sight, bolted for
home, and neither the entreaties nor the jeers of his
partner were sufficient to move him again beyond the line
of the settlements. Those who heard ihis story supposed
that the victim of whom traces had thus been discovered
must have been one Frost, a trapper who disappeared
some years previously, and who^e anxious partner, Friend,
in a careful search for the missing man. found only his
track in the sand of a lake shore alongside the moccasin
track of an Indian who had evidently followed him.
A party of three trappers from Spirit Lake, Iowa, drove

northwest to the east shore of La£e Okabena, and as
night was approaching they stopped the team and began
looking for a suitable camping ground for the night. As
one of the party advanced some three hundred yards in
front of the wagon, and neared the edge of a ravine, he
heard just in front of him and apparently at the bottom
of the ravine a low murmuring sound, as of human voices
in low conversation, and knowing well that there were
no white men ahead of his own party, he turned without
standing upon the order of his going and hurried back to
the wagon, where a few words of explanation fixed the
attention of the whole party to the shortest route for
home. As they turned the horses' heads toward home,
all eyes were riveted upon the bank of the ravine behind,
and 'the driver in bis haste turned the horses around too
quickly, the front wheel struck the scorch-iron of the
wagon box, and one of the party who afterward related
the adventure, remarked that he never heard so little a
thing make so frightful a racket, adding that he could
not have been worse scared had the savages really killed
him. Ira mediately at the sound the head of an Indian
appeared above the grass of the ridge next the ravine,
and quickly disappeared. No further developments were
waited for, but the frightened trappers retreated without

|
drawing rein until the village was regained just before

i daylight. A party prepared for war returned next day
j in search of the Indians, but though their trail was fol-

( lowed for a longdistance, atone point on which evidences
i were found that the savages had killed an elk but a few
' hours in advance of the coming of the party, all trace of
f the wretches was finally lost.

, It may be asked why the trappers were not willing to
meet the savages, man for man, on equal terms. To this
it can be truthfully replied that they were, but that while
the wants of the savage were bountifully supplied by the
open hand of an entirely too generous Government, which
enabled him to live in a state of luxury, of which before
the coming of the white man he had no conception, the
trapper belonged to the unfortunate race which, taxed to

keep the Indians in idleness, was also obliged to provide
for the wants of their own dependent ones; and at no time
of his necessary daily toil in the pursuit of furred animals
was he, or could he be, ready for war while loaded with
the cares and the implements of necessary toil.

He was a man of too good sense to carry around with
him the loaded revolver of the city rough and professional
coward—the weapon which never did hit the right party
—and his only weapons were the shotgun , used to kill

furred animals, and his pocket knife used in skinning
them. He understood perfectly that any wandering
savage intent on murder, and armed with the gun issued
to him by the United States Government, who should
find one of his mink traps set on the shore of some lonely
slough, had only to walk thirty yards to leeward of the
trap and secret himself in the grass to get the easiest kind
of a "drop" on him; and he went into such places in pur-
suit of necessary wealth for the same reason that the
whaler braves the perils of the polar seas, and urged by
tbe same motives that impel man, the creatures of wants
and cares, to court danger and confront death every-
where.
When the writer first went out in search of trapping

ground, in 1864, he traveled with an elder brother intent
upon the same mission, and as all the country northwest
of Spirit Lake, Iowa, was regarded as unsafe, and as small
war parties of Sioux raided the frontier occasionally for
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some years afterward, a sharp look-out was kept continu-
ally, and every precaution taken to prevent surprise.

As' did many others, we made a summer trip to examine
the different localities arid select a suitable trapping
ground, in order that valuable time might not he wasted
in such a search when the fur was "prime."
A preliminary trip, extending from the village to the

shores of Graham Lake, thence southwest to Okabena
and back, was made, and still we remained undecided
and concluded to make another trip up the left bank of

the Des Moines River, where at length, on the shores of

Lost and Fish Lakes, the indications of fur seemed abun-
dant enough to warrant us in selecting these lakes with
their outlying sloughs as the scene of our coming toil

;

and well pleased with the outlook we camped for the
night on the southeast shore of Fish Lake. While we
planned for my brother to drive across the prairie to the
eastward ou the following morning to the town of Man-
kato, Min., for necessary supplies for the coming fall

campaign, it was arranged that the writer should next
day examine more thoroughly the scene of our future
operations, and should leave, abundant sign of our inten-

tion to claim the locality as a trapping ground, which
would secure us from intrusion from others of the guild;

and then camping alone on the river bank the following
night he should proceed next day on foot back to the set-

tlements.
It was a lovely evening, still and fair; and as the harvest

moon slowly climbed the eastern sky the blankets were
spread upon the grass a few rods distant from the wagon,
while the horses, picketed near by, cropped the rich grass
of the prairie, and all nature seemed breathed upcn. by
the spirit of love and peace.

I remained seated by the camp-fire after my brother
had retired to eujoy a smoke, and while seated alone in
front of the cheei ful blaze, I became gradually aware of

a feeling of strange uneasiness and apprehension, for

which 1 could find no warrant, and which seemed grad-
ually to be deepening and growing more intense. Let
me explain that I hav« not the slightest faith in nor sym-
pathy for the whole vulgar trumpery of ghost or witch-
craft business, and have no words emphatic enough to

express my contempt for the whole wretched trash.

Witch legends Konald scorned; ghost, kelpie, wraith,

And all the trumpery of vulgar faith!

Here, however, was a new sensation; a something so
entirt-ly different from anything ever before experienced
that T was simply dazed; and rising to my feet 1 walked
around the fiie, glanced at the ponies peacefully gather-
ing the green herbage and giving no indication of
approaching danger, and finally, while still uneasy and
utterly perplexed, I lay down by brother's side to sleep.

Sleep was irnposible. "Best I could not; and the thought
of possible danger from wandering Sioux began to haunt
me, although a moment's reflection upon the fact that we
had just returned untroubled from an expedition to

ground much nearer the Indian country, and far more
exposed than the shore of the peaceful little lake on which
we were now camped, seemed to render the suggestion
an absurd one. Yet, still the possibility troubled me, and
I reflected that while in accordance with my invariable
custom when in the wilderness my own gun and ammu-
nition were under the edge of my blanket, my brother's

weapon lay in the wagon, while he himself believed in

possible S oux only when he saw them.
A-hamed to confess the growing apprehension which

now fairly tortured me and forced me to address him, I

shook him by the shoulder and asked him, "Where is

your gun, Ike?"
'In the wagon," he sleepily answered.
"Why don't you put it under your bed and keep it dry?

You'll want to shoot a duck or goose in the morning and
your gun won't go because the cap is wet with dew. Go
and get it and keep it by you."
"Let the gun alone," he rejoined crossly.

"Look here, Isaac," I persisted, "if you don't get your
gun 1 will."

"What is the matter with you?" he answered, raising
himself up on one elbow and staring into my face. "If
you must have the gun here before you are satisfied, I

suppose I can get it," he continued, rising up and getting
the gun, which he placed under the edge of his blanket
and again lay down to sleep.

Again I tried to compose myself to restand still I found
sh-ep impossible, while the feeling of dread of impending
and namehss evil lessened not at all; and again I rose and
scattered the brands of our decaying camp-fire, and
tramped into the blackness of darkness the last spark of
light.

Once more I retired to my bed. and soon the strange
sensation lessened and passed gradually away, and was
followed by the peaceful sleep enjoyed by the lover of
the open air; and the morning dawned sweetly upon the
silent prairie. After breakfast my brother departed for
Mankato, and I wandered over the ground making the
necessary signs; and camping alone on the river next
night, walked down to the settlements the day following,
wondering continually what could have caused the
strange uneasiness, the like of which had never before
(and has never since) agitated me.
Rpaching the house of a friend, the first news I heard

was the tale of blood just received from the settlements
on Elm Creek (of whicn Fish Lake is the source), of the
depredations of a war party of Sioux in search of scalps
and horses, and which, on the very night of my troubled
slumber on the shore of the lonely lake, had passed us
hy, and appeared next morning at the Elm Creek settle-

ment, where a man and boy were murdered and several
horses taken, which were never recovered.
My brother, returning from Mankato, told me that he

had gone only about a mde after leaving me, when he
came into a trail in the heavy dew, which came from the
direction of the north shore of the lake upon which we
h <d been encamped; and as it went in his direction he
followed it for some miles before reaching the Mankato
road, where he turned off more to the northward, and
not until he had followed it for quite a distance did he
find out what made it. Growing thirsty, he stopped at a
small lake to get a drink, when he noticed that one of

the party in front of him had at this point turned off on
the same errand, and in the sol t ground of the lake shore
the small moccasin track was plainly seen, as was also

the print of his hands and kees in the mud where he had
knei led to drink,
Whether or no the stamping out of the last embers of

our camp-fire secured the siumberers of the lonely camp

from the gaze of murderous eyes, I know not. One
thing I know, that the sensation of that night, if ever
again repeated, will not be suffered to pass unheeded.

Orin Belknap.

BREEDING HABITS OF DARTERS.
Occasional Observations on the Fishes in the Aquaria of the U.S.

Fish Commission.

DURING April and May a number of spawnings of the
"tessellated" darter (Boleosoma olmstedi) and the

rainbow darter (Pcecilichthys cceruleus) were observed.
The eggs of the tessellated darter were deposited on the
under surface of stones, or on the sides of them, where
one leaned against the sides or back of the aquarium, or
against another stone. The eggs were deposited in a
single irregular layer over an area of about one by three
inches. They were about the size and appearance, and
were deposited in the same manner, as those of the com-
mon sunfish. The great activity and the brilliant color-
ation of the male, which is perhaps one of the most sober-
hued of the darter family ordinarily, differing but little
from the female, were very conspicuous.
The spawning was effected by passing up and down

over the surface chosen until all the eggs were extruded
and adhering to the stone. They undoubtedly pair, for
although all the males would be in a state of great excite-
ment and would endeavor to join in the operation they
were invariably driven away by the successful male, who
would dart at them furiously, with open mouth and fins
quivering with excitement, the color increasing in in-
tensity. The male guards the eggs during incubation

,

retaining the brilliant color until that duty is over. Dur-
ing this period his vigilance is incessant and every fish is

driven from the vicinity of the nest.
The markings on the fins become at this period, on the

males, very bright and distinct, and add more to its orna-
mental appearance than the brighter colorations do to

other species. The nuptial coloration is a mingling of
delicate and indefinable shades of blue and green, with
bronze and iridescent effects, which, with the striking
effect produced by the markings, make it at this time
perhaps as beautiful as any of the family, if not so gor-
geously colored.
The rainbow-darter, also called "blue darter," "soldier-

fisb," etc., is probably not found east of the Allegheny
Mountains. It is one of the most highly colored species
of the family. The prominent colors are red, yellow,
orange, blue and green, arranged in conspicuous patches
or regular patterns of the most striking character. These
fish in the aquaria are from the vicinity of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Neosho, Mo., and correspond perfectly in color.

They do not, however, wholly correspond with Jordan and
Gilbert's description in Bulletin 16 of the U. S. National
Museum, although more so than to any other species
there described. Unless of another species it would indi-

cate a very considerable degree of variability in the colora-

tion. Jordan and Gilberts's color description is as follows:
Males olivaceous, tessellated above, the spots running
together into blotches; back without black lengthwise
stripes, sides with about 12 indigo-blue bars running
obliquely downwards and backwards, most distinct

behind, separated by bright orange inter-spaces; caudal
fin deep orange, edged with bright blue; anal fin orange,
with deep blue in front and behind; soft dorsal chiefly

orange, blue at base and tip; spinous dorsal crimson at
base, then orange, with blue edgings; ventrals deep in-

digo; cheeks blue, throat and breast orange.

The specimens herein described differ considerably
from this description in color, viz: Spinous dorsal, lower
half deep brick red with a line of lemon color arranged
in a series of arches on the membrane just above the
back; a lemon-color line also at the upper margin of the
dark brick red arranged in reverse order to the lower
one; that is, with the concavity upward, the upper half

of the fin being a very deep indigo blue. Soft dorsal an
artistically arranged pattern of green, blue, yellow
and light brick red, difficult to describe. Ventral and
anal fins with broad band of pale blue (becoming deeper
at times of greatest excitement) at base and tips, with
broad central band of deepest indigo blue; pectoral fins

transparent, yellow at base; caudal transparent, bordered
with dusky and pale blue; a blue blotch across the nape;
breast with small orange spot; a lemon-yellow dash
around the throat. This species is more addicted to

perching about on plants near the top of the water and
its movements are very birdlike. In spawning frequently

a place would be apparently selected among plants for

the purpose, to which they would invariably return after

chasing about the aquarium for some time. As with the

tessellated darter, there was undoubtedly a mating,

although usually two or three other males would be hov-

ering near and frequently making rushes to join the

female, in which tney were invariably defeated and
driven away by the chosen male. At times the spawn-
ing would take place among the pebbles on the bottom
of the tank, the female dragging herself along in a quiv-

ering manner, the male pressing closely alongside of her,

and other males following closely in the rear evidently

bent on assisting in the fertilization of the eggs. All the

fish not actually engaged in the spawning were evidently

in a state of great excitement, and followed after, eating

the eggs as fast as they were deposited. As the tessellated

darters were much the larger the eggs could hardly have
been protected from them, although many smaller fish,

notably the four-spined stickleback, under like circum-

stances would attack anything without regard to size. It

is probable that in a wholly natural condition the eggs

are deposited on the under or protected sides of stones,

where they would be more easily guarded. In fact in

some cases the females would remove the sand from
beneath a part of small stones on the bottom, and would
remain ensconsedin the shelter thus made, but no spawn-

ing was observed in such situations by this species, the

preference appearing to be for the denser masses of plants,

high up, or among the pebbles on the bottom. That of

the tessellated darter was wholly on the protected sides of

stones, but their presence in the same tank may
have interfered with the natural habits of the others.

The quick, jerky, energetic, climbing and darting

movements oi both species are much like those of squirrels,

or of the nut-hafccb.es,

Buffalo Cross Breeds.—Oxford, Neb., Sept. 8.—
Editor Foi^est and Stream: Gustave Cole, a ranchman
who lives near this place, has four buffaloes in domesti-
cation. He has also one half-breed calf, dropped last
spring, by a domestic cow. Cole has crossed the buffalo
bull on 13 of his cows, in the last three years, but 12 of
them died before calving. This must be owing to some
individual characteristic of Cole's bull, for, if my memory
serves me correctly, both Mr. Jones, of Garden Citv,
Kan., and Mr. Bpdson, of Manitoba, have been succesful
in producing half-breeds from domestic cows. Am i not
right?—G. 0. Shields. |Mr. Jones has successfully bred
such crosses.]

Snake Bite.—Suncook, N. EL, Sept. 3.—In late copies
of your paper quite a number of correspondents have
had their say in regard to a remedy for snake bite. The
writer goes barefooted in the swamps and timber on fish-

ing or hunting excursions, and in this way named pro-
tects his life from toe venomous stings of snakes: He
takes the cast-off skin of the rattlesnake or black snake
and places the same in a little bag with some common
soap, then washes himself all over, using the bag as a
sponge. It acts as a vaccination against the poison and
must be done yearly to secure full immunity against
their poisonous fangs.—H. W.

kme §dg mid 0mj.

CARPENTER'S CAMP.
COLD, gray, bare Elk Creek Mountain stands a lonely

sentinel in the heart of the great wilderness of cen-
tral Colorado. Only the professional hunter has scaled
its rugged sides or explored its black can ms. From afar
the tie-choppers have seen it and have planned a trip for
elk and deer before they commenced to float. But the
journey has always been too long and the time too
short. In the clefts of the rocks the snow lies deep and
as it melts little streams trickle clown through the
mountain mahoganies, the pifion pines and the spruces.
The rills unite. Here is Elk Creek, wild, pathless, and
Soap Creek, along which winds the alniost-forgetten Lead-
ville trail, and here is that beautiful brook, unseen, un-
heard, unknown, save as it makes its last leap—graceful
Chipeta Falls.

Under the spruces, under the willows, where the mimu-
lus, the smilacina, the larkspur nod to the smiling waters,
the Rio Grande trout, black-spotted and lithe, plays with
his cousin Salvelinus fontinalis, the lat'er already be-
coming abundant in the waters where it has been intro-

duced. Down the creek they swim into the deep, dash-
ing Gunnison, swim and find the world too large, their

cousins, the Utah trout, too fierce. So they return to the
icy waters of the mountains. And the Utah trout chases
the minnows and its smaller relatives, hunts helgramites
and leaps at flies, swims down the Gunnison until that
stream meets the Grand and then turns back. It, too,

has a larger, a red-throated, cousin that here is called the

salmon.
I am high up on Elk Creek Mountain, looking away to

the south and west, and I follow the waters, though I see

them not, for hundreds of miles through meadows and
canons to the muddy Colorado, and, as I close my eyf s, I

can see yet more. I can see through that mighty chasm
that the river has cut for itself beyond the hot, barren
plains of Yuma, past GUymar with its feverish swamps
and Mazatlan with its silvery, Spanish chimes, out to the

broad, purple Pacific. In fact, I rather believe that my
astral body, that should have been locating bighorns or

grizzlies while I slept, went wool-gathering amid the

limes, the citrons and the orchids of the Spanish main.
Is not that the way with all of us who love the rod and
gun? Is it not the first premonition that we are growing
old that we dream of that which is behind us? We anti-

cipate, to be sure we do, but wTe realize that nothing can
quite equal the pleasures of last year, of a decade, of a
score of years ago. We live again our former lives, but
without the hardships, the pains, the bitterness that they
knew, and I am inclined to think that the sweetest part
of life is that in which we travel to the sunset land.

All this by way of reverie while I wait for the sheep
that are above, the elk that are below or the silver-tip

that may be just the other side of that rock. Old! Who
said anything about growing old? One breath of such air

and I am good for miles of mountain climbing. Dim-
eyed! I can see from the mountain of the Holy Cross far

beyond the Ouray cliffs. For five hours I have been
climbing. The rest of the party are somewhere about the

mountain. Every moment I expect to hear the crack of

a rifle. While I wait I would sleep, but I cannot. I can
only doze. This icy mountain air beats upon me.
Mountain air is never still.

How came we here? This takes me to the point from
which I should have started. Last evening, as the new
moon went below the hill, I was smoking the peace-pipe

with Jack Carpenter. Jack is several years my junior,

and thinks that what he does not know about trout lim-

ing is not wOTth knowing. We had been together for two
hours just before supper, he using fish eves for bait and a

bob, while I stuck to coachman and grizzly- king. Seeing

that he was out of luck, I offered him the use of another

outfit that I had left at the house, and as he mumbled his

thanks I caught a woid that sounded very much like

"damphoolishness." Thereupon a slight coolness arose

between us, which was not assuaged by my taking home
eleven red-throated trout while he had but two to his

credit. We were smoking when there was the clatter of

hoofs down the Soap Creek trail, the splash at the ford,

the stop to open the only gate on the ranch, and Jack's

paternal was before us. He threw the loosened MoCarty
to his hopeful and made use of a few choice expre.-sions

known only to the vocabulary of a Western mountaineer.

We knew that something was up and his deliberation was
tantalizing. But patience had its own reward. The
hunting knife came from his boot, the Climax from his

hip pocket. Seating himself on a nail keg he thus be-

gan:
"Durn my skin, if this ain't the wust luck yit."

"So, pap?" said Jack, utterly forgetful of the buckskin

mare.
"Thar's tew colts dead up to the head o' the cre-uck.

Some blanked mounta-ain lion's killed 'em, an' one ain't

been dead more'n tew hours."

«'9o, pap?"
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"Shec up, duni ye. An' thar's six or seven ka-ows an'
heifers layin' up thar; been eatin' that ar blue weed what
the man last summer called h-h— . Go! durned hard luck,
stranger, durned hard lack."

"Ya'as, Jeezns, pretty tough on yer, but it's nuthin' to
what yer mam an' me went thru' nigh on to forty years
ago." The voice was that of the patriaich of the family.
He had come to the door to get full particulars and to en-
courage his son to bear up under the weighty misfor-
tune.
"Ef I could git up to Gunnison a,nd git some strych-

nine I'd hev a lot of bar scalps and hides, but pizen ain't
no good fur lions."

"So, pap!" This time the kid wanted to corroborate.
"Shet up, you lazy whelp. I'll break every bone in

your ." But the boy and the mare wore
making tracks for the corral, and before Jack returned,
the Carpenters and I had made our plans for a hunt and
trap for three or four days, I had come for trout and to
toe this was an unexpected pleasure, as I had not had a
rifle in my hand for three years.
The Carpenters were born hunters. Half a century

ago the old man hunted the black bear in the mouutains
of North Carolina. Thirty-five years ago, with his wife
and the then youthful Jeems, he journeyed across the
plains to Utah and embraced the Mormon 'faith. He in-
tended to settle down on a little farm and raise hops, al-.

falfa and potatoes, go to meeting on Sundays and pay his
tithing. But what was innate could not be entirely eradi-
cated, so after a few years Jeems married, Mary Ann
died and the old man gave his farm to the boy, should-
ered his rifle and lived a life of solitude and strange ad-
venture. Then Jack was born and Jeems began to desert
his home and take long trips into the mountains, return-
ing with plenty of pelts and hides, which when converted
into shining double eagles, burned big holes in his pock-
ets. The old man, they always called him "Pap," and I
don't know that he had any other name, built a cabin on
Soap Creek, and when the railroad was built Jeems and
his wife joined him. The three men pretended to raise
a little corn for the stock. The summers were so short
and they planted it so late that it was always u*ed for
green fodder. The lonely woman did the housework and
looked after the little vegetable patch, so different from
the beautiful gardens she had known in Utah Valley.
Jack should have helped her, but when he was not fish-
ing he was up the creek after deer. Long after I wrapped
my blankets about me and lay down in the haystack I
nursed the strange stories that "Pap" had told and—

"Git up, you lazy cusses. Mam's done got breakfust
nigh cooked an' you uns aint got life enough to git aout
o' the sua."
Jeems was stretching matters a little, as it was yet gray

dawn and "powerful" cold. But we were dressed in less
time than it takes to tell it. Mrs. G^penters coffee and
flapjacks were duly appreciated. The packing was a
longer job. We took six horses. Three of them were
pack animals, and poor Jack, being the youngest and
toughest of the bipeds, had to walk. He might have had
a pack saddle, but if his early experience was anything like
mine any other locomotion would be preferable. The old
man, in spite of his five-and-sixty years, was the most
enthusiastic of the party and assured us that he was quite
a boy again.

At 6 o'clock we started for the head of the creek, Jeems
leading, I second, the old man next and Jack with the
pack-train bringing up the rear. Slowly we wound
across the pasture lot, as stony as any New England hill-
side, out into the natural meadow where the grasses were
browning under the August sun, up into the narrow
canon. The trail was rough. It was never more than
10yds. from the brook. Sometimes it was fringed with
willows, and our steeds would stumble over the holes of
skunks, rnuskrats and similar varmint. Again it was
among the aspens, and we saw where some brave stag
last night had made his bed, and now we went under the
cold dark spruces, and the black walls of rock on either
side made it seem as though we had stepped both into
winter and into night. The air was oppressively still, but
the brook laughed on and the tops of the spruces reached
away into the sunlight, and up there we could hear the
squirrels chattering one to the other. About our feet
were mouldy decaying logs, and there were bones of
animals that had died by the sparkling water long before
the white man invaded the primeval solitude. Side by
side lay the cast-off antlers of the wapiti and the skull of
the bear, and over and about them twined the purple
vetch, and the bleaching skeletons were veiled in long-
plumed clematis, and from the rotten logs soft mosses
and more delicate lichens drew their life.

Thus far we had seen no animal life excepting a few
song birds and the white tail of a hare that consideratelv
got out of the way and allowed us to pass. But now I
cast my eye up and on a brown limb, about 20ffc. from the
ground, sat a brown bird. I recognized the solitary male
in an instant and wondered what he was doing in such a
position at this time of day and season of the year. Still
I did not study long. I had the only shotgun in the party,
so I dismounted and handed the reins to the old man. An
instant afterward there was a shot, and flash of feathers
and a thud. The squirrels set up a chattering that must
have been heard a mile. As usual Jack forgot his duties
and ran forward to pick up the game which lay at my
feet. "Humph!" said he, "it's nothing but one o' them
ar bi-own sage hens."

"It's a typical dusky grouse," said I, but Jack was run-
ning frantically down the trail to stop one of his equine
charges. Ab we rode along, he astride of the bedding,
for his unusual exertions had been too much for him, I

enlightened him as to the distinguishing marks of Cen-
trocercus and Dendragapus. I am afraid my lesson was
wasted, for, as I passed forward, I heard something about
folks that are "too gol darned smart to call things by
their right names."
At 9 o'clock we had come 14 miles. It had been a hard

ride, but the hardest was yet before us. The canon
opened into a little park. There was an old beaver dam
at this point and I begged for an hour's rest, upon which
I knew Jeems had already determined. Packs were laid
upon the ground, cinches loosened and we had an oppor-
tunity to stretch ourselves. Jeems said we were going
too high up for fishing. Nevertheless I had put a few
Nos. 8 and 6 hooks and a line in my pocket. A willow
sapling and a grasshopper completed the outfit. The
water was low and clear. Peering through the bushes I
could see half a dozen little trout sunning themselves. I

The sapling stretched out over the stream. The grass-

'

hopper fluttered slowly toward the water. It never
touched it. There was a flash, a splash, and an 8in.
specimen lay quivering on the bank. Seven of his com-
panions were strung beside him, when a shout gave notice
that the cavalcade was ready to cont inue their peregrina-
tions. The party supposed that I was sleeping and my
trophies were greeted with a shout. Dinner was secured.
For supper we must depend upon our rifles.

Oh, the misery of that two hours' climb! The canon
narrowed. The trees were left below, and there was
nothing but the. bare rocks and the water that separated
them. We made our way up to the mesa and then be-
neath the hot sun, amid sage brush and scrub oaks, we
straggled on, making a beeline for the peak, while the
stream took a wide detour. At length it was over. We
saw the green canon line bending in our direction. Then
we saw the opening where the poison larkspur grew and
the slaughtered colt. The wind came from the snow
banks. Elk Creek Mountain was above. The little
brook was scarcely a yard wide. Under the pine3 we
stopped, threw ourselves on the ground, drank long and
deep of the icy waters, and then made camp. This was
not a difficult task as the cabin was already built and
provided with cooking utensils. The Carpenters u-=ed it

on their hunting expeditions and on the annual "round
up," though in this region they gathered in no other
horses and cattle than their own. We knew our parts.
Jack looked after the horses and transferred their loads
to the cabin, Pap cleaned the fish and grouse, Jeems
made the bread, while I built the fire, and manipulated
the frying pan and coffee pot. Jack thought he was
having an easy time, but the hour of retribution came
after dinner, when I flatly declared that the dishes and
utensils must be washed or I wouldn't eat another meal
in camp, and Master Jack was unwillingly set to work.
Then the three men started to build a bear trap, and I
took my rifle and wandered up and around the moun-
tain, out of sight and sound of my companions. So, by
a circuitous route, as old Caesar would say, I reached
the spot at which I commenced this story.
There is a mystic subtle spell about these magnificent

mountain distances that the dwellers by the seashore
cannot appreciate. The foreground and its detail are
lost to view, and there is a succession of heaped-up rolling
of billows that spread away a hundred miles or more,
green, gray, purple and blue, earth aud skyline lost in
space. How restful it is! I do not know how I took my
eyes from the scene before me and looked down into the
canon below. A slowly moving streak of tawny gray
arrested my attention. It was not more than 75yds.
away, a Lynx maculatus, bent upon some death-dealing
errand, for it crawled and crouched and now and again
lifted its head to scent its quarry. My rifle was brought
to bear upon it, but I would give it another 50yds. It
stopped. The great tail switched nervously; the body
trembled. I saw nothing but the great cat. There was
a parting of the sarvice berries. A doe and half-grown
fawn were on their feet and bounding up the opposite
bank. The lion sprang. It would have been a moment's
job for him to have caught them, but as he leaped I fired,
aiming sufficiently high, as I thought, to catch him in
mid-air. I was so interested in waiting to see his second
leap that I forgot the deer until it was too late to secure
them. The second jump was a long time coming, and I
was about ready to descend from my shelf, when there
was the most unearthly yowling and spitting down in
the bushes. That beast acted exactly like a domestic cat
in a fit. By and by he cooled down a little and walked
this way and that in a most defiant manner, as though
trying to find out what struck him. Fortunately he
never learned, for as he stood there with his broad side to
the mountain, sniffing and irresolute, a little less than
300 grains of lead got inside of his ribs and he dropped in
his tracks. When I felt certain that he was quite dead I
examined his head and found that the first ball had struck
the base of the skull and glanced forward to the ear. It
must have produced a temporary paralysis.
The Carpenters took no notice of my shots, so I wan-

dered back to camp in a most exalted frame of mind and
related the exploit. Jack thought that no one but a "ten-
derfoot" would have lost the deer; but I cared nothing
for his insinuations. However, he was willing enough to
go with me and spcure the fur and head. Jeems was
overjoyed, and declared that I might live with him a
month and he would never charge me a cent for board.
But time was getting late. The sun was sloping to the

wpst and venison must be procured; so the old man and
Jeems started in one direction, while Jack and I took a
pack horse and also our rifles and went back for the spoils
of war. The horse snorted and plunged a little as he
came to the carcas*, but that was all we had for excite-
ment. When once more at the hut, I stretched the skin
and then made the fire and prepared to welcome the wan-
derers.

My hands were in the dough and Jack was watering
the live stock, when a shot close by made me look up.
There they were on the hill not a quarter of a mile away.
The old man was coolly recharging the muzzleloader
that he would not exchange for the finest express ever
made, and Jeems was jumping down into a little arroya,
from which he threw up the carcass of a yearling buck.
It took but a minute to dress it and each bore a hind-
quarter into camp.
We thought of dragging the remainder of the deer to

where the dead cattle lay, but unless we dragged it along
the trail that the bears we*-- customed to take it would
do no good. Wr w __i a iterward glad thatwe let it alone.
While I had been out on my lion hunt my partners had
arranged a place of concealment near the cattle, and the
bears were sure to be around between 8 and 10 o'clock.
After supper we went to the ambuscade, and before dark
I had a pretty fair idea of the ground. The cattle had
come down to drink and had eaten the larkspur that is

so common on moist uplands. Then they had wandered
back toward the mesa, and as they reached the open and
began to climb their strength failed. They were from
thirty to fifty yards from the water, and two clumps of
willows near the brook had been chosen as our posts. A
little mound had been thrown up behind which two of us
could lie, and if bruin charged he would probably go clear
over us and into the water. The wind was in our favor.
Each party could view the entire field. We had upward
shots, and, as the ground about the cattle and along the
bears' trail to the mountain had not been walked over, we
believed that the whole family would come to the feast.

Jack and his grandeire lay behind one bush, Jeems and I

behind the other, We hardly dared whisper to each

other, much less smoke; so I silently borrowed a mouth-
ful of Cdmax. As I am not a chewist, it had the effect of
producing a profuse perspiration and of keeping me quiet
for at least an hour.

It was late twilight. In a couple of hours the moon
would be gone. The only sounds were the rippling of the
brook and the sigh of the night hawk. Jeems poked me
with his elbow and laid his ear to the ground. There was
a slow, heavy tread not over a quarter of a mile away.
We got up and peered between the willows out upon the
sidehill where the moonlight fell. There was a crackling
of the sage brush, a sniffing of the air and a dark object
came into view about 100yds. away. The other party had
been warned to let the first shotcome from us, and jeems
determined to await developments. Bear No. 1 advanced
without hesitation to the first carcass, nosed it a little,

and then made a critical inspection of the field, finally
selecting his meat and commencing to eat. \ve would
have fired, but, before he lay down to his task No. 2 ap-
peared on the scene. We took them for young cinnamon.
No. 1 growled and bristled up for a fight, and for a
moment it seemed as though there would be a scrimmage,
but No. 2 knew his rival and did not provoke him. He
selected a carcass some distance away, and after taking a
great bite would stand up for a second and look at No. 1,
who, all unconcerned, was gorging himself at a great rate.
He quartered toward us.
"Now is your chance," whispered Jeems. It was proba-

ble that Pap and Jack already had their rifles trained on
No. 2 and were only waiting for us to give the signal.
Jeems was ready in case my trembling hand failed to
make a proper hit. He did not shoot. Bruin was only
40yds. away, and when he received the ball he just rose
on his haunches, turned his head toward U3 and fell back.
No. 2 started and evidently had made up his mind to
emigrate, hut a reminder from Jack, that broke his
fore shoulder, induced him to hunt the cause of the dis-
turbance. I wanted Jeems to settle his cise, but mv part-
ner declared that bruin was "Pap's meat," so I was not
surprised to see the old man step from cover, draw the
angry brute's attention, and give him a good center shot
that laid him out if it did not result in instant death.

Still they waited. I did not believe that we would see
any more bears, but Jeems said that in the short hours
before the moon sank we might get one that had not been
alarmed by the shooting. I was woefully sleepy, and was
dozing when there was another nudge in the side. I
started to speak, when a sharp "hist" brcueht me to my
senses. From the sage-brush came a crackling that indi-
cated more than a single bear. The moon was just dis-
appearing, and in another five minutes there would be
nothing but starlight, which is not very satisfactory in a
canon, k great big hog came shuffling and grumbling
into the foreground. No! It was a she-bear, and behind
her were two lively cubs. We would not wait an instant
longer than was necessary for this shot. What? Sure as
fate she sees or smells the dead bear! Up the hill Khe
turns and the cubs run squealing beside her. Crack! Crack!
Pap and Jack have stopped her. Crack! Jeems drops one
of the cubs, but this arouses all the fire in the mother.
She is sore hit, but she saw the last flash and she
makes for our cover. I blaze away but overshoot. Pop!
pop! pop! Jeems is pumping lead over and about her as
fast as he can work the lever, but all to no purpose.
Jeems stands up. He cannot see her but he knows that
she will be here in an instant. Crash? snap! The willows
break like straws. A pair of angry eyes are on a level
with ours. The hot breath is in our faces. Bang! Jeems
jumps to one side, I took the other, but not in time to
save my ankle from a horrible wrench as I pulled it away
from the prostrate body of our dead foe. The second cub
must have been uninjured, for we heard it making tracks
for the mountains, aud nothing but pitch darkness pre-
vented our settiug out for him."

"Forty dollars bounty money, fifty dollars for hides, a
lion and plenty of meat ain't such a bad day's work,"
quoth Jeems as we rolled ourselves in our blankets and
lay down to pleasant dreams.
Any man who goes into the mountains to rest and

there joins a hunting expedition will do considerable
sleeping after he returns to his accustomed avocation.
There is a strain of nervous excitement and of actual
physical endurance that renders an extraordinary amount
of sleep necessary, and yet four or five hours is all that
the hunter can take. In fact I was inclined to grumble
against Providence, as I was routed out a little after 4
o'clock the next morning and founda shimmer of ice over
all the standing water and icicles on the twigs that over-
hung the brook. The plan was to get an elk or two at
daybreak. The Carpenters had not yet begun to cure
their winter supply of meat and they were the providers
for the two nearest section houses and for a small settle-

ment on the railroad. Pap was to stay in camp and have
breakfast ready on our return.

Our route took us to where the deer was killed on the
previous evening, and here we stopped, for the carcass
was gone. It had been dragged away and we thought no
more of elk hunting. The lion must have a lair near by or it

would have cached what it did not eat instead of making a
hard drag over the rocks. It would sleep during the greater
part of the day, and would be especially sluggish when
the sun first grew warm. Back to camp we went for
breakfast and to hold a council of war and took the old
man by surprise. However, we all turned in, and in
twenty minutes were discussing the campaign over coffee
and venison.
We might have made good use of a dog, but any of

the Carpenters could follow a trail with the ease and ac-
curacy of an Indian. It seemed likely that the lion had
taken his meat into a split rock, as we knew of no cavern
in the immediate vicinity. Therefore, two of us were to
follow the trail and the others were to go round the head
of the canon, being guided in their movements by signals
from below.
The scheme worked to perfection. Pap trailed the cun-

ning feline as far as he could and then signalled Jeems,
who peered over the edge of the crevice and saw, 50ft.

below him, the lion sleeping beside the forequarters of a
deer. It was an easy matter to take the great brute in
the neck, severing the cervical vertebra?. Death was
instantaneous.
Then the carcass was dragged out and skinned, and the

remainder of the morning was devoted to skinning the
bears and treating the hides to saltpetre. Two Newhouse
traps, with log drags, were then set and baited, and hard
work was over until the following morning.
After dinner the Carpenter crowd startea on horseback
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to look after their cattle. They took their rifles and ex-
pected to bring back some big game. I cut a willow and
wandered down the brook for a mile or more. Here the
stream meandered through a grassy little meadow, and
the trout I caught were nothing but fingerlingB. It re-

minded me of some fishing I once had on the South Wil-
liamstown side of old Graylock. That was before I had
made the acquaintance of lancewood or split bamboo. I

had fair success until a mink splashed into the water and
swam past. On the homeward trip, while walking
through some high grass. I had the misfortune to step into
a big hole, and the result was a painful sprain. Getting
back to the cabin was the hardest work I have done for
many a day, and about six o'clock the rest of the party
came in with two deer. They had seen no elk signs and
thought that it would be impossible to secure any on this

trip.

After supper, as we sat in front of the cabin, the head
of a bighorn appeared on the opposite cliff. Jack was for

stalking it, and then you ought to have heard the old
man read the riot act. He knew from practical experi-
ence how fast the game was disappearing, and any need-
less slaughter or law breading was, in his eyes, an unpar-
donable sin.

Tbe following morning one of the traps was gone. I

was too lame to accompany the party that followed the
trail of the log, but before they could have marched
more than half a mile, I heard eight shots fired in rapid
succession. They brought back the hide of a silver-tip.

This ended tbe hunting of the expedition. Five bear
and two lion skins, with plenty of bear meat and veni-

son, was packed down to the Gunnison, and my hunt-
ing trip was over. Shoshone.

MASSACHUSETTS CAME INTERESTS.
BOSTON, Mass. Sept. 12.— Editor Forest and Stream:

At the first meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective Association Vice Pres. Bpn.j. C. Clark
presided. The meeting was held at Young's Hotel, Bos-
ton, Thursday evening, Sept. 11. The open season on
woodcock, quail and partridge begins on Sept. 15. Special
action was taken to prevent any killing of these birds
before that date, and as the association has gone to a good
deal of expense kdI labor in restocking the State, it is

hoped that the birds will not be disturbed until it is law-
ful to hunt them, thereby giving them all the chance pos-
sible to grow and increase, and encourage the association

to continue its work of increasing our game birds.

Letters were read from the Mayor and several promi-
nent citizens of Lynn, saying that if the association, when
it receives its next shipment of birds, would furnish them
a quantity of quail, pinnated grouse, sharp-tailed grouse
and wild turkeys, they would plant them in the public
park, of about 1,5IJ0 acres, in that city and provide a war-
den to protect them. Thi-3 the association propose to do
as soon as the birds can be procured.
Large numbers of these birds will be imported and dis-

tributed throughout the State as soon as the proper
season arrives so they can be obtained.
Wild turkeys, which years ago were found in consider-

able numbers in the western part of Massachusetts, but
which now are never seen, will be procured, as many as
possible, and it is hoped that in a few years they will

figure as one of the principal birds of the State.

The following gentlemen were elected members: Messrs.

Sydney Harwood, M. W. Davidson, Holman K. Wheeler,
Frederick S. Hodges and Percival Manchester.

Richard O. Harding, Sec'y.

ADIRONDACK DEER HOUNDING,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Aug. 28 is an article from a Washing-

ton, I). C, correspondent ("A. T."), which deserves, I
think, more than a passing notice. It should be sus-

tained and approved by every conscientious sportsman in

the country to-day. His communication relates to the
reprehensible practice of water-killing deer, and ;was
brought out by his reading a description of deer slaugh-
tering by a party in the Adirondack, which appeared in

your issue of Aug. 7.

"A. T.'s" protest is timely and admirable, but to my
thinking he does not cover all the ground. He says:

'The season for hounding deer in the Adirondacks is

rapidly approaching, and it is sad to think tbat men,
otherwise human, should feel any degree of pleasure in
taking the life of an animal whose legs are practically

tied."
The laws of the State of New York permit the hound-

ing of deer in the Adirondacks during a certain season,

and many would-be sportsmen take advantage of it to

the extent of slaughtering deer, which their lack of skill

and patience would never bring to them in any other
way. Now, the method is disreputable enough when
pursued under the sanction of the law; but what can be
said of those who openly do it in the close season? What
stigma is too bad to apply to them?
From July 1 to 18 last I was located at a grand hotel on

one of the St. Regis lakes, Franklin county, N. Y. This
house was not ©ne which a sportsman of ordinary means
would be apt to visit. Not much. But it was filled with
' 'money kings" and their families from all the States (New
Yorkers predominating), and, Mr. Editor, though it

shames me to write it, there was scarcely a pleasant
night while I was in that house that I was not roused
from my sleep by the "baying of hounds" and the crack
of Winchesters. Was the law being violated, do you
ask? Well, if I wanted further proof. I found it in meet-
ing with the entrails of deer floating about the lakes
during the day when I was out. It fairly made my blood
boil with indignation to think of it.

This grand hotel and the camps about the three lakes
represent a large part of the wealth, brains and political

influence of the State of New York; how easy it would be
for these men, if they chose, to stop this nefarious
business.
But during my stay, to my knowledge, not a voice was

raised against it, not a protest recorded. Why? Simply
because I believe the wealthy are the most persistent law
breakers in this direction. How very quickly a poor devil

would be hunted down for such an infraction of the law.
In marked contrast to this, T call to my mind a snug

little nook in northern New Hampshire where, on the
Dead Diamond, Amasa Ward has established his camp.
Owing to the conservative methods insisted upon by
Amasa, deer have rapidly increased there in the last few
years, and this season are more plenty than ever, No

hounds for "Old Injun," and none would be tolerated an
instant on his territory. Last October I visited him for
the purpose of bagging my initial buck. I arrived in
camp at a most moppoi tune" time, the country had been
deluged with rain for four days', the river was" high, and
the deer had retreated to the most inaccessible places.
For six days Amasa and myself were indefatigable in our
efforts, but no "nine-pronged antlers" rewarded our
patience, and I was obliged to return without tbe much
sought for trophy. And yet, I had a great deal more
honest enthusiasm to express about that trip than I would
if we had hounded a buck to water every day. J. W. B.
Southbouo, Mas*., Sept. 8.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
/CHICAGO, Sept, 18.—Look out for Monday. It is
\J opening clay. Such of the chickens as have not
already suffered will have to suffer now. The daily
papers have all published their more or less glaring in-
consisties. The Tribune of Aug. 28 in an interview with
"a prominent sportsman" publishes the interesting news
that Indiana is the only State in the Union that has no
game law, and where a man can take his gun and go out
and shoot anything he likes to; but even this grave and
reverend authority falls into line to-morrow morning
and will have a timely article on opening day. Thus
history lingers with us"

Messrs. John Gillespie, Charlie Willard and Charlie
Wilcox start to-night for Fox Lake for a little early air.
Ed Howard writes down that snipe and teal are in in
abundance, and they will probably have good fun.
Charlie Wilcox has been fretting for some time. "Game
laws are a nuisance," he says; "they only give the
early shooters a chance, and hold back a genuine sports-
man like me!" But he has stood it the legal limit.
On the opening of the duck season in Wisconsin,

Messrs. C. B. Felton, J. O. Pierson, Ben. D:cks,
Lee Hamline and P. F. Stone had some of the
finest duck shooting ever known lately in this region.
This was at their club marsh at Harrison, WR, one of the
most wonderful duck marshes of the West. In a day and
a half the above gentlemen killed 827 ducks. About half
were teal, the rest mallard, redhead and pintail. The red-
heads breed on that marsh a great deal. Mr. Stowe
killed 71 ducks in half a day. Mr. Dicks killed 35 mallard
and 25 teal in his shooting. To show what the shooting
really was—it was not over decoys, but chiefly on flyways
—I may cite the number of shots fired. Mr. Hamline
fired 450 shells, and bagged 88 birds. Mr. Dicks fired 400
shells and bagged 60 birds. Of course some few of the
shells were not actu illy fired at ducks. There was plen ty
of shooting, sure.

The late cold and snow to the north of us is expected to

send down the teal this week. Ordinarily they are due
about the 20th or 22d on the Kankakee. They are at
Fox Lake now.

Messrs. T. Benton L-eiter and Wm. Haskell were after
chickens near Pulaski, la., week before last. They got a
good many birds, but numbers of them were not well
grown—a commentary on the Iowa law. They report
quail very abundant there.
Charlie Strawn, of Jacksonville, says there are more

quail this year in that region than for years past, and
chickens also are fairly abundant.
John Schick, of Mt. Pulaski, 111., told me early last

summer that chickens were going to be abundant around
there.
W. L. Shepard is lately back from Iowa where he went

after chickens. He says he will never go there again.
Jo Card is back from Minnesota after chickens. He

says it was no good. By the way, Mr. Card has just had
the hard luck of losing his nicely broken dog. The cars
ran over him at Mak-saw-ba and broke him all up,
Mr. John Howley and his friend Mr. Jones are back

from their Minnesota trip. Thev went to Ortonville and
report bags of 20 to 30 birds per day to_two guns, which is

certainly a plenty.
Mr. Ben Holmes, mayor of Kansas City, with Karl

Quinnotte, Walter Hallowell and two others of that city,

were out after chickens near Council Grove. Kansas, and
they report rattling good shooting. So says a recent
letter.

No reports of the legal Illinois crop of chickens are, of

course, at this time obtainable.

A singular and interesting bit of news is the fact that a
flock of 50 wild pigeons was seen in the Kankakee timber
last week. If really protected, these birds would soon
become plentiful again. Lake George Clubiiad a crate of

wild pigeons last week, but did not shoot them at the

trap. E.Hough.

BOSTON GUNS AND RODS.
STILL the sportsmen are returning from their vacation

trips and few days' outing. The rod and gun are be-

coming more and more the essentials of such trips. The
camera is much desired, but the imperfections of the

best "snap shot" outfits of the present day are so glaring

tbat one is discouraged after one or two trials. A Boston
merchant returned recently from an outing with a
Kodak. He had industriously and carefully—as he
thought—made his hundred exposures and was expect-

ing great pleasure from his pictures. But the returns

from the development were that not a single negative

was made. The invention of an instantaneous camera
that shall work even in cloudy weather and give fair

results with a lens stopped down to sharpness is yet to be

made, much as it is desired at the present time. Hence
the sportsman must continue to be contented with rod

and gun, unless he is willing to go to all the bother of a

camera that sets up on a tripod, and to give time to mak-
ing his exposures, as well as a great deal of actual skill

and thought to the details of the work.
Mr. Ned Stearns, of the Boston Herald editorial staff,

has lately returned from a vacation at Keasar's Falls, in

Maine, lie reports the pickerel fishing excellent below

the falls, with good bass fishing in the vicinity. Par-

tridges are plenty, but wild. They are closely hunted,

for nearly every boy in the neighborhood has a gun and
is a pretty fair shot. One needs a good dog to hunt
grouse in that part of Maine, and a spaniel that will "put

them up" and bark is preferred by the natives. Mr.

Stearns was out one day with a mongrel dog that was

good, and with a result of three partridges to his gun,

The members of the Inglewood Club, with its exten-

sive preserves of fish and game in New BrunBwick, are

delighted with what they have got, so far as they have
visited their owu camps. Mr. H. P. Bridgham, the India
street tobacco merchant, is at the club's preserves at the
present time, and he writes glowing letters of fish and
game. Mr. Samuel Shaw, of the Murdock Parlor Grate
Co,, has lately returned from a visit to the camps of the
club. He is more pleased than ever with the prospects of
pleasure in that region. Mr. Cobb, of Cobb & Easter-
brook, well known brokers in Boston, has also just re-
turned from a visit to the home of the club. Andrew S.
Marsh, a commission merchant of 20 Lincoln street, has
returned from quite an extended trip over the grounds of
the club. He found the prospects of game, in the legal
season, very good, with fishing good.

If is reported, on good authority, that Mr. Bayard
Thayer, of Lancaster, Mass., and having an office in
Boston, is having rare sport at his camps on Richardson
Lake in Maine. Mr. Thayer, it will be remembered by
those familiar with that region, purchased last year the
celebrated Birch Lodge, at the head of the lake, once oc-
cupied by the defaulter Whittier. He went over to the
Cranberry Bog the other day, and came across an old bear
and a cub He succeeded in capturing the cub, and the
wonder is that the enraged old bear did not capture the
man; but he escaped. The next day, with guides, he
went over to the scene of the struggle and seta trap. At
last accounts no bear had been taken, however. Another
gentleman hunting partridges in that section came upon
a bear in the old logging road that he was following up.
He had nothing but small shot in his gun, and was rather
glad than otherwise to see the old bear make off.

The daily papers give an account of the appearing of a
giant moose in tbe streets of the village of Vanceboro, on
the Maine Central Railroad, the other day. They further
state that a citizen of that town seized his gun and shot
the moose dead. He was promptly prosecuted by the
game wardens, but he paid his fine of $100 cheerfully,
only allowing as little cost as possible to be made, and
then was heard to say that he was willing to shoot an-
other as fine a moose at that price. This story is doubt-
less untrue, in part at least, for in the first place the
moose would be confiscated by the State, and would not
be the property of the hunter at all, though he had paid
the fine.

Mr. James L. Raybould, salesman for Hyde & Wheeler,
41 North Market street, Boston, has just returned from a
vacation of four or five weeks in the home of his younger
days in the northern part of New York. He was within
a few miles of the Adirondack woods, and believes that
he found fish and game more plenty than he would have
done had he gone into the wilderness proper. He says
that the running of railroad trains into the woods is mak-
ing it too easy for hunters and fishermen to get there,
and that the fish and game cannot long stand up against
such invasion. His best record was thirty-eight trout in
one day. The partridge shooting he found good. The
deer are plenty. " Special,

HINTS BY AN OLD-TIMER.
JERSEYVILLE, III—Editor Forest and Stream: Is

it or is it not a natural desire of the shooting fra-

ternity in general, when they read their favorite sporting
paper and glean from its well-filled pages the interesting
articles written by its many able correspondents, to long
to have their say also? I know that is the way I feel, and
I doubt not that there are many who experience the same
desire, especially those who, like myself, have handled
the gun and dog for forty years.
Perhaps we cannot write so well, our language may not

be as classical, our sentences not as rounded nor as pleas-

ing to the ear as those of our more gifted brethren; but
our ardor and enthusiasm are as great, if not greater, than
some of those who have had fewer opportunities and con-
sequently less experience than we have had. We concede
to them all bonor in the literary line; but when the cob-
webs are brushed from the brain of an old-timer by one
of the many articles he reads, the latent fires are again
kindled, memory comes rushing along with hundreds of
incidenis of hunt and camp, then he concedes to the ris-

ing generation nothing. For his knowledge has been
gained by experience, not by theory, and he longs to

appeal to "his friend," the paper, to correct some of the
errors he sees, but is deterred from so doing by the fear
of being called an old fogy. Hence he says nothing, but
as he reads he separates the facts from the theory and
watches the game as it is brought down or joins in the
laugh at the camp-fire. Old age may compel him to

remain at home, but I doubt if old age will ever be able

to blot from his memory the bright scenes of the past.

Many of these articles are written on grounds familiar

to some of us old-timers, and as we read we see many
famdiar objects, and in imagination, at least, tramp the
fields or lay low in the blind waiting for a shot.

"That reminds me." I consider Henry Kleinman's
article on duck shooting, published in this paper, to be

facts from end to end. As I read them I could almost
hear the crack of the gun, if I couldn't smell the powder;
and he hits the nail on the head when he says, "Keep
still." And yet I do not know that an amateur could
gain much information by reading his articles; it is only
the old hand at the business who understands them.

I would like to add to his articles some advice for young
hunters who may wish to shoot ducks in the timber when
the water will permit you to wade.
Dress as near the color of the surroundings as possible,

better be too light than too dark.

Select a suitable spot near some old snag without a top

if possible, and take your place close to it and keep still,

as the ducks are unable to distinguish between a station-

arv man and a stump.
A few years ago a friend and I were in the timber after

mallards; we found a good place for the decoys and an
old snag covered with vines where we could stand and
shoot. The clay was bright and clear, so that the decoys

showed to good advantage. Flock after flock of ducks
came for the decoys, almost within shot, and would then
sheer off. This continued for about an hour, when I

knew something was wrong. I then looked at my friend's

gun, and found what I believed to be the cause, and asked

him to go to a log that lay in a dense shade, about fifty

yards away and sit down. Soarcely had he done so when
a small bunch came nicely to the decoys, and the mystery
was solved. It was the reflection of the sun from his gun.

The best remedy I know of for this is to give the barrels

a good coat of shellac. This prevents not only the glitter,

but the rusting of the barrels as well, for the shellac is

impervious to water, After the season is over you can
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easily remove the coating by slightly warming the barrels
and rubbing it off with alcohol and a rag.
The coming season, opening Nov. 1, promises to be one

of the finest for quail that this part of Illinois has known
for many a year, their name in legion-
Some of the farmers object to shooters coming on their

lands, but if properly approached (that is recognize them
as the owners of the land and ask their permission), very
few will object.
And now, in conclusion, let me ask you to request of

Kleinman, "Chasseur," and other writers on duck shoot-
ing to continue their interesting articles, as they amuse
the young and make the old feel gay. Kizer.

Cyclones on Tap.—Says the Hartford Courant: The
usual slaughter of young partridges has begun, and the
game law is as usual falling into disrespect in regions
where this sort of thing is tolerated. Where the Connec-
ticut Association makes itself felt there is more regard
for the statutes. Down in New Haven county they are
printing a letter from Mr. A. C. Collins that reads as fol-

lows: "Sportsmen never shoot out of season. They
leave the ranks of sportsmen the minute they shoot un-
lawfully and become—poachers. If your sportsmen wish
the game and fish protected let them each contribute $1
to the association at Hartford and we will guarantee
some prosecutions. But as long as sportsmen sit on the
fence and yell game protection without lifting a hand (or

a dollar from their pocket) to prevent the illegal work so
long will the game law be broken. "Within the past two
years we have convicted fifty-one persons for violating
the game and fish laws throughout the State. If the
sportsmen wish to see some convictions let them chip in
a dollar and we will attend to the rest. Gentle breezes
will not stop poachers from getting in their work. We
have several cyclones that we can turn out loose on
them. Order your cyclone now.—A. 0. Collins, Pres."

Texas Game.—Fort Worth, Sept. 1.—Our chickens are
now full grown, so I took a trip up the Fort Worth &
Denver R. R. branch of the Union Pacific. At Henrietta,
100 miles from Fort Worth, I made the first hunt. Hunt-
ing over a portion of two miles west of town with two
dogs, I killed 14 chickens in two hours. I found chickens
in great numbers, but my dogs were too fat to keep
it up. The next day I went to Iowa Park, 30 miles,
and found good shooting. With a companion from Ver-
non we killed 20 brace, and our dogs were now down to
work; next day we killed 62 brace, all young grouse. The
next day we went into the Waggoner Pasture and killed
to three guns 60 brace. Two years ago the grouse left

this region and for some unknown reason did not return
till this year. This region is well watered, and the peo-
ple will let a stranger hunt all he wants. Quail and tur-

key abound, and after this date everybody will get good
shooting.—Almo.

Off for a Campaign.— Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 16.—Three
hunters, L. L. Brown, C. C. Harman and Charles McCon-
neil, are preparing for an expedition by boat down the
Ohio and Mississippi rivers to Hickman, Kentucky, thence
across the country to Reel Foot Lake and Obine River,
where they will shoot ducks and geese until January.
The party is thoroughly equipped for roughing it, are
experienced in woodcraft, and are going to the same ter-

ritory where they camped last winter. In January they
will move into Mississippi to hunt bear and deer, and to

trap otter, coon, mink, beaver and wildcats, and will not
come home until the middle of April,

—

Brown.

m mjd H^ivqr fishing.

FISHING NEAR NEW YORK.
Tj^OR practical and specific directions to reach several hundred

fishing resorts within easy distance of New York city, see

issues of 18S8 as follows: April 18, April 25, May 2, May 9, May 30,

June 6, June 13, June 20, June 27.

THE OLD STREAM.
WELL, here I am again, where I have wanted to be

for so many years, on my way to the trout stream
of my boyhood. They tell me that there are still some
fish left in its waters. I only hope there may be, for I

have come a long way to try them and I know there are
no better trout in the world than those we used to catch
in this stream. I ought to know this, too, for I have tried
them in very many places.

Oh, you dear old stream! You have helped to educate
me! You have helped to make me love nature. And
they tell me you have made a man of me, too. How
often I have seen you in my dreams, and thought over
the pleasures that I have enjoyed along your borders.
But Iam here now. And is this really you? Is this the

"gulf" that once seemed so deep? And is that Snake
Rock that once looked so high? And is this little brook
coming in here really the Roarer. What a change. Why,
I need not have brought my boots to cross here now. It
looks as though I could even wade Frothy Hole.
And these rocks; have they grown out of the water in

my absence? They look as though they had: and there is

one with its head above the surface that I never saw
before.
Yes, this must be the place where we always com-

menced our fishing—when we were out for more than
half a day. It was just below that hill with its granite
cap, and although the two small clearings that appeared
to be crawling up its sides are overgrown with brush and
only the ruins of Ned's house remains, still the hill is

there the same.
But I will commence in the gulf, where I caught my

first pounder (what joy it gave me), and fish down two
miles or more to the clear old home of my childhood. Ah,
but those who made it home to me have long since left
this earth. Yes, and long since our name has been almost
forgotten here.
Here goes, though. I will cast below the rocks that

the naughty boys loved to call the Devil's Mouth. Why,
a rise! I feel the young blood coursing through my veins
again. And here comes a fish, I declare! But my! if the
rocks have grown taller the fish have grown smaller, if

this is a sample of them. Not six inches long. If we
ever caught one here (and I have caught many) he was

never under nine inches. I will try again; this one must
go back. No luck. We will move a few step3 down,
where the water is smoother. My! what a lot of fish of
some kind come,for my flies. Now, one is hooked and
they are fighting for the "dropper," I have two. What
are they? The biggest "red fin'' I ever saw and a "silver
back" 4in. long. When I was a boy some fellows used
these (only of smaller size) for bait fish. I try again and
again, and every time I cast a minnow or "silver back" is

hooked. The whole place seems alive with them; and as
the flies come ashore a half bushel of "bait fish," it seems
to me, follow them. I think to myself, "1 was only oc-
casionally in the past we would see one of these in this
stream."
But I will go on to the pool. That was always a good

place. Pool? Pool? Where has it gone, I wonder? Noth-
ing but a creek, running through a bed of stones and
gravel, about 50ft. long, by 20ft. wide. Longhole is next,
if I remember. I come to the place, but there is no hole
there. The stream runs close under the bank now. And
the bank has no trees on it. I don't see a remnant of
the old birch where I shot my first partridge, nor does it

look as though there had ever been an otter or a mink
caught in this neighborhood. Nothing but little gray
birches here now, with a scattering pine or hemlock bush.
i have a rise, though from under the bank. And O,

delight again, I have a fish nearly lOin. long. He is

killed. But I must look at him. I lay him on my hand
and mark his spots, and ask myself , "Can this really be a
descendant of the trout I used to catch in my boyhood?"
Now there is nothing but boulders for some distance.

They seem to have grown too in my absence. The stream
that was always half way up their sides (and often over-
topped them) is now almost lost as it trickles along down.
But there is a nice place below. We used to call it Sugar
Bush Pond. I will make my way to that. It is the place
where Dave used to fix his set lines and bait them with
minnows. He caught some large fish there, and then he
would come boasting and trumping over us fellows. We
found him out at last. We found the ends of his lines
fastened under water out of sight. His fun was up then.
But this pond is as shrunken as the rest of the stream.

No doubt it would have been more shrunken though had
it been able to get lower. It could not do this, for on one
side a projecting rock dammed it up and on the other a
large boulder stood in the way. Everything that floated
down was caught between these two points, and. it was
not swept away until the fall or spring freshets.
So I have a promising place to cast and the fly hardly

touches the water before a trout is on. He is an eight-
incher and the next cast brought me another of nearly
ten. "I shall find plenty," I say to myself, "before I get
down and have a basketful to carry home." But we
shall see.

No more could be tempted from this hole, while min-
nows by the dozen pursue my flies as they come in. In
the Sugar Bush itself there is very little change. The
trees themselves did not seem to be much larger than I
remembered them. This has been preserved, not so the
stream.

I pas3 down and get not a rise. Here the woods had
been cleared off for some distance, and there was a mass
of stones and gravel spreading out for several yards below
me. I bear a cow-bell tinkling on a place that was wild
when I was a boy. Now I run into a brier patch near
where the blackberries grew, and where we came to shoot
partridges in those happy days. It was somewhere here
where my dog once attempted to pick up a porcupine in
his mouth, and a bee-tree stood not far from that rising.
What hunting I have done over that swale and over that
hill! Rabbits, partridges, squirrels, wild pigeons have all
fallen to my gun here. Now I see only bare rocks and
blueberry bushes, where once monarchs of the forest
grew, and where we caught rabbits in the winter time is

a sheep pasture now.
No more fish. "Stone Hole" is dried and the mouth of

"Rocky Brook" and "Little Bend," "Log Pond," "Still
Run" and "Shallow Hole" are no more. You would not
think such good trouting places ever had an existence.
But there goes a partridge just as of old, and a hen hawk
screams far up those hills, and a bluejay is calling here.
"It is easier to fish tnis stream now," I say to myself,
"than when I remember it."

And now I come to a hole of which I have no recollec-
tion. There was no hole here when 1 was a boy. Ah! I
see it has been made by first cutting the timber off of the
land, then the earth washed down and the stream made
its way into the bank and some brush and stuff got in,

and this is the result. The place gives me another fish,

and I have a rise which I fail to take. I look into the
water here to learn its depth, and then I see thousands of
minnows and some fish that I do not know. Maybe they
are suckers, but there were none in the brook as I re-
member it.

On I go. I am coming to "Alder Run" now. It was
a dreadful place to get through in the past. There was
only one way of doing it. That was to wade the stream,
and where the alders overlapped part them. There were
fine fish in it, though, and many a one have I taken. I am
here, but no alders now—only a meadow, cleared on both
sides, and I can see the course of the stream. How fresh
and green the grass looks!' "Here is a chance," I say, as
a thrush springs from her nest in a spruce bush by my
side, and the next moment a woodcock goes whistling
away. It was near here that in the spring on quiet even-
ings they would mount high in the air and then twitter
themselves round and round in circles as they came down,
calling as a night hawk when they reached the ground.
I regret to think, too, that once or twice in my life I was
tempted to wait for them and shoot them when they
came down.
But I reckoned without my host in regard to this nice

meadow below me. It is a mass of bog-heads of the
largest and most treacherous class. I have three falls

before I get through it, and had it not been for my boots
I would have been mud above my knees. I see several
water snakes glide off into the stream as I go along, and
in one of my falls I came near going in head first. It is
hard to watch one's footing and flies at the same time.
Two more trout are the quota it furnished to the basket.
Nearly a quarter of a mile of rapids after this, and little

falls, and then the "still water." One more fish in this
distance that I could keep, two that had to go back.
Another partridge flies, a rabbit starts, and a ground
squirrel scurries along over an old log; and tracing my
way through a tangle of rocks and briers I am here,
Change, change, change, more bog-meadow on one side

and a growth of alders on the other; and down some two
feet below the level a wide shallow brook where minnows
are disporting themselves, with occasionally a small
trout, that darts under the nearest bank. Only one fish
went into my basket here (the smallest of the lot) in this
place, where years ago I always caught my best flab.

Kingfishers are passing up and down here all the time.
I have seen two hover for a moment over some shall >w
pool and then dash down and secure a fish. I should
think that such a place would be a paradise for kingfishers.
But I am nearly done now. When I get over the near-

est fence I will be in the old place. Will try Brookmoutb,
if it be still there, and Duck Pond, and then to the cars.
Two more reward my efforts, while minnows in abundance
pursue my flies and hook themselves at their pleasure.

I have seen the old stream and am satisfied. It did not
briDg back my boyhood, nor did the recollections it in-
spired reward me for my trouble. It would, perhaps,
have been better had I cherished its remembrance instead
of trying to renew what can never be again.

I passed out of the old wood road below the house (th©
thrushes and white-throats singing as in evenings of old)
saying to myself, "This is only a sample, I suppose, of
many a New England trout stream, and I am but one of
thousands, no doubt, who would fain revive the past."

Stillaboy.

EXPLODING HORN POUTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. H. C. Jackson, of the dry goods firm of Jackson,

Mandall & Daniel, has just returned from Poland SpriDgs,
Me. He did not do much fishing on this trip, but to illus-

trate the folly of pursuing fish and game to the last ditch,
he tells a good story of his boyhood days, when he went
a-fishing with a hook of his own manufacture and a line
made up of the best piece of twine that he could find.

At first his hook was made of a bent pin, but later he
learned bow to make a very good fish hook for those days.
It was with a hook of hisown manufacture that he used to
catch horn pouts in the creek—not always to eat, for it

was a country where fish were plenty in those daj s of a
better quality than horn pouts. But the love of the sport
made a fisherman of him, as it does many an active, in-

telligent boy, fit to be at the head of one of the most
enterprising dry goods houses in the country in later
years. The creek ran across the road under the little

bridge. On the right hand side the wagons were driven
down through the little stream and the thirsty horses
were allowed to drink. The stone wall was just above,
and over the wall was the deep pool where the h >rn pouts
were taken, sometimes in goodly numbers. Finally there
came a very dry season. The water dried up in the road-
way where the horses watered, and day by day the water
grew lower and lower in the pool in the bottom of the
meadow over the wall. At last, in the haying time, the
boy Jackson observed that there was scarcely a fool of
water in the now very narrow creek. He wondered
where all those horn pouts were. The hay rake was in

his hand, and it was but the work of a moment to reach
across the pool and draw it through the water, following
the bottom. Several horn pouts were quickly jerked out
and lay writhing in the sun. This was a novel way of
fishing—with a hay rake. It may be novel to some of
the trout jiggers, and they can take a rake with their kit

this fall to use on the spawning beds, if the notion is

worth anything. The Jackson boy was pleased with his

success. He continued to jerk the fish out with quick
movements of the rake till about every horn pout in the
pool was on the bank. It took years to restore even the
horn pout fishing to that pool. But they were taken.
What was to be done with them? was the question. They
were not wanted to eat. The terrible horns about the
head of the pouts had frequently injured the hands of the
boy when he had previously caught them, and now was
a chance for revenge on the whole race. A live one was
placed on a smooth stone. Another stone, as big as the

;

boy could lift, was let fall on to the fish, when—bang I

What a report! The bladder of the fish went off like a
\

small cannon. Here was the sport. A new idea. An-
other and another followed with a satisfactory noise, and
there was no further question as to the use that the
raked out horn pouts should be put to. Such is usually
the case. The fish and game that are taken foolishly—in

an unsportsmanlike manner—are generally not of the
slightest use to the catchers, except it be to make a re-

port. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Sept. 13 —Messrs. W. H. Bartlett, Arthur

Orr and C. L. Williams, of Evanstown suburb, and
Mr. A. C. Bartlett, of Peoria, all well known B^ard of
Trade men here, are outfitting to-day for an extended
trip to the Turtle Lake country of northern Wisconsin.
They go over the Hurley Division of the Milwaukee,
Lake Shore and Western Railway, and go in the char-
tered Pullman hunting car "Nimrod." They go in good
shape and to a good country. It is not altogether clear
what they intend to shoot at this season, but they cer-

tainly ought to get fine mascallonge fishing after the cold
snap we have just had out here. They may get a few
ducks, and could doubtless gee deer inseason. The char-
acter of their outfit may be inferred from the fact that
to-day one of their party invested $160 in sporting mate-
rial.

* Tney certainly should have a pleasant time in their
chosen country.

Messrs. R. M. Bissell, A. V. Armour, H. N. Tuttle and
R. W. Hamill, all of this city, start next week for a mas-
callonge trip, and may get over the Michigan line and get
a deer. They go in at State Line station, taking Doats
there to the west, and striking into some country which
they believe is not visited or known. Good fortune go
with them. E. Hough.

The Jeannotte.—Quebec, Aug. 20.—Lieut.-Governor
Angers and his son caught I25lbs. of beautiful trout, in less

than three hours, at the Jeannotte River last Monday.
On Wednesday a party of three Americans caught about
the same quantity, and on Thursday five members of the
Orleans Fishing Club, who have leased the Jeannotte
River, did also very well. The trout ranged Jrom 2 to
4§lbs., specimens of which could be seen yesterday in the
window at the Chinic Hardware Company.

Mb. J: Hakueb, of -Clear Said, Pa., in this issue advertises tot
sale the patent oi a combination bieecn-loaumg shotgun and rifle.
Their factory and plant was destioyed b> Ore and they have not
the necessary capital to pneh ite Bale,—Adv.
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THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
IV.—THE MEEVUE CLUB.

THE "made land" which follows on up the river from
the St. Clair Club is often protected against the

water by piling and planking. All along, following the
great curve of the river, there is a nearly continuous
string of cottages, cabins and summer '-ranches," as they
are locally called. First above the property of the St.

Clair Club is the tasty private cottage ot the Messrs. Ed.
and F. W. Joys, of Detroit. Then there is a sort of com-
bination cottage belonging to a Mr. Smith, from over
Baltimore Bay way, and after that a vacant cottage of
little const quence, and then the modest abode of Mr. Jas.
H. Harjseti, of Algonac. Beyond this are what is called
the La Croix ranch and cabin with a sail-Govered porch,
and then one comes to one of those deep and narrow
waterways made by the dredgers, running clear through
the strip of made land from front to back and known as
a "cut-off."

Over the cut-off is the long dock of the two-story frame
hotel known as the "Arthur House." This is run by
Arthur Humphreys, perhaps as good and well-known a
pusher as any on the Flats. Here we found abundant
evidence of practical sportsmanship. Mr. Humphreys
took us up into the loft and showed us a magnificent fleet

of decoys which he and his brother were just painting.
AH these decoys were made with flat bottoms. A round-
bott-rn decoy is not liked on the Flats, and is not suitable
for the shooting practiced there. Much of this is open
water shooting, in more or less of a swell, and the old
shooters say that a flat bottom decoy sits much more
steadily than a rounded one. The latter wabbles in the
chop, and does not look natural. Here we saw also what
was a ne.w idea to me, in the shape of a number of tre-

mendous mallard decoys, as large as geese, and painted
jet black all over. These,
so our host informed us,

were for use in the night
or late dusk. I think
mobt sportsmen will have
little use fur such decoys,
for night shooting, or
shooting on the marsh
after sundown, is recog-
nized as being without
the legitimate limits of

club practices, tnd in
many States is against
the law. The game ought
to have some chance, and
the night is alt too short
a time, for that. At Mr.
Humphreys's place we
heard some bitter reflec-

tions upon the Canada
club, who, it was said,

upon the basis of an im-
aginary lease, were keep-
ing the best duck grounds
of the Flats closed against
American shooters. This
question we passed along
untd more information
couJd be gathered on it.

At this point the wild
rice marsh back of the
made ground is quite
dense and wide, and runs
up almost through the
strip to the channel. All
through the rice we could
see the mudhens work-
ing, and some of these,

feerless from their free-

dom from molestation,
swam up cloie along
where our boat lay.

There was a sort of

saloon connected with
the hotel, and this was
built on piles, the front
porch being 3 or 4tt.

above the water. There
were rice hens swim-
ming around under the house, and Humphreys told us
that a mallard lately built her nest and hatched a brood
under the house. There is, of course, more or less nest-

ing of wildfowl all over the Flats.

There is a stretch of shallow water, in the summer time
grown up with wild rice, lying between the ship channel
and the shore for a distance m here. But for the made
land the marsh would be continuous here. But out of

the low terra firma we now saw rising the solid and com-
fortable structure of the

ful club of the Flats. The gentlemen will have a yet
more tasteful and handsome place when they have com-
pleted their plans and improvements, which will include
a filling in, smoothing down and putting in grass about
100 ft. to the front at least, which will make a very nice
lawn.
There are now in all over one hundred members of the

Mervue Club, and its affairs may now be said to be in
good, sound, flouri-hing condition financially, which may
largely be attributed to the judicious taking into the club
of some old business heads familiar with the planning
and conduct of large enterprises. About $75 of the $100
share has now been paid in. the first payment being $25.
The annual dues are $12. The steward is paid a salary,
providing his own material and charging a specific
amount "per diem. Mr. Northwood, who succeeds Mr.
Mackintosh in this office, is of experience in Canada
hotels, and will doubtless make a success of the practical
administration of the club.
Good boat houses were going up, and about two dozen

boats were already owned by club members. There will
be one yacht at least, that owned by Mr. Bowling.

I regret to say that the articles of incorporation of this
club lay especial emphasis upon the fact that its purposes
are "for social intercourse," but there are two clauses in
the by laws which many and many a club might do well
to copy and follow:

Article VI—Games.—Sec. 1. No games shall be played
at the club house on Sunday, and no person shall bet on
any game, or play for any stake upon the association's
property at any time, under the penalty of expulsion of
any memb°r and the exclusion of any guest.

Article VII.—Wines and Liquors.—Sec. 1. There shall
be no malt or spirituous liquors sold upon the premises.
The officers o Mervue Club are: F. K. Williams, Presi-

dent; W. J. Stapleton, Vice-President; J. W. Weisman,

MERVUE.

The little duck boat slipped up over the shallow beach
and received a hospitable hailing here, and Mr. R. M.
Northwood, the club steward, did the honors and ans-

wered the questions.
The incorporated name of what is generally known as

the Mervue Club is "The Michigan Fishing and Shooting
Association." The idea of the club was conceived about
three years ago by Mr. Chas. Bristol and Mr. Oscar Rasch,
of Detroit, as the result of a pleasant fishing trip to the

Flats. The club began with fifteen members, and $5,000

worth of stock was subscribe the first night. Soon
thereafter 642 ft. front of land was bought. 350ft. deep,

and in July. 1889, the present building was erected.

"Mervue," as may be seen by the cut, is a spacious

builoing, of a roomy and comfortable look. Ii is well

arranged within, and provided with the usual reception
room and hall, leading to the parlors, smoking room,
dining room, etc. The thirty-six sleeping apartments
are mostly on the second floor—a lot of them are neces-

sary, for there have been 118 persons out at Mervue on
one day, though not all remained over night. The third

story, or attic, holds the servants' quarters, and was de-

signed originally to have also the billiard and smoking
rooms. Trie building is in every way suited to its pur-
pose, and the club, whose membership is mostly made up
of young men, most of them, perhaps, single men, may
be very much congratulated upon their new home now
that it is finished, This is the youngest and most youth-

THE MERVUE CLUB.

Secretary: S. J. Bowling, Treasurer. The board of direc-

tors are the above, ex-officio, and also Messrs. H. C.

Ccrvs, Edward Sharp, J. F. McGregor andH. M. Leonard.
The following is the latest obtained fist of membership,
but is not thought to be quite complete: Edgar Ander-
son, E. G. Arnold, Alex. Barr, John Barr, George Billing,

J. W, Biglow, Wm. B. Bierce, C. W. Bristol, S. J. Bow-
ling. D. D. Booth, Fred W. Brand. E. A. Broadwell, Geo.
B. Burton, W. G. Burton, Jas. M. Buick, Dr. J. E. Clark,

C. G. Chase, W. R. Campbell, John G. Craig, Fred Ektiff,

John Eisman, E. D. Emmons, Chas. K. Foster, H. L.

Gabell, Reynard Gabell, B. J. Gore, W. A. E. Gore, E. S.

Greece. David W. Grav, Thos. F. Godfrey, C. E. Howell,
Fred H. Hutaff, H. D. Heidt, R. R. Hodge, E. A. Heames,
H. F Hollands. J. G. Hollands, J«hn Hutchings, Thos.

L. Hilton, J. W. Hanna, Windsor. Ont ; H. H. Jackson,

F. C. Jackson, Henry Kiesling, David C. Kay. A. G. Lim-
bach, A. C Leonard, H. M. Leonard, H. D. La Grange,
Wm. G. Latimer, T. O. Leonard, Jr., Edw. F. Loud, Os-

coda, Mich.; J. G. F. Macdonald, Dr. S. G. Miner, W. E.

Moss, Chas. B. Marks, Jas. F. McGregor. W. H. McGregor,
John McBride, Jr., A. W. McCloud, G. W. McAllister,

Anthony T. McLogan. Eugene L. Nicol, B. M. Patterson,

Alex. Paton, W. E. Parker, A. F. Peck, August Rasch,

E. A. Rasch, F. A. Rasch, O. E. Rasch, Ed. H. Rhines,

H. C. Rohns, C. E. Richmond, Shiloh Rickel, D. J. Rob-
ertson, A. W. Reckmeyer, F. G. Skinner, Otto Scherer,

Irving R. Swan, Ed, Sharp, Enoch Smith, Louis Torrey,

C. E. Thompson, J. A. Topping, G O. Thompson, John
S. Thompson, F. A. Thompson, Chas. W. Warren, J. T.

Whitehead, O. C. Wynn, G. W. Winterhalter, L. D.

Wells, W. W. Wilcox, W. H. Wright, Jos. A. Yorston,

A. T. Yorston. E. Hough.
175 Monroe Street, Chicago.

Delware River Bass Fishing.—Under date of Sept.

7, Hon. Henry C. Ford writes that bass fishing has not

been very good lately in the vicinity of Egypt Mills, Pike

county, Pa., owing to the high water. He took sixteen

bass on Sept. 5, ranging from lib. in 31bs. in weight, and
ten on the 6th, varying from lib. to 2ilbs.

WINNIN1SH OF THE METABETCHOUAN.
IN our last issue we acknowledged the receipt of three

perfect specimens of the winninish taken in the Me-
tabetchauan River, Quebec, by Mr. C. C. Maxson, of
Westerly, R. I., in answer to a request made through our
columns Aug. 21. Mr. Maxson's letter announcing the
shipment reads as follows:

"Chambord Junction, P. Q., Sept. 4, 1890.—-Editor
Forest and Stream: I noticed just before leaving home
a request for a winninish, and in response to the same I
have expressed to you this evening three fish of assorted
sizes taken with some others this morning in the Meta-
betchouan River. You will notice a great difference in
coloration between these and the fish from the Discharge.
They are also heavier for their length."
The safe arrival of the specimens has already been re-

ferred to. The largest of the winninish is a 41b. female,
measuring 23in. in length. The ovaries are well devel-
oped, the eggs as they lie in the ovary averaging about
six to the inch. From their appearance it is probable
that the fish would have been ready to spawn early in
the fall. The next in size is a very shapely male weigh-
ing 31b3. loz., and measuring ]9fin. over all. The
milt was approaching maturity, but the cartilaginous tip
at the extreme end of the lower jaw is very small and is

entirely received witliin the upper jaw. The smallest is
also a male, lfrjin. long and weighing lib. 12oz. At some
future time we propose to publish a comparison between
these winninish and the landlocked salmon of the Sebago
Lake and Grand Lake Stream in Maine. We cannot see
any difference between Mr. Maxson's specimen and the
winninish sent by Mr. Dana from the Grand Discharge,
near the foot of "Lake St. John, and referred to in our
columns Aug. 21. One noteworthy feature of the anat-
omy is the presence in the female of 86 ccacal append-

ages, or about 20 more
than the average num-
ber in the Atlantic sal-

mon; in the two males,
however, the number of
coeca is about normal,
the larger having 68 and
the smaller 65. The
stomachs of each of these
fish contained a few in-

sects representing a mod-
erate number of species,
but as these have not yet
been identified we defer
commenting upon them
for the present, merely
remarking that all of the
insects and insect larvje
are small. Mr. Dana in-

forms us that it is a com-
mon thing to find win-
ninish with their stom-
achs filled and distended
with insects; he has fre-

quently observed them
feeding in the early
morning. The big dorsal
fin and most of the top
of the body can be seen
when the winninish rises

into flecks or patches of
foam and scoops up the
insects, meanwhile mov-
ing around in a circle.

The downward move-
ment of the fish resembles
the tumbling of a por-'

poise. Winninish may
be seen breaking water
in this way in all direc-

tions, and after a tempo-
rary disappearance the
feeding fish may be look-
ed for within a few feet

of the spot from which
it disappeared. The nat-
ural fly which was no-
ticed as the one chiefly
taken during the present

season is a yellow-bodied species. » From the fact that it

is described as having "two long tails" we infer that it

belongs to the Ephemeridm,
We have made a preliminary comparison of Mr. Max-

son's winninish with some Sebago salmon taken from
Lake Sebago early in November, 1888. The Sebagos at
that time were in the breeding condition and are large
fish—one a female weighing 131bs. , and the other a male
of I71bs.—so that the basis of comparison is not very sat-

isfactory, but we observe a few particulars to which we
have previously called attention and which may prove to

be important. The winninish of the Metabetchouan and
the Grand Discharge has a heavier and longer upper jaw
than the Sebago; the longest ray of its dorsal fin is about
three-fifths the length of the head, while in the Sebago it

is only one-half of this length. The adipose tin of the
winninish is longer and slenderer than that of the Sebago,
its base being less than one-half of its height, while in

the Sebago the base is considerably more than one-half.

The tail of the winninish is more deeply forked than that
of the Sebago. It should be borne in mind, however,
that all of these differences may be due to the differences

in the size of the individuals compared. It is some-
what surprising to us that the insect-eating winninish
should have the massive jaws which form one of its

striking characteristics. Perhaps if we knew all about
its feeding habits we would find that it preys at some
time of the year upon other fishes.

Anglers will doubtless be interested to know the prin-

cipal measurements of these winninish for comparison
with their weights. The female measures 23in. from the
tip of the snout to a line connecting the tips of the tail.

The body is 5in. deep and 2Jin. thick. The head is 4iin.

long, the snout l|in., and the eye is one-sixth as long as

the head. There are twenty-four rows of scales from the
beginning of the dorsal fin to the lateral line, twenty-one
rows from the beginning of the belly fin to the lateral

line, and the lateral line pierces 123 scales. The weight
of this fish when received was 41bs.

The larger of the two males is 19fin. long and weighs
31bs. loz. Its depth is 4iin., thickness 241b., length of

head 4Jin., snotit Ifin., eye fin. A comparison of these

~jz.
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measurements will show that the male is deeper-bodied
than the female. The smaller male is 16^in. long, weight
lib. 12oz., greatest depth 3Mn., thickness l-frm, head 3 Jin.
long, snout l^im and eye-,a6-in.
The colors of the female are as follows: Left side of

the head with about 13 dark brown spots, the largest im-
mediately behind the eye, from which it is separated by
a space equal to the length of the eye. In shape this spot
is circular and one-half as long as the eye. Most of the
spots are on the gill cover. The sides of the body bear
numerous X -shaped and XX -shaped dark spot-, the
largest a little moTe than one-half as long as the eye. The
large back fin is very indistinctly spotted. The fins are
all rather dark, and also the membrane around the throat
and the lower edge of the under jaw. Each scale has a
narrow dusky margin, giving a generally dark appear-
ance to the body. It may be well to state that the gen-
eral coloration of this winninish is closely similar to that
of an introduced landlocked salmon from "Woodhull
Lake. New York, and of a small salmon from the Merri-
mac River.
We trust that Mr. Maxson will tell us any facts that he

may have collected as to the spawning season and spawn-
ing habits of the winninish, appearance and growth of
the young, and in general anything bearing upon the
little known life history of this peerless game fish.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE trout fly-fishing this season has been very pecu-

liar; and to the observant angler it teaches quite a
valuable lesson. When the ice first went out of the lakes
last spring, many anglers left for the Maine and Adiron-
dack waters expecting to get the cream of the speckled
trout fishing; but they were disappointed, the cream did
not rise, nor the fish either. The reasons for this were
the early and constant rains and continual cold weather,
in short, the absence of sunshine, for trout love sunshine
in the early spring as much as any angler. Those who
happened to be on hand a little later, when the water
and temperature were right, had splendid sport. Last
fall there was practically no fly-fishing ia Maine until
late in September, and none at all in the Adirondacks,
because the weather was too warm. The first frost in the
Adirondacks last year came on Sept. 21. This year the
first white frost came on Aug. 16, and was followed by a
week of cold, wet weather. This resulted in unusually
fine fly-fishing. And it will undoubted continue so
through September.
The lesson to be learned from this experience is that

after a cold winter, warm weather and sunshine are neces-
sary for good fly-fishing, but after the water has become
warm on the surface from the summer sun, cold weather
is necessary to bring the trout to the surface. Of course
trout in rivers and brooks are not so much influenced by
the changes in temperature. The surface of shaded run-
ning water does not become heated as it does in a lake.
Yet even in rivers the fish often retire to cool spring holes
in summer and long stretches of usual good water will
be found deserted.

The weakfish still seem to be found in the rivers. Very
good fishing is reported along the Hudson, particularly at
Sing Sing. There has been considerable illegal netting
there during the summer, but lately the poachers have
been closely watched and the fish have had a chance to
feed in the bay. One night's netting will destroy all
chance of the anglers catching anything for the next two
weeks.

A great many sportsmen who have devoted themselves
to angling during the past five months are now turning
their thoughts toward the dog and gun. In some
sections ruffed grouse are in season, and though the leaves
are too thick axd the weather too warm for comfort, yet
many are tempted to follow this royal bird into the moun-
tains. But soon we shall have the crisp October weather,
and it is to be hoped a flight of woodcock with it. Then
the noisy, bustling spaniel will have a chance, and walk-
ing will be a pleasure and not a steam bath.

Baknegat Bay.—New York, Sept. 13.—I am just home
from Forked Eiver, Barnegat Bay. Five of us got on
board about 8 o'clock in the morning and were on the
ground by 9 o'clock. About 10 the weakfish came aloug,
and inside of two hours we had 100 in the box. Then it

slackened up a bit and I took my rod to pieces. The rest
got a dozen of shedders (making five dozen in all), and
the total catch counted up over 125 weakfish and 5 snap-
pers. I brought 20 home, and at half-past 7 in the even-
ing, cleaned and weather-dried, they reached a tilt of
25lb8. Expenses as follows: Fare $4, hotel $2, share of
boat (at $5 and bait also at $5, a dollar a dozen) $2; total

$8, for two hours' fishing and eight hours' riding on the
rail. Still, fish are there and will be until the seasonable
northeaster comes along. Forked River is the right place
to go to, being right on the ground. The fishing is on
the first ebb and lasts just about two hours. The day was
ideal and delicious, and. there were no snipe flying, though
on our way out early in the morning we heard some guns
banging away toward the lighthouse. Much talk of big
bags, but inquiry disclosed that every oxeye was counted
a bird. Great promise of quail, but weather against
kingfish running.

—

Gray John.

Lake Erie White Bass.—Dayton, O., Sept. 16 —A few
years ago white bass were very plentiful in Lake Erie,
but were attacked by a parasite that threatened extinc-
tion of this excellent table fish. Anglers, however, are
now rejoicing at the reappearance of white bass in great
numbers. The fish are small, but another season will be
numerous and in size to afford great sport to anglers, for
they are vigorous biters.

—

Brown.

Give Youh Fhienis the Benefit.—If you know a good thing
tell it and let your friends have the benefit. Being of this opinion
we quote the following from one of our exchanges: Lynch, Noble
& Co., of the Freight and Baggnge Transfer, of Cedar Rapids, la.,
in a press letter write: "We nave used Humphreys' Veterinary
Specifics two years, and we canuot speak too highly of them. In
our judgment none that we have ever used can compare with
them. One of our best horses was attacked with what the vet-
erinary surgeons termed inflammation of the brain, and was
given up to die, when these remedies cured him." Editoi'iallv
we cheerfully give the above statement to our readers, in view of
the fact that it is in harmony with what is appearing in every
part of the country respecting these wonderful remedies.—SaltU-
more (MA.) Farmer.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.
A MEETING of the Commission was called for last week

at Saranac Tnn, but only the President, Mr. Eugene
&. Blackford: the Secretary, Mr. E. P. Dovle, and Mr. Henry
Burden, of Troy, were present. Messrs. Sherman, Bowman
and Joline were absent. A quorum was lacking and much
business of importance was deferred. Mr. Blackford ex-
amined the Adirondack hatchery near by and lakes Bran-
don and Meacham; in the latter pickerel were found in silch
numbers as to threaten the destruction of the trout fishing
unless the prompt measures already taken accomplish their
extermination. The investigation of the hatchery showed
it to be in first-rate working order, and in Lake "Brandon
the condition of things is highly promising for the perman-
ence of successful fishing. In 1889 the Adirondack hatchery
distributed 956,000 brook trout, 25,000 frostfish {Corcnonuft
ciuadrllaterrais) and 1,905,000 lake trout. One of the most
insiduous and deadly enemies of trout eergs and fry in
Meacham Lakeis the miller'sthumb (Uranidea qracllis), a
small, but ubiquitous and unmitigated pest in the lake
and its tributaries.

RAINBOW TROUT IN CARP PONDS.-The TJ. S. Com-
missioner of Fish and Fisheries, Col. M. McDonald, is in re-
ceipt of a letter from Herr Max von dem Borne, of Berneu-
ehen, Germany, concerning his successful rearing of the
rainbow trout in carp ponds. Herr von dem Borne considers
this trout a great acquisition to German waters. He does
not believe that it will destroy the small fishes as the pike
does. In summer the water in his ponds sometimes reaches
a temperature of from 77 to 80 deg. Fahrenheit, yet the rain-
bow trout continues to he healthy and grows very rapidly.
It is, however, the only trout which thrives in .waters of
such warmth. By reference to Forest and Stream, of
July 17, it will be seen that Mr. W. P. Seal has kept the
rainbow trout iu water of 76 deg. Fahrenheit, but only by
means of perfect aeration. In exchange for calico bass,
crappie and sunfishes, which the U. S. Fish Commission
will send to Herr von dem Borne, will he received 50,000 eggs
of trout (Salmo fur io) from different German rivers.

THE LEADVILLE TROUT STATION.—The U. S. Fish
Commission station at Leadville, Col., is a very promising
infant. Although less than six months have passed since
the superintendent took charge of the establishment he an-
nounces a stock of 92,691 Eastern brook trout, measuring
from 1)^ to 2in., and in the very pink of condition, now
ready for distribution. Native black-spotted trout frv ten
days alter hatching had not half absorbed the egg sac.

" The
period of incubation was much prolonged by cold w ater and
the embryonic growth is slow; 295 adults of 'these trout were
collected in August in addition to 946 already on hand.
Those taken in August will spawn next spring. Seventy-
five brook trout will yield eggs this fall. A few California
trout were gathered and 3,288 Loch Leven fry are at the
station. The outlook for the future is very encouraging.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 15 to 19.—Second Annual International Dog Show of th«
Industial Exhibition Association at Toronto, Canada. C. A . Stone,
Seeretarv.
Sept. 23 to 26—Second Annual Dog Show of the Central Canada

Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Geddes, Chairman
Committee.
Sept. 23 to 2(i —Third Dog Show of the London Kennel Club, at

London. Ont. S. F- f-Jlass, Secretary.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-

tural Society, at Danburv Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Seeretarv.
Dec. SO to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
30 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Ston.k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box nm.
Feb. 24 to27.-Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dner Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Novemher.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Seeretarv.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

DETROIT DOG SHOW.
1 Special Ke»o?t.l

THE second annual bench show of the Detroit Kennel
Club was opened Tuesday, Sept. 2, and continued until

Friday night, the show being held in connection with the
Detroit International Fair and Exposition. The benching
was of the old pattern and the feeding Spratts biscuit. The
weather for the first two days being very warm, but Thurs-
day a very heavy rainstorm came up, and when the show
closed Friday night it rained very hard. Many of the dogs
being taken away must have felt very uncomforta' le, the
fair grounds being about 4 miles from the center of the city.
The attendance was very good, sometimes making it almost
impossible to get around. No extra charge was made for
admission. That the show was quite a drawing card could not
be denied. H. E. Cook, of foxhound fame, did the superin-
tending, and did well for a first attempt. The entries num-
bered 334, some of which were absent, and there were a few
duplicate numbers. The numbering of the benches was
very bad, being mixed up in all ways, making it difficult to
find the dogs. The quality of dogs as a rule; with excep-
tion of well known . kennels, were not up to the standard.
Some of the dogs were not in healthy condition and mostly
out of coat.
The judges were: Miss . Anna Whitney, Lancaster, Mass.,

St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and pugs.' Maj. J. M, Taylor,
New York, setters, pointers, beagles, American -foxhounds
and Chesapeake Bay dogs. Mr. James Mortimer, Babylon,
N., Y., mastiffs, great Danes, bulldogs, bull terriers, fox-
terriers, collies, greyhounds, deerhounds, wolfhounds, blood-

hounds, English foxhounds and dachshunde. Dr. Chas. M.
Nell ps, Brantford, Out,, cocker and field spaniels. Mr. J.
F. Kirke, Toronto, Can., black and tan terriers, DandieDim
mont terriers, Irish terriers. Scotch terriers, Sk ve terriers
Irish water spaniels, King Charles spaniels, Blenheim spanl
lels, Clumber spaniels, poodles, Italian greyhounds and mis.
cellaneous. Veterinarian, Samuel Breuton, Detroit, Mich,

MASTIFFS.
Mastiffs had eighteen entries in six classes. In challenge

dogs Moses, not looking so well as we have seen him, was
alone. In challenge bitches there were no entries. Iu open
dogs first prize went to Edric, a good stamp of dog with
plenty of hone; second to Mode, good in muzzle, but open in
feet; third to Captain R. Prince Leo, reserve, is smutty in
face, bad eyes and sour expression. Ash mont Tiger, good
brindie color, well-carried ears, plain in head, got vhc, and
Benfoy he. In mastiff bitches, Pharaoh Queen, placed first,

shows lots of quality, with a good head. Duchess of York
won second, the third prize going to Bess, light behind and
pinched in muzzle. There were only three entries in this
class. In the dog puppy class Captain R., winner of third
in the open class, was the only entry and was given first.

Bitches had four entries, wi ch Duchess of York, second in
the open elass, a clear winner; second went to Miss Beaufort,
pinched in muzzle that may improve; third to Leo's Nell,
only ordinary.

ST. BERNARDS.
Roughs were very poor, the winners being the best of the

lot. There were no entries in the two challenge classes. In
open dogs Bruce had an easy first, second prize going to Pio-
neer, good in legs and feet, body fair, cut away too much be-
low the eyes. The third prize, Max, is no show dog. In
bitches Phyllis, the only entry, won first. She was shown
in had form; good in body, hut plain in head. Dog puppies
had no entries, and only two entries were in the hitch class,
first prize going to Alta Kennels' Santa Rosa, the third
prize to Lute. In smooths champion Victor Joseph was
alone in the challenge dog class, the bitch class having no
entries. In open dogs, Leon B. shows too much haw, small
in size, snipy; he was given first. There were only three
entries, R. J. Sawyer's Mascot Royal being absent. The
bitch class had five entries, and three of these were absent,
all belonging to R. J. Sawyer, the prize going to Cleopatra,
with good body and limbs; her head mightbe a little shorter;
she shows lots of quality. In dog puppies, Leon B,, first in
open dogs, scored another win in this class, with Pluto sec-
ond prize. Only three entries, with one absent, and in the
bitch class two entries, one. Mascot Guard, being absent, the
first prize going to Keepsake. The St. Bernards were a very
poor class as a whole. I expected to see a better showing of
this breed with Miss Whitney as judge.

BLOODHOUNDS
Had no entries and Newfoundlands the same.

GREAT DANES.
There were no entries in the challenge class, the open dog

class bringing Melac and the newly imported Flavor to-
gether. The first prize was given to Melac. He is a grand
upstanding dog and seems to improve right along. When
fully matured he will make it warm for the best. Flavor,
the second prize winner, is a nice taking dog, rather small
size, too flat in ribs and light in thighs. Iu the other classes
the Wolverine Kennels had most winners, the rest of the
entries being poor.

DEERHOUNDS
were provided with four classes, but only one specimen put
in an appearance, Nora. She is too small and lacks sub-
stance all through. She was given first.

GREYHOUNDS.
The winners are mostly well known. In challenge dogs

Master Rich was alone, and in challenge bitches Miss Rare
also had a walkover. In open doss Seiveuger had an easy
win with the same owners' Milo second. The third prize was
ordinary, Flyaway and Neverflunk being absent. In the
bitch class first prize went to a nice bitch "in Second Sight,
Lady O'Livia receiving second. There were only two en-
tries in the class.

SIBERIAN WOLFHOUNDS
had two classes with no entries.

POINTERS.

In challenge dogs, 55lbs. and over, Robert le Liable, well-
known, had a walkover and Lass of Bow in the challenge
bitch class had the same. Open dogs brought out a good
one in Chief. His worst fault is in head and he is rather
straight behind, good legs and feet. He won first, with
Lansdowne second, not quite right in pastern and coarse in
tail. Third went to Westminster Drake and vhc. to King
Bow's Bow. In the bitch class Madstone, first prize, now
shows age and might be better in condition. Countess Lill,
second prize, is a fair sort. Ruby Croxteth was placed third.
Only three entries in this class. In lieht-weight challenge
dogs Westminster Kennel Club's champion Naso of Kippen
was all alone. Glauca the same in bitches. Iu the light-
weights Bangstone, having been transferred from the heavy-
weight class, captured the blue ribbon. He is quite a taking
dog; good head and front, but moves rather weak behind,
second prize going to Wonderful Lad. too thick in skull,
full in eye, sour expression, good bodv, legs and feet. Third
prize went to Westminster Glitter. Westminster Gladstone,
light in shoulder and too straight behind, got vhc. Detroit
Kennel Club's King Bow's Dash was absent. In bitches
first prize went to Fan N., a nice head, shown too fat and
moves weak behind, second going to Karl, wide in front
and feet might be better. Westminster Nan, third, is light
below eyes, good in body and has lots of bone. Flirtation,
skull too much domed, full in eyes, ears too high and light
in bone, got vhc, Galena, flat in ribs and light in thighs,
getting he. In dog puppies Westminster Kennel Club cap-
tured first and second with Westminster Glitter and Glad-
some, the only entries. In bitches Westminister Nan, the
third prize winner in open class, won first, with Lord
Graphic's Trinket second prize, only two entries in this
class.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

In English setters challenge dogs, Dad Wilson was alone,
and there were no entries in the bitch class. In the open
classes J. Shelley Hudson and J. E. Dager had almost a clean
sweep with their well-known winners.

IRISH SETTERS.

In challenge dogs ch. Blarney had the class to himself,
and Laura B. the same in bitches. Open dogs brought out
a new one in Kildare, good length of head, good color,
might be better in fore-legs. Chief S., second prize
winner, is coaise in head. Third prize went to Shanmore,
too high on legs and light in thighs, good color, looks like a
racer. In bitches Winnie II. won first prize. She was shown
beavyin whelp. Another good bitch in Biddy Clare getting
the second prize. . Third prize went to Duchess of Avondale,
long coupled, poor in head and too short in neck, and in poor
condition. Lalla Rookh, a nice little bitch that mightbe
better in ribs and feet, took vhc. In puppies there was only
one entry in each class.

GORDON SETTERS
Brought out well-known winners, Dr. Dixon really having

no competition.
FOSHOUSDS.

Six classes'were pro\ fded'fbr this type of hound, but there
was only one entry and that was absent. In the American
class H. E. Cook, of the Cook Kennels, made a very fine dis-
play of of about 30 entries, while A. B. Whitlock had on
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exhibition a kennel of so-called shaggy foxhounds. He is
about the only person having this type of houud.

CHEKAPEAKES AND SPANIELS.
No entries, and Patsy O'Connor was alone in his glory to

represent the Irish water spaniel display. Clumber spaniels
had no entries The display of field and cockers was very
good and they were well handled by Mr. Nelles. Some were
shown in bad condition, their skins needed attention. The
awards gave general satisfaction, the winners are mostly well
known.

COLLIES
were a very poor show. Very little competition, only seven
entries in four classes. The winner in open dogs 'Bonnie
Stewart, is a rare, workmanlike dog with good body, coat,
legs and feet. His worst fault is coarseness in skull and
faulty in ears. Second went to Langhan, a nice type, third
going to Roslyn Dandy. shown in bad coat. In bitches,
Money Musk had it all to herself, and another of McEwen &
Gibson's, Drury, was first in dog puppy class, Lord Edward
getting second.

POODLES
were a good display, a grand-coated dog, Dextor, winning
easy, equal second going to Kava EI, and Bruce. In the bitch
class ISIell won first with Cora second, he. going to Grisette.

BULLDOGS.
In challenge dogs, that good dog Harner was alone. He

is a little short of wrinkle, but from back of head to tail it
would he difficult to improve upon him. Bitches bad no en-
tries. In open dogs Carishrook won first. He is rather
straight in front, good in skull, and was shown in good con-
dition. In bitches, Doliy Tester, pood in head, not out
enough at elbows, too high on leg, easily defeated the second
prize, winner Duchess of Palmer.

BULL-TERRIERS.
Challenge dogs bad no entries. In bitches, Starlight,

shown in good form, had a walkover. In open dogs first
went to Prince Rendigo, light in eye, good bead. Will im-
prove, Wait for Me, late King of Hearts, had to bo content
with second. Third went to White Prince, good in body,
a little short in head, and with lots of terrier character. In
bitches, the well known Attraction won, a fine bitch, seems
to be filling Tip in fare and full iu eye to what she was.
Second prize went to Grove Duchess, well-ribbed, nice head,
good eye and tail; at present a little coarse in coat. Third
to Miss Gladstone. III., black mark on eye, rather thick in
head aud out at shoulder.

DACHSHUNDE.
Feldmann K. had no trouble in winning. It will take a

good one to beat him. Second went to Duke and vhc. to
Carl. There were four entries in the bitch class, with Lina
L. ahead of the class; the rest of no special merit. Second
went to Duchess.

BEAGLES.
Little Duke was alone in the challenge class and there

were no entries in the bitch class. In open dogs first went
to Joe, a good sort, but might be shorter coupled. Second
went to Brass, quite large enoush aud rather throaty.
Third went to Princeps, a little wide in front. Stormy,
vhc, is heavy in head. Detroit Kennel Club's Rock was
also vhc. In the bitch class first went to June M., a nice
type. Second to Pearl of Hollywood, with good body, legs
and feet. Third to Romp, a good workmanlike hound. C.
to Racy, a bad eye, and out of condition. Puppies had only
one. entry in the two classes.

POX-TERRIERS.
Lucifer was alone in challenge dogs and Diadem in

bitches; both are well known. In the open doe class a new
tace turned up in Standing's Jack, a good long-headed dog,
but rather cheeky, best of legs and feet, shown a trifle i at,
who easily beat Blemton Victor II,, placed second, the third
prize going to Wm. Sabre, plain in bead, coarse in ears and
nappy in coat, Hillside Mix getting vhc. In ttie hitch class
Ebor Nettle deserved her blue ribbon, with Warren Jenny
second, third going to Blemton Enid. The rest were of no
special merit. In the puppy class Warren Drummer being
absent left Blemton Victor a walk over.

IRISH TERRIERS.
In the challenge class Lewis and Jarret's Burnside was

alone. In the open class Breda Bill, a good sort, skull
rather broad for length of head, won first.

•SCOTCH TEBRILRS.

There was one entry only in the dog and one in the bitch
class. Glencoe, winner in the dog class, is a good, strong
dog, good in coat, body and legs. He is a little coarse in
head and bis eyes are too large. Meadowthorpe Glen Effie
is of fair type. Her ears show too much fringe.

DANDIE DINMONTS.
There were no entries in this class.

SKYE TERRIERS.
The well-known Sir Stafford was first.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.
Buffalo General in challenge dogs and the winners in the

open classes are so well koowu they need no comment.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

A few nice Yorkshires were shown by the Northfield Ken-
nels.

PUGS.

In the challenge class Lord Nelson and Bob Ivy came to-
gether, the latter winning. It seems a difference of opinion.
Bob may be a better size, while Nelson is a fine stamp of
pug with a grand head. Bessie won first in the challenge
bitch class. In the open class first went to Eberhart Cashier,
with Sprake second, Chequasset Ruby third and Climax
he. This is another reverse, Sprake having beat Cashier at
Chicago. They are both nice dogs. Duke was vhc. In the
bitch class Cassinawon first, with Lady Thurman second, a
finely marked bitch and of nice size. In dog puppies Bango
G., a promising youngster, was first, with Dave Day second.
In bitches first went to Mabel E.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
Two fair hounds were shown, both too large in size; We-

nona winning first, with Trix second.

WIRE-HAIRED FOX-TERRIERS.
Several workmanlike dogs were shown.
The English whippet classes were made up of Campbell &

Blake's well-known Ben Bone, Nellie Gray and Maggie.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Anno and Eyah, Chihuahua dogs, won in these classes.
Both are nice little dogs, but are broken in color.
A list of the awards was published last week. Following

is a list of the
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Largest entry, H. E. Cook; second, Detroit Kennel Club. Larg-
bt displ.'iy of sporting dogs, H. E. Cook; non-fporling, the same,
aigcst ard best collection, condition and handling in the riDg to
ccnsideied, B. K. Lewis. Kennel mastiffs. C. C. Cook; mastiff
g '31 f ju riser. EcMc. Rest tmroth-roated St. Bernard dog in
en <lasp. Lern B.; St. Bernard Club special for best Arnerican-
ed Si. Ben aid hitch nnd<r lSrnop.. Santa, Ro=a; over 18mos.,
erpfctra. Kennel great Danes, Wolverine Kennels; greyhounds,
0. C Taj lor. Kennel pointers. Westminster Kennel Club; best
ht-u eight poioier, Naao of lOppen. Pointer Club special—
st dog and bite h. j\aso of Kipi'en and Lass of Bow. Kennel
glisb Fetters, J. SbeJley Hudson; brace, the same; best he*d and
1, Dad Wilson: biti h in open class, Bohemian Girl. Kenrel
sh setters, W. L. Washington; dog m open class, Kildare; hitch,
innie II. Kennel Gordon setters, S. G. Dixon. Pack of teD
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SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB DERBY.

TH
2- e

,H
tdles for tQe third annual Derby of the Southern

Field Trials Club number 78. There are 70 English
setters, 2 Irish setters and 6 pointers.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Alphonso S. (F. S. AVard), dog (Buckellew—Vic Vic)Andy |.T. M. Aveut), dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van).Atlanta (L. W. Smith), dog (Jean Val Jean-Sheena

van).
Ballyhoo (D. E. Rose), bitch (Paul Gladstone-Bohemian

Girl).

Bangalang (E. P. Rochelle), dog (Quilp-Lexington).
Belle Star (F. F. Myles), bitch (Yazoo-Dimple).
Beli M. (J. W. Murnan). bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Flame)
BESSIE M. (E. M. Myer), bitch (Dan Bryson—Grace Bry-

son).
'

Black Jack (G. T. Hodgson), dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohe-
mian Gir ).

Blade (C Tucker), dog (Toledo Blade-Sola C).
BLANCKESS (C. W. Bocage), bitch (Dexter- Patti).
Bingo (Beringer & Co.), dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian

Girl,

Bold Biddy (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Paul Gladstone-
Belle of Stanton).
Buster (R. Ridgway). doe (King Noble—Cricket).
Co.mo sir Madre (B. Crane), bitch (Rod erigo—Maud).
Cosette (W. W. Titus), bitch (Jean Val Jean—Sheena

Vau),
Coyote (J. I. Case. Jr.), dog (King Noble—Cricket).
Dame Darby (H. S. Bevan), bitch (Count Noble—Moon-

stonei.
Dave (J. A. McCargo), dog (Startle— Clio).
Dave W. (G. T. Hodgson), clog fGath's Mark—Daisy F.).
Dill (P. Lorillard, Jr.), dog (Toledo Blade—Dashing

Lady).
Dolly Hill (J.Shelley Hudson), bitch (Ben Hill—Dolly S.).
Edwin Booth (M. R. Rogers), doe (Roderigo—Miss Llew-

ellin).

Eugene (C. Tucker), dog (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).
FASHIONETTE (H. A. Reufroe), bitch (Dan Gladstone—Bon-

sol one).
Finjgal (J. E. Dager), dog (Toledo Blade—Lady G.).
Flora (Dr. G. W. Ware), bitch (Gladstone's Boy-Clara).
Flora Gladstone (E. M. Myer), bitch (Dan Bryson—

Grace Brvson).
Folly (J- M. Avent), bitch (Roderiero—Bo-Peep).
Fox D. (J. H. Young), dog (Jack—Fannie).
Gather (G. T. Hodgson), bitch (Gath's Mark—Daisy F.).
Gossip (P. H. O'Bannon), bitch (Roderigo—Belle of Pied-

mont).
Grady (Dr. R. M. Smith), dog (Yazoo—Dimple).
Ida Stewart (M. F. Rogers), bitch (Marshall Ney—Miss

Llewellin)
Jeanette (H. S.Bevan), bitch (Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.).
JEAN'S Boy(H. S. Bevan). dog (Jean Val Jean—Rovve'y B.).
Jennie May (J M. Avent), bitch (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Jessie James (F. F. Myles), dog (Yazoo—Dimple).
Joe Blackburn (J. W.Renfroe), dog (Nortier—Winnie D.).
Jubal Early (J. E. Hart), dog (Roderigo—Daisy Fisher).
LELA (B. M. Stephenson), bitch (Tennessee Charlie

—

Maud).
Lemones (J. E. Dager), dog (Toledo Blade—Lady G.).
Little Minch (B. M. Stephenson), dog (Roderigo—Flor-

ence Gladstone).
Marguerite (D. E. Rose), bitch (Gath's Hope—Sue J.).
Memphis (P. H. Bryson), dog (Roderigo—Florence Glad-

stone).
Noble Gladstone (P. H. Bryson), dog (Count Noble—

Girly Gladstone).
NOPRA (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Gath's Mark—Allie

James).
Olivette (H. Hulman), bitch (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).
Our Pet (B. M. Stephenson), bitch (The Corsair—Tebula).
Paula (P. Lorillard, Jr.), bitch (Paul Gladstone—Belle of

Stanton).
Paul Bo (T. M. Brumbv), dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian

Girl).

Pink (J. A. McCargo), dog (Startle—Clio).
Queen Vic (J. I. Case, Jr.), bitch (King Noble—Queen

Vashti).
Rayon (J. M. Avent), dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van).
Rod's Belle (P. H. O'Bannon), bitch (Roderigo—Belle of

Piedmont).
ROSA B. (H. S. Bevan), bitch (Jean Val Jean—Rowey B.).
Rupee (J. M. Avent), bitch (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Sam R (G. P. Jones), dog (Dash Bryson—Daisy's Hope).
Sinteam (P. Lorillard, Jr.), dog (Gath's Mark—Allie

James).
Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock), dog (Jean Val Jean

—Princess Helen).
Toey REM (F. R. Hitchcock), dog (Roderigo—Belle of

Bridgeport).
Trixy (G. T. Hodgson), bitch (Gath's Mark—Daisy F.).

Vanity Fair (W. Wilson), bitch (Roderigo—Pet Glad-
stone).
White B. (P. H. Bryson), dog (Roderigo—Florence Glad-

stone).
Zuc Sera (B. Crane), dog (Jean Val Jean—Little Gift).

Unnamed (F. S. Ward), bitch (Buckellew—Vic Vic).
Unnamed (J. M. Avent), dog (Jean Val Jeau—Haidee).
Unnamed (J. M. Avent), dog (Jean Val Jean—Haidee).
Unnamed (T. H. Pnindexter), bitch (Toledo Blade—Rhet).
Unnamed (Whyte Bedford), dog (Roderigo —Florence

Gladstone).
IRISH SETTERS.

RANCHO (F. H. Perry), dog (Claremont Patsy—Nino).
Rose of Claremont (F. H. Perry), bitch (Cla'remont Patsy
—Nino).

POINTERS.

Hayward (Lebanon Kennels), dog (Lebanon—Virginia).
Lady Gay Spanker (Graphic Kennels), bitch (Rumor-

Lady Norrish).
Lebanon's Boy (Lebanon Kennels), dog (Lebanon—Pene-

lope).
Miss Rumor (Graphic Kennels), bitch (Rumor—Lady

Norrish).
Penelope II. (Lebanon Kennels), bitch (Lebanon—Pene-

lope).
Ridgeview Lass (Graphic Kennels), bitch (Graphic—Friv-

olity).

FLEAS ON DOGS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Pretty
long articles on this subject sometimes appear. I would
make some brief suggestions. Watch the dog's condition in

this regard. Some owners thoughtlessly allow their dogs
to endure the torment of the little black pests, and an ex-

cellent reminder to stir up their sympathy would be about
a hundred of the insects on themselves for a fortnight or so.

They may be removed to-day, and next week make their ap-
pearance again. Insect powder is the very best thing I

' have tried. It should be good. There is much that is not
effective, either because of adulteration or loss of strength

by exposure to the air.—N. D. E.

DOG TALK FROM ENGLAND.
MR. E. H. MOORE, of Melrose, Mass., is still purchasing

I understand that he has been negotiating by wire for
the St. Bernard bitch Altona. litter sister to the well known
Alta Bella, by Alton out of Bellegarde. She is much like
her illustrious sister, but not as good,

The Canine World's editorial columns are headed with an
excellent illustration of the head of an English bloodhound.
To my mind it is very appropriate. They seem to be on the
.scent of everything wrong in dogdom. The difficulty of
getting this paper on the news stands in London and else-
where has induced the proprietors to make a change of base
and hereafter the paper will be published from 158 Fleet
street, London, E. C. They have come to beard the "lion"
in his den.

Mr. Mercer's Clumber bitch Snow has failed to prove in
whelp to Boaz and will doubtless remain in England and
be bred to Cardinal or some other good one.

According to the Stock-Keeper the Crystal Palace show,
to be held next October, will contain 300 classes; the prize
money amounts to some 810,000, and no puppy classes will
be provided, but there will be juvenile dosses for dogs
under 18 mouths. The Crystal Palace is the best place for
a dog show that it was ever my lot to see. It double eclipses
Madison Square Garden. A show of 2,000 dogs could be lit-
erally lost under that great glass roof.

Two more good one* have gone the way of all flesh thisweek—champion Lorne, the bulldog, and the weil known
bull-terrier Como.

The exhibition of English mastiffs, held by the Old English
Mastiff Club, at Crystal Palace, Pridav. Aug. 22. in honor of
Dr. Derby, the secretary of the English Mastiff Club of
America, was well worth a trip across the pond to any lover
of that breed, and yet I must confess I was disappointed
The entries numbered 51, and comprised the cream of the
breed, with a few exceptions. Father Van Doorne did not

ion, Pulbrook, Price, Woolmore, and Drs. Eadous and
Slatter were the exhibitors. While the best of the dogs
were being led about the rings for inspection we did a bit of
judging on our own account, nor were we alone in the occu-
pation, for every mastiff man was doing likewise, as well as
"Thames Tattler," Mr Brown, "Senex," and a few others of
like ilk. According to our bad judgment, the best dogs shown
were Mr. Andrew's Schoolmaster, by ch. Hotspur out of
Lady Dora. Same owner's President, by Montgomery out of
Lady Florida, a puppy that at 14 months weighs ISOlbs. and
stands 33iu., according to his owner, and, I must confess, he
looks it. Mr. INorraan Higgs's Chrysolite, by Commodore
out of Christine. W. K. Taunton's ch. Hotspur, Carshalton,
Prince Carshalton, Duke and Constable. Dr. J. Sidney
Turner's Seabreeze is a rare stamp of bitch, by ch. Beaufort
out of ch. Cambrian Princess, and has much of the character
of her dam; same owner's Ayrshire, of the same litter, is also
good, but I could not see anything in the young stock that
would anywhere near equal Mr. Moore's youngsters by ch.
Ilford Caution out of The Lady Dorothy or Coleus, I forget
which. The display of cups and prizes consisted of two
challenge cups, or, more properly speaking, ewers, very
beautiful "cups" they are too, and the Westminister Kennel
Club's challenge cup. won in '89 by Alonzo, and in '90 by
Melrose Prince, for competition at the Crystal Palace show,
also a plaster cast (life size) of the head of Mr. Taunton's
Orlando, and numerous gold and silver medals. I noticed
Mr. Moore sketching the group, looking at the dogs in the
ring, consisting of Mr. Taunton and Drs. Rowe and Turner,
and, if I am not mistaken, the Stock-Keeper or Gazette will
be favored with the sketch in their next issue. Altogether
it was a delightful afternoon, the. dogs were benched under
a tent out in the grounds in a charming spot, the weather
bright, waim and pleasant, and, although there was no com-
petition, I was impressed with feeling of good fellowship of
the whole affair, and 1 hope to see the day that America will
hold specialty shows of the same nature.

After receiving the dogs we took a stroll through the
palace, and among the many beautiful places sve visited, the
Wurtemburg galleryT will be long remembered. The speci-
mens of birds and animals were remarkably well-mounted
and arranged. We noticed a pair of Spanish pointers point-
ing a pair of partridges, a group of very fair dachshunde
digging out a badger, another fighting a wildcat. One
enormous boarhound fighting a gray wolf, the largest dog I
ever saw, I think, and several groups of boarhounds and
wild boars, many of the hounds being pure white.

As an illustration of how much more interest the English
public take in the dog I have not seen anything more strik-
ing than the new departure of the Scottish Kennel Club.
They will give three prizes in challenge classes at their next
show. The Englishman's love for the dog is apparent
everywhere. Every painting has a dog stuck in some cor-
ner, the display of photographs at every photographers con-
tains a dog or two, every art store contains numerous prints
of noted dogs, and every street of every town contains more
or less of a small dog show.

Paris now supports a pointer club, a Gordon setter club
and a setter club for English and Irish setters.

The Stock-Keeper gives another instance of the feeling of
good fellowship existing between the two countries: "Some
time ago Mr. Samuel Woodiwiss made a bet (if bet it could
be called) that he Would forfeit £10 to Mr. Jack Ellis if a
certain bull bitch which had been served was not in whelp.
We hear that the bitch is not in pup, and that Mr. Woodi-
wiss was anxious to 'cash up;' but as Mr. Ellis is not one of
the sort who will take advantage of another, he refused to
receive it, and it was decided eventually that the said £10 be
given as a special prize in the joint names of Messrs. Jack
Ellis and Samuel Woodiwiss. VVe hear, too, that upon Mr.
Sprague's suggestion both gentlemen agreed that it should
be given for the best bulldog or bull bitch owned by an ex-
hibitor resident in America. Good business this, and a
Xiretty compliment to our American friend."

Mr. James F. HaB's (Fairhill Kennels, Phila.) St. Bernard
bitch Lady Lowden (Plinlimmon—Lady Linton) has missed
to champion Pouf. She will not go back with Mr. Hall as I

stated in a former note, but will be bred again to the same
dog. Mr. Washington HaU, of Hawley, will keep her in the
meantime.

While strolling out in the country the otlier day with Mr.
Wm. Nixon, of Hauley, the former owner of champion King
Victor and breeder of Victory, we called on Mr. A. B. Bai-
ley, of Shooter's Hill, Louuhton. Mr. Bailey is one of
the oldest members aud ablest supporters of the St. Bernard
Club and a popular judge of that breed. Although I feel

indebted to him for a very pleasant afternoon I was doubly
pleased to meet the breeder of Juno, the dam of champion
Bayard, and also Juno the granddam. In the pedigrees of

the Sc. Bernards in America Bayard is a prominent feature.

All St. Bernard men know that Bayard was by Bosco—Juno
and Juno by Wonder—Juno In some pedigrees I have seen
it is printed Hall's Juno. Such, however, are not correct
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Bailey bred both, but sold the younger at 6 months of age.
Mr. T. King bred Bavard and the pedigree should read:

' Bosco -I

Bruno, 2,419.

Champion Bayard, J - 1 Silverhorn.
8,447. 1 Kirk's Tnnr, *

Wonder.
giving s Juno. -

(
Bailey ,s Juna

Mi'. Bailey showed us a sou of old cbamnion Bayard—But-
tercup, out of Chitterbob (champion 'Hector—Duchess).
Although 10 years old he is as lively as a, kitten, he could
jump a five-barred gate, straight and strong and is appa-
rently good for another 10 years. He also showed us some
well-raarkeci young stock of considerable quality. But he
has long since given up showing, more's the pity, for there
are not many men in England that have done more for the
breed.

The Fanciers' Gazette states that Bena II., the dam of Sir
Bedivere, is en route for the States. I fancy tb ere is some mis-
take about that. Bena If. is a litter sister to Sir Bedivere,
not the dam. The dam of Sir Bedivere is Bena And as
Bena should be heavy in whelp to Keeper at this time, I

fancy it is Bena II. that has been shipped. Namquoit.

DOGS OF THE DAY.
T AM still as fully convinced as I ever was that the A.K.C.
X should so beyond members' shows and recognize in some
way winuers at sbows held under their rules. Tbis is one
plan followed by the English Kennel Club, which we might
copy with advantage. It uives control of the dog shows in
a very p&sy manner, without clogging the membership
of the Kennel Club with a lot of societies which take no
interest whatever in the club beyond having its protection.

Mr. Crowell writes from England that he is bringing with
him quite a number of dogs, maioly St. Bernards, and in
the published list he included Donna Silva. It may be that
Mr. Crowell is bringing her over, but a day subsequent to
that of his published letter an offer was made of Donna
Silva to an American breeder and an acceptance of the offer

was at once cabled. So, whether Mr. Crowell brings her on
or not, she will undoubtedly come to America.

Another St. Bernard purchase for this country is the bitch
Dart, a winner of several prizes and very favorably spoken
of in the English reports. She was purchased on tiehalf of
the Swiss Mountain Kennpls, of Germantown, and has beeu
bred to Lord Bute, whose claim to be the best St. Bernard in
the world is not being disputed by any English exhibitor. I

notice that Lord Bute seems to be the sire of quite a number
of promising puppies, both for size and quality, and I think
this importation should turn out well for the benefit of
American breeders.

Still another St. Bernard importation is Lady Garnet, by
champion Pouf out of Lady Aruslow, which Mr. William
Dodd, of Savauna.b, has purchased from Mr. George Long,
of Carlis'e, Eng. She is a young bitch, and has only been
shown in the novice and puppy classes, getting third at Glas-
gow and second at Hartlepool.

Mr. J. S. Bacon, of New York, has made one or two collie
gureb'asps while in England this summer. They include
Clwyd Fan, winner of nine firsts, and in whelp to Edebaston
Fnx. With her come two of her puppies by Metchley
Wonder.

Mr. T. A. Howard, of Columbus, Ohio, advises me that he
has just received a pug. Penrice, from England. He is now
two y^ars old and has won first at Brighton, Colchester and
Chelmsford, and second Crystal Palace. He is a well-bred
dog and only 131bs. in weight. Ohio seems to be quite a pug
country.

I had the pleasure to meet Dr. M. H. Cryer the other day,
immediately upon his return from a six weeks' tour out
West and back t hrough Canada and the Eastern States. I
asked him how the dogs were, and he said he had not had
time to see them since he got home.

Quite a nice little premium list has been got up for a show
in connection with tbe Cumberland County Fair, to be held
at Carlisle, Sept. 30 to Oct. 3. There is a classification for
twenty six breeds, with one to three classes for each breed.
Entry fee 50 cents, and the prizes run to $3 for first and $2
for second prize. Mr. John E. Steel, of Carlisle, is the Supt.

I notice that Mr. Vredenburgh has called attention to the
fact that the Danbury show could not be recognized by the
A. K. C. Tbis I sa ; d in Forest AND Stream two weeks
ago, when I drew attention to the show. Last year's show
was held under the auspices of the now defunct Con-
necticut State Kennel Club, but Danbury has always got
along very well without the A. K. C, and I suppose it

doesn't see any important necessity for becoming a member.
The fact is, I don't think these small fair shows ought to be
recognized. Take Wilmington for instance, a very nice
show of its class, but surelv some distinction ought to be
drawn between a win at Wilmington and one at Boston or
New York.

I can congratulate the Ottawa dog show managers upon
having secured the services of Mr. H. W. Lacy to judge
there on Sept. 23. It was with a great deal of regret that I
had to cancel my engagement, to go there, and I quite envy
Mr. Lacy the pleasure in store for him.

Dr. Glass, of Philadelphia, has bought from Messrs. Tay-
lor & Brown the well known English setter Bob H. The
probability is that the Doctor will enter him at the Phila-
delphia field trial meeting.

Mr. J. H. Wiuslow tells me he has lost two very nice
pointer puppies by distemper, one out of Naso of Kippen
and the other by Graphic.' 'But, will you believe it, the best
one is still alive,"

Mr. Marshall, the Newfoundland breeder of Troy, N. Y.,
has purchased from Joe Lewis, of Pittsburgh, two young
pointers, Forest King II., son of Forest King, and Graph,
by Graphic. To ro>ke up for their departure Mr. Lewis has
purchased the dachshund Feldmann K. and Lina L. and
one of their puppies. Their former owner was Mr. Carl
Klocke, of Pittsburgh, who won quite a number of prizes
with them.

The men who run beagles down in Jersey and about Phila-
delphia are quietly smiling over the National Beagle Club
field trials. They don't say that the field trials will be a
failure, but they want to know how in the world they are
going to be a success.

"Uncle Dick" made quite a success of his judging at
Kingston, Ont. , so I am told by a well-known fancier who was
there. I see they have had dreadful floods at Hornellsville,
and I somehow tear that our friend will have suffered in the
washout. If so, we will all have to give him a helping hand.

Dr. Foote has had something to say about the influence of
a sea voyage on the return of the season in a bitch. I had
no theory on the. subject, but was simply stating my obser-
vations and groping for information. What Dr. Foote states
does not change what I said at all.^I started the subject by
saying that a voyage to England set|a bitch back about three

T

months, and very soon I came across cases of bitches coming
from England which were not affected at all. Now Dr.
Foote has two cases on hand which exactly coincide with
that, and he accounts for the difference b*y saying that
Meersbrook Maiden that went to Englaud was a very
sensitive bitch, and tbe one that came here was the reverse.
I don't controvert what he says about his own dogs, but i am
sure that in the case of my own bitches, Nesta and Mavis,
they were both plain, stay-at-home, worry-about-nothing
animals, and yet they were set back. Dr. Foote's theory
does not hit my cases.

Mavis went to England twice, with the same result each
time. The first time she was kept and bred to Sefton, sire
of Metchley Wonder. The second time she was sent to
Christopher, developed steamer surfeit, and Mr. Stretch,
being a little doubtful about her trouble, took her to a man
who should put A double S after his name in place cf V. S.,
and he advised Mr. Stretch to send her away at once. She
was sent back without my hearing of it till she had almost
arrived, and did not suffer a double relapse, but came in
about the time she would probably have done had she
remained in England. I hope Dr. Foote will look tbe sub-
ject up a little more, it is his profession, not mine, and I am
curious to know why a voyage to England has apparently a
different effect from one to America.

Has any one observed any diminution in the size of litters,
numerically, within the past few weeks? I have knowledge
of five bitches, all bred within a few days of one another.
Four of these were known good breeders, yet the result has
been that two of these missed, one had three puppies and
the other six, while the fifth—her first litter—had but two.
The weather at the time they were bred was excessively
warm and enervating. I was attending to the four cases
specially mentioned,"and in order to effect my purpose I had
to take the dogs into a cool stable where they would not
suffer from the heat. The two that missed Were the first
bred to the respective dogs, and the other two were services
a day or two later

I have sold to the Rev. Chas. F. Kelly, D.D., of Towanda,
Pa., the black, white and tan dog Prince Charlie, by Sefton
out of Mavis. Now tint he no longer belongs to me. I would
like permission to state that he is a dog that should not be
overlooked by breeders. His pedigree is of the very best,
individually he is good, and I have seen good puppies from
him. J. W.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
HE dog show at this busy fair opened tbis afternoon,
and by 2:30 P. M. Mr. Davidson commenced his work

in the pointer ring, Mr. Oldham getting to the spaniels
shortly afterward. As there are but two rings Mr. Mason
is reserved as an attraction for Wednesday, and at that time
he will judge all the non-sporting division. One would
almost imagine himself in an American show, so many are
the well-known faces I see around the ring. Among those
I noticed were Geo. H. Bush, A. W. Smith, Frank Dole, Dr.
Nelles, T. G. Davey, J. F. Kirk, Dr. Mills, W. A. Powers,
Geo. Bell, J. G. Mitchener, J. Luckwell. Andrew Laidlaw,
H. G. Charlesworth, C. S. Wixom, H. Jarrett, Ben Lewis,
Jos Lewis, Geo. Thomas, C. A. Stone, up to his ears in
work as superintendent, J. Massey, W. S. Jackson, Capt. C.
Greville tiarston and many other well-known dog men.
Enough praise cannot be given to the committee for the

admirable building they have had erected by the Fair Asso-
ciation. Perfect ventilation, combined with ample room to
bench seven or eight hundred dons, and the several offices
connected combining to make it one of the most attractive
and well designed buildings I have ever seen for the purpose.
The stalls are divided by wire partitions in gilt and black,
and a noticeable feature is the ample space for each dog.
The building has been built from a rough design evolved
from the mighty brains of friends Davidson and Mason last
year, when the unfortunate exhibitors waded round the
show ankle deep in mud and other wretchedness. The fea-
ture of the show is the spaniel classes and a showing of
cocker bitches I have never seen excelled. The greyhounds
are a fine show, and the setters are not far behind. St. Ber-
nard classes are also pretty well filled, and the absence of
the Hempstead Kennel seems to have brought all the other
fox-terrier kennels to the front.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, Minting Minor; 2d, Mode; 3d, Grimsby

Caution. Yery high com , Lord Caution. Com., Major. Bitches:
1st, Bessie B.; 2d, Bess; 3d, Ilford Be3S. Yery high com.. Lady
Belle. High c in., Blondie. Puppies: in, Grimsby Caution; 2d,
withheld —Novice—Dogs: 2d, Grimsby Caution. Bitches: 1st,
withheld; 3d, Ilford Bess.

ST. BERNARDS—Rough -Dogs: 1st, Beumore; 2d. Monk; 3a,
Loid Dalhousie. Reserve, Monarch. Very high com.. Garibaldi,
Bruce. High com., Leo, Duke, Chump. Bitches: 1st, Phvllis; 2 1,

Nora; 31, Berna. Puppies: 1st, Ren Maider; 2d. KildonarY: 3d, Sen-
ator. -Smooth—Challenge- Ut, Victor Joseph.—Open—Dogs:
1st. Baronet. Bitches: 1st, Alpine Queen; 2d, Nellie.—Novice—lit,
Nellie; 21, Baronet.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, Major; 2d, Leo; 3d, Toby.
GREAT DAN ES.—Dogs: 1st, Melac; 2d, Lord; 3d, Bismarck.

High com., Pollux. Bitciies: 1st, Irene; 2d, Dudley Flora; 3d, Freda.
High com., May.
DEERHOUNDS.—1st, Nora. No others.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Balkis; 2d, Highland
Chief. Bitches: lint, Cassandra.—Open—Doffs; 1st, Scavenger; 2d
Jolly Ranger; 3d, Sir Lancelot. Very high com., Apparition'
Turk. High com., Sp^rt, Charlie MeGrath, Milo. Bitches: 1st'
Second Sight; 2d, Grimsby Jess; 3d, Halloween. High com., Nell'

POINTERS.—Challenge—No entries.—Open—Over 55lbs.—
Dogs: 1st, John R. Daniels' Lord Graphic; 2d, T. 6. Davey's West-
minster Drake; 3d, W. J. Danay 's Shot.—Oveb 50lbs —Bitches: 1st,
Mount Royal Kennels' Devon Nell; 2d, Thos Thornton's Minnie-
ha-ha; 3d, Burritt Iler's Sport.—Under 6Blbs.—Dogs: 1 t, J. and
F. Maekie's Shot; 2d, W. G. Cass. Is' Snipe; 3d, J. Robertsons
Hector; high com., John R. Daniels' Lord Graphic's Lad.—Under
5QLBS.—JBUcMs 1st, T. G. Davey's Fan N.; 2d, John R Daniels'
Trinket S.; 3d, John E. Gill's Galena; very high com . H. M.
Kipp's Nellie; high com., Charles Christie's Thornton's Duchess.
—Novice—Duos and Bitches: l«t. John ifl. Gill's G >leua.—Puppies:
1st and 2d, John R. Daniels' Lord Graphic's Jem and Lord
Graphic's Jean.

ENGLISH SETTKRS—Challenge- Dogs: 1st, J. Shelley Hud-
son's i;ad Wilson.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Oohannett Kennels' R"ent It:
2d, Jos. Lewis's Tony Gladstone; 3d, J. Shelley Hudson's Chicka-
saw; reserve, Cohannett Kennels' Royal Kent; very high com.. T.
G. i avey's Locksiej, Forest Kennels' (*ore«t Fred; high com,
Forest Kennels' Forest Sport, and J. Shelley Hudson's Dad
Wilson's Boy; com , J. Scrogeie's Toronto and Geo. Batterson's
Roger Boy.—Bitches: 1st, J. Shelley Hudson's Bonemian Girl; 2d,
A. G. Habblck's Genevieve; 3d, Chas. G. WincheL's Delle Glad-
stone; very high com., E. J. Walsh's Scottish Belle; high com.

,

Forest Kennels' Forest 01ad>s aDd Forest Tops\ ; com.. Forest
Kennels 1 Forest Nettie and Mount Royal Kennels' Nellie Dale.—
Puppies: 1st, T. G. Davey's Forest Heather; 2d, Samuel Stain-
land's George III.; 3d. Geo. C. Hore's Roger.—NOVICE—Dogs ami
Bitches: 1st, T. G. Davey's Forest Heather; 2d, J. Sneiley Hudson's
Cnickasaw ; 3d, Forest Kennels' Forest Fred.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Geo. H. Covert's
Dick; 2d. G. W. Clarke Jr.'s Blarney. Bitches: 1st, Kildare Ken-
nels' Ruby Glenmore, Laura B. absent.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Max;
2d, Kildare: 3a. O'Donovau Rossa. High com., Patioy Sarsfleld,
Larry, Jack Malone, Red River, Glen EcPo. Com., Bang Jerry.
Bitches: 1st, Bell Ida; 2d, Brldy Clare; 3d, Jeanette. Very high
com.. Flavie. Kerry Govv. Glidedia, Moll\ Olendyne. High com.,
Lilly BanSodan. Com., Kildare Ruhy.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st , Elec-
tor; 2d, Parnell; 3d, Sport. Very high com., Manstleld. High
com., Dan. Bitches: 1st, Nellie D.; 2d, Lalla Rookb—Novice—
1st, Kildare; 2 *, Flora; 3d, La,rrv<

GORDON SETTERS.-Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Leo B.; 2d, Field
Marshall. Bitches: 1st, Rose.—Open—Doys; .1st, .Ivanhoe;: 2d,
Clyde. Bitches: 1st, Hilda; 2d, Bloom.

FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, Genius; 2d, Bingo. Bitches: 1st, Van-
ity; 2d. Vexation: 3 . Nancy.
IRISH WATER SPAN' ELS.

—

Challenge—1st, B. F. Lewis's
Patsey O'Connor.—Open—1st, JoS . Lewis's Oonntess Bendigo; 2d
and 3d, Jas. F.W Ross'-) Handy Andy and Ochtwan Biddy. ' Very
high com.. Miss Nichol's Sanr-ho.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.- Challenge -1st, Bate & Oe,id«s's
gromy-e.—OpEN-Dof/s; 1st, G. R. Smart's Darby. Bitches: 1st,W. J. Young's Belle of Ot'awa.
FIRLD SPANIELS.

—

Challenge—1st md2d.Rosedale Kennels'
champion Newton Abbott Laddie and Br id ford Rubv.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Rosedale Kennels' Beam 2d, A. L iidlaw's Samson; 31,
B. F Lewis's "Rlack Diamond. Very high com . Luckwell &
Douglas's Faust. High com., A. Ltirllaw's Napoleon aa-i Rose-
dale Kennels Black Knight. Com., P. J. Kea'ing's Friday and
J Senile's Sweep. Bitches: Island 2d, R. P. Keatby's Lady and
M-ss Ben d'Or; 3d, W. G. MeCullagh's Gipsy Queen.
rOCKER SPANIELS.—Not exceeding 28lbs.—Ant Color—

Challenge-Dogs: 1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Br^uford R d
Jacket; 2d, Andrew Laidlaw's Rabbi Bitches: 1st. Brant C cker
Kennels' Juno W.; 2 1. J. W. Bunting's Sensa inn. -Opkn-Black
—Dogs: 1st, Luckwell & Douglass's Black Duke; 2d, G. B-ll'a Ktog
of Obos: 3d. J. G. Mitchener's Pono. Reserve, Andrew Laidlaw's
Brock. Very hitrh com., P. O. RVyes's Boh Oho and .1. W. Bunt-
ing's Pedro. Hisrh com., Rosedale Kernels' Ro«edale Dandy.
Com.. Jam's Harris's Fine Furs. Bitches: Gt, Geo. p. Bush's
Novel; 2d, Geo. Bell's Idea; 3d, Geo. F. Bush's B>ssy W, Res rve,
Rosedale Kennels' Rose Busy. Very high com.. Andrew Li-id-
law'sNina. High com., J. G. Mitchener's Lady Obn. Frank F.
Dole's Floss W., and Brant Cocker Kennels' Busv . ''om.. Luck-
well & Douglass's Woodland Sally. George B -b's Perhaps and
Chas. Searle's Topsy.—Not over 28lbs.—Any other Colob -
Dogs: 1st. Andrew La'dlaw's Bambo; 2d, H O. Cuarleswo. th's
Nugget; 31, George Bell's Ciosby Very high com., M. W.
Kennedy's R udo. High com., H. G. Charlesworth 's R v.
Bitches: 1st, Luckwell and Douelass' Kioer Pharaon's Sishei; 2d,
Brant Cocker Kennels' Zetta: 31, G. Bell's Little R-sd Ridiug
Hood.—Puppies—Doers; 1st, Andrew Laidlaw's Bambo: 2d, Rose-
dale Kennels' Rosenale Rover; 31, H. G. Charle^vrorth's Mvget.
Very hiarh com., Rosed -de Kennels' Rosedale B' otles. H eh com.,
F. E. Curtis' Snob. Bitches: Is*, Geo. Bell's Idea; 2d, Andrew
Laidlaw's Woodstock Minnie: 3d, Rosedale Kennels' Belle. Re-
serve. Geo. H. Bush's Smol. V* ry high com., Bran f Co ker Ker-
nels' Fatima.—^ovlce Class—Dogs: 1st, M run O'Neill's Sport;
2d, P. G. Key's Rid an Rollo. Bitches: Geo. Bell's Idea; F. F. Dole's
Flossie W ; J. G. Mitchener's Lady Oho. Very high com , Geo H.
Bir-h's Sm:l. High com., Andrew Laidlaw's Woodstock Minnie;
J. G. Mitchener's Black Vic.

COLLIES.—Challenge—1st, Scot.illa.—Open—Dogs: 1st, The
Squire; 2 ). Colonel Scot; 3d, Bute. Verv high com., .VIess High
com.. Sir John. Com.. Oilie. Bitches: 1st, Manilla: 2d, Cora 1L;
3d. Nancy. Very h ;gh com.. Floss. Com. Flo. Puppies: 1st. Rus-
lvn Trefoil; 2d, Drury, 3d, Ladd'e. Arerv high com., Lussie.—
Novice—1st, Roslyn Trefoil; 2d, Drury; 8d, Ladv Fl-.renoe.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—1st, Harper.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Car-
isbrooke. Bitches: 1st, Dnllv Tester.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Ohalleng e -1st, Sta rli gh L—Open—Dogs:
1st, White Prince; 2*, King of Hearts: 31. Vic. High com., Tip-
perary. Bitches: 1st, Grove Duchess; 2d, Miss Gladstone.

DACHSHUNDE.—Divided 1st, Gill and Feldman.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Royal Krueger. Bitches:

1st, Una.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Witch Hazel Prince; 2d, Dnimmer;
3d Whisker. Ver\ high com., S'ormer. High com., Smhad.
Bitches: 1st, Elf; 2d. June M.; 3d, Stella. Very high com., Lilla.
High com.. Beauty—Under 12in.—1st. Alva W.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, B icchanal.—Open—Doos:

1st. Biemton Volunteer; 2d, Ritmton Trump; 3d, Stard- n's Ja k.
Reserve, Oriole Trap. Very high com., Zigz >g H'ckle. Higb com.,
Richmond Crack. Com., Rant. Bitches: 1st. Eva Netrle; 2d,
Biemton Vice; 3d, Spe.<-k. Very high com., Ehor, Sp°edv, Bel],
Mischief. High com

,
Brooklyn Vernon, Spot. Com.. Ro°e. Lot,

•ludy —Novice—Dogs: 1st, Moody; 2d, lJuneh. Bitches: ls f
, Biem-

ton Vict ; 2d. Speck; 3d, Scollops. Reserve, Clip. Very high com.,
Dot. Spot, Judv. Oriole, Bell, .

BLACK AVD TAN TERRIERS. — Challenge: 1st, Buffalo
G' npral.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Kais- r; 2d. Senaior. 3d. Rocbelle Scot.
Very high com., Donovan. High com., Jack. Bitches: 1st, Broi. in-
field Madyp; 2d. Desdemona; 3d, RochelleNacjy. Very high com.,
Jenny. High com., Mprry.
TOY SPANIELS.- 1st, Toronto Charlie. Bitches: 1st, Ruby; 2d,

Top y.
Best collie, The Squire; best black and tan. Kaiser.

THE ENGLISH SETTER CLUB
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the meeting of the executive committee of the English

Setter Club, Sept. 9, the following important action was
taken:
Moved. That inasmuch as the qualified members of the

English Setter Club of America were accepted as members
of this Club on payment of the memhersbip fee of $5, and
without payment of annual dues for 1890, we consider it but
just that tbe dues for this year be remitted to all other mem-
bers of the English Setter Club. Therefore be it

Resolved, That existing members be entitled to tbe remis-
sion of their annual dues for the year ending Dec. 31, 1890,
and that all persons joining hetween this date and Jan. 1,

1891 be chargeable up to that date only, with the niemher-
shipfpe of $5, the intent of this action beioer to place all the
membership in tbis respect on an equal basis to the close of
the year, Dec. 31, 1890. Pekct P. DHL, Sec'y.

MR. A. CROWELL sailed from England Sent. 10 on the
Canada with quite a string of dogs. Among the list is the
schipperke bitch Cople Sophia, purchased last year for
Mrs, J. W. Connelly, Dorchester, Mass.; she was bred Aug.
8 to Mr. G. R. Krehl's Drieska. Also the St. Bernard hitch
Pleiad (Plinlimmon—Mascotte), purchased for Mr. W. S.
Diffenderffer, Baltimore, Md. Mr. Crowell will brine; lor
his own kennel the rough St. Bernard dog Victory ( I jysan-
der—Lady Pauline), r.he hitch La Purcelle (champion Save
—Faultless), the bitch Prudence (Helvellyn—Zephyr), the
hitch Republican Belle (Plinli mmon—Florentius) and the
bitch Donna Silva (Duke of Wellington— Calypso). The
last three are well known winners. He will also bring the
smooth dog Belisarius (Bom l>astus—Topsy) and the bitch
Nun Nicer (Austin Friar— Muri). Both "have done some
winning in England, and Mr. Crowell thinks that some of
them at least will get into the money here.

BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS SPECIALS.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: Please publish the following donations i or
the National Beagle Club's field trta's: Mr. W. Stewart
Diffenderffer, Baltimore, Md., offers a suitable piece of silver
valued at $20 for the dog or bitch, bred by a member of the
National Beagle Club and owned by breeder, winning the
greatest number of heats. Mr. F. W. Chapman, Melrose,
Mass., offers a beautiful silver water set, valued at $25, for
the dog or bitch having the best vob'e; donor not to compete.
Mr. E, C. Barrett, Boston, Mass., offers a powerful pair of
field glasses, valued at $20, for the dog or bitch doing the
best trailing throughout the trials. More specials will be
announced later.—F.W. Chapjian, Secretary (Boston, Mass.,
Sept. 13).

SALE OP MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream: Will you please state in your valued
paper that I have disposed of all my interest in the Mt.
Washington Kennel to Mr. Joseph Lewis, of Canons-burg,
Pa., including champion Paul Gladstone and several other
English setters. The kennel will be carried on under the
old name by Mr. Lewis at Canonsburg, Pa., and I wish to
state to the public that it gives me much pleasure to recom-
mend Mr, Lewis to them, as my six years' experience with
him was of the most pleasant nature, and I would not have
severed my connection with him had I remained in the
Eastern countryr—S. L. Boggs,- Salt Lake City, Utah.
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KENNEL NOTES.
Notes nonet be sent on prepared blanks, wbioh are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound toi

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.

.t3P" Prepared Blanks sent free ou application.

Master, Hustler, Tramp. Montrose.. Zarine, Zifln and Zanita. By
EberliTt Pug Kenu-ls Cincinnati, 0 . for fawn pit <s. four dogs
and three bitches, whelped Aug. 5, 1890, by Spokane out of Lac: y
Verne.
Tim Glcndyne. By J. J. Sr.anhm. Fall River, Mass., for red Irish

setter dog, whelped July 3, 1890, by Tim (Biz- Hazel) out of Ellis
(EW-m, Jr.—Masgte TL)
CiibnandEilf.cn. ByWm. P. Murphy. New Haven. Conn., for

bl'ick cocker spaniel doe and bitch, whelped July 9. 1890, by Dixip
(champion Blai-k Pete—Miss Nance) out of Cleopatra (champion
Black Prince—Zona).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady llvwrman—John Bull. Eberhnrt Puc Kennels' (Cincin-
nati. O.) pu'i bitch Lady Thunnnn (Santa Clans—Almah) to their
John BmII ( -bamoion Lone—May Queen). Sppt 6

East Lain. Virgie—Jolin Bull Eherhart Pus Kphh«'s' (Cincin-
nat , O.) pug biU'h East Lake Vjrgie (champion Bradford Ruby-
Puss B ) to their John Bull (champion Boris—May Queen), Sept. 1.

Bmovitiihl Madge—The Senator. Rochelle Kenu Is' (New Ro
quelle, M. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Broomfield Madge
(Patrick—Queen) to their The Senator (Patrick—Pink), Aug. 26.

WHELPS.
Prepared Tllanks sent free on application.

Lady Tippins. Dr. W. C. Johnson's (Frederick, Md.) collie hitch
Lady Tippins, Sepi. 9, seven (two doss), by Chestnut Hill Kennels'
The Squire.
Lady Thora. Eherbart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati. O.) pug hitch

Lady Thora (Santa Claus—Almah), Sept. 6, five (three, doers), by
the*r Bradford Ruhv II (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B )

Countess Srqua. H. S. Pitkin's (Hartford, Conn ) St. Bernard
hitch C 'untess Sequa (Everest—Sequa) Aug. 10, Ave pwo dogs),
hy t^js Prince Barry (champion Merchant 4'rinc"—Rernie V.).

'Tough, forktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Out.) cocker span-
iel bunh Tough (Wi Ida. r— Belle), Aug. 28. four dogs, by Rideau
Kennels' Bob Obo (champion Ooo—Farrow's Nellie).

Merry Duchess. P. H Coombs'- ("angor. Me.) Yorkshire terrier
bitch Merry Duchess (Young Roval—Juno), Sep'. 9, "hree dogs, bv
his champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Seal's Lady).

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bell, Black and tan foxhound bitch, whelped Sept. 1, 1880. bv
Dnver out of Queen, nv F H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., to O. R. Wil-
liam0 , New Brunswick, N J.

Dare Go—Dido B. ioti<&p. Black and white ticked pointer bitch,
whelped June 13, 1890, by Tell Kennels, Worcester, Mabs., to Wm.
H. D- noison, Norwich, Conn.
Prince Barry—Queen MfrCmda Whelps. St. Bernards, whelped

April 2ti 1890. by H. S. Pitkin. Hartford, Conn , a dog each to Dr.
M. N.Armstrong, Newton. N. J., and M ; ss E E. Carlisle, New
Britain, Conn., and a bitch each to E. B.vrem, Harrisburg, Pa., and
H. H. Poi'lips. Crystal Falls, Mich.
Po77y and Romola. B'aek cocker spaniel bitches, whelped June

30, 1890, by Bob Obo out of Cleo, by OrrKtown Cocker Kennels,
O'tnwa, Out. , to R deau Kunnel-, same place.
Bounce. Black and white cocker spaniel dog; whelped June 19,

1890, by Bob Obo out of Tough, by Corktown Cocker Kennels, Ot-
tawa, Out., to W. H. Morgan, same piace.

DEATHS.

Lady Thora. Pug hitch, whelped Dec. 26, 1887 (Santa Claus—
Aluitib), owned by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., in par-
turition.

Cheating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING,
The eighteenth annual fall gathering of the National Rifle Asso-

ciation has filled Crpedm."or witlCshoi'ters during the nast week.
The meet was a success, though the weather was decidedly un-
toward during the few closing hours. The day to day narrative
below is fodowed by the list of winners and the conditions of the
matches.
Sept 0 —The opening day of the eighteenth annual fall prize

meeting of the National Rifle Association proved a treasure so f»r
as the shooting men were concerned. Iu respect of light, wind,
teuip' rature, and atmospheric conditions generally, it was a per-
fect shooting day. Capt. John S. Shepherd had direction of affairs

as executive officer of the meeting, the statistical departmeut
being run by Gen. Ohas. F. Rohbinsand SergU-Major Jacob Manz,
wtiile i he ditties of range officers were discharged by Major Ed-
ward Duffy, Capt. Emil F. Ohrisfoffe] and Capt. .las. M. Macon-
nell, the surgeon being Major C. E. De La Yergne. The numb- r
of individuals competing in the several events was close upon 150,

while Hie entra' ce fees paid in footed up $300, as against $190 on
the first dav of last year's meeting.
The Judd match, for military rifles, 7 shots at 200yds., open to

all comers, was the first selipduled event of the day. It brought
out a field of over a hundred entries and resulted in some really
"brilliant off-shoulder shooting. The match will be continued an-
other dav, and then the winners of the Judd trophy and 25 cash
prizes nfleied bv the Association will be announced. The shooters
placing a mortgage upon these prizes, the first five of which are to
be won on an aggregate of two scores, were as follows:

Judd match:
J F Klein 31 AO White 32 C H Gaus 31
CBPratt 31 J M Stewart. 32 O E Ge<»scb, Jr. . . .31

A D etricb 31 J M Pollard 32 J S Sb.ep.neid 31
W D Huddleson...34 J J Moun'joy 32 W W Young 31
H Hodges 83 John Corrie 32 Alex Stein... 31
T J Dolan 33 E J Cram . : 31 C T Hilliker 31

Frank Stuart 33 F L Graham 31

The Wimbledon cup was taken bv Major Gaus of the 3d Brigade
with 111 in the possible 150. at 1000yds. Good scores were also
run up in the Tiffany, all comers' military and the governor's
matches.

Sept. 10.—A cloudy sky and heavy wind were the atmospherical
con litbuis which greeted the marksmen on the Creedmoor ranges
in t tie second day's contest of the National Biflo Association. The
light wm S excellent; in fact better than if the sun had been shin-
ing, while the wind was anything but desirable. It blew across
the range, from right to left in fitful gusts, so that, good marks-
mans dp was out of the question. As a consequence, only a very
few of the shooters were able to improve their scores of the day
previous, and the majority of them confined their efforts to the
matches waich closed to-dav, notably the Judd match. Thanks
to the eff >rts of Mr. B. Wakher, shooting in the Tiffany and pool
matches will be continued until 6 o'clock each evening, weather
permitting.
The Judd match, which began on Tuesdav. closed with A. Diet-

rich, of New Jersey still m tne lead; h s score of 67 our of the pos-
sible 70 could not be beaten, and only four of thn contestants were
able to improve their previous scores with paying results. Tnlrty-
one is the lowest score in this match to obtain a prize.
The principal even^ of th" day was the long-range military

match, 15 shots at 800 and 900yds. respectively. Sergt. Frank
Stuart, of the S'sty-aintli Regiment, one of the best all-round
marksmen in the national guard of this State, and who shot in

the 1883 American team at WPuhledon, took first with 61 at 800

and 63 at 901yds. Among the six prize, winners was the Pennsj 1-

vania crack. J. J. Mount joy, the only man who used a Springfield
instead of the usual mill tary special ri fie.

Gus Zmimermann arrived at the range during the afternoon
and proceeded at once to the 200yds. range, v. here he began to de-
molish the canvas targets in the Tiffany and pool contests. As
soon as he had his rifle properlv sighted the New York snaip-
sl ooter got down to fine work. During the pool shooting Zim-
mermanu scored five consecutive hullseyes. and in 50 shots, fired

in ten srrines of five each, he made tne following scores: 13,11,

43, 43, 50, 43. 45, 47, 44. 47, a total ot 433 out of the possible 500. Mr.
Zimmermaun won the Tiffany cup last year, and is in first place
for it now with 45, 47, 47, or 139 altogether. He intends to improye

this score to- -norrow, hut even if he should fail the other contest-
ants will find it hard work to overcome his lead. Mr. Case had an
excellent chance so far, but sp lied it, an 1 with it a good string
of 5 shots bv firing one shot on the wrong target.
Sept. 11.—To-da\'s rainy weather recalled the stormy days of

last year at Creedm mr, L. I., aud manv we.'c the stories told of
that stormy meeting, but even the deluge of 1889 w as not more dis-
agreeable than the shooting in to-day's drizzle, had light, and
veering wind.
Mojprfl. EL Sans, Inspector of Rifle Practice, Third Brigade.N G.,b.N.Y., won the military championship of the United Statesm the President's Match with 106 points, two ot which were the

allowance for the use of the Rpmington 50-caliher State rifle, the

ble for competition in the second stage.
The Bwney Walther team match was not as successful as an-

ticipated, owing principally to the bad weather, which kept some
of the out-of-town clubs awav, among them the Newark Shooting
Society and the Our i >wns, of Newark.
The Zettler Rifle Club had three teams in the field, the Miller

Rifle Club, of Hohoken, one. and the New York Rifle CLub one, the
same which opened th« match on the dav iirevtous. The second
N°w York team failed to materialize. The Z Jttler team No. 1 won
the mxtch easilv witu 199 points, their first score being 192 and
their third 193. The New 5Tork« took second place, hut could im-
prove the pievious day's results by only one point. The Zettler
team No. 3. won third prze.
The inter-Slate long range match, which the Association has

been try ;ng to resurrect, did not take place, no entries having
been <eceived. It used to be one of the most interesting features
of the annual meeting, and similar contests are very popular in
England.
Shooting in the Tiffany match was more lively than on Thurs-

day, owing principally to tne presence of the New York sharp-
hooters. Gus Ziojrnertnaon improv-sd his score by making 48,
riving him a total of 143 points. Although many good snots will
be made to-morrow, it is hardly probable that any marksman will
he able to wrrst the victory and the cup from the genial Gus.
Among other shooters who put up scores or bettered their old ones
vere Me«r?. D, Miller, C. G Zitiler, B. Zettler, J. A. Boyken, G
Joiner G. Schl cht and G. Kleinbub.
In the Steward match W. G Fuiss.ey and W. L. Cash made the

best scores; in the All-Comers F. Stewart, H. Lohmaun, Jr., F. H.
Lalor, D. N. Murphy and H. J. Mehard; in the Governor's match,
s. ti, Wetherald. J. F. Klein, A. G. Kuser.
The officers of the day were Capi. Gibson, Lieut. Smith, 71st

Regimeni; Lieut. Kraft, 23d Regimen'; C <pt. M Cauley, 12ch
Regiment, and Surge.on-M.aj r Henry of the 12th Regiment.
Sept. 13—This was Nation H Guard day at Creedmoor, and the

boys in blue who form the military force, of the Empire State con-
tested for the team Championship and trophy offered by the State
ot New York, valued at $300. The Twenty-third Regiment's team
can itd off the prize, with 487 points out ot the p jssible 600 The
Seventh Regiment shooters had a handsome leal at the 200yds.,
but they could not hold their own at the 500yds. The Twenty-
third's no\ s won the cbamp'onship in 1883, 18*7 and 1888, while the
wearers of the black-braided gray were victorious la«t year.
The two brigade matches followed. In the First Brigade con-

test the Seventh Regiment won with 508. while the Twelfth's
team, which had been brought together chiefly through the efforts
of Sergeant T. J Dolan, took second place. Only two regiments
contested for superiority in the Second Brigade, the Twenty-thud
beat ing the Thirteenth by 38 points.
The wind, a regular fishtail, was worse than on any previous

day, and the light yvas poor until after 10 o'clock. It was almost
impossible to get proper elevaiion at the longer distances, and
this explains the pojr scores of some of the best shooters in the
teams The highest individual score, 46, was made bv Sergeant
Vao Husi-n of toe Twelfth Reg ment, with 21 at 200 and 25 at 500yds.
Lieut. Pickett, Twenty-thud Regiment, made the same score.
Very little shooting was doue in the continuous contests. In

tbe Governor's match Klein, Root and F. Stewart put up full
-cores of 35, aud W L. Cash 34. Id the All-comers' Military. J. J.

Mountjoy got two 45s, A. R. Kuser and A.E.Newman a 45, and
Ch. Chirm and W. G. Flussey made 46 ea-'h.

The officers of the day were: Major Channcey, Eighth Regi-
ment; Major J. Crocker First Brigade st ff; Lieut. Christoffel,
Fort^ -second Regiment; Surgeon-Capt. Weston, Twenty-i=econd
Bt-giruent.
To-morrow's matches will be the Hilton trophy match and the

inter-State military match. The Tiffany, th" Governor's, the all-

comers' m li tary, the Steward and the revoly^er matches will be
concluded also with the finish of tne meeting.
Sept. 13.—The National Rifle Association's annual meeting at

Creedmoor came to an end to-day amid a downpour of rain,
and the men who took part in the Hilton trophy and inte.r-State
matches were thoroughly drenched before they had completed
their scor* s. Taken all in all this meeting was rather more suc-
cessful than that of last year, but the exceedingly unpropitions
weather of tbe last three days undoubtedly kept Targe numbers of
riflemen from attending and taking part in the matches.
Severe showers at intervals all day and strong winds in the

morning and early afternoon made the shooting a difficult matter.
The darkness in the afternoon interfered seriou-ly with the
600yds. distances. Yet considering tbe day. some good records
were made. The attendance was larger than on any other day
during the week.
There was quite a large number of military and civic visitors

from New Jersey, who seemed greatly interested in the contests
for the Hilton rophy. and it was a great disappointment to them
that their State representatives did not carry off the prize.

Among those who were present were ex-Governor Green. Major
E J. Andrews, State Comptroller; Colon- 1 John J. Toffey, State
T^asurer; Oeneral R. W. Donnell. Quartermaster Genera 1

;

Riparian Commissioner R. R. Redding, Colonel Yan Clieff,

Colonel J. Kuser, of Newark; Colond C. F. Loutrelle, Colonel G.
<t. Felton, Colonel J. C. Owens, Assistant Inspector General, and
Lieutenant Colonel C. Y. Bamford.
The Washington, D. C, team carried off the Hilton trophy with

a score of 1 017, heating the New Jerseymen by 19 points. The
New York team won tne inter-State match with a sc re of 986.

Sergeant Frauk Stuart. of the Sixty-ninth regiment, won the first

prize in the all comers' militaiy match, making an aggregate
s ce at 200 and 500yds. of 141. The first prize in the Governor's
match was won by Sergeant John F. Klein with 115 points at
500yds.
The record of the meeting stands as follows:

No. 1. Directors' Match—200yds.. open only to directors of the

N. R. A., 5 rounds, any military rifle, including special 3
. Won by

Major Geo. Shorkley by a score of 23 out of a posbiole 25.

No. 2. Judd Match—Open to all comers. Remington 50cal. State
™onel, the United States, Springfield, or the Martini- Henry rifle,

7 rounds, the aggregate of two scores to count for the first five

prizes:

A Dietrich 67 J M Pollard 32 A Stein 31

C B Pratt 66 O W Simons 32 C H Gaus 31

J P Klein .65 J M Stewart, 32 J S Shepperd 31

T J Dolan 6i J Corrie 32 H' L Graham 31

H Holges 64 W G Hussey 32 C E Gensch, Jr ...31

F Stuart 33 A C Wane 32 VV B Jotmston 31

J J Mountjoy 32 C T Hilliker 31 G Hull 30

WD HuddlestoD.,32 W W Youngs 31 06 Zettler 30

E J Cram 32 W J Underwood . ..31

No. 3. Wimbledon Cup Match.—Open to all citizens and resi-

dents of the United States, 1000yds., 30 shots, any rifla within the
rub s. cleaning allowed, position anv without artifi'-ial rest. Won
in 1875 bv M.i. FuPon. in 1876 by I L.Allen, in 1887 bv Dudley
Srlph, in '1878 0^ Frank Hyde, iu 1879 by C. H. Laird, in 1880 r>. VV.

M farrow, in 1881 t>v F. J. Rabbet b, in 1882 bv W. Bud worth, in

1883 ov H. T. Rockwell, in 1&84. 18*5 and 1886 bv J. W. Todd, in 1887

by T. J. Dolan, in 1888 by VV. M. Merrill, in 18s9 by C. H. Gaus:

200vds. 500yds. Total.
..30

..29

.30
..30

.28

..31

..29

.30

34
34
33

Major C H Gaus 4355U5".5»S55 rr,r. r ,5145355—141

E A Leopold 854*854445m 1 4354 454534544043—124

JameiMcNeviu 045533445353535134544054253455-114

J VV Todd 5503.554.553i 220533531535545.5454—ll2

Franfc Stewart 8554423303314534' 1253S520343533— 98

Peter Finnegan ^^4503023334324333544441)5435 - 97

F"fT Hniion""" -

-

1

'

-
-

-->'

Altsander Stein 3338544035:445300540 reared.

No. 4. President's Match for the Military Championship of the
United States— First stag.'. 200 and 500yds, 7 shots each, open to all

members of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps of the United
States, or the National Guard of any Stale. Competitors to

shoot with the r'fie of the model issued hy the State they repre-

sent or U. S.'SpnagfHri nlle; 5.0»eal. Remington rifles w ; 11 be al-
' lowed one point in 500yds. Second stage, open to the 17 prize
' winners in the first stage, 600yds., 10 shots, my position; 50-cal.

Remington State model will receive one point allowance. Prize,

th Mid Range Champi -nship of America for one year, and each

$25, to be ayyardtd to the competitor making the highest aggre-

gate' score in both stages. -

3L
31
30
32
31
31
28
29
30
35
31

40
40
38
40
41
a
43
41
43
41

65
64
64
60
61
«l
61
61
61
60
60
59
59
59

Maj C H Gaus. St N Y fRem)
Gen O F Roobins, St N Y (Rem)
Maj H C Br»uu. 23 I N Y (R-.m)
Corp WD 4uddleston, Muss (Sos)
Corp G L Hoffman, 7th N Y (R m)
Sergt J J Mountjoy. 2d Pa (-ipg)

Capt E De Forest, 23 1 N Y (R«m)
Sergt J M Stewart, D C (Sp/)
Sergt F A VWIls, 231 N Y (Ram)
Gen G E P Howard, N J (Spg) 38
Lieut W P Pickett, 23d N Y ( lem) 28
Sergt C T Hilliker, Mas* (Spg) 28
Lbmt F L Graham, O C (Spg) 31
Sergt W Hartmann, N J (Spg) 30
Col J Cram. Maine (^ti;) 29
Sergt *i A Vincent. N J (Spg) 24
Corp J Kelly, USA (Spg) 28

SECOND STAGE.
1st Stage. 2d Stage. Totl.

Maj C H Gaus, N Y, (Rom) 6o
Gen C F R ibbins, N Y (Rem) 64
iVlaj H C Brown, 23d N Y (Rem) 64
S rgt J J Mountjoy. 2d Pa (-<pg) 61
Capt E De Fores^, 23d N Y (Rem), 61
.) MS.ewart, Q C (Spg) 61
Se' gt F '\ Wells, 23 I N C (R »m) 61
Lieut W P Pickett, 23d N Y; (Rem) 60
Lieut F L Graham, D C (Spg) 59
Sergt W Hartmann, N J (S >g) 59
No 5, the Loiur-Raoge Military Match -Any military rifle, in-

cluding specials, 800 and OOOvds., any position, open to all-comers,
15 shots at each distance:

800vds.
Frank Stuart 3354355445^4451 -61
A Stein 44.554544446455-67
Peter Finnegan 434553455543535—63
Jh tnes M'Nevin 53 '444545353535-63
J F Klein 3053-555342 1 555-55
JJMoumioy 043250304855444-—"45
No. 6. The T : ffany Match.—Ali-comers' continuous match, 200-

yds., standing, 5 shots on the American Standard target, any
weight rifle wit p. any triggtr pull, nut no palm or o her rest
allowed. The allowance for m litary rifles will he three points on
each string. Cleaning allowed between sbot~ f >r rifles other than
military or special military. The aggregate of three scores to
count for all prizes:

106
105
103
101
103
103
105
103
103
100

OOOvds.
;:-;0-;:>:n5r1 53;555 -;??-123

345 .'45345383435 - 56 123
445401535544435-59-122
441435444334305 54-H7
3 %4403>45u30345-48—103

L s Ca^e

J B Taylor.

.

D Miller

B Walther...

A Bertrand.

M Herriagton.

Rifle. 1st 2d 31 T-tal.
Ball. 4S 47 47 143
.Ball. 47 45 45 137

..Ball. 47 48 40 135
.Win. 47 44 43 134
Ball. 46 43 43 133

. Ball. 44 43 43 130
Bail. 44 42 43 138
.Zett. 4b 43 42 138
. Bali. 44 43 41 127
Ball. 42 43 42 126
Spg. 9
Win.

42 S8 37 126
44 41 40 125

BilJ. 45 40 40 125
..Sptg. 42 43 40 124

. Ball. 42
.
41 40 123

..B-ul. 44 41 37 122
Win. 46 41 35 123
Ball. 42 41 38 131
Ball. 44 38 38 120
Sfd. 9 41 ST 33 119
Wiu. il 37 39 117

39 35 34 117
..Ball. 40 39- 37 116
...Ball. 43 38 36 116
..Sptg. 40 39 37 116
..Ball. 44 37 34 115

41 35 35 111
..Sptg.
•Sptg.

40 36 35 111
89 37 34 110

..Ball. 37 37 36 no
Ball. 39 36 30 105
BmII. 36 34 34 104
Ball. 34 34 34 103

31 31 31 101
No. 7. Governor's Match— 7 shots at 500yds., position any, any

military rifle, incaidmg specials, open to all comers. All prizes to
he won on the aggregate of three scores. Allowance for Reming-
ton rifles .50jal., 3 points; other military rifles 1 point on three
scores, and in the same proportion for single scores:

Rifle. Allow. 1st. 2d.

J F Klein Rem 3 35 34
F Stuart Rem 3 35 34

3d. Total.
34

A Stein SM .. 35

W G Hussey Sid 1 35

A R Kuser Sfd 1 35

J J Mount joy Sfd 1 34

W D HudOieson Sfd 1 34

G F Root Sfd 1 35

Geo Shorkley Rem 3 34
WLCash Sfd 1 34

J Kelly ..Sfd .. 35

D .1 Murphy Rem 3 33

J Ranson Sfd 1 34

G H Harries Sfd 1 34

P Finnegan SM .. 34

J B Wetherald Sfd 1 33

J Gormley Sfd 1 38

F L Grauam Sfd 1 33

T H Babcock Rem 3 33

J E Beil Sfd 1 33

J G Austin Rem 3 33
JMSeivart Sfd 1 33

R B Soriythe Sfd 1 34
CHGaus Rem 3 33

H J Mehard Sfd 1 32

34
84
24
84
34
33
34
33

33
33
33
33
30
33
32
33
31
31
32

34
34
34
34
34
33
32
33
33
33

33
32
32

31
30
30
31

106
105
103
104
104
103
103
102
103
101
101
101
101
100
100
100
99
99

No. 8. All-Comers' Match.—Open to everybody, 300 and 500yds.,

standing at 200, prone at 500, five shots at eacb, rifles the Remoug-
ton .50cal., Sta e model, or such otlvr rifles as may he issued or
authorized by the State of New York, the U. S. Springfh Id, or the
Martini-Henry. The firing at both ranges muse be rione on the
same dav. 200yds. 500;, ds. Total.
Frank Stuart 22 25 47
Wetherald 23 25 47

Corrie 22 25 47

White 23 24 47

Klein 21 25 46

Gaus 21 25 46

Elliott 23 24 «j
Hussey 23 24 46

Chinn 33 34 46

Graham 22 24 46

Ymngs 23 24 46

Field 22 34 46

Mountjoy 23 23 46

Sewart 20 35 45

Kuser 21 24 45

F H Lalor 21 24 45

Newman n 24 45
HLohman.Jr 22 23 45

Dietrich , 32 23 45

Stein 22 23 45

WL Cash 23 23 45

D J Murphy 22 23 45
Huddleson 23 22 45

Foot 24 21 45

W S Cash 34 31 45

H J Mehard 25 20 45

No. 9. Hilton Trophy Match.—Open to teams of twelve from
armv, military or navy, U. S. or foreign countries, 200, 500 and
600yds., 7 rounds at each distance, standing at 200vds., any t 500

and 600yds., any military rifle which has been adopted, authoriz- d
or issued as an official arm by any State or government, any am-
munition.

District of Columbia N. G., Soringflpld Rifles.

20&yd$. 500yds.

Lieut F L Graham 31 31

PvtW. S. Cash 23 25 29

Capt J E Bell...... • 81 32 30

Capt R A O'Brien ..24 33 29

Lieut VVPVale - 25 33 23

Pvt R B Smythe 29 18 33

Capt VV S Cash 28 33 28

Lieut G H Harris 26 38 29

Lieut W B Johnstone 24 31 27

Corp J M Stewart 30 31 28

Coip A O Hutterly 27 29 23

Major J M Pollard 29 39
J14

327 351 339

ds. Total.
90
77
93
85
80
79
89
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New Jersey State Team. Springfield Rifle.
SOOvds. 500yds COOvds.

Gen G E P Howard 26
Pvt. J Kan son 27
Lieut H R Goesser 36
Oorp 0 Ohinn 28
do) A R Knser 29
Sergt A C Newman 28
PvtWm Harr.rn.an 27
Capt Wm F Decker ?7
Corp August Dietrich.

. 28
Sergt F Lai or 29
Col J M Van Valen 27
Pvt H O Vincent 29

30
27

30
31
27
27
28
25

33
31
15

28
28
24

Total.
89

80
83'

85
81
84
83
78

Capt.EDe Forest...
Oapt W A Stokes.

.

L^eut F A Wells...
Pvt L J Elliott ., .

Pv O W Simmons
Pvt G A Sr?ott, Jr

335 m
New York State Team, Remington, .SOcal.

30
..26

.32

.31
29

..27,

Corp HW Janssen 27
Pvt A Stein 26
Lifi.it W J Underwood 30
Sererf, F Stuart 27
Lieut W P Pickett..- 29
Pvt R M Kalloeh 28

ii

93
76
97
85
78
89
81

74
83
79
94
57

986

No. 10. Inter state Military Matcli.—Open to teams of 12 from
each State or Territory in the United States, 200 and 500yds.
Position, at 200yds. standing; at 500yds. prone, any military rifle
which has been adopted, authorized or issued as an official arm by
any State or Government. 10 shots per man each dist.:

New York State Team.—Remington. 50 Calibre,
200?ds. SOOvds. Total.

32
32
33
33
25
32
30
26
29
32
33
22

359

31
18
33
21
24
30
24
33
24
20
32
7

285

Capt E De Forest, 40
Ca.pt. W A Stokes 42
Lieut FA Wells ...42
Private L J Klliott 41
Private O W Simmons [ 40
Private G * Scott. Jr 42
Corporal H W Jans-en 40
Private J WHalstead 36
LieutW J Underwood 39
Sergeant F S'uart 42
Lieut WP Picket 41
Private H M Field 37

46
46
42
36
38
44

43
38
47

? ' . „ Ljt . 482 504
New Jersey State Team.—Springfield Rifle.

Gen GEP Howard 39 43
Pri vate J Ranson 39 40
MajorW S Richler 34 44
Corporal C Cninn 36 43
Col A R Knser 40 44
Sergeant. A C Newma n 40 40
Private Wm Harfinan -14 28
Capt Wm Decker 36 43
Corpora] Aug Dietrich 41 40
Sergeant F Lalor 39 29
Col JM Van Valen 43 44
Private H P Vincen t 34 43

464 481
District, of Columbia, N. G.—Springfield Rifles.

Lieut F L Graham 34 46
Private W S Cash .- 36 46
Capt J E Bell 37 43
Capt R H O'Brien 30 43
Lieut WP Vale 38 34
Private R B Sinythe 33 32
Capt W L '''ash 43 45
Lieut G H Harris 34 38
Lieut W K Johnstone 43 45
Corporal J M Stewart 40 45
Cornoral A O Hutterlv 39 40
Major S M Pallard 3(5 40

442 496

8«

77
78
86
76
81
82
85
79

82
79
78

72
79
81

80
82

65
87

85
79
76

938

No. 11- Inter-State Long-Range Match.— Open to teams of four
from all rifle associations or club* in any State or Territory in the
United States. 800, 900 and 1,000yds.. 15 shots at each distance.
Weapon, any rifle within the rules: No entries.

No. 12. New York State National Guard Match.—Open to teams
of twelve from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of
infantry of the National Guard of the St<>te of New York, 200 and
500* ds., standing at 200. prone at 500yds. Weapon, the Remington
rifle. State model, 50cal., rounds five at each distance:

200yds.
Capt J S Shepherd 45534 21

Capt Stokes 43454-20
Private Simmons 44444—20
Private Spink 34534—19
Private ^ield 4H444—19
Corp G Bill 44554-20
Lieut Walls 43444-10
Priv Elliott 35443-19
SergtGMusson 44343—18
Lieut Pickett 44454—21
Corp Brown 44434—19

Seventh Regiment
Private Stein 44444-
Priva'e Halstead 54544
Sergt Klock 43355-
Private Coburn 33344-

Oon? Dudley 44444-
Private D wight 55454-

Lieut McLean 44414
Corp Jansson 34444-

Sergt Dunn ', 441-14-

Corp Munson 44445-

Lieut Underwood 34444-
Private Rallnck 41444-

236

-20
-22
-20
-23
-20
-23
19

-10
-20
-21
-19
-20

240
Twenty-second Regiment.

Capt Thurston 544 r>3-21
Lieut Threadwell 25434—18
Capt We'ton 35434—19
Sergt Kane 05143—16
Sergt Turnev 44445—21
Privat e Reynold s 44554—22
Private Evans 25444-19
Private Mahoney ..44433-18
Sergt Burn ton ..44443—19
Capt Hussev 44443—19
Sergt Murphy 42443-17
Private Byars 44433-18

237
Twelfth Regiment.

Lieut Schuman 43345-19
Capt Lindley 34444-19
Capt Sie.ter. 42444-18
Sergt Kingslaod 44454—21
Sergt O'Connell 44344—19
Cap<: Content 33433—16
Sergt Nnziglia 34443—18
Sergt Hnssan 44344- 19
Sergt Frost 34344—18
Sergt. Jackson 44444—20
Sergt Dolan ....44445-21
Private S tein 34454—20

Thirteenth Regimeut.
Sergt McNevin 48354-19
Private Lotz .44554—22
Capt Tusoomb 44444—20
Private Harvey 444f54—21
Private Dodez 33545—20
Private Haywood

,

43433—17
Sergt Lane 44583 19
Private Donaghy ...<.3344 18
St rgr Constable 44454—21
Private Teevan 32444—17
Sergt Fahnstock 83443-17
Sergt Werner 43344-18

SOOvds.
53543—20
54555-24
53454-21
55534-22
M454.I-22
53554- 22
32334-15
43454-20
55545-24
45554—23
35432-17

251

245^4—20
54452-20
54455-23
54445-17
32544—18
23454 18
45453-21
44554—23
45540—18
45855-22
33354-18
35434-19

44455-23
32425-16
55448-20
40434-15
54504 18
34454—20
24544—19
34320-11
33244-16
43412-17
44544—21
45544-22

218

35433-18
50544-18
3"433—13
32344—16
33455-20
44*24-19
22244-14
24555 - 2L
43144-19
43443—18
35424—18
53355- 21

Total.
41
44
41
41
41

42
34
39
42
44
36

215

34355-20
00253—10
44343—18.
44535-21
32442-15
42422—14
33204-12
55455—25
34433-17
53354—
54244-19
43453—19

209 438

No. 13. First Brigade National Guard Match.—Open to teams of
12 from each regiment, battalion or separate company of infantry
in the First, Brigade of the National Guard of the State of New
York. The Remington rifle, State model, .SOcal., 200 and 500yds.,
5 shots at each distance; position, standing at 200yds., prone at
500yds.:

Seventh Regiment.
„ . 200vds. 500yds. Total.
Private Stem 19 23 42
Private Halstead 23 19 ii
Sergeant Klock 24 20 44
Private Cohum 16 23 39
Corporal Dudley 21 20 41
Private Dwight 22 23 45
Lieutenant McLean , 20 22 42
Corporal Janssen 18 24 43
Sergeant Dunn 20 21 41
Corporal Murson 19 24 43
Lieutenant Underwood 20 22 42
Private Kalloch 21 23 44

243 264 507
Twelfth Regiment.

Lieutenant Schuman 21 20 41
Captain Lindsley 19 lfi §3
Captain Siler 18 18 36
Sergeant Kingsland 20 14 3t
Private Jewell.., 20 9 29
Corporal Donovan 16 22 3S
Sergeant Nasigila 15 23 3a
Sergeant Van Flusen 21 25 46
First Sergeant Frost 18 19 37
Sergeant Jackson 21 21 42
Sergeant Dolan

20

12 32
Private Stein ....19 22 41

228 221 449
Twenty-Second Regiment.

Captain Thurston 20 23 43
Lieutenant Treadwell 20 18 38
Captain W< ston, 17 21 88
Sergeant Kaus 21 18 39
Sergeant Tourney 15 20 35
Private Reynolds 20 22 42
Private Evans 2] 15 36
Private Mahoney 16 20 36
Sergeant Burnton 16 20 36
Captain Hussey 21 10 31
S f rgean t Mnrphy 14 19 33
Private Black 15 20 35

220 224 444

No. 14. Second Brigade National Guard Match—Open to teams
of 12 from each regiment, battalion or separate company of in-
fantry in the Second Brigade of the National guard oi the State
of New York, Remington rifle, State model. 50cal.. 200 and 500yds.,
5 shots at each distance, standing at 200, prone at 500yds.:

Twenty-third Regiment._ 200yds. 500yds. Total.
Capt, DeFore3t 19 i» 37
Capt Brown 20 23 43
Capt Shepherd 19 24 43
Capt, Stokes 20 21 41
Pvi Simmons 21 23 44
Pyt, Spink 19 . 24 43
Lieut Wells 20 20 40
Pvt Elliott 18 20 38
Sergt Musson 22 15 37
First, Seret Hamilton 19 12 81
Lieut Pickett 2JL 25 46
Pvt Field 20 23 43

238 248 4E6
Thirteenth Regiment.

S?rgtMcNeviu 17 20 37
PvtLatz 21 15 36
CaptTuscomb 18 19 87
Capt Harvey 20 19 39
Pvt Dodez 22 20 42
Pvt Miller 14 21 35
SergtLaue 18 16 34
Pvt Donaghy « 19 17 36
Sergt Constable

21

19 40
Pvt Teevan 20 20 40
Sergt Fahnstock 18 20 38
Sergt Werner 19 15 34

227 221 448

No. 15. Revolver Match—30vds., 5 shots on the American Stand-
ard target, reduced for 100>ds.. position off-hand, use of one arm
only allowed. Revolver not to exceed 2%lbs. in weight; maxi-
mum length of barrel (exclusive of chamber) 7J<jin. Minimum
trigger pull 31bs. Plain open sights sufficiently strong tor service
purposes. Ammunition, any. Cleaning allowed bet w> en scores
only. Army revolvers, with 31 hs. trigger pull and using service
ammunition, will be allowed 10 points on three scores. Aggre-
gate of three scores to count for all prizes:

Tayntor 44 43 59-125 Mountjoy (+10) 38 33 32—103
Petty 41 40 40—121 Bruce 88 34 33—105
Pry or 41 41 39-121 Mthard 84 33 33-100
Hus=ey 42 41 37—120 Stein 33 35 39— 97
Newberry 41 40 38—119 Lloyd 89 28 27— 94
Gaus 40 38 38—116

No. 16. Steward Match.—Open to all comers, 200yds., Creedmoor
count. Competitors may at thtir option use either the iron or
canvas target?; 5 shols sitting, knepling or standing; rifles, the
Remingttn .50-cal. State model, the United Stales Springfield, or
the Martini-Henry. All prizes to be won on the aggregate of
three scores:

Graham 25 24 24- 73 Boyle 24 23 23—70
Hussey 25 24 23- 72 Gaus 28 23 23—69
Howie 24 24 24—72 Cash Walter 24 23 22—69
Huddleson 24 23 23—70 Carl William 23 23 23-69

No. 17. The Barney Wa ther Team Match.—Open to teams of
five from any rifle club, association or military organization, no
limit to number of teams from one organization, but no com-
petitor can shoot in two teams, 200yds.. 5 shots per man on the
American standard target, standing, any rifle, any irigger pull,
without palm or other rest, cleaning allowed between shoes.

G Zimmerman..:
M Dorrler
J A Boyken
11 Holges
C G Zettler

Zettler Rifle Team No. 1.

First Second Third
Entry, Entry. Entry.
..38

. 47

..39

..39

39
42
40
89
39

192 199
New York Rifle Club.

J L Case

31

87
C P: Gensch, Jr 35 43
RTavntor 44 30
T J Dolan

40

89
MHerrmgton

39

34

181 183
Zettler Rifle Team No. 2.

B Walther

30

40
J Coppersmith 29 40
G Joiner 38 37

B Zettler 37 37
CRein 34 20

168 174
Miller Rifle Club.

D Miller

.33

37
GSchlicht 39 36
AMeyns 28 40
LVogel 37 41

E Fischer ,.. .36 23

40
38
45
35
35

34
39
41
34
31

41
43
36
36
23

173 177
Zettler Rifle Team No. 3.

A Bertrand 27 23
R Busse , 33 ' 31
G W Plaisted

39

32
A^tahl 29' 33
H Witte 35 33

153 151

39
33
31

Avi r-

age.
7.80
8.40
8.27
7.53
6.93

,

7.79

6.93
7.73
7.67
7.53
6 27

7^23

7.40
7.47
7.40
7.33
5.13

6.95

7.00
7.50
6.80
7.80
5.90

7 00

5.07
6.60
7.33
6.27
5.93

oTii

NEWARK.
,J^WABK '

N- J-' SeP*- 13—Arrangements are completed for a
100 shot, match, which, will begin on the Cliuton Rifle Ranee on
Wednesday night next. The leading prizes will be two Wurfflein
special gallery rifles, worth $2-5 each, and besides these 60 per
cent, of the entrance money will be divided inlo five cash prize"
The entries will close when 20 contestants have eut.eredr^hough
each contestant will bp allowed to shoot his re-entry score after
the main entry list has closed. The entry fee will lie $5 and the
re-entry fee the same, each contestant, being restricted to one re-
entry. The target used will be the "Zettler 25-ring," with a 2in.
bullseye. Over a dozen of the finest shots in New York and New
Jersey have signified their intention to compete. Shooting will
begin at 7:80 and 9:30, two men shooting at one 1 ime. and each
shooter will be limited to 100 m'nutes. Tie match will be open
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights until completed.A scheme i= on foot to form the Newark Shoon'ng Societv.
Miller Rifle Club, Z-ttler Rifle Club, Harhm Rifle Cluh, Bulls-
head Rifle Club, Albig Rifle Club and the WilPamsburg S^huetzen
Gesfllschaft into an "loter-Sta'e League," for the purpose of
running one or more big prize festivals each year on one or an-
other of the outdoor ranges. In the arrangement of a festival of
this character each club could pay a given amount to the guaran-
tee fund to secure an immense prize list, and even if the festival
should he a financial failure, the loss of each club would be a
mere trifle. With each club financially interested each of their
members could be depei ded upon to work hard for the success of
the shoot. A meeting will be called for some time in October,
when it is hoped that an organization mav be perfected. Dr. J.
A. Boyken and C. H. Townsend, of the Newark Stmotiug Societv,
ate the projectors of the sr heme, an-t Townstnd has a fashion of
getting there when he starts off on anything in the shooting line.

BOSTON. Sept. 13—The regular weekly shoot of the Mas-
sachusetts Rifle Association « as held to-day at its range, with a
good attendance of riflemen, also quite a number of the Press
Rifle Cub were out practicing for their fall shoot, which will be
held at Walnut Hdt about the middle of Octobpr. S, O. Merville
won the bronze victory medal. Following are the best scores
made, distance 200' ds., standard Aniericahtarget:

(R.) ALL-COMERS BEST MftTCK.
J Francis 106 M R Rarter 101 AN Mann... .98
FDauhls 105 AS Hunt 99 M T Dav 92
SWild.r 104 FW Chester 99 T Oliver 93AH Ballard 103

(R.) ALL-COMERS OFF-HAND MATCH.
SC Svduev 83 M T Day 75 hRBall. .. 66SO Merville 80 A King 73 A S Hunt "64
C H Eastman 79 S E Howard 71 MR Barter.... 62H Severance 78 D Baylev 68 .IB Dobbs 60

(R.) PISTOL PRACTICE MATCH, 50YD8.
H Severance. 90 A G Home 83 WDrew .77
(R ) Reentries allowed.

MERIDRN, Ct., Sept. U.-Editnr Forest and Stream: The
Citizens' Rifle Club, of Merider.., will hold their fall prize shoot at
their range Sept. 24. If stormy it will be postponed unlil the next
fair day Twenty cash prizes will he given, valued at $135. First,
second and tnird prizes will be $20, $15 and $12. A number of
special prizes will he given. Programmes of the .match can be
procured by writing to W. <4, Hooker, Sec'y.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 13.—A small crowd attended the last
weekly shoot of the St. Louis Pistol Club. Sam Dorman made
the top score of the ten members who participated, and won the
medal. A 12}^yd. standard American target is used for all
shoo+''ne. The score:
Sam Dorman :.. . 9 10 10 8 9 10 10 10 6 8—!
MRillnieyer 10 10 10 8 9 9W C Mackwitz 7 8 10 8 9 8
G Alexander 9 10 10 10 6 5W Bauer 7 7 8 7 9 8 9
A E Bengel 8 8 8 10 7 9 8
MSummcrfield 8 9 9 10 7 6 8
H Stns3e)l 6 8 5 9 10 8 10
A McBean 7 8 8

8 10
7 10 8

6-87
8 83
9-83

6 10 10 -81

9 7 7—81
8 8 8-81
7 9 7-81

7 10 5 8 10 8 9-80
Unser. Fbitz.

THIRD BRIGADE MEET.—M»jor Gaus, who did such good
work at Oreedmoor last week, is to be executive officer at liens-
stlaerwyck range when the Third Brigade Rifle Association has
its thirteenth annual meet on Oct 2 and 3. This management
means a well run meeting. The programme is a well arranged,
and liberal one, with six good matches for all styles of shooting.

THE TRAP.
scores for publication should be made out on the prmted blantts

prepared by the Fm-est and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents ivho favor us mZh ciub scores are par-
ticularly requested to vn-ite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 24-26.—South Side Gun Club Tournament, Watertown, N.
Y. L. H. Prentice, Secretary.
Sept. 25-27.— Harrisburg, Pa.. Annual Fall Tournament, Harris-

burg Shooting Association. Two days Kevstoue« one day live
birds. Programmes now ready. A. M. F. Woi den, Sec'y, Box 468.
Sept. 30. Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex

Gun Cluh. at Plainfleld, N.J. Two days targets, two days live
birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes readv for distribution
Sent. 1.

Oct. 14-16.—First Annual Tournament of the. Boiling Spring
Fishing and Gunning Club, at Rutherford, N. J. Sweepstake
purses. Address P. A. Jeanneret.

BANDLE'S SIXTH ANNUAL.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 9—Here we are again, gentlemen! The

circus has traveled around thus far on the circuit. The ani-
mals will soon go into winter quarters now, and this is netrlv the
last chance to see this positively all-star aggregation in its daz-
zLing feats of skill and kaleidoscopic evolutions of trained intelli-
gence.
In other words, the gang has worked around as far as Cincin-

nati, and this time u is Al Bundle wdio is giving an imitation of aman running a tournament. Heikes, McDonald, B>n«cotten,
Rmfle, Ed T'>lor, HbHrlip Budd, Billy Crosby, Harvev McMurchy,
Paul North, McFee, Doc Vincent, Charlie Strawn—vou could shut
> our eyes and bet your pile that every one of these would be here.
And so they are. and a few others. The entries touched 21 at high
water mark to-day. Al Bandle has seen them go twice and three
times t hat on first days before this. He sat on a box and looked
at. the line. "What's the matter with it?" he asked. "I've done
all 1 could for the boys. Whv don't they come?" "It's the mod-
em tournament system,'' returned the older ones of his friends;
"the rapid-firir g, big-score system, and don't you forget it."
"I believe it," said Al.
The writer came down from Chicago with Charlie Budd and

took pleasure in a long talk with that veteran of the trap. "If
Al gets 30 shooters," sa ;d Charlie, "he can't complain. The big
shoots are all running light now. There is no money in them and
no attendance except tDat of the old-timers. You didn't see me
at Corry, did you? Not any. But I was at Keithsburg, Iowa, and
a lot of other small shoots; and I tell you, the small shoots are the
best. What do I think is burling trap-shooting? Why. it's the
rapid-firing system. The percentage eats the shooter up. The
manufacturer ana manager get it, but the shootpr eetsitinthe
neck. There's lots of trap-shooting going on over the country
now, but it's in small clubs and State tournaments. This and the
present tournament system are keeping the young shooters back.
The days ot good tournaments are gone. It's work to go to a shoot
now. Do you know, I wouldn't have come down to Al's shoot at
all this year, if I hadn't known that he wouldn't have any of this
walk-around business in it. Al al waj s sticks to the five or three-
traps down s>stem, so that the shooter don't know his bird.
That's the best way. I'm tired out on this-walk-around systpm,
and you can bet your sweet life our club out, at Des Moines dot 't

use any of it. not while I have any say about it. It rnav hre;- k a
few more birds at the ' ime, hut she's stopping the breaking of
plentv others later on. It don't make shooters and it don't make
shooting."
And yet, when we got out on the grounds, there were two sets of

traps, screened. "What's AL got the screens up foi?" asked some-
body. And then it transpired that Al. Bandle, the great and only
Al., annual giver of the most conservative tournament of the
whole- circuit, had'" yielded "to somebody's importun'ties, and
proposed to run the walk-around system, only he used 5tiap3
instead of 10.

"The boys wanted it," said he, Now, who wanted it? Look
o ver the lists at Corry, Detroit, and here, and you can find the
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nameR of the men who wanted it. I confess, it makes me tired, and
if I am so permitted by a continuance of health and editorial for-
bearance, I am , within the next five or (en years, going to make
somebody else feel tired too, either of shooting iu this absurd
and babyish way, or of reading about It. In company with others,
i have sat day after day. day after day, behind these lines of traps,
and heard the bang, bang, bang, '"dead, dead, dead," of this
"system." until I am mortally weary of it. Not, a thing to break
the monotony. Nol a bit of interest in any shot fired. Not a, bit
of fnn in it. Nobody shooting for fan. Everybody making a busi-
ness of it. Every shot netting the management, say five cents, if
the shooter buys his shells ( Al. Bundle is charging five cents per
bird, and is obliged to, to keep even), but every shot a nail in the
coffin of the true theory of gunnery and good sport. Yes, and
before long the managements will realize that each stmt is a nail
in the coffin of their own financial interests. Someone has to
make the break. The time for Ihe break has come, all the think-
ing shooters say that. Wry well; this paper can be the first, and
is the first, to kick over the traces which of late have found trap
shooting loo close and tight, to pure business?. If 1 understand
sport, it moans fun and not business, and if I understand the
functions of a sportsman's paper, they are to further the fun.
sport, skill, and to hack the buinesses devoted thereto. Now, let
some one Come out and give a tournament which shows some prr-
Eressive thought, some enterprise, and, if necessary, some sand.
The walk-around was good in its day. It did much to spread trap
shooting, until it was taken bold of and worked to death by the
experts. Let some management come oat now and give the.

shooters a, game in which skill, chance, nerve ard calculation will
be placed first, and machine shooting made impossible.
Let us see next year a shoot contrived on line's of modern and

progressive thought. I believe this paper would Fend a man a
thousand miles to see and study such a shoot. The shoots of to-
day don't need much study. Corry shoot I liked because it showed
a faint inkling of a desire to do something progressive. Why can
not North, and Penrose, and McMurchy. and Budd, and Linds-
ley, and Heikes, and McDonald, and such men get together and
get, up an idea for a new sort of shoot, one which will not bore an
innocent spectator to death? They cam do it easily enough and it

is time they did. There is no fun iu sitting around and seeing
these same fellows trying to rob each other year in and year out.
1 want to see somebody rob them. There are numbers of shooters
who wouldn't mind trying that if they had the ghost of a show to
doit. There is no fun to-day. 1 kick. Let us all kick, loudly,
harmoniously, concertedly, until we have kicked all the ha-v out
of this present bugbear of modern "tournaments," or robbing-
bees.
Well, since Al. has fallen from grace and used tile walk-around,

we ought to expect to see. the same old scores oughtn't we? That
might be, except for the fact that the new bluerock trap, with the
rigid-arm carries, is used. 1 think the management of the blue-
rock will agree with the shooters thit this trap does not yet
deliver its birds with quite the unvarying regularity of the old
trap. There has not heen much breakage or delay, but once in a
while a bird would go out which was a regular "quail," as the
boys call them. Even these little irregularities, the least, bit out
of the regular machine shooting line, has balked some of the
shooters and cut. down their averages. For that reason the fact
of slight irregularity is hailed with pleasure, as one more pr< of
of the theory forninst machine shootery. We have heard here of
the dissolution of the Standard Target, Co. injunction in the suit
of the Peoria Target Co. Paul North thinks the Cleveland people
will now get a rehearing and gain permission, with the Standards,
to use the old pivoted carrier. The result of this fight is not yet,
but it all goes into the assertion that this is a momentous year in
target-shooting history.
Everything about tbe old grounds is about the same as usual.

"Wick" is here, helping in the mmageuient, and so is Gus Dick.
The same, old lunch table is here, and the same old wait of an hnur
and a half before you can get anything to eat. and the same old
coffee, warmed over^from last year—1 Thought last year it was as
bad as coffee ever could be, but it wasn't; and the same old coop
of Cincinnati live birds, and the same old street car, cleaving the
deep, rich Cincinnati air at the rate of a mile and a half an hour.
A critical observation leads me to believe that "Wick" is a trifle
better looking this year than he was last. Al Bandle does not
show much the more frost in his tar-colored forelock by reason of
being a married rnau of late. But he has grown severe, very
severe. He has been heard to tell the performer on the horizontal
bar. who assuages thirst at 5 cents an assuage, that "if that feller
Wick comes around here and wants any beer on the management,
you make him payor throw him out. That don't go no more
now. We got to figger close this year and stop the leaks or we
don't make no money, see?"
Nothing startling was done to-day, except that it looked as

though it, was going to rain, and didn't. Tee Kay was promised as
an attraction, but his spirituelle form didn't materialize. Charlie
Budd got the glory this time, running about 85 with only two
misses. Charlie's late practice on the Iowa Grangers has done
him good, and he is slowly recovering from bis long siege of the
"grip" and its attendant consequences. He telegraphed to Al to
"hold the guarantees open till he got there." Al is still holding
'em open, and hoping for more crowd <o-morrow. Ruble is here,
I am pleased to state, but his shooting is impaired by the fact that
he has grown color blind. He is unable to distinguish a colored
person from a white, one: or so at least the Eostoria boys sav. The
ranks to-day showed a U. S. uniform, Orderly Sergeant Weeks,
from Newport barracks, appearing for some target practice. This
was his first live-hird shoot, and tbe scores will show he did very-

well, for tbe only bird he missed fell dead out of hounds. Follow-
ing are the scores:

Shoot No. 1, extra, 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1; 15 entries:
Heikes 1110111111-9 Taylor 1101011111-8
McDonald 1111110111-9 Crosby 1110111011-8
Benscotten 1111101011-8 Bandle 0111101111-8
Brigden 1 101110111-8 Nemo 101110111 1-8
Snehcer 1010011111-7 McMurchy 0111010111—7
Allister OOH0010010-2 Randall. 1000111011-6
Jack 00<i001im-6 North 1111100111-8
Ruble llOOlllH 1-8
Heikes and McDonald div. first, Benscotten, Bandle and North

second. Spencer and McMurchy third.

Shoot No. 2, extra. 10 single bluerocks, $1, 18 entries:
Bandle .0100011111— 6 Taylor 1101011011— 7
Benscotten 1111111101 - 9 Jack 1111011111- 9

North 1111111111-10 Randall 1101111111—9
Spencer 0111101111— 8 Ruble 1111011110— 8

Heikes 1111111111—10 Allister 0010101101— 5
McDon aid 1 11 1 1 1111 1—10 Crosby 1101011 111— 8

Brigden 0111010101—6 Strawn.. 1010111101-7
Nemo 1101010103— 5 See 1101011111— 8

McMurchv 1111111111-10 Smith .1001001110 - 5
North, Heikes, McDonald and McMurchy div. first, Benscotten,

Jack and Randall div. second. Spencer and Ruble third.

Shoot No. 3, 10 single bluerocks, entrance 81.50, 21 entries;

North 1111111111-10 Budd 1111111111-10
McMurchy 01CO111111— 7 Jack 1110111111- 9

Heikes 0111111011- 8 Spencer 0100101111- 6

Bandle 1111111111-10 Benscotten 1111111001— 8

Brigden 1100101111— 7 Randall 1011001001— 5

McDonald 1101111011— 8 Crosby 1111111100- 8

Taylor 0100)01001— 3 Ruble 1011110110- 7

Nemo 11111)1111—10 Strawn 1110011111- S

Schaller 1001111000— 5 Albert 1111101011— 8

Smith 1001101111- 7 Allister 1000001011— 4

Frank See 1101001111— 7
North, Bandle, Nemo and Budd divided first. Jack won second.

Heikes and McDonald won third.
Shoot No. 4, 15 single bluerocks, entrance' S3, 21 entries:

"Bs-Qs-O'tex . ,

.]iLUijii:;:::j!i-~U J,'x'>- !11! lllin.UUiLi-12
Heikes 111111110111111-14 McMurchy . . .111011111111111-14
Bandle 110111101110111 - 13 Spencer 011111100111101 -11

Ruble 110111011111111-13 Strawn 011010111111111-12
North .11 11100111 1 1011—12 Smith 011101011111111-12
McDonald 011111 111001111— 12 Budd 111111111111110—14
Nemo ,. . .0110(0011111010— 0 Brigden 111101101101111—13
Allister 100010010101101— 7 Randall 01110001101110—10
See 110010001010110- 7 Albert . ..101101101011010- 9

TaUor 111111011111011—13 Crossby 101000111101110- 9

Scbaliei 011110111101001—10
Benscot- u, Heikes, McMurchy and Budd div. first. Ruble, Tay-

lor and Jack div. second McDonald won third.
Snoot No. 5, programme, 15 single bluerocks, entrance $2, 19 en-

tries:
Budd lllllllLlimil-15 Tavlor 011 1 11 10 1 011 101—1

1

Bandle 111011110110101—11 McMurchy. . . .101111011111111-13
Schaller 110001110010111— 0

North 111111111111111—15 Strawn 010111111011111—12
Benscotten. .. .010011111110111—12 McDonald 100111111111101-13
Spencer 111110111111111—14 Jack 111111111001111-13
Crosby 001100101111100— 8 See 111011110101111-13
Smith..,., 111110100111111-13 Ruble 111111111111111-15
Heikes 1 mil 11111 1110-14 Nemo.... .....111111110100111-12
Brigden 101111111111111-14
Budd, North and Ruble div. first. Spencer, Heikes and Brigden

div. second, McMurchy, Jack and See div, third.

Shoot No. 6, programme, 10 single bluerocks, $1 .50, 20 entries
Taylor lOtmiOU- 8

"" McDonald .1111111111-10Nemo .0110101111- 7 North 1111101111-9
t «{* 11011 11 101- 8 Benscotten 1111111011— 9
Schaller 1101111101-8 Brigden 1111111111-10
Heikes 1101111111— 9 Spencer mi'linou- g
Smith.. 1111110111- 9 See 1110110101-7
McMurchy 1111101111- 9 C F Smith 0000000010- 1
Handle 1111101111- 9 Ruble 1111111101- 9P"dd 1101111111—9 Strawn 0101101000- 4
°*8?&->-W :- ......1100111011- 7 Albert 1111111110-9Me Donald and Brigden first. Bandle, Budd and North second
Taylor, JacK, Schaller and Spencer div. third.

Shoot No. 7. programme. 10 single bluerocks, S1.50, 21 entries:
North .1111111011- 9 Budd 1111111111—10
Bandle 1111101111— 9 Smith 1111011111- 9McMurchy 1110111111- 9 Allister 0001111000- 4
MgDonald 1111 11111 1—10 W- eks 11 10010110— 6
Heikes 1111101111- 9 Benscotten 1111111111-10
Jack 1111111001— 8 Ruble 1110111111— 9
Schaller lllinmO- 9 McPhee 0111111110- 8
Taylor 1111011110— 8 Strawn llUHolll— 9Nemo 1111011.1.00— 7 Spencer 1111111111—10
gee 1101010100- 5 Crosby 0110101001- 5
Brigden 110 11 10111— 8
McDonald, Budd, Benscotten and Spencer div. first, Bandle,

Heikes and Ruble won second, Jack, Taylor, Brigden and McPhee
div. third.
The. grounds were now cleared for the live-bird shooting, in

which much greater interest was manifested. The birds -were
about an average Cincinnati lot, with but tew good ones. Nearly
all had to be. "flapped up," but once in a while a good one got out.
It is still too warm here for strongbirds.it is probable also that
the coop provided is not well enough ventilated. Score:
Sboot No. 8, programme. 7 single live birds, $5, 21 entries:

Heikes 1110111—6 Jack 3211131—7
Benscotten 0110111—5 Cliff 0100031-3
McMurchy 1111311-7 Ruble 1121031—6
Budd 1212231—7 Vincent 2111111-7
Smith 1112011—fi North 1111111—7
Weeks 1113211-7 Scott 0101021-4
Schaller 0011121-5 Taylor 2311211-4
Spencer 222211 1—7 M iDouald 1 111100—

5

Allister 0122000 -3 Bandle 1211102-6
C f oshy 1 1 1 11 11-7 Tom 0020111 - 4
Brigden 0211221—6
McMurchv, Budd, Weeks, Spencer, Crosby, Jaek.Vincent, North

and Taylor div. first, Heikes, Smith, Brigden. Rnblo and Bandle
div. second, Benscotten, Schaller and McDonald div. third.

Shoot No. 9, extra, miss and out, live birds, eu trance $3, 17 en-
tries:

Jack 0 Heikes 0
Bandle 21.111 Viuoent 0
McMurchy 11111 Cliff 220
Budd 11210 Schaller 11210
Smith 1310 Ruble H113
Spencer .. .12111 Wick 11211
Weeks 11110 North mil
Allister 0 Benscotten 11112
Crosby 21111
Bandle, McMurchv, Spencer, Crosby, Ruble, Wick, North and

Benscotten div. $34.50.

It was now dusk, and the hoys went to town over the dizzy
curves of the grapevine street car route. At ten o'clock to-night,
at this writing, rain is falling steadily and the prospect for a wet
day to-morrow seems a csrtainty.

Wednesday, Second Day, Sept. 10.

The morning broke, rainy. It rained dismally all the forenoon
and more than half the afternoon. The grounds became sloppy,
and the shooters crowded under the big shelter tents in wet and
draggled bunches. Yet the top entry to-day, £3. was two names
higher than that of yesterday. "Edwards," of Dayton, and Dr.
Miller, of Amanda, were, new comers to-day. It is now nearly
certain that Al's shoot for this year is not to be a larere one. Yet
he told the writer to day that in 1888. on Saturday, the sixth day
of his shoot, he had 27 entries in a live-bird race, at $25 entrance,
and in the same week had ashigh as 97 entries in alive-bird event,
at $6.50 entrance. There has been more talk about such matters
as these at this shoot than at any I have ever attended, certainly
more than enough to warrant the position taken earlier in these
columns. To get at the matter in the best possible form, I to-day
went, to numbers of the most prominent shooters here, and put to
each the question:
"What do you think of the rapid-firing system, as affecting the

success of modern tournaments?"
The following are the answers, condensed:
Al Bandle—"I believe the rapid-firing system should be abol-

ished, and I am sorry now I started it here. It is the first and last
time. I think it has hurt our shoots all over the country. I favor
5 traps, unknown to shooter. I think we must abolish the rapid-
firing system, or it will abolish us."
Ed Tavlor—' The rapid-firing system is no good on earth. It

makes shooting easier, instead of more difficult. It is babying our
shooters." ^
Harvey McMurchy—"It is the worst thing we could do. We are

going backward instead of forward. We are wanting easier in-
stead of harder shooting. It ruins a man for field shooting. I
like the five traps, unknosvn angles, much better.
Rolla Heikes—"! am in favor of almost any other system. I like

the old five traps way the best. I don't like the Keystone profes-
sional rules."
W. S. McDonald—"It is too mechanical. It helps the manage-

ment of a shoot, but it don't help the shooter."
J. M. Babcock (of Meadville, Pa.)—"It kills a club quicker than

anything else, this rapid-firing svstem."
Dr. Miller (of Amanda, O.)—"It is no good and we ought to quit

it. I favor unknown traps and angles."
T. E. Brigden—"I prefer unknown angles; the harder they are

the better for the shooter."
C. W. Budd—"The walk-around is destroying trap-shooting as

fast as it can."
E. D. Edwards—"It is responsible for the falling off of at-

tendance. It is breaking up shooting in the country."
Paul North (of the Cleveland Target Co.)— ' It is as bad as any-

thing could be. Our shooting interests are going to pieces under
it. It looks good for the manufacturers, aud 1 ought to favor it

for that reason if anybody ought, hut I believe that it would be
much better in the long run if we should do away wii h it. It is

killing off tbe crop of shooters, and that must be our goose of tbe
golden eges."
"Wick"—"It is a rotten system. It hurts shooting, aud unfits a

shooter for the field."

J. E. Whetstone (of Cincinnati)—"I am an old timer, and not
in it to-day at all, but for myself I don't like this mechanical
business. I prefer unknown angles."
J. N. Dupuy (of fronton, 0,)—"T have come down here just to

watch this shoot. I shoot a good deal at the trap up home, but I

am not shooting here. What is the use of my going in when
Heikes, and Bandle, and Budd and all those fellows are in a race?
I have no chance with them, and I can shoot cheaper and with
more fun if 1 shoot somewhere else, and don't hand over my
money to those fellows. I don't want any walk-around, thanks."

J. A. Ruble—"The walk-around system is tne only system to

shoot under. It makes tbe most money."
E. S. Benscotten—"It helps sell more birds and more shells. T

don't think the system is at fault, but I think the angles are too

easy. I would rather see five sets of three trap3 pulled oy indica-
tor. Am in favor of the walk-around."

|

Wm. Crosby—"The walk-around is the only system to run a
shoot by. A shooter comes out to shoot, and he don't want to

wait, all day. I don't think this system to blame for our light at-
tendances. I think we are baving too many shoots all over the
country. Stop all the shooting for two years, and I bet you there

i

would be big tournaments then." I

Thus it may he seen, that out of 17 shooters interrogated only 3

had any "word of commendation for the system, which has of late :

heen so general. Among these shooters are the majority of those
who are most interested in shooting as many matcPes as possible

and the representative of at least one big target company, whose
interests might be thought to be favored by this system. It is

plain that the paper which heads a crusade against this perni-

cious machine system will not he alone. The best and most promi-
nent shooters of the country will be with it.. How long •shall the
short-sighted business interests of tournament managers be
allowed to thwart the actual wishes of the shooters? Aimee the
men above named are the very ones who could best devise a better

system. We may well wish that they and the few other thinking
shooters of the circuit would form a little independent congress
and declare rebellion; not an American Association, with sky-
scraping theories of reform-arid tow facts to -show as results, but
a plain, horse-sense, gathering of the practical shooters A move-
ment-Tike that^a simple-resolution- of the shooters of the circuit

"

~-can save or help' our trap-shooting, and nothing else cat t. Ic

may seem startling when we say that 30 men are doing all the tar-

get shooting at the tournaments of the country; but do you folio w

back the scores, and if you can penetrate all the assumed names
and the like, you will find this to bo very nearly the truth. The
managements are catering to these 30 men. They want these
30 machines to come and break so many birds at $30 a
thousand. Well now, do you call that shooting, and do you
call that sport and do you think that is what trap-. hooting
should be tq-flay? For my part, I know these men well enough. 1want to see. an occasional new face at the shoots. Do you call
that an unfounded wish? Do you call it so, when more"than 20
out of 30 circuit riders are right now, to-day. in this very column,
echoing the same wish? If" I were a tournament manager in this
progressive country of America, I would tatremv pooketbook out
of my eye for about five miuutes, and see it I couldn't find k way,
even if it did cost a sacrifice of money at first, either to kill these
30 shooters or keep them from killing all the other shooters. The
most ridiculous part of this whole business is, that it is not these 80
shooters who are at fault, so much as the managers who allow

a week is my per cant. Only about $30 or .$40 a week for each
shooter, besides his traveling expanses." Now, how long can
shooters stand that? It is only those who have, salaries and ex-
pense money given them for the purpose. l~Mg down into the his-
tory of your 30 machines, and you will find about half of them
that are shooting under inducements. It is business for them.
You and I must shoot tor fun? t)U t it is business for them. We
bet on another man's game, and he fakes our money without tbe
least compunction. Perhaps he is in a "'combination" against

-. .i(v|j-ouuuiius iu-ua), j-iju pri eeuiage OI
lft management is against even the 30 shooters of the elect.

II Ley can't make any monev under it. The percentage of the sal-
aried shooters is against those who are not salaried. The per-
centage of the machine shooter is against the shooter for sport,
the percentage of" the "ring," or "divide," is against the single,
square shooter. All four of the above percentages are against
the young amateur who would like to sb >ot, but has too much
sense to try tinder such circumstances. Here is your trap-shoot-
ing to-day. How do you like it? It is time for the independent
congress of practical shooters. Let us hear from them. The
managers will do just what they s«y, if they say it hard.
Such, in a measure, was the thought of the bedraggled crowd

who gathered under the wet tents to-day at Al. B uidle's sixth
annual, one of the best and most p ipular shoots of the circuit
and now reduced to a gathering of about 20 men, among whom
not one introd action was neces-ary.
. 1 ought here while I think of it. to correct a misstatement madem the report for yesterday, already sent in. Al. is not charging
5 cents for birds, but 3. "It was 'Wick' who told you 1 was charg-
ing 5 cent'', wasn't n?" asked he. "Well, he got rattled. It's 5
cents for beer. He was thinking of beer. Five cents for beer and
3 cents for birds, same old prices. Wick was thinking of beer."
The wind blew, and the rain fell, and still the villains pursued
her. Score:

Shoot No. 1, extra, 10 bluerocks, 23yds. rise, unknown angles, $1
entrance, 13 entries:
Bandle 0010000101—2 Benscotten 1111110111—9
McMurchy 1111101100—7 Dr M'ller 1110100010—5
Bfetkes 1001011101-6 Jack 0100101110—5
Albert 0010101000 3 Brigden 0011011111—7
Smith 0000101111—5 John 1010011100—5
MeDouald 11110O1001-6 Ruble 1000100100-3
Strawn 1001010100—4
Benscotten won first. McMurchy and Brigden div. second.

Heikes and McDonald div. third.

Shoot No. 3, 10 blue-ocks, $1.50 entrance, 18 entries:
Bandle 1111111110- 9 Miller 0111011100- 6
McDonald 1101101111—8 Sutton 01 1100Hit—

7

HHkes 1111111111—10 North 1111111101— 9
McMurchy 1101111111— 9 Jack 1110111111— 9
Smith mOlllllO— 8 Budd 1111111111—10
Benscotten 1111111111—10 Ruble 0111110111— 8
Strawn 0111011111- 8 "R D" 1101111111- 9
Brigden 1100111011— 7 Taylor OOllllllll- 8
John 1111010111— 8 Vincent.. 1110111110— 8
Heikes and Budd div. first. McMurchy and North won second.

McDonald and John won third.

Shoot No. 3, programme, 15 bluerocks, $2, 22 entries:
Benscotten.... 1111111 10111111—11 Brigden 111111111011111—14
Heikes 111111101111101—14 Strawn 101011110011113—11
Bandle U1011UI11I110-1H Budd 111111111111111-15
McDonald 111111111)1)111—15 Snencer 110101111110100—10
Jack 101101101111111—12 Randall 111010000011 01— 8
Smith lit LOU i.llll >01 i:j M liet 010001101011001- 7
North 110111111111111—14 Vincent 101111111110101-12
McMurchy . ... Ill 1111) 101 11 1 1—14 Ruble 111111111110111—14
John 111011111101111—13 Albert 11 1111111111110-14
Taylor 111100110111111—12 Latshaw 11111111)111000-12
Crosby 101011000110100— 7 R D 01101110111 ) 0 11-11
McDonald and Buddfiist, Heikes and McMurchy second, Ban-

dle, SmHh and John third.

Shoot No. 4, first guaranteed nurse, 20 bluerocks, entrance $5,
$100 guaranteed. $40 to first, $30 to second, $20 to third, $10 to
fourth, 31 entries:
Heikes....imniUliniOnill—19 Crosby....01111111111110110011-16
M'Mure'y 11101011111111111111-18 Strawn....101010111011111011 "1-15
PenBCOt'nlllTlinilll10!0lin-l8 Taylor. .. 01111110110111111011—16

'

Bud d 111111 1 10111 11 1 11101 -18 Vin cent .. .0111111 01 > 0111010000-12
Norr): lull !'l n)

: 10101110111-15 Jack 11010110111111011111—16
M-DonaldlOOllllOll 111 1011111-16 Ruble 101111111111111.11101-18
Smith ....111 11 01 1111111111111—19 Bandle. .. .11011111111111111111—19
Brigden...11111011 10111 111 1101-17 Prill OOmilllllllllllllO—17
Spencer. . .01010111011011111111—15 Sutton. . . .11000003000001100000— 3
John 0101 101 1 010110101 110—12 Miller 01 OllOOlllllllOOOOl—12
Davi s 1 1 11 1 111 1001 1 1010 1 11-16
Heikes, Smith and Bandle div. first. $40; McMurchy, Benscot-

ten, Budd and Ruble di%r
. second, $20; Brigden and PriU div.

third, $20; McDonald and Crosby fourth, $10.

Shoot No. 5, second guaranteed purse, 20 bluerocks, entrance $5,
$100 guaranteed, $40 to first, $30 to second, $20 third and $10 to
fourth, 23 entries;
Heikes . . ..11111111111111111101-19 Ruble . . . .11100011111101111111-16
McDoualdimiOIOlimm 1 1ll—IS Vincem 1 JJ j, i , 1 n i - i. :

Bandle.. ..11011111111)11101111-19 Day's.... .11111111011001111010—15
M'Mure'y Olllimoim0111nll—16 Prill 11101011111111010101-15
North . .".llul1.iiiii!UiMi!i;ll0hl-il Strt. wn. - .ObiUl 101111110111111-15
Buck) 101111 111111 1111 1001—17 Tavlor.. .01110100011101' 01101—12
smith .iii..Rimonooirioi:i-Ji J*<* ... .nui.mi.iiK'imoi-i.
Spe ncer... 11111111011111111100—17 Miller 1 1 111 11 101 J 1 Lit 11010—16
Bensc'it'iilimimillllllllll—30 Randall. .10001011111111111010—14
Brigden ..11000111011111011101—14 R D 1 01101111100 11 1 lib 0—13
Crosby ...10011011111111111101-16 -Merrick ..10011110100011010110—11

John. ... ..11001111111110111110-16
Benscotten won first alone, $40; Heikes won second alone, $30;

McDonald and Bandle div. third, $20; Spencer and Jack div.
fourth. $10.

Shoot No. 0.

McDonald..,
McMurchy..
Heikes —

.

Spsucer
Miller :

Bundle
Mernck ....

Smiih... ...

Scott
Budd
Vincent . .

Heists and
Mcitouald, S

i programme. 15 single bluerocks, $2 21 entries:
Hill 11101111101-13 North 111111 111011 111—14

1

Brigden 000111111.111110—11
Jack OilOO; r.] 1 i j i.lUO—in

Croshy 1101011110111 10-11
Sr l0 i.Je yJL'JKNol' 01111- 3

John ...JiJiJuriioililljll- 7

Benscotten 111111110111111—14
Ruble 0 1 1 1 1 11101 11 1 11—13
Strawn. 101111110101111-12

.. 1 1 ll 11 1 111111 ' 1-1 5 Tom .101100111111110-11
.100101010011000—6
Budd won first. North and Benscotten won second,
>nith and Ruble won third.

..010011011110111—10
. .111111111111111- 15
..1(11110110111111—12
..111101111010111—12
.111)11011001110-11
..010001010 ,

01100- 6
.111101111111101-13
.0111011110010)0— 9

Shoot No. 7, extra. 15 single bluerocks, $2, Si entries:

Heikes 110111011111011—12 North .111111111111111—15
McMurchy.... 111110111101111—13 Merrick 101101010010101— 8

McDonald... .111101111)11111-14 Crosby 111101110110111-12

Baadle Ill 1111 111 loll 1-14 Brigden 101111111111101—13
Ruole 111111111110110-13 John 110010110110011- 9
Sijeuce.r .. CJUll'V.imi] J. Jf.ck J.i:.lJ.LlljlIN]-lj

Smith Ill 111110110L11 - 13 Tom lOlOOlOllllOOlO— 8

Budd Ill) 11111101 11 1-14 Miller 0111,01110111111—11

Benscotten.... Ill 101111111110—13 Strawn 111111100111010—11
Scott 100911010110011— 8 Alkise 001111000111011—10
Vincent 111010111111010-11
North won fir^t f.kme; McDonald, Bandle and Budd div. second;

McMurchy won third.

The grounds were now cleared for live birds, and amid a soak-
ing rain the last shoot of the dayTiegarv The- birds were wet and
draggled 'and onlv with the u' most diffieulty could be persuaded",
to fly. The affair appeared rather pitiable. When weather is

sucli that birds fly with much reluctance, it is a question whether
a match 3hould be continued. Score:
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Shoot No. 8. programme, 7 live b'rds, entrance $5, 15 entries:
Jack,... 2 IPSO 6 Bandle .1011211—6
McDonald 0110101—4 Cro«hv 1212121—7
Spen er , 2222221—7 Williams 0120320—i
Budd.... 1112111—7 Noith 1 11 1 01 1— fi

McMurchy , . . ....11 111 fl.- 7 Alkire 111PI1 7
Smith... ,..1111222—7 Stroble 1103300-4
Heikes 1221111—7 Ruble 3li]2l0-i:
Latshaw 1111211—7
Spencer. Budd, McMurchy. Smith, Heikes, Latshaw, Crosby

and AIM re Mv. first; Jack. Bandle and North div. second; Mc-
Donald, Williams and S'roble d'v. third.
In this shoot occurred an 'ncident which should well be noticed,

as characteristic of what tournament methods mav be. with men
of a certain class. North had missed his fifth bird, and when
Bubie. stepped to the score he turned and called back to North.
"If I miss tnis bird yon and I'll be in a good bole together. Let's
stand in together on it. Paul." North very promptly told him to
go ahead and boe his own row, as he would not "stand in" with
him u-der any circumstances. Ruble killed his bird. Ar the
next and last round, however he saw there, was still a hotter
"divide" m the 6 hole than in the 7. He, therefore stepped to the
score witn. only one f-hell in his guu, waited till his bird was 50vi3s,
away ano deliberately sh t behind it. This action was s<> rank
that it drew down otuspoken contempt on him. Where there is
25 cents up, however John Ruble don't mind a little contempt".
He clamored for a divide on second money. "No you don't, " Faid
Bandle and North, "we'll snoot you out now, or s'ioot the pot upce or the other. We won't divide with you." There were now
in this tie Jaeii. North, Bundle and Ruble. E.ich killed his bird
till it came to Ruble, who got nervous, clipp-d the tail of a. weak
hopper, missed it again with second, and left she score, rpd
as a turkey's neck, amid yells and screams of laughter. I do
not know whether it, is fashionable or not to rep-rt such
things as these, but while I do continue t 0 report shooting tour-
naments I shall continue to show up such methods and such men,
and in the end perhaps do something toward either changing- or
driving out ihe one and the other from such gat hf rings-. Any
decent paper loves good sport, square shooiing and square men. A
performance like the above is not, merely funny. It is disgrace-
ful. If tournaments should continue to be openly marked with
such blot-, it would be time for the bulk of us to hunt other com-
pany. The time will com» when such circuit workers will work
less for "pi tee," or will find few places where they will be allowed
to work at all.

Let ns have another incident that happened to-dav: Benscotten,
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go where he expect' d it. Of course it is beneath the dignity of a
toomament shooter to take a bird that is 6in. out of li»e He
might miss it. Benscotten thought it was No. 2 trap t at had
gone off and wanted another bird. At this Ruble lifted up his
voice and wailed, and the bird was scored lost, which he wanted
pretty bad. And then M Murcby, who was still in the tie, srepppd
up and shot them both out! This was pretty rich, and the bojs
enjoy d it largely.
Such is a tournament to-day. Chivalrous, isn't it?

Thursday. Third Day, Sept. 11.

The boys were slow in getting together. It was about. 11 o'clock
when the shooting began. Tb« day was cold and cloudy, and not
unpleasant, only alight spnukle of rain falling in the eveuine.
The, length of the races prevented the running off of many, only
five matches being shot. Nothing of special interest transpired
Score:
Shoot No. 1, programme at, 15 bluerocks, $2 entrance, 24 entrie°-

Bandle 11X11 111 11 11 111-13 Bndd 1U1111 lOllllll 14
McMurchy.... 1111 11111U111-15 McDonald 111111110111111-14
North 1 1 11111111111 11—15 Stevenson 111100110111 111—12
Heikes 111110111111111 14 Smoke HlOlOlOlUOOll- f)

Crosby 0101 1011110 111-11 Hayes 101111111HM11—13
Kershaw llttlOlllllOOOll-W Marshall 101110111110110-11
Merrick 100101010110101-8 MR 11110)1111110;)! - I"
Smith 111111 11010111—13 Nessler 010000111011101— 8
Richardson... .111111110111111—14 Jack 11011110111 Oil—12
AlUire HUnillUO 01—15 Murpbv 101001010101100- 7
Frank 011011101101100- 9 Vincent llilOllllllllll-U
Sp ncer lOlllUUlOllll—13 Benscotten . 11111111111 1111—15
McMurchy, Nor hand B nscotten div. first, Heiltes, Richard-

son, Budd, McDonald and Vincent div second Smi h won third
Snoot No 2, extra, at 10 "lu rocks, SI entrance, 21 enf ri^s-

North 1111111111—10 Ruble 1111111111—10
Smith 10 ilOll 111— 8 Budd 1111111110-9
Kershaw J 011 10 000- 5 Heikes 1111101111— 9
Alkire llimitOL— 9 Bandle. 01 11011110— 7
Jack lllOilllll- 9 Richardson 1011110101— 7
Smoke 1101111111— 9 Bourne 100 O^OOOO— 1
Vincent 1011110111— 8 Dupv 0010 01001—4
Hajes 1111101111— 9 McDonald UlllOOlll— 8
Brigden 10101011.0— 6 McMurchy HlllbOlll— 8
Benscotten 1111111111—10 Stevenson OOllOiOOni- i
John 1100111000 - 5
North. Benscot'en and Ruble div. first, Alkire. Budd and Heikes

div. second, McDonald and McMurchv won third.
Shoot No. 3. programme, 15 bluerocks, entrance $2. 18 entries*

Heikes 111111111111111—15 Richardson. . . HllOlOOHlOlll—11
North 11111111110111—14 Smoke UlllOOlll 11101—18
McDonald .. . .00) 1 11111111111-13 Vincent llOlillllHiOOl-12
Bandle 11111 1111 1 11011-14 Jack 111101111110010-11
McMurchy ....111111011011111-13 Budd 111111111111111-15
Benscotten. . . . 11111111111110—14 Stevenson 10111 111101 1 ;0l—12
Kershaw 1100001001 II LOO- 7 Rrigden 110111111111101-13
Smith lUOllllULOOO-ll Hayps 011101(11111010—11
AlKire 111111011101111—13 Ruble 111111111101111-14
He ;kes a^d Bndd div. first. North, Bandle and Benscotten won

second. McDonald and McMurchy won third.

Shoot. No. 4, programme guarantee, 20 single bluerocks, entrance
So, $100 guaranteed:
Banule.... 11 111111100111101111-17 North... .11111111111111111111-20
R ttble 11111 1111 111 1 1111111-20 Willie .... 001 11111000010110011—11
Smith.. .. 1 illliOIllllOriOlli-17 Jack Ill 11101 UlOllllllOl-17
K-rshaw..01101111111011011101-15 R D 110011 1101 11111 11111-17
McDooalnlll 111111111111111 11-20 Smoke. .. .00111111111001110100—13
Benscot'n 11111111111111111011-19 Hayes . . .OlimiOlllCOlllOOll 14
Soenoer...11010111111110111111—17 Bngden .. 01101 ill 1 1 1111111 1 II —18
Crosby ...11011011011111111111 17 Taylor. .. .UllllOilOoOOimill—15
Richard'nOlOOllllll 110111 1011 -15 Albert. ... 0101111111 1111011111 -17
M'Murch) 1111 Hill 11101111 111-19 Murphy. . .00101111111111111101—16
Heikes.... Ill 11 1 1011 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 111—19 Bohemian 10010 -100111 iOol1000- 9
Strawn... .111111 011 11010010H-15 Frank 1110 1111 1 1 1 01 1 1 1010—10
Vincent. ..0111101111111111111 1—1« Sunman ..(MOIHWlTOOOOllOOOl- 7
Budd 11111111111101110110-17 Alkire... 1111110100il0niul00-13
Ruble, Mouonald and North itiv. first, $40. Benscotten, Mc-

Murchv and Heikes div. second, $30. Vincent and Brigden div.
third, $20. Crosby, Budd and Albert div. fourth, $10.
Aa usual, tne live bird race was made the last, event of the dav.

The birds to-d^y were in much better order and flew far more
promptly. They were nor, hard birds in any sense of the word.
The only man ever known to call Cincinnati birds good ones is
"Wick," and he was never outside of Cincinnati, Score:
Shoot No. 5, programme, 7 live birds, entrance $(5.50, $100 guar-

anteed, 25 entries:
Budd 2212111—7 Gunman 0112101-5
Bandle 1122211—7 Spencer 111221 L

—

7

Heikes 1021111—6 Strawn 0112100—4
McMurchy 1121111-7 M' Donald 2112l20-o
BenscoUen 2101112—6 North. lllollO—

5

Murphy 2122111-7 Willie 1110011-5
Kn-s haw 1221001- 5 Stone 1020201- 4
Frank OOoOlSl—3 Crosby 2111112-7
Bohemian 1111011-6 Vincent 2011112—

o

Jack lllinjO 5 Latshaw 1S11221—

7

Smoke lo ll?2—6 Richardson 1021112-6
Hayes 001-121—5 Ruble 1112111—7
Sm th 0022111-5
o denotes fell dead out of bounds; 2 denotes use of second barrel.
Budd. Bandle. McMurchy, Murphy, Spencer, Crosby, Latshaw

and Ruble div. first, $40; Heikes and Bohemian won second, $30;
Smith, North and Willie div. third, $20; Strawn and Stone aiv.
fourth, $10.
In i his last race the unfortunate 6 men had to shoot out. One

by one they fell out. until only Heikes and "Bohemian" were left
in it, and they divided. "Bohemian'' shot a very plucky tie and
in good form. It took 12 birds to decMe the tie to this point.
Smith, North and Willie had to get 5 straight to decide in their tie.
There are no daily averages in this tournament. The manage-

ment announce in their programme: "All of our guaranteed
matches last year over-filled so well, we think it advisable to
make 8 moneys of surplus ties this year." This money was to
have been divided as follows: For best averages in all guaranteed
matches, first 20 per cent., second 18 per cent., third 16 per cent.,
fourth 14 per cent., fifth 12 per cent., s'xtb 10 per cent., seventh 6
percent., eighth 4 per cent. It is now almost certain, however,
that the surplus will be so small as to leave next to nothing in the
above division. To-day 25 entries wa6 top notch, and this is the
nig-hest entry at the shoot.

Friday, Fourth Day, Sept. 1$.

The day was cool, the sky being slightly overcast. No rain fell
and it was a good shooting day. The attendance, however, showed
no increase, 24 entries being high mark. Almost no Cincinnati
shooters have participated in this year's shoot, and the country
C"ntmg»nt has oeen very light. The reasons for thisare apparent,
as a bove indicated. Nothing of special interest transpired to-'iav.
The live birds, o ving to the brighter and clearer air. flew much
better, but ovei 75 per cent, had to be scared up, very often bv
some one's running up within a few feet of the bird. This is a
practice which should be discouraged, as it may result in acci
dent, as the shooter is always disposed to ta.ke close chances and
may not always see the other person iu time as he swings oa the
bird. In one case to-dav PauL North was trying to scare a h-rd
up for Rolla Heikes. He was close to the bird as it rose. H'ikes
failed to Stop the bird with his first barrel, and just at the point
where he should have used his second, he found himself holding
square on North, who had thrown himself on the ground. Heikes
held his second, but missed the bird as it got in close to the dead
line. Not all shooters might be so careful. If a b'rd will not fly
without such inducements, it is poor fun to kill it anyhow.
The referee in most of the live bird matches of tnis tournament

has been the veteran Wm. Hall, ouce a prominent live-bird shot,
but now retired on hi* laurels.
Usually at Al Bandle's '-hoot there are enough shooters on hand

at the < nd of the w-eek to make Saturday an attractive day at,
live bird events, chiefly i' dividual or team matches. This year
the. shooters nearly all go home to-night, so that to-morrow will
not be very much of a day. The tournament programme closes
with to-day, and the boys disband to-night. Al may have a few
live birds on his hands, but it is hoped not many, for no one who
knows him wou d care to see him get the worst of it in any way.
By the way, Al has a pigeon in his colh ction here which is a freak.
It, has two sets of less perfectly distinct. The bindermost pair
are doubh d over, slightly deformed and smaller than the others,
which are normal in every respect. Tne bird is apparently strong
and healthy and will be put in a museum. Following are the
scores of to-daj :

Shoot No. 1, extra, 10 single bluerocks, $1, 8 entries. 2 moneys:
Vincent 0101111111— 8 Spencer .1110011111— 8
Smith - 0100101011— 5 North HIlllUll -10
Richardson 1001110010- 5 Crosby ; 1101111111— 9
Bandle 1010111011— 7 Strawn OllOlUlOl— 7
North won first, Crosby won second.

No. 2, extra, 10 single bluerocks, $1, 8 entries, 2 moneys:
Bandle . 100H0100I— 6 Smith 1111110111— 9
Strawn llllllllOl— 9 Vincent, 1111111111—10
.North 1110110010— 6 Spencer 1011111111— 9
Crosby 1110111111— 9 Richardson 1111101111— 9
Vincent won first, Spencer won second in shoot off.

Shoot No. 3, extra, 10 single bluerocks. $1, 23 entries:
North 1111101111- 9 Heikes 1101111111— 9
Smitn 1111111111-10 McMurchy 1011111111- 9
Spencer 1100011111— 7 Jack 1010011111— 7
Richardson 0111011101— 7 Miller 1111111110— 9
Albprt 1011111110—8 Bndd HJllllllO—

9

Crosbv 1111111111—10 MtPhee 1011001H0— 6
Vincent lollllllll- 9 Bandle 0101101010- 5
Strawn 0111011011— 7 McDonald 1111111111-10

R D 1111110110-
Webb 1111001001— „
Benscotten 111)111111-10

See 1101111111—
Ross 1 101111 LI— 9
Brigden 0011111101- 7

Ruble 1111111110— 9
Smith, Crosby. McDonald and Benscotten div. first; Ruble,- Mc-

Murchy and Budd won second in shoot off; Albert and R. D. won
third.

Shoot No. 4, programme. 15 single, bluerocks $2, 24 entries:
McDonald 111111111011111—14 McPhee 111111101101111—13
Jack 101111111110111—13 Richardson.. . ,0111 100001 10110— 8

( ) R 011110111111111 13
Heikes 111111111111110-14 Crosby 111111111111111—15
McMurchy 1 11110111111 111—14 See llOOlOllllllOll—12
North 011111111111111—14 Ross lllOlIlOOllillO-ll
RD 111101111011111-13
Budd 11 1 11 ill! 11 111I—15
Smith 11110111111011-13
Vincent. . . ., . ..1111 11111 i0111i-14
Strawn llOillllOHOllO-11

Joe H 001111111101111—12
Ruble 111111111 1 01 111-14
Albert llllOllillllllO—13
Brigden lOOUllll 11110-11
Al ister. 100010100000311—

Spencer 011111111001101 11 Taylor llllllllllij.Hl— 15
Budd, Crosby and Taylor div. first. In shoot-off McDonald,

Heikes and North won second. In shoot-off McPhee won third.

Shoot No. 5, programme guarantee, 20 bluerocks, entrance $5,
8100 guaranteed, 21 entries:
Bandle.. .11111111011011110001—15 Ruble 11111111111111111111-20
Jack 100,0111111111111110-16 Spencer . .HOiilH 1 11 HOlUllO -17
Heikes, .11111111111111011111-19 Crosby.. ..OllllOlloilOLllOlOll-14
Buod imilllllllllllllll—20 D R HOUlllllOllllOlOlll-15
M'Murc'y 11110 101 11 1 1111111 il—18 Strawn.. ..HlOll'lllllluOlOllO—15
M'Donald lllloLllOlllUOllOll—17 Vincent. . .11111111111111101111—19
Smith ....1111011101111 ill 1101-18 McPhee. . .10111 11L111U11101H~16
Allist.r...lOO0OOOOOOuOOOOlDlll- 5 Alhert. .. 111111 llliillOlllllO -18
Taylor.... 0111111000100010111—12 Brigden, . .1Hi 001111101 1111110—16
Benscot'n llOllllllllLlilUlll-lS Joe H OH LI 111110100J11110 -13
North U0H1O0101111110111—15
Budd and Ruble div. fir-it, $40; Heikes and Vincent div. second,

$30; McMurchy, Smith, Ben-col ten and Albert div. third, $20; Mc-
Donald and Spencer div. fourth, $10.

Shoot No. 6, programme guarantee, 7 live birds, $6.50, $100 guar-
anteed, 17 entries:
Band Le 11202o2—5 North 2olo210-4
McMurchy 10.2112—6 Latshaw HoLH2—

6

Spencer 1222L21—7 Ruble .1o122i2—6
Budd llillll—7 Benscotten 111112^—7
Crosby 20212^0-5 McDonald 1021121—6
Allister 22212o2 - 6 Jack 11 '1212—7
hichardson 0ol2111—5 R D 2oll222—

6

Smith 21ol011-5 Vincent H11211—

7

Heikes 1120111-6
o Dead out of bounds.
Spencer, Budd, Benscotten and Vincent div. first, $40; Ruble and

McDonald won second iu shoot-off, §30; Bandle, Crosoy, Richard-
son and Smith div. third, $20: North won fourth alone, $10.

Shoot No. 7, extra, 15 single bluerocks, $2, 18 entries:
Budd limillllULLl—15 Willis 101001000010100 - 5
McDonald 111111111111111—15 Richardson. . ..lOlOlllOO.OlulO— 8
McMurchy . . . .Ill 1 lilt 1111101— 14 North 000111011010110— 8
Vincent OUlll UlllOlill—12 Strawn OlllilllllllilL—14
Benscotten... HilllllUlllll—15 Handle OlllOlOlOliOlll—10
Smith 011111 1 0H11H1—13 Latshaw 101110101111100—10
Spencer 11111111110 011 -13 Jack 110111111111101-13
Heikes 11U1LH1L111LL-15 Ruble 1L100L10L1110U-11
Crosby llltlllllllllll-15 Wick 010*0111001111- 8
Budd. McDonald, Benscotten, Heikes and Ciosoy div. first, Mc-

Murchy and Strawn won second, Smith, Spencer and Jack div.
tnird.

Shoot No. 8, extra., 20 single bluero-ks. $5 entry. 12 entries:
Heikes... 11111111111111U111L 20 M'MurchyllllUOOUlllLllllll-18
McDonalcnilllOlllOOlOl 111110-15 Spencer . .lllllHllOllllllOOll—17
Budd ltll 1111111 101111111-19 North 1111 1111L1111 111 1111—20
Smith. . . .llOllllOOKiLlll 1 1011—15 Vincent. ..1111100L111111111101—17
Bandle. . ..11111011111001001111—15 Crosby. . . 1111111L111011001100—15
Benscot'n HOlilllOliOllllllll—17
Heikes and Norm div. tir-t. Budd won second. McMurchy won

third. Benscotten, Spencer and Jack div. fourth.

Shoot No. 9, extra, 15 single bluerocks, entrance $2, 12 entries:
McDonald... .111111111111011-14 Heikes 111010100001100-7
Vincent 1 1 1100 1 11001111-11 Jack HollOlOllOllll- 11
Bandle HlOOlllllLlill- 13 Mason OuOOlllOlOOllil- 8
Smith lllllOlOlOlllOl—11 Miller 1011001lluM-d-

9

Budd HllllllllLllO-14 North HOllll 0111 01 12
Stra-vn 10111110H11101-12 McMurcny. . . .lHlllilllillOl-14
McDonald, Buad and McMurchy div. first. Bandle won second.

Strain and North div. third.

Shoot No 10. extra 20 single bluerocks, entrance $3. 6 entries
Heikes.... 1111110111111001110-16 Budd llllllllllllllJlllll—20
M- DonaldlllllllOiUOllllOllO -16 North 11110111111111111110-18
Bandle. ..11111111100111111011-17 M'Murehj HllOlilllllllHHH-19
Budd won first. McMurchy wou second. North won third.

Shoot No. 11, extra, 5 single bluerocks, entrance 50 cents:
Bandle 00000- 0 Budd 10010-2
Vincent, 10110-3 McMurchy 01100—2
McDonald IOlOI-3 North 10011-3
Heikes 11101—4
One money, Heikes won.
Shoot No. 12, same conditions as above:

Bandle 10100-2 McDonald 00001-1
Vi nee nt , .0 1001-3 Benscotten 11011-4
Heikes .01011—3

Two moneys. Benscotten won first; Heikes second.
It was now dusk. Ruble had stopped trying to show Al Bandle

that he ought to award at least a little surplus money for aver-
ages, and had departed for the street car, where he doubtless tried

to persuade the conductor that he was under ten vears of age'
and therefore entitled to a 3-cent fare. Al had paid out the last
purse and shaken hands with group after group of the hoys as
they started home. Thf sixth annual was over, for it is prohable
that only a few local shots will come out to-morrow. It would not
be honest to report this shoot as a big and booming success, for it
has not been. When Al Bandle can't give a shoot thf*tisabig
success something is wrong, aDd it isn't wrong with hira. There-
fore it may be repeated that it is time to look the state of affairs
squarely in the face, and to see if something cannot be done to
better it.

It may be interesting to present a novel bit of news, bearing
upon the amounts of winning by some of tbe shooters. Billy
Crosby shot all ths week. He is usually held a very good shot.
He lost $95 here this week. Paul North quit just $20 ahead of the
game, bui from this his hotel and Traveling expenses must be de-
ducted. Charlie Rudd made about $40, Scott and McDonald about
$25. and Rolla Heikes $50 or more. VVhen Spencer went into the
last live bird match he had just 60 cents left after paying his $6.50
entrance monev. He won about $8. enough to get him home. A
gentleman from South Bend, Ind., was not so fortunate. He had
to borrow money of Rolla Heikes to get home- Roll wins their
money, and l.hen sends them back af'er a new supplv.
The rigid arm biuerock trap had iis first prominent test here,

and was used exclusively throughout the shoot. It seemed prac-
tical, although not so regular a thrower as the old trap. It, did
not seem to break the birds in delivery often enough to delay
matters to any extent, and the boys who kicked on its oc-
caloual quarterers are those who are us-^d to having the bird
thrown into the samx hole everv time. As stated earlier, tbis
irregularity ought to be held a merit. Anything on eartn for a
little novelty in trap-shooting.

; From here the boys scatter a good d»al. McMurchy goes South
to Georgia, Louisiana and Texas. He will shoot qual in Missis-
sippi this fall. Budd gies at once to Iowa, and will start. Monday
next onago.jd big chicken hunt about 115 miles north of Des
Moines, his home. Benscotten and Charlie Strawn will hunt
chickens next week near the latter's home at Jacksonville 111.
Rolla Heikes will «hoot quail tn nort, western Ohio this fall. O-ood
luck to tnem all. They are an awful set of robbers, but a pretty
decent set of fellows after all. Tuey will all be at Al's shoot next
year, and let us hope that something will have happened bv that
time. E. Hough.

ST. LOUIS, Mo , Sept. 13.—The Oak Hill Gun Club turned the
tables c n the Comptons in the second team match of the series of
three. The day was unfavorable for the shoot and small scores
were made; 20 biuerock targets per man, A. S. A. rules;

Oak .Hills. Comptons.
C Thorp 17 Miltenberger 14
Schaefer 15 Soeffei 15
Thompson ........13 Alexander 9
Soeham . 9 Mohr 16
G Thorp 18 Mackwitz 12
Henshaw 16 Fox 14
W Twist... 16-104 G Rawlings 15—95
Ou Sept. 26, 27 and 28 tbe southern Illinois Sportsmen's Associa-

tion will hold its tenth annual tournament at Belleville. The
affair promises to be successful because there is an army of trap-
shooters in the Territory from which to draw upon for a crowd.
Inanimate targets will be used exclusively for all events and A
S. A. rules will govern.

CANUCK.
ALTHOUGH descended from an ancient and honorable family

of boats, the modern decked canoe and its accompaniment,
tbe double bladed paddle, are of quite modern origin, their
first general introduction to boalnj men dating back hardly
twenty-five years. The birthplace of the decked canoe and modern
canoeing was in England, under the kindly ministrations of Capt.
John MacGregor and Mr. W. Baben-Powell, the sport being im-
ported into Amer ca about five years later. In the two great nations
on either side of the. Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, in
which the canoe has since been so thoroughly naturalized, it found
on its first arrival a widely different state of affairs. In the United
States the canoe family was practically unknown save by a few
hunters and fishermen, chietlv on the Northern borders; to the men
who have since established canoeing in its modern sense, the crui-
sers, campers, paddlers and canoe sailors, the new craft came with
all the charm of novelty added to a wide range of adaptability for
all sorts of pleasure afloat. Its excellent sailing qualities, even in
its first crude form, at once attraced attention; and as one im-
provement afier another was rapidly made, the canoe in the course
of years developed into a really serviceable sailing era 't, though
at the expense perhaps of general utility and especially of paddling
qualities. It. was too far removed from the light rowing boat on
the one hand and tbe catboat on the other to meet with much op-
position from either, and after some early prejudice against it was
ou grown it entered on a car er of increasing prosperity.
When however a year or so later the first decked canoes found

their way to Canada they met with a very different and less cor-
dial reception. Tbe canoe was by no means the stranger that it
was south of ti.e St. Lawrence, but in tbe form of a light open craft
with a single blade parid'e it had been for years in almost univer-
sal use for cruising, camping, racing and hunting. It is no wonder
that the native craft cast a j- alous eye on its foreign cousin, and
the latter had a hard course to pattdle for a long time. The open
Canadian canoe, with the light single blade that had always been
its inseparable adjunct, was so admirably adapted to natural con-
ditions and the prevailing tastes that the. majority were blind to
the merits of the aecked craft with the double blade, and though
in time the decked sailing canoe became very popular wherever
suitahie wate> was found, and the double blade, by dint of sturdy
work at the A. C. A. meets proved that for speed it was superior
to its forest rival; the developement of the. sailing canoe has not
been as rapid nor as compl t • as in the States.
Thus it has happened tnat after many years of racing the Cana-

dians have taken the lead in the paddlimr races and their neighoors
have carriea off the sailing trophies. There have been some go.od
Canadian sailors in fast boats, and some very fast American pad-
dlers, and in the combined races the Canadians have won at times,
butt he gi eat sailing prizes of the Meets have nearly all eoneto the
United States, just as the paddling prizes have gone to Canada.
This year and last have howi ver proved notable exceptions in that
the principal sailing pi ize, the A. C. A. Tiophy,has not only gone to
the non h side of the St. Lawrence, but has been won twice in suc-
cession by the same man and in the same cauoe; something which
has never beeu done before. The lines of the winning boat, Can-
uck, are given with this article, the sail plan and the detailed des-
cription being left for a future issue.

Ir will readily be seen that Canuck is of very different, model
from any of tn« famous canoes whose lines nave, been puhlisued at
times in the Fobest and Stream, Vesper, Notus, Snake, Fly,
Guenn, Vagabon J, Sea Bf-e and miuy others; pernaps the nearest
resemblance, though a purely acciden'al one, is to the canoe pub-
lished in our issue ot Jan. 16, 1890. As distinguished from the Cana-
dian canoe on the one hand and the various British models on the
other, she is of distinctively American model, oeing fitted, rigged
and sailed after the fashion of the States, but at the. same time she
is a. copy of none. As to design, she is the result of some sui cess-
ful collaboration, between her owner, Mr. Ford Jones, of Brock-
vilce, on the St. Lawrence River, and her builder, Michel Sauve,
of the same place; though just how much i f the creJit is due to
each we cannot say. Good as the boat is, a large share of her suc-
cess is due to the very skilful handling of Mr. Jones, who may be
put down as one of the best sailors on the St. Lawrence River or
in the American Canoe As^oi iation
Mr. Jones joined the A. C. A. in 1885, sailing at the meet in the

canoe Irex in mat year, and again in 1886. In 1887 he was much
better boated in a new Sauve canoe, Ramona, with large standing
sails, coming in second to Pecowsio outOL 34 starters in the limited
rac> , third in the man overboard race, and fifth in the trophy. In
1887 Mr. Jones saded Ramona at Lake George, winning the man-
euvering race and the 1 mited sailing. Last year he brought to
the meet the new Canuck, sailing her without a sliding seat, as he
bad the others, and winning the A. C. A. trophy, as well as second
pi ee in the unlimited sailing. This vear he sailed with a sliding
s -t, bung stih, more successful, winning the trophy, 1 he unlimit-d,
second place in the sailing upset, and toird place in the Pecowsic
cup race. Added to this record, Mr. Jones in Canuck made the
best attempt yet for the New York C. C. International cup; it being,
in the opinion of most who witnessed the races a matter of wind
and weather between himaud the defender.
Mr. Jones is a young Canadian, a graduate of Trinity College,

Toronto, in 1889, and now a law student. He has spent his li'e be-
side the St. Lawrence and has done a great deal of sailing in the
St. Lawrence skiffs, but in his canoeing he has been at a disadvan-
tage front oeing obliged to sail alone, with no good men ag Inst
him to try his boats by, as the Brockville C C. was only organized
last year. He neve* enters a paddling or combined race, devoting
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himself entirely to sailing at the meets and on the river, hut he is
also an expert with the gun, the open Canoe and the single blade,
spending some time each spring and fall on hunting expeditions.Hp is now talking of giving up canoe racing for yachting on the
St. Lawrence, having reached a pni-,t where he can with propriety
follow the example of Messrs Gibson and Brokaw, who have re-
tired on their laurels.

RACING RULES AND STANDING SAILS.
A S an exhibition of fine workmanship the fleet that was strung
-p. oui along the beach at Jessup's Neck during the recent A. aA. meet was far m advance of anything yet known in canoeine:
Irorri the canoes of the \ esper men at one end down to the fleet of
tne married raters" on the beach at Squaw Point were more hand-some canoes than have ever been brought together before in the

omely old canoe, a boat much the worse for age. but wit? a his-
tory, nevertheless, that carried us back to the beginning oforganized canoeing in America, and that suggested some curiouscomp nsons between the fleet of to-day and tnose of past periods.
ibis canoe was built m 1878, the date of a great awakening inAmerican canoeing, when the seeds long planted began to give

positive evidence of life and g'owth. bhe was. if we are not
greatly mistaken, the flist centerboard canoe, being fitted with asmaJl trunk and a dagger board; "nd, further than this, she wasthe Urst canne with the pointed, flaring coaming which has since
,^,?
m

?
n

.

m^SRh S
,
he vvas bunt °y George Honhr, of Harlem, a

skillful shell builder long since dead, who sailed her a little him-
It

lf;w Ut
-M \88 £-ot ].??° tbat she was flrsr PUhiiclv raced asthe Wraith, by Mr. Wru. WhiUock. Later on she was sold to Mr.

L. y. Jones, of Hartford, and under the name of Venture she be-came one of the famous boats of the old racing days ac Grindstonewhen Yaux owned the Dot and Gibson the Snake.
Looking a.t her, the work of one of the best men of the day and

certainly ahead of her times in many respects, one realizes 'fully
tne great advances that have been made in model and construc-
tion of late years, and trie first conclusion is that the work of theAmerican Canoe Association, whose rules and races nave beenthe controlling factor of this advance, has been an unequivocal
success. Unfortunately, however, the sight of the old boat hringsback many memories and suggests other points of comparison
than model and finish, until, after a careful scrutiny of the new
fleet in all its details, one may be left in honest doubt as towhether the many and great changes have been in advance or
retrogression. Keen as the racing is now, it does not exceed that
of five years since, the first year of the record, when the en'ries
were proportionately as numerous, and tne competition as closeThe fleet of that year was made up of such canoes as Snake, Sea
Bee, Day Dream, Nirvana, Sofroma (these five standing first on
the or giual record of 1885), Thetis, Katri na, Marion B. Guenn No 1
a fleet thaL would make but a sorry showing at. first sight beside'
the raeers of to-day. Whatev r they were in speed and appear-
ance, however, they possessed one substantial characteristic, they
were canoes that baa cruised, that could ciuise, and that, apart
from their work as racers, did good service for their owners in a
dozen different ways.
From this p >int of view, and certainly it is a fair one, the new

fleet, in all its glory of handsome lines and elaborate finish,
makes but a poor sl owing; and it is no wonder that many of the
more thoughtful »nd conservative members of the Asscciation
are ready to call a halt in further progress until it is known just
where the ond is likely to be. The canoes which came to the meet
to race, and it is getting to oe more and more the fashion to bring
no canoe, or at most an open paddler unless a man comes to racemai be clatsed all under one head as racing machine, with a few
strongly marked characteristics. There were some few that were
fitted for the real work of canoeing and ciuising, a few mote that
might be altered eo as to be suitable for such work, and of the
raters some possessed less of certain undesirable features than
others, but the majority were of one type, whose leading ft atures
may be summed up as follows: A hull of good dimensions and
model for ordinary canoeing work, though in ome cases of rather
light build: a sail plan tbat, whetner with hoisting or fixed sails
is of extreme dimensions and often of exa, gerated prop rthns; a
.cockpit that is now nothirg more than a silz bath and is rapidly
contracting into merely a small copper foot bath; a centerboard
that occupies the entire center of the canoe, that shows half its
breadtu above the deeli when raised; ard last of all a heavy slid-
ing s»at, of wood and metal, almost 4ft. long, on which the canoe-
ist, save the mark, sits or even stands.
Such craft as this, expensive and delicate as they are, can be

used for but one purpose, match racing. They must be launched
tendeily from the club fljat or from the stage at the meet; some
will not stand up under their spars without a man in them: no
paddie is carried because theie is little or no need to use it and
there is no room below to stow it, not even a pointer is made fast
to the stem in most cases, as the canoe is never left afloat without
a man m her. In the case of one can >e at the meet it was neces-
sary first to lower the board and then screw down the sliding seat
directly over it, so that the canoe was practically a keel craft for
he lime being, the lowtr*d board preventing her from being
launched from a sloping float or beach.
If such a craft is the outcome of half a dozen years of racing

under the A. C. A. rules, is it not time that the rules were
changed? With such an extreme to-day what may next year or
the j ear after biing forth? Can cano-ing flourish when su-h craft
as these are the only ones recognized or encouraged by the organ-
ization which has assumed tne responsibility of guiding and
directing its luture? It is such questions as these, questions
which persist in presenting themselves to all who are in'eresfed
in the success and development of canoeing, that have hurrh d
some of the most earnest friends of the A. C. A. inio the action
which we condemned last week; and while we differ fiom them
as to the means employed, we are heartily in sj mpath . with' the
spirit which animate d them. That a grtai and increasing evil exists
mere can be no doubt, and the future welfare of canoeing, and
especially of the A. C. A., demands an effort to remedy it; the
question is whether the prohibition of standing sails is the proper
and only step.
The policy of the Association up to the present time has been

one of ' Laissez faire, luissez a7<er," the various administrations
declining positively to piace auv restrictions on new features,
nowever undesirable they might promise to become in time. With
this view we have always disagreed, holding that it was the duty
of the governing powers, representing as a rule the oldest and
most experienced element ot the Association, to use the power
given them in the control of the racing rules so as to prohibit or
limit any dangerous or undesirable teatures, and to turn the
whole influence of the rules and the racing toward the improve-
ment of the canoes which gave a name and existence to canoeing,
rather than to the development of a special type of racinir ma-
chine. In accordance with this belief, and in view of the more
rapid disappearance of cruising canoes and of cruising qualities
in the racers each year, we advocated several years since some
radical changes in the rules, one of the most impm tant of which
was the limitation of the standing rig. Then, when the standing
rig was yet in its infancy and big plate boards were few in num-
ber, a change of the rules might have been made without serious
injustice to any one, bur, that time has gone by, and the condi-
tions have changed materially. There has come into existence a
large and costly fleet, manned by the racing blood of the whole
Association, a fleet so large that to legislate it out of existence
would be unjust and impolitic, even if it were possible.
The danger of tne standing rig per se, that was so eloquently set

forth at the recent meeting, is so trivial as to be of no importance
one way or tne other compared with the many greater evils. The
great trouble to-day is that the Asso iation is doing absolute ly
nothing tor the advancement of cruising, the improvement of
cruising ci aft, and the invention of new and improved cruising
and camping appliances out such influence as it has, through i he
racing rules, is directed entireiyt" a crafcthat cannot by anypos-
sioility be used for cruising. Under such circumstances the abol-
ition of the standing rig is a most absurd and inadequate measure;
of itself it amounts to nothing and if any substantial r> form is to
be accomplisned, the executive committee must proceed to much
more extreme measures. The development of the racing canoe,
in other words, the crowding out of such craft as have made
canoeing, and are used to-day by a large majority of canoeists in
all parts of the world, by a racing machine, has gone on unre-
stricted until it is too late to stop it by any such halfway measures
as the abolition of the standing rig.

Looking now at the special merits and demerits of the standing
sail, it must be plain tnat the cnief point urged against it at the
meeting, its danger, amounts to nothing in itself; no such broad
generalization as tbat the standing sail is dangerous and the hoist-
ing sail safe, can be truly made. Iu sizes not over 40ft., and the in-
ventor of the sail, Mr. K. H. Barney, has more than once said to us
that somewhere near this was the practicable limit of such a rig,
the danger is purely imaginary, the sails are small, licht, simple,
and may m case rf emergency he easily unshipped, or if carried,
can ao little harm. Tne Pecowsic'- ng was safety itself compared
with some rigs seen in the races, areas of 150ft., nominal! v lower-
lag* but m practice utterly unmanageable m a violent squall or
When any breakdowa happens, It is true that a atanding sail like
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Canuck's, with an 18ft. mast in a 30in. canoe, is dangerous in tho
hands of any but an expert, hut how much better would the huge
hoisting rig*, with complicated gear, he. in the same hands. If one
is prohibited because it may lead some rasb novice into trouble,
what justice is there iu allowing the other to go free. In one form
no objection can be made to the standing sail: in the case, of a
raizeu of 35lf. or so, it, is simple, effective, and being within reach
of the cauoeist, may lie unshipped at any time. So with standing
sails of reasonable size lor use in afternoon sailing, they may be
slipped into the boat at a moment's notice when time is quite an
object between business and slipper.
When we favored the prohibition or limitation of these sails, it

was with the idea that the best interests of canoeing, both cruis-
ing and racing, would be promoted by the perfection of a good
reefing and lowering rig, and that such work was the immeoiate
duty of the A. C. A. As it has proved, this same end has, to a great
extent, been reached by accideut; the combined record race, in
which sails must bo lowered or hoisted at each buoy, with similar
conditions in some of the division regattas, have helped to en-
courage the lowering rig, and it is able to hold its own to-day in
the races wit h the other. Only last week a racer who has used
both through the season, and on a canoe best adapted for the
standing rig, made the remark that all the races that he had won
this season had been with a lowering rig. This being the state of
affairsatpreseut.it would seem that the lowering sail is not in
need of any special protection, but is able to take care of itself
unaided by any prohibition of its rival, a conclusion of the long
dispute that must be far more satisfactory tln.n the recent legisla-
tion. That the modern Cannes are dangerous for any but experts,
and not adapted tor the ordinary purposes of cauoeing. is a fact,

beyond dispute; but if it is to be remedied, it must be by far more
sweeping measures than the prohibition of standing saiis, and the
executive committee will have a very heavy task on hand.
In considering any possible legislation which shall encourage

the cruisable canoe, one important fact must be recoguized—
•that the presmt racing class is too large in numbers and repre-
sents too many influential cauoeist s to be summarily legislated
out of exisience or even to tie suorn of some of its most exaggei-
ated features. If any work of this kind was to be done it should
have been begun >ears ago, before the evil had assumed such
great proportions; to-day it is too late for any interference witn
the racing fleer. One course, however, is left to the Association,
a course that, is perfectly practicable and that can provoke no op-
position from the races. In the first place, the racing fleet must
be left as free as it is to-day, no restrictions on Standing rigs,

sliding seats or big boards, and it must have a large share of the
regular A. C. A races, including the trophy. Leaving it as it

stands, the Association may lay down such regulations as may
seem suitable for the encouragement of canoes fitted for other
work than racing; canoes such as Snake, Vesper, Notus, Sea Bee,
and scores of others, in whicii men can and will canoe. The de-
tails of the necessary restrict ions we ueed not discuss now, they
would perhaps include the prohibition of standing sans, a limit of
length to the sliding seat, certain Drovisious for bulkheads, sleep-
ing room and housing ol centerboards, with requirements in toe
way of a practicable paddle, and other efficient equipments. The
mere presence of such a rule in the A. C. A. book would of itself
do mui h good, and one or two races for this class of boat could
certainly be arranged at each meet. There are now many canoe-
ists who cannot or will not keep a special racing machine, and
who at the same time are desirous of racing in such canoes as
they keep for ordinary use, and with a little r cognition and en-
couragement from the Association their numbers will increase.
So far as sailing canoes are concerned, Rule L has outlived its

period of usefulness, and even from a racing standpoint k might
a* well bo thrown out of the book en tirely. Of course, the extreme
limits of length and breadth are observed—16ff.X30: but outside bf
them there is not a clause that eitr.er is not or cannot he easily
evaded. Of svhat use is it to limit the drop of the centerboard to
18in. below garboard, when the length and breadth are absolutely
free? Thus far the limits of depth—18m. below deck and it.in.
keel, etc.— have not been exceeded, it is true; hut why? Because
with all former rigs there was nothing to be gained by it. Now,
however, with the new sail plans that are coming in, there is a
strong inducement to dodge, the rule in anotiier direction, and
next season is likely to see some odd craft in canoe races, it
would surprise some of the staunch believers in the present rules
to see what a pretty little cutlet yacht of 10x30 could be ouilt to-
dav under Rule I. of the A. O. A., a craft drawing say Iff. Sin. with
board housed and 2ft. bin. with it lowered. Just what such a
miniature Minerva would do with Canuck, Fly or Wasp, is an open
question; there would be greatly increased immersed surfice on
tne one hand, but with the aid of some snot bags in the deep hull,
a greatly enlarged sail plan. Such a boat, or one much like n r,

is not only a possibility but a probability for next season; should
she come ana prove successful, there would be no canoes to come
to a meet, the •'pot-bellied" cruisers have already disappeared
the racers would have to follow them to make room for the'
"yacht-canoe."

If such a boat is possible, which can be easily proved, what do
the present rules amount to, they have doDc nothing lor tbe all-
around canoe, can they do any more for the racer? Another
season will prove that a radical revision is necessary, and when it

is made the basis of the rules must be a recognition of two classes,
racing canoes and the all-around racing, sailing and cruising
craft that nas unfortunately been left behind of late by the march
of improvement, if it may he called so. As tar as the racers go
we are in iavor of removing all restrictions, save those of two
sharp ends, 16ft length, 30ui. beam, with the pres-nt sliding scale,
and to be sailed by one man. Standing or hoisting sails of any
size, unlimited sliding seats, unlimited drop to centerboard, un-
limited keel if any one wants to try it; if we are to have racing
machines, and we certainly have tnem to-day, let. us remove all
arbitrary bars to improvement, preserving only the necessary
limits of size, and learn how great speed can be had on Ifift. by
30in. sailed by one man.
When it comes to rules for the cruisers they cannot be too

strictly drawn; lowering sails, a sliding seat., if any be allowed, no
wider when closed than the beam of the canoe, a limit to the size
of board, a clear space in tbe well and a proper working equip-
ment of paddles, etc. It must be expected that in time racing
features will encroach on the new class, and attempts will be
made to evade the rules and to enter machines iu disguise in the
cruising races, but tnis can bo guarded against by a careful study
of the boats each year and a revision of the rules to meet evasions
as they arise, t he racing class will aid tnis work greatly, as all
new experiments, sucn as the standing rig and sliding seat once
were, can he tested for a season or two ou the racers before being
allowed, perhaps in some modified form, in the cruising class.
If the committee is thoroughly in earnest in the new crusade

against unsafe appliances which it has just inaugurated, it
may find here a wioe held of work. The racing canoe, if properly
used, cannot fairly be termed dangerous; in toe hands of a skill-
tul sailor and when out for racing or a practice sail, it is safe
enougn. The evil arises when a less skillful sailor Undertakes' to
use it, or when even in skillful hands, it is used on long runs,
where bad weather or a breakdown may be Very serious, as some
have found this year m making passages from one club house to
another. The great fault is that tnis canoe is the only one which
attains any prominence at tne meets, the one which is pratically
put forward by the Association as the ideal of what, a canoe
should be. The remedy is not to destroyer cripple the racing
canoe, hut to recognize it as for racing and racing only; at the
same time placing beside it a canoe in which the novice, the
cruiser and the all-around canoeist may find safety, comfort and
pleasure.
In order to avoid any error we wrote on Sept. 5 to Secretary

Dunnell, asking him for the full text of tne motion, the names of
members piesent, and tne vote for and against it. The reply to
the last question was: "Motion carried, no ayes or nays taken."
It now appears that this reply was incorrect, or at least mislead-
ing, as a formal vote was taken by raising hands, Messrs. Huvi-
land, Schuyler and Knappe voting in tne negative, Messrs. Put-
nam, Hrazer, Jaques, Brokavv, Howards, Borland, French and
Dunnell in the affirmative, Vice-Corn. Gage declining to vote.
'We now learn that Mr. French was present only as an officer of
the Central Division, and not as chairman of the regatta commit-
tee, and that, far from recommending the change, as Rule
XXII. calls for, the regatta committee was not consulted in the
mauev, made no recommenaation, and so far as the private
opinions of its members are concerned, tney do not favor the
cuange, believing that the matter is one that is rapidly adjusting
itself. This opens up an entnely new question as to the right of
the executive committee to amend tne sailing rules, save on a
recommendation of the ragatta committee.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As the general sentiment among the members of the A. C. A.,

in regard to tbe recent actions of the executive committee m
abolishing standing rigs, seems to be opposed to their action and
aB mucn unfavorable comment, has oeen made upon it, it seems
to me only just that the position taken by each individual mem-
ber of the committee present at that time should be made public.
This is ouiy right, in view of the publicity already given the

matter and because 1 believe the snoject lias really only com-
menced to oe discussed.
When the question was put at the meeting referred to (after a
hgthy discussion in which almost every one present tools part)

Messrs. Knappe, Schuyler and myself cast negative -votes, the
others voting in the affirmative, with the exception nf Dr. Gage,
who I believe cast no vote at all. I would be obliged if you would
note this fact in your next issue.

Wjj. R. Ha vtlanl, Purser Atlantic Division.
Yonkers, N. TV, Sept. 13.

POINTE CLAIRE CANOE CREW.
THE special fall skiff and open canoe sailing races of tbe Pointe

Claire Canoe Crew were sailed on the afternoon of Sept. 8.

The wind was very light from S.E., and the boats had hard work
to complete the course before the time limit expired.
The open canoe race, three miles on a mile and a half triangle,

was started at 4 P. M., tbe starters being H. Routh, of Lachine;
Larkin. of Darval, and A. Reford, of Pointe Claire. Larkin got a
slight lead on the first round, but Reford passed him at the home
buoy and held his lead until his canoe, which was leaking badly,
became almost unmanageable. Routh's rig was much too small
for the light air and Larkin finished with a good lead.
The skiffs were started at 4:10 P. M. in the following order: Vag-

abond, B. Linton; Jean A., C. Montserat; Tara, E. Chadwick; Gal-
lagher, C. Baunderson. The course was three miles to windward
and return, and for a time .the fleet was very close together, but
Jean gradually drew away and won with ease. The time of the
race, was as follows;
Jean A 5 43 00 1 33 00
Tara 5 50 00 1 40 00
Gallagher 5 SI 30 1 41 30
In last week's report of t he third race the corrected times were

wrongly given; they should be:
Vaida 2 02 18 Chaperon 2 11 50
Minnie A 3 05 25
Valda. was therefore beaten by 15s. elapsed time and won the

race by 3m. 7s. on corrected time.

THE BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET.—Our English
exchanges are bare of any news concerning tne recent meet of
the British Canoe Association, but we learn from a very interest-
ing article in the current number of the Sail ot;id Paddle that it
really took place. The writer is Mr. Pouitney Bigelow. of the
New York C, C, to whom A C. A. men owe. a debt of gratitude as
tne discoverer of Peconic Bay and Jessup's Neck.
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: H. C. Allen, Tren-

ton, N. J.

§<tcf(ting*

"(Vest India Hurricanes and (tie Great March Blizzard.'1 ' By
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with $8
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1S8S, with 'practical information note to handle a
vessel in a cxjclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

MILICETE AND GOSSOON. SEPT. 9.

ON Tuesday of last week a match was sailed off Marbletiead be-
tween the centerboard 40-footer Milicete, owned oy Mr. A. B.

Turner, and tbe keel 40 Gnsso-m, owned by Messrs. Adams, the
stakes being $300. The course was from Half- Way Rock 10 miles
S. W. by S. 14 y., to windward and return. Milicete allowed Gos-
soon 4min. 23sec. The race was far from satisfactory, the wind
being flaky all the way out, making a clos*1 comparison impossible.
On the return it shifted ahead, making another fluke, and to crown
all Gossoon broke down when the race was m her grasp. On the
whole, however, she showed that shB was well ante to take
care of herself in large company. Milicete had on board Mr.
Gordon Dexter and his crew, from Hawk, in addition to her skip-
per, Captain Frisbie, while Gossoon was sailed by her owners.
The tug Camilla, with the judges, Messrs. George A. Stewart

and Arthur D. Foss, gave the starting whistle at 11:20, the wind
being then light, both carrying club and jibtopsails. The start
was timed: Gossoon, 11:22:07; Milicete, 11:23:28, the former being a
trifle to leeward.
Both crossed on starboard tack, but Milicete soon swung about

and headed inshore. Gossoon following. Milicete opened out a
lead when in toward the shore, so Gossoon left her. but found no
more wind, intact less, and when tney came together Milicete
crossed Gossoon's bows.
Both now made a long tack off shore to Pig Rocks and then in

toward Nahant and out to the Graves, the two getting slightly
different winds at times and Milicete holding the lead. They
now parted company. Gossoon holding off on starboard tack,
while Milicete stood in on port. Gossoon caugbt a fluke and
came out ahead when they next met, crossing Milicete's bows.
One more tack brought her to the turn, and she jibed around with
a lead of lm. 54s., the times being: Gossoon, 2:09:49; Milicete
2:11:43.

Gossoon soon had her spinaker full, but Milicete was slow in
setting hers and then had it foul, so that it was lowered and re-
set. The run home bad barely begun, when the wind shifted to
northeast, breezing up consideraoly, the two being caught with
spinakers abacs. Tney were soon under working headsails,
tnough still carrying jackyarders, and beating in to stronger
wind and more sea. Gossoon showed the best at this work and
opened up a good lead, being nearly 5m. ahead at Pig Rocks. Not
long after, however, tne bolt in her gammon iron broke, setting
the forestry adrift and allowing the sides of the gammon iron to
spring, so that the bowsprit lifted and broke. A temporary stay
was rigged and the mast saved, but i he race was over and Gossoon
towed borne astern of a steam yacht. Milicete took matters very
easily for tbe re tof the < ourse, taking in her jackyarder as the
wind increased. The full times were:

Start. Turo. . Finish. Elapsed.
Milicete 12 23 28 2 11 43 4 23 08 4 59 40
Gossoon .11 22 57 2 09 49 .Disabled.

HULL Y. C. SAIL-OFF, SEPT. 13.

THE H Jll V. C, in common with other Boston and New York
clubs, came in for some hard weather last week, the result

being one of the most exciting races in the club's history. The
occasion was the championship sail-off in the first class, and the
competitors were Albatross and Nimbus, tbe former a Mumta
and tbe latter a Herreshoff sloop. The wind blew a gale from tbe
southwest, so that the outer float, which is 80ft. long and 23ft.
wide, was under water most of the time. The preparatory gun
was tired at 2:30 and the starting gun at 2:45. Albatross was in
fighting trim, topmast ou deck, two reefs in mainsail, and stay-
sail set. Owing to negligence Nimbus's topmast wast left on end,
and when her owner and skipper, Bear-Corn. Souther, got ou
board there was no time to mend matters. She had three reefs in
mainsail and storm jib.

Albatross waited ior Nimbus to come up before leaving her
mooring, and bom boats were handicapped, Nimbus got away at
3:05:25, Albatross 20sec. later. After passing the "Gut" both boats
jioed. Albatross just to leeward of Nimbus. Albatross then set her
jio, and Nimbus cnanged her storm jib lor her large one. From
nere to Harding's was a reach of 5 miles, and every inch was fought
for. About one-eighth of a mile from tne buoy Albatross passed
Nimbus to weather and jibed around the buoy at 3:40, about 15sec.
ahead.
From here to Riley's Ledge it was dead before the wind, and

Albatross's crew started to set a small spinaker, but the squalls
were so fierce as to compel them to give up the attempt. Witn the
sea rolling after the boars, it was impossible at times to keep them
from luffing. From Riley's Ledge to the Graves Whistler the
course allowed the sheets to come in a bit. Albatross stowed
staysail just before rounding the Whistler, made a sharp luff to
get Sheets flattened in, and started for her five-mile thrash to
windward. She had gained only about 153ec. in her run from
Harding's. Upon rounding the Whistler, Nimbus began to suffer
trom her topmast. The big jib had to be stowed and storm jib set,
and she lost several minutes doing it. Her topmast on end was
equal to a reef. If she had started with two reefs in mainsail,
reef in jio and topmast housed, she w-ouid have carried her sail as
well and done much better work.
Albatross gained rapidly in the beat home, and bv the time

Martiu's Ledge was rounded was fully 12min. ahead. Just after
pissing tne buoy the jackstay in her gaff broke in the middle, and
though it neld during two short tacks, when off the outer Brew-
ster the rest of it went and with it the gaff right in the middle.
It was principally an amateur crew on the Albatross, with the
famous amateur Fred Brown at the wheel, aDd their ability was
shown by tne way the head of the sail was lashed to the hoops
and the reefs shaken out, making a big leg-of-mutton of the main-
sail. The staysail was hoisted, and although about five minutes
bad been lost by the accident, tbe boat ranged about as fast as
before, and Nimbus made no appreciable gain during the remain-
ing three miles of tbe windward work.

On the last of the beat the wind lightened a trifle, hut there was
little diminution in the size of the seas. Al hatross crossed the
line n handsome \ u m i in the liar;' I

j n 1 .' m these -vaters
this summer. Capt. Souther sailed his boat in splendid shape,
and it was no fault of bis that she did not make a better showing.
A closer mce for ten miles in a sale of wind will never be seen.
The Hull Y. C. showed the character of its yachtsmen in sailing
such a race, as many would have refused to start under such cir-
cumstances. This practically winds up the season, there remain-
ing only tbe sail-off in the sixth class, which was set for Satur-
day, but the boats cou'd nnt have lived in the sea.
FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS 30PT. ANT) UNDER 35FT. (COURSE 15 MILKS).

Length. S'art. Finish. Elapsed. Cor.
Albatross. Vice-Corn. TIenry.34 02 3 01 45 G 02 53 3 01 22 2 25 36
Nimbus, Rear-Corn. Soutber34.02 3 01 25 6 09 34 3 08 09 2 32 25
Judges, Jas. B. Forsyth, Dr. Fred K. Brown, Ed L. Burwell.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC CLUB, FALL RE-
GATTA, SEPT. 13.

THE Manhattan Athletic Club, of New York, not satisfied with
its successful growth ashore, has lately set out for new worlds

to conquer, and has established a yachting department under the
able direction of Mr. J. C. Summers, the compiler of the indis-
pensable "Who Won," which is now the standard American yacht
lis:. Mr. Summers has been working for some time past to arrange
an open regatta for the leading racers, which race was very suc-
cessfully sailed on Saturday. The starters were few, the smaller
entries not liking the weather, but some fine racing was seen be-
tween Clara, Jessica, Liris and Mariquita. The Larehraont Y. C.
very kindly lent its aid, the race being sailed over the club's regu-
lar Captain's Island course, and under Larchmont rules, while
Mr. Scott, of the regatta committee, assisted Capt. Summers in the
management from the tug Dalzeli. There was a good lower sail
breeze from S. W. which lasted all day, thougn varying some in
direction and force. All started under lower canvas, but with jib-
headers set in stops. Jessica, though classed with Liris and Mari-
quita, went into Clara's class to make a race for her, leaving Liris
and Mariquita to sail for the club prize and a private stake, a
match having been made between the two some time since. Of
the smaller boats only Lakshim and Alene started, the latter
dropping out. The start was timed:
Mariquita 12 19 44 Liris 12 20 28
Jessica 12 19 31 Alene .12 20 35
Clara,.. .-' 12 20 OB Lakshmi 12 21 38
On -tbe reach across to Hempstead mark Clara and Jessica had

a bard tight, botn breaking out jtbheaders, Clara being the first to
do so. Sae passed Mariquita and was on Jessica's weather quar-
ter as they reached the mark, rounding with a small lead. The
times were:
Clara 12 44 40 Mariquita 13 45 26

Jessica 12 45 05 Liris 12 46 52
They ran to Captain's island with spinakers to starboard, Clara

taking hers in handily at the mark andmaking a neat jibe, while
Jessica slammed her boom over with a sbocic that parted the
mainsheet and cost her three or four minutes' delay. The times
were:
Clara 1 26 01 Mariquita 1 29 26

Jessica 1 2S 21 Liris 1 33 06

All stood to the north on port tack after rounding, Clara being
well ahead with Mariquita second and Liris, who had tacked
around the mark, on Jessica's weather quarter. There was still

plenty of wind, and a heavy rain began; Liris taking in her jib-

neader, the others carrying theirs. The next long tack brought
them in under the Long Island shore, where Liris set her topsail.

Jessica had regained the second place, and Mariquita had gained
a little on her. The times at Hempstead were:
Clara 2 49 22 Mariquita 2 58 35

Jessica 2 55 56 Luis 3 0'i 02

The last leg was made with small jibtopsails set. The fuU
times were:

60FT. CLASS.
Start. Kinish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Clara 12 20 06 3 10 12 2 50 06 2 50 06

Jessica 12 19 31 3 18 40 2 59 09 2 54 01
50ft. class.

Mariquita 12 19 44 3 22 13 3 02 29 3 01 38

Liris 12 20 28 3 2o 31 3 06 U3 0 08 03
30ft. class.

Lakshmi 13 21 38 4 If 00 3 49 22 3 49 22

Alene 12 21) bo Did not finish.

No yachts started for the Cherry Diamond Pennant, offered by
Capt. Summers for the best e'apsed time in tbe smaller classes.

BEVERLY Y. C.

168th regatta, 5th OPEN SWEEPSTAKES, MGKGMEHT UEACFt,
SEPT. 13.

THE race was sailed in a severe gale from S.W. by S.: the
water being feather white ,sea running very high, and the

wind being harder than at the start of any race ever sailed here,
except the' Surprise, Mat tie, Atalauta match some years ago.
Thirteen boats entered, and all but Daisy appeared at tbe start-

ing line, each boat having in every reef possiole, and many of
them carrying small sails. Starling led off in first class followed
by Mattie, but for some unknown reason came back and started

sailed the usual 11-mile course, winch took them into vers rough
water. Third class was sent twice to the Pines Buoy and' return.
Smiles. Fo .rth class went once round. Ema led off in third
class lollowed by Puzzle, Cayuse smashing gooseneck just before
start and running off under bare poles. Kitten and Rip started
in fourth class; Kitten going very well, outpointing Rip and beat-
ing ber in the tack agaiust toe bead sea, but on the otuertack
Rip gained and passed her. About this time Mattie was seen
lying to, with her sheet off; she was beavily loaded with ballast,
and ihe sea washed over her filling tier up with water, as her cock-
pit is not water tight. After pumping it out she withdrew and
ran home, accompanied by Gymnote witn her boom broken short
off in the middle.
Tbe third class appeared next, Ema rounding at 1:59:35, Puzzle

2:00:57, Eina having gained 27sec. She seemed to outpoint Puzzle.
Next came fourth class, with Rip 47sec. in the iead: the wind bad

moderated a trifle, wbich suited Rip, and Kitten snook out a reef.

Then the wind increased and Kitten had too much sail to steer
well. Next boat to appear was Widgeon, running home under
bare poles. She had cracked her boom and been forced to give up

L>n second round Eina beat Puzzle badly, aod came home with
a very respectable iead.
After quite a time had elapsed the other boats appeared,

Anonyma leading, but Mist, witn her boom broken off just out-
side leach of sail, was pressing her hard, while Starling had
dropped to the rear.

The finish was very close. Mist was beaten Ssec. on allowance
by official time, but was handicapped lOsec. at start. Taking
actual time of start and dropping allowance Anonyma beat her
lsec.
Mist's boom broke in the jibe round Bird Island Buoy. Anonyma

and Starling noted this, and tacked in place of jibing, losing some
time but saving their spars. Altogether tbe race was very excit-
ing and a great success. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Dength. start. Finish. Elapsed. Cor.

Starling, J. Cobb 3Q.1.9 1 10 30 3 20 03 3 09 38 1 58 32
Mattie, H. Stockton 28.10 132 25 Disabled.

8ECONI1 CLASS.
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 26.10 1 IS 33 a 17 18 1 58 46 1 47 49
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr 26.08 1 20 fO 3 19 05 1 59 05 1 47 54
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr. ..26.10 1 18 58 Hroke boom.
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis. ...26.10 1 17 50 Broke boom.
Mollie, S. O. Phinney. 27.00 Broke tiller.

THIHD CLASS.
Eina, J. Parkinson 22.10 1 22 50 3 38 05 1 15 15 1 08 02
Puzzle, Wm. Ainory 2d 22.09 1 23 55 2 41 22 1 17 28 1 10 12
Cayuse, F. W. aargeut 23. 09 Broae gooseneck.
Daisy, U. Stockton 21.01 Did not start.

FOURTH CLASS.
Rip, C. B. Jefferson 19.01 1 28 07 2 11 04 43 35 37 88
Kitten, G. H. Richards et al.2U.U0 1 28 29 3 11 51 43 44 39 10
Starling, Anonyma, Eina and Rip take firsts, Mist second.

Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

LOSS OF THE STEAM YACHT MIGNON.-On Sept. 9, at
8 P. M., tne steam yactit Mignon, with Capt. D. H. Pugh in com-
mand, stranded on the point of Gape Fear, near Wilmington, N.
C, and was lost, ber crew of live being saved. She was a wooden
vessel 85ft. over all, 81ft, l.w.l., 15ft. beam and 5ft. draft, built in
1880 on the Delaware. Her late owner, Mr. C. E. Hill, of New
V orb, had just sold her to some Southern parties, who had sent
ber South. She was insured in New York fur $*,ooo.
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[EASTERN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 1 0.

FROM the experience of the Eastern Y. G. last week it seems
that racing yachtsmen have not progressed much during the

season in the direction of a one gun start, as the last race of the
year, or nearly so, was as bad a bungle as the first. In hotli fcase"
the present Eastern Y. 0. regatta and the special race of the Sea-
wanhaka Ooiintlnan Y. C. in Jua>>, the committee* were men of
their word, who meant what they said and stood by it, which i'u.nr

the racers did not. realize until it was too late. Although the fleet
was a email one, three forty-sixes, one forty aud two thirties, it
was very select, and in such weather thrre might have been a
grand race had the boats started a,nvwhere near the same time.
As it was they did some fine sailing, but to little purpose, so far as
any interest to crews or spectators was concerned.
Wednesday was cold and rainy, with a strong E.N.K. wind and

a heavy sea; the course was the smaller triangle of the K. Y. C
24 miles, the sea leg. from Marblehoad Rock to a mark boat a
reach, being sailed first, then before the wind to the Whist linr
Buoy r>fE the Graves, and borne to windward over the inshore leg
past Pig Rocks and Tinker's Ledge. Gossoon was entered, but the
loss of her bowsprit on Tuesday threw her out, leaving Ventura
alone in the 401 1. class, so she joined the forty-sixes. In the 30ft.
class were only Shark, aud Mien on, Almira,the new Cape Cat
coming dowu too late for even this race. Though the Weather' was
far from pleasant, the regatta corn,mi tree. Messrs. YV. S. Baton Jr",
Chas. fl. Joy, T. Dennie Boardroan and K. S. £ears, hardened
their hearts, donned their oilers and wound their little watch,
steaming off ir good season for Marblehead Rock, where they an-
chored, and in due course of timo blew the proper signals, the
starting whistle being at 10:45, as advertised.
With the exception of Vtntura, there was nothing in sight, and

no evidence of any starters for a good ten minutes. Mr. Poster
was only a minute late, going off under lower sails only. By and
hy Alga, Milicete and Thelma came along at their leisure, and
when they found that the race was well under way made haste to
Catch the rapidly vanishing Ventura. Mignon also, though her
Start was set for ten nvnutes after the larger yachts, managed to
he comfortably late, while Shark, after towing'down from Boston,
only came into harbor at Marblehead after the preparatory whislle'
with sails down and her racing crew scattered on shore. Captain
Waterhouse is not a man to be stopped bv trifles, but gathered tp's
men, 'owed out to the line, and began a successful stern chase with
a most discouraging handicap of ten minutes, actual time. The
starting signals weie given at 10:45 and 10:55 respectfully, the
actual times of crossing being:
Ventura 10 4fi 00 Milicete 10 57 24
Alga 10 57 47 Mignon 11 05 23
Tnelma 10 58 01 Shark 1115 21
The larper boats carried jibheadeis and jibtopsai:s, Milicete

wisely setting a baby, the others the'r intermediate. Shark had
full lower sails and jibhtader sel, while Mignon had no Topsail
and a reefed mainsail, trying a small jintopsau at first. Alga and
Thelma first shif ed 10 baby jibtopsails and then took these in.
The order was not changed on tne rirst leg, the times being:
„ Aetna], Elapsed.
Ventura 11 45 16 0 59 10
Milicete 11 51 26 0 5i 02
Alga 11 52 01 0 54 14
Thelma 11 54 16 0 56 15
Mignon 12 12 46 1 07 23
Shark _ 12 20 16 1 04 55
The elapsed times show the real work of each boat correctly.
Alga was the only ono that cared to risk a spinaker at first, set-

ting hprs immediately after the j be and sending ud ammerme-
diate jintopsail. Ventura kept on under lower canvas, but. Thelma
and Milicete followed Alaa's example, though the work was done
ven badly, both having to lose time iu breaking the stoos aud
clearing the sails. Shark had borrowed a silk spinaker from Sal-
adin, which she set at once on turning, M'gnoa also sending up
hers and a <ops»il as well. With no spinaker set, Ventura IdSD
ground to the bigger boats, and was passed by Alga and Milicete
on this leg. The times at the Graves were:

Actual. Elaps'd.
Alga 12 53 37 1 01 36
Milicete 12 54 02 1 02 30
Ventura 12 55 00 1 10 34
Thelma 13 57 13 1 02 i>7

Mignnn 1 U 49 1 13 03
Shark 1 28 45 1 03 29
Going home there was plenty of wind and a heavy sea, Shark

housing her topmast, and Mignon kcep'ng one reef in hi r main-
sail, though with topmast set. When doing well on the first, part
of the beat, Milicete came to grief through some trouble with her
topsail, the hooks getting loose, so that the sail had to be t aken in,
costing her much time. Alga and Th°lma passed Pig Rocks Bucy
on oue tack, and Thelma also made Tinker's Ledge. Alga tacking.
Ventura managed to win by virtu- of her long lead and her time
allowance, toough the following elapsed times from the actual
start give a truer idea of the merits of the race. Tne official
times were:

40FT. CT.ASS.
Start. Jfinish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ventura 10 ^ 00 2 13 5 1 3 28 59 3 23 44
Alga 10 45 00 3 10 48 3 35 48 3 25 15
Thelma 10 45 00 2 13 52 3 27 52 3 25 52
Milicete 10 45 00 2 14 23 3 29 26 3 29 26

30ft. class.
Shark 10 55 00 3 la 03 4 20 03 4 20 03
JVPeuon 10 55 00 3 19 07 4 21 07 4 22 17
Tne actual times are:

Algi 3 13 01 Ventura 3 27 53
Tnelma 3 14 51 Slur It 3 59 42
Milicete 3 17 02 Mignon 4 13 44

VOLUNTEER AND CONSTELLATION.—Two rather sensa-
tional rumors have been flying about this week, both concerning
the large singlestickers. The more astounding of the two is that
Piepgrass is now proparing to convert the new Morgan schooner
Constellation, oi 106L. l.w.l., into a single.-ticker, making the
largest yacht of tha f rig ever built since Maria's day. The other
report, is that Gen. Paine has sold Volunteer to Mr. Camille Wei-
denfeld, a member of the New York Y. C, who will send her
across after the Cape May and Breuton's Reef cups.

MINERVA AND LIRIS, SEPT. 9, IO, 11.
THHE series of matches made last spring between Minerva and
last ^II?*
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the fir** and third legs tovv ndwatd. Minerva went over the line in a light 8.W. breeze at& m*£*lt

;V iff sottie ankihg Minerva turned
a
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~:1-4:10, with Liris becalmed a long way astern.Minerva flushed the first round at 6:21:00, the pair drikin- forseveral hours m the dark and then giving Up.
lor

1 he second race was sailed on Wednesday, in a strong lower-I l S^Srl'S ' °J'°/;
lhe regular Captain's Island course ofthe Larchmont Y. c. Both were reefed, Liris having oue andMinerva two tacks 111. The start was t'med: Minerva 11:56:45,

i
1

.0i
,
the two reaching across very evenly to the Hemp-

stead mark. On tne beat to Captain's Island there was little tochoose between them, but as Liris jibed around the mark her
tiller snapped off. Head sheets were cast off and she luffed up,being taken by the tug into Larchmont. Minerva sailed thecourse out, her times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. CorrectedMmerva 11 56 35 2 45 00 2 48 25 2 45 28
11 57 07 Disabled

.

I he final race was one of the events of the reason, though fewwere present to enjoy it. The wind and sea had increased greatlyby Thursday morning, but a course of 10 miles d»ad to windward,from off Larchmont to a mark near Sbippan's Point, was laid out,
and at 11:45 the start, was given from the tug Dalzell, which carried
Messrs. i rank Scott, T. C. Zerega, and Thornton 11. Smith, the
judges Mmerva, with throe reefs in her mainsail, one in the
foresail, No. 3jib, went over promptly, but Liris, with two reefsm the mam, a whole foresail and No. 2 jib, was over a minute
astern, the times being: Minerva 11:45:44, Liris 11:40:58.
the first long tack across the Sound occupied over half an hour,

but after they reached somewhat smoother water they did not
stay there; Liris started off again for the other shore, through
seas that were really formidable, and Minerva kept close to ber.Minerva had gained from the start and when the mark wasn™Hy reached she had a lead of 7m.. the times being: Minerva
l:4t>:00, Liris 1:63:00. Mmerva jibed, shook out one reef and set her
spinaker. Liris set a jibtcpsad on tier housed topmast and a jury
spinaker. The seas were very heavy as the little craft ran m,
nothing but a portion of the sails being visible at times. Liris
gained a little on the run, hut was beaten on elapsedand corrected
time, as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Minerva 11 45 44 3 08 23 4 22 39 4 19 42
L,

r
na

vy- 1146 58 3 13 31 4 26 36 4 26 36
Liris allows Minerva 2m. 57s., so the latter wins by 6m. 54s , cor-

rBctfCl time

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—Long Island Sound Squadron.-Green-
wich, Sept. 13.—Course, triangular, rouud Captaiu's Islands;
distance, 6 knots; weather, stormy; wind, S. W., very heavy; tide
ebb.

FIRST CLASS—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Merope, W. S. Gilmore 1 18 31
Argo, Cbas. Bouch Did not finish.
Swan, Henry Colleuge Did not finish.

FIRST CLASS—OFEN C VTBOATS.
G-rtrude, W. J. Selleck 21.10 1 26 30 1 25 87
Zelda, F. Williams 20.01 1 42 33 1 40 13

SECOND CLASS—OPEN CATBOATS.
Jubilee, E. D. Hudbtit, Jr 18.04 1 38 01 1 34 02
•'Kittiwake, R. B. Pott 17.08 1 38 23 1 33 31
*Ruied out for fouling mark. The race was in charge of F. B.

Jones. Fleet Captain Corinthian Navy. Out of twenty-one entries
only seven braved the storm and crossed the line. The open cats
showed their seaworthiness and able handling in finishing the
race without beine swrraped. Regatta Committee: F. W. Law-
ton. T. T. Tabor, E. B. Hart, Jr. Judges: G. G. Tyson, J. E. Peck
and Prank Lockwood, Riverside Y. C.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C, SEPT. 6.-The race of the R. C. Y.
C. for tho Prince of Wales cup was sailed on Sept. 6 over a course
from between the Exhibition wharf and a flag buoy to the south,
to the bell buoy; thence to a buoy moored 6 mPes to windwaro;
thence back to oell buoy, the circuit to be covered twice and finish
at t be flag buoy sou'h of the Exhioition wharf, 30 miles. The
wind was light, but wiih some sea on the Lake. Oriole and Vreda
soon had such leads that the others gave up, the times being:

Finish. Elapsed. Ccm cted.
Oriole 6 32 00 7 32 00 7 32 00
Vreda 6 48 30 7 48 20 7 35 18
Verve No. 1, Verve No. 2, Condor, Merle and Pysche did not

finish.
A skiff class race, over the usual triangular course in the bay,

distance about 10 miles, was also sailed, the times being:
Start. Finish. Corrected.

Uneasy 3 00 00 4 44 40 1 44 40
Algeria 3 00 00 4 47 10 1 47 10
Hippie 3 00 00 4 49 15 1 49 15
Chute 3 00 00 Did not finish.
Nouna 3 00 00 Did not finish.
The judges were Vice-Corn. McGaw and Mr. J. E. Robertson.

JE^Sl^A AND LIRIS, SEPT. 12.—On Friday last a private
match was sailed between the new Fife 20-rater Jessica, 46ft.
l.w.l., and the Gardner 40-footer, the course being from Larch-
mont. Harbor around the Hempstead mark, and then around
Stamford Light mark, 37 miles. There was a fresh S.W. wind and
much less sea than on the previous day. The start was made at
11:50. the two going over together. The course, mainly reaching
and running, with a good breeze, favored Jessica, her extra length
of 6ft., with a small sail plan, being both at a premium for this
work. At the turn she led by 8min.. increasing this on the return
until she had a lead of 14min. 38sec. at the finish, winning by
ISmin. 33s.ee.

DEATH OF MR. R. T. BUSH.-On Monday morning Mr. Rufus
T. Bush, the original owner of the Coronet, died at his residence
in Brooklyn trom a dose of aconite, taken by mistake. Mr. Bushhad jtjst returned trom a trip to Europe, and being unwell, took
the medicine from a small medicine chest, mistaking the aconite
tor paregoric As the dose was; disguised in whisky the mistake
was not discovered until the symptoms of aconite poison became
apparent, by which rime medical aid was unavailing. Mr. Bushwho was fifty years of age, was a successful manufacturer of
1 U animating oils. He at one time owned the steam yacht Falcon,
afterward building Coronet, owning ber at the time of her race
With Dauntless. He was a member of the New York Y. C.
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AZy BOATS.—The current number of the Proceedings of the

U %
S. Naval institute has a valuable and interesting article on'Navy Boats," hy Ensign Albert A. Ackerman, U. S. N. Several

excellent illustrations of surf boats accompany the article.
NEW YORK C. C.-The postponed regatta of the New York

C. O. will be sailed on Oct. 4, off the club house, Stapleton, Staten
Island, starting at 2 P. M. A new feature will be a race over the
regular course with crews standing on deck.
NO MORE RACING.-Liris is now at City Island, where she

Wil] ship her winter rig. Minerva leaves this week for Beverlv,
where she will winter. Both she and Mariquita are for sale.

'

CORONET.-On Sept. 11 the schooner Corenet, Mr. A. E. Bate-
mto, sailed trom Havre for Cowes. She has been cruising inEuropean waters during the season.
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L °?F ' MARBLEHEAD.-The race set for
Sept. 13 was not sailed, owing to the heavv weather.
VENTURA AND TOMAHAWK.-A match is talked of between

these two forties, to be sailed on Sept. 25

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

T. F. H., Lancaster.—Opinions are divided as to the comparative
effects on the barrels. Its use is not advised in rifles.

H. T., Seattle, Washineton.—Would yon he kind enough to in-lorm me if there is a publication on game fishing in Pueet Sound
Ans. We know of none.

C. C. B., West Npwton, Pa.—To clean your brass shells "by
wholesale" put them into a dish of vinegar. It is better, how-
ever, to rub the outside of the shell with a cloth dipped in vine-
gar and to leave the. inside dirty.

J. H. D.,Poughkeepsie.—Plea=e state the meaning of the
that almost always ar companies the illustrations of fishes, vide,
the Black Bass number of Forest and Stream, Fish Commis-
?5
0?^r!l1

'

(;po
''S
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'
et '--? Please Kive addresses of Cbas Hallock and

1. Mather. A tip 1. The line is the inch scale. 2. Mr. Hallock's
address is No. 7 Warren =treet. New York. Mr. Mather lives at
Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.
J. W. R., Troy, N. Y.-l Is Indian River iu Jefferson county a

good river for bass? 2 "What kinds of fish are found in itj 3. Cangood hoard be had on the river, and at what, rates? 4. Give dimen-
sions of a mascalonge rod, length and size of ferrule*. 5. Give,
siw of ferrules for an 18ft. salmon rod. 6. Give address of dealer
in Bethabara wood. Ans. 1. Yes. 2. Black bass, pickerel, pike
maseaPmge. etc. 3. At Theresa (Utica & Black River Railroad)
Hotel. S3 per day: numerous go^d lakes near. 4 Short and stout-
1 hree j nuts, 9ft.; two joints, 8ft.; ferrnl*s and •Vin. 5. This
Will depend on material, bamboo or wood; write to some reliable
rod maker. 6. A. B. Shipley & Co., 503 Commerce street, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

S. H., Boston.—A pond intended for bass is about % mile long,
varying m width from Y3 mile to 200yds. The depth is from 4 or 5
to 20ft. It is full of trogs and minnows. There are a great many
pickerel in the pond. We have thought of putting in white perch
and black bass. How does the small-moutn bass differ from the
large-mouth* Which is the largest and gamiest fish? Ans. In
our opinion the black bass will prove entirely satisfactory iu your
pond and the food supply is suitable. This, however, may need
renewing from time to time. The white, perch is known to har-
monize with the black bass in some New Kngland waters and
can not do barm in your enclosure. In stocking the pond use
bass of moderately large si?,e, if you can g^t them, aud they will
bold their own asainst the pickerel. In our issue of July 24 vou
will find a pretty full discussion of the relative game qualities of
the small-mouthed and large-mouthed bas'; there will probably
never be entire agreement among anglers on this subject. Our
choice lor your preserve, however, won'd be the small-mouthed
species, because of its successful introduction into many New
England localities. The small-mouthed species can be most
readdy distinguished from its relative by its smaller mouth, the
upper jaw bone not reaching beyond the eye. In the large-
mouthed bass this bone extends behind the eye. The small-
mouthed species also has about, 11 series of scales above the lateral
line, while the large-mouth has only 8. These differences are
well brought out in the Forest and Stream of the date men-
tioned. We shall be glad to have an accouut of your club at
your conven ience.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gnrdon Trumbuu. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
"dentify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth. 230 pages, price 82.50. For sale by Forest
lim =*in! iv
A Book About Indians—The Forest and Stream will mail

free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
'Pawuee Hero Stories and Folk Tales," giving a table of contents
ind Ro°olmen ill'istrations from the vrdnme.—Adv.
Forest and Stream. Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Lefilngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
aounced by "Nanit." "Gloan," -'Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
aytant.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Eogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes < Fevers 5Congestions,Inflammation
A.A. I Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.--Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Dots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—flliscarriag-e, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. I.,—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.Iv—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .QO
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00-
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Sis., New York.

BEECHAM'S PILLS
(THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.)

Cure BILIOUS and
Nervous ILLS.

25cts. a Box.
OF ALIi PRXJG-G-ISTS.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE 81.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

MARK,

Manufacturers of every dessription ofPINE FISHING T-A.C3K.HjE:,
18 Vesey 8treet (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

Exercise at Home.
Tne Standard Chest Weight.
For brain -workers and se-

dentnvy ppopie. Used In all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.

Handsome in appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-

trations how it is used, mailed free

Address SaBRAGANSktt Mch. CO., 18

Sprapie »t„ Providence,

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Everett Hayden, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. Hydrographlc Office, Washington,
Illustrated by 28 PLATes. Price One Dollar.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

HTot Sold at Retail toy ttoe Manufaotvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SUmd fn-r «9-v>»c« nntnlnomo of Arm and 4 ttht»ti?*!H«t».

flartmng (Stood*.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles

Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht

boats, etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.

Camp Stoves, Camn Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all Mnds of Fancy Tents, and in fact

anything made from canvas when an intelligent

description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready, bend
stamp for price list. Address

8. HEMMENWAY, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Bad gers, Bi rds.

Bears. Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

SALESMAN WANTS POSITION WITH
large sporting goods house. Thoroughly

posted on guns, able to load cartridges, and
understands the business generally. Address
GUN EXPERT, care Forest and Stream. It

IAPHTH 1. Oil A CT8AM liUWGEES.
Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of

what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., New York

Mm ii Uib Cascaftes,

AND OTHEB, HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-

cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rorky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coqulna.")

12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2 00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

318 Rroa.dway. New York.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
FOLK-TALES.;

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and
Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARl INGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

CARTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-

sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. Bin.X
37in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of

any careful amateur. No technical terms are

used and tbe successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear

before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. 'Www York.

DAVIES & HO.. 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill.

WILD K1CE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

Ville, Wis. ________
T T"\7T? r\TT A TT FOR SALE. LIVE
\_j I V Fj V^U /AXJu and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established

1^38 E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
cnant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FERRETS, BROWN OR WHITE, $4 EACH.
C. S. MOTT, Box 95. Norwich, Ont. It

F'OR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.merimnus) s

captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on

receipt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, DixflehL Me., Irish

and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales,|

and in the copious notes Mr. Grimiell gives an uncommonly spirited ac~'

count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of theJ

d^ferise of a Pawnee village by aoO sick men, cripples, old men and*

squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sneer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The!]

Pawnee warriors were all a* ay at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
' an easy victory. But the r'awnee cripples and women actually beat them.
" off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the

bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grimiell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last>

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the fndians commonly reverted to pnm-J
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite nailed with no other armal

than thetr io^s and arrows. A parricular.y interesting part of the book!

is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The stated

ments of Mr. Grinned show the possession by some of these men of a»

kind of ski.l ir sleight-of-hand far teyond that usually attributed to In-1

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

'

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellel to the Ea*t Indian mango teat. . . . Those who desire to lea ruJ

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pa*es for themselves;!

As it is certainly one of the best works oo Indian ljte, legend and character that has bees!

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By RAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo.. 157 pages, printed on plate paper
-with illustrations. Prt<e $1.50. For sale by

AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
f 318 Broadway, New ffork,

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBUIjIi.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear

descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-

ment of natural history.-Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water ana in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply

a great need, and every one who is interested in

hirds will be interested in it—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place

In every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages

in this book. The sportsman who looks he! ween
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify

the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,

drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Givek and Latin dictionaries to find out

what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PJWQJ5 99.00.

TWO NEW BOOKS ON DOGS.

House and Pet Dogs.
Their Selection, Care and Training;

Illustrated with portraits of prize winners of all breeds.

PAPER, PJRICE 50 CENTS.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F. H. F. MERCER.

A Complete Manual. Illustrated.
PKICE $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. 1
DAVTRR Sr CO., London, Eneland.

Bv "SENECA."
A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical becapii

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has hu>

self actuaUy tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from tli

absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cookh.

outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the wor!

Cloth, 98 P 6̂
*^ ^yfJ^'%OBBOT and Sxbkam Fublishotg Co., 818 Bsaadwsy,
fcOHDQSJs DATUM & CO., 1 Fiaco JUuw, CornhilL
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTHI1TG FOE

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Waterproofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin.

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD. I

Write for IIXUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.

10 ounce Canvas, 52 50
8 ounce Canvas $2 00
Light-weight, $1 75

ialmonJrout&BassTackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

>utfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OP FISHING TACKLE IS UNEOUALLED.
1 vou cannot call on us, mail vour order, simply stating the kind of fishiDg you want to do.
' PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR G-OODS SURE TO PLEASE.

Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

174 Washington St., aSESB* Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGUF.

fferTHts Just owet
SAVE AND SEND* YOUR FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used for twentv years with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and fish to all parts of the

corld. Easily used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, milk, etc.

n 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish, with full directions—a child can prepare it) J|

Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and hy

CHE PRE8ER.VA.LtNE M'F'Q CO., 33 Cedar Strret, New York.

JE3X>"W^lH.I> VOM HOPE,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANTJ3TACTITEEE OT

FistLing TaolSLle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This

•mount mav he .Wnrted from first nnrrbn.se of one dollar and nv-ar. Mention tftw yayrr

TMOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, EI.K, DEER HEADS, ETC.

ffo. 189! KTXTTT AVFTVTTT.. NTpbt ThlrtftPnt.b SHroet. NEW YORK.

Iportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-
ing of COAT, VEST, JPANT8 and HAT or CAP, at the

following low prices:

CANVAS 8TJIT, Good Quality, - - 85,00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT. Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY 8UIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination,

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

GKEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 lVIadison Street;, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

Guns 10 & 12-Gauge

These arms are ihe latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

MERIMI Ml tOJ^MIStreet,on,
Eevolvers ,62, & .38

PRICE'S

1.
B-^SS LINE.

No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Max specially spun
for me, and Coi Strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 IS 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.18 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PBIOE, 171 East 84th St, Hew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

EsxABXiiSHED 1837.

J. B. CKOOK <fc CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY.

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps
With Silver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.

Eor Night Hunting and

Fishing, Camping, Boating

Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Basil Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

mmi fejmvsh, w\m, ssmm st, u.

. -G-LITTIJB-<B*©? d

'63 H aymarKet- LONDON
, for illustrated- catalogue
QF TACKLE tRODG

A, H. DIRKES.

BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand, through-
out the Fishing Season.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-m»de clears. G^od quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, 82.50. Vuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Term.

BUILDING

Fourth edition, 284 pages 52 plates. Price $2.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Nbw York ». Y

Condon: D*VTES & CO.. 1 Winch t,ane.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle m Brooklyn.

73

32
75

3 75
90c.

Balance Handle,
Liaen Reel

gut, 15c. per
doz., 45c.

J. FriMLalRSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send «c, st»m-s for Hln.tr.tod Catalogue *or 18»0. OPEN BVENBTOS.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolver!
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauiy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy,

Manufactured in calibers .32, ,38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceive,
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for th«
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrel
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt an«
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <&, WESSON,
r Sale t

The Patent Right of the Harder Patent Breech-Loading
time and fenot Gun, with over and under barrels, is now

offered for sale, or on royalty. Satisfactory
evidence of its past success and
bright future, and reasons for
selling will be cheerfully given.
Factorv and tools destroyed by
fire. Want of capital coirpels us
to sell or put out on royalty.
Address

J. E. HARDER, Clearfield, Pa.

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens ttifles and Pistols are
heing introduced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried hy ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. Thev
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The 22 long rifle and the .25 rim-fire cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactured by

'

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Box 4103, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
G« £S £ H.H. KIFFE,

^^SS^WWJ$fP**~rl 318 Fult°v Street,

V W Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW STOCK.
PARKER B. Ii. GUSTS.
Top Lever Action, Patent 1'oreend, Bar Rebounding liBore 10-Bore.
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Bib, Pistol Factorv Our Factory Our
Grip, Rubber Butt, Low Hammers and Choked. Price. Price. Prine. Price.

No. 2, Twist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 3 ». '0 $&0.00 4 *. 75
No. 4. Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35 22.00 49 90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.OO 85.00 6O.60

Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Trep Sliifirs Tain Notice

!

The nicest thine in the world to shoot in (Tbur-
man's Shooting Blouse) fits snug and gives to
every motion of tbe body. Nothing in the way
of the gun. No buttons to pull off and it keeps
your sh rt flean. One large pocket for shells.
Indorsed by the best trap scooters in the country
and the gun pditor of the Item, of Philadelphia.
If your dealer does not kfep them, wri te direct to
the mill and get one. Pric, post paid, $2. Send
P. O. mine y order or draft on New York. Cor-
respondence with deakrs solicited. Mention
wbe'her right or left hand shooter and size
around hody under the arms and over vest. The
finest kind of a uniform for clubs.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Qermantown, Phila., Pa.

PhotoTrading Post
B>adquarters of the Chautauqua Schoc

of Photography. Publishers of Photo
graphic Times anr) Annual, Manufactui
era of all sorts of Photo material speciaJl
the Waterbury, the Irving View and Advit
cameras.

Send for catalogue.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,
kS3 Broome St., JST. Y.

\—G00D AS NEW.

Sent C. 0. D
... receipt of $5.00.

W.W. Greener, Ejector, 12-31. « ihs. $280.00 $180 00
Jj. C. Smith, Hammer, 10-10, 9 lbs. 70.00 35.00
Remington, Model '87, 10-32, 10 lbs. 40.00 21. GO
E» C. MEACHAM ARMS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Increasing Sains attest the Popularity of
THIS GBNTUEMEVS CIGA.KEi.TE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only byBROS.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO.. Successors). Also
manufticiurers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

FRED. SATTTER,
(Established 1860.)

'II

Allium?!!?
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COMiECTOR and .IMPORTER.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such tvpII known terrier

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out o
champion birches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.01
RECKONER $25.(1

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, Mass.

STUD YORKSHIRE TERRIERS
Fishpool Gem, fee $25; Prince A. I.. $20; Toon

Bright, $20; Harry, $15j Coons Royal, $10; Roy,$
Photos of the group with pedigrees. 50c. NORT*
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KEN JNELS, 4 Dearbon
street, Salem, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion t>raoford Harry described iij

show reports as "bes Yorkshire in America.'
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. „

a

limited number of b<s puppies for sale. P. B
COOMBS,] Exchange Block, Bangor. Me.

Mt gftrorl.

FOX HUNTERS ATTENTION! A CONTEM
plated change in husiness necesitates m;

closing out my kennel of foxnounds, dogs
bitches and young stock. To those desiring f

bound or pup, I off> r a chance seldom found
Particulars of A. M. GERRY, So. Paris, Me.

sept 11,2t

?OR SALE.—BEAGLES. TWO THOROUGH
ly brolse, tried ana t' ue. Also an extra gooc

bifh in wbtlp and some high class puppies. S
C.GRAFF, O.diz Ohio sep+.li.3mos

Saunders' Flea Exterminator.
Knocks them out in fme round. Four bottles:

$1.00. ^aunders' Mat ge Cure, price 50 cents. H-
A. SAUNDERS & CO., South Morwalk, Conn.

r31.2mo

HANDBOOK OF CANINE DOCTORING)
Sent, Free on Application.

THE PANTHERAP EAN CO., 173 Greenwich St. I

Nw YORK.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest ahd Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are
respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-
garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
The Editors are not resDonsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should he sent in by Saturday previous to
Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices 81.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per
year, $2 for sis months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers!

Thfee Copies $ 10. Five Copies, 416.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout he
United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Daries & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-
ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $6 per
year; $2.50 for six months.
Address all communications

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
No. 318 Broadway. New York City.
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A MAINE ENTERPRISE.

THERE is an organization of sportsmen, anglers,

guides and other persons interested, with head-

quarters at Rangeley, Me. , under the title of the Franklin

County Fish and Game Association. The members are

banded together to promote the fishing and hunting

interests of that region; and they have gone at it in an

eminently sensible and business-like way, by restocking

the waters with game fish. Last season, tbe first, they

were successful in raising some 40,000 landlocked salmon.

This year they propose working on a larger scale, and are

planning for putting out a million landlocked salmon and

trout.

The Association is in need of funds, and has issued a

call, which we take pleasure in giving mention here,

asking for the support of residents and visitors. There

is hard common sense in the considerations which the

Franklin county people present. Plantings of fish fry,

say they, will mean better fishing, which will insure

greater satisfaction among summer tourists, whose num-

bers will be increased thereby. This will mean more

employment for guides, more business for all who have

to do with summer travel; increased demand for garden

and farm products; and as the visiting sportsmen,

charmed by the attractions of Rangeley, Andover and

Phillips, become in time permanent summer residents,

the values of land will increase, and all local industries

will share in the growing p-osperity. This is precisely

what has happened in other regions, and such a course of

development and prosperity may safely be predicted for

any favored fishing locality, whose residents have the

business acumen to recognize their advantages and op-

portunities.

The Franklin County Association has made an excel-

lent beginning. Thus to present and insist upon the

economic profit of wise game and fish conservation is

gure to tell to the end. It is a plan of campaign that will

succeed. The great trouble with most game and fish pro-
tective associations is that too great dependence is placed
upon the skill of the members in trap shooting. Such
societies would do well to note and follow the busintss-
like methods of the Franklin County Society.

The president of the Association is Capt. F. C. Barker,
and the secretary is Mr. H. A. Furbish, Rangeley, Me.
Membership costs $2 per year, and all funds are devoted
to fish propagation and fish and game protection. There
should be a large list of non resident members.

THE FISH COMMISSION INVESTIGATION.
HTHE Senate investigation of the United States Fish

Commission, which began several months ago, has

been closed after taking 600 printed pages of testimony,

mainly from persons who were expected to sustain the

charges of nepotism and use of public property for priv-

ate advantage. While it is probable that the pressure of

important bills and the near approach of adjournment
will prevent the investigating committee from making a

report during the present session, it is well understood

that the unseemly attack upon this useful branch of the

Government service will simply result in establishing the

efficiency of the Commission and the animus of its enemies.

The investigation has disclosed just the opposite of what
the attacking parties hoped to show. Instead of fraud

and incompetence, there is abundant evidence of in-

tegrity and increased skill. The Fish Commission can

stand such scrutiny without flinching: but the amount of

valuable time lost thereby is a very serious matter, and

the expense involved in this malicious persecution is an

item of no less serious moment. It would strike the

average person of intelligence rather forcibly at this

juncture that somebody should be made to suffer for this

wanton exhibition of petty spite, with all the deplorable

consequences involved in its gratification.

TAKE THE BOY.

IT is a hopeful indication for the future of field sports

that in several recent papei-3 by sportsmen the boy

accompanies tbe father in his recreations, to the pleasurt

and advantage of both

.

The gray-beard thrills with the delight of long-ago

youth if his boy shows a quick eye and wit and a hand

prompt to obey both. He is as pleased and proud as tbe

youngster himself, if the son gets bird, beast or fish skill-

fully and honorably. "With this quick imitator hj his

side, he grows punctilious in observing every law laid

down by man or by nature concerning the game he seeks,

that he may teach by his practice a reverence for such

laws and an obedience to them. The "pocket pistol," too.

is left behind, if it ever before was thought an essential

part of the refreshments.

From too great familiarity, or from the oppressing

cares that added years often lay upon the elder (and that

will not stay behind), if unaccompanied by this quick

observer, he would pass unnoticed many objects of inter-

est and beauty—here a wood duck preened her plumage

and left a many-hued feather on the log for token; a

water lily, late blooming, gleams under an overhanging

water maple; a hawk circles the far-off hilltop; or on a

yellow birch a vireo has swung her birch bark basket; a

fox has left a chicken's bone or turkey feather on the

gray rock where he feasted the night before; a woodcock

has twice bored the black mud by the wood road bridge.

To the boy such companionship brings numberless

benefits. One of the best is the surprised feeling swell

ing his breast and beaming in his face of the comradeship

implied.

He learns so pleasantly safe and legitimate methods of

sportsmanship, that he will not forget to practice them in

coming years. For him there will be no careless hand-

ling of the gun, no foolhardy feat attempted on the

water, no fingerlings in his creel nor unlawful game in

his big.

He learns to love the woods, as by his father's side he

steals silently over their sunny slopes to surprise a par-

tridge; or as he stands by him, with finger on trigger and

heart in throat, under birch or hemlock in October sun-

shine, listening to the nearing bugles of the hounds.

So, in like manner, he loves the grass-bordered brook,

from whose pools the trout leaps to his father's skillful

cast, and the broader streams, where bass and salmon

play. And mingled with this love of nature and her

healthful recreations, there grows a stronger filial affec-

tion, not likely to grow less as the years increase.

FISH FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE.
A NUMBER of public-spirited gentlemen, among

whom are ex-Judge Geo. F. Danforth, Justices
Win. Rumsey aDd W. H. Adams, Wm, Purcell, editor of
the Rochester Union and Advertiser, ex-Senator George
Raines, H. H. "Warner, president of the Anglers' A-socia-
tion of the St. Lawrence River, and Chas. B ibeock, pres-

ident of the Caledonia Fishing Club, have issued a circu-

lar appeal, urging a public movement for the increasing
and cheapening of the food fish supply of the State
of New York. These gentlemen urge that with proper
care the fisheries of Lake Ontario might be so vastly in-

creased as to furnish a supply of food which would mate-
rially affect the eost of living to tbe people of the State.

They point out that New York is far behind O iio, Michi-

gan, Illinois, Wisconsin and the Dominion in the work
of keeping up a supply of whitefish; and it is urged that

the results attained by these other States and by Canada
have not only demonstrated the wisdom of their course

in systematic food fish culture on a large scale in the

waters of the Great Lakes, but have shown with equal

emphasis New York's want of wisdom in not giving due
attention to similar work. The specific demands to be

made for the future in this field are thus detailed:

First—Regular and liberal yearly appropriations for the

special purpose of propagating food fish, and especially of

whitefish, in Lake Ontario and other suitable bodies of

water of the State.

Second—Stringent laws against netting or fishing dur-

ing spawning season, and on spawning beds.

Third—Forbidding the use of any net with a smaller

mesh than 3^ inches; and the catching and marketing of

whitefish of less than two pounds weight; and other fish

in proportion.

Fourth—The appointment of a first-class fi h warden,

with enough deputies thoroughly to patrol and protect all

the stocked waters of the State, according to law.

Fifth—Co-operation with the National and Dominion
governments. If we show that we will give the money
and enforce the laws, we know our own government will

co-operate with us in this great and beneficent movement,

THE HEATH HEN.

IT is to be hoped that Mr.Wildim Brewster's interesting

notes on the heath hen of Martha's Vineyard, pub-

lished in our Natural History columns, may have the

careful reading merited by them. Here is a valuable

<ame bird, which as the remnant of an abundant supply-

once tcattered over a wide territory of the Eastern States,

nas persisted on a single inland of Missachusetts When
one considers the restricted area of the Vineyard cover,

and all the agencies which are working to destroy it, the

-urvival of the heath hen here is a matter of wonder.

It speaks well for the hardiness of the bird and gives

abundant assurance that if properly protected and by

transplanting given a wider territory, the species might

once more be reckoned among the game birds of the

East. Mr. Brewster's suggestion that the eu' jtct mijiht

well be given attention by the enter prising sportsmen of

Boston is well worth consideration. The Massachusetts

Association would render a service certain to be appre-

ciated, if they would use their influence and their means

to protect and increase the stock of heath hens.

That Adirondack Fawn Outrage.—We have re-

ceived full confirmation of. the report given in our issue

of Sept. 4, of the fawn killing case on the upper Cha-

teaugay Lake in tbe Adirondacks. The so-styled sporls-

manwas one J. J. White, of Philadelphia. The testimony

given on the trial before Judge C. Richardson, of Lyon

Mountain, was that when the fawn, driven by the hounds

into the lake, its mother having just been killed on the

shore, was rescued by two ladies, these fellows White and

Barraby rowed up, and White threatened that unless the

fawn were given up to him he wouid shoot it where it

was. Having thus terrified the ladies, White seized the

fawn by the hindlegs, dragged it out of the boat into his

own, and killed it. The paltry fine of $50 paid by White

for this proceeding was an inadequate penalty; the fla-

grancy of his offense deserved a more fitting punishment.

MR. Austin Corbin has recently imported a number of

wild boars from the Black Forest, and put them out on

his extended game preserve in New Hampshire. Other

boars have previously been introduced, into New York

and New Jersey.
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"ABEO PISCATUM."
TT AVE you forgotten Sodus, Sweet, and all that pleasant day,

And how our little dainty boat went dancing down the bay?
It somehow seems, as summers pass, that clouds were whiter then;

And ah! that skies can never be so deeply hlue again.

How dewy cool the soft breeze crept adown that dim old grove,

To touch your fair cheek tenderly as with a velvet glove;

And how we gathered golden-rod to wreath your wide-rimmed
hat,

And how you caught the fish, Mignonne, yon must remember
that.

He was a monster, I admit, nor marvel at your fear,

Who darted off with a wicked rush when you had drawn him
near.

He pulled, and plunged, and leapt, and lunged, all frantic to be

free;

Life may have seemed as sweet to him as it was then to me.

You begged for me to land him, but a sudden fancy swayed,
To leave it all to you, Miguonue, and watch the fight he made.
Tbat fish should be an augury, his fate mine own fortell:

Should he break loose—but 'twas no use, you had him hooked too

well.

Ah! still I see that dreamy, tender blue of bay and sky.

And far beyond the harbor piers the sun-bright sails go by.

It haunts me, too, when twilight blue bath turned to violet.

Have you forgotten all, so soon? and shall I not forget?

M. M. Cass., Jr.

IN BRUIN'S STRONGHOLD.
MIDWAY of the river's murky tide our guide, with a

dextrous dip of his paddle, turns the prow of our
"dugout" diagonally abreast the stiff current, and we
drift, broadside on, toward the eastern bank.
No suitable place for landing presents itself. The bank

of yellow clay, precipitous and overhanging in places, is

fringed along its base with a ragged barrier of bared tree-
roots and half-submerged drift, such as usually gathers
along the outer circle of a river bend. One would have
need of a scaling ladder to surmount this natural rampart,
even if the half-drooping, half-erect growth of blue cane
above had not sufficed to discourage the attempt,
"Great Harrison! Did you ever see such fishing rods?''

exclaimed Smith, accustomed to view everything with
the eye of an angler. "Some of 'em are twenty feet long,
if an inch!"

"Thah's longah ones in thah brake, yondah," remarked
the guide.
"I don't care to see 'em; those in sight are eighteen

inches longer than my wildest anticipations."
"I kin show ye longah an' bettah ones," persisted the

guide, "back in thah brake whah thah watah don't ride
'em down."
"But here, even at this high stage of the waters, the

shore overlooks the river by a dozen feet. Surely this
bank is never submerged?"

"I've Beed watah ten foot up on that hackberry," re-
sponded the guide, indicating a tree on the highest point.
"Don't you see how all that cane p'ints down stream?"
"I can see scattering drift lodged in the branches of

yonder bush," observed the Doctor. "It must be a grand
sight when this winter's overflow is at its height, and the
whole country on either side is submerged. Guide, how
wide is this little stream when at full flood ?"

The swamp dweller shut one heavy-browed optic, and
meditated a moment before replying. "How wide is it

right heah ? Let me see. It's foah miles tew Hamilton
Hill, an' foah moah 'cross tew Eaf t Creek highland at
thah ol' mill seat—that's eight. T'other way it's some-
thin' like ten mile moah."
"Eighteen miles of water ! Just think of that, Smith."
"Sounds fishy," responded Smith abruptly.
"You'd think fishy," said the guide, failing to catch the

implied doubt of his veracity. "When thah ovahflow
stahts down I kin load this ol' dugout in no time."
"With fish?"

"Fish an' shovel-bill cat," making the distinction as
though it were a matter of course. "Duck yer heads an'
mind that bresh, boys. I'm goin' ter run her ashoah
heah " We had floated down the stream, reaching the
point where the bluff bank had given way to a weed-
grown mud bar, wet and sticky from a light rain that
had just passed over, and shaded by overhanging cotton-
woods and willows. The Doctor lost his footing in
springing ashore, leaving the imprint of his corpulent
person in the soft slime, but was comforted by Smith's
assurance that the bears would scratch the mud from his
clothing before it would have time to dry.
As this was to be merely a reconnoiter with a view to

discovering desirable hunting grounds, a scrutiny of the
river bank for signs was the first thing in order. Two
of the party were the rankest of greenhorns in business
of this kind, having only left twelve hours before the
Pullman car that had borne them, via the Iron Mountain
route, from St. Louis. The guide, however, was fully
qualified to do the "inspecting" for the entire party. In
a few minutes Smith and the Doctor were examining the
deeply-imprinted hoof marks of a little buck that had
evidently wandered aimlessly along the water's verge not
many hours previously, though certainly before the rain-
fall.

"Thar's lots of tracks, but some of 'em are powerful
dim," announced the guide. "I reckon that watah holes
in thah bottom is done filled up by thah rains. Other-
ways all thah game 'ud be watahin' heah at thah rivah."
We climbed the shelving shore and followed the guide,

though not without some misgivings, as he plunged
into the almost solid walk of cane. Penetrating a brake
of blue cane is a hard task to even the mo3t experienced
"swamp ranger." It is a perpetual "crawl" under the
most trying of surroundings. Imagine a scope of country
cut up with narrow deep gullies, strewn with fallen tim-
ber wrapped up in a growth of briers. Then, over all
impediments of log, brier and ravine towers the rank,
springing cane, standing like blades of grass in a meadow
with enough of the dead and fallen, but still stubbornly
tough canes, to intermat the whole into a barrier not
easily passed.
Hardly 20yds. into the brake the party halted at the

Doctor's pleading,

"I don't kick at anything reasonable," he grumbled,
"but there is no use wedging ourselves into that con-
founded thicket. There is no bear in there; they couldn't
get in there!"
The guide explained that he had not entered the brake

to find bear, though there was a possibility of meeting
one at any time. The hunting ground proper lay beyond
the brake.
"And my interest in the great 'beyond' is just now

very faint," persisted the Doctor, wiping his perspiring
brow. "You fellows go on and find your bear, and I
will go back to the boat and watch for that deer."
"But it's a heap furdah tew thah boat than it is tew

thah open, yandah," unexpectedly replied our guide.
"It's good goin' when we strike that slew."
In fact the "slough," a long, narrow depression, bare

of cane, was then 20ft. away, though to the inexperi
enced eye there was nothing to indicate the proximity of
open ground. Once in the slough, our progress was com-
paratively easy, though at every sharp bend in its course
we encountered drifts of logs that sometimes forced us
to make detours through the tangled cane. Here during
the high waters existed a swift and deep current; every
indication pointed to the fact, and our guide, when in-
terrogated, sustained our supposition.

"Cut-off running from that upper river," said he.
"That hull bottom's full of 'em."
Occasionally at some angle a branch slough would lead

off, only, in a few yards, to end in a wall of cane, and. a
mass of logs and driftwood.
In the damp earth of the slough bed we were shown

the track of a cub bear. Smith's excitement became sud-
denly immense and even the Doctor began to take a re-
newed interest in the matter. A hundred yards further
on we found the trail of a big fellow who had merely
crossed over without stopping. Both tracks were old—

a

week old at least. Gradually, as we proceeded, the cane
became smaller and more scattered, and the slough,
divided into several prongs, finally became indistinctly
defined. We were now among a wilderness of low ridges
sprinkled over with switch cane, while the principal
growth of timber consisted of pawpaw sapling, with
an occasional persimmon and oak. The fruit of the per-
simmon was delicious, and although something new to
two of our party it was pleasing to see how quickly they
acquired a taste for the luscious "possum apples!" No
pawpaws were found, as the season for that fruit was
already over.

Bear tracks were everywhere, but bruin himself was
not in sight. This was not a disappointment to us, for
we knew that the hour was too late to expect to encounter
a bear in the open ground. At early dawn or late in the
evening are the only times when bruin can be still-

hunted successfully. During the middle of the day he
lies hidden in the most impenetrable coverts and can only
be routed by the use of dogs. As I have said, we were
simply out looking for "sign," and we found enough to
more than satisfy us.

Bears had been crushing the acorns beneath the cow
oak trees. "A fat ol' b'ar," insisted the guide; "pore
b'ar alius swaller thah hulls—this'n didn't." Great claws
had turned over the fallen leaves in search of persim-
mons, and the swamp nettles were rooted up as though
by a drove of hogs. Bears are very fond of the nettle
roots, it would seem.
Tracks of deer, big and little, were mingled with those

of the bear. Apparently we had reached a region
singularly blessed with wild life; but of human visitation
in the past there was rmt a sign. On the west side of the
river settlements were quite numerous; but here—not five
miles from a habitation in a direct line—we were as much
in the wilds as though the past two hundred years of
Arkansas history had been only a dream. Leaving
the pawpaw ridges, we swung still further from the
river, entering a wide expanse of grass-grown bottom,
covered with a growth of elm, hackberry and ash, but
quite free from cane and underbrush. Here we flushed
a covey of turkeys from the grass, and the Doctor distin-
guishing himself by killing a diminutive young hen on
the wing. It was a snap-shot of course, for a .45-90
Winchester is hardly the arm for wing-shooting, but the
Doctor was reasonably exultant at his success, since it was
the first game killed by the party and the only game
killed that day, although three deer were sighted at a
distance.

After an extended circuit through the open bottom we
struck the edge of the cane brake again, in the vicinity of
a little water hole, where bear sign was again successfully
sought for. Here, guided by land-marks known to him-
self alone, the guide pushed boldly into the brake, and
after a very short crawl we emerged upon the bank of
White River, within a very short distance of our dugout.

It is not my intention to speak of the numerous oppor-
tunities for bear killing that we afterward enjoyed on this
range. As the guide carried off the laurels' as a bear
slayer he should be the man to chronicle the hunt. Of
course, the rest of us might have killed more game than
we did, but each had his own reasons for refraining. The
Doctor advanced .he somewhat doubtful statement that
his mission on earth was to save life, not to take it; while
Mr. Smith's tender heart forbade the infliction of unneces-
sary suffering, while bloodshed was a thing that he
abhorred. I wasn't aware that he possessed those char-
acteristics until he informed me of them after the hunt
was over. Next time I penetrate the White River swamps
I desire the companionship of a veritable butcher, a "man
of blood," as the novelists would say ; one of those remorse-
less pot-hunters whom we often read about but never see;
in fact, I want a companion who will look for bear on
the second day of the hunt as earnestly as for "sign" on
the first. s. D. Barnes.
Houston, Texas.

Hudsonian Ctjklew in Connecticut.—On Sept. 9 I
had the good fortune to shoot a Hudsonian curlew
(Numenius hudsonicus), on the meadows at Westbrook on
the Sound, while plover shooting. This is the only living
specimen I have seen for ten years, and is a rather rare
Connecticut visitant. He has been nicely mounted for
me by Mr. John Clark, the Saybrook taxidermist, who has
hundreds of birds in his collection, including the sickle-
bill (Numenius longirostris), and Esquimaux (Numenius
borealis), but not hudsonicus. I have not seen a golden
plover on the Connecticut coast for about ten years, and
these are also getting to be rare migrants.—A. W. Jones
(Center Brook, Conn.V

TRAPPING DAYS.
T.'—AMONG THE SIOUX.

BUT a very few years passed after the great massacre
of 1862 until the tide of civilization, checked for a

time by the red hand of war, again rolled on over the
fertile lands of the great Northwest; and as much of the
very best of the trapping ground passed gradually into
the hands of individual citizens, the trapper, like the In-
dian before him, had to go. Some indeed, in whom the
love of the wilderness was a ruling passion, faced reso-
lutely westward and may to-day be found in out-of-the-

way places among the Rockies or Cascades, clinging still

to the freedom of the wild life, which they long ago had
learned to love so well upon the great water-shed of the
continent. The old ground was harried to comparative
barrenness by the ever-increasing swarm of trappers, and
as still a little good ground remained in the country oc-
cupied by the Santee Sioux, my brother consulted the
Sioux Indian agent, Col. Mo.Phail, in regard to the ques-
tion of his own safety should he go alone among them;
and being assured by the agent that little or no danger
need be apprehended from them, he determined in the
summer of 1868 to "carry the war into Africa," first se-

curing, if possible, an Indian partner.
For this purpose he visited the first Indian settlement

on the shores of Lake Ootopaheeda to find an Indian
known to the whites as John Moore, who had been re-
commended to him as a representative man among the
Sioux, and one who spoke English well. He consulted
with him in regard to obtaining a guide and partner,who
should be reliable and thoroughly versed in the knowl-
edge of the best trapping grounds, offering at the same
time terms of partnership more favorable than any Sioux
had probably ever heard of before ; when the Indian turned
and after a short consultation with a fine-looking young
Indian standing near, replied: "My brother, she go with
you if you want." (John's English was not perfect, and
he invariably spoke of a man as "she" and of a woman
as "he.") "But," added the Indian, "my brother want to
take she's wife with she."
This part of the contract was something unexpected,

and seeing the hesitation and disappointment pictured in
the white man's face, the Sioux hastened to add, "You
not he 'fraid of he; he do you good; he pitch your tent,
he cook you grub; he pay he's way, you bet!"

Hoping still for some way out of the dilemma, Isaac
asked: "What if the woman refuses to go with him?"
"Oh," replied the Indian, "my brother tell he to go, he

go, you bet!"
As there was no help for it, and as he did not feel at

liberty to go further into the Sioux country without an
Indian partner and guide, my brother at length with
many misgivings agreed, although fearful of the success
of so strange a partnership. Not one word could the In-
dian or his wife speak, while my brother had yet to mas-
ter the first word of the Sioux language. They proved to
be perfectly honest, skillful and industrious—in short, a
lady and a gentleman in the very truest sense; and al-

though their conversation proved a difficult art to
acquire, still, as each was put upon his mettle, the result
was that each learned of the language of the other vastly
more than would have been possible under the tuition of
any other master than stern necessity. A very success-
ful trip was the result, and my brother's half of the fur
amounted to a trifle over 1,000 rats, with other furs in
proportion. He was taken far out into the entirely new
ground in Dakota, which had not before been visited by
white trappers, and his success was the natural result of
the skillful and industrious use of the splendid outfit of
150 traps which he carried.
Returning home with his load of fur he was imme-

diately beset by a swarm of his old trapping cronies,
eager to learn where so fine a load of furs had been ob-
tained. Without any hesitation he replied : "If you wish
to go where I have been, go first to Lake Oo-top-a-hee'-dah,
then to Kah-ka-dah'-ko,then to Shian-k®t'-ton,then to Kah-
ka-hah'-kosoo-kah'-ko, then to Shoog-o-wah'-kee-hoop-ah-
itch-itch-ah'-kah, then to —" "Oh, the devil!" interjected
a listener; "we don't know as much now as when you
began;" and when my brother offered to make it all plain
in English to any one who, after five minutes' trial, would
pronounce correctly the name of the last mentioned lake,

they were obliged to acknowlede themselves beaten and
allow him to keep his secret unmolested. These jaw-

I breaking words are the veritable Indian names for a
string of lakes of which we never heard any other desig-
nation.
The year following, having concluded to trap the new-

found grounds together, we started in August in order to
be early on the ground, and first driving to Oo-top-a-hee-
dah, I there made the acquaintance of the Indian friends
of my brother, and found John Moore to be quite a char-
acter. He hailed our coming with joyful demonstrations,
and invited us to the dinner of elk meat, boiled with an
edible root found on all those northern prairies, which
was just spread out before a group of a dozen Sioux at
the moment of our arrival; and while I cared for the team
and pitched the teepee, my brother accepted the hospitable
invitation, and, returning to the wagon, pronounced the
dinner perfect.

John and his wife having in return been invited to take
supper with us, my brother added: "Now, John, we have
both tea and coffee; which does your wife like best?" "My
wife he like all the time the best coffee; he's the devil for
coffee!" replied John.
Quite a crowd gathered to take supper with the white

visitors, and with plenty of sugar in their coffee and a
plug of the white man's tobacco to fill their pipes after-

ward, all were put in the best of humor, and a pleasant
evening followed, while John acted as interpreter for all.

The next morning, when ready to move on, we asked
John to tell us what to say when we wished to learn the
Indian name of anything from the wandering Sioux we
were likely to meet. In other words, how to say "what
do you call it?" in Sioux.
"You must say, 1 tah- qua-dealt-che'apa? replied John.

And we found this little question of great value many
times afterward.
For the sake of any possible lady readers, of the

"woman's rights" persuasion, I must not omit John's
opinion of women in general, which he kindly favored ua
with during the camp-fire chat of the evening before.

"Injun woman he the best woman," said John; "he pitch
you tent, he skin you rat, he cook you grub, he dress you
i'ur; he, the best woman of all. Dutch woman he the next
best." John had visited a German settlement and had
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seen the women at work in the hay field. ''He work
pretty good. 'Merican woman be no good; he want to
put on he's fine clothes and eet round."
Bidding good-bye to this red-skinned philosopber and

his friends, next morning found us early on the trail
whicb led nearly due north over an almost level country,
bigh and dry, dotted with lakes and plentifully sprinkled
with buffalo chips, but the buffalo, alas! were gone for-
ever. Occasional settlements of Indiana were found,
commonly of two or three tt-epees each, and invariably
located on the south or southeast shores of the lovely
little lakes which clotted the wide and fertile plain. The
reason f < r this is plain when it is remembered that the
autumn gales, which drove the prairie fires over all the
great Northwest, moved invariablv from northwest to
southeast, and while all the young timber growing on the
exposed ground was annually burned down to the roots,

a little grove of growing timber was often found on the
southeast shore of a lake where the lake itself had proved
a tire-break, and here the little cornfield of the Sioux
women was located, at the edge of the timber where the
gophers and ground squirrels had loosened the earth
enough to make cultivation with a hoe possible; and near
by the teepee was located in order that a never-ceasing
watch might be kept of the growing crop.
With the very first indication of morning light, all the

little children and the very old people repaired to the
cornfield and climbed up on scaffolds, where little bowers
were erected on poles above the tops of the corn stalks,
and placed at short distances apart through the corn, and
here for the whole of the long summer day watch was
kept to protect the precious corn from marauding black-
birds; and the weird monotonous cry of the watchers, in
the cracked voice of age or the shrill note of childhood,
formed one of the most peculiar and striking phases of the
Avild life of the red man of the plains.

The study of wild life among the Sioux was, to the
writer, one of ceaseless interest. One could not be long
indifferent to the spectacle of a people struggling against
adverse circumstances with the most dogged persistence,
when the terrible loss of the buffalo was only just begin-
ning to be felt, and when every pound of meat of what-
ever kind not needed for immediate use was carefully
husbanded for the coming of rigorous winter, with an
industry tiresome to contemplate; and all this with the
most pitiable ignorance of the superior methods of the
white people, together with a childish inability to adapt
themselves to their new surroundings.
On our return we stopped for a day at Ootopaheeda,

and were invited to dine with a Sioux woman and her
daughter—who, by the way, was the best looking woman
we found among the Sioux people—and were feasted on
green corn, beans and potatoes, all boiled together; and
served up in the tidy teepee just as neatly and cleanly as
by the best white cook in America. After dinner the
good woman, whose husband was absent on the Big Sioux
Rivet, after first vainly trying to trade a span of ponies
for the voke of oxen which formed our team, led the way
back a few rods from the teepee to show us the cause of
her present trouble, and to ask our ad vice and help. Her
husband had bought a new wagon of the most utterly
worthies* type that ever met my eye; and on almost the
first trial of the new vehicle the "dish" in one of the hind
wheels had gone the wrong way; and the poor woman
had laid the wheel across two logs, and had piled logs
and chunks upon the hub to force it back into place
again. It was hard to meet the sorrowfully inquiring
look with the humiliating explanation that they had been
cheated; that the wretched wagon was utterly worthless.
But had the wretch who palmed off the "Cheap John"
affair upon the ignorant creatures been present, I ques-
tion very much if he would afterward havo reached civ-
ilization with a whole skin.

The practice of the most rigid economy was every-
where apparent among the Indians. The teepees, made
of cloth—and indispensably necessary in their fall jour-
neyings from the summer grounds to the place selected
for winter quarters, and again during the spring migra-
tion back to the corn-raising ground, which as in the pres-
ent instance formed their summer home—were entirely

too precious and too difficult to replace to be exposed to

the weather and allowed to flap against the lodge poles,

while the summer wind3 wore them to rags; but they
were, instead, most carefully housed for coming need,
while the bark teepee which formed their summer home
was the most ingeniously constructed affair 1 have ever
found among the Indians. In my boyhood I had exam-
ined with admiration the winter teepeeR of wandering
bands of Omaha and Pawnee hunters, formed of bent
poles curiout-ly thatched with bundles of slender wild
cane which grew in the sloughs on the prairies of western
Iowa; yet here was a house still more roomy, comfort-
able, aud perfectly formed for a cosy summer house. A
row of posts, each the size of a man's thigh, set deeply
in the ground, in a circle about 18 or 20ft. in diameter,
and about 6ft. high, and from these po^ts short rafters

ran up to a circular opening in the center of the roof,

which was steep enough to shed rain perfectly; and this

opening, as in that of the cloth teepee, was the cbimnev
for the escape of the smoke of the fire beneath. Small
poles were now bent around the row of posts and the
rafters above at short distances apart, and the whole was
neatly covered with bark, stripped with wonderful dex-
terity and patience from the bhort trunks of the stunted
trees which grew along the lake shores, and lashed fast

to the structure in the name manner as were the rafters

and poles, by means of withes; and as the inside of the
bark was invariably turned toward the inside of the

lodge, the wal s of the strange structure were clean, and
the whole edifice was neat and tidy enough to form a
summer home for the most fastidous company bent upon
a pleasant summer outing. Of course this house could
be built only during the spring when the sap loosened the
bark of the growing trees, and one could easily tell

Whether Indians were camped within a radius of miles

by noticing the tree trunks in the small groves as he
passed along.

Here, too, we found a degree of skill in the pursuit of
wildfowl exceeding anything we had ever before ob-
served. This, too, was bora of the stern parent necessity.

As ammunition carried far into the wilderness, hecomes
very valuable, and as in their case, both capital and
transportation were exceedingly limited, not a charge of
powder or load of shot were to be thrown away,
They preferred shotguns with long^ barrels and about

JS-gaUge as giving the oest results with the small loads
they used, while they themselves endeavored to make up

for the loss of power in the small load used by the mostconsummate skill and cunning in their approach to thegame, which bad been rendered strangely wary by the
daily murderous hunting of those who proved their
ability to support their families by the chase of the water-
fowl alone.
A lake or slough was aoproached at the time of daywhen the waterfowl sought their food along the shore,

and selecting a bunch of grass or clump of weeds grow-
ing near the edge of the bank, while yet the hunter was
too far distant to see the water near the most distant
shore, he dr pped upon hands and kne^s and crawled
toward the lake, using the bunch of grass as a shield, and
reaching it peeped through, and without showing any
part of his person to a duck or goose at anv point on the
lake, scanned carefully the water near his own shore as far
as the shore was vi-ible, then marked with his e^e the point
where a curve in the shore hid the edge of the lake be-
yond from view, and crawling back in his trail to the
starting point of his crawling, rose up, and keeping out
of sight of all the lake water, walked around until op-
posite the point he had selected while creeping, and
again choosing some point of cover, repeated the process,
and continued this mode of operations until game was
observed at some point which could be approached closely
enough to make their slaughter with a carefully planned
pot-shot an absolute certainty. No amount of toil dis-
couraged, and no degree of exposure to the cold dews,
which hung from every grass blade and saturated his
clothing as he crept along, was sufficient to deter this
patient and persevering hunter; and the result of his day's
toil was solely and simply a question of whether there
were any ducks in the country or not. Assure him of this
fact and their death followed inevitably.

I marveled much at the extreme wildness of the water-
fowl when first we reached the lake region inhabited by
the Sioux, yet when on our return we stopped at Oo-top-
a hee-da and the young Indian who had been my
brother's partner the year previous offered to go with us
on an el k hunt near the great pipe stone quarry, provided
we would stop over a day and give him time to hunt game
sufficient to last his family during his absence, and we
li»d agreed to do so, right there in the country daily
harried and shot over, where I would not have contracted
to kill a dozen ducks in the given time, the lynx-eyed
little fellow secured forty-two ducks that very day. Con-
tinuing on past the long string of lakes with the unpro-
nouncable names already given, we reached the shore of
a lake named Cha Nopa (or T wo Wood). Here my brother
had trapped the year before, and this, indeed, was the
most northern limit of his wanderings during the previous
year.
This was the goal of our hopes, toward which the

wagon tongue had pointed for many days.
An immense amount of fur had been gathered here

durmg the previous fall by the single white trapper and
many Indian comrades, and the supply of furred animals
at that time seemed so great that we anticipated a rich
harvest. But

—

"The best laid schemes 'o mice an 1 men
Gang aft aglee!"

For a number of reasons, which would take long to ex-
plain and which would scarcelv be of interest to the
general reader, a trapping ground may be very productive
of fur one year and the very next year prove compara-
tively barren, and the following season be again pro-
ductive.
At any rate, after having carefully examined all the

ground, we sat down in the teepee to hold a very sober
council, in the study of the very important question em-
bodied in the quaint phraseology of Uncle Remus, "what
us gwine to do?" Orin Belknap.

BOSTON SPORTSMEN'S OUTINGS.
THE game bird season opened in Massachusetts on the

15th, but so far no good bags are reported. The
quail, the results of the restocking, are hard to find, the
dense foliage still being on the trees and shrubs. Indeed,
this foliage is more dense than usual, the result of the
extremely rainy weather. In short, there have really been
but a couple of sunny days since open season began. E.
M. Gillam, of the Boston Advertiser, was out at Arling
ton Heights with dog and gun on Saturday, but succeeded
in finding no quail. Shore birds have not yet put in a
favorable appearance at any of the best gunning resorts

along the Massachusetts shore. The Piummer Brothers,
of the leather trade, were down at Nantucket for a week,
beginning with the open season. They had very little

Bu cess. The day they started for home they packed up
all their shells in disgust. Their guns they also packed.
While waiting f<>r the steamer the air was suddenly alive

with birds. Their tuns they could easily ha veunp icbed,

but not a single shell had either of them, their whole lot

being stowed away in their baggage and that baggage in

the hands of the baggage-master. The l e.-ult was the loss

of the finest flight of plover they bad seen for years.

Moral: Al ways keep both gun and shells handy until well
out of the brash.
Lewis W. De Pass, assistant secretary of the Boston

Chamber of Commerce, is spending his vaca ion with
aog and gun. N. G. Manson, Jr., of Bellows & Manson,
with his friend Ned B.nner, of Cambridge, has returned
from his three weeks>' oudng at Richardson Lake, Me.
They had remarkably fine fishing. All were taken with

the fly. The string weighed 32lbs., and not a trout of

less than -Jib. was kept. After this time they scarcely

saved one of less weight than lib. They tell the full

story of how Mr. Bayard Th .ye.r got the yountr bear in

the vicinity of that lake, mentioned in the Forest and
Stream last week. It seems that Mr. Thayer, with one
of bi» guides, was partridge hunting in the neighborhood
of the Cranberry Bog. Mr. Thayer's gun was loaded,

both barrels, with fine shot. Suddenly the little bear

appeared in a tree This was too great a temptation for

the hunters, and one barrel badly wounded the youngster

in the paw. He came down out of the tree with a yell,

and as the guide was putting him out of his misery with

the axe, the old bear sudde tly appeared. She was up on

her bind feet in a moment, and was going for the hunters

in a manner that badly frightened them. The guide was

cautioning Mr, Thayer to make the most of his lemnining

cartridge, and if possible to get another into ihe gun,

when Thayer's foot tripped over a limb and he fell back-

ward, and off went the gun into the air. But with the

noise of the discharge and the smell of the powder the

enraged old bear was alarmed, and she made off into the

' woods. To say that both the guide and Mr. Thayer were
badly frightened would be to tell a truth that either of
them would not care to deny.

Fly-fishing has been remarkably good thus far in many
of the celeorated Maine trout waterp. The trout have
not generally been remarkable for size, and yet Mr. Os-
good, of Lowell, Mass., has taken a very fine trout at the
Upper Dam. This fish weighed 91bs. 2oz. Mr. N. G.
Manson, of Boston, saw the trout and has a drawing of
it. He says that the fish was taken fairly with the fly.
This is remarkable from the fact that such trout are hard
to lure to the fly. The fish was taken Sept. 3. A^out the
same time Dr. and Mrs. Sheldon, of Topeka. Kansas,
caught in one day at Camp Bemis fortv-two trout, the
whole weighing 20. bs. Some fortv more were taken near
the same place the next day.

_
Large game is plenty in Maine, and considerable of it

is being killed out of season, too. The other day a friend
of the Forest and Stream was coming into Boston on
the steam train, when he saw only a seat or two away a
gentleman exhibiting a slug that had been fired in a rifle,
and he overheard the remark that the bullet came from
the body of a caribou that the gentleman had jotffc killedm Maine. The first-mentioned gentleman could not
catch the name of the locality where the hunter had put
in his illegal work. A hunter who kills game out of
season in Maine and escapes the law is regarded by the
unthinking as a hero when he tells his story in Massa-
chusetts.
A gentleman who has been on a fishing trip in the

Rmgeley region stopped on his way in at Andover, and
from thence went fishing in Roxburv Pond. He was
uietly fishing for bass, when, hearing a splashing in the
irection of the shore, be turned his head and saw, as he

thinks, a large moose. He did not appear to be alarmed,
but browsed around for a while and then disappeared in
the woods. But the opinion of hunters and guides of
that vicinity is that it was not a moose after all, but a
caribou instead. Several large ones of that species of
game have sometimes been seen in that vicinity, but
moose have not been seen for years. The gentleman had
never seen a live moose, and though he was quite confi-
dent, yet tracks examined later were like the tracks of
the caribou. Special.
Boston, Sept. 22.

CALIFORNIA QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your i sue of Aug. 28 you invite information for the
Massachusetts Fibh and Game Protictive Association in
relation to California quail, with a view of their intro-
duction into Massachusetts, and while regretting that my
vi^ws will not be altogether favorable to the enterprise,
I hope they will not be entirely useless. My observations
of both varieties of California quail, during a residence
of twelve years in that State, lead me to think that neither
variety like ptrpetual snow even during the winter
months, and that the blue or valley quail will avoid snow
entirely if possible, and even the mountain quail will
seek the b tre t-pots under the hemlocks and other ever-
green trees wh. n the more exposed ground about them is

covered by snow. I have noticed also that when the
Nevada Mountains began being loaded with snow in the
early winter at an altitude of five or six thousand feet,
then the mountain quail would be more plenty lower
down at altitudes oi two and three thousand feet above
the sea level; even in sections lying two thousand feet
above sea level in California snow seldom falls more than
a few inches in depth, and then remains but a few days,
and the temperature is seldom lower than 20° or 30°. I
found that when the mountain quail were diiven down
the mountain to the foothills to an altitude of about two
thousand feet by the cold and snow, that then the same
causes would send most of the blue quail still fuither
down in the valleys entirely beyond the snow line.

In view of the subject of changing the location of these
birds, one must remember that while in Massachusetts
the entire width of the State from north to south will
show but a slight aifference in temperature, while in
California a distance of two or three miles will often show
a difference of a thou and feet in altitude, and a corres-
ponding change in temperature; hence while in Ca.ifor-
nia the birds c-m easily procure a change, in Massachu-
setts they would be obliged to endure the constant rigors
of an Eaotern winter. While in California these birds
may change their locality partly to escape the cold and
snow, and pirlly the more readily to obtain food; the
first could not be well obviated in Massachusetts while
the latter could be well overcome by constant and judi-
cious feeding.
The facts I have named in regard to the inclination of

these birds to escape the snow and excessive cold does
not conclu ively prove that they can not be acclimated
to endure both, for they are exceedingly vigorous and very
tenacious of life, especially the blue or valley quail. The
mountain quail wuuid be most likely to flourish among
hemlock or spruce groves, with an occibion <1 opening of
underbrush for cover, while the blue quail would require
the open country with an abundance of close, bru-hy
cover and patches of tall grass, which the bent grass of

the Eastern States would amply supply. I brought a
pair of the blue quail from Cilirornia nearly twenty five

years ago, intending to release them in my native town
in Connecticut, but when I got borne my mother insisted

on keeping tnem as pets, which she did for several years
in an ordinary wire cage, and they continued healthy
and cheerful until by accident the cage fell from an open
window and the shock seemed to prostrate them, f< r they
soon after died. They never laid while in captivity. I
earnestly hope the Massachusetts Association may make
the trial of acclimating these birds and racceed, for if

they do they will add a rare pleasure to their sport, for

both varieties are beautiful birds in every way, and the

mountain quail is the finest bird I ever had the pleasure

of bagging. A.

Haddam, Conn., Sept. 13,

Forest ant> Stream, Hoi 2.H32. N. V. city, has deseripfcive IUus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leilligwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wMcb will be mailed rrae oo request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit." "Moan," -'Dick 8wiveH«r." "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treaties on the subject

wwat.
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THE HEATH HEN,
NOTES ON THE HEATH HEN (TYMPANTJCHUS CUPIDO) OP

MASSACHUSETTS.

IT is probably more or less well known to the readers of
Forest and Streajh that a grouse, closely allied to

the pinnated grouse or prairie hen of the "West, still ex-
ists on the island of Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts.
Until recently the Eastern and Western species were sup-
posed to be identical, but some apparently good distin-
guishing characters have been found;* so that they are
now regarded by most ornithologists as distinct. In early
oolonial days pinnated grouse, all presumably of the East-
ern sp?cies, were found at various points along the New
Eugland coast from Boston to Connecticut, as well as on
Long Island and in portions of New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Virginia. In some of these localities they lingered
until a little less than fifty years ago; but the gun and the
snare did their work so thoroughly that the bird3 were at
length wholly destroyed excepting on Martha's Vineyard,
where, thanks partly to an enlightened public sentiment,
partly to protection by law, but chiefly perhaps to the
fact that the interior of the island is comparatively inac-
cessible and remote from market, the stock has never
quite died out and at the present time is by no means at a
hopelessly low ebb.
Of this I obtained good evidence during some two

weeks spent on the Vineyard in July, 1890. Having no
dog with me, and being obliged to devote most of my
time to other things, I did not succeed in finding any of
these birds: but by driving around and across the region
which they inhabit and questioning such farmers and
native sportsmen as were supposed to know the most
about them, I acquired some knowledge of their haunts
and a good many facts relating to their numbers, habit*
and distribution. Information had in this way is not
always entirely satisfactory, but in the present case my
informants appeared to be intelligent and trustworthy,
while their independent statements agreed in the main so
well as to inspire me with considerable confidence in the
general truth of what they told me. I have accordingly
thought it worth while to present this evidence, which is

in substance as follows.

Throughout Martha's Vineyard the heath hen (locally
pronounced heth'n, as this grouse is universally called, is

well known to almost every one. Even .in such seaport
towns as Cottage City and Edgartown most of the people
have at least heard of it, and in the thinly-settled interior
it is frequently seen in the roads or along the edges of
the cover by the farmers, or started in the depths of the
woods by the hounds of the rabbit and fox hunters.

Its range extends over practically the entire wooded
portion of the inland, but the bird is not found regularly
or at all numerously outside an area of about forty square
miles. Tuis area comprises most of the elevated central
portions of the island, although it also touches the sea at
not a few points on the north and south shores. In places
it rolls into great rounded hills and long irregular ridges,
over which are scattered stretches of second-growth
woods, often miles in extent, and composed chiefly of
scarlet, black, white, and post oaks from 15 to 40ft. in
height. Here and there, where the valleys spread out
broad and level, are fields which were cleared by the
early settlers more than a hundred years ago, and which
still retain suffioipnt fertility to yield very good crop3 of
English hay, corn, potatoes and other vegetables. Again
this undulating surface gives way to wide, level, sandy
plains, covered with a growth of bear, chincapin and post
oak scrub from knee to waist high, so stiff and matted as
to be almost impenetrable; or to rocky pastures, dotted
with thickets of sweet fern, bay berry, huckleberry, dwarf
sumac and other low-growing shrubs. Clear, rapid trout
books wind their way to the sea through open meadows
or long narrow swamps wooded with red maples, black
alders, high huckleberry bushes, andromeda and poison
dogwood, and overrun with tangled skeins of green briers.

At all seasons the heath hens live almost exclusively in
the oak woods, where the acorns furnish them abund-
ant food, although, like our ruffed grouse, they occa-
sionally at early morning and just after sunset ven-
ture out a little way in the open to pick up scattered grains
of corn or to pluck a few clover leaves, of which they
are extremely fond. They also wander to some extent
over the scrub oak plains, especially when blueberries are
ripe and abundant. In winter, during long continued
snows, they sometimes approach buildings, to feed upon
the grain which the farmers throw out to them. A man
living near West Tisbury told me that last winter a flock
visited his barn at about the same hour each day. One
cold, snowy morning he counted sixteen perched in a row
on the top rail of a fence near the barnyard. It is un-
usual to see so many together now, the number in a covey
rarely exceeding six or eight, but in former times packs
containing from one to two hundred birds each were
occasionally met with late in autumn.
Only one person of the many whom I questioned on

the subject had ever seen a heath hen's nest. It was
in oak woods among sprouts at the base of a large stump,
and contained either twelve c thirteen eggs. The date,
he thought, was about June 10. This seemed late, but I
have a set of six eggs taken on the Vineyard July 24,
1885, and on July 19, 1890. I met a blueberry picker who
only the day before had started a brood of six young less
than half grown. These facts prove that this bird is

habitually a late breeder.
The farmers about Tisbury say that in spring the male

heath hen makes a booming or tooting noise. This, ac-
cording to their descriptions, must resemble the love
notes of the Western pinnated grouse. About sunrise on
warm still mornings in May, several birds may be some-
times heard at once, apparently answering one another.
There is a belief, current on the Vineyard as well as

elsewhere in Massachusetts, that at one time many years
ago the primitive stock of heath hens ran so low that
Western grouse were imported and liberated to bring it

up again. At both Cottage City and West Tisbury I was
assured of the truth of this report, and some of my in-
formants went so far as to declare that the native birds
were utterly destroyed by the severe winter of 1858-59,
and that the present stock is wholly of Western origin!
One Dr. Ezra Fisher, of Edgartown, was generally
credited with having obtained the fresh birds—from
Illinois, it was said. Upon visiting Edgartown I

found that Dr. Fisher was no longer living; but one of his
sons, Mr. David Fisher, assured me that the only founda-

* See the Auk, Vol. II., Xo. 1, January, 1885, pp. 80-84.

tlon for the story was the fact that his father, in the spring
of 1859, imported and liberated a number of quail and
ruffed grouse. The native quail had been practically ex-
terminated by the rigor of the preceding winter. The
ruffed grouse, so far as he knew, had never before existed
on the island. The heath hens had always been there

—

as far back as memory or tradition went—and to the best
of his knowledge and belief the native stock had never
received any infusion whatever of foreign blood.
Another report which has been rather widely circulated

and generally believed, is that foxes and raccoons, which
were brought to the Vineyard not long since, have multi-
plied to an alarming extent, and are rapidly exterminating
the heath hens. This story, like the first, has some
foundation of fact, but, according to the best evidence I
could obtain, it iB largely untrue. Foxes and raccoons
were introduced—for purpose of sport—about eight years
ago. The former qiiickly spread over the entire island
and become abundant everywhere, killing many young
black ducks and carrying dismay among the farmers by
their destructive raids on poultry. But neither they nor
the raccoons—which are not as yet very numerous or
widely dispersed—seem to have had any'direct effect in
reducing the numbers of the heath hens. There was in-
deed a marked diminution of the birds for three or four
years after the foxes came, but during the last three or
four years they have steadily increased, despite a still

greater increase in the foxes.
Nearly every one agreed that they had been unusually

abundant during the past winter and spring. Mr. Fisher
had seen more than in any previous season for five or six
years. He believes that if they were protected from the
gunners they would continue to increase in spite of the
foxes and raccoons. Indeed, he doubts if many of them
have been killed at any time by either foxes or raccoons;
for long before these were introduced the number of heath
hens fluctuated widely in different seasons. Once, many
years ago, they became so scarce that none were seen or
heard of during an entire winter, and it was supposed
that the race had completely perished. At the time it

was believed that for some unknown reason they had not
bred, or at least had not succeeded in rearing any young
for Beveral successive summers; but this theory, however
probable, appears to have been pure speculation.
During my stay on Martha's Vineyard I obtained d$

many estimates as possible of the number of heath hens
which are believed to exist there at the present time.
My most trustworthy informants were creditably averse
to what was apparently mere idle guessine; but when I
questioned them, first as to the extent of the region over
which the birds ranged, and next as to how many on the
average could be found in a square mile within this
region, they answered readily enough and even with
some positiveness. As already stated, the total present
range of the heath hen covers about forty square miles.
The estimates of the average number of birds per mile
varied from three to five, thus giving from 120 to 200
birds for the total number. These estimate*, it should be
stated, relate to the number of birds believed to have been
left over from last winter. If these breed freely and at
all successfully there should be a total of fully. 500 young
and old together at the beginning of the present autumn.
When one considers the limited area to which these birds
are confined, it is evident that within this area they must
be reasonably abundant. I was assured that with the aid
of a good dog it was not at all difficult to start twenty-
five or thirty in a day. and on one occasion eight were
killed by two guns. This, however, can be done only by
those familiar with the country and the habits of the
birds.

To sportsmen who in the Wrest have bagged their fifty
or one hundred pinnated grouse in a single day's shoot-
ing, such figures must seem insignificant, Thev are in-
deed sufficiently small to warrant grave solicitude for
the continuance of this interesting remnant of a once
widespread race, as well as the most strenuous efforts for
its protection and encouragement. There is no need of
further legislation, for the present law prohibits killing
the birds at any season; but while it is enforced against
non-residents—or would be if any such ventured openly
to disregard it—the resident sportsmen, shielded and to
some extent encouraged by public opinion, shoot a good
many birds each year with perfect impunity. To some
extent they hunt them openly and systematically with
trained setters, of which several are owned on the island,
but the greater number are shot more or less incidentally
by fox or rabbit hunters. These men often pick up a
bird or two while driving to and from their hunting
grounds, for the heath hens resort much to the wood
roads to dust or bask in the sun, and become so accus-
tomed to passing carriages that as the horse nears them
they merely run out to one side for a few yards, and
either stand motionless or squat among the leaves. The
foxhounds also frequently flush a covey of birds, which
are almost sure to be shot at if any pass within reach of
the guns. The total number killed in any one year is

probably not large, but it is said often to equal the total
annual increase.
The farmers and even some of the sportsmen of the

better class expressed themselves to me as thoroughly op-
posed to this illicit slaughter and in favor of an impartial
execution of the law. It is doubtful if they could be
relied upon to furnish evidence against offenders among
their own people, but they would certainly throw no ob-
stacles in the way of an officer who with the requisite
amount of energy combined sufficient tact and prudence
to deal his blows where they would do the moBt good and
cause the least local resentment. Doubtless much could
be done, also, by feeding the buds during severe winters,
a task which many of the farmers would gladly under-
take for a trifling remuneration. When, by this and
similar means, the heath hens had become sufficiently
increased, a brief open season might be permitted. In
time, moreover, the birds might be trapped to serve for
stocking: the extensive oak forests of Cape Cod, which are
so nearly identical with those of Martha's Vineyard that
they could scarcely fail to supply all the conditions which
the heath hens require.

Such a plan is so simple, so obviously practicable, and
so certain to result in lasting benefit to a large number of
people, that one cannot help wondering why it has not
been long since adopted. Of course its execution would
entail some expense. But if the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective Association, within whose province it

clearly lies, would but devote to it some of the money
which they obtain so easily for the introduction of exotic
game, it could be speedily accomplished. Surely these

heath hens, indigenous to the oak woods of Martha's Vine-
yard and once found along much of the Massachusetts
coast as far north as Boston, afford more promising sub-
jects for experiment than do the sharp-tailed grouse or
any of the plumed quail of our Western States.

William Brewsteb.

COLLECTING ON THE SEAL ISLANDS.
MR. HENRY W. ELLIOTT, United States Treasurv

Agent at the Fur Seal Islands in Behring Sea, ha*s
just returned to his home in the East after an absence of
several months at his post of duty. Mr. Elliott will im-
mediately begin the preparation of his report on the con-
dition and prospects of the fur seal fishery. Mr. William
Palmer, of the National Museum, Washington, D. O, has
also returned from a summer's collecting with Mr. Elliott,
and he is very enthusiastic about the strange sights of the
far away Territory and the splendid opportunity for mak-
ing natural history observations and collections. Mr.
Palmer has secured a very valuable series of skins of
birds and mammals living on the island of St. Paul.
Among the birds there is one that has never before been
recorded from American territory; it is a species of
cuckoo native to the Asiatic continent, and will prove a
treasure in the national collection, as it was a great source
of gratification to Mr. Palmer and a fine reward for his
arduous toil in securing it. To begin with, the bird was
found near a seal rookery, and shooting with an ordinary
gun was strictly forbidden. This rookery was at the
extreme northeast point of the island, and the collector's
cane gun was at the other end, about 15 miles away.
Those of our readers who have visted southern Alaska
can form an idea of the toil involved in a walk of 30
miles over the rough and yielding surface Of St. Paul
Island; but Mr. Palmer was determined to have the new
bird if persistent effort could win it, and he actually
made the journey, returned to the locality frequented by
the cuckoo and after a great many tantilizing failures
secured the prize and was happy.
Foxes were so tame at the time of his visit that they

often circled about him out of sheer curiosity, barking
defiance at a distance of only a few feet. One very fine
example, quite unlike anything seen by the natives
before, and probably a cross between the blue and the
white fox, is among the rarities of his collection. This
fox was killed after a most exciting experience. Mr.
Palmer began firing at him, with his cane gun, at a dis-
tance of 50yds.; but could not bring the bullet and the
animal into the desired conjunction, and the fox was very
much interested in the whizz of the ball. Whenever a
bullet came near enough he would bark furiously and run
around in a circle seeking to discover the cause of the
strange noise, the gunner being entirely concealed behind
some tall grass on one of the sand dunes. Gradually the
fox drew nearer to the unseen hunter, and everything
seemed to point to a speedy and successful termination of
the hunt, but unluckily in trying to remove a tight shell
Mr. Palmer pulled off the head, leaving the cylinder in
the breech : then began a lively struggle to extract the
shell in a hurry. The excitement was so intense, how-
ever, that the fox approached almost within arm's
length before the obstruction was gotten rid of and a new
cartridge inserted; then while the fox was chattering
away most earnestly, Mr, Palmer, not wishing to spoil the
skull, took aim behind the foreleg; but the bullet, ranging
a little too far ahead , crashed through the legs without
killing the animal, which struggled off behind a sand
dune and was apparently lost beyond recovery. The col-
lector, however, circled around in a direction opposite to
that taken by the fox, and unexpectedly came upon him
at very short range, and this time sent a bullet squarely
into one of his eyes and ended the singular chase. Young
foxeswere frequently seen, but were difficult to kill before
escaping into their burrows.
Mr. Palmer's method of collecting cormorants was

somewhat unique. The peculiarities of their nesting are
such that he found no difficulty in creeping unseen near
enough to the nest to reach over with his hand and
catch young birds fully grown, and in some cases old
birds, with the hands alone. Fresh eggs of these birds
were found as late as Aug. 7.

About a dozen kinds of fishes were obtained on the
island, mostly marine, but a few of them in the fresh
waters.
With a small camera several hundred photographs of

fur seal, foxes, flying birds, and various other objects of
interest were made. Altogether Mr. Palmer regards this
as one of the most interesting and fruitful of his experi-
ences in the field.

^Hg mid

A SOUTHERN TEXAS GAME COUNTRY
[.Concluded from Page VS.]

NEXT morning Pedro's endearing epithets to his quad-
rupeds, delivered with Parisian volubility, roused us

from our slumbers, and after a hearty breakfast we made
an early start. A sharp drive of two hours brought us to
Rio Havanna. a small settlement of about twenty huts,
with one white inhabitant, who officiated as postmaster
and school teacher. We strolled through the place while
our driver took his team to a well to be watered. I asked
the teacher's permission to take a look at his scholars; he
smilingly assented. I counted in the schoolroom twenty-
two pupils, both sexes, from ten to about fifteen years old,
clean and in neat light attire, very respectful to their
teacher, who told me that, although they were half sav-
ages, it was a pleasure to teach them. From what I
heard, the Mexican language was used in school. Our
conveyance being brought around, we were off again, and
after a drive of about three hours, passing two more
smaller settlements, we left the main road and turned to
our right, bringing up at a large lagoon surrounded by
heavy live oak timber, where we went into camp.
While unharnessing, Pedro gave me a knowing wink,

and pointing to a fine stretch of open live oak, told me
confidentially that I would find turkeys and chachalackas
in great numbers there; the timber in question grew on
an island formed by the Rio Grande River, the lagoon
and some flooded fields. After our routine work about
camp we made for the island. As a precaution we had
gotten into our waders and taken an ample quantity of
ammunition, both duck and buckshot. The lagoon oppo=
site the camp was about 100yds. wide. and. -about 6ft»
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deep, with a very iniry bottom. We followed the bank
nearly half a mile, came to a strong fence, and crossed
without difficulty. Moving down the other bank, we
soon found an old trail leading into the woods and fol-
lowed it. The woods were open and we decided to move
through them down to the river, said to be about four
miles distant. 1 branched off and had not traveled far
when my dog began trailing, and I saw hi in tree a bird
about the size and shape of a pheasant. I approached
the tree carefully, and for some time could not make out
my quarry entirely hidden in a clump of thick moss. A
motion of its head called my attention, and a charge of
No. 6 shot sealed its doom. Only for the jet black plum-
age I would have pronounced it a pheasant, and I still

think it belongs to the species; it proved to be my first
ehachalacka.
Before I had duly examined the bird four shots rang

out in quick succession and the fusilade continued for
about o minutes. I could not imagine what my compan-
ions had run afoul of until the quick stroke of strong
pinions above the treetops told the story of their finding a
feeding ground for ducks, and thinking that they might
need the assistance of my dog to retrieve their" birds I
hastened in the direction of the firing. More running
than walking, fifteen minutes brought me to a clearing,
apparently a flooded meadow, and stumbling out in the
open, without a thought of my chances to come to shot
myself. I scared a flock of teal, which got away before I
could come in range, only to be reached by the murder-
ous fire of my companions, who were on the other side of
the lagoon and 800yds, away. J followed the lagoon
down in the edge of the timber, and coming on a line
with my companions shouted to them and proposed to
follow the lagoon to its end. We fired no potshots and
killed eight teel and two redheads before we got to the
end of tne open water, which terminated in acanebrake.
I crossed with some difficulty and joiningmy companions
ascertained that they had a small tree hanging full of
ducks, some twenty odd they said. It was now near sun-
down and we agreed to return to camp. Arrived at the
tree we divided the ducks; there were eleven for each to
carry, mostly teal. We took the old wood trail to camp
and managed to get in at sundown. Pedro showed me
two dozen eggs and a bucket of milk, brought to camp
by the children from a ranch near by, where he was well
acquainted. I gave him a dozen ducks for his friends,
added two dollars for the purchase of some corn and hay
for his animals, and notified him that we should remain
in camp for several days, news which appeared highly
to please him
We had enjoyed supper and were planning the destruc-

tion of the turkeys said to be about, when we were
startled by the ear-splitting noise, "Chachalacka, ehacha-
lacka, cha-cha," so plain that we concluded the source
could not be over a quarter of a mile distant. We grasped
our guns and were about to leave camp when Pedro, re-
turning from his message, called to us, and awaiting his
arrival I saw that he was leading two dogs, which in the
blaze of the fire developed into two fair looking half-
hounds. I told him that we were about to interview the
chachalackas. He counseled to postpone the matter
until the following evening and proposed a run after wild-
cat and coon in lieu. Neither of us old chaps had run coon
for ten years or more—it had since become a matter below
M.'s dignity—the youngster never had, and the latter
declaring his eagerness to see the fun, I rummaged our
traps in search of the Ferguson, and after unearthing
and getting it in working order, was ready for the open-
ing. Our Mexican here explained that there was hardly
any call for our leaving camp, that he would cross with
the dogs, make a circuit of about two miles and cast them
off; he felt positive that they would try to drive toward
camp, and once treed, would hold the game until we
could walk up at our leisure. This plan suited me admira-
bly ; not so the youngster, who wanted to be in the chase
from beginning to end, and consequently set off with
Pedro, after I promised that I would try to get in at the
death provided I would not have to travel too far.

They started, and after the lapse of about an hour my
ears caught the first bay of a hound, then after a few
minutes a long drawn howl, the signal of the lead dog.
and I knew the chase had commenced, but was not aware
of my being in it, until I made a false step in crossing the
fence, and found the water rather chilly. Called thus
disagreeably to my senses, I became aware that the
hounds, whose music 1 heard about a mile away, were
not more eager for that pelt than I was; and feeling
chilly, I moved off to meet them at a gait I would not
have considered myself capable of. I had barely gotten
to the edge of the woods when the short and ferocious
yelps told me that the pursued, no matter what it was,
had either treed or holed; and taking things more
leisurely, I got to the tree almost the same time the
youngster and Pedro reached it. Lighting the Ferguson
and holding it aloft, we made out an animal lying flat on
a large branch about 80ft. from the ground , The youngster,
who had brought a .32cal. target pistol, undertook to
wing the game, so as to give the dogs at the same time a
reward for their labor and an easy victory. He managed
to shoot the animal, whose head was in full view, through
the lower jaw, it jumped, and the dogs grabbed it before
it could reach another tree, and made short work of kill-

ing it, notwithstanding the most - valorous resistance.

The youngster voted for another run. Pedro also ap-

peared to like the fun, I had to wend my way to camp
alone, volunteering to carry then quarry, a fine leopard
cat, not quite as large as a bobtail, but beautifully
marked.
M. had gone to bed and his sonorous snore guided me

over the last quarter mile. The fire, burned down low,
gave me no light. I replenished it and then upset things
in general, trying to find some dry clothing. This and
the chattering of my teeth nearly'aroused M., who for

my special benefit lectured in his dream as follows:
"Old idiot. Cast iron constitution all bosh. Drenched
to the skin and cold night air. Neuralgia, rheumatism
question of time only. Brandy, claret, quail on toast,

ehronic dyspepsia, gout—" Iesoapedto the camp-fire and
no doetor being available I examined my case carefully
and prescribed. Then I enveloped myself in a blanket,
Indian fashion, and reclining against a tree with my feet

to the fire my thoughts lost themselves in the dim dis-

tance, and gradually the curtain rose as it sometimes will
on a sportsman's past. At first the scenes, although
rapidly changing, were distinct, every actor known, the
dogs could have been called by name by the sound of
their voice. Gradually the panorama became more and

more indistinct, until finally the curtain fell just as the
advance of the German poet's mythical "Wild Hunts-man" swept on the boards.
When I awoke I found myself stretched full length

longside the embers of the camp-fire, and opposite to me
in the same position was the Junior. I got on my legs
found them well rested, limber and serviceable, and after
an ablution I hunted Pedro, who informed me that they
had killed one more cat and two coons and did not get tocamp u ntil near sunrise. They had found me asleep, and
the other gentleman busily engaged devouring a break-
fast of eggs and milk. The Junior had left word that he
was not to be disturbed until dinner was ready; the other
gentleman, after finishing his breakfast, had shouldered
his gun and left without mentioning his intentions.
Pedro also told me, that he had passed under a turkev
roost, but had not fired at the turkeys because they
already had a load, and the dogs were running such a hot
trail at the time that the game was likelv to tree at any
moment. He volunteered to find the roos"t for me during
the afternoon, but I did not like the idea and turned the
conversation to chachalackas, ascertaining that they have
very much the same habits as the turkey, are, if possible,
shypr and harder to approach, that their flesh, if in prime
condition, is considered more juicy and of finer flavor
than any other fowl, and that the best time to hunt them
with a fair show of success is either at daybreak or at
sundown.

I passed the forenoon cleaning and oiling the guns in
camp, stretched the skins of the cats and coons, and in
the afternoon busied myself preparing a gala dinner, of
broiled teal and Saratoga chips (sweet potatoes), baked
redhead properly stuffed, and stewed fruit, hot rolls and
coffee. While thus occupied M. returned to camp with
two young turkey hens; he had heard them call, and had
stalked them, getting within 50yds. of quite a number
feeding; had killed the two he carried first and second
shot, and had not bothered about following up the others.
On his way to camp he had seen where several deer had
crossed from the island. He felt called upon to make
some non-complimentary remarks about our night hunt.
This fully aroused the youngster, who was on the point
of favoring us with his view of the matter, when I gave
them to understand that they had just three minutes to
get ready for dinner. They reported promptly, and we
seated ourselves to what I knew from experience would
prosper a reconciliation had there been, instead of most
perfect harmony, serious differences of opinion.
About an hour before sundown we left camp, crossed

over to the island and followed the old wood trail to the
canebrake with the intention to shoot chachalackas. We
heard the birds call in all directions. They were appar-
entlyfeediug in the direction of the open woods, and
now and then a call sounded within easy range. We had
separated, but although I advanced with utmost care,
and kept my dog to heel, I did not see a feather. After
several efforts to approach the calling birds and get a
sight, I gave up and sent my dog into the thicket. He
was hardly out of sight when one of my companions
fired not over 50yds. from me. I heard him send his dog
in to retrieve, when my own dog appeard carrying a dead
bird. I heard more firing, and nothing showing my way
I returned to camp disgusted, and vowed that I would
not hunt chachalackas any more. M. and the Junior
did not return until after dark, they had seven birds be-
tween them, and asserted that they winged several more
but could not get them. The birds were very fat, and
properly prepared, are as fine and juicy as capon served
in Parisian restaurants. M. fell so in love with them at
breakfast next morning that he declared he would make
them the sole object of his pursuit for the rest of the trip.

I had to promise the Junior to accompany him on a
deer hunt next morning, and to be out at the dawn of day
we retired early. I awoke about 4 o'clock and set to
work cooking breakfast and putting up a substantial
lunch. The Junior also was about early and we had
breakfast and were ready to start an hour before daylight.
Pedro had given me minute directions about the lay of
the land, the intersection of different trails, and the most
likely place to find deer. We left camp and followed a
dim wood trail through thick chapparal for about three
miles, when we came to an opening, which looked like

a large meadow, but proved to be a shallow lagoon, over-
grown with fine grass. We had sufficient daylight now
to draw a bead, and I proposed to the Junior to hunt
separately, each following one side of the lagoon, and to

meet at its end to discuss our lunch, which was carefully
stowed in the capacious pockets of my shooting coat.

We further agreed that should either of us shoot and
kill, the other was to join him upon hearing three shots

in quick succession, to assist in bringing the game to

camp. I found a stock trail following the lagoon and
had fairly easy traveling, and advancing carefully, never
took my eyes from the marsh, which was in places over a
mile wide.

When I came to a branch swinging in the direction of

our camp I intended to cross, but my rubber boots being
too short, I followed the branch down with a view of

hunting around it. There was no path, and I had just

turned a chapparal thicket when I saw two eyes staring

at me over some low brush about thirty yards distant.

My old Sharps spoke, and when the smoke cleared I saw
a young buck cross the clearing and leap out of sight

before I could reload. When I stepped up to where the

deer I had fired at had stood, I found a full-grown doe;

she had dropped dead in her tracks; my bullet had en-

tered above the right eye and ranged out on a line with
the left ear. I fired three pistol shots to call the Junior,

and, after dressing my deer, patiently awaited his coming
for over an hour. Not hearing from him, I came to the

conclusion that I would have to shoulder my deer alone

if I wished to take it to camp, and, although I had re-

peatedly made up my mind never to lug a deer on my
back for miles any more, I went to work and cut off its

head, tied its legs together, and after shouldering it

wended my way toward camp. I am convinced that the

doe did not dress more than 1001bs., but after carrying

her about a mile she felt like a log, and I had to rest sev-

eral times before I reached the old wood trail, where I

intended to hang my game up and send the wagon after it.

Upon emerging in the open trail I noticed a horseman,

who proved to be Pedro's friend, the owner of the ranch

in the vicinity of our camp. I inqmred whether he had
seen another hunter, and was told that he had met the

Junior and had cautioned him not to penetrate too far in

the "monte" (as near as I can make out the Mexican ap-

pellation for the chapparal wilderness), where a man not

thoroughly acquainted with the country is almost sure to
get lost. He also offered to take my deer to camp, a
kindness I gladly availed myself of. I assisted in fasten-
ing the deer to the saddle, selected a nice shady spot and
settled down to my lunch and a siesta, concluding not to
start for camp until the Junior should join me. Whether
it was the heat, the lunch, the claret or the soothing
fumes of my perique mixture or all combined, I could
not tell, and it does not matter, since the fact of my fall-
ing asleep remains the same. The report of a shot in
close vicinity awoke me to see the Junior and hear him
clamor for lunch. His face lengthened visiblv when I
told him non est, and I imagined that I heard him grum-
ble some compliment, when I had to make the further
statement that I only brought one bottle of claret. He
said that he had not heard me fire the signal, and that he
had killed a spike buck, fired a signal himself, and
not hearing from me had carried the little fellow to
within about half a mile from the road to an opening
where he could get the wagon. It was now about 2
o'clock P. M., and the Junior pretending to be ravenously
hungry, we made all haste for camp, where we found
dinner awaiting us.
Pedro, after a long preamble, asked me to let him havemy Ferguson jack that night, stating that he also would

like to have a hunt, and after receiving it he and the
Junior left camp in the wagon to bring in the latter's
spikehorn. Had I known what slaughter I would be the
innocent cause of I would rather have demolished the
jack than have loaned it out. The wagon did not return
to camp until 8 o'clock next forenoon, and there were
besides the Junior's spikehorn, one buck, two does and
one fawn in it, all killed with buckshot fire-hunting in
the lagoon I had hunted the previous morning. When I
expostulated against the wanton wholesale slaughter,
because we could not possibly use the meat, Pedro
hastened to explain that we might jerk a portion, give
the rest to those who could use it, or exchange it for
eggs, vegetables, or anything we might be able to obtain.
The J unior only remarked, that sportsmanlike or not
sportsmanlike, slaughter or no slaughter, he had wanted
to see and participate in a night hunt, that he had done
so and was satisfied, he would not indulge in any more
unless driven to it by short rations. We remained in
camp that day and prepared to leave for pastures new
the following morning, deciding to camp somewhere in
the vicinity of R. Granjeno, said to be the best turkey
ground on our route. Mux.

WORCESTER SPORTSMEN.
WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 19.—The posting of land

has not been extended a great deal the past sum-
mer and seems to be slowly going out of favor among
the better class of land owners. In fact the farmers and
' 'sportsmen" are coming to a better understanding of each
other, which can only result in benefit to both. The Sun-
day depredations of hoodlums are the cause of much of
the posting, and the sooner sportsmen use their influence
to frown down the raids made on fruit and vegetables by
roughs who have no idea of sport, beyond hunting rab-
bits with a ferret and drinking rum, the sooner the
farmers will learn to distinguish between the man who
fishes or hunts for pleasure and those who make these
sports a pretext for Sunday carousing, which would not
be tolerated in the city.

Birds were reported plenty, as they invariably are pre-
vious to the open season, but the bags so far brought in
show that the usual amount of hard work is necessary to
make a fair bag.
The Sportsmen's Club did more effective work in stop-

ping shooting before the law was off than ever before.
They offered a reward of $25 for evidence that would
convict of illegal shooting; and appointed as club game
warden one of the best bird hunters in the State, Charles
Cowee, of Milford. Now, Charlie is one of the best fel-

lows that ever lived, in the brush or on the street, but
when he says a thing you can bank on it every time. In-
stead of sneaking around the covers to catch some un*
wary lawbreaker, he went directly to the parties who
have a reputation far illegal shooting (and he knew pretty
well whereto go) and told them of his appointment, add-
ing that he proposed to carry out the wishes of the club
in regard to illegal shooting! He secured the promise of
all he approached that they would respect the law,which
promises he has taken pains to see have been lived'up to.
This policy has reduced the amount of illegal shootiDg

to a minimum. A few cases have been reported to the
club, but when followed up the reports have proved to be
falsehoods manufactured out of whole cloth. Not a
single report has stood the light of investigation.
Great preparation had been made for opening the sea-

son last Monday, and as early as 3 A. M. the more en-
thusiastic were on the road. Daylight, however, found
most of them on the road home wet and disgusted.
Tuesday the weather was about the same, and Wednes-

day worse yet. These three days of grace were a perfect
godsend to the birds. Nearly every cover was invaded
during the time by some one'who could not wait for a
fair day, and who did just shooting enough to set the
little "biddies" to thinking, and not enough to do any
harm. They educate pretty rapidly about this time of
the year, and the contemplated opening day slaughter
will not take place this season. A few hunted through
the rain Monday, and quite a number got in a half day's
hunt Tuesday. By Thursday nearly every one bad lost

confidence in the weather, and but few started out though
the day was perfect.

So little hunting has been clone that an estimate of the
abundance or scarcity of birds cannot be made. There is

probably about the usual supply. While some hunters
report the broods as being small, there certainly were
some good sized bunches raised. I have been there and
kept tab on a few of them myself. Hal.

Indiana Game.—Lebanon, Ind., Sept. 13.- 1 was
superintending the cutting of some timber about seven
miles west of this city to-day, when we flushed a quail

and it fluttered off very slow. I told my son she probably
had young ones that she wished to protect by getting us
to follow her, as she flew very slowly. Sure enough, on
keeping still a little while, we soon heard the young ones
peeping, and on looking we found several that could not
have been more than three days old. Is not this brood
unusually late? Quail are plenty here, also rabbits by
the thousand. Squirrels scarce. No chickens. Farmers
nearly all posted, out the owners do not hesitate to trap

quail by the dozen.—W. H.
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SOME NEWFOUNDLAND RESORTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
These notes of sport in Newfoundland may be of value

to some of your readers who are contemplating a trip
thither. They were sent to me by a sportsman residing
there, and may be relied upon as trustworthy.
The shooting seasons are: For snipe, Aug. 20 to Jan.

12; curlew, Aug. 80 to Jan. 12; plover, Sept. 15 to Jan.
12; partridge (willow grouse), Sept. 15 to Jan. 12; caribou
and deer, Sept. 1 to March 1. There are plenty of wild
geese and Arctic hares, with open season all the year.
Snipe.—Good snipe shooting can be had within two

hours' drive of St. Johns, actual expenses being f3 for
team. Guide, $2 per day. A fair average would be
twenty birds a day. Very little attention is paid to snipe
by resident sportsmen.
Partridges.—Shooting good in most parts of the island,

principal places as follows:
Pouch Cove and Banline.—About three hours from

St. Johns. Leave by cab early in the morning and return
at night, though there are fair accommodations there.
Cab $5. Guide $2 per day.

Witless Bay and Holyroad—Cab to Witless Bay $5.
Walk with guide 18 miles to Holyroad—camp half-way
one night or more—and return by train to Holyroad, fare
$1.50. This is an excellent ground.
Placentia Bay.—This is the best ground visited by St.

Johns sportsmen, where they generally stay a week or
more. From 40 to 100 birds a day can be killed here.
Good hotel and comfortable boarding houses. No need
of camping. Train to Placentia Bay leaves 10 A. M. and
3 P. M., fare $3. Cab to Bauch and St. Bridges U per
day. Guide $2 per day.

St. Mary's Bay—Carew's Hotel Salmonier. This is also
a great resort for sportsmen. The famous Salmonier
River runs back twenty-five miles into the country and
empties into Salmonier Harbor; it has an abundance of
very large salmon. This river is protected by law, and
has a.keeper during the close season. Splendid partridge

Texas Game.—BeevilP, Tex., Sept. 11.—As the pleas-
ant fall months glide along th« old fever crepps over us
again , and the .32cal. rifle and 12-gauge Parker are brought
forth from the corner, and other traps and accoutrements
cleaned up; an inventory is taken of the munitions of war
preparatory to making an onslaught on the old buck, tur-
key, quail and other game of which there is a good supply
this season. Already deer have been brought in which
were found to be in splendid condition. The number of
turkeys this season far exceeds that of several years pre-
vious, and they are fat. Ig may be truthfully said south-
west Texas is a paradise for hunters this year. A large
influx of waterfowl is expected, as the oak mast is good.
Any brother sportsman or angler Ol other and less favored
localities seeking new fields can obtain furtiier informa-
tion of this section by addressing me.—T. J. Skaggs
(Box 20.)

Sunday Shooters in Hard Luck.—On Sundav, Sept.
14, Game Warden A. C. Collins visited Suffield, Conn.,
and found Thomas Rmsell and James A. Russell shooting.
He promptly marched them out of the woods, and the
next morning they were arraigned before Justice of the
Peace Horace K. Ford, of Suffield, and both entered a
plea of guilty and were each fined $7 and costs, and
making their fun cost $31.92.

Waiting for the First.—I have been up atHaddam,
Conn., for a few weeks, where in fact I spend about half
my time, and did not get your ever welcome numbers
till my return; but I don't skip any, but walk straight
through them all when I get back. Quail and partridge
are unusually plenty in our section this fall, and I have
been longing, boy-like, for the first to come.—A.

Maryland Game.—Elkton, Sept. 18.—The rail and
reed bird season opened in Cecil county Sept. 5. Rail are
reported scarce, reed birds plentiful. C. F. Rudulph was
high boat the first day, with 43 rail ; other shooters re-

remained there through the summer and early fall, and
then went up to the lake to spawn.
At the Metabetchouan they told me that they remained

in the lake until about Aug. 15 and then went into the
river preparatory to spawning. This has some showing
of fact, as if reports are correct, no fish of any account
are taken until after about Aug 15.

I was also told that instances of taking them through
the ice had been known. At the Duscha»ge, however, the
best fishing seems to be in June, July and early August.
Had there been any "habitant" on the Peribonca or Mis-
tassini quite likely they would have told me the fish lived
mostly in the water, but spawned in the air.

My most taking fly at the Discharge was a drab or
mouse color, tied on No. 10 hook. This was quite a good
imitation of the fly then upon the waters m countless
numbers, and no other pattern seemed to suit. At the
Metabetchouan I very naturally c rnmenced with the
same cast, but was soon convinced that it was useless on
that water, for the time at least. So after some experi-
ments settled down to a silver-doctor and queen-of-
waters, on No. 6 hooks, the preference being for the
first mentioned. With these I had good success.
My conclusions are of course drawn from limited ob-

servations, this being my first experience with the fish,
and perhaps may be changed upon a further knowledge
and more certain source of information.
Westerly, r. i. C. Clarence Maxson.

RIVER JEANNOTTE TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Appended below is the record of twelve trout, all

taken with fly in the River Jeannotte, the outlet of Lake
Edward, early this month. From an examination of
the club register it was found that in point of numbers
this was not nearly up to the average catches, so far as
recorded this season, but it will serve to show the possi-
bilities of the stream.

This stream (as it would be called in the "States" in-

WINNINISH (Salmo salar), VAR. SEBAGO.
Drawn for the Forest and Stream by A. H. Baldwin, from specimen furnished by Mr. C. Clarence Maxson.

shooting within half an hour's walk from the hotel.
Excellent for deer and caribou, in fact the best within
the Peninsula of Avalon for all kinds of game. Beaver
are still found here, and plenty of wild fowl—a beautiful
and healthy locality.

To the north of the hotel we come to Colinet River,
Rocky River and North Harbor River. Excellent trout
fishing in these rivers and excellent deer shooting on
Harricot Barrens and about Colinet. By following the
Colinet River to the eastward four miles excellent deer
shooting can be had. Good boardiug house at Colinet,
and the best Newfoundland guides live here. Average
cost of guides, provisions, board, etc., $5 per day.
Exploits, etc.—If the sportsman desires a wild trip to

where caribou, deer and all feathered game are plenty
let him take a steamer at St. Johns, with guides, canoe,
provisions, etc., to Exploits, proceed up the Exploits
River to the interior. The party can leave their canoes
daily and find ail kinds of game along the river. Red
Indian Lake can be reached this way. one of the wildest
and best game resorts on the island. The total cost of an
excursion through this part of the island, say for a party
of three sportsmen and four men, would be about $12 per
day, including all expenses. "W. Holberton.

Pike County Game.—Delaware, Pike County, Pa.—
I am told that black squirrels are occasionally met with,
while grays and chick-a-rees are plentiful. Rabbits are
excessively common . Woodchucks are abundant. Foxes
in winter furnish great sport. Deer are rare and bears
scarce. A few wild pigeons were here two years ago,
but none were reported last fall , Ruffed grouse an d qu ail

are very plentiful; the call of Bob White was heard in the
summer everywhere in the valley of the Delaware. I
have seen the fresh-water mussel shells heaped up on
rocks in great quantities here by muskrats. Yesterday a
big muskrat came out of his hole and swam in the river
near us.. The species is extremely common, dividing
honors in that respect with the watersnake this season.

—

T. H. B.

Poison Oak and Ivy.—Garrettsville, O.—The simplest
and best remedy known to me is prepared by cutting up
the stalk and leaves of the "ragged milk weed" (not the
ordinary milk weed), and steeping in water, and bathing
the affected parts with the decoction. Two applications
have been known to cure, and the worst cases are at once
relieved and speedily yield to the treatment.—E. S. W".

Wild Pigeons in Virginia.—Warrenton, Va., Sept.
18.—Wild pigeons are here now in moderate numbers,
It is not uncommon to see them in larger or smaller
flocks every year.—D.

ported from 3 to 25 rail. Saturday, Sept. 13, was the best
tide since the season opened. One young Philadelphia
sportsman counted out 43 rail on his return from the
marsh, but there is a suspicion that some other metal be-
sides lead was used to bring them to bag. I saw one fine
bunch of reed birds said to contain 100 birds. I did not
count them. The prospect for quail and rabbit shooting
is fair, several coveys of birds having been seen near
town. Woodcock were quite plentiful early in the season,
but none can be found now. Squirrels are numerous
enough to give good sport to those who know how to
hunt them.—E. S. G.

Big Game.—If any reader of the Forest and Stream
contemplates a hunt for big game this fall, but does not
know exactly where to go or of a guide he can depend
upon, by addressing me I will gladly give him informa-
tion that will lead to his having a successful hunt.—J.
Whyard, P. O. Box 1798, New York city.

THE METABETCHOUAN WINNINISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was much pleased to learn from your editorial notice
and also from the letter of acknowledgment from
Washington that the winninish were received in a con-
dition suitable for examination. I now very much regret
that I did not also send a specimen from the Discharge.
As had I known there existed any such difference in
general appearance I would most cex-tainly have done so.

I am, however, able to send vou a carefully taken out-
line of a 3^lbs. fish from the Discharge.
So far as I was able to observe the larger fish taken

during my stay there, this was a fair samp e of the type.
The invariable exception to the rule occurred, however,
as I took one or two medium weight fish, 1| to 2lbs
which were of a deeper and more rounded form, but all

had the silvery lustre, similar to our common alewife
and which is lacking in the Metabetchouan fish. Of
course I do not think that there is any difference in
species, but I am inclined to think that the fish keep as
distant and apart from each other as the salmon of dif-

ferent rivers, and might it not be that the Discharge fish,

spending so much of the time as they do in the boiling,
surging water of the rapds, have developed a type pecu-
liarly adapted to the conditions under which they exist,

and somewhat different from the ordinary landlocked
salmon of the lakes and stiller waters. The opinion of

the guides at.the Pisebarge seemed t® be that ..these fish

stead of river, is under lease to the Orleans Club, of
Quebec. Through the courtesy of the club the writer
was allowed a day's fishing, and with the ad-vice and
direction of the gentlemanly guardian, Achille St. Laur-
ent, was well satisfied with the result. Weight of twelve
largest fish, 30flbs. ; average, 21b«. 9oz. The five largest
fish weighed as follows: 4-|lbs., 41bs., 3flbs.

;
B^lbs., 3-|lbs.

The catch of Lieut.-Gov. Angers, mentioned in your
issue of Sept. 18 as noted in the register, was between 40
and 50 fish with an average weight of 3lbs. Mr Croteau,
the club president, equalled or slightly exceeded this a
day or two later.

These fish have undoubtedly run down from the lakp,
and at this time of year the pools seem to refill about as
fast as they are depleted. Up to this time the fishing has
been done exclusively in the two upper miles of the
stream. The club controls fifty miles of the river and
all its tributaries, as yet untried and unexplored, except
as to these upper pools. What its probabilities are, of
course no one can say; but it would seem as if its possi-
bilities are such as to justify the gentlemen of the Orleans
Club in believing they are possessed of an "Eldorado" of
trouting water. Rhode Island.

Worcester's Great Season.—Worcester, Mass., Sept.
19.—The first dav of September saw the close of one of
the greatest fishing seasons Worcester sportsmen have
had for years. The catches made on opening day gave
promise of a good supply of trout, which has been more
than realized. The fishing continued good the entire
season, and the fish averaged better than usual. Several
exceptional catches were made, your correspondent being
fortunate enough to take the finest basket of trout ever
taken in the county (so say the old fishermen) in a single
day. The trip would bear a detailed account, would mod-
esty permit. Suffice it to say that I left the city by team
on the morm'ner of the 4th of Junp, returning the same
evening with 28 trout weighing 21 lbs., the largest tipping
the scales at 21b3. 6 >z. the following morning, and four-
teen of them going a pound or better apiece.—Hal.

I thin-k that Black Bass Number of July 24 the
greatest success Forest and Stream has made for a long
time; and that means a great deal. The articles were
excellent and the whole admirable. You know I am a
little of a crank on black bass fishing, and I enj jyed it

very much.—H. J. T.

Rainbow Trout in Pennsylvania.—Delaware, Pike
County.—Mill Creek, near us, is now well stocked with
rainbow trout, and the species is multiplying there natur
ally, Brook trout are abundant jn the sasae stream,—

B
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THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
V.—THE KUSHMERE CLUB,

CEOSSING the deep cut off above Mervue Club, one
comes to a fresh and pretty cottage, with a good little

lawn and generally self respectful look. This is "Sunny-
side," tbe summer abode of Mr. A. 0. Varney, a noted
Detroit architect, who designed the great building of the
Kushmere Club, which stands so close by as neaxly to
over shadow bis modest dwelling. Mr. Varney was out
on the roof of his barn doing some shingling. At least,

it would have been the barn if there were any such thing
as a barn on the St. Clair Flats, only that instead of pul-
ling the carriage up by the barn you row the boat up
there. The Flats are strictly aquatic. There is not
such a thing as a horse or a vehicle throughout the club
region. The summer resorters here have no long moon-
light drives, it is true, but then they have no livery bills.

Everything goes by water. When Mr. Varney first began
to come up into this country he was broken down in
health through hard work at his profession, but some
years of outdoor summer life at the Flats had changed
him from all that, and made him an apparently hearty
and certainly very good-natured man. Mr. Varney rolled
down his shirt sleeves and volunteered to go over to Rush-
mere club house with the thirster after facts. Accord-
ingly we crossed the little arched bridge, whose single
truss is a lung oat plank, and crossing an expanse of
ground whose filling in is not yet complete, soon stood on
the wide expanse of green velvet lawn of the Rushmere
Club.
The engraving will do well which gives any adequate

idea of this noble building, which is in many ways the
superior of anything of the kind I have ever seen. I re-
member when the opening of this club was reported in
the papers, a few years ago, it was generally said that no
club house in the coun-
try came near this one
in the ornate, ela borate
and expensive charac-
ter of its structure. It

is indeed a noble build-
ing, and no temple of
sportsmanship and
pleasure in all the coun-
try round about thall

we find to overtop it in

our scale of compari-
sons. Shades of the
muzzleloading days,
look down upon us!
What is modern sports-

manship coming to?

Thirty- four thousand
dollars heie, expended
for a playhouse, with
no one knows what ad-
ditional outlay for the
boats, yachts and per-
sonal paraphernalia be-
longing thereto. Organ-
ized sportsmanship
shows how command-
ing of respect the sports-

man>hip of to-day real-

ly is. No fneer at
spjrtsmento day. Th y
are a class. Their trade
is worth money. Forty
thousand dollars, let us
say, was here paid by
one body of sportsmen.
It went to a good many
people. The tradesmen
dare not argue ag-Inst
that. The business
man dare not tcoff

longer at the fellow
with the gun. After a
while the politician wilt

bend a *\ iiling ear to hear what the sportsman has to say.

The baptismal name of "Rushmere Club," as it is gen-

erally called, after the local name of the club building, is

"The Detroit Fishing and Hunting Association." It is,

of course, duly incorporated, the charter members being

Mr. W. R Cl <rk, president; Mr. F. B. Dickerson, treasurer;

Mr. Charles B ck, secretary; Mr. L. Burt, Dr. Phil Porter,

Dr. Moore and Mr. A. C. Varney. The organization was
made in the fall of 1884. The club house was built the

second season, and occupied the next thereafter.

The price paid for the Rushmere realty was $400 per

50ft. lot. The present grounds, as far as completed, are

now 340ft. front and 100ft. deep. The club owns the

tract between the cut-off and Mr. Varney's cottage, 300ft.

more, and this will soon be filled up thoroughly and put

down in grass. The plot thus formed will be given over

to the children for a playground. I understand that Mr.

McQueen, the Canadian gentleman who is bent upon
plunging into the depths and bringing up drowned title

by the locks, would fain have it understood that he owns
this ground as part of his indefinite "Hersen's Island."

He will probably see warm places freeze before he gets

any hush money from the Rushmere men.
Rushmere is put up upon a large scale in every way.

The lawn is both long and wide, the dock is long and
solid; even the boat houses present quite an array. The
latter lie across a narrow cut, between the proposed play-

ground and the club house. The club boat house is 75ft.

x28ft., and besides the big boat house of Messrs. Burt and
Hurlbut, there are 150ft. of private boat houses all in line

along the cut or boat canal, making a total string of over

240ft. of boat houses. The number and quality of the

boats may be judged from these figures. There are

several of them, if not more.
The main building of Rushmere club house, if the

reader likes figures, is 325ft. front by 38ft. in depth, with

two large wings additional. There is also another build-

ing, a bit further back, 35x50ft. in size, for laundry and
servant domicde purposps. A big club is necessarily

much like a big hotel. For instance, there are seventy-

five bed rooms in Rushmere, and sometimes Mr. Moore
and his genial wife, who have the household reins in

hand, are called upon to dispose of 200 guests. When the

summer months come, the interesting fact becomes
evident that every Detroiterhas web feet. Along in June,

July and August, ail Detroit lives on perch and bass, and
goes up to the Flats to catch and eat them. The Saturday

traffic on the boats of the Star Line is something immense.
These great clubs are the lungs of Detroit, and a very
hearty

, pleasant, city they help to make her.
There is a great veranda on three sides of Rushmere,

and built with Providence alone knows how many soul-
ful nooks, juts and unexpected corners. The architect
who designed this veranda will be responsible for a great
many flirtations or even marriages, no doubt, for which
may the fates have mercy upon him.

Off the veranda opens a, big hall, upon the opposite side
of which is a most excellent big grate, over whose mantel
rests a goodish oil painting. The main stairway is to the
right of that, and to the right, close by the entrance door,
is the office, beyond which is the smoking room, and
beyond that again, down at the end of the long cross hall,
is the ladies' parlor, a bright and cheerful nook 14x14ft.
in size. To the left of the entrance hall is the main par-
lor, 18x34ft., white curtained, tasteful and quiet, supplied
among other attractions with a pretty little piano which
I certainly should have stolen if there hadn't been so
much other stuff in the duck boat. Back of this parlor is

the dining room, 26x45ft. in extent, and all as it ought to
be, of course. Traversing the building for the greater
portion of its length is a cross hall, 8ft.xl45. Rushmere
is a club of magnificent distances. You couldn't kill a
duck across the veranda, and you could hardly cast a frog
the length of this long hall.

The entrance hall, or reception room, is finished in
natural pine, worked down in hard oil. This will im-
prove with age, but the effect is mellow and pleasant to-
day. The floor is polished hardwood, the hat racks are
heavy oak, the pictures that adorn the walls are largely
by the facile hand of the "Detroit boy," Hopkins, whose
field studies are well and widely known. Mr. Hopkins,
Mr. L. C. Earle. of Chioago, and Mr. Tracy, of New York,
would form a great triumvirate, They have done the

monopoly of the Flats is the Canadian Club.
Rushmere men fish for bass after the fashion of St.

Clair bass fishing, which will be touched upon a little
later on, in the course of speaking of some of the other
clubs. They shoot ducks as has been already mentioned.
We may, however, go a little further in one regard, and
assign to Rushmere a boat that may be called typical,
though it follows the description already given of the
craft in most general use. Mr. Varney showed the writer
a boat of his own device which is worth comment. This
little ship was 18ft. over all and 5ft. Sin, beam, with a
skin entirely smooth. She was decked forward about 4ft.

,

and had steps for two different positions of the mast, ac-
cording to the amount of wind. She had a good stiff cen-
terboard drop, and was provided with rowlocks for two sets
of oars. Handsomely furnished and finished, in and out,
this made a most comfortable craft for a long fishing
journey. Mr. Varney showed me on this boat a little
appliance invented by himself, which has lately been
largely copied by the seamen of the Flats. This is simply
a light little fender rail, covered with sheet brass, and
running along the swell of the sides from stem to stern.
The nicely painted skin is thus protected from injury or
chafing against the dock when making a landing or lying
alongside. This "Rushmere" model is of very safe but
graceful lines, and is said to be a good stiff sailor, which
is something highly desirable on the touchy-tempered
seas of this region. Riette and Day Dream, property of
Mr. Brubo and Capt. Miller, are large enough to satisfy
tne ambitions of the boldest 3ailors.

The system of conducting the household at Rushmere is
that general among the clubs. The steward furnishes
everything by way of food, and charges a rate per diem.
The annual clues of the club are only $25. The member-
ship fee was originally $100, but has been raised to $225.
The lists will always be full, and will always represent a

body of men of the very
best class, whether in
society, in business, or
more than all, in sports-

THE RUSHMERE CLUB.

best work of the century in depicting, in a truthful, con-

sistent and intelligent manner, the sports and the spirit

of the field. I wish it were possible that these three men
might meet.
The Moslem says there are grades in Heaven, and per-

haps he knows. There are grades in Rushmere. and
when you get upstairs you are simply in the second
heaven. There is a big reading and writing room up
there, finished in the same manner as the reception room,
and commanding a fine view out over the channel. There
are two fine balconies up there, too, where one can sit

and write poetry, and think of new words to call the

Canada club, whose wild rice flaunts itself exasperatingly

ju^t across the river.

But details of the architectural excellence and elegance

of the house or description of the charms of the Rushmere
cuisine, will hardly be what most greatly interests the

sportsmen who read about the Flats. What do the mem-
bers do, how and where do they shoot and fish, what
sorts of boats do they use, and what are the special

features of the sport enjoyed—those are questions which
will be asked imperiously. To answer them must bring

out the unique character of the sportsmanship of this

locality. In no other spot is the element of dilletanteism

so strongly impressed upon the sportsmanship without

weakening or injuring the latter. Let us say rather that

the dilletante idea mingles with or flows about the cult of

the hardy professional sportsmanship, which holds its own
unaffected, sturdy and unadorned. We have no right to

scoff at the sportsmanship of these big clubs, and call it

the summer day or kid glove sort. The very gentleman

who glides correctly through a Rushmere waltz at a

Saturday evening assembly, may b8 able to stop a blue-

bill or cast a minnow as well as our friend who is not

noiseless with his coffee. Sportsmanship is not hurt by

the graces of good society, nor is the latter hurt by the

graces of good society, nor is the latter hurt by the hardy

virtues of the field. To see the two blend, as here they

certainly do, is very pleasant and very instructive, too.

The fellow with the gun is coming up in the world.

Rushmere has no preserve. It owns the sky, the lake,

and all out doors, as all the other clcbs. No wail can

here be raised about the wealthy sportsmen who
have taken up all the best grounds, so that a poor

man has no chance to shoot, etc. All that Rush-

mere claims is her little island, and she made

that herself, mauger Mr. McQueen. The grinding

Chicago, Sept. 12.—
Mr. Alex. T. Hodge, of
the Butler Paper Co.,
has just received from
the embalmer the
corpse of the 331bs.
mascallonge he caught
at Squirrel Lake, near
Minocqua, Wis., on
Aug. 15. It is a very
bad piece of mounting
that he got done, and
fails to show the sym-
metry of a mascal-
longe, but it shows the
bigness of this one. Mr.
L. W. Yaggy was his
companion in the boat
that day, and he also
took a good fish, which
weighed 221 bs , and
fought like a demon,
nearly filling the canoe
with water. On that
day also they killed a
large lynx, whose skin
is preserved in good
shape. Mr. Hodge
naively remarks that
they were rowing along
and trying to get a shot
at a deer when they got
a mascallonge. That is

about a sample of the
morals of the average
tourist to these woods.
A deer is a deer, they
think, whether the date

be August or October. Mr. Hodge relates an incident
which befel a man in the country they visited. He had a
mascallonge hooked and close to the boat, where the fi?h

lay glaring at him. He put his hand out toward the
fish, and sprang at and caught it in its mouth, tearing
the hand badly. There are a few things any madder
looking than a hooked mascallonge, and if they don't
always jump at a fellow they look as though they would
like to.

At the Jenney & Graham Gun Co.'s there is now dis-

played the mounted head of a mascallonge caught in
Black Lake, Mich., this summer by Mr. Lamos. This
head shows the cold and cruel eye of the old water wolf
very well. The fish weighed 35*lbs., and was 4ft. 7in.

long.
The Twin Lakes fish, mentioned earlier as taken by Mr.

Harry Goodall, of the Drovers' Journal, has been very
nicely mounted and is now a fixed proof that newspaper
men do not always tell fish stories without foundation.

Dr. Madder and several others have tried the little

Abalone shell spoons, which I was probably the first

man to use in this country, having brought on a few
from the San Francisco firm mentioned earlier. They
are a great go out there, and while I have not yet had
time to test them thoroughly, they bid fair to be great

killers here. Dr. Madder and his brother John fished

from the same boat on the Kankakee, at the Mak-saw-ba
Club, and the Abalone spoon killed twenty bass in less

than three hours' fishing, and also a 14lbs. pickerel, oyer
3ft. long. Comparisons are odious, and I should not like

to say anything against the standard spoon which was
used'at the same time, but really the metal spoon was
not in it. Five bass were taken out of one hole on the

abalone spoon after the metal spoon had been tried with-

out success. That sounds fishy, but it is what Bdly Mus-
sey told me. And then he asked me if I had ever seen

one of those spoons. The fact is our enterprising friend

Mr. Hirth, with whom I left a dozen or so of spoons for

inspection, had given them all away as samples, so when
I wanted one to try for myself this week, there wasn't a

good one left in the box, all the boys are using my spoons

and asking me if I ever saw one. I like that. Not hav-

ing had a chance to borrow one, I cannot yet say so much
for them. They were used by casting from the boat.

The gang on these spoons should not be feathered. If

some fellow will advertise these spoons now, he can sell

about a barrel of them here before the snow flies.
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The Kankakee down Mak-saw-baway is alive with bass
this fall. That club has employed two retired Irish

prize fighters, who terrorize the country and have thus
just about stopped illegal shooting. The netting and
spearing of fish has been stopped on these grounds for
some time back, and the result is apparent. These two
Irish policemen are spoiling for a fight, and are complain-
ing of the "dool toimes" they are having lately. They
have built a sort of shanty on the marsh up toward the
Two Trees, and this, in apt allusion to the late Clan-na-
Gael affairs, has come to be universally known as "Camp
20." Woe be to the lawless shooter who disturbs "Camp
20," for he is apt to be suddenly "removed." English
Lake Club also has two big special policemen on its marsh
in the same way.
Another fact to back what ifl now an old story. One

evening last week, at 8:15, as Billy Mussey was coming
down the Kankakee to the olub house, paddling his duck
boat, he was startled by a sudden splash and the flash of
something before his face. It was a big ba,ss, and it

sprang diagonally clear across the boat, went over his

left shoulder and struck him on the ear as it passed. It

scared Billy pretty near silly. The fish was seen by Billy's

friends in the boat just following, and cannot, therefore,
be considered a sudden hallucination.
There was a late report in the daily papers to the effect

that the refuse of a glucose mill had killed 32,000 of fish

in the Fox Eiver, but I cannot learn where that was or
how accurate the story may be.

Fishing will gi-ow better from now on, for the next
thirty days. The fall fishing season would have more im-
portance here if the shooting season did not overshadow
it to some extent. E. Houoh.

MAINE BLACK BASS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Four years ago from force of circumstances I spent my

first vacation with the black bass of Kennebec county
rather than with the marvelously beautiful trout of the
Dead Eiver region. But now give me the lordly and
gamy dusky inhabitants of the clear waters of Great
Belgrade Pond, Long Pond and the whole chain of
sparkling waters from Oakland to South Monmouth in
preference to ponds depleted of their speckled denizens.
There is more sport with a 2| to a 8^1 bs. fighting bass
than with many |lb. crimson-flecked swimmers.
The frequent rains in the Pine Tree State had given

the verdure of the hills and mountains, the valleys and
the shores of lakelets and streams its fullest glory. And
autumn wild flowers were never more abundant and
gorgeous.
Long Pond, between Mt. Vernon and Belgrade, has

been my favorite fishing ground; but alas! the "fish hog"
has been there; yes, many hundreds of them, so popular
has the place become; and the fish are not so plenty as
two years ago. A string of thirty bass was shown me
with great gusto and pride, when I am sure I could have
selected fifteen of the number that would not have
weighed more than 31bs Shame, I say, on such sports-
men, if they can be called by such a name. And these
anglers were from the large cities of Maine and Massa-
chusetts. The string I speak of was but a sample; others
could have been seen any day when the boats were out.
Bat with gratitude I say Long Pond is but one among

the constellation of this grand cluster of ponds. Some
near by were not stocked so early, but now are just be-
coming good rivals. Cobbosseecontee was stocked earlier
and has many worthy patrons. Its waters are clear,

decked with a large number of islands, and its bass large,
toothsome and gamy. Its banks have excellent accom-
modations for the sportsmen, as ha3 been told me by a
large number of Boston friends, who enjoyed them in
July and August. Maranacook, too, was well stocked
years ago and has good feeding ground; and now its

waters has a grand army of the stalwart fighters. The
boarding house have great fame, and next year, as I am
told, is to be much enlarged and improved. The location
has no superior. Other ponds in Winthrop have their
admirers. A few miles to the southwest of Winthrop
village is Annabessacook, which has recently been brought
into notice by some very large strings caught by zealous
fishermen.
Black bass are rapidly growing in favor with the na-

tives, though they do not give up yet the white perch
they have so many years fed upon, and which still in
great numbers populate this congregation of ponds. Na-
ture has been very lavish of her bounty to this region.
At times I have spoken to you of methods of keeping

minnows alive for bait. I improved my methods some by
adopting the Calcutta water cooler plan. My minnow
can is about 20in. high and about a foot in diamter. I

put upon it a jacket of four thicknesses of cloth. When
starting out for a day's fishing I completely wet the jacket
with water. (Was told that salt water would be more
effectual, but did not try it.) If the air was dry and the
sun bright, care was needed, or the water would become
too cold and the minnows suffer. If the sun did not
shine and the air was sultry, the water in the jacket did
not rapidly evaporate, and a little ice between the jacket
and the can was of service, though, as I have said, or
intimated, if the evaporation is rapid, a little of the
water taken from the can and pond water put in regulates
the temperature of the water to the comfort of the little

fish, and they would remain active and live as long as
wanted. Nothing new about this. The Calcutta plan, or
that of our farmer fathers', putting a wet cloth about
their earthenware pitcher of drink as they took it into
their hayfields, are models for us. This method was of
great service to me this year, as I took my bait nearly
three miles in a carriage to Long Pond.
My vacation is finished and so is my angling for this

season. My hair is white with many years. I never had
a more pleasant vacation. Shall I have another as good?

J. W. T.
Boston, Sept. 15.

Fishes at Cape Charles, Virginia.—From Mr. B. A.
Bean, who has just visited Cape Charles, we learn that
fishing is poor in that locality. Eighteen or twenty kinds
of fish were taken in three hauls of a seine. Anchovies
and young pompano were found, also young bluefish and
sea bass. Pipefish, usually among the commonest of the
shore fishes, are scarce. Half beaks (Eemirhamphus)
were abundant and spawning. The silver gar (Tylosu-
rus) were not common. As for the birds, a few plover
were seen and many ospreys; dilCks wWe absent.

CARP AND COWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago the Superintendent of the Census ad-

dressed to me some inquiries concerning the German
carp, which I received when our Government made its

distribution of those fish. I repUed in good faith to the
best of my poor ability, but no acknowledgment has
been made of my answer, wherefore I conclude that
they have been thrown out by the official at whose re-
quest they wei*e made. I am confident that they con-
tain information which should not be lost, and therefore
inclose them with the blank which called them forth,
hoping they may see the light in the columns of your
valuable paper, to whose readers I trust I am not alto-
gether a stranger:
Prof, Smiley—Dear Sir: In 1878 I placed four carp in

a pond one-eighth of an acre in extent, which I had pre-
pared especially for their reception,at an expense which
I cannot now estimate.
They grew so rapidly that in five years the pond was

too small for them. They were unable to turn around in
it; their backs were out of water and they could get no
food, but such as I fed them. This consisted principally
of cabbage, fed them in summer in its natural state, in
colder weather in the form of sauerkraut. This food was
suggested by the Teutonic origin of the fish and they
throve finely upon it.

The parts in the ice and those exposed above it were
frozen perfectly solid, but the fish did not appear to have
suffered at all from this, for when they thawed out in the
spring they were as lively as ever.
Having attained such a size that it was impossible to

keep them longer in the pond, and knowing that the
species subsist almost entirely on vegetable food, I turned
them out in a pasture with my cows as soon as the grass
was started well. It is an interesting fact regarding their
readiness to adapt their habits to their situation, that they
easily learned, by observing their companions, to keep
the flies off by a dextrous switching of the tail.

They throve almost as well as when in the pond, but
becoming unruly and frequently breaking bounds into
meadows, grain fields and neighbors' lands, I was obliged
to kill them. The greater portion of the carcasses was
sold at a fair price in the nearest market, while I kept a
little for my own use.
As "an article of food," I consider the carp quite valu-

able. For a little goes a great way, indeed quite around
a long table, as one mouthful suffices each person, unless
be be to the manner of German carp eating born.

^
As to the query concerning "carp fry," I can only an-

swer that I never attempted to fry any but once. The
result was so unsatisfactory that the experiment was not
repeated. I did not attend any special "Fry of 1889,"
and cannot estimate the ages of the guests present, but
believe them "All over three years."
An exact "estimate of the co3t" of the food eaten by

the carp would be difficult, but I should say each fish ate
one hundred cabbages worth 10 cents a head, which
would amount to $10. I cannot give the amount of pas-
turage consumed, as they were in the same field with my
cows when not astray. What they ate of my neighbors'
fields cost me nothing, and so far they were quite profit-

able. They cost me much time and labor in driving
them and repairing fences, and on account of an unusual
expenditure of strong language I felt constrained to give
my pastor $5 more than has been my custom.

I do not consider the experiment as having proved
profitable on the whole. The Government need not be at
the trouble of sending me more carp. Very respectfully,

J. Verity, U. S. H. M.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE weakfish season is nearly over, a few scattering

fish are still taken here and there, but the bulk of
the schools have left our waters for this year. The gamy
striped bass, however, are taking their place, and right
Avelcome axe these royal fish to the angler.
From Barnegat Bay to Broad Channel, and up the

Hudson and Long Island Sound these fish are now to be
found. If the angler fishes for sport, he should use a
flexible bait-rod about 10 or lift, long, a multiplying reel
holding 300ft. of 9 thread Cuttyhunk line, to which
should be fastened a good double-gut leader by means of
a swivel, and to the leader should be looped a 3-0 or 4 0
sproat hook. This is all that is necessary, excepting the
bait, which should vary according to the locality. The
best baits are shedder crab, shrimp, lobster and red and
white sand worms. Little if any sinker need be used.

An angler writing to a friend recently relates that
while trout fishing one day this summer he passed a place
that looked very "woodcocky," as he expressed it. It

was a little cove made hy the backwater, the mud well
shaded by ferns and trees, very cool and inviting look-
ing. He often passed the place when fishing and always
expected to see a woodcock fly up. Thi3 time, as he
stopped for a moment to take a look at it, he was agre-
ably surprised by seeing three noble biids flutter down,
one after the other. He watched them several minutes
boring and feeding, when an accidental movement
startled them and they went twittering off in the woods.

and not many are taken with bait. They are large dark-
colored fish with the under jaw more developed than
usual. They call them "cannibal" trout up there, and
say they live on young trout only. These fish are often
found in trout waters and easily known by their peculiar
shape and color. The heads are large in proportion to
their bodies, and they are ugly looking specimens, re-
sembling the savage pickerel more than the quiet trout.
The writer caught one not long ago while fly-fishing, a
small trout had taken the tail fly. While reeling it in
one of these cannibal trout made a dash at it and swal-
lowed it. A sharp strike secured the rascal and we con-
sidered the stream well rid of him.

Oneonta Association Eecords.—Oneonta, N. Y.

—

The open season for legal trout fishing closed in Otsego
county Sept. 1, but remained open until the 15th in Dela-
ware county, as that county is embraced in the forest
preserve. The members of the Oneonta Fish and Game
Protective Association and other anglers have been very
successful this year, and many more trout were caught
than in 1889. My statistics show a catch of 6,100, not
including what have been caught by fishermen living
along the streams, which would no doubt increase the
number to over 8,000, which is 3,000 more than caught in
1889—a fact which shows the benefit we are deriving
from constant stocking of our streams. Otsego county
furnished about 4,500 and Delaware county about 3,500 of
the number taken. There have been caught about 50
trout that would average from 1 to 1-Ubs., and one that
weighed lib. and lOoz. The average size also was good.
Several brown trout have been caught 7 to 9 inches in
length, which indicates that they are doing well in our
streams. The Oneonta Fish and Game Association now
has 120 members, and is doing all it can to improve fish-

ing and hunting in this vicinity. There was placed in our
streams last year about 50,000 fry of brook and brown
trout, the aggregate plant of the three years of 1888, 1889
and 1890 being 210,000. The association intends to con-
tinue planting all the fry it can obtain from the State.

The association put out 10 dozen West Virginia quail last

winter and from all reports they are doing well, as
numbers of their young have been seen. The association
will import more of these birds the coming winter. The
game laws have been well enforced in this vicinity.

Only one case has been prosecuted by our association, and
that was against an old offender for netting trout. The
proof in this case is so strong that there is no chance for

the offender to escape punishment.—C. W. Lewis, Ex-
President.

Bass at Narragansett Pier.—Mr. David Stevenson,
of this city, who has a summer residence at Narragansett
Pier, E. L, tells us that he has had excellent fishing this

season, Casting from the rocks, near his home, he
caught four striped bass, weighing 421bs., 23|lb8.,22-ilbs.,

and 201bs.; and among the bluefish landed were four of

about 81bs. each. His largest bass gave him a hard struggle

for three-quarters of an hour; and another bass was
hooked which was so large and so powerful that he could
not handle it at all. The bait used was lobster; menhaden
would have been more successful , but could not be ob-

tained. Bass fishing has been excellent all along the

coast. The Cuttyhunk Club records show an aggregate
catch of about 2,0001bs. ; and anybody who knows any-
thing about striped bass will appreciate the fact that there

is enough solid fun in a ton of striped bass to go a long
way around, and to make things very lively for the men
at the big end of the rod.

Coal Dirt and Bass.—Trenton, N. J., Sept. 18,-1
have just returned from our annual bass trip on the
Delaware, at Frenchtown, N. J., and regret to report that
(with the exception of a few strings secured by that per-

sistent fisherman Mr. Johnson Walford, of that pretty
village before our arrival) no luck came to our boat. I

can only account for our poor success by the coal dirt

laden water, which has come from the Lehigh lately.

This has driven the bass to other parts. I had hopes of

giving my fishing brothers some -encouraging reports

from this section, so easily reached, but am disappointed,

although among the lot that fell to Warford's rod three
reached the 41bs. mark on the scale3. Taking the pools,

riffs and bottom of the river at this point, no better

ground can be found for the king of fish, the small-mouth
bass—W. H. S.

Potomac Eiver Fishing.—Swan Point Cove, in the
lower Potamac Eiver, is unsurpassed at present as a fish-

ing ground. I have been taking sea trout (weakfish),

tailors (bluefish) and rock (striped bass) until my arms
ached from pulling in the weight. The fishing never was
better. Besides the three kinds mentioned there are
spots and white perch. We use handlines with heavy
sinkers and frequently two or three hooks. It is not un-
common to catch two fish at a haul. The best fishing is

found in the mouth of Cockwell's Creek on the flood tide;

it is during the strength of the flood and ebb that the
weight is needed in the sinker. This is a famous ground
for ducks and swans in cool weather and ordinary win-
ters. Quail are more plentiful than ever before.—H, T.

Mr. Geo. Eicado, one of the fish wardens of New Jer-
sey, while fishing in the waters of the upper Hackensack
Eiver, caught a good-sized black bass that bad a 1-0 hook,
baited with a crawfish, in its stomach. This would be
about equal to a human being with a shark hook inside
of him, but fish do not seem to mind a little thing like

this. Unless the hook injures the gills and causes red
blood to flow, it seems to do them no permanent injury.
It is a well-known fact that perch have been taken with
their own eyes for bait.

A gentleman who has lately been the guest of the Ingle-
wood Club up in New Brunswick gives us a very glowing
account of this hospitable club and its good fishing. He
says they have upward of twenty lakes in their territory,

all full of trout, and in sev.ral of them very fine land-
locked salmon are caught. Most of them are easily

reached from their comfortable club house. The Mush-
quash River runs through their property and a few sea
salmon are still caught in it. They are going to restock
this river with salmon and will soon have fine fishing
again. The crout fishing he describes as simply grand,
with no end to speckled trout from & to 21bs

t
in weight.

There is one fa&e in which the tr'o'iit do n'dt take the fly

Carp in the Hudson.—About thirty-six years ago I

accompanied John J. Ferris, of Highland, N. Y., an en-

thusiastic disciple of Walton, in a fishing excursion to

the Bennewater, at which time I found him very com-
municative regarding all matters pertaining to fish and
fishing. Said he: "There are carp in the Hudson and
but few know it, but they will find them before long.

I'll tell you how they got into the river. A gentleman
near Newburg had a pond in which he kept carp, there
came a big freshet which broke the dam and let the fish

into the river," Sure enough, some years after that the
brooks along the Hudson presented the novel sight of the
beautiful fish of golden hue.—N. D. Elting.

Bluefish Growing Scarce.—Eeports from Wellfleet,
Mass., dated Sept. 12. indicate a steady diminution of
bluefish and it is" believed they are about to move southr
ward. The fishing for all the common food fishes has
been greatly injured presumably by the presence of the
voracious bluefish.

A Book. About Inviass.—The Forest and Stream will mall
free on application a de«er'Btiye_oireaUr of Mr. GrrjnaeH',3 \ipok,,

ilejpo, Stories and i
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SHAD IN ALASKA.
THE extensive migration of the introduced shad in the

Pacific has excited the wonder of fishculturists every-
where. Originally plauted in the Sacramento the fish soon
traversed the coast of California, and from the Columbia it
has now journeyed northward, according to the testimony
of Mr, Woodcock, to south-eastern Alaska. Where its mi-
grations will end is an interesting problem. Mr. Woodcock
wrote to the Commissioner of Fisheries last year that several
shad were taken in a trap near the mouth of the Srikeen
river. Again on Sept. 5, 1890, he sent from Fort Wraugel
the following communication: "This season I procured sev-
eral specimens, and have one in a tank belonging to the Al-
batross, which will be forwarded to the Department. Four
shad were, taken during the month of August in the trap
There is no doubt the fish have 'come to stay' and I think
you will find the specimen compare favorably with the east-
ern fish of the same age."
The changed environment in the case, of the shad has soon

caused remarkable changes in habits, the migratory instinct
apparently being strengthened in the northern areas of in-
troduction and the disposition to remain in certain bays
throughout the winter increasing in some portions of Cali-
fornia. In Sacramento Bay shad are frequently caught from
December to February in salmon gill nets, and we have
been told that they can be taken every month in the year,
Here the seagoing habit is dropped and the species greatly
exceeds its eastern representatives in size, the spawning sea
son remaining practically unchanged.

_ ., — - • ' —~ . . .w . . . v. ^. - J ,—, H .UlV.it I 1, 1 1 i J© uo auu 1U-
flneutial journals of America and Europe, and wall always be
invaluable for reference. The book sold freely and immed-
iately took a place among the classics of fishculture. Several
editions have been sold and now the author offers a fourth
edition which seems to be a reprint of the third. It is un-
fortunate that Mr. Stone did not bring the manual up to
date, inasmuch as the thirteen years which have elapsed
since the last edition was printed have witnessed many
radical and important changes in fishcultural methods and
several notable books on the subject have made their appear-
ance. The publishers are Houghton, Mifflin & Co. of Bos-
ton.

rM Menttel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 23 to 2iL—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Central Canada
Exhibition Association, at Ottawa. Alfred Gcddes, Chairman
Commi 'tee.
Sept. 23 to 2<5 —Third Dog Show of the London Kennel Club, at

London. Ont. S. F. (ilaas, Secretary.
Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth /Annual Dog Show of the Danhury Agricul-

tural Society, at Danburv Conn. B. C. Lynes, Secretary.
Dec. 30 fo Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dos Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
Sfl North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 2*5.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Stork Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, "Box 1658.
Feb. 24 to 27.- Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Olnb. at New York. James Mortimer Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Doe Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,

Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel
Club, at Carlisle, Ind . P. T. Mad ison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chai ham, Out. C, A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 4 to 8.—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Club, at Hyannis, Mass. F. W. Chapman, Secretary, 364 Wash-
ington streor, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7. -Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dee. 1—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N.C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary. Marietta, Ga,

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of "the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher. Secretary.

TORONTO BENCH SHOW.
THE most successful dog show Canada has ever known

was brought to a close Friday, Sept. 19. Favored by
delightful weather throughout, with the exception of an
hour or so late in the afternoon of Friday, the last day, the
people simply flocked to the fair in thousands, and as the
dogs were benched in an enticing manner and iu a preten-
tious building, most of them naturally had to take it in
along with the other sights so generously provided. As an
instance of the capacity of the building and the continuous
stream of people that passed through the aisles, I might
mention that on Wednesday 16,281 people clicked the turn-
stiles, the admission fee being 10 cents, and a very wise pre-
caution on the part of the management, or the building and
everything else would have been completely swamped. The
judging was not concluded until Wednesday afternoon, Mr.
Mason hardly getting to work with his accustomed celerity,

i have already given you particulars of the first two days'
proceedings Ou Wednesday, owing to the absence of the
officials of the show, Mr, Geddes, of Ottawa, the Clumber
spaniel man, jumped into the breach and made an efficient

steward of the ring, while Mr. Mason judged his remaining
classes. On that day two or three important decisions had
to be made, notably the specials for best greyhound,
which laid between Balkis and the Canadian dog Scaven-
ger, the decision, after careful scrutiny, going to Balkis,
who excels in neck, ribs, loin and shoulders, both being
shown very fit. Then the special for the best Irish terrier

laid between Breda Tyne and the new dog Breda Bill, the
ribbon, or rather card, going to the former in recognition
of her better head and front. The battle between Blemton
Volunteer and the new bitch Eva Nettle was also very close,

the former eventually winning by the aid of his condition,
coat and front. The judgiug may be said to have given sat-

isfatiou, though several 'doss which had been high up in
the list at Detroit had to be content with inferior honors.
Difference of opinion creates a charm of uncertainty in dog
show judging, and the more judges employed the better
chance have all dogs of being recognized one time or an-
other. I can hardly speak in terms of praise of the way the
aisles were kept clean, and there was considerable grumbi-
ling about the scarcity of clean straw, and the proper cotv
dtf'cfc df ftidie two important; Bra'r/ehes 6f show management

is very important both for the health of the dogs and thecomfort of the visitors. Owing to the height of the build!ing the atmosphere was kept reasonably sweet, considering

SftlStlSTofg^^ on'Spratts^uT-
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Montreal. Before passing" o"n to the^ criticisms* I^may^avthat it was the intention of the management to get out amarked catalogue by Wednesday moraine-, but owing tothe delay m judging it was Thursday morning beforethey made their appearance. I will now pass on to review
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takinS them in the order of the cata-

MASTIFFS—(MR, MASON).
These classes I cannot say were of a very high order, in

short enough in muzzle and excels in skull, but is deficientm bone. Hugh Falconer's Mode was out of shape or would
have won; he is, though, a bit slack iu back, fight in eye
has a weak pastern but a fairly good head. Grimsby Cau-
tion, third, is shelly in body yet, small, light in eye but

position: though she has a good skull, her muzzleis wofudy
small. Bess, second, shows much more quality, but is a bit
straight faced, though an llford Caution bitch; she is graym muzzle and light in eye. Forbes's llford Bess is wanting
in quality and many mastiff attributes, and the same may
be said of Raymond's Lady Bell, vhc. In puppies Grimsby
Caution received the only prize, second being withheld and
rightly so. In novice dogs, the class being divided, Grimsby
Caution again scored, Lord Caution coming second, and Fal-
coner's 1 aust, long iu bead and straight behind, was given
third. Two bitches were shown, first being withheld, sec-
ond went to llford Bess mentioned in the open class. The
special for the best masti if was given to John Massey 's Mint-
lug Minor, he also winning the special for the best mastiff
in Canada and one for the best in Toronto.

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. MASON).
There being no challenge entries, the open class was first

to claim attention, Laidlaw and McBean's Benmore, after
considerable examination, scoring a win; be does not show
the quality one expects to see in a good one, still he excels
the SCCOnfl tirize Wimie.r Williama'a IVlnnl.- in haaH nnno onrl

ear, straight iu stifles, but has a good skull and excellent
bone. Williams's Monarch, res., has a nice coat, but long
and sharp in face; Charlesworth's Garibaldi is light in body-
yet, is faulty in muzzle, but well off for bone; Bruce also,
very high com., who won at Chicago, is very plain-faced,
poor markings, but has an excellent straight coat; in the
high com. division Baker's Leo lacks type, and Crooks's
Duke has a fair body but poor head; Magauu's Chump loses
in body and condition. Coming to the bitches we findPot-
tersburg Kennels' Phyllis, the new importation, very much
off in head properties, being long and snipy, but has a
rattling good body, though now she is all out of shape in
coat, she was head and shoulders over Williams's Nora, who
lacks substance, is out of coat and long in head. Trimble's
Berna, third, has only her good bone to be proud of, not
sufficient stop and lacks depth of body. Cora, transferred
from novice class, though a winner under the same judge at
Buffalo, was not noticed, she lacks type and markings, but
might have bad somethiug for body. In puppies Potters-
burg Kennels' Ben Maida has good size, but is wanting in
substance, his kennel mate, Kildnoan, second, has excellent
bone, but Williams's Senator is narrow-chested, stilty and
shelly throughout. In smooth challenge class the well-
known dog now Lewis's Victor Joseph was alone, he is not
looking in such good fle«h as we have seen him. Open dogs
saw Brady's Baronet the only entry, has a fairly gor>d body
but a mean head, and is straight behind. In bitches the
well-known Alpine Queen, though far from agood one, won
comfortably over Wilson's Nellie, who is also off in head,
narrow, long and flat, has good legs but open feet; this bitch
beat Baronet in the novice class by her better quality and
bone. The special for best kennel of four went to John S.
Williams, as also that for best iu Canada, J. B. Lewis's
Victor winning that for best St. Bernard in show.
There were no bloodhounds entered, though I think the

|25 offered by the Association might have tempted Mr.
Winchell to enter his kennels.

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. MASON).
These dogs I expected to be better represented here. Old

Leo, one of Dan O'Shea's dogs, shown under the name of
Watson, lost to Langton's Major in coat, though the former
is better in head. Third went to Hemetson's Toby, who is
too long in head and big in ear, but nicely coated. Salter's
Duke, a rather weedy one. came in for an he. card.

GREAT DANES—(MR. MASON).

There was a fairly good show of these dogs considering the
distance from the great Dane centers. Nothing appeared in
the challenge class, but in the open we were introduced ti
one of the best great Danes it has been my good fortune to
see. Though a little heavy in head and lippy, his excellent
formation of body, limbs and action simoly smothered his
competitors, and in size he was a very Triton among the
minnows; in fact, I never saw such a well-built dog as he is

throughout; not a sign of weakness throughout, with legs
as straight as gun barrels. Of course he won. Roedler's
Lord, second, has a better shaped head than the winner, but
is small, throaty and not so good in front. Howard's Bis-

mark, third, is a bit stilty, straight behind, and has au in-

different head. Wilson's "Pollux, he, has only a fair body
to recommend him, his head being faulty and he is not good
behind. In bitches first went to lreue, very much improved
since Wilmington; in fact, but for her bag I would scarcely
recognize her. Howard's Dudley Flora is too wide in front,

knuckles over a bit, is also light in bone and wanting in

muzzle, besides being shown heavy in whelp. Wilson's
Freda, third, is flat-faced, but has a nice body. Same own-
er's May, he, was shown too fat and is small. The only
deerhound shown was Deering's Nora, which has not devel-

oped much on her puppy form, though well off for coat. The
special for best kennel ot great Danes was given to F. W.
Wilson's team, the medal for best iu show going, of course,

to H. G. Nichols's Melac.

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. MASON).

These were very strong classes, and show that there is no
lack of good material in this breed in Canada, Toronto
especially, old Memnon being responsible for many of them.
Iu the challenge dogs, Huntington's Balkis easily defeated

his kennel mate Higland Chief, who did not look so well

as we have seen him, but Balkis on the contrary I never saw
looking more fit and well. Cassandra had a walk over for

the bitch challenge, aud luckily for ber, as she did not look

herself at all, maternal duties ho doubt having something
to do with it. In the open class quite a large number ap-

peared, but Taylor's Scavenger had little difficulty in scor-

ing though a well developed youngster in Ireson's Jolly

Raiigtr is a pretty good one; he is a bit straight behind yet

and his feet might be better, but in neck, ribs and loin he

•wins well over Huntington's Sir Lancelot, who is deficient

in chest, is plain in head, but has good legs and feet. Dicki-

son's Apparition and Turk were given vhc; the former ha
hardly bone enough and is straight in shoulder, the latter ia
coarse, has good bone, but is faulty in feet. Iu the he. divi-
sion, Kennedy s McGrath is too long cast, is weak in hocks,
but fairly well fronted. Taylor's Milo is also faulty behind
and Miss Douglas's Sport was lucky to get he, though the
judge got out of it very gracefully I must say; Sport was
entirely too coarse and fat. Taylor's Second Sight won
fairly well in bitches, though she is not a good one, is light
in lorn and fiat ribbed among other faults. Ramdall's
trnmsby Jess was shown fat and is too flat in back. Hunt-
ington's Halloween has bad feet aud is weak in hocks,

uuc im u«i iuur iu ^anaua. une meaai ror
best m show went to H. W. Huntington's Balkis, and Geo.
C. laylor's Scavenger took the silver cup for best owned in
Canaaa.

POINTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
Quite a nice lot of pointers faced the judge, though there

were really no cracks among them. Challenge classes did
not hU. In the open the class was divided according to
weight, which let in Daniels's Lord Graphic for first place iu
heavy weights, he is well known on the bench and in the
held; a promising youngster in Davey's Westminster Drake
winning second; he has excellent legs and feet, but is a bit
long in coat, heavy in ear and might be better in shoulders.
Danay's Shot is a bit faulty in head, but a fairly-made dog.
In bitches over 501bs. Devon Nell, first, is faulty in muzzle,
aud could be improved in hind parts. Minnie ha-ha might
be deeper m muzzle and was shown a bit fleshy. Iler's
bporte, third, is too straight in stop, snipy-muzzled,
knuckles over and carries a bad tail. In dogs under 551bs.
Mackle's Shot is out in front, is snipy in muzzle, but there
is little to find fault with elsewhere. Cassel's Snipe is
throaty and houndy-headed, lacks quality and depth of
chest. Robertson's Hector is coarse-headed and faulty in
stifles. Lord Graphic's Lad is weedy, has a bad head, is
straight behind and open in feet, still he was given an he
card. In light-weight bitches Fan N. scored; there is little
fault in her except a weakness in pasterns. Trinket S. was
shown a bit above herself and is faulty in stop, but is a good
mover. Galena, third, is not quite the thing in front and is
a little open in feet, and Thornton's Duchess would be im-
proved by more bone. Galena was the only entry in novice
class In puppies Lord Graphic's Jem was the winner,
though his head is poor, he beats his keunel mate Lord
Graphic's .J eau in body aud bone. The special for best ken-
nel went to John R. Daniels's team. Medal for best pointer
to Davey's Fan N. and $5 for best puppy to J. R. Daniels's
Lord Graphic's Jem.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
These classes were well filled, and with some pretty good

specimens. In challenge dogs Dad Wilson, not looking
quite tip-top in coat, was the only entry, and so was old
Leddersdale in her class; she carries her eleven years very
well. In open dogs the red card went to a good-looking
setter in Kent II., whose excellent coat stood way out from
the rest; a very promising youngster in Tony Gladstone
coming next, he is out of coat, but little fault can be found
with his make up, his light eyes being noticeable. Chicka-
saw, third, loses in muzzle, shoulders and feet. Royal Kent,
reserve, is houndy-headed and straight in shoulders, but has
a good coat. Locksley, vhc, well known, is out, of coat.
Forest Fred, he, is big in ear, and only fair in head. Dad
Wilson's Boy, he, is a bit long cast, skull too domy and is
light in bone. Roger Boy is also long cast, and has a bad
carriage of stern. Open bitches had Bohemian Girl for the
winner: she is a nicely-modeled bitch, not quite straight in
muzzle, and tail carried faulty, she was shown in excellent
shape. Second went to Genevieve, shown too fat, though a
bit straight behind; she has many good points. Delle Glad-
stone is plain and coarse in head and light boned. Scottish
Belle is out at elbows and a bit weak in pasterns. Forest
Gladys, he, loses in expression, eyes not right and is off in
coat. Forest, Topsy, he, is small' and weedy. Nellie Dale
and Forest Nettie were given a e; the former is long in head
and snipy, and little more than a weed; the latter is too
short in muzzle and does not stand well in frout. These
were all far away from the winner in class. Puppies had
Forest Heather for the winner, a very promising youngster,
will let down a bit yet behind. George III., second, is a bit
too thick in skull, and Roger loses in ears and head, bone
good. In novice class Forest Heather won again, with
Chickasaw and Forest Fred in the order named. The special
for best kennel went to J. Shelley Hudson. Best kennel in
Canada, T. G. Davey. Best English setter in show Cohan-
net Kennels' Kent' II. Best bred in America, J. Shelley
Hudson's Bohemian Girl.

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

The display in these classes could hardly be surpassed,
either in numbers or quality. In fact, Mr. Davidson told
me the open dog class was about the best he ever handled
and competition was very keen, Iu challenge dogs Dick
Swiveller was placed over Blarney, a decision some people
did not agree with, but as the judge knows more about this
breed than I do, I won't quibble over the decision. Blarney
is better in head, quarters and color to my thinking. Ruby
Glenmore was given a challenge class to herself. In open
dogs Armour's Max, though faulty in muzzle, beats Kildare
in loin, pasterns and head. Glendyne Kennels' O'Donovan
Rossa is too long and light in body, pasterns also faulty.
There were several vhc, but there was no reserve marked in
judges book. Maughan's Paddy Sarsfield is too light in
quarters and straight in stifles; his Larry is too coarse
headed and wrong in hocks, but has good bone and color.

Pearsall's Jack Malone, first here last year, is throaty aud
thick in skull. Covert's Red River Glencho is too strong in
head and falls away too much in quarters. In the he lot

Kildare Kennels' Sarsfield is faulty in muzzle, and straight
and light behind. Ryan's Red Kern has a poor head, and
Maughan's Phil Sheridan wants more rib and was shown
light in flesh. Pearsall's Redstone, though faulty in skull,

might have been a bit higher up, though shown a little

above himself. Maughan's Bang, c, is dish-faced, has good
color; his Jerry is also plain-faced and loses in quarters to

the others. In bitches Pearsall's Belle Ida is loaded in
shoulders, but has agood body, legs and feet. Hilsendegen's
Biddy Clare I did not see, but she was second at Detroit.

Oriole Kennels' Jeaunette is faulty in eye and ear. Four
vhc. cards were given. Maughan's Florrie is throaty and
weak in muzzle; his Kerry Gow stands well on her limbs,

but is light and shelly in body. Covert's Glidelia is a trifle

out in front, and Molly Glendyne is only of moderate merit,

too long cast. In he division Pearsall's Lillie Ban has a.

nice head, but is a bit out in front. Glendyne Kennels'
Sedan is weak in back and out of coat, fair color. Covert's

Kildare Ruby, e, is small-sized and weak in muzzle. Puppy
dous saw Maughan's Elector the winner, he is too stilty aud
shelly in body: his Paruell came second and his Sport third,

thev are both well off for bone, but faulty in other respects;

his Dan is too full and light in eye, knuckling over a little,

too: Glendvne Kennels' Lismore was too small to say much
about. Bitch puppies were poor. In novice class Kildare
won, with Florrie second and Larry third, all mentioned in

other classes. The specials were distributed as follows:

Best kennel, Kildare. Best kennel owned in Canada, H. J.

Maughan. The special for best dog or bitch was divided be-

tween Dick Swiveller and Ruby Glenmore. Best pup bred
and owned in Canada, H. J. Maughan's Elector. Best p ur of
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Kennels' Ruby Glenmore. Best bitch, Kildare Kennels'
Ruby Glenuiore. Best brace owned by one exhibitor, Ruby
Gleurnorp and Kildare. Best dog in open class, A. V.
Armour's Max.

GORDON SETTEES—(ME. DAVIDSON).

Though small in number of entries, the quality was all

there, hi challenge dogs Dixon's Leo B. won over bis
Field Marshall (late Dixon), and Hammett'sRose was given
a class to herself. They were looking in excellent shape.
In open dogs Dixon's Ivanhoe, well known, won over Gi bbs's
Clvde in bead. Open bitches found the winner in Mount
Royal Kennels' Hilda, who has a poor expression, hut prom-
ises a well made body, Flett's Blnorn coming second. No
puppy or novice class entries. The special for best kennel
went'toS. G. Dixon. Best kennel owned in Canada did not
fill. Best Gordon in show, S. G. Dixon's Leo B.

FOXHOUNDS—(MB. DAVIDSON).

These classes were lacking rather in quality and good
type. Gibbs's Geuius won in dogs, as he excels the second
winner, Nicol's Bingo, in body, bone and size, but loses in
head to the latter/ Bitches—A fairish stamp in Gibus's
"Vanity, first, a bit out in front and plain in head. His Vex-
ation t liked better all around, but his Nancy loses consid-
erably in head and was shown heavy in whelp. Mr. Gibbs
won the kennel prize.

SPANIELS—(ME. OLDHAM).

It was acknowledged on all sides that a better and larger
show of cockers has never greeted anv judge than that of the
black bitches, no less than twenty-five being shown in that
class, and though two or three were hardly dealt with, tbe
judge, on the whole, was said to have placed tbe winners
about right. In water spaniels, challenge class, the only
Patsey O'Connor was tbe star. In the open class a rather
ragged lot faced the judge, the best being Countess Bendigo.
Handy Andy, second', is too thick in head and not close
enough iu curl. Ross's Octwan Biddv. third, is also bad in
coat; the other Biddv failed to score. In Clumber challenge
class Brownie was alone; showu in whelp, she did not look
as well as I have seen her. In oppn dogs, Darby, domy in

skull and fine in muzzle, but nice in body, was tbe only en-
try, and won. Belle of Ottawa (a pretentious name enough),
a bit full in brow and looks a little out iu front, was also
alone in her class. Field spaniel challenge class had the
winner in Newton Abbot Laddie, not looking at all well,
and Bridford Ruby, second, looked even more ragged in
coat. The winner in open dogs turned up in Beau, who is

too thick and short-beaded. Samson, whom I saw at Buf-
falo, who was next, has gone off; he is too houndy-headed
and flat-sided. Black Diamond, third, is faulty in head and
is out of coat. Faust, vhc , is wavy-coated and crooked in

front. Napoleon, be, has anice body, but is wrong in front.
Black Knight, in the same division, loses in muzzle and also
has tbe prevailing fault in these spaniels. Friday and
Sweep were in the c. lot; the latter is too long-faced, but
stands on good legs, tbe former is too short in muzzle and a
little high on legs. In bitches Lady, well known, won over
Miss Beu d'Or, also a familiar face, but shown too fat.

Gipsy Queen, third, is a bit pinched in muzzle, but I liked
her body, legs and feet In challenge cocker dogs, any color,

tbe well-known Braitford Red Jacket scored over R<bbi, a
decision some did not agree with, but iu R <bbi's present
shape it was about right. In birches Juno W beat the
much-lauded but very much over rated Sensation, who was
not in her old-time condition. Open dogs saw BlacR Duke
the winner; he might be improved in muzzle. Kingof Obos'
dished face spoils him s mewhat, hut he is getting some
good stock all tbe same. Dono, third, is light m body,
stands a little out in front and muzzle is a bit faulty. Brock,
reserve, is also light in body, and Pedro, vhc, has the same
fault. Bob Obo, a so vhc, drops behind shoulders and
has too much stop. Rosedale Dandy, he, stands wide
in front, and Fine Fur's, c , best points are legs and feet.

Then came that good class of bitches, and after weeding out
the judge fonnd himself with a good row of very typical
spaniels^ccordiug to the present fashion. After much pon-
dering tbe red card went to Novel, who was looking her best.

Idea, a good one, a little off in muzzle and bo^ed in front,
though she is young yet and will straighten out, came uext,
and Bessy W., well known, followed; sne is rather light in

flesh at present. Rosedale Busy got tbe reserve; she is a bit
wide in tront ami weak in muzzle, though a nice stamp.
Nina, vhc, is faulty iu muzzle and tront. Floss W. also
loses there, and Busy's long muzzle could set her no higher.
Topsy and Woodland Sally were c; the one is wrong in

sku'1 and the other too long faced. Any other color dogs
saw Bambo placed first; he is a bit domv in skull, and not
straight enough in front, and should hardly have beaten
Nugget. Crosby, third, is thick skulled, stands a bit out
and is light in body. Roy, he, is bad iu front and loug
faced, nice body and coit. King Pharoah's Sister (will

some one not stop this long-winded nomenclature ?) is a
nice one and deserved her first in bitches over Zetta, who is

too long in head. Little Red Riding Hood (there's another)
is a bit fine in muzzle, though sne stands well. In puppies,
dogs, Bambo scored over Rosedale Rover, though this is

hardly right as the latter's only very apparent fault is a
light eye. Nugget was third, and Rostdale Booiles, vhc, is

long faced and not straight iu legs. Snob is a bit on the
big side. Bitches had f >r the winner Idea, and rightly too,

second going to Woodstock Minnie, who stands a bit high
and has not filled out yet. Rosedale Belle securiug third
will make a field spaniel some day. Fatmia, vhc, has nice
legs and feet; bit too long iu face though. 1 forgot to men-
tion Sunol as reserve; she i* quite a nice stamp. In novice
class the winners have about all been mentioned and their
positions given last week. The special for best kennel went
to Rosedale KenDel (J F. Kirk), and I am glad to see him
to the front again. Mr. Laidlaw won for tbe b st kennel of

cockers. Best keonel of cock' rs owned in Canad t, Rosedale
Kennels Best held spaniel, champion Newton Abhott Lad-
die. Best cocker, Brantford Red Jacket. Best Clumber,
Batps & Geddes's Bromine. Best Sussex, Rosedale Kennels'
Beau.

COLLIES—(ME. DAVIDSON).

With Scotilla and The Squire on hand th^re was some
quality present, but the entries as a rule were not anywhere
near their class. Champion Scotilla, in ragged coat, was
alone in challenge class. In open dogs The Squire sto >d

away above the others, his fine head and expression, nicely
formed body and good legs discouuting his lack of coat,

though there was si ill enough of that to beat Scotilla for

the special in his present shupe. Colonel Scot, second,
h is lost his look of quality and was closely pushed by Mc-
Ewen's Bute Rutherford's Mess, thick m skull, was given
vbc , and a weedy-looking pup, Sir John, he Roslyn Dandy,
though out of coat, showed lors m ire qualityand was better

in head than many in the class; I liked him for second
place, but he was left in the cold altogether; and such a
thing as Collie given a e card. In bitches I hardly agree
wiih McEwen & Gibson's Manilla beating Cora II. in her
present shape. Manilla is a bit plain faced and very light-

eyed, but has better symmetry of body than Cora, still the
latter's better coat and bone should have burued tbe tables

this time, whatever they enn do when both are in Al
sbape. Nancy is too big in eye and lacks expression. Dun-
can's Floss, vne, faulty in ears and expression, has also a
soft coat. Sanderson's Flo is a poor one. Iu puppies Chest-
nut Hill's Roslyn Trefoil is hardly developed yet, hut is big

in ear, not straight in forelegs and of course short of coat.

Drury, a lairisb one, second. Laddie, third, and Lassie, vhc,
I tailed to find. In novices Roslyn Trefoil, Drury and Lady
Florop.ce were placed as named; the latter was lucky. The

kennel special went to Chestnut Hill Kennels, and the best
kennel owned in Canada did not fill. <

BULLDOGS—(MR. MASON).
Champion Harper, looking fairly well, was alone in the

challenge class. Tbe well known Carisbrook was the only
entry in open dogs, and the same must be said of tbe bitch
Dolly Tester, who was shown in poor flesh. She is a bit flat
in skull and lacks depth of jowl, but is nicely broken up.
R. B. Sawyer won the kennel special, though the special
called for four dogs or more.

BULL-TEREIEES—(ME. MASON).
Starlight, looking well, won another challenge prize. In

open dogs, owing to the sickness of Prince Bendigo, Mr.
Dole had to depend on White Prince, who beat Symond's
King of Hearts in head and front, the latter is a bit full in
eye and Jippy; Harris's Vic III. and Dickison's Gip are
hardly class enough. In bitches, Frank Dole scored again,
with Grove Duchess shown in bad shape; open feet is about
her worst fault. Same owner's Miss Gladstone followed.
She has a patch on eye, muzzle faul ty before eye. stands a
bit wide in frout. Two well known dachshunde were shown,
Lewis's Gill first in dogs and Joe Lewis's Feldman K. in
latches. The special for best kennel of bull terriers went to
Prank F. Dole, and his Starlight won tbe special for best in
show. Gill won the medal for best dacbshuude in show.

BEAGLES—(ME DAVIDSON).
A nice show of these merry little hunters turned up, thanks

to the Hornell-Harmony Kennels, which captured most of
the "siller." Royal Krueger, looking in fine sbape, scored in

challenge dogs over Little Dukp, who is aging, and Una was
alone in her class. In open dogs Simpkins's Witch Hazel
Prince (there is another) won over Cull's Drummer. The
former is faulty iu legs and feet, aud body is light through-
out. Drummer is too long in head, a bit coarse too, has a
good bound coat, legs and feet. Horoell-Hnrmoay's Whis-
ker's (third) most prominent defect is i n carriage.of stern; he
is young yet and looks light in body, has a good coat. Ma-
ba'c's Stormer. vhc. is a poor one and oversiz-d. Tuckett's
Sinbad, be, is thick in skull and too wide in front. The
well-known Elf, whose only fault is that she is a little

pinched in muzzle, is now au inmate of Harmony Kennels,
and snored easily over Lewis's JuneM., who is a bit long
cast and out at elbow. Tuckett's Stella, third, is a bit coarse
and out in front. Glenrose Kennels' Lila, vhc, is light in
bone and snipy-muzzled. Maybee's Beauty, he. is piucbed
in muzzle and coat too soft. A class for under 13 incbes was
made for the sweet-headed Ava W. The special for best
kennel went to Hornell-Harmony. Best in show, Horuell-
Harrnony's Royal Kmeger. National Beagle Club's special
for members only, for best beagle in show, Royal Krueger.

EOX-TEREIERS—(MR MASON).

Though none of what we may term the principal kennels
were represented, with the exception of the Oriole of Ohio,
the large entry and the good show of quality proved that
Canada and some of the smaller owners will soon give the
cracks a close push. The time is past when one kennel can
monopolize the prizes, for if one may not be able to buy the
best, if he aets the right blood, he may have the luck to
breed a clinker; the rice is not always to the swift. In
challenge class old Bicchaual (Oriole Kennels) was alone,
aud looked fairly well. Thirteen showed up in the open,
tbe prize goiug to the well-known Oriole Kenuels' Blemton
Ruoicon, looking as fit as a fiddle, he was followed by
Blemton Tru up, also an oft time winner at our shows,
third going to Dole's new dog Surden's Jack, wnose good
body, legs, feet and coat are offset by a somewhat plain
head, too straight in stop; Oriole Trap was reserve, nis feet

mignt be better, and is somewhat bitch-faced; Thomson's
Zig-Zag weakiu muzzle and cheeks, and bis Pickle soft in

coat, a oit lignt in body aud not close enough iu feet, were
the vbc division; he. Oriole Kennels Richmoud Cr ick is a
bit cloddy, throaty, tuo straight in faoe, and stands a bit

wide; Wilson's Rant, c, loses in muzzle and front. Open
bitches brought out the English winner Wheeler aud
D tvey's Eva Nettle, a trifle weak in muzzle, teet not compact
enough, and is now a bit soft in coat and condition, owing
to maternal duties; she won somewhat easily from Oriole
Kenuels' Blemton Vice, who is light in bone and faulty in
feet; I preferred Macpherson's Speck, third, though she's a. bit

too prominent in brow, aud coat could be better; tbe same
owner's Enor Speedy headed the vhc lot, she is faulty in neck
and skull; Miss Morris's Belleistoo fine in muzzle; Douglas's
Mischief is round in skull and soft in coat; Oriole Belle
is light in bone and body, and not right texture of coat; be,
Steward's Brooklyn Vernon is big in ear, ha? open feet, but is

otherwise tair Wilson's Spot is too long cast and a bit

coarse in ear Thee divisiou had Saunders's Rose, Prescott's
Dot and Judy, neither of them very bad, but too faulty in
legs, feet aud head to get any higher up. Blemton Brill-

iant not mentioned. The number of cards will show the
quality of the class for a provincial show, in puppies
Pickle took first, followrd by Hendrie's Charity, too round
iu skull. Punch, vbc, mentioned before. Dot here gained
a vne card. In novices i-be class was divided; Wilson's
Moody scored, quite a nice puppy, with Punch a good sec-

ond. Mitchener Scallops, tnird, is a bit big aud coarse in
head, good legs and feet. Bickle's Clip, reserve, is too
short in muzzle. In the bitch class Blemtou Vice won over
Speck: third not marked, vhc. goinu to .Judy, Dot and Oriole
Belle, all mentioned in other classes. In Wires Hendrie's
Eskdale Broom, with a nice promising head and good ex-
pression and coat, scored over his Weutworth Wonder, a
little too short-headed and faulty iu feet. Macpherson's
Adswood Jim II. is too straight-faced aud faulty in front;
his Patch, vhc , is too tbickiu skull and stands too wide in

front. Novices saw Macpherson's Stanley returned the win-
ner, with He idrie's Wirey second, short-faced aud badly car-

ried ears; bis Twig, third, needs a little touching up to
show off his head and neck. Altogether this was one ot the
best shows of wires we have yet had. The special for best
kennel went t" Oriole Kennels. Best keunel owned in Can-
ada, F W. Wilson. Best fux-ierrier. Oriole Keuuels' Blem-
ton Volunteer won over Evi Nettle oy the aid of his better
condition, legs aud feet, though beaten in skull and ears.

IKISH TEREIEES—(ME. MASON).

The new dog, Symond's Breda Bill, was to the front in
open dogs, the class being divided. He is not good in frout,

knuckling over, and is bowed iu forelegs teet too large and
spreading, head a bit short, coat and bjdy good. Eviccor is

better in legs, feet and head thnn the winner, but loses iu
other points. O.d Burnside, of the Lewis aud Jarrett com-
bination, had, much to his surprise, to go without his accus-
tomed challenge blue riboon aud to content himself with
third this time You must place him better than this iu
the. future, Mr. Jarrett. Special for best in show went to
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Breda Fancy over Breda Bill, who
loses in forelegs, feet and head to the bitch. Prizes withheld
in Scotch terrier classes.

DANDIE DINMONTS—(MR. MASON).

Butterfield's Mena, too straight in front, b-tfcer in length
and coat than Daniels's Fan, who is better in type and fore-

legs. Butterfieid Goyon, third, is poor, in fact the whole class

was.
BEDLINGTON TEEEIERS- (ME. MASON).

Baldwin's Pica, not a good one, but as a youngster shows
more type than Watson's Sentinel, won iu open dogs over
the other, and in open bitches Watson's Zulu, better msize,
topknot, coat and bone than Morris's Jerry, won.

SKYE TERRIERS—(MR. MASON).
' Outside of Sir Stafford, who is well known, the others

were hardly worth mentioning. Harrison's Donald, second,
is ragged in coat but has good length of body, though shelly.
Wells's Prince II. third, is small, and Heenly s Rigg, he, is
short-faced and inclined to be woolly in coat.

BIACK AND TAN TERRIERS— (MR. MASON).
There was quite a gathering of these smart litt le dogs, and

I am glad to see the increased interest the judging of these
classes created. Smith's Buffalo General had things to him-
self in challenge dogs; he was looking well, too. Open dogs
saw the competition lay between Campbell's Kaiser and Dr.
Foote's new dog, The Senator (late Broomfielu Como) The
former wins in bead, front and condition, The Senator hav-
ing a little the best in markings, hut loses again in bone, the
result being as I have written them down. Roch ell e Scot,
third, has a fineish bead, but is leggv and could be better iu
body without upsetting anything. Campbell's Donovan is
a bit round in skull and a trifle out at elbows; shown in nice
shape. Watson's Jack is big and co+rse. In bitches we
were introduced to Dr. Foote's Broomfield Madge, but can-
not, say I was much impressed, considering her English repu-
tation. She won, but she is faulty in skull and very snipy
muzzled, throaty, loaded in shoulders, thick and short-
necktd and wide in chest; body I cannot speak of, as she is
in whelp; color of tan good, but legs and feet could be im-
proved. It is a pity such an enthusiast as Dr. Foote cannot
spare the time to go over the water and get just the right
thing for himself Campbell's Desdemona, barring her
pinched muzzle, I like better than the winner, take ber all
round as she stands today. Rochelle Madge, third, is im-
proving. Dickison's Jennv, vhc, is faulty in legs and mark-
ings and a bit snipy muzzled. Thekennel special, owing to
the absence of Dr. Foote's Dick, did not nil, and that for
best in show was won by Campbell's Kaiser.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(MR. MASON).

With Toons Royal looking better than I have ever seen
him, Fishpool Gem bad to be content with another second;
Royal has a wonderful coat just now. Campbell's Petro,
third, Toby, vhc-, and Pinch, he, were not in the same class
with the winners, and the same may be said of the bitch
class, for with Symond's Daisy and Venus placed in the
order named, the former winning in color and coat, the
others were plainly outclassed. Best kennel, C. S. Symond.

PUGS—(MR. MASON).

Bob Ivy was alone in challenge dogs, and Bessie held un-
divided sway in her class. Open dogs saw Cryer's Climax
an easy winner, though not good in markings, too dark, and
ears could be improved, still he showed more quality than
Chequasset Tzar or Kizer, both too large aud fat. Dr. Cry-
er's black-headed Cassina had an easy win in bitches, second
being withheld, and third going to a poor one in Reed's
Sissy. The special for best kennel went to Dr. Cryer. Best
pug in show, Dr. Cryer's Bessie.

TOY SPANIELS—(MR, MASON).

Some nice spaniels were shown, Toronto Charlie, scoring
again, being alone in the dog class. In bitches Forshaw's
Ruby wins in skull and coat. Topsy, second, has also a
nice head and good markings. These were the only entries.
The miscellaneous class, judged by Mr. Mason, was

divided by weignt and tbea by sex. In over 30!bs. Pur-
beck's Dexter, a finely corded poodle, had no difficully in
winning, followed by his othpr poodle Nell, third goiug to a
pretty fair Dalmatian, not cle^r enough in spots. In dogs
under 30ibs. the schipperke Othello got the card and the
pooule Kava II. was given second over a fairi>h toy terrier,

Boozer, a rough terrier, he In the bitch class Jos. Lewis's
Italian greyhound Sprite rightly won over trie poodle Cora,
followed by auother toy, Miller's Daisy Diehl, third, and a
toy poo >le, Frost by nam*, was givn he Mr. A. W. Pur-
beck won the special for the best keunel of poodles.

NOTES.

On Friday evening the following testimonial was ad-
dressed to the superintendent Toronto show, Mr. C. A.
Stone. Mr. Powers read it to the assembled doggy men in
the committee room, and in answer Mr. Stone expressed his
thanks in a neat speech, which was received with three
times three.

'•To Vlr. C. A Stone, Supt. Toronto Bench Show:
"Dear Sir— The undersigned having been present at the

Toronto bench show during tbe past week, as exhibitors and
visitors, and noting your unflagging intent iu everything
pertaining to the welfare ot the dogs, their owuers aud tbe
general public, your pleasant and courteous treatmeut and
manner under trying circumstances, we take the oppor-
tunity to thank you for your uniform kiudness, and trust
you may occupy your presunt position for another term, that
we may have the opportunity to si mihuiy express oui highest
appreciation of jour valued services. Signed—W. N.
Powers, J. B Lewis, Carl Hei merle, W. B. Harrison, G.
Smith, C S. Wixom, A. Teshavs, B. F. Lewi«, John Ridge,
Geo. H. Covert, Herbert E. Nichols, Arthur Wilgrew. F. W.
Wilson, G. T. Bickle, W. Morris, Geo. H. Thomas, C. 0.
Bennett, Frank F. Dole, Henry Jarrett, H. W. Lj.ey, W. F.
Peck."
To prove the interest the general public took in tbe dog

show part of tbe tair at Toronto we give the amount taken
in during the five days of the show, which was kindly fur-
nished us at the treasurer's office; Monday (half d*y),
$863.30; Tuesday, $6H2.60; Wednesday, $1,006.90; Thursday,
$71)7.30; Friday about $500, making a total of 13,350.10, thus
admitting 33,501 people.
This is a substantial proof indeed that this is a dog show

town, and will go far to induce the fair people to open their
purse strings very wide next year.
We cannot quite understand the rule at Toronto show

that if dogs were entered in tbe novice aud op-n classes tbe
novice was to be judged first. This leads to confusion and
serves no good eud that we can see. Then the Canadian
Kennel Clubat their meeting during thesbow, an account of
which will be found iu this issue, adopted a rule that when no
challenge class is provided dogs eligible for that class must
not compete iu the open as is usual. This still furtner han-
dicips tbe already much-abused challenge dogs. There is

little inducement except honor to gain that much-sougbt-
atter title. To our minds the best dogs are entitled to the
spoils. It is all right and proper to encourage the showing
of new dogs, but still we all watit the dogs waosa neurit
should be standard to breed by.

It is always a pleasant, duty to speak of the courtesy and
kindness of r ulroad officials, b cruse of the very few who
are entitled to it The bovs at Toronto were loud ia praise
of Mr. W. Robertson, General Passenger Aeent of the Grand
Trunk, at Detroit, who pissed the dogs, over 60 in number,
that had been at that show, and delivered them at the
Toronto grounds free. Exhibitors will bear this iu mind in
future and favor this line again.
An interesting feature of the fair was the trotting dogs to

sulky, a black aud tan setter being particularly good, going
round the track in great shape, with hardly a break. It was
quite funny to see how the drivers pulled the dogs down to
a trot niter getting in the air, as it were. Tbe noted Irish
setter trotter Doc did not put in an appearance, as his terms
are in proportion to his acknowledged ability.

One of the jokes of the show was theride oi several doggy
men in the Deadwood eoai-h iu the Wild West show at the
fair. Those who were fortunate enough to see the fun said
J. H. Naylor, the Scotch terrier man, "died hard," giving
the Indians who looked into the window the lull benefit of
the red light.

Sev< ral dogs were sold at the show at Toronto, but the
sales were kept very quiet, on account of the customary
bondid nuisance. _ . „ . . JL W. Li
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ADDITIONAty AWARDS.

FOX-TERRIERS

—

Wire-haikkd. — 1st, Eskdale Broom; 2d,
Wenuvortn Wonder; 3d, Aduwuod Jim II. Very high com , Patch—Novick—1st. Stanle>; 21. Went,worth Wirev; 31, Wentworth
Twig-. Puppies: tat, Stanley; 2d, Wentworth Wasp; 3d, ^aoy.
IRISH TERRIBRS.-Dops: 1st, Breda Bill; 2d, Evictor; 3d,

Burnside Bitches: 1st, Brcdi Tiney.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Prizes withheld.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-lst, Mena; 2d, Fan; 3d,
Goyoa.
REDLINGTON TERRIERS—Dogs: 1st, Pica; 2d, Sentinel.

Bitches: 1st, Zulu; 3d, Jer^ev.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, Sir Stafford; 2d, Donald; 3d, Prince.
High com.. Uigg.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st. Toons Royal; 2d, Fish-
pmi Gem; 8'i, Petro. Very higti com., Toby. High com., Pinch.
Bitcties: 1st. Daisy; 2d, Venus; 3d, Daisy (Campbell's). High com.,
Dollv and Tiney.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Bob Ivy. Bitches: 1st, Bessie —
Open—Dogs: 1st, Climax; 2d, Chequasset Czaa; 3d, Tizer. Bitches:
1st, Cassiua; 3d, Sissy.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Large—1st, Dexter; 3d. Nell; 3d, Spot.—
Small—Dogs: 1st, O hello; 2d, Vava II.; 3d, Tiuy. High com..
Boozer and Frost. Bitches: 1st, Sprite; 2d, Cora; 3d, Dasiy Diehl.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

A CORRESPONDENT of a contemporary in extending
an invitation to Mr. Gpo. R. Krehl to visit America

next spring promises tbat I will show him all the cock
tights he wants. I am not thin skin tied by any means, but
this is dropping me a bit lower than I care to go. I have
never been to but one small affair, and then solely as a mat-
ter ot business. That was several years ago. The home-
ward journey was taken in company with a gentleman in
blue uniform. The judge, after doling out ten days or $10
to a score of tbe "attached," called upon my brother scribe
and myself to tell what brought us there, which done, he
decided, much to the disgust of the halffine minion of the
S. P. C. A.., that we were exempt. As a wind-up he called
us into his private room, whence we adjourned to drink his
good health in a small bottle. No, Messrs. "Espan," I am
not in that line of business; but I suppose the idea arose
from my stating about a year ago tbat the S. P. C. A. was a
humbug in many respects, and that dog fights and cock
fights could be located without trouble in New York if the
society agents did their business.

It would be a treat to have Mr. Krehl come here if only to
read bis story of the journey. His trip to Norway, now run-
ning in the Stock-Keeper, is one of his happiest efforts. Get
it, my friends, and see if you don't agree with me. A good
many have tried to poison me. against him, but I know
George Krehl, and it is labor lost to try to set me against
one of the best fellows that ever lived, a gentleman in every
thought, word and deed. Ask Ashmont, ask Prank Dole
about him, and hear what they say of the man 1 am proud
to say is my friend.

Archduke, the winning St. Bernard at Wilmington, is
likely fca shine as a sire if his only Jitter is taken as a crite-
rion. I have seen two dogs and a bitch by him, all remarka-
bly good for their age. One dog is, I think, the biggest
in bone and largest in skull of any pupoy I have seen.
The dog ought to get good-beaded ones, tor he is by a son
of Hermit (litter brother to O ho) out of abitchbyOtho

Mr. Prank Smvth of Germantown has recently sold the
following St. Bernards: To Mr. Mortimer of Pottsville, a
bitch byBonivard Jr. dam Madame Barry; to Mr. J H.
B.vrne, Garb mdale. Pa., a bitch by Marquis of Stafford (by
champion Say <), dam Lov iue; to Mrs. Quigley, Newport,
Del., a dog by Neumond, dam Cassandra II.

Mr. Wm. H. Child, of this city, ex president of the A. K.
C, has been under the doctor's care for some time, but I
learn he is about again in much improved health.

A special "whip" has been issued for the A. K. C.
meeting of this week, and I hope there will be a large
attendance and that matters be discussed. The reader will
please lay emphasis on discussed. Look at the reports of
recent A. K C. meetings and it will be seen that it is only
occasion-illy any other name than Mr. Anthony, Mr. Bel-
mont and my own appears. I do not know bow Mr. Anthony
feels about it, but this is my case. I see a dozen men in tbe
room, each with a vote and each as silent as a juryman
listening to tbe arguments of counsel. I accept it that some
may be with my views, others opposed, with the balance
open to conviction. Sometimes after occupying the time of
tbe club for half an hour in discussing back and forth with
Mr. Anthony a proposition before tbe meeting, I have been
beaten voteless. At other times the result has been tbe
other way. Now I have no desire to take up tiuie in that
way, nor waste energy in such a hopeless case, and I take it

that neither does Mr. Anthony, and when we oppose each
other, either will stop when he sees a one-sided vote for the
opposition. As long, however, as delegates will continue
to sit on their chairs "like knots on a log," just so long will
there be a waste of time.

An important engagement which I cannot cancel will pre-
vent my being present at the meeting, but in order to have
the

"

to
Dg-

time." To which I can only say, that I was elected a dele-

gate with the full knowledge that I was not a clam, but a
kicker from Kickersville.

Exhibitors in this district will have received a premium
list of a South Jersey Kennel Club show, to be held at Wood-
bury, N. J"., on Friday and Saturday of this week. What I

want to say is that shows of this kind are wanted every-
where. They are educational and pave the way for the
development of fanciers. Mr. Fred Kirby started the idea
about two months ago, got a few others interested enough
to tret together and form a club, hire a building and an-
nounce the show. The classification is graded so as to bring
together the various breeds without splitting them up too
much, and §5 and a medal are tne prizes offered for first and
second. There is room for many a hundred of such educa-
tional shows as this two days' affair at Woodbury.

If dog men want a treat in the way of dog pictures by all

means let them get "Teufel the Terrier," published by the
PallMcill Gazette, London. A friend has just sent it to me
from the other side and I have not had the time to do more
than look through it at the illustrations, but if the letter

press is in anything like keeping with them every dog man
in the country should have it, while even if it is not the
pictures f"r the scrap book are worth the shilling over and
over again.

Mr. E. W. Abbott, of Concord Junction, Mass., says that
his mastiff Presto (what a name for a mastiff—charge it)

measures 33%in. under the standard, and weighs 191lbs.

He is willing to wager $100 that no mastiff ever appeared on
exhibition that was of equal height or as large as his dog.
Mr. Abbott further claims that the editor of the American
Stock Keeper took the measurement of the dog, and as his
letter is published in that journal, it is a verification of the
measurement. - Such being tbe case, I don't think any one
will dispute bis being the tallest mastiff ever showa on. this

side of the Atlantic. As for our friends across the water
they give stud "ad." measurements.

1 said last week that I doubted the correctness of the an-nouncement that Mr. Crowell was bringing the St. BernardUonna bilva. I have just learned from the Swiss Mountain
Kenuel, of Germantown, that a letter has been received
from the gentleman who is making some purchases in Eng-
land for the kennel, and under date of Sept. 10 he wrote that
he was j ast starting for London to complete the purchase ofDonna Silver and attend to shipping her in company with
, °m. ie steaiustlip Montana, which left London on the
Uth. Tins certainly looks as if the Swiss Mountain Ken-
nel would have Donna Silva, who from all accounts is a
very good one indeed. She was bred on Aug. 20 to Scout,
Mr. Gosling's dog, which won first and cup at the Kennel
Club show, first and cup at Brighton, first and cup at Brus-
sels, second and cup at St. Bernard Club show, a record
which stamps him as a dog of the best class. Dart as I
stated last week was bred to Lord Bute.

Both bitches, by the way, are by Duke of Wellington, a
dog that has always been pedigreed as by Barry, owned by
Mr. Sidney Smith. All I can say is that Formosa when she
wou at Leeds must have had a long look at Bonivard, for
Duke of Welh ugton is simply Bonivard over again—of a
larger size. When I saw him in Eugland in '84 I liked him
so well tbat I cabled Mr. Rodney Benson to let me bring
him over for him, but getting no reply I could not bring
him, Mr. Benson says he always regretted not having got
him. When I said to Mr. Smith at the St. Bernard show,
"He is by Bonivard," he said, "I would say so myself if I
did not know that Formosa was bred to Barry." But I
only shook my head and said, "Barry never got one like
that."

1 see by the Stock-Keeper that there was a rumor at the
Cardiff show that Mr. Chapman had refused £3.000 for the
St. Bernard Princess Florence. If such is the case, what
chance is there for Americans to buy world-beating St. Ber-
nards?

Mr. A. H. Megson, after offering £60 to Mr. T. H. Stretch
for the young collie Ormskirk L°ofric, without tempting
the latter to sell, at the Birkenhead show, has finally secured
the dog for an even £100. He is a son of Christopher.

What a touching little story that was about the three-
year-old child that strayed away from Hudson, N. Y., and
was not found until the fourth day with no companion but
the dog. His weight in gold ought not to tempt the parents
of the little boy to part with the dog, for it undoubtedly
saved the child's life. In such inclement weather as we had
at that time it was the warmth of the dog that saved the
child's life. And on the approach of the searchers the faith-
ful dog protected him against what he thought was the
intention of strangers to do the child harm.

A Santa Cruz, Cab, paper tells of a couple of. terriers
that found a rattlesnake, and during the fight that ensued
the bitch was bitten by the snake, which, as soon as she had
killed the snake, made for a bunch of snakeweed and ate
freely of it, and then to a muddy pool into which sbe jumped
and rolled herself until she was completely covered with
mud. The next morning she was all right. I suppose the
story is correct, because the name of the owner, Mr. J. F.
Coope, Btn Lomand Vineyard, is given.

Mr. L A. W. Smith, of Buffalo, gets in a fair hit at Dr
Foote when he says th-tt Meersbrook Maiden, the one with
the white spot, was making a clem sweep under certain
judges, and Doctor was finding no fault with the black and
tan "judges, nor was he at all anxious to form the club for
reform judging which he particularly wishes to do since
the Detroit show,

Mr. E. H. Morris published a letter in the content! pory:
"In thp spaniel world all is serene, and if in the future there
is less of the happy family tendency of the officeholders, so
much the better." What aoes he mean ? Does he want
the executive committee to be fighting between themselves,
or what? Does he seek to imply that the officeholders
elected themselves ? If so, he is very wide of the mark. At
least two of the present committee stated their desire not. to
serve again, but at the annual meeting of the club, which
was the largest attended of members of any auuu-d meeting
yet held, their desire was completely overlooked, and the
election, if my memory serves me, was practically unani-
mous. Mr. Morris's views on some subjects are very like
those of Mr. Millay. Mr. Millay wants judges who never
make, a mistake; he wants dog show reporters to never earn
their criticism, aud he means by these wishes that he, Mr.
Millav and his particular friends, must b 11 judges, and that
only the reports in his p p-rs can be strictly correct and
devoid of prejudice Mr. Morris practically means the same
thing, and that he should be both interested in the ring and
writing manifold reports for all the papers.

Only a line from Frank Dole, but lots of news in it.

"Have bought all of Sawyer's bulldogs." As I believe Mr.
Sawyer had his dogs at the New Haven Kennels for some
time, this is simply a change in ownership. Harper is, of

course, the premier of the kennel, and he is a hard one to
beat beyond a question. Then there are quite a good lot of

bitches, but they are hard things to rear even after you have
got a litter.

A few days aso I saw as pretty a litter of spaniels, by
Jersey, as I have ever set eyes on. Mr. Willey told me six
months ago that Jersey was the best sire he had ever had,
and I don't doubt it after seeing the lot I speak of. J. W.

DOG TALK FROM ENGLAND.
MR. GOSLING'S grand St. Bernard brood bitch cham-

pion La Mascotte, dam of champion Plevna, Pleiad,
Onyx and other good ones, died this week of internal hem-
orrhage.

Mr. J
.
F. Smith's well known puppy Troubadour con-

tracted distemper at Gloucester show and died in two days.

At the time of Hesper's sale to America his get had not
made much mark, but it is quite a different thing this year.
Andromeda is without question one of the best bitches in
England. Donnybrook Fair, a 10 months puppy out of
Winnie, promises to make a "clinker." Lady Livingston
you have seen already, and I have several young ones that
promise to rival the best, among them a bitch with a very
similar head to her sire and with bone nearly, if not
quite as heavy, the property of Mr. Evans, Hesper's former
owner.

We have some Japanese pugs in the States that we think
are about right, but what would their owners think of one
three years old, perfect in formation and only 31bs. weight.
Mr. Fellows has just returned from Japan with one of that
weight and size.

I have told the readers of Forest akd Stream of Scottish
Prince, of a brother of Sir Bedivere, of Donnybrook Fair
and a few other good ones coming up. But I hear Mr. J F
Smith has one by Lord Bute that will rub Scottish Prince
very closely, and many that have seen him expect to see him
beat Sir Bedivere in the near future.

While speaking of the coming dog3 I think Mr. Evans's
puppy by champion Guide out of Sans Peuris well worth men-
tioning. He is 7 months old and weighs ISOlbs. He has a bit
too much length of ear, but his body and limbs are grandly
proportioned. His muscular development reminds one very
much of Watch when at his best.

In addition to the string before mentioned I am taking out
Mr. Gosling's St, Bernard dog Republican, a promising 18-
months. Namquoit.

PEDIGREE OF DU VERNAT'S LION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For a year- or two I have been on the chase of the tangled

up pedigree of the above dog. It is stated "Lion was sired

dent of mastiff pedigrees is immediately snagged by thefact
that Psyche was out of aJuuo by Nichols's Captain, that
"Linda" (Linden I.) was bred to Gran by and that she was
by Fabius (Farrier), and that Gwendoline was bred several
times to Cardinal, the result being that one feels convinced
that the pedigree is an honest one, wretchedly bungled in
setting down. This has been tbe view I held from tbe first,
and Mr. Wynn was so impressed with the same view that he
though t the pedigree could be < asily traced. However, after
blundering round for a long time, I was, by the kindness ofWm Rolinson, Esq., brought in touch with a prominent
mastiff man of Liverpool (the city the dog was said to be
exported from), who by odd good fortune met the breeder of
Lion and obtained the startling information that tbe pedi-
gree was a complete fraud, that the dog bad no pedigree
whatever beyood the names of sire and dam, and that this
breeder so stated to the party who brought tbe dog over to
Mr. Du Vernat, who replied that it didu't matter, he could
soon make up one! There seems to have been some further
crookedness about this pedigree, and on this side of the
water, as a gentleman owning mastiffs with Lion's blood
told metbat he had been informed that the dog was < xported
by a party nam^d so and sr>, the agent of the Cunard Line in
Birmingham, England. This opened up a new phase of the
question, and I investigated as to this Mr. So and So in Bir-
mingham. A promineut mastiff man in that citv writes me
that he can find no trace whatever of there ever having been
any such Mr. So and So in Birmingham, and ihe agent of
the Cunard Line adds that they never had an agent in Bir-
mingham with such a name. I have hesitated about expos-
ing this fraud until every crack aud cranny was explored,
that there might be no possibility of mistake: and now the
chain is complete, as the gentleman to whom Mr. Rolinson
referred me has a character beyond question and is exceed-
ingly careful and painstaking. W. WADE.
Huxton, Pa., Sept. 20.

SPANIEL IMPORTATION.—Newark, N. J., Sept. 19 —
Editor Forest and stream: I have just received, per S. S.

Spain, the black field spaniel Beverley Negus, purchased
from Alfred Wild, of Bury, England. Although over two
weeks on tbe water he arrived in fine condition, and I am
well pleised with him. I expect soon to breed him to my
two bitches, Lady and Miss Ben D'Or, and will also place

him in the stud. His winnings are: First Chester, Birken-
head, Liverpool and Darlington. Second Bangor, Edin-
burgh and Manchester.—Rowland P. Keasbey.

DOGS EATING DIRT.—Somervill e. N. J., Sept. 15.—

Editor i'oiest and Stream: Can you give me the cause and
explain the reason why my Irish setter dog will eat dirt?

He will scratch the sod back and eat two or three mouthfuls
at a time. Please give me a remedy for this, and oblige—J.
V. H. [Dogs, as well as horses and other animals, often eat

dirt.
' Probably this is nature's remedy for some ailment or

derangement of the system that is not understood.]

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB.—Headquarters Ameri-

can Coursing Club, Great Bend, Kan.?., Sept. 16. Notice is

hereby given that there will be a meeting of the club, held

at these headquarters on the evening of Oct. 20, 1890, for the

purpose of nominating and balloting for memoership, as

prescribed by the by-laws. All applications should be pre-

sented to the secretary as soon as possible.—Ira D. Brougher,

Sec'y.

THE BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.

BOSTON. Mass., Sept. 15—Editor Forest and Stream:
For the benefit of those who have not as yet received

copies of our constitution and by-laws, also our running
rules (some 300 of which have already been sent to different
parties in the United States, Canada, and England), I will
say that there will be a regular meeting of the N-itional Bea-
gle Club on Oct. 3, 1890, at which time the numerous appli-
cations for membership already received will be considered,
as well as any new applications which may be received on or
before that dite. Parties who are intending to enter their
dogs in our trials and those who have already entered, but
who are not as yet members, will find it to their advantage
to join this organization at the October meeting, as it will
give them free admission to over $100 worth of special prizes
for which thpy could not otherwise compete. As compared
with the benefits to be derived therefrom, the cost of joining
us is ridiculously small—only £2 admissiou fee and S2 per
year, dues payable semi-annually. All present indications
point to a most successful and satisfactory trial. We have
secured the services of two tboroughlycompetent and trust-
worthy judges in Messrs. H. W. Lacy of New York, aud Joe
Lewis'of Cannonsburg.Pa. Boto are men who know a bea
gle's field work perfectly, and who are able and willing to
keep the dogs within sight and hearing from beginning to

end, thus having the dogs under judgment all the time.
Again in offering our prizes, we have tried to be as liberal

as possible to all, and yet not promise that which we could
not fulfill. Arrangements have been made with the pro-
prietor of the hotel at Hvannis, and during our trials special

rates will prevail to our patrons which will satisfy all, es-

pecially as the house is not far from the grounds. Competent
attendants will be on hand and dogs will be benched during
the trials in clean, commodious and comfortahle quarters. It

would be well for those who are unable to attend the trials

in person to have their dogs in the bands of some competent
and trustworthy handler at least a fortnight before the trials

occur. As fast as new specials are added to our list they
will be published and it is confidently expected that by Oct.

10, the date of closing of entries, we shall have some $200

worth. Application and entry blanks, constitution and run-
ning rules can be had of the secretary.

F. W. Chapman, Sec'y and Treas.

364 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

LOSS OF SCENTING POWER.—Camden, N. J„ Sept.
19.—Editor B'orcst and stream: 1 have an imported collie

dog that has apparently lost bis scent through distemper.

Do you know of any remedy or of a similar case?—M. H.
York. [Such cases are not uncommon. The dog will prob-

ably improve in this respect and perhaps entirely recov'erCJ"
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THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.

THE animal field trials of the Manitoba Field Trials Club
were run at Morris, Sept. 9, 10 and 11. There were two

stakes, the Derby and the All-Aged stakes, with twelve
starters for each stake. The trials were run under the rules
of the Eastern Field Trials Club—the "spotting system"—
the result being highly satisfactory. The judges were Mr. S.
Beckett and Rev. W. H. Spence, of Grand Fork. Follow-
ing is a list of the starters:

DEEBT.
Bunty (T. A. Montgomery), liver and white pointer hitch

(Ightfield Dick—Polly Peaehem).
"CORA (W. F. Ellis), lemon and white English setter bitch

(Bruce M.—Fowler).
Frost HI. (T. A. Montgomery), black, white and tan

English setter bitch (Van R—Qu'Appelle Belle).
MANITOBA Frisk (Thos. Johnson), black and white Eng-

lish setter dog (Dick Bondim—"Western Belle).
Novelist (F. Dorsey), black, white and tan English setter

bitch (Woodhill Bruce—Novelty).
POWDER (A. Halloway), black, white and tan English set-

ter dog (Van R.—Qu'Appelle Belle).
Potntz (J. Wootton), liver and white pointer bitch (Bob—Fraulein).
Prairie A. (E. D. Adams), orange and white English

setter bitch (Prairie—Jannie).
Prince Noble (D. Smith), black and white English setter

dog (Prairie—Fannie M.).
Rush (J. H. Brown), black and white English setter dog

(Cable— Dell).

Upton (J. Johnson), liver and white pointer dog (Ightfield
Dick—Polly Peaehem).
Vesta (C. W. Young), black and white English setter

bitch (Cable—Dell).
The winners were: First, Mauitoba Frisk; second,

Novelist; third, Prairie A.

all-aged stake.
Bob (J. Baird), liver and white pointer dog.
Dash B. (W. H. Hogg), orange and white English setter-

dog.
FANNIE (E. D. Adams), lemon and white English setter

bitch.
Jennt Deans (H. G-alt), white and lemon English setter

bitch.
Mac (E. D. Adams), liver and white pointer dog.
Manitoba Belle (Thos. Johnson), orange and white Eng-

lish setter bitch.
Novelist (F. Dorsey), white, black and tan English setter

bitch.

. Prairie (D. Smith), orange and white English setter dog.
PRINCE (D. Hope), black and tan Gordon setter dog.
Prince Noble (D. Smith), black, white and tan English

setter dog.
Royal (H. M. McCulloch), liver and white pointer dog.
Tom Johnson (M. Putnam), orange and white English

Better dog.
The winners were: First, Manitoba Belle; second, Prairie,

third, Prince.

OTTAWA SHOW.
[Special to Forest and Stream.]

OTTAWA, Ont,, Sept. 23,—The Ottawa show opened on
Tuesday with an entry of 230 dogs. The good and the

bad are about equal. Spaniels are especially strong, with
twenty Clumbers alone. H. W. Lacy judged all classes, and
got to work by 2 P. M. Many dogs arrived late.
Tuesday's awards are:

MASTIFFS.—1st, Connelly's Wyoming Count; 2d, Lord Cau-
tion.

ST. BERNARDS,—Dogs: 1st, Benmore; others withheld. Bit dies:
1st, Berim; 2d, Mono.. Puppies: 1st, Lord Caution.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs: l«t, Royal Kmt; 3d, Kent II.; M,

Grouse. Very high corn., Polo. Bitches: 1st, Zona III.; 2d, i lo II.;
3d, Nellie Dale.

IRISH SETTERS.—X)O0s: 1st, Jack Maloue;2d.O'Donovan Rossa:
2d, St. Lawrence. Bitches: 1st, Lillie Ban; 2d, Jeannette; 3d, Belle
Ida. Reserve, Elpeda. Very high com., Ledan and Molly Gen-
dyne.

GORDON SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, Domo. Bitches: 1st, Hilda.
POINTERS.

—

Bitches: 1st, Devon Nell; 2d, Ada.
GREYHOUNDS.—Chaw/bnge— 1st, Harmony. — Open—Dogs:

1st, Haaelhursi ; 2d, Eleho; 3d, Sir Lnnncelot. Very high com.,
Justinian. Bitches: 1st, Hallowe'en; 2d, Fannie M.; 3d, B-tsy.
Very high com., Galatea, Puppies: 1st, Sir Launcelot: 2d, Gala-
tea.

FOXHOUNDS.~lst, Dan T.; 2d, Jaek. Com., Brandy, Ranger
and Mungo.
DEERHOUNDS.—1st, Robin.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Royal Krneger. Bitches:

ls^, Una.-OPEN—Dogs: 1st. Whisker. Bitches: 1st, Elf; 2d. Doll —
Under 12in.—1st, Ava W.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, Sport; 2d withheld; 3d, Dick.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.-CHAi,LENGE-lst, Boss III,; 2d. Bromine.
—OpaN—Doffs.- 1st, Snell; 2d, Rake; 3d, Fop. Reserve. Johnny. Jr.
Very hign com.. Lagrippe. High com., Darby. Bitches: 1st, Lucv
II.; 2d, Joan II.; 3d. Vic. Very high com.. Belle of Ottawa. Pup-
pies: 1st, Darby; 3d, Belle of Ottawa. Reserve, Lagrippe. Very-
high com., Rake.
FIELD SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st, Samson; 3d, Prince; 3d, Napo-

leon. Very high com., Trot. Bitches: 1st, Topsy; 2d, Fanny.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st. Doc; 2d, Rahbi.—Open

—Dogs: 1st, King of Obos; 2d, Bob Oho; 3d, Brock. Bitches: 1st.
Ida; 2d, Dot Smirle; 3d, Dutohy. Reserve Minnie. Very high
com., Itideau Rollie and Trumps,—Other than Black—Dogs:
1st, Rnfus; 2d, Brush; 3d, Jeremy. High com., Bambo. BUctw&i
1st, Blushing Ros ; 2d, Blondie G. Puppies: 1st, Bounce; 2d,
Blushing Rose. Very high com., Bambo.—Novice—Dogs: 1st,
Lagrippe; 3d, Johnny, Jr.; 31, Ridtau Rollir. Bitches: 1st, Ida; 3d,
3d, Ridcau Flossie; 3d, Joan II. Reserve, Oleo. Very high com.,
Blu«hing Rose and Minnie. Com., Colonel and Rip. Bitches: 1st,
Manilla; 2d. Floss: 3:1, Flora. Puppies; 1st, Reality: 3d, Norman.
Very high com., Nellie Biy.

BULLDOGS.—3d, Nettle.

BULL-TERRIErtS.—1st, King of Hearts; 3d, Count Dick.

CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
THE annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club was

held on the evening of Sept. 17, in the superintendent's
office in the bench show building at Toronto, Ont. Dr. J.
Wesley Mills, of Montreal, one of the vice-presidents, occu-
pied the chair. The members present were Messrs. A. Geddes,
Ottawa: John Davidson, Monroe, Mlch.;S. F, Glass, London;
H. B. Donovan, Toronto; P. G. Keyes, Ottawa; H. P. Har-
rison, Toronto; Geo. C. Taylor, Toronto; G. J. Mitchener,
Toronto; and secretary C. A. Stone.
Mr. Glass presented the treasurer's report, showing receipts

amounting to $174.75, and a balance on hand of -$95.17. The
club is now in a prosperous condition, and the number
of dogs now registered reaches over 1,700, though the regis-
tration fee has been doubled.
The working amendments to the rules made by the execu-

tive committee since the last meeting were indorsed by the
club.
Mr. Geddes proposed an amendment to the rules to the

effect that no dog qualified for the challenge class shall be
allowed to compete in the open class, where no challenge
class is provided, The resolution was seconded by Mr. Keyes
and adopted.
On motion of Mr. Glass it was decided that the list of

gentlemen recommended as judges should be decided by the
annual meeting, and that the list be selected by ballot.
The Kennel Gazette of Toronto was decided on as the

offlfcM organ of tile club.

In future a mail vote of the executive committee can be
taken when members at a distance cannot attend the place
of meeting.
Officers were elected as follows: Honorary president.

Richard Gibson, Delaware. President, J. Lorne Campbellj
Simcoe. Vice-presidents, Dr. J. Wesley Mills, Montreal;
John Massey, Toronto; T. G. Davey, London; Geo. C. Tay-
lor, Toronto: Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg. Secretary-treasurer,
S..F, Glass, London. Executive committee, Dr. J. S. Niven,
London; C. A. Stone, Toronto; H. 73. Donovan, Toronto; A,
W. Palmer, Woodstock; H. Bedlington, Hamilton; C. H.
Corbett, Kingston; P. F. Keyes, Ottawa; J, G. Mitchener,
Toronto.

LONDON SHOW.
IONDON, Ont., Sept. 23 —[Special to Forest and Stream.]
J The London Kennel Club's bench show opened Monday

at noon with 300 entries. All classes fairly well filled,
quality excellent. America wpII represented by Dr. Crver,
Blemton Kennels, Chestnut Hill Kennels, B. F, Lewis, Joe
Lewis and J. H. Naylor. Judging began at % o'clock Tues-
day and was all over, with the exception of a few spaniels,
by 6 o'clock; quite an improvement on Toronto. Mr. David-
son took the sporting classes and Mr Mortimer the non-
sporting, giving general satisfaction. The attendance has
been good. If weather continues fine the show will be
financially successful.

THE ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.-New York, Sept. 15.

—Editor Forest and Stream: The first regular annual
meeting of the English Setter Club will be held at 50 Broad-
way, New York, Thursday, Sept. 25, at 11 A, M.

—

Percy C.
Odl, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
£3P™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Forest King and Forest Queen. By F. A. Hayes. Dexter, Me., for

foxhound deg and bitch, whelped March 21, 1880, by Hayes's Brave
out of Gipsoy.
Brier Rose Lightning and Brier Rose Lady. Bv Jos. W. Kerr,

Philadelphia, Pa., for white, black and white head, fox-terrier dog
and bitch, whelped Aug. 10, 1890, by Reckoner (Regent—Nita) out
of Olive. Branch (Hillside Dandy—Richmond Olive).
Brier Rose Thunder. By Jos. W. Kerr, Philadelphia, Pa., for

white, black head, fox-terrier dog, wuejped Aug, 10, 1890, by Rock-
oner (Regent—Nital out of Olive Branch (Hillside Dandy—Rich-
mond Olive).

BRED.
tST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Kizma—Scotch Bonivard H. H. Kent's (Wollaston Heights,

Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Kizma (Merchant Prince— Rensol) to O.
J. Wheelock's Scotch Bonivard (chamoion Bonivard—Mirza),
Aug. 17.

Donna Juanita— Count Howard. J. W. Wood's (Poughlieepsie,
N. Y.) English setter bitch Donna Juanita (champion Rocking-
ham—Donna) to F. Windholz's champion Count Howard (Sir Alis-
ter—Men a), July 24.

Lady Learnerd—Charlie IP. Learnerd Kennels' (Hudson, N. Y.)
liish setter bitch Lady Learnerd (Wolf's Ned—Estella) to H. C.
Williams's Charlie Vv. (champion Elcho—Roxey). Aug. 31.
Learnerd Dair—Major Vox, Learnerd Kennels' (Hudson, N. Y.)

fox-terrier hitch Learnerd Dair (Knapp-Nora) to W. D. Holsap-
ple's Major Vox (Regent Vox—Media), Sept. 9.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Oline Branch. Jos. W. Kerr'B (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier
bitch Olive Branch (Hillside Dandv—Richmond Olive), Aug. 10,
three (two dogs), by J. E. Thaver's Reckoner (Regent—Nita).
Rose. Learnerd Kennels' (Hudson, N. Y.) fox-terrier bi tch Row,

Sept. 18, five (three dogs), by W. D.Holsapple'e Major Vox (Regent
Vox—Media).

SALES.

JglF" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Chuh. Fawn pug dog, whelped June 3 1889, by Santa Olaus out.

of Victoria, by Thos. I. Ballantine, Peoria, 111., to John Powers,
same place.
Smuggler. Fawn pug dog. age not given, by Lord Clover out of

Midget Belle, by L. S. Hudson, Lansing, Mich., to Thos. I. Ballan-
tine, Peoria, HI.
Lord Clover. Fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 30, 1886, by champion

Loris out of Goulding's Nellie, by L. S. Hudson, Lansing, Mich.,
to Thos. I. Ballantine, Peoria, 111.

Midget Lord. Fawn pug dog, whelped Oct. 24, 1889, by Lord
Clover out of Lady Flossie, by L. S. Hudson, Lansing, Mich., to
Thos. I. Ballantine, Peoria, 111.

Lulu. Fawn pug bitch, whelped March 1H, 1886, bv Little Duke
out of Lady Cloudy, by L. S. Hudson, Lansing, Mich., to Thos. I.
Ballantine, Peoria, HI.
Lady Flossie. Fawn pug bitch, age not given, by Max out of

Pet, by L- S. Hudson, Lansing, Mich., to Thos. I. Ballantine,
Peoria. 111.

Sir Satin. Fawn pug dog, age not given, by champion Kash out.
of Fair Inez, by Thos. I. Ballantine, Peoria, ill., to Geo. Isold, Red
Oak. Ia.
Quintrin. Red Irish setter dog, whelped April 10, 1890, bv Blaze

out of Gladys B., by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to Thos.
Davis, Lansing, Mich.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
SW No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

F. D. B., Mt. Morris. N. Y.—Please tell me what I can do to cure
my pointer dog of canker in the ear. Shakes his head continu-
ally. Ans. Wash the ears with borax and warm water, teaspoon
of borax to teacup of water. After drying u^e the following by
dropping a little in the ear twice daily:

R Ti.opii 3ii
Bromo-chloral 3 ii

Aq , 5 ii

Mix. Sig. Ear wash.

J. R. H., Bridgeton, N. J.—I have an English setter dog 3 years
old. He has always been in good health, hut within two or three
days has been troubled with a sort of hoUow cough. He acts as
though he had something in his throat. When he is on chain it
does not trouble him as much as when he is loose. When he runs
it seems to choke him and ho is disposed to vomit. He acts very
like a person who has something in his throat, and by coughing
tries to dish'dge it. I have examined his throat, but 1 cannot see
that anything is the matter with it or that it is inflamed. Can
you give me some advice in regard to hiai in your Answers to
Correspondents? Ans. Chronic laryngitis. Give 5-grain quinine
pill night and morning concealed in a morsel of meat. Get the
following:

R Ammonia muriat 3 \\

Potass iodid 3U
Aq. camph 5 iv

Mix. Sig. Teaspoon in a little water three times daily.
You can also give chlorate of potash lozenges hidden in a bit of

Seat three or four times daily.

fify mi §ntp $hootin$.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

A Chance to Make Money.
Mr. Editor:

Having read Mr. Moorehead's experience plating with gold,
silver and nickel, I feel it my duty to inform others of my success.
I sent for a plater and have more work than I can do. It is sur-
prising the spoons, castors and jewelry that people want plated.
The first week I cleared $37.10. and in three weeks $119.85, *nd my
wife has made about as I have. By addressing VV. H, Griffith &
Co., Zanesville, Ohio, you can tret circulars. A Plater only costs
$3.00. You can learn to use it in an hour Can plate large or
small articles, and can make money anywhere I now have a
nice home and bank account, all the product of jSf.U) invested in

i a Platter.—S. S. NortcIn.—-Adv.

DAYTON SHARPSHOOTERS.
Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 23.—The big events among the shooters the

past week were the t\\ o days devoted to the targets by the rifle-
men. The Sharpshooters' annual king shoot on the Kennel Club
range waslargely attended, and the sport was maintained at high
tension through the annual medal contest of the Hibernian Rifles,
one of the crack military companies of the State.
The Dayton Sharpshooters' Society was organized in the summer

of 1863, when the only arm in use was the squirrel rifle, and the
society has as regalia a squirrel-tail plume and the old powder
bora. And every year since the society has held a prize shoot in
the spring and king shoot in the fall. The gray-haired veterans
of the society to-day were the organizers of this sport twentv-
eight years ago. The original targets were life-sized figures of
kings, and the heart the center shot. Now the society uses six
square targets with white or black bullseyes, the center the size
of a silver quarter, and counts 24. then around that are 24 half-
inch rings. Col. Wm. F. Sanders won the crown at that first
shoot in 1863, and Julius Wehner first prize, with a clean score of
100 rings.
Timber was cut away for a 200yd. range in the woods adjoining

the kennels, and there this 28th annual shoot was held Wednesday.
The firing sheds are on a knoll and the targets 200yds. to the east.
Conditions of these contests are any rifle, muzzle rest, 5 shots

each, possible 120 rings, no restrictions as to sights or gauge:
C Whealen 22 21 18 22 22-105 W Srh wind. .'. 13 20 18 18 19- 88A Sohwmd ... .23 19 17 21 24-104 H Bergk 16 21 18 11 20- 86
B W E, rly 20 21 19 20 20-100 J Weinstein. . . .17 20 17 19 12- 85
L Schwind 20 20 20 20 19— 99 J D Turner. . . .20 18 17 21 7— 83
J Wehner 17 22 14 22 24— 99 W Brown 16 18 20 15 14- 83
E Schwind 17 20 24 18 18— 97 D Bergk 32 21 13 13 13— 83
C Sander 2014 20 20 22— 96 J Henn 19 15 211314- 82
Col W F Sauder22 21 19 15 19- 96 C Lang 21 18 18 9 15- 81
G Sander 19 19 19 21 19— 94 A L Bauman. . .22 16 18 19 5- 80
O Schwind 18 18 22 19 14- 91 A VV Kumler. . .19 15 20 16 8- 78
P Kern 15 19 16 21 19- 90 F Huber ... 10 3 22 12 16- 63
The contest being decided in favor of Chas. Whealen by a

score of 105, Mr. A. W. Kumler, president of the society with a
very neat brief speech presented the regalia to Mr. Whealen and
crowned him King of the Sharpshooters. Fred Hubor, who had
won the honor the year before by a score of 103, only scored 63
this time. About 80 other members of the society participated in
the match, but the scores scaled down to single figures. This is
the fourth time that Mr. Whealen has been the king shot, and
this last victory was won on his forty-sixth birthday anniversary.
Following the convivial scene at the refreshment stand after the

ceremony of installation, came the free for all match, in which
there were over a hundred participants, 10 prizes, same conditions
as the king shoot, except 3 rings, possible 72:
A Schwind 23 23 23-09 Chas Long 21 22 21-01
JohnBenn 23 21 24-68 Wm Sander 23 22 18 - 63
Chas Whealen 32 23 22- 67 Ed Schwind 22 18 23-63
D Bergk 33 32 32-67 Louis Schwind ... .22 23 18-63
Gns Sander 21 23 22-65 Henry Bergk 21 20 22—63
Adolph Schwind was the winner of first prize. He had been king

rf the sharpshooters, and the contest between nim and Henn of
Tippecanoe, and Wheeler and Daniel Bergk was close and excit-
ing, and he had three other ex-kings chasing him close. With
first prize Schwind also won a silver cup and a fine split-bamboo
rod and reel for the best aggregate score in the membership and
free for all shoots, 173 rings in a possible 192. Wheeler next with
172. Most of the sharpshooters use Sharps rifles, .40cal.
The next day the Hibernian riflemen held their annual medal

shoot on the same range, 200yds., 3 shots at rest, 2 off-hand, 24
rings, possible score 120, open sights. Springfield rifles, .45cal. In
5 practice shots Corpora! Dennis J. Madden scored 16, 16, 16, 17, 19;
total 84. Joseph F. Sloan 18, 19, 15, 11, 9; total 75. James Murphy
7, 4, £3, 14, 12; total 60. When th« medal shoot opened the scares
were not so good: Corporal Madden 18. Timothy Mclutee 14, J. F*
Sloan 24, C. P, Sweotman 24, J. M. Sweetman 0, Corporal Thomas
Shelly 8, Captain Pat J. Madden 0, Thomas Sherlock 0, Ed. J. Mc-
Kinney 0, J. P. O'Connell 7. Sloan and Sweetman shot off their
tie and Sloan won in 3 shots, score 56 to 35, and took the medal,
O'Connell, Sloan and Snerlock tried a Creedmoor match, 3 shots
each, possible 62, each man to advance to the firing point, knoel
and shoot. Sloan was again winner by score of 4.0, O'Connell 17,
Sherlock 0. Chris Sweetman challenged Sloan for a 5 shot match
and beat Sloan 48 to 34. Then they tried it over again and Chris
got left, Sloan finishing up the day with 5 shots, 58 rings.
The trap-shooters wound up 11ip week's sport with an afternoon

at Lang's Road House. Four matches were shot, two at standard
targets and two at live birds, American Association rules.
After some little practice a match at 10 standards was arranged,

3 traps, 10 entries, Thos. B. Hannah referee:
S McDonald 0011011011-6 C Miller .0011111001—6
R Heikes 1110111111-9 J Achev 1011110101—7
E Bike HOlllllOl-8 W kneisley 1110111111-9W Pratchett 1010)01011—6 E Taylor 1010011111—7
VV Brown OlOlOlllOl—6 J Stuck 0111110101—7
A Sander 0111011000 -5
Moneys were all divided.
Ten singles;

McDonald. 0111010110—0 Miller 1110110111—8
Pratchett 0111011011—7 Kneisley HOiOlOlll -7
Heikes 101111111 9 Schey iOllllHOl-8
Sander HO- HOOOH-5 Stuck 1010111011-7
Brown 0111110100-6 Rike 1111111110—9
Moneys all divided.
Five ground trap?, 20yds„ $1.50 entrance, Ed Taylor, of Cincin-

nati, referee:
Heikes 20101-3 D G Porter 10212—4
Rike 32111—5 Brown 00100—1
Pratchett ..00031-3 Kneislv 21113-5
Hannah 02111-4 McDonald 11111—5

First and second div., Heikes third.
The day wound up with an 8 live pigeon match, 5 ground traps,

S3 50 entrance, 11 entries, Taylor referee:
Heikes 1 1211220—7 Kneisley 11011210—6
Pratchett 13011102—6 Brown 10120101—

5

Porter 02111211-7 J R King 00001211-4
Rike... .02121111—7 Ed Cain 00010211—4
Miller 20211100-5 Bbown.

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 18.-The Philadelphia Rifle Club held
their annual prize shoot tc.day, at their beautiful shooting park
on Queen's Lane. The day was one of the finest that could be
desired, which was shown by the large number of ladies present.
Also the creditable scores made both on the honor and the riug
targets. These tarpets are what are called the German ring tar-
get, composed of l£in. circles from 1 to 25, 3 shots to each score,
making it possible to get 75. The following, which speak for
themselves, are the official scores:
Honor target, 3 shots, possible 75:

Dr M Price 66 Gus So»dting 53 E Stieber 43
J Weatberly 61 ChasMolter. 51 JSLneffler 40
E Travis 60 Wm Gelzer 47 J Yarrick 40
O VV Schwieckardt57 J Riest 46 J M Green 40Wm Stem, Jr 53 E F Kolb 46
Ring target, 12 orizes only on this target. 3 shots, possible 75:

E Travis 62 Chas H Beeler 53 J Wcatherly 46Wm Stein, Jr 55 Peter Bombard....51 J T Oliver 45
Charles iVIolter. . . .55 Dr M Price 49 Wm Wnrfflein 43
E F Kolb 54 G F Kolb 47 Wm Gelzer 43
Bullseye target, 4in. c- r toons, each member's best cartoon meas-

ured from center of bullet-hole to cenier of cartoon. 24 prizes:
1. GT Kolb.... .01% 9. W Stein Jr. .m& 17. Sch'kardt... .911$
3. E Travis 11 10. G Brehm 43>£ 18,- J T Oliver.. 1.(3
3. W Gelzer 25^ 11. G Soedliag.. .49 19. F Holrz raul.07
4. C Molter 2SVZ 13. WTWurfilein .50W 20. J L Loeffler 1.15
5. E Siieber— 29J4 13. J M Green.. .52M 21. J Zu'nkelt'ul.23
6. E F Kolb 33 14. M Dubbe 67W 22. J Weath'rlyl .28J/fc

7. J Yarrick 34 15. Dr M Price. .74% 23. C F LoefflerI.42U
8. P Bernhardt ,34% 16. M Brierly.. .80% 2t. L Thomas ..1.45
EPHRATA, Pa., Sept. 19.—The members of the North End Rifle

Club met on their range for practice this afternoon and made the
following score, distance 200yds., off-hand:
CSWeDger 5 8 7 0 4 7 6 8W Carpenler... 7 5 7 4 10 8 6 8
L M Wiest 5 9 4 7 6 6 7 8WD Winters 5 5 4 5 9 7 3 4
CKonigmaoher .-.8 6 7 4 4 3 0 0
R VV Bteklev 8 10 7 8 9 3 4 9 .
The day was fair with a strong breeze across the target most of

the time. The club meets again next Friday afternoon. The
club propose to choose a number of its best shooters and challenge
any club in eastern Pennsylvania to furnish the same number to
shoot for an expensive medal, or several medals. This will be de-
cided finally at the next meeting.—D. B.Jjupevbr, Sec'y.

6 10-70
6 7-68
9 8-64
7 3-52
3 3-47
0 3-61



FOREST AND STREAM.
BOSTON, Sept. 20.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-

setts Rifle Association woes held at Its range to-day. The at-
tendance of riflfmen was huge, among them several members of
the Press Rifle Club, who were out practicing for their fall shoot
that is to be held at this range Thursday, Oct. 16. W. M. Foster
won the silver membership badge, and below are the other best
scores made to-day in the all-comers' matches, 200yds., standard
American target:

(It.) ALL-COMERS 1 REST MATCH.
J Francis 115 F O Paine 101 A S Hunt 93
S Wilder 10(5 J B Hobbs 101 M R Barter 89
J N Fames 104 HB Clark 100 D Martin 86FW Chester 103 El Blount 98 AN Mann 85
M T Day 102 JW French 95

(R.) ALL-COMERS' OFF-HAND MATCH.
E F Richardson... .88 T Oliver 73 J Rvan 65OM.Jewell 88 R. Lawrence 72 D Bailey 65
S O Merville. ..... .81 AN Mann 72 A Keen mM T Day 7| S C Sydney 71 MR Barter. ... . .61
H B Clark 75 J B Hobbs 70

(R.) PISTOL PRACTICE MATCH—50TDS.
HSeverance 90 W Gill 85 A S Hunt 82
A D Stevens 88 M T Day 83

(R.) Only re-entries allowed.

NEW YORK, Sept. 17.-TUe steamer St. John and a wet but
merry company of New York marksmen returned late (his even-
ing from the Navesink Highlands, where the New York Sclmctzen
Corps, under the leadership of its popular captain, G. H. Wehren-
berg, bad held its annual fall shoot. The winners of prizes in the
different events were as follows: Eagle shoot—M. von D win a e

low, center crown; O. Mann ken, right crown; F, \V. Merlens, Jr.,
left crown; 1. G. G. Thoelke, right wing; M. Barthmann, left whig;
C. C. Cramer, right head; F. Schmidt, left head; H. Buthfer, Ger-
man flag; 0, Groseh, American flag; I. E. Berk man, right neck; W.
Lenickeu, left neck; Cord Meyer I., sceptre; H. G, Ruescher, orb;
J. Kretzner, right wing; G. Landwehr, left yviog; J. Gobber, right
leg;D. Basse, left leg: F. Rahe, right claw; II. Decker, left claw;
W. Lacktnann, tail, and W. Rohring the hody with the coat of
arms. Mr. Rohring was crowned shooting king and took first
prize. Tho target was SOln. in diameter and had a bullseye of 4in.
Each man was entitled to three shots, which were measured from
the center, the shortest total measurement entitling the marks-
man to first prize, and sn on. H. Eyers first, with "Win.; B. Zet-
tler second, with tin.; F. Hoops third, with 4J£in , and H. Buthfer,
C. Meyer, D. Roster, P. Feige and C. N. Brume in the order named.
The extra premium for the best bullseye went to J. Bunz, who
made a nearly perfect center shot.

VIENNA, Sept 17.—The further large use of smokeless powder
on the field of battle, wh'ch has been made one of the chief fea-
tures of the recent military maneuvers in Hungary has resulted
in confirming the view which has already been arrived at by the
authorities on army matters, that the adoption of the new explo-
sive would compel the institution of extensive changes in the
tactics of war. There were 77 battalions of infantry, 36 squad-
rons of cavalry and 128 pieces of artillery engaged in heavy firing
for four honrs during the maneuvers. The commanding officers
were unable to judge of the position and strength of the opposing
forces by the density of the smoke as they can when the old pow-
der is used, and it took a very long time to fix the positions of the
firing batteries. While the infantry was under cover it could
scarcely be discovered at all, and no estimate could be made of its
force or movemeuts. The new powder emits an unpleasant odor.
Altogether it is very unpopular with the army.
EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.—An election of officers and the gal-

lery shoot were held by the members of the Empire Rifle Club at
their headquarters in the Deutsck-Amerikauische .-chuetzen
Halle. 12 St. Marks place, on Wednesday evening, Sept. 17. The
election resulted as follows: President, E. Smith; Vice-Presi-
dent, J. Grimm; Treasurer, C. Zettler, Jr.; Secretary, A. Stahl,
Jr.; Shooting Master. Wm. Roseubaum. The following were the
scores on the Massachusetts 12-ring target, possible 120 points,
100ft. distance; C. Zettler, Jr., 108, J. Grimm 108, W. Maisenholder
100, J. Zettler 99, H. Stahl, Jr., 97. F. Schneider 91, E. Smith 89, A.
Krueger 85. The shoot will be continued weekly.

CLEVELAND, 0„ Sept. 17.-The best scores of the Cuyahoga
Rifle Club at their regular shoot on Cedar Bluff range was as fol-
lows. 200yds., offhand, 10 shots:
Furlong 73 Phare 72 Bosworth 53
Brush 64

200yds., rest:
Phare... 100 Furlong 90 Bosworth 86

THE TRAP.

Score* for publication should be made out cm the printed blank:
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to clul

secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par*
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Sept. 24-26.—South Side Gun Club Tournament, Watertown, N.
Y. L. H. Prentice, Secretary.
Sept. 25-27.—Harrisburg, Pa., Annual Fall Tournament, Harris-

burg Shooting Association. Two days Keystones one day live

birds. Programmes now ready. A. M. F. Worden, Sec'y, Box -168.

Sept. 30, Oct. 1-3.—Sixth Annual Tournament of the Middlesex
Gun Club, at Plainfield, N.J. Two days targets, two days live

birds. $1,000 guaranteed. Programmes ready for distribution
Sent. 1.

Oct. 7-8.—Altoona (Pa.) Trap-Shooter's Tournament, at the
Driving P irk. Live and inanimate targets. Sweepstakes and
guaranteed purses. G-. G. Zeth, Secretary.

Oct. 14-16.—First Annual Tournament of the Boiling Spring
Fishing and Gunning Club, at Rutherford, N. J. Sweepstake
purses^ Address P, A. Jeanneret.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
CHICAGO, Sept. 15.—A meeting will be held this week to deter-

mine the members of the team for the great return match of the
Chicago-Kansas City race, which will be shot at Elliott's tourna-
ment at. Kansas City, probably beginning Tuesday, Nov. 11. The
team will be probably fifteen men, and the race at 100 birds, $100
a man. This will be a great shoot. Chicago will win it this time,
so the boys aver.
A number of private matches are up for early dates here.

Messrs. Ben Dicks and R. C. "Stevens" will probably get together
this week for 100 birds, $100 a man. This will be shot at. Mak-saw-ba
grounds. Mr. Dicks will shoot Mr. Geo. T. Farmer a 50 birds
race, ©50, at Watson's Park,, this week probably.
A good deal of fun has been had here to-day by the boys over the

Montgomery Ward tin pigeon medal, which was won by George
Kleinman at the last State shoot, The terms of the competition
state that the shoots must be held in Chicago, and, therefore, when
a recent call was issued for the winner to defend the medal at the
out-of-the-way village of Morgan park, where it seems there is a
tin pigeon club, there was a rebellion, and the upshot is that the
call had to be reconsidered, and issued more at the convenience
of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, to which, it should
be remembered, this medal belongs unreservedly. "Did you hear
that?"
There is a story conneeted with this change of base in the medal

shoot. They were shooting tin pigeons out at Watson's Park, and
when the shot would strike the bird and fail to open it, some one
would say, "Did you hear that?" This never tailed to irritate the
inventor of the bird, Mr Best, who invariably explained that it

"was only a glancing shot," etc. Then Roll Organ, who is per-
haps the most inveterate "kidder" on earth, grasped the situation,
and soon everybody was saying, "Did you hear that?" They gave
Mr. Best the worst of it so had that he swore he. would never allow
one of his birds to be shot on those grounds again. Hence the
Morgan Park call, and the rebellion, and hence also a new phrase
among the Chicago shooters. Everybody now says, "Did you hear
that?" E. Hough.

NEW JERSEY -ASSOCIATION.
FA1TWOOD, Sept. 17.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr. A. Heri-

tage, President of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association,
desires to give notice through your valuable journal that a meet-
ing of the State Sportsmen's Association of New Jersey will be

held at Aehmuttey Hotel, 842 Broad street, Newark, on Saturday
evening, Sept. 27-, at 8 P. M. It is to he hoped that all the clubs
belonging to the association will send delegates to the meeting,
notice of which is given above.

'

Jacob Peotz, Cor. Sec'y, N, J. S. A.

ARTIFICIAL BIRD.—It is likely that, a piol, trust .or upder.
standing pa.the p.iet of casnaiker*.of. tainim i#a targets will be
iManm trardf'e summer 6\iM>6r shooting season opens.

CATSKILL TOURNAMENT.
Catskill, N. Y., Sept. lS.-Tolley's eighth kingbird tournament

took place on the grounds in West Catskill, with a good attend-
ance of crack shooters from Albany, Troy, Cohoes, Tannersville,

Saratoga, having tied for it at the last Troy tournament, Mr.
LeveDgston not being on the ground, was ruled out. Paul, of Co-
hoes. and Mattice. of Catskill, shot at 25 birds, Mattice capturing
23 and Paul 21. This medal must be won three times to become
the property ol the shooter. Mr. Buesser, of Troy, and Mr. Mat-
tice have each won it. once. The next shoot for this trophy will
take place at Catskill next month, and already there are a dozen
entries; any member of the Eastern League may contest for it.
1 lie ladies on the grounds undoubtedly spurred Mr. Mattice on to
his excellnet. score by their continuous applause, and when he
completed his score the hearty cheers could be heard echoing
from the surrounding hills for some time. The next shoot prom-
ises to be of unusual interest, as the medal and other events will
be sharply contested. Following are the scores:
Contest No, 1, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:

Patten 1111111111—10 Shufelt 1101111011-8
Taylor 1110111111-9 Mattice 1110110111—fi

Bemis 1101101111- 8 Paul 1001101111-7
Beach... 1111100111- 8 Schutt 01011*1011-6
Leon 1011111101- 3 Eloc 0100101011-5
Mardo 0111011111- 8
*Forfeited shot.
Ties on 8: Bemis 5, Leon [5, Mardo 3, Shufelt 3, Mattice w,

Beach w.

Contest No. 2, same as No. 1:

Bemis 10 Beach 8 Paul . 6
Leon 10 Patten 8 Shufelt '

. 5
Mattice 10 Schutt 7 Elcc 4
Taylor .. 9 Mardo 7

No. 3. same as b-fore:
Bemis 9 Patten 8 Schnfelt 6
Taylor. 9 Paul 8 Eloc 5
Leon 9 Mardo 7 Shutt '..".".3

Mattice 9 Beach 6

No. 4:

Beach 10 Paul 8 Leon a
Mardo 9 Mattice 8 Eloc 5
Bemis 8 Taylor 6 Patten 4
Schutt 8
No. 5:

Beach. g Leon 8 Mardo 6
Taylor 9 Schutt • 8 Goggin 5
Mattice 9 Pral 8 Eloc '.".'4

Bemis 8 Patten 6
No. 0, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.50:

Bemis 15 Patten 12 Leon 10
Beach ... H Mardo 12 Schutt . 9
Mattice 13 Taylor 12 Eloc '

9
Goggin 12 Paul 12
No. 7.—In this and all succeeding 10 bird events the entrance fee

was $1, the purses divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent,:
Bemis 10 Taylor fl Leon 0
Goggin 10 Paul 9 Mattice 6
Beach 9 Schutt 8 Valk., .. o
Mardo. 9 Patten 6 Eloc ... ' "5
Mo. 8:

'
'"

Paul 8 Mardo 7
Goggin 8 Schutt 6
Beach ...7 Valk 5
Patten 7

Taylor 9 Mattice .

Paul... 9 Schutt...
Beach 8 Valk

Bemis 10
Mattice 9
Taylor 8
Leon 8
No. 9:

Mardo 10
Goggin 10
Bemis 9
No 10:

Paul 10 Taylor 9 Mardo 7
Bemis 9 Mattice 9 Goggin 7
Beach 9 Schutt 8 Valk 6
Prizes for aggregates—A purse, of $10 was divided 40, 30, 20 and

10 per cent, as rewards for best aggregates made in regular con-
tests two to ten inclusive. A contestant shooting through the
nine events had to shoot at 95 kingbirds. Out of the number
Bemis (Albany) scored 88 and won first; Taylor (Albany), Beach
and Mattice (Catskill) came out of the race with scores of 80 and
div. second; Paul (Cohoes) won third with a total score of 78;
Mardo (Albany) captured fourth with a total of 74 dead birds.

Sweep No. 1:

Bemis 10 Taylor 9 Mardo 7
Paul 10 Schutt 8 Valk 5
Mattice 9 Beach... 8
Sweep No. 3:

Bemis 15 Taylor 12 Schutt 11
Paul 14 Valk 13 Mardo 10
Beach 13 Goggin 12 Mattice 10
Sweep No. 3:

Mattice 10 Schutt 9 Goggin g
Tavlor 9 Beach 9 Bemis ..7
Mardo 9 Valk 8 PbuI 6
Sweep No. 4:

Mattice 10 Taylor ' 8 Schutt 7
Bemis 10 Paul ...S Mardo. 6
Goggin...., 9
Sweep No. 5:

Paul 10 Goggin 9 Taylor 6
Mattice 9 Beach 8 Mardo 6
Bemis 9
Following are the scores for medal:

Mattice llllimilllllllll0101111-23
Paul 011011111111mil 10111101-21

Ever since the Catskill Club began shooting, an effort has been
made to make 50 straight, and for a couple of years G. F. Tolley
had a standing prize for the one making a clean score of 50. On
the 4th inst. T. B. Beach shot with a new L. C. Smith 12- bore, 7M
gun, received from the Hunter Arms Co. that day. In shooting
at tne 50 birds, as above, he "got the hang" of the gun, and said
he would undertake to break 50 straight. This he did, making the
longest string of hits (55) ever made on the Catskill grounds,
which not only speaks well for Beach, but also for the gun.

.
.

Db Toll.

ISLAND GUN CLUB.
Wheeling, W. Va., Sept. 10.—I inclose the scores of the first an-

nual tournament given by the Island Gun Club, of this city.
Trap-shooting is something quite new to Wheeling and proved
quite interesting to a large number of spectators. Among the
shooters from a distance were W. S. King, Geo. Cochran, H. J.

Levis and J. Huffman, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; I. N. Crable, of East
Liverpool, O.; Mr. Sigfield, of Steubenville, O.: C. E.Verges, Lowell,
O.; I. S. Biobee, Zanesville, O.: Mr. Mayberry, Parkersburgh, W
Va., and T. Tully, Younsrstown, O. Wheeling was represented by
J. A. Penn, R. B. Burt, Dr. Myers, Jack Wright and others. J. A.
Penn made the highest average of the day with 141 out of 149

breaks to his credit. It was a hot crowd, and a glance at the
scores will show how the boys hustled each other. Bluerocks
were used, American Association rules, rapid-firing system,
purses divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, except seventh event. Ties
divided:

First event, 10 singles, SI entrance:
Burt ! 1111111111-10 Tanner 1011111101-8
Penn 1111111101- 9 Cochran 1011100111-7

Huffman 1111111101- 9 Sigfield 1100111001-0

Tullv H10111111- 9 Mayberry 0101100110-5

Wright UlUlllOl— 9 Crable 0100100 1 01-4

Second event, 10 singles, SI:

Penn .! .1111111111-10 Wright 1110001111-7

Cochran 1011111111— 9 Mayberry 1010101111—7

Burt 1111110111- 9 Bell 1100110111-7

Tanner 0111101111- 8 Myers 0110101101-6

Huffman 1111111001- 8 Sigfield 1010011001-5

TuHy 111001H11- 8 Crable 1010011100-5

Third event, at 20 singles, $3 entrance, $30 guaranteed:
Penn ....11111111111111111111-20 Tanner ...1110110111101110U10-15

Cochran. .11111101111111111111-19 Levis 001101 1101Ullimil-15
Burt 11111111111 11101 1111-19 Myers 11010011011010111111-14

Kme. .' ..11111111111111110011-18 Wright...11110001010111011011-13

Tullev • • .0111111111 1101101111-17 Crable . . . .01011111111000010100-11

Huffman. llllOUllOllOlOlllll-16 White ...10001110000101010110- 9

Fourth event, at 10 sin gles, $1 : .

Cochran 1111111111-10 Bihbee 1011101111- 8

TTuHev 1111111111-10 Burt 0110111101-7

Wright .... .1111110111- 9 Tanner 1011001011- 6

King IIUIUIOI- 9 Huffman IOIHIOHI- 8

jlZfs .....OIlllllUl-B Sigfield ...1910110011-6

flgSMfcf &:::::::::::::fflBBt J

Fifth event, at IS singles. $2:
Penn 111101111111111-14
King 1111 101 11 1111 11-14
Huffman 111111101111111-14
Dr Caddie 111111111111010-13
Titlley Ill 111011101111-13
Burt 1111 0111 1011111-13
Levis 011111111111011—13
Sixth event, 10 singles, $1:

Penn 1111111111-10
Cochran 1111111110— 9
Bibbee 0111111111— 9
Levis.... lOlHUm— 9
Burt 1110011111- 8
Mjers 1101110111- 8
Caddie 1110111011- 8
Seventh event. 20 singles, $2,50,

Butt liimnimiiiiiiu—20
Cochran . . Ill 1111 1 111111111111-20
King.. ,...11011111111111111111—19
Penn 1111 0 1 11 111111 HI 011-18
Tuiiy inmnimmiuoo-18
Mvers . . . .11111111111110001111—17
Eighth event, 10 singles, S51:

Penn 1111111H1—10
King.... 1110111111-10
Bibhee llllllllll—10
HuSmaii 1111 1 11111-10
Burt 1111111011- 9
Tully 1111111011— 9
Levis _ 1111111110— 9
Ninth event, 10 singles, $1,591

Pent!..,, 1111111111—10
Tuiiy mimiii—10
Burt 0111111111- 9
Huffman 1101111111— 9
Cochran 1111110111— 9
Kintr 0111111111— 9
Tenth event, 12 singles, $2:

Penn 111111111111-12
Levis 1111 1111111 1—12
King 111111110111—11
Cochran 111111111101—11
Burt 111110111101-10
Tanner 111011110111-10
Eleventh event, 12 sin. ley, gi :

Tanner 111111111111-12
Burt 111111111111-12
King 111111111111-13
Wright 111111111101-11
Levis 101111111111-11
Twelfth event, 10 single-', $1:

Penn 1111111111—10
King 1111111111-10
Tully 1110111111- 9
Burt 1111111100- 8

Myers OlOmiOlllllll—12
Cochran 1 0111111 1111100—12
Tanner 010111111111100-11W right 1011 1 110011 1 101-11
Bibbee 101010100111101- 9
Orale 110011010100110— 9
White.... 110001100010100- 6

Crable 0111111011— 8
Tully 1111101011- 8
King 1101111110- 8
Tanner ..llOOlimi— 7
Wright 1101111100— 7
While ..1100111001— 0
Huffman 1101011010— 6
125 guaranteed, 4 equal moneys:
Levis . ... .1111 111 101 1U 10011U—17
Huffman. 11101111011111001011—15
Wright...omoioiiimimm-17
i:V- ij

'
'

I 1] : \ "
- -

Tanner. .. .10111000110111001101—13

Cochran 1111111001- 8
Tanner 0111011011— 7
Crable... 1011110110- 7
Myers 011010H11— 7
Sigfried 1101111000— 6
Wright 0011000111— 5

Levis lOIinillO- 8
Bibbee 1101111001— 7
My era 11001 01011— 6
Tanner 1101101101— 7
Wright lOnOlOllO— H

Wright 111110011111-10
Oil! till l;Hi_ m

Huffman 010111110111— 9
Bibbee llOOUOlrjOOl— 7
Myers 001010111115- 7

Penn... 111101101111-10
H11 ffman 111111101011-10
Tully llllillllOlO-lO
Myers 011001111101— 8

Myers 0111111011— 8
Levis 1110011111- 8
Tanner 1110011111— 8
Wright ...1011110010- 7

BROOKLYN.
Brooklyn, Sept, 17.—The entire landscape at Woodlawu to-day

presented one scene of gray in gray and the rain came down with
hardly any intermission during the entire afternoon, while the in-
vitation cup shoot of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club took its
course at the Woodlawn Park grounds. The following organiza-
tions were represented: Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, Fountain

donors of the prize was very close during the entire shoot, the
scores never showing any greater divergence than two in the total
of birds killed. The Parkways had a erood chance of winning the
trophy until the last round, when H. W. Bookman met with mis-
fortune. The Centrals and the Coney Islanders ended with a tie,
and the latter, as hosts, presented |tbeir plucky adversaries
with the prize instead of shooting off the tie. The marksmen went
to the score in squads of five, one from each team. The following
were the results:
Coney Island Rod and Gun Club invitation shoot, open to teams

of ten from the Central, Fountain and Parkway gun clubs, and
the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, 7 birds each man at 25yds. rise,
no handicap on bore of the gun, 80yds. boundary. Hurlingham
rules:
Cone v Island Rod and Gun Club.-F. Pfaender 7, C. Dettlefsen

6, C. Plate 7. R, Dwyer 7, Dr. T Nortbridge 6, D. Monsees 7, F.
Sanger 6, A. Eppig 5, J. Schliemann 7, J. O'Brien 6, total 64.

Fountain Gun Club.—Dr. Shh Is 5, L. Davenport 7, J. Fisher 7,

Dr. Schwarz 5, E. Allen 7, Callos 7, J. Lake 6, J. W, Stuart 6, C. W.
Jones 7, B. W. West 6, total 63.

Central Gun Clnh.-C. W. Reed G, C. Wooley 7, J. Van Dyke 7,

W. C. Price 6, E. K. Taker 7, F. Beale 6, E. W. Price 7, J. Price 6,

Wm. D. Campbell 5, E. Wooley 7, total 64.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.-Dr. Powell 6. W. R. Selover 5. G.
U. Forbell5, W. Levens5, E, H.Madison 0 J. Vreeland 5, P. Suiter
5, J. V Van Wioklen 5, J. 1. Edgarton 7, Dr. Bachin 7, total 56.

Parkway Gun Club.—J. Bennett 6, R. Piaster. Jr., 7, Van Wye.
koff 7, H. Steinheuser 7, J. Blake 6, L. Lehmann7, E. Helgans 7/H.
Bookman 3, total 63.

Scores at the end of each round:
I

Coney Island
Fountain
Central
Gleumore 6

U S 6 7 8
;. 7 :1S 20 27 33 40 46 51 58 64

" 13 19 24 31 38 4 4 50 57 63
13 20 26 33 £9 46 52 57 64
11 16 21 27 33 37 43 49 £8

Parkway ....6 13 20 26 33 40 43 53

KEYSTONE RULES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have received so many inquiries regarding the new Keystone
rule No. 4 that I am unable to reply to them all personally, and.
take this means of answering.
There shall be five traps set in a straight line, 5yds. apart, and

three traps 60yds., measured from No. 3 trap. In measuring from
there that will bring the outside trap.t in a circle. Traps to be
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for inside and 6, 7 and 8 for outside traps.
Outside traps to throw a straight incomer, a right quartering in-
comer and a left quartering incomer. Inside tr^ps. No. I a right
quarterer. No 2 a left quarterer. No. 3 a straightaway, No. 4 a
right quarterer. No. 5 a left quarterer. With our new switch
board outside traps can be pulled as well as inside. Traps must
be pulled by indicator. If gun fails to go off unless caused by a
defective primer, it is a lost bird. If bird breaks in trap or gun
fails to go on account of bad primer, the indicator must be turned
in such cases each time. H. A. Penrose, Keystone Mfg. Co.

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 16.—The last regular sboot of the South
S^'de Gun Club for the season was held this afternoon at. National
Park. For some rea°on or other the shooting did not come up to
the usual average mark, some of tho old experts even shooting
worse than their young friends. A. W. Fiiese carried off the
houors of the day. The live-bird shoot resulted as follows at 7

Brand. 5 Marlett .6 Wood i
Broieh 4 Rock 4 Strassburger. 2
Hanson 6 Greihe 6 Chapman 5

Manegold 4 Thomas 3 Story 3
Lewis 5 Bantam 6 Gropper 1

Pickhard 7 Friese 4 Warner 5

Carmichael 4 Van EUs 7 Seefeld i
In the evening a banquet was enjoyed at the Park Hotel, at

whioh the prizes and medals for the season just ended were dis-

tributed. They were as follows: First in Class A, F. P. Srannard:
second, FranR. Van Ells; third, Steve Meunier. First in Class B,
Chas. John; second. John Meuuier; third, John Strassburger. Firtt

in Class C, Walter Bantam: second, J. E. Warner; third, Dr. Car-
michael. The prizes censored of charms and mtdals. The club
has now a membership of 100, to which it is limited by the. consti-
tution. The election of officers will be held on the first Tuesday of

next February. Besides a considerable sum in the treasury, the
club owns 400 acres of land in Forest county, which it is intended
to make the starting point for a large deer park. Several thou-
sands of acres are to be bought in the near future.

BROOKLYN, Sept. 16—Monthly shoot of the Kings County
Sporting Club for gold badge at Dexter Park. The rain kept the
majority of the members home, and those that did shoot had a

large head on them from the target excursion of the Conrad Thiel
Association the dav before. That accounts for the poor scores of
some of the members; 20 bluerocks, 2 traps, right and left quar-
terer, 18yds. rise:

T Short . Ollonomillimill—17 Lindstvedt 01111111111011111111—18

jLiuk ..iiiiniioihimioiii-17 Fstou..-.iooiomnooounioi-i3
F Greiner 111101)11101011111101-15 F Keller. .lOOmilOlllOlllODll—14
c Thiei. ...liiioooouonnoini-14 „
Lin'dstetft wins Saffge",—S»"ap Sffor.
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Thiele 12
Westervelt.

.

BEEVILLE, TEXAS.
Bbevixlb, Sept. 5.—At the Beeville Gun Club's two (lavs' shoot

here the boys bad a general good time. One of the features of the
occasion was a hig barbecue each day on the grounds, provided by
the home club. Tips divided unless noted.
Event No. 1, 13 f ingle blnerocks. a traps:

St Hubert 111111110111—11 Dr Stephens 000 ri00000010-l
Skougs ouiiioooiio- 7 *** : oiooo looHOOo-a
Critzer 011111111011—10 Guessaz 110101101010—7
Holtzapfel llOIOlllJOll- 9 Mint 001001000COO-2
Vaosickel 00111 111 0000- 6 Thiele 1110001100 0 -6
Mushaway 011100001010— ft Cook 011101101000-6
B»asley 011010L00010- 5 Nutt 00UO000I0O0-3
Westervelt 011101 101010- 7 Parr 0011 10100101—

6

McCormaok 000100001011 - 4 Licht. . . 111111001000—7
Klipstein 011010101,010— 5 Blanco 100100110010-5
Match at 5 live birds, 26 entries, prize and 3 moneys,80yds., Amer-

ican rules:
St Hubert 00011-2 Parr ,. 1 1010-3
Skaggs 00000-0 Mushaway Hull—

4

McCormack 01011-3 fore 00060—0
Smi th 101 1 0-3 Klirtpsteiu 01111—4
Critzer 11101-4 Hol'zapfte 0111 1—4
Stephens. 10 11-3 Sbiele 10110—3
Beasley 00000-0 Miret 11011—4
Nutt II 1101—3 *** 00000—0
Vansickley OOP 0—1 Scott 00000—

0

Westervelt .11111—5 Blanco 11111 - 5
Cock 10000—1 Leicht 01110—3
Guessaz 09101—2 McChurdv 00000 0
Armstrong 00110-2 Barr 01011—3
Most of the hirds fell dead out of bonds.
Match at 9 bluerocks:

Armstrong 4 Sbiele*. 7 Mr-Cormick 9
Parr. 3 MeChurdv 4 Mushaway 9
Critzer 8 Cook 5 Klipstein 7
Wertervelt 8 Ssaggs.. 5 Stephens 2
Beaslep 5 Barr. 6 Miret .5
Vansickle ,2 Guessaz 7 BUnco ....7
Holizapple S St Hubert 8

Second Bay.—Weather fair and good attendance. Nine single
bluei-O' ks, 5 oluerock traps, American Association rules, one prize
and three moneys:
Holzapel ... .010111101-6 St Hubert 111010100-5
Le.icht. 010011010-4 Westervelt 010001100*-3
Barr 010000110-3 Miret OOOOIOIOO-^
McCormack 000111 010-4 Cook 0100 10000—2
Thiele 011011111—7 Nutt ...roOOOOnlO-l
Skaggs OiOOiUOOO 2 Fowler 000000110-2
Beasley 010011110-5 Parr 011110010 -5
Stephens 000010000-1 Law 000O"10000-0
Scott 110100000—3 Armstrong 1100101 10-5
Grussaz OJ1100011—4 Oltzef OlllliillO—

6

Blanco OiOOOOlOO—1 Klipstein OUOlOOOO—

8

Mushaway 101111001-6 Smith 110110000—4
Ten singles and 5 pairs oluerocks, 5 traps, American Association

rulp, one prize and three moneys:
StHuoert 11 MeCnrmiek ,.11 Blanco 4
Thiele 13 Cri'zer .12 Skaggs 8
Beasley 6 Mushaway. 10 Stephens 6
Westervelt 10 Miret 8 Armstrong 4
Guessaz 7 "Bond 7 Leicht 6
Cook 7 Halzapel ..,..13 Smith 8
Fifteen singles:

Cook 6 Mushaway 7 Fowler 4
St Hubert 13 Armstrong 5 Gugenbeim.. . 1
Critzer 13 Scott ; 1 Parr 0
Holtzapel 13 Barr 7

~
Beasley...- 4 Texas Field 10
Klin-tern 9 McCormack 3

Fift' en single bluerocks:
Holtzapel 11 Thiele 11 Barr 8
Beasley. 9 Mush* way 14 Texas Field 7
C'i zer 11 McCormack 10 Stephens 3
Klipstein 1
Ten single bluerocks:

St Hubert 7 Barr 5 Texas Field 6
Fowl-r ........ 2 Westervelt 2 Texas Jack 8
Beasley 7 Mushaway 7 Stephens 3
Cook 3 Thiele 8 Armstrong 4
Nu't 2 Jltfrot 8 Smith 5
Scott ...2 McCormick 2 Davidson.. 2
Cntzer 5
Three single live pigeons, teams of two:

San Antonio. Cuero.
Thiele 011-2 Holtzapf-d 111—3
Guessaz ..110—2—4 Harmon 0 0—1—4

Beeville. Coipus Christi.
Beasley 011—2 Westervelt 101—2
Cook 001-1-3 White 001-1-3

San Diego.
StHubert 110—3 Miret.. 001—1-3
Five single bluerocks:

McCormack 4 Cri'zer 3 Holtzapfel... 4
Mnthaway 5 Davidson 1 Pnrr 2
Beasley 3 Barr 1 Tex Field 4
Tbiele 2
Five single bluerocks:

Criiz^r 3 Mushaway 4 Barr 0
Beasley 5 Holtzapfel 2 Tex Field 4
McCormack 1 T. J. Skagqs.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Sept. 20.-10 blue rocks,
50cts. entry: 128U66189
Collins 7 8 5 6
Quimby 7 5 5 9 7 7-.
Si der 910"
Lindsley... 7 7
Hathaway 5 7
Simpson 6 4
Monev 7

Johnston 10
Hunt 5
R- se 7
Thompson 9
Enelewood 9
CrAft 7
Evans 5 6
Moffatt 6 5 4
Nicols 4 6
King 7
Lawrence 9 ,. ..

Wanda 4
Sweep 10, 5 pai"s:

Simpson 00 10 10 11 10- 5 Thompson 00 00 00 11 00- 6
Monev 00 01 00 00 11- 3 Lindslev 10 01 00 00 01- 3
Sweep 11, 10 singles, 35vds. rise, both barrels:

S'mpson 1110000110 5 Thompson O000001100— 2
Money 0011111111-8 Lindsfey 1100000001— 3
Conditions, 4 live birds, 13 en! ranee:

Quimby. 1121—4 Poiter 0100 -1
Johnston 2121—4 Hathaway 1122-4
Collins 1121—4 Lindsley 2110—3
Wanda .0211—3 Money 1212—4
Englewood 0101—2 Thompson 0000—0
Sigler 1122—4 Simpson 1111—4
S weep No. 2, same:

Quimby 1111—4 Potter 1000—

1

Lindsley 2000 2 Simpson 1112-4
Collins -.1211—4 Thompson 1021—3
Johnston IM'1—4 Englewood 2021 3
Wanda .1020-2 Evans 1100—

2

Money .1221—4 Sigler 1101—3
Hathaway 1100-2

RED BANK, N. .I., Sept. 22.—Inclosed find score of the River-
side Gun Club's shoot of Sept. 19. The weather was fine and some
good scores were made. The shooting was from 5 traps, pulled by
indicatory. Match at 10 bluerocks, A. S. A. rules:
E M Cooper 1110111101— 8 A Ivins 111111 1111—10
D Belsbaw .1000011010- 4 W Conover 1001111110- 7
John Cooper 1 1111111 il -10 A Whaymer 1111011111— 9
Shoot No. 2, 10 bluerocks

E M Cooper 1111111011—9 A Ivins 1011011101—7
D Belshaw HillOOOlO—6 W Conover 1100110011—6
John Cooper. 1011111111—9 A Whaymer 1101111001—7
Shooi No. 2, 5 pair^ bluerocks:

Ed Cooper 11 11 00 11 11— 8 A Ivins 11 10 01 11 11-8
D BfKhaw ....01 10 10 11 11— 7 W n0uover 11 10 00 01 10—5
John Cooper ...11 11 11 11 11—10 A Whaymer 11 11 11 00 11-8
Shoot No. 4, 10 bluerocks;

Ed Cooper. 1111011111—9 W Conover 1110110110-7
John Cooper......... 1111111 110- 9 A Whaymer 1010101110-6
A Ivins 01Ulli0100-5 •

7 10 10 10 8 7 '8

"7 8 8 7 7
7

7

9 8 8
3 5 8
8 9 5
8 8..
6 7 8
5 10 8
6 8

9 7
7 4
9 8

7 9 8

8 7 .

WATSON'S PARK. Burnside. 111., Sept. 18.-The following is
!
the score made here to-day by Fort Dearborn Gun Club at 15 live

1 pigeons for cluh med»l:
, Geo Kleinman.211012201121111-13 F O Griffin... . 000101000022010- 5

|
H Eblers 212112220002122-12 C Netschke. ...222100202122102-11
Abe Kleinmanll2ll011212U 11-14 C McCammon.291220000022010- 7O B Dicks 222222211020122—12 O D Gammon..1LI10200111126L-11W N Low 222120022012102-11 *B Hoffman. . .122102211212210 -13
Geo Airey 111201211222212-12 *J A Ruble. . . .121212211200000-10H W Lovedav.011210111121210—12 *J E Tonev 000102210200000— 5M Hutchinson. 12 •210210012020— 9 *A W Reeves.. 212111112100000-10W P Mussey.. 102222112111212—14 *G Hoffman. ..211211121200000-10
C E Willard... 311011111211101—13
Withdrew. The tie for the medal was postponed, and the next

was at 20 Pennsylvania blackbirds for club medal:
Geo Airevimiim0imi011H-18 Abe Klein-
Geo Klein- man. . . . 000011111111 11111101—15
man 011 11111 1 1111 01 11111—18 C B Dicks.HlOllllOllOlOHOOlO—13
W. P. Mus-ey, H. W. Loveday, O. E. wii JaTd, J M Hutchinson,

C. Netschke. C. D Gammon, T. O. Griffin, W. N.Lowe, B.Hoff-
man, A. W. Reese and G. Hoffman withdrew.
Ties on 18 lor meaal:

Geo Kleinman .11111—5 11110-4 Geo Airey 11111-5 11111—5
Ravelrigg.

EAST SIDE GUN CrjJB.-Newark. N. J., Sept. lS.-The new
management of the Ea«t Side Gun Cluh is doing well, and no
doubt will soon havo the club at its old standing again. The
sboo'ing to-day at Standards and American clays, 3 standard
traps, club rules, resulted as follows:
Club shoot:

F Kilters 000111110110111—10 Chip 100111001001 111— 9
J Fischer 111011 101011110 11 P Sehork 111101111111001—12
A Water 111111110000111-11 A Bitz OOO.OU100000101-4
Schork first. Water and Fischer second.
Sweep for 50 cenis entrv:

Fischer 1001001011—5 Schork 0100101001— 4
Chip 0111101110-7 Hilfers 1101111111— 9
Water OlOlllllOl—7 Koegel llllllUll—10
Sweep for 50 cents entry:

Fischer 1111111011— 9 Schork 1101101111— 8
Chip 1110111111— 9 Hilfers 1001111011- 7
Water 1111111111-10 Koegel 1111111111-10
Sweep for 50 cents entrv:

Fischer HOlOOOfill—5 Heifers 0111111011—8
Chip 1111011111-9 Bitz OlOOOw.
Water 1101111110 8 Koegel .lOOllllUl-8
Schork 1101111010-7
Sweep for 50 cents entrv:

Fischer ...10 11 10 11 10—7 Hilfers 11 11 11 11 11—10
Chip .01 11 10 11 01-7 -Koegel 10 01 11 11 11- 8
Schork 11 11 11 11 10—9 Hague 10 10 11 10 11- 7

WALNUT HILL, Sept. 14.—A more disagreeable day could not,
well be imagined than was experienced by the small party of trap
shots who met at the range to day. There was no heavy rainfall
at anv time, but a constant drizzle, accompanied by a nonheastwmd and heavy fog, which kept everything in a half dissolved
condition. The main interest of the occasion centered in the
tenth competition in the diamond pin match, in which Mr. Ben-
net took the lead with the. creditable score of 27 out of a possible
30. He also won the champion gold medal.
Diamond pin match, 20 single Keystone targets, Keystone sys-

tem, and 5 pair standard targets;
Bennett 11111 111111011111111—19 11 10 11 11 10-8 27
Bowker 11111111111111101111-19 10 10 10 11 10-6-25
White 11111111111011110101—17 11 11 10 10 10-7-24
Black 11101111111011101111-17 11 10 00 10 11-6-23
Parkham 11111121110001100101—13 10 11 10 10 10-6—19
Gale .001110i010HOimilO-13 11 01 10 00 11-6-19
Nichols mOi.ulllll0010llOOL-13 00 10 00 10 00—2—15
The next meeiing for shotgun shooting at Walnut Hill will he

held Wednesday, Oct. 1, when in addition to the current matches
a new match will be op-ned for an elegant gold trophy of rare
design and much intrinsic worth, presented by the Keystone Tar-
get 0 >.. to the trap-shooters of tne Massachusetts Rifle Associa-
tion, and intended to be worn as an ornament on a gentleman's
watch chaiu.

ST. LOUIS, Mo , Sept. 19.—An interesting live-bird match took
place at Clomp trtn Avenue Park, this city, last Wednesdav after-
noon, between J. E. Hagerty and J. E. L'tsham, both of this
place. Hagerty's work was ceHainly a very grand exhinition of
shooting, a»d with just a hint of luck he would haved scored a
clean a ore. The three birds that he lost were hard hit and fell
dead just a. few yards over tbe hound «ry. The weather was cool
which made the bird« Quite frisky, making them what might he
called a good lot, in fici tbe best that have been trapped in this
city tor a long time. Toe conditions were 100 live birds each, Hur-
li ogham rules, §100 a side:

Hagerty 11121111211111131 1111111imilU221o211121ollll21
lllUllli212211111121112lolll;21111122212U322111-97

Latsham HU1H1021 1-202 1111112U2tl21:.H12i02U2111111o
2.-112122110.0111111221111111011111111111111111111-93

Unser Fhitz.
MIDDLESEX ANNUAL.—The sixth annual tournament of the

Middlesex Gun Club, that will open at Dunellen, N. J , Tuesday
S* pt. 30, promises, from present indications, to eclipse ail previous
efforts of the club. The grounds have been put in splendid condi-
tion, and will present a verv pretty appearance. Every comfort
of the shooters will be looked after, and the system of making
entry and the prompt payment of prize moneys will be a feature.
The first two days will be entirely devoted to inanimates. The
last two to live birds The $30Q-sweepstake at 25 live birds on
Friday, t"e last, day, will draw together a large entry list, and as
all surplus!^ added, it will surely fill to over $500. The programme
pre>ents a long list of events at 10, 15 and 20 targets, and in
addition, if it is desired hy the shooter, some events at unknown
angles will be introduced.

CLEVELAND, O., Sept. 18.—The members of the East End Gun
Cluo held their regular shoot this afternoon with following rt sub-AB Jones 21 Sweetman 22 King ,23
Wntrry 17 Bloom 14 North 27
Rrockway 23 Raker 17 J Turnpr 12
Mago 22 Night 22 W Tamblyn '.12
North won the class A uadge and Brockway the class B on the

shoot- ff with King.

ALTOONA (PA.) TOURNAMENT.- The Irap-shooters of
Altoona, Pa., are to have a two-dayV tournament, Oct. 7 and 8
and a neat little programme is now ready tor distribution. A
spirit of liberality seems to pervade the managers, for in their

6 8
,

3 2
realized enough to pay the expense of trappers, etc. After this all
targets will be furnished free. We intend this tournament for
tbe benefit of the shooters and not to benefit ourselves finan-
cially." This is somewhat unusual and seems to point to prepara-
tions for a "good time," rather than a desire to make all the
monev possible out of the visitors. There is a diversity of style in
the matches arranged and several live bird sweeps are to be shot
on the second day. Mr. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y, will furnish pro-
grammes and information.

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Sept. 19.-Score of the Lehigh Gun Club,
Game and Fish Protective Association:
John Benning.OOllllllOllllOO-lO M Leisering. . .101010100010110- 7
JulBenning . .10 1011100 100101- 9 H Fink 001 100111101010 - 8H L Erdman. . OlOOlOlOOlOOlOl— 6 K George 10001 10111 10010— 8
T Bray 010111101101010-10 AB Shontz....OU001ll001u011- 8
H. Penning. ...OlOlllUOiOlOOO- 8 S Newhart, ..010110010110001-7
P C Blank 011001110010010- 8 A P Shontz. ...100000101101110- 7

MADISON COUNTY.-Cazenovia, N.Y.-During the latter part
of this month the Madison County Sportsmen's Association wi.l
hold their sixth meet at Caz* nonia, N. Y., in Athletic Park under
the auspices ot the CazenoniaGun Club. A goodlv number of
prizes have been donated by the citizens and outsiders, for which
the club return their thanks, and will try to make this meeting a
pleasant one.—Hammerless.
METHUEN, Mass., Sept. 22.- The Methuen Gun Club has been

recenilv organized with fifteen members and elected the follow-
ing officer : President, C. W. Doug as; Vice-President, F. A.
Wardwell; Secretary, Treasurer and Captain, John Ostler; Direc-
tors. G. B. Bradbury, F. J. Barrett and E. M. Buttle.—John
Ostler, Sec'y.

GOLDEN CITY. Mo.—The sportsmen of this city have formed
a gun club, to be known as the Golden Citv Gun Cluo. It is
limited to 12 members and has for its officers W. L. Ganett, Pres.;
Dr. C. C Hankins, Vice-Pres ; and Roy W. Aldrich, Sec'y. Regu-
lar club shoots will be held and shooting interests generally will
be pushed.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which corne In too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issne of each month.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

RACING RULES AND STANDING SAILS.

AS the time has now come when men begin to talk Of something
faster for next year, and to dust off their drawing boards

and pull out piles of old designs, we submit the accompanying
preliminary design to those in search of a new "hull downer" or
trophy winner, with no guarantee that she will beyond question
distance the fleet, but merely as a suggestion that mav be worked
up to advantage, and also to show some of the possibilities of the
present A. C. A. rules. It will be seen that every requirement of
the rules is complied with, 16*30, not over 16in. depth from under
side of deck at fore end of well to garboard strake beside keel; out-
side keel not over 3in.

,
being a keel boat. We have been content

with a moderate draft, taking but 2ft.; at the same time it would
easily be possible to take another foot if desirablp, but we do not
believe in t xtremes, even for racing. Being a keel b at, the r> gu-
lar 3in. keel has heen taken; but bv carrying the rabbet line down
so as to leave but lJ4in. of keel below it, whifh would merely be a
detail of construction and would not alter the form, a center-
board of 601bs., dropping 18in. below the rabbet, could be added.
The drawings are sufficiently correct to show the general form

of such a canoe, but th*- re are a, number of important details to
be considered before the boat could be bmlt with a fair show of
success. The form of midship section, rake of sternpost, displace-
ment, weight of ballast, area »nd disposition of canvas, and above
all the proportionate inereaseof sail and frictional surface, would
have to be verv carefully considered. At the same time, if any
good racer is reallv desirous of giving the model a fair trial, we
will see that he has no trouble in securing a design. In ballasting
it would probably prove best to use shot in bags, "towed as low
inside as possible, hut another plan would be to make a long and
narrow center-board of lead, COlbs. being allowed, whim should
house in a sham trunk in the keel, the board never to be lowered
but nominally fitted to do so in order to evade the rule; which,
while allowing a 601b*. centerboard. limits the total weight of keel
in a keel canoe to 36Lbs. As a metal keel band not exceeding J4in.
is allowed on a centerboard canoe, this band could be of lead an
inch wide in the middle aud running the entire length. In this
way about 751bs. of lead could be placed in the keel without com-
ing much above the rabbet. Sufficient inside ballast cm Id be
added to make the canoe stand up in a calm with her sails hoisted,
some 200f c. square, or more, leaving to the canoeist only the work
of holding up this canvas against the wind pressure by the aid of
his slid ing seat.
The planning of this canoe has arisen from the evident desire of

manv to c^rry the larger sail aft, from the addition ot a scag to a
number of existing boats, and for the most practical demonstra-
tions which Mr, Fife has given in the cutter Minerva of the value
of such a l-i.teral plan". At the same time the idea U not a new
one, in 1879 Mr. W. Baden- Powell designed and built a similar
canoe, in which he won the R. C. C. challenge cun that year.
His canoe was different in dimmsions, rig and details from thiB
proposed crafi, but with the same leading feature of a deep heel
att, by which the limit of depth was evaded. So far as can be
foretold, from the success of similar features in yachts, from the
old Nautilus of 1879 in her races wi'h canoes of the conventional
type, and from a comparison of the elements ot this design with
those of the present lacers, there is a very fair prospect of the
success of such a canoe in good hands, and in weather not, dis-
tinctly uufavoraole to her type. Tnis being tbe casp, she is just
as mu b a product of the A. C. A. rules, and just as di recti" en-
couraged by them as Sea B=-e, Vesper, Guenn, Notu* and Thetis
were in their day. G ven such a craft, it matters little whetl-er
she. ba rigged with a t-tanding sail or not; for racing purposes, and
she will be used for nothing else, she would be as safe with one as
the other.
The racing men to-dav constitute a very large and imoortant

contingent; the sixty canoes that enteied in th>- late races, with
many oihtrs of their class that were not present, rppresent a con-
siderable investment of money, no small part of it in the form of
standing rigs. The development ot racing has been left unre-
stricted for years by the Association in spite of strong eff >it* at
times to prohibit certain features, until, by virtue nf this long
immunity the racers have cmae to look at certain privileges as
rights which may not, be Idly infringed upon That the Associ-
ation has the powe>-, through certain reco£»niz°d channels, to de-
prive them of these rights, i« true; but the j astuse or policy of such
action maybe fairly questioned. This applies especial Iv to the
case of the standing rig; in the spring of 1889 the prohibition of this
rig was recommen l.-d by the r.gatta committee of the vear, the
measure being widely discussed; a vote by mail of the executive
committee was taken, and tie motion was killed hy the votes of
men who were opposed to the standiog sail, bui did not favor its
summary aoolition. Probahly as the resuli of this discussion at
the time whenmen were fit' i gout, but few standing rigs were seen
at the meet of 18S9; but with the encouragement of tlevirtua.1
indorsement of the rig by the executive committpe, and the en-
tire abandonment of the movement againsc it. the rig has come
to the front in full force this year, though not with such uniform
success as to snow that it is at all faster than the lowering and
hoisting rig.
The racing canoe has long passed a point where it could

do aDy good to canoeing at laree or to cruising craft, the
r'gs, ihe appliances and the entire fitting of tbe modern racer are
of little use to the cruiser, and the model promises soon to be
something that the cruiser will m phice of imitating a-void as far
as possible. WMle this condition of affairs demands the immedt-
diate recogni ion of tne Association, it cannot be remedmn by
merely retracing lost wround, it is too late now to do what might
have been done iu 1887 or 1858, hut which the Association posi-
tively declined to do at tho?e rimes. To-day a different cours-e is
necessary, the racers must be left in the enjovment of all ihe
privileges so long accorded them, and if anything is to be done
for the cruiser—and all will agree that some action of the kind is
necessary—it must De by turning to a new and clean page, and not
by erasures and corrections on the old one. Ten vears ago the
American Canoe Assocition started out with no rules at all, and
with a most heterogeneous collection of primitive canoes to work
on. Looking over the history of the past it must be admitted
that the Association has done very well, that while some errors
are to be seen in looking backward, the men who made the rules
have succeeded much better than might have been expected. At
the, same time there is much to be learnt from the course of events
in the past, aud the Association is in a better position to-day than
it ever has been, to make a thorough reconstruction of its rules of
measurement.

It has. to begiu with, one strong, vigorous and flourishing class,
the racers, to whom it owes mucn of the interest and attractive-
ness of its general meeis, and the best thing it can do with the
class is to let it alone to go as fast as it can and have as much
sport as possible. This, however, is not enough unless the Asso-
ciation is prepared to abandon entirely the various ends set forth
in its constitution and become simply a racing body with a week
of racing every summer. If it is to encourage an 1 prom ice cruis-
iug, and to assist canoeists to cruise, it must recognize in some
way a canoe which may be used for cruising, and this it may do
without auy regard to its racing class. The wav to do it we have
pointed to a number of times, to place amoug its racing rules a
definition of a cruising canoe, a boat with wlvch we are all fa-
miliar and which most of us have once used with a great deal of
pleasure, whose general features are recognized by all, whatever
difference may exist over the minor details. She should be a
canoe in which a man can sleep, cook, sail, paddle, carry a friend
or a load of duffle, run a rap'd.or'can beach easilv and launch
from a boat house unaided. Given such requisitions as these, it
does not matter how fast she may prove or how many prizes one
may win in her; she must be a cruiser first, however much of a
racer afterward. After recognizing and defining such a canoe,
the next step is to offer a little more positive encouragement by
establishing some regular races for her, or psrhaps giving a nrize
for the most perfect and complete cruising canoe at e^ch meet.We know that these things have in a measure been tried at times
with but small success, but it would at least look well for an As-
sociation which n6minally offers so much to cruisining canoeists
if it officiatlv recognized a certain type of canoe as suitable for
crnising, if it established races for this craft, and a yearly com-
petition which should encourage men to improve their cruising
boats. It might be that little would result in a year or two, or
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even in time, hut the cost, would be very little and no possible
barm could follow.
In the second season of the Atlantic Division a movement in

this direction was inaugurated, though on too small a scale to
offer a fair test, a cup being given by the flag officers under the
following conditions: "Each canoo must come within the limits
laid down by the A. C. A. rules, and in addition must have a well
not less than 16i:i. wide for a length of 4ft.; there must be a per-
manent bulkhead forward and one aft, not less than 3ft. from the
s+em and stern respectively, and at least 6ft. between them; and
there must be room in the well for the c ewto sleep, with at least
5ft. between the after end of the well and the ceuterboard trunk;
all centerboards must house without projecting below the keel or
ahove the surrounding deck or coamings; no part of the hull or
fittings shall project beyond the beam allowed by the A. O. A.
rules. Sails snail be lowered on deck and hoisted again at least
once during the race, and the start may be ordered with sails
down. The donors of the pr<ze reserve the right to refuse the
entry of any canoe which shall violate the spirit of these rules."
These conditions contain the main features of the idea, though
they would not, as they stand, fit the case to-day. We hope later
on to publish the lines of a canoe designed two years since
practically to comply with them, the boat having proved fairly
fast as a racer while a complete success as a cruiser, thus proving

tI

the practicability of the scheme. As our drawing this week shows,
some new limitation of extreme depth is now necessary, and
other points could be improved. The provision concerning sails

seems an excellent one, a sail which can be taken in and set
again once or more in a race without a serious loss of time cannot
be so terriblv dangerous.
The history of the development of the rules and the boats in the

past ten years shows one point very clearly; that while a constant
tinkering with the sailing rules is very undesirable, at the same
time no rules can be made which may not be evaded, or perhaps
merely outgrown in time; and that a constant scrutiny of the
working of the rules is necessary in order to secure the best re-

sults to all. It. is not enough that, after some feature has been
carried to an extreme which is fully apparent, some means should
be taken to cure the evil, but the rules should be studied each
year, side by side with the canoes which they have produced, and
any tendencies to extremes, or any palpable evasion of the spirit

of the rules should be acted on immediately. Such a course would
work well in making men cautious in bringing machines and ex-
treme features to a meet, with a possibility that, they may be
barred out. The recognition of a separate racing class would
make this work easier than in the past, as any new devices, such
as the sliding seat once was, might be tested for a season on the
ra'ing craft before being admitted in the cruising races, thus
offeriug no bar to improvement. A case in point that proves t he
necessity of acting in advance on any promised evil is the ores^nt
limit of depth, which we have shown may prove at any time a
dead letter. A change at once would harm no one and awake no
opposition, but if the matter he left until tie keel of such a cutter
canoe is laid, further legislation will be ud just.

This task of guarding and correcting the racing rules is too im-
portant to be left to volunteers from the membership of the Asso-
ciation, but should devolve on some competent and responsible
hod j ; and there is none hotter fitted for it than the regatta com-
mittee, to whom this work has been intrusted for the past nii>e

years. The only change necessary is to make the list of their
duties in Obapier IX. a little more specific, stating thatthe report
there called for from them snail take cognizance of the good and
bad points winch have been developed in the course of the racing,
and shall recommend sncb measures as they may deem fit: this
report being the basis on whicb toe changes, if any, must be made
by ihe tx< cutive committee. Any member desiring to propose a
change of rule may suggest it to the regatta committee, who
should be competent to pass on it and thus save some idle diseus-

sion at me lew and busy meetings of the executive committee.
It never has been and nred not he compulsory m the executive

' committee to make the changes suggested by the regatta commu-
te* ; the power of the former is limited only in such a way as to

secure careful and deliberate action on such important mat ters

ai d to set ure a desirable am uut of publicity for all changes of

the rules; a method whose wisdom is no less proven by the har-
mony wtiich has prevailed under such methods in the past than
hy the discussion recently awakened by a contrary method of

procedure.

THE AMENDMENT OF THE A. C. A. RULES.

IT will be a surprise to many A. C. A. men, as it was to us, to

learn at this late date that the much discussed resolution of

the executive, committee abolishing standing sails was by no means
the mosL impor. ant work of the meeting of Aug. 18, but that it

was lollowed oy the far more general and sweeping change. This
change, which has only come to our knowledge during the past
week, adds a third issue to the two now un''er discussion, and
makes the action of the ex cutive committee at the meeting in

question of far greater importance than at first appeared. The
dif cussion thus far has been confined to the questions, whether it

was desirable that the standing sail should be dealt with at all;

and whether, if this question was answered jut-he affirmative, the
recent hasty and unexpected action was either politic or just.

Both of these may well oe set aside for the present until it is fally

decided that the executive committee had the right to act on the
matter at ail in the way which it has done, and that it has not
greatly excotded Us authority at the meeting in question,

The second resolution, passed immediately after the one relat-
ing to standing sails, reads as follows: Resolved, That Rule XXII.
of the Sailing Rules be amended by striking out "On the recom-
mendation of the regatta committee." In order to realize the full
force of this resolution it is necessary to consider the discussion
which accompanied the two motions. This discussion of course
does not appear in full on the minutes and we can only give such
a report of it as we could derive from conversations with several
who were present, if we are wrong in any vital points we shall be
glad to be corrected. As we have been informed, in the course of
the discussion over the standing sail, the quesiion was raised
whether the executive committee had the power to make the de-
sired change in the Sailing Rules under Rule XXII., which reads as
follows: "These rules may be amended by the executive committee
on recommodation of the regatta committee." This new question
was fully discussed, the decision of the chair being in substance
that as the regatta committee was the Creation of the executive
committee, it was absurd that the creating bodv should be limited
or restricted by a subordinate body created by it. This ruling being
acquiesced in, the standing sail resolution was put to vote and
carried, after which it was moved by Rear-Oom. Dorland and
seconded by Vice-Corn. Brokaw, "That Rule XXII. of the Sailing
Rules be amended by striking out 'on the recommendation of the
regatta committee;' which motion was also carried by a unani-
mous vote.
The first sailing rules of the A. 0. A. were drawn up in 1881, and

in the ten seasons of use that have followed they have been mater-
ially altered to meet many changes in the canoes and in the rac-
ing. Throughout all these changes Rule XXIf. has remained un-
touched and respected, it has stood tne test of ten years' trial and
no fault has been found wit h it. The letter of the rule reads plaiuly
enough /'These rules may be amended by the executive committee."
How? "On recommendation of the regatta committee." No other
interpretation has ever been put upon it, and its inherent force
has been strengthened by a long observance of it which has built
up the strongest, kind of precedent. Many of the changes in the
rules have been made directly on the recommendations contained
in written reports from the regatta committee, but it has fre-
quently been tne case that the regatta committee was present at the
general meeting in the fall, where most of such changes are made,
and has worked in harmony with the executive committee in
arranging the amendments.
While the power of the regatta committee is limited by a chap-

ter of the By-Laws which forbids any change in the classification,
measurement or sailing regulations without the sanction of the
executive committee, the rights and duties of the regatta com-
mittee as proper medium for the consideration of all proposed
changes, and tne presentation of such as they approve to the com-
modoi e for action upon by the executive committee have neverbeen
questioned. The regatta committee is appointed by the commo-
dore without regard to the executive committee; it repor's to him
and is answerable only to bim, the executive committee having
no power over it. We do not wish to put any false construction
on the actions of the executive committee, but from all that we
have been able to learn by diligent inquiry it has in the first place
displayed an extraordinary lack of courtesy in taking np any pro-
posed change without recognizing the regatta committee; in the
second place it has deliberately disregarded a perfectly plain rule
whose meaning has never before been questioned; and m the third
place, after disregarding the rule it has completed the work by
wiping it off tbe statute book. If this oe a correct statement of
the case, we submit that to more proof is required of ne> es^ity
for the instant restoration of the expunged clause in a stdl stronger
form, positively prohibiting any change of the racing rules save
after publication for several weeks of the proposed change.

If this last act of the committee is co stand as legal, there is a
direct premium on party legislation of a sort never seen before in
the A. O. A. . But seven members or deputies are necessary to a
quorum "f the executive committee, and if at any time the iriends
of the standing sad should find tnemselves in the majority they
can take up the obnoxious motion. "The regular sailiug races of
me A. C. A. s.iall be confined to canoes whose sails can be readily
lowered white afloa-," and amend it by substituting after the word
sails, "which are permanently laced to the masts." Tnis would be
turning th - taules with a vengeance, and it wuld then be in order
for the other side to capture a meeting as sojn as possible and
make a new change. Undignified and positively bad as such leg-

islation would oe, it has been made possible by this action of the
executive committee.

If racing is to continue and sport afloat is not to be replaced
by unseemly squabbles over rules, some stringent provisions
must be made to govern all changes of the Sailing Regulations.
Not only must the last portion of Rule XXII. be replaced, but it

must be accompanied by a positive statement that all proposals

for future changes must come through the regatta committee, and
that even then none may oe acted on until they have been publicly
announced f ir at least three weeks. Popular representation is one
of the strong principles of the Association, every member should

have the right to know what changes are proposed in any of the

laws; and there are veryfew chang. s in the Sail ng Relations or

other rules that require to be made so quieKly that public notice

cannot be given. In a matter of this kind tbe custom ox the lar-

ger yacht clubs offers a very safe precedem, and in all of these the

alteration ot the racing luk-a is most jealously guarded. Not only

must tne proposed amendment be printed in tuli and sent to each
member ten day= or more before a m eting, but in some cas s it is

required that tne amendment must be submitted to a second
me-ting for a final ratification, and as a rul- all changes are spe-

cially prohibited af ler the approach of the racing seas n. If such

safeguards against hasty »ud ill considered actions are necessary

In clubs where lrequent meetings are held, and where matters of

news are not only noised aoout lrom mouth to mouih, hut where
members meet cons'antly for the private discussion of such mat-
ters, they are mucu more assential in a body such as the A. C. A.,

where the p nver must of necessity oe deputed to a tew, and where
no general meetintc of a majority or even of a tair fraction of the

members is possible.

Since the above was wril ten we have been informed by two
members • hat th" amendment to Rule XXII. was the first passed,

but the minutes state to ihe contrary.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parser B. Field.

Price 60 cents. Canoe and Bout Building. By W. P. btepnens.

Price &.00. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Neid6. Price $1. Canoe

Small Yachts. By 0. P. Kunhardt. Price S7. Steam Yachts and
Lavmehai By CP. Kunhwdt. Price & YachU, Boats and

Camef. ByCjmwtt&Bick Pru>t$8.69, Slum Machinery. By

PHILADELPHIA C. C, SEPT. 17.

THE annual regatta of the Philahelphia C. C. was held Wed-
nesday of last week at Riverton, N. J. Through the courtesy

of the Riverton Y. C. its commodious and beautiful 1rouse was
used for the occasion, and the verandahs were filled with well
known people from Riverton and Philadelphia.
The first event was the sine-le paddliug race, with the following

contestants, who finished in the order named:
Trio, Norman Ellison

, i
Juanita, J. Etter Small '

%
Chandos, Frank E. Bennett 3
Regina, H. R. Wray 4
Norka. W. S. Runk '..

5

Noname, Win. R. Ellison ^ g
The first prize was a handsome Bavarian tankard and the second

was a silk flag.

A half gale from the northwest reduced the number of starters
in tbe sailing race and twice capsized Osceola, but she was righted
and won easily as follows:
Osceola, Win, S. Grant, Jr ; 1
Aglaia, S. H. Kirkpatrick .'

* 2
Eoho, F. D. Brown "*.""

3
Enid, J. A. Inglis. Did not finish.
Valkyr, Frtncis Thibault Did not start.
Muriel, W. S. Runk D.d not start.
D. B., C. S. Kates ... Did not start.
Hottentot, C. F. Marlow Did not start.
The first, prize was the sailing trophy, a silver cup, and was re-

awarded to the holder, Wm. S. Grant, Jr., who won it in 1889. Sec-
ond prize, a silk flag.
The tandem padaling race was very close and exciting, the

canoes being bunched af the finish, and the winning crew being
well lapped by the second. The order at the finish was:
Juanita, J. Etten Small and H. R. Wrav . 1
Trio, Norman Ellison and W. S. Runk 2
Chandos, Wm. R. Ellison and Frank E. Bennett 3
Aglaia, S. A. Kirkpatrick and Wm. S. Grant, Jr 4
Regina, Wm. R. King and J. A. Inglis 5
First prizes, two German tankards; second prizes, two silk flags,
The last event was the paddling upset race, and showed that the

Delaware Rtver canoeists are well prepared for capsizp, the men
all regaining their canoes with remarkable agility and quickness.
This race was finished as follows:
Aglaia, S. H. Kirkpatrick , 1
Nautilus, C. S. Kates j 2
Valkyr, J. A. Inglis 3
Juanita. J. Etter Small 4
Chandos, Wm. R. Ellison 5
First prize, silver flask; second and third prizes, two silk flags.
In the evening a reception was given by the Riverton Canoe

Club to the Philadelphia Oanoe Club and its guests, in the hand-
somely decorated reception rooms of the Lawn House, when the
prizes were awarded, and excellent music tempted the feet of the
dancers until a late hour.

ROCHESTER C. C, WILSON CUP.-The third annual race for
the Wilson Cup was sailed on Sept. 13, the first gnn being fired at.

11 A. M. The wind was very light and variable, and the time
slow:

1st round. 2d round. Time. Points.
Massawippa, W.H.Martin... 39 15 41 15 1 20 30 9
Marie, H. M. Stewart 30 30 52 15 1 22 45 8
Polly Wiggle, F. S. Smith 39 45 4tt 45 1 26 30 7
Prudence, H. J. Wilson 44 15 48 15 I 32 30 6
Surprise, H. I). McVeac 44 00 49 15 1 33 15 5
Hero, Geo. Ruggles 41 30 52 30 1 35 00 4
Louise, C. H. Mdodv 1 29 30
Toodles, A. B. Dodge Withdrew.
Midget, E. L. French Broke down.
The fourth race of the series was r ailed at 1:35 P. M., a strong

and steady wind from the north having sprung up. The race from
start to finish was very close and interesting. Hero secured the
best start and a long lead, but was overhauled and passed by
Marie ant Surprise after a hard fight. Surprise parted her main
h illiard just before tlie last gun was fired, and wa« very late in .

Starting. Both races were stile! over the regular club course,
twice around the mile and a half triangle. Toe wind freshened
on the second round and made tne work very livelv ; e;pecia ly for
Massawippa, who was over-canvassed. Marie carried 150 sq. ft.

and Surprise 130 sq. ft. easily, Massaw'ppa 130 sq. ft.. Midget 110
sq. ft. and P diy Wiggle 100 sq. ft. Tne rest carried smaller sails,
from 90 to 70 sq. ft.:

1st round. 2d round. Time. Points.
Marie. H. M. Stewart 26 30 21 30 0 48 00 9
Surprise, H. D. MoVeac 27 00 24 30 0 51 30 8
Hero, Geo. Rngg es 20 00 26 30 0 S3 80 7
Massawippa, H. W. Martin 30 00 2" 00 0 57 00 6
Midget, E. L. Krench 30 45 26 45 0 5? 30 5
Polly Wiggle, F. L. Smith 30 45 L'8 45 0 59 00 4
Pruaer.ce, H J. Wilson 29 45 30 15 1 Ot) 00 3
Louise, C. H. Moody ^4 45 Wii'mrew. 2
To .dle«, A B, Dodge 33 00 40 00 1 13 00 1

BROOKLYN C. C—On Sept. 20 a ra'-e was sailed for t»'e Brook-
lyn cup, mere being out tnr.e starters: Guenn, Wm. Whirlotk;
Eclipse, F. L. Dunnell, and Nomad, Wm. Wiutringhara. Toltec.
W. W. Howard, of the New York C. C, was present, havirg sailed
across the ba\ in a strong N. W. wind, and starred with the others
to receive a special prize in case of a win, club members only be'ng
allowed to enter for the cup. There was a heavv canr-e sea and so
much wind that Eclipse and Nomad started with too mucti sail,

Guenn and Toltec carrying each abr.u 70£t. The course was tri-

angular, off Bay Rid e, two rounds. Toltec was over the line with
a guod start, nut the position of the line made it necessary to luff

ai ound the nag, and as she turned Nomad stru k her about 4ft.

from the stern. Tie consrquent delay made the four on nearly
even terms at the start, Guenn soou taking the ha^.the course
being to windward. Before tbe first buoy Toltec parsed her, while
the others had too little sa 1 to buck the tide and were far astern.

Toltec led by half a mmute at the end of fir-t round, h'lding this

advantage umil the second mark of second round w-s pi ssed,
when a flaw struck her, and in trying to right her Mr. Howard
caught bis foot between td- trunk and the side of the hrat. his
ceuterboard extending the whole length of the small well. Tne
oanoe lay witb her sails afloat for some httle time, and when Mr.
Howard had treed his foor and right' d. her his opponent was just

on his weather. Toltec started off, the cour-e being •> r a"h, nut

wi h water aboard she could not keepbercou a?, lufnr.«t up in rhe

frequent puffs, and Gueno won bj-Beveral le- gth. Ei I pse Co-
in td third, hut Nomad withdrew. Another race will besaileAoii.

S»tafd*y,



rncJfting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.
11
' By

Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with 28
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

THE "CAT-SLOOP" RAHNEE.
THE yacht whose lines are here given is of special interest Just

now in connection with the gradual evolution of the sloop
from the cat rig about Cape Cod, as shown last year in Harbinger
and some other craft.
The present boat is a step nearer to the sloop, but at the same

time has some of the distinguishing features of the catboat. She
was designed and built last winter by Messrs. Read, of Fall River,
builders of the sloop Mabel F. Swift and other yachts, being in-
tended for a somewhat similar purpose as the Newport catboats,
for day sailing and taking out pleasure parties. The dimensions
and elements are:

Length, over all 34ft.
L.W.L 27ft. 9%in.

Beam extreme lift. 6J4in.
Draft without board 3ft. 9in.
Least freeboard 2ft.

Displacement, long tons 7.85
Ballast, iron, keel, long tons 80

inside 2.00
total 2.80

Ratio of ballast to displacement 35
Mainsail, luff 23ft. 6in.

head 23ft.
foot 36ft.

area 873. 5sq. ft.

Jib, luff 27ft.

leech 26ft. Bin.
foot 13ft.

area 161sq. ft.

Total area. l,034sq. ft.

The frames are of steamed oak, 2xlMin., and the yellow pine
planking is 15#n. thick. The companion and cockpit are finished
m mahogany. The lOin. mast is stayed to steel channel plates,
lft. wide. The head room in cabin is 5ft. llin. The name Rahnee
signifies an Eastern queen, being the feminine form of Rajah. A
step has been provided for a mizen mast, so that the yawl rig

may be tried. The yacht is enrolled in the new Fall River Y. C.
"We are indebted for the drawings to Mr. Frank T. Wood, of Fall
River.

COLUMBIA Y, C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT, 18.

THE Columbia Y. C. finished the season with a stirring race on
Thursday last, in a squally N.W. wind, the course being to

Yonkers and back for all but Class K, these boats turning a mark
off Spuyten Duyvil. The times were:

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS OVER 30FT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mergus 11 19 08 2 53 10 2 05 52 2 05 52

Emma and Alice 11 17 03 2 17 58 3 00 55 2 10 47

Hazel 11 13 00 2 19 20 3 06 20 2 18 10

GracieT 11 11 30 Did not finish.

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS OVER 26 AND UNDER 30FT.
Vixen 11 13 40 2 22 40 3 09 00 2 08 06

Bertha 11 14 00 2 23 59 3 09 59 2 08 11

Forsythe 11 14 13 2 22 30 3 08 17 2 13 23

Brunhild e 11 14 47 2 33 53 3 19 06 2 22 18

Soutter Johnnie... ..11 14 11 2 36 58 3 22 47 2 22 27

Annie R 11 15 40 2 39 49 3 24 05 2 25 01
CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 26FT.

Lurline 11 16 33 2 33 18 3 16 46 2 13 10

ChriBtine 11 15 05 Did not finish.

CLASS E -CABIN CATBOATS.
Nina 11 16 30 2 19 45 3 03 11 2 09 33

Guile , 11 11 25 3 00 06 3 48 41 2 43 54
CLASS F—OPEN SLOOPS.

Thorn 11 22 15 2 19 25 2 57 10 1 52 18

J.A.Cameron 11 21 41 2 22 20 3 00.39 1 59 05
CLASS I.

Pauline B.... 11 23 25 2 22 21 2 58 56 1 49 04
CLASS K—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 21PT.

Sisters H 21 50 1 25 45 2 03 55 1 15 31

Dolphin .11 23 00 1 26 35 2 03 35 1 16 35

C. T. Wills U 25 05 1 28 39 2 05 34 1 18 16

Gauntlet ..11 23 35 Did not finish.

In Class B Mergus wins, with Emma and Alice second. In Class
C Vixen wins, with Bertha second. In Class D Lurline wins. In
Glass E Nina wins, with Guile second. In Class F Thorn wins,
with John A. Cameron second. In Class I Pauline B. has a walk-
over and a prize. In Class K Sisters wins, with Dolphin second.

BEVERLY Y. C, 169TH REGATTA, Third Buzzards Bay Cham-
pionship, Monument Beach.—Courses, first and second classes,

No 2, 11 miles; third class, No. 7, 8 miles; fourth class, No. 9, 5

miles. Strong S.W. double reef breeze. Summary:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mattie, Howard Stockton. 28.10 2 01 40 1 52 36

SECOND CLASS.
Mist, G. W. Lyman, Jr 26. 8 1 55 54 1 44 43
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr. ......... .26.10 1 56 18 1 45 18

Anonyma, F. L. Dubney 26.10 I 58 05 1 47 05
THIRD CLASS.

Puzzle, Wm. Anory, Jr , ..22.09 1 46 39 1 35 01

Parole W. H. Davis. 22.08 1 43 20 1 36 38

Caysue, F. W. Sargent 22.09 1 48 37 1 36 59

Eina, John Parkinson 22.10 1 49 40 1 38 08

FOURTH CLASS.
Rip, C. B. Jefferson 19.01 1 16 17 1 06 28

Kitten, G. H. Richards .20.00 Disabled.
Edith, Irving Chapman 19.04 Withdrew.
First class, Mattie won; second class, Mist; third class, Puzzle

and Parole: fourth class, Rip. Mist and Rip win and hold pen-
nants. Judge, F. Elliot Cabot.

DORCHESTER Y. C, SEPT. 20.—The third championship race

was sailed on Saturday in a reeflng breeze from northwest, the
times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mudiekeewis, W. P. Whitmarsh ... .25.07 1 32 52 1 03 00

Montezuma. G. E. Curry « 22.01 1 46 07 1 12 22

Rival, W. S. Nickerson .... .26.05 1 44 56 1 15 53
' Gilt Edge, D. L. Whittemore 1 44 31 . .i ..

SECOND CLASS.
Viento, C. B. Pear. 15 . 07 1 39 35 1 07 19

Jackdaw, George Lewis 18.02 Withdrawn.
SPECIAL CLASS.

Scamp, Jr.. H. N. Nute 1 51 53

Beatrice, J. F. Preston. 1 53 11

Cowslip, J. W. Longstreet 1 53 2o

Rose, F. W. Porter Disabled.
Mudjekeewis lost her bowsprit, but won. Rose carried away

her mast. Viento takes second prize in the second class, Rocket
having previously won the cup. Beatrice, Rose and Scamp, Jr.,

having each won a leg in the special cass, will sail-off for the cup.

The iudges were Hartfort Davenport, H. W. Smith, Walter S.

Fox. ' Regatta Committee: C. Edwin Bockus, Chairman; H. W
Burr, Sec'y; H. W. Smith, F. C. Blanchard, D. H. Mason.

ATLANTIC Y. C—The Atlantic Y. C. is the first club to begin

the fall work of improving the racing rules, the following steps

being taken at a meeting on Sept. 15: To provide for establishing

a 25ft. racing class of cabin yachts; to appoint a committee to

submit desirable amendments to the constitution, by-laws and
racing rules; to take action with respect to extension of time for

filinglines of winners of prises in the annual regatta; to consider

matter of arranging the present classification, and racing rules

and regulations, so as to divide cruising and racing yachts, or to

reduce the number of classes; and to consider the matter of pro-

viding for actual measurements of sails, instead of the present

method for measuring sail area, for calculation of time allowance.

All of these are in the line of work begun by the club this spring,

and which it evidently intends to carry out most fully. The crea-

tion of the new racing class of 25ft. corrected length is one of the

most important steps that has been taken for some years by any
American club.

SAVIN HILL Y. C—Only Florrie and Elsie started in the

third class championship, race on Saturday, Elsie parting her
alliard and giving up. Onamora race will be sailed.



RIVERSIDE Y. C. PENNANT REGATTA, Sept. 20.-The pen-

fn#

L

P
f§flow RiTerside Y- 0. was sailed on Saturday,reK

itrst CLASS.

w«.™„^ TTi T}„i<„ Elaraed. Corrected.

Aipo^fw a
B#tZ

'
-iV * 3 04 50 3 04 50 ,Aiceao, W . A. Hamilton ,, 3 07 49 3 06 15

„ , _ „ „, SECOND CLASS.
Vorant, G. G. Tyson

. . 3 30 36 3 SO 26
Doctor, M. Young V..V. ..7777Did[nut finish

XT i, txt t i x
THIRD CLASS.

Nahma, W. Luke, Jr , , . 1 51 27 l 51 04
Lassie, H. O. Aston { 55 31 1 §11
Gertrude, W. J. Selluk \ . . [ \7 ; ] \x1 1 \ 1 ]\

Dot, C. T. Pierce
™™U^

1 45 40 1 45 ^
Unique'"

8mith
Ul £t finislf

*
Nahma was disqualified and Wayward win be remeasured".

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C, 126TH REGATTA, SEPT. 20.-The

wind^WnglffXwl?'3
°n SatUrday in a 8tr°ns N*W '

SIXTH CLASS.

gaeen Mab
, W O. Gray ^ ^flTlfPosy, P. T. Hunt 27 04 1 17 42 1 16 33

ivr„ • tt „ SEVENTH CLASS.

Pen, P. Driscoll 19.01 disabled.
r>™ v. "hi n EIGHTH CLASS.
psyche, P. Gray 19 01 1 2fi in 1 <n ik
Paradox, L. M. Clark '

' 19 04 1 28 48 1 n }l
Mirage, J, Dearborn 7.19.00 1 29 58 1 24 50

oP&SW^^t^g^ a« wassail
ETRST CLASS.

Jester, ft. P. Crocker ^fllf' ^If*Bess, Mahoney,fe Baker........ . 7. ///.I 08 07 0 52 52
tt a' t Tt f~*t

SECOND CLASS.
Undine, J. R. Shaughnessy..., .. .107 12 n it IK
Helen, A. P. O'Brien... .. .. .... ...7.1 12 20 0 52 30
TVTovr T? t t -o

THIRD CLASS.may rl., J. L. Bremer. 1 09 27 0 4S 1«
Samaria, Geo. P. Eustis . 7.1 12 00 0 51 00Surprise, E. P. Crooker . 7 .... . .1 04 18 0 44 43
r,, - ^ FOURTH CLASS.
Jtslanche, E. P. Crooker .05644 044 43Mary Alice, E. P. Stanley 1 04 03 0 49 18
Trout, A. W. Maslin 7 7

7

. 7 77 . 7 1 18 28
Toledo, j. h.p7 Dod

J

ge77777777777.77.7'7;i 20 56 i ol §

Fwf^Fn™ S;"?
h
?
annual regatta of tMs club was sailed at

n^ssex, Mass., on Sept. 20, the times being:

Li!* it™,. rw w a
L?PSth. Elapsed. Corrected,

Hour, Dr. Woodman. 17.05 1 29 39 0 55 37Eruymone^E. B.James 19.03 1 29 15 0 57 25

v^y-wl Burnham 23.06 1 28 10 0 58 10Voma, J. W. Norwood 14.10 1 38 51 1 00 42Gossoon, L. B. Norton ..16.09^ 1 38 25 1 03 22

hS
1

!

0^1^T1?I4^l,
N47Y-~^ regular meeting of this association

-ill beheld at the Hotel Marlborough, Thirty-sixth street andBroadway, on Sept. 30, at 8 P. M., when important changes in theby-laws and constitution will be proposed, and the regatta com-
mittee will award the prizes won at the association regatta onJuno 28. Proposed for membership: Thomas B. Willson, DanielX. Day, H. C. Hauser.

CLARA AND CINDERELLA.—These two old rivals have notmet since the August regatta at Marblehead in 1887, when Clara
lost her bowsprit and withdrew. Some time siuce a match wasarranged which was sailed on Saturday over the Captain's Island
course of the Larchmont Y. C. Clara's bobstay parted near
tiie end of the race, Cinderella being in the lead at the time and
winning.

HULL Y. C.—The sail-off in sixth class on Saturday was a sail-
over for Rocket, as Wildfire was not present. This race ended
the season.

Jfrtrnqs to §omz#ondmte.

(ST* No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Sportsman, New York.—Either one of the makes of suns youname will be serviceable, and you cannot mistake. There is an
advantage in having two barrels. Select not larger than a 12ga.
With a 28m. barrel, and if you choose the rifle attachment get a
caliber from .25 to .38.

W. R. P., Cologne, Germany.—Please inform me per your cor-
respondence column where to apply for Chinese ring pheasants,
as we would like to try and introduce them here in Germany.
Ans. We presume your best plan would be to enlist the services
of your consuls in China and Japan.

*
1

F. C. W., New York.—I have a pair of gun barrels that became
rusty. I used emory paper to remove and now the barrels are too
bright and shiny to suit me. What can I put on to bring back
the dull natural color? Ans. "Old Timer" in last week's naperrecommended a coat of shellac for this.

BLACKEiSH,NewYork.-l.What is the best way to kill a wounded
o\mt i. Can a man kill game birds out of season on his own
property? 3. What is the best way to clean a gun after a day's
shoot? Ans. 1. Break its neck; many gunners bite the neck.
£. Notm this State, nor, as a rule, in other States. 3. Swab withwarm soap suds and dry thoroughly; then rub with flannel soakedm benzine or kerosene, and rub .thoroughly with dry chamois
skin.

* 4xR '< Zanesville, O—1. What gun will do better work in the
field, 10 or 12-gauge? 2. What is the lightest gun, 10-gauge, you
recommend, 32m., to shoot 4J^dr. black powder and ikoz. shot,
with safety and comfort to the shooter? 3. Would an 81b. 10-gauge
32in. gun be comfortable to shoot 100 shots at the trap, using 4Udr.
black powder and l^oz. shot? Ans. 1. We would recommend a 12-
gauge except for ducks. 2. Of 81bs. 3. It depends on your build
and strength.

G. E. S., Chattanooga, Tenn.—The writer has been considerably
annoyed by the appearance of rust in a 10-bore hammerless gun.
Lately we have been keeping the barrels corked at the muzzle
very tightly and filled with sperm oil and then with corks in the
breech and a cloth cover on the barrels we would keep them
muzzle down in a dry place. A few minutes' work will empty
the barrels, wipe them out and put the gun together, using the
same oil repeatedly. Is there any objection to this plan other
than the trouble? Ans. The best sperm oil is an excellent thing
to use, and the treatment should be efficient.

M. H. B., Passaic, N. J.—I wish to inquire whether it is not
almost universally the rule with the regularly organized gun
clubs, where three or five traps are used, shooting at inanimate
birds, to throw all but the last bird from an unknown trap, ex-
cepting where they shoot under Keystone rules or tournament
rapid shooting. Also please give your opinion whether it is wise
policy or not for a club, after shooting two and a half years, to
change their rules so as to shoot at all known birds, in order to
improve their scores and enable them to shoot against other
clubs. Ans. The club should shoot under American Association
rules, with the three traps throwing at fixed angles; but the
particular trap to be pulled at each shot to be determined by the
ndicator. It is mere child's play for a club to shoot at known
traps throwing known angles, and it's doughnuts to dollars that
such a club in a match where American Association rules pre-
vailed, would come out at the bottom at the tail end of the race.
Send to Major Taylor, American Shooting Association, Stewart
Building, N. Y., for a copy of the rules.

Names and Portraits oe Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill, doth, 230 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Fobbbs
akdSsrsam.
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^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cubes ( I'eTers.CongestionsjInflammation
A.A. (Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E—Cousrhs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urinary and F jdney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .30
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICB ai.oo.

FOR RAIiK AT THIS OFFTOF-.

frBADE

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send lO cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
Manufacturers of every description of

F" I TVm FISHING TAG
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Mot told. SLt stall toy the IMIanufaotvri

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Bend for 82-i>aqre flataloorn** of Arm* and Ammunition.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping- or Fishing Tents

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for stor^ fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Cano*> Tents made s t low
figures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camo Chairs, Sacking .Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

8. HEMMBNWAY, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

MPBTHI.OIUmmOTB.
Send stamp for list of bargains and give details of

what you want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Gortlandt St., New York

WANTED. — SF COND HAND NAPHTHA
launch, 20 or 30ft. long. S und and good,

and in running order. Must bt cheap. Address
Box 60, Eastville P. O., Northampton county, Va.

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
KennAl Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and Illustrations? 180 pages.
PKICH, 91.&0.

tfORKSS AND STREAM PL*VLimim 00,m 8nt4wHh flew Jfeyfc,

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FEY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

BULLARD .45-85 RIFLE, 10 SHOT, PISTOL
grip, octagon barrel and imponed walutu

stock. Will guarantee good as new. Lyman
lrnnt a^d rear sight 11

, ana has only oeen shot
gbout 200 rounds. Prire. $i5 with 300 loaded
shells, one-half loaded with explosive balls.
Address WM. H. FENDRICH, Box 490, Columbia,
Lancaster county, Pa. sepi25,2t

FOR SALE. - COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooiing purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
rew crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LIVE QUAIL and dead game a
specialty. Consignment solicited. Es'-abli* 1 edim E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mei-
cnant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

?OR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
1 CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hop*-, Ont., Can

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepvs Amerveamm).
captured and properly boxed and delivereo'

to express tn Bethel, Me., in good condition or
receipt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair,
Refer to Hon. H. 0. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fisl
ind Gamp Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel

WwtiA.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bf-ars, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.

'ONALD 8TJRNB,

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee Me in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 2(>0 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sneer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all a« ay at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them chat the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naaed with no other arm3
than their io*s and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skid ir sleight-of-hand far Leyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellei to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.
A s it is certainly one of the best woiks on Indian lire, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y,
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
Bv "SENECA."

A poetical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers, Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is iust where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit Is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pasrpa. Price $1.00.

HJRW YORK: Forwt Am Bn»AK Publishing Co,, 818 Bssadway,
WmQJUi Davim ft Co., 1 fiaeh Lftac, OershUi
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
ALSO CLOTHING FOE

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.

:

Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Goat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of »/ria

a Shooting Coat ; is mtM
comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas, Sf2 50
8 ounce Canvas |2 00
Light-weight, $l 75

SalmonJroiitA Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEQUALLED.
If you caimot call on us, mail your order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., *S£ Boston, Mass.
SEND T^OR, CATALOGUE.

%f this Just once
SAVE AND SEND YOUR GAME AND FISH HOME BY USING

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Absolutely
Reliable in any Climate or Weather.

Used with invariable success in exporting fresh meat and flsh to all parts of the world. Easily-
used and will faithfully preserve birds, game fish, etc., etc.

In 5-lfo boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of fish or game, with full directions—a child can pre-
pare it) $2. Sold everywhere, by dealers in Sportsmen s Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and Iby

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURER OF

^iislxlngr Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
Amount, mav Hp dorhirtpd from first nnrchs.se of one dollar and ow Mention this vaver

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals;

ALSO MOOSE, EXK, DEER HEADS, ETC.

fin. 1R2 RTXTTT AVTVNTTT5. Nr«nr Thirteenth Stroet. NEW YORK.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK <fc CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns,
Rifles, Revolvers,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.

52 Fulton St & 1191 Broadway.
NEW YORK CITY.

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout, and Bass Flies.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

ILBEBT

With Silver Plated Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send Btamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

Jffisi, §5 Folios II, I.!.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS,
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting of COAT, VE8T, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS 8UIT, Good Quality, . . «5.00CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality. - - . 8.75CORDUROY SUIT, Good Qu*Hty, Ready Blade, 13.00CORDUROY 8UIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. 0. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

GrEO. BARKARD & CO.,
L08 Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
nest firf-arms to-day on the mar-
Vet; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

f()
103 Milk Street,

ton,
Eevolvers .32 & .38

PRICE'S

I

B.ASS LINE.
No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.3S Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

CffiO PBI0E, 171 East 84th St., flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

of TROUT& SALMON

CO. DURHAM ENGLAND.

A. H. DIRKES,

BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50tli St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMKKICAN SEKDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Ooim.,
who have the

" largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
Fob Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
P. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 7 7 Cuainbers St. , N. "E.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.

The most practical, comfortable and durable
goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows^
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top. is tbe best bunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT <& SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 -joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9|, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz \
™™e E

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ,
• ••• v.i-r; •. y Viy V „ -

No. 4 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete m wood form, length

8J, 9, 94. 10ft , weight 9, 10J; 13, 13oz , *™
t
™

No. 4, G, sa ne as above but is German Silver Mounted ................... V • • • - •
' v-l" " 1^"-'t,Voa'*„

"
' U o J»c

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz ^ 2 <5

No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint • •*•

«

0nl
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings 9ft ... ... ... . .... ............ ... . . . ... .... ...... ... • - • • • • • -

••••••• „
Brass Mnltinlvinp- Be.eis. Balance Handle. Screw Oil Oun. fine finish, -25yds., 83c; 40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15: 100yds,, $1.25. Hard Rubber Mult plying Reels, Balance Handle,
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c ;

40yds 95c ; 60yds $1.05; 80yds $1.15: 100yds *l 25. Mara ^uooer ^luimpiying ^eeis aa.ance ^mtue,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., S3. 75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 300ft 41c.
.
3. F M B and Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread," 38c ; 12 thread 43c ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, |8e. Brass Swivels 15c per doz. Best Quabty Hooks on single gut, Pg_doz., 10c
;
double gut 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3rt., doz., 45c.

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.
Send Se* st»m> for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.

OFFER OF SHOP-WORN GUNS.
Do you want a good GUN at TRADE PRICE ? If so, select any

from this list. These {runs are all new but a little shop-worn, making
them unsalable as new guns. We are therefore offering them to
you at TRADE PRICE in order to close them out and make room
for new guns.

Maker, Description. Size.
W. W. Greener Ejector Hammerless, First Quality. 12 30 7VL

do Hammerless 12 30 »Ji
do Trap Gun 12 30 7 10

Westley Richards First Quality Ejector Harnmt>rless 12 30 6 1 *

Charlt s Duly Hammerless, Diamond Brand 12 30 8
do Hammerless 12 30 7%

Colt Pat. Fire Arms Co. . Hammerless .12 30 7%
do do . .Top Action, all Improvem'ts, Regular Hammers. 12 32 7y3
do dn .. do do do do .12 30HJ4

W. & O. Scott & Sons. . . .Hammerless 16 28 6i|
Ithaca do No. 3 12 30 7}-|

do do No 2 12 30 73^
Hemmineway Top Lever, Greener Treble W. F. Action, Pat. Fore-

end, Pistol Grip, Fine Damascus Bis, Choke-Bored.12 30 7J4
do do do do do 20 28 6j|

J. P. Clabrough& Bros. . Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Low Hammers, Choke-B ne.12 30 7%

do do .. do do do do 12 30 7§|
do do ..Hammerless, Damascus Barrels, Choke-Bored... .12 30 63^
do do" ..do do do do 16 28 6^

C. G. Bonehill Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Choke-Bored, Low HammerslO 32 9>

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

12 32 7$
10 30 9^
12 30 8h
12 30
12 30 7

L. C. Smith. F. Quality..Top Action, Complete Gun, Low Hammers. 12 30 7<i|

do do do do do do 12 30 8J4
do M Quality.. do do do do 12 30 7%

Forehand & Wndsworth.Top Action. Complete Gun, Low Hammers 10 30 8%
Manhattan D. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Damascus

Barrels. Choke-Bored 10 30 9

do do do do 12 30 7J£
do do do do 12 32 8J4

C. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Laminated
Steel Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 80 8}^
B Quality, do do do 12 30 8J4

do do do do 10 30 8 14

do do do do 10 30 8%
E. Remington & Sons. . . .Decarbonized Steel Barrels, Complete Gun 12 30 8s

do do .... do do do do 12 30 8s

do do ...Fine Damascus Barrels 1230 8

Any of the above guns will be sent for examination upon receipt
of $5.00 to guarantee express charges, which amount will be de-
ducted from the price if gun is accepted.

26 West 93d St., New York City.

do
do
do

do
do
do

List
Price.
$350 00
2C0 00
85 00

&50 00
225 00
125 00
80 00
75 00
75 00

150 00
80 00
50 00

55 00
55 00

35 00
35 00
60 00
60 00

35 00
35 00
35 00
35 00
35 00
35 00
55 00
55 00
70 00
55 01)

45 00
45 00
45 00

40 00
35 00
35 00
35 00
40 00
40 00
60 00

Price.
$300 00
150 00
65 00

300 00
175 00
100 00
60 00
50 00
50 00
130 00
55 00
35 00

40 00
40 00

30 00
30 00
50 00
50 00

30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
40 00
40 00
50 00
40 00

30 00
30 00
30 00

28 00
25 CO
25 00
25 00
30 00
30 00
45 00

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
CATALOGUES
Free.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

WBBBLm
NEW STOCK.

PARKER B. Is. GUNS,'^^^'
Top Lever Action. Patent Foreend, Bar Rebounding 13-Bore 10-Bore.
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol Factory Our Factory Our
Grip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. Price Price. Price. Price.

No. 2, Twist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 3*.*0 $60.«> i'n-l%
No. 4, Laminated barrMs, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35 70.00 49 90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57 «»0 85.00 toU.foU

Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Useful & Entertaining Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling. By 0. Bowter Vatjx l.OO

Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) 1.00

Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S l.OO

Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. P. and S. 2 OQ
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden.. l.OO

Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Lepfingwell 2.50

Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Fobest and Stbeam, or

send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING- COMPANY,
Sl« Broadway, New York.

Trip Shooters Take Notice

The nicest thins: in the world to shoot in (Thur-
man's Shooting Blouse) fits Bnug and gives to
every motion of the body. Nothing in the way
of the gun. No buttons to pull off and it keeps
your sh rt clean. One large pocket for shells.
Indorsed by the best trap shooters in the country
and the gun editor of the Item, of Philadelphia.
If your dealer does not kpep them, write direct to
the mill and get one. Pries post paid, $2. Send
P. O. money order or draft on New York. Cor-
respondence with dealers solicited. Mention
whether right or left hand shooter and size
around body under the arms and over rest. The
finest kind of a uniform for clubs.

RAINBOW KNITTING- MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

I

—

GOOD AS NEW.

W.W. Greener, Ejector, 12-30, 8 lbs. 8250.00 $180 DO*
I/. C. Smith, Hammer, 10-30, 9 lbs. 70.00 3S.00
Bemington, Model'87, 10-32, 10 lbs. 40.00 21.60
Ei C. M EACHAM ARMS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Exercise at Home.
Tto Stantari Chest WeiEft
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used In all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome In appearanee and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-
trations how It is used, mailed free
Address N»bragansett Mch. Co., 43
•^rirdsmp «r... P-oviripnon, R-T

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

FOB
AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 264 pases 62 plates. Price $2.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Nbw York N. T.

tondon: DAVT1C8 ft CO., 1 Winch tine.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7. while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
1 escribed in detail, each step being made clear
jefore proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
t8 pages; price 50 cents.

WREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
31 S Brnartwsv. Mow York

DAVIES & CO., 1 Fin^h Lane, Oornhill.
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AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rcky Mountain Goat
aDd I)per; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coqulna.")

lSmo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2 00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

318 Broadway. New Y^rk,

The Collie ffr Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By KAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo.. 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. New York.

Pocket Kennel Record
For Recording Pedigrees, Produce. Sales

and other memoranda,
New edition. New forms. Full leather, 60 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO-
818 Broadway, New York.

ftfl

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REG1STFRS THE
TEMPERATURE ACC U-
RATFLY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLO PLATE
WI1H ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor. ?3d st.

PASTEUR PIKE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfedant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MABHHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street, New York City.

Increasing Sai«* attest the Pouolaritv of
THE 6ENTLEME M 'S CIGAKBlTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

SUNT TXT BROS
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO.. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Also

FRSD. SATTTEH,
(Established 1860.)

UTURUM AMI TAXIDBKHIKT.
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

git ft* jfttfl.

KING OF ST. BERNARDS.

WATCH,
E. K. C. S. B. 25,107.

Stud fee $100. To approved bitches only. Pour
specials at Boston and Buffalo, 1890, for best St.
Bernard in the show. Apply to

THE POAG KENNELS,
lokdk>, 0.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such wll known terriers

as Ohnmpion Rany Mixer and Reckoner out of
champioa bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $35.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, Mass.

STUDY 'RKSHIKE TERBIRBS
Pishpool Gem, fee $25; Prince A. I.. $20; Toons

Bright, $20; Harry, $15; toons Royal, $i0; Roy, $5.
Photos of the group with pedigrees. 50c. NORTH
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KEN IS ELS, 4 Dearborn
street, Salem, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion biraoford Harry described in

show reports as "bes Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and wiunings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of h*s puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS, 1 Exchange Block, Bangor. Me

gift* gtawel.

KING CHARLES SPANIEL. — SMALL
black and tan female, 3yrs. old, thorouguly

house tra'n^d and a great pet. Will sell reason-
able or would purchase nice Ktog Charlf-s or
Blpnheim dog to mate with her. C. E. LEWIS,
Suspension Bridge. N. Y. It

FOR SALE. - FIRST CLASS PARTRIDGE
(ruffed grouse) dog. Liver and white pojnter

two years old. Address JOHN F. CURLY,
Fitch hUrg, Mass. It

FOR SALE. -THOROUGHBRED ENGLISH
setter bitch Bue Nellie (by Joho Bolus' Blue

Dick ex Nellie Belton) in wnelp tn Dan Gladstone.
Price $25. Litter t-hould bring $100 Bitch well
broken and very hanasnme. Write for extended
pedigree. R D. STOCKING, Lowell, Mich.

WANTED.—A COON DOG, QUIET. SWIFT
runner, bark when treed, and stay there.

Address, staring lowest price, with all particu-
lars. P. THIES, St. MartinvUle, La. It

FOR SALE,—LLEWELLIN BLUE BELTON
setters, whelped May 1, 1890. Sired oy Ran-

ger Rockingham. E. E. BEACH, E. Hartford,
Conn. It

FOR SALEVERY CHEAP.2 BLACK COCKER
. pups and one lemon. 3mos. old. Stroi g and
very handsome, but must be s^ld at once, so offnr
them at a great bargain Address FLEET H OOT
KENNELS, Delhi, D"l Co., N. Y.

IfOR SALE.—BEAGLES. TWO THOROUGH-
r ly broke, tried ana f ue. Also an extra good
bitch in whelp 8nd some high clans puppies. S.
C. GRAFF, Odiz Ohio. s<>DMl,8mos

Saunders' Flea Exterminator.
Knocks them out in <me round. Pour bottles,

$1.00. bunders' Mange Cure, price 50 cents. H.
A. SAUNDERS & CO., South Norwalk, Conn.

j>31.2mo

HANDBOOK OF CANINE DOCTORING
Sent Free on Application.

THE PANTHERAPEAN CO., 173 Greenwich St.

Nbw York.
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OCTOBER.

OCTOBER is the sportsman's month, and in this lati-

tude its opening is most auspicious. Shooting con-

ditions are not yet in their prime. The foliage is very

dense, not so heavy as that of last year, but heavier than

usual. There have been no frosts, and until the cold

nights come and the leaves begin to fall shooting in cover

will be difficult. To bag bis birds in early October this

year, to use an old and hackneyed but expressive phrase,

one must "cut loose with the eye of faith and the finger

of instinct." The successful shot is made with the gun

pointed "where the bird ought to be," not where it can be

seen to be.

Owing to recent rains the woodcock grounds are moist

and the scent would be good were the birds confined to

their accustomed haunts, but the same wet weather has

dispersed the birds; they are scattered widely, and while

this is fortunate for them it is equally unfortunate for

the gunner. In the north, over the line in Canada, wood-

cock have been noted in great supply; they bred abund-

antly there and knowing shooters are looking out for a

woodcock flight this fall which shall give better returns

than the flights of recent years.

From all parte of the country come reports of an abun-

dant supply of quail. It has been a favorable year in-

deed for them, with the mild winter of 1889-90 and the

propitious weather conditions during the breeding season.

The open time in Massachusetts began the middle of last

month, but September quail shooting is not what the

sport will be in the last of October and in November.

There are shooting conditions which cannot be changed

by whims of legislatures. No legal enactments to

encourage July woodcock shooting can give to

the mid-summer pursuit of that bird the bracing

and exhilarating nature of autumnal flight shoot-

ing, and it is beyond the power of the law-

makers to prescribe rules and regulations to be observed

by "Bob White" for the convenience and delectation of

his human enthusiasts who love and preserve him that

they may pursue and slay him. The feeding habits of

the birds in September differ so much from their habits

Jater in the season that the conditions of shooting are not

at all the same. So long as food is abundant every-
where, as it is in September, a flushed covey taking wing
will be likely to fly far and not return; while in Novem-
ber, as the supply diminishes, the birds frequent the

stubble fields and the valleys, and flushed here to-day

will in all probability return on the morrow.

GAME FISHES OF IDAHO.
T^HE article contributed to this number of Forest and

Stream, by "G. H. W." on the salmon and trout

of Idaho will be read with much profit and pleasure by
all of our readers who delight in this noble family of

fishes. The account of the habits of the redfish corres-

ponds exactly with our own observations on the red
salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka)oi California and the region

northward to the Yukon River in Alaska. Even the

month (August) in which dead salmon line the river

banks is the same in Alaska as in Idaho. In short it is

an accepted fact that the redfish and red salmon, or blue-

back are identical. There are, however, landlocked fish

of this species, and we have seen examples from Wash-
ington which were sexually mature at a length of 10in,

This is the only one of the Pacific salmon known to have
a landlocked form. The colors described by "G. H. W."
—a sharply contrasting green head with a reddish body

—

agree perfectly with those of the red salmon on Kadiak
Island as we saw them last fall, but Alaskan salmon are

somewhat larger than the 20 in. fish of Idaho. What is

the bull trout here mentioned? A dark-colored thick-

set fish with a large head and the habit of lying in deep

pools and taking bait near the bottom, while all the other

trout of this communication take the artificial fly—this

is the description of a trout which we have long supposed

to be the dolly varden (Salvelinus malma), which is the

only red-spotted trout recorded from the Western region.

The other three kinds, we assume, are all black-spotted

and represent varieties of the red-throated or Clark's

trout (Salmo purpuratus). There is in Henry Lake,

Idaho, and doubtless other lakes as well, a trout which

we fail to recognize among those described by our corres-

pondent; it is the lake trout or namaycush, which is so

widely distributed in North America, from Labrador to

Alaska, and from Idaho to the Arctic Ocean. This will

be easily accessible and always desirable for the great

work of stocking the Yellowstone Park now in progress.

Living in deep lakes, growing to the greatest size of all

the trout and possessed of admirable qualities as food

and game, it must always command the attention of

anglers and flshculturists.

CALLIOPES IN THE FIELD.

W E have all encountered him in the field, the man
who howls like a maniac at his dog. It is not be-

cause the dog is deaf, for even if he were there would be

no need of the howling and shrieking; but it is that the

howler knows not a bit better. He has the notion that a

hunting dog must be worked like a sledge dog amid

Arctic ice fields, and so he makes an Eskimo of himself

every time he goes shooting. And none of us ever yet

saw a dog that worked any better for the racket than he

might work, or might at least have been trained to work,

without it.

As a safe rule, the man who howls at his dog in the

field may be put down as a poor sportsman^ and the dog

that is howled at as a poor dog. For the matter of that,

the dog which finds game for a noisy master usually does

about what his dog sense tells him to. The very fact of

the man's noisy demonstrations imply that he cannot

make his dog obey. With dogs as with horses, the mas-

ter who handles them best is not he whose voice can be

heard in the next county. The quiet control of horse or

dog is the only true mastery.

There is nothing to be said for noise in the field.

Properly trained, a dog will obey as readily, and as intelli-

gently, and as effectively a motion of hand, or gun, or

head,' as the bawling and roaring of a Boanerges. It is

true that the dog-exhorter may thereby secure a needed

and beneficial degree of lung exercise; but he is not at all

likely to secure so large a count of game. Of all sounds

that startle the birds, that of the human voice is most

certain to alarm them. Every expert gunner knows this,

and keeps still. The shouter is a tyro; or if he shouts

year after year, he is certainly a poor sportsman; and

when in company with others who do not share his noisy

proclivities, he is voted a general nuisance. Many a

grouse has been lost for no other reason than because it

was startled and flushed by ill-timed speech.

Roscoe Conkling once pointed out that it would not do
to hunt ducks with a brass band. He meant the remark
to apply to politics. There are some men who never have
learned, and never will learn, that it applies to shooting
too.

BLUEFISH IN LONG ISLAND WATERS.
PISHERMEN around Great South Bay have not for
*- many years seen such great numbers of large blue-

fish as are present this season. One man caught 450 in

a single day recently, and 250 at another time. Capt.

Daniel Thurber, of Patchogue, states that during August
they drove up on the beach near the Blue Point Cove Life

Saving Station immense schools of small fish that re-

sembled herring. On Sept. 24 we were on this beach and
saw on a stretch of about one-half mile west of Capt.

Thurber's house fifty-one round herring (Etrumeus teres)

which had been driven ashore very recently and were still

fresh. When Capt. Thurber's attention was called to the

fish he said these were the herring on which bluefish had
been feeding during the summer, and whenever they were
seen on the beach the men were sure to find bluefish close

at hand. Sometimes they chased the round herring up
to the water's edge, and many bluefish were captured

with gaffs and by throwing and hauling a jig or drail

from shore. At Fire Island, pleasure boats of various

types are now engaged in chumming in the inlet, and,

although the large fish are not often taken, individuals of

3 to 51bs. are not uncommon. A Jcatboat, with a fish

painted on its pennant as a sign of its business, plies

about to furnish the parties with chumming bait. The

bit of bottom known as "The Cinders" is a favorite local-

ity. Here the water is comparatively deep and the tide

runs with great force. In shallower water near the north

shore the young bluefish, here called "snappers," are

freely taken with rod and line.

SNAP SHOTS.

THAT is an old and familiar story, of the man in jail

whose counsel said to him, "My dear sir, they can-

not put you into jail for that." To which the client re-

torted, "But I'm here." When told that the American

Kennel Club had convened in secret session, considered

Mr. C. J. Peshall's case without giving him a hearing—in

fact while he was detained elsewhere in the custody of a

sheriff—and had pronounced him guilty, and disqualified

him permanently, some one remarked, "But they could

not do that." To which it was replied, "But they did."

This is probably the impression that the proceedings at

the American Kennel Club office last Thursday will have

on most people who are interested. Assuming that Mr.

Peshall was guilty of all the charges on which he has

been disqualified, and that his sentence is a righteous one,

the manner of his trial in secret session of the club last

Thursday was not only in violation of precedent, in any

other country than Russia, but it is repugnant to accepted

notions of fair play.

For several years the farmers of both the Big and Little

Miami valleys of the Ohio have been trying to effect a

State organization for the protection of streams and

farms from reckless hunters, trespassers, campers and

marauders, and for detective work to aid in ferreting

out and prosecuting cases in the courts. The Ohio

Farmers' Law and Order League has been incorporated,

with headquarters at Dayton, and expects to be in com-

plete working order before the quail season opens.

Gentlemanly hunters will have no more annoyance

under this league than heretofore; but indiscriminate

shooting and abuse of farmers and their property will be

effectually checked.

Readers of "Uncle Lisha's Shop" and "Sam Lovel's

Camps" will be gratified to know that Mr. Rowland E.

Robinson, who has been threatened with loss of sight

has just successfully come through a surgical operation

for the restoration of his vision. Among those who hap-

pened to be in the city to congratulate "Awahsoose" was

our contributor, Ma j. F. G. Dabney ("Coahoma"), of Mis-

sissippi, who assured Mr. Robinson that the philosophical

tenets of the Vermont Canuck, Antoine Bissette, are

making steady progress in the cane-brakes of the South,

a fact to which Mr. H. P. Ufford had previously testified,

as noted by him in the Acadian country of Louisiana.
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SLIDE ROCK FROM MANY MOUNTAINS.
ON A GLACIER IN SUMMER.

THE lodge was pitched at the foot of the Upper Glacial
Lake. To the northeast ran the narrow trough

through which Glacier Creek flows to jointhe main swift

current, but on every other side rose mountains, steep,

ragged, snow-patched; the homes of the white goat, the
bighorn and the white-tailed ptarmigan.
The little brown conical lodge, standing half hidden

among the spruces, would hardly have been noticed by
the eye of any stranger who might have penetrated this

narrow valley, but eight or ten horses scattered about
over the grassy meadow near the lake shore told that quite

a numerous company were camped here. If you had
counted noses at supper that night you would have found
six; the Chief, the Rhymer, Jack, Appekunny, Yo and
Tail-feathers coming-in-sigh t-over-the-hill. whose every-
day name is Brocky.

It had been for more than one of the party a day
to be marked with a white stone—a day actually marked
with white goats. Two of the men on that day had risked
their lives on the precipitous ledges of the west side of

Cataract Creek, and the outcome of the clambering for

each had. been his first white goat. Two "billies" of large
size had been killed, and had taken those fearful plunges
down over slide rock, snow bank and precipice which,
when seen, fairly appal the man who, for his own
pleasure and in the excitement of the chase, has put him-
self in a position where a little carelessness might result

in his falling as his prey does.

Cataract Creek is a modest stream, and five or six miles
long, which flows into Glacier Creek from the south. It

heads in snow banks and ice fields which lie in part on
Monroe's Peak and Gould Mountain, and also on a high
divide which probably separates the waters of Swift
Current from those of the Upper St. Mary. Many of the
rivulets which gurgle out from beneath these ice fields

flow a milky current, which indicates that, though small,

they have the motion which is characteristic of true
glaciers. The vertical rockfalls above these snow and
ice fields, and the deep narrow clefts in the rock, which
shelter the winter's accumulation from the rays of the
sun, are favorite feeding grounds for the white goat.

Here, up a steep long slide, the Rhymer had stalked a
great male that, unconscious of his approach, continued
to graze on the tender plants until he felt the bullet's fatal

sting, and then sturdily making his way up the rocks, ex-

posing himself to other shots which finally brought him
rolling down the steep incline.

The Chief to-day saw his first goat. It was browsing
on a cliff far above the valley, and to get within shot of it

required careful work and hard climbing. At length

,

having crept along the narrow ledges until he was within
range, the Chief shot it, wounding it so severely that it

was unable to climb. It had strength enough, however,
to walk along a ledge and on behind a point of rocks where
it lay down. The hunter followed it, but when he reached
a point where he could see it, only the top of its back was vis-

ible above rocks. He fired a shot hoping to make it move
to a point where he could kill it. At the report it rose to its

feet, walked around another point of rocks and again lay
down. The Chief then climbed up to within 50ft. of

where it lay, but on the opposite side of a narrow and
deep water course. The goat lay there looking at him

,

but neither his shouts nor the stones which he threw at it

had the effect of making it get up. It was impossible to

approach it where it lay, and the Chief, in the hope that
in its death struggle it might fall to a place where it could
be got at, shot it through the heart. As the ball struck it,

it gave a convulsive spring, fell forward into the ravine,
rolled down that to a snow bank, over which it slid until

it reached some slide rock, where it again began to roll

over and over. As it went on, becoming to the eye each
moment smaller and smaller, it moved more slowly, and
at the foot of the slide rock it had almost stopped, when
it rolled on to a long snow slope down which it slipped

,

gathering each instant more momentum, and at last shot
out over a waterfall and disappeared, not to be seen until

some time later, when it was found on a ledge behind the
waterfall several hundred feet below. The Chief declared
that it made him quite weak to watch the animal's fall

and to think that his course, if he should slip, would prob-
ably be over the same ground.
When both the men had got in with their meat they

found that one section of the party had gone off in a new
direction.

The year before, when a part of the men had visited

this same little valley, Jack."Appekunny and Yo had with
infinite labor scaled the cliffs which barred the way to the
huge mass of ice which lies in its basin, far up toward the
mountain's summit. They had found it covered with
new-fallen snow, and only in a few places near its edge
had the fact that the mass was really ice snow covered
been evident to the eye. Now it was much earlier in the
season; there were no indications that as yet any consid-
erable amount of snow had fallen since the preceding
spring, and it was thought that if the glacier could be
examined now, it might show quite different characters.

For this and other reasons Yo was anxious to make the
ascent of the mountain; yet to clamber to the glacier and
back to camp the same day would leave no time for work
on the ice, and it was determined to carry up a little food
and some blankets and to camp at the highest point where
wood for cooking could be had.
Yo and Appekunny had started early in the day, carry-

ing rifle and camera, and were to be followed somewhat
later by Jack and Brocky, who should bring up food and
bedding. Instead of proceeding over the rocks to the
head of the Upper Glacial Lake and climbing up the
precipice there" as they had done on the occasion of their

previous visit, Yo and Appekunny began the ascent of

the mountain on the north side of the valley, climbing
laboriously up the steep slope until they reached the
ledges, which, like the steps of some giant stairway, rose

one above the other until the last were hidden beneath
the slide rock which fell from the gray barren crags that
formed the mountain's crest. The way, though steep and
arduous, had in it nothing of danger nor of excitement.
When the ledges were reached the climbers made their

way from one to another through narrow crevices torn
out from the rook by the torrents which in spring rush
down from the melting snows, Sometimes a long search

would have to be made at the foot of a vertical precipice
before a practicable path could be found to the step next
above; at others a crevice would be found cutting through
two or three of the ledges in succession. Progress was
slow, and they had been gone five hours before they
reachedthe lateral moraine on thenorth side of the glacier.

Here they sat down to look over the ice while they eat

their lunch.
At the time of their previous visit to this spot the

glacier had appeared much more extensive than it did
now. The bitter cold had checked its melting and many
a heavy fall of snow had covered its borders, so that it

seemed to be of wider extent than at present. It was now
melting rapidly, broken by crevasses and scored with
streams of swift-flowing clear water. The torrents which
poured forth from beneath the blue ice were white as

milk, for they carried with them a fine powder, the ground
up rock of which the mountain is composed. Along the
lateral morians, on the north side of the ice, were freshly

turned up rocks and earth, which showed that the glacier

was now moving. This moraine is about 125ft. high and is

formed of great smoothed rocks, cemented together by a
hard clay. In one place a glacial stream has broken its

way through it and flows clown on the outside of the wall.

Descending from their perch upon the moraine the men
moved on to the ice. Its surface showed no new snow, and
it was soft and everywhere melting. Down the steep

slope of the ice hurried a dozen swift torrents, which had
worn for themselves deep channels in which they whirled,

and eddied and rushed, until at last they plunged into

some deep crevasse and with hollow roarings disappeared
from view. The blue icefield was dotted far and near
with fragments of rock, great and small, with mud heaps
and with great quantities of other debris, which had fal-

len down on the ice from the cliffs above. The ice was
slippery beneath the feet of the men who now ventured
on it, and as its surface was sharply inclined they were
obliged to mbve very carefully. The deep crevasses with
which it was everywhere seamed were alarming, for they
seemed bottomless, and if a man should fall into one of

them he would never be seen again. They had with
them a coil of light rope taken from one of the pack sad-

dles, and with this they tied themselves together, only one
man approaching the crevasses at a time, the other stand-
ing at some little distance, so as to hold his companion in

case the latter should slip.

The glacier was vocal with the sound of running water.
The musical tinkle of the tiny rivulet, the deep bass roar
of the dashing torrent, the hiss of rushing water, con-
fined as in a flume, fell upon the ear, and up through the
holes and crevasses in the ice came strange hollow mur-
murs, growlings and roarings, while the whole ice mass
seems to shake and quiver from the concussion of the
masses of water that are rushing along beneath it.

Many of the crevasses were too deep to be measured by
the 100ft. fishing line which Yo carried in his pocket;
others seemed to be not real crevasses, but mere fissures

in the ice 25 or 30ft. deep, and partially filled with clear

water, through which the blue ice of the bottom could
be plainly seen. Besides the crevasses there were many
circular holes or wells of unknown depths, in some of

which the black water rose nearly to the surface of the
ice, while in others no water could be seen. In one of

these a slender spire of blue ice, seemingly not more than
lft. in diameter at its lowest visible point, rose perhaps
50ft., and tapering to a needle point at its upper extrem-
ity, reached almost the surface of the ice.

The sloping face of the ice was not easy to walk on

,

and if it had not been for the occasional stones which
now and then gave a secure foothold, it would have been
impossible to move about on it at all. Notwithstanding
this fact, Yo, who was very anxious to reach the crest of

the mountain, started to climb up the west arm, which
showed a gradual slope from the Moraine up almost to

the high saddle from which the west arm of the glacier

starts. It seemed to him that the ice, although it sloped
sharply, might be climbed, and that walking over its

smooth surface would be less arduous than clambering
among the rough rocks which formed the side of the
trough down which it ran. He started up the slope,

walking carefully, and supporting himself by means of

the stock of his rifle, which at every step he dug into the
soft ice. Appekunny followed, but in a short time con-
cluded that the rocks were '"good enough for him," and
made his way to the edge of the ice and sprang to the
ground. It was not long before Yo wished that he had
done the same thing. The ice grew more and more steep
and more and more slippery, and the footing less secure.

The fragments of rock lying on the ice became less fre-

quent, and it was each moment more difficult to plant
his feet in the ice. He tried to make his way to the
rocks at the side of the glacier, but a wide chasm yawned
between the ice and terra firma—a chasm too wide to

be jumped. Below him was the steep ice slope a mile in
length and ending in a series of crevasses, above was the
steep, smooth face of the glacier. A slip of the foot
might result in a fall, and the man if he fell would go
sliding down the ice with no hope of stopping before the
crevasses were reached, and if engulfed in one of these
his case would be hopeless. Yet this particular mode of

going out of the world did not seem especially alarming,
for it was certain that if he started to slide down this

slope he would be dead before he reached the crevasses,
since the rock fragments that dotted the ice would have
stripped all the flesh from his bones before he had reached
the end of the slope, and only his skeleton would fall

into the crevasse.

At all events there was but one thing to do. To go
back down the ice was impossible; he must continue to

climb. It was a slow, toilsome and very delicate jour-

ney, the last half mile of this climb, but at its end Yo
found himself within 75yds. of the end of the west arm.
Here further progress was barred by a wide crevasse,
beyond which the ice sloped so sharply that no living

thing could have climbed it. Making his way to the
edge of the ice, he at length found a place where a shoul-

der of rock projected out from the cliffs to within 3 or
4ft. of the ice, and by a careful spring he crossed the gap
and kept on his way up toward the saddle. When he at

last found the firm rocks beneath his feet he breathed a
little easier, and looking back saw Appekunny, who had
been watching him for an hour or more, turn away and
sit down on a rock as if a load were off his mind too. It

took but a few moments to reach the saddle, from which
point Yo could see far to the west. At his feet the moun-
tain sloped off sharply in a smooth grassy slope, dotted
here and there with low-growing pines and junipers; at

the foot of the slope was a beautiful park country of

open grassy meadows with here and there a little lake

and clumps of pine timber—a real paradise. He had
come from surroundings of snow and ice and cold gray
rocks, and now he looked down on a Ecene which held
only freshness, verdure and beauty, which was pictur-

esque, but not stern ;
charming, but not majestic. Par-

tner away and half hidden by the haze that hung over
the scene could be seen a deep canon running to the

southwest and another running to the northwest. Far to

the south stood a tremendous mountain, and in a great
basin to the west of it lay a mighty mass of ice and snow
—no doubt a glacier. Yo believed that in this saddle he
stood on the Continental Divide, and that the little lakes

and streams at his feet poured their waters into the Pacific

Ocean.
At length, turning his face from this pleasant fcene, he

took his way with hasty steps down over the rocks toward
the glacier's foot, and before very long joined his com-
panion. The sun had set and it was growing dark when
they climbed the great moraine near the glacier's foot,

and hurried down toward the timber. Among the low
gnarled evergreens which here make a fierce struggle

against the bitter cold, the unceasing winds and the bar-

ren soil, they could see the flicker of the firelight where
Jack and Brocky had evidently made camp, and before

long they were warming themselves by the grateful

blaze.

Though their food was scanty that night, and though
their resting place was but a few paces from everlasting

ice and snow, they slept well and rose refreshed. After
breakfast Appekunny and Brocky started down to camp
with the beds, while Jack and Yo crossed the moraine at

the foot of the glacier and clambered to the saddle be-

tween Monroe's Peak and Gould Mountain. The clouds
were flying over the mountain and the wind was blow-
ing hard, presaging a storm. In the moraine at the
glacier's foot was a line of enormous blocks of white
feldspar and of dark syenite, which had been brought
down by the ice from above, and at the south side of the

glacier is a lateral moraine less in size than the one near
the west arm. From the side of Monroe's Peak can be
seen the whole valley of Cataract Creek, and from their

lofty perch they looked down on the spot where a day or

two before they had seen the white goats then so far

above them. To have pushed on further over these

heights would have been pleasant, but the fast falling

rain forced them to hurry toward camp. They did so,

but the rain continued, and when that afternoon they
reached the lodge they were thoroughly soaked. Yo.

TRAPPING DAYS.
VI.—RUN TO EARTH.

AT the lake where we were now camped, which was
called Cha-Nopa Tonka, or Big Two Wood, to dis-

tinguish it from Cha-Nopa Cheestun, or Little Two Wood,
we remained for nearly a fortnight examining all the
ground within a distance of several miles, as we were
loth to give up the search for fur, and yet the more thor-

oughly we examined the country the more fully were we
satisfied that the glory of Cha Nopa had (for the present

year, at least) departed.
In one of my expeditions of exploration on foot I had

the good luck to crawl within shot of three white cranes,

and, although my only weapon was a carbine, I managed
with a lucky shot to clip the tip joint of the wing of a
stately bird, and after a most furious chase to capture it.

I have hunted for many years and this was the only
white crane I was ever lucky enough to bag; and among
all my hunting acquaintances I do not remember one

.

ever blessed with similar good luck.

Here we were visited by several small parties of Sioux,
who lived in the vicinity of Ootopaheeda, and were jour-

neying to the northward to visit friends living in that
direction; and as we made it a point to entertain liberally

in return for the privilege of trapping without molesta-
tion, our little teepee at times resembled a frontier hotel.

Every party going north carried presents for their

people,' often of dried elk meat, and invariably of blocks
of pipe stone from the great and only quarry of this

singular rock; and on one occasion I bought a large pipe,

made of this material and highly ornamented, for a com-
mon milk pan full of flour. We found these poor people
very grateful for favors however small, and withal as

I

prompt and ready to entertain us as to receive favors at

our hands.
| While a party, including three women, were one even-
ing visiting us, one of the women observing my own
awkward efforts to sew a patch on the sole of a damaged
moccasin, with a smile at my awkwardness, drew the
moccasin from my hand, and with a few deft stitches

secured the obstreperous patch in half the time and far

I more neatly than was possible to my own clumsy fingers.

"Isaac, what is 'Thank you' in the Sioux language?" I

asked. "Pe-dom-i-i," he replied, and a pleasant smile
circled round the dignified group as I repeated the cour-

teous word.
Finally, after having become entirely satisfied that the

trapping ground would not do at all, at the close of a long
and very earnest council on the shore of the lonely lake
far remote from civilization, when it was fully apparent
to us that not only would the present ground prove en-

tirely inadequate to keep us employed during the trapping-

season, but also that there was no other locality known to

us but what was either overrun by swarms of green re-

cruits eager to pass muster as trappers, or was included m
the cowyards and pigpens of encroaching settlers—in

short, that the great lake region was at last played out as

a trapping ground; we then and there decided forever to

abandon the occupation which had at times been a source

of profit and pleasure, and again of loss and disappoint-

ment, and the memory of which with its mingled recol-

lections of painful struggles with exposure and bitter

cold, of vigils and watchings against the crafty savage,

and of the many pleasant camps in the wilderness, where
friendly faces both white and red reflected the cheerful

light of the cosy camp-fire, was withal a souice of pleas-

ure rather than of pain.

The final decision was not reached without a mental
struggle, deeper on my own part than on that of my more
philosophic brother; and it would not have been reached
at all had we known where in all the yet v maining wil-

derness of North America another such a trapping coun-

1

try could have been found

.

If, in the rehearsal of this long story of the old days on
the frontier, T have unduly taxed the patience of the,
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readers of Forest and Stream, let them congratulate
themselves upon the fact that I have spared them very-

much which I was tempted to inflict upon them. The
story of the unsuccessful elk hunt during our return to

civilization; of my trip to Lake Talcot, during which,
near the outlet of Graham Lake, a band of 110 startled

elk, drawn up in one glorious group, stood in the sunset

of an autumn day waiting to be photographed upon the

never-fading tablet of memory; of their panic-stricken

retreat, when for miles and miles apparently, over the

almost level plain, their line of precipitate flight was out-

lined by the thin cloud of dust raised from the earth by
the hammering of many hoofs, which, floating away on
the evening breeze, completed a picture never to be for-

gotten, and strongly suggestive of Gordon Cumming
and the plains of the Kalihari desert.

As a final illustration of the freaks of fortune in the

trapper's experience, the story of a single day's success

of an old trapper named Clark at the Great Oasis, a few
miles west of Lake Shetek, is hereby given:

It was just at the beginning of winter, and with a

light snow upon the ground the old man started out to

visit his traps, accompanied by a couple of dogs, and in

passing a small lake, whose waters had receded far from
their former level, while walking along the sandy beach
the dogs began snuffing at a hole in the turf above the

sandy beach, and as a stroke or two of the hatchet showed
that the hole was but shallow and ran up the bank only

just below the turf, the trapper continued to break in the

turf and to follow the hole up the bank, until at the end
he found and captured three flue otters, which were evi-

dently wandering in search of winter quarters and had
stopped for the night in this odd retreat.

Removing the skins, the old man continued on his way
around the lake, and before he completed its circuit two
other similar holes were found, out of each of which an-

other otter was taken. On his return toward camp in the

afternoon he ran across the trail of three more in the

snow, and following it to the crest of a hill, saw the

otters pla ving on the ice of a small lake a short distance

away. His dogs charging down the hill in pursuit, all

the otters disappeared in a hole through the ice near the
center of the lake, and as the trapper ran down on the

ice he saw at a glance that the low swampy shores of the

lake offered no chance for a hole in the bank, and that

the animals would be. obliged to return to the hole for

air. Kneeling down hatchet in hand at the edge of the

hole, he was scarcely in position when the head of an
otter appeared and was met with a killing blow from the

hatchet, and being grabbed by the neck and withdrawn
from the water the head of the second appeared and in

like manner all three were secured within thirty minutes.

What the old trapper's catch of fur in his traps was for

that day I have forgotten, but here were eight otters,

secured by an amazing and unparalleled streak of pure
"luck," which, at $UJ each, swelled the sura total of his

lucky catch for this red-letter diy of his trapping life to

considerably more than $100. These red-letter days were,
however,

"Like angel visits, few aud far between."

Commonly the life was one of toil and hardship, with
scanty enough pay, and with occasional tragedies, when
life and limb were the sport of the cruel cold, or at the

mercy of the unsparing savage, who left no trace of his

fiendish work save the bleaching bones of his helpless

victim.
Scattered far and wide are the remaining members of

the old fraternity. A letter from a friend tells of a hunt-

ing expedition in the Rockies by a party of gentlemen
from the East, and adds: "Old Dan Bellows goes along
as master of ceremonies."
Should this meet the eye of old Din, will he accept a

word of friendly greeting from one of his old comrades
in the life and death struggle with the bbzzard on that

never to be forgotten night of Dec. 10, 18(i4?

Orin Belknap.

J^/wp/ history.

HEATH HEN OF MARTHA'S VINEYARD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having spent ten years of my life upon this beautiful

isle of the sea, and during that entire period devoting a

great deal of my recreations to that best of all sports,

shooting, I certainly should be a veiy poor follower of our

honored "Frank Forrester" if I was not somewhat familiar

with these birds. Mr. William Brewster, in his article on

the heath hen in Forest and Stream of Sept. 25, makes
a number of statements which, with all due respect, I

wish to take exceptions to.

Mr. Brewster says the reason of our having the rem-
nant of the grouse family now found there with us is due
"partly to an enlightened public sentiment, partly to pro-

tection by law, but chiefly to the fact that the interior of

the island is comparatively inaccessible and remote from
market." My observations have shown the birds not in-

clined to dwell in the thickest of the cover over which
they are found, and I doubt if any one has ever seen a
"he'th n" light in any thicket to which one could well

apply the word inaccessible. As to the location being

remote from market, compare the distance between the

Vineyard and Boston or New York with the distance

these birds are now brought from the far Western States.

1 am very sorry Mr. Brewster gratified his desire for pos-

sessing a collection of eggs by taking the six which he
says he did in 1885: those alone, if success had followed

their progeny, would have now numbered among the

hundreds. A great many of the farmers of the island are

friends of mine, and I would not for a moment doubt the

sincerity of their statements; yet might not the booming
which they have heard have been that,. of the ruffed

grouse? We all know that they are noted for this kind of

music.
Again he says the foxes were placed there for sport. I

am informed upon good authority that they were released

by a party of individuals—I will not call them sportsmen
—who had arranged to hold a fox hunt. Their first run
was defeated by the farmers, who found the dogs were
making havoc among their sheep. They then decided to

kill a fox and follow a drag trail. At this point the S. P.

C. A. rightly claimed this to be an act which they had
power to suppress, thus ending the hunt. These indi-

viduals sought revenge by liberating the remainder of the

foxes to stock and overrun the island. May that portion

of tribulation, which should ever be meted out to persons
of this character, be not wanting in this case.
Now, as to the number of birds on the island. In the

fall of 1883 there were a good many birds. By a good
many I mean that a person knowing the ground with a
good dog could start fifteen or twenty some days. Since
1882 I have never seen over a dozen in any one season

—

note I say season, not day. What caused this sudden de-
crease I cannot imagine. During the past four years
there have been two heath hens 6hot ahead of my dogs,
which have been preserved as specimens. The past sea-
son, during several days' hunting on the Vineyard, I
failed to see a single chicken, but I did hear that more
birds were seen last year than for several years back.
Now as to the assertion Mr. Brewster makes, that the

resident sportsmen are the cause of the depleted covers.
Here again I disagree from him, I am sure the non-
resident sportsmen, who in times past have visited the
island, have killed more of these noble birds than ever
the local gunners have done. Mr. David Tilton, now
deceased, a native of the island and an ardent lover of
the rod and gun, who was ever a welcome visitor among
the farmers in the interior of the island, once told me that
the non-resident sportsmen came down for the grouse-
shooting in such numbers that he deemed it necessary to
cause the arrest of two of these parties. Search being
made at the place where they were stopping revealed a
number of grouse concealed in a barrel of grain. They
were each fined quite a sum and compelled to give up
their unlawful shooting. As to the birds being frequently
started in running foxes or rabbits, in all my shooting of
this kind I never saw but one bunch flushed while
hunting with hounds.
The plan Mr. Brewster proposes, regarding stocking

Cape Cod, may be feasible in the distant future. There
is a game club now organized on the Vinevard known as
the Hookumpake Shooting Club, several of whose mem-
bers are also members of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective Association. The idea has been ad-
vanced, though not original with me, that from the
limited area over which the birds range and the great
number of years they have been confined within this
space, interbreeding successively year after year has re-

sulted in a degeneration in then- powers of reproductive-
ness. Realizing the reasonableness of this, the Hookum-
pake Club is at this time trying to secure some Western
pinnated grouse to place on the island. This same club is

ready at any time upon reliable information to bring suit

against any parties violating the game laws of Massachu-
setts on Martha's Vineyard. J. E. Howland.

NESTING BIRDS AND SCENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I think I have discovered something newinthe natural
history of the grouse, and I wish to lay the matter before
your readers, hoping that some one has made the fame
di-covery.
In a former communication I stated that aruffed grouse

had nested several years within sight of my cabin. It

was this grouse that attracted my attention to the new
feature in natural history.

My cabin is in the woods, situated on an old highway,
deserted for a hundred years or more. South of the cabin
is a small brook, and just across it a path turns off into

the woods, and it was near this path that the grouse
nested. Several hundred people passed and repassed the
nest while the bird was hatching out her fi>*t brood.

Many bird dogs accompanied their masters, and I thought
it singular that they did not scent the bird. The second
year I tried an experiment. The grouse nested near the
old spot, and I borrowed a bird dog of a friend , and while
an easterly wind blew directly from the bird across the
path, led the do? to and fro. Strange as it may appear,
the dog did not take the scent. Afterward I went to a
boulder, the drumming resort of the male grouse, and
the dog pointed the spot every time he passed the rock.
Thinl^ng that while his sense of scent was aroused he
migtit notice the nesting bird, I tried him once more but
with the old result.

The path near which this grouse nests is a common
highway for skunks in their nightly visits to my cabin

door yard. Raccoons also use it when frog-hunting in the

little brook. The old tumble-down wall along the de-

serted highway affords weasels, minks and stoats a road
through the woods, and what seems passing strange is

that some one of these keen-scented animals has not
ferreted out and destroyed the grouse before this.

I have noticed since I have lived in the woods (six

years) that often ruffed grouse nest near paths that are

in constant use, and usually rear or at least hatch out the

young. I can recall three nests so situated this last sea-

son which were undisturbed.
After due and careful consideration of the subject I

have come to this conclusion: That it is a change cf

scent that protects the grouse while nesting, and that it

is an admirable provision of nature to enable the bird to

rear its young aud propagate its kind.

We all know that domestic fowls have a breeding fever,

and wbo can say that the grouse does not have some such

fever, and this fever does not change the scent? What
say you? Hermit.

NATIONAL MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS.

WITH the twelfth volume of the Proceedings of the U. S. Na-
tional Museum a new aud greatly improved form of extra

copies of the separate articles composing the volume has been
devised. For each article of four or more pages rs furnished a

neat cover containing the title of the paper and a statement of

the volume in which it is printed. There js a very decided im-
provement in the quality of paper used in this publication, mak-
ing it possible to provide much more satisfactory illustrations

both in the text and plates.

The subjects discussed in the numbers before us cover a very

-wide range We cannot give more than a brief list of the articles.

Dr. George Marx famishes a catalogue of the spiders of temper-

ate North America; this is the first attempt to prepare a complete
catalogue of these sometimes dreaded, but very interesting in-

jects. Mr. George P. Merrill contributes notes on the serpentin-

ous rocks of Essex county. N. Y., from aqueduct shaft No. 6, New-

York city, and fi"m near Easton, Pa. Mr. F. H. Knovvlton pub-

lishes a revision of a genus of fossil woods. Mr. Walter fcaxon

gives notes on American crayfishes, describing two new specie?,

one of them found in Florida and ihe other in Missouri. Dr. Har-

rison Allen deseril es two new species of bals, one of 1hem Brazil-

ian and the other from Jamaica.
.

Dr D S- Jordan furnishes a catalogue of St species of fishes col-

lected at Si. Lucia, iu the West Indies, by the steamer Albatross.

One of these is regarded as new. A new darter frorn Indiana is

described by Dr. Jordan and R. W. Evermann, and a figure ot the

species is given in the text. Dr. Beau has a paper on new fishes

from Alaska and vicini' v. Tuese fishes were obtained by the X isn

Commission steamer Albatross iu 1888, and are chiefly from deep

water Seventeen new species and four new genera are described.

Mr. Robert Ridgway furnishps further notes on the g^ntis
Xiphocolaptes, birds of the family of wo^d- hewers. Prof. 0. H.
Gilbert contributes a report on fishes collected by the steamer
Albatross in the Pacific, with descriptions of twelve new .senera
and ninety-two new species; this is one of the most extensive
additions to ichthyology made iu recent years. The majority of
the new forms are from moderate depths; hut there are also numer-
ous species fiom the deep sea. Mr. Frederick A. Lucas publisaes
a catalogue of skeletons of birds collected by the steamer Alnaxross
on her voyage to the Pacific, D 1-

, Gi'l lias three papers devoted to
the skeletons of several families of eels. Dr. A. K. Eisber notes
the oc< urr' n< e of a young crab-eater (Eleeate Canada), in the lower
Hudson Valley, New York. Dr. Fisher obtained the cnbia or
crab-eater in June, near the village of Sing Sin?, the m^st nor' hern
localitv recorded for tl e young of thi8 fish. His specimen is not
qune -tin. long, and was caught by a fisherman with a ran row
R»ln,e in a broad, sh 'How cove forming the mouth of the Croton
River. Mr. F. W. True gives the results of some observe tiens nn
the lifp-history of the bottlp-nose porp ise. Mr. Tine's notes
relate to the habits and structure of the species its distn 1 ution,
the size of individuals, ratio of the sexes, migrat ions, breeding
habits, peculiarities aud habits of thf yourg, colors of the recently
caught specimens, structure of the eye, deformities and parasitts

OUR ONLY VICTIM.
Editor Forest and Stream:
That deer hounding in the Adirondacks is not always

a sure thing my own experience shows.
It I remember correctly, it was about 3 o'clock one Sat-

urday afternoon in early September of 1885 when we
reactied Grampus Lake. The day was uncomfortably
warm, making our walk over the muddy four-mile carry
from Long Lake quite fatiguing. After waiting about
twenty minutes the sled arrived bearing our belongings,
which" were immediately transferred to the boats, and
after bidding our teamster good-bye we got in ourselves
and shoved off.

Our party consisted of three sportsmen and an equal
number of guides, together with three fine, sleek deer-
hounds. As each guide had a boat, the party could be
divided up very equally, each guide takiDg one of us, a
hound, and his portion of the baggage and provisions.
By rowing steadily we reached camp at about half-
past 3.

The afternoon was devoted to putting our bark shanty
in order, and in making preparation for a hunt on the
morrow. After supper it was decided that I should start

eirly next morning and go to Hands me Pond, wh'ch is

about a mile and a ha If from camp, with one of our guidps,
and there watch for and shoot at any deer that might be
driven there by the hounds.
By half-pist six the next morning breakfac t was over

and my guide, John Keller, and I started for our post.

On arriving at the pond we rowed to a point of land upon
which we could command a view of the greater part of

the land about the pond. I sat on the bank while John
climbed a spruce tree in which a seat had been erected.

We had h rdly got into position when we heard one of
the hounds baying in the distance, and by listening

attentively, I found that the baying was becoming moie
distinct, shewing that the hound was junning toward
us. I now straightened up and scanned the shore m the
hopes of seeing something appear, when suddenly John
came tumbling down from the tree and said that a deer

was swimming across the lake. I jumped into the boat
and John shoved off, and we started up the pond as l^st

as possible, and soon drew up alongt-ide of a deer, which
proved to be a beautiful little spotted fawn. We drove
the little creature to the opposite side of the pond from
which it had appeared, and then went back to uur stand.

Although the dogs were baying fiercely in our neighbor-

hood, nothing more hove in sight, and according to orders,

we started for camp about twelve o'clock. One of the

party had gone to Mohegan Pond, which was half a mile

from c-imp, while the third stayed on Grampus. I was
the only one who had seen any game, though on Mohegan
some animal was heard running through the woods, but

kept out of sight. The afternoon was spent in buoy fi h-

ing, and at sunset we hooked a few brook trout with the

fly-

The following day I was shifted to Mohegan, where I

spent an unsuccessful time, as nothing appeared. The
third day I was put in command of Grampus Lake. The
first part of the morning we spent at the upper end of

the lake, later changing to a large rock situated at the

extremity of a shoal. Toward neon the guide (Farand
Austin) appeared on the shore and hooted to us, where-
upon Rowley Keller and I rowed over and took him in.

He said if we kept on talking and laughing the way we
had been for the la-t half hour that no deer would come
near U3, so we decided to be silent.

On reaching the rock again, Rowley climbed up on to

it, while Farand and 1 stayed in the boat. The s-uu was
pretty hot; and as I sat there I began to doz% and just as

£ was about to go to sleep in goxl earnest, Rowley said,
' 'There's a deer." I believe Farand was asleep, but those

words made him wide awake in an instant. He caught

up the oars and started for a little bay to the left of us,

while I grabbed the shotgun (my rifld having been bor-

rowed) and shoved a couple of buckshot cartridges into

the barrels. 1 he deer on seeing us -'pulled for the shore,"

while we tried to cut it off; but as we had a greater dis-

tance to go, the deer reached there first, and climbing up
the bank started on a run along the shore as if afraid to

enter the woods. When Farand saw that we could not

cut the game off, he turned the boat's direction a little,

so that I could see the deer over the port side, and told

me to blaze away. During the chase 1 had become quite

excited, and when I aimed I could hardly see what it was
that I was to shoot, but I pulled the trigger and waited

for the smoke to clear away. When it did I saw my deer

kicking in the water where it had fallen, with a broken

neck. We took the animal to camp, and an entree in the

shape of venison steak was added to our scanty bill of

fare.

During the time we stayed in camp, which was about

a week, that was all the game that we could bring in

sight, although one of our dogs lost two nails on one of

its forefeet and another dislocated its shoulder in the

attempts made to show us the deer.

i have been to the Adirondacks three times since then,

but have never used hounds to hunt with, as I think the

only way to keep the deer in those mountains is to put a

stop to hounding them. A good example of what the

result of prohibiting the use of hounds in hunting these

animals has done is clearly seen in the wood of northern

Maine. F. S.

Begokxyn, N. Y.
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IN THE WILDS OF PIKE.

WlE met at the Erie Railroad Depot, in Jersey City, to
start out for a few days' shooting up in Pike

county, Pa. We took the 9:20 A. M. train, and arrived at
Port Jervis at 12:15. From there we took Jake Schorr's
Milford stage and drove to Milford, 8 miles south of Port
Jervis, arriving there in about an hour. We kept the
congenial and jolly Jake busy telling us of his numerous
expeditions and adventures in the wilds of Pike county,
and the ride was very pleasant. At Milford we were met
by Mr, Lou Chattlion, who drove us out to his farm,
about five miles back of Milford. He also is a good all-

round "settler," and just the man to make it pleasant
during one's stay. The road seemed to be all up-hill; and
although he told us that it was but five miles from Milford
to his place, it seemed like twenty to us. On the way
out we started three pheasants that were feeding close by
the roadside, and this put us in high spirits, anticipating
the good sport to be had back in the woods.
The next day was Sunday. When Monday morning:

dawned, old Sol found us all ready to start out.
Climbing up a steep bill, right back of the house, we came
to a small clearing about half-way up, and while crossing
this we started a flock of pheasants. We were wholly
unprepared to find game so near to civilization, and
although we both fired away at them, the partridges kept
on their wild flight and did not stop a single shot. We
then broke into the woods, and such woods—no man can
imagine what it is to break through a mountain of
scrub-oak unless he has tried it. Every few yards the
birds would rise and fly madly on, but as we were yet
"green" and hardly capable of shooting through this
maze of bushes, the birds generally flew off unharmed.
At noon we returned to the farm hungry, tired and dis-

couraged, and were met at the door by Lou, who gave us
a grand laugh and said he thought it'looked pretty bad,
when two sportsmen arrayed in the latest hunting suits
and armed with nice breechloaders could not hit a "fly-
ing barn," as he expressed it. At dinner he told us he
would take us back a few miles further and leave us in
the tender mercies of his brother-in-law, a noted hunter
and fisherman in that locality, named Lou G-availle.
The next morning we were up early and started out

for Gavaille's place, and as we arrived at his clearing
we could see evidences of the products of his trusty gun,
for there were skins and birds in profusion, on the walls
and wherever the eye reached. As we entered his house
a very striking picture presented itself to our gaze. Ga-
vaille, whom we dubbed "Soak-'em." in recognition of
his unerring aim, was seated at a table, and at his feet
were his hounds. The man was tall, gaunt and angular,
but at the same time there looked in that frame the
strength of a Hercules, He was loading his weapon, a
muzzleloader. The left barrel was rifled, and the arm
weighed 151bs. ; but when that gun belched forth Soak-'em
was always sure to have something to add to his game
score. His hounds were tall and skinny, but when they
strike a trail they stick to it till the end. They went by
the name of Drive and Puppy. It was truly a sight to
see this tall backwoodsman, his gun and his dogs grouped
together, and with this man as guide, any aspiring
sportsman might hope to find the best hunting and fish-
ing in Pike county. We started out, and with the hounds
running the cottontails, and Lou's setter Nell standing
the partridges, we were kept busy. We made many
clean misses, but old Soak-'em never failed to score.
We hunted back till we got to Log Tavern Pond, a

beautiful lake in a deep valley, surrounded by immense
forests, unbroken for many miles. At this lake there is

good wildfowl shooting and fishing; on this particular
day we failed to see any ducks, but proposed to pay it

another visit at some future time. After eating our
lunch we hunted back again and arrived at Soak-'em s
clearing pretty well tired out, but with quite a load of
game, consisting of 11 rabbits, 18 pheasants and 4 squir-
rels. We left Soak-'em at his door and proceeded on our
way home. We hunted ever day and always secured
good bags, but nothing out of the general run was shot
until the following week. For our last hunt we rose
early, and again started out for Soak-'em's clearing to get
the aid of himself and dogs to have one good day before
our departure for home. Arriving at his place we were
greeted by the joyful barking of the hounds, and Soak-'em
being all ready we broke right into the woods and again
the music commenced. I will not dwell on the shooting
we had, but we got to the lake with all we could carry.
We had just reached the lake when friend Fat, who was
a little in advance, shouted, "There's a flock of black
duck ." And true enough, out on the lake we could see
them diving and feeding, utterly unconscious of the ter-
rible danger that threatened them. Then we planned a
siege. Soak-'em went around the lake in one direction
and Lou in the other, while Fat and I jumped into a dug-
out, which was moored close by, and started out, and be-
tween us we intended to get the whole flock. But the
ducks saw right through our little scheme and rose out of
the water, and circled up and up, and flew to the south,
to be seen no more by us.

We rowed across the lake to a point where we all de-
cided to meet; and when we got there wefound Soak-'em
waiting for us, and he said that Drive had struck a trail,

which he was following at the time, and he thought it

was a fox. He stationed us each at a runway and told us
to wait, and if the fox was around he would run down
our way. So we waited. After standing there with all

nerves at the highest tension, and seeing nothing of the
fox, I concluded it would be a good time to eat my lunch,
and began to do so, when all of a sudden I heard some-
thing coming through the brush. I quickly had my gun
in position. On it came, nearer and nearer, and I thought
I had the prize surely, when all of a sudden the it sprang
into view, and instead of being the desired fox proved to
be the setter Nell. She came up to me wagging her tail,

and stood looking at me demolishing my lunch. Well, to
smooth things over I gave her the rest of my lunch, and
then Soak-'em appeared and said we had better follow old
Drive and see what he was after. We started off and
followed the baying of the hounds, and came to a very
dense swamp. Soak-'em said he thought that Drive was
after big rabbits. He stationed us on the outside, whde
he and Lou went around the swamp. We waited for a
while, and suddenly heard a loud yell from the hound.
Fat said, "I think that they have a bear; let's go in and
see." So in we started, and kept pushing on through the
swamp, which was the worst place we had ever struck.
A man could pass within 6ft, of one here and you could

not see him; but we knew that there was something in

|

there, so we kept on floundering through the cold water
j

and bog.
i As we came near to the hounds we could hear a growl-
ing and spitting, as if made by a cat; and we came to

j

the conclusion that it was no bear, but a wildcat. All of
a sudden we broke into a little glen, and there sure
enough was a big catamount keeping the dogs at bay.
When he saw us he grew fiercer still, and leaped right
toward us. At the same time he spied us we ppied him,
and were ready for him and gave him two charges of
shot. He was coming with such force that the shot did
not stop him, but he struck me right on the stomach and
knocked me into the swamp. Fat thought that he was
still alive and gave him a rap over the head with his ex-
cellent gun and broke the fore end off. The cat then
stretched out, and we saw what a big ugly animal he
was. He was as tall as the hound and measured 4ft. 2in.
from tip of ears to tail. When weighed he tipped the
beam at 621bs.

By the time we got out of the swamp it was growing
late, and we concluded we had enough, so we tramped
home, lugging the big brute with us. The skin has been
converted into a rug by Wallace, the taxidermist of
North William street.

Thus ended the very successful and pleasant trip to
Pike county; and the next morning we started for home
with a new lease of life and tender recollections of Soak-
'em, the dogs and our kind host and hostess. Drive.
Nett York City.

BOB WHITE SHOOTING IN VIRGINIA.

TO leave home, about which Bob White is fairly nu-
merous, for the purpose of shooting, seems like

"carrying coals to Newcastle," but close application to
professional work had tried both mind and body, and ren-
dered a short vacation absolutely necessary. An old
friend and whilom companion in the field had just re-
turned from a four-years' residence in Texas, and sent a
cordial invitation for me to come to see him. He
reported birds plentiful, time was auspicious, the close
season passed; what, therefore, so natural as that dog
and gun should be my companions, and the trip in search
of mind rest should have a two-fold object? So we started,
Blaze and I. Early the week before I had shipped a case
of ammunition by freight and a Winchester repeating
shotgun by express to my friend, which, with the abnor-
mal speed' apparently inseparable from the V. M. R. R.,
had arrived the same day I did, so with valise, gun and
dog, the boxes were tucked neatly under the seats of the
carriage, and with a small "colored brother" astride of a
big horse to carry the lantern, which only made the dark-
ness conspicuous, we drove out over the old familiar road
with its wealth of holes and corduroy patches. A half-
hour of jolting brought us to St. Stephen's, where before
an open fire all discomforts were forgotten, while we
talked over the past, enjoyed the present and planned for
the future until we sought repose in the small hours of
the morning.
Rain pouring upon the shingles greeted our waking

sense of hearing, and the wind blowing most uncompro-
misingly from the east showed little signs of fair weather,
and little hopes of sport that day, but toward noon it

broke away, and being desirous of trying the new repeater,
we took the dogs over into the orchard where, as in years
of old, there was a fine covey of birds. Just as we opened
the gate leading into the field, startled by something, the
entire covey flushed and sailed across the road, dropping
in posted ground. They were very tame, and by judicious
handling of the dogs we got them back into the orchard
and scattered along the old fence with its famous cover
of briers and weeds. How the quick whir-r-r! whir-r-r!
of a covey of full-grown Bob White thrills one, sending
the warm blood rushing through the veins; it is always
the same, every year, everyday; and for the time every-
thing is forgotten but the mad fury of the chase. Tasso,
Carl's dog, pinned the first bird in a tuft of long grass,
Blaze backing steadily, and as it darted out the queer-
looking gun flew to my friend's shoulder, the report fol-
lowed, the bird dropping dead; following it out flew
another, which I missed with both barrels; rattle-clack-
bang! went the repeater, and, as tho' struck by lightning,
the bird fell. "Something like a case of wiped eye, Picus,"
suggested Carl, with a quizzical smile. "So it was, and
neatly done, too, old fellow," quoth I, " mind your eye
though." By the time we had hunted out nearly every
bird, the noisy repeater and the more modest Greener
were tied on five birds each.
Leaving the orchard we climbed the fence of a nearby

cornfield, in which we found another covey, accounting
for five of its number. The tall grass hanging heavy
with its weight of water had now saturated our lower ex-
tremities, despite high boots, so we returned to the house.
As the next day broke the sun shone over the eastern

horizon and mounted up into a sky without a cloud, its

early rays kissing the tops of the already gorgeously
tinted trees of the forests, clothing the mountains, undu-
lating up, up, until merged into the far away Blue Ridge.
A heavy hoar-frost coated the leafy carpet of the grand
old park of oaks surrounding the house and the smoke
from our pipes hung for a moment in the air before dis-

appearing, as we strode off down the broad gravelled
road bed, toward a wood-cutting, where we knew there
was a large covey to be found. The dogs raced over the
frosted leaves, fairly wild with enthusiasm, and it was
no wonder that the hot- headed Blaze raced into a clump
of green briers and came out the other side in close pur-
suit of a long-eared cottontail, which scudded away on
nimble legs with the dog yelping at his heels, despite our
yells. When he did return he found a strong arm and
a fine hickory all ready for his benefit, and when the
painful scene was over the dog was in first-class shape
for the day's sport.

From Blaze's overcaution Tasso found the birds first,

yet in the fence corner where they had roosted. Coolly
we took our positions and flushing the birds as coolly de-
livered our fire, each dropping a pair, as with a roar of
wings the startled birds whirred off into the woods near
by.
Then followed royal sport. For full two hours we

quartered back and forth, the dogs working like

machines, and when we left what we could not find,

our pockets held thirteen fine large birds. Moving the
dogs out into a broad stubble field, they struck the trail

of a covey, and loading full 500yds. each froze to a point
on separate birds, and both men killed upon the rise.

Almost instantly two more rose, only to drop at the re-
ports. Then up went the rest of the covry, Carl getting
a bird as they rose; I missed from too much haste in re-
loading. As I stood with empty gun, watching the birds
as they sailed over the stubble with noiseless wings like
feathered ghosts, up rose two barred owls, which Carl
dropped with the last two shots in the magazine.
"Well, by Jove!" said Carl, "that came pretty near

being what our English friends would call a 'hot corner';
we interrupted one of nature's tragedies, Picus. Sorry
you weren't loaded, but I would not have missed those
owls for ten dollars cash."

"That's all right, old fellow," I replied. "You must
have those gentlemen mounted, Carl, for I have never
seen a pair in such magnificent plumage."

"Verily, thus shall it be done as a memento of our re-
union."
While we were examining the beautiful plumage of

the owls, the dogs had retrieved the five dead birds and
were patiently awaiting our commands. We decided not
to pursue the demoralized remnants of the covey, and
made the best of our way toward a locality famous for
its woodcock. Neither of our dogs were proficient upon
this variety of game bird, and the few we found were
wild; so little wonder that of the six birds we killed not
one was killed over a simon-pure point. What grand
birds they were, too; entirely different from the same
birds when found in July; full-plumaged, with well-
rounded plump bodies, is it any wonder that we stowed
them away most carefully in our game pockets, that with
unruffled feathers we might display them in their full
beauty on our return?
We now came to our usual noon rendezvous, where we

found Ulysses, Carl's colored factotum, thoroughly
equipped with material to satisfy the cravings of the inner
man. Nothing loth, we spread ourselves comfortably,
while the colored adept covered the big flat stone which
served as a table with our dinner. How one can eat when
the craving for food has been stimulated by an half day
of sport, especially when one has been successful. We
threw dull care to the winds, took full credit for good
shots, found excuses for poor ones, as is the custom of
the sportsman, and were truly comfortable. Ulysses re-
packed the dishes, fed the dogs and carefully tied up our
game, which with the big basket was placed in the buggy,
then once more we started the dogs out over a broad
stretch of meadow, famous snipe ground in the spring,
with now and then a small whisp to be found in the early
fall. We found none, nor any sign, but on the edge
among a grove of dwarf willow trees killed a pair of
woodcock, and by a long shot Carl dropped a little hawk
which was hovering just within range. Crossing the run
we met two men hauling wood, who told us they had
just flushed a covey upon the edge of a cornfield, which
they pointed out to us, and wished us luck. The corn-
field was well furnished with cover, and the birds were
scattered and lay well, most every shot being at single
birds, so that for a few minutes we had good sport, bag-
ging eleven birds with thirteen shots. The owner, at-
tracted by the firing, rode up to us upon a horse intent on
driving us off, but upon recognizing us not only told us
to go ahead, but clapped heels to his horse and set off to
the house at a gallop to get his gun and join us. Under
his piloting we found several other coveys, of which we
took no less than forty birds to the three guns, not one of
which our host would accept when we reached the fence
which marked the boundaries of his extensive farm, and
where, as the sun was now fast going down, we decided
to take the road home. So we bade our genial host good
night, and well satisfied with our day's sport, left the
woods and fields for the road, where we were fortunate
enough to meet a carriage with an empty seat going our
way, the gentleman driving very kindly taking us up,
and saved us the long walk home. Picus.

MALLARDS IN THE TIMBER.
JERSEYVILLE, 111.—In a former letter I promised to

write you something about duck shooting in this part
of the West. A few years ago we were favored with an
"open winter." It consisted of a little of all kinds of
weather, a little cold, some sunshine, considerable rain,

much mud, warm days and foggy ones, but principally
mud. These winters we have occasionally, and when we
do it is an assured fact that we are to have good duck
shooting all winter, for the creeks and rivers overflow
their banks, and low lands, covered with smart-weed and
water oaks, are soon inundated. Mallards feed upon the
tiny acorns and the seed of the smart-weed, grow fat
and lazy, and are hard to drive away.
Three of us were camped on the banks of a small lake

situated in the western part of Jersey county, and one
mile from the the Illinois River. We had had fair suc-
cess, rare fun and ravenous appetites, with a fair pros-
pect for the continuance of the same blessings, One
morning I told my companions that I would go back of
the lake in the timber on a, prospecting tour. Taking my
boat, gun, ammunition, and twenty flat-bottomed mallard
decoys, I started diagonally across the lake until I reached
the timber. Here I turned north, then west, then south,
and finally east toward the lake, my object being to find

a place where the ducks were bedded, then quietly to

rout them out, put out my decoys, and secrete myself in?

some convenient fallen treetop, or by the side of an old
stump, knowing full well that the ducks, if not shot at,

would soon return, a few at a time, and afford fine sport
for several hours. But I was unable to find such a spot.

I could find the ducks singly, in pairs, and in small
bunches, but not in ouch numbers as I wished, although
there were plenty of 'Signs," such as muddy water and
feathers where they had been feeding.
As I neared the lake I stopped to view an opening in the

timber. Here grew willows, maples, water-oak and
smart-weed; and here, too, the ducks had been. It oc-
curred to me that this was about as fine a place both for
ducks and shooter as I had ever seen. I was standing up
in my boat, as I always do when in shallow water, to pro-
pel the boat with a push pole. I had probably stood and
gazed on this place for at least ten minutes, without see-

ing a duck, when some one to the south of me fired; and
a wing-tipped mallard struck the water about thirty yards
from me. I reached for my gun, that lay in the bottom
of the boat, when some one about two hundred yards to

the west of me called out, "Shoot that duck," which I

did. He started to pick it up. Then overhead came a
single one. This I dropped toward where the stranger

was, After this one he went. When I asked him if nt
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shot at it, "NOj" he said, "but tny partner shot at the
cripple you killed

3
and I'll bring you yours," which he

did, and went splashing back, no doubt happy to think
that he and his "pard" had meat. In less than fifteen

minutes I had killed nine mallards, while I stood in the
boat. Then I got out, the water being about eighteen
inches deep, and began putting out my decoys.
Then the fun began in earnest, for the ducks came, and

came to stay. Those I killed I placed on their breasts,

heads down, among my decoys, until I soon had quite a
respectable flock. The place I had selected proved to be
exactly the right spot, for the ducks did not want to light

on eitber side, but just where my decoys were, giving me
quite easy shooting. But (ah! there's a "but" in this case
too) these two shooters, of whom I have spoken, concluded
that they would be a little more sociable and come nearer,
one on the south and one on the north of me, both in the
flight; and such a racket as they kept up was only sur-
passed during "the late unpleasantness" by the boys in
blue and gray. Well, they had their fun and the ducks,
too, I guess; at least I didn't hear any fall. But they
about ruined the sport, for the only shots I had after they
came were at tho;e they did not see. I did not "want
the earth," but I did want that particular spot that day,
and for them to stay where they were. My practice has
always been, when shooting ducks, to get as far as pos-
sible from other shooters, so as not to spoil their sport,

nor have mine spoiled. All things have an end; so had
my day's shoot. Gathering up my decoys and placing
them in the bottom of the boat, I then gathered ana
counted my ducks, and found I had seventy-nine mal-
lards.

' KlZER.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 19.—There are few portions of

the United States where the pinnated grouse was
ever more abundant or more naturally at home than was
once the case in the State of Illinois. The prairie chicken
was for a long time so numerous on the grass lands of
this State that it was fairly held in contempt. Under
any kind of decent treatment the bird would still be
here in all the plenty any sportsman could ask. It was
and is, in its maturity, a glorious game bird, and all the
world does not nold a finer one. The shooters of this

generation are not yet recovered from the old view of
the bird, based on its former plenty. The shooters of the
next generation will look upon it differently, and to bag
one of these grand grouse will in that time be held a feat
to be recouuted with pride in after years. Personally
having killed so many of these birds in younger days,
usually when they were only about two-thirds grown
and hardly more d.fficult of approach than barnyard
fowl, I for one had until lately cared little to go out after
prairie chickens; but a few fall days after these birds in
the corn, when they were full grown, strong and wary,
have changed me in this, as I doubt not they would
change any other, and I confess that now I stroke and
view admiringly each of these big brown fellows, which
a few months earlier in the season, or ten years earlier in

the race of civil iZ ition, would have been thrown care-

lessly into the game pockets.
Of course the question has been, Where to go after

prairie chickens mis year. Mo ->t of our city m n who
want big snooting when they go out have tried Kansas.
Iowa, Minnesota or Dakota. Many of them are already
back disappointed. Since it is impossible for one to be
away more than a day or so at a time, and since it has of

late been a pleasure to try and discover as much as possible

of the game resources of the country lying close about this

city, I resolved to make my "opening day" hunt some-
where in Illinois, and to see whether any of the birds,

enough to amount to anything, were really left in the
country which was once so admirable for them. The
journey made was further from the city than last fall's

chicken hunt. We went then only eighty miles; this

time we went south of the city nearly twice that distance
and into the heart of central Illinois. Tne sequel proves
that the ground was well chosen, and if the shooters who
came back disappointed from their long Western trips

were satisfied with bags of a dozen or so good big birds a
day they certainly need never have gone so far as they
did. It is within my power to say that there are prairie

chickens in Illinois, and not only a few, but a plenty of

them—that is, for the locality we visited. If the Snpt. 15

law is retained and even halt way observed, there will be
more chickens yet next year, for in this State the birds

now take to the corn very generally by that date, and
they are big enough to take care of themselves. They
are not "floppers," it is sport to shoot them, and it takes
shooting to get tneni.

My companion on this trip was C. F. S., of Pekin, 111.

We took the Santa Fe to that point, and drove eighteen
miles south, stopping at the farm of George Singley. We
found the stubbles about all plowed under, and as the
country is very closely cultivated, it was necessary to go
into the corn after them. Tne corn had not yet been
touched by frost, and stood rank and green, high above
our heads in most of the fields. We drove six miles fur-

ther down from Singley's place, and did not begin to hunt
until about 2:80 P. M. We went into numbers of corn-
fields, and we found chickens in every one, usually in

twos and threes. The dog we had was of no earthly use,

and Singley told us that with a good dog we should have
found a great many more, as the birds often stick pretty

close in the green corn. We killed eleven chickens, but
lost three of them. We saw in all about 175 birds, most
of them in one big pack we struck late in the evening.
The early plowing under of the stubbies in this locality,

taken with the Sept. 15 date, makes a good enough pro-

tection of the chickens here. Shooting before the season
opened had been very general all over this region. Sing-

ley had been shooting, as he openly confessed, and around
Manito, a little station a few miles distant, on the J. & S.

E. R. E. No regard whatever had been shown for the

law. I heard of a good many quail also that had been
killed. The man who shoots out of season is not usually
averse to potting a flock of quail.

We left this place and drove to Manito after S.'s dog,
which he proclaimed in advance was everything that a
dog should be. He turned out to be about as worthless a
dog as J ever saw. During this entire hunt I did not see

him make one point or pay the least attention to game,
and he lost three winged birds for me alone, though taken
directly to where they fed. We heard one bird fluttering

in the com, but the dog could not find it. With a good
dog we should have had far better sport,

from Manito we drove about 80 miles southwest, to-

ward what is known as the old marsh, a great strip of
country which was lately drained off thoroughly. This
marsh emptied into the Sangamon River, and geologists
say it was once the bottom of the outlet of Lake Michigan
into the Mississippi River. Where four years ago were
thousands of ducks and geese disporting on the wild
marsh, there are now flourishing farms and luxuriant
crops of grain. This is the richest land anywhere near
and the renters who have settled there are growing rich.
The corn grows extravagantly here. There remains also
hereabout some of the natural wild grass. We were now
upon what we might logically have known to be the
natural home of the prairie chickens—grass to breed in,
and plenty of food and cover. We were not so very far
from the great "Delavan prairie," which was once the
hunting ground of Bogardus. The shooters of Elkhart,
which iB still the rugged old Captain's home, often come
down into this country still to hunt. They, and their
kindred from other towns, have been so careless and un-
scrupulous that in the locality we struck many of the
farmers had combined and refused to allow any shooting
on their land. It is a pity that not all men who handle a
gun are gentlemen, and no one can blame a farmer for
closing his farm after having endured the visitations of
some of these fellows. We stopped by chance and took
dinner with Mr. J. H. Harvey, a shooting farmer who
had joined the others in this little league. We explained
to Mr. Harvey who we were and that we cared for only
a few birds. The result was that after some deliberation
he told we might put up with him over night and shoot
on his farm that afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey treated
us kindly , and we had a most pleasant stay herel It was
due only to their kindness that we enjoyed one of the
nicest little shoots I have ha-d for a long while, and I wish
to thank one good-hearted farmer who befriended one of
the craft.

During that afternoon we found chickens about every-
where we went. Mr. Harvey could not stand the popping
of the guns, and early in the evening left his plow and
came out to join us. He reached us just in time, for we
were just having a talk with an irate on whose land we
had blundered by mistake. We left the latter gentleman
a good deal dazed, for he expected us to "talk back" a
little, or raise some objection to Iris putting us off the
farm. When we agreed to everything he said, apologized
and started at once for the fence which he said was his
line, he looked as though he didn't know what to make
of it.

We found birds in every field here, and in large coveys.
They seemed to be all over the country. I should think
we started 200 or 300 birds that afternoon, great big splen-

did fellows. The corn was so dense and high that we
could not often get a shot as they burst up through the
stalks, but when we did knock down one of these old

thumpers, we felt pretty proud. Most of the birds were
killed at 45yds. A chicken tops the corn as he rises, and
if he happens to go straight down in a row the shooter
has something of a chance at him. It is hard shooting,

but a little practice at it helps, so that a shooter soon
comes to enjoy it. It is infinitely more sportsmanlike
than kicking the young birds out of the grass or stubble.

The chickens on the country we hunted, stuck to the

corn till dark. Then a straggling shot or two near the

edge of a field would set a great body of them up off the

corn, and with great cackling and a tremendous whirring
and beating of their wings they would make off for their

roosting grounds on the plowed fields, the mowed ground,
or such narrow bits of stubble as remained unturned.
After dark we started a number from a stubble right near
the house.

In all we bagged thirteen birds here to the two guns in

the afternoon. We killed eighteen. It was a very good
afternoon's sport, good enough for anybody. We got as

many birds as a man ought to want, and we did it in a
way by no means easy, and we had the further pleasure

of knowing plenty of birds v?eve left for the following
season. If the law is observed here, or if the little league
of farmers will persist, as I hopathey will, in keeping the
public out of this strip of country, there will be as good
shooting there next year as I should want. So much for

the prairie chicken. It is by no means extinct in Illinois.

Under any kind of fair treatment it never will be extinct

here.

This ended my chicken hunt, and I was very well sat-

isfied with it. I now should have started back for home,
but I heard so much about the Spring Lake country, and
such stories of bass fishing and duck shooting, that I con-

cluded to go over there and see what there was to it, for

I had never heard any one in Chicago say a word about

it. The result may be the publishing of another locality

where a Chicago shooter can go and have a good time,

and I certainly cannot regret the visit made.
We drove now a dozen miles or so to Forest City, on the

J. & S. E. R. R. Here we sent off our game to our friends,

and then drove about twelve miles more the cross roads

known as Radville, on the banks of the lake. The best

way to get to Spring Lake is to buy a ticket direct to

Manito, on the J. & S. E. R. R., and then get a team to

drive over the few miles across.

Spring Lake is about sixteen miles below Pekin. It is

a parallel of the Illinois River, with which it is connected

by a Government canal. The Government dyke at the

end of the lake separates it from Clear Lake. Spring

Lake is eight or ten miles long, and hardly more than

100yds. wide for much of its length. It is spring-fed, but

along it lie miles of marsh and bog, which make excel-

lent duck and snipe grounds. It is one of the best waters

in the State for large-mouthed black bass, and since the

illegal nets have been taken out that fish has multiplied

wonderfully. Catches of fifty, sixty and seventy-five bass

a day had been made right along all the week we were

there. The fish ran small, and their taste was so muddy
I did not care to fish for them. By fishing a minnow
through the green scum of moss and slime which lay

about the snags in the shallow water, one could jerk out

about as many bass as he wanted; but I couldn't see any

fun in that and did not try it. Lawrence Hagny, on

whose floating hotel or cabin boat we stopped, caught

thirteen bass that way the morning we got there, and

another man got eight. The bass had been taking the

spoon very freely. In the early summer an angler could

go down there and load a boat by frog-casting, I have no

doubt. Casting with the free reel was something appar-

ently unheard of there.

We took a skiff from Radville Landing down to

Hagny's cabin boat. Life on that cabin boat was an ex-

perience one is fortunate to have. Blue-wing teal, jack-

snipe, yellowleg plover, black bass and frogs—what a
table for an epicure. The frogs were simply immense
and immensely good to eat; as white, sweet and delicious
as any meat could be. Hagny has a light boat with a
headlight, and makes a business of spearing frogs every
night. He often runs from twelve to seventeen dozen of
these big bullfrogs a night. They go mighty good on the
table. The cook on this cabin boat is a good one. The
beds are neat and clean. Everything is neat and clean.
The boat is open to the public at $1.50 a clay, and the man
who goes to Spring Lake and does not stop with Law-
rence Hagny is missing all the fun. Lawrence himself is

a quiet, gentlemanly man, a hard worker, one of these
fellows who know all about where to find the birds and
the fish. He is a good shot, a good companion, a good
guide and a white man generally.
On Sept. 15 over five dozen teal and woodducks had

been killed on the marsh known as the "Mowing-Ground
Slough." We went up there but found the birds were
not working in there. We shot a couple of dozen yellow-
legs and snipe, went back to the boat and ate a most out-
rageous supper. In the morning we knew we ought to
go home, but we didn't. We wanted to take some teal
with us, and besides we couldn't catch any train to the
city. S. and I crossed the dead water lying between the
boat and a timbered flat with marshy shores. S. wan-
dered off after woodcock but only saw one, fell to shoot-
ing yellowlegs and at length ran out of shells, just as he
blundered across a fine bunch of jacksnipe.

1

We went
back there, but the jacks lay so close we could not get
very many of them up. I killed over sixty yellowlegs
and snipe in all.

When we reported on board for dinner we found a
startling state of affairs. Lawrence was in with nine
ducks. He had been prospecting down below the dyke,
and had put out a body of about 3,000 teal and woodduck
from a slough where they were feeding, and had soon
shot away the few shells he had in his pocket. We all

knew what that meant, and as soon as possible we three
started down, and by 3 o'clock we were on stands and
shooting. We had no decoys, but the birds came in well,
and a prettier little duck shoot never was. Lawrence
was rather out of luck, and the two strange guns got
most of the birds. We laid forty-seven fine bluewings
and woodducks out on the deck that night. Fortune
favored us from the start on this trip, but this was the
best of it all.

We shot till sundown, rowed a mile up to the dyke,
portaged over that and rowed another mile to the cabin
boat. Here we tried again to kill ourselves eating teal
and frogs, and at 9 o'clock began to bethink us of how we
were going to get home. We packed our traps into two
skiffs, pulled up in the dark a mile to Radville landing,
harnessed up our team , and after a starlight drive of two
hours were in Pekin, whence by rail we came to Chicago
in the mornfng.
The trip that we took may have been an exceptionally

fortunate one. I am inclined to think it was, for we
heard at Pekin that nearly everybody else was coming in

without much game; but as it was, it certainly leaves a
very encouraging feeling about the possibilities of shoot-
ing in this State to day. We shipped all our chickens to

friends and left a number of ducks at Pekin, yet when we
got off the train we had all the game we could carry, and
the trip had certainly been very largely one of travel and
experiment. Perhaps not every shooter would have so

good a time, but I should not be much afraid to send a
friend down to Spring Lake for a few days. There is

pretty good mallard shooting there later on, but that de-

pends on the weather and a lot of other things. There
are a great many quail in the chicken country we hunted.

A week or two ran thus. I should think the jacksnipe
shooting at the lake would be prime. The bass fishing

will last through October. To "repeat, Manito, on the J.

& S. E. branch line from Pekin, is the point to make
for.

On this trip I noticed a peculiarity of the bluewing teal

which never bothered me so much before. If winged,
they would dive at once, and in six inches of water I often .

had to give up birds after the most diligent search. I

marked one fellow dive at the edge of a lily pad, and
after a while went after him. I putmy foot directly upon
his body in the water. He popped up, saw me, dived
again, and I never did get him. I think they sometimes
come up directly beneath the lily pads, and stick out their

bills in the bit of air at the center of the leaf. I lost six

teal in this shallow water, and where they got to I could

not tell. They are pretty smooth birds.

Sept. 25—The indication that Illinois is one of the best

of the chicken States this year, is further supported by
the success Dick Turtle has just had on his late hunt near
Saybrook. not far from Bloomington, 111. He was accom-
panied by A. T. Hatfield, a trainer of that town, and the

two guns ran about 50 birds a day for three or four days.

They had a magnificent bag of birds. I understand it

was stubble shooting, however.
Ed. Howard was low from his palace on Fox Lake to-

day. He reports a few ringbills in, but not much of a

northern flight yet. A good many snipe are in, but they

are using mostly out on the mud flats and are hard to get

at.

"Slick" Sharp got 33 snipe the other day on Mak-saw-ba
marsh, and Billy Mussey and Hardy Richardson bagged
20 odd the same day. Jo Card, at the same club, has been
dividing his time between shooting and fishing, leaning to

the latter. He caught 32 magnificent bass in one day
last week, the largest oflbs., and all small-mouths. He
has also taken 6 wall-eyes, each averaging over 71bs. The
Kankakee is not only a shooting, but a fishing stream.

What with the Chicago & Atlantic, Cedar Lake, the Tippe-

canoe, the Kankakee, the lower Fox and the SpringLake
country, all of which have received original mention in

these columns, it seems fan- to believe that the southern

country is entitled to at least half the sporting patronage,

and far more notice than it has been receiving.

Western sportsmen will note the fact that Mr. F. C.

Donald has resigned the position of general passtger

agent of the Chicago & Atlantic, the resignation not

to take effect until Oct. 1. Chicago shooters will insist

on Mr. Donald's staying right in Chicago, a fact which

his singularly able work on the C. & A. makes a foregone

conclusion.
Mr. C. E. Rollins, president of the Wausaukee Club, is

lately back from a visit to the club house. He reports

that Mr. Hodson bad taken a 2*lbs. trout in the Eagle,

near his ranch, and that Miss Nina Baker, little daughter

of his tanch foreman, had taken one 20in. long. Mr,
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Eollins and a prospector have found a new lake in the
forest, about two miles from his ranch, and they took
seven big-mouth bass here in about that many minutes.
But best of all and most thrilling is the fact that Charles
Hunger, one of the Wausaukee guides, had a few days
ago treed a bear and two cubs, only a short distance from
the club house. Hunger had no gun, but being on horse-
back, rode rapidly to the house to get one. On his return
the bears were gone. A bear has been eating at the slop
barrel of the tiub house, and the black cook, with native
negro horror of "bah," is afraid to stick his head outside
the door. He would leave the place, but he is afraid to

take the ride through the woods.
The Grand Calumet Heights Club holds its quarterly

meeting at the Grand Pacific this evening, and 1 regret I

cannot attend, as matters of general interest in the club
management are to be brought up. In his call, the secre-

tary plaintively begs everybody to pay up the club dues,

as he has not had a vacation this summer. That is a
yarn, for George Harshall went woodcock shooting, tomy
certain knowledge; but maybe he didn't pay for the trip

out of the club dues. E. Hough.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
THERE is probably not in North America a bird that

has made a deeper impression on the minds of sports-

men than the ruffed grouse. This is due, in part, to his

great beauty, his wisdom, the difficulty of obtaining him
and his intrinsic worth , as well likewise' as to the wild
and attractive scenery of his home. The grouse does not
rely for safety entirely upon his phenomenal flight or his

flashlike movements on the ground, or the awful roar,

the intensity of which he can gauge at pleasure to bewil-
der his pursuer. These alone wotud not suffice to accom-
plish that purpose, and the bird would ere long become
exterminated. He has many other ways and devices,
some of which exhibit an intelligence equal to that of
man in a state of nature, and far excel, by native wit, in

the science of woodcraft the highest efforts of the ordin-
ary civilized human being.
Among many other characteristics there are two in his

disposition which I have often observed, his curious in-

quisitiveness and his love of music. These seem to fasten
him to a place and rivet his attention.
One day while strolling through the woods a ruffed

grouse rose up from the leaves where he had lain among
the witch hazels, and running swiftly across my path and
down a little hillside, secreted himself behind a tree but
a short distance away. I stood motionless. In a little

while his head appeared. After looking long and anx-
iously, he finally walked out, and keeping his eyes fixed
on me waltzed off into cover.
On the other occasion I was lunching in the woods in

company with a friend. We had been there about an
hour, when I discovered a grouse on a large hemlock
about 40yds. off. He was standing four or five feet from
the body of the tree. "We purposely engaged in more
talking, laughing and hilar.ty to observe the effect. It

was interesting to see him turn his head to get a better
view and to hear more distinctly.

Once I was walking carelessly along in the woods
whistling a lively tune; on looking ahead I was surprised
to see a grouse on a limb 10ft. from the body of a tree and
about 15£t. from the ground, and hardly 20yds. away. I

stopped walking, but continued to whistle for several
minutes, the bird remaining to hear, when becoming
alarmed at the barking of my dog he spread his wings and
sailed away.
On another accasion I stopped in a grove of chestnut

trees to pick up a few nuts, and afterwards sat down near
by, and began to sing to relieve the monotony. I soon
found I had an audience, from sundry movements in the
dry leaves. After looking sharply for some time I saw
a grouse standing among some dead branches, his neck,
head and body were stretched up, giving the appearance
of a dark-colored stick about a foot and a half in length.
I continued singing for some time, the bird continuing to

look at me. Finally I moved toward him, when he flew,

and others also which 1 had not seen, to the number of
seven or eight.

I think I could have kept that bird there for several
hours, had I wished to do so. Dorp.
Schenectady, New York.

A Norristown Expedition.—Norristown, Pa.—The
Norristown Hunting Club, organized Jan. 1 and composed
of 15 of the representative business men of the town, pro-
pose this year to make a two-weeks' hunting tour some-
where within a radius of 300 or 400 miles. They will
charter a car and use the same for their accommodation
at whatever point or points may be decided on to visit.

The idea is to visit several shooting grounds upon a line

of railway. Should game be not found in sufficient

quantities at one, principally small game, such as quail,
pheasant, turkey, etc. , combined with pleasure and rec-
reation , new fields will be sought. They would be only
too well pleased to hear from any fellow sportsman or
friends who could offer points as to the most desirable
localities, abundance of game, pleasure, etc., such a trip

as proposed would receive in their vicinity. We are not
pot-hunters in any sense of the word, but men who handle
the gun for pleasure and sport, and would sincerely
thank any member of the fraternity who would lend his
assistance to our pleasure. They may address H. E.
Elston.

Iowa Game.—Elm Lake, la., Sept. 23.—I left home
(Forest county) last Friday morning on my annual fishing
and hunting trip, and dropped in here, thinking I would
do a few days' hunting on chicken, snipe, etc., as I wanted
to limber up and get used to handling my new hammer-
less. But my Saturday afternoon hunt resulted in bag-
ging two Wilson longbills, and this in a country where
six or seven years ago I have got fifteen good shots on
chickens in walking around a five-acre piece of stubble.
The prospect for fall shooting here is very poor; no snipe,
chicken nor plover; and there is not water enough to en-
tice ducks to linger long on their southern flight. I start
from here Tuesday morning for Nebraska, and will try
upland shooting for a while, and try the Platte for some
wildfowl shooting.—Wm. H. Steele.

Nebraska's Abundant Game.—South Omaha, Neb.,
Sept. 24.—Last night, while eating supper, I looked out of
the windowand saw a covey of quail near my barn at the

rear of the store. I got my gun out and gave them a shot
just as they were flushed by some boys, who had been
chasing them up with slingshots, I never knew quail to
be so plentiful as they are this fall. Last Saturday I saw
several coveys of from twenty to forty birds. I cannot
account for this, for no one pays any attention to the
game laws. A month and more ago I met several parties
on Sundays with quail and chickens among their bags of
upland plover. Ihe birds then were very small and
hardly able to fly. Duck shooting has already begun;
teal and mallards are here in large numbers. Some good
bags were made last week at Honey Creek Lake and Still-

water. I expect to start Saturday on a ducking trip, and
may have something to write about when I get back.—C.

H. S.

Haine.—Heron Island, Sept. 21,—Since the storm a few
coots and black ducks have come in. Partridges, ruffed
grouse, on mainland not too plentiful, and brush and
walking both of the worst kind imaginable. I shot two
on 2d inst. after half a day's tramp around an old stone
quarry near South Bristol, a small town within sight of
my cottage door. The heavy rains for the past two weeks
have put a quietus on early shooting.—E. H. F.

THE GAME FISHES OF IDAHO.
SINCE my last to Forest and Stream I have been con-

tinuously in the high ranges of that part of the
Rocky Hountains in Idaho which form the natural divi-

sion between that State and Hontana. It has furnished
me a pleasant relief from the heat of summer and ex-
tended my acquaintance with the different varieties of
trout found in this region. The mountains themselves
are well worth a visit from their rare beauty. The higher
ranges are formed from thousands of cone-shaped hills,

mostly with surfaces smooth and free from cliffs and cov-
ered with evergreen trees. Huge^pines and tall fir trees
abound. And now that frost has come in these high alti-

tudes and painted autumn on the herbage of the hillsides,

it is useless to attempt a description. Several large rivers
have their sources near the summit of the range, and find
their way to the sea through the Snake and Columbia.
These mountain streams are well stocked with fisb. The
common mountain trout is abundant. A kind known as
whitefish, abundant in the Snake River, is often found
in the branches of that river almost up to their begin-
nings. The salmon force their way up every stream as
far as depth of water will permit. About the first of
June they have ended their journey about a thousand
miles from sea. When first arrived they are considered
fit food, and are killed by shooting mostly : but when they
first appear in streams high up in the hills many of them
show contusions, generally thought to be the result of
their long journey and the perils of navigating waters
where there are great falls and many sharp rocks to en-
counter. Two months later they exhibit disease and signs
of dissolution. The skin begins to slough and the body
and gills are covered with parasites. About this time
they are found dead along the bends of the streams or
sunk in deep pools of still water. When the salmon
appear near the surface of the rivers where the water is

shallow bears come down from the hills to catch and eat
them. These fishers find a favorable rock in the stream,
where they watch for a salmon to pass and snatch him
from the water. The white or "bald-face" bear is often-
est found in this employment. And prospectors have
told me that in the morning they have seen as many as
five of these bears returning to the hills in single file after
a night's fishing. There are lakes at the heads of the
Boise, Payette and Salmon rivers, and in the lakes of the
two last named rivers are found the species of fish known
as redfish. The fish give name to the lakes, and the Red-
fish Lakes are now much frequented by visitors, though
they are reached by a score of miles of horseback travel.

A full grown redfish is about 20in. in length. The color
about the head is of a greenish cast, and the body flesh

color and showing the red much stronger when in the
water. The shape of the fish is not very different from
that of salmon trout of the same weight. The upper jaw
and snout of the male fish turns up slightly and protrudes
half an inch or more beyond the lower, and Is armed
with very strong hooked teeth. I am indebted to Philip
Thomas, of Rocky Bar, for a pair of this variety of fish,

brought fresh from the lakes. The body was covered
with a thick slime. The flesh is red, like that of salmon,
and in all the year, except at spawning time, the redfish
is regarded equal with trout for table use. In July the
redfish begins to leave the lakes for the inlets and creeks,
where they go to deposit their spawn. At that time the
flesh becomes soft, parasites appear, and after they have
deposited their eggs they die and go to pieces, never re-
turning to the lake. When they first start on their
journey up the inlets of the lake a boy, with a hook fast-

ened on a stick, can secure as many as he wishes, for the
stream is overcrowded with redfish. Like the salmon
they get as high up the stream as they can, spawn and
die. In August the banks of the creeks running into
the lake already showed quantities of dead fish. It

has been claimed that the redfish run up from the
sea. In my judgemnt it is an error. It seems more
probable that they mature in the depths of the Redfish
Lakes. One of these lakes has been sounded to the depth
of 1,500ft. without bottom. Hard in the wake of the sal-

mon as he makes his annual appearance come several
species of trout and evidently for the purpose of devour-
ing the salmon spawn. Of these may be mentioned a
dark-colored thick-set fish with large head, commonly
called bull trout, the brown trout, the silver, and a slim
trout, marked like the speckled trout of the East, with
bright red spots. The spots on some specimens have an
orange colored spot on the sides along with the red. The
''bull trout" lies in the deep pools and is caught with
bait sunk to near the bottom. The other three varieties,

together with the common mountain trout, take the fly

freely during the summer months. The common way of
fishing here among the boys who are not up to fly-casting

is to go to the creek and with a rock kill a salmon. Then
taking the roe dry a few hours with some sugar sprinkled
over it. The eggs are about the size of No. 1 shot when
ready for use. One or more eggs on a hook make the
best known bait for these trout. G. H. W
Boise City, Idaho.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE question is often asked, "Will black bass take the

fly in the fall?" Now and then we hear of an angler
or two who have tried fall fly-fishing for bass, but they are
so few and far between that their experience is not suffi-

cient to settle the question. Black bass, like trout, seek
deep water in warm weather, but the question is, do they
return to shallow waters when the cool nights of Septem-
ber and October reduce the temperature of the surface of
the lakes. As we all know, trout spawn in the fall, and
perhaps that has much to do with their return to shallow
water as soon as it is cool enough. Bass do not spawn
until spring; they therefore would not have the same
desire or instinct to seek the shallows. We hope that
some of our bass fishermen will try the artificial fly

thoroughly in October, and we believe they will be well
repaid. The trouble is that many of our best fly-fishermen
have their attention taken up now by the deer and the
grouse and the October cock shooting, so they do not care
to devote much time to fishing unless for striped bass.

Last year, while rowing over Raquette Lake early one
September morning, we noticed a number of large black
bass rolling over like miniature porpoises and it seemed
then as if they must take a fly. Unfortunately we were
trying to catch the Blue Hountain boat and could not
stop to make the experiment.

Hr. Geo. Bird, of this city, killed a fine pound-and-
three-quarters hybrid trout in the waters of the Kildare
Club recently. It was a cross between a salmon trout
and speckled trout. Hr. Bird states that it fought very
much like a landlocked salmon, and jumped repeatedly
out of the water.

Heavy rains are reported in the Adirodack region for
the month of September, raising the lakes and streams so
high that fishing was practically stopped. This is very
unfortunate for the anglers who looked forward to the
last two weeks of the open season for some good fly-

fishing: but it will save the lives of many trout, full of
ripe spawn, and enable them to reach their beds in
safety.

The repeat comes from Hoosehead Lake that a number
of deer have been shot in pure wantonness and left to rot
where they fell. These undoubtedly have been killed by
the cockney sportsmen (?), who seem to think that when
in the woods they must shoot every living thing they se_.

It is a pity that the carrying of guns and rifles during the
close season is not forbidden by law. It was only last

July, we think, that a young man was killed at or near
Hoosehead Lake by the discharge of his rifle as he moved
it from one comer of the room to another. Now, what
business has any one with a rifle at that time of year?
To see the way some visitors go about the woods in sum-
mer with knives and pistols stuck all over them, and
carrying guns or rifles, people would think that the
country was full of Indians and bears. All they ever do is

to shoot themselves or some of their friends", unless to

kill game out of season.

THE GREEK CATFISH OR GLANIS.

THE common catfish of the United States is a repre-
sentative of an order of fishes generally called

Nematognathi. which embraces over 800 species scattered
through the fresh as well as salt waters of the globe.
About twenty species are known from the fresh waters of
North America (exclusive of Hexico), but only one spe-
cies has been generally recognized as an inhabitant of the
fresh waters of Europe. A number of species have been
observed, so far as the care of the eggs is concerned, in
different parts of the world, and it is thought that all

assume more or less charge of their young, although in

different ways. We have a description by Aristotle, over
2,000 years old, of the care-taking by the European cat-

fish, known to the Grecian naturalists then as the Glanis,
which is especially interesting and noteworthy, and is

reproduced in the following translation, which has already
appeared in an article on the "Glanis of Aristotle," pub-
lished by Prof. Louis Agassiz, in 1856, in the Proceedings
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Vol. III.,

pp. 325-333). It will be observed that this description of
Aristotle is quite specific, and that he assigns to the male
the office of care-taker of the nest. In this knowledge
he preceded all other naturalists, and not only preceded
them, but even the knowledge that there was such care
taken had disappeared; so that Prof. Agassiz appears to

have been constrained to believe that the Glanis of Aris-

totle was a different species, and even of a different

generic type from the Silurus that he knew in his youth
about the lake of Neufchatel. The verity of the history
was also doubted by Cuvier and Valenciennes, who said

in their great work, "What Aristotle relates in detail and
in two passages, of the care which the male Silotirus takes
of the eggs of the female, borders on the marvelous.
According to him, the large Silouri deposit them in deep
waters: the smaller among the roots of willows and other
trees, among the reeds or even the mosses. The female
having laid them leaves them, but the male guards and
defends them; and as the eggs are long in developing, he
continues the care forty or fifty days."
Nevertheless, as we now well know, the care-taking

of a siluroid , far from bordering on the marvelous, is

strictly in accordance with analogy and the results of
observation of the American catfishes. It is remarkable
that no details or mention of the paternal care of the
young is to be found in the standard works on the fishes

of Germany, such as Heckel and Kner's, Benecke's
and Siebold's. It was this want of any recorded observa-

tions or personal observation on this point that partly

influenced Prof. Agassiz to differentiate the Glanis as a
distinct species from the common Wels or catfish of

middle and northern Europe. But Agassiz also thought
that there were discrepancies between scattered observa-
tions of Aristotle on the Glanis and the facts relating to

the Wels. He has not, howrever, specified the contrasts,

and we still remain in as absolute ignorance of the differ-

ence (if any) between the Glanis and the Silurus as our
forefathers were. In all the ten pages of the paper in the

Proceedings of the American Academy on the Glanis no
specified or contrasted differences are recorded. Yet for

over a third of a century specimens have been in the col-

lections of the Huseum of Comparative Zoology of Cam-
bridge.

It is to be hoped that eventually we may learn what the
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long-named but never described Glanis aristotelis is.

"Writers generally bave considered the Grecian fish to be
identical with the common Silurus, notwithstanding Prof.

I
Agassiz's expressed views, but there is grave doubt not-
withstanding. Indeed, years before Agassiz (in 1839) the
illustrious Johannes Midler had called attention to
discrepancies between the notices of Aristotle. It
should be added that Aristotle has given no consecu-
tive account of the Glanis, but simply noticed some of
its characters in comparison with other fishes,

Aristotle in one place (I.
, 5, 3} compared with its tail that

of the Cordylus; in another (II., 9, 4) he states that there
were two rows of filaments to each of the gills except
the last; and in another (II., 11, 7) that the gall bladder
is on the liver. A curious observation is made in still

another place (VIII., .20,12). The Glanis, "about the
time of the dog star, by reason of swimming on the sur-
face, becomes sunstruck, and is stupefied by loud thun-
der; and many Glanides in shallow water perish by the
bite of snakes."
The longest notice given by Aristotle relates to the

habits of the Glanis, and is to be found in the ninth bonk
of his "History of Animals" (VI., chap. 13, § 2 6 and IX.,
chap. 25, § 6). It will doubtless interest most of the
readers of Forest and Stream to see how a naturalist
over 2,200 years ago treated of a common fish of his own
country

:

"The fresh-water fishes spawn in the still waters of
riv ere and lakesamong the reeds, the Phoxinos [Phoxin us]
and the Perke [perch]. The Glanis and the Perke give
out their spawn in a continuous string, like the frogs;
and indeed the spawn is so wound up that the fishermen
reel it off, at least that of the Perke, from the reeds in
lakes.

"The larger Glanis spawns in deep waters, some at the
depth of a fathom; the smaller in shallower places,
especially among the roots of willows or some other tree,
and also among the reeds, or the mosses. * * * All the eggs
that are mingled with the sperma become generally on
the first day white and larger, and a little later the eyes
of the fishes become visible. These at first. in_all fishes,

as also in all animals, are early conspicuous on account of
their size. And those of the eggs that the sperm does not
touch, as in the case of the sea-fishes, are useless and
sterile. But in these fertile eggs, as the fishes grow larger,
a kind of husk separates, and this is the envelope that
encloses the egg and the young fish. When the sperm has
mingled with the egg, the spawn becomes more viscous
among the roots, or wherever it may have been deposited.
And where the greatest quantity is deposited, the male
guards the eggs, and the female, having spawned, departs.
The growth of the Glanis from the egg is very slow,
wherefore the male keeps watch for forty or fifty days,
that the young may not be devoured by the fishes that
happen to be in their neighborhood.
"Of the river fishes, the, male Giants takes great care

of its young. For the female, having brought forth,
departs: but the male, where the greatest deposit of eggs
has been formed, remains by them watching, rendering
no other service except keeping other fishes from destroy-
ing the young. He does this for forty or fifty days until
the young are sufficiently grown to escape from the other
fishes. And he is known to the fishermen, wherever he
may chance to be watching his eggs, for he keeps off the
fishes by rushing"movements, and by making a noise and
moaning. And he remains by the eggs with so much of
natural affection that the fishermen, when the eggs
adhere to deep roots, bring them up to the shallowest
place they can; but he does not even then leave his off-

spring; but if he chances to be a young fish, he is easily
taken by the hook, because he snaps at all the fishes that
approach him; but if he is already accustomed to this and
has swallowed hooks before, he does not even then desert
his young, but breaks the hook by a very strong bite.

"

Theo. Giuu

THE BRANCH ALEWIFE.
TT17E have received from a correspondent at Eaton,
V Y Madison county, N. Y., a specimen of the branch

alewife, which is found in a pond near the village, but
makes its appearance near the shore only at the spawn-
ing season in early spring. The accompanying letter,

herewith quoted, will explain the circumstances attending
the capture and give some insight into the habits of the
fish. Our correspondent writes under date of Sept. 12:

"I send you a peculiar fish, and my object is to learn
just what species of fish it is. Near this village of Eaton
is a pond called Woodman's Pond. In days gone by it

has been used as a feeder for the old Chenango canal.
This pond it is that contains this, to us, unknown fish.

Never seen except in early spring or frozen in the ice, it

has been a difficult task to secure one for your inspection,

which I determined to do two or three years ago. Yes-
terday one of our local fishermen, who was fishing in

this pond, observed this fish and secured it for me. It

jumped a foot or more from the water and where it is

40ft. deep. You can see from the marks upon its body
that it only came to the surface because badly wounded

;

and in fact it lived but a short time after being found,
although kept in the water. This pond contains, besides

pickerel, large-mouth black bass, some of them growing
to the immense size of 7flbs. But few are ever caught
on hook and line, and we think it is owing to the abund-
ance of the fish I send you, which are from 2 to 8in. long.

Could we only secure this small fish for use as bait

we all believe we could catch some of these large bass.

Will you kindly drop me a line telling me the kind of

fish this is, and also the best way of securing them for

bait?—0. L. H."
The branch alewife (Cliopea vernalis) lives in Lake

Ontario, and in many inland lakes of western New York,
wherein it is land-locked. This is one of the fishes, like

the shad, that ascends rivers early in the spring from the

sea for the purpose of spawning. Unless prevented by
obstructions, it will push on to the headwaters of streams
and into tributaries. Under ordinary circumstances the
alewife would return to salt water in the middle of

summer or early in the fall accompanied or followed by
its young, which have attained to a length of several

inches. Many of the fish die after spawning, and this is

true of the shad also. When land-locked, instead of re-

turning to the sea, the fish moves toward deeper parts of

the lake, and is supposed to undergo a sort of hibernation

in winter. In the St. Lawrence this alewife, under the

name of gaspereau, has a record of taking artificial flies

with avidity, as set forth in Forest and Stream some
years ago. The example received from SJaton is 7$in.

long, and a very piuuip male, with the spermaries far
from maturity. The thickness of the body is noticeable,
and indicates an abundance of invertebrate life in Wood-
man's Pond suitable as food for small-mouthed fishes like
this httle herring. The alewife, on the other band, is a
choice morsel for the big black bass, for which the pond
is famous. For a full account of the alewife in lakes of
western New York, consult the "Fisherv Industries of the
United States," Section I.

THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
VI.—THE PENINSULA CLUB.

AFTER leaving Rushmere Club there is no other club
building for some distance up the river. The right

hand bank of the river presents the same expanse of rice
and reeds, but that on the left—the strip of made land-
is pretty well built up with structures large and small,
public or private. The first building beyond the cut-off
is the tasty twelve-rooms cottage of Mr. Wm. A. Butler
and sons, of Detroit, which was planned by Mr.Varney and
built before Rushmere club. Then there* comes the long
water front known as "Keweena Island Dock." There
is no building here yet, unless one except the bath houses
at the back of the "island." Our yacht lay anchored
just back of this spot, and in passing to and fro here in
the duckboat we could not help observing what a good
bathing beach there was here, the water being shallow
for a long way out, and bottom for the most part good.
Beyond " Keweena Island " is another deep cut-off,

which serves as the boat canal for the boat houses of the
well-known Star Island House, the largest, neatest and
most desirable socially of all the public resorts in this
portion of the Flats. The Star Island grounds embrace
29 acres, well shaded and with an admirable turf. The
house is 158x150, built in cross-shape. Its dining-room
is 158ft. long and a fine room. It often sees 200 guests at
table. Jim Slocum—or may be, as he seems to be pretty
well fixed financially, I ought to call him Mr. James
Slocum— bought this property about 9 years ago. The
house is 12 years old. Much of the popularity of the
place is due to Mr. Slocum's tact and ability as a manager.
This is a great stopping place for the pleasure vessels,
which pass up and down the channel from all parts of the
waters hereabout. Some of the notables and would-be
notables drift in here occasionally to eat fish and put on
airs. It was our fortune to see here a certain American
tenor, with an Italian tenor's stomach, who has lately
achieved success by marrying a rich and weighty wife
who paid an opera company to let her new husband sing
in the cast for a while. One could not soon forget the
large and princely air with which this celebrity waved
adieu to Star Island from the deck of the receding
steamer. After the custom of "resorters." from Horicon
west, the populace had gathered to see the boat off. The
tenor thought they came to see him off, and smiled gra-
ciously as he stood spraddled out at the rail and waved
his gloved hands. That made me laugh, which did my
dyspepsia good. So it seems that tenors can be of some
use after all.

Mr. Slocum sometimes uses l,3001bs. of fish in one day
on his tables and has had 625 guests at one meal. He
sometimes uses bass, illegally speai-ed. I know this, be-
cause I saw a French fisher boy sell such bass there, dur-
ing our stay, which was in May. There is much com-
plaint along the Flats that such and such an individual
buys speared bass, and so offers a market to the Indian
and French law-breakers. It is probable that one corn-
plainer is about as deep in it as another and all of them
a great deal deeper than they ought to be. Old Joe
Bedore isn't the only man along the channel who buys
illegal bass and there don't anybody need think so. In
an article last spring I described a string of speared bass
that I saw sold at the Peninsula Club. At that time the
bass were beginning to spawn in the shallows baclr of the
marsh which lies up toward the latter club house and the
French fishers were spearing them there, if the lights out
at night were any sign. And every market fisher of
them knows that he don't have to go an hour's pull to

sell every bass he gets, no matter by what means he gets

them. The market is there. Later on some statements
will be made comparing the bass fishing of to-day with
that of a few years ago. It has already been stated that

the falling off of the fishing, or the growth of illegal

methods, had caused certain gentlemen of the St. Clair

and Rushmere clubs to invite John Parker and Frank
Wherry, the game wardens, to make this very trip upon
which we had now come up. Let these gentlemen make
no mistake about how matters appear to an outsider who
spent only one day along the Channel.

If the bass of the Flats don't go, it will be because there
is a change in affairs up there. No steward of a club

ought to be guilty of buying a bass. I wish Mr. Slocum,
pleasant as he is, and apparently alive to interests wider
than those of to-day, would kindly resolve never again to

buy at least an illegal bass, and ceasing to turn his head
when the native fishers are unloading their boats, would
tell them plainly that he would make them trouble,

instead of giving them money, if they brought in any
more such bass. The same to the Peninsula Club—to
which, by devious paths, we are now progressing, not

with any ill nature m our minds, let us hope, but with
nothing stronger than regret that this club, even in each

small respect, is not as strictly admirable as it might be

in all matters of sportsmanship. It has few steps to go
until it is thus admirable. Why not take them? Why
not join with Mr. Slocum, and cut off that much more
of the market for bass speared on the spawning beds? It

might be thought more friendly, or more discreet, not to

say anything about such things here. For the first part,

I do not think so; for the latter, I do not care. A news-

paper can be too kind, and too discreet. The main thing

is the truth. .

But it is a long way yet to the Peninsula Club by way
of the water, as any one may find who paddles

,
a duck

boat against the rapid flood of the blue St, Clair. After

the cut-off next above the Star Island house there is 1000

of vacant land, its water front all nicely piled and

planked. Then there comes another cut-off, with a

current like the tide at sea. Just across this is the summer
cottage of Mr. Hiram Stansell, of Detroit. There is a big

horseshoe of water clear about the place. Over the next

cu t is the cottage of John and Wm. Boydell, of Detroit,

said to be the first private house ever built on the Flats.

I tied up here a few moments and talked with Mr. Boy-

dell. who, with his two manly young boys, was just fixing

up his Httle steam yacht for a run. He kindly offered to

pick me up, further on up the river, and take me over to
the Canada Club, whose housetop we could just see from
this portion of the bend, but which I was doubtful about
reaching that night in the cluck boat. This seemed a very
clever offer to a perfect stranger, and I gladly accepted
it. He overtook me about an hour later, up the channel,
saved me a lot of time and gave me a very pleasant ride,
too.

Above the Boydell place is a cut, then comes 450
of vacant land, owned by the Boydells, and then another
cut, and then what is called the May berry cottage, built
by Mr. W. C. Mayberry, but now owned by Mr. Mayberry
and Mr. J. F. Webber. Then there is another cut for a
change. We will get to the Peninsula Club after a while
and the man who thinks this is a tough way ought to
paddle up there once. Then there is another cut. We
are now getting up toward where these cuts run back
into a marshier looking sort of country, with channels or
runs through it. Then there comes the Sam Craig cot-
tage and the Gies cottage, and then another cut, and then
the two small cottages of the Holland brothers, and then
a cut. Beyond this is the solid and spacious dock of the
"Peninsula Fishing, Shooting and Yachting Club."
Here the reader may pause in the exciting sport of

naming cottages and indulge hi the dissipation of a few
mild statistics.

The "Peninsula Club," so called by the public, was or-
ganized in October of 1884 and duly incorporated, the
incorporators being Messrs. Geo. W. Larkins, John C.
Brandon, Emmet Streeter, Aid. C. Lanyon, Thomas A,
Woods, Alfred C. Hempel, Henrv Koester, Levi A. Wil-
cox, Hobart H. Gray, Frank Bowring, Andrew W. Hack-
ett and Alex S. Gray. Stock is held at $50 a share. The
membership is limited to 200. There are about 80 mem-
bers now. The annual dues are $10.
The club house is about 40x 60ft., two stories, very

comfortable and provided with good boat houses, which
harbor about thirty small boats. Mr. W. R. Cole', one of
the members, owns a good little steam yacht, the J. I. C.
There are about a dozen bedrooms in the house, and
these are not enough to hold everybody sometimes, for
now we have fallen upon a club of strictly practical
hunters and fishers, who come out when the season is on
and work hard for results.

There has been a good deal of change since the begin-
ning in the membership of the Peninsula Club, and also
in its character. It is said that there used to be a few
men in the club who didn't care very much for either
game or fish laws. They would net, spear, shoot out of
season,' or do anything else they felt like doing, at least
so say their neighbors. And tbese same neighbors say
that all that is now changed, and that no such carryings-
on now occur. The membership of the Peninsula Club
is now certainly of a high order, and is drawn mostly
from the ranks of solid business men or those in official

capacity. Mr. C. P. Collins, the president, is the able
Auditor of Wayne county, and a Detroit man of large
business interests. He is a sportsman, and has a big heart
for sportsmen, as witness the expensive medal he offered
the Peoria Club at their tournament last spring. "Jim"
Battle is chief of the Fire Department of Detroit, Mr. Jas.
Nagle, I understand, is a State Senator of Michigan, and
there are a good many others of the members who live in
the court house in working hours. All of the gentlemen
I met were courteous and helpful to the last degree. A
very whole-souled set of hard-working, practical sports-
men. I should take the body of this club to be. Their
club house is chiefly for business. The ladies of the club
are welcome, but when the flight is on, the decks must be
cleared for action. There is considerable summer-day
pleasure, sailing, boating, etc. , here ; but this is no sum-
mer resort, but a lodge of fieldsmen. Celestine is absent
here, but there is some one in the kitchen who can fry
perch to the queen's taste, as I found when the steward,
Mr. Hodgson, asked me in to supper as I was coming back
down the channel later in the day. Mr. Hodgson has
been steward for about a year. The basis here is about
the same usual elsewhere—the steward has a salary and
charges a rate for board, providing his own materials.
Mr. Hodgson is a quiet, pleasant young man, and will

make the club popular and pleasant. In a talk with him
he expressed a knowledge of the lawless depredations
being carried on upon the Flats and of the necessity for a
proper game warden for that locality if any respect was
to be had for the law.

On the day following my first visit I returned with
Messrs. Parker and Wherry, who, as has already been
stated, were up purposely to try to find a suitable person
to recommend for the position of warden on the Flats.

They had a long talk with Mr. Hodgson and I inferred

that the latter would be very likely to get the appoint-

ment. Tiiis would be very well, and I feel sure that if

Mr. Hodgson were backed by the clubs of the Flats, as he
should be, he could stop a great deal of lawless destruc-

tion of fish and game. The previous warden resigned his

commission, or stopped work, simply because he could
not afford to do the work for nothing. He was a better

warden than he is spoken of as being, but he could not

work at this unpleasant business for pleasure, nor could
any reasonable man expect it. There seems to be a notion
that a game warden should be diligent and active, out in

all sorts of weather, after all sorts of characters and
should live on the glory of supporting the law. There is

no good sense displayed in game law matters. The great

and wealthy clubs of the St. Clair Flats don't need to get

so very proud of themselves. They have not done their

part, but have failed just where they should not have
failed. They should certainly be ashamed of themselves

if they can not now between them raise enough money
to keep at least one warden in the opinion that he is not

alone in the work. They would better cut a little ginger

bread off from their boathouses and put a little ginger

into a place where it is sadly needed. For Mr. Hodgson
in this capacity there is this to be said, that his work as

steward would not interfere with his work as warden,

but help it. Let us hope that he will hold this place and
begin a work which has been delayed too long.

In the next paper or so some description will be given of

a few methods of taking bass in these waters, any one of

which may be called an unsportsmanlike device, although

extremelv deadly in its way. This will be touched upon
in the talk about the Delta Club. To the Peninsula Club,

with regret that the necessities of Bpace make the men-
tion so scant and dry, we must bid a hurried farewell,

for we are not yet up to the Southeast Bend and . have
BtUl some traveling to do. Following is the membership
of Peninsula Club; C. ?. Collin* (president), Harry Hof-
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land (secretary), J. 0. Brandon, Jas. Battle, Geo. Brad-
beer, Jacob Eastendorf, M. H. Chamberlin, Eugene
Diernel, Jobn E^st, Hobart Gray, A, S, Gray, Geo. Greg-
ory, J. M. Gies, Louis B. Grau. Thos. Jocker, A. C. Hem-
pel, A. G. Holland, Harry Holland, W. H. Holland, A.
T. Henderson, J. H. Mason, Jas. T. Brady, S. B. Grum-
mond, Frank E. Beeves, Ferd Kuhn, W. H. Gilman,
Chas. Galgier, Peter Ablb<=rg, Jas. A. Marshall, Chas. F.

Zielke, A. C. Mrlchers, Edward G. Gies, W. P. Radigan,
John C. Spindler, Antoiue Michenfelder, Jas. Dwyer,
Jas. C. Higgins, Peter Rush, F. G. Meimer, Wm. G.
Springer, Henry Wunch, R'chard Rice, Albert Schaub,
Hiram Jackson. H Koester. Thos. Kennedy, Geo. Mortz,
W. J. Mason, Jos. Nagle, Mathew Oliver, D. S. Revell,
W. A. Allen. J. S Sohmittdiel, A. Smith, C. Schweikart,
A. H. Ravnor, Theo. Ruhl, Jos. Ulrich, Peter Uberotb,
L. A. Wilcox, Jos. Winters, J. W. Daly, Geo. V. Candler,
W. R. Candler. DarviS Cole. John Olfs, Peter J. Becker,
Simon C. Karrer, Henry Dunnebach, J. H. Black, A.
Wiessenberg. Wm. Look, Geo. Erb, Fred Katus. H.
Brossard, Fred Zimmer. AV. F. Hodgson (steward of the
club). E. Hough.
No. 175 Mormon Street, Chicago.

Comnectiutt River Pound Nets,—On June 30 Fish
Warden A. C. Collins arrested anumber ofSaybrook fisher-

men for maintaining illegal pound nets on Sunday. They
were convicted, but appealed. The Hartford times of
Sept. 19 reports: The case of The State vs. George W.
Denison, D. C. Spencer, John F, BushnelJ, Frank M.
Chalker and Fred Kirtland, the Saybrook pound fisher-

men convicted of illegal fishing last May, and which was
to have been tried in the Superior Court of Middlesex
county, at Haddam, the 25th of tlii3 month, has been
settled by the defendants with the State's attorney. W.
T. Elmer, The defendants paid the fines and costs. It

is said the amount was less than $300. The defendants
evidently did not care to stand tri 1 in the higher court
and be found guily a second time. It -would also neces-
sarily have reopened the case in the public mind, while
the defendants don't care to have anything more said
about it, lest the Legislature might abolish the "pounds"
altogether. It would be a benefit to the shad fishery and
the public if the Legislature were to do that Arery thing.
The Times has so thoroughly exposed the tricks and suh-
terfuges of the "pounds," and their selfish course in
destroying the shad without giving them any chance to
get to the river, that the public has awakened to the fact
that these few "pound" owners have already nearly ruined
a once valuable industry, in which the people livingalong
the Connecticut River had an ancient and never-forfeited
interest. The public cm be deceived no longer, and the
next Legislature will probably take steps to save this val-

uable food fish. It is a monstrous thing that a half dozen
men can monopolize and nearly ruin the whole Connecti-
cut River shad fishery, and even defy tin1 explicit law of
the State and keep their all-capturing "pounds" fishing
all the time, Sundays included.

Striped Bass at Havre de Grace. Md.—Mi-. John G.
Watmough. of Philadelphia, took about 6001bs. of striped
bass with rod and litre in one week in this vicinity. This
was one of the very large catches of the season, but
agrees with reports from many pares of the coast. On
the Rhode Island shores, for example, striped bass are as
plentiful as ever known, and are being caught by the ton.

Maine Trout.—Springvale, Maine, Sept. 23.—Brad.
Wilson, of Acton, sent to Mr J. B. Stiles, of this place,
six brook trout, said to have been captured in Long Pond,
three or four miles from here, which weighed ll^lbs.
twelve hours after capture. The largest weighed BJlbs.

—Chas. Hartford.

SALT AND CLAY FOR TROUT DISEASE.

THE diseases of trout for the most part are insidious, ob-
scure and deadly. Losses from unknown maladies

frequently discourage trout culturists to the point of giving
up the effort to rear the species in preserves. Who can tell
the cause of blindness or its remedy? Although not consid-
ered contagious, it is widespread, unexplained and, so far,
not amenable to treatment. Recently a new disease attacked
the rainbowtrout at the Wytheville station of the U. S. Fish
Commission and, as it was successfully overcome, we give
herewith full details, which we owe to the courtesy of the
Commissioner. Col. Marshall McDonald:
WTTHEVILLE, Va., Sept. 4, 1890.—Hon. M. McDonald. Com-

missioner of Fisheries.—Dear Sir: I am sorry to inform you
that the yearling; trout, reserved here last fall for breeders,
are doing so badly. About a week ago they stopped eating
and they have not eaten a bite since and are now dying
rapidly. They seem to be affected with some contagious dis-
ease. The nsh turn a pale yellowish green, with dark spots
over the body and a dark yellow spot over the brain. We
have done everything we can for them. We have tried the
clay and salt remedy, but nothing seems to do them any good.
Their pond is clean and they have plenty of fresh water and
have had all the season, running into the pond from two dir-
ections, giving good circulation, etc. We have never had
fish to act this way before, and if you can suggest anything
for a remedy we shall be more than pleased to hear from
vou. Very truly yours, Geo. A. Seagle, Superintendent,
Wytheville Station.
In response to this appeal, the Commissioner was consid-

ering the advisability of liberating the trout in Tate's Run
and recovering them as far as possible later in the fall. A
few days later, however, he was relieved of further anxiety
about the matter by the following welcome letter from Mr.
Seagle, and this may be of great service to trout culturists
in a similar emererency:
Wtthevtlle, Va., Sept. 9, 1890.— Hon. M. McDonald,

Commissioner of Fisheries.—Dear Sir: I. wrote you several
days ago that our yearling California trout were 'in bad con-
dition and dying rapidly. Iam happy now to inform you
that they are about well again. Nothing seemed to do them
any good until we drew the water out of their pond, leaving
only about 1300 or 1500 gallons on the fish; to this we added
one bushel of salt and two bushels of clay, mixed thoroughly
with the water in the race way and allowed to flow into the
pond. The water was then cut off the pond and the fish
left in the muddy, briny water as long as they could live
without a change of water. This bath was given them twice
(two days in succession). Of course we made some experi-
ments on individuals before trying so much salt on the whole
lot. Ten hours after the first application, the fish showed
decided improvement, and began to eat—the first food taken
in over a week. We had tried salt ami clay before, but not
near such a large quantity, and without drawing off the
water.-~Yevy truly yours, Geo. A. Seaglk.

TROUT CULTURAL CONTROVERSIES.
Editor Forest a/nd Stream:
I presume that but few of your readers care for or even

trouble themselves to read these controversies, and partic-
ularly that side which refuses all semblance of argument and
whose stock in trade is mainlv invective, which an old-time
author very truthfully defined as "a predatory course of life,

and indeed but a privateering upon reputation." The truth-
fulness of this saying was never more forcibly illustrated,
l b an in the communications of Wm. N. Byers which taint
your columns. His fulminations contain very little but mat-
ter which is grossly personal and intentionally false in spirit.
He is iudeed a beautiful specimen to charge, others with Bil-
lingsgate and cuttlefish tactics. He reminds one of the dis-
turbed shop-lifter who, as he flees through the streets and
alleys shouts at the top of his voice "stop thief." Readers
of the Forest and Stream, who take the trouble to wade
through his last roily emanation, will look in vain for any-
thing simulating an argument, until they reach his refer-
ence to my views concerning shad and whitefish culture,
where he asks "how do these utterances sound in view of our
present knowledge of the results in these branches of flshcul-
tural effort?" Of course he does not attempt to tell what
these results have beer., and one reason is that he does not
know. If he did know he would fight as shy of the facts as
he does of all facts connected with so-called trout culture.
The cold facts in connection with shad and whitefish cul-
ture are, that up to the present time there has been no per-
ceptible result whatever. As for forty or more years past,
there contiuue to be seasons of plenty and seasons of partial
or total failure, precisely the same and no different, as when
artificial hatching and planting were unknown here. I refer
now to the Atlantic slope. Plants made on the Pacific slope
have been a fair success, and I have earnestly hoped that
whenever my plans for shad stocking were given a fair trial,

there would be some tangible returns. The matter is now
being tested and in a year or two we may know how the plan
works.
Regarding shad, I think I stated years ago in Forest and

Stream, that I was personally familiar with the three prin-
cipal shad streams of the country, namely: the Connecticut,
the Hudson and the Delaware. Every old fish dealer as
well as old residents in the vicinity of these streams will
agree with me in the assertion, that there has not averaged
more than three good shad seasons in every ten, and that the
other seven have been partial or total failures, and these
results have been in no wise changed since artificial work
has been in vogue in connection with these streams.
Our oldest whitefish men here on Lake Erie (the head-

quarters of the business) testify that there are intervals of
plenty and of failure in their business, precisely as in shad
business, only thes« intervals in the case of whitefish are of
longer duration, both as to nlenteousness and failure; and
they further testify that artificial propagation has not made
the slightest change in the situation. The more experienced
fishermen argue that the artificial operations can do them
no possible harm and that there is a chance of some benefit
accruing, and they therefore encourage these operations by
word of mouth, but no man of experience will either spend
time or money in this encouragement. They even refuse to
distribute the young whitefish unless paid for it.

The only other points in the blackguard communication
requiring the least notice, are the references to my news-
paper work and a request for information as to the papers
for which I have written, etc., and also the assertion that I

have endeavored to impeach the honor and integrity of Prof.
Baird and others named. And right here I wish to call the
attention of readers to the fact that each of those named
have conducted their operations with public funds, which
they have expended as honorably, honestly and intelligently
as public funds are generally expended in experimental work,
such as theirs has largely been. I never did and do not ex-
pect to have a more courteous and gentlemanly friend than
Prof. Baird always was. An active correspondence com-
menced between us soon after the establishment of the U. S.

Fish Commission and continued as long as his health per-
mitted him to correspond with any one. I have an ordinary
spice (shipping) box full of his letters, and haverecentlyfound
another large package in addition. These letters are per-
sonal, official and semi-official, mostly the latter. As poor
as I am, it would take "big money" to buy them. After he
began to be prostrated from over-work and it became neces-
sary to intrust his office work to others, I had failed to re-

ceive certain promised publications and so wrote him, not
knowing of his physical disability. Not hearing from the
matter I addressed Congressman Ferrell, in whose district I

then resided. I received a prompt reply from himsayingthat
he had called upon Prof. Baird, who expressed mortification
because the publications had not been sent, ashe had directed.
They were then promptly forthcoming. The Professor in-
formed Congressman Ferrell that I was an indefatigable
worker in the cause of fish culture and that he aimed to aid me
in every practicable manner, as I was one of the most reliable
and prized correspondents of the Commission. I make this
statement in brief, almost verbatim, as imparted to me by
Mr. Ferrell, whom I have not been authorized to quote, and
should not now, but for persistent attempts of a disreput-
able ring (with whom Byers appears to be in communica-
tion) to make it appear that Prof. Baird did not recognize me
as an authority. The ring have evidently found in Byers a
tool that they can work, as they have attempted to others,
until he like them goes to the wall, the place which he is very
near to now.
Another gentleman who was then and still is in public ser-

vice, often called upon Prof. Baird during the last year of his
life particularly, and on one of these occasions the Professor
had been reading one of my articles concerning the failure
of artificial trout culture. In the conversation which ensued,
the Professor spoke of me in the same vein as he did to Con
gressman Ferrell, and in addition said that I was undoubt-
edly right in the main, regarding the (then) status of trout
culture. I would give this gentleman's name but for the fact
that he is in public service.
Byers appears to be very anxious to know something of

the papers to which I have contributed. It is of no material
interest to the mass of the readers of Forest and Stream,
for thousands of them know considerable of the matter al-

ready; however, I will give him a partial list to ponder over.
Commencing on the East; the Massachusetts Ploughman,
Boston; the Union, the Homestead, the Farm and Home,
Spingfield, Mass.: the Berkshire County Eagle, Pittsfleld,
Mass., (I have written for this paper nearly forty-five years);
Tribune, Sun, Forest and Stream, Turf, Field and Farm,
New York city, and nearly all the leading papers published
in Philadelphia, also quite a number of papers published
in the smaller cities of Connecticut, New York, New Jersey-
Pennsylvania and some other States; also two syndicates of
newspapers, embracing nearly one hundred country papers,
and of which I was chief editor; also for two of the English
Quarterlies. The bulk of my writings for these papers has
been on the subject of fishculture. As is well known to
readers of the Forest AND Stream, the leading papers
named make a specialty of answering questions. Several
of the papers named still continue to send to me all questions
relating to fishculture, and I return the answers, which are
duljr published by them. It would seem that they think me
more of an authority upon the subject than the great fish-

culturist Byers does. It will be noticed that I have not men-
tioned the publications issued by the Rural Publishing Com-
pany, and which seem to be sufficiently valuable to be kept
on file, years after their suspension. I hear from them every
week, and (except from Byers) in commendatory terms. They
were suspended in consequence of my being stricken with
paralysis, resulting from an old army injury. Since Novem-

ber 1887, I have'been able to write but a few pages of manu-
script, and my little newspaper work and correspondence is
only executed by the aid of a type writer. I will send here-
with to the editor of Forest and Stream copies of docu-
ments sent out to patrons of the publications (which Byers
attempts to libel) to show the honorable treatment of them
by the publishers. Of course they are only of interest to
those to whom they were sent.
Readers will remember perhaps that Byers in his first at-

tack upon me stated in effect, that there was a large number
of persons now engaged in trout culture in Colorado, partic-
ularly in the vicinity of Denver. In past years I have had
numerous correspondents in Colorado, some of whom noted
the steady decline of trout culture there as elsewhere. After
Byers's gauzy statement, I re-opened correspondence with
Coloradoans, and chanced to find a reliable party in Denver
who was thoroughly posted upon the suhjpct. *Up to date,
I can only learn of four p irties in all Colorado who continue
in the business, and they in a small way, and two of the
parties run the business as a side attraction to summer
resorts, the same as is done bv a few parties in the East, but
most of the trout served at their tables are from the wild
streams which have never been artificially stocked.
While prosecuting investigations concerning fishculture

in foreign countries, I naturally expected valuable infor-
mation from France, where trout culture was first practiced
in modern times, and where it was fostered bvvarious scien-
tific societies, and by the Government I was .somewhat
surprised to learn that after a few years' experiments con-
ducted with a degree of intelligence and thoroughness un-
known outside of France, trout culture has been adjudged
a total failure there, and the business had been abandoned,
ts it practically is in this country except where kept alive by
public money. There are hundreds of trout culturists in
this county who have tested the matter with more or less
thoroughness, and, beyond the ''fry" stage have found it a
pronounced failure, and have given it up, generally in dis-
gust and often in sorrow. They are oid men now, those yet
living, and the next generation are upon the stage. Very
few of them will repeat the trout-cultural experiments of
the previous generation, but they ought to be induced to
try the plan explained in my article in your issue of Sept. 4,
(page 134) as it is comparatively inexpensive and will cer-
tainly aid very materially in perpetuating a supply of this
peerless fish, both for the angler and the epicure.
As I am about closiug, 1 glance at the last paragraph

of Byers's last effort, particularly the closiug threat It is
really fearful to contemplate He now wishes readers to be-
lieve that the "burning question" is whether or not I am an
authority on fishculture. I suspect that readers will recall
the fact that Wm. N. Byers simply made an attack upon mv
assertion that artificial trout culture is a failure, and in
order to fortify his line of attack made the offer to furnish
me a list of from fifty to one hundred streams (presumably
in Colorado), which readers were led to believe were barren
but had been rendered fruitful by artificial stocking. I very
properly asked him to furnish the proffered list, but has
any reader seen it? Certainly not, and they never will, be-
cause such streams do not exist. The statement, like several
others made by him, has no foundation in fact. Tourists
are led to believe that some such conditions exist. Railroad
and hotel men understand this business to perfection and
work it for all it is worth. And I happen to know of parties
who will not go to Colorado the second time on a trout-fish-
ing excursion, but have already gone further uorth where
streams have never been arti ficial ly stocked

. Byers has been
rolific in building imaginary structures and asking me to
nock them down. If be carries out the awful threat con

tained in the last clause, of his latest effusion, readers will
hope to hear something concerning the question at issue.
Let him point out some of the places where trout culture has
been a success. I do not make it a practice to "dodge the
question" in the remotest degree, but I would like to know
if Byers has yet found a sucker to lease that wonderful trout,
stream which in his first article was alluded to in a manner
"so child-like and bland?" Milton P. Peirce.
COLUMBUS, Ohio.

FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-
tural Society, at Dauburv Coim. B. C. Lvnes, Secretarv.
Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First. Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry
and Pet Sto~k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retarv, Box 1058.
Feb. 21 tn 27.- Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at, Npw York. James Mortimer Superintendent.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Car.arlian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Oot. C. A. Ston<>, Toronto, On1
., Secretarv.

Nov. 4 to 8.—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle
Club, atHyannis, Mass. F. W. Chppman, Secretary, 364 Wash-
ington streot, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Ptobins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington. Secretary. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y/., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary,

1801.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific KennolCluh,
at Bakersneld, Oal. PL H. Brings, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary. Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend. Kan. L D. Rrougher. Secretary.

OTTAWA BENCH SHOW,
HPHIS pleasant little show, held in the capital city of Can-
JL ads, opened Sept. 23, continuing till Thursday evening,
the 25th. Mr. James Watson was to have, judged all classes,

but at the last moment i efore entries closed, he was com-
pelled by other business engagements to forego that pleas-
ure, and H. W. Lacy was engaged in his stead. The build-
ing set apart for the dogs by the Fair Association is a poor
one, just an oblong inclosed shed with room for about 150
dogs comfortably benched. At Toronto show there was such
a rush of entries made with Mr. Geddes that the committee
had to put up another row of stalls on top of those alreauy
fixed, and this brought the total up to about 230, leading to
considerable ABC business in the catalogue, 1 must say,

however, it did not lead to the confusion I had anticipated.
The quality of the show on the whole was good, and I am
told a vast 'improvement on last year. There is but little 1

doubt but that Ottawa will fall into line as a regular dog i

show fixture, for the attendance was very good, especially ,

on the second day, when over 10,000 people wei«e registered
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at the turnstile. It is the intention of the Fair Association
to enlarge the building, putting in offices and other con-
veniences for the exhibitors. The members of the dog show
committee were untiring in their efforts to make a success,
and the following gentlemen were always to be found ready
to help the show along: H. B. Bruce, Alfred Geddes, F. H
D. Vietb, W. G. Young, P. G. Keyes, Dr. "Wesley Mills, C.
E. Living. T. Cameron Bate and F. H. F. Mercer."
Mr. C. 0. Rogers, though more of a horseman than a dog

man, made a first-class superintendent, though a little too
ranch of the clerical work was left to him, which took up
time that might have been devoted to the show itself. The
building was kept clean and sweet, and for once in my life
L saw a dog show without puppies.
This act of the Ottawa bench show committee has not re-

ceived the notice it deserves, and if the writers we know of
are sincere in their wish that puppy classes should be done
away with a little more praise ought to be meted out to
the Ottawa people for their pluck, for pluck it was, when
we remember that 35 per cent, of the entries last year were
puppies under six months old. Now let some big' show fol-
low "suit and they will not lose by it. Of course this city is
the stronghold for spaniels and Clumbers especially, the
entries in these classes numbering 78. Fox-terriers, Irish
setters, greyhounds, beagles, Yorkshires and poodles were
the most noticeable of the other classes. The judging did
not proceed as quickly as it might have done, o'wiug to the
late arrival of some of the dogs, and. the stormy weather in-
terfered considerably on Tuesday afternoon, still all was over
by 2:30 on Wednesday.

MASTIFFS.
Only two dogs showed up in this breed, and the judge was

not long iu giving the ribbon to F. W. Connolly's Wyoming
Count, a fairly good dog, a bit small but brimful of quality,
Mount Royal Kennels' Lord Caution, described in Toronto
report, coming second. This decision of course carried with
it the special for best mastiff in the show.

ST. BERNARDS.
There was nothing with the exception of Laidlaw & Mc-

Beao's Benmore Kent's Bernie that showed much pretension
to type. Benmore won in the dog class.not improved in coat at
all by his journeyings, the other one present. Saint, may have
been a beloved dog to his mistress, and doubtless he was, as
she came later on and finding no award over her stall forth-
with insisted on removing her dog from the show, and from
a feeling of mistaken leniency she was allowed to have her
way. This is not fair to the judge, as the visitors to a dog
show are only too apt to listen to the plaints of the disap-
pointed exhibitor, but if the dogs are there they can com-
pare them with the type of dogs which won the prizes, and
see for themselves why such and such an one was turned
out of the ring. In bitches a nice quality bitch in H. E.
Kent's Bernie won; she is hardly deep and massive enough
in head, but her excellent bone and front and good coat put
her before. Benmore for the special afterward for best in
show. Hill & Almon's Mona, though showing some signs
of St. Bernard type, might be considered lucky in getting
second, there being nothing to put ahead of her. Mastiff
and Sr. Bernard puppies were classed together, Lord Caution
being the only entry, won. He is 13 months old.
There were no Newfoundlands shown.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

With the exception of the Cohannet dogs and Zona, there
was little quality to be seen. In open dogs first went to
Cohannet Kennels' Royal Kent. To many this decision
might appear wrong, but I like his action and hindparts in-
finitely better than KeDt II., who was given second. Kent
II. has a little the best in head and depth of body and ribs,
but seemed altogether tied behind, not having the free
action of his kennel mate. C. H. Corbett's Grouse loses in
head, coat and legs; Mrs. L. Smith's Polo is only a moderate
one. In bitches J. Lewis's Zona, almost coatless. was shown
in bad skin condition; but as it was a case of this bitch first

and the rest nowhere, the judge gave her the ribbon, Mount
Royal Kennels' Flo II., second, being long and narrow-faced
and shelly in body, and the same may be said of their Nellie
Dale, third. The special for best in show went to Cohannet
Kennels' Royal Kent. Best puppy, B. H. Humphrey's Don.

IRISH SETTERS.

Several well-known dogs were shown. A. W. Pearsall's
Jack Malone was a somewhat easy winner, his better head,
legs and feet and good color placing him ahead of Giendyne
Kennels' O'Donovan Rossa, mentioned at Toronto. C. S.

Parrett's St. Lawrence is faulty in head and lacks sub-
stance, A. W. Pearsall's Redstone was shown too fat and is

faulty in head. In bitches, A. W. Pearsall's Li Hie Ban won
nicely by her better head and body over Oriole Kennels'
Jeanette, faulty in head and ears. A. W. Pearsall's Belle
Ida was here placed third, her loaded shoulders and plain
head keeping her back, Reserve went to Mount Royal Ken-
uels' Elfreda, a bitch with nice expression, but not enough
of the Irish setter type; nice color and a promising puppy.
The Giendyne Kennels' Sedan and Molly Giendyne, vhc;
were at Toronto. The special for best in show went to Jack
Malone. Best puppy, Mount Royal Kennels' Elfreda.

GORDON SETTERS.

E. S. Skead's Domo is cloddy and curly iu coat in places,
poor coloring. He was the only entry in the dog class. In
bitches Mount Royal Kennels' Hilda was the only entry and
deserved her win, she also winning the special. In the puppy
class, which was for under 18 months and all breeds of setters
together, the prize went to Elfreda, her compactness of build
excelling very much the good-headed, but long-waisted,
English"setter pup Don. Giendyne Kennels' Irish setter pup
Lismore showed some breeding and was pleased with a vhc.

POINTERS.

No dogs turned up and inthe ladies' division the prize fell

to Mount Royal Kennels' Devon Nell, well known, her
stronger head and better ribbed body beating R. H.
Maveety's Ada rather easily. The latter is pinched in muz-
zle and hardly well-ribbed enough. Pretty dogs are not
always the prizewinners; prettiness and correct form and
type are often wide apart. Mount Royal Kennels' Devon
Nell won the special for best pointer. No puppies.

GREYHOUNDS.
In challenge class ch. Harmony (Hornell-Harmony Ken-

nels), looking, I think, better than I ever saw her, had
things to herself. In open dogs Hornell-Harmony 's Hazle-
hurst had a somewhat easy win over Mount Royal Kennels'
Elcho, who, though small, is of good type and make, a bit

bitch-headed, with ears too large and carried straight up at
times. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Sir Lancelot was put
back for being pig-j-iwed, he was third at Toronto, and
should have >>een pegged back in that class for that fault.

D. B. Gordon's Justina is too coarse and big, though nicely
formed in body, bad front. In bitches Hallowe'en, though
faulty in feet, "excelled the others in body, shoulders, legs
and quarters. W. L. Young's Fannie M. is better in front
than L. N, Bates's Galatea, who is also long-cast and not
ribbed up enough; the Clumber Kennels' Betsy, third, is

better class than either, and would have pushed Hallowe'en
but for the loss of one eye. Sir Lancelot won in puppies
oyer Galatea, as he is so much better in body and quarters.

FOXHOUNDS.
j£ There were only two dogs in this class that showed any
pretension to good form. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Dan
T., though not first-clasa, was far ahead of the others, lie

beats the second prize, "winner, Wm. Pownall's Jack, in
head, body and general carriage; his Brandy, A.Stewart's
Ranger and his Mingo are all either bad in front or wrong

in head, and received their cards simply because they were
foxhounds in a poor class. This decision also carried with
it the special for best in the show.

DEERHOUNDS.
Only one turned up out of two entries, Hon. J. A. Chapleau

winning the red ribbon with his Robin, a good-headed dog
but a bit flat-sided and light in body and out of coat Hewon the two specials for best in the show.

BEAGLES.
There was, thanks to the Hornell-Harmony Kennels, a

nice show of quality in these classes, with their Royal
Kruegcr and Una W. in the challenge classes, the original
cbiss being divided, what could be wished for more;-' In open
dogs their Whisker was alone, He is not a crack and was
described at Toronto. In bitches Hornell-Harmony 's Elf
had an easy win over F. P. Robsou's Dot, who is a bit
weedy. Best dog or bitch laid between Royal Krueger and
Elf, the former winning in muzzle, bone and feet. Horuell
Harmony Kennels' Ava W. had a class made for under 12in..
in which she won.

SPANIELS.
Irish water spaniels were poor. First went to Sport, none

too good in coat, but a fair front, head aud tonknot. Second
was withheld and third given to D. Pon wall's Dick, whose
only pretensions to form were that he thought he was a
water spaniel.
Clumbers turned out well, and it is not too much to say

that such a show of this breed has certainly not been seen ih
America, and I doubt if England at present shows a larger
number. The entries for these alone numbered just 20. In
the^challenge class the judge was compelled, owing to Bate
& Geddes' Bromine being shown very heavy in whelp and
poor in flesh, to put her kennel companion, Boss III., over
her. It was not a question of merit, but aquestiou of show-
ing bitches so far gone in whelp. In open dogs H. B. D.
Bruce's Shell is a nice-headed dog, with excellent legs and
teet, and though bis body is not quite so "Clumbersome"'
as some, he looks like a good working dog. Second went
to McMakon's Rake, who loses a little in head. F. H. D.
Vieth's Top must thank his rough coat for the position,
though he is not straight in front, and his muzzle though
deep has not the correct cut before the eyes. C. H. Wallace's
Mack, reserve, loses in front aud head, and his Johnny. Jr.,
though possessed of a deep, fat body and good skull, is not
straight enough in front and is faulty in muzzle. W. G.
Young's La Grippe is a very promising pup, and may be in
a year will beat the lot for bone, front and head he can
hardly be beaten, but of course is not furnished yet. G. V.
Smart's Darby loses in muzzle and quarters. In bitches H.
B. D. Bruce'9 Lucy II. won nicely over C. H. Wallace's
Joan II., who loses in head, front and body. Bruce's Vic.
though deep in body is faulty in face and light in bone. W.
G. Young's Belle of Ottawa, faulty in front and full in skull,
was vhc. Mr. Mercer's Snow and Maude were absent. In
puppies first went to Darby, second to Belle of Ottawa,
reserve to La Grippe, and vhc. to Vieth's Rake.
Field spaniels, open dogs, saw A. Laidlaw's Samson the

winner; though out of shape he showed more field type than
the others. Kelly & Kirby's Prince, second, is cloddy and
short-headed. Laidlaw's Napoleon, third, was at Toronto.
F. W. Smith's Trot, vhc, is faulty in front and head. In
bitches Mr. Laidlaw had it to himself, his Topsy and Fancy
getting first and second respectively.
In cockers, challenge class, we were introduced to Wil-

merding's Doc and Laidlaw's Rabbi. Never has Doc looked
so well, and barring a waviness of coat it was hard to find a
better. In head, front and ribs he beats Rabbi. In open
black dogs the decision lay between Geo. Bell's King of
Obos and P. G. Keyes's Bob Obo; the latter loses in head and
body. Laidlaw's Brock, third, is light throughout, In
bitches quite a class faced the judge, the six taking some
examination before two could be placed satisfactorily—to the
judge. Geo. Bell's Idea proved the winner, being better in
bead, front and body than P. G. Keyes's Rideau Flossie,
who, by the way, was not noticed at Toronto, got her deserts
here; she pushes the winner considerably. A. Laidlaw's
Nina, third, loses in muzzle and front. Corktown Cocker
Kennels' Cleo, reserve, is a nice young one, loses in head
and front a trifle, good coat. P. G. Keyes's Tiney Obo is a
bit long in body, nice head, bit narrow, and Corktown Ken-
nels' Dot Smirle, also vhc, loses in body, head and front.
Black puppies, field or cocker, had Gpo. Bell's Idea the win-
ner, with Dot Smirle second, Samuel Shorty's Dutchy third,
who beats A. Laidlaw's Minnie, reserve, in head and front.

P. G. Keyes' Rideau Rollie and Corktown Kennels' Trumps,
vhc, both fail in muzzle and front, Rollie being also a bit

domy in skull. This was quite a good class.

In cocker dogs other than black, Skead's Ben was over-

weight. F. J. Leigh's Rufus, a red one, as his name implies,

first, has a splendid front, excellent body and fair head;
looks like work, but is a trifle on the big side, though under
the 281bs. when shown. E. A. Black's Brush loses in muz-
zle and legs. H. Burbidge's Jeremy is faulty in head, fore-

legs and ribs. Laidlaw's Bambo could hardly walk, and a
fair look at him made the judge wonder how he could win
at Toronto; very bad in front and poor head; he was given
c. for body. In bitches Geo. Bell's Blushing Rose, mean in

head and horrid disposition, is so much better in body and
front than Mount Roval Kennels' Blondie G. that they were
placed as named. In field or cocker puppies other than
black the winner turned up in W. H. Morgan's Bounce,
who leads Blushing Rose in head. Bambo, as a puppy, re-

ceived vhc In novice dogs, all breeds, W. G. Youug's La
Grippe, the Clumber pup, beat C. H. Wallace's Johnny, Jr.,

in head and front, with Rideau Rollie third. Bitches saw
the winner in Geo. Bell's nice little bitch Idea, with Rideau
Flossie second, Joan II. third, Blushing Rose aud Minnie
vhc, and F. H. Cunningham's Rose c. These have all been

mentioned iu other classes. The specials for these were
numerous. For the best four, any variety, Geo. Bell. Best

novice spaniel, Geo. Bell's Idea. Best other than black, F.

J Leigh's Rufus. Best Irish water spaniel (two), F.W. Fee's

Sport. Best Clumber, Bares & Geddes' Boss III. Best pan-

in open classes, H. B. D. Bruce's Shell and Lucy II. Best

owned outside Ottawa, G. B. Smart's Darby. Best Ameri-
can-bred, H. B. D. Bruce's Shell. Best puppy, G. B. Smart's

Darby. Field—Best in show, Andrew Laidlaw's Topsy.

Cockers—Best in show, A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc-

Best puppy, Geo. Bell's Idea.

COLLIES.

No challenge entries turned up. In the open class, outside

of the winners, there was nothing very commendable. Mc-
Ewen & Gibson's Carmen, in better coat and slightly better

in front than his kennel mate Bute, were placed as named,

suuru-utau.cu, unu ^wu.^. . — —d ---

Robert Ness's Rip, c, were hardly class enough. there were

only three in bitches that deserved mention. The Toronto

winner, Manilla, was again placed first, second going to

Floss a niceish bitch with good coat, his Flora, deficient m
quality and length of head and hardly right in front, secured

third. The others in this class failed to secure even a men-

tion In puppies, the contest lay between Duncan's Reality

and'McEwen & Gibson's Norman, the latter being a little

out in front and bad in ear, was put behind the former,

Duncan's Nellie Bly, only a moderate one, scoring vhc The
special for best dog went to McEweu & Gibson's Carmen.

Best bitch (2) their Manilla. Best puppy, John Duucan s

Reality.
BULLDOGS.

All the prize money was saved in this class, first and

second prizes being withheld. There is evidently a field
here for some bulldog stock; it would really be a "kindness
for some one to either present one to the town or exhibit a
team at the next show. Here is a hint for our new bulldog
man. Mr. Dole we bow to you. Those that were shown
would grace a pit better than the show ring J. P. Lawler's
Nettle had some little resemblance to a bulldog and was
given third, pour encourager Us centre*. This also carried
with it the special for best in show.

BULL-TERRIERS.
A good many of them should have been with their broth-

ers in the bulldog class, for they were a motley crew. North-
field Kennels' King of Hearts had an easy win over Wm.
Cooch's Count Dick, who, besides having a patch on hind-
quarters, is a bit thick and short iu head, but well-fronted.
1 he others were sent back to their stalls and the judge made
three more enemies. Northfield Kennels, of course, won the
special with King of Hearts.

FOX-TERRIERS.
These classes were well filled, though there were several

absentees. A challenge class was made for Blemton
Volunteer, and, in the absence of ch. Bacchanal. G. W.
Prescott's Punch was an easy winner, though be is a bit
coarse: second withheld; and third going to W. G. Hurd-
man's Brit, thick in head and not quite the thing in front.
A. W. Garrett's Stanley and A. Colter's Dan were honored
by c cards. As will be surmised, the quality in this class
was conspicuous by its absence. Open bitches had a new
one, just over from the other side, at the head of affairs
Her quality and varmintv look was at once, apparent in this
rather moderate class. This was G.S.Oldreive's Dudley Slave,
by champion The Belgr&vian. She is abit weak in face, ears
not carried close enough though well shaped, coat good,
legs straight but feet might be better, just off the ship she
did not show up in very good shape; second went to P. G.
Keyes's Ciytie, the winner at Kingston, she has a nice head
and fair front, but loses in coat; and McPherson's Speck,
though short in face, has a wonderfully good set of legs and
feet, and a well-made body, but for her head she could have
won. Reserve went to Oriole Kennels' Blemton Vice, second
at Toronto, a weedy one all round, light in bone, sharp-faced,
open feet, and none too straight in legs, she also lacks size.
A. T. Stewart's Brooklyn Venom, vhc,, is large aud a bit
coarse throughout, but a good stamp of working terrier;
Oriole Kennels' Oriole Belle was also vhc, is light, in bone
and body, mentioned at Toronto. In puppies first weut to
H. P. Thompson's Pickle, first at Toronto; and C. A. E.
Clendennin's Rose, a nicish bitch, bit faulty in head and
front, second; reserve going to H. S. Perley's Buckshot, a
bit big all round; and vhc. to G. W. Prescott's Punch and
Dot, they are too coarse; his Judy getting he, ears all wrong.
The specials for best in show (3) went to Oriole Kennels'
Blemton Volunteer. Best bitch, G. S. Oldreive's Dudley
Slave. Best puppy, H. P. Thompson's Pickle.

IRISH, BEDLINGTON AND AIREDALE TERRIERS.

To avoid giving equal firsts, separate classes were made for
each breed, with oue entry in each. In Irish terriers, North
Field Kennels' Breda Bill, showing himself infinitely better
in front than he did at Toronto, was the recipient of one
first. The B-dlington Kelly & Kirby's Sting is a. fairish
sort, with nice feel of coat, hardly just right in formation of
head, took another. The Clumber Kennels' Airedale
Weaver is a nice sort, a little weak in muzzle and stands a
trifle out in front at times, still a fair one, also gained his
ribbon. These awards also carried with them a special for
best of each breed in show.

SCOTCH, SKTE AND DANDIE DINMONT.

There was only one out of the four entries that the judge
could make out as of any distinct breed. George M. Kerr's
Moss being something like a Skye, was given the prize, and
all other mention withheld. This also entailed a special for
best of this breed.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

Two dogs came before the judge in the first lot, and Ro-
chelle Kennels had a pretty easy win over A. Geddes's Vor-
tex, one of the old-time winners. He is too dark m tan and
not distinctly marked enough in penciling and thumb-
marks; slightly breeched and is a bit coarse throughout.
Rochelle Kennels' The Senator, looking a gentleman beside
the other, won by his quality, markings, better shaped head
and more symmetrical body; his tail is also ahead of Vortex.
In bitches," Rochelle Nadjy was practically alone, her only
opponent being one of those thick-headed, bulgy-eyed, pudgy
bitches we often used to meet with at our shows, but uow, I

am happy to say, getting rather rare in the show ring. The,

judge made another enemy by gracefully handing her out
of the ring.

TOT TERRIERS.
These were not real toys, but two rough-haired little cus-

tomers given first and second; they were Miss May Daniels's
Pollie. and John Mason's Hoochey Coochey: a much larger
name than dog.

PUGS.
I cannot say much for these classes, for with the exception

of Miss Bell Forbts's Jim, second in puppy class at New
York last spring, they all partook of the provincial style,

big, heavy and coarse. Jim of course won in dogs; he is

making up quite nicely, good size, fair head and wrinkle,
nice ear and good curl and trace. Miss Maud Hurdmau's
Trixie, second, is not so good in ear or skull and is a bit

large. Kelly & Kirby's Punch is also gross, flat in skull
and long in muzzle. A. Pepler's Toby, wrong in color, but
nice size and fair head, vhc. In bitches only one turned up,
Kelly & Kirby's Judy, fair in head, ears carried badly and
tail did not show well in the ring. The special for best pug
went to Miss Belle Forbes's Jim.

TOY SPANIELS.

All breeds were put together, and for a show like this

made quite a display, not a real bad one among them. In
dogs, Edward Bradford's Prince, a King Charles better in

skull and shorter faced than his Romeo, won. Romeo second,

a Prince Charles, and his Sport, also a "Charlie," was given
third, not so good in skull or coat. In bitches, Edward
Bradford's Fannie, quite a nice one, though in open air she

shows a rusty coat, won well over R. P. Forshaw's Ruby,
winner at Toronto. She is not quite so good in face nor so

high in skull as the winner. Equal thirds were given to J.

York's King Charles and Edward Bradford's Nora; both

lack volume of skull and are light in body. The special for

best toy spaniel in show was won by Edward Bradford's

Fannie, a bit better in head than the dog.

Y/ORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

The now well known Symonds Kennels being on hand,

there was quality galore, though the four from this kennel

next spring. In bitches Venus had things to herself, as a

challenge class was made for Daisy, whose condition was
simply superb; in tact, all these dogs looked well, and when
we consider what it is t o take a team of Yorkshires round to

three shows without seeine home, one can appreciate Mr.

Thomas's care of them; but there it is, only here and there

will von fiud a man that can handle Yorkshires.

A very moderate spitz or Pomeranian was shown and
considerately given second; not right in coat and too short

in head. This one unfortunately had to take the special,

too.
POODLE?.

The four winners from the A. W. Purbeck Kennels, that
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were at Tcrcnto, came on here end were placed in the same
way. Doetrr, vie stems to feligbt in tie muddiest p'ace
ieisn ltd to tie cetrnent it lis long cords, won over
K*va I). In lilebes Ntll heat Cera, as before. As these
were fat Toronto, it is no use ge ing over them again.

MISCELLANEOUS.
In dogs a fine Russian wolfhound puppy, with an abnor-

n ;-Jlj hug bead, excellent bgs and feet, and nice coat, was
alone. Ore can baldly believe ibis pupp^ to be only about t
n cubs old. He is Hornell-Hara.ony Kennels' Valdr mar.
one <>f tbe Elsie—Kriluet litter. In bitches Princess Irma,
a Jiiter feist er io ibe above ai d same owner, wt-s alone. Sbe
is not so Itnge as ibe other, but still of good size and fair
lei eth ol bee.el. Tley are a banrisi rne couple.
The special for best conditioned dog in the show gave tbe

Judge seme irouble. ibe contest finally narrowing down to
Dr. Wesley Mills's gn yhound Elcbo, Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels' greyhound ILzelburst and Noitbneld Kennels' York-
shire terrier Daisy. All tbree were in splendid trim and as
it was not a question of ii dividual merit the prize was
eventually divided equally between them. The special for
largest dog in show was w on by Laidlaw & McBean's St.
Bernard Benmore. H. W. L.

LONDON DOG fe HOW,
TEE shew of degs in ibis city commenced Sept. 23 and

wap brought to a cb.se Sept. 2tt. With Ottawa show
ol at ibe g&nie tin e, London felt the competition to some
extert. The catalogue tal ed for 3C3 entries, though the
aciual ei tries were ££6. We Lave seen n any catalogues at
nibi>y shows of more or less pretensions, but never have we
seen such a nueidie as this one, numbers jumped ahead in
tbe most exasperating mam er, and as many of the dots
-were benched iu their wrong places, it made it almost im-
possible to lollcw tbe swards; for a collie pop would be
foilhd among Ibe spaniels, a dachshund among the fox-ter-
rieis ai d so on. Win n men give their time and labor with-
out itcompense to make a show a success it is hard to criti-
cise matters in this way, but when a show of tbe import-
ance to degmen such as London is, does this we should not
be doing Our duty not to call attention to it; it is a natural
ecu sequence of taking entries almost up to the time of the
show opening and nothing else could be expected. Asa
guide to the public the catalogue, was almost useless, for
knowing rucst of the dogs as we do we found it a difficult
matter to spot the right ones, and if any of our criticisms
are a bit "mixed" our readers will know the reason. The
officials were kindness itself and did all in their power to
n tike everything go to tbe satisfaction of the extiibitors.
The feeoing w'as excellent, this part being in charge of Dan
©'Shea, who fed the dogs on stale bread, soup and meat
The rings were well served, and a great improvement was
seen m thisitspeet over last y ear, two nice long rings being
provided at the siae of the builaing. This had been moved
forward from its old place.
The benching ot the dogs was excellent, if we exceptthose

supplied to tbe pet dogs, which, as before, were benched one
on top of the other m one corner, making it awkward for
the public to get a gocd view of them. As these dogs, as a
rule, command more attention tromtbe general public than
any ethers, it behooves the management to see that ther are
b iter placed another year. The judging was all completed,
excepting a few specials, by six o'clock of the first day,
reflecting credit both on the management and tbe judges]
Setters, spaniels, fox-terriers and collies were parficolarly
good. Tii ere was little grumbling at the awards and every-
thing passed off very nicely Messrs. Davey and Glass were
untiring in their efforts to please every one. We were glad
to see mat one improvement had been made in the flooring,
that fine dust of last year giving place to more solid tan
bark, which added materially totbe comfort of the animals.
With these few remarks we may pass on to the criticism of
the dogs present, but as we stated before, if, though we think
we got them all down correctly, any mistake should arise
we claim the indulgence of tbe owners and will gladly
rectify any injustice. It may be said that at this show the
blue ribbon occupied its accustomed place at the bead ot
tbe prize list, red going to second, as usual, in contradistinc-
tion to Toronto and Ottawa, where red was the premium
color and led to a little confusion at first. Messrs. Davidson
and Mortimer were tbe judges and gave every satisfaction.

MASTIFFS—(ME. MORTIMER).

There were no challenge entries. In open dogs, H. Fal-
coner's Mode, looking a little more like himself, won easily
overW. D. Forbes's Grimsb> Caution, occupjing tbe same
relation to each other as they did at Toronto. Third went
to S. F. Glas>'s Leo, who loses in type, expression and ears;
a poor one. Bitches had John B. Bat-train's Bessie B. the
winner, described at Toronto, followed by H. Falconer's
Bess, who is a bit long in head, gray muzzle, faulty in eyes,
but possessing goon bone and substance. Io puppies the
befea-i -mentioned Grimsby Caution took the ribbon over W.
Dauld's Lord Stanton, only a moderate one, followed by
Leo, third in open class. These classes, as may be surmised,
were wanting in quality.

ST. BERNARDS—(MR. MORTIMER).

No challenge entries. By the way, bow is it none of our
cracks in these breeds, witu tbe exception of Victor Joseph,
put in an appearance at any of our fall shows? Pottersburg
Kennels' Bruce,, v tic. at Torouto, had here a somewhat easy
win over their Barnie, who is loog-faced, lacks niassiveness
of head, is weak in pasterns, but has a nice coat. H. Gor-
man's Brian, benched 14, catalogue number '20, has only his
good bone and front to recommend him, as his long head
andfaulcy muzzle will always place him back. Pottersburg
Kennels' Don Phyllis and Kildoinn, puppies, were sent
home before we saw tneni. though Kildonan was described
last week, lu bitches, Pottersburg Kennels' Phyllis bad
another easy win, second going to H. Gorman's Blasz, who,
like the winner, lacks type in bead, but is well off in other
re>pects, such as bone, coat and body. Pottersburg Kennels'
Ludh, thi'd, has a too se Ltery bead, but is good in bone and
body; she was nursing a lit er. Pottersburg Kennels' Glen-
isia and their L idy Cerise are both dsticient in head proper-
ties, but have promising bodies; they are byPouf out of
Pay His. In rough pupxiy dogs first went to Pottersburg
Kennels' B -n .viaida, tbe Tor ^nto winner. John Auld's Jeff,
second, is faulty lu bead and quarters. P. Smith's Nexo,
third, no markings, is a large dog, bub too long-faced. Pot-
tersburg Kennels' Dou Phyl is and Kildonan were again
vhc. Io bitches Pottersburg Kennels' Gleni.sla scored over
their L idy Cerise. W. H. Aulel's Lady CordeJn, coming
third, is a nice size, bub faulty in head. G. A. McGillivray's
May *laida loses in muzzle, but is a nice stamp. Smooth-
co aed dogs or bitches saw tbe winner in H. Gormau's Loli,
who is a fair.y good younger; a bit faulty in muzzle, but
ha« good bone and body. H Gorman's Brundle, second, is

too plain in face; lacks depih of body. F. W. Wilson's Nel-
lie is a plain-headed one; good size, in puppies, H. Gorman's
Lola was the only emry and woo.

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. MORTIMER).
We expected to see a better snow of these dogs in Canada,

but they evidently tike no better than in the States, and
more tbe p^ty. W. J. Watson's Leo was the only entry.
He won second at Toronto.

GREAT DANES—(MR. MORTIMER).
These dogs showed up fairly well and were redeemed in

quality by the presence of Melac aud Irene. In dogs, Her-
bert S. Nichols's Melac, bhe giant, was, of course, first.

Second withheld and third going to F. W. Wilson's Pollux, I

mentioned at Toronto, These were the only entries. In

bitches Teutorda Kennels' Irenp, looking fairlv well, scored
again over F. W. Wilson's Freda, who was at, Toronto, with
her pups. This is what we call getting the last ounce out of
a dog. Surely a bitch when busy with her maternal duties is
entitled to a comfortable corner at home. A dog show is
not a maternity hospital. F. W. Wilson's Crazy Spot is bad
in ear, faulty in bead and straight behind. His May also
loses in head and is throaty.

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
Only four entries turned up in this breed. In open dogs,

Geo C. Taylor's w^ell known Scav^rgerwon easily over T.
Dickinson's Apparition, hoth described last wepk. In bitches
Geo. C. Taylor's Second Sight had little difficulty in down-
ing W. J. Randall's Grimsby Jess, who is fairly fronted but
too light in eye, giving ber a bad expression. Only one
deerhound turned out the winner at Toronto, B. S. Deering's
Nora. These dogs have not shown up at all well this fall.

POINTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
Both weights were classed together in dogs and bitches.

In tbe former class T. G. Davey's new purchase, Westmin-
ster Drake, won nicely from Hez Milkens's Count Graphic,
who is nicely ribbed but loses in muzzle, eyes, legs and feet.
Dr. Taylor's King Bow's Brother is houndy-headed and
throaty, but boasts good bone. J. E. McGloughlan's Jem
was away when we called. T. G. Davey's Toronto winner
Fan N. scored again, with something to sp ire in the bitch
class, followed by J. E Gill's Galena, described before. Hez
Milkens's Dutch Graphic is a poor one, not depth of chest
enough, ears set on badly, light stary eye_, but is good in
quarters. His Nellie stands a little wide in front and is
pinched in muzzle. In puppies, Hez Milkens bad both first
and second, Judge Lansdown and Sport, the former beats m
head, bone and front, and the latter is too round and domy
in skull.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
T. G. Davey's Leddersdale was entered N. F. C, which

left the honors equally divided between J. S. Hudson's well-
known Dad Wilson and his Bohemian Girl. Open dogs saw
the winner in Joe Lewis's promising youngster Tony~Glad-
stone, second going to W. B. Wells's Cambrian, Who is a
bit straight behind and weak in muzzle, J. S. Hudson's
well-known Chickasaw coming third. T. G. Davey's Lock-
sey, vhc. J. S. Hudson's Dad Wilson's Boy, wellknovn, and
T. G. Davey's Canadian Jester, whose good forelegs and feet
are counterbalanced by his thick skullTfull eye and straigbt-
ness of stifles, getting be. cards. W. S. Smith's Lonoke,
only a moderate one, was c. In hitches first was given to
W. B. Wells's Matinee, and second to T. G. Davey's Forest
Heather, described before, and his Canadian Lillie claiming
third; she is too straight in stop, and ears are set ou too high.
E.J.Walsh's Scottish Belle was vhc, and J. S. Hudson's
Sunshine, he, has a wall eye and is faulty in muzzle and
round in skull. Puppy dogs had one entry, T. G. Davey's
Locke, only a fairish one. In bitches, bis Forest Heather
beat his Lordy, followed by W. S. Smith's Maud, a bit long
in body, fair front.

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).
Two challenge entries appeared, and of course George H.

Covert agaiu beat his Toronto opponent Blarney in dogs,
and in the ladies' division W. L. Washington's Ruby Glen-
more bad matters ber own way. In open dogs W. L. Wash-
ington's Kildare had to give place again to A. V. Armour's
Max, Geo. H. Covert's Red River Gieucbo getting third,
with A. W. Stephenson's Chief S nob for competition.
These were the only entries, and all were described last
week. L. N. Hilseudegeu's Biddy Clare was placed for
premier honors in bitches, second going to Geo H. Covert's
Kildare Ruby, who last week at Toronto could do no better
than c., was here placed over tbe same owner's Glidelia,
third, but vhc. at Toronto; his Kate IX., only a moderate
one, vhc. In puppies the only entry was absent.

GORDON SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

The entries though small were choice and consisted of the
team Ben Lewis bad at Toronto. With Little Boy N. F. C,
the competition lay in challenge dogs between Leo B. and
Field Marshall, the former winning again, both owned by
Dr. Dixon. In challenge bitches S. Hammett's Rose was
blooming alone. Open dogs had two entries, these being
Dr. Dixon's Ivanhoe, well known, and Gibbs's Clyde again
a second to him. No bitches were entered in open class.

FOXHOUNDS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

These were all belonging to the London Hunt, but as tbe
numbers and names were not in the catalogue we cannot
particularize them except that the winner, Weasel, beats
the second, Genius, in head.

COLLIES—(MR. DAVIDSON.)
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Seobilla was alone in his glory

and want of coat. This dog still has a head that puzzles
the best of them. Chestnut Hill Kennels' Colonel Scot,
though none too good himself in head, beats McEwen &
Gibson's Langham, who has also the same faults and is a
bit shorter in nead, bub nicely off for coat and bone. Their
Montrose, third, is small, shelly in body and out of coat.
H. T. Little's Postern, reserve, is a bit plain-raced, nice ears,
moves bad behind. Seminole Kennels' Roslyu Dandy, vhc,
is a bit too fine in muzzle, and Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Roslyn II. might have been lurther up, as he has a nice long
head, bib big in ear, good bone, good in coat, though a trifle

soft. In bitcnes the well-kno»vn Cora II. won somewhat
easily over McEwen & Gibson's Ailsa, who is a bit thick in
head, big in ear, but has a fairly good coat; they were alone
in this class. Puppy dogs had W. H. Beattie's Watch the
winner; he is too high in skull and was out of coat Roslyn
II. is a better one in head and condition. McEwen & Gibson's
Drury, third, was spoken of last week. Bitch pupoies had
W. H. Beattie's Topsy a winner, though a bit soft in coat
she has a vcy nice head and expression. She was followed
by McEwen & Gibson's Clover, who is small. It we had an
E. K. C here it would surely be down on this entry. It is
stated in the catalogue as by "Maniy Wifoil," which by a
stretch of imagination cm be turned into "Maney Trefoil."
Tin's catalogue needs editing b ully.

SPANIELS—(MR. MORTIMER).
These clases were a feature of the show, hut as many of

them were at Toronto the week before, it is useless to sbate
their merits or demerits over again,

Field Spaniels—R. P. Keasoey's Lady won over Luckwell
& Douglas's Woodland Laddie, wno enough hardly square
enougn in muzzle and faulty in front, still was in splendid
condition aud coat. R. P. Keas ly's Miss Ben D'Or, bad in
front and muzzle, third. No Clumbar sp miels were entered,
pretty near all the Clumbers in the country being at Ottawa
tnat week. In Irish water spaniels the well-known pair,
Ben Lewis's Patsy O'Connor and Joe Lewis's Countess Ben-
digo, divided the honors in the order named. In challenge
cockers, auy color, Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red
Jacket shows more c >ck ,jr type than the. others and won over
their Brant and J. W. Buntry's Sensation. Open black dogs
saw Luckwell & Douglas's Black Duke the wiuner, tbe same
as at Boston. J. A. Spracklin's Dude, second, we cjould nob
find. Brant Cocker Kenuels' Nap, third, is wrong in front,
nice in body J. W. Bunting' •» Pedro, vhc, lacks depth of
body, and J. G. Mitcbener's Dono, alsovnc , we spokeof last
week. H. B. Nieol's Kildare only received a c. card here; is

faulty in head and front. A nice class of bitches was pres-
ent, Geo. H. Bush's Novel repeating her Toronto victor/.
Luckwell & Douglas's Martha Washington, a bit out in
front, lacking in depth of body and faulty in muzzle, came

in second. J. G. Mitcbener's Lady Obo, described last week;
Brant Cocker Kennels' Busy could do no better than vhc,;
and G. H. Bush's Be ssyW. was put still further back than at
Toronto; ber condition is against her. J. A. Spracklin's
Frisky II. did not deserve more than her be, as she is oub in
ftont, high in leg and faulty in head and muzzle. Luckwell
& Douglas's Marguerite, c, bas a field spaniel head. In the
any other color division Luckwell & Douglas's KingPha-
roah's Sistrr scored another win, Geo Bell's Little Red Rid-
ing Hood being here placed over Brant Kennels' Zetta, all
well known. Geo. Bell's Crosby was here given he. only.
In puppies, auy variety, Brant Kennels' Nap' took the blue
ribbon, tbe red going to Fred Downing's Lady Abprdeen,
too domy in skuil and nob straight in front. Brant Ken-
nels' Fatima came third, and L. A. Webb's Vice, vhc, is a
weed.

BEAGLES—(MR. DAVIDSON).
There were few entries in tbe one class. H. Bennett's

champion Little Duke won easily over Middleton Kennels'
Jane M., long cast and out at elbow. Bowman's Ruby,
third, is plain-faced, wide in front aud not right in coat.
F. A. Simpkins's Witch Hazel Prince, vhc, was at Toronto.

FOX-TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).
With the Blemton and Oxford Kennels on band there

was some quality. The challenge class had that \yelb
known bitch New Forest Ethel (Blemton Kennels! a winner
over their Blemton Rubicon, with Oriole Kennels' Blemton
Brilliant third. Blemton Kennels furnished the winner in
open dogs with Blemton Racket, who is faulty in feet,
though good otherwise. Wooddale Kennels' Starden's Jack
(late Frank Dole's) scored second this time, we have de-
scribed his faults before, and Blemton Kennels' BJemton
Rattler came in for third; he does not carry his ears well,
bub is fairly well fronted. The well known Blemton Trump
had here to content himself with vhc, and R. Gibson's Bel-
voir Bacchanal is bad in feet, but deserved his three letters.
Oriole Kennels' Oriole Trap, second, took an he card; he
was reserve at Toronto. In bitches first went to T.G Davey's
taking bitch Ebor Nettle, whose merits we commented on
before; Blembou Kennels' Blemton Enid securing the red
ribbon, she loses to a good one in feet, ribs and skull. Geo.
Douglas's Mischief is round in skull and soft in coat. R.
Gibson's Beivoir Tricksey is a bit coarse, and Munro &
Cleghorn's Nip C. is a poor one. The puppy dog prizes
were withheld, though there were five entries, and Wilson's
Moody, first in novice at Toronto, deserved something as
wpII as McPherson's wire-haired Stanley. In bitches Ox-
ford Kennels' Oxfeird Beauty was given first over John J,
Briggs's Nellie Biy. J. A. Burden's Ravel, third, R. Gib-
sou's Witch he. These bad gone home when we reached
their benches. Wire hairs were quite a good show, remind
iug us of Toronto. McPherson's Addswood Jim II. , though
too short-faced, won over his Patch, who is also faulty
in head. T. G. Davey's Nettle Topper, third, is not flat

enough in skull, but is nicely fronted. Oxford Kennels'
Miss Taylor loses in muzzle, ears and expression.

BULLDOGS—(MR. MORTIMER).
Only one entry, and a poorish one at that, W. Higman's

Watch, he received a blue ribbon.

BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).
These were poor. W. J. Watson's Royal IV. scored, he

is thick and coarse in head, aud had a bad sore on muzzle,
lacks quality throughout. All five were entered by Dan

—

W. J. Watson. Lillie II. is something of the same type as
the winner. Danger, a big coarse brute, with ears like a fox-
terrier, did not deserve a mention.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).
In the dog class Blake & Herbertson's Prince, first, is a

fairish little dog, too wrinkled in skull, lacks thumb marks,
nicely-sbaped body and good tail, stands a bit out in front
and has something the matter with his eyes. Second went
to the well-known Sir Wallace, same owner, and third to W.
J. Watson's J ick, whose markings are too dark, ears faulty
and head coarse. In bitches Blake & Herbertson showed the
winner in Nation, she is a little wide in front, heavy in
shoulders and faulty in muzzle, though a fairly well-marked
bitch; W. J. Watson's Merry, second, has poor markings
and is too coarse; T. Dickisou's Jeaouie is bad in muzzle,
pig-jawed; Blake & Herbertson's Buttercup is a bit coarse
in skull, and faulty in markings; a lot of black and tans but
not a real good one among th°m.

DANDIE DINMONTS—(MR. MORTIMER).
First went to J. Butterfield's Milbon, a pretty fair one,

with hardly length enough, but nice coat; C. J. Daniels's
Fan came second, she is notning very extra.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).

W. J. Watson furnished the winners in his Zulu and
Sting III., the former won at Toronto. Ed. Bissett's Clans-
man II. is too flat-faced and too straight in back.

SKYE TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).

C. A. Sbinn's Sir Stafford, a well known winner, had
things pretty well to himself. P. & H. Smith's Toodles,
only a moderate one, lacks strength of head and coab, and is

too shorb in body.

IRISH TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).
Chestnut Hill Kennels' champion Breda Tiney made shorb

work of the Lewis & Jarrett combinabion's Burnside, both
are too well known to speak about. W. H. Smith's Young
Pedlar is too large, lacks coat, aud is too full in eye. The
dachshuode Feldmann K. and H. Jenny's dog might have
changed places, as the latter is better in bone, crook, chest
and length. Ben Lewis's Gill, third, is well known. The
he. dog is too fine in head. Two of this class were nob in
the catalogue.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER).

The catalogue says no entries, but we found the names of
the winners to be W. H Smith's Dally first, nice coat and
color, and the only one we have seen likely to give the Sy-
monds Kennels a rnb; Minnie, second, is a bit too light in
tan, and Saudy has a nice long coat, not so good in tan, bit
smutty, but body color is quite good.

PUGS—(MR. MORTIMER).
The winners in these classes were all old faces from Dr.

Cryer's kennels. Bob Ivey first, Climax second, W. H.
Smith's Joe coming third, too flat in skull and a bit
large sized. In bitches, wibh Dr. Cryer's Bessie aud Cassina
firsb and second, Mrs. Grange's Fly had little chance. She
was either in whelp or very fat. She has a fair head, though
ears are badly carried. The pug puppies were poor. Though
not in catalogue, they were w. Belton's Bee, Boy and Babe;
Bee was given third and other awards withheld.

TOT TERRIERS—(MR. MORTIMER.).

A fair little toy in Miss Dickisou's Tiny scored over W-
Bennett's Pete II., though neither will be beard from again-

TOY SPANIELS—(MR. MORTIMER).

A. Trebilcock's well known King Charles won with some-
thing to spttre, being better m skull, muzzle and coat than
Mrs. R. IT. Nicholson's Dandy, second. Only two entries.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.

Nearly every dog gob a taste of the $25 put up by the show
in $5 portions. Joe Lewis's nice little Italian greyhound
toofcon*, Chestnut Hill Kennels' schipperke Othello another,
Tnos. Blake's whippets Banbow, Maggie and Nellie Gray
also §5 each, but T. Dickisou's light-weight bull-terrier Tip
was left oub in the cold with a vhc. card.
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SPECIAL PRIZE LIST.
Prize5 for beet kennels, to consist of five or mere r>£ the follow-

'

tog breeds: St. Bernards, Pottersburg Kennels: spaniels owned in I

Canada, Woodland Kennels; English setters, J. Shelley Hudson:
Irbh setters, Gen. H. Covert; Gordon setters. Dr. Dixon; fox-ter- i

r;ers, Blemlon Kennels; bull -terriers, W. J, Watson; collies, I

Cbes+nut Hill Kennels; pointers, H. Milkens. Largest number !

of entries T. G, Davey. Best kennel of EuglHi setters, T. G.
Davey .

B* fit collie clog or bitch. Chestnut Hill Kennels" Scotilla.
Beit mast iff dog or hitch, H. Falconer's Mode. Largest number
of entries marie by London exhibitor (members of London Kennel
Club . xcluaed), W. J. Watson. Best pointer dog, T. G. Davey's
Westminster Drake. Best cocker spaniel with four of his or her
get, Brant Cocker Kenm Is (C. M. Nelles). B< st brace fox-terriers
owned in London (members L. K. C. excluded), John J. B ;ggs's
Vixen II. and Nellie Bly. Hest Irish setter dog or bitch, Geo. H.
Cov ert's Dick Swiveller. Best brace of Erglish setters owned in

• London (members L. K. C. e-xctudtd), W. S. Smith's Lonoke and
Maude. Best dog of any breed exhibited by a lady, Mrs. Nichol-
son's Dandy. Best fox-terrier bitch, Blemlon Kennels' New For-
est Ethel. Best bla< k and tan terrier, Blake & Herhertson's
Prince. Largest number of St. Bernards entered bv one exhibitor,
PottersbtiTE Kennels. Best pair Great Danes, F. W. Wilson's
Freda and Pollux. Best, pair spaniels, any variety, Woodland
Kennels. Best pug, Lr. Cryer's Bessie. Largest number of entries
made by one exhibitor, B. F. Lewis. Best English setter bitch
puppy, T. &, D.ive.v 's Forest Heal her. Best ooiater, T. G. Davey's
FanN. Best, fox-terrier bitch owned in Canada, T. G. Davey's
Ebor Kettle. Best pair foxhounds "wned in Canada, London Hunt.
Best greyhound, dog or biicb; G. C. Taylor's Sea vet ger. Best St.
Bernard owned in London (members L. K. C. excluded) P.Smith's
NVxo. Best kennel of St. Bernards, tour or more, Poitershurg
Kennels. Best pair Irish setters, W L. Washington's Ruby Glen-
more and Kddare. Best pair of pointers, T. G. Davey's Westmin-
ster Drake and Fan N. Best pair Gordon setters, Dr. Dixon's Ch.
Leo B. and Field Marshall. Best Irish setter. Geo. H. Covert's
Dick Swiveller. Best wire-haired fox-terrier bitch, T. G. Davey's
Nettle Topppr. Best rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, Pottersburg
Kennels' Phyllis.

WOODBURY SHOW.

A DOG SHOW was held at Woodbury, N. J., under the
management of the South Jersey Keriuel Club, on Sept,.

26 and 27. The Rirtk Building in which it was held was
amply large enough to accommodate 200 dogs and there was
plenty of room there for the number benched, which was a
little short of half that number. The club was most unfor-
tunate in the matter of weather, the rain falling in torrents
all day on Friday and again on Saturday until noon, which
very naturally had a most material effect on the attendance.
The judges announced were Mr. H. F. Smith for setters,

pointers and spaniels. Mr. George D. Woodell for bulldogs,
bull-terriers and black and tan terriers, and Mr. Jas. Wat-
son for the remainder. Unfortunately Mr. Smith was pre-
vented by sickness from being present, and Mr. Howard
Ireland consented to take Irish and Gordon setters, Mr.
Woodell taking the spaniels, and the English setters and
pointers being added to" Mr. Watson's list.

Quite a number of the dogs were well known, and of: the
new comers the best were the English setter Dashing Kent, a
full brother of Sir Tatton, a very good dog indeed. ^ind Mr.
Gaus's Gordon's Duke of Kent and Rutty Royal, both of
which are nice specimens and are litter brother and sister,
sired by Royal Duke.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.-lst, H. H. Clark's Captain.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough—Dons: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Arch Duke; 2d, Associattd Fanciers' Celtic Rector. Bitches: 1st.

and 2d, Swiss Mouutain Kennels 1 Betsy Bobbett ana Madame
Barry.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st and 2d, W. & T. Morris's Prince
Hen ry and Folly 's Rose.

POINTERS.

—

Large—1st and 2d. W. H Weiss 's Molly R. and
Jess.—Small—1st, J. S. Summeis's Bing of Kippen.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d, W. H. Weiss's Dashing
Kent and Carltc-n Pero. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Wei*s's Lady Maud.
IRISH SETTERS. — Challenge— 1st, W. H. Weiss's Mollv

Bawn. Dogs: 1st, J. W. K^mole's Major. Bitches: 1st, 2d. 3d and
yery high com.. W. W. Kendall's Madge, Leda Glencho, Lucille
and Stella Glencho.

GORDON SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, J. E. Gaus's Duke of Kent.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, J. E. Gaus's Ruoy Royal and Daisy.

COCKER SPANIELS.— 1st. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Toddy
Obo; 2d, Bame- Bros.' Red Doc Bitches: 1st, E. M. Hall's Smutt
II.; Barnes Bros.' Hazel Obo.

COLLIES. -Dons: 1st. J. Maud's Rover. Bitches: 1st, Associated
Fanciers' Clifton Maid.
BULLDOGS.—Dogs: 1st, Associated Fanciers' Quasimodo; 2d,

F. Hope's Madge.
'. BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, Associated Fanciers' Joerisse.

B EAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, W. H. Child's Tony Weller. Bitches: 1st,W H. Wolf's Lany.

FOX-TERRIER«.-Dogs: 1st. M. W. Taylor's General Grant; 2d,

F. W. Harris's Rnkless. Bitches: J. G. Tnompson's Positive: 2d,
M. W. Taylor's Oxford Nora.

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, H. W. Bloomfleld's Lady Irex.

SKYE TERRIERS —Dogs: 1st, M. H. York's Prince Victor.
Bitches: 2d, M. B. York's Lady Countess. Puppies: 1st. M. H.
York's Pedro.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—1st, J. Cummins's Dandie. Puppies
1st and 2d, M. H. York's Music and Floss.

PUGS.—Dops: 1st and 2d, Diamond Kennels' Bradford Rowdy
and Prince Royal. Bitches: 1st, Diamond Kennels' Lady Victoria;
2d, R. T. Harrison's Nelhe Bly.

TOY-TERRIERS.—1st. Miss H. Kirby's Tiny; 2d, Miss T. A.
Thomson's Miss Topsy. Very high com., S. W. Garregas's Topsy,

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, Woodbury Kennels' smooth-coated
St. Bernard bitco. J. W.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The second annual field trials of
the Brunswick Fur Club will be held at Great Island, Maine,
on Hoy. 10, and will continue for one week, or until the
various classes have been run off. The meet will be at the
Gurnet House, where arrangements have been made to ac-
commodate a hundred guests, and as many hounds as may
be brought. Tickets should be bought to Brunswick, Maine,
and there teams will take visitors to the Gurnet House, four
miles distant. Gentlemen who may be desirous of attend-
ing the trials will please send their names to the secretary,
Mr. J. H. Baird, Auburudnle, Mass. Persons going from
Boston should take the 9 A. M. or 12:30 P. M. trains from
the East End Station, Bostou & Maine R. R. Foxes are
reported abundant on the island, and as foxhounds from
Tennessee and Ulinois are promised, to compete with the
Eastern dogs, and the American field cup and a special
medal are to be awarded, to the best all-round foxhound,
the trials promise to be of exceeding interest and brilliancy.
Lovers of the chase, and those desirous of seeing everything
possible done for the improvement of the foxhound, are cor-
dially invited to attend the trials.—A. C. Heffexger, Vice-
President B. P. C. (Portsmouth, N. H.).

BRAKE IS NOT THE SIRE,

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your edition of Aug. 21 a certain individual residing at

Red Bauk.N. J., claimed the name of Cartaret for a pointer
puppy said to be by Brake out of Marguerite II. I have also
since learned that there were six of the puppies, and that
three or four of them have been sold. Now, I have had con-
siderable correspondence with the owner of the above named
bitch, and who claimed the name for the puppy in question,
and have conclusive evidence in my possession that these
puppies are not by my pointer dog Brake (A.K.CS. B. 7035)

as represented, and in justice to any one who has bought or

may think of buying tn.em, I think it my duty to advise
them of the above facts.—Staston W. Pentz ("The Pines,"
7?anwood, N. J-, Sept. 24),

THE A. K. C. MEETING,
THE regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel

Club was held at 44 Broadway. New York city, Thurs
!

day, Sept. 25, President August Belmont, Jr., in the chair
j

Preseut: American Pet Dog Club. Dr. M. H. Cryer; Ameri-
can Fox -Terrier Club, W. Rutherfurd; American Beagle
Club, H. F. Schellhass; American Mastiff Club, F. T. Un-
derbill; American Spaniel Club, R. P. Keasbev; Associate
Members, Dr. J. Frank Perry, J. L. Anthony, A. P.Vreden-
burgh: California Kennel Club, Max Wenzel: Collie Club of
America. J. D. Sbotwell; Duquesne Kennel Club, W E
Littell: German Mastiff or Great Dane Club, G. Muss-
Arnult; Long Island Live Stock Fair Association, -T. Van
Sehaick; Michigan Kennel Club, H. E Cook; Massachusetts
Kennel Club, Robert Leslie; Mascoutah Kennel Club, Jas.
Mortimer: National Greyhound Club. L. C. Whiton; New
Jersey Kennel Club, A. C. Wilmerding; Philadelphia Ken-
nel Club, J. H. Winslow: Pointer Club of America, G. W.
LaRue; South Carolina. Poultry and Pet Stock Association,
B. Clay Glover; St. Paul and Minnesota Kennel Club, A.
D. Lewis; Westminster Kennel Club. T. H. Terrv.
Secretary Vredenburgh read the credentials tor Rolin P.

Keasbey, representing the American Spaniel Club; Mr. Max
Wenzel, representing the California Kennel Club: Mr. J. D.
Snot well, representing the Collie Club of America: Mr. L.
C. Whiton, representing the National Greyhound Club; Dr.
H.Clay Glover, representing the South ' Carolina Poultry
and Pet Stock Association; Mr. W. Rutnerfurd, represent-
ing the American Fox-Terrier Club, and Mr. W. E. Littell,
representing the Ducjuesne Kennel Club, all of which cre-
dentials were on motion accepted.
The secretary stated that President Logan, of the Youngs-

town Kennel Club, was present as a delegate, but that his
credentials had not yet been received.
Mr. Logan stated that the absence of his credentials was

undoubtedly caused by au oversight.
The rules requiring the credentials to be signed by the

secretary of his club before Mr. Logan could be recognized
as a delegate, Mr. Anthony moved that he be granted the
privilege of the floor, but without the right to vote until his
credentials arrived. Seconded and carried.
The minutes of the last meeting read and adopted. The

secretary then read his report as follows:
New York, Sept. 24, 1890.—The Executive Committee American

Kennel (jh/b: Gentlemen -I beg to submit for your action the
applications for admission to memhership from the English Setter
Club, New Yotk; National B-.r-ic Cre*;.*. f^j :? i

.

j

-.

-
, M?s?.: --nrnL 0« r

obna Poultry and Pet Stock Association. Green ville, S. C. Ac-
cording to the constitutions of above clubs, they are eligible to
membership. In the case of the National Beagie Club, the appli-
cation specifies rLat the principal object of said club is for the
purpi-sc of holding held trials for beagles; but the constitution also
sptcifies as one oi its objects "to promote the improvement, on the
bench" of its special breed. The American Beagie Club has been
a member of this club since Feb. 23, 1888, and was organized for
thepurpuse of the improvement of the beagle, the adoption of a
standard to breed to and to be judged by on the bench. It is now
for yon to decide as to the justice or expediency of the admission
of another club confined to the beagie. In the case of the applica-
tion of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association. I
would call your attent'on to the fact that we already have a mem-
ber under the same title, with its headquarters at Charleston, S.
C. Said club was elected Feb. 1, 1889. The application from the
Peoria Kennel Club, advertised in June. Julv a nd August Gazette*,
was withdrawn Sept. 3, 1830.

I have to report that under date of July 13. 1890. I received a
notice from the Maryland Kennel Club, and signed James Thomp-
son, secretary pro tern., to the effect that at a meeting of said club
the following resolution was passed: "That the American Kennel
Club be censored for refusing to receive our delegate at their
meeting of May 22, he being furnished with proper credentials bv
the Mar> land Kennel Club."
The Cleveland Bench Show Association notified this dub of its

change of name to that of the Cleveland Kennel Club, and re-
quests that such change may be made upon our records. 1

I beg to report that the suspension or F. W. Knoblauch for a
period of six months has been removed bv the expiration of the
time stated, March 21, 1890. to Sept. 21, 1S90.

1 hereby report that I hied with the Michigan Kennel Club a
protest against the award to entry 312. class 148, wire-haired fox-
terriers, ac its show held Sept. 2-5, 1890, said dog being shown
unuer name of Wen tworth Wonder. My reason for said protest
was to protect the prefix" VVentworth," which was duty registered
June 2d, 1888. by another party. I have benn instructed by the
owner ot the dog shown at Detroit, to change the name of his dog
to "Wonder," and have corrected it accordingly in the certified
prize list, to be published in the Gazette for September.

I submit herewith a complaint from Mrs. F. Smyth against the
Cincinnati Kennel Club for a violation of its o^n rules at its show
held in June of this jear, in that said club reopened a class that
had been already judged, to admit two other oogs that, had been
received on the second day of the show. I also submit an appeal
from Dr. M. H. Crj er against the awarding of the special prizg
"for best kennel of four pugs" at the Cincinnati Kennel Club
show. June, 1890. Dr. Cryer protested the said award, and said
protest was not allowed oy the show committee of the Cincinnati
Kennel Club, he now appeals against this decision. Tne necessary
deposits of five dollars with the appeal have been made, as re-
quired by the rules.
therewith submit a complaint from Mr. T.Jacobs, of Newton

Abbot, England, against Mr. E. M. Oldham, New York, stating
that in eooneC-ion with the sale of some of his dogs to said Old-
ham, a bnlance of £90 or 8450 was due; that he accepted a draft
on Now York for said amount, said draft was not honored by the
bank when presented for payment, and up to Aug. 13, 1890, had
never been redeemed by said Oldham. Mr. Jacobs asks lor some
action by this club in order to prevent said Oldham exhibiting the
dogs not paid for, and advises that bis a1 toruey m this city will
produce such evidence and proof in his behalf as may be required.
Under date of May 5, 1889, Mr. James Watson filed with this

club an appeal from the decision of the Rochester Kennel Club in
the matter of his protest against Metchley Surprise, wrongly en-
tered in the challenge class at the show of 1889. At the meeting
of this club held May 23, 1889, this appeal was heard and the de-
cision and action of the Rochester Glub was reversed and Mr.
Watson's protest sustained. In Mr. Watson's protest he requested
the Rochester Kennel Club to have reserve numbers taken on ac-
count of his dog Clipper competing against Metchley Surprise,
for a special prize. As said Watson has never been able to learn
from the Rochester Kennel Club whether or not his request for
reserve numbers had been complied with, he submitted the mat-
ter to this club and asked that some action might be taken to as-

certain whv his request had not been granted. This matter was
referred to the advisory committee, and at. its meeting Dee. 19.1889,

the matter was laid over until such time as Mr. Watson would pro-
duce evidence to sustain his appeal. And again at the meeting of

said committee hel l April t, both parties were requested to fur-

nish further particulars as to time and date of protest, and re-

quest for reserve numbers. Mr. Watson has complied with aU of
the requests of the committee, but the committee finds it impossi-
ble to obtain any information from the Rochester Kennel Club.
Its secretary writes under date of July 26 that he prefers to say
not hing regarding the matter and refers me to Dr. J. P. Gray, the
president of the club. 1 addressed a communication to said Gray
on April 8, requesting him to reply to five questions, as directed
by the advisory committee, to which no reply has yet been re-

ceived, neither has the letter been returned to this office. I aga in

wrote Gray on July 30 and registered the letter, which was re-

turned to me from the post office as unclaimed. I respectfully
submit that toe Rochester Club should be compelled to reply to
the questions put to it to enable this club to transact the business

before it or said club should be disciplined for such neglect-

Owing to an impression that the Danhury, Conn., wins would
count this year, probably gained by rhe recognition of the awards
won at that show in 1889, 1 thought it my duty to publish in the
sporting papets the following card:
"In reply to the many inquiries receivedfrom intending exhibi-

tors, and for the general information of the public,! desire to
give notice through your columns, tbat the wins at the forthcom-
ing bench show to be held at Dan bury, Conn., will not be recog-
nized, the. Connecticut State Kennel Club, nnder whose auspices
the Danbury show was held last year, having in the mean time
ceased to be a member of the American Kennel Club."
This action has been rather severely criticised, and I desire an

expres-ion of the. sense of this meeting regarding my action, by
wmch I aiav be guided in the future.
Respectfully submitted, A. P. VttEDENBnxtGH, Secretary.

On motion received and adopted. .The treasurer's report

was read as follows:

Sbfcbmber 24, 1890.—Tfce Executive Committee American Kennel
Club: Gentlemen—I beg to submit the following report of
moneys received and disbursed by me during the year 1890:

Receipts from all sources from Jan. 1 to date. .$7,248.88
Expenses for same period 6,055.69

Balance on hand $2,191.19
I also beg to repo-t, that since the last meeting I have received

the dues for 1890 from the German Mastiff or Great Dane Club,
which was reported at. that time in arrears. Respectfully sub-
mitted, A. P. Vbedenburbh, Treasurer. Adopted.

President Belmont stated that he had been criticised by
some of the sporting papers and others on his action in
leaving the chair and taking part in certain proceedings
from the fact that he was not a delegate. He proceeded: "I
never for a moment questioned my right to do so. although
there is nothing in the constitution about it, for the reason
that the president is not simply and purely chairman of the
executive committee or association. The president, under the
constitution, is required to act on questions of disqualifica-
tion. He is obliged to be exofficio of the advisory commit-
tee, and to transact all sorts of routine business between
the meetings, and I supposed it was my privilege to speak
on any important matter that came up, but as the question
has been raised I desire to ask the delegates what their views
are upon the subject." After some little discussion on the
subject, Mr. Anthony offered a resolution that it is the sense
of this meeting tbat the presiding officer on any occasion if
he has any remarks to make, be permitted to leave the chair
for that purpose. Mr. Cook offered an amendment "That
it is the sense of this meeting that we unanimously sanction
the action of the president heretofore, according to the
spirit of the constitution of the American Kennel Club.
That it is also the sense of this meeting that such privilege
hereafter be granted to him.' ' Unanimously carried.
The report of the stud book committee was read and

adopted.
Mr. Anthony then moved that the club go into committee

of the whole to hear the report of the advisory committee,
and to take such action upon it as it deemed best. Motion
seconded and carried. The meeting then went into com-
mittee of the whole. Upon the executive meeting re-con-
vening, Mr. Winslow reported that the committee recom-
mended the disqualification of Mr. C. J. Pesball by the
American Kennel Club. Mr. Cook moved that the action
of the committee of the whole in reference to Mr, Peshall be
accepted and approved by this meeting, and that Mr. C. J.
PesHall be permanently disqualified. "Motion seconded and
carried. Mr. Robert Leslie then called for the ayes and
nays. The roll was called and resulted in the following
vote: Ayes: Messrs. Rutherfurd, Keasbey, Anthony, Wen-
zel, Shotwell, Letell, Arnolt, Van Scbaick, Cook, Wilmer-
ding, La Rue, Lewis, Terry, Winslow, Mortimer and Glover.
Nays: Mr. Leslie. Messrs. Cryer and Schellhass declined
to vote. Mr. Vredenburgh asked to be excused from voting.
Dr. Perry was absent, and Mr. Schellhass said he did not
think it would be policy for the club to accept his vote be-
cause he was called out during the meeting of the committee
of the whole, and for that reason he declined to vote. Dr.
Cryer moved that the appeals, protests and other business
reported by the secretary be referred to the advisory com-
mittee with power. Motion seconded and carried.
The application of the English Setter Club was read, and

on motion of the club was elected a momber of the American
Kennel Club.
The application of the National Beagle Club, of Boston,

was read, and Mr. Anthony moved that it be rejected, as its

acceptance would tend to antagonize the American Beagle
Club, whose standard had been acquiesced in by this club.
Motion seconded and carried.
The secretary also read the application of the South Caro-

lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association, and stated tbat
there was a club of the same State of exactly the samename
now a member of the American Kennel Club. Mr. Cook
offered a resolution that, as there already exists in this club
from South Carolina an association now a member in
good standing of the American Kennel Club of the same
name, their application be rejected, and that they be noti-
fied that their rejection is owing to that fact. Resolution
adopted.
The application of the Cleveland Bench Show Association

to have its name changed on the records to "The Cleveland
Kennel Club," was, on motion, granted.
Mr. Vredenburgh—I desire to give notice that at the next

meeting in December I shall propose certain amendments to
the. constitution of this club, so they may be in force at the
annual meeting in February, and I should like to ask the
permission of this meeting to publish the proposed amend-
ments in the Gazette, that to be the legal notice to the dele-
gates.

Dr. Glover moved tbat the proposed amendments be pub-
lished in the Gazette, and that the secretary be instructed to
send a marked copy of the publication to each delegate.
Motion carried. Adjourned.

A. P. Yredekburgh, Secretary.

SERGES Point. N. J„ Sept. 27.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I desire to state for the information of all who may
bave at any time read any or all of the charges Mr. Cbas. j.
Peshall promulgated against me through the sporting papers
and every other available source, that, after I had taken
every proper step consistent with dignity and an honest
desire to disabuse. Mr. Peshall's mind of what might have
been considered a mistake on his part, by having an auditing
committee investigate my accounts, securing besides for all

doubters the statements of reputable officers of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club that my accouuts after thorough investi-
gation were perfectly in order, I concluded to seek protec-
tion from the law, as neither Mr. Peshall, nor some of the
sporting papers, nor some of his friends would accept the
indubitable proofs furnished of the rectitude of my accounts
as final. 1 will not rest under even a suspicion of my inte-

grity from any quarter, however insignificant. The Grand
Jury of New York has upon tny complaint indicted Mr. Pesh-
all for criminal libel. He was arrested to answer the charge.
Mr. Leslie Bruce, who has aided and abetted him in his
libelous attacks, veryproperly went bail for him. Mr, Pesh-
all has for eighteen mouths threatened both myself and half
a dozen prominent officers and delegates of the Americau
Kennel Club with suit, spreading this threat bot h far and
wide, with a view, he claimed, to get my books into court. I

am happy to say that this will now be done in the proper
way, and I regret for the honor of our sporting press and
some of our breeders, who seem to be too willing to think
ill of their fellow dogmen, that this course should have been
made indispensable formyprotection.—A. P. Vredenburgh.

GORDON SETTER FIELD TRIAL SPECIAL.—New
York, Sept. 23.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Central
Field Trials Club has just offered a special stake of -S100 for
Gordon setters, providing there are ten entries and eight
starters at Lexington, N. C, in December. It is desired to

procure S 150 more by private subscription. I will give £35,

Mr. James B. Blossom has given §35, and it is hoped that
friends of the Gordon setter will promptly recognize this
opportunity to bring our dog to the front and give him the
position he'deserves. Subscriptions sent to me will be ac-

knowledged, and further details furnished very soon. Now
let the Gordon setter men everywhere join hands and prove,

their favorite to be as good in the field as he is beautiful on
the bench. We cannot do everything this year, but the
same efforts made annually will put the Gordon where he
should be—at the too.—John" H, Meyer, 159 West Thirty-
fourth street, New York),
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MR. PESHALL AND THE A. K. C.

THE charges prefprred bv Secretary Vredenburgh against
Mr. C. J. Festal! at the meeting of the advisory com-

mittee of the A, K. C. last July were these:

Charge I. T h at Charges J. Peshall did circulate and continue
to circulate false, maliciou* and libelous letters calculated to im-
pair the authority and usefulness of the American Kennel Club
and its publication?, and to injure my reputation and standing as
an officer of said club.
Chauge ri. That Charles J. Peshall wilfully violated Rule 32 of

the rules governing b«nch shows as adopted May, 1887, Speqfll-
eaUon: In that be exhibited a dog at a show held uuder A. K. C.
rules in bis own name as owner, at which time said dog was not
his property.
Chakge ill. That Charles J. Peshall wilfully violated Rule 25

of the rules governing bench shows, as adopted Dec. 6, 1888. Spr.cU
.Haitian: In that he misrepresented the value of a dog at the time
of making a snip. Specification- In that he conspired with one
John N. Lewis to give a ficiiiioiis value to the dog tor the purpose
of enabling said Lewis to offer the dog for sale at a price beyond
its real value.

The Advisory Committee referred the case to the club, and
it came up at the meeting last Thursday. At the sugges-
tion of Messrs. Anthony and Belmont, that the delegates
should be free to talk without their remarks beirjg made
public, the club went into executive (secret) session to dis-
cuss the Peshall case. The evidence presented at the
Advisory Committee meeting was again given. As reported
in our issue of July 10, it was substantially this, as to the
third charge:

Mr. Vredenburgh stated that after the alleged sale of the dog
Nick of Naso, Mr. Peshall had come into the office of the A. K. C.
and f xhibited to him a note tor $1,000, which he asserted he had
received from Mr John N. Lewis in payment for the dog. Upon
Mr. Yredenburirh's saying to him that he had understood that.
Lewis had previously owned an interest in the doc, Mr. Peshull
declared that hp had been sole owner of Nick, of Naso and had
sold the dog for SI 000 as shown in the note he exhibited. Mr. A.
D. Lewis was preseni when ilis conversation took place and he
corroborated Mr. Vredeuburgh's account of it, Mr. Vredenburgh
further stated that in proceedings instituted bv one Ralph to re-
cover the sum of $1,000 from Mr. Peshall, Mr. Peshall had stated
in a deposition that Messrs. Liveslv and Lewis and himself had
owned the d<ig Nick of Naso conjointly, each having a third in-
terest; hut that Messrs. Livesly aud Lewis had never paid tneir
share of the purchase, and therefore Mr. Peshall had taken the
dog hack and had subsequently sold it to Mr. Lewis and at Mr.
Lewis's request had taken from him a note for $1,000, in order that
the dog might have this fictitious price nut upon it, but that, as a
matter of fact. Mr. Lewis had never intended to pay the $1,000,
and that Mr. Peshall bad never expected to receive the $1,000; and
that, the agreement between the two was that the note was never
to be given into the hands of a third party, hut was to be held by
Mr. Peshall. Mr. James H. Flliott, the attorney who was engaged
in the action to recover the $1,000 from Mr. Peshall in behalf of
Ralph, was present at the meeting and corroborated Mr. Vreden-
burgh's statement, saving further that it had been bis intention
to attach the L<nvis $1,000 note, and that Mr. Pesball's representa-
tion as to its worthlossness had been made by Mr. Peshall to pre-
vent such an attachment. He further stated that the so-called
deposition by Mr. Peshall quoted by Mr. "Vredenburgh had never
been signed by Mr. Peshall; that it was a statement drawn up
from Mr. Pesball's conversation, and Mr. Peshall after looking it

over had assented to its correctness, and had agreed to sign it be-
fore the referee, but when the time came to sign it he had given
Air. Elliott the slip and h» d not signed it.

When the club came out from its star chamber it voted to
disqualify Mr. Peshall permanently.
While his case was being considered in secret session, Mr.

Peshall hi rnseW was arrested on a charge of criminal libel,
pi-eferred against him by Secretary Vredenburgh, based on
Mr. Pesball's charges that the A. K. C accounts had been
juggled and falsified. Mr. Peshall professes satisfaction at
this turn of affairs; and both sides declare themselves eager
for an early trial When the case gets into court the pro-
cedure will be slightly different from that of last Thurs-
day, for though the A. K. C. may fry and convict a man for
conspiracy to swindle without giving him a chance to defend
himself aud may sentence him without saying on what
charges he has been found, guilty, they don't do things that
way in the law courts.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

THE most important news for this week is the criminal
libel suit hrougbt against Mr. Peshall by Mr. Vreden-

burgh. In my last communication on the subject of the A.
K. C. management I concluded by saying that Mr. Peshall
would never bring his long-promised suit against the A. K,
C, a statement which the lapse of time has proved to be
correct. Failing in this action on the part of Mr. Peshall,
and knowing as I do the unteuable nature of the statements
made by him, I am fully of the opinion that Mr. Vreden-
burgh was perfectly justified in forcing Mr. Peshall to be-
come a defendant. The only way to do so was in an action
such as has been instituted. Mr. Peshall had ample oppor-
tunity offered him to make the amende honorable, but in
place of so doing he kept up the ferment and sought to hold
together his few retainers by threats of a suit which he knew
as well as any man could would but end in disaster to him-
self. He can now no longer evade the point at issue, and
must take the consequences of his published statements.
Much as I regret the necessity for Mr. Vredenburgh 's tak-
ing this course, I do not see how he could consistently de-
cline forcing the issue. The case, as I am informed,"was
presented to the Grand Jury and a true bill was found
against Mr. Peshall, which resulted in his arrest.

Collie breeders would do well to remember that on Nov. 1
entries close for several of the stakes to be decided at the
Westminster Club show of February next. Those who have
not had a list of the club stakes would do well to communi-
cate with the secretary, Mr. J. D. Sbotwell, 82 Hillside ave-
nue, Orange, N. J.

By the way, what has become of the talk of the New Jersey
Kennel Club about holding a show at Orange?

What a game 'un Uncle Hick is, to be sure. My little

squib about the recent flood at Hornellsville and fear that
he might have suffered in the washout extracted the follow-
ing characteristic reply: ''Just got home from Erie county,
and found a telegram on my return from Kingston telling
me that my wife was sick. I don't need any help after the
flood only to get about a hundred tons of sand out of my cel-

lar. I have sand to spare for any of the judges that are afraid
to peg back the long and low cocker (?). Half of my lot is

somewhere down the Susquehanna River, and if any one
finds it he can either give me credit for it or get a working
spaniel for its return." Then he gives this reply to my
query about interbreeding the red cockers: "About the red
ami buff cockers, I once had an idea that I could found a
strain to be called 'Hornells,' but when I bred red to red I
got all solid black or liver. Silk now gets more reds than
his own son Dick, a buff, does." Go a little further Dick,
and breed the produce back to some of the reds. The color
is there, and must come out somewhere if persistently fol-

lowed up.
Mr. E. B. Sears has added to his kennel the recently im-

ported St. Bernard Lothario, by champion Valentine out of
Saffron. He has quite a good record at leading English
Shows.

Several journals that devote space to the dog have poul-
try departments, and one of the leading questions of the
day with chicken men is that of comparative versus point
judging. The custom for years has been to make up score
cards, than which a more tedius operation can hardly be im-
agined. A score card show usually gets through with the
judging an hour or two before the doors are closed on the
last night. Perhaps part of the reason for this spinning

out process is to be found in the fact that poultry judges
are usually paid by the day. Just fancy what a kick there
would be nowadays if the dog show awards were not all
completed, at even the largest shows, on the first or at the
very latest the second day of the show.

I understand that "Merlin" Huscroft, {having had his
services dispensed with by the English Kennel Club, is now
connected with the Canine World. As usual be has rounded
on his late employers, and the attacks on the Kennel Club
may be traced to this fact.

Mr. Mayhew has devoted a good deal of space in a contem-
porary to criticising my recently expressed opinion that it
would be well for the A. K. C. to recognize, shows held under
its rules. But the trouble with Mr. Mayhew's argument is
that he does not accept my proposition as his text, but gives
one of his own, and seeks to make me father it. He says,
"He first advocates all shows adoping A. K. C. rules being
recognized by that body. I avoid the word 'under,' as that
would imply that the show was recognized by the head
body. Now, if the A. K. C. were to accept wins secured at
shows adopting their rules without said shows beiri'_! inem-
bers, the whole foundation of the A. K. C. would be shat-
tered," Then having placed me in a position I never recom-
mended, he proceeds to demolish his own proposition under
the belief that it is mine.

If Mr. Mayhew will take the trouble to look at the propo-
sitions for amending the A. K. C. constitution, drafted by
Mr. W. H. Child and myself some four years ago, he will, if
I mistake not, find one to the effect, that for a show to be
recognized it must offer something like $500 in cash prizes.
I would advocate some such rule for even A. K. C. shows, so
as to keep that up to a decent standard. Outside shows
would have to be governed by that, also, and further I would
suggest a registration fee of $10, making them pay the same
as A. K. C. members. There are lots of clubs and societies
that don't care a snap of the finger about being a member of
the A. K. C , but they must become so to gain recognition,
and as members they are so much deadwood dropping out
at the end of the year or being expelled for non-payment of
dues. It avoids all such complications as those of the Los
Angeles or Elmira shows.

A club say about the middle of last month decides to give
a clog show in November, and sends application for mem-
bership to the A. K. C. The application arrives a day or
two within the limit of notice called for prior to an A.K.C.
meeting, and what is the result? It cannot be acted upon
until the December meeting, and meanwhile the show has
been held and has not had the support it anticipated. That
is another point in favor of recognizing shows of non-mem-
bers. As for suggesting that simply by stating in the
premium list that the show would be held under A. K. C.
rules I never thought of such a thing. The premium list
would first have to be approved as being in accordance with
the requirements of the A. K. C. in such cases made and
provided. J. w.

DOG CHAT.
TN an experience ranging over many years in our shows,A we never remember seeing such an interesting and ex-
citing sight as was seen at Toronto when Mr. Oldham, the
judge, ranged eleven of the best cockers we have, on the
double judging bench in the ring to decide the winner in the
black cocker bitch class, which numbered twenty-five en-
tries. Friend Wilmerding with his camera should have
been there and fixed the anxious faces of such well-known
spaniel men and handlers as Nelles, Kirk, Mitchener, Luck-
well, Laidlaw, Bell. Bush, Dole, Lewis, etc., all striving to
do their liest to win, and when the ribbon at last went to
that neat little bitch Novel, owned by Geo. H. Bush, the sigh
of relief that the strainwas over could have been heard across
the building. It was a crucial test for Mr. Oldham, but not-
withstanding this was his debut in the judging ring, he
acquitted himself like a veteran.

We are sorry to hear that about the best field spaniel we
have had, Glencairn, is dead. He died from kidney trouble
and a paralysis of the hind parts. He was importe'd a year
or two since by Mr. Oldham, and afterward formed one of
the strong team Sent out by the partners Oldham & Willey.
The former gentleman told us that fortunately Glencairn
has left two or three youngsters that are very iiromising,
one, a black and tan, being especially so.

Though the Toronto show was given under the rules of
the Canadian Kennel Club, the gentlemen who have done so
much for shows in that city are members of the Old Domin-
ion Kennel Club committee which comprised the following
names: J. F. Kirk, John Massey, C. H. Nelson, J. Hender-
son, J. Wilson, W. S. Jackson and the secretary, Capt. C.
Greville Harston, so well known in days gone by in connec-
tion with collies, etc. To this list the fair people added
Robert Junior, J. G. Mitchener and H. B. Donovan, and it

was due to their efforts, supplemented by proddings of Don-
ald C. Ridout, chairman of special attractions at the fair,
that the permanent building has been erected. We never
saw a building better adapted for a dog show than the one
in which this show was held. Everything is solidly con-
structed, and the wide gallery running round it relieves the
ground floor from any crush, and will allow of 200 dogs
being benched there comfortably.

We were surprised to see that the London committee were
so ill-advised as to have that big drum at the entrance to the
show again this year. The excuse is that the noise attracts
the people. This we failed to see it do, for we are certain it
has a contrary effect, if one may judge by the painful ex-
pression of those inside. It savors too much of the "fun of
the fair" style and especially when the lad shouted, "Come
and see the long-coated dogs and the short-coated dogs," etc.,
people put the affair down at once in the same category as
the woolly horse and two-headed calf shows. Dog shows
have had to work against public prejudice for some time
back and though this false opinion is fast wearing away
any resort to such practices as these will only teud to
strengthen the public in this unfortunately prejudiced
opinion. Try it another year without the drum, it annoys
the people, it annoys the dogs and serves no good end, but
only the reverse.

Mr. T. G. Davey entertained the boys very hospitably the
Sunday before the London show opened. After viewing all
the dogs an adjournment was made to the house, where all
his treasures of the chase were viewed with interest, guns
were examined and tales of shooting days gone by and an-
ticipations of those to come were indulged in. Mrs. Davey
is almost as much a "shootist" as her husband.

We hear that Mr. Haywood Lonsdale's team of dogs for
the field trials this fall, set sail from England on the 19th, in
charge of Mr. Brailford, the noted field trial handler, who
was also accompanied by Mr. Cameron Lewllyn. He is

bringing over five old and five young dogs and will compete,
in the first instance, at the International field trials held at
Chatham, Ont., on Nov. 3. Mr. W. B Wells told us that he
had secured quarters for the visitors and their dogs
near the club home at Big Point, where the club owns
about 3,000 acres of swamp, and has the privilege of as
many more acres from surrounding farms. They will be
lodged at a farmhouse, and thus have a splendid opportunity
of getting their dogs into shape and becoming acquainted
with the country, so that by the time they have worked

through the Canadian trials they will be in good fettle for
those further south. We extend them a cordial welcome,
and trust their plucky venture will be as successful as could
be wished.

The whippet dog racing at London wife one of t,he
J

most interesting features of the show. Mr. Tom Blake,
hiving been eDgaged to bring his whippets on from Detroit,
he gave exhibition races every afternoon on the track in
front of the grand stand, where a good 200vds. straight could
be obtained. On Thursday they were sent for a record and
Benbow did the 100yds. in seconds, and the 200yds. in
12% seconds. T bey claim a world's record for this, but we
believe the 200 has been done in 12}4 seconds. A few minutes
afterward Benbow ran 206yds. in 13 seconds, Whir-h is excel-
lent time, for the track was quite heavy. Mr. Blake's Nellie
is a faster bitch than Benbow, but was out of shape, having
been shut up for two or three weeks. Any one who could
have seen the interest taken by visitors in the grand stand
during these races would know that this sport only needs a
little fostering to become a very popular feature in any
fair's programme. Mr. Blake tells us he has two engage-
ments ahead now.

A small dog show was held at Port Jervis last week, in
connection with the Orange county fair, at which Mr. E. P,
Cloud, of Kenneth's Square, Pa., judged. Mr. J. Cleeves,
Washingtonville, N. Y., was superintendent.

Dr. Foote's black and tan Meersbrook Maiden arrived home
again on the steamer Majestic, Sept. 24. She was served
by T. Ellis's Broomfield Dick Sept 2. She arrived in good
shape and none the worse for her long tri p, but just too late
to scoop in those fall prizes, eh, Doctor! By-the-way, his
terrier Dick, well known on the bench, has been sold to Mr.
J. H. Hawley, of Detroit, who owns Rochelle Grit. Dick's
winnings are: Second New York, second Syracuse, 1888:
third New York, first and special Danbury, 1889; third New
York, third Chicago, first Rochester, second Buffalo, first
Wilmington, 1890.

We hear that Mr. Winchell, the mastiff and bloodhound
breeder, has instituted proceedings against the National
Express Co. for damages sustained by his mastiff bitch Boss
Minnie. The trial comes off sometime this week. The nick
of Beaufort and Gerda seems to be the right thing, for we
hear astonishing accounts of two puppies" from this union,
one we have seen and he is a good 'un, the other, a bitch, is
said to be wonderful in head, they will be seen at New York
show and are now owned by Mr. Hayes, the bull- terrier man,
It seems that in taking the crate with Boss Minnie to the
station, the expressman let it fall and allowed the bitch to
get away, she not being found for two days. She was hurt
internally, and has never been in whelp since. Mr. Winchell
is suing the company for $1000.

We have received a bundle of premium lists of the coming
great show at Crystal Palace, London, Eng., Oct. 28 to 30.
Any one wishing a copy of the same can have one ou appli-
cation, for whether they are needed for entering or not,
though it is now rather late, as entries close Oct. 11, still as
a guide for novelties in the way of classification and so on,
a copy ought to be in the bands of every important show
committee in the country. The classification is enormous.
There are over 300 classes and 176 specials, principally cash.
Mr. Taunton, the well-known mastiff man, who, it will be
remembered, judged at New York two or three years since,
is the secretary and the prime mover in the whole affair.

Here is something to further back up the "nature method."
As it is a matter of argumentiwhat the Schipperke is, how
bred and so forth, perhaps a clue can be found in the follow-
ing from the Canine World: "That bitches will often steal
away to some secret place to give birth to their puppies is
well known, but previous to this week I had never heard of
one burrowing into the ground and fulfilling her maternal
duties be3'ond all reach. Sucb, however, is the ease with a
Sch'pperke, and I have no doubt the little family will really
do well in its earth kennel. This little bitch, whether a
terrier or no (is a Schipperke a terrier?), can lay claim to
being an earth dog at any rate."

It is a pleasure to meet a true fancier of man's best friend,
and such we may say are friends W. S Jackson, .of Toronto,
and F. H. F. Mercer, of Ottawa. To both we are deeply in-
debted for their kind courtesy and hospitality during the
shows held in those cities during the past weeks. Our only
hope and wish is that they will attend our "little" show in
February next, when it will be our turn then.

In speaking of Mr. Keasby's new field spaniel purchase,
Beverley Negus, the Fanciers' Gazette s tys he is one of the
best bred spaniels we have, going back to tfr. Royle's Solus,
Beverley Bess, Rap II., etc. Mr. Keasby is to be congratu-
lated.
In writing the criticisms of the great show at Edinburgh,

Scotland, recently, the correspondent of the Field (Eng.)
says: "With few exceptions, the dogs did not look workers;
soft and nice in coat they were, handsome enough, too, and
bright in color; but we are sorry to say that attractions such
as these are usurping the pride of place of sensibly-formed
heads, strong backs and loins, close, thick feet and other
working properties they should occupy." This, in a country
so strong in these dogs as Scotland is or should be, gives
another knock at fancy, He also says of Mr. Megson's new
purchase, the young dog Leofric, that "he is a far too fully
furnished dog to make a good old one," and sticks to his
first opinion that "he is more of a bitch."

Mr. Dana, proprietor of the New York Sim, who has been
iu England for some time past, has, we hear, purchased
several pugs. One is Charlie, a very small one, very much
like Royal Mite, that created such a sensation some time
back at one of tbebig London shows. We wish Mr. Dana
could be persuaded to enter the fancy, Dr. Cryer has had a
long innings now and a little competition would be healthy.
In connection with this we see that Mrs. Proctor, ah English
exhibitor of pugs, had a cablegram at the Edinburgh show
from an American, offeriug her $500 for the noted pug Con-
fidence, which took second in challenge class al that show.
The offer was declined, but who was the would-be purchaser?

THE ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.— Editor Forest and
Stream: An adjourned meeting of the English Setter Club
will be held on Oct. 23 at the office of the secretary, Mr, P.
C. Ohl, 50 Broadway, "for the consideration and adoption of
a standard, and the transaction of any other business that
may come before it." The postponement of action to this
date is taken at the suggestion of the standard committee,
and is intended to afford every one interested an opportunity
to present his views on the matter. Therefore all breeder's
and owners of English setters, and all persons interested in
the breed arenowagiin earnestly invited to join the club,
and give the benefit of their opinions aud experience - to the
end that the standard as finally accepted may ba as nearly
as possible in accordance with the true weight ot opinion
among English setter men in this country. A copy of the
standard as reported by the standard committee will be for-
warded to each member for criticism, on which subject all
communications from members will have full consideration:
and as provided by the constitution any member not able to
attend the meeting in person will have a right to vote by
proxy.—Percy C. Ohl, Sec'y.
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SALE OF NOTED BULLDOGS.—Birmingham, Conn..
Sept. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: For a long time Mr.
Frank F. Dole, of New Haven, Conn , has been making me
very tempting offers for my bulldogs, and to day we came
to terms and made the sale. It includes champion Harper
(British Monarch—Judy), winner of 35 first and special
prizes in England, first and special New York, first and
special Chicago, first Rochester, first and special Baltimore,
first and special Boston, challenge Buffalo, challenge and
special Detroit, and challenge and special Toronto, 1890. A
good showing I assure you. Carisbrooke (Lion—Thespian),
winning vhc. Chicago, Baltimore, Boston and Rochester
(in very poor condition ), and in the hottest classes of bull-
dogs ever seen in America; first Detroit and first and special
Toronto, 1890. He has improved greatly in the last six
months, and in another year can hold his own in any com-
pany, and should make a graud stud dog. Dolly Tester
(Black Prince—Bunny), winner of first and special Detroit,
and first and special Toronto, 1890. Dolly is a good bitch, a
breeder and a good mother, and should breed winners, as
she is in whelp to champion Harper. Mr. Dole also takes
the five bitches I have in England, they are waiting to be
bred to the most noted dogs in that country, and when they
arrive he can claim the title of owning the best kennel of
bulldogs in America, barring none. His kennel contains
the best and largest assortment of bull-terriers in this
country, as he is constantly buying the best in England; and
can pi case any one looking for the above breed of dogs, or,
in fact, any breed the person may desire. Any one looking
for dogs will do well by writing to him. Hoping he will have
overwhelming success with my favorite breed of dogs, and
that I may have the pleasure of seeing them again on the
bench, I remain, R. B. Sawyer.

BEAGLE JUDGING AT OTTAWA.-Ott.awa, Sept. 29.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Tn your edition of the 25th
inst. you mention Ava W. as winning first in beaele bitches
under 12 inches. May I ask how this occurs? When I en
tered my bitch Dot (I see you call her Doll) I mentioned to
Mr. Ged'des. chairman of bench show committee, that Dot
was under 12 inches, and he said there was only one open
class for bitches, -which was class No. 22, and showed me
the prize, list; so I entered her in that class, Mr. Geddes as-
suring me that it was the right one. Again, when the cat-
alogues appeared there was no such class mentioned as 22 lA
for bitches under 12 inches, I was not personally present
when the open bitch class was judged, but am assured by
persons who were that Ava W. appeared in the ring along
with Elf and Dot. Elf getting first and Dot second, left
Ava W. out. This evidently not suiting some parties, the
class 223*' was added for Ava W. alone, giving her a first.

Now I ask, was this fair or honorable? If the committee
(after consideration) wished to form another class for
bitches under 12 inches, why did not they inform me, so
that I could change my entry, as I certainly would prefer
entering my bitch in the class where she properly belonged,
she being only 103^in. high at shoulder.—F. P. Robson.

RED COCKER SPANIELS.—Worcester, Mass., Sept. 29 —
Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of Aug. 21 your
regular correspondent, "J. W.," concludes his verv interest-
ing quotations and remarks regarding color of cocker span-
iels by asking Mr. Fellows: "What happens when the creams
or reds are interbred?" Not having seen any reply, lbegto
offer my experience in that direction. I have a red dog, from
black sire and liver dam, to whom Mr. H. B. Tallman bred
a buff or cream -colored bitch,she from black sire and liver and
white da™, resulting iu a litter of 6, all red or buff (as noted
iu "Namqnoit ?s" notes in your issue of J une 12). Mr. White-
head, Trenton, N. J., bred also a red or buff-colored bitch,
but unfortunately she whelped a little prematurely and I

did not, learn the color of pups. Again, Mr. Wm West,
Philadelphia, Pa. . bred a black bitch (from straight black
stock) and got a litter of 5, all red or buff. While this goes
to show that the reds can reproduce their color, yet on the
other hand I have also seen litters by this same dog with but
one or two reds, and in one case bred to a black bitch, be
produced 5 solid black pups, scarcely a hair in the whole
litter but black.—C. G. Browning.

THE ST. BERNARD CLUB MEDAL.—We had the pleas-
ure this week of examining the medal of the St. Bernard
Club of America. Cuts of this medal were published in our
issue of May 8. The design has been artistically reproduced
in the medal, and members of the club who are fortunate
enough to win it may well take pride in its possession, both
as a work of art and as a memento that records the worth
of a good dog.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Montrose. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0., for silver
fawn pug dog, age not given, by champion Kash (champion Brad-
ford R'lViv—Lady Cloudy) out of Lavinia Belle (champion Treas-
ure—Viola).

BRED.
t^"* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Victoria—Homer. J. H. Pritchard's (West New Brighton, S.I.)
mastiff hitch Victoria (RismarR—Nana) to Somerset Kennels'
champion Homer (Gate—Queen II.), Sept. 7.

Belh —Bradford Ruby II. Mrs. S. E. Davis's (St. Paul, Minn.)
pug bitch Belle (Colonel II —Queenie) to Eberhart Pus Kennels 1

Bradford Ruby II. fcha.mphn Bradford Ruby-Puss B.), Sept, 11.

Lady Flossie - Lord Clover. Thos. I. Ballantine's pug bitcb. Lady
Flossie to bis Lord Clover, Sept. 32.

Flirt—Master Oho. W. P. Murphy's (New Haven, Conn.) cocker
spaniel hitch Flirt (champion Black Pete—Doris) to R. Stovy's
Master Oho (champion Oho II.—Critic), Aug_7.
High Rock Jet—Doc. Wilmerding & KPchel's (New York)

cocker spa'pel bitch High Rock Jet to A. C. Wilmerding's cham-
pion Doc. Sept. 7
Boulette— Black Prince. J. P. Carson's spaniel bitch Boulette to

A. C W'lraerding's champion Black Prince, Sept. 4.

Lassie-Doc. A. C. Wilmerding's (New York) spaniel bitch Las-
sie (Young Obo—Newton Abbot Lady) to Ms champion Doc,
Aug. 15.

My Lady Betty—Doc. Dr. E. W. Kitchel's (New York) spaniel
bitch My Lady Betty to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc.
Aue. 11.

Beauty—Black Prince. H. Chapman's spaniel bitch Beauty to
A. C. Wilmerdmg's champion Black Prince. June 12.

Meersbrnok Maiden—Broomfield Dick. Rochelle Kennels' (New
Roo.lielle, N. Y.) black and tan temer bitch Meersbrook Maiden
fMcei'sbrook Chance—Meersbrook Empress) to T. Ellis's Broom-
ffeld Dick (Halifax General—Pearl), Sept. 2.

WHELPS.
USF" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Juno. F. S. Foster's (Beloit, Wis.) St. Bernard bitch Juno, Sept.
17. nine (s'x dogs), by Rajah (Sir Charles—Clio).
Donna Juanila. J. W. Wood's (Poughkeepsie. N. Y.) English

Better bitch Donna Juanita (Rockingham—Donna), Sept. 23. seven
(sis dogs), to F. Windholz's champion Count Howard (Sir Alister
•^-Mena).

SALES.
jgg** Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

ZkmXIl Red Irish setter dog, whelped July SS, 1886. by Eleho,
Jr., out of Pequofc Jess, by R. H, Burr, Middietown, Conn., to M.
E. Doyle, Shenandoah, Pa.

Masher. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 3, 1890. bv Spokane
out of Lady Verne, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O , to
Chas. F. Borden, Winchester, Tenn.
Banjo G. Silver f'uvn pug dog, whelped April 18, 1890, by Sir

Loris out of Phyllis II.. by Eberhart Pug Kennels. Cincinnati, O.,
to Falls City Kminels, Louisville. Ky.
.Montrose. Silver fawn pug dog, age not. given, bv champion

Kash out of Lavinia Belle, bv Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to Judge A. Thornton, Sbolbvvllle, 111.

Newcastle and Ty7ic. 0 range and white Clumber spaniel dog and
bitch, whelped June 11, 1884, by Ben out of Joan, by Wilmerding
& Kitchel, New York, 1o Jacob Moreleiu. Cincinnati, O.
Dac—Gypsey whelp. Liver spaniel dog. whelped April 29, 1890, by

A. O. Wilmerding, New York, to J. G. Falls, Memphis. Tenn.
Dick. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped June 6 1886, by Prince

out of , by Rochelle Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y., to J. G.
Hawley Detroit. Mien.
Rochelle Laddie. Black and tan terrier dog, wheloed Jan. 27,

1890 by Dick out of Rochelle Lass, hy Rochelle Kennels, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., to Albert Hess, Broad Brook, Conn.
Buffalo Burke. Black and tan terrier doe. whelped Aug. 6, 1890,

by champion Buffalo General out of Buffalo Lass, by A.W. Smith,
Buffalo, N. Y., to P. C. Fuller, same place.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
B3^~ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspon dents.

Novice, Philadelphia —I Jbave a fox-terrier. He is fed on
wholesome food, haB a roomy and airy kennel, the run of a large
clean yard, does not go on the street, except when taken, washed
at least once a week. But ever since 1 got him, last June, when 0
months old. has had a strong odor and as it's coming toward cold
weather want to have b m in the house, but. he is too offensive:
and with the care he receives I can't understand it. What can I
do to counteract it? Ans. Use carbolic soap and wash twice a
week.
T. K. .T.. Indiana —I have a setter puppv 7 months old that has

a trouble in the ear; it is very red anc inflamed, and be keeps con-
stantly shaking his head. Ans. Wash the. eyes with borax and
warm water, teaspoon to teacup. After washing and drying let a
few drops of the following fall m the ears:

B Ti.opii 3 ii

Bromo-chloral 3 ii
Aq 5ii

Mix. Sig. External.

HOUSE AND PET DOGS.*

IF it is worth while to have a dog at all, it is surely worth while
having a good one. And a good dog means a well-kept dog.

To have an intelligent, obedient, well behaved, accomplished,
healthy dog costs no more than to be playued with a mongrel
nuisance about the house; and one affords satisfaction wlvle the
other is a. constant source of annoyance. The pages of "House
and Pet Dogs" have been written to encourage the selection of
good dogs for the home, and to teach how to care for a good dog
whfm you have one. The purpose of the book is to supply bints
and instruction concerning the care and management of bouse
and pet dogs. What is here written is all the fruit of practical
and extended experience with these classes of dogs. Several of
the chap'ers have been written by a feminine pen, and will be
especially valued by ladies. It is hoped that the intelligent study
«f these pages will lighten the lot of man's best friend by securing
for him sensible treatment. If the reader who is so fortunate as
to possess a fine dog shall follow the instructions here given he
will not fail of finding increased satisfaction and jov in that pos-
session. The book is profusely illustrated with excellent portraits
of prize-winning specimens nf all hreeds of dogs, including the
mastiff, smooth-coati d St. Bernard, rough coated St. Bernard,
deerhound, greyhound, great, Dane, pointer, English setter, Irish
setter, field spaniel, cocker spaniel, Ohmiber spaniel, King Charles
spaniel, beagle, dachshund, collie, pooale, bulldog, bull-terrier,
fox-terrier, Scotch terrier, Dandie Dinmoni terrier, black and tan
terrier, Skye terrier, Yorkshire terrier, pug, and bloodhound.
The scope of the work may be understood from the following list
of contents: Choice of a House Dog. Care and Feeding: Feeding
Puppies, To R'd of Fleas, Exercise, Treatment, for Worms, A Por-
table Kennel, Exercise for a Chained Dog, Treatment of Sick Pet
Dogs. Care of Dogs in Spring, Treatment of Poisoning. Training
Pet Dogs: Teaching to Come, Teaching to Charge, FoUowing at
Heel, Sitting Up, Going to Bed, Teaching to Fetch, OtbeV Accom-
plishments. Whipping, A Woman's Experience, Teaching Tricks,
Useful H'nts. Teaching Canine Manners: Obedience, Dogs and
Flower Beds. Bad Habits. Food and Feeding, Good Behavior and
Happiness. Training Collies.

*Hotjse and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care and Training.
New York: Forest and istream Publishing Co., 818 Broadway.
Paper, price 60 cents.

mid ^Iwating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
TARGETS.

Dolores, Colo.- It is the present style of target that is worry-
ing me. The standard, or Hinman target, although it is

almost universally used, I have proved to < ur satisfaction, is very
inaccurate. I never took kindly to it from the first. The Massa-
chusetts target is my idea of what, a target should be, except for
the fraction of inches between circles, tj combine it with the old
Creedmoor target.
A lew weeks ago I conceived the idea of trying an experiment

to ascertain if the standard gave correct count. A friend and I
very carefully drew, with compass and lead pencil, ti e inch ring's

on a iOOyd. standard target, then put it up at 100yds. (giving the
rings the Massachusetts count), fired 5 shots with the .40 cartridge,
then very carpfullv counted the score, found I had made 31 hy
standard and 48 by the inch rings; fired 5 more shots, making 31
hy standard and 48 again by the inch rings. The next trial of 6

shots counted 34 by standard and 50 by 'he inch rings. I think
string measure the only correct way, but life is too short to use it.

If we have a little time fo<" target shootins. we don't want to spend
half of it measuring shots, and I think any one will acknowledge
that rtgular-width circles, if not 1 00 large, come next for accuracy.
Now I wish that, any and all doubting the result of my experi-
ment would try it for themselves.

I should like to see two targets adopted in the United States.

Eor lOOvds., one with inch rings and counting from 2 to 10, and
one with half-inch rings counting from 2 to 20. For 200yds., the
target double size, or one with iDch circles, the other with two-
inch circles. I don't think the 4in. bullseye for 100yds. could be
improved on. I should very strongly object to shooting a match
on a standard target. One or the other is sure to be cheated in the
count. The standard has bad its day, and has done mis- hief

enough. I believe many a person has been beaten that should
have com" out ahead, with correct count. I think it would be a
slight improvement also to score hy the center of the bullet hole
instead of the inside edge.
We have no regular organized club. Through the fall and

winter we have a number of matches forturkeys. Our rule is for

the lot of shooters each to pay his share for the lot of turkeys, and
put them up one at a time. Each fire five shots at, the inch-ring
target at 100yds. The one making the most points takes the
turkey, and so on until the turkeys give out. Dolohes.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Sept. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
Springfield Rifle Association will give a two da yt,' shoot, open to

all comers, any rifle, on Oct, 9 and 10, and offering ?175 in cash
piizes, three best scores to win, 50 cents a ticket, three shots.

Horse cars pass the range. Hotel within 400yds. of shooting
house. No postponement on account of the weather.—Geo. H.
STEBBS.
MF.R1DEN, Conn., Sept. 24.—At a prize shoot given by the

Citizens Rifle Club to-day, at their new range north of the State,

fair grounds. Mr. Lyon, of Collinsville, Conn., made the very fine

score of 74 out of 75 possible, on a 25-ring target. According to

Mr. A. H. Merriman, president and father of the Citizens Rifle

Clnb, and an enthusiastic sporti-rnan, it is the first time tins score

has ever been made iu a public, prize shoot in America.—Nemo.

Forest akd Stream. Box 3,882. N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. LetnngwelTs book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will he mailed Arse on request. The book is pro-

aounced by "Nanit." "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

extant.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. COnrespondmts who favor us with dub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
if you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 7-8.—Altoona (Pa) Trap-Shooter's Tournament, at the
Driving P-trk. Live a"d inanimate targets. Sweepstakes and
guaranteed purses. G. G Zeth, Secretary.
Oct. 14-16.—First Annual Tournament of the Boiling Spring

Fishing and Gunning Club, at Rutherford, N. .1. Sweepstake
purses. Address P. A. Jeanneret.

CHICAGO.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 24.—In the private match between Mr. C.

B. Dicks and Mr. E. C. "Stevens." shot at Mak-saw-ba Club
grounds last Saturdav, Mr. Dicks came out winner, his competitor
withdrawing at the 77th bird. Term-, 100 live birds, $100 a side.
Score.
CB Dicks 1010120112221122222122121—22

n ::!; '-i

1

212211512111101120:22201112-24-67
RCbtevens OWOl 212:0 12112102022110-16

21222220W22221 201220100—17
010012222010201010212220112-18— 51

Sept, 86.—A very spirited little live bird snoot, $100 a side, 100
birds, came off this affernoon at John Wa+sonN comfortable new
shooting grounds at Bornside between Mr. C. B. Dicks and Mr.
Geo. T. Farmer. The weather was cool and the birds about as
good as can be got at this season of the year. Much interest had
been manifeoted in this race, and the attendance of local shooters
was large. Mr. Dicks added another to bis string of recent
achievements, and hie record of 95 out of the 100 is one not often
passed at such birds. Mr. Dicks shot an old Parker 10-gauge, and
it is a phenomenal shooting gun to-day. but it gave him much
trouble from missflres, a new tumbler not working well. It so
often happened thai Ren snapped at a hard tailer and then drew
a soft iocomer at the next roll, that the boys guyed him and said
he did it purposely. Dicks has a wicked second. Farmer shot a
very nervy and i reditable race, and his score of 87 at the birds is
by no means one to re held lightly. His string of four straight
misses is due to the fact that he drew four screaming tailers right
on end. He shot a 10-gauge Daly. The left barrel of this gun
makes a good clean target, hut the right barrel is open and poor.
Mr. Farmer shot his left barrel first, although he is a right-handed
shooter. His second was therefore often needed where it couldn't
come, and this fact did much toward losing him the race. Mr.
Dicks shot Idrs. of Schultze and No. 7 N«w York soft in both bar-
rels. Mr. Farmer shot Schultze and No. 8 soft in his right, and
Deadshot and No. 7 soft in his left. Score:
Geo T Farmer. . .1101 1111 21 2 1 21 1 1 21 111 21222022122012010000122202112

1 1 1211 11 10221 1 211 1 21 1 11 121 1 011 002122 1 1 11 1112111111-87
CB Dicks 2111-1 '

1

1121211122111210220.2222221112121122212111121221131-95
Mr. Dicks won.
Sweep same day at 10 live pigeons. $5 entrance:

G Kleinman... 1111211121—10 RB Wadswoith.... 2112111211—10
A W Reeves 221 1 111 1 11-10 J Watson 1211111111—10
C B Dicks 1112112211—10 L M Hamline 1013011220— 7
J E Price 1111112211—10 McFarland 2311111112—10
F A Place 1222210120- 8 W L Shepard 2212121220— 9
Ties on 10. miss and mi': Kleinman and Wadsworth 10 each and

div. . Reeves 7, Price 8, Watson 9, Dicks and McFarland 0.
(

Sept. 27.—The Gun Club of Chicago, at 10 live pigeons, 30yds.
rise. 80yds. boundary, Illinois State, rules;
R B Wadsworth . . . 1111 H2102-9 W D Price .2201011211-8
LC Willard 1001111111-8 F, Steck r2U0011l-8
R : on,-. ... 1

"
1 . ii , ;i:::-:

F Willard ..1102222111-9

Ties, on 0: F. Willard won with 11 out of 12, to Wadsworth 's 10.
At 20 P» oria blackbirds, tame day. f«r medal:

Wadsw'thlOOOnOllOniOtlw. L Willaid 11111011101111011011-16
R Rock...00011111ininilllll—17 F wmard.llllllOl 111111111111-19
W: D Pricr 11111101 101110100001—13 E Steck...011111111111 11111110—18
F, Willard won medal.

The preliminary preparations for the selection of a Chicago
team to shoot in tbe great return match at Kansas City next
November, were mnde this evening. A call for this purpose was
issued. sign°d by the following gentlemen: H. D. Nicholls. O. B.
Dicks, WT

. P. Mu-sev. Henrv Eblers, Chas. S. Wilcox. George
Hofmann, R. A. Turtle, L. M. Hamline, P. C. Bradley. H. C. Buch-
ner, O. R. Babeuf, T. W. Wilmarth. C. E. Feltou, R. B. Ortran,
Geo. T. Farmer, L. K. Waltlmn, Jno. R. Wiggins. C. D. Gammon,
Geo. W. Andrews, P. F. Ston», W. G Paysou, J. M> Hutchinson,
E. M. Steck, W. D. Price, C- E. Willard. M. T. Eich. Tbe at-
tendance was good. The meeting was held at the Sherman House.
Mr. H. D. Nicholls was called to tbe temporary cha :

r, Mr. W.
P. Mussey being elected secretary pro tern, Mr. Nicholls stated
that, his sole wish was that ve mieht see all the shooters of
Chicago united with the one purpo°e of selecting a winning team,
all personal, club or other reasons beinar forgotten. Mr. Organ's-
mm ion for permanent organization was carried, and the fallowing
officers were elected thereunder: President, Wolfred N. Low;
vice-president. H. D. Nicholls; secretary, W. P. Mussey. Dis-
cussion on Messrs. Organ and Farmer's motions re.suled in favor
of appointment of a h 'ard of management, the chair appointing
Messrs, R. P. Organ and M. J. Eich members of such board, with
the three officers ab"ve members ex-ofneio.
On motion of Mr. Organ the chair appointed as finance commit-

tee Messrs. R. B. Organ, AL Hoffman, W. W. McFarland. C. E.
Feltou, Ab. Price. John Gillespie and C. D. Gammon. On further
motion the chair appointed as committee on traasportation
Messrs. R. B. Organ. C. S. Burton and Fred Lord. After some
rambling and unparliamentary discussion of the generally prema-
ture feature" of some parts of the evening's work, Mr. John Gil-
lespie's motion was finally carried in amended foim, and the
secrftarv was instructed to open correspondence with Mr. J. A.
R. Elliott, representing th« shooters of Kansas, and to state it as
t he demand of Chicago that the match be shot 20 men a side, the
preference being for 50 birds and £50 a man.
I

- was moved by Mr. Organ 'hat a preliminary team of 30 men
be chosen, these SO to choose from among themselves tbe 20 who
should make the shooting team. This prevailed and then followed
long discussion as to how the 30 should be cho,:en. Mr. Organ's
motion to ballot on the team members, man for man, was carried
and hallot began. The 30 men were chosen iu the following order,
the highest ballot, and not the majority of all cast, determining:
R. B. Organ, M. J. Eich, Henrv Kleinman, Geo. Kleinman. C. B.

Dicks. John Watson, W. P. Mussey, W. G. Payson, W. W. Mc-
Farland, Geo. Airey, Geo. T. Farmer, Ahe Kleinman, John Klein-
man. Harry Loveday. Ah. Prince. C. E. Feltou, C. D. Gammon, C.
E. Willard. Oeo. Hoffman, Lem W'illard, Henry Eblers. J. E.
Price. W. L. Shepard, W. E. PtiiJlips, Wolfred N. Low, R. A Tur-
tle. John Orvis. C. S Burton, P. F. Stone, F. W. Wilmarth.
At 11:25 the meeting adjoined on call. E. HOUGH.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Sept. 37.-Ten bluerocks,
50 cents entry, ties divided: 1S3US6789
Johnson 8 8 9 8 9 8 10....
Collins 979 10 88684
Simpson 8965745 ....
Thompson 4 8 6 5 5 7 6 2 10

Hathaway 6 7 6 . 10 8 6 .. .

Rowley.. 989 7 87986
Hunt 6 2 9.. 6 9 6..
Four live birds, §3 entrance, ties shot off miss and out:

Johnson 1012-3 Simpson 0111—3
Collins 2121—4 Hathaway 1011—3
Thompson 0222-3 Mead 1120—3
Ties for second: Thorn psun 5, Simpson 4, Johnson 1. Collins

first, Thompson second.
Sweep No. 2, same, conditions:

Johnson 3111-4 Rowley 2210—3
Collins 1122-4 Mead 1121-4r
Thompson 3121—4 Vincent 0201—3
Simpson 3111-4 Hunt 1222-4
Hathaway 0220-2
Ties for first: Thompson 1, Hunt 8, others 4.

Every week we ar» obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come In too late for pub-
lication In the current Issue. It Is particularly re-
guested that scores be sent us as early as possible.
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EXCELSIOR GUN CLUB SHOOT.
CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 27.—The Excelsior Gun Club, a young trap

organization of Morgan Park, a suburb of this city, closed its
first tournament, a very pleasant little nfifair, this evening. The
shoot lasted thr<-e days. Sept 25, 26 and 27, but very little was done
1 o-day, most of the visitors having gone home. The shoo 1-

, was
very successful, about 40 shooters being on hand, thus showing
the truth of the recent Faying that little shoots are better than
big ones. But small as this shoot was. it at I ranted from afar such
shooters as Budd, Gaboon, Ruble, Latshaw, O'Neill. Skinner and
others of that grade, and these had it much their own way.
Messrs. Price, Farmer. Eich, Shepard, Reeves, Steck and others
of this- city ran out and shot a while. The shoot was held at live
birds, bluerocks and tin pigeons. The weather was not very good,
rains and high winds making shooting very disagreeable. Smrcs
are appended:

Shoot No. 1, 10 single tin pigeons, entrance $1.50, live tnonevs;
Cop 0001111111—7 Atwater 1111111111—10
Ashley 0011111111-8 McAllister 1101010001— 5

Calmon 1110111111- !

AW Reeves HOimoio- '

Lewis" Ill 11 01111—

9

W H Skinner 1111111110-0
Atwater first, other ties div.

Shoot No. 2, 10 tin pigeons, entrance $2.50: Atwater 10, Lewis 8,
Ashley 10, Skinner 10, Cop 7, Gardner 8, McAllister 1, Roll, 7, Ga-
boon 9.

Shoot No. 3, 7 live birds, entrance 85, five moneys:
Geo T Farmer 2112211—7 Ca hoon loOllll—

5

Ashley 2212123—7 Ca irncross 1 1 31 o01-5
Skinner. ...2121211-7 Budd 2111211—7
Atwater 20210ol— I Cop 0012120—4
Tokington 1111211—7 Reeves 0)02211-5
Gardner 0121121—fi Latshaw 1121121—7
Lewis 0022121-5 Eich 1112211-7
Price 0112212—6 Ruble 2122120- -6

Merrill 1111010-5
Farmer, Skinner, Budd and Latshaw first; Gardner. Price and

Ruble second; Lewis and Cairncross third; Atwater and Cop
fourth.

Shoot No. 4. 20 tin pigeons: Atwater IS, Lewis 12, Roll 17, Cop 18,
Gardner 17, McAllister 14, Hart. 17. Ashlev 19, Skinner 19, Marble
13. Ames 10, Gaboon 18. All lies except for third moncv, which
was won by Gardner in the shoot-off, were div.

Baker won third in shoot-off. Hamilton and Green fourth, Steck
fifth.

Shoot No. 6. .20 tin pigeons, entrance $3:
Ashley.. ..HUltmilllllllOOl—18 Lewis OlooilOOiKSii olOlOOl0- 6
Gaboon ...111 1111111 11111 11111-20 RoU 1 IU101U11101 1 11 11010-11
Atwater.. 0101 1111111111111111-18 Ames 111100111111 umilll 1—1H
Skinner., 01.11 1111111111111111-19 Marble... .01 1 1 001 1 1 1] 1 01 1 0101 1 - 1

1

tt'AllieteiOlOUOlllllOOllOllll-14 Hart 11111111101101111011-17
Cop ... 11111111110111111111—19 Gardner .dlllJIllOlllOllOlHl—10
Gaboon first. Cop second; other ties div.

Shoot No. 7, 10 tin pigeons, entrance $1.50: Skinner 9, R/dl 8,
Cop 8, Price 0. Hart 9, Ashley 7, Atwater 9, «haroo 2, Marble 10.
Cairncross 9, Gardner 10, Gaboon 9, Eich 9, Campbell 4. Ames 7,

Reeves 9. Marble and Gardner first, Skinner and Atwater second.
Other ties div.

Ext ra No. 1, 10 single bluerocks: Hart ti, McAllister 0, Ames 6,

Roll S, Marble 7, Airey 8, Iglehart 4.

Extra No. 2. 10 single hlueroeke: Hart 0, McAllister 7, Amos'T,
oil 9, Airey 9, Iglebart 9, Steck 9.Roll ,

.

Extra No. 3. 10 bluferocfc Hart 4. Steck 7, Roll ., Krueger 5.
Marble 7, Lauterbach 4, Green 4. McAllister 5, McEUlgot 3, Ames
6, Iglehsrt 5, Airey 8, Ruble 10. E. C. H. 7.

Extra No. 4, 15 bluerocks: Park (3, Gaboon 12, Eich 13, Steck 11.
Extra No. 5. 15 bluerocks: Airey 14, Budd 13, Merrill 10, McAl-

lister 10. Marole 8, Ruble 13.

Extra No. 0. 10 tin pigeons: Latshaw 10, Steck 4, Hart 9, McAl-
lister 7, Ruble 9.

Seeond Day.

Shoot No. 1, at 10 single bluerocks. entrance $1.50, a monevs:
Budd 1111110111- 9 Skinner 1011100101 -fi
Park 1110110111- 8 Davis 11100ol0Ol—i
Gaboon 1111111111—10 Schorling 1010011001-5
Cairncross 1111110111— 9 Morgan 1101010101—ti

Merrill 0011010001- 4 Palmer I00001001O-4
Glover 1001101001- 5 Airey 1111111101-9
Cop 1010111111— 8 Torkington 1011111111-9
Ruble 1111111101- 9 Gardner 1111111101-9
Gaboon first, Budd and Cairncross second, other ties div.

Shoot No. 2, at 5 live birds, entrance $3, 4 moneys:
Wilcox 11111-5 Airey 10100—2 Gardner 11111-5
Richards 10101—4 Lauterbach. .11100—3 Mutford 00111-3
Hi I s 00111-3 G.p....; 11110-4 Budd 11110-4
Merrill 11111-5 Palmer 11011—4 Cahoon 11111—5
Skinner . . . .4.1111—fi Cairncross. . .01110—3
Cahoou and Merrill first, Budd second, Cairncross third, Airey

fourth.

Shoot No. 3, 15 single bluerocks, entrance $2:50: Budd 13, Cairo-
cross 14, Park 13, Lewis 12, Merrill 9. Airey 10. Gardner 13, Cop 14,

Schorling 9, Glover 10, Skinner 9, Cahoon 12, Ruble 12.

Extra No. 1,10 bluerocks: Budd 9, Park 8, Cairncross 9. Cop 9,

Campbell 3, Gardner 7, Ruble 8, Lewis 9, Airey 7, T. W. Taylor 1,

Cahoon 7.

Extra No. 2, 10 bluerocks: ^Park 3, Merrill 6, Cairncross 8," Budd
9, Ruble 9. Skinner 7, Cop 10.

Extra No. 3, 10 bluerocks: McAllister 9, Spoiling 3, Glover 5,

Davis 6, Cahoon 9, Morgan 6.

Extra No. 4, 10 bluerocks:
Budd 1111111111-10 Davis 1110000101—5
Cairncross 1111111111-10 Morgan llQPOOOOOO-
Park 1111101111- 9 Airey OOOlllllll—

7

Skinner 0100101111- G Schorling 0101101110-0
Cop - 1111101101- S Lewis 1011101110-7
Glover 1101001101- ti Gardiner 1111101111-9
McAl'ist.er 0001001100— 3 Merrill 11100011 10—

G

Norfolk OOlllOOOuO- 3 Ruole 1111111111-10
Cahoon 110110111.1— 8 Torkington 1000111000-4
Extra No. 5, 10 bluemcks: Cop 8, Morgan 8. Schorling 5, Glover

4, Palmer 3. Taylor 3. Davis 3, Gardner 10, Campbell 0, McAllister
9, Park 10. Price 7, O'Neill 7.

Extra No. 6, 10 tin pigeons: Campbell 5, O'Neill 10, Morgan 7,

Glover 4, Schorling 3, McAllister 5, Park 7, Price 5, Waters (3, Steck
8. Ruble 8.

Exira No. 7, 10 tin pigeons: Cahoon 9, Budd 10, Skinner 7, Mer-
rill 5, Gardner 9, Cop 8, Lewis 8, Cairncross 9 Ruble 8, O'Neill 8.

Budd first, ties on 9 second, Ruble third.
Extra No. 6, 10 tin pigeons: Campbell 6. Steck 9, Cahoon 9, Ruble

7, Skinner 7, O'Neill 10, Schorling 4, Budd 10, Cairncross 10, Merrill
8, Palmer 8. Park 8, Wilcox 6, Cop 9, Meeks 9, Richards 8, Lauter-
bach 0, Mulford 5, Hecks 7.

Extra No. 9, 15 tin pigeons: Cop 13, Palmer 10, Richards 11, Cairn-
cross 14, Meeks 10, Budd 15, Hicks 12, Cahoon 13, Ruble 13. Budd
first, Cairncross second, Ruble third.

Extra No. 10, 51ive birds, three monevs:
Merrill 11011-4 Torkington , .01011-3 Lucktemyer .10101-3
Wilcox 11110-4 Airey Ulll-5 O'Neil 11111-5
Hicks 11111-5 Mulford 10000-1 Steck 11011-4
Park ..10111-4 Lewis. . 11111-5 McAllister. . .10111—

4

Gardner 11110 -4 Campbell . . . .11111-5
O'Neil first. Steck second, ties for third div.

Extra No. 11, 5 tin pigeons: Steck 4, Cop 5, Richards 4, Ruble 5.

Cop and Ru'le first, Richards second.
Extra No. 12. 5 tin pigeons: Steck 3, Cop 3, Richards 5, Ruble 4,

Cahoon 4. Richards first, other ties div.
Extra No. 13. same as preceding: Steck 3, Cahoon 3, Richards

5, Cop 4, Ruble!. Richards first, Cop and Ruble second, Steck
third.
Extra No. 14, 5 tin pigeons: Ruble 4, Cahoou 5, Merrill 4, Rich-

arris 4. Cop 5. Hicks 3, Palmer 5, Camnbe.il 1, Steck 5, Davis 2.

Exrra No. 15. 5 tin pigeons: Richards 4, Cahoon 3, Hicks 3, Ruble
3, Cop 5. Palmer 3. Cop first, Richards second. Ties for third
shot off on doubles, miss and out. Hicks and Palmer winning.
Extra No. 16, same as above: Ruble 4, Cop .5, Hicks 4, Richards

4. Cahoon 5. Merrill 4, Palmer 3, Campbell 4. Cop and Cahoon
first, Ruble, Richards and Merrill second, Palmer third.

Extra No. 17, 10 single tin pigeons:
Buid 1110101111-8 Richards 1100111101-7
Wilcox 1011001111-7 Skinner 1 110010100-5
Cairncross... 1111011111-9 Cop 1111111110—9
Cahoon 1111111100 -S O'Neill 1101011110-7
Watezs 0000000001-1 Dr Meek 1101111110-8
Merrill 1101111111-9 Mulford 1111111110-9
Ruble 1111111011-9 Steak 0111110100-8
Hicke 0110111101-7

Extra No. 18, 10 tin nigeons: Ruble 10, Campbell 3, Steck 7, Mc-
Allister 6, Park 7, Wafers 3, Pride 4, O'Neill 9.
Extra No. 19, 10 tin pigeons: Pride 4, Park 9, Steck 9, Ruble 8,

O'Neill 7, Schorling 6, Campbell 3.
Extra No. 20, 10 tin pigeons: Gardner 8, Palmer 4, Park 7.

E. Hough.

HARRISBURG.
A full report of the Harrisburg tournament will be given next

week.

TOURNAMENTS OF THE EASTERN NEW YORK TRAP-
SHOOTERS' LEAGUE for the month of October.—Albany Gun
Club at Elm Grove Shooting Park Oct. 7; special prizes for
highest aggregates. Catskill, Oct. 14, contest for the E. N. Y.
League medal; George F. Tolley, manager. Trojan Gun Club at
Young's Grove. Lansingburgh, Oct. 21; A. Paul, secretary, Cohoes.
Saratoga Gun Club, ()nt. 28; H. M. Levengston, Jr.. manager, Sara-
toga Springs.—Horace B. Debut, Secretary Eastern New York
Trap-Shooters' League, 448 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

'"'West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.^' By
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with 23
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains fvll history of the great
storm of March, 1888, vMh practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

THE BUILDING SEASON,
THE prospective owners of two of next season's racers have

shown their wisdom by placing their orders early, with a cer-
tainty of having their boats in good time for the opening of the
season. The spars for the new Belmont end Thayer 46-footers
are now being roughed out with the whole winter to dry, a big
handicap in itself from the boats which are likely to be ordered
for the class next February, and whose sticks will at that time
probably be part of a raft of spars yet afloat. In cases where men
have made up their minds to build there can be few reasons for
delay, nearly all questions of type and dimensions can be settled
now as well as in midwinter, the advantage of knowing what
others are. doing is very slight, and more than balanced by the in-
evitable delay over later orders. The man who has his yacht
ready for launching in March, with the sails and gear waiting in
the lofts, not only has a better built boat than those whose decks
and planking are, being rushed on at that time, but he has a fail-
show to win the earlv races from which the late boats will be
absent, and at the same time to enter the summer races in far bet-
ter shape. Now is the time to get rbe best work from the de-
signer, the builder and from all the mechanics whose labor goes
to make the complete yacht. Before the short days and the cold
weather, before the designer is busy with other work and the
builder has his sheds full, is the time for the yachtsman to decide
on wha t he wants and to go to work immediately to get it in time

WINTER WORK.
COMPARED with last, season, the present one has ended very

quietly and peaceably, and with little prospect of a renewal
of the measurement discussion which occupied last fall and win-
ter. That this is so is not due to the fact that the question of cor-
rected length classification has been abandoned, or that any less
interest is taken la it now than last year, but to the conviction ou
the part of many that though such a classification must come in
time, there is no pressing necessity for it as matters stand, and
everv reason why careful and deliberate action should be taken.
So far from being dead, corrected length has made quiet but
steady progress throughout the year; many wbo were opposed to
it at first because it was new and strange to them have, as the result
of last winter's discussion, given serious thought to it this year,
and either favor it or admit that though they do not yet approve
of it, the change must come in a short time. While it is still
probable that under the present rules power may be made to pay,
and that in good hands a "brute" may be built that will win from
the present boats, there is no i mmediate danger of such an attempt
being made in any class save the smallest, and for tire next year
or two the influence of Minerva and her fellows well predominate.
Such being the case, there is no need of pressing for any change,

but at the same time there is work to be done in every club in the
country in the way of improving and strengthening the racing
rules, especially in the direction of uniformity. The old, old
question of the organization of some general body on the coast,
similar to that which has been in successful operation on Lake
Ontario for the past 7 seasons, is heard of late in the clubs, and it

is evident that the time is nearly ripe for such a movement, though
it is impossible to predict just what form it will take; a union of
such clubs as the New York, Larchmont Eastern, Seawanhaka
and Atlantic, or. as in Great Britain, an organization of indi-
viduals only, regardless of clubs. The obstacles which have always
existed in the past are slowly disappearing, and before many sea-
sons the way will be opened for an association of some sort.
There is already an opening for work in this direction iu the

elimination of the minor differences that exist in the various
rules, and the publication by these clubs in concert of one book of
rules, which shall contain all the information which a man needs
to sail a race at Marblehead, Newport, Larchmont or New York.
With the exception of the classification of the Larchmont Y. 0.
the rules of these clubs show no important point of difference,
and it is probable that more good will be done in the end by all
working together with such rules as suit the majority than by
any one pushing ahead alone, however real the advance may be.
The need of one system of sailing rules, of starting signals, one
allowance table and one classification is more evident each year,
and now that the great drawback in the past, the difference in
the rule of measurement, has disappeared , the minor differences
should be eliminated with small difficulty. This work might be
done as well this winter as at any time, and once accomplished
the united efforts of all the clubs concerned could be turned to
the further perfection of the minor details of sail measurement,
etc.

, ,

As for the classification, the question with it now is not whether
it shall come at aU, nor when it shall come, but in what form,
under what measurement rule, what allowance table, and what
the class limits shall be. The great point is not to do it quickly,
but to doit well, so well that when once adopted by a majority of
the clubs, it shall be adopted by all with the agreement that it

shall be tested without change for a period of at least three years.
No partial trial by one or two clubs or for a single year can prove
anything, but the measure must be taken up by aU together for a
snfficient period to give some opportunity for building and racing.
That the time for such concerted action has not yet come will

be apparent to all who have given any thought to the matter. In
one way this is a matter for regret, there is now a fair promise of
building for next season and in some practically new classes. As
eacb new keel laid makes any change of rule more difficult, it is

unfortunate that the change, if it is to come at all, has not been
made before any further building begins, but the new fleet is

likely to be confined to such types as will accommodate them-
nelves fairly well to the proposed corrected length classes.
Hindsight is a great thing, or would be if it came sooner; the

proposition was made two or three y-ears since, first by Mr. J.

Beavor Webb, if we recollect, that the new 40ft. class, then with
only two or three boats, should be made a trial class under a cor-
rected length measurement, say of 48ft. It is easy to see now that
if this had been done in 1888 we should have been several years
ahead of where we are now in a knowledge of the practical work-
ing of the rule. Minerva was then built, and Liris, Mariquita
and Gorilla would probably have been built and raced, but with
them we should have had a dozen others of various proportions of
length and sail. The result in any case could have been no worse
than the actual state of the 40ft. class to-day. with only three or
four boats left to race, the rest for sale or in use as cruisers.
The Atlantic Y. C. has lately shown an unwonted spirit of enter-

prise that speaks well for the foresight of its officers in establish-
ing a similar trial class with a bmit of 35ft. corrected length.
This wiH include yachts of about 20ft. l,w\l., boats within the
means of the younger men in the club. There is little doubt that
the class will take, and that in addition to some exciting racing
next, year there will be a. substantial addition to the data now at
hand on the subject of corrected length. A class of this kind in
the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, a club that numbers more
young amateurs than any other in the country, should be a suc-
cess from a racing standpoint, and also as a practical experiment
in corrected length. The present 20ft. l.w.l. class of the club is,

we believe, in a rather poor condition just now, Mr. John B. Paine
having topped the class with bis new Hornet just as be did the
25ft. class two years ago with Svvordfisb. Such a change as this
would be likely to give a new life to the class, especially as Boston
has so many amateur designers among her yachtsmen. The

Larchmont Y. C. has already such a class on its books, but no
yachts in it. Such boats, however, would be admirably fitted for
a Saturday' afternoon class, to race every Saturday in summer,
and a little eucouragement from the club in the way of an early
promise of suitable prizes might be enough to induce building
during the winter. It is not to be expected that the results of
trials in so small a class will show beyond question the winning
types in all sizes, but. a great deal may be learned from the racing
of half a dozen boats of the same corrected length but of different
proportions of sail, length and beam.
Another change that is coming nearer eacb year is the separa-

tion of the racers and cruisers; a very difficult matter, but one
which will have to be dealt with some day if racing is to continue
in any but the classes under 61ft., and especiallv in the large
schooners. Such a measure will not be a complete panacea for
the lassitude and lack of spirit which has characterized the past
year, but it may be made to increase materially the entries and
the interest in the. large regattas and to restore some of their lost
importance. At the same time the tendency is toward the substi-
tution of match races between the smaller racing craft such as
have been so numerous this year, for the once popular spectacle of
a big regatta with twenty to fifty yachts, many of large size. Such
spectacles, with a big fleet scattered over miles of water and only
partly visible from anyone point, are losing favor with yachts-
men who have been able to follow every maneuver of such boats
as Minerva. Gossoon, Mariquita and Liris over the Larchmont and
Marblehead courses; and however important they may be in their
way as appealing to the public and keeping up the general interest
in yachting, they are likely to be few in number eacb year. The de-
tails of a definition which shall admit the cruisers to certain races,
while barring the recognized racing cracks, will be difficult to de-
cide on; but. no harm can come from atrial in this direction this
winter, to be put into use next season.

THE CHESAPEAKE FLATTIE.
MUCH of the sailing that will be done in the next 6ix months

wiU be in the Chesapeake and south of it, and mainly in
localities where the depth is limited. The accompanying cuts
show a boat of cheap and simple construction that may be built
by the amateur or any good mechanic, and which will prove a
very serviceable craft for camping and hunting in Florida wafers
or on the sounds ot the Atlantic coast. The boat is properly a
native of Chesapeake Bay, where it is known as the "Flattie."
In general she may be described as a beamy sharpie. The bot-

tom has but little camber fore and aft, and the run is helped out
by some rise to the floors. With the aid of the accompanying
plans, any one handy with simple tools can put a keelless flattie
together in the following manner: .

On the building stocks the keel plank. A, is sprung to shape by
blocks underneath and shores from overhead. This plank maybe
10 to 12iu. wide in wake of centerboard and taper a little toward
the ends, although an oven width may be preserved fore and aft.
The frames 1, 3,3, 4, etc., are got out by sawing scantling to the
requisite lengths obtained from the body plan and uniting their
heels to the floors, giving the frames their respective flare, stay-
lathing them as necessary. Each frame is then set up in its place
across the keel plank and then nailed down. In the run, ft ors 9

and 10 can be cut out of plank deep enough to allow for the rise on
each side. Frame 11 will have the floor in two pieces, the heels
nailed to the keel plank and connected by a deep floor plank, F,
as shown in the diagram. The clamp, C, is run round near the
heads of the frames, and a piece of scantling, D, along the corners
of frames and floors as a further tie between them. The sides are
then planked up, after putting in enough beams to secure rigidity
to the frame. If not too large, the boat can be turned bottom up
and the bottom plank nailed on in fore and aft lengths, the inner
plank being brought up to the edge of the keel plank to permit
tight caulking. Tne counter has also in the meantime been shut
in with cross plank. The rest of the deck framingis then finished,
the hatches, house and cockpit built and the deck laid, all of
which will be understood from the diagrams. Beams are notched
down, into the clamp and spiked to it, also nailed through the
plank from outside. No fore and aft carlins are needed for house
and cockpit, the thick coaming being itself sufficient to support
the inner ends of the half beams, ffl, by nailing. The house can
be built up upon the coaming in one or more depths nailed down,
or vertical staving can be nailed outside the coaming. The dead-
wood aft is composed of a filling piece, M, nailed up to the keel
plank and a shoe piece, S, underneath, with a post aft, the rudder
being hung to the latter. For additional stiffness a flooring is laid
fore and aft inside. Around the gunwale a chafing batten, Z, is

nailed, and a low waist, IF, along the sheer. The deck is laid fore
and aft, the outer plank or planksbeer being, however, sprung to
the shape of the side,

A stout piece of plank crossing two floors, and a block of wood
make the mast step. The partners, P, consist of a block let up
between the beams. Forward a solid triangular piece of wood, T,
fills the eyes of the boat abaft the stem. It serves as a breast
hook, and has the bitts or sampson posts down through it. A knee
ties the heel of the. stem to the bottom plank. This stem is, of
course, iabbeted to receive the hood ends of the side plank, as
shown in the half-breadth plan. The hatch coamings are simply
nailed down to the beams. The covers are held in their place by
their own cross framing. The companion slide travels in a groove
taken out of the coamings as at G iu the cross section. A lip
uuder forward end of the slide brings up against a ledge Ar, nailed
down to the cabin top between the slide coamings, when the slide
is closed. A clasp from side over the door and padlock secure the
entrance, the door being first bolted on the inside by reaching
over. The rudder can be nailed up of three thicknesses to avoid
bolting according to diagram A", or else spiked together out of
narrow pieces and strapped by an iron band. To protect the bot-
tom upon grounding, a chafing plank should be nailed on under-
neath the bottom plank, as Y. If carried up to the counter as a
strengthening to the keel plank, it. must be put on before the dead
wood is added.
Tho centerboard trunk is built as follows: A stout plank, E, is

nailed to the bottom inside over the slot previously cut. This
plank reaches between frames 3 and 8, on top of this fit two fore
and aft logs, K, jogging the ends over floors 3 and 8 upon which they
should also rest. Bolt down through the bottom plank with or
% iron to ties all together. These logs are intended to transfer
tne weight and thrust of the trunk to the whole cross floors of
frames 3 and 8, otherwise the weight would fall upon the bisected
floors of frames 4, 5, 6 and 7, which are without support in the
wake of the slot, other than that derived from the bottom plank.
Insert the headp03ts of the trunk between the logs K and plank
up tne sides. The split floors will be supported if jogged over the
stout plank and may also have a knee up the sides of the trunk.
It is important that the trunk and boat's oottom be rigid to avoid
troublesome leaking.
The centerboard is dowelted together and strapped with light

iron at each end. The pin is an ordinary bolt, which should be
driven a tignt fit to prevent leaking. The pennant for hoisting
passes up through the cabin roof, over a half round block of wood,
and has a single sheave strapped in the end. A whip is rove
through this sheave, one end being fast to the cabin top and the
hauling part belaying to a cleat on the after end of the cabin
within handy reach. The interior of the cabin can be lightly
ceiled over and supplied with transoms and lockers to suit. A
drawer under the cockpit will serve as ice chest, and water may
be carried in a breaker or small barrel on deck.
The diagrams have scales for 30 and 26ft. boats over all length.

The cross sections are on double scale. Scantling for a 30ft. flattie
about as follows: Stem, 6in. sided; keelplank, 10xl!^1n.; frames,
234X2J& floors 3x294; clamps, 6xlJ4ia.: corner tie 3in. square;
deck frame, 2J4X2J4; nottomplank, 1J4; side plank, P4; deck stuff

,

3 or 4xlin.; inside flooring, Hin. thick; centerboard bed plank,
Sxl^m. each side of slot; truuk logs, 8x2>£in.; siding of trunk,
2in.; head posts, 3t't.x3in.; chafing plank on bottom, 8xlJ^in.;
deadwrood, 2 to 3in. thick; coaming of house, lj^in. thick; mast,
5iu. at partners; sails, lOoz. duck. Caulk with cotton and putty
or pitch the seams. Ballast with stone as required.

It is customary in working boats to bring the tack of the jib to
the stem head, but a short bowsprit can be spiked down to the
deck, affording more headsailfor cruising purposes. By the ex-
ercise of some taste, it is possible to model quite a handsome and
fairly smart boat on the foregoiug ideas. A slight hollow may be
introduced in the bow frames and a round to the quarters without
resorting to other than straight grained stuff. The chief point is

to give the model good clearance, as dragging water aft is very
detrimental to speed. The body plan can be got by squaring
across the block model at frame stations, and deducting thick-
ness of plank for getting out the frames. The cost of a flattie

should be less than half that of a round-bottom yacht, according
to finish of detail,^

TITANIA.—On Sept. 33 as Mr. Iselin's yacht Titania was cruis-
ing on the Sound, bound from Newport to New York, she carried
away her mast wheu off Fisher's Island. She was towed back to
Newport, and later was towed to City Island, where she will
lie up.
MINEOLA..—Mr. Belmont has selected this name for the suc-

cessor to Mariquita: the design is about ready and Lawleys will
begin work at once. It is reported that a match has already been
made between the new yacht and Jessica.
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% Jbe first race for the cup took place on Sat-urday afternoon, and if Mr. Monck's idea in stipulation for a lake
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?ls a better chance of testing theirweather qualities his utmost hopes must have been fulfilled. Theclub boats eligible to compete for the cup are Deerhound, PsycheCoquette, Alert. Cyprus, Laurel, Lotus and Samoa. The latter isproperly a 30-fqoter, but by a slight alteration in her fig her rac-ing length was increased from 29.92ft. to 30.08ft., thus bringing herm the offflj. class. It had been arranged to start the race at 3 o'clockand at 2 when the steam tug F. G. Beckett-which had been en-gaged to lay down the buoys—arrived at the piers the wind wasblowing very bard from the west and northwest, so much so thatafter waiting round some t 'me Capt. Beckett declined to go down
the lake with the buoy. Psyche, Coquette, Alert and Samoa werethen m the piers but Psyche and Samoa were t he only boats whichproposed to start, the centerboarders evidently being of the opin-
ion that the day was not suited to them. When the difficulty as
to laying the lake buoy arose, Capt. Jarvis generously offered togo down the lake and heave Samoa to and Psyche could followdown and round her and thus win the cup on a walk-over ThisSkipper Greening, of Psyche declined to take advantage 'of, but
suggested that the race should be sailed in the bay, where biiovswere already laid down, and with the consent of Mr. Monck whowas one of the crew of Samoa, this was arranged. The course was
to be from a line between the south pier end and the Governmentbuoy moored off it, to and around No. 1 buoy at the Desiardius
Canal, then returning and crossing the starting line at the finish.By this time the wind had increased to a moderate gale, and both
boats, while m the piers, had boused their topmasts and taken a
reef in their mainsails. The Beckett's whistle sounded for the
start at3.e4.25, and about a minute later Samoa crossed the line,
followed closely by Psyche. Both boats immediately stood over
for tbe north shore, were smoother water was to be obtained. It
at once became apparent that Samoa's reputation in heavy waterwas not a fictitious one. While footing as fast as Psyche, she
seemed to be outpointing her all the time, and before Oaklands
was passed she had assumed a comfortable lead. Here Samoa ar>tm slight trouble by carrying away her jih sheets, but the delay
was brief and she gradually increased her lead all the wav to the
buoy, which she rounded about 6m. ahead. On the run down
both boats shook out their reefs and set masthead spinnakers.
Samoa also sending up a small topsail; but, although Psyche made
a slight gain before the wind Samoa came in an easy winner bv
5m. 13s., and as Psyche allows her 3m. 39s., she actually won by
8m. 52s. The following are the times:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Samoa 3 34 25 5 11 25 1 37 00 1 33 21
Psyche 3 34 25 5 16 38 1 42 13 1 42 13

''WHO WONV"—The need of a good yacht list as a permanent
and reliable institution is felt more and more each year, and to
meet it the energetic compiler of "Who Won?" is constantly
working his little book up to a greater degree of perfection. The
great points in such a book are that it shall be complete and ac-
curate, and by diligent work each year Capt. Summers has
brought his list of yachts up to a point where it will compare
favorably with any that has preceded it, while the small size of
the volume and the wid« ranee of general information which it
contains in addition to the yacht list proper, the plates of flags
and the list of winners, add greatly to its value. This year's
edition contains handsome portraits of the late Mr. George L.
Schuyler, of his son Mr. Philip Schuyler and of ex-Com. S. Nich-
olson Kane and Jas. D. Smith, of the New York Y. C. While the
book is small enough to slip easily into a pocket, it is large enough
to contain most of the facts that a j-achtsman is likely to want in
a hurry at times when club libraries and chart lockers are not
accessible. The late date at which it has thus far appeared has
been an objection, but yachtsmen can in a measure remedy this
themselves by sending in at the end of the season a record of their
races and of their yachts, thus lessening the labor and delay of
hunting up much of the needed information.

AILEEN.-On Sept. 13 in the cruising race of the R. C. Y; C
from Toronto to Port Dalhousie, the cutter Aileen carried away
her chainplates and the mast went about 12ft. below the masthead
the topmast and bowsprit being broken as well. The schooner
Oriole was within sight and returned, sendingaline onboard after
some difficulty as a heavy sea was running, afier which Aileen
was towed to her moorings. She was fortunately but a couple of
mi)e§ out when the accident happened.
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BAY VIEW T. C—On Sept. 27 a race of the Bay View Y. 0.
was sailed in Boston H»rbor. the times being:

FIRST CLASS—KEELS.
Length. Elajwed.

Annie, Brunuings & Donovan 24.08 2 28 25
Saturn, L. Worth 34.00 Withdrew.
Naiad, E. Gallagher 25.05 Withdrew.

CENTERBO ARDS.
Julia, B. Johnson 21.03 1 14 45

Sike, J. Leveridgo 20.01 1 27 17

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Lottie, H. G. BTazlett 14.00 1 34 40
Pink, G. Corbett 15.02 1 48 50
Vida, J . Wibon 18 . 03 2 OS 25
Eva, J. Bertram 16.06 Withdrew.
Huron. S. Bovaeu 17.05 Withdrew.
Judges, E. C. Pence, J. B. Smith and B. Johnson.

THE NEW SHOAL DRAFT STEAM YACHT.—At Wintring-
ham's yard the new Gardner steam yacht lor Mr. Itutherford Stuy-
vesant is now phmked. The twin screws will each work in a sep-
arate tunnel or depression in the run of the boat, the planking of
these requiring some skillful work. In order to secure strength
and lightness the vessel has a double skin of white cedar on
steanwd frames. She wdlhave two Sin. cylinder compound trunk
engines.

MAGIC—The lines of this little catboat, which were published
in the Forest and Stkeam of Jan. 16. brought an order to the
builder from a We- tern yachtsman for a duplicate boat, which
was shipped on a freight car earl \ in June, since which time she
has done some very successful racing.

PIEPGRASS'S YARD.—Mr. Piepgrass has lately added further
improvements to his alreadj complete plant in the shape of a
steam outfit for his two smaller railways, with new chains aud
hauling gear. He also intends to apply sieam to the large ways.

SOUTH BOSTON SCHOOL OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.—
Tbo fail torn of the Hawes fond school will begm on Oct:. 6, Prof.
J. L. Frisbee being still in cnarg». Win cannot New York show
an institutiou of this kind when Boston has two?

VASHTI, cutter, has been sold to Mr. John Stetson, of Boston.
Mr. Chas. A Welsh, for whom the boat was originally buile, will

have a 34ft. cruiser of modern type, but with iron keel, to be built
by Lawley & Son from their own designs.

ATLANTIC Y. C—On Sept. 23 the formal opening of the new
club house of the Atlantic Y. C, at Fifty-fifth street, was cele-
brated by a reception and dinner, with dancing in the evening.

LARCHMONT Y. C. REGATTA—PHYLLIS AND RIVAL.—
We learn that Phyllis and not Rival was the winner in theLarch-
mont Y. C. regatta on Sept. 6.

MAGNET, sloop, which was sunk by a tug on Aug. 31, was raised
last week by the Chapman Wrecking Co.

Secretaries of canoe club* are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of

their clubs, and also nonces in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all imerested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local

waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1889-80.

Commodore: Walter TJ. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treasurer; P. L. Duxnell, New York.

Vice-Corn.. Rear-Com. Purser.
Central Div..Geo. A. Warder E. L. French..... J. K.BakeweU,

110 Diamond street., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eastern Div..Dr. J. A. Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph P. Brazer,

Lowell, Mass.
N'thern Dlv. .W. J. White W. J. Read CM. Whltlaw,

Montreal, Can.
Atlantic Dlv. .M. V. Brokaw I. V. Dorland W. R. Haviiand,

Yonkers, N. Y.
Applications for memoershtp muse be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommend at ton of an active member and the sum of $2.00

for entrance fee and clues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 lor camp expenses Application
sent to the Seo'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.

Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot applieati on by address
lng the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. E. cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore--O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secmtarv-Treasurer—J. H. Ware, 180 Riaito Building, Chicago, 111.

Applications for membership should be made to the ssee.-Treas., onblanks
which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the current year.

A RIVER CRUISE IN A FOLDING BOAT.

ON the morning of Juue 7, 1888, Messrs. S. and W.—the first in
need of a tew weeks' recreation from his turmoil of business,

and the second m pursuit of exercise and open-air restoratives
for an over-taxed brain—started from Garrettsvilie (near Cleve-
land, O.) upon an expedition of several weeks' duration, upon new
and untried waters. A new three-section Slrauahau folding
canvas boat, built by Frank Holmes, at Chagrin Falls, O., and
named Wanderer, had been equipped with a set of Allen's bow-
facing oars and supplemented who a brace of lignt paddles, as the
means of conveyance, winle a pack-basket, that had seen service
in the Adirondacks, contained clothing, cooking utensils, hatchet
and supplies; and a rubber-blanket package, strapped a-la-shawl-
strap-style, contained blankets, pillow cases, and canvas tent,

snualy stowed away. A 38-iaiibre Winchester rifle, with the
highlj -prized Lyman sights, a Smith & Wesson revolver, and a
Wneelcr split-bamboo 7oz. rod completed the outfit.

The waters of Silver Creek were at low tide, and notwithstand-
ing the fact that the trim little craft, witn crew and baggage,
drew but three inches, numerous riffles were found where the

crew, in rubber boots, stepped out and practiced lightering, and
occasional flood jams required a portage of boat and duffle, by
way of vaiiety.
During the first three days the narrowness of the stream brought

the paddles into almost constant use, and with vV. in tne now and
S. in the stern, the rapids were run witn safety, and considerable
progress made, considering the windings of the stream and the
fact that it had never been opened for navigation. An occasional
mill pond gave S. an opportunity to stretch himself and get
familiar witn the bow facers, and atsuch times the little 12ft. fairy

fairly bounded along; much to the amazement of spectators who
failed t< • understand I he modus operandi, with an oarsman near
the stern, facing the way ne was going. Tne scenery was delight-

ful, and the overhanging branches of trees oroke the force of the
sun's rays refreshingly. Wuen the weather was fair a halt was
made aud dinner cooked by a camp fire in primitive style, and
at night the little A tent pitched in some favorable spot, with
bougn beds; but in unfavoraole weather accommodations were
had at convenient, farmhouses or hotels.

On the first day out S. nad his clothing, but not his ardor, damp-
ened. He had stepped into the stream to remove some brush that
barred the way, and, while pulling with might and main, a limb
broke and he 'suddenly dropped backward into the water, W.
drvly asking, "Did you get anything wet?" However, the sun
and the exertions of the baptised at sundry portages generated
sufficient heat to quickly dry the wet portion of his garments; and
he even smiled wuen W., prompted thereto by observing a group
of country people watching tne ooat'e progress, lapsed into poetry
thusly:

"Ye natives on ye river bank
Do east a wishful eye

Upon ye graceiul Wanderer
As she goes floating by!"

On the afternoon of the third day, just as the tortuous windinga
of Silver aud Eagle crteko had betu nearly accomplished, and
Mahoning River was m highi, an approaching storm whose com-
ing had been poi tended by ommouo uiutieringa uf thunder, forced

the pilgrims to tote their duffle aud seek shelter in a convenient
sugar camp. S. asked poetically, ".Shall we now pitch our moving
tent, a day's march nearer the Mahone?" But night coming on,

and the rain atxll pouring m torrents, they were induced to seek
ouanere at a neighboring i'ftrmhouBewiiere the mo*t genial hos*

pitftUty was extended, and the evening merrily passed wifch curds

and music, W. producing from the depths of the pack basket his
diminutive Distin cornet, that had been his companion during
thousands of miles of Adirondack touring. The next morning
the family accompanied the tourists to inspect their wonderful
boat aud hid them God speed on their journey, and in half an
hour the broad waters of the more symmetrical Mahoning Rivpr
were reached and the route thenceforward presented less diffi-
culties,
A laughable incident occurred just prior to embarkment that

morning. A six-year-old son of the host had taken quite a liking
to the visitors and was particular in his attentions to S., who
wore a pair of knickerbockers (a relic of his bicycling days). He
had eyed them with much curiosity and finally broke forth with,
"Mr. S. are those the only pantys you've got; did you have them
when you was a little bovV" He evidently was burdened with the
idea that S. had outsrrown his nether garment. The laugh was on
S., who immediately wrote home to have a pair of "man's size"
sent him at a prospective stopping place.
With the exception of portaging around two dams—one at Liav-

ittsburg and one at Warren -and running a series of rapids of
nearly a mile in extent between the two, the trip of the fourth
day was smooth sailing and through a delightful portion of coun-
try. A few squirrels were discovered as the route passed wooded
sections, and W. added to the supplies by bringing some to bag
with the Winchester. S. grew poetical en route, and launched
forth to the air of "Sweet Belle Mahone" the following:

Soon beyond the Eagle's bar
Will our craft be floating far,
Through the world we'll wander lone,
On the old Mahone.

Chorus—On the old Mahone! On the old Mahone!
Thus we sing as we float by,
On the old Mahone!

The scenery as we approached Warren became very fine. Shale
rock lines the river on either side, while tha bed of the stream is
also colid rock. The banks are high, being in some localities Irom
$0 to COf t. above the water, and extremely picturesque and inter-
esting to the student of nature. Camp-fire for dinner was made
on tne left bank at a very romantic spot, and a cigar enjoyed while
lounging under the shade of grand old trees and watching tne
wild antics of a lot of boys bathing a short distance below our
bivouac.
Warren was reached at 3 P. M., and the novel craft attracted

considerable attention. A storm threatening, we concluded to go
into port. Among those whom we met on landing was the Mayor,
who greeted and gave us the freedom of the city. S. began to pre-
pare himself in suitable rig to go up town, when he discovered
that he had left his light shoes at the last halt safely deposited
under an oak for some one in need of footgear. It being Sunday
he said nothing desperate, bur thought a few hard things, besides
remarking that it would be plea°ant to walk around the city in
rubber boots to hunt up a dcaier in lighter articles more suited for
hot weather. At liSt "the rains descended and the floods came"
to such an extent that it was deemed wisdom to remain another
day at Warren and accept hospitalities tendered by new and old
acquaintances.
We were provided, to establish our idem ity in case of ship-

wreck, with a card which read as follows:

E. S. W. L. V. S.

"PILGRIMS TRAVELING FROM AFAR."

Boat "Wanderer." June, 1888.

The pilgrims attending the opera that evening in working cob-
tume were recognized and became the cynosure of many eyes and
the lions of the hour as it were.
A friend presented them with a neat "In Hoc Stgno Vinces" flag

to floatfrom the stern of their boat, and on Tue»d ty morning it was
flung to tne breeze and a start made for Niles, which was reached
m due time and a start made for refreshments, then a delightful
run to Girard. through charming bits of landscape and on splendid
waters for boating. Our fame had preceded us, and we were
met en ioute by the enterprising Lotze brothers, who have placed
a number of boats on the river at Girard and control of tne cotn-
modions picnic grounds near there, and g ven tne privileges of
both th.bir boat house and boarding hou-<e and introduced auout
town and made to feel at home. A gentleman from Youugstown
appreciating the fine opportunity afforded for five miles of excel-
lent boating from Girard up, has placed in the river at Girard a
commodious private steam launch and built a boat house for
storage of cedar canoes and general supplies, and being witnin a
few minutes' run by rail from Youngstown, spends tne greater
portiou of his leisure upon this line stretch ot water.
The next morning with cheery "good byes" and "bon voyage"

ringing in our ears, we swung out into the stream and were soon
en route, portaged a dam, and tnen ran a succession of japids im

good shape, reaching Youngstown at noon, wnere lunch was taken,
mail received and new supplies secured, and were presen'ly below
the dam and working througn the riffles that stre.ch for a mile
below, and are especially dangerous for ligh f craft owing to the fact
that much of the refuse or cinder from tne numerous iron mills
has found a lodgmeut in the river, and has corners sharp as glass.

We succeeded in passing the rapids without accident, and were
congratulating ourselves thereupon as we snot into the deep
water, and in fact were a bit careless supposing all danger over,

When a slight grating indicated that we had run upon a cinder
reef, and water pouring into the boat from an inch hole neatly
cut in the canvas near tne stern, demonstrated the fac that "in
the midst of life we are in death," unless different arrangements
are made, and impelled us to "pud, mothers, pud, pull for the
shore," which we did and saved ourselves ana baggage from a
wetting. Chis was the first and last accident of the kind during
a trip of 700 miles, and niignt nave been avoi.ied had W. in the
bow been attending strictly to business. A bit of canvas, some
waterproof cement and needle aud thread soon repaired the
d«mage, and we were again under way, passing Hazelton and
numerous foundries and rolling mills, shooting the various rapids

in a creditable manner, and at aoout five o'clock P.M. anived »t a
beautiful site for a camp on a high bluff facing the south, and m
sight of Struthers. Here we pitch our tent, swing hammock,
prepare beds and supper, and as the sun slowly sets enjoy the out-
look, which is a charming pastoral scene set in with a bordering
of hills. As darkness settles down the camp-fire is replenished,

and the melody of voice and cornet fills tue air with pleasing
sounds until the hour of 10 arrives, and warns us to rest and re-

fresh ourselves. .'

Next morning we broke camp after an early breakfast, and pur-
sues our winding way. Suddenly W. makes a discovery, turns
and requests S. to Keep quiet and hold the boat wnere it was, say-

ing: "See the nead of tuat oig tunle near shore?" and at the same
reaching for the rifle. S. looked m the direction indicated and
soon announced: "old man, that's not a turtle, but part of a big

straw hat!" It was sad, out nevertheless true. If W thereafter
mentioned "pants," 8. evened up by responding "turtles." Pass-
ing Struthers, we soon reached Loweilville, wnere necessary sup-
plies were laid in and the dam portaged. Prom this point for four
or five miles is a constant succession of rapids, in wnich, we had
ueen told, our boat could not live, and advice nad been given to

portage by team. A survey of the first series decided us to at

least make the attempt to run them, which we did successfully,

altnougn at times it looked more hazardous than was realized.

We crossed from Onio into Pennsylvania at hign noon, and
stopped for rest and dinner at one o'clock.

Tins portion of tue Mahoning River is well stocked with black
bass, and tne enthusiastic angler would oe repaid for a short so-

journ in the vicinity of Lo weiivilie or Edinourg, easily reached by
railroad, and fair accommodations at moderaLe rates. A tew casts

were made and euougn secured for a meal. As our pennant with
its red cross floated in the breeze just aoove the surface of the
water, it was a source of attraction to hungry bass, and many a
one leaped from the water toward it. In particular one lar^e fel-

low struck the slight staff with such force as to nearly demolish
ic. Intact, they were so plentiful about us that S. thus recorded
in his journal: "The Dass are so tnick in these waters that we are

obliged to lie (this might be undeiscoreu) down in the boat out of

sight while baiting our hooks!"
The excitement of swift waters, lovely views and balmy air

made tne day qu ckly pass. As we drew near to Edinourg a stoim
tnat had been gatneriug gave warning tnat it would soon bo upon
us, so we pulled the oars and worked the paddle as though making
a race, and tne Wanderer tairly skimmea througn the water. Ten
minutes more would have suific.ed, but tne rain w«s not a respecter

of cruiser- , and we were forced to run abhoi e and as quickly as

possible place the baggage under a wide-cpreading oak, and invert

the boat over it, then investing our elves m our waterproofs we
waited an hour ere the oiouas passed, and then ran into port at

Edinburg, and put up at tne little notei, and had a good supper,

aDd held a levee as it were, explaining to the crowd that were
attracted, the mysteries of canvas boat, bow-tactng oare, and
pleasing old huntere. wHh & peep through the famous Lyman

sights, until a late hour, when we retired and enjoyed the night's
rest.
In the morning, having restocked our larder, we made an early

start and ran a mile in good water, when, arriving at a rapids with
excellent outlook for good bass fishing, we came to a halt, and W.
got out tackle and wai adjusting it when be sudden y remembered
that he had left his coat at the hotel. Having uttered a bene-
diction, he resigned the rod to S. and walked back across lots,
ostensibly for the coat, but on his return produced a couple of
bottles of ginger ale, and after refreshments took a fresh start,
S. manipulatimr the boat and W. fishing for ba«s, and in a very
short time enoush were secured for immediate warns, and not
wishing to sacrifice fish for mere sport, the rod was put up and
we ran on down to Cross Cut, and thence passing Mahoniugtown
a short distance, stopped for dinner m a wild and romantic gorge
near a cool spring brook. We broiled our fish on forked sticks
over the coals, made coffee, boiled eggs, and adding some relishes
from our regular s pphes, had a meal that was thoroughly enjoy-
able. As the weather was very warm, we took a two hours' rest,
enjoying the grandeur of the scenery.
For miles along the river we had encountered numerous native

fishermen, but the grea'ernumber were angling for bass with shot-
gun or rifle, either from some favorable place <m the ground or
perchedm a convenient tree where a watch could be maintained
over favorite feedtner grounds; and from the number of reports
which we heard during the day opportunities for soots must have,
been frequent. No one, however, would acknowledge success, or
admit that they were shooting at fish, there being a law upon the
statute book of Pennsylvania intended to prevent such practices.
At Mahoningtowo tne Shenango River joins the Manoning,

anu from thence the united waters flow under the name of tne
Beaver River, aud for some miles there were rapids in profusion,
and we had some exciting runs. We passed Moravia at four P. M.,
and east of town found the swiftest rapids we had yet been in,
fully a half mile long, and with a drop of nearly 50ft. The strik-
ing of a single ston«, and numbers were every where visible, would
have swamped our frail craft The experience of the last ten
days had been of service, and thn Wanderer roc ks so slightly and
obeys the paddle so quickly, that we went through without a
scratch. The excitement wrought 8. to that pitch that we found
that he had in that short time completely chewed up a fresh cigar
that he had placed unlighted between his lips out a few moments
before.
We found a handsome spot for camping at the foot of Moravia

Rapids, oo a triangular platau at the mouth of a wooded ravine,
and adjacent to a fine spring of sweet, cold water, aud with a
most charming outlook, where we proceeded to pitch our tent.
As we were thus engaged the owner of fhe premises, who resided
within 80 rods, put in an appearance, evidently to ascertain what
a couple of tramps might be about. We int roduced ourselves, and
atter he had found out who and what we were, not only gave
assent but remarked that as there were signs of ram ne thought
we had better strike our tent and bring our baggage to the farm-
house and camp with mm for the night. We did not waste words
in arguing the matter, but at once accepted Mr. Morrow's kind
invitation, found an interesting family, had a bounteous supper,
and in the evening, at their request, treated tnem to quite a
concert of vocal and cornet music, with organ accoinpauiuient.
Next morning arose at. 5:30 and breakfasted, and as we oade tnem

adieu were invi.ed to come again if ever in their vicinity. We
were soon afloat, and presently reached what we have beeu led to
dread, the famous Hard Scrabble Rapids, and Irish R-pple.
There being a fair stage of water we went through them flying,

and without accident, and soon passed NewDort and Wampum,
and found a long stretch of deep water with high wooded banks
and, tne wind oelng at our bacas, we; floated lor miles without
exertion, and gave ourselves up to a full enjoyment of tne pano-
rama. Atter passing Clinton we found mor^ rapids, tne swiftest
ot wMcn is near Homewood, which we went through in rapid
style, much to the interest and admiration of a nurnoer ot sports-
men who were casting for bass in that vicinity. At noon we went
into camp at a lovely spotonahigh wooded baukfour mdes above
Beaver Ealls; which, from remains of tent stakes and hammock
ropes about the beautiful grove, seemed to have had previous
occupants. . j . .

Alter two hours of rest and refreshment we swung out for
Beaver Falls, whicfl we reached at4.3J P. M. almost without pull-
ing a stroke, as we were running before tne wind. O i our way
we went around the famous horseshoe bend of the r*. & L. E. R.K.
and passed multitudes oi atone quarries in the higu oanks on
either side, and the "Coast of Joppa" was forcibly brou^nt to

mind. We portaged our boat and uaggage to the freight depot, it

being the only available place near the river, and tne courtesy
having ueen duly extended by the otficer in charge, ft being our
intention to remain over the Sabbath, we touud oouafuitable
quarters at the Grand Hotel, and in the evening took -a carriage,

and drove about the city. On Sunday we started over to New
firiguton, found a cosy nook on the bank of the river add perused
the papers; and again in tne afternoon cumoed tne bluffs west of
town that rise fully 5J0tt. above the valley, and obtained a view
that well repaid the effort, and the exercioe gave us a good appe-
tite for supper, and for sleep.

On Monuay, June 18, we launched our craft, ran to the mil!
dam, portaged into a raceway on tne New Brighton side, through
which wre passed for a mile, and then carried into tne river and
had good water untd we reacned the Faliston oam, aud there a
picnic seemed 10 await us. We ran first to the left, out found it

impossible to get around wituout a portage of nearly one-third of
a mile, and tneu went over to the west bank and lonnd we could
carry over a steep bank witn an abrupt descent into a uuill race.

As ine Wauoerer, without baggage, could be carried almost any-
where, we unloaded our packs, wuiou S., feeling in good vigor, at
once tackled, and soon demonstrated the fact mat he was in Fall-
ston by taking a fall therewith down the hill some 8ft. in close
proximity to tue raceway, snaking him up seriously and with
slight damage to man and apparel, besides causing him to give
utterance to something that rhymed well witn mill dam, or at
least it so sounded to Vv., who was tnen ascending tne Dank witn
the oare, paddles, gun, etc.

Alter S. had ruboed nia knee and gathered up the scattered bag-
gage, the boat was taken over and we weie again under wav, aud
soon lound an easy portage into tne river and good running, and
ere long passed West Kocuester and Bridgewater, wnere Wc lounu
the last dam on the Beaver River, made an easy portage, suot the
rapids beiow, anu passed under the C. & P. R. R. bridge into the
wafers of the Ohio River. We ran across to Philnpsburg and
found a splendid beach, witn good shade and conveniences ror a
camp dinner, and while W. went up into the town to procure sup-
plies, S. started the necessary Are and got the coffee in readiness.
Alter dining and resting a snort time, we again emoarked and
were soon in a swift current running down the grand old Ohio on
tne afternoon of one of tne finest of June day s.

Our course was now decidedly easy in comparison with the prior
experiences, and we had more leisure to enjoy the ever-changing
and picuresque views tnaL abound aiong tne shores of the upper
Ohio. Passing Beaver, Vanpori, Sbippingpon, Beilowsvilie and
iuoustry, we sought for and touua what seemed a good place to
camp for the nigut, with a stream trickling down tne nana on the
soiituerly side of tne river, and ran ashore for that purpose. The
boat was unloaded and taken up on the bank, a spot selected for the
tent, but betore setting uplt was suggested that it would be agood
idea to try the spring water. Hoies w. re dug out and the water
permitted to settle wnne tne crew took a rest; a. was the first to
test the quality, and sang out, "I've struck it rich! Snail start a
factory a.t one ! There is millions in it!"

W. tasted, too, and his moutn oegan to pucker up as in younger
days when he nad been inuueed to partake of green persimmons,
aud the fact dawned upon both that a superabundancy of aium
must exist in that particular bluff and tnat this trickling spring
had assumed tue responsibility of "reducing the suiplus." We
couciuued to move on to the next lavorable locality, wnich was
discovered in less than a mile, and on supping ashore the first

Word spoken was in favor of tryiug the wattir Detote unpacking.
After uue trial and strict examination the waters of the second
spring were prunouuced of a copperas tendency, and unfit for use.

As night was coming on and Suutu's Ferry, with a comfoitable
country hotel, was in easy distance, we decided to make it our
c -nip for that night and were in port at 6:30. From the porch of

our iiosteit y we could look into thiee States only amde away, viz.:

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. Georgetown is opposite
and Ghiogow a snort walK. below, anu were duly inspected. A lin'j

grove on the river bank in lront of the hotel was utilized for con-
cert purposes by particular request of the proprietor—a queer
genius of 72 years—who moisted upon W.'s plajing for him his es-

pecial favorite whion ne calleu "the Biackoirti." S. was much
aomioed at W.'s perplexity and finally whistling a strain of the
"Mockingbird," relieved VV . and auded to the old gent's gratifica-

tion. "A rose by any other name," etc., and why not so a tune?

G ANET8VILI/E, Ohio.

[TO BE CONCLUDED,]
E. S. W.

THE PADDLING CHAMPIONSHIP.-The proposed race be-
tween MeBsi's. MacKendriok and Jounson, in answer to the form*
er's challenge, has as yet progressed no further than a dispute ev»r
the date.
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MEET AND REGATTA.

TUB OTTAWA C. C. AND AYXMEB BOATING CLUB.

A MOST successful camp was held under the joint auspices of
the Ottawa U. C. and the A\ liner Boating Ciub on Desnhenes

Lake near the village ot A.ylrner. Canada, from Sept. i to 8 Lake
Deschpues, it may he explained, is an enlargement of the Ottawa
River, the lower end ot which (where rhe camp was snuated) is
about time miles above the city of Ottawa. Tlii present-, was the
first atf tmpt of the two elubs to hold a canoe meet ou a large scale,and their ell >rts were crowned with such signal success that it
has been decided to make the meet a regular annual affair. Owing
largely to the late date when the decision to organize tue camp was
arrived at and the consequent short time at the disposal of the
committee, the attendance of outside canoeists was not as large
as was hoppd, but those who did come were «o thoroughly i»lensed
with the affair that next year's meet is likely to be attended hy
members of most of the Canadian canoe clubs. The campsite
chosen by the committee was all that could be desired. A grassy
sward, shaded here and there by maples and cedars, sloping down
to the lake, where it ended in a shelving pebbly beach. As a sub-
stitute for a restrain ant the committer had made arrangements
with a summer hotel, about five minutes walk from the camp
wlit re the hungry canoeists were fed at the very reasonable
charge of twenty-five cents per meal; while the more industrious
who did their own coking had whatever supplies they required
delivered at their tent doors by huxter's carts from Aylnier.
Ihere were altogether over two hundred in camp during the meet
including a large contingent of ladies at "Squaw Point," and the
result was some of the jolliest camp fires that it has been the
writer's good fortune to attend.
The racing took place on the 5th and 6th, and, as a rule, the en-

1ries were fairly numerous and the events well contested. The
sailing course was a triangle, one-half mile to each leg, laid out
directly opposite Miecamp. The lake presents exceptional facili-
ties tor sailing. It is a large sheet of wa ter, with low shores, and
so the winds are s'eadv, squalls being comparatively rare. There
is, moreover, practically no current, and the lake is' free from the
sawdust and mill refuse which have given the river below Ottawa
such an unenviable reputation. The feature of the meet was the
race for the Lansdowne cup, which was called on the afternoon of
the 6th. and sailed in a light wind. The Lansdowne cup is a hand-
some silver challenge trophy presented to the Ottawa C. C. by the
Marquis of Lansdowne when Governor-General of Canada.' By
the deed of gift, the race for the cup is open to all members of
recognized Canadian canoe clubs sailing Canadian-built canoes
and by a further restriction imposed by the Ottawa C. C. decked
canoes must be so constructed that their owner can sleep on
hoard, and all canoes must be able to carry a proper outfit for a
week's cruise. In other respects the A. O. A. regulations govern.
The cup was presented in 1888. and in that vear. as also in 1889 it
was won by Mr. R. W. Baldwin, of Ottawa, in Irene. This vear it
was won by Mr. Cnas. E. Archibald, of the Point Claire (Montreal)
Canoe Crew, the winner of the Otillia cup at tne meet of the North-
ern Division of rhe A. C. A. Tne distance was three miles, or
twice around the course.
The canoes started well together, but on t he first leg Archibald

took the lead and turned the buoy a few seconds ahead of the
others. On the second leg he was passed by Gishorne, but on t he
third leg, which was a he-«t to wind vard, he again took the lead
and retained it for the balance of the race, passing the finish 4m.
20s. ahead of B. W. Baldwin in Irene, who was the second man.
Archibald's time wa- 1:3S:30. Other canoes finished in the follow-
ing order: White Wings, \V~. M--L. Maingin; Banshee. A. Adam-
son; Eira F. EL Gisborne; Nixie, P. B. S\mes; Musette, Henry
Roy. P. A. Maingnv's Myrabel did not finish. W. McL. Mainguy,
sailing White Wings, was very late in getting out, 'he race hav-
ing heen started before he had time to return from acting as
starter for another race. Frank Dey of Ottawa also sailed over
the course in a canoe of bis own huild, and finished ahead of the
second canoe, but being a professional he was not allowed to enter
the race.
Among the paddling races the Morris Cup race (double blades,

open canoes) and the tandem single blades were particularly well
contested, the competitors in each race finishing well together.
Two attempts were made to get the St Lawrence skiff sailing

race off. but on both occasions the time limit wa exceeded and
the race declared off. One heat has since been sailed and won
by Mr. R. H. Havcock, of the Aylmer Boating Club; E. H. Hub-
hell being second and Geo. Burn third, but the other htats are
still to be sailed.
A feature of the regatta was a rivermen's race in tbe large and

heavy driving boats used in rafting timber down the river. Sev-
eral boats entered, manned by French Canadian vovageurs, four
oars and a steering paddle to each, and the race/which was a
very close one, was t he signal for the wildest excitement among
the friends of tbe contestants, a large number of whom had come
out in their boats. The following is a list of the events with the
winners of each:

Friday.

L Bark canoe race, single hlade, one-half mile straightaway: H.
P. Ross first, W. McL. Mainguy second.

2. Open canoe sailing race, one and a half miles: F. Merret first,
R. D'Arcy Scott second.
3 Maneuvering race, one and a half miles, canoes to start with

sail down, during race at a signal paddle to be thrown overboard
clear astern and recovered under sa'l: Chas. E.Archibald first,
F. H G-;-bo:ue second, fi. W. Baldwin third.

4. St. Ld wreuce skiff sailing race, three miles: Time limit of
one hour exceeded.

5. Steam yacht race, three miles with turn: ,Tas. Bourgeau first,
A. Driscoll second.

6. Gunwale race, 100yds. with turn (no keels or ballast or pro-
jecting centerboard): Chas. E. Archibald first, Henri Roy second.

Saturday.
1. Double scull (pleasure skiffs), one mile and turn: L. Coste and

G. L. Bourchier first, Archie McDonald and J. Watt second, C.
Morse and W. H. Norton-Taylor third.

8. St. Lawrence ski It sailing race: Time limit again exceeded.
9. Single blade paddling (open canoe), half mile straighawav:

W. Johnston first, R. D'Arcy 'scott second, E. W. Gilbert third.
10. Landsowne cup race, three miles: Chas. E. Archibald first,

R. W. Baldwin second (other names above).
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AMATEURS VS. PROFESSIONALS.
rpHE following circular, which we copy from the Field, is inter-
-»- eating, from the fact that the amatuor question comes up attimes m American canoeing, the conditions being practically thesame in rowing, swimming and canoeing. It will be seen that the
present English rule would not be applicable here. The circular,which was sent out by the Trent Rowing Club, reads as follows:Heak MR—We desire to draw your attention to Rule 22 of theAmateur Rowing Association:
No person shall be considered an amateur oarsman, sculler or

1. Who has ever taken part in any open competition for a stake,money or entrance fee.
2. Who has ever knowingly competed with or against a profes-

sional for any prize.
3. Who has ever taught, pursued or assisted in the practice of

athletic exercise of any kind for profit,
4. Who has ever heen employed in or about hoats, or manual

labor tor money or wag-s.
5. Who is or has heen hy trade or employment for wages, a

mechanic, artisan or laborer, or engaged in any menial duty.
thinking this to be most arbitrary, rendering a very larfj'e num-

ber of members of rowing clubs unable to compete at any regatta
held under its rules, wo ask the opinion of your club as to the de-
sirability of a conference of delegates, one from each club, to dis-
cuss the formation of another amateur rowing association.

I he definition of an amateur oarsman we think should be on
the same lines as Rule 1 of the Amateur Swimming Association,
which reads:
All amateur races held under the Amateur Swimming Associa-

tion rules must be confined to amateurs, according to the defini-
tion of the Amateur Swimming Association, which is as follows:An amateur is one who has never competed for a money prize, de-
clared wager or staked bet; who has never taught, pursued or as-
sisted in the practice of swimming, or any other athletic exercise,
as a means of pecuniary gam; and who has not, knowingly or
without protest, taken part in any competition or exhibition with
any one who is not an amateur. Rule 2. A swimmer l eases to be
an amateur, and becomes a professional, by—engaging in swim-
ming or any other athletic exercise—or personallv teaching, train-
ing or coaching any other person therein—for pecuniary gain.
Selling, realizing upon, or otherwise turning into cash, anv prize
won by him. Accepting remuneration for swimming in public, or
by being employed for money or wages in a swimming bath or
elsewhere as an attendant on swimmers.
Should you not see your way clear to send a delegate to the pro-

posed conference, we should he elad of an expression of opinion
from your members on this matter.
Trusting that you will be able to favor us with an early reply,

we are, dear sir, yours etc., Percy Eveeshed, Pres.
„ „ Chas. Fleming, i a „„,,
Btjeton-on-Thent, June 9. Hy. Johnson, (Hon. bee's.

THE POINTE CLAIRE O. C.-The annual general Dieting of
this club was held at Pointe Claire on Sept. 13, the captain, Mr.
David A. Poe, in the chair. The log book as submitted showed
that during its first active season the crew had held threi decked
canoe races for the Pointe Claire canoe trophy, two open canoe
races, four races for the skiff trophy and an extra skiff race.
There are 31 members in the organization, and its fleet consists of
8 sailing canoes, 6 St. Lawrence skiffs and 20 open Canadian canoes.
Mr. W. J. Wallace, on behalf of the subscribers, presented to the
crew the Pointe Claire canoe trophy, a handsome silver bowl
with the totem of the club, the great bear, upon it in blue enamel;
and the trophy was formally presented to Mr. Chas. Archibald,
of the canoe Mab, who won two out of the three races sailed for
it. This trophy is a perpetual one, and must be sailed for -\ early
by the members of the crew. The skiff trophy, an engraved and
enameled pewter mug, given by the captain, was then formally
presented to Mr. C. Montserrat, of the skiff Jean A., who had won
two out of the four races sailed for it. The election of officers,
which Drought the meeting to a cloae, resulted as follows: Cap-
tain, W. I. Wallace; Mate, A. C. Thomas; Purser, Chas. Archi-
bald.

THE JESSUP'S NECK, SAG HARBOR & GREENPOtfT
NAPHTHA TRANSPORTATION CO. (LIMITED).—The publi-
cation of the annual report of the treasurer of this company has
been delayed on account of our having not yet obtained a settle-
ment from the A. C. A. in regard to the mail contract. If our
claim against the Association is allowed the stock of the Trans-
portation Company will be redeemed at par. As soon as the mat-
ter is adjusted a statement will he sent to the stockholders.—Ed-
waud W. Bhown, Pres.

MASSASOIT O. C—The Massasoit C. C. held its annual races
on Sept. 21, the course being a triangle of three miles, commencing
at the Dolphin, opposite the club house in Boston harbor, thence
proceeding on a southerly course toward Squantum and thence
returning on a northeasterly course to the point of commence-

ment. Canoes to the number of 14 sailed off, but some of these
were, only friendly escorts. After fifty m.nutes from 'be time ofhtarting \ mcent B. Johnson, in his self-designed and self-builtVee-Bee, crossed the line and heard the whistle which announced
that he held the club trophy for the ensuing vear. Some fourminutes elapsed before Emile Johnson, in Allie.A., came in, and
aVJ^/m *

We
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bree minutes later by Sappho, with her captainAllan, third. The paddling race, from the Cow Pasture to theDolphin, was won by C. P. Perry, in the Moondvne; Allan Hurdand John Lannon, m Sappho and Winonah, respectively, taking
second and third place. This race was a well-fought one, onlv afew seconds dividing the nrst and second men. Reverting to thepast year, the Massasoits can contemplate their record with satis-
faction The membership of the club has been nearly doubled,
the club bou«e has been finished and greatly improved, aud muchgood sport has heen had by the members. Not a Saturday hascome round but its quota of members has started off on an over-Sunday camp-out on one of the many adjacent islands. Our sum-mer programme is now almost a record of the past, the only two
Outstanding events being the dedication of the newly finished clubbouse and the annual supp°r, which events willshoitlv be cBle-brated.-jAMES J. Brooks, Sec'y Massasoit C. C.
A NARROW ESCAPE.-It is early for stories, as winter hasnot yet Bet in, but as this is a true bill (Welkrian) it should be told.We were sitting m a stuffy room on a ranch this summer havinga
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pot, wnich was sufficient to cover promises as well as cash. "Now
it is time for one of U8 tn cross the river ,-

gtfrd ong of fch h Mrancheroes. "What river?" said another. "The River Larrat"
of course." "There's no such river; it's Sticks." "Sticks, yourgrandmother. I. I had to invent a name I would get a better one.than that to a-" "Stop," sflid the tenderfoot, "don't draw until I
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EST" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

J. H.—See answer to "J. M. B."
Pinnated— For Minnesota chickens try Ashby, in Grant county,

or Gien wood, in Pope county.
C. H., Maine.—Tue troat season in Maine runs from May 1 to

Oct. 1, with local exceptions.
Doc—For bear and deer in Michigan go to Metropolitan and

thence to the lumber camps in the viciuity.
.
H-B., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—It is forbidden to shoot "highholes"m JNew Y ork State at any season of the year.
A. T., San Francisco.—Chose a .ifjcal. There is little, if any

choice between tbe two makes; both are perfectly trustworthy.
L. T., San Francisco, Cat.—A hitch if well matured should

throw as aood puppies the first litter as subsequently. If she is
not well developed the puppies are apt to be weakly.

'

J. R. P., Philadelphia.—We advise you to try the Pocono Moun-
tains. Go to Canadensis; stop at D.M.Crane's. Tn^s region is
highly recommended hy our correspondent. "Jacobstaff."

J. M. B , Atlantic City, N. J.— For grouse (to to the Pike county,
Pa., resort described in our shot columns to-dav. Then for quail
in North Carolina, go to Greensboro, in Guilford county, writing
to Mr. McAdoo. hotel proprietor there, Quail season in that
State will open Oct. 15.

R. J., Boston.—Will you kindly inform me whereabouts within
about fifty miles of Boston I can find good Thanksgiving shooting
of small game, including ruffed grouse and rabbit?? Ans. Your
best pkn will be to go up into New Hampshire, or else try along
the Fitchburg railroad, anywhere from ten miles out of Boston to
Pitch burg.

J. L. B., Little Boar's Head, N. H.—Do gun barrels of 28in. shoot
as hurd as those of 30 or 32m.? Would a set of 2Sin. barrels he a<»
effective in duck shooting as 32in. ones, other conditions as to
caliber of shells being equal? Ans. As a rule the longer barrels
will shoot harder because l hey willburn more powder,and the 28in.
would not equal the 33iu. "Contents of shell being equal," a
shell load adapted to a 32in. would not do its full work in a 211n.
barrel.

H. F. R., Fulton, Kas.—1. What is the proper charge of powder
and shot for a 10-gauge full-choke gun, lOlbs.? 2. What per cent,
of the pellets should it put into a 30in. circle at 40vds., s'-ot runn-
ing from 1 to 8 in size? 3. What per ceni. of buckshot, size from
2 to 8 (iccoroing to what size chambers), would you umainii: «,

first-class pattern at 40yds.. same sized target? 4. What would
you consider a good pattern for buckshot at 75,-ds.? Ans. 1. 4.1 rs.
powder, l^oz . hot. 2. An average of 66 per cent. 3. The same.
4. From 6 to 9 shot.

L., Louisa county. Va.—I have a fish pond of several acres, in
which I placed six years ago 80 adult silver perch (croppie). I have
eonunued to add to that number every year since, until I have
put in the pond over 700. Only about one-half dozen have been
taken out, hut they will not bite at all, except in April. Miy and
June and July, and are very unceriain even then. This is the
report of many others who have perch ponds. I am thinking of
placing large-mouth black bass in the same pond. The deepest
water is 6ft.; average, t$£ft. Which will exterminate the young
of the other, the perch or the bass? The pond is well stocked with
minnows. Ans. We have in mind several ponds in which crappies
and black bass harmonize without injury to either. If one should
have occasion to prey upon the other the bass would unquestion-
ably hold the fort against crappies, pickerel and most other fishes.
The depth orwater in your pond will be sufficient for the large-
mouthed bass, but scarcely for the small-mouthed kind unless the
water is cool. It would be advisable to keep up the supply of min-
nows.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500Fage Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cukes ( Fevers,Cougestions,Inflaiiimation
A. A. (Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.H.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism,
C.C.—-Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grabs, Worms.
E.E.--Cohe!is, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F. F.--Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.«Urinary and K?dney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J .K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis*
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - ,3Q
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Clue Oil and Me'dicator, S7.0O
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - _ 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.

Beecham's Pills
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders.

"Worth a Guinea a Box "—tout sold

for 25 cents,
BY ALL, DRUGGISTS.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PKIOK Sl.OO,

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

iTRADE

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Gents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc. 9

For farther particulars send IO cents to prepay postage on our 136 iolio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IHBBIE,
Manufacturers of every dessrlptlon ofPINE FISHING 1CJk.CS

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New Tork.

Exercise at Home.
The Standard Chest Weight,
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used iu aJJ gym
iMsiimis. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the ehesi. Price $4 to $10.

Handsome ta'atipeittanee and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 illus-

trations how it is used, mailed free.

Addresi NAB»AOAJ»»BTI MOT. CO,, «

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1 888.

By Evebett Hatden, Marine Meteorologist, TJ. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington,
Illustrated bt 28 Platbs. Pbice Ohe Dollar.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 818 Broadway, New Yor&
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WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.

nrot
Ask your Dealer for them.

(old a.t detail toy tla.o Ma.xiufa.oti7m

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting nurDoses. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

WII.D RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
rew crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

FINE PAIR OF MOOSE HOBNS
for sale. Add ress J . M. STONE , Harcourt Build-
ing, Irvington street, Boston, Mass. oct2 2c

FOR SALE. -HOPKINS & ALLEN RIFLE,
.23 long rifle eal., aud interchangeable .32-40-

cal. barrel, with complete set of reloading and
reducing tools, also about 200 shells. R'fle bar-
rels in al condition. C. W. GREEN, Stapleton,
S. I. It

FERRETS $3.00 EACH OR $5.00 PER PAIR.
J. H. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

oci2,3t

T T\7"I? r\TJ A TT for sale, live
1^1 V 11/ \cl RJ lYl I J and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1S38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant. 174 Chambers street. New York.

'OR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.F

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mericanu%\
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and. Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears. Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. Gil y.

TITANTE D.—TO PURCHASE CHEAP FOR
y\ cash, volumes Nos. 2 to 8. inclusive, Wal-
lace's American Trotting Register. Address H.
HOWARD, P. O. Box 577, Providence, R. I.

oct2,2t

CANVAS CANOES;

HOW TO BUILD THEM,
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

. DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhilL

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBUIX.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINION8 OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean. '

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks bet ween
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—iB not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or wo upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New Yoi-k Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRICE S2.50.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

^his is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim •

plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will rind a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

By C. F. AMERY,
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has
been admirably characterized as the most
delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Prick, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Oorahill, Eng.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20. $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11 X15, $1 ,50

A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
C™ ES

§ H" H> KIFFE,
~~^.(wf 318 Fulton Street,

MtfflSK I
Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW STOCK.
PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Koreend, Bar Rebounding lo-Rmv. 10-Rore
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol lySfOitt Factory Our
Grip, rubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. Price. Price. Price. Price.
No. 2, "twist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 3 J.<6 S60.00 4^.75
No. 4, Laminated barrris, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35 70.00 49 90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57-UO 85.00 60.60
Sent C. O. D>. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

B7 GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("70.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 2u0 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy Joss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in whicb the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often bunting quite naaed with no other arms
than their bo>vs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that whicb treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill ir> sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellel to_the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its paaes for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhill.

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
Bv "SENECA."

A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 818 Broadway.
LONDON: Davos & Co., 1 Finch Lane, CornhilL
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
i^LSO CLOTHING FOE

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.
Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Goat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas S2 50
8 ounce Canvas $2 00
Light-weight, $1 75

SalmonJroutA Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEQUALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail your order, simply stating the kind of fishing you want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OP OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., bSssv Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGITB.

"far this Just owce
PRE8ERTAUNE.

A. Boon "to ~fclx«e* Sportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Pish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious.

In 5-lfo boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can
prepare it) $2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'FG CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANTJFACTtJKBB OF

Fisliing TsloIsJL©
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may hp deducted from first onrchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper-

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOS®, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.

No. 182 SIXTH AVJ3NTJTL Kw Thirteenth Street. NEW YORK.

rSP0RTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
k who have the

largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the w.™,
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
P. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cnambers St., N. X.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating

Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEBSUSOI. Sfflci, 65 Fulton St.. I.T.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting of COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - . gss.OOCANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - . 8.75CORDUROY SUIT, Good QnaUty, Ready Made, 13,00CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, First QnaUty, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES PRES.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street:, Chicago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

(10 103 Milk Street, Eevolvers .32 & .38

PRICE'S

b^lSS line:.
No. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.18 $1.25 $1.88 Bach.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO. PBI0E, 171 East 84th St, New York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

'^63 Haymarket- LONDON
(

for illustrated' catalogue
-fe>F TACKLE JRODS

A. H. DIRKES,

BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Sliedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

Established 1837.

J. B. OKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns, Riles, ReYolyers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City.

Send for a Catalogue. Special ty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

PARABOLON
MAGIC LANTERNSand
STEREOPTICONS.
Kerosene Oil or Lime Light.

For Entertainment or Instruction at home
or in large halls.

DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH?
We can make Lantern Slides from your Negatives.

Special facilities on the premisesfor theproduction

of the very finest Colored Slides, Apparatus, &c-

Catalogues Free. Correspondence Solicited.

J. B. COLT & CO., 16 Beekman Street, New York.

OUTFITS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vuelta Havanas §3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house' of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

10£ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz ; ™?e ™
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted .v ,'V* Vi V _j.v.

No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, mckel mountings, complete in wood form, length

% 9, 9J, 10ft
,
weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz ri

?f
e * \*

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted •• • •*• : :.• \z '•• :• ••• x- „ %tz
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, mckel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz

4<
*™

No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint * • • •

No. 280, 8 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft. . .... ... ... . ...... ..... ... ...... . .
-

.
- .... • • • • • • • • • • - • - „„

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., S3c. ; 40yds 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds $1.15; 100yds * 25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels.Balance Handle

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3 75. Braided Linen ^Reel Lines on Block, Noa. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J F. M. Brand Lmen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 threadf 38c'. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread 46c. ; IS thread 53c. Brass Swivels 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz 10c
;
double g^t loc per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

,
Sit., doz., 4oo.

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send ge. tarns for niugtrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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Two Targets with Smith A Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .33
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results,

SMITH <&, WESSON,
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.

OFFER OF SHOP-WORN GUNS.
I>o you want a good GOT at TRADE PRICE ? If so, select any

from this list. These guns are all new hut a little shop-worn, making
them unsalable as new guns. We are therefore offering them to
you at TRADE PRICE in order to close them out and make room
for new guns.

Maker. Description. Size.

W. W. Greener Ejector Hammerless, First Quality 12 30 7

do Hammerless ." 12 30 8]

do Trap Gun. 12 30 7

Westley Richards First Quality Ejector Hamniprless 12 30
"

Charles Daly Hammerless, Diamond Brand 12 30

do Hammerless 12 30 7

Colt Pat. Fire Arms Co. .Hammerless 12 30 7]

do do . .Top Action, all Improvem'ts, Regular Hammers. 12 32 7 :

do do .. do do do do .12 30"

W. & C. Scott & Sons. . . .Hammerless 16 28 _
Ithaca do No. 3 12 30 7M
do do No. 2 12 30 7J4

Hemmingway Top Lever, Greener Treble W. F. Action, Pat. Fore-
end, Pistol Grip, Fine Damascus Bis, Choke-Bored.12 30 7

do do do do do 20 28 61

J. P. Clabrough & Bros. .Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Low Hammers, Choke-Bore. 12 30 7%

do do .. do do do do 12 30 7*

do do . . Hammerless, Damascus Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30 6;

do do .. do do do do 16 28 6]

C. G. Bonehill Tod Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Choke-Bored, Low HammerslO 32 9;

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

12 32 7%
10 30 9J4
12 30 8M
12 30 8J

•

12 30

L. C. Smith, F. Quality. .Top Action, Complete Gun, Low Hammers 12 30

do do do do do do 12 30

do M. Quality.. do do do do 12 30 7M
Forehand & Wadswortb.Top Action, Complete Gun, Low Hammers 10 30 8M
Manhattan D. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Damascus

Barrels. Choke-Bored 10 30 9

do do do do do 12 30 7]

do do do do do 12 32 8M
do C. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Laminated

Steel Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30 8J£
do B Quality, do do do 12 30 834

do do do do do 10 30 81"

do do do do do 10 30 8%
E. Remington & Sons. . . .Decarbonized Steel Barrels, Complete Gun. 12 30 86

do do .... do do do do 12 30 85

do do . . .Fine Damascus Barrels 12 30 8

Any of the above guns will be sent for examination upon receipt
of $5.00 to guarantee express charges, which amount will be de-
ducted from the price if gun is accepted.

26 West 23d St., New York City.

UNCLE LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.

Trap snooters Take Notice

!

The nicest thing in the world to shoot in (Thur-
man's Shooting Blouse) fits snug and gives to
every motion of the body. Nothing in the way
of the gun. No buttons to pull off, and it keeps
your shirt clean. One large pocket for shells.
Indorsed by the best trap shooters in the country
and the gun editor of the Item, of Philadelphia.
If your dealer does not keep them, write direct to
the mill and get one. Price, post paid, $2. Send
P. O. money order or draft on New York. Cor-
respondence with dealers solicited. Mention
whether right or left hand shooter and size
around body under the arms and over vest. The
finest kind of a uniform for clubs.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEM'S CIGAKETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

FRED. 8AUTER,
(Established 1860.)

Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals
a specialty.

COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.
No. 3 North William Street,

Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

Crnisiis in i Cmaflns,
AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Pishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Motintain Goat
aDd Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coquina.")

12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

WOODCRAFT
By "MESSM.UK." Price Sl.OO.

FOREgT AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
" 318 Broadway, New York.

PhotoTrading Post
Headquarters of the Chautauqua School

of Photography. Publishers of Photo-
graphic Times and Annual. Manufactur-
ers of all sorts of Photo material specially
the Waterbury, the Irving View and. Advill
cameras.

Send for catalogue.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,m Broome St., N~. Y.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
and imitation of the
natural bird, address
J. N, D0D&E, Detroit,

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.
By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and Illustrations; 180 pages.

PRICE, Sl.SO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO.
318 Broadway. No-w York

git ifte
*

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, Mass.

STUD TOKKSH1 RE TERRIERS
Fishpool Gem, fee $25; Prince A. I., $20; Toons

Bright, $20; Harry, $15; Toons Royal, $10; Roy, $5.
Photos of the group with pedigrees, 50c. NORTH
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS, 4 Dearborn
street, Salem, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
X Champion Bradford Harry, described in
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 60cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS, 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.
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A DIFFICULT SHOT.

W KITING of the ways of the ruffed grouse, a corres-

pondent whose notes are printed in our shot col-

umns, alludes to the difficulty of "getting on to" the hird

when it makes a pitch downward from the top of a tall

tree. It is indeed a shot which may well be classed as

one of the most difficult feats to accomplish in all our

American upland shooting; and he who can perform it

successfully, if but rarely, may justly feel proud of his

skill.

There are many conditions which combine to make the

shot a hard one. The bird in pitching down adds vastly

to its momentum by quick strokes of its pinions: and by

the time it is near the ground the velocity of its flight is

comparable only with that of a cannon ball. Then there

is always a most decided uncertainty as to the limit of

that downward plunge. Not even the most experienced

of partridge shooters can tell beforehand whether the

bird will fall only a few feet or whether it will drop down

almost t© the ground before sheering off; the problem

cannot be solved until the turn is made; and that is, of

course, just too late. Should the bird shoot off at a tan-

gent, when only a short distance from the perch just left,

as it often does, the chances are ten to one that the

shooter has prematurely calculated the exact distance to

aim below the falling meteor; and sends his hurtling lead

anywhere from ten to twenty feet astray from the hurt-

ling grouse. It is twenty to one, too, that even if the

bird does not swerve off, but his plunge is continued, and

the shooter holds to the best of his calculation, the shot is

about as wide of the mark as before.

In these cases it is rarely of any use to wait fire until

the bird shall have attained its desired depression of

flight and go skimming off on a level; for before leaving

its elevated perch the grouse has carefully and sompletely

studied the situation: its downward plunge is calculated

to an inch; and when the turn is made there is sure to be
between the shooter and the game a tree or a bush that

effectually conceals and protects the grouse.

No argument can induce the man who has had repeated
experiences of the sort to believe that such strategems are
not carefully planned and executed with intelligence by
this provoking bird. And the opinion is held with gpn-
eral unanimity that such trickery by a bird that has
already been counted as bagged, is reprehensible in the

extreme. More than one grouse hunter, who may per-

haps lay claim to being a true sportsman, on an occasion

like this, when nettled by this exasperating proceeding,

will simply grit his teeth, and "cut loose" with both bar-

rels, and then perhaps not entirely overcome an impulse

to kill his dog.

The best ruffed grouse shooter we know claims only

the skill to shoot a down-plunging bird once to a score of

clean misses. An old hand takes the hard fortune of

such experience with equanimity, but the novice is

rattled by his want of success. On one occasion, after a

new hand had missed half a dozen of these droppers in

succession, his comrade, an old shooter, rallied him on
his want of skill; and himself letting go at a plunging

grouse, by sheer accident killed it. The bird fell with

such force as to be impaled upon a sharp stub. "There

was no necessity of shooting that bird," said the younger

man, "if you had let it fly it would have killed itself."

THE QUESTION OF NUMBER.

A QUESTION often arises as to how far it is allowable

to make the most of one's opportunity of bringing

to bag when game is plentiful; and he who would rush in

to lay down the law ex cathedra, would do well to follow

the example of the Catholic bishop who invariably pre-

faced his reply to all questions with the qualifying remark,

"I make a distinction," and who adhered to the usual

formula even when his cardinal host, with a sly side

twinkle, propounded the question: "Is it lawful to baptize

in soup or not?" In this case the bishop risked his dis-

tinction on the quality of the soup, and the laugh was

not wholly against him when he gave his reasons for the

conclusion, that it would be lawful to baptize in His Ex-

cellency's soup, for His Excellency was renowned for

niggardly fare.

It is by no means easy to lay down hard and fast rules

as to the conditions under which it is justifiable to add to

one's bag.

Some general propositions are easily arrived at with

regard to a sportsman's action in respect of certain

classes of game. For example, in respect of game shot

only for the pot, it is perfectly legitimate to shoot as

much as can be utilized in camp and advantageously

disposed of on the return home. If a gunner destroys

more game than he knows how to utilize, and allows it to

go to decay, or if he shoots out of season, he is deserving

of the most severe censure. But there is no accepted

canon of ethics to debar the gunner from bagging as

much game as he can utilize. We may feel a certain

kindly regard for the man who shoots a few birds and

then stops for fear of ruining the chances of later arri-

vals; but we should regard the act rather as a virtue of

supererrogation than as of ethical obligation. We must

not set the ethics of sport on an unattainable pinnacle.

As regards the shooting of bears, panthers, wolves,

wildcats and all that class, the sportsman is generally

conceded to be justified in availing himself of his oppor-

tunities to the utmost. The object here is to annihilate,

and no sportsman is called upon by the ethics of sport to

throw down his gun and run up a tree that he might

give the next comer the pleasurable excitement of kill-

ing the game, even if it is a "silver tip."

But when we turn to the consideration of the moun-

tain sheep and other big game pursued primarily for

their horns as a trophy, and only in a secondary degree

for their flesh, the ethics of sport become slightly tangled.

Shall the man who has just bagged a noble pair of

antlers withhold his fire in presence of an opportunity to

add as fine or even finer pair to his bag? In deciding on

this case it would perhaps be well to adopt the tactics

of the wary old bishop and "make a distinction," and

here the distinction would be between the ethical ob-

ligation of the sportsman to other sportsmen and the

ethical obligation of the State to all sportsmen. As re-

gards the individual, it is too much to ask that he should

withold his fire from ethical considerations; as the Bengal

officer remarked when he angered the Prince of Wales
by taking first shot at a bear which rushed out between
them, "By heavens, sir, I couldn't have helped firing if

it had been the Angel Gabriel in place of Your Poya
Highness!"

LONG . ISLAND DEER.
^PHE New York deer law is construed as giving an

open season during the first ten days of October on
Long Island; and as is usual each year the hunters have
been out in force, vastly outnumbering the deer. Possi-

bly there was little if any exaggeration in the story

told us the other day of one party of fifty hunters wrang-
ling over the ownership of one doe, a doe which our in-

formant describes as standing about as high as a pig.

Dogs are used to do the driving; guns are loaded with
buckshot, and it is almost beyond reason that some of

the participants do not shoot each other in the fusilade.

Many deer have been killed, among them was one buck
which weighed dressed 2571bs. ; this was captured by a
Patchogue party; and another party from the same town
secured a buck tipping the beam at 2851bs. dressed. A
New York company, among whom was Mr. Gustave
Boysen, also returned with one buck.

It is worthy of note that there should be such a supply

of big game here at the very threshold of the great city

of New York. The conditions now prevailing in that

district of Long Island are peculiarly favorable for main-

taining the deer. There are several large tracts of land,

including those of the South Side Club, the Vanderbilt

and Cutting estates and others, adjoining one another

and comprising many thousands of acres, all of which
are strictly protected. Here the game finds safe refuge;

and it is only the surplus or overflow that can be reached

by the hunters. As decided interest is shown in securing

protection for the deer, and as the conditions now pre-

vailing will probably continue for a long time to come,

the promise is that the Long Island deer supply will be

maintained without serious diminution. We trust that

when the commission on codification of the New York
game law shall make its report, it will recommend for

these deer no les3 of legal protection than they now have.

THE NEW CORRECTED LENGTH CLASS.

TT is not likely that any general change of classification,

such as was proposed last fall, will be carried through

this season; but discussion, which has been alive all sum-

mer, has been going on in a quiet but satisfactory way,

and it is only a time before the classification of all the

clubs will be remodeled on the basis of corrected instead

of waterline. The subject was by no means dropped

with the close of the hot campaign of last year, but

yachtsmen have thought and talked over it a great deal

this summer, the result being that many have changed

their views and at least recognize that the movement is

bound to succeed ultimately.

In order that when the change is made it shall be in

the most perfect manner possible, it is highly desirable

that the rule should be tested by actual building and

racing under, and the Atlantic Y. C. has taken steps to

this end by the recent creation of a class limited to 25ft.

corrected length. One handsome 20ft. waterline racer

has already been designed to race under the rule, and

others are likely to follow, as the cost of such boats is

within the means of many young and enthusiastic yachts-

men.
The designer being at liberty to chose his proportions

of sail and length can try such a type as he considers

fastest, and the question of beam that has come up

so prominently in the discussions of last season can be

settled by practical trial, which will be better than tons

of theory. The results obtained by a season's racing of

half a dozen yachts of various types in this class should

be of the greatest value in settling the proper basis for a

corrected length classification for all yachts.

Our well known correspondent "Stanstead," Mr.

N. P. Leach, has severed his connection with the Do-

minion Cartridge Co., and will take the management of

a new cartridge concern with works at Akron, Ohio.

The Massachusetts Association is bent on making an

experiment with the California quail. One lot of moun-

tain quail has already been received, and will be put out

where they will have protection.
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MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
I.

IN the great wilderness which covers the northern part
of the State of Maine, and extends across the line

into Canada, is a lake whose area is larger than that of

any other body of fresh water in New England. It is

surrounded by the forest, and on its four hundred miles

of shore line there is only one village, and the clearings

are few. It is guarded on all sides by rugged mountains,
some rising directly from its waters, while others are dim
and blue in the distance. By the Indians it is called

Sebamook, but it is better known as Moosehead.
The lake is thirty-eight miles in length, and its width

varies from fourteen miles, which is the distance from
the east outlet to the head of Spencer Bay, to a mile and
a half, the distance from the mouth of Moose River to

Kineo Mountain. The shores are very irregular and are

indented by ma.ny bays and coves, of which Spencer Bay,
almost another lake 'by itself, is the largest, being five

miles from the narrows to the head. Its surface is dotted
with islands, ranging in size from the little sandbar with
its few bushes to those whose extent is reckoned by acres.

The basin of Moosehead is a vast reservoir, from which
the noble river Kennebec flows to the Atlantic; and only
two miles from its northern end are the waters of that
other great artery of Maine, the Penobscot. The Kenne-
bec flows over the great dam at the outlet, and for twenty-
five miles, or as far as the Forks, is known as the East
Branch. The Forks are the junction of the East Branch
and the Dead River, which forms the true Kennebec.
Moosehead's principal inflowing stream is Moose River,
which comes in from the west, about midway of the lake,

after flowing through a chain of smaller lakes and ponds.
Directly opposite the mouth of Moose River is Kineo

Mountain, the most prominent landmark of the Moose-
head region. Kineo juts into the lake from the eastern

shore, and there are but few points from which it cannot
be seen. An arm of the lake sets in behind it, forming
Kineo Bay, from whose water rises the great precipice,

763ft. in height, which forms the eastern face of the
mountain. Kineo is a solid mass of flint or hornstone,
and was a great rendezvous for the aborigines of New
England, who resorted to it in quest of material for arrow
heads and other implements. It is the largest mass of
this substance known. Many other noble mountains
tower above the Moosehead water, the two Spencer peaks,
Kokadjo and Sabotawan, east of Kineo, the City Bay
group, Old Squaw, near the foot of the lake, the Blue
Ridge, parallel to whose base flows Moose River, and
Bald Mountain to the northwest, are among the most
prominent, and from several parts of the lake, notably
the North Bay, fine, though distant views may be had of

Mt. Ktaadn, which rears its lofty summit far away
beyond the Chesuncook forest.

II.

There is an old saying in the State, that Maine was
made for the lumber business, and surely with this end in

view there seems to be nothing wanting. The country is

crossed and recrossed by a net work of lakes and streams,

which afford the lumberman a means of transporting his

logs to the settlements and the mills. Millions and mil-

lions of feet of lumber go over the East Outlet dam and
down the Kennebec every season, while other millions

are borne by the Penobscot and its branches.
In the fall the crews go to the localities which are to be

operated on during the winter, and live till spring in a
little world of their own. They are divided under three

heads—the swampers, the choppers and the teamsters.

The swampers build the roads and dams, the choppers
fell the trees, and the teamsters haul the logs to the banks
of the streams, where they are piled in readiness to be
sent down in the spring.

After the ice goes out comes the great spring drive.

The logs, each one of which has the owner's private mark
cut into it, are rolled into the stream, now swollen by the
melting of the winter's snow, and their long journey is

begun. Down the stream go the logs, floating slowly
along the dead water, plunging over falls and hurrying
through the rapids. The drivers follow them, giving
those which become stranded on the shore a new start,

and breaking, often at the risk of their lives, the jams
which are sure to form. On the lakes which have to be
crossed the logs are rafted, towed across to the outlet, and
again turned loose, to continue on their impetuous voy-
age. An apparatus called a ' 'headworks" is used in the
process of rafting the logs. It consists of a raft, on which
is a rude but strong log capstan, and usually a shanty
in which the men eat and sleep. The "headworks" is an-
chored in any desired place, and after the drive has passed
it is left till the next year. On Moosehead the rafts are
towed across by steamers.
The river driver's insignia of office is the cant-dog and

his ruler is the boss driver, whose authority is analogous
to that of the captain of a ship. Logs belonging to many
different owners go charging down many little streams
to the main rivers, down which they journey in company.
As they approach civilization and the mills they are col-

lected in booms and assorted. Each owner here takes
his own and those for miles further down stream are
again sent on their way.
During the summer prospectors go to the forest, timber

suitable for commercial purposes is located and the tracts

surveyed. In the autumn batteaux of provisions, the
greater bulk consisting of pork, beans, flour and molasses,
are sent to the logging camps and another campaign
against the forest is begun. Lumbering is hard, con-
tinuous work—from sunrise till dark, day after day—but
a hardy, manly life, withal; and the men enjoy it and re-

turn to their free life in the woods gladly.

The roads made by the swampers serve tl*eir purpose
in the winter, when the snow lies deep and level under
the evergreen trees, but in summer they become simply
trails through the forest, almost impassable and used
only by the deer and moose. So too, many of the streams
which are raging torrents when the logs are rolled into
them degenerate into laughing brooks, which would
hardly float a stick of cordwood.
Moosehead Lake is now touched by a railroad, which

lands passengers at its foot, but it is still a lake of the
woods, and retains its charm as a bit of primeval nature.
At no place is its beauty marred by so called camps, which
are really modern houses with modern conveniences,

whose owners make a pretense of "roughing it." At
Kineo is a hotel which provides every comfort, but it is

in the midst of a wilderness. From time immemorial a
route from Canada to the coast has gone by way of

Sebamook, and it is now the gateway to the great forest

region in which are the headwaters of the Kennebec, the
Penobscot and the St. John. The Indian, the hunter and
the lumberman, the lover of nature, the angler and the

sportsman, all cross the broad expanse of Moosehead
Lake en route to their labor or their pleasure.

The West Branch of the Penobscot is only two miles
distant from tbe head of the lake, and may be reached
either by the North West or the North East Carry. From
UmbazookskusLake to Mud Pond another two mile carry
leads from Penobscot to Allagash waters, which flow to

the St. John. And so, although the country is a wilder-

ness in which savage, uncompromising nature holds full

sway, the intricate tangle of water courses furnishes

highways by which any point may be reached.
The Indians and others familiar with the woods know

the routes as we who dwell in the cities know the streets.

If we wish to go to a cersaiu place in the town, we go,

perhaps down a street, around a corner, across a square
and up another street, and so on till we arrive at our des-

tination.

In like manner the voyageur in the forest paddles his

light canoe down a stream, acro?s a lake, makes a carry

to another lake, from which he descends or ascends an-
other stream, and finally he steps ashore at his journey's

end.
As we may know which are the best hotels and the

places of amusement, he knows where are the best camp-
ing sites and good localities for game.

Many men of many mindo" go to the woods, bub the
true lover of nature goes with a feeling almost of rever-

ence, for he is leaving everything hollow and artificial

behind him and is to enter in among the beautiful and
wonderful works of nature as they came from the hand
of the Creator.

IIT.

We read much about the wild Indians of the AVest.

but it is seldom that the journals of the day contain any -

thing pertaining to the more civilized red men of the
East. Yet in New Eagland the remnants of once pow-
erful tribes still exist. On the islands in the Penobscot
River dwells a tribe of the Etchinnis nation, known as

the Penobscot tribe. They own the islands and have
their principal settlement on a large one, known as the

Indian Island, near the village of Oldtown, which is itself

on an island which was sold to the whites many years

ago.
Here the Penobscots had a peaceful existence, electing

their own governor and sending a representative to the

Maine State Legislature. The men spend much of their

time in the woods of the great northern wilderness, at

the threshold of which they live, finding employment in

the lumber camps and on the drives. They also act as

guides for sportsmen, and go hunting and trapping: on
their own account. The cultivation of a few vegetables

is the extent of their farming.
The women manufacture quantities of fancy baskets,

which are sold at various seaside resorts during the sum-
mer, and the men build birch canoes for sale as well as

for their own use.

One summer afternoon I stood on the bank of the Pe-

nobscot and raised the white flag, which is the ferryman's
signal. A few moments later I was crossing to the Indian
Island in a batteau which was propelled by a dark-

skinned Penobscot. I was in quest of an Indian to

accompany me on a trip to the woods, and I wanted to

get Francis Soccalexis, a trusty man and a good guide.

I found Francis on the island, and as I shook his hand
I asked, "Well. Francis, do you want to go on a trip with

me?"
"Yes, I like to go; don't like to stay in village so well

like to live in woods better," and his eyes glistened as the

instincts of his race found expression in his words. "You
comin' this way; go right to Moosehead from here?"

"No," I explained, "I want you to meet me at Moose
River Bridge. There are three of us going; and I have
guides coming for the other two. Dennis is going to cook
for us."

"That's good; Dennis is a nice fellow, good cook," for

Francis and Dennis are the best of friends.

After we had arranged the preliminaries and fixed the

Francis could bestow. In front of some of the houses
were camp-fires, over which water was boiling in kettles,

and preparations were in progress for the evening meal,
for though these people dwell in houses they retain many
of their primitive methods.
Canoe3 were seen turned bottom up at many of the

houses, ready for use, as one has one's horse at the gate.

In the doorways and at windows sat squaws busily en-

gaged in weaving sweet grass and colored splints into

aaskets of various shapes, and they glanced curiously to

see whom Francis had for a companion and at the camera
which I carried. Two of them, whom I knew, I requpsted
to sit for their photographs; one consented without urg-

ing, and I secured her picture with the unfinished basket
in her lap and a pile of material at her feet. Then I said

to the other: "You see, Mary, the operation is not dan-
gerous; you had better let me take yours too." and she
went into the house, to reappear in a few moments with
the announcement that she was ready. But she had
changed tbe gray dress which she had worn and which
draped itself in graceful folds for a new calico of strik-

ing design, which did not add to the picturesqueness of

her appearance. However, I took another picture, and
before X had the apparatus packed her change of dress

was again made.
On our return to the landing we stopped to chat with

an old man, Louis Pielsaux, who was building one of

those craft peculiar to his people, a birch canoe. He had
just cut the bark into the required shape and had it on a
raised platform, where it was held in position by large

stones, placed inside. On the ground was another canoe
nearly ready for use, and several more were drawn up
on the shore. "Birch is gettin' putty source now," said

the old man. "Have to go good ways back in woods
now for get bark big enough for canoe. Used to go one
day and back the next and find tree, but can't do so no
more. Spruce and cedar too, used to grow all round here,

most all gone now, cutoff, burnt off, allgoin' putty fast."

In making a canoe the birch bark is stretched over a
frame of cedar, and spruce roots are used to sew the
seams and bind the parts together. The seams, cracks

and holes are made water-tight with pitch and the forest

furnishes all the material for this boat of tradition and
romance. The paddles are of rock maple and the setting

poles of spruce.
Francisliad a good birch, but it was rather heavy, and

he said he should take a canvas-covered canoe on our
trip. The Indians always speak of a canoe as a "birch,"

and this appellation clings also to those of canvas, which
are built on the same model as the boat of bark. The
canvas canoes are somewhat lighter and are cleanlier,

the use of pitch not being required.

When the waning sunlight warned me that I must re-

turn I stepped into the batteau, and as I floated across

the dark water of the river I felt that I was on a stream
which separates the dim past from the present practical

age. For there, on the shore which I was leaving, was
old Louis Pielsaux building his birch canoe as his fathers

built them long before the white man ever saw the river;

and ahead, looming darkly against the sky, were the brick

walls and tall chimneys of a great mill. On one side of

the current the Indian Island, on the other the railroad

and the factory. William Austin Brooks.

CAMP ON BLUE RIVER.

SOUTHERN INDIANA has many beautiful camping
grounds. Along the banks of the Blue River and

other streams, shady groves, gravelly beaches, swift cur-

rents and deep pools, springs of pure cold water, welling

from out the base of rocky wall, go gurgling into the
stream. Giant plane trees grow by the side of the spread-

ing elm, che odorous Balm of Gilead has for a neighbor
the stately ash, near by is the sugar maple, with a sturdy

oak interlocking branches with the sweet sap giver. From
this point to the mouth of the river, nine miles by road
and thirty odd by water, more varieties of trees can be
found than exist in a state of nature on almost any other

territory of equal scope. It is a field for botanists. The
alternate hills and little sequestered valleys afford a variety

of verdure seldom equalled. The geologist would also

find much to attract attention. Here is the cavernous
limestone formation. Within a mile of our camp is the
famous Wyandotte Cave, with its 26 miles of subteran-

„ eous passages, its underground mountains, great halls

date we strolled over the island From the place where
j
and pillared domes, a grand study of itself . .

It is still in

the batteau grates against the shore runs a road which is ,
the family, Rothrocks, who have owned it from the

the only street in the Indian village. On either side are i earliest settlement of the country, about the beginning

the houses, most of them gray and weather beaten, but (
of the present century. What a grand time the vVyan-

here and there is one smart with paint. On the right of dotte chief and his tribe must have had about here before

the road and a few steps from the landing is the Catholic { the white men came to disturb him. And just think

chapel and beside it a shrine, for the Penobscots still
|
what happiness there would have been m this country it

follow the faith taught to their fathers by the Jesuit mis- Colombo had never come here. By the way, what a

sionaries, who were the first white men to penetrate these 1 great old humbug he was. He went over to Iceland, lis:

northern wilds. On the left and almost opposite the

chapel is the house of the present governor, Sol Neptune.
A few rods further is the graveyard, beyond which the

road gradually degenerates into a footpath, which strag-

gles along a devious course and is finally lost in a swampy
meadow. In the graveyard one reads the names of men
who have been leaders of the tribe, and one inscription I

copied, that of Francis's father:

Govebnok
THOMAS SOCCALEXIS.

DIED
September 30, 1870.

Mt. 68 Years.

He was governor of the Penobscot tribe at Oldtown
thirty-five years. He was an honest upright man, loved

and respected by all his people. That is an epitaph which
any man might be proud to have. Near the gate is the

grave of Joseph Polis, whom Thoreau has immortalized.
Polis guided the Concord naturalist on his last journey to

the Maine woods, and died five years ago. His widow
still lives on the island, an aged woman; and on his house
is still seen a small sign with the legend,

JOSEPH POLIS, :

: Dealeb in Baskets and Canoes.

"I suppose you knew Polis, did you not, Francis?" "Oh!
yes, he was fine man ;

great hunter when he was young
man," was the reply in a tone which indicated that this

praise of his qualities as a hunter was the greatest which.

tened to recitals of Sagas, gathered up manuscripts and
map?, which with the help of his friend, the priest Mar-

chena, in translating, told the way to the new country.

Miscalculations, or bad seamanship, took him to South

instead of North America, but all the same, the hordes of

Europeans followed him and the fun of the Indians was
spoiled. This thing called civilization is not what it is

cracked up to be. However, a few spots have escaped

the hands of the spoiler and Island Camp is one of them.

I have no big fish stories to tell of our party, but just

before we came another set of campers a half mile below

caught five large pike (Dr. Jordan says they are the mas-
kalonge of the North), the smallest weighing 71 bs. and
the largest 211bs. We caught bass, sunfish and channel

cat, and the latter are very toothsome. I have eaten

whitefish on Lake Michigan, trout from the Big Sioux,

cooked by Mother Hochdanner, near the south shore of

Lake Superior, and I wont say that Blue River channel

cat quite equal either of them; but they are very good.

And turtle! I wonder how many readers of Forest and
Stream ever tasted snapping-turtle soup. Here is the

boss recipe for preparing the delectable dish: First cut

off the head and leave two hours or longer to bleed.

Douse it in boiling hot water. All the outward scales,

are easily removed. Cut the claws, unjoint the legs from

the under shell, split the belly and remove entrails, take
;

off upper shell, cut up the meat, with the shell, and stew.

j

If all the meat is not needed for soup take out a portioDj

after stewing, fry or boil to taste, and it will almost equal

frogs' legs. Then brown some flour and stir in slowly

if desired use tomatoes, corn, potatoes, an onion or othei,

vegetables, salt, pepper and other condiments to taste

It is good, especially in camp.
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There is canoeing, with oars or paddle, on the Blue

Rapids for those who like such sport, and quiet, long pools
for the more sedate. Boats are not kept here for hire,
although they can generally be had at some points on the
river. We have two in our outfit, one built for a man,
Dr. Cannon, who weighs over SQOlba. and has a heart in
proportion, is a good fisherman and loves a camp in the
woods. A camping party some distance below visited us
in a boat propelled by a paddle-wheel with human muscle
for power, invented by one of the campers, Mr. Mitchell.
It might be used in harbors or bays to good advantage.
Our tents are pitched on an. island: in front is a pool

some hundred feet in diameter, fifteen to twenty feet

deep in the center, with a gravelly beach on one side
affording fine bathing. Looking out from our dining-

room (the fly off a wall tent), we can see down the river

a third of a mile, over two grassy islands and with bold
Wyandotte Mountain forming one side and the back-
ground of the view. It is a beautiful picture, a charming
place.

In addition to the provisions of nature for our pleasure
and comfort, and the "provisions" we brought along, we
have only to cross the river to Mr. James Sibert's, where
fresh milk, cream, butter, eggs, vegetables, etc., etc., can
be procured at reasonable rates, and where help at wood
cutting, rowing, and any other assistance needed, can be
had on call.

Of coure, the northern streams afford their trout—and
mosquitoes; the lakes yield lordly bass and maskalonge

—

and no-see-ums; the seashore gives surf bathing, big iish

and other enjoyments, also flies, gnats, etc., in additin to

storms. Here we have no pests. Not a gnat or mosquito,
no hogs, cattle or other camp nuisances; and for "plain
people," who must count the expenses of their outmg3,
along the Blue, within striking distance of Wyandotte
Cave, can be recommended.
Persons desiring further information should correspond

with Mr. James 'Libert, White Cloud, Ind., or H. A.
Rothrock, Wyandotte. Ind. Jap.

New Albany, ind., Sept. 25.

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST.
SEATTLE, Washington, Oct. 1.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The game outlook along the Pacific coast
promises unusually fine this fall. Reports at hand from
California, Oregon and this State all tend to confirm this

belief. A trip made last week to various parts along
Puget Sound brought out the information that large game
had not been so plentiful for years as at present. Several
parties are now outfitting here for the fall campaign; two
in particular going into a comparatively unexplored por-
tion of the Olympic Mountains, where they anticipate
finding a veritable sportsman's paradise. Surveying par-
ties who have lately returned from this region relate

stories that are simply marvelous, but which, later on,
have been verified by an exploring expedition sent out
under the auspices of the Daily Press. Small game has
been considerably thinned out this season . owing to the
severe drouth and local causes, but a good day's sport can
still be obtained in the eastern part of this State or north-
ern California.
Fishing is up to the usual standard, and large numbers

of trout and salmon are being taken from the neighbor-
ing streams, while Puget Sound fairly teems with its

salt-water fishes. The TJ. S. Fish Commission car No. 8,

under charge of R. S. Johnston, arrived here Sept. 24,

bringing a quantity of fish to be planted in the lakes.

There were altogether about 3,000. chiefly black bass and
croppies, with a sprinkling of catfish, pike and perch.
They were immediately liberated in Lake Union and Lake
Washington. Anglers feel elated at the prospect of black
bass fishing in Lake Washington in the near future. This
lake is a lovely sheet of water set in the most picturesque
surroundings it has ever been my lot to see. At the head
of the lake silver-tipped Mt. Baker rears its head above
the clouds; at the foot of the lake, majestic old Mt. Rai-
nier rises 14,444ft. above the sea level, while to the north
and east can be seen respectively the Olympic and Cas-
cade ranges. A sportsman who could not enjoy a day's
outing here, even with proverbial "fisherman's luck,"

surely has no eye for the truly beautiful. Jo.

A THOUSAND MILES IN A NAPHTHA LAUNCH.
THE VOYAGE OV THE MIRA FROM EBRNANDXNA TO KEY WEST.

BY CAPTAIN CLARENCE ANDREWS AND CHIEF
ENGINEER EIAVOOD "BIIXY" HOFER.

THE Mira is 30ft. long by 8ft beam, with a draft of ISin. She is

fitted with a sail placed in the bow to be used in case of
emergency, and an engine of 7-horse power. There is a standing
roof with canvas srorm curtains, extra wide lockers running the
whole length of the boat, with subdivisions for guns and fishing
rods, clotbing, stores, etc., having ample sleeping accommodations
on top i"r lour people; behind the engine is an oil cooking stove
and water tank. A 10ft. cedar tender, oars, hoat hooks, etc., com-
plete our equipment.
Our plan was to travel from the Atlantic to the Gulf Coast of

Florida hv river or lade, and to return hy the Atlantic coast.
Owing to lack of time, however, only the first half of the trip
trip was accomplished, but that the most unusual and interesting
part.
The Mira was shipped to Fernandina on Feb. 28. Arrived there

hy the Mallory Company's steamer City of Texas on March 4, in

charge of "Billy" Hofer, of National Yellowstone Park fame, and
Timothv Mullins, engineer from the Gas Engine and Power Co.,
who accompanied us until we learntd to run the engine ourselves.
Detained in Fernandina until March 7 waiting for naphtha, a
pilot was taken on board and the trip begun on the afternoon of
that day; anchored for the night off Shell Island.
March 8—Arrived at Jacksonville by inland route, the Sisters

and Amelia rivers, at noon, when Captain Andrews took com-
mand. An addition to the crew was made in the person of Wil-
liam Scott, colored cook, who proved himself a ven talile GoT&on
«oir, the pilot leaving us here. We stopped at the Standard Oil
Co.'s wharf to fill our naphtha tank, wnich contains 60 gallons.
We cannot procure naphtua, however, as ic is not sold in Florida,
but we «re given No. 74 gasoline and assured that it is praetical'y
the same. Then we follow the St. John's River for 10 miles and
anchor for the night off Buckly's Bluff. There are very good
charts of the river and the channel is marked out by beacons, so
that there is no difficulty in navigating without a pilot.

March 9.—We are off early, the river is wide and forms really
a '"chain of lakes," which is the meaning of its Indian name
"Welaka."
Iu the widest part in a strong wind and choppy sea, while hoist-

ingsail,we break our tiller rope and are obliged to heave to for re-
pairs. Notwithstanding this delay we make Palatka in eight
hours, a distance of 60 miles. Here we remain two days, Captain
Vndrews visiting his land at Blue Springs, near Ocala, in the
enter of the newly-discovered phosphate district.

March 12 —In the afternoon we fire up and continue our journey
ap the river, taking on hoard 50 gallons of gasoline: what we cau-
notputin the tank we carry in cases

;
each case containing two

tin cans and holding 10 gallons. This is an expensive way to carry
it, costing $2.50 a case instead of 17 cents a gallon by barrel, but is

worth the difference, as it is safer and more convenient. An
iron drum holding 100 gallons or a barrel of 60 gallons would be
difficult to handle, besides taking: up too much room, The river

Jo ganford is so crooked that the distance is twice as long as by

tlie middle of the night.
March 13.—We cross Lake George, 16 miles 'n two hours being

the best speed we can make and anchor off Volusia; in the nightwe are awakened from our gentle slumbers bv the waves from a,
passing steamer coming over into our bunk?: but as the water iswarm aud the weather also w e are not much disturbed.
March Ik—The river narrows and becomes more attractive. We

see plenty of heron and cranes, and have an enjoyable sail;ancnormg toward evening on a beautiful inlet called Blue Springs
from the transparent bine of its water. Reminds one of its name-sakc near ocala, but. with less picturesque surroundings.
Marcn la —Hind contents of tank very low, but as we have lessthan thirty miles to make to Sanford, decide to push on. Weigh

anchor at 9 A. m. ui a heavy rain storm, but well protected from
it by our lowered storm curtains. Unfortunately the curtains
prevent me engine from drawing well, and suddenly it is envel-
oped m a blaze. We extinguish the fire easily, and' decide to re.
turn to Blue Springs rather than risk having our fuel give out
midway-. 1 take train toSanfoid and succeed in shipping fifr?
gallons by a night freigM; boat, and the following morning, March
lb, Mira is study auehond off Dr. Barry's wharf at Sanlord, 200
miles from Jacksonville. We have burnt 100 gallons gasoline, and
although we learn to economize later on and keep the consump-
tion do a n. we do not get it much lower than this.
From Sanfnrd the launch bas to be shipped bv rail ro Kissimme

about sixty miles distant on the South Florida Railroad. Although
the company have a dock here, they have no derrick or other
means of hoisting a boat weighing from two to three ions: so we
hav« to haul ours out on the beach. By means of an extemporized
windlass, much difficulty and swearing, Mira is placed on a cradle
and left high and dry for the night. It takes a whole flay to do
tins, another to get her on the flat car, a third to transport her to
Kissimmee, where she arrives comfortably lying in her cradle on
March 20, CoL Kraemer, the chief engineer of the Disstou Land
Improvement and Drainage Co., is familiar with the rouie we are
intake, viz.: Down (he Kissimmee- River to Lake Okeechobee,
then through the channels to the Caloosahatchee and so on to
t ort Meyers and the Gulf. The Colonel who has recently made
the trip, tells us that owing to unusual drought the wateris so low
in the first canal between Lake. Tohopokaliga and Lake Cypress,
that no boat drawing more than lOin. of water can push through,
but that afterward we will have no further difficulty, tt was
too late now to turn hack. We would not give Mira such another
railwav jarring again, so we charter a barge and a sturdv little
s ern wheel steamer of twenty-five horse power to push us throueh
the shallow canal. Mira is placed on the barge, cradle and all
( itier a hard day's work), surrounded bv freight of various sorts
to be left at settlements along the lake.
March Si.—We are off at 9:10. Our crew is increased by the ad-

dition of Captain King of Kissimmee, who is to pilot us through
the winding channels and across the uncei tain lakes. Besides,
there are Captain Johnson, owner of the steamer Cincinnati and
barge, with his own crew of three men. Mira propped high in
her cradle, 10ft. above the water, looks queer as she is pushed
slowly out into the lake. W'e stopped three times to alio w Cap-
tainJohnson to dispose of his freight. Have a fine view of St.
Cloud, where are the sugar mills, which we hear working day
and night, grinding the cane brought from the plantations of the
Disstou Land Co. Lake Tohopokaliga is very pretfv, islands of
high hickory woods dot it here aud there. Among them Paradise
island may deserve its name, covered with trees] containing 100
acres of rich loamy soil: we are told it can be purchased for 87,000.
Sixteen miles bring us to the entrance of the Southport Canal, 4
miles Ions, our course, due south, wind ahead, weather warm,
with occasional showers. Here we find our first obstacle, a sand
har.
We go for it stern on and the wheel soon digs a channel in the

soft bed. A half mile further we stick in hard bottom, and we
wriggle, pole, push and swear our way through, the crew stripped
to their waists in the water most of the time and Captain John-
son, when not in also, direciing their movements from the upper
deck in airy attire and shirt-tails flappmg in the breeze. As we
pass through the canal we see the "Arbuckle," a small flat river
steamboat, with double deck (like a house-boat), entering. Char-
tered for the trip by an English gentleman, he wisely allowed
us to go first and prepare a channel for him.
The banks are flat and swampy; when the drainage is complete

the land will be valuable for the cultivation of sugar cane,
bananas, oranges, lemons and pineapples, all of which are alreadv
grown in the neighborhood. At 6 P. M. we reached Lake Cypress,
2 miles across the lake take us to the Hatchinneha Canal, 2%
miles long. This "brings us into the lake of the same name, and 3
miles across it to the Gardiner River (really the upper Kissimmee;
where we anchor, at Fort Gardiner, for the night. This is a rouud-
about course, but the canal connecting Cypress Lake directly
with Lake Kissimmee is not yet tinished. The sail in the hrigh't
starlight was full of charm; perched high upon her cradle Mira
glides smoothly along, swamps, hammocks or cane fores ta on
either side, alligators grunting along the hanks or splashing into
the water at our appr tach. Fish jumping out, fireflys and croak-
ing bullfrogs animating the scene, while the new moon silvers
all.

March S3.—At 5:30 A. M. we are off through the Gardiner ( Kis-
simmee) River: heard th« wild turkeys cackling, and would like to
remain for a shot at t.hera but Captain Johnson is anxious to hurry
on, as his time is limited and he mu<t be back at Kissimmee in
time to carry the mail. We arrive at Lake Kissimmee at S A. M.
Then all bands beetin to Knock the Mira's supports from under.
She glides gracefully over the rollers, stern first, cradle and all
into the water. We load our skiff with our spare cases of gaso-
line, and she sinks down nearly to the. gunwales. In all we carry
170 gallons. The crew of the "Cincinnati" gave us a cheer aud we
are off, flags flying. Our course is straight across the lake, 20
miles long, but the water is rough and we are obliged to unload
the skiff, which has gradually filled, and take her load on board.
Then we hug the shore (which increases the distance ten miles) in
order to avoid the heavy seas, passing Bird and Plummers
Islands, and several smaller ones, on which we are told deer
abound. We pass Floradelphia, plotted out in avenues and
streets, hut containing only one house, as yet. We pass
'"Grape" hammock, where the liveoaks are covered with wild
grape vines. In the vicinity are cattle ranches of two or three
thousand head of cattle, and the few houses we see belong to the
cowboys. At 1:15 we enter the Kissimmee River. The bauks are
alive with curlew, duck, water turkeys, heron, limpkins, cranes,
etc. Anight of white heron flash like silver against the sky. We
shoot a lew duck and other birds as specimens, when they are in

our course, and pick them up as we sail along without stopping.
At 3:40 we tie up against a low bank for the night, having made
50 miles. . , ,

Tne current is with us all thmusrh our trip, and we can econo-
mize fuel. Our Camp is called Alligator Biiiff. The ranchmen
who live twenty miles back come here, for their supplies and to

ship their cmpa to market bv steamer, which runs regularly to

Fort Bassinger. There is a bird roost near by where thousands of

different kinds of birds make their nests. It is surrounded by
swamp, and even with my high waterproof hoots I fail to get
within gunshot of them.
Marcli-%h.—After a general haul over aud clearing up we are

off at 9:30. About five miles down the river we stop at Otange
Hammock, where a Mr. Griggs lives and occupies himself with
plumage hunting and orange growing. We buy some lemons fresh

fmm the trees and eggs more or less fresh from the hen. We
shoot a couple of ducks, which the natives sav are "Blue Petes."

We pass Fort K, where there is only a fence, and enter Guy's
Cut at 11-15, pass through it at 11:25; plenty of duck, but wind and
current too strong to allow of our picking them up. Past Prairie

Bluff taking short cuts in narrow streams where there is just,

room'for Mira to pass; yellow and white water lilies, occasional

clumps of oak Tees seen iu the distance. Sometimes a peculiar

water grass called "bonnet" entangles our propeller, but we un-

twist it by reversing. The larger alligators have been killed off

by the professional hunters and those remaining are compara-
tively small. The land on either side for miles back is held by the

Government for the Disston Co. for the drainage improvements
the company proposes to make. ..

Some settlers squatted here before the company received its

concession, and we see their herds of fair but thin cattle. We
come to Mikos Bluff, named after an old Indian, now belonging to

Mr \lderman, a ranchman, owning some fine buildings. At 1

P M Istokpoga Creek, which drains the large lake of that name,

is" passed, and at 4:30 we stop for the night. Our engine catches

fire- cause, stopping the wheel and not turning off the injector!

We' learn only bv experience, and no harm is done. Distance

traveled, about forty nines.
;

Marcu 25—The pleasantest part of the day forme is alter break-

fast while cook is cleaning up aud Billy oiling the engine, I being

de iron start off in the skiff provided with my Parker, a pipe and

a book I have a good hour's start and float lazily down the stream,

waiching the 'gaters" and theinnumerahle birds disporting along

the banks unmindful of my silent passage, until a shot brings one

01
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now 12ffnM°leTiroBi K. hy water, and 80 hy laud; that is

also the nearest railway point. We are off at 9:15; a heavy rain
overtakes us, hut we were snug with our storm curtains down.We pass Dougherty's Hammock aud cornfield 7 miles above Fort
Bassinger; banks higher here and country more attractive. At
noon arrive at Fort Bassinger, where, as usual, there is no fort,
but a store We bur a few stale provisions and depart; pass the
Hamilton Disston, a big flat -bottomed steamboat laboriously poled
up stream, wit h an official of the company on board. At 2:30 stop
for i he day at Piatt's Landing. 20 miles below Fort Bassinger, hav-
ing made 35 miles and burnt 20 gallons. We catch Ave bass with a
spinner averaging three pounds a piece in weight. At night the
rain pours down in torrent?, accompanied with thunder and
lightening. We sl-op as ealml v as ever.
March 26—Take a day off. Therm. 100 in the sun. Billy finds a

tew quail in the afternoon and we tramp through the pine wood
atter deer, but unsuccessfully.
March 37—The grunting 'gators in a swamp awaken us by

their noise. We leave them in peace, though they will not leave
it to us, and are off at 8:30. The river grows narrower as we. near
the great inland lake, SQ miles distant. The land is marshy on
either side, with occasional clumps of palmetto or cypress trees.
At 12:30 we enter Lake Okeechobee, and are greeted hy the ever-
welcome "Bonnets." Around the lake are swanjos and marshes
extending many miles bacK; no dryland in sight. We take a
southwesterly course for »i miles, but the wind has risen, our
root hegius to rack from side to side, and we roll ecisfd. v <.;•.!>••

we decide to anchor behind some beds of saw erass, which act as
a, breakwater, and heave to at 4 P. M. What a desolate nnd
dreary picture! No sign of animal life except, the ever-present
water turkey. The miuruful cvpresa rises here and there out of
the water; 60 miles of dark and dreary waste stretch before us;
beoind, anptner sea of swamp and morass (soon to be reclaimed

nif.inage) 16 mtl-s saw grass, vv c made 40 miles to-day and
burnt 25 gallons.

Marcli 28.—At 9 A. M. we warp our way out of the grass by
means of the small anchor, which we carry 50ft. ahead in the
skift. then east over and haul ourselves up to it bv the line, thus
saving our screw from dredging. The fastenings of our roof are
very weak; we steady them with hoathooks and guy ropes, take
our coursa along the western shore and thus have the seas head
en. At 12:20 we sight a landmark at the entrance of the Hickpo-
chee canal, consisting of a tin can attached to a tree. Without
some sign the canal would be imperceptible. It is about 80ft. wide
and runs southeast. We feel a great relief in leaving the gloomy
and treacherous lake.
The water is of normal depth here, about 8ft. We expected to

tine, it much shall iWtr: in fact except in the first canal leading
into Lake Cypress we have had plenty of water. Again birds of
all kinds scream and flee at our approach.
As the wind is favorable, we hoist sail and stop the- engine, get-

ting aloug nicely for about. 2 miles, when we reach Lake Hick-
pochee; at i's approach we are bothered by mud flats and grass,
but we drag along slowly through them: 8 miles across the
lake, and we enter the Drainage Caual again. We see low. flat
meadow lands and poor looking cattle grazing about. In the dis-
tance forests of palmetto, backed by pine; cypress and water oaks
dot the land here and there. We anchor earl v in the afternoon
at 'Coffee Mill Hammock," and stroll through the forest with our
guns, but see no game, save a few hogs left by a former settler and
since grown more or less wild. Sauntering about here is delight-
ful. In the summer the ground is flooded, so now there is no un-
derbrush, save the saw palmetto. The foot treads a pliant velvet
carpet of moss; we find good bass Ashing near our hoat.
March :!!!.—We take another tramp through the forest to visit

the "Ancient Indian Mounds" about 2 miles, to N. E. We traverse
Brst the palmetto, then further on the pine forest; crossing a
gully we reach a hill upon which grows a solitary pine; around
this hill, about 3ilyds. long and 10 wide, is a circular mound about
::i

!

t. high. Billy climbs a tree to see if he can distinguish any
intended shape to the mound, but time, the winds and the spade
have destroyed any symbolical form it mav have had. In older
times the Seminoles had a canal by which they reached their
burial grounds in canoes from the river. Army 'buttons and ac-
coutrements, as well as Indian arms and implements, have been
found, showing that as late as the Seminole war the Indians
buried their dead here, together with trophies of war.
On our return to the boat we passed a forsaken Indian camp; a

few poles stuck in the ground,au old embroidered and tattered
shirt—perhaps left as an offering to the gods—a broken oven, and
a pair of discarded moccasins, attest the presence of "redskins"
and suggest that they came here on a pious pilgrimage to the ne-
cropolis of their an testers. As we see no traces of game on this
journev, we decide t" leave our camp the same afternoon.
At 2 P. M. we weigh anchor, and soon came to mud banks, weeds

and floating islands; we push slowly through all obstacles, we
enter the Lake Flirt canal, at the entrance to which is an old
wrecked steamboat, and the worst part of our journey begins. As
the screw becomes entangled continually, we stop the engine, and
pole, row. and sail t hrough the blockade of weeds; the" floating
islands of grass, bonnets, lettuce, etc. reach entirely across the
streim. Finally we reach the ill-defined and so-called Lake Flirt
(which is no lake, at all), and run aground, but kedge our way
into deep water. On either side of us are swamps, which, being
flooded in su miner, give the appearance of a lake. Beyond, to the
right, a beautiful uark thicket of forest oaks and cvpress. In
front a fence seems t o cross our path, but we And a sudden turn to
the right and we are iu the Caloosahatchee again. The cattle we
have seen belong to Captain Henry, of Fort Myers; these fences
are his land marks, and a wagon and team stopping on the bank
are also ihe Captain's.
At a quarter to five we reach Fort Thompson, see a horse and

some men, hut do not stop. Henceforth the river is beautiful; the
hanks 4 to Oft. high are covered with attractive trees and dark
foliaee. We wind picturesquely in aud out, avoiding the snags
and rocks projecting out into the stream. We are loath to stop at
our usual hour, the sail down the swift flowing river is so pleasant.
A strong current helps us along with a favorable wind until six
o'clock, when we tie up on the north bank, 50 miles above Myers.
Time, 3t£ hours for 20 miles.
March SO.—We w re wituout our usual midnight concert. The

forest, surrounding us is unusually quiet. No noise disturbed our
slumbers save a wandering coon who knocked up against our hows,
and whose tracks were discernible in the saud. We catch a "straw-
berry " bass for breakfast and are on our journey betimes. Wesee
shark and varieties of small fish. The water is so transparent that
they are difficult to catch.
The morning sun shines brightly through the forests which line

both banks. We pass a large sternwheel steamboat engaged in
removing snags. The river is navigable as far up as Fort Thomp-
son for good-sized steamboats; many excursions are made hy tour-
ists from Fort Myers. We see beds of coral for miles along the
hanks. Marks on the trees show signs of high water, many of
them 10 and 15 ft. above the present water level. Air plants, with
t heir red and blue flowers and other parasites, cling gracefully to
the branches. Wild grape vines festoon the saw and cabbage
palmetto, giving a tropical aspect to the scenery.
We pass a herd of cattle quietly browsing on the banks. An

unfortunate cow is bogged up to his body in the mud at the
water's edge unable to rise; the poor animal gazes at us calmly,
apparently as unconscious as his fellows of the death that awaits
him from starvation. The buzzards will pluck at his eyes aud
begin their meal before he is dead.
At 11:30 we come to the town of Alva, twenty-five miles from

Myers; we pass the first clump of mangroves we have seen. The
river banks are flatter here and resemble tho=ie of the St. John's.
The tide reaches nearly up to Alva and the water soon grows

kish, so we All "Ur water tank for the first time. We sight
mile wide. Arrived at 3:15,

i quarter.
r a change. Wild turkey and
•tv to our diet. A small town,
situated at the mouth of the
streets, old-fashioned Southern

Myers at 2:30. th
making 50 miles in sis hours and
We sup at the Cah.osie Hotel i

gnava j*Uy make a pleasing vari

but rapidly growing, charm insd;

river: wide, shady, grass-grown
bouses and uew brick stores
Ma/rcli Si.—Slept on bawd in the gorgeous moonlight. Took a

pilot, as Cap'ain King leaves us here, to steer us between the
oyster beds, the channel not being marked, as far as Punta Rassa.
Star.ed at 11:30 for St. James City, 23 miles distant; passed
Edison's winter home, a pretty place where the inventor has a
laboratory and dwelling, but seldom uses either. A 'gator 10ft.

long slides curiously within 10ft. of us. as if attracted by the
peculiar sound of our engine. See porpoise disporting. At 2:30

arrive off Punta Rassa, where is a telegraph and cable station for
Cuba. Putting our pilot off on a returning steamboa.t, we were
left for the first time to our own skill in navigating. At Punta
Rassa is a small, cosy hotel, run by the operator more especially
for fishermen, as it is near the best tarpon grounds. We go on hy
ourselves through the channel, staked out plainly, to St. James
City, on Pine Island, where we arrive in less than one hour, 4

miles, without mishap; until we run aground alongside the dock,
and have to kedge off rather aba hed, as we are watched by curious
eyes from the shore. Here we engage the services of a black-,

smith to strengthen our roof . This is accomplished satisfactorily

by placiog iron around each stauchion, and an arrangement of

iron s'rap j and rods running from the roof aDd crossing each other
down to the sides of the hoat, making all perfectly secure. Did
our best while here to engage a pilot to take us through the Keys,
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but these men make so much money from the tarpon ftshermeu,
Who come down to St. James City beut on the capture of at least
one of these monsters, that they refuse to go for less than three
dollars a day. They make as much as that going out with rhe
sportsmen, who, when successful, reward their fishermen highly.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

FISHES FOR THE NATIONAL AQUARIA.
OWING to the high temperature of the water in the

IT. 8. Fish Commission aquaria during the past
summer, it was impossible to save the salt-water fishes,

and on the first of September there were but a few varie-
gated mumnrichogs, horseshoe crabs, and a small number
of other marine species to be seen in the tanks. To re-
plenish the display of interesting and instructive animals,
Mr. Seal planned a trip to the Chesapeake Bay and left

Washington on the 15th of September for Cape Charles,
Va. He was accompanied by Messrs. L. G, Harron and
D. W. Kenley of the commission, both of whom, like Mr.
Seal himself, have had much experience in the handling
of five fishes and seining. The party camped out on the
beach right off the docks of the town. Here fairly good
seining was found, the first three hauls of a 30 fathom
fine meshed seine brought up twenty-five species of fishes,

besides shrimp, squid, crabs, etc. Young spots, croakers
and mullets were found here in large numbers. Young
sea bass are common, as are young bluefish. Half-beaks
were also very common. This most interesting fish will

not live in captivity, and we fear that Mr. Seal has been
unable to get them alive to Washington.
The party arrived in Washington on the morning of

Oct. 5, and brought with them the following species, for

the most part alive and lively: Soles (Achiriis and
Aplioristia); several species of flounders; a hake-like fish

(Ophiclium)-, blennies, several species, one 5in. long.

Some of these were found with mature eggs, Toadfish,
a plenty; young tautog; angelfish or porgy; pompano;
banded rudder fish: channel bass; trout or weakfish;
spots; croakers; yellowtail; scup; Holbrook's scup, inter-

esting; sea bass, one with telescopic eyes, very curious;
grunts or hogfish, several kinds; mullets or fatbacks, very
lively; lizard fish, curious; eels, sting rays, etc. This
list is by no means complete, your correspondent only
saw the fish as they were emptied from the cans into the
receiving pool at the Central Station. Among the blen-

nies several genera are represented , as is the case, also,

with the grunters, flounders, etc.

Cape Charles is on the bay, about five miles from the
ocean inlet, and twenty-four miles from Old Point Com-
fort, from which point and Norfolk it is reached twice
daily by steamer. The New York, Philadelphia & Nor-
folk Railroad transfers passengers for the south from the
railroad to the boats at this point.

The water of the bay along the eastern shore of Vir-
ginia is very salt, there being no fresh- water streams of

any consequence falling into the bay here, and, as would
be expected, many species of fish, which are strictly

marine forms, are found here in considerable numbers.
The water right in front of the town is too shallow for

seining purposes at low tide, but is good when the tide is

up.
Mr. Seal's party visited the pound nets and found in

them much of interest. We shall have more to say about
this region in a subsequent number.

FISHES OF ST. PAUL'S ISLAND.
OWING to the abundance of seal life, fish are not

abundant about the Prybilov Islands, in Bshring
Sea. Tirh year after seal-killing ceased, on July 20,

many of the natives went fishing on favorable days, as
many as ten boats leaving St. Paul's at one time. They
usually returned early in the evening, but their catch
was rarely an equivalent for the time and trouble ex-
pended, at least an average catch would never pay a
white fisherman. On Aug. 4 one of the boats with two
men caught seven halibut, one of them weighing 1501bs.,

but the others averaging not over 251bs,, and three cod-
fish averaging not over 51bs. The halibut were very
good, and compared well with Eastern fish, but the cod
presented a very unsightly appearance. Instead of the
cleanness and lightness of color characteristic of the East-
ern fish they appeared diseased, being dull in color and
very slimy. They improve greatly when taken further
from shore; but fish taken within a few miles of land are
considered by the white people as being unfit for food.
With these are also taken large specimens of a sculpin,

some of them being over 2ft. long. Another species is

taken among the rocks at low water by the natives, and
it is an interesting sight to see a party of natives, men
and women, catching "kahlogs" (sculpins) with a short
line a few inches long attached to a pole about 3ft. long.

A cod hook, baited with a piece of meat, is used, and the
hook and line are inserted between the rocks and left in

motion until a fish is hooked. I rarely saw more than
six caught by one man, and they seemed to have greatly
decreased in numbers of late years.

About ten other species of fish are found about the
islands. Salmon are sometimes washed up during storms,
but never in any abundance. The attu or atka mack-
erel (Pleiirogramm us monopterygius) has been taken but
rarely. I found several small flounders after a storm,
but all the other species collected are either young or be-

long to small forms. A species of stickleback is abun-
dant in the great lake on Sc. Paul and is the only fresh-

water fish. William Palmer.

A Big Hawk ox the Bridge.—People who take for their
morning or evening "constitutional" the walk across Brook-
lyn Bridge often see strange and interesting sights, but
never a stranger one than was seen yesterday morning. A
hawk, of such size that some of the beholders insisted ft was
an eagle, having made capture of a pigeon, fluttered for a
time over the New York tower and presently settled upon
the south side cable and proceeded leisurely to devour its

victim. A large crowd gathered on the promenade and
craned their necks, but the big bird, caring nothing, plied
beak and talons until nought save bones and feathers was
left of the poor pigeon. After arranging his sailing appar-
atus the bird winsed his way out over the bay toward Staten
Island. It was the first time that a large bird of prey was
known to have perched on the Brooklyn Bridge.

)nmt §zg mtd

ADIRONDACK DEER.
CAMP PARKEE, Moose. Pond, Essex County, Adiron-

dacks, N. Y., Sept. 25.—"Gentlemen, don't leave
your watch-ground until the hunt is up or you are no
true sportsmen." Our first hunts proved very unsuccess-
ful, and the hunters had all returned ; yet the dogs were
still out, a sure proof that should in general direct the
sportsman to keep his watch.
The Court from Glens Falls, Mr. Fiesy, a merchant

from Philadelphia; Punky, a broker from New York,
the inventor of that destructive Holland ball, and the
subscriber were assembled at the camp table talking all

at once, trying to reconcile the transactions of the day.
The Court was just getting off some of his fun, when' a
handsome three-pronged buck in the full blue coat came
bounding down the mountain side within 50yds. of the
camp-fire and stood for a moment gaping at the strange
group. In a second there was a rush for the guns, One
left his hot flapjacks. The cook upset his frying pan.
Another spilt his coffee. A third cried out, "To the
lake!" The Judge was the first on the trail, as bare-
headed he took the track with a shout, following the
beautiful creature down to the water about 100yds. off.

The Inventor had left his gun at the landing and started

at a 2.40 gait to secure it. The heaviest weight in camp
opened the valves and soon reached the shore. Mr. Fissy
never having killed a deer had been promised the first to
supply venison. He also reached the lake a little out of

breath, though quite cool. When the subscriber arrived
among the excited hunters the fated beauty was hope-
fully sailing on the placid waters simply thinking over
the table scene he had just witnessed, congratulating
himself on his narrow escape. Little did the creature
think that a dozen eager eyes were then watching and
waiting for him to reach the middle of the lake, when
his fate would be sealed by a ball from Fissy's rifle. This
part of the play I will not describe, as I have never in-

dorsed this kind of hunting, except when in need of food.
The venison proved excellent, and all enjoyed it except
the gentleman who secured it, who said he could not
touch it, feeling as if he had committed murder.Sj
On this same day several of the party returned from a

hunt, and one had scarcely passed along the lakeside
when a deer followed right on his track; and several had
the mortification of seeing the creature wave his flag in
their faces and disappear in the woods.
Of all the years it has been my privilege to enjoy an

outing in these grand old woods, this one has proved the
most tryiug from the constant rains and unsettled weather,
with high waters everywhere, conditions which throw a
damper over everything. Our party felt it, and the
Court decided to return to civilization, the Inventor and
Philadelphia merchant concluded to accompany the
Judge. Consequently last Saturday they took their de-

parture for the waters of the Horicon, much to our sor-

row. To make matters still more unfortunate for the
subscriber, a telegram called the Broker to New York on
Monday, leaving your humble servant alone to fight out
another miserable, rainy, cold and unsuccessful week.
Again, Mr. Editor, have I witnessed the destructive effects

of the hollow ball. H. C.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
THE ruffed grouse is universally pronounced by sports-

men to be the wdldest, the wariest and the wiliest

bird in this or any other country. Shooters from the old
world make a meager showing in his pursuit, being
utterly baffled by him, His natural wildness is .greatly

intensified by his being chased by dogs and fired at by
men. I regard hunting the "partridge" as the most
manly and noble recreation that a gentleman can engage
in, It brings strength of body, elasticity of mind and
gladness of heart among the pleasantest scenes of nature.
The ruffed grouse knows the color of his feathers; he

also knows the color and size of surrounding objects. He
takes in the situation with great readiness, and utilizes

it like a flash of light. While standing in the woods one
day admiring the beauty of a silver maple decked in all

the gorgeous coloring of autumn, a grouse suddenly
dropped in the fork where the two principal grand
branches met. He came down silently, softly, and with-
out ruffling a feather. Immediately after he placed his

back against one limb, while his breast looked strikingly
like the other in color. He bad no sooner got himself in

position than he detected me, and reasoning that I must
have seen him come down, he flew.

Soon after on this same occasion a grouse sailing in
whirled and dropped on the ground in between two small
trees that stood, as I afterward measured it, Sin. apart.

No sooner had he settled down than he realized that
danger was near, and turning his head looked back at me
over his shoulder. One glance was enough, for like a
flash he was up and away.
The ruffed grouse knows also intuitively when he is

seen by the person in pursuit of him. One day a grouse,
started in the low grounds, flew up on a well-wooded
hillside. Following him I got on a path, and walked
back and forward several times near the spot where I sup-
posed he had lit. Finally I went over the ground again
for the fourth time and had just passed under a bough
that projected over the path about 5ft. above my head,
when the bird flew from it. He knew I had not seen
him, and took his own time about getting away. On an-
other occasion I was coming out of a woods intending to

go to another one, when on suddenly looking up I saw a
grouse on a limb about 20yds. off. The moment I saw
him he knew it, and flew.
The grouse is always difficult to distinguish when on

the ground, as the following incident will prove. Once I

was out with an old grouse shooter, and in the woods we
met the owner of the land. He expressed surprise that
any one could shoot partridges or even see them before
they flew. My companion said he could shoot them
easily, and could make them out on the ground or in a
tree every time. "Now," said he to the farmer, "do you
see that object down there? [pointing to something ahout
40yds. away.] Well, you would suppose that was a grouse,
would you not?" The farmer said he would, that it

looked something like one. "Well," said the old hunter,
"it is not one, and you would be sold on it." While we
stood talking the object rose and flew away. It was a
grouse. At this occurrence the look on the face of the
old hunter was worth going some distance to see.

The most difficult shot at the grouse (in my opinion) is

when he darts down from the top of an immense pine,
which is a favorite spot for them to take refuge in. The
tree usually stands on the brink of a gorge, and the bird
is in sight for some distance, yet I have never seen the
man who could successfully accomplish thi3 shot.

Dorp.

OHIO GAME.
DAYTON, Ohio, Sept. 30.—The New York Sim, of

Sept. 21, began a paragraph of (mis) information
about the Ohio game laws in this way: "For monu-
mental imbecility, probably the game laws of Ohio are in
the lead. The open season for woodcock has been changed
from July 4 to July 15. Why a period of only eleven
days? The use of sneakboats, batteries, etc., has been
forbidden in Lake Erie, its bays and estuaries, where
ducks cannot be killed except through the use of these
devices. The law which protected clucks while breeding-
has been repealed entirely. The open season for quail in
Ohio is only one of thirty-five days from Nov. 10 to Dec.
15." The facts are that the law is eminently satisfactory
to all concerned in this State, and to all others who are
in any way posted as to Ohio seasons, except the clause
pertaining to wild duck shooting, and which is exactly
the reverse of what the Sun man publishes.
The law reads: "No person shall upon any bog, estuary,

marsh, mudflat, river, or any cover to which wildfowl
resort, by the aid of any swivel or punt gun, or any
other gun than a common shoulder gun, or with or by
the aid of any artificial light, or with the aid of or from
any sink boat or battery, steam or naphtha launch, or
with any trap or net, catch, kill or wound, or pursue
with such intent, any wild goose, or brant, or wild duck
or any other waterfowl, or destroy or disturb the eggs or
nests of any birds named in this section, excepting in the
waters of Lake Erie, estuaries and bays thereof; and no
person shall in any place catch, kill or injure, or pursue
with such intent, any wild duck on Sunday, Monday or
Tuesday of any week, between the first day of Septem-
ber and the tenth day of April of any year."
Thus it will be seen that these devices for trapping,

luring and killing wild geese and ducks may be used
freely and to the utmost extent four days each week
during the open season in Lake Erie, and in*the marshes,
estuaries and bays thereof, while in the other nineteen-
twentieths of the State restrictions are ironclad. The
only waterfowl breeding grounds in Ohio are in these
marshes and bays along the lake, except to some extent
around the reservoirs in Central Ohio. Occadonally a
woodduck nest is found along the rivers of southern Ohio,
but very seldom. The pot or market-hunters along the
lake, through the representative from Erie county, in-

fluenced insertion of the exception that gives them the
exclusive privilege of slaughtering ducks on their nests,

and all the rest of the State is suffering from it.

The woodcock open season begins later because it was
found that usually the young birds are not large enough to

take care of themselves before the loth of July. Oppn
season for pheasant, Sept. 1 to Dec. 35; gray, fox or black
squirrel, July 1 to Dec. 15. Hunters and farmers agree
that Nov. 10 to Dec. 15 gives all the time desired for

quail shooting. We usually have heavy snow by the
middle of December, and shooting after that means ex-
termination of quail. Under the present Jaw quail have
increased wonderfully, and the people are willing to let

well enough alone. The open season for wild turkeys
begins to-morrow, Oct. 1. AH kinds of game are suffi-

ciently protected by law except wild geese, brant and
ducks, and it is fair to presume that the law will be
amended to take away from northern Ohio pot-hunters
their murdering privileges. Rabbits, snipe and doves are
outlaws in Ohio, and may be shot at any time.

Oct. <>,—The northern portion of Darke and Shelby
counties, and all through Mercer and Anglaize counties,

Ohio, and Jay and Adams counties, Ind., lie the best
pheasant regions of the two States, and the birds also

abound, though not to such extent, north to the Michigan
line. The hatching season was early and favorable,
cover has been superb and feed abundant, and the law
protecting pheasant until Sept 1 was effective.

Broods run evenly this year, from 12 to 15 birds, the
largest number, 15 chicks, being reported by William
Lowry on a farm not far from Fort Recovery, near the
headwaters of Wabash River, in the reservoir region.
The young pheasants are too small for the table, there-

fore the market hunters have not disturbed them and
they are not wild. Farmers are about the only ones who
have been doing any pheasant shooting, and they finding
the birds not full grown, and that the hunters were not
out, have put up their guns, only desiring to be in the
field in advance of the skirmish line of town shooters.

Brown.

Deer in New Hampshire.—Colebrook, N. H., Oct. 1.

—In regard to Amasa Ward's camp as a desirable resort

for still-hunting deer, I consider it the most satisfactory

place for that sport of any In northern Newr Hampshire.
In fact , I could almost warrant one a deer every day
after the first fall of snow in the fall. Dogging deer is

allowed in Coos county, in this State, and is practiced to

some extent both at' Diamond Ponds and Connecticut
Lakes; but Amasa has a law of his own, which reads like

tliis : "Any dog found running deer on his territory will

be shot at "sight." And as it is pretty well understood
that the "law" will be enforced by Amasa, it is seldom
violated ; and as a result the deer are not all driven from
the vicinity of his camps and it is not necessary to make
a day's journey to some locality where the game may be
found. That, together with the fact that his camps offer

good accommodations in the way of comfortable beds
and a good table, make it to my mind the best place for

fall and early winter deer hunting of any in this vicinity.

—Rob.

Deer and Moose in Maine.—Eustis,Me., Oct. 6.—Mr.,

F. E. Butterfield and myself have been in camp at Big
King and Bartlett Pond for the past two weeks. From
Sept. 20 to 30 fly-fishing was excellent, fish ranging from
li to 2-Jlbs. Oct. 1 being open season for large game, we
commenced hunting. On Saturday, the 4th, we killed

one moose and two deer, which we have ready to take

out with us to-day. Game is very plenty here. Deer anci

moose are undoubtedly increasing in this part of the

State, and any sportsman can get game here during the

open season without much difficulty. I write these few

lines thinking it might interest you and your readers.—

L. ATWOOI),
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, Oct. 2.—The ducks are agin us and not wid
t us, so far this fall. Fox LaJce is no good, so the

boys say, and thus far no bags of consequence have been
made on the Kankakee. The best shooting has been on
the famous Horicon Marsh of Wisconsin, Percy Stoue
went up there again yesterday. Messrs.! Fred 0. Donald
and Ben Dicks go up to-night. Mr. Donald had his plans
laid yesterday to go with Mr. Fred Lord and Mr. Charles
Levings down to the Spring Lake country, of which men-
tion was made last week. Mr. Levings was the engineer
in charge of the Government works on Copperas Creek
dam, and is thoroughly acquainted with Spring Lake,
Clear Lake, Beebe Lake and all that country in tbere.

He goes on down and will put in a week or two fishing.

He says the bass fishing below the Government dam is

the finest he ever knew, when at its best.

Mr. C. W. Lee and Mr. J. W. Keogh are back from
their bicycle tour through England. Mr. Lee says they
could not see much popular interest or general participa-
tion in field sports, the main things ?eeming to be borse
racing and cricket, which everybody was ready to talk
about. In Devonshire they saw some beautiful streams,
and here Mr, Lee thought the angling was good, most of
the waters, of course, being closed to the public. At the
Lakes of Killarney some good catches were being made.
Mr, Lee heard nothing of shooting during his trip, and
thinks that a poor country for the shooter of average
means. Even boating and canoeing seemed to be dull in
England.
Mr. J. O. Blake, of Spaldings', is back from his grand

western tour in company with Mr. Geo. J. Charlton. At
Denver they joined the excursion of the American Asso-
ciation of General Passenger and Ticket Agents, and went
to all the great scenic localities of the Rockies and the
West, from the Grand Canon to the Park. That this is a
country alike, beautiful and stupendous Mr. Blake is ready
now to attest to any extent.

Mr. W. C. Wire, of the same house, enjoyed himself
luring a sick spell of six weeks on his vacation, near
Oshkosh and Lake Winnebago, this fall. He reports some
fishing, and shooting just beginning.
Messrs. H. M. Levy, Jos. A. Fuschlander, Albert Heidel-

oach, J. L. Workman and S. Kuhn, all of Cincinnati,
aave just passed north for a fishing and shooting trip in

the woods of Wisconsin, where they should have a
pleasant time at this season.

Mr. W. L. Shepard and Mr. J. T. Cowler have left for
a deer hunt on the Upper Peninsula. They go about 40
miles northwest of Branscombe, and will start from the
station as soon as they get off the cars, their team and
camp outfit being in waiting for them. They are almost
certain to get deer. Mr. Cowles has often hunted the
country. They will have good local guides also.

Messrs, Alex. T. Loyd, R. R. Donnelley and Wallace
De Wolf returned lately from a three weeks' chicken
trip in Minnesota. They shot near Tyler, north of Pipe-
sione, and seem to have had fair luck at snipe, ducks and
curlew until the water dried up in the sloughs, after
which these birds left. It is very dry in Minnesota this

season, according to all reports. Mr. Donnelley thought
that the chicken shooting they had, while fair, was not so
good as that they had in Iowa last year. Nobody seems
uproariously enihusiastic this fall about the chicken
shooting in any of the States west of here.

Dick Turtle has gone back to Saybrook, 111., this week,
to get some more chickens.

Oct. 3,—It might be well for Forest and Ssream to
send its natural history man out here to inoculate the
daily p ess of this city with a little common sense.
Nearly every paper in the city has published the news of

I

a child here, whose death, it is officially announced, was
icaused by a cat that "sucked its breath." This is good
j

matter to class with the hoopsnake story. The paper
which first printed this cat yarn, the Journal, had hi the
same issue ahout half a column cut from Forest and
Stream without any credit. Superstition and loose morals
go together.

But of late the city papers here, with a charming una-
nimity and a display of intelligence that is remarkable,
have been giving our friend Mr. Brusewitz, the Chicago
game warden, a good warming up. Forest and Stream
is a little ahead of them on that, but it is all in the fam-
ily. Brusewitz is quoted as having publicly admitted
that he didn't know what the game law was, had never
read it, didn't know a chicken from a duck and didn't
know what all this fuss was about anyhow. He is about
the most modest game warden ever was. He don't know
anything and he don't think he knows anything, and he
don't care who knows that he don't know anything. But
Gov. Fifer keep3 him right where he is. He'll do, Gov.
Fifer thinks, because he stands in with the boys. At the
next meeting of the Legislature a determined effort will

be made to have Brusewitz removed and a tin man put
in his place.

Evidence has been collected of late by one Bortree,
which in case of prosecution by the legal warden, would
convict two prominent South Water street game dealers
of illegal handling of game. But Brusewitz didn't see it,

so the prosecutien can't go. Great country. Great law.
Great Brusewitz. Stonewall Brusewitz.
The Herald of this city this morning prints an astute

article on '"Law-Breaking Game Eaters," in which it

proves to its own satisfaction that about the only breakers
of the law are sportsmen. Their bad example, it thinks,
demoralizes the public. It says: "If people knew the

i

law was going to be enforced, and they were in danger of

[

arrest if they violated it, they would not run the risk of
getting into trouble by purchasing game. The hotels and
restaurants would not buy it, and the dealers, having no
market for it, would cease to purchase it from the so-

called market-hunters, and the latter's occupation, conse-
quently, would be gone. Thus, if the sportsmen only
keep the law themselves, game preservation will be per-

[
feet." That is an easy way of figuring. The Herald
writer forgets that the legal season of selling game
would afford the market-hunters an occupation. In short,

the Herald forgets a good deal, and don't know a good
deal more, about this game law business. For instance,
it says: "Another breaker of the law is the man who
shoots grouse and quail in Illinois and brings them home
by railway. There is a law prohibiting the transporta-
tion of Illinois game by rail, and if it is illegal for the
railway company to carry them, it is equally illegal for
the man who has shot the birds to bring them with him
on the cars." A statement like that is misleading and

ought to be corrected. The best correction is to call it
plain nonsense. No such law exists. The railroads can-
not carry illegal game to market, but they can carry legal
game, with or without the owner's presence, to his home
or to his friends. Any lawyer will tell you that. The
article in question is miscolored and lmrthful. The
Herald knows more about the Cronin case than it does
about the Effingham county case.
In talking over some of these things to-day with Mr.

Wolfred N. Low, legal counsel of the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association, that gentleman said:
"As a matter of fact, we hav<? now got very fair game

laws on the statute books of Illinois. At next winter's
meeting of the Legislature, I shall beat Springfield with
the sportsmen's committee, and we shall ask for only one
change, and that is to make the prairie chicken date Sept.
1 instead of Sept. 15, as the late accidental law has made
it. As a compromise with the southern part of the State,
we should make the date Sept. 1. Their harvest is earlier
than ours, and by Sept. 15 it is impossible for them to get
any chicken shooting over dogs at all, as the birds all
pack up and will not lie to the dogs."
In this I do not agree with Mr. Low. I do not think

we ought to ask how many, but how few, prairie chickens
we can kill now. Don't kill the birds when they are
young and easily approached, so that the w^hole covey
can be bagged. Wait until they are big and strong, even
if you do have to inaugurate another style of shooting
them. We have got a few chickens in Illinois now,
thanks to the three years close law, and let us keep them
now we have them, and make it harder, not easier, to kill
them. Let us establish the bud firmly all over the State
again, and this time take care of it. Every one knows
how babyish and how exterminative is the "sport" of
kicking young prairie chickens out of the grass or stubble
and kuling them at a few yards distance. Shoot them
out of the corn, the birds can then take care of them-
selves. But Mr. Low further remarked:
"What we need now is not more laws, but better en-

forcement, and our next move will be toward getting
better executive machinery. At the next session we
shall try to secure the passage of an act authorizing the
appointment of two or more wardens for each county in
the State; no warden, however, to be appointed except
upon the petition of twenty-five or more residents of that
county. This will do away with the political features of
that work, and should secure the right men. We shall
also ask that these wardens have police powers to arrest
without warrant on detection of an offense against the
game laws. I believe that in this way we can really do
much to break up illegal shooting,
"I attended the meeting of the Central Illinois Associa-

tion, at Jersey ville, and am pleased to state that we shall
have the cooperation of that body. They have promised
to get the pledge of every candidate for the Legislature
from their districts in favor of the measures I have just
mentioned.
"Tbere is unquestionably a great deal of illegal shoot-

ing done in that lower country. While I was at Jersey-
ville a fellow by the name of Bauer declared that his
neighbor had been shooting chickens all summer, that
he had eaten some of them and that upon invitation he
had gone over on his neighbor's farm and shot chickens
before the season opened. Dr. Henry, of Jacksonville,
heard him say this and said, 'Bauer, I am going to see
that you are expelled from this association and not
allowed to shoot here next year. A man who will do
what you have done is not fit to belong to a sportsmen's
association!' There is absolute truth in that last and I

hope Bauer will be expelled. He certainly is a disgrace
to the association.
"The Central Illinois men appointed as their commit-

tee Mr. I. Taylor, of New Berlin, Mr. J, Brown, of
Havana, and Mr. C, W. Parent, of Jersey ville. These
are good men and we hope for some good work to show
results next winter. It is not probable that the man
Brusewitz will last longer than that session."

It is to be hoped not, and hoped further, that out of the
plans above outlined there may come success, and such
an agitation of the matter as shall amount to an educa-
tion of the people who are now so ignorant and careless.

Even such articles as the inaccurate one of the paper-

above quoted do good, for they keep the matter before
the public. '

'

E. Hough.

Bear Trapping.—The result of Mr. Bayard Thayer's
bear hunt has at last come out in full. It will be remem-
bered by the readers of the Forest and Stream that,

with his guide, he ran on to a cub, which little fellow took
up a tree. He was treated to a charge of bird shot, which
brought him down from the tree, wounded, and that in

dispatching him with an axe the guide kicked up so much
of a yell and a rumpus that the old lady herself suddenly
appeared on the scene and made for the men in a manner
that caused some uneasiness. The guide shouted to Mr.
Thayer to reserve his fire—only bird shot in the cart-

ridges—and if possible to get another cartridge into his

gun. In trying to obey these admonitions and at the

same time not to let the old lady get too near, Mr. Thayer
tripped on a stick and fell backward, discharging his gun
into the air. Fortunately the old lady took fright at the

smoke and discharge and ran one way about as fast as

the trie** did the other. The men do not confess to this

latter feat, however. They came back that day with more
help and more powder and lead. They carried the cub
to camp and set a trap for the old bear. They visited the

trap only once, a few days afterward. But on the last

day of September, some 20 days later, they went to take

in the trap. It was gone. They followed the marks of

the clog a mile or two, and finally came to the decayed
carcass of the old bear, where she had died in the trap,

doubtless of starvation. Oh , the cruelty of this trapping,

even of savage bears! When will men with souls learn

to have pity for animals and birds? The agony of that

poor old bear in the trap, waiting for death from starva-

tion!. My guide tells me that he heard dismal bowlings

on calm nights, that made him think that the old bear

must be in the trap. The least that those who set steel

traps for bears can do is to visit them daily.—Special

(Boston.)

Towanda, Pa., Oct. 4.— Ruffed grouse season in this

State opened Oct. 1. A number of sportsmen from this

place took the opportunity to go out the first day. Very
small bags were made, owing, they claim, to the dense

cover the birds frequent. Some report finding many
grouse, others say they are scarce.—W. F. D.

New Hampshire Deer.—Colebrook, N. H., Oct. 4.—
Sporting matters have been nearly at a standstill in this
vicinity for the past month, owing to the continued rains.
The opening of the season for deer afforded us about five
days of fine weather, and a number of parties werp already
on the ground ready to participate in the first deer hunt
of the season, and several deer were brought in here as a
result. Harry Huston, of Concord, N. H., brought in the
first deer to the Diamond Pond Camps: and he it waswho
brought in the first one at the same place last year. Otto
Haufbaur, of Holyoke, Mass., brought in the second deer
at Camp Diamond; and a fine one it was, too, a five-year-
old buck, with as handsome a pair of antlers as are often
seen. Mr. Haufbaur left the head with Albert Wallace,
of this place, to be mounted. Two gentlemen from Massa-
chusetts, with Charles Kelly and "Spoff" Flint as guides,
left here for Connecticut Lakes Sept. 3, returning the
6th with two deer, a buck and doe, and several more are
reported from Errol, Greenough Ponds and Ward's Hell
Gate Ca mps. But for only a short time were these things
possible, for with the beginning of the second week the
rain descended a,nd the floods came, and both hunting
and fishing were hung up to dry.—BOB.

A Hawk Retrieves a Duck.—Winona, Maine, Oct.
2.—A party of young men from Winona, at Marshall,
were out duck hunting a few days since. As they were
watching the flying of the ducks over the lake, one came
within gun shot of them. It was shot by Harry E. Mel-
vin, and came down into the water a few rods from the
shore. It lay floundering there, the hunters having no
way of getting it. The dog was lame, and no boat was
at hand. While pondering and trying to devise some
means to reach the game, a large hawk came flying over-
head. The hawk spied the duck and soon commenced
circling around, and in a few moments shot down out of
the air, seizing it, commenced flying over the young
hunter's head. Thereupon Mr. Melvin blazed away at
the hawk, which came down with a thud a few feet away
with the duck, thereby saving all trouble of wading or
swimming after the game. Who will say that Winona
hunters are not ahead this year? By the by, this was the
first duck ever shot by Mr. Melvin. He will probably
shoot thousands more before he has another one retrieved
in that fashion.—X,

ANGLING NOTES,

A LATE number of the Springfield Republican men-
tions the fact of the great improvement noticed

this season in the size and number of trout caught in the
White Mountain streams. These waters have been well
restocked, and this encouraging result is a proof that re-

stocking pays. Because a few people have made a fail-

ure of their attempts to raise trout for the market, itdoe3
not follow that all artificial trout breeding is a failure, as
some cranks would like us to believe.

There have been a number of instances where restock-

ing of old and fished-out trout waters have been followed
with excellent results. There is hardly an angler who
has not noticed this fact.

The Castalia Club waters in Ohio, for instance, is a re-

markable proof; for there were absolutely no trout in
these waters originally, and now their streams contain
any quantity of fine, well-fed fish running up to 4lbs. in

weight. The return of the salmon in the Penobscot and
Hudson rivers is a well-established fact, and dozens of

other case3 could be mentioned

.

Of course, it is necessary to do something besides re-

stocking. Proper protection and food must be provided,

and means taken to prevent the trout hog from killing off

the fingerlings. If this is done, success is found to fol-

low.

Last season we had occasion unfortunately to call the
attention of our readers to the condition of affairs in the
Adirondacks, showing a state of lawlessness that in for-

mer years was unknown. We refer to the robbery of

Gen. Brandreth's baggage on his way into the woods; and
that was followed by the stealing of trunks from the
Prospect House. Senator Livingston, who has just re-

turned from the Adirondack Cluo, relates the following
incident. He went to Andrews' pond one rainy afternoon
intending to fish there for a day or two. The club have
a camp there and always keep a few simple cooking uten-

sils and an axe. When he and his guide arrived just

before dark they found everything had been stolen . They
were in a very disagreeable predicament—wet through,

no axe to cut wood and nothing to cook in. Fortunately

the guide, while hunting about for dead wood, found the

axe where it had been left by the thieves, so they were
enabled to get firewood. The next day the Senator caught
some forty-five speckled trout, which he cleaned and cov-

ered up with moss. The next morning they were there

all right and he added a few more to the pile. The guide

and the Senator then crossed the lake to a spring for some
water, and though away only twenty minutes, they found
on their return that their trout were all stolen. So they
had to go back to the club house empty banded.
The footprints were quite distinct, showing what had

become of the fish, and the thieves had evidently come a
long distance intending to poach ; but seeing some one
there, had kept in hiding until the Senator and his guide

crossed the lake. Then they stole what they could and
left in a hurry. Hereafter the club will keep a man there.

In old times such occurrences were unheard of, and no
one ever dreamed of taking precautions against thieves

in the woods.

Mr. Osgood's Trout.—Colebrook, N. H, Oct. 6.—The
weather effectually stopped fishing here during Septem-
ber, and none was attempted; but as a rule in some local-

ities here the fly-fishing in September is better than at

any other time during the season, especially in point of

size. In "Special's" letter in last issue he mentions a

trout caught at Middle Dam, Me., by Mr. Osgood, which
weighed 91bs. 2oz. I have a letter before me, written by
a gentleman who was present at the time. He says:

"iii-. Osgood caught with fly on a 5|oz. rod a trout that

weighed 91bs. 2oz., which beat anything that I had ever

seen. It was a male fish, and a perfect beauty. I was
close by at the time." The gentleman also mentions two
of 6Jlbs. and one of 8Jlbs. taken at the same place.—ROB,
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MEMORIES OF MELISSA.

IN your issue of Sept. 4, Mr. A. B. Goshorn talks enter-
tainingly of "The Pike (perch) of Lake Melissa," or,

to be more accurate, the pike (perch) of Buck's mill pond.
The subject possesses peculiar interest to me, as these pike
are old .friends of mine, and many a gallant light have I
had with them in which it would have been impossible,
I think, for any one to have told whether a pike or a bass
was the other party to the difficulty, until the test of the
landing-net was applied.
In the summer of '83, I think it was, some half-dozen

of us, lovers of the rod, formed the "Casselton Fishing-
Club," purchased an acre of land from good old Father
Corbett on the shores of Melissa, and erected a simple
shanty, which we dubbed "Gamp Comfort." We nattered
ourselves that we had secured a retreat, "far from the
maddirjg crowd," where we could "loaf and refresh
our souls" undisturbed by the stream of summer idlers
that were already beginning to flow into Detroit city,
We were six miles from the latter place, and our friends
there wondered at our queer taste in going so far into
what many of them seemed to think a howling wilder-
ness. Whether we set the fashion or not, I don't know,
but now (I haven't been there since '88) I am told cottages
have sprung up to right and left of "Camp Comfort,"
dams have been bull t, and outlets deepened between Lakes
Detroit, Sally and Melissa, and the whistle of the steam-
tug, and the laugh and chatter of the summer tourist,
have taken the place of the "loon's low laugh" and the
wood- duck's note. The charm of the place has gone, and
I am glad I left before it bad all vanished. Ah, well! one
consolation we have—though 'tis but a selfish one—we
had the cream of the fishing.

Never again, I think, can two anglers, as did Langdon
and I in that halcyon first summer, anchor their boat on
the bar just at the inlet into Melissa, and catch small-
mouth bass so fast that it soon impelled Doc to exclaim:
"This is sheer slaughter!" And by mutual consent we
reeled up and quit, though we had been at it less than
half an hour. Ah, what days those were! Days when
Langdon. McLeod, Rutledge and myself had Lakes Sallie,
Melissa, Fox, Meadow, Witch and the mill ponds practi-
cally to ourselves, and when we were as sure to catch a
fine string of bass when we wanted them, as to find a
match in a smoker's pocket. Once in a while, indeed,
some adventurous spirit from Detroit wovdd boldly pene-
trate as far as Melissa, but such visitors were rare. We
were often for weeks at a time without seeing a boat on
the lake save our own.
As I look over my old "Angler's Score Book" (for after

the first summer. Langdon and I at least, never were
found without that in one pocket and a pair of standard
scales in another), what memories it recalls! Take, for
instance, this entry: "Date, 6, 26, '86, Buck's Mill Ponds:
Fish caught, pike-perch 9, largest 4-Albs., total weight
221bs. Black bass (large-mouth) 5, largest 3 Jibs., total
141bs. Mem.: Day of the storm." That was the day
when I initiated Kemp into the mysteries of "planked
pike," close rival to planked shad, cooked under the big
tree which overhangs the race just below the old mill,
the day we climbed the hill after dinner for a drink of
cold water from the 80ft. well on the summit, and were
met by the lady of the house with two brimming bowls
of wild red raspberries smothered in sugar and cream,
and perfect strangers though we were to her, were fairly
forced to take a big bucketful back to the boat with us

—

the day we got entangled in the floating islands on our
return home and spent weary hours therein, unable to get
either forward or back, until they opened as mysteriously
as they had closed and gave us an outlet, reaching the lake
just as darkness and the "big blow" of '86 closed in on us

—

the day, or night rather, when we foolhardily attempted
the passage in the teeth of the gale, and were caught up
and whirled away into the darkness by the mighty wind,
only able, by the most violent exertion, barely to keep
our boat out of the trough of the seas, one bailing for
dear life, while the other felt every sinew crack as he
tugged at the oars, the night when a higher power than
man's drove that frail and staggering skiff straight
through that welter of yeasty foam, till in the blackness
of the darkness of that awful night its keel grated on the
shingle almost in front of our tent, and we, with just
strength enough left for the effort, staggered up the bank
and fell exhausted on our camp bed, there to lie till morn-
ing in our sodden clothes, and never a whit the worse for
it next day.

Or take another entry, almost at random. "Date, 7, 4,
'85. Lake Melissa. 'Toiled all the day and caught noth-
ing.' " That was the day when McLeod, slipping away
from the hurly-burly of architectural work and building
contracts, joined me for a "quite, good old Fourth of
July fish." As I met him at the train the night before I
was able to tell him, "Bass biting splendidly, lots of fine
minnows for bait, we'll have glorious sport to-morro'w."
In the gray of the dawn we started for the "reef," about
three-quarters of a mile away, diagonally down the lake.
We had hardly got quarter of the way when a wool-white
fog settled down on us, so dense that Mac swore it choked
the rowlocks so that he couldn't move his oar. In two
minutes all sense of direction was lost. We rested on our
oars for the fog to lift, but it only settled down the
thicker. Then we started off, hoping to strike the shore
somewhere soon, for the lake is only a small one, only
two or three miles across, and we thought we could
surely row the boat straight enough to hit the shore
somewhere. But for what seemed interminable hours
we rowed and rowed, but came to no shore.
"The witches have us," quoth Mac. "Hark! there's the

Banshee now."
"Ha! that's Father Corbett's old Drive. He's chained

him up to keep him from following the boys to town, and
he's howling to get loose. If he'll only keep it up we'll
strike the shore near the cabin, and we can make a fresh
start."

Keep it up he did, and we rowed, guided by the sound,
till we ran plump into a bed of rushes.

"Hullo!" cried I, "what does this mean? There are no
rush beds on this side of the lake!"
Pushing the boat to the shore, but a few yards distant,

we found ourselves at the head of the lake, three miles
above the cabin—by the shore that is. Following up the
howling, we found old Drive, sure enough. He had been
tied up, had broken the chain, had started off to make
some friendly visit, had tangled the chain in a olump of
bushes and was calling for help. Having released him,
we returned to the boat.

"Well," said Mac, "we can follow tin 1 shore anyway
and get back to the cabin."
So along the shore we crept, losing it now and then in

the fog, until we ran into another bed of rushes, and
found ourselves at the fool of the lake, having passed the
cabin in one of our momentary obscurations. While we
were objurgating our luck the fog suddenly cleared away ,

and we again started for the "reef." But before we
had gone half way that dam-p fog settled down on
us again, and, warned by experience, we turned and
rowed for the shore. But luck was still against us, for
again the shores was non-findable. After rowing a while
in wrathful silence, Mac dropped the oars, vowing that he
wouldn't row another stroke till that —fog lifted, if it

took till Christmas. As I felt the same way, I did not
say him nay, and we both curled down in the bottom of
the boat to take a nap. When we woke, which seemed
to be at the same moment,, the fog was gone, the sun was
shining brightly, the boat was rocking idly on the water
within bowshot of the dock, and—it was 3 P. M. As Mac
had to take the 0 o'clock train, and the depot was eight
miles away, we made no further attempt to reach that
elusive "reef."
Another record—"Meadow Lake. June 28, '87. Black

bass (large-mouth) 18, weight of largest Silbs., totalw eight
56; pickerel 7, largest 8*, total weight 41. Mem.: Lang-
don caught 15 bass and 5 pickerel; High-hook on bass,
Gflbs." It rained all the morning, and the harder it rained
the more furiously bit the fish. The bass which 1 have
recorded as being caught by Langdon—a large-mouth—
(the fish I mean, not Langdon) was the largest of which
I have any positive knowledge as having been caught in
those waters, except one caught by Ike Wood, which
weighed 8flbs; but as this latter showed up a double
handful of shot on being dressed , there is room for sus-
picion.

Here is the record of what I believe, on mature con-
sideration, taking into view the state of the weather, my
"personal equation," thegaminess and size of the fish, and
in short, all attendant circumstances, to have been the
most satisfying and idealistic day's fishing I ever had, nor
do I ever hope to have such another. Lightning strikes
but once in the same place :

' 'July 18, '87, Fox Lake. Black
bass (small-mouth) 21, largest 5Jibs., total weight 591bs.:
bait, live minnow; weather, hazy; wind, 3.S.W.; rowed
by Dennis; time, 5:40 A. M. to 9:15 A. M. High-hook on
M. dolomieu.''
Here is a score, remarkable not so much for the num-

ber as for the pize and uniformity of the fish caught:
"Aug. 21, '88. Pelican Lake, bar at mouth of inlet. Black
bass (small-mouth) 7; weights, 4|, 4§, 5, 5, 4f, 5, 4f. Mem :

Brackett fished with live minnow on bar itself, 6ft. water;
caught 18, average weight 2^. H. P. U. cast McHarg
spinner, just on edge of bar. Big fish all came from deep
water.''

Finally, to "return to our mutton," of Buck's mill
ponds, I give the score of my last clay's fishing there.
"Sept. 23, 1888, black bass (small-mouth) 8; largest 2$,
total weight, 15flbs.; bass (large-mouth), 13: largest,
4-Hbs.; total, 42 J-lbs.; pike-perch, 23; largest O.J, lb?.: total,

7 lit®. Totai of all, 1294lbs. Mem.: Pike perch all bronze-
backers—all fierce fighters—many broke water like bass,
one three times. The 9^-pounder, only one I've ever
known caught in these waters over 61bs." All pike-perch
caught in open channel free from weeds; small-mouth
bass in inlet and below dam ; large-mouth at edge of float-

ing islands. All on frogs."
Eh! What? "That's the score of a fish hog?" Well, it

does look that way, but let me plead:
First, I had been laid up for over a month, unable to

touch a i-od while every one else was having glorious
sport.

Secondly, the fish were hungry and would not be denied.
Third, I had paid a cent apiece for frogs, and couldn't

afford to waste 'em.
Fourth, I knew it was the last day's fishing I would

have there, "it might be for years, and it might be for
ever," and

Fifth, I had rashly promised too many Fargo friends to
send them "a mess of fish," and wanted to keep my word
—and save my pocket book.

If my action was a sin, I have faith to believe that it

met with the same treatment as Uncle Toby's oath:
"The accusing spirit which flew up to Heaven's chan-

cery with it, blushed as he gave it in, and the recoi-ding
angel, as he wrote it down, dropped a tear upon it, and
blotted it out for ever." H. P. Ufford.
Lake Charges, Louisiana.

BASS ON THE FLY IN THE FALL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Will black bass take the fly in the fall?" the question

referred to in Forest and Stream of the 2d inst. is one
that interests a good many anglers. I cannot answer for
October, but am able to throw some light on the Septem-
ber branch of the inquiry. On the 25th and 26th ult. I

was at the Woodmont Club house (on the Potomac River,
a little more than a hundred miles above Washington),
largely for the purpose of testing this very question, and
respectfully report results. Though the water was too
cloudy to be regarded as in good condition for fly fishing,

I succeeded in taking nineteen of the small mouth variety,

on the first named date, between 3 and 6 o'clock P. M.,
and ten more on the succeeding day, between the same
horns. I may add that the thirty fish constituting the
catch were notably even in size, averaging about a half
pound each, that they were all taken in rather shallow
water, near the rocky or gravely banks of the river, and
that nearly all were taken with a large orange-colored
hackle. It may be added, also, for the comfort of fly-

fishermen, that my success both days considerably ex-
ceeded that of those who used bait, though one gentle-
man took with a minnow a much larger one than any I

caught. It weighed something over 41bs., while none of
mine exceeded a pound. K.
AVashington, Oct. :s.

Pennsylvania Bass.—Towanda, Pa., Oct. 4.—So far

this season bass fishing in this neighborhood has been
very poor, owing to frequent rains and high water. Last
week, however, a change took place, and fishermen are
having rare good luck catching from twenty-five to one
hundred in a day from one boat, two fishermen generally
fishing together. Minnows seem to be the most killing

bait. Fi6b mostly medium size, with an occasional large

one.—W. F. D.

THE G1LLAROO TROUT,

I HAVE read with great interest the "Notes and Que-
ries" respecting the species and varieties of the great

family of the Salmonidm which have from time to time
appeared in the pages of Forest and Stream, and as I
may claim some acquaintance with those of the north of
England and south of Scotland, having been an assidu-
ous angler in those waters for over twenty years, besides
having assisted in several of the annual experiments in-
stituted by the Berwick Shipping Company relating to
the breeding; and growth of the Salmonidm of the Tweed,
I feel as if I might add a small modicum to the vast fund
of valuable information on this family to which Forest
and Stream has given such an extensive circulation. I
shall, on the present occasion, confine my remarks to the
relation of my personal acquaintance with the fish whose
name stands at the head of this paper.
During my earlier piscatorial and ichthyological studies

I had read notices of this variety in which it was de-
scribed as having a gizzard like a fowl, and some dis-
quisitions as to whether it should be ranked as a species
or as a mere variety, and this excited in me a strong de-
sire to examine into this matter for myself. The first
opportunity which offered for this purpose was in 1832,
when paying a visit to a friend in the Perthshire High-
lands of Scotland. In the course of conversation my
friend informed me that a small lake or tarn up among
the hills contained a particular sort of trout which grew
to a large size, and would not take any kind of bait, and
could only be captured in September when they drew up
to a shallow bay for the purpose of spawning. He had
occasionally at that season taken up a small boat and
seine, with which he assured me he had taken fish up to
121bs. weight, and had seen others leaping which he
estimated at fully one-half more. I got one of the game-
keepers to conduct me to the spot, where I found an ex-
panse of dark-brown water apparently some forty or fifty
acres in extent, lying in a "corrie" or hollow on the side
of a hill some 800 to 1000ft. above the level of the sea,
and having no visible inlet or outlet. It being midday
in July and the sun shining brightly, there was nothing
to indicate that any living thing inhabited the dark and
sluggish water; but my guide assured me that if I waited
till sundown I would see plenty of fish leaping.
Next day I returned to the Dim Lochan (black pond)

about seveu oclock P. M., when large numbers of small
moths, resembling our tent caterpillar moth, were flying
over thepool and occasionally dipping on the surface, and
the fish, many of which appeared of large size, were tak-
ing them freely . I selected from my tackle-book a pair of
flies as closely resembling the moth as I could find, and
by casting from a prominent of the shore succeeded in
capturing two specimens, one of 8oz. and the other 3oz,
weight, the larger fish keeping toward the middle of the
pond, far out of the reach of my cast. On examination
I found that they answered in most particulars the de-
scription I have read of the gillaroo, resembling out-
wardly the trout of the stream which ran at the hill some
300ft. below, only heavier for their length and richer in
color, while on dissection I found its stomach dilated and
its membranous walls thickened and corrugated, its con-
tents consisting of the comminuted shells of fresh-water
mollusks mixed with fragments of moths.
My next opportunity of examining fish of this descrip-

tion was some ten years later, while residing at Berwick,
on Tweed. In discussing with a few brethren of the
angle the different species of fish we had severally taken,
I related my Highland experience, when Mr. A. N. Steele,
a prominent dry goods merchant of the town, stated that
on his brother's farm, at Branxton, there was a small
lough which contained fish similar to those I had de-
scribed, individuals of which weighing from 4 to 51bs. he
had occasionally captured, and invited me to accompany
him on a visit to the locality. As that did not suit my
convenience Mr. Steele went alone, and brought down
two specimens of the fish in question, one slightly over
21bs. in weight, and the other fully lilbs.

With the assistance of my friend. Dr. John Manners, a
clever operating surgeon, and an ardent and accom-
plished angler, I made an exhaustive po.st mortem exam-
ination of those fish, comparing them at the same time
with fresh specimens of the common trout (Salmo fario)
of the river. We compared them closely from point to
point, noticing the scales, spot3, gill-covers, lines and
features of the head, the disposition of the teeth on the
jaw, tongue and vomer and the number of the rays of
the several fins. In all these particulars they exactly
agreed, and the only external differences we could find
were the greater richness and intensity of the colors of
the Branxton fish and the greater depth and thickness of
their bodies, and consequently greater weight in propor-
tion to length over the river trout. On dissection we
found the internal organs alike in both varieties with the
exception of the stomach, which in the Branxton trout
resembled that of my Highland specimens, only from
their greater age and. size, more fully developed. The
containing membrane was thickened and corrugated
until it resembled nothing so much as a piece of wet un-
tanned buckskin, and the contents, like those of the
Highland fish, consisted of broken and comminuted frag-
ments of mollusk shells, mingled with a few remains of
insects. The stomachs of the river trout, on the other
hand, were inclosed by a soft and delicate tissue, as hav-
ing had to act upon the tender and succulent food and
not having been exercised upon such "hard tack" as con-
stituted the nutriment of the gillaroo.

Taken in connection with the peculiar features of its

habitat, the Branxton trout afford a remarkable instance
of what Herbert Spencer calls "modification by environ-
ment." A small spring creek, which runs down a steep
and narrow cleft in the side of a hill, and which is inhab-
ited by numerous trout, which seldom exceed 7in. in
length or 4oz. in weight, has at some remote period in the
prehistoric ages been dammed up at this point of its course
so as to fill up a portion of the valley and convert it into
one of those fluviatile lakes so common in mountain
streams. In the course of time the pond became filled

up, partly by the silt brought down from the upper part
of the channel and partly with the remains of the numer-
ous generations of mollusks which lived and died in its

vt aters, until it became shallow enough for the aquatic
plants to take possession and convert into a bog or
marsh. In the meantime the stream, cutting its way
through the obstacle which confined it, gradually
drained off the surface water until it became some-
thing like an old beaver meadow, and offered a
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bed of shell marl two or three acres in extent.
A former tenant of the farm had discovered the ex-
istence of this valuable manurial deposit, and used it to
its full extent to increase the fertility of his fields. When
the supply was exhausted the dam which was raised to
exclude the water of the creek was removed, and the
water of the next and successive floods filled the excava-
tion, carrying with it a number of its finny inhabitants.
The fish finding themselves in a more favorable position,
in deep still water with plenty of nutritious food accessi-
ble, rapidly increased in size and massiveness of propor-
tion, while the necessity for crushing the shells of the
mollusks, in order to make their flesh available for
digestion, caused the modification of their stomachs, from
which they derive their name: though the expression, "a
gizzard like a fowl," is a manifest, though perhaps a not
unnatural exaggeration.

I should like to be informed by some of your numerous
angline correspondents, whether the American speckled
trout (Salmo fontinalix) is subject to a similar modifica-
tion under similar conditions. I. T. BELL, Sc. D.

MAINE TROUT, ANGLERS AND GUIDES.
^l^HE Maine trouting seasou has closed, and the record
1- has been a truly brilli-mt one. The number of trout
taken at most of the better-known resorts has been larger
than on previous seasons, while concerning the new-found
resorts the sportsmen are loud in praises. The size of the
trout taken has averaged well with other seasons, though
not quite as large specimens as the largest on record have
been taken. One trout of over 10'bs. was taken at the
Narrows, Richardson Lake, in May, and a trout of over
91bs. was taken at the upper dam in September. It is

claimed that this trout rose to the fly and was handsomely
hooked and landed. He is reported to have taken the
brown-hackle, though the cast contained the silver-doctor
and Parmacheene-belle besides. The record of smaller
trout is very good. But the very late fishing Avas gener-
ally a failure. The weather was very fine on the last days
of September, but only a few trout were taken, though
previous to the fine weather and during the cold days of
about the 20th to the 22d, the fishing was excellent.
Early in September the fishing was also all that could be
desired. It is suggested by experienced guides that the
trout went to the spawning beds early. On the first day
of October, the beginning of the close season, rods and
lines were cheerfully put away, and the camps and fish-

ing resorts were quickly deserted. Even the guides gave
up the contest. It is gratifying to be able to say that the
trout law in Maine is very cheerfully obeyed, at least so
far as eeasing to fish on the end of September is con-
cerned. Guides are generally on the watch for poachers,
and they, many of them, especially about the Rangeley
and Moosehead Lakes, refuse to work for people who de-
sire to fish after the beginning of October. A single case
is reported from Richardson Lake, where a 61b. trout was
seen on the evening of Sept. 30. on the spawning bed.
The guide of the gentleman who saw it tried hard to in-

duce the fish to rise to the fly on that day, but the next
day he would take no hint that the big trout would
be acceptable, and finally declined point blank to try to
get the fish.

At the Rangeley Dam there is a sight to behold. The
water is swarming with great trout, and a landlocked
salmon that will weigh 8 to lOlbs. is seen among the
trout. These trout are on the spawning beds or on the
way there. In their course up the stream they are
stopped by the dam. The Union Water Power Co. is

obliged by law to provide a fishway for this fish to as-

cend into Rangeley Lake above. But this they have
never done. The people owning cabins and hotels on the
lake above complain bitterly of this neglect, alleging that
they are deprived of good fishing in their lake, for the
reason that the great trout cannot get up there, though
their course down in the high waters of spring is unob-
structed. Complaint has been made to the Fish and Game
Commissioners, and these officers have suggested, that
the Union Water Power Co. must put in fish ways, not
only at this dam, but also at the Upper Dam below. That
company declares that if they are forced to build these
fishways they will open the gates of the Rangeley Dam
altogether, since they care nothing for the flowage of

Rangeley Lake. They threaten to open the gates, thus
complying with the law concerning a fishway. But this

threat has alarmed the residents about the lake. The
shores will be ruined by drawing off 8ft. of its waters.
Dr. Dickerson, of Philadelphia, who is the owner of Ram
Island, in the middle of the lake, where he has cottages
and buildings to the amount of some $30,000, is greatly
alarmed, and is reported as trying to buy the right of

flowage of the lake, together with the dam. If he buys
this right he will doubtless open the gates during the
spawning season of the trout and close them during the

summer season.
The coming of the railroad to Rangeley—promised for

another season—has caused a boom in real estate on the
borders of the lake of the same name, and on these shores

are to be seen sign boards advertising "cottage lots for

sale."

The Franklin County Fish and Game Association is

pvospering, as it richly deserves to prosper, and it is try-

ing to do a good work, that of restocking the Rangeley
waters in a manner that the State is too penurious to do.

Uncle Jerry Ellis is employed to watch the dam and
Rangeley stream below to prevent poachers from stealing

the noble trout that are there. This stream is perpetually

closed, as one of the trout breeding places of these waters.

His modest cabin stands by the dam. He is very polite

and kind to people who desire to see the great trout, but
woe be to the poacher who attempts to steal one, either

by night or by day. Uncle Jerry is armed, and they say
he is a good shot. On the walls of his cabin is the modest
collection box of the Franklin County Fish and Game
Association, and all moneys dropped in are for the pur-

pose of fish propagation. One of the best features of

this work is the fact that all the guides are members of

the Association, and they are all of them interested in

the protection and propagation of fish. They have come
to understand that a big trout is worth far more to them
when taken by one of their patrons than when stolen off

the spawning beds by a worthless poacher. I know that

this sentiment prevails, for one of these guides, Mr.
Martin L. Fuller, gave me the fact". He asked me in a
very nice manner to become a member of the association,

which I gladly did, and was in other ways very polite to

me. He explained how glad his brethren were at the
change in affairs, and how they hoped for better fishing

|

and better patronage at their end of the lakes. This is

l

just as it should be. The guides are generally sensible
fellows: in fact full of plain common sense. Would that
the sentiment in regard to the game laws was half as
good. But, alas! it is not. The State has treated thes«

• same guides, as well as the sportsmen they work for,
shabbily, and they feel it. What has been the result? I
will answer in another letter to Forest and Stream, and
I shall tell a story that is a shame. Special.

OHIO ANGLING.
DAYTON, O., Oct. 1.—Fish are almost without pro-

tection. There is a State law requiring fishways
constructed over the dams, yet the State dams are not
even provided with means for fish to ascend the streams
to spawn.

t

The streams may be fished at any time of
the year with rod and line, and seines, nets and traps are
again coming into use. Parties at Miamisburg, ten miles
down the Miami River, have an 80yds. seine that they use
at pleasure, after night of course. This seine is long
enough to reach across the river and recently in one
sweep two tubs of bass were caught below Carrollton
Dam. Another night the party caught three barrels of
carp and left their seine hidden in the center of a field
for two weeks before taking it home.
Though fall fishing has begun the waters are not in de-

sired condition and minnows have been scarce. A num-
ber of trot lines have been set, but not many channel
catfish or bass taken. All the streams are full of carp,
and fears are expressed that feeding like suckers, as they
do, the carp will eat all the spawn of bass and other
game fish. Brown.

Lake Mahopac Bass.—Mr. Daniel Bradley, of this
city, caught a 5£lbs. small-mouth black bass in Lake
Mahopac, Putnam county, N. Y., last week. This fish is

said to be high-hook for those waters this year.

THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
VII.—THE DELTA CLTJB—THE CANADIAN CLUB.

rpHE constant passage of the big lake boats up and
A down the narrow ship channel keeps up more or

less wash along the planked face of the "made land,"
and when one of the great steamers plows by there is a
cro?s sea that has swamped many and many a careless
rowboat on the channel. Even a small steam yacht
sends quite a spiteful series of waves along the docks, as
I noticed when Mr. Boydell came to pick me up in his
little steamer. We tied the duckboat up behind the
yacht, and there it stood, half out of water on the surge
thrown up by the screw. These little yachts steam along
very rapidly, and make the best craft for a cruise around
the Flats. They are not the safest thing in the world.
One went over and I believe drowned one or two persons
lately on the Flats. These shallow waters have their
fatalities and are not devoid of a certain romantic inter-

est of their own

.

Above the Peninsula Club is the little green cottage of
Mr. C. P. Collins, and then the Gibson cottage, and then
the Hoff cottage, and then the Riverside Hotel, GOxfOft.,
two stories and comfortable. Then there is the Duggan
cottasre, and the Jas. Wilkie cottage, of Detroit, and the
Jas. Higgins cottage, of Detroit, and the cottage of Geo.
Smith, of New York, and then another cottage and two
cabins belonging to Capt. Freeman, and then the cottage
of M. Louis Benaur. I give these names and their order
chiefly from memory, but they are substantially correct.

Next is the Bishop cottage, and then the Fred. Opper,
Peter King, A. Kate and Krdp cottages strung along, and
just beyond is the old cottage of M. Jules Soulier, and
then you have the modest structure of

THE DELTA CLUB.

There was nobody at home but the hired girl when I

called at the Deltadub, but I had a very pleasant visit

with her, and had time to cast a glance over the rather
compact little premises. The Delta Club is a ''thirteen

club," having just 13 members. The house is small,

with only six bedrooms, but everything is neat and handy.
There are only six or eight boats. The only yacht, the

Dream, belongs to Mr. H. H. Taylor, of the DetroifrScrew
Works. "You want to see Mr. Taylor, if you're after fish

stories," said the handmaiden naively, "He's a great one
to talk."

I did see Mr. Taylor later, and a very cheerful and
obliging gentleman'he proved himself. From him it was
learned that the Delta Club was organized five years ago,

for the purposes of a quiet fishing and boating lodge. It

ia made up of people who are all friends and intimates,

and who delight in a pleasant summer day among the

channels. The membership will probably not increase

much, as the club is well satisfied now. The members
are all conscientious sportsmen, but anglers rather than
shooters, but observers of the law in every case. There
were three men in this club formerly who used to spear

bass. These men are now„ out. The dates of the Delta

Club are, opening day June 1, closing day Oct. 1. This is a

sort of nice little family club. It was named from its

location on the "delta" of the St, Clair River. The Rush-

mere Club fancied this name before it chose its present

name, and tried to buy the copyright from the Delta folks,

but the little 'im said it got there first and must have the

name.
In common with everybody else, the Delta people were

invited by Mr. McQueen, the modest Canadian who thinks

he has the Flats by the tail, go to speak, to contribute to

his Herse Island fnnd. He has been cheerfully referred

to Pluto. Mr. Taylor says McQueen originally bought a

strip along a fence of the island, in width forty feet,

"more or less." Mr. McQueen interprets that to mean
"more." He quit claims for anything you will give him.

Mr. Muir, keeper of the Canada Club, paid him $30 for

400ft.. and he promised to pay that back if he could

not show title. He struck Joe Bedore, the old fisher and

hunter, one of the quaintest characters of the Flats, and

as quick as Joe learned what McQueen wauted, there was

music in the air. McQueen couldn't get away quick

enough. -

Mr. Taylor is an ardent and successful angler, and from

him were gathered some interesting details about the

fish and fishing of the Flats.

"I don't think the bass fishing is what it once was,

said he, "although big runs are still made. On the 4th

and 5th days of October, 1889, I caught 70 black bass,
running 3 or 41bs. in weight for the most part. So far as
I heard, this was about the best catch of 1889 made among
my friends. One day in August, 1888, 1 caught 105 white
bass. We don't care, much for the big-mouths, or mud
bass. By casting with a frog among the rushes, I sup-
pose a man could catch two bushels a day of them in the
summer time. When the perch are running, there is no
limit to the fun, such as that is. I have known a man to
fill a bushel basket to the brim in a couple of hours.
"We fish bass by casting with the minnow chiefly, the

fishing being done usually in from 4 or f> to 11 or 12£t. of
water. We don't favor the spoon much, and the man
who would use a "deep spoon' or "bottom troller" would
be tabooed, in our club at least.

"A 'bottom troller' is made in this way: A heavy
sinker of lead, about 21bs. in weigh I , is the foundation of
it. The current is often very swift and it takes a heavy
sinker. This chunk of lead bobs and thumps along,
right on the bottom all the time. Above this sinker is a
heavy whe, a couple of feet long, with a sort of hinge in
its top, to which is joine* a second length of wire, at
whose top the line is made fast. At each of these hinges
there is made fast, bj a swivel joint, or rather a looped
hinge, the leg of a long triangle of heavy wire. This
triangle is thus forced to play in any direction, and it can
be spun around and around the wire that connects the
sinker to the line. The legs of the triangle are of stiff

wire, and its apex is bent into a loop, into which is tied
what may be called the trolling Hue proper. This troll-
ing line is only about 10ft. , and at I he end of it is a spoon.
Of course you can see that the f-poon plays along behind
the bumper, only a little way above the bottom, and right
along where the bass lie. It works very smoothly and
freely as the boat is pulled along, and it has been found
to be an exceedingly deadly lure for small-mouthed bass.
Sportsmen will not use it. Market fishers and fish hogs do.
"I suppose you know what a 'chug' is? That is a French

fisherman device, and although very rough it is very
killing. A 'chug' is, roughly speaking, a sort of block of
wood, weighted with lead and bristling with hooks. It
has a long handle, and is jerked forward and upward
along near the bottom. It is thought that the fjsh follow
it in its movements; at any rate, a great many of them
are struck by the hooks and thus yanked into the boat.
I do not know that this is especially destructive to bass,
hut it is one of the methods of the French fishers. When
they bring in fish you will always hear them asked
whether they got them with the 'chug' or the spear.
"Another contrivance akin to the 'chug' is the 'lead

minnow.' This is made of an alloy of tin and lead, and is

always kept very bright. It is shaped roughly like a fish

and has two or three hooks projecting from i ?. It is so
hung on the line that when jerked up sharply it darts a
little at an angle. It being "bright the fish dart at it, and
when one is felt to touch it a sharp jerk on the line
usually snags him.
"Another form of the 'lead minnow' is a sort of bright

lead squid, with two or three hooks triangled at the bot-
tom of it. It is bobbed up and down in the deep water,
and snags tho fish that run over it to watch it in fish

curiosity. These last two devices are especially killing

on the wall-eyed pike. The Frenchmen know how to use
them. I need not say that the members of the Delta
Club do not. We just clo good, plain fishing, mostly
with the short rod and the minrtow. You may say that
the Delta Club is perfectly happy and comfortable, that
it has lots of fun, and that it don't want any fun that isn't

gentlemanly and sportsmanlike, beyond a question."
This is a nice little club, and if there were a thousand

like it, and a mdlion men like Mr. Taylor, the world
would be a bit better off.. Following is the membership
of Delta Club: Pres., Mr. H. G. Smith; Sec'y-Treas., Mr.
W. S. Ostler. Members: Messrs. Andrew Cooley, H. H.
Tavlor. Clarence M. Burton. John C. Goodrich, John
Kay, Chas. H. Burton, R. A. Parker, Geo. Thrall, H. M.
Utley, Dr. J. A. Post. All these are all solid business
men. Mr. Utley is city librarian of Detroit, Dr. Post is

secretary of the Detroit Association of Charities, Mr.
Thrall is Mr. Taylor's associate in the Detroit screw
works, etc.

But meantime our narrow tongue of land is still curv-
ing on up along the ship channel, and we have still a few
more choice cottages and one or two celebrities to men-
tion. Reference has been made to Joe Bedore. Joe runs
the best and most practical duck shooting box on the
Flats in all probability, and gets a great deal of the "fish

supper trade" of the Detroit boats. He is a popular old

character, pretty well understood, but pretty well liked.

In sheer oddity he is one of the most delightful features

of the Flats; and he who leaves that region without see-

ing Joe Bedore has missed half his trip. Joe is a man of

fifty or sixty years of age. He is about as broad as he is

long and good-natured clear through. His dress consists

of a hat, a shirt, a pair of overalls and a pair of boots.

His speech is hard for an American to understand, being

a mixture of French patois and broken English. Joe is

an outgrowth of the" Flats. Did we say he was sixty

years old. He is older. He has been there ever since

the Flats were, and what he does not know about them
never began to happen. Doubtless he is as good a guide

as any that can be had in the region. He has quite a
good little sportsmen's hotel, well supplied with boats,

decoys, etc. His dock is just across the waterway from
the Delta Club. Just across the channel from his house
Joe will point out to you a green tree or two on the other

bank, and tell you that he lived there for years a7ad had
built him up a home there with his wife and children,

when the Canada Club came along and evicted him. For
that act he hates the Canada Club with all the hatred of

a natural-born squatter. He says they have no regard

for game laws and shoot with perfect disregard of every-

thing, but selfish pleasure.

Joe's reputation on the Flats is hardly that which Ctesar

desired for his wife, but I vow I couldn't talk with the

good-natured old fellow and believe him as bad as they

try to make him out. Joe admits that he has bought
speared bass of the Indians, at one time eight barrels

speared in one day, which he sent to Detroit market; but

he says he did no more than the rich club men do right

along, and he deprecates all such work, for he knows the

fish supply is decreasing. This he ascribes to spearing

and netting. He says there are no pound-nets near the

St. Clail River now, but that these nets have cleaned out

the fish very much. Once he could catch quantities of

mascallonge, but now that fish is rarely seen, except now
and then a small one taken in a net.
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The end of the "Little Bassett" Channel, one of the
winding, wandering, deep creeks or channels that go
meandering through the wilderness of rice across the
river, through the alleged preserves of the Canada Club,
lies not far from Joe's house, across the channel. As we
talked of this, I asked Joe where.and at what time the
best bass fishing was to be found on the Fiats. He re-
plied that the earliest fishing was usually on the Horse-
shoe Bay, about four miles distant from the ''made land"
where we were. Next came the "East Ground," about
three miles distant, east of the piers, in Canada; then
Johnson's Channel—or "The Johnson," as it is commonly
called—about ten miles; the "Any Carty,"* distant about
ten miles; Mitchell's Bay, twelve miles; the Big Bassett,
two to four miles; the South Channels and Little Bassett,
one to two miles; the last fishing of the season he was
prone to expect on the lower end of the pier, and here
some big bass were taken.
Back of Joe's house and the Delta Club is a stretch of

marsh, over which it is a ^ide look to Hersen's island.
In the shallow water back of this marsh the bass were
spawning at that date (May 31). Soon they would begin
to "run" and would commence biting.

Joe showed me the nests of two dusky ducks (black
mallards), in the marsh just back of his boat house, not
100yds. away. He insists on an observance of the game
laws among his guests, and has kept these ducks safe all

the spring. This back marsh is good shooting ground.
The finest redhead decoys 1 ever saw in my live were

here at Joe Bedore's. He explained to me that there was
only one man in the country who could shape these decoys
right. This man boards with Joe during the winter, and
they put in the evenings working at the decoys, Joe doing
the rough work and the artist furnishing the higher skill.

The decoys were beauties. Joe explained to me that a
redhead decoy, to be lifelike, must have the top of the
head just about on a line with the top of the back, not
higher. The back is humped up very high and sharp, and
the curve of the back runs right down behind into the
water, not showing any tail at all. I guess he's right
about that. These decoys were nicely painted, the head
being treated with a bronze powder which is simply a
stroke of genius. The eyes are glass. All these decoys
are hollow and flat-bottomed. Joe told me that no man
could make wages by working at these decoys, and that
the only way he got them was by the night work in win-
ter time. There was an individuality about these birds
which made me want one for a specimen, and Joe prom-
ised to finish one up and send it to me; but he never did.
I could not buy any from him.

I would rather sit aud talk to a man like old Joe
Bedore than do anything else; but he, too, had to be left
behind. I can't believe all the hard things they say about
Joe's being in league with the half-breeds and'the'lndian
fish -stealers, or about his shooting ducks before the season
opens. It may be because everybody along the Flats tries
to jump on Joe that I don't feel disposed to jump on him
myself. I believe he is as good as the average up there.
I would rather jump on the Canada Club, and I am due
to do that pretty soon now. It reads English, and can
take care of itself.

For a little distance above Joe Bedore's there is a crude
beginning at land-making, and then the marsh sweeps
up, with about the nearest approach to a natural river
bank to be seen for a long way down. Beyond the marsh
is the little cottage of Louis Gorman, and then thegoodish
small cottage of Dr. Wood ward. Then there is some more
marsh, and then the cabin of John Witmer. Eight on the
point is a neat cottage belonging to Mr. Cromharn. We
have now come about to the end of our journey. We are
directly at the great sweep of the ship channel known as
the "Southeast Bend." Here, roughly speaking, ends the
tongue of land to which our main interest is confined, and
we shall not go any further up the river. To the left,

above us, we can see the green of Hersen's island; to the
right the timber of Walpole Island. There are hotels up
there still further, and at Grande Pointe there are cottages
up and perhaps a club or so going in. They are making
a summer resort there. But we shall have to draw the
line somewhere this side of Lake Superior. Across from
the point where we now stand is the long pier and somber-
colored house of the last club we shall visit up this way.
The course of the noted Big Bassett Channel is visible
from where we stand, and so we know that we have come
to the

CANADIAN CLTJB.
It may have been gathered by remarks made in earlier

articles, that the " Canadian Club" is not popular on the
Flats. There may, or may not, be a reason for that. I
confess that I have no business in "writing up" the Cana-
dian Club on such information as I secured personally,
for that was very little. It is not journalistic fairness to
hear only one side of the case, and although the best effort
was made to secure both sides of the evidence, this at the
time could not be done. There exists the danger of hurting
the feelings, or the amour propre, of some member of the
Canadian Club who may, for all we know, be the very
best of fellows, and fully disposed to do only what is right
and sportsmanlike. We shall go far wrong, however, if
we confine the story to what was actually seen, and credit
assertions simply as assertions and not as facts.

It was growing late when Mr. Boydell's steam yacht
dropped me at the dock of the Canadian Club, and as he
must soon go back down the river, my stay at this club
was necessarily short. I hurried over the long walk from
the pier to the house, which I could see was a big frame
house, dark-colored, roomy, but plain and unpretentious.
Even the dogs here were inhospitable, and it was only
due to the aid of a small boy that my legs were preserved
from contact with a big retriever that ought to have
known a great deal better. At the house I learned that
Mr, Muir, the steward, or "caretaker," as he is there
called, had just left on the boat. At the house there
were two or three women, among them Mr. Muir's
daughter and his wife, a typical Scotch woman if I know
what that is. I tried to engage Mrs. Muir in conversation,
seeking to get a few little points about the club which
would help me in the work, but found myself altogether
unable to get along at it. Mrs. Muir may have been un-
able to -understand my language, or she" may have been
startled by the hurry I was evidently in—a hurry which
will be understood by any visitor who makes the journey
of the whole channel in one day, stopping at all these
points of interest the necessary length of time. Or, upon
the other hand, as seems more probable, the good lady

*By some mysterious twist of comparative philology abbreviated
from "Cheael Eoartfe."

may have understood more than she seemed to, and have
remained discreetly mute on points whereon she could
not consult the gudeman of the place. Be that as it may,
and be the right to knock uninvited at the door of a
sportsman's club as it may, all the answers I could obtain
were "I dinna unnerstand," "I canna tell," and "Mr. Muir
is awa'. " I must compliment the gentlemen of the
Canada Club upon the discretion of those left in charge.
Mrs. Muir, poor lady, was obviously suspicious of the
newspaper man, and perhaps thought she was receiving
a visit from an insurance man, tax collector, excise man,
Government detective or something of the sort; but after
all, I must confess that since I tried my best to ex-
plain the object of the visit, and since the reception
here was so very different from what it had been at all
the other clubs, the feeling carried away was one of a
rebuff, and so, with very little reason for it, I began to
wonder if there was not a disposition in this select organi-
zation to keep quite to itself and to repel questions whose
answers might bring out facts that it didn't care to have
known. This conclusion, like most others merely
jumped at, is probably wrong, but it was at that time so
strong within me that I made no further effort to get any
information about the Canada Club. I do not know who
are the gentlemen composing it—I hope this will offend
none of them—and I do not know the officers. There are
only 24 members, and they must represent a good deal of
wealth or influence. Mr. James Muir is the resident, or
' caretaker." His address is Port Lambton, Ont.
Of all the clubs on the Flats the Canada Club is by far

the best situated and most fortunate. It is right upon
the Big Bassett Channel, and directly accessible there-
from are the best fishing and shooting grounds of the re-
gion. As I understand it, this is chiefly a shooting club.
The preserves are the best anywhere in that country.
From the looks of the club house I should think this was
the sporting ground of a few hard shooters, who come
out not so much for summer pleasuring as for duck hunt-
ing, and care more for comfort than for style. The
Canada Club house is out of the world of the other clubs,
its situation being very remote, away up on the point of
the big bend.
There must be a good many thousand acres of inarsh in

the Canada Club preserves. No one knows just how
much they claim, or rather have a right to claim, for
they are alleged to claim all out-doors, like our friend Mr.
McQueen. Their lease is from the Walpole Indians,
Whether these Indians owned this marsh in their reser-
vation, or whether the Canada Club took the comfortable
ground that the marsh was all a part of the island which
they did own, is more than the writer knows or more
than any one on the Flats seems to know. You will
hear plenty of denials of the validity of the lease, but as
to that it is impossible to say anything here. I will ask
Queen Victoria about this the next time I see her and
then report, unless she happens to be as taciturn as Mrs.
Muir, good lady.

It has been stated earlier that much of the best bass
fishing is found over on the Canada side, and on these
same preserves. These channels being navigable, cannot
be preserved, and the complaints of the Canada Club
against the anglers cannot be sustained. It is an open
question at law whether the Canada Club could convict
or get damages against any one who should shoot ducks
in season on this "preserve." The club would have to
prove its legal and definite boundaries before it could sue
in trespass. But no such thought as this obtains among
the better sentiment of the flats. Perfect comity exists,
and by club courtesy the limits of this "preserve," which
hedge in the best shooting and some of the fishing, are
respected perfectly. Unless memory is at fault, there has
been something said in these columns about this same con-
troversy. My own facts are so limited that it would be a
pleasure to see others take the question up and get at the
full actual facts in the case. E. Hough.
175MONEOB Street, Chicago.

THE CANADA CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In the articles upon the clubs of the St. Glair Flats
which have appeared in the last five numbers of your
valuable paper, there have been interlarded with much
that is of interest to sportsmen in general many state-
ments which are entirely misleading to your readers, and
very unfair to the Canada Club with its "alleged pre-
serves."
Perhaps your writer is not aware that the "alleged pre-

serves" are held by the Canada Club (a corporation
organized and existing under the laws or Canada, and
representing an investment of some $40,000) directly
from the Indian Department of the Canadian Govern-
ment, for which it pays a large annual rental. The means
used by the club to preserve the game are mostly those
employed by similar organizations: First, the Canada
Club does not open until the 15th of October, thereby
putting a closer restriction on the shooting season than
the law provides. Second, during the season no member
is allowed to shoot before 8 A. M., nor after sundown,
thereby giving the ducks ample time to rest and feed in
the marsh. Third, much food which tends to make the
marsh a natural feeding ground for ducks is put in at no
little expense to the club.
No doubt your writer represents the feelings of the

hotel keepers and those who hunt for the market, but we
do not believe that he represents the feelings of any true
sportsman, any one of whom must realize that if it were
not for the means which the club has used there would
not only not be fair shooting in all parts of the Flats, as
there is now, but no shooting on any part of the Flats.

Jas. H. McMillan,
Geo. M, Hendrie,

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 3. Members of Canada Club,

I am in receipt of the following letter, relative to the
club articles that have been running:
"Detroit, Oct. a.—Your articles on Clubs of St. Clair

Flats that have appeared in the last five numbers of the
Forest and Stream, show a marked dislike to the
Canada Club. Now your information has either been
gathered from some very prejudiced party or else you
have never gone into the matter, and just written down
the common talk of the market -hunters and others that
reside along the river. In the Canada Club marsh, more
has been done to preserve ducks on the great St. Clair
Flats than all other clubs put together. As regards our
'supposed' lease, the same js held from the Indian Depart-

ment of the Canadian Government, for which we pay a
large annual rental, and at present the club stands as an
investment of some $40,000. You call the Canada Club
jealous of its fishing rights. Now, this is not so; it is true
we protect the best shooting on the marsh against Ameri-
can shooters, and mean to do so to the end of the chapter.
If the American marsh was not drummed to death with
shooting, in and out of season, daylight and dark, there
would be lots of ducks there also, but under the present
circumstances I am afraid that our friends across the
river must forever 'look upon the flaunting rice of the
grinding monopoly.' Every sportsman loves fair play,
and this you have not accorded the Canadian Club.
Yours truly, Geo, M. Hendrie, Member of the Canada
Club."

I am very much obliged indeed to Mr. Hendrie for the
above, for it carries additional data for a work where the
widest possible information was the one thing wanted.
It was one of the regrets of the trip to the Flats that so little
could be definitely learned of the Canada Club. To the
newsgatherer it was simply one of the clubs of the Flats,
nothing more, nothing less", and it3 news was wanted just
as much, not anymore. It is of course not the case at
all that 1 have shown a "marked dislike" for the Canada
Club. It is the case that what information I got was
necessarily obtained almost altogether outside of the
Canada Club, but it hardly seems to me that the gentle-
manly reserve of the American Club members, and their
courteous treatment of the boundary lines of the Canada
Club, imply any undue prejudice on their part. It cer-
tainly is not the case that all the "common talk" I heard,
of market-hunters and others—principally others; I be-
lieve I did not talk with any market-hunter at all—was
just written down, although I beg Mr. Hendrie's atten-
tion to the fact that what it common talk is painfully
liable to be common truth. I am sure Forest and
Stream will be very glad to publish the fact that the
Canada Club is of more worth in game protection than
all the other clubs. The information about the lease is

also welcome, though not conclurive as to the validity of
the lease. As to the "large annual rental," Mr. Hendrie
will oblige the writer and hundreds of club members
who read this paper, if he will state accurately just what
that rental is. The American club men say it is too in-
significantly small. How much is it, really?

I must confess I do not see how the Canada Club can
be so very jealous of its fishing rights, because the best
fishing as I understand it, is in navigable channels; but
in the statement that the Canada Club means to protect
its shooting against American shooters "to the end of the
chapter," we get directly at what is my estimate of the
Canada Club, and which now seems to me just, although
it may not be just, for I have not all the facts. 1 think
the Canada Club has got a good thing and wants every
bit of it, I think the Canada Club is pretty fond of the
Canada Club. No one blames it for this. The big Amer-
ican clubs respect its lines and its lease perfectly,
although the one and the other are not, so far as I could
learn, definite or proved. In view of all this feeling that
exists on the Flats,!?I should think it would be well for
the Canada Club to define its lines and publish them, and
to define its lease and publish that, too. That is just the
sort of news that this paper would like to have, I feel
sure. It is something that no paper, so far as I know,
has ever been able to get. Such publication would stop
much "common talk" and much ill-feeling. Let us have
it. We can then see whether or not there is any "pull,"
any "ring," and "standing in," any consideration which
practically amounts only to hiring of some Indians for
pushers* yet smuggles in for a select few some very valu-
able privileges. These are said to be facts. I do not
know them to be facts. If they are not, it would be a
pleasure to show that they are not. I cannot do this
without the assistance of the Canada Club. Let us have
that assistance, and let us get to the bottom of the matter.
At the hands of the servants of the Canada Club, as is

said later in the course of remarks, which I fear will yet
more displease Mr. Hendrie—the writer received treat-
ment which any unreasonable man would in America
have called inhospitable in the extreme, if he did not
call it worse. This was not the case among the other
clubs. There I got help in the hunt for news. From the
Canada Club I have had no help, but this one "kick"—as
newspaper men euphoniously term that article—from Mr.
Hendrie. I am thankful for what news the letter holds,
and any future letters on this topic, if gentlemanly in
their nature, shall have as early publication as I can
secure for them. If there is anything on earth that
Forest and Stream wants I am sure it is both sides of
any case, for no fairer-minded paper is published. After
this I do not think the Canada Club should complain of
unfair treatment. The articles constituting this series
were all written long before the receipt of the above let-

ter. I do not see any reason for changing any of those
papers which have not yet been published. I certainly
should not be moved thereto by the assertion that fair

play has not been shown to the Canada Club. It is not
less than misfortune when one wishes to show absolute
fair play and is accused of not doing so. But the cry of
unfair play too often arises when our neighbor's estimate
of us is not that which we put upon ourselves. Will the
Canada Club, seriously, quietly, with no hard words,
but only an earnest desire to get at the full facts, please
tell us more about itself and so enable one to spread a
better estimate? E. Hough.

U. S. FISH COMMISSION WORK.—Dr. Hessel, superin-
tendent of the U. S. Fish Commission carp ponds, Washing-
ton, D. O, estimates the number of carp now in the pond to be
upward of 400,000. Owing to the cold weather of last May the
season is at least a mouth backward, and the ponds are not
to be drawn off until about Nov. 1, instead of early October,
the usual time. The month of May, the Doctor says, is

the most important one of the year to warm-water fishes,
and a low temperature of the water then makes a very late
season. Besides the carp there will be about 6,000 tench and
30,000 gold fish for distribution. The ponds are i a good con-
dition, and have a good supply of stock fish for breeders in
them. Since the flood of 1889 there has been little trouble
from snakes. In one year, previous to 1889, 1,900 snakes
were killed at the ponds with a 23-cal. parlor rifle.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream wilt mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell'a book,
"Pawnee ffero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of content*?
and spec! --lien illustrations from the yoliqne.—^.da.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 6 to 11.—Ninth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agricul-
tural Society, at Danhury Conn. B. C. Lvnes, Secrctarv.
Dec. SO to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Bee'y
39 North Market street.

1891,

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Ammal Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Melnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pot Stock Association, at New Orleans. I .a. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, "Box IfiSS.

bo 2?.—Fifteenth Annual Doo. Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New > ork. Jmncs Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 0.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart DiffenderfFer, Secretary.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Balrd, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P, T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind.. Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Ohalham, Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Out., Secretary.
Nov. 4 to 8.—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Club, at Hyannig, Mass. F. W. Chapman. Secretary, 364 Wash-
ington streot, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins island Club.

W. L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyu, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y, Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. O. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Brings, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brnnby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Broughor, Secretary.

A RUN TO NORTH VALE, N. J.

"T~\R. GLOVER in ?'' I inquire of the suave clerk in the
\ J pleasant outer office at 1893 Broadway.
"Did you wish to consult him professionally, sir ?." is the

reply, as he bars ingress to the Doctor's private sanctum
against the dreaded intrusion of the possible hook agent or
drummer.
"No, personally. Take in my card," and in a moment I

am shaking hands with the big "American Sewell."
"There's a friend of yours in there," says the Doctor pres-

ently.
"Indeed." I reply, "and whomay thathe f" Another pleas-

ure is in store, for "Billy" Tallman comes out from the win-
dow recess, and greetings passed we sit down and dog, dog,
dog is immediately the burden of our song.
Every one in dogdora knows of "Doc" Glover and "Billy"

Tallman, even if he has not the pleasure of their personal
acquaintance.
To give the professional the precedence. Dr. H. Clay

Glover is a self-made man, and oue of those successful self-
made men whose success is worthy of exciting envy. His
practice is by far the largest of any of the kind in America,
dogs being bis specialty, and the esteem he is held in is

evidenced by the fact that I saw in his basket the cards of
several medical men who had consulted him professionally.
The sale of his remedies is even more lucrative, I fancy,
than the other branch of business. I think ft is the
duty of every one to give his brethren of the fancy any
"straight tips" that may possibly alleviate the sufferings of
some poor, sick dog, therefore I say use Glover's remedies if

you need them. I have tried them all and they are good
with a big G. The Doctor told me that when he went up
for his V. S. degree the faculty thought him very "unpro-
fessional" and mean, because he would uot disclose his
formulas. But. as he remarked in justification, "I don't
pose as a benefactor of the race. My object in life is to
benefit myself, and dollars fix that better than anything
else I know. So I didn't give every chump student a chance
to cut my throat."

lTor the benefit of those who do not know him Dr. Glover
is a man of about forty-five, above 6ft. in height and a very
large man altogether." He is very bald with a heavy mous-
tache and a decided inclination in the direction of "dress."
Sitting in his pleasant and handsomely furnished office, the
blaukness of the walls relieved by portraits of many a
canine celebrity, he wears an extremely natty velvet and
silk lounging coat, while an immaculate top hat and frock
coat can be seen in a recess. Yes, "Doc" Glover is decidedly
a "dandy.''
"Billy" Tallman is the Doctor's antithesis; short, small,

dark and wiry, he carries the weight of thirty-five years
lightly. He is a native of "little Rhody," and there first

learnt the rudiments of dog handling and training, which
have since stood him in such good stead. I don't think
there can be much doubt but that "Billy" is the most suc-
cessful field trial handler in America. True, Avent has
won more stakes, but they were taken with dogs that he
had handled and trained from puppyhood, while Tallman's
successes were generally made with aged dogs, often ones
that had never been broken. As an evidence of his ability
he took hold of Mr. Mason's pointer, the great and only
champion Beaufort, when the dog was, I think, about six
years old and had never really been trained, but hacked
around from one bench show to another or penned in a city
yard. Yet in a few months he landed him into third place
at the Eastern field trials. He tells me that Beaufort had
more natural ability than any pointer he ever handled.
Tallman won the first All-aged Eastern Field Trials Club
stake with his old Jenny, a native bitch; and the Turf, Field
and Farm's cup, won on that occasion, is naturally one of
his most treasured relics.

The great setter Grousedale's career is closely identified
With Billy Tallman's name, for he handled him in all his
victories and defeats. This grand old dog he considers the
best he ever handled. Foreman beat him in range and
style, but old "Grouse" was fast enough and stylish enough
to suit most men, while his "bird sense" and reliability

were phenomenal. The great $1,000 Lit-Grousedale race is

still a sore spot with Billy. The dog outclassed the bitch in
his opinion pretty well all around, but on the day of the
race was so weak from dysentery that he could scarcely run.
[jit won, but Grouse fit and well it would have been the
other way.
Old Foreman was Tallman's particular pet, and well

worthy was he of esteem. Where can we find such another,
in sawdust ring and field alike? In '86 he took the field with
probably the most valuable string ever handled by one man.
There were the English setters champion Foreman and
champion Plantagenet, the great and only Red. champion
Elcho, Jr., and the pointers champion Beaufort and Brad-
ford, his brother.
But to leave biographies and reminiscences.
"I have some pups I'd like you to see," quoth Billy, after

some hour's conversation; "they're waggle-tails, and though

some ot the boys will laugh at them, they just fill me chock
lull with pleasure. They are descended from old Jenny, and,
though they look mighty funny, can everlastingly go, and
don't you make any mistake about that."

" I'd like to see them awfully. Where do you keep them?"
' Down at Spratts Kennels. What have you to do to-

morrow?"
''Notbiug. Have got to kill time for about two months,

and I'd like nothing better than a run down with you."
"Well, my setter bitch Galatea is down there with a litter

ot Roger puppies, and Mr. Gardner wants to have a look at
the in. 111 wire him now, to see if he can go to-morrow.
Anyway, what do you say to our meeting at the Central De-
pot at 9:30 in the morning and taking a run down?"
"Agreed."
In due course I met Mr. Tallman. He was accompanied

by Mr. L. Gardner, owner of the English setter celebrity,
Roger, anil the heavy-weight pointer Duke of Vernon, who
is just about the best of his breed in the country now. Mr
Gardner was anxious to see Galatea's Roger puppies and
select oue of them to keep. Taking the ferry we soon
arrived at Jersey City, just in time to catch a train for North-
vale, N. J., where are situated the Spratts Patent (America)
Limited Kennels.
No dog man need be told that time did not hang heavily

on the train in company with two such staunch doggy men
as Billy Tallman and the owner of Roger. As we passed the
Jersey meadows a longing came upon me for a few days'
snipe shooting over them behind the Clumbers; but no such
bliss was in store. What an ideal snipe ground they make
though.
Field trials, pointers and setters were the all engrossing

topic of conversation, spaniels being deemed beneath the
notice of these ranging magnets. "Billy" is about as poor
a hand at writing as I know of, but start him on field trials
and reminiscences and he'll talk for ever, and interestingly,
too! I think one can get more downright information on
his hobby from Tallman in a given time than from any man
I know. Every man and dog ever known in connection with
trials he has at his fingers' ends, and his sharp, crisp sen-
tences dispense the information without circumlocution,
while he at the same time, by pantomime, shows how
Grousedale collared this bird or Roderigo nailed that.
Northvale station does not impress one with the import-

ance of the place, and, indeed, about all of Northvale I could
see was the station. Turning up a pretty country road to
the left, Tallman points out Spratts' Kennels. He selected
the location, and displayed pardonable pride at his happy
choice.

Tin; dwelling house is situated at the brow of a hill, well
sheltered from winter's winds by a flue clump of cedars. It
is a large, comfortable and commodious residence, just the
sort of a place one likes to spend the summer months in.
Behind, ou the slope of the hill, are the kennel buildings
and yards, the former good-sized, comfortable and dry,
though scarcely light enough for my fancy. Another thing
that I thought could be improved was the fence around the
yards. This is made of 3in. scantling only about an inch
apart, and seriously obstructs a view of 'the dogs. Wire
netting would have been cheaper, neater and altogether
better. The yards stand in a nice orchard, and behind it all
is a paddock for the cows, with theinevitable railway in the
rear. Altogether it is just about as nice a situation as could
be. wished for.

Brett, the kennelman, comes to the gate to greet us, sur-
rounded by a motley and varied group of privileged dogs.
Merlin, a very large and nice mastiff, was the giant of the

party. While not quite up to the present fancy in heads,
his great size, type and common sense head took my fancy
greatly. He would please Mr. Wade. I might mention
here that 1 took no notes of my trip or the dogs, for the
very good reason that I couldn't see to write, and conse-
quently am obliged to draw entirely upon memory for this
account.

A great Dane, blue and white, came next in size. This is

a breed I do not fancy, consequently I did not observe the
dog closely, except to notice that he was about the stiffest-

legged customer I ever came upon. His legs moved like
stilts and he didn't appear to have any joints. Brett told
me that both he and Merlin were in a dreadful state when
he took charge, each being one mass of putrid, running
sores. Merlin has some terrible scars to show how he suf-
fered, poor follow.

Dr. Glover's field trial winning Llewellyn setter, Sam C,
by King Noble, was in Brett's following. A fine upstand-
ing dog and one that can everlastingly go. Another was a
little lemon and white pointer dog, one year old, named
Grouse. This dog was the biggest sort oc a surprise. With
head hunched below his shoulders, nearly on the ground,
and tail between his legs he could put rings around the
crack Sam C. and Tallman's by no means slow setter bitch
Galatea. We could hardly believe our eyes. None of us,

not even Brett, knew to whom he belonged, but "Billy" at

once broke out that in two months he could come pleas-

antly near winning the Eastern Derby with the little runt,
and after this evidence of his speed no one felt inclined to
contradict him. Had his owner been present then that lit-

tle poiuter would have sold for more money than, judging
by looks, he was worth. He was an express train for speed.
"Galatea came barking and bounding from her puppies in

the orchard to the yvhistle of her master. Though not a
show bitch, she is a mighty nice sort and well bred, too.

Just the sort of dog to shoot over, steady, fast and kind.

We at once adjourned to the orchard to inspect the puppies
that claim Roger for their sire. Mighty nice little beggars
these, and as usual, when I see nice pups I at once announce
my intention of having one, but changed my mind on re-

flecting on the score of dogs I already paid feed bills for.

They were quartered in a kennel in the orchard and looked
healthy as clams, despite a noticeable dampness in their

bed.

While their two proprietors were debating ou the

momentous question as to which to keep, Brett and I began
talking Clumber. I found that his first experience with
dogs was in the Duke of Portland's kennels at Welbeck
Abbey, where he had charge of his Grace's celebrated ken-
nel of Clumbers. The ducal breed holds a warm spot in his

heart, and needless to say, such a lover of "the breed of

breeds" as I am. did not require much encouragement to

launch into the ever-interesting topic. Brett did a lot of

field trial handling in England, and is the only man in this

country who has won the English K. C. 's Derby cup. Prom
the photo he showed me of it, the trophy is a mighty hand-
some piece of plate.

He also showed me a photo of a group of his old Clumber
charges, and I forthwith broke that commandment (I for-

get the number) which talks about one's neighbor's goods,

their mis-appropriation, etc. The two setter cranks now
turned up and we crossed the road together to see the dogs
move, Sam C, Galatea and Grouse, the little pointer afore-

mentioned. We tried them on, but Merlin, thinking Sam
was putting on a little too much "side," undertook to bring

him to a proper estimation of his physical standing in the

community. As the wizard's namesake would have made
four Sains, the blue-blooded scion of Llewellyn had to play

second fiddle until rescued, when he sat and grinned a com-
prehensive, soul-satisfying grin as the John L. Sullivan in

dog flesh yowled and writhed under Brett's well-plied lash.

The dogs—Grouse I think it was—soon pinned a quail by
the fence; so we let them stand to cool off and commune
with Nature, on their points, while we proceeded to inspect

the kennels and their inmates, especially the "waggle-

^Tfi'e main building' is of good size, with stalls for abotit

thirty dogs. As boarders come in additional kenneling will
be built. In the main yard there were about a dozen dogs,
and among them I noticed champion Madge and Countess
Flo, Dr. Myer's Gordon bitches. This pair, though, are a
long way off comparing with the Doctor's other brace, cb am
pions Beaumont and Bellmont. Madge is hardly one's idea
of a champion Gordon setter, being very small and light all
through. Countess Plo is a much better bitch, and, though
light, is built on racing lines.

It was now nearly train time, so, as the "waggle-tails" had
still to be inspected, I did not have an opportunity to more
than glance at the other inmates of the yard. Among them
I noticed a Scotch and a bull-terrier, a bulldog and a" couple
or two of pointer and setters, all living at peace with one
another.
We now adjourned to the barn where the puppies were,

housed, and on the way Tallman learned, to his great regret,
that the most treasured of all the "waggles" had gone where
the good little dogs go. Why should it always be thusly in
dogs?

Well, they were funny-looking dogs, aud if they filled
Billy full of pleasure, they certainly filled Mr. Gardner and
I chock full of laughter. "Laugh awav," quoth Billy;
"these aren't setters, they're just waggle-tails, and the living
picture of old Jenny, too."
Such bent hindquarters you never saw. Reminded one of

a kangaroo; but on hearing this their owner said they were
just kangaroos to go, and we restrained our killing fund of
wit for some other more auspicious occasion when we weren't
quite so much at Billy's mercy.
Outside their hindlegs they were mighty likely-looking

pups; nice intelligent heads, good bodies and forelegs, black,
tan and white in color. Just the sort of dogs that look as
if you could go right out and shoot birds over them without
any trainiug whatever. This was what Tallman said they
would do. Doowhip.

'

CORDON SETTER SPECIAL STAKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the request of several Gordon setter men, the Gentral

Field Trial Club will run a special stake for the Gordou or
black and tan setter. The club gives $100. Dr. J. H. Meyer
and some other gentlemen are endeavoring to raise 1250 addi-
tional. Mr. Blossom informs us that they have about half
of this amount already subscribed. Entries close Nov. 1.

1890. All entries and communications should be addressed
to Dr. J. H. Meyer, 159 West Thirty-fourth street. New
York. Cexteal Field Trial Club,

C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.
New York, Oct 1.

Editor Forest and Strea m:
The Central Field Trial Club has extended the date for

closing the entries for their $ 100 special stakes for Gordon
setters to Nov. 1; $10 to forfeit, $20 more to fill; races to take
place at Lexington. N. C, in December; open to any Gordon
in the land. Mr. H. F. Smith, of Philadelphia, theVwner of
the well-known Gordon setters champion Roxie, King Item
and Countess Roxie, has subscribed $25 toward the private
fund of §150, by which it is intended to raise the stakes to
$250, leaving only $75 to complete the sum wanted. This
total stake of $350' will be awarded as follows: SI 25 to win-
ner of first, $75 to second and $50 to third. Five entries have
been made already, and more will doubtless come in when
the terms are generally known. This should certainly stim-
ulate owners of Gorden setters to make the trials a success.
There must be in this country many Gordon setters fit to
run in any company, and it is hoped that Gordon owners
will embrace this fine opportunity to prove it. We can't do
everything this year; but continued efforts to bring out into
public notice the many good field Gordons known to exist,

will soon furnish a list of Gordons at field trials worthy to
compete with any breed. Enter a dog, if you cannot sub-
scribe; but do both if possible. Subscriptions and entries

will be acknowledged promptly, and entry blanks furnished
by me. John H. Meyer.

159 West 34th Stuebt, New York, Oct. G.

DOG TALK.

AN enthusiastic meeting of the National Beagle Club was
held at the Quincy House, Boston, Saturday evening,

Oct. 4. The president, Mr. O. W. Brooking, opened the
meeting. After the regular course of formalities were gone
through with, and new members were elected; the coming
field trial was discussed pro and con. Some twenty odd
entries are already assured, aud between now and the 10th I

certainly expect to see every class filled. Every detail has
been attended to, and it certainly looks to the writer that
the trial will be a perfect success. Any one that cannot at-

tend personally desiring to send a dog, may secure a handler
by addressing Mr. A. Russell Crowell, Box 13, Lynn, Mass.,
steward of the trial. Entries close positively on the 10th, all

entries mailed before 12 P. M. of that date will be accepted.
The question of framing a standard was laid on the table.

The nomination of officers for the ensuing year then followed.
The nomination will be mailed to every member. Mr. H.
H. Brown was expelled from the club by an unaminous
vote.

I was very much astonished to hear that the National
Beagle Club were refused admission to the A. K. C. at their

last meeting. The only reason given by Mr. Vredenburgh in
his letter was that it was antagonistic to the American
Beagle Club. Where on earth were Messrs. Watson, Mal-
colm,.Leslie and others that are well aware of the standing
of the two clubs? The National is numerically and finan-

cially the stronger club of the two; they have done more to

advance the interests of beagle breeders in 6 months than
the American has in four years. They are already giving
cash specials at the leading shows, and have every prospect

of holding a successful field trial. On the same ground the

A. K. C. can expel the Mass. K. C. because it is in the same
State as the New England, or for that matter the Wescmin
ster K. C. is just as antagonistic to the New England K. C.

as the National Beagle Club is to the American. At each

meeting new members are elected from all over the country,

and I fail to see what excuse the A. K. C. have for "sitting

upon" them and damaging the interests of the beagle.
NAMQUOIT.

THE SPRING CIRCUIT.—Ottawa, Canada, Oct. 4.—

Editor Forest and Stream: Now that the autumn shows
are practically over, it is time to turn our thoughts to the

spring circuit. Mv object in writing is to suggest to show
managers the advisability of running their dates close

together, that is if there are eight shows, to run them into

two months, instead of leaving several weeks without a fix-

ture of any kind. The benefit to both exhibitors and clubs

will be obvious. The former, instead of having to keep

their dogs in show condition from February to June, can

have the whole circuit completed and the dogs at home
again in two months' time if the dates are conveniently set.

There will be no board bills to pay between shows. This is

quite a consideration to those of us who exhibit from a

distance and, mayhap, do not see our dogs from when they

leave home to go to New York in February until summer is

pretty well under way. The shows would get better entries,

as once "on the go," owners would think it as well to send

dogs the round, when shows continue week after week.
Only Lynn, Baltimore and New York have claimed dates so

far, and there is plenty of time for other committees to fit

in their dates,—F, H, F. Mwrr.
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SPANIEL JUDGING AT TORONTO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Toronto dog show has come and gone, and proved

even a greater success than last year's show, the receipts up
to Thursday amountingto 33,350,10 at the door. The Building
could hardly be improved upon either for benching, ring or
comfort to the spectators. The show of cocker spaniels was
immense, there being seventy-six, aud not a. bad one among
the lot. But I must say that I was greatly puzzled as to
the awards in the different classes. The judge followed no
type, but gave the awards to every style and type. Had all

the dogs' numbers been tat en and shuffled in a hat and
their handlers taken a draw for the prizes and cards, the
winners could hardly have turned out of more different
types than they did. One first prize winner had a defective
muzzle, it being pointed and lacking in depth, flat head,
with small, vine-shaped ears, set on high and almost devoid
of feather. Another first prize winner, which having a
good muzzle, head and ears, had crooked forelegs, very little

feather on legs, with a tail quite devoid of feather, and
carried way up over the back, on breast it had a very large
patch of white, altogether too much. Another first prize
winner had a small head and dished face, pointed muzzle,
inclining to the greyhound type. Another prize winner
had a coarse skull, large heavy head, underhung muzzle,
lower incisors projecting nearly half an inch. Another prize
winner had a wretched wooly coat, aud was quite devoid of
feather. The winner in the "novice class was a large cocker,
well up to weight, and being a young dog will some day
find himself in the field spaniel class. He is as good a
cocker as there was in the show with one exception, that
his rather long tail is devoid of feather, a big fault in a field
or cocker spaniel. While all the prizewinners, and I might
say all the cockers in the show, were low set, some of the
prize winners were long in length, while others were short.
One first prize black dog has a bitch's head, and appeared
to be an extremely timid animal. Another prize winner
has a cataract in one eye and is quite blind in that eye. The
cocker taking special for best cocker in show is not of cor-
rect cocker type. The judge favored the small type; in fact
it is hard to believe that three of the prize winners are over
181bs., useless little things for any purpose but ladies' pets.
With few exceptions I found among the rejected or un-

noticed ones, dogs with square muzzles, good heads,
well-set lobular ears, good coats, with lots of feather on
their legs, well-feathered tails and straight legs, with
lots of bone. These dogs were also the healthiest, with-
out any suspicion of skiu disease, as was the case with
some of the winners, The following is very hard to under-
stand; it has puzzled me and possibly others. In the year
1S89 at Toronto we find, first, Obo, Jr.; second, Black Graf;
third, Black Duke; vhc, Pedro; Bob Obo not noticed. Iu
1890 at Kingston we find, first, King of Obos; second, Obo,
Jr.; equal third, Bob Obo aud Dono. At Toronto in 1890, open
class blacks, we find first, Black Duke: second, King of
Obos; third, Douo: vhc, Pedro; he. Bob Obo, with Obo.^Jr..
and Black Graf not noticed. Also in same class Brock and
Kildare, first and third this year at Detroit, not noticed.
In the year 18S7 at Detroit, Obo Jr. was first, beating

Master Shin'a and Dixie, the second and third prize winners
at New York that year. What is one to think of dog shows
after such work? Perhaps "Mephisto" can cast some light
on the matter, I wonder if he was at the Toronto show? If
he was he must still be growing fatter.
Field spaniels, open class for dogs were a curious lot. Beau,

first, I would like to weigh, his weight must be 60 or 701 bs.,

that alone ought to have kept him out of the blue ribbon.
Black Knight, he, had a white front foot, Napoleon had all
the hair and feather completely off one ear, Black Diamond,
the best of the lot, had not a symptom of feather on legs or
tail, and was bad with skiu disease. In looks he was the
worker all over, and would be my choice if I wanted a spaniel
for the field, of course supposing him to be trained. The
judge's decisions in the open class for black cocker dogs
gave the greatest dissatisfaction, I was informed that some
of the handlers used pretty strong language to his lordship.
There are numbers of dog lovers that look upon Mr. Chas.
H. Mason as one of the best judges of dogs we have in
America. What do we learn from his criticism of the cocker
spaniel in his work "Our Prize Dogs"? That skull should
be well formed, with clean cheeks, and median line well de-
fined. Muzzle should be square and deep, with no projec-
tion of the lower incisors. Eyes corresponding as to color
with coat (no blind eyes). Ears lobular, set on low, and
well clothed with long hair. Neck, chest, back, loins and
hindquarters very strong and compact. Forelegs straight,
and heavy in bone. Feet thick through the pads, neither
turning in or out. Coat flat and smooth. Stern well set,
with a downward carriage. Chest, legs and tail well feath-
ered. Hocks well bent, and straight. (There was one prize
winner at Toronto that if used much in the field, would cap
her hocks from their coming together when in motion.) How
many of the prize winners at Toronto resemble Obo IT.,

the dog selected by Mr, Mason for illustration in "Our
Prize Dogs"? The dogs most resembling this dog were Obo
Jr. and Kildare, not noticed.

I wonder why so many ot the bench show committees in-
sist upon only making one class for English and American
foxhounds; they might just as well make one class for bull-
dogs and bull-terriers, for there is just as much resemblance
in the one as the other. I only had but a short time to
spend at the show as I was unable to get there until Thurs-
day. L spent a most amusing hour listening to the com-
ments of the different people in the audience, as they stopped
a few minutes before the foxhounds. Had the decision of
the awards been left to them the American foxhound would
have won first by long odds. One elderly lady, accompanied
by a very portly old gentleman, waxed"quite wrathy in her
indignation, and I beard her say tothe old gentleman, "The
idea! Such lovely ears, and such a beautiful head, and
such soft eyes, my! I would just like to give that judge a
piece of my mind." Just as I was leaving three young men
came up to see the foxhounds, and I heard one say that he
did not'eare what any one said, that that hound, pointing to
the American one, was the best hound in the show. Of
course he was wrong, as the English hound that got first
was a good one, as was also the bitches, although one of
the bitches had no brush. The American houud is a good
one, with good coat and brush, splendid head and ears, good
bone and straight legs, but having the usual fault of all
American foxhounds, being too much bent in the pastern
joints. The English hound dog had immense bone and
muscle. The English foxhound may be good to hunt in a
pack, in open ground and open coveys, but is nowhere in
this country with our foxhound after a deer or hare.
The owner of the cockerKildare had a challenge up for a

field trial with dead birds, retrieving from water to count. I
felt sorry that out of 75 cockers there was not one that took the
challenge up. Oneyoungman spoke to meandsaid that there
ought to be a class for working cockers, as his dog was pres-
ent at the show and was great on woodcock and snipe. I
mentioned to him that a gentleman had a challenge tacked
up over his dog, and 1 thought he meant business, as he also
had birds (a brace of woodcock) hung up in his dog's stall.
He went over where I directed him and read the challenge,
with points for contest, and remarked that the woodcock
were a fine pair of birds, marched off and I saw him no
more. I quite agree with the young man, that every bench
show ought to have a class for working cockers. A field
trial for these little dogs iu covert for live birds woud be
useless and a farce, as in most coverts they cannot be seen
10yds., and it would be quite impossible to judge of their
merits. The right place for such a trial is the show grounds.
After trials in the open as to retrieving dead birds and trail-

ing by scent, a covert could be improvised with a few dozen
stick with straw tied about them, and stuck perpendicular
in the ground. The pond at the fountain iu Toronto would
bejustt.be thing for the water trial. One would suppose
that a trial such as the above would draw well, and be very
interesting and attractive to all lovers of the little cocker.

Amateur..

STYLE AND OTHER FIELD POINTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
With your consent I here ask the opinions of your readers

upon certain matters concerning field dogs, pointers and
st tters, and I am quite sure that I am not alone in feeling
an interest in the telling, discussing, or questioning of ideas
thereupon. Tn the first place, what is style? I am not ac-
quainted with field trials nor the winners of such, but yet I
have a sort of a notion that I have an idea concerning style.
I have seen many of Mr. Tracy's paintings, a number of
Mr. Swords', a great many fine engravings and drawings
also, of dogs in the field, and I have seen quite a num-
ber of finely bred and finely trained dogs at work, and
have owned 'a few myself. As I generally carry a gun I may
be permitted to say that with extremely few exceptions none
iU' t hese seem to 'me to come up to the standard. Style is
lots. A lover of the beautiful he must be to appreciate it,

and the more ardent the lover the keener the appreciation.
No dog of mine should be devoid of a certain style of mo-
tion aud position when on point; I value it more highly
than perfect staunchness: yet I believe that a really stylish
dog is a rare dog-
As far as pictures go, as much as I have seen, Mr. Tracy's

painting of the famous Roderigo (with Paul Gladstone)
comes the nearest to a fine position on point. Now, my idea
of what style should be comes from the fact that I once
owned a dog. And now I hear the gentle reader commence
to climb on to me in the usual way." "Oh, yes, he had a dog
that was stylish; perfection! grand! went ahead of anything
he ever saw, and all that." Well theu the gentle reader has
hit it. I won't disclaim. That's the very wording to suit
the case, and if he will know still more he will open your
book, Mr. Editor, "Training vs. Breaking" and turn to the
sketch of old dog Tri rn aud then to the description of that
noble animal when on point, and the reader may know just
what my clog was as to style, in better wording than I could
put it. My dog was a Laverack setter, son of the famous
Thunder, a fine nosed, fine ranging, intelligent fellow,
staunch to a fault, unutterably handsome iu coat and figure,
clear black and white and belton, and so wonderfully grace-
ful iu the field, so perfect in motion and the power to get
himself in shape when on point, that—well I never have nor
never expect to see his equal. But he was spoiled on dead
birds; he wouldn't retrieve nor point dead, nor notice aught
but life and activity, so he lacked perfection after all, poor
fellow. But had I the touch of the fabled Midas, I would
have his memory perpetuated in solid gold, carved as he
stood on point, though even then I could not see the breezy
wave of his long coat, nor the glauce of his deep brown eyes.
But I have roaded long enough and must locate, aud come

to the point in saying that I do not like the position given a
dog by his simply poking out his h°ad, stiffening his tail
aud perhaps raising one foot. A handsome dog looks gamy
eA'eu then, even at backing with head held high, yet the
transition between that and the real gamy point is a broad
one, though seemingly slight in wording. I cannot say that
my idea of a stylish point or stylish roading is merely a
crencb, yet it partakes of that, aud is something more, that
appeals to the eye alone and charms beyond ' expression.
Asking excuse for indifferent drawing, I beg leave to submit
a sketch of a setter on point, that gives in part my idea of a

stylish dog. A twist of the body, turn of the head, a posi-
tion a little more forward, or one in which both hind legs
are stretched back near together or both forward under the
body, as if the animal was afraid of being shoved forward on
the birds, these often give more beauty to the position, the
latter one arguing well for statxnehhess. In roading, or
working out a scent-covered ground, a gamy dog should get
himself into all these positions, and do the sueak act to per-
fection when closing on the birds. Moreover, he should drop
to a gamy point when striking scent suddenly, and as this
generally means a turn it is often the most handsome.
Well, nobody else may agree with me, but just that is

what I would like to know, and if the highly gamy point is

really the most desirable, will our breeders, those who have
the future of the field dog most in hand, not breed to this
end in a measure, try to produce a dog that goes at the birds
as if he well knew that his beauty was a joy to his master
and tried the more to please him?
Concerning the breeding of handsome setters, irrespective

of style when hunting, let me ask why the regulation dog
of the day is less feathered and more slimly built than
formerly. I cau understand the advantage of the small
setter, I would be about as well pleased if my dog stood
not much higher or heavier than a spaniel, but why he
should be shorn, so to speak, of the feather under neck and
thorax and on the flanks lam at a loss to know. Is it be-
cause it. is less hot in woodcock season, less a burr-gatherer,
or that breeders think it more handsome than the longer
coat ? I like the type of dog that Emperor Fred represented,
the deep-shouldered, heavy-head sort. Such a dog cares
nothing for brier patches, be they the nasty taugled green
variety or the dense sharp-stickered blackberry bushes, and
neither scrub-oak nor laurel is more to him than meadow
grass to the close-haired setter or the pointer. There is a
ruggedness about the setter that is very taking to the moun-
tain forest gunner, and the long-coated dog possesses most
of this. He will go wherever his master will, and where he
won't, too, and ever seems glad to show his tough-skinned,
everlasting powers. Where hillside dashing brooks of clear
cold water, and valley swamps and ponds abound the long-
coated dog finds no discomfort from the heat in shooting
season. Moreover, there is far more beauty in the long
silken hair, reaching nearly to the ground when roading,
and waving in the breeze, an elegance that seems wanting
in the currish-looking short coat. All this to my thinking;
what say my brother sportsmen upon the question?
Another matter—that oft-mooted question, pointer vs.

setter—may not more light be shed upon it liya res?/)»c of
the field trials held for several years back, and most inter-
estingly and carefully reported in FOREST AND Stream?
Both breeds have shown some wonderful examples ot dog
sense and training, prominent among these, from what I
read, the grand Roderigo and last year's winner, the pointer
Ossian, What a pity there is not a more earnest greed for
glory among the owners of such dogs, so that the best every-
where could be matched against each other, and under all
sorts of conditions as to country, weather, ground and dif-
ferent game. But, as it now stands, it seems to me that
much valuable summing up might be done by one very
familiar with the ins and outs of the trials, taking into con-
sideration all the relative conditions such as the majority

of dogs run, the number of winnings of each breed, the
handling, the training, the weather, the character of the
country, the number of birds, the work on its several merits,
the judging, etc., etc., and making careful comparisons.
Furthermore, it seems to me that the opinions of this or

that shooter (who may have owned a dozen dogs, and one or
two of exceptional worth belonging to one breed) are nearly
worthless unless his comparisons" are drawn from a very
thorough knowledge of the working of a great number of
dogs under much the same conditions.

S. Frank Aaron.
Philadelphia, September.

THE A. K. C. TROUBLES.

NO further progress is reported iu the Vredenburgh-
Peshall libel case, though we are advised that efforts

are making for an early trial. The indictment is heregiven,
showing the precise passages in the Forest and Stream
publication on which Mr. Vredenburgh based his complaint;

Court of General Sessions of the Peace of the
Citt and County of New York.

The People of the Skate of New York against Charles /.
PeshaU:
The Grand Jury of the City and County of New York, by

this indictment accuse Charles J. Peshall of the crime of
publishing a libel committed as follows:
The said Charles J. Peshall, late of the city of New York,

in the county of New York, aforesaid, ou the nineteenth
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and ninety, at the city and county aforesaid, un-
lawfully and maliciously contriving and intending to vilify
and defame one A. P.' Vredenburgh, who was then and
for a long time prior thereto, to wit: from and since the
month of May, 1885, had been, the secretary-treasurer of
the American Kennel Club, and as such had charge of and
kept the books and accounts of the said club, and had the
charge and control of its financial affairs, and to bring him,
the said A. P. Vredenburgh, into public scandal and dis-
grace, and to injur" and aggrieve him and to cause it to be
believed that he, the said A P. Vredenburgh, had been
guilty of gross and fraudulent irregularities in his accounts
as such secretary-treasurer, and had fraudulently falsified
the books and accounts, and maliciously did publish and
cause and procure to be published in a certain newspaper
and publication known as the Forest And Stream, pub-
lished in the said city and county, a certain false, scandal-
ous, malicious and defamatory libel, of and concerning the
said A. P. Vredenburgh, in a certain part of which said
libel there were contained certain false, scandalous, mali-
cious, defamatory and libelous words and matters of and
concerning the said A. P. Vredenburgh, according to the
tenor and effect following, that is to say:

I have also opposed the financial management of this Club
[meaning the said Ante' ican Kennel Club] and for fear that I may
have been misunderstood, permit me now to say that the financial
management as evinced by the reports made, are not only false
and fraudulent, false, beeatise'they are not true, and fraudulent
because they have been made with the intention to deceive.

And in certain part of which said libel, there were con-
tained other false, scandalous, malicious, defamatory and
libelous words and matters of aud concerning the said A.
P. Vredenburgh, according to the tenor and effect follow-
ing, that is to say:

Afew days after this meeting, while the writer of this was in
th«> American Kennel Club [meaning the said American Kennel
Club] office, Mr. Vredenburgh [meaning the said A, P. Vre.len-
burgb] s'ated to me out of his own mouth, substantially that I
had made no mistake in Dominating Mr. Belmont, as he had come
into the office mourning over the smallness of the bank account
and replenished it. with a, large sum of money. At the annual
meeting of the American Kennel Club [meaning the said Ameri-
can Kennel Club], which was held Feb. 31. 1889, Mr, Vredenburgh
[meaning the said A. P. Vredenhurgh] as treasurer mud" two re-
ports, commencing from Dec. 5, 1*88 and showing the balance as
reported at the previous meeting 8539, and on Jan. 11, $1, 228.28. If
Rny book-keeper will now take these 1 wo amounts and examine
thfm, there is only one conclusion that be can come to, and that
is this, that they are false. The item of $1,228.28 was not earned
by the Club [meaning the said American Kennel Club], there was
no possible resource from which the club could earn this item, and
the club [meaning the said American Kenn-1 Club] did not earn
it, it was either borrowed, book-keeied or juggleo into the ac-
counts.

And in a certain other part of which said libel there were
contained certain other false, scandalous, malicious, defam-
atory and libelous words and matters of aud concerning the
said A. P. Vredenburgh, according to the tenor and effect
following, that is to say:

May 8. 1888, the American Kennel dub treasurer's [meaning the
said A. P. Vredenburgh 1

*] teport shows $128.01 on band. Secre-
tary goes to Europ-, returns Dec. 3. 18«8. Dee. 6, 1888, makes a
report dated Dec. 5; balance on hand $5.30. At the same meeting
asknd to have registration fee increased 100 per cent., because
stud hook was always published at a loss. On same month states
to the writer, received a large amount of money from the presi-
dent. Feb. 21, 1889, makes two reports on one day, which shows
upon their face fully as much jugglery as could have been gotten
into one report in two days.

And iu a certain other part of which said libel there were
contained certain other false, scandalous, malicious, defam-
atory and libelous words and matters of and concerning the
said A. P. Vredenburgh, according to the tenor and effect
following, that is to say:

January, 1830 secretary and treasurer [meaning the said A. P.
Vredenburgh] published an annual statement showing that from
and during the year 1889 he [meaning the =aid A. P. Vredenburgh]
had received from the dog m<-n and breeders of this country
§8,312.26, and that he [meaning the said A. P. Vredenburgh] and a
few others had expended $7,027 66. and yet he [meaning tne said
A. P. Vredenburgh] fails to show in any of his reports where the
dog men and breeders have received any benefit from the expen-
diture of this money; for no stud book was published during the
year and for some two months thereafter.

To the great damage, scandal, disgrace and infamy to the
said A. P. Vredenburgh, against the form of the statute in
such case made aud provided, and against the peace of the
people and their dignity.

John R. Fellows, District Attorney.

A KENNEL CLUB FOR HAMILTON.—Hamilton, Can-
ada, October.—Editor Forest and Stream: A very largely
attended meeting was held here last night i-i the Board of
Trade rooms, when it was decided to form a local organiza-
tion to be known as tne Hamilton Kennel Club. The object of
formation is to encourage the breeding of good dogs aud to
hold a first-class annual bench show. This is such a doggy
town and the situation so convenient and central that
American and Canadian exhibitors will learn of the new
club with delight. A capital working committee Avas ap-
pointed, and Mr. A. D. Stewart, the founder of Canadian
bench shows, was unanimously elected president. Affilia-

tion will be asked for with the American and Canadian
kennel clubs, and the prospects for success are as rosy as
could be desired. The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, A. D. Stewart; Vice-President, Andrew Murdoch;
Secretary, C. W. Mulligan; Treasurer, Geo. T. Tuckett.
Committee, E. Tinsley, J. M. Harris, Frank Close, H. S.
Case, Wm. McDonald. Veterinary Surgeon, Dr. Moler.

—

OXT.

BALTIMORE DOG SHOW.—Baltimore, Oat. 3.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The Maryland Kennel Club claim the
dates of Marcp ;l, 4, 5 and 0, 1891, for their second annual
dog show at Baltimore, Md.—H, Stewart Difff.nder-
ffer, Sec'y.
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DOGS OF THE DAY.

MR. B. H. MORRIS, in correcting a statement of Mr. Pe-
shall'sthat the pointer is a creation of the present cen-

tury, quotes some obituary poetry which appeared in the
Duhlin Magazine of December, 1787 . regarding a dog which
bad, singularly enough, been owned by Mr. Peshall's great-
grandfather, Sir John Pesba.ll. When I read tbis I thought I

would turn to the "Treatise on Field Diversions," from
which Ibave diawn before, and find out what the "staunch
sportsman" who bailed from Suffolk had to say regard-
ing pointers. For the benefit of those who did not read
the extracts previously given I will say that this work
was originally published in 1770, and was -"the result
of many years' experience with the dog, the net and
the gun." With regard to the pointer this little little

book takes us back to 1750 in the matter of personal
knowledge of the author, as will be seen by his open-
ing statement, which is as follows: "Tbis kind of dog
was introduced here iu thebeginuing of the present century,
and is acknowledged to be a native of Spain or Portugal, as
many were and yet are brought to us from both kingdoms.
The 'first I remember to have seen was about forty years
back. Black and white, heavy, slow, without any regularity
in beating, under no command, but a SATPBAX PoiXTEK."
The old fellow had a most thorough contempt for tbe
pointer. Perhaps, however, it was only a bit of the English-
man's usual way of speaking of anything foreign. Any
way he gives the pointer this black eye to start with: "The
most general import [importation] was in the liver and
white, especially mottled. They all fall under a parity of
description as to shape and performance; nor can nature be
much improved or assisted by art, as they have a ferocity of
temper which will not submit bo correction or discipline,

unless taken in hand very young. The activity of our mod-
ern race of pointers we are indebted for, I presume, to the
cross between the foreigner and our setter. The mixture in

this case was successful: as thereby we are furnished with a
strain that will act in a greater variety of capacities than
any other." It would be well to say here that the English
setter of that day was either a. spaniel, high on the leg, or a
cross between the English spaniel and the foxhound or
pointer. The name was given him because he set—down-
charged—when he found game and allowed the men to draw
tbe net over him until the birds were covered by it and thus
caught. The crosses with the foxhound in the composition
of the setter is spoken as probably arising from whim, but
such a cross is not mentioned iu regard to the improve-
ment of the pointer. But listen to this, ye members of the
Pointer Club: "The setter cannot be degraded into a pointer;

bub a pointer may be. elevated to a setter, though but of the
second class. * * * He answers the purpose in one sense, it is

certain: but by way of humble imitation at best. He in-

sults the finished fine setter by invading his province; and
admitting game enough may be taken at him it is the same
as challenging a delicate greyhound with a cream lurcher,
because he can kill as many hares." The pointer he ranks
ahead of the cocker (tne author calls him the springing
spaniel, the cocking or gtiu spaniel), and says he once had
a remarkable one, "as many gentlemen in the vicinity well
remember, who would stand for a gun at one bird, drop for

a net at another, and so on, as I thought tit. In covert be
would do the work of a brace of spaniels. Take him into
field directly, he was as clean and regular in his bunting
as if he had never acted in a lower character. This supports
my assertion of general utility. * * * There are many
pointers, which, by use, will stand woodcock very well. And
I kuew of one of a very eminent physician (Dr. Begsbye),
that, if she found in covert, unperceived, would give tongue
for discovery; and that, repeatedly, till she was relieved

from her point."

In glancing over this old book again to get the foregoing
extracts, a thought occurred to me in connection to red
spaniels. Those interested iu this will remember that I re-

surrected the dormant subject by quoting a reference to a
breed of red cocker spaniels referred to by the author as

having been known in Suffolk early in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Now, when we take into consideration that we get
these reds from tbe Obo strain, and that Mr. Farrow who
brought what we may call the original Obos to the front
does not reside so very far from Suffolk, is it not within the
bounds of probability that he has a dash of that old strain,

and that our reds are but a reversion thereto ? Such a
theory is at least plausible.
The difficulty in researches of this kind is that English

fanciers with but few exceptions take the slightest interest

in back pedigrees, and any attempt to get them to trace

back a pedigree is but love's labor lost. The one exception
to this rule that 1 know of is Mr. M. B. Wynn.

Mr. Wade has sent me a copy of a communication respect-

ing a tall young mastiff we measured at New YorK dog
show in the spring of 188k He is right as usual, and it had
quite slipped my memory. I do not recall the measurement,
but I remember'he was very tall and Mr. Wade is sure to be
right. If I had any doubt upon tbe subject I would have
made an effort to get my marked catalogue for that year,

which is locked up with my household effects. The dog
was named Senator and was owned by Mr. Geo. L. Thomas,
of Albany. He was bred by Mr. John Ogden, of New York,
and was by Buff out of Nina. I fancy Mr. Wade is wrong-
regarding' the other "Jim," for Mr. Ogden and I were old
Atalanta Boat Club friends, and I would use his Christian

name, or rather the name his friends used, "Johnny," and
it was probably he that was taking so much interest in tbe
dog hp bred. I did think when I first read Mr.Wade's letter

that the third party might be the late W. B, Hill, of Al bany,

known to all old boating men as Billy Hill, but I now be-

lieve it must have been Mr. Ogden. That of course is aside

from the question of the height of Senator, I further re-

member tbat I was particularly anxious to have Senator at

the National Breeders' Show at Philadelphia iu October of

that year, and Mr. Thomas sent the dog, but unfortunately
Senator arrived tbe day after the judging. I have no dis-

tinct recollection of the dog as he was then, I had so many
other things to attend to at the time, but I have au impres-

sion that he had not improved much if at all, but was still

somewhat light in frame.

The St. Bernard bitches Dart and Donna Silva arrived

from England last week by the Montana, direct to Philadel-

phia from London. I saw them on arrival and have since

been to tbe Swiss Mountain Kennels, at Gerinantown, to

take a second and a better look over them. Dart is the
taller of the two and is a very good colored bitch. Donna
Silva it would be hardly fair to criticise, as she arrived in

very low flesh and entirely out of coat. On a second inspec-

tion she showed much improvment in conoition, while in

the matter of coat there was also a change for the better.

She is not quite so tall as Dart, and is lighter in color and is

well-marked.

I learn from a friend of Mr. Mitchell Harrison that some
of the Chestmtt Hill Kennels collies are going over to Eng-
land, which they are 1 have not had time to find out as yet.

Considering that it will be dull times here for nearly five

months, it is by no means a bad idea to let some of them
take a turn at the English shows. Mr. Harrison has become
very much interested in tbe breeding and development of

hunters, and has made a miniature steeplechase course on
the Roslyn Heights Farm. Indeed, so much is he taken up
with this, as well as his large and extensive business, that

I should not be surprised to learn that there will be more of

a chance for other collie owners than has fallen to their lot

at the dog shows since the advent of Dublin Scot, Scotilla
and their successful kennel companions.

Gen, Henry R. Mclvor has been paying a visit to the
Quaker City, and tells me he has sold his collie Brankie
(Metchley Wonder—Miss Charlemagne) to Mr. Smith, of
the Consolidated Gas Works, of New York. Gen. Mclvor
is very favorably impressed with the appearance of our
"drab" town, and from his world-wide experience he is in a
better position to give an opinion as is an opinion than
those who make Philadelphia an object for the perpetration
of jokes upon the rather quiet habits of its residents. Any-
how the General thinks Philadelphia ladies are extremely
charming, and uuless a war breaks out somewhere shortly
I will not be responsible for anything that may occur should
he remain much longer.

The London Stock-Keeper, again throws down the gaunt-
let to American beagle owners, and challenges any one to
send over some specimens to compete against the pick of
the English division, to be shown under a hound judge. If
any one cares to accept this defi I would suggest that they
ask for Mr. Harding Cox to act as judge. Such a sugges-
tion will be in every way satisfactory to the English divi-
sion, and Mr. Cox is not only a hound man, but a dog man
as well and has frequently officiated at leading shows.
Such a test would be very interesting and would assist
materially in straightening out the question of type in
beagles. If we have been going wrong it is time our breed-
ers were advised of their error and set about correcting
their mistakes. In case such a match is likely to be made
it would be well to place the matter in the hands of a com-
mittee with power to select say two couple of the best we
have and send them to the care of some person in England
to put in competition. There would be some expense at-
tached to all this, but there are surely sufficient fanciers
willing to chip in toward a fund of say §100, which would
cover all cost of the trip, I think. The dogs could be sent
over for 810 each or 880 the round trip, perhaps less if sent
and returned by the same line. Count me as a subscriber
to the fund if the match is made.

The match between the Pittsburgh owned Russian-what-
is-its, generally called wolfhounds, and the Hon. Mrs.
Wellesley's Krilutt is in a fair way for decision now. The
Pittsburgh dogs have arrived in London from Russia, ac-
cording to the latest advices.

All dog men know how jealous dogs are, but I was told
the other day of a case of a horse showing singular jealousy
of a dog. The narrator of the story occasionally iudulges in
horse-back exercise, and naturally takes with him at such
time an Irish setter. The setter, as is the manner of clogs,

would run on ahead, and my friend noticed that when it did
so the horse began pulling and showing evident desire for a
race, so one day, his horse being more demonstrative than
usual, he let him go. The dog was then some thirty yards
ahead on a straight road, and when the horse started on the
run, off went the dog, too. For a time their relative posi-
tions were kept, and then the horse gradually began gaining.
At last he got past the dog, and as soon as he did so he
turned slightly and let fly his heels in the direction of the
dog, as much as to say, "There, I beat you," and resumed his
usual canter. J. W.

DOG CHAT.

MR. JAMES MORTIMEB, tells us that he has made up
his mind to sell all his fox-terriers, as he finds his time

so completely taken up with his duties as superintendent of

the W. K. C. that he cannot .give theattention aud exhibiting
at shows they ought to have. There are eighteen altogether,
nearly all of which are fit for the bench. Included in this

lot arefsuch well known cracks as the smooths Suffolk Bisk,
Suffolk Rarity, and Suffolks Toby, Settler, and Vixen, wire
hairs, altogether such a collection of this breed as has never
been offered before in this country.

Here is a pretty little yarn fi om Longman's: "The New-
foundland dog is a particular favorite of mine. He is the
mostmagnanimous fellow in the world, and small dogs may
insult him with impunity unless a river happens to be near,
when one too venturesome and impudent will sometimes ex-

perience an involuntary bath. On one occasion, lately, a par-
ticularly fine one was sitting on a wooden bridge discussing
a bone, when a predatory mastiff came along, and being un-
able or unwilling to distinguish between meum et tuum, a
smart altercation arose. So violent became the debate that
both suddenly overbalanced and fell into the stream beneath.
The nearest 'landing place was a hundred yards down, and
to it the Newfoundland betook himself without much diffi-

culty, and after a good shake was preparing to depart, when
he suddenly became aware that the other dog who was more
of a soldier than a sailor, was wildly beating the water, and
drowning as fast as he could drown. One look was enough.
In went he of the shaggy coat, and seizing the other by
the collar, brought his late enemy safe to land. The two
dogs then eyed each other with a perfectly indescribable ex-

pression for some seconds, then silently and solemnly
wagged their caudal appendages, and with dignity departed.

Some will, no doubt, say that this was but instinct; and they
may be right, but I prefer to give my four-footed friend the

benefit of the doubt,"

Last week we spoke of the receipt of several Crystal

Palace catalogues, and as it is the finest production of the

kind we have seen, we have forwarded a copy to each of our
principal kennel clubs as a guide for future efforts in this

direction. Judging from several letters we have received

from well known "exhibitors and breeders, they are very

much interested in the "Breeders' Competition" and asking

us for further particulars, and whether such competitions

could not be inaugurated here by our principal clubs. For
the benefit of our readers, we give the conditions under
which this competition is held:
" The prizes in these classes are awarded to the breeders

obtaining the largest number of points with dogs bred by
themselves, irrespective of whether the exhibits are their

own property or not. Tbe dogs must be entered in their

proper classes, and points are awarded as under to those

winning prizes or receiving commendation in such classes.

In the event of a dog entered in two classes, winning prizes

or receiving commendations in both, the highest award only

counts toward this competition. Breeders are not required

to nominate the dogs bred by them, as this will be ascer-

tained from the catalogue, but it will be to their interest to

induce any of their friends owning such dogs to enter them,

so that their chance of winning tbe prize may be increased.

Prizes in stud dog and novice classes do not count.

CHALLENGE CLASSES.

First prize 64 points.

Second prize, if there be one, otherwise the reserve.32 points.

Third prize, if there be one, otherwise the reserve. 16 points.

Reserve if there be second and third prizes 8 points.

OPES AND JUNIOK CLASSES.

First prize 64 points.

Second prize 32 points.

Third prize 16 points.

Fourth prize 13 points.

Reserve. 8 points.

Vhe 4 points.

]jc 'i
2 points.

Commended ••- 1 point."

The junior classes mentioned above are for dogs not over

eighteen months old up to the time the show opens. This
is a move in the right direction toward stopping the show-
ing of very young dogs, as there are not many men who will
show anything eight or ten months old against practically
fully developed dogs, as most breeds are at this limit of age.
We sincerely wish our W. K. C. would adopt this measure,
for we are pretty well sure any financial loss by a falling off
of entries would be compensated by the general health and
safety of the other dogs exhibited, they earning at the same
time the thanks of the kennel community. Speaking of this
reminds us of the letter in another part of this issue calling
the attention of the Collie Club to the fact of their baving
the club stakes held at public shows after the sad experi-
ence of some of the members after last year's show at New
York. If we are ever to take rank as breeders of winning
stock, and of such as we ought to breed with the material
our breeders now have in most important breeds, something
must be done in this direction, Ottawa got along very well
without puppies, and why cannot the larger shows do the
same? We did not hear of any distemper after the pleasant-
little reunion at Rahway last year.

While we are on the subject of this Crystal Palace cata-
logue we might mention the "team" classes. These con-
sist of three exhibits of any one breed or variety, the property
of the same exhibitor; tbe exhibitor furnishing at the time
he makes his entry particulars of the exhibits of which his
team is to consist, for which separate forms are supplied.
The team, of course, must be composed of dogs already en-
tered in the regular classes. The prizes given are three in
number—first, second and third—for teams in sporting dogs
and bitches; non-sporting dogs and bitches; terriers, dogs
and bitches (Yorkshire and other toy terriers excepted);
pugs, Yorkshire and other toy terriers, dogs and bitches.
These suggestions are made for the benefit of our three
principal shows—W. K. C, Boston and Chicago.

We received a pleasant visit from Mr. Geo. H. Bush,
president of the Buffalo Kennel Club, on Tuesday last. He
talks mysteriously of two cocker puppies, one especially, by
Jersey out of Novel, he calculates upon to lay some of them
very "low" next year.

In view of the splendid record made at London by Mr.
Blake's whippet Benbow, and the claim for a world's record
of 12% seconds for 200yds., we have been looking up past
records made by these dogs and find on referring to Canine
World of June 20, that at the monthly whippet spring
handicap for stakes of S125, held at Manchester, England,
June 14, a dog called Fred, owned by a Mr. A. Fletcher and
weighing 115-|lbs., ran tbe 200yds. in 12% seconds, beating
279 opponents. This time was then claimed as a best on
record. This shows what a meritorious performance Ben-
bow made. At the same time, before this can be accepted
as a record, we would like to have the weight and. height of
Benbow, as that may have something to do with it according
to the rules. A r*ace with 279 entries shows the vast propor-
tions to which this sport has attained iu some parts of Eng-
land. Mr. Mercer, of Ottawa, owns a very fast small grey-
hound bitch, and although a special prize was put up at
the Ottawa show for a race, the presence of this bitch seemed
to frighten the others and the race was declared off. Dr.
Mill's Elcho being the only other entry. There is talk of
getting some jack rabbits up there and having a little cours-
ing. If they wish some hares we believe they can be had
from Mr. Allison, of the National Coursing Club, Hutchin-
son, Kan., at a reasonable figure.

We hear that the two Russian wolfhounds whicb were
purchased by Mr. Rousseau for Mr. Hencke, of Pittsburgh,
bave at last arrived in England, the bitch being quite heavy
in whelp. They are to meet the Hon. Mrs. Wellesley's crack,
champion Krilutt, at Crystal Palace on the 28th of this
month. At the same time it is reported that Krilutt has
skin disease, but it is to be hoped, that he will be got in
shape for this competition, which has excited the interest of
dog men on both continents: for upon this rests a good deal
of the question as to what constitutes the proper type of a
"Barzoi."

It is stated in one of the English papers that there is a
gentleman from Detroit purchasing some dogs for this
country. Detroit is becoming quite a doggy town, and
among the new fanciers is young Mr. Hendrie, whose fancy
seems to turn to terriei-s of the "wire" persuasion.

In our "Answers to Correspondents" column will be found
a query as to the best time for the new Hamilton Kennel
Club to hold a show. We appreciate the anxiety of a new
club to burn its fingers by holding a show coftte que cotitc,

but perhaps we can offer a little advice which may enable
them to round the point of their first show in safety. Dur-
ing the exhibitions recently held iu Canada there were
several opinions expressed that Hamilton would be a good
locale for a show, and the suggestion was made that Canada
should have a fall circuit which should include Toronto,
London, Hamilton, Ottawa and Montreal. In September
the weather in Canada is more agreeable for dog shows than
it is as a rule in the States, and for that reason it was sug-
gested that the States' shows should, most of them, be held
in the spring, and then with a circuit in Canada in the fall

the difficulty of showing dogs in very hot weather would be
overcome, for we are sure the weather experienced in Can-
ada during the past month could not have been improved
upon. In Ottawa during show week it was positively cold,
therefore owners of the big dogs need not have any fear of
exhibiting at these places during that month. We say to
Hamilton, wait by all means till next fall, and running in
your show say after London, you can expect- a good entry
and a rousing welcome, to the fraternity.

In a letter from England we are informed of an important
importation of black and tan terriers, which will shortly
start for this country. Mr. Comstock, of Providence, R. I.,

either the Irish terrier owner or his brother, has purchased
from Mr. Lacy, Middleton, Eng., his Salisbury, Jasper,
Louie and Queen HI. Salisbury and Jasper are both good
winners, and Queen HI., we are told, was bred and raised by
the man who bred Queen II., who won for Mr. Lacy §3,000

in money and 83 cups, and this man says she can beat Rosa-
bel, so we shall expect to see something pretty smart, if she
only turns out half as good as "old Queen." We are pressed
for space this week, but will have more to say about these
dogs in our next issue. There is one thing about it, judging
from press notices, Mr. Comstock will not be disappointed
in the dogs at any rate. Who says black and tan terriers are
not the coming breed '; "Cheerful Horn" tells us that the
King Charles Royal Duke is on his way to this country,
having been purchased by a gentleman in Milwaukee, whom
he puts down as a Mr. Niemann. The sum paid for this

spaniel was S250.

The noted bull bitch Kitty Cole is dead. She died giving
birth to a litter of pups, by His Lordship. Kitty Cole
was by Don Pedro out or Pansy Lass, and when we say that
she had won the Bulldog Club challenge cup four times, it

will be inferred that there were not many her superior.

In our report of the London show we made two or three
mistakes, but. as we took our awards from the secretary's

catalogue and judges' books we are hardly to blame. Mr.
W. B. Wells's Matane was second in English setters, open
dogs, and his Cambriana first iu bitches. Blemton Battier
in fox-terriers should read Blemton Brawler, and Mr, Wash-
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ington's Irish setter Ruby Glenmore won equal for the
special for best, Irish setter with Mr. Covert's Dick Swivel er,
and as the prize was a pair of slippers each takes one.

Coursing in England opened a fortnight since with the
Haydock Park meeting, and it is said the smartest lot of
youngsters probably ever seen turned out.

As an outcome of the recent exposures of English Kennel
Clubrulings, disqualifications, and so on, a meeting of exhib-
itors wars held at Edinburgh show to discuss the advisability
of some action on the'part of exhibitors at large whereby they
can have a say iu matters that concern themselves. The
sense of the meeting was that the club was too autocratic,
too exclusive and not a representative body; and that the
subscription should be such as would enable every one in
the fancy to become a member. This is a good move and
will no doubt bring about some necessary reforms.

We learn that Mr. Geo. E. Peer, of Rochester, N. Y., who
is almost as enthusiastic a pug man as he is a buff Cochin
breeder, has imported a very good son of champion Loris
and champion Stingo Sniffles. As there is no better pug
blood than tb is in the country Mr. Peer is to be congratu-
lated. —
We remind our readers who intend entering their dogs in

the Central Field Trials All -Aged Stake that it closes Oct.
15, with Mr. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, N. Y.

We hear that Mr. Wilmerding's champion cocker spaniel
Doc, who has been in the hands of Mr. Mercer since Ottawa
show, will stay there two weeks longer, to give Canadian
breeders a chance to avail theniselvse of his services.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To handlers and trainers I would say. the Old Dominion,

S. S. Co. have arranged a very liberal rate from New York
city to Amelia Court House, Va., for the benefit of those
that wish to avail themselves of this pleasant route to the
Eastern P. T. Club's meeting. They will issue tickets for
$11.65, including meals and stateroom and railroad fare to
Amelia Court House, from New York, over their 8. S. line,
which is good via West Point or Richmond, Va. They will
also pass 2 dogs free, when accompanied by owner orattend-
ant.and 50c. tor each additional dog over this number. I am
also in communication with Mr. Slaughter, Asst. Comm. of
the Southern Pass. Asso., who promises to do all he can in
regard to obtaining reduced rates from all points over which
they have jurisdiction, issuing certificates entitling the
holder to a rebate by paving a first-class fare from starting
point to Amelia C. H., Va., on their return. The certificate,
if the concessions are granted, can be purchased of the
ticket agents at the starting point. Mr. Slaughter has for-
merly acted most liberally toward our club, and I am satis-
fied from the kindly expressions in his letter to me that he
has lost none of the old-time interest formerly shown. In
conclusion I will say that John Bolus, of the Killbuek
Kennels, Wooster, Ohio, has most generously donated as
special prizes two of his shipping dog crates, value 125
each. He writes: "I will try and send something that will
surprise the boys. One is given to each of the absolute win-
ners of the Derby and the All-Aged Stakes." These crates,
the creation of John's master hand and experience, form a
most valuable addition to the already rich prizes in each
stake. T. am also in receipt, holding in trust, two checks
from Mr. B. L. Clements, one of one hundred and twenty-
five dollars and one of seventyJive dollars. "These are.'"
quoting from his letter, "two special prizes given by the
Irish Setter Club for the best two Irish setters run in either
the Derby or All-Aged Stakes of the E. P. T. Club this
year." I would also add to this communication iu regard
to carrying a number of dogs over the railroad, that the
best way and most economical is to crate them well and check
them as extra baggage, paying the regular tariff of rail-
ways for same. Cut this out of the paper and keep it in
your pocket for reference; it maycome handy aud materially
reduce expenses.

Washington A. Coster, Sec and Treas.

A REMEDY FOR HYDRDPHOBIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
From a work on British Iudia, "Wild Life in Canoraaud

G-anjain," by Gordon S. Forbes, London, 1885, I extract the
following:
"In the neighborhood of Berkampur jackals were ex-

tremely numerous, and instances of death from hydro-
phobia occasioned by the bite of a mad jackal sometimes
occurred. I was therefore much alarmed when my head
servant awoke me one night and announced that three of
the stablemen and a valuable dog had been bitten by a mad
jackal; he said he had heard of a Brahmin living in Gan-
,iam who had treated many such cases successfully, and a
messenger was sent in hot haste to summon him. Excision
or cautery of the bites seemed to me impossible from the
position of the wounds. I shot the dog in the morning to
avoid further risks; but when the. Brahmin arrived with his
remedy he assured me that he could have saved the dog, as
he would surely save the men from hyd.ropb.obia. The
remedy, which he administered internally, proved to consist
of the leaves of the datura or stramonium plants made into
a pulp. The patients were warned to expect an attack of
delirium aud stupnr and must eat nothing for twenty-four
hours, when the effects of the medicine would pass away.
"These symptoms appeared and passed off in due course,

and none of the three men bitten had an attack of hydro-
phobia, and I have no doubt that the jackal was mad, for
these creatures never make such attacks under any
other circumstances. I sent an account of the episode of
the jackal aud the remedy used to The Times, but it was
not inserted. I also wrote to an eminent London surgeon,
detailing the facts of the case, but he replied that was no
proof the jackal was mad! The Brahmin who treated my
servants assured me that his remedy is efficacious even after
hydrophobia has set in."

I have heard and read of many remedies for this mysterious
and fatal disease, but never before of this plant used for it

—

the stramonium, or jimson weed, which is found from Maine
to Georgia, aud is known as a powerful narcotic internally,
and as a healing application when externally used.
Canine madness is fortunately a rare disease, and its ex-

istence is doubted by many; no doubt seven-eighths of the
dogs killed on suspicion of madness are innocent of the
disease, but there seems to be evidence that it exists, and,
therefore, all remedies of a plausible character should be
tried; and Stramonium,, from its powerful action on the
nervous system, might prove efficacious. S. C. Clarke.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.
[Special to Forest and Stream.']

DANBURY, Conn., Oct. 8.—This show opened this morn-
ing with 217 entries, among which are some of the best

dogs in the country. Messrs. Lewis and Thomas are here
with big strings. Irish setters, St. Bernards, collies, point-
ers, beagles and Irish terriers are particularly strong.
Several of the new St. Bernards Mr. Crowell brought over
are entered. The show is held in a nicely decorated build-
ing, and is well arranged. Judging commenced at 10:30

and will most likely be finished to-day. In the absence of
Mr. Watson, Mr. H. W. Lacy takes all classes. Weather
fine and everything points to a success, H. W, L.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.
RUNNING RULES.

MANAGEMENT.—Rnnn 1 The management ot the meeting
shall be under the control of the Field Trial Committee.

They shall decide all matters pertaining to the trials not provided
for in these rules. The interpretation of those rules lies with
them.
Entries.—Rule 2. For all slakes, the names, peel i«rees fas fir as

known), ages, colors and distinguishing- marks of the dogs shad be
detailed in writing to the secretary of the club at the time of
making the entry. Any dog who shall be proven not to corre-
spond with the entry shall he disqualified, and all stake winnings
and entry money shall he forfeited to the club. The entrance fee
and forfeit, money must accompany every nomination. Any ob-
jection to an entry must be made in writing and addressed to the
Field Trial Oommittep, whose action shall he final. Does afflicted
with any contagious disease, or bitches in season, shall not be per-
mitted on the grounds.
Field Trial Committee—Rule 3. The Field Trial Committee may

refuse any entry they may think proper to exclude; shall have
power to suspend or debar from handling or eTrtertng dogs iu any
field trials of this club any person who uses abusive language to
the judge or officers of the club; and no person who lias been found,
to the satisfaction of the Field Trial Committee, to have conducted
himself improperly in any manner In Connection with dogs, dog
shows or dog trials, or who is a defaulter for either stakes or for-
feits in connection with either thereof, or for money due under
an arrangement for divisions of winnings, or for penalties for in-
fraction of rules, or for any payment required by a decision of the
club, shall be allowed to compete in anv trials that may be held
UDder the auspices of the National Beaede Club.
Drawing and Order of Running. —Rule 4. Dogs shall he drawn

by lot and numbered in the order drawn. Each dog shall run in
the first series as a brace with the next available dog in tha t order.
After the first series has been run through, t lie judges shall an-
nounce which dogs they wish to see run again and order of run-
ning them. Discretion is given the judges to run the dogs as often
and in what order they think best, until they are satisfied which
are the best dogs; but they may announce the winners any time
after the second series, provided the first, second and third prize
Winners shall have run together. Any dog absent during the first
series for more than twenty minutes after his number has been
called, shall be disqualified from further competition
Rule 5, Sec. 1. Each brace shall be run thirty (30) minutes, and

at the expiration of t hat time a decision shall he. rendered if the
judges are satisfied. If not satisfied, I hey shall be run fifteen (15)
minutes and decision made, aud so on in intervals of fifteen (15)
minutes.
See. 2. Dogs can be takeu up only at end of periods as above,

except as hereinafter provided.
Sec. 3. Immediately after the dogs are drawn, the name of the

first brace, together with the place and fine- ot starling, shall be
posted by the secretary of the club in a prominent place.
See. 1. The secretary shall announce the order of running in

the first series, but each subsequent series shall be arranged and
announced by the judges before its beginning.
Rule fi. If two fi) dogs owned or handled by the. same person

should come together in the firut or subsequent scries, inv second
dog so owned shall change place with the first dog not so owned
or handled. This change shall be made in the order of riimin -r if
possible. If not possible, then in the reverse order of cunning,
The running together of two such dogs may be permitted when a
separation is impossible, but in no other case.
Rule 7. No person sh»ll be allowed to accompany tho judges

except owners of dogs running in charge of handlers, guide",
marshal, and reporters of recognized journals. In case where the
reporters or owners expect to handle a dog in the series, they will
not be allowed to accompany the judges.
Sec. 3. Gentlemen authorized to accompany the judges under

these rules, will not be allowed to converse with the judges on
any subject while I he dogs are under judgment . The spectators
will not be allowed nearer the judges than fifty (50) yards to the
rear. The marshal and judges shall strictly enforce this rule.
Sec. 3. The judges shall appoint a spokesman from their num-

ber, and all orders or information upon any point concerning the
heat shall be given by him in a cFar and impartial manner, so
that, each handler may have full benefit thereof.
Bulk 8. No dog can he withdrawn except, with the unanimous

consent of the judges. Should a dog he withdrawn without such
consent, the owner or handler shall be barred from further trials,
and all prices won by such owner or handler in the stake shall be
forfeited to the club. \t a dog be withdrawn with Ihe consent of
the judges from a stake on the field, or at anv time during the
holding of the trial, its owner or deputy hav ing authority shall
notify in writing the secretary or one ot the field trial committee.
If tho dog belongs to either or any of those officials, the notice
must be banded to one of the others. When a winner of one or
more heats is withdrawn, for other cause other than defeat, the
dog or dogs previously beaten by him shall not be deprived of
competing for second or third prize if, in the opinion of the judges,
they have a chance to win.
Rule 9. No person shall make any remarks within hearing of

the judges or handlers, concerning location of game, or give any
information whatever calculated to affect the action of the
handlers or result of the heat. Any person so offending shall be
expelled from the grounds, aud points of merit shall not be
allowed any dog whose handler acts upon any information im-
parted by such person, or uses any unfair means whatever. A
protest on this point must be made to the judges before the close
of the heat, and their decision shall be final.
Sec. 2. If any handler or owner of dogs annoys the judges after

having been ordered i o desist, the j friges may order such dogs as
he owus or is handling up and out of the stake, or may impose a
fine not exceeding ten (10) dollars.
Rule 10. OwnerB and handlers are allowed the privilege of

asking the judges for information, or for an explanation that has
a direct bearing upon any point at issue. Pond ug such questions
the dogs shall not be under judgment.
Rule 11. At the commencement of a heat, the handlers in the

next heat shall be notified, and be required to keep together until
ordered dowu, and any dog absent more than twenty (30) minutes
when called shall be barred at the discretion of the juices, and
his competitor subject to Rule 15.

Rule 12. The bye dog in any series shall run with a dog selected
by the judges or alone as they may direct.
Rule 13. An owner, his handler or his deputy may hunt a dog,

but it must be oue or the other: aud when dotrs are down an owner
must not interfere with his dog if he has deputed another person
to handle and hunt him.
Rule 14, Sec. 1. Handlers ot dogs running shall go together

and keep within sight of the judges and each other when possible. I

Sec. 3. The dogs shall be handled in all respects as nearly as
possible as in an ordinary das 's hunting.
Sec. 3. Each, dog shall be required to bunt throughout a heat,

except only when ordered up by the judges. When sh ordered up
each dog shall be kept under restraint.
Sec. 4. The handler of a dog shall discharge on« barrel of his

gun over his dog when hunting when directed by the judges.
Sec. 5. No shooting shall be allowed at any time by auy person

unless directed by the judges. When so done it shall lie con-
sidered as irregular, and a dog shall not be penalized in case of
irregular shooting. If a dog exhibits signs of guushyness or un-
steady to shot, the fact shall he proven by requiring his handler
to discharge both barrels when on the trail.
Sec. 6, Handlers will be required to use blank cartridges. Guns

must be carried empty.
Sec. 7. The. person handling a dog may speak or whistle to him,

or work him in any way that he may deem proper, if not contrary
to the rule of this club; but he shall be called to order by the
judges for making any unnecessary noise, or for any disorderly
conduct calculated to interfere in any way with an opponent's
dog. In such cases an appeal should tie-made to the judges, but,
should the handler of the dog interfered with not ask for protec-
tion, it shall be the duty of the judges to call the offending party
to order, and see that this rule is at all times strictly adhered to.
Rule 15. All protests, wheu practicable, except as hereinbefore

provided, must be made to the secretary of the club, or in case of
his absence, to one of the held trial committee!, at or before mid-
night of the date, of running the final heat.

instruction to Judges.—Sec. 1. Should there arrise at any time
during the running of the trials, questions not provided for in
these rules, the judges are instructed to use their discretion, and
so decide the matter as to give to each dog equal opportunities.
See. 2. Each heat will be conducted in a manner calculated to

give the competitors an opportunity to display the several quali-
ties under judgment.
Sec. 3. Tne judges shall give each brave iu first series at least

thirty (80) minutes, and shall order up the dogs as soon thereafter
as they have determined which is the Better.
Sec. 4, Trailing game other than announced, if the judges deem

the same excusable, shall not be considered a demerit.
Sec. 5. The judges shall give a dog ample opportunity to dis-

cover whether he is on a true trail.

Sec. 6. The number of times a dog finds shall not necessarily
give him the preference, but the judges shall consider the quality
of the performance rather than, the frequency of the occurrence.

Sec. t In order to prevent the handlera rushing or unduly ex-
citing the dogs, discretion is given the judges to try each dog of
a brace separately on game, the competing dog being kept under
restraint.
Sec. 8. The judges are requested to give greater credit to the

dog that maintains the most effective range throughout.
Sec. 9. The judges are requested to give greater credit to the

dog that shows the. greatest hunting sense. Hunting sense is
shown in a dog by his desire to hunt for game, his selection of
likely places to hunt in, his method of hunting tho places, his
industry in staying out at his work, and his skill in handling and
trailing the game after he finds it-

Sec. 10- Tho judges are instructed not to place undue credit on
speed, it being the desire of the club that accuracy in trailing,
voice, gun-shyness, endurance, and style, together with a moderate
spsed maintained throughout the trial, be the principal points of
merit, but that nothing in the foregoing shall excuse a dog when
pottering.
2b Owners and Handlers.—The club has these principles which

it wishes to express, namely:
See. 1. That each aud every trial is simply a trial in the t rue,

sense of the word, and not a competition in which the number of
points made by either dog will necessarily count in his favor.
The club desires handlers competing at their trials to show their
dogs to the best advantage, assuring them that each dog will be
given » thorough test, both as to finding aud hunting qualities.
See ;.'. That the judges will give greater credit to the clogs

showing tile best natural qualities, it being the desire of the club
to have the best dogs placed to the front, irrespective of the luck
which is supposed to attend competitions of this nature. The
judges will be requested to give more attention to a dog's natural
qualities, and the time saved by weeding out the poorer dogs in
the first series will enable them to thoroughly te3t the best dogs
in each stake.
Order of Runni ng.—Tuesday, Nov. 4,1890.—First.—Race fnr dogs

13in. and under. Entrance fee and forfeit $5. Each heat run SI
additional. Second.—Race for bitches 13in. and under. Entrance
fee and forfeit $5. Each heat run $1 additional. Third.—Race
for dogs 15iu. and under. Entrance fee aud forfeit $5. Each heat
run $1 additional. Fourth.—Race for bitches 15in. or under.
Entrance fee and forfeit $5. Each heat run $1 additional. Fifth.—
Race for puppies under 15 months (dogs or bitches) at time of
closing of entries. Entrance fee and forfeit S3. Each heat run $1
additional. Frizes in all classes.—First f25, second $15, third $10.
No class to he run unless at least six entries arc secured
Field Trial Committee.—O. W. Brooking. Pres.; W. F. Rutter,

Jr., 1st Vice- Pres.; W. A. Power, 3d Vice- Pres.; W. S.Clark, 3d
Viee-Pres.; F. W. Chapman, Sec'y and Treas.; Geo. P. Berrv, E. 0.
Barrett. H. V. Jamieson. A. Parry. C. F. Wixom, W. Stewart Dif-
fenderffer. Win. Ledyard.

TAI/b MASTIFFS.—Hulton, Pa., Sept. 30.—Editor For-
es! and. Stream: I must ask J. W. to qualify his remark that
Presto is the largest mastiff he ever heard of in this coun try,

and suggest to him recalling the New York show of 1884,
where he and I measured a puppy, entered by Mr. G. L.
Thomas of Albany, New York, and found him 3H

;
Win. high

at the shoulder, in a vertical line, good, honest measure-
ment, ft may help his memory to recall that there was
another ''Jirn" present (whose name I cannot recall) who
drew our attention to the puppy, and as I find I have this
puppy noted a^ 8 months old, which does not appear on the
catalogue, it is my impression that this "Jim" knew of the
dog. I remember that I wrote Mr. Watson about buying this
puppy just as "a big dog", aud Mr. Watson wrote about get-
ting "Jim" after him. For all the puppy's great length of legs,
he had plenty of bone, good body, and not a very, very bad
head, certainly better than t h ci winner in the dog class,

Harry Hill's Dan, when Ilford Cromwell was nowhere. In
spite' of fifteen editorial measurements, Mr. Watson will
agree with me, that measuring a mastiff to the one-eighth
part, of an inch is drawing it a. bit fine, as I made, this puppy
nearly a half-inch more than Mr. Watson did. Does any-
bodyknow of Mr. Thomas, this puppy, audits after history?
—W. Waiik. P. S.—At Mr. Watson's suggestion, I have
lookedup the catalogue of the National Breeders' show (Oct.
1884) and find that Mr. G. L. Thomas entered a mastiff "Sen-
ator, fawn , date of birth 1 883, by Bull* out of Nina; breeder Mr.
Ogd'en." This is doubtless the puppy noted above and there
is now an indistinct recollectiou in my miud that I saw
some notice of a mastiff of this name, distinguished for great
.size.—W.
BENDIGO'S PEDIGREE.—New Haven, Couu., Sept. SO.

Editor Forest and Stream: Several parties to whom I have,
sold Bendigo puppies claimed that the pedigree which I

gave, did not correspond with the one given iu the English
Kennel Club stud book, Inclosed find Mr. Hinks's letter on
the. subject, which will explain itself.—FKAKK F. Dole. "Bir-
mingham, Eng., Sept. 17. Dear Mr. Dole: Respecting your
remarksabout thedog Bendigo you purchased from me. I beg
t o say that the pedigree you have is quite correct, as the Ken-
nel Club here is wrong in putting the dog registered as Ben-
digo (15,637) as sire of the dogs winning by the Bendigo you
have. The Bendigo (15,687) is not the father of auy prise win-
ners, and no doubt the way the English Kennel Club have
fallen into the error, is that the Bendigo you have has not
been registered, and was simply kept by me as a stud dog,
iu which capacity he has no rival since the demise of my
old dog Dutch (13,813). The Bendigo you have is the dog
mentioned in all the catalogues, and is sire of many winners

,

among which are Jubilee, Queen Bendigo, Oakhill, Rose,
Miss Bendigo, King Patrick, Goldsecker, King Bendigo,
Moseley, Topper, Priueipo, Visnomy, Vesper Bell, and
many others too numerous to mention. I wrote last year to
our kennel club here and they promised to put the matter
right, but they must have overlooked it. You are at liberty
to publish this letter. Yours respectfully, FREDERICK
HlNKS."

THE COLLIE CLUB STAKES, mi.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The Collie Club has issued a list of stakes for pup-
pies, to be competed for at the Westmiuster Kennel Club
Show, 1891. Why does the Collie Club thus encourage the
showing of the best puppies that have been raised during the
past year:-' Has the lesson taught at the last New York show
been forgotten? What was wrong with Railway '89? Iu re-

gard to the stud dog stakes, whj limit the number and pedi-
gree, of progeny, and why bar the winning pair from further
competition for this prize of honor? If it is the wish of the
club for the best sire to win, these restrictions are unneces-
sary.

—

The Squire.
'"

PUG IMPORTATION.—We learn that Mr. George E.
Peer of Rochester, N. Y., has recently brought out a grandly
bred pug. The dog was selected and brought over for Mr.
Peer, by Mr. George Eldridge of Boston. He is a son of
champion Loris and out of a daughter of champion Stingo
Sniffles. Mr Eldridge it is said offeted a big sum for another
crack on the other side for Mr. Peer, but the owner refused
to part with her pet.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB MEETING.—There
will be a meeting of the board of governors of the Eastern
Field Trials Club at the office of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, 44
Broadway, New York, on Tuesday, Oct. 14, at •! P. M. A
full attendance is requested, as business of importance will
come up before the meeting.

ENGLISH DOGS FOR AMERICAN FIELD TRIALS.—We learn that Mr. Brailsford, the well-known English
trainer, has arrived with the string of dogs entered for the
field trials here by Mr. A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale, Salop,
Eng. The dogs are reported to be a very fine-looking lot.

Forest and Stream, Bos 3,832, N. V. city, has dessriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefliugwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed fB9B on request. The hook is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to he the best treatise on the subject
extant. ' ' ' a
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KENNEL NOTES,

Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-
nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
%W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Walmaatc Bar. By R. H. McLusby, East Orange, N. J., for fawn
greyhound dog, whelped April 7. 1890, by champion Balkis (Olyto—
Primrose) out of Van Hoesen's imported blue bitch.
Falco and Nautilus, By F. S. Webster, Washington, D. C, for

liver and white pointer dog and bitch, whelped Aug. 2, 1390, by
Robert le Diablo (Croxtoth—Spiuaway) out of Lassie Bang

I Bang
Bang—Tellie Doe).

BRED.
Jgf" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Barnehy Nell—Premier IV. C. H. Kobieke's (San Francisco,
Cal.) bloodhound bitch Barn e by Nell (champion Barnehy—Ripple
Buxom) to his Premier IV. (Premier III.—Duchess of Ripple),
Sept. 28.

Vic—Rajah. G. H. Gill's (New Haven, Conn.) St. Bernard bitch
Vic. (Bruno—Juliet) to F. L. Morse's Rajah ( Valentine—Venus),
July 30.

Corrinne.—Ch err-y Boy. S. W. Margerum's (Trenton, N. J.) cocker
spaniel bitch Corrinue (champion Doc—Hebe) to C. G. Browning's
Cherry Boy, Sept. IB.

WHELPS.
t^™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Flora. C. F. Hathaway's (Chelsea, Mich.) beagle bitch Flora
(Percival's Dandy—Beauts). June 15, six (three dogs), by John
Bross's Prince (Dodge's Ringwood— Dodge's Roxy). .

Aurore. St. Cloud" Kennels 1 (Tremont, N. Y.) Irish setter bitch
Aurorc (Royal Ruby— Zvlla), Sept. 27, ten (four dogs), by thei r Min-
strel (Elcho. Jr.—Bessie Glencbo).
Blwda. H. B. Tallman's (Oak Lawn, R. I.) coeber spaniel bitch

Rhoda (Nick—Carlotta), Oct.. 3, seven (four dogs), by C. G. Brown-
ing's Cherry Boy.
Molly McOinty. J. M. O'Brien's (Worcester, Mass.) cocker span-

iel bitch Molly McGiuty (Black Duck—High Rock Jet), Sept. 22,

five (three dogs), by C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fan-
chon).

Flossie, T. G. L. V. Tyler's (West Newton, Mass.) cocker spaniel
bitch Flossie T., Sept. 10, four (three dogs), by C. G. Browning's
Cherry Boy.

SALES.
^F" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Prince—Flora whelp. White, black and tan beagle dog. whelped
June In, 1890, by C. F. Hathaway, Chelsea, Mich., to L. W. Howe,
Dearborn, Mich.
Rob Roy. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Aug. 2, 189% by

Robert le Liable out of Lassie Bang, by F. S. Webster, Washing-
ton, D. C, to Dr. E. K. Goldsborough, same place.
Bella Donna. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped April

4, 1890, by Rockingham out of Donna, by Rosecrof t Kennels, Bir-
mingham, Conn., to W, H. Case, Lockport, N. Y.
Kelso II.—Julia whelp. Red Irish setter dog, whelped April 29,

1890, by St. Cloud Kennels, Tremont, N. Y., to Michael Mallon,
Sigh Bridge, N. Y.
Julia. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 18, 1888, by Duke U.

out of Peg II., by St. Cloud Kennels, Tremont, N. Y., to G. G.
Davis, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cherry Boy—Duck'* Baby whelps. Black cocker spaniels,whelptd

June SO, 1890, by J. M. O'Brien. Worcester, Mass., a dog to Wrr>.
Orrell, Glendale, R. I., and a bitch to Walter Johnson, Providence,
R.I.
Cherry Boy, Jr. Red cocker spaniel dog, whelped June 30, 1890,

by Cherry Boy out of Dnck's Baby, by C. G. Browning,Worcester,
Mass., to H. S. Green, same place.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

E.G.. Point an -Pic. Murray Bay, P. Q..—Please inform me the
proper age to cut a cocker's tail. Is the Handsome Brook Kennel
a good place, to get a pure-bred cocker? 1 want a dog for work,
not for show. Ans. Any time after they are a fortnight old. the
earlier the better. Better take too little than too much off. We
assume that they are reliable.

C. L. B., Denver, Colo.—My St. Bernard bitch, 18 months old. is

cowardly about the house. Also when out with her and another
dog comes up, manifesting hostile intent, she slinks to me for pro-
tection. What can I do to correct this fault? T do not want her
quarrelsome, but to take, her own part at least, and guard well
the premises. She is well bred, healthy, and obedient: has
never been in a tight. Ans. Natural timidity is hard to over-
come. All that you can do is to take her out as much as possible
and accustom her to the sight of other dogs. Kindly treatment
will go a long way in overcoming her shyness.

M. F. T., Troy, N. Y.—My St. Bernard puppy is 8mos. old and
weighs Sllbs., but does not gain in weight as would be expected
of him, because of his poor and dainty appetite. Though he has
never known the taste of meat, he. refuses to take such food as
potatoes, bread and milk, meal and other vegetables and cereals,

such as are given to dogs. He is apparently healthy and playful,
and has not had worms. Ans. You had better put your puppy on
a meat diet at once: feed good son ps. in which soak stale bread,
mixing the meat in it as well, also feed chopped raw meat two or
three t«mes a week. A little bane meal, say a dessertspoonful
every other day mixed in his food, will bo found to be beneficial.
Give plenty of exercise.

H. D. B., Vicbsburg, Mich.—This summer there has been rag-
ing among dogs in this soction the most severe cases of dislemper
I ever saw. I have lost two. I have a young foxhound one year
old that has partly recovered, but the disease has left his nerves
in a condition that I have not found any help for. His body and
all the muscles seem to jerk and twitch continually, and he does
not gain flesh. Ans. Your dog has chorea, a very obstinate com-
plaint to cure. Take one ouuee Fowler's solution of arsenic and
one-half an ounce of theferri et ammonia citratis. mix, and give
three drops twice daily, increasing the dose gradually to ten
drops. Tben discontinue for say a couple of weeks, and begin
again if the dog is not cured. Feed nourishing food and exercise
gently every day.

J. F. E., Williamsport, Pa.—I have a litter of rive English
beagle pups, whelped July 13, that are in bad shape and I am at a
loss to know what ails them. They are. strong and hearty, but
have what I first supposed was the eczema or mange. Have
treated them for both but they get no better. Their skin resem-
bles a hog's skin more than anything I can compare them to,

covered with something like dandruff, which will appear in two
or three days after washiner and scale off in scabs half the size of
a pea. They don't seem to be sore, and eat well, but scratch con-
tinually. Have given tbem 2 to 4 drops Fowler's solution daily
for ten days, then increased to twice daily for two weeks, and
applied zinc oxide ointment, arnica oil, and lard and sulphur to
the skin. Gave also one teaspoonful syrup of buckthorn (German)
daily for two weeks. The mother was in tne country all summer,
and I have learned that she escaped several times and ran rab-
bits all night—about two or three weeks before she whelped—and
was taben on the mountain the evening she had her pups and had
to be carried into the kennel. I have concluded that she hecame
overheated and that that is the cause of the condition of the pup-
pies. They have very little hair on their back and sides. If I am
right in my conclusions can you advise me what to do for them?
Ans. Wash the dogs with warm water and castile soap, dry
thoroughly and then rub 1 he affected parts with balsam of Peru.
In two days repeat the treatment. Another good mixture is to
take 1 quart of lard oil, H\b. of antimony and J^ib. of sulphur lac.
Rub well all over with the mixture, muzzling the dogs after
treatment, as licking it off will most likely make them nauseous,
though a little of it will do them no harm. Wash off after three
or four days. We have found this last mixture efficacious when
everything else had failed. Let us know how they get on.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Hook.
.Price is. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price ft First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price SO cents.

Names and Portraits ow Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may bill. Clotty 830 pages, price $2,60. For sole by Forest

mid

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 3.—The last skoot of the St. Louis Pistol

Club was favored with the largest crowd of members that has
been present during the tourney. Summerfield and Dormau tied
on 89, but on the shoot-off the former made the lop score and won.
All shooting is at a 12}iyds. standard American target. The score:M Summerfield 8 9 10 10 10 10 7 7 8 10—89
SamDorman 8 8 9 8 10 9 9 8 8 10—89W Bauer ti 9 10 6 6 10 10 9 10 10-86GW Alexander 10 8 9 10 7 10 4 10 0 8—85M Billmeyer ...5 9 9 10 9 10 7 8 9 8—84
D Barker 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 10 8 7—83
E YJBast 9 6 7 10 9 8 10 6 8 6-79
lay J Schaefer.
E Mohrstadt 6
A E Bengel 7
A McBean 10
J A Lee 4W C Macbwitz 7
J S Chase 8

7 7 8 8 10 10 8 7 6-77
7 7 7 8 10 7 7 10 8-77
7 6 7 9 10 6 9 10 7-76
9 5 6 8 6 10 9 7 6 -769650 10 999 7-74
8 6 7 7 10 8 r 7 6-73
9 B 7 7 7 4 7 6 6-67

Unskk Feitz.
BOSTON, Oct. 4.-The regular weekly shoot of the Massachtt-

setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a good
attendance of riflemen, including a large delegation of the Boston
Press Rifle Association. The shooting conditions were not very
good, and the scores ran rather low. Following are the best
scores made to-day, 200yds., standard American target;

(R) All-Comers' Rest Match.WP Thompson.. .111 F W Chester 104 I B Thomas 97
F Daniels 110 A Montgomery ... 101 F S Hamlin 83
S Wilder 107 M T Day 100 J French 92MR Barter 106 AS Hunt 97 W Gill 88

(it) All-Comers' Ofl-Hand Match.
J J Lindsay 75 AS Hunt 69 J B Hobbs 63
SO Sydney 74 IB Thomas 67 M Underwood 61
DBayley 72 A King 66 S D Marl in 60M T Day .71 M R Barter 65

(r) Pistol Practice Ma tch, 50yds.W C Johnston, Jr. 88 A G Stevens 80 A S Hunt 79W G Hussey 88 S C Sydney 79 M R Barter 75M T Day 87
(n) Re-entries allowed.
THE RING TARGET RECORD.-Jersey City, Oct. 3.-ln your

issue of Oct. 2 1 notice an account of Mr. Lyon's making a score
of 74 out of a possible of 75 points on the 25-riug target, I suppose
at 200yds., and that Mr. Merriman states that it. is the first time it
was ever made at a public prize shoot. Mr. L. P. Hansen, captain
of the Excelsior Club, of this city, states that Mr. Zettler, of New
York, made the same record at Schutzen Park, Union Sill, N. J.,
two years ago. I personally saw Mr. John Coppersmith, of the
Lakeside Club, Newark, N. J., perform the same feat on Labor
Day in a prize shoot given by the Marion Rifle Club, at Marion,
N. J.—F. G. Kittredge.
NEW MILFORD. Conn.—The fourth annual prize shoot of the

New Milford Rifle Club will take place on Oct. 15 and 16. Two
matches will run through the two days. Each match is 5 shots to
a score and open to all. The off-hand match will be decided by
the best three scores and the rest match by the best four scores.

THE TRAP.

scores for puUication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest cwtd Stream, ami furnished gratis to club
secretaires. Coi-res]jondents wlw favor us nbttJi club scores are par-
Heulmly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following

:

Oct. 14.—Catskill, N.Y. Tolley'sTournamenl. KingbirdH, Key-
stone system. A. S. A. rules. Address Geo. F. Tolley.
Oct. 14-16.—First Annual Tournament of the Boiling Spriug

Fishing and Gunning Club, at Rutherford. N.J. Sweepstake
purses. Address P. A. Jeantieret.
Oct. 23.—Second Annual Tournament of the IMaplewood Gun

Club, at Maple wood, N. J. Open to all. Bluerocks, three sets of
traps. C. W. Brown, President, Maplewood, N. J.

HARRISBURG.
IIAUHISBBRG, Pa., Sept. 27. -The annual fall tournameut of the

Harrisburg Shooting Association closed to-night, and was quite as
successful as any of the previous ones. Even the bad weather nf
Friday failed to stop the shooting, and the programme was shot
out with several extra events added. The atteodance was better
than the management bad looked for, considering the complaints
of slim attendance at recent tournaments; but a good many shoot-
ers from other States besides our own are beginning to find out
they can always depend on having a good shoot here: and this
place i« rapidly takiug front rank as a shooting point, and there is

no reason why it should not. The grounds am virtually in the
city, but a few minutes' ride in street cars from the depots. The
hotel accommodations are good, and, what is better, within a
stone's throw of the score: and mine host Grove has made lots of
friends by his attention to the shooters from other cities. The
visitors, without exception, declared themselves well pleased with
the shoot; such a thing as a kick or growl is never heard here.
Tne r'-pid-firing system was used in all target matches, and we

hardly think it will be done away with very soon, for shooters
want to be shooting all the time, and not waiting ten minutes to
half an hour between each shot. To be sure, the cracks were here
in force, but that did not debar the local shooters from partici-
pating. We had as visitors the Wolsteucroft brothers and Enoch
Miller, of course; you can't, keep them away from here. Jersey
also sent Mahlon Rupell, of Milford, whom we all want to come
again; and I guess he will. Genial Courtney, of the Lefevre Arms
Company, added dignity and solidity to the shoot, but unfortu-
nately be had nut quite recovered his breath from the Williams-
port walking match, where he had so dis'inguished himself early
in the week, and was not quite up to his usual form. W. Fred
Quimby struck here in the rain and shot bravely through it; but I

think he should be ruled off the "course" at all respectable
matches, for be was the only disturbing element here. His wild as-

saults on poor Courtney and Jim Elliott made the onlookers think
it was a political meeting or a prize fight they bad come to see,

and the police only refrained from rushing in and "pulling" the
whole crowd out of the respect they had for his manifest display
of muscle. And then he would insist on singing a song about a
girl of his called "Annie Rooney" whom no one else had ever

j a. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, came in the tent Saturday and
asked if it was too late for him to go m the sweep, and as "Doc
Gains" he stepped to the score, but before he had a chance to

shoot be was seized and introduced to the crowd by Quimby
under his proper name. It was a shame to give him away so

badly, and I think Quimby had to soothe his injured feelings by
presenting him with one of Thurman's shooting jerseys, which,

by the way, are becoming quite a feature at tournaments, and are
certainly very comfortable and convenient. Dr. Christy and Mr.
Clark, of Altoona, were inviting all the boys to come there Oct. 7

and 8. "Franklin," Buckley, Hen in and Malone came from Balti-

more, Milt. Lindsley and Captain Money from New York,
Krueger from York county; and shooters from near-hy towns
made up a good crowd of good-natured good shots. A 50-target

race on Friday, between a half-dozen who thought they could
'•do" each other, yvas won by Will Wolstencrof t with 48; and the

feature on Friday was the tie shooting between Quimby and
Elliott, which was' carried through three matches and finally won
by Elliott in the fourth, Quimby hitting his bird, a hard driver,

which fpll dead just out of bounds; but he took his hard luck good-
naturedly, as he' also did when he undertook to match quarters

with Jack Rabbit and couldn't understand why he invariably lost.

Taken altogether the shoot was a success without a drawback,
except the weather, which prevente i about a doz°n shooters from
near-by towns coming in; and the managers hope to repeat it in

the spring, and take this method of thanking the Hunter Arms
Co.. American Wood Powder Co., and Standard Cartridge Co. for

their kindness.
First Day.

No. 1, 10 bluerocks. 75 cents entry:

Nutt 8 Hatfield 0 Cassel 4

ED Miller * Rupell 8 Fuller
g

Thurman 7 Courtney ! WHW 8

Duston
" 6 Krueger. .., , . .9 Brelsford «

No. 2, 10 singles. $1:
Nutt 8 Rupell 6
Miller 6 Courtuey 9
Thurman 5 Krueger 8
Duston 6 Cassel 2
HatfWd 2 Fuller . .1

No. 3, 15 singles, $1.50:
Nutt 12 Rupell 9
Miller 12 Courtney ....13
Thurman 12 Krueger .13

Duston 13 Fuller 11
No. 4, 10 singles. 75 cents:

Nutt 9 Courtney 6
Miller 10
Thurman 7
Duston... 4

Rupell »
No. 0, at 15 singles, $3. $25 guaranteed:

Miller 12 Courtney 9
Duston 11 Nutt 12
Krueger 15 Rupell 11
Thurman 12 Rrelsford 13WHW .,14 Shearer 9
No. 6, at 10 singles, $1:

Miller 10 WHW..
Felsinger 9 Courtney.
Krueger 9 Nutt
Thurman ,8 Rupell
No. 7, at 10 singles,

""

Krueger 9WH W 9
Brelsford 8

..10

, 8

..10MiUer 8 WHW
Felsinger ..9 Courtney.
Krueger 8 Nutt 8
Thurman 6 Rupell ',)

No. 8, at 15 single?, $1.50:
Mi 1 1 e r 13 T hnrman 13WH W 14 Courtney 12
Krueger 14 Kinzer 13
Duston 11 Nutt 10
No. 9, 10 singles, $1.

Miller 9 Felsinger 7WHW 9 Thurman 8
Krueger 8 Courtney 8
Duston 6 Kinzer 8
Sellers 4

No. 10, 20 singles, $2 50, $ffl guaranted:
Miller • 2C Felsinger 15
Courtney 16 Thurman 11
Krueger 17 Duston.. 14WHW 18 Rupell 13
No. 11, 10 singles, 81:

Miller 10 Courtney, . .

.

WHW 9
Brelsford J
Shearer 1
Anderson 8

WH W 14
Brelsford 9
Shearer H
Anderson 11

Shearsr 7
Anderson 4
Fuller 9
Felsinger 6

Fuller 12
Anderson 9
Hatfield 7
Felsinger 9

Fry 5
Kinzer 7
Fuller .jj
Brelsford 7

Duston 7
Kinzer g
Fuller J
Brelsford 8

Rupell 13
Smith H
Miller 10
Brelsford It

Nutt $
RupelJ 7
Smith 5
Fuller , 10

Kinzer 17
Fuller ir
Nutt 16
Brelsford 12

Kroeger ..6
Nutt 6
Rupgll 8

W II W
Krueger 8
Felsinger 7
Thurman £
No. 12, 15 singles, fS.SO, 885 guaranteed:

Nutt 5 Kinzer 10
Bradford 9 Fuller 13
W H W 13 Krueger 14
Miller 12 Thurman 13
Felsinger 8

No. 13, 3-men team race. 20 singles, 952;

Nutt... 13 Kinzer.... .....17

Rrelsfoid 17-30 Fuller 11—28WHW 17 Krueger 17
Miller 19-36 Courtney 12-29
No. 14, 15 singles, $1,50:

Courtney 11 Krueger 13
Brelsford 13 Nutt gW H W 13 Thurman 10
Miller 14 Rupell 13

No. 15, 10 singles, $1:
Nutt 8 Felsinger.. 5

Brelsford 5 Kinzer ..4WHW 8 Fuller ..10

Courtney ,....9 Krueger .] 9

M'lier 9

No. 16, 15 singles. $1.50:

Courtney H Krueger 13
lbelsford fl Worden 10W U SV 14 Thurman 12
Miller ..13 Rupell .10

Smith
Fuller
Brelsford...
Duston

5
9
8
8

Rupell H
Duston n
Courtney 11
Diel a

Thurman 9
Rupell 14-3.;

Kirizer... , a
Fuller H
Worden 9
Etter 10

Thurmar 10
Rupell 9
D neton *
Etter 5

Kinzer 10
Fuller 13
Nutt ,12
Etter 7

8<fcoftA bay.
No. 13. 11) singles, fli

Quimby 8 Krueger « Franklin.
W II W 7 Miller 9 Btich. . .

.

Rupel' 6 AW Money 8 Brelsford
J C Nutt 5 Dill ....« Wooden
Courtney V Thurman f;

No. 14, 10 singles, $1:

Quimby 7 Miller 10 Bud
Rupell 10 WHW...
Nutt 6 Money... .

Court n ey 3 T >i u rman .

.

Etrueger 9 Franklin...
No. 15, 15 singles, $1 50:

Quimbv 12 WHW 13 Courtney 15
Rupell 14 Money 10 Brehford 10
Nutt 12 Thurmar 13 Franklin 9

Buch 10 Clarb 5 J White 13

Brelsford 7
. 8 Worden 8
.10 Doc D
. 7 Clark 4

....13 Doc 9
.14

Krueger
Miller
No. 16, 10 singles. $t:

Quimby 8 Money 7

Worden 13

Rupell....
Nutt
Krueger

8 Thurman
8 Buch 9 Courtney.

. 6 J White.

Doe 7
Clark 3

7 Brelsford.
Miller 9 Worden 9 LindslevWHW 10
No. 27, 15 singles, $1,50, $25 guaranteed:

niash 13 Money 14 Worden 13
J White 14 WHW 15 Nutt 12

Doc 11 Thurman 11 Buck 11
Quimby It Ruple 14 Franklin fj

Krueger. 15 Brelsford 11 Lindsley 10

Miller 15 Courtney ...11

No. 18, 10 singles, 75ctS.:

Qnimby 6 Nutt S Doc.
R.uple .

Lindsey 8 Clark.
Muller 9 Franklin.

Mekle 6 Duston 7

Krueger
VV H W 9

Courtney 10

No. 19, 10 singles,
""

Quimby

Buck 6
Worden .. 9

X Thurman 7 Money ti

8 Brelsford 8

9 Clark. 5 McKee 9

Ruple 10 Thurman .10 Nutt .6
Money 7 WHW 10 Krueger 9

Miller 10 Dec 7 Dustnn : 6

Licd = ev in i',< fl-.-i'i-M '' y./nio.e-". :>

Courtney 8 White 8

No. 20, theL. C. Smith, 25 single?, $50 guarantee:
Clark 13 Money. 22 Brelsford 17
Ruple 21 Doc ....17 Worden 20
Lindsey 21 Nuti 17 White 23

Miller 21 Krueger 20 Thurman 18WHW 24 Duston • 17 Cnurtne.y 21

Quimby 20 McKee.. 16 Franklin 20

No. 21, two-men team, 20 singles, $3 entrance:
..19 Money.
.19 -38 Lindsey

...18 McKee.

White
Krueger—
MiUerWHW 18-36 Clar
Courtney 19

Worden : 16—35
No. 22, 15 singles $25 guaranteed, $2 entrance:

Ruple 13 Lindsey 8 Clark.
Duston 11 Miller ...14 Doc

18
.. ..17-.;5
... 11

14-25
Brelsford .14

Ruple 20-34

10
12

uimby 15 White 13 Worden 13
....15 MeKfe 12
..12 Root a
.12

22 Thurman 21
9 Worden 24

15 Bach 15

,, H W 14 Krueger
Thurman 13 Brelsford .

.

Money ... 15 Courtney.
No. 23, 25 single-', ^3,51.1 entrance:

Ruple 21 White
WH W 23 Mark
Krueger 22 Courtney
Quimby 23 Miller 23 Lindsey 15

Doc 19 Money 15

No. 2+, 50 birds, $5 entrance:
Money, quit on 16 birds 29 WHW 48

Krueger 45 Miller. 46

White. 44

Third Day.

All matches at live birds. No, 25, at 6 live birds, $3.25 entrance
30yds., A. S. A. rules, strong wind-
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Quim'hv 11110-4 White 00110—

2

Lindsley 01111—4 Money 11101—4
Duston 11000-2 Hffliu" 10011—3
Ru pi e 11 1 1 1 —ft Franklin ..11011-4WHW 01111—4 Mal-ne 10HO—

8

Miller H011-4 Krueger 11100—3
Mo. 26, at 7 birds. 35:

QuimVvv 1111J11-7 White ..00(10111—3
Lindsley. 1111110-6 Money 1011111—

c

Duston 1OO10T—4 Hcflme 1111111-7
Ruple. 1111010-5 Franklin P00101-4WH VV 1111111-7 Malone 0011111-5
M -Her 1 111 111-7 Ej ueger 001 1 1 10-4
No. 27. at 10 birds. «)0:

Quimbv 1111111111—10 Money 1111111110— 9
Lindsley 110H11111~ 9 Hfflitie 1111111111-1(1
Huston IIIIOI0IIO- 7 Krueger 1111111110— 9
Rnple Ilollimi— 9 Brewsrer 1111111111-10WHW .. .1111111111-10 Sullivan 1000100101—4
Mi'ler loiniolll- 8 Elliot 1111011111— 9
WW» 0111111111- 9

No. 28, 5 birds, entrance $4:

Quimhy 11010-3 Lindsey -11011—4
Befline 111»0-3 Dnston 11111 5
Elliott 11 1'l—5 Ruple 10110-3
TWman 11111-5 Brewster 11111-5W H W 11111—5 Snlivan 11111-5
Whit" 11111—5 Money 11111—

5

No. 29, 7 live birds, entrancp £5:

Quimbv 1110111—6 Bpe-ta linODIl- 4
Lindsey 1011111-6 Hefline H0I101- 5

M'mp.y Ill '111-7 Brewster 0111100—4
Elliot 1111101-6 Sulivan 1111001-5
Duston 1101111—6 Krupger 1111011-6
Ties on 6. mi-^s and out: Kinzer 0 Lindaey 2. Du' ton 3, Q limbv

and Elliott 13 each and then took it at 30yds., with one barrel,
Quimbv missing his fourth and Elliot taking the money with 4.

No. 30, 5 live birds, entrance. $3.25:
Quimhy 11111—5 Hefline 11010-3
Ludsey 10111—4 Felslnsrer 01100—2
Money 11111-8 11" "ton 1 1001-3
El I iott 11111-5 Sulivan 01101-3
Beech 11 100-3
Ties on 5 shot out, in next.
No. 31, 7 birds, entrance $5:

Quimhy 1111111-7 Elliot 1111111-7
Lindsov. 1101010-4 Hefline 1111110-6
Money". 1 111111-7
Tie slv.f out in next, one barrel, 30yds. rise: Quimby 11110,

Money 1110. Elliot 11111, winner of all.

THE MIDDLESEX MEETING.
The sixth annual tourmment of the Middlesex Gun Club is au

affair ot the past. The success was pronounced, as has been the
eaBe with all previous tournaments held under tbe auspices of
this club. So much Ins been said of "machine" shooting at arti-
ficials, that the management determined to eliminate as far as
possible the easy shooting and make the contests as difficult as
possible, without losing the element of rapidity. Ten traps were
used and Ihe rap,-dfirine: system adopted. No. 1 trap threw a
right ouarterer. No. 2 a left, No. 3 a straightaway, No. 4 a right,
No. 5a left, No. 6 another risrht. No. 7 a left, No. 8 a straightaway
again, then a right qnarierer from 9, and another one to tbe left
from No. 10. This order of throwing somewhat, took the boys by
surprise. It gave them but two straightaways in the. ten shot at.
No. 3 was. as "usual, a straightaway; when they looked for another
of the same flight from No, 6 it was not tberp; consequently the
goose eggs followed one another in quick succession, much to the
distrust of tbe contestants. The direction of this bird caused some
discussion as to whether it was tbe correct and proper one; but
tbe management persevered, and all the targets were thrown in
that manner. The targets used were hluerocks. The manufactur-
ers of this target have of late been making them much heavier
than formerly, consequently in order 10 give them a long flight
the Eprings of the traps were adjusted to nearly their greatest
tension, and the targets were off like a shot, some going fully
75yds. Given to sharpest of angles, the strong spring and the
quickness of flight, the scores had to suffer. A stray pellet or two
would in no case break the larget. Dust didn't count. It. was
odIv when a full or nearlv fnil charge struck it that the count
followed. When a good fair "getti' g on" wis had the targets
went to pieces. The deliberate shots had here a great advantage,
and the quicker snap shots came to grief.

The weather duriug the first two days was all that could have
been asked for, never was seen finer at a Middlesex tournament.
In all the six vears' shooting never ouce has a day's rain inter-
fered with the programme, a run of luok that is astonishing. The
third ray w»s not as floe as the 1 wo preceding ones, while it was
dull and threatening no rain fell of consequeuce to delay the live
bird events. Tbe fourth and last day opened badly, for rain had
fallen throughout tbe night, and up to 8 o'clock in the morning.
Then Middlesex luck came in, the clouds brightened up and not
until late in the afternoon did the rain come again, the last event,
a.n extra one. beiug finished in a downpour.
The grounds of the Middlesex Gun Club are ordinarily among

the tiest of this vicinity, and for tins occasion they were put in
applepie order. Toe arrangements for the target competitions
were f the best. The scores bad been marked out by a path 2ft.

wide and then Oiled in with fine, cinders well packed down, mak-
ing a dry and firm walk. Tbe pulling of the traps was good, the
shooter seldom getting balked, ami the scores were called loudly
and correctly. No blackboard being used there was no dropping
for places and the most agr. cable feature was the absence of all
cliques. Tbe cashier, Mr. S. T. Wilbur, ran his department in
capital fashion, tbe accounts were made up correctly and pay-
ments were made immediately upon the settlements of theeveuts.

.First Day, Tuesday, Sept. SO.

Where not otherwise stated, all ties divided. Purses divided
into two moneys where less than 10 entries; when over 12 four
moneys:
Extra No. 1, 10 singles, 50 cents entrance: Cooper 8, Quimby 7,

Rowley 6, Tec Kav 5, C. Smith 4, Baxf<?r 1.

Extra No. 2, 10 singles: Rowley 8, Cooper 8, Smith 8, Quimby 7,

Tee. Kav 4, Montgomery 2, Baxter 2.

Event No. 1, 10 single hluerocks, entrance $1:

O Smith 0111111111-9 Thurman 0111001001—

5

W Wolstencroft... .1101111110-8 Cooper 11O01101O0-5
Row.ev 1 01 1 1 11 110-8 Bjxter 0010001111-5
Quimby 0011110110—6 J Ro backer 01 10011000-4
Event No. 2, 10 single hluerocks. entrance $1.50:

Dean 10111U111—9 Birmingham 11110001 10— fj

Sialer 1111111011-9 Terry 1001010101-5
Miller 0101111111—8 Bromley 1100001110—5
ASoper imoil'01-K W Smith 1010011000—4
Simp-on 1001U11 111-7 1

' Wild" 0100010101-4
A C Hunt 1110001011-6 Parry 1010000000-2
"Can't Tell" 0111110001-15

Event No. 3, 15 single hluerocks, $40 guaranteed, all surplus
added; entrance $2: M
WoMeneroft. .11111 1111111111- 15 "Can't Tell". . .111110011100011-10
Rowley HUUniOMlOl—13 Miller. 110001110111100— 9

Wilson.-. Ill 1101 1 111-111—13 Wuitney 110101110011100 -9
Brantingham. Oil Jill.11101111-13 Cooper llliOOlOlOlOlllO- 8

"Dutchv" 111110011011111—12 A C Hunt lOOltlDOlOOU j.0— 8
Collins.* llinOlllOlOlll -12 S.mpson IOIIOIOIIOOOIIO- 8

..-•) 001110111111011-11 Wild oiiiiooiiooioiO— 8

Brientnall (1011111 1011110- 11 Parry 111000000111100— 7

Quimbv 111101010111101-11 Ayer3. 101 OJ01 10001.0- 7

W Smith 11101011 ! 101101-11 Rothacker 00010001101 1010— 6

Dean 1101 1 1 0111101:)— II Soper OOOOiOOUlllOlO- 7

Sigler UlllllOlOlOlOll 10 Terry 00001 1010111000 - 6

Thurman ... .01011111 1 HOOOl—10 W J Smith ... .100010-100100110- 5

Bromley OOlOHIOllllllO—10 Baxter OOOOOOIOIOIUOIO— 4
Event No. 4, at 20_s ugie blut.rocks, $50 guaranteed, all surplus

added, enirauet- U2.50:
Corner ..lOillOllllll 11111111—18 AC Hunt.01101101101101101011—14
Collins .

,11111101100111111111—18 Wilson. .. .11010101001 1110i0111-13
Dean .1111 llll lOlUlOlOllll—16 Can't TelJOJllOlllllllOOOllOOl—13
Miller linoinoi'.unilllil—16 Sigler lOOQOllllllOlOlllOll—13

W Smith 11001111111111110001—15 Rowley.. ,11101 100.00101100111—13

Wol st en- R tJ pell ,
..lib ;0i 11

1
llll 100 ! t ilOll—12

croft .10111101011001111111-15 Br1entnalllOOl10lllllUlOO.lOlOO—11
Dutchy .1)1111101011101111011—15 Russell.. .111010010] lOOtiOiOlll—ll
Wbitney..llllOilJ0rl 101100)11—15 Simpson . .100101 1 1010 b'. 1 101010—11

Bran til ig- Pen rose ... 01 101 01 1 1 0 1 11 1lOOolOO—11

1

ham .1 1 111 1010] 101 01 1 1 f)1 1 — 15 Wild OlOODOIlooiOolOoilOO— 7

Quimby .lOlllOllOlJOlOllllOl 14 Kothack'rlOOJOJ.OUOOO .00100010-

4

Event No. 5, a* 15 single hluerocks, entrance $1.50:

Collins 1111 llll 11 11111-15 Parry 010111010110111-10

Can't Tell ... .0)1110111111111—13 Terry lUKIilOilOillOl-ld

W Smith 11 10 1 J 1 J 01. U 1 1 1-13 Ti How 1 101.11 1 01000111-1^

Penrose 011110111111111-13 Wild llOllllOlOOOlll-Jv

Miller ....111 111011)0111—13 As'ers lllOHOOllOOOOl— o

Whitney Olollloilllllll—12 Simpson UlulllOoOOOllO— o

Russell 100011111111111-12 Cooper . , . , . 1 llOlOJ.OiOOllOO- »

Rowley Il110l0inill10-12 Rupell 1001001 11110010- 8
Brientnall OlliOlllonnot-11 Teeple IOI.IOIOIO1IIOOO-

8

Hunt 110111011011110-11 Thurman 000100100111110-7
Quimby OliOllllllOlUO-11 Biglio lf.ODOOUK) 01111- 7
Brantingham..0110011 1 1111101—11 Rothacker Old 1 00101000110— 6
Sigler 1111110 0100111-11 Wilson lOOOOlOlOOfllJOl-

6

Wolstencroft. .1110101011HUD—ll W J Smith ... 000 1 00001000 111— 5
Dean 1001 11.1.0 1 1010 1 1-10 Baxter 00000 1010100010- 4
Sop>r 011011110100111 -10
Event No. 6, 10 single and three pairs bluerocks, entrance $1.50:

Peacdek oillioilll. ll 11 H-14
J>an 1110111111 01 01 01-12
Marsh 1101110111 10 11 10-12
Sigler 1111111011 00 1110-12
Cooper 1110101011 11 00 11 11
Hunt 1U10111U 10 00 10—11
Miller 0111110111 10 10 10—11
Whitney 1011111111 10 00 10-11
Teeple 1011111111 10 00 10—11
Penrose 1111110101 10 00 lb-]

0

Can't Tell 1110111111 10 00 10—11
Brientnall 1101011110 10 10 10-10W Smi t h 01 1 11 1 1 101 10 10 00—10
Wolstencroft liniiooill 10 10 00-9
Qnimby 1011110011 10 00 10- 9
Collins 0101111110 10 01 00 - 9
Rothacker 1101111100 00 10 10- 0
Ayers lOl'dlOlll 00 00 10— s
Simp-on 0110011110 10 h» 00— 8
Russel 1010011110 00 01 10 8
Ruple 1101110001 00 00 10- 7
Wild 0010001011 10 10 10 - 7
Event No. 7.20 single bluerocks, $50 guaranteed, all surplus

added, entrance $2 50:
Sigler 11111111111111111111-20 Braut'g'mllOJllOOlOjllllllllO-14
Collins... .111111111 11111 1011.11-19 W Smith..010l01lllilll0111100-14
Penrose... .1111101111111111111.1-19 Marsh ... 0,111010010100111111-13
Wolst'nc'rlllOll 1111.1111 111110-18 Rothack'rll0100010ll011i011.1-13
Dutchy... .1111111111 011111101-17 Cooper.. ..101110111001 11001110-13
Leugreke. U01 11 1.1.1111011.10111.-17 Qnimby... 11011 lOIOIl 101001001—12
AC Hunt. 01 101 1011; norm 11.1—16 Brioi.tnaimOllOIOlllOllOOOlll-12
Whitney. .1011 110111 1111100111-16 Thurman. 1001 HHO0OU0O1 1 101 -12
Dean 0111101111111100.1111-19 ''Money '\.0inoi]0l 100101100111—

H

Simpson.. 11 1011111011 10111101-16 Peacock ...llOllOlOOoll 11010001—11
Rowley... 11100111101111111101-16 Wild lloolOOOOllllllOOOH—11
Can't Teli 11111101100111111101.-16 Bromley. .110010 1011(0001 0001- 9
Mil er .. .11110111110011110011-15 Ruple oOloulOi lljOouOfiOlU— 8
J A Elliot tiniitn ;rti n 10) 101111—15 Lake. GOOOOOO1 101 001.010000- 5
Event No. 8, 15 single bluerocks, $40 guaranteed, all surplus

added, entrance $2:
Whitney . ...111111111111111—15 Rothacker 010111011111100—10
Von l.engerke.nUlllOlt 11111-14 Br-mtingham..lllll011011i000-10
W Smith 111100111111111-13 Hunt 111101100110100-9
Wi tie fceuerof t..00H llll 11 1 11 11-1 3 Money 101 100011010111- 9
Brientnall 110101111111111-13 Rowley 011H0101000U1- 9
Collins 111111011011111—13 Dean OOiOlOlllOlllOO- 9
Larce
Miller
Dutchy...
Rus«el ...

Can't Tell
Cooper
Elliot,

Peacock .

.

Te« Kay..
Marsh
P<

.111101111111001-12 Parry 10 1 01010110100L- 8
...101101101111 101-11 Teeple 100011001110101— 8
. 011111 111 1 00101— 11 Quimby .001 01 001111 1001—

8

. ,01101111 101 1 110-1 1 Wilson 110100101001010— 7
..001111011110111—11 Rupell 100000111101010— 7
..11101 10011011 11—1 1 Tellon 010101011010001— 7
..111101110111010—11 Wild lOlUOOlOOOOOll— 7
..100110111011111—11 Ziglio 00001001H010U- 7
. .111011 1 11101001-11 Sigler 111I00001010001— 7
. 110111011110001—10 Lake 011010000001000— 4

....011101111011100—10
Event No. 0, 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1:

Dean - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1—10 Von Lengerke 1100011111-7
Peacock 1111111111—10 Lam-e 1100110111- 7
Wolstencroft 1111101111—0 Collins 0011111010-6
Ruftsel 0111 111 111— 9 Whitney 1110011100—6
Thurman HllOlOlll— 8 Brientnall 1010111001—6
Sigler llll 01101— 8 Marsh 1110110100- 6
Elliot 1111110011— 8 Wild OllomoiOl— 5W Smith ...0111011111— 8 Penrose 1000101011— 5
Schnlu 1011101111—8 Rothacker 0111110000— 4
Dutchv 0010111111—7 Quimhy 0001001101—4
Miller lllllltilOO— 7 W J Smith 1110100000— 4
Money 0101011111— 7 Rupell 1010001010— 4
Can't Tell ,..1011011011— 7 Cooper HOOOOlOOd— 3
Rowley 1011110011- 7
Event No. 10, 15 single hluerocks, entrance $1.50:

Sigler 11 111 1111111110—14 Ton Lengerke .111010111010111—11
Marsh 111111111100111-13 Rowley 0.1001 1101101111-10
Whitney 10 1 11 llll llll 10-1 3 Penrose 1011101111001 10-10
Wolstencroft. 111 lOlllhinill—13 Quimby 1 0111001111001-10
Elliot, 111011001111111-12 Weld. lOOlllllCOlOOOO- 7
Miller 0011.01111111111—12 Du'chyi 001010101110001- 7
Peacock llOUlllUllllOl—12 Rupell 110110000001000- 5
Money 0111 lOOillllOll—1.1
Extra No. 3. 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1.50: Quimby 8,

Wolstencroft 8, Coop-r 8, Russell 8, C. Smith 7, Breintnall 7, Roth-
acker 6, Thurman 6, Rowley 5, Baxter 4. Wilson 3.

The events to-day were run off in great shape and everybody
seemed satisfied with the manner in which the meeting is being
conducted. The few "croakers" that have been crying for hard
shooting have at last founO it, and that too under the rapid firing
system. Many of the old familiar faces are missing and most of
the faces are new to these parts. The management had expected
quite a delegation of the Eastern shots, but few have DUt in an
appearance. Mr. Wild and G o. Parker, of Boston, and B. B.
Manley, of Danbury, alone representing that section. J. A. R.
Elliot, from Kansas City, L. Harrison (' Can't Tell") and C. Bab-
cock are here from Minneapolis; E. W. Dayton and C. Perceval,
from Cincinnati: llarrv Whitney, from Phelps.; W. Crosby and
W. L. Holville ("Dick Swlyeilet"), Batavia, N. V.: Tom Peacock
aud C. Marsh, from Westfield, N. Y.; Isaac Elliot, Wilmington,
Del.; "Keystone Corry," Penrose aud Ben House, the celebrated
game shot of Caroline county, Md. Ed. Collins, of Hohokeu, took
first average in to-day's guaranteed events, breaking 63 out of a
possible 70, Mr. Wolstencrof t getting second with 1 bird less.

Second Bay, Wednesday, Oct. 1,

The second day of the meeting was another ideal day for out-
door -port, the air was bracing, but still warm enough to shoot
without ihe incumbrance of heavy clot bins. A number of con-
testants of yesterday failed to appear, but many new ones arrived
and the guarantees still overfilled. Among the new arrivals Were
C. W. Mowry, of Syracuse; Al Spangler ("the perfect crimper"),
of Fulton, N. Y.; Jap. L. Smith, of ctackeitstowo; Justus von Len-
gerke and Harry Thurman, of Philadelphia, who brought with
him a dozen of his shooting Jerseys that he is distributing among
the boys. The feature of the day was the last event on the pro-
gramme at 10 singles and 3 pairs. The doubles were shot under
rapid firing rules, the shooter standing in front of the even-num-
bered traps, the birds thrown just as they were for the. singles. A
glance at the scores is all that is necessary to convince anyone
That i< must have been more than hard shooting. For once the
absence of the record-breakers was deplored, as every one would
have liked 10 see a big score made with targets thrown as they
have beeu here. The averages to-day were won, first by Harry
Whitney with 63. second by W. Wolstencrof t. with 61.

Extra No. 1. 10 -ingles, $1 entry: Whiruev 9. Wolstencroft 8,

Tee Kay 7, Dean 7, Marsh 6, Wild 6. W. Smith (j, Quimby 6, Rupell
6, Miller 6, Rowley 5, ElPo't 5, Peacock 3.

ExtiaNo. 2: Quimbv 9, Whitney 9, Wolstencroft 8. Miller 8,

Elliott 9, Rowle v 8. 1 »ut chv 7, Tee Kay 7 W. Smith 7, Thurman 6,

Marsh 6, Dean 6, Wild 5, Peacock 5, Rupell 3.

Event No. 11, 10 single bluerock j
, entrance $1:

Collins - lliiiilili—10 Elliott iioioillio- 7

Rowley OilHllltl— 9 Rothacker 0101110111—7
Quimby 11111)1101- 9 Marsh 0010010111- 5

W"l3tencroft 11H110101— 8 W Smith OOlOOlOlll— 5
Dean - 11100H111- 8 Miller 0111000101—5
Dutch 10 11111 1

10— 8 Sigler mOOllloOO-

5

Peacock 1011111011-8 Tee Kay If0101 1010- 5

Wild 1H0001H1- 7 Rupell 00001 010H— 4

Whitney 0111011101-7 H thurman 0000010101-3
Event No. 12, 10 single olueror-ks, entrance $1.50:

Whilney 1111111111 10 Thurman 11O1O01111— 7

Quimhy lllllllOll— 9 Wolstencroft 1111011010- 7

.1 L Smith U11101111— 9 Rothacker lOlOlllOll— 7

Co.lins 1111110111—9 Rupill H11.010011- 7

Marsh 1111011101- 8 Miller 0010111101- 6

Elliott 1111011110- 8 Sigler 11010 10010— 5

Dutchy 0111011111- 8 Rowley 1010101000- 4
Dean ,

lHOOollll- 7 Wild.... OollOOlOtO—

4

W Smith 001 101 llll— 7 Peacock 0010001010 -3
Event No. 13, 15 single bluerocks, $40 guaranteed, aU surplus

added, entrance $2:

Whitney 111111111111111-15 Rowley 110111100100111-10
Quimbv ,.111011111111111—14 Peacock 11 0101 1001101 1 1—10
Marsh' 111111111010111-13 Sigler lOiOlllOOOUOll— 9

Bran ting-ham. 111110111110111-13 Wild 1H00100010 110- 8

Miller 01)111 101111110—12 J L Smith 100111 100000111— 8

Wolstencroft ,110111011111110-12 J A R Elliott. .001100011010111— 8

S G Smith 111011111111000 -11 H Thurman. . .000110111101110- 8
Collins 111101111110100-11. Penrose 100001110101001— 7
Dean llOinomomil—11 Rothacker 111001100000000— 6W Smith 101 1OUOIOIIOI 1-10 Rupell 1O10010 10000010-

5

Apear 010111011011110-10 Manning 010101001000001— 5
'Dutchy" 1011011 lOlOOm—10
Event No. 14, 20 single bluerocks, $50 guaranteed, all surplus

added, entrance $2.50:
Whitney.. 111011 11111111111111—20 Quimby.. .01001011111110001011-12
Wol .ten- Penrose ..00100100011010111111—11
croft 1011111111111110111-18 Ell' ott.... 0101011001 0110011011-11

Rowley . . .11010.1 111101111 11111—1? Willi 1011 1001100011011010-11
Bran ting- Roth'ckerOlOlOOOlOll 10111 1100—11
ham 01111101101111111111—17 Crosby... joo 0110011011010110—11

Miller ....llllOmnOlOlllllll 16 Mowry. . ..HOfOl r 0101000011110—11
JLSmith.UlllOtllllolllOOlOl—15 S\viv« ; ller. lOloooOOiniOllOlllll—11
Peacock..01101011110111111011—15 Sigler HOlOlOOlOlOOOOlOllO— 9
Marsh. . . .111110110011101 10101—14 Tburmau.OlOOiiOOlHi U 0101 1110— 9
Collins.. ..11101101110101001 111-14 Dutcln 1

"
1

1W Smith.-lOlll lUllOOOHir 00-14 Manning. .0001000001 0001001 101— 6
Lindsley. .11110000111101011111-14 C Jensen i.oOOHOOOO- 5
Dukes ... 1101 1000111 100111111-13 Spangler . 10110U1000 llOlOw.
Event No. 15, 20 singles, $3 entry, substituted for 10-man team

race:
Wolsten- Tee Kay. . 1011 1 011101110101 100—13
croft ...0111111111111111.1101-18 Wild 101.11.10110 1.0 1 1101000 -12

Whitney..11011 '11111110111110-17 Rathaok'rlHI)OOOilim010010>-l2
Sigler 111111.00 11111110111-17 W Smith OHOlOOOllllOOmOU—12
Penrose...11100111011111111011—16 Marsh ... .10110001 L11U 1101000—13
Collins. . . .10111011 101101111111-16 Swiveller.OOlOOUl 110100013 101—

H

<\y.. .10110111111011011110-15 J L Smith 01100111011001001001—10
KHiott. .. :11111100 01100111111-14 Dutchy.. .00010110111010011000— 9
Dukes ....11101110100111011100-13 Lindsley. 00J.0O1.J11 11 r.0

1 000011— 9
Miller lOOlOUllOllllOlOHO-13 Stryker. . .00010011011101000000- 7
Event No. 16,15 single bluerocks, $40 guaranteed, all surplus

added, entrance $2:
Whitney 111111111011111-14 Marsh 001101101110111-10
Dukes 011111111011111-13 Penrose 0010111 1111 1 001—10
Elliott 111110110111111—13 W Smith 101110110110110-10
Wolstencroft..101111110110111 -12 Rupell 1010011011 11011—10
Crosby 101111111011110-12 Lindsley 110110111111 100-10
Miller 10101 0111 1 01 1 1 1 -1 L Rowley 1 01 IOIOIOi 111101- 9
J L Smith 110101001111111—11 H Thurman.. .001101101001111- 9

lex IHOllllllOOlOT—H Dutchy 111100000011111— 9
Collins llllOOoOlllllll—ll Quimby 111100100000111— 8
Wild 011111110011011—11 Tee Kay 111110000 1 01 010— 8
Brantineham .011.001110.11111-11 Rothacker . ...1001110)0001100— 7
Peacock 010111011110111-11 Stryker IOOIOOO0OOOIOOO— 3
Event No. 17, 20 single bluerocks, $50 guaranteed, all surplus

added, entrance $2.50:

Wolst'nc'tl 1111111110111111111-19 Peacock. .1.1111111110100011101—15
DutChy.. . .111 1110111 1101 1 11110—17 J L SmithlllOllllOllloilOOlOl—14
Elliott. ..momilllllCOlllOl-16 Penrose...oilloiOOH 1001 110111-13
Collins. .. .10111011.111011111101 -16 Dukes ... 11111100100111110100-13
: . ley . . .01111111110011101101-15 Spanglet . .00010011100111111111—13
Marthr. . .OllllOUIllllllOOllO—15 Miller 1001 10111 11110101100—13
Whitney. .11111001111110101011-15 Sigler HHlOllOlOlOOOOl ,11-13
Crosby.... 10111111111100101011-15 Money. . .OtOllo; 1 muoi j 1 1 000—13
Wild 11101101111111011100—15 B'nt'gh'mOlllOOllOOOOOllllilO—ll
Lindsley. .11001111100110111111—15 Jenson . . . .GllOOouOOOOOOllllOlO- 7
W Smith. 10111111001110011111—15 Manning. OOOIOIOOOOOOOIOOIOIO— 4
Event No. 18, 15 siusrle bluerocks. entrance $1,50:

Elliott 111111111111111-15 Dean.. 001101111100111-10
Lindsley 111111111111111-15 Rowley (•1 000111011111-9
Wolstencroft: .111111U1011111-14 Manning OOllOlOOOll-llll— 9
Whi tney 1 11101111111111—14 Money 110100111010100- 8
Dutchy 1011 H1011111H—13 Spangler 101001011111101— 8
Penrose 11001111110111.1-12 Miller 10 1 01001001)101- 8

Marsh 111111111010011—12 H Thurman... .101011101100001- 8
C rosby 101110 1.1001 11 il - 11 Darby lOllOUJ 001 OlOOl— 8W Smith 101010111101111—11 Wild 11111 00 in. .0 MOO
Branfingham. .011111110100111—11 Dick SwivellerOOOlOOmoOOlOl— 6
Rothacker 11U1 lo: il :; , . 1 [,j

; ._
; 1

M;,w. v .'in: n: ':Vn; ; 1 - ;;

Dukes 01 ll 1 1001 1 1 1001—10 Mowry 100011000001010— 5

J L Smith 001011111110110-10
Event No. 19, 10 single hluerocks, entrance SI:

JAR Elliot lllllimi-10 Crosby 0111110101— 7
Collins 1111111111—10 Lindsley 1111001101— 7
Rothacker llll 1 llll l-K) W Smith lllOOlOlll— 7
Wolstencroft lllllllOll— 9 Quimby 0111110101— 7
SwL-elltr 01110111 11— H J L Smith O10U00H1— 6
Marsh 0111111101— 8 Dutchy 1100011101- 6
Whitney 1101111110- 8 Brown 010101.1101- 6
Tee Kay 1011011111- 8 Peacock 1110100101- 6
Miller 1111111100- 8 DaTby 1001100111- 6
Penrose OiOlllOlll- 7 Spangler 1010110010- 5
Money 1010111110- 7 Dukes llOOOllOUO— 4
Apgar 0101111101-7 Thurman 1110000010- i

Rowley 1111100110- 7 Mowry 0001011001— 4
Wild 1111010101— 7
Event No. 20, 10 single and 5 pair bluerocks, entrance S2:

Elliot 1111101111 11 10 10 11 11—17
Wolstencroft 1101111111 00 10 11 11 11-16
Whitney 1111011110 11 11 10 10 11—16
Miller 0111111111 10 11 11 00 10—15
Collins 1111101011 10 10 10 10 11—14
Money lllllllOll 01 00 00 10 11—13
J L Smith 1011111111 11 10 00 10 10—13
Wild 1110111011 10 10 10 10 10—13
HTaurman 1100001111 01 10 11 10 10—13
Peacock 1111110001 10 10 10 01 10—12
Dutchy llOOOlOUO 11 01 11 61 10-12
Penrose 0111111110 00 10 00 10 11-12
Rothacker 1011011111 00 10 10 00 00-12
Lindsley 0111011101 00 CO 00 10 11-10
Rowley HOOCllOll 10 00 00 10 10- 9

Dukes 0110110110 01 10 00 00 01- 9

Marsh 0100101011 11 00 00 00 00- 7
Extra No. 3, at 15 singles, $1.50 entry: Collins 14, Win tney 14,

Elliott 13, Dutchy 13. Wolstencroft 13, Crosby 12, Penrose 12,

Marsh 12. Money 11, Rothacker 11, Tee Ray 11, J. L. Smith 10,

Rowley 10, Swivelb-r 9, Lindsley 9, W. Smith 8, Spangler 7,Lukes 5.

Extra No. 4, at 15 singles: Wolstencroft 14, Dutchy 13, Money
13, Peacock 11, Rowley 11, Collins 11. Penrose 9, J. L. Smith 9,

Mowry 9.

Third Day, Thursday, Oct. 2.

This, the first day of the live bird programme, saw almost an
entire list of new men at the score, the target-smashers taking a
back seat and the live bird men coming to the fore. The largest
number of entries at targets has been S3. To-day saw 39 entries
in alive bird sweep. Among the arrivals are J. {>'. Klein?, and P.
Welch, of Philadelphia, Frank Class of Pine Brook. N. J., John
Riggot, of Rockaway, C. M. and A. Hedden, Sam Castle, W. H.
(ii een and W. S. Canon, the or.e-armed champion, of JN'ewark,
Mahlon Fox, of Trenton, M. Williams, of Elizabeth, and J. Van
Bra Okie, of Red Bank. The appearance of Mrs. M. F. Lindsley in
the openiuer event of the day crea'ed somewhat of a sensation,
and as she killed 3 out of the 4 buds she shot at she received a
round of applause. Although but a novice she killed her birds
clean and promises to make a first rate shot.

Extra No. 1, 4 live birds, entrance $3:

Wild 2211—4 Quimby 1112—4
Coooer 2112—4 r-eacock 2202 -3
JL Smith 1211-4 C Smith 0121—3
Crosby 1211- 4 Wanda 1210—3
Elliott 1112-4 Jones 0220—2
Wh i tney 11 12- 4 Miller 0203-2
Lmdsley 1222—4 Rothacker 2200-2
Wolstencroft 2122-4 Marsh 2000—1

Event No. 21, 8 live birds. Association rules, $100 guaranteed
purse, all surplus added, entrance S6:
Quimby 22112211-8 Sigler 11211111—8
Wild 22211211-8 Wallace 11211111-8
Elli"tt 11112121-8 Cooper 2222U20-7
C rosby 1 111 1 1 11-8 Hanison 10121 1 21-7
Whitney 12111211-8 J D Yoorhees 01112221-7
Miller 21113112-8
Wolstencroft 221 12111-

,TL Smith 11111121—8 Lindsley
Van Brackle U11H21—8 WH Greer
Castle 11111112-8
Miller and Wallace wnhdrc

P. acock 11210202—6
C Smith 12200111—6

112C0111—

6

20011112—6
Marsh ... 101102U-S
oro rata shares of first money.

balance shot oft' the tie in next 'sweep, No. 22; second and thii I

moneys div.; Marsh winning fourth.

Event No. 22, 10 live birds, As=<oc'ation rules, $150 guarantee 1

purse, all surplus ad'b d, entrance $10:
Elliot 1111112112—10 Castle 1110211111-9
Quimby 1211111122—10 WH Green.. 2121101211-9
Sigler 1121111211-10 J D Voorhees 2212:02111—9
Riggot t 2212111121-10 Wolstencroft 2012121221 - !)

Peacock 2221112112-10 Wi Id 1221220011-8
Crosby 1122111112-10 Marsh 2020221121-

H

Woimey 2222222121-10 Van Brackle 11^1100Ul-8
Welch 1212111111-10 Miller 10H0H211-8
J L Smith 11i212i212-10 Dutchy , . ,1211112001-8
Harrison 1^11011212— 9 Cannon. 1121010102—

7
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Cooper ..1101222221— 9 Lindsley 1110002211—?

Even) No. 20, 7 live birds, Association rules,
purse, all surplus added, entrance $5:
Kleinz 1121122—7 Whitney..
Elliot 2122111-7 Rowley
Welch 2211211-7 Peacock
Hedden 1121221—7 Marsh
Sigler 1112111-7 Ziglio
Wild 1122211—7 Harrison
Money 1122212—7 Cooper
Class 1221112-7 Williams
Crosby 1112121-7 DaytonWH Green 2212111—7 "Dilev"
Qurmby. 1021222—6 "Purdy"
Fox 2222021-6 Van Brackle.. .

.

"Fred" 1102211-6

Fourth Day, Friday, Oct. S,

$75 guaranteed

..1221021—6
. .101121.1-6
..1121011-6
.J08JK8S-6
..2122110—6
..1021112-6
..2022120-5
..1021102-5
...1010012-4
..2010011-4
..1020210—4

.. OiUOOl-4

At 9 o'clock, the hour announced for the calling of the big event,
the outlook was a gloomy one. There were but few shooters on
the grounds, and the storm of the night before bad literally
drenched the birds that were confined in the large coop on the
grounds. At 10 o'clock the clouds broke and the event was started
by mutual consent, the entry list was held open until the 13th
round; at that time 21 had entered, the storm undoubtedly keep-
ing at least a dozen entries away. The birds for the first five
rounds were a poor lot of flyei-s, out of the first 175 fired at not a
bird being missed. As the sun dried them off tbev began to im-
prove and the balance proved to be good strong flyers. The ties
lor fourth money on scores of 22 was decided by a p'retty shoot off
between Canon, the brilliant one-armed shot, aud the veteran
Billy Sigler, and resulted in Canon's winning the money by kill-
ins; 11 birds. But f.ir a singular and lucky gather of Sigler's ninth
bird Canon would have won in that round. As Sisler pulled on
the bird, a fast incomer, lie found his safety was not up. Without
taking the gun from the shoulder he shoved it forward and fired,
just winging the bird, which careened and struck him as he stood
on the score. As the 30yds. mark was the "lead line the referee
was of course compelled to score him the bird. The tie for fifth
money was shot off at strings of 8 birds, and was finally won by
Peacock.
A sweepstake at 5C birds, SIM entrance, had been partially ar-

ranged to take place on Saturday. Elliott, Klein/, and Class had
posted their entrv, but as there was everv probability of the day
being stormy and as no more entries could be obtained, the event
was called off. If it could have heen brought about, it would
have been a great race, as the committee were reserving a grand
lot of birds. Elliott came on for the express purpose of arranging
some matches wiih Eastern shots. Class and Kleins expressed a
willingness to shoot for ftlOO or §200, but Elliott was looking for
bigger money. Word was sent here that Edgar Murphy would
shoot him for $1,000, aud the articles are to be signed and the
match take place at an early a at e.

Event No. 21, grand §300, guaranteed by W. F. Quimby & Co.,
sweepstakes, 25 live bird-, open to the world, nil surplus added,
entrance. §25, money divided 40, 37J4 17J6, 10 and 5 per cent., if less
than 20 entries, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.:

Quim by 1 1 11 122 11 2111 02211 1 21 1111-24W H Green. 211 11 221112021 1201 1 12221 2-23
Klein z 1122111111121121110121112—24
Crosby 121112221121121 1 111122112—25
Elliott 221 1111 111 111 122022222222-2

!

Li ndsley 112012T 1 112000221201201 1 3-19
Wild - 22122202220, 21 2121 2122222—23
Hedden 22 1 12112302 1 1222221 22021 2 - 23
Welch 112ll22111'21]21121o21212-24
Manley 21 112232111102021 11 211213-23
Wolstencroft 12211211121 11] 11 122122112-2.!
Whitney 1111121232lllloll2201121] -23
Peacock 121313 ! 201o0 1111221 221210-21
Canon 112110ol22111 21122 1 0 11 1,22-22
Sigler 122111110;;tloOl 2 11212 1 112-22
Class 1112211200021211122221112-22
Riggott 221111222122211 1212111220- 24

:
r

:

-

:

Williams 21210222o2
1 3221lU121022i t -21

2i:iL2i -

o.-2
1

j
i
.;!.: r.ion->H

Van Brackle 212122222212201211331111 1-21
Ties for fourth money, miss and out: Canon, 11221 112111; Smler,

23111111110; Cla'-s, 0: Marsh withdrew pro rata Ties for fifth
money: Peacock, 121012212213; Williams, 23111031201.

Extra No. 1, 5 live birds, entrance §5:
Kleinz 12233-5 9 W i Leake 12130-4 3

Crosby 11333- 5 9 Manley 11301—4 3
Welsh 11131-5 9 Cannon 22210-4 2
Marsh 21211-5 8 Dutchy 21101-4 0
Rowley 11121-5 9 Z'glio 20212—4w
Williams 21222-5 7 Dayton Ollin-3
Hunt 12111-5w C M Hedden 11100-3
Dilev - 11113—5w Dan Terry 30110—3
Collins 10212-4 6 Lindsley 20003-3 3
A Hedden 02112-4 5 W H Green 01001-2 2

1 D Voorhees 10222-4 3 T Peacock . .00110-2 0
The last column is of the tie scores.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27.—The tpnth annual tournament of the

Southern Illinois Sportsmen's Association took place at Winkle-
man's Park, Belleville. Sept. 26 and 37. The weather during the
two days was cloudy and quite chilly, which was undoubtedly re-
sponsible for the small crowd of shooters. The Spencer family,
which has become a terror in the land at inanimate targets, at-
tended the shoot, but as tbe scores will show did not, prove a
dangerous element by any means. Mr. Joseph Victor, of Belle-
ville, managed the shoot to the entire satisfaction of all. Stand-
ard targets, A. S. A. rules:
No. 1, 10 singles Wheeler 5, C. Spencer 9, R. McMillan 3, J. A.

Gray 4, H. Wagoner 5, Dr. Spencer 10; Craig 5, D.tSmith 4, W.Wil-
son 3, T. McFarland 4, W. Spencer 7, A. Harris 9:

No. 2, 15 singles: G. Crosby 11, McMillan 6, Grav 10, Wagoner 9.

Roy 13, W. Spencer 11, Dr. Spencer 10, Harris 12, Wheeler 8, C.
Spencer 12, Craig S, Smith 7, Wilson 7.

No. 3. 10 singles: Wheeler 5. Wilson 4, Wagoner 5, Gray 6, Rov
10, Dr. Spencer 8, C. Spencer 9, Craig 6, Crosby 0* Harris 9, Smith 8,

McFarland 8.

No. 4, 20 singles; Harris 14, O. Spencer 18, Craig 11, Gray 11, Smith
9, Wilson 7, Crosby 14, Wheeler 12, Westfield 15, Roy 12, Dr. Spen-
cer 16.

No. 5. 10 singles: Westfield 9, "Wheeler 4. Wilson 5, Harris 0,

Roy 9. Scott 4, G. Crosby 8, McMillan 4, Dr. Spencer 9, C. Spencer
9, Craig 4, Smith 8, McFarland 5. Wasrn°r 6.

No. 6, 10 singles: Gray 4, Wilson 5, Dr. Spencer 7, Crosby 5,

Roy 10. Scott 5, Wheeler 6, Smith 6. Craig 4, C. Spencer 7, West-
field 7, Harris 6.

No. 7, 15 singles: Craig 8, Roy 12, Westfield 14, Crosby 11, Dr.
Spencer 10, S. Kuhn 10, Gray 7, C. Spencer 14, Smith 11, Harris 7,

Wheeler 11, McFarland 11.

No. 8, 15 singles: McMillan 10. Crosby 10, Wagner 9, Wheeler 9,

Gray 8, Smith 10, Roy 10. Harris 8, Kuhn 8, Dr. Spencer 13, C. Spen-
cer 15, Westfield 14, Craig 4.

Second Day.—No. 1. 20 singles: McMilla 14, D. Smith 12, Wheeler
6, Rov 14, Wagner 10, Geo. Crosby 17, Wilson 11, C. Spencer 19,
Westfield 18. Harris 15, Craig 6. Dr. Spencer 15.

No. 2, 10 singles: Mead 10. C. Spencer 9, Smith 9, Craig 5, Ross 6,

Gray 5, Dr. Spencer 7, Scottv 5. Winters 5.

No. 3, 10 singles: Mead 9, Craig 4, C. Kuhn 7, W. Spencer 7, C.
Spencer 10, D. Smith 8, Dr. Spencer 8, Wagner 5.

No. 5, 10 singles: Mead 9, C. Spencer 9, Westfield 5. J. Hagerty 9,

Dr. Spencer 5, Kuhn 8, Ross 7. Roy 8, Gray 7, Smith 7, Winters 4,

W. Spencer 6, Craig 2, Wheeler 7.

No. 5, 10 singles: Mead 9, Roy 9, Kuhn 5, Dick Hut 7, Smith 9,

Hagerty 7, Westfield 7, C. Spencer 9, Dr. Spencer 7, Crosby 9, Vic-
tor 7.

No. 6, 10 singles: Westfield 9, Roy 9, Craig 4, Wheeler 3, Ross 4,

Smith 7, Hut 8 C. Spencer 8, Mead 10, Winters 8, Kuhn 8, Crosby
7, Dr. Spencer 8.

No. 7, 15 singles: Mead 15. Roy 11, C. Spencer 13, Hunt 10, West-
field 11, Crosby 13, Winters 10, Kuhn 6, Smith 13, Dr. Spencer 10.

Unseb Fritz.

CALIFORNIA SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION—The ninth an-
nual meeting of the California State Sportsmen's Association is

now in progress at Sacramento.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current Issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

LONG BRANCH.
Long Branch, Sept. 30.—There was a great shoot here to-dayand fine shooting marked the event. It is admitted to have been

the biggest itve-p'geou shoot ever known in the sporting history
?- ^V?, 'V'

rse
5'i it was the invitation tournament of the Cent ralGun Club, of Long Branch, held in a meadow on a bank of ihesouth branch of the Shrewsbury River, at Pleasure Bay. Theteams of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, tbe Parkwav Gun Club,the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, the Fountain Gun Club and

the home club contested for a massive solid silver loving cupo^red by the members of the Central Gun Club.
Three tents, including a large one for ladies, had been erected

by the home club on the grounds. A special train over the Cen-
tral Railroad brought down a large number of the members of thelountain Gun Club and their friends. This merrv delegation in-
cluded: President and Mrs. Abel Crook, Samuel Crook, Isaac.Mason, H. W. Blattmaeher, Miss Blattmaeher, T. Van Name, Mr.and Mrs. Robt.Wells. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Cnrriar, Lewis T. Daven-
port, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent. Chas. S. Carlos, VV. R. Selover, Jas.
D. Van Biper h. McLaughlin, Chas. B. Fisher, Cha*. E. Siddon,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kelly, Captain and Mrs. Benj. W. West, Mr
and Mrs. John A. Carney, Miss West, John C. Blauvelt. Miss Mc-
Dougall. Mr. and Mrs. Chas, Wingart, Miss Wiugarf, Edward
Wingart, Miss Com.pt, Dr. Wynn, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Blanklev,
Mr. and Mrs. Seibert, Miss Seibert, Samuel Giglio, Miss Giglio, A.W. Phelps, Mr and Miss. Eddy, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Goodwin, Miss
Goodwin, and Mr. and Mrs. Bercbman.
Among 1 he others present were Arthur L. Sewell, Ferdinand G.

Loeb, John S. Hoey. William G. Brokaw, Jacob Pent,/,, J. L.
Bright, Henry B. Wailick, Colonel E. Shade Green, ex-Sheriff
Geo. W. Brown, Edward Throckmorton. Coroner Fred M. Vander-
veer. Miss Price, Mrs. Wm. C. Price and James P. Thompson.
Hugh Go.,dwin, of Brooklyn, who is an active member of both

the Coney Island and the Fountain cluos. was selected for referee.
John A. Carney, of the Fountain club, was made the scorer and
Henry P. Donnelly, of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, took
charge of the traps. The conditions under which the cup was
shot for were as follows:
Each team to consist of .10 men, each man to shoot at 10 birds,

at 25yds. rise and 80yds. boundary; use of both barrels allowed, 5
traps.
The shoot was called promptly at 11 o'clock, when nearly every

available foot of standing ground on the outside of the re pes was
filled with spectators. The cup was won by the Fountain Club,
killing 93 out of a possible 100 oirds. The scores foUow:

Fountain Gun Club of Brooklyn.
Louis T Davenport.0111211221— 9 J B Blauvelt 31211111U—10
Chas S Kendall.... 20 1 0113111- 8 B W West 1121201221- 9
E H Madeson 1220121.311- 9 A Eddy 1222212111-10
J D Van Beeper... .2121112111-10 C W Jones 1011221111— 9
Chas B Fisher 1112221201- 9 Dr Shields 1111221211—10-93

Central Gun Club of Long Branch.
E W Price 1020122112- 8 E B Tabor 2111111122 -10WmD Campbell. .1122212211-10 E W Reid . . . . 0212212020—7WmC Price 2222.220122— 9 Fred Beale 1110112112- 9
Chas Morris 1202020212- 8 Chas Woolley. .2211222222- 9
Japia \ andyke. .. 1122121112—10 Geo Cuuberly ..2221021U1— 9-90

Parkway Gun Club of East New York.
John Blake 1111121122-10 F Steiuheckser.12011 12010— 7
J Fench 0210012221— 7 J Savage 1102122111— 9H Selover 0221102100 - 6 J Bennett 0110112111—8
R P Chester 1111111211—10 E Helgaus 3020113102 - 7A Andrews 3112222133—10 HW Bookman .3111011211— 9-

Coney Island Gun Club.
John Schleman . . . .1111111010- 8 F Langar 0111101000— 5
Charles Piatt 0112011113- S R Pwvrr 2011111112- 9
C Detlefsou 2221211211—10 A Eppig 0111022121— 7
S Northbridge . . .1211111122—10 C A Sedden. ...1112111001—8
F H Faender. .2121110022— 8 D Monges 2212212211—10-83

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
J K Powell 1112131111-10 Howard Reed. . .0311111 121—9
Peter Sutter 1102002001— 5 R Lamerts 0100010100-3
G Pullman 1110120010— 6 T T Egerron 1111101210—8
William Levens.. . .2020111012— 7 J Y Van Wickle.1120001 '11—7
HSchlectner 200J100001— 3 W R Selover. . . .0112121011-8—66

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 3.—The event, m trap-shooting circles here
this season was the second annual shoot for the Rawiing Bros.'
championship trophy which took place last Monday on the
grounds of the Compton Hill Gun Club. Last year's trophy was a
gold medal and was won by Jule Sierniulskie with a score of 84.
'the trophy is patterned after a bluerock target, with a solitaire
diamond in the center, is intended for a watch cbarm and cost
$50, Although the day was bright, a strong wind directly from
the shooter gave the targets an extra impetus and was largely
responsible for the low scores. Only residents of this city and
county were permitted to compete. Fifty singles and 25 "pairs
bluerock targets per man, all persons taking part to use shells
loaded by the donors. A. S. A. rules governed:

J L Meade. ...11111101101101101111111111111111111011101011111111-43
11 11 10 10 01 11 10 10 11 11 10 01 10
11 10 10 10 11 11 10 00 11 11 00 01 —33—76

EPrenderg't 111111111 111111011 111111110111 lllOUlOll lllllllll l—n;
11 10 10 il 11 11 11 10 00 10 11 10 10
10 10 11 00 11 11 10 11 11 10 10 10 -34-80

N Predock. . .lllllllllOOlOOOllllllOOlllllOlOllOOIinillilllOlll-38
01 10 10 10 11 00 11 11 11 01 10 10 00
10 10 10 10 10 11 10 10 00 10 10 00 —26—64

G B Read. . . .01110)11U0101100011111111101111 111111011011110011—38
10 10 10 10 11 11 10 10 10 10 10 00 00
10 10 01 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 —26—64

PKling 111111111111111111 111101 1 1001111 1 11 11111 1 001 111111 —45
11 10 11 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11
10 10 10 11 10 11 11 00 10 11 11 10 -83—83

J H Hagerty .1111110111111111110111101011111111011 illlllll 11111—45
11 00 10 11 00 00 11 10 11 10 11 10 10
11 00 11 10 10 10 10 U 11 01 10 10 —20-65

J Prenderg'stlllOUllOOlOOllllllllllOl 101 111 1 111 1 111001001 1 01 11—39
10 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 H
10 00 10 11 11 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 —38-77

J Latshaw....1111111111101111111111011101011011111111 1 111011011—13
11 00 00 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 10 11
10 11 10 10 10 11 11 00 It 11 10 00 -32-75

E Predock. .
.llllllOlOOlOllllllllllllilllilllOlllOOlllOlOlllltl-41
10 10 10 01 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 00
11 10 11 10 00 11 10 11 00 01 00 10 —26—67

J Schomberg 60, J. Seltzer 60. E. Lafaivre 62, P. Weber 53, B.

Weaver 60, H. Nelson 45, Geo. Prendergast 54. G. Rowlings 50, Hal
Greenwood 45, Dr. W. Pfister 60, Al. Rawjitigs 59, Sam Hill, J.

Scbaefer and E. Mohrstadt witndrew.-TJNSERFKnz.

WALNUT HILL.—The small but jolly partv of shotgun men,
who journeyed out to the range of the Massachusetts Rifle Asso-
ciation on Oct 1, found awaiting ibem weather conditions which
were absolutely perfect. In consequence, the day's sport was of
the finest, and at the close of the shooting the scorers exhibited
some very high aggregates. Tne interest of the meeting centered
upon the two prize contests, but the minor contests wer« hotly
fought. Diamond pin match. Eleventh competition, 20 keystone
targets, squad system, and 5 pairs of standard targets.

Bowker llOUinillllllllllll—18 11 11 10 11 10-8-26
Bennet 11110111011011111110-16

Hosmer OllOOlllOllUlllllll-16

B\V . ...
1

!

-

-

Stanton 10110111111111111011—17

Curtis ' 01001111010111001011—12

Pprham 01100010000111111111—12

Nichols
"

' 10101110111111101010 14

Burch .' V.V.'.V 01100111000101000001- 8

Keystone tropbv match. Twenty keystone targets, squad sys-

tem, competitors handicapped on aggregate of five scores.

Nichols 19 Stanton .14 Webster 9

Bill 18 Hosmer 13 Burch 8

Perham 17 Bennet ...,10

Bowker 16 Curtis 9

On alternate Wednesdays, viz.; Oct. 15 and 29; Nov. 12 and 26;

Dec. 10 and 24, the Massachusetts Rifle Association will in addition
to the current matches, offer for competition of all trap shots, an
elegant gold watch cbaiu ornament, unique in design and of in-

trinsic worth, donated by the Keystone Target Co. Conditions:

100 Keystone targets, Keystone system to be shot in scores of 20

each day, on any five of the seven days named above; 100 beias the
possible. Competitors will be handicapped by the Association

trap shooting committee. Contestants making equal scores, in-

10 11 11 11 10-8-24
10 10 10 10 10-5-21
00 11 10 11 10-6—20
10 10 00 01 00-3—20
11 10 11 00 10-6—18
11 10 10 00 11—6 -18
10 00 10 10 00—3-17
10 00 10 10 00-3-11

WATSON'S PARK.— ^urnside. III.. Oct. 2.—Following are the
scores made here to-dav by the Fort Dearborn Gun Club for club
medal at la live pigeons, EOyds. rise, 80yds. boundary. Illinois
State rules;
C Rjvey 121211121111111-15 P Miller 23011211,2200111-12A Klemman...211221112311110-14 A W Reeves. ..011111011112120 -12
C Gammon. ... 1131! 1111111032-14 G T Farmer. . .101 112001111011—11

match will be shot at 1:30 P. M. Birds, 2J4 cents each to non-mem-
bers D nner served, and loaded shells lor sale at the range. Your-
self and friends are cordially invited to attend,—H, 8, Harris,
OSauitable Building, Boiton),

Same day, 20 Peoria i .lack birds, for medal:
GKIeinm'nmimimitllimi-20 C Willard .10)10011111101101111-14
GAirey... .01111111111111101111-18 C Mitwchke OOllllOOllOl ltd 1010-11
C Rurton

.
.1111101011011 till 111-17 P Miller. . .OuiOllOlllOOOlOOlOil-lO

AKleinm'nlll0llllllll01UO0il-l.-j H Loveday.OOw.H Smith. .01111101010111111110-15
Oct. A—Forester Gun Club shoot for club badge, 15 live pigeons,

30yrl=. rise, 80yds. bound a rv, Illinois State rules:

£ Price 111112123211010-13 J J Gillespie. . .020131212223221—13
FPn?e 111111222122112-15 Cunningham . .212101211111221-14W Price 221100112301131-12 M .1 Etch 121111111111111-18
La Price won. Sweep at 5 live pigeons;

£ gitse 11111-5 J J Gillespie 20122-4
gJ*SS« 1U11—5 D G Hunoingham 11111—5
WPrice.. 11121-5 M J Etch 21311-5
M. .1. Etch is not a member of the club.—Ravblkigg.
TOWANDA, Pa., Oct. 4.-Friday, Oct. 3. found the shooting

memOers ot Our Own Gun Club on hand to commence the monthly
shoot lor county and club badges. The scores, except those made
hy the winners, were not very good. Snider with a Lefever gunwon the. county trophy, while Rit ten bury with a Colt hammer
gun won the club trophy, the handsomest of the two hadges. All
enjoyed tbe sport, however, as it was a glorious Oetoiier aiter-

rtdes'
event, 25 siugle targets, for club badge. Keystone

DiHrich 1101 111000101 0OO10011 0101—13
Snider.... 1011101101111111111111101—31
Montauye 1011 nilloniOOlOOl 1101111—17
Rtttenbury lllllOlimil 1011001)1111—21
1 jWfcfll OOOllOHOOllllOilOOlOllOl-14
Lsplant OlllOlOllOilOOlOilOOIOll-14
Turner 000010001001 1 0« 4000000100- ti

Curren 06001)00011000010000000010- 4
Snider and R it tenbury tied for club badge. In shoot off Rttten-

bury won.
Second event. 25 single targets, for county badge, American

Shoot'ng Association rules:
Dittrieh 010110111111100011101110-16
snider 111011111111111001111111-22
Mon tanye 00 mi KUriilufH L- uo 1011 110-13
Ritt-nbury 11010100011011001 11011010 -14
T y r rell 1 1 111 1 11 10 1 1 Hull 010 1 til1-31
Laplant 0100 1 liiOl]O11001()0111O01O-12
TUrrner 00001 lOOOUOOllll 1 101 ( 1 10-13
Snider won county badge.—W. F. Ditthich, Sec'y.

ROXBOR 3UGH VS. LAND3DALE.—Roxborough, Pa., Oct. 4.-
Match at bluerocks, A, S. A. rules:

Roxborough Club.
F Hngland 1010"0i)0101000011101— 8W French 01100101 111010110010-11
F Willa,rd 11011101111101111011—16
A Weir lOlOlOllOlOllllOJOOl—12
G Laager llllllllllliOOllOIll—17H Ozias 0001 1101 111001011 1001—10
HBlunden 101010111 000 .0110011—10
F Ozias, 01111011000000110010— 9
R Giltunre OOOU 1000 10 1 00110111 - 10
O N Van Fosten. . . 01001 111 111001101101-13
Capt G Heft H01009i)miu000001-10-130

Landsdale Club.
R Clemmer 11010010011101101000-10
J Henry 00101 1 1 1 110;ill Oi 0000-10W Quintall OOlOnlOOOIOOl 101 1011— 9
C Dewees 00001001110001011000— 7
H Schwartz 10010 1 0 100 i 0i 1 1 1 1 0100— 9W Zearfoos OlOOlOluOOllOlllOlll—11
Capt J White OI000100000010000000- 3
D Smith. OllOOhiOHOlOOlOOlOl- 9
S Swariz 00111000101110001101—10
J M Borse 0'

i lOOOUOOOll 00001 1 10— 6
F Henrv lOOlOtllOOOOO101 10101- 8—92
The Roxboroughs are open to challenge.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS.-Oct. 4.-Conditions,
10 bluerocks, oOcts. entry:

1 2 3 h 5 6
Hathaway 9 8 6 7.. ..

Lyons 7 8 5 9 5 4
Simpson 7 5 4 4 8 0
Tat ham 9 7 6 6 6 6
Collins 7 8
Hurlbut : 3 4 3 4 3
Oshertrout ! 6 6
Four live birds, S3 entrance:

Hathaway 1112—4 Collins 2121—4
Lyon s 2202—3 Mead 2201—3
Simoson 1202—3 Maesel 2021—3
Sweep 2, same:

Hathaway 2201-3 Ta tham 1120-3
Lvons 2010 -2 C >llins 1211-1 •

Simpsou 2111-4 Mead 0220-2
Swei p 3, same:

Hathaway 2212—4 Mead 0112—3
Simpson 1011—3 Maesel 1011—3
Collins ...11U—

4

^drifting.

"Went India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard. 1 ' Bi)
Everett TJayh'n, U. S Uyctragraphi>e Office. Large quarto, with S3
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1S88. with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

UNDER WAY.
T) OCICING gently on the bosom of an undulating sea,

With the ozone-laden breezes coyly dancing over me;
Blue above and blue beneath me. peace and stillness all around—
Grateful is my wearied.spirit for the rest and comfort found.

Stretched at length within the cockpit, a soft cushion under head.

Lazily I watch the topmast with its fluttering bit of red,

As it sways with easy motion, tracing pictures on the sky-
Many a time that bit of bunting kd the fleet in days gone by.

And I listen to the slatting of the halliards 'gainst the mast,

To the creaking of the rudder as the water eddies past;

To the breeze's merry piping as it twangs the. cordage taut,

And the laughter of the waters as along the sides they sport.

O'er my head the stout, oak tiller wags a promise of rare sport-
Andthe ensign s'ruggles bravely to retain the breezes caught
E'ep tfle saills press hard the gaskets, striving vainly to be free,

And the pennant flaps defiance—all's in readiness but me.

Loath to break the peaceful quiet, still I lie and gaze aloft—

O'er my senses steals a rapture that to no man cometh oft ;

Visions come and visions vanish—many a glorious sail of yore

Memory yields up from her treasures, till my soul can bear no mor e

Up I spring and loose the gaskets, cast them from the snowy cloth,

Soon 'tis spread to summer breezes—to the tune the blocks creak

forth;

Jib is hoisted, anchor catted, and with easy list to port

Trips she o'er, in merry measure, waves that spray her decks in

sport.

Prancing, dancing o'er the wave crests, merrily we romp along,

While upon the cool sea breezes floats my joyous sailor song:

Heave, oh heave the halliard, comrade, we will sad the open sea

Yon shall see God's wonders, comrade, if you'll come and sail

with rae." A. H. Tompkins.

Nbw York.
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NEW YACHTS.
"~\TINETY-F00TER'' iS in the air just now, and a number of the
IS leading yachtsmen of Boston have been accused of an inten-

tion to lower the colors of the Volunteer.
Ex-Com. J- Malobm Forbes is the most likely builder of a 90-foot

sloop, though ho has not decided upon building as yet. One great
trouble in a boat, of this leugth is to get a suitable okippor. The
realty first-class racing skippers of 90-foot sloops in the country
can be counted on t he fingers of one hand. Dr. Bryant has a hold
on Oapt. Crocker, and Gen. Paine still keeps Capt. Haff in his em-
ploy. If Capt. Half were obtainable, it might have some influence
in determining Com. Forbes to build.
Henry Brvan t, the clever amateur designer of the Thetis and

Alert, has also been mentioned as a builder of a 93-footer. If Mr.
Bryant should build it goes without saying that he would draw the
Lines himself- Mr. Bryant has just returned from a shooting trip

to British Columbia, and says that ho has no intention of building
anything big this winter. He says that the cost of building and
running a big yacht is so great that they "are not worth their
keep."
Some of the younger Boston yachtsmen are talking of a syndicate

to build a Bufges* 70-foot sloop. It seems to be accepted in Boston
at lea^t that the Carroll Brothers will build the 70-footer. the lines

of which are now in the office of William Gardner of New York.
The Buige? s boat is talked of to head off the New Yorker, and if

she is built, a couple of Boston's leading young amateurs will be
given sole charge of her management.

It is to be hoped that New York will build some boats from lines

hyiBs own designers this winter. Much of the interest in the rac-

ing in (it eat Britain comes from the fact that the yachts are the
work of rival designers. In this country there is no doubt that
the fact that most of I he racing boats come from the hands of the
same designer tends to cool the interest in the sport.

"Boston has held the supremacy in yachting over her sister cii v

too lontc without a struggle. In Gary Smith the metropolis has a
designer who has turned out some very creditable vessels, and
William Gardner, with the aid of practical experience to help out
his theoretical training, should be able to turn out some very fast

craft. With a healthy rivalry between New York and Boston,
both in yachts and their designers, it is probable that the interest
in yacht racing would be revived.
Mr. Burgess would naturally like to build a new 70-footer, but it

is a question whether he could beat the Titania. A boat that is

worked up to such ;i fine erlge as Mr. Iseliu's sloop would he a tough
customer to handle, and Mr. IseUn would not relinquish the cham-
pionship of his class without a hard struggle.

While many new -Mi-footers are "talked about." the fact remains
that those for Mr. Belmont and Mr. Thayer, and the one talked
of for Cornelious Vanderbilt, are the only ones which have as-

sumed prominence in the calculations of Mr. Burgess. The mid-
ship section and profile of the Belmont 4ti are drawn, and thus the
first step m the building of the racing fleet of 1891 is begun.
The section of the Belmont cutter, Mineola, for she is so named,

shows a harder bilge than the Gossoon, aud more curve at the gar-
boards. In this respect she is a concession to the Mariquita model,
hut in point of beam she is a wide departure from Mr. Belmont's
present beat. With the same draft as the Jessica, 10ft. 6m,, and
about fiin. more beam than the Gossoon, it is evident that while a
powerful boat, the M'neola is no ••brute." The defeat of the Jessica
will probably be a much easier task than that of the Minerva.

It is not likely that any movement toward a change of classifi-

cation by corrected length will he made thi3 winter. A remark
made by Designer Burgess a day or two since, shows that there is

no present danger of the building of brutes. He said that he was
convinced that the Gossoon could be beaten by a boat of less power,
and that if he were to build a 40-footer for nest year he. would give
her less power than the Adams cutter possesses.—Bnaton GIoIk.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—On Sept. SO a meeting was held at the
Hotel Marlborough. Sixty-two members were present, and Com.
Connolly laid his scheme for the consolidation of the squadrons
about New York before the meeting. The navy has been so suc-
cessful that demands have been made on the administration to

start squadrons at Boston, Philadelphia and other distant points.

The navy is not inclined to spread, and will adhere to the old con-
stitution and by-laws except so far as the squadrons are con-
cerned. The probable changes will be slight, and will include a
new set of officers, a rearrangement of territory and probably
raising the limit to 25ft. l.w.l.. instead of 23ft. as now. The com-
modore's report showed t hat 231 members were on the. roll, eighteen
port stations established and running in good order, and that
seven regattas had been given. All the prizes won during the
past season have been awarded, and the treasury still has a good-
sized balance on hand. This is not bad for an organization run on
S2 a member. Lectures on seamanship and navigation will lie

given this year, and a school established where members will

study, and upon passing the necessary examination will be
awarded certificates. Com. Center, of the S. C. Y. C, will deliver

the opening lecture late in November. Proposed for membership:
W. S. Gilmore, E. D. Hurl hurt, Jr., Augustus Gardiner, L. S. Har-
din, Frederick Dickens, Wetmore Worthley. Com. Connolly has
appointed the following committee to revise the constitution and
by-laws: Vice-Corn. Thos. Clapham. Yiee-Com. T. F. Day, Capt.
Frank B. Jones, Thos. T. Taber and Capt. J. C. Summers. The
commit tee will meet on Oct. 9 and will report at a special meet-
ing to be held this month.

LAUNCH OF THE ST. GEORGE.—On Aug. 30, Messrs Ramage

W.C.Storey. The inner skin and framework are of iron mueh
above Lloyd's requirements, sheathed outside entirely with teak,

and coppered to above the water-line. The extreme length of the
vacht is nearly 200ft., breadth ontsiae of planking 32tt., aud depth

The propeller is two-bladed of gunmetal. She is three masted,
with yards and studding sails on the foremast. A beautiful figure-

head, representing St. George with sword in hand flanked by carved
dragons on the trail hoards, gives the bow of the yacht, a charact-
eristic appearance. The sleeping accommodation is aft, and con-

nected by a passage with the dining saloon: and other apartments
forward. A large deck saloon and chartroom are handsomely 1 ur-

nished on deck, and built entirely of teak. Electric lighting is

everywhere fitted, aud a powerful search light is fitted.— Lonriov

meld.

MIRAMTCHI Y. C.-The Miramichi yachting season was closed
on Sept. 25 by a race, for the McLimont, flag. There was a howl-
ing sou'wester blowing, with frequent squalls out of the hollow
and off the hills, and all reefed before the start from Chatham
except the cabin cutter Kittoch. She got a terrific knockdown
the first time she tacked, and did not recover until Com. Miller's

Kilbride had a good lead. A half-decker would have filled and
sunk in the same situation. Kilbride couldn't stand the puffs,

and had to haul up for the purpose of tying down another reef.

The cutter got a lone lead and increased it to the finish. Off
Bushville, three miles from the start. Yiee-Com. Stewart's Fedora
broke her rudder and had to run back under her jib. This is Kit-

toe h's third club victory this season, and her owner, Mr. James
Miller, is greatly pleased with her improved sailing powers. The
official time is as follows: ,

.

Start. Turn. Finish. Elapsed.
Kittoch - .... 2 17 03 3 38 35 4 17 38 2 0t I 35

Kilbride 2 17 07 4 01 15 4 39 01 2 21 54

Fedora 2 18 29 Disabled.
The course was 10 miles, half of it windward work.

ATALANTA.—Belleville, Ont,., Oct. 3.—The well-known sloop

yacht At alauta was yesterday purchased by Mr. D. R. Leavens,
of this city, on behalf of a local syndicate, who will have her put
in thorough repair during the winter and will race her next year.

One of the first, efforts of her new owners will be to recover the
Fisher champion cup, which her then proprietors forfeited to

the Norah in 1885. It will be no easy task, however, to heat Norah,
which in J88fi defeated Atalanta by nearly 20 minutes, exclusive

of time allowance, and since then was rebuilt and lengthened
uuder the superintendence of the late Capt. Cuthbert. She is

now faster than ever, aud an effort will be made to further im-
prove her by putting four tons of lead on her keel. In Atalanta
and Norah the B. Q. Y. C. has once more the. two largest center-

board sloops on fresh water, and they are as well the fastest craft,

of any rig on the lakes in any wind short of a very heavy gale.

The rivalry between them will revive the yachting spirit here,

which had almost died out.—Pout Tack.

A NEW CAPE OAT.—Mr. Hanley, of Monument Beach, CaDe
Cod, the builder of Harbinger and Almira, has an order irom Mr.
T. J. Young, owner of Almira, for a new boat for the 30ft. class.

Though a racer, she will have 6ft. headroom in a cabin in which
will be foul 1 berths besides a stateroom.

CHIQUITA.—This cutter, the first of the deep centerboard 40-

footers, built in 1888, will he converted into a keel boat, the work
being done by Lawley. She now draws about 7ft. f>in. as a center-

board boat. She will be used only for cruising.

YACHT RACING IN EARNEST.—The achievement of the
owner of the V elide, competing in forty-eight matches out of t he
fifty sailed by the 20-raters, beats the performance of the 10-tonner
Florence in 1878, when Mr. Henry Little sailed her hi mself in forty
matches out of a possible forty-four. In 1876 he sailed thirty-two
matches on the lona, and eleven in other yachts, making a total
of forty -three. Last year Mr. Hodge.us sailed forty-one matches
in the Yreda: whilst in 1885 the Marjorio competed in forty-one
matches, and in 1S87 Mr. Nottage sailed forty-one matches in the
Foxhound. We do not, think anythiug of the "historical" yacht-
man—Mr. Weld for instance—sailed as many as fifty matches
thoroughout the whole of their career, and here we have one gen-
tleman performing such a feat in a single year. Sailing forty-
eight matches in a 20-rater is by no means an enterprise, which
can he accomplished without trouble and a great deal of devotion,
not to say industry, in pursuit of the end. For instance. Velzie, to
sail her in fortv-eight matches had 105 days, excluding Snudays;
so she had fifty-seven days for making passages and enjoying the
luxury of rest from the bustle and racket of match galling. The
passages exteuded from the Isle of Wight to the Thames, then to
Dover, back to the Thames, to Harwich, Isle of Wight, round to

the Menai Straits, Liverpool, the Clyde. Belfast, Kingston, Fal-
mouth. Isle of Wigot, Plymouth, and back to the Isle of Wight,
about 2150 miles in all. It can be gathered from this alone, that
sailing a 20-rater in the way Yclzie, Chiquita, and Dragon were
this year is anything but ihe sleepy operation yacht sailing is

sometimes supposed to be: and to win twenty-three first prizes, as
Dragon has done in the teeth of such opposition as she met with
from the other two prize winners, is evidence of the excellence of
the craft and the skill of her skipper, Ben Parker.—Field.

CLARA AND MINERVA.—Clam is now laid up at the Corin-
thian Basin, at Staten Island. Minerva was out at Wintringham's
last week, where her lines were taken by Mr. Hyslop for the Sea-
wanhaka C. Y. C. She then sailed for Beverly, where she will bs
laid up. Captain John Barr, of Clara, with his brother, Captain
Cnarles B irr, of Minerva, is now living at Marblehead. The two
will buy a smdll schooner and spend the winter herring fishing.

WILD DUCK.—This name has been chosen for the new 125ft*

steel steamer for Mr. J. M. Forbes.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fouest A-nd
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest an d Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local

waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 188!>-90.

Commodore: Walter TJ. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treasurer: KAt.rn F. Erazek, 17 I 'eutral street, Lowell, Mass.

Rce-Ccmv. Rear-Com. Purser.
Central Dlv.,Geo. A. Warder....E. L. French J. K. Bakewell,

110 Diamond st reet, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eastern Div..Dr. J. A. Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph F. Brazer,

Lowell, Mass.
N'thern Dlv. .W. J. White W. J. Read CM. Whitlaw,

Montreal, Cau.
Atlantic Div.. 51. V. Brokaw L V. Dorland W. R. Haviland,

Yonkers, N. Y.
Applications for memnership roust be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00

for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 tor camp expenses. Application
gent to the Sec'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in anv Division aud wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms of applicati on by address
Ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vice-Commodore— N. B. Cook, Chicago, TU.
Rear-Commodore- O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.

Secretarv-Treasurer—.1. H. Ware, 130 Rialto Building. Chicago, 11).

Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks
which mav be obtained from him, and should he accompanied by §2 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

A RIVER CRUISE IN A FOLDING BOAT.
[Co7iduded from Page 220.]

THE next morning, after exhibiting our novelties to a number
who desired to inspect our outfit, we launched for new ad-

yrentures, and having run down a mile anchored our craft at the
exact point in the river where the States of Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Ohio join, so that the Wanderer's 12ft. of length
then actually rested in three States at once, an experience which
so small a boat seldom has. S., from the stern, asked, "W., how
goes the time in West Virginia and Ohio?" W., with right hand
dipped in the waters of Ohio and his left in those of West Vir-
ginia, responded. "Oh, nuite good, how is it in Pennsylvania?" S.

rejoined, "'It's confounded hot here, but think it will be cooler
when 1 get over there."
We then meandered on, and finding a pleasant, cool looking spot,

a mile or two dowu the river on the West Virginia shore, near the

base of a mountain range, where the primeval forest was unbroken
and no habitation near, we decided to inspect and if desirable go
into camp for a few days, until the weather became somewhat
more enjoyable. A delicious spring was found, also wood conve-
nient, and the tent pitched on a level shady plateau, fully 100ft.

back from the river and 40ft. above it, with the bluff rising

abruptlv within 50ft. at the rear, covered with dense forest

growth "and an island of some extent in the middle of the river

shut out a view of civilization in that direction. This reminds
W. of Adirondack scenes and he begins to fell quite at home.
Wood is gathered, a rude ta>de constructed, beds, etc., arranged,
ere enjoying a late dinner. Then the hammocks are swung and
the afternoon whiied away ere we are aware. Then a neat camp-
fire arranged at a locality favorable for cheer and light, without
too much heat, and after supper, music and "seven-up" fill in the
hours uni il time to turn in.

An amusing incident, at least to W., occurred as the duffle was
being transferred from the boat to the camp ground. S., a strong
vigorous bicyclist, slung the pack-basket on his back, and taking
the tent grip in one hand and the Winchester iD the other started
up the bank; but as the river had been at a high stage and the
water was receding the ground was somewhat uncertain in that
immediate vicinity and his feet slipped backward, resulting in a
header into the sand with the pack on top, which W. was obliged
to remove ere his companion could arise.

We remained in camp here for three days, and were only
cognizant of the extreme heat when obliged to take the boat and
go out for supplies. S. took one trip up the ri ver, and found the
current near the head of the island very strong at the then low
stage of water, and be was uncertain at one period whether he
would make it or not. He succeeded, however, and on his return
trip fairly came back flying. At this point several steamers that
were on up trips were obliged to turn back. Squirrels were plen-
tiful, and VV. bagged a number with the rifle. Perch and bass
could be easily obtained when wanted. On the evening of the
third day, as we were having a game of "seven-up" near the camp
fire, the silence was broken by the crunching of bones some
twenty-five feet below the plateau, where the refuse of the camp
had been thrown. W, sa'd "There is a fox or a hedgehog, get the
camp lantern and shine his eyes, and I'll get the rifle and drop
him." It was quickly done, hut the "ki yl" that followed the shot
announced the fact that the intruder was a canine instead of a
beast of the forest, and W. regretted the act, as he believes others
as attached to their pet dogs as is he to his. The next day prior

to breaking camp, a card was tacked up on a tree, and a request
made that should the owner of a wounded dog find such card Le
could communicate with the address given. Just as we were
packing up a native put in an appearance, and asked if we had
heard a shot fired the night before; that some one had shot his

dog, and he didn't know whether it, would live or not. W. man-
fully said that he was the fellow, and explained the circumstances
and'oifered to pay him a fair remuneration. The owner said that

under like conditions he would have done the same, and re-

fused compensation, but W. insisted on his taking a fiver, that his

conscience might be easier, and everybody was made happier.

The run to Wellsville was a charming one, and soon made, and
as it was part of the programme to stop over here for a day and
visit friends who had' extended a warm invitation, and were ex-

pecting us, we portaged boat and baggage up to the express office,

and became quite, famous, judging from the numbers of sports-

men, and others interested, who called to examine our outfit.

The term of S.'s vacation being limited, it was decided to ship

camp equipage and thereafter occupy the full day in getting
over the proposed route, and make a hotel or farmhouse our
quarters when night came on,

The next afternoon we bade our kind friends adieu and started
down the river, passing Yellow Creek, McCoys and Elliottville,
through an interesting section of the country, and the views pre-
sented were fascinating. When between New Cumberland aud
Toronto, nearly opposite Garliek's extensive pottery works, we
passed the greatest natural (or unnatural) curiosity of the trip,
which at a distance seemed to he the river on Are. A natural
gas main crosses the river, and had either burst or in other way
been injured, so that a large volume of gas escaped in mid river,
and some one with an eye to the phenomenal had applied the
match, and an immense column of fire 15 to 20ft. in height arose
from tne surface of the water which was hissing and apparently
boiling up to the extent of 3 or 4ft., and falling in jets of spray
with the pillar of fire rising from the midst. It was a sight worth
going miles to see, strange and weird, and would have been adored
by the ancient fireworsbippers as a god. We reached Toronto on
the Ohio side at 6 P. M., having made fourteen miles in three and
one-half hours, and with great ease. One can pull the Allen bow-
facers with but little exert ion, and an occasional change off from
oars to paddle or vice versa waB more by way of variety than
necessity. At Toronto we found good accommodations at the
Hotel Brady, with storage for boat and baggage in a convenient,
livery barn adjacent to the high bank, up which we were obliged
to make a carry in order to get within city limits. After supper
we strolled about the. town, which is a thriving one with exten-
sive pottery works, and bears evidence of prosperity.
We did not get away until 9 o'clock the next morning, hut ran to

Steubenville in two hours, reaching the wharf just in time to
avoid a heavy thunder storm that broke within a few minutes
after we had sheltered boat, and baggage. After a thirty minutes
pouring rain the clouds pass away and we go up town and register
for dinner at the excellent United States Hotel, and then go out
for a look at the town, which is new to S. and which W. has not
seen for 25 years. We noticed that the town was posted for an ex-
hibition by Pawnee Bill's Wild West Show during the afternoon.
A d odger, announcing the fact of a slight delay on account of miss-
ing railroad connection, had been profusely scattered over the
streets, and the city was full of people on the qui vive of expectancy.
As we promenaded the principal streets in our tourist costume of
flannel shirts, and faces browned in the sun and reflection from
the water to something near that of baked missionaries, wTe were
taken for the advance guard of the show, and commanded con-
siderable attention. In fact, one fellow was so well assured that,
pointing to W. in his wide-orimmed felt Stetson, announced to bis
companions, "that's Pawnee Bill himself."
After an excellent dinner we start away at 1 o'clock The usual

crowd of admirers and curious from hotel and vicinity came down
to the wharf to see the "Walk-up-the-Creek" start off, and we
pulled out against a strong head wind, and in due time passed
Yorkville, Caruthers, Warrensvilleand numerous small towns on
either bank. The wind blew strong and gave us a harder day's
work than any yet experienced in good water, but we were in ex-
cellent condition and spirits, and made fair headway. At 5 o'clock
we stopped at Wellsburg for refreshments. We learned that the
next favorable stopping place would be Martin's Ferry, opposite
Wheeling, and 14 miles distant, and as the wind had somewhat
abated, we concluded to make the run, and did so without inci-

dent worthy of mention, reaching the wharf boat at 8 P. M., hav-
ing made 85 miles in 8)4 hours. Darkness had set; in, but we were
fortunate in meeting Mr. Terrell of the ferry boat, who kindly
permitted us to use his boat for storage purposes, and directed us
to a hostelry. At the HotelMay we found good accommodations.
The next morning the landlord introduced us to a number of

gentlemen, among them the redoubtable Col. Sharon, brother of
the bonanza king, and quite a character himself, being genial
and entertaining. As usual we were escorted to the river, and.
there exhibited the peculiarities of our craft before taking our
departure over veritable bounding billows in the face of a strong
wind that seemed blowing up the river, no matter what direction
the channel turned. We pas«ed the city of Wheeling, then Bridge-
port, Benton, Beilaire and McGee without a halt, except in mid-
river for a few moments at the latter named place to permit ex-
aminations of our oars by a curious riverman, who said he had
"been rowing a boat on the Ohio for twenty-five years' and never
had seen a rigging like that before," and for that, reason had
pulled out to see it. After inspection he pronounced it "about
the checker," and having ascertained where procurable, he
thanked us and returned to shore. We reached Moundsville,
W.Va., at 1;30 P. M-, having accomplished but 14 miles in four
and a half hours, owing to the heavy sea. On our way we passed
numerous gangs of coal wreckers iu various stages of nakedness,
working about the rapids and bars, in the vicinity of which quite
a number of coal barges had been stove to pieces.

We carried boat and baggage up to the B. & O. railroad depot,
bidding good-bye to the old Ohio, who had been our bosom friend
for just one week. It is a notable fact that the sceuery tnus far
has been grand, and none can fully appreciate it until passing
over th9 route by boat. At the depot we took Wanderer apart
and packed her for transportation as sportsmen's extra baggage,
then went up to the Mound City Hotel, and after supper visited
the noted Indian mound in an inolosure. in the heart of the town.
It is about 75ft. in height, 200ft. in diameter at the base and 50ft.

across at the top. A shaft goes in from the base on the north to

the center, meeting a perpendicular shaft sunk from the top that
is about, 10ft. in diameter. It is a great curiosity, and the outlook
from the top being very fine, it is visited by many. Numerous
skeletons, battle axes, spears, pottery, etc.. apparently belonging
to the pre-historic race, have been taken from the mound.
At 0 P. M. we board the train tor Fairmont, W. Va., on the head-

waters of the Monongahela, and our route on the B. & O. ft. R. is

a winding one, through a mountainous region and full of charm-
ing views, but dissolving ones, owing. to the rapidity with which
the train is whirled over the sinuous road. There are numerons
tunnels, and beside the road we noticed the famous RosebyRoek,
where the laying of track was completed in 1853. It is a large
boulder nearly 30ft. in diameter, bearing the inscription: "Roseby
Rock, track closed Christmas, 1853."

We reached Fairmont at 7:30 P. M., and found excellent quar-
ters at the Hough House, near (he suspension bridge. Next morn-
ing we sauntered about the town and were well pleased. It was
our good fortune to be recognized as "men and brothers" by some
of the leadiug citizens, who introduced us to others, and our
sojourn made'quite pleasant. We here saw quite a curiosity that
had just, been discovered and attracted a large number. Some
workmen in making an excavation for a new business block ex-
humed the petrified body of an old colored woman that had been
buried in that locality forty-two years before, and was so well
preserved as to be recognized At noon we continued by rail to
Rowlesburg, on the Cneat River. It was our intention to launch
our boat and run down the Cheat to its confluence with the Monon-
gahela, as the scenery has the reputation of heing remarkably
fine. We found tne water at a low stage, and the rapids (that ex-
tend nearly fourteen miles) swift, rocky and dangerous, especially
in low water, aud running through the Cheat Mountain range
that loomed up from 500 to 1,000ft. in that vicinity; and further,

that for a large stretch there was no human habitation in the
vicinity of the river, and we should have to rough it were we suc-
cessfuL in getting through. We also found many old heads who
advised us not to make ihe attempt, and cited the fact that no
less than eight persons who had started out to run the Cheat River
rapids had lost their lives iu tbe attempt. Under the circum-
stances we decided to take the back track to Fairmont and then
go down the Monongahela.

.

At Rowlesburg we met a number of old hunters, and got into
their good graces by giving them an opportunity to use the Ly-
man sights, and learned much of the locality. It appeared to be

quite a sportsman's paradise. Deer are quite plenty in the near
vicinity, speckled trout abundant and partridges without num-
ber. We were told of a covey of almost perfectly white part-
ridges (or ruffed grouse) that an old hunter had frequently seen
and knew their haunts. This might have been a wnite lie, but
was given with apparent sincerity. Thus we whiied away a few
hours until arrival of train, which we boarded and reached Fair-

mont in the evening. .

Next morning we start down the Monongahela. The water
heing at a low stage we were obliged to lighter over some of the
rifts, but in the main had good running, and through interesting

sceuery, and reached Morgantown that day, and called a halt until

morning. We did not leave Morgantown until U o'clock A. M.,
and then were soon in fine water. After a two-mile run we were
overtaken by a passing shower and pulled up under a projecting
tree, where we rested until the storm was over, and then bent to

the oars and made up lost time. We soon reach U. S. Lock No.
9, nine miles from Moruantown, which we portage around and
then run the Cowles riffle on the State line, aF.d find ourselves
once more in Pennsylvania territory.
We passed Point Marion, at the mouth of the Cheat, and then

pulled up the Cheat River for a short distance on a tour of obser-

vation. The waters of the Cheat are of a peculiar dark color, and
it is asserted that the color makes it quite deceptive in estimating
the depth, and that it was from this fact that the name was given
to the river. On returning and reaching the junction with the
Monongala we passed quite a rapids, in which and for a long dis-

tance below the distinctive color of the two rivers was plainly
seen, and after a final blending the water was quite changed in

appearance. It is presumed that the color is taken from the roots

of the mountain laurel, as well as from mineral through which it
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passes, but ss we niade no chemical analysis, we give no profes-
sional opinion and leave it: for the experts fo determine
At an inviting spot under a rocky ledge we cnok our late din-

ner, S., going to a convenient farmhouse to procure milk is aston-
ished to find the entire family barefoot, although surrounded
with indications of wealth. The pedal extremities of three von&e
ladies especially attracted his attention.
We were again soon on our way, and passed 1". S. lock No. 8, in

process Of erection, three miles above Greensborough. The river
scenery of the Monongahela proved attractive. thWn»hout but
the prettiest gem of all we found at sundown that evening as wecame in sight of Geneva. The river passing through high roman-
tic bluffs, and the town high on the sloping bant at a bend
directly ahead, and bathed in glowing sunlight, while we were in
the cooling shade, formed a picture ever to be remembered, and a
study such as would delight an artist. Opposil e Geneva , but around
the abrupt bend, we found the quiet town of Greensborough,
where we expected mail, and fouud accommodations for ourselv es
and storage for our boat, and took quarters at the MoUohgabela
House and were well taken care of.
On Wednesday morning,June 27,we bade adieu to Greensborough

and arrived at IT. S. Lock No. 7 in just thirty-five minutes, passing
through a fine farming' country, and each bend of the river pre-
senting a new and beautiful scene. We made the portage around
the dam with but little difficult V. and soon after met the. steam
packet Adam Jacobs, which makes regular trips between Pitts-
burgh and Greensborough. She had a large party of campers on
board

,
who disembarked within a mile of the loch and commenced

to take their supplies up the bank to the camp site. We in-
ventoried 20 kegs of beer and several d» miJohns, bnt the tradi-
tional loaf of bread faded to come within range of our observa-
tion. We had oread but: no beer, hut as no desire for barter was
manifested, we reluctantly passed on. On our way down the
river we noticed within the next 15 miles a number of handsome
locations where tents had been pitched, showing that the heauty
of the river bad attracted many from the heat and dust of the >

We had some pleasant gossip with a few whom we found either
rowing or fishing, and bad a most enjoyable morning's run, until
at 11:30 it began to sprinkle, just as we were m the vicinity of a
deserted camping spot, as indicated by tent stakes, and a pole and
board camp table, near a wide-spreading hoaey locust tree.
Here we concluded to ptdl up until after dinner and the ex-

pected shower. The boat was turned over the baggage, a Are soon
built and dinner prepared, when if commenced to rain in down-
right earnest. The thick foliage of the locust afforded shelter,
however, until the dinner was disposed of: but the constant deluge
pouring upon it soon found its way through and began to trV t h
down upon us, and with no signs of letting up. We then donned
our waterproofs, chaffed each other, sang, danced, made rhymes
and stump speeches, and finallr inaugurated an Indian war danee
about the remains of the camp fire then nearly extinguished,
being determined to keen our spirits up despite the rain, which
soon poured dow n in torrents and necessitated sticking closer to
the trunk of our protecting tree, fast failing to protect, us.
Both agreed that it was raining, and might continue thus for

some time. So in order to pass away the time it was determined
to bring up the Wanderer and place her bottom up across the
camp taole, put the hageage and ourselves beneath its sheltering
roof and then play "seven up," wmich was a cordingly done. It
was a study for an artist, but no artist or any one else came along
and the game was uninterrupted until (> P." M., when it ceased
raining, and we started down the river in search of s» boarding
house, being fully 20 miles from any town with a comfortable
hotel.
We had our usual good lucls, and just before darkness came we

found a fine brick mansion on the left bank, at what is known as
Jacob's Ferry, and W. went ashore to make inquiries and suc-
ceeded in obtaining accommodations with Mr. Jacobs, who proves
to be the son of Adam Jacobs, one of the wealthiest and best
known individualsof thatrpgion. and from whom the river packet
took its name. We had an excellent supper and a pleasant chat
before retiring at 9 P. M.. thanking our lucky stars that we
were not compelled to lie ont on such a rainy night as it proved
to be.
The next morning we get an early start, and havi ap ?air weather

pull out in good earnest to make up for lost time, and found
splendid boating, fine scenery, and make excellent time, passing
Brownsville twenty miles below at 11 A. M., where we stop
for supplies, and then run on a few miles before dining, and then
push on through a succession of mining hamlets* With here and
there a fine town, such as Belle Vernon, UcKeesport and Monon-
gahela City, at wmick latter place we pull up for the night.

Tr would but be a waste of time and space to record the numer-
ous towns that line the river between Bro-vnsville and Pittsburg.
Suffice it to say that it is almost, a continuous city for miles, and
the scenery consequently not so interesting to the tourist, it. is
the center of the soft coal district, and mining shafts and coal
barges are. seen on every side. When we consider that in each of
the barges was coal sufficient to load a train of from forty to sixty
cars, we realize the vast amount shipped from these mines. The
Monongahela is controlled by a system of dams and locks in order
to make navigation suie at all stages of water. Between Morgan-
town and Pittsburg are nine locks and dams, through which
steamers with their tows are locked in their passage up or down.
This is a historical section of country. The iron bridge over a
small tributary at Brownsville is the first iron bridge in the TJ. S.
Near the center of this town a cousin of Washington was buried.
Braddock's mound is near, and on the bank of a small stream
just below is where Washington camped prior to Braddock's de-
feat. On our way down we passed the confluence of the Youghio-
gheny River, and are told that between that point and Gonnells-
ville there are no less than 4,400 coke ovens, with a mine in oper-
ation for every set of ovens. Natural gas we found burning in
every direction. The vast iron interests of Pittsburg line the
river banks for miles above, and excited wonder at their numbers
and magnitude.
We reached Pittsburgh at 11 A. M., and after a ramble and late

dinner concluded to make the run to Beaver. Soon alter start-
ing, and while yet in Monongahela water, we entered a narrow
channel left for the passage of steamboats between immense
fleets of coal barges anchored on each aide. The passage way
was not over 60ft. wide, and when we had gone nearly through it
we noticed a steamer with barges coming down and to'our dismay
soon after saw another swing into the channel just helow and
making up the river. We were just at the point where they
would pass, and only about 15ft. of space remained for our frail
vessel between the up-bound steamer and the fleet of coal bgrgeSj
and it looked as though in the lively churning up of the water
from two stem wheelers and the swells breaking against the
barges, that a picnic was in store for us. The situation was taken
in at*a glance, and W. directed S. to drop the oars, and take a

Eaddle and keep off from the barges, wnile he with paddle in
and at the how would endeavor to keep the craft in the best

position to ride the waves. For a few moments it was exciting,
but we managed our craft expertly and she danced over the
choppy seas without any more serious damage than having ship-
ped about a bucket of water, and we passed the ordeal with flying
colors, amid the cheers of passengers and crew, who witnessed
our efforts, but evidently anticipated seeing us swamped.
We ran on for half a mile and then went ashore ar.d empt ied out

the surplus of water and then resumed our journey. Wo pass the
dam at Davis Island by an easy portage, and then strike into a
swift current that, combined with our exertions and the casv
ruuning characteristic of the Wanderer, quickly takes us past
pretty villages and handsome scenery on either hard. We had
the misfortune to lose our flag ou this, the last a fternoon of our
trip and regretted it exceedingly. It had floated from the stern of
our little craft over different waters for nearly four weeks, and S.
had devoted leisure time in carving upon the unique staff names,
dates, etc., intending to retain it as a souvenir of the trip. We dis-
covered its loss soon after having run quite a stretch of rapids,
and time was too precious to permit retracing our course and
undertake what would probably have proved a fruitless search.
We reached Beaver in six hours after leaving Pittsburgh, and
landed near the identical spot where we ate our camp dinner three
weeks prior. Since then we had made a grand circuit by boat of
nearly BOO miles, with but 65 miles of transfer by railroad, ft was
with reluctance that we took the Wanderer from the water and
packed her and our baggage for transportation by rail to the
place whence we came. She served us well through 700 miles of
river navigation and proved her capability. It was truly a
memorable trip, and hardened our muscles like iron, and browned
our cheeks. E. S. W.
Garrettsville, O.

RED DRAGON C. C.-The lull fegatta of the Red Dragru C. C.
will be held ou Oct. 11. All members of the A- C. A. are invited
to enter and con pete. The events will be: I. Unlimited sailing,
3 miles. II. Class IV. paddling, >•> mile. III. Tandem paddling,
}£ mile. There will also be a race between a canoe and one of the
local catboats over the triangular course.

NEW OFFICERS—On tbe first of the present month the new
commodore of the A. C. A., Mr. Walter TJ. Lawson. of Boston, en-
tered upon his duties, assisted by Mr. R. F. Brazer, the retiring
purser of the Eastern Division, who is now -Secretary-Treasurer
pf the A. C. A. His address is 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.

CANOE YACHTS.
Editor forest and Stream:

,J^e
,
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caaoe"dfi your issue of Sept. 25 very natu-rally suggests that members of the A. C. A. should exchangeopinions concerning such a, radical departure from the heretoforeaccepted idea as to what a canoe is, and for what uses she is in-

• i
Sonie tjm? sin?e -t excited the animosity of several racing canoe-

ists by hinting that an addition of say 6in. to the beam of a 30in.canoe would render her a safer, speedier and more useful boat.And forthwith these gentlemen attempted to squash me utterly
hint while they repudiated with indignation the call for a slightincrease of beam, they practically admitted its necessity byadopting the sliding seat, which everyone knows has the same
effect as makiug the boat wider, so far as carrying mo^e sail isconcerned, without in any way adding to comfort, bandiness or
safety, hut rather lessening these valuable items. And now the
proposition is made m your columns to change the canoe intowaat would really be a small yacht with a comparatively deep
h \ 7? as could

-
be seen the objections offered to making

the A. O. A. recognize canoes of 3Sin. beam were that such craft
could not easily be paddled and carried overland. These objec-
tions were proved to have no foundation in fact. What have' thecombined uaddlers and sailers to say now about the oroposed new
craft, which needs but. a cabin to become a complete toy yacht?Can such a boat be "effectively paddled?" Could she' shoot arapid and dodge the recks, or be hauled ashore for sleeping pur-
poses.'' In short, does she bear any resemblance at all to a canoe?

Thomas Clapham.
[If Mr. Clapham has followed our argument for several weeks

past he must understand that we do not tavorany such perversion
ot the canoe from its original purpose as the 'cutter canoe." would
be; our end is merely to point out thepossibilities of further eva-
sions and abuses of existing rules. We it one time shared Mr
Claphain's opinion of the deck seat, but experience has shown
very clearly that a sliding seat of moderate size makes canoe, sail-
ing easier, dryer and safer work than It was a few years since.
At the same time there is no doubt, that the length of the stiding
seat can be, and is, carried to an extreme.

ROCHESTER C. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 24-.

THE fifth and last race for the Wilson cup was called in a fresh
breeze from the north and promised to be a fast and exciting

contest, as there were three canoes very close for second place
and a possibility for one of them to win first, but the wind fell
gradually from the start, and the last mile was gone over in
almost a dead calm. Marie held the wind to the last and won
by a long lead in time and a quarter of a mile in distance.
Tbe second race called was the tandem hand paddling, which

was won by the Moodys with ease.
There being no wind the sailing maneuvering race was declared

off, and a tandem paddling race substituted. There were four
entries and the race was the most closely contested of the day.
ft neon to secured a long lead, and on nearing the line her crew
slackened speed. Tom spurted and rapidly overhauled her, and
would have won at the line bad she not fouled.
The upset paddling race called out two entries and was won by

Marie in good style.
First event, sailing, Wilsou cup race. 3 miles:

„ . „ Start. 1st round. 3d round. Time. Points
Mane. Stewart 3 25 01) 27 00 38 00 1 05 00 6
Surprise, McVean.... 3 35 UO 31 00 49 30 1 20 30 5
Massawippi, Martin. .3 25 00 34 30 4.9 30 1 24 40 4
Polly Wiggle, Smith. .8 25 00 35 00 19 30 1 25 00 3
Midget, H. S. Moody .3 25 00 41 00 Withdrew.
Louise, C. H. Moody. 3 25 00 Withdrew.
Second event, tandem hand paddling, lOOvds :

Louise, Moody and Moody *

0 00 30
Dahinda, Stewart eud W. Smith 0 00 45
Tom. F. L. Smith and Seward 0 01 00
Onaonto, McVean and Dodge ... Withdrew.
Third event, tandem paddling, one-third mile:

Oneonto, Dodge and M-Yeati 02 02
Tom, F. L. Smith end Sa .vard ..........

'. .. . .02 00
Dalinda, French and YV. S. Smith 02 10
The Ark, Mood y and Mood y S.'. '.l ~M 15
Oneonto won on Tom's foul.
Fourth event, upset paddling 100yd=.:

Marie, Stewart 0 01 00
Midget, H. S. Moody 'i oo 05
Result of ih» series for the Wilson Gun:

Marie, H. M. Stewart ., 4 S 8 9 6-33
Massawippa, W. H. Martin. 5 0 9 G 4—24
Surprise, H. D. McVean 0 4 5 8 5—22
Polly Wiggle. F. L. Smith 2 5 7 4 3—21
Hero, G. W. Ruggles 4 7 . n
Prudence, H. J. Wilson 6 3 9
Midget, H. S. Moody 3 3 6—6
Toodles, A. B. Dodge 0 6 3 —2
Louise, C. H. Moody 0 0 u— 0
Marie wins the cup, aid Massawippa the. trophy for second place.
Afier the races a large Ham pit was opened, and about two

hundred guests of the club enjoyed the clams, lobsters arm
chicken prepared for them. The last order was, all up stairs for
a dance. The club house was closed at 10:30, when everv one took
special steamers and train for home.

CHANGES IN THE SAILING RULES.
Kdf'ur Forest and Stream;
When Providence turned up about fifteen inches of my anatomy

f r feet, 1 was not quite sure whether I was intended for a walker
or akicKer, but the annual re-occurrence of a desire to waste ink
about this season of the year, leads me to think thev were in-
tended for the latter purpose.
In the fall of '87 I was among those who started the crusade

against standing sails, and the general tendency of the powers
that were and had been to let the canoe degenerate into a fleet of
machines good for nothing but match sailing, without in any way
trying to change tilings to try to bring about a different result.
I was promptly walked upon by quite a number of my friends, in-
eluding yourself, who on Jan. 7, '88, wrote the following: "Mr. Mac-
kendrick condemns all sails that cannot be lowered by a halliard,
aid would rule them out, but what reason has he for so doing?
Mr. Barney claims that he can carry his outfit of five sails within
his canoe, shifting them at will so as to set some thirty or forty
feet in two sails for a snug cruising rig, or one hundred feet in
three sails for racing. If this can be done, is not Pecowsic, so far
as rig is concerned, the best fitted all-round canoe yet devised'?"
I then maintained that the standing sail was bad for general-
purpose canoes, and that in practice the changing while under
way was never done; and I was right. I gave that same rig a
mighty hot time of it that winter, and the justice of my case was
such that ninety-five per cent, of A. C. A. men thought it would
he ruled out, and consequently nearly all procured lovvering rigs.
For some reason a small majority of the executive did not then
see fit to legislate against it, and possibly have had time now to
see w here they faded to do the A. C. A. a good inru; then was the
time when such a step could have been taken without doing in-
justice to any one, while the same cannot be maintained for the
hasty and, what I consider, ill-advised action of the executive
committee at Jessup's Neck.
Tnis is an age of rapid advancement, and what two years ago

was an uusafe sail is now, when used on our present racing arti-
cles, by no means so conspicuously dangerous. The average racing
came that now carries standing sails has only a few feet of cock-
pit, and an upset or forty upsets can do no harm. Wherein, then,
does the danger consist? The most the sail ca.n do is to upset the
u-er, for which they are all prepared. Standing sails were
not ruled out when they should have been, and canoes have since
been built to suit standing sails.

To say that I am surprised at the action of the execu' ive com-
mittee in summarily wiping Rule XXII. off the hooks wi'houtthe
recommendation of the regatta committee or Without in any way
giving notice, is to put it mildly. I think it was acting with great
discourtesy to that commitiee, who, like all previous regatta com-
mittees, were appointed on account of their special fitness and
knowledge of regatta work. I have always looked upon that ex-
punged clause as. the one safeguard against hasty chancing of
rules by the executive committee, who are not elected for their
special knowledge of the sailing regulations, and who, in my opin-
ion, should not tinker with them unless they are advised by the
regatta committee or give notice through the official organs of
their intention to make certain changes.
Iwasalwavsof the opinion that tbe regatta committee had to

advise changes in tlie sailing regulations, but if the executive
committee at present have power to bowl out any of our regula-
tions on five minutes' notice, I beg to suggest the advisability of

having a clause inserted at our next meeting limiting that arbi-

trary power by compelling them to give a few weeks' notice of

such proposed' change in the official organ, as there are others be-

sidt s the executive committee who take a little interest in these
matters. With the number, and their name is legion, of standing
sails now in use, and the style of lifeboat that has been bttilt to

suit them, I do not think that it would he such a wise step to dis-qualny them, certainly not without discussion of the questionunder its altered circumstances.
I am glad to see you, Mr. Editor, facing the fact that we must

do something to encourage a better class of canoe: that is, a more
useful class than our modern racers. I lean to the opinion that
the. canoe or^ the future for open water is a well-designed 1 fix" 30
with a cockpit unincumbered with center-board trunks, leasingroom lor two to sail or paddle comfortably, with bulkheads at
euber end and along the sides, held up to windward by those ideal
bilge boards and ntted with a single suit of lowering sails Did
you say what pattern? Well, a leg-of-mutton with about lgim of
the new patent draft in them would be the best—for the other
fellow—to get.
Such a canoe would do well in our races and would he well

suited lor all kinds of legitimate canoeing, and if she was not acomplete success as a racer she could still be sold for a fair figure
whereas the average racer who wants to get a new canoe has to
almost give the old oneaway astheyare hardly good foranything.

1 he above class of era ft or something similar rest rioted 'to the
use of one suit of sails and a hiker not extending past the sides
ot canoe when closed, should in my opinion have the most of our
races at the meet given to them, while the machine men, like my-
self, should he limited to the A. C. A. Trophy and Pecowsic cups.

it a combined" trophy were added to the li-=t of A. C. A hups
and entries restricted to a certain length of clear cockpit, etc.? 1
;

tnnk inside of two years nine-tenths of the racers would be sail-ing what could he properly called cruisable canoes, and Themachine class would be so small as to die a natural death as classA did.
I hope this matter of encouraging a reasonably roomy class of

craft, suitable for something besides match sailing, wi'll receive
the attention that it should from ali well-wishers of the canoe

Toronto, O.t. 2,

Wjli, G. MacKesdrick.

NEW YORK C. C.-The twice postponed regatta of the New
J ark C. 0. was held on Saturday off the clun house, a number of
guests being present. There — ; a ;

r rc.^ £: v/Y b; .

c.^^ :gfhe
afternoon, but. it tell toward the latter part of the urogra.mme.The nrst. event was the unlimited sailing, with six starters: Lieda.
Schuyler schieffelm: Guenn, Wm. Whitloek; Pterodactyl, Com.
Nadal; Bat. L. B. Palmer; Toltec, W. W. Howard; Vagabond C J
Stevens, v agabond broke down shortly after the start and with-

7
e end cf the flrst routld Guenn was ahead, and Liedaand Toltec came to the buoy together. Toltec was ' inside and

tooled tbe buoy, withdrawing from tbe race. Bat had a small
suit or sails, and could not keep up with the fleet. After a close
finish Lieda beat Guenn. The maneuvering race was won by
Lieda, and the standing race, sailed with the men standing oh
their deck seats, as well as the upset sailing race, was won bv
Gueen. The unclassified race had two entries—Pollv, Walter
Taylor, and Wraith, W. J. Stewart. The latter part of the race
was very slow, the wind having fallen. Wraith finally won.
fhere was no attempt at any paddling races. The most interest-
ing event was the bailing ont of a large kettle of clam chowder,
which concluded the day's snort.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Edward T. Brig-
ham, Snllman Shaw, Edward F. Wyer, Woburn, Mass. Central
Division: H. W. Bailey, Buffalo, N, V.

Jtnmtfs to §orrez$ondmt8.

jEsf" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

E. L. B., Fhwnixville. Pa.—The open season for quail in your
State runs from Nov. 1 to Dec. 15.

J. H. H., Schuyler's Lake.—The eye has probably received an in-
jury, consult an oculist or your famdy physician.
English Setter, Homer, Ohio.—I have a fine puppv 11 months

old that is gunshy. Will you please inform me now I can break
him? Ans. Bead '"Training vs. Breaking"', for sale at this office
price ?1.

S. T., Philadelphia. — A resident of Pennsylvania needs no
license to shoot on Long Island nor in New Jersey except In the
counties of Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic. Salem', Cumberland,
Cape May, which are controlled by the West Jersey Game Pro-
tective Society, whose office is at No. 416 Royden street, Camden.
Secretary, Chas. H. Barnard. Fee for license, S5.

Muzzle-Loaper.—1. What is the proper charge for a 13-bore
muzzle-loading shotgun? 2. What is the h st powder to use-
should it be fine, or coarse grained ? 3. Is it correct to ram the
wads over tbe powder till ramrod jumps out of the gun ? i. What
wads and of what kind should be used over powder and shot ?

5. Which is the best way to clean a muzzle-loader? 6. Do you
sell a book called 'American Pistol and Kevolver ?" Ans. 1. Load
with 2}4drs. powder, loz. shot, No. 8 for grouse. No. 6 for squirrels
and rabbits. 2. Use fine powder. 3 Such was the custom in our
muzzle-loading days. 1. Put two wads over powder and one over
shot. 5. With a flannel cloth and cleaning rod, saturating the
cloth with hot soap suds, and drying thoroughly, then apply ben-
zine or kerosene. 6. Yes.
L. L , Denison. Texas.—Would you prefer a greenheart or split

bamboo rod for Colorado trout, the prices beine- about the same?
What sizes of hooks or flies should be used? Ans. 1. Bamboo is
considered the best material for fly rods. .2. Sizes of hooks will de-
pend upon the size of the trout and range all the way from No. ?

to No. 3 Sproat. The Superintendent of the Vellowstone Park re-
commends nothing smaller than No. 6 nor larger than No. 4. Suc-
cessful flies include; brown and gray hackles, Alexandra, black
prince, coachman, dark-coachman, rcval-copcbman, professor,
brown-palmer, Abbey. Montreal, alder, Lott'e, Imbrie, browr-hen
and grizzy-king. The size of flies must vary also according to the
high and low stage of the water, its clearness or mudcliness, as
well as with the time of day.

C. L. R., Providence, R. I—Mr. Thos. McGough imported am
English bull bitch, by Baron out of Hesper, he by champion
Gamester out of Favorite; Hesper by Grabber out of Ida. The
pedigree I received runs back no further, and as I wish to get her
registered in the stud hook would like to know the sire and dam
of the last four dogs mentioned. Can you give it to me? Ans.

Eng., irom whom you can no doubt get the information vou want.
Grahber (13030), by Reeves's Cribout of Zulu, by Ogd en's Cure out
of Allen's Gipsy Queen; Ciib by Raper's Tiger out of Reeves's
Queen Mab. Ida 00,795), by Faust out of Dorrit.

A. D. S., Hamilton, Ont.—1. Where will the next dog shows be
held in the following cities: Buffalo. Syracuse, and Rochester? 2.

should our dog show be held in the spring or in the fall? the idea
being of course to get as many American exhibitors as possible.
3. Is there any book on dogs by Charles H. Mason? If so, where
can it be had and at what price? Ans. 1. It is uncertain whether
a dog show will be held next year in Buffalo or nor. If the Agricul-
tural Fair is held there next fall it is the intention of the club to
try and give a show in connection therewith. Syracuse is out of
the line altogether. Rochester may hold a show next spring, bnt
owing to their loss this year we are fold it is very unlikelv. 2. See
our paragraph in "Dog Chat" this week. 3. Yes, •'Our Prize
Dogs," published at this office, price *5.

H. J. A.. Montana.—When I located my ranch here, five years
ago, all the timber surrounding this lake was alive (excepting a
few scattering trees, such as are found dead in all bodies of
timber), adding by its greenness much beauty to the scenery.
Since, then a large part of it. has died. This is more noticeable in
those locations that were most exposed to the prevailing winds,
which are severe during the first months of winter and late fall.

A year ago last summer there appeared, stiddeulv and apparently
without cause, a strip about 200yds. wide, half-way up the moun-
tain side, where all the timber turned brown and seemed to be
dying, although a portion of the. trees have come to life again.
This strip extended parallel with the mountain range, jumping
across canons and striking the next mountain at the same eleva-
tion, being about 1,000ft. above the surface of the lake and a bout
7,000ft. above sea level. The Umber is mostly pine, but there is
considerable fir. Will yon kindly give me your opinion as to the
probable cause for so much of the. timber dying? The winter of
1886-87 was unusually severe, and of longer duration than is usual
with us. which may account in part for tbe dead and dying
timber. I suppose, of course, there can he no remedy where, there
is such a large area; but we must let it take its course. The brown
strip attracted the attention of many visitors, not any of whom
were able to account for it. Aus. The damage inay be due to any
one of many causes. Trees, like animals, are liable to disease,
properly so-called, engendered by climatic influences; but more
commonly the malady is due to the attack of insects or of vegeta-
ble spores. If the whole forest becomes diseased, and you cannot
utilize the timber, your best course will be to fire it to give the
young growth a chance.
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
OTBKscFeyers.Congestions.Inflammation
A.A.i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, S7.0O
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - m 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE S1.00.

FOR 8ALTC AT TTTTP" OTTTTTOTn.

tJRADE ARK,

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send lO cents to prepay postage on our 136 tolio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of every dessription of

3F" 1 1ST DE3 FISHING TAOKL
18 Veaey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House). New York.

WINCHESTER
STAR

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

XVTot told. toy -tlxe nEanufa.otvren

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

LIVE TROUT FOB SALE.
Address

JAMES L. BREESE,
Chairman Fish Committee, Tuxedo Club,

Tuxedo, N. Y. oct9,3t

FOXES.
Every farmer, hunter and sportsman should

have my secret for trapping fox^s. Sure and
reliable. Sets, for particulars. DAPHNE, Box
39, Jersey City. N. J. It

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

ll5ftoosevelt8t..N.y.City.

WANTED.—TO PURCHASE CHEAP FOR
cash, volumes Nos. 2 to 8, inclusive, Wal-

lace's American Trotting Register. Address H.
HOWARD, P. O. Box 577, Providence, R. I.

oct2,2t

POSITION WANTED.—TO TAKE CHARGE
of club house. Understand care of boats,

steam and sail, and electric light. Any part of
countrv if healthy clrawte. Address ENGINEER,
care of Forest and Stream. It

Of

WILD BICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

FINE PAIR OF MOOSE HORNS
for sale. Address J. M. STONE, Harcourt Build-
ing, Irvington street, Boston, Mass. oct2,2t

TTUP ATT A TT FOR SALE. LIVE
JUL \ J2J Vc^ U J\.±±J and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1^38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FIOR SALE.-FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mericanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
?er pair.

. ile., Fish
OH. Bethel,

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PBE8S:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in

birds will be interested in it —Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTOF WS.BO.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Clotb, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

HANDBOOK OF CANINE DOCTORING
Sent Free on Application.

THE PANTHERAPEAN CO., 173 Greenwich St.,

Nbw York.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 2V0 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy Joss. Mr. Grinnell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often bunting quite naned with no other arms
than their bo and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill ir sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y,

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By. Everett Hayden. Marine Meteorologist, TJ. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington,

Illustrated by 23 PLATee. Price One Dollar.

FOREST AMD STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 818 Broadway, New York-
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
also onoTiEiinsra- foe

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATENT FOLD.
Write for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H- J- UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has all the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Coat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas $2 50
8 ounce Canvas $2 00
Light-weight $l 75

Salmonjrout& Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondack^,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

GUR LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEQUALLED.
want to do.If you cannot call on us, mail your order, simply stating the kind of fluking you

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Tfcr this Just owce
PRESERVALINE.

A. E£e>o:o. to -tine Sportsman*
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Pish.

Tried and Found Peifect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious
In 5-lh boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can

prepare it) $2. SoJd everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen'1

i Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'FG CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MAUTTFACTUBER OF

Fisliing TaoKle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 138-page catalogue published. This
amount may b« deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this -paper.

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE. ElK, DEER HEADS, ETC
TJo. 1R9 STXTTT A VFWTTTR. Nftar Thirteenth Street. NEW YORK.

«©
'SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND EISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the

" largest facili- —

^

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
Foa Sale by the Trade Everywhere.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALF0R0 & BERKELE CO..
P

* ^ Bo
£v20F SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Chambers St., N. Y.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

ALBERT

With Silver Plated Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

!J!feJSFi!!9nit..S.?.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS 8UIT, Good Quality, - - ftS.OOCANVAS SUIT, Best Quality. - - . S.I

5

CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, Eirst Quality, To Order, 35.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES EREE.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street, Chicago, HI.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms arp the latest and
best flrparms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

f|) 103 Milk Street,
ton,

Eevolvers .32 & .38

PRICE'S

No. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18. 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEI0E, 171 East 84th St,, flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

i Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK & CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Flsiim lacHe, Guns. Riles. Reyolyers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City.

Send for a Catalogue. Special ty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

PARABOLON

I f<\T >
or TROUT

AUCKLAND
CO. DURHAM. ENGLAND.

A. H. DIBBLES,

BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50th St. & 9th At, N. Y.
White Worms, Shedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

MAGIC LANTERNS3F
STEREOPT1CONS.
Kerosene Oil or Lime Light.

For Entertainment or Instruction at home
or in large halls.

DO YOU PHOTOGRAPH?
We can make Lantern Slides from your Negatives.

Specialfacilities on the premisesfor theproduction
of the very finest Colored Slides, Apparatus, &c-

Catalogues Free. Correspondence Solicited.

J. B. COLT & CO., 16 Beekman Street, New York.

OUTFITS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, $2.50. Vueltn Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

nay business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Sp it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
No. 1, Gr, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8b, 9, 9£, 10ft , weight 9, 10$, 12, 13oz Price 2 72

No. 4, Or, same as above but is German Silver Mounted L\'kn
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz

Nb. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft • -

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., 81.15: 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, =>3c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double G-ut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 45<j.

J. F. HARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. 7.
g«, st»aa^ for Elusteatsd Catalogue tor 18?0. ©PEN EVEHXJfCM^

3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.
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MERWIN, HULBERT & GO,

OFFER OF SHOP-WORN GUNS.
Do ycm want a good GOT at TRADE PRICE ? If so, select any

from this list. These guns are all new hut a little shop-worn, making
them unsalahle as new guns. We are therefore offering them to
you at TRADE PRICE in order to close them out and make room
for new guns.

Maker. Description. Size.
W. W. Greener Ejector Hammerless, First Quality 12 30 7M

do Hammerless 12 30 *M
do Trap Gun. 12307 10

Westley Richards First Quality Ejector Hammprless 12 30 6"
Charles Daly.. Hammerless, Diamond Brand 12 30 8

do Hammerless 12 30 7J4
Colt Pat. Fire Arms Co . . Hammerless 12 30 7jl

do do . .Top Action, all Improvem'ts, Regular Hammers. 12 33
do do .. do do do do .12 30 8J4W. & C. Scott & Sons....Hammerless 16 28 6^

Ithaca do No. 3 12 30 7M
do do No 2 12 30 7}|Hemmingway Top Lever, Greener Treble W. F. Action, Pat. Fore-

end, Pistol Grip, Fine Damascus Bis, Choke-Bored.12 30 7>4
do do do do do 20 28 6^1

J. P. Clabrough & Bros . . Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Low Hammers, Choke-Bore.12 30 7%

do do .. do do do do 12 30 7^1
do do . . Hammerless, Damascus Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30 6J^
do do .. do do . do do 16 28 6)4

C. G. Bonehill Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,
Laminated steel Bis., Choke-Bored, Low HammerslO 32 9Jd

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

12 32 7^
10 30 914

12 30 $1
12 30 7}4

L. C. Smith, F. Quality. .Top ActioD, Complete Gun, Low Hammers 12 30 7^

do do do do do do 12 30%
do M. Quality.. do do do do 12 30 7%

Forehand & Wadswortb.Top Action. Complete Gun, Low Hammers 10 30 8M
Manhattan D. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Damascus

Barrels, Choke-Bored 10 30 9
do do do do do 12 30 7J4
do do do do do 12 32 8^1
do C. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Laminated

Steel Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30 m
do B Quality, do do do 12 30 834
do do do do do 10 30 8 14

do do do do do 10 30 8%
E. Remington & Sons— Decarbonized Steel Barrels, Complete Gun. 12 SO 8 6

do - do .... do do do do 12 30 8 6

do do ...Fine Damascus Barrels 12 30 8

Any of the above guns will he sent for examination upon receipt
of $5.00 to guarantee express charges, which amount will he de-
ducted from the price if gun is accepted.

26 West 53d St, New York City.

hist
Price. Price.
$350 00 mo 00
2C0 00 150 00
85 00 65 00

350 00 300 00
225 00 175 00
125 00 100 00
80 00 60 00
75 00 50 00
75 00 50 00

150 00 130 00
80 00 55 00
50 00 35 00

55 00 40 00
55 00 40 00

35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
60 00 50 00
60 00 50 00

35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
55 00 40 00
55 00 40 00
70 00 50 00
55 00 40 00

45 00 30 00
45 00 30 00
45 00 30 00

40 00 28 00
35 00 25 00
35 00 25 00
35 00 25 00
40 00 30 00
40 00 30 00
60 00 45 00

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS,
H. H. KIFFE.

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CATALOGUES
Free.

NEW STOCK.
PARKER B. Ii. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Foreend, Bar Rebounding
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol Factory Our
Grip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. Price. Price.

No. 2, 1 wist barrels, pistol f?rip stock $55.00 3 '»

.

No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 46 33
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.U0

Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which wil

be deducted from bill.

10-Bore.
Factory Our
Price. Price.

S60.00 4*. 75
70.00 49.90
85.00 6O.60

Useful & Entertaining Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50

Canoe Handling. By C. Bowyer Vaux 1.00

Audubon Bird Pictures. (23 reproductions from Audvbon Magazine) 1.00

Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S 1.00

Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. and S. 2.00

West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard. E P. Hayden. . 1.00

Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leffingwell 2.50

Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or

send for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
S18 Broadway, New Yorfc.

Thurman's Shooting' Blouse, - $3 .00
Measured around chest, over vest.

"I never felt more at ease when at the score than when
using one of your Blouses. I am satisfied I can do better
work in one of them, as they are elastic and the pom
always seems to come in the right place."—Rolla 0.

: _

"Just what I have been looking for to shoot in."—Wm.
H. Wolsteschoft, Franktoid, Phila., Pa.

Athletic Shirt, Sleeveless, - $1.50
" Quar. Sleeve, - 1.50
" Long " - 2.00
Measure around chest.

Athletic Knee Pants, ... 1.50
Measure around waist.

Athletic Long Pants, - - - 3.00
Measure waist and length of inside leg seam.

The above goods bearing our name are all sewed with
heavy black silk, making the strongest seam possible.

Sweaters, Sleeveless, - $1.50 & 2.50
Long Sleeve, $3, 84 & 5.00

In three sizes. 36, 40 and 44in.

The best Sweater made, full reg. 5.00
Cardigan Jackets, $3, $4, $4.50, 5.00
Extra size over 42in., 50 cts. extra.
If your dealer does not keep what you want in the

above goods, send P. O. order or draft on New York, and
we will send goods by mail or expressfree.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila.. Pa.

Correspondence with dealers solicited.

WM THERMOMETER.
(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-OENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.60.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor. ?3d st.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
TO East 13th street, New York City.

Exercise at Home.
The Standard Chest Weight,
For brain -workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoulders;
enlarges the ehest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appearance and very
compact. Manual showing by 31 Illus-
trations how it is used, mailed free
Address Narrmunsett Men. Co.. 43
Sprairue at., l-'rovidonce. R.I

Increasing Sal«s attest the Popularity of
THJS GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS,
Manufactured only by

DBLI2XriSJ-:ES3r BHOS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO.. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.
PRED. 8AUTER,

(Established 1860.)

nM /LUIJ lAAIUDlliUIP
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and JMPORTEB.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
ind imitation of the
>atural hird, address

J. K, DODGE, Dbtn it.

Crnisiis in tie Cascades,
AUD OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Pish id g, witb spe-

cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the.

Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coqutna.")

12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Rroadway, New York.

THE FOX-TERRIER.
History and Description with

Reminiscences.

By RAWDON B. LEE,
Kennel Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and Illustrations; ISO pages.

PRICE, »l.BO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO.
-51* Rr'..>rf-wftV. Me<* Vm».

CHALLEFS RECORDS oSS«£$a58S &
vertisers aDd 3000 newspapers. Try them.

CHALLBN, 10 Sprupe street, New York,

LOG CABINS
HOW TO BUILD THEM.

By WILLIAM S. WICKS.
This is a complete exposition of trie art and

method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for |1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next, illustrated; paper
t8 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 "Rroadway, N«w Vork.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

FIRST LESSONS
or

DogTraining
WITH

Standards and Points of JndsiniE
roB

ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.
Selng the Standards of "Stonehenge" and alse

those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

Revised, to Date.

Price, 50 Cents.

TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

Trf>WT»ONf DAVIES * HO.. 1 Finch Lane.

By C. F. AMERY.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has
been admirably characterized as the most
delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Prick, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, Eng.

Tie Forest Waters Hie Farm;
OR,

The Value of Woodlands as Reseryoirs.

Being the Les JStudes de Maitre Pierre
sub L'Agriculture et les Forets.

PAR VL ANTONIN KOUSSET.
Translated by

REV. S. W. POWELL.
The introduction reviews the extraordinary

movement of torrent taming in France, in pre-
paring public sentiment for which the Studies of
Master Peter played a noteworthy part. The
book was written as a sort of science primer,
setting forth the first principles of the relations
existing between woodlands and agriculture.
The principles and reasoning are not less appli-

cable ito the United States to-day than to France
then.

Price in cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

39 Park Row, New York.

i/mnv T»AVnr.£t A. fin,.l V" CVi TjAfio

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" ana "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x30. 82.50

STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallaids) 11X15, 81.50

A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11X14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway. New York.

Hunting in the Great West.
(Bustlings in the KocMes,)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300

pages, illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.
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A NAME ON A POSTAL.
If you have a friend, who might be interested

in the FOREST AND STREAM, but does not know

the paper, send us his address on a postal card.

It will be esteemed a favor by us ; and it may be

so regarded by him.

THE COON HUNTERS.

HAVE the coon hunters been idle or unsuccessful , that

they make no report of their adventures during the

season of the sport, which is now drawing toward a close?

It is a distinctively American sport, concerning whose

method of pursuit there can be no dispute. Concerning

fox hunting there may be endless wrangling between

those, who hold that it is only sportsmanlike when the

hunter rides to the hounds in good old English fashion,

and those who as stoutly maintain that hunting on foot

with the gun is made as sportsmanlike by the conditions

which render the other method impracticable.

But there is but one way of hunting the coon. Hunted

only at night, to follow him, the boldest rider must dis.

mount, yet he who risks neck and limbs, or melts or

freezes for sport's sake, and deems no sport manly that

has not a spice of danger or discomfort in it, must not

despise this humble pastime for such reason.

On leaving the highway that leads nearest to the hunt-

ing ground, the way of the coon hunters takes them, in

darkness or feeble lantern light, over rough and uncer-

tain footing, till the cornfield's edge is reached and the

dogs cast off. Away go the hounds, their course only in-

dicated by the rii»tling of the corn leaves, as they range

through the field, until one old truth'-teller gives tongue

on the trail of Br'er Coon, who perhaps has brought his
whole family out on a nocturnal picnic. The hounds
sweep straight away, in full cry, on the hot scent to hill

or swamp, where their steadfast baying proclaims that
the game is treed.

Then follows a pell-mell scramble toward the musical
uproar. Stones, cradle knolls, logs, stumps, mud holes,

brambles and all the inanimate enemies that lie in wait
for man when he hastens in the dark, combine to trap,

bump, bruise, sprain, scratch and bemire the hurrying
hunters.

Then when all have gathered at the center of attraction,

where the excited hounds are raving about the boll of

some great tree, the best and boldest climber volunteers

to go aloft into the upper darkness and shake the quarry
down or shoot him if may be. If he succeeds in accom-
plishing the difficult task, what a melee ensues when the

coon crashes through the branches to the ground and
becomes the erratic center of the wild huddle of dogs
and men.
Fewer voices never broke the stillness of night with

sounds more unearthly than the medley of raging, yelp-

ing and growling, cheering and vociferous orders given

forth by dogs, coon and hunters, while hillside and wood-
land toss to and fro a more discordant badinage of echo.

The coon is not a great beast, but a tough and sharp-

toothed one, who carries beneath his gray coat and fat

ribs a stout heart and wonderful vitality; and a tussle

with a veteran of the tribe of cornfield robbers tests the

pluck of dogs and the coolness of men.
If the coon takes refuge in a tree too tall and limbless

for his pursuers to climb, there is nothing for them but

to keep watch and ward till daylight discovers him
crouched in his lofty perch.

A huge fire enlivens the long hours of guard-keeping.

A foraging party repairs to the nearest cornfield for

roasting ears, and the hunters shorten the slow night tide

with munching scorched corn, sauced by joke and song

and tales of the coon hunts of by-gone years.

The waning moon throbs into view above a serrated

hill-crest, then climbs the sky, while the shadows draw
eastward, then pales in the dawn, and when it is a blotch

of white cloud in the zenith, a sunrise gun welcomes day
and brings the coon tumbling to earth. Or, perhaps, not

a coon, but some vagrant house cat is the poor reward of

the long watch. Then the weary hunters plod homeward
to breakfast and the nailing of their trophies to the barn

door.

"When the sweet acorns, dropping in the frosty nigbt,

tempt the coon to a later feast, there is as good sport and

primer peltry. In any of the nights wherein this sport

may be pursued, the man of lazy mold and contemplative

mind loves best the hunt deemed unsuccessful by the

more ardent hunters, when the hounds strike the trail of

a wandering fox and carry a tide of wild music, flooding

and ebbing over valley and hill-top, while the indolent

hunter reclines at ease, smoking his pipe and listening,

content to let more ambitious hunters stumble over ledges

and wallow through swamps in pursuit of the elusive coon.

Send in reports of nights with coons, nights when this

little brother of the bear blended his querulous call with

the crickets and August pipers, nights of frost, when the

cricket's note was stilled and voices of coons and owls

alone thrilled the autumnal gloom till the hounds' por-

tentous music awed both to silence.

SNAP SHOTS.

IN repeated instances which might be named, enter-

prises designed to advance the fishing interests of

poorly stocked or depleted waters have been set in opera-

tion and continued in the face of stubborn local indiffer-

ence or opposition. And in repeated instances, too, the

sequel has been that by the successful results of the enter-

prise this narrow and mistaken disfavor has at last been

overcome and converted to active cooperation. When the

Lake George (N. Y.) Association began, six years ago, the

work of restocking that magnificent body of water, their

greatest obstacle was the contrariness of the residents,

who, of all persons under th« sun, were the most to be

benefited by the association's liberality and public spirit.

Notwithstanding this untoward attitude of the lake-

dwellers, the work has been carried on, yearly plantings

of fish have been made, laws were secured to provide

needed protection, and to-day, as Gen. Robert Lenox

Banks reports, not only is the fishing in Lake George

yielding goodly returns for the effort expended, but local

sentiment has undergone a decided change andnow favors
the enforcement of the laws.

Is there not a profitable field for telling work in just
this one direction—to show the public that protective
game and fish laws are founded on common sense and
are in their operation effective for the good of the entire
people ?

Hudson River salmon fishing appears to be assured. At
the annual meeting of the New York Commissioners last

Tuesday it was reported that there are now more and
larger salmon in the Hudson than ever before, one
351bs. specimen having been taken this year. A stock of
25,000 yearlings will be put into this river. The Legisla-
ture will be asked to compel owners of dams to provide
suitable fishways. When considered from the standpoint
of common sense, it does appear foolish for the people of
this State to spend money on stocking streams when the
mill dams shut out the fish from what would be their

spawning grounds. The mill dam nuisance is tremen-
dously expensive to the people, but it is a difficult one to
remedy. The system of damming streams for mills and
tanneries was in full force long before people thought
much about the fish supply. It is only within a recent
period that the dams have begun to be popularly recog-
nized in their true light as obstructive nuisances. There
is a great work of education to be wrought in this coun-
try before our rivers and creeks and brooks are restored
to a condition when they can have their highest useful-

ness and greatest value as productive sources of food
supply.

The ardor of the hunter and angler is rivalled by that

of the amateur photographer; and when one individual is

possessed of enthusiasm in all these three branches, it is

astonishing what an amount of exertion and fatigue he
will undergo. Mr. W. A. Brooks, whose account of a
Moose River, Me., expedition is now appearing in our
columns, writes of a climb to the summit of Ktaadn with
a camera, thought to be the first one ever taken to the

top. The Indian guide, Soclexis, who figures in the

Moose River trip, accompanied him; and they had a tre-

mendous pull, six miles up hill and down, over a blazed

trail, and then the ascent up the track of a great ava-

lanch, through loose sand, slide rock and a chaotic mass
of boulders, at an average angle of 40".

The Boston Transcript "supposes a case,*" and suggests

that under the new tariff sportsmen may be required to

pay a duty on the game they have bagged in Canada.

A club has its camp in the United States, roams and
shoots at random over its broad acres, some of which lie

in Victoria's realm. A member, on crossing the line

with a well filled bag, is stopped by an official and his

luggage examined. The game is pronounced dutiable.

But this is not going off our land, only to eamp.' 'Yet

it is coming into the United States,' the officer replies,

and a bond or cash is required and given." This is jocu-

lar. But does the Transact know that by the laws of

Canada the exportation of game is absolutely forbidden?

The law protecting Vermont deer—the deer were im-

ported by the Rutland Club—will expire Nov. 1; but Fish

and Game Commissioner Brainerd, in his report to the

Legislature now in session, has advised that the protec-

tion be extended for five years more; and it is more than

probable that a law to that effect will be enacted before

November shall come around. The Vermont hunters

who have been loading for deer must defer their projected

campaigns.

By the way, can any of o*r New Jersey readers report

as to the deer supply in that State after the years of

protection?

Under the old tariff the uniform duty on shotguns was

35 per cent, ad valorem. The new schedule is as follows

On all doublebarreled sporting breechloading shotguns,

valued at not more than $6 each, a duty of $1.50 each;

the same, valued at more than $6 and not more than $12

each, $4 each; valued at more than $12 each, $6 each;

and in addition thereto on all the above 35 per cent, ad

valorem. On singlebarreled breechloading shotguns, $1

and 35 per cent, ad valorem.

Mr. W. O. Blaisdell, of Illinois, tells us that he proposes

to import some live partridges from India to put out in

that State.
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SLIDE ROCK FROM MANY MOUNTAINS.
* XI.—AT LAST.

FEW long lanes are without some turning, and our
long lane of scanty or evil fortune took a sudden

bend. The autumn of our discontent was changed to an
Indian summer of late but grateful glory.

The chief sheep grounds of the Stnilkameen lie up a
small river called the Ashnola, fed by numerous tributary
creeks. Facing the creeks and the river the mountains
are steep, often precipitous. Further up lie miles of "bull
pines" and other miles of down timber, with now and
then a grassy slope, while the sheep, except in winter, live

still above among the bare peaks and jagged ravines of the
summit. To reach this highest country, one must either
know the old trails or discover new ones, for unless the
greatest care be exercised one will soon get into ground
that is utterly impassable, and the road is hard at best.

Certain natives named Ashnola John, Ashnola Pierre
and Ashnola Tom (whom I hereby consign to infamy),
relying upon their knowledge of the geography, and sure
that any foreign hunters must come to them for aid, had
not only tried to extort absurdly large sums from us for
guidance, but had done this evil with a manner so inso-
lent as to excite indignation.
Ashnola Tom is said indeed to be a good Indian, but

as he promised to join us and deceived us, influenced by
fear of the superior villain. Ashnola John, I class him
with the others on account of his weak mendacity. We
were therefore guideless, but (with the exception of one
man who wailed a little now and then) all the party were
determined to find the way alone.
Dick, an unrivaled woodsman, had, along with my

friend, discovered the secret of one cherished and hidden
resort, and blazed a trail to it for the good of posterity.

Dick and I had also penetrated another nook where
black-tails were too numerous to be exciting. One inci-

dent that happened at that place is worthy of note. As
we were riding near some scattering timber we startled
a band, of deer and amused ourselves by seeing how
many of them offered good shots. I was just looking at

one half-tame creature about a hundred yards off when
Dick called my attention to a doe sleeping not thirty
paces distant from me. Her head, turned back on her
flank, pointed the other way. I dismounted and walked
carefully forward. When I was fifteen feet away from
her (I stepped the distance afterward) some subtle aroma
or faint rustling aroused her. She raised her great ears
and looked in the opposite direction. Then, slowly turn-
ing her head, she stared at me for fully a quarter of a
minute before she jumped up. Never had I seen a deer
so gentle.

Up to the last moment, however, we had seen no rams
and the only ewe we had got had been bagged by my
friend, who, to the sorrow of us all, was now kept in
camp by illness.

One day Johnny, Batiste and I started, with horses
lightly packed, to look for the "Twin Buttes," the last

resource of the despairing ram-hunter. At first we tried
to go up the creek near its channel, but that path was
soon blocked. Then we started up a trail unspeakably
steep and got into timber at once. For a distance of
perhaps three miles we found blazed trees to go by. Then
the blazes occasionally ran out. We would make a
voyage of discovery, and in several instances we found
new tines of spots and followed them until they vanished.
Whoever it was that had marked the path he had a

singular method. Where the trail was plain the spots
were frequent. Where the route was doubtful the blazes
were rare. When the ground became very bad they
stopped. Either the trail was laid out by somebody who
had lost his way or it was meant for a snare.
About 3 o'clock in the afternoon we found ourselves in

a mass of down timber from which there seemed no issue.

We cast about for a way out with no success. We were
without water and without grass, and had only too much
wood. I decided to turn back and try to reach our main
camp by night. Johnny, who was full of cheerful pluck,
was ready for any effort, but thought my plan wisest; and
by rapid work we managed to get through.
A few days later, Dick, Batiste and I renewed the

search for the Twin Buttes; and it is of this trip that I

write the history.

We saved a good deal of time by starting on the right
road. We followed the old blazes first, and then traced
out the connecting links that Johnny had marked in our
previous endeavor; so that by 11 o'clock we had already
reached our former sticking point. Here a long and care-
ful scout was made, and we succeeded in finding evi-

dences of chopping through the down timber made by
earlier hands. A little further on we came to a path cut
through the bull pines, and, blazing as we went, at times
striking the tracks of our predecessors, at times catching
glimpses of the surrounding mountains, and at times feel-

ing our way by a general sense of the direction as shown
by the position of the sun and the slope of the country,
we came, about 3 o'clock, into view of the Twin Buttes
and the promised land. One more wide and intricate

patch of windfalls was conquered, and the traveling be-
came easy. We had been told that there was water at

but one place. This turned out to be a mistake. At all

events, we found a level spot with the prime necessities

of wood, water and grass, and we went into camp with
the first difficulties handsomely overcome.
The next morning we breakfasted with the earliest

birds, though on more savory diet, and Dick and I set

out on foot.

We saw deer. We saw antique foot-prints of sheep,
but nothing fresh.

A gale, of happy omen to hunters, was blowing in our
faces when we skirted a bold ravine with rocky sides,

heading in the neighboring peaks. In the bottom was
timber and swampy land with little ponds at intervals.

Above stretched the stony, grassy slopes of the highest
ridge—an ideal spot for big-horn. We scanned every
little hollow before and after we passed, that no sheep
might lurk unobserved in any bidden cranny, and at last,

after a res.t and a smoke, ascending a little "swale," Dick
caught sight of the back of a ram. For a moment I

thouerht the beast a deer and refused to fire, but an im-
perative whisper and a second glance righted my error.

I fired. The shot broke a hind leg and ranged forward,
stopping the ram and inflibfeing a mortal wound; and in

a few moments the prey was ours. Beautiful unscarred
horns swept around in almost a perfect spiral. My joy
was great. Some of us bear misfortune with an equal
mind when the bad luck is well past; but in my belief the
sternest philosopher loves victory; and in that I am as
one with the sternest philosopher.
The morning was yet young. We wandered on. Far

up on a snow bank that crowned the opposing wall of the
gorge Dick made out with the glass an object that he took
to be another ram.

It was an appalling climb up there, but we decided to

try it. Only, as "good medicine" in the Indian sense, we
first rested again and smoked. The medicine worked.
We had hardly risen and passed over a little swell when
Dick called my attention to a ram lying down within
shot. I did not see that one clearly, but I did see one
standing; near him and hit my ram. Three or four sheep
(we are not yet certain of the number, they twinkled past
each other so fast among the trees), including the disabled
one, sprang down the bluff Dick broke two hind feet of
one creature, while I finished both the wounded. Two
move perfect heads! with all the pleasing kitchen supplies
that go with them—ribs and hams, livers and tid-bits,

from the fattest and choicest of mountain game. A day
to be marked with a white stone!
The night before, I confess, I had been inclined to

compromise with fate and take one ram as my share of
booty. But I had hardened my heart and insisted in-

wardly on at least four victims, and clearly my deter-

mined attitude had effected a reasonably good settlement
with a frowning destiny. I will say, too, in passing that
the next day I added the fourth pair of horns to my fist.

And now, tired and content, we made our way back to

camp in the mellow glow of sunset, in the cool dim
purple of early starlight, while breeze, stream and tree

soothed us with inarticulate murmurs.
And, above the churning rush of the waters, shriller

and more brassy than the rustling drone of the wind in

the treetops was a certain iEolian music, corning some-
times in single notes, sometimes in phrases like the play-
ing of some far, far off orchestra, whose faint strains

are caught now and then from down the wind when
the gale half lulls. Perhaps the elusive tones came from
fading revelries of the mystic worship of gods, un-
throned indeed, but sadly, patiently waiting the restor-

ing of their ancient honors in the fullness of the revenge
of time—the neglected spirits of the three great powers
of unfettered nature.
Three is the number of the Graces and of the Fates.

A triad also is that dreadful company moulded by a
master-hand from the poppy's dream-fumes, the Mother
of Tears, the Mother of Sighs and the Mother of De-
spair.

Three other spirits are there, born at one birth, fast

knit by bonds closer than those of kindred, ruling over
federated dominions with united sway, young with the
freshness of perpetual change, old as the secrets of for-

gotten mysteries—Powers of wonder that gloomed
through the fogs, shrouding the dawn of humanity;
Powers of wonder that will reign over the untenanted
globe, when the last offspring of our withered races shall

have been sunk to his lonely grave.
Spirits of Rivers and Forests and Mountains! worshipped

by the skin-clad^avage; Spirits whose realms, studied by
the brain of science ever open further vistas of intermin-
able territory as each new advance is gained; Spirits,

tamed for the moment to the daily uses of our toil, yet
breaking out in swift, short spasms of revolt by flood and
fire and earthquake, as foretaste of final triumph over
your sometime lords: Spirits more lasting than the ever-

turning cycle of life! you I approach, not as a fearful

worshipper shuddering at your blind, your resistless force,

not as a suppliant seeking unmerited favor, not as a
student prying into the recesses of your life, but as a
humhle, a loving friend, thankful for the kind sympathy
and consolation you have so often given; thankful even
for the harsh and tonic medicine dispensed in your fiercer

moods.
Spirit of Rivers! though you feed the sea by a thousand

historic channels; though by Nile and Ganges you roll

fertilizing waters, enriching fields that have nurtured
nations, though by petty Thames or shrunken Tiber you
have floated navies to the capitals of the old and modern
worlds, not there is found your refreshing power, your
breathing grace.
Among the scents of the infinite wilderness, trickling

from immemorial ice banks, spreading prismatic arches
over the dark walls that break your currents' rapid flow,

there where you dwell hand in hand with your sisters,

there I seek you; there I ask to be sprinkled with your
spray; to catch the wild or joyous music of your voice;

to watch the rush of your tumultuous march, and know
your beauty at its fountain head.

Spirit of Forests! your temples are falling on plain and
lowland, razed by eager hands intent on gain. The pio-

neers of destruction have advanced even to your loftier

levels, and the ring of axe and the hum of sawmill are
invading your more sacred retreats.

Driven from the sunny groves which tell of winter by
their fallen leaves, you have fled indignant to the eternal

green of the upper ridges and more Alpine slopes. There
I seek you, not to mar the living columns of your shrines,

but to hear those messages that speak without words in

the wind-swayed branches, to see you darkening the cur-

rents of your* sister of the rivers with quivering gloom,
to be stunned by the crash of the dead pines felled by
the tempest.

Spirit of Mountains! last and greatest, your domain
rises even above your sisters' kingdoms.
On those more aspiring heights all is stern and strong

on nearer view. But grant me power to toil up those
rough shoulders, to see encircling me the glittering snow-
clad summits that rise above the dark green of the s well-

ing range, to mark the birth place of infant glacier, the
spring head of infant stream, to feel my face buffeted by
winds whose might is not broken by any barrier and my
heart warmed by rays filtered only through purest air,

to wind down through the bouldered mass of old moraines,
through busby swamp, through juniper and tamarack,
down to the pines and the streamlet, where, in the kind
embrace of the inseparable sisters, I find my rest.

.
H. G. Duiog.

Wet Matches.—When you are in camp, wet and cold,

and the damp matqh won't light, rub it gently in your
hair and it will go all right.

—

GcASd Luck.

MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
rj%y -n

1

mSrl
SOME weeks after the time of my visit to Francis my

two companions and myself set out from Boston for
the rendezvous at Moose River Bridge, 800 miles distant.

Two-thirds of the journey was by rail to the pretty village
of Skowhegan, situated at the falls of the Kennebec and
the terminus of the railway.
We left Boston in the morning and early in the after-

noon had our first view of the Kennebec, whose banks we
skirted for several hours till our arrival at our destination.
All along the river were indications of activity in two
great industries of Maine, the ice business and the lumber
interest. Huge ice houses stand on the banks, at which
vessels were taking in their crystal cargo, while other
vespels rode at anchor in the stream; some light and with
decks high out of water as they awaited their turn to load;
others heavily laden and ready for the bustling and un-
fortunate little tug which would tow them to the open
sea.

At Gardiner are the first piers and booms of the lum-
bermen and the last ice houses. Men were busily at work
rafting the logs, and moored beside the booms were sev-
eral flatboats on which were houses for them to live in.

Above Gardiner the river was full of logs, and they were
coming over the dam at Augusta. In one place, where a
boom held them back, they had collected in immense
numbers till they formed a solid mass between the two
banks for a mile. These logs had come from the far
headwaters of the river, the Dead River and Moosehead
regions, to which we were going.

Just beyond the confluence of the Sebasticook River
and the Kennebec we saw the ancient log block house,
Fort Halifax, which is a relic of the old Indian wars,
erected in 1754. The banks of the Kennebec are for the
most part abrupt and steep, and the current is broken by
numerous falls "and rapids. Below the falls, at Skowhe*-
gan, the channel is through a rocky gorge with pre-
cipitous walls, between which the river rushes, swift and
foaming, for half a mile.

v.

The next morning, after a good breakfast at the hotel,

where we spent the night, we started on the second stage

of our journey.
A double-seated wagon drawn by a pair of fine-looking

horses was brought to the door, and after stowing our
luggage under the seats we rolled merrily on our way.
We each had a pair of gray blankets, a rubber blanket,

rubber coat and boots and a change of underclothing,
with a few small articles of toilet and emergency use.

Our rods and fishing tackle and three cameras, with a
supply of dry-plates, completed the list of our impedi-
menta. The bulkier portion of the. luggage—the tents,

provisions and camp utensils—the guides were to bring
with the canoes to the bridge at Moose River.
An important rule to be observed in preparing for a

trip to the backwoods is to reduce the luggage to a mini-
mum. It does not add to the enjoyment to have a lot of

useless or superfluous articles about, for such things have
a tormenting way of increasing in weight the more they
are lifted and the further they are transported. Except
in the fall shooting season a gun is a useless incumbrance.
Therefore we traveled as light as possible. Our cameras
were a 5x8, a and a "detective." The last named
was a small affair with a round tin case something like a
canteen, and it gave us much amusement independently
of its legitimate use, for more than one thirsty citizen of

the Prohibition State thought it was a receptacle for

liquid enthusiasm.
Once out of Skowhegan we rode through a beautiful

rolling country with a charmingly diversified landscape
of green fields, sunny slopes and wooded bills, with
glimpses of distant mountains. We were on the Canada
road, which stretches away through the wilderness to

Quebec, and follows pretty nearly the course taken by
Arnold's expedition of 1775.

Between us and the Canada line, one hundred miles
distant, were only two villages, the first fifteen miles

from our starting point, and the second eight miles
further on. Beyond that a few isolated farms and two
or three small settlements were all we should see of civil-

ization. Yet the Canada road is well traveled, a stage
carries the mails between the settlements and the rail-

road; the lumbermen use it to reach the scenes of their

operations, and at certain seasons of the year it is alive

with French Canadians.

i

As the season for the hay harvest in the States draws
i nigh, the French laborer, with an eye for earning a few
I dollars which are a scarce article with him at home,
makes his preparations for a journey across the line. He

I may go alone and on foot, with his staff in one hand and
' his bundle in the other, or he may travel with several

companions. If he is a man of family he will likely

transport his whole household to the land of promise, and
many a ramshackle, antique vehicle, drawn by some poor
old rack of a horse, goes rattling along the Canada road
loaded down with a whole family, even to the infant in

arms. They camp by the road side in true gypsy fashion,

wherever night overtakes them, and appear to enjoy this

nomadic mode of living, When the haying is over the
procession returns whence it came.
The morning was hot when we started, but a fresh cool

breeze came up which made riding a pleasure and brought
to our nostrils the seent of the wild roses which were
blossomiug by the fences. From the summit of a hill

five miles on our way we saw in the valley below the
placid surface of Hayden Lake, and a rugged range of
mountains began to show on the northern horizon, which,
as we drew toward them, became more and more defined,

Mount Bigelow being the most prominent, with its rocky
sides scarred and torn. After a while we saw again the
water of the Kennebec and the road then followed its

banks all the way to the Forks, fifty miles from Skow-
hegan. We walked a mile down an old road to the falls

of Carratunk, where we exposed a number of plates.

We dined at the tavern in the little village of Bingham,
a quiet, sleepy place, where the only excitement is the
arrival at noon of the two stage coaches which stop for

dinner. In the afternoon, as the shadows of the trees

began to lengthen across the road, we drew rein at the

door of a wayside inn, where "accommodations for man
and beast" were to be had. We had traveled leisurely,

halting how and again to use the cameras. In trie morn-
ing we continued on the river road for a few mile?, and.

then turned to the right into another road which leads to,

Pleasant Pond. We hatl a steady up hill pull for three
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miles, but the great forest trees arched overhead, and a
foaming, noisy brook kept us company by the road side.

The bed of this mountain stream was tilled with stones
and boulders of all shapes and sizes, and occasionally the
fallen trunk of a tree bridged it over. It was a genuine
mountain trout brook, and its gurgling and splashing as
it rusbed and tumbled down the rocky channel in its

haste to reach the river, was nature's welcome to us on
our entrance to her domain. What music it was to ears

which for a year had listened only to the sounds of the
stream of humanity flowing in a city's streets. How cool

and shady and pleasant under the great trees, as the
rustling branches added their voice to the song of the
brook.
On the northern shore of Pleasant Pond, half hidden by

the trees under which it is built, is a log camp, and here
we found a resting place. The limpid water laves the
shore a few steps from the door, and stretches away in
long blue reaches around wooded points and into quiet
coves, toward the range of high, rugged mountains which
guard it on the east.

The water of this pond is remarkably translucent, and
the eye can penetrate its depths to a distance of twenty-
five or thirty feet and plainly distinguish objects on the
bottom. On this day, as the sun's rays were reflected
from the calm surface, it was like a huge plate mirror,
and as we rowed over its shimmering expanse and gazed
down into the pure clear element, it seemed almost like

floating through space.
The trout which swim in PleasantPond are as beautiful

as its waters, and I have never seen their like elsewhere,
like its water they are silver, and shine and giisten,

rivaling the white metal, as if they caught and retained
some of the sunlight which penetrates their haunts. In
shape they are Tike other trout, but the spots, which
sparkle and add beauty to other trout, are nearly invisible.

The spots as well as the lateral line show but faintly on
their silver sides. They are invariably of a length of ten
or twelve inches, none being caught much larger or
smaller. Their flesh is of a reddish-golden color, of a
deeper shade than that of other trout.

We had fished this pond before but with indifferent
success, and we did no better this time. The beauty of
the place, however, was compensation, and the sky and
the water, the woods and the mountains, were a contin-
ual pleasure.

One fine morning we drove back down the road
to the river. In the valley the fog was lifting as the
sunlight shot through it, and as we turned into the river
road, wraiths of gray mist were curling from the surface
of the water, and the hills on the other side were dim and
hazy. Not far from the junction of the roads is the
Great Carrying Place, where, in the olden time, the red
men made the portage from the Kennebec across to Dead
River. Arnola's expedition crossed at the same place.
The road followed the windings of the river and wound

around the curves, now through the woods where only
the sound of the rushing water told of its proximity, and
again through "dugways" in the steep banks, wherein
places we hung over the flood, and the only course was
straight ahead.
The hills flanked the river on both sides, and rose ab-

ruptly from the current which flowed at their feet. At
last we saw the forks of the river, where waters of Dead
River mingle with those of the East Branch, a forest-

covered point thrusting itself between them, as if to

indicate the direction in -which they should henceforth
flow together. A quarter of a mile beyond the "meeting
of the waters" is the Forks Hotel, and after a night at
this hostelry, whose excellence is a surprise to the trav-
eler who visits this out of the way place for the first time,
we set out on foot to walk four miles through the woods
to Moxie Stream and the fall of the same name. We
had been over the road, which is nothing but a logging
path, before, and so went alone, carrying our rods and
one camera and having no doubt of our ability to find the
way; but we came to a field where there was a number
of diverging paths none of which were well defined. We
took one which seemed to be the right one, and kept on
for a mile or more, till it disappeared entirely in the forest.

We had thought before we came to the end of it that we
were wrong; it bore away too much to the right, and loo
far up the side of the mountain, and we had missed sev-
eral landmarks which we expected to see. The day was
very hot and we sat down on a log to rest and consult as
to the best way out of our difficulty. A team had been
engaged to convey us. to Moose River that afternoon and
our time was limited; we wanted to go to Moxie and we
did not want to return to the hotel and confess our in-

ability to find the way. It would consume too much
time and require too much extra exertion to return to the
place where paths diverged; so we had two alternatives

—

to return to the Forks and not go to Moxie, or take a short
cut through the woods to the right road. After cooling
off in a measure and consulting our compass, we laid

our course and plunged into the bushes and down the hill

for the other path.
The sun by this time was beating fiercely down. The

underbrush was so thick we could hardly force our way
through, and we could only see a short distance in ad-
vance.
We pushed along as rapidly as we could, clamber-

ing over fallen timber and thrusting aside the branches
which impeded our progress, all the while descending
towTa*d the valley of the East Branch. But the woods
seemed to grow more dense and there was no sign of the
path we sought.

It did not seem possible that we had gotten so far up
the mountain side, and several times we stopped to exam-
ine the compass and make sure that we were going on the
right course toward where the trail ought to be. We
were not lost, for there, far below us,, was the East
Branch, and we could see the hills rising from the other
side of the valley, across the green foliage which sur-
rounded us; but there was no sign of a trail, and the for-

est was as unbroken as if man had never been there be-
fore. Down again we plunged still further, and came
suddenly upon an old corduroy wood road, almost oblit-

erated by the vegetation which had sprung up among the
decaying logs. It was not the path, but anything in the
shape of a road was a welcome sight to us just then, and
we stepped gingerly along the rickety and slippery way
till we saw what appeared to be a break in the forest

ahead of us.

In a moment more we stepped through the bushes into

a well-defined tote road, whioh we recognized at once as

the one that leads to Moxie Fall. We had become
pretty well fatigued, but the fact that we were now on
the right road gave us new life, and we resumed our
walk with renewed vigor.

It was a rough winter road, but was much better than
no road at all, and at last we were rewarded by the sound
of the water and soon afterward saw the rapids of Moxie
Stream flashing in the sun. Moxie is a wild, rocky stream
which flows over innumerable rapids and falls, which
churn its dark wine-colored water into a foaming, seeth-
ing mass, over which the forest trees cast their shadows.
On our previous visit in the autumn the water had been

so low that we waded across where there was now a boil-
ing torrent. We adjusted our tackle and fished down,
Stopping to expose a few plates, till we came to the fall,
oyer which the stream drops 95ft. into an amphitheatre
of great granite cliffs and then struggles on three miles
to the East Branch.* Below the fall the banks are over
100ft. high and almost perpendicular. We took a picture
of the fall from the top of the cliff directly over the
chasm and then climbed down over the bank a few rods
below.
We had to slide part of the way, and secure a grasp

and foothold wherever we could, but presently we found
ourselves at the bottom looking up at the fall, which had
the appearance of dropping directly from the sky. The
water falls into a basin of rock, from which it flows over
another fall of some 20ft.

We were below this second fall. The great stone walls
towered above us and everything was wet with spray.
Delicate ferns and grasses nodded from crevices where" a
little soil had collected, and the place was deliciously
cool and inviting after our tramp through the woods.
"We reclined luxuriously on a mossy bank, the great
precipice above us with its fringe of pines and birches,
and the swift water at our feet, and appreciated in full
"the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."
We caught a few fish and exposed two more plates,

and then looked up at the steep bank and sighed, as we
thought that the only way out was up the same £>ath by
which we had descended.
The ascent was much more difficult, but by passing

the rods and camera from one to another, and lending
one another a helping hand, we arrived safely at the top
and struck into an almost imperceptible trail, which led
us to the road and back to the hotel.

WwLiiM Austin Brooks.

DOWN THE CREEK.
WHATEVER the season, it is a place of delight. The

creek itself is no sluggish stream crawling be-
twixt muddy banks. In winter it is a bold blue torrent,
brawling rarely over pebbles and around boulders.
Spring makes of it almost a river, Bwirling and boiling
from hill to hill. Heats of August shrink it to a bare
thread of bright water, stealing in long runnels through
the water-worn grooves in its limestone bed. Sometimes
they take most curious shapes. Here is a capital W
written in limpid wavelets upon a stretch of solid stone.
Where the channel falls it is no trouble to step across it."

About every half mile comes a "lake," where gravel
beds, fallen timber and dead leaves have built an alluvial
dam and spread a long bright pool, wherein frogs and
fish and muskrats disport themselves the summer through.
Oddly enough, when the woodbirds go bathing, they

prefer the dancing ripples to the still shining of the pools,
instinct, perhaps, tells them of the greedy fish and big
hungry turtles that lie in wait in the depths. See that
pair of woodducks wheedling and chattering about ttie

half-dead sycamore that bends over the stream. Mrs.
Duck made her nest in the soft rotten wood at top of
it. She has just hatched out a dozen balls of yellow
down and is setting about getting them down to the
water. Once there, they will swim like ducks indeed.
But flying is as yet beyond them, and the nest is 20ft. in
air. Look close and you will see the mother bird poised
with half-spread wings just outside the nest. Slowly,
cautiously, with low cautious cries her mate pushes one
of the ducklings quite upon the middle of her back, gives
a sharp satisfied quack; and at once she sails down, settles

herself in mid- stream, dives gently and leaves her baby
sitting on the water without in the least knowing how he
got there. With a shake of the wings and a quack that
says "Take care!" she is off to the nest, and keeps it up
till all her little ones are launched. As she brings the
last a cruel thing happens. Right below her flock there
is a swift up-swirling of water. Something brown and
unwieldy comes almost to the surface, then sinks like

lead and takes with it the plumpest, downiest of all the
yellow darlings. Inside a minute another is dragged
down, and another, and still another. The snapping tur-

tle, which, once he has taken hold, "never lets go until it

thunders," is greedy to day. Anyway he has a weak-
ness for ducklings. He would eat the whole dozen of

them if the distracted parents did not hurry them ashore.

There they will not be in very much better case. Foxes
live in the caves all along the bluffs. Minks, too, and
weasels and coons. Any night you may hear them splash-

ing about in the water for mussels, crayfish and such
small deer. Master Fox is no fisherman, but in many
ways an antic fellow. Ic delights him no little to find a
safe sunny rock overhanging a glassy pool, where he can
bask in broad daylight or stand on tiptoe and play with
his tail, nod his head, and seem to laugh outright when
his image in the water repeats each motion. He is dainty
in his drinking, will cross the creek a dozen times to lap

and lave him in its coolest spring. As each lake has its

bluff, each bluff has its spring. If its waters gather in

plow-land they are apt to be warm and still. If they
drain grass or woodland and come out under 50ft. of

rock they will be cool and sweet as moonlight over snow.
Here is the Fox Spring par excellence. It gathers in the

big South wood, whose edge you see fringing the too of

the bluff.

The bluff faces north—a sheer wall of blue limestone,

seamed and broken into huge ledges. In the cleft of one
a young, hickory has got root, and springs straight and
tall six feet beyond the top. All manner of wild vines

grow in other clefts: grape vines, wild ivy, poison oak,

trail down almost into the water, The glory of it, though,
is its ferns. The trailing rock-fern runs all over the face

of it; each seam and cleft is a, thick fringe of maiden hair,

knee high wherever it gets good root. At the foot it
springs into a veritable fairy forest, gemmed here and
there with the coral of Indian turnip and Solomon's
seal.

All the rocks about the spring that sunshine never
touches are beset with lichens and" liverworts, green and
gray. Twenty feet away, in a mass of mould that was
once a fallen tree, is a blackberrv clump, bent to earth
with rich fruit. Eat your fill of it, and carry home a
good few. What if you have no basket? Berries like
these grow only where dew and fairies are plenty; and
here are sycamore leaves as wide as your two hands.
Pin a mat of them together with their o wn leaf stalks,
bend a willow twig about the edge, and heap it with ber-
ries half as long as your finger and meltingly sweet.
Then wreath the basket about with yellow love vine and
feathery grasses, set it out in the dew to-night, and morn-
ing will show you that the day of miracles is not wholly
past.

Drink of the Fox Spring before you leave it. There is
no such wa,ter in three counties. You may use the ancient
gourd that hangs on the root above it. If you are wise,
though, you will lie all along the cool brink of it, and let
the living water lave your lips; or else kneel, gather it in
your scooped palms, and drink and drink the nectar of
the wood sprites.

The stream is delightfully vagrant. It bends, turns and
ooubles upon itself in each half mile. The bluffs alternate
with curious regularity. The next one faces south-by -

east. There you find always the first hepaticas. All
winter its big red-brown leaves curl aud cling to each
clefted rock to break in late January or by St. Valentine's
at latest, into wreathy stars, white, paly pink or blue or
purple.
The bluff itself is low, a bare ten feet with big rocks

standing out all over the sheer face of it. A big hill
crowns it and goes up to the level of the plateau behind.
There the water-nymphs have their flower garden.
Anemones grow there, daisies, violets, the wild cowslips,
with flower like the hot-house cyclamen, sweet williams,
blue-flag, columbine purple and" scarlet, sweet brier and
bramble rose, and white August lilies. Beside them a
great multitude of nameless delicately beautiful things.
There is one trailer whose leaf recalls the mimosa and
whose white blossom seems a cluster of swreet peas made
for fairy wearing. Another hangs out a fringe of white
cups shaped like the lily of the valley, and still another
shakes long yellow, gold-dusty tassels in each sweet spring
wind. The chiefest of them though is a vine, a %voocty
climber, with handsome dark green leaves and flowers of
true wall-flower yellow, but in shape and size like a nastur-
tium. The root of it loves water, and the richness of
crumbling rock. It grows at the water side, and clam-
bers up the rocky face to fling down torrents of trailing
bloom. The native purple wistaria has much the same
habit. Its pale, pendulous clusters make the creekside
throughout April a long dream of bloom. In May there is
the flash of scarlet Virginia creeper,beloved alike of butter-
fly and humming bird. Master ruby-throat often builds
his wee nest in its shelter, and always draws from its

deep cup his choicest sweets.
In the pebbly reaches that spring floods cover yearly

you find pink and purple larkspur, the curious root
known locally as "Adam and Eve," Jack in the pulpit,
yellow celandine and yellow wild mimosa. Wherever
there is a bit of fine earth, blue grass springs spontane-
ously, starred with a million dandelions, Countless May
apples burst up through it, too—there is apt to be a paw
paw thicket—and if the earthy bank abuts upon the
water a fringe of green stiff rushes.
After the first frost go down the creek for chestnuts

and scaly-barks. You will walk through a glory of yel-
low leaves, with the smell of new-fallen ones coming
sw eet from under foot. Grassland is green as in May.
Only weeds and stubble lie sere in the low sun rays. The
winds breathe, rather than blow, yet the ripe nuts pat-
ter, patter, at each sigh of them. Gather good store, but
leave plenty for the squirrels. Winter is at hand and
they are rightful heirs to nature's bounty

.

When it does come, the few days of bitter cold about
the winter solstice, there is fairyLaid all down the creek.
The lakes skim over with clear commonplace ice. In
the swift runs there is ice only along the edges. But ice
of such clear shining, such wonderful shapes, as freezes
nowhere else. Each leaf is armored in lace of diamond,
each twig and grass-spear has its pendant pearl moss, and
lichen is transfigured stone and pebble made harmonies
of frost.

All the shelving bluffs, whence waters drip so cool
through summer days, are hung with huge icicles, points
of fluted pearl. They grow upward as well as downward.
If the frost holds a week they meet in hour-glass fashion
and stand white ghosts of fair water, that only the south
wind can make again alive.

He is not slow in rescue. He comes at night with a
roar and rush of rain. In a day the ice is broken up, and
a turbid torrent full of drift and silt goes racing to the
river valley, to rest at last in the sea. M. A. W.

The Loggerhead Shrike. — Mr. Robert Ridgway,
Curator, Department of Birds, U. S. National Museum at

Washington, has called our attention to a highly interest-

ing group of loggerhead shrikes or butcher birds (Lanius
liidovicicmus), representing a pair of old birds with their

nest, full of young, in osage orange hedge. The female
is shown in the act of feeding her young, which are
about half grown, while the male sits on a tree near by
reconnoitering. Impaled on thorns are a Mack-throated
bunting, a field mouse, grasshopper, etc. The reason for

the birds impaling their victims on thorns is not known
with certainty, since they very often make no further

use of therm When this is the case it is probable that

the birds find food to their liking abundant and so leave

the impaled prey untouched. Some persons say that the
birds have this habit from the fact, that unlike the hawks,
owls, and other true birds of prey, they do not have talons

to hold flesh while in the act of feeding, and that the
thorns take the place of talons. The group was prepared
by Mr. C. F. Adams, of Champaign, Illinois, who studied

the habits of the birds and obtained the materials near
that place.

If you have a Friend interested in natural history,

send his address for a copy of Forest and Stream.

A Book About Indians.—The Fohest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular ot Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales, 1

' giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.
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DUCKING IN IOWA.
THE members of our club met to discuss tbe subject of

going to Goose Lake for a few days' outing. Bright
and early Thursday morning our boat an d.sporting equip-
ments were loaded into a lumber wagon and we were off

at half-past seven, the most jovial party in existence.

We enjoyed a cool drive in the frosty October morning
air, but nevertheless all were so filled with a spirit of the
occasiou that none could complain.
The first incident of the trip was a bit of discouraging

sport with a very wild and timid flock of golden plover.

While proceeding on the highway a flock of these fine

birds was sighted feeding in a pasture near by. Three
of us made an attempt to secure some of them for dinner,
but after firing a few shots at long range and not getting
any of the birds we returned to the wagon and drove on.

No sooner were the bluffs of Coon River reached than
our two dogs, Dash and Nick (two good retrievers),

started three rabbits. Again three of us dashed forward
to secure meat for dinner. We succeeded in getting a
few poor shots in among the dense hazel brush, but to no
avail. Somewhat disgusted we went back to the wagon
and drove on.

. Driving on a mile or so we sighted a large bevy of

prairie chickens in a cornfield near by. Soon four of us
were treading lightly through the corn. The birds flushed
at a good 60yds., but at the report of my gun one of them
set its wings and sailed into a large patch of rushes fully

200yds. distant. After making a thorough search it was
given up as lost, and we returned to the wagon again
much disgusted at our morning work. A mile further
on another large bevy of chickens were sighted in a stubble
field near the road. The boys made what is called a sneak
on them and secured three of them. Greatly elated with
our success at the chickens this time, and feeling that we
were to have fried chicken for dinner, we went on our
way rejoicing. We arrived at Hardin Creek at half-past

nine, and three of us crossed a field to the creek to a point
opposite the road, while the others drove out to a field

further down where we were to meet them. The first

thing sighted as we neared the creek were a lot of crows,
which flushed so close to us that George (not stopping to

think that there might be some ducks in the creek) fired

and killed the nearest crow: but imagine if you can our
anguish when at the report of the gun a nice flock of

bluewing teal rose from behind a straight bank of tbe
creek at 100yds. from us, The worthless crow was picked
up, but the ducks were gone.
Nothing worth noting occurred until we reached the

lake, about half past eleven, and many were the enthusi-
astic expressions as we sighted great flocks of mallards,
redheads and blue and green-winged teal flying to and
fro cn the lake. A place for putting up our tent was
located and soon all hands were at work unloading
camping goods. George, Will and Bert put the tent
up and proceeded to make everything ready for a three
days' camp, while Warren and myself went to a neigh-
boring farmer to secure a stall for our horses. After talk-

ing a while with a good-natured man by the name of
Heder we were fortunate enough to get possession of a
stall and plenty of hay for feed. Much pleased at this

turn of affairs we returned to camp. We found them
with the tents set up and ready for dinner. After dinner
was over all hands made ready for a duck hunt on the
lake. There being several boats on the lake besides our
own, all could hunt as they pleased. As it was a very
fine afternoon we all took to the water, and a pretty good
afternoon's sport was had, as several bags of mallards
and redheads attested. As the twilight began to fall the

boys gathered into camp. While the cook was preparing
supper we sat around the camp fire relating incidents of

the afternoon. Soon the cook called supper, and we,
equal to tbe occasion, responded to the fried prairie

chicken. One thing greatly regretted was that we did
not go prepared to fish. Mr. Heller (the genial farmer
who had made room in his barn for our team) and his son
Frank came into our camp just at dusk. They informed
us that they were going on the lake to fish. They took
with them a big light, and said that with this they could
blind the fish and row up to it and take it with a four-

pronged spear. They returned from the lake at half-past

ten o'clock, and great was our indignation while we stood
looking into Mr. Heller's boat upon the mass of beautiful
black bass and pickerel. Some of the black bass weighed
as much as 41bs. and some of the pickerel 81bs. Only
after seeing Mr. Heller load his fish upon a wagon (for he
had too many to transfer otherwise) and drive away in

the darkness did we return to our bunks. We then and
there vowed we would never again come to Goose Lake
without a fisherman's outfit.

We were all astir at 4 o'clock in the morning, and to

our disgust found it was raining, with a cold northeast
wind blowing: but being determined to make the best of
it we all set forth to take the ducks before breakfast.
Hunting was of course very disagreeable, but we suc-
ceeded in making some good bags and returned to camp
at 9 o'clock for breakfast. We had a cold lunch, and the
rain continuing to fall we remained in camp. Wrapped
in the blankets to keep warm and telling stories of the
good sporting days gone by,we whiled the forenoon away.
Again eating a cold lunch for dinner (for it was too wet
to start a fire), and the rain having ceased, we went out
for a few shots at jack-snipe; but as these prize birds

were very scarce and wild we did not get many. The
afternoon was very wet and foggy; we did not do much
until toward evening, when George, Warren and myself
went north about two miles[to Bush Lake, where we found
very good duck shooting. We kept up a lively fire

among them until it got dark and secured heavy bags of
mallards. We returned to camp at about 8 o'clock.

Again numerous fishing parties were on the lake, and
the lights could be seen floating to and fro. About 9 we
pulled the canvas door of our tents to and rolled into

our blankets. At midnight we were awaked by a terri-

ble racket that our dogs were making over a party of
fishermen who were landing near our camp. Next
morning we were astir early, and after a hasty lunch
Warren, George and myself retired to Rush Lake, where
we again had splendid sport with the mallards for an
hour or so, when we returned to camp loaded with the
spoils of our morning's work. When we got to camp we
found that Will and Bert had gone on the lake and were
shooting fish. We were not long in following their

example and were soon on the lake popping the pickerel
at every sight. We succeeded in getting a fine lot of
pickerel and a few more ducks. At noon we returned to
camp and began preparations for our return home. We
stopped at Hardin Creek and made some successful shots
at the ducks there, securing some fine mallard and blue-
wing teal. We reached home at 7 o'clock in the evening,
the last hour of our ride being in the rain. We retired
feeling that we had made a success of our tour and will

make more such trips in the future. E. E. F.

SCRANTON, IOWa.

RIFLE TWIST AND CALIBER.

SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Several years ago I did some experimenting on

rifling, and sent East to the different gun factories to have
barrels cut with fast twist, but it seemed that they had
experimented, and found that a rifle barrel should be cut
with one turn in I8in. It did not matter whether you
ordered a .22cal. or a ,50cal. rifle, or what length of pro-
jectile you wished to shoot, it was all the same. But I

thought differently, and finally got some cut with one
turn in 12in. and one turn in 16in. This was the fastest

turn in rifling that they had ever cut up to that time. I

commenced fromoneinl2in., and cut barrels down to one
turn in 4in; for I believed that the projectiles of any two
calibers (when their lengths are the same in proportion to

their diameter) should have the same travel around their
axis, in their rotary motion, to keep them right end to

and make them steady in their flight.

Take the circumference of the projectile and multiply
by the number of turns in a certain distance, the result

will give the travel around its axis.

The distance traveled by both calibers should be the
same.

I will explain this in another way: .44eal. one turn in
rifling in l8in., projectile three diameters of bore in

length, 1.82in.; .22cal. one turn in rifling in 9in.
,
length of

projectile, three diameters of bore, .66in.

The lengths of projectiles are just alike, in proportion
to the diameter of the gun they are to be shot from, the
one turn in 9in. for the .22cal. will turn the projectile
around on its axis twice in 18in., so that twice around
the ,22cal. will go once around the .44cal., and the dis-

tance that the surface of each projectile travels around
its axis is the same; and it did not take me long so find

that it was true that the distance a projectile travels

around on its axis to keep it right end to, would be the
same in any other caliber under the same conditions.

The next thing to find out was what length of turn in
rifling would keep any length of projectile right end to.

After finding that the rotary motion of a projectile in-

creased in proportion to the distance it was shot, it re-

volved on its axis more times in the second hundred yards
than it did in the first hundred, and so on each hundred
yards it turns more during its entire flight. This may
seem strange at first, so I will have to explain.

The resistance of the atmosphere on a projectile lessens

its flight about one-fourth the first second and one-fourth
of the remainder of its speed the next second, and so on;

at the end of the third second more than one-half of its

speed through the atmosphere is lost.

The friction of the atmosphere does not lessen the
rotary motion as fast in proportion to the distance it is

shot as it does its flight through the atmosphere.
A projectile shot from a .45cal. long-range rifle, 550grs.

of lead and shot at 1,000yds., will have about one turn in

llin. It takes more than twice as long for the projectile

to travel 18in. at 1,000yds. as it did at the muzzle of the
rifle, and the rotary motion has not lessened in proportion
to the loss of speed. I experimented on four different

guns in 1883 84, but did not finish the tests, as I left for

the Arctic at this time and was gone for two years, and
upon my return did not finish my experiments; but I have
some projectiles that I have shot at different distances.

A .45cal. l^in. long, one turn in 12in. and one turn in
l8in., shot at 1,000yds., and shot through soft boards and
dry, loose sand, the marks of the boards on the projectiles

are a much sharper angle than the rifling.

A ,38cal. projectile Hin. in length, turn in rifling 1 in

9, shot at 2,000yds., 90grs. of powder, marks of boards on
projectile about twice the angle of marks of rifling. A
.lOcal., length of projectile 2 diameters turn in rifling

1 in 4in.. charge of powder, lgr., shot through bars of

white castile soap. In this it was easy to measure the
turn of ball, as it would rifle the hole in the soap just a3
perfect as the barrel was rifled, and by cutting the soap in

thin strips with hole in center of strip, then holding it to

the light, it was easy to measure the turn of rifling. In
this the turn in ball increased as I increased the distance.

The accuracy of this little gun was something that would
surprise the oldest rifleman.

I also made a ,22cal., one turn in 12in., and chambered
for .22 short, and shot it with a telescope at 50, 100 and
200yds., and then chambered it for .22 long, .22 extra
long and then for lOgrs. of powder. I then made three
lengths of projectiles, 48, 60 and 80grs.; then increasing

the charge of powder 10. 15, 20, 25 and 30grs., found that
with 25grs. of Hazard FFG powder and48grs. of hardened
lead with one-tenth tin, that fifty 8in. bullseyes could be
made at 200yds. with rest. The rise of this projectile at

109yds. (shooting at 200yds.) was about 6fin.

After trying a number of different twists in different

calibers, I found that the rule I was working on gave
good results for getting the length of projectile, for it

gave me the best results after experimenting with longer
and shorter projectiles.

I would end at about the length of projectile that this

rule will give: Take the caliber (or diameter) of the bore
of your rifle in hundredths of inches and multiply by 3,

then multiply the result by itself; then take the length of

one turn in rifling in inches in your rifle and multiply
that by 7, divide the first sum by the result of this and it

will give the length of projectile in hundredths of inches
that can be shot from that rifle.

If you have a certain length of projectile and you wish
to know the length of turn in rifling to shoot this projec-

tile and keep it right end to, take the length of projec-

tile in hundredths of inches and multiply by ? , then
take the caliber (or diameter) of barrel of rifle it is to be
shot from, multiply by 3 and the result by itself, and
divide by the result of the projectile; this will give the

turn in number of inches (cut off the fractions and leave

it even inches). In small calibers with shallow grooves

a little longer projectile can be used, for the weight has
not been cut away on the surface.

Hollow bases must be cut down flat before measuring.

In measuring length of shells for larger guns the weight
of metal cut out for charge must be added to their length
except weight of explosive.
Example—Caliber .32: ,32x3=.96x.96=.921G.
Rifling .16in.—.16x7= 112.

.9216 -s- J 12=,8228, or discarding the extended decimals
.82, the length of projectile. Howard H. Care.

BAY SNIPE AT CURRITUCK.
ON Sunday morning, Sept. 21, as the Carolina steamed

up to the Bay Line wharf in Norfolk, we beheld on
her upper deck the happy faces of our genial friends,
whom we will call Tommie, Ned and Pike. They stepped
ashore and were given a welcome handshake by Worthey,
Theodorick and the writer, who on all future trips of
this kind (for reasons we are too modest to mention) will
be known as Duck. This comprised the party, and a
happier six fellows than were we a few hours later you
never saw.
The Comfort, with all her bright colors fluttering in

the breeze, and shining brass ornaments glittering in the
morning sun, lay on the other side of the wharf waiting
to convey us to our happy hunting grounds beyond the
Great Dismal Swamp.
At 9:15 we cast off and steamed down the southern

branch of the beautiful Elizabeth River. -A mile on our
way we came to the Navy Yard. On our left looms up
the receiving ship Franklin, which had the honor of
transporting Boss Tweed from flowery beds of English
rose to Ludlow street jail. On our right may be seen the
skeletons of cruiser No. 8 and the war ship that is to be
some day. Then came the Ossipee, Brooklyn, Richmond
and others.
Leaving the Navy Yard there is little to be seen until

we reach the mouth of the old Dismal Swamp Canal.
The canal is about 22 miles in length and was planned by
George Washington; it is a navigable stream for wild
ducks and leads into the lakes of the Dismal Swamp.
We are soon in sight of the locks of the Chesapeake and

Albemarle canal. At length we enter the canal, and what
scenery we beheld. No words of mine can describe it.

There had been a heavy dew the night before and now
all nature was at its fairest. The junipers wore their
most beautiful green.
Leaving the canal we enter the North Landing River,

and pass Starvation Plantation. A few miles more of
winding rivers and we enter Currituck Sound. It is

truly a beautiful sheet of water, and certainly the great-
est place for wildfowl on the American coast. What you
shoot at Currituck you may depend upon as good to eat.

At 4 P. M. we drop anchor half-way between Knott's
Island and Church's Island. We were soon boarded by
our keeper, who showed us a fine pair of curlew which
he had shot from the porch of our club an hour before.
He told us game Was abundant and "easy to shoot." The
last three words made every soul of us happy. At 6 P. M.
we had dinner, and three hours later were sleeping too
soundly even to dream.
Monday morning, the 22d, at 4 A. M,, we are aroused

from our slumbers" by Capt. Dorney, who always sleeps
with one eye open. Although we have spent many happy
days yachting with different friends on different'yacbts,

we have never seen his equal. 4:15 finds us seated in the
comfortable dining room.
Breakfast over, we step into our small boats. We have

refrigerator baskets in each blind, and the hirds can be
kept in perfect condition until we all return to the house
or on shipboard, when they are repacked in large freezers,

which will keep them two weeks certainly. The teams
to drive us to our blinds are s^on ready when we land,
and off we go with hearts as light as cork. Ned reaches
his blind fir»t, and while Leon is placing out his decoys,
two or three bunches of winter yellowlegs swoop down
and are bagged in full view of the whole party.
The next blind reached is Worthey's. I had the pleas-

ure of staking out his decoys for him; they were a hand-
some stool of golden plover. We were not 50yds. from
him, when a golden plover came down jfcp his decoys.
There was a great noise and three of his decoys were
knocked into splithereens, but so was the bird. By this

time Ned was popping away as fast as he could load and
shoot, and soon after every blind was heard from.
Some sportsmen (generally those who haven't tried it)

say they are not fond of bay snipe shooting. But we
think if any one could have one day of j ust such sport as

we have had this season and many past seasons here, their

conversion would be sure and quick.

When a sportsman can leave his club house just at

dawn on a pleasant spring or autumn morning, drive one
mile to his blind, and return to a 9 o'clock breakfast with
a bag of 75 to 100 birds or perhaps more—golden plover,

yellowlegs, graybacks (dowitches), grass plover, deo
birds and {jerhaps a dozen English snipe—he would have
to be made of peculiar stuff if he were not happy.
We are aware that the graybacks, curlew, willets and

yellowlegs, in fact all kinds of bay birds shot at Cobb's
island, Fisherman's Inlet, Long Island and Cape God are
very fishy and poor eating. Not so with our birds at Cur-
rituck. One cannot tell our grayback, grass plover or
yellowlegs from an English snipe, when properly pre-

pared. But what makes our hunts more enjoyable, we
save every bird shot, freeze, and take them home to our
friends. It all depends on the food, of course, whether
any game is good or not, and there is no fish for our bay
birds at Currituck. ,

Well, this 22d day of September was not a bad day for

snipe, and the score was as follows: Worthey 115, Ned
126, Tommie 136, Duck 124, Theodorick 114, Captain D.
135, Picus 118; total 868.

The next morning at 7 A. M. we were on our shooting
grounds. The day was a little warm, and at 10 o'clock

we met by appointment neath the shade of a live oak tree

on the banks of a stream where our boats were moored.
We counted up our bag for the morning and it was 592.

Among them, shot by Theodorick, was a nice little

bunch of English snipe, which had just begun to come
in. This made a bag of 1,460 bay snipe in less than one
day and a half's shooting to seven guns.

We returned to the Comfort at noon. Our trip back
through the canal was a very pleasant one, indeed.

Duck.

Gentlemen who desire to join a club located thirty miles from-
New York and owning several thousand acres of good quail,

grouse and woodcock grounds and five miles of excellent trout
streams, can learn particulars by addressing Wm. C. Harris, P. O,
Box 35, New York Oity.-^du.
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WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
THE ruffed grouse is essentially a ground bird. When

he flies into a tree it is almost solely for the purpose
of escaping from a persistent pursuer, or for the purpose
of feeding on buds or grapes, whose vines depend from
its branches. When the occasion has passed he returns
immediately to the earth.

He sleeps on the ground, as is well known by every
observant sportsman, and can be easily proved. When
the grouse is feeding among the grape vines he instantly
drops to the ground on the approach of footsteps.

He has also a trick to escape from his enemy; when
two are together, as they frequently are late in the fall,

one will fly and the other will lie flat on the bare ground
till the person has passed, when they will again join each
other.

The gait of the grouse is curious. Ordinarily he walks,
turning hiniself to the right and left, in a sort of waltz-
ing manner, so as to take in every point of the compass.
If at the time he is startled by danger, the exact character
and location of which he has not made out, he frequently
titters a low clucking noise, walking slowly and looking
around. This is entirely distinct from the cluck of the
female with young. One other noise also he makes, and
I believe one only (the whirring soar always excepted), a
sort of faint shrill peeping. "He does this when much
alarmed, just before and when taking wing.
When the grouse wishes to go a little faster than a

walk he runs and sometimes swiftly, too; but his best

pace is made by jumps. I do not think he uses his wings
(as the ostrich does) to aid him in bis locomotion,
although of this I will not be positive. Once, while I

was hunting in the gorges among the Glewill Hills, a
grouse started and flew up ahead of me and lit near the
top of a hill, I followed after, but not caring to walk up
the hill, kept along the base. After I had passed the
bird he started on a keen jump back along the ridge. I

had a fair view of him for 40 or 50yds. I have observed
the same gait several times since.

The gronse in full flight cannot alight on the ground
without first circling or sweeping around unless he
chucks down into a pile of leaves or some other soft

material. On one occasion in the month of December I

saw a grouse attempt to do so on the bare frozen ground
while in full flight. I was walking in the woods, when
the bird, started by another hunter, passed me from be-

hind at a tremendous speed. When about 35yds. from
me he struck the hard bare^ground, but not being able to

stop himself went over it for about 20ft. on his toes, as it

looked to me; he then left the ground and flew a half

mile and lit on an open meadow. I followed this bird
after I had marked him down and shot him. He allowed
me to get up to about 25l't. of him before he flew.

Dorp.

IN MILL BAYOU.
T T was some time in the month of October, 1878, that
JL I received a note from John Belk stating that he and
his brother Jim would be at my house to go on a camp
hunt, and that I must be ready to go with them. I was
always willing for a hunt, so I had enough provisions

prepared to last us several days. The day after re-

ceiving the note I concluded to go down Mill Bayou to

some licks that the deer visited every fall in great
numbers, to see if they had commenced using there. In
the afternoon I took Jake, a negro boy, and started. The
firot lick was jut below the crossing on the bayou, but as

the deer did nut use there so much I did not get off my
horse to look, but rode on; and as I was about half-way
across the bayou Jake called my attention, and said he
thought he saw a deer at the lick. I slipped from my
horse and waded to the opposite side of the bayou, then
took advantage of some widows and got within 75yds. of

the lick, and on looking saw two deer. I fired at one,

which fell; the other stdl standing there. I threw another
cartridge into my rifle and fired. At the crack of the
gun the deer jumped up the bank of the bayou. I saw
that it was inc. Jake brought my horse to me and we
went to where the dead deer was, and found that the

bullet had broken its neck. I also saw blood where the

other one had gone off, and told Jake to dress the one I

had killed and I would follow the trail of the wounded
one. The trail was easily foil jwed, as the deer was bleed-

ing very freely. I had followed it about 200yds., keppiog
a sharp lookout, when I saw a small bear feeding under
a persimmon tree, about 50yds. from me. As the bear
bad not seen me, and was walking about picking up
persimmons, to make it stop I gave a sharp whistle.

The bear stood upon its hindlegs with its back to me,
looking for the noise it had heard. I drew a full bead
between the shoulders and fired. Down Ouffy went, and
on examining I found 1 had broken its neck. I returned
to the deer's trail, and did not go far before I found it

dead. I had hit it behind the shoulder. I went back to

Jake and helped him to get the first deer up the bank of

the bayou and hung it up. Then we dressed the other
deer and bear, hung them up and started on down the
bayou to the other licks. I told Jake to go to the middle
ones and I would go to the lower or last one and we would
meet, he hunting down and I up the bayou. Before I

got tomy lick I heard Jake's rifle. I knew he had found
deer, and probably had killed one, as he was a good shot.

I was then about half a mile from the lick to which I was
going. When near I got off, hitched my horse, stole up
to the bank of the bayou and looked into the lick, but

saw no deer.

I knew that the deer used that lick more than any of

the others, so I concluded to remain and let Jake hunt
the other. I cut some palmettoes and made a screen. I

had not long to wait before I saw a deer coming around
a bend in the bayou toward the lick. It must have
winded, me, as it stopped when it got within 100yds.

of me, threw up its head and began to stamp its foot and
whistle. I was afraid to wait longer, as the sun was get-

ting low and the deer might run off, so I concluded to

try a shot. The deer was standing with its breast to me,
which is not a very desirable mark, distant 100yds. and
shooting from a high bank down at it. I drew a careful

bead and fired. At the crack of the gun the deer started

off up the bank and I saw it was badly shot.

Just as I got up to go after the deer, some turkeys
began flying up into the trees all around me. I dropped
two, when Jake opened fire, and between us we got six.

After gathering our turkeys we went after the deer, and
soon found it dead. I had hit it in the hock joint and I

suppose the shook had killed it, as that was the only place

I could see that had been struck. Jake had killed his
deer and left it up the bayou. We got the one I had just
killed across the bayou on to my horse, with part of the
turkeys and started to where Jake had left his horse and
deer. Grot that on his horse, and then went on to where
we had left the first dear and bear, When we reached
them it was so dark that we concluded to stay thereuntil
morning. The night was quite cold, but we soon had a
roaring fire and spent the night very pleasantly. We
were not hungry, as we had eaten our dinners before
leaving home, but Jake broiled some of the liver, though
as we had no salt it did not taste very good. By the time
it was light enough to see next morning we saddled our
horses, loaded them with the two deer and the turkeys
and started for home, arriving there about 10 o'clock.
Jake took two boys and went back after the other two
deer and the bear. The deer were all does, but in fine
condition. The bear was not fat, but the turkeys were
just prime. I sent two of the young gobblers to my
sweetheart. She is now Mrs. M. (M. stands for my name),
with three little Ms.
John and Jim came that evening. I will tell you about

the camp hunt next time. Hunter.
Point Pleasant, Louisiana.

SPORTING TRIPS FROM THE HUB.
STILL the gunners go, and still they have more or less

of success. But oh, the glory of those autumn days!
The foliage is simply wonderful. The weather has been
fine, or a good deal of it. Who can speak the charms of
an October day in the woods, when not a leaf is stirring,
when the sun is bright? Such has been the weather for
one or two days since October came in, and these days,
some of the more fortunate sportsmen have enjoyed. No
very heavy bags of game are reported, but the outing has
more than paid. Partridge are not plenty in the back
woods of Maine, or at least they have not been found as
plentiful as last year. One guide suggests that they have
not yet left the thick woods. His theory is that when
the mountain ash and other berries native to the old
woods are plenty, as they are plenty this year, that the
grouse are slow about coming to the lumber roads and
other open places, and that the best bags are not made
till after the early snows. In Massachusetts the gunners
veport the partridges fairly plenty, but very hard to get.
E. M. Gillam, commercial editor of the Boston Advertiser,
went over to Reading gunning on Saturday, and scared
up nearly a dozen grouse, but though accompanied by a
good dog, he secured but one. He describes the birds as
unusually wild.

J. H. Jones, salesman with J. M. Emery, in the fresh
fish market, starts on his gunning and vacation trip on
Tuesday. He is a native of Buekfield, Me., and is a great
lover of the rod and gun. This time he has put off his
vacation till late, in order to secure "a deer and a bear."
He will go to Byron in that State, going up Swift River
from Mexico, and visit the new gold diggings, as well as
hunt. He will not be satisfied without a bear this time,
and bears are plenty in that section. His fellows in the
store declare that he will be afraid of a bear, and they
suggest that he learn to say his prayers before he gets
into the woods, as did an old Mr. Record, a bear hunter
of former years, in the same town where Jones was born.
Record was a brave hunter, in his own ideas, though
many knew him to be a, great coward. His bejrs were
all taken in steel traps or deadfalls, the latter of which
he was very skillful in setting. But it was seldom that

he ever visited his traps alone. He always wanted a
neighbor or a neighbor's boy to go with him; not that hp
was afraid of bears. Oh, no! Then if a bear should
happen to kill him, it would be pleasant to have some
one to tell the story. On one occasion a bear began to

come into a neighbor's clearing at night to destroy the
green corn, just in' the milk. The tracks showed that he
was a big one, and Record was self-appointed to get a trap
for him. He concluded that a big deadfall, just at the edge
of the corn, would be the thing. This he proceeded to con-

struct, with the help of his neighbors. It was duly set, so

that the old bear in crossing a certain line, which he would
be sure to cross in approaching the corn from the woods,

would spring the deadfall and be buried under a flood of

logs and stones. The trap was to be visited the next
morning. Record loaded his old flintlock, and, taking a
neighbor's boy with him, he started for the trap. They
came pretty near. The deadfall was down. Record
stepped back, suggesting that they would not go up too

fast, for possibly the bear might not be secured. He
crawled with his gun cocked and at his shoulder. There
was a rustling among the corn leaves. There was a

crunching sound and more rustling. Record's hair stood

on end. He cautioned the boy to be ready to run in case

his shot should not stop the bear. Another rustling fol-

lowed, and the glimpse of a black animal appeared in the

corn. Record rose from his crawling position to his

knees. He was not a man of many prayers, but now he

was thoroughly frightened. The corn rustled again.

"Gad'l mighty!" he began, "save my soul, before I shoot

this charge." The corn rustled again, and nearer. A big

black animal hove in sight. "Gad'l mighty !" and Record

up and ran like a scared colt, dropping his gun and leav-

ing the boy to his fate. Almost cleared from the corn-

field, he turned to see the boy torn and eaten; when
behold the boy and a big Newfoundland dog coming
toward him. Record was known as "Gad'l mighty" ever

after. The bear was not under the deadfall; it had fallen

of its own weight.
The gunners are having some good sport with the shore

birds in the vicinity of Boston, though it is as yet too

early for the flight of coot and other ducks. The heavy

storms of late in October and in November are expected

to bring the birds into Essex River and off Anisquam.

At Brant Rock is another favorite shooting station.

Frank S. Raybold is something of a gunner for a boy, and

he likes it, following his grandfather. On Saturday, with

a companion, they went gunning off the Point of Pines

and secured a bag of a handsome dozen birds. They took

a dinner with them and made camp in good style.

There is something peculiar about the flight of "dough-

birds," as the local gunners term them. It is said that

they bring $1 apiece in the Boston market. Messrs. Gordon

and Albert Plummer, already mentioned in the Forest

and Stream, seem to have run into strange luck in seeing

these birds on their way from their recent shooting ex-

cursion to Nantucket. They explain to a Boston Record

reporter that they saw the birds after their shells were all

boxed and on the team for Boston. Three splendid flocks

lit in the very roadway before them. Their guns were
empty. They drove on a little further, when another fine
flock came circling around them and settled not far away.
In sheer desperation they left the team standing and
rushed to a house in the distance for shells, starting
another flock of these splendid birds. Their inquiry for
shells brought out a lot of 14 gauge; the hunters' guns
were both 10 gauge. The keeper of the cabin told them
that the doughbirds had been flying nearly all day; be
had never seen a flight so heavy before. The hunters had
to take the next boat for Boston. Special.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am pleased to think that the sentiment against hound-
ing deer in the Adirondacks is becoming more prevalent
among sportsmen. It is hard to imagine that any sports-
man in the true sense of the word can take any pleasure
in thus killing a deer, struggling for its life in the water,
deprived of all means of escape.
We brand with the stigma of disgrace the pot hunter who,
after a long tramp onsnowshoes, murders the floundering
deer in the snow crust. But how much worse to employ
the hound to drive the deer into the water, where it is

reduced to the same condition as the deer in the snow
crust. Wherein, then, is the difference? One (be it to
the shame of the State of New York) has the sanction of
the law, the other has not. The abominations committed
at Chateaugay Lake and those cited by your correspondent
"J. W. B.," of Southboro, are being committed all over
the Adirondacks during the hounding season, and will
continue to be perpetrated so long as the law makes it

possible for the self-styled sportsman and pot-hunter to
gratify their brutish instincts. An employe of the Smith
Lake "Hotel told me that he saw a fawn butchered in the
water a few days ago by the same magnate that sank a
dozen or more deer in Bog Lake a few years since. Yet
no dissenting voice is raised for fear of losing guests
at the hotel. It makes me sick at heart to go through
the Adirondacks now and seethe slaughter of deer that
it going on to-day. You will find at every lake and
pond a pack of hounds and hunters, and the ground strewn
with the debris of slaughtered deer. Loads of mutilated
deer pass here almost every day. Seventy-five is a small
estimate of the number of deer that are being killed each
day now, and the number will increase as it gets later,

as deer take to water sooner when pursued by dogs. At
least twenty-five deer daily are fed to dogs during the
hounding season.
Reformation is needed, and if the present state of

affairs continues, a few years will witness the extinction
of all the big game of the Adirondacks. Mtjsset.

Number Four, Oct. 8.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is all well enough for your correspondents who don't

believe in deer hounding to argue against it, if they want
to, but would it not be as well for them to stick to facts

and reason. There was a writer in your paper, the other
day, who talked about being kept awake at night by the

baying of the hounds. But they don't hound deer in the
night time in any part of the Adirondacks I know any-
thing about. What did "J. W. B." mean?
Again it was foretold a few yews ago that if hounding

were to be permitted there would be no deer left in five

years. From my own observation, and from what I am
told, I judge that deer are more plenty in the North
Woods to-'lay than they have been for twenty five years

before. What have the anti-hounders to say to that?
Hubert.

Utica, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Two davs ago a man sat on thp shore of Beaver Lake,

waiting for the hound to drive a deer into the water. He
had not long to wait, for soon a deer with panting breath

pounced into the water and with a sense of security

struck out for the middle of the lake. The hunter waited
until the deer got well out into the lake, and then rowed
his boat up to it. He had his gun with him. but in this

case he thought the club the most sure weapon, and
attempted to strike the deer on the head; but in the act

he up^et his boat, dumping himself, gun and club all into

the lake. He clung to the. boat and drifted about the lake

for over half an hour; and when he was nearly exhausted
and chilled to death, another man by pure accident came
on to the lake and towed him ashore more dead than

alive. A few hours after he expressed a desire to join an
anti-hounding club. The deer escaped, and the gun is

still on the bottom Of the lake, where it will doubtless for-

ever remain. Soso.

Adirondacks, Oct. 8.

Editor Forest and Stream:
One of our party at Middle Branch, North Lake, in the

Adirondacks killed on Oct. 1 a buck which dressed

3sM)lbs. He looked like an ordinary deer, but had remark-

able antlers, which arched in the form of a heart, the

tips nearly touching. At the tips the horns were flat and
measured 71in. straight across the flat part. One side

had eight prongs, the other six. O. T. S.

Whitbsboro, N. Y.

Georgia Game.—Augusta, Ga., Oct. 8.—Last week we
had very fine snipe and woodcock shooting. A cold spell

from the northwest brought the snipe, and the high

waters ran the woodcock from the swamps, which made
good highland shooting on these birds. Parties have

made bags of nearly a hundred birds. The past season

has been an unusually good one for breeding quail (Bob

White). Within a radius of two miles of the outskirts of

this city, I have spotted nine coveys, and there are per-

haps more. The majority of birds are half grown, Ixrt

some are full grown. We anticipate good snort, as birds

are reported plentiful everywhere.—J. M. W.

Adirondack Bears.—Number Four. Oct. 8.—Two
large bears have been caught at Number Four during the

past week. They were both caught within less than

eighty rods of the Fenton House. Twenty-six ladies,

guests of the house, joined in following the trail until the

bear was found about one-fourth of a mile from where

the trap was set.—Musset,
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river in his duck boat. The fish was a large one, over
seven pounds. Billy Mussey was on the river that day,
and when he saw the Doctor's fish he said, "He must
have made an awful fight for you, didn't he. Doc ?"

"Oh, no," replied the worthy Doctor, "he didn't fight
none. He choost come ow-et."
"When .I looked at that spoon and line," says Billy,

"I didn't doubt a minute that he did 'choost come ow-et.'

"

Ed. Howard was down from Fox Lake yesterday. He
said thousands of bluebills were in, but nobody could
work them. They were out in shallow water, over a bog
where one could neither wade, walk nor push. Plenty
of snipe also, but in equally bad country. The water is

too low, the lowest for years.
It is surmised that the dryness on Cumberland marsh

is caused by the ditching operations below there during
the past year. E. Hough.

Game License —The Wyalusing, Pa., Roelcet comes
out with this proposition: "Fanners who have suffered
greatly from the invasion of an army of hunters upon
their premises each and every season have long been
looking for some certain remedy to diminish their num-
ber, All day long during the season and often out of it

the crack of the shotgun is heard, untd it has become a
positive nuisance; all large game has become extinct and
small game will soon follow suit unless s-peedy relief is

furnished. By the time a farmer has his fall work fin-
ished the fellow who does no work has killed and rnark-
keted what little game was on his land, and should the
farmer fancy a game dinner the chances of his getting it

are very slim. The Rocket wishes to propose a remedy
which we believe would be certain in its effects. It is to
license the hunter and in this manner: Let a special
law be made for this county requiring the authorities of
each township to charge e«ch person hunting in its limits
a certain sum (say $5 or $10 per year) for the privilege,
and let the proceeds go to the school fund of the town-
ship, making the proviso that owners could hunt upon
their own premises. Upon the payment of such license
give the party a permit to hunt for the year, which he
would be required to exhibit to any of a certain number
of persons, to be called game wardens, appointed to look
after the license system in different parts of the towu
ship. If any person was caught hunting without a licpnse
certificate, let the fine double the license fee—one-half
to go to the warden for making the arrest and one-half
to the school fund. Daily or weekly permits might also
be issued at a figure that would pay "the school district to
strangers coming iu for a short hunt or to others. It is

our purpose to endeavor to get a law to this effect intro-
duced and passed at the next session of the State Legis-
lature for a trial in this county. Under such a law our
game birds would multiply, once more become plentiful,
and those who hunted would be willing to pay for the
privilege, and the school treasuries of the different town-
ships would receive a very substantial benefit. Of course
it would bear down on the chap who is too lazy to work
and wishes to make his living < ff his neighbors—and as
tor the ones who hunt for fun, let them pay for it.

Birch Bark for Camp-Fires.—Chicago, HI.—Let me,
through your paper, say a word to the fraternity of
sportsmen in connection with the subject of camp-fires.
Nothing in the whole range of camp vexations is so vexa-
tious as the oft-repeated failure to start a fire with damp
wood or leaves, or in a rain. We have tried it and speak
feelingly. During the past summer our camp was in a
locality where birch bark is to be found, and this solved
the problem. No more "blue air" ejaculations are neces-
sary in the early dewy mornings, when the stock of
matches is decreasing daily by the score. Birch bark,
whether old and water-soaked or new and fresh from a
standing tree, if torn into shreds and used as kindling will
start a cheerful fire in high wind and heavy rain

,
pro-

vided the match is kept dry till the flame touches the
birch bark. Our experience with birch bark last summer
was most happy, and we desire to give our fellow sports-
men the benefit of the discovery, but do not claim it as
original. It is an Indian practice, but never before the
summer of lb90 did we see it in use; and we think it

deserves wider application.—H. H., Jr.

Snibe and Bay Birds.—Norfolk, Va,, Oct. 12.—

A

telegram from our club at Currituck on Saturday tells us
that golden plover and yellowlegs are. still plentiful there,
a large bag having been made on Friday last. An old
gunner fmrn the sound yesterday told me that he had
never seen more ducks and geese at Currituck in his life

than he saw Saturday at this season of the year. We
expect good shoot'ng this fall, as the food is very jilenti-

ful. Our bags of bay birds have been truly wonderful
this season. Six of our members went down yesterday
for bay birds and English snipe. Will let you know what
they do. Our duck season opens Nov. 10 Quail axe
abundant this season almost everywhere in Virginia and
Carolina,—J. B. White.

St. Louis Coon Dogs.—St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 10.—Dur-
ing the full of the moon, the latter part of this month, a
grand coon hunt will be given by the King's Lake Club,
in the vicinity of its preserve in Lincoln county. Major
Dave Carutb, president of the club, is now busily engaged
making preparations for the affair; and all who know him
know that nothing will be left undone. The night-
prowlers are said to be plentilul around about King's
Lake, and there is every prospect that the hunt will re-
sult satisfactorily.

—

Unser Fritz.

Massachusetts.—Nashua, N. IL—Let your Boston
correspondent who wants Thanksgiving shooting go to
Needham, where he will find fair supply of quail, grouse
and rabbits. Let him leave the cars at Newton Upper
Falls, then follow the track over the river, then strike in
to the left. Tnere is poor shooting about Nashua.—J.S.J.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Oct. 9.—Nothing very stirring has been

happening among the •wildfowl in this vicinity as
yet this tall. Some few marsh ducks are reported in at
Fox Lake the last few dayB, but not many have been
killed there so far. No very big reports come in from
the Illinois P^iver as yet, though the northern bird< are
scarcely clue there yet. A party including Messrs. Mc-
Farland. Gammon, Davis, Walser and others go down to
Hennepin club grounds this week and we may hear some-
thing from them.
On the Kankakee a singular state of affairs has pre-

vailed all fall. None of the club marshes have any water
lo amount to anything except the Mak saw-ba, where
the marsh is now and has been in very good shape.
Messrs. Sharp, Watson, Mussey, 'Dicks, Cox, Kinney,
Organ, Brown. Crane, Holden, Buechner, and others
have been down at Mak saw-ba lately and have had very
fair average luck at snipe, and have killed a good many
woodd ucks and teal. The first ducks that seemed to be
travelers, however, are reported on this marsh for last

week.
The Little Calumet is not high this fall, and Tolleston

marsh is reported too dry for shooting. The weather has
been too warm and fair to expect any shooting on the
Grand C ducnet, which only looms up during cold and
windy weather.
The little party mentioned earlier is back from Horicon

marsh, Wisconsin. Ben Dicks reports 34 snipe, Percy
Stone 12 snipe and 15 ducks, Fred Donald 23 ducks and
W. W. McFarland 14 Kuipe and S ducks. It seems that
the ducks are not even at Horicon.
Snipe shooting has been generally good this fall. Duck

shoocing will probably not be very good. Upland shoot-
ing, at prairie chickens and quail, has been exception dly
good all over the State of Illinois this season. Quail have
never been more abundant of late years. For instance,
Dick Turtle and Hetfield killed 100 quail in two days last

week around Saybrook and Harpster, of this State. They
also killed about a dozen chickens. These two have killed
about 100 chickens this fall, but they made their first hunt
shortly after Sept. 1, and a week or more before the legal
season opened. A great many shooters availed themselves
of the flimsy excuse that the clei'ical error which made
the date Sept. 15 was not the will of the people, who in-

tended it to be Sept. 1. 1 do not quite understand a
reasoning like this. I said a good many shooters availed
themselves of it. 1 should qualify that by saying I heard
a good deal of talk of that sort down in the central part
of the State, where the law was openly violated; but this

is the only case in which I know of a Chicago sportsman
who shot before the 15th. It was unquestionably a wrong
thing to do, altogether wrong. In c ise of doubt, the only
thing to do is to give the birds and the law the benefit of
the doubt, and this I believe the Cuicago boys have very
generally done. It is the country shooters who most
generally violate the law, although they do not shoot so
steadily as the market shooters. The men of this city
can not afford to fall in wbh such practices, or to condone
them, or to lend their own <xauiple to them. No one
man's wish ought to make the law, or does make it. If

there is doubt in that one man's mind, he should consider
it the more sportsmanlike to give the birds, and not him-
self, the benefit of the doubt.
There is on foot here a plan to make up a shooting

party to take a cabin-boat trip down the Mississippi to
New Orleans, starting in the latter part of this month,
and stopping as the shooting suggests. The party is not
yet made up.
Indiana quail season opens Wednesday, a week from

yesterday. The birds are unusually abundant along the
Kankakee and the Tippecanoe, and, in fact all over the
northern part of the State. Upland shooting is having a
great vogue out here now.

Oct. 10.— The following, from the Whatcom Reveille
(Wash.), is reprinted to-day in a city paper here: "Frank
Denehie says that in the Olympic Mountains are a hun-
dred hunters waiting fur the snow to drive the elk down
from the high peaks. They are working for a Denver
firm, which pays $60 for every elk head with antlers.
One hunter has 800 bullets ready for the noble game.
The elk are gone from the creek bottoms of Dakota.
There are but a few places in Montana and Idaho where
they can be found, so that the hunters have come from
all over the West to be in at the extermination on the
Olympic peninsula. The carcasses will be left to rot on
the ground. This ought to be stopped. Common car-
riers should be prevented from receiving elk heads for
transportation under a heavy penalty. Doubtless the
late Legislature would have attended to the matter had it

be^n apprised of the meditated slaughter. With proper
game laws this peninsula will be the Adirondack region
of the West."
Let the next Legislature attend to it. It will have a

hard enough time to prevent that region from becoming
like the Adirondacks.

Oct. 11.—Tilings are running along smoothly here, but
with no very startling news in the way of game this

week. Next Wednesday the quail season opens in Indi-
ana. A great many quail have been killed along the
Kankakee, out of season, for the past couple of weeks.
The birds are plentiful in northern Indiana, as has been
stated earlier. One farmer near Mak-saw-ba Club says
he has ten bevies located.

Mr. Geo, T. Farmer does not find wild geese numerous
on Cumberland marsh this fall, and will go with a party
of friends to Noith Dakota after the honkers, Mr. Far-
mer will do well to take his flock of tamed wild geese and
half-breeds along with him. With these for decoys he
might have considerable sport.

Dr. J. W. Hutchinson, familiarly known as "Doc
Hutch,'' will also be among the fowl shooters who try
Dakota this fall. There will be a wave of high pressure
barometer strike Dakota about when Doc Hutch gets
there.

Mr. "Slick" Sharp is working for a position as star in
the snipe-shooting act. Last Saturday he bagged forty-
eight jack snipe at Mak saw-ba marsh. This is beside
the bag of thirty three credited to him earlier. Dr. Buech-
ner got twenty-three jacks last Saturday, and I believe I

have mentioned the twenty-one that Billy Mussey got
one day the week before. The birds are in tine condition.

It's all Mak-saw-ba news no >v, for they've got all the
water. But while near Mak saw-ba it would not do not
to mention Dr. Buechner's big wall-eyed pike, which he
caught on a spoon and handline while floating down the

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association held its regular monthly meeting and din-
ner at the American House, Boston, Tuesday evening,
Oct. 9, 125 members being present. The Committee on
G-tme Importation reported favorable progress in their
work of stocking the State with game. They have or-
dered 300 sharptail grouse, 30 dozen California mountain
quail, and 30 dozen valley quail as the first consignment
of birds to be let loose. Large numbers of birds are to be
planted on NmusIiou and Great islands, also in the public
park in the city of Lynn, which promises to make special
legislation to protect them. It was voted to hold the
next annua) dinner of the Association on Thursday even-
ing, Dec. 11, thereby giving an opportunity to have a
regular game dinner, before the close season begins in
this State. Mr. John M. Forbes was elected an honorary
member and the following gentlemen members of the
Association: Myron J. Fen-en, Henry W Clarke, Robert
Woodman and C. A. Coolidge. Fourteen were proposed
for membership, to be acted on at the next meeting.—
Richard O. Harping, Secy.

Nebraska Quail.—I am now in Adams county, Neb.,
and I am happy to say that I find quail shooting here
much better than th.p chicken shooting in Iowa. This
has been a great year here for quail. The season has been
long, dry and free from storms, and as a consequence
they have bred well, many pairs bringing forth two
broods. My brother and I were out this morning looking
over the ground, and got up two bevies of fifteen to twenty
each. On our way home we could hear them calling in
all directions. They say chickens used to be quite plenty
here: now, one could not be found, I believe, in a half
day's hunt with a good dog. Why is it? In my opinion
the market slaughterer and the chicken hog had some-
thing to do with it; and still you talk with some of these
same men and they will deny it. I may get time to
write up a day's shoot, which may be of interest to your
readers.—Wm. H. Steele.

Connecticut Snaring.—"Coll" Richardson, of Square
Pond, in Ellington, was brought before Justice of the
Peace R. J. Leonard recently, at Ellington, charged with
violating the game laws. The case was worked up by
one of W. C. Fielding's detectives for the Connecticut
Association of Farmers and Sportsmen for the Protection
of Game and Fish, of Hartford. The detective captured
Richardson setting snares and taking partridges from his
snares the day before the game law was off. Attorney
Charter defended Richardson, while President A. C. Col-
lins, of the Connecticut Association of Farmers and
Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish, appeared
for the State. Justice Leonard found Richardson guilty
and imposed fines on three counts, making the "circus"
cost Richardson about $40.

A Chicago Lion.- Chicago, Oct. 8.—The male lion of
the pair presented to Lincoln Park last year, by a Chicago
street car magnate, died to-day. The lion was popularly
supposed to be a job lot, and died from sheer old age.
He bad been in a stupor for days, only rousing himself at
meal times, and no one knows justwhen his sleep became
de^th. The lioness, which was his mate, shows signs of
great grief and uneasiness.—H. 1

WHEN THE BASS BITE BEST.
TXTHEN the north is breezy and cord and clear,
* Lifting the low blue hills in sight;

When the waters are dimpled beyond the pier

And clouds sail idly over the mere.

Oh, that is the time for the bass to bite.

When boughs grow bare and apples fall

With every flaw from the windy west,

When the frost is white on the orchard wall
And the lake frowns blue at the passing squall,

Oh, that is the time when the bass bite best.

When paths are blind with a drift of leaves
And nuts lie thick in the yellow grass,

When barns are bursting with garnered sheaves
"Ru-perunt horrai"—-full to the eaves,

Oh, that is the time for the wary bass.

With a silver shiner far below
Tugging away at a silken thread,

In a cove where quiet currents flow

And purple shadows come and go,

And a hit of a blue sky overhead,

Too soon the western hills grow black
With lone pines looming above their crest

In silhouette—too soon alack!

Do far bghts glimmer to guide us back,
For that is the time when the bass bite best.

Watkins, N. Y., Sept. 20. M. M. Cass, Jb.

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA.
I.—A TUSSLE IN THE DARK.

THE locality of the incidents noted in these jottings is

in the vicinity of the summit, where the old Washoe
grade crosses the Sierra, The road crosses at an eleva-
tion of 8,000ft, above sea level. Directly west of the pass,
and about one and a half miles distant, lies Echo Lake,
three and a half miles long and one mile wide. West of
this again, about yOOyds. , and connected with Echo by a
small stream, lies Upper Echo. This little gem of a lake
is about one-half the size of its neighbor, and is studded
with small islands, covered with more or hss timber. On
one of these islands the scribe has in half-ownership
with a friend a log cabin with a complete housekeeping
outfit for three men, and two good boats.

Here for a few happy weeks each summer, "the world
forgetting, by the world forgot," my friend and I turn
ourselves loose and become boys again; and the old
youthful zest for innocent outdoor pleasure permeates
every fi ire of our beings. Here little things, unnoted in
the daily walks of life, acquire an air of interest to our
rejuvenated minds. Some few of these little things I

intend to recall in these papers, and hope to enlist the
reader's sympathy with my love of nature and her ways.
This California Alpine basin lies over 200ft. higher

than Lake Tahoe and about six or seven miles south of
that body of water. It was scooped out of the moun-
tain's brow by the irresistible force of the glacier's mighty
flow in the silent ages of the past. And to-day its gran-
ite sides glisten with the polish left by the impact of that
mighty instrument. The terminal moraine of this dead
giant lies at the outlet of the lower lake, and the greater
portion of it has been carried into Lake "Valley, 1,500ft,

below. Huge boulders can there be seen, smooth aa
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marbles, and still showing the scratches where they were
ground along between the upper millstone of the glacier
and the nether of the mountain's breast.

One and a half miles northwest, and about 500ft.
higher, lies another small lake, nearly circular in shape
and three-fourths of a mile in diameter. This little sheet
of water was unnamed until the year 1886, when my
friend B. and myself agreed to call it Lake Nanon, in re-
membrance of B.'s little seven-year-old daughter. Nation
it is, therefore, and B, and I congratulate ourselves that
it was still left to us to name one lake in this world of
ours before they were all used up—even if ours is a little

one.
The scenery is wild and awe-inspiring, and were it not

for the deep blue waters of the lake, that lend a softness
to the view, would b-> stern and forbidding in the extreme.
The waters of the two lower lakes are filled with a* fine

trout as were ever caught by fishermen. Animal life is

not plentiful. Of small birds there are a few chippies and
two or three others of the sparrow tribe, which I never
identified; some few robins and chickadees, blue grouse
and mountain quail. Among the four-footed animals
there are chipmunks, pine squirrels, marmots, wood-
chucks, porcupines, and now arid then a fisher and mink.
There are also large numbers of the little chief hare
(Lagomys prineeps), colonized in an extensive talus at
the foot of some great cliffs, 800ft. above the lake. But
of these, anon.
No deer or bear are ever seen, so that the hunter for

large game must choose other grounds. Neither are
there any rattlesnakes, which pleaseth well the scribe.

Among birds I forgot to mention in my list Clarke's crow
(Corvns columbiana), two or three species of woodpecker,
nighthawks and bank swallows. I believe the foregoing
constitute the fauna of the region.
The fishing is very uncertain. Now and then a glorious

day's sport repays the angler who posse- es his soul in
patience. And again, days may elapse when not a fish

can be caught. This is owing to the situation of the
basin in which the lakes lie. Almost upon the summit
of the range, and with an east and west direction, the
winds have tremendous power, and for days at a time
the water is too rough for fishing. For this reason the
spot will never' be a favorite to the man who goes solely
for fish. But to the lover of nature it is a feast of fat
things. I have seen the fishing so good that nearly every
cast brought a return of a trout to every fly on the leader;
and again, the most persistent casting would not raise a
fish for dtfys together. For be it known to the reader,
that both B. and myself are almost cranks on the fly

question, and it is only when starvation stares U3 in the
face that we resort to other methods.

On a lovely July evening in the summer of '89, B. and
I were just debating the question of a return to camp.
We had been fishing for a couple of hours with fair suc-
cess, and, as the sun had just dipped behind the summit,
we thought it late enough for supper. The trout had not
been rising for the last half hour, and I had reeled up my
line and given the boatman orders for a return, when B.
had a splendid rise and hooked a 3 pounder. I watched
the fignt, which was a sharp one, and as the struggle
ended and the net encompassed the exhausted fish, I let

out my line for another cast. In two or three efforts I

had it out, and in another iustant was fast to a fine trout.

He broke water once, but it was getting too dark to see
his size fairly; but I did not think him at all extraordin-
ary. At this same instant there was a tremendous tug at
my line, so sudden and so fierce that I was satisfied an-
other trout had hooked himself—and a fine one, too. I

announced the fact to B., but both he and the boatman
said it was but one trout, but a large one. It has always
been the invariable custom of B. and me to fish out of the
same boat, he occupying the bow and I the stern, and
when one is fast to a large trout the other reels up until
the circus is over. Well. my trout started, and toe weight
upon the rod was irre istible. The reel screamed like a
mad thing, and I viewed with dismay the rapidly dimin-
ishing bulk of the line upon the spindle. I gave him the
butt, but to no purpose, and I yelled to the boatman to
row for dear life. As he swung the boat around to obey
me, the last turns of the line seemed going, and I could
see the metal showing through the coils on the spindle.
At last he got headway upon the boat and the strain
lessened, so that I had a chance to reel up. By this time
it was getting dark, and I was in a "concatenation of cir-

cumstances,'' so to speak. There were no more mad
rushes, but with all my efforts I could not bring the fish

out of the depths of the lake, lie would bore down to
the bottom, which fortunately was free of brush at that
part; and strain as I would, I could not raise him. It be-
came pitch dark at last and I could not see the line, and
could only tell by the feeling the situation of the
fish, I dreaded his getting under the boat and smashing
the tip, and told B. to cut the line if he could reach it

and let the brute go. He flatly refused, and I was glad
of it, as I suggested it more because he was getting cold
and hungry than from fear of my rod. Time passed,
and still I had never succeeded in reeling up the obsti-

nate creature to within 30ft. of the boat. Then B. began
to burn matches to help me out, and as the night was per-
fectly calm it helped me in the fight. I hooked the fish

about 7:30 P. M. and at 9 succeeded for the first time in
getting a glance at the trout. T had a fair view by match-
light, and saw that it was a good trout and thoroughly
exhausted, but still there was that terrible tug and strain
at the line. Then I knew there was another fish on my
tail fly, and a monster. The fight went on in this man-
ner for another half hour, and my arms were almost
paralyzed with the strain. At last a gleam of two white
bellies showed at the boatside, and B. , with one dexterous
scoop, netted both fish and landed them safely in the
boat. Then didn't the mountains ring with our united
shout of triumph? I sank back upon the seat t horoughly
exhausted after the long and anxious strain, and B. began
to examine the catch. ''Why, great Scott, Arefar!" said

he, "these are not such very large trout. There must
hav^ been another, and you lost him."
"Well," I replied, "I am glad he's gone, and good luck

go with him; for he hast left me hungry and tired."

Again did B. utter an exclamation, and the cat was out
of the bag. In searching for the flies to unhook them,
he found the tail fly embedded in the larger fish, just

behind the adipose fin. No wonder the brute pulled; and
I have a strong feeling of pride to this day to think I

saved these trout under such adverse circumstances. On
our arrival at camp B. weighed the trout The smaller

one weighed 2£l bs. and the larger one 3flbs.—so he said—
but I declared they weighed a ton—while in the water.

If any of my readers have ever hooked a large trout
by the tail, he will understand the task that my little rod
accomplished that evening; and if they never did, let me
give them a word of advice. Never do it just at dusk,
and with your favorite rod. If you do, you will have an
anxious quarter of an hour. Had it not been for the
efforts of the smaller fish, partially counteracting those
of the larger, I would have lost my leader or smashed
the rod. Areear.
Auburn, California.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A NIGHT AT THE HERRING FISHERY.
BERWICK BAY is an irregular indentation on the

east const of Great Britain. Its general form is
that of an elliptic-il segment h.tving a cord extending
from Holy Island Head in England to St. Abb's Head in
Scotland, a distance of about twenty miles, by a width of
nine miles at the central part where it receives the River
Tweed. Lying for the most, part on a shallow bottom, it
is much frequented by herring and oth^r fish for the pur-
pose Of depositing their spawn. This fact, joined to the
advantages of regular communication with the markets
of the world by water carriage, and free access to the
interior of the country by the railways, which run west,
north and south, and the rapid diffusion of intelligence
by the telegraph, renders Berwick harbor a place of ren-
dezvous during the herring season, i. e., from July till

September, not only for the fishermen of th • vicinity, but
even of others from such remote points as C lithnes-t in
the extreme south of Scotland, and from Penzance near
the southwest extremity of England, and intermediate
ports.

The local boats used in this fishery are open yawls,
from 20 to 35 tons, lugger rigged and carrying two masts,
manned generally by four men and a boy. The nets used
are gill-nets, made of light but strong twine, and as well
as the sails are tanned in a decoction of oak bark. A
single net i- GOyds. long and about 10yds. deep when ex-
tended; from twenty to thirty of these nets fastened to-
gether longitudinally used then to make a "fleet," the
extent of which would be from 1.200yds. to 1,800yds., i-ay
a mile in length, but the size of the noats and the number
of nets have nearly doubled since the time of which I
write (45 years ago), a fleet of nets no v reaching a length
of over two miles. The nets are suspended in the water
by buoys composed of inflated bladder*?, tarred and
painted black, attached to the Lop rope by "tows," strong
cords of some 12ft. lonsr, tied so as to bo easily removed
or re-attached. The buoys are placed some 6yds. apart,
and in the interval the top rope has corks attached to
prevent it sagging with the weight of the net. The bot-
tom is kept down by several strands of stout cordage,
which is much more pliable and easily handled than a
solid rope of the same weight. The nets are generally
set so as to have from 6 to 9ft. of water above the top
rope, and the bottom about 40ft. from the surface.
In the month of August, 1S43, I accepted the kind in-

vitation of Mr. James Watson, fisherman and pilot, to
accompany him to the herring fishing. So one fine even-
ing I boarded the Jenny, about 8 o'clock, and sailed for
the fishing ground, which we reached after an hour and
a halfs pleasant sail before a li tht westerly breeze. By
9:30 we arrived at our destination, when the yard was
lowered to within six feet from the gunwale, and at 9:45
the first buoy was thrown over the stern. By 10:30 the
last buoy went overboard, the hawser was made fast to
the stem and to the top rope of the net, for the boat to
ride by, and the lantern lighted and hoisted to the mast-
head, when we sat down to smoke and to discuss the
probabilities of the "catch," the outlook for prices, etc.

About 10:30 our skipper, in order to ascertain whether the
fish were there or not, took a stone from the ballat-t and
threw it overboard; as it splashed in the water numerous
flashps and streaks of light shot out, radiating from the
spot where it fell, showing both that we were among the
herring and that they were swimming near the surface.
On this Watson remarked that he wished that they had
shortened "tows" to thirty inches or two feet, and pre
dieted that the miin part of the catch would be in tbe
upper half of the net. The watch was then set, and the
rest of the crew turned in for a snooze. 1 found a anug
berth in the he of thesail, between two of its folds, where
I lay, "rocked in the cradle of the deep," until the fresh
sea air and the gentle rhythmical motion of the boat lulled

me to sleep.

At 3 o'clock in the morning the word was passed for all

hands to take in the net. The boat was put about, the
hawser cast off from the stem and brought round to the
stern, the top rope was then hauled in, and the net began
to come in over the port quarter, the crew meanwhile dis-

posing themselves in line so as to carry the net forward
and lay it down in regular folds, while the skipper took
his place in the sternsheet to lay the buoys and their

"tows" in order, so as not to tangle in shaking the nets.

Not more than a couple of fathoms had been drawn in

when the herring began to show themselves, and soon
came aboard pretty fast, and mostly at the top of the net
as our skipper had predicted. vt the same time other
fish came to claim their share of the spoils of the ocean.
Dogfish (a small species of shark), cod, hake and polf ck
hurried to plunder the nets. The dogfish swam quietly

up and bit off the herring close behind the eiUs, leaving
the heads sticking in the meshes, while the cod and other
sorts either tore the fish out entirely or stripped off the
flesh, leaving the head and backbone in the net.

As soon as tne morning twilight rendered objects dimly
visible the gulls made their appearance, floating along on
noiseless wing, gray and ghostly, like the spirits of the
birds of a former world, now soaring aloft and now cir-

cling down to the water to pick up a fish or fragment of

a fish which had dropped from the net or had escaped
from the mouths of the fish of prey. I took up my gun
and knocked down two of the largest, but as we were
hauling up to windward they Hooted, off to sea and could
not be retrieved, so that I dnsistedfrom such unprofitable

slaughter. A-* soon as the upward rays of the rising sun
began to fringe the clouds with gold the solan geese be-

gan to come along in companies of five or six, generally

two old ones in their white plumage and black wing-tips

and three or four young ones in their gray coats, sweep-
ing along in vigorous flight, with their long necks and
massive heads stretched out straight in front (whence
heir local name of "poker-necks"), -and keeping at an

altitude of some twenty feet. Suddenly one of them
makes a wheel, and. checking his flight for a second,
plunges head foremost, throwing up a shower of spray as
he disappears beneath the surface, whence he shortly
emerges with a fish across his bill, which he throws up in
the air and receives head foremost, when a single gulp
puts it out of sight.

While I, the only idler on board, was making these ob-
servations, the work of hauling in the nets went merrily
on, and at half-past 5 o'clock the last of the buoys came
on board. The foresail was hoisted, the sheet 'brought
aft and made fast, the skipper took the helm, and after a
pleasant sail with a five knot breeze about two points
abaft the beam, during which the crew pushed on the
work of shaking the nets clear of the fi h and passing
thfm over the main boom, which was h-dd m the crotch for
that purpose, we made the river mouth, and gliding along
by the Iegh of the pier we reached the dock just as the
last of the nets was cleared of its fi-h. The fruit of the
night's labor was seventeen barrels of herrings, worth at
the morning's price of 18 shillings per barrel, £15.6 ster-
ling, or $75.
Bidding adieu to the kind skipper and his crew, and

taking wi'h me a dozen of the spirklingand luscious fish
with which he presented me, I went home to breakfast
after passing through one of the most interesting and
instructive adventures it has been my lot to enjoy.

• J/T. B.

ANGLING NOTES.
SOME of the paoers are urging the authorities to add

. to our supply of food fish by increased artificial

hatching and restocking. This of course is an excellent
plan in its way. but why not do soar thing toward get-
ting the immense supply of fish we have into the markets-
at a lower price? This reason fish have gone a begging
along the c >ast, even withm a pew miles of the city, at 2
cents per lb. , while in the markets the retail consumer
had to pay from 10 to 15 cent-'. And rather than break
the price agreed upon thousands of pounds of fish have
been wasted. It is awfully provoking to see fish sell-

ing so cheap when one happens to be down on the
heach, and a few days after have tolisten to the long rig-
marole of the fish dealer in m-irket, who is trying to
excuse the advance of six to eight hundred per cent.
As to the streams and ponds that the State stocks so

liberally, increased protection is needed rather than in-
creased stocking. The wise law respecting fingerlings
under 6in. should be enforced, and a reasonable limit put
on the day's catch. Though the better way to regulate
that would be to limit the size of troutto 7in." instead of 6.

A law should also be parsed forbidding people to fish

with more than one rod or line at a time. Not long ago
we went down to a noted Long Island trout stream to

indulge in a little trout fishing; to our disgu-t we found
the banks of the stream lined with rods planted in the
ground, while the owners sat on the gras3 plrying cards
and drinking beer. When one of the rods showed that a
fish was on the owner would rush for it, land the fish,

rebait it, and return to his game.
Then there is the set-line nuisance so generally indulged

in. After dark, when the streams and ponds are deserted
by the patient angler, the innocent countryman sallies

forth with his long set-line equipped with a few hundred
hooks and well biited. This is put out where it will do
the most good and either left until early dawn or over-
hauled every few hours while the party, well supplied
with applejack, make a night of it before a blazing fire

on the shore. The patient angler wonders next day why
he has such poor luck when he knows the waters have
been so thoroughly stocked.

If it is not the set line it is the spear or net or giant
powder cartridge. Once in a while we hear of an arrest,

but owing to the difficulty of getting evidence it is com-
Earatively rare, though we are glad to hear the Oneida
,ake netters have again come to grief. Last week they

had some $2,000 worth of nets destroyed.
Mr. Geo. B. Taylor, of the New York Times,, has de-

vised a rig for striped ba.ss which he uses in trolling

around Hell Gate, and which he says works splendidly.

It is composed of the usual worm gang with a bit of
scarlet-ibis feather above the hook. A few inches above
that a mottled pearl spoon revolves. SCABLET-Ibis.

CHANNEL B^SS OF ANGLESEA.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Oct. 13—In response to the

invitation of your paper inviting communications
on the subject to which its pages are devoted, I send you
a brief account of an outing enjoyed by myself and two
friends, angling for channel ba^s or red drum. We left

Philadelphia for Anylesea, Cape May county, N, J., on
Saiurday, Oct. 4, in the 4 P. M. train, arriving about 6:30

o'clock. We went direct to the Blakemore Cottage,
where we were received and entertained in the usual
royal manner by our hostess, Mrs. Blakemore. We fi.-hed

on Monday and"Tuesday, each day on the last half of the
ebb and first half of the flood tide. On Monday we had
the wind from the east and on Tuesday from the north-
west. Sailing out of Hereford Inlet we fished on the
outer edge of the bar, and 14 miles from the shore. Bait,
menhaden.
Our party consisted of Cyrus S. Detre, of Philadelphia,

William Brumaker, of Trenton, N. J., and the writer.

The following is our score:

H. W. Quick, 3 channel bass, weight 321bs., 27 i?lbs. and
33£lbs. ; total 931 bs.

C, S.Detre, 2 channel bass, weight 31 lbs. and 39jlbs.;

total 60i-lhs.

Wm. Brumaker, 1 channel bass, weight 371bs.

Grand total, 6 channel briss, weight 200Jihs.

While fishing for the above we also caught a number
of bluefish. aggregating in weight 96lbs., and running
from 3 to 81bs. each, also a number of fluke, aggregating
in weight 1 a7 1 b ,, running from 2 to 7 bs, each.'

All the ab ve were caught with rod and reel. Mr.
Detre u>ed a plarp bamboulOoz. rod, Mr. Brumaker same
kind of rod, while the writer, who is partial to a more flexi-

ble rod, us-d on this occasion a snakewood rod. We had
an enjoyable and succesful trip. Harry W. Quick.

Lake Superior.—Escanaba, Mich.— I had excellent
trout fishing at Lake Superior. Cught only one trout
of lets than lilbs.,the others running from that up to

3fibs, weight.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111,, Oct. 11—In an earlier letter mention

was made of great loss of fish life in the Fox River
through pollution of the stream by the refuse of a glucose
mill. To-day I saw Mr. Longworthy, of this city, who
was just starting for Aurora on a little fishing trip, and
he told me the facts. The mill is located at Geneva, 111.,

on the Fox River, and the destruction of fish was so fear-

ful and outrageous that the mill owners are now under
prosecution for the offense. Mr. Loeb, of this city, is in-

formed by friends that five wagon loads of fish were
taken out dead below the mill. How many more were
killed and not taken out no one knows. A wagon load
of eels was taken out and buried, and among the fish was
one pickerel that weighed 221bs. Such slaughter of pub-
lic property deserves indictment by the grand jury.

A great "many pickerel have been taken in the Fox
lately, and one Aurora gentleman caught ten one day
last week whose weight was 471bs.

City postmaster .Tas. G Sexton and Dr. Matter are down
on the Kankakee tbis week after bass and things.
Mr. J. M. Clark and Mr. Charles Porter tried the Deep

River, at Liverpool, Indiana, last week. The river was
rising and was literally swarming with dogfish, which
had the other fisb just about terrorized. Besides their
dogfish, the anglers got half a dozen pickerel and bass.

Mr. Porter avers that he was for a few brief moments
entangled with a St. Bernard dogfish as large as a year-
ling heifer.

Mr. E. W. Brooks last week caught in Green Lake,
Wis., a splendid specimen of the genuine red-eyed small-
mouth black bass, as clean and shapely a specimen as
ever was setm. The fish measured over 20in. and will be
mounted. I am promised by the taxidermist who does
this job a lift of all the large specimens he has put up
this summer.
Mr. Geo. W. S.—perhaps I would better not give his

full name, for be is a journalistic laborer of this city—is

absent in Montana after trout, large trout. Mr. S. is

known to fame as the originator and publisher of the
tack-hammer method of killing mascallonge. In an
article describing the pursuit and capture of that fish,

Mr. S. advised every mascallonge fisher to have in his
outfit a tack-hammer, neat and portable, with which to

knock the mascallonge in the head after he was brought
alongside the boat. The tack-hammer system of gaffing
a mascallonge has never attained popularity in this

region, but perhaps its apostle can introduce it success-
fully among the trout fishers of Montana. E. Hough.

A LIVE ASSOCIATION.
THE following review of the work accomplished by

the Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River
is taken from the forthcoming report to the members by
Vice-Prefident Chandler:
To the Members of the Anglers' Association of the St.

Lawrence River:
The annual meeting of your Association was held at

Clayton on the 6th of August, 1890, and was one of the
largest and most enthusiastic annual meetings the Asso-
ciation has ever held. Mr. W. H. Thompson, secretary of
the Association, read his annual report, which was of
necessity very long, but of great interest. As many of
the members of the Association were unable from force
of circumstances to attend the annual meeting, the under-
signed was requested to prepare for their instruction the
following facts, taken mainly from the report of the sec-
retary :

During the year the membership of the Association
was increased by the addition of twenty-four new mem-
bers, making the total membership 280. This member-
ship is composed, first, of anglers who resort to the river
for fishing almost exclusively; second, of summer resi-

dents, some of whom fish and some who do not, and,
third, of persons who are interested in the protection of
fisu and game and who visit the river at intervals.
During the year ending Aug, 6, 1890, the officers of the

Association have not been idle: in fact, I do not recall
any year during the life of the Association when so much
practical work has been done in raiding netters as during
the years 1889-1890. The total result of the raids made
under the officers of the Association, aided by State Game
Protector Daniel Starring, have been that 845 rods of gill-

nets have been captured, 94 hoop nets, 11 trap nets, 1

pound net and 1 seine. The total value of these nets, as
near as could be estimated, was not less than f3,000.
These nets, when captured, contained a large amount of
game fish, consisting of muscalonge, black bass, pike and
wall eyed pike. In one case the owners of a net valued
at $1,500 (a hoop net. four rods square, 22ft. deep, with a
leader one-half mile long) proposed to resist its capture
by use of firearms, but the arms and the owners were cap-
tured without great difficulty.

The suit of Laughton vs. Steele, in which the decisions
of the lower courts were confirmed by the Court of Ap-
Eeals last winter, was carried to the United States Court
y the appellants. Funds have been contributed by some

of the game associations of the State for prosecuting this
suit to the end. There is no question in the minds of
many of the ablest attorneys in the State that the result
wi.l be. as it has been in the past, in favor of the
Association.
The committee on the codification of the game laws of

the State of New York visited the river in the early
summer, and were met by a committee of the Association,
who, through the courtesy of President H. H, Warner, who
loaned his steam yacht Siesta for the occasion, took them
to different points on the river and explained to them
fully the situation. The committee were thus enabled to
see for themselves the state of affairs as they actually ex-
ist, and it is confidently hoped that they were impressed
with the necessity of prohibiting netting in the St.
Lawrence River.

Suits have been brought during the year against persons
for netting in the St. Lawrence River and adjoining
waters, and fines have been collected. On the 20th of
May, 1890, Wm. M. Steele, for many years State Game
Protector, located at Clayton, was arrested for illegal

netting, and tried and sentenced to pay a fine of .$50 or
fifty days in jail. The same vigilance will be maintained
during the present year by the officers of the Association
as during the past, and every effort will be made to rid
the river of unlawful netting.
The universal testimony of the members present at the

annual meeting was that the fishing in the St. Lawrence
was continually improving, and that the present year it

was better than it had been in many years preceding. A
committee was appointed to confer with the Canadian
authorities to secure, if possible, their co-operation in
protecting the river.

President H. H. Warner made a proposition to the As-
sociation that he would contribute &500 whenever the As-
sociation felt able to contribute a similar sum for the pur-
pose of stocking the river with black bass, and he ould
continue to contribute $500 as often as the Association
would contribute a like amount.
The treasurer reported that the receipts during the

year were $1,081.38 and the disbursements $448.10, leav-
ing cash on band $613.28.
The annual excursion of the Association was given on

Aug. 19, and was as usual one of very great pleasure to
the participants and benefit to the Association. Two hun-
dred and thirty-six persons availed themselves of the op-
portunity offered and joined in the excursion.
The members of the Association are earnestly urged to

personally see that the membership of the Association is

at least doublpd during the coming year. This can be
easily accomplished by every individual member sending
in to the secretary the name of a new member. It is be-
lieved that every present member of the Association can
do this, and the result will be that the funds of the Associ-
tion will be so largely increased that very much more and
better work can be done not only in protecting the river,
but in stocking the same. It is requested that every in-
dividual member of the Association will take this as a
personal request to himself and act upon it promptly.

The Idaho Redfish.—In reference to "G. H. W.V
communication upon the fishes of Idaho I might say, that
so far as my observation has gone the female redfish or
salmon of the rivers of Idaho takes on a very deep color-
ing of red as the time for spawning approaches, and when
she is about to deposit her eggs very little of the blue
back is to be seen. This is one of the best fishes found
in the State when prime, but there is no angling for it.

I doubt whether any one has ever seen the redfish bite at
anything else but one another. Their formidable jaws
seem only to be used to tear and mutilate each other". In
the narrow streams they can be driven like sheep: unlike
the trout, which can be seen darting in and out among
and under the salmon in their naturally wild manner,
and waiting for the feast of redfish eggs. The fishing is

done by means of gaff hooks, the fisherman brings the
hook up suddenly under the belly of a fish and jerks it

out upon the bank.

—

Nemo.

Vermont Trout Brooks.—A Boston gentleman is

authority for the statement that most excellent fishing for
brook trout was found at Northfield, Vt., during the past
season. He had an abundance of fine fish and enjoyed
rare sport. Northfield is reached from Boston by the
Lowell Railroad, Fare for the round trip, ticket good for
the season, is $9.25. Board and lodging about $6 per
week. Sandusky and Waterbury are also good places,
reached by the same road. Moretown and Watesfield
(Lowell R. R. to Middlesex and thence by stage) are other
starting points for other excellent trout streams. The
killing bait was the common earth worm. Artificial flies

were not tried because the ruling passion was so plainly
expressed.

A Fishless Stream.—Lost River, Alturas county,
Idaho, has no fish of any account except the common
little whitefish, resembling a herring in shape and size.

There is no angling in the river. Lost River Valley
people are upward of fifty miles from any fishing, and a
rod or line is not to be found in any house or cabin in
this region. Little Lost River seems to have nothing in
it but a little tadpole-like fish. The people living on and
near these streams are very anxious to have them stocked
with good fishes. The larger river is about fifty miles
long and the little river nearly forty miles. They are
both natural trout streams. Lost River runs into the
lava beds, and, as the name implies, is lost underground.
—Nemo.

Mr. Beckaft, of the firm of Devine & Becraft, fishing
rod manufacturers of Utica, N. Y., has been advised by
his physician to seek another climate for his health, and
the firm has been dissolved; Mr. Divine continuing the
business in his own name. Mr. Divine writes expressing
much regret at being thus compelled to separate from his

partner. The many friends of Mr, Becraft will hope that
in his new home he may find hoped for benefit.

Black Bass Fishing in the Fall.—Mr. Cass, whose
verses are presented in another column, tells us that they
are true of bass fishing in Seneca Lake, however it may
be in other waters.

JlfisllcttUttrq.

WORK OF THE FISH COMMISSION.
COMMISSIONER MCDONALD has returned to Wash-

J ingtou after an absence of several weeks, during which
time he visited the Maine stations of the Commission. The
work of rearing salmon for distribution has been consider-
ably extended during the past year, and additional facilities

for the prosecution of the work are being provided. The
output of the present year will be about 100,000 Penobscot
salmon and 30,000 landlocked salmon, and 20,000 LochLeven
trout; 1^5,000 of the yearling Penobscot salmon will be sent
to the headwaters of the Hudson River, and the rest will he
placed in the tributaries of the Penobscot. 5,000 of the year-
ling landlocked salmon will be sent to Vermont waters,
and the balance will be placed in Green Lake. In this lake
also and in other lakes in the vicinity the Loch Leven trout
will be planted.
Commissioner McDonald made a careful examination of

the grounds of the new station at Green Lake. Preliminary
arrangements have been made to acquire title, which will
give the Commission absolute control over the waters of the
Great Brook. This being the principal spawning ground
of the landlocked salmon of Green Lake, it mak^s the en-
tire run of the fish there available for thepurposeof obtain-
ing eggs, the take of which will be very much greater this
year than last. It is expected that the Green Lake station
will furnish all the landlocked salmon needed for the pur-
poses ot the Commission. The racks for intercepting the
salmon had all been put into position and five fine fish were
already within the inclosure at the time of the Commission-
er's visit. These were of the advance guard, of course, the

regular run not having commenced. Congress having made
an appropriation for the purchase of land and buildings as
soon as the title to the ground is perfect, the work of con-
struction will be pushed and provision made the coming sea-
son so that the work of rearing the salmon on the grouud
can be accomplished instead of transferring them to Bucks-
port as heretofore.
The work at Northvilleis now confined to the rearing of

trout, the following species of which are handled: Loch
Leven, lake, Von Behr and Eastern brook trout. Congress
has appropriated $25,000 for the purchase and extension of
this station, which will make possible the erection of ad-
ditional buildings and the laying out of ponds suitable for
the increased work here.
The whitefish station at Put-in-Bay, Lake Erie, is com-

pleted and equipped, arrangements have been made to cover
the whole field of the whitefish fisheries in Lake Erie and
the output should be very large. Of course the number of
eggs taken will depend on the condition of the weather
during the spawning period, and this cannot be forecast.
A tug is hired for the purpose of collecting the eggs, but
Congress has appropriated $10,000 for the purchase of a
steam launch, which wil I be used as a tender to the station
during the whitefish work, and at other seasons will be used
for the collection of statistics and other work connected
with the fisheries.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dee. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dor Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mflnness, Jr., Spcretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Sto^k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Feb. 24 to 27.-Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Cluh, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Docc Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diffcnderffer, Secretary.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the. Massachusetts

Kennel Cluh, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H, Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Cluh, at Carlisle, Ind, P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chat ham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Toronto. Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 4 to 8—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Club, at Hyannis, Mass. F. W. Chapman, Secretary, 364 Wash-
ington streot, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. L—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta. Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 23.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Cluh, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.
ONE of the most enjoyable fall shows we have attended

for some time was brought to a close Friday, Oct. 10,
at the pretty town of Danbury, Conn. Commencing on
Wednesday morning, this only required a three days' at-
tendance at the show on the part of the dog men. The dogs
were benched in rows, one on top of the other, in a well-
lighted and ventilated frame building, and the stalls and
celling being gaily decorated made quite a pleasing effect.
Admission to the dog department was free, unfortunately,
and consequently the crush at times was unbearable and
impeded the judging to some extent, as it was almost im-
possible to get the dogs into the judging ring, which was
fenced off in an adjoining large tent; an arrangement that
could not have been improved upon for light and convenience.

It has never been my good fortune to attend a Danbury
show before, and I was certainly much astonished at the
quality of the animals I met with. When one comes to
think of it, why should not such a show meet with liberal
patronage? Charging no entry fee and giving 85 and $3 in
every class, with a positively reckless disposition to provide
challenge classes for everything oranything that could boast
of the necessary qualifications, and being only a three-days'
show, allowing plenty of time to get there and to return, I

see no reason why such gatherings should not rank among
our second-class $10 shows. With a properly arranged pre-
mium list and catalogue there is no reason why the Danbury
people should not be accorded a bumping entry.
The want of a catalogue aud judge's book was much felt,

for it is not quite the thing for a judge to get his numbers
from the secretary's entry book. A littie more careful
arranging of the benches and numbers would lessen con-
siderably the difficulty of finding the dogs when wanted in
the ring. The feeding was "homemade," boiled milk and
stale bread, and not many dogs will refuse such fare.
Among the dog men we noticed on hand were Messrs.
Hyland, owner of Pomeroy Sec, Ossining. etc., Maxfield; B.
F. Sawyer, of bulldog fame; A. R. Kyle, the collie man, and
his rival, he of the Lothian Kennels, Dr. Hair, one of Con-
necticut's doggy enthusiasts; and lastly the smiling faces
of Ben Lewis and George Thomas, lending additional interest
to the occasion, making one feel at once that he was at a dog
show. Mr. Bitter was also on hand with bis camera. The
able superintendent, Mr. Seers, was all attention to the
wants of the visitors and dogs, and ever ready to do all in
his power to make the show a success and make the boys
feel they were among friends. Dr. Knox, a host in himself,
made an efficient steward of the ring and it was under his
protecting wing the judge was placed by Mr. Lynes, the
hard-working secretary of the association, whose numerous
duties precluded his giving the attention to the dog show
he would doubtless wish to do. I am averse to "taffy" as a
rule, but there are some occasions when you cannot help it,

and this is one of them. Mr. H. W. Lacy judged all classes,
and as he experienced no kicking—either way—the presump-
tion is that the awards were satisfactory. The judging
opened with mastiffs.

MASTIFFS.

Three mastiffs turned up in the open dog class, but the
winner was.not far to seek in Leo, who, though far from
good class, beat his opponent, Royal Max, in body, head,
ears and bone. In bitches an old face, in Mead's Aydah,
scored easily over Ethel, who is beaten in head—long and
narrow—and far away in depth of body and mastiff quality.
Ruby, be, has little to recommend her, faulty ii ear, front
and muzzle; Torfrida is also a very moderate one. In pup-
pies, Jack's Monarch was given a blue ribbon, the judge
being in a generous rftbod, and the same may be said of his
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sister in the bitch class, they -will, I am afraid, never be
heard of away from their native heath. The special for best
in show went easily to Mr. Mead's Aydab, her only opponent
being Leo.

ST. BERNARDS—(ROUGHS).
' At first glance at the entries I expected a nice show, as
about, six of those Mr. Crowell brought over were entered,
but failed to put iu an appearance, in open flpgs Rolaud
had little difficulty in scoring another ribbon. He is looking
very well just now, and has filled out iu head considerably
lately. The others iu this class were not deemed worthy of
a mention. Bitches saw two quite nice ones in the ring,"the
verdict eventually going in favor of the smaller bitch,
Wagner's Luie, whose better-shaped head, good legs and
feet, and straight coat, just pulled her through; Lady"Stella,
cocaine in second, she is too straight in face, in smooth
dogs Alpine Guide was the only eutry, he is too light and
shelly-lookiue, and Wagner's Thisb'e, well known, was
almost alone iu her class. Puppies saw Colonel, too light in
color and snipy-muzzled, but possessing good bone, the
winner. Rolaud took the special for best iu show.
Deerhounds had no entries.

GREYHOUNDS.
There was a very fair show of this breed, though of course

champion Balkis was bead and shoulers over his opponents,
he winning in the open class, with Ten Broeck, too long and
flat in back and hardly good enough in front, second. In
bitches, Rialto Spice, quite a nicely made one, though a trifle
small, was the winner over Flash, who was shown too fat;
also loses a bit in front; the Lady Be) le, securing vhc, losing
in head and frout.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
Reed's Carlo, a very moderate one—in fact, only a big black

dog, with a massive enough head, but too long—secured the
prize; only entry.

POINTERS.

Some very nice pointers turned up in the several classes,
an old friend in Ossining taking the prize in dogs over Dr.
Hair's General Mead, who loses iu head, ribs and style to
the winner. In bitches the stylish-looking and nice-bodied
Galena won with something to spare over Laverack Elsa,
faulty in head, legs and feet. Juno A.

,
third, a puppy, looks

quite promising; plenty of bone, and has a well-shaped head
and body. Juno, reserve, is a coarse bitch; too big. Queen
Bang, vhc., another puppy of Dr. Hair's, loses in body and
head to its sister, Juno A. In puppy dogs, Littleton, a
nicely grown one, won over McGinty through the latter's
lack of condition. Bitches—Juno A. and Queen Bang, men-
tioned in the open class, were placed first and second.
Special for best in show was given to W. H. Hyland's
Ossining.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Quite a nice setter, Lock si ey, rather on the Kent II. order,
won somewhat easily over Tip Gladstone, too bitch-headed
and small, but a nicely made one. Spot, vhc, is coarse. In
bitches, Nell secured the ribbon by her better head, ribs and
legs than Lady Romp, second. Topsey, he, has not much
quality. Denna was the only entry in puppies.

IRISH SETTERS.

In challenge class, the well-kuown Blarney, looking pretty
fit, had things to himself. In open dogs, the well-known
ChiefS. was an easy winner over Bravo, thick in bead and
coarse throughout; also too light in color. The St. Cloud
entries were absent. In bitches, the well-known and hand-
some Leda Glencho was alone and looking in splendid form.
Puppies had one entry—Sport—only a fair one.

GORDON SETTERS.

Challenge classes were made for Dr. Dixon's Leo B. and
W. Hammett's Rose, both looking well. In open dogs only
two poor ones faced the judge, the winner with a little
grooming would make a passable Gordon, and was given
the prize, but the other is a bad one, no markings ou legs
and little on muzzle, bad coat as well, therefore could not
expect any mention. There were no bitches entered, and in
puppies two lathy-looking specimens in Victoria Woodhall
and Lady Fenwick were given the prizes. Their markings
were fairly good and showed a pretty fair quantity of the
necessary percentage. The special for best setter in show,
all breeds, was given to Blarney.

FIELD SPANIELS.

In dogs Black Diamond won easily over a black and white
dog, Dash, transferred from cocker class, too long on leg,

but fairly good in head and body, one of the working sort
no doubt. No entries in bitch class, but in puppies quite a
nice liver was shown in Miss Lynes's Fidele, very good
body, legs and feet, and fair head. Cocker dogs had the
winner in Dick, good in body, but loses in front and head
to a good one. Second was withheld from a too bad one.
In bitches Jip was alone; she is only moderate, coat curly;
three other entries absent. Iu the puppy class three un-
named small oues were given the prizes, the first prize black
one being quite promising.

FOXHOUNDS.
In dogs, Frank proved au easy winner over his kennel

mate Johnnie, being much straighter iu front and better in
bead. A very fair bitch was shown in the next class, good
bone and head, beating a slim one, Dinah Robeldo, of the
ultra American type, far too light in bone and body, but
still a very pretty hound. Some nice puppies were shown,
but were too young and even, to make distinction possible.

BEAGLES.
Some nice beagles were on hand. Challenge classes were

made for Little Duke, Racer, Jr. and Twinkle. Little Duke
and Racer, Jr., had a good struggle for honors in the dog
division, the former winning in coat, ribs and legs, while
Racer, Jr. beats him in head, muzzle especially." Quite a
nice beagle, Don, was the only one left in the open dogs, a
little coarse in head though. The others were over loin,

and were sent out. In bitches Whimsey and Betty, of the
same kennel, were the money winners, and were quite nice
type. Some promising puppies were shown, a bit snipy
muzzled, but otherwise good. Rockland King in dogs, and
Belle of Rockland and Blue Bess in bitches were placed as
named, the latter bitch losing to the former in front, ribs

and head. Special for best beagle went to Little Duke.
FOX-TERRIERS.

Only three very ordinary dogs of this persuasion appeared
in the open class*. One was nearly as big as a pointer, but
boasting good legs and feet was given a c. The other two
having more pretensions to type were given the money,
Reynolds's Jip beating Hubner's Tim in almost every point.

I sincerely hope they will now retire on tbeir laurels, and
not flaunt their records too much or they may get the
judge into trouble. There were no bitches entered, and the
only puppy, Racket, will never make a flyer.

COLLIES.

These were the best-filled classes in the show, and though
there was nothing calculated to fill the breast of a Harrison
with envy, still they were a very fair class of dogs. Clipper,

an old stager, was entered not for competition; but as the

judge under whom he was originally entered was not offici-

ating, a challenge class was made for him. In open dogs,

Royal Monarch, a bit short and thick in face, won over his

kennel mate, Metchley Wonder, by the aid of his better con-

dition and coat. The second winner boasts a nice long
head, but is a bit light in body yet, being only a pup. Lad-
lie, third, must also thank bis conditiou and coat for the

'
- ace, being a bit faulty in head, but he neither moves well

• Mind nor carries his ears as he should do; too iBttcfcrtt-ta

fox-terrier. In the vhc. division. Son of the Rock has a good
coat, but is short and thick in head, and Lothian Guard is
a bit out va front; Lord Fauutleroy also lacks quality and
fineness of head, but wears a fairly good coat, though pretty
open. Victor Hugo, given c, has only his cost to boast of.
Ill lllT^.lirtC, rtlii-f-n . . - . A J! . . r,l Tr l, . . ,

~ "i»,u ottuu ouu iAuui/. xieue ul -LNessel-
down, third, was in bad shape and is blind in one eye. Fan-
nie Brown, c, is a poor one. In doe puppies, the second in
the open dog class was the winner, beating Pride of Lee as
before, and Carlyle Wonder, third, a fairly well made one in
body, is verj faulty in brow and might be better in front.
Roxie, the winner iu bitches, only beats Mavis Wonder in
ears, the latter carrying them straight up.

BULLDOGS.
With Harper in challenge class, Carisbrooke was alone in

open dogs. This dog is coming on wonderfully, his head
filling out very much the last six months. He would make
a good bid for the Woodiweiss-EHis cup. In bitches Dolly
Tester won easily over her kennel mate Jessica, in bead and
body. This was the first appearance of these dogs under
Mr. Dole's ownership. Harper won the special for best in
show.

BULL-TERRIERS.
Mr. Dole showed a nice even team in these classes. His

Prince Bendiero, though showing the effects of his recent
sickness, easily beat his Spotless Duke in head and tail.
Though several were entered in the bitch class, only Frank
Dole's two, White Gipsy aud Miss Gladstone, turned up to
claim the prizes. The former beats the latter in head and
front, Miss Gladstone also having a small patch ou one eye.
This was a nice show of quality.

SKTE TERRIERS.
The old campaigner, Sir Stafford, looking none the worse

for his travels lately, was the only entry that was judged,
the other being transferred to the Yorkshire class.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.
The only entry in dogs was the now well-known Dr.

Foote's The Senator, looking a little too light in flesh. This
little dog will stand a little extra doing and show better.
In bitches Rochelle Nadjy easily disposed of her opponent
Rats, rather a suggestive name for one of this breed. She
is too thick and short in head and light in tan. The other
entry was not worth a mention.

TOY TERRIERS.
Only two bitches faced the judge in this breed. Bessie,

though a little larger than the other, Cosette, was better in
shape of head and in forelegs, Cosette having had one leg
broken at one time or other.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.
With the Symonds dogs on hand there was little show

for the others. Challenge classes were made for Toon's
Royal and Daisy, which left Fishpool Gem the winner in
the open dogs, followed by Trot, transferred from Skyes;
he is one of the sort we used to have at our shows a year or
two since. In bitches Venus was easily ahead of Lady R

,

too dark in coat and faulty in head. The special for best in
show was taken by Daisy.

PUGS.

The plums were captured by Dr. Cryer's dogs. Bob Ivy
and Bessie in the challenge classes, and in open dogs Climax
had everything his own way. In the bitch class there was
some little competition between Cassinaand Lothia, though
the latter loses in squareness of muzzle snd skull, though
better in body, she did not show her curl as well as Cassina.
The other entries were absent. The very boisterous rainy
weather iu which the fair opened no doubt kept many of

the pet dogs from eoming. Three little puppies were shown
and were placed according to promise, but were not num-
bered. The special went to Bob Ivy, who never looked in
better shape, Bessie being all out and hardly recognizable,
just off the circuit and puppies accounting for it, I suppose.

IRISH TERRIERS.

One of the best classes in the show. Burnside retired to

the challenge class, left Breda Bill a clever winner in open
clogs over Barney's Brother, who is a bit too sharp in face,

though standing a trifle better in front than the winner, he
loses in spring of ribs and coat; he is a nice one, however.
Breda Bill is improving. In bitches Sissy just beats Biddy
Malone iu coat and ribs, both faulty in head; Erin, too

shelly and short of coat and long in body, third.

DANDIE DINMONTS.

A class was made for Maxfield's Punch, who, though
wrong in ear, was more of a Dandie in every respect than a
Scotch terrier, as he was entered.

TOT SPANIELS.

In the dog class there was only a Ruby for the money,
Bobbie by name, who needs docking. In bitches a King
Charles aiid a Blenheim competed, the former, Pansy, better

in coat, muzzle and skull, secured the bine over Pearl; the
special for best in both classes falling to Pansy.

POODLES.
Though entered in the miscellaneous class, in fact,all the

last three mentioned breeds were taken from that division;

these dogs had somehow four classes made for the four

does, Purbeck's Dexter and Nell being the winners in Rus-
sian poodles, and Kava and Cora in the French style of dog;

rather generous treatment on the part of the association.

With all these dogs out of the miscellaneous lot the class

was divided by weight, 301bs., over and under. In the heavy
brigade the immortal Patsey O'Conner scored, followed by
a very fair Pomeranian, though shown too fat; and a rough
and tumble sort of a drop-eared Skye, yclept a Russian
terrier, was given third. In the light-weights Gill, the

dachshund, and a fairish Mexican hairless, divided the

honors equally, thus bringing to a close a not very arduous
judging task. H. W. L.
J h B AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Boos: 1st, George E. Seers's Loo; 2d, George

C. Maxfield's Royal Max. Bitches: 1st, Herbert Mr-ad's Aydab;
2d, B. F Lewis's (agt.) Ethel. High com., H. W. Vanseiner's Ruby
and Herbert Mead's Torfrida. Puppies-Doqs: 1st, Joliu B.

Heyter's Jack's Monarch. Bitches: Isr, John B. Heyter's Queen
Salva.

ST. BERNARDS—RouGH-Xtoas: 1st. F. Emker's Roland:

other prizes withheld. Bitches: 1st, C. Wagner's Line; 3d, John
B. Hyani's Ladv Stella (Nun Nicer, L% PunellB, Prudence and
Republican Bell« absent). SMOOTBS-Dogs; 1st, C. Waeuer's
Alpine Guide (only entry). Bitches: 1st, C. Wagner's Wagner's
Thisbe. Puppies: 1st, M, Hyain's Colonel (others absent).

DEERHOUJMDS—No entries.

GREYHOUNDS —Dogs: 1st, H. W. Huntington's ch. Balkis;

2d George Henderson's Ten Broeck. Bitches: 1st, W. J. Middle-

ton's RUlto Spice; 2d, Dr. ffaa, E. Hair's Flash. Very high com.,

W. J. Middleton's Tbe Lady Belle.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, Lewis Reed's Carlo (only entry).

BLOODHOUNDS.—No entries.

POINTERS.— Dogs: 1st, W. H. Hyland's Ossining; 2d, Dr. Jas. E.

Hair's Genetal Meade. Bitches: ltt. B. F. Lewis's (agt.) Galena;

2d, W. H. Hvland's Lavemrk Elsa; 3d. Dr. Jas. E. Hair's Juno A.
Reserve, Dr. Jas. E. Hair's Juno. Very Mgh com.. Dr. J. E. Hair's

Queen Bang.—Puppies -Dogs: 1st, Dr. J. E. Hair's Littleton; 3d,

W H. Hyland's McGintv. Bitches: 1st, Dr. J. E. Hair's Juno A.;

2d, Dr. Hair's Queen Bang. Special for best in show, W. H, Hy-
land's Ossining.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st. Wild Crow Kennels' Locksley;

!, B. F. f
_ue's Spi

SlWfwvT^U^k^^eow7!^ '{Osliers absents

IRISH SETTERS.-Ch !m,engt2—Dogs: 1st, E. W. Clark Jr.'s
Rlarnev.—OPEN -Dogs: h>f, A. W. Stevenson's Chief P.; 2d, River
View Kennels' Bravo. Bitches: lst.W.W. K -ndall'sLf da Glencho.
(Others absent.) Puppies: 1st, G. W. Mead, Jr.'s Sport.
GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge.—Dogs: 1st, Dr- Dixon's Leo

B. Bitches: 1st. W. S. Hammett's Rose.—Open—Dogs.' 1st. T. H.
Bradley's Dan; others within Id. Bitches: All entries absent.
Puppies: 1st, C. C. Morris's Victoria Woodhall; 2d, Smith Bros.'
Lady Fenwick.
FrELD SPANIELS.-Dngy: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Black Diamond;

2d, C M. Kemp's Dash. Bitches: No entries. Puppies: 1st, Miss
Lizzie Lyne's Fideles.

COCKER SPANIELS .—Dogs: 1st, W. G. Brooks's Disk S.; 2d,
withheld. Bitches: 1st, J. F. Lancaster's Jip. Puppies: Prizes
awarded to three small ones, unnamed.
FOXHOUNDS.-Dogs: 1st and 2d, T H. Bradley's Frank and

Johnnie. Bitches: 1st, T. H. Bradley's Slim; 2d, C. E. Morris's
Dinah Robeldo.
BEAGLES —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, C. F. .Tudson's Little Duke:

H.L. Krender's Racer. Jr. Bitches: 1st. C. V. Judson's Twinkle.—Open- Dogs: 1st, S. M. Cate, Jr.'s Dou.-Over 15in. Bitches: 1st
aria 2d, H. L. Krender's Whimsey and Bottv.—Puppies -Dogs: l°t,
H. L. Krender's Rockland King. Bitches: 1st, H, L. Krender's
Belle ot Rockland; 2d, M. A. Goodell's Blue Bess.

FOX-TERRIERS.- Dogs: 1st, Mills Reynolds's Jip; 2d, C. H
Hnctmers's Tim. Com., C. E. Buhner's Tom. Bitches: No entries.-
Puppies: 1st, A. H. Norton's Racket.
COLLIES.—(Jhallenge—1st, C. G. Hinckley's OHpper.-OPEN-

IJugs: 1st and 3d, Ceas. Kelly's Royal Monarch and M-tcuJev Won-
der; 3d. H. M. Clark's Laddie. Reserve, C. G. Hin.-klev's Pride of
Lee. Verv high com., Thos. C. Halfcett'S Srm of the Rock and
Lothian Kennels' Lothian Guard. High com., CVG. Hinckley's
Lord Fauntleroy. Com., J. C!. Warner's Victor Hugo. Bitches:
1st and 3d, Chas. Kelly's Adela's Wonder and Hebe of Nessel-
down; 2d, Lothian Kennels' Lothian Maid. Com., O. G. Hinck-
ley's Fannie Brown.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Chas. Kelly's
Metchley Wonder and Oarlvle Wonder; 3d. C. G. Hinckley's Pride
of Lee. Bitches: 1st, C. G. Hinckley's Roxie; 3d, Chas. Kelly's
Mavis Wonder.
BULLDOGS.—Challenge—1st, F. F. Dole's Harper—Open—

Dogs: 1st, F. F. Dole's Carisbrooke. Bitches: 1st and 2d, F. F.
Dole's Dolly Tester and Jessica.

BULL-TERRIERS -Dorys: 1st and 2d, F. F. Dole's Prince Ben-
digo and Spotless Duke. Bitches: 1st and 2d, F. F. Dole's White
Gypsy and Miss Gladstone.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, Rociielle Kennels'
The Senator. Bitches: 1st, Rochelle Kennels' Rochelle Madge; 2d,
J. C. Ellsworth's Rats.

TOY TERRIERS.—Dogs: No entries. Bitches: 1st, River View
Kennels' Bessie; 2d, Mrs. B. C. Lynes's Cosette. -

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—C

H

allejjge—Dogs: 1st, Northfield
Kennels' Toon's Royal. Bitches: 1st, Northfield Kennels' Daisv.
—Opsin—Dogs: 1st, Northfield Kennels' Fishpool Gem; 2d, Mrs. C.
B. Mason's Trot. Bitclics: 1st, Northfield Kennels' Venus; 2d,
Central Kennels' Lady R.
PUGS.—Challenge-Dogs: 1st, Dr. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitches

1st, Dr. Cryer's Bessie.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Dr. Cryer's Climax.
Bitches: 1st, Dr. Cryer's Cassina; 2d, Lothian Kennels' Lothia.
(Several other entries absent.) Puppies: J. E. Smith awarded the
prizes (not numbereti ). Best, in show. Dr. Cryer's Bob Ivy.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Lewis & Jarrett's Burn-
side.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Northfield Kennels' Breeda Bill; 2d, Frank
F. Dole's Barney's Brother. Bitches: 1st, Northfield Kennels'
Sissy; 2d, Frank Dole's Biddy Mahone: 3d, Capt. Clifford's Erin.

DANDIE DINMONTS.-lst, Geo. C. Maxfield's Punch.
TOY SPANIELS—Dogs: 1st, Central Kennels' Bobbie. Bitches:

1st, Central Kennels' Pansy: 3d, O, Knott's Pearl.

POODLES.—Russian — Dogs: 1st. A. W. Purbeck's Dexter.
"^hes: 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Nell.—French—Dogs: 1st, A. W.
Purbeck's Kava; 2d, A. W. Purbeck's Cora.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Over 30lbs—1st, B. F. Lewis's Patsy
O'Connor; 2d, J. Charter's Jack (PomeraniaD); 3d, same owner's
Russian terrier Si.—Under SOnns.—Equal 1st, B. F. Lewis's Gill
(Dachshund) and Mrs. (Mexican hairless).

GORDON SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Continued interest is shown in the Gordon Setter Special

Stakes to be run for at the Central Field Trials Club meet-
ing at Lexington, N. C, in December. I have applications
for entry blanks from various quarters, and owners of Gor-
dons appear to be awakening to the advantages of this op-
portunity to show the field qualities of their dogs. A mem-
ber of the Gordon Setter Club has just added a silver cup,
valued at §25, to the list of prizes already offered. It is

much to be desired that those intending to enter dogs and
contribute to the prize fund, send in their applications for
entry blanks and subscriptions as soon as possible. The
more the entries and subscriptions, the larger the stakes.

John H. Metek.
New York, Oct. 13.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Central Field Trials, having announced through the

press that they have made a special stake to be run for by
Gordon or black and tan setters, should spur all the owners
of this breed of dogs to do everything in their power to
make this, their first trial, a success, especially iu the matter
of entries.
The public as well as the owners of other breeds engaged

in this sport will not be unreasonable in their expectations
for the first few years. That the Gordon setter is a good
held dose has been often asserted and often denied. The
Field Trials Association has now offered the owners an op-
portunity to demonstrate the matter and the opportunity
should not he disregarded.

I can recall partially a discussion that took place last year
in reference to this matter through the press, in which the
attempted trial then proved a failure. Thus far no attempt
has been made this year by officers of the Gordon Setter
Club to make this meeting a success, which leads an out-

sider to believe that the officers aremere ornaments or figure-

heads. For practical benefit to the breed of dogs and the
club which they represent they are useless. Therefore it

seems that a complete change should be made. It is to be
earnestly hoped that the efforts now being made by those
immediatelely interested should be heartily seconded by
every lover and owner of the Gordon setter.

English Setter.
New York, Oct.9.

SOUTH CAROLINA KENNEL ASSOCIATION,
Editor Forest, and Stream:
The South Carolina Kennel Association has just been

formed, with headquarters at Greenville. The object of the
association is to hold dog shows and to further the im-

dent, Benj. F. Perry; Secretary and Treasurer, r . F. Capers.

We have forwarded our letter of application to the A. K.
C. for active membership, and will probably hold our in-

augural show in January next, 27th to 31st, inclusive. At
this show we will unite with the S. C. Poultry and Pet
Stock Association and have the best display ot thorough-

bred poultry and clogs, that an attractive premium list, the

best of judges, prizes paid promptly in cash, and the earn-

est invitation of a hospitable people can give. We want
everybodyto come and bring their dogs. Our premium list

will be published next month, and any information as to

the poultry show will be cheerfully furnished by the secre-

tary, Mr. A. H. Holm, Prosperity, S. C. For information

as to the dog show, address the undersigned at Greenville,

B.C. F. Fs CAPBES.

GREHimLi^S.-e., Ooir.TQs '
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES.
ENGLTSII SETTERS.

Paul Bo (T. M. Brumby), black, white and tan dog, June,
1889 (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl).

Orlando (Jno. Simpkins), black, white and tan dog, June,
1887 (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Miss Monarch (Chas. C. Gray), black and white bitch,

3yrs. (Boy Monarch—Flossie).
Gene (Chas. C. Gray), black, white and tan dog, 5yrs.

(Druid—Ruby).
King's Mark iB. Ridgeway), black, white and tan dog,

April, 1887 (Kins; Noble—Belie Belton).
Daisy Hunter (Jno. A. & Jos. H. Hunter), orange and

white bitch, April, 1887 (Gatb's Hope—Daisy F.).

Rod's Belle (P. Hepry O'Baunou), black, white and tan
bitch, May. 1889 (Roderi go—Belle of Piedmont).
Miss Nellie Y. (P. Heary O'Bannon), black, white and

tan bitch, July, 1887 (Gath's Hope—Lady May).
Reveedy (P. Henrv O'Bannon), orange and white dog,

Aug., 1888 (Gath's Mark—Rosa).
Petxce Lucifei! (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white, and tan

dote. 2k:vrs. (King Noble—Elsie Belton).

Lady Rapier (J. I. Case, Jr.). black, white and tan bitch,

21rt'vrs. (Count Rapier—Donna J.).

Claud (C. P. Fox), black, white and tan dog, May, 1886

(Roderigo—Lillian)

.

ANNIE F. (Francis R. Hitchcock), black and white bitch,
Jan., 1888 (Boderigo—Juno A.).

TORY Lieutenant (Francis R. Hitchcock), black and white
dog, Jan., 1889 (Jeau Val Jean—Princess Helen).
BETTY S. (Highland Keunels), black, white and tan bitch,

4yrs. (Roderi ero—Bo Peep).
FoKWARD (Pierre Corillard, Jr.), black, white and tan

dog, August, 1888 (Count Noble—Lavalette).

Dill (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.), black, white and tan dog,
April, 1889 (Toledo Blade—Dashing Lady).
HALRr C. (Elmwood Kennels), black, white and tan dog,

Bvrs. (Roderi so—Countess House).
"King's Dan (Elmwood Keunels), black ".ticked dog, July,

1885 (King Noble—Elsie Belton).
Edith (Elmwood Kennels), black, white and tan bitch,

April, 1S89 (Roderigo—Sue Gladstone).
Whitey (Herbert Merriam), lemon and white dog, 4yrs.

(Gus Bondhn—Royal Myrtle).
SAM Weller (W. T. Hunter), black, white and tan dog,

21mos. (Roderigo—Dixie).
LILLY Burgess (Frank T. Richards), orange and white

bitch, June. 1888 (Gath's Mark—Esther).
BANDANNA (Will Wilson), black, white and tan dog, Jan-

uary, 1888 (May Dawn—Doe).
Jim Phelan (D. A. Goodwin, Jr. ), orange and white dog,

June, 1888 (Bob Gates—Naunie Gladstone).
Roi D'Oe (O.W. Donner), black, white and tan dog, Juue,

18S7 (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Edge Mark (Francis S. Brown), black, white and tan dog,

February. 1888 (Skidmore—Flo Maclin).
Donovan (W. R. Holliday) black, white and tan dog,

37mos. (Bob Gates—Naunie Gladstone).
Fannie M. (H. Hulmau, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch,

March, 1888 (Gladstone's Boy—Flame).
Ightfiiold Ranger (R. P' Lonsdale), black, white and tan

dog, February, 1888 (Dick Wind 'em—Peep Bo).
Ightfield Rosa (R. P. Lonsdale), white and liver bitch,

February, 1888 (Ross—Pitti Sing).
Ighteield Phoeness (R. P. Lonsdale), black and white

dog, 18 months (AVoodkulI Bruce—Lucy).
Fea Tumee Dom (Emporia Kennels), black, white and

tan dog, 3 years (Gath's Mark—Lufra).
Babe Gladstone (EmpoTia Kennels), lemon and white

bitch, 4 years (Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.).

Orange Don (Meares & Strudwick), black, white and tan
dog, 2 years (Decatur—Juliet)

.

Daisy's Hope (W. W. Titus), orange and white bitch, 3

yeare (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.).

Saji R. (W. W. Titus), black and white dog, 1}4 years
(Dash Bryson—Daisy's Hope).
Natalie II. (Bert Crane), black, white and tan bitch,

August, 1888 (King Noble—Natalie).
Little Gift (Bert Crane), black, white and tan bitch,

May, 1886 (Roderigo—Queen Bess).

U. S. DAN (J. MT Avent), black, white and tan dog, Jan-
uary, 18S8 (B,oderigo—Juno A.).

Antoine (J. M. Aventj, black, white and tan dog, Decem-
ber, 1886 (Roderigo—Bo-Peep)

.

Hattte (J. M. Avent), black, white and tan bitch, August,
1888 (Roderigo—Juno A.).

CASSIO (J. M. Aveut), black, white and tan dog, 5 years
(Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins).
El Rio Rey (R, M. Hutchings), black, white and tan dog.

August, 1888 (Gath's Mark—Blue Chiqua), Forty-four en-
tries.

POINTERS.

BARKER'S Grouse (Stephen T. Barker), liver and white
dog, February, 1888 (Mainspring—Swain's Fly).
Duke of Hessen (Hempstead Kennels), liver and white

dog, May, 1885 (Luck of Hessen—Blarney).
Devonshire Don (Dr. H. J. Thomas), liver and white dog,

2yrs. 8mos. (Molton Barron—Village Star).

'Moonshine (Field Trial Kennels), liver and white bitch,

May, 1888 (King of Kent—Hops).
Tapster (Field Trials Kennels), liver and white dog, May,

1889 (King of Kent—Hops).
Maid of Kent (Field Trial Kennels), liver and white

ticked bitch, May, 1889 (King of Kent—Hops).
Shot (Meares and Brown), lemon and white dog, July,

1889 (Heno—Vic).
Fred (Bayard Thayer), liver and white dog, 3yrs. (Robert

le Diable—Tuck).
L.HTFIELD Dick (R. P. Lonsdale), liver and white ticked

dog, May, 1887 (Dick III.—Belle of Bow).
Ightfield Guelph (R. P. Lonsdale), liver and white

hitch, March, 1887 (Bang's Boy—Linda).
Ightfield Deuce (R. P. Lonsdale), liver and white bitch,

April, 1886 (Wynnstay—Dainty). Eleven entries.

IRISH setters.

Tillie Boeu (Geo. E. Gray), red bitch, 2yrs. (Brian Boru,
Jr.—Biddy).
Rockwood (Chas. T. Thompson), red dog, October, 1888

(Desmond II.—Lnray III.).

Saesfield (W. L. Washington), red dog, 6%yrs. (Garry-
owen—Currier Belle II.)

Sedan (Glendyne Kennels), red bitch, 2yrs. (Chester D.
Hearald—Maney).
VlDA (St. Cloud Keunels), red bitch, 26mos. (Jack—Delia),
Inchiquiem (Jno. J, Scanlan). red dog, 20mos. (Shandon

II.—Iona).
DArrah PAT (Hudson River Kennels), red dog, 3yrs.

(Chief—Lassie). Seven entries.

CHAMPION STAKE.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Gath's Mark (H. Hulman, Jr.), black, white and tan
dog, May, 1884 (Gath-Gem)
Rowdy Rod (Elmwood Kennels), black and white dog,

January. 1888 (Roderigo—Juno A.).

Pitti Sing (Thos. Johnson), white and liver bitch, 1886
(Baron Devoridge—Nora).
Chance (J. M. Avent), black, white and tan dog, 1885

(Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
POINTERS,

Rip Rap (Field Trial Kennels), black and white ticked
dog, May, 1888 (King of Kent—Hops).

SPRING (R. M. Hutchings), liver and white dog, June, 1885
( Mainspring—Curfew).
Dexter (Bayard Thayer), liver and white ticked dog,

43^yrs. (Nip—Tuck). Seven entries.
Washington A, Costee, Sec'y and Treas.

Saratoga Spbtngs, n. y.

WHIPPET RACING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Whippet racing came to the front again in connection

with the shows recently held at Detroit and London, and the
record of Mr. Blake's Benbow, 12?<C seconds for 200yds., is

mentioned as a best on record. The kennel editor of Forest
and SteeAM very pertinently asks for the weight, of Ben-
bow, so as to compare it with the English crack Fred, who
recently made a similar record. That is a good point to
make and another would be to know who were the timers
and how Benbow's race was timed, whether from the report
or flash of the pistol. I have had some experience as a watch
holder, and I speak with authority wdien I say that unless
the Benbow race was timed by experts accustomed to hold-
ing a watch on dogs or men, the record is very questionable.
Persons who occasionally time trotting races are not quick

enough in starting their watches to be considered experts in
timing sprints or dog races. To show to what a nicety the
work is required to be done in dog racing, a watch is used in
England which beats twelfths of a second, and there is even
one which marks twentieths. In the former there is a large
hand which travels the circuit of the dial in one minute,
and has a sunk dial for the twelfths, the circuit of this dial
being marked for two seconds from top to bottom, being
numbered 1 to 12, and the gameon the other half of the, dial.

The still faster beating watch has along hand which travels
so quickly that it hardly shows the beats.

I have one of the watches which beats twelfths, made by
the patentee. William Williams, of Bury, Lancashire, and
I occasionally have it split between the twelfths, thus mak-
ing a twenty-fourth of a second. I formerly had an eighth
of a second timer, and that I could start and stop on each
beat, but with my present watch I find it runs too fast for
that, aud only once have I ever succeeded in starting and
stopping it on the one beat, two beats being necessary for
that. They are not independents or fly-backs, so every time
they have to be used they must be set at zero, and in doing
this it is necessary to push the stop while the hand is on the
move, between 10 and 11, when it will be caught at the even
second. Now, when we have such watches held by men
such as use them in England, we have a much higher
standard of training there than is to be found here outside
of the experts of the ath letic world. I fancy that if such a
timer as Mr. Geo. D, Avery, of New York, had held his
watch on Benbow's race at London, it would have shown
considerably slower time than was there recorded.

It may be interesting to know that cycling races in Eng-
land are required to be timed with a watch which has ob-
tained a Kew certificate, so as to guarantee its being a
reliable one. This is obtained by leaving it for a certain
time, several months I believe, with the officials of Kew ob-
servatory, where it is tested in every position and differ-
ences of temperature and its variations carefully noted. At
the termination of the test a certificate is issued classifying
the watch in accordance with its approach to perfect ac-
curacy.
Further than this, there is the question of personal equa-

tion, for all men are not equally quick in the hand or finger
movement which starts and stops the watch. This variation
is guarded against in making astronomical observations,
which necessitate the greatest accuracy, by testing the ob-
server. How this is done I do not know, but the result is,

that after a thorough test the observer is found to be in the
average so far wrong, and this is his "personal equation."
Then when he makes an observation involving time calcu-
lation, his personal equation is brought into play and a cor-
rection made in accordance therewith, and upon that cor-
rected time the calculation is made. When we take into
consideration that a dog traveling 200yds, in 12% seconds
covers within a fraction of 15 7-10yds. per second, it will be
at once seen how necessary are a fast-beating watch and a
good man to hold it in a trial; for each beat of the watch
means 1}4 yds., and a race can be lost and won by a few
inches. Whippet racing is a great sport in the Manchester
district, and I have seen handicap cards with over sixty
heats of four dogs each for decision on a Saturday afternoon.
The most peculiar thing of all iu connection with the sport
is, that every man who owns a whippet is seemingly bound
to bring it to the grounds, whether it is entered or not in the
handicap. When the racing is in progress, the men line the
fences which inclose the straight 200yds. course with their
dogs under their arms, and the moment the pistol is fired
eveiy dog in the place starts yelping its loudest—then there
is bedlam, if you like. It is not a high-toned sport by any
means, and I do not see how It ever can be made so. oh
account of it surroundings; for the training of the dogs must
still be left in the hands of the class of men who train them
from puppyhood. The Stock-Keeper has tried to boom it

and get decent people to take hold of it; but no onewith any
self-respect could go into it very far without being disgusted
with the necessary associations.
Instead of seeking any such venue as whippet racing it

Would be much better for fanciers to keep in the beaten
path where their surroundings have at least the recognition
of polite society. Philadelphia was the head center of
whippet racing in this country till the present administra-
tion came into power, aided and abetted by the Brooks High
License law. Licenses were refused for every place that
might be called a public resort, and of course such places as
Pasture Park, Echo Park and the Lamb Tavern had to join
the vast majority of the refused. Soft drinks were too
wishy-washy for patrons of the sports held at these places,
and without the bar privileges there was but small hope of
getting anything like a return of the prize money offered
for dog handicaps. There are still a few kept about here
and there. No doubt Mr. Parker could be accommodated
with a match on the usual handicap terms if he desires to
make one.

I noticed in a report of the Deti-oit show, written by Mr.
Mortimer, that he stated he made his awards on whippets
at that show in accordance with his views regarding the
conformation necessary for speed and endurance. I may
not have hit the exact phraseology, but it was, I believe, to
that effect. I do not see what endurance has got to do with
it at all, for they are never raced over 200yds. I except those
used for rabbit coursing, for their number are few. As re-
gards conformation. Whippet breeders prefer hare feet,

and they prefer to have the dogs cut in from the hock, hold-
ing that such have greater reach in their stride. In the
matter of tails it is considered better to have them feathered
than smooth like the greyhound, it being held that the dogs
can guide themselves better, though I could never uudeV
stand what good that was in straightaway running.
Whippets are trained from their puppyhood, the first

steps being to get them to pull at a cloth, or as it is called,
"bait." Almost any puppy will do this, but whippets are
encouraged to play in this manner and then to ruu across
the room to catch at the bait. When they have learned this,
the distance is gradually increased till all they know is to
run to the bait. Alter which it is simply a question of
speed. J. W.

Names and Portraits of Biros, by Qurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for b7 its use they cas
Identify without question all the Ainarican game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 320 pagea, price 83.50. For sale by Foasstr
ahd Stbbam.

THE TARIFF AND IMPORTED DOGS.
THERE are parts of the new Tariff Bill which will affect

importers to some extent, and for their information
we give those sections iu which they will be interested;
Sec 482. Any animal imported specially for breeding pur-

poses shall be admitted free, provided that no such animal
shall be admitted free except it be pure-bred of a recognized
breed and has 'been duly registered in the book of record
established for that breed; and provided further, that cer-
tificate of such record and of the pedigree of such animal
shall be produced and submitted to the customs oflicer
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duly authenticated by the proper custodian of such book of
record, together with the affidavit of the owner, agent or im-
porter that such animal is the identical animal described
in said certificate of record and pedigree. The Secretary
of the Treasury may prescribe such additional regulations
as maybe required for the strict enforcemant of this pro-
vision.
Sec. 48S. Animals brought into the United States tempo-

rarily for a period not exceeding six months for the purpose
of exhibition or competition for prizes offered by any agri-
cultural or racing association; but a bond shall be given in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
the Treasury; also teams of animals, including their harness
and tackle aud the wagons or other vehicles actually owned
by persons emigrating from foreign countries to the United
States with their families, and in actual use for the purpose
of such emigratiou, under such regulations as the Secretary
of the Treasury may prescribe.

AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB.

THE following are the new classifications as announced
by the Spaniel Club after consultation with the leading

exhibitors of the States and Canada:
Classification No. 1.—Field spaniels, black, over 281bs.

;

challenge class, dogs; challenge class, bitches. Field span-
iels, any other color, over 281bs.; challenge class, dogs and
bitches. Field spaniels, black, over 281bs.; open class, dogs;
open class, bitches. Field spaniels, liver, over 3Slbs.; open
class, dogs and bitches. Field spaniels, any other color, over
2Slbs.; open class, dogs and bitches. Cocker spaniels, black,
not over SSlbs.; challenge class, dogs; challenge class,
bitches. Cocker spaniels, any other color, not over 281bs.;
challenge class, dogs; challenge class, bitches. Cocker span-
iels, black, not over 88lbs.

;
open class, dogs; open class,

bitches. Cocker spaniels, any other color, not over 281bs.;
open class, dogs; open class, bitches. Clumber spaniels and
Irish water spaniels; Challenge class, dogs and bitches.
Clumber spaniels; open class, dogs and bitches. Irish water
spaniels: open class, dogs and bitches.
Classification No. 2.—Spaniels, all breeds, over 281bs. ; chal-

lenge class, dogs; challenge class, bitches. Field spaniels,
black, over 2Slbs.; open class, dogs; open class, bitches.
Field spaniels, any other color, over 2Slbs.: open class, dogs;
open class, bitches. Cocker spaniels, black, not over 281bs.;

challenge class, dogs; challenge class, bitches. Cocker span-
iels, any other color, not over 281bs ; challenge class, dogs
and bitches. Cocker spaniels, black, not over 281bs.; open
class, dogs; open clas?. bitches. Cocker spaniels, any other
color, not over. 281bs.; opeu class, dogs; open class, bitches.
Clumber spaniels; open, class, dogs and hitches. Irish water
spaniels; open class, dogs and bitches.

Classification No.' 8.—Spaniels, all breeds, over 281bs.; chal-
lenge class, dogs and bitches. Field spaniels, bi&ek, over
281 bs.; open class, dogs; open class, bitches. Field spaniels,
any other color, over 281b3.; open class, dogs and bitches.
Cocker spaniel s.tauy color, not over 281bs.; challenge class,

dogs and bitches. Cocker spaniels, black, not over 231bs.;

open class, dogs; opeu class, bitches. Cocker spaniels, any
other color, not over 28Ibs.; open class, dogs and bitches.
Clumber spaniels; open class, dogs and bitches. Irish water
spaniels; open class, dogs and bitches.

WINCHELL VS. NATIONAL EXPRESS CO.

IN a late issue we gave the news exclusively that Mr.
Winchell was suing the National Express Co. for dam-

ages on account of the accident to his mastiff bitch Loss
Minnie. We now give an interesting account of the trial,

which appeared iu the Vermont Record:
Rutland County, Vt. J. L. Winchell vs. National Ex-

press Co. An action brought to recover damages for injuries
to a valuable English mastiff bitch, Boss Minnie.
On Oct. 26. 1889, Mr. J. L. Winchell, proprietor of the Green

Mountain Kennels, notified the agent of the National Ex-
press company to call at the kennels for a <?age containing the
valuable dog referred to, which was to be expressed to Hunt
ington, L. I., where it was intended to bi'eed her to Dr.
Derby's Pharoah. The express van called at the kennels
and the cage containing the animal was loaded into it. In
the course of transportation to the railroad station the cage
was thrown from the wagon and broken, the dog severely
injured in the side aud liberated, She was abroad 24 hours
and when found she was suffering from her wounds, aud
also from the exposure. Since that time the animal has
never recovered from her injuries; and though up to that
time productive, is now barren, although twice having been
bred to good dogs.
Notice was at once served on the express company that Mr.

Winchell would hold them responsible for the injuries to
the bitch, and suit was instituted by Mr. Winch ell's attor-

neys, Messrs. Joyce, Kendall and Preston, aud trial was had
at the September term of the Rutland county court.
The plaintiff showed that the barrenness of the bitch was a

great pecuniary loss to him, it being set up in evidence that
from, three, litters from her,' Mr. Winchell had realized over
$2,000.
The defendant company plead irresponsibility for the acts

or omissions of its local agent; and further that at the time
of the accident there had been no delivery of the animal to
defendant. It was pleaded that the delivery aud collection
of express in the village was done by a private arrangement
with the local agent, who owned the horse and wagon used
for the purpose; and that the defendant company was not
responsible for accidents in delivery of collections, claiming
not to be responsible as common carriers until the articles

were delivered to their agent at the station. The case was
ably conducted on both sides, and much evidence of an ex-
pert character introduced to establish the nature of the in-

juries the animal had received. The arguments were ex-
haustive and citations of decisions which overthrow the
defense were epioted by plaintiff's counsel.

Col, Joyce of plaintiff's counsel, made an eloquent and
able plea. He defended those dumb creatures which through-
out the ages had aided and comforted mankind, aud which
counsel for defense had referred to as worthless and better
dead than living. Col. Joyce argued that the worth or va>lue

of an article or animal was based on what it would bring in
market, and that these very dogs which defendant repre-
sented as worthless were worth many hundreds of dollars.

This very animal has produced over §2,000 worth of dogs in
two years. Since the accident, aside from the care and medi-
cal expense involved by Mr. Winchell, he has suffered great
loss otherwise, as the dog was fit neither for show or breed-
ing purposes—the two sources from which her value arose.

In'regard to the delivery to the company, he argued it was
complete when made to the driver of the express wagon,
generally known to be in the employ of the company. He
further showed the excessive rates Mr. Winchell was com-
pelled to pay the defendant company for transportation of
his animals, and that since the accident he has been com-
pelled to sign a release to the company when shipping dogs.
The judge charged the jury at length, advising thern as to
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the points of law involved. The jury retired aud after a
short deliberation returned with a verdict for plaintiff in
$1,000 damages.
Expert veterinary testimony introduced by both parties to

the action agreed as to the fact that the barrenness from
which the animal suffers was caused solely by injuries re-
ceived at the time of the accident; and that the animal might
again become productive, though the time which might
elapse before productiveness returned was a matter of great
uncertanity.

DOG TALK.
" T "W." in a recent note, made the remark that Lord Bute
fj • was the best St. Bernard in England, and that the

fact was not disputed by the press. Whew! I hope that was
a slip of the pen. IE not J am afraid ray friend will hare to
acknowledge his mistake. Until the advent of Scottish
Prince, he was acknowledged to be the tallest; but a glance
at the catalogues and show reports and another at the dogs
that have beaten him will convince the most skeptical of
the mistake iu that assertion. I have no desire to injurethe
dog's reputation, but such reports are misleading, and should
some wealthy American purchase him he will find that Don-
ald is a taller dog, and I can name no less than six dogs now
in America that can beat him hands down if quality counts
for anything. Some of them have already done. so. At
Windsor, Alton was first, Prince Regent second, Lord Bute
third. At Darlington. Scottish Prince first, Aristocrat sec-
ond, Lord Bute third. Angelo, Sir Bedivere, Prince Batten-
berg, Hesper and several others will beat him under any
judge.

I want to say a word in praise of the National steamship
Canada and its genial master, Oapt. Robinson. Any one
intending crossing the pond with does will make a. great
mistake in taking oue of the fast lines, The Cauada" is a
cattle boat, and returning she carries no deck load> thus
giving ample exercise ground for the laigest dogs. The
captain and officers are all dog lovers, and afford the passen-
gers every facility for caring for their stock. Should any of
your readers desire to ship a -dog across, I can cheerfully
recommend Mr. Oottrell, the cook, as a, most painstaking
man to take charge of .same. He is a breeder of terriers, and
well known to "Thames Tattler' 1 and others in the fancy in
England. The splendid form in which my dogs arrived is
sufficient proof of the assertion I have made. Namquoit.

DOGS OF THE DAY.
""VTAMQUOIT" asks where on earth I was when the ques-
J_> tion of admitting the National Beagle Clnb to the

A. K. C. was brought up at the late meeting. To be per-
fectly accurate I will reply that I was at Gloucester race
course. With regard to the merits of the case there are two
ways to view it. The National Beagle Club may be looked
upon in the same light as a field trial club, and the A. K, C.
has such on its roll of members. I can see no more grounds
for alleging antagonism between the National Beagle. Club
and the American Beagle Club than between the Southern
Field Trials Club and the setter or pointer clubs. I am not
aware that the National Beagle Club has set up any stand-
ard, and I further take issue with Mr. Anthony when he
made his motion to read that the A. K. C. has acquiesced in
the standard of the American Beagle Club. Mr. Anthony
will remember the long discussion Avhich took place over
the adoption by the A. K. C. of the Chesapeake Bay dog
standard, and that the resolution was very carefully worded
to avoid adopting a standard. It was simply a recommen-
dation that i n the absence of any specialty club for that
breed the standard as drawn up be taken for what it was
worth. At the next meeting of the A. K. C. the Great Dane
Club (I think that was the one) asked the A. K. C. to adopt
the standard it had drawn up. I objected, calling attention
to the peculiar and definite wording of the Chesapeake Bay
dog resolution, and the motion was at once voted down, Mr.
Anthony acquiescing in the view expressed.

It has always been my opinion that field trial clubs are out
of place in the A. K. C, and I can see no reason to dis-
tinguish between them and the National Beagle Club. It
is no loss to the club to be debarred from membership, for
their wius are not of any importance on the show bench,
where appearance takes precedence and is alone recognized.
If I had been present at the A. K. C. I should have voted
against Mr. Anthony's motion, because of the manner in
which it was worded, but if it had been amended to read
that if, was not advisable to elect a club having only its
object in view, I would have voted against its admission.

There was another case which immediately followed that
of the Beagle Club, which was properly decided. It was
upon the application of the South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association. Dog men may not be aware, perhaps, of
the prolonged fight which has been going on in the poultry
world over these rival associations, but it has been a subject
for discussion and the display of much angry feeling for
sometime. Mr. Cook's motion of rejection was based upon
the fact of there being already a member of the same name,
and it was perfectly proper to decline electing the applicant,
on that ground. We already have a precedent for the
election of rival clubs in the same city, in the acceptance of
the California Kennel Club when the Pacific Kennel Club,
also of San Francisco, was a member of the A. K. C An
election which does not harmonize at all with the resolution
on the National Beagle Club application.

I see that Mr. H. H. Briggs, of San Fraucisco, has relin-
quished the kennel editorship of the Breeder and Sports-
man. I shall always 1 ook back on the brief association with
Mr. Briggs and his fellow members of the Pacific Kennel
Club with the most pleasant feeling, and I trust, that in
whatever field he may turn his attention to, he may be pre-
eminently successful. A. whole-souled fellow is that same
H. H. Briggs.

Mr. Mayhew has had a little fling at Uncle Dick anent his
judging and reception at the Kingston dog show. But the
sage of Hornellsville has got square with the "brash Brit-
isher." His comment to me is, "Mr. Mayhew forgets to
blow the froth off his beer and it gets into his writing."
Dick, that is very cruel, but Mayhew will forgive you, for
the joke is too good,

Mr. Vredenburgh is going to propose some amendments
to the A. K. C. constitution to be acted upon at the Decem-
ber meeting. I hope he will announce them in the Novem-
ber Gazette, so that we may have time to examine them
carefully. I have not the slightest idea what these amend-
ments are, but I am very anxious to see them. Another
thing we all want to see is a speedy hearing in the case of
Vredenburgh versus Peshall. I am certain that there will

,

be no delay encouraged by the first named. Of course I

need not say how the case will terminate, at least in my
opinion, for I have already expressed my views on the sub-
ject of the A, K. C. accounts for 1888, It is much to be re-
gretted that the occasion was ever made which called for
the..taking of such decisive step:'

Americans have succeeded in putting a heavy handicap on
the Louisiana lottery, and it is ticklish work getting up
anything in that line nowadays. What then is to be thought
of the following in the last issue to hand of the Stocfc-

Keeperi "Ormskirk Christopher.—To be drawn for, rough-
.

coated oolite pup presented by the celebrated exhibitor, Mr, :

T. H Stretch, to the Ormskirk Parish Church Bazaar, to
t>e held Oct. 22 next, age five months; aire Ormskirk Amaze-
ment, grandsire the renowned Christopher; tickets Is. each
trom Mr. S. Brighouse, 9 Derby street, Ormskirk." A
lottery for a collie pup and for the benefit of a church
I laving it pretty low down on the collie, isn't, if J. W
[Rough on the church as well.

]

DOG CHAT.
THE Gordon setter men are evidently waking up to a

sense of their duty to the breed. The special stake
which is to be brought off at the Central trials in December!
is creating wide interest among lovers of the breed, which
will surely redound to its future benefit. We understand
that already $175 has been secured toward the prize monev
and more is certainly expected. The winner of the stake
will also come m for valuable special prizes, which in after
days will incite the lucky owner to further efforts. Mr
Fitzgerald, the sporting editor of the Philadelphia Item
shows his love for the Gordon by donating a piece of plate'
valued at $100, to go to the winner of the stake. Mr. Van
Sand*, though an Irish setter man and one of the owners of
the Hudsou River Kennels, sets up a $25 silver cup for the
same lucky dog. Is this not inducement enough for the
Gordon men to come out with their best, and even if they
have not got a "best" enter a Gordon to swell the list and
show those bloated aristocrats, the English setter and
pointer men, that the boasted powers of the Gordon do not
lay altogether on paper. Seven entries are already secured
from some of our best known Gordon men, but we fail to
find the names of such men as Doctors Whitaker and
Dixon and Mr. Malcolm. Friends of the Gordon, as they
fire, they will surely not let this opportunity pass. Let it
once be known among men that the Gordon men are run-
ning their dogs, the breed will take on a boom, just as cours-
ing has given the necessary fillip to tke greyhounds.

The Irish setter men are quieting down a little and at-
tending more to business, as will be seen by the returns of
the entries for the Eastern Field Trials. The Irish Setter
Club have taken care of the money inducement for owners
to run their dogs, and it is to be hoped the members will
rally to the call.

Mr, Washington called upon ns, while in the city this
week, and told us that he had just sold champion Laura B.
the well-kuown Irish setter, to Mr. C. G. Dickson, Sparta,
Ga., for the sum of $2,000. Judging from his letter, Mr.
Dickson is so pleased with her that, had Mr. Washington
asked it he would have paid double that amount. Would
that this gentleman lived in the North, we want a few more
enthusiasts like this in the breed. Speaking of Mr. Wash-
ington, we hear that he was so disgusted with his new im-
portation, Tore, that he has given him away to a farmer, not
deeming him worth keeping. This is rather severe on a
third-prize winner at Manchester, England.

We understand that the Duquesno Kennel Club of Pitts-
burg has claimed dates for their long expected show. The
show will be held early in March next, and will no doubt be
well supported by the fraternity, for Pittsburg has always
been a good dog show town when well managed. We hear
there is good, active young blood in the new club, men will-
ing to back their venture with solid cash, so hereafter we
hope to find Pittsburg numbered among the regular fixtures,

Mr. Mercer, of Ottawa, tells u=* that he has presented the
Airedale terrier Weaver to Mr. W. P. Pugsley, of that city.
Weaver scored a blue ribbon at their "show last month,
securing a favorable comment in our report. This is the
last of Mr. Mercer's team of six Airedales; some of them
were poisoned and others died a natural death. This gen-
tleman evidently thinks Clumbers are the dogs after all, for
he writes us he has just purchased from Messrs. Bate and
Geddes the noted spaniels Boss III. and Bromine, which with
Snow, if she pulls through, and Quester, will make a team
hard to beat. By the way, it is said that Bromine and Snow
would never have been allowed to leave England or be sold
if it was known they could breed. Bromine has just whelped
eleven pups to Boss III., and as Snow had a litter just lately
iu England, though they did not live, it looks as if the
Ottawa men had the pull of it in this case.

Here is a joke of Uncle Dick's while judging cockers at
Kingston. A noted dog was brought before him for inspec-
tion, when it is said he turned to a bystander, saying in his
inimitable style: "Ottawa and London both on same week,
eh!—ugh!—cut him in two and send half to each show, he'll
win sure!" Those who know Uncle's dread of being "long"
on cockers will understand the joke.

Mr. Bush, of Buffalo, writes us that he has purchased
that good young cocker bitch Idea, from Geo. Bell, of To-
ronto. It will be remembered that she won second to Novel
in the open class of 25 bitches and first in novice and puppy
classes at Toronto, and three firsts and a special at Ottawa
last month. With those he already has, Mr. Bush will
make a strong showing for any team prizes that may be put
up at New York.

There is no more enthusiastic pug man than Mr. Eberhart,
of Cincinnati. He has just built a kennel especially suitable
for pugs, at a cost of $500, He has already 23 in his kennel
aud has room for 50 more. Pugs evidently take well out
West.

A correspondent from Hamilton, Ont., writes us deploring
the fact that in their dealings with American breeders many
Canadians have, in the language of the street, "been badly
left," in spite of very fair letter writing and apparent good
faith. He asks; "Is there no remedy?" The only one we
can suggest is for the buyer to come down and choose for
himself, if he has not a trustworthy friend on the spot to do
it for him. Our large breeders of dogs are most of them
reputable men, men whom our Canadian friend will find to

be entirely reliable iu their dealings. All that we can advise
in the matter is, for intending purchasers to write us for

references before making their bargains. More than this it

would be invidious for us to do.

The Stock-Keeper (England) calls attention in its current
issue to several pictures in the book "House and Pet Dogs,"
published by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company,
which originally appeared iu our English contemporary.
We are sorry they should have occasion to find fault, but it

was an oversight entirely that due acknowledgment was
not made, but the mistake will be corrected in the next
edition. The pictures were taken at random from a collec-

tion of the sketches which have appeared from time to time
iu the Forest and Stream or American Kennel Register,

and in every case bear the signature of the English artist

who drew them, and acknowledgment was then made of

the source from which they were drawn. The Forest and
Stream is always willing to give credit to whom credit is

due.

The importation of dogs to this country from England has
in the past few years assumed such proportions that the ex-

tract from the new Tariff Bill, which we publish in another
column, will be read with interest on both sides- of- the

pond. It will now be necessary for the importer to prove
that the dog is of pure breed bv a certificate, stating its
registered number and pedigree, signed by the secretary of
the stud book of whatever country, the dog is imported
from. This is a protection for American dog men and is a
move in the right direction, as the law also requires an affi-
davit from the owner or agent that the dog is truly the one
so registered.

The warnings repeatedly given our breeders, to leave the
dogs ajone for awhile and devote more attention to the im-
portation of bitches of known merit, is evidently bearing
fruit. Mr. John A. Long of St. Louis, has just purchased
from Mr. W. Houldsworth, of Bradford, England, the collie
bitch Airedale Duchess, by champion Charlemagne-
Patience. She is the dam of Clifton Crack, who won first
and cup at Cambridge, and comes over in whelp to Roderick
of Ruthven, who is by Christopher out of Princess Shiela.
She was to arrive on the steamship Nevada,

The English doggy papers are much exercised over the
aspersions of a writer,, in the medical journal Hospital, on
the bulldog. This nincompoop of a writer is scored un-
mercifully, and rightly, too, for his misleading statements.
This noodle has the effrontery to state that "It"is as plain as
possible that certain animals which are destitute of whatwe call intellect have a love of fighting—a savage and de-
termined taste for blood and murder. The bulldog, for ex-
ample, is not a mere beast of prey, who catches wild crea-
tures because he is hungry; he is a typical example of un-
mitigated savagery and blood-lust" with a deal more in the
same vein. "Vero Shaw" rises in his wrath and writes to
the Stock-Keeper in the bulldog's defense, stating that "the
whole article is a gross calumny, doubtless begotten by Ig-
norance out of Mortal Funk of the breed." It is well known
that no milder-mannerd dog lives than the bulldog, though
to people unacquainted with the breed, his ugly mug (?)
would lead them to just such conclusions this ignoramus
has come to. We are not without men of that ilk in this
country, who rush into print about dogs, of which they
know nothing whatever; doing more harm in ten lines than
a practical man can remedy in a whole page.

The advertised meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Eastern Field Trials Club was held on Oct. 14, in Mr. F. R.
Hitchcock's office, at 44 Broadway, New York. Those pres
ent were Messrs. O. W. Donner, F. R. Hitchcock, J. L.
Breeze, W. A. Coster, the secretary, and others. Messrs. A.
D. Lewis and H. Hullman, Jr., were elected members, A
motion was carried to ask Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, to be one of the judges at the coming trials.

ST. BERNARDS AT LONDON—Sarnia. Ont., Oct. 8.—
Editor Forest and Stream: In answer to the qnerv, "What
is fame?" somebody is reported to have replied, "To have
one's name misspelled in the daily papers." Fame at a
bench show consists in having dogs' names misspelled and
their form misrepresented in kennel journal reports. At
least that is the sort of fame my dogs at London achieved in
the columns of Forest and Stream. My St. Bernard dog
Barnie, winner of second, is credited in your report to the
Pottersburg Kennels. My dog Brian, awarded third, is said
to have "his good bone and front to recommend him,"
whereas Brian lacks in bone and front, though a fairly good
dog in other respects. The possessor of the "good bone and
front" is Barnie, who, if equally strong in other respects,
would be a hard dog to beat except in the best of company.
My smooth-coat bitch puppy lola is entered in your report
as Lola. She is more than "a fairly good youngster," as any
competent judge will say who has seen her.

" The smooth-
coat bitch called Brandle in your report, should be Brunelle.,
and her description is as faulty as the name you imposed
upon her. 1 am aware that your reporter, owing to an en-
gagement at Ottawa, had only a limited opportunity of see-
ing the dogs, and could not, therefore, be expected to be
able to criticise their points intelligently. His chief source
of information and inspiration was a marked catalogue,
supplied him by the manager-secretary, with perhaps a few
pointers on the merits of the dogs from the same obliging
and not entirely uninterested official. Reports compiled
under such circumstances are valueless as a guide or for
reference, and an injustice to those whose dogs were
left to the criticisms of their competitors.—H. Gokman.
[At the first glance the above letter seemed a fit ocoupant
for the waste basket, but as we find that an error was made
in crediting the dog Barnie to Pottersburg Kennels we print
the letter. We do not know Mr. Gorman or of him in St.
Bernard ranks, but for his information and others who may
be prejudiced by his statements, we may remark that we
spent two days at London, and further, examined the St.
Bernards carefully. To St. Bernard men we will only say
that the fact of Bruce, vhc. at Toronto, being first here
carries out our criticism' as to the quality of the dogs under
him. In speaking of Brian we said, "has only his good bone
and front to recommend him; his long head and faulty
muzzle will always place him back." This puts a different
light on it. The St. Bernards were so mixed in their num-
bers that we had to appeal to Mr. Glass as to which dog was
which, and may possibly have got the criticism on to the
wrong dog, but we don't think so. Perhaps Mr. Gorman has
not seen a catalogue of this show, if not we advise him to,

where he will find Barnie spelt Burnie, and catalogue num-
ber was 25, but tag number was 13; then his Brian was num-
bered 26, but tag number 14. Brunelle and lola were spelt
in the report as they are in the catalogue. Before rushing
into print Mr. Gorman had better acquaint himself with
the facts of his case and see a few more good St. Bernards.
Let him come down to the New York show next spring, and
we shall take pleasure in showing him where and how we
derive an "intelligent" knowledge of St. Bernard points.]

COLLIE CLUB STAKES.-Orange, N. J., Oct. %.-Edi1.»r
Forest and Stream: Referring to the communication signed
"The Squire" in Forest and Stream Oct. 9, the Collie Club
has not issued a list of stakes for puppies. On the contrary,
it has extended the date of birth so as to include collies

from 9 to 18mos. old, and therefore no man with common
sense would think of entering a young puppy for competi-
tion. As to the stud dog stakes, I fail to see the objection.
There is nothing said as to pedigree, place of birth or age;
the stud dog is to be judged by two of his get out of differ-

ent bitches. The prize being confined to collie dogs at pub-
lic stud in the United States and Canada, the winning pro-
geny to be barred from future competion. The object of
the^e stakes is to incite competition; they are not arranged
for the benefit of auy breeder; therefore we have made them
virtually novice stakes, as winners are barred in all of them.
—J. D. Shotwell, Sec'y Collie Club.

DANBURY SHOW.—Danbury, Ct., Oct 10.—Editor For-
est and Stream: We, the undersigned exhibitors at the
twenty-second annual Danbury Agricultural Society's Fair
and Bench Show, desire to express our thanks to Messrs. H.
W. Lacy, Seers, Reed, Lynes, Knox, Barnum and Lewis, for

the kind, and courteons treatment we received at their hands.
Signed; B. F. Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa.; Frank Dole, New
Haven, Ct; Thos. Fenton, New Haven, Ct.; JohnB. Hefter,
N. Y. city: N. H. Thiman, N. Y. city: H. W. Van Scriver,

Rahway, Ct.: Central Kennels, Jersey City, N, J.; Ravens-
wood Kennels, L. I. City; Riverview Kennels, N Y. city;

Warwick Kennels, Conn,; R. Thurman, Mass.
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MR. PENTZ'S MISTAKE.—Red Bank, Oct, &.-EdUnr
Forest and Stream: S^eine an article in the Forest and
Stream where Mr. Stanton W. Pentz asserts that I claim
that his pointer dog served my pointer bitch Marguerite If.,

I claim that he asserts what is not true, for I never have
claimed that I eypr used bis dog nor do I wish to use him.
But I do claim my puppies are by the very same dog that
they were advertised to be. The dog that my puppies are by
is owned by a gentleman livingne.ar Red Rank by the name
of Mr. C. W. Chapen, and if Mr. Pentz will take the trouble
to look and see wb.pn'1 bred my bitch, he will find that she
was bred to Mr. C. "W. Ghapen's pointer dog, which he calls
Brake, and a very fine one too. There was a mistake in the
number, and Mr. Pentz and myself had some correspond-
ence over it. and I thought that it was settled until I saw
his letter in the paper. I wish it understood that I don't
claim my puppies are by Pentz's dog, but I do claim they
are by Chapen's Brake, by which name he is known, and I
cannot understand Mr. Pentz publishing such an assertion
when he knows it is not so.—JOHN EL Dey.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

1105™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

dlmer Queen. By A. K. Pitt?. Columbus. O.. for silver fawn pug
bitch, whelped Aug. T. 1890, bv champion Kush (Bradford Ruby—
Lady Cloudy) out of Rustic Quean (Rustic—What's That).
Bex G. By Eberbart Pug- Kimnnels. Cincinnati, 0„ for silver

fawn pug dog. whelped Aue. 5, 1890. bv Spokane (champion Kash
—Lady Thora) out of Lady Verne (Joe II.—M>mdie).
Bacltaweuj Joe and Crusoe: By Robt. A. A. Johnson, Ottawa,

Can., for black cocker spaniel doe?, whelped July 10, by Kildare
(champion Brant—Bonita) out of Jill (Doctor—Lucy).

BRED.
%W Prepared Blanks sent free on application

.

Cromar'sVic—Portswood Twer. ,7. H. Matthews's (New York)
bull hitch Cromar's Vic (Guillermo—champion Carmen) to his
champion Portswood Tiger, Sept. 29.

Juno—Portswood Tkier. Dr. S. B. Blodgett's (Cambridge, Mass.)
bull hitch champion Juno to J. H. Matthews's champion Ports-
wood Tiger, Pept. 16.

Beatrice—Portsiencd Tiger. J. H. Matthews's (New York) bull
bitch Beatrice (Rustic King—Soudan) to his champion Portswood
Tiger. Sept. 0.

Row—Portswood Tiger. Win. Rickey's (New York) bull hitch
Rose t0 J. H. Matthews' champion Portswood Tiger, Sept. 3.

Grit—Portswood TUjer. J. H. Matthews' (New York) hull bitch
Grit (Morgan's Crib—Morgan's Kittie) to his champion Portswood
TigT, Aug. 23.

Loue—Tammany Boy. Charles ^rather's (Bridgeport, Conn.)
pointer bitch Loue (Springboek—Composition) to H. Wooster's
Tammany Boy (Tammany— Juno), June 15.

Erminie—Lord Clover. M. E. Rradley's (Columbus, Ind.Jpug
bitch Erminie ( Kash— Daisy) to Thos. I. Ballantiue's Lord Clover
(champion Loris—ironlding's Nellie).
Queen Anna—Kash. M. M. Murphy's (Ripley. O.) pug bitch

Qneen Anna to A. E. Pitta's champion Kash, Oct. 8.

Trkcy—Kash. Adam Flaitz's (Shelbyville, Ind.) pug bitch Trixy
to A. IS. Pitls's champion Kash, Oct. 7.

Daisy—Kash. Seminole Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.) pug bitch
Daisy to A. 15. Pitls's champion Kash, Oct. 6.

Vixen—Kash. M. M. Murphy's (Ripley, 0.) pug bitch Vixen to
A. E. Pitts's. champion Kash, Oct. 3.

Teresa -Kadi. Adam Flaitz's (Shelbyville, Ind.) pug bitch
Teresa to A. E. Pitts's champion Kash, Sept. 9.

Topsy—Bradford Ruhy II. H. J. Bramlage's (Cincinnati. O)
pug bitch Topsy to Eberbart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II.

(champion Bradford Ruby—Puss R.), Oct. 7.

Flossie II. —EberhaiVs Cashier. C. V. Griffith's (Anderson, Ind.)
pug bitch Flossie IT. (champion Bradford Ruby—Daisy) to Eber-
bart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier (champion Kash—Ladv
Thora). Oct. 2.

Dill—Colonel. Geo. C. Jones's (Emporia, Kan.) cocker spaniel
bitch Dtlly (Prince Obo III —Black Beauty) to his Colonel (Capt.
Stnbbs-Mand S. If.), Aug. 10.

Bell—Bradford, Harry. F. F. MoGuife'a (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire
terrier bitch' Bell.(onampion Bradford Harry—Old Bell) to P. H.
Coombs's champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beat's
Lady), Aug, 15.

WHELPS.y Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Emma L. Wm. H. Wild's (Jersey City, N. J.) pointer bitch
Emma L. (Sachem—Dawy of Naso>, Oct. 6, nine (three dogs), by
Hempstead Farm Kennels' Robert le Diable (Croxfetb—Spin-
away).
LucilB. Tell Kennels' (Worcester. Mass.) pointer bitch Lncil

H. (Harris's Grafton—Ethel Bsanfort). Sept. 2, ten (six dogs), by
their Darego (Harris's Mikado—Gypsy K.).
Maygo. Tell Kennels' (Worcester, Mass.) pointer bitch Maygo

(M'kadn—Gvpsv K), Sept. 28, ten (six dogs), by Carrier's Prince
(Wwrs's Max -Currier's Bell TIL).
Vera Bang. R. L. Hooper's (At hens, O.) pointer bitch Vera Bang

(Bang Bang—Christmas Vic), Oct. 2, eight (five dogs), by Field
Trial Kennels" King of Kent.
Ballymony. Nor'h Fields Yorkshire Kennels' (Salem, Mass.)

Irish terrier bitch Ballymony (Benedict—Jamesou's Argus), Oct.
12, seven (three dogs), by J. W. Taylor's enampion Breadenhill.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent, free on application.

Golden. Silver fnwn, black points, pug bitch, whelped Jan. 22,

1890. by champion Kash out of Peggie II., by A. E.Pitts, Colum-
bus, O., to Fred IS. Hook way, Wooster, O.

Hustler. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 5, 1890, by Spokane
out of Lad v Verne, byEnerhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to
Wm. Smith, ssjne place.
Bex G. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Aug. 5. 1890. by Spokane

out of Lady Verne, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0., to
Wm. J. Gerlv, New Orleans, La.

Didic. S'lver fawn png dog, age and pedigree not given, by
Eberbart Png Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to Mrs. J. J. Farrell,
Rochester, N. Y.
Smuggler. Pug dog, whelped April 2, IS'JD, by Lord Clover out of

Midget Bell, bv Thos. I. Ballautine, Peoria, HI., to J. H. Jackson,
St. Paul, Minn.
Buffalo Bofj. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped Aug. 6, 181)0,

bv champi n Buffalo General out of Buffalo Lass, bv A. W.
Smith. Buffalo, N. Y . to Geo. H>imattn, Jr., Davenport. la.

0*Donovan Rossa—Sedan, wftrlps tied Irish setters, by Glendyne
Kennels. Bristol, R. I., hitci Winnie Davis to J. O. Le , Charles-
ton, S. C. Dnes-Leddie bossa to O. F. Herreshoff, Bristol, R.I.;
Pot Rossa to Wm. Willie, Fo- t Niobara, N*b; Grip W. to F. E.
Nose, Duncannon, Pa.; Thurman to M. L. Oppenheimer. New
York; Lismore to A. B. Watson, Raiesburg, S. C.; Frank Hurd to
John Porter, Bristol, R, I.; Clonmel to Allan Dodge, Washington,
D. C.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
^T" No Notice Taken of AnoDymoui Correspon tents.

J. J., Brooklyn. N. V.—I have a King Charles spaniel, 8 years
old, had two litters of pups. Has continual itching, mostly on the
back and neck. I do not feed very heavy, mostly meat and, as
she has very few teeth. cu ! ii fine. She is confined most of time.
Would like you to advise me in next issue what, to do for her Ans.
Rub affected parls with balsam of Peru; after a few days wash off

-with warm water and castile soap. Give more exercise.

A. M-, New York.—I have a small pug, six weeks old, who has
been constipated since it has been taken from its mother, which
is about a week ago. From constant, s training she has a small
lump protruding from the anus, which looks as though it might
be falling of the rectum. Will you please tell what to do for her
in your next issue? Ans. Press the lump gently back in its place.
Then roll a piece of paper to a point, whenever the puppy is con-
stipated, and dipping the paper in olive oil insert it a short dis-
tance into the rectum, when a passage will shortly follow. It
wonld be well to put a little powdered charcoal, say as much as
^will lay on a dime, in its food once a day. Feed soups, with stale
• bread,"avoiding rice boiled milk and such foods.

A MAP of the United States.—A large, handsome map of
'the United States and showing North and South Dakota, mounted
and suitable for office or home use and issued by the Burlington
route, will be furnished responsible parties free on application to
the undersigned. Playing cards for 15 cents in postage. You can
obtain a pack of best quality playing cards on application to the
undersigned.—P. S. Eustis, General Passenger and Ticket Agent

.•"Cfcj,B~&.Q. J&..B,, Chicago, nu^da. . ... • .. \ ...... .;
-

\ifl$ mtd

RANGE AND GALLERY.
RENSSELAERWYCK.

Albany, Oct. 3.—The fall meeting of the Third Brigade Rifle
Association, at Rensselaerw\ ck, concluded to-day. The con-
ditions were favorable, and some excellent scores were made.
Stephen Schreiber distinguished him-elf by taking first place in
two matches, in one of Which he made a clean score. The full
scores follow:
Match No 1, short, range continuous military match of 5 shots,

all comers, 300yds., two scores to count, any military rifle.
J G Bodemtein 24. 24- 48 A H Rennie 21 21-42
Col WE Fitch 24 24-48 C H Hitchcock ...21 21-42
S Schreiber 24 23-47 J E Roach 22 20-i2Wm Turner 23 23 - 46 C M Underwood 33 20-42W C Gomph 23 31—44 A L Bevier 21 20—41

44 JL'Amoreaux 21 20—41E S Hogg 22 „„GH Charles 32 22-44 O S Bytngton 22 19-41
TMCongden 22 22—44 WWStowe -.20 20—40
ADonner 22 21-43 C Chinman 20 19-39
J Murphy 22 21—43
Match No. 2, standard American target re-entry match, all

comers. 300yds., any rjB>, best three scores to count:WC Gomph 45 43 42—130 J B Tavlor 43 41 40-124
Dr Mayberry 45 43 41—129 J G Newberry 43 40 40-123
BC Andrews. 48 11 41—123 A Sidney ..41 36 33—110
Match No. 3, mid-range continuous military match, all comers,

500yds., unlimited re-entries allowed, the aggregate of the b ist
three scoreB to count:
S Schreiber 25 25 25—75 W C Gomph 24 22—46
Col WE Fitch.. . 25 25 24-74 G Rommel. 23 23—40AH Rennie 24 24 25-72 C Hinman 22 21—43
RSHoag 25 24—49 JL'Amoreaux 22 20-42Wm Turner 24 24—48 Lieut C H Hitch cock.. 21 21—46GH Charles 24 23-47 J Murphy 21 20-41
C \1 Underwood 24 22-46 TMCongden 20 20—40W W Stowe 25 21-46 J E Roach 20 20-40
Match No. 4. rest match, all comers, standard American targets,

aggregate of best three, scores of 5 shots to couut:
S Schreiber 57 56 56-169 J G Newberry 50 47—97GH Charles 57 57 54-168 W C Gomph. 50 46-96Wm Turner 54 54 54—162 A H Rennie 49 44 - 93
A Sidney 53 52—105 E Allen 47 43-90
A Dormer. . 54 50—104
Match No. 5, Holt's larget revolver match, all comers, and to

revolvers only, 30yds. on the standard American target reduced,
number of shots five, unlimited re-entries allowed, aggregate of
the best three shots to count:
H G Charles 130 J G NewbeTry. . . .125 James H Price. . . 124
Buel C Andrews.. 129 E L Strong 125 E L Hinman 134
H A Parsons. 127
Match No. 6, Third Brigade team match, open to teams of six

commissioned officers or regularly enlisted soldiers from any
battalion or separate company of infantry in the Third Brigade,
200 and 500yds.:500yd! .

Bingbamton Team. 20th Sep. Co.
200yds. 500yds.CW Hinman 19

C W Hitchcock.... J 9
F W L'Amoreaux. .17

John Murphy 16
T M Congdon 31
E S Hoag 31

113

Tenth Battalion Team.
200yds. 500yds.

20-39 C Underwood 30
21-40 J E Roach 11
18—35 OSBvtngton 13
17-33 A H Rennie 21
18-39 WE Fitch 22
19-49 G Rommel 14

113 226 100

18-88
21-32
14-26
30-41
19-41
21-35

113 313

EPHRATA, Pa., Oct. 10. -It having rained on several of our
practice days the members of the North End Rifle Club were
forced to forego their pleasure of target shooting. To-day was a
beautiful day, with little wind, and nine of our boys were on the
range near Ephrata, at an early hour, prepared with abundant
ammunition to make up for lost time. The following scores re-
sulted as the best out of several scores of 10 shots each to each
man. Distance 200yds., off-hand, standard American target:W M Carpenter 8 7 6 7 10 6 6 7 7 6-70
C S Weneer 6 6 8 10 6 10 5 10 10 9-80
L M Wiest 9 7 10 8 6 4 5 6 5 4—64
J A Rtober 6 6 5 5 6 10 3 9 5 5-60
JMSheaffer 7 5 5876338 7-59
MKafroth 30848 5 357 5—48
D B Lefever 3 6 4 3 0 7 3 7 9 3-45W D Winters r. 400738944 4-43
C Konigmacher 4 0 3 4 5 6 3 3 4 8—40
The team meets on Friday afternoon, Oct. 17, for practice.—D.

B. Lefever, Sec'y.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 10.—But nine members of the St. Louis
Pistol Club attended the shoot held last Wednesday; 12J^yds. tar-
get. The score:
Sam Dorman 9 8 8 8 10 9 10 10 10 10—92W Bauer 8 10 10 10 10 8 8 10 7 9—90
a Alt xander 9 6 7 8 10 9 10 10 10 9-88
M Snmmerfield 9 9 10 10 9 10 8 8 10 7—88
J H Chase 8 9 10 10 6 8 7 8 7 6-81
A MnBean 9 7 9 6 5 10 9 10 9 6-80
M Billmeyer 5 7 7 0 10 9 10 8 8 10-80
Hstussell 8 7 8 7 7 8 8 7 8 10-78
WCMackwitz 10 8 9 6 7 9 7 8 3 5-73

A YANKEE GIFFARD.—Norwich, Conn., Oct. 12.—William T-
Chamberlain, the inventor of this city, has thought out a great
many new things, for some of which, the Government hassenthim
patents. Lately he put bis mind on tbe trail of a possible gun that
should out-shoot anything in firearms in the world, and walked
the streets every night for hours di earning about his purpose.
Th ice he thought he bad holed the possible gun in his imagination.
He invented an air gun that would shoot projectiles ten miles, and
a powder gun that would throw dynamite safety. Then he wheeled
about in his thinking and made a loaded projectile that would
fire itself out of any gun two or three miles; but none of the inven-
tions quite satisfied him. So he has thought out a new gun that
is a corker. He calls it tbe ''electric hvdrogen gun." It maybe
fired in three ways. First, Mr, Chamberlain says he sends the pro-
jectile out of the gun with 37,000 '"atmospheres" chasing it; second,
he says he puts 148,000 atmospheres behind the shot; third, he
ea sily and quickly transforms the weapon into an air gun, with a
pregsnre behind the projectile of 1,500 or 3,000 pounds. The gun s

is very simple and very powerful, and it costs almost nothing to
'

Are it. It sends a shot traveling faster and further, Mr. Cbam-
herlain says, than any other weapon. He thinks he sees $200,000
in it.

ZETTLER CLUB, Oct. 12.—The light to-day was anything but
favorable for rifle, practice, but nevertheless those members of
the Zettler Rifle Club who assembled at the C\ press Hill Park
range managed to put up some good scores, especially J. A. Boy-
ken, who as u^ual had the highest average, 215.41, on 100 shots.
During th" contest B. Zettler and V. Steinbach shot a good old-
fashioned 100-shot match, such as in former times contributed so
much to the interest taken in rifle shooting, and which has fallen
in abeyance for some time. As the match was not for blood, Dr.
Beyke.n was allowed to enter, but had to give his two opponents
125 points each. Nevertheless the man from Harlem came out on
top, whiie Zettler held the middle and Steinbach had to pay for
the fun. The score 100-shot match, no restriction to rifle, buti no
holder allowed, 200vds.. German 25 ring target: J. A. Boyken
2,181, B. Zettler 2,113, V. Steinl->ach 2,035. R-gular cluh shoot,
strings of 10, possible 350 points: V. Steinbach 3.934, average 195.50;
J. A. Boyken 2,181, average 218.10; B. Zettler 1,988, average 193. 80
Dressier 1,066, average 167.07; Kohlmetz 174.

THE GIFFARD GUN.—London, Oct. 11.—Mr. Giffard, the in-
ventor of the wonderful gun in which liquiefled gas serves as a sub-
stitute for powder, is now in London. Speaking of his invention
the other day he said: "I won't tell you of the experiments I have
been making at tbe Paris Gas Company for nearly twenty years
for the compression of steam and air and the liquefaction of gas,
but the Giffard gun is the outcome. The French government has
bought tbe rights for the rifle as a weapon of war, and the Colts
have bought the American rights in the patents for £200,000."

TOURNAMENT AT NEWARK.—Thanksgiving week the New-
ark Gun Club of Newark proposes to hold, at its grounds, Erb's
Park, Newark, N. J., a four days' shooting tournament, Tuesday
and Wednesday to be devoted to target breaking, Thursday,
Thanksgiving day and Friday to be ghenup to live bird shooting.
An attractive programme i« being arranged* As soon as tbe
prin ter is through with it, it will be sent out. In ail probability the
cracks at inanimates, those who have acquired a national repu-
tation both in tbe East and the West will be debarred from the
target, contests. .This will give the amateurs a better chanceain
the various events of this oharacter?»»JACOB.PEN3iz» —

THE TRAP,
Scores for publicamn should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to elub
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with elub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 23.—Second Annual Tournament of the Maplewood Gun
Club, at Maplewood, N. J. Open to all. Blueroeks, three sets of
traps. C. W. "Brown. President, Maplewood, N. J.
Nov. 18-19.— Open-to.All Tournament of the Wooflside Gun Club,

Woodside, N. J. Carl Von Lengerke, Sec'y, 843 Broad street,
Newark.

ELLIOT VS. MURPHY.
ONE of the greatest pigeon matches that I have ever had the

pleasure of witnessing was that which rook place on the
grounds of the Carteret Gun Club, at Bergen Point,"N. J., on the
afternoon of Oct. 8. The principals, J. A. R. Elliot, of Kansas
City.and Edgar G.Murphy,of Long Branch, are both well known in
the shooting world. Mr. Murphy for years has been regarded as
one of the best of our amateurs, and with the exception probably
of Mr. Macalister, has no supeiior to-day. Mr. Elliot, or plain
every day Jim Elliot, has been recorded so often of late in tb^se
columns as a winner .that be is known to all. This, he declared

,was one of the hardest matches he bad ever shot, and he fully
sustained bis reputation as a game and nervy single-banded shot.
The conditions of the match were 100 birds each for $1,000 a side,
30yds. rise, 21yds. boundary, gun below the armpit. These were
the rules of the Carteret Club, and as the grounds and surround-
ings were strangers to Elliot, his victory is all the more credita-
ble, and his score of 94 should go on record. The afternoon of the
contest was a delightful one, a^ brisk northwest wind favoring the
birds. The audience, among which were several ladies, was a
select one, being composed of well-known club men and lovers of
the sport. Among those present were Cnas. Willard and J. N.
Robbms. of Chicago; E, W. Davton, Cincinnati; Mr. Henry and
Capt. Money, of England; C. W. Dimiek and Geo. Pushee, of
Boston; Irving Schultze and M. F. Lindslev, W. Fred Quimbv, W.
S. Cannon, Justus Von Lengerke, Chas. Parker, W. L. Colville, H
Folsom, Frank Rogers, Peter Morris. Geo. de Forrest Grant, W.
and C. Floyd-JoDe.s, J. Heber Brtentnall, Fred Hoev, Dr. Knapp,
Fred K. Sands, James Bryer, C. Smith, J. Pentz, C. M. Hedden,
H. White, Miles Johnson, W. L. Force, Geo. Wallace MeGrath
and E. Collins. Tbe match was refereed bv James Bryer, of
Brooklyn, C. Floyd-Jones advising and handling Mr. Murphv,
Elliot "going it alone." At 2:25 P. M. Elliot flipped up a com
in the air, and winning the toss, he decided to go first
to the scorp, or to use his own expression, "to open the
german." His first bird, a rattling left quartering to were r, was
hit bard by both barrels and fell dead inside the 50yds. mark,
but of course was scored lost. Mr. Murphy foRowed suit,
his bird being exactly similar in flight, but if anything a trifle
faster. He feathered him with his lirst barrel, but he sailed on
and out. After losing his first, Elliot did not miss again until his
15th bird, when a right quarterer got away with a clean skin. He
followed with another goose egg on his 16th, and then settled
down to work and made the magnificent run of 34. losing his 51st
dead out of bounds, another one dead out of bounds on his 59th,
and again a cipher on his 70th. He then started in and finished
strong with a run of 80. A total of 94 scored; only (i lost out Of
100, 2 of which were killed within tbe 50yds. mart and 3 within
70yds. boundary. Mr. Murphy, after his first miss, killed 12
straight, the 13th being au unlucky number, for be lbat, dead out
of bounds, a right quartering incomer, that he should have
saved. He then killed 15 straight and lost hist 30th, a right quar-
terer that was a "screamer," Hit with both loads, the bird went
out and fell stone dead 40yds. away. His next, another of the
same flight, was stopped in great style. This was one of the neat-
est of tbe many pretty kills made by both contestants. Mr. Mur-
phy then made a run of 11 straight, losing bis 45th, a right quar-
terer. He then killed 3, and lost the 48th, a right quartering
driver, dead out of bounds; scored another lost in his 63d, a rat-
tling strightaway, and then made his longest run of the match,
23, slipping up on his 86th bird. From this out he killed straight,
not sbooting at his last bird. Both men shot in magnificent form,
and at any stage of the match it was anybody's race. This state of
affairs kept the spectators in breathless suspense, and the winner,
upon killing his last bird, was greeted with a hearty round Of
applause. Mr. Murphy's birds were gathered bv the liver pointer
Phil, Billy Mdls, of Dexter Park, gathering for Mr. Elliot. The
birds, every one of which was dark in color, were an excellent lot,
and only five of them co«ld be classed as duffers, and these were
called. The different style of the shooters was marked. Elliot,
very deliberate, depending most on the first barrel, but getting
the second in when necessary, in quick time. Murphv snapping
the first, the second invariablv following as on- shot. Score:
Elliot 02323222212121001212112212122132212212321111211213

033313 12o223 -')'
,

';:
: : - J 1 1 32122112212312—94

Murphy 0222222222232o22323223 ' r222322032o23
2223332323231' '

"
'21123331332210222222022233 -93

o Dead out of bounds.
Becapiiulation.

Elliott bad 19 straight drivers, 19 right-quartering drivers, 11
left quartering dr'vers, 15 right-quarterers, 8 left-quarterers, 15
straight incomers, 6 right-quartering incomers and 7 left-quarter-
ing incomers. He shot a Greener gun 71^1 bs.. shells loaded with
45grs. of E. C. powder, lj^oz. No. 7 chilled shot; same load for both
barrels.
Murphy had 18 straight drivers, 21 right- quartering drivers, 14

left-quartering drivers, 13 right-quarterers, 13 left-quarterers, 11
straight incomers, 1 right- quartering incomers and 6 left-quarter-
ing mcomers. His gun was a Stephen Grant, 7Ui lbs., shells for
both barrels loaded with 45grs. Sebultze powder, l%oz. No.
shot.
The second match between Elliot and Murphy, if match it can

be called, was arranged late Wednesday evening, following the
grand contest of that afternoon, and took place on the grounds of
the Carteret Gun Club, at Bergen Point, on Friday afternoon fol-
lowing. The conditions, to say the least, were unique, and if the
affair had been known to the public, a large gathering of sports-
men would have been on hand to witness it, for never in the bis-
tory of pigeon shooting had such novel conditions governed a
shooting contest. The friends of Mr. Murphy were desirous of
arranging another match under the same conditions as the first.

Upon the broad shoulders of Elliot is all responsibility shifted for
the novel conditions of this match, it was his match, with the
exception of the 5yds. boundary clause; this was inserted by-
Murphy. If the match bad been shot aN21yds. boundary it would,
notwit hetanding the other outlandish conditions, have born some
resemblance to a shooting contest, and not the game of chance it
really was. The conditions were as follows: The stake $1,000 a side,
each to shoot at 100 birds from 5 ground traps, use of one btii-rel,

30yds. rise— 15\ds. to the left and the same distance to tbe right of
toe original 30yds. score—small stakes had been driven at inter-
vals of lvd., these being numbered 1 to 30. Starting at the com-
mand of the referee, from stake No. 1 at the lelt and walking par-
allel with the traps, the. shooter was expected to pace exactly 1yd,,
no more nor less, the gun being carried squarely upon the shoulder.
Upon reaching the mark designated by a number- d ball drawn
from the pocket of the referee the trap was instantly pulled. The
bird, to be scored, had then to be gathered within 5yds. ot the
trap sprung from. If more difficult or really idiotic rules were
ever known to govern a pigeon contest I have failed to hear of
them. What was gained outside of tbe. stake money and the set-
tlement of side bets was nought. It was not a test of skill, for a
majority of the birds wpre out of bounds with a flap of the wing
long before the gun could be brought from tbe shoulder.
The match was a monotonous one to witness, and if it had not

been for the grotesque positions of the contestants at the score
and the comical expressions of countenance, the affair wonld
have been unbearable. Elliot, much shorter of stature than his
opponent, labored at a great disadvantage in length of arm and
SLtide, and was set back a number of times for not stepping the
requisite yard. His position, carrying the gun upon his left
shoulder, the left arm crossing just beneath bis eyes and the hand
grasping the barrel at the foreend, was a comical one. Murphj 's

position was not near so strained; over 6ft. tall and long of reach,
he had no difficulty in pacing the yard or of grasping the gun
with the left hand. For the first 17 birds be walked jauntily along,
like a soldier on guard, the left arm carried at the side, but goon
seeing the advantages he assumed Elliot's position of grasping i he
barrel of the gun with tbe left hand. The birds were tairiy strong
flyers, few of them lingering at tbe trap; but even when the trap
was known a kiU^eldom followed, a dead out of bounds or clean
miss, in tbe anxiety to get on them quickly, invariably following.
Captain Money, of England, was toe referee, assisted by Mr. J. Von
Lengerke as pace judge. Wally Murphy gathered the birds for
his brother, John Riggott, of Rockaway, N. J., gathering for Mr.
fillip t.- .The scores below, giving the number of-bird and trap* dis-
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tanee walked, direction of flight and distance at which each hird
Was killed, tell t"e story.
L.D , left-quartering drivr. R.D.. right-quartering driver. L.,

left-quarttrer. R.. riebt-qunrterer. L.I., left-quartermtr incomer.
R.L, right-quartering incomer, oDead out o£ bounds. Score:

Direc-
tion. Score.
L. o
11. D. o
Li. ~

R.
°

i 2

L, rt

L.D.

P 8

h 8

a. ;
L. o
R.D.
L.
L.
R.D.
LI.
R.

L.D.
R.D.
I.

L.D.
R.D.
R.

Edgar Murphy.
Dist. Direc- Dist

Yds. Trap. Yds. tion. Score. Yds. Traps. Yds
21 2 L 1 9 SI 9 3 si

2 2 5 rd' 0 52 12 4
3 25 1 is L 53 23 3 tU;

84 g 2 L. 0 M 2 2
9 2 R D. 9 KK00 g 4.

(5 20 4. R T> 0 56 19 3 6
7 6 f. 0 57 19 2 g
g 24 1 5W 1"

D B8 12 4
9 7 4. ii? S. 0 59 29 4

10 29 2 l". 60 14 2
5 5 1/ 0 61 14 3

j3 5 1 ii' R. lv 4
13 14 3 S. 9 68 1 4 ::;

Id 14 2 I. j 64 3 i

15 13 3 s". 0 65 10 4
16 27 R.D. 9 GO 22 3 fit'

21 2 ''/^ S. 67 9 4 7
8

IK 23 a\ R. 9 Do 2 3
1

0

14 8 -.1 R.D. 69 14 3
so 17 J r.d! 9 70 11 3
31 26 2 L.D. 9 71 9 4
';')>

10 2 R, 9 72 jl 2 BtJ;

17 3 4
'

RD. 73 17 3
3 L D." 23 4

SO
26

2 2 R," D* 75 a A

4 3 R.l. 0 76 3 J
g°

'

st? 18 2 s '

'

9
4M 22 1

38 28 5 L1 D q to

79

2 3
29 17 5 R.I. 9 11 4
30 9 2

...

{ I
8*

'

:

>1 17 3 j 9 S3 22 3
32 16 4 R.D. 0 82 % i
33 30 4 R.D. 83 2 1 io'

84 3 5 s. 0 84 9 4 18
35 29 4 4 I. 1 85

86
3 4

33 25 1 L.I. 0 10
22

I 6%
37 18 2 L.I. 0 87 1
38 7 5 R.D. 0 88 8 4
89 5 1 RD. 89 30 2 19
ill 27 3 R.D. 90 14 3 9
41 11 1 I.

1
91 20 4

42 11 1 7 L.D. 6 92 1 2
i8 12 4 R.D. 0 93 12 5
44 11 2

1
R. 94 21 2

45 27 3 R. 95 25 4
40 29 2 1. 1 96 13 3
47 23 1 R.I. 0 97 25 5
48 20 S. 0 98 8 4
40 7 3 R.D. 0 99 11 5
50 27 3 L. 1 100 14 ?*

J. A. R. Elliott.
Dist. Direc- Dist

Yds. Trap. Yds. tion. Score. Yds. Trap. Yds
1 15

"

2 R. 1 51 7 1
2 25 L. 0 2

jgg 12 1 S. 0 53 7 2
4. 15 4 s. 0 54 1 5
K
V 2 1 '4i L. 1 55 1
(J g 3 48 RD. 56 6 4
iy 26 3 L.I. 0 57 6 4

9"'

g
"9

3 16' R.D 58 2
g 20 5 R. 0 59 9 1 70
10 2 4 S. 0 60 5 5
1-4 2 R.D. 0 61 26 4
ii 20 2 R.D. 0 62 17 1

23 4 R, 0 63 25 3 io'
1 13 4 L.D. 0 64 14 3 3
IS 15 5 S. 0 65 28 4
16 j£ 1 L D. 0 66 9 3 80'

1?
J > 22 1 L. 0 67 7 5
1Q
IcS 24 1 R.D. 0 68 13 io'
lit 24 R.D. 0 69
SW1 19 3 R. 0 70 5
fil 4 R.D. 0 71 7 3 5%
99

4 1 S. 0 72 12 3
jjj 2 1 s. 0 73 14 4 io'

24 16 2 i R.I. 74 5
05 30 3 R. 0 75 4 2 7"
26 g 3 H. 0 76 15 5

5 s. 0 77 22 3
28 21 2

7

'

L.D. 78 16 3 i:V
Oil 14 3 R.I. 0 79 23 2
30 18 5 R.D. 0 80 24 5
31 9 5 R.D. 0 81 30 5
82 15 5 R.D. 0 82 4 3
33 7 4 L. 83 11 4 ii'

34 20 5 H. 84 9 1

35 25 3 18 S. 0 85 23 4
36 14 5 9 L.D. 86 22 2
37 15 1 8 R.I. 0 87 25 5
38 15 3 7 L. • 88 3 4
39 14 2 10 L.D. 89 4 3

9''

40 18 1 12 R. 90 6 5 ¥*
41 6 1 L.D. 0 91 6 5 20
42 17 2 L. 92 13 1 7
43 21 1 L. 0 93 10 5
44 15 3 6 R. 94 14 4
45 39 4 L.D. 0 95 22 3
46 10 1 7 L 95 26 1

47 27 1 It I. 0 97 8 3
48 18 4 L.l. 0 68 23 5
49 11 2 L. 0 99 29
50 7 4

7" L. 100 5 3

R.
I.

R.D.
K.L
I.

L.I.
R.l.
I.

R.
R.
L.D.
S.

L.I.
R.D.
L.I.
L.D.
I.

R.D.
I.

R.

tion. Score.
s.

RI.
R.
L.I
L.D.
R.D.
LI.
L.I
R.
L.I.
S.
L.I.
R.D.
L.D.
S
L.D.
R.
RD.
R.
L.D.
R.
L.
I.

L.I.
R.
R.
RD.
L.D.

L.D.
L.
I.
S.
L.D.
S.
L.D.
S.
L.I.
LD.
L.I
R.D.
L.D.
R.D.
S.
S.
LD.
R.D.
L.D.
R.I.
L.D.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

On Monday afternoon the private shooting ground of Mr. John
Hoey, at Hollywood, N. J., was the scene of action of the third,
and by far the most interesting match of the series of three, that
has been concluded betweeu Murphy and Elliot. The party leav-
ing New York on the 11:15 A. M. train of the Central Railroad
consisted of the following gentlemen: Dr. Gr. Knapp, Frank:
Rogers, E. S r'hnlUp, Capt. Monpy, Nat Sinking Dave -Tohnson, W.
S. Cannon, M. W. Mulfoid, T V. Murphy, Jacob Pentz and Assem-
blyman Wm. D. Campbell, of New Jersey. The party was met on
the arrival of the train at Hollywood bv'Fred Roey, Walter Mur-
phy, John S. Hoey, Edgar Murphy, Arthur Wewell, Phil Daly. Jr.,
and other equally as well known sportsmen. Upon invitation of
Manager Fred Hoey, all hands proceeded to the Hollywood Hotel,
where lunch was served. After appetites had been appeased the
party were shown through the lovely little hotel, and then pro-
ceeded to the shooting grounds. Thefe shooting grounds are of
capital order. Owing to the lay of the land the boundary allowed
is but 21yds. The Westminster Club grounds for years have been
recognized as the fastest gro. nds tor the flight of the birds in the
vicinity of New York. They must, however, in the matter of
speed, yield the palm to the new grounds at Hollywood. The
arrangements are perfect for trap-shooting. The traps are pulled
automatically, the trapper not knowing which trap be pulls. The
birds for this occasion were a grand lot of flyers. Of all the 200
shot at, but six refused a flight when the traps were pulled, and
there were but two birds called during the race. At 2 P. M-, the
hour named for the calling of ihe match, a large partv had assem-
bled. Among the Isdy visitors were Mrs. John Hoey, Mrs. John
S. Roey, Miss Murphy. Miss Dougherty and Miss Wallack. In
addition to the gremlemen previously mentioned were noticed Col.
E. Shade Green, Harry Cooper, C. Linwood Shepard, Wm. C.
Peterson, the yacht builder; G-us Wood, J. H. Bobbins, Charles
Parker, Wm. Hughes, Al Heritage, R. V. Disbrow, E. C. Jones, C.
Parks, Leu Huggins and J. Moore.
At 2:05 the referee, Mr. John S. Hoey, called the men to the

score, Elliot leading off. The first 50 were shot in 23m., the
second 50 in 27m., the third 50 in 26m. and the last 60 in just half
an hour, the whole match lasting but one hour and forty-six
minutes. Never has been seen a more gentlemanly race, not a
-jar occurring to mar the harmony of the proceedings. Elliot shot
in most magnificent form, and centered bis birds, whether easy or
hard, with seemingly the greatest of ease. In the use of his first

barrel he was much, quicker than his opponent, and to this fact,
without doubt, does lie owe his victory. His form in this match
was a great surprise to the friends of Mr. Murphy. At the first

match at Bergen Point he gave those that witnessed the contest
.- the impression that he was slow in the use of the second barrel.
The way he cut down his birds to the right and left was a perfect
revelation. Murphy was not in his usual form, owing..no doubt,
as he stated, to a slight indisposition, which had kept him awake
almost -all of the night previous. Nevertheless, his score was a

. good one, more especially as he had a numbpr of birds scored lost

. that were but a few feet over the bonndary line. In the form that
Elliot was shooting there was no man living that had any
license to_beat him. At the conclusion of the .match-Mr. Elliot

thanked the sportsmen of New York for their kind treatment dur-
ing his visit, and promised, if any roatchps could be arranged tocome East in the spring. As an instance of the confidence with
which Elliot shot, itmav be mentioned that just hefore the match
he made a side bet of $250 that he would kill 90 or over, which of
course, he won handily. '

Match at lOD biros, Hurlingham rules. 21yds. boundary, $1,000 a
side. Capt. Mouey, scorer; Assemblyrutu W.D.Campbell, trap
puller: '

JAR Elliot 222222283222221 111 2231222 -25
1 212111 1 2213 3222 332

-

o21 1- 24
210121222212] 21222221 2212—24

^ . 21 22222221 o3o'2ol211i Oo322-20-9?
Edgar B Murph y o22232222?22>,22o22221?222-23

02o1 2221 22222222221 2?o302—21
2ol222222ol220222222l2212 -22
2222022033122222112022223-22-88

Recapitulation.
Of 1110 birds shot at by El'iot, 16 were right quartering drivers,

2b right quarterers, 15 left quartering drivers, 12 left quarterers. 13
straight drivers. 7 right quartering incomers. 6 left quartering in-
comers, 4 straight incomers, and 1 hoverer. His birds scored lost
were the 4ith, a towering right quarterer; 53d. a. twisting right
quartering driver; 86th, a right quartering driver; 83th, another
of the same flight; 90tb. a loft quarterer; 96th, ;iv easy right quar-
tering incomer, and 97th, a fast straightaway. His gun was a
7Wlh. Greener, shells loaded with 45gr. of K C powder and lW>z.
chilled 7H shot.
The flights of Murphy's birds were 23 right quartering drivers

20 right quarterers, 18 left quartering drivers. 7 left quarterers
13 straight drivers, 10 right quartering incomers, 1 left quartering
incomers, and 5 straight incomers. His hirds lost were the 1st a
hft quartering towerer; 18th, a fast straightaway; 26th, a left
quartering driver; 38tb, a twisting straightaway; 47th. a driver to
the right; 49ih, aright quarterer; 52d, a driving right quarterer;
60th, a right quarterer; 64th, another right quarterer; 80th, a fast
driver toyvard the rigtit; 83d. a straightaway, and 95th, a fast
straight, driver. He shot a 7^1b. gun made' bv Stephen Grant,
using 45gr. of Schultze powder and l^oz. of chilled 7 shot in both
barrels. Tee Kay.

ALTOONA SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.
Monday morning Oct. 6 gave us th° first "dampener" in all our

preparations for our tournament. We had advertised to shoot
rain or shine and the rain was pouring down in torrents. Noon
came and plenty of rain with it. Would anybody come? Well
we will go to the depot and see. In rolls "day express" and the
first man we meet is Mr. F. F. Davison, of Allegheny, with a good
delegation from his city, and the next we meet is our jolly friend
A. C. Courtney of Lefever Arms Co. fame. After dinner we took
our guests out to the, grounds and received their praise for the
beautiful surroundings. We indulged in a little practice and
enjoyed seeing the cloud" break and a beautiful, rainbow span theauiumual mountains. On the evening trains came several squads
of new arrivals, noted among whom were J. A. Penn. of Wheel-
ing, W. Va.. Geo. Cochran, Gill Hall. Pa., I. N. Orable. East Liver-
pool, Ohio, Tim Mack. Larimer, Pa.. Crosby of Rraddook, Pa N
A. Hughes and S, C. Steuber of Williamsoort, Pa.
Tuesitay indrning the bright sunshine cheers every one. Even

the hills and valleys seem to rejoice with us. A host of new
arrivals greet us. W. H. Wolstencroft and James Wolstencroft
of Philadelphia,, Harry Thurman of Germantown. A. C. Krueo-er
of Wrightsville, Pa„ E.D. Miller of Springfield. N. J., and others
too numerous to mention are here with guns and all other para-
phernalia for a big day's shooting. By half-past 9 the ball began
to roll, and continued till night without a jar. All moneys were
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. All ties were divided. Targets
were charged extra in each event. The scores follow:
Event 1, 10 singles, entrance 75 cents:W Wolstencroft...1111111111-10 Nichols 0100101110—5

E D Miller 1111111111-10 Hughes 1011011110-7AC Courtney 1011111111- 9 Stueber 1110011010-6
ACKrueger 1011110110— 7 Crabel 0011011000-4
J White 1111101111— 9 Christy 1101111111-9
Cochran 1111111111—10 Clark 1011 100111—7
Penn 1111100111—8 Levensrooi 1000000001-2
Mack.... 1011110110—7 Lowther 0010000010—°
Crosby 1110110111— 8 Thurman 0101111101—7
Event 2, 15 singles, entrance $1:

WickLs 1000U011010101— 8 Crosby 101011111111111—13
J White 01L111111 111011-13 Wolstencroft. .101110111111110-13
Cochran 111111111111110-14 Penn llim011H1110-13
Courtney 111111111110101-13 Crabel 000011010110091— 6
Hughes mniOilOiniO-i.2 Holsinger .... 10i 01001 1 101 111-10
Steuber 100011101111111—11 Bumgardner...l011100l00 rqi01— 8
Christy OllolOlOl 100101— 8 Seifert MontOioor.Oui'O- '

E D Miller 111111111111111- 15 Hollar 111101101111111-13
Krueger 111101111101111—13 Balsinger 110101110001101— 9
Thurman 010111111101111-12 Moller 010110111101101-10
Clark (101111111001101-10 P Miller 100101111101110-10
Ma. k 111111111111110-14 Bishop 010010111001100- 7
Event 3, 10 single- au ,i 3 oairs. entrance. 81.25:

P. Miller. ...0111111101 00 00 01— 9 Thurman .. .0111110111 101010-11
Clark .1101001011 10 On 00- 7 Balsinger. . .0010101010 10 01 10- 7
EDMillei'-inmmi lOlOl.O—13 Young 0001 01 1010 00 10 10-

6

Wickfel 1000100011 10 10 01— 7 Crabel 1001110010 1010 00— 7
J White .. 1111110111 100010-11 Steuher ....1101111111 111111—15
Hughes 1010111 110 00 00 00- 7 Holsinger . . lOllllilOl 10 11 00—11
Mack 111U11110L 10 1010—11 Penn 0111111111 111110—14
Krueger.... 1111101 111 111110-14 Christy ...1110001101 10 0011- 9
Cochran.... 1111111111 101110—14 Rumg.nd'r.loiOllOlll 101010-10
Cour'ney. ..111113111.1 111010-14 Walker 10U011110 1010 01-10
Wolstenc'f tllllOlllll U 11 11—15 L^ng IOO1OIIIOI 10 10 10— 9
Event 4,15 singles, entrance 61.25:

Wolstencroft. 1111 11111101100—12 Thurman 111110101111110-12
Courtney 10101111.1111111—13 Holsinger llloOOlOOlllOOl— 8
Krueger 111111011111111—14 Walker HOlOOniOlllOll- 9
Penn 111111010101111—12 Bumgardner...111000101010111— 9
Mack 011101110110110-10 Long 110101000030111— 7
Crosby 100111111100111-11 P Miller 110111000001111— 9
Nichols 101011100011101- 9 E D Miller. . .111111111111111—15
Crubel 101111110110111-12 Hollar 001101011100011—8
ri.'.u'isty !n;i!inmooj!f!-io ".v.-m ... : 001000- 3
Clark 101010011111010- 9 Wickel 010110101010011-

8

u.-ei^oo 1

. .
lOtoiiiLCiiir.:.:::!.— •; x i-o./L- OlOtmiMffil—12

Lowi her 111100000011011- 8 J White ..111111111011110 -13
Kvent 5, 10 singles, em ranee 75 cents:
ED Miller 1111111101— 9 .1 White 1111111111—10
W H Wolstencroft.1111100111— 8 Christy 1111011010— 7
Orosby 1111100011— 7 Penn 0111H1111— 9
Krueger .1010111010— 7 Wickels OOlfOOOUt- 4
Cochran 1111111111—10 Thurman. . . 1111111011— 9
Courtney U11101111- 9 Werner 1000100101— 4
Bumgardner 1111110111— 9 Grant 111101 1010— 7
Mack 1110111111-9 Haller. 0000000011-2
Yonng 1110011101— 7 Crabel 0101110110- 6
Claik 0010001001— 3 Walker 1101100000— 4
Holsinger 0110111001— 6 Long 1111100010— 6
Pililler 1010110110— 6 Steuber 1101101110- 7
Event 5, 15 singles, entrance $1:

Wolstencroft. .111111111111111—15 Walker 010011110101111—10
Christy OiOiOlHllllOll—11 Mack 1100111111 lllll -13
Holsinger 111111111111111—15 Krueger H11111111U110-14
Bumgardner.. 100J 10001 110011— 8 Cochran 111111111111111—15
Levengood.... 001001111001011— 8 Courtney 111111111111011—14
Lowther OIIOOOIOIIOHOI- 8 Thurman 011010110111101-10
Crosby 11101101100 011—10 E I) Miller. .. .llllllimillll—15
P Miller OlOtlimi 1000 1—10 Hollar OOllOlOOllOOOll— 8
Clark OullllOOl110001— 8 Werner OOlOOOOOOlODhJO— 3
Crabel 110111110111000—10 Wj e k]e. 010U01010100U— 8
Penn 111110111011111—13 Hughes 101011111011111-12
Young 011010101111001— 9 J White 111111110111110—13
Event 7, 15 singles entrance $1:

Penn 1110111111101.11-13 Werner 010010010010000- 4

J White 1111111101 1 10 LI—13 Wickel 011 010 10 '000101—

7

"h..!^ :;u0 .}:;;
j 0Oj;:- > V, D Miller 111111011101111-13

Crosby 011.110111110000— 9 Krueger 111111110011011-12
Young., 110101010101100-8 Hughes 111111011101101—13
Courtney 111110111110111—13 Crabel 101101010001110— 8

Thurman. . . . . .111110111110101—12 Cochran 101UU1 llilllll—13
Balsinger 110 H '1010000011- 7 O'Donnell . .. .OOOOOll 01001000- 4
Christy 111111010111101-13 Lowther 1010I0000101010- 6
Mock 110111111100111-12 Levengood .... 000011111111101-10
Wolstencroft..miliniUllll-15 Bumgardner. ..010111111110000— 9
Grant 11 1101111010000— 9 P Miller 011010110101001— 8

Event 8. 20 singles, entrance $2:

Clark 01131111 110100101100-12 Crosby . ...11111011 111101111111-1S
Cochran.. 1111111101111 i 111111-19 Mack 10101111101101110011-14
Courtney .01111110111111111111-18 O'Donnell 00101110001101001010- 9

Penn..,. ..11111011110110101111-16 E Miller. ,11111111111111111110-19
Steuber... lOilOlOUllllimoll—16 Wickels...11 001011110001110001 -11
J Whi te . .. 1111 1 011111101 111111—1 8 K rueger . . 111111111 01011H1 110—17
Thurman. 11101111111111011111-18 Crabel.... 10111imioimillll-18
Wolsten- P Miller.. 10100011111111111010-14
croft ... 111 111 11 11 111 1 11 1111—20 Werner. . .WlOOOOOOOOlomOOOO- 3

j

Christy... 1110HQ10110101Q0101-12 _ --.._r
. ... ...v.

!

Event 9, 10 singles. 75 cents:
Bishop 0011010001- 4 Balsinger 1100111110- 7
P Miller 1001 '00100— 4 Levengood 01001 11011— 6
Bumgardner 01 100 0111- 6 Thurman 0011001001- 4
Sei'ert 0111111110- 8 Clark 10100H110- 6
E D Miller 111U111U—10 Richards 0000001000- 1
O'Donnell 00001I0U1-5 Spanogle 1001100000- 3
Raller 1001100010— 4 R-ckabaugh 00 0001010— 3
Grant ....... lOnOOllOl- 6 Courtney 1111110111-9
Wolstencroft .Ill 1111111—10 Emery 0100010000- 2
Werner 0100101000— 3 Hughes 1111111011-9
Holsinger 0100 001 10— 4 Crosby Oil 1010100—

5

Walker 0111111010—7 Krueger IIOUIO'01—

7

Young 100000011O- 3 Mack OlOHOillI— 7
Penn HlOOtLlH- 8 Wickels 1111100110- 7
Cochran 1101 11.1010— 7 Kreble 1111000010— 5
J White 110110H11- 8 Crabel 1011110011— 7
Event 10, 10 singles:

Clark OOinmiOl— 6 J White 1111111110- 9
Bishop 1101110100— 6 Kreble lHllOOOni- 6
O' Donnell 0010111010- 5 Crabel 0101010011- 5
Krueger 0111100111— 7 Levengr-od 1011011010- 6
Cochran 10111H011— 8 Balsinger 0100000001— 3
Wolstencrofi 01 r 0 1 10111— 7 Christy IIOOIOHH— 7
Rickahaugh 0110100000— 3 Thurman 0111111110- 8P Miller 1111111110— 9 Soanogle. 1000101010— 4
lirant 101)0111100- 5 Hughes 1111101111— 9
Beifert 0010101001— 4 Huber 0010110111— 6
&»TOay 00110' 1010- 5 Richardson 1011000000- 3E D Miller 11 11111111-10 Crosby 1H1110111- 9
Oourtney 11 V 101111- 9 Mack 1111011100— 7
Penn... HllllillO- 9 Emery 0100001100- 3
Event 11, 15 singles, $1 entrance:

I lV,
b
j.
fE

: 111111111101111-14 O'Donnell 111110111100110-12
E D Miller . .

.
.llOlllinilllll-U Wolstencroft. .111111111111111-15

Penn 111111111111 1 10—14 Crosby 111101111100101-11
Christy 110011100111010— 9 Grant 001010001111111— 9
Clark 111101111011100 -11 P Miller 101100001111100- 8
Cochrane ,101 1Ulllllllll—14 Bumgardner. .111001111000111—10
Courtney 111101111111110-13 Levengood. .010«00001111011— 7
Bishop 110111000001110- 8 McKee 110111111101101—12
Knehel 1 01111 00011 1 101 —10 Thurman 1 1101111 C00 1101—1

0

Crabel 011111111100110-11 Krueger 101111111011011—12
Event 12, 10 singles, entrance 75 cents:

Hughes 0111111101— 8 P Miller 1110100011— 6
Thurman 1101011010— 6 Grant 1001111101— 7
Wolstencroft 1101111111- 9 Cochran 0111110100— 6
Steuber 1010101101— 6 Davison 1111110011— 8
Courtney OlllHUll— 9 Crosby 1010111111— 8
Krueger llllllllll—10 Knebie 1101110011— 7
S White 1111111111-10 Christy 1111111111-10
Clark 1100110001— 5 Young 0010100101— 4
Penn 0111011111- 8 O'Donnell 0000011000— 2
Evans 1011010101—6
Event 13, 10 singles, en ranee $1:

Wolstencroft 1111111111—10 Christy 1101101101— 7
Courtney H11111011— 9 McKee 1111111011— 9
Kwieger 1111101111— 9 Crosby lOlllOHOl— 7
J White 111II01110— 8 Clark llillOllOl— 8
Cochran 1111110111—10 Miller lOOlliOOll— 6
Thurman 1100111111— 8 Grant 1110101011- 7

TFec7nesdoi/, Oct. 8.

The morning of the second day dawns upon us bright and cheer-
ful, but other circumstances are not so flattering. Where are the
shooters? Yesterday we had at least 50 who had come to shoot. A
large number did not. participate for the same reason that they
are not to be seen to-Oay. To save space here I will request the
readers of the Forest and Srrbaji to refer to that very excellent
report of Al Bandle's shoot by E. Hough in the issue o'f Sept. 18.We have never had the pleasure of having Mr. Hough here, but
his article tells us that if the shooters all over the country were
like him, trap-shooting would be gaining ground each year, which
alas! is not the case. We know of dozens of telegrams that were
sent out by shooters to their friends who intended coming advis-
ing them not to come.
Unless shooters are better classified in the future than they are

at present, and some means provided by which professionals can-
not drop down and take the money that should go to the lower
class, tournaments will go down hill until they will be a thing of
the past. The rapid-firing system, as it is practiced to-day, can
never stay. It is too mechanical; and the position of the gun as
practiced in both live and inanimate target shooting is to cow-
ardly to he called sport. We must get back to the old way of
fee's-ning the butt of the gun below the armpit until the bird is on
the wing if we want to be practical shooters. Following is the
second day's scores:
Event 14, 10 singles, entrance 81.25:

Cochran 1111010111— 8 Holsinger 1100001010— 4
Crabel H101U001— 7 Walker 1110110001— 6
Steuber 1110111C01— 5 Seifert 0110011111— 7
Clark 10011U011— 7 Bumgardner 0010101101— 5
Orosby 011011.1111— 8 Haller 1101010100— 5
Penn 0111110110— 7 White 1011111111—9
Thurman 0011001111— 0 EDMiller 1110111111— 9
Courtney 1110111111— 9 Wolstencrcf t 1111111111—10
Huphes 1001111101— 7
Event 15, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Penn 111111111111111—15 Courtney 111111101111011-13
Clark 01111110 001011-10 Seifert 001001111110001- 8
Bolsinger. 001100001111001- 7 CrabeL 011 Ofi 010111110—10
J White llIllllllllini-15 Cochran 101110111011111-12
Wolstencroft. 111111101111111—14 Hughes 111001110101101—10
Crosby 111111111111111—15 E D Miller 111111111111111—15
Thurman 111111111101110—13 Christy 101111011101100—10
Event. 16. 20 sinele^ entrance S2:

Penn llilllll 1111 101 11 101 -18 Thurman . lllllO'lllllOOlll 101-16
White.... 10111 1 1 1101 1 1111 111 1—IS Cnur ' ney .1.1111 101 11 1 110111111-18
Clark 11 1110001110101 101 11—14 Cochran.

, 1 1 01 01110100111 ' 1111—15
Crabel ...10011001110111111011—14 E DM llerllllll 11111 111011111—19
Christy . ...11110000101111110010 12 Wol3l'nc'tllllllllllllllllllll-20
Crr shy... .11111111011111111111-19
Event 17, 15 fingle«. entrance 81.50:

LeveDeood ....101011111101111—12 Crabel 111111101101101—12
Balsinger 1 00 i 000 HI 01111— 8 Cochran miOlOOll i 011 11—10
Clark 111011111100111—13 ED Miller 111111011111111—14
Wrhue 111111100111111—13 Wolstencroft. .111110111101101—12
Penn 1 1 111 11 j 1 1 1 11 10—14 Huebes 101010111111110-11
Crosby 111111101110111-13 Walker 010101001011111- 9
Thurman 101111110111001-11 Seifert 111111011 100100-10
C ou r tn < y 11 1111111 011 011—13 Steuber lllll lllllOlOOl—13
Eveut IS, 15 singles. S3 entrance:

J Wnite 111111101101101-12 Courtney 011111111111111—14
Penn 1111 1 11 01P 00 1

1-12 Cochran 111111111111101—14
Balsinger 1(010001110001- 8 Levengcod — 111110111101111- 13
Clars 110010101111111-11 Wolst-ncroft. .111111111111111—15
E D Miller Ulllllllll 1111—15 Crosby 111111011111110-13
Crahei 1111011011 10111—13 Christy 011011011111101—10
Thurman .. . .10) 01 011 1001111—10

H.ve- 1 19, 10 singles, en 1 ranee 81:
JWhite 1111101101- 8 Bumgardner ..1101101010- 6
Penn 1111011111-9 Holsinger 1011110110— 7
t: D Miller 1110101111— 8 Levengood 1011001100— 5
Clark 0111011110- 7 Crosby 11 1 0101011—

7

Crabel 1010011111— 7 Seifert UullllOll— 8
Balsinger 0100011100- 4 Heller 1000010110-4
Thurman 11101 100H- 7 Cochran 1111110110- 8
Courtney Ill 1011111- 7 Wolstencroft 0101111111- 8
Event 20, 15 sineles, emrauce $1.50:

E D Miller 111101011111111—13 White 110111111011111—13
Penn 111111111011011-13 Wolstencroft.. 10111 1101111111—13
Crabel ...llllllllllOiOll—13 Thurman 111111100101011—11
Clark 111111001111110-12 Courtney 111111011011111-13
Event 21, 4 live birds, entrance $2:

Wolstencroft 1111-4 Hughes 1111—4
Thurman 1221 - 4 Holsinger 1212—4
Clark 2108-3 Walker 2011-3
J White ..1111-4 EDMiller 1110-3
Christy 2121—4 Sprankle 0111—3
Steuber 2 '00-3 Bumgardner 2102-3
Event 22, 10 singles, entrance $1.25:

Clark 1110111011—8 Wolstencroft 1111111111—10
J White 11101 - •

. Haller 1100101010— 5

Christy IOIOIIOIOI-6 Thurman 1111111111-10
E D Mille r Ill 1 11 111 0-9 Courtney 11U111110- ,9

Event 23, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:
Clark 1010111J.11-S Thurman 1111110111— 9
EDMiller .1111111110-9 J White 1010111111— 8
Chris'y 1110100110-6 Wolstencroft 1111111111—10
Event No. 24, 10 singles, unknown angles and traps, entrance 81:

J White 1011100110-6 E D Miller 1111111111—10
Thurman 0111101111—8 Anderson 1100101100— 5
Clark 1100110011-9 Christy 0100011101— 5
Our programme cahed for more live bird events, but owing to

the warm sultry day the birds were too slow to make the sport in-
teresting.
A number of our guests desired to go grouse shooting on Thurs-

day and although some of the party, for whom all arrangements
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had been made, suddenly disappeared, we had an exceedingly
pleasant time among these warv residents of the forest.

NOTES.
Harry Thurmau is a good wing-shot, but he cannot fait a bird

when it is perching.
Mr. F. F. Davison helped us in the management and a more

cool-headed and efficient gentleman for this purpose cannot be
found anywhere.
Harry Thurmau's shooting blouses were very numerous. The

bovs all like ihem.
Brother Courtney is not only a good shot but a hustler as well.

If the Lefever Arms Company don't sell guns on his route it is not
his fault.
Harrisburg's delegation was conspicuous by their absence.
We won't use live birds at our next tournament.
Shoot iho rapid-firing system. President Clark braced himself

over his dog 1

" point Thursday and hollowed ''pull." What do jpu
think of this? He then apologizes by saying he was "in fun."
Don't believe him.
The number of entries compares very favorably with tourna-

ments all over the country. Next year wo will have more.
Altoona, Pa., Oct. 11. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y.

CHICAGO.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 11.—Mr. Lew Harrison of Minneapolis passed

Ihrough here a day or so ago on his way home from the Dunellen
shoot. He was with the Kansas City double-geared phenomenon,
Jimmy G A. R, Elliott.

If the Chicago—Kansas City return match is shot at Kansas City
early in November as is expected hem. Mr. Elliott and Mr. R. R,
"Wadsworth" of this city will probably have a 100 bird" go on
the side for the Championship Cup on that, occasion. Mr. "Wads-
worih" will probably shoot 100 birds with Mr. Macalester, thenot'd
Eastern amateur, if that gentleman is present as a guest of the
Washington Park Club at a date this winter, as it is anticipated
he will be.
The gossip here now is that Kansas City will demur to a team of 20

men, and will ask for a team of 10. This, it is thought by the leaders
of the 'earn movement here, they can not under the terms of t heir
former w tit ten aereement request, and there are whispers of 20
men or nothing. If Kansas City has not so many as 20 pigeon
shooters, she ought, as a matter of courtesy and concession, which
well become her now, to select at the very lowest number 15 men
to meet the Chicago visitors, while it, would be unwise to state any-
thing as settled which is not ye» so, it is not a risky guess to make
that Che race, if shot at all, will be with not less than 15 men a
side, and perhaps not. less than 20.

At the meeting of last week it was thought that some shooters
were omitted from the preliminary team who should have he' n in-

cluded. At a meeting held at the Sherman House last night, the
following were added to Hip preliminary team: Messrs. J. M. Hutch-
inson. E. M. Sleek, S. M. Booth, V. Hoffman, D. G. Cunningham,
W. W. Foss, A. M. Hoffman, A. W. Beeves, J A. Saxton, F. A.
Place, Tony Dominb-o, Gib Harris, F. Willard, Ed. Price, John
Heiland, Joe Card, W. H. Haskell, J. C. Donald, Chas. Kern, F.
H. Lord, A. T. Loyd, C. S. Wilcox, W. T. Johnson, Chas. Marriz,
J. A. Gardner. W. L. Wells. The board of management was also
instructed to add to the list any further names of shooters who
may have got, away, aud it, is hoped that after a little everybody
will be satisfied, or at least everybody elected. The sifting out. of
the final team, however, who are to defend the Thermopylae of
Chicago and come back victorious or on a shutter, will be left to
the wisdom of the 30 men first elected. A practice shoot at 15 birds
is ordered for next Wednesday at which 50 or 60 or so of the team
are expected to be present. Kansas City may not have over 10
shooters, but Chicago ha,s, so to speak, shooters to throw at the
birds. There are plenty of man here who are panting to get a hack
at the wicked and lightniuglike 1 Kansas City driver." E. Hough

WATSON'S PARK.
BoRNStHii. Ill,, Oct. 7.—The following is the score made here

to-day hy toe Chicago Gun Club, at, 12 live pigeons. 3uyds. rise,

SOvds! boundary, Illinois State rules, for their handicap modal:
GKIoinman. ..'.112111211111 12 KSIwk ...21.2212012122-1]
R B Wadswo rth .

101 131 222121 -11 AW Reeves 121122110110-10
M J Ei e h 12121 .'1121 1 1-12 .1 Watson 101211112221—11
H Kle1nm.au 1122110111.21-11 C H Smith 101021212011-9
H Balers 001121212211—10 W H Skinner 1111121,21111-12
Tie won by Eic.h. Mr. Skinner is not a club member.
Same day," at 25 Peoria blackbirds, for medal;

Henry Kle inman 1111111111 000003 0111 11 11 1-19
RB Wadsworth 11011111110.11011111110011-20

M J Eieh 000100010w.
Geo Kleinman 101 110100111 11 1101 1111011—19
Ed Sleek ..linOllllllllllJlllllllll—24
C H Smith OOOOOlOOOOllOOOfJlOOlOlOOO— 7W H Skinner liOOOllOllOllOllllOlllOH—$

Oct. JO.—The following is the score made here to-day by the Gun
Club of Chicago, 10 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, Illinois State rules,
for club medal:
R B Wadsworth . . . .1221311110-9 J E Phillips 1211211111—10
F Willard 0121110220-7 E Steck. 218221 1222-10
L Willard 1222001212 -8 B Rock 1111001221— 8
On tie Phillips won.
At 20 Peona blackbirds same day, for medal:

F WH1 ar« id 1 01 1111111 111111 111— 1<S ESteck.. 11111111111111111101-19
Wad sw'thOl 1111011111111111 11-18 B Rock .. .11111 ! 1111 11 101 10110—17
L WillardnnOlUimillOllll-lS J Phillips. 1101()1111(I10H)]|]111 15
Oct. 11 —The following is the. score mado here to-day by the Pull-

man Gun Club, of Pollman, at 10 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, SOyds.
boundary, Illinois State rules:
O Sleet 2202221 220 -8 A Schutfler 0201010101—5
C Williams 0221221112—9 McConnell 201121 IU 1-9
Joe Fliun 1002001211—0 F Teeple 0121210021 7
Jas Flinn 0120220OO1-5 L Pickett ]2U101':022—

7

J Cull 2021100100-5 W Dallyn 0110111122—

H

R Ruusten 2212110220—8 Vau Delow 2222212001—8
GFieldhouse 0121121200-7 J Ward 1001021221—7
G Gardner 0 11222021—8 W Walpolo 2211221101-9
Miss and out on 9: Williams L Conuc.il 0, W'»lpole 3, a"d won.

On i<: Delow and Runsten 0, Dallyn 4, Sleet 10, Gardner 11. and
won. On 7: Pickett and Fieldhouse 0, Ward 2, Teeple 3, and won.

Ravelrigg.

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.
UTICA, N. Y., Oct. 13-BdHor Forest and Stream: At the last

convention of the State Sportsmen's Association, held at
Lyons, a committee was appointed to arrange a programme and
make rules under w hich the next meeting will be held. The com-
miltee will meet for that purpose in R' me. on Oct. 27, and as one
of the members of that committee 1 shall be only too glad to re-
ceive suggestions from soortsmen in regard to the matter. Now
brother sportsmen, don't wait until you get to Rome next year
and then "kick" on the arrangements, but put jour ideas on
paper as to how the next shoot should be conducted and send
either to the chairman ef the committee or to the undersigned,
who will see to it that; every communication or suggestion is laid
before the committee and acted upon. Now brothers Richmond,
Hadley and all other "big talkers," come to the front with your
ideas and assist the committee. Henry L. Gates.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 10. —A live bird match for $ 100 a side took
place to-day between Ed. Spencer, of Carrollton, JUL, and Jas. E.
Hagerty. About 50 enthusiasts were present to witness the battle
for supremacy and enjoyed t lie affair throughout. Spencer was
(strong in the beginning, but weakened toward the end. Hagerty
was just the re 'verse. Ho lost his first two birds, and it was gen-
erally remarked that Spencer would have a walk-over, bat Hag-
erty pulled himself together in the latter part of the match and
shot strong. 100 live birds. Hurlinghatn rules:
Hagerty 001111121111101 H2021212122122212ri212112212H0ia

2121H20oa221 l3.v.ll212il2!llJ2i22!21 i2ii:t 111211122—93
Spencer 11 1 1212211 ! : 2;.' 112111 lo2220100I I U 1 21 221 1 010 1 211121

1102121221121 01 21 12 1.112211122 1112201320 112221U11 1 —90
Unsgr Fritz.

FREEPORT, III.., Oct. 8—There will be a shooting tournament
at Free-port, 111., Nov. 5 and G, at live birds and inanimate targets.
Programmes all ready. The shoot for the diamond badge is open
to all. For programmes send to C. E. Gaboon, Freeport, 111.

MONEY—DALY.—A match has been arranged between Capt.
Money, of England, and Phil Daly, Jr., of Long Branch, to take
place at Hollywood, on Tuesday, Occ. 21. The conditions will be
Hurlmgham rules, 21yds. boundary, 50 birds a man, for $250 a side.

CLASS-KLEINZ.—Frank Class, of Pine Brook, N. J., and J.
Frank Kleinz, the well known wmg-sliot, of Philadelphia, Pa.,
are to shoot a 100 bird race at White Plains, N. Y., Thorsday
afternoon, Oct. 23. The rules governing will be Hurlingham,
a,nd is for $250 a, side.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, OCT. 11.—Ten blue-
rocks, 50 cents entry:

1 2 3 h 6 6

Sigler G 8 10 8 9 9
Johnson 8 10 10 9 6 10
Hathaway (i 9 8 5 9
Hunt 8 8 8 .. .. ..
Englewood. 6 9 8 7 8 6
Collins ..6 8 8 8 7 ..
Tatham 6 6 6 5 5 5
Sunderman..... 8 7 7
Osrerhout, 7 8 6 5 6 2
Livingston 8 9 8 7 10 .

.

Nictiols ,. , 3 2 6 7 7
Sweep 1, 4 live birds, $2 entry:

Sigler 1121-4 Englewood 0223-3
Johnson.. 1111-4 Collins 2101—3
Mead 1111-4 Tatham 02 1-3
Hathaway H'10-2 Livingston 1H3-4
Hunt... 0022—2
Sweep 2, same:

Sigler 1011—3 Englewood 1122-4
Johson 1101-3 Livingston ...1101—3
Mead . 1212-4 Hunt 1 201-3
Ha'haway 1211—4
Sweep 8, same:

Sigler.....' 0101—2 Livingston 1122- 1

Johnson 0111-3 Mead 3101-3
Hathaway 2100—3 Hunt 1222— i

Englewood 2111-4 - Collins 1202—3
NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 11.—One of the best, live bird matches

ever seeji in Newark took place at John Erb's t is afternoon be-
tween Charles M. Uedden a* d Robert ^chraff ; the conditions
being fifty live birds each, under Hurlingham. rule?, for 850 a side
and the birds. The day was good, the wind and crisp air causing
the birds to fly lively enough to please the most exacting shooter.
Heddcn, who belongs to the Newark Gun Club, is one of the what
expert as well as one of the oldest t<ap shots in the State, while
Schrafft, who belongs to the Mutual Gun Club, is wholly inex-
perienced in match shooting, and had never shut a fifty-bird race.
Be is a cool shot, however, and excels at single-barrel work. The
match whs called at 3: 9 (J, Schrafft leading off with a splendid first-
barrel kill. Hedden doing likewise. At the end Of the twenty-fifi h
round Schrafft. wa,s two birds behind, and he was on able from
that time on to improve his position, though he did some very
brilliant shooting. The race was the hottest ever fought by Mr.
Hedden. Chris. Reinhart officiated as referee and his decisions
were not questioned. The full score of the match follows:
Hedden, 30yds. ...111 2 211011121113 2 12112111

21222102211 3 211323210221 2—47
Schrafft, 28yds. ...10 11121111121 111121110 101

111112 1 2 1110 2 12113201101 1-44
Hedden used bis second barrel twenty-two times, Schrafft used

his second barrel nine times. Each man lost one bird dead out, of
bounds.

TORONTO, Oct. S.-The fifth annual shoot of the West Toronto
Junction Gun Club was held yesterday at Blea's grounds. The
weather was very disagreeable, but the shooting was good, as the
score will show. The following is the score at 15 live pigeons
each, 20yds. rise, use of both barrels:

First Class.
PYv'akefield 15 E Brown 14 J Douglas 13
C Charles -15 W Mc Dowall 14 J Townson 13W Dodge 15 R Black. 13 D Blea 13
G Ii Briggs 11

Second Class.
CHinton 15 W Smith 12 S Rice 10
C Kemp 13 E Dollery 11 T Boswell 10
DC Walton 13

Third Class.W Blea 14 E Gabel 11 G Oakley 10
The shoot was continued to-day. The weather was fine and the

birds went like rockets. The shoot-off in the first class was one
of the finest displays ever seen in the Dominion, Briggs killing 13
straight birds at 32yds. rise In shooting off the ties 'of 15 in' the
first class Charles won; ties of 14, Briggs; ties of 13, Douglas.
In the second class the results were: O. Hi 11 ton first, D, C. Walton
second. C. Kemp third. In third class W. Blea, Jr., took first.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Oct. 11-Nicetown Kennel and Gun
Club. Weekly club shoot. Shoot at bluerocks. 3 traps, 16yds. rise,
shot under the Amerean Shooting Association rules:
Walker .11110100101.1010- 9 E David 1)0111111101101—12
Pratt 0100001000 — 2 E David lOlOOUIOlllolO - 9
Fell OOOMOOIOO —1 Cummins 10010110] 00011 1- 8
S Reeves llOOOlUOHOlll-10 W Ulary mioiimo - 9
E David 0101 1111111 011 1—12 Sherwood 01101 —3
Cnmmings ...-1U1001 10101010 - 9 Brey 11111110110 — 9W Ulary i- HOI 1001111111 1-12 Mohr OHIO —3
Sherwood 01101 1001110111—10 Cummins 1011001 —4
Brey 001000100111100- 6 Reeves 1110911111 — S
Mohr IIOOIOOOIIIIOIO- 8 Sherwood 01 II 01 11111 101 —1.1
Match at 8 single bluerocks: Brey 2, Cummius 2, Da,vid 3, Ulary

3. Ulary won tie for first, Brey for second.

CLEVELAND, Oct. 9.—With a mild afternoon, a clean sky, and
no breeze, the members of the Cleveland Gun yesterdav m ule one
of the worst average scores on record. The clay birds flew ni-ely,
the traps worked well, and the guns seemed 10 be ail righ , but
the eyes of the shooters were out of focus. A. border of g.vae eggs
encircled the club house and still there were a few left over for
another day. The, first twentv-five birds was the regular club
shoot and W. H. Tamblyn and Fritz tied on 2,2, the latter winniug
on rhe shoot-off. This gave first budge to Fritz and I. O. Jones
won the second badge. The score of the gun and club shoot fol-
lows, the handicap being added in each instance:
Sweetman 48 W A Tamblyn ... ,H Wherry 58
LO Jones., 41 A B Jones 37 Rudolph 43
Night 40 Baker... 37 Cafban withdrew
Fritz 47 Bloom 43 Martin— withdrew
TINE IRON WORKS, Pa., Oct. 13.-The long talked of match

between Jackson wal Club and the Pine Gun Club was shot at
Erb's on the 4»h for a supper. The match was at 10 Keystones.
Jaclcsonwal Club: F. Wentzel 5, J. Gee liters, A AdViha 5: total
15. Pine Gun Club: J. F. Dierolf 8, S. H. Schacfer 3, T. .1 Dierolf
3: total 13. The returu match will be shot at Jacksouwal on the
2oth of this montn. 4 men on a side. Then they shot sweepstake
matches, 50 cents entrance, 3 moneys in all matches. Totals lor
the four matches:
J Dierolf 1 8 7 5 T J Dierolf 4 6 5 5
A Adams 2 3 2 2 W Heister 3 4 4 5
F Wentzel 6 5 7 6 S H Schaeffer . , ... 0 4 2
JGechter 6 4 6 7
In third match ties of 7, J. Dierolf won. In fourth match ties

of 5, T. J. Dierolf won.
BROOKLYN, Oct. 9.—The Unknown Gun CJub held its regular

monthly shoot at Dexter Park, Long Island, to-day. Fifteen
members were present, each shooting at seven birds. I. Hyde and
R. Brown were, tied for first prize, and in the shoot-off Hyde won.
Second prize was divided between Plate and Vaghts. The con-
dition oi the shoot, was that the bird must be killed with the first

barrel. Tfie second barrel is used to count a lost. bird. The score:
Regular shoot at 7 birds each man: Liemering 5. Rankin 3, Van
Staden 2, B r>yle 3, Vr ome 4, Knebel. Sr. 3, Vaghts 6, Brown 7,

Howard 4, Hyde 7, Schumacher 4, Gilman 4, Bie> man 2, Plate 0

RED BANK, N. J., Oct. 10—The fine weather attracted a large
attendance to the weekly shoot, of the Riverside Gun Club this
afternoon. The summary follows: First event, 10 singles.- Ed.
Throckmorton and David Belshaw 8, Ed. Cooper, Dr. W. Whit-
more and Fred Beale 7, Ivins 6, A. Whymer and John B. Bergen
5, James Cooper 4, D Slocum 3, Geo. Longstreet and John Cooper
3. Second event, 10 singles: Ed. Throckmorton and Ivins 9, Ed.
Cooper 8, Whymer and John Cooper 6, Beale 5, James Cooper and
Bergen 4, Longstreet and Whitmore 3. Third event, 10 singles:
John Cooper 10, Throckmorton 8, Ivins 7, James and Ed. Cooper
and Beale 6, Whymer 5. Final event, 5 pairs: Ed. James and John
Cooper 8, Throckmorton 5, Whymer 4.

WORCESTER, Mass., Oct. 8.—Yesterday there was a meet of
the Worcester Sportsmen's Club at Ooal Mine Brook range, This
was the first meet during the open season. The principal
event was the continuation of the contest in the merchandise
race. Each man had a possible 25 clay-pigeons, the work of each
follows: Gilbert J. Rugg 23, E. T. Smith 19. M. D. and A, 8. Gil"
man each 18, W. R, Dean 17, Wm, L. Davis, Geo. Adams, H, D,
Jourdan and A. R. Bowdish each 10, He^ry W. Webber 15, Chas.
Compton 14, E. T. Whittaker 12. E. F. Swan 11, E. S. Koowles 8,

C. H. Howe and H. W. Brown each 6.

faclftinij.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has deaeript! ve illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leffingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nan.it," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent, authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

A THOUSAND MILES IN A NAPHTHA LAUNCH.
TUB VOYAGE OF THE MTRA PROM tfERNANDINA. TO KEY WEST.

BY CAPTAIN CLARENCE ANDREWS AND CHIEF
ENGINEER ELWOOD "BILLY" HOFER.

[Concluded from Paae %ZS.~\

APRIL 3.—All is ready. Supplies and gasoline enough for two
weeks on board. We carry 185 gallons of the latter with us,

which we hope.will take us to Miami, a distance of 350 miles. We
engage a man named Phelps, who lives at Marco, to pilot us as far
a° that point. Are off at 11:30; day fair, wind hign from S.W.
Opposite Saoibel Lighthouse we run inio a heavy sea. and find it
necessary to stop under Ihe lea of the shore until the wind
moderates or changes its directio-i. At 4 P. M. we try again to
gain 'he opposite shore, and mike Matanzas Inlet in one li^ur,
though we rind a dangerous crossing and narrow escape from
being swamped. We anchor in this quiet pass for the night, pray-
ing for an easterly wind. Wo are much discouraged to find that
an open boat is ho much at the mercy of the elements. Tne direc-
tion of the wind is a most important factor that we now have to
deal with; without a favorable one (from the land) we can do
11 > thing. By much patience and perseverance we made Key
West, but it took us two weeks to do what could be done in three
or four days were our boat, decked over. The soft mooDb'ght
would have charmed our distressed spirits, bad not the mosquitoes
and band-flies made havoc with our rest, in spite of cheese-cloth
bars, which bar nothing, although called "Florid a life preservers."
April h.—The wind seems favorable from where we are anchored

and at 7 A. M. we make for the Gulf, but the waves are too high
for us. and we have to turn about and scamper back, There is
an in- ide route, however, through E»tero Bay and we take that;
pass mangrove islands and schools of porpoises, picking our way
carefully be fween sharp oyster beds and sandbars. At 10 A. M.
we reach an outlet to the Gulf and « e anchor here, row over to a
narrow strip of sand, which forms a breakwater from the heavy
sen. and breakers, gather some pretty shells and shoot a few shore
birds, which the natives dignify by the name of '-plover;' 1 small
as they are they prove very giod and a welcome addition to our
larder- The wind is increa-ing and we decide to remain in this
quiet harbor. If we had some miUet or fiddlers for bait we
might fish. We sail hack a little distance and anchor opposite a
cabin, pay a vhit to the Portugese owner to ask for some; but
this devout fisherman informs us I hat it being Good Friday he
would not dare to catch any. He says that some t ime ago a terri-
ble calamity occurred on this day, that the heavenly laws are un-
changeable; although here we have different presidents and
rulers, "up there" it is always the same. So we are bound to fol-
low his example and drowse away the day in idleness. We catcb
a to a.rine catfish, however, for supper. A handsome fish and not
bad ea' ing.
April 5.—The wind has not sliifted and we are here for another

day, still within sight, of Sanibel light. Our Portugese friend
"Agoust" brings some mullet and we row over to a group of man-
groves, through whicn runs a. channel. The tide is naif flood and
the "Silver King'" ought to be seeking his customary meal. I cast
my bait and retire into the shade about 30yds. off; do not wait
long before I have a bite; the reel spins round rapidly, then stid-
denly c ases, and on rewinding I find bait, hook and snood are
gone, probably seized by a ,iew fish. These fish have a habit of
sinking into holes as soon as they feel the hook and remaining
there wedged in by rucks on the edges of which the line is cut.
The damage repaired, in less than a half hour the reel clicks
again, and this time the line tightens out horizontally. I play
my fish, until the entire line 13 exhausted, and myself nearly so.
Tne skiff is bcinsr towed against the tide; when' my antagonist
loosens his grip 1 wind in as rapidly as possible, but as soon as I
can see the silver gleam of the tarpon scales, the lino, breaks and
he is off! Although unsuccessful in my fishing, I can well under-
stand the excitement of the sport, once you have your fish secure
at tlie end of the line, and are being towed out to sea, speculating
upon the nature of the monster towing. It may be a shark, a
dolphin or a tarpon; if it is the latter you have the additional
pleasure of returning homo and bragging about your success.
In the afternoon we amuse ourselves picking oysters off the

trees. They are very palatable and cluster around the. hanging
branches of the mangrove. They are cnlled "coon" oysters be-
cause the coons are supposed to delight in them and keep a stone
hidden near the beds in place of an oyster knife.
April G.—We wake early to find the wind off Fbore, and hurry

through breakfast in order to take advantage of it, Sail through
the inlet which is near San Carlos Pass, but not on ihe map. at
7:15; weather equally, but sea calmer; make for Hickory Pass, due
south. At 12 pass Naples, where there is a hotel for winter tour-
ists, a long duck and a sandy bnach, but no harbor. Along the
coast until 2:15, when we enter the beautiful harbor of Marco,
about 35 miles from Estero Bay. and tie up alongside the wharf
and store of W. D CoUier. Although Sunday, the store is open,
A fine harbor, with many inlets and smaller bays; a good but

winding channel, affording an inland pas-age, staged out as far
as Capo Sable. It is now being thoroughly surveyed by Mr. J.
Hei-L-esheimer, the author of most of the Florida co sr charts, who
is here with the U. Survey ship Flirt. Captain Collins takes us
to visit his large cocoanut grove, one of fie handsomest in toe
State. It extends around the bay to the Gulf along a s .nd beach.
Au ideal lovers' walk, and we notice it is properlv appre'dated hy
several couples in the moonlight. We also call on Mr. Oollins'3
fath r, although the Captain will not accompany us; there is a
feud between them, and for years they have not spokeu nor
crossed each othei 's land. As both have their docks and schoon-
ers, they do not seem inconvenienced by their family quarrel.
The. old gentleman's house is back of bis son's, about 200yds. away,
and surrounded by an astonishing variety of trees, an incomplete
list of which 1 give: Sapodilla, alligator pear (in great quanti-
ties), sugar apple (sivetjt sop), sour sop, banana, dace, mulberry
and cocoanut, ires, papau, lime, orange, "mammee." oleander,
fig, royal punciaua, guava. Also many trees familiar to the
North.
Mr. Colpns 2>cYc, a stalwart man of 70, meets us in his house, a

one-story wooden structure wile a hall in the center, and four
passages radiating from it' at right angles, each end open nd
covered with mosquito bars. He takes gr»at, pride in showing us
his garden, from which we have a beautiful vieiv of the bay, in-
cluding his private dock and harbor. Key West is the point to
which the settlers send their vegetables, fruit, fish and 'gator
skins, 'they make periodical trips there, many in their own ves-
sels. In the evening Mr. dergesheimer kindly sends his boat
manned by six well-trained negro sn.ilors; they row us swiftly and
with graceful precision to the Flirt, which our host calls "the best
hotel in Florida." Two roomy cabins 20ft. square, a large bath-
room, a first rate cook and well-stocked larder make very com-
fortable bachelor quarters; and as the present occupant haslivod
there 10 years, surveyi ug thes- coasts and sounding their waters,
they have a most homelike appearauce,

^.prii 7.—We hire a boy named Green to show us a good fishing
ground; we sail gaily along in a little sloop down Marco bay pro-
vided with our luncheon. We anchor about 3 miles from Marco,
and having ( aught some good siz d mullet with our cast-net, we
take up our position with [be skiff at thepoint of a narrow chan-
nel. The tide is at half flood and we expect the tai pou to bite.
The inevitable shark and ugly jewfish worry us in succession.
My third bite reels off 50yd 3. of line and a piece of mv finger.
We have fuu for ten minutes, then toe line breaks, and we see a
big shark waltzing in the water as if suffering from an attack
of indigestion. Thel ss of a couple of mor e books convince us that
the shnrks have tne best of it, aud we return to the Mira, Green
professes to know a better fishing place further on; also a good
shooting country, and we decide to try him for another day or
two. Wo return to Collins's wharf, make a few purchases, a lot
of alligator skins amoug them, as this is a great market for those
shot in" the Everglades (Mr. Collins has over a thousand in stock).
At 5 P. M. we take a S.E. course through a narrow inlet of the

bay pa=ft innumerable mangrove islands, and aochor at sundown
about a mile from "Hell's Hole," where we intend to try our luck
oncemore.
^Ipri! S,—We row to our fishing ponds. We are going to try

grai deg or spearing the fish, for a change. The grains are two
barbed urongs fixed to a socket fitting loosely in the end of a pole
13 to 15ft. long; a cord is tied to the grains and held in the right
hand together with the pole. The other end of the cord is coiled
in the bottom of the boat. Green stands in the bow, his pole
poised in both hands, we paddle slowly along the shore in shallow
water, where the jew fish abound. The boy's practiced eye soo-i
sees a fish whose muddy color renders it imper. eptible to us. He
makes a lunge, letting go of the pole and holding on to the cord.
The pole falls into the water and the grains are imbedded into the
back of the fish near the head. In catching tarpon in this manner
you have the excitement and skill of graining, and in addition the
pleasure of playing your fish afterward, exactly as do the line
fishermen, so that the sport is continuous and more varied. Also,
you eet the fish you want, and not any that chooses to bite. We
catch in this way, besides the jewfish, an ugly animal of a dirty
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brown color with protruding eyes and weighing 40 to oOlbs a
couple of good-sized groupers. '

At 1:80 we start off in the sltifE for a. hunt, taking; pniy a few
such necessaries as a toothbrush, inosquito bar, hard-boiled e»ea
and onr guns. We take turns rowing up the inlet until the
course narrows into a small stream of shallow water with over-
hanging trees and foliage. An occasional 'gator or white heron
are all that remain of tin3 quantities that were here before the
plumage and sKin hunters appeared to despoil tins land and water
of their cnuntless inhabitant s. We see a deserted cabin occasion-
ally with patches of once cultivated land ; the. settlers found it too
lonely to remain. Theu we. pass a natural clearing of muadow-
land, on which are three gigantic "royal palms," very rare in
Florida.
After rowing 5 miles we land about 12 miles east bv south from

Marco, tie dd our boat and tramp through the cypress wood. We
eoou, much to our chagrin, come upon a party of hunters who
have forestalled us. Mr. Dimmnck and ftieuds left Marco two
days before, traveling by land with a horse aud cart to carry
their provisions and game. Thev have killed three deer, and tell
us there are plenty more about, but no turkevs. A 5-mile walk
brings us to our camp. We find four poles stuck in the ground
about 8ft. apart; over them is spread a roof of dried palmetto
boughs, one end of which rests upon the ground, affording am' le
shelter beneath for three people. Within 30yds. is a beautiful but
malarious pond, swarming with 'gators; a short while »gn sixtv
were shot. We see several, hut cannot linger here nor elsewhere
Without continual motion, as the mosquitoes and sandflies sting
us into activity. Billy and the captain walk about the surround"
ing country and see plenty of deer tracks; on our return we build
a fire to cheer us and eat our supper standing or rather jumping
about, the insects being too voracious to permit of any periuauent
posture. When we cannot stand them any longer we retire, be-
hind our bars The ground is hard and uneven, hut the mosqul-
toe-* outside the bars sooth our slumbers. An animated conversa-
tion among the owls overhead rudely interrupts the 'gator concei t

in the swamp.
April ,<?.—Green said we must be off before "sun up" in order to

hunt, but he oversleeps himself and wakes at 5. Not so sanguine
this morning abou turkey, but thinks well of deer.
We breakfast off a slice of water-melon, walk about for a couple

of hours, see tracks but no game, and i* is becoming too hot for
further tramping, we return to out- boat, only to (ind it gone;
borrowed, as we learn from a note left on the bank, by the £»im-
moek party for th« purpose of taking a nhoto of tue ro'val palms.
They return before long, however, and offer us a haunch of venison
in return fr>r the loan of the boat. We are appeased, and accepted
it with pleasure. Rowing with the tide by noon we aro back to
our cozy launch; William, the conk, equally delighted to have us
back, "It was awful lonesome last night," he says, and his ap-
preciation is showu in the preparation of a sumptuous meal, in
which roast venison fills a prominent place. We take a well-
earneri siesta on our comfortable lockers, and the fresh breeze
cools our sun-burnt faces. Rook and pipe a.id our idleness until
the skeeters come with the night, and drive us behind the bar*.
April iO.—We are off earlv, bound throutrh the ship channel by

Coon Key into the Gulf south of Cape Romano. At the entrance
to the Gulf a small boy with a small "boat begs to be taken in tow,
as he is afraid to venture alone. The. wind is high, but favorable
from the N.W.. and blows us on our course urn il we come to Horse
Key, where a shoal reaching far out into the Gulf causes us to
change our course, and we set into the trough of the sea. We ship
a couple of barrels of water, turn tail and anchor behind a pro-
tecting reef at 12 M. The w'nd has changed into a regular
"norther," so we philosophically go a-fishing, or rather graining,
and catch some stingrays.
April 11.—Wind moderated N.E., so we are off early to take

ad vantage of it. Four hours and a half bring us to the entrance
of Chokaleski River (where there is a small settlement), a-.d here
we meet a Corsican fisherman who has been thirty-five years on
this coast. He gives us valuable information, besides two gallons
of water, for which he refuses payment. Try to engage, nim as
pilot; wants §3 a day -'and dcesn't care to go at tha;; can make
more money turtling." We ship some water, but w'nd gradually
shifts to S.E. Pass many islands of pine and cdar trees, anil
shallow bays with 2 to 3ft. of water. Plenty of good harbors; a
fine country to own an island in; many birds, chiefly pelicans. At
1 P. M. pass Seminole Point, sailing entirely bv clWt. Lust flag
overboard during wind. At 8:15 !'. M. pass Highland Point, wind
is now east ai d progress slow. Have lost time by hugging shore
inside bays to avoid seas. At 5:50 anchor in a little inlet on the
north side of White Water Bay (in Hie railway maps called Ponce
de Leon), about 50 miles from Marco in a st raight, line, but with
our winding in and out 60 miles distant,

April Is?.—At 7:30, with a northeast wind, we sail across White
Water Bay, making for North East Cape. Wind now blowing a
gale and veering to southeast, sea heavy. Anchor at 10:30 in open
sea off a sand beach and waif for wind to go down. Visit shore
and walk about three miles to North East Cape, around a point
where the wind and seas appear formidable. Discover raccoon
track and then see raccoon. He sees me and we stare at each
other, both equally surprised at the unusual sight, I think first
it might 04 a cat, then 1 decide differently and fire. Raccoon
jumps two feet in the air, turns a somersault as he. descends and
makes off on three leg?, before my astonishment at such acroba-
ties alio ws me to fire again. We kill some bay birds and catch
half a doz»n delicious blue, crab' for supper. Wind dies out.
April IS.—We s'art at 5 A. M. before the wind rises. As we

round N-rth East Cape we see well-appointed dwellings and out-
houses, neatly painted white, a r'ock, some century plants, and
palmettos and Thou ands of cocoanut palms. At 7:30 in a lc avy
sea, wind east, we round Cape Sable. Here also are houses and
cocoanut groves, close by the surveyor's tripod. Four miles south
lies Sand Key. which we should make, but the sea is too heavy
and we sail straight on due east for the Oyster Keys, opposite the
first of which we anchor in 2ft. of water, about eight miles beyond
Cape Sable; average speed six miles an hour, owing to strong
winds. W e burn nearly agallon of naphtha per mile in head winds
and the Mira's freebotrd is so great that she makes but little
head way against thrin. There is a tripod on shore which Billy
attempts to climb for an observation, but the structure is too
rickety to do so with safety. On the main shore to the north and
northeast are several houses, but too distant to visit. There is no
chart of these waters yet and we can only guess at our where-
abouts. All we have to go by is the more or less correct map of
the Okeechobee Land Co. and a few stakes in the ship channel.
April lit.—Day fair and wind moderate E. byN.E. The low-

tide lelt us aground in one foot of water, so are not off until the
tide rises. At 8 o'clock we try to reach Sand Key to starboard,
but soon come to shallow water and shoals. We return and make
for Point Sable, whence runs the only southerly channel; near
Sand Key we strike into it and pass that island on our port. We
steer S.E. , wind hav'ng shifted in that direction, blowing half a
gale; Key West lies to the southwest. We pass Sand Key in the
teeth of the wind at 10:30 A. M. and travel ahead slowly. A t noon
we are. out of sight of land, but soon mane out islands to the east,
which we take to be Center Keys; then we see many keys to the
south and southeast (one of which we take to be Long Ke;\) form-
ing a chain funning southwest to Key West with a channel on
either side: we steer southeast to get help from the wind; water
becomes transparent, of a sage green color. Off grassy key we
see a house and cocoanut palms.
Then we sail south along a succession of islands, mostly culti-

vated with groves and vege'able patches, surrounded by tall
mangroves. We see some sailboats at anchor in a harbor near
which is a house on a small bare island, which we afterward
learn is "Bamboo Key," We anchor here at 5 P. M , about 30
miles due south of Sand Ke\ : we are welcomed on shore by An-
thony Plant, who is staying here temporarily with his family, en-
gaged in sponging. The island contains about 6 acres, surrounded
by coral reefs. The owner is Mr. Crane, who owns also the ad-
jacent larger island to the southwest, Key Vaca. Mr. Plaut. is the
only "old inhabitant" we have met, the others all hailing from
other States. His father was from Miami (on the Atlantic coast)
where he owned 900 acres oi land, parti v a grant from the Govern-
ment to the soldiers of the Seminole war, the rest a Spanish grant
Which he bought.
Miami is a growing place with splendid soil and situation. Now

it can only be. reached by sail boat from Key West, but a railway
from Titusville is being talked of, and wlnm that is completed Mr.
Plaut will be a wealthy man. Now, however, his wealth is in
sponges, and he shows us piles of them bleaching in the sun. They
are strung together in spans of four or five sponges each, of vari-
ous sizes, bringing three or four dollars a spaa. They can only be
caught when the water is clear, so that the bottom can be seen.
For this purpose a pail with a glass bottom is used.
In the evening we call at t he •'shanty" for a chat with Mrs. P.

and her pretty daughter. We meet some conch fishermen and
enjoy their peculiar accent which might be called 4 Cracker
Cockney." The ladies complain of the loneliness of their island
home when the men are away all day long, and bewail the lack of
"society," longing for the gayeties of Key West life. We retire
to our couches on hoard, and »re soon fast asleep, dreaming of the
fascinations of Key West we have heard s-o highly praised, when
we are awakened by a loud thump against th" side of the boat,
and the curtains shaking, followed by a loud splash in the water.
We jump up thinking a boat had run into us, but peering out we

seethe disturbance was caused by a large shark who is makingaway with about 2ft. of heavy sash cord, 4ft, of twisted clothes
line wire, to which was attached a tarpon hook aud a catfishl We
prefer losing all ibis to having such a bed fellow. In a few hourswe ire v.va,k.._.-:d again h> yells ar-d the blowing of conch slu Its.Our friends, Gie spongers, are starting off on an expedition, andthey are calling to their captain on shore to join them.
April Iff.—Bow ashore in order to get a photograph of the sur-

roundings. Mr. IVs Couch wife, who with a patch over one eye,reminds us of Wotan, bis pretty daughter, and the children con-
sent, to pose, I get a few good shots at them, then, adieus being
made and hopes expressed of meeting again in Key West, we
no,

|
t- our square sail, light the engine and are off for that port.At B;15 we are forced, much to our regret, to abandon the trip to

Miami, as so much time has already been taken up. We have
?
1X

.7 i*til
ea to make. We sail for the eastern point of Key Vaca

(called Waca by the Conch), three milts distant, winif N. veering
to E.; turn the point in a rolling pea and sail W.S.W. keeping on
the east or inside of the Keys, We pass in succession on our port
Knight, Pigeon and Molasses Keys, small and insignificant. On

Hunda, and, making due S.W. we pass out into the open Gulf.Now the islands are on onr starboard.
We pass Pine Key; tide strong and speed slow. Large billows,

some Oft. high, rolling toward the land, in succession come
Sunderland, behind which is "Knockeinlown" Key, Newfouod
Harbor, opposite Love Key Beacon, Sugarloaf Key, on which is a
cocoanut grove and houses. On our port is American Shoal Light-
house, The water continues beautifully transparent; nautili float
on the surface in rainbow colors; peculiar little star-shaped fish
skim like disks across the waves, The chart warns us of many
rocks opposite Pelican Point; wenarrowlv miss running into one,
are Wit! in five yards of it before it is visible. We put out further
from shore to give these sunken rocks a wider berth.

At. last we sight the lighthouse behind Key West, and hope to
reach it oefore dark. Port Taylor, a brick building flanked by
earthen works and batti ries, draws near. It grows darker, and
our side lights are lighted for the first time, as we never before
traveled at uight, We round the fort and boldly demand its sur-
render, but get. no reply from the hundred 1 '-'in. guns looking calmly
upon us, nor from the single soldier who acts as guardian within.
At 8 P. M. we steam slowly into the harbor, pass several men-

of-war anchored by and heave to near what in ' he dark appears
to be a hotel (later we are told it is the U. S. Marine Hospital!.
Soon a negro rows by and asks if we "want the doctor," but we
answer that we have no use for his services at preseot. We go
ashore and walk for several blocks through a Cuban town; low
wooden house open into the streets, and dusky ladies with cigar-
box coiffures, clad in old-time fashions, rock within. We ask our
wav ana are answered "no cntiende."1 We stop at the Russell
Hoi.se. looking forward to a fresh-water bath as the greatest of
luxuries, and it proves one of the rarest, for owing to long drouth
we are only sp tr=id a bucketful; the cisterns are nearly empty.
April lt>.—Tlie Port Doctor visits us, and we learn that we' are

liable, to a fine for going ashore without bring examined, as quar-
antine is declared. We light our fires for the last time, and
steam around into a, slip, next to Mr. Philbuck's wharf and near
the dock of the Mallory Line, by which Mira is conveyed home a
few days later,

AMERICAN AND BRITISH YACHTING.
" A MERlCAN yachtsmen have stood by and watched the rapid
x\. decline, of boats of purely American design; aud, excepting

the Cape boat, no yacht has been built during the past five years
that did not have less American than British in her design, rig
and equipment. The shoal boat of the Fanny type has not been
built, neither . has the duplicate, nor an improved Shadow been
produced. All thai was left of American design seems to have
gone, and the British ideas have been substituted. Boats of the
Marjorie and Bayadere type, with then* egg-shape midsection,
originated in Britain. In the rig, sail plan and btockiug of the
boats there is now no great difference, and there will be more
similarity next season than ever before.
"In comparing the hulls of the American and British yachts,

except in the centreboard, there is now not much difference,
the latest products of both sides being much alike. The double
head rig, snort mainmast, and the present style of stern, alsj the
rigging and blocks, originated on the OLher side. The shape of the
stem found to-day on nearly all of the latest builtboats originated
in England, and years ago John Harvey adopted the double head
rig and short foremast on the schooner Miranda,
"The two boats which have been before the public the most dur-

ing the past season are the Minerva and the Gossoon, and on thfse
two boats especially can the question of originality be discussed.

" faking the Minerva first—is there anything American about
her? The boat answers for herself: for she is wholly British, and
has not an American element in her. She is original in design
and make-up.
"On the other hand, take the Gossoon and examine her from an

American standpoint. The old American yachtsmen can find
nothing of the old type in her, and she is nothing more or less than
a 'whitewashed cutter' in their eyes. The rig, sail plan, blocks,
iron work and running gear are British in all their elements, and
in the design of the hull she is certainly not an American idea.
"The truth is, and all designers must admit it. that we have

taken the original ideas from the other side and improved on
tlnrn. and thu°far we have beaten them on their own inventions.
In the future the contests between the yachts of both nations
promise to he more fierce than ever, because the fight is growing
narrower, coming down, as it has, almost to a question of detail
and handling.
"Nobody seems to want to try the American type of boat in its

entirety, and this being so, an improved Fanny cannot be looked
for next season. Messrs. Burgess and Gardner have orders for
new boats, but they have but little in them of the American boat
of ten years ago, and it is a fair statement to make under the cir-
cumstances that the 'old type' of boat has no great charms for
them, and the present ouilook is that for some years to come the
principal elements of rig and construction of to-day will hold
forth on both sides of the water."
We copy the above from th« Boston Herald, a paper that, so far

from any tendency towaru Anglo-mania, has alwaj s been strongly
American in the t >ne of its \aohtmg department. In the fight
which the Forest and Stream has made for over ten years for
better principles in design and higher ideals in racing, we have
bad to contend principally with the charge of a lack of patriot-
ism in condemning much thit was distinctively American and
commending much that was of foreign origin. That we have
been correct in the position taken in 1879 and since successfully
held, is conceded by all well informed yachtsmen who recognize
the vast superiority of the new fleet over the old: if there are any
who still hold a contrary opinion, we commend to them the above
statements from an authority whose pro-American leanings can-
not be questioned.
It has been a misfortune to American yachting that when the

question of the defects of the national type and improvements in
yacht designing were first agitated the defenders of the old boats
at once based their defense on political rather than techni-al
grounds.obscuring tor along time the actual scientific issues byloud
shouting of abusive epithets, and appeals to national prejudices
and dislikes. On the other hand, the mo3t. promising feature of
modern yachtiug is the liberality, which prevails among design-
ers and yachtsmen in regaid to all technical matters, the old
standard of American or British has passed away, and is re-

placed by one which recognizes the truths of science as cosmo-
politan in the widest sense of the word, the chosen property of no
one nation. . _ , ,.„
Yacht designing in America has touched three successive stages

in the past ten years; in the first every feature of American origin

was lauded in the highest, and all of foreign birth were con-
demned; in the second a large number of the latter, such as the
lead keel, the deeper hull aud the cutler rig, were engrafted on
the American craft, and claimed as original inventions; in the
third stage, on which we have just entered, all national barriets

have disappeared, the details of design are accepted solely on
their merits, and with due recognition of their origin. The first

course was foolish, the second dishonest, the third is wise, fair

and liberal, and should meet a fit reward in the shape of great
improvements in the future.
There is nothing for an American to be ashamed ot in the fact

that American designers are working with British tools to-day in

the effort to beat the fastest boats that can be turned out. on the

other side: on the contrary there is every reason to expect that,

starting fairly to-day with the same problems before them, and
the same means of solving them, the next five years will show
the American designers as far ahead of the British as their
fellow-craftsmen are in other branches of industrial progress.

CHART CORRECTIONS.—Notice is given of the discovery of a
small ledge oft' Parsonage Point, in Long Island S<>und, 900yds, S.

W £fiW. from Forbes Rock, with 8ft. of water over it and deep
water on all sides. The 7ft. spot shown oo the chart between
Forbes Rock, and Transport Rook has been changed to a 8ft* spot.

NEW YORK Y. R. A,

THE first meeting since the. regatta of Sept. 1 was held by the
New York Y, R. A. on Friday evening last at O'Neill's, Sixth

avenue and Twenty-second street, New York. When the meeting
was culled to order by the president, Com. A. J. Prime, at 8 o'clock,
delegates from twelve yseni clubs were present. The minutes of
the previous meeting were read and approved. The secretary re-
ported the receipt of various communi rations, including one from
the Cedar Point Y. C. relative to their resignation, and a proposi-
tion for membership from the Essex Y. C, of Newark. The. treas-
urer's report showed that the association had a balance a shade
less than $300. The executive committee reported the election to
membership of the Oceanic Y. C, of Jersey City, N. J.
The regatta committee reported at length on the recent regatta

ot the association and named the following as winners in their
respective classes:
Class C, Dolphin, walkover; Class D, Avalon over Gertrude by

lm.l3K,s.; Class (fi. Mergus ov-r Nimrod by'-V* ; Class F.Forsyth
over Pavouia by 3m. 30s,

os.; Cass G, Christine No. 1 over Theresa
by lm. SO'1

,,,?.; Class 1, Eagle Wing, Helen not finishing; Class 2,
J. A. Cameron over Carrie B. by 27m. S5e I(is.; Class 3, H. C. Miner

Rival by 11m. SOVs.; Class 10, Gala Water, walkover.
The above were the winners as stated in the Fokkst and Stream,

with the exception of class G. Millie was named as a winner, but
was disqualified on protest that she was an open boat. In class 2
the Our Own was named as a winner, but was disqualified for
keeping to the westward of the Lower Hospital Island in return-
ing. In class 3 Just Woke Up was named as a winner, but was
disqualified because of not carrying a number.

In Class 4 Henry Gray was named as a winner, but was disquali-
fied for keeping to the westward of Bank Buoy 15 in going down,
and the race was awarded to the Gardner design, Edna. This
seems somewhat of a hardship, as Edna was beaten Hi. lm. and
243. elapsed and 59m. 3fJi. corrected time. The committee also
reported a net profit of $56, with all expenses paid and 7 clubs vet
to be beard from.
Mr. Cbas. E. Cameron, the vice-president of the Association and

a member of the Newark Y. C, made a long argument in favor of
awarding the race prize to Just Woke Up, claiming that it was
not within the province of the committee to reverse the decision
of the judge?, who, he said, instructed her captain to sail over the
course without a number and her time would he taken. Mr.
Cameron argued that if the rule regarding the carrying of num-
bers was enforced, why not enforce the rule relating to size,
wheh requires that they shall be 18in. high. Mr. Cameron had
a number that was used by a boat in the race, that he claimed
was but 12in. high, which be offered as an exhibit.
It has boen said that the Just Woke Up could not obtain her

numbers from the stakehoat. A" a matter of fact, the numbers
were at the house of the Pavonia Y. C. from Saturday until early
Monday morning, when they were put on board Com. Prime's
schooner Edith that acted as stakeboat, and was anchored close
to the starting line, where she remained until after tfie race. The
signal to start for the class in which Just Woke Up sailed was not
given until 12:23, the handicap time expiring at 12:32, and notwith-
standing this late hour she was handicapped. Of seventy-two
vessels that sfcai ted she was the only one without a number. It
was claimed that owing to her not carrying a number her cla^s
competitors did not know that she was in the race and took no
account of her. The matter was referred to the executive com-
mittee by the regatta committee, we think, tor final decision,
after a vote of the sense of the meeting hati upheld the commit-
tee's decision. The regatta committee's decision disoualrtying
the yacht under the circumstances was just, inasmuch as >m
association of the magnitude of this could not afford to establish
such a precedent, as its success among yachtsmen will depend on
the rules relating to racing being strictly enforced.
Richard V. Freeman, of the Hudson River Y. C, was elected a

member of the executive committee in place of D, W. Kolin,
Pavon'a Y. fl, resigned.
Rule 24 at the racing rules was amended by inserting 24 hours

in place of 1 hour as the time after a race in which a protest can
be made.
The resignation of the Cedar Point Y. C. was taken from the

table and accepted.
The sum of $280 was appropriated for the purchase of prizes for

the winners in the recent regatta; $"i0 was also appropriated to
purchase medals for the winners of the 1889 race.
A vote of thanks was also tendered to Gov. Leon Abbett of New

Jersey for his kindness in placing his steam yacht at the disposal
of the president and judges.
A committee of three was appointed by the chair to consider the

advisability of having an association banquet. The meeting then
adjourned subject to call of the president.

THE NAUTICAL FAIR AT HALIFAX.
THE visit of the British squadron and of Prince George to Hal-

ifax has been celebrated by a nautical fair on quite a grand
scale, the arrangements of the various booths being especially at-
tractive. The principal ones were the cabin of the captain ot the
Canada, over the entrance to which were three trophies of sword
bayonets, one large, and two smaller. Everything was in ship-
shape style. The roof had a slight slant to either side and the
beams were supported by gold and crimson dragons. The mast,
around which was a stack of arms, wheel and binnacle, faced the
counter. On one side was the sideboard, and above, the ship's
lights. The department was supplied with marble counters, over
which the thirsty might purchase refreshing beverages of all
kinds— temperate of course; adjoining was the admiral's cabin in
H.M.S. Bellerophon. A gangway led to the upper deck, where
were to be seen ship's lights and bell, binnacle and wheel, with a
Gardiner gun mounted for action. The upper ileck was built and
furnished under the supervision of Quartermaster Bishop; the
gentleman's Japanese ferry boat was a huge craft with a black,
gold-striped hull and towering how. Her cargo consisted of Jap-
anese fans, parasols and other articles from the land ot the Jap.
At the north end of the building was the ship's saloon, extending
across the floor. A refreshment table faced the opening, but en-
tering the visitor found a perfect counterpart of the saloon of a
large steamer. There were t vo large dining tables temptingly
spread, ami imitation windows, on which were painted marine
Views, as if seen from the distance. Lunch was served here,
while in an apartment to the left were ice cream tables. To the
right of the main entrance was a counterpart of "Mammy Tuck-
er's" cottage, a cither famous hostelry at Bermuda. The design
was very handsome. The cottage was white in color and cool and
inviting looking. The adjacent grounds were covered with mosses
and plants, inclosed by pretty lattice fences. One booth repre-
sented an old warehouse. The piet was built out in substantial-
looking spiles, wi'h green baize representing water beneath: the
mooring piste with lines attached standing out prom nently. In
the rear were the warehouse—a fine representation of a granite
building with arches. Oae section represented the bonded ware-
house, in which was stored a choice stock of fancy and useful
articles, which were removed to the pier as occasion required.
Adjoining the piers was the "fish sale," with the circular stbne
1 gnihouse heyond, standing out boldly, and the lantern lighted
by electricity. Inside, a young lady industriously attended to tne
putrons of the "post -office."

Other booths represented a brigautine iced up in the Arctic
seas, a gondola, a chart room, the "Anchorage," a building con-
structed m imitation of white s one, with white shingled roof,
with anchors and chains affixed to the front; the, stern of the good
ship Victoria, whose deck reached across the building, with port-
holes, masts, rail and real rigging, her name painted on the bow.
In the rear was a marine view; on the aeek minstrel and other
performances were given by man-of-war sailors.
At the big ship's bow was a part of the ship Prince George,

showing the rounded stern of the vessel, with wheel and binnacle.
The fair was opened on Oct. 1, in the presence of Admiral Wat-

son aud Prince (ieorge. The opening march was by a large party
Ofyoung ladies in nautical costume, marching four abreast and
executing many maneuvers.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-The following geutlemen
have been proposed for membership: J. H. Sterliafr, F. M. Scott,
J. N. Winslow, Cbas. A. Stevenson, O. Adams. The fall regatta
of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet, was sailed on Oct. 11 off Larch-
mont. The open race was won by Caro. The open boat race,
sailed without rudders, was won by Fidget, sailed by Com. Thorn-
ton H. Smith.

A NEW BUILDING FIRM - Mr. Arthur E. Payne, designer
and builder of Decima. Lollypop, Hummiug Bird and many other
fast yachts, has,lately formed a partnership with Mr. Wm. Sum-
mers, of Day, Summer- <fc Co., Northam, under the name of Sum.
mers& Payne. The o)d Payne \ards at Belvidere and Millstone
Point, will be improved, the buildings destroyed by fire iastsnring
being rebuilt.
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Finish. Elapsed.
4 51 20 2 21 20
4 53 00 2 23 00
4 50 00 2 23 00
not timed.

Corrected.
2 16 39
2 18 05
2 20 00

HAMILTON Y. C—At the meeting of the Hamilton Y. C. on
Oct. 7 with Vice-Corn. Greening in the chair, the prizes won during
the season were presented to the successful sailors as follows:
White Wings' cup and flag—White Wings. Capt. Brierly. Monck
cup and flag—Samoa, Capt. Jarvis. Marguerite cup and flag (for
30-footers)—Maud "B," Capt. Burnside. Dufferin medaL and flag
(for 25 footers)—Nad jy, Capt. Malcoluison. Championship flag for
35 and 40-footer.-) -Alert, Capt. Vallxnce. Championship flag (for
21-footers)—Eclipse, Capt. Dillon. Trotman anchor (for 30-fooiers)—Echo, Capt. Smith. Sweepstake pr ze and marine painting, pre-
sented by Mr. Win. Bruce—Samoa—Capt. Jarvis. Messrs. Jarvis,
J. F. Monck and Lee were appointed delegates to the annual meet-
ing of the Lake Yacht Racing Association which is to be held in
Toronto next month. On Oct. 4, the final race of the season was
sailed, the times being:

Start.
Samoa 2 30
Echo 2 30
Psycho 2 30
Coquette 2 30

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The committee having the amend-
ments to the constitution and by-laws in hand will report at a
special meeting, which Com. Connolly has called for Nov. 7. Mr.
Geo. D. Gideon, 17 North Seventh street, Philadelphia, has been
authorized to organize the Delaware River Squadron.- The Phil-
adelphia small boat owners are comiog in, and Mr. Gideon re-
ports that 1891 will see a goodly-sized squadron in this vicinity.
It is pretty positive that the navy will extend their limits to 25ft.

,

and will mate strong inducements to the owners of the racing
twenties to come in and encourage them in their efforts. Pro-
posed for membership, Geo. D. Gideon.
NEW YACHTS.—The only bona fide orders yet placed are those

of Messrs. Belmont and Thayer for 46-footers, with the Lawley
Co., and one for a keel cruiser, designed by Mr. H. J. Gielow for
Mr. F. P. Ketchum, to be built by Wintringham. She will be
45ft. 6in. over all, 33ft. l.w.L, 12ft. beam and 6ft. 9in. draft. The
contract is ready for a new Gardner cutter for the 25ft. corrected
length class, and more of these boats are sure to be built; but
there are no signs yet of a 90 or even a 70-footer about New York
or Boston.

YACHT BUILDING IN BOSTON.-In a very short time the
new corporation of Geo. Lawley & Son, which will succeed the
firm of that name, will have in operation a complete plant for
steel and composite construction, the present yarn at Soutn Bos-
ton being enlarged and remodelled. Tne new concern will have
the best of modern appliances for ship building in wood or rnetcl.

HAWES FUND SCHOOL OF DESIGNING.—The sixth season
of the Hawes Fund Schood of Designing was opened on Oct. 6 in
the Lincoln school house, Charleston. Prof. Frisbee is in charge,
as usual, and there were many new applicants for admission.
MASSACHUSETTS Y. C—On Oct. 1 the summer quarters of

this club at Kowe's Wharf were closed, and the winter quarters,
No. 90 Boyleston street, were opened for the winter season.

NORNA, schooner, has been sold by L. H. Smith to Mr. Coleman,
who will fit her out at once for a cruise to the West Indies. Capt.
Wm. Dennis will be in command.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to tne sport.

CANUCK,
THE accompanying drawings show the arrangement and fit-

tings of. the canoe Canuck, whose lines appeared in the For-
est and Stream of Stpt. 18, together with me dimensions, table
of offsets, and enlarged body plan. The canoe is built with a
smo th lap, the edges of each strake being tapered, the material
being white cedar slightb ovtr J4]e. thick; 6 strakes to a side.
Tne ribs are of oak, %X%m„ spaced 3J^m. The Keel is of hard
pine, of the snape shuwu in the section, witha 5

, 6 iu. oak shoe
under it. It will be noticed, that the rabbet is cut a little abive
the bottom of the keel, tiie outer line in the half breadth plau
representing the half breadth ot the bottom of keel, the inner
line being ihe nail breadth of the oak shoe. The raboet is shown
in the sheer p^ao as touching the bottom o£ keel m the middle of
the boat, but it reall> is a trifle tngner, as the jarge sectiun shows.
Tnere is an inwale of pine, %X% u., and on each side of the well
are 3 light pine knees. The uuue was not outic for a deck seat,
but tnif year Xvlr. Jo: es has used one in all his sailing. Tne cen-
terboard trunk is very strong and ue-av , being built ot %\a. pine,
the fore end carried up to ihe <itck. The slot is %m. wide, the
board being J^in. thick, but a score is cut on the inside of the
trunk to admit the iron nandle of tue board. The decks are of
mahogany. The well has the ordinary pointed oaK coaming.
Tne m^st tubes are circular at the deck, Z% and 2%lx\. in diam-

etei; but below deck they are square. E.erytam^ about the
canoe is strong, though unnecessarily heavy in places, hue in all
her races at tne meet and about N- w York, sue never oroke down
in hu 1, fittings or rig, a point of great advantage m racing. The
centeib am is a steel saw-Oiade, Cat to the peculiar dippt-r-shape
shown and hung on a holt, not hting removed wnen the canoe is
housed. On tne after end of tne trunk is a spring of flat sieel,
with a loop handle, ihe end of which engages in the noiches shown
in the board. When tully lowered the lifting handle drop.i into
the trunk, leaving a loop on the end, oy which it may be seized in
raising.
Canuck is a very good example of the modern racing canoe, in

which the portion of the boat originally used by the canoeist is
given up entirely to the board, cue well at the same time being
greatly shonentd. She has, it is true, a rather longer well than
many of the racers, but when the deck seat is once bolted fast, as
It must be for sailing, the w> 11 is made shorter oy a foot, and for
all purposes for which the boat is used the coaming might better
stop at the foreside of the seat. Tne equipment of the canoe in
racing includes a stout pair of paoriles, stowed In the well, but
they can only be reached by unshipping the deck seat, a matter of
some difficulty.

The following calculations were made to the in. level line,
parallel with the 4 and 6tn. lines shown on the sheer and body
plans; those marked *, however, were calculated from the actual
loadiine as measured afloat with crew on board, with a draft of
4}4in. forward and h%m. aft, above the base line shown in the
sheer plan. The displacement to the 5m. level line, 3271bs., is
hardly enough, but the increased immersion aft, as shown by the
actual trim, would make up the difference.
This matter, of the actual draft of racing canoes, is one that in

spite of its importance has received but little attention, and
though the lines of all the leading canoes have bee a published at
one time or another, but little data is available regarding the
actual draft, displacement, and center of lateral resistance.
Every canoe before she is taken from the stocks should have at
least one distinct mark on stem and sternpost by which her draft
at any time may be ascertained, in nearly all canoes for many
years the rabbet line amidships has been practically parallel to
the load line, and it is usually taken as tne b ise line io the de-
sign, so that all measurements may for the sake of uniformity be
made from the rabbet line. Permanent marks should be placed
on stem and sternpost at 3, 4 and Sin. above this base line, then
when the canoe is in racing trim her actual draft may be quickly
read off. In connection with this the spirit level used a few years
since is a good thing, only it should now be placed in a more con-
venient place than the bottom of the canoe, as on deck or on the
side of the trunk. When the canoe is completed this level should
be adjusted to show the designed trim, then when the proper trim
is found after some sailing a mark can be made on the level for a
permanent guide. It very frequently happens that a canoe goes
off her tiim in a race, from leakage forward or aft or some similar
cause, without the crew being aware of the trouble for some time,
but a glance at the level now and again will serve not only to call
attention to the trim but as a means of keeping it right.
It would be very interesting if the owners of some of the fast

canoes would make a few experiments with their boats by meas-
uring the exact draft at each end wh^n in the best sailing trim,
and then measuring the exposed area Of board and rudder, from
which the center of lateral resistance can be calculated, and also
the exact sail plan, so as to obtain the center of effort. Of course
every canoe undergoes constant changes of canvas and trim in
racing one day or another, but the measurements should be taken
as she does her best sailing in a good working breeze.
Some years since, when canoes ranged in length from 14 to 16ft.,

with comparatively few of the longer, we adopted a plan of making
all designs to a uniform length of 15ft., the length of the majority,
aad we have since published & number of designs pf this sise, in
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BODY PLAN OF " CANUCK.' 1

most cases giviDg the full offsets for building to 16ft. as well as 15
The canoes of to-day, however, are all of one length, 16ft., and it
is highly improbable that this length will be departed from as
there is no reason for building a racing canoe shorter than the
rule, and no prospect of the rule being changed to admit a longer
canoe. Such being the case we have made the accompanying
drawings of the actual length of the boat, 16ft. The Dreadth
shown in the drawings, 30in., is a little greater than the actual
width, the canoe measuring at midships 29%m. The sail plan and
details of seat and rudder will appear shortly.

TABLE OF OFFSETS.

1 eck

ights
Half-Bheadths.

Sta m Deck lOin. Sin. 6in. 4in. 2in. Dia.l Dia.2 Dia.3

0.. 1 4" 0i 0i

It. 1 33 41 32 2 1 1* 07 4 3" 2'

2.. 1 2* 63 56 44 16 73 57 3 8

3.. I V 10 9* 8s 6' 5!
00 101 8i 47

4.. 1 0" 1 11* 106 9" 7 1 0' 97
i ¥t

1 0" 1 l2 1 0 6 1 10? 8« 6 1 l3 111 63

k - ll7 1 1 l5 1 li 1 0i 10 6 1 1 23 ll 7 67

lie 1 25 1 1 17 1 07 106 6s 1 3 1 1 0" 7

IV 1 3 1 96 1 I 2 1 l3 ll2 1 3* 1 0°

9.. ll2 1 1 2s 1 22 1 l2 ll2 7 1 3" 1 06

10.. 11= 1 2E 1 23 1 l 7 1 08 10* 63 1 3 1 03

11.. ll3 1 1« 1 l5 1 l 1 w 95 1 22 11« 6«

12.. ll 6 1 0* 1 03 11" ll>! 8 45 1 1 10» 62

13.. 1 0* 10' 102 9 3 8 a7 32 11 87 53

14.. 1 1< 81 6< 3< 2 82 6s 4

15.. 1 26 45 3' 32 23 1" 07 46

16.. 1 43 0i 0 1 01 Qi Qi

CANOE CANUCK—DIMENSIONS AND ELEMENTS.
Ft. Tn.

Length over all 16 00
Beam, extreme 2 06

l.w.l 2 00 7

Draft, 0 052

Least freeboard 0 062

Sheer, bow 0 05 x

stern 0 05
Displacement, Sin. waterline, lbs 327
Area—Midship section 0.54sq. ft.

Lateral plane 6.62sq. ft.

*Oenterboard 2.32sq. ft.

*Rudder 0.75sq.ft.

Total 9.69sq. ft.

*C. L. R. from stem, without board 8 08
with board 8 04s

f!. B. from stem 8 014

Midship section from stem 8 00

Fore side of stem to—
Mainmast 1 02 s

Fore bulkhead 6 014

Fore end of well 6 04*
Fore end of slot 6 032
After end of slot 8 102
Fore side of deck seat 9 05
After end of well 10 06
After bulkhead 10 082

Pin of deck yoke 10 09
Mizenmast 11 02

THE PADDLING CHAMPIONSHIP.
THE proposed race between Messrs. Mackendrick and Johnston

has come to an untimely and most unsatisfactory end, as the
following correspondence, from the Toronto Mail, shows:
Editor Mail:
I do not like to again trouble you about the race which I have

tried to arrange with Mr. Johnston, but in justice to myself I will
answer his letter. Mr. Johnston says I have never met any fast
men. Well! I do not know what that has to do with the case even
were it true, though I went to Montreal and New York this vear
to meet the best men 1 could run across. Mr. Johnston wants to
know why I did not meet him last year at the Thousand Islands
if I wanted a race. This is unkind, to say the least, as he is well
aware that 1 purchased a canoe especially for those events when
I unfortunately sprained my ankle and was so prevented from
taking part in the leading events.
Mr. Johnston says in one of his letters that be expected to be nipt

in a more friendly and fraternal spirit. Well. I'd like to know
what he wanted. H© at first said the time was too short, and I ex-
tended it nine days, i. e., till the 27tn. inst., then he said he would
like to go into a bicycle race on that date, and would like the race
to come off two or three days before the 27th. I then proposed the
24th, and he made no objections to that 'late, and dtd not propose
any other. I made all arrangements accordingly. Again he wrote
saying that he did not think he would go into the bic.\ cle race, and
asked to have the canoe race on the 27th, or later, but as I had
made all arrangements for the 24th I objected to be made a wea' her
cock of, and refused to paddle on any later date than the 24 Lh, and
he refused to paddle on that date.
Mr. Johnston made considerable of the point that I wished to

race him in my own town and on myown course, as I did, wishing
to let my Gait friends see a good fast contest. If Mr. Johnston
really wants to race I will now offer to paddle him over his own
course any time within the next two weeks, either half a mile or
a mile, with either single or double blades, either for a trophy or
for nothing, and will do any other reasonable thing to meet" his
wishes that be may desire. The only stipulation I will ask is t h at
whatever be wishes to do he must put it in writing, so that I may
not be bamboozled as I was at Gait by having a course survejed,
etc.
Hoping to hear from him at an early date, bfg to sign myself,

Yours, etc. H. F. Mackendrick.
Toronto, Oct. 1.

Editor MaM:
Mr. Mackendrick has, through your columns, at last made me a

very fair and reasonable offer, namely, to paddle onmy own course
any time within two weeks, but I regret to say that I cannot
accept this offer because lam away from Toronto on business, and
do not know when I will see Toronto again. I do no expect to be
in Toronto for two or three weeks, except perhaps for a day or so.

Up to the 1st of Octoher Mr. Mackendri' k persistently refused to
race on any other date than the 24th, and in consequence of his
refusal I stopped training and came to the conclusion our race
was off. Mr. Mackendrick says it was unkind of me to asK why
he did not race me at Stave Island last year. I understood he had
purchased a racing canoe especially for the race. I was told he
was "lavine for me," and I thought 1 had a right to refer to the
fact that he was at the meet, taking part in other paddling races,
and did not. compete in the championship race. It is true I heard
that he had sprained his ankle, but I thought when he disregarded
his sore ankle and competed in other paddling races that he
might have forgotten the sprained ankle when the championship
race was called. I would not have referred to the matter at all
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Ir' Mackendrick suggested that I wished to shirk the race
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he never competed with any fan men, and thinks ithas nothing to do with the matter. Well, I simply referred t 0 itwhen commenting on the nerve of Mr. Mnckendricit issuing hisfamous challenge to all the world on the strength of his winning
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- Mr- Mackendrick can drivla canoe along at great speed, especially with a single blade, but hemwbt have issued the challenge earlier m the season and giventhe boys a chance, to compete against him. It is to be hoped that Mr.-viackendrick will change his mind about his retirement and come
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as there are several paddlers beside mvself who
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S r,gnt to the championship of the world, and whowould like at least to have a chance to compete with him. Yours,

GODEBICH, Oct. 6. ,
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CAMPING AT THE MEETS.
rpHE officers of the Central Division have taken up a subject
+iL ^

1S 0
V-f16 gre .

atest importance to every man who attendsthe meets, and have just sent out the following circular, whichexplains itself. We Hope that the replies will be sufficiently nu-merous to give evidence of a general interest in the matter, andthat they will aid tuture committees in making better arrange-ments for meals and supplies:
B

:

„£ia ''-Sir
J ,

For the purpose of investigating how canoeing has
P[°= r

f
tor the past five years, we have sent you the followingcircular letter which we have addressed to all canoeists knownto us to have been present at the 1884, 1865 meets, and which we
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the interest of canoeing and of the American Canoe'
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- Jhe substance of the answers received

™wKSi^ Forest and Stream, or Sail and Paddle,unless a request by you is made to the contrary. Very tiulyy°urs
< Edwin L.'FrexVCh,
n„ e*. t,r-„ , .

James K. Bakeweld. •

„„.^ nea
T sf- « i

11 you please describe the amount of camping
outfit you took to the. first and last meets which you attended,

vnS^nffiVW
arAlcles < !' addpd to or subtracted from

doin 11
Detween these times, also stating your reasons for so

224 Jersey Street, Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 27.

r*
1̂ - BRITISH C. A. MEET.—From a rather brief account ofthe third annual meet of the British Canoe Association at Fal-mouth, in the October issue of the Model Yachtsman and Canoeist,

the first salt water meet," by the way, there seems to have been
very little of the true canoe meet such as has proved so successful
in America. There were few canoes and little racing, the canoe
yawls being ot more prominence than the regular canoes The
entertainments included a concert, a four-in-hand excursion a
cricket match, a visit to the training ship Ganges, and expeditions
to view the maneuvers of the naval fleet off Falmouth. The dis-
tinctive features of an American canoe camp were missing, and
the affair appears to have been a remarkably pleasant picnic or
camping with little canoeing to it. The officers elected were:
Com., John McGregor; Vice-Corn., H. Wilmer; Rear-Corn., J. D
Hayward; Sec'y-Treas., Percy Nisbet. Two new divisions were
established at Oxford and Cambridge. The report was so care-
fully worded this year as to give no offense to tne most sensitive
and delicate canoe owners.

HOLYOKE C. C.-This club held its fall regatta on Oct, 11, the
events being as follows; 100yds. paddle, Judd, Towne and Hodg-
don starters, won by Hodgdon; 100yds. standing paddle, Selden,
Judd ana Parsons starters, won by Selden; sailing race, 2 miles,W Lamb, Metcalf, Schuester and Ladd starters, won by Metcalf;
% mile tandem. Parsons and Hodgdon, Metcalf and Selden. Louis
and W. Lamb starter, won by Hodgdnn and Parsons; hurry-scurry
race. Morrow, Heywood, Syms and Judd starters, v. on by Mor-
row; Ya mile paddle race, for championship of Holyoke,'Selden
Metcaif and Towne starters, won by Metcalf.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.-Vice-Com.-elect of the Eastern
Division Mr. J. W. Cart wrignt, Jr., has changed his address to
611 Washington street, Boston.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Frank W. Crane,
New York.

to jUsarresgondmts.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. E.G., East Smith field.—Nitrate of mercury is used in per-
cussion caps ai_d is secured by a gum or shellac.

M. S.. Albany.—The report of falconry in the Catskills has
decidedly the character of a newspaper "take."
W M. H , Newport, R.T.—Will you please furnish me the ad"

dress of some good, reliable bieeder of blooihounds, one that you
know and can recommend? I wish to get one as soon as po.-sible,
already trained. Ans. You cannot do better than write to Mr.
Winchell, Fair Haven, Vt., whose advertisement you will find in
another column,

F. H. B.. Bultimore, Md.—

K

;Uarnev II., whelped April, 1883.
Breeder, R. G.Taylor. Baltimore, M'l. Sire Shomberg's Hela, by
Echo out of Lady Palmerstone. Dam, Killarnev, by Rufus II.
(Von Oulin's St. Patrick II.—Moll) out of VonCulin's Moll II. by
Rufus out of Friend. There is not aDafcpoi Connaugnt, of the
breeding you give, either in A.K.R. or A.K.C.S.B.

W. J. S , New York.—In two townships in tbis State a law has
been passed pronibi'ing the shooting of ruffed gnnse over dngs
for a period of three years. Kindly tell me if the above would
apply to a peison shooting on his own property in said townships.
The law was made to keep the market-shooters away. Ans.
While the spirit of this particular law would not prohibit shoot-
ing on one's land, it is a rule that game laws apply to game on
one's own property as well as toother game; and under the law
named you cannot shoot with a dog at all.

Austin, 111 —1. 1 am an amateur hunter on a small scale. I wish
to purchase a dog that will hunt for chickens or take to water
afier ducks. I am told a cocker is the best, but they seem too
small to me to stand the work. I wish your advice. I would pre-
fer a cocker as they are such nice dogs in the house, but don't
want one if he cannot hunt. 2. Also give proper proportions of
powder and size of shot with proporsion, for No. 12 gun. Ans. 1.

You would find a Clumber or field spaniel the best for your pur-
pose. You will obtain just the information you want in ' The
Spaniel and its Training," published by us. 2. See our book "8H
Hints."

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Bopk on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cures
5 FeversjCongestionsjInflammation

A.A.? Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B. —terrains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.--Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. It.--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .00
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.OO
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICE Sl.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For farther particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated

Catalogue for 1890.

FIKTE

ARK,

Manufacturers of every dessription ofFISHING MV-ALCPXSL
18 Yesey Street (Fourth door from the Aster House), New York.
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INCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

3STot Sold sat Retail by tlxe XMEa.xa.-ufaotvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO..
312 Broadway, N. Y.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

Wanted.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

1 15 Roosevelt St.. N.V. Cit y.

WANTED.—A LARGE BORE SWIVEL GUN,
hreechloader preferred. Address H. H.

KIFFE, 318 Fulton st., Brooklyn, N. Y. octl6,3t

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

LIFE TROUT FOR SALE.
Address

JAMES L. BREESE,
Chairman Fish Committee, Tuxedo Club,

Tuxedo, N. Y. oct9,3t

Ferrets vs. Eats!
First class ferrets—Sure Pop Breed—specially

broken for hunting rats. Also yount? ferrets, not
broken. For sale at ADULPH ISAACSEN'S
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, New York city.

FOR SALE.—GERMAN CARP FOR STOCK-
ing purposes. Address H. BISHOP, White

House, N. J. octl6,2t

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LIVE QUAIL and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Establisned
1338. E. B. WuODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FOR SALE.—FRESH WILD RICE SEED.
CHAS. GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Can.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanush
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel

SOODALE g FEAZEK,

TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealers in

Glass Ejes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

BIRDS' EGGS and SKINS
Send stamp for full Illustrated cata-

logue, No, 93 Sudbury gt., Boston, Mass.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE

CANVAS GANGES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PAREIER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for tbe construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is fell in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who sboot,the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
hirds will be interested in it.

—

Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in tbe woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or f wo upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTOB K2.RO.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color bunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."
A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11X15, $1.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, New York.

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By &E0RGE BIRD GBINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naned with no other arms
than their bo jvs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango leat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend aDd character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

YACHTS, BOATS9

AND

YACHTSWITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL
AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.

BY
C. STANSFELD-HICKS.

Authob of "Oub Boys, and What to Do With Them.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL ORAF2
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGhJSTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Mydsotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Clayton, Purfin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Airxiliiary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.60.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway. N. V.

WOODCRAFT. Frfoe. Sl.OO.
FOR SALE BY FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
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Sportsmen's Clothier;
CXjOTZH^TCS- IFOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN. ETC.,
Manufactured from Water-proofed Canvas, Mackintosh, and Imported Corduroy and Moleskin,

^T^m SEE CUT DESCRIBING MY PATEnFfOLD.
^k^Asi^ Write for IILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE containing SAMPLES of CLOTHS

H. J. UPTHEGROVE, Valparaiso, Indiana, U. S.

Our Skeleton Coat

has ail the Pockets

and Game Pockets of

a Shooting Goat ; is

comfortable for hot

weather shooting,

POSTAGE PAID.
10 ounce Canvas 82 50
8 ounce Canvas §2 00
Light-weight, gl 75

SalmonjroutA Bass Tackle
OF ALL GRADES AND EVERY VARIETY.

Outfits for the Salmon Fishing at Bangor and the Prov-
inces; Trout Fishing in Maine and the Adirondacks,
and Bass Fishing in all Localities, Furnished in

Every Style and at all Kinds of Prices.

OUH LINE OF FISHING TACKLE IS UNEOTJALLED.
If you cannot call on us, mail tout order, simply statins; the kind of fishing- vou want to do.

PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR GOODS SURE TO PLEASE.

A Large Assortment of Tackle for Salt Water Fishing.

DAME, STODDARD & KENDALL,

374 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Iter this Just once
PRESERVALINE.

A. Boon to i;3a.e ^porfsma>xi.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Pish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious
In 5-lh boxes (enough to preserve oOOlbs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can

prepare it) §2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

jsjO^t^jflid VOM HOFE,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

S^islxizigr Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may he deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST.
Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO BSOOSE, EIiK, BEER HEADS, ETC.

No- 189 «TXTTT A VTRTVTTF.. Nw Thirteentb Strop*.. NEW YORK.

"SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND EISH

JffOOK CO., New Haven, Coim.,
who have the

* largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
Fob, Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
^^^j^2- SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Chambers St., N. Y.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Sportsmen's Wear
EQUIPMENTS.

You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-
sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT. Good Quality, - . 85.00CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - . 8.1&CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 35.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street;, Chicago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms aro the latest and
best nrparui3 to-day on the mar-
Vet; ha ve features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

TO 103 Milk Street,
ton, iTtXciss.

Bevolvers .32 & ,38.

t

PRICE'S

BASS LUSTIC.
No. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled
Sizes 9 12 15 18 31 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEI0E, 171 East 84th St,, flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

Established 1887.

J. B. OJUOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Ruling Tackle, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

paraBOLON

With Silver Fisted Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

i, 8fflci,SBFultooSt.,I.T.

63 Haymartcet- LONDON
<g For illustrated* catalogue
J&F TACKLE eRODQ C?e.^k

A, H. DIRKES,

BAIT HEADQUARTERS,
50tk St. & 9th Av., N. Y.
White Worms, Sliedder Crabs,

etc., constantly on hand through-
out the Fishing Season.

IAOICLANTERNS2HP
STEREOPTICONS.
Kerosene Oil or Lime Light.

For Entertainment or Instruction at home
or in large halls.

We can make Lantern Slides from your Negatives.

Specialfacilities on the premisesfor theproduction,

of the very finest Colored Slides, Apparatus, &c-

Catalogues Free. Correspondence Solicited.

J, B. COLT & CO., 16 Beekman Street, New York.

OUTFITS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, 32.50. Yuelta Havanas $3 50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville, Tenn.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cettiDg the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 -joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9£, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Pr}°e ™
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted - •• :: V '• £J

V

No. 4, S joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, sdk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood torm, length

8J, 9, 94, 10ft ,
weight 9, 104, 12, ISoz • • • • •

.Trice & 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted , .•• •

ii'iXZS* u o «
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, mckel mountings, length 8ft., weight Moz

#<
^75

No. 8, same as No 7, bat is 3 joint • " « onl
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft

Brass Multiplying Ree 1 -' «.«/»<» TTnnrtlA s«n>w CHI nun fin* finish, SSSSvds.. 83c. : 40vds.. 95c.: 60vds.. SI. 05: SO

Sliding Click, N
doz

6

;

8

SS^^^^pft?3^
W^^^tlSd^'M^ pei"doz.3o. f 2ft~* per' doz.', SjOc-Tsft.',' perdoz., 45c. Double Gut" Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. f 3ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45c.

£ 3F, MARSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
S@ad Sc. stasia fo? Illustrated Catalogue tor 18»0. OPEN EVENINGS.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy,

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device. 1?

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
HULBERT & CO,

OFFER OF SHOP-WORN GUNS.
Do you want a good GTO at TRADE PRICE ? If so, select any

from this list. These guns are all new but a little shop-worn, making
them unsalable as new guns. We are therefore offering them to
you at TRADE PRICE in order to close them out and make room
for new guns.

Maker. Description. Size.
W. W. Greener Ejector Haomierless, First Quality 12 30 7^4

do Hammerless 12 30 8J4
do Trap Gun 12 30 7

"

Westley Richards First Quality Ejector Hammpriess 12 30
Charles Daly.. Hammerless, Diamond Brand 12 30

do Hammerless 12 30
Colt Pat. Fire Arms Co . . Hammerless 12 30 .

do do . .Top Action, all Improvem'ts, Regular Hammers. 12 32 T
do do .. do do do do .12 80 8-

W. & C. Scott & Sons....Hammerless.. 16 28 6:

Ithaca do No. 8 12 30 7:,
do do No. 2 12 30 7^

Hemmingway Top Lever, Greener Treble W. F. Action, Pat. Fore-
end, Pistol Grip, Fine Damascus Bis, Choke-Bored.12 SO 1H

do do do do do 20 28 6^
J. P. Clabrough & Bros . . Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend,

Laminated steel Bis., Low Hammers, Choke-Bore. 12 §0 X%
do do ..do do do do 12 30 1%
do do . . Hammerless, Damascus Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30 '" '

do do .. do do do do 16 28

C. G. Bonehill Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend.
Laminated steel Bis., Choke-Bored, Low HammerslO 32

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

12 33 1%
10 30 934
12 30 8M
12 30 "

'

13 SO

L. C. Smith, F. Quality . .Top Action, Complete Gun, Low Hammers 12 30 1H
do do .. do do do do 12 30 8i|

do M- Quality. . do do do do 12 30 7M
Forehand & Wadswortb.Top Action. Complete Gun, Low Hammers 10 30 8%
Manhattan D. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Damascus

Barrels. Choke-Bored 10 30 9

do do do do do 12 30 73^
do do do do do 12 32 8J4
do C. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Laminated

Steel Barrels, Choke-Bored 12 30

do B Quality, do do do 12 30 8;

do do do do do 10 30 8

do do do do do 10 30 8%
E. Remington & Sons Decarbonized Steel Barrels, Complete Gud 12 30 86

do do .... do do do do 12 30 S5

do do . Fine Damascus Barrels 12 30 8

Any of the above guns will be sent for examination upon receipt
of $5.00 to guarantee express charges, which amount will be de-
ducted from the price if gun is accepted.

26 West 23d St., New York City.

30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
40 00
m oo
50 00
40 00

30 00
30 00
30 00

28 00
25 00
25 00
25 00
30 00
30 00
45 00

UNCLE LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankee

By KOWLAKD' B. ROBINSON,
yORBBT 4OT> 8TB8AM CTJBLISHIBG CO., 818 Bsoasway Hiw Yobb.

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
CATALOGUES
Free H. H. KIFFE,

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

STOCK, tl
PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Parent Foreend, Bar Rebounding
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol

1(w.fn„Grip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked *actorj

No. 2, 1 wist barrels, pistol grip stock $SM» 3M.*0 mm 4*775No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock ; 65.00 46 35 70.00 49.90No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.00 S5.tW6O.60
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which wil

be deducted from bill.

10-Bore.
Factory Our
Price. Price

Exercise at Home.
The Standard CM Weill
For brain-workers and se-

dentary people. Used in all gym-
nasiums. Corrects round shoullers:
enlarges the chest. Price $4 to $10.
Handsome in appearance and very
.compact. Manual showing by 3] tlluS-

B8 how It Is used, mailed free.
Address Nabhaoansett Mch. Co 43
Suratrne at.. Providence. R.I

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity ofTHE GENTIJEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
E^xiaixnErsr bros.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

35*1=1233D- SA.TJTER.
(Established 1860.)

7

IAMUM AID TAXIDERMIST.
Mounting Horns, Heads and Animals

a specialty.
COLLECTOR and IMPORTER.

No. 3 North William Street,
Near Frankfort Street, NEW YORK.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
and imitation of the
latura) >~>ird, address
J, % D0P&E, Detroit.

in ito $tul

WAVERLEY KENNELS.
HAVE IN STUD:

Champion LITTLE BOY.
Fee $30.

The Greatest Gordon Setter Sire in the World.

FIELD MARSHALL Fee $35.
LEO B Fee $25.
IVANHOE .Fee $25.

Address JAMES TAGUE, JR.,
Care DR. DIXON,

oct9,4.t 58th st. and Elmwood av., Philadelphia.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IK STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

STUD YORKSHIRE TERRIERS
Fishpool Gem, fee $25; Prince A. E. $20; Toons

Bright, $20; Harry, $15; Toons Royal, $10; Roy, $5.
Photos of the group with pedigrees. 50c. NORTH
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS, i Dearborn
street, Salem, Mass.

\ ORKSHIKE TOY TERRIER.
A Champion israesford Harry, described in
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America."
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P, H,
COOMBS, 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.
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SUSQUEHANNA RIVER POLLUTIOh.

UNDER this heading will be found in this issue a brief

letter from a Pennsylvania correspondent relative

to the scarcity of black bass and wall-eyed pike at Bain-

bridge, Pa., once a famous locality for both of these in-

troduced game fishes. Mr. Bare attributes the present

dearth of fishes to freshets and to pollution by mine water

and* mill refuse. It seems hardly possible that mine

water could affect the Susquehanna at a distance so re-

mote from the coal region, and yet Mr. Bare is a veteran

fisherman, celebrated for his skill and acute observation,

and his statement must be received with the respect due

to one of his experience. The conditions were generally

unfavorable for fishing during the past season. Freshets

played sad havoc with the fish in many eastern streams,

notably the Potomac and the Susquehanna, and unfortu-

nately their injury was most grievous during the spawn-

ing season, so that the effect is likely to be felt even more

keenly in the near future. The theory of injury from

mine water is somewhat of a surprise to us. "We were

aware that many of the trout streams of northern Penn-

sylvania have been practically depopulated through this

agency, but had never heard the scarcity of black bass in

the lower Susquehanna accounted for in this manner,

and we cannot tell how far the opinion may be justified

by thorough investigation. The harmonizing of conflict-

ing interests in our water courses is becoming a matter of

extreme importance, and is attended with serious diffi-

culty. The mill refuse must be disposed of, and can be

conveniently floated off in our streams, while its dispo-

sition in any other way may involve considerable expense
and loss of time. The mill owner will adopt the most
expeditious method without regard to any other interests

than his own, and he will be kept in check only by a
determined public opinion expressed in protective laws.
In many portions of our country this struggle between
opposing interests is in progress, and the result is not
always gratifying to the long-suffering public, but we
look forward hopefully to the time when the pollution of

streams and the consequent destruction of fish will be
finally unknown except as an unpleasant memory.

LAWS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE LAWLESS.
MPHE charge to the jury by Chief Justice Peters in the
J- Maine case of State vs. Darling, published in full in

the first number of the Book of the Game Laivs, is an
admirable exposition of some of the relations sustained

by the game laws to the public and to the public inter-

ests. No portion of the document is more suggestive

than that paragraph wherein it is pointed out that if the

game laws are broken with impunity they become in

effect statutes for the express benefit of those who violate

them. "The great majority of persons, all good people,"

says Justice Peters, ''will observe these laws, and if the

violators of the laws are not to be punished they would
be supported in their violation of the laws and it would
be a law really for the benefit of law breakers rather than

for law observers; because, while the great majority of

the people are obeying the law, the few who are not

obeying it, if not punished for their violations, are bene-

fited, as they can more readily capture the game when
the great majority are not attempting to capture it. It is

the bounden duty of all to obey the laws."

The truth of this observation is abundantly illustrated

in actual experience, not only with respect to deer hunt-

ing but shooting in general and fishing as well. How
many a patient, self-respecting and conscientious sports-

man has waited until the opening of the season on trout

or quail or woodcock, to go out at last only to discover

that long before the opening day the streams and covers

had been robbed by the close-time fishermen and gunners.

It is a common experience, particularly in the prairie

chicken States, that if a man waits for the season to open

he must do so with a full knowledge that others less

conscientious—or rather, absolutely without any consci-

entiousness or squeamishness whatever—are anticipating

him and industriously gathering in the birds. He must
wait—if wait at all—knowing as an assured fact that

when opening day shall come and he goes into the field

it will be to barren grounds. To such an extent, indeed,

is illegal shooting, before the season opens, carried on in

some sections, that many gunners, who would cheerfully

obey the law if it did not mean being robbed, join with

the rest in premature slaughter and go in for what there

is, when they can get it, "now or never." Those who
break the law have all the fun and all the birds; he who
obeys it is cheated out of everything but the privilege of

lugging a gun over barren fields. The law in such cases

is altogether for the benefit of those who violate it, and

to the serious disadvantage of those who observe it.

Now, if a given law prescribing open and close seasons

is based on common sense, and if its enforcement would

result in best preserving the game supply for the benefit

of all ,
manifestly this joining in with the lawless shooters

in killing game in close season is not the part that a

self-respecting sportsman would most cheerfully take.

But where the conditions of prevailing disregard for the

law are such that there remains no choice save only of

illegal shooting or no shooting whatever, human nature

will hardly be proof against the temptation. The same

principle governs in other fields; the common plea, "if

I don't, somebody else will," is potent to justify number-

less illegal and even immoral actions and practices. The

average every-day American sportsman of this genera-

tion is made up of about the same clay as the average

every-day man who does not happen to share his tastes,

and no matter how high may be the rule of conduct pre-

scribed for him to adopt theoretically, in actual practice

he is influenced by the considerations which control

human nature in general. We may lay it down as a lofty

principle for him to follow, that if he cannot have lawful

sport he must go without any; but while the average man

may applaud such a sentiment he goes in for the sport.

And yet we are hoping for a time and for conditions—

and not only hoping for them but working toward them—

when public sentiment will be strong enough to suppress

the illegal sport of those who would defy the game and
fish laws; and when that time comes, the laws will be, as

they are designed to be, for the good of all, and not for

the benefit of the lawless at the expense of the decent
portion of the community.

THE RELUCTANT CAMP-FIRE.
rpHE depressing opposite of the fire that is the warm

heart of the camp is the pile of green or rain-soaked
fuel, that in spite of all coaxing and nursing, refuses to

yield a cheerful flame. Shavings from the resin-em-
balmed heart of a dead pine and scrolls of birch bark fail

to enkindle it to more than flicker and smoke, while the

wet and hungry campers brood forlornly over the cheer-

less center of their temporary home, with watery eyes and
souls growing sick of camp life.

Night is falling and the shadows of the woods thicken

into solid gloom, that teems with mysterious horrors,

which stretch their intangible claws through the dark-

ness to chill the backs of the timid with an icy touch,

and the silence is terrible with unuttered howlings of

imaginary beasts.

Each one is ready to blame the other for the common
discomfort, and all the high priest, who so far fails to

kindle the altar fire. He is an impostor who should be
smothered in the reek of his own failure.

Yet, as the group regard him with unkind glances and
mutterings of disapproval, he perseveres, feeding the

faint flame with choice morsels of fat wood and nursing

it with his breath, his bent face and puffed cheeks now
a little lightened, now fading into gloom, till suddenly

the sullenness of the reluctant fuel is overcome, wings of

flame flutter up the column of smoke, and the black pile

leaps into a lurid tower of light, from whose peak a white

banner of smoke flaunts upward, saluted by the waving
boughs that it streams among.
Tent and shanty, familiar trees and moving figures

with their circle of grotesque, dancing shadows, spring

into sudden existence out of the blank darkness.

The magic touch of the firelight dispels every sullen

look, warms every heart to genial comradeship: jokes

flash back and forth as merrily as the sparks fly upward,

and the camp pulses again with reawakened cheerful

life.

Verily, fire worketh wonders in divers ways.

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN STATE.

VERMONT has made notable advances in respect to

her game and fish interests, and the report of Com-
missioners Brainerd and Allerton, just sent to the Legis-

lature, is full of encouragement. There is a general

growth of public respect for the fish and game laws, say

the authors of the report, due mainly to a better under-

standing of their purpose and meaning, and to an appre-

ciation of the good results which follow their working.

This is shown by the fact that, although owing to re-^

stocking and protection, the fish supply of the State has

been largely increased, and temptations to unlawful fish-

ing in a corresponding degree multiplied, the complaints

of infractions are steadily growing less. Fishing is better

than formerly, and the people of Vermont are beginning

to reap appreciable profits from sportsmen-tourists who
visit their State.

The Commissioners do well to urge this economic view;

it is an appeal to Yankee thrift; and Yankee thrift is a

powerful factor when once enlisted in any cause. The
sooner Vermont, and for that matter every other New
England State and all States which can offer attractions

for shooters and anglers, shall appreciate at its true im-

portance the money value of game and fish protection,

and do away with the silly notion that it is prudence to

exterminate natural sources of profit, the sooner we shall

have substantial backing for protective systems.

The Commissioners strongly urge that the State should

be provided with a hatchery for trout and other fish.

Under present conditions it is not practicable to meet all

the growing demands for brook and lake trout and land-

locked salmon. By the provision of a suitable hatching

establishment the output could readily be made to fill all

requirements, and at reduced expenses. The anglers of

the State, and others who visit Vermont for the fishing,

are organizing a movement to supplement this recom-

mendation of the Commissioners by a further appeal to

the Legislature; and there is little doubt that Vermont

will shortly be as well equipped as are her sister States

in this respect.
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BY UTAH LAKE.
THE first article tbat I sent Forest and Stream was

written in Utah and ever since that time I have
been partial to the Land of the Saints. So here I am once
more, though in another and far more beautiful portion
of the Territory. If my preface sounds like the advertise-
ment of a real estate agent it is due simply to the sur-
roundings. I have no land to sell, but wish that I could
buy all within the range of vision.
Provo lies almost 50 miles south of Salt Lake City, in

the most beautiful valley imaginable. Surrounding it

are rich farms, hedged Avith stately Lombardy poplars,
green and purple with the leaf and bloom of the third
crop of alfalfa. About the neat farmhouses are orchards,
where a wealth of apples, pears and plums is going to
waste, and there are vineyards in full bearing. Three
miles west of the town is Utah Lake, a body of fresh
water 40 miles long by 12 wide, abounding in trout and
a fish that is here called herring, which resembles a huge
Eastern dace, and there are also carp and shad, which
have been introduced and are now abundant. Across the
lake are purple mountains, rich in gold, silver and iron,
if mining camps are any indication.
Half a mile to the east the Wasatch range rises to a

height of 10,000ft., or 5,500ft. above the waters that
nestle at its feet. Clear to ' the top the mountains are a
mass of crimson, scarlet, flame and gold, the autumnal
foliage forming a glorious contrast to the somber green
of the conifers. Through walls of rock crystal streams
have channeled their way and rugged canons lead to the
upland wilderness. Among the clouds that rest upon the
higher peaks are sheep camps and here, almost in our
sight, deer are browsing. Bears, too, are in the imme-
diate neighborhood, though I have not yet had the
pleasure of seeing any. Elk are 50 miles away. Tbat is

not far for this country.
Provo River is the largest of the streams that bursts

through the mountain fastnesses. As a trout creek it is

seldom equaled and rarely surpassed. The water i3 now
low and clear. Last Sunday morning I saw a boy with
a string of thirty trout that he had caught within two
miles of town. They would average more than half a
pound each, and he claimed to have caught them with a
fly. I doubted his statement at the time and doubt it

still. Bridal Veil Falls, eight miles up the river, is one
of the most beautiful sheets of spray in the land, and the
scenery cf this canon is alone worth a trip half across
the continent.
But the crowning sport of this season is the duck

shooting. It surpasses even Brother Leffingwell's
famous ducking grounds on the Mississippi, or those
wondrous club preserves of which Mr. Hough is con-
stantly telling us. Ah, me! I don't know why these
vagrants of air and water cross the desolate mountains to
seek this lovely spot, but they probably know their own
business. Utah Lake is shallow and its borders are vast
beds of cattails and rushes. The impetuous mountain
torrents as they approach it forget to hurry. They
broaden and are filled with algaa, duckweed and the
vegetation upon which ducks thrive, and here are also
any quantity of succulent little frogs, snails and min-
nows. What more could they ask? It is too early now
for the best shooting. Canvasbacks have not begun to
arrive, but every evening and early morning the bends
of the lake are black with teal and green-headed mal-
lards, with a sprinkling of Tedheads. The moon is near
its full and our evening programme admits of no change.
About four o'clock we get into our hunting clothes, fill

the pockets with shells, incumber ourselves with hip-
boots and stride down the main street. A mile walk
brings us to the town pasture, with it3 mud-holes, where
kildeer and jacksnipe peep and whistle. At its further
side are the rushes, and here we find two float-bottomed
scows awaiting us. These boats seem to be public property.
First come, first served, is the rule. There are no re-

trievers in this section, and so the scows are a necessity.
Night before last three of us came down and found the
boats gone. We chopped four teal, that fell in the water
where they could not be reached, and then we gave it up
in disgust. But on all ordinary occasions the craft are
obtainable, and we paddle out a mile or so to a large sedge
island where the scow is soon concealed amid the rushes.
The other boat goes a mile to the east and moors at the
mouth of Spring Creek, the best feeding ground on the
lake. We have time for a solitary smoke before the ducks
begin to fly, and here is the place to remark that decoys
are absolutely unknown here. There is no need for them
and the local sportsmen are not acquainted with their use.

It seems to me that if they were used there would be no
end of killing. But all good things will come in time.
A peep from lie natural blind shows inverted peaks re-

flected from every side in the blue water. Across the
lake the sun is touching the Tuitic hills. Over the watery
path by which we came a flock of teal is swiftly circling,

and just out of range a great flock of green-headed
mallards is enjoying itself.

Bang! The ball has commenced at the mouth of Spring
Creek. Lie low. There is but one way for the birds to

fly, and experience has taught that they will strike the
water close beside us and right in the midst of the patch
of lemna and utricularia. Here they come, swifter than
the wind. Out a little too far for a sure shot they pass,

but they circle in. Now they are only 30yds. away, and
dropping. First barrel, second barrel ; in with two more
shells, and the close of shot is repeated before they are
gone. Two dead teal and one cripple are on the water.
A Jong sliot saves the latter, and there are no living

ducks within half a mile. Even the distant mallards
have gone. The first impulse is to push out the boat, but
before the idea is fairly formed there are more shots from
Spring Creek, and another pair comes by, but they refuse

to drop in answer to our salutation. It is now time to

gather in the dead. This done, we are ready for another
flight. The wait is not long. As twilight falls and the
wind arises there is a constant whistle of wings, and as

the moon comes ou ; bright and clear the mallards get in

their work. By 7 o'clock we have all we can carry, and
we slowly wander back to town to a late supper, making
glad the heart of the landlady with the thought that she
will not have to provide beef for to-morrow's dinner.
Great quantifies of ducks are shot every evening for the

Salt Lake market, but the supply does not diminish nor
do the birds become more shy.

Now, if this little account of Utah Lake and its sur-
roundings is painted in more glowing terms than £ am
wont to use, I can excuse myself only in the words of a
Mormon bishop, a native of England, who, when asked
to give some good reason for the youthful marriages that
prevail in this Territory, said, "Hit's not the boys, ye
know, and hit's not the girls, ye know; hit's the bloomin'
hamorous hatmosphere." Shoshone.
Pkovo, Utah, Sept. 25.

In the woods it was already dark, but daylight still lin-
gered in the open. A fox ran across the road and the
nighthawks were screaming overhead. Some horses in a
pasture gave proof that we were approaching the settle-
ments, and before nine o'clock we drew up at the door of
the tavern in the little frontier village of Moose River,
almost up to the Canada line. Our journey by road and
wagon was ended; now for the river and the canoes.

VIII.

MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
VII.

THAT afternoon we loaded our dunnage once more in
the wagon with the intention of reaching Moose

River village, thirty miles distant, that night. "Can we
get there before dark?" we asked the driver.
"Wal, that ere road ain't no trottin' park. It comes

pretty nigh being up hill both ways, but I reckon we'll
git there," was his non-committal answer. We rumbled
through the covered bridge over the East Branch, and
were soon on the bank of Dead River, which we followed
for perhaps a mile before turning to the north. Dead
River is not, as might be inferred from the name, a
stream of still, "dead" water. On the contrary, it is

shallow and quick, and was called the River of the Dead
in commemoration of the men of Arnold's expedition
who perished by it.

What an indomitable spirit must have been that of a
man who would conduct an army through such a howl-
ing wilderness as this region was in Arnold's time. There
was always a tradition that one of Arnold's officers was
buried in a boat at a certain place, and a few years ago
an excavation was made. The body of the unknown
hero was found reposing in the bow of a batteau, and was
left undisturbed.
A log cabin with its rough exterior partially hidden by

vines evidently trained by a woman's hand, is the last

habitation seen as one goes up Dead River. After photo-
graphing it, we commenced the ascent of a high hill, up
which we could see the serpentine windings of the road.
As we ascended from the valley, peak after peak of the
mountain range beyond the Kennebec rose slowly from
behind the intervening hills, Mosquito and Moxie mount-
ains standing out prominently, while others, many of
them nameless, notched the sky line as far as we could
see, till they faded away into the blue suggestions of
mountains, almost indistinguishable from the blue sky
above them. All were clothed with the endless forest,

and across their green slopes drifted the shadows of the
clouds. We passed two log houses standing amid fire-

blackened stumps, and then for ten miles rode through
woods where the only sign of man was the road. The
horses were attacked by swarms of moose flies, and their

sides were covered with bunches where they had pre-
viously been bitten. This fly is a large brown insect, the
size of a honey bee, and though it rarely attacks man, its

bite is very poisonous to animals. Fifteen miles from
the Forks we halted at Parlin Pond, where there is a
large clearing and a tavern. The house stands a quarter
of a mile from the pond, which may be seen across a hay
field, lying under a mountain which rises beyond it.

We received a cordial and noisy welcome in rich Irish

brogue from an ancient Hibernian gentleman, whose
attention was immediately drawn to our corduroys.
"The loikes o' thim I haven't set me eyes on since I left

the old sod, forty years ago," said he, and we entered
in on his good graces at once. We baited the horses and
resumed our way.
We passed Parlin Pond Stream and entered on a tract

of country nifles in extent, where both fire and flood had
ravaged the land till it was the scene of the wildest
desolation. Down in the valley and far up the mountain
sides in every direction was the dead forest. In the valley
the white, bleaching skeletons of trees destroyed by water
were reflected in black, stagnant pools. On the moun-
tain slopes tne charred trunks of trees killed by fire stood
out grim against the grayscarred rocks. Many weTe strewn
about in inextricable chaos where they had fallen, while
others, still standing, stretched out their gaunt, broken
branches as if in supplication. Here and there one, by
some miracle, had escaped, and the ledges which had
been laid bare by the raging element had their naked-
ness partly clothed by the weeds which were springing
up among the fallen monarchs. It was a ghastly sight

to look upon a3 we saw it in the waning light of the af-
|

ternoon. At the top of a hill beyond the burnt tract was
|

a house, standing lonely and deserted. >

The farm itself was fast going back to a state of nature,
j

and indeed, the majority of the few clearings we passed
j

had been abandoned, and the houses left to decay. We
|

sat on the doorstep of the old house, and, as we gazed at (

the immense panorama of rolling country, we wondered
]

whose feet had worn the stone, and whose hands had
wrested those fields from the wilderness. An immense
amount of toil had been expended, for one large field had
been cleared of stumps; but the owner had given up the
unequal struggle with nature and she was fast taking her
own to herself again. What a fight does the pioneer
have with the implacable and unyielding forces of nature,
and what a price must he pay in the sweat of his brow
for all he gains! These people had worked hard to make
a home; the house had been a good one in its day, and by
the door were traces of an attempt at a flower bed. Did
the man who built it bring his young wife there, a.nd did
she try to brighten the isolation of her life with a few
blossoms? Had there been children born there, whose
first sight of the world was the surrounding mountains
and forest? Where bad they gone; were they dead, or

were the fighting the battle of life somewhere where the

odds were not so great? Such were the questions that we
asked ourselves; but the old house kept its secrets, and
the tall grass swayed in the wind, and crickets chirped
merrily, as if life were all sunshine, and struggle and
hardship things unknown. Whoever chose this site had
an eye for the picturesque, for the outlook was grand;
but it must have been a terribly bleak and desolate place
when the snow covered the ground and the winter winds
howled through the mountain gorges. As the sun sunk low
on the western horizon we crossed a mountain known as

Owl's Head, far below us the island-dotted expanse of

Atteau Pond reflecting the glow of the sunset. Beyond
it was Wood Pond, and we knew that a few miles more
would bring us to our journey's end. It was down hill

all the way from Owl's Head, and after the hard up-hill

pulls in the heat of the afternoon we enjoyed the descend-
ing grade as We hurried om in the cool of the twilight.

In the morning we looked out on a dismal, bedraggled
landscape; rain was falling from the dull, leaden sky, and
Moose River village had a most woebegone and forsaken
appearance. Its one street, along which the houses are
scattered in a haphazard fashion, crosses the bridge a
short distance from the hotel, and once out of town is

again the Canada road. Moose River itself is here a nar-
row stream of dark, sluggish water, winding through
rude fields and apparently in no more of a hurry than the
current of everyday life in the village.
All days are alike in this remote place; there were few

people on the street, and on their hands time seemed to
hang heavily. Two teams which passed through caused
quite a flurry of excitement, and then the town relapsed
into its normal state of sleepy quietnes, and one might
have thought it Sunday. To be sure, the two stores were
open, but that would have been the same on the seventh
day of the week. We could see no church, though there
may have been a place of worship.
The storekeepers kept open if they had nothing else to

do; otherwise the customer hunted them up before he
could make his purchase. We bought some artificial
flies and then went down to the bridge, where we watched
some musquashes swimming about under the alders
which drooped over their burrows. The merchant, being
of a sociable nature, came down and joined u?; and as we
commented on the various affairs of life in general and
musquashes in particular, a prospective buyer shouted
from the store. "Hi! thar; come up here, I want ter buy
suthin'." "AH right," responded the imperturbable
storekeeper, "I'll be up in a little while, and if ye ain't in
a rush, ye better come down hpre and see this musquash."
But the customer was in a "rush," so the store was opened
and the transaction accomplished, after which the pro-
prietor again locked the door and went to dinner.
Our own canoes had not yet arrived, and as the rain

was nearly over by noon, we donned our rubber coats and
boots, took the cameras and splashed along the soft,

muddy road on our way to Wood Pond. After two miles
of sticky pedestrianism we turned into a path which led
through a thicket of wet actd dripping bushes. Down the
length of this green alley we saw the pond, and across
the water Sally Mountain, with its summit hidden by
great banks of clouds which hung low and heavy over it.

Wood Pond is a pretty sheet of water, with wooded
shores, and is surrounded by a pebbly curb. When we
returned to the house we found that the guides had
arrived. There was Cy, tough and wiry; Bill, who is tall

and broad-shouldered; Francis, sinewy and muscular, and
with swarthy, copper colored skin, and Dennis, strong as
an ox and overflowing with rollicking Irish wit. We
were glad to see them, for we had camped with them and
knew them all as good friends, pleasant companions and
experts in all things pertaining to woods life and forest-
craft. It was too late to make a start that day, but we
all went to bed in good season so as to be ready for an
early one on the morrow.
We were up at five o'clock, but on going out to take a

look at the weather, found that the day promised to be even
more dismal than the preceding one. The wind had
howled and whistled all night, and the morning was cold
and raw and a drizzling rain was falling; hut even these
discomforts did not induce us to remain longer in a- place
where there was nothing more exciting to do than to eat,

smoke and sleep. We ate our breakfast and then the
canoes were launched, the luggage stowed away and we
glided under the bridge and down-stream, at last fairly

on our way.
There was no trouble as to selecting partners, we went

as in former seasons, William and Cy together, Harry
with Bill, while I took the bow paddle in Francis's canoe.
Dennis presided over the destinies of the. "waugan" boat.

Waugan is a word I never heard except in the backwoods
of Maine. It is used by Indians and lumbermen, and ap-
plies to the commissariat of a camp. The supplies of all

kinds are designated by the single word waugan; the
cabin or tent in which they are stored is also the waugan,
and the canoe or batteau which transports them is the
waugan boat.

As we pushed off Francis said, "My grandfather and
grandmother came here once through the woods from
Canady. They came here to Moose River and camped;
built 'em birch and went down to big lake, No village

here then; all woods."
We dipped our paddles in the stream and the graceful

craft shot forward as if they were glad to go; the trees

bent and swayed in the gale; and glancing back we saw
the clouds scurrying over the top of Sally Mountain.
The wind was in our favor, and a3 it blew againft our

backs helped us on. "Guess we find big sea on when we
get to Long Pond," observed Francis as a gust swept by,

rippling the water and blowing the rain in our faces; and
added, as he glanced at the sky, "I guess he's goin' break
away though; seems to lightin' up; guess he aint goin"

rain rnuch more."
We paddled on down the winding stream 'between

mountainous banks, mostly wooded but with an occasional

open meadow. A log cabin stood in a rough clearing

where some one was starting a new farm; a batteau was
moored to a tree near by, and a woman and several

children watched us curiously. What a place it seemed
for children to live in, and we asked ourselves if they
could be like other children, shut in as they were by the
wilderness and seeing nothing of the great world, except
now and then the canoe of some passing voyageur.

_
The

passage of four canoes at once was, no doubt, quite an
event in their little lives, and they watched us as long as

we were in sight; and their dog stood in the water and
barked at us. Babes in the wood they were, and we
wondered if the d*rk shadow of the grim forest would
not fall on them, acd make them grave and old before

their time.
Seven miles of dead water brought us to the head of

Long Pond. The inlet was marshy, and as we looked
over the bending reeds and sedges, we saw that a heavy
sea was running and the white caps were dancing to the
music of the wind. Out of the river and the shelter of
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the trees, arid on the open lake, which is ten miles long,
we had to give our whole attention to the management
of the canoes. It had ceased raining, but the wind did
not abate, and the clouds were drifting swiftly across the
sky. If the wind, strong as it was, had blown in any
direction except the way we were traveling wo should
have been obliged to go ashore, but as it was we kept on.
We paddled steadily and took the waves "quartering,"
crossing the trough diagonally, having, now and again,
to hold back as some large wave went by.

It was not a matter of going too slowly; the danger
was in going too fast, and we had to avoid getting ahead
of these great waves and thereby taking water over the
stern. Sometimes, almost in spite of us, the wind would
take the bow or stern about, but there were strong
skilful hands on the stern paddles, while we in the bows
bent to with energy. And whether we were paddling
with all our strength or holding back poised on the crest
of some foaming wave, which was sliding under us, there
was a glorious exhilaration in it, which sent the blood
tingling through our veins, and enough spice of danger
to call for whatever coolness of head and steadiness of
hand we possessed. We avoided taking in any water
except as an occasional wave would dash us with spray,
but after two or three miles of this work we landed in
the lee of a high, rocky point on the windward shore, to
wait till the wind should go down a little.

The woods in the vicinity had been burnt and blueber-
ries were growing thickly where the fire had run. We
took two views from the top of the bluff, and after wait-
ing a while and seeing no prospect of a change, resumed
our journey across the wiud-swept water, and pushed
ahead through the white caps and spray to the narrows,
half-way the length of the lake. A strip of sandy beach,
on which grow a few stunted, weather-beaten bushes,
divides Long Pond at the narrows.

This bar puts out from either shore, leaving a passage
through, and it broke the wind so that in its lee we had
comparatively smooth water. We went through the nar-
rows and a few rods further to an old head works, and
there we stopped for dinner and to spend the night if the
wind should continue to blow.
There was a good shanty on the raft with a stone and

sand fireplace before the door. We lifted the canoes out
on to the raft, placed an anchor against the door to shut
out the wind, and then sat down on the edge of a bunk to
rest a bit before getting dinner. The headworks was
anchored several rods from shore and in such a position
that we could see up and clown the lake on both sides of
the narrows. Bill procured some wood and we soon had
a good fire going and a kettle boiling, and it was not long
before the odor of ham and eggs and the aroma of coffee
whetted our already keen appetites. After our meal we
sat in the shelter of the shanty and enjoyed a siesta which
we considered well earned. The sun was shining and the
wind seemed to be decreasing hi violence. We puffed
away at our pipes and listened to the lapping of the waves
against the raft, and watched the geese and fish hawks
which were circling over head, thinking, the while, that
this was a good comfortable world to live in. William
went ashore to photograph the headworks, and afterward
he and I climbed to the top of the cross beam which sup-
jiorted the capstan, in order to fpcus on the narrows and
the view up the pond.
"Well," exclaimed William, "this is photographing

under difficulties, and no one other than a couple of
cranks like you and me would be up here." This after a
number of fruitless attempts to secure the focus.

"High art!" observed Harry sententiously,
"About ten feet too high," I added as I made a frantic

grab at my hat, which a gust of wind was dallying with.
I was sitting astride the cross beam holding the camera
steady as best I could, while William, with his legs
twined around an upright, hung on with one hand and
clung to the flapping focus cloth which enveloped his

head, with the other. At last he announced that he had
the focus and I retained the camera in place, while Harry
passed up the plate holder to him. William placed the
holder in the camera, drew the slide and flashed the drop
shutter ; but before he could replace the slide a saucy puff
of wind whisked it off into the water. It was rescued with
a landing net, but was soaked so that it could not be used.
William reversed the holder, and this time the exposure
was made, attended by no accident.
"That picture ought to be a good one after our efforts

to get it," said he, and so it x>roved when developed.
After a while we went on down the lake; the paddling

was not so hard as in the morning, though the waves still

broke with force against the rocky shore. The forest on
either hand was unbroken except where a ledge of white
rock jutted into the lake far ahead on the left. We plied
our paddies steadily, our object being to reach Lower
Churchill Stream and camp there for the night.
The selection of a camp ground is a matter of much

importance to the traveler in the woods, and unless one
knows of a good site which may be reached before sun-
down, watch must be kept for a suitable place. There is

considerable work to be done in the process of pitching a
camp, and enough daylight must be reserved to enable
the guides to erect the tents, cut wood for the night,
build the fire and get the supper before the darkness of
night closes in. We arrived at Churchill Stream in ample
season, and a more charming location for a woodland
camp might be sought for many a day. We turned
toward what appeared to be simply a little cove in which
reeds and grasses were growing, but as we entered it a
winding passage was descried, up which we went into a
X>ool of quiet water. Above this pool a grassy island
nearly blocked further progress, but we paddled through
another narrow canal of only a few feet in width, into
another pool whose peaceful, sylvan loveliness will never
be forgotten. Great forest trees drooped over it and were
reflected in the deep, still water whose Calm bosom was
unruffled by the slightest ripple. The only sound was
the murmur of Churchill Stream, which came flowing-

down through the woods and emptied in over a little fall,

whose rim of shining foam sparkled in contrast to the
dark surface of the pool. In the woods to the left was
the deserted cabin of some hunter, and on the right bank
a flat rock made a natural landing place, beside which
the chaste, sweet blossoms of a wild rose bush perfumed
the air with their ft tgrance.
We landed at the big rock and pitched our tent at the

foot of a great pine, Big Pine Camp we called it. Afire
was built and supper was shortly under way. Dennis
made: a loaf of bread,- and while "it was baking in the
Dutch oven before the fire, we whipped the pool with our

flies and caught trout enough for supper. They were all
small, though the pool had the appearance of promising
better things. A fir tree was felled, the top of which fur-
nished material for our beds, and wood was collected for
the night.
Francis said he and Dennis would sleep in the hunter's

cabin; so we only pitched the largest of the three tents.
The. balsam boughs were spread on the floor—the ground
floor Harry called it; the rubber blankets laid over them
to keep out the dampness, and then the woolen blankets—
and we were ready for the night. By the time these
chores were done our meal was ready, and after discuss-
ing it we enjoyed that pleasantest part of the day to the
camper, the social hour around the camp-fire. Pipes
were lighted, and, as we stretched our feet toward the
genial warmth, we talked over our plans and recalled
reminiscences of other days spent in the woods and by
the streams. But suddenly our quiet chat was inter-
rupted.
What was that? Was it the scream of a loon or the cry

of a wild animal? Our ears were on the alert. Hark!
There it is again. A shrill scream came over the water,
grating harshly on the stillness of the night.

"It's a man," said Francis, who never wasted any
words. "Listen!"

It came again from the west, a long distance off, but
sounding clearly.

"It must be some one in trouble on the lake," said Cy,
and he, and Bill, and Dennis, in less time than it takes
to tell it, were in the canoes and flying over the water as
fast as their muscular arms could wield the paddles.
They called again and again, but only once was the cry

repeated, and after searching in vain for the owner of the
voice, they returned to camp. We were not disturbed
again, and never knew who or what it was.
William and I bad one more duty to perform before we

turned in, and that was to remove the exposed plates
from our holders, and replace them with fresh ones in
readiness for the morrow.

This is a simple operation in a photographer's dark
room, but in the woods it is a different matter.
We took the holders and plates and a small red lantern,

and sought the seclusion of a dense thicket of spruce and
cedar, far enough from camp so that no stray gleam from
the fire would penetrate our retreat. Then, kneeling on
the ground with our heads so close together that we were
in momentary danger of bumping them, we went through
the operation, Harry holding the lantern for us. If any
person, ignorant of the mysteries of photography, had
stumbled upon us crouched there in the darkness of the
thicket, and heard us muttering by the dim, red light,
which shed a baleful glare upon our faces, his only con-
clusion would have been that we were plotting nothing
short of murder.

I slept that night next the entrance to the tent, and as
the flaps were turned back that the heat from the fire
might enter, I lay for a long time enjoying the peacefulness
of the scene. The lover of nature who would enter i nto full
companionship must woo her by night as well as by day,
for in the hours of darkness does she exhibit some of her
most charming phases and teach some of her most inte-
resting and instructive lessons.
The evening was cold but clear, and I lay there wrapped

in my blankets listening to the voices of the night. I
gazed into a land of enchantment. Out of the dusky
shadows which lurked under the bushes rose the trunks
of the great pines and spruces: and overhead their
branches, through which the night whispered its soft
monotone as a mother might croon her lullaby over her
little ones, were drawn in sharp pencilings across the sky.
Far above them, the evening star shone with a pure,
sweet light as it floated among the myriads of shining
worlds in the jeweled firmament. The pool lay black
and still, and in the soft glow of its surface the serrated
line of the tree tops was reflected. From far over the
lake came the wild laughter of a loon, the strange, un-
earthly scream being softened by the distance: and then
the answering call of its mate, in weird uncanny cadence,
came wailing" across the water like the despairing cry of
a lost soul.

The faint odor of the wild roses tinged the air with the
mere suggestion of a perfume, and the gentle murmur of
the stream over the stones and its soft, gurgling plash as
it pntered the pool stole soothing to the tired senses.
The regular breathing of my companions told me that

they had preceded me to the land of dreams; and 1 closed
my eyes and slept, with the assurance that here in the
wilderness as in town, we were safe with Him who holds
the winds in the hollow of His hand.

William Austin Brooks.

NOTES ON THE WOODCOCK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the exercise of an inalienable right, the pursuit of

happiness, I have spent many hours perusing the Forest
and Stream, and many days around the forests and
along the streams pursuing the gamy woodcock. I am a
lover of both, as the former entertains and interests me,
and with the latter lam fascinated. I have for many
years devoted most of my leisure hours, during the
proper season, to this my favorite sport, hunting the
woodcock. I have noticed the opinions and arguments,
presented from time to time in your columns, on the

question whether the woodcock make3 the whistle that
is music to the sportsman's ear, with his wings or bill.

Also as to his habits in securing his food. I wish to give,

as briefly as possible, my recent observations on these

points.
While hunting yesterday, with neighbors George and

Henry, I witnessed an actual and conclusive demonstra-
tion of the source and manner of this whistling, about
which so much has been written. Henry, by a long shot,

brought down a woodcock. I sent my pointer, Nell, to

retrieve. As she delivered the bird to hand I found it a
very large one, with but one shot mark and that in its

head. George, observing its unusual size and plumage,
took it by its bill and held it up for a closer examination.
The bird began fluttering, making the flying motion of

its wings, and surprised us with as perfect whistling as

when started from the ground. - 1 was delighted by such
-a demonstration and said to my-cbniparrions,' '-How did

he do it?" Both replied, "With his wings." I continued.

"There is much question how this noise is produced. Let
us test the matter carefully." George placing thumb and
finger at base of bill, pressed both mandibles closely to-
gether and again held up the bird. It attempted to fly
and again the whistling occurred, which we could locate
in each wing, beyond a doubt. The movement of wings
was not simultaneous, but one following the other
quickly; thus giving the whistle its click, click, character.
We three are now positive that we know how he does it,

for besides our certain location of the sound at the wings,
the bird was held in such a manner that it was impossible
for it to make any sound with its bill.

1 learned a while ago that a boy living near me had
captured a slightly injured woodcock. Having in mind
the feeding controversy, I soon had it in my possession,
with the object of seeing how he does it. I placed the
bird under a willow crate on the ground, and putting
some earth worms on a thin layer of fresh earth in a dish,
I set it before him. Several hours after I found the
worms undisturbed. At night I covered them in a depth
of several inches, but was disappointed in the morning to
find that he had not bored for them. I found the bird
greatly weakened and stupid from inanition, and feared
he would not survive long. Procuring a pitcher of water,
I commenced pouring it on the dish of earth containing
the worms, and was pleased to see the woodcock move
quickly to the dish. He pushed his bill full length into
the dirt, and bringing out a worm swallowed it. He
eagerly continued until the last worm had made the pass-
age of his long bill. After this there was no trouble
about his feeding: but there was great trouble about pro-
curing worms enough. His appetite demanded at least
half a pint of solid worms both morning and night. He
would often come to the dish and feed' as soon as placed
where he could see it, and was undisturbed by my watch-
ing him. It was amusing when he occasionally'brought
out a worm seized in the middle, as he would put up his
foot and deftly straighten it out, so that it would go
down easily. I repeatedly left the worms before him un-
covered, and I could not discover that he ever touched
one. But cover them with earth, and their fate was sure.
They were bored to death. Several weeks of observation
and study of this bird afforded me much pleasure and sat-
isfaction, giving me many points, the half of which I
have not yet told. D. S. S.

Wellesley, Mass.

GAME BIRDS FOR LYNN,
THE public-spirited citizens of Lynn, Mass., having

secured title to an area of forest land , and having
with commendable forethought set it apart as a perma-
nent public possession, are now turning their attention to
enriching it with game birds. The following letters ex-
plain themselves; and do credit to all concerned. The
first is addressed to Chairman John Tuttle, of the com-
mittee on acclimatization, of the Massachusetts Associa-
tion, and the second is a reply from Mr. Thayer of the
same committee:
Dear Sir—There is hi Lynn a public forest of 1,500

acres in area , which has been obtained partly by purchase
and partly by gift, a considerable amount of the purchase
money having been contributed by subscription, the re-
mainder having been furnished by appropriations of the
city. These woodlands are within easy access of the city
and around the ponds furnishing the water supply for
Lynn. It appears to me that this park affords an oppor-
tunity of extending the work of yourself and associates
on the committee of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association relative to the introduction of
game birds in this State. Last Monday I had a confer-
ence with the Mayor upon the subject, and he agreed
with me in regard to the matter, and said that if your
Association would furnish a suitable number of such
game birds for the public park there was no doubt but
that the city of Lynn would pass an ordinance forbidding
all sliooting or trapping on this tract, and furthermore, in
connection with this, action would be taken to enforce
the ordinance by means of giving to one or two of the
men employed in the forest authority in order that they
may act as game wardens. Trusting that this matter
may meet the favorable consideration of yourself and
associates, I am, yours very truly,

C. J. H. Woodbury.

Dear Sir—I have been instructed to notify you that
your letters relative to introducing game birds "into the
Lynn Park have been considered by this committee. In
reply, the committee will agree that there shall be an
ample number of suitable buds furnished from those im-
ported to amply stock the park with game, in case the
city of Lynn shall see fit to pa°s suitable ordinances pro-
hibiting shooting in the Lynn Park, and shall assure us
that the ordinances shall be properly enforced, also that
the birds shall be fed whenever it may be necessary, and
protected as may be otherwise needed. This committee
has decided to expend the present season over §1000 as a
preliminary movement; and if the public, sentiment sup-
ports, and proper protection to the game loosed is forth-
coming to encourage the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association in its work, the present season's

work will be but a beginning of more extended move-
ment and larger expenditure in the immediate future.

An early action (if desirable) on this would be agreeable
to the committee, as we are expecting within a few
weeks at the furthest to receive large consignments of

birds, consisting principally (at first) of California moun-
tain and valley quail. Later in the season we shall re-

ceive prairie chickens, sharp-tailed grouse, Virginia quail
and possibly wild turkeys. Very truly,

Henry J. Thayer, Sec'y.

Regent Arrivals at the Philadelphia. Zoological Gar-
DES.- Purchased—Three wild boars (Sua scrota), two European
badgers (Mete-- taxva), three pine martens Olimtclo niarte). one
European h irn owl (Stri.c flarnmca), one European roller (Coracias
garruj/us), one blank-bellied weaver bird (Euplectcs afer), two
li riches {Euplectcs ), two yellow-headed eonures {Conurus jeu-
daya), two west African love birds (Aqaporius puUaria), two yel-
low-winged parakeets (Brotogcrys vircscens), two golden-headed
parrakeets (Brotogerys tui), two St. Thomas conures (Commix
xantholcemus), one cayenne rail, (Aramidcs cayenne nsix), one
courlan (Ai'umusvitjaidcnx). two turkey vultures (Catliartc* aura),
one rough-eyed eaim m [Ca&ihail nclerops), one emperor boa (Boa
impcrotor), one tree boa (Epicratrx rniyulifer), otie common boa
(l^oa constrictor), one anaconda (JSureCtes minimis), two nanded.
rattlesnakes (QrotcRus UorrWm), one dusky rat snake (SpUotes
pldlatus), sixteen slow worms (Anguis fragilis), two agile lizards

i Laci.rta agilis), twenty European salamanders (Salamandra mac-
ulosa), five salamanders (Salamandra. ). five salamanders (TrY-
ton crtstatus), twenty-six lire-bellied toads (Bombinator iguriib),

and fifty-three newts. Exchanged—One tree boa (Corallus hortu-
la nvs), two thick-necked tree boas lEpicrotes cenchria), and one
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carinated tree, snake (ITcrpctodryos carinatvs). Presented—One
gray i'ox (Canin rUryiniaitw*), two red foxes (Canis vulpr.s fulvus),
one gray squirrel (Sciurus carnlinciiMii), one opossum (Didclphys
virgiuiana), one wooriclmck (Arctomys monax). one prairie dog
{Cynmncs littlovicimrtts), one wn'te-thmated canucin (CcbuS capu-
cuitis). one Alerian's opossum (Didelpliyn dorsigera), one raccoon
(Pfa&yon totor), fifty-tour reed birds (Tinliclionyx orazicorus), one
nonpareil (Cyamtsynzn ciris), one song sparrow {Mrlonpiza melndta),
ono yellow bird {Ohry&OfAitri^ Matte), one grent-bornpd owl (Btt7x»
vU'uinitniuii), four handed ratflesnakes (Crotaius liorridus), three
common hog nosed snakes {Httn-ndon jtlatyrliiiius), one copper-
head (Aneislrodon cuntortrix), one Matcy's garter snake ( fitticem'a

marciana). one alligator (Alligator viissisxi i.nnniais), four painted
terrapins (Chryscmys picta), four musk turtles (.4romoo ft efj/8 odor-
atjts), and one diamond-bucked terrapin (Matacoelcmmys )«d nutria).

Born—One Indiau antelope (4?ite/ope ccrvieapra). three ground
rattlesnakes (Crolalopliorus miliarias). Sixteen DeKay's snakes
{Storerla dekayi), nine garter snakes (Eutccnia. sirtalis), twenty
brown water 'snakes (Tropidonotiis taxtepilotus), ten Cyclop's
water snakt-R {Traptdonot its ci/dopeum), and thirty slow worms
(4f?ffuis froilUis).

Jpaij am/ <|fwf+

THE RUFFED GROUSE.
WHO that has heard, the somber shades of the dense

pine forest throb beneath the strokes of his hoarse
resounding wing, or in the autumn woods has seen him
flash for an instant amid the hues of crimson and gold,
or seen him pierce like a shaft of light the dark green of
the cat-brier swamp, can ever forget the ruffed grouse?
What sportsman can forget the feelings with which he
has heard his drum-beat echo from the dark mountain
side, or through the bursting woods of spring, or in those
soft, still autumn days when the leaves are falling
through the mellow haze of Indian summer, or, as some-
times heard, in the noon of night in the depths of the
forest primeval? Few pictures hang more bright in the
inner chamber of the sportsman's soul than the broad,
fan-like tail spread along his path as he treads the trail

of the deer, or its broad bands shining on the carpet of
checkered leaves or sweeping over the mossy carpet
of wintergreen, or vanishing in the heavy green of the
laurel brake.
Not even the majestic woodcock with his solemn dignity,

not even Bob White with his sweet, graceful ways and
artless beauty, not even the brilliant, but erratic, little

genius of the boggy meadow, not even the noble turkey
with his beamy bronze and bearded breast, can raise

such tender memories as this grouse. For all these must
be sought, and often sought in vain, in their native haunts.
But the ruffed grouse is a more familiar spirit, and many
a time plays across the sportsman's path when wandering
over the sapling-clad slope where the autumn woodcock
lies in the full bloom of life and fatness, or when he
is following Bob White throtigh the hazel thicket, or
when roaming from pond to pond in search of ducks
among the vine-clad arbors of the river bottom. And
often the hunter of the deer sees him strut before him as
he sits resting on a fallen log, and often when on the trail

of the deer in winter sees him shake the snow from his
lightning wing, as, bursting from its cover, the bird goes
whizzing away amid the snow-draped trees.

Versifiers like to rant of the majesty of the eagle. But
the majesty of this most majestic of game birds is not
like his. It is not the majesty of a great clumsy thief,

with no redeeming qualities but size. No Viking he of
the bright blue sea above. His nobility is not that of an
old Danish sea king, but that of inborn grace, dignity and
beauty, an overpowering individuality that impresses it-

self on the dullest lump of pot-hunting clay.

Few of those who most love this noble bird have ever
seen him in the simplicity of youth, before he has left his

mother's side and gone forth to roam alone the spangled
shades of the rugged mountain side or the sombre shrub-
bery of the tangled glen. For his hearthstone is too often
in the dense mass of summer's wealth, and few are the
eyes that can follow him into the deep, dark brake or
into the shaggy covering of the mountain's breast until
autumn's frosts have tattered their gay banners and
trailed their green glory in the dust.

For certainty of finding this grouse at home in his early
days with comfort in hunting him few places have ever
reached the bluff regions of the Upper Mississippi. Here
this grouse lived and loved and stayed until long after

the autumn leaves were scattered on a thousand winds;
and even after the deep snows of winter fell upon his

early playground many a one remained instpad of seek-
ing the covers of the bottom lands. Here he may be found
while the trees still stand in the full green of summer and
before any hue of death has touched their shining heads.
Years ago these bluffs were studded from base to crest

with large oak trees scattered more or less along the
slopes, and more abundant and dense of foliage around
the sides and heads of the numerous ravines. Where
they happened to fall the rich verdure of the white birch
generally filled their places, and in the bottoms of the
ravines and along the base of the slopes the crab apple
and wild plum and scrub oak formed abundant cover.
Everywhere along the hills the ground below the trees

was densely carpeted with green, upon which the sun-
light filtered in a thousand shades through the openings
in the leaves above. And yet the walking was always
good and the view was generally free in all directions
beneath.

It was on one of the fairest of days in August, 1867,

that with a friend and two dogs I first roamed these
pleasant shades and found my old friend in a new kind
of home. From nearly the foot of the bluff -i where the
outer guard of soft maple and white oak saplings began
to encroach on the black oak of the hills to very near the
top, where the birch was flying its bright green flag from
its snowy staff, the dogs were soon racing to and fro,

while we were strolling along behind them half way up
the hillside. We soon came to a shallow ravine where
the ferns and the prairie grass that covered the ground
where taller and greener, and the shade of the black oak
and maple was deeper and cooler than on the rest of the
hillside. The elder dog, named Jack, had hunted such
ground before and seemed to know all about such places,

and at once started up the leeward side of the ravine with
slow and cautious trot, while the younger, named Frank,
seemed to have an intuition that the other dog knew
more than he did and slowed down his pace to about the
same. And soon Jack's trot subsided to a walk as his

nose caught the faint breeze that played over the shady
side of the hollow, and his tail slackened its lashing mo-
tion and settled to a slow wavy swing. Quietly he moved
along, with nose upraised, just above the deep green of

the ferns and prairie grass, and the bright golden hue of
the lady-slippers and the carmine of the wild peas, rais-

ing it from time to time still higher with inquiring sniff

and swinging steadily off to leeward, so as to keep the
breeze fairly in his nose all the time. And soon the old
dog's tail began to straighten and the joints of his legs to

stiffen, and he turned his head slowly from side to side
and snuffed the air more cautiously as he moved more
and more slowly along. And all the time Frank coming
Up the other slope, some hundred yards away, with eyes
fixed intently upon Jack, imitated all his movements,
even more strongly than if he had smelt something him-
self instead of taking Jack's word for it.

Suddenly Jack stops, and as suddenly Frank does the
same, and at the same instant a line of mingled white,
black and gray, with roaring wings enveloping the whole
in a haze of brown, bursts from the rank ferns some ten
yards ahead of the dog and darts like an arrow through
the green arcade.
Bang-whang go two barrels of the guns, almost to-

gether, a feather parts from the long outspread fan behind
the booming wings, and in a second more the brown streak
fades among the distant trees,

B'bbbbbbb goes another from almost the same place,
almost before the first one is out of sight, and bang goes
one barrel of each gun exactly together, and a cloud of
feathers floats from the downward whirling bird, while,
with boisterous bbbbbbbb, seven or eight more birds rise
curling, flashing, darting and whizzing from the ferns in
all directions.

But Jack seems to have no anxiety about the birds that
have fallen, and after going cautiously a few steps for-
ward stops again with slowly waving tail. Carefully he
moves along, sniffing daintily at the air on high, and
swinging off occasionally to one side so as to catch the full

breeze, then, as he advances a few paces beyond where
the other birds had risen, his ;limbs and tail gradually
stiffen until he again becomes quite rigid, with Frank
on the other side of the ravine imitating all his motions
almost as accurately as if the two were connected by an
electric wire.
As we come up to him he suddenly relaxes, moves off a

few yards to one side again, and then with nose high
upraised and body sunk low in the grass he crawls for-
ward a few feet, more in shape like an alligator than a
dog, and then comes again to a standstill. As we advance
a little in front of the dog, three grouse burst roaring
from the ferns some twenty feet ahead of us, and dart
away in different directions. One whirls downward out
of a cloud of feathers; another changes his course at the
report of another gun and mounts sky ward through the
treetops; the third, dashing the sunshine from his glisten-
ing wings, scuds away through an open place, with the
guns belching flame and smoke vainly at the place he had
just left; while the one that had mounted above the trees,

poising for a second aloft, closes his wings and descends
with a heavyr thump to earth.

The fallen birds retrieved, we went on to find the scat-

tered birds. Some three hundred yards we wandered
along, and suddenly Frank began to dawdle in his pace.
With gently oscillating tail he sniffed inquisitively at the
breeze that swept up the hillside from the long ravine be-
low. To our senses it was laden with the fragrance of
ferns and wild buckwheat and wild peas and white
clover, with wild rose and mint; but the dog smelt some-
thing more, for he suddenly stopped with the quickness
of thought, and at the same instant a grouse broke with
uproarious wing from the deep, green cover some fifteen

feet from his nose. Two charges of shot shivered the
blended white and green of the birch behind which he
disappeared , the air throbbed no more beneath the beat
of his hoarse wings, and a faint nebula of fine feathers
drifted into sight on one side of the tree.

Hp and down the hill again both dogs were soon beat-
ing the ground. In about five minutes Jack, coming
down the hill on a gentle canter, dropped into the grass
as suddenly as if shot and lay there with only the tip of

his nose visible above the ferns. As we came to him a
bird rose like a rocket only a yard from the dog and
whizzed away upward as if bound for the stars. My
friend's first barrel decimated the banded feathers of its

broad, outspread tail, and he caught it with his second
barrel as it was speeding its bob-tailed career high among
the branches of the old oak trees. As it fell another
bustled with riotous hubbub almost from the same spot
from which the last one rose, and, wheeling with its

breast mottled with black and white in full view, cleft

the breeze so fast that the shot from my gun was held
back by the resistance of the air waves. At least that
was my theory then, and it ought to suffice at this lapse

of time.
Some ten minutes passed away and we found Frank

anchored apparently to a stump in a little ravine far up
the hillside, with Jack indorsing his draft on our con-
fidence with his most statuesque attitude, some 30yds.
behind him. The birch was waving in the breeze above
him, and the feras were swaying gently below his nose,

the raspberries and blackberries were still bright on the
bushes in the ravine, and the young oaks were as green
as in the spring, but other sign of life there was none.
We threw stones in ahead of the dog but nothing moved.
We tried to urge the dog to flush them, but he would not
budge. At the risk of losing a shot I went in, for the
ravine was deep and steep-sided. A few feet ahead of

the dog I slipped and fell, and in a twinkling the sky
above me seemed alive with roaring wings and meteors
of white and black and brown mixed in a whirl that
made the air tremble more than even the thunder of my
companion's gun which was spouting flame and smoke
above my head. When I recovered myself I found that
four birds had made all the uproar and that my friend
had pacified two of them.
The grouse were now so scattered that it was better to

search for a new flock than to try to find the single birds

that had flown far up and down the hillsides. So we
moved along several hundred yards until we came to a
broad-bottomed ravine. Along the hills near its head the
oaks stood larger and closer than before, the ferns were
brighter, longer and greener, the birches were taller and
rnaples and aspens were jostling them aside A soft fra-

grance as of wild honey and thyme haunted the dark,

cool shades and everything hinted strongly of the favorite

home of the ruffed grouse.
Old Jack at once took the hint, and with gingerly

tread went marching up the bottom of the ravine with
nose aloft and slowly undulating tail. Though he had
yet smelt nothing, the spirit of the place whispered

i "grouse" so strongly that his fancy kept him on a half
i
point from the start, just as many a good old dog's im-
agination makes him change his pace the instant he en-
ters a dark, damp swamp where everything breathes the
magic word, "woodcock." And even Frank seemed en-
thralled by the cool, green, silent shade and threaded the
birchen bowers and the beds of fern with more than
usual care.

But Jack went far up the hill several times and came
trudging back looking somewhat dispirited, and Frank,
after snaking his way as often up and down through the
ferns, seemed as badly muddled; yet both seemed to
think there must be game there. We passed around the
head of the ravine, over ground that seemed specially
made for grouse to spend the day in, but they seemed to
have that provoking trait that game often exhibit, of
ignoring the fine places you pick out for it and preferring
to make its own selection. Further down the ravine,
below where the Fcrub-oaks, and maples, and aspens broke
into the heavier black oak that robed most of the hills,

and where the bottom widened out into a little valley, lay
a long thicket of crabapple and wild plum, edged with
black haw and hazel, where it broke into the oak and
maple of the hills. Knowing that the birds ranged low
as well as high along these hills, we went to it. The dogs
soon disappeared within the dense, green shrubbery, and
naught was heard of them in a minute more but the light
rustle of their feet. And but another minute seemed to
pass away before that too ceased.
Leaving my friend on the outside where he would be

apt to get a shot at anything that came out, I went into
the thicket. There stood Jack bent like a bow with tail
and jowl nearly parallel, as he had evidently thrown him-
self with a sudden whirl upon striking the scent from one
side. And a few yards behind him, half hidden in the deep
green, stood Frank, with the solemnity of a tombstone on
a winter night. As I stepped behind Jack there was a
bewildering burst of uproarious wings and a dozen or
more birds went darkling through the green, some wheel-
ing out of the top, some scudding straightaway, some
darting low toward the edges. Quick as a flash I dropped
on one knee and sent a charge of shot through the leaves
where one's fan-like tail was vanishing on a sharp curve
as I raised the gun. But by the time the shot reached
there it was gone. And by the time I discovered it was
gone the rest were all gone. But dimly through an open-
ing I could see my friend on the hillside with half a dozen
grouse swiftly driving toward him. One went past him
like an arrow feathered with white and brown, and was
gone before be could raise his gun. Another whirling
into sight above the brush with its full white breast
broadly mottled with black brightly flashing in the sun,
just a trifle too late for me to shoot at, went spinning by
him with unruffled feather at the report of his gun. And
then five or six more went roaring past him and above
and behind him, while he, in confusion, shifting his gun
first from one side to the other, and hardly knowing what
to shoot at, let them all go past and stood as if looking for
more to come. T. S. Van Dyke.
San Diego, California.

SNIPE AT CURRITUCK.
YOHR readers may be j.nterested in an account of two

days of sport on the coast of North Carolina at Cur-
rituck Inlet, the game sought being of the snipe family,
consisting of willet, yellow-shanks and graybacke, or to
use a name common to the locality, bay birds.
During the latter part of August on a Saturday evening,

about 5:30 o'clock, friend H. and myself took a steamer
at the foot of Seventh street, Washington, bound for Nor-
folk, Virginia. My gun was a 12-gauge Parker, and I
carried about 400 rounds of shells loaded with No. 8, a
favorite size with me. H. carried two guns, 10 and 16
gauge, 600 rounds of shells, also loaded with No. 8s, and
a seven months old setter which had been thoroughly
broken, or rather trained, to retrieve. In the morning
bright and early, about six o'clock, we found ourselves a
few miles this side of Old Point, and greatly to our dis-

appointment, because, had the boat been running on its

usual time we should have been within a short distance
of Norfolk. This delay defeated our plans and made it

impossible to catch the 10 A. M. train at Norfork for Vir-
ginia Beach, and thus compelled us to wait over until
3:30 in the afternoon. We were, of course, much worried,
as we had previously telegraphed for a conveyance to
carry us down the beach to our destination, a distance of
29 miles, and also expected to meet some friends at the
Beach Hotel who were to accompany us. However, as
luck would have it, our friends had arranged matters for

us, evidently unticipating our trouble, and upon arriving
at the beach we found a two horse team and driver at
our disposal, and got under way at exactly 4:30 o'clock.

The drive along the shore of the Atlantic was one of
the most interesting features of the trip, and, had I been
unsuccessful in procuring game, I should doubtless have
felt compensated for the trouble and expense incident
thereto. The weather was delightful. The surf in itself

was a magnificent sight, and we found much interest in
viewing numerous wrecks which had accumulated on the
shore for years, some of recent date. One in particular,

a large three-masted schooner, hailing from Boston, I

think the name was Mary Pool, we learned had gone
ashore last October, and had been thrown so far up that
no tide since had been of sufficient height to carry her
off. The crew were still on board, and had succeeded in

getting her eighty feet nearer the water during a period
of ten months. By the way, I saw in a newspaper a few
days ago that she was afloat and had been towed to Nor-
folk.

Nightfall found us within a few miles of our destina-

tion. A little rapid driving over sand hills brought us to

the coveted spot, a small frame house, containing six

rooms, situated about a mile from the ocean and within a
few minutes' walk of the inlet,

The hour fixed for getting up in the morning was four
o'clock, rather early I must admit, but as we were anxious
to be on the hunting grounds by five, we found it none
too soon. Being equipped for bringing to bag a goodly
number of birds, all jumped into a two seated wagon,
the party consisting of four, White, Taylor, Hunter
and myself: and after about ten minutes' ride, found our-

selves upon the marshes, but not in the humor one would
suppose an occasion of this kind would produce.
Although the morning was cool, bright and clear, and

our expectations for a good day's sport unbounded, we
were worked up to almost fever heat and feeling some-
what sore, and all owing to the detestable mosquito.
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r Talk about the "Jersey," why he isn't to he mentioned in

I the same breath as his North Carolina cousin. To say
that they were as thick as bees does them an injustice.

I They actually covered us from head to foot, and would
I insert their venomous bills into our clothing with as much
lease as an ox would his horns into a bay stack; there was
Ino'let up with them, and had it not been for a stiff breeze
I which sprung up after we had been out for perhaps an
I hour, I don't think there was a man in the party who
I would have remained on the grounds for a minute longer
than was absolutely necessary.
However, upon reaching the grounds previously se-

l leoted by friend W., who had "been there" before, and
was considered an "old timer" in the business, although
I young in years, good sport was predicted, and W. im-
I mediately proceeded to locate us at what he considered
good stations about 300yds. apart. After placing out our
decoys, as very little snipe shooting is done in that local-

lifcy without them, each one was ready for the fun, and
fun it was too. I had scarely time to return to the station

I after giving the finishing touch to the last decoy, before
I the birds began to make their appearance. There were
scores of them, the yellow-shanks being in the majority,

laud three hours' almo.st continuous shooting was the re-

Isult. By this time the birds became wary and somewhat
scattered, and consequently we concluded to give them
a rest. Upon counting the killed we found we had a
total of 415. the smallest number, 65, being bagged by
niyeelf. As honest confession is good for the soul, I will
not say that it was owing to my poor marksmanship that
I came out at the tail end of the list, but must attribute
the cause to a severe headache, which began to assert
itself by the time I had knocked down fifteen or twenty
birds, and the more I shot the worse my head would
ache. I must not forget to say that H. got the second
best bag, 120, and that the "old timer," W., took the
cake, bagging 150.

Having gathered up the birds we started for the house,
and upon our arrival there awaited us a tempting break-
cast of which we at once partook. This over, my com-
panions amused themselves in various ways, while I,

having thrown myself on a couch, endeavored to get rid
of the aforesaid headache which still affected me in a mild
form. My efforts were not fruitless. I felt entirely re-

lieved when 1 arose, and so expressed myself, and when
tsked if I wished to resume the sport, of course replied
n the affirmative. Everything being in readiness, it did
aot take us long to repair to the hunting ground, and, as
•die decoys had not been disturbed after the first shooting,
we were soon banging away again at a rapid rate.

I had hardly seated myself on an old leather cushion
left at the station by H., who had previously occupied it,

before two large jack-plovers flew past in good shooting
distance. I succeeded in bagging one, but the other con-
tinued on the wing after a clear miss. The rest of the
boys were soon at their posts, and for a short time the
Shooting was excellent, over 200 birds falling victims,
principally gray-backs, which we considered superior to
the others in point of flavor and condition. In some
instances they were so fat that upon striking terra firma
in their fall from wing the flesh on their breasts would
split wide open. On collecting the spoils the wagon was
hailed, and in a few minutes we were again at the house.
Thus ended the first morning's sport, and the next ques-
tion to agitate us was, what to do with the game.
As will be observed, more than 600 birds had been killed,

and to dispose of them to good advantage, the weather
being warm, was no small matter. However, after some
little discussion, all concluded that they should be shipped
to Norfolk for distribution among our friends. To accom-
plish this end, it was necessary to first freeze them in a
arge chest prepared for the purpose, and then pack in a
barrel which was provided with an ice tank, placing
myrtle leaves between the layers of birds. This done, the
barrel was lifted into a pony cart, and not many minutes
elapsed before it was aboard one of the small steamers
which ply up and clown the Chesapeake and Albemarle
Canal, bound for Norfolk.

In the afternoon my companions again started for the
marshes in good spirits, being encouraged by former sue-

oess. I had concluded to remain at the house, thinking it

more than likely that my headache would return should
I again resume shooting that day. The time seemed to

pass rapidly, and it was not long before I heard the voices

of the returning sportsmen. They came back in the same
good humor in which they left, notwithstanding a small
bag of game, about 150 birds, and at once began to make
excuses for their failure to "bring to grass" the usual
number of birds. H. displayed a swollen jaw, the result

of frequent shocks from his gun, and W. attributed his

small score to the wariness and high flight of the birds.

This ended the first day's shooting. At 10 o'clock all

retired, and by daybght preparations were under way
for another trip to the hunting grounds. In an hour's
time we were off, and after shooting for nearly two hours
at some scattered birds we concluded that we had had
enough, at least for the time being, and returned to head-
quarters. A half hour later we were all sitting around
the breakfast table, making chaos of the good things,

especially the ever-favorite dish of snipe. Breakfast
over, friends W. and T. , who were residents of Norfolk,
said they would start for home in the afternoon, and
after some little talk H. and myself concluded to do like-

wise. The results of the two last shootings were soon
packed in a box with cracked ice and myrtle branches,
and it was not long before we were under way. At 10

o'clock Wednesday morning we landed in Washington,
none the worse for the wear.
The grounds over which we hunted was the property

of the Currituck Inlet Club, of which H. is a member,
and nearly, if not all the land in the vicinity of Cur-
rituck, is posted and controlled by various clubs, some of

them representing considerable wealth. W. E. V.
Washington, D. C.

Cylinder vs. Choke.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

know it is standing face to the gale, but I stand there all

the same. This rage for close choked guns is not in the
superlative degree sensible. For cover shooting—not at

the trap—give me the old cylinder bore, or pretty close to

it. As for trap-shooting, that is another matter. But
why should a tulerably fair shot, whose work is confined

to brush and stubbie, concentrate all his load into what is

practically a bullet after it leaves the gun? "With my
cylinder bore I notice that I get as much game as the

OAQkebores.—Fooy.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Oct. 15—To-day I got a note from Col.

E. S. Bond, the well-known South Water street
commission man, who sells about as much game as any-
body on the street, in all probability. In response I
called, and we passed the time of day.

"I see by last week's Forest and Stream that you
don't like that article on 'Law-breaking Game Eaters'
that appeared in the Herald latelv. Now, my dear sir,
do you kuow what I wanted to see you for? I wanted to
ask you how many times this year you have broken the
Indiana law by bringing game out of that State?"
"Not once, this year," said I, "but last year"—
"That's it. You maybe didn't know it was unlawful.

Now, my friend, do you knowwho wrote that article in the
Hcraldr
" Well, Colonel," said I, "judging from the South Water

street twang it had, and the way it went for the sports-
men, I should think a man about the size of Col. Bond
was not far off about the time that article was written."
The Colonel looked a little wise at this.

"Now, here," be said, "is a letter that you may want to
read, aud here is my answer to it. That will show you
just what I think about the game laws of some of our
States. Show both sides of the case if you are fair. You
say agitation is good."
Following are the letters:

Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 9.—Bond & Whitcomb, 201 South
Wat er Street, Chicago, 111.—Gentlemen: A circular sent to your
trade bag come into iny possession wherein you say that the de-
cision of the U. S. Supreme Court upholds in the original package
case a principle which destroys tho right of a State to regulate
the manner in which game shall be killed and shipments made
thereof out of the State. If this is your opinion, will you consent
to make a test case of The matter. If so. please advise me without
delay, otherwise I shall take steps to enforce our law against you.
—Respectfully Wji. At^dbn Smith.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 14.—Wm. APlen Smith, Esq , Game Warden

of the State of Michigan, Grand Rapids, Mich.—Dear Sir: Your
favor of the 9th inst. is at hand. Your proposition to make a test
case as to that section of your game law prohibiting shipments
out of the State is respectfully declined, as I have no money to
waste on such a case. The point in question has been passed
upon by courts of two or more States. Kansas had such a section
in the game laws of that State, which was held by the Supreme
Court of the State as unconstitutional on the ground that the
Legislature had no right to Interfere with commerce between
States. Judge Field, of the Circuit Court of Lake county, In-
diana, iu the case against F. A. Howe and the late Judge Knicker-
bocker, charged with transporting game contrary to law out of
that State, held that the law was unconstitutional for the same
reason.
The Supreme Court of Minnesota in the dressed beef case held

that the law prohibiting the sale of beef unless first inspected on
hoof was not constitutional, as it prohibited the importation of
dressed meats from other States in violation of the inter-State
commerce section of the Constitution of the United States. Hence,
if unlawful to prohibit imports of food it would be unlawful to
prohibit exports of the same. The Supreme Court of your own
State, in the case against O'NeU.in recognizing the property right
in game, virtually wiped out the non-export clause in the game
laws of your State, and held that game acquired in the open sea-
son could be held and sold every day in Ike year. The court de-
cided that a thing once lawful never became unlawful by lapse of
time, and adds that this is a well settled principle of law.
Justice McCreary of the U. S. District Com t of Iowa in the Gran-

ger cases held that transportation from one State to another was
inter-State commerce, over which the Legislature had no control,
and that this power belonged exclusively to Congress. The de-
cision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the original
package case is well known and re-affirms the decision of the lower
courts covering the point in question. The only adverse decision
covering the point is a late decision of the Supreme Court of
Illinois holding that, game was not property, and that transporta-
tion could be prohibited inside or outside the State. Able lawyers
hold that this is mere dictum and not good law.
In the face of all these decisions you will see that it would be a

waste of money to make a test case, especially in the face of the
decision of the Supreme Court of your own State in the U'Neil
case.
In your letter you misquote my circular, as it did not say that I

dem'ed the right of a. State to regulate the niauner in which game
shall be killed, as the State Legislature has that right, and it is

admitted by me. You will find that I will give my earnest sup-
port to all game laws protecting game for food. The Legislatures
of nearly all the States wisely prohibit prize fights, cock fighting,
dog fighting and other cruel sports. Thekilliugof harmless birds
or animals for sport should be prohibited by law, and the whole
ohject of game protection should be to preserve it for food. The
killing of birds or animals for sport develops the vicious and
brutalinstincts in human nature and blunts the finer sensibili-
ties. Our country roads and boulevards afford good opportunities
for our sportsmen to take all the exercise they need without the
incentive to kill harmless birds or animals.
In conclusion I wish to say that I regard the decision of the Su-

preme Court of your own State in the O'Neil case as a just and
lair one and founded on a sound common sense view of the ques-
tion before them. I regret I cannot say the same thing of the
decision of the Supreme Court of Illinois in the Effingham case
above referred to. Yours respectfully,

E. S. Bond, of Bond & Whitcomb.

The latter letter covers two or three well-known points;

for instance, it is known generally that no Indiana con-

stable will arrest a shooter for taking game out of the State.

The Michigan decision is also known. It is very probable,

however, that so far as the Illinois decision is concerned,
the Effingham case will be found to be a "dictum" that

will stick. It would seem that Col. Bond has offered the

gage of war to the Michigan warden. The result is not
determined.
Such is the game dealer's side of it. The letter ex-

presses the genuine views of its writer, except the part

where Col. Bond says he will support all the laws pro-

tecting game for food, and righteously declaims against

the naughty sportsman who kills game for sport. That is

pretty funny, and Col. Bond knows it is funny. He likes

to shoot as well as anybody, but he always takes pleasure

in having a whack at the sportsman in game law matters.

For instance, he told me that he and his fr'end John
Watson had just got back from a week's trip to Dunning,
Nebraska, where the two guns got about 25 prairie

chickens a day, just for food, you know; and would have
gotten more, if the Colonel's favorite dog which he kept

so that he could go out and get a little food with it, once

in a while, had not recently died. They also went out

after deer, but failed to get any food of that sort, as some
hounds had run the deer out of that section. Col. Bond,

Col. Bond! estimable and jolly soul as you are, tell us,

which of ye twain, the game dealer or the sportsman, is

entitled to wear the jewel of consistency?

But here was a good place to get some shooting news.

My friend the Colonel told me that the hot dry winds

that ruined the crops of western Nebraska also killed

many chickens, as there were not even any dew at night

during the hot season. The failure of crops would cause

a great many settlers to fall to shooting for the market

for a living. He had sent out to one party, who would

shoot for the market in Nebraska this fall, a bill of am-
munition that amounted to $187. Think what that will

do. Then ask yourself once more whether it is the sport-

man or the market shooter who kills off the game. All

the shooters of Chicago will hardly shoot $187 worth of

ammunition at actual game during the whole season.

"Once the center of the pinnated grouse region was in

southern Kansas," said Col. Bond, "' but they seem ex-
tinct there now. Then it was northwestern Iowa, till

that got played out, then it was southwestern Minnesota,
then Dakota. Now it is in northwestern Nebraska, west
of the North Loup country. We get most of our chickens
from there now. From the wTay the preparations are
being made to shoot them systematically there, I think
this year and next will clean them pretty much all up
there, and that ends it. There won't be any more
chicken center then. I've seen the game center move
1,000 miles in my time.
"I believe about the best place for ducks now is at the

lakes about forty miles north of Dunning, Nebraska, but
there is no road to get there on.
"We are now getting a great many fine mallards from

northwestern Nebraska, away out beyond the Loups.
Both the. Loups have plenty of water this season, though
the Platte hasn't. I lately got in 387 line mallards from
Minnesota, south of Crookston, on the Manitoba road,
and not far from Ada, in Noreman county. There are
lots of mallards in there. Dakota is all dried up. We
have also got in this fall enormous shipments of Wilson's
snipe, robin snipe, yellowleg plover, etc, from the
country around Big Stone Lake and Lake Traverse, in
Minnesota. There is where most of our snipe come
from.
"Partridges and venison have been very scarce this

fall. We have not sold a dozen saddles all this season.
The deer are being cleaned out of Wisconsin. From
stations where we used to get a thousand saddles or car-
casses in a season, we now will not get over ten or twelve
saddles, if we do that.

"Do you know who cleaned out most of the deer in
Wisconsin? It was an outfit called W. S. Hale & Bro.
They hunted for the market on a grand scale. They had
dozens of hounds, and they hired all the Indians they
could get and put them on the runways to shoot for
them. They made a regular business of killing deer, and
in three years, while they were around Crivitz, now Ellis

Junction, they shipped out over 3,000 deer from that one
station. I have not heard much from this outfit for the
past four or five years."

Is there not enough in this to sicken any lover of sport
or of humanity? Is there not enough to make even
apathetic sportsmen resolve to see to it that better and
more sensible laws are enacted and enforced? Is it not
plain to be seen how inoperative and worthless are laws
and a system under which the game has disappeared from
this great country almost in a day?

Oct. 16—To-day is the day that was set for the trial of
the two game law cases, the State vs. Henry A. Sloane
and State vs. J. B. Brosseau, the charge, being unlawful
exposure for sale of pinnated grouse before the date of
Oct. X. The main prosecuting witness is M. B. Bortree,
the attorney for prosecution F. S. Baird. Suit was brought
Sept. 25. To-day a continuance was had till Friday, to-

morrow, 10 A.M., which makes the third continuance.
It is a question whether issue will be really joined to-

morrow.
.The history of these cases is peculiar, and attests once

more the manifold beauties of the Illinois game lawT and
the manifold sorts of wisdom of its exponent, the honor-
able Mr. Brusewitz, by the grace of Gov. Fifer, game
warden for the county of Cook. The honorable Mr.
Brusewitz has again opened his mouth and put his foot
in it. It is a way he has. The honorable Mr. Brusewitz
knew that the open season for killing prairie chickens
began Sept. 15, He did not know that the legal season
for selling them began Oct. 1, and not Sept. 15, he not
being posted on our nice law. Accordingly, about Sept.

14. Mr. Brusewitz officially appeared on "South Water
street—it is about the only time ne ever did appear there

—and notified every game dealer on the street, and most
of the restaurants also, that they could now sell all the
prairie chickens they wanted to, as "the season was now-
open." Naive Mr. Brusewitz!
The defendants in this case were among other dealers

who took advantage of Mr, Brusewitz's indulgence and
hung out chickens for sale. Henry Sloan was out of
town at the time, but his clerks exposed the birds for sale.

Mr. Bortree, it is understood, would just as soon be game
warden as not. Mr. Baird was once in the Legislature,

and was promoter of what is known as the "old game
law." Perhaps Mr. Baird would not be averse to goirig

to the L?gislature again. Mr. Baird is one of the Board
of Directors of the Fox Biver Fish and Game Association,

whose good work in fish matters has so often been men-
tioned in these columns. The Fox River Association in

the main knows and cares most for fish protection. Game
protection is only a wing with it. but the body is earnest

and honest, and it took up this game case, intrusting the
matter to Mr. Baird. Ostensibly the Fox River Associ-

ation is behind these suits. Really, however, its connec-

tion with them is only nominal.
Mr. Bortree and Mr. Baird passed by a whole street full

of offenders, and picked upon Henry Sloan, who is the

very man they ought to have left alone. Henry Sloan is

a member of the Mak-saw-ba Club, and is more sportsman
than he is game dealer, and more gentleman than he is

anything else. He does not want to break the game laws,

although it is not for me to say that he has or has not

done so. I know he was among those dealers who all

through late August and September sent out word to their

customers in other States that they must desist from send-

ing in prairie chickens until Oct. 1. In this specific case

he was selling under specific advice of Brusewitz, and
Brusewitz has since the filing of the suit gone to him and
offered to pay any fine that might be imposed. Our war-
den out here is unique, be it observed. He doesn't work
to get game dealers fined for violating the law, but prom-
ises to pay the damage if anybody else gets them fined!

The probability of a fine in these cases is slight. Bruse-

witz has refused to put his name on the warrant for

prosecution. Under the wording of tho law, which by
Justice Smith has been construed before now, the game
warden is the only witness who can arrest or search in a

case involving illicit game. In other word3, if the warden
don't see it, nobody can. It will be remembered that

last year Mr. Donald, acting for the State Sportsman's

Association, employed a man to watch South Water
street, who laid cases against Henry A. Sloan and G. ~W.

Randall. Both these cases, as was duly reported, were
dismissed by Justice Smith on the ground that the game
warden was not the complainant. 'Cause why? He isn't

complaining. There couldn't anybody get him to com-

riain then, and there can't now. He's all right. He's

3ruaewitz, by the grace of, etc, He pays fines, not in«
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flicts thern.f |He is a bright and living example of the
heights of glory that the illustrious game warden system
is capable of attaining.
There may be some new crook in the ways of the

Illinois law which will make these cases stick, but at
present it is hard to distinguish them from the others
above cited, which didn't stick. The probability is that
they will be dismissed. If that is done, the cause of
game protection will again be hurt instead of helped.
The result will be duly reported.

It might be supposed that from lack of savage fervor
against game dealers who have exposed illegal game for
sale, and from the presentation of the game dealers' side
of the export question, as vide. Col. Bond's letter, Forest
and Streak correspondence was in league with the game
dealers, not with the cause of game protection. Let me
gravely assert that such is not the case. But it seems
better to offer all the facts about the game laws, and not
to accredit it to either the laws or the sportsmen who say
they wish to see the laws supported with a virtue that is

not possessed. If the laws are worthless and will not
hold water, it is time we all knew it, and time we devised
a better way to stop the horrible slaughter of our game,
which in spite of laws and sportsmen is going on all
through the West. It seems folly to suppose that this
slaughter cannot at least be modified ; it is equal folly to
suppose that protection phases of sportsmanship such as
we have had in the past ever will do much to modify it.

The figure of protective sportsmanship, in the West at
least, has long been merely a gigantic effigy stuffed with
hay. It is time we knocked thehay out of it. It needs sharp
words and appalling facts to startle sportsmen out of their
mutual admiration; it needs the display of the resources
of those who are interested in game destruction, to show
the feebleness of the actual resources of those who claim
to be interested in its preservation. It does no good to
cover up and to dissemble and to attempt to deceive
oneself. It is the locked horns, the issue joined, the fight
fought out, that counts in life. For this end, let us hope
to see the sportsmen of this region insist on the removal
of the man Brusewitz, and insist upon the services of a
man who can and will make a case stick against the South
Water street men who,- most of all, are encouraging and
holding up the slaughter of game. Let them insist upon
a change in the law which shall make it read like plain
common sense to a common-sense man. As for Col.
Bond's letter, I hope' Wm. Alden Smith will start suit
against him. The Illinois case is at least an offset against
the Michigan case, and a future Michigan judge may call
the Michigan case a mere "dictum," and think the Illinois
decision, that game is not property, good law. Forest
and Stream editorially disagreed with the Illinois de-
cision, but Forest and Stream would hardly object to
seeing another test case in Michigan and one also in
Wisconsin, since now the sportsmen have the Illinois case
to stand on. It ought to be decided, and if shooters can
ship game across a State line no paper ought to say they
cannot, or to keep the fact a secret,

Should the Sloan and Brosseau cases stick, it is said that
fourteen other arrests will at once be made on South
Water street, In another column, perhaps later, attention
will be called to the season's work of the Fox River Fish
and Game Association, and in the obverse of this picture
readers may perhaps find something more cheerful to
look upon.

Oct. 17.—Kx. T. F. Rose, of Camden, N. J., and Mr.
Frank Toppin, of the Philadelphia News, are in town
to-day on their way West, and will travel in company as
far as St. Paul or perhaps Winnipeg. Mr. Toppin will
go West Ada the Canadian Pacific, and will stop at Van-
couver, Seattle and other coast points, making a very fine
trip of it, though not stopping to shoot much. Mr.'Rose
will stop a few days in Dakota or Manitoba, perhaps near
Devil's Lake, N. D., shooting ducks and geese and trying
for a few chickens. He then goes to Butte, Mont. /and
strikes south via the Park to Cheyenne, stopping for big
game at points not yet determined, and spending a month
or more on his trip, which should be a delightful one.
Mr. S. C. Glover, a well-known sportsman of Grand

Haven, Mich., and erstwhile contributor to Forest and
Stream, is off at Chicago to-day, en route to North Da-
kota after geese.
Mr. S. R. McCormick and his friend Mr. Ryerson, of

this city, start this week for northwestern Nebraska after
wildfowl and chickens. It is rather late for the latter.

Mr, Samuel Trude and his son, A. S. Trude, go to Ne-
braska, along the Dismal River and three forks of the
Loup, for their hunt, and not to Dakota, as was at first

intended.
Devil's Lake, N, D., is the goose-shooting point most

valued thiB fall by Chicago shooters, but I am told there
is a station about 30 or 40 miles this side, Larryniore, or
some such name they give it, which is the best place to
stop off. Messrs. Farmer, Dicks and Hansen are in there
now.
Mr. |E. C. J. Cleaver and Mr. Alex T. Loyd will start

soon on a little duck trip, probably to the Spring Lake
country, described in late mention in these columns.
Mr. A. S. Trude, the well kno wn| criminal lawyer of

this city, accompanied by his father, an enthusiastic
sportsman, start from Dakota soon on a trip after big
game.
A novel feature in the project of blasting out the rock

ledge at Momence and so draining the Kankakee marshes.
The drainage trustees of Chicago propose turning a river
of their own and a part of Lake Michigan into the Illinois

River, and they don't want the Kankakee drained in at
about the same time. Indiana Legislature has appointed
commissioners to let the contract for blasting out the
ledge- There is still some talk that the State of Illinois

can interfere with the letting or carrying out of the In-
diana contract. Work was to have been begun by this
time.
Mr. Roger D. Williams and his kinsman Mr. E. D.

Sayre, both of Lexington, Ky., were in town yesterday
on their way to Montana and the Coast, They will both
stop off at the meet of the American Coursing Club at
Great Bend, Kas., next week. Mr. Williams is known
as a prominent greyhound man and will take his string
of winners clear out to the Golden Gate with him and try
for the big California stakes. But first there will be
some dallying with that deceptive Kansas product, the
double-geared jack rabbit of the buffalo grass.

Oct. 18.—Mr. Herbert S. Smith, of the Washburn &
Moen offices here, starts to-day for a two weeks hunting
trip in Wisconsin. He will try Green Lake and other
points in that State, and will also stop off for some squir-

rel shooting at Barrington, in this State, where he should
have some fun. His friend Mr. Cameron has lately had
good duck shooting at Green Lake, and if it were not for
that Mr. Smith would be disposed to try Spring Lake, in
this State.
Mr. E. C. Cook, the well-known sporting goods manu-

facturer, and his friend Mr. Loughridge were down at
their club, the De Golyer, about two weeks ago and had
magnificent sport at jack snipe. Mr. Loughridge alone
killed over 200 and Mr. Cook says he never saw such a
bag of snipe as they had. They shot only two days. Mr.
Ward was not along. Mr. Cook says he never had a bet-
ter time in his life. The weather was too warm then for
ducks, but the keeper reports to-day that the water is

coming over the marsh in good shape and plenty of ducks
are in. Mr. Cook and Mr. Loughridge go down again
Monday morning. The De Golyer Club, it will be re-
membered, lies above Water Valley and has some- of the
very best marsh on the Kankakee. The club ditches are
giving them plenty of water this fall, it seems.
Yesterday the game law suits against Henry A. Sloan

and J. B. Brosseau were tried. The Sloan case resulted
in an acquittal, as was earlier surmised would be the
event. The Brosseau case is under advisement till Oct.
24. Such is life in the Wild West under the aegis of the
Illinois warden law.
On last Sunday two young men, Geo. Earl, of 601 North

Clark street, and Michael Michaelson, both stenogra-
phers, were out hunting ducks in a boat on Fox Lake. A
flock of mudhens flew by. Michaelson who, sitting in
the rear, and who by any rules of shooting ought by no
means to have fired, or to have had a gun with him in
that part of the boat, raised his gun to fire. The same
old sickening, terrible accident occurred. Earl received
the charge in his right shoulder and fell stunned to the
bottom of the boat. Michaelson lifted him to his seat.
It was a three miles pull to the landing, four or five to
to railway station and fifty miles to Chicago. The sufferer
was taken to a hospital in the city and his arm was am-
putated. From the effects of this young Earl died on
Thursday. Michaelson is suffering the usual prostration
from grief. Doubtless other young gentlemen will go
out with guns scattered all over the boat instead of all
placed in the bow, where they should be, and doubtless
before long another man-slaughterer will be prostrated
with grief. E. Hough.

DOG AND GUN IN CAROLINA.
T T has been some time since I wrote to you. Various
X causes have contributed to my silence, but the most
potential has been the state of my health. I am glad to
say that it is now somewhat better, and I hope to be able
some time in November to go out into the field with my
light 14-bore and my dogs Rip and Ned, and have some
sport with Bob White, or the Virginia partridge of Audu-
bon. I shall not be strong enough to take long and rapid
tramps, for at best when one reaches my age be must
have observed the wisdom of the lower order of animals
and not attempt the impossible. It was Swift, I think,
who, in contrasting the conduct of the human race with
the dumb brute, said:

"A dog by instinct turns aside

When Tie sees the ditch too deep and wide;
A foundered horse will oft debate
Before he tries a five-barred gate."

Well, I am forced to "turn aside" very often and to
"debate'' a good deal in both cases. In the one case I
search for a cow-ford or family bridge, and in the latter I
crawl up very slowly and get down with the most abund-
ant caution. I can get down as rapidly as anybody, but
prefer the gentler mode for fear I might disable myself.
.My old dog Argo, which in some respects was surpassed

by no dog I have ever seen, has gone to "the undiscovered
country." He did not have the most acu te sense of smell

,

and was often too eager and rapid for the hunt; but he
had an abundance of "bird sense,"' and a capacity to
endure which I have never seen equalled. He did" not
potter along like a galley slave a few yards only from his
master, looking back timidly, but ranged wide and
rapidly, and when I was resting on the fence or a log or
stone, he would find the birds if any were in the field. I
would never have one of those snail dogs, fearing the
sportsman to go over nearly as much ground as he. If
such a dog is a retriever he would be of some service in
that respect. Poor old Argo. He had no ancestry so far
as I know. His daddy was simply a plain pointer of no
pedigree, and his dam was equally humble, but he could
wear out in the course of a hunt several of the blooded
stock one after another.

I have long since been the advocate of light guns for
small game, and am glad to see that sportsmen are begin-
ning to adopt the idea. A gun which will weigh 61bs. to
6|lbs. is abundantly heavy, and late in the afternoon, far,

far more comfortable than one which will "kick the
beam" at Slbs. to lOlbs. Nor do I want to carry 3^ to 4drs.
of gunpowder when a little more than half that quantity
is abundant. To me it seems ridiculous to use 5drs. of
powder for one little bird. It reminds me of what Dr.
Wolcot said of Samuel Johnson's style:

West gives an inch the importance of a mile,

Uplifts the club of Hercules—for what ?

To crush a butterfly or to brain a gnat.

From all I can hear, the bird crop is very abundant all

over the State. The nesting season was a favorable one,
andyoung coveys are frequently seen. If the hawks and
foxes do not get among them sport will be excellent.
There is some nice hunting ground near a place which I

own, twelve miles north of this town, where there is a
mineral spring, whose waters have proved serviceable in
cases of hay fever. On the streams near by there are
large fields and plenty of cover, and a man who can walk
well and shoot well can easily get in a day from fifteen
to thirty birds. Then in Montgomery county, just north,
there is good shooting. Indeed the whole of the central
part of the State is for such purposes quite attractive.
The best of the sport is off from the railroads necessarily

;

and a man who can do without a daily paper or a
carpeted floor can go to some quiet farm house and spend
several weeks very enjoyably, and at a small expense.
I have never seen any of those "feather-weight" guns,

and do not know that I ever shall. I have so many, and
more in fact than I can use, and cannot afford to buy one
more just to add to my armory. Nobody will give me
one, I feel sure, so I must get along as well as I can.

I have been browning gun barrels by the method set

forth in Greener's book. But I am not able to get thafel
shine on them which they had when they came from the

j
shop. Perhaps I do not rub them sufficiently or am in'
too great a hurry to end the job. I am not sure that it is'

worth much, any way.
I do wish that Schultze and E C powders were within)

the limits of my purse. The former I have tried and am
much pleased with it. With 2| drams, three wads, loz..'

No, 6 shot, I made some remarkably clean kills of sage
hens in Idaho last year. I think I must try to get a few
canisters of the E C and see how it will do.

I read with much pleasure the account given by "Chas-
seur" of his experience in the coast section of this State.
He writes well, and as a general thing I presume he does
not overdraw the picture. But the scuppernong grape is
not black, but a delicate brown when ripe, and the depth;
of the water on the bar at the mouth of Cape Fear is
more than 12ft.

And now, having used a nom de plume for a long
while, I shall for the present throw off the mask, and'
sign inyself Walier L. Steele.
Rockingham, North Carolina.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is quite true, as your correspondent "Hubert" would
have me believe, that the hounding of deer is not a noc-
turnal sport. The chase is usually begun in the early part;
of the day, but it is not uncommon for an ambitious and'
lusty dog to follow his deer in and out of a stream till

long after dark, and only take the back track when tired
dog nature is on the verge of collapse. I have heard,
such foolish hounds yelping far into the night, and can
readily imagine that the early slumberer might be much
disturbed by it.

By the way, why does not some one argue the case;
against this imitation sport from the hound's standpoint,
for, omitting the element of terror, they surely surfer as
much as the deer. The morning after a long run a hound
is a pitiful sight to see, with his swollen paws, stiff joints,
and thin enough to pass for an image of vanity. And if
in addition to other incidental misfortunes he has run
foul of a fretful porcupine and got well quilled, the dog's
misery is complete.
But to return. Your correspondent asks if it be true.'

that the deer are being exterminated in the Adirondacke
as the result of hounding. I think those who are fatnil- !

iar with the country will answer no; and in fact it is

generally believed that the deer arc increasing in num-
bers. If the practice of hounding was as fatal to deer as,
it undoubtedly is to the finer feelings of those who fol-
low it, the deer by this time would have dwindled into a
tradition. Unfortunately for argument in the matter, the)
deer in the majority of cases escapes capture when,
hounded, and each experience aids them in future ad-j
ventures of the kind. I set out to put your controver-
sialists right regarding night hunting and the destruc-'
tiveness of hounding, but it is impossible to approach!
within gunshot of the latter subject (excuse to figure of
speech) without trying to persuade others of its iniquity.
Yet when it comes to the point I don't see what we Phar-
isees are going to do about it. Cut and dried logic will
lead to but one or two conclusions: Either all deer shoot-

I

ing is unholy, or hounding is a proper occupation, for
there is really no probable moral difference between
shooting a deer in the woods and cracking his skull with
a bullet or club when the animal is in the water.
But dropping logic and viewing the case from thei

higher lead of humane instinct, there is no more re-;

volting custom in the world of sport. Written words are'
cold and unpersuading, but the object lesson of a single!
water butchery, such as I myself have been guilty of , i

ought to settle the matter beyond doubt for every right-
minded man or woman. I don't believe that even Cain,
who was the first sportsman we have record of, would,
have played such a dirty trick upon the Mesopotarniah
deer, and I am quite sure thatNimrod, Adonis, Diana
and the other lights in hunting matters would have
wept to think that men could ever sink so low.

D. C. L.

A PLEA FOR BRUIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent issue of you paper "Special" has something

to say about the cruel practice of bear trapping, and de-,
tails a case of unnecessary cruelty by reaso'ri of neglect
to properly attend to the steel trap after the same had
been set. In the same issue of the paper, speaking on the
subject of the proper liinit as to the quantity of game
killed by any one sportsman in a stated time, you say,
"as regards the shooting of bears, panthers, wolves, wild-
cats and all that class, the sportsman is generally con-
ceded to be justified in availing himself of his oppor-
tunities to the utmost." "The object here is to annihil-
ate," etc. Now, in regard to the black bear I beg leave
to differ from you, and believe that he as one of the grand-
est game animals on this continent is entitled to proper
protection as such, besides that he, and all other fur-
bearing animals as well, ought to be protected at certain
seasons of the year for economic reasons.
Unlike the other animals aforementioned, the black

bear is not a game destroyer, nor can he be to any great
extent charged with the destruction of domestic animals,
and it is safe to say that where a hundred dollars' worth
of sheep have been killed or maimed by dogs, not a dime's
worth have been destroyed by black bears. Such being
the case, I see no good reason why the black bear, an
animal conceded by all who have been successful in his
capture by fair means, to be, next to the moose, the
noblest game found on the American continent east of
the Mississippi River, should not be accorded the
same protection as deer or any other game animal.
His glossy black hide when prime is a trophy that any
sportsman might well be proud of, when he is satisfied
that its original owner was killed in a sportsm unlike
manner, and not by a lingering death in the cruel jaws
of a steel trap, and his flesh is by no means to be despised
as an article of food as all who have eaten of it will'
testify. His capture requires more of those qualities that
go to make up a true sportsman than the capture of any
animal with which I am acquainted on this portion of
the continent, and as I write before me lies a rug made
of the glossy covering of an old veteran, which a few
years ago led a party of us a merry dance over hill and
dale, through thickets and swamps well nigh impenetra-
ble, for the greater part of the day, until finally brought
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fco bay, he died, a true game animal to the last. Talk of
sport, one hunt like that was worth an age of deer hunt-
ing at its best, and ought not to be named on the same
page with deer dogging or jacking.
Bruin's capture requires on the part of the sportsman

the hardest of work, the best knowledge of woodcraft,
lots of endurance, and to insure success, well trained
dogs. If successful and when in at the death he will have
do qualms of conscience (as perhaps might be the case
v^ien a dying deer cast a last appealing look at him), for
bis bearship's last act will probably be a vicious cuff that
augurs no good to any dog within reach of that powerful
iimb. Living or dying he is game, and shall he not be
protected as such in the proper seasons?
Brother bear hunters, let us hear from you.

Urstjs A.

TWO BEARS WITH ONE BALL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Recently seeing an item in a local paper stating that a

sear hunter near Canon City, about fifty miles west of
;his place, had performed the marvelous feat of killing
two bears at one shot, I wrote to him to get the particulars
>f this extraordinary affair, and in due course of time re-

3eived the following letter:

Oa^on City, Col., Sept. 20.—I received your note of
nquiry on the 18dh. The item you refer to is correct,
Inasmuch as I killed two bears at one shot. One was a
alack, the other a brown bear. They were standing
aroadside, one beyond the other, at about 100yds. dis-
:ance. The ball passed through the shoulders of the first

me and broke the back of the second. The black bear
p^as full grown, weighing probably about 3001bs. The
arown one was about half grown

,
likely a yearling. I

ised a single shot Winchester, .45 70 caliber.

I was out looking for bear and came across four feed-
ng on acorns, two standing as described. I killed two
it one shot, and one of the other two, running, at about
.50yds. distance, at a second shot.
I may add that I have killed six bears in the last two

^eeks at seven shots. Yours respectfully, A. S. Sage.
Mr. Sage says he killed the two bears at one shot. Now

t bear is rather tenacious of life, and one shot through
he shoulder, or one with a broken back is not necessarily
tilled, though possibly fatally injured. I am sorry Mr.
•age did not state more explicitly whether or not the
nimals were instantly killed or whether he finished the
ob with an axe or some other weapon.
However, the feat was a remarkable and an uncommon

me, and will take rank with any I have read of for
ome time. Tenderfoot.
Pueblo, Colorado;

OHIO DEER HUNTERS.
AYTON, Ohio, Oct. 20.—Five parties of deer hunters
have already left this city upon their regular

ual expeditions into the wilds of the West and North-
vest. Philip Kern, Julius Wehner, Edward Schwind
ind Louis Schwind are in the pine Avoods near Iron
Mountain, Michigan.
Harvey Puterbaugh , Edward Stuck, John Puterbaugh,

jouis G-roneweg and Jacob Puterbaugh are camping in
''orest county, Michigan.
S. S. McKinney, John Franz, Frank Volker, Sabin

Statler and Levi Falknor, of Piqua, and John F. Beaver,
if Dayton, with Phil Leidigh, Eli Stayrook, Frank Griffin,

W. B. Chichestry , William R. Nivin, Charles L. Robb and
ra Brown have gone to Montana to shoot bear, deer,
noose and elk, and will not be home until December.
There are sixty hunters in the party. They have chartered
iwo cars, and will camp on the banks of Lake St. Marys,
Montana.
James Burnett, Joseph Eadress, Jr., W. D. Emerick,

Jacob Fudge, Samuel Browsman and George Coleman
:orm a Germantown party that has gone for three weeks'
leer hunting in the Upper Michigan peninsula.
s'Xenia sent three large parties to the wilderness west of

Goodwood, Michigan. The old Greenville deer hunters
lave divided into two parties and are in camp near Flood-
tvood, Michigan. Camp No. 1, D. S. Heirn, J. H.
Schwable, Charles Johns, James Knick, Daniel Snyder
md Frank Culbertson. Camp No. 2, Dr. A. J. Marling,
aarrod Mills, S. A. Hostetter, J. N. Lowry, Oscar David-
ion and S. N. Wilson.
Fred Huber, William Ten Eyck, Levi Gluck, Samuel

Jarver and John "Von Kopf , of Tippecanoe, have gone to
3ike county, Wisconsin.
Oct. 20—-If the same conditions prevail in the Scioto

falley as here on the Miami, quail will be as scarce when
he season opens as they were last year, and farmers will

>e again unjustly blamed for the slaughter. People,
rowever, are getting their eyes opened to the facts, and
i sensation will develop when it becomes generally
mown that town hunters, men of respectability who go
rat ostensibly to shoot rabbits and doves are really after

mail, and take pot shots wherever they can get them, as

>eing less liable to detection than if they shoot the birds

n the air.

This being true, then it is not the protective game law
;hat is to be credited with the remarkable increase in
lumbers of quail through Ohio and Indiana, but rather
;he mild weather of last winter. The birds had not been
shot at until within the past three or four weeks, but now
ire being slaughtered without restraint. Less than a
nonth ago the coveys were large, twenty to thirty quail

n each, aud very tame. Now they are growing wild
md coveys are not found with over twelve to sixteen
[uail. Country papers are cautioning farmers against
participating in this illegal shooting, but the danger is

.hat farmers will see no other way of getting a share of

ihe game, and the quail will thus be depleted. We have
io efficient gaoie wardens in this vicinity. Brown.

New Hampshire Woodcock.—A party at Newport,
S". H., during the six days ending Oct. 11 killed seventy
oirds, chiefly woodcock and partridges (ruffed grouse;.

They stopped at the hotel and drove from one to ten
miles to reach the covers.— T. H. B.

Massachusetts Birds. —The October gales have
Drought some good flights of shore birds, and Boston
gunners have been after thetn. But the report is that

they are wilder than ever this year and very hard to

approach. In their nights they steer far away from
boats or blinds. George T. Freeman, of Harrington &

Freeman, has been down to Annisquam after ducks,
with fair success. The quail hunters are generally dis-
appointed in this State. The restocking has given more
birds, but they have all along been too small to shoot.
Whether the broods from the birds put out by the Fish
and Game Protective Association have been later than
the native birds, it is hard to tell. But it is certain that
the open season beginning Sept. 15 is altogether too
early for quail, and even the market hunters are not
pleased with it. One sportsman, and a true friend of
game protection, says that soon after the open season
begun he made a trip to the Cape, with a view to quail
shooting. He hired a team and drove along one of those
well-known sandy roads that run through the woods. A
bevy of quail was started, when behold the little chickens
were so young and small that one of them actually got
tumbled into a wheel rut in the sand and could not get
out. Some of these little quail were obtained and the
skins were mounted, and they will be presented before
the Legislature this winter as conclusive evidence of the
faulty condition of a law that allows of the hunting of
birds so young.

—

Special.

Kentucky Quail.—Shelby County, Ky., Oct. 9.—The
happy results of the efforts of the Kentucky Fish and
Game Club are to be seen already in this county in the
increase of the number of quail. There is so little forest
here that pheasants, turkey, deer and the like are almost
unknown, but there is a great abundance of quail; and if

the pot-hunters (mostly negroes) are kept from their
nefarious work there will be plenty of shooting for the
sportsman. Of course.there are any quantities of hares,
but they are so heavy to carry, and are such dry eating
that but few sportsmen will shoot them. There are a
vast number of negroes about the towns who don't work
in winter and who hunt for "meat," and scour the
country and shoot everything they see larger than a
sparrow. These create a nuisance, and often cause the
true sportsman to be forbidden the privilege of shooting
on farms. A man could have fine sport in either of two
ways; he could make a good bag of quail, or by having
two or three beagles to start and trail hares he could kill

a brace of dozen in a few hours, and a hare properly
cooked and served is not to be "sneezed at." No fishing
or fox hunting here to any amount,—J. S. M.

Columbus Sportsmen's Luck.—Columbus, O.—"Judge
Frank F. Huffman, Dr. Elmer Potter, Capt. Wm. F.
Burdell, Maj. J. L. Rodgers, Col. C. D. Hinman and Col.
Horace Park started on the 20th ult. for the Rosseau
country, near the Lake of the Woods, Minn.,where moose,
caribou, elk, deer and bear are reported plenty. That
country is also the home of ducks, geese, brant and swan.
The fishing, too, is reported the very best. The party
expect to stay about six weeks. We hope to have the
opportunity of publishing a full account of the trip on
the return of the party." The above is from a Columbus,
O., paper. The parties have just returned from the tire-

some trip (being absent but three weeks) much disap-
pointed. They did not see a live moose, caribou, elk,

deer or bear while they were away. They had good
duck shooting and bass fishing, that's all. There is a
vast amount of delusion in this going "away off" for
sport when one can often do as well near home. Those
remaining here had nearly as much success with ducks
and bass within thirty miles of Columbus. I am too much
disabled to get out.—M. P. P.

Quail in Town.—Zanesville, O., Oct. 18.—I was sur-

prised yesterday, while sitting in my office, to hear quail
calling one another in the center of the city. This was
about noon. At 4 o'clock I went out for a walk and
found that a whole covey was scattered over the city, in
flower gardens, trees and on tops of houses, Friday,
while driving through Mclntire Park, in the city, I saw
a covey of quail running around, apparently as tame as
chickens. The reason they are so tame is that they are
well protected, nearly all the farms are posted, the law
being in force up to Nov. 10. We have only thirty-five

days shooting in this part of the State. We expect good
quail shooting this season, but only those who have privi-

leges to hunt on farms will enjoy the best shooting. I

have an invitation for the opening day and I am getting
my Irish setter Toby Glencho in trim for this occasion.

He has not been in the field for two seasons, but when he
sees a gun he nearly goes crazy.—F. V. R.

The Curious Antlers mentioned by a Whitesboro',

N. Y., correspondent in our last issue maybe seen at a
taxidermist's shop on Fayette street, Utica.

Our readers who enjov (he sport of duck shooting will rind an
offer of importance to them in our advertising columns to-day.
A half interest in a celebrated shore is offered by tne owner for
sale for the sake of company. The flight at this point is said to
be excellent, and it is an opportunity that seldom offers. See
advertisement of Geo. H. Wild.—Adv.

"That reminds me."

JIM, Bob, John and the writer were sitting around the

camp-fire one night when the subject of snakes came
up. Bob asked how many eggs we supposed an old

chicken snake could eat at one sitting. John said he
thought one setting would hardly make a lunch for a
good-sized chicken snake. Says Bob, "Do you know how
a chicken snake manages to break the shells after he has
swallowed a stomach full of eggs?"

"I suppose the stomach dissolves the shells the same as

it digests other things."

"Oh no," says Bob, "he goes to some hard piece of

ground—a road is a good place—and raises himself up
like a rainbow, just standing on his nose and tail, and
then strikes himself down on the ground until the shells

are broken."
"Ah," says John, "I didn't know that before. Iam

glad to learn such an interesting fact in natural history."

The next day was rainy and we were sitting in camp,
when we heard some one at a distance pounding heavily.

"What do you suppose is making that noise?" said John.

"Some one splitting rails," said Bob.

"No," said John, "it's a chicken snake breaking a

stomach full of eggs." Lew Willoav,

Arkansas.

"THE BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS."
YV7 E take pleasure in announcing that the first number
» » of the Boole of the Game Laws will be ready for

delivery early next week. The work has been long in
preparation and publication has been delayed by the un-
expected bulk of the material. The contents comprise all
the game and fish laws of the States, Territories and
British Provinces.
The better to insure accuracy, all important sections

are given in their full text, as they appear on the statute
books. Errors which might arise from abstracting or
paraphrasing are thus avoided. To give the exact letter
of the statutes is something that has not before been at-
tempted in any general compilation of the game laws.
Certain minor sections and local laws, or parts of them,
are abbreviated. Laws of local application are printed
in smaller type following the general laws of each State.
The Booh of the Game Laws will be a regular periodi-

cal, published by the Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
The quarterly numbers will be issued on the first days of
October, January, April and July. Each quarterly issue
will contain all the laws given in No. 1, and a supple-
ment of sixteen pages or more comprising amendments,
changes and additions to date, and other material.
Certain classes of laws omitted in the initial number of

the Book of the Game Laws will be given as special com-
pilations in subsequent numbers. These include the sta-
tutes relating to fish commissioners, fishways,

1

game
warden systems, modes of procedure in law enforcement,
bounties on vermin, laws at to forest fires, dogs, damage
to stock, careless use of fire arms, incorporation of clubs
and societies, etc., together with special county, town
and other local regulations.
From time to time there will also be given reports of

law cases, the text of decisions of the courts relating to
game and fish laws, and such discussions of game pro-
tection interests as, it is hoped, will prove useful in pro-
moting a clearer understanding of the subject, a more
general public regard for the statutes, and a more intelli-

gent appreciation of their purpose.
Price of each single part, postpaid, 50 cents. Annual

subscription (four complete numbers), $2.00. Upon re-

ceipt of $1 will be sent one complete number and three
quarterly supplements following on dates of publication.
By this mode of subscription the subscriber will receive
all the new material contained in the numbers for a year.

m mjd Hjjkivqr fishing.

SUNAPEE LAKE FISHING.
'"pHE fishing, except for salmon, was not so good this

J. year in Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, as in some
previous years. The number of fishing places is small.

As many as twenty-five boats have been anchored in one
string. Two large steamers and some smaller ones are
churning right over the fishing grounds, making six

round trips a day. The fish have undoubtedly moved be-

cause of these sources of noise and fright.

Fully l,0001bs. of landlocked salmon were caught in
Sunapee Lake. Three hundred trout and salmon were
taken in May on. about two acres of fishing ground (Blod-

gett's Landing), the trout from 1 to olbs..the salmon from
5 to lOlbs.

Some of the fishes found in Sunapee Lake are black
bass, pike-perch, yellow perch, sunfish, pickerel, suckers,
horn chub, dace, roach, catfish, eel, smelt, brook trout,

golden trout, Loch Leven trout, rainbow trout and land-
locked salmon. All of the Salmonidm, except the brook
trout and the golden trout, were introduced, as were also

pike-perch, black bass and smelt. The roach was prob-
ably introduced as a bait fish. It is known at Sunapee
as the "grass fish," and we have seen only a single srjeci-

men from that locality. The sunfish or pumpkin seed is

called "flatfish" or "flat sides" at Sunapee and in some
other portions of New Hampshire. It is believed that the

pike-perch has died out.

The smelt, which was introduced more than twenty
years ago, occassiona,lly reaches lOin. in length. It is

extremely abundant, and is often washed up on the east-

ern shore of Sunapee by strong winds. The young land-

locked salmon here is sometimes styled "tinker salmon,"
from its resemblance to a small mackerel. The largest

landlocked salmon ever taken in Sunapee Lake, as far as

our knowledge goes, was caught July 21 by Mr. Walter
Aiken. It weighed 1-if-lbs , and fought over an hour.
The introduction of smelt into New Hampshire lakes

has an important bearing upon the number and size of the
trout and salmon reared in them. The fish are usually
transported as fish, but Mr. Aiken established them in

Webster Lake by the novel method of taking the fertil-

ized eggs after they had been glued to stones in the

spawning brook. Stones with the eggs upon them were
placed in a little tributary of Webster Lake, and now the

waters are teeming with smelt.

An Alligator Gar.—Mr. A. Turpe, of Brackettsville,

Texas, has sent to the National Museum a six-foot speci-

men of that interesting fish the alligator gar {Lepidos-

teus trishechus), which is not a bad rival in size of jaws
and teeth of the formidable reptile for which it is named.
The gar was "pearl green on the back and sides, the back
a shade darker, the belly white, head light green, under
jaw white, eyes black, with wide golden circle, two gol-

den shades in star shape."

A Book. About Indians—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinneU's book

,

"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.

mil
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A JULY IN WISCONSIN.

SEVEN men, in varied lines of professional and busi-
ntss life, rationally concluded that it would be good

to spend a few weeks in the woods. Our objective point
was the Turtle waters of northern Wisconsin. These are
best reached by the Milwaukee, Late Shore & Western
Railroad, whose genial officers and trainmen must like to
go fishing themselves, for they all showed the keenest
interest in our welfare and success. Fortunate is the
angler who falls into their hands.
We left Chicago at 7:30 P. M. on the 7th of July, and

before noon the next day the last clearing was south of
us, a straggling little village of tough cabins would start
up beside, the track now and then, and every few miles a
gem of a, lake would flash out among the dense timber

—

a turquoise in an emerald setting. Jim Lawson, a former
guide of ours, boarded the train at Lac de Flambeau, and
we were soon deep in the question of the best camping
and fishing points. At 4 P. M. on Tuesday we left the
train at Mercer. This is a flag station just outside and
north of the Chippewa Reservation. As we passed
through the Reservation we saw some of the Indians,
sorry specimens of the noble red man. We were re-
minded of an experience we had a year before at Mud
Lake, on the southern border of this same Reservation.
Four of us, with two guides, Lawson and Card, had
tramped over from Minocqua, seven miles, taking a
couple of boats on a wagon. Putting the boats into the
water late in the afternoon we had a half dozen fish by
dusk. The best fish had. been lost. The boats were ap-
proaching each other, creeping along the edge of the
weeds with trolls whirling. Now," said I, "Lou, if we
could have a strike just here we would show the others
how to land a 'lunge." As if in response to the sugges-
tion, a lOlbs. fish, he was that at least, struck my No. 8
skinner as the other boat came within oar's length of us,
and going out of the water seemingly 6ft. with the beau-
tiful rainbow leap. But that fish had evidently started
out to give my pride a tumble. After a stubborn fight
he was at the boat's side, and Lou was ready to rap him
over thp head, the best method, if properly used, to get a
rnuscalunge ready to he lifted into the boat. But I held
his nose too high with the line, the smart blow only re-
leasing him from the hooks, and he went away to medi-
tate upon the folly of trying to eat barbed steel. There
was something saddening in the loss under the circum-
stances. It was not the moment of triumph anticipated.
As night came on we went to our camp. Supper was

eaten and we were about to crawl into our tent for a
welcome rest. Back of us was the somber forest.
Imagination pictured the uncanny things it might contain.
Two squaws in a birch canoe had run one of the boats a
race for the tent, which stood where an Indian trail ended
at the water's edge. The squaws had beaten, and disap-
peared in the forest, leaving the canoe on the shore. We
soon found where they had gone, evidently to meet a half-
dozen bucks, who, full of bad whisky and curses, came
whooping upon our camp just as we were ready to go into
our tent for the night. They were bent on making trouble.
The squaws had told them that Ave were catching their
fish. One of them could speak fair English, and spoke
for the chief, who was one of the gang. They insisted on
our taking our hosts and leaving the Reservation at once.
It was ten o'clock at night. The team had gone. The
"noble red men" were evidently on the war path, so far
as we were concerned. The situation looked squally.
We had a fighting chance, but were not looking longingly
for any chance of that kind. We invited Lo to supper, as
a pacifying measure, and lo he accepted. His appetite is

always active. Six of him nearly cleaned out our pro-
visions. Card dickered an hour for the birch-bark canoe,
a beauty, which the squaws bad used, and got it from the
old chief for $8. By the next morning they were at the
nearest saloon spending that money. Their consent that
we should stay until daylight quite satisfied us. We
fished the lake until the next night, as long as we had in-
tended to, and then returned to Minocqua. But some of
our party confessed afterward that they did not get much
sleep, and that the note of a screech owl toward morning
sounded painfully like the yell of a savage.

But to return to Mercer. This town consists of Jim's
house, a tent, and a store with $20 worth of goods in it.

Within seven miles of it, however, are forty lakes, and
that is more to the point. These cluster in what is prac-
tically an unbroken wilderness, and around them in every
direction are—more lakes. They have not been fished
very much as yet, and they would supply splendid sport
for years to come if the netter could be kept from getting
in his deadly work. But we saw at the mouth of every
creek connecting one lake with another the stakes which
marked the spots where nets had been placed last spring.
A few years will see these superb lakes stripped of all
their attractions for fishermen, save those offered by the
scenery. When the lakes now accessible in north Wis-
consin are fished out, that will be the end for every one
bat the rich men, who can buy the lakes and restock
them as private preserves. There will be no virgin
waters for the masses of sportsmen, for beyond those now
within reach lies Lake Superior.
We were not long in getting our duffle into boats. We

went up a narrow creek a quarter of a mile and found
ourselves in a beautiful little lake, on whose shores we
pitched our tents where, at a time more or less remote,
the timber had been cleared away by the Indians, possibly
for a village or a bit of garden.

If when these Indians left the spot they had taken the
mosquitoes with them there would have been nothing to
mar our happiness. But the pests were there in multi-
tudes. They swarmed out of the brakes, which grew
thick and tall all about us. They pounced upon us as
though they knew we were fresh from civilization.
Doses of evry sort were useless. Even "Nessmuk's" vile
decoction smeared on and left on until we were glazed
like patent leather and smelled like tar barrels, was no
good. The pestiferous mosquitoes never paused in their
repast. These creatures have a scent like a sleuth hound,
for they will find the smallest crack in a tent front, and
worm their way in for a nip at your neck. The Wiscon-
sin variety can bore a well in a man's epidermis and
start his pumping works to running full blast with won-
derful quickness. He does not go prospecting about for
a juicy spot, but stakes out his claim instantly, and at
once sinks a shaft. The first few nights were torture.
The pack of pests were in full cry all night. Head nets
were of no avail. One sufferer vowed to get even with
the tireless torments. Dirt was thrown up around the

bottom of the tent so that no insect could crawl under, the
opening at the front was pinned so closely that nothing
could squeeze through there, and then the Parson, with
blood in his eye, began a grand hunt which would last
some nights for a couple of hours, but when it waB over
his July Century was streaked with red marks where he
had slapped the mosquitoes against the tent, and there
was peace and quietness for the rest of the night. To
build a smudge in the back of a tent does no good. The
mosquitoes drop down among the bedding and simply
wait for the air to clear. Seal up the tent and then kill
all inside. There is no patent on this plan and I commend
it most heartily to all campers.
Our first fishing was done on a lake about half a mile

from the one on which we were camped. We had to
push through a narrow creek just wide and deep enough
to float our boats. John N. finally concluded we were
going too slowly. After making some decided changes
in his toilet he took to the water. After a heroic strug-
gle with the boat and the mosquitoes he got us through
into the next lake. It was a beautiful sheet of water,
opening out to the right and the left into half hidden
coves which looked exceedingly fishy. It was late in the
afternoon and not much time for fishing. Skirting the
shore opposite the point of our entrance Lawrence had
the first strike. It was the first fish of any size he had
ever hooked on a light rod, but he played him skillfully,
a 3£ib. small-mouth bass, and after a splendid fight the
panting fish was lying in the bottom of the boat. To say
that Lawrence looked happy would be putting it mildly.
He looked ecstatic. There are not many moments in life
like that to a man. There is not much sense of triumph
in fighting a fish out of the water with a line that would
do for a clothes line and a pole that might serve as a flag-
staff. The fisherman using such tackle enjoys the pleas-
ure of asquisition when he captures a fish. But he has
no feeling of triumph. The fish has had no chance to
escape. He has been lifted by superior brute force out
of the cool shadows of his native haunts, and flung help-
less at his captor's feet. But take a rod that bends double
with the fish's weight and a line that would snap if the
fish could put the full strain of his marvellous muscles
upon it, then the cunning of the angler must be added to
the strength of his arm to get the lithe swimmer, and it

becomes a battle royal. Under these conditions success
brings to the sportsman the joy of conquering, as well as
the delight of getting. Well, I saw both these kinds of
happiness written on the face of my young friend as he
sat with the bronze warrior floundering at his feet. It
was a fine picture. We were in a cove of the lake that
was unruffled by a breath of breeze. The sun was too
far down the west to do more than flood the place with
soft radiance on the burnished surface of the lake, light-
ing but not warming the cool spaces of the quiet woods,
penciling the fringe of rushes along the shore in the
water below till no one could tell where the green stems
ended and the green shadows began, while the whole
emerald glory of the woods seemed to reach as far down
into the motionless waters as it did up into the motionless
air. All this we saw and more as the boat floated quietly
on the lake in the few minutes of peaceful content which
naturally follows the angler's victory.

In a few minutes more John N. had the first muscalunge,
a 4lb. fish, which made a good fight. Two 31b. big-mouth
bass completed the catch, and we returned to camp not
overloaded but with enough fish to make us happy. It is

not what you get the first day, but what you are going to
get the next, which fills your cup of content to over-
flowing.

Several trips to the same lake resulted each time in
about the same catch, four or five fish. This hardly suited
our ambition, and we began to talk of moving our camp.
Stanley caught his first Tunge within a hundred yards of
the camp, the only fish we caught in that lake, but not
Stanley's only 'lunge. Some one had brought a pie from
Jim's house, and it had been carefully put away for
supper—that is, had been set in the shade of the cook tent.
While we were, discussing the first course of beans and
bacon, lying around the table, which consisted of a little

ridge, on the ground, Stanley's foot struck the pie abaft
the wheel-house, swept away smoke stacks, masts, all the
contents of the hold, everything except the hull. The
camp put on crape and mourned for the lost pie.

We struck camp after a week's stay and portaged over
into Echo Lake, a distance of half a mile, then went up
the creek which connects Echo Lake with Ox Bow,
Spider, Fisher, Cedar and Turtle lakes above, in the order
named. John L., not Sullivan, but a man as big in heart
as the pugilist is in muscle, was compelled to leave our
first camp after a single night's stay, being to ill to re-
main. We were sorry enough to lose so genial a com-
panion and enthusiastic a sportsman. We went as far- as
Spider Lake, and well named that beautiful sheet of
water is, the bays and coves sprawling out from the main
body of water in a dozen directions, densely wooded at
every point. This is true of all these lakes. The virgin
forest crowds down to the very water's edge everywhere.
We camped on an ideal spot. A narrow point of land
200yds. long, 15yds. wide and perhaps 20ft. high, along
the middle, juts out into the lake. A score of noble pines
stand well out on this point and give just shade enough
to rob the sun of fierceness at noonday, but are far
enough apart so that the breeze was never shut off. The
voices of these giants, low and sweet, were never still.

All day they whispered, and at night sang the weird
lullaby which they have chanted through uncounted
summers. Far up among their branches the little red
squirrels barked at us for invading their domain. We
made a table by nailing cro^s pieces on two of the pines
and then laying side by side a dozen birch saplings.
Among the empty tins on this table the little squirrels
made a wonderful clatter some mornings, and they grew
so tame that twice we got near enough to touch them.
But of all the strange sounds to be heard in the northern
wilderness, what is more weird than the loon's cry? Who
ever can grow used to it? A laugh some people call it.

It sounds more like the cry of a lost spirit wailing
through some unsunned cavern of the underworld. In
almost every lake we found a pair or two of these birds,
and often the stillness of the night would be pierced by
their strangely beseeching, lonely cry.
There are comparatively few birds in the Northern

wilderness. They seem to like open country and to be near
the haunts of men. The solemn, silent aisles of the un-
broken forests are too lonely for them. We saw a number
of porcupines—ungainly, ugly creatures that they are. A
few miles south of us Gov. Fifer and his party saw a sol-

itary bear. We were not so fortunate. Two or three
deer were sighted in the dim distance. We came upon
one spot on a lake margin where the tender grass had
been cropped short by them. In the open season that
country would be good for deer.
Not only did we have a good camping spot at Spider

Lake, but we had a well-made camp; Tom, a royal
camper out, gave the directions which the rest of us
carried out, and the result was an increase of comfort over
our first camp. A cook tent for storing provisions, good
side logs for the open fire, well-made beds of hemlock
browse and a well- filled ice pit, were among the luxuries.
We all appreciated the skill and thoughtfulness of our
camp captain.
A favorite fishing place was at the Narrows. The

shores draw together until they are not more than 15yds.
apart. Here, earlier in the season, many small-mouth
bass were caught. We seldom failed to catch from ten to
fifteen wall-eyed pike when fishing here in the afternoon.
After a stubborn battle Tom got the biggest one into the
boat—a thick-set fellow weighing about 51bs.—not the
biggest in the lake, perhaps, but the largest we saw.
Indeed, the fish we caught were not as large as they

had been in our dreams before we left home. This will
not be surprising to any old fisherman. Undoubtedly we
chose the wrong season for successful fishing. May and
September are much better months than July and August.
There are several ways of accounting for this. I do not
think the bloom on the lakes has anything to do with it.

But just when the bloom is on the lakes the young tad-
poles are to be seen everywhere, dodging away as one's
boat runs through the water. They lie near the surface,
and the muscalunge have only to open their mouths and
gobble all they want. The pollywog's tail disappears
about the time the bloom of the lake vegetation does, and
the young frog hops up on a log where the fish cannot
get him. A glittering spoon looks much more interesting
to a hungry fish than when he has a full stomach. Here,
I think, is the real reason for the dullness of midsummer
as a fishing season in the north lakes.
However, we caught all we needed for our own use and

enough to make many of our frienns happy. I P we fished
a while without getting a strike we appreciated one all
the more when we got it. Such was Stanley's experi-
ence. He was not the last to catch his first muscalunge,
but he had been out several times before he hooked one
of the little warriors. When he did, the fun was furious
for a while. The surface of the lake was like glass. As
we skirted the shore there was a green forest beneath us
as well as above us. As the spoons swept past an old tree
top Stanley's rod dipped with the tug of a fish, and it

was a gamy youngster. He made the most of his six
pounds. Three or four times he went out of the water.
But it was a cool hand at the butt of the rod, and the
emerald-mailed fighter was brought safely to gaff. The
boys insisted that I got excited: in fact, they said this
each time a fiah was caught. I denied it, but have a
vague suspicion it was trite. What's the use of catching
fish if you don't get fun out of it? And I never could
take my fun in profound silence, like a clam.
Stanley and John N. went home sooner than we hoped,

but we were partly consoled by the arrival of Ira, who
was inexperienced in roughing it, but who took bravely
to the discomforts of camp life.

It was after his arrival that the four of us took the two
boats and went up to Fisher Lake. We had to go up a
winding creek where sometimes there was scarcely
water enough to float the boats. Now and then a deep
pool would give us a small-mouth bass weighing 2 or 3lba
We did not meet with much luck at the lake. The only
thing that broke the monotony of the day was Lawrence's
good fortune in hooking a fish that would have weighed
about 151bs. We were casting when the fish seized the
spoon and at once leaped frantically into the air, Then
he went to work as though he knew all about Keeley's
motor, and was using it to drive himself about through
the water. Several times he was at the boat side, but
would dash away at sight of the gaff. At last, with the
line wrapped twice about his body, he gave a sudden, un-
expected plunge which snapped both line and tip. If he
was not born with a silver spoon in his mouth he cer-
tainly went away with one there that day. On the way
back to camp Tom and Ira met with a mishap. In shoot-
ing one of the rapids their boat struck a submerged
boulder. Tom was standing up. As we swept around,
the bend we heard him shout "Hello, here!" and looking
back, saw him pitching head first into the water. It
was ludicrous enough. Ira was caught and drenched
by the flood that poured over the side of the boat. We
whistled and called, but there was an ominous silence.
It was a great relief to u=, physically, when the boys came
into sight after their ducking, and looking cheerful enough
to make it safe for us to laugh as loud as we wanted to.

The boys themselves enjoyed the episode—after they got
dry. Who can tell why it is that the most uncomfortable
experiences of camp life are the very ones you get the
most fun out of in "talking matters over?" I suppose it

to be according to the law of compensation.
It was a day for regrets when we pulled down our

tents and started for the railroad. We talked of the time
when we would return. Whoever left a pleasant camp-
ing place without laying some such plan? But when we
go back it shall be in the spring or fall. Then the fishing
in this region is superb. Our hope is that we shall wet
our lines in those waterswhen bass and muscalunge have
the vim of cooler days and emptier stomachs. Lawrence
and I lingered at Jim's house and fished in the nearby
lakes for a few days after the others were gone. The
queerest part of our catch during these days was a 'lunge,

that would ordinarily weigh about 5 lbs. He was heavier
when we got him, for he had recently swallowed a 2^1bs.

bass. I couldn't see how he ever got the bass down his
throat or kept him from kicking a hole in his stomach.
And who can account for his dashing at the trolling
spoon when he already had a whole commissary depart-
ment inside of him?
We were well uared for by Jim's wife and her pretty

daughter Polly, who accounted for her immunity from
mosquito bites by saying she "guessed she was too hate-
ful for 'em to bite her," Jim is a queer old woodsman.
He has a couple of big black hounds which he hitches to

a sled in winter, and drawn by them explores the country
for new lakes against the time when outers begin to

arrive. When John L. was sick and we were debating
where we would better send for a doctor, Jim thought
the one at Minocqua was the man because he had a
"philosophy."
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"What is a philosophy, Jim?"
"Wy, a consurn to run on the railroad."
It dawned on us gradually that a "philosophy" was a

railroad velocipede. Having occasion to send him some
money, he advised us to send it by express, because if we
sent a bank draft "he would have to get some fellar up to
Hurley to indemnify him." Jim knows the good fishing
places better than he does his grammar. We were re-
luctant to turn away from his hospitable "hotel."

Richard Gear Hobbs.

THE CLUBS OF THE ST. CLAIR FLATS.
NO. VIII.—THE NORTH CHANNEL CLUB.

THE whole of the St. Clair Flats is by no means com-
prised in the narrow section lying along the present

ship channel, and although the bulk of the club interests
center at that point, there are clubs elsewhere on the
Flats. Of these exceptions, we need pause to note only
one, the North Channel Club. Of the St. Anne Club, on
the Sui Carte, not enough was learned to warrant descrip-
tion in detail, and besides there is a space limit in all
papers, as well as a last notch in the patience of all readers.
But the North Channel Club we must mention, because it

is so old and so able an organization.
This club house is some miles distant from those of

which we have been speaking, and in the old ship course
through the Flats known as the North Channel. As in
all the other clubs, the building is on "made land." In
front of this is a good dock and a walk to it. The club
house is a good Avooden building, with 28 sleeping rooms
and a big club room, a fine ladies' parlor, dining room,
gun room , etc. The floors axe of hard wood and the main
stairway is of cherry. All the furniture is very good, and
the walls are well embellished with pictures of game
birds and fishes. A noteworthy feature is the great fire-
place, big enough to take in a small log. This is some-
thing that every club house should have for cold days.
About the house is a wide veranda, about 150 ft. long,
which is something that every club house should have for
warm weather.
The full name of the club is "The North Channel Shoot-

ing Club of Detroit." Unless we mistake, this is the old-
est of the clubs we have struck, for it runs back 15 years.
The articles of association run back to March 5, 1875.
The first officers were Marcus Stevens, president: L. P.
Knight, vice-president; James P. Donaldson, secretary;
E. H. Butter, treasurer; and the signing members wTere
the above gentlemen with R. W. King, Wm. C. Williams
and Deming Jarvis. The capital stock was originally
$10,000, consisting of 400 shares That made each share
$25, To-day a share is held at $100, but no stock has been
sold for five or six years. The annual dues are $15. There
are now 100 members of North Channel Club.
This club is a business-like and regular sporting club,

devoted to shooting and fishing. Its shooting ground is

right at hand, only two or three miles from the house.
It has 12,000 acres, or about six miles stretch of good
shooting ground, including plenty of rice. Near by here
are the white sand spawning grounds of Goose Bay. So
many bass were speared here by the natives that the club
tried to buy the water from the Government, but this it

could not do. The earliest of the perch and pickerel fish-
ing is over in this direction. The bass fishing there, no
longer amonnts to anything, but the duck shooting
remains good. Last spring was an exceptionally goo'l
season all over the Flats. Mr. McGaw, of the Queen's
Hotel, Toronto, bagged 84 in one day, and bags of 30, 40,
50, etc., have not been uncommon. The birds are mostly
redheads and bluebills.

In open water shooting the North Channel men use a
very low double-ender, decked and coamed. For their
marsh work some of them use the Rice Lake canoe, which
is a veneer boat with much the lines of a birch, and gener-
ally reputed to be teetery and no good on earth for duck
shooting. The boat house of North Channel cost $1,900,
and is over 100ft. long. Over 200 boats are owned in the
club, and there are two steam yachts, the Whistler, coal,
owned by the club, and the Rustler, oil, owned by Mr.
Brabaw, the steward. The steward is paid a salary and
charges a rate per diem for board. The pusher's fee is $2
a day for fishing and $3 a day for shooting.
Some time ago mention was made in these columns of

a supposed practice of stealing wild duck eggs by the
Indians or half-breeds of Manitoba. This practice, if

doubtful there, is certain nearer home. In a talk with
the president of this club, Mr. R. D. Robinson, a very
well posted and affable gentleman, he informed the
writer that the French natives steal the wild duck eggs
whenever they get a chance. These French seem to have
no respect whatever for the game laws, if indeed they
know there are any.
Mr. Robinson has been prominent in the efforts to se-

cure proper legislation in the matter of game and fish

laws, especially the latter, and has done all he could to
secure their enforcement, the latter including the pay-
ment of $55 to a game warden out of his own pocket in
one year. He may be supposed to be fairly well posted
on what he talks about in the matter of fish'supply about
North Channel. Mr. Robinson says that the bass fishing

is now absolutely worthless there. He does not. think there
were 10 bass caught all last year. Once they could catch
all they wanted. Five years ago he once caught 30 bass
in one day, 6 of which weighed 4+lbs. each. This failure

of the bass supply he attributes to the seining, netting
and spearing which has been so long pursued without let

let or hindrance. It should be remembered that it was
over in this direction that so much of the seining was
done that called out the voyage of "No. 11" and the De-
troit wardens. Let us repeat here what was said last

spring in these columns upon this subject, that no
better way to stop these depredations could be found
than to abolish the undefined county lines which cross

these waters, and put the Flats and the Detroit River
in the hands of one warden and an assistant or two.
Provided with a good craft, such an officer could swoop
down upon the law breakers when he was not expected.
He would not be known and watched as a local warden
is, and he would not be hampered with the fear that he
was overstepping his own jurisdiction. .Is it is, in that

watery country, it is next to impossible to locate, assert

or prove county jurisdiction. Under the old system the
game fish resources of this naturally magnificent region
have, as we may at least see in this once abundant local-

ity, been quite exhausted. By what shall we judge a
system if not by its fruits? How long will the old folly of

this system in the West continue?

The members of the North Channel Club must go some
distance for bass fishing now, but sometimes they go far
enough for a little fun. The club holds many bait-
casters, and they prefer to a great extent the 8ft. split-
bamboo, 8 to 9oz. in weight, and the Kentucky reel. The
minnow is largely used in the deep-water fishing, and the
crawfish is much liked for the smalt-mouths.
Following is the list of the North Channel Club as near

as obtainable at this date: President. R. D. Robinson;
Vice-President, Gilbert Hart; Secretary, J. Lathi-op; Treas-
urer, Adam Wiley. Members of Detroit—W. B. Robin-
son, L. P. Knight, J. Lathrop, Wm. A. Butler, Jr., Jas.
P. Donaldson, Julius Hess, W. H. Wheeler, Henry C.
Penny, R. W. King. L. B. King, John Newell, William
Kelley, Frank D. Black, Jefferson Wiley, John N. Ford,
W. C. Colburn, Geo. B. Remick, James H. Oaniff, Fred
E. Butler, George Jerome, Benj. B. Campbell, Wm. A.
McGraw, F. A. Baker, Geo. W. Bates, Hugh W. Dyar,
Chas. O. Barnes, R. D. Robinson, A. C. McGraw, M. K.
Cristy, C. G. Cristy, R. P. Toms. A. F. Holmes, Albert S.
Austin, Jas. K. P. Norvell, James Beatty, C. E. New-
comb, W. C. Yawkev, Alfred E. Brush, Edwin F. Conely,
Fred VV. Clark, Chas. B. Lothrop. Geo. H. Lothrop, Geo.
M. Savage, Henry Chandler, Edwin D. Sunderland, John
B. Nichols, Henry W. Lord; of Cleveland, O.—L. Austin,
A. E. Sterling, R. K. Winslow, E. M. Munson; of St.
Louis, Mo.—James Richardson, France Chandler; of
Niagara Falls, N. Y.—S. T, Murry, D, Isaac; of Rochester,
N. Y.—W. F. Huntington, H. H. Morse, C. H. Bahcock,
S. C. Steele, Charles A. Hayden, A. B. Lambertson, H. H.
Warner. W. S. Kimball, James C. Hart, Wm. I. Babcock;
J. Hart Welch, Hartford, Conn.; H. C. Hobbs, Bridge-
port, Conn.; Albert Stone, Boston, Mass.; T. McGaw,
Toronto, Ont; Henry J. Taylor, St. Catharines, Out.

The summer life of the Flats is joyous and happy, and
no one, whatever be his position in life or his occupation
on the spot, is free from the infection of the sweet do-
nothingness or from the democracy of the local genius.
Quite this much may be said of the feminine element
resident or transient thereabout. As I paddled quietly
up to the cabin yacht, at the close of my day's labor along
the channel, I heard a sound of laughter and mingling
voices, and soon learned that the boat had been boarded
by a flock of maidens from the hotels near by. These
were entertained by Messrs. Parker andWherry, who in all
gravity showed them the resources of the craft, and ex-
plained the why and wherefore of everything aboard,
even going so far as to remove all scofiiDg at the culinary
ability of the three navigators of No. 11 by making them
a cup of coffee and washing the dishes afterward in their
presence. The moon was out in splendor that evening.
The level wrinkling sea lay far and wide beyond our
sturdy little ship, and across it, dim and ghostly in the
rising mist, glided the sails of many boats coming and
going like dreams in the night. The scene quieted even
the merry party on board our boat. On the rail of the
deck sat one young girl, whose head might have served
as the model for the painting of the "Neapolitan Fisher-
boy," so dark was the hair, so dreamy the eyes and so in-

nocent all the features. After the fashion of young girls,

this maiden gazed thoughtfully up at the moon, dream-
ing no one knows what. Kindly the moon spread her
spell upon the land and water, mellowing the outlines of
the shore, making noble palaces out of the structures
near by and softening the distant ones into merely vague
suggestiveness. The breeze just barely whispered on the
silvered sails. If there were shadows they lay beyond
and one could not see them. Quiet, peaceful, beautiful,
almost melancholy in the exquisite tenderness of its abso-
lute repose, this scene was one to charm the heart, yet
tantalize the mind that would attempt to fix or measure
it. We can not measure dreams. And here, certainly,

was simply a dream of the elements, delicate, intangible,
a figment of the relaxed and resting mind of the Uni-
verse. Only the words of a dream, then, would fit it and
the drowsy mind may have whispered to the sleeping
sails the lines which "the half-wizard poet is said to have
composed while in a dream—of that land of the mystic
East, where once did Kubla Khan:

"A stately pleasure dome decree,

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man,

Down to a sunless sea."

,175 Moxeois Street, Chicago. E. HOUGH.

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA.
III.—A PAIL OF FRY.

IN the summer of '87 we made a trip to Lake Nanon for
the purpose of stocking it with trout. None of this

system contained trout, or other fish, naturally. They were
stocked in '65 or '66, and so suitable did the waters prove
to the well-doing of the original fry that in eighteen
years the waters were teeming with large trout. Lake
Nanon had never been stocked and, like the others, it

was impossible for it to become so, naturally. So one
windy day B. and I took a covered pail, with eight small
trout in it. and started on a weary climb. For a mile our
way was comparatively level and little streams were
close enough together to renew the water on the fish.

The pail was a small one and the water needed frequent
renewal, especially so on account of the size of the fish,

which were all 9 or lOin. long, the smallest we could pro-

cure. Tne last half-mile gave us a climb of 500f t. This
must be accomplished up, or near, the little channel of

the stream, which flowed out of the lake, as nowhere
else could we procure water. If we could have chosen
any route it would have been easy enough. But the road
we had to scale was a corker. The rocks were bare of

vegetation and slippery with the action of the stream,
which, in high water, spread itself all over the face of

the cliff. The rocks we were climbing lav exactly under
the direct rays of the sun and the heated granite would
almost burn one's feet. B. soon played out, so that he
could not relieve me in carrying the fish, and I sent him
ahead by an easier route. It is said that virtue is its own
reward, but I doubted it that day. A hundred times did

I wish those fish in Sheol, but pride prevented giving up
the job. Once I had a narrow escape from serious acci-

dent, and probable death. I had slowly wormed my way
up an almost perpendicular ascent of 75ft. and finally

reached a point beyond which it was impossible to pro-

ceed. By leaping from the point I was on, across a deep
cleft in the rock, it was possible to alight on a projection

that would hold and give an easier pathway. It was a

dangerous attempt, but I was stranded and must take the
chance. Balancing carefully for the attempt I leaped
and landed short. My feet slipped on the treacherous
granite and to save myself I dropped the pail, and away
it went, clattering down the cliff, and as I clung desper-
ately to a cleft with my fingers I could see the trout go
kicking down in different directions. I am not as active
as I was 30 years ago and this was no joke. My whole
weight depended on my fingers, as the rock fell away
underneath, so that I had no foothold. Something had
to be done and that right quick. A larger and deeper
cleft existed in the rock, two feet below the one I had my
fingers in, and letting go with one hand I clutched at it
and let go with the other. Being no acrobat my hold was
not sure and away I went, down the cliff after the pail
and fish. Nothing but a merciful cha.nce saved my life.

Twenty-five feet below a small shrub had gained a foot-
held in the rock and I fell fairly into it. It sustained my
weight, and after a moment I regained my breath, which
the fall bad knocked out of me, and clambered down to
the bottom. I regained the pail, got fresh water in it

and "went a fishing." The trout had all landed in a pot-
hole but one and it was gasping its life away on the hot
rocks. I had no difficulty in getting them all, and choos-
ing a new route got to the top. Soon afterward I gained
the lake shore and bad the satisfaction of liberating my
captives in its pure waters. All but one swam away into
the depths, and that one turned his belly up and feebly
worked his gills. Whether he ever recovered or not I do
not know, but alive or dead he cost me a hard half hour
to get him there. B. wanted to know what kept me so
long behind him, but he got no satisfactory reply, and
when he sees this he will know for the first time. My
arms were sore for a week afterward and one hip was so
bruised as to give me much pain for several days. This
year, in August probably, I intend to see if our labors
were repaid, as I intend giving a half a day to whipping
Nanon's placid bosom. The story does not sound much
in the telling, but it was mighty interesting to me at the
time. Arefar.
Auburn, Cal.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

TROUT AT THE UPPER DAM.
MR. EDWARD A.. SAMUELS sends us the following

list of large trout taken at the Upper Dam,
Rangeley Lakes, Me,, this year. The list was furnished
by Mr, J. A. French, of French's Hotel:

Tjhs.Lbs.
Aug. 29. T. B. Stewart

29. T. D. Parker fiU
" 30. W. J. Reynolds1 m
"• 31. J. A. French KM

Sept. 1. T. B. Stewart...

8

s
, „,

&>u
'•

1. C H. Barber 4
3. T. Parker 6?vB

O. S. Osgood
" 7. vv. A. Drake tiJ4

7. F. Brags'Dotte 4
" 7. J. P. Kit on 7%
" 8. J. P. E'ton V viu

8. Miss M. K. Horton.,0V

Sept. 9. Henry Stveit
10. T.B.Siewart... <,iWi%

41
11. C. E. ilarstou ....(>%

" 18. T. B. Stewart 5
" 15 W. H. Fullertnn...53„.
" 15. R. N. Parish T°1A
" 19. R. N. Parish CM
" 22. R. N Parish 7 8

llS

! 23. F. W. Loud 6)4
" 24. R. N. Parish ti"

l(

' 26. W. J. Reynolds ...6%,
" 29. J. A. French 4 1 "',,

" 30. R. N. Parish 8 14 ,,

All of these trout were taken on the fly at the Upper
Dam. I think there were two or three others that I did
not weigh, so did not get them down. J. A. French.

Lake Melissa.—Mr. H. P. Ufford sends us, apropos of
Lake Melissa and Buck's Mill Pond, the following ex-
tracts from a letter from Dr. Langdon, which may be of
interest to many of our leaders who are familiar with
those Minnesota localities: "Greenwood, Minn,, Oct. 4.

—The place is now overrun with cottages. There are six
on the west of Greenwood and four or five east. The
beauty of the place is nearly gone, to my mind. We
(Mrs. F. and I) went out the other day and caught 19
small-mouth bass in about an hour. She caught 14 and I
5. They were nearly all of them full of spawn. They
were caught on the bar at Rocky Point. A few days
later Burns, Starling and Mary caught 26, I believe. Our
19 weighed 53-ilbs., which was a big catch of small-mouth
bass. They are putting in a new dam at the Mill Ponds,

'

and will raise, the water in the lake about a foot when it

is finished. I understand they are to put in a fishway,
but I'll believe it when I see it, for they have been talk-
ing about it for the past three years. They made some
money this year running a small steamer down to Melissa
twice a day, and as they only charged 50 cents a round
trip, they were well sustained. They are to build a dock
somewhere on our shore and have a regular landing, and
continue running the boats next year. If they succeed
in fixing the ponds so they can run through, they will
make trips down there when necessary. They have
leased the hotel at Detroit to parties who intend keeping-
it open all the year around, which will bs a big improve-
ment over the old way."

Black Bass Notes.—In Pleasant Pond, New London,
N. H. , black bass have not generally been caught after
September 15. On the 4th of October, however, nine of
these fish, averaging over lib. each, were taken in this
pond, and during the same week twenty bass were
caught in a day in Webster Lake, N. H. A few years
ago October was one of the best months of the year for
taking black bass in Sunapee Lake by trolling with the
fly. Now they go into deep water in September, and are
not taken at all in October. It might be possible to catch
them in their winter quarters, if we may judge from the
successful fishing at Big Stream (Glenora), Seneca Lake,
N. Y., in the early part of October. Here in 40 or 50ft!

of water large numbers of bass were taken with live

minnows. We have often remarked upon the game
qualities of this fish, and in this connection were inter-

ested to hear the following account from Mr. Langdon, of
Plymouth, N. H. : Last August, in Lake Waukewan, he
caught a 3}lb. black bass on the smallest Montreal fly.

The bass left the water a dozen times before he was
landed, and twice made two consecutive jumps, leaving
the water and instantly leaping again as soon as his tail

touched the surface.

Susquehanna River Pollution.- Bainbridge, Pa.—
This year the fishing in the Susquehanna has been a
failure. In the first place the river has been too full of
water, keeping the stream muddy nearly all summer; in

the second place, the great flood of last summer having
washed the grass out of the river, the bass could find no
harbor in their old haunts and have gone to deep, rocky
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parts of the stream, where they are hard to find; third,
our river is too much polluted with the offal of tbe coal
mines. At the present writing the river is nearly as black
as ink on the east side. The west side, below the Cone-
wago Fails, is polluted by the York Haven paper mill, as
all the refuse matter of that establishment is thrown into
the river: fourth, we do not seem to have one-tenth the
fish we had here five years ago. Then, at this time of the
year, one could see hundreds of young bass from two to
four inches long, while now it is rare to see one along the
shores. "Salmon" are just as scarce as the bass, one is

caught occasionally, and in moments of despondency I
sometimes think that fishing in our lovely river is practi-
cally played out.—J. T. Bare.

AN INVESTMENT FOR A LIFE-TIME.
THE American O-rocer has ihis to say about fishermen and a

fisherman's book—Mr. Samuel's "With Fly-Rod and Camera":
This Is a volume calculated to interest, instruct and amuse large
numbers with various tastes or hobbies, yet all lovers of nature.
It is difficult for one not by nature or acquisition an expert angler
to comprehend their enthusiasm for the sport, nor can we share
in the pleasure the narration of their experience affords.
A New York millionaire, who rarely finds time for an outing, re-

turned from a fishing excursion in Canadian rivers, where he was
successful in landing a thirty-pound salmon, boiling over with
good feeling, declaring that he would give $1*000 for the repetition
of his experience in landing that salmon. Recentlv we yielded to
the enthusiasm of the parson, whose excitement in landing a
('•"•(ii.s. black bass at Budd's Lake had not suhsided, accepting his
invitation to spend a day in seeking for another like experience.
Eleven hours in the broiling sun landing eyrery now and then a
perch, catfish or "tunny," cooled our ardor but did not dampen
his. The true angler is never disheartened. One victory with fly-
rod, one proof of skill, will keep up bis courage for a life-time.
The "true fly-fisher is ever satisfied with a moderate creel, and

is content with the scientific and skillful capture of a few good
fish. The beauties of nature, bs revealed in his surroundings, the
sparkling water, the shadow and sunshine, the rustling leaves, the
song of the birds, the hum of insects, the health-giving breeze,"
the wooded lakes, studded with islands, or bordered by rocky
palisades, the running, merry, musical brook, or dashing moun-
tain stream, the quiet pools, are all so many passengers ofjoy and
comfort, bringing in their train health and pleasure. Thrice
blessed is the angler, who finds delight in a camera or has a
love for botany or the sciences generally. Then the flowers talk
with him and the rocks tell tales, and he is never solitary when in
search of "the gamy denizens of the rivers and lakes."H you cannot enjov the^e pleasures, or having enjoyed them,
are debarred from their repetition, then live the experience over
and over again, as you turn the pages of the elegant book noted
above. It is illustrated with 150 plates, made from photographs
taken by the author, whose admirable selections of subjects
deserve better treatment at the hands of the engraver. Some of
the reproductions are fine; others require the aid of a powerful
glass to reveal their charm. They show the wondrous beauty of
Canadian rivers, the lakes and streams of Maine, the scenery
about Cape Breton, views of camps, Indians, bunches of salmon,
sea trout, striped bass: iustaneous pictures of "Landing a Salmon:"
"Casting a Fly;" "Time for the Landing Net." One of the finest
is "The Upper Pool" on the Cascapedia and "Famous Salmon
Pool on the Margaree River, Cape Breton."
The text is free from technical statements, containing many

descriptions of fish and their habits told in dialogue. The book is
of great value to the amateur, for it touches upon almost every
detail of fly-fishing, of camp' life, of experiences, excursions,
catKbes, exciting struggles, of difficulties encountered, numerous
victories won. the hard fisht, as when it required half an hour to
land a "togue" weighing 151bs., or the struggle with salmon, one
of which weighed ISlbs., the taking of thirty fine salmon by four
rods in three days on the Cascapedia. The habits of fish, method
of fishing, the tackle, the fly, the blunders of the inexperienced,
making the cast, and other important little things connected
with the angler's art are noted.
This work is a splendid volume to place in the hands of the

youth, particularly such as show an inclination for angling, that
are fond of the forest and stream and who have an artistic side to
their nature which needs a little stimulus. It will prove an in-
vestment that will return au income throughout one's life. A
fine book is one of the best of companions, and "Fly-Rod and
Camera" is one that will he read aad re-read with pleasure.

A YEARLING LANDLOCKED SALMON.
AT the State hatchery at Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire,

small landlocked salmon frequently come from the
brook into the tanks in which breeding fish are kept. An
example 5}gln. long, which made its appearance Oct. 11, 1890,
showed the following color in life: Ground color, lemon-
yellow on the sides, the back with a faint tinge of olive; 15
to 20 reddish-orange roundish spots both above and below
the median line, the largest about % as big as the pupil:
nine parr marks, the deepest of them" scarcely longer than
the eye; five well defined saddle-shaped dark" bands across
the top of the back, all of them except the fifth continuing
downward into the parr marks; upper half of body and
head profusely black spotted, none of the spots much ex-
ceeding the pupil in size; two roundish black spots on the
gill cover; the dorsal fin with black spots in about three
series, those near the base of the fin largest and most dis-
tinct: the adipose fin has three large dusky blotches; the
tail fin is obliquely marked with long, narrow, dusky
blotches and with a dusky margin posteriorly, nearly as
wide as the eye; the under surface of the head and belly, as
far as the vent, are milky white; the pectoral, ventral and
anal fins suffused with pale yellow intermingled; with dusky
and with a narrow whitish margin in front.
The position of the breast fins at certain times is peculiar,

the inner and terminal margins being raised up while the
anterior margin is depressed. This is more noticeable when
the fish is frightened.
The increase of the landlocked salmon in Sunapee Lake is

very gratifying, and the size reached by this beautiful spe-
cies is a sure indication of the value of the landlocked smelt
as food for the larger Salmoividce. A salmou weighing
143^1bs. was taken during the past season by Mr. Walter
Aiken, and among the breeding fish are a number of ex-
amples exceeding lOlbs. in weight.

MASKINONGE HATCHERY FOR ONTARIO.—A pro-
ject is on foot, fathered by Mr. H. Calcutt, for the stocking of
the rivers and lakes in this district with maskinonge fry.
Mr. Calcutt intents circulating a petition asking the Govern-
ment to establish a hatchery in the Otonabee river or Rice
Lake, or any other suitable place, for the propagating of mas-
kinonge. Mr. Caicutt's idea is to inclose a portion of marsh
so as to prevent inroads from eels and large fish, and within
this inclosure place the spawn for hatching. At present the
great drawback to fish breeders is that bass and eels gobble
up nearly all the small fry before they are big enough to take
care of themselves. It is proposed to keep the fry in the
Otonabee hatchery for a year or so under the charge of Mr.
Gilchrist, Inspector, until they reach a fair size. Then they
may be turned into the river and Rice Lake, and transplanted
in Stony Lake and its tributaries. The cost of the thing
would be trifling, Inspector Gilchrist says he can easily pro-
cure all the spawn required, and the building of the inclosure
would be a small matter. The whole cost would be more than
defrayed by the fees paid by American sportsmen for the
privilege of fishing in these waters. The addition of a mil-
lion maskinonge fry every year would in the course of a
few years sensibly increase the value of our fishing grounds
and attract more visitors, while affording our own people
better sport. The minnows would not be set at liberty until

they were the length of a finger, so tftat a very small propor-
tion would become prey for the larger fishes. The Govern-
ment encourages the breeding of whitefish and bass, but as
yet no attempt has been made to propagate maskinonge. It
is to be hoped Mr. Calcutt will be heartily supported in his
efforts toward this end. He has already'received consider-
able encouragement from the Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries, Hon. Mr. Tupper,who, during his visit to Peterborotigh
a few weeks ago, promised to give any such scheme his sup-
port. As the cost would be small, there is great hope that
the Government will establish the hatchery. Mr. Caicutt's
petition will be circulated in the town and county of Peter-
borough. All sportsmen will feel an interest in it* and those
devoted to piscatorial pleasures will be doubly interested in
the success of the appeal. The petition will, no doubt, be
warmly supported.

—

Peterborough (Ont.) Examiner.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
MrJnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 2F>.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box lfi58.

Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 2 to 5.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duauesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March. 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, Ind. P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club, at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary.
Nov. 4 to 8—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Club, at Hyannis, Mass. F. W. Chapman, Secretary, 364 Wash-
ington streot, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington. Secretary, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 1 7.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COURSING.
Oct. 21 to 25.—Fifth Annual Meet of the American Coursing

Club, at Great Bend, Kan. I. D. Brougher, Secretary.

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB FIELD TRIAL
ENTRIES.

MEMBERS' STAKE.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

RosA Lee (Dr. John A. Hartman), black, white and tan
bitch (Berry V.—Ferguson's Ruby).
Rod Gem (E. W. Clark, Jr.), black, white and tan dog,

October, 1885 (Roderigo—Gem).
Ben Hue Franklin (W. B. Smith), lemon and white dog

(Ike—Led a).

Jack (Samuel Goodman), August, 1886.
Ezra Noble (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan dog,

May 5, 1888 (Count Noble—Alphonsine).
Clementine (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch,

Oct. 2, 1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.).

Sleepy Noble (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan
bitch, Oct. 2, 1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.).

Perseverance (Ezra Comfort), black, white and tan
bitch, April 13, 1886 (Chalkley D.—Cassino Gladstone).
Rock (R. Masden Vaughn), lemon and white dog, April

17, 1885 (Duke—Nell).
Edge Mark ( Francis S, Brown), black, white and tan

dog, February, 1888 (Skidmore—Flo Maclin).
Katie Noble (Francis G. Taylor), black, white and tan

bitch, December, 1885 (Count Noble—Queen Meg).
King's Mark (Col. B. Ridgway), blue belton dog, April

12, 1886 (King Noble—Belle Belton).
Sue Noble (Col. B. RLdgway), black and white bitch,

November, 1887 (Count Noble—Fannie W.).
Prince (J. A. Stovell), liver and white dog.
Larrt Noble (H. Fitzgerald), orange and white dog,

Oct. 2, 1889 (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.).

GORDON SETTERS.
King Item (H. F. Smith), dog (Little Boy—champion

Roxie), Aug. 27, 1888.
Countess Roxie (H. F. Smith), bitch (Little Boy—cham-

pion Roxie), Aug. 27, 1888.
Flash (fi. F. Hall), dog.
Shot (B. F. Hall), dog.

IRISH SETTERS.
Larry: S. (Fred Matter), dog (champion Chief—Leigh

Doane), 1885.

Rockwood Chance (Chas. T. Thompson), bitch (Desmond
II.—Leda Glencho), Jan. 3, 1889.

POINTERS.
Rock II. (Connell & Cullen), liver and white dog (Graphic

—Lady Belle), July 22, 1887.
Fan Fan (Connell & Cullen), liver and white bitch

(Graphic—Lady Bellej, July 22, 1887.
Victor the Blue Stocking (John B. Ellison), liver and

white bitch (Beaufort—Zuba), May, 1885.
Tempest (J. H. Winslow), liver and white dog (Beppo IH.

Lass of Bow), July, 1888.

ALL-AGE STAKE.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Rosa Lee (Dr. John A. Hartman), black, white and tan
bitch (Berry V.—Ferguson's Ruby), March 28, 1888.
Rod Gem (E. W. Clark, Jr.}, black, white and tan dog

(Roderigo—Gem), October, 1885.
Ezra Noble (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan dog

(Count Noble—Alphonsine), May 6, 1888.
Clementine (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch

(Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2, 1888.
Sleepy Noble (L. Shuster, Jr.), black, white and tan

bitch (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2, 1889.
Hazel (John B. Ellison), black, white and tan bitch

( Baron—Hazel).
Perseverance (Ezra Comfort), black, white and tan bitch

(Chalkley D.—Cassino Gladstone), April 11. 1886.
Rock (B. Masden Vaughn), lemon and white dog (Duke-

Nell), April 17, 1885.
Edgemark (Francis S. Brown), black, white and tan doe

(Skidmore—Flo), February, 1888.

Katie Noble (Francis G. Taylor), black, white and tan
bitch (Count Noble—Queen Meg), December, 1885.
List Noble (Francis G. Taylor), orange and white bitch

(Count Noble—Fate Gladstone).
King's Mark (Col. B. Ridgway), blue belton dog (King

Noble—Belle Belton). April 12, 1886.
Sue Noble (Col. B. Ridgway), black and white bitch

(Count Noble—Fannie W.), November, 1887.
Prince (J. A. Stovell), liver and white dog.

GORDON SETTERS.
King Item (H. F. Smith), dog (Little Boy—champion

Roxie), Aug. 27, 1888.

Countess Roxie (H. F. Smith), bitch (Little Boy—cham-
pion Roxie), Aug. 27, 1888.
Flash (B. F. Hall), dog.
Spot (B. F. Hall), dog.

IRISH SETTERS.
Larry S. (Edward Maher), dog (champion Chief—Leigh

Doane), 1885.

Spinaway (Dr. G. G. Davis), bitch (Chief—Nellie), Aug.
18, 1888,

Silk (Dr. G. G. Davis), bitch (Chief—Gypsy Maid), Sept. 5.

1888.

Rockwood Chance (Charles T. Thompson), dog (Desmond
II.—Leda Glencho), Jan, 3, 1889.
Rockwood (Charles T. Thompson), dog (Desmond II.—

Luray II.), October, 1888.
Desmond II. (Wm. H. Weiss), dog (Frisco—Grouse II.), 1886.

POINTERS.
Rock II. (Connell & Cullen), liver and white dog (Graphic

—Lady Belle), July 22, 1887.
FAN Fan (Connell & Cullen), liver and white bitch

(Graphic—Lady Belle). July 22, 1887.
Victor the Blue Stocking (John B. Ellison), liver and

white dog (Beaufort—Zuba), May, 1885.
Tempest (J. H. Winslow), liver and white dog (Beppo HI.

—Lass of Bow), July, 1888.
White Fawn (J. H. Winslow), lemon and white bitch

(Grafton—Ethel), May, 1887.
Inspiration (Francis G. Taylor), lemon and white dog

(Bang Bang-Telie Dock), Aug. 10, 1888.
DAVID OE Delphos (J. W. M. Cardeza), liver, white and

ticked dog (Dick of Delphos—Westmoreland Bessie), Aug.
26, 1888.

Gambol ("Wm. H. Weiss), lemon and white dog (Gough—
Larkspur), 1886.
CRONIE Wise (P. Henry O'Banuon), lemon and white

bitch (Croxteth—Young Butch), Nov. 24, 1887.

DERBY ENTRIES.
ENGLISH SETTERRS.

Albert's Duchess (John A. Hartman), white, black and
tan bitch (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton), B'eb. 14, 1888.
Reverly (Francis S. Taylor), black, white and tan dog

(Roi d'Or— Mildred), February, 1889.
Buster (B. Ridgway), black, white and tan dog (King '

Noble—Cricket), March, 1889.
Clementine (Lawrence Thurston. Jr.); black, white and

tan bitch (Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2, 1889.
Jean (John B. Ellison), black, white and tan bitch (Eritz

—Hazel), Oct. 8, 1889.
Larry Noble (Hil. Fitzgerald), orange and white dog

Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2. 1889.
Lucy Noble (W. B. Smith), black, white and tan bitch

(Count Noble—Alphonsine), 1889,
Madge (George Fox), bitch (Gun—Victoria), Sept. 12, 1889.
Old Smed (Lawrence Shuster, Jr.), black and white dog

(Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2, 1889.
Peg Woefington (Francis S. Brown), black, white and

tan bitch (Ben Hill—Nora), March 17, 1890.
(Gerhard Schreiber), orange and white dog (Ezra

Noble—Cornelia G.), Oct. 2, 1889.

pointers.
Beauty Spot (W. M. Cardeza), liver and white bitch

(Half-and-Half—Fayette), July 4, 1889.
Bessie Item (Hi). Fitzgerald), orange and white bitch

(Gambol—Mollie R.), Jan. 19, 1890.
Bob Toland (John B. Ellison), dog (Victor the Blue

Stocking—Charlotte Corday), Oct. 12, 1889.
Duchess of Hessen (J. H. Winslow), liver and white

bitch (Duke of Hessen—Duchess of Waterloo). July, 1889.
Jack Ellison (J. H. Winslow), liver and white dog (Vic-

tor the Blue Stocking—Charlotte Corday), Oct, 12. 1889,
London (George Fox), dog (Beaumont- ), October,

1889.

Sparkle (Dr. G. S. Davis) (Desmond II.—Lorraine), died
after she was entered in the Derby.

INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

THE entries for the International Field Trials, commenc-
ing Monday, Nov. 3, so far as received, are given below.

The date of closing entries hasbeen extended to the22d inst.,
and it is expected a few more entries will be received. The
farmers in the vicinity of Louisville have very kindly con-
sented to allow the trials to be run on their farms, where
birds are very plentiful. Tbe entries number so far 39. 23 in
the All-Aged and 16 in the Derby, of which 24 are English
setters, 2 Irish setters, 1 Gordon setter, and 12 pointers.
Following are the entries:

ALL-AGED STAKES.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Mingo H. (John Mercer), black and white dog (Mingo—
Lady Thunder).
George (J. B. Field), black and white dog (Mingo—Ban).
Canadian Jester (T. G. Davey), blue belton dog (Knight

of Snowdon—Leddersdale).
Belle of Kent (Thos. Guttridge), roan belton bitch (Mark

—Dyke).
Ightfield Ranger (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), black,

white and tan dog (Dick Windom—Peep Bo).
Ightfield «Rosa (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and

white bitch (Ross—Pitti Sing).
Speculator (Dr. Totten), orange and white dog (Fred W.

—Queen of the South).
Carrie T. (Dr. Totten), black, white and tan bitch (Banker

-Belle).
Pitti Sing (Thos. Johnson), liver and white bitch (Baron

Doveridge—Norab)

.

Dover (C. A. Davidson), black, white and tan dog (Dash-
ing Berwyn—Romp).
MAGGY 'Bee (F.W. Eddy), black, white and tan bitch (Kink

—Lucy Bee).
Dinah C. (W. B. Wells), black and white bitch (Mingo—

Fausta II. >.

Cambriana (W. B. Wells), black, white and tan bitch
(Cambridge—Romp).
Matane (W. B.Wells), black, white and tan clog (Mark J.

—Cambria).
Clinker (T, H. Nelson), lemon aud white dog (Kink—

Fausta II.).

GORDON SETTERS.

Gordo (J. L. Campbell), black and tan dog (Royal Duke-
Nora h).

POINTERS.
Ightfield Dick (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and

white dog (Dick III.—Belle of Bow).
Ightfield Guelph (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and

white bitch (Bang's Boy—Linda).
Ightfield Deuce (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and

White bitch (Wynnstay—Dainty).
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HOPE PACTZEL (Fred W. Shaw), liver and white dog (Fow-

ler—Sbultz). °

Igiitfield Blythe (Thomas Johnson), liver and white
bitch (Daucer-Tghtfield Bloom).
Bkeezo (R. G. Hervey), liver dog.
Marcus (R, G. Hervey), liver dog.

DERBY STAKES.
ENGLISH SETTEES.

Mingo IT. (John Mercer), black and white dog (Mingo—
Lady ThuDder).
ION (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), black and white dog

(Woodhill Bruce—Lucy). fe

Phoxnessa (A, P. Heywood Lonsdale), black and white
dog (Woodhill Bruce—Lur>y).
DART (Dodds & Mathers), black and white bitch (Fakir-

Star).
Forest Sport (Forest Kennels), black and white dog

(Lock sley—Forest Qn eeu )

.

Belle (Montague Smith), bine belton bitch (Banker-
Belle).

Lady Spot (Jos. Kime), black, white aud liver bitch
(Mingo—Lady Thunder).
LADY Patch (Jos. Kime), black, white and tan bitch

(Mingo—Lady Thunder).
MANITOBA Frisk (Amory R. Starr), black and white dog

(Dick Bondhu—Western Belle).

IRISH SETTERS.

DAN O'Connell (L. Hillsengarden), dog.
Emerald Ism (Dr. McLean), bitch.

POINTERS.
Ightfield Upton (Thos. Johnson), liver and white dot?

(Ightfield Dick—Polly Peacham), B
i Beacon (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver aud white doe
(Tghtfleld Dick—Polly Peacham).
TYKE (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and white dog

(Ightfield Dick—Perdita). s

Eaton (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), white and liver dog
(Ightfield Dick—Duke of Westminster's Bess).
Westminster Drake (T. G. Davey), liver and white dog

(Lad ot Bow—Kate VIII).
8

INDIANA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIAL
ENTRIES.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Indiana Kennel Club's All-Aged Stakes closed Oct I

with 26 entries— 14 English setters, 2 Irish setters and 11
pointers—as follows:

ENGLISH SETTERS,

QUAIL (Hon. Harry S, New), black, white and tan bitch
(Change—Flora).
Nannie B. (Dr. J. A. McLeod), lemon and white bitch

(King Noble—Queen Yashti).
Lady Rapier (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch

(Count Rapier—Donna J.).

Prince Lucifer (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan do*
(King Noble—Elsie Belton).

ft

Bendigo (T. P. Bissell), orange and white dog (Shot-
Fly).
Lillie Burgess (Geo. A. Day), orange and white bitch

(Gath's Mark—Esther).
Sam Weller (W. T. Hunter), black, white and tan dog

(Roderigo—Dixie).
Jubilee (J. M. Freemau), black, white and ticked dog

(Gath's Mark—Esther).
h

Jerry Mandan (R. B. Morgan), black and white dog
(Mandan—Prairie Belle).
Steele (R. B, Morgan), black, white and tan dog (Roder-

igo—Flora M.).
Flora (Geo. G. Ware), black, white and tan bitch (Glad-

stone's Bov—Clara).
Don'sNellie (A. H. Fowler), black and white bitch (Mc-

Duff—Fame).
Dan Foreman (A. H. Fowler), black, white and tan dog

(Foreman—Miss Elsie).
Lone Jack (Royal Robinson) black and white dog (Change

(Queen B.).

IRISH SETTERS.
Fannie M. (Thos. Morse), bitch.
Don Arch (A. W. Archibald), dog (Dude—Flipper).

POINTERS.
Croxlill (Harry J. Smith), liver and white bitch (Crox-

teth— Daisy).
LASS of Bloomo (W. T. Hunter), liver and white bitch

(Lad of Bow—Bloomo).
Bounce (G. W. Amory). liver and white dog (Bob—Sal).
Dolly C. (Joseph Crugour), liver and white bitch (Graphic

—Marguerite).
Gyp (Dr. T. S. Hucker), lemon and white dog.
Bertraldo (Hon. J. E_ Guinotte), liver and white dog

(Cornerstone—Bessie Buford).
Index (R. P. Daggett), liver and white dog (Ossian—

Nellie E.).

Hoosier Harry (H. A. Comstock), liver and white dog
(Devonshire Sam—Gipsev).
Thomastone (W. H. Holmes), liver and white dog (Corner-

stone—Firenzi).
Pickwick (Madison & McGuffin), liver and white dog

(Graph ic—Margueri te)

.

Rodman (W. B. Allen), liver and white dog (Rod—Belle).
P. T. Madison, Secretary,

THE COURSING MEET,
[Special to Forest and Stream.']

GREAT BEND, Kansas, Oct. 21—The meeting has a
decided damper in the hard rain which put a stop to

everything. There will be no running to-day, but we hope
to see things moving to-morrow. There are sixteen entries
in the All-Aged Stakes and ten in the Puppy Stakes. The
class of dogs on hand is of the highest grade e'ver yet seen at
a meet here, and the winner must do some good work before
he comes out on top. E, Hough.

COLLIES IN AMERICA,—Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 15.—
Editor Forest and Stream: In reply to the remark of your
correspondent J. W.

(
we beg to say^ that there is no likelihood

of anychange, eitherin the management or interest taken in
the Chestnut Hill Kennels; but we are of the opinion that in
view of the fact that tne United States now have as good
blood as can be found in the world, and many dogs are com-
ing out at the shows year by year that could compete in the
best ranks in England, it is not likely that importations will
continue to any great extent. We hope to have plenty of
good youngsters to show next winter and spring, but feel
that we must be prepared to meet the severest competition.
We mention, merely for the interest of breeders, that we
have seen more good collie bitches distributed over the coun-
try within the last 18 months, than have been called to our
attention since we have been interested in the breed. These
are most of them American-bred, and we shall expect, from
this fact, that next year—even more than the present one

—

will show such an improvement in the general run of collies
upon the show benches, that it will be patent almost to every-
body that breeders in this country are now well on the way

—

already reached by many of those^ in England—of being com-
paratively' sure, with judicious mating, of securing invariablyr

typical stock. The disadvantage hitherto has not been lack
of good stud dogs, but lack of good typical brood bitches.—
The Chestnut Hill Kennels.

DOG CHAT.
HHHE great coursing event of the year at Great Bend, Kan-
J- sas, is now in full swing, and news of the results of the
different stakes will be looked for anxiously. This year
especially, for two of our Eastern greyhounds, Mr. Belmont'sMmme Staton and Mr. J. H. Watson's Drytime, will take
part m the fun. "Our only German" and Mr. Watson
started on their long journey Oct. 11. We do not knowmuch of Drvtime's capabilities, but she is bred to go for is
she not by Britain Still out of Haytime ? Minnie Statonwe know can hold her own with most of them, as shown in
the easy manner m which she mowed down her opponents
at the Eastern Coursing Club's meet last New Year's day.
VYehear that both have been put into good fettle, Mr.
Phister, of Cincinnati, writes us that he has already sent to
the meeting his three greyhounds, Norwegian, who 'is a half
brother to the great Fullerton, Belle of Eltham, his litter
sister, and Nettlefield, the.latter by Dick Dog out of Cam-
barne. Belle of Eltham is particularly fast, They have
been put id the hands of Dr. Von Hummell, and having
been several weeks out there, they will ere this have become
accustomed to the plains. Although these dogs have only

,1
ust about recovered from their fearful experiences on the
voyage, over, being three of those. Col. North so generously
donated to Mr. Phister in the early summer, they will no
doubt give a good account of themselves, and the 'half-way
State of Ohio may scoop in some of the ducats. Mr. Phister
tells us that he has decided to show these dogs on the cir-
cuit next spring, and will put them in charge of Mr. Wil-
liams, of the Rookwood-Landseer Kennels.

The great meeting at Merced, Cal., will no doubt be well
attended, for there are many good greyhounds owned on
the Pacific coast, and the announcement of the goodly sum
the International Coursing Association has collected for
prizes, has put life into all the greyhound men. After a
week's rest from their labors at Great Bend, most of the
hounds will journey to the Merced plateau. Among the list
of probable entries we notice Midnight, a son of old Mother
Demdike, by Friday Night, and also two of his sons out of
Peasant Girl.

Speaking of the Great Bend meeting, reminds us of the
solid sil ver cup the National Greyhound Club of this city is
giving for the winner of the All-Aged Stake, and a picture
of which we set before our readers this week. Though only

THE NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB CUP.

organized this summer, this specialty club has made rapid
strides and now counts some fifty-six members on the roll,
among whom are all the prominent greyhound men of the
country, and several new members will be balloted for at
the coming meeting. We have also received photos of the
proposed medal which the club intends to donate at the
different shows. On the obverse side will be several scenes
in the field, in which deerhounds, greyhounds and the
Barzoi take part, on the reverse is a sort of coat of arms,
with a greyhound and a deerhound holding up a shield,
something after the style of the lion and unicorn in the
English coat of arms. The medal is to be 3in. in diameter,
and of solid silver. The rough design was made by Mr.
Huntington, who has already done so much for the breed
in this country. These medals are intended to be the finest
of the kind ever offered in this country.

We understand there is to be a bench show of dogs in con-
nection with the Rhode Island Poultry Association, at
Providence, this winter. Properly managed a good show of
dogs ought to be the result, for it is some time since a show
was held there, and being easy of access from New York and
Boston, no doubt, with proper judges, the right kind of dogs
can be secured. There is this to be said in the matter, if a
thing is worth doing at all it is worth doing right. 1 rrb
swp.

We are also in receipt of a circular which states that a dog
show will be given by the Central City Kennel Club, in con-
nection with the Michigan Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion, at Jackson, Mich., Jan. 10 to 14. The show will be
held under Kennel Club rules, but as we cannot find their
name on the list of recognized shows we think they are
wrong in holding forth the assertion that their wins will be
counted by the A. K. C. Mr. C. W. Sarvis will be superin-
tendent and Major J. M. Taylor, of New York, will judge
all classes. The. show will be held in' the Assembly Hall
and good prizes are promised.

Mr. Mercer's bad luck sticks to him, for we hear that the
Clumber, Bromine's pups are all dead. This is a pity,
as with Boss's fine body and the bitch's good head, some-
thing out of common was expected from the union. "Clum-
ber" also tells us he has sold an interest in his kennel to
Mr. W. H. Middleton, a nephew of Gen. Sir Fred Middleton

,

late Commander in Chief ol the Canadian Army. They in-
tend to import the best that can be procured in England.
Other news from Ottawa is that Mr. Keyes's good cocker
bitch, Rideau Flossie, second in open class at Ottawa, nearly
succumbed to distemper after the show, though two years
old. Our correspondent asks, "Where would the puppies
be?" Tne Clumber, Snow, if she recovers, will be Tired to
The Cardinal next time,

We understand that Mr. C. L. Wilton, of New York,
has purchased from Mr. Mortimer his smooth fox-terrier
Suffolk Risk, by Raffle out of Suffolk Syren. Mr. Wilton is

to be congratulated on the purchase, as he is certainly about
the best home bred one in the country, as the following win-
nings will show: First dog puppies, first Fox-Terrier Club's
Grand Produce Stakes, first Stua Dog Stakes and special for
best puppy of eit tier sex, New York, 1890. The price paid
was a long one. This gentleman is also the owner of
Brockenhurst Quick, which he imported during the summer.
While on the subject of fox-terriers we may mention that
the large sum of §3,000 has been sent over to the tight little

island, to be the medium of exchange for the best that can

be procured of this breed, one dog and two bitches. This
ought to secure some of the cracks; in fact, the best of them
if the proper man handles the money and knows what he is
about.

Our correspondent from Hamilton. Out., writes us thatThe executive committee of the Hamilton Kennel Club met
Oct. 16, and after hearing the opinions of the leading dog
owners and breeders in Canada and the U. S. A., decided
that it would be unwise to hold a bench showuntil next fall
It was decided that the show was to be given in September,
but no positive date was fixed upon, as the other Canadian
Kennel Club will be corresponded with, with a view to ar-
ranging a complete Canadian circuit with separate and non-
coufiLctmg dates. It was decided, however, in the mean-
time to give a series of members' meetings during the winter
at which the various breeds of dogs will be described by
competent, judges and club diplomas given to the members
producing the best specimens of the breeds under considera-
tion, if bred by themselves. It is thought that this will tend
to arouse much interest, audit mav induce some dog owners
to hang the mongrels upon which they now pride them-
selves." This is a very good idea for any young kennel club
provided the lecturers are the right men.

A good many lovers of pointers and setters seem to be ex-
ercising their brains on the question of what constitutes
style m the field. We fail to see what style has to do with
nllmg the game bag, for it is well known there, are many
clever 'bird dogs" whose style is anything but graceful
though their nose is iu the right place. Style, in^itself, is
very aptly described by a writer in the Breeder and Sports-man when he says, "Good style is, we believe, that indefin-
able blending and subtle voicing of all the better elements
ot ease, grace and intelligence, which indicate the state of
perfection of the animal or person possessing them."

We hear that Dr. H. Clay Glover will be one of the judges
at the South Carolina dog show, to be held in Charleston,
b. C, next January.

We learn that Messrs C. H. Ruhl and Chas. W. Sarvis
have started a kennel at Jackson, Mich., to be known as the
Grand River Kennels. They intend to breed great Danes
and greyhounds.

We learn that Mr. Lacy shipped, per S.S. Ronans, Oct. 14,
the two black and tan terriers Salisbury and Queen HI.
From what we can make out, Mr. Comstock has struck a
bargain in the latter, as reports proclaim her to be some-
thing very good. We shall await their advent with some
anxiety, as the prevailing rough weathor is hardly the thing
for this delicate breed. They are consigned to Mr.'Stoddard's
stables, on Greenwich street. Speaking of rough weather,
the steamship France, on which the noted King Charles,
Royal Duke, is coming over, is some days overdue. Besides
this dog, this vessel also brings four great Danes and the
lions that are to perform at Niblo's. [As we go to press we
learn that the France has arrived safely in port after en-
countering fearful weather.]

On the way home from Canada we stopped off at Covert,
N. Y.,the home of Mr. Wixom and the Hornell-Harmony
Kennels. After looking round the kennels, which were so
ably described by "Highland" a few weeks since, we were
treated to a couple of beagle trials, which we enjoyed im-
mensely. Sly reyuard was led over the fields fora'mile or
so and then the little beauties were let loose. The grass
being wet, the scent lay well and was picked up iu fine
shape; Royal Krueger and a youngster, named Nib, dividing
the honors of the chase between them. ' It has been said that
Bannerman stock cannot hunt, but, from what we could see,
"Roy" and his children refute this entirely.

We have received from the New York Pasteur Institute a
circular giving statistics regarding the number of people
treated since its opening in February last. Out of filO per-
sons bitten by dogs or cats, who have come there for treat-
ment, 480 were needlessly alarmed, as it was proved the
animals that bit them were not mad. Still, they were
treated, and now have in their blood the virus which they
sought to escape. In 130 cases, it is said, the dogs were mad,
and of course it is claimed that this anti-hydrophobic was
the means of saving them. What folly! Such institutions
only add to the fear that many people have of the dog, and
rather than do any good, it works considerable harm: and
we quite agree with Dr. Bell-Taylor, of Nottingham, Eng.,
when he says: "The only conclusion I can draw from a care-
ful consideration of the whole facts of the case is, that we
are bound, in the interests of both science and humanity, to
set our faces like flint not only against this hydrophobia
cure craze, but also agaiDst the whole system of manufac-
turing disease, keeping up the supply (when it would other-
wise die out) and spreading it broadcast among men and
other animals."

We hear that George Bell having sold his last Idea, has
now purchased from Mr. H. B. Nicoll, of Cookstown, Ont.,
the black cocker dog Kildare, a dog which, though left in
the cold at Toronto, will doubtless receive due recognition
in the future. When he next appears in public heVill be
known as Obadiah.

We hear that Air. E. H. Moore's new purchase, the St.
Bernard bitch Altona, arrived safely at her new home last-
week. She is a litter sister to the noted Alta Bella and was
purchased from Mr. L. C. Norris Elye. Altona. therefore,
is a daughter of Mr. Moore's new dog Alton and out of the
noted prize winner Bellegarde, by champion Bayard out
of Crevasse II. She has won, besides other prizes, first in
novice class at Chelmsford. Being so closely related to Alta
Bella, who is considered one of the grandest' bitches that has
ever been bred, Mr. Moore is to be congratulated on his judi-
cious purchase.

Mr. Washington A. Coster has sent us a circular issued
by the Trunk Line Passenger Committee, relating to the
issue of tickets to Amelia Cotu-t House, Ya., on account of
the Eastern field trials. The reduced fares' are on the cer-
tificate plan, one full fare going and one-third of the high-
est limit fare returning. The reduction is for persons going
to the meeting from trunk line territory. Persons attend-
ing the meeting from points beyond the Richmond & Dan-
ville R. R. should purchase to Danville, Burkeville or
Richmond,as most convenientjaking a certificate from agent
from whom ticket is purchased, and repurchase to Amelia
Court House. This certificate will be honored at either of the
above places for the above rates, returning to startiug point,
if presented on or before Dec. $. Dogs will be carried free
on signing a release and upou presentation of a club card,
signed by Mr. Coster, the holder of which is entitled to not
more than three dogs. Mr. Slaughter, the assistant com-
missioner, has taken up the question of rates with all co-
operating companies and they promise to agree to the same
reduction.

Dr. Foote has purchased the farm of 27 acres he has been
so anxiously looking for, so that now his kennel of black
and tans aud Me Too will literally revel in clover, and we
shall expect to see some rattling black and tans in the
future.

We take this opportunity to cordially thank our many
friends for the kind expressions they have tendered us oa
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assuming the kennel editorship of this journal. We trust
that our pleasant relations with the doggy fraternity may
continue in the future. Our aim will constantly be to en-
courage the improvement of every breed of dog, and though
our criticisms may hit hard sometimes, depend upon it,

they will be given impartially and from a sense of honest
conviction.

THE ENGLISH SETTER STANDARD.
A GOOD deal of interest has been evinced lately as to

what style or type of dog the new English Setter Club
would adopt in their new standard. We publish, therefore,
the standard in full, which has already received the in-
dorsement of the executive committee, and which will be
finally adopted at the meeting of the club on the 33d inst,
A copy has already been sent by the secretary, Mr. P. C.
Ohl, to every member of the club for suggestions.

ENGLISH SETTER STANDARD.
The English setter is essentially a field dog, and a proper

estimate of his value on the bench can only be made with a
due regard to his field merit, as expressed in his formation
and blood characteristics. No judge of a setter on the bench
can take into account the quality of his nose or the quality
of his intelligence. The value of these characteristics can
only be determined in the field, when they are brought into
use, except, perhaps, as the quality of these important fac-
tors may be incidentally suggested by the absence of indi-
cations of outside blood and the presence of certain expres-
sions of the motions, with which the judge is familiar.
There is, however, so much guess-work in valuing these
qualities that no points can be allowed for them. The judge
should divest himself of an attempt to measure the probable
quality of a dog's nose or intelligence on the bench. He
should be concerned chiefly with the quality of the dog's
formation for speed, endurance and adaptability for the
work required of him, much attention, too, must be paid to
those race characteristics which have no relation to the
question of locomotion, for a badly bred dog is sometimes
well formed, but the presence or absence of characteristics
which indicate outside blood, presupposes that the dog,
although made to go. and able to go, will be wanting in the
instincts peculiar to the breed.
The setter formation which seemed to be the most desir-

able years ago, is no longer held to represent the best type
of the breed, and characteristics that were then thought de-
sirable have proven objectionable. The present ideal com-
pared with the ideal of ten years ago differs in the addition
of such particulars as have been iiroved to be desirable, and
the loss of those which trials have demonstrated to be unde-
sirable.
The head of the English setter of to-day differs very little

from the head as described by writers ten or even twenty
years ago. The present type is for a head a trifle longer and
lighter than that described of dogs in the past. This type is
desirable since it is in harmony with the general conforma-
tion of the dog, the demand being for more length and less
weight throughout.
The following description, in which we quote largely from

"Stoneheuge," we submit:
Head (20).—The skull is of a peculiar character, not so

heavy as that of a pointer, and without the furrow and
marked prominence of the occipital bone. It is narrow, or
of medium width between the ears, and the brows should be
raised at a sharp and decided angle from the nose. The nose
should be long and with width in harmony with skull, with-
out any fullness under the eyes. In the average dog the
length should be four to four and one-half inches from the
inner corner of the eyes to the end of the nose. Between the
point and root of the nose there should be a slight depression,
at all events there should be no fullness, the nostrils must
be wide apart and large in the openings, and the end of the
nose moist and cool. In all setters the end of the nose
should be black or dark liver-colored, except that, in whites
or lemon and white, a pink nose may be pardoned. The
jaws should be exactly equal in length, a "snipe nose" or
•'pig jaw," as the receding lower one is called, being
seriously faulty. The ears should be hung well back and
set low, of moderate length and slightly rounded at the
point, and without the slightest tendency to prick. The
"leather" should be thin and soft, carried closely to the
cheeks, so as not to show the inside, and should be clothed
with silky hair about two inches in length. The lips are not
so full and pendant as those of the pointer, but at their
angles there should be a slight fullness, not reaching quite
to the extent of hanging. The eyes must be full of anima-
tion, and the width between them should be in proportion
to the size of the head and face, so that the eyes should be
equally free from a close set, as well as a wide staring ex-
pression, and they should be set with their angles straight
across. The best color is a rich brown.
Neck (6).—The importance of a long, lean neck has not

been fully realized until quite recently, or, at all events,
there has not been sufficient stress laid upon the point.
Length of neck tends to high-headedness, and permits the
dog to feel about for scent over a greater amount of space
than he could with a short neck, Besides it adds greatly to
his style, and to the ease and freedom of action of the shoul-
ders and forelegs. The setter's neck has not the rounded
muscularity of the pointer's. Being considerably thinner, it

should gradually deepen as it approaches the shoulders,
joining them in a graceful curve. It must not be throaty,
though the. skin is loose.
Shoulders and Chest (15).—The shoulders should be

formed so as to permit of perfect freedom of action to the
foreleg moving from the shoulder joint, giving a long, ex-
tended stride. The shoulder blades should be deep and
wide, and sloping well forward. The upper arm should be
of good length from point of shoulder to elbows, and the el-

bows well let down and at such an angle as will bring the
legs fairly under the dog. A leg formation that is straight
from point of shoulder to foot is objectionable, and more so
one with the excessive angle throwing the leg too far back
under body of dog. A medium angle from point of shoulder
to elbow is the correct form. Mr. Laverack was said to be
fond of a setter with well-sprung ribs back of the shoul-
der, a feature all right, provided that they had depth also,
but he laid so much stress upon this point in his selection of
dogs for stock purposes, that his breed was not only round in
the barrel, but the width was carried forward between the
shoulders, a very objectionable form, as also is the deep, thin
chest, with light spring of the ribs behind the shoulder,
known as "slab-sided." Public field trials have demon-
strated that there should be as much volume of the chest as
it is possible to obtain, distributed in such a manner as not
to interfere with the shoulder of the dog, or restrict his pace
in any way, that is, the cnest between the shoulders should
be thin enough to allow the shoulders to lie flat and move
with freedom. Back of the play of shoulders, the ribs
should spring gradually to the middle, and then gradually
lessen to the back rib. The greater the length from the
shoulder to the last rib, and the greater the depth of the
last rib, the better. The drop in chest should be just back
of the elbows, the chest sloping from this point upward to-

ward the neck, permitting the dog to carry his neck and
head up with more ease. Great depth between the shoulders
is objectionable, since it puts too much weight on the
shoulders and forelegs. The weight should be distributed
as evenly as possible between the forward and hind parts;
the tendency is too much forward. By bringing the greater
volume of chest back of the shoulders, the fore parts are re-

lieved of weight that should be, in part, supported by the
hind parts. A longer dog than the type described in former
standards is desirable, but with the additional length and
weight in the middle, there will follow a tendency to "sway-

back" which is to be met with a slight arch or additional
strength in the back.
Baeli and Loins (10).—It has been the custom of some

writers to treat of a dog's loin as his back, we make the
distinction between it and the back as extending from the
last rib to the hips. These two parts are to be considered
separately, since a dog may be good in one and weak in the
other. The loin should be strong and of moderate length.
There is such a thing, however, as a dog having too much
loin. Every ounce more than he needs is so much dead
weight. In estimating the quality of a dog's loin, due re-
gard must be paid to his condition, as a fat dog, with natu-
rally a poor loin, appears exceedingly good in this particular,
while a dog with naturally a good loin, but in poor condi-
tion, will appear deficient. An arched loin is desirable, but
not to the extent of being "roached" or "wheel-backed."
The back should be strong at its juncture with the loin, a
slight arch not objectionable, and should slope upward with
a slight rise, to the point of the shoulders. Any "sway" or
"drop" back of the shoulders is a sign of weakness.
Quarters and Stifles (8).—The quarters should be broad

across the top, the hip bones slightly prominent and wide
apart, with good length from them to point of bones, at root
of tail; the quarters should be well muscled; the stifles
should be well bent—excessive bend, although fashionable
for a time, is not desirable. A slight bow at stifles is a
point of merit, as the feet in such cases stand squarely
under the dog and are moved forward in a straight line, the
slight bow serving as well to keep the stifles and legs easily
away from the body when the quarters are brought forward.

Legs, Elbows, Hocks (8) and Feet (7) (15).—The elbows
and toes should have the same direction, and should point
straight from front to rear, and if not straight the "pigeon-
toe" or in-turned leg is less objectionable than the out-turn,
in which the elbow is confined by its close attachment to the
ribs.

The upper arm should be flat, muscular, strong and bone
fully developed, the muscle should feel hard and should be
d void of flabbiness. The forelegs should be flat and taper
gradually from elbow to pastern joint; it should feel hard
and flinty, with no looseness of skin. The pasterns should
be short and strong and nearly round. The slope from
pastern joint to foot should deviate but slightly from the
perpendicular. The hind legs should be muscular, with
wide thighs and wide, flat hocks and plenty of bone. The
lower thigh should have fair development of muscle. The
feet deserve careful attention, as upon their capability of
standing wear and tear depends the utility of the dog. Two
types are recognized, the round cat foot and the long hare-
foot. Either type is good, but the cat foot is preferred. The
feet should be close and strong and well padded, with toes
well arched and clothed with hair, but it should be short
and thick.
Stern (5).—The stern or tail should be carried straight, or

with slight curve upward, either slightly above the middle
of the back, or down. There should be no curl, it should
taper to a fine end, and reach the hocks. The feather must
be composed of straight, silky hairs, falliug loosely as a
fringe when the tail is raised and tapering to the point of the
tail. There must be no "bushiness" whatever.
Coat and Feather (5).—The coat should be flat, with an

absence of wave or curl. By this is meant a full coat such as
characterizes the true English setter- The feather should
be moderate, and that on the back of the legs should be thin
and regular.
Color and Markings (4).—Too much stress must not be

put upon color, for the color in this breed is largely a matter
of fancy. Some prefer black and white, or black, white and
tan; others, lemon and white, and others again liver and
white. Being so largely a matter of fancy, it should be
dealt with gently. The colors now recognized are as fol-

lows: Blue belton, black, white and tan, black and white,
lemon or orange and white, lemon or orange belton, liver
and white, liver belton.
Symmetry.—After examining a dog critically in all his

points there yet remains to be estimated the harmony of the
whole. The dog may have a good head, shoulders and quar-
ters when looked at simply as single points, but when they
are looked at collectively, as a part of one dog, they may be
sadly out of harmony with each other. The head may be a
good head seen simply as a head, but it may be too large or
too small for the dog. The foreparts may be good in them-
selves, but too heavy or too light for the hindparts or the
rest of the dog. It is harmony of all the points which con-
stitutes the symmetry and quality, and these points, in their
proper relation to each other, go a long way toward what
constitutes the beauty and serviceable qualities of the dog.

SCALE OF POINTS.
Value.

Head 20
Neck 6
Shoulders 15
Back and loin . . .10
Quarters and stifles 8
Legs, elbows, hocks and feet 15
Stern 5
Coat and feather 5
Color and markings 4
Symmetry 12

Total 100

THE COLLIE CLUB STAKES 1891.—Philadelphia, Pa.,
Oct. 15—Editor Forest and Stream: Referring to the
remarks in your issue of Oct. 9, signed "The Squire," I beg
to say that it would appear to me also advisable that some •

change should be made in the proposed terms for the Collie
Club Stud Dog Stakes, in regard to the progeny that can
compete. Whatis the objection to conforming to the custom,
which seems to be pretty general in England, of allowing
anyprogeny of any age, that are exhibited at the show where
the stake is decided, to compete? It is, to my mind, a great
mistake to limit the number of the progeny, either by quali-
fications of age, or otherwise. Provided there are at least
two of the get of any stud dog at the show, it seems to me it
would be well to allow such dog to compete. If the Collie
Club think it best to rule that the progeny must be out of
more than one bitch, I see no special objection to this, but
am of the opinion that this stipulation would be as far as it

is wise to go, in regard to dictating rules, as to the progeny
that can make the stud dog eligible. The stud dog should
not only be at public stud, but exhibited on the bench at the
show where the stake is to be decided. This should be a
sine qua non.—Mitchell Harrison.

POINTING SMALL BIRDS —Indianapolis, Ind., Oct.
14.—Editor Forest and Stream: 1 have a very fine young
Irish setter who has been following me when I go through
the city with buggy, and has by so doing acquired the habit
of pointing sparrows by sight, so that it interferes with his
proper action in the field. He has a good nose, and if you
could advise me what to do to brine his attention to point
by scent only, I would be greatly obliged.—Otto Stechhan.
[We have owned a number of dogs that would point small
birds by sight, and have invariably succeeded m breaking
them of the habit by simply letting them point and taking
no notice of them whatever, letting them point while we
continued our course, leaving flftem to follow us when they
pleased. This of course when taking them out shooting.
When a point is made to a game bird it should be killed if

possible, but whether killed or not the dog must be praised
and petted, and given to understand that this is what is

wanted. This course, if properly pursued, will soon bring
your dog all right.]

TO MY LOST LURAY.
IN a box with his brother,

Each solacing the other,
The puppy left Virginia by pxpress,
A gift to me. He kDew mv first caress,
And made me love him by his puppy pranks.
His roguish bites and barks and kissing thanks.

The pretty little fellow
Had paws of tawny yellow.

And nose and chops the same; ard two tan spots
Above his hazel eyes, that seemed like dots
Of thought upon his forehead; and for the rest,
In sable, shiny black Lnray was dressed.

I thought him so much better
Than any puppy setter,

I took him to the dog show; with his eyes—
I know it, was his eyes—he won the prize.
(He was the only entry in his class,
Some friends took pains to say—but let that pass).

As soon as he grew older,
His fluffy puppy shoulder

Stood high and gaunt; his loins began receding;
In every iine and point he showed his breeding.
The time has come, said I, to test bis grain,
And now, if ever, to begin to reign.

I improvised a quarry.
And I made him fetch and carry,

And "charge" and "heel" and "find;" and do all, in short,
To fit a setter for a life of sport.
He did not learn bis lesson m a day.
And often sought to shirk his work for play.

I tried not to upbraid him,
Tho' often, when I made him

Do this or that, he taxed my patience much;
For )f I held a bone in careless clutch,
Which I would think to hide and make him find,
He'd steal up soft and snap it from behind.

And then to see him scamper
Was something of a damper

On training. How he'd frisk and twist and bound,
And toss the bone and catch it off the ground,
And wait, crouched low before with hips held high
Till I approached him, when away he'd fly!

And then I'd shout: "Charge down, sir!
You'll never win renown, sir,

Behaving so." But by and by he came
To understand me and to find my game
More fun thnn his; he'd watch my wave of hand,
Or stop and listen to my least command.

So he was wise and sober
Some time before October,

When dogs and hunters take their tramps afield.
The first day he was puzzled, nor revealed
His sense; the next he. noaed about; the third
He traued, he pointed, and he fetched bis bird.

He never made a blunder,
But hunted to the wonder

Of all who knew him. When another gun
Than mine bad killed, and other dogs weru done
Wit b. searching for the bird, my side he'd leave,
Go far within the bush and then retrieve.

There never was a cartridge
More sure to find a partridge

Than he. What pride he took to fetch his bird-
Tbe puppy with his partridge! Wilding heard
It all at night, I fancied, when Luray
Crept in his stall, and close beside him lay.

They always slept together
In frosty autumn weather,

They loved eacb other. Wilding munched his hay.
And breathed warm kisses on the dog; Luray
Coiled in the. straw where Wilding put his nose
And gently licked it after every doze.

The next day, when the pony
Was in his cart, his crony

Before we started alwavs rushed to kiss him;
He never failed, but Wilding seemed to miss him
Until he jumped and licked Uis face; the start
Thus authorized, he ran beneath the cart-

Alas! all that is ended;
An illness came, attended!

With pain and poison; I have lost Luray.
'Tis sad that every dog must have his day;
Oh, why did not Luray have hn? Two years—
So much, for loving; all the rest for tears.

And now I've told my story,
I mu»t tell you how I glory

In having loved Lurav. What batter than
Such love for such a dog? I loathe the man
Who snarls at dogs; his very soul's agog,
God made the world; God also made, the dog.

—John Eliot Bowen, Century for October.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

A FEW days ago I took advantage of a spare morniug to
run out to the Swiss Mountain Kennels at German-

town to see if there was any prospect of puppies out of the
recently imported St. Bernards Dart and Donna Silva.
When they arrived here I had a very strong suspicion that
they were not with whelp, and I regret to say that such is
the case. It is of course quite a disappointment, but their
owner takes it philosophically, looking for better luck next
time. It is always a pleasure to go ou t to these kennels and
see the excellent condition the dogs are in. The motto there
seems to be "Eternal vigilance is the price of success." And
yet even that safeguard does not prevent accidents. Re-
cently a very nice smooth-coated bitch, Morna (17,089),
jumped over a fence while the kennelman was absent for a
few moments and hung herself; and the day before I made
my visit the black cocker bitch Waggles, while running in
the orchard with the St. Bernards, had given offense to one of
the St. Bernards and received a nip in return which termin-
ated her earthly career. She was one of the best-bodied
cockers I have ever seen, and but for being a little too
blocky in head would have taken a tiptopper to beat her.

The bright side of the story consists in noticing two very
nice litters of St. Bernards, one by Marquis of Stafford and
the other by Arch Duke. Marquis of Stafford is a son of
champion Save, an almost entirely white dog, but who gets
nicely marked puppies. I also saw two very promising pup-
pies not qtiite four months old, by Arch Duke out of
Madame Barry. I saw them some time ago and then said
that I thought Arch Duke was a promising sire. Since
then these puppies have come on well, and with good luck
will make their mark. When the kennel editor of Forest
and Stream can spare time to run over to Philadelphia I

hope he will do so and permit me to take him out to see
them.

Mr. J. A. Long, of St. Louis, tells me he has some very
promising collies by Archibald. As the dam is fully as well
bred as the sire they ought to be good ones, and I hope their
owner will at last have the good turn he deserves for his
many plucky purchases of stock in England.

On Friday of last week I was very much astonished to re-
ceive a letter from Mr. Jas. L. Anthony, criticising some of
my remarks which appeared in the last week's issue of
Forest and Stream. Of course, I have no objection to
criticism, considering that I indulge in it so much, myself,
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but there are certain styles of criticism which are certainly
unpleasant and of such I would chai'acterize Mr. Anthony's.
In order that others may judge whether or not I have reason
to object to such criticism I herewith give a cony of the
letter:

'•My attention has been called to your remarks as to the
National Beagle Club and my action at the A. K. C. meeting.

"First, I Suggest that you get a dictionary and learn to
distinguish the difference between the words acquiesce in
and adopt. Second, that you post yourself as to the object
in the constitution of the aforesaid club, viz.: among other
things to adopt a standard at variance with the one adopted
by a present member, under which the dogs of the club
should be judged on the bench. In fact, the club had for its
maiu object t he destroying of the older club.
"Yon may see no propriety in a field trial club belonging

to the A. K. 0. I and many others do, for if my dogs were
alone good for the bench I would soon end their existence.
No one of that class alive for me if you please.

"I write this, not that I object to criticism, but you had
better get posted, especially as you are an officer of the club,
before criticising the action of another."
The first thing that struck me in reading this letter was

the unJ'ortimate reference of Mr. Anthony to the dictionary
Surely Mr. Anthony must remember that once before I had
occasion to briug the dictionary into a discussion which we
had, but for Mr. Anthony's sake I would fain drop that sub-
ject. Mr. Anthony's suggestion to me to procure one to
learn the difference betweeen the phrase "acquiesce in" and
the word "adopt," is entirely uncalled for. If I had meant
to use adopt, I would have done so, but I chose the word
acquiesce because it stops a long way short of adopting, and
the A. K. C. was just as far short of any idea of adopting a
beagle or any other standard.
Begarding the suggestion to post myself as to the object

named in the constitution of the National Beagle Club, Mr.
Anthony overlooks this very important point The pub-
lished minutes of the meeting are intended to afford infor-
mation to all dog readers. Now there is not one single
reference iu the official report to the object of the National
Beagle Club, neither is there any reference in Mr. Anthony's
resolution. It was Mr. Anthony's duty to so word his reso-
lution as not to allow of any mistakes being made. Though
he fails to make this meaning clear, I yet gave him the bene-
fit of the doubt, when I said that I was not aware that the
framing of the standard was part of the object of the Na-
tional Beagle Club, thus qualifying mv remarks, and any
person who knew that such was the object of that club could
therefore draw their own conclusions.
As far as the National Beagle Club having for its object

the destruction of the American Beagle Club, that is a
matter that concerns the Beagle Club men. The older club,
as Mr. Anthony's calls it, has been little better than a laugh-
ing stock for years, its efforts to improve the breed of
beagles being confined to the offering of half a dozen 50-cent
collars during the year. About the last thing I heard of it
was a frantic appeal on the part of some official for members
to do something in the way of helping it along, or they
might as well shut up shop. If the American Beagle Club
had been doing anything, it is safe to say that there would
have been no opposition. As it is, it is but a stumbling
block in the way of improvement.
While the subject of destroying older clubs is on the

carpet, how was it that Mr. Anthony did not object to the
killing off of the older setter club? Why did he not object
for instance, to the use of the A. K. C. rooms for that
purpose? Perhaps he w ill say that the older club was not a
member of the A. K C, hut I think I am correct in saying
that the older club had applied for membership in

*
the

A. K. C. before the meeting for the purpose of organizing
the second setter club was held. It is a bad rule that will
not work both ways.

I never said that there was no propriety in field trials clubs
belonging to the A. K. C; I simply implied that I did not
see what use they were in the A. K. C, or it to them, and,
considering that there is only one such member, it looks very
much as if they were of the same opinion. Mr. Anthony's
reason for what he calls propriety in field trials clubs being
members of the A. K. C, appears to me to be very strained"
What has the membership of the field trials club got to do
with its holding trials? Here occurs something which Mr.
Anthony has overlooked. For instance, the present field
trials member has adopted a standard, that is to say, has
adopted rules for running of field trials. Now suppose
another club comes in, must this club adopt the same rules,
or is it to be turned to the door for the same reason that the
beagle club was? To Mr. Anthony I give credit for desiring
to own pointprs that have other merits besides their appear-
ance, but 1 am under the impression that I should have to
look elsewhere than in field trials records to find out that
they have any such merit.
Regarding Mr. Anthony's final sentence I do not see that

my being an officer of the cluh has anything to do with my
criticising an official report. I am not an official in the sense
that I am charged with the direction of the club in any way,
for a member of the stud book committee has but little to
do with the club at large. Mr. Belmont took up the same
line once and I replied to him at the meeting, and subse-
quently made refeience to it in Forest and Stream, that I
declined to consider my being a delegate or a member of the
stud book committee prevented me on any occasion from
criticising any action of the club. If it is improper for me to
criticise the club when I think it commits a fault, it is
equally improper for me to say anything when I think it is
right. Taking that view, it was improper for me to take
any part whatever in the discussion of the A. K. C. accounts,
but certainly no person with sense would advance the propo-
sition that it was only proper for an officer to write in favor
of the club and that he must say nothing when he sees what
he believes to be an error. It might perhaps be a. little out
of place for a person who was not in the habit of -writing to
the papers to come out boldly and attack something of not
any great importance, but that is not my position at all. I
am well known as a writer for the press, as a critic upon all
subjects in the dog world and as one who has always had.
his say upon kennel club matters. I was accepted as dele-
gate with that full knowledge; I was appointed on the stud
book committee with that full knowledge, andit is quite too
late in the day to suggest that because I happen to be on
that committee I must refrain from criticising another
delegate of the club or any proposition he may make.
If I am not very far out of my reckoning the onus is upon

Mr. Anthony for taking such a position and saying to a fellow
delegate what he should or should not do, that being within
the province of the A, K. G. alone. When that body decides
that it is so much above all creation that mortal man must
not even criticise it, even if he happens to be one of the elect
and entitled to enter the outer courts, then I will get out-
side and watch the edifice crumble into dust.

Your coiT-spondent "Namquoit" credits me with saying
that Lord Bute is the best St. Bernard in England. If he
can place his finger on any such statement I will acknowl-
f-dgait as an error, but I think h e will find that I said he
was said to be the tallest, a claim that has not been dis-
puted. J. W.

A Map of the United States.—A large, handsome map of the
United States, showing North and South Dakota, mounter! and
suitable for office or home use and issued by tbe Burlington Route,
Will be furnished responsible parties free on appb'cation to the
undersigned. Playing cards for 15 cents in postage bvapplying to
the undersigned. P. S. Eustis, General Passenger and Ticket
Agent, C, B. & Q. R, R„ Chicago, III.—Adv.

FUN AT DOG SHOWS.
THE black and tan terrier breeders and owners seem to be

in a bad way, for not long since "Dr. Foote made a public
appeal for competent judges to adjudicate upon the merits
of his breed. It is useless, Doctor! You might as well
whistle to the moon and expect it to send down a full report
of all, our telescopes fail to reveal. Most of the clubs won't
pay any heed to your request. Why should they? You are
only a gentleman breeder and exhibitor, nothingelse. If you
don't like their judges you can keep your dogs at home. Yet,
were you one of the "mighties" at ii, your prayer would be
heard, but being only a pariah, as. all of us are who are out
of the charmed circle, your appeal is only a feather weight.
Just give us one more chance, Doctor, and we will have
another Meersbrook Maiden comedy. We never have a
tragedy in the fancy. It is a thousand pities we do not once
in a while. Dogs would be greatly improved if we did, I
think.
The nearest approach to a "Meersbrook Maiden Comedy"

I ever knew of in England was recently, when Captain Mil-
ler "judged" Irish setters. Here is how he did it: Open
class: Yerker, third prize, Drinnagh, he. Novice: Valen-
tino, second prize; Drinnagh. third; Yerker. vhc. Puppies-
Drinnagh, third prize; Yerker, vhc; Valentine, he. Cup
for best Irish setter in open classes, Cloyne II. Now Cloyne
II. only got ac. card in the open class, yet she was awarded
the cup. This is quite on a par with the little happy iuci
dents in my late "Fun at Dog Shows." Now, if our toady-
ing dog show committees would only invite Captain Miller
over to take the circuit of our coming spring shows. Dr.
Foote would be more happy and "Mephisto" would forever
lay aside his pen.
Et frit, Brittle! I thought you would be the one to keep

the "laugh and grow fat" ball a-rolling and you have gone
and done it. Only a month or so ago (Sept. 13), in a Phila-
delphia paper, yon told us that at Wilmington show, Blem-
ton Rubicon's skull had fined down tremendously since you
last saw him at Boston, and that he looked more like "his
dam than ever. Oh, shame on you Brittle! Don't you think
"tbe exact counterpart of his dam" judge can make
bluuders that are sufficiently stupendous and conspicuous
without being still further handicapped with your indorse-
ment? I know you have recently stated that a man who did
not know on which side his bread is buttered is a fool. I am
also aware that your dogs are being well cared for at Baby-
lon. But, my dear boy, "taffy" is at all times liable to so'il

one's fingers, and besides, United States coin is good enough
for us. Although the leading man in the Meersbrook
Maiden comedy is backed and recommended by the A. K. C,
"he's all right," Brittle. Time, he is a countryman of
yours, but for your own sake don't tell us that fox-terriers'
skulls "fine down tremendously" with advancing years.
Did you ever know a child's skull to grow less as the child
grew older? I have known skulls to grow thicker, but "fine
down tremendously" oh, never! Do not tell us that Bleni-
ton Rubicon "looks more like his dam than ever," or we
will think you are making our friend the butt of ridicule.
This will never do, as we cannot afford to have his "occupa-
tion gone." So, Brittle, in mellow language we softly mur-
mur, "Don't." More anon. Mephisto.

WILL RUN SARSFIELD.—Pittsburg, Pa., Oct, 20.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Since the publication of the
nominations of the entries for the Eastern field trials, in
which appears the name of my red Irish setter dog Sarsfield,
entered in the All -Aged Stake, I have received four letters
asking if it is my intention to start him. I wish to state
here that I have entered Sarsfield iu good faith, have sent
him to Amelia county, Virginia (the county in which these
trials are to be. held), and he is now in the hands of the man
who will handle him in the trials, and to whom I have given
instructions to run Sarsfield under any conditions if he is
alive and well. It is not my desire nor iutention to own a
dog that I am afraid to run iu field trials or show on the
bench, and although Sarsfleld is nearly seven years old,
which is a year and a half older than the oldest dog of any
breed entered, and nearly four years older than the oldest
Irish setter entered, he will go if Providence permits it. I
don't expect Sarsfield to make so good a showing as some
younger dog3, but I certainly expect that he will give as
good an account of himself as can be expected of any dog of
his age. I will also state that this is the first reasonable
opportunity I have had to run Sarsfield since I purchased
him about a year ago, and if any one imagines that it is not
my honest intention to run him in the Eastern field trials,
and is willing to back his opinion, I will allow him odds of
two to one for any reasonable amount.—W. L. Washinc+-
TON.

INTERESTED CRITICISMS.—Buffalo, Oct. 20.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I have received a copy of the Canadian
Kennel Gazette for October. "Our Special Reporter" gives
most of the judges advice as to how they should go to work
to get at a dog's merits. He says if Mr. Lacy had handled
the greyhounds himself, at Ottawa, he would not have con-
cluded that the black greyhound was equal in condition to
the brindle. Then he intimates that the handler of the first
prize winner fooled the judge. I will leave to St. Bernard
and greyhound breeders his criticisms of the awards of
those classes at Toronto: but want to say that the judging
of black and tan terrier bitches gave entire satisfaction to
every exhibitor, so far as I know. Desdemona has beaten
Rochelle Nadjy under Mr. Lacy, aud I know her owner, Dr.
Foote, did not complain of tbe awards, and certainly the
first prize winner, Broomfield Madge, can beat them both.
"Our Special Reporter" shows his personal hostility to Mr.
Mason, and any man who is so governed by his prejudices,
is totally unfit to write criticisms. We can all respect
honest differences of opinion, but we want fair play, not
personal abuse and rowdyism.—A. W. Smith.

DAMAGES FOR A DOG —Canastota, N. Y., Oct. 20.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The case of Reed vs. Zimbeck
was tried on the 16th, and resulted in a judgment for the
plaintiff, amounting to $59.90. This is as it should be, ex-
cepting amount of judgment, which is decidedly small.

—

OSCEOLA. [This is a case which has excited considerable
attention among the sportsmen in the Oneida valley. It
seems a man named Milton Zimbeck while working for one
Guston Barton, shot a pointer belonging to Mr. Reed, who
is a market shooter. Barton had given orders to Zimbeck
to shoot any stray dogs that might come round the place
while a certain bitch of his was in season. The pointer was
valued at §150. Mr. Zimbeck claimed in his defense that he
only meant to sting the dog, as he knew who it belonged to,

but killed him by accident.]

THE BIG MEET.—Chicago, Oct. 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The literature of the American Coursing Club is

in town, and it deserves notice from every greyhound man.
Reports from the country around Great Bend say that the
jack-rabbits are just as numerous as ever, and all things
joint to at least a hopeful meeting. Mr. Ira D. Brougher
jas done good work as secretary. The business meeting for
election of members is on Monday evening, Oct. 20, and the
rest of the week will be put in on the field. This is the
annual greyhound event of America. There is no spot on
earth where the natural advantages for a coursing meet
compare with those of these flats on the Uhl and Carney
ranch. After all is said, it is W. W. Carney to whom the
club owes most of its success. A pleasant and profitable
meet is wished for 1S90.—E. Hough. '

WHERE ARE THE GORDON SETTER M.TSN?—Editor
Forest and Stream: Nowthat a special stake has been made
tor Gordon setters at the Central Field Trials, an opportunity
is offered for the owners of Gordons, who have heretofore
been so loud in their praise in print, to enter and run their
dogs, thereby demonstrating whether or not they possess
the superior Qeld qualities claimed. I should be glad to see
some of Mr. Malcolm's dogs run, as I believe that gentleman
claims his dogs to be a little better than anv other strain of
Gordons. Dr. Myer from what I learn, will ran some from
his kennels, Dr. Dixon should also be represented, having
quite a kennel of Gordons. As Little Boy and Beaumont
have under different judges alternated in' winning on the
bench, it would be a great, satisfaction to lovers of Gordons
to have these two dogs meet at the trials and decide which
is the better field dog. As they are of about the same age,
seven years, neither would have the advantage of youth. The
owners of the Item Kennels, I understand, have sufficient
confidencein their dogs to make some entriVs, Dr. Whitaker,
and Mr. Collins should run something. Where are Heather
Harold and Heather Roy? Why is it that the officers of the
Gordon Setter Club are doing nothing, while private sub-
scriptions for a purse are being made by its members and
outsiders? Now is the accepted hour. In December next at
toe Central F^eld Tl'iahs is the time and place for the owners
ot Oordon setters to show the public if these dogs possess
the merit claimed for them, or if it is all blow.—Jtjd&ment.

THE INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.-Indianapolis, Ind.-
Editor Forest and Stream; The Central Traffic Association
has granted special rates in Indiana to parties who will at-
tend the Indiana Kennel Club's trials at Bicknell, begin-
ning Oct. 30. Tickets will be good going, from Oct. 27, and
good returning, during and three days^after the trials are
completed. Tickets should be bought to Vincennes, at
which point return tickets can be purchased at one cent per
mile. The Louisville & Nashville Railway Co. will sell
tickets from any point on their line and will carry dogs free
of charge. Parties buying tickets to Yincennes must secure
from the agent of whom they purchase their tickets, a cer-
tificate showing that they have paid full fare. This certifi-
cate when signed by me will enable the holder to purchase
his return ticket at the reduced rate. Parties in Indianap-
olis can secure round trip tickets to Beckwith at &4 70 if
bought at the up-town office. The Puppy Stake will start
Thursday, Oct. 30, and the Members' Stake the next day —
P. T. Madison, Secy

J

WHIPPET RACING.—Detroit, Mich,, Oct. W.-Ediiar
Forest and Stream: I have seen the letter you mention;
would say there were three watches held on my dog at Lon-
don, Out. , they all gave him 12Ksee. for 200 yds. and &% for the
100yds. The course was a slow one at that. The same dog
has made 12sec. on a cinder track. The height of Ben Bow
is 19in., weight 221bs. In regard to the English dog you
have referred to, be could not have started from scratch,
being so light a dog he must have bad quite a start, under
handicap rules, if that was the case his record is no good. I
do not see why whippet racing must be a low sport, unless
it is made so. We are trying to improve it and also trying
to get it recognized bya better class of breeders. I have run
my dogs at athletic meetings, before the best society here,
and it gave great satisfaction, especially with the ladies. I
think with a little care it will be popular. I am sorry not
to be able to send you a cut of the dog.—Thomas Blake.

ANOTHER DUKE RHCEBE GONE.

—

Editor Forest mid
Stream: It is with feelines akin to sadness that I announce
the death of the Llewellin Pride of the West. His owner,
Mr. W. Alex. Bass, received word last week from Accomack
county, Va., of his sudden death, but as yet has not received
the particulars. Pride was bred by Dr Stork, of Milwaukee,
Wis., and was out of Lola, by Count Noser. ' His loss will'
be keenly felt, for he was of a most affectionate disposition,
and above all one of the best all around dogs in the field
that it has ever been my pleasure to shoot over.—Tee Kay.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Seta of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chiefs Kate. By H. B. Led better, Farrnington, Mo., for red Irish
setter'bitcb, whelped Sept. 27, 1889, by Chief (Berklev-Duck) out
of Jennie P. (Tim—Yoube).
Grand River Kennels. By C. H. Buhl and C. W. Jarvie, Jack-

son, Mich., for their kennels of great Danes and greyhounds.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Bedivcre—Tristam G. E, E. Lamb's (Baltimore, Md.) St.
Bernard bitch Lady B' divere (champion Sir Bedivere—Princess
Lmdse) to F. H. Greiner's Tristam G. (champion Phnliminon—
Cigarette) Auer. 25.

Roue—Little Boy. S. E. Davis's (Horicon, Wis.) Gordon setter
bitch Rose (Moss—Furn) to Dr. S. G. Dixon's champion Little Boy
(Dixon's Pilot—Fly), Oct. 5.

Nettie—King of Obos. J. Pipher's (New Market. Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Nettie to G. Bell's King of Obos (Obo II.—Darkie)
Aug. 28.

King of Obos. John C Eccles'a (Duunville. Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch to G. Bell's King of Obos (OboTl—Darkie),
Si-pt. 11).

Little Bed Ridinghnod—King of Obos. G. Bell's (Toronto, Can.)
cocker spaniel bitch Little R^d Riclmgbood (Obo H.—Toronto
Bell) to bis King of Obos (Obo IT.—Darkie), Sept. 15.

King of Obos. G. W. Watrs's (Toronto, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch to G. Bell's King of Obos (Obo II —Darkie),
Sept . 28.

Martha Washington—King ot Obos. Dougles & Lockwe'l's
(Woodstock, Ont.) <-ocker spaniel bitch Martha Washington
(Black Duke—Lady Stanley) to G. Bell's King of Obos (Obo II.—
Darkie). Oct. 1.

Rochelle Netdjy—Tlte Senator. Rochelle Kennels' (New Rochelle,
N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch RocbeUe Nadjy (oh inipion Vor-
tigern—champion Meersbrook Maiden) to their The Senator
(Pat rick -Pink), Oct, 1.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Vin. Rockland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch Vin,
Sep f

. 25, eight (four dogs), by Racer, Jr.
Clarissa. R. H. Burr's (Middletown, Conn.) IriBh settPi- bitch

Clarissa (Bravo—Le<mia), Oct. 13, five (two dogs), by his Don HI.
(Elobo. Jr.—Pequot Jess).
Hillside Jaunty. C. S. Hanks's iManchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.)

fox-terrier bitch Hillside Jaunty (Raby Mixer—Jaunty), Sept. 7,
six (three dogs), by A. Belmont, Jr.'s, Blemton Brawler (Blemton
Rubicon—Blemtou Bedlam).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

King Lear—Lady Nettie -whelps. Oranee and white St. Bernaid
dog=, whelped June 8. 1890, by F. E. Lamb, Baltimore. Md., one
each to J. 0. O'Donnell, Allegheny City, Pa., and E. H. Greiner,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Viola. Black and tan setter bitch, whelped May 25, 1890, by
champion Royal Duke out of Carmen K.. by R. H. Thomson,
Philadelphia, Pa., to Chas. Bedfoid, same place.
Faustina. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 10, 1880, by

Blaze out of OladjsB , by R H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to J.T.
Collins, South River, N. J.

Uric. Red Irish setter dog. whelped April 10, 1890, by Blaze out
of Gladys B., by R. tl. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to E. H. Morse,
Willimantic, Conn,
Kcziah. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 10, 1890, by Blazo
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out of Gladys B.. by R. H. Burr. Middletown, Conn., to John
Welch, Choctaw Nation, Easton, 1. T.
Bromine. Lemon and white Clumber spaniel bitch, whelped

' October, 1884, bv Tower out of Leda, by Bate & G-eddes, Ottawa,
Can., to F. H. F. Mercer, same place.
Boss III. Leniou and white Clumber spaniel flop, whelped Sep-

tember, 1883. by Damper out of Lotus, by Bate & Geddes, Ottawa,
Can., to F. H. F. Mercer, snme place.
Idea. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Nov. 7, 1883, bv Kins

of Ohos out of Snow II., by G. Bell, Toront o, Can., to G. H. Brush,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Ensign Tom. White, with black markings, fox-terrier dog,

whelped June 13. 1890, by Bones out of Nina, by by C. S. Hanks,
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass., to Roy Johnston, Chicago, 111.

DEATHS.
Actress Til. On Oct. 14, 1890; was in whelp to Racer, Jr.; owned

by Rockland Kennels, Nanuet, N. Y.

THE SPANIEL AND ITS TRAINING.*
HOW this book came to be written and why, is best told in the

author's own explanatory note: "When, several years aero,
I stood in need of a work to instruct me in the art. of spaniel train-
ing," says he, "I found that none existed which was at all suited
to my needs. 1 bad, perforce, to study out the subject for myself,
without assistance, and to be my own tutor in threading its in-
tricacies. The training system described in Oris book is the. rpsult
of my labors, and while I do not proclaim it to bo infallible, still I

am positive that inost.if not all,spaniels may bo well, and thoroughly
taught if the rules laid down herein are strictly followed. In the
main it is purely original, for it was not until I had practically
completed the system, to my own satisfaction at any rate, that I
read a book on general training."
The chapters are practical and sensible. There is no theory in

them. Here is a man who trained his dog-; learned by experience
how to do it; and now has put down his experience for the benefit
of others. We predict for "Tbe Spaniel and Its Training" that
wide popularity and favor which of right belong to practical
books by practical men for practical men. In addition to the chap-
ters on training there, are descriptions of the several varieties of
spaniels, with portraits of typical specimens; notes on the spaniel
in America, and the standards adopted by the English and Ameri-
can spaniel clubs. The charters are:
Introductory; Spaniel*; Selection; Preliminary Hints; First

Lessons; Retrieving; Retrieving from Water; 'Heel;" "Hie On";
Dropping to Hand, Command, Shot and Wing; Gunshyness;
Ranging; Miscellaneous Hints; A Day Afield; Spaniels in Amer-
ica; Standards of English and American Spaniel Clubs.

The Spaniel and Its Training: By F. H. F. Mercer. To which
are added the American and English Spaniel Standards. New
York: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway. Cloth.
Illustrated. Price $1.

nnd cheating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
MASSACHUSETTS MARKSMEN.

Walnut Hill, Oct. 17.—The "distinguished marksmen" of the
militia—the men who have qualified as sharpshooters, won State
prizes, shot in Creedmoor or the English rifle teams—held a special
shoot to-day.
The competition is given under the auspices of the State and

medals are awarded the two men making the highest scores. The
match is anew thing, the competition of to-day being the first

one ever held. The conditions call for 10 shots each at 200,

500 and 600yds.
It was about 11:30 o'clock when all the contestants reported at

the range. At this time the rain was fal liner in sheets, and the
wind was blowing across the range from 10 o'clock with almost,
hurricane force. These conditions prevailed during the shooting
at 200vds.. but upon moving back to 500yds. the water ceased to
falkand the wind, although =frong, became steadier. It was in-
deed a bard day for the "distinguished men."
Yet, despite conditions, some excellent records were made,

notably the 4" of Sergt. Merrill at (iOOvds. The shooting of Lieut.
Sterling was wonderfully clever under the circumstances. The
match closed a little after 3 o'clock with Lieut. Sterling the win-
ner of the first prize and Sergt. JohDson winner of the second
prize.

200vds. 500yds. 600yds. Total-
Lieut. J. A. Sterling, 2d Infantry 42 45 45 132

Sergt. W. C. Johnston, 2d Brigade. ...41 43 44 128
Lieut. CP. HiUiker, 8th Infantry... .43 40 44 127
Lieut. W. G. Hussev, 8th Infantry 42 45 40 127
Priv. C. E. Horton, 6th Infantry 41 44 41 126
Sergt. M. W. Bull. 1st Brigade 41 41 43 125
Sergt. G. R. Russell, 1st Infantry 43 43 39 125

Sergt. AY. TV1. Merrill, 2d Brigade 37 40 47 124
Lieut. S. S. Bumstead, 2d Brigade 44 37 42 123
Corp. W. D. Huddleson. 1st Infantry.. 38 39 44 121

Corp. T. D. Barroll. 1st Cadets 37 42 40 119

Qm. Serert. E. T. Stevens, 2d Infantry. 38 42 38 118

Lieut. W. H. Merritt 36 40 40 116

Lieut. R. B. Edes, 5th Infantry 37 41 33 111

Priv. E. F. Bergholtz, 2d Cadets 42 - 32 7 81

INTERSTATE LEAGUE.—At a meeting held in Jersey City on
Wednesday evening, Oct. 15, the organization of the Interstate
Gallery League was perfected. The clubs represented were the
Lakeside and Our Own. of this city; Excelsior, of Jersey City;
Hudson, of Marion, and the Turtle Bays, of New York. The Har-
lem and the Albig, of New York, have also joined, but their dele-
gates were absent. The officers elected were: D. Mahoney, Lake-
side, Pres.: L. P. Hanson, Excelsior, Yice-Pres.; 0. H. Townsend,
Our Own. Corresponding Sec'y; Henry Hanson. Hudson, Finan-
cial Sec'y; C. H. Plate, Turtle Bays, Treas. It was decidpd to
make tbe organization permanent the object being to advance
rifle shooting by arranging for frisndly competitions, and to culti-

vate sociabilitv among riflemen of the different clubs. The next
meeting will be held on Oct. 26, at the Turtle Bay range. The
permanent headquarters of the league will be at the Excelsior
range. 78 Montgomery street, Jersey City. All clubs wishing to

join the league are requested to send delegates to tbe next meet-
ing. At this meeting details will be arranged for a team tourna-
ment, with first, second and third prizes.

EPHRATA. Pa., Oct. 17 —Tbe members of the North End Rifle

Club met on the range this afternoon for rifle practice, and suc-
ceeded in making the following score at 200yds., off-hand, with a
gale blowing across tbe target that almost upset the shooters at

times, the weather being clear and cold:

LMWiest 6 3 9 10 7 8 7 4 5 9-68
CSWenger 5 6 8 8 9 10 0 4 5 5-60
WL Carpenter 10 35464777 7—60
WD Winters 4676 5 6853 6-56
C Konigmaker 6 0 4 4 4 5 3 10 7 0-43
D B Lefever 6 5 4 10 0 4 0 0 4 0—33
RW Btckley 6 0 10 0 0 4 6 3 0 0—29
The club will meet again on Friday afternoon for practice.

The shoot for class medals will come off some time during No-
vember. A number of our members are goiug up to Michigan in

a few weeks for a month's deer hunt.—D. B. L., Sec'y.

BOSTON. Oct. 18.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to-day at its range with a good
attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditions were good. Be-
low will be found the best scores made. Distance 200yds., stand-
ard American target, re-entry allowed:

All-Comers Off-Hand Match.
G B Warren 84 G L Hosmer 68

SC Sydney 78 S D Hart 66

A S Field .". 72 MR Smith 61

JBHobbs 69
All-Comers Rest Match.

J Francis 113 S D Hart 10t John French 97

S Wilder 107 T Oliver 102 S B Mar tin 94

MR Barter 107 JBHobbs 102 V Hastings 93

F Daniels 106 I R Thomas 99 AN. Mann 88

AH Ballard 105 JW French 99 M T Day 86

NEW YORK, Oct. 14.—The weekly sboot of the Empire Rifle

Club took piece at Zettlers gdllerv, 1£ St. Mark's Place, on Mass-
achusetts 12-ring target, l%in. bullseve, 100ft, possible 120:

WRosenbaum 113 J Zettler 96

J Grimm 101 W Maisenholder 102

W Miller 105 W Overbaugh 107

C Zettler, Jr 102 G Hillmeyer 90

E Smith 98

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 17.-Mark C. Billmeyer made the top score
at tbe last shoot of the, St. Louis Pistol Club. After beiug 9 points
short m four shots, he dropped six shots in the 10-ring and wound
up with 91. A 1234yds. standard American target:MC Billmeyer 7 9 9 6 10 10 10 10 10 10-91
8 G Dorman 8 7 9 10 8 10 7 10 9 10-88A McBean, 7 6 10 9 9 9 7 10 9 10-86
G Alexander 8 8 7 8 10 10 6 9 10 9-85W Bauer 7 10 10 9 0 10 7 9 10 7-85
G Bast 7 9 9 8 6 7 10 7 10 9-82
J Chase g 10 9 7 4 5 9 5 9 5-73

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to urrite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Oct. 23.—Second Annual Tournament of the Maplewood Gun
Club, at Maplewood, N. J. Open to all. Bluerocks, three sets of
traps. C. W. Brown, President, Maplewood, N. J.
Nov. 18-19.—Open-to-All Tournament of the Woodside Gun Club,

Woodside, N. J. Carl Von Lengerke, Sec'y, 843 Broad street,
iSewark. J

DAYTON, OHIO.
Dayton, O., Oct. 20.-The Urbana and Plain City Gun Clahs

shot three team matches, and Urbana won two out of the three,
the conditions for all of the contests being 25 targets to each man,
rapid-firing system. First was a 4-men team race, and resulted:

.... complete
this last contest:

Urbana.
Hupp m 101010011111111111111 1—21
Hovey nil tlltX N H

1 10000001010011-13
Holding 01111 11101 J 10111000011011—18
Arrowsmith 1111111011111101001011011—20
Laycock 1 ill n 1 1 !)] ].] OH 0 11

1 1 1 01 11 1 1—in
Taylor 0010110110110100000011000-10
Snell mnoiooi 01 01111111111111-19
McLain 1111111111111001101111111-22
DeLaney OlOOlOlllOlOlOOOtKHJOOOOOO— 7-149

Plain City.
Barlow Ill 11010101 01 01 01 01001 011—15
McCloud 11110100001011100U1011H—16
Button 0011111011 101011010111111—18
Beach 00010001 10111010101010100—11
Roby 1 1 U0CI i 01 1 1000 111010101100—1

3

Timmons 11111111111111001 U111H 1-22
Robinsons 1100010010111 llllOllUOOO—15
Williams 0011100001111000011111111-15
Balanger 1111001111101011101101111—18—143
In a live-pigeon shoot here, Win. Kiefer killed 18 out of 20, Chas

Miller 16, Will Kneisly 14, Rolla Heikes 18, Geo. Makley 16.
Second match, 10 pigeons, Heikes used a 16-gauge gun, Kiefer a

10. Makley, Miller and Kneisly 12:

Heikes 2121111110 -9 Miller 2102111111-9
Makley 1012111101-8 Kneisly 1121101111-9
Kiefer 0210011100-5
Two live-bird matches were shot at Troy, 7 birds each, 83.50 en-

trance. E. F. Davenport referee:
H Prill 1111111—7 Ed Ruck 1000001-2
R Heike 0 1101111—6 Chas Young 1111111—7
S McDonald 0101101—4 H Brown 0011111-5
Shorty Bacon. 1111110—6 Dr J W Senour 0111000-3
First and second monev div.

Prill 1101010—4 Young 1111110—6
Heikes 1111110-6 Bacon 1111011—6
McDonald 1101111-6 Dr P F Eagle 1101111-6
Jas Stith 1110101—5 Brown 0011101—4
All dropped out in the shoot-o(I for first except Heikes and

Bacon, and they killed 11 birds each and were still tie, but there
being no money left in the purse they quit. Brown.

BOILING SPRINGS TOURNAMENT.
THE first of the proposed annual tournaments of the Boiling

Springs Fishiug and Gun Club was held upon the club's
grounds on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last week. The
grounds are located midway between Carlstadt and Rutherford,
N. J. A commodious club house bas recently been erected and
the grounds are supplied with all the necessary paraphernalia.
The management of the tournament was in the hands of Major J.

M. Taylor, of the American Shooting Association, and he was
ably assisted by the members of the club. All target competitions
were run under the rapid-firing system, except those at unknown
angles, and both inanimate and live bird events were governed
by A. S. A. rules. The first day was anything but pleasant for
outdoor sport, but the attendance, notwithstanding, was fair. The
second day was much better, both as to Weather conditions and at-
tendance. It seems almost impossible to get New Jersey shooters
to turn out in any great numbers when inanimates are the targets.
This was fully demonstrated upon the last day, when the pro-
gramme* called for live bird events. On that day, by far tbe lar-
gest attendance, both of contestants and spectators, were npon
tbe grounds. The birds were a fair lot of Avers and were made a
shade stronger by a stiff breeze that blew from the right-quarter.
Taken as a whole the members expressed themselves as perfectly
satisfied with tbis, their first attempt, and hope for better
patronage next year. All ties were divided, except where other-
wise stated. Scores:

First Day, Friday, Oct. Ik.

Regular No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry:
Miller 10 Klees 7 Paul 4
Van Riper 9 Lane 7 C Collins 3

Regular No. 2, 10 singles, SI entry:
Van Riper 9 Lane..... 7 Klees 6

Miller 7 Paul 6 C Collins 4

Regular No. 3, 10 singles, unknown angles, $2 entry, $25 guaran-

Outwater 8 Klees 7 Fayetle 6

Lane 8 Virden 7 Van Riper 4

Lindsley 8 Miller 7 Paul 4

Collins 8 Friedman 6 Jeanette. 2

Sunderman .7

Regular No. 4, 13 singles, $1.50 entry:
Miller.. 11 Sunderman 10 Fayette 8

Lane - 10 Klees 9 Outwater 5

Van Riper 10 Jeanette 9 C Collins 3

Regular No. 5, 5 singles and 8 pairs, $2 entry. 825 guaranteed:
Collins 9 Lindsley 7 Freidmau 6

Miller 9 Virden 7 Klees ... 0

Williams 9 Chaffee 7 Fayette 5

Van Riper 9 Sunderman ..7 Outwater 3

Lane 8 Post 7 Paul 3
Regular No. 6, 10 singles, unknown angles, 51-50 entry:

Miller 10 Fayette 5 C Collins 2

Outwater 6 Lane 5 Sunderman 2

Klees 6 Van Riper 4 Jeanneret 1

Regular No. 7, 25 singles, $2 entry, 825 guaranteed:
Miller 23 Virden 20 Matzen 14

Sunderman 23 Lindsley 18 Peck 13

Collins 22 Freidmau 16 Klees 13

Van Riper 22 Chaffee 15 Fayette 11

Williams 20 Loue 15 Headen... 9

Post 20 Outwater. 14 Paul 9

Regular No. 8, 10 singles, $1.50 entry:
Miller 10 Sunderman 7 Outwater. 6

E Collins 9 Loue 7 Paul 5

Van Riper 8 Fayette 7 Klees i

Regular No. 9, 10 singles, 82 entry, $25 guaranteed:
Williams 10 Van Riper 7 Paul 5

Post 9 Freidmau 7 Outwater 5

Miller 9 Klees 7 Peck ... 5

Chaffee 9 Loue 7 Hajden 4

E Collins 8 Sunderman 7 Stettler 3

Lindsley 7 Verdan 6 Just 2

Matzen . 7
Regular No. 10, 10 singles, unknown angles, 81 entry:

E Collins 9 Sunderman 7 Van Riper 5

Klees 9 Miller 7 Paul 5

Outwater 8 Fayette 6 Loue 3

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry: Van Riper 8, Lane 8, Klees 6,

Paul 4.

Extra No. 2, same; Miller 10, Lane 8, Van Riper 7, C. Collins 5,

Klees 5, Paul 5.

Extra No. 3, same: E. CoIUds 10, Miller 9, Paul 8, Van Riper 7,
Outwater 7, Sunderman 5, Sewant 5, Fayette 5, Freidmau 4.

Extra No. 4, 15 singles: Klees 14, Miller 13, Freidmau 12, Out-
Water 11, Matzen 11, Post 11, Lindsley 11, Virden 11. Sunderman 11,
Williams 10, Collins 10, Cbaffee 9, Lane 8, Hazen 8, Just 4, Zutler
4, Paul 8. First, second and third div.; fourth shot off in next
event, and div. bv Post and Lindsley.
Extra No. 5, 10 singles: Miller 9. Lindsley 9, Collins 9, Post 9,

Freidmau 7, Chaffee 6, Lane 6, Matzer 6, Sunderman 6, Klees 5,
Peck 5.

Wednesday, Oct. 15.

Regular No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entrance:
Setly.. 5 Paul 3 Muller, 3
Coe .6 Van Riper 9 Post 9ED Miller 8 Tavlor 6 Meyer 8
Smith 8 Sickles 6
Regular No. 2, 10 singles, unknown angles, $1 entrance:

Taylor 3 E D Miller ...6 Sickles 6
Yan Riper 5 Seely 2 E Collins 5
Paul 3 Post 5 R A Burgess 3
Smith 5 MiBer 2
Second shot off and won by Collins.
Regular No. 3, 10 singles, $35 guaranteed, entrance 82:

Seely 7 ED Miller 10 Sickles 9
Van Riper 8 Smith 10 Poet 0
E Collins 9 Burgess 2 Jeanneret 3
Coe 4 Meyer 5 Paul. 4
Lindsley 7 Taylor 9 Buckley 2
Regular No. 4, 5 singles and 3 pairs, $1.50 entrance:

E Collins 7 Post 7 Jeanneret 1
Sickles 8 E D Miller 9 Paul 4
Smith 5 Taylor 4 Lindsley 6
Van Riper 9
Regular No. 5, 15 singles, unknown angles, 840 guaranteed, $2.50

entrance:
E D Miller 12 f=mitb 11 Stettler 2
Lindsley 7 Van Riper 11 E Collins 11
Klees 7 Post 11 Dukes 5
Sickles 6 Taylor 7
Regular No. 6, 6 pairs, entrance 81:

Van Riper 7 E Collins 4 Smith 8
Lindsley 7 Sickles 9 Klees 1
ED Miller 8 Taylor 4 Sigler w.
Post 7
Regular No. 7, 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $1:

Smith 6 Miller 9 Stettler 2
Post 5 Lane 5 Klees 0
Van Riper 7 Taylor 10 Sealy 5
Collins ... 5 James 2 Sickles 6
LindBley 7 Dukes 4
Regular No. 8, 15 singles, $10 guaranteed, entrance $2.50:

Miller 14 Coe 7 Meyers 11
Lindsley 9 Sealy 11 James 10
Van Riper. 11 Paul 8 George (5

Smith 12 Post 14 Taylor 9
Dnkes 10
Jeanneret 5
Ely 12

i entrance:

Sickles 11 Lane
Klees 9 Just 4
E Collins 13 Stettler 0
Thurman 13
Regular No. 9, 10 singles, $25 guaranteed, ^

Miller 9 Ely 8 Klees 9
Lindsley 6 Collins' 8 Just 2
Smith 8 Peck 5 Jeanneret .4
Thurman 9 Stettler 1 Dukes 6
Paul 4 George 6 James g
Van Riper 7 Sickles 9 Sigler 8

Post..: 10 Taylor 8

Regular No. 10, 10 singles, unknown angles, 81 entrance:
Van Riper 8 Lane 1 Klees .5

Sealv 5 Ely 8 Thurman 8

E Collins 7 Campbell 7 Post - 9
Lindsley 9 Meyer 6 George 7
Miller 8 Peck 6 Dukes 7

Coe 5 Smith 7 Sickles 10
Sigler 8

Tlnirsday, Oct. 16.

Regular No. 1, at 7 live birds, $40 guaranteed, $5 entrance:
Quimby., ..1112222-7 Post 112' 122-7 Stettler 1122011-6
Ltnasley.... 1221222—7 Wanda.. ..1000010—2 Jeanneret. .1101020—

1

E Collins... U02002—4 Simpson. .. .1111000-4 Laurenson. 1001100—

3

2212101—6 Nied ham... 0121110—5 Lane 1110111—6
Van Riper..2211102-6 George 2211111-7 Park 1210101—5
Ties div. except fourth, which was won by Jeanneret on shoot-off.
Regular No. 2, 7 live birds, $5 entrance, $40 guaranteed:

Quimby 1101111—6 Peck 0122002—4 Riggot 1122112—7
Lindsley. ...0101222-5 E Collins.. .0122010—4 Niedmam. .lOollOl—

4

Virden 1110203—5 Cannon . ...1120110-5 Simson 1121201-6
George 10o2121—5 Stettler ...1002121—5 Lane 02U01o—

4

Seely llltolOl-4 Van Riper..lllllll-7 O Collins. .1022012-5
Wanda 3112oo2—5 Post....... 1011011-5 James 0211112-6
Laurenson. 1X110000—1 Du Bois ... ,0l00o22-3 Just 0100021—3
Hughes ... .1102212— ti

First and second div.. third shot off and div. by George, Stettler
and Post, fourth shot off and div. by Seely, Peck and Lane.
Regular No. 3, 9 live birds, 87.50 entry, $80 guaranteed, four

moneys:
Quimby 1102111 11-8 Lind sley 100200222-5
Hughes. . 122111210-8 Peck 012022002-5
Seely 122101122-8 E Jf aneret 100002112-5
E Collins 111111002-7 C Collins 001201210-5
George 111101120-7 Dupuy 0211010 1

0—5
Simpson 1011312. - .)/ 2oo::02-

Lone 12111110O-7 Dehois 120020020—4
Post 102111220—7 Stettler 110002100-4
James 112120110—7 Larenson 02f001120—

4

Canon 111210001—6 Van Riper 110120000—4

Just 1201012 10- 6 Vi rden 1002oo2o0—

3

Hasten 101102120-6 PJeaneret 10o20o020-3
Campbell 101202110-6 Wanda 020002000—2
o Dead out of bounds. All ties div.
Extra No. 1, at 5 live birds, S3 entry, two moneys:

Van Riper 11122—5 Lowe 00221—3
Riggptt 11 121—5 Ste tt ler 02102-3
Bergen 12121—5 Timpson 11210—4
post . ; 13102—4 E Jeaneret 00021—2
Ties div. Tee Kay.

NIAGARA.
Niagara, N. Y., Oct. 14.—Niagara River Gun Club. Shoot at 5-

live, birds, entrance $2, 3 moneys, use of both barrels, ground trap,

30yds. rise. 80yds. boundary:
George Margetts 02112-4 S M Brooks 12220-4
M A Me Bean 11111-5 R Sinclair 21112-5
HP Smith 11120-4 Kellogg 11101-4

L A Boore 00010—1 J Koch 20022—3
Shoot No. 2, same conditions:
M A McBean, 11U0-4 J Koch 12212-5
B Sinclair 10202-3 L A Boore 21200-3
George Margetts 11120-4 S M Brooks 01020-2

Kellogg 22122—5 James Bampfield 10112—4

H P Smith 11010—3 John Bampfield 00102—2
Ties on 4 shot off in next event.
Shoot No. o, same conditions:

H P Smith : 11101-4 J Koch 11122—5

H W Case 12020—3 George Margetts 21322—5

R Sinclair 11020-3 S M Brooks 10002—2
Ed Moody 10112-4 Kellogg 01120-3

M A McBean 11111-5 Patterson 02003 -2
JohnBamofield 00001—1 L A Boore 02032—3
James Bampfield 00100-1
Shoot No. 4, same conditions:

Geo Barker 00001—1 H P Smith 11031-4
John Walker 10003-3 E E Pnilpott 01031-3
.Tames Bampfield 122.11-5 Kellogg 00001-1
George Margetts 10211—4 Patterson 10102—3
L A Boore 01000—1 M A McBean 12313-5
L Van Cleef 01011-3 J Koch 12203-4
FDeveaux 01120-3 HW Case 11011-4
S M Brooks 01101-3 Ed Moody 01112-4
John Bampfield 12100-3 R Sinclair 10100—2
Shoot No. 5, at 12 kingbirds. 81 entrance:
M A McBean 110011111111-10 S M Brooks 010001000111— 5

H P Smith 110011111111-10 L A Boore lllllllOllll—11

Kellogg 010000001000— 2 R Sinclair 101010010001— 5

J Koch 111010111110- 9 George Margetts. 111011011110— 9

Shoot No. 6, at 10 kingbirds, 2 moneys:
H P Smith 0110111110-7 L A Boore 1111100111—8
M A McBean 0111111111—9 Chas Tinesd ale 0111011101—7
All ties div. unless otherwise stated. M. A. McB.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 18.—There was a full attendance a

the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, and the weath;.
conditions were favorable for the sport. Following are the score
made iu the merchandise match at 20 singles and 5 pair standard.:

Gale 25, Cowell 24, Gore and Hooper 23, Stanton and Melchor 23

Dill 21, Bond 20.
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THE GIFFARD GUN,

The Giffard Gun and Ordnance Company Limited, is now
added to the list of English corporations, it has a capital of
£25(1,1X10, in shares of £1 each. The directors of the new company

\ /utt-jjiiai-U- » I'm 1 1 mil, uajuuim, »\ .. . oitwaru VV I

Oliftouville avenue, Belfast,, and at 11 Queen Victoria street, Lon-
don, E.C. (chairman at the Mid Kent Water Company Limited).
Consulting and technical advisor, Mons. Paul Gidard, Paris.
In a recent publication issued by i hose concerned in floai mg the

stock of the company, the promoters say, toucbiug the inventor of
the gun and the merits of the arm itself:

"M. Paul Giffard—the inventor (with his brother) of the well-
known Giffard Injector—has, after many years study and a great
outlay, iiertected his system for the use of liquefied gas as a sub-
stitute for gunpowder or other explosives, to the satisfaction of
some of the leading authorities in Europe. Siuce perfecting the
8, 8, and 12 millimeter guns as applied to sporting and ride pur-
poses, and also pistols of varied caliber, M. Paul Gid'nrd has been
devoting his entire attention to the perfection of a rifle suitable
for military purposes, as also the application of his invenl ion to
cannon and other warlike iustrumeuts, in which he claims to have
already achieved results sufficiently satisfactory to justify his
belief that the adaptation of liquefied gas for war materials will
be successful. The vendors state that they have already entered
into a contract, for the sale of the rights tor the United States of
America, including North and South America, excepting Canada,
for a very large sum to the principal firm of gun and ammunition
manufacturers in that country, and that they have received sub-
stantial offers from the leading manufacturers in the principal
European cotmtries to whom the guns h-vve been submitted, and
whose approval has been accorded. The completion of the
negotiations in regard to these is now pending.
"The liquefied-gas gun appears to be destined to create a new

era in the manufacture and use of all classes of sporting guns and
.
rifles, also pistols and saloon arms. By it many of the difficulties
which hinder the adoption of magazine rifles are obviated. Guns
of 0, 8 and 12 millimeters are capable, according to caliber, of
firing from 50 to 300 consecutive shots without recharging."
The following are the claims advanced by M. Paul GfiTard in

respect of his new liquefied gas gun:
1. Absence of the usual report, fire, smoke, dirt and smell.
2. Great precision, the force used being capable of the most

accurate adjustment.
3. No recoil.
4. No heating of the gun, even when fired with the greatest

rapidity.
5. The gun is small, light and inexpensive, and can he handled

withperfect safety.
6. The projective power does not deteriorate, but is ns effective

after a lapse of twelve months as when the reservoir or carl ridge
is first loaded, and is not affected by damp.

7. The reservoir- containing the liquefied gass is small and light,
and the cost is very small.

8. Spherical or elongated conical bullets and small shot can he
used.
In order to realize the practical advantages of this inveution it

is only necessary to remember that the gun is supplied with a
metallic reservoir charged with liqueded gas, fixed under the gun
and holding, according to the caliber, from 50 to 300 e lunges.
These may be discharged in rapid succession, as may be desired,
without loss of effect. To recharge the weapon it is only neces-
sary to substitute a full reservoir for the empty one; this can be
instantly done, the reservoirs being made interchangeable, They
are light and cheap, practically indestructible, and can easi ly be
supplied through gunsmiths.
According to news just received from London ihe Colt Co. has

"bought the American rights to the. Giffard gun patents for £200,000,
Experts who have seen the gun in practice are enthusiastic in its
praise. The French Government is said to be experimenting on
its application to cannon of the largest size.

DAVENPORT, IA.

Davenport, la., Oct, IT.—The Forester Gun Club, of Davenport,
held their semi-annual tournament Oct. 15 to 17. The attendance
was not large, owing to bad weather and because a large number
of our sportsmen are ou t after game; but those who were in
attendance received a royal welcome and had three davs of pleas-
ure. Owing to sickness a number of the old stand-bys were not in
attendance. Mr. Emmerson, of the Foresters, is laid up with a
broken limb, but is in good spirits, and is counting the days when

baugh, G. E. Converse, B. O. Heikes and Mr. Davenport, of Day-
ton, O., and W. H. Skinner. Tne live birds were an extra good lot.
and Jim Stice can tell you how it happened if he will. A number
of the hoys go to Omaha to attend Parmalee & Nasou's tourna-
ment, Oct. 22-24. All ties were divided unless otherwise stated.

Sboot No. 1, 7 single live birds, entrance S6.50:
Bmid 1111111-7 Perkins 1111111—7
Williams 0101011-4 Grim 1111111—

7

Sands 1011111—G Wooster 1311111—

7

Leffingwell 1000111—4 C Reese OllllOl—

5

Cress 0101110-4 Rubby llllOll—

6

Ties on 4: Williams 0, Leffingwell 4, Cross 3.

Shoot No. 2, 10 single targets, £1.50:

Budd 1101111011-8 Leffingwell UllOlllll— 9
Grim 1G01111U1-8 Rubby 1101010111—7
Williams 1010111100—6 Fredburg 'Vn n

;
:

-

Sands 1100110O11 - 6 Cross 111111 1111—10
H Kemper 1111101101-8 Wooster 0111111111— 9

Reese 0011111001-6 Perkins 1101101011— 7
Fourth money: Rubby 1, Perkins 0.

" Shoot No. 3,4 pairs live hirds, $6:

Grim 10 01 11 10—5 Leffingwell 10 10 00 01—3
Reese 10 01 10 11-5 Sands 00 10 11 00-3
William 00 01 00 10-2 Perkins 00 00 01 10-2
Budd 10 11 11 11-7 Fredburg till 10 00 00-1
Gross 00 10 00 11—3 Rubby 10 10 01 10—4
Ties: Cross 4, Leffingwell 3, Sands 3.

Shoot No. 4, 15 single targets, $2;
Grim 001101111111111-12 Cross 111111111111111-15
Budd 111111011111111—14 Wooster 101011111011111-12
Williams 111001000001111— 8 Leffingwell. . . .010110111111111—12
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Rubby 111111111111010—13
Kemper 111101100111111—12 Reese 011111100000001- 7
Sands OOOlllOllllOOtl— 9 Davenport 100110111101001— 9
Ties: Grim 3, Kemper 2, Wooster 2, Leffingwell 0.

Shoot No. 5, 6 single live birds, $5:

Grim 111111—6 Perkins 011001—

3

Sands 1111 11- 6 Cross 101101-4
Budd 111111-6 Rubby UllOl-5
Williams 011100—3 Wooster 110100-3
Leffingwell Ill 110-5 Frazer 1 11] 11-6
Heikes 111111 - G Kemper 011111-5
Reese 111110-5
Ties for fourth money: Williams 111011, Wooster 111010, Per-

kins 0.

Shoot No. 6, 10 pairs targets, $2.50:

Grim 10 11 11 It 11 10 10 10 11 10-15
Heikes 11 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 10-10
Frazer 10 00 11 11 10 10 10 10 01 11-12
Budd 01 10 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11-17
Sand - 11 10 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 11—16
Cross... 11 10 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 11—16
Kemper 10 00 00 10 10 00 10 00 10 00- 5
Skinner 00 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 11 11—12W S Tobie 11 10 11 10 10 10 10 11 11 11—15
Jansis 00 10 11 10 10 01 10 11 10 11—12
Second money:

Heikes 11 10 10-4 Cross 10 11 10-4
Sand 0110 10-8
Fourth money:

Frazer 01 10 10-3 Jansis 10 10 10-3
Skinner 01 11 10—4

Extra No. 1, 10 single targets, §1:

Budd 10 Perkins 8 Wooster fi

Williams 8 Sand 6 Grim 9
*~h'oss 8 Fredburg . .., 3 Rubby 9

yl Leffingwell... 9
jpond, Leffingwell 1, Grim 4, Rubby 5.

Sstra No. 2, 10 singles live birds, entrance $7:
3d 10 Reese 6 Kemper 7

l din 10 Frazer 8 Cross 8

Leffingwell 8 WS Tobie 9 "Wooster 8
Skinner 10 Heikes 7 Rubby. 8
Williams. 5

Third, Leffingwell 5, Frazer 7, Dross 0, Wooster 6, Rubby 9,

Shoot No. 7, 10 singles and 3 pair, entrance $1.50:
Stice OllIHlOll 1110 11-13 Ferrall. ...0110001001 10 00 10— 6.

Buad mimm ii io 11—15 Cross minnu 101111-15
Skinner.. .1011110111 00 10 11-9 Ruble.,... 1111111! 11 Jl 11 11—16
Grimm. ...1111111110 111110-14 Wooster. . 1111111101 no 11 10-12
LefRogw'lllOllllOll. 10 10 10—11 Frazer... 00011001 11 11 10 10-9
Davis 1101110U1 10 10 10-11
Sboot No. 6 single live birds, entrance $i:Gumm 111111—6 Cross 111111—6

Frazer 101001—3 Tucker 111111-6
Bud a ... 111111-6 Ruble 011111-5
Leffiogwell 1 00011 -3 Stice 111110-5
Korchers 101111-5 Heikes llllll—

6

Skinner 1I1000—3 Reese 111100-4
Davis 0111fit-4 Hanus 101111-5
Wooster 010111—4 Hicks 011111—5
Shoot No. 9, 15 single targets, entrance $2:

Heikes 010110111111111-12 Skinner 111111111111110-14
gnmra 010111l01iniiii-U Stice 111111111101000-12
Ruble 1110)1111111111-14 Reese 000011101110000- 6
Gross 110110111111111-13 Bo rcliers 000011111111011-10
Leffingwell. . . .1111111011111 11—14 Arp 0101001 10001U1— 8
Budd 111111111111111-15 Wooster 0111110111 111 11 -13
Frazer 011001001110111- 9 t)avis 011111111111000-11
Shoot No. 10, at 10 single live hirds, entrance $7:

Grimm 1111111111-10 Reese linnomi-a
Borchers 1111111110— 9 Hicks 1111100010-6
ArP lUOlll 111- 9 Tucker 1111110111-9
Stice 1111111111—10 Cross 0111111111—9
Budd 111 1111111-10 Baker 0011010100 -4
Leffingwell 1111100111— 8 Gordon 0010110001-4
Heikes 1111111110— 9 Ruble 1110001111-7
Skinner 1111100111— 8 Davis 1010111110—7
Wooster 1111011110— 8 Harms 1101101110—7

Shoot No. 11, at 10 single, targets, entrance 81.50:
Slice 1111010111— 8 Grimm 1011111001-7
Budd 1111111111-10 Cross 1111111011-9
Heikes millllll-10 Frederick 1010110010-5
Leffingwell 1100101111— 7

Shoot No. 12, at 15 single live birds, entrance $3 25:
Hicks 00111—3 Heikes 10111—4
Budd 11010-3 Wooster 01011-3
Tucker 01111-4 Baker 01111-4
Borchers.. U001—3 Cross 01111—4
Arp lUll-5 Reese 01011-3
Ftederlck 11111—5 Stice 0100O—

1

Grimm 11110—4 Ruble 11110—4
Leffingwell 11011—4 Gordon 11000—2
Skinner 10111-4

Shoot No. 13, 7 single live birds:
Grimm 1111101-6 Frederick. .0110111—5 Cairncross. 1111111—

7

Davis 1110011—5 Blackmore.1010100-3 Wooster.... 1111111—

7

Budd 1111111—7 Booth 1110010—3 Rubby 1111011—6
Shoot No. 15 4 pairs live birds:

Grimm 00 00 10 11-3 Frederick 10 U 10 11—6
Budd 11 11 10 11—7 Tucker U 10 11 10—6
Davis 01 11 01 11-6 Cross 01 11 11 10-6
Heikes 11 11 11 10—7 Wilson 11 10 01 11-6
Shoot No. 16, 10 single targets:

Grimm..101U0U01—7 Heikes . .1111101111-9 Cross. . . . 1111101001—7
Budd. ..1111111011-9 Wilson..1101101110—

7

Shoot No. 17, 8 single live birds:
Grimm 01011110—5 Fish U110100-5
Frederick 11100101—5 Heikes 11111000-5
Budd 11111110—7 Wilson 01100011—4
Tucker 11111110—7 Wooster 011111 11—7
Davis 11010111—6 Rubby 11111110-7
Cross 01011101—5 Booth 11101110-6
Extra Shoot No. 1, 7 single targets: Budd 9, Cross 8, Grimm 8.

Wagner 7, Wooster 6, Ferrall 7.

Extra Shoot No. 2, 3 pair live birds: Grimm 5, Howard 2, Tucker
4, Davis 4, Budd 3, Cross 2, Heikes 3.

Extra Shoot Mo. 3, 5 single live birds: Budd 5, Grimm 4, Ferrall
3, Wagner 2.

l
C. W. Budd.

CALIFORNIA STATE SHOOT.
Sacramento, Oct. 11.—Interest in the State Association match

was well sustained, and the gathering has been a great success.
Tnis morning there were, a few live birds on hand, and it was de-
cided that the first event of the day should be a field "shoot."
This was an innovation on ordinary styles of trap shooting, the
idea being to have the contest approach as nearly as practicable
to field shooting. The idea was to have the shooter stand at a line
35yds. from the traps, facing the sam°, with gun cocked and
loaded and stock below the point of the elbow, and to call "ready"
to the puller. He starts walking toward a line 25yds. from the
traps, which under no circumstances must he pass. Immediately
upon the shooter crossing a line between the two (the 30jds. line)
the trap is opened without further notice, and he is then privi-
leged to shoot, having use of both barrels. The shooter must not
advance after the trap is sprung, aud should a bird fail to rise the
shooter must stop at the point where he was when the trap was
sprung and remain there until the bird rises. The referee orders
another bird if necessary.
There was some splendid shooting done by Louis Nicolaus, of

the Pelican Club of this city, especially distinguishing himself at
bluerock shooting. In the 50 bird match he tied out champion
Chick and Taber of Los Angeles for first honors, and proved him-
self a quick and reliable shot. The youngest shooter on the
ground was Mr. Cadwalader, over whom none of the older shots
have much advantage in skill. Chick, of San Diego—the man
who defeated the world-beater, Captain Brewer—always shoots
well. He was in very good form throughout the meeting, and
when not first in a race he was always in at the division of the
spoils. Henry Bassford of Vacaville, Charles Hass of Stockton,
and F. Coykendal of San Jose, were also in the front rank of the
contestants.
The shoot-off of the Fay badge match was a notable one. The

match was at 20 single live birds for the $50C badge, and the high-
est scores were mane by Henry Bassford, Chas. Haas, .1. M. Mor-
rison and Mahlon Osborn, who tied on 19 birds each. They shot
off the tie at 4 birds, and all killed but Morrison. Osborn dropped
out of the second 4, Bassford and Hass again tiping. Thev tied
also on the third 4 and again on the fourth, and then agreed to
decide the temporary ownership of the badge on the foUowing
day.
At the conclusion of the 50-bird match four dozen birds had

been secured, and the men went to the traps to settle the matter.
It was agreed that they should shoot off at 20 birds each. This
was another exciting trial of skill. Each shot a 10-gauge gun,
standing at 30yds. from the traps. The rules of the Association
provide that the badge shall he shot for under Hnrlingham rules,
wbich provide for a circular boundary line 80yds. from the cen-
tral one of the 5 traps. But the grounds had been laid out as
prescribed by the American Association's new rules, which pro-
vides for a more circumscribed boundary, in the shape of a horse-
shoe, terminating in a straight line from heel to heel of the shoe
at the score (30yds. from the traps), and either by special agree-
ment or common consent the match was commenced and shot
out under the latter rules. This change from the original con-
ditions governing the match caused Mr. Bassford to lose the
prize.
He missed his Otb, 17th and 20th birds, and Haas his 2d, 13th and

16th, causing another tie on the 20 birds shot at. The birds were
all hard hit and died just outside the boundary line. Then the men
agreed to decide the match with the 6 birds remaining in the
coop, givine each 8. The first 2 were killed. Bassford's 3d bird
was a low-flying dusky incomer, and as the shades of evening had
already fallen upon the field, it was difficult to see plainly. Bass-
ford waited until the bird was within about 30ft. of him, and
slightly overshot, but succeeded in crippling it. Then it rose rap-
idly, and when almost directly over his head (he standing on the
dead-line) gave it the contents of his second barrel, killing it.

The force of the charge drove the bird a few feet ahead on its

course and it fell squarely on the line between the flags and rolled
over, leaving only about an inch of its tail feathers inside the
line. The bird was decided a lost one by referee Sperry. Had the
Hurlingham rules been followed, as prescribed, it would have been
scored for the shooter. As Haas killed the third and last bird, the
beautiful and valuable diamond badge went into his possession
for at least one year. The scores were:
Haas 10111111111101101111—17 Bassford . .millll011111110110-17
Shoot-off at 3 birds each:

Haas m-3 Bassford 110—2

MADISON COUNTY LEAGUE.—Cazenovia, N.Y.—The seventh
meet of the Madison County Sportsmen's Association, and the
last one of the seasoD, takes place at Eaton, N. Y„ the latter part
of this month. Eaton, although the smallest village represented
in the association league, never does anything by halves, and all

are looking forward to a jolly time. Every county ought to or-

ganize a league the same as this one, for out of it will come some
good shooters—HAMMERi^Ksa.

WHITEHOUSE, N. J.

On Wednesday, Oct. 15, a team match between the Union Gun
Club, of Springfield, N. J., and the White House Gun Club, was
shot off on the grounds of the latter club. The teams were com-
posed of 8 men each, at 25 bluerocks per man. The Union Gun
Club won by 155 to 09. Sweepstake shooting was also indulged in,
with results as follows:

Union Gun Cub.
Drane 0110101011 1 110111 1 11101 10-18
Pudney 11H11 1101101110101111011 -20
Bryant 010 1 011011111101011) 1 0011-17
Smith 11110111111111111 11111110—23
Manning 0101111101111110111111111—21
Sophet 1000110111011110111011100-16
A Parry 1111100111111 111111111111—23
Brantingham 10O11111110111U11C1100O0-17-155

White House Gun Club.
Anderson HODOloomoK oonnimnon-- ;

Bishop 10001 1110010001 11 10111101—15
l-o . .

.
.

.:it ;i • " mi mno-15
Eick 0001011001000111111101010—13
Cramer 1011 10001111 1 1 1101 110 1 1 01—18
rtole 00 111 011 11 0111000111 1 1 01 1—17
.L>av<9 '.'"IO I

Im! n r;i i:m; no i;Vi- ]r

Duyckinek 1110000001101001000000001— 8— 99
Event No, 1, at 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entrance, 4 moneys:

Crammie 6 Eick 7 Manning 6
SCole 4 Smith 9 Brantingham 9
Anderson 5 Ligbtipe 5 Miller 9
Bishop 8 Sigler 6 Sickley 8
No. 2, same conditions:

Cole 4 Smith 9 Brantingham 6
Large 4 Lightipe 9 Miller 8
Davis 5 Sigler 9 Sickley 7
Eick 2 Manning 7 Duyckinek 4
No. 8, same conditions:

Brantingham 10 Anderson 7 Eick ... 5
Manning 7 Sickley 7 Bishop 4
Crammie 7 Sigler 9 Miller 10
Smitb. 7 Cole 2
No. 4, same conditions:

Dean 5 Manning 7 Eich 5
Brantingham 7 Lighthipe 8 Brant 7
Perry 8 Large 3 Sophie 8W Smith 6 Sigler 8 Roll 7
Smith 8 Sayre 8 Miller ....10
No. 5, same conditions:

Smith 9 Yeomans 10 Smith 5
Perry 8 Sickley 6 Miller 9
Sigler 6 Rod 7
No. 6. same conditions:

Roll 9 Manning 5 Lighthipe 6
Perry 10 Sayre 4 Williams ....10
Sigler 9 W Smith 5 Smith 9
Dean 8 B riant 7 Woodruff 4
Miller ._^J

HUTCHINSON, KAN.
HUTCHINSON, Kan., Oct. li.-The Gun Club, of our city, held

a very pleasant two days' tournament Oct. 7 and 8. Although
we had not a largo attendance the shoot was a very enjoyable
affair to everybody. The visitors were Andy Swiggert. Towanda;
I. L. Wright and T. A. Bavington, Lyons; A. P. aud T. Blackler,
C. A. Hegglund and H. E. Bush, McPnerson and Messrs. Detar
and Davis from La Crosse. Ties divided:
Fitst match, 9 singles—Allen 9, Swiggett. 8, Young 7, Rupel 6.
Second match, 12 single'—Young 9, Detar 9, Swiggett 8, Dodds 8,

Allen 6, Davis 6, Winters 5. Rupel 5.

Third match, 6 singles, 2 pairs—Detor 7, Davis 7, Swiggett 7,
Young 6, Dodds 5, Allen 5, Wiuters 4.

Fourth match, 7 live pigeons—Swiggett 7, Beach 7, Young 6,
Davis 6, Allen 5, Winters 4, Bardett 3, Dodds 3.

Fifth match, miss and out Jive pigeons—Young 5, Swiggett 4,
Beach 3, Dodds 1. Davis 1, Allen 0, Winters 0.

Sixth match—Young 8, Davis 8, Detor 8, Dodds 7, Winters 7.
Bartlett 6, Currens 6, Allen 5.

Seventh match, team match, 12 singles per man:
Dodds 11 Young 10
Allen 8—19 Winters 6-16
Davis 9 Currens 5
Detor 9-18 Bartlett 5—10
Eighth match, 10 singles: Young 9, Detor 9. Allen 0, Davis 6,

Bartlett 5, Currens 4, Dodds 4, Winters 3.

Ninth match, 9 singles: Youug 9, Detor 9, Allen 8, Swiggett 7,
Dodds 5, Currens 5, Davis 3, Bartlett 2.

Tenth match, 10 singles: Dodds 9, Allen S, Detor 8, Swiggett 8,
Bartlett 8, Young 7, Currens 7, Davis 6.

1 Eleventh match, 9 singles: Currens 6, Swiggett 6, Young 5,
Bartlett 5. Allen 4, Johnson 4.

Second Day.—First match, 9 singles: Swiggett 8, Young 8, Allen
8, A. Blackler 7, Dodds 7. Bavington 7, Wright 6, T. Blackler 5.

Second match, 6 singles and 2 pair: Bush 10, Swiggett a, Dodds
8, Young 7, T. Blackler 7, A. Blackler 7. Bavington 7, Allen 7.

Third match, 15 siugles: Bush 14, A. Blackler 14, Swiggett 13,
Young 13, Dodds 12, Allen 12, Wright 12, Bavington 11, Kiger 10,
T. Blackler 13.

Fourth match, 12 singles: Swiggett 10, Young 10, Dodds 10, Bush
9, Allen 8, Rupel 8, T. Buckler 8, A. Blackler 7, Kiger 5.

Fifth match, 10 live pigeons: Bavington 9, Allen 9, A. Blackler
8, Bush 8, Dodds 8, Swiggett 7, Young 7.

Sixth match, IS singles: Young 16, Bush 16, T. Blackler 15. Dodds
15, Allen 15. Swisgett 14, Hegglund 14, Wright 13, A. Blackler 11,
Bavington 15.

Seventh match, 9 singles: Bush 9, Hegglund 9, A. Blackler 8,
Wright 8, Young 8, Swiggett 8, Allen 7, Dodds 6, Bavington 6, Cur-
rens 6, T. Blackler 3.

Eighth match, 6 singles and 6 oairs: Currens 10, Bush 10, Bav-
ington 10. Swiggett 8, Young 8, Dodds 8. Hegglund 8, Allen 7. T.
Blackler 7. Shady.

WOODSIDE.—Newark, Oct 7.—Woodside Gun Club badge shoot
held at their old grounds Oct. 7. Each man shot at 50 Ligowsky
clay pigeons; the scores below will prove that the shooting was
far from easy. This is the last shoot that this club will hold on
these grounds. They have rented a beautiful larere plot of ground
right on the edge of the Passaic River, between tne bank of the
New York and Greenwood Luke Railroad and tne so-calhd Second
River in Woodside, three minutes walk from the BellviUe station
of the Erie Railroad or from the N. YT . & G. L R. R , Newark
StatiOD. Here they will build a very large roomy club house; and
on Nov. 18 and 19 hold an open-to-all tournament at artificial tar-
gets. The club has never been beaten in any match and stand
ready to shoot a ten man friendly team race with any target club
in the State. They will give a gSO-guai anree on the first, day (Tues-
day) and a $40 guarantee on Weanesday, two sets of traps will be
in progress both days and a good time in general is promised to
all visitors. Programmes may be had by aadressing Carl von
Lengerke, 843 Broad sr., Newark, N. J., or E. A. Geoffrey, 13 Mon-
clair avenue, Woodside,N. ,f. Score of last shorn

:

Geoffrey 101 1 1 0 1 1 100 1111 1
1 )1 101011 1111010111 1 1 1 1 0101 11111 0111—39

Cockfey 11110001 1 111 1 1 1011 1 1 0 n 1
1
Old 101

1 01 1000111 1001111 1111—34
Sickles. . miOlllOOllOKin 10101 1110011) llllollOull 1 1 1101 1001—34
Walters 1 1011 1 11 1 101 noOillOoOlOoOllllOlllOillllllOllll 11 10-36
Byram UlllOlOlOllOOllOOiOllOlllOOlOlloiOl UOlllloin 100 -32
Cottrell 11111)1003)0111111111111111 111110101)11110111111111—43
Fuerth 0110inOim011U011Olllll011olim00l011000O00lll-33
CLAREMON V SHOOTING GROUNDS, Oct. 18.—Six matches

at 10 bluerocks each, 50c. euiry

:

Sigler 9 9 8 10 9 8 Lindsley 7 8 7 8 9 8
Johes 8 7 8 9 8 6 Rose 7 5 9 5 7 8
Collins 5 8 10 3 7 10 Ferris 8 8 8 9 8 9
Johnson 9 6 9 8 8 7 Clark 8 7 7 7 8 6
Hunt 7 7 5 6 8 8

Inwood 2. Schard 1, Garth 1, in first match. Two matches at i
live birds, $2 entry:
Sieler 2121-4 2221-4 Inwood 0120-2 0221-3
Jones 0011—2 1111—3 Schard 2022-3 0210—2
Collins 2122—4 2211—4 Garth 0101—2 2022—3
Johnson 1101-3 1011—3 Pierson 11)2-4 0012-2
Hunt 1222-4 1100-2 Mead 1211-4 1000-1
Lindsley 0021 -2 1212- 4 Hathaway 0122 - 3 22U-4
CLEVELAND, O., Oct. 16.—A few of the faithful braved the

storm this afternoon and shot at the East End Gun Club. The
first badge was won by Held, and on the shoot-off in the tie for
second place between Wherry and Brockway tbe former won.
Thirty birds were shot at;

Wherry 27 Brockway 27 Elworthy 21
Sweetman 26 North 25 John Silsby 15
Held. 29 A B Jones 17 Tamblyn 16
Reynolds 26 Black .- 21
At the Chamberlin blue rock shoot at the East End grounds to-

dav the score was as follows at 25 birds:
Rodgers 20 Brockway 15 A B Jones 20
Wherry 21 Reynolds 15 North 21
Sweetman 17 Tamblyn 17 Joe 15
Fritz 14 Elworthy 11 Black 18
J Albert , , .

. , ,10



2S0 FOREST AND STREAM. [Oct. 23, 1890.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report, of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, d rawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport,

STANDING SAILS.
[From, the Sail ami Paddle of October, 1390.1

AS the. mover of the resolution adopted by the executive com-
mittee to restrict the regular races of the A. C. A. to Cannes

whose sails may be readily lowered when afloat. I gladly accept
the suggestion that I should present to your readers the views
that I hold on the subject as 1 staled them to those who were
at the camp. I do not do this with the idea of allowing my-
self to be drawn into newspaper discussion with those who hold
opposite views, but simply to present the case as it appears to me,
leasing it to others to do tbe same.
In the first place, this motion is no new thing. When I was

chairman of the regatta committee in 1889 a resolution for the
abolition o£ standing sails, and hiking seats as well, was, on the
recommendation of that committee, submitted by the commo-
dore for the written vote of the executive committee. With
regard to standing sails the vote was nearly unanimous that tbev
should be abolished, although some members suggested that as
some men might already have their sails rigged for the season, it

would be better to postpone action until after the races of 1889.

On this the commodore and secretary, on my suggestion, cast
Their votes to postpone action, in order that there might not be
the slightest chance of doing injustice to anyone. The motion
now made is to come in force next year.

The action taken is in accordance with the rule adopted as to
paddling canoes. A limit has been Sxed, and an arbitrary one it

may be railed, as to the beam of a canoe. We do not care, as an
association, to provide races for canoes of less than 28in. beam,
because there is no object to be gained in encouraging a, narrow,
unsafe style of canoe; nor do we provide races for canoes over 16ft.

long, because we do not, care to build up the raciug machine Which
would be clumsy to transport. In the same way we have legis-

lated against Keels of over 3?n. in depth, as they were not consid-
ered "shipshape" on a light draft canoe, and so with regard to slip

keels, which were abolisned long ago. So, too, it is provided that
centerboards shall not drop more than lStn. All these rules are
more or less arbitrary. The object of all of them is to encourage
and develop the best, safest, most serviceable, most shipshape
style of canoe, one that we can recommend not only to our own
members, but to would-be canoeists throughout the country as
well. I* not that one of the objects of the Association, one of the
advantages gained by united action? Has anyone suffered by any
of these arbitrary rules?

One objection to the sail that cannot be lowered when afloat is

that it is' not a shipshape contrivance, and for this reason it. should
be treated as the slip keel was treated. It seems ridiculous on the
face, of it that a large Association should have to confess to the
world that its highest development, after ten years of experi-
menting, is a sail that, in the event of either a violent storm or
a dead calm coming on, cannot be lowered without the owner up-
setting and going overboard to do it.

Such a sail is a source of danger and for this reason it seems to
me that we should not encourage it by providing races for it. I

am aware that, some of the experts of the Association claim that
it is safe, or, at all events, as safe as the lowering rig. Granted
that the one is as bad as the other after an upset, has occurred, no
one surely will deny that where, as in most cases, a. storm can be
seen coming on, the sail that can be reefed is safer than one that
can neither oe reefed nor lowered, and the sail that can be lowered
in time to avoid the danger is safer than the one that must stand
until it is knocked down.

Tt is claimed that the standing sail is faster. This is at least
open to question. But if it be so, what then? There is no more
advantage in gaining five seconds with an objectionable sail than
with an objectionable paddling canoe.

If the sail had been confined to the modest limits of the Peeow-
sic sails—which, by the way, could be lowered and stowed when
afloat, mast and all— i'. would have been less objectionable, but it

has grown beyond the safe and manageable stage, and the ten-
dency is ever upward J
There need he no difficulty about obliging men to get new sails.

It is safe to say that every racer will have new sails for next year
ai
i
y
claim the privilege of au old member to ask the younger

members—racing enthusiasts and others—to remember that the
Association was not organized and does not exist, tor the sole
purpose of racing, that in taking charge of the development of
the canoe on this continent, its object has been to develop both
in hull and in rig a useful, ship-shape and safe boat, one that it

can safely recommend and hold up as a mode] to the canoeing
world. I ask all, old members and new, to look at this matter as
one affecting tbe general interests of the Association, and not
i'rom any personal standpoint. E. B. Edwards.

The reasons why the action of the executive committee
in relation to the standing sail question should be in-

dorsed are good and sufficient and maybe stated briefly. Thev
need no argument, for if any one who thinks otherwise will retire

to his tent for a few moments, and consider the fact calmly and
honestlv, he must surely corn" to the same conclusion.

The standing or laced sail is unsafe. This fact alone is enough
to decide the matter, and the strongest argument in itssupport is,

that no one does or can deny it.

The continued use of the standing sail would discourage the
development of the best all-round and most desirable rig, as well
as the invention and manufacture of good fittings, smooth
running rigging and neat connections. Every canoeist should
take pride in having a knowledge of all sorts of knots, splices,

grormmts, servings, etc., and it is the duty of the Association to
encourage the rigs and races that will make the members expert
with the needle, marlin spike and palm.
The standing rig is unseamanlike, and a. nuisance in a canoe

when not under way. What is tnere more interesting or what
better test, of a good canoe handler than to have one make a land-
ing on a lee shore of a windy day? The man with the smooth
hoisting rig lulls into the wind, furls sail, stows everything neatly
and makes a comfortable landing, while he with the standing rig

makes numerous unsuccessful attempts, and finally waits for bis

companion to come and "stop her" as he lands and "hold her"
while he removes the sails, both getting thoroughly drenched
from the seas that are washing in—helpless creature.

By retaining the standing sail we would detract entries from
one of the best races we have—the combined. It is not so much
the sailing and paddling that make this race so interesting to
both contestant and onlooker as it is the chauges at each turn.
How quickly every defect is noticed, and how pleasing it is and
so "ship shape" to see one with a good rig come up to the mark
and make the change without a break or jam.
The most of our sailing races arc short, and consequently the

same wind generally prevails throughout, yet many times have
we all seen instances where a race has been lost to the best canoe
or man because his standing sails would not admit of the shaking
out or turning in of a reef. Might not Lacowsic have won the
Trophv in 1887 had she been able to have, turned m a reef, and
might not Uno have won the first N. Y. C. C. trial race in 1890 bad
she been able to have shaken out a reef, and might not the same
canoe have won the N. Y. C. O. international cup, regardless of

fouls, in 1890, had she been able to have turned in a reef in the
last race? There have been many such instances.

It has been remarked that a man who can sail a canoe can sail

anything. Imagine what a "show" au expert canoeist would
make of himself by coming to anchor in a cat or sloop and
not know how to furl sail, probably never having seen a halliard.

Presuming that in all races the winds hold steady throughout,
and that the standing sail has an advantage in speed over hoisting

sails of pqual area, there are men who will not use the standing
«ail for reasons stated or others as satisfactory to themselves. Is

it just that they should be thus handicapped?
The action taken this year indorses the action of the execu-

tive committee of 1889, when the question was first advanced,
•since then they permitted tbe retention of the standing sail only
hecause they considered it too late to legislate against it for that
ye
Last year the Association made a single class of all canoes for

*he purpose of making better and closer races and putting every-

body upon the same footing. It is just as reasonable and probably
more to the purpose to require everybody to work in the same
•direction and for the same result in sails.

Permit me to venture the opinion that the best racing will be,

and the best men and canoes will win, when the one man, one
*«noa rale is extended to include the ?if. M> V. Sbo*4,w.

DANGER IN CANOE SAILING.
THAT the great changes of the last three or four years have

served to make the American decked canoe a faster and more
efficient mi chine for sailing, and at the same time rob it of vari-
ous important, features, anu to limit materially the wide range of
usefulness which first brought popularity to the craft, is a point
on which canoeists are well agreed. On the no lees vital point of
safety there, is, however, a wide difference of opinion.it being
claimed by some that the latest of the bottled up racing craft
are far safer than the class of canoe in such general use about,
1885.

While to any one who watches the capsizes which occur in
almost every race without causing any very serious delay to the
canoeist, and often no more inconvenience thau the wetting of
his feet, it would appear that in the new boats the danger of
canoe sailing has been reduced to a minimum; there is another
side to the question, which is only apparent on a closer study of
the subject. Up to a certain point the new boats are undoubtedly
Safer than the old; witb the whole interior of the canoe given up
to sealed compartments, with hardly space to hold a bucket of
water in the tight footbath that has replaced the old open well;
with a lighter, less complicated and more effective rig, and with
the powerful means of controlling and especially of righting the
canoe which the sliding seat affords, the chances of a capsize are
now not only much fewer, hut if one does occur the results are
likelv to be less serious. As long as boat and gear are intact it is

the work of a moment to raise a canoe whose spars lie fiat in the
water, to trim sheets and resume one's course, bailing out the
water when occasion serves should the well hold enough to be
troublesome. This is done again and again in every race; and the
fact that a man had capsized in any af the races at the Jate meet
failed to awaken any apprehensions as to his safety. Compared
with a capsize in the old boats, which involved, as a matter of
course, a ducking, a swim and a withdrawal from the race, it

would seem that all tbe an vantages on the score of safety were on
the side of the newer craft.
As every old canoeist knows, however, there was comparatively

little danger in a total capsize of the old boats; they were amply
provided with air spaces, the sails could be lowered or the masts
pulled out, allowing the boat, to be easily righted, and in spite of
the big well partly filled with water, it was possible even in mod-
erately rough water to climo aboard and siton the floor, the water
being then bailed out and the boat being under control of the pad-
dle if the sails were disabled. With the new craft, however, when
once a capsize has gone beyond a certain point it assumes a far
more serious aspect than of old. Just as the power and safety of
the canoeist are increased by the sliding seat, so long as he remains
astride of that useful appliance, so are both diminished as soon as
this partnership is rudely dissolved aud the crew is by any means
dethroned and tumbled into the "drink."
As ballast has been discarded and the weight of tbe hull lined

down, the initial stability of the canoe has been materially de-
creased, and she is far less capable of standing up under the
weight of her racing masts, supposing her to have a good lowering
rig, but of racing area. While this rig is probably lighter for a
given area than the old, at the same time the a.ctual area of sail
and accompanying weight of masts is far greater in proportion to
the stability of the hull, and the new boat is proportionately more
difficult to right and to board than the old. While the big open
well in one case gave lodgment to a considerable weight of water,
which is excluded in the other, it at least bad the advantage that,
a man could seat himself so low as to add greatly to the stability,
allowing him to bail out or to take a needed rest with safety. With
the latest improved bathtub cockpits, or even the less extreme
shown in such cauoes as Canuck, there is no room for the
man to sit in the canoe; he must sit high up on the deck, where
his weigbt alone is enough to capsize the canoe in a sea unless he
is under way aud with sails and seat to balance on. Tbe old canoe,
with some weight of hull and perhaps a little ballast, and with its
coaming, beading, keel and other projections, offered every facil-
ity for boarding from the water; but, as some have found lately in
practice, the new canoes, light and corky, without keel, beading,
laps or auy projections, and with a deck and bottom polished so
that they offer no better bold than an epl, is a very different sort
of steed to mountm a bit of sea. It is not merely a question of
throwing one's self into the well, to rest there for a time in com-
parative safety, if nothing more; but of climbing on to tbe smooth
and slippery deck, regaining the deck seat and keeping the boat
on her way under sail.

Even in cases where the canoe docs not capsize, but is disabled
for the time in rig or deck seat, and such mishaps have increased
greatly in numbers m two years, the modern racing canoe is by
no means a safe and comfortable craft to weather but a squall or
to buck a sea or a tide rip in. Light and buovant, With little dis-
placement and a high center of gravity of hull, of spars, and es-
pecially of crew, who must stick to the deck seat, as there is no
lower place for him; even if he has a suitable paddle, and if his
sails can bo lowered, the crew would find himself in a very un-
pleasant plight if compelled to lie to for rest, or to ride out a squall,
or to paddle for a few miles against wind and sea. While in the
old canoes he would bes> ated low down and in a comparatively safe,

and comfortable position, protected by batches or apron, and able
to keeo the paddle going and to rest at intervals; in the new style
of craft he would be constrained to devote all this time to balanc-
ing himself in an uncomfortable and strained position, where the
weigtit and windage of his body were doing the least possible to
aid Turn.
We have said nothing thus far about standing sails and equip-

ment, but the bad features of the racing machiue are often maoe
worse by the use ot standing sails, or even loweriug ones, of exag-
gerated size; while at the same time there is an absence of even
such an integral part of the canoe as the paddle. The modern
sailing machine has been reduced to the simplest possible ele-
ments; a light hull, a large suit of sails, a deck seat, board, rudder
and tiller, with a well that is rapidly approaching the same pro-
portion to the hull that the bung hole has to a barrel. In the
development and refinement of the purely racing features, the
essentials to safety and comfort have been entirely neglected
until they have disappeared entirely, save in so far as they are
incidental to the racing.
This class of canoe has been called into existence lor a specific

end, for fast sailing; it is intended only for match racing m com-
pany with other craft, over short courses clone to the shore, or for
practice sailing in the neighborhood of a club house. When used
for such purposes by a skillful sailor, and where the shore can
easily be reached in case of a mishap or of the crew being tired
out by several hours of hard work in holding up a big rig; it can-
not be said that the boat is unsafe, or that there is more danger
involved than in the case of most vigorous outdoor sports; in
fact, it may be said to be as safe as the old canoe.
When, however, the racing canoe is used for long runs, at a dis-

tance from the shore, with no other cauoes about to give assist-

ance if needed, and wit h the. canoeist dependent solely on himself
and his boat in the case of any emergency, the new boats cannot
compare with the old. Any of the frequent mishaps to seat or
Bails that compels a resort to tbe pad die is likely to prove a serious
matter if the canoe be kept out for a length of time in bad weather.
The reason for this lies notm the standing sail alone, nor even in
its size, but in the whole style and outfit of the canoe. It does
not alter tbe case that some exceptionally expert canoeists have
handled their racing craft with most wonderful skill, aud per-

formed feats which would be pronounced impossible, as when Mr.
Warder capsized in Lake George in 1888: the racing canoe is dan-
gerous in the hands of any but an expert, and if used under con-
ditions where it may be exposed for an indefinite time with no
hope of outside assistance.

The causes for this are so many and so complex that we see no
hope of any successful attempt to remedy the matter to-day; the
mere abolition of the standing sail is too trivial a measure to war-
rant half of the disturbance, it has created. If it is desired to pre-
vent any unnecessary danger from the use of such a craft, and to

relieve the Association from, responsibility in case of a fatal mis-
hap, both of which points were urged as reasons for the prohibi-
tion of tbe standing tail at the recent meeting in camp, the best
course is for the Association to recognize officially the present
canoes which enter its sailing races as constituting a racing class,

intended for expert sailors and match racing, and unfitted for the
cruiser or the novice.

THE CHANGE OF THE RACING RULES.

THE letters which we reprint elsewhere from the Sail and
Paddle are of especial interest, in tbat they were written by

tbe two members of the executive committee who were chiefly

responsible for tbe passage of the receni motion relating to stand-
ing sails, .and it maybe reasonably assumed that, coming from
such sources, they present the best poss ble. arguments in support
of the action of the committee. Save in the second paragraph of

Mr. Edwards's letter, tnere is no attempt to explain or justify the
unusual course adopted in passing the motion, but both gentlemen
confine themselves to the arguments against the standing sail.

The points which they raise are two; first, that the standing or

laced sail is dangerous. Second, that it is the duty of the Associa*

tion, through its rules, to encourage and promote the safest, best

and most serviceable type of canoe, in which would naturally be
Included nil femurs* aad not raerejy tags* of th.« rig, Tfe»t

a

standing rig, such as is carried on Canuck, is a dangerous and un-
desirable, feature, to encourage is hardly likely to lie disputed by
any one; but at the same time the assertion that all stand'-
ing sails are unsafe, as made by Vice-Commodore Brokaw, is en-
tirely too general, and in the absence of the proof is likely to be
disputed by many, in fact Mr. Edwards himself, in the latter part
of his letter, takes a much less extreme view. While we can
indorse the plea for shipshape and serviceable rigs, and while, in
accordance with this policy we have long urged the limitation of
standing sails of huge size, we recognize fully that for certain
uses the standing sail is superior to all others. ' This is especially
the case with the racing, or even cruising, mizen; which sail,
being within easy reach of the crew, can he quickly lifted out and
laid on deck, and in fact can be handled more 'effectively and
with much less gear than a hoisting and lowering sail. When
used in this way the standing sail is unobjectionable on the score
of danger, and can in no way bs classed with a mainsail of 90ft.
stepped a few inches from the bow and entirely out of reach from
tbe well.
Even in the case of the latter sail, though it be admitted that

it is dangerous and unshipshape, we cannot perceive that it is
worse in either respect that three or four other racing features
which are found in company with it, or that there is any justifi-
cation for the singling out of this one feature as the object of
special and extraordinary legislation. To us the huge standing
rig has seemed a fitting accompaniment to the bath tub well, the
big board in the center of the canoe and the unlimited slide of
the deck seat. We have for years urged the necessity of some
legislation in these matters, and though we believe that now tbe
time has gone by when such work could be done to the best ad-
vantage; if the opponents of the standing sail cau make it clear
that their main object is to effect by legal means a change of
policy on the part of the Association in the direction of the dis-
couragement of extreme and special features, and the active de-
velopment of better and more serviceable canoes, they can count
on our heartiest co-operation.

It has not yet appeared that any such change of policy was con-
templated, nor that either of the gentlemen in question bad any
further end in view than a successful crusade against the stand-
ing- sail; in fact, in writing on this subject a little over a year ago,
Mr. Edwards expressed himself as follows in the Forest and
Stream, of Feb, 28, 1889: "The place of a centerboard, whether m
the center of the canoe or forward, is to me a matter of compara-
tively small importance. I don't use one myself and I do not
sleep in my canoe. A tent and a soft side of a rock are good
enough forme." In this statement, which is certaioly inconsist-
ent with what he describes in bis present letter as the object of
the rules, he offers an argument that may with propriety be
turned against him by the friends of the standing sail. It is a
serious question now whether it would be possible, or even politic,
to prohibit all racing features which tend to destroy the general
usefulness and safety of the canoe; and if this is the case but lit-

tle good can be done by the summary prohibition of one particu-
lar feature which has been tacitly recognized and encouraged by
the Association for five Beasons. One side point, of Mr. Brokaw's
letter is worth a special notice, ho offers an excellent argument
in support of the view lately held by many, that tbe real superi-
ority of the big standing sail was so slight that the evil would
soon correct itself and tbat no legislation was necessary.
On what has pioved to be the real issue in the case, the mode in

which the subject was recently brought up and acted upon by the
executive committee; there is nothing in either letter save the
allusion of Mr. Edwards to the vote of 1889. We have, since the
meet, been able to discuss this question very fully with a number
of members ot the Association, men whose opinions on minor-
points differ widely; but with one or two exceptions we have.
found a general concurrence in the views we have expressed as to
the hast" and illegality of the whole proceeding. In contrast to
this opinion, which we believe to be quite general, a few have con-
demned very severely our course in criticising any acts of the
executive committee, claiming that the committee has supreme
power to govern the Association as it deems proper, and that the
members at large have no right to question its acts; and also, even
in cases where the committee might make a mistake, the fact
that they acted for the good of the Association should secure them
from criticism or blame. We have further been accused of im-
pugning the motives aud misrepresenting the acts of the commit-
tee, and of abusing such influence as we may have to create a
feeling against them.

It is our office to collect, and publish news, and in particular the
news of the business meetings of the A. C. A. for tbe information
of the large number of members who cannot be present. It is also
our business to have positive opinions on all that occurs in canoe-
ing, and to express them editorially; whether or no we are always
correct does not matter so long as our views are honest and im-
partial, and this point we leave to the many canoeists among our
readers. In the present case a very important step has been
tahen by the committee, a step in which every member of the
Association is interested, and we have endeavored to publish a
truthful and accurate account of tbe business transacted, relying
at first entirely on official information. This has been a very
difficult matter, from the fact that the official minutes as a. matter
of course do not. contain a full report of the long and complicated
discussion; and though we have since sought for information
from the members present, thoro is a difference of opinion on the
part of some as to tne most important points. To instance only-
one, the proposer of a very important motion declares that it

means what the wording would infer, while the seconder asserts
that something totally different was contemplated. It is most
important that all the facts of the case shall be fully known, and
if, in soite of special diligence, we are in error on any points, we
shall be glad of correction.
Concerning the motives of the members of the executive com-

mittee we have no means of knowing them, and most certain I

do not intend to cast any reflections upon them; we have worked
too long and too intimately with these same men to believe
that they bad anything in view but the welfare of the Associa-
tion. As to their acts, the case is entirely different, not only
are tbe official acts of the committee a fitling subject for the
discussion and even criticism of the members, but in cases
where a mistake has been made, no matter from what motive,
it is the duty of every member to work for its immediate cor-
rection.

in the present, case two very serious mistakes have been made;
in the first Dlace the executivecommitt.ee has exceeded the powers
granted it by the laws of the Association, and has deliberately
set these laws aside in order to accomplish a certain end. In the
second place the firmly established custom of open and informal
discussion of all changes of the laws has been departed from, and
tbe proposed change was introduced only at tbe last moment and
at a most unexpected and unusual time. The results of these
measures are too plain to be mistaken; tbe rules have been so
seriously disturbed as to destroy all the permanence and stability
that has thus far characterized tbe sailing regulations, leaving
them to be altered at the mere whim of a minority of the com-
mittee; the feeling of confidence on tbe part of the members at
large in the judgment and also good faith of the executive com-
mittee has been seriously impaired, and finally, the actual work
has been done in such a slipshod manner and the wording of the
motion is so loose and ambiguous that it must fail entirely of at-
taining the end in view.
Looking first at this latter point, we may assume from Mr. Ed-

wards's letter that the intention was only to prohibit standing
sails so large that they cannot be practically handled with safety
in a canoe. This view is not in accordance with that of Vice-
Corn. Brokaw, who would prohibit all standing sails; but Mr. Ed-
wards was the proposer of the motion. Tne actual words are,
"After the presen t season the regular races of the American Canoe
Association shall oe confined to canoes whose sails cau be readily
lowered when afloat." The man who reads this in tbe light of
past discussions, and who wishes to be on the safe side beyond
doubt, will abandon all standing sails and go to the meet with a
lull lowering rig. At the same time, there are a uumber of skill-

ful canoeists who, in the stiffer canoes, can readily lower a stand-
ing sail of large size when in still water, and there is nothing in
the above rule to prevent, a man entering a race with two stand-
ing sails, say a mizen of 60ft. and a main of 5u, such as are now
being used, and on winning, coming up before the regatta com-
mittee and laying both of bis sails snugly on deck. That this

would be an evasion of the spirit of the rule there is no doubt, but
it would comply with the letter; and, if the action of the commit-
tee is not. rescinded, we shall see canoes built next, year for the
purpose of carrying standing sails and yet evading the rule.

In connection with this matter of the wording of the motion is

its form; there is no question as to the proper place for such a
restriction, it obviously belongs to Rule 1 of the Sailing Regula-
tions, with other similar limitations of hull and board, but
insiead of placing it there the committee has preferred to put it

in the form of a general ed ict. something that has never been done
before. So much has been said in regard to the action of the
committee in changing the sailing rules without even notice to

the regatta committee that such a step was in contemplation,
that t he defense is now made that the motion is not a part of the
Sailing Regulations, but w«s passed by the committee under the
powers given them in Act VI. of the constitution for the "general
government of the Association." We doubt very much whether
this point is technically correct, there being laid down » apeoiflg
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place in the rules and mode of adoption for all such limitations;
but in any ease it is an explantation that will fail to satisfy intelli-
gent members, and that iu itself is a confession of weakness.
We have in a previous issue discussed the legal aspects of the

case; the ignoring of the existing regatta committee, though they
were within hail of the meeting, and the attempt, while declaring
that no indorsement from a regatta committee was necessary, to
substitute one made by a previous and now defunct committee;
the peculiar tactics in the same line in the attempt to justify a
change in one rule by the mutilation of another that is just as
valid. In further proof of what has been rhe past policy of the
Association, we quote the following official notices from the
Forest and Stream of 1884:
"There will be a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Association at the Delavan House. Albany, N. Y., on Saturday,
Oct. 4 at 10 A. M. All members of the Association are cordially in-
vited to present, either in person or by letter, any suggestions
or ideas for the action of the committee that they may deem of
benefit to the Association. The following members will constitute
the regatta committee, and they w'll be obeyed and respected ac-
cordingly: R. W. Gibson, of Albany, chairman; R. J. Wilkin, of
New York; J. L. Weller, of Peterborough. The committee will
meet at the caJl of the chairman previous to Oct. i to prepare
such matter as it may deem advisable to submit for the action of the
Executive Committee. Memoers are respectfully requested to ad-
dress all communications relative to matters in the jurisdiction
of the regatta committee to the chairman thereof on or before
Oct. 1. ISigned] C. A. Neide, Sec'y A. 0. A."
By order of the Committee.
"Editor Forest and Stream: The regatta committee will meet

at. a very early date and will be glad to have the benefit of sug-
gestions from any practical canoeists. These will be much more
serviceable than any criticisms at a later date. Therefore, let
any canoeist write his ideas immediately for publication in these
columns and they shall r< ceive due consideration in making the
programme and regulations for 1885. (Signed) Regatta Com-
mittee."
In 1885 the same notice was again sent out by the secretary.
These are only two instances of the close relations existing be-

tween the executive committee, the regatta committee and the
members of 'the Association; if a contrast is evident between
these notice s and the course of the present executive committee
it is not our fault. In the present case, the issue was one of the
most important that has ever come up, it had been brought up iu
the regular way a year before and failed to pass, dropping at once
out of notice; the member who reintroduced the subject was in
camp for over a week and yet gave no notice of his intention to
do so until the conclusion of i he regular business, for which the
meeting of Aug. 18 was called; the fact that the executive com-
mittee had no power in the matter was fully discussed and an at-
tempt made to give them this power; a number of the committee
while favoring the object of the motion urged strongly that all
action should be deferred until the regular season for such
changes, only two months distant, when the matter could be
sicted on with care and deliberation; but in spite of all this the
question was so urgently pressed that men finally voted for it
against their convictions. We have heard from several who
voted for the motion that they either considered it unnecessary
as the case then stood, or that they would much have preferred
to defer all action until it could go through the regular channels
at the annual committee meeting in November.
So far as we can judge of the motives for such hasty action,

there was no intent of secrecy or precipitation, but an excess of
zeal over an evil which is greatly exaggerated led to the sudden
reopening of the question as soon as an opportunity presented
itself: and, once under way and face to face with a certain
amount of opposition, every effort was made to carry through the
motion, and in the excitement of the discussion many vital points
were entirely overlooked. If the facts are as we have stated
them then the question is whether the Association is willing to
indorse such hasty, illegal and ineffectual legislation merelv out
of regard for the standing and high aims of the men behind it, or
whether the sanctity and stability of the laws so Ions: recognized
are not to be maintained above all other considerations.

THE SINGHALESE CANOE.
THE modern racing canoe is peculiarly a product of civilization,

the result of a long course of study and experiment by men
of education and intelligence: but, unique as it is, with its narrow
beam, large sails and sliding deck seat, a parallel may be found
for it m the work of comparative savages. The canoe here shown,
though differing in many important particulars, is vet closelv
enough allied to the American racing canoe to niaKe a comparison

i a interesting and instructive. Both are craft of narrow beam
and light displacement, with little or no stability in the hull itself,
but carrying very large sails by virtue of practical mechanical
contrivances. What is done in the more civilized craft by the
weight of the crew thrown far out to windward, is accomplished
in the other by a similar means, a fixed weight being used that
serves at the same tune as a counter balance in itself and as a sup-
port tor live ballast in the shape of the crew outside of the hull
>roper. The craft here described is known as the Singhalese,
Leylonese or Pomte de Galle canoe or proa, and is used in the
vicinity of the island of Ceylon. The following drawing and des-
cription were furnished by Mr. John W. Kennedy of Chicago.
uiui^^^V fan°y tuat 18 will be necessary for some time to pro-
Dibit floating outriggers in the rules of the A. C. A., but the idea

SAIL AND FITTING OF SINGHALESE CANOE.

has already been tried by a Chicago canoeist, his canoe being fit-

ted with a metal cylinder of about 701bs. displacement rigged out
in each side.
According to Folkard these boats have probably been in use for

several thousand years, he supposes Pliny to refer to them. Anson,
in his voyages, speaks of their speed in extravagrant terms, declar-
ing that they sail 30 miles an hour. Observations taken by British
officers show them to have a speed of 20 miles an hour. Com.
Wilkes, of the United States Navy, speaks of the speed of similar
boats as inconceivable. The model from which these lines are
taken was made by a native. It was sent from India by Capt.
Baker, of Boston, who wrote, "These canoes are at once the safest
and fastest boats that float. Their high wall sides and great rake
of bows enable them to live in heavy seas, and their narrow beam,
and enormous sail give them remarkable speed. They easily sail
around the fastest English pilot boats. They sail close to the wind,
and make but little leeway. I have met them 60 miles at sea, and
you need have no fear of crossing Lake Michigan in one of these
canoi s; but be sure of your fastenings! These boats make good
headway under paddles." The sailing directions sent by Capt.
Baker, have unfortunately been lo3t. It will be seen that the sail
most be managed somewhat as a dipping lug, and that the boat
tacks without turning: the balance beam being always to wind-
ward; the sail being swung around, end for end, and the boat
starting on the new tack with the end forward which was pre-
viously aft.
The main body of the canoe is made from the trunk of a tree,

the upper third is formed of planking. The pLanks are lashed to
the canoe portion by thongs: the angle of junction between the
two parts being filled with a strip of bark or wood properly fitted
in. The planks are joined to one another also by lasning. The
seams are made water tightby pitch. At a number of points below
the sheerline, especially where the mast is placed, and where the
outriggers rest, a wooden pin pierces both sides of the planking
extending across the boat and projecting some distance beyond it.
By means of these beams the outriggers are lashed down across
the gunwale, and securely held in ptace by a sort of figure of 8
knot. The mast stands on the lee side of the plank portion, with
its foot resting on the canoe. It is lashed to a cross tie, and is
properly sustained by guys. It is exactly amidships. The two
outriggers are not placed at equal distances from the center, but
they may be said to be led aft, so that the balance beam floats very
much nearer one end of the canoe than the other. It is probable
that this is only a matter of convenience, in order that one end of
the boat may be utilized more easily and safely in landing, boarding
etc. About midway between the middle of the boat and the ex-
tremities, seats for the crew are arranged longitudinally, two on
either side. They consist of a board resting with its inner edge on
th" gunwhale. The crew sit on these seats, with their feet hanging
in the canoe. These benches are secured to the cross ties.
The balance beam is a log of wood in general shape like a cigar.

Near its upper circumference, toward either end, a notch is cut
for the reception of the outer end of the outrigger. Below this
notch is a large hole which pierces the beam from side to side,
through this hole the rope passes by means of which the properly
notched outrigger is most firmly lashed to the beam. The beam,
as will be seen in the cut, is not exactly alike at each end. Whether
this variation be from accident or design is not known, it may be
here remarked that in order that the balance beam snail secure
equal stability to the boat on either side, it is necessary that its
specific gravity should be just half that of water, (chat is, that its
weight relatively to water should be such that in heeling the canoe
would meet a like resistance whether it tended to submerge the
balance-beam, or lift it from the water).
The outriggers are curved as in the figure, and made of natural

growth as a bRmboo pole. They should possess a certain spring.
It is noteworthy that the curve of the outriggers is such that when
the canoe rests upright on a plain surface (in trim). The balance
beam just touches that surface, and also that what might be called
the horizontal plane of the beam is not, when thus in situ, in cor-
respondence with a horizontal (water-line) plane of the canoe, but
that it inclines away from the water-line plane of the boat at an
angle of 38deg. So that the lashings of the outriggers to the beam
do not look directly upward, but upward, and outward from the
canoe.

The paddles are of the shape represented in the cut with a slight
curve on their face. It is probable that they are made use of as
lee boards to prevent lee-way. Projecting to leeward from the
gunwale of the canoe is what mav be called a counter balance. It
is called by the natives a "sortl." It consists of a forked beam of
wood something like the letter Y. The straighter arm A is lashed
over the gunwale, while the oblique arm B, rests against the side
of the canoe where if joins the planking. The main branch ot the Y,
C, extends perpendicularly outward from the boat's side and serves
as a seat. Upon this the natives sit when it is desired to diminish
the drag of the balance beam, as during gentle breezes, or while
the boat is being paddled. Extending from the canoe to the bal-
ance beam are man ropes, by the aid of which the sailors may-
walk along an outrigger to the beam. When carrying all sail in
a high wind they straddle the balance beam to add to its efficiency
by increasing its weight.
The various parts of the drawings are as follows: A B, Base

line of sheer plan. C D, Center line of body plan. C £>', Center
line, half-breadth plan.

SHEER PLAN.
ab cel. Water lines, e. e e. Sheer line. 7c k fc, Lower side o f hull.

a' a' a', Section lines. ///, Line of junction of log hull with the
planked portion.

RODT PLAN.
d' d\ Midship section, e' f a and h, Sections, a" a\ Bow and but-

tock line, (alike), b' b\ First diagonal, c' c', Second diagonal.
HAM-BREADTH PLAN.

C D\ Center line, e" e\ Side line, a'" a'". Section lines, b" b".
First diagonal, e" c", Second diagonal. /"/"/", Line of junccion
of hull with the planked portion. 7f ' 1;/ h\ Half-breadth of planked
portion at ends, mm, Junction of hull with planked portion at
bows.

ALASKAN CANOES.—The Thlinket canoe is hewn from a
single log. shaped to long, slender lines, and rises at the bow with
a high, sharp point that suggests a Venetian gondola. They are
painted black with a mixture of soot and seal oil, which further
suggests the gondola, but they are damp and most unpleasant
boats to ride in. An Adirondack canoe is a very canal boat for
steadiness in the water as compared to these teetering canoes
that balance on hair lines and fairly toss unwary passengers into
the water. There are no cross pieces or seats, and the Indians sit
flat on the bottom of the canoe and maintain one position for
hours without moving, and on canoe journeys they are very dicta-
torial to any white passengers because of their restlessness and
incessant changes of position, which threaten to capsize the canoe
each time. The Indians go on long journeys and make the canoe
their home tor weeks at a time, and even venture out on the open
S,
C
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and aci oss the Droad sounds of the coast in these canoes.
They tmnk nothing of paddling down to the British line to see if
they can get a little more in trade, and visit along at all the
tnendly and interesting villages on the way. In this roving in-
stinct, this desire for sightseeing and visiting, they show another
trait they hold in common with the Japanese. At every village
there are canoes belonging to visiting Indians to be seen on the
beach, and one meets Sitka Indians everywhere else in the archi-
pelago, and members of all the other tribes from time to time at
Sitka. \\ hen the canoes are beached they are drawn up high and
dry. filled with grass, branches and seaweed, and carefully cov-
ered with old blankets or mats woven of cedar bark, and a row of
these high-beaked canoes sometimes have an unpleasant funereal
look.—.St. Louis Republic.

LAWRENCE C. C—An important meeting of this successful
club was held on Oct. 3, one new member being elected from a
list of twenty-nine proposals, to fill the only vacancy in the mem-
bership, the limn being 250. It was decided to hold at least three
meetings next sea on, two on the water and one ashore, and also
to lease the Lawrence cricket grounds. Commodore Lawson, A.
C. A, was present and spoke on the subject of the Association
and its aims, a number of those present applying for membership.
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER S., C. AND S. L. CO.-We are in-

formed that Dr. Alexander Bain, of Clayton, who has so longbeen identified with the St. Lawrence skiff, has retired from the
above Ann. The business will be continued bv Messrs. Q, G.
Iwery »n4 J. ©, Wttle, with, Mr, J. Or. Fraser as manager.
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CLASSIFICATION ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.

AT a special meeting: of the St. Lawrence Y. C. of Montreal, held
on the evening of Oct. 15, the following report on classmea-

tion was submitted, considered and accepted. A motion for its

acceptance was adopted almost unanimously. The consideration
of the individual amendments to the sailing regulations, recom-
mended by the report, which requi re to be carried by a two-thirds
majority, "was postponed until Oct. 24:

st, TjAwrhnce y. c—report ojf the committee on classifica-
tion.

This committee, having been appointed to consider the question
of classification, and any possible improvements in the sailing
regulations, beg leave to submit the following report:
Having taken into consideration the developments of racing,

both on our own waters and elsewhere, we consider that our rules
require revision in regard to:

First—Tbe general system of classification and measurement.
Second—The methods of measurement.
Third—The limitation of crews.
Fourth—The more accurate definition of certain existing rules.
Classification and Mcumirernent.-Jt is the measurement rule, and

the system of classification, under which racing is carried on,
which has the principal effect in determining the type of yachts
which are built for competitive racing, and the more the type of
vessel developed by the existing systems differs from that which
meets the wants and conveniences of owners, the fewer will be
built to compete in the races so governed.
The essential feature of the system, of measurement and classi-

fication is that boats of different dimensions and types which are
about of the same size, may be raced together; and that the influ-
ence of the system upon design is such, that t lie mnyt successful
racing craft may be also the most desirable craft for cruising and
pleasure sailing.
The selection of any one of the prime elements of a vessel as a

basis for determining its size is equivalent to discriminating
against that element in favor of the others; this dimension is, in
fact, taxed, and the inevitable result is a tendency to increase the
size of the vessel without increasing the taxed dimension. TJndeT
the club's existing system, of classification and measurement,
while length is rigorously restricted by the classification, beam
and draft are taxed to only a limited extent by the system of time
allowance, which it is everywhere conceded caunot adequately
compensai e for difference in size; the result, of course, being that
a designer is forced to take the full waterline length allowed for
the class he builds into, and increase the power to an abnormal
extenl; building, in fact, large vessels on a short waterline length.
The liberty of the designer in selecting the prime elements of
speed, in dimension and model, is reduced to a minimum, and an
arbitrary type of model is developed.
The club's present measurement rule seems in every way to pro-

vide the basis necessary to prevent the results which follow from
the taxation of one dimension, as all the elements of speed— viz.,
size, length and, through the sail area, beam and draft—are fully
taxed. If the classification be based on the corrected length
found by this rule, the designer is left free to select for any given
class his proportions of length and sail, which implies of beam
and draft as well, length being diminished as sail )s increased.
As an instance of the manner in which classification by corrected
length would work for a BOft. class, a vessel might be built for that
class with 25ft. l.w.l. length aud l,825sq. ft, of sail, or 27ft. l.w.l.
length and l,0S9sq. ft. of sail, or 29ft. l.w.l. length and OBisq. ft. of
sail.

Vessels built under such a system are much more likely to be of
a normal type, and, therefore, more generally useful and less ex-
pensive to build and keep up, than under any ottier now known.
Your committee therefore recommend that the club should base

its classification upon corrected length, and we make this sugges-
tion with the more boldness, because in doing so we are but follow-
ing in the footsteps of the classification committies of the Seawan-
haka Corinthian, the New York, the Lake Yacht Raciug Associa-
tion, the Corinthian of New York, and the Larehmont. Classifi-
cation by corrected length has been adopted by the Yacht Racing

because united action could not be agreed upon, owing mainly to
the influence of vested interests; which influence does not com-
plicate the matter as far as this club is concerned. It has been
found possible to classify the existing fleet upon a corrected length
basis in such a manner, that while ho hardship is indicted upon,
any existing boat, the most desirable sizes of boats for our waters
will be encouraged. By making the limits of the classes over
30ft. corrected length, over 24 and up to 30ft., and 24ft. and under,
tne existing boats will he placed in the same relation, the one to
the other, that they occupied under the old classification at'the
beginning of the season. The probable cost of a 30-footer under
this classification would be $1,000, and of a 24-footer $500. In order
that those of our members wiio do not care to build such ex-
pensive boats, or who cannot get crews for large boats, may be
enabled to take part in the racing, it is advisable that provision
be made for a small class of yachts, which, while comparatively iu-
expensive, would be safe and seaworthy little craft. After giving
the matter much consideration, the conclusion arrived at is that
a limit of ISft. corrected length will be the best suited to produce
such a class. In order that this class should be composed, not of
racing machines, but of miniature yachts, it is advisable that a
minimum beam of 5ft., or in lieu thereof at least oOOibs. of stand-
ing ballast, be necessary to enable a boat to enter the class; and,
as these boats are intended to be perfectly safe if handled by one
man, that the racing crew be restrict ed to two men. The boat
which should be encouraged by these regulations would cost about
$125, and while one man could handle it with perfect safety, it
should accommodate two or three for cruising or pleasure sailing.
Such a class would, in the opinion of your committee, do much

more to promote the interest in yachting than the present skiff
classes do, and it would appear to be advisable that they ba aban-
doned.
The second class of skiffs has practically ceased to exist as a

racing class; and the first class skiffs on the squadron list are
now, with one exception, owned in a canoe club, under whose
auspices they race with apparently mote satisfactory results than
under those of this club. It would not, therefore, in anyway
injure the skiff racing to drop the skiffs altogether from the club
races, and your committee feel confident that the skiff owners
would not feel such action to be a hardship and would still retain
their connection with the club.
The position of the boats of the present fleet under the recom-

mendations of your committee, is shown on Table 1., as appended.
The ratio between length and sail area, as established by a cor-
rected length classification in the various classes by Table II,
Measurements—In order to prevent as far as possible any evasion

of the measurement rule your committee recommend-"
First—That the perpendicular measurement be taken from the

upper halliard sheave instead of as at present from the gafftopsail
halliard sheave.
Second—That in the measurement of the base line the forward

point of measurement be half way between the jihstay and the
topmast stay.
Third—That any excess in the length of the spinaker boom over

the distance from the mast to the forward point of base line
should be included in the length of the base line. At present the
spinaker is the only sail on which there is not some limitation,
and your committee are of the opinion that unless the present rule
is amended the size of spinaker will increase to an undesirable
extent with the necessary accompaniment of along and danger-
ous boom.
Limitation of Crews,—In recommending classification by cor-

rected length, your committee find it necessary to advise that the
present, restriction upon crews be greatly increased. So import-
ant does it deem this matter to be, that it will be in its opinion
useless to adopt other measures for improving the fleet, as long as
boats of 21ft. on the waterline are permitted to carry a fair work-
ing crew tor a vessel of 40it. Classification by corrected length,
with the present crew limit, would make it possible to build a big
racing skiff against which our present boats would have no
chance of winniug. Take for instance in the 80ft. class, a 31ft.
Sauve skiff with fcSOf t. of sail, and eleven men to hold her up.
Such a boat would, of course, be perfectly useless for anything
but racing. As matters now stand the limit of crew is so high
that the ratio between sail area and stability encouraged by it is
BUch as to make it undesirable for the typical racing boat to be
used for pleasure sailing, unless she has her racing crew on board.
As racing crews cannot be got for ordinary sailing this means
that much of tbe usefulness is taken away from the boat and less
pleasure can be derived from her. The sailing strength of the
club is also concentrated to an undesirable exient upon a few
boats, and an expensive type of vessel is encouraged. Iris there-
fore recommended that a limit "of one man for every 5ft. of cor-
rected length be imposed.
Aeewate Definition of Certain Rules.—Certain of the sailing

regulations of. the club are 'somewhat- indefinite, and do not pre-
cisely signify their intention, therefore, the committee suggest:
First—That the form of entry-be altered to conform more closely

to the practices of the club,-
1

-

Second-That the rule prohibiting the shifting of ballast should

be amended as to prevent ballast from being carried on the floor

of the cockpit, or anywhere but under the platforms or in the
lockers. This amendment is but the amplification of an existing
law, it is in harmony with the policy of the club, and with the
practices of yacht clubs generally.
The whole respectfully submitted. (Signed) C. H. DtiGGAN.

Dayid A. Poe.
Jambs Paton.

CHANGES IN THE L, Y. R, A. RULES.
THIS Hamilton Y. C. gives notice that at the annual meeting of

the Lake Yacht Racine Association, to be held in Toronto on
Nov. 8 next, it will seek to amend the constitution thereo? as fol-

lows;
1. That the following be inserted in paragraph 8 of Article V.

after the words "shall keep the Yacht Register provided for by
Article XI., Section 2," namely, "shall keep a record of the names
and times of the starters in each race held under the auspices of
the Association in a book provided for that purpose."

2. That the following be added to paragraph 3 of Article VI.:
"but no delegate shall give a proxy to any person who is not a
co-delegate with him from the same club."

3. That the words "other than the assessment mentioned in
Rule 1 of the Sailing Regulations" shall be inserted i n Article
VJIL between the words -no other assessment" and "shall be
levied."

4. That the words "and in good standing therein" at the end of
paragraph 1 of Article XL be struck out.

5. That the following he inserted as Article XIH. under the
heading of "Arrears:" "First—No club which is in arrear for any
assessment shall be entitled to be represented at any meeting of
the Association, nor shall any of its fleet be allowed to compete in
any race under the auspices of the Association. Second—No
yacht, the owner of which is not in good standing in the club to
which he is supposed to belong, shall be entitled to compete in any
race held under the auspices of the Association."

6. That in Rule I. of the Sailing Regulations the following shall
be inserted after the first paragraph: "The executive committee
shall, however, at least one month prior to the first race of the
annual circuit, appoint an officer, at such remuneration as they
shall think fit, whose duty it shall be to attend all regattas held
under the auspices of the Association, and (under the direction of
the officers of the club giving the regatta) superintend the laying
and logging of courses and laying of buoys, calculate the time
allowances in the different classes, fire the guns at the proper
times, take and correct the times of the competing yachts and
generally do such work in connection with the management of
regattas as may be reasonably required of him. He shall also
keep a record of the names and times of the starters in each race
and after the close of each circuit shall send such record to the
Honorary Secretary of t he Association. The executive commit-
tee shall have power to levy an assessment on each club of the
Association sufficient in. the whole to pay expenses incurred by
the employment of such officer."

7. That the following be added to tbe last paragranh of Rule II.,
"but shall be classed and have crews allowed at their fall rating."

8. That the words "the day before the day" in Rule III. be struck
out and the words "twenty-four hours at least before the time" be
substituted therefor. That the last two sentences of the said rule
be struck out and the following be substituted therefor, "Sundays
shall not be computed." That the following be added to the said
rule as paragraph 2 thereof: "Prior to the first race in which a
yacht may compete in any circuit, its owner shall deposit a cer-
tificate of measurement with the Association officer mentioned
in Rule I., which certificate shall be in the form following or to the
like effect;
"We hereby cerlify that the owner of the

rigged yacht is at present a member of the
Yacht Club in good standing, and that the measurements of the
said yacht, in accordance with Rule II., are as follows:
Jibstay (or bee-hole in bowsprit) to end of boom
Topsail halliard sheave to top of boom or under side of goose-

neck j

Eyei of rigging to top of boom or under side of goose-neck

Waterline
Corrected length
Time allowance for one knot

Measurer Secretary.
. .189 .
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"Should any change be made in the rig or measurement of a
yacht during a circuit, a uew certificate shall be deposited with
such officer before such yacht shall be allowed to compete in any
subsequent race."

9. That in the form of entry mentioned in Rule IV. the words
"her Association number is ..." be inserted between the words
"her distinguishing flag is... "and "her rig is ," and
that the words "her time allowance for one. knot is " he in-
serted after the words "and her corrected length, in accordance
with Rule II., is — feet."
10. That the words "when the number of entries required have

been made and shall at the discretion of the sailing committee
be entitled to the prize, subject, however, to Rule V.," in Rule
VI. be struck out and the following substituted therefor: "wben
two entries have been made and shall be entitled to the prize,
subject, however, to Rule V."

11. That paragraph 1 of Rule VIII., relating to distinguishing
flags, be struck out.

12. That the words "No one, however, shall be allowed to steer
a yacht in any race unless he be a member of a club belonging to
the Associat ion" in Rule. XL be struck out.

13. That the words "distinguishing flag" in line 6 of Rule XX.
be struck out and the words "a flag" he substituted therefor.

14. That the followiug be added to Rule XXIV. at the end
thereof, "and no yacht shall he allowed to alter her rig or ballast
to enable her to sail in a different class than the one for which
she was originally measured Unless her owner can show to the
satisfaction of the sailing committee that, it is his intention to
sail permanently in the class to which he is altering his yacht.
When there is no race for a yacht in the class to which she belongs
she shall be allowed to sail in the class above, time allowance to
be computed on her corected length."

15. That the words "to which said yacht belongs," in line 4, of
Rule XXV., be struck out, and the words "belonging to the Asso-
ciation" be substituted therefor.

16. That in the table of time allowances the words "can be ex-
pressed in hundredths" be substituted for tbe words "can be ex-
pressed in tenths" in the second line of page 37, and that all the
words after "the next higher number" in the same sentence be
struck out.
Hamilton Y. C, Oct. 4.

The foregoing are the amendments which it is proposed to send
to the Association, but in addition it is proposed to move at, the
meeting as an amendment to amendment No. 14 that the follow-
ing be added to amondm'-nt. No. 8: "And should such change be
made to enable a yacht to sail in another class than that in which
she has previously sailed in the same circuit, such new certificate
and a declaration by the owner that the change is a permanent
one for the remainder of the circuit shall be deposited with such
officer at least forty-eight hours before such yacht shall compete
in any such subsequent race."

jdclfting.

RACING RULES ON LAKE ONTARIO,
THE reports of the Hamilton and SL Lawrence. Y. C.a, which

appear elsewhere, give ample proof that the yachtsmen of
Lake Ontario, with their neighbors of the St. .Lawrence River, do
not propose to be left behind the times in the matter of racing
rules, but to keep ahead rather than astern of yachtsmen in more
favored localities. The report of the Hamilton Y. C. shows at
least a careful study of the new rules in the light of the present
season's racing, and an attempt to improve still further the minor
details. The work of the St. Lawrence Y. C. is in a line with that
done last year on the Lake, the adoption of a classification by
length and sail area, and its wording shows the care and labor
which the committee has devoted to their task. Such progres-
sive, intelligent and united action as that of the clubs of the Lake
Y. R. A. and the St. Lawrence. Y. C, nearly all young clubs dat-
ing back less than ten years, presents a very pleasing contrast to
the conservative and dilatory actions and the lack of harmony
which has attended similar movements for reform in clubs which
from. their age and high standing should take the lead in every
movement for the advancement of American yachting,

CAPT. CHAS. BARR,—It is reported that Capt. Barr.Jind
Miherva'a crew haVe been already engaged to sail one of the new
Burgess 46-footers next season, - - --=

CLYDE YACHT BUIDING.—The Clyde is obtaining its own
share of orders for the coming season. Mr. G-. L. Watson has in
hand a 40-rater for a French owner, which has to be launched in
time for the voyage out to the Mediterranean and some racing at
Nice and elsewhere. The success of Deerhound, also designed by
Mr. Watson at Nice last year, has led to this order, and the cutter
will probably be better than Creole. The cutter is being built by
Messrs. A. & J. Inglis, of Glasgow, which means that she will be
up to the requirements of a first-class cutter. Mr. Watson has
also been intrusted with another 10-rater, which will be built by
Mr. Adam, of Gourock, the builder of Phantom. The owner of
this cutter intends racing in this class on the Clyde as well as m
the English Channel. Mr. Watson has in hand a 7-ton cutter for
Mr. M. Clintock, to be. built by Mr. Ninian, of Largs, who has had
several commissious from the same designer. Another cutter
which Mr. Watson is furnishing the designs of is being built at
Rutherglen on Clyde, in a building yard which has turned out
pome good craft. The same designer has in hand an 8-ton cruiser
for the west coast of Ireland, and which may prove the occasion
for the sport getting a new spurt in Galway Bay. Mr. Watson
has al=o in hand a racing gig for the upper Thame's,—Hie Field.

THE FALCON ONT THE BALTIC—Every yachtsman who has
followed the adventures of tbe little Falcon and her intrepid
master, Mr. E. T. Knight, on her long cruise to South America,
will be ready to ship again in a boat of the same name, but of a
different type, for another cruise in the same company. Though
far less stirring and exciting than the first cruise, tne present one
is by no means less interesting, being as unique and unconven-
tional as most of Mr. Knight's ventures. The yacht is an old
steamer's life-boat, diagonal built, sharp at both ends, about 29ft.
over all, and 3ft. draft, with a yawl, or rather ketch rig. The
parties to the cruise were three, Mr. Knight, a paid hand, and a
lively and energetic leak in the keel; which afforded constant em-
ployment to the first two during a good part of the voyage. The
rout taken was from London to Harwicn, thence across the North
Sea to Rotterdam, thence on to Amsterdam, through the Zuyder
Zee and the Holland canals, and thence through the Danish Archi-
pelago to Copenhagen. Even with the very bad weather of the
Jubilee 3^ear the cruise was a pleasant one, and those wbo follow
it in the neat volume published by Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co.
will find plenty to repay them.

A QUADRUPLE COLLISION.—About half-past 10 o'clock on
Sept. 29, when the tide in Portsmouth Harbor was at half flood
and rushing in with considerable force, a somewhat singular acci-
dent occurred. The Vanduara, cutter, was beingmoved out of the
1icr opposite Messrs. Camper & Nicholson's yard by her own crew,
with the object of being taken to a mud berth in Haslar Creek,
when the strength of the tide caused her to foul tbe schooner
Ptarmigan, the steamship Lyra and the yawl Anaconda. The
Vanduara, Ptarmigan and Anaconda were thrown across the bows
of Nelson's flagship Victory, and a general smash up was only
averted by a perfect miracle. The yachts all sustained more or
less damage, tho Ptarmigan getting the worst of it, being jammed
against the Victory by Vanduara, and losing both her topmasts
aud crosstrees, while it is feared that both her masts are sprung.
The other two yachts also had their bulwarks, bowsprits aud gear
partia Uy carried away. The Victory lost her jibboom and attach-
ments, but was not otherwise injured. The Lyra fortunately
escaped any injury whatever.—The Field.

STEEL CHAINS ANDANCHORS.-No device for casting chains,
however, or making them in any other way from steel, has been so
far successful up to the present, as to have been practically adopted
by any vessel classed i u Lloyd's, or by any ship in H. M.N avy. Cast-
steel anchors, however, have come into use during the last, few
year?, and it has been necessary to consider the question of a
special set of tests for them. This was done in 1887 by a joint
committee, appointed by the Board of Trade, the Admiralty and
Lloyd's, and their report was given by U3 in these pages. It may be
that as more is known of the properties of steel and of its alloys,
a means may be found of casting chains with snch uniformity of
result that they will stand the severe tests, and meet the large re-
quirements necessary in the case of chain cables. What has
recently been stated of nickel-steel would appear to indicate that
in that, or in some other similar alloy, may be ultimately found a
metal from which may be cast chains of much greater strength
than those at present in use.—Nautical Magazine.

A NEW IDEA IN RACING.—The Erith Y. Q., on the Lower
Thames, has lately introduced what promises to be a most popular
feature in in its racing. The club has been presented by Com. G.
W.Brown and Vice-Corn. T. H. Smith with three racing boats,
alike in every particular, wdiich boats are manned for racing by
crews drawn for each from among the club membeis, three men
and a helmsman for each boat. The boats, which Were built by
Messrs. Stone, of Erith, are clinker-built centerhoard craft, 18tt.
l.w.l., Oft. beam and 2ft. draft aft, with plumb stems, the rig being
a lug mainsail and a jib. Tney are very handsomely finished,
being bright, above water. As they are identical in size, model, rig
and sail area, it is of course a question of handling as to which
will win, and the racing will form a most admirable school for
Corinthians.

MODEL YACHT SAILING.—The Philadelphia Model Y. C. has
done good work this season in encouraging this interesting branch
of yachting, a number of races having been sailed. On Oct. 18 the
first race for the Ladies' Challenge Cup took place on Centennial
Lake, in Fairmount Park, tne starters being Secret, Com. Bid die;
Vmdex, Capt. Porter, and Swanhllde, Prof, Koenig; all 80in. craft.
Swanhilde won 7 out. of U points.

NEW YORK Y. C—The last regular meeting of the year will
be held to-night.

XnnwwLH to jH/omspandente.

piF" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents,

W. H., Youngstown, O.—You do not give the breed of your dog.

W. H., Youngstown, O.—You omitted to tell us what breed your
dog is.

J. A. H , New York .-The quail are usually in good supply there,
and there is land not controlled by clubs.

English Setter.,—1. Where can I get an English setter dog
trained, not broken, for partridge and Woodcock? 2. Where can
I get an English setter puppy that I cau be sure is good blooded
and is all O. K.? Ans. You had better advertise for what you
want.

J. C. H., Lanesboro, Minn.-l. How ought an oil paint for mak-
ing linen waterproof and sufficiently supple to be composed? As
I frequently, for the sake of exercise, tramp through the woods
even m rainy weather, this is tome an important question, and
one I have been unable to get answered by my acquaintances in
this neighborhood. The rubber coats lean eel out here I have
found to be unreliable and painted coats need renewal of the paint-
ing quite often. 2, Why does the Forest and Stream of late so
seldom contain any notes about the buffalo? Ans. 1. We quote a
receipt given before in these columns. "Take 2J4ibs. alum and dis-
solve in 10 gallons of boiling water; then in a separate vessel dis-
solve the same quantity of sugar of lead in 10 gallons of water and
mix the two solutions. The cloth is now well handled in this liquid
until every part of it is penetrated, then it is squeezed and dried
in the air or m a warm apartment, then washed in cold water and
dried again, when it is fit for use. If necessary the cloth may be
dipped in the liquid and dried twice before being washed. The
liquid appears curdled when the alum and lead solutions are m ixert

t ogether. 3. There is little to report. See note in our gun columns
today.

INFORMATION WANTED.
Washington Game Resorts—Washington, D. C—Having

just arrived in Washington I wonder if any of your readers can
tell me through your columns where is nearest point I can find
duck shooting and how to get to it.—I. S. P.

Names and Portraits oe Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A ,

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can .'

Identify without question ail the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, prica $2.50. For sale by Forest
ksn Stream.

FOREST and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has deserlptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on reauest. The book 1b pro-
nounced by "Nanit." "Glean," uDlck Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the BPbJeot
extant;
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^HUMPHREYS'
;VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart {sent Free.
amass < Feyers,Congestious,Inflainmation
A.A.itepmal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, lameness, Rheumatism.

--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D. D.--Dots or Grabs, Worms.
E.E.—Cougrhs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
J?.*.--Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
Gr.G.™Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H. H.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. Iv."Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis*
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - ,qq
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.0»Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - . 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywheraand in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Stŝ

, ew York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICK S1.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MARK.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.
FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.
LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.
RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.
REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

Catalogue
f
fo*P

h
1890*

rtiCUlarS S6nd 10 C6ntS *° prepay Postage on our 130 folio page Illustrated

ABBEY & IDSBRIE,
Manufacturers of every description ofFINE FISHING T^SlO

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Wot Sold s*t Retail toy the Manulaotuvers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

Tfcr this Just owce
PRESERVALINE,

A. Boon to tlx^ Sportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Fish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious
En 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions-a child canprepare it) $2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen"1

* Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'FG CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

^ESJ^^W^HID VOM HOFE,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MAOTTFACTUItER OF

Fishing: TetolsLle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
unoirnl, mav hp riorlnoteH from first nnrchaw of one dollar and over. Mention thin vawr.

PRICE'S

B^LSS LINE.
No. .Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft.... 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

AU other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO. PEIOE, 171 East 84th St,, flew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

Reflecting1 lamps,
With Silver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.
For Night Hunting and

Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Exoelaior Daah Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

1LIERT FERBUSOI. Office, 15 Filtoi St.. I.T.

DOG TRAINING:
BY

S. T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OP FOREST AND STREAM.
For sale at this office. Price $1.00.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THEAMERICAN NEJiDLE AND FISHHOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,

who have the
.. _

' largest facili- —
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
h or Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
i) or Illustrated Catalogue

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,P
- % Bo5 SPECIAL AGENTS,No. <7 Chambers St., N. Y.

f KT^0 *" TROUT

RODS
mmlW-SUMMINS-JSSSffn

HO. DURHAM KNOLANI),
Established 1837.

J. b. cjkook: & co.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

HsMiie lacHfi, Gnus. Rifles, Revolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout, and Bass Flies.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
lere I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
^loSfweifht

P
7, 8

P
9oZ
Bam

.

b0
°.
T

!'
OUfc °r BlaCk BaSS My R°dS

'
S°M r6el m&% bel°W hand

'
nickel moun«ngs >

whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94, 10,

lb. 1, G-, same as above but is Germaa Silver'Mounted' '.' Price
[0

'

91, 10^fw^Dt
B
?™ori?lSz?!f^ R°d

'

RaiSed Tle
'^*S

'
™™ r^*p above the hand,' extra tip, silk whipping's,' nickel mountings,' complete in wood form,' length

fo. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted! '.

...
Price

to.' I; sam^afS ?,Tutfe I^inT**
61

"

Tl
LakeTrollinS Pod, 2 joint, solid reel 'seat above' the doi^^^^^^'i^^'i^^^; wifcM '.

'.'.'.V. \YZ\ "

& 3
,

Ash aud Lan cewoo'd Heavy Salt Water Bass' Rod, hollow b'litfc," extra tip, brass 'mountings' 9ft.

" '

"

$2 72
3 32

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75

J. F. HffARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.Bead 2c. tftmVtor XUustrated Catalogue tor X890. OPEN EVENINGS. . ww, ^.wv^**, *i,
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MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.

OFFER OF SHOP-WORN GUNS.
Do you want a good GUN at TRADE PRICE ? If so, select any

from this list. These guns are all new but a little shop-worn, making
them unsalable as new guns. We are therefore offering them to

you at TRADE PRICE in order to close them out and make room
for new guns.

Maker Description. si¥z,

,

W W. Greener'. Ejector Hammerless, First Quality
ff.fUf»

do Hammerless '''zi&m
^0 Trap Gun. • 12 30 7 10

Westley Richards .'.'.'.".'.'.'.'First Quality Ejector Hammerless
Charles Daly Hammerless, Diamond Brand

,oqa7i/
do Hammerless •

Colt Pat. Fire Aims Co . . Hammerless
no do ..Top Action, all Improvem'ts, Regular Hammers.12 32 PA
do do do do do do -IjjjJOjM

W. & C. Scott & Sons. . . .Hammerless J£ ™ -

*5r t ^:ir;..::::.:".:".;::::":::;:::.::::r:.:"51i

Hemmingway..... S^^^S^feg^^O%
do do do do do 20 28 6^

J.P.Clabrough&Bros..Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib, Pat. Foreend
Laminated steel Bis., Low Hammers, Cboke-Bore. 12 30 Wa

do do do do do do 12 30TM
d0 do . .Hammerless, Damascus Barrels, Choke-Bored.. . .12 30 634

do do .. do do do do 16 28 6H
C G. Bonehill Top Lever, Double Bolt, Ex. Rib Pat. Foreend,

Laminated steel Bis., Choke-Bored, Low HammerslO 32 9J<

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

12 33 7M
10 30 934
12 30 8M
12 30 8}|
12 30

L. C. Smith, f! Quality.' .Top Action, Complete Gun, Low Hammers. 12 30 '%
rin do do do do do 12 30 8J4

do M. Quality.. do do do do 12 30 7k
Forehand & Wadsworth.Top Action. Complete Gun, Low Hammers 10 30 8M
Manhattan D. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Damascus

Barrels, Choke-Bored • 10 30 9

. . do do do do 12 30 7^
.." do do do do 12 32 8J4

C. Quality, Top Lever, Complete Gun, Laminated
Steel Barrels, Choke-Bored - 12 30m
B Quality, do do do 12 30 8M

do do do do 10 30 8 14

do do do do 10308%
£ Remington & Sons. . . .Decarbonized Steel Barrels, Complete Gun. 12 8*

do do .... do do do do 123086

do do . . .Erne Damascus Barrels 1<J «*) B

Any of the above guns will be sent for examination upon receipt

of $5.00 to guarantee express charges, which amount will be de-
ducted from the price if gun is accepted.

26 West 23d St., New York City.

do
do
do

do
do
do

Tjist

Price.
_ .

aiofcHJ uu
300 00 150 00
85 00 65 00

350 00 300 00
225 00 175 00
125 00 100 00
80 00 60 00
75 00 50 00
75 00 50 00

150 00 130 00
80 00 55 00
50 00 35 00

55 00 40 00
55 00 40 00

35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
60 00 50 00
60 00 50 00

35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
35 00 30 00
55 00 40 00
55 00 40 00
70 00 50 00
55 00 40 00

45 00 30 00
45 01) 30 00
45 00 30 00

40 00 28 00
35 00 25 00
35 00 25 00
35 00 25 00
40 00 30 00
40 00 30 00
60 00 45 00

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
CATALOGUES ^% g H. H. KIFFE,

^^^^s^^^^L^
318 Fuiton street'

Free.

firearms possess.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which 110 other

Ask your dealer to show them to you.

AMERICAN ARMS CO
103 Milk Street,

J Boston,
[Revolvers

Blasts.

THOS. ROWLAND,

TAXIDERMIST,
j

Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.

ALSO MOOSE, XXK, DEER HEADS, ETC.

No. 182 SIXTH AVENUE. "W«ar Th1rt«Ptit.Ti St.r««t. NEW YORK.

First Class Ducking Shore

Half Interest For Sale.

To any gentleman who is in search of a quiet

place to enjoy the pleasures of ducking and com-
iorrs. together with everything required ft r the

sport, I have just the place, situated at the mouth
of Romney Greek, on the Chesapeake Bay, and a
few hundred yards from the celebrated Taylor's

Island, twelve miles from Havre de Grace. Have
gunned from Back River to Havre de Grace for

twentv-five vears and finally purchased this

property as being one of the most certain places

affording cove and bar shooting, containing the
celebrated Locust Point Bar, 1,100ft. long. Five
boxes in bar. making the most comfortable flying

point at head of bay. The dwelling house is

situated on high land and was built for comfort
and is situated fifty yards from tbe bar.

There is nearly two miles of shore for fishing

purposes. Nine miles from Perrymans station

P. W. & B. R. R. Six hours from New York to

the shore. Want of companionship of some gen-
tleman who only shoots for the pleasure in it, and
one who after a hard day's shoot can enjoy a good
dinner of fish and duck (provided we get the

duck), segars and dominoes as a digester and to

bed sober at 9 o'clock. Now to any such gentle-

man who is looking for an interest in such as I

have described, I would say that these places

don't orow, and the opportunity offers itself once
in a lifetime, and this is just that time. The in-

terest on the cost per annum would not purchase
alshare in any large club, where all the shooting
is done in the dining room. There is nothing to

purchase. No improvements to he made, and the

man and wife in charge board you for cost. Map
of the property at Forest and Stream office.

Nothing misrepresented in any particular. Can
give plentv of references as to the shooting to be
had, also of myself, and expect in return refer-

ences as to my associate. GEO. H. WILD, Red
Bank, Monmouth county, N. J.

LIVE WILD DUOKS, BLACK DUCK AND
mallards, pure breed, the best decoys in the

world, will call every duck in sight, gentle and
broken to corn and wheat. Will exchange one!
dozen for well broken pointer dog. For price and
particulars write to E. G. VAIL, Orient, Suffolk
county, N. Y. oct23,2t

80 fit

Brooklyn, N. Y.

ipP^ NEW STOCK.
PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Foreend, Bar Rebounding
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol wactorv
Grip, P libber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. Price

12-Bore.
Our

Price.

No. 2. 1 wist barrels, pistol grip stock S55.00 3«. '£0

No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57-00

Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

10-Bore
Factory Our
Price. Price.
$60.00 4*.75
70.00 49.90
85.00 6O.60

Shooting Box To L.et.
Gentleman owning fann, delightfully situated*

on salt waters in So. Maryland, most bealthy
location, desires to let for $600 per annum, to onej
or more gentlemen or club, shooting box contain-
ing 7 rooms, near his residence. Ample stable:,

and carriage room. Water abounds iu fish, oys-'
ters, and the country noted for good shooting. -

Partridge, squirrels, rabbits, ducks, geese and;
swan all winter. Foxhunting throughout winter,'

Good anchorage and good roads. Daily facilities'

by boat to Baltimore and Washington. Address.
SHOOTING BOX, care this paper. Delightfuld
climate for invalids to spend winter. It

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals:
Beavers, Badgers, Birds

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., ai:

all times.
DONALD BURNS,

,

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED.—A LARGE BORE SWIVEL GUN
breechloader preferred. Address H. B

KIFFE, 318 Fulton st., Brooklyn, N. Y. oct!6,3:

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

LIVE TROUT FOB SALE.
Address

JAMES L. BREESE,
Chairman Fish Committee, Tuxedo Club,

Tuxedo, N. Y. oot9,3t

Ferrets vs. Rats!
First class ferrets—Sure Pop Breed—specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale at ADOLPH ISAACSEN'S
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, New York city.

FOR SALE.—GERMAN CARP FOR STOCK-
ing purposes. Address H. BISHOP, White

House, N. J. oct!6,2t

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
Yon can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting of COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANTAS SUIT, Oood Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, BeBt Quality, - - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EQ. BAKNARD & GO.,
108 Madison. Streer, Chicago, UL
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y,

FOR SALE, - COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting pin-Doses. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Janes-

ville, Wis.

LX"VE QXJA.IL aT^dead^gamJa
=™ecialty. J^onsignments^solicited. Estahlisbed
1838 E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FOR SALE.-FOX PAT. DAMASCUS B. L.
shotgUD, 9J^. 10, 32-inch barrels, close, hard

shooter. Sell cheap or exchange for 16-hore,

same quality. F. W. ROACH, Chatham, N. Y,

HUNTING FERRETS, 83.50 EACH. INCLOSE
stamp. CORNWELL, Box 927, Schenectady,

N. Y. u

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanm),
captured and properly hoxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O.Stanley. Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel.

Me, dac!6,ti

Cook's Marjoram Cream is a Capital thing,

To soothe Inflammation, a bite or a sting;

When this sovereign remedy is used in the part,

Good-bye to an aehe, irritation or smart.

Rheumatism, Bruises, Swellings
Stiff Joiuts, Sun Burn, Poison b;i

Ivy or Sumach, Bites and Stings o

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Hornets'
Sore, Tender or Fetid Feet, Corns;
Onafed Skin, etc., etc. It acts lik
magic. TRY IT.

Sojourners by the sea or in the mountain:
Tourists, Sportsmen, Eishermen, don't fail 1

take a supply with you.

Price, 35 Cents a Bottle.

SOLD BY DRDGGIS^S AND AT OFFICE,l

62 CortiiAndt Street, N. Y,

In Kw m»&.

WAVERLEY KENNELS.
HAVE IN STUD:

Champion LITTLE BOli
Fee $30.

The Greatest Gordon Setter Sire in the World

FIELD MARSHALL Fee f
LEO B gee |
IVANHOE Fee $

Address JAMES TAGUE, JR.,
Care DR. DIXON,

oot9,4t 58th st. and Elmwood av., Philadelph

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such wellknown terri

as Champion Rahy Mixer and Reckoner out
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER

f2jRECKONER
HILLSIDE KENNELS

LANCASTER, Mas

STUB YORKSHIRE TERRIBI
Fishpool Gem, fee 825; Prince A. I.. $20: To

Bright, $20; Harry, $15; Toons Royal, $10; Roy.
Photos of the group with pedigrees. 50c. NOJH
FIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS, 4 Dearh
street, Salem, Mass.

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,
X Champion Hraaford Harry, describee,

show reports as "nesi Yorkshire in Americ
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts.

limited numoer of his puppies for sale. P,

COOMBS, 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.
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A NAME ON A POSTAL.
If you have a friend, who might be interested

in the FOREST AND STREAM, but does not know
the paper, send us his address on a postal card.

It will be esteemed a favor by us; and it may be

so regarded by him.

NON-RESIDENTS IN NEW JERSEY.

TVTUMEROUS inquiries have been made of late respect-
-L^ ing non-resident licenses for shooting and fishing

in New Jersey. The game law of that State, Act of

April 4, 1878, makes it unlawful for non-residents to

shoot or fish "without complying with the by-laws of

the game protective societies, organized or to be organ-

ized under the laws of this State;" and a penalty of $50

is provided for violation. Plainly there is here no re-

quirement of a license unless such a license shall be spe-

cifically prescribed by the by-laws of some game protec-

tive society. In certain counties—Camden, Gloucester,

Atlantic, Salem, Cumberland and Cape May—the license

is demanded by a by-law of the West Jersey Game Pro-

tective Society, which reads

:

Any person or persons, non-residents of this State, wishing to

kill, destroy, hunt or taKe, at any time, any game . . . shall

first become members of this Society, by payment of the member-
ship fee to the secretary, receiving a certificate of membership,

i'ned by the President and Secretary, and sealed with the cor-

• seal Of said Society. . . . Each non-resident member
c from the Secretary a certificate of membership, said

e to be issued for the term of one year. . . . The fee

bersLip in this Society for non-residents shall be five

ior the first year, and for each succeeding year two dollars

We know of no other society whose by-laws require

non-residents to take out licenses; although we believe

that the New Jersey Game and Fish Protective So-

ciety, of Plainfield, has collected money from sports-

men visiting New Jersey and given them certificates in

return. It is probable that a test case in the courts

would demonstrate that such collection of money by the

Plainfield society under its existing by-laws is without

warrant of law. In reply to an inquiry on this subject,

Mr. W. L. Force, the secretary, writes to the Book of the

Game Laws: "I do not know of any clause in our hy-

laws compelling a non-resident to join our game society.

The State law, however, says that they must 'comply with

the by-laws,' etc., and the second section of Section 7 is

supposed to cover the case." Section 7 reads as follows:

§ 7. The annual dues of members shall |be two dollars for each

year, to be paid by each member in advance, the first payment to

be made to accconipany the application foricertificate of member-
ship, and subsequent payments to be made annually in advance
upon the commencement of each succeeding year of membership;

and in case of non-election:such first annual fee shall be returned

forthwith to such applicant. Non-residents idesiring to become
members of this society, in accordance with the provisions of

Chapter CLXXX1V. of the Laws of the State of New Jersey,

must comply with the provisions of this section.

The whole question turns on the meaning of the phrase

"must comply with the provisions of this section." We
cannot see that it means that the non-resident must join

the society or pay any money to anybody for a certifi-

cate. If the Plainfield society wishes to compel non-

residents to take out a license, it can readily accomplish

that end by saying so in plain English in its by-laws.

It would be interesting if some one would test this

question by taking it into the courts. Meanwhile the

sportsman dwelling in a less favored clime who seeks New
Jersey covers is admonished that it will unquestionably

be cheaper to pay the $2 than to pay New Jersey lawyer

THE DEAD CAMP-FIRE.

AHEAP of ashes, a few half-burned brands, a black-

ened pair of crotched sticks that mark the place of

the once glowing heart of the camp, furnish food for the

imagination to feed upon or give the memory an elusive

taste of departed pleasures.

If you were one of those who saw its living flame and
felt its warmth, the pleasant hours passed here come
back with that touch of sadness which accompanies the

memory of all departed pleasures and yet makes it not

unwelcome. What was unpleasant, even what was

almost unendurable, has nearly faded out of remem-
brance or is recalled with a laugh.

It was ten years ago, and the winds and fallen leaves

of as many autumns have scattered and covered the gray

heap, or, if it was only last year, and you fancy that the

smell of fire still lingers in the brands, how vividly re-

turn to you the anxious deliberation with which the site

was chosen with a view to all attainable comfort and
convenience, and the final satisfaction that followed the

establishment of this short-lived home, short-lived, but

yet so much a home during its existence.

Nothing contributed so much to make it one as the

camp-fire. How intently you watched its first building

and lighting, how labored for its maintenance with
awkwardly-wielded ax, how you inhaled the odors of its

cookery and essayed long-planned culinary experiments

with extemporized implements, over its beds of coals,

and the consequent exaltation of triumph or mortification

of failure.

All these come back to you, and the relighting of the

fire in the sleepy dawn, the strange mingling of white

sunlight and yellow firelight when the sun shot its first

level rays athwart the camp, the bustle of departure for

the day's sport, the pleasant loneliness of camp-keeping
with only the silent woods, the crackling fire and your

thoughts for company ; the incoming at nightfall and the

rekindling of the fire, when the rosy bud of sleeping

embers suddenly expanded into a great blossom of light

whose petals quivered and faded and brightened among
the encircling shadows of the woods. You laugh again

at the jokes that ran around that merry circle andwonder
again and again at the ingenuity with which small per-

formances where magnified into great exploits, little

haps into strange adventure, and with which bad shots

and poor catches were excused.

At last came breaking camp, the desolation of dismant-

ling and leave-taking. How many of you will ever meet
again ? How many of those merry voices are stilled for-

ever, from how many of those happy faces has the light

of life faded?

Who lighted this camp-fire r Years have passed since

,

it lit the nightly gloom of the woods, for moss and lichens

are creeping over the charred back-log. A green film is

spread over the ashes, and thrifty sprouts are springing

up through them.

You know that the campers were tent-dwellers, for

there stand the rows of rotten tent pins inclosing a rusty

heap of mold that once was a fragrant couch of ever-

greens inviting tired men to rest, or you know they spent

their nights in a shanty, for there are the crumbling
walls, the fallen-in roof of bark that never again will

echo song or jest.

This pile of fish bones attests that they were anglers,

and skillful or lucky ones, for the pile is large. If you
are an ichthyologist, you can learn by these vestiges of

their sport whether they satisfied the desire of soul and
stomach with the baser or the nobler fishes; perhaps a

rotting pole, breaking with its own weight, may decide

whether they fished with worm or fly; but whether you
relegate them to the class of scientific or unscientific

anglers, you doubt not they enjoyed their sport as much
in one way as in the other.

You know that they were riflemen, for there is the

record of their shots in the healing bullet wounds on the

trunk of a great beech. For a moment you may fancy

that the woods still echo the laughter that greeted the

shot that just raked the side of the tree; but it is only the

cackle of a yellow-hammer.

There is nothing to tell you who they were, whence
they came, or whither they went; but they were camp-
ers, lovers of the great outdoor world so akin to you, and
you bid them hail and farewell without a meeting.

SNAP SHOTS.

MR. T. M. ALDRICH, who called the other day on

his way South with a string of dogs for the coming
trials, tells us that the shooting season in Rhode Island

has not by any means made good the promise of the

earlier year with respect to ruffed grouse. The hirds

bred well, and a capital season was anticipated; but gun-

ners have failed to find them. Nobody can satisfactorily

account for the failure; but the grouse tick theory has its

supporters. Another noticeable feature of the season is

that quail are remarkably backward in growth; they are

small, too small to shoot. It might be thought that the

small ones are second broods; but if that is the case, ask

the shooters where are the birds of the first broods?

Moose are reported numerous in Nova Scotia this

season. A correspondent who has just returned reports

that his party shot three, and saw and heard many more.

A great many have been killed. Digby is a starting point.

Non-residents are required to pay a license. From what

we learn, there appears to be reason to believe that the

license law is not enforced with perfect impartiality. It

is said that in some localities it makes a difference as to

what hotels are patronized by visiting sportsmen, immun-
ity from prosecution for hunting without a license count-

ing as among the advantages enjoyed by the guests of

certain inns.

The man Hoxie—that Rhode Island game protector who
was caught with a big basket of grouse and woodcock
killed out of season—will be up for trial again to-morrow.

It will be remembered that he got off with only one fine

the first time. The officers of the prosecuting society are

determined to vindicate the law in this case. The aver-

age Rhode Island farmer, in the vicinity of Narragansett

Pier and other summer watering places, has absolutely

no scruple whatever about shooting robins, chicken par-

tridge, young quail and whatever else he can dispose of

to the restaurant keepers.

We record with much regret the death of Dr. Amandus
Ferber, whose papers on angling have for many years

given pleasure to the readers of Forest and Stream. Dr.

Ferber was a devoted fisherman; his experience in fly-

fishing on the west coast of Florida was perhaps more ex-

tensive than that of any of his companions. He was a

man of gentlemanly instincts, who by his principles and
practice did credit to the craft.

We would be glad to have information about shooting

resorts in the South. As noted by our Boston correspon-

dent, sportsmen from the North are finding their way in

increasing numbers to Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia

and Florida. For the benefit of those who are seeking

desirable hunting points, we invite communications on

the subject.
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MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
IX.

TOWARD morning I was awakened by the cold. The
fire was nearly out and a little brown rabbit lay

crouched by the embers, so near that I could almost touch

him with my hand. "When I arose to put on some wood
he scampered away. Rabbits often do this, seeming to

enjoy the warmth.
Day was just breaking, and as we were all cold the

camp was soon astir. A new fire and a cup of coffee put

us to rights; and while tbe others were engaged in pre-

paring breakfast I took my rod to see if I could not add
some trout to our larder. I thought the fish had been
frightened the night before by the entrance of the canoes

into the pool, so I went around through the woods till I

came out on the brook above it and then fished down.
A few small fish rewarded me, but I looked for better

sport in the pool. I stood in the water just above the

little fall and cast my flies into the edge of the foam. I

made a few casts and another small fish was added to

those in the creel. Then I tried to drop my leader in

under some bushes where the current set in under the
bank. It was a hard place to get at, but looked as if there

ought to be some fish there. Some old patriarch of the
trout tribe ought to make his headquarters there, I

thought. My first cast landed my flies in the overhanging
bushes, and one of them is there now, for ought I know
to the contrary, but my fly-book supplied a duplicate. At
the next few trials, in my efforts to avoid a similar acci-

dent, I did not reach the desired spot. Auother cast, how-
ever, and the three flies floated lightly down on the riffle

under the bushes. Scarcely had they touched the water
when a noble trout threw himself out bodily and seized

the white-miller. I struck hard and the reel clicked as

he shot across the pool. I reeled in gently and the rod
bent under the strain. My footing on the slippery stones

of the brook was precarious, and I had not brought the
landing net. As my captive darted this way and that in

his efforts to escape, I thought it was about an even
chance whether I landed him or he capsized me. But at

last he began to tire, and I drew him toward me wonder-
ing how I should get him, for I did not dare lift him out
by the leader. Finally when his strength and courage
were about gone I led him carefully into shallow water
and to the shore. Not till I had him safely in the basket
did I draw a long breath. His weight was a trifle over
2lbs.: and I caught another which weighed a pound. I

heard my companions calling me to breakfast and re-

turned to them. We made short work of breaking camp,
and at an hour which would be called early in the city

we had left Lod g Pond behind us and were again voyaging
down Moose River.
The woods were vocal with the song of the white-

throated sparrow, whose beautiful, clear notes were those
most often heard as we traveled, and at all of our camps
we were serenaded by this little musician, sometimes
hearing it in the middle of the night. The drumming of
the woodpeckers resounded from the dead trees, and a
kingfisher skimmed like a streak of blue light along the
stream. The harsh screams of bluejays and the cawing
of cro ws were other expressions of bird life, and once we
saw a bald eagle sail majestically over and disappear
beyond the treetops.

As we rounded a bend we saw some distance ahead an
old wing dam, and heard the sound of rapids, the swash
of the water over the shallow, stony bottom becoming
mere distinct as we approached it. As we left the dead
water and entered the rapids, the guides stood erect, the
better to look ahead and choose a safe course for the fra-

gile canoes, and the paddles were exchanged for the set-

ting poles.

The running of the rapids in a cauoe is the most thrill-

ing experience incidental to a journey through the wilder-
ness. The canoeman stands erect, with one foot in ad-
vance of the other, and with his long iron-tipped setting
pole controls the movements of the birch. He does not
allow the canoe to go down as swiftly as a novice would
suppose she would have to, but "snubs" her along slowly,
now and again givinga few vigorous pushes to reach a bet-
ter channel. Submerged rocks show their location by the
appearance of the water which rises over them in a smooth
mound, which ends in a wave of snowy foam on the lower
edge, as the water sets off from the sides. A canoe if handled
skillfully will clear them by a hand's breadth "in safety.
Sometimes, finding the water shoaling, it is impossible to
proceed and then the canoe is backed across the stream
to a point from which a channel may be selected. At
times a bump against a rock is unavoidable, but unless a
sharp, jagged point or edge cuts the birch she usually
sustains no serious injury. The responsibility of the
management rests upon the man in the stern, though the
bowman may render assistance with his paddle. One
danger, though it is rather an unlikely accident, is the
chance of the setting pole catching between two stones
or in a cleft in a ledge, and being wrenched from a canoe-
man's hands. In that case, unless he is quick to seize
his paddle, the stern will swing around broadside to the
current and a capsize is then unavoidable. This accident
did happen once to me, but not being in a bad place a
few vigorous strokes of the paddle brought the little craft
to a place of safety and the pole was recovered. There is

danger too of the pole slipping off a smooth rock and
causing the canoeman to lose his 'aquilibrium, It may be
said that the act of shooting rapids is never unattended.by
some degree of danger, but when one finds himself in the
midst of foaming, tossing water, beneath which he gets
on all sides glimpses of submerged rocks and ledges, be-
tween which and his own precious body there is only the
frail shell of a birch, it is most exciting and exhilarating.
The light canoe tosses like a cork, and receives slap after
slap from the waves which wash its sides and dash their
spray in the faces of the voyagers, but with a skillful
man in the stern one is ever ready to repeat the adven-
ture. It is true, however, that running rapids is not as
many a romancer and artist has written or pictured it;

,
the experience as it is often depicted by both pen and
pencil would never be undertaken by the most expert of
panoemen, unless with suicidal intent.
These rapids were not difficult to navigate—-J have

been through stiffer water—and we went on down until
we came to the head of Burnt Dam Pitch. Here we had
to make a portage. The canoes were lifted out and shouh
dered by the guides, who carried them around the fall,

over a rough path abounding in slippery stones and logs,

between which were many dangerous holes. The lug-

gage was transported in like manner. The water was
bad for a mile or more below the pitch, and as there

was a path along the top of the bank we walked ahead,

leaving the guides to bring the canoes. We enjoyed the

walk along the narrow footpath, which we followed m
Indian file through thick woods till we came to a dilapi-

dated log cabin, where there had once been a farm. A
woodchuck had established himself in, or rather under,

the old house, and he scuttled into his burrow at our ap-

proach.

We kept on through more woods, and came out on a

high, steep bank, which sloped to the river. We were in

a sort of a clearing, but on the other side the trees grew
down to the water's edge. Away in the distance we
could see the blue outline of a mountain, which we
recognized as Kakadjo, and rising behind it was its

neighbor, Sabotawan. We sat on the bank, taking in the

wild view of the rushing water and listening to its sub-

dued roar, while we watched for the canoes. Since

morning the sky had been obscured by a thick haze,

through which the sun shone with a dull glare, and this

atmospheric condition produced a curious, but beatitiful,

phenomenon. Whenever the water flowed smoothly over

a rock, large or small, it glowed with a brilliant metallic

lustre of rich coppery bronze, and as this splendor had
the appearance of being under the surface the river was
as a stream of liquid fire.

As we looked at this dazzling sight, the canoes suddenly
shot around the bend with the stalwart form of Bill taking
the lead . There was almost as much excitementin watch-
ing as if we had been with them, for we could see and
admire their skill. Every movement was the acme of

grace as they flew along; the water was very strong, and
being too deep for the use of setting-poles, they were ply-

ing the paddles; now wielding them with quick, firm

strokes, their bodies rising and falling rhythmically with
the motion; then as the canoes shot along some stretch of

close current, poising ready for the next stroke, their feet

planted as firmly as if they stood on shore. Again, the
paddles were held firmly against the gunwales and used
as rudders, only to be once more flashed in the air while
the crystal drops fell sparkling from them. The men had
to think quickly and act quickly, yet every motion was
made with that deliberation which indicates a clear head
in time of emergency. After they had passed we went
on along the path and again into the woods. We crossed
Stony Brook, and some distance below came out on the
bank at the foot of the rapids. The guides came out at

about the same time, for, though they had passed us,

there were places where the canoes had to be lifted out and
this had delayed them. In one bad pitch three of them
broke their setting-poles, but they came through safe,

and as Bill expressed it, "right side up." We embarked
and sailed on as far as another fall, the Rolling Dam
Pitch, where we went ashore for dinner. At this place
a ledge extends the width of the river, over which the
-water rolls as over an artificial dam, whence the name.
Canoes have to be lifted around this pitch , but there is no
long carry to make. We took out three of the canoes
and then Dennis, after emptying his, gave an exhibition
of his skill by going over the fall. We had previously
arranged the camera and as he went over the crest, the
drop-shutter and a quick plate made a picture of the
scene. Another exposure gave us Francis and Cy as they
were busily engaged preparing our meal.
Before we left the Rolling Dam we interviewed the

trout with such success that fifteen handsome spotted
fish, ranging from 1 to 31bs. in weight, concluded to

accompany us. They were all taken with artificial flies

from the seething white water below the fall. Harry,
who was casting from his canoe in midstream, struck one
which carried away his whole leader with its three flies.

This fish was on the hook a quarter of an hour, during
which he broke water three times. He was an immense
trout, larger than any we landed, and in the raging water
where he took the fly he succeeded in breaking the tender
tackle. But this is always the angler's experience; the
fish which isn't landed is invariably a giant of his species.

We divided the honors about equally. Harry struck the
largest fish, William landed the heaviest fish and I cap-
tured the greatest number. We had to exercise a little of

that moral courage which the conscientious angler has to
use on occasions in leaving this trout pool while they were

jays or moose birds, which were hovering about the-

camp. This species (Perisoreus canadensis) is ten or-

eleven inches in length, of a dark brownish color, with'

white neck and breast, and is not generally so well*

known as its cousin, the bluejay. To the camper in the'

forest, however, it is a familiar object, for one of its-

peculiarities, and an interesting trait of its nature, is the

familiar manner in which it fraternizes with man in the 1

woods. They are often seen around a camp picking at'

the crumbs and scraps which may be strewn about, and
they will sometimes even investigate the contents of

packages.
As the twilight deepened into night we sat on the

:deacon seats," enjoying our rest after a day which had
been Crowded with many different phases of backwoods
life, and to which this quiet hour seemed a fit ending.
In the valley of the river the shadows had blended into

impenetrable darkness, from which arose on the still

night air the ceaseless refrain of the rapids. Beyond was
the great black wall of the Blue Ridge, and all around us
the silent forest. Swosh,swo3h; swosh, swosh—sang the
river—swosh, swosh—the same song it has chanted for*

untold ages—swosh, swosh—the same music which it

will sing long after we who have heard it have passed*

away—swosh, swosh; swosh, swosh—and the soft, sweet*

threnody was the last sound we heard as we fell asleep,
William Austin Brooks.

A RAINY DAY.

THE rain has poured down incessantly all day, mak-
ing it impossible to attend to any business out of

doors, so I have been looking over back numbers of

Forest and Stream. I venture the assertion that no
where else can be found such a delightful collection of

pleasure-giving articles. Each number breathes out the

aroma of the pine woods, of spruce and balsam thickets,

of tamerack and cypress swamps, of the prairie and the
woods, of the mountain top and the seashore. After
reading its pages I can close my eyes and lean back in

my chair, and I hear the sighing of the breeze through
the treetops, the hiss and whistle of the blizzard, the
ripple and babble of the brook, the dash and roar of the
mountain torrent, and the surging of the waves on the

beach. From the dark forests and mountains of British

Columbia to the everglades of Florida, and from the hill»

of New Brunswick to the sunny slopes of Mexico, every
section of our broad land contributes its share to interest

and please the reader.

And what a host of friends I have made by reading its

pages. Friends whom I dearly love but whose faces I

never saw. I seem to know them so well through their

writings, that I can hardly realize that I have no other
acquaintance with them, I have a mental photograph
of every one, and imagine that I should know them in-

stinctively if we should chance to meet. How I should
like to climb the mountains with "Yo" and "Dulog,"
navigate the waters with "Tarpon," share the camp with
"Kelpie," thread the mazes of the canebrake with "Coa-
homa," try my skill with the rifle with "Iron Ramrod"
after squirrels, follow the quail with "Wells," or ducks
with "Chasseur," or lure the finny denizens of the waters
with the "Kingfishers." But why try to enumerate them.
I think I should not have to travel far in any direction

without finding some friend already known to share my
sports. Who ever had the privilege of sitting around
camp-fire with such a host of congenial spirits, congre-

gated from every clime, experienced in every variety of

sports, possessed of intelligence, refinement and educa-
tion, and hear each one tell of the pleasures of the chase,

the triumphs and. disappointments that have fallen to his

share, of his favorite dog, or gun or rod ? But all of these

gather round me when I sit down to read a number of

Forest and Stream. "Long may it wave," and "may
its shadow never be less," is the wish of LewWillow.
Arkansas. ________

A GROUSE COMBAT.
ONE day about the 1st of June, while walking along a

country road, I was somewhat startled by a strange

giving us noble sport; but we had all we could use, and
j
and weird sound that issued from the depths of a very

we made it a point never to waste any. I, for one, could
(

large woods adjacent. I stopped and listened. The
never see what glory there is in making a score; in catch- > sound was repeated at intervals of perhaps a minute or

ing such and such a number of trout in so many hours' or
j
so. Not knowing what to make of it, never having heard

days' fishing. This seems to me a prostitution of the i such sounds, I got over the fence and proceeded as cau-

gentle art. "Willful waste" has made "woeful want" in
[
tiously and silently as possible toward the place whence

many a stream and pond.
Down the river we paddled, through more rapids, and

then along beautiful reaches of dead water where the
glassy surface mirrored the wooded banks and reflected

the clouds and sky in its dark depths. We stopped at a
headworks on Little Brassua Pond, which is a "bulge"
in the river, and then had two miles more of smooth
deep water before we reached Brassua Lake. Our course
lay for three miles across Brassua to the outlet, which is

also Moose River, and out in the open lake we had a
heavier sea to breast than we had on Long Pond. The
wind was not strong, but the lake still felt the influence
of the gale of the previous day and night, and we
realized that there was some hard paddling to be done.
We struck across in a bee line for the outlet, and once
away from the shelter of the shore, we looked upon a
scene of wild and romantic beauty. We were surrounded
by miles of heaving water, spangled by breaking white
caps, which rose and fell between us and the forest which
frames this lake of the wilderness. Looming up beyond
the dark line of the timber were the familiar outlines of
various mountains, to the east Kineo and Kokadjo, in
the

- southwest the Miseree group, and in the far north-
west the massive bulk of Eskweskwewadjo, or Bald
Mountain, which is the most striking feature of the land-
scape from Brassua. Straight ahead we saw the Blue
Ridge, at the base of which Moose River flows for four
miles to its mouth at Moosehead Lake. Two miles below
Brassua are some rapids known as Sam's Pitch, and just
below them a wing dam. There is a logging camp there
where we proposed to spend the night. The camp, a
substantial low-roofed log: structure, contained an old
Btove and a rude table, which we soon had in use. We
shared our bread with two red squirrels which had their

nest hidden somewhere in the roof, and the refuse which
we threw outside was. sfeiged upon by a pair of Canada

the sound seemed to come. After I had gone about
50yds., screening myself as much as possible behind trees,

I came up to about 20yds. of a large dead log, upon which
stood two ruffed grouse in battle array. They stood
something like 6ft. from each other, with tbe black feath-

ers around their necks (called the ruff) raised till thej

almost pointed toward their heads, which were lowered
and which they were shaking at each other in defiance.

In a few moments they gradually approached each other
and when about 2ft. apart they rushed together, tht

momentum and their wings carrying them into the aid

about a foot from the log. While there they struck re

peated blows and then fell back to the log, where a shon,

tussle took place, when they separated and moved bad
to about Oft. of each other.

After an interval they advanced toward each othey

again and repeated the* same performance as before
The desperate battle went on by "rounds," till several

were fought. How long the fight had been going on

before I came upon the scene I had no means of knowing
but after they had come together several times in m/
presence, the bird that seemed the smaller moved back
ward, still presenting a defiant attitude, with his hea

;

lowered, till he came to the end of the log, when h
jumped off and disappeared.
Upon this the victor raised himself and stretched u-

till he nearly stood on his toes, expanding his wimr
the same time. (It looked for a moment as if he
crow). Then settling himself back, he brought hi-

down against his breast with a sound like that
by forcibly striking a brass drum. Again he i

wings.and repeated the sound. Still continuing
and lower his wings more and more rapidly tL_

finally r-olled away "in one continuous murmur and .

still." The sound was indescribable. As soon as he hit

drummed hfe jumped off the log and disappeared. Wis*
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tag to know if the female (the probable cause of the con-
flict) was near by, I advanced rapidly, and started her,

together with the victor, and a short distance away the
defeated bird. Dorp.

THE LION OF FANCY AND OF FACT.
" IT^ROM the earliest times," says the writer in the "En-
J? cyclopedia Britannica," "few animals have been

better known to man than the lion." If by knowledge is

meant tbe possession of a series of connected facts such as

will enable one to arrive at the truth concerning anything,
this statement is very far from being accurate; but. on
the other hand, if the author means that this animal has

been for ages much talked of and the center of innumer-
able superstitions, traditions, fanciful tales, etc., no one
will question the truth of the observation. ' 'The strongly

marked physical and moral characteristics" of the lion

impressed themselves powerfully upon the imaginations
of many peoples. His habitats placed "the king of beasts"

in contact with races who were capable of recording their

impressions, idealizing their feelings and representing

their fancies in cabalistic forms. Formerly it was cus-

tomary among authors regardful of their reputations to

put down all they remembered, and all that could be col-

lected indiscriminately from books, concerning the sub-

ject treated of. Furthermore, quantity of reference was
usually taken to be indicative of quality in material, and
a boot or essay was conventionally called learned, and
was assumed to be valuable, in proportion as it was
a patchwork of opinions.

Now, books are used as evidence; as witnesses to facts

which require to be correlated with other facts and with
theories, failing in which respect they are discredited.

There are a certain number of principles in biology which
have ceased to be matters of opinion, and it is with refer-

ence to these that the testimony of observers will be
reviewed, so far as it relates to the descriptive natural
history of tbe lion.

Without entering upon any detailed examination of

the question, it may be assumed that thex-e is only one
species of lion extant in this era. It is quite certain that
the present African and Indian lions are identical.

Organic likeness does not, except in general outline,

imply likeness in character and habit, and the lions of
these continents and of different localities in the same
continents differ in the way of temper and behavior very
greatly. The famous hunters exhibit an entire absence
of unanimity in respect of the unity of species among
lious, as well as with regard to their character, and there
is scarcely any better illustration of the causes of error
which beset ordinary observation than can be found in
their works,
A certain vanity in discovery is nearly universal in

mankind, and this is obviously a disturbing element in

the mental processes involved in discovering anything.
In addition to this it must with reluctance be admitted
that eminent sportsmen have not generally been either

highly cultured or very thoroughly trained zoologists,

and that they have not commonly exhibited a tendency
to generalize from undistributed premises, to put ignor-
ance in the place of knowledge and to confound inference
with observation.

Sir Samuel Baker's observations upon recorded judg-
ments in the case of the Cingalese buffalo perfectly apply
to the majority of those which have been promulgated
about the lion. No opinion, he remarks, of the habits
and character of a wild beast "can be depended upon,"
unless its pursuit "has been followed up as a sport by
itself," because the traits of no class of animals can be
inferred from those displayed by any particular beast.

"Many persons kill a wild buffalo now and then," but no
one, says Sir Samuel, had to his knowledge hunted the
buffalo exclusively; "and unless this is done, the real
character" of the animal "must remain unknown."
Gerard seems to have been the only man who fulfilled

to any extent this requirement, but his lions unfortu-
nately were often too much Gallieised by a residence in
the French provinces of Africa to adequately represent
the race. However, like Capt. Sheriff, as described by
D'Ewes ("Sporting in Both Hemispheres"), the famous
Spahi pursued mainly the great cats, and so far as facts
go. he has materially contributed to our store.

A misconception of the nature and origin of instinct
has very generally involved the erroneous idea that ani-

mals inferior to man are vitalized machines, and that
they act, and must act invariably, in a definite manner.
What is called instinct is not a supernatural endowment
that supplies the place of reason ; it is the experience of
the race and of the individual, organized to the extent of
having become automatic in action. This physiologically
recorded experience differs in every class and in every
subdivision of class, according to the circumstances under
which the groxip has developed. Such diversities, corre-
sponding to diversities in the environment, imply that
they were acquired, a conclusion which the study of in-
stinct in every phase corroborates.

That wild animals have, as a rule, an instinctive fear of
man, is a very common opinion, and rests upon the same
basis as that concerning the occult power of the human
eye. It is questionable whether any proof whatever can
be adduced to show that man, as man, is dreaded, before
he has made himself terrible to the animals who fly from
his scent or sight. In the latter instance, it may be said
that, for anatomical and physiological reasons, smell is

in many species as ideally representative as hearing or
sight; and everything goes to show that in these instances,
where acquaintance with his destructive power and pro-
pensities is not the cause of dread, it is the unusual that
excites terror apart from its manifestation in any particu-
lar form. This is so universal a trait among all highly-
developed animals, including man, that it seems unneces-
sary to do more than specify its existence.
"In the attack upon the tiger or other savage animals,"

says Captain Shakespear ["Wild Sports of India"], "the
human eye, fixed without wavering in its steadfast gaze
from the eyes of the animal, exerts a power which of
itself appears to be sufficient either to stop the meditated
attack, or to turn the animal in its career." It may be
remarked of this statement, first that there is no indica-
Hn in his work that its author had ever found the plan

icceed. He always turned charging tigers with a
*Je-barreled rifle. In the second place it might be

whether it be improbable that there is something,
«ps, apart from the power of the eye that may have

* j-mted to the result, as, for example, the man's atti-

;
v^,r arms, expression, not to speak of the inherited

. knowledge upon the beast's part that his enemy had the

power to destroy him. Anderson mentions the belief in
this eye power over the lion, and supposes that it may
have averted death in certain instances, as in the case of
Diedrich Muller, who confronted a wounded lion that
finally drew off. Drummond's hunter, however, shut his
eyes, as he confessed, when he unexpectedly found him-
self in the midst of a family of lions, whence he escaped
unharmed, and Cert Schepus was killed under circum-
stances peculiarly favorable for overawing the lion with
a look. Moffatt ["Missionary Labors and Scenes in South
Africa], of whom Anderson says that he "probably knew
more about the lion and his habits than any other man,"
remarks in this connection, that eyeing the beast is of
doubtful efficacy. It may succeed "under ordinary cir-

cumstances," but if he be hungry or a man-eater, "he
does not spend time gazing on the human eye * * *

but takes the easiest and most expeditious way of rnak-
inga meal of a man."
With respect to these preliminary matters then, we

may conclude that there is but one species of lion, which
includes many temporary varieties in color, length of
mane, size, and character. That maneless lions, either
naturally, or from having dragged their hair out in
jungles, are purely imaginary species, the lion being
maned in Asia, Africa, Asia Minor, Persia, Syria, Asiatic
Turkey, and the Valley of the Euphrates. Further, that
the wild lion has, as a rule, less mane than the captive
animal, and that his instinctive fear of man, and of
man's eye, is a fable in the sense in which it is ordinarily
accepted. J. H. P.

[TO BE CONTINUED. J

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA.
IV.—THE LITTLE CHIEF HARE,

IN the autumn of 1888 I promised Dr. R. W. Shufeldt to
procure him some specimens of the little chief hare,

preserve them in alcohol and forward the following sum-
mer, If he sees this he will know why I did not keep
my promise. I went up in July of '89, carrying a full
supply of alcohol and proper receptacles for the speci-
mens, but for the first two weeks on the lake there was
good fishing, and the trip after the hares was deferred
from day to day. On our trips to Echo, B. takes a shot-
gun and I carry a rifle, a small one for small game. One
afternoon, the fish not rising, I took the rifle and went
out to shoot a woOdchuck. I had climbed the mountain
some hundred feet, when I heard the thin piping cry of
the little chief in an unexpected place. I sat down on a
rock to see if I could locate him, and after ten or fifteen
minutes' close scrutiny of the rocks above caught sight
of the little fellow. They are very difficult to detect, as
they seldom leave the rocks in which they dwell, and as
they are almost the color of granite, one can look for a
long time without seeing them. Their small size also
helps to keep them unnoticed, and although they will
allow one to approach within a distance of 25 or 30ft.,
only the sharpest eye can detect them in the crevices of
the rocks. I sat down to watch for this little chap, and
after getting my eye on Mm brought my rifle carefully
to bear on a rock above his head, hoping to kill him by
the spattering of the bullet. If I had shot him through
the head or body the specimen would have been spoiled.
I fired and procured him, but was chagrined to find that
his lower jaw had been torn away by a fragment of the
bullet and the teeth all destroyed. As this partially
ruined the specimen I did not keep it, but determined to
climb the mountain next day with the shotgun and get
some good ones.
On the following afternoon B. took his Kodak and

accompanied me, carrying his shotgun, and I again took
the rifle. Up, up we climbed untilabout 800ft. above the
lake. It was just at the edge of the timber, where I knew
the colony to be located. It was arduous work, and we
were both pretty well tired when we arrived. The scene
was magnificent, and B. succeeded in taking a landscape
view with his Kodak, which proved to be very fine. An
enlarged copy hangs above my head as I write these lines,
but it only embraces a view of the upper lake and the
mountains beyond. A little higher and Lake Tahoe un-
folds its flat bosom beyond Mount Tallac's frowning face.
Away to the left Mount Pyramid cleaves the air, 1,500ft.
higher than where we stand. At our feet the mountain
falls away almost perpendicularly, and snugly ensconced
at its base lie the two Echoes. Lake Nanon can also be
seen, flashing in its quiet bed, while to the right looms
Job's Peak and other mountains of the eastern summit.
We entered a deep gorge in the mountain side, where on
the three sides the cliffs rise 500ft. or more in sil°nt
majesty. The bottom of the gorge is filled with peren-
nial snow, which, while not forming a glazier, hardens
into ice-like solidity and never entirely melts away.
Here B. again shot the scene with his Kodak. That was
all we did shoot, however. After a/long two hours' wait,
with the coveted animals piping on' all sides, we had to
give it up and return. Not a hare could either of us get
our eyes upon, although there were probably a hundred
within gunshot. On three other occasions did I climb
that steep mountain side, and each time I got nothing for
my pains. Hence it is that Dr. Shufelt did not get his
specimen.

I regretted not keeping my first, as it was not mutil-
ated enough to spoil it, and it would have shown my good
faith in the matter. The fact was, I never for an instant
supposed I could not procure dozens of the little fellows
if I tried, as on previous visits to the locality I had al-
ways seen numbers of them.

V.—A SWIMMING SQUIRREL.
One morning I was rowing down through the lakes, on

my way to the road where the stage driver caches our
mail, packages of vegetables, etc., when he passes to and
fro from Placerville to Lake Tahoe. The stage makes
two weekly trips each way, and after each up trip we
visit our cache for such things as may be left, and also to
take out an occasional box of trout for some of our
friends at home. After entering the lower lake, there
being no wind stirring, my attention was arrested by a
peculiar ripple on the water, away down the lake. The
ripple was triangular in shape, with a very sharp angle,
and I at once suspected it was made by some creature
swimming across the lake. Whatever it was, was headed
for the south shore, was half across the lake or more, and
was making good time. I put on a greater spread of my
ashen sail—so to speak—and after a sharp chase overtook
the object of my curiosity. My surprise was great when
I found it to be a Douglas pine squirrel which was cross-

ing the lake, and making excellent time, too. He had
chosen the widest point of the lake at which to cross, and
must have deliberately started in for a mile swim. When
I began to get pretty close he worked for dear life, and it

was wonderful the speed he attained. It took some
moments to overtake him. rowing a boat laden with only
myself and a box of fish, and I caught him only when
within a few yards of shore. He fairly forced himself
upon top of the water, and almost ran on it, so great
were his efforts. When I got alongside he was pretty
well exhausted and turned to the boat and tried to climb
its sides. This he could not do, until I thrust down an
oar, up which he ran in a tired way, and jumped from it

to my shoulder, from there he clambered to the top of
my head. On finding that I was not a tree, and that he
could go no higher, he sprang into the water again and
resumed his journey. I headed him off, and a second
time took him on board. This time he ran rapidly around
the gunwales of the boat two or three times, sprang upon
my head as before, and back into the boat and hid under-
neath the seat in the bow. I stopped rowing, and lay
upon my oars until the other boat containing B. arrived,
when I told him to come and see what I had picked up.
The instant the two boats touched, the little fellow shot
from bis hiding place, leaped into the other boat, then
upon B.'s head, from there to the boatman's (whose
Christian name was George Washington, but we always
called him "Hatchet" for short) then back to mine, and
again took to the water. This time I let him go, and in
a moment or two he reached the shore, where I hope he
is yet.

All this time I could hear another squirrel calling upon
the south shore, at the point the first squirrel was swim-
ming for, and from the nature of his remarks I have no
doubt he was engaged in reviling the latter, and daring
him to come across and tread on the tail of his coat. I
think this was the solution, for it was too late in the
season for him to be a Leander, swimming the Helles-
pont to meet his Hero. These squirrels are very bellig-
erent and will answer each others' challenges as far as
they can hear. It being a very calm morning these two
got to abusing each other across the lake, and probably
one of them called the other such outrageous names that
he could stand it no longer and started over to see aboutit.
Over forty years ago, in the little schoolhouse in the

East, near where I was born, I remember reading in the
old school reader about a squirrel that came to a stream
and not being able to swim it launched a piece of bark,
got aboard and hoisting his tail for a sail gaily reached
the other shore, dry-footed. This had appealed to my
boyish mind as a striking example of animal sagacity
and of a wonderful adaptation of means to the end.
Alas! this beautiful story has been proved false. Thus,
one by one, have the beliefs of youth passed away. And
when I hear that the great round-topped mountain, that
used to flank that same schoolhouse, has become a small
and insignificant hill, then will I be ready to disbelieve
all things, give up this unsubstantial life and seek another
land. Arefar. "

Auburn, California.

American Ornithologists' Union.—Portland, Conn.,
Oct. 6.—The eighth congress of the American Ornithol-
ogists' Union will convene in Washington, D. C, on
Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 11 o'clock A. M. The meetings will
be held at the U. S, National Museum. The presentation
of ornithological papers will form a prominent feature of
the meetings, and members are earnestly requested to
contribute, and to notify the secretary in advance as to
the titles of their communications, so that a programme
for each day may be prepared.

—

John H. Sage, Sec'y-

'mnt J?#g mid %m\.

A HIGH OLD TIME WITH A COON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your editorial, "The Coon Hunters," calls me out, but

I cannot report "nights with the coons," as so far this
season I have not engaged in the sport.
This is a famous locality for raccoons. The ledges and

boulders, for which rugged Cape Ann is noted, affords
them a secure retreat, and the hundreds of acres of white
oak forest provides an abundance of food. Last season
ten coons were killed in the immediate vicinity of my
cabin. This season, so far, the hunters have bagged
eight, but not in my neighborhood.
An unusual thing happened in the hunt last season near

my cabin. Two coons were started from Ledge Hill at
the same time. They soon separated and both were fol-

lowed. The trails diverged so much that at one time
they were a mile apart, but strange to tell, the coons
came together, at last, and were both killed from the
same tree.

The coon hunters of Cape Ann do not start a fire and
stand guard till morning, when a coon takes to a tall

tree. Some one of the party, skilled in the business,
straps on a pair of climbers and goes up, and up, till he
disappears in the gloom of the dense and dark foliage.
Then he lowers a cord and draws up a lantern, by the
light of which he searches the limbs until the coon is

found. The coon usually climbs to the topmast branch.
He is killed by a pistol shot and falls to the ground.
Sometimes, however, he is only wounded and then makes
it hot for the dogs before he is laid low.
I well remember one exciting coon hunt in which I

participated. Five of us treed a coon near a steep ledge.
I mounted the tree and found his coonship on a lower
limb. I thought I would have a little sport, so instead of
shooting the coon I shook him off and he fell to the
ground. Then, perched on a pine limb, forty feet in the
air, I witnessed a strange and weird scene. A seenethat
would make one's fortune could it be transfered to the
stage of a theater.
Dogs, hunters, coon, lanterns and leaves were mingled

in one furious, struggling, confused mass. In the uncer-
tain light of the swaying lanterns. I could only half dis-
tinguish what was going on; but there floated up on the
night air the sound of whirling leaves, the snarling and
spitting of the coon, the sharp cries of pain from the
dogs, the shouts of the excited hunters, and I became
fully as excited as the combatants. I felt an insane de-
sire to jump from my lofty perch, so anxious was I to
take part in the fray. The fight was on the brink of the
ledge, and Gus, the heavy weight of our party, lost his
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footing and went over with them. The ledge was cov-
ered with a thick carpet of rock brake (Polypodium vul-

gare) for 30ft. down its steep side. Gus caught hold of

the upper edge of this carpet, when it slowly parted from
the ledge, and, doubling over itself, swung him 30ft, be-

low; from thence he dropped a distance of 10ft. on to the
dogs and coon, and the blanket of rock brakes fell and
completely covered the lot.

By this time I was down the tree, and running round
with the boys to the foot of the ledge, saw the blanket in

violent motion and heard unearthly yells and terrified

cries, mingled witb smothered execrations. We pulled

the blanket one side and Gus crawled out, stiff and sore,

but no much the worse for his rough experience. He was
covered witb blood and dirt, but when we found he was
unhurt we laughed until we nearly split our sides, or till

Gus himself stopped laughing long enough to shout,

"You dangod fools, let no guilty coon escape!'' But it

was too late. The coon had fought his way to the ledge,

in spite of the dogs, and as we made a rush for him be
disappeared in a hole and was lost to us forever.

After this we lit our pipes, and while waiting for the
clogs to st art another coon, each told his experience of the

fight. Two of the boys had smashed their lanterns, and
in explaining the matter each claimed that he had hit the

coon a terrific blow over the back. They were proud of

the exploit and disposed to brag. To tell the truth , I was
envious until Fred and Gus rolled up their trousers legs

and disclosed two black and blue welts, arfd sarcastically

called the company's attention to the fact that said welts
might have been "made by the sharp edge of a lantern

bottom. And so the lantern smashers got left. And so

we all got left. Hermit.
Down on Cape Ann.

The Cape Ann Breeze, of Gloucester, Mass., reports

Aug. 20: "On 'Saturday night eight of the sturdy coon
hunters of the Lower Parish, reenforced by the redoubt-

able 'Ben,' started in search of a monster coon which
one of the party had dreamed of the night before. After
hunting about for an hour, Ben struck a hot trail and soon

a coon was denned in the quarry back of Mr. Gardner
Herrick's. The united efforts of the Whole party were
found necessary to persuade his coonship that he was
wanted outside. When at last he came out, Ben tackled

him and a royal battle ensued, in which Ben finally put
his antagonist hors de combat. Ben was covered with
scratches from the sharp claws of Mr. Coon: but Ben did

not mind them. With nose on the ground, he soon struck

another trail and denned another coon near the old farm
road, where the coon of Thursday evening was captured.

This one was not captured, however, all efforts to get

him out of his den were unavailing, and at last the tired

but happy hunters started on the homeward journey, Ben
enlivening them by his .joyful barks. The coon is the largest

of the season, weighing Solbs. His skin is nailed up in

James's barn and measures 34ft. from tip to tip, 3in.

across the forelegs and 21in. across the body,"

EditorForest and Stream:
You ask if the coon hunters have been idle or unsuc-

cessful. I think we are killing a few down this way in

the little down of Fiskdale. It is a town that holds but

a few coon hunters, but what there are of us are doing
good service. We have two dogs; one is a beagle hound,
the other a foxhound, but they cannot be beat. We
divide up into two 'parties. Stanley Wight is the owner
of the beagle hound. George Stover owns the foxhound.
We have killed 28 coons, the largest one weighing 18|lbs,,

the smallest Sfibs. The best luck we have had at any one

time was last week Friday night. We got 4, the largest

l7lbs., the smallest 14ilbs. I don't think you can go a
coon better, not in Worcester county. We hope to get

several more before the fall is over. I guess I will close

my letter for this time, because we must start by 9

o'clock to see if we cannot get some more. M.

Fiskdale, Mass.

AN ALL-ROUND RIFLE.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps I might contribute something to the pleasure

of other lovers of the rifle by telling how I have managed
to arrange the best "all-round rifle" it has ever been my
fortune to use. It is a Marlin repeater, using the .33-40

cartridge, and mounted with Lyman sights. I find this

cartridge sufficiently strong for any game not larger

than deer, and for range and penetration it can hardly

be excelled by any other of like weight. I have hardly

ever known a bullet from this cartridge to stop inside of

a deer, no matter how it struck.

The Marlin rifl e has an arrangement of the action by
which a cartridge shorter than the regular size may be used
without clogging, so I have prepared some shells so that

they can be loaded with a light charge of powder and a
round ball (patched and pushed down into the shell like

loading a muzzleloading rifle) for hunting small game.
The only trouble about loading these shells thus is that

they are wedge-shaped, being larger at the base and tap-

ering to the .32 size at the point, so that a round ball

pushed down into the shell to the bottom would be loose;

so I filled some of the shells about two-thirds full of lead ,

setting a large wire nail, filed to a tapering point, into the

shell, the point of the nail filling the hole to the primer
chamber, then melting the lead and pouring it into the

shell, then drawing out the nail and the shell is ready to

load. A rifle using a straight shell would be some advan-

tage for loading in this way, as they could be loaded

without any special preparation, and the same shell could

be used for either light or heavy charges. But I like the

tapering shell, as it is practically impossible for them to

stick in the gun. The Marlin rifle is the only one that I

know of that will use these short cartridges.

Or I can fill the magazine of my rifle with full cart-

ridges and then load through the top of the action with

these light-loaded shells and hunt small game as long as

I choose, without using any cartridges in the magazine,

but if I find larger game at any time, all I have to do is to

throw the lever down as far as it will go, and out comes
the squirrel load and a full cartridge is brought up from
the magazine and inserted in the bairel, and when the

lever, comes back to place I am ready. These light

charges shoot slightly higher at short range than the full-

sized cartridges do, so I have two marks on the Lyman
sight, one for each charge, But the difference is so slight

that in making a quick shot at running game it works

very well, as there are more shots made too high than too
low in doing that kind of shooting. This makes a very
convenient rifle for all kinds of hunting where there is no
larger game than is found here. Lew Willow.
Arkansas.

THE NINE BARR'L CLUB,

SOME four 3'ears ago a Cape bound train bore out of the
Old Colony depot in Boston four men, four dogs and

four guns. There may have been other dogs, guns and
men on the train. If there were, I certainly don't remem-
ber them, so they could not have been of any importance.

It was when we descended from our chariot, amid the
sand dunes of the Cape, that the club received its name.
Our good and generally rational friend Bert bore on his
off shoulder, in addition to his handsome double Daly, an
ancient and very awful singlebarrel, presumably a relic

of his boy days, and doubtless as dear to his heart, as it

proved to his reputation on this occasion. Uncle Zeke
saw that line of gunners coming—dogs, guns and all—and
was duly impressed thereby. The first thing we heard
him say was: "Wall, I swan, ef here an't four boys and
nine barrl's!"

That settled it. We four were the original Nine Barr'l

Club, and the Nine Barr'l Club we are to-day, though
"we" are more than four now you maybe sure. Our
shooting was mostly "just going to" on the Cape that
time, but we won a name, and for the lack of birds we
have more than made up since.

The Nine Barr'l Club's specialty is gunning right here
at home where there is "nothing to shoot." Individually
we may wander off to Maine, Minnesota, Georgia and
the like. But the Nine Barr'l Club, as a club, shoots
right here at home in Massachusetts*. And though the
universal croak is no birds, "'we get there just the same,"
and to some purpose too.

In the verv heart of a huge wild marsh not twenty
miles from Boston stands a little cedar-covered club
house, in front of which the litte fleet of deceitful blocks

floats in a way that makes one's finger jerk. By the way,
some of those blocks are well shotted—the old story of

"the early morning," etc. Here the club has its head-
quarters, and ropes in the wily black duck, wood duck,
widgeon and teal to some purpose almost every squally

morning in the autumn. It shall be my task to tell all

about one of our good sample mornings one day soon, but
meantime I rather want to put on record one of our big
days with the snipe last autumn; a clay not often to be
equalled here or anywhere else that I have been, and I

have shot over "pretty considerable ground in my day."
,

There were three of us on hand when we pushed the

canoe off that morning. Not the great original four, but
about as good. There was Bert and his big blue belton
Whit, a strong team at any time; there was Jim the Reck-
less with his wild red Irishman, Dan; and lastly, there

was the Prof, with the liver and wdiite Jud, borrowed
from Fred, one of the original four—poor bow-wow, he's

gone to dog's heaven now.
There was a woirderful sorting of cartridges, filling of

belts and wiping of guns that morning. All through the

early gray before the sunrise we had heard the sharp
teek tweek of the snipe coming in, far overhead, and
making for the mud flats a mile up river.

The way we scrambled into that canoe, and the kindly
condsiderate manner in which each man (having shot

more than the other boys) instructed each other man
"how to shoot snipe," was distinctly typical of Yankee
gunners in an amiable mood. Corkscrew—though we
are strictly non-alcoholic—was one of the most frequent
words to be heard. One fellow ventured to say that he
never had seen a snipe "corkscrew" yet, whereupon all

hands said he never had seen a snipe anyway; and the

unfortunate Prof, requested to be allowed to "get out and
swim."
Long before the flats were reached, however, all were

silent as death, the dogs trotted along the banks, or

splashed in the river as best they could, now and then
flushing a rail, and looking wistfully after it, but not
chasing, unless perhaps the "wild Irishman" broke his

parole once or twice, coming back panting after a time,

with tail down, to the tune of a shrill dog whistle.

A long swift sweep of the paddles sent the boat's nose

up on to the mud bank, and, pulling up our long boots, we
all tumbled out and pulled the boat away up, the dogs
meantime charging obediently in a half-inch of chilly

water.
Before us stretched the flats, an ideal snipe ground—

a

good mile of black mud, with thinly scattered clumps of

marsh and sword grass, a ditch here and there, with its

ever present "greenhorn-catching," blue-joint, and honey
pots ad infinitum—we all know a good deal about those

honey pots!

Then we spread fifty yards apart, Jim and the red dog
on the extreme inside, the Prof, next him in center

field, with Fred's dog J ud adorning him (a very handsome
liver and white "borrowed plume"). Next the river, in

the mud and spatterdocks, stalked the two "big-uns,"

Bert and his massive blue belton Whit. We gave the

dogs, ranging fast and furious, fifteen yards law, and the

procession moved. Not a thing to be seen, not a bird in

air. A few steps and, tweek! tweek! out of the nothing-

ness of the mud, at the very nose of the Irishman, rose

Longbill number one with a quick dart to windward.
Jim was on him, the gun spoke, and there was no bird in

the air. But a strange and beautiful thing was happening;
as he fired, out of the ground at his heels rose another

snipe, Jim whirled completely around, the left barrel

barked, and a wonderful double had been made on snipe.

Not a bad start?

Another bird rose to Dan, went across to Prof , and car-

ried his charge of No. 10 for 50yds., dropping in the river

to be retrieved by Whit.
A moment more and Bert killed two birds in rapid suc-

cession, one of them a king rail, by the way. And then

the fun began, such fun as I never had seen and never

may hope to see again.

The birds whirled, up from everywhere, lying perfectly

to the dogs, waiting for us every time. The setters went
mad and, tell it not abroad, I fear we very nearly did too.

The guns got hot and we began to miss scandalously.

We fell into "honey pots*' up to our waists and scram-

bled out again, with both boots full of black mud, with-

out even knowing it, till afterward.

We walked across that flat in the clouds (smoke), ac-

companied by three insane dogs. It was the noisiest

walk I ever took,

There ought to be a big crop of ' 'Rivals" springing up
there now, but there isn't. I picked up a decaying shell
there the other day, it bore the mark of my left striker.
I should know the trail of that plunger anywhere. It
fairly gave me the blues, that shell did.

Well, we crossed the flat and sat down on the tussocks,
and thought and counted coups, and emptied the mud
from our boots and wondered where we got it, anyway.
Then we beat back over the meadows, sta.rting a few
stray birds here and there, and knocking over a suprised
clapper rail at a good 80yds. Then down stream, stop-
ping at the shanty for some shells and a bite to eat. and
pushing on further down to the lower flats.

Here the birds were shyer and mud holes plentier, but
it was a noisy session for all that, and when we got back
to the shanty that night, and the bacon was frizzling and
the coffee bubbling, and we all had got our dry clothes on,
we talked it over quietly . with the dogs' heads between our
knees, and unanimously agreed that it was the biggest
thing any of us had ever been in.

Out along the front of the shanty that night hung a
big bunch of birds, over sixty of them aud almost all

snipe, witb a teal or two, a mud hen and a few rail-

That was all! And one does not hit snipe every time.
All this within twenty miles of the Hub, in the flight

of eighty-nine. Prof.

WHERE BOSTON SPORTSMEN HUNT.
EVERY Maine paper from anywhere near the back-

woods is embellished with bear items. It would
seem that this class of game is more plenty than ever, or
else the papers are giving more attention to the subject.
Mr. John Atwood's store, on Commerce street, Boston,
was ornamented with the carcass of a very fat bear last

week. The beast, a two-year-old, was shot in Washington
c mnty, Maine, where bears are reported very plenty.
Mr. Atwood is an old bear hunter himself, and his friends
in Maine send him the results of their hunting to sell.

This was his second this season. Bears are reported
plenty in Franklin county also. John Sargent, with his

son Herman, captured a fine two-year-old bear in Madrid
the other day, and they report that there is an "old
ranger" in that section, that is making havoc with the
sheep. They believe that this old fellow will seek some
other locality, if the hunters turn out and frighten him.
This corresponds with the old idea of "The Old Ranger"
of years ago. It was then believed that old male bears
were great travelers. If they took a notion to tramp,
they might turn up any day fifty miles from where they
hud last inhabited. They generally followed the moun-
tains in their wanderings, though frequently swimming
lakes and rivers. There is a legend of an old bear with
only three feet, one having been taken off by a steel trap

in the days of his youth. He was a great traveler, and
was frequently seen in several counties in Maine. He
finally came to his end in a trap that was set in the town
of Rumford, in Oxford county. At the least it is true

that a very old bear was taken there that had only three
feet.

"Venison is plenty in Maine. It hangs in all the mar-
kets at Bangor and the towns further north and east.

It is also seen at Portland and Lewiston, and it is said

that the price is low. I have not seen it in the Boston
markets yet. It began to come into the Maine markets
as soon as the season opened. Maine sportsmen are get-

ting deer, though the best of the season is not reckoned
to have come till the first snows and cooler weather are

at hand. A veteran at this sport tells me that it is rare

—

like no other sport. The weather is cold, with the ground
just covered with snow, and walking is not difficult nor
very fatiguing. The hunter should wear moccasins, in

order that he may travel as "still as death." If the morn-
ing be still, the snow having fallen the night before, a
deer can be tracked in a very short time in a good
locality. The real business begins then. The deer may
be within a very few rods or he may be half a mile away.
Not a twig must be snapped. Not a fallen tree approached
till the hunter is certain that the game is not behind it.

The deer are not wild in Maine, and a good deal of the

theory about their "winding you" or scenting you, more
properly, is nonsense. There is far more danger that

you may approach within a few feet of some old log or

windfall, and first be aware that your deer is lying be-

hind it by his seeing you and bounding into the air and
away. If he is not badly frightened he may turn and
look at y'ou when he has placed a few rods between you
and himself. But if he is badly frightened he may run a
couple of miles. Deer that have never been dogged will

surfer the hunter to come within a very short distance,

but where hounding has been tolerated they are up and
away at the slightest alarm.
You need a hard-hitting gun, well loaded, and your

aim cannot be too sure on a deer. Small rifles are not to

be desired. The missile is not heavy enough. No matter
how well the small rifle is loaded, the larger bones of a

deer are sufficient to stop the lead. A party of gunners
from Andover, Maine, went on a deer hunt in the vicinity

of the lakes last winter. The morning was a good one.

They soon tracked a fine buck, and following him only

a quarter of a mile he gave them a shot. One of the

hunters had a .22cal. rifle, and he was the first to shoot.

The buck stood sideways. The aim was a good onp, and
the bullet struck the deer in the side just behind the

shoulder. It passed through the lower and hindmost
portion of the lungs, and went slightly forward till it

struck the other shoulder blade on the other side. Here
the bone was hard enough to stop the ball. The deer ran

five miles, and three days afterward he was found on the

shore of the lake. He had bled internahy till he fell, and
the meat was good for nothing. On the same day the

other hunter also tracked his deer. When first seen he
was head on, looking at the man. His rifle was .38cal.

The shell was a Marlin, with 55 grains of powder. He
aimed at the head of the buck. The missile struck plumb
between the eyes. The deer fell almost in his tracks.

The bullet penetrated the brain, passed through the head
and out at the back of the neck, completely severing the

spinal chord. Small rifles are not fit for heavy game,
and indeed buckshot, unless the shooter is very near,

will more often wound than kill.

The shooting advantages of the South are attracting

the attention of Boston sportsmen more and more every

year. The good sport they are having, together with the

fact that the best hunting comes at a season of the year

when it is too late for good shooting in New England, are

among the features that draw. A strong team of promi-
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nent business men from Boston and Lowell will leave this

week for the wilds of North Carolina; Dr. J. C. French,

who spent the greater part of last winter in the hunting

regions of that "State, is the pioneer of the party. It is

made up of Geo. C. Moore, of North Chelmsford, Mass.;

E. W. Lovejoy, Henry .Jones, E. A. Smith, Walter Bag-

shaw and Wm. Edwards, of Lowell; Dr. J. C. French,

mentioned above, and Harry B. Moore, considerably

known to the readers of the Forest and Stream as

author of some of those deer and moose stories. Mr. Geo.

C. Moore ia a manufacturer of woollen yarns, E. W. Love-

joy is a manufacturer of cutter knives, of the firm of

D. W. Lovejoy & Sons. He i3 also known as the

manager of 'the Androscoggin Lakes Transportation

Co.—the trout lakes of Maine. Henry Jones is a

nlumber and dealer in plumbers' supplies. Walter Bag-

shaw and Wm. Edwards are manufacturers in the busy

city of spindles. Mr. Smith is a contractor aud real

estate dealer, and the genial Harrv Moore is well known
in the grain trade of Boston. The party will leave New
York on Wednesday evening by the Old Dominion line

of steamers for Norfolk. From Norfolk they will take

another line of steamers down Currituck Sound, and
from thence to Pamlico Sound. Thence they will go up
to Durham's Creek in North Carolina. Here they will

be qu -rfrred for some weeks with J. S. Kittle, who has

some 5,000 acres of wilderness under his control. He
has kept the pioneers of the party posted all the fall, and
in a recent letter he says now is the time to come. He
desires the party to come before the hunting has been
troubled at all by local hunters, and that is the reason

why he urges them to come thus early, though he says

the hunting will be fine even considerably later in the

season. Dr. French spent a good part of last winter
there, and is so much pleased with the region that he
has worked his friends up to join him this season.

Deer are reported plenty in that part of the State of

North Carolina. Dr. French was fortunate enough to

secure more than one last winter, and one he attempted
to forward to Harry Moore by express. But it proved a

costly job, and the worst of it all was that it was spoiled

when it reachedBoston. Wild turkey hunting the Boston
and Lowell boys will try for the first time. The numbers
of this rare game are said to be more plenty there than
usual this season. Tired of the day hunting there will be
the possum and the coon for night work, with the darky
and his dogs to add zest to the sport. Quail are in abun-
dance. In fact, it is rarely the case that a party of New
England sportsmen has gone South with better prospects,

and the intention is that the Forest and Stream shall

hear from them again. Special.

ILLINOIS GAME FIELDS.

FLORA, 111., Oct. 22.—Quail are more plentiful here

than they have been during the recollection of the

oldest local sportsmen. The game laws have been strictly

observed, and law breakers, thanks to the game con-

stable, are a thing of the past. There are several hundred
bevies within an hour's walk of the town hall; they are

large and the birds in excellent condition ; some bevies

contain at a careful estimate from twenty-five to thirty

birds.

Good dogs are at a premium here on account of the con-

temptible individuals who have taken a brutal enjoyment
in tendering them strychnine. At present we can boast of

but one hunting dog, a setter, and the family Bible shows
that he is enjoying: his eleventh year. Mr. "Link" Leebus

and myself bagged thirty-six quail this afternoon without

any exertion. We had enough and turned homeward
long before sunset. Cnickens are scarce and very wild.

Jack snipe are .also few and far between. Mallard ducks
are fairly plenty , but the season is too dry to make this

sport at all interesting. J. T. Waring, Jr.

I have derived much pleasure from Antoine Bissette's

dialect articles. They are unique and of a character not
threadbare, as are the negro dialect stories. I trust the

series will be continued. Fall shooting is fair at Tolles-

ton, where the water has been raised about 3ft. by a

recently constructed dam, keeping the water at a uniform
stage over the marsh. The system of baiting the ducks
with a liberal supply of corn put regularly on the feed-

ing grounds is practiced by this club with very satisfac-

tory results. This is also done at the Swan Lake Club,

near Henry, on the Illinois River, where shooting has

been particularly good during the past week. I got 51

there on Monday and Tuesday of last wTeek. Mr. E. W.
Bangs killed 71 on Monday, 17 on Tuesday and 97 on
Wednesday, over half mallards and balance pintails and
teal. Low* water on the Kankakee marshes seems to

concentrate the birds to the few marshes that have water
and feed, Edmund Norton.

THE TRANSGRESSORS' CORNER.

Gl AME PROTECTOR WILLET KIDD, of Newbnrgh, ft". Y., is

)t making it hot for the transgressors in his district. On Sun-
day, Oct. 13, he received a ti-legram calling him to Sloatsburg,
Rockland county, lie hastened there and learned that Thomas
Downing, of Newburgh, had shot eight quail on that day in vio-

lation of the game law. Downing returned to Newburgh on the
same train with the doctor and was pointed out to him by some
of the resident? of Sloatsburg. .fudge Barnard caused an order
of arrest to be issued against Downing, placing his bail bonds at
K300 to await trial in the Supreme Court: for the recovery of the
penalty of §85 per bird. Downing was arrested by Sheriff Good-
ale and if the bonds are not furnished will be compelled to re-

main in jail until the case is tried.

George Sparks is employed at the outlet of Orange Lake. For
several years he has kept an eel ruck at the outlet. It was sus-

pected lie caught something besides eels. Dr. Kidd not long ago
discovered that two black bass had. been caught and he instituted
a suit in the Supreme Court against Sparks for the recovery of
two penalties, §50 in aU, for these two fish. A judgment was at
last, obtained for tde full penalties, $50 and costs, amounting to
S82.7U in all. An execution was issued against his property. He
ignored it. An execution against his body was issued. Under
Sherid' Goodale brought him to Newburgh. After some delay
Sparks paid the judgment Bass "come high, but we must have
them." Unless a man is of independent means, though, he will do
well to curb his appe'ite for eel-racked fish.

Thomas Price, of Rnndout, was arrested near Springtown,
Wednesday, on an execution against: "his body upon a judgment
of $100 obtained against him by Prosecutor HirschbTg, of New-
burgn. Game Protector Kidd complained of Price a year ago
for violating the game laws by snaring and trapping partridges in

Ulster county, near the Orange county line. Price failed to ap-
pear for trial and judgment was taken against him by default.
His arrest was in consequence to satisfy the judgment. Price
was taken to Kingston and lodged in jail.

LaconiA, JS. H., Oct. 30.—Curtis Pickering and William Moor-
ley, both of Meredith, were brought here this morning and sen-
tenced to 30 days imprisonment in jail for spearing trout In Lake
Winnesquam.

GAME IN CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
AUBURN, Gal., Oct. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Your correspondent, "Jo." in your issue of Oct. 9

gives a very cheerful report of the game prospects of the
Pacific coast for this year. His account may be quite ac-

curate as far as the northwest portion of the coast is con-
cerned, and perhaps for the Coast Range in this State

also, but, unfortunately for us, the very reverse is the
case in the Sierra Nevada. You may remember that I

reported a great mortality among the game last spring
in the mountains, and our fall shooting proves the truth

of my statements. The unprecedentedly deep snows of

last winter decimated the ranks of our game to such an
extent that a true sportsman is loth to shoot any of the

remaining supply, feeling that they should be left to re-

plenish our stock. I have seen dozens of hunters who
have been up in our far-famed Rubicon country, on the
Middle Fork of the American River, and they all tell the

same tale. No deer! One party of five expert hunters
went to that famous region, and have just passed through
our little city after a two weeks' stay, and they had just

two deer to their rifles. Another party of three staid ten
days, and got starved out; not a deer falling to any one of

them.
The writer was in the mountains himself for nearly

four weeks on the South Fork of the American, and saw
only one old doe during the trip; and although there

were scores of hunters passing up and down the grade,

only heard of one deer being killed. The same story

comes from the headwaters of the Yuba River and North
Fork of the American, also from the Oosnmnes, all splen-

did hunting grounds for the black-tail deer. There are

quite a number of does and fawns in the foothills, and
tbe reason is that does heavy with fawn come down
lower than the bucks and barren does, and the snows
were so deep and lay so late upon the ground that they
could not get back into the mountains in time to drop
their fawns, and consequently dropped and raised them
here. This gives a chance for a future supply.

The mountain quail were almost exterminated. There
is not one this year where there were a hundred last.

The valley quail are plentiful as ever, and the foothills

are full of them. The man that shoots valley quail in the
foothills, however, needs a staunch dog and a phenomen-
ally quick aim for more than three-quarters of his game.
Stream fishing was extra good during the past season,

but was very late, owing to prolonged high water, caused
by the melting snows.

In conclusion, the writer gives it as his opinion that it

will take at least five or six years for our game to recover
from the severe losses of the winter of 1 889-90.

Arefar.

NOVA SCOTIA MOOSE.

MY corupanion, H. O. Wilbur, and I have just returned
from a three weeks' moose hunting trip in Nova

Scotia. We met our man (hunter, caller and cook) on
the morning of Sept. 12. The same day the cook started

out with the provisions and camp duffle on an ox team.
The next day the rest of us met him at the appointed
place, where we made our first camp, the team and driver

returning the same evening. Two days after this we
arrived at our camping ground, situated on a broadening
of the river and overlooking a large savannah. Here we
found excellent trout fishing. We were unfortunate in

having seven or eight days of rainy weather. The river

rose so high we had to shift our tents. This prevented
our calling.

We killed two fine bull moose, besides, unfortunately,
wounding three others badly, which we followed for

several miles by the blood, but we had to give them up.
One bull moose was shot at 400yds. and knocked down
as he was crossing the savannah, near our camp; the
other two, a large bull and a cow, were shot at a distance

of 150yds. Both we followed for a long distance, but we
failed to get them, although they were bleeding badly.

The two bulls we got were shot, one the day before leav-

ing camp and the other at sunrise on the morning we
left for the settlements. The one I shot the last morning-

made a tremendous racket in coming through the wood?.
I heard him answering and breaking branches, which
made a noise like pistol shots, more than a mile away.
He came out in the open and stood about 150yds. off

when a .45-90 bullet, followed by two more of the same
kind, did the work. It was very exciting and I must
confess to being a little shaky before l got down to busi

ness. Both the bulls were about the same size and age-

8001bs. dressed, three years old, with fine sets of antlers,

which in time will be added to our other trophies of the,

chase. All the other moose that came to the "call"

came quietly and were within shooting distance before

we heard a sound.
Partridges we found very scarce, only shooting four.

Bear signs were quite numerous and fresh, and two
came close to our camp at night, but on account of the

darkness we could not get a shot. I had a shot at a

large red fox on the way to the settlements but failed to

connect on the shooting. Moose we found fairly plenti-

ful and I know of at least twelve that were shot in

the vicinity we were hunting in. H. W. Hamlvn.
New Jersey.

ABOUT SIGHTS.

FIRST the heresy. A beautiful Lyman rear sight hav-
ing been presented me by a friend, it was promptly

attached to the stock of the old Sharps, and for a time
the old uncle rejoiced in the consciousness that not only

was he in possession of the most ingenious device ever

planned for sighting a rifle, but also, that he was for the

time being in line with the other dudes of America in fol-

lowing the prevailing fashion. For a time all went
smoothly, and various animals, deer, etc.. bit the dust as

quickly as in the old days when the old rifle was crowned
with the queer rear sighting device of Van Dyke. As
the fall weather of the present year approached, and the

fog and mist shrouded with a deeper gloom the dark
canons of the mighty hills, upon a certain evening I fol-

lowed the fresh trails of a band of deer which had hidden
in the cover of the thickets, and just as night was
deepening the shadows a dear sprang up in my front,

80yds. distant, and jumping from side to side and running
low was enabled by the help of the low bushes and the

deepening gloom to completely give me the slip. I could

not be sure that I had got a true look through the peep-

hole of the sight without, for the instant, losing sight of

the flitting bunch of gray and white, so rapidly receding

into deeper shade. To be sure, I had removed altogether

the inner disk of the sight, leaving only the large outside

peep-hole, yet, somehow or other, it did not seem to give
the quick unobstructed glance possible under the old

regime. To say that I felt badly does not express it.

Was it possible that I was "losing my grip?" Was ad-

vancing age really dimming the sight of the hunter who
seldom failed to get first sight of the cunning deer and
who asked no living man to point out game for his rifle?

1 resolved to keep the knowledge to myself. What thanks
did the faithful Gil Bias secure from the failing arch-

bishop? Excusing my failure with as few words as possi-

ble when reaching home the old rifle was again hung up
on the hooks and I tried in vain to dismiss the subject

which haunted me.
A night or two after the very same identical experi-

ence happened to my oldest son, with this same rifle, at

the same place and hour of the day. He is a better run-
ning shot with the rifle than I am myself, and when he
returned disgusted, explaining in detail the very things

which so annoyed me in my efforts to get a running shot,

and clamoring for the old Van Dyke rea,r sight, I joy-

fully proceeded to make the change, leaving the Lyman
still' attached for long shots in good light, but with the
"old reliable" Van Dyke for the gloom and shadows of
the canons.

Possibly this is the very rankest of heresy, yet it is the
cold, uncompromising fact; which I stand ready to demon-
strate to the satisfaction of any one who will take the
trouble to test both sights now atttached to the old rifle.

Orin Belknap.
Washington.

Blazing Away at a Rustle.—A Michigan correspond-
ent sends us this feeling note on the fellows who shoot
their guns off at a noise in the woods, or a movement of

the brush: "While the season for the hunting of large

game generally is not yet open in the lower peninsula of

this State, the papers have chronicled a number of fatal

accidents in the woods. What the harvest will be when
the open season for deer has passed and the returns are

all in it is difficult to say, but these casualties will prob-

ably beat any previous year's record, if the beginning is

any criterion. These so-called, accidents have become by
far too frequent, and they are enough to prevent a care-

ful sportsman going into the woods in search of large

game. My father, who is an old-time deer hunter, while
on a hunting trip many years ago in the northern part of

Tuscola county on the Cass River, came very near being
shot at by a reckless scoundrel, who walked up to a tree

a few feet to steady his rifle, and who was some 15 rods
off. My father seeing his intention shouted at him, and
the fellow took down his gun and ran off without stop-

ping to explain his action. My father sought an expla-

nation of the man's actions from the settlers about there,

and they coolly informed him they were all in the habit
of shooting where they saw the brush stir without seeing

the object, for fear they would lose a shot at a deer; and
then my father gave up hunting for large game, and has
never been on a trip of that kind since. We never read
of an Indian or a savage shooting a white man or one of

his own people for a deer, bear or turkey, because they
readily distinguish any part of a wild animal from man's
anatomy, and know what they are shooting at. I would
rather hunt in near proximity to the Indians than to a
camp of these reckless white scoundrels who set so little

value on human life, and who go into the woods to drink

and gamble and shoot at everything that stirs the brush,

and whether it turns out to be a man or a beast they are

willing to take the chances. I have read your comments
time and again on this large class of accidents, but your
warnings and good advice to the public seem to be lost

and ignored in some sections.—J. W.

He Will Make a Sportsman.—Williamsport, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I send you a letter which 1

received from my nephew, Master Hardt, son of Chief
Engineer Hardt, of Wellsboro, the home of our old and
lamented "Nessmuk." He will bean enthusiastic sports-

man some of these days. If you wish to publish his let-

ter as a boy'rf letter you are welcome to it.

—

Aug. Koch.
The letter reads: Wellsboro, Pa., Oct. 15.

—

Dear Uncle:

Although I do not owe you any letter I must write to

you to tell you of something. Yesterday I started from
home at 4 o'clock, and when I got home at 5 my hunting
bag bulged out some. What do you think you would
have seen if you had been out here? A Bonasa umbellus,

pheasant; ruffed grouse. It was a fine bird, a male, I
think, and think it was larger than the ones you shot. I

went in the woods above the reservoir, and I had gone
quite far back from the reservoir and in the edge of the

woods all the way. I was walking on a side hill, and all

at once I heard something run, then bur-r-r-r—bang! He
had "darted down hill like a flash," and I could just get

a glimpse as I shot. Well, I walked along and was going
to follow him up, when there, 20yds. away, he lay—dead!
I had shot him in the back and broken a wing. He never
knew what killed him, for he never winked after I came
up. It began to rain then, so I went home and had been
gone only an hour. So you see I beat you. You went
about four miles and staid half a day and got two pheas-

ants, and I went a mile, stayed an hour and got one.

When you come up in Novomber we'll make 'em wish
they never had been born. I forgot to tell you I stuffed

his head last night, as Ed. did with his first pheasant. It

doesn't look very good, but it's all there. * * * Your
nephew, Will.

Quail Invade Washington.—Washington, D. O, Oct.

tyf.—Tjfix, W. S. Thompson, Jr. has a drug store in the

heart of the fashionable section of the city and the birds

here referred to were all observed within about a square

of his place of business. Sept. 4 a covey containing about

30 quail was seen in the parking of the Chinese Legation

at Dupont Circle. A week later in the vacant triangular

lot adjacent to this circle eleven quail were noticed and
they remained in this place the greater part of the day;

several of them were flushed by boys and took refuge in

trees. Oct. 27, in the vacant lot adjoining Secretary

Blaine's house, eight quail « ere flushed, one of them
alighting on a doorway of a residence opposite; three

more, after having been flushed a second time, went on
to Senator Edmunds's stable. The birds were thoroughly
bewildered and some of them flew into trees. Mr. Thomp-
son attempted to drive them toward the cover along Rock
Creek, hoping to shield them from the attacks of boys

and the parlor-rifle fiend. All of these birds were fine,

full grown and in splendid condition.—T, H. B.
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Pennsylvania Grouse Shooting.—Lykens, Pa.—All
true sportsmen are bound to accord with the opinions of

"Dorp," in a late issueof this paper, concerning the habits

and wariness of the ruffed grouse; he is certainly a noble

bird, and the man who kills him over a setter and on the

wing may be proud of the accomplishment, for no small

degree of skill is required experience will teach. The
spot in which I write this is surrounded with hills that in

some years, and especially this season, abound with this

gra,nd bird; and having hunted for the last twelve years

every season I dare say I am thoroughly acquainted with
the grouse at home. I have seen and studied him from
when he was a chick not bigger than a week old, and
able (as we say here) to take a leaf in his toes and hide

from the dog under it, to when he weighs lib. lOoz. and
can fly at the rate of sixty miles an hour. As far as my
knowledge from experience goes, your editorial notes in

the issue of Oct. 9 are correct in every detail. I have
missed many such shots myself. Our season opened on
Oct. 1, and since then I have killed in four days the fol-

lowing score: First day 2, second day 7, third day 8 and
a woodcock, fourth day 4 and a doe that weighed lOOlbs.

I killed her with a 9|lbs. hammerless at 25yds., No. 7

chilled shot. We have quail here in abundance, and ex-

pect when the season opens to have grand sport. Any
one desiring information regarding the fall shooting here
can find that by addressing me.—Wm. V. Barrett.

Notes from Utah.—Ogden, Utah, Oct. 9.—The Cali-

fornia quail were introduced here eight or nine years ago,
and have been protected every year but one. I think that
they are not suited to a cold climate, as the cold kills

most of them off. They multiply to a surprising degree,
but cannot stand the cold. I am not able to state how
the supply is this year, as the bush is so thick. After the
last snow we had last spring I counted 25 in a barn yard
feeding with the chickens. Sharp-tailed grouse are not
as thick as usual this season. I have killed 152 this year,
but have worked hard for them. Duck shooting is better
this year than usual. Big bags have been made. The
northern ducks have not put in an appearance yet.

While out hunting to-day I saw a large flock of geese
going south. The duck hunters here go down to the
edge of the lake and make a blind about 6in. high of mud.
There is no vegetation growing around the salt water.
They make what is called mud ducks, pieces of mud the
size of a duck. The;ducks come to these decoys as readily
as to wooden ones. A man that understands it kills as
high as eight dozen in a day. One shooter told me he
did not care to kill more because he did not have time to
pick the feathers off them . There is a fami ty living down
by the lake who hunt for the market: all of them take a
hand at it.—W. D. C.

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 24.—Quail are plentiful every-
where in this locality, but owing in a large measure to
the extreme rankness of the weeds, no great number of
birds have been bagged. One serious drawback, which
the sportsmen are running up against, is the objection of
farmers to permit shooting on their lands. A gentleman
informed me that while on a quail shoot a few days ago,
near Sparta, 111., he was run off of no less than ten dif-

ferent farms. In this State affairs are not quite so bad:
still there are certain sections where the farmers are very
strict regarding shooting on their lands. The bluewing
duck has been sojourning round about here for several
weeks, and the past week he was joined by that favorite
of all Western sportsmen, the mallard. In fact, nearly
all varieties except the greenwing are here. Reports to
hand from all the game preserves controlled by residents
of this city are to the effect that the webfeet have made
their appearance in fair numbers. During the week at
the Dordenne and Quivre grounds, in St. Charles county,
were to be found a few snipe. Of course they were not
by any means plentiful, but one gentleman succeeded
after a day's diligent,work in bagging 27.—Unser Fritz.

A Growl from Maine—Upton, Me., Oct. 20.—Part-
ridges are not plenty in the real forest region near Lake
Umbagog, Partial migration, it seems, as they were
plenty in August. Perhaps a good score obtained by the
guides and boys all shooting for one man is the thing for
an off year like this. Deer tracks a little more plenty
than last year. The jack fever this summer has been
worse than ever, and New Hampshire has hound on the
brain. The deer have been wiped out at a great rate.
The mud sneak and jack were at it before the deer were
through dropping their fawns. Now, you see, ifwe have
an old-fashioned winter, the result will be that the deer
will get but about thirty days of safety in the whole
year. The killing will be the worst through March and
more than half of April. By May 20 men will be looking
for deer not a thousand miles from the Richardson ponds.
At least two of the guides told me that the margin of one
or both of the Richardson ponds fairlyjstank of carrion.
There are other words to describe it in, but I guess plain
Saxon is good enough. I believe that I have never killed
a deer or so much as a partridge in close time in Maine
or New Hampshire, so I have some right to growl. I
have seen more Canada grouse this season than anv other
year since 1876.—C. B. S.

Some New Hampshire Game Resorts. — Lisbon,
which is 100 miles from Boston, and reached by the Con-
cord and Montreal R. R., is said to furnish excellent
ruffed grouse shooting this season. The hotel charges are
$2.50 per day, and a team for a ten mile drive can be had
for $1.50. Good covers are reported within a radius of
three miles in all directions. North Woodstock, 150 miles
from Boston and 25 miles from Plymouth, reached by the
Concord and Montreal R, R. to Plymouth, and thence by
the P. V. R. R. to destination, is said to be a good center
for deer and ruffed grouse. Easton Corner, Campton,
eight miles from Plymouth, from whence it is reached by
team, is a very good locality for ruffed grouse. We
assume it to be known that the name of ruffed grouse in
all these places is partridge.

British Columbia.—Edgar, Neb., Oct. 24.—Have just
returned from a hunting trip up the Straits of Georgia,
British Columbia, and also a short hunt in northern Idaho.
Had fair success, but would have done better only for
rainy weather, which set in this season some weeks
earlier than usual; and we had at one time twelve days
of almost continuous rain and snow.—H.

Black Partridges eor Illinois.—Dr. W. O. Blais-

dell, of Macomb, 111., has ordered from a Calcutta firm of

animal dealers four pairs of the black partridge of India,

which he expects to receive in March of next year, and
will put out in Illinois. This letter was received by Dr.

Blaisdell from the firm: "Calcutta, Aug. 18, 1890.

—The black francolin (Francolinus vulgaris) is, we be-

lieve, the type of partridge alluded to in your favor of

the 13th current. We do not keep a stock of these game
birds, but we shall be much pleased to procure them for

you. As this particular type inhabits distant parts of

India, reckoning the expense of capture, carriage and
attendant, the birds would cost, delivered at Calcutta,

about 10 rupees per pair. Awaiting orders, we are, sir,

yours obediently, Rutledoe & Co." The attention of

Dr. Blaisdell was called to these birds by a note in the
Forest and Stream from our English correspondent,
who recommended the birds for transportation to this

country.

Forest Commissioner George Salisbury, of Sandy
Creek, Henry H. Rhubart, J. W, Empey. Milo Cleveland
and A. E. Ayres, of Watertown; Dr. Tamblin, Frank
Lansing. Frank Stockwell and Geo. Hubbard, of Copen-
hagen ; James Waldo, R. Dillenbeck and Mr. Comins, of
Northwestern, and John White, of Pulaski, had been in
the Big Woods just two weeks at the time they emerged
at Lowville yesterday with loads of venison that make
the eye of an average visitor to the Adirondacks glisten
with delight. They were at Little Rajiids, Beaver River,
and put up at A. J. Monsett's hotel. They report a great
time. The party were out nearly every day, and killed
five deer a day, supplying themselves and the hotel with
venison. Some fine heads were secured, and every night
there would be held an exciting auction, the highest bid-
der among those of the party being allowed the heads
and the deerskin. The fawns, of which they caught two,
were disposed of in the same way. Each one of the party
brought out all the venison the law would allow.

—

Water-
town Times, Oct, 14.

Ontario Deek.—The Belleville, Ont., Intelligencer of
Oct. 22, says: "On Friday last Mr. Geo. Sterling and
Col. Strong left for the north, and the former returned
home last evening, bringing with him two fine fawns and
a number of partridges. Col. Strong is visiting with M.
A. Riddell on the Bruton farm in North Hastings.
Messrs. Geo. N. Leavens and W. H. Campbell have
returned home. The party of which they were members
had captured but two deer up to the time they left. The
weather thus far has been very unfavorable for the sport.
Hunters report that in the adjoining county of Adding-
ton, large numbers of deer were slaughtered in July and
August for their skins and hair. One lawless ruffian is

said to have boasted that he killed forty-one. No one
can be found with courage enough to testify against
these law breakers, but next season the Forest and Stream
Club of this city—although the offense was committed
outside of their territory—will probably make a strong
effort to suppress such rascality."

Ducks and Lighthouses.—A curious thing happened
at the Whaleshead Light, North Carolina, last winter.
It became necessary to protect this light from the flying
ducks, and a netting was made of telegraph wire. The
net was about 3 inch mesh, and the whole light was cov-
ered with it. One night the keeper was partly scared out
of his wits by a great noise and the falling of several
ducks through the light into where he was sitting. Upon
investigation it was found that a flock of ducks had
flown against the netting, breaking it down, and keeping
right on through the heavy glass in front of the light; it

was found even that pieces of the reflector were broken
off. Five ducks fell into the lighthouse dead and several
were found outside of the building.—Cliff.

Massachusetts.— Milton, Oct. 24. — Ruffed grouse,
woodcock and quail shooting are to be had within five
minutes' walk of my kennels. Ponkapog Pond and the
great fowl meadows (which for miles are often entirely
everflowed by the Neponset River) are each about 30min.
walk from my kennels. Both of these places afford good
duck and some goose shooting in flight season. At the
former place is situated the convenient and commodious
bough house of the Cedar Lodge Shooting Club. At the
latter place, when the water is down, are to be found
snipe, yellowlegs and rail birds in the order of their
erratic natures and gradually diminishing numbers.

—

E. S. G.

The Mule Deer's Jdmp.—In all which has appeared
by way of illustration in the Forest and Stream and
elsewhere concerning the mule deer, I have never seen
his jump properly illustrated or described. The mule
deer jumps with all his feet lifted from the ground at the
same instant, and does not double his legs up under his
body during his bound, but each and every one of his
legs hang down just exactly like table legs during his
flight through the air. My son just now insists that he
once saw a mule deer double its forelegs up under its
body while running. It may be, at times, yet the rule
is a stiff-legged jump.—Orin Belknap.

North Carolina Quail.—Monroe, N. C, Oct. 22.—

I

went out with a friend on the 15th, the first day, and
bagged 47 quail; could have easily bagged 75 or more
half grown birds, but we are not built exactly that way.
The season ought to open Nov. 1. Quail are very numer-
ous and any one with good high ranging dogs can make
good bags and have glorious sport. On Monday evening
I bagged 22, all fine grown birds. I notice an unusual
quantity of young rabbits and the rabbit hunter can also
have fine sport. These two are practically all the game
we have. There are a few turkeys, but hard to get at.—

Four Hundred Laws and More are quoted from in
the Book of the Game Laws. Of their compilation an
editorial says: "The first qualities demanded of a com-
pendium of laws are accuracy and completeness. In the
lack of any collection of fish and game laws having these
qualities this one was undertaken. The preparation of
the work has involved an examination of more than 800
distinct, original and amendatory acts, scattered through
fifty-nine States, Territories and Provinces here repre-
sented. The labor of compilation has been largely in-
creased by the often careless and sometimes seemingly
contradictory nature of the legislation. It would be
presumption to hope that in the hundreds of laws here
given no minor errors will be discovered; but it may at
least be said that the Book of the Game Laws, as it appears
to-day, is the result of a painstaking and conscientious
endeavor to furnish an accurate and reliable compendium.
Similar care will be exercised to give all future enact-
ments promptly and correctly."

Where Game Abounds.—The following letter was
written to Mr, Henry C. Squires, who hands it to u-i for
the benefit of whom it may concern. It is dated at Pine
Bluff, Ark., Oct. 18: The Catalogue is decidedly the
neatest and most attractive work of its kind I have ever
seen. After perusing it carefully I could not rest until I
could go out and take a good shoot; was gone an entire
week. Do you know of a party from your city wanting
to take a real good Western hunt this winter? I have
been at it all my life. I found last week the best hunting
grounds that can be found, unquestionably, in the United
States. I have tried it all and know whereof I speak,
Ducks and quail abundant, more deer and turkeys also
than I know of anywhere else. I often hear of parties
from New York out West hunting, but they do not find
the right place. If you know of a party wanting to find
a place, have them write me and I will give all the details
and also join them.—R. G. Atkinson.

"Hal Dacotah."—A report from St. Paul, Minn., says
that Gen. Henry Hastings Sibley, the first Governor of
Minnesota and the only Democrat who ever held that
office, has suffered a stroke of paralysis and is in a critical
condition. He has been suffering from dropsy for some
time, and the absent members of the family have all as-
sembled at his home in St. Paul, a sister from England
being among the number. Gen. Sibley is nearly eighty
years old, and his once powerful frame has succumbed
slowly to the attacks of disease.

Sky-Rockets for Game Preserves,—"Colonel" writes
of a device for protection against poachers: "Upon my
estate I employ alarm guns, which are simple and cheap
contrivances and can be set anywhere. An invisible wire
is attached to them which, on being touched, fires the
gun. Some discharge a rocket and illuminate the spot
invaded by the poachers so that their presence is at once
detected and their operations thwarted. Since using
them I have not been troubled with poachers."

New York Game Law.—Albany, N. Y., Oct. 27.—The
commission appointed by the last Legislature to revise
and codify the game laws of the State will hold a final
public hearing at 2:30 P. M., Nov. 18, in the Assembly
parlor of the Capitol. All persons who desire to make
suggestions or propose amendments to the present game
laws will be heard at that time.

The Book of the Game Laws is for sale by news-
dealers and at the gun stores. Price 50 cents.

In another column Mr. E. G-. Vail, of Orient, L. I., advertises
some live ducks as decoys. They are broken co corn and wheat,
and call well.—Adv.

"That reminds me."

" ELL>" sighed the aged sportsman, "fact is I'm get-
T T ting old. I know it and feel it. My old legs won't

carry me as they used to. No. I shall go no more afield.
No more shall I follow my good dog from morn till dewy
eve over breezy uplands or through forest depths. There's
nothing left for me now but to sit in a blind and shoot
ducks over decoys. And yet," he added mus-ingly, as a
smile lit up his aged features, "not such an unhappy
thought that, to go out in the gray dawn to your blind
with seventy-five cartridges and return to breakfast with
sixty—

"

"Cartridges?" interrupted the joker.
"No! Birds, you fool!" thundered the old man, and

the fervor of his righteous wrath convinced us that he
might follow his good dog afield for a year or two yet.

Marstrand.
Sweden.

A Map of the United States.—A large, handsome map of the
United States, showing North and South Dakota, mounted and
suitable for office or home use and issued by the Burlington Route,
will be furnished responsible parties free on application to the
undersigned. Playing cards for 15 cents in postage by applying to
the undersigned, P. S. Eustxs, General Passenger and Ticket
Agent, C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, III -Adv.

If Noah had used the chosen pair
O' worms that went in the ark

To fish through the windows in the flood
From his somewhat crowded bark,

And thus had used up the squirming stock
In his own original way,

How many a lie it had spared and saved
To the fishermen of to-day.

Long Island Ducks.—Mr. L. E. Howell, whose father
keeps the "Sportsmen's Home" at Atlanticville, Long-
Island, writes from there Oct. 27: "A. Jackson and my-
self killed 226 broadbill ducks from a double battery; we
shot 302 shells. It is the largest score made by two menm many years in these waters in one day. Shooting is
splendid here now. More ducks than have been for

A Book About Indians—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. G-rinnelTs book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Ghardon Trambun. A
bo 5k particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 330 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Forest
akd Stream.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III. , Oct. 17.—After all the comment upon

the apathetic or unsuccessful state of affairs which
has marked game protection in this section, it is a pleasure
to read or to write about one Illinois game protective

society which is not only earnest and conscientious, but
which is headed by men who really mean what they say,

and who, more than that, have actually results to show
for their work. Before me lies the report of the officers

of the Fox River Association, to which reference has been
made. This report shows that the association has en-

forced the law in regard to fishways in every dam on the
Fox River, so that a complete passage way is offered the
fish from the Illinois River all the way up through the
Fox Lake system. This was accomplished only after

stubborn fighting in tbo courts. The association has had
a patrol out all summer on the river, and on Aug. 1 there
was traceable to this work the destruction of twenty-one
nets, besides the arrest and conviction of thirteen offenders
against the fish and game laws. In addition to this, many
persons were cautioned against illegal shooting and fish-

ing, many copies of the law were distributed. Since the
date of the report much work has been done along the
Illinois River also, and I believe it is not wrong to state

that ths lifting of the illegal nets at Spring Lake, in the
country visited and mentioned a few weeks ago, was
caused through the efforts of the Fox River Association.
It has enlisted club after club, further down the water-
way toward the Mississippi, and the result will doubtless
be that ultimately it will have a fishway in every dam
clear through to the Mississippi , and will clear out the
bulk of the illegal nets throughout the whole waterway.

It is a pleasure to offer for inspection a treasurer's re-

port which shows a balance in the treasury. Following
is the last report of the association

:

Gush on band Jan. 9, 185)0 $158 35
From annual dues 45 00
From life membership 150 00
From, contributions 173 70

Total $526 05

DISBURSEMENTS.
Prosecutiue cases $ 25 00
Paid F. th Buck (for service) 210 00
Printing and postage 27 70
Expense examining dams 38 67

Total $30137

Cash on hand $224 68
J. Wilkinson, Treas.

The officers append the following to then: report: "You
will see from the above that we have accomplished much
good, but there is much more to be done, and in order to

carry it to a successful conclusion we need more money.
Our only dependence is in the voluntary work of the
members. Annual membership costs but $1, life mem-
bership but $10, no initiation fee in either case; and all

that is necessary to obtain membership tickets is to send
the money with name and address of applicant to the
president or secretary. We also solicit contributions in
any amounts. Our work is in the interest of fish and
gaine protection everywhere; if we fail, other organiza-
tions will be deterred from making tne attempt.
•'We hope you will consider this a personal appeal to

you—to give us what help you can directly—and also to
interest your sportsmen friends. It is a fact that the
greatest stumbling block in our way at the present time
is the apathy of sportsmen themselves, We hope this
appeal will help to overcome that apathy.

"Respectfully submitted by order of the board of direc-
tors. Geo. E. Cose, Pres., 86 and 88 Dearborn street,

John Wilkinson, Sec.-Treas., 150 Kinzie street."

To-day 1 talked with Mr. Geo. E. Cole, the president of
the association, and he showed me a letter from the
secretary of the State Fish Commission, Dr. Bartlett,
which has still further good news about the work along
the lower rivers. Dr. Bartlett says, under date of Oct. 3,

that he has evidence of nineteen cases at Havanna, on
the Illinois River, and that Gen. Ruggles, an able attorney
and ex-legislator of that town, has interested himself on
the cases. He reports trouble at Lacon, but says the
warden there has evidence for about ten cases more,
some with a half dozen complaints in each. At Virginia.,

Cass county, on the Sangamon River, the local warden
has secured nine convictions during the past month. In
Porter county four convictions are reported . The State's
attorney is at work there. Dr. Bartlett also reports
efforts to secure testimony in the late Pope glucose
factory horror, in which so much fish life was destroyed.

It must be encouraging to Dr. Bartlett to feel behind
him the aid and support of the Fox River Association,
which is, so far as is known, the only society and the
main factor that takes the least notice of the actual work
of fish and game protection in the State of Illinois.

Once in a while, when we look upon their earnestness
and their actual disposition to do something besides pass
resolutions, there does seem a temptation to believe that
these men are going to accomplish something practical
in the way of fish protection, and certainly if game pro-
tection ever amountR to anything in this State, it will be
through the efforts of this society, whose main men are
first and all the time anglers and not shooters.

Mr. Geo. E. Cole, the president of this association, is

one of the most actually earnest and enthusiastic sports-

men I ever knew, meaning in matters of game protec-
tion. He is a busy man, but he is in this association for
results, and when he talks he means it is a personal be-
lief and not as a sportsman's fad. Mr. Cole is a member
of the wealthy and important Union League Club here.

Last summer he found prairie chicken on the bill of fare,

of course illegal. He called the steward of the club to

Mm and told him he should institute prosecution against
him. This was no idle threat, and he would have brought
suit had not the steward agreed to serve no more duck or
prairie chicken out of season. Some such steps as this

should be taken against Kinsley and other prominent
runners of soup houses in this place, and they probably
will be taken. It is Mr. Cole's idea that the hotels and
restaurants can be attacked more successfully than the
South Water street game dealers.

I like to talk to Mr. Cole. It is a novelty to see a man
whom you can actually believe to be anxious to do some-
thing to save the rapidly-passing fish and game of this

region. He is by no means the only one of that sort in

the Fox River Association. This association scheme is

simple, and is set forth in the report above. Let every
member and every club of the sporting fraternity of

Illinois rally around the standard of this body. It only
costs $1 to rally, and that is the only kind of rally

that is any good. Surely the men in this State can see
what a power this association can grow to be, practically
and politically, if it represents the amalgamation, without
clique or faction, of the best of the general organizations
and the local clubs of the State. Illinois has never been
behind the world. This one association has done more in

the same time than any one protective organization in the
Union. It is only the nucleus now. What can it not be-
come? If the fire of its genuine enthusiasm for work and
for results shall touch the soul of slumbering sportsman-
ship all over the State, what cannot the sportsmen of
Illinois do? In union is strength. Here is the place to

unite. You pay $1, or $2, or $3, as an entrance for a
little sweepstake, where you shoot at artificial targets,

and get shot out and lose your money besides. Pay that
into the treasury of the Fox River Association, and after

a while you'll get to shoot at actual game birds, big
enough to fly. No man will miss that dollar, and since
we ha ve here a body of men in actual earnest, and an
organized and practical machine for work, why not turn
in, unite, concentrate, and help it all we can?

E. Hough.

A STORY OF "THE GUNNERY."

I WENT to school in Washington, Litchfield county,
Connecticut. F. W. Gunn was the teacher. If he

were alive now and I could meet him as a man. I know
that we would be friends. As my schoolmaster—well, we
had differences of opinion.
There were three fishermen among us boys, W. C.

Beecher, C. Deming and I. Quite a number of the other
boys fished occasionally, but we fished in season and out
of season as regards school hours.
One afternoon in July it commenced to rain slowly,

and when the sun set it was still drizzling, so I went to

Gunn and asked permission to go fishing before school in

the morning. I knew that the trout would be on the
feed and I also knew that no one had been trouting for a
month, on account of the drought. Gunn chewed his

toothpick, stroked his long gray beard, looked at the ceil-

ing and said, "Well, yes; but you must get back in time
for school, or you will hear from me!"' "Yes sir," and I

slid out. "Mrs. Gunn will you pull the string at my
window when you go out to pick strawberries?" "Yes,"
promised the madam with a kindly smile. She was in
the habit of getting up before day in strawberry season,
and I used to tie a piece of fish line to a dumbbell, lay it

on a shelf and let the string hang out of the window.
When Mrs. G. pulled the string it came down on the

floor with an awful clatter, and I jumped up. It was
just getting light. The grass and trees were fresh and
green from their washing, and the sandy road was hard.
The day was going to be clear and still.

I started on a run down the road for the Parrish Dam,
which was the last dam in the brook and only half a mile
from the Shepang River. Another road from the upper
part of the village ran into mine about half a mile
away, and when .1 reached there I looked for the track of

a No. 10 boot with hob nails in the sole; but it was not
ahead of me. More than once I had seen those footprints
and been forced to change my intention and go to some
other brook, for it was no use to fish for trout after W.
H. H. Murray, who was our spiritual adviser in those
days. When 1 saw that Murray was not ahead of me I

slackened my pace to a fast walk, and soon reached the
little dam, where the wine-colored water poured over it

into a pool circular and 10yds. in diameter. My rod was
put together, and I let the bait float down over the dam.
Snap! a trout has broken Avater to get it; and I have him
on the bank with a flip. He weighs at least 6oz. Five
more come out; and then they stop biting, and I move on.
The brook is full of trout; and when I reach the river my
creel is full of trout, and the pockets of my old sack coat
wiggle delightfully, for they are full, too. I cast into
the river and the line ran away. He was too heavy to
flip out, and I managed him carefully and soon tired him
out, and landed a pounder. I fished till my bait gave
out; and then fished with trout eyes and occasionally a
piece of a trout's belly. They bit all the same. I got wet
all over by slipping down, as I stood up to my knees in
the water; and at last stopped, not because the trout
stopped biting, but because it was 10 o'clock and I feared
the consequences. I had the creel full, my pockets full

and two strings of trout—at least 301bs.—none less than a
good quarter of a pound in weight and one pounder.
When I reachedhome Mrs.Gunn was looking for me, and

said, "Mr. Gunn is mad about your being late, I know,
but I'll try to save you this time. I will have the girls

clean those beautiful trout and set them in platters in
the ice-house; and when Mr. Gunn comes home, don't say
a word back, but get him to the ice-house and show him
the trout. Leave the rest to me." Then she gave me a
nice breakfast she had saved for me.
Soon Clarence Deming came down and said, with a grin,

that my rod was going to be taken away from me for the
rest of the term. Billy Beecher came down and said,

like the gentleman that he always was and is, if he fives,

"I am sorry that Mr. Gunn is so angry with you. I wall
talk to him to-morrow and see if I can't get him to give
you back your rod." I told Will that I had hopes that I

could fix it. And then came Mr. Gunn, looking stern.

When he saw me he started to speak, but I interrupted
him, "Don't say one word, Mr. Gunn, but come with me."
He followed me to the ice-house. There on a stone table
stood four turkey platters full of trout, cleaned and fresh,
with their colors" as lovely as the flowers in a garden

.

He looked for five minutes and heaved a sigh. The
sportsman's instinct overpowered him, and he said, "If I

had been you, Dixon, I would have staid all day," "My
bait gave out." "Well, come up to school after recess
and I will have to talk to you some." I appeared in due
time. Gunn called me before him and asked me, "When
did you get home this morning?" I said I was a little

late, but that I would be more careful in future. "Well,
I intended to take away your rod for the rest of the term
if you were late at school; but I have concluded to let you
go this time." I went to my seat and smiled at Clarence.
He was disgusted, as he hoped to have most of the fishing
to himself for the rest of the term.
This story does not read as I can still feel it. If I

could only word-paint the perfect day, the beautiful
la,ughing water, the birds' song, and, above all, my youth

and health. Some of you that read this will remember
me as a boy. Our paths in life have diverged widply, but
I remember you all fondly still. W. J. Dixon.

Kansas.

CANADIAN FISH AND GAME INTERESTS
MONTREAL, Oct. 21.—A special meeting of the com-

mittee of the Fish and Game Protection Club was
held in the Windsor last evening, Mr. I. H. Stearns in

the chair, and Messrs. Ives, Boyer, Brown, Horne and
Shewan (secretary) being present. After the reading of

the minutes it was, on motion of Mr. Horne, resolved

that Mr. Boulter be appointed on the committee in place

of Mr. Skelton, who is at present in Europe. The secre-

tary stated that since April last the club had proceeded
successfully, in forty-ono suits in the police courts for

violations of the fish and game laws, and out of this the

offenders were mulcted in the sum of something over
$400. Mr. W. S. Walker, the attorney for the club, had
pushed the cases diligently and deserved well of all

sportsmen who take an interest in protecting the game
of Canada fraro extinction. But this method of proceed-
ing had cost the club a considerable sum of money, and
although good work had been done by the club and con-
siderable fines imposed there was still a very large ex-

pense attending the prosecutions. The following letter,

of which cognizance has been taken by the Government,
will be of interest:

Lieut.-C'ol. Tilton, Deputy Minister of Finance; Dear,
Sir—At a meeting of the committee of the club, held in

the Windsor Hotel here on June 27, the report of the
deputation to Ottawa was received and approved. On
behalf of the club we desire to tender the hearty thanks
of the club to the honorable the Minister of Marine and
yourself for the kind reception given to the deputation,

and beg to offer the following suggestions:

1. That the Chateauguay de Lille and Beaudette rivers

have fishways put in, and that the "Sawdust act" be
strictly enforced on those rivers.

2. That the licensed nets on those rivers be reduced at

least one-half, and that no netting licenses be issued

within a,t least ten miles of Montreal, this limit being re-

served for rod fish.

3. That Missisquoi Bay be closed to net fishing for five

years from May 1, 1891.

4. That the mesh of net used be not less than 2in. when
wet.

5. The club desires to ask the appointment of Alfred
Marsoin as a fish warden to act in concert with John Norris,

of St. Lambert, over the whole district mentioned above,

and that local wardens be abolished in the said localities.

G. That the secretary of this club be ex-ofpeio an officer

of your department, and that the club be authorized to

appoint sub-wardens during the close season.

7. That the close season for lake (gray) trout and brook
trout commence at the same time, the first of October,

and end together.
8. That the close season for bass, maskinonge and dore

end the same time, June 15.

Should your department decide on granting the above,

the club will hold itself responsible for the protection of

fish in above' districts, and will furnish the department
with all information in their power as to quantity and
kinds of fish caught in this neighborhood, provided the
department furnishes the forms to be filled. All of

which is respectfully submitted.
Geo. W. Stephens, President.
Henry W. Atwatfr, Sec.-Treas.

A. N. Shewan, Hon. Secretary.

HANOVER LAKE PIKE.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A few days since, receiving an invitation to come and

put in a day at pike fishing from a friend of mine, Ben
Harker, living at Oakwood Mansion, near Wrightstown,
a small village not far from Pemberton, N. J., I packed
up a small amount of duffle in my knapsack and took the
evening train for a station near his residence. When I

arrived Ben was waiting for me with his lively team,
and soon we were going at a good speed toward Marion.
Next morning the weather was extremely pleasant,

and after a very early breakfast we, accompanied by his

brother Dick, were soon on the road going at a lively rate
behind the same team, headed for a place off in the pines
some ten miles distant called Hanover, once a thriving
and busy village, containing a large furnace and other
iron works, but now dilapidated and deserted, save, per-

haps, some half a dozen families of wooclchoppers, char-
coal burners and berry-pickers (during the berry season).

At Hanover is a large deep pond, in which pike of a good
size are abundant.
Stopping at a stream on the way, Dick managed with

his scoop-net to get a suitable supply of minnows for
bait, and in good time we reached our destination.

Having obtained a boat and arranged our tackle, we
were soon off on the pond, and in a short time the fishing

commenced. Although the weather suddenly changed
and became cold and showery, with wind northwest, we
had reasonobly good luck with the fish during the fore-

noon; and after disposing of a noonday meal supply,
enough for six men at least, with big drafts of new
cider, we resumed our fishing and continued it until near
night with fair results, after which we returned to Ben's
home, getting there in the evening, having had a very
enjoyable time of it.

Had the weather continued pleasant throughout the
day without doubt we would have had extra good luck,

for that is one of the best ponds for pike in South Jersey,
being fished but a little on account of its being remote
from villages and thickly settled regions.

In going there, and while in the neighborhood of the
pond, we saw many gunners and heard the reports of
firearms in all directions, thus showing that the game
laws of this State are but a little, if at all, respected in
that section, as shooting does not commence legally until

Nov. 1. Around the pond we saw considerable game;
but at the rate the shooting was going on but a little, if

any, game would be left after a short time. It is unfair
for lawbreakers to scoop in nearly all the game before the
season commences, leaving but the poorest kind of shoot-
ing for law-abiding citizens after the game law is off. No
true sportsman would be guilty of doing it, for the law, if

respected throughout the State, would be a great benefit

to every sportsman in it. A. L. L.

Homerstown, Oct. 23.
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NORTH CAROLINA NOTES,

A LARGE black caterpillar is found on the red and
Spanish oaks, it is almost black in color and from

1 to 2iu. long, and about as big arouud as a lead pencil.

It is exceedingly common and tbe bugs are gathered into

gourds, and kept there until the fishing; commences, when
they are allowed to crawl forth over the angler and boat

and make a very convenient bait. In the rivers and
creeks that come out of the swamps in the flat coast

region of the pine tar belt bream and crappie are abund-

ant, and when a school of either of these fish is struck,

using this black caterpillar for bait, you can take the last

one of them without moving from the spot.

In Orton Lake the large-mouthed black bass abound,

and more can be caught'than desired. The perch family

generally is well represented here. Col. Murchison. pro-

prietor of the Orton House in Wilmington, controls the

fishing privileges of the lake, and reserves it for the guests

of the hotel and his New York friends. The pond is

fifteen miles long and its banks are heavily covered with
brush. On account of the latter it is necessary to have a

short line when fishing from the banks. This brush is a
great rendezvous for the different kinds of herons. A
half dozen nests of these birds are often found in one
small bush. They are undisturbed and quite tame. Alli-

gators are very common in tbe lake also.

The Black River and its system of waters, which enter

into the Cape Fear River, twelve miles above Wilming-
ton, contain a large number of game fish. A friend of

mine tells me that he saw a man in Wilmington in the

spring who had a small boat aud live boxes, in which
were 507 large black bass, crappie and yellow perch,

caught in the Black River.

The Lumber River perch is considered tbe tiuest game
and pan fish in the State. This perch has bepn thinned
out immediately around Lurnbertou. but good fishing is

still to be had within five or six miles of Ibis place.

Overfishing is being practiced here. The market fish-

erman takes 300 hooks and ties them to overhanging
bushes as he goes along: by the time he has the last one
tied the first are ready to be looked after, and in this way
many fish are secured.
At Elizabetha C ty I saw fishermen using skim-nets in

the Pasquotank River, and was very much astonished to

find that they were catching beautiful specimens of crap-

pie with these shallow nets right at the surface of this

very clear juniper water. On seeing a bunch of the fish

taken into a house I followed and asked to be allowed to

see the fish opened. We found that they were feeding
on small minnows, and upon further investigation found
that the minnows were exceedingly plentiful right over
a portion of the river where the bottom was covered with
slabs from saw mills close by, and from these slabs come
a small insect larva, upon which the minnows were feed-

ing. The crappie were so intent in their feeding upon
these small fish that it was possible for the skim-netters
to scoop them up. S. G. Worth.

VERMONT FISH AND GAME LEAGUE,

A CALL has been sent out by Mr. John W. Titcomb, of
Rutland,Vt., acting for the Rutland Fish and Game

Club, the purpose of which is to invite the sportsmen of
the State to unite in a league. The call sets forth:
"Some years ago a local association known as tbe Rut-

land Fish and Game Club was formed here for the pur-
pose of protecting the fish aud game of Rutland county
and stocking its streams with trout. This club, with very
small means, has been notably successful in the enPorce-
nient of existing fish and game laws and in stocking our
streams with trout; and we are led to believe that a
somewhat similar association of sportsmen throughout
the State would accomplish far greater results for the
pleasure and profit of all its inhabitants. * - *

"'With natural advantages which cannot be surpassed,
it is unfortunate that Vermont should lie allowed to fall

behind her sister States, and it is the purpose of the pro-
posed league to take advantage of the opportunities for
good work in this direction which are presented every-
where throughout the Green Mountains.
•'With this end in view, we ask you to pledge yourself

to become a member of the State League by filling out
the accompanying blank.
"The objects of the association are: To procure and en-

force suitable laws for the protection and preservation of
food fishes, game, song and insectivorous birds: the re-
vision and codification of our present laws on this subject;
the promotion of fish culture; the introduction of new
species and varieties of fish, game and useful birds; and
to disseminate information relating thereto."
Among the many prominent men who have indorsed

this movement and pledged themselves to become mem-
bers are Charles H. Sheldon, president Rutland Fish and
Game Club; Gen. W. Y. MV'. Ripley, W. C. Clement and
H. R, Dorr, Rutland; Hon. Herbert Brainerd. Fish Com-
missioner, St. Albans: Gen. W. W. Heury, Burlington:
Col. Geo. W. Hooker, Brattleboro: Hon. B. B. Smalley
and Hon. Geo. F. Edmunds, Bmlington: Gen. J. G. Mc-
Cullough, Benuington; Chas. F. Orvis, Manchester; Co).
M. S. Colburn, Manchfster Centre: Hirarn Atkins, Mont-
pelier: Hon. Redfield Proctor and Hon. Fletcher B. Proc-
tor, Proctor: Gov. Carroll S. Page, Hyde Park: Hon. Ed-
ward Smith and H. H. Swift, M.D., Pittsford; J. S. Viles,
Montpelier; W. H. H. Murray, Burlington: E. Jas.
Ritchie, St. Johnsbury: Hon. T. W. Moloney, Rutland.

We trust that Mr. Titcomb and his associates will meet
a suitable response from the sportsmen of Vermont. The
Rutland Club has already shown that it understands the
needs of the time, and there is every assurance that the
proposed association will be efficient for good under the
direction of such promoters as are here named. In this
connection the following paragraphs from the report of
the Vermont Commission will be read with interest:

FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE SOCIETIES.

The Commissioners recommend as one of the most
efficient instrumentalities for the accomplishment of the
objects contemplated by our laws, the organization of
local clubs or societies for the protection of fish and game;
that all who are interested (and every citizen should be)
in true sport, and in the preservation of our forest and
stream life, take steps for the organization of such
clubs, which may also be made the means of much social
enjoyment and healthful and legitimate sport. There
are now several societies of this kind in the State, and
the assistance rendered by them to the Commissioners

has been most valuable and highly appreciated, and the

good work they have done is deserving of all praise and
emulation.

STATE PISH HATCHERY.

After careful consideration and examination of the

subject in all its bearings, the Commissioners deem it

their duty to recommend, strongly, the establishment of

a State fish hatchery. They believe this recommend ation

to be in the interest of true economy, and that the results

of its adoption would be most satisfactory.

The people throughout tbe State are coming to realize

that there is an actual, tangible and considerable profit

to be derived from trout ponds and streams—a profit in

many instances exceeding that which could be realized

from the cultivation of a corresponding acreage of the

most fertile land. As a consequence, the Commissioners
have not been able, with the means at their command, to

meet the call made upon them for speckled and lake trout

and landlocked salmon during the past two years; and
the demand is steadily increasing. The cost of eggs and
expenses for hatching and distributing the fry of these

fish alone in the last two years, without considering

manv incidental expenses connected with it, has been

nearly two thousand dollars, or about one-half the entire

appropriation, while, as above stated, the supply has not

been equal to the demand.
To purchase the eggs and defray the cost of hatching

and necessary care, as it has to be done at present, on a
basis of retail prices is miduly expensive. A hatchery
adapted to all requirements would not cost more than
from twelve to sixteen hundred dollars, a competent man
to manage ancl care for it could be secured at from four

to six hundred dollars per year, and such an establish-

ment would produce, according to the best information
we have been able to obtain, a, thousand times more stock

than one thousand dollars per year will obtain expended
as it now has to be. Tbis output would so replenish and
supply our ponds and streams that they would soon be

fairly teeming with "speckled beauties," to tbe great

advantage, not only of Vermont palates, but Vermont
pockets as well; besides this, there would be a large sup-

ply of fry which would find ready sale at good prices,

and should bring in a very considerable revenue.
Many of the other States have institutions of this kind,

and are fully satisfied of the actual profit resulting from
them. When this subject is duly considered and investi-

gated, taking into account the "direct revenue to be de-

rived from well-stocked trout ponds and streams, the

advantage to the people of the State from an increase in

the number of summer visitors, and the money which
will be distributed by them finding its way through all

the different channels of trade and business (for it is beyond
question that no greater attraction can be offered the
average summer tourist than the reasonable certainty of

a handsome string of the finest fish in the world as a
reward for his day's sport), and the profit to be derived
from the propagation of fry for market, the conclusion is

unavoidable that the establishment of a State hatchery in

Vermont would be a measure of wise economy and a
source of profit to the State.

New Hampshire annually appropriates many thousands
of dollars for her fish interests, and finds the investment
a most satisfactory one. The Commissioners trust this

matter will receive the careful attention it deserves, and
that some action may be taken upon the subject by the
General Assembly.

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO THE LAWS, ETC.

The Commissioners respectfully recommend that section

3872 of the Revised Laws be so amended as to make the
open season for trout, lake trout and landlocked salmon
from May 1 to Sept. 1, instead of from April 1 to Aug. 1,

as at present. The law as it now stands is seriously ob-
jectionable, and works detrimentally.
In April the ice is not out of the ponds and large

streams in ordinary seasons. If holes are cut through
the ice the fish naturally collect around them for sunlight
and fresh air, and as they are very hungry after a long
winter's fast (for the food supply in winter is so scanty
that it amounts to almost that for trout), the poor half-

starved fish are an easy prey, and may be taken by
thousands, until in two or three seasons .a well-stocked
pond or stream will be almost entirely depleted. In April,

too, the trout are not in condition or properly fit for eat-

ing: while the closing of the season at the beginning of
August, which is one of the best months, if not the best,

for fly-fishing in most of our waters, debars many of our
own and visiting anglers from the pleasure of this choicest
of outdoor recreations, and that unnecessarily and with-
out compensating benefit of any kind. August has come
to be the bestmonth of the season for summer visitors, and
to make it a close trout season seriously interferes with
their plans and pleasures, and tends to drive them to other
States, where the laws are more accommodating, to the
manifest detriment of our landlords, farmers, merchants
and others, who derive a benefit directly or indirectly
from their patronage.
The Commissioners earnestly protest against the repeal

of the present law limiting the size of trout to be caught
to 6in. The effect of that law has been most excellent,
and already the size, quality and quantity of trout taken
where it has been observed and enforced afford the strong-
est testimony in its favor. It is practical, sensible and
right. No change should be made in it, in the opinion of
the Commissioners, unless to make it more effective.

A "Worm Charmer.'—Here at last is what the world
has been crying for for eix thousand years and more.
There was a time when a part of the fun of going fishing-

was in digging the worms for bait; but all that has gone
by in this progressive age. A man came into the Forest
and Stream office the other day, said his name was
Paulsen, and announced that he had discovered a way to
make the wonns come forth; that he knew the angling
fraternity would hail him as a benefactor, and that he
wanted to advertise. He offered to go down into the
street, which nowadays is always torn up, and prove it to
us by invoking a million worms from' the soil of Broad-
way; but we accepted his statements without ocular
demonstration, and to-day in our advertising pages is set
forth the virtue of Paulsen's "Worm Charmer." It is a
liquid, Mr. Paulsen tells us, which is sprinkled on the
ground, without incantation, and immediately the worms
emerge in hordes with their gripsacks packed, and scuttle
off for the next county. A tolerably fast runner can
head them off before they climb the fence.

Names of the Round Whitefish.—One of the small

whitefishes of North America, which extends from New
England to Alaska and from the Great Lake region to

the Arctic ocean is the round whitefish or shad waiter
(Coregonus quadrilateralis) This species is also called

the Menomonee whitefish. The name shad waiter is

applied at Lake Winipiseogee and in Memphremagog
Lake. From Col. Hodge we learn that in the Con-
necticut Lakes, N. H., it is called "bill fish," In New-
found Lake it is the "mackerel." In Megantic Lake it is

known as the "cucumber fish," and in some other por-

tions of New Hampshire itisstyled "clear fish." Cnester-

field Like, according to Col. Hodge, appears to be the

southern limit of the round whitefish in New Hampshire,
and it is smaller in this lake than in any of the others.

This little whitefish is of especial interest because it

furnishes abundant and wholesome food for the lake

trout. It is an excellent food fish, but owing to its size

and remarkably small mouth it is difficult of capture by
means of hook and line.

Lake Trout Notes.—Mr. Walter Aiken has informed
us that the lake trout in Winnipiseogee Lake, N. H., are
usually long and lank fish, with flesh of a pale color and
inferior taste; yet the landlocked smelt, which is con-
sidered one of the best food species for the lake trout to

feed upon, is abundant in Winnipiseogee. In Newfound
Lake, N. H., according to Mr. Aiken, the lake trout are

shorter and thicker and tbe flesh is more highly colored

and has an excellent flavor. Col. Hodge confirms tbe
opinion as to Winnipiseogee lake trout, and states that

the species in Newfound Lake has yellow flesh. The
voracity of the species may be appreciated from the fact

that fifty-nine smelt have been found in a Tibs, individual
caught at Bristol, N. H. The lake trout is a rival of the

cod in its omnivorous habits. Last winter at Winne-
squam Lake a 17-Ubs. fish, caught through the ice, had in

its stomach a pebble about as big in circumference as a
copper cent, and an entire fish hook, which was in a very
rusty condition.

Fish and Game in Tampico.— Consul-General Sutton
in a report to the Department of State from Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico, published July, 1890, has the following
interesting note on the wealth of animal life in Tampico:
"In the gulf and inner waters north and south are vast
supplies of fish, turtles, alligators and birds. From here
to Corpus Christi, Tex., is a sportsman's paradise from
October until April. Considerable quantities of dried
bird skins, plumage, etc., have been sent from here, and
a New Jersey firm has had its buyers here for several

years, getting large numbers of alligator skins." The
fishes are known to be essentially those of the West In-

dian fauna aud. consequently, agree in the main with the
species found at Key West," Florida, which embrace a
great variety of showy and excellent game fishes, Among
these are the groupers, the snappers, the tarpurn, tbe
grunts, porgies, barracuda, pompano, big-eyed scad and
mullets.

Bluefish on North Carolina Coast.—At Life-Saving
Station No. 13, Currituck, N. C, more bluefish were seen
last spring than have been seen for years. The captain
of this station caught 26 large ones by impaling them
with a pitchfork as they came upon the beach one day.
These fish were chasing the mullets inshore and were
rolled up by the surf. Hundreds of mullets were washed
up on the shore, many of them being bitten in half by
the bluefish, and the water at times was actually crimson
with the blood of the mullets devoured by the "pirates."

Owing to the good prospects for fishing au unusual num-
ber of camps were established on the coast. I counted
seven fishing camps from Life-Saving Station No. 12.—
Cliff.

Lake St. John.—The new hotel at Roberval has been
so well patronized this year by American tourists that

Mr. Beemer is now building two large wings, which will

increase the accommodation so as to lodge 800 guests in-

stead of 100, as at present. In addition to this he has
built, a magnificent hotel, equal to that at Roberval, on
one of the islands in the Grand Discharge, the center of

the ouananiche (French for winninish) fishing grounds.
This will be run in connection with the Hotel Roberval,
and two steamers will run daily between Roberval and
the Grand Discharge during the tourist and fishing

season.

Every Protective Club Bhould subscribe for the
Booh of the Game Laws. It will prove invaluable, for

it gives' the full text of the law.

^isJfmUur^

NOTES ON THE BROOK TROUT.

AT the hatchery at Plymouth, N. H., Col. E. B. Hodge,
Fish and Game Commissioner, found a female brook

trout full of ripe eygs ready to be cast in July of this year.
Unfortunately no male could be found in proper condition
to fertilize the eggs. Brook trout have been found with
mature eggs in most of the summer months, and this is

an additional instance of irregularity in the spawning
season.
The brook trout of Sunapee Lake are noted for their large

size and beautiful colors. The good condition of the fish is

attributed to the abundance of smelt, upon which they and
the larger Salinonida; feed. A brook trout weighing lib., '

when opened was found to contain nine smelt.
The number of eggs obtained from the breeding females

,

at Sunapee Lake hatchery is remarkably large. On Oct. 11,

for example, Col. Hodge took 13,000 eggs from four females.
The Colonel called our attention to a peculiarity in the
spawning of a pale-colored brook trout inhabiting Sunapee
Lake. This variety is hot profusely reticulated like tho
common form and spawns later than the ordinary fon-
tinalix.
Brook trout commenced spawning at Plymouth Sept. lu,

about eighteen days ahead of their usual time, and on Oct..

9 some eggs in the trays had already begun to show eye
spots. Col. Hodge does hot feed his trout at all when the
spawning time is near at hand. In this way when the eggs
are taken they are entirely free from digestive products.
After the spawning is completed the breeders are fed as soon
as they wi 11 take food and are given as much nourishment
as possible, in order to prevent the attacks of fungus.
There is a great deal of variation in the ease of manipu-

lating female trout at Plymouth. Some of them have thin
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abdominal walls and can be stripped of their eggs without
much pressure; others have thick, tough integuments and
belly walls and yield their eggs slowly and with difficulty.
Ool. Hodge finds that small brook trout spawn later than

large ones, sometimes continuing into January.
There is a good deal of difference in the color of the eggs

of brook trout. The large fontinalis of Sunapee Lake have
orange eggs, while
at Plymouth the
eggs of the same
species are pale
lemon. Col. Hodge
attributes this dif-
ference to the food.
At Sunapee this
consists chiefly of
smelt, crustaceans e?5|§
and insects, while ^§§|
at Plymouth the
trout are fed on raw
liver and heart and
cooked lungs of
beef and sheep. At
Plyraou t h some
wild trout are ob-
tained tvery year
and their eggs are at first orange, but after being fed in the
manner described for about two years, they have become
lemon-colored.
Some of the enemies of trout at Plymouth are minks and

bullfrogs. The former are troublesome only in fall and
winter. A big bullfrog was found at one time withaoin.
trout in its stomach. A cat was discovered killing trout at
the hatchery in the winter and was caught iu a trap.
The State' hatchery near Plymouth receives its water sup-

ply by gravitation from three springs having a. winter
temperature of 31deg., STdeg. and 41deg. Owing to this cir-

cumstance it is easy to retard or accelerate the hatching of
the eggs by manipulating the watpr supply alone.
The form of the dip-net in common use for .handling

salmon and trout is open to the objection that it causes the
death of a large percentage of the fish, amounting in many
cases to 25 per cent, of the whole, number. In order to pre-
vent this destruction of trout and salmon Col. Hodae has
devised a new form of net. which is much wider at the bot-

TUK BROOK TROUT.

torn than at the top and allows the fish to He at full length.
This reduces the tendency to struggle and injure themselves.
For brook trout the hoop is loin, in diameter, the depth o£
the net is 24in., and its width at the bottom is also Min.
For the landlocked salmon the hoop is 17in. in diameter,
depth 36in., and width of bottom 36in. We can testify from
our own observation to the superiority of these nets over
those of the usual pattern; they are made by the American
Net and Twine Company, of Boston. Mass., from specifica-
tions furnished by Col. Hodge. Tim sketches herewith given,
on a scale of lin. to 1ft., will sufficiently show the style of
the net. The size of the mesh can be regulated to suit the
kind offish to be handled: those in use at Plymouth have
the lower portion scarcely one-half inch from knot to knot.

YEARLING LANDLOCKED SALMON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Noticing an article in Forest and Stream of Oct. 35, stat-

ing the growth of yearling landlocked salmon at Sunapee
Lakp, New Hampshire, I am reminded of the experience of
the Bisby Club with this fish in their preserve at Bisby
Lake, iu Herkimer county. The club hatched at their sfca-

tion In this lake in the winter of 1SS9. 15,000 landlocked
salmon esgs, which were planted in the lake and into two
small soring ponds flowing into it in March following. In
June, 1890, only fifteen months after the plant was made,
the young fish appeared in both places. They could have
been none other than the fry planted the preceding year,
as none had been planted there before. These young" fish
measured respectively from Sin. tollj^in. in length. Several
were taken on the hook ranging between these lengths.
Some were, taken with the fly on the surface and several at
baited buoys in 20ft. of water. Their appearance was in all
specimens but one like adult fish. The color was steel
gray on the back, silvery white underneath, with character-
istic black spots on the gill covers and sides, but no red
spots or transverse bars. I took several of these fish mvself
and therefore know what I say respecting them. The facts
show the extraordinary adaption of the Adirondack waters
to landlocked salmon. R. U. Sherman.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH CULTURE.

WE paid a flying visit to our friend Col. E. B. Hodge,
Fish and Game Commissioner of New Hampshire,

recently, and saw the beginning of fishcultural work at Ply-
mouth'and Sunapee Lake. At Plymouth the Commissioner
had begun taking eggs of the brook trout and a good supply
of fertilized eggs were laid down in the hatching house,
some of which began to show the eye spots as early as Oct.
9. The number of breeding brook trout at Plymouth is very
large and their condition highly satisfactory. There are,
also, a few Loch Leven trout and a very small number of
rainbow at this place. The latter species is reported to be
unsatisfactory for New Hampshire waters. The eggs of the
brook trout, which have been kept at Plymouth for a period
of two years or longer, are usually of a pale lemon color.
This Col. Hodge attributes to their food.
At Sunapee Lake may be seen some of the finest breeding

brook trout, in any waters. We saw examples that must
have approached 61bs. in weight and the colors of the large
males were particularly brilliant. The eggs of the fish at
this station are orange colored. Thirteen thousand eggs of
brook trout were obtained from four females during our
stay:

" ,r '
•

" Mr
i

;

It was supposed that the golden trout (SalveUn us aureo-
las) would be found on its spawning grounds at Loon Island
in Sunapee Lake: but a strong and. persistent northwest
wind made the water so rough that it would have been
almost impossible to see the trout, and it was entirely too
stormy to make the attempt. The wind was stranding
landlocked smelt in small numbers on the sand beach form-
ing the east shore of the lake near the hatching station.
One of the. curiosities in the tank is a male golden trout,
18in. long, which should weigh not less than 31bs., but
probably will not weigh lib., owing to its emaciated condi-
tion. It resembles the cod, described to us in Alaska by the
superintendent of the salting station at Pirate Cove, which
was so thin that "you could read the San Francisco
.Bulletin through it." The thickness of the body immedi-

ately behind the head is only Uiin., and at the root of the
ventral fin only lin., diminishing rapidly from this point to
the tail. Notwithstanding its emaciation milt was devel-
oped and the full breediug colors are present. The lower
parts from the head to the tail, but not extending up to the
middle of the body, are brilliant orange. The sides have
numerous pink spots, which are mostly below the middle

line. The pectoral,
ventral and anal
fins, in addition to
the usual colors
already described in
these columns, are
beautifully marked
with a pinkish
tinge.
A beautiful hybrid
between the golden
trout and the brook
trout has been pro-
duced at this sta-
tion, and we have
taken notes upon
specimens three
years old, which we
will publish later

on. On Oct, 13 Col. Hodge took 100,000 brook trout eggs at
Plymouth. On the 14th be began work at the Keene hatch-
ery, and was to start for Dublin Pond the following day to
instruct the men in collecting and handling the eggs of the
trout found in that body of water and described in our Trout
Supplement under the name of SalvcWuw nr/atsM: From
Dublin Poud the Commissioner was to go to Laconia and
from thence to Newfound Lake, and afterward to Sunapee
Lake, to continue the work with the brook trout and inau-
gurate operations with the golden trout and landlocked
sahrion if they prove to be. in suitable condition.
At Plymouth some landlocked salmon in the pond were

beginning to act as if about to commence spawning, but
work upon them did not begin at that early date. Upward
of twenty landlocked salmon were confined in the tanks at
Sunapee. some of them very large and stout, and hiostnf
the males with the jaws greatly enlarged'. There is a
good deal of variation in the shape of the cartilagin-
ous tip on the lower jaw of the breeding male. In one
example this tip is about «i of an inch in length and pro-
jects from the end of the jaw almost at a right angle. In
most cases the upper jaw has a deep notch in front to receive
the enlarged tip of the mandible, but in one case at least
there is no notch and the tip is received in a cavity in the
upper jaw which does not extend to the upper surface of the
snout
The condition of fishculture in New Hampshire is most

gratifying and the results of the work astonishing, espe-
cially when the small amount of the appropriation is con-
sidered.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FiXTUSEi
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 80 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeve Poultry
. nd Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Scc'v
59 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Beni.
M'Tnness. Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to Sn.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Sto-k Association, at New Orleans, La, A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 11)58.

Feb. 24 to 27. -Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
"March 2 to 5.—First Annual Dog Show of the Ducmesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa, W. E. Ltttell, Secretary.
"

March -3 to 6.—Second Annual Doa Show of the Marviand Kennel
Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Difrenderft'er. Secretary.
March 2-i to 27.—Second Annual Doe Show ot the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
November.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur

Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H. Baird, Secretarv, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 3.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel

Club, at Carlisle, bid. P. T. Madisou. Indianapolis, Ind„ Sec'y.
Nov. 3.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel

Club. at. Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Toronto, Ont., Secretary
Nov. 4 to 8. -First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Ohio, at Hyannis, Mass. F, W. Chapman, Secretarv, 304 Wash-
ington streot, Boston. Mass.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club.

W. L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyu, N. Y.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field TriaJs of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York.
•

; ary.
1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfleld, Cai. H. H. Brings, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

G
THE AMERICAN COURSING CLUB MEET,
REAT BEND, Kansas, Oct. 21.—The fifth annual
meeting of the American Coursing Club was an-

nounced to begin to-day, and most of the attendants of the
meet are now on hand, but the heavv rains of last night and
this morning have necessitated a postponement of the
running. Should it clear to-morrow, the grouud will be in
all the better condition for running, by reason of the rain.
At the business meeting held at the Morrison House last

evening, little of interest transpired bevond routine matters
Mr. D. N. Heizer, president, was in the chair, and Mr. Ira
D. Brougher, secretary of the club, was at the desk. In the
matter of applications for membership, on motion of Mr.
Carney the rules were suspended and the secretary cast the
ballots for the following new members: Mr. Cecil Granville
Egerton and Mr Johu Russell, both of Ness City, Kas.; Mr
Geo. Nichol, of Cable, III; Mr. Fred Hoey, of Long Branch,
N. J.: Mr. August Belmont, Jr.. of Hempstead. N. Y : Mr
John J. Mannion, of Allegheny, Pa.: Dr. Lewis and G
Tandy, of St, Louis, Mo.; Mr. Benj. O'Keif, also of St. Louis.
Mo. Dr. Mulford and Mi-. Hasbrook, of Kansas City, were
then, on motion of Mr. Carney, elected bv acclamation
honorary members of the club. A resolution was adopted that
only owners of competing greyhounds or their servants
should be permitted to follow the dogs, and that Rule 19,
relative to impugning of a judge should be enforced. Messrs!
A. C. Schermerhorn, G. N. Moses and C. G. Page were ap-
pointed field stewards. The drawings for the order of
slipping then went on, an^, the meeting adjourned shortly
after 11 P. M.
The work of both secretary and executive committee has

been well carried out, Mi-. Luse, resident member of the
committee, deserving abundant credit for his industry. It
is announced that the Uhl & Carney ranch, so long known
as the running grounds, and doubtless the best natural
coursing grounds, taking into consideration the abundance

of strong hares, in this or any other .country, has been sold
to a Kansas City syndicate; possession to be given at an
early date. This will not interfere with the runniug this
year in any way, and probably will not next year, but it
may deprive the club and also Great Bend of Mr. Carney's
presence, since business arrangements may take him to some
other locality. Mr. Carney's services in the pgst have bee

u

invaluable, and his standing in the club is such that to miss
him at any meet would seem little short of a calamity.

It should be remarked here that the quality of the grey-
hounds brought out this year is far above that of any
preceding year. Good blood and better breeding have done
their work, and tc-day perhaps the best greyhounds in
America are assembled here for the sport of this week. The
All-Aged Stakes, however, only show thirty-two entries,
and it is a matter of disappointment to record that in the
puppy stakes only ten nominations appear, out of all the
hue young dogs now coming on in such numbers.
In the slips there will be some new dogs, and some of the

familiar ones will be missed. Mr. Lowe does not enter
White Lips, for instance, she now having a. litter, nor shall
we see Partera, which never has run here, but was thought
a rare good one. It was announced, also, that Trales would
not go this year, but he is entered, though, with three or
four new and tenderish toenails to trouble him. One sees
here now an entirely new type. The big and rangy ones of
the first few years are hardly to be seen now. The compact,
muscular, smaller dog is recognized in theory and practice
to be the better hare courser. Doubtless we 'shall see good
sport and merry working at this meetiug.
Mr. Joseph Holloway, well remembered as the judge of

the first meeting of the club, five years ago. will iudgp~this
year, and doubtless very acceptably to all.

' Arthur Massey,
the old reliable Waukenphast, will do the slipping.
Mr. M. Phister, of Cincinnati, well known as an enthusi-

astic lover and good judge of greyhounds, and importer of
some of the best in the country, will be here to-morrow with
his wife and child. Mr. Phister has entered into a limited
agreement, by which he furnishes to Rookwood-Landseer
Kennels for handling, three of his dogs. Nettlefield, Nor-
wegian and Belle of Eltham. These dogs will all run here
and should be among the best of the imported ones.
Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of New York, secretary of the

Eastern Coursing Club, is present, and as the agent of the
new organization, the National Greyhound Club, brings
with him an elegant and valuable trophy cup, which will
be given to the winner of the All -Aged Stakes. Mr. Watson
has with him his imported bitch Dry Time and will run her.
German Hopkins, agent for August Belmont. Jr., has also
here a remarkably clever-looking imported bitch in Minnie
Staton. These, with Mr. Piaster's three, make a splendid
group of greyhounds of themselves. Mr. H. C. Lowe has a
grand lot of young dogs in his Neversettle—Partera litter.
Mr. Heizer has several good ones, aud Mr. Luse has a whole
yard full of likely ones to choose from. There will be also
a number of Trales puppies entered, and all in all, this
meeting will show a lot of dogs quite different from those
offered in the crude beginning of the first year's meeting
here five years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Page arc here from Illinois. Mr. Page

has no dog of his own breeding to run this year, but will
join Mr. Lowe in his nominations. Mr. Alfred Haigh is on
from Cable, III., with a clever looking couple. Dr. Fon-au
non and Mr. Lyon, of Emporia, have some that are npt tn
stay well down. Some new and valued men keve also, htp
Messrs. John P. Usher, F. L. Webster and S. T. Field, ail of
Lawrence. The Great Bend men are all on hand and
wide awake as usual. To-day this little Western citv has
many of the best greyhounds and some of the bejst grey-
hound men of the country within her walls.

Wednesday. Secoiul Day, Oct. 2$
A heavy fog obscured the country in the morning, so dense

that several riders got astray on the flats while riding iu
search of the club house. A fairish crowd was on hand to
start, and this by evening had grown a large and unruly one.
The original package showed its work to some little extent.
The dogs went to the slips at 10:30.
The first pair down was

DRY TIME—KING LEAR.
Dry Time is the property of Mr. J. H. Watson. She is

imported, is by Britain Still ex Haytime, and is a nice look-
ing light fawn, though she was scarcely hard enough for

settle's size. These got oue of Mr. Carney's great white-
tails, and the hare left both the dogs. King Lear would not
be denied from first to last and set the pace. The bitch, not
being in it after three fourths of a mile, King Lear won.

I.OBD AlSd'HEBSON—NETTLEFIELD.
Mr. 1). C. Luse's Lord McPherson and Rookwood-Laml-

seer Kennels' nomination for Mr. Phister, the ridv bitcli
Nettlefield, were the next brace in. They got another 1 i e
mendous jack that led to the hills and gaveTthem a punish-
ing course. They ran across a fence which kept the judge
back so much that he could not see all of the course, and he
made it an undecided. The hare escaped.

LORD HOSES GLENDYNE—LIBERTY.
Mauniou & Halladay's dog Lord Moses Glendyue and Lajwe

& Page's bitch Liberty went in. They got the third
whitetail, and it led Liberty a punismug race till it
escaped in high grass. Moses got enough of it and quit.
Liberty won.

DECK—MAJOR GLENDYNE.
Emporia Kennels' dog Deck and M. E. Allison's Major

Glendyne. Major was best up, did the. work of four go-bys
and was doubling points long before Deck got in. Deck
came in stroug and scored. Major was in for a poiut or two.
as could be seen from the fence that stopped the judge and
riders. Deck then led again to the end. The hare was
killed, but by which dog could not be told. Major Glendyne
won.

LINE OP LtTCK—NORWEGIANS
Low &- Page's Line of Lxick and Rookwood-Landseer's

nomination for Mr. Phister, the big and fine looking light
brindle Norwegian, half-brother to the great Fullerton. now
went down. A jack started close and passed near them.
The dogs became excited and the slipper could not hold
them. They broke on a short and poor slip, aud the hare
was killed within 200 or 300yds., before much work was
done or the dogs were really extended. Line of Luck killed
on Norwegian's turn. Norwegian won by half a point and
was given the course. It would have been better had they
been put in again for another test.
The party now went into the club house for lunch. A

trap-shooting tournament was going on at the club house
and the grounds appeared lively.

NETTLEFIELD—LORD MAt'FHERSON.
After lunch Lord McPherson and Nettlefield went in for

another course. Another jack escaped. The coursing was
very pretty and even, Nettlefield finally getting the hare
from Lord McPherson and showing much merit. He, how-
ever, retaliated and led, scoring but little to the hills. Lord
McPherson won.

BELLE OF ELTHAM—LITTLE CLIMBER.
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' nomination for Mr. Phister

the tidy bitch Belle of Eltham (Jester—Bit of Fashion) and
Lowe & Page's Little Climber had four hares up before they
got off

. The run up was neck and neck, and beautifully
done. Belle was perhaps better up in this, Climber, how-
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ever, held the hare as the dogs drew off for the straight-
away, showed the speed and won. The hare escaped. The
Eastern dogs seem to be unable to stay with the tremen-
dously fast jacks which have been foiind here this meet.
They are fine and close at first, but are not up to the long
gallop. Thns it may almost be said the hares are too good
for the best coursing style.

LANCASTER—MISS BEATRICE.

D. C. Luse's Lancaster and Dr. L. G. Landy\s Miss Bea-
trice were not well sighted, but on straightening out Lan-
caster showed a tremendous going power, and had it prac-
tically all over a hard course. The hare escaped. Lancaster
won.

IiADT IN BLACK—LADY JANE.

Mr. Lnse's Lady in Black and Mr. Heizer's Lady Jane
made much of a repetition of the above course, and Lady in
Black won handily.

MASTER GLENDYNE—LANCASHIRE LASS,

Mr. Alfred Haigh's Master Glendyne and Lowe & Page's
Lancashire Lass did not sight their first jack, but afterward
got a big one. They made the third race that was all one
way, Lancashire Lass leading and doing the work and win-
ning with all to spare.

LORB NEVEESTILL—MINNIE STATON.

Lowe & Page's Lord Neverstill and Blemton Hollywood
Kennels' (of Hempstead, N. Y.) bitch Minnie Staton, got a
long slip on a big jack over hard ground. Minnie went up
with a great burst of speed, and scored, holding the hare for
a half mile. Neverstill drew by and worked ahead over the
flat to the hills, wrenching occasionally. Minnie stopped at
the hills. Tbe hare escaped. Lord Neverstill won. Thus
Mr. Hopkins, who brought out Minnie Staton for Mr. Bel-
mont, saw his dog go out on the first heat, as indeed all the
Eastern dogs had done. It was thought by many that tbe
rarefied air of these plains, about 1.800ft. above sea level, is

too much for a dog that is not acclimated. The main truth
is, nowever, that all these Eastern dogs were fitted miser-
ably. A Mongolian Chinese sort of handling is what vic-
timized them.

SNOWBALL—BELLE.
Mr. D. N. Heizer's Snowball and Mr. A. C. Schermerhorn's

Belle got a good whitetail. This was a one-dog course.
Belle led up and harried, and placed Snowball twice, but
she could not hold. Belle went ahead, worked the hare in
redhot style across the fiat quite unaided, coursed it up the
hills, clung to it, and killed alone beyond the bluffs. Belle
must have scored over 30 points, and gave the prettiest ex-
hibition of close work yet seen. Belle won.

VERDURE CLAD—LADY GRAHAM GLENDYNE.
Rookwood-Landseer's bitch Verdure Clad and Mr. W. W.

Carney's bitch Lady Graham Glendyne got a "long" jack,
which got away. Verdure led up and turned, placing Lady,
who lost it soon. Verdure was then ahead for a half mile
or more, but scored only by wrenches, and but three of
those, the hare leading her too far. On the hillside Lady
took a straight go-by and a turn, and the dogs passed out of
sight, the judge being entrapped by one of the numerous
wire fences, which are flagged, but not gapped as thev should
be. The course was undecided.

LADY BARTON—CUTE.
Mr. Luse's Lady Barton and Emporia Kennels' dog Cute

•got another of Mr. Carney's phantom jacks. Lady did the
work nicely for three-quarters of a mile. She works very
close. Cute then drew by and scored repeatedly, holding
the hare to the hills, where both dogs and hare escaped the
judge, who made it undecided. This closed tbe running of
the day. Out of 14 hares coursed oolv 3 were killed.A business meeting was ca,lled at the Morrison House
during tbe. evening. It was discovered that by the resolu-
tion passed the evening previous the representatives of the
press would technical] y, tbough unintentionally, be excluded
from the course. The resolution was therefore rescinded,
and the full courtesies of the grounds were extended to all
the press.

Tliursday, Tfvird Day, Oct. 23.

The weather was bright and warm. The crowd was the
largest ever seen at any of the meets here, and was hard to
keep in order. The system of field marshals has never been
extensive or well organized enough in the club, and might
be improved in this respect, although the gentlemen in
charge did their best in their difficult task of managing a
quarter of a mile of excited horsemen and tangled equipages
No accident had as yet happened, till in the afternoon Dr
Foncannon, of Emporia, got an ugly fall while his horse was
at full speed. This ground is as dangerous to ride over as
any m the West, and there will be a serious accident here
yet. A judee takes his life in his hands every course he
runs Mr. Halloway is to be complimented on his skillful
and determined horsemanship. He has been fairly mounted
and has been in at the finish in nearly every course unless
stopped by wire. His judging is thus not' guessing, and
those who ;haye objected to his judging have for the most,
part simply displayed tbeir ignorance. The reporters for
the press not having so good a string to pick their mounts
from, and being for the most part confined to weak-kneed
cow pomes, whose law is hardly over a half day, have found
it hard to see some of the long straightaways, which have
so much marked this meet. More hares were killed to-day
but once more it was apparent that the jack rabbits of these
flats, now bred by the survival of the fittest for the past five
years, are actually too fast for pretty coursing. Eine condi-
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d wind are necessary- The Eastern dogs, especially

Mr. Phister s, had this against them; they were not fitted for
this work m the least, were nearly all soft and not strung
up, and lacked the weeks of actual work on this very conn-
try that they needed to command any chance to win ' A feel
along the loins of Mr. Lowe's or Mr. Luse's dogs to-day
would tell the story. They were hard and fine. The gentle-men from the East brought fine dogs here, but they should
blame themselves chiefly, and not the dogs, that they went
out in their first or second course so generally Next vear
they will have the wisdom of experience, and being men of
pluck, they will doubtless come again, and knowing more
do better.

LADY BARTON—CUTE.
At 10:20 the first brace went in, Mr. Luse's Lady Bartonand Emporia Kennels' Cute. This was quite a repetition of

their undecided course, of last night. Lady ran and turned
twice, coursing the hare admirably, none better. At thi-ee-
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t00k UP the running, scoring but
little. After a mile of it he ran past the hare in grass andLady came on and picked it up to no merit. Lady Barton

DOLLIE—NIP.
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s NiP got a good hare.Nip set the pace emphatically for a mile. Dollie drew bvearned tbree go-bys, coursed well and strong, Nip helnbniher nicely m the exchanging. In a watery flat, belly Seepto the hare, Dolhe made a sensational kill, and won a verv
pretty course. J

BARNEY, JR.—MASTER PETER.
Mr. Brougher's Barney, Jr., and Lowe & Page's MasterPeter got a red hot hare. Peter ran up, turned, wrenched

often, earned a go-by, and did it all for a half mile, rollingup a lot of points. Barney then drew by, and settled to cut
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standlng t0 wiQ had he nob killed too soon

YONDER HE GOES—TRALES.
Mr. Luse's Yonder He Goes and Mr. G, N. Moses's Trales

went in. Trales wentup the better when they got laid out for
the hare, each being a bit unsighted at start, Trales showed
ahead for four turns, a go-by and repeated wrenches. Yon-
der He Goes then drew by and worked the hare beautifully
for four turns and a dozen wrenches. Trales was placed,
but lost on a straight go-by, Yonder going in and killing to
a very creditable win. Trales is last year's champion. His
feet are badly banged up, and except for the late rain he
would not have been entered, being also rather soft iu flesh.
Yonder He Goes is a Trales puppy, and seemed a very good
one indeed, albeit a bit lacking in filial respect.
Running was now be gun in the

GREAT BEND DERBY.
BUSY BEE—GIRL'S FAVORITE.

The first puppies in were Russell & Nichols's Busy Bee
and Emporia Kennels' Girl's Favorite. A bad start was
made, but by judicious riding the. judge laid the dogs on.
Girl drew up, and in hot exchanging had the better of it,

doing it all alone at the close and picking up the hare in
her stride. Both these bitches were jet black and of the
same size. They made a spirited course. Girl's Favorite
won.
Luncheon was now had and a few photographs of the dogs

taken.
DENMARK—LIEUTENANT LEO.

Emporia Kennels' Denmark and Mr. Luse's Lieutenant
Leo then ran a hot and long undecided course.

AJAX—SURPLUS.
Emporia Kennels' Ajax and Rookwood-Landseer Kennels'

Surplus ran a bruising course ou a "long" hare, neither
doing much to speak of. Surplus fell and Ajax got his first
advantage, but could earn little. Surplus won.

MADDOX—BARTENDER.
Emporia Kennels' Maddox and Nichol's Bartender got a

twisting young whitetail and made a pretty course of it in
full view of the crowd. Bartender was a bit the better to
the hare, took a turn, placing Maddox for a turn. Bar-
tender drew past, coursed merrily close in and at length
turned to Maddox, which killed. Bartender won.

LANARADZO—DEWLAP.
Mr. Luse's Lanaradzo and Rookwood-Landseer Kennels'

Dewlap got a bruising run ou one of Mr. Carney's ghost
rabbits, but if they ever got a point from it, nobody but an
owner could have seen it. Undecided.

DENMARK—LIEUTENANT LEO.
Denmark and Lieutenant Leo went in to decide their for-

mer difficulty. Four jacks got off unsighted, the crowd
being now very unruly. A.t length they got a good hare.
Denmark got the run-up and turn and shoved ahead in the
exchanging. Leo drew by, turned and wrenched. The hare
led to the hills, Denmark following after a racing go-by,
and possibly turning the hare. Leo was beaten before he
got up a second hare, which he coursed. Denmark won.

LANARADZO—DEWLAP.
In the undecided course, Lanaradzo—Dewlap, three hares

got off unsighted, and the dogs then got a short slip and ran
a hare to earth in a quarter of a mile, Lanaradzo being
best to the hare and a bit better in the brief exchanging,
won. A second hare was sighted before the dogs were taken
up and they coursed it,Dewlap never giving Lanaradzo a look
in and killing alone, on a hard hare. Such is life.

all-age stake—Second Series.

KING LEAR—LORD MACPHERSON.
The first pair to tempt fortune a second time were King

Lear and Lord McPherson. This was a clinking course and
full of work. The judge gave McPherson 14 points and
Lear 12. To the reporter it seemed that this might have
been reversed, and the totals of both not so large, but this
should be said with diffidence, for the judge had the better
horse. Lord McPherson won.

LIBERTY—MAJOR GLENDYNE.
Liberty and Major Glendyne got a hare which did not

belong among Mr. Carney's bright galaxy of immortals, and
they gave it a. merry course. Major was better in the run-up,
and showed all the speed at first and got his six points in
advance, showing fine work for a half-mile. Liberty then
was placed, and did a lot of close and plucky work, ahead of
Major part of the time, and ran out a neat kill to win. A
very close and showy course.

NORWEGIAN—LITTLE CLIMBER.
The fine light brindle, Norwegian, now went in with the

tidy bitch Little Climber, and he gave her quite the worst
of it at the ran up, and could outfoot her at will for three-
quarters of a mile. He, however, did not seem to turn so
closely as he should, losing bis stride several times on the
hot comers. Climber learned his weakness, got to the hare
and did the better work toward the close, killing and falling
over the hare. Little Climber won. Thus Mr. Phister saw
his last dog go out. Much sympathy was expressed for him,
as this was his first appearance here, and his generous
enthusiasm in greyhound matters grounded a hope that he
might see his dogs in plenty of events. Norwegian is a half-
brother to Fullerton, and he is a greyhound every inch, but
it is very likely that if Fullerton himself, no better fitted
and as much unused to these hares and this climate, were
here to-day, the story would be much the same. This might
shock some coursers in England, until they knew more of
the conditions of the running here on the wild native jacks.
There are jack rabbits here, plenty of them, which, on a slip
of 100yds., will run clear away from any two greyhounds on
earth, bar none. The man who says his dogs* will catch
them all, simply shows either his ignorance or his lack of
candor.

BELLE—LADY GLENDYNE.
Belle and Lady Graham Glendyne ran a long and pretty

course. Lady Avas first up and had the better of it for a
dozen points. Belle then went by her as she liked, taking
six go-bys. and working the hare in wonderful style.
Belle, turned the hare to Lady, who barely missed it as it
took to earth. Belle won. A very good bitch, unless she
has outclassed herself in her two courses up to date.

LANCASHIRE LASS—LANCASTER.
Lancashire Lass and Lancaster did not work well in the

slips, the Lass not leading well. A hare was started and
passed within 10ft. of them. In their struggles, the dogs
were mixed up, and the Lass was thrown and unsighted
Not much merit, therefore, was in the run-up, which lay
through the line of vehicles. Lass got a bad fall in the
course and fell behind, but gathered herself up, steamed by
on a great go-by, and was then the better in a long following
run to the hills. Lass then closed up and turned tbe hare to
Lancaster, which killed. This was the hardest course yet
run, the pace of hare and dogs being simply terrific. Lan-
cashire Lass won.
This closed the day's running. The representatives of the

press were once more laid under their annual indebtedness
to Mr. and Mrs. Carney for the hospitality of their home
without which feature the meet would not seem a success.A ball at the Morrison House, in town, concluded the festivi-
ties of the day. *

Friday, Fourth Day, Oct. g&
The day was bright and very warm, the heat in the after-

noon being fairly blistering. The attendance was again
very large and among the crowd, there were numerous un-
ruly spirits, who became impressed with the belief that the
whole show was intended for their especial benefit. One of

that gentry refused to obey the commands of field marshals
Schermerhorn and Page, and was promptly unhorsed, the
brawny president of the club, Mr. Heizer, assisting in this
with a grace and ease which showed his fitness for bis office.
The offender was sent from the grounds, and this well-
merited and too-long-delayed lesson had a very good effect.
It was reported during the afternoon that one. Jay Gould,
of New York, would be upon the grounds, he being then at
Hoisington, near by, but Mr. Gould did not appear, much
to the relief of those who owned valuable stock in the grey-
hound line.

At 10:30 A.M. running began again in the second series of
the All-Age Stake.

LADY IN BLACK—LORD NEVEESTILL.
Lady was first in on a rather twisting lead up, and won

the turn and a wrench. At the end of a half mile Never-
still fnade a burst to close, but the black outfooted him,
working and staying beyond belief for so slight and weedy-
looking a bitch. Neverstill got a go-by on the inner circle,
but lost again, and Lady led for the balance of a corking
course of two miles, the hare escaping in grass. Lady in
Black won.

LADY BARTON—DOLLIE.
Lady Barton and Dollie were two wicked little ones, the

latter being a sister to Dr. Shaw's other fine little bitch
Belle. Lady won the run-up and first work, Dollie a go-by
and two wrenches. Lady drew by and placed Dollie.
Dollie took up the challenge and crowded the bare ahead
for three-quarters of a mile, showing the speed and grit of
all the Trales puppies, and would have killed in a moment
had the hare not taken to high grass. A kill would have
meant a win for her, but as it was, Lady Barton won. The
latter is a wonder for so small a creature.

MASTER PETER—YONDER HE GOES.

Much interest was felt over the course between Master
Peter and Yonder He Goes. Master Peter being thought
about as good as any of Mr. Lowe's fine lot of young ones.
Peter had the best of it for the first few wrenches, and was
the speedier. Yonder He Goes closed with great pluck,
wrenched and reached to kill, flecking the hare and taking
an ugly fall, which threw him over cover. He rose, closed
the gab at once, with the hare turning slightly in his favor,
turned, wrenched, and with a snake-like reaching kill,
peculiar to himself, ended and won the course.

Derby—Second Series,

GIRL'S FAVORITE—DENMARK,
They let two hares off unsighted, and then ran a short

undecided. Later on they lost another hare unsighted.
After dinner they got off. Favorite had the run-up and a
wrench. Denmark drew past and did the little that re-
mained for over a mile, when the hare was lost. Denmark
won.

SURPLUS—BARTENDER,
These two got a long screwing lead-up, Bartender taking

the scanty honors, and holding ahead for a mile with six
points to his credit. He passed Surplus out of hand and
placed him. Surplus later drew in on the inner lap and
killed to no merit whatever, making only a point and a half
according to the judge's score in his course of a mile and a
half. Bartender won.
Lanaradzo now ran his bye. Lieutenant Leo for mate.

Luncheon was then had, and a late start made after that.
Running now started in the

All-Age—Third Series.

LORD MACPHERSON—LIBERTY.
These two got a very strong hare. McPherson ran up and

was better in the first light exchanging. Liberty then held
ahead for a mile and a half, but the hare was too strong for
her to score and escaped in the bluffs. Lord McPherson
won.

LITTLE CLIMBER—LADY IN BLACK.
They got a crossing run-up, the hare favoring Lady,which

wrenched and turned wide, placing Climber who turned,
tryi ng then to close at full extension on a straightaway.
Lady then put on a terrible burst of speed and went right
by, turning also. The hare took to earth a few hundred
yards further on. Little Climber is out of the question a
fine bitch but the black freak, Lady In Black, was too
much for her here.

YONDER HE GOES—LANCASHIRE LASS
got a long, hard, bruising course, with plenty of scoring,
and Yonder killed the hare. The judge made it undecided.
The Lass bad apparently the better of it, but as to that no
one could tell who was not right up with the dogs.

BELLE—LADY BARTON.
The remarkable little bitch Belle now tried conclusions

with her short-taded half sister Lady Barton, tbe lady with
the iron legs. There was no credit' in the run up, the hare
favoring Lady, who traded turns at once with Belle. No
real go-by was had, but Lady seemed a bit the quicker. She
placed Belle, who crowded* up, tripped the hare and fell.
Lady then killed and won. The course was very short, and
it might perhaps have been well to put them in again. It
would at least have been a pleasure to see the white and
brindle Belle at work on a "long" hare. Thus Dr. Shaw's
bitches both went out. They have been very good, and in it
lies a lesson. Both Dollie and Belle were in the country all
summer, and they had killed over sixty jacks themselves
and were^nicely fitted. They were beaten only by a bitch
whose fitting and care had been equally good, and whose
sire was the same.

Derby—Third Series.

DENMARK—LANARADZO.
They got a hard hare for puppies to handle, but worked it

very cleverly and evenly. Denmark was stronger for the
finish, drew ahead, killed and won.
Bartender ran a bye with Lieutenant Leo.
There now remained in the All-Age, Lady in Black, Lady

Barton, Yonder He Goes and Lord McPherson, all the prop-
erty of Mr. Luse, and Mr. Lowe's brindle bitch Lancashire
Lass. For the latter the prospect seemed very far from
pleasing, one against four, and when Yonder He Goes and
Lancashire Lass were called again to the slips, Mr. Lowe
withdrew the Lass and Mr. Luse had all the stakes. He
was urged to run it down, and not leave the championship
for four dogs to divide, but at first consenting, he later took
up his dogs. Mr. Luse thus won the American Field cup,
which is offered in $100 cash, the entire moneys of the All-
Age Stakes and also the beautiful cup, value §100, which
the National Greyhound Club, by its agent Mr. Watson, had
with fraternal greetings sent out to its older Western con-
frere. The cup was later on formally presented and received
with great applause and a vote of thanks from the American
Coursing Club.

Derby—Fourth Series.

BARTENDER—DENMARK.
These two now went into the slips to determine the win-

ner of the puppy stakes. They got off well in a very pretty
course, which they worked to an early kill by Denmark,
which won.
This closed the running of the meeting, as Mr. Luse had

now determined not to run down the last four in the All-
Age. There is therefore no championship in the All-Age
Stakes this year. Following is the

SUMMARY.
The American Field Cup, All-Age Stakes.

Open to the world, For thirty-two or more all-age grey
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hounds. Entrance fee $10; the winner to receive 50 per
cent, of entrance money, and cup ($100 cash) donated by Dr.
N. Rowe. also a silver cup donated by the National Grey-
hound Club of New York; the runner up, 50 per cent, of the

remaining entrance money; third and fourth, 35 per cent,

each of the money remaining after second division.

First Series.

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle dog King Lear
(Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
J. H. Watson's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) fawn bitch Dry Time

(Britain Still—Hay Time).

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) white brindle dog Lord
McPherson (Trales—Dick's Darling)

beat
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) white and

black bitch Nettlefield (Dick Day—Camborne).

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle and white bitch
Liberty (Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
Mannion & Halladay's (Allegheny, Pa.) black and white

dog Lord Moses Glendyne (Trales—Lady Graham Glen-
dyne).

M. E. Allison's (Huchinsou, Kan.) white and brindle dog
Major Glendyne (Trales—Little Lady Glendyne)

beat
Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) brindle dog Deck

(Palmer—Blue Queen).

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) brindle
and white dog Norwegian (jester—Bit of Fashion)

beat
Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle dog Line of Luck

(Lord Neversettle—Partera).

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) white and brindle bitch
Little Climber (Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) brindle

and white bitch Belle of Eltham (Jester—Bit of Fashion).

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) brindle dog Lancaster
(Trales—Dick's Darling)

beat
Dr. Lewis G. Tandy's (St. Louis, Mo.) white and black

bitch Miss Beatrice (Sjr Charles—Lady Rebecca)

.

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) black bitch Lady in Black
(Trales—Dick's Darling)

beat
D. N. Heizer's (Great Bend, Kan.) white and black bitch

Lady Jane (Trales—Lady Graham Glendyne).

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle bitch Lancashire
Lass (Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
Alfred Haigh's (Cable, 111.) white doer Master Glendyne

(Trales—Little Glendyne).

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle dog Lord Never-
still (Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
Blemton—Hollywood Kennels' (Hempstead, N. Y.) brindle

bitch Minnie Staton (Pinkerton—Madeline).

A. C. Schermerhorn's (Great Bend. Kan.) white and brindle
bitch Belle (Trales—Blue Bell)

beat
D. N. Heizer's (Great Bend, Kan.) white bitch Snow Ball

(Trales—Lady Millie).

W. W. Carney's (Great Bend, Kan.) white and black bitch
Lady Graham Glendyne (Jester—Glendyne)

beat
Rookwood—Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) brindle

bitch Verdure Clad (Greentick—Cotillon).

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kas.) fawn bitch Lady Barton
(Trales—Dick's Darling.)

beat
Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) fawn dog Cute (Palmer

—Blue Queen).

Dr. S. J. Shaw's (Great Bend, Kan.) white and brindle
bitch Dollie (Trales—Blue Belle)

beat
Alfred Haigh's (Cable, 111.) fawn dog Nip.

Lowe & Page's (Lawrence, Kan.) brindle dog Master Peter
(Lord Neversettle—Partera)

beat
Ira D. Brougher's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn dog Barney,

Jr. ( Minnie).

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn dog Yonder He
Goes (Trales—Arthur's Gypsy)

beat
G. N. Moses's (Great Bend, Kas.) white and brindle dog

Trales (Wandering Tour—Little Emily III.).

Second Series.

Lord McPherson beat King Lear.
Liberty beat Major Glendyne.
Little Climber beat Norwegian.
Belle beat Lady Graham Glendyne.
Lancashire Lass beat Lancaster.
Lady in Black beat Lord Neverstill.
Lady Barton beat Dollie.
Yonder He Goes beat Master Peter.

Third Series.

Lord McPherson beat Liberty.
Lady in Black beat Little Climber.
Lady Barton beat Belle.
Yonder He Goes beat Lancashire Lass (withdrawn).
Stakes divided. Total winnings, S380, and the N. G. C.

cup.
Lord McPherson is a good greyhound, white and brindle,

upstanding and well muscled, showing much the quality of
his sire, last year's champion, Trales. Lady in Black is
simply a freak, and not even her owner would claim she
shows greyhound points or quality. She is cat-hammed,
thin-legged, narrow on the loins and flat-sided, and as she
stands, looks scarcely larger than a big terrier. She is
black, with white front. Where she finds material to run
upon is hard to say, but has showed her ability to run kill-
ing courses in the same day, and her speed in a long course
is one of the queer things in greyhound theory and practice.
She is, however, well bred, by Trales out of the old bitch
Dick's Darling, though she shows the type of neither.
Lady Barton, which divided the Derby Stakes last year

with Lady in Black, is by Trales out of Dick's Darling, and
is another small one, yet wonderfully compact and muscu-
lar. There are few closer or prettier workers than she. Her
color is red fawn. She can hardly stay a long course with
Lady in Black, but is quicker from the slips and a closer
worker.
Yonder He Goes is a useful-looking red fawn, showing

nothing of his sire's form, or marking. He is out of Arthur's
Gypsy, by Trales, the service of Trales being stolen. He

• shows the quality of most natural sons, and is fast, staying

and gritty to a degree. All four of the above dogs were run
in perfect condition, few fitters being better qualified than
Mr. Luse. The latter gentleman is coming to be called
"Lucky Luse." He won first in the All-Age two years ago,
took all the Derby stakes last year, and this year takes the
whole of the All-Age.

The Great Bend Derby, Puppy Stakes.
For 16 or more greyhounds, 18 months old or younger.

Entrance fee $5; the winner to receive 50 per cent, of en-
trance money and $50 cash, donated by the Morrison House,
Great Bend; the runner up 50 per cent, of remaining money;
third and fourth 25 per cent, each of money remaining after
second division. Affidavit of age must be made by owner.

First Series.

Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) black bitch Girl's
Favorite (Trales—Bessie Lee)

beat
Russell & Nichol's (Cable, 111.) black and white bitch Busy

Bee (Spring—Alas).

Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) black dog Denmark
(Bobolink—Meta)

beat
D. C. Ltise's (Great Bend, Kan.) white dog Lieut. Leo

(Trales—Dick's Darling).

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) brindle
dog Surplus (Master Rich )

beat
Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) brindle dog Ajax

(Bobolink—Meta)

.

Russell & Nichol's (Cable, III.) black and white dog Bar-
tender (Spring—Alas)

beat
Emporia Kennels' (Emporia, Kan.) black dog Maddox

(Bobolink—Meta).

D. C. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.) red dogLanaradzo (Trales
—Dick's Darling)

beat
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' (Lexington, Ky.) red and

white bitch Dewlap (Gobbert's Sport—Queen).

Second Series.

Denmark beat Girl's Favorite.
Bartender beat Surplus.
Lanaradzo a bye.

Third Series.
Denmark beat Lanaradzo.
Bartender a bye.

Fourth Series.
Denmark beat Bartender and won first prize, $75.
Bartender won second, $12.50.
Lanaradzo won third, $3.

Girl's Favorite won fourth, 13.

Denmark is a light brindle dog of good speed, limbs and
Sluck. Bartender is a black, with a little white in front, a
kely one of some dasb. Lanaradzo is a light fawn of good

promise-, a speedy courser. Girl's Favorite is a smallish
bitch, black, with a little white about her, a gamy, merry
little worker.

At the regular business meeting, held Friday evening, the
following: officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-
dent, D. N. Heizer. of Great Bend; Vice-President, J. Her-
bert Watson, of New York: Secretary, Ira D. Brougher. of
Great Bend; Treasurer, J. V. Brin&tn'an, of Great Bend; Ex-
ecutive Committee, C. G. Page, Aurora, 111.; H. C.Lowe,
Lawrence. Kas.; Dr. S. J. Shaw, of Great Bend; Committee
on Grounds, W. W. Carney. G. N. Moses and A. C. Schermer-
horn, all of Great Bend. Votes of thanks were extended to
Messrs, Uhl & Carney for the use of their ranch as
running ground; to Dr. N. Rowe, for his donation to
the stakes; to the press at large for its efforts; to the
National Greyhound Club for its interest and its offer of
the trophy cup. The treasurer's report showed a neat
balance, on hand after the paying of all bills. Mr. M.
Phister. of Cincinnati, was elected a member of the club,
Mr. Holloway has this year filled the unenviable task of
judging in an able and apparently very satisfactory manner.
The meet may very well be called a successful one. The
American Coursing Club can report progress. E. HotlGH.

[In last week's despatch, sent at the opening of the meet,
the palpable error was made of announcing only 16 entries
in the All-Age Stake instead of 32.]

DOG CHAT.
THE proposed meeting of the English Setter Club, which

was to have been held last Thursday, did not take
place, there not being sufficient members present to make
up a quorum, which is a majority of the members. The
meeting was therefore adjourned to Thursday, Oct. 30, at
3:30 P.M.

Dr. James E. Hair writes us that the Juno mentioned in
our report of the pointer bitches at Danbury as taking
Reserve, is not his dog. The Juno we had in mind is a
large^ coarse, black bitch, which was brought in after the
regular awards were made; but as we made the award list
from the secretary's list of entries, which was the only book
from which we could get the names of dogs and owners, we
supposed the entry was correct. Dr. Hair's bitch Juno,
though entered, was not at the show, and we can quite
believe his assertion that the mother of his promising puppy,
Juno A., is a bitch of much better quality than the one
taking Reserve.

We understand from Mr. Hart, the secretary, that the
Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock Association will hold a
dog show in connection with their poultry exhibition at
Elmira, N. Y., Jan. 21-26, 1891. Though not under the wing
of the A. K. C.

;
a show held in this section of the country

will no doubt stimulate the canine interest in that part of
New York State.

In a letter from Mr. Washington A. Coster, he tells us that
he has received a letter of acceptance from Mr. Thomas
Johnson, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, to judge at the coming
Eastern Field Trials, in place of Mr. T. I. Stone, who was
obliged to decline on account of business engagements. The
judges will therefore be Col. Arthur Merriman, Thos. John-
son and H. B. Duryea. Mr. Coster also writes that all par-
ties desiring any information as regards reduced rates and
transportation of dogs to and from the Eastern Field Trials,
to be held at Otterburn Springs, Amelia Court House, Va.,'
from western New York or Canada, should apply to B. P
Fraser, Trav. Pass. Agt., 19 Exchange street. Buffalo, N. Y.:
and from New York, New Jersey and the Eastern States, to
William Fleming, Sec'y Trunk Line Asso., 345 Broadway,
New York city; and from points South, to M. Slaughter,
Assist. Comm., Atlanta, Ga.

We hear from Mr. Goldsmith, that the mastiff bitch Lady
Cobrey, consigned to his care by Mr. W. K. Taunton, Eng-
land, arrived on the S. S. France* consigned to Mr. Cbas. E.
Bunn, of Peoria, 111. Mr. Goldsmith speaks of her as being
a very large and fine specimen, and one not to be dwarfed
even by the six lions which came over on the same vessel.

Speaking of these lions reminds us of the great Dane

which performs with them. In one act Nero, as he is

called, serves as the pinnacle of a pyramid, formed by the
lions. He is perched on the top of a couple of tables, against
which, reared on their hindlegs, their muzzles touching the
dog, stand two of the lions, these in turn standing on the
backs of the other two lions. The total absence of fear on
the part of the great Dane is almost as remarkable as the
docility of the lions; yet we know not what a day may bring
forth, and Mr. Nero may find himself serving as a piece de
resistance to the lords of the jungle. By the way, though
lions are not exactly in the doggy line, we may remark that
their trainer, a German, completely explodes the idea which
generally prevails, that to control wild beasts and savage
dogs, one must keep his eye continually on the focus; for
be walks about as unconcernedly as possible, and, often as
not, turns his back upon the beasts. Another idea he has, is
never to touch them with the whip, the crack of the lash
being in his mind quite sufficient to cow them; as he says,
with some truth no doubt, that once they knew how little it
hurts, they would lose all respect for it.

We call special attention to the notice at the head of this
department as to time when copy should reach us,

We have received a pleasant letter from Mrs. Lee, owner
of the Alta Kennels, in which she informs us of the pur-
chase of thenoted St. -Bernard bitch Jael (E.K.C.S.B 20,821).
Jael is by champion Plinlimmon out of Deborah, who is by
champion Beauchief. In color she is a rich orange and
white with dense shadings. Height 3034m., and weighs
160lbs. She is quite a winner on the other side and at first
class shows too, as her record includes first and cup, Kennel
Club show at the Aquarium; first Brighton, two seconds
at St. Bernard Club shows, and equal third with Prudence
at the last Leeds show. Stock-Keeper speaks of her as a
rare stamp of brood bitch, and with justice, as she is the
dam of the noted Lady Sneerwell, winner of twelve prizes
and cups this year, and Proselyte, who won first at War-
wick, first Richmond, and two seconds at St. Bernard Club
shows, among other winners.

Mrs. Lee also tells us she has a pair of Lord Bute—Ellen
Terry pups that are simply huge, and promises the
weights later on. She concludes with a paragraph of in-
terest to all St. Bernard breeders. Ellen Terry rested for
one year and then was bred again to the same dog, Lord
Bute, and if these dogs are not as large as those of her first
litter, she will begin to think there is something in our
climate against raising "big 'uns." Perhaps there is, but
may we not also find a reason in the way they are raised.
We believe that as a general rule more attention is paid to
the feeding and proper rearing of doers on the other side than
here. There is a class of men over there who are able to de-
vote almost their entire time to their kennels, and when the
cry is all for size there is little likelihood of their neglecting
any point whereby they can get ahead of their rivals. We
know of one instance on this side, in the case of the mastiff
Presto, whereby a system of feeding and exercise this dog
attained a growth and weight far in advance of the others
in the litter, and is now one of, if not the, largest mastiff in
the country. Breeders, if you do get a promising puppy,
leave no stone unturned to further its development even if
it does cost a little more, feed it on beefsteaks if necessary,
and don't forget the bone meal and gentle exercise.

Our Hamilton correspondent writes us that at a meeting
of the Hamilton Kennel Club, held on the 21st inst., the fol-
lowing resolutions were adopted: Moved by Mr; Murdoch,
seconded by Mr. Hendrie, Resolved, That in the opinion of
this meeting, it is advisable that at ail bench shows given
in Canada and America under the rules of the C. K. C. or
A. K. C, the colors of the prize cards and ribbons should
be uniform, and that a copy of this resolution be sent to the
secretaries of the C. K. C. and A. K. C. with a rpquest that
the colors of all prize cards and ribbons be made uniform,
and distinctly specified in the rules governing bench shows.
Carried. Moved by Mr. Tinsley, seconded by Mr. Hore, That
whereas the date of some of the fall bench shows held in
Canada conflict with one another, thus not only interrupt-
ing what would otherwise be a complete circuit, and pre-
venting exhibitors from showing at all shows, but actually
affording an opportunity for inferior dogs to win prizes in
the absence of good animals; Resolved, That the executive
committee of the Canadian Kennel Club be corresponded
with and asked to endeavor so to arrange the dates of the
Canadian bench shows as to render them non-conflicting.
Carried. Moved by Mr. Davis, seconded by Mr. Tuckett.
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting the practice of
giving prizes for puppy classes at bench shows should.be
discontinued, and a copy of this resohition be sent to the
secretaries of the C. K. C. and A. K. C, and the various
kennel clubs in Canada. Carripd. Moved by Mr. Close,
seconded by Mr. Ricketts, Resolved, That in the opinion of
this meeting pure-bred dogs and bitches, imported for breed-
ing purposes, with the object of improving the breed of dogs
in Canada, should headmitted to the country free of customs
duty, and that a copy of this resolution be sent to the secre-
taries of the C. K. C. and A. K. C, and the various kennel
clubs in Canada, with a view of securing their co-operation
in securing the legislation necessary to this end.

In a recent issue we gave the new law regarding the im-
portation of dogs into the States. We are not aware of the
workings of the Canadian laws with regard to importations
from Europe, but the agitation of such a resolution as the
above may result in abolishing the existing duty between
this country and Canada, and would no doubt be a great
benefit to breeders. At any rate our Hamilton friends seem
to be an active lot of new brooms, and we wish them every
success in their efforts.

It is said that Dr. Dixon, having heard of Mr. Cruser's
method of training, proposes sending his champion Gordon,
Little Boy, to him. and if he can be cured of his infirmity
he will run Little Boy next year in the field trials for that
breed.

It is not often that writers on the dailv papers tell the
truth when speaking of dogs; as a rule they are given to
picturing them as monsters of iniquity, especially the larger
ones. The World is the authority for the statement that
the New York dogpar-exceUeneeriow. is the great Dane, and
with truth says that "the huge animals are as gentle and in-
offensive as kittens, and their temper is so equable that
nothing short of the most serious kind of an imposition will
drive them to resentment." This has been our experience
with the breed, and they are also intelligent to a degree.
This paper also adds this tribute to human nature the world
over: "The possession of a big dog in New York is more
than a matter of fancy. It indicates that the owner does not
live in a boarding house or flat, and that he has sufficient
leisure to lead his dog up and down the highways for the
sake of exercising the animal." Indications of this sort
imply well.

A little bird whispers that a cablegram left Melrose, Mass.,
last Saturday for England, for another crack rough-coated
St. Bernard bitch. Mr. Moore, did you say ? Well , we won 't
tell any tales this time.

We learn that San Antonio, Tex., is to have a field trial
this winter. Several gentlemen have pledged themselves to
run their dogs. We believe there are a number of good dogs
jn that section of the country, and the venture could be
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made. a success. Our authority, the Texas Field, says very
tritely, that tbe result would, at any rate, eliminate one
breed of dogs, "The best field dog in the country, sah!"

Mr. John H. Mathews, who has surrounded himself with
a goodly lot of bulldogs, cbief among them being Portswood
Tiger, seuds'us a number of excellent photos of his favorites.

This reminds us that we hear little nowadays of tbe new
Bulldog Clnb. There are some good dogs owned in different

parts of tbe country now, and there ought to be little diffi-

culty in still further increasing the interest in this breed.

The friendly rivalry between Col. Wellesley's Barzoi Kri-
'iutt and Mr, Hacke'snew purchases, has given rise to agood
deal of comment on these dogs lately, and as we do not wish
to be lacking in any courtesy to the coming strangers we
give our readers their pedigree as set forth in the Canine
World this week. The dog is Zloeem, bred by Prince D. B.

Galitzine. Zloeem is just 2yrs. 5£mns. old, and his pedi-

gree is: Sire, Oaoran. by Ondar out of Roussalka II.; dam,
Iskra. by Tchorkai out of Poebda. The bitch is named Pro-
kaza:' she is just 4yrs. 4mos. old and gave birth Oct. 8 to
eleven puppies, by Mr. Rousseau's Alaman. Prokaza is

quite a noted bitch, having won the prize of $250 at the
wolf hunting at Tzarkoe Coels, and she also Avon tbe silver

medal at the great dog show at St. Petersburg, 1S89. Her
breeder was Mr. W. A. Tcbelrscheffs, and her pedigree is:

Sire, Pewlai, by Podar out of Roussalka; dam, Kracotka, by
Varvar out of Prokaza, In giving these jaw-breaking pedi-
grees we have iu mind our friend Mr. Fellowes, who simply
revels in them,

Rather an unpleasant incident happened lately to an
English judae, Mr. Tom Ashton. It seems he awarded a
third prize to a dog led into tbe ring by a lady, and this did
not meet with her approval. In the next class, in which the
lady also had a dog, to which he intended giving first, the
judge unfortunatel> left her to the last before taking her
dog's number, a misleading proceeding at the best. When
he asked her for the number she not very politely told him
she could do without anything that he could give her. He
answered, "All right, I will see that you don't have itnow "

We can readily understand a judge being somewhat nettled,
but still, for the sake of his own judgment, we should think
it would have been better to award the prize to the dog and
pay no attention to the other end of the chain. In justice to
the exhibitor we may say that she afterward wrote to the
judge apologizing for her action.

We note in our English exchanges that a man committed
suicide the other day by the aid of cyanide of potassium.
This in itself is nothing very extraordinary, but it seems it

was "all on account of" his great affection for a toy terrier,
as stated in a farewell letter to his wife.

It is to be regretted that the Eastern dogs did not make a
better showing in the recent coursing meet at Great Bend.
No doubt the rarity of the air had something to do with it,

as evinced by the fact of Minnie Staton stopping so sud-
denly after doing such grand work. Then again it is not
enough to harden them up by running along a road, but an
occasional brush with a hare itself must be indulged in. It
is not altogether the straightaway running that winds the
dog, but the sharp twisting and turning necessary in work-
ing the hare from one to the other. It is very evident that,
however good a dog may be in a, what we may term, cut
and dried course, a dog rau^t be brought up and regularly
coursed on those Western plains to stand much chance with
the kind of game they are likely to meet there, as is very
evident from the fact of only three hares being killed in the
first series. In future we would advise our greyhound men to
do as the field trial men do, and send their dogs West weeks
—aye months—before the meet takes place. It will cost
very little more and the honor to be won is quite worth it,

as the Western dogs are foemen worthy of their steel. It
has been suggested that, as there are so many of the
National Greyhound Club men who are buying young stock
with a view to running in next year's meeting, a man
be sent out with a string of Eastern dogs early in the
summer, the expense to be borne pro rata by the several
owners. This is the best and only plan for them to do if a
suitable man can be found.

We wish to remind the breeders of collies that entries for
the Collie Club sweepstakes close Nov. 1, with J. D. Shot-
well, Sec'y, S2 Hillside avenue, Orange, N. J.

Mr. J. Burkart, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is importing three
King Charles spaniel pups, by champion Bend 'Or II. out of
J vo Myrtle, from the kennels of Mr. Charles Stony. Toey
have already been shipped from Liverpool by the American
Express Company.

The English Bulldog Club has very properly passed a
resolution condemning the practice of some of its members
of putting up the medals that they have won, as special
prizes to be competed for at other shows. This is a practice
we have seen indulged in to some extent on this side, and
cannot be frowned upon too much.

As might have been expected, with its liberal classifica-
tion, the coming Crystal Palace show has secured the un-
precedented number of 1,729 entries. There are 177 St
Bernards, 124 collies, 74 mastiffs and 67 Newfoundlands
What a grand sight that will be, either of those numbers
alone will represent more than we can scare up at our shows
Another big class is that for dachshunde, fancy 60 of these
quaint little hounds or terriers—which are they?—in a row
Altogether this is a grand showing for a committee which
has not the protection of the ruling body.

Mr. Krehl brings his interesting sketches of a holiday tour
in Norway to a close this week, much to the regret of his
readers who have followed him in his rambles; but we can't
get over that very peculiar picture of the goat.

We hear that the entries for the beagle trials next week,
though small in number, are of very superior quality and
this latter fact has doubtless kept several other entries bank
At the meeting of the club, held Oct. 2S, it was decided to
make some changes in the classes. As the puppy class did
not fill it was decided to drop that altogether, and enter the
dogs in that class in the other classes and only run four in-
stead of five as was intended originally. We are thus unable
to give the list of entries this week, but are promised them
for our next issue. Those who intend going to these trials
from New York had better take either tbe Sunday ni^ht
boat to Fall River, and then the Old Colony Railroad" to
Hyanuis, arriving at noon Monday, or leave Grand Central
at 9:15 A. M. for Boston and then take the 4:15 P. M train
on Old Colony road from there to Hyannis. The Boston
contingent intend taking the latter train.

The judges for the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association's bench show at Charleston, S. C, Jan. 13 to 17
1891, have been selected. Dr. H. Clay Glover will take the
sporting classes and Mr. H. W. Lacy the remainder Thesnow promises to be a very successful one, as the show last
winter created a wide interest in dog flesh throughout that
section or the country. As the show is under A. K. C juris-
diction, no doubt a good many Northern exhibitors will
avail themselves of the opportunity to put their dogs a step
higher toward the challenge classes. The Clyde line of
steamers makes special rates for both exhibitors and stock

and this is a very pleasant way to make the trip. The
Georgia Pet Stock Association dog show is on the week after,
and as Augusta is only 130 miles from there, the two shows
can be taken in on the same trip.

A letter from Mr. Geo. Bell tells us that his new purchase,
the cocker spaniel Rildare, is down with distemper, but he
hopes to pull him through all right. We hope he may.

The black and tan terriers Salisbury ond Queen III., pur-
chased from Mr. Lacy, of England, by Mr, Comstock, of
Providence, R. I., arrived safely in port on Tuesday last.

As we expected, there is some trouble getting them through
the. customs, owing to the new regulations regarding the im-
portation of dogs, to wmich we referred in a recent issue,

not having been complied with. The dogs are in good shape.
They were sent over through the American Express Co. and
consigned to Mr. Stoddard, 600 Greenwieh street, and this
accounts for the present delay in delivering them.

The Radnor Hunt will meet on Saturday next at 3 P M-
at the kennels of Mr. Harrison's Chestnut. Hill Stock Farm.
The meet promises to be one of the most interesting of the
season, and we shall endeavor to give our readers next week
our full experience and the correct number of falls we ex-
pect to undergo during the run.

The Canine World has a very good picture th is week of
the noted and gigantic St. Bernard Lord Bute. We suppose
the reason he is drawn reposing at full length is, that were
he standing, an enlargement of the page would be necessary.
His want of blaze rather detracts from an otherwise fine
head, giving him somewhat the expression of Plinlimmon,Jr.

CHRISTOPHER.

THE subject of our illustration this week is the Chestnut
Hill Kennels' collie dog, champion Christopher. Chris-

topher was bred by the Rev. Hans Hamilton, and was
whelped April 16, 1887. He is by the renowned Metchley
Wonder (Sefton—Minnie) out of champion Peggy II. (Ruth-
ven—champion Madge). He was purchased in the spring of
this year by the Chestnut Hill Kennels for §5,000 from Mr.
T. H. Stretch, of Ormskirk, England. This is the highest

DOGS OF THE DAY.
WHEN two weeks ago I criticised certain actions taken

at the late A. K. C. it was not my desire to go bevond
what was perfectly legitimate in the discussion of an official
document meant for the information of all dog men Ip
response came a letter to myself from Mr. Anthony, couched
in terms which I could not ignore in justice to myself, and
I gave the letter last week with my reply thereto. Had I
so desired I could have responded in eoually strong lan-
guage, but I had no wish to bring about a wordy war on a
subject of no vital importance, and was perfectly willing to
leave the subject where it then was. I have, however, re-
ceived another letter from Mr. Anthony, which he evidently
challenges me to make public, under the impression, doubt-
less, that I would be unwilling to do so. If he really is of
that opinion he mistakes his man, for there is nothing that
shews the weakness of a case so much as when resort is had
to blackguarding the attorney on the other side. Mi
Anthony's letter is as follows:

"I was to-day handed your article in the FOREST AND
STREAM, where, bjpublishing a purely private and personal
letter with comments on the same (that are unworthy the
pen of any one), you have violated every rule of decency.You have now and always have had (with occasional ex-
ceptional lapses toward truth) a very unfortunate habit of
making facts, without due regard to their existence, if suchmade facts fit at the time your special news.
"I privately called your attention to this, forgetting at

the time that you were no longer a delegate to the A. K C
If I had desired to discuss the matter with you publicly i
should have done so, but you know full well that of late I
have not done anything ot the kind, believing that any one
holding an official position should not do so except in rare
instances. '

"Your allusion to my kennel and their field record is
simply malicious, quite on a par with some of your past
actions, that I had hoped association with gentlemen might
have improved. Your remarks as to the Beaale Club are
silly, as you will see if you read what the secretary said as
to their application for membership. Your statements as tomy actions re the English Setter Club are equally unrelia-
ble, the application of the older club having been withdrawn
before the application of the new one was voted on, if I am
not misinformed, and the use of the club room is and always

CHAMPION CHRISTOPHER.

price that has vet been paid for a collie, and no doubt many
will hardly believe the dog can be worth so much. How-
ever, this is not the first time these kennels have startled the
kennel world by a big purchase, and if Christopher lives
another two or three years—and no doubt he will, being now
only 3k; years old—he will probablv prove as profitable as
their several other investments have done. Dublin Scot,
for instance, was the first crack purchased by the kennels,
and in the three years be was in this country his stud fees
alone amounted to over §2,000. Although a most successful
dog on the show bench, it is as a sire that Christopher has
proved himself of such great value; his listof first prize
winners has already nearly reached three figures, and in-
cludes such well known dogs as Ormskirk Amazement,
Ormskirk Dolly, Straeathro Ralph and the latest sensation
Mortimer, sold when 9 months old for $500.

THE NATIONAL~BEAGLE CLUB AND THE A. K. C.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
Regarding the refusal of the A. K. C. to admit the

National Beagle Club to membership, "J. W.'s" points are
mostly well taken. I am pleased to hear that he was absent
and also that Mr. Leslie made a motion to accept.
True, the club has not framed any standard nor do they

intend to at present, but the club's object is to encourage the
breeding of the beagle in every possible way, hence the cash
prize offered at Toronto, which is only the forerunner of
many.

"J. W." states that he cannot see any advantage accruing
from a field trial club being a member of the A. K. C.
"Familiarity breeds contempt," and possibly "J. W.'s" in-
timate knowledge of A. K. C. matters leads "him to under-
estimate its value in the estimation of the average dog
lover. The National Beagle Club still exists, and is dailv
adding to its strength without the fostering care of the
A. K. C. The club is not at all heart-broken over the re-
fusal of recognition, but at the same time it cannot fail to
see the injustice of the action, and to recognize the fact that
were it admitted it would add additional strength to the
club. Should the club confine itself wholly to field trials?
Every man knows that in case of any dissatisfaction arisiug
from mistakes of any kind he has the A. K. C. to fall back
upon for redress. Personally, I know that the club lost
several entries to the trials, when thev lost their case with
the A. K. C.

"J. W." in Oct. 23 issue quotes from Mr. Anthony's letter
as follows: "In fact, the club had for its main object the
destroying of the older club." I don't own a solitary beagle.
I do not know Mr. Schellhass, and am not intimately ac-
quainted with any member of the moribund club. But this I
do know. I attended the organization meeting of the Na-
tional Beagle Club as a reporter, I recognized the fact that
the organizers were gentlemen as incapable of such a pur-
pose as that statedjby Mr. Anthony, as they were enthusias-
tic on their pet hobby. There was but one idea in the lot,
namely, the advancement of the beagle.
The old club was mentioned bv but one party, and then

solely as being dead to all intents and purposes. I joined
them that night; and although amply able to defend
themselves, I take it upon my own shoulders to deny the
false, misleading statement of Mr. Anthony. I defy him to
prove that he had the slightest ground for his remark, and
for fear that he may be so ignorant of kennel matters that
he will not know my nom de plume, 1 sign my name.

A. Russell Crowell.

has been free to any club desiring to avail themselves of the
accommodation.
"As you published my last letter, suppose you publish

this one."

In the first place the previous letter was in no sense pri-
vate and personal, but an accusation of error. If it had been
marked private I should have returned it with the informa-
tion that I could not receive such a letter as a privilegd
communication, and it would either have to be. withdrawn
or sent iu form for use. The remarks that I make facts
come with particularly bad grace from Mr. Anthony, con-
sidering that he made a grossly libelous statement with re-
gard to myself, when he knew that the only person who
could emphatically deny what be said was dead. Readers
of Forest and Stream may remember that he accused me
of having stolen a letter he had bought, the implication
being that I had deceived the editor of the Sporting Life
and obtained a letter from him by subterfuge, which 'i had
through a friend sold to Mr. Anthony, and when censured
by the editor I bad pathetically appealed to mv friend to
save me by getting it back. UnfortunatelyJoe Mr.: Anthony,
though he did not apparently know it, the full facts with
regard to that letter were published iu the Sporting Life at
the time, and had he gone any further in the matter I would
have unmasked the battery I bad in reserve. I will now
add that the person he said sold him the letter he assumed
was stolen by me, was the late Frank Satterthwaite, forrn-
merly kennel editor of Forest and Stream. I need say no
more ou that scbre, and will leave my readers to judge
whether I have had much chance of being improved by as-
sociating with the person who evidently imagines he is one
of the gentlemen who have been doing the missionary act.
There was nothing malicious in my reference to Mr. An-

thony's kennel. He claimed to be an upholder or supporter
in some way of field trials, and if I had chosen to be mali-
cious I might have referred to the Graphic business at the
Eastern Field Trials: the sand burr bugaboo out West, and
the Indiana Field Trials Club correspondence.
ing the Setter Club meeting at the A. K. C. room, I have a
letter from an officer of the A. K. C. which takes a different
view of the affair from that held by Mr. Anthony, but as I
do not wish to drag any one else into the discussion, I will
simply say that if Mr. Anthony still thinks that all the offi-
cials are of bis opinion regarding the propriety of holding
that meeting at the A. K. C. rooms, I will take the liberty
of forwarding him the letter for his perusal.

Mr. I. W. Kemble. of Philadelphia, has purchased the
English setter Dashing Kent, a full brother to the better-
known Sir Tatton. This is an excellent dog, and I hope he
will be in good, condition for the spring circuit next year.

Mr. Mitchell Harrison I notice replies to a remark I made
respecting the possibility of his interest in horses detecting
from that he has shown in regard to collies. I am glad to
know he purposes remaining true to the latter. I am indebted
to Mr. Harrison for a notice of the Radnor Hunt meeting,
at Chestnut Hill Stock Farm, on Saturday next, and 1 regret
it will be impossible for me to witness the meet and the run.
It ought to be a very pretty sight reviewed from the heights
by the kennels, and one well worth making the journey to
witness.

Dr. M. H. Cryer has sent tme the stud card of champion
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Bob Ivy, who, although but 2}4 years old, is a champion of

record.' As the stud card gives the extended pedigree and
also much useful information regarding his progenitors,

champions Dude, Max and Roderick, besides imported
Dollv. imported Othello and Vesta, it will be found very

ttksful to -plig breeders. Dr. Cryer's address is 1527 Arch
Street, Philadelphia.

It may bo old news to some, but it is only within a day or

two that I heard that Dr. Niven of London, Out-, had had
his collar bone brokeu from a fall in the hunting field.

Since then he. has gone on a trip across the Atlantic to

build up.

Tbe Scottish Kennel Club has a rare good friend in its

president, Mr, H, Panmure Gordon. The club's late show,
owing to counter attractions, fell behind some £75, and at

the next meeting of the committee a letter was read from
the president, with which he sent his check for £100 as a

donation to the fuuds of the club,

A correspondent of the Fanciers- Gazette has an eight-

months-old fox-terrier which "is over distemper, maupe ami
pczema, from which it suffered severely, but is »utt'eririg

from an inflamed eye." What ft nice, clean, comfortable
heme it must have. Here is another case in the same, jour-

nal: "I have a mill-terrier doe ten months old; his tail curia

tbe slightest hit at tbe end. Is there any way I can cure it?

An*. Probably by keeping a gum banVteiSs (flue muslin
soaked in a thick solution of gum) round the lower part of

the tail the carriage would improve," This is improving,
not faking.

A correspondent in a contemporary has heen calling atten-

tion to a few typographical errors which have recentlv

appeared in its 'pages, but in the same issue Mr. Wade is

made to speak of my .ludicrous explanation of the A. K. C.

accounts. Of course Mr. Wade wrote "lucid."

The. question of theiV K. C. accounts and Vred enburgh
vs. Peshall have been completely eclipsed in Philadelphia
dog circles hv that of "shall negro handlers he allowed at

the P. K, C. field trials ?" It is an ill wind that blows no-
body good, and the steward in the hack parlor has been
doing" a rushing business in slaking the throats o£ the
argumentative members. Mr. Harrington Fitzgerald, e-un

editor of the Item,, is a most liberal supporter of the club,

and in addition to his many valuable gifts has uow offered a
watch to the best handler at the club Held trials,

T desire to thank Mr. Blake, of Detroit, for what I take to

be bis reply to tnyremarks on whippet racing and the records

,
given to his dogs. Owners are so prone to fly nff at a tan-

gent wbeu any question is raised respecting their dogs, that

it is quite a pleasure to read such a pleasant reply as that of

Mr. Blake. J. W.

ROGER AND DUKE OF VERNON AT HOME.

is my ungrammatical reply. "Will to-morrow suit you?"
"Perfectly." "Then will vou come out on the 9:30 train in

the. morning to Mount Vernon, and call at my house on
Fourth avenue? Davis' place, where I keep some of my
doss, is about two miles hack in the country, and we will

either walk or drive, whichever you prefer."

I tell a bell-boy to awaken me in time for breakfast and
the 9:20 train, and in due time arrive at the anything but
humble suburban village of Mount Vernon. A very cosy
looking- place it is. full of pretty villa residences surrounded
by smple grounds. Besides Mr. Gardner's dogs, the Ermi-
nie Kennels of St. Bernards arc located there. I had hoped
to inspect the home of Barry II. and his kennel mates, but
despit e the cordial invitation of the proprietor, Mr. Thurston,
was unable to find time for the visit. Mr. L. Gardner's
residence is a pleasant villa on one of the tree-shadowed
avenues, and on the veranda he was discovered smoking a
ciErar. philosophically awaiting my tardy arrival.

He is a man rather below tbe medium height and quite
stout, with a full face and closely cmpped moustache.
There is not much credit in a man of great wealth buying
celebrated and developed dogs with which to form a world-
beating kennel. If "money makes the mare go" there is no
doubt but that it can also fill a kennel with dogs of high
degree. Mr. Gardner is not one of these. A traveling sales-

man for the leading woolen goods house of New STork city,

he has purchased young, unknown and undeveloped dogs,
and by Sheer pluck and bulldog perseverance, pushed them
into the positions the setter Roger and the pointer Dnke of

Vernon new hold. These are the men who are entitled to

kudos. Men who hazard their hard earned gains in the
risky and precarious speculation of dog flesh, not with a
view to profit, but out of sheer love of dogs.

"I have a couple of oils, Tallman of Providence has just
sent me, and should like you to see them," says Mr. Gard-
ner. I follow him into the house with eagerness, for a good
dog picture, like a good dog, is a thing I love to see, and
Harry Tallman can paint a dog as well as "wood-cut" him.
The paintings show me a magnificent pointer on point,

with a decidedly indifferent light-weight bitch backing him.
Roger's portrait, taken in company with the heavily marked
bitch Dora Deane. does not do him justice, though taken as
a whole the pictures are life-like and good.
Ere starting for Davis', where most of the dogs are kept,

we inspect the'homekennel in which but one bitch is penned.
This is a litter sister to Miss Frepdom, who'won, I think,
fourth in novice bitches at New York a year ago, aud vhc.
at Boston. Like her sister, she is a iight-weight, and
having only two days before allowed a litter of Duke of
Vernon puppies to die through want of nourishment, her
lord and master does not regard her with very loving gaze.

The kennel is small but neatly arranged, half a dozen dogs
being easily accommodated. Two, of the setter bitches,

Dora Dean and another, were- down at "Tom" Aldrich's, so

I could not see them.
It is altogether too lovely a day for driving, and as I beg

for a walk, Mr. Gardner good naturedly accedes to my
request. A country walk in the vicinity of Gotham is a
treat, by way of change, to one from rugged Canada. The
billiard-table-like roads, handsome houses and well-tilled

fields are a contrast to mud roads, log snake-fences, neglect-
ed-looking, half-tumble-down farmhouses and barns, and
stump-besprinkled fields. Our Northland doesn't look very
pretty, except from an artistic point of Anew. If a farmer
can get a good crop out of the rich soil he reasons that there
is no crying necessity to cause him to break his back rooting
up stumps, aud from the same standpoint, if the house
: • is out wind and weather, why in the name of wonder
Should he spend time and money in painting it! A house,
he justly remarks, is meant to live in, not to look at.

It is pleasant chatting with a man like Mr. Gardner. His
business engagements take him all over the country, north,
south, east and west, and during the course of his peregrina-
tions many a good dog has come under his observation. Out
in Ohio somewhere he came upon Duke of Vernon. It was
in the evening and business concluded, Mr, Gardner strolled
out in the fields with some local "sports" to give the dogs a
run. One among them at once caught his eye, a magnificent
fellow, which he at once set down, though keeping the
opinion to himself for obvious reasons, as the best heavy-
weight pointer dog in America. When they were all hied
on he found this wonder could go as well as look handsome,
and at once formed the determination to become his owner.

The first offer was refused, and my companion thinking it,

under the circumstances, amply sufficient, took his depart-

ure, leaving the. matter to simmer in the owner's mind. Soon
he received a letter intimating that "Duke," as he was then
calied/eould be bought. Raising his bid, Mr. Gardner be
came possessed of the dog, which he promptly rechristeued

Duke of Vernon in contradistinction to their many other

''(xTclCGS.

He was first shown at the Buffalo National Dog Club show,
where he pretty well cleaned up everything and created a
great sensation among the pointer men. Since then he has
been shown but seldom, though winning everywhere, and
he is now in the challenge class. These dogs of Mr. Gard-
ner's are. no carpet knights, and Duke has run in several

trials, though without having secured a bracket. Billy

Tallman, however, told me he had run in hard luck, and was
really a grand fielder. This I can well believe after seeing

bim afield with the great aud only Roger. Fast as the §1,000

stake winner could go, the pointer kept right at his heels.

Mr. Gardner told me the old long hair could put rings around
the pointer; but I certainly did not see him do it, so con-

clude that Duke of Vernon can kick up dust a little bit.

Talking about this notorious $1,000 race at the Central

Trials last year, Mr. Gardner assured me that he had re-

ceived a check for $1,000 in full as his prize. I have heard it

insinuated that the race was a fake; but this proves it was

We stepped out at a good rate and soon covered a couple of

miles. It heiug a hot day, and as neither of us can truth-

fully be placed in the category with Pharaoh's lean kind,

we began to lose considerable adipose tissue. This would
never do; so, coming to a likely looking roadside inn, my
friend suggested refreshments, and accordingly we re-

freshed. ~
,

. , .

There was a short cut through the gun club grounds down
by the lake (forgive me, please, it really was a pond) and
through a glilly, which we took.
There is one thing we Canucks can beat you all hollow at,

and that is ice. We don't have to fence in every mud pud-
dle and build a big storehouse beside it, Why, hang it, I'll

give all the ice dealers around New York all they can cut,

and ask no thanks either. And why? It isn't mine nor
anybody else's, and no oue cares a cent. Such is the gener-
osity of superabundance.
An uproarious barking shows that we are coming to

Davis' abode. It is a tumble-down looking stone building,

set in a ravine among the hillocks, with lovely hard wood
trees around with a distant view of the Sound. Grouped
around it on the southern slope are pointers, setters and
collies, chained to barrels, boxes and other ramshackle
quarters, whose occupants maintain an incessant uproar
during our stay. Davis is a trapper at one of the clubs in

the vicinity, which one I forget, and was absent when we
arrived.
I do not remember the dogs we looked at first, except Miss

Freedom's dam, an all white bitch, and a Bang Bang lemon
and white, that looked like going. There was also a very
moderate collie.

Naturally Mr, Gardner would not allow Roger and Duke
of Vernon to "rustle" iu a barrel, and he led the way to

quite a neatlv arranged structure on the summit of one of

the hillocks, iu the wire-encircled yards of which the cele-

breties stood, barking with joy at their master's approach
and the glorious run they knew was in store.

"We had better let them have their run first to cool oil

and you can have a good look, over them afterward," sug-
gested Mr. Gardner.
So we let the frantic creatures out, when with a wild rush

they were off and over the ravine. Mr. Gardner and I are
fairly agile, but we don't take any twelve foot brooks in
our stride, so we just hunted around for a tree, which to my
astonishment was found incredibly quickly. My friend had
been there before. Beyond the ravine was a grand treeless

slope, on which the dogs could be seeu at any distance; at

least so Mr. Gardner said, and as I could only see a street car
a huudred yards off I was bound to believe it, I never
deplored my luck so much as at not being able to see those
grand dogs work when at a distance. Grand old Roger
taking everything as it came, with Duke not iar behind and
Miss Freedom in close company.
Roger needs no introduction to readers of FOKEST AND

Stream. He is by that king of field setters, old Count
Noble, and in show ring and field together, has upheld the
honor of his breeding with the best. The dog is named
after his breeder, a Mr. Rogers, of New York, and was pur-
chased when a puppy by his present owner. When first ex-
hibited at New York in some incomprehensible way he only
got a card, c, I think it was: but since then has won prizes
in the best company. While not, strictly speaking, a first-

class show specimen, he is one of those grandly-made ones
that cannot be passed by; and has the dearest old face im-
aginable. Just the sort of dog that captivates one at first

sight.
Roger has amply proved that a bench show winner can do

well afield, for among other achievements his highest glory
has been the winniug of the 81,000 stake at the Central trials

last autumn, in which he beat Chance and other notabili-

ties. He has proved that he can "go," so I need say nothing
about that here. After the dogs had run for half a hour or
thereabouts, Mr. Gardner whistled them in and we returned
to the kennel to get a closer inspection. Housing the others
up we looked over Duke of Vernon first. I never expected
to prefer a pointer to a setter, but with Duke before me I
had eyes only for him. Take him point by point he is cer-

tainly a wonder.
Of course I couldn't "take notes," but I don't know that

it matters much. I remember remarking one slight defect,

but forget what it was, and then his action when on lead is

certainly a little stilty. He is the grandest pointer it has
been my good fortune to see. By Glendale—Spotless, his
breeding is not fashionable, but to use a vulgarism, he ar-

rives there nevertheless, and, anyway, he strains back to
the best of blood. I asked Mr. Gardner how his relations
compared with him: but he told me they were of no ac-
count. "As I told them last fall, they have the blood, but
don't seem to breed another Duke."
Miss Freedom, Duke's companion, I did not care for at all.

Bad taste, perhaps, on my part, for Mr. Gardner seemed to
think a good deal of her, and I don't pose as a judge of
pointers. She is a nice affectionate creature though, and
made a tremendous fuss on seeing me pass her bench at the
Boston show. It was certainly hard lines on the little bitch
to look her over after Duke of Vernon.
Roger, Duke and Miss screamed with disgust as we turned

our backs upon them, chorused by their more lowly and
humble confreres in the barrels. A mongrel terrier broke
loose and betrayed an anxiety to sample us; but it's just
astonishing how fast fat men can run when they have to.

DO&WHTP.

KING MARK IN CHAMPION STAKE.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: Mr. Ridgway's King Mark was, wrongly
entered in All-Aged Stake. He should have been in Cham-
pion Stake. The mistake is mine, as his entry in my pos-
session plainly shows he was regularly and correctly entered.
The cause of the mistake was that the entry was made in a
letter, written to me, and I mistook Ch. for A. A. Stake. I

hope you will make this correction.

—

Washington A.
Coster, Sec'y and Treas. E. F, T. C.

THE FREE FOR ALL STAKE.—New York, Oct. 23.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The Central Field Trial Club
begs to notify its nations that entries for the Free for All
Stake (four-hour neat race) close Nov. 1,—C, H. Odexl,

THE MARGUERITE H. LITTER.

FANWOOD, N. J., Oct. SO —ErMtor Forest and Stream:
While not at all desirous of trespassing upon the

columns of the Forest and Stream, a card in your last
issue from one John H. Dey, of Red Bank, N. J., and headed
"Mr. Pentz's Mistake," demands both my attention and an
answer. Mr. Dey concludes his note by saying as follows:
"I wish it understood that I don't claim' my puppies are by
Pentz's dog, but I do claim they are by Cbapen's Brak", by
which name he is known, and I cannot understand Mr.
Pentz publishing such an assertion when he knows it is

not so."
Men with convenient consciences should have good mem-

ories. Men who write letters without retaining copies are;

in need of still better ones. The following extracts from>
Mr. Dey's letters to me need no further comment at my
hands than the simple one of publication. I would pre-
mise these extracts by saying that when I saw the mislead-
ing claim as to breeding in your columns, I at once wrote to'

Mr. Dey, calling his attention to tbe fact that Brake had
never been bred to Marguerite II., aud that if his explana-
tion was not satisfactory would have to make the fact

public for the protection of myself as well as-to protect ilose*
who might have purchased the puppies, believing the® to
be as represented.

Extract No. 1, in letter bearing date of Aug. 20, 1890: "The;
dog Brake that I bred my bitch to is, I presume, the same
dog you claim to own; he is lemon and white, No. 7035, bred'
by f! S. Underbill, Newark, April 7, 1886; by Bang-Bang (4022,

Vol. III.) out of Jane, by champion Sensation (1261, Vol. I.)

out of Heath's Lill, by Grigg's Mack II. 1 was very much
surprised when I received your letter: I knew you did own
him, for I have seen the dog at the shows. The gentleman
who gave me permission to use the dog through his agent
told me that he had bought Brake. I knew the dog as 3Q&u
as I saw him."
Extract No. 2, letter bearing date Sept. 20, 1890: "I have-

written to the parties that have my puppies not to register-
them until they heard from me again. The thing is now to<

find out who sent me your dog's number and pedigree. IfT

you keep still I will httnt him up, etc., etc."
I have but little to add. Mr. Dey appears to have my

dog's pedigree all right, and to have sold his puppies out oh'

Marguerite II., representing them as being by Brake (7035).

Knew the dog, too, as soon as he saw bim. Indeed! Knew
him of course, so that his litter of puppies could find a.

market. Further, he writes me to "keep still," and when I
decline to do so, sends you his card as published. He wants,
to find out, "does he," who sent him Brake's pedigree? Per-
haps an examination of the files of letters at the American
Kennel Club's room will show one from Mr. Dey himself,,
asking for information as to Brake's pedisree.
The one thing I feel happy over is that I have brought to

the knowledge of those who may have bought any puppy of
the litter referred to, the fact that tbe breeding is not that
which was given the purchasers at the time of sale (see ex-
tract referring to the fact that he will have to correct his
statement as to their breeding).
Who can doubt that a correction would have been the last:

thing thought of had not the matter been made public in
your valuable columns?

"I have never claimed that I used his dog, nor do I wish
to; he asserts what is not true." That is one of the gent'ie-

man's remarks, which the extracts taken from his own let-
ters fully answer, Stanton W. Pentz,

THE SPECIAL STAKE FOR GORDON SETTERS.

—

Oct. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I would remind Gor-
don setter men that this is the last week iu which to make
their entries for the special stake for Gordons at the Central
Field Trials. Entries close Saturday, Nov. 1, 1S90. On
closing of entries, full particulars will be published as to the
division of money and' number of prizes. If you have no
entry blank, send the name of your dog, color and sex, date
when whelped, name of sire and dam, name of owner and
deputy, town, county and State you live in, and $10 for for-
feit money to JOHN H. METER, 159 West Thirty-fourth
street, New York city.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, whick are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of SOO of any one form, bound fa*

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.

HEP*" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bones, By C. St Hanks, Manchester-by-the-Sea. Mass., for white
and black marked fox-terrier do?, whelped July 1%, 1889, by
Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter—Spider) out of Nina (Mixture-
Shame).

Little Boy, Jersey Dxike and Jensen Mold. By Central Kennels,
Jersey City, N, J., for black and tan Avmsc OnarleS spaniels, two
d"SfS and n"n« bitch, wb'lped Aug. lti, 1890, by Roseius out or Twi-
light (Don II.—Duchess of Albany).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on a|>pTicatIon.

Ford Less—Border Dandy. W. E. Hoff's (Chattanooga. Team
Dandle Dinrunnt terrier mtcb Ford Lass (Old Joek-Crvpsv Queen-
to his Border Dand v (Border Clinker— Forest Vic), Sept. 28.

Brazer—Robber Chieftain. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, MassJ
deerhound bitch Braze r (Bras—Mercia) to their Robber Chieftain,.
Aug. 25.

Highland Lastle—Chicrtain. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.).
deerhound hitch Highland Dassie (Bran—Lorna II.) to their Chief-
tain, Aug. '0.

Lorna Secunda—Brevn. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) 1

deerhound hitch Lorna Secunda (Chieftain—Lorna II.) to their
Bran. Ana. 6.

Nina—Bones. C. S. Hanks's (ManHiester-by-fhe-Spa, Mas.?.) fox-
terrier hitch Nina (Mixture—Shame) to his Bones (Dusky Trap-
Nina). April 12.

Hillside BrVlutnt— Reckoner. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass ) fox-terrier bitch Hillside Brilliant (tlaby Mixer—Princess)
to their Reckoner, Aug. 10.

Princess—BroleenMirst Quick. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Muss ) fox-terrier bitch Princess (Venetian—Lurette) to .Mr Wil-
ton's Brofcenhurst Quick (The Moonstone—Broken 'amy.: Dainty
II,), Ane. 12.

Lady Mixture—Reckoner. Hills'de Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.)
fox-terrier bitch Lady Mixture (Mixture—Warren Lady) to their
Reckoner. Ang. 26.

Frcya—Rahy Mixer. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-
terrier bitch Fieya (Darkie—Fred») to their Raby Mixer, Aug. 27.

Hillside Linden—Raby Mixer. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-terrier bitch Hillside Linden (Belgravo Sequence—Lin-
den Nettle) to their Raby Mixer, Aug. 11.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks seut free on application.

Rmnona. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound bitch
Raraona, Aug. 20, one dog, by their Chief tain.

Berga.. Hillside Kennels' (L*ncastpr. Mass.) deerhound hitch
Berga (Bran—Maida), Aug. 19. eight (five dons), by their Bran.
Theodora, Hillside Ker nels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound bitch

Theodora (Chieftain—Thora), Aug. 18, four (three dogs), by their
Bran.

Heatlwrbelle. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound
bitch Ht-atherbelle, Aug. 7, five (three dogs), by their Robber
Chieftain.
Wanda. Hillsid« Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deerhound bitch

Wanda (Gunuar—Sheila), June 18, five (one dog), by their Bran.
Fashion. G. H. Bush's (Buffalo, "ST. Y ) cocker spaniel bitch

Fashion (Brant—Bonita), Oct. 16, five (four dogs), by his Adonis
(HornelL Mikado—Venus).
Novel. G. H. Bush's (Buffalo, N. Y.) cocuer spaniel bitch Novel

(Black Pete—Miss Nance;, June —, four (two dogs), by J, P, Wil-
ley's Jersey (Oho II.—Darkie).
Warren Lady. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass,) fox-terrier
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bitch Warren Lady (Brokenhurst Joe—Swansdown), May 2-5, fire

(three flogs), by their Ft a by Mixer.
Meersbrook Nan. Hillside Kenoels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fnx-ter-

rier bitch Meersbrook Nan (Meersbrook Ross—Meersbrook Model),
June, in, on" bit b. by tbpir Reckoner.

JERlfsWfi Model Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-terrier

bitch Hillside Model iReckouer—Meersbrook Nan), June 10, five

(one doe), by tb fir Raby Mixer.
'

Nina- C. S. Hanks's (Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.) fox-terrier
bitch Nina (Mixture—Shame), June 13, two dogs, by bis Bones
(Dusky Trap—Nitia).
Richmond Dazzle. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-

terrier bitch Richmond Dazzle ("Raby Mixture—Richmond Puzzle),

June 18. five (one dog), bv L. & W. Rutherfurd's Raffle.

Hillside Sapphire. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.) fox-
terrier bitch Hillside Sapphire (Mixture—Freya), July 26, one dog,
bv th^ir Reckoner.
'Lady Beckon. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) tox-terrier

bitch Lady Reckon (Reckon—Richmond Myrtle), July 31, five

(four doss), bv their Raby Miser.
Hill Kiel e Rut! i. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-terrier

bitch Hillside Ruth (Mixture-Wasp II.), Aug. 2, one bitch, by
their Reckon. . .

Hillside Freda. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.) fox-terrier
bitch Hillside Freda (Mixture—Preya), Aug. 13, one bitch, by their
Rsbv Mixer.

,

Jaunty. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-terrier bitch
Jaunty (Joker—Torment), Aug. 10, one dog, by their Raby Mixe r

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent, free on application.

Viola. Black and tan setter bitch, whelped May 25, 1888, by
champion Roval Duke out of Oat-men K., by Chas. Bedford, Phila-
delphia, P* , to Joseph S. Gius, same place.
Jersey Obo. Black cocker spaniel dog. whelped Feb. 6. 1890, by

Jersey on 1- of cbamninn Sbina. by J. P. Willey, Salmon Falls, N.
H., to G. H. Bush, Buffalo, N. Y.
Psyche. Black rocker spaniel bitch, whelped Oct. 18. 1887. bv

Brant out of Juno W„ by G. H. Bush, Buffalo, N. Y., to C. R. Kim-
ball, Willink. N. Y.

aiilrnM. Black rocker spaniel r!<w. w helped Dec. (>, 18V1. bv :>bo
II. out of Psyche, by G. H. Bush, Buffalo, N. Y., to J. J. Laing,
Buffalo. N. Y.
Hillside Bess. L'trht tan head, body white, fox-terrier bitch,

whelped Sept. 13, 1889. by Raby Mixer out of Princess, by Hillside
Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. E. Shaw, New Orleans, La.
Hillside Diana.. Black and tan head, body white, fox-terrier

bitch, whelped Sept. 6, 1889. by Raby Mixer out of Richmond Daz-
zle, by Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. E. Shaw, New
Orleaus. La.
Hillside Rue. Black head, hodv white, fox-terrier bitch,whelped

July 7, 1889, bv Reckoner out of Lady Mixture, by Hillside Ken-
nels. Lancaster. Mass., to A. E. Shaw, New Orleans, La.
Hillside Grace. Black head, bodv white, fox-terrier bitch,

whelped June 14, 1889, bv Reckoner out of Hillside Ruth, by Hill-
side Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.. to A. E. Shaw, New Orleans. La.
Hillside Pirate. Brindle deerbound doe:, whelped Aug. 7, 1890,

by Robber Chieftain out of Heatberbelle, by Hillside Kennels,
Laneasier. Mass.. to B. S. Dering, Utiea, N. Y.
Hillside Bob. Black and tan bead, body white, fox-terrier dog,

whelped M-»rch 21. 1890, by Hillside Dandy out of Princess, bv
Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. Porter. Jr., Boston,
Maps.

Hillside Treasure. Black and white head, body white, fox-terrier
bitch, whelped Aug. 27. 1889, by Reckoner out of Meersbrook Nan,
by Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, Masss., to Halieck Alvord, Glov-
eraville, N. Y.
Reckoner—Lady Mixture whelp. Black and tan head, body

white, fox terrier bitch, whelped May 15, 1890, by Hillside Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass., to A. M. Aiken. Danville. Ya.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we shall be glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

M. 0., Amsterdam, N. Y.—Please inform me what to do for a
dog that runs at one eyp. The dog is in a good healthy condition,
with the exception of the one eve. that runs constantly. The
trouble seems to be local, although I am unable to discover any
thing that would cause Che eye to run. Ans. Drop in the eye,
morning and evening, a solution of nitrate of silver, one part to
thirty parts water.

W. H. S., Trenton, N. Y.—I have a red Irish setter by champion
Chief. Recently be has be*n given to shaking his head until his ears
flap, also scratching at the root of his ears. I have sponged his
ears out with warm water and applied glycerine, which I think
helped him some: otherwise he seems all right, eats well, etc. He
wiR wake out of a sound sleep and shake his head. His hearing: is

good. Can you suggest a remedy? Ans. See answer to W. E. S. in
this issue.

E. G. S., Parkersburg, W. Ya.—I have a setter pup. four months
old, th"t is just recovering from a severe, attack of distem-
per, aud it seems to have affected his back and hindlera. His legs
seem to be very weak, and be has a tendency to stagger and fall
when he attempts to walk. What can I do for it? Ans. Your dog
needs a nutritious diet. Giye strong mutton broth, mixing in the
meat with some stale bread. Vary the diet as vou deem necessary.
Give gentle, exercise daily and the following tonic:

R Strychnia? sulph gr. ij

Aqua 5 i

Ft. mist. Sig. Dose, three drops twice a day. Give this treat-
ment regularly and f 'itbfully, and report result. As the dog gets
better, cod liver oil will be found beneficial; dose, a dessertspoon-
ful eveiw night.

W. E. S., Cherry Creek, N. Y.—1. 1 have an Irish setter dog that
h»s some trouble with his ears. They look red and inflamed on
the inside close down in his head as far as I can see, and seem to
give him much uneasiness. He will work at them with his hind
feet and shake his head and flap his ears as if they itched. WiR
hold very still forme to rub them, but will invariably shake his
head when I am through. I have washed them with Ciiticura soap
and warm water, then applying vaseline and it would relieve them
for a time, but would get as bad as ever in a few davs. I would
esteem it a great favor if you would tell me the trouble and bow to
cure him. as I am afraid it will impair his bearing. 2. He also
has worms. I have seen them come away from him in large num-
bers. They are about one inch in length and fiat, white and almost
transparent. What can I do for him? He is lively, looks and eats
well, and his coat is smooth and glossy. Ans. 1. Sponge and
syringe the ear gently with suds made from castile soap and warm
water, wipe dry. Then pour into the ear the following: Bromo
chloralum and laudaumn equal parts, mixed with six times the
bulk of water. Gently clean the base of the ear, and repeat this
treatment twice a day. Keep the dog warm during and after
treatment. 2. Your dog has a tapeworm. One of the best remedies
is areca nut. Procure t ho nut aud erat.e it to a powder just before
you need it, give half a drachm in a pill of lard and in one hour
repeat the dose. If in half an hour there is no sign of a movement,
give a dessertspoonful of castor oil. Before giving the areca nut
it is necessary to fast the dog for 21 hours, also, if he is at all con-
stipated, give him a. spoouful of castor oil. The object of this is
to clear the intestinal canal, so that the worm may be expelled
more quickly. Another good remedy, with the same preparatory
treatment, is male fern. Take of the extract (oil of fern) 12 drops,
beat it weU into a raw egg and administer, this should also be fol-
lowed in an hour by the castor oil as stated ahove. After this
treatment, it would be well to watch the fasces if you are not cer-
tain the head of the worm has been removed, if any more seg-
ments appear in a month or so repeat the treatment as before.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price $8. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, ivith Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

\hootin$.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

Partner Wanted.—Partner wanted in an old established
skiff and canoe factory. Amount, of capital not so material, as aman with the necessarv experience and qualifications capable of
taking entire charge of the manufacturing and management of
the whole business, as present partners (two) reside at a distance
and are unable to take any active interest in it. Address Skiffs,
care Forest and Stream office. New York.—Adv.

Forest and Stream. Box 2.832, N. Y. city, has desariptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lef^^ book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which wiu be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick SwiveUer," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
BXtant.

BULLSHEAD CLUB, Oct. 27.—The Rullsbead Rifle Club, of New
York, held its annual prize shoot at the Washington Park range
to-day. The majority of the rifle clubs in New York, Newark and
vicinity, as well as in some of the country towns, were represented.
The marksmen present shot at, the ring and bullseye target, and
members of the club also on the target of honor. R. Busse won
the first prize on the latter with 64, F. Schmidt taking second.
On the ring target G. Zimmermann was the winner with 72 points,
the first score put up by him. Although there were many of New
Fork's best rifle shooters present, his score stood in first place
throughout the entire contest, thanks mainly to the mediocre
light. The distance was 200yds., position standing, any rifle, en-
tries unlimited, except on the target of honor. The following are
the results:
Target of Honor:

R Busse 64 EC Gen tsch 50 Siss 38
F Schmidt 64 Y Steinbach 49 Roedel 37
A Stein 63 A Stahl 49 Lewitzkis 32
G Zimmermann. . .60 Schnackenberg 46 Walter— 32
FSchroeder 54 C Rein 45 Klappert 26
B Walther 53 Meister 43 Yreage
J Schutz. ... 52
Ring Target:

G Zimmermann ... 72 MB Engel-.- 68

..24

L Flach 71
Dr Boyken .71
M Dorrler 71
E Fischer 71
D Miller... 70

V Steinbach 64
F Schmidt 63
H Keyes
C Rein 62
Roedel 56
Kroeger 56

J Coppersmith I

B Walther 67
F Schroeder 67
C G Zettler ..66

_ R Busse 65
A Stein 69 J Hesse 64
Greatest number of bullseyes:

G Zimmermann... 45 L Flach 24 F Schmidt 14
J A Boyken 33 M Dorrler 15 MB Engel 14
Best bullseye, by measurement., 1-100 of an inch standard:

G Zimmermann. 2Ii^ M B Engel 37 F Stuart 41
R Busse 25 J A Boyken 37J4 L Flach 43A Stein 32 V Steinbach 3Sy2 C 3r Zettler 44
B Walther 34 Schroeder 40

SCHUETZEN SHOTS.-Sixteen members of the New York
Schuetzen Corps assembled at the Union Hill Schuetzen Park on
Friday afternoon, Oct. 24, to take part in the last club shoot of the
season. The proprietor of the restaurant, who claimed to have
been notified that the shoot had been postponed, but could not teil
by whom, bad sent the markers and warners home, so that the
club members could not shoot. After holding an indignation
meeting, at which it was decided to hold the shoot to-day, to begin
at 1 P. M., the marksmen consoled themselves by participating in
a good dinner at the expense of the corps.

BENNETT BROS.—The two brothers Bennett, now full-fledged
stage shooters, left New York for Paris last week. Their clever
work with pistol and rifle will be much appreciated at the French
capital.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.. Oct. 24.—Interest in the St. Louis Pistol Club

appears to he on the wane. Only six members took nart inthe
last shoot. Sam Dorman won the medal by a score of 94. For all
shooting the club uses a 12^yds. standard American target. The
score:
Sam Dorman 9 10 10 8 10 9 10 10 9 9-
G Alexander 9 10
MSummerfield 9 10W Bauer 10 9
MBillmeyer 10 9
A McBean 7 8

9 10 10 7 10 9 10 9—93
9 9 6 9 9 9 10 9—89
8 10 10 9 7 9 7 10-89
8 10 9 7 8 10 8 8-87
9 9 10 9 10 8 8 7—85

Unser Fritz.
CREEDMOOR.—Frequenters of Creedmoor will miss a familiar

figure after this month. The adjutant-general, as custodian of
Creedmoor under the provisions of the act transferring the range
of the National Rifle.Association to the State, has notified Super-
intendent Win. H. Brower, through Gen. Robbins, general insper-
or of rifle practice, that the position of superintendent will be
abolished on Nov. 1, and after that date odIv a watchman will be
maintained on the grounds. Superintendent Brower has had
charge of the Creedmoor range for seventeen years. In aU that
long period there has never been a complaint as to his conduct of
affairs, but he has invariably shown himself to be the right, man
in the right place. H'"b retirement will be universally regreHed.
The newly-created position of watchman, it is stated, will go to
the present chief of scorers. Notice has also been served upon
"Tim" Scully that he must vacate the club house on or before
Nov. 1, although it is just possible that he may be permitted to
continue in possession for a few days longer to give him opportun-
ity to close out his stock at the election day matches. What, is to
be done another season has not yet been determined, but it looks
very much as if officers and men would either have to provide
themselves with rations or go outside the grounds to obtain meals
and refreshments.

BOSTON, Oct. 25.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to-day at its range. The attend-
ance of shooters was good, but the shooting conditions were
unfavorable for good shooting, and yet some fine scores were
made. FoUowing are the best scoses made to-day, at 200yds.,
Standard American target, re-entries allowed:

Record Pistol Match, 50yds.
H Severance 91 AS Hunt 79 M T Day 79
H L Lee 86

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
H L Lee 87 S C Sydney 75 J B Hobbs 64W O Burnite (M.) ..78 A S Hunt 65 AN Mann 63
O M Howard 76 M T Day 64

AU-Comers' Rest Match.W P Thomson ... .109 M T Day 102 MR Barter 94
S Wilder 107 AS Hunt 100 SD Martin.... 92
F Daniels 107 John French 97 M Underwood 91AH Ballard 105 SW French 96 T Oliver 90FW Chester 103

Five-Shot Military Match, 200yds,
Burnite 55555—25 Day 54544—22 Hobbs 44544—21
Field 54554—23 Lenfest 44455—22 Martin 44444-20

BROOKLYN, Oct.. 28 —The WiRiamsburgh Shooting Society has
just finished its summer shoot on the 200yd. range at Wissel's
Cypress Hill Park, thirteen members taking part in the six
monthly contests. The money shot in and $20 donated by the
club were divided among the competing marksmen in proportion
to the number of points. The club will decide on its winter pro-
gramme at the next monthly meeting. The results attained this
summer are:

Possible. Total. Highest. Average. Per cent.
FRoss 1,500 1.239 214 206.50 . 826
WVorbach 1,500 1,165 211 198.33 .777
CaptHorney 1,500' 1,138 195 189.67 .759
CWHorney 1,500 1,133 208 188.83 .755

G Kleinbub 1,500 1,079 202 179.83 . 719
J Guenther 1,250 858 213 171.60 , 686
CBechman 1,250 763 194 152.60 . 610
B Maybeck 1,000 721 195 180.35 . 721
GKrauss 750 569 192 189.67 . 759
A Hoffman 750 567 192 189.00 . 756
C Ktingelhoefer 750 519 200 173 00 . 692
HSchuehardt 250 177 177 177.00 . 708
H Horney 250 107 107 107.00 .428

ZETTLER CLUB, Oct. 26.—The weather conditions were not all
that could be desired for the last shoot in the Zettler Rifle Club's
competition at Cypress HRl Park to-day. The scores made were
higher than usual. The four members present shot a 100-shot
match, half winners and half losers, for a nominal stake. The
numher of centers made—25 ring, iyAn. diameter—was very large,
J. A. Boyken scoring 7, C. G. Zettler 6, V. Steinbach 5, and'F. Ross
1. J. A. Boyken and F. Ross came out ahead. Out of thelOOshots
fired by Dr. Boyken only one was off the black, a. clean miss on
the 25th shot. But for this Boyken would have beaten W. Hayes's
record of 2.235. The total scores were: J. A. Boyken 2,219, C.
G. Zettler 2,072. Y. Steinbach 2,014, F. Ross 2,116. in the regular
club cornpetion V. Steinbach won the first premium on the great-
est number of points, J. A. Boyken the second and B. Zettler the
third. The best average for the day as well as for the entire sea-
son was made by J. A. Boyken. Scores: Club shoot, entries un-
limited, 200yds. distance, off-hand, 25 ring target, 12in. bullseye,
%in. rings, strings ot 10 shots, possible 250 points—J. A. Boyken,
total 1,997, averatre 221.80; F. Ross, total 1,917, average 213.00; C. G.
Zettler. total 1,357, average 206.83; Y. Steinbach, total 1,819, aver-
age 202.11.

'

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 25.—The merchandise match for
October was closed to-day at the grounds of the Wellington Gun
Club. Following are the scores made today at 20 singles and five
pair standards: Perry 24, Melcher 23, Gore 22, Bradbury 21. The
winners of the prizeR out of a possible 90 were: Bond 71, Melcher,
Gore and Stone 70. D1U 63, Cowee 54, Bailey 52.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, ami furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 18-19.-Open-to-All Tournament of the Woodside Gun Club,
Woodside, N. J. Carl Von Lengerke, Sec'y, 843 Broad street,
Newark.
Nov. 25-28.—Tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at Erb'

Park, Newark, N.J. Two days at inanimate targets and two
days at live birds. Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

OMAHA.
Omaha, Neb. , Oct. 24. -The Omaha tournament given by Messrs.

Parmaleeand Nason was fairly attended. Among the visitors
were S. A. Tucker, W. H. Skinner, John A. Ruble, R, O. Heikes,
and a number of other well-known sportsmen. The weather was
fine and the shooting excellent. The live birds were a good lot,
and, helped by a strong wind, made the use of the second barrel
quite frequent. A number of the shooters go from here to the
Des Moines tournament, Oct. 28 to 30. Saturday, Oct. 25, Mr.
Parmalee and Mr. Budd shot a match at 50 live birds, American
Association rules. There was a high wind blowing from left to
right across the traps and carried a number of birds out of
bounds. Mr. Parmalee won the match, scoring 44 to Mr. Budrl's
42. Parmaiee had two birds dead out, while Budd had eight. The
match was for a purse of $100, and Mr. Parmalee invited all the
shooters to stay and help him spend his $M).
Match at 10 single targets: Smith 6, Nason 9, Ruble 8, Bray 10,

Heikes 9.- Skinner 10, Parmalee 8, Budd 9, Fogg 10, Simpson 10.
The first, live bird shoot was eight birds, entrance $8. The mana-
gers had taken great pains in the selection of their birds and the
latter conducted themselves in a very satisfactory manner. One.
or two hovered near the trap when they were released and refused
to become targets, but most of them flew as soon as the trap was
opened:
Parmalee 211 12101—7 Grimm 12011212-7
Tucker 11112111-8 Smith 20101:302-5
Budd 11121121-8 Field 11110210-6
Skinner 10212002—5 Heikes 011 10111—6
Simpson 00111112-6 Nason 11210221—7
In the third event, a purse of §25 was added to the entrance fee.

Fogg 10, Parmalee 15. Pudd 15, Skinner 11. Simpson 11, Bray 14,
Grimm 11, Rowley 11, Ruble 13, Field 11, Heikes 14, Smith 12.
The next was the most important event of the day. It consisted

of 10 pigeons, entrance $10 and $50 added:
Budd 2111112121-10 Nason 1022112211— 9
Parmalee 2211121111—10 Brucker 0111211110- 8
Tucker 1212110111— 9 Bray 1111112101— 9
i-Jrimm 1111122212—10 Ruble 1111111111—10
Heikes 1110120101— 7 Ackerman 1102202221— 8
Smith 1011011112— 8 Fogg 0220221201— 7
Field 1102021011— 7 Gwiu 2011110211- 8
Simpson 1122111202— 9

The fifth shoot was at 10 bluerocks, entrance $2.50: Musselman
7, Grimm 8, Brucker 7, Fogg 6, Heikes 8, Parmalee 9. Budd 10,
Field 9, Simpson 8, Smith 5, Rowley 7, Skinner 9, Ruble 8, Nason 8,
Bray 7.

Some of the best shooting of the day was done iu the 5 live-birds
shoot, which followed. Eight men made a clean score and shot
out. the tie fa a miss-and-out contest. It finally narrowed down
to Grim and Nason, who killed 15consecutive birds each and then
divided the money. Score:
Tucker 11121-5 Musselman...12111—5 Dickey .......11001—

3

Brucker 01212—4 Budd 11112 5 Fogg 11111-5
Parmelee . . . .11111—5 Field .21010—3 Smith 12112—5
Grimm 21212—5 Simpson 02111—4 Nason 11111—5
Heikes 01111—4 Ackerman. . .00121—3 Ruble 00110—2
In the shoot at 9 single targets and 3 doubles Parmelee won

without a miss. Budd 12. Grimm 13, Brucker 8, Dickey 9, Fogg 9,

Heikes 13, Parmelee 15, Field 9.

The last regular contest was 8 live birds:
Heikes 11111111—8 Dickey 01011111—6
Budd 11111111-8 Grimm 110H111—

7

Parmelee 11111111-S Tucker 0110U11—

6

Brucker 01111111—7 Field 1 111 1111—

8

Ackerman 10001111—5 Nason 11110111—7

Second Day.
The Parmalee-Nason tournament continued at the fair grounds

with an increased at tendance and there, was a good list of entries
in all the eveuts. The first was a single target shoot: Parmalee
10, Budd 10, Grimm 10, Skinner 9, Heikes 9, Simpson 8, Smith 8,
Brucker 8, Green 8, Clark 7, Sanford 3.

Live birds:
Grimm 12120000-4 Green 20101211-6
.smith 11002111—6 Rowley 00211111-6
Brucker 11100112-6 Heikes 00211511—6
Parmalee 11112110—7 Bray 110201 11—6
Tucker 00220111-5 Ruble 01 111110-6
Budd 22112122-S Nason 00221U2-6
Ackerman 20011121-6
The third event was at 15 single?, 7 entries: Parmalee 14, Grimm

14. Budd 13, Ruble 13, Heikes 12, Nason 10, Brucker 9.

The next shoot was the best contest of the day. It was a match
at 10 live birds, §10 entrance, and $75 added:
GritijT:i Hi :: :-,^eu .. .u:; in 2011— 9
Bray 11111H111—10 Ruble 2212002101— 7
Smith 0111 120112— 8 Nason 0120011121- 7
Skinner 2120012222— 8 Clark 0211221200— 7
Brucker 1011121220- 8 Gwin 210010i010— 5
Ackermann 21U1121220— 8 Simpson 0U2121122— 9
Heikes 2102101122- 8 Parmalee 1101111111- 9
Trucker 3102222111- 9 Musselman 1110001121—7
Budd 2121221111—10 Sanford 0000000011- 2
Dickey 010-220112- r Howard . . .. - «
Montmorency 1211120111— 9

18, Field 17. Dickey 19, Montmorency 10, Ruble 16, Smith 14, Bray
18, Grimm 20, Hunt 11, Paulson 11, Musselman 14.
The next event was 6 live birds, and was one of the closest of

the afternoon

:

Grimm ] 12321-6 Hulett 112021-5 Icken 121211-6
Budd 111211-6 Dickey 110210-4 Heikes 212111-6
Brucker ....101112-5 Field 121001-4 Bray 111211-6
Fogg 100U2-5 Ackerman.. 11 1102-5 Clark 0001U—

3

Blume .101011-4 Parmalee. . .112121—6 Ruble .211010—1
Mohtmor'ey 101101—4 Smith 211212—6 Tucker 101111-5
Paulson 101111—5 Simpson ... .211101-5 Green 111111—6
Hunt 011111-5
The last regular shoot was 9 single targets, in which Heikes,

Icken and Simpson made clean scores: Heikes. 9, Dickey 7, Icken
9. Sohnson 3. Paulson 5. Fogg 7, Field 7, Hunt 2, Budd 7, Simpson
9, Clark 2, Ruble 8, Parmalee 7, Blume 8, Grimm 8.

Third Day.
The third day of the shooting tournament passed off success-

fully. Nearly all the marksmen who had participated in the
contests of the preceding days were present, and also a number
of new men. Only four of the regular events of the day were shot
out, the remainder of the time being occupied by a series of special
shoots for small purses. The first event was a live-bird sboot:
Gnmm. ...11211112-8 Budld 12102112—7 Brucker. . .20112121—

7

Parmelee .22111112—8 Heikes . . . .110122H—

7

The following scores were made on 20 single targets: Parmelee
18, Budd 20. Skinner 17, Fogg 18, Grimm 16, Heikes 19, Miller 14,
Hawkes 14, Dickey 17, Evans 11, Fox 18, Ruble 19.
The next event was 7 birds:

Simpson . .
.
.2010121—5 Grimm 2212121—7 Budd 211UU—

7

Babcock.... 2121010-5 Brucker. . ..1101210-5 Clarke 1112101-6
Fogg 1211001-5 Parmelee ..1111211-7 Heikes 2111121-7
Evans 1112101-6 Dickey ....1120210-5 Smith 1H1201-"
The last regular shoot was 9 single targets and 3 pairs. Be

and Grimm shot, out the string without, a miss. Score: Dicke
Fox 11, Fogg 10, Parmelee 13, Budd 15, Grimm 15, Heders 13.

C. W. .,

NEW JERSEY., Oct. 23 —The tournament of the Maplewoad
Gun Club, held on the club's grounds to-day was a fairly success-
ful affair, despite the pouring rain and shifting wind, which com-
bined to make the shooting extremely difficult. Several Newark
shooters took part. The programme comprised eight events at
bluerocks. Owing to the slim attendance, the team match open
to three men from, each club was omitted,
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SHOOTING IN THE RAIN.
CatSkxll, N; Y., Oct. 23.—Tolley'B ninth kingbird tournament

on Oct. 14 met with the usual rainy day, which seems to accom-
pany bib shoots. It is a common remark in town, "You can bet
we will have rain because Fred Tolloy has advertised a tourna-
ment." The teu events on the programme were shot to a finish,

all on the Keystone system, four moneys in all events and divided,
three ordinary 10-hird events, two double-bird events, two events
with incomers (which are marked with a star, indicating the in-

coming birds), one team race, one medal shoot, all of which made
an interesting card and was enjoyed hy a dozen shooter from
Albany, Troy. Saratoga and Saugerties. Following are the scores:

NO. 1, 10 kingbirds; entrance $1:

Mattire 9 "Buck" 8 Tolley 7

Beach 9 Hollis 8 Buesser 6

Goggin 9 Betts i 8 Leon 6

Adams 9 Pidgeou 7 Levengston 10
No. 2, 10 kingbirds, G outeoers and 1 incomers:

Levengston 1 1 1*1 1*1 1 1*1 0*-9
Buck 1 1* 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 1 -9
Mauice 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 1 1 1*—

9

Hollis 1 1 1* 1 0* 1 1 1*1 l*-9
Gosgin .-- 0 1* 1 1*1 0 1* 1 1* 1 -9
Pidgeon 1*0 0*0 1 1*1 1*1 1—9
Beach 0* 1 0 1* 1 0* 1 1 1* 1 -7
Betts 0 0* 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 1 —7
Leon 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 0 0 1* 1 —7
Buesser 0* 1 1* 1 0 0* 1 1* 1 0-6
Adams..... 1 1* 0 0 0* 1 1* 0 0 1*—

5

No. 3, 6 pairs kingbirds, entrance $1:
Beach 11 11 11 11 11 11—12 Levengston... 11 10 10 10 11 10-8
Buck 11 11 11 11 01 11—11 Goggin 11 10 01 00 10 11-7
Mattice.. ..01 10 10 11 11 11- 9 Betts ll 10 11 11 00 00—7
Adams 11 11 11 10 10 10— 9 Leon 11 10 11 10 00 01-7
Hollis 11 00 10 11 11 10 - 8 Pidgeon 00 00 11 U 10 CO-5
Buesser 10 01 00 11 11 10- 8
No. 4, 15 kingbirds t entraace $1.50:

Levengston lo Mattice 13 Goggin 10

Beach 14 Betts, 13 Leon 10

Hollis 14 Buesser 13 Pidgeon 9

Buck 13 Adams ... .11

No. 5, team match, open to teams of two men from any club, 25
birds per man, 50 per team, entrance per team 82.50:

Saratoga Gun Clnb.
Levengston 1111111111111111111111111—25
Buck moiln ioioiminmoil—21-46

West End Gun Club, Albany.
Adams 1111111111111111111111111-25
Leon 1110011111011010101111111-19-44

Cat skill Gun Club.
Mattice 1100111111111111111111111—23
Beach lllOIllllOlOlOlllllllllOl—20-43

Hudson River Association.
Buesser Ill 1 11 0110111111111111111-23
Pidgeon 1111011111110101111101101-20—43

Trojan Gun Club.
Bet is 11 1mill 1U 0 11 11 1011 1 110—23
Goggin 1011111111 H1011110001001—18-40
No. 6, 10 kingbirds, entrance 81:

Goggin 10 Buesser 9 Hollis 8
Buck 9 Leon 9 Adams... 7

Levengston 9 Mattice 8 Pidgeon..- 6

Betts 9 Beach 8
No. 7, 6 pairs kingbirds, entrance 81:

Levengston 10 Adams 10 Goggin 8
Mattice 10 Pidgeon 10 Beach 7
Hollis 10 Buck 9 Leon 6
No. 8, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.50. Birds thrown, 9 outgoers and

6 i ucomers:
Mattice 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 1 1 1* 1 1* 1 1 1*—14
Levengston 0* 1 1*1 1 1*1 1*1 1 1 1* 0 1 1*-13
Adams 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1*1 1 1* 1 1* I 0 1*—13
Hollis .1 1 1*1 1*1 1 1*1 1*0 1 1*1 0*—13
Beach -.0*1 1 1* 1 0* 1 1 1* 0 1* 1 1 1*1—12
Betts 1 1* 1 1*1 1 0* 1 1* 1 1 0* 1 1* 0 —12
Buck 1 0* 1 1* 1 1 1* 0 0* 1 1 0* 1 1* 0 —10
Buesser. 0*1 1*1 1 0*1 1*0 0 1*0 1*1 1—10
Pidgeon 1* 0 1 0* 1 0* 1 1 0* 1 1* 0 1 1* 1 —10
Goggin 1 0* 1 1* 0 0 0* 1 1* 1 0 1* 1 1* 0 —9
Leon 1 1 0* 1 0* 1 1 0* 1 1* 0 0 0* 1 0*—

8

No. 9 was the grand contest of the day, for the league medal.
Conditions, at 25 kingbirds per man. entrance $2.75. Sine entries
were taken, but Adams and Pidgeon did not enter for the medal,
but for company's sake:
Levengston 1111111111111111111011111—24
Mattice 1110111111111111111111011-23
Beach 1111110111111111011111111—23
Buck 1111010111101111111111111-22
Buesser OlllHlOllllHlllllllllOl—22
Betts 1010110011011111111111101-19
goksiq Giiiuunoiiim.oi'iiiimimi— io

Pidgeon lllimmilOLlllllllllll-24
Adams 111111101110111 w. -13
Levengston winner of league medal.
No. 10, at 10 kingbirds, entrance 81:

Levengston 10 Pidgeon ..8 Betts .0

Mattice 10 Hollis 7 Beach 6
Buck 9 Goggin 6 Leon li

Adams 9

WATSON'S PARK.
BtTKNSrDE, HL, Oct. 24.—Score made here to-day by Lake

County Gun Club at 10 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, 80yds. bound ry,
Illinois State rules, for club m> dal:W J Edbrook 2211212111-10 N H Ford 1203211022- 7
L W Whitnev 1010300220- 5 A Marquardt 1010221102- 7
H Koebler 2210202211— 8 C Buckleman 2211210221— 9
Sweer>s same day, 5 birds:W J Ed brook 11112—5 N H Ford 01112-4

LW Whitney.... , 2U22-5 A Marquardt 21111—5
H Koebler 21111—5 C B uck ieman 01211—4
Second div. On shoot off Edbrook aud Marquardt div. first.
Five b

r

rds:W J Edbrook 11011-4 N H Ford 12122-5
L W Whitney 00001—1 A Marquard t 01121—

4

H Koehler. 02201—3 C Buckleman 10001—2
Second div.

Oct. Jo.-Scores made here to-day by Chicago men, a practice shoot
for Kansas City team. American rules, 80vas. boundary7

, 28vd« rise:
John Watson..10110 12112111 10 -12 MeFarland.. .010102210221020— 9W E Phillips..102011211310121-12 M J Eich 022011120012212-11W P Meosey. . .022122221222111-14 Geo Hoffman . .021022202111112-12
C E Felton. . . . 212211110111220-13 A Price 110122210221011-12
Geo Kleinman 112112212111111—15 J E Price 110202022222111—12
R Wadsworth.2222122212121 02—14 Tony 120)10221111012—12CD Gammon. 121221002021211—13 H L^veday 0O1001011022110— 8V Hoffman. . . 21. i i i l -13 Hy Ehlers 102222121121113-13
J A Snyder. . .

.121110200101010- 9 N N Lowe 112220210222001-11A Ho ffman 0022 202

2

1
0 0 0 022— 8 Ed Steck 0101222ll°OI211—12

B Rock 020011122011011—10 J Hutchinson .122111112011111—14
Oct. 16.—Score made here to-day by Fort Dearborn Gun Club, at

15 live pigeons, 20yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, Illinois State rules
for club medal:
Abe Kleinman201111111111111—14 C S Burton . . . .1022112312100H—V>
Chas Gammonll220U01101101—11 H J Ehlers. . . 22H22121112121—15W P Mussey. .211101112212.211-14 H Smith 010320111110110-10
J HurrGiV!-..:;r,..2;[:i2i'ul.22.2J0j--i- G'rfcO Kl&Lmn^n 21 1 i 2< n 21201, 0-] 2H M Loveaay..l01222103313011-13
Same day at SO Peoria blackbirds, for medal;A Klein'n.lllllllOlOlOOllimi—16 CSRurtonlOl 11100111001011001—13

GKlein'n. 11111011111111110011-17 H Smith .0111011100110llim0-14
Gammon, MussejT and Loveday withdrew.
Oct. lS.-Sooie made here to-day by Chicago Gun Club, 13 live

pigeons, 30yds. rise, 80vds. boundary. Illinois State rules:M J Eich 211110211111-11 John Watson . . . 111122121113—13
E Steck 201111111110—10 3 O'Brien 221221211121-12
Same day at 25 blackbirds:

E Steck HlllllimiimOOlililOO—31M J Eich . . 101111101 1100111101101111-19
J O'Brien 1111111001111010111100111—19

J. O'Brien is not a member of the club.
" \-25—Scores made here to-day by the Gun Club, 10 live

1?. 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, Illinois State rules for club

.dsworth....1121111111—10 Ed Steck 1U2112132-10
- Hillard 1022121121— 9 B Rock 1201111112—9

Ij M Hamiline 2113112000- 7 J O'Brien 2021112022- 8DrNRowe 1102201202— 7 J Watson 1121321111—10
L C Willard 1112112110- 9 C E Willard 1112221111-10
GLDeiter 1121311121-10
Ties on 10 shot off at sets of 5 birds each, miss and out: Wads-

worth 11, Deiter 4, Steck 20 straight and won, Watson 5, Willard
15. On 9: F. E. Willard, L. C. Willard and Rock tied again on
s, then on 4; third tie, F, E. Willard 4, L. C Willard andRock 5;

in fourth tie Rock missed his first, Willard killed his 5 and won.
Twenty Peoria blackbirds for medal:

E Steck. . .11111111111110110111-18 G LDeiterlUlOllOlOl 111101110-15
F Willard 1 1 0010 li 1 1 0( VI0 1 1 1 00 1— 12 ,T O'Brien 110111 UOUllOl 110100-13
L Willard miUlillomilLlll—19 B Rock . ...Oolll 1101 1 111.01 11111—16
C Willard 000U01001111I111011—13 Hamiline. 110100 111101 11111111—16

Ravelbxqg.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK.
A very interesting tournament was held at Blooming Grove

Park on the 18th and 20th iust. The first event was for live birdB for
a silver cup, 25 birds each, won for the second time by Mr. Fred
Engle, the conditions or the match for the cup are three winnings
entitle holder to the possession. Following the live bird contest
came the rifle match 200yds. off hand, open sights, for a cup, value
$100 presented by C. C. Worthington. Last spring Mr. Fred Engte
bore off the honors for this cup, but the contest this fall brought
out a new memoer, Mr. Daniel A. Keep, of Philadelphia, who beat
Mr. Engle by one point, wresting the glory won by htm in this
event last, spring. The emblem is of very chaste design, and
worthy of the generous donor. The rifle contest was not as inter-
esting to the contestants as mignt be supposed, from the fact that
most of them had partioipatea in the live pigeon match, but there
was suoh a high wind early in the day that lii was deemed best to
await a quiet hour in the evening tor contesting with the rifle.

The afternoon was very hue with almost no wind, which enabled
the shooters to put the bullets just wnere they held—but most of
them could not "hold." Foliowing the rifle match there was a con-
test at fly-casting, Mr. James L. Breese graceluliy taking first
with 82}<jtt. to his credit, and Dr. S. M. Nash second wild. 7Ht. As
there was but one other event—trap for inaminate birds—left for
the remaining day of the tournament, many of the members took
advantage of the facilities for iishiug and gunning, afforded by
the association's niagmfieient territory, and were bountifully re-
warded. The inaminate bird contest was won by Mr. R. Heber
Bremtnall with Mr. Engle a close second. This contest was also
for a silver cup, three times to win for possession. Following the
regular club matches were iinnumerable sweepstake contests
resulting in much sport and some disappointments. While a
match for live birds was going on Dr. S. M. Nash came in from a
still-.mat with the tail of a nice buck, breaking the cold clammy
atmosphere surrounding the trap shooters with a huzza that
awakened the dormant souls of those who feared braving the ele-
ments for the purpose of pursuing the noble game through wet
brush over hill through vale and perplexing laurel bushes. For it

was a day styled "nasty" in every sense of the English term.
The next morning several went in pursuit of grouse, several

after deer, and a few for the inspection of the club's trout
hatchery, retaining ponds, etc. The grouse hunters were most
successful, returning with something like a bushel basket full of
grouse. 1'he deer hunters were unsuccessful, the day being lowry
and scent close lo the ground. Many deer were seen but they in-
variably got the first shot, as is generally the case under such con-
ditions, the same conditions accounting for the success of the
grouse hunters. Nothing happened to mar the pleasure and the
tournament was on the whole a most enjoyable affair, sixty-four
being present. Waixot.

THE LYMAN CARTRIDGE.

J.
P. DANNEFELSER'S shop at No. 9 Chambers street, New
York, is the headquarters of the Lyman Cartridge Co. The

Lyman cartridge is the production after long experimenting, of
Mr. Lyman, of Englewood, and is in the line of ammunition im-
provement now so popular. The ordinary material is used, so far
as shell, wads and shot go, but the powder is a brownish mass as
of fine dust closely compressed. Up the center of this small mass
runs an opening, permitting the flash from the fulminate cap to
pass up into the powder interior. In speaking of the merits of the
new shotgun explosive the company says:
"The Lyman's expert accelerating cartridge is constructed upon

scientific principles, and the powder used is manufactured
especially for it. To the sportsman it is practically smokeless.
The combustion is progressive, and as rapid as can be utilized in
any gun, and is cleaner than others. The gun does not heat up
quickly. The recoil is hardly perceptible, and the noise is greatly
reduced. Detonating is impossible, and with no unaccountahles
it gives equal results at all times with improved pattern and in-
creased penetration. Using only thoroughly tebted materials,
and each charge being weighed, is unaffected byT change of cli-
mate."
A test of the new powder against Black, Schultze and wood is

promised on the Forest ami Stream gun testing ground, and a
full report will be made in tnese columns.

SARATOGA GUN CLUB.—The fall and winter season of the
Saratoga Gun Club has commenced and the regular meetings
held on Thursday of each week, with an occasional extra day, are
well attended. The members generally are opposed to shoo'tiug
for a money stake, but a number of very interesting individual and
team races for the birds have been shot. The scores of several of
the last meetings are appended. The targets used at present by
the club are kingbirds, thrown from the new Keystone trap.
Keystone system. Nearly all of the members use 12-bore guns
Mr. Gibbs being at, present, our only 10-bore man. It is always
interesting to us to know what make of gun, and the load, other
trap-shooters are using, and I append a list of those in nse in our
club: Levengston, Sdrs. Hazard's trap, 1 Vgoz. No. 8. Pike, 3drs.
Hazard's trap, lj^oz. Hanson, 4drs. Hazard's Kentucky rifle, IMoz'
shot. Meehan, 4drs. Hazard's trap, lj^oz. shot. Coster, 4ctrs'.
Hazard's t.ran. IWnz. Crawford. idrs_ Hmn.Tri'« tran 1L<™

3drs. hazard's trap, l%oz. shot. Atkins, Sdrs. Hazard's trap, IMoz.
shot.

Sept. 16:

Levengston. . .. ommmmimmiiinmiioiiimmiiiiiiiim-48
Gibbs 111111111101110111100111101111101111011111101111111-42
Boekes 01111011111011110111101101111110111111 111011101111-41
RamsdiU 0111010101010111101010111111101110110imil01111U-37
Hodgman 11101 10101101 0110 1 010101110011100 1011 10 11010100111—31
Atkins lOlOlOlOlOlllOOOOOlllOOlOllOOllOlOOlllomilOlllll-30
Sept. 25:

Levengston 1111110111immilimilimilim01imillllllll—48
Boekes 11111111111111111011111111101110101110101110110011-41
RamsdiU OlOUoOllUinilOlOllllllOOOllOlllimillllllllOlll-38
Gibbs iiioicoioiiomoioioiiiiiiiiuioooimiiiioiioooii-35
Ken- 01000010000001010000111111100111100101101101111011—26
Edwards OOmiOOlOOllOOlOlCOOlllOlOlOUOlOOlOOOlOOOiOllllO-24
Brown 000010100100010001010IXI1111010(XJ001001100100000000-15
Sept. 27:

Levengston lmiOHmilllOimilOlllllllllllllllllomilllll—46
Coster miiimiomioimimooimomioiiiiomoiioii-41
Boekes 01101110110111101111011111111011111111101011111111-41
Clement OlllOlOlOlOllOllOiOimimilinomOlllllOllllllOl-36
Atkins lOOlOOOlOllOlOlimoilllOOilllOllllOimoilOllliOl-34
Meehan 1101111011010101011111011110101111010100111001011-33
RamsdilL 00101011010101111001111111111101110010101010111101-33

Team match at 25 birds per man:
Levengston llllllimOlllUlllllllll—24
Clements 110ll0imiimimiom0-21
RamsdiU 1111110111011001101111111—20
Brown 0101111010101000000000000- 8—73
Coster 0111111111101111111111111—33
Boekes 1111101101011111111101111—31
Meehan UllDl 111 1 J 1 J. 0 1 II 0 LO 11111-:;!
Jones OIIOOIOIOOOOOIOOOOOOIOOOI—7-73
Oct. 2:

Levengston Iimillllll01111imilllllllimilll0imilllllll-d8
Boekes iiiomoiioimmmiimmiimiimiomiiim-46
Gibbs llllOlOOlllllOlOllllllllllllllllOlllllllOlllllllU-43
Coster mmmommiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiimoooimooomi—43
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Badger.
EASTERN NEW YORK.-Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Oct. 17.-

The Trap-Shooters' League of Eastern New York has proved a
great success, and we now have a schedule arranged by the sec-
retary, Mr. Horace B. Derby, of the Albany Argus, which gives
us a tournament at some one of the league club's grounds on
Tuesday of each week. The attendance at our tournaments has
largely increased, the entries running as high as 30. H. M. Lev-
engston, Jr., one of the Saratoga Big Four at the recent tourna-
ments of the Albany and Troy gun clubs, made one of the longest
straight runs in regular sweepstakes on record—123 straight and
172 out of 173.—Badger.
NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 23.—The rain prevented the shooting of

the live bird match between Frank Class and Frank Kleinz at
John Erb's to-day, but the afternoon was pleasantly spent by the
party present in sweepstake shooting. The postponed match at
100 live birds will take place on the fair grounds at White Plains,
Westchester county, N . Y., on Wednesday nest,

CREAM CITY GUN CLUB.

WE have received from the Cream City Gun Club, of Milwau-
kee, Wis., its report, for the season ending O it. 1 last. The

awards of medals were: Championship, L. J. Petit, with 93 out of
100 doubles and 43 out of 50 singles. A Class—First, H. F. Boa-
worth, 89 out of 100; second, Geo. W. Atwell, 85; third, A. W.
Friese, 83. B Class—First, Geo. R Marsh, 71; second, H. E. Camp-
bell, 67: third, George Gibbs, 62; fourth, F. L. Pierce, 61.

President, Pet it's address to the members is as follows:
"I desire most particularly to congratulate you upon the fact

that not a single, accident has occurred on our grounds since the
organization of this club. It is equally true that there has not
been the slightest dissention or controversy among the members;
on the contrary, the spirit of good fellowship has prevailed in a
marked degree under ail circumstances, which is in itself suffi-
cient evidence that our club is exclusively composed of 'gentle-
men' in every sense the word implies.
"The proficiency in marksmanship attained by many during

the season has been remarkable; every member, including those
who failed to secure a prize, can justly feel proud of his record,
when it is understood that ail shooting has been done at either
unknown angles or from screened traps set strictly according to
the rules of the American Association.
"As regards target, shooting in general I can conscientiously

add that it is rapidly growing in public favor and promises to be-
come a popular out-door sport, but cannot in my opinion ever
take its proper rank as snob, until the unsportsmanlike practice
of shooting live birds from the trap is abolished. There might
have been some apology for that kind of shooting in former years
when wild pigeons were numerous, but there is none whatever
since the invention of inanimate targets, which furnish a perfect
substitute for the exercise of skill with a shotgun. Shooting tame
pigeonB, a large percentage of which fly directly toward the
shooter or refuse to fly at all, certainly cannot be considered very
elevating in its influence and character, to say the least, in this
enligntened age.
"With due respect for all who may not indorse my views, I

earnestly recommend some action on the part of this club toward
the enactment of laws for this and every other State in the
Union, prohibiting live-bird trap-shooting. When this is accom-
plished target shooting will without doubt appeal to every class
of professional and business men, and receive the patronage it de-
serves as one of the most innocent and healthful recreations
known, and one eminently calculated to develope both the mental
andphysical powers.
"The secretary and treasurer's report, shows the club to be in a

prosperous and substantial conaition, and I beg to express my
most grateful appreciation for the. co-operation of all in making
the season just closed such a complete success."

SAUGERTIES, N. Y.—The first grand kingbird tournament
and live pigeon shoot of the Saugerties Gun Club will be neld
Nov. 5, rain or shine; all money prizes; open to all; latest im-
proved traps. Grounds at Driving Park. Keystone system, to
commence at 10 o'clock, American Shooting Association rules to
govern. For further particulars address Geo. F. Tolley, Sauger-
ties, N. Y. New York and Jersey shooters can take Saugerties
night, boat, 6 P. M.. foot Franklin street, New Yoru. All purses
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Any shooter tied on a purse
can draw his share. Tbere will be a tish and game dinner given
under the auspices of the Hudson River Fish and Game Protec-
tive Association, at the Phoenix Hotel, at 5 o'clock, thus enabling
shooters to leave on the early evening trains north 7:29 and 8:28,
and south on the 7:56 West Shore. Particular attention will be
given to the requirements of amateur shooters at special traps
for their exclusive use. AH shooters who, in the opinion of the
management, do not come under this head, and who have shot at
open tournaments, will be excluded.

NEAR-BY TRAP EVENTS.—The Woodside Gun Club will hold
an open-to-all fall tournament on Nov. 18 and 19. This will be the
formal opening of the new giounas and clubhouse, and the mem-
bers intend to make it a memorable occasion. The Eureka and
Algonquin guu clubs will shoot a team match at Marion on Thurs-
day, Oct. 30. The conditions will be 10 menper team, 10 live birds
per man. The conditions will be 50yds. boundary, gun below the
elbow until bird is on the wing.

FORT HAMILTON, N. Y., Oct. 18.-Shoot of the New Utrecht
Rod and Gun Cluo at live birds, 25yds., 60 j ds. boundary, en'ranee
$2, divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Two matches, first match:
U R Street 1222211313-10 Dr F S Cook 0133112100-7
Jere Lott 1022111121— 9 M Van Brunt 0010111221—7
D Deacon 1111221100— 8 R J Van Brunt 0220021100—5
A A Hegeman 1110110221- 8 G F Bondies 1210000001—4
J Kos Ler 2113001323— 8
Secoud match:

R R Street 1221211211-10 M Van Brunt 3012111022- 8
Jere Lott 212O221211- o ;-- .^v^O ^_ .,

D Deacou 1111312111-10 A Squires .1212120211- 9
J Koster 1000110010- 4 Duke Grebner 1200030131- 0

MAPLEWOOD, N. J., scores will be given next week.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest .and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc. of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1 S90.-I.
"VTOW that the great meet of 1890 at Jessup's Neck, the long
L> promised "salt water meet," has taken its place on the shelf
of history heside the many pleasant inland camps of the past
there is a chance for a more thorough and deliberate review of its'
many features, pleasant and unpleasant, than was possible in the
briet and hurried reports written amid the bustle and excitement
of camp life. The value to the Association of each of its meets bv
no means ends with the striking of the tents and the breaking of
the camp, there is always much to be learned from a ca, eful study
of the various details, that will aid in decreasing the annoyances
and inconveniences of future meets, and in this respect the pres-
ent one has proved most fruitful.
From the time that a meet on salt, and presumably tidal water

was first suggested, it has been apparent to those who have most
interested themselves in the matter, that such a meet would be
far more difficult and expensive than any of the inland camps,
and such has proved to be the case. Not only has the expense of
each individual member, and in particular of the officers and
committees, far exceeded that of previous meets: but certain
difficulties which attend every large camp have in the present
case, reached such serious proportions that it would be impossible
in any truthful report of the. meet to ignore them, or to pass them
without comment. Knowing as we do how much good work was
done by the officers, and realizing fully that on the whole the
present meet was one of the most successful ever held, it would
be pleasanter and easier to touch only on the bright side of the
picture; but the success if not the permanency of future meets
depends largely on the perfection of two great details, and to this
end it is necessary to recognize the attempts of this year as fail-
ures, in each case, and to se^k a speedy remedy^.
That the first salt-water meet was a success will be admitted by

all who were present in camp long enough to become familiar
with its many pleasant features. That, at the same time, there
were some very serious drawbacks is fully known to all who were
present and many who were not. Whilethe officers were entirely
undeserving of the wholesale condemnation and misrepresenta-
tion which was heaped on them by one irresponsible critic
neither were the lay members such a collection of captious and
discontented grumblers as they are represented by one eager
apologist for the powers that were; there was a deal of grumbling
over the mess and the transportation, and with good reason but
we believe that every one present recognized the fact that all'had
been done that was possible, and that the failures in certain
directions were due to circumstances beyond the control of the
officers. It was not necessary, at least to any intelligent and fair-
minded A. C.'A. man, to make any excuse for these gentlemen
even if it were, this matter has been so well attended to that little
is left for us to say. Every one knows that they receive no salary
that so far from making money out of the meet, as was intimateof
in one account alluded to above, they find it necessary to spend
considerable on their private accounts; while a3 to the work they
do, it not only turns their nominal vacation into a fortnight of
exceptional labor and responsibility, but involves a constant draft
on their time throughout the whole term of office.
This is plain to any one who spends a week at a meet, but those

who are more intimately acquainted with the history of the
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present meet know much more of I h.e laV* mJ" 1"*f§e
tending the Selections and preparaflouR 01^^™^
thousand and one details, they know that the «^*ffiE*"S2
last fall, continued until the day the camp opened; and they£»»
know that in the case of several of the P^uohjal outers it meant

a private outlay that has run high np in Imndieds.

Unfortunately the very worst features of ^mee- were strongly

impressed on the canoeist who .eached camP
n|"!i„«Bo?tltion

weary struggle with the ^^^^^}'a^^^^^bm
and sought refreshment at the mess tent. He appreciated ,rom

me first what h».d not been done, or had been dene ^ly^hile
only the few who saw the camp ground

7
n the spnogand ^am in

midsummer could appreci ate the magnitude of the ^orkot pi epa,

ration. Not one in twenty gave any thought t o he £umy plots

entirely bare of grass which showed that but a short t me beloie

the whole of the" hillsides in the center-of the camp had been a

mass of dense undergrowth, such as could still be found anywhere

beyond its confines on the shore side: and no one wem so tar as to

picture a morass between the two hills, and a jungle along the

from nf the mam camp, as well as among the trees and °n the

hillside o£ the ladies1 camp. The preliminary search for a camp
site, which occupied ah of last fall, every proposed ^£'^""8
traversed on foot or visited in boats by some of tae otoeers, was no

easy rask. and when a choice was finally made a *enous aifficulty

wafmet in regard to procuring the ground, which greatly delayed

the work of preparation. Even when this difficulty was disposed

•of there remained swamps to oe filled, undergrowth and trees to

he removed, wells to be dug, a wharf to be built, with kitchen, ice

*^£$l^°M™&t%, A. has been lucky in meeting

-with men who, with no special interest in canoeing or the Associ-

ation have been most generous in offering aid in arranging tor

the meets; but this year it was most fortunate m meeting with

one who though a total stranger to canoeing, did as much for the

Association as'it could ask from its oldest and most enUmsiastic

member Tae gentleman m question. Air. Delevan O. bcovute,S ct Jessup'S Neck and the adjoining mainland, not only gave

freely the use of the ground, but oore a large proportion ot the

.expense and labor of the preparation, so much^^^^i^?
aid it would not have been practicable to have held the meet at

'

this spot. As it- was. even With this aid, there was a vast amount

at work which devolved on Com. Stanton and Mr. Burchard in

particular, which wjS made more diffieiUt by the distance ot the

; C^»p me -in discussing the camp of last year at Steve Island

in trie u'Okbsi ants Stream of Sept. 12. 1890, we .enumerated cer-

tain features whica experience has shown to be essentia! to a

perfect camp, and which have on several occasions been decidedly

lacking For once at least they were all present, and it is hard 1 o

seehow the camp site at Jessup'sNeckcould have been materially

improved. The view of and from the camp was a beautiful one

iii everv direction; going inland toward the aead of the peninsula

firid ou the west snore, the neck here being pronably a quarter

of a mile wide, there was a sandy bluff about *0fc - high, from

which point the land sloped away to a height of aibOUtSffit. on the

eatit ahore, extending northward from tnese two points for about

thr l-auarter<= ot a inile, and m r.his distance taUmg until troin a

level tiolelaad at a middle distance it tapered to a pebbly point

at the ehh that was lost beneath the blue waters ot Little Pecomc
'

Bav iTom this extreme point, as well as from the water, the

view was most pleasing, the many white tents and brightly- col-

ored flags standing out against a green background, while from

the oiutfattbe otuer enu there was visible, in addition to the

Whitle camn spread out beneath the feet, a wide expanse of wooded

shm ps and nine water: Shelterislahd, Great and Little Hog Is ecits,

Novack- Lime Peeonie and Noyacfc Bays and Shelter Island

Soi -id 'Wild as it all was, there were in the distance villas,

church, spires and windmills that betrayed the presence of civil-

^Tiie^amp ground itself was admirably fitted for its purpose.
>
It was at sucn an elevation as to be dry at all times, and also to

command a full view of the sailing and paddling courses, while

not-'WS "high to be easily reached by means ot s- yeral stairways

\ "rom the-^?ach. At its highest point It was probably 2olt. m trout

i of part of the maiu camp, iailing to not more than att. m front ot

narr of" the north end, where tne Brooklyn camp was located,

oevond which was a low peboly beach wim a little oasis in the

shape of a °-rove in wmch the Vesper camp was pitched. The
south end ot the main camp was divided from Squaw Point by a

little valiev which served to give access trom the wnart to both

camns bv means ot inclines up which a wagon could be driven.

The ladies
- camp was somewhat higher than tne main camp, and

in a wav was a disappointment, out an agreeable one. Almost the

cmlv trees in tae camp were cedars of not over vigorous growtn,

and th° main camp had practically no shade. The ladies' camp,

however was in a grove of these cedars, which nor, only answered

every purpose of shade, hut were free from mosquitoes, so that

The tents could be pitched diivctly among and unaer them.

The actual center of the camp, the store and mess tent, was in

tbis ca-e where it should be, near the wharf, between the two
camns and readily accessible from both. The headquarters was

but amort distance away, in a prominent position id ihe center

of the oluff Tne Dest paint from wiilch to witness the races was
the bluff in'front of the ladies' camp, from whica the who e lengtn

of both courses was visible, out at the same time the samng
course and much o£ the panddng could be seen from the extreme

end of tne mam camp, and men could watca the races trom

within their tents How different this was from Lake Seorge, or

-veil Bow Arrow or Stave Island, will be understood py ail who
; were at either place. It was not necessary at Je&sup s Neck to

(drop an other occupations and make a regular business of leaving

iatin-n and gome to a distance or oh tne water to see the races; one

rcould read, rig sails or eooK beside his tent and yet see in a

imoment whether a race was m progress, and if so, the position ot

^Tne central position and accessibility of the wharf was another

fflfimirabie feature, nob only was the distance less than usual to

eo.» her camp, out new arrivals were seen and welcomed as they

T*!ineTin in tact the wharf was as it Snould be, the center of the
1 U£ tie and life of the camp at certain hours each day, A man
b Tern" to.Ier-sup's Neck nad tne whole camp directly in view
co „ ;:.„,,

,
... u: die tents were not indued in the trees,

Ion. \m to be overlooked entirely, hut the banners on the bluff's

perl, here were tue Mohicans, here the Bed Dragons, here the
told i

,B ,rU,a nere the bpringtieicis; an invitation to tne new comer
lanthe tm.old iriends at once. . „
to hunt, u was a loose loam, that was evidently not made specially
Tne so

\fj,t cp.^s, out that dried out almost instantly after a rain,
to hold te little or no mud. At the same time there was a
so that till 'agsSPRWaSt to some former camps in the total absence
mostpleasi -k^s ami peobies save on the hench. A man could
of rocks, st> iL^leiigtt'of the mam sireet at night without laming
wait the win week, and cot: id even run aoout camp alt day with-
himselt for a .wita'a sore'tpe.ov a sprained anale. Very good
out being laid . was provio'tf -oy two welL, one in eacn camp,
water for drnxB. Ba dimcul'ty amounted to little. Wnile tue
so mat this tare, iiamqugff it was by no means sultry or oppres-
weamer was war. uj.?-« tLe twp weeks, so the lack ofshade caused
sive at any time <it wiw^-aiore than offoet by the rapidity wilh
no oiscomioi'l, and i^.drieu out alter a shower. Had tne weather
which tne whole can ^aar grove ui squaw Point would prooaaiy
proved very hot the c ho;jxi, wnile tne main camp, exposed to the
have been close ana w. tva have Deen still hotter, but even this
lull heat of the sun, wo 4^imp, shady camp mat is never dry and
would be preterable to a feather. Had tne present camp been
warm save in tne nottest ?.^jre only two points mat coma have
inane tor me purpose met Voive ot deciduous trees in place of
been much improved; a k SLa similar grove justm tne rear of
cedars m tne ladies' camp, a %rJit me plateau, wnere a refuge
the main camp, in the ten. ^f.me hay, and wmch would also
might ue round m the iniadle wind as it swept over the narrow
serve to breaK the force of the
neck. . »' it svas no less suited for canoe-

It the site was good for c ampim Jtiaiawas so shght as to cause
ing proper, the rise ana fall ot tne

^ tq!ia,l to Sana, being covered
notrouole; me beacn, though not ^ ^o nteans oad, aad out little
with peboies of various sizes, was d. gilds and landings taau on
more trouble was found in Duilding civen .in the usual manner,
dead water. Posts or stakes were d esse a .few joists were laid,
tne tops safely above high water; on t v£ i ptattorm large enough
with a flooring of boards, maKing a le ^0aa they could be hauled
to hold naif a dozen canoes, ana on to \ eases' even a simpler con-
up at any stage of the tide, in many Te;G<J stated down on tne
struotion was tritd, the common skius v, taem until above high
beach, the canoes being drawn up on rilea evvry raciitty tor
w^ter. The waters aouut me camp atto ^ breezes and tairly
sailing and paddling, there being as a mie . .^gged was me oppor-
smoom water. The only thing mat was n ^ XBlahds for bnort
tunity afforded so ahundantiy m tne luousa uejll ot- neaon a.oout

•ana picturesque paauimg trips: the long ei %^ ao faT a6 tne
-Jessup's Neck offered out iiti.le m this tureci

uiie promises made
campsite itself is concerned it fully bore out

v> .admiraole way
for it, uot omy m natural advantages, but m ti

lttltfl06X8 an(1 com.

in which all arrangements had beenmaae oy tne

Tr7mportxvtim.-f£he 4. 0, A, meet is to many th '•wg
tf$Sft%

the year, to be looked b*ck tm ioogmgiy tor half a tt^gg*
{\ ,|

over, and forward to e^jerlyioraeariy as Ions iu 1
ww»«* «w

short enough at best, not over two -weeks and for the majority only

ten days or a week. It is natural, then, that the canoeist should be

most anxious to reach camp quickly aDd to stay until the last pos-

sible moment; and that he looks on every hour wasted in some dull

little town, or every dollar spent spent m hotel bills when he

should be living in camp, as a double robbery. As to the present

camp, though nominally within less than four hours of New Y ork,

it might as well have been five hum red miles away so far as

speedy and certain transportation was concerned. Ihe steamer

that promised so well at first was all right so for as it went it a

man could manage to reach New Yorit on a sailing day, three

times a week, he could be off the camp early next morning, and

if t he wind was not too strong from the east, or something else

did not interfere, he would be landed on the camp wh art. On
the other hand, if he could not make connections m Mew York it

meant a delay of 24 hours at least, or perhaps from Saturday

mght till Tuesdav afternoon: and even though he .caught the

boat there was no certainty that he would not be carried past the

camp and landed, with all his traps, at Sag Harbor. The case was

no better returning, as there was no certainty whether or no me
boat would call at camp, and on a number of days she did not.

This irregularity also upset all plans for fresh supplies of meat,

ice, etc., from New York, and made the task of catenng still more
difficult. Once on the boat, the s«l was a very pleasant, one, and

no one grudaed the time, while the fare was reasonable enough;

but the usual privilege of carrying camp duffle and canoe free

was not granted, all goods besides trunks being charged for.

The transit bv rail was practically as uncertain ai d unsatisfac-

tory as by boat, the man who alighted from the tram ot the Long
Island R. R. at Sag Harbor, alter a prolonged battle with ex-

pressmen of all kinds for the possession of a portion of his bag-

gage, was doomed in all probability to fresh disappointment. So
far from the camp being near and his troubles at end, the one
was very far distant and the other changed m form, but gaming
nothing save variety thereby. In some eases it is true that a
launch was waiting, and it remained only to run the final gaunt-
let of the lo<sal expressmen and to ride for half an hour in the

launch before reaching camp. In many cases, however, there

was no means of reaching camp, save by walking or driving, the
latter at summer resort prices, over a very dreary and tortuous

road of seven or eight miles, while the transportation ot baggage
was not to be thought of. Many were consequently compelled to

spend a night or longer at a small country hotel, though almost
within sight of the camp as the crow flies.

Tne Canadian canoeists had a specially trying experience, the
freight car containing their canoes and camp gear was trans-

ported free as far as Jersey City, there being nearly twenty in ihe
party, but there it was met with a heavy cha rge of lighterage to

the Long Island R. R. and when safely on the tracks of the latter

it was still delayed for several da?s in reaching Sag Harbor. As
there were ladiesm toe party and the tents were all in the car
this me -tat a stay of several days at a hotel m Sag Harbor, and
even after the car arrived the party was obliged to charter a sail-

ing vessel to transport the canoes and stuff to camp. Others had
a similar experience on a smaller scale, finally reaching camp In

a very unpleasant frame of mind. There mav be some doubt as
to the final fate of Captain Kidd and his treasure, but the canoe-
ists at camp have a theory as to the fate of his crew that it would
take some argument to remove: this is that they all settled on
Long Island and went into the express business, general and
local, leaving it in tima to their numerous descendants.
That portion of the original plan of transportation which whs

most successfully carried out was the collect! ng of canoes and duffle

at various points by one steamer and returning themm the same
way. In this work the committee was greatly aided by Mr. George
P. Douglas, of the Ianthe O C , and oy the captain of the steamer
Eagle. Canoes were taken from the various club houses about
New York and Newark and safely landed at camp, being returned
after the meet, the expense heing $5 per boat. In this part of their

work, at least, the co.urnittee, after making their plans in good
season, received but little help or cooperation from individual
canoeists, the men being generally backward in announcing their

intentions or replying to the committee's circulars, and leaving
everything to the last. «
Bad as tne transportation arrangements undoubtedly were 'the

blame does not rest with the committee, but tne whole trouble
seems to be tuat the camp, beautiiul and convenient as it was in
all otuer ways, was practically inaccessible: the available facili-

ties, by rail and boat, being entirely inadequate. It may be said
that in such a case a more accessible spot should nave been chosen;
but, of the scores of places suggested to the committee, there was
not one that, however convenient to New ihrli and the East, was
not totally uusuited for a camp ground; while the natural ad-
vantages of the spot finally chosen were such as to justify the
committee in selecting it and doing the bdSt they could in the
matter of transportation. Besides the ,arrangements with
steamers from New York and New London, an agreement was
made with the captain of a very good little steamer to run regu-
lar trips between Greenport. Sag Harbor and the camp, charging
but 25 cents fare; and it was fully expected that the New YorK
and possibly other boats would call at camp on every trip. Tne
receipts on the launch were so small during the first four days
that the captain gave up the job, leaving no means of transport
between Greenport or Sag Haroor and the camp; wnile, as already
told, tne big boat found tue camp wharf too lignfc to permit her to

land in a sea or with a strong onshore wind. Another launch was
finally chartered to run to Greenport and Sag Harbor, the finan-
cial responsibility being assumed oy a number of leadiugmen and
officers who chartered the boat and ran her themselves at reason-
able rates. The affairs of this company have not been finally

adjusted, but it is probable that wnen all bills are paid the sub-
scribers will come out about even.
The work of transportation committees has been simplified by

the passage of the interstate commerce law, as there is now little

to do witn the railroads, owing to uniform rates. These rates are
higher, and fewer concessions in the way of free carriage of canoes
are made than prior to the passage of the law; bur, summer excur-
sion rates are not. as a rule, very high, the round trip to Clayton,
La&e George or Lake Champlain not running much over $10. It

is not difficult in most cases to arrange for the rail transportation
from New Yoik, Boston, Albany, Buffalo and Toronto to the rail-

way town nearest to the camp, and there has always been an
express train every morning which left the Dig cities ou the pre-
vious evening, the return train leaving the sinalier place at night
and reaching the cities next morning. These night trains are the
ones mainly patronized by canoeists, as they allow an extra day
at the office before leaving for camp, and a similar one in camp
befoie returning to business by a fixed date. The chief work then
of the transportation committee should be the arrangement of

some speedy means of transit oetween camp anu the nearest town,
and with special reference to these trams. This has been done
very successfully in past years at Grindstone, where a small
steamer met the morning train and landed canoeists in camp by 9

or 10 A. M. Last year at Stave Island, thanks in part 10 unreason-
able custom restrictions, there was a delay of half a day in Clay-
ton, enough to spoil the temper of any canoeist whose time was
limited. At Bow Arrow m 'a ( it was si ill worse, as tne arrivals by

me night express trom the south and east had to wait twenty-four
hours for the regular boat to camp, or else hunt up some sore of

sailing craft, of which there were, few, to take them over the
seven miles from Plattsburgh to camp. We understand that this

year there were two boats each day, in the morning and the after-

noon. For a mp of seven or eight miles on such water as Lake
Champiaiu, olten carrying a large number of passengers with
their canoes and duffle, a large boat is necessary, and such a boat
would, even it obtainable, co=t more for two weeks than the Asso-
ciation can afford to pay; so it is practically imperative that tnere
shall be good public boat service be' ween the camp and Platls-

ourgh and Burlington. Lake George was very good in this respect;

the large steamers tnat traverse the lake and make special con-
nections with all trains called at the camp on every trip.

RED DRAGON C. C, PALL REGATTA.—The fall regatta of
the K. D. C. C. was held Oct.. 11, two events being contested. First,

saiiine: over the regular club course, distance 3 miles. Start, 3:30.

Times:
Osceola, H. E. McCormick 4 07 30

KtP-Jbe, F. W. Noyps i 07 37
Cvc\o<\ R. G. Fleischman 4 08 38
May-Fly. B. R. Fortmer ... withdrew.
Enid, A. S. Fernimore— .withdrew.
Second—Tandem Paddling: Enid, Kreamer and Fernimore,

first; Valesca, Noyes and L. B. Palmer, Ianthe C. C, second; Uto.
Haag and Fortmer, third. This was a very close race, the winners
crossing the line not over two feet ahead of the second boat.
Lunch was served and the evening spent very pleasantly at the
club house, quite a number of ladies being present. This was the
last canoe racing on the river for this year.

GIPSY TENTS AND HOW TO USE THEM.—This is the
season of good resolutions on the part of canoeists and campers,
when men who s'arted on their vacations in a hurry, with torn
tents and imperfect outfits, are just home again with the firm in-
tension of putting their whole camping outfit in shape at once in
readiiipss for next season. Now is the time for doing such w< rk,
but before beginning it will be worth while to look over a little

book entitled "Gipsy Tents and How to Use Tnem," which has
just been issued by Horace Cox, of London. Though a great part
of the book is devoted to tents, particularly the curious gipsy
tent, the author, Mr. G. R. Lowndes, has collected a great deal of
useful information on all sorts of camp life, in boats, wagons, a- d
wilh horses or on foot, including hints on cooking, bedding, cloth-
ing, camp-fires, etc. Tne book makes a useful companion for
canoeists, nunters and other outers.

AMENDMENTS TO THE A. C. A. CONSTITUTION.—In order
to be acted on by the executive committee, all amendments to ihe
constitution must be published two weeks prior to a meeting, in
an official organ. We hereby give notice of an amendment to
Art. IX., Sec. 2. to change the words '-within four weeks after the
A. C. A. camp" to "on or before Aug.l." The object of the change
is to secure earlier returns from the Division pursers to the sec-
retary-treasurer, as the money due from the Divisions is needed
at the meet to defray expenses as they arise; while by the present
plan no cash is received from the Divisions for at least a month
after the meet.
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Wm. O. Russell,

Lawrence, Mass.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please look under the hatches of ihe Canoe, peep into the
h'n'n'eJ, squint down the barrel of the Rifie, open the Fish Car and
ftmvr B 'f;, inouire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if Their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, pusff their explorations into the Editorial

and jLdvertiMng Departments.

THE CAPE CATBOAT SPENDTHRIFT.
THE boat shown in the accompanying drawings, for which we

are indebted to the designer and owner, Mr. V. D. Bacon, of

Barnstable, Mass., is one of the so-called Cape Cod eatboats,
thro 1 ah carrving the same rig as the well-known Harbinger ami
Alrnira, properly a "jib and mainsail." The jib is not an after

thought, as would appear at first sight, but all of these boats are
designed to carry tbh» peculiar rig. Spendthrift was built .last

summer by Herbert F. Crosby, one of the Crosby Bros,, of Oster-

ville. Cape Cod, so well kaown in connection with the. Cape cats.

She h^s proved quite fast and in particular a very satisfactory

bruiser, having room to sleep four comfortably* in the cabin. The
cockpit is watertight, the boat steers with a wheel, and she is

fitted with Babbitt's patent sail hoist and blocks. Her center-

board is 7ft. 6in. long and 4ft. Gin. wide. Her designed waternne
is shown in the drawings, but in sailing trim she draws about
2J^in. more water aft. Her principal dimensions are as follow?:

PIME3*9tONS OF C APE COD CATBOAT SPENDTHRIFT.
Ft. In.

Length over ali 25 •«

1 vv.l 21 10

Overhang aft 1 10J£

Beam, extreme lb »

1.W.L ? 6

Sheer, bow • I «

Least freeboard } M
Draft, extreme f

"

Cabm, length J
jheadroom * 1

Fore end of l.w.l to—
Mast, center 1

Cabin house, fore end 0 7

after end 1| <

Centerboard pin 8 6

Cockpit, after end 21 10

O.E 11 +

C.L.R 1? *

Mast, deck to truck *L

diameter at deck °yk

Boom ---32

Gaff. -.13

Bowsprit beyond i.w.) - 13 6

Spinaker boom
Mainsail. ^Mt^Sli
JiD 133. 8d set. ft.

Total •
765.60 sq.ft.

A. G. A. COMMITTEES AND ANNUAL MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In accordance with tue requirements of the constitution of the

American Canoe Association, it is my pleasure to inform you that
tbe following committees have been appointed to act, for the good
or our Association during the coming year:
Regatta Committee.—J . Arthur Gage, M.D., 48 Central street,

Lowell, Mass.; Lincoln B. Palmer, 7T Lincoln avenue, Newark, N.
J.; Will Or. MacKendrick, Toronto, Ont.
Committee on Camp Site and Arrangements.—Paul Butler,

Cnairman, Lowell, Mass.; Thomas G. Bucungton, Port Kent, N. Y,
Transportation Committee. -Chas. V. Wiune, care D. and H.

Canal Co., Albany, N. V. (Cential Div.); Wm. A. Hall, 19 Brom-
held street, Boston, Mass. (Eastern Div.); Jas. K. Hand, triaud
Central Station, New ¥ork city (Atlantic Div.k A. H. Mason,
Toronto, Out. (>! orth-rn Div).
Signal Officer.—Henry 1>. Marsh, Springfield, Mass.
Tne annual meeting of tne executive committee will be held at

the Hotel Thorndike, Boston, Mass,, on Saturday, Nov. 15, at 10

A. M.
Tae executive committee and members of the general commit-

tees will be entertained by members of the Eastern Division at
7;3Q P. M. of that day at the Thorndike. Fraternally yours,
Boston, Got. 28, Wai/tbs U, LAyi KQV, Commodore,

THE WRECK OF THE CATARINA,
THURSDAY and Friday of last week were marked by the big

gale ot ihe season on the Atlantic coast, heavy seas and un-
usually high tides being found ever where. On Thursday at

1 P M.'the iron steam yacht Catarina, owned by Mr. E. D. Morgan,
left Newport for New York, with her owner on board and the 40ft.

racing yacht Moccasin in tow, to be laid up at City Island. The
gale was well under way from N.E. and a heavy sea was met off

Point Judith, increasing as the yacht went on through The Sound.
Mocassin, with three men on board, was towed by a single heavy
hawser. The weather was very bad during the night, the storm
obscuring all landmarks. Eaton's Neck Light was sighted at'

midnight, but after that nothing was seen up to about 3:30 A. M. t

when the yacht struck on a rock off Matinnicock Point, just east

of Hempstead Bay, on the Long Island shore. The bottom was
pierced bv a lock under the engine-room, thn vessel sinking until

oedded on the reef of rocks which here runs out from tne shore.

Besides the owner there were onboard Capi. Harry Craven, Mate
Alexander Corcoran, Engineer Robt. Taylor, Asst. Engineer'

Chas. Wood, and a crew of 28 seamen, firemen and stewards. A,
very heavy sea was running, but all reached the beach m then

yacht's boats, finding shelter m a farmhouse.
Woen the Catarma struck. Mate Corcoran hailed the Moccasin!

to sheer clear, emting the hawser at the same frnie. bhe cleared]]

the wreck, driving rapidly up the Sound before the gale.
,

Hejj

mainsail was strongly lashed amidships for towing, but a reefed]

fore'taysail was set, and she was kept on her course, finally bring-1

ing up off Piepgrass'syard at, City island. The gale was raging,]

heavily here, damaging more or less a number of yachts at anchor
j

but Mr. Piepgraes sent out a heavy anchor and cable by a tug-

boat, and Moccasin was safely moored, her crew being badly tirec

out, but uninjured. ,

The Catarina struck on a rocky reet, lying with her bulwark*
out at high water, everything below being ruined by the water
She was nearly upright, but with a bad hole amidships, tahe 1

an iron vessel, built by R. Steele & Co., Greenock, Scotland, 11

1880, and was purchased this spring by Mr. Morgan from the Duk
of Sunderland, her name Sans Peur being changed to Catarma.th
name under which she was launched and first known. The Chap
man Wrecking Co. will try to raise her.

_

A DELICIOUS REPAST.—Grand Rapids, Mich,, Oct. 13.-

EditorFom? and St> cam: Your article in a late number regardia

the adventurts of a naphtha launch "reminds me." Last sprm
several of our citizens purchased naphtha launches, and of cour

got their names in the newspapers m consequence, and we;

talked about more or less, all of which caused our Mr. Mahipn
to remark "that as soon as his family returned Horn Mackina
and the weather got cooler, he intended to give a naphtha luach,

He said he "thought the others made a mistake in having then

when the weather was so torpid."—A. W.

AGNES.—This schooner, owned by Mr, J. Window, is out rj

Wintrragnam's ways for a new and more fashionable overhang.
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OTHER INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES.
[From the London Field.]

IT is announced in Boston that Mr. Malcolm Forbes, who
built the Puritan, is about to build a 90ft. cutter, or sloop,

as the American papers style the cutter rig as adapted from the
British rig. This 90-foot er will be, it is said, designed bv Mr. Bur-
gess, and the raison d'etre of her existence is that Mr. Forbes does

not like to have to look ahead to view bis a ntagonist, as be bas
when on board Puritan in competition with Volunteer. However,
the same authority who thus fits Mr. Forbes with a 90-footer, an-
nounces that General Paine will build a similar yacht in order
to remain in possession of the vanguard, and <o make sure
of doing this he will design the boat himself. From another
quarter we Hear that Mr. Malcolm Forbes is not building his

cutter with the object of defeating the Volunteer at all, bu
With the idea of crossing the Atlantic in her and challenging
for the Brenton Reef and Cape May Cups. The Cape M«v Cup,
it will be remembered, is now held by Mr. T. B. C. West's Wendur
This cup is the property of the New York Y. C, and it is surpris-
ing to find that a Boston and not a New York yachtsman is about
to challenge for it. But probably in the calm air of Boston the
amor patriw feeling is stronger than it is at New York: and it

will be remembered that, if it had not been for the public spirit

of Mr. Malcolm Forbes in building the Puritan, the U-enesca
would have won the America Cup in 1885; and where should we
have been then? We thin!? (barring the new deed of gift) we
should not have been so well off as we are, as the defeat of Oen-
esta and the building of Puritan hastened a great many things
besides the new deed of gift. The Cape May Cup is subject to be
challenged for at fifteen days' notice, except a recent winner of
it, who is not liable to be challenged for thirty days, not including
the fifteen. The course is "from the Needles, round a stakeboat
off the harbor of Cherbourg, and return." We believe the two
matches hitherto sailed for it have oeen from Cowes and Ryae
and round the Cherbourg Breakwater; but no doubt an American
yachtsman would insist on the stipulated course across the Chan-
nel tide only.
One feature in connection with the Cape May cup is rather pe-

culiar. Although it is the property of the New York Y. C, yet
the concluding paragraph of clause 2 states: "The cup will be-
come the bona .fide property of any yacht holding it successfully
through three consecutive seasons." Wendur, we take it (if 1889,
the year she won it, counts a season.), has now held it for two sea-
sons, and if she is not deprived of it next season, it. will be the

»«' u™ „ ° c i m. V? * '"luusn Mice uuuaecuuve nin-
tests."—Ed. F. and S.l The Brenton Reef cup is neld under sim-
ilar conditions, except thai it. can never become the property of
the owner of the yacnt winning it. The races are to be sailed
without tim6 allowance, and the Brenton Reef cup is otherwise
to be sailed according to the rules of the New York Y. C. In
either case the challenger must deposit £125 with the club holding
the cup, and if his yacht is unsuccessful the club has to purchase
a cup of the value of $12o and present to the winner. A vacht
holding the cup is subject, to challenge in American waters be-
tween the third Thursday m June and the third Thursday in
October; but it is not vuite clear if this is intended to apply to a
foreign country. For instance, the British season wouln have to
be put at least a month earlier. The racing season opened, for
instance, on May 22 on the Thames in 1889.

It will be observed that challenging for these cups is a very
simple matter compared with challenging for the America Cup.
Hitherto it has been found impossible to get a race far the Amer-
ica Cup without first, writing a number of letters, which, when
printed, make a pretty thick octavo volume. Now, cannot all
this be changed? If, instead of the demand for information about
the challenging yacht, so as to enable the challenged party to have,
a two-to-one chance ot winning, some definite clauses were added
to the original at ed of gift, stating what can and wHat cannot be
done, matters would be much simplified. In reference to this
matter, we have heard it stated on good authoritv that if the
Royal Yacht Squadron approached the New York Y. C, with a
view of expunging the clause demanding so nianv dimensions and
particulars of the challenging yacnt, tiiat most likelv an agree-
ment would be arrived at. We understand, however, that the
New York Y. C. would not give way about the right to meet the
challenger with a 90n. cutter or 115ft. schooner, as the case may
be, as the cup is intended to represent the yachting supremacy of
the nation winning it, and this, it is considered, can only be done
by building to the limit allowed inthe deed, although a 65ft. yacht
may challenge for it.

In reference to this matter we may ask, seeing that men like
General Paine and Mr. Edward Burgess have recently expr. aaefl
an opinion """

why the
"

waiting
the matter. All they will do is to decline to back a challenge of
any of its members under the new deed, or with the condition of
ultimately accepting the new deed. And what the premier club
of the United Kingdom does in a matter like this must be bind-
ing on all other British vacht clubs; and of this there cannot be
any doubt, as the action of the Royal Yacht Squadron has been
indorsed; by the Yacht Racing Association. It is useless to quib-
ble about forms of procedure, and pretend that the objections to
the new deed have not been formulated and presented to the New
YorkY. C. The objections to the new deed are perfectly well
known to the New York Y. C; and if another match is to be sailed
for the cup, it is for the club to remove the objections.

It has been contended that the particulars which can be de-
manded under the new deed can be of very little use to designers
But we think that, after the successful imitation in Boston that
has, in the case of Gossoon, been made of Minerva, which could
not be beaten until she was imitatated, nothing more need be said
on this head, except that successful American designers give little
or no information about the vessels they design; and even the
Custom House measurements and tonnage of yachts like Puritan
Mayflower and Volunteer, Man'quita, Gossoon, etc., cannot be
found in the American Yacht List nor in the club books.
We were saying just now that winning the America Cup is in-

tended to represent the yachting supremacy of the world; but
English yachtsmen are getting so sick of the name of the trophy
and the interminable and irritating discussion it has caused that
at last they have set up an "International Challenge Cup" of their
own. The lead has been taken by the Royal Victoria Yacht
Club, and this seems very fitting, as it will be remembered ttt i i(

was at a dinner given by this club in 1869, at the club house
Ryde, that Mr. James Ashbury conceived the idea, and announced
his intention of challenging for the America Cup. Up to that
time the New York Y. C. had not had a single challenge for
the Cup, although they had held it for thirteen or fourteen years
and undoubtedly the credit belongs to Mr. Ashbury for res-
cuing the Cup from oblivion and imparting an international im-
portance to it. What the Royal Victoria Yaeht Club has now
done is to establish a trophy of the value of £5tt) as a challenge
cup open to all nations, with a money prize added. The conditions
are not yet quite settled, but we understand they are very simple
and will involve no more correspondence that a challenging letter

and the response. The first match for the possession of this cup
will be sailed next August, and the Royal Victoria Yacht Club
will give ample notice of the event. It is to be hoped that Mr.
Malcolm Forbes will see his way to take part m the match for this

valuable trophy; and should he be fortunate enough to carry it to

Boston, it is certain some English yachtsmen will speedily go
after it, and so there will be at once a revival of international

yacht racing. With these facts before them, it_is not to be
wondered at that British yachtsmen have become quite mditterent

to the fate of the America Cup; but for all that we trust the

New York Yacht Club will modify the "new deed of gift" in the
direction so many times indicated. If they do not, and it the
"Royal Victoria International Challenge. Cup" goes to Boston, it

is certain that Marblehead will in future quite eclipse New York
Bay as the scene of international yachting. And, after all, it only
seems right that this should be so, as it was Boston, through Mr.
Malcolm Forbes, Gen. Paine, and Mr. Edward Burgess, which re-

constructed American yachting, and placed it once more m some
respects ahead of British yachting.

INTERNATIONAL RACING.
THERE may be rery little to fear in the new international cup

which the Royal Victoria Y. C. is about to establish; no 90-

footers are likely to be built this winter, and no American yachts
may care to challenge for the new cup next season; but it is be-

coming more and more apparent that the whole course of inter-
national yachting cannot be permanently blocked by the New York
Y. C; but that sooner or later one of two things must happen.
Either the new deed of gift must be declared invalid and the ori-

ginal one restored, or some new trophy, the Paine cup, the Royal
Victoria cup, or another, will take the place of the deposed Amer-
ica's Cup.
How soon a change will take place it is impossible to say, though

matters have advanced very much during the present year, but
there is no immediate haste so far as any of the parties save the
New York Y. C. are concerned. British yachtsmen and prospec-
tive challenger can well afford to wait a year or two, as they are
now placed, having declined to challenge under t.erm« which have
been widely condemned as unfair, while expressing their willing-

ness to enter at once into any fair agreement. American yachts-
men may regret a state of affairs that deprives them of the
coveted spectacle and is obviously working to the injury of the na-
tional yachting, but they can at least solace themselves with the
thought that it, is no fault of theirs, while seeking excitement in
their home racing. The only party that is seriously injured by
the delay is the Nesv York Y. C, and those familiar with the sen-
timent within the club are well aware that this injury is by no
means imaginary.
Not ouly has the club suffered a serious loss of prestige and of

the popular favor through the cessation of the great matches, but
it is by no means a unit on the question of the new deed of gift;

this delightful document having been severely though quietly con-
demned by members whose standing gives weight to their opin-
ions, and whose number is constantly increasing.
The meeting of last week was by no means as unanimous and

harmonious as the brief reports in the daily papers make out, and
though the big gavel and the very prompt ruling of the Com-
modore prevented any too general discussion and kept the mem-
bers within due bounds, it was evident that there was at least a
foundation for the reports that have been drifting about for some
months that certain changes would be made. One very important
motion was introduced and though it was very promptly disposed
of, it shows the feeling among some of the more liberal and fair
minded members; who, though still unwilling to admit that the
club has done wrong, are anxious to remove any suspicion of un-
fairness. The motion was in effect that the New York Y. C.
would consider any proposal for a race submitted by a foreign
club. While this would not bind the club in any way, and leaves
the question of the new deed entirely open, it is most important,
being the first recognition made by any members of the club of
the vital principle of the only legal deed of gift, the mutual agree-
ment between both parties. Though the motion was lost, the pu b-
lic presentation before the club of this principle which is bound
to dominate all future international racing, marks a most impor-
tant point, perhaps the turning point of the whole dispute.
How different this is from all past policy is seen in the challenges

of 1884, '85 and '80, when in every case the club has taken advan-
tage of a convenient technicality to avoid making a fair agree-
ment in the fall; compelling the ehallenge to await until March
before sending a challenge, and then raising the regular cry of
"too little notice."
On one vital point of the new deed opinion is now fairly unani-

mous and the obnoxious "dimension clause." must sooner or later be
expunged. Even the Boston Herald, which once called on every
commodore east of Cape Cod to bear testimony to the fairness and
generosity of the whole new deed, has given up the fight over the
demand for the dimensions.
The whole truth about dimensions and a ten months notice is

that if the New York Y. C. would come down off its high pedestal
as the great yachting body of both hemispheres, and recognize the
possible challenger as having the same rights as the holder, it
could bave half-a-dozen challenges from yachts of 90ff., and
with a year's notice. If both sides desire only a fair race, then
there can be no objection to an early and amicable agreement,
but this can never be reached while one party possesses such a
powerful instrument for the control and coercion of the other, as
the illegal "Lawyer's Deed of Gift."

NEW YORK Y. C—At the meeting on Oct. 23 the following
resolution, presented by Fleet Captain Stephen Peabody, was
adopted: Whereas by virtue of its right under the deed of gift to
accept a challenge for the America's Cup upon any satisfactory
condition this club offered by vote of May 17, 1888, to accept a
challenge upon the conditions of the Thistle-Volunteer matches:
Resolved, Tbat said vote is hereby rescinded. The following com-
mittee was appointed to nominate officers for the coming year:
Messrs. J.D. Smith, Lloyd Phainix, F. W. Vanderbilt, J. N. Wins-
low, E. C. Benedict, J.R.Piatt, T. B. Asten, D. T. Word en, Au-
gustin Monroe and Stephen Peabody. The following gentlemen
were elected members: Messrs- William W. Durant, W. Harrys
McGill, William C. Whitney, Edward Clarkson Potter, George
Trotter, Charles McK. Leoser, C. L. F. Robinson, W. O. B. Mac-
douough, Charles Greer, W. D. Bishop, Jr.. A. H. Fowler, D. G.
Henderson, Herman Clark and William Gardner.
GOLDEN FLEECE.—This steamer, chartered last summer in

England by Mr. F. P. Osboru, has been purchased by him and
will remain in this country. She is a composite vessel, designed
and built by J. S. White, at Cowes, in 1880, and is 119.4ft. tonnage
length; 22.5ft. beam and 12ft. depth of hold. Her engine is a two-
cylinder compound, 12^ and 22 by 12in.; 20 H.P. She is schooner
rigged.

SULTANA.—Mr. Trenor L. Park's new auxiliary was out at the
Erie Basin last week, a part of her screw aperture being plated
over to aid the steering. She will be supplied with a new boiler.

THE 46FT. CLASS.-It is reported that a third 40ft. Burgess
yacht will be built for Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, and that Capt. Chas.
Barr and Minerva's crew will sail her.

A STOLEN YACHT.—On Oct. 22 the yacht Petrel was stolen
from her moorings off Tompkinsville, S. I. The police were
notified and went by rail to Tottenville, where they boarded an
oyster sloop and cruised about Raritan Bay, finally sighting the
lost yacht. The men on board, who proved to be Wm. Curtis and
George Waddi, ran the Petrel ashore in Chesquake Creek, but were
captured and held for trial. The yaeht was hauled off without

JHmMi[8 to (Usamsgondmts.

Ask your gun dealer for the Book of the Game Laws.
Young Spobtsman.—Your trap scores are "flimsy" and not to

be made out by our compositors.

O. C—The gun is a well made arm and reliable. We cannot
undertake to say that it is better or inferior to the older gun,
which is also a standard arm.
Canarsie, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Messrs A. B. Shipley & Son, of

Philadelphia, make a specialty of supplying bethabara wood and
other materials for amateur tackle makers.

W. R. A., St. John.—Rubber geese decoys are not made in this
country: but can be imported through the dealers. They are ex-
pensive, and of course will not stand being fired into.

C. B. W., Huntington, N. Y.—Where can I buy a good second-
hand shotgun? Ans. The dealers who advertise in Forest and
Stream supply second-hand gurs as well as new ones.

L. H., Ansonia, Conn.—Could you inform us tbrough Forest
and Stheam if there will be a fly-casting tournament this fall,
and what time it would nrobably be held ? Aus. We have heard
of no tournament to be held this year.

L. M. S., Yonkers.—I have a large number of comparatively
new brass shells which have become swelled so that it is with
great trouble that I can get them in my gun. Is there any possi-
ble way to fix them ? Ans. The Ideal Manufacturing Co. make a
tool for this purpose.

C. W. C, Boston.—See note in our game columns about the
party from your city going to North Carolina. You will find quail
at Tarboro, Lincolnton and all along that vicinity. Kittson's, N.
C, is well recommended. You will be fitted out with dogs at the
Carolina Hotel, Rock Hill, S. C.

F. S. R., Somerville.—Does Trumbull's "Names and Portraits
of Birds" give habits as well as descriptions of all our shore birds
or bay shipe, and also all ducks? What is the length and width
of the book? Are the illustrations full page? Ans. It does not
give habits. The page is 5^x8}^. The cuts are not full page.

J. S. H., Sherman, Idaho.—Please inform me through the cor-
respondents' column of your valuable paper the most attractive
bait for bJars. This part of Idaho is fairly alive with bears, and
I have failed to catch one. I have used trout, beef and also a
critter's head for bait, and a figure 4 trap. Ans. Try honey or
molasses, honey in preference, as bears are very fond of it.

T. G., Vineland, N. J.—Please give me pedigree of L°o (E.K.C.
S.B. 2,437). Ans. Rough-coated dog, Leo, whelped lSGfi; breeder,
Monsieur Eggar, Switzerland. Pedigree unknown in England,
Eurchased when a puppy. His color was white with tan about the
ead. Won second, Birmingham, 1871; second, Islington Dairy
Farm, 1869. We advise you to write to Mr. K. E. Hopf, Arlington,
N. J., he has the Swiss Stud Book.

J. M. K., Princeton.—Is there any large game along the south
eastern border of Madison county. Fia , and if so, would it be a
practicable way of getting there, to take a boat from Columbus,
on the line of the F. C. & P. Railroad, and descend the Suwanee
river to Hudson on the Suwanee? Would I find any hunting
along the river? Ans. You will probably find some deer, quail,
and turkeys along the Suwanee river.

P. H. F.—Experience shows that the two wads over the powder
produce desired results; it confines the gas until the muzzle is
reached; then the wads fly off; none of the force of the powder is
put into "propelling the wads toward the game." For ruffed
grouse in a 10-gauge use 4drs. powder, lJ4oz. No. 8shot; in 12-gauge
use 3Hjdrs., IJ^oz. For black ducks, in 12-gauge use 3J4drs. pow-
der, ljjjoz. No. 5 shot; in 10-gauge use 4J4drs. with 134oz.

G. W., Webster, N. Y.—Inclosed please find law giving date
between which game can be killed in New York. Is that section
correct stating that you can kill robins and larks during October,
November and December? Are larks considered as game in the
State of New York? Ans. 1. No. Robins and meadow larks are
absolutely protected in all parts of the State except on Long Is-
land and Staten Island, where the open season is Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.
See laws of 1886-87 as given in full in the Boole of the Game
Laws. 2. They are not recognized as such by the game. laws, but
some people, notably Commissioner R. B. Roosevelt, consider
them legitimate game.

C. B. P., Boston.—Will you be kind enough to let me know in
your next numher how to plant wild rice, what kind of a place to
put it into and wnen to plant it? Can you plant it in the fall*
Ans. Mr. Richard Valentine directs: "1 have handled wild rice
seed for several years; in fact was the first, person to advocate
planting it in waters where it did not grow naturally. I have
never known it to grow well when planted in the spring, and the
sooner it is planted after it is harvested in the fall the belter.
After the seed has been gathered for some weeks the enamel on
the outside of the kernel seems to crack, and this, I believe, ac-
counts for failure in spring planting. It should be planted on a
mud bottom, where there is little, if any, current, and if possible
where there is no other vegetation. As it grows only in the water
it should not be planted on ground that goes dry in midsummer.
It will grow in water from a few inchss to four feet in depth, but
does best in shallow water. Before sowing I always soak the
seed for an hour or so, in order that it will sink at ODce. I also
think it best to sow thichly, rather than to scatter a small amount,
of seed over a large space,"

A Reader of Forest and Stream, Philadelphia.—Is it safe
to shoot buckshot from a chokebored breechloader? I have a fine
Scott doublebarrel gun, and I wish to go up the mountains this
fall and shoot turkeys or perhaps larger game. I always used a
muzzleloader before. Which do you think is best, a rifle or shot-
gun, for large game? And how can I keep the barrels from losing
their brown color? And which is the best gun oil to use for a lub-
ricant and preventive of rust? Ans. Buckshot may be used iu
chokebores if the shot are chambered to pass through the choke.
To do this insert a wad in the muzzle, pressing it down to the
point of closest choke, then experimentally chamber the buckshot
on the wad, ascertaining how many to put in a layer in the shell.
It is better, however, not to use buckshot in chokebores. For
large game, if youmean deer, a rifle is by all odds the better
weapon; many regard it as the only legitimate arm for den: 2.
To keep the c .dor of your gun take good care of it, cleaning it
thoroughly after use. A coating of shellac is recommended. 3.
There are several excellent specially prepared rust preventives
sold in the stores. Vaseline, unsalted tallow, machine oil or cocoa
butter are good.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Paso Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

otres ( Fevers, Coiijjestious,Inflammation
A. A."; Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Cougbs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. I.--Ernptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - ,60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7 .0O
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - . l.QO
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
FBIOS 81.00.

FOB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send lO cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of every deasription ot

FINES FISHING TACKI.
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Aster House), New York.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

KTot Old. £L~t »tail Toy tlxe BEanufaotvrers<

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS:
A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS OF

THE UNITED STATES AND OF CANADA
EELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

CONTAINING THE FULL TEXT OF ALL
IMPORTANT SECTIONS OF THE GENERAL
LAWS, AND DIGESTS OF LOCAL LAWS.

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY AND REVISED TO DATE. COMPILED
PROM ORIGINAL SOURCES AND EDITED BY CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
PRICE, . 50 CENTS. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. SEND
FOR CIRCULAR,

Tfer this Just owce
PRESERTALINE.

A. Koon to "tla.e Sportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Pish.

Tried and Found Peifect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious
In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can

prepare it) $2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen'1

! Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

E33D^7V^l^LX> VOM KOPJES,
05 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

Fisliing Tackle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 138-page catalogue published. This
amount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this -paper.

PRICE'!

B^lSS line.
No. ,Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength aixi clurabMit.v is .inequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PEI0E, 171 East 84th St, Sew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

WORMS!Have You Any
For to-morrow's fishing? If not, will you be
obliged to go hunting for them with a lantern
to night, or to dig over a ten-acre lot in useless
search for them ? 3XTo ! I

Paulsen's Worm Charmer
When spread over the ground will in a moment
produce them to the surface by the hundreds,
and save you the above described laborious task.
The worms remain unimpared in health and can
be stored in the usual way. Package with full
directions by mail, postpaid, 25 cents. Address

JULIUS M. PAULSEN, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all leading dealers in Sporting Goods.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

ALBERT

With Silver Plated Loco-
motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Bash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

i, Bfflei. 15 Fulton Si. B Y

^PORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the

' largest facili- —
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALF0R0 & BERKELE C0.
f

P. O Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,
No. 77 Chambers St., N. Y.

G-LITTLB-<&*©?3
'^63 Haymarket- LONDON

yff ^g for illustrated' catalogue
J&F TACKLE JFLOPS

PhotoTrading Post
Headquarters of the Chautauqua School

of Photography. Publishers of Photo-
graphic Times and Annual. Manufactur-
ers of all sorts of Photo material specially
the Waterbury, the Irving View and Advill
cameras.

Send for catalogue.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,
has Broome St., N. T.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK <fc CO
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Wm TacMe, Guns. R iles, Rejolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVTES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Sp'it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whipnings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9L 10,

10£ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz • Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 g2
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9|, 10ft
,
weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz . . . . .Price

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted
,

«*

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings," iength 8ft.,' weight 20oz. .....][[.......[.[ "
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint ,

u
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft .1 ............ V. . . . . . V. ............. J . . .

.'
" * " -

Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83e.
;
40yds., 95c. ; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut 15c per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz.,'45c

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 & 55
, si&i»>. for X2£u8t?$ted €&*atogve to* 18®'©* OPEN EVENINGS.

St., Brooklyn, NV Y,
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double. Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. O.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON
CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.

Free.
H. H. KIFFE,

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, 1ST. Y.

NEW STOCK, i

PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Koreend, Bar Rebounding ;« T>ni.a nvnnTo
Locks Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol w-ictorv Our Factory OurGrip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. race Price ra*e PriS
No. 2, twist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 3<*.-^0 $60.00

' 4*.75
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock .05.00 4 6 35 70.00 49-90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.(10 85.00 6O.60
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
Ill Yon can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-^BwM^^^M^M sisting o f COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the

following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - S5.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 18.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 35.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
i jgm charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination,

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
™J 1-os Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

|ilWs»-' Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whilmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

Guns 10 & 12-Gaugs. ^'^ffSM^
These arms are the latest and

nest firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

First Class Ducking Shore

Half Interest For Sale.

To any gentleman who is in search of a quiet
place to enjoy the pleasures of ducking and com-
forts, together with everything required fcr the
sport, I have just the place, situated at the mouth
of Bomney Creek, on the Chesapeake Bay, and a
few hundred yards from the celehrated Tavlor's
Island, twelve miles from Havre de Grace. Have
gunned from Back River to Havre de Grace for
twenty-five years and finally purchased this
property as being one of the most certain places
affording cove and bar shooting, containing the
celehrated Locust Point tsar, 1,100ft. long. Five
boxes in bar. making the most comfortable flying
point at head of bay. The dwelling house is
situated on high land and was built for comfort
and is situated fifty yards from the bar.
There is nearly two miles of shore for fishing

purposes. Nine miles from Perrymans station
P. W. & B. R. R. Six hours from New York to
the shore. Want of companionship of some gen-
tleman who only shoots f^>r the pleasure in it, and
one who after a hard day's shoot can enjoya good
dinner of fish and duck (provided we get the
duck), segars and dominoes as a digester and to
lied sober at 9 o'clock. Now to any such gentle-
man who is looking for an interest in such as I
have described, I would say that these places
don't grow, and the opportunity offers itself once
in a lifetime, and this is just that lime. The in-
terest on the cost per annum would not purchase
a^share in any large club, whpre all the shooting
is done in the dining room. There is nothing to
purchase. No improvements to be made, and the
man and wife in charge board you for cost. Map
of the property at Forest and Stream office.
Nothing misrepresented in any particular. Can
give plenty of references as to the shooting to be
had, also of myself, and expect in return refer-
ences as to my associate. GEO. H. WILD, Red
Bank, Monmouth county, N. J.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

'

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

T TVI? rVTJ A TT sale, live
±jL V JFj KcJ, U rlll^ and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1^38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Am&rlcmwi).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition oe
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley. Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner,, J, &. RICH^^^hQl,

|or Mt.

Ferrets vs. Eats

!

First class ferrets—Sure Pop Breed—specially
broken for hunting rats. Also vouns: ferrets, not
broken. For sale at ADOLPH ISAACSEN'S
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, New York city.

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

WILD RICE SEED.—ORDER NOW FOR
new crop seed. R. VALENTINE, Jane s-

ville. Wis.

LIVE WILD DUTKS, BLACK DUCK AND
mallards, pure breed, the best decoys in the

world, will call every duck in sight, gentle and
broken to corn and wheat. Will exchange one
dozen for well broken pointer dog. For price and
particulars write to E. G. VAIL, Orient, Suffolk
county, N. Y. ocf23,2t

FOR SALE.—THIRTY PAIRS BLACK OR
dusky ducks, half wild. Suitable for decoys.

Price $2 per pair. Address C. E. W. SHERMAN,
North A ttle boro, Mass. it

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

1 15 Itoosevel t st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED.—A GOOD SHOTGUN. A FEW
pet games for sale. CLARENCE WARD,

Huntington, L. I. It

WANTED.—A FIRST-CLASS. ALL-ROUND
taxidermist; we offer regular emplo\ment

for a steady, sober, industrious man. The best of
recommendations positively required. FRAZAR
BROS., 93 Sudbury street, Boston, Mass. oct30,3t

is in tie
j

AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES,
A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Hocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coquina.")
12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with

handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New Uork,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with winter's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 80 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be

Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per

year, $3 for six months. Kates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenxie de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent

for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per

year; $3.50 for six months.
Address all communications

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
No. 318 Broadway. New York City.
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Woodcock Shooting with a
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Rifle Aiming at Game.
An All-Round Sporting Gun.
Dayton Hunters.
New Mexico Game Galore.
Geese in the Devil's Lake
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NEW YORK'S PROTECTOR.

THE appointment and the discharge of the State Game
and Fish Protectors of New York are vested in the

Commissioners of Fisheries. At the last meeting of the

Commission Fred P. Drew was removed from the office of

Chief Protector and J. Warren Pond, of Malone, was ap-

pointed in his place. This step met the disapproval of Com-
missioner R. U. Sherman, who thereupon tendered his

resignation; and Gov. Hill has appointed as the new Com-
missioner Mr. L. D. Huntington, of New Rochelle, who is,

we believe, a broker of this city. Gen. Sherman'sresigna-

tion was made out some eighteen months ago, but was
withheld by him at the urgent request of Commissioner

Blackford. It is much to be regretted that Gen. Sherman

has deemed it necessary to leave the Commission; his de-

votion to the work and his activity and intelligent com-

prehension of fish and game interests have always made
him a most valued member of that body; and we speak

for the people of the State when we express the wish

that he might have continued in office.

The removal of Protector Drew appears to have en-

countered disapprobation in some parts of the State, and

the Utica Fish and Game Protective Association has gone

so far as to set in motion a petition asking Governor Hill

to interfere for his reinstatement. This action has mani-

festly been taken on the hearing of Protector Drew only.

"We cannot believe that the Utica Association has in-

quired into the matter fully. The Commissioners are not

men whom we should expect to remove officials in this

way unless convinced that the changes were necessary

for the good of the service. They have the very best

means of knowing the merits of this case, and it may be

assumed that they have acted wisely and justly ; and that

the results will show it. It is known that when the

Legislature has been in session, Chief Protector Drew,

whose office is in Albany, has been more active as a

lobbyist than as a game and fish protector. If Mr. Pond
shall let politics severely alone and attend strictly to the

business for which the State pays him his salary, there

will be found, even in this one respect alone, sufficient

justification for the change. As protector in the fifth

district, with headquarters at Malone, Mr. Pond has made
an excellent record, and there is every reason to believe

that he will fill the higher office in a like satisfactory

manner.

No intelligent person who knows the composition of the

Board of Fish Commissioners of this State will for a mo-
ment question that it is dominated by a most commend-
able public spirit. It has no axes to grind. Its mem-
bers are not politicians. They have regard only for the

public interest. When they discharge one man and put

another in his place, their action must be accepted as

what appears to them to be right. And the overwhelm-

ing probabilities are that they have acted wisely.

In the face of such probabilities, it is of the utmost im-

portance that a game and fish protective society should

take the pains to assure itself beyond all question that

the Commissioners have erred, before espousing the

cause of a removed official. In the absence of such pre-

caution a club might be betrayed into taking action

which in the future it would sincerely regret.

A RAINY DAY IN CAMP.

HPHE plans of the camper, like those of other men,
"gang aft aglee." The morrow which he proposed

to devote to some long-desired hunting or fishing trip, is

no more apt to dawn propitiously on him than on the

husbandman, the mariner or any other mortal who looks

to the weather for special favor.

On the contrary, instead of the glowing horizon and
the glory of the sunburst that should usher in the morn-

ing, the slow dawn is quite apt to have the unwelcome
accompaniment of rain.

The hearing, first alert of the drowsy senses, catches

the sullen patter of the drops on tent or shanty, their

spiteful, hissing fall on the smoldering embers of the

camp-fire, and with a waft of damp earth and herbage

stealing into his nostrils, the disappointed awakener turns

fretfully under his blanket, then crawls forth to have his

lingering hope smothered in the veil of rain that blurs the

landscape almost to annihilation.

He mutters anathemas against the weather, then takes

the day as it has come to him, for better or for worse.

First, to make the best of it, he piles high the camp-

fire, and dispels with its glow and warmth some cubic feet

of gloom and dampness.

Then he sets about breakfast-making, scurrying forth

from shelter to fire, in rapid culinary forays, battling

with the smoke, for glimpses of the contents of kettle

and pan. His repast is as pungent with smoke as the

strong waters of Glenlivat, but if that is valued for its

flavor of peat-reek, why should he scorn food for the like

quality.

Then if he delights in petty warfare with the elements,

to bide the pelting of the rain, to storm the abattis of wet
thickets and suffer the sapping and mining of insidious

moisture, he girds up his loins and goes forth with rod or

gun, as his desire of conquest may incline him.

But if he has come to his outing with the intention of

pursuing sport with bodily comfort, he is at once assured

that this is unattainable under the present conditions of

the weather. How then shall he beguile the tediousness

of a wet day in camp?
With books and papers? Nay, if they were not, they

should have been left behind in the busy, plodding world

that he came here to escape from. He wants nothing

here that reminds him of traffic or politics; nothing of

history, for now he has only to do with the present; noth-

ing of travel, for his concern now is only with the explor-

ation of this wild domain. He does not wish to be

bothered with fiction, idealized reality is what he desires.

Neither does he care for what other men have written of

nature. Her book is before him and he may read it from

first hands.

Looking forth from his snug shelter on the circum-

scribed landscape, he marvels at the brightness of a

distant yellow tree that shines like a living flame through

the veil of mist. The blaze of his sputtering camp-fire

is not brighter. He notices, as perhaps he never did

before, how distinctly the dark ramage of the branches

is traced among the brilliant leaves, as if with their

autumnal hues they were given transparency.

Some unfelt waft of the upper air casts aside for a

moment the curtain of mist and briefly discloses a moun-
tain peak, radiant with all the hues of autumn, and it is

as if one were given, as in a dream, a glimpse of the un-

discovered country.

He realizes a dreamy pleasure in watching the waves
coming in out of the obscurity and dashing on the shore,

or pulsing away in fading leaden lines into the mystery
of the wrack.

In the borders of the mist the ducks revel in the upper
and nether wetness, and with uncanny laughter the loon

rejoices between his long explorations of the aquatic

depths.

A mink, as heedless of rain as the waterfowl, comes
stealing along the shore, thridding the intricacies of

driftwood and web of wave-washed tree roots, often

peering out in inquisitive examination of the quiet camp.

Less cautious visitors draw nearer—the friendly chick-

adee, hanging from the nearest twig; the nuthatch,

sounding his penny trumpet, accompanied by the tap of

the woodpecker, as one creeps down, the other up a tree-

trunk; the scolding jays, making as noisy protest over

human intrusion as if they had just discovered it; a

saucy squirrel, scoffing and jeering, till tired of his rail-

lery he settles down to quiet nut-rasping under shelter of

his tail.

There are unseen visitors, too—woodmice, astir under

cover of the fallen leaves, and, just discernible among
the patter of the falling rain and of the squirrels' filings,

footfalls unidentified, till a ruffed grouse starts new show-

ers from the wet branches in the thunder of his flight.

Narrowed to the width of tent or shanty front, the

background but a pallid shroud of mist, the landscape

yet holds much for pleasant study.

But if the weather-bound camper exhausts this or tires

of it, he may turn to gun-cleaning or tackle-mending. If

a guide be with him, he can listen to his stories of hunting,

fishing and adventure, or learn woodcraft of him and the

curious ways of birds and beasts.

He may fashion birch bark camp ware, dippers, cups

and boxes, or whittle a paddle from a smooth-rifted maple.

If he is of artistic turn, he can pleasantly devote an
hour to etching pictures on the white under surface of

the fungus that grows on decaying trees, and so provide

himself with reminders of this rainy day in camp.

So with one and another pastime, he whiles away the

sunless day, which almost before he has thought of it,

merges into the early nightfall, and he is lulled to sleep

by the same sound that wakened him, the drip and patter

of the rain.

And when he looks back to these days of outing he may
count this, that dawned so unpropitiously, not the least

pleasant and profitable among them, and mark with a
white stone the rainy day in camp.

In past years it has been practically impossible to

punish game law breakers on Long Island, for local pub-

lic sentiment as a rule was in sympathy with the offender,

and the justices of the peace, elected at town meetings,

have usually either shared this sentiment themselves or

have taken due account of it, and let off the trespassers

and trout netters and game killers very lightly. Two re-

cent cases, however, show a change. The other day Justice

Carman, of Sayville, fined a trespasser on the South Side

Club's preserves $10 and costs, or about $25 in all; and
Justice Hawkins, of Ronkonkoma, imposed a fine of $85

on two men who had killed a deer on Sunday, Oct. 19.

These cases give promise of a change which has been long

needed and will be warmly welcomed. Justices Carman
and Hawkins deserve credit for their action in making
fish and game laws something else than by-words.

The New York Fish Commission made a large figure

record for the fiscal year ending with September. There

were 477 arrests of persons accused of violating the fish

and game laws, and of these-396 were convicted and paid

fines to the amount of $7,229.56. Among the other cases

pending are some which will materially increase the

financial showing, among them the case of the Delmon-

icos, of this city, who for having served woodcock out of

season will be called upon, if convicted—and there is

said to be plenty of evidence—something like $600. The
illegal nets destroyed by the protectors during the year

were valued at $19,696. The fish stocking operations for

the period comprised the planting of 4,000,000 lake trout,

nearly 4,000,000 whitefish, 2,000,000 shad and other spe-

cies, making an aggregate of 40,000,000.
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MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
vm.

TN the morning we descended the two remaining miles

J. of Sahkhabehaluck, and shot out onto the broad bosom

of Moosehead Lake. The gale which had troubled the

waters of Long Pond and Brassua was over; it had blown

three davs, which is the usual length of time m which

these mountain wind storms assert themselves, and when
we left Moose River we glided out on to a surface which

had not a ripple on its broad level. A blue, cloudless sky

smiled overhead, and all nature, from the frowning cliff

of Kineo to the tiniest leaflet, seemed to be under the

influence of the morning. It was one of nature's gala

days. At Kineo the guides bought new setting poles, we
made some purchases at the store and engaged a steamer

to transport our outfit to the Northwest Carry, thereby

avoiding a twenty-mile paddle. Magnificent views are to

be had from the summit of Kineo, which take in a vast

area of country, covered with trackless forest and dotted

with lakes and mountains, but as we had made the ascent

in former years, we did not attempt it. The staunch

little steamer Kineo was placed at our disposal, and with

the canoes lashed to her sides and ourselves and the lug-

gage aboard, she soon rounded the Kineo promontory,

and steamed rapidly toward the north.

At the carry we found that some changes had been

made, which, though they detract from the picturesque-

ness of the locality, add to the comfort of the traveler who
visits this remote and isolated place. The old log cabin,

which for many years was the only structure in the rough
clearing, is now used as a stable, while a new frame
house stands nearer the lake. There is no other house
within twelve miles, and Greenville, forty miles distant,

is the nearest village. We were greeted at the landing

by old Joe Morris, the voluble and garrulous Frenchman,
who, at the Northwest Carry, is "monarch of all he sur-

veys." After telling him that we wished to cross the

carry immediately, we paddled across the bay to the

mouth of Carry Brook and then up that tortuous stream,

which is filled with stumps, sunken logs and snags.

There was no perceptible current, and the water had set

back into the woods till many of the trees were dead,

and all along the low, swampy banks they formed an in-

extricable tangle. We proceeded for a mile and landed
on a muddy bank from which a few steps led to the

"tote" road. The canoes were lifted out, and we heard
Joe shouting to his team in a patois which showed that,

if they understood him, they were able to obey orders in

two languages. The horses were attached to a rude sled

on which we loaded two canoes, lashing them tightly so

that they would receive no injury from their rough jaunt.

Francis was left in charge of the other two, and we
started across the carry. The bank where we landed
was covered with bear tracks sunk deep in the mud
where bruin had wandered about a day or two before,

and while going along the path we saw many deer tracks

and in one place the track of a moose.
None but the steadiest of teams could have been con-

trolled on this road, which, to quote Joe, is a "pretty
sassy" one; but his horses were trained to the business,

and at the sound of his voice would stop or pull as the
emergency required. The trail led up hill and down,
and was strewn for the whole two miles with rocks and
boulders, which threatened to capsize the sled more than
once. At times one runner would be elevated two or
three feet above the other, but the journey was made
without accident. Bog holes and sloughs, some contain-

ing a foot of dirty water, underlaid with a 6-inch stratum
of mud, were sprinkled in here and there by way of varia-

tion, and ruts and gullies all did their best to make
things interesting. Traveling over a backwoods "tote"
road is certainly replete with the "spice of life." The
carry road for some distance is identical with the old
Canada road, which runs from the Northwest Carry to
Canada Falls on the south branch of Penobscot, and
thence to Canada. Since the new Canada road—the one
over which we traveled from Skowhegan to Moose Eiver
bridge—was built the old one has become obsolete, except
as the lumbermen use it as a winter road. It is now
pretty well "grownup" and is little more than a green
lane through the forest.

The "other end" of the Northwest Carry dumps (this

seems to be the only word) one in the edge of the woods
and on the borders of Seeboomook meadows. These
meadows consist of a tract of open ground covered with
a coarse growth of grass. They are surrounded by the
woods, and on the eastern side are some rough ledges of
gray rock.
A portion of the meadows is covered by shallow Carry

Pond, between which and the end of the carry is a quar-
ter of a mile of quaking bog, over which canoes must be
dragged, as the horses cannot traverse it. This is not a
difficult task, however, for the light canoes slip along
easily over the grass. The ground trembles and shakes
under the feet and the water oozes up through. We un-
loaded the canoes, and Joe turned his horses, saying,
"Well, boys, I suppose I be back some time." We pro-
ceeded to get dinner, and by the time Joe and Francis
returned we were ready. A loaf of new bread, bacon,
eggs and trout were the delicacies offered on our bill of
fare, and our wine cellar, under the roots of a great
spruce, produced a choice brand of aquapura, which we
quaffed, cold and sparkling, from a birch bark cup. "A
man never ought to carry any dishes to the woods," said
Cy, "but make them all of birch bark. I can boil potatoes
in a birch bark kettle."

While some "led" the canoes, the others toted the lug-
gage across the bog to theTpond. There was nothing in
this lonely place to indicate the presence of man. and
while eating we saw a deer come out of the woods be-
yond the pond. We had here our first serious annoyance
from insects, and were obliged to besmear our hands and
faces with tar oil as a protection from the myriads of
bloodthirsty mosquitoes which attacked us. We had but
little trouble with that other pest, the black fly, as its

duration is limited to a few weeks, and its season was
nearly over.

When we took the canoes from Carry Pond it was
Kennebec water which dripped from them; when we
placed them in the pond they floated in Penobscot water.
From the pond we entered narrow, winding Seeboo-

mook Brook, which ran its crooked length between
muddy banks, grown up with alder bushes and tracked

by deer. At times we stooped to avoid the alders, whose
branches met across the little stream, and again we
scraped along the bottom where the shallow water would
not float us, or felt some snag or log scratch along the

canoe. A quarter of a mile of this carried us across See-

boomook Meadows and into the West Branch, opposite

Seeboomook Island.
We turned up stream and paddled rapidly, for we

wanted to select a good camp site, as our intention was
to spend several days on the Branch. We went up for

three miles, and after examining several places found a
good location on the right bank a mile above Nelhudus
Stream. The only bad feature was a steep muddy bank,
which we had to climb, but there was plenty of wood,
with evergreen boughs for beds, and level ground on
which to pitch the tents. At this place, which we called

Camp Nelhudus, we pitched all three of the tents, one for

Ourselves, one for the guides and one for the "waugan."

IX.

The West Branch may be called a classic stream, for

with it are associated some of the names famous in

American literature. James Russell Lowell, Henry D.
Thoreau and Theodore Winthrop have floated on its

waters and sung its praises. It is a river of the woods;
nowhere is there a village, and but few isolated houses
stand upon its banks. The canoe of the Indian and the
batteau of the lumberman are the only craft which navi-

gate it. The moose and the deer find sustenance upon its

banks, and the beautiful speckled trout swims in its

waters. The virgin forest waves over it, and the rushing
of its rapids breaks the silence of a wilderness. Its only
commerce is the floating down of the lumber drives and
the transportation of supplies to the logging camps. It is

ever a stream of beauty under whatever conditions it may
be seen.
The West Branch ! What reminiscences the name

suggests to the memory of the writer. Pictures, photo-
graphic in the minuteness of their detail, form one after

another in the brain. There are beautiful mornings on
the dead water when the mist slowly rises and permeates
the air, veiling all objects with a silvery, impalpable
medium; mornings when the surface is like polished
silver, and every tree and blade of grass droops motion-
less above its reflected image in the sleeping river. There
are nights so dark that he who sits motionless in the bow
of the canoe, grasping his rifle and straining his eyes to

peer through the gloom, is invisible to his companion in

the stern, and the phosphorescent flash of the silent pad-
dle is the only light.

There are other nights when the sky is sprinkled with
stars and the full moon sheds its soft lustre over river

and forest, when as one drifts past the silent shores with
their dusky shadows and ghostly trees, or glides along
the twinkling path of the moonlight, one feels the witch-
ery of the time and place, and spell-bound, floats on what
is now a lethean stream.
The lilies, on which the deer come down to feed,

change to lotus flowers, and one is borne on many longer
voyages to those far realms of fancy, which lie beyond
the forest and the world. Memories of many days on
the West Branch come back; days of sunshine and days
of storm: days of summer heat and days when the chill

of autumn was in the air. It is a stream of many phases;
now black and deep, apparently as fathomless as the blue
vault above; then smiling and dancing along over a stony
bottom, and again, its angry waters dash madly through
wild gorges, boiling and seething between walls of rock.

After our camp was ready for occupancy we went
down to the mouth of Nelhudus for the evening fishing.

The fishing on the West Branch is confined to certain
pools and to the quick water of the falls and pitches, and
a stranger might pass this Nelhudus pool without sus-
pecting the wealth it contains.
The canoes slid cautiously to the edge, and while the

guides held them stationary we cast our flies. William
and I put on a brown-hackle, a red-ibis and a white-mil-
ler. Harry substituted a blue-jay for the hackle.
William made the first cast. His feathery lures, as the

line straightened, fell lightly down toward the center of
the pool, but there was no response, no sign of life in the
placid water. Again the tip of his rod described an arc,
and oncemore the flies descended, but before they touched
the surface a large trout with a rush so impetuous that
the water fairly boiled, flung himself into the air, and
turning took the red ibis as he fell.

Then ensued a battle which would have fired with en-
thusiasm the most indifferent of anglers, and when it

ended the fish was in William's landing net. Harry
hooked a large fish which, in its struggles to escape,
wound the line around a stick which was stuck in the
bottom of the pool. While it was threshing about and
we were expecting to see the taut line snap asunder, a
smaller fish took one of the other flies, and then there
was fun for a few moments while Bill untangled the line.

He finally cleared it, but the larger trout broke away,
carrying with him the white-miller. Several times we
had two fish on at once, and most of the doubles were
landed. Host onegood fish which, in spite of my efforts,

got under the canoe and snapped the leader.
I never saw trout bite so fiercely and take a fly so

viciously, as those we took at Nelhudus Stream. They
came with a rush, often leaving their element bodily,
and when struck were wild with fright and fought nobly
for liberty, contesting every inch of line.

We were often deceived in fish w-e had on, thinking
before we saw them that they must be of good size by the
way they fought, but they proved to be small when
landed. Their strength and courage were in inverse ratio
to their size and weight. We fished this pool each
morning and night, and had no difficulty in supplying
our table with fresh fish.

One night, leaving the others to angle, Francis and I
explored Nelhudus for three miles up stream. It is a nar-
row, winding stream, and the country about it is com-
paratively level. The banks are covered with bushes,
but wherever there was a bit of sandy beach, or open
space of muddy soil, the deer and caribou tracks were as
thick as those of cattle in a barn yard, and we saw where
moose had been.
We crossed many pools where the trout darted swiftly

away at our approuch, and in places we had to wade
while we dragged the canoe over the shallows. The bed
of the brook was mostly clean white sand and pebbles
such as trout like. We saw the remains of a heaver dam
and their cuttings on the hank, and in places we had

prettv glimpes of the distant Nelhudus Mountains.
"Well," said Francis, "I guess mebbe we better go back.
Don't want get caught up here all night." And as the
light was waning we returned.
We went nearly every evening to a log camp, a mile

from our tent, for the purpose of changing our dry plates.

It was in a dilapidated condition, but was appreciated by
the hedgehogs, which had gnawed the woodwork and the
door; it served admirably, however, as a dark room, and
we enjoyed the trip back and forth in the quiet and cool
of the evening.
One night as we returned to camp we heard a rustling

in the underbrush near the "waugan" tent, and Francis,
holding up a warning hand and listening a moment, said,
"There's somebody 'round the waugan. I guess he's a
mink or a rabbit;" but "he" proved to be a woodchuck.
Francis usually alluded to everything, whether animate
or inanimate as "he." Francis had little to say; he rarely
took part in our conversation unless directly addressed,
the taciturnity of his race being one of his characteristics.
Butwhen I have been alone with him he has related many
anecdotes of the woods, and is an intelligent and inter-

esting companion.
At Nelhudus Camp we made a table on which to eat,

and Dennis, having more time than when we were trav-
eling, gave us more elaborate meals. He had said that
he "could boil water without burning it, but did not
claim to be a cook;" hut we found him as skillful with
the frying pan and the coffee pot as he is with the rifle

and the paddle. Of course we ate trout—trout fried in meal
and trout fried in fat, broiled trout and baked trout, trout
chowder and trout in every form, except raw trout. Trout
was supplemented by various "fixins;" fried potatoes,
fried onions, fritters and flapjacks, all being consumed
in astonishing quanties. Our table was made of four
crotched sticks, firmly planted in the ground, with poles
laid across and resting in the crotches, while a great
sheet of bark, placed over the whole, formed the top.

One morning as we were going up the rixer to Gulliver
Falls to try the fishing there, we saw what we at first

thought was a musquash swimming across, but on nearer
approach it proved to be a little red squirrel.

Harry and Bill saw a deer swim across the stream one
morning, and there was scarcely a day but we started
deer. One noble buck with branching horns, though still

in the velvet, presented a grand sight as he stood in the
edge of the water with a doe by his side. We came upon
them suddenly a,s we rounded a bend, and they stood
watching us for a moment before they disappeared in the
woods.
The laws of the State of Maine do not allowT the capture

of trout and venison at the same season, and this was
close time for deer. William Austin Beooks,

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA,
VI.—THB MAGIC SPELL OF A WILD BIRD'S SONG.

ONE day last summer a stockman camo up to camp on
his way to visit the cattle on his range, with an

urgent request that I should go down into Lake Valley to
see the wife of a cattle owner, who was seriously ill. It

always makes me ill-natured to receive a professional
call when on my summer outing, and I almost invariably
refuse. In this case I could not well do so without being
guilty of inhumanity. The woman was reported very
ill indeed, and the nearest resident physician was over
twenty miles away, and a motmtain road at that. The
messenger stated that a vehicle was coming to the nearest
point accessible, to convey me there and back, so making
a virtue of necessity I rowed down the lake and climbed
the mountain to where the team was to meet me.
On arriving there the team had not put in an appear-

ance, so I walked slowly along in the cool shade of the
pines until I reached the old grade. Following this until

I reached the summit, and no team appearing, I sat down
under the branches of an overhanging pine. Lake Val-
ley spread out at my feet, and beautiful Tahoe wrinkled
her face in the distance under the influence of a gentle
western breeze. The blue of a cloudless California sky
hung over the scene, and the rock-ribbed sides of the
mountains gleamed under the brilliant rays of the sun.
The granite sands on Job's Peak glistened like new-fallen
snow, while the more distant mountains hid their ragged
outlines behind the filmy blue veil of distance. The hum
of beeswas in the air, and the querulous whistle of a wood-
chuck emphasized the drowsy silence. 1 leaned back
against the tree and tried to fancy that I was gazing upon
a portion of fair Italy's storied land.

I had fallen into a deep day-dream, when suddenly
there fell upon my ears the ravishing bell-like tones of a
hermit thrush. Yes, there could be no mistake about it!

Although I had never heard one before in California
(nor have I since) and did not know that the bird existed
on the coast, yet I could not be mistaken.
Again and again the mystic and enchanting notes rang

through the piny arches of the surrounding forest, and I

was once more a boy in my native eastern woods. The
sombre pines, with their dim aisles of columned shade,
faded from sight, and in their place were the smooth
gray boles of the maple, birch and beech, with their
delicate green foliage trembling in the June breeze. The
sunlight filtered through and lay in splashes on the
ground. The red squirrel chittered on the dead branch
of a neighboring hemlock, and the drumming of a late

grouse came booming on the quivering, odorous air. A
little truant. I fear, from the neighboring schoolhouse
with a willow pole, a cotton line and a liberal "gob" of
worms in his jacket pocket comes slipping through the
shadows and the sunshine on his way to the brook that
sings in the hollow beyond. Now he Btops and gathers
the spathe of the wild turnip; then again the golden or
pale pink slipper ©f the cypripedium. Here in a little

hairy ball at the foot of a tall fern he discovers a chippy's
nest. Thank God! that little urchin did not rob the
anxious mother of her fragile treasures. Dallying thus,

in love, even at that early age, with nature and her
ways, he oomes to where the little brook is skurrying
over mossy stones and under grassy banks and old logs to

the distant river. The glimpse of a darting trout arouses
the angling spirit in the boy's heart, and he baits his
hook and soon "yanks" out a fish. It is done in the or-

thodox manner of the schoolboy, and the poor trout
would have been slung higher into the overhanging
branches had the "pole" and line been any longer. Then
comes the "shinning" up the tree to retrieve the precious
hook and its wriggling captive. A willow twig hacked
off with that "sure enough" steel-bladed pocket-knife,

and the struggling captive is strung by the gills to flap
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his life away in feebler and feebler efforts. Oh, the un-
conscious cruelty of the boy! Why was he not taught to

mercifully kill his captives, and not let them die a slow
death by torture? (Fathers, do you teach your sons to

perform this merciful act; or do you even practice it your-
selves—ail of you?)
So the afternoon slips away, and the willow twig is

adorned with a score "f poor, dried and stiffened effigies,

covered with bits of leaves and twigs, with patches of

sand on their shrunken scales, their gaping mouths and
iusterless eyes making mute protest against their sad con-
dition ; while clouds of flies seek every chance to settle

upon the poor defiled creatures,
Suddenly pole and fish are dropped, and all else for-

gotten at the entrancing sight of a shy bird with
modest apparel and spotted breast, which is perched upon
a branch of an adjacent free. At regular intervals it

gives forth mysterious, thrilling notes, tint haunt the
'memory through life. Not for all the trout in the brook
would that little urchin have moved, for fear of frighten-
ing away this fairy songster. Never before had his long-
ing eyes beheld the source of those matchless notes that
had so often ravished his boyish ears. Has he not, during
all his short years, been trying to get sight of this very
bird? And here in this secluded nook by the brookside

,

in all its modest beauty, it swells its spotted breast and
sends ringing through the silent woods those wondrously
sweet and tender notes.

But here comes the rattle and dust of an approaching
team, and the scribe rubs his eyes and finds himself on
the summit of the Sierra Nevada, with those dreamed-of
scenes lying forty years behind him. Heigho! Such
tricks can the unexpected voice of a little bird play upon
the memory! Areear.
Auburn, Oal.

A PLEA FOR THE COWBOY.
THE real cowboy, the cowboy of tradition, of the open

range, of great round-ups, of endless trail drives,

and of wild, reckless deeds and orgies, is almost an ex-
tinct species. As toon as the absolute freedom of an un-
bounded horizon was destroyed by the advent of wire
fences, one by one they either gave up their calling,

adapted themselves to the new regime or pushed West,
and their places are now taken by the steadier class of
less-interesting herders, that run the scientifically-con-
ducted ranches in which Eastern capitalists have invested.
The present class, while following on a smaller scale
almost the same calling as did their predecessors of ten
years ago, pursue it in a very different way; and are
what they should be in the present condition of affairs,

only the motive power to be directed by the business
heads of the companies by whom they are employed..
So soon as the land became valuable enough to fence

into limited ranges, theold harum-scarum ways, that were
successful enough in former days, were discarded and
more precise methods adopted, based on business princi-

Sles. Some of the "old timers," who had regarded with
oubting eyes the fencing of lands that had been wrested

from savagery by their efforts, submitted to the inevit-

able and sought employment with the new cattle men:
but generally, with a lofty disdain of the despised "ten-
derfoot''' ways, they sought that ever-narrowing belt of
country know as the West, where they might Herd their
cattle a few years longer, unrestrained by strands of
aggravating wire.

They were a strange class of men, those old-time cow-
boys, reared almost entirely in the wild Western land,
away from all civilizing and refining influences, and
seldom possessing more than the merest rudiments of an
education, they had in them traits and characteristics
that were full of individuality, and they formed in them-
selves a race as different from the average Eastern far-
mer as is the cossack of the Steppes from the dweller in
St. Petersburg^
In order to understand the life of these men it must be

remembered, that, ten years ago all of western Texas was
virtually unfenced, and except for the cattle ranches
was entirely unsettled. Over this wild stretch of coun-
try the cattle were allowed to roam at will, in the sum-
mer grazing where water was most abundant, and in the
winter seeking shelter of canon or valley and eking out
a subsistence on the grass that remained over from the
summer. Very few cattlemen owned land, and the
country was literally open to all who might choose to
come into it, build a temporary shelter and turn a herd
of cattle loose upon the luxuriant pasturage that every-
where existed.

The principal feature of the work of a cowboy centered
in the round-up. Every spring at a given time each
ranchman would send so many hands; with perhaps six
or eight horses apiece, to some designated place. Here a
foreman would be selected, under whose orders by tacit

consent the round-up was to be managed; the camp was
governed by a rude system of discipline; certain men
were deputed to do the coooking, others to herd the
horses that were not in actual use by the riders, while
the rest of the "outfit," as it was called, scoured the
country and drove into one large herd all the
cattle to be found in a certain section. This herd was
held until the new calves had all been marked with the
brands of their respective owners and the marketable
beef—steers—taken out, Avhen they were once more,
turned loose to roam, for another year in undisturbed
freedom. By dividing the land into sections and working
each carefully, surprisingly few cattle were passed by,
and it is safe to say that not mere than 2 per cent, of
calves would be overlooked by a round-up composed of
men who understood their business. One reason of the
thoroughness of this work was the absolute unanimity
w ith which all hands worked together. Each helped the
other, and in the round-up personal brands were disre-
garded, and every cow man would brand for his neighbor
as carefully as for himself. Thus a ranchman owning
perhaps a thousand head of cattle while only hiring one
or two men, would have the entire force of the country
working to his interest, while he on the other hand would
be aiding every one else. The interests were thus pooled.
The spring round-up lasted generally two or three months,
then came a period of inactivity for a few weeks, followed
by a short space at work called the fall round-up, when
any calves born late in the season were branded.

This about ended the regular work of the cowboy for
the year. During the winter, while still employed, his
duties were rather those of a free-lance; he rode about
over the country looking at the cattle, and if any large
bunch was seen, straying off they were herded back and

kept as much as possible in the vicinity of the ranch.
During northers, to prevent "drifting," as it was called,
an imaginary line from east to. west was daily patrolled,
and all cattle found going south before the piercing wind
were herded back and kept as much as possible within
certain general boundaries.
The winter work, however, while often presenting

times of great ha rdship and labor, was generally of a free-
and-easy character and. permitted the wandering about of
the hands; and it was during this period that the frolick-

ing was generally indulged in. It was a rough, devil-
may-care sort of a life, here to-day and there to-morrow;
ranches were at all times open to receive any who might
choose to partake of their hospitality, and there was a
great deal of free masonry among the boys. A party
when roaming about would stop for the night at the first

ranch that presented itself, waiting for no invitation ; but
simply riding up to the door they would throw off their
saddle and proceed to make themselves comfortable, it

mattered not if the owners were or were not at home.
I can very well understand how, to persons unfamiliar

with the country, and more particularly with the men
themselves, the cowboy does not seem to be a shining
light, as anything except a cowboy. They are usually
seen by tourists and others at their worst, and the traveler
who, during a short stay in a frontier town, sees the cow-
puncher in his reckless moments is very apt to form
opinions not just and seldom flattering to the object of
this sketch. For, be it confessed, the cowboy in town is

usually the cowboy on a tear. It must be taken into con-
sideration, however, that the men do not get into town
more than half a dozen times during the year; and then,
after weeks of isolation on lonely ranges, it is not so very
surprising, if under the exhilaration of certain liquid re-

freshments, deeds not exactly in accordance with the law
are perpetrated. And yet in an experience of four years,
during which time I was with the boys, indeed was one
of them, I cannot remember a single instance where the
fun did not prove of the most harmless sort; though per-
haps not always according the deference due to the laws
of the commonwealth. Yet it was fun; fun of a wild,
reckless type, perhaps, and terrifying to those unaccus-
tomed to the perpetrators; but just such a series of antics
as one would expect of a lot of over-grown school-boys let

loose on a frolic.

A party of say a dozen cowboys ride into some frontier
town. They have not been away from the ranges for
several months, and the hundred dollars that are burning
holes in their pockets it is their steadfast determination
to get rid of in the speediest manner possible, and to have
what is known as a "royal Bengal tiger" time in so doing.
So they seek the limited amusements that the place
affords^ live as high as possible under the circumstances,
gamble, smoke bad cigars, go to the dance houses, and
alas! make veritable "tanks" out of themselves and fill

up on the "forty-rod whisky" of the frontier. As a natural
consequence, ;i.fter two or three days of wild, riotous
delirium, which is their idea of a good time, all of their
money has disappeared into the hands of the blacklegs
and saloon keepers, and the crowd is left stranded and
broke it maybe a hundred miles from home. "Well,
never mind, boys, we've got our bronchos left, and we've
had a bully time, so what's the difference? Whoop!" So
philosophically taking a few more "smiles" to drown a
passing recollection of money wasted, they mount their
norses and proceed to leave town.
And now sometimes occurs what is to the cowboy as is

the playing of "hookey" to his junior type, the school
boy. One of the crowd suggests that they show their
contempt for the town by racing at full speed through
the streets, whooping and yelling and firing off their pis-
tols—"shooting up the town," as it is called. After a
cautious survey of the lay of the land, and a careful
noting of the positions of the cartridged sheriff or any
of his deputies, away they go at a breakneck speed, yell-

ing like demons and emptying their six-shooters into the
air. Out of the startled village they race, and over miles
of desolate prairie, until safe from all pursuit, theybivouc
for the night, to begin on the morrow the long ride back
to the ranch, where another three months of labor will
enable them to repeat this rather questionable kind of
enjoyment.
Sometimes the sheriff gathers up a posse and follows,

and occasionally after a long pursuit comes up with the
miscreants, but generally with an exclamation having in
it something of the pride of a father while watching the
pranks of a mischievous but promising son, he " 'lows he'll

get them the next time they come into town,'' and lets

the cow punchers undisturbed regain their native fast-
nesses.
When the retreating forces are followed and overtaken,

occasionally very severe fights occur, for dazed by the
bad liquor and exhilarated by the effects of their dash, the
wild riders are in no mood to be taken captive or pay an
inconvenient fine, and it is under such circumstances
that most of the shootings occur.

1 remember one case particularly, when two cowboys
late one afternoon rode out of a little town in the Pan-
handle of Texas, and going through the usual antics dis-
appeared over the prairie. The sheriff, a gallant officer,

though possessing a reputation rather of rashness than of
discretion, had prided himself on never permitting his
town to be "lit up," and followed at once with two depu-
ties. One of these, while going down the trail at a break-
neck speed, was thrown by the falling of his horse and
had his arm broken, but pluckily remounted and passed
on with his companions. The pursued were overtaken at
a ranch about len miles from town, where they had en-
sconced themselves behind the stone wall of a branding
pen, and were awaiting with interest the arrival of the
minions of the law.
A desperate, though rather one-sided, fight ensued, in

which the sheriff and his remaining able-bodied deputy
were badly wounded; and it is probable that the entire
party would have been dispatched had it not been for the
interference of the ranchman, who prevailed upon the
cowboys to cease hostilities and go about their business,
while he cared for the wounded members of the sheriff's
posse.
While legally and viewed in the strict light of right

and wrong the action of the sheriff was correct, still as a
matter of discretion, it would have been far better to have
overlooked an action which, though lawless, was harm-
less; and at some future time, when the perpetrators had
recovered from their spree and returned to town, he
could have enforced the majesty of the law.
And such, indeed, is the general way of regarding the

cowboy and his escapades. They are prompted by noth-
ing save mischief and an exuberance of animal—and it

may be a dash of vegetable—spirits; and while, of course,
such actions could not be overlooked in a large commu-
nity, in the small frontier hamlets in Which the law is at

best but an experiment, they may be winked at without
endangering the lives or estates of the townspeople.

I must relate a rather amusing incident that will well
serve to illustrate the half bullying, half good-natured
cowboy on a tear. It was in a small, almost unnamed
town on the extreme frontier of Texas. The place was
absolutely lawless, no sheriff was present to interfere
with the hilarity of the boys, and there was scarcely a
bar to anything in the way of reckless deviltry. One
evening the tattered stage brought up to the door of the
cabin that served as a hotel that most invincible of all

the parasites of advancing civilization, a drummer. Now,
I have generally noticed that your commercial traveler
is a person of peculiar adaptability, and that he usually
adopts as one of his mottoes that one which advises always
do in Pome as the Romans do. This chap, however, with
singular lack of tact, had ventured into the wild West
attired in a most fashionable garb, and as though to
tempt fate wore a high silk hat. All went well, however,
Until about dusk, when two cowboys, evidently the worse
for liquor, caught sight of the unfamiliar sight, and in a
very short time the despised tile was on the ground and
serving as a target for two six-shooters. Surprised,
doubtless, at a social custom so different from anything
that he had seen in Boston, the drummer beat a retreat
at what might be termed a dignified fast walk. This
roused the lounging crowd, and after him they all went,
finally coralling the naturally dismayed man in the bar
room of the hotel. "Why, pardner." hiccoughed the
destroyer of the hat as he held up the battered tile, "we
don't want to rob you of your hat. Just having a little,

fun. You must 'scuse us. Here, you take my hat, it's a
blame sight better than your old one." And without
more ado the drummer was adorned with the big greasy
sombrero of the cow puncher, while that worthy assumed
the once elegant vestige of civilization and wore it over
his own long locks.

One of the boys then proposed a drink, "just to show
that there was no ill-feeling about the trade." So all

hands, including the drummer, who probably thus hoped
to get rid of his unwelcome company, engaged in asocial
glass. Another followed, and still another, until all

were like a crowd of bosom friends. The last I saw of
the crowd that night the drummer, with the sombrero on
his head and a six"-shooter buckled around his disordered
frock coat, was going down the street of the town, his
arms around the necks of the two assailants of a few
hours hefore, one of whom still wore the perforated plug
hat. All three were yelling, the drummer as vocifer-
ously as any, and all were in equal terms leveled by that
greatest of all levelers—drink.
Bad men there certainly are among the cowboys, as

indeed there arc among all classes; but take them all in
all they are a most clever and peaceable set.

Go to the ranges and see them month in and month out,
enduring dangers and hardships, living together peace-
ably and quietly during the round-ups and passing their
bold free lines untrammeled by the luxuries and vices
of civilization, and you will be more ready to overlook
the recklessness of a few wild days in town, and account
them as they should be accounted—men—rough, good-
natured, reckless at time3 perhaps, but always ready to
attend to the cattle placed under their charge and look
after the interests of their employers, if necessary at the
risk of their own lives. No one ever saw a true cowboy
of the old type shirk a duty, go back on a friend or fail

to have that doglike virtue—gratitude.
Alex. M. Reynolds.

WOODCOCK, WHISTLE AND WORM.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"D. T. T." writes in your issue of Oct. 23 that the wood-

cock makes the whistle with his wings. I quite agree
with him that the bird makes the noise with his wings
and not with his bill. Twice in one afternoon this month
have I been satisfied of this, on my handling two large
birds that were wounded, and held them both by their
legs and bills. In trying to fly and get away they
whistled loudly. I have been quite satisfied in my own
mind upon former occasions over and over again of this
fact. Any sportsman having shot woodcock to any ex-
tent must have had this fact demonstrated to him over
and over again.
Woodcock, when boring for worms, have the power,

when a worm is felt, of dilating the end of the upper
mandible from the lower or outer part of the middle
third to the end; in other words, of open ing the end of
the upper mandible from the lower mandible while their
bill is in the ground. The lower mandible of the wood-
cock is composed of one solid piece; not so the upper, it

being composed of two plates or laminae, the upper or
narrowest plate being movable upon the lower. Any one
interested can ascertain this by pinching the lower max-
illary bone at the base of the bill (in a recently shot
woodcock) between the thumb and index finger, when
the end of the upper mandible will be found to dilate or
raise up from the lower mandible.
In proof that the woodcock has the power of seizing a

worm while his bill is thrust in the ground, I might state
that I recently found a spot on the side of a creek where
woodcock had been boring. The clay was stiff and ad-
hesive. Always anxious to learn more of this game bird,
I took my knife from my pocket and sliced the earth
piecemeal away from above downward, and C found that
one out of every half dozen of the holes made by the bill

of the woodcock was large at the bottom and top, and nar-
row at the middle, like an hour-glass. The other holes
corresponded exactly to the impression a woodcock's bill

would make by being thrust into the ground, being larger
at the top than at the bottom, and gradually becoming
smaller from top to bottom. My inference from this is

that the bird prods away until he feels a worm, and on
doing so, opens the end of his bill and seizes it. Whether
he swallows the worm while his bill is still in the ground
or pulls it out before doing so, I am unable to say.

H. B. N.
fJOOK8TOWN,Ont.
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THE LION OF FANCY AND OF FACT.
[Continued from Page «S7.1

LET us now see how the lion appears in literature, and
in what manner his disposition and habits are de-

scribed by those who were acquainted with him in his

natural state.

Probably no better way could be chosen for showing
how vague and discordant are the opinions prevailing

upon this subject than to take Buffon 's description of

the temper and habitudes of the lion (Histoire Naturelle)

and offer the accounts given of him by great hunters in

the way of comment.
The lion, says the French naturalist, owes all the pecu-

liarities he exhibits to climate. Of all speeies of animals

"each is the child of the land where it dwells." He is ex-

clusively an inhabitant of tropical countries. Among
the ferse of warm regions he is "Ze plus fort, le plusfier,

le plus terrible de tous." On the Atlas, ' where snow
sometimes falls, lions have neither the strength, courage,

nor ferocity of those of the plains, and for the same rea-

son the lion of America, if he deserves the name, is but

an inferior animal. Man has greatly circumscribed
the lion's former geographical distribution, and his im-
proved arms have altered his character. Formerly he
was bolder than at present, but still on the desert of Zaara
and in the great torrid tracts of Asia and Africa, "unseul
de ses lions du desert aitaque souvent une earavane en-

tiere." Lions are susceptible of education, and in ancient

times were trained both for hunting and for war. Brave
and magnanimous in his disposition—unlike the tiger,

wolf and fox, he is not cruel, and only kills to obtain

food. Certain moral qualities belong to species, and the

lion, to the nobility of the race, adds his own individual

virtues. Buffon accepts iElian's and Appian's differentia-

tion of species on the basis of size, thinks that an average
lion is from 12 to 13ft. long from nose to end of tail,

states that he is less keen of sight and scent than other

beasts of prey, and therefore uses the jackal as a scout,

and remarks that his game being found upon the surface
of the earth, he i3 not in the habit of climbing trees like

the tiger orpuma—' HI ne grimpepas sur les arbres comw,e
le tigre ou lepuma." Lions spring upon their prey from
a distance of 12 or 15ft. and strike it down, the teeth
being used to devour game after it has been killed.

Although these statements include most of the points
which are still at issue among the hunter naturalists,

many of them may be dismissed with a simple statement
of the facts in the case. It is, for example, almost need-
less to say that the range of the lion is not limited to the
tropics, that he inhabits temperate climates where, as on
the elevated plateaux of South Africa, the temperature
falls very low. With respect to the lion of the Atlas,
Gerard ("Journal des Chasseurs"), Gen. Daumas ("Les
Chevaux du Sahara") and Major Leveson ("Hunting
Grounds of the Old World") both state that his average size

is greater than that of his southern congener, and that he
is more daring, as a rule, does not admit of doubt. So
far as size is concerned, the lion is a smaller animal than
the tiger, and twelve and thirteen-feet tigers are now ban-
ished from domain of the credible. The attack of a
caravan by a single lion, or even by a troup of lions, is

of course pure fiction, and the story which Buffon repeats
probably originated in the beleaguering of camps by lions
at night who were after the cattle, in the manner de-
scribed by Le Vaillant, Oswell, Harris, Cumming, Ander-
son, etc. Both the sight and scent of the lion are excel-
lent, although like the tiger, he is somewhat dazzled by
the full light of the sun; and as for using the jackal to
find his food, the case is the other way; it is the jackal
who uses the lion. His climbing powers need not be
discussed, since there is nothing to show that the lion
ever makes use of the means which he certainly possesses
for this purpose.

These questions being disposed of, it yet remains to in-
quire how the lion behaves toward man and other animals,
and what is the impression which his appearance, voice
and behavior has produced. Is he brave, magnanimous,
intelligent and daring? Do traditionary ideas concerning
his character conform with facts as observed, and is it
possible to get any satisfactory accounts of his traits of
temper out of the books which purport to display them?
How does the lion procure his food, and of what nature

are his family associations? In the first place the evi-
dence is conclusive against that purely sentimental view,
according to which the lion only eats game which he has
killed himself. Derogatory as it may be to the dignity of
"the king of beasts," there is no doubt that his appetite is
somewhat indiscriminate, and that he is often a foul feeder.
"Many instances have come to my knowledge," remarks
Anderson ("The Lion and the Elephant"), "which show
that when half-famished he will not only greedily devour
the leavings of other beasts of prey, but even condescend to
carrion." In another work, however ("Lake N'gami")
this author, like Gordon Cumming ("A Hunter's Life in
Africa"), has spoken of this propensity in the lion to eat
carrion whether he was "half-famished" or not. Sir
Samuel Baker ("Nile Tributaries of Abyssinia") was con-
tinually annoyed by the depredations of lions upon his
dead game. Gerard ("Journal des Chasseurs") nearly
lost his life by a lioness who came to devour the putrid
carcass of a horse. Maj. Leveson ("Sport in Many Lands")
who has the highest opinion of the lion, admits"that he is
"by no means too proud to eat game killed by other
people. Drummond ("The Large Game of Southern

is unnecessary to refer to, "confirm the fact. So that while
this peculiarity fully accords with the extreme Inziness
Gerard attributes to the lion, the fastidiousness which his
admirers have credited him with possessing must be dis-
allowed. "The most prominent traits of character in the
lion;' remarks Gerard, "are his laziness, his assurance
and his boldness." Moffatt, however, who "knew more
about lions and theirhabits,"in Anderson's opinion, "than
any one else," adds gluttony to these characteristics. His
teats m the way of gormandizing were so astounding that
Moffatt ("Missionary Labors and Scenes in Southern
Africa ) was "taken aback." A full-grown cow at a
single sitting, so to speak, is rather an inordinate quantity
of rood for an animal of the size of a lion, it must be ad-
mitted, even when the commissariat is irregularly sup-
plied, asmust nearly always be the case with beasts of prevDrummond mitigates this charge of gluttony somewhat
by reporting that he has known his majesty to be satisfied
with the haunch ot a zebra stallion, and, it is also true

that the lions of the London Zoological Garden, who are
as large and, in general, more luxuriantly maned than
their brethren of the desert, only receive an allowance of
eleven pounds of meat per diem.

It would too greatly enlarge this paper to give reference
for every statement, and in regard to the act of hunting
it may be simply stated that the testimony of eye wit-
nesses has placed it beyond doubt that game is ambushed,
stalked, run down and regularly beaten for by the lion.

A point, though one of minor importance, may be
noticed in this connection. Gerard, influenced perhaps
by the domestic virtues the lion really possesses, repre-
sents him as practicing the courtesies of a French gentle-
man toward his spouse at feeding time. Drummond,
however, enjoyed the rare opportunity of seeing a zebra
killed by the father of a family, whose consort with
several cubs were present. This lion ate, like the savage
he is, first and alone. Then the lioness came to the
repast, and while she was devouring the remainder of
the meat the whelps got what they could.
The behavior of lions to other lions, and to animals

which they, for the most part, prey upon, has been vari-
ously described.

It may be granted that the lion, unlike most of the
feline Carnivora, the fox, and all the weasel tribes, is not
ferocious and bloodthirsty, and does not wantonly take
life, or kill for the pleasure of killing. Young lions and
tigers, according to all accounts, slaughter more than
they can consume, but this is done in the way of practice.
"The mature lion," says Major Leveson, "kills only for
food," but this trait has probably as little to do with
sentiments of generosity or magnanimity as it has with
economic views concerning waste of material. No gentle-
ness of nature restrains the lion from blood-guiltiness.
Temperament and disposition are, in the long run, indis-
severable, and with lions, as, for the most part, with
men, their temperaments are their fates. Necessarily,
this creature is subtle and fierce, since during the im-
memorial period in which his adjustment to his environ-
ment has continued, all the factors which contribute to
form character and determine conduct have cooperated
toward this end. "We have as yet," observes Wallace
("Geographical Distribution of Animals"), "made little

approach toward discovering the epoch when the Felidte
originated, since the oldest forms yet discovered are
typical and highly specialized representatives of a group
which is itself the most specialized of the Carnivora." It
amounts to a certainty that, in this instance, the special-
ization is primarily expressive of destructive power, and
as it is necessity and not sentiment which is conspicuously
manifested in the history of oi-ganic nature, the presump-
tion is altogether adverse' to the conclusion that, upon
the part of the lion, structural development does not im-
ply corresponding mental characteristics. Without their
fitting respondents in temper and habit, such anomalies
as talon, and fang, and padded foot, are not to be found
in the animal kingdom, and every theoretical reason, as
well as the facts of common observation, justifies Prof.
Romane's strictures upon the cat mammalia at large
("Animal Intelligence"). Namely, that "all wildcats
are fierce, unsociable and rapacious." The larger Felidae,
he continues, are of high intelligence, as their actions
while in the feral state, and then- susceptibility to in-
struction during captivity sufficiently show. But "the
conflict of nature with nurture renders even the best
trained specimens highly uncertain in their behavior.
* * * All cats, however domesticated they may be,
when circumstances require it, spontaneously throw off,
with the utmost ease, the whole mental clothing of their
artificial existence, and return in naked simplicity to the
habits of their ancestors."
While not really killing purposelessly, though under

some circumstances he appears to do so, the lion often
tortures his prey before destroying it (Gerard): some-
times devours it alive (Moffatt) and has been more than
suspected of inflicting horrible mutilations—injuries not
intended to be immediately fatal—upon animals (the
hyena especially) who follow him while in pursuit of
game (Anderson). The restrictive influence of structure
and heredity upon animal character are always marked;
but while most of the errors to which general conclusions
on this subject are obnoxious, arising from their effects,
the scope of individual variation is so great and so indefi-
nite that it is nearly as impossible to preconceive the con-
duct of a beast as of a man. If everything by which it

was determined could be known beforehand, anticipatory
judgments would be possible, but as this is never the
case no one can anticipate their behavior in particulars.
The present writer reared a puma who made friends with
a horse; Gerard's lion Hubert may, in some vague man-
ner, have experienced the emotions his master describes
and, in outline, the panther's fondness depicted in Bal-
zac's famous story—"Une Passion du Desert"—might have
been approximately true. In general, however, it would
not be safe to assume that the lion's forbearance, as illus-
trated by a host of hunting stories, had other than the
most prosaic origin. No creature acts without a motive.
Sloth is as marked a characteristic of his as power of
offense, and both laziness and repletion probably com-
bined to render the animal harmless on those occasions
when he was not withheld from aggression by fear.
Such sweeping assertions as the lion's panegyrists have

based upon special instances of peaceableness prove noth-
ing. As a rule, most of those whose experiences have
brought them into contact with the lion agree with Drum-
mond, that he "will seldom stand much bullying."
"When," says W. C. Kerr ("The Far Interior"), "he is
thoroughly hungry there is no limit to his audacity and
daring." Moffatt, Lichtenstein, Freeman, Rath. Galton,
have had their camps besieged and their trains followed
march after march by lions it seemed impossible to shake
off. Sanderson ("Thirteen Years Among the Wild Beasts
of India") looked upon the bison as more than a match
for the tiger, and in the duel by night, which Leveson
witnessed between these animals, both combatants were
killed; but the buffalo, quite as formidable a creature, is
the lion's habitual prey, and books of African travel
abound with instances in which the former, having fallen
to the rifle, showed by his scars that he had made a suc-
cessful resistance to the attack of the lion, who in very
many instances, no doubt, does not take his prey without
a combat. j, h. P.

[TO BE CONTINUED.
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A Buffalo Calf fob Washington.—A fine large
cow calf was born in Washington last Sundav. The
mother is a five-year-old buffalo donated to the National
Zoological Park by Mr. E. G. Blackford.
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The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of the
Game Laws.

THE QUAIL.
Lines suggested by an interesting chapter in Lsffingwell's latework on Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream," from the pen

of Amory ft. Starr.

TT is October's festal time,
A When fruits and flowers are in their prime,
When woods are colored with all hues,
The rainbow's glories that transfuse,
Whenforchards flame in royal robes
And apples swing their golden globes;
When Nature wears her richest dress
In pastoral vale and wilderness.

Now in the stubble-spaces pass
The sportsmen thro' the faded grass,
Thro' tufted tussock, bushy swale.
Thro' coppices of lowly vale;

And o'er the level harvest plain
That late was opulent with grain,

They seek, with cautious footstep there,
The quail flock, springing into air.

In upland slopes, at edge of wood,
The brown quail gathers in his brood,
Seeking not wilderness away,
Nor ravine in the mountain way,
But loving rather to abide
By farmer's homes, at valley side;

There in some rural paradise
He seeks the food the earth supplies—
The yellow grain, the garden seed,
The corn, sufficient for his need.
There all the day, O gentle bird,

Thy whistling operas are heard,
Heard till at evening sounds the trill

Of the secluded whippoorwill.

Though numberless thy flocks frequent
Each section of our continent,
"lis said that year by year they fail,

Diminishing in wood and vale,
E'en as the mighty game of yore
Became extinct by hill and shore—
The bison of the boundless waste
No more o'er prairies may be trae'd;

The stately elk and moose have fled

Before the hunter's wasteful tread;
The deer hath vanish'd from the wood,
The turkey from wild solitude,

And e'en the wildfowl of the air,

That once throng'd creek and thoroughfare,
No longer swarm in multitudes
By lonely lake and ocean floods.

Of all field sports there's no delight
Like seeking bevies of Bob White;
Wild-fowlers have laborious toil

Beside the ocean's fierce turmoil,
The sniper plods thro' marsh and ooze,

Deer hunter fruitlessly pursues,

And he who seeks the grizzly bear,
Through caHon and morasB must fare,

But he who thirsts Bob White to slay.

Thro' field and farm may take his way.
Isaac McLeia/An.

ELK ON THE SNAKE RIVER.
T N the fall of 1888 Chas. Elliott and myself made ar-
Jl rangements for a four weeks' hunt over the range
beyond Egeria Park. But the press of business and fall
work prevented us from consummating our plans until it

was too late to risk crossing the Snowy Range. One
Sunday morning, early in October in the following fall
of 1889, Charley and his wife drove into my yard for a
day's chat, and of course the principal topic of conversa-
tion was planning for another hunt. Maps were consulted,
and it was finally settled that we would start from my
house on Oct. 21, head for Coe's Ranch in North Park,
and go from there to the best hunting grounds suggested
by our friend Coe or the Cross boys, whose horse ranch
was next neighbor. The time for our preparation was
short and we had a great deal to do. On the evening of
Oct. 20 Charley drove into my place loaded down to the
guards with camp outfit, grub and horse feed. The latter
was something we would need a good supply of, for Ave
expected to go where the snow would be deep and pasture
poor; and in this we were not disappointed, as the perusal
of my trip will show. Ou my part I was not nearly ready,
as I had had business in the District Court that had occu-
pied my time for the past few days. So to-night we were
all busily employed until a late hour, making up and
packing my mess-box and loading my wagon. When
Charley drove in I had my new wall tent set up and stove-
pipe sticking out. Charley took a good laugh, and wanted
to know if there was any "deer or elk hancly." Just then
a lone coyote set up a howl out in the field, which made
a good prelude to our start.

Early on the morning of Oct. 21 we were on the road to
Fort Collins, where we arrived at noon. We had a few
purchases to make, a new wagon sheet, lantern, oil, etc.;
and by night we were in camp on the banks of the Cache
La Poudrie River. I will now give my trip as taken from
my camp notes written each night on a cracker box by
the camp stove, or on a sack of oats during a snow storm.

Oct. 22 —Were up and on the road early this morning
and went into camp on Dale Creek, about half a mile
from the old overland stage branch of Virginia Dale,
where the noted Slade once held full sway. On the
ground where our tent is pitched a settler's cabin was
washed away some four years ago by a waterspout. He
barely saved the lives of his family by escaping to a dug-
out across the road in the mountain side.

Oct. 28.—To-day we made a big drive; went some forty
miles, about twenty-five of which lay across the south
end of Laramie Plains. About seven or eight mileB from
camp we crossed State line, and to-night are camped near
Pollack road ranch, in Wyoming, at the foot of the Med-
icine Bow Range. Just before reaching camp to-night
we met a party of hunters on their return trip; their
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wagons were heavily loaded with game. Said their party
of four wagons had killed twenty-six elk and four deer.

They were strangers to us; think they were from Laramie
City; had been over on head of Snake River; said the hills

were full of hunters over there.
Oct. 24.—Pull over the Medicine Bow range to-day.

Just before reaching the summit at the Mountain Home
Ranch, we met a four-horse load of elk hides on their

way out to the railroad. An old trapper, known as "Old
Tough," with his pack outfit, stopped and took dinner
with us to-day. Arrived at Coe's Ranch at 3 P. M. and
camped in the yard, with horses in the stable to hay. To
our disappointment we found that Mr. Coe was absent in
Laramie City; but Mrs. Coe, daughter aud son-in-law, Mr.
Patten, were at home, and gave us a warm welcome. We
wrote home to-night and then had asocial game of cards,
at which Mrs. Coe is no novice.

Oct. 25.—I walked over to the Cross ranch this morning
to see Ben and get some information in rega,rd to where
to go for the best hunting. Ben thought the Hans Peak
country would be our best place, although he had killed

a deer and saw two bull elk the day before about ten or
twelve miles south of here. But he said they were only
strangers and most likely were out of the country now.
On returning Charley had the teams hitched up and the
saddle on my old hunting horse Prince, ready for a start.

We concluded to take the Hans Peak road for Hog Park,
where I camped three years ago. This is a bad mountain
road for the last 25 miles over the Park range and I dread
the trip. We are camped to night at the head of Big
Creek Park, near the old Hans Peak cabins. This park
has been all taken up by settlers since I was here three
years ago. The guides, Luke Wheeler and Cook Ray,
both have stock ranches here. Mr. Wheeler's wife rode
some five miles up the park with me to-day. She said
Mr. Wheeler was over the range after a load of meat for
winter. Saw a tame deer at Wheeler's ranch.

Just before dark to-night a young bull elk came rush-
ing down out of the timber near camp with a shrill

ynat, which stampeded all our horses; and Charley came
rushing into camp for his gun, crying "elk." After look-
ing for a moment I told him to put up his gun or he
would "get his foot in it," for the elk had a broad strip

of red flannel around his neck and no doubt was a pet at
a ranch of some Englishmen near by. The elk came
direct to our camp and stuck his nose in my hand, eat
some hay that was scattered around and then went out to
investigate the horses. We had to put them on picket
ropes to keep them from skipping out. Late to-night a
horse came "down the road off the mountain, making
tracks for home. We tried to catch him but did not
succeed.

Oct, 26.—To-day we drove through to the old camp at
Hog Park. This is a fearful road. On the way in to-day
we met an outfit from Denver—three men and a lady;
had two wagons heavily loaded and only three horses.
The horse that passed our camp last night belonged to
this party. They had to pull up one wagon and then go
back for the other one. Said they had been camped on
the Grand Encampment. Had some very fine elk heads
on their wagons. We made our camp further up the
Park than when in camp here before. There is a large
party in camp up above us a short distance, also a camp
near by with a lot of game banging in it and a small dog
keeping camp; think the party must be over on the Snake,
the head of which is just over the Main Continental
Divide, some ten mile3 away.

Oct. 27.—Saddled up our horses this morning and
started over the range for an elk hunt. Stopped at the
upper camp and had a chat. Found the party consisted
of nine men mostly from Cummings, Wyoming. They
were at work cutting a wagon road over the range to the
Snake, so they could get over with the front wheels of a
wagonjand "snake" over their game. Said they had another
camp over the range, and had killed thirty-six elk in all.

I think this party was taking only hindquarters and
hides. We hunted all day over in the hills on Snake
River. Saw four elk but did not get a shot. On our way
back to camp to-night we stopped at an old drying camp,
now occupied by the party mentioned above and two
young Englishmen, who own the camp over near our
camp where the dog is. They had a big lot of meat in

camp and a lot of hides. They gave us a calf's hind-
quarter and offered to help us kill oiu- loads if we wanted
them to and they would keep the hides. This looked very
much to us as if they were more "hide hunters" than
sportsmen. We declined their offer, as we were out for
some sport as well as game.
Reaching camp to-night we found another party in

camp near us, consisting of two four-horse teams from
Laramie City, with two men and a young "coon" about
thirteen years old, whom they had along to "rangle"
horses, tend camp and be sworn at. The men of this
party were Con Clifford and E, J. Hunt. [I will diverge
from my camp notes and write up this Mr. Hunt, as we
traveled, hunted and camped with him for some three
weeks from this date, and with the acquaintance we
formed with him we think he deserves more than a
passing notice. In the fall he advertises in Forest and
Stream as "guide" for tourists and English hunting par-
ties, Hunts for heads, hid^s and hindquarters. This was
his second trip out this fall. He told me that on his
former trijj he took out of here 2,2001bs. of deer and elk
hindquarters. Said he killed over twentv deer on the
trip: killed nine in one-half day. He sold' the meat in
Laramie City. On first meeting Mr Hunt we formed a
favorable impression of him as a hunter, and consented
to go with his party on over the range where the hunting
would be better. The snow became deep; Hunt ran out
of horse feed and we, of course, "whacked up" with him.
Mr. Hunt claimed to be a first-class taxidermist, and in
justice to him I think he is. Before we parted company I

secured a fine deer head, and Mr. Hunt offered to take it

along and mount it for me and ship to my address some
time in January, in return for our kindness to them in a
time of need. I consented to let him take the head with
some reluctance, as by this time Iwas beginning to doubt
his honesty. The head is still coming, and I expect always
will be. If the Gun Club of Laramie City expects to have
any deer on Sheep Mountain or Sand Creek Pass, they
will do well to look after Mr. Hunt, for he told me that
he killed a wagonload of deer at Sand Creek Pass last
March and brought it into Laramie City in the night and
sold it.]

Oct. 28.—In company with Mr. Hunt's party we move
camp to-day and pull*up on top of the main range and
camp in Long Park. Here we have a nice camp, with

good feed for our horses. We also find some other par-
ties camped here, and as Charley and I are returning from
a shorttrip back in the hills, we meet with Luke Wheel-
er's party packing in some elk. We go down to Luke's
camp and have a chat. He advises to go on down and
cross the Snake. Says the elk have all gone down that
way. I think Mr. Wheeler is putting up a job on us to
get us off these grounds. Hunt comes into camp after
dark with a fine elk head he killed when on his former
trip. Looks like snow to-night.

Oct. 29.—Snowed a little and is still at it. Hunt and
Charley went up to Luke Wheeler's camp to see if they
can learn anything about the locality of the elk. Hunt
claims to be an old friend and acquaintance of Mr.
Wheeler. On the return of Charley and Hunt, we con-
clude to take Wheeler's advice and move down and across
the Snake. We are now so near the State line that we
cannot tell when we are in Colorado or when in Wyo-
ming. While we are breaking camp Wheeler's party
come stringing by with a big pack outfit, going down the
trail toward the forks of the Snake, on the trail of the
elk. On our road down Hans Peak looms up to our left.

We pull down to Snake River through a lot of burnt tim-
ber, where there had been a big mountain fire in the fall.

Mr. Hunt said it came very near taking him in on his
first trip this fall. Crossing the Snake we pull up the
mountain some five miles, over a hard road; get on the
wrong road once and have to turn back. Darkness over-
takes us before we find water. I leave my team to hunt
for water, and as I return to my wagon a stranger accosts
me with "How do, pard? Looking for a camp?" I reply
that I am looking for a Kood place to camp with water
and feed for our stock. Hereplies: "Here is the best feed in
all the Northwest. Wood and waterplenty." He points
out the location of his camp up on the hillside by the
timber. So we turn our teams and drive up to his camp.
We soon have the snow cleared off and our tent up, with
the horses blanketed and tied to a pine tree eating oats.
Our new-found friend is a Mr. Frank Crow, an old rail-

railroad engineer, whose health failed him. and he left
the road and came West for his health. He has a six-
horse team and two partners who are over on the Savory
at another camp. They have been out for several days,
and he is looking for them in soon. They have only
killed two elk so far.

Oct. SO.—Snowed hard all day. Horses left camp last
night and we have had a big hunt for them to-day. Con
found my horses this afternoon, but did not find his.
Hunt's and Charley's horses did not leave camp.

Oct. SI.—Charley and I rode our horses to-day and
took a hunt up the range east of camp. About 10 A. M.
we strike a trail of ten elk made tne night before. After
riding some distance on the trail the tracks become
fresher and we dismount, tie our horses in a warm nook,
and take the trail on foot. We go very slow, as the track
is now quite fresh, and I tell Charley to look sharp as we
are now in green pine timber and most likely will find
our game in their beds. We go a short distance in the
pines. I see a fine sleek elk get up and step out into an
opening and look at us. It was not more than 40yds. off,

and I could have killed it easily, but was looking for
more, so as to give Charley a show, for Chaa-ley had his
first elk to kill. At this moment I saw the hindquarters
of an elk; head and shoulders were behind a large pine
tree. I at once covered it with my gun as close to the
tree as I could, and told Charley to take the other one.
At the report of our guns my elk went down, but im-
mediately regained its feet and went plunging up the
mountain. Charley, I think, must have had the buck
ague, for he scored a clean miss. We took the trail of
my elk and soon overtook it just over a ridge, and a ball
through the head stopped its performance. We soon had
it dressed and found it very fat. We then took the trail

of the band and followed them some three miles, when
we left them, as they were in no notion of stopping We
got into camp late to-night. Hunt came in late and said
he had killed two elk and wounded a big bull. Perhaps
he did, but he never brought but one to camp. If he
killed two he left one in the hills. A. A. Knott.
Bkrthocd, Colorado, 1890.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

WILD BOARS IN AMERICA.
THE first specimen of genuine wild boar slain in

America was that shot by W. H. Crane, Esq., of
Port Jervis, September last, in the town of Forestburgh,
Sullivan county. N. Y., near the Orange county line.
Although native born the animal was of German stock,
descended from members of a herd imported six years
ago from the Black Forest by Otto Plock, a New York
millionaire, to stock an extended wooded estate surround-
ing his summer residence on the side of the Shawaugunk
Mountains, near Port Jervis.

About four years ago all these boars made their escape
from what was supposed to be secure confinement. At
liberty they seem to have rapidly multiplied. There are
now two distinct herds: each sufficiently numerous to be
capable of extensive depredations in a single night.
For a year or more after their escape from custody the

family remained united , and inhabiting the mountain fast-
nesses around Godefroy, they made frequent night raids
into the Neversink Valley, where they played havoc in
the potato and corn fields. Those still remaining in that
vicinity continue their forays, and. as a result, several
actions for damages against Mr. Plock are now pending.
The herd that has taken up an abode in the wilds of

Forestburgh has not only demonstrated an ability to sur-
vive, but to increase in number without dependence on
man, direct or indirect.

While the last two winters were very favorable for the
wild swine, the cold season of 1887-8, succeeding their es-
cape, was unusually severe, during whole weeks the tem-
perature being under zero: and we may conclude that these
fercB natura foreigners are now well adapted to the con-
ditions of life in which circumstances have placed them.
They are astonishingly swift, at least for short distances,
and the region they inhabit is thickly infested with rab-
bits, squirrels, snakes, water rats, etc. Usually there is

also a plentiful crop of oak and beech mast.
Have these wild swine come to stay? Can they be ex-

terminated? For four years hunting parties have per-
sistently sought them, and sportsmen in quest of other
game have been on the alert for them. One has just
fallen a victim to a deer hunter. This has greatly stimu-
lated the chase; but in a region where deer and bear
abound, the latter on the increase, it would seem that for

many years the reproductive powers of the prolific boar
should outstrip Nimrod's destructive capacity.
The subject is an interesting one from several points of

view. To the farmers it is a question of vital importance,
since in a single night a few visiting swine would pretty
well ruin the average garden plot.

Sullivan and Pike counties are already famed as the
hunter's paradise. If the wild swine can hold their own
there in one locality no reason obtains why they should
not spread throughout this and contiguous counties.
For the zoologist the situation has attractive aspects.

One of Mr. Plock's objects in importing the Carpathian
boars was to rid his forests of rabbits, snakes and other
vermin. Swine regard snakes as tid-bits and the bite of
the dreaded rattler is said to be innocuous to them. Rab-
bits for the most part make their homes in rotten logs
and brush-heaps. Had Mr. Plock succeeded in keeping
his voracious imports within bounds this object would
undoubtedly, have been accomplished
Might such an effect become appreciable in the region

at large? And if so would legislators be moved to enact
protective laws for "the gamiest of game," on the ground
that they were efficient destroyers of reptiles and other
noxious creatures? In a word, sequences may arise from
Mr. Plock's importation of which no man living knoweth
the end. The shot fired in a Forestburgh swale may re-
verberate adown the storied page—or is this plunging too
far into the tangle of speculation?
The porcine killed is thus described: "In color the hog

much resembles a woodchuck, being of a grizzly gray,
with a tendency to black. Its bristles were not yet very
well developed, but underneath is a thick, heavy coating
much resembling fur, which enables the animal to stand
any amount of cold. The hog has a long slender face or
nose, while the upper jaw extends two inches beyond the
lower, the forehead being covered with a thick coat of
bristles. Its legs are short, its body long. The hog was
a sow and weighed plump 2001bs.
The term "hog" is properly applied to the domestic

swine only, all of which are more or less remotely
descended from the wild stock. The peccary of Mexico,
met with as far north as Colorado, although an allied
race is not a true swine. It has been domesticated in
Mexico.
Wherever Europeans have settled, from Athabasca to

Patagonia, the hog or pig abounds. The species, however,
is not indigenous to America. The "wild hogs" of the
South are undoubtedly cases of reversion. They have
developed traits peculiar to themselves, and differ con-
siderably from the boar of Europe on account of new
conditions, climatic and other. B. F. Henley.
Port Jervis, New York.

ON THE PLAINS OF FLANDERS.
(^.HENT, Belgium.—Editor Forest and Stream: I was
X invited by some of my friends here to join them

in opening the hunting season, Sept. 1, The only
game on the plains of Flanders is quail {perdrix) and the
big English hare, with the common rabbit in the pine
forests and sandy portions, and on the dunes along the
sea.

Game is carefully preserved here, and it costs some-
thing over $20 to obtain a permit to carry hunting
weapons, and only a few of the middle and upper classes
can afford to hunt.

Sept. 1 we went to Cruystrantem, a village some sixteen
miles south of Ghent, in the rolling country dividing the
watershed between the Lys and Scheldt. A high plateau
in a high state of cultivation, covered with potatoes and
other crops, stretched out before us. We divided in a
line like sharpshooters, the dogs preceding us. It would
be too long to state all the incidents of the day. With
five guns we counted 115 perdrix, 15 hares, 4 quail and 1
rabbit.

The perdrix has nearly the same ways as our Bob
White. Coveys number from ten to sixteen or more; and
for successful hunting must be shattered and hunted up.
The sport is tame, nevertheless, for a man used to the
hunting of our prairie chickens and ruffed grouse, and
above all our big game and "old sly reynard." The dis-
tances seem so small here for us accustomed to the big
distances of America, that you are home or at your
hunting grounds before on one of our American hunting
trips one would be fairly settled down in one place.
To-morrow we go to Dinant, in the Province of Namur,

in the Belgian Ardennes. Wild boars are doing some
damage to the crops; and the residents have organized a
great hunt or battue to exterminate them. I hope to see
some wolves and wild boars; it is too early in the season
for roe deer, in which the country abounds, also in red
deer. Jolius the Fox Hunter.

NEW MEXICO GAME GALORE.
CHIL1LI, New Mexico, Oct. 26.—Antelope at present

are very plentiful on the adjacent plains. There is

a large spring within one and one-half miles of the ranch,
and herds of from half a dozen to fifty arrive daily to
quench their thirst. A few days ago the writer killed a
splendid two-year-old buck and one doe. Yesterday Mi-.
John Mcintosh killed two fine bucks, two does, and badly
wounded another buck. A cowboy from a neighboring
ranch whe was passing at the time gave chase on horse-
back, and in a short time successfully lassoed the prize,
whereupon it was promptly despatched.
This is one of the few' localities in the United States

where the pot-hunter is unknown, and in consequence
game of all kinds is abundant.
On the Messas del Gallo and in the Gallina Mountains

deer, bear, mountain lions, wildcats, wild turkeys and
quail are to be found in great numbers. The now almost
extinct mountain sheep is also occasionally seen.
Wolves and coyotes have been very destructive on the

stock of late, and in the past few'days the above have
killed seven coyotes, three swifts and one badger.
At present we intend going on a hunting expedition in

December to the Gallina Mountains. If so. await further
developments. Edwin Dudley Smith.

Vermont Deer and Trout.—Commissioner Herbert
Brainerd writes us under date of Oct. 31: The law pro-
tecting deer until 1900, penalty $100, has passed both
houses unanimously and has been signed by the Governor,
and takes effect to-day. The close season for trout will
be changed from April 1 to Sept. 1, to Aug. 1. The six-
inoh trout law will remain the same as heretofore.
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AN ALL-ROUND SPORTING GUN.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Your Arkansas correspondent in issue of Oct. 80, under

the caption of "An All-Round Rifle," reminded me of

two great events in man's, or at least some man's, history,

viz., the selection of a wife and that of a sporting arm.

Now, while I would have but little use for "Lew Willow's"

Marlin repeater in the woods, no doubt it suits him
exactly and none other would fill the bill of his require-

ments half so well.

I am fifty and three. Born in the wilds of Pennsylva-

nia and but three years ago I killed a tine deer within

three miles of where the old log house still stands in

which I first saw light, and although a busy professional

man for over twentv-five years I still find time to follow

my natural instincts in the pursuit of game and fish. My
father, who is in his 77th year, spends most of his time

with rod and gun, and he and I scarcely fail to have our

annual trouting and squirrel shoot. I have hunted in

almost every State in the Union and have had personal

experience enough to truthfully write volumes of just

such lore as is weekly found embellishing the pages of

your valuable .journal." But all this is foreign to what
"Willow's" article suggested.

No man who hunts large game but feels the need of a

shotgun, especially when desirous of making a collection

of small birds and animals. Besides which a grouse,

duck or squirrel when fresh meat is scarce in camp comes
handy to put in the pot with the potatoes. Hence I used
to take two guns to the mountains—a rifle and shotgun.
The rifle, the only square way to take large game, and
the shotgun for small game. As to rifles, I have used
the Remington, Winchester and Marlin, and they are all

good guns for those who know no better. Finally I got
tired being bothered with two guns; then I struck the
auxiliary barrel racket and hunted with that for two or

three years, which was a step in the right direction, but
I always thought my shotgun felt more like a heavy club
when loaded up with the auxiliary than the well bal-

anced shotgun that it is. The market did not seem to

have the gun which a six or eight weeks' experience every
year demanded, or else I was one of those cranks who
did not know what I did want. Several years ago after

a big hunt in the Rockies I decided to have a gun con-

structed after my own notion of what it should be,

whether it pleased any one else or not, and for the benefit

of "Lew Willow" and the great army of sportsmen
throughout this great country, and with your permission
I will attempt a description of what has proven to me
by actual experience over and over again to be just what
I want.
Before I begin I would say that this gun is not being

manufactured. I have the only one ever made and this

article is not an advertisement, though I will be glad to

reply to any questions asked in relation to the gun. It con-
sists of two barrels, rifie and shot, each 26|in. long, placed

one above the other. The rifle is a Remington .45 90 300

grains of lead, and is on top. The under one is a 20 bore
shot, straight cut, the furrows being a little deeper than
those in the Remington cut. The breech end of the bar-

rels slip into a steel receiver three inches long, which also

forms part of the action. They are held in position by a
single screw which releases the barrels and permits of
slippiug in any other calibers if so desired. Thus being
interchangeable, two rifle or two shot barrels can be used.
The barrels are independent of each other and for the
purpose of interchanging and allowing for expansion and
contraction they are only fixed at the breech by the
receiver and at the muzzles by a removable sleeve

or double furl, the top of which furnishes the seat

for the front sight. The action and locks are simple
and strong. It is semi-ham merless, and in front of the
right cocking lever is the break lever which is similar in

appearance, but heing more than an inch in front of

it cannot be mistaken for the cocking lever. Slight
pressure on the break lever and pulling toward you, at
the same time turning the gun to the left with the break
lever side lip, the barrels drop, the gun is broken and in

the most convenient position for reloading. When the
gun is broken, by pressing a button just in front of the
left cocking lever and making slight traction, the
side bar slips out and the gun is in shape for packing.
It is rigged with a Lyman front and rear sight, also an
adjustable middle bar sight after the form of the sight
used on the Daly three-barrel gun, which is attached near
the end of the receiver, being Sin. from the Lyman rear
sight. Depth of action Sin. , width Ifin. The weight is

S^lbs. Its appearance is neat and strong, pistol-grip and
rubber butt-plate, in which is inserted a compass. Per-
fectly balanced and never fails to get there when prop-
erly handled nor to please the most fastidious sportsmen,
who invariably pronounce it a daisy.

As to its performance. In this gun I have a .45-90 lead
300grs., which has all the penetration and flat trajectory
necessary for the general sportsman in quest of deer, elk,
moose, caribou and bear. With the 20-bore I shoot a
round ball which weighs just 3()0grs.,and behind it 2fdrs.
of American wood powder special grade, well patched in
a brass shell, making a perfectly tight air chamber, and.
therefore getting the benefit of all the force there is in it

with the minimum recoil. It is astonishing how accu-
rately this round ball finds its mark at from 100 to 120yds.,
and it is needless to say that it is a bone breaker of the
highest order. This same barrel shoots shot of all sizes
as well and better than any cylinder bore I ever owned.
On two or three different occasions I lost a second deer
by the racket made by throwing out the old and putting
in the new shell of my Winchester. The last time I well
remember. Standing by the side of a great hemlock on
the crest of a ridge on Salmon Creek, Forest county, Pa.
Open woods to right and left for 200yds. ; in front and
125yds. below me a bench in the slope and the edge of a
thicket. After standing for a few minutes, off to my left
I see four fine deer feeding leisurely along, and on a line
about 100yds. below me. The wind was with me. I
heaved a sigh of relief and experienced that sensation
familiar to all sportsmen which either has for its effects
an attack of that very common disease known as buck
ague, or that delightful nerve stimulus which takes us to
the woods and enables us to endure hardships untold and
without complaint. When they came opposite me I took
advantage of a momentary stop of the buck, cut loose
and picked a hole through both shoulder blades, my
place of election when I have a chance to choose.
He dropped in his tracks paralyzed, the other three
stopped as if frozen to the snow, and had it not been for
the flip-rattle-bang-klick of the infernal repeater, the fine

fat barren doe, the next largest, would have laid just ten

feet from his lordship the buck. D^er will stand a blatt

or a single shot, but they will not suffer the rapid striking

of two clapboards together in quick succession or the
flip-rattle-bang-klick of a Winchester. Two jumps and
they were out of sight over the bank and into the thicket.

That settled the Winchester business—as good and per-

fect a gun as thev ever made, and cost me $45. I sold it

for $18 about two years ago. Now, "Lew Willow," every
one to their fancy, as the old lady remarked when she
kissed the brindle cow. You are suited and happy with
your Marlin, and I think I have a perfect arm for all

kinds of work in mine. To-day under similar circum-
stances the second deer would have dropped in her tracks

pierced by the round ball from the 20-bore and without
taking the gun from my face.

Last fall I spent six weeks in the Rockies with the cele-

brated hunter and guide Geo. W. Rea, of Beaver Canon

,

Idaho. One day we sighted a band of 18 elk from the
crest of a high range. They were feeding in a scoop out
or basin, which was perhaps 600ft. below us, and from
two and a half to three miles in diameter. The surface
was interspersed here and there with clumps of ever-

green scrub pines and patches of barren ground, which
was covered with 6in. of snow. After some two hours
travel we succeeded in getting off the mountain toy and
into the basin. Another hour of maneuvering on hands,
knees and bellies brought us to a point at the crest of a
little knoll, and within about 120yds. of the herd, which
having winded us. but imperfectly, had bunched and
were standing huddled up like so "many scared sheep.
They had not seen us, and the currents of air were so un-
certain, owing to the contour of the surface, that one
moment they could smell us and again for a few minutes
the currrent would be coming from the herd to us.

Under such circumstances elk will almost invariably
bunch and stand several shots before they break. I was
on the right of Rea and by previous arrangement I was
to fire at the front of the pack while he was to take the
left or rear—both to keep firing as long as they stood it.

At my whispered order we both fired and the reports were
as one. Two fell, shot through—still they stood—and
before he had worked the lever of his Winchester my
second elk turned up her side, and, having a shell between
my teeth, his second shot had hardly spoken when my
third broke another's back. Yes, I would prefer a re-

peater for the kind of work I did between 1861 and the
close of our late unpleasantness, but for game of all kinds,
large and small, I want my trusty combination gun, and
I will get there, you bet. I claim nothing but the sug-
gestion of such a gun as I have described, and whose
praises I never get tire^singing. To my friend and fellow
townsman, Prof. M. B. Hall, belongs the credit of
developing and manufacturing, from my very crude ideas,

the gun by which I swear as being the perfection of an
all-round sporting gun—and while "Lew Willow" and I

don't "slide down the same cellar door" on the gun ques-
tion, there is no doubt we would enjoy trading lies around
a camp-fire all the same. Shonqo.
Lancaster, Pa.

GEESE IN THE DEVIL'S LAKE COUNTRY.
py common consent of the different railroad lines
JD running west and northwest from Minneapolis, the
14th of October is set apart as a day on wh eh travelers
may go anywhere they please, within certain wide limits
over the lines named, on payment of one fare for the
round trip. These tickets are called "home seekers'"
tickets by a sort of poetical license, for the beneficiaries
on that day are usually composed of everybody else but
the seekers after homes. Many sportsmen make their
arrangements to take their annual duck hunt on that day;
and among the number of these thrifty sportsmen were
myself and friend W., and our destination the Devil's
Lake Country of North Dakota, famed for its bad crops
of everything but geese; and these, we were told by the
phenomenal liar, were so numerous that the shadows of
their flight retarded the growth of vegetation.
We found on the same train several other jolly parties

of hunters encumbered with a perfect arsenal of guns
and ammunition, bound like ourselves for that section of
country. We started at 8 o'clock in the evening over the
Great Northern R. R. and were due at Grand Harbor, a
little station a few miles north from Dent's Lake, at It

A. M. following day. These far western roads, however,
run more on "dead reckoning" than by the card. At
times we would travel at a speed suggestive of a "wild
engine" in our rear, and then we would slow down to the
solemn gait of a funeral train. The result was that we
arrived at our destination about three hours late. That
night we spent at the home of Mr. Craft, some three miles
from the village, a house only a trifle more commodious
than the so-called "shack,"' in which the pre-emptor is

content to dwell during the probationary period of his
"proving up." We soon, however, found that Mr. C.'s
hospitality; was far larger than his house, for although he
was suffering from a severe attack of rheumatism, both
he and his good wife did all they could to make us com-
fortable and our quest after geese a success.
Next morning a neighbor of his, Mr. Graham, con-

sented to drive us over to Sweetwater Lake, eight miles
distant, where the birds were said to be very plentiful.
At first some little difficulty was experienced in getting
a team, as the voracious chattel mortgage man gobbled
one of his horses and another belonging to our host, but
the difficulty was overcome at last by making up a com-
plete team of the two odd ones left behind. As my friend
and myself were a little uncertain of our prowess on
goose shooting, it was reassuring for obvious reasons to
learn that our Jehu had the reputation of being a mighty
hunter in these parts; it was said that when the birds
were in good flight they fell all around him like a mete-
oric shower.
After a cold drive we arrived at the lake late in the

afternoon, and our eyes were gladdened by the sight of
large flocks of geese flying in their cunifortn fashion from
the lake to their feeding grounds. We enjoyed some ele-
gant shooting that evening, bagging quite a number of
birds, both ducks and geese. It was dark before we
pitched our tent for the night, and as we did. not contem-
plate camping out and were not provided with anything
like a proper equipment, our first night's experience was
anything but restful. Our tent, to begin with, was a
little round affair as thin as the tail of one's shirt, and its
diameter less in measurement than the length of our per-
sons. Then, again, the straw we lay in was damp, and
the old horse blankets that covered us damp, too, with

something else than the dews of heaven! Under these
untoward circumstances there was no difficulty in beat-
ing the sun rise next morning, and we were "rewarded
with some capital shooting till a wagonload of St. Paul-
ites invaded our preserves, and by their wild and indis-
criminate shooting spoiled all the sport for the remainder
of the day.
The next morning we undertook what would appear to

a man up a tree as a regular wild goose chase. That is to
say, we started off with all our belongings to follow the
birds to their feeding grounds, and wonderful to relate,
succeeded. Graham was a good shot, but he was some-
thing more; he was an unconscious natural fsi, From
long experience he knew the habits of the birds, and
when and where to find them at all hours of the day or
night. He could converse with them in their several
dialects, and attract them from the skies as Benjamin
Frauklin did the lightning. If he happened to be in the
open when a flock of birds were approaching, and no
cover in sight, he had the faculty of reducing his embon-
point to the most insignificant proportions, or he would
fling himself on the ground on his old fur coat and look
for all the world like a wolf skin robe that had dropped
by accident from the tail end of a wagon-
On arriving at their feeding grounds we were fortunate

in making the acquaintance of a Capt. Jones, who lived
near, and who accepted promptly and heartily our pro-
position to remain with him over night. He made us so
comfortable, and we found his family so pleasant and
well bred, that we extended our visit over another night,
which gave us one whole day's shooting, and wound up
our trip for the season. Our bag consisted of 60 geese
and several ducks. I am aware that this is no phenomenal
sport, but had the weather been boisterous and strong,
instead of genial and pleasant, we would have got a far
larger number of birds, but at the expense of a good deal of
solid comfort, and of the two alternatives we much pre-
ferred the latter.

The geese that frequent this part of the country
consist of four varieties; the_ Canadian goose, or honker,
as the natives call them, the Hutchins goose, and two kind
of brant geese; one snow-white and the other gray with
spotted breast.

The country we parsed over was a surprise and delight.
We had been taught to regard that far away land as
chief!v the abode of a wild lot of pioneers, who varied the
monotony of their lives by jumping the claims of their
neighbors and being promptly assassinated for their
pains. The soil was supposed to be poor and so alkaline
in character that you could scoop it up with a shovel.
Hot winds and drouths devoured their crops, and it was
there where the money sharks got in their best hook.
Unfortunately th^ last reports were altogether too true.
The farmers of R imsay county, as we could judge from
a very cursory visit, were hopelessly bankrupt, unless,
indeed, they can stave off foreclosures for another season
and that turns out a benign one for them, but in respect
of the other reports nothing could be more inaccurate.
We found the people far more intelligent and refined
than in most farming districts, and the soil they tilled as
fine a* anything lying out of doors—a rich, dark friable
loam, capable of growing anything that that high lati-

tude would permit. With one good crop to their
credit, the farmers now so heavily incumbered could
nearly free themselves from debt. They have been im-
provident, like most of their class, in buying on credit
expensive farm implements, but the new comers, we
were told, are profiting by the example of the others, and
finding freedom and thrift in a walking-beam plow and.
a yoke of strong oxen. J. D. C.

Chicago, 111.

DAYTON HUNTERS.
DAYTON, Ohio, Nov. 3.—The hunters, S. S. Troup,

Adolph Sander, Ed Cooper and Dr. C. F, Makley
have returned from a week's sport in Pulaski county, In-
diana, a region of marshy land, ditches and smail lakes,
a region where quail, pheasants and prairie chickens
abound, and in season, snipe, woodcock and ducks. The
party were not diligent hunters, but they had lots of fun.
They, however, were treated to a remarkable exhibition
of interest to all shooters.
George Engle and John Baker, residents of Wlnamac,

that county, shoot woodcock and snipe for the Chicago
market, and they now have in cold storage at their
home 1,000 dozen snipe that they killed last spring, and
have hanging in their large refrigerator in strings of
dozens, with feathers on and entrails, frozen hard and in
perfect condition. These snipe are shipped on orders
from Chicago restaurants every day in the year at $2.50
per dozen. Snipe come in immense numbers to these
swales and marshes along Tippecanoe River in April, and
Messrs. Engle and Baker wait for them to feed and fatten
a week or ten days before they begin to shoot. The big-
gest bag in any one day last spring for either of the gen-
tlemen was by Engle, who bagged 70 pairs, and thebrace
bagged 800 snipe in three days' shooting. In this way
Chicago people have game the year around.
Hunters in this city are having the game laws exam-

ined to learn if it be not possible to place quail in cold
storage during the open season, clearly establishing the
date the birds are killed, and sell at any time, during the
year. The law is very clear in forbidding the shooting
or pursuing of quail with intent to kill except between
Nov. 10 and Dac. 15 each year; and as clearly permits
express or any other company bringing quail into the
State in the close season from any point without the
State where the killing of quail is lawful. The hunters
and dealers argue that if quail maybe killed elsewhere
and brought into the State, they may be sold and eaten
in the Ohio close season. At any rate, the matter is to
be tested. Thousands of Ohio hunters have for two
weeks been shooting quail in Indiana and. Kentucky, and
bringing them home to feast on.
Hunting parties from this city and vicinity who are in

camp in the pine forests of northern Michigan and Wis-
consin are experiencing snow flurries, just the kind of
weather that is favorable for bear and deer. Of course
the camps are snug and comfortable, whether formed of
tents or cabins, and all are located near springs or small
lakes, where fish abound. Spruce hens are plenty, and
there is enough other small, game to be had for the table.
Porcupines are numerous. The cabins were cleared of
rats and mice by the weasels in advance of arrival of the
hunters.
Roving bands of Indians at first annoyed the camps in

Forest and Chippewa counties, Wisconsin; and settlers
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have been slaughtering the deer by fire-lainting at night,

which is against the law. One of these bac3?woodsmen
passed the Dayton eainp on the shore of Lake Hilbert,
Wisconsin, with twelve saddles of venison last Tuesday
i'rom deer that had been slaughtered at night with a big
fc-bore gun. Harvey Puterbaugb, of that camp, killed a
six-pvonged buck, a 200 pounder, very black skin on the.

back. One-half of the carcass was as much as two men
could can y through the woods.
The Gerinantown hunters, at Camp Hawkins, on the

Soo Railway, in Chippewa county, Wisconsin, have been
having fine.sport. James Oilman killed a monster buck;
and Jacob Judge shot a bear cub, and wounded the old
she bear and her other cub, and at last report the hunters
were on the trail.

Last Monday Philip Kern, of the Dayton party in Mar-
quette county, Michigan, killed two fawns and Joseph
Mauter brought down a spike buck by a long shot. Eight
miles from that party are located three Xenia camps, who
in the aggregate have killed 44 deer in six weeks, O. W.
Linkhart having the champion scoie of 7 deer killed and
taken into camp. Brown.

WOODCOCK SHOOTING WITH A SPANIEL
TT appears strange that while all the sporting journals
J- pronounce woodcock to have been so abundant in
most parts this season, in this old woodcock locality we
should have had no August or September birds/ The
woodcock to be found here at the present are merely
flight birds, and are to be found in the most inaccessible
places.
Having hunted all the usual coverts for these birds, and

only bagging some halt dozen brace, I was about to give
up all hopes of getting any woodcuck shooting for this

year, when a thought struck me to go out on some
meadow, and fall wheat fields, and see if I could not get
a few snipe. I found these fields literally bored to pieces
with what I took at first sight to be snipe at work. Hav-
ing thoroughly hunted the ground with my spaniel Jill,

and succeeded in getting up only two snipe (both of
which 1 bagged) f thought I would examine the dropping,
as possiblv the boring might be done by woodcock at
night. Upon doing so I felt convinced that my surmise
was correct. I have found that in the droppings from
woodcock, an occasional dropping will be found with a
pink tinge in the coloring, while in the snipe's droppings
the coloring is black. I felt now sure that woodcock,
and a good number of them, were in the neighborhood,
and possibly not far away, and commenced a regular
systematic search for them, and succeeded after a time
in finding their retreat about a mile from their feeding
ground. And oh, you setter and pointer men, what a
place, as dry as a chip, and composed of swamp willows,
cedar, small birch and poplar, and so close together that
while I carried my gun in a perpendicular position in my
right hand 1 had to divide the boughs and switches with
my left in order to pass through, and succeeded in mak-
ing a splendid bag with the help of my spaniel, which
gives tongue whenever she flushes a bird, be it a wood-
cock, snipe or partridge; and I know at once by the
nature of her bark which it is. Do you hear that, you
Oi umber men?
For woodcock, snipe, duck and partridge I prefer my

black cocker and field spaniels before all other breeds. I

have always used them, and hope always to do so to the
end. For a handsome, companionable, useful and easily
trained dog, commend me to the spariiej, especially the
black spaniel.

These October woodcock are unusually large, fat birds,
with the most lovely plumage. How any person calling
himself a sportsman can shoot a July woodcock after
once having killed an October bird, is beyond my com-
prehension. H. B. N.
CooKsrowN, Ontario.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 2.—Dear Forest and Stream:

Your manner of treating the great cjuestiou of
game preservation, and your habit of giving to the sports-
man of limited means and humble desires as good a
hearing as you grant to the wealthiest yachtsman or deer
hunter, emboldens me to trouble you with this effusion,
hoping it may meet your approval in sufiacient degree to
warrant its publication in your columns. I think it rep-
resents the Adews of many men of square sporting instincts
who feel with me in these matters. .

An old shooting friend remarked to me in answer to
my wail about the scarcity of rail birds, "The Delaware
River is played out." I take his terse remark as my
text.

We have one hundred miles of river between us and the
sea, it is bounded on both sides for almost that entire dis-

tance by great meadows and marshes, splendid feeding-
grounds for snipe, plover, ducks, rail and reed birds; and
the river banks are not at all thickly settled, in fact we
do not have to go many miles down before the country
presents a remarkably wild and uncultivated appearance
on both sides of bay and river, the very picture of a
natural game preserve; and the great number of tributary
creeks, very many of them large enough to be called
rivers, add immensely to these advantages. These creeks
and the river itself are wonderful breeding grounds for
fine fioh. and there is room for incalculable quantities of
them. Twice in 24 hours a great tidal wave rushes in
and recedes from the river and its tributaries; and an
immense volume of fresh water from the mountains'and
hills of northern Pennsylvania and southern New York
continually sweeps down to the sea. Nature has supplied
every condition with a lavish hand: and many a time I
have exclaimed with the poet:

"Every prospect pleases.

And only man is vile."

We have the water and the marshes, but the birds and
fish are almost extinct. In plain violation of law our oil

refineries pour out their refuse into the stream, vast oily
masses, floating up and down with the tide, tainting the
marshes and polluting the water, livery flat is swept
with "nigger nets" twice every twenty-four hours for
almost two months. These nets are of lin. mesh, and
sweep even the smallest perch and sunfish into the
lockers of the market boats and the river channel. The
creeks are almost paved with hoop nets doing their work
all the year round

.

I pi.y the West Jersey Game Protective Association a
ce ain amount of cash every year for a license to shoot,

and maybe it sounds a little hard when I say I have never
known them to protect anything but their charter. Their
great work haa been done in that flock of particularly
gamy game birds that assembles at Trenton. The associ-
ation is ready about as near nothing as it can be as far as
protection to game is concerned. I have not heard of
their having made a single arrest this year so far, though
I could have directed their attention to some glaring vio-
lations of the law.
Now, 1 have stated our case, what are we sportsmen of

limited means and leisure to do? We have neither time
nor money to turn amateur policemen, and we do not
want to see all our ancient hunting grounds fall into the
hands of wealthy and exclusive sporting clubs, who will
really protect their leased domains.

I write this in the faint hope that in the columns of
Forest and Stream it may attract the attention of some
of our own opulent and independent shooting and fishing
men, who, spending their time and money in distant
fields, have lost sight of this great natural game demesne
at their very door, and have resigned it to the tender
mercies of the oil refiner, the market-shooter and the
market-fisherman

.

It has been said that we, native, born Philadelphians,
raised upon Schuylkill River water ("the Schuylkill, oh,
lovely sewer!''), wont "kick" at anything; but a little in-

dignation has worked through the fumes of the above-
mentioned beverage in yours, H. E.

RIFLE AIMING AT GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I inclose two photographs showing a favorite position
among home deer stalkers in this country for taking long
shots at large game. I never saw it used when living in
America years ago, and think the position must be gen-
erally unknown there, having only once read in any
American paper of its being tried, and then only for tar-
get shooting by one individual. I have killed numbers
of deer and autelope at long ranges, sitting down as in
Fig. 1. Except in windy weather it is nearly or quite as
steady as the prone position often illustrated in books
upon prairie shooting, and has the following additional
advantages: It is equally adapted for firing down over
the edge of a precipice or up the side of a steep hill. It
allows of a clear view of the game over rocks, bushes or
the top of tall grass. Shots can easily be taken at animals
on the fastest gallop by raising the elbows off the knees.

The position can be assumed quietly and quickly on the
most even ground, with little risk of alarming the game.
If it be advisable to stand up for a better view of the
game, the hunter can rise in a moment without the help
of his hands, and with the rifle held ready for a quick
shot.

Fig. 2 shows a modification of the sitting position which
is in common use among many of the Boors of South
Africa for long shots at antelope. With a stick held as
illustrated shooting can be made almost as good as from
a fixed rest. It doubtless was adopted in the days of
muzzleloaders when hunters carried loading rods.
Though the stick would of course be debarred as an

artificial rest in shooting matches, this position is strongly
to be recommended for trying the accuracy of a rifle by
those who feel awkward when firing from the back.

J. J. Meyrick.
DrcvoiMSHiiiii, England.

[The position first alluded to is similar to the one here
shown, the stick being dispensed with.

J

THE ADIRONDACK DEER SUPPLY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Oct. 28 there appears an article over

the siguature "D. C. L.," which puts deer hounding
where it belongs. In the last paragraph of that article
he portrays in scathing words how depraved must be the
sportsman who indulges in this water butchery.

I beg to differ with your correspondent on two points.
First, he does not think hounding is destructive.
Not doubting in the least your correspondent's sincerity,

but he has probably not had the opportunities to judge
rightly. Many others are of the same opinion.
They have engaged in hounding perhaps in the first

half of September on some large lake wheie there were
not hunters enough to command the whole line; and at
this season deer do not like to swim, but run into small
streams and skirt along the shore of the lake in shallow
water, and thus escape the hunters. Had your corres-
pondent been with me here the last week of hounding I

am sure he would come to a different conclusion. I have
in mind two prominent men who were in the woods here
during the last week of hounding. They told me when
they came back that this was the first opportunity they
had of knowing to what extent and manner hounding
was carried on in the Adirondacks, and although they
were previously in favor of hounding they were now
thoroughly disgusted and opposed to it on the ground of
its destructivneps. "Why," they said, "it must be no
dogs or no deer."
Along the road here for a distance of ten miles there

was a string of men within shooting distance of each
other, then they bad boats on all the lakes to pick up
what deer lived to get to water. In this manner the
highest bag they made in one day was twenty deer. They
kept this np until the deer were* either all killed or
driven off.

It is not so mucii the sportsman that is depleting
the deer as those living around the borders of the woods. 1

Hounding makes deer hunting independent of skill or
experience. And thus hundreds go in to kill all they
can, regardless to numbers or manner of killing. All
who are most competent to judge agree that at least

three hundred deer have been taken out of the woods in
this immediate vicinity.

Secondly, your correspondent says, "There is really no
proba,ble moral difference in the manner of killing deer."
I beg to differ with him here. If hounding is a proper
occupation, then crusting is the same; so too is trapping.
Water is only one form of trap, the most destructive, for
the steel trap waits for its single victim until it wanders
into its jaws, while in the water trap you take advantage
of the victim's instinct provided for its safety by forcing
it into the trap when the hound is put upon its track. It is

no part of the sportsman to subject his game to avoidable
suffering or fear. But what terror exceeds that of the
timid deer flying before the hound for the instinctive
place of safety; and when there his terror is agonized by
the approach of the boat and hunter to complete the
work of destruction. I have seen the deer raise its body
half out of water and bleat most piteously as the boat
approached. Whoever can thus kill a deer struggling in
the wTater must be endowed with a greater amount of
natural depravity than I am willing to own or attribute
to your much respected correspondent.

I think "D. C. L." would experience quite a different
sensation were he to travel miles and miles through the'
thick woods, searching cautiously every jungle and
place most likely to harbor the wary deer, only to see his
retreating form waving the white flag of defiance, until
at last he succeeds in outwitting one, gets in the first shot
and brings his noble game to bag from what he would
by cracking one's skull at short range or with the club
wdiile struggling helplessly in the water.
Deer are not increasing in the Adirondacks, but steadily

diminishing. As the result of hounding deer have been
concentrated into localities less disturbed. Large areas
contain but few deer, and when hunted from their last

refuge by the hound and the water butcher their exter-
mination will be practically accomplished. Mtjsset.

Beaver Rivbr Region. Oct. 29.

MINNESOTA GAME FIELDS.
DETROIT CITY, Oct. 29.—Chicken shooting has not

been so good as usual. Stephen and I. had indif-
ferent success each time we were out, and others reported
very moderately-filled bags. Saw two large flocks of
chickens the other day when after ducks.
The duck shooting has been extraordinarily good. I

never saw so many mallards in my life as I saw on one or
two occasions this fall. We've all had rare sport. Several
parties from abroad have been camped at Height of Land
Lake and Tamarac, and have slaughtered the duck by the
thousand.

I just met Tom Richmond on the street and he said,
"Let me tell you the trick a duck played on me last
Saturday. I shot a big green-head, and he fell into the
water seemingly dead. My dog brought him out, and I
carried him and another one in my hand half a mile; then
I laid my gun and the ducks down to get a string from
my pocket to tie them together with. The green-head
jumped up, ran between my legs, and started on a duck-
run across lots. I ran after him thinking to catch him
every step, and leaving my gun further behind all the
time. Presently the duck rose, just beyond the reach of
my hands, and went off toward the lake seemingly as
well as ever, leaving me standing there gazing after him
like a fool. The next duck I get I'm going to know he's
dead, you bet."

Snipe shooting has been indulged in somewhat this fall.

P. 0. Stephens and I went out one afternoon and brought
home a fine lot. The geese have been reported very
1)lenty around here, but I've not seen them, nor seen any
arge number brought in. A. R. Stephens and I were out
all of one day in a place where they were reported thick,
but we did not see one goose.
Parties are already passing through here northward to

be in camp ready for the deer. The season Opens next
Saturday. A. R. Stephens expects to go north of town
about eight miles and kill seven big bucks that day.
We'll see if he does. P. O. Stephens and I intend to start
for the woods Monday, Nov. 3. We expect to achieve so
great a success that the Northwest shall ring with the
fame thereof. Why shouldn't we, when we each have an
elegant new rifle wdth all the latest improvements? Per-
haps you'll hear from us later on. Myron Cooley.

Game in Delaware.—Dover, Del., Nov. L—At the
annual election last week of officers and directors of the
Delaware Game Protective Association, the old board was
re-elected. The president, Mr. I. N. Mills, is an efficient
and able officer. Since this association was incorporated
eleven years ago, much has been done toward making
salutary game laws, and the quantity and quality of our
game shows a marked increase. The members of this
association have not labored for the sake of any private
gain, but for the general good. And to-day ours is a
State in which the game laws are enforced, and for our
extent of territory we have a creditable supply of game.
From the 2,200 partridges loosed in the State last spring,
there has been a proportionate increase. The dry sum-
mer season was favorable to the young birds, and in the
two lower counties there are but few farms that have not
one or more coveys of birds. The woods and thickets
have also a liberal showing of thejittle "cottontail'' deni-
zens. The shooting season opens on Nov. 15, and the
farmers are placarding their fences with notices warning
the too zealous sportsman against trespassing. In many
instances these signs are not to be strictly construed as
meaning "no gunning," but they have the effect of pre-
venting a general overrunning of the land by gunners
and dogs.—Del A. Ware.

The "Asian."—The last number of our Calcutta con-
temporary, the Asian, contains the announcement that
"with its next number the Asian, which will then com-
mence its thirteenth year of existence and its twenty-fifth
volume, will beeome a weekly, instead of being as hith-
erto a fortnightly paper. The vast strides which sport
has made in India during the last twelve years have ren-
dered the more frequent appearance of the journal
devoted to its chronicles and interest a matter of neces-
sity hence the change."
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NIGHTS WITH THE COONS.

I HAVE read many of the accounts of different coon
hunts published in the columns of your paper. Most

of them tell of hunts in the East and are from the pen of

Eastern hunters.
Let me here relate some points about Western coon

hunting. I notice one article in Forest and Stream for

Oct. 80 speaks of the hunter ascending the tree and then
shooting the coon. This may be all right in the East,

but in southern Missouri, where I hunted last spring, it

is considered as unsportsmanlike to shoot a coon as it

would be to shoot a pheasant on the ground.
After the coon is treed the first thing to do is (if the

size of the tree permits) to climb the tree and get as near
to the beast as possible, but if one had to shake him out
he would find his hands pretty full. In fact unless the
tree was quite small it would be almost impossible to do
so. The thing to do then, after reaching the proper place
in the tree, is to break off a limb as long and as straight
as possible; on the end of this put your hunting cap and
thrust it out toward the coon. He is immediately par-
alyzed with fear, he does not wait to jump out, but liter-

ally falls backward off the limb to the ground.
Often a large "boar" coon no sooner sees one coming

up into his section of the tree than with an angry growl
he starts down to meet the intruder; but once get your
cap on a stick, poke it at him, and all of his boldness is

gone and he usually goes with it to the ground. Most
hunters carry a stick up the tree with them, by putting it

down the leg of their boot. An old rifle ramrod makes a
good stick and is just about the right length. It is really
better to carry the stick up with you, for if the coon is an
old male he is liable to show fight, and it is a good thing
to have your stick ready. I remember well the last hunt
I took before leaving Missouri. It was during the latter
part of April and the sap was pretty well up in the trees.
The night was very dark and cloudy, one of those nights
when it seems as though it would like to rain but could
not. The hounds started a trail and had not run it ten
minutes when we heard the leader bark "treed." On
going to the spot we found the whole pack of nine beagles
and foxhounds whining and baying up a large water
oak. The night was so dark and the limbs of the
tree so thick that the coon could not be seen. I
started to climb the tree and had almost reached
the top when I heard an angry growl and saw a pair of
shining green eyes coming down toward me. I grasped
the first limb that I could find and tried to wrench it off.

but being green, was not at all inclined to come. The
coon was almost at my elbow. I saw I could not break
the limb, so I turned and struck him full in the face with
my fist. Down he went right in the middle of the howl-
ing pack. Well, he kept the dogs busy for almost an
hour, and I assure you they were a pretty looking sight
when the coon was done for. Old Ben, our jack rabbit
dog, had a piece of his ear torn off as big as a quarter,
and our leader, "The Old Man," had been bitten through
the lip and was almost covered with blood. The other
dogs had their share of wounds, too. I fancy I can see
them now by the dim light of the lantern in the depths of
the gloomy bottom forest, standing around the dead coon,
panting and wagging their tails as much as to say, "We
are the stuff." Well, after the excitement was all over
I found that I too had been injured in the scuffle. The
knuckles of my right hand carry a scar to-day where my
fist came in contact with the coon's teeth when I struck
him in the face. Lotor.

On Saturday, Oct. 25, the fifth annual coon hunt of the
King's Lake Club took place in the bottoms adjacent to
the club house in Lincoln county , Missouri. Maj. Dane
Caruth, the club's president, is to* be complimented upon
the thorough manner in which the affair was arranged.
When the party left the club house it was a few minutes
past 9 o'clock. The sky was cloudless and the moon
shone bright. Before he had gone a half mile the wel-
come baying of the hounds was heard, giving warning
that they had one of the vermints treed. The four chop-
pers were set to work, and as darkey Sol remarked, they
flung that tree in mighty short order. When the tree
fell the dogs rushed in and made short work of him.
Nine more were added in quick succession. A light
drizzling rain began falling near the bewitching hour of
night, but as the sport was of the cvclone order the hun-
ters paid no attention to it. At 2 o'clock in the morning
Maj. Caruth gave orders to lead for the club house.

Several of the party indulged in fishing and hunting
but as a rule they met with poor success. Ducks were
scarce and the fish would not bite. Unser Fritz

CALIFORNIA LION STORIES.
AVERY interesting animal is Felis concolor, and in

these days one hears of more adventures with him
than with the grizzly. The latter, however, gets into
illustration in a thousand forms and will be carved in
granite for all time to come as the representative Califor-
nia beast. The great cat of the United States—the sinewy
slouching cougar—seldom interests artists. Barye puthim m bronze, but how few others have studied the ani-
mal.
The California sheep-herder can tell more lion stories

than any one else. In the foothills the lion is the most
dangerous enemy of the flock—far worse than bears or
coyotes. He leaps into the midst of the sheep and slaysthem right and left for the mere pleasure of killing The
short, stubby shotgun, loaded with slugs and buckshot,
that a. sheep-herder carries in the thick brush is meant to
wreak disaster upon the lithe dun-colored sheep killer
which is liable to spring down from the boughs of an oak
and cut a swath of destruction across the frightened
flock. °

"When I was a boy of fourteen," said an old farmer tome, 'I visited some friends in Santa Cruz county Their
farm was on top of the hill in the edge of the Redwood
country. I went to the post-office, four miles away, one
afternoon and came back after nightfall. As I went along
the path through the broken woods I heard somethingmoving on a line parallel to the path and about 50ft. dis*
tant I thought it was ahorse or cow and paid no attention
to it. Presently it drew closer and kept exact pace with
me. 1 stopped faced the mystery and advanced a few
paces toward it, when it slowly retreated. In this way
the creature accompanied me to the very edge of the
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he^ da^be traoks showed that it was an
Uflijsuaily large lion, He stayed in the region ]ivjng on

calves, sheep and pigs, until he was tracked by a pair of
good hounds, treed in a pine and killed.

It was only a few days ago that a boy of sixteen,

Conrad Alles, of Three Rivers, a wild mountain district in
the Tulare region, went out deer hunting, when he dis-

covered a lion in an oak tree, crouching on a branch and
ready to spring. He shot it and it fell in a ravine, but
immediately recovered sufficiently to spring at the lad,

who gave the coup cle grace with a second rifle ball. The
lion measured 6£ft. from tip to tip.

George W. Melone, of San Joaquin, a noted old hunter,
tells many sporting stories. One of his lion yarns is about
a trip made many years ago to the Mount Shasta region.

One day Mr. Melone saw that the top of a small tree near
the camp was being shaken as if in a whirl-pool. He
went to examine into the matter, and found that a mule
had been tied there, and was frightened nearly to death
by some dreadful apparation. Melone saw a moving mass
on the ground creeping up toward the mule, and, after

a glance, took it for a wildcat. He ran for his rifle,

rushed back to the spot, and seeing the head of the
creature lifted, as it advanced with eyes fixed on the poor
mule, he drew a bead between the eyes and fired. A
wild cry was heard, and a huge body rose in the air and
fell backward down a ravine. It was an immense Cali-

fornia lion
,
engaged in the laudable business of securing

his meal. Nine feet from tip to tip was the size of
Melone's "wildcat." Charles Howard Shinn.

The Sale op Came.—Mr. Frank M. Gilbert, who is

known as an earnest advocate of game protection and as
a practical hard worker in the cause, has this to say in
his paper the Evansville,Ind., Evening Argus, about the
sale of quail: "The farmers are taking steps to preserve
the quail, and this is perfectly right, but they are not
moving in the right direction. There is just one way to
preserve game, and that is to stop its sale. It is not the
true sportsman who exterminates game, but the market
hunter, who kills game for the money he can get for it.

He follows it at all times and in all kinds of weather,
and kills it in any way, shape or form he can. If he can
catch a covey of quail huddled together, it suits him just
that much better, for then he gets more money for the
load of ammunition he has expended. The various States
are all waking up, and are protecting their game. In
Illinois it is against the law to sell quail at all, and this
has put a stop to the piles of tens of thousands of quail
(nearly all netted, too) that used to be allowed to spoil by
sudden changes of weather in all the little town3 in
southern Illinois. The writer once saw in Galatia, 111.,

enough quail to fill a coal cart, heaped up, that spoiled
because the roads were too bad to haul them, and they
were thrown away. This law has put a stop to the hordes
of market hunters who used to swarm over Illinois, kill-

ing quail for Chicago. Even in Arkansas, the greatest
game State in the Union, the law which prevents shipping
game out of the State has been enforced, and has driven
out the market hunters who shipped thousands of deer,
untold numbers of mallard ducks, turkeys and quail
to St. Louis and Chicago. At the sunk lands of
the St. Francis River, the writer saw nineteen barrels
and five sacks of mallards marked to Chicago, lying at
the water tank station, and learned from a railread man
that the Cotton Belt road averaged ten barrels each even-
ing from these fellows all through the season of the
duck flight. How did they kill them? By slipping down
to their 'beds' at night and firing huge swivel guns into
their midst as they sat on the water. Was there any
sport about this? It was simply a brutal lust for blood
money that wiped out untold numbers of ducks, and left
thousands of poor cripples to go off into the reeds and die,
for, of course, these fellows would not waste time on
cripples. Where did the vast herds of buffalo go? Were
they killed by sportsmen? Were they killed by hunters
to eat? No, they were killed by market skin hunters,
who left their carcasses to rot on the prairie while they
sold their hides for mviey. To return to the quail ques-
tion. If the farmers will start a movement to stop the
sale of quail altogether, they will find ready and willing
help at the hands of all true sportsmen in the State.
Your true sportsman never sells quail. His pleasure in
making a neat shot is only equalled by the pleasure of
sending a mess of quail to some sick friend, or to some
friend who can't get away from business, or perhaps who
'can't hit 'em' if he does get away. It has been said
that the quail is a noble bird. He is. He is a game little
fellow who, when found by the keen nose of the dog,
whirrs up and takes his chances against the skill of the
hunter. He is too noble a bird to be peddled out like
beefsteak or sausage meat. If the farmers will take
steps to prohibit his sale altogether there will be plenty
of quail in Indiana a hundred years from now, and our
grandchildren will have some sport once in awhile—for
the love of field sports goes by inheritance."

A Maine Side-Hunt.—Farmington, Me., Nov. 1.—One
of the events which is now looked forward to with much
interest by the lover of the gun in Farmington is the
hunting match. This year it came on the last day of
October. Two well-known hunters, W. Whitcomb and
Fred L. Kinsman, each chose twenty-nine men, who at
an early hour shouldered their guns and took to the
woods. The number included doctor, lawyer, merchant,
bank official and editor. The hunters with their game
were to reach Hotel Willows by 8 o'clock P. M., when
they were to count the score, the side having the least
number furnishing the supper. The first to come in was
a merchant with slow step and empty game bag. When
asked what success, he made answer, "I sbooded up
a dozen partridges, but not one of the blamed things
did I kill; but I have walked fifty miles." One lawyer
shot two partridges. The editor shot at one. The best
score was made by Capt. Whitcomb, although not on the
side that won; his count was 650 points. The next best
was 600, made by Herbert Moulton. The 69 hunters with
and without game reached the hotel by 8 o'clock, Fred
L. Kinsman's side being the victors wnth this count: 17
rabbits, 850 points; 29 partridges, 2,900; 3 weasels, 300;
2 woodcock, 200; 4 muskrats, 200; 1 fox, 500; total, 4,950
points. Capt. Whitcomb's side brought in as follows: 12
partridges, 1,200; 12 muskrats, 600; 7 rabbits, 350; total,
2,150 points. About 9 o'clock the hunters sat down to one
of Landlord McDonalds elegant suppers, which was
greatly enjoyed by the merry and hungry crowd, who
amid the cigar smoke that followed related the day's
sport. We learn that four of the best shots are to try a
match hunt for big game in December,-FT,YRNT.

Kansas Game.—Ottawa, Franklin County, Kansas,
Oct. 26.—Eastern Kansas is known as a great quail
country. This season has been one of the best we have
had for several years for the birds, at least the weather
being warm and dry during the nesting season and the
food plentiful. Quail are unusually thick; they may be
found at almost any time and place, and if they were
protected as they should be they would always be thick
enough to satisfy any sportsman. Before a storm a great
many of them come into town, but even here they are
not safe from those who call themselves sportsmen, but
who kill game at all times during the close season, even
when it is nesting or rearing its young. Prairie chickens
are not very plenty at this place, but there are more of
them than usual. They are very plentiful at Colony this
year. There has been considerable rain lately, and it is
bringing in the ducks and geese. They are not very thick
as yet, but quite a number of small bags have been' made.
The sand-hill cranes were observed to be flying south
last Saturday in considerable numbers; they nearly all fly
at once and seldom stop here. Squirrels and cotton-tails
are numerous. There are also quite a number of jack-
rabbits, which are mostly hunted with greyhounds. The
old ones are only fit to eat during the coldest weather,
but the young ones are said to be very good eating. If a
society for the protection of game and fish were formed
in eastern Kansas it could accomplish great results. A
few prosecutions of the law-breaking hunters would
change matters perceptibly, and I would be glad to hear
of any movement looking to protection.—F. B.

Care of Dead Game —Editor Forest and Stream:
There seems to be a diversity of opinion as to the best
method of taking care of game after being killed, conse-
quently I write a few lines on the matter, hoping to call
out something from those having experience that may be
of service to myself and possibly to others of your read-
ers. In my experience it seems to be the custom in the
West and South to draw all game and hang them heads
up, in some cases filling the cavity with hay or grass,
while in other instances nothing is used in the cavity.
Further east, more particularly in ducking portions of
Michigan, Ohio and Canada, the game is rarely if ever
drawn and is hung heads down, almost the only care
being to see that the birds are dry before packing for ship-
ment. I always like to take my game home when I am
fortunate enough to get any, consequently have to ask,
"What is the best method of taking care of game?"—Mc.

Chinese Pheasants in Illinois.—Macomb, 111., Nov.
2.—Editor Forest and Stream: You will remember I
turned loose a pair of Chinese pheasants in this county
last spring. Last week several young pheasants three-
fourths grown were seen near where the old birds were
turned loose, I have no doubt now that these birds will
breed and do well all through the West and South, and
probably as far north as Pennsylvania and New York.
Should they breed as fast here as they do in Oregon, they
will soon spread over the State. Nine years ago eleven
of them were turned loose in Linn county, Oregon. The
secretary of the State Board of Agriculture says he would
be safe in saying there are a million in the State now.
These birds rnay revolutionize the whole sporting country
in the course of time. I shall import some more in the
spring to this county.—W. O. Blaisdell.

Shooting Game for Money.—Towanda, Pa., Nov. 1.—
Many grouse have been killed by market-hunters in this
county. Men and boys by the dozen make it a business,
from the time the season opens until it closes, to shoot
for the money there is in it. Hundreds of acres that
were last season open to shooters are being posted for this
and other reasons. Spent a day after grouse and wood-
cock last week. Put up six bevies of quail. Was unable
to go after them opening day, Nov. 1, and have doubts
about finding them again, as the market-hunters will
probably have them bagged by this time. Of the shooters
who were out from this place opening dav report the fol-
lowing bags: Ladd 1 quail, Laplant 0, Montanye 0,
Snider 0, Cransky 1, Bowen 2, Rittenbury 6 quail and 2
rabbits.—W. F. Dittrich.

A Gloomy Report.—Central Lake, Mich., Oct. 25.—
Game is scarce in this county this fall. Deer tracks are
rarely seen, even in the most favored localities. Raffed
grouse (I might be misunderstood by some poet if I said
"partridges") are so few in numbers that I have not heard
of a respectable bag for two years. No mallards come
this way nowadays, and the other ducks are few, far be-
tween and half frightened to death. Some blame the
State Game Warden for this state of things. I don't; and
shall have more to say on this subject after a time.—
Kelpie.

A Smokeless Powder Test.—Mr. Hugo A. Strong, of
No. 3 Hanover street, New York, as agent for Dr. Stephen
H. Emrnens, the inventor of the new high explosives,
"Emmensite." "Gelbite," etc., etc., invites attendance
at the Forest and Stream gun-testing range, at Clare-
mont, Jersey City, at 2:17 P. M., Nov. 7, for the purpose
of witnessing tests with gelbite, which is a smokeless
powder, or chemically treated paper, for use in shotguns.
To reach Claremont take the New Jersey Central, Liberty
street ferry. Trains leave this side at 2 P. M.

New York Game Law.—State of New York, At-
torney General's Office. — Albany, Oct. 29. — Editor
Forest and Stream: The Commission to codify and re-
vise the game laws hold a meeting at Albany, Nov. 18, at
2:30 P. M., in the Assembly Parlor, for the purpose of
hearing arguments, suggestions, etc. Will you kindly
insert a notice in your paper to that effect.

—

Ed. G.
Whitaker, Commissioner.

Rhode Island.—Providence, R. I., Nov. 2.—The trial

of Hoxie is postponed until the last of November. We
have more birds this fall than for years. Woodcock very
plenty, also quail; partridges more so than for years. I
think after protection the coming season it will begin to
seem like shooting of years gone by.—E.

The Hudson River Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation held its annual reunion and fish and game dinner
at the Phcanix Hotel, Saugerties, laat night,
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m m\A Jfft^r fishing.

The full tests of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

tfte Game Laws.

PENNSYLVANIA STREAMS.
AUBURN, Susquehanna C aunty, Pa., Oct. 21.—The

trout season, closing July 15, was very satisfactory
to the fishermen. More and larger trout were taken
than for several years past. Streams that were supposed
to be entirely depleted gave good creels of fine fish. The
unusual rainfall of the past two years kept the streams
full, and the very mild winter furnished favorable con-
ditions.

Pickerel fishing in the ponds has also been good. Per-
haps about the usual number have been taken; but all

the fish I have seen and handled would average fully
twice as heavy as those of several years past.
Bass fishing in the Susquehanna has not been very

satisfactory. High water has been the leading obstacle
to good sport. For whenever the river cleared, which it

has done but a very few times the entire season, good
catches of fine fish have been taken. With me, minnows
proved the most killing bait; yet stone cats are more gen-
erally used. With a dry fall and consequent clear water
October is one of the best months for black bass fishing
in the Susquehanna. During the forenoon of Oct. 7, '81,

myself and a companion took thirty-one, using minnows.
But the past three falls have been very wet, destroying
the fishing. Unusual high water in May must have
covered with sediment and destroyed a great number of
eggs, but was beneficial in preventing spearers from
getting in their nefarious work while the bass were pro-
tecting their nests. With dry weather and clear water
another season, we predict good fishing at almost any
point on the Susquehanna between Rummerfield and
Tunkhannock.
From my own observation and what I can learn I con-

clude the law has been more respected than ever before.
Some arrests were made at Tunkhannock and fines im-
posed. Still there is need of more thorough enforcement
of the Jaw. Dynamite has been used in the east branch
of the Meshoppus Creek and hundreds of pounds of fish

destroyed. The parties have been very bold in their
dastardly work, and should not be allowed to go unpun-
ished. But there are no wardens or associations to prose-
cute offenders, and it is a thankless job for private indi-
viduals to undertake. Bon Ami.

THE GOLDEN TROUT.

IN this journal several years ago appeared my first de-
scription of a new trout from Sunapee Lake, N. H.,

under the name of Salvelinus aureolas. At the time of
the publication of this description there was some dis-
satisfaction on the part of some persons who were inte-
rested in the fish and the lake from which it came because
the specific name was not derived from the lake from
which the types came. I refrained from applying the
name sunapee or sunapeensis because of my belief that
the trout would be found in other parts of New Hamp-
shire and probably other New England States. Dec.
5, 1889. Forest and Stream announced the discovery of
the golden trout in Dan Hole Pond, N. H., a lake in the
extreme eastern portion of the State and belonging to the
drainage system of the Gulf of Maine, while the waters of
Su napee Lake find their way eventually into Long Island
Sound. Between Sunapee Lake and Dan Hole Pond nu-
merous mountain ranges exist. We did not call atten-
tion at the time to the. fact that the two trout obtained at
Dan Hole Pond by Col. Hodge in 1889 were collected for
him by Mr. Roberts, of Water Village, N. H.

I have learned from Col. Hodge that a golden trout was
obtained from this pond before he secured his two speci-
mens. This was forwarded to the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology, at Cambridge, Mas., and there is scarcely
any doubt that it is one of the specimens figured by Mr.
Garman in the nineteenth annual report of the Massachu-
setts Fish Commission. This paper by Mr. Garman was
also published separately under the title, "The American
Salmon and Trout, Including Introduced Species," and
the specimrn here referred to is illustrated in figure 16 of
this paper. I think that if any one will examine this
figure, which was made by Mr. S. F. Denton, he will at
once recognize in it the trout of Sunapee Lake and Dan
Hole Pond. Indeed Mr. Denton, when about to make
the drawing of the Sunapee trout for me, remarked upon
its resemblance to, one he had drawn for Mr. Garman.
After the publication in Forest and Stream of Dec. 5,

1889, of the occurrence of Salvelinus aureolus in Dan
Hole Pond, I learned that a certain amount of skepticism
was current as to the fact of its existence in the lake
mentioned, and it was asserted that the specimens
sent to Col. Hodge, and by him forwarded to the National
Museum, were really obtained in Sunapee Lake and
palmed off upon him as specimens from Dan Hole Pond.
In order to settle the matter beyond all shadow of a
doubt, certain friends of Col. Hodge resolved to go per-
sonally to Dan Hole Pond and obtain the golden trout, if

possible. These two gentlemen, Messrs. Walter Aiken
and Frederick M. Dey, went to the pond and, at the cost
of much personal discomfort, secured four examples of
the trout, and forwarded two of them to me for confirma-
tion of the correctness or Col. Hodge's previous discovery.
A male was sent to Dr. Quackenbos, and another one to

Col. Hodge. Mr. Aiken tells the story of the undertaking
in the following letter:

"Franklin Falls, N. H., Oct. 31, 1890.—Dear Dr.
Bean: Well, we have been to Dan Hole Pond and got
back alive. The weather was simply infernal. It rained,
it snowed and it blowed a gale. We struck the worst
place for grub in the United States. I had Col. Hodge's
permit to take four trout. The first day we fiahed all

day without a bite or seeing a fish. At night we put out
a 75ft. net, one end on shore and the other anchored out
in the pond. In the morning we had two preadamite
aureolus jack trout. They looked to me like very old
trout. The next day I took a fine young-looking female
trolling with the spoon. I took this fish some distance
from our net and away from reputed spawning ground.
Next night we got in the net one jack aur§glm. This
filled our permit of four trout, and we started for home,
foiled Meredith one hour before tram time and packed.

the fish the best we could. The jacks [males] were very
highly colored when taken, but I noticed that they were
losing color when packed. I sent you one jack and one
female, Dr. Q. one jack and Col. Hodge the other. The
question is now fully settled and the doubters should give
it up. From what I could learn these trout were once
very abundant there, but years of spearing, together with
perch, suckers, pickerels, eels and an enormous quantity
of redfins to eat the esrgs, have made them very scarce.

There are no hornpout in the pond. * * *

—

Walter
Aiken."
The specimens thus obtained were received by me in

due time and are now preserved in the Smithsonian In-

stitution. The female contained no eggs and had either

spawned naturally, or was stripped after capture. The
length of this example is 20|in. In the stomach were the
remains of ahout 20 smelt. The colors are much plainer
than in the male, there being scarcely a trace of golden
color on the belly and only a faint pinkish tinge on the
lower fins. The male is 16 inches long and his jaws
are well developed. The spermaries are moderately
large and would have furnished a considerable quantity
of milt. The colors of the male were still intense;

the rich orange of the belly is particularly noticeable.

The ventrals, anal and lower lobe of the caudal have a
broad milky white margin, not limited behind by a dark
line as in the brook trout. In both examples the gill-

rakers are curled at the tip. The male has been injured
by having apiece bitten out of his tail behind the adipose
fin. The wound healed, leaving a crooked tail: yet the
trout was in excellent condition and was doubtless active
in its movements.
Thanks to the energy of Cob Hodge and the able co-

operation of Messrs. Aiken and Dey we have advanced a
step forward in the study of the golden trout. Will those
who are interested in the history of these beautiful fishes

help us to gain a clearer knowledge of their distribution
and habits? T. H. Bean.

FISHING WITH THE "LITTLE GIANT."

ON reading Dr. HenshalPs description in Forest and
Stream last winter, of his new invention, the so-

called "Little Giant" bass rod, I was at once> struck with
the fact that here was the very rod I had been looking
for to use in sea fishing on the New England seashore,
where I have spent several summer vacations. I had
found my ordinary Henshall bass rod a good deal too
limber to stand the strain of the long line and heavy
sinker with anything like comfort. Now, here was a
rod but a trifle heavier, and yet designed specially for
handling a heavy sinker in deep water. I was therefore
much pleased on receiving Chubb's catalogue for 1890, to
find that he was prepared to furnish this new rod, and
ordered one at once. It is a very pretty rod to look at,

even the cheapest grade—ash and lancewood—like mine,
and is very well balanced and pleasant to handle. 1

fancied that I could not cast quite so far with it as with
the larger Henshall rod, but this may have been from my
greater familiarity with the old rod. Besides, this is no
special disadvantage in sea fishing at the place where I

intended to fish, as it is not necessary to cast more than
20 or 30ft.

So I took my "Little Giant" last summer down to Mano-
met, Mass., which is the corner of Plymouth opposite to
the tip of Cape Cod. and gave it a fair trial, in the inter-
vals of unsuccessful .attempts at black bass fishing, in the
famous Plymouth ponds.

I was thoroughly pleased with the rod. The best fish-

ing at Manomet is for tautog, or perhaps better known as
blackfish (Hiatula onitis), which during the summer are
found in considerable numbers round certain rocks close
to the shore, usually covered at high water. The local
fishermen, of course, use stout handlines, with a sinker
weighing some four ounces. They anchor some little

distance from the rock, in such a position that the strong-

tide is running from them toward the rock, and cast in
close to it, allowing the sinker to lie on the bottom.
Lobster is the bait commonly used, preferably in the con-
dition called "blacKskin," that is, just ready to shed the
shell, as this holds on better and offers more resistance to
the thieving Scunners." Sea clams {Maetra) are also
used when they can be procured, and once we succeeded
in getting half a dozen small rock crabs, and "hung" a
tautog with every one of them. The fish run to a good
size, 4 and 5-pounders being common, while large fish,

up to 10 or lllbs., are not rare.

I had only fair luck with them myself, averaging
only a couple of fish every time I went out, and my
largest only weighed 4-Jlbs., but I got nothing less than
1-Jlbs., and only one as small as that, with several two
and three-pounders. A small tautog succumbs speedily
to the "Little Giant," but they are game fish, and the
larger ones make a strong fight for their lives, making
very savage downward rushes, and trying to get to their
shelter under the overhanging rocks. They frequently
escape by tangling up the line in the rock-weed so that
one is forced to haul in on it by hand till it breaks. I

lost several good fish in this way last summer, and twice
in playing large fish had them tie me up in the weed, and
succeeded in clearing the line without losing the fish,

thanks to the tough, leathery lips.

Owing to this habit of the tautog, of rushing for shelter
as soon as he is struck, all the pressure the tackle will
stand must be put on at once, and I was surprised to find
how much the rod would stand, and how soon the fish's

rush was checked, as, with thumb on reel, I let the line
slowly run off. I never timed myself to see how long
it took me to kill a large fish, but it seemed an age when
I fastened to the first large one.
The codfish, which we occasionally catch while tautog

fishing, is a marked contrast to the latter in regard to
gameness. A small codfish, say 21bs. in weight, yields to
the spring of the rod with hardly a struggle, while it

took only a couple of minutes to kill a 51bs. fish—just one
good strong rush, dragging off several yards of line from
the reel, and then collapse, and victory for the little rod.
I also caught a great many cunners with the little rod,

but as none of them exceeded lib. weight this was little

or no trial of the capability of: the rod.
I used an ordinary multiplying reel, with 50yds. of

braided linen F line, a 2 0 Sproat hook and a 2oz. sinker,
below the hook.
" On the whole, I found the rod thoroughly satisfactory
for this kind of fishing, both for ease in managing a
heavy sinker in deep water and. for its killing capacity.

WASHJNCWON, Dt O, JOHN MURPQOB,

TULL1BEE OR MONGREL WHITEFISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I saw to-day, opened in the fish market, a barrel con-
taining whitetish {Coregonus albus) and lake herring
{C. arlidi). Among the lot were some twenty tullibee

{Coregonus tullibee Richardson). They were taken by
gill nets at the lower end of Lake Erie, in its deepest por-
tion, where the water is found to average some 200 or
300ft. in depth. This is the only point in the lake where
the salmon trout (S. namaycush) is found, only stragglers
are ever found at other localities, the lake, as a general
thing, being quite shallow, averaging from 20 to 30ft.

outside of this deep locality. Dr. Richardson was the
first to describe this fish, in his "Fauna Borealis Ameri-
cana," under the name of Coregonus tidlibee (more cor-
rectly Orgyrosomus tidlibee), in 1826, while on his over-
land journey to the Arctic Sea, accompanied by Sir John
Franklin. In 1810 I found this fish quite abundant at
the Sault Ste. Marie, the natives taking them in the
usual way, at the foot of the rapids, with the hand dip-

net. They called them the Poissons des Francaise,
"the Frenchman's fish;" being, as they declaimed, a most
superior fish it was necessary to give them a prominent
name. In 1850 Prof. Agassiz, in his Lake Superior Jour-
nal, gave a description of the fish, then new to him,
under the name of Coregonus tidlibee. In 1855 I found
this species, or variety, of the whitefish quite abundant
on the Deschutes River, Oregon. Specimens then col-

lected were sent to the Smithsonian and described in the
Pacific Railroad Survey, Vol X., p. 326, under the name
of Coregonus williamsoni Grd.
Three years ago Mr. Charles J. Sheffield, of this city,

brought me the skin of a fine specimen that answers in
every particular to the descriptions alluded to above,
from upper Colorado, where he had passed the season in
elk hunting. He informed me they were found in many
of the lakelets there, and took the hook freely and at
times rose to the fly.

In 1877 I received a specimen of the tullibee from the
Bass Islands, Lake Erie. This was the first and only
specimen coming from these waters until the ones men-
tioned above. It was new to the fisherman who sent it,

and being an old man in the work and more than an ordin-
ary observer, he considered it something unusual, and as
he remarked, " 'Tis neither a lake herring nor whitefish,
so it seems to me it must be a sort of mongrel between
the two." This specimen was described by Dr. Jordan in
the "'Fishes of Ohio" far the Ohio Slate Geological Re-
port. I still retain a plaster cast of the same.
We have here a most interesting fish, whose life history-

is little known, ranging over an immense extent of terri-

tory, from a height of 300 to 8.000ft. above the sea; a true
Orgyrosomus, standing between the genera Thymallus
and Coregonus, and probably more abundant and equally
distributed than generally supposed, as it is passed over
by the careless observer, taken most often for a very
large herring or an undeveloped whitefish.

Dr. E. Sterling.
Cleveland, Ohio.

[The tullibee is certainly a singular and interesting
whitefish and so different from all the rest that Dr. Jor-
dan has set it apart as the representative of a distinct

subgenus under the name Allosomus. It is readily dis-

tinguished from Williamson's whitefish by its projecting
lower jaw and narrow premaxillaries as well as the short,

deep and shad-like body. It seems to be difficult to

obtain specimens of this fish for museum collections. We
have seen one recently sent East by Mr. Frank N. Clark,
of Northville, Michigan.]

VERMONT TROUT.
WATERBURY, Vt., Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I notice in a recent issue an item re-

garding the trout fishing of Vermont the past season, and
mentioning Northfield and Waterbury as good points. I

heard the fishing was very good at Northfield, and from
all reports I think more than the usual number of large
trout were taken. They tell a story of one Northfield
enthusiast who secured a good supply of ' - wums" in the
fall, and keeping them through the winter, used them to
take a nice basket of trout on opening day, April 1, when
the snow was a foot deep.
Regarding this place your informant must have been

wrong, as I do not think any one would be repaid for
coming any distance by the fishing near by, though there
is sometimes very good fishing in adjoining towns.
Waitsfield, mentioned in your note, and Howe (distant

ten miles and reached by Mount Mansfield stage from
this place) are usually good points. We get our best fish-

ing near by early in the season, as the streams soon be-
come nearly fished out, and after a few weeks we must
go some distance to get good fishing. I think if your
correspondent had tried fly-fishing in places where any
large trout were found he would have had good success,
as it has been my experience that many of our larger
trout will take the fly freely at times when they will not
notice bait. Worms, however, are the usual bait and are
generally successful.

The trout fishing in all this section is very uncertain at

best, as many of the finest streams have been "cleaned
out" by fish hogs, who fish for count and keep everything
they catch, and even if the six-inch law could be enforced
it would take more time than we have had since its pas-
sage to give the troiit any chance to increase. The open
season, as it stands now—April 1 to Aug. 1—is favorable
to the trout, as the snow remaining on the mountains
keeps the water high and roily until late in the spring,

and we rarely have much, if any, fishing before May 1.

I hear that the Legislature now in session may change
the season, making it May 1 to Sept. 1, but if we wish to

keep what little fishing we have left this should not be
done.
A recent editorial, commenting on the Vermont Com-

missioners' report, reads very nicely and I have no doubt
the gentlemen deserve all the praise that has been given
them, but they are taking too much for granted in as-

suming that the six-inch law is, or can be, by present
methods, enforced. Speaking of this section I know it is

not, and that the majority have no regard for it what-
ever, so far as taking the small trout is concerned, though
they may not say as much as formerly about the number
of their catch. Many of our best streams are so situated
that they cannot be protected nnless constantly watched
and the people living near them are not doing that by a
large majority. But these persons are not the only ones
wh,o disregard the. Jaw, T could, name one prominent
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citizen who openly laughed at the law, caught a number
of small trout and made no secret of it—and such cases

are by no means rare. Our bpst fishermen uphold the

law and would be glad to see it fully enforced if it were
possible. As it stands now I think the short open season

protects the fish and does more good than the six-inch

law, as the latter cannot be enforced without a complete
game warden system, which the State never had. The
proposed hatchery would only turn out more fingerlings

to be gobbled up by any one who choose to catch them.
Laxgewood.

THE NEW YORK CHIEF PROTECTOR.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a special meeting of the Black River Fish and Game

Protective Association, held this evening, the following
resolution was adopted

:

Resolved, That we, the members of the Black River Fish and
Game Protective Association place on record an expression of our
sense of deep regret at the resignation of General K. U. Sherman
of the New York Fish Commission, who during lushing and ac!ive
service as Commissioner has accomplished so much for the pro-
tec '.ion of fish aud game, and that we do hereby signify our dis-
approbation of the seeming effort to concentrate the members of
the Commission in and near the city of New York.

A discussion regarding the proposed Adirondack State
park followed. The association has taken a deep interest

in this subject, and a year or two ago circulated petitions
in all parts of the State, and obtained thousands of signa-
tures thereon asking the Legislature to takeprompt action
for the protection and preservation of the Adirondack
fore-ts.

One of the members stated that he had just been told
by one of the largest stockholders in the syndicate now
engaged in lumbering on the Blake estate tract iu the
Adimndacks that the proposed railroad to Jock's Lake
was going through, and the hard wood as well as the soft
wood had got to come out.
Another said it looked as if not only that railroad but

the one proposed by President Hurd, of the Northern
Adirondack Railroad, extending through to Utica would
be built. If these roads are constructed, all the timber,
hard or soft, of any value will undoubtedly be taken out.

Secretary W. E. Wolcott offered the following, which
was unanimously adopted:

Wliereas, We learn, with profound regret and ;grave apprehen-
sion, of the dangers that threaten the forests of the Adirondack
region, and the many destructive influences now at work thert

;

of the purchase of large tracts of timber land bv individuals and
lumber syndicates; of the establishing of saw mills in all parts of
the great woods; of the indiscriminate felling ot trees of all sizes
and varietif s: of the many surveys for new railroads, not onlv on
the outskirts of the wilderness on every side, but through its very
heart, and

Wliereas, We believe that the preservation of the Adirondack
wilderness, as nearly in its original state as may be practicable at
this late day, is absolutely essential for the equalization of the
temperature and rainfall of this (State; for the conservation of
fish and game; for the purpose of affording a natural sanitarium
for invalids and a delightful resort for rest and recreation, and
for the comfort, health and general welfare of the people of the
Slate; therefore be it

Resolved, That we sincerely deprecate the existing state of
affairs and earnestly urge all friends of forest protection to co-
operate with the State Forest Commission in an effort to provide
a permanent park in the Adirondack region, which shall include
as much of the primitive wilderness as it is possible to secure.

Resolved, That a committee of one be appointed to represent this
association at the meeting of fh<> State Forest Commission to be
held in the office of Sherman W. Knevala. 82 Nassau street. New
York, Nov. 5, 1890.

President H. A. Pride was appointed as the committee
called for in the Inst resolution.
The Board of Directors of the Utica Fish and Game

Protective Association met last evening and adopted the
following resolutions:

Resolved, That the Governor be asked to withhold his accept-
ance of the resignation of Gen. Sherman as Commissioner of fish-
eries, as we believe that Commissioner Sherman is the father of
aud the most efficient and valuable member of the Commission,
and that without his efforts we believe further that the true in-
terests ot protection will be greatly impaired.
Resolved, That Gen. Sherman be requested to reconsider his

resignation as Commissioner of Fisheries, at least for the present
and until such time as some suitable person can be found to fill

his place, and until the important issues now pending be settled.
Resolved, That this Association is opposed to and most emphat-

ically deprecates the summary removal of Fred P. Drew from
being chief game protector by a portion of the members of the
Board of Commissioners of Fisheries, and especially without con-
sulting all the members of the Commission before taking action.We believe this action to be very unwise, and it is certainly detri-
mental to the true interests of protection to strike down the man
who has done most and so much to organize a systematic enforce-
ment of the game laws, and at a time when by experience and
practice he has perfected the proper plans and modes of detec-
tion; and that to now place any new mau in his place, no matter
bow competent, will only be to set- the work of detection back for
years, and in proportion encourage violators to resume their work
of destruction.
Resolved, That in our earnest .judgment this action of the three

members of the Commission is the worst and most severe blow the
work of protection has ever received.
Resolved, That the Governor be requested to reconstruct the

present Board of Commissioners of Fisheries in the interests of
true protection by the exercise of his power of appointmeut of
new Commissioners in place of those now holding over their
terms of office, and retain Gen. Ft. U. Sherman still in office.
Resolved, That we proceed at once to circulate a petition to the

Governor remonstrating againsi the removal of Chief Drew, and
in accordance with the foregoing resolutions.
Resolved, That the secretary prepare a heading for the petition

arm cause I ne printing thereof. Pivrtca
Utica, N. Y., Oct. 31.

JrORTSA.

Northern Limit of King Salmon. — Oapfc. E. P.
Herendeen, to whom we are indebted for letters descrip-
tive of fishing in Arctic Alaska, has communicated
additional information about the range of the king,
quinnat, or Columbia River salmon (Oncorhynchus choii-
icha). We have not been able to trace this, the largest
of the Pacific salmons, further north than the Yukon
River, but Capt. Herendeen's observations pracically de-
termine its occurrence above the Arctic circle, about
north latitude 68°. The facts reported are as follows:
Three years ago Mr. Robert Root saw a salmon weighing
801bs., which was brought into Point Hope by Eskimo
early in September from a fishing locality twenty miles
to the eastward. There is at this place a lagoon of con-
siderable size into which falls the water of a mountain
stream. The natives get all the salmon necessary for
their own use and dry them for winter. A salmon of large
size is said to occur in the Mackenzie and it may be the
king salmon, but the Signal Service party stationed at
Point Barrow from 1881 to 1883, of which Capt. Heren-
deen was a member, did not see a salmon of this species
during their stay in Alaska. From this northern point
only one kind is certainly known and that is the hump-
back, which is called gorbuscha by the Russian-speakine:
population,

Minnesota Notes.—Detroit City, Minn., Oct. 29.—The
fishing season just closed has been the most successful of

any for several years. The catches of black bass have
been especially good and the fish large. P. O. Stephens
and I went to Franklin Lake for our last fish this season.

Took Mrs, Stephens along- and camped out for three days.

Had a good time, caught some fine bass, but none that
went over our August trip to the same lake. We'll pack
our rods and reels up this week and lay them away. C.

W. Dix smiled for a whole week in anticipation of a trip

to Franklin Lake; could hardly come near him he was so

frisk v. When he came back he looked very glum. "No
luck," he said, "I'm heart broken." He has laid away
his little bethabara rod until next spring. — Myron
Cooley.

Windfish of Croton River.—In the county of West-
chester, New York, the chub or fall fish (Semotilus biil-

laris) is known under the name of windfish. The species

is found in all the streams of the county. I have never
heard it referred to by any other name in New York.
Some of the best fishing for the windfish is to be had in

Mount Kisco Brook, flowing into Croton Lake. I have
caught individuals measuring 18in., and found them very
game; examples reaching 20in. are sometimes taken.

—

A. K, F.

A Big Hit.—The "Black Bass Number" of July 24.

Constant calls for it. Supply not exhausted.

'8.

"That reminds me."

DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS ON.
[Rrom the Hook of the Game Laws ]

IT is wrong to break the fish laws, of course, and wrong
to palliate an offense of this kind, but if such a crime

has been and gone and done got committed, the best we
can do is to endure it, unless there is something about
the circumstances of the overt act sufficiently funny to
compel our laughter, as I am half inclined to believe is

the case in the story told me by Mr. H. B. Whitney, of
Phelps, N. Y., about how his respected father caught a
bass last spring before the season was open. Mr. Whitney,
pere, was fishing in a river near the railway, and had the
fortune, or misfortune, to hook a fine bass, which at once
gave proof of being a prize worth capturing, if only it

were a few days later. Mr. Whitney determined to stay
there and play that bass until the season opened, for he
couldn't for a moment think of turning him loose. Un-
fortunately, just at the height of the fun, he heard the
rumble of wheels and saw approaching the vehicle of a
neighbor whom he knew and who knew him. Mr. Whit-
ney threw down his rod on the grass, and putting his foot
on it to hold it safe, pretended to be fixing his boot.
"Morning, Whitney," called out the neighbor.
"Morning."
"Any luck?"
"No," said Mr. Mr. Whitney, pulling hard at the top of

his boot. '""They ain't biting at all, and I was just fixing
to go home."
Just at this moment, as luck would have it, the bass

made a run for the middle of the stream, and coming to
the end of the line, went flying out of the water, in full
sight of the man on the bridge.
"Jerusalem! Did you see that?" cried the neighbor.
"No, what was it?" asked Mr. Whitney. The answer

was given by the bass, which went out of the water a
second time, shaking his head hard to loose the hook.
This time the neighbor saw what was the matter, for the
rod was splashing in the water near the bank.
"Didn't you know you had a bass on?" he asked.
"Know I had him on?" said Mr. Whitney, a good deal

irritated by the fellow's lingering so long; "why no, of
course I didn't know it. Do' you suppose a man is going
to know when a bass is on his line when it's five days be-
fore the open season? What do you take me for?"
"Well, neighbor," said the other, as he grinned and

whipped up his horse, "I must say you're as good a acci-
dental bass fisher as anybody I ever saw." E. Hough.

TRANSPORTING AND PLANTING FISH.
UOR the benefit and instruction of those who are interested
Jl in the propagation of fish, we insert the following val-
uable instuctions, which are from the pen of Elliott B.
Hodge, Esq., State Superintendent of Fisheries and Commis-
sioner, of Plymouth, N. H.
While on the cars keep the well aerated and as near the

temperature of the water in hatchery as possible; never let
the temperature go above oOdeg. Use a dipper or air pump
as often as three or four times an hour. Do not place ice in
the water unless absolutely necessarv. and then it should be
cut very fine; cut the ice fine in the covers, if it does not melt
fast enough.
Parties receiving young fish should be notified, so that

they can have team ready on arrival of train, and start im-
mediately for place of deposit. Should a delay of over fifteen
minutes occur aerate the water by dipping or with an air
pump. If the distance is not more than four or five miles,
the ice should all be removed from the covers of the cans
before starting. Should there be more than six or eight
degrees difference between the water in the cans and that in
the stream or lake, it should be gradually brought to the
same temperature by adding the water from the stream or
lake, a little at a time. If the youns; fry are brook trout or
landlocked salmon, the plant should be made near the head
of the stream. Never place them in brooks that dry up iu
summer. Little spring brooks that empty into the large
ones are good places to plant young trout; 'place only a few
in one spot, and they should be scattered as long a distance
as possible. After the water in the cans has been brought
to the proper temperature, part of it can be removed so that
the can can be carried easily. Add fresh water every time a
dipper full of fish are taken out.
Lake trout should be planted in lakes that are adapted to

them, by reason of a proper depth of water and suitable food;
select rocky shoals, such as are used by them for spawning
beds.
lo transport young fry requires constant care and watch-

fulness on the part of the person having them in charge. If
through neglect or want of attention, they become sick it i s

'

almost impossible to bring them up again, and even if they

live to be placed iu the waters for which they were intended,
a much greater loss will occur after planting than would
have taken place had they been kept in a healthy condition
during the journey.
Landlocked salmon "should always be planted in the

largest stream flowing into the lake or pond, and if the
stream is of sufficient size tbey will always return there
when large enough to spawn. Avoid placing the young fry
in pools where there are shiners, as they naturally become
weak during their journey, and fall an easy prey to anything
large enough to devour them.—Report of Vermont Fish
Commissioners.

WHITEFISH IN CARP PONDS.
IN March, 1890, Mr. Carl G. Thompson, of Warren, Ind.,

received from the U S. Fish Commission through Mr.
Douglas*, of Sandusky, Ohio, a lot of fry of the common
whitefish (Coregonus cliipeiformis.) He placed these in one
of his carp ponds by way Of experiment. Mr. Thompson
thus describes the result of his trial in letters to Mr. Dou-
glass and the U S. Commissioner of Fisheries. Col. Mar-
shall McDonald:

"I placed them in a small pond 7ft. deep and they settled
slowly to the bottom. The weather was very cold at the
time. I saw very few of them from that timeuutil last May;
then I drew off the water and put them into pond number 1;
but in drawing off the water I found that the screen on the
spout connecting pond number 2 to number 3 did not fully
cover the end of the spout, and after taking out over 800
whitefish aud allowing number 3 to refill, and with the same
screen on the spout, I find that poud number 3 is now well
stocked with small carp. This leads me to believe that a
great many whitefish have found their way into pond num-
ber 2. However, one thing is certain—I have over 800 white-
fish from 5 to 6in. long, as I can see them daily and they eat
mill feed like so many pigs. Next spring T will drain pond
number 2. and I think I will find a great many more. I have
never found a dead whitefish in my pouds, which clearly
proves that this water is just the thing for them. My pur-
pose is to dispose ot all my carp, by turning them into a,

river adjoining the ponds, and raise nothing but whitefish,
as they grow faster and arc a more popular fish."
Mr. Thompson desires to obtain additional supplies of

young whitefish, to stock his pouds thoroughly and demon-
strate the practicability of rearing whitefish in small in-
elosures. The experiment is a verv important one and will
be watched with much interest. Rainbow trout have been
successfully brought up under such conditions and why
should not whitefish thrive readily with similar treatment!'

A PRIVATE FISH HATCHERY.—A fish hatchery with
a capacity for 1,000,000 fry annually will be completed about
Nov. 1 for Col. C. H. Odell's Alder Lake Farm, on the
Beaverkill. The establishment is intended for stocking the
waters belonging to its proprietor. Col. Odell has ordered
1,000,000 fry of German trout for deposit in the lake.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Kenj.
M^Inness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 2S.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stool; Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1058.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show nf the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Tonderlc.il h, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dog Show nf the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27. -Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
MarehSloB. • -Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffeuderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn. Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show 'of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Secretary.
April 1 to 4.-Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary,
Ap'-il 8 to 11.— Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Youngstown Kennel Club, Youugstown, O.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4 to 8—First Beagle Field Trials of the National Beagle

Cluh, at Hyannis, Mass. F. W. Chapman, Secretary, 384 Wash-
ington streot, Boston, Mass.
Nov. 7.—Ninth Annual Kield Trials of the Robins Island Club,

W. L. Wellington. Secretary, Brooklyn, N, \*.

Nov. 10.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Brunswick Fur
Club, at Brunswick, Me. J. H, Baird, Secretary, Auburndale,
Mass.
Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at Otterburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of I he Ceutral Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary.

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfteld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

NATIONAL COURSING ASSOCIATION MEET.
HUTCHINSON, Kan., Oct. 29.—Previous to last week's

meeting of the American Coursing Club at Great Bend,
it was not intended, or at least no announcement was made
by the management of any intention to hold a meeting at
Hutchinson this week, on the grounds of the National
Coursing Association, The presence in this country, how-
ever, of so notable a collection of fine greyhounds and of so
many men devoted to that breed, led Mr. Allison, manager
of the National, to propose a little concourse here on the
week following the American meet, and his proposition met
with ready favor, the distance from Great Bend to Hutch-
inson being only 55 miles, and the interval before the dates,
Wednesday and Thursday following, being sufficient to
allow a thorough resting and better fitting of the grey-
hounds which were in the runnings at the Bend. The
result of this has been a very pleasant little meeting in-
deed, with some pleasant little surprises and some very
pretty coursing, albeit in a style quite the contrary of that
necessitated by the. tremendous wild hares of the Cheyenne
Flats. The gentlemen who came down from Great Bend,
among them Mr. J. Herbert Watson, Mr. German Hopkins,
Mr. D, C. Luse, Mr. H. C, Lowe, Mr. Ira D. Brougher, Dr. S.
J. Shaw and others, have been very well pleased, so much so
that to-night they have sent back to the Bend for three or
four more dogs, and are gamely bent on having even a better
day of sport to-morrowT There were only twelve entries
to-day, all of them except two being of outside dogs. Hutch-
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inson is not now booming as she was a few years ago, and
the duller times have detracted from the popular interest in
sports. It is hoped that to-morrow there will he more^local
entries, and a pluckier spirit on the part of the Hutchinson
men who feared to put their dogs against the imported ones.
As a matter of fact, this meet was a very good time to show
incloscd coursing at its best.

To-day at 2 P. M. the drive of the jacks was made over
the course into the starting pen, aud a stranger sight is

rarely seen. About seventy-five of these, great wild fellows
were in the inclosed course ahead of the line of beaters, who
carried a long strip of canvas, which reached from fence to

fence. The jacks were apparently not very wild and often
broke back through the line or squatting close, hopping off

leisurely as the canvas approached them. It was a rare
chance to watch the method of locomotion of the jack rab-
bit For those who do not kuow it, it may be said that the
jack in running spreads wide and throws his hind feet far

ahead of his forefeet in his stride. Mr. Allison thinks he-

has about 600 jacks in the inclosure of a half section, possi-

bly 1,000 t'h.ey are. multiplying rapidly, and all seem per-
fectly healthy. Only oue "lumpy" jack was seen on the
drive. It will be noticed, however, that these inclosed jacks
were very slow. The total length of the course has been
twice shortened, and is now only 550yds. and its width is

only 75yds., yet out of the whole number of jacks coursed
to-day, only two or three escaped, exactly the reverse of the
first day at Great Bend, where the conditions were altogether
more difficult. The dogs were not run muzzled.
The demonstrated fact of rabbit culture shows what

coursing might be made in the neighborhood of New York
were the S. P. C. A. a trifle less energetic in their opposi-
tion. The condition of inclosed jacks depends much upon
the amount of exercise they get. The jacks run to-day were
very slow because they were corn-fed and very fat and slug-
gish. The jack as a wild bird is forced to hustle every night
for his food, and this hardens him. It is said that the jacks
on Long Island are doing well. There seems no reason to
suppose they will not soon become numerous if watched
carefully. The Kansas experiment, at least so far as hare
breeding is concerned, may now be called a success. In-
closed coursing, barring S. P. C. A opposition in the great
cities, might also well grow to a suceess.
Running began shortly before 3 P. M., a crowd of about

160 persons being on hand. Mr. R. Etock, of Hutchinson,
acted as judge, Wm. Raill as slipper.

LANCASTER—M AJOR GLENDYN E.

The first brace in was Mr. Luse's red fawn dog Lancaster
and Mr. Allison's white and brindle dog Major G-lendyne.
This course was excruciatingly funny, Both dogs ran cun-
ning, and a slower lead-up or a more waiting race was never
seen, each wanting "meat," and each waiting for the other
to turn it to him. At the close of the course Major held pos-
session for a few wrenches, Lancaster going wide in his
anxiety lest he should do some work. The "meat dogs"
were taken up and the course given Major.

NORWEGIAN"—LIBERTY.

The big light brindle Norwegian, handled by Rookwood-
Landseer Kennels for Mr. Phister, went in against Mr.
Lowe's dark brindle bitch Liberty. Norwegian is very fast
up and fairly flew to the hare, taking a turn and a possible
wrench. Liberty got in on his wide turn, coming a clipping
gait, Wrenched and turned, wrenched twice and rushed to
kill, making a possible trip, though that could not be seen
in the dust. Norwegian wrenched but fell out of it again,
not getting around quick euough. Liberty took up the bare,
killed very cleverly and won.

BABAZOUN—DRY TTME

.

Rookwood-Landsepr's red dog Babazoun and Mr. Watson's
light fawn bitch Dry Time, went in next. To the astonish-
ment of everybody Dry Time went ahead with a great burst
and won the run-up and a turn. Babazoun ran into her on
the corner and unsettled her stride, but he held for only one
turn and two wrenches, leaping clear over the hare at the
fence in an unhandy pass to kill. Dry Time drew by and
shut the red fellow out after that, showing herself unex-
pectedly close and clever, and killed to great merit, rolling
clear over with the hare fast in her mouth. The innocent
looking bitch at once sprang into great favor, for she out-
footed her speedy rival right and left. Dry Time won.

DOLLIE—MINNIE STATON.

Dr. Shaw's rugged little beauty Dollie went in with Mr.
Belmont's elegant brindle bitch Minnie Staton. Dollie was
naughtv and ran disgustingly queer. Minnie passed her
on the run-up as if she were standing still. Minnie turned,
wrenched twice, turned again nicely, when Dollie sprang in
and killed. Minnie Staton won.

LITTLE THOUGHT OF—LADY ALICE.

Mr. Luse's red bitch Little Thought Of and Mr. Allison's
blue and white bitch Lady Alice had a beautiful run up of
225yds. neck and neck till Little Thought Of drew ahead to
the scut, earning the lead, the turn, two wrenches and a
trip. Lady Alice was thrown in by no merit of her own in
the least, and killed, whereupon the judge gave her the
course, by just what process of reasoning it is very hard for
one who is not a judge to determine. Little Thought Of
should unquestionably have had the course.

BELLE—LUSE'S LUCK.

Dr. Shaw's second baby, Belle, closed this series with Mr.
Allison's light fawn bitch Luse's Luck. Mr. Allison's
choice of names failed to propitiate the. goddess of fortuue,
and Belle bjat Luse's Luck, earning the run-up by a trifle,

and placing Luck for a turn and wrench, which was about
all he wanted. Belle crowded and rushed to kill, both dogs
falling. Belle turned the closer on the recover, and crowded
the hare to the escape. No kill. Belle won.

Second Series.

MAJOR GLENDYNE—LIBERTY.
This brace made a not very brilliant lead up, Major the

better, and taking a turn and a wrench. Liberty was placed,
turned and killed, and was given the course. It was a poor
exhibition of work all around. The jacks were now recog-
nized to be too slow.

DRY TIME—MINNIE STATON.

Dry Time and Minnie Staton fell together, two good ones,
Minnie the favorite for she is held very fast and clever, and
it was thought Dry Time had outclassed herself in her first
course. The run-up was hard, perhaps 175yds. to the hare,
and again, to the amazement of the fancy, the light fawn
bitch came ahead, passing Minnie fair aud square, earning
the lead and two turns in an instant. Minnie got the bare,
but though extremely clever fell out of it a bit wide. With
another dog it might have mattered little, but Dry Time
turned on the space of a handkerchief, and it was turn,
turn, turn and wrench in a moment. Minnie was again in,
turned and wrenched, but Dry Time would not have it so,
and wrenched the hare ahead to a sensational kill, winning
byeiglu points on the score. Whether she could ever do
this again is a question, as Minnie is a courser herself, but
she did it this time beyond earthly question. Mr. Watson
had not expected this, and congratulations on the rapid im-
provement in the condition of his bitch were poured upon
him.

>
Both these bitches have been sadly out of condition,

but life and exercise on the plains are doing them a vast
deal of good. This was pretty work, and iuterest grew in
the' event. Really here was as fine a display of inclosed
coursing as we have ever had in this country.

LADY ALICE—BELLE.
Alice ran up and scored again and again, placing Belle.

who turned wide, recovered, wrenched aud killed very tidily,

but too soon for herself. Lady Alice won.

TJnrd Series.

LIBERTY—DRY TIME.

Liberty and Dry Time led in the third series. Dry Time
agaiu, amid considerable excitement, showed ahead to the
hare, and should have been credited well for speed. The
score was a run up, two wrenches and a very pretty kill for
Dry Time; a turn, two wrenches and a turn for Liberty. The
score was 5 to 3 in favor of Dry Time, but the judge made it

undecided, though the course was larger and showed more
work than the Liberty—Major Glendyne course. Dry Time
came out of this course with a badly cut foot.

Lady Alice ran a bye with Babazoun.
LIBERTY—DRY TIME.

Liberty and Dry Time went in again. Agaiu Dry Time led
to the hare, and at first was better. The dark brindle, how-
ever, game, as a pebble herself, drew by, held possession
better to the close, aud won very justly.

Fourth Series.

LIBERTY—LADY ALICE.

Liberty and Lady Alice ran a hot undecided of 260yds.,
Liberty making oneof her savage kills, falling with thehare
in her mouth. After a short wait and a three-dogs course
on a side bet, these went in again, and agaiu the course was
hot and short. Liberty ran up, turned, rushed and killed at
once, and won.

SUMMARY OF THE DAY.
First Series.

Mr. Allison's Major Glendyne beat Mr. Luse's Lancaster.
Mr. Lowe's Liberty beat Rookwood-Landseer's Norwe-

gian.
Mr. Watson's Dry Time beat Rookwood-Landseer's Baba-

zoun.
Blemton-Hollywood's Minnie Staton beat Dr. Shaw's

Dollie.
Mr. Allison's Lady Alice beat Mr. Luse's Little Thought

Of.
Dr. Shaw's Belle beat Mr. Allison's Luse's Luck.

Second Series,

Liberty beat Major Glendyne.
Dry Time beat Minnie Staton.
Lady Alice beat Belle.

Third Series.

Liberty beat Dry Time.
Lady Alice a bye.

Fourtli Scries.

Liberty beat Lady Alice, and won.
Liberty won first, §60 and one-fourth of the gate receipts-

Lady Alice seeond,$30; Dry Time third,«l5: Belle fourth, $15]
Liberty is a 541b., dark brindle bitch (Lord Neversettle—

Partera), a rangy one, not yet very fast from slips, but very
fit and plucky and a good dinger.
Lady Alice is a blue and white 501b. bitch (Joe Burnside—

Humming Bird), compact and fairly clever.
Dry Time is aJJ&lb. light fawn bitch, imported (Britain

Still—Haytime). She has great quality in head, feet and
forelegs. She is not ribbed very well back, aud stands over
a lot of ground. In tail and coat ou quarters she is rough
but strong. In hindquarters she is powerful, and very high
standing behind. Hardly a bench bitch, to-day's work
would show her a great performer, and if she does as well
hereafter Mr. Watson need not be afraid of her.
Belle is a 451b. white brindle bitch (Trales—Humming

Bird), showily marked and a nice little bitch. She and her
sister Dollie are very popular and pretty little creatures. A
photograph of this pair in the slips, with Arthur Massey,
the veteran slipper of the American Coursing Club, is for-
warded in the hopes it may be received in time for illustra-
tion. These little ones are not exceptional winners, but in
the photograph, which was happily caught by Mr. Phister,
they show exceptionally neat, and make a bit of greyhound
life not always easy to get at.

Tlmrsday, Second Day, Oct. SO.

As on the day previous, the weather was bright and clear,
but to-day was much cooler. Attendance very light. A 16-
dogs stake, at $5 entrance, was arranged. Running began at
about 3 P. M., a drive being first made from the lower end
of the inclosure, where several hundred jacks could be seen
at once on the bare ground as the beaters advanced.

LANCASHIRE LASS—VERDURE CLAD.

The first brace was Mr. Lowe's brindle bitch Lancashire
Lass and Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' light brindle bitch
Verdure Clad. Verdure led up, turned and wrenched. The
Lass was wide two or three times, and though she killed
Verdure Clad's work was so much closer that she won.

LITTLE CLIMBER—DANDY.
In a long rain-up Mr. Lowe's white and briudle bitch

Little Climber led Mr Allison's black aud white dog Dandy,
worked handily and rushed to a speedy kill, beating Dandy
pointless.

LITTLE THOUGHT OF—NETTLEFIELD.
Mr. Luse's brindle bitch Little Thought Of and Rook-

wood-Landseer's nomination for Mr. Phister, the white
and black bitch Nettlefield, came together, and their course
was the occasion of a most singular incident, and one which
warrants the common expression to-night that one might, as
well flip coppers for the winner as to run. Little Thought
Of got the run-up clearly beyond any question, and wrenched
three times, holding ahead all the way to the escape, the
hare being very fast. Nectlefield was thrown in at the close
and perhaps wrenched. The judge gave Nettlefield the
course, a most ludicrous and remarkable thing to do. He
can not have seen the dogs run the course.

BELLE—LANCASTER.
Dr. Shaw's Belle and Mr. Luse's Lancaster went in. Lan-

caster ran up, turned and fell wide, loafing for Belle. Belle
wrenched twice and turned. Lancaster drove to kill, missed
and came a cropper. Belle wrenched, clung, killed nicely
and won.

DOLLIE—BABAZOUN.
Dr. Shaw's Dollie and Rookwood-Landseer's Babazoun

ran a short undecided. Babazoun ran into Dollie and she
yelped with pain. Dollie killed. They went off again.
Babazoun ran up, and held possession the better. Dollie
again broke in and killed at the escape, but too late, and
the red dog won. He was much faster than Dollie, but not
very clever on the turns.

PAT BOWEN—YONDER HE GOES.
Mr. Ira D, Brougher's black and white dog Pat Bowen, of

the same litter as Yonder He Goes (Trales—Arthur's Gipsy)
went in with the one-fourth champion of last week. Pat
led up in a long run up of 300yds. and wrenched twice. The
hare said good-bye and went. Pat beat Yonder pointless.

WITCH HAZEL—MINNIE STATON,
Mr. J. H. Watson's importation from Great Bend, the

brindle bitch once known as Lady Go Lightly, rechristened
for the occasion as Witch Hazel, and not generally known
as one of the Trales—Dick's Darling litter, which produced
Lady in Black, Lady Barton and Little Thought Of, now
went down against the elegant bitch Minnie Staton, im-
ported by BJemton-Hollywood Kennels. Minnie went off
like a rocket, led by 20 lengths, wrenched and turned wide.
The little 'un wrenched twice. Minnie got in at the fence,
but again fell wide. The Witch closed'ahead, and for a
wrench and a turn did well. Minnie exchanged the com-

pliment, but the Witch after that did it all, crowding the
hare to the escape. It was a very close coarse, but Witch
Hazel won by one point. Minnie leaped the bli nd at the
escape. Witch Hazel in some way got over the escape and
was loose in a field full of jacks, which bobbed up oue after

another about her. She coursed a dozen, or so and was
taken up at last with a cut foot.

LATER ON—LINE OF LUCK.

Mr. Allison's brindle dog Later On and Mr. Lowe's brin-
dle dog Line of Luck went in next. Luck led up well, being
a fair galloper, wrenched and placed Later Ou for two
wrenches. Luck drew hy, turned twice, wrenched twice at
the escape and won easily. He is too large a dog for close

work.
Second, Series.

VERDURE CLAD—LITTLE CLIMBER.

Little Climber led up with a cleau go-by, passing Verdure
Clad at 200yds. from the slips. Climber then wrenched and
an instant later killed to great merit, picking up the hare
in her stride. Little Climber beat Verdure Clad pointless.

NETTLEFIELD—BELLE.
Nettlefield ran a great course, taking lead-up, five

wrenches and two turns ahead of Belle. The latter was
placed for three wrenches at the close. The hare escaped.
Nettlefield won.

BABAZOUN—PAT BOWEN.
Babazoun led up, turned and shut out Pat for four

wrenches. Babazoun then ran wide, with ears a bit pricked
up, and beyond question playing cunning. Pat was as cun-
ning as he and waited for a turn before he killed. Babazoun
won.

WITCH HAZEL—LINE OF LUCK.

Luck rau up and wrenched. Witch wrenched. Luck
turned and led off, wrench and a turn again. Witch drew
by and showed her great sticking qualities, wrenching aud
turning ahead to the close, when Luck killed to no merit.
Witch Hazel scored 17% points. Line of Luck scored 5%
points. The judge gave the course to Line of Luck.
Witch Hazel is a hardy little burr, of small quality, ex-

cept in performance, like all her litter. She is slow up, but
one of the hardest to get away when once in.

Third Series.

It was announced that Mr. Lowe and Rookwood-Landseer
Kennels would divide the stakes, each having two dogs in

.

SUMMARY.
First Series.

Verdure Clad beat Lancashire Lass.
Little Climber beat Dandy.
Nettlefield beat Little Thought Of.
Belle beat Lancaster.
Babazoun beat Dollie.
Pat Bowen beat Yonder He Goes.
Witch Hazel beat Minnie Staton.
Line of Luck beat Later On.

Second Series.

Little Climber baat Verdure Clad.
Nettlefield beat Belle.
Babazoun beat Pat Bowen.
Line of Luck beat Witch Hazel.

Tliird Serie,s.

Little Climber and Line of Luck divided total, $110, with
Babazoun and Nettlefield.

Little Climb ar is Lord Neversettle—Partera, weight 541bs.,
a great killer and not a bad one.
Line of Luck, same breeding, is an immense creature,

standing apparently over about 10ft. of ground. He has a
good loin and can travel, but is too large for this work. He
weighs 681bs. now.
Babazoun is a 611bs. red dog, Britain Still—Fascination,

of good quality, fast, but not especially good on a turn.
Nettlefield (property of Mr. Phister) is by Dick Day ex

Camborne. She is a white and black, about 501bs., and a
handsome one. She is the family pet in Mr. Phister's
kennels.

This closed the meeting. E. Hough.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS.
HYANNIS, Mass , Nov. 3.—Most of the members of the

club came down to the village by the 4:15 train from
Boston, and the sight of six or seven couples of beagles
created quite au excitement both on the way down and
when we arrived. The whole population of this little town
from the postmaster down to the common loafer, is on the
qui Vive for to-morrow's fun, and it is certain that the trials
will be well attended. The members of the club present
this evening are: O. W. Brooking, F. W. Chapman, A. W.
Parry, W. F. Rutter, Jr., A. R. Crowell, Jos. Lewis, Chas,
E. Peabody, Bradford S. Turpin, W. A. Power and H. W.
Lacy. After seeing the dogs comfortably boused for the
night, the party adjourned to the house of Mrs. W. Myer,
where a substantial supper having been disposed of, the
business of the evening commenced. At the meeting the
above named gentlemen were present. Business opened
with the election of H. W. Lacy as a member. A- member
of the club also donated an oil painting of the best beagle in
all classes. The trial to be run off after the finals of the
regular classes have been decided.
As will be seen bjT the appended list the bitches are

in the majority in every class, the under 15in. class being
an especially good one. The complete list is as follows:

ClassA—Bogs ISin. and under.

Don (W. F. Rutter, Jr.), white, black and tan (Rattler
III. ).

Sunday (Geo. E. Greenleaf), black, white and tan (Frank
Forest—Sue).
Clyde (Bradford S. Turpin), white, black and tan (Frank

Forest—Susie).
Frank Forest (A. Parry), black, white and tan (Riot-

Skip).
Class B—Bitches lain, and under.

Belle Ross (Bradford S. Turpin), white, black and tan
(Ross W.—Cricket).
Baby Deane (E. W. Whitcomb), white, black and tan

(Fitz Hugh Lee—Belle Dimon).
Twintwo (Chapman & Jamieson), black, white and tan

(Kennealy's Lea—Tone),
Mollie (Clark and Rutter), black, white and tan (Come-

roe—Nell).
June Rose (O. W. Brooking), white, black and tan (Frank

Forest—Juno).
Sue (Geo. P. Berry), black, white and tan (Comeroe

—

Susie).
Forest (A. Parry), black, white and tan (Frank Forest-

Sue).
Tone (Glenrose Kennels), white, black and tan (Flute M.

—Skip).
Lilla (Glenrose Kennels), tan and white (Cameron's

Racket—June).
Cora (F. W. Chapman), white, black and tan (champion

Rattler—Scioto).
Topsy (F. W. Chapman), white, black and tan (champion

Trailer-Spot).
Desdemona (F. W, Chapman), white, black and tan (Ken-

nealy's Lea—Tone).
Class C—Dogs Win. and. under.

Frank Forest (A, Parry), black, white and tan (Riot-
Skip).
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Clyde (Bradford S. Turpin), white, black and tan (Ross

W.—Cricket).

Class D—Bitches 13in. and under.

Banner Queen (F. W. Chapman), white and tan (cham-
pion Bannerman—Queen).
BABY Deane (E. W. Whitcomb), white, black and tan

(champion Fitz Hugh Lee—Belle Dimon).
Belle Ross (Bradford S. Turpin), white, black and tan

(Ross W.—Cricket).
The drawing for the trials resulted in the following order

of running:
Dogs—loin, and under.

Clyde against Don."
Frank Forest against Sunday.

Bitches—Under 15in.

Mollie against Baby Deane.
Desdernona against Sue.
Twintwo against Gypsy Forest.
Lilla against June Rose.
Cora against Belle Ross,
Tone, a bye. —

Dogs—Under 13in.

Clyde against Frank Forest.

Bitches—Under 13in.

Belle Ross against Banner Queen.
Baby Deane, a bye.
Afterward an informal discussion took place among the

members on the prospects of game to be found in the neigh-
borhood, which was reported as favorable. The whys and
wherefores of the club's rejection by the A. K. C. were then
discussed. After numerous opinions were expressed, it was
the unanimous opinion of the club that this little setback
need have no effect on the club or its future. They would
carry out the purpose for which the club had been formed,
i. e.*, to improve the working beagle, and doubtless the
A. K. C. would see in the future which club best deserved
their consideration. It was the general opinion that next
year, after the beagle breeders of the country saw that the
club was in earnest, and that their first attempt at beagle
trial was a success, they would at the next trial have a much
larger entry. The members present are full of enthusiasm
and everything points to success. The class of dogs present
are excellent, many bench winners being among them, and
all the best strains are represented, so that the trials will be
useful to the breeder in determining which strains are the
better to breed to, for dogs that can hunt.
Tuesday, Nov. 4.—The start for the grounds was made at

6 A. M.
By 6 A. M., after a hearty breakfast, the members of the

club and their dogs had comfortably filled two farm wagons
and were on their way to the grounds where the trials are
to be run. The morning was quite cold and the haw frost
covered everything with a white pall. A drive of three
miles brought us into a wild section of country, covered with
dense shrubbery, which at a glance I saw would be hardly
suitable for the running of beagles, and that the judges
would have a pretty difficult task to keep track of the dogs
at all was apparent. Just as the sun was struggling up be-
yond the shore, at 7 A. M., the first couple in the first series
was put down.

CLTDE—DON.
The dogs soon made for the dense cover, where it was

almost impossible to follow them. They soon parted com-
pany, and for nearly an hour it was push and scramble all
the time for the judges to keep either dog in sight. It was
then decided to take them up, as neither had found fur or a
sign of it. Heat undecided and left till more likely ground
could be reached. Mr. Turpin handled Clyde and W. J.
Ruth, Jr., Don. Don showed at once far more hunting
sense and style, but the judges decided to give Clyde another
chance, on game if possible. Moving near the shore, where
rabbits were said to be more plentiful, the next couple were
laid on.

FRANK FOREST—SUNDAY.
These were A. Parry's Frank Forest, handled by owner,

and G-eo. E. Greenleaf's Sunday, handled by O. W. Brooking.
After some work in thick cover, more open ground was
reached. Near some cranberry beds Sunday struck a trail,
and giving tongue, soon hed Frank Forest at his heels, who
so far had shown better hunting powers and style. Frank
took up the running and soon left Sunday, who pottered
round considerably, looking too much to his handler. Frank
meanwhile had taken the rabbit in hot pursuit, but the
many crossing trails seemed to bother him for a while,
which allowed bunny to put some distance between them
when she was seen to cross a ridge in full view of the specta-
tors. Frank soon picked up the trail again and carried it
into thickest of cover. He could be heard for several
minutes hot on, when the judges decided to give him the
heat, and at that moment puss broke cover again, and cross-
ing the open, was followed in about five minutes by Frank,
who was then caught. Down one hour. Frank Forest
showed most style and hunt, Sunday being seemingly un-
familiar with his work and running very slouchy.

CLYDE—DON.
These two were put down at 8:30 to run off their undecided

heat. Don was all fire and go and hunted persistently, but
without result. Many likely places were drawn blank by
Don, but Clyde did not seem to be himself and walked about
in a listless manner. After being down twenty minutes
Mr. Turpin asked the judges' permission to withdraw his
dog. This was granted and the heat awarded to Don. It
seems Clyde had, the previous day, got on the trail of a
hare and ran himself to a standstill, but not being accus-
tomed to such hard running it had broken him up.

FRANK FOREST—DON.
These two smart hounds were put into cover at 9:10 by the

side of some cranberry bogs. Theyranged together for some
time in thick brier and bushes here and there, equally good
in their work, for nearly an hour. Working toward the
swamp, nothing being found they were taken up and the
wagons carried all hands to another and more likely part of
the woods, alongside the shores of a creek. They ranged
through the cover for an hour or more, when Don opened
out on a trail, and the rabbit was seen to cross a ridge; but
Don failed to hold the scent and hunted round on an uncer-
tain trail for half an hour, giving tongus occasionally, but
never getting away. Frank meanwhile was working the
same way, but mute. As the dogs had now been down more
than two hours and the heavy work was beginnidg to tell
on judges and handlers alike, and as there seemed no likeli-
hood of starting any game, it was decided to take the dogs
up and go to lunch, and in the meantime find out if more
likely ground could be found. The land thereabouts is en-
tirely unsuited for such trials, as the judges must get a
chance to see the dogs in their work. In this thick cover
they part, as a rule, and there is an end of it, as far as arriv-
ing at a decision of their merits is concerned. The heat was
left undecided.
On the way to the house the idea of going to Salem, New

Hampshire, was discussed, as far more suitable ground could
be had there and rabbits were known to be quite plentiful
After luncheon it was finally decided, at a meeting of the
members present, to pact up our things and shake the dust
of Hyanms from our feet A photograph of the members,
their dogs and the judges was taken by Mr. Libbis. Train
was then taken for Boston, 79 miles distant. Arriving at
L*-??*?™,*' *

at4 supPer featen, we are now waiting for the
11 P. M. train for Lawrence, Mass,, where tb§ night will be
89®timm e*rtyamwm ®> m

m/7es from here. We all fervently hope that better ground
is in store for us, as the club is deserving of much praise for
their pluck and persistence. H. W. L.

INDIANA KENNEL CLUB TRIALS.

THE fourth annual field trials of the Indiana Kennel
Club began on the club's grounds at Bicknell, Ind.,

Thursday, Oct. 30, with the Puppy Stake for all dogs born
on or after October. 1889, in which were fourteen nomina-
tions and six starters. The drawing was as follows:
Effie K. (George E. Gray), black and white English

setter bitch, pedigree not given,
against

MARIE BURR (W. F. Burdell), liver and white English
setter bitch (Paul Gladstone—Latonia).

Nutwood] (Fairbank & Board), liver and white pointer
dog (Ossian—Nellie E.),

against
Flora (Geo. G. Ware), black, white and tan English setter

bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Clara).

PAXico (A. J. Gleason), liver and white pointer dog (Os-
sian—Nellie E.),

against
Onota Dan (F, L. Cheeney), red Irish setter dog (Chief—

Bizreena).

First Series.

MARIE BURR AND EFFIE K.

Marie Burr, handled by McLin, and Effie K., handled by
Good, were put down in a stubble field on the Horn Farm
at 8:20. Both bitches had a very nice way of going, and
showed considerable speed for puppies. Mary was first to
find a bevy, which she pointed nicely; Effie being brought
up to back, refused to do so, but ran in and flushed the
birds. Both dogs were steady to wing. The birds were
followed and both dogs dropped into a point simultaneously
on the same bird. Both handlers shot when bird was
flushed, and the dogs were steady. They were taken up at
8:43. In speed and range they were about equal, but in
style Marie was superior.

NUTWOOD AND FLORA.
Nutwood, handled by McLiu, and Flora, handled by Poin-

dexter, were put down in stubble, where last brace finished,
at 8:49. Both handlers called point in a few minutes, but
before the judges got up the dogs moved on. Flora was
first to find; she pointed a bevy nicely and was steady to
wing. Nutwood not near enough to back, the birds went to
corn and briers and were not followed. Passed into woods
pasture. Flora false pointed, then she duplicated the per-
formance three times. They were taken up at 9:33. In speed
and range they were about equal, but in style while mov-
ing Nutwood was far superior, as he went with a high head,
while Flora was of low carriage.

PAXICO AND ONOTA DON.
Paxico, handled by Gleason, and Onota Don, handled by

Morgan, were started in a stubble at 9:50. A bevy flushed
in a patch of corn in near proximity to Don. The birds were
followed to where they alighted near the railroad. Don
pointed a single just in time to prevent his being scored
with a flush. Then both dogs pointed a single each, and
were taken up at 10:10. In style, range and speed Paxico
was decidedly superior.
The judges decided not to spot out any of the dogs, but

allow them all to run again for the prizes'.

Second Series.

EFFIE C. AND MARIE BURR
were started in a stuble at 10:30. Marie soon nointed, the
bird flushed almost instantly. Then Effie pointed a single
and was steady to wing. Effie then made a false point and
Marie did the same. Then Marie pointed a bevy and won.
They were taken up at 10:56. In this heat Marie did some
very nice work.

NUTWOOD AND FLORA
were cut loose in an open field at 11:00. Flora flushed a
single, then she pointed a rabbit. Nutwood pointed a single
nicely and was steady to wing. Flora then made another
flush and next false pointed. Passed to woods Nutwood
made game and was drawing on his birds when Flora saw
him. She rushed in ahead and stole the point. Nutwood
backed promptly, which I consider a remarkable piece of
work for a puppy of his age, as there are few old dogs that
would have acted so nicely under the same circumstances.
Both dogs were steady to wing. The birds were followed,
Nutwood getting a nice point on a single, to one point and
four false points for Flora. The dogs were taken up at 11:38
for dinner. They were cast off again in the woods on the
Bunting farm at 1:12, which was drawn blank. Passed to
stubble Flora false pointed and Nutwood backed. Then
both dogs pointed a bevy at the same time and were steady
to wing. Flora pointed a single and Nutwood backed.
Flora then made another of her false points, then she re-
peated the performance. They were taken up at 1:45 and
the heat was given to Nutwood. This heat should have
been decided before dinner, as there was no comparison in
the work of the two dogs, Nutwood showing superiority in
everything that is desirable in a bird dog.

PAXICO AND ONOTA DON
were put down in a pasture field at 1:56, which was drawn
blank. Passed into stubble, Don was first to find a bevy,
which he pointed nicely and was fairly steady to wing.
Paxico then located a bevy and pointed them nicely and
was steady to wing. Before leaving this stubble Paxico got
two nice single points, while Don got one point, and going
into corn he made a flush. The dogs were taken up at 2:40
and the heat given to Paxico, who deservedly won, as his
performance on birds was really brilliant.

Third Series.

PAXICO AND MARIE BURR.
Nutwood and Marie Burr both being handled by the same

handler Paxico had to change places with Nutwood. They
were started at 3:08, Paxico m bottom near a branch stopped
on a point going down wind just as a bevy flushed and
dropped to wing. The birds went to a brier thicket and
were followed, where Marie pointed a single; the cover being
so very heavy the judges ordered the dogs taken to the open
and started again. Near a fence Paxico pointed a bevy and
Marie backed. The birds were flushed and followed. Paxico
pointed where the birds were marked down and when
Gleason went in to flush a bevy arose from the point. Right
here the dogs should have been taken up and the heat given
to Paxico, but the judges ordered the dogs on and both
secured a single. Then Marie pointed a single nicely.
Paxico dropped to a single point in time to avoid a flush.
Then Paxico flushed a single and Marie did the same.
Passed to cornfield Paxico pointed a bevy and Marie backed
I learned after the heat was decided that the judges gave
the credit of this find to Marie. Then Marie pointed a sin-
gle in the corn. Paxico also pointed a single. The birds
were followed to an orchard, where Paxico got one single
point near the fence. The dogs were taken up after leaving
the orchard and going about 300yds. into a stubble without
finding anything, and the heat given to Marie Burr, I con-
sider this an eropeous decision, as the dog in my opinion
was clearly entitled to %i heat, They were taken up aH;30,
Nufcw0X>tlabye. • » - ? - I

Fov/rth Series.

Friday, Oct. 31.—The day was cold and raw, and a strong
west wind blowing.

MARIE BURR AND NUTWOOD
were put down in the stubble on the Bunting Farm at 8:20
A. M. to run for the first prize. Marie seemed to have lost
all of her dash and speed, not going more than fifty yards
from her handler, while Nutwood was going at a high rate
of speed and hunting the fields with great dash, a high head
and a merry tail, not pottering in the least. Marie pointed
near the railroad which provedfalse. Marie ran into a bevy
I might say, by accident, which she pointed; she was steady
to wing. The birds were not followed. The dogs were now
taken to the woods, which were drawn blank. While going
to these woods a bevy flushed wild and went to a cornfield.
After leaving the woods the judges ordered the dogs into
the corn to find this scattered bevy. Marie by this time was
not working further than twenty to thirty feet from her
handler, while Nutwood continued his way of going. Mc-
Lin happened to walk to where the birds were and Marie
pointed the bevy. Then she made two false points and one
true one, while Nutwood got one point. The dogs were
taken up at 9:15 and the heat and first prize given to Marie
Burr. The judges seemed to take nothing iuto consideration
but points. In style, range, speed and endurance Marie
was very inferior. The dogs should have been run longer
or their decision reversed, as the dog was her superior in
everything but luck.

Fifth Series.

Effie K., Flora, Nutwood and Paxico were selected to run
in the order named for the remaining prizes.

EFFIE K. AND FLORA
were put down in stubble at 9:15. This field was drawn blank.
Passed to another stubble, Flora made three false points and
was backed by Effie K. Flora then flushed a bevy. The birds
were followed to the woods where Effie got two single points,
while Flora got two more of her false points. The dogs
were taken up at 10:08 aad the heat rightly given to Effie K.
In all my experience at field trials I have never seen such a
persistent false pointing dog as Flora.

NUTWOOD AND PAXICO.
This brace of litter brothers was cast off in a stubble field

at 10:15. Paxico pointed near a fence and was backed by
Nutwood. Gleason flushed the birds from the briers on the '

opposite side of the fence. Then Paxico pointed in the briers.
Gleason failed to find a bird to the point, although the spec-
tators flushed several birds from the grass near the bushes.
Then both dogs pointed singles nicely and were steady to
wing. In the last point mentioned Nutwood was entitled to
the find. The dogs were taken up at 11:15 and the heat given
to Nutwood. Had I been judging the dogs I surely would
have continued the heat or given it to Paxico. In style,
range and speed they were about equal. An adjournment
was now had for dinner.

Sixth Series.

EFFIE K. AND NUTWOOD.
This brace was put down at 1:15 in a stubble field to run

for second prize. Nutwood's hard work began to show
itself when this heat started; although he gamely worked his
ground it was very evident that his powers of endurance
had been severely tested. He had worked in five hotly con-
tested heats, while his opponent had only worked in three.
Effie K. got two points, while Nutwood scored one. They
were taken up at 2 o'clock and the heat and second prize
given to Effie K. and Nutwood was placed third. All field
trial rules are at fault that will compel a tired dog to run
against a fresh one for a prize, and until that fault is elim-
inated from the rules the result of trials will not be satis-
factory to the gentlemen who own and run dogs, neither
will they be just.
This Puppy Stake was judged by Dr. J. B. Alexander, Mr.

G. D. Jay and Mr. Wm. M. Kerr.

SUMMARY.
Second Series.—All dogs remained in to run for the prizes.

Marie beat Effie K., Nutwood beat Flora, Paxico beat Onota
Don.
Third Series.—Marie Bur beat Paxico, Nutwood a bye.
Fourth Series.—Marie Bur beat Nutwood and won first.

Fifth Series.—Effie K. beat Flora, Nutwood beat Paxico.
Sixth Series.—Effie K. beat Nutwood and won second, Nut-

wood third.

MEMBERS' STAKE.
The drawing of the Members' Stake resulted as follows:
Jubilee (J. M. Freeman), blue belton and tan English

setter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),
against

Rosaline Wilkes (W. M. Kerr), black and white pointer
bitch (Ossian—Fannie K.).

Hoosier Harry (H. A. Comstock), liver and white pointer
dog (Devonshire Sam—G3rpsy),

against
Lone Jack (Royal Robinson), black and white English

setter dog (Change—Queen B.).

These dogs contested for the club trophy, a handsome
silver cup. The owner of last year's winner to receive the
entire entrance money, -$5 entrance. Each member to handle
his own dog.

First Series.

JUBILEE AND ROSALINE WILKES.
This brace was put down in stubble on the Freeman farm

at 2:15. Both dogs started off at a clipping gait and con-
vinced the judges and all others that they were good ones,
as far as speed, range and style were concerned. Passing
into another stubble Jubilee pointed, Freeman called point,
but before the iudges got up the dog left his point and went
on. Rose coming tip at great speed wheeled into a magnifi-
cent point where Jubilee had been pointing. Kerr flushed a
bevy to this point, shot and missed, Rose was steady to shot.
On, Rose nailed a single, and Jubilee also pointed one near
the fence. The dogs were now sent on to hunt out the bal-
ance of the stubble, which was drawn blank. They were
then sent into the woods after the scattered birds, where
Rose made three points in one, two, three order, while Jubi-
lee backed one of the points indifferently, and scored one
false point. The dogs were taken up at 2:56 and the heat
given to Rosaline Wilkes. The work done in this heat by
Rosaline Wilkes was fully up to the standard of the very
best English setters and stamped her as one of the best, if
not of the very best pointer bitches in America. She was
quick and snappy in her work on birds and stylish and
rigid on her points, while her style in action would be very
difficult to equal.

LONE JACK AND HOOSIER HARRY.
This brace was put down in stubble at 3:02, and worked

east toward a cornfield. Harry began roading down wind
and roaded into a bevy; he was, however, steady to wing; he
should have pointed these birds. Working back toward
where they were first put down, Jack pointed a bevy in
heavy cover. On, Harry flushed a single; Jack pointed a
single in briers. Harry flushed another single, then both
dogs scored& point on a single; both dogs were steady to
Comstock's shot. Each secured single points in briers.
Then Jack flushed twice and got a good point on a single,

04 was steady to R-o biuwn'alsilL 4o§s were tgkgn up
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at 3:30 and the heat given to Lone Jack. Neither dog showed
much range or speed.

Second Series.

KOSALINE WILKES AND LONE JACK.

This hrace was taken about a half mile to a stubble field

where they were put down to run for the first position and
the cup. They were put down at 3:50; the dogs entered the
field at the southeast corner and worked north to the end
of the field, then west to the west side, then south. When
near the south end Rose, who had been east, wheeled into a
bevy point; just as she did this Jack, coming from the
same direction, flushed two outlying birds of another
bevy which were about thirty feet north of where Rose was
pointing. When he flushed these two birds he stopped mo-
mentarily, then deliberately jumped into and flushed the
bevy. These birds went directly over the bevy that Rose
was pointing, and they flushed. The birds entered a corn-
field, and judges ordered the handlers to follow the birds.
A short distance in the corn Rose pointed. Kerr failed to

flush a bird to the point and ordered his dog on. Your re-

porter and one spectator who were directly behind Rose
when she pointed, came up and flushed the"bird. Just at
this time Robinson called point for his dog, and the judge
told him to kill the bird as he desired it for his breakfast.
Robinson shot and killed. He was then ordered to retrieve
his bird. Kerr in the meantime had been instructed to hold
his dog in check, which he did. Jack, instead of retrieving
the bird, pointed another single, and when his handler in-

formed the judge that his dog had another point, he was
instructed to shoot and kill that bird also. This being doDe,
the judges instructed Robinson to bring his dog out and
work east. Mr. Robinson replied that he would have to find
his dog first, as the corn and weeds were very heavy. While
looking for his dog a spectator discovered the dog on a point,
and called Robinson's attention to the fact. When Robin-
son informed the judges that his dog was pointing, they
ordered the dogs up and gave the heat and first place to Lone
Jack.
I think that this was the most unjust decision that I ever

heard of or saw in any field trial. The judges claimed that
they did not see the work done by the dogs when they found
the bevies, therefore did not reward or penalize either dog.
They ordered Kerr to hold his bitch in check while Robin-
son was trying to retrieve his bird and then gave Robinson's
dog credit for two points that he got after the bitch had
been taken up by her handler. When they ordered Kerr to
hold his bitch, of course, she was not in competition and the
judges erred in giving Jack credit for three points when he
was only entitled to one. In style, speed and range Rose
was far superior. This decision was so unjust that Mr.
Robinson himself acknowledged that the bitch should have
had the heat. A protest has been filed with the secretary
by Mr. Kerr, and the matter will come before the board for
action at its next meeting.
The judges then placed the remaining dogs in the follow-

ing order: Rosaline Wilkes, second; Jubilee, third; Hoosier
Harry, fourth. Dr. J. B. Alexander and Mr. G. D. Jay were
the judges. P. T. Madison.

A DUMMY JACK DEVICE.—St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 31.—
Mr. E. Burgess, of this city, who has just returned from
California, will shortly introduce a contrivance which he
saw there. The device will no doubt be hailed with delight
by the Kansas jack-rabbit. It is a dummy rabbit that works
on a wire, and travels at lightning speed. The wire can be
stretched for a half-mile or more, and, by the aid of a crank,
the dummy covers the ground at a pace that surprises the
liveliest greyhound. The movement is a close imitation of
the genuine hare, and the sight of the dummy and its move-
ments creates the greatest excitement among the dogs. The
device promises to allow coursing all the season round, and
there is no danger of the stock of hares giving out. All of
the owners of greyhounds in this city are anxious to witness
its workings, and have promised to be on hand with their
dogs when the trial takes place.—Unseb Feitz.

CLEVELAND SHOW.—Cleveland, O., Nov. l^Editor
Forest and Stream: The Cleveland Kennel Club claim as
dates for their fourth dog gh.ow April X, 2, 3 and, 4, 185ft.—C.
M, M*^a£l, Sectary,

'

THE ST. BERNARD LOTHARIO.

THE subject of this week's illustration is Mr. E. B. Sears's
recent importation Lothario, who in many respects is

the equal of any of his breed in America. Mr. Sears pur-
chased him from Mr. George Booth, of Hull, Eng., after he
landed in America, he being brought out by Mr. Booth's
younger brother Edward. Lothario is by champion Valen-
tine out of Saffron; she by champion Pliolimmon out of
Belladonna. Champion Valentine hy champion Bayard out
out of Vesta. He has one of the grandest nf heads with one
of the smallest ears ever seen on a St. Bernard. He has
grand bone, excellent quality, and if he stood a little highpr
would be a hard nut to crack. He is a rich orange color,
with white nose band and blaze, white chest, forelegs, hind-
feet and tip of tail, with dense black shadings; stands 31J^in.
high and weighed when last shown 1781bs.; his skull meas-
ures 27in., muzzle 17in., chest 40in., loin 33in., length of
body 36in., tip to tip 84in. His winnings in England are
second prize, Liveroool, 1889 (Sir Bedivere first); second
prize, Manchester, 1889; third prize, Crystal Palace, 3889
(beaten only by Alton and Lord Bute, and winning over
Mayor of Leeds, Plinius. Othello, Refuge II. and Scout, to-
gether with over fifty others): third, open class, and second,
novice class, Manchester, 1H90, in a class of fifty five St.
Bernards. The English Stock-Keeper of Feb. 1, i.889, says
of him: "Lothario is also a grand one, great bone, immense
size, good body, style and coat; he is a good specimen, as he
should be to beat Lord Warwick, always a favorite of ours,
his breeding and quality should make him valuable for
breeders."

DOGS OF THE DAY.
ANTICIPATING the receipt of the Kennel Gazette for

October on Saturday, I purposed discussing this week
the amendments to the A. K. C. constitution which were
to be offered by Mr, Vredenburgb and were ordered pub-
lished in the current issue of the Gazette. Owing, I suppose,
to the postal clerks at Philadelphia having to participate in
some election work, the Gazette was not distributed until
Monday, and when it did arrive it did not contain the
amendments in any shape which would lead to their being
easily detected. The proposed new constitution is published
without any clue as to what is omitted or wnat is new, and
until such is obtained criticism is without much value.

From a cursory glance through the various articles which
go to make up the whole there does not seem to be any very
radical change contemplated. I would suggest to Mr. Vre-
denburgh that in order to let us know what the changes are
that he publish them in the customary form in the sporting
papers. Even that will hardly meet the requirements of
the case, for it precludes the possibility of any amendments
thereto, and notice of these cannot be given in time to have
them acted upon on Dec. 11. It is doubtless distinctly un-
derstood by all that at that meeting the only question that
can be put to the delegates is the notified amendment. No
person can then offer an amendment or substitution for
anything proposed by Mr. Vredenburgh, and a desirable
change may, through faulty wording or some slight conflict
with another article, fail to be accepted. As a matter of
fact it is a debatable question whether the amendments are
put in proper form to be acted upon at all unless the view is
taken that the proposed constitution is an amendment in its
entirety, and that, to me, is strained.

Take, for instance, the first change which I notice. It may
not be a change after all, but the wording seems new to me.
In Article II. we read, "The object of this Association. * * *

It shall adopt and enforce such rules as shall tend to the
uniformity, and to the proper conduct of individuals inter-
ested in the breeding or sale of dogs, also to the proper-regu-
lations of bench shows and field trials." I should suppose
that this was meant to be "such rules as shall tend to uni-
formity in regulations of bench shows and field trials, and
to the proper conduct of individuals interested in the breed-
ing or sale of dogs." There is somewhat of a difference
between these, and I doubt very much whether Mr. Vreden-
burgh proposed that the club should adopt "such rules as
shall tend to the uniformity * * * of individuals inter-
ested in the breeding or sale of dogs." Yet that is the
proposition which is to be voted upon. The delegates can.
not propose at the meeting to transpose a word or alter a
pfarftle m any way. butfwoffl yotk jy® pt naym tmk aytiele

as it is read in its entirety. The reason for this is found in
the fact that thirty days' notice of each amendment is re-

quired. This was the ruling as laid down by Mr. W. H.
Child when he was president, and it is sound and parliamen-
tary.

I am certainly of the opinion that President Belmont will
so hold if he has to decide upon the question of a substitu-
tion, and I commend to his particular attention the advisa-
bility of opportunity being afforded for a thorough under-
standing of what the amendments really are, and the offering
of substitutions thereto, which in the opinion of any delegate
may be deemed advisable. Not being a delegate at present,
I cannot officially give notice of any amendment I might
favor, though there would be no difficulty about that, for as
an associate I have the right to make suggestions to the as-

sociate members' president, leaving it to his judgment to
present them if he deemed them suitable.

There are other changes which might be suggested if op-
portunity was afforded. For instance, it is proposed that
the treasurer give a bond to the president, but the A. K. C.
has no voice in the matter, for the bond need only be satis-

factory to the president. Would it not be more suitable to
have it made satisfactory to the executive committee or the
advisory committee?

My object at present is to draw attention to the lack of
opportunity afforded for perfecting the constitution, and I
only instance the foregoing to show where substitutions
might be desirable, but cannot be made. Take, for example,
this matter of the treasurer's bond. It is certainly desirable
to have such a bond, but it might not be possible to get a
two-thirds vote in favor of the whole section on account of
placing the acceptance of the bond entirely in the hands of
the president and allowing the club through its executive
committee no voice in the matter. If the vote thus failed
the entire section goes under.

I remember when Mr. Child and myself were charged with
the duty of preparing amendments to the constitution several
years ago, we offered what we deemed advisable, but in
order to give elasticity to the propositions I personally
offered one or two substitutions so as to give a choice in
cases where we thought our views might not find favor in
their entirety.

We had rather a funny experience, by the way, over these
amendments. In some manner Mr. Peshall was supposed
to be on the committee through Mr. Elliott Smith resigning.
We met in Philadelphia, and Mr. Peshall would not take
no to his ideas of a mail vote for officers. Mr. Child did not
favor the idea very much and neither did I, but we gave in
to Mr. Peshall. When they came before the club Mr. Child
was president, and naturally the support of this particular
amendment should have fallen upon Mr. Peshall. Judge,
however, to Mr. Child's and my amazement when upon its
being read Mr. Peshall peremptorily declared that he was
opposed to any such idea, whereupon it devolved upon my-
self, who favored it least of all, to take up the cudgels on
behalf of the committee and support the proposition. Need-
less to say it did not pass.

Mr. Jean Grosvenor, who, by the way, is getting together
a kennel of fox-terriers, advises me that "doggy matters are
beginning to breathe again" down East, and as an evidence
of this renewed life the New England Kennel Club has de-
termined to do business at the old stand during the first

week of April. The show committee consists of Messrs.
Fay, Moore, Thayer, Grosvenor and Curtis.

Mr. J. P. Willeyhas lost two promising black and tan span-
iels. It was his intention to show a kennel of black and tan
cockers at New York next February, but the color combina-
tion is now broken up. I have to thank Mr. Willey for an
excellent photograph of Black Pete, and also for a photo-
graph copy of the engraving of the late A. W. Langdaie and
his spaniels. It reminded me of the time I met "the Cap-
tain" at Hull show in 1884, just six years ago next week.
The weather was anything but inspiriting, but no one could
feel out of sorts when the effervescent LaDgdale was one of
the company.

Thf 9tofc$eeper §&p 3S5 wj propositus im j&
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Harding Cox as judge in the event of an international

beagle competition, that that gentleman vrill be eminently

satisfactory. It now rests with the beagle men, and Mr.

Lacy might see what they think of it when he is at the

beagle trials.

The meet of the Radnor Hunt at the Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels last Saturday was a brilliant success socially, and the

line of country being in full view of the spectators on the

hills it was a very pretty sight. Mr. Harrison was first

horse.

An exhibitor atthe late Wilmington show asks me to say

that two of his dogs died under very peculiar circumstances
soon after their return. He held a post-mortem on the

second one and was fully convinced that ground glass was
the. cause of death. Another dog benched near him is also

reported dead after exhibiting the same symptoms. The
only way he can account for the deaths is the fact that his

two dogs defeated those of an exceedingly irate exhibitor,

but this charge, if it is a charge, is so serious that it would
be well not to give names. J. W.

DOG CHAT.
\TTB learn from Mr. E. H. Moore, the secretary, that, at

VV the annual meeting of the New England Kennel Club
the following officers were elected: President. F. Black-
wood Fay; Vice-President, Jean G-rosvenor; Secretary, E, H,
Moore; Treasurer, Geo. A. Fletcher; Delegate to American
Kennel Club, F. Blackwood Fay. Board of Governors—John
E. Thayer. Bayard Thayer, Frank M. Curtis, Geo. H. Eddy,
C. S. Hanks and above officers ex-oMcio. Bench Show Com-
mittee—F. Blackwood Fay. Jean Grosvenor, John E. Thayer,
Frank M. Curtis, E. H. Moore. They claim the dates March
HI to April 3. 1891, for their seventh annual dog show,
consequently they follow the Lynn show, an arrangement
which ought to be beneficial to both.

We hear from Mr. A. R. Crowell that he has sold the
rough-coated St. Bernard bitch La Pucelle to Mr. E. B.
Sears. Melrose, Mass. La Pucelle is by champion Save (E.

K.C.S.B. 10,626) out of Faultless, she by champion Bayard,
and was whelped Oct. 14, 1886. Her winnings are: Second
(litter), St. Bernard Club; 3d, St. Bernard Club, 1887; vhc,
Olympia, 1889; reserve, Tunbridge Wells, 1890; beaten only
by Lady Soeerwell and the new wonder Andromeda. She
has a daughter already in this country, Zenith, owned by
Mr. Teague, and is also the dam of Mr. Ruthergle'n's Rienzi,
which he imported recently. This ought to make a welcome
addition to Mr. Sears's list of brood bitches.

We did not receive the weights of the winning dogs in the
All-Age Stake at Great Bend, Kansas, until just as we were
going to press last week. They are as follows: Lord Mac-
Pherson 561bs., Lady Barton 43ibs . Lady in Black 381bs.,

and Yonder He Goes 52}-s']bs. Thus it appears that Lady in
Black is indeed somewhat of a freak, as she does not weigh
more than a good-sized bull-terrier. We hear that Mr.
Hopkins will run Minnie Staton in tbe inclosed coursing
meeting at Hutchinson, Kansas, which was to come off, we
believe, either last week or this. No doubt this close-ruu-
ning bitch will stand a better chance Avith the hare in this
mode Of coursing, and as the weather will not be very warm,
the muzzle will, we trust, be no detriment. This running,
and the exercise she is sure to get between nowaud the
Merced meet, will very likely put this bitch into something
like shape, when she may give a better account of herself on
the Pacific slope, at which meetiug "our only German''
wishes to retrieve his lost laurels. This also applies to Mr.
Watson's Drytime, which we hear is a certain entry fur the
Merced stakes.

We have received several inquiries about the interesting
letter we mentioned in last week's "Dog Chat" as having
been received from Mrs. Lee, regarding large St. Bernard
pups. We may say in answer that we gave the substance
of this letter then. This has raised the question as to the
best plan to be pursued in order to attain the good results
in raising St. Bernards and other dogs of large breed.
Would it not be a good idea for the breeders of these dogs to
give us their experience in raising pups; their mode of feed-
ing and exercising, on the principle that two heads are better
t han one any time. A good deal of valuable information is

gained by the tyro iu such discussions which he cannot
secure in any other way. As pi-oof of my assertiou that
more attention is paid to this part of kennel management in
England than here, we may meui.iou the case of Scout, the
noted St. Bernard, which at one time, though a splendid-
looking young dog in other respects, was lamentably weak
in pasterns. His owner, Mr. Gosling, went to the trouble
and expense of having a sort of carriage made for him. in
which he could walk about while, exercising, and which had
the effect of keeping his heavy body from bearing down on
his pasterns until they were strong enough to do their duty.
Iu this way the dog was greatly improved, though it was
doubtful if he would ever become quite strong in that par-
ticular part. There, are several dogs we could name which,
if such a plan bad been pursued when quite young, would
now be a good deal straighter and stronger in this respect
than they are no*.

We almost fell into a similar error as that made by our
Philadelphia contemporary, in writing some remarks about
the clashing of dates of the Baltimore and Pittsburg shows
next spring. It seems _ that the Duquesne Kennel Club
claimed March 2, some time si nee, atthe A. K. C. office, but
was decidedly derelict in its duty to the kennel world at
large in not advisiug the other kennel papers of its claim.
This led the Baltimoreans to suppose they had a clear field,
and naturally they picked out the dates which suited them
best, and advised tbe papers of their decision. We are not
aware whether they sent, in this claim to the A. K. C. or not,
but we find no mention of it in the September number of the
official organ.' Now we understand that the Maryland Club
have been generously allowed this date by the Pittsburg
people, as unless they had done so the M. K. C. would have
been compelled to forego their show altogether. Pittsburg
now takes the following week. After this little contretemps,
it would be well for kennel clubs to send io their claims for
dates to the kennel papers at once, so that the outside world
may not be working in the dark for a month, and thus pre-
vent a repetition of such blunders.

Mr. Malcolm has made the first move in his determination
to sever his connections with the "men of dogdom " by
sending in his resignation as the Maryland Kennel Club
delegate to the A. K. C. We think Mr. Malcolm somewhat
wrong in the estimation he has formed of the "men of dog-
dom." Iu every walk of life he will find men who are at
variance with his ideas of right and wrong, but still for the
honor of the "men of dogdom" we differ very much from
the views of them he has taken, and because, in one or two
instances, he has found men who may not be eligible to the
"'angel" class, this does not prove that one kennel body, as
a whole, is not composed of men who have gentlemanly in-
stincts, and men who are in everyrespect entitled to be con-
sidered on the same high plane Mr. Malcolm has set him-
self upon.

Mr. Rousseau has received his first set back in the defeat
of the Russian wolfhound ZLoeem, by the much abused Kri-
lutt, at Brighton show. If the sketches by Mr. Moore in
this week's Stock-Keeper are to be taken as correct like-

nesses of the dogs, and we presume they are, Krilutt is

ahead both in legs, feet, chest and head. Both are un-
doubtedly very handsome hounds, and their more general
introduction to this country will be a welcome addition to
the. breeds of dogs we now have.

We are told that tbe Spratts Co. must be congratulated
for the way they prepared Zioeem for the match, which it

Avas, to all intents and purposes, and no less credit is due the
new food company, the "Sanitary," for their work on Kri-
lutt. This company treated him with their "Petroleum
Shampoo," with the result that he was shown in very fine

coat. This prepaxation will no doubt soon find its way over
here and our exhibitors will not be slow to take advantage
of it.

A feature of the Brighton show was the fine display of
toy spaniels, and it seems to have been a regular rendezvous
for the ladies in the fancy.

Stock-Keeper reiterates its assertions that we cannot touch
the old country in beagles, from a couple to a full cry, and
offers to put up a valued silver horn to toot "Hail Columbia"
on if the Western dogs were forturnate enough to win,
should any of our breeders like to run the risk of a match

.

Come, beagle men, have we not a couple that can hold their
own with old Ringwood?

The delegates to the A. K. C. are notified, in the issue of
the Gazette for October, thataspecial meeting of theA.K.C.
will be held Dec. 11 at their rooms, 44 Broadway, New York
city, to consider and act upon the proposed amendments to
tbe Constitution and By-Laws. The quarterly meeting of
the executive committee will also be held the same day im-
mediately following the meeting of the club. The Gazette
also publishes the constitution and by-laws containing the
proposed amendments, which, owing to pressure of other
business and disinclination, we must leave to our confrere
"J. W." for discussion and criticism if needed.

At tbe Stetford (England) show, Mr. Megson put on view
in a separate room five collies, Metchley Wonder, Edgbaston
Fox, Merry Ben, Mortimer and Pickmere. Fanciers' Gazette
in commenting on the subject agrees with a visitor who was
heard to remark, that no other kennel could show as many
good ones. Just by way of rebuttal, how would Christopher,
The Squire, Scotilla, Roslyn Wilkes and Flurry II. look
alongside them. We fancy from all that we can gather from
reports and so forth that, the judge would have no envious
task before him to determine whether the Chestnut Hill or
the Megson kennel was the superior. By the way, we heard
that Mr. Harrison has had -32,500 offered for Scotilla to go
to England, but he won't part in any way.

We followed the Radnor hounds on Saturday last, accept-
ing Mr. Harrison's kind invitation, and rode one of his
horses over the course of about seven miles. Our story must
lay over for another week and must content our readers
with the remark that we had two tumbles, but really feel
too sore to pursue the subject any further this week, suffice
to say that Ave had a glorious.outing and would willingly re-
peat—when fully recovered.

As we anticipated, OAving to the new tariff law, those
black and tan terriers of Mr. Comstock's felt its full effect,
the express company not being able to deliver them for
nearly a Aveek after they arrived. Had they been sent to
Mr. Stoddard or to some agent, like Mr. Goldsmith, in the
first instance, there Avould have been no trouble. Fortun-
ately the dogs were brought over in good shape and experi-
enced no ill effects. When we saAv them they were as lively
as crickets and quite fat. They Avill Aveigh in the neighbor-
hood of 201bs., no doubt, but are Avell formed, with capital
heads and rich tan. They are, in my opinion, the right size
to make the division of size in this breed more apparent
than is usual. Of course, they were dirty and we could not
form a very good idea of their leg markings, and besides,
we think it unfair to criticise dogs before they have been
put on the bench, so will reserve our remarks till the New
York show, where they will doubtless compete and help to
make the grandest show of these terriers this country has
ever seen.

We are indebted to Mr. Power, the editor of the American
Stock-Keeper, for his kindness in extending to us the cour-
tesies of his office and exchanges, in making up our "Dog
Chat" this week, Avhile on the way to Hyanuis aud the
beagle trials. True "men of dogdom" are ever ready to
help one another iu an emergency.

The best St. Bernard bitch that Mr. Crowell brought from
England, Prudence, is not expected to live. Inflammation
of the womb and hernia have set in, and there is little hope
of her recovery. Should she die it will be a great loss to
"Namquoit," as he values her at $1,000.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club claims much later dates this
year—April 8 to 11. This will bring it in the week after
Boston, rather an awkward date, as t he western dogs will
hardly risk the trip Avith so little time, between showsT

The prizes at the coursing meet to be held at Merced, Cal.

,

Nov. 18, are very valuable. The Inter-State Coursing Asso-
ciation providing in the. cup stake for the winner a cash
prize of $500, second S300 and third *1C0. A consolation
stake of 8100 has also been made for dogs beaten iu the first

aud second, rounds of the cup stake. Nominations are §10
each and close with J. R. Dickson, Spirit of the Times, San
Francisco, Cal., on Thursday, Nov, 13. This is an oppor-
tunity for greyhound men to' win prizes that will go a long
way to reimburse them for their trouble and expense, and is

bound to advance the interests of coursing. It is a pity that
this association has not advertised their coming meeting
more generally, very little being known about it by grey-
houud men in the East,

SHOW FIXTURES.

NEW YORK, Nov, 3.— Editor Forest and Stream; In
accordance with Rule XXVIII. the following clubs

have duly filed their claims at this office for their bench
shows in 1891:

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at
Charleston, Jan. 13 to 17.

Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at New
Orleans, Jan. 20 to 25.

Westminster Kennel Club, at New York, Feb. 24 to 27.
Maryland Kennel Club, at Baltimore, March 3 to 6.

Duquesne Kennel Club, at Pittsburgh, March 10 to 13.
Cleveland Kennel Club, at Cleveland, April 1 to 4.

Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, April 3 to it.
Youngstown Kennel Club, at Youngstown, Sept. 1 to 4.
I beg to advise you that by direction of President Bel-

mont, Jr. all claims for show dates filed with the A. K. C.
Will hereafter be sent by me to the sporting papers, for pub-
lication in the same, for the purpose of preventing a con-
flict of dates. A. P. Vrede^btjrgh, Sec'y.

FOX-HUNTING TRIALS.-Auburndale, Mass.. Nov. I.

- The Brunswick Fur .Club's field trials will take place at
Great Island, Brunswick, Me., commencing Nov. 10 and con-
tinuing until all races are disposed of, which Avill take the
whole of the week. We expect a large gathering, conse-
quently lots of fun.—J. H. Baird, Sec'v B. F. C.

A PLEA FOR THE SMALL DOGS.
SALEM, Mass., Oct. 21.—EdAtor Forest and Stream: Al-

most every person of refined and cultivated tastes, and
a generous and appreciative spirit, have a great fondness for
dogs; aud there is naturally a wide diversity of tastes regard-
ing their respective favorites, good temper and beauty
appearing to have first place in the affections of a large
majority of people. Yet there are very many, among them
numerous ladies of refinement, who prefer courage and
sagacity; and there are those who would not permit a dog,
however beautiful, to accompany them in their rides and
walks who was unable to defend itself against the mongrels
to be met with on the roads. I confess to sympathize in this
sentiment, and a fine bull-terrier that has been well bred or
a genuine Irish terrier, of which there are but very few in
this country, Avould be our preference. Although the latter
ai-e not especially beautiful in color, being a foxy red, these
two breeds are our favorites for a house dog or about the.
farm, as I do not want a dog that has no fight in him, any
more than a bosom friend who had no spirit.
Of course, where there are children about—and where are

they not?—the little glossy Yorkshire terriers, King Charles
spaniels, and other little favorites, are best adapted to ac-
company early childhood; and this familiarity with dogs
gives the child courage to meet any other species Avithout
fear. Then there are those Avho are passionately fond of the
larger breed of animals, such as Newfoundland,*St. Bernard,
mastiffs and Russian poodles. Hunting dogs are not so well
adapted to the family companionship. [Why not"?—Ed.] If
I were to possess but one dog, I should unhesitatingly select
the

_
red-coated, strong-limbed, agile and faithful Irish

terrier, that has no coward blood in his veins and will defend
himself and his master against all assults, whether from
beast or man, and can easily be trained for almost any
serA'ice, and, at the same time, is gentle and kind when not
aroused to anger. The first favorite of children and ladies
would doubtless be the little long-coated silken-fleeced
Yorkshire terriers, that are such a great attraction at all
bench shows, whether in this country or on the continent.
And next we might mention the elegantly-formed black and
tan terriers, which are light and speedy of foot, and, if not
fighters, can by their agility easily escape harm from any
other species of canines—and I am compelled to admit that
the dogs of this breed, such as I have seen at the shows this
fall, stand first in my estimation among all species of
canines. But I am well aware that all may honestly differ
in tastes and estimates of excellence. We dog men would
be greatly pleased to have experienced fanciers give expres-
sion to their preferences, in order to learn to Avhat extent
such views might harmonize. G. S. T.

BULLDOG SHOW REPORT. — Editor Forest and
Stream: With the compliments of Mr. Alfred James Smith,
of London, Eng., I have received a copy of the edition de
luxe of the "Bulldog Club Show of 1890." The book is

handsomely bound in sheepskin, contains 147 pages, artisti-
cally printed in brown ink on manilla paper, and the whole
gotten up in Old English style. It contains: Officers of
Bulldog Club, members of Bulldog Club, description of
the perfect bulldog. Then follows"21 classes, giving each
dog as entered in the show and with pedigree extending
back for three generations, thus making it a valuable stud
book. Then follows alphabetical list of names of dogs,
list of exhibitors, prize awards, reporters' notes from Ken-
nel Gazette. Stock-Keeper, Canine Gazette, Fanciers' Ga-
zette and Field, then the edition ends with a report of the
Bulldog Club for 1890; so you see, aside from tbe fact that
there were only 180 copies printed, which Avill necessarily
make them rare and valuable, it is quite valuable as a book
of reference aud a work of art. Mr. Smith, besides being a
prominent member of the Bulldog Club, is quite an enthusi
astic breeder and owner, having had 13 entries at the show
in question, including such winners as Ruling Passion,
Lionfeba, His Lordship, Cigarette, Bo'swain, Stiletto, Lord
Pedro and Minka. His letter, that I received at the same
time as tbe edition, contains the sad intelligence that the
litter by Don Pedro out of Ruling Passiou all died, owing
to the bitch's milk being bad, and Mr. Smith's inability to
procure a foster mother, as he states, "not for love or
money." Much was expected of this litter, for Don Pedro
is one of the greatest sires living, having sired such as
Dryad, Kitty Cole, His Lordship, etc. All bulldog breeders
can sympathize with Mr. Smith, for "we've both been there
before, mauy a time." I think that my edition dc lure is

the "ouliest" in America.—Chas. D. OuGLE (Baltimore,
Md.,Nov. 1). _____
PHILADELPHIA CLUB TRIALS.—Philadelphia, -Oct.

31.

—

Editor Forest and. Stream: Permit me to remove an
erroneous impression Avhich may have been made upon the
minds of your readers by that 'part of "J. W.'s" Philadel-
phia letter of last Aveek, Avhich says: "The question, of the
A. K. C. accounts and Vreden burgh and Peshall have been
completely eclipsed in Philadelphia dog circles by that
of 'Shall negro handlers be allowed at the P. K. C. trials?'
It is an ill Avind that blows nobody good, and the steward in
the back parlor has beeu doing a rushing business in slaking
the throats of the argumentative members." The members
of the. Philadelphia Kennel Club have not, as "J. W." inti-
mates they have, taken any interest in the A. K. C.-Vreden-
burgh-Peshall matter, so that subject did not exist to be
"eclipsed" by that ot "Shall negro handlers be allowed,
etc.:" and it is not true that "the steAArard iu the back parlor
has been doing a rushing business in slaking the thirst of
the argumentative members." The subject referred to, so
far as I know, and if it had happened I would have known
of i t, has never been discussed in the presence of the steward,
and why a correspondent of a. reputable newspaper should
write such rot to make an unfair reflection upon a club such
as the P. K. C. is more than I can understand. It seems a
pity that such falsehood should be resorted to when the
truth can be had for the asking. Another error of "J. W.":
Mr. Harrington Fitzgerald is not gun editor of the Item, as
"J. W." writes you. Mr. Hildebrand Fitzgerald is, and it

is he who has offered a Avatch, not "to the best handler at
the club trials," as "J. W." states, but to the breeder (a

member of the club) of the best dog in any stake in the club
trials of this year.—Francis S. Brown.

KENNEL NOTES.
Motes must be sent on prepared blanks, wblcb are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelop©
of large letter size. 8ets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
^* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mark Bale, Mollis Dale, Dolly Dale fund Li ami Dale. By (Gordon-
dale Kennels, Heart ville, Mas*., for black and white English set-

ters, one dog and ihree bitches, whelped May 1. 1890, by Gath'H
Mark, Jr. (Garb's Mark—Katie NoblO out of Belle Dale (Gen, Elj 'a
Breeze—Bessie Dale).
Chequamet Ravrana. Chcquassci Rarnola and Chcqiia^ct Rest. By

Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Maos., for Sc. Bernards, one brii -

die and white and two brindle, white marks, bitches, whelp rl

Sept. 9, 1389, by CUequasset Pelion (Duke of Wellrngton-cii^su-
pion Pelion) out of Rudolph ia (Rudolph II.—Maira).

Oiieauasset Rninlnm and Chajtwssct Radio,. By Cheuuasset Ken-
nels. Lancaster, Mas?., for two orange, white marks, St. Bernard

. bitches whelped Feb. 21
,
1890, by Alp II. (Alp—Hero) out of Myrtle

II. (AlpIL-Myrtle).
I i'hrffuax.,:t Hutiiirrrr. By Chmuassfcr Kennels. Lancaster; Mass?.,
. for brindle, white marks, St. Bernard dog, whelped Feb. IS, 1890,
by Plato (champion Victor .Joseph—Marvel) out of Chequasset

1 Abbess (Duke of Lancaster—Lyra).
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Chequcmcl Prudence. By Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass
,

for fawn, white marks, Sr. Bernard bitch, whelped August, 1880,

by Sir Hubert (champion Plinliminon—champion Queen .Tura) out
of Marvel (Hermit—Alma).

BRED.
HSf Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Midget Nellie—Kash. A. E. Pit.ts's (Columbus, 0,) pug bitch
Mideot .Nellie (Lord Clover—Sister) to his champion Kash (Brad-
ford Kuby—Lady Cloudy), Oct. 27.

Bo Peep H.—Kash. H. L. Goodman's (Auburn Park, 111.) pug
bitch Bo Peep II. (champion Joe—Tody) to A. E. Pitts's champion
Kash, Oct. 30.

Daisy H.—EbcrharCs Cashier. A. Hasselniier's (Covington, Ky.)
pug bitch Daisy H (Joe 11.—Pearl) toEberhnrt Pug Kennels' Eber-
nart Cashier (champion Kasb—Lady Thora), Oct. 14.

Madam Barry—Arclulukc. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (German-
town, Philadelphia, Pa ) St. Bernard bitch Madam Barry (Barnard
—Fannie) to their Archduke (Chequasset Ma.x—Theo), Oct. 18.

Neva-Mascot Bernard. H. IL Phillips's (Crystal Falls, Mich.)
St. Bernard bitch Neva (Prince Barry—Myrtle) to A. J. Sawyer's
Mascot Bernard (Nero 111.—Green's Bensj, Aug. 20.

OnOfa Belle—InelHquin. N. Mcintosh's (Providence, R.I.) Irish
setter bitch Onola Belle (champion Chief— Bizre.ena) to J. J. Scan-
lau's Inchiqum (Shandou IL— lona), Oct. 5,

Nellie—Nimrorl. John Hopfs (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Nellie (Black Duke—Lady Nell) to Woodstock Kennels'
Nimrod (champion Obo II.—Jealousy), Oct. 29.

Black- Duchess IL—Nimrod. Woodland Kennels' (Woodstock,
Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Black Duchess II. (chamuion Obo II.—
Woodland Queen) to their Nimrod (champion Oho II.—Jealousj ),

Sept. 26.

Coo?) ie— Black Duke. S. P. Heartt's (Parkershurg, la.) cocker
spatiiel bttnh Coome to Woodland Kennels' Black Duke (champion
Obo II.—Woodland Queer). Sept. 11

Cheepcasset Ravenna—Sir Herbert. Chequasset Kennels' (Lan-
caster, Mass.) St. Bernard hitch Ravenna (Chequasset Pelion—
Rudolphia) to their Sir Herbert (Plinlimmon -champion Queen
Jura), Sept. 10.

Mijgnon—Chequasset Pelion. C. H. Akerley's (Tonawanda, N. Y.)
St. Bernard hitch Mygnon (Beauchamp—Dell) to Chequasset Ken-
nels' Chequasset Pelion (Duke of Wellington—champion Plevna),
Oct. 9.

Elizabeth— Sir Herbert. R. Barry's (Peabodv, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitch Elizabeth (Merchant Prince—Lys) to Chequasset Kennels'
Sir Herbert (Plinlimmon—champion Queen Jura), Oct. 9.

Cliequasset Romola—Sir Herbert. Chequasset Kennels' (Lancas-
ter. Mass.) St. Bernard bitcn Chequasset Romola (Chequasset
Pelion—Rudolphia) to their Sir Herbert (Plinlimmon- champion
Queen Jura), Oct. 13.

La Vita— Lord, doner1
. Thos. I. Ballantine's (Peoria, 111.) pug

bitch La Vita (champion Kasb—Fair Inez.) to his Lord Clover
(champion Loris—Goulding's Nellie), Oct. 20.

Cora—Roscius. Central Kennels' (Jersey City, N. J.) King
Charles spaniel bitch Cora (Norwich Jumbo— In a S.) to Win.
Philips's Roscius, Oct. 27.

WHELPS.
S^T* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
East Lake Virgie. Eberhart Pug Kenuels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug

bitch East Lake Virgie (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), Oct.
3, five (four dogs), by their John Bull (champion Loris—May
Queen). Three dogs and one bitch since dead.
Neva. H. H. Phillips's (Crystal Falls, Mich.) St. Bernard hitch

Neva (Prince Barry—Myrtle). Oct. 22, nine (seven dogs), by R. J.
Sawyer's Mascot Bernard (Nero III.—Green's Bena).
Daisy Dale II. Gordondale Kennels' (Readville, Mass;) English

setter bitch Daisy Dale II. (Gen. Eiv's Breeze—Bassie Dale), Oct.
4, eight (two dogs), by W. C. Ohafes's Prince Kent (Royal Kent-
Princess Dot).
Blue Nellie. H. J. Behrmann's (English setter bitch Blue Nellie

(Blue Dick—Nellie Belron), Oct. 30, live (four dogs), by R. D. Stock-
ing's Gan Gladstone (Boss Gladstone—Veil).
Chequasset Prioress. Chequasset, Kennels' (Lancaster, Mas 0

.) St.

Bernard bitch Chequasset Prioress (Monte Rosa—Kleine), Oct. 17,
1890, nine (seven dogs), by their Chequasset Pelion (Duke of Wel-
lington—champion Plevna).
Fluff. Mrs. C. Taylor's (Bolton. Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Fluff

(Mome Rosa—Theon), Oct. 19, 1890, thirteen (five dogs), by Che-
quasset Kennels' Sir Herbert (Plinlimmon—champion Queen
Jura).

SALES.
i3f~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Boam. Orange tawny and white St. Bernard dog, whelped Dec

24, 18S9, by Julien out of Alice, by H. H. Phillips, Crystal Pallsi
Mtcb., to Dr. A. A. Metcalf, same place.
Brutus IV. White and orange St. Bernard dog, whelped Sept.

9, 1890, by Marquis of Stafford out of Loraine, by SwJss Mountain
Kenuels, Germantown, Pniladelphia, Pa., to H. H. Belding, same
place.
Marquis of Stafford—Loraine whelps. St. Bernards, whelped

Sept. 9, 1890, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Philadel-
phia, Pa., an orange tawny, perfect markings, dog to Mrs. Moore-
house, same place; an orange tawny, perfect markings, bitch to F.
C. :.vy----\.\ i;.!£,-.\,-:i.ter Park, N. J., and «n orange and white hitch
to P. H. Jacobs, Himmonton, N. J.
Ladu Monarch. Lemon and white English setter bitch,whelped

Judo 23, 1890, by Roy Monarch out of Blue Jennie, by N. Mcintosh,
Providence, R. I., to M. M Inman, same place.
Golden. Bod. Skye terrier bitch, Snios. old, bv Toodles ortt of

Frousey II., by Dickens Kennels, St. Stephens, N. B.. to E. H.
Moore, Melrose, Mass.

Fluff. Skye terrier dog, 3mos. old, by Toodles out of Frousey II.,
by Dickens Kennels, St. Stephens, N. B., to D. B. Clausen, Dor-
chester. Mass.
Dick Sioiveller ami Little NelL Skye terrier doe and bitch, 3mos.

old, by Toodles out of Frousey IL. by Dickens Kennels St
Stephens, N. B., to J. D. Crawford, Montreal, Can.
Kildare—Jill whelps. Black cocker spaniels, wheloed July 10,

A. A. Johnston, Ottawa, Ont.
Kildare. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Feb. 13, 1SS9, by

champion Brant out of Bonita, by Dr. Nicol, Cookstown, Out., to
H. P.. Thompson for Geo. Bell, Toronto, Out.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

E. W. A., New York.—I bave a rough-coated St. Bernard dog
very much troubled with lice; what can I do to exterminate
tliem? He is too large a dog to give a bath handily in any partic-
ular liquid. Could I apply a lotion on such parts as are mostly
affected? Ans. Wash hi tn with one of the advertised soaps for
that purpose; or you can use the Persian insect powder with ad-
vantage and then wash him a day or two after.

H. C. S., Troy, N. Y.—1. In your issue^of to-day, under "Dog
Chat," you speak of an interesting letter written by Mrs. Lee, of
interest to St. Bernard breeders. Can you tell me 'where I may
read it, as I am much interested in rearing a finely bred puppy of
that class. As my puppy should be a big one if properly handled,
I wish you would give me the information about feeding and
rearing that you speak about in your article. What system of
exercise should a puppy of 3 months be given. 2. I notice my dog
is getting very much bow-legged. Can I do anything for if? 3.
Can you recommend a good worm medicine? Ans. 1. The letter
was a private one, and did not specify any particular way of feed-
ing, it referred more to climat'e influence than anything else. In
feeding your pup we should advise you to use good substantial
food, and when the pup is well exercised do not be afraid of giving
plenty of meat, and once a day, say at noon, feed it raw, but
chopped fine. In making soups, in which is incorporated stale
bread, rice or oatmeal (never use corn meal), make it either from
good suet or beef bones. A very good food is sheen's head, boiled
till the flesh falls from the bones, take these out and mix in the
above cereals already cooked. It will also be found beneficial to
accustom your dog to Spratts or Goodwin's biscuit, soaking them
at first till the dog's teeth become strong enough to gnaw them
when it is better to give them dry. Whde all this nutritious and
father strong food is being given, the dog must be regularly but
not too violently exercised. It is not enough to turn a puppy into
a yard and expect him to exercise himself, he gets tired of that
The dog must be walked every day. If you have children have
them take it out with them whenever convenient, or employ a
boy to do it every day, this is the best plan. Don't jog hini after
a wagon, that does more harm than good. At first take him half
a-mile there and back, increased gradually till he can do twolo
four or five miles every day without tiring. In feeding him it is
ftlao beneficial to give your dog a spoonful of hone meal four or

five times a week. Provide clean quarters, uot too warm, but free
from draughts. With such treatment as the above there is no
reason why your dog should not only become a big one, but also a
credit to your raising. 2. The bent legs will very likely come ali
right in time, if the proper exercise is given. Avoid keeping the
dog fat, just nicely fleshed up is better; in this, of course, you
must be governed by your own judgment. 3. In raising a puppy
always be on the lookout for worms. It is well every other day
to incorporate with the dog's food a teaspoonful of powdered
charcoal, this acts as a cleanser of the stomach, aids digestion,
and is a preventive of worms. We have found all of the vermi-
fuges put up by Spratts Company, Dr. Glover or Stedman very
effectual. See our' advertising columns.

U. S. G. W.. Norfolk, Va.—My dogs have some skin irritation
that causes them great uneasiness, they scratch almost continu-
ally, and as they have the run of the house this scratching is
annoying in the ex) reme. In the first place I have had a constant
fight with fleas during the past season, using large quantities of
insect powder, but with only temporary relief, as the pests would
be just.as bad in two or three days after as before usiug the
powder; in the midst of the flea trouble this skin trouble appeared
and was more annoying than the fleas had been. This erupt ion
is located on the rump near the root of the tail, extending but a
short distance along the back, down along the back and inside of
the thighs, on the belly around the sheath and under the arm
pits. The dogs scratch themselves raw, then these places heal up
and appear in some other place near by. I have tried Fowler's
solution, mange cure, carbolic soap, and several ointments pre-
pared by mjself, but nothing has ever given any relief; I have
tried to use lead plaster but have been unable to apply it. The
dogs are fed on scraps during the day with a good feed of < ooked
meat at night. They are in good spirits, strong and active, with
good appetites, bowels in good condition, but are thin in flesh;
they are Irish setters, quite handsome, and I am very anxious to
get them cured up. Ans. You had better try the. following mix-
ture which we have found very eood in obstinate cases: One
gal'on of lard oil, lib. sulphur lac, lib. antimony, mix and shake
well before applying. Rub the affected parts well with the mix-
ture, in fact the whole body may be given a dressing if the dog be
kept warm and from draughts. In three or four days wash eff
with warm water and castile soap. In a couple of weeks report
result. A bottle of Glover's blood purifier will he found a good
thing to give at the same time.

\haotin$.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 31.-The St. Louis Pistol Club, which at

one time, not very long ago, was the largest organization of its
kind in this country, shows sig • tn

i
lie ml •

,

L

i _-jr i

the medal contests is growing beautifully less with each succeed-
ing we^k. Only the better shots of the club take an active interest
in its affairs, the weaker, or majority of the members have quit
competing for the trophy. The attendance at the last two shoots
was very light, and the probabilities are that when the present
tourney is over the club will wind up and go out of existence.
McBean won the medal at the last shoot. For all shooting the
club uses a laj^vds. standard American target. The score:
A McBean 9 10 10 9 8 8 9 10 10 9-92W Bauer 10 9 9 9 10 10 8 9 10 7—91
G Alexander
M Summerfield . .

.

M Billmeyer
J Bast

10 8 9 10 8 10 9 7 9 10—90
7 10 8 10 9 10
10 6 10 8 6 7
7 8 9 8 9 9

10 9 8—

i

9 9 9 10-87
9 9 10 7—85

Unser Fritz.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should he made out on the, printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents -who favor us tenth club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 11.—First Eastern New lrork League Tournament for the
month of November, under the auspices of the Albany Gun Club,
a t Elm Grove Shooting Park. Elwood W. Vine, Manager, 14 North
Pearl street, Albany, N. Y.
Nov. 18-19.—Open-to-All Tournament of the Woodsfde Gun Club,

Woodside, N. J. Carl \
Ton Lengerke, Sec'y, 843 Broad street,

Newark.
Nov. 25-28 —Tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at Erh''

Park, Newark, N. J. Two days at inanimate targets and two
days at live birds. Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

DES MOINES TOURNAMENT.
Des Moines. Ia., Oct. 31.—The opening tournament of the

Highland Gun Club proved to be a grand success. The attendance
was goad and the shooting excellent, although the scores do not
show many straights. A high wind from left to right made the
targets very unsteady, and many of the live birds were dead out
of bounds. The five-money system, we think, is the only way to
classify shooters. Each shooter can draw his pro rata, and is not
compelled to shoot off unless he so desires. This club will in the
near future give a large tournament and guarantee 8600 to 81.0.00
and will offer inducements to briug some of our Eastern friends
among lis. Among the visitors were R. O. illeikes, S. A. Tucker
Chas. Grimm, J. G. Smith, Mr. Ryland, Henry Djiranfc, Dr. West!
the Fagan brothers. Mr. Campbell, Chas. Leonard, W. Anderson
Frank Frisbee and Lon Lewis.—C. W. Btjdd.
Following are the scores:
Extrajshoot No. 1. 10 single targets, entrance $1: Searight 10,

Ebv 2. Campbell 6 Vv F Smith 5, Kinsey .1 BrewWc Ferguson 4"

W. Fagan 1. All ties div.

Shoot 3, at 5 pairs, entrance $1:50:

Bird 11 11 10 11 11-9 Tucker .11 io jo m 01- r
Durant H 10 11 10 11-8 Campbell 01 10 10 01 ll-fi
Searight 01 11 11 11 10-8 W F Smith 11 11 ju 10 00-6
Budd 10 11 10 11 11-8 Roy 11 10 ft) 10 10-6
.1 G SmiLh 01 11 11 10 10-7 Scholar 10 11 01 11 00-G
Grim 11 10 11 01 10-7 Sanford 10 10 10 '0 10-5
Kinsey 11 11 01 11 00—7 Ferguson 10 00 00 Io 10—3
West 11 01 10 10 10-6

Shoot No. 4, at 15 single targets, entrance $3:
Budd 111111111111111—15 Kinsey
Tucker 111111111111111-15 Searight ...

West 111111111111011—14 W F Smith
Given 111111011111101-13 M Fagen. . .

.

Sanford 100111111111111-13 Roy
Brewer 111111011111101-13 Ferguson. .

.

J G Smith omilllOll 1111-13 Spencer
Bird 111101011111110-12 Camphell . .

.

Miss and out, at live birds, entrance $1: J.
Budd and Tucker 6, Grim 5, Campbell 4, VV. F,

1, Kinsey 1, West, Ferguson and Bird 0.

Shoot No. 5, 7 live birds $5 entrance:
Grim 1122111-7 Tucker....
J G Smith 1112121-7 W Fagen..
Sanford 12121U—7 Bird .......

West 1112211-7 Rochelle...
Budd 1112211-7 Martin...
Hicks 2121 122-7 Searight. .

.

Ferguson... ...2112101—6 Simpson .

Campbell 2220212-0 Dimple . .

.

M Fagen 1102112—6 Jennings.
Hughe. ii'lilil-i; Kovnmr
Dorton 2102111-6 Perkins.

.

.

Rov 2011213-6 Kronskop
McBride 0111222-6 Kinsey....W F Smith 2013120—5 Corrie
Spencer 1 120180—5 Hyson

.noueomiiiio-ii

.1111111101111010-11

.011111001011101—10

.001110010111110— 9

.oiioiooiooomi— s

.110011001111000- 8
01 10 1 1011000011— 8

. . .lOOOfilOlOllOlOO— 7
G. Smith, Spencer,
agen 3, VV. F. Smith

2002111-5
2201110-5
1103212—5
1022202-5
1020211-5
2022110-5
1202022-5

...1011001-4
1100220-4
0220212-4
2010101-4
2002210-4

,.,.3100100-

a

2010100-3
„,,,„„ OSOfJOOQ-n

Shoot No. 6, 9 single targets., entrance 83:
Budfl 1 11 111111—0
Chase 101111111-S
Hughes 111111110-8
Sanford 111111011—8

ird 11 1111110-8

West 001101111—

6

Searight 111101101-6
Brewer 101011110-6

R"y 111011111--8
Grim looimn-
Ferguson—
J G Smith. .

.

11 1U0110--7
100111111-

Buruett 111011011-
Hicks 1101110U-
M Fagen H10011U--7
Perkins HllOlOU t-0
Dorton ... 011101101--6
W F Smith,

.

HI 111000--fi

Ties div.

Extra No. 2 10 single targets , e
Budd lllllllill- 10

: i > i. 1111110111 — 9W F Smith.. limouii— 9
Brewer lioiitmi— 9
Sanford 1111100111— 8
Hughes . ... .0111111110- 8
Chase 1111 101110- 8
Ferguson . ...1111101110- 8

c. : -nt 1111101011- 8
Martin llOOUOill- 7
Dorton
O ark

0111011110-
1011010111-

Burnett 1101100111- 7
All ties div.

Martin
Tucker .., ..

Howard
Rochelle...
Plyson
Campbell...
Means
Clark
McBride. ..

Hicks

McBride
West
Perkins
Bird
Hyson
Rochelle
Simpson
Tucker
Roy

..101011110-6
.. ..011001111-6
. ..OlOfOllll—5
. . .010111001-5
..001111001-5

.. .111100100-5

.. 110110000 -4

.. .0001110 10-1

...000011010—3
. ..110000 100—

3

....nooooyoi—

3

. ...OillOoOlOO—

2

..1111101100—7
.0111101101-7

. 1101110100-7

..1111001010-6

..001 1110011-

6

. .1010011011-6
..0101101011-0.
...0111010001-6
..0001010111-5
.0110011000-4

, .0001110100-4
..0010010010-3
. -.0000101000 -2

Second Day.
Extra target shoot No. 1, 10 singles: Budd 10, Grim 9. McBride 8,

Bird8, Brewer 8, Ferguson 7, Sanford 7, Roeaelle 7, Hughes 7,
West 7, Simpson 7, Dorton 6, Clark 6, Perkins 8, Veile 4, Clement
4. Ties all div.

Shoot No. 7. 6 singles and 3 pairs targets, entrance «2:
McBride 111111 111110-11 Hughes 010111 10 10 11-8
Grim 111111 10 10 11-10 Veile 1111(0 io 11 01—

8

Sanford 111011 10 1111-10 Clark 011111 01 10 10-8
Budd 111111 10 1110—10 Rochelle Ill 011 10 0101-7
Burnett 111111 10 10 10-9 Feiguson 111010 10 0110-7
West 1.11101 01 10 11— 9 Perkins 01111] 01 00 01—7
Bird 030111 11 11 11— 9
All ties div.

Shoot No. 8, 20 single targets, entrance $3.50:
Budd 11011111110111111 111-18 Searight . .11100011110011110111—14
Sanford . ..11111101111101111111-18 Spencer. .lUOllllOllllOi 10100—14
Heikes....lllllllll01l0llilll0-ir Dorton. ...11110111011010100011-13
J & SmithOlllilOlOlllilllllll-17 C Moore. .1011 I , ; u ,-j

,

Burnett.. .lllllltmOtllOOOtll-lS Bird ..OllOllOlOlllOUOUlO-13
Hughes.. .10111110111111101101-16 Dimple. .. .001011001011111010 11-12
Grim 1111001 11 101 ill! 10 11—1 6 Ferguson . 1 00 1 1 1 0 100 110100110 1-11
Georgesou 111110] 10111 1 1101011—16 Veile. .. l: j i _ 1 1 nil i xj
Chirk.. . .ll':iii:M::mill<v:-r, : i.ri :;,,ii.:i::i:i 1

:

;il':ro;v l i_-u
McBride.. 10111101101111001111-15 West OlOOHOlOoiOlOOHOOl- 9
Rnehelle..n00m010110]llllll-15 Gemenl

. .01000011)000000000000- 2
Ties all div.

Shoot No. 9, 10 live birds, entrance $7:
Heikes... 2212112111-10 McBride 0212101111—8
Grim .... 15211^121-10 I 0 Smith 1101031011- *
West 1111212221—10 Krouskop 2102011201— 7Budd 1111111111-10 Bird 2C01211101- 7
Sanford 11022111.12- 9 Perkins 00]1211?20- 7Ferguson 2101112110-8 Veile.... 120292200^—7
Spencer 20 .'2210212- 8 Searight 1110110.10- 7

1 ->''ioiv li i; - -I:,.-. i- llnVui
'

hughes 0113110212- 8 Simpson 1202210010- 6Dorton 1101201112- 8 Rochelle 1101100002—5

fec^^ffliS: i
GoorgesOD 0110002000- 3

All ties div.

Shoot No. 10. 6 pairs targets:
Budd 11 11 11 11 11 01-11 Howard 00 10 11 01 10 11- 7Sanford ... .11 11 10 11 10 11-10 Veile 11 10 10 00 10 10- 6
Hastings ... .00 10 11 11 11 11-9 J G Smith. . .10 10 01 10 10 10- 6Grim 11 11 11 10 10 10- 9 Georgeson.. .00 10 11 11 10 11— 6
Dimple 11 11 11 10 10 10- 9 Converse... .10 01 lo 10 01 10- 6
Clark 01 10 11 11 10 11- 8 Sherman ... .00 10 00 01 II 11— 6
Harnett 10 11 10 10 11 10- 8 Wilkins 10 10 00 10 10 11- 6West 11 11 10 01 10 01- 8 Searight. 10 10 01 01 10 00- 5
Bird 11 10 10 10 10 11- 8 Spencer 01 10 01 00 01 01- 5
Meyerle 10 11 10 11 00 11- 8 Lewis 10 00 11 10 01 00- 5
Perkins 00 11 11 10 11 10- 8 Chase 10 10 00 00 10 U— 5
Rochelle 11 00 10 11 10 11- 8 Allerton 00 11 00 10 01 10- 5Hughes 01 11 10 10 10 11- 8 McBride 00 00 10 00 10 11— 4
Dorton 11 11 10 10 01 10— 8 McCain 01 00 00 10 10 01— 4Tucker 11 11 01 01 11 00- 8 0 Moore ... .10 01 00 00 10 00- 3
Heikes 10 10 10 10 11 10- 7
Ties ail divided.
Extra shoot No. 1, 7 live birds, entrance 85: J. G. Smith 7, Budd

(.Converse?, Perkins? Dorton 7. Hughes 7, Grim 6, Heikes G.
McBride 6, Bird 5, Bvers 5. Hastings 5, Allen 5, McCain S, Simpson
a. Lewis 5, Wilkihs 5, Krouskop 4, Searight 4, West 4, Hicks 4,RyWan 4, Jones 4, Spencer 4, Sanford 4, Meyerle 3, Howard 3,Veile
3, Clement 3, Chase 3. Ties all divided.

Extra shcot No. 2, 5 live birds, entrance £3: Perkins 5. Grim 5
Hicks 5, Dorton 5, Heikes 5, Hastings 5, Meyerle 4, Budd 4. J. G.
Smith 4, Hughes 4, Clark 4. Wilkins 3, Searight 8 , Krouskop 3
Chase 2. Jones 2, McBride 2, Howard 1. Ties all divided.
Shoot No. 11, postponed from the second day, was at 9 single tar-

gets, entrance SI. 50, and resulted as follows:
Hastings 9 Hughes 5 Brewer 7Budd 8 Hastings 3 Howard 5

. .7 Rochelle

..7 McBride

..(> Dorton

Clark '. .'.5

Spencer 5
Shelton 2

Perkins
Simpson
Grim .,

Leonard
All ties divided.
Shoot No. 12, 9 single iargets, entrance §1.25, closed with 20 en-

tries and the t oliowing score:
Sanford —9 LBonar<L

t-, r

Dorton 8 Anderson
Hastings 8
Clark
McBride
Budd
Simpson

Perkins 2
Bird a
Brewer 8
Hughes 7
Howard 7

Shoot No. 13 whs one of the interesting events of the day be.in»
a team shoot, any two men to constitute a team, at 13 single tar-
gets per man, entrance $i per team. The following snore shown
the result:

Rochelle 7
Frisbie 6
Grim 5
Spencer 5
Shelton 3
Watteis] 1

Dorton 101111111111-11
Hughes lltlllllim—12-23
Grim 011111111111-11
Heikes 1 1 11 10 1 101 1 1 -10 -21
Burnett (illllOilOlll— 9
Sanford 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 101—1 1-20
Buad 010111111011— 9
Bird OlOlllOlllll— 9—18
Simpson OllOlOHllll- 9
McBride 11) KHiklOloi— 8—1?

Yearnshaw. . . .101111011010—3
1 toel iel le 1 1001 1 1 01011 —8 -16
Chase 101110110101-8
Bruce 00101 J 1 10101—7—15
Read-
Brewer ...

Roy
Dimple
Leonard. .

.

Hicks

.110100110011—7
. 111100001011-7—14
.011000100110—5
100001110101-6—11
.001100011001-5

....110001011010—6—11
Dorton and Hughes, of Fouda. fa., winning firsi; Grim and

Heikes, of Clear Lake, la., and Dayton, O., second; Burnett and
Sanford, of Des Moines, third; Bud.], of Des Moines, and Bird of
Fairmont, Minn., I ourlb; Simpson and McBride. of Victor, fa.,
fifth.

Shoot No. 14, 7 live birds, entrance $2:
Spencer .2212231—7 Perk ins 0120110—4
Sanford 1120221—6 Grim 0210012—4
Denuis 1202112—6 Morgan 1002011—4
Thinsmore 1121201-6 Tucker 0012120-4
McBride 2220120-5 Hughes.:... . 0200110-3
Bird 02.21023 - 5 Krouskop 1 102000 3
Dorton 0102221 -5 Heikes 01202UO-3
Clark 1101101 -a Read. . . 0200100 -3
Budd. 1200121—5
Shoot No. 16, 12 single targets, entrance $2.50:

... 8.

... 1

Hughes 11 Veile 7 Grim
Budd 11 Rochelle 6 Simpson
Sanford 10 Dennis... 5 Brewer. 7
Bird 9 McBride 11 Spencer 6
Hastings 9 Rpad 11 Douovan 5
Howard 8 Dorton 9 Leonard i
Clark 7 Burnett. 9
Extra live bird shoot No. 1 was for §5, at 7 birds: Hughes 7, Per-

kins 7, Converse 6, Morgan 5, Heikes 5,: Howard 5, Tucker 5
Leonard!, Yearnshaw 3, McBride 7, Grim 6, Spencer 5 Clark 5
Budd 5, Sanford 5, Bird 5, Simpson 4. All ties div.
Extra No. 2, same conditions, resulted thus: Budd 7, Heikes 7.
ir.b*0 H t>i}1>h-lTlc ft Onvmr. 7\,i.-. "On, .1 .-. - T — 2 . i

Extra No. 3, at 5 live birds, $3 entrance; Krouskop £ Roy 4,
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Dimple 4. Hicks 4, Hughes 4, G-rim 4, Jennings 4, Converse 3, Mc-
Bride 3, Heikes 3, Simpson 3, Perkins 2, Corrie 3, Lewis 2, Clark 3,

Viele 1.

Extra No. 1, at 15 single targets, entrance S3, closed the sport
and resulted as follows: Heikes 14, Buda 14, Sauford 13, Franklin
12, Burnett. 12, Searight 11. Lewis 10, Garrett 7, Bird 14, Hughes 14,

Dorcon 12. Grim 12, Corrie 12, McBride 10, Viele 8, Watters 5. All
ties div. except those of 12, which provoked a shooting match at
the wind up. Burnett broke 12 straight and won.

MAPLEWOOD.
MAPiiEwooD, N. J., Oct. 26—The second annual tournament of

the Maplewood Gun Club was held on Thursday, Oct. 23. The day
could hardly have been worse. It began raining at 10 o'clock, and
kept it up all day. A drivingnortheast wind came right in the face
ot the shooters. Notwithstanding the rain and mud, about fifteen

shooting cranks turned out and kept the traps going until dark.
Ties divided unless otherwise noted. Five bluerocks, 50 cents
entrance:W Smith 5 W.I Smith 4 Cockefair
CDean 5 A Parry 4 Ayres
Brientnall ..5 E Reeves ...3

Ten bluerocks, $1 entrance, 3 moneys:W Smith. 1111101011-8 Cockefair 0111111001-7
C Dean 1111111101-9 Beeves OlUOOulll-6
Brientnall 110U01111-S Ayres 1111101111-9W J Smith 1010001111-6 Parry 1010111101-7
Fifteen bluerocks, $1.50 entrance:W Smith 111111111111101—14 Ayres 110010100101101— 8

Brientnall ....011111111100111—12 Yeomans 111111011111110—13
Dean 11U1011 1101111-13 E Wolff OOllOOOllOllOll- 8

Parry 110111111111110—13 Walters 010101111110111—11W J Smith. . . .000110111111101—10 Cottrell 101000011111110 - 9
Cockefair 001011111111111-13
Twenty bluerncks. $2 entrance:W Smith.. 11111111111111101011—18 Cockefair.OllllOOOllOOOHOOOOl- 9

Dean 10111111111110111111-18 Wolters . .11100101111011110001-13
Yeomans .11001111111110110111-16 Parry 11111111011010110010-14
WJ SmithlOlOlOllllOllOOOHOl—12 Cottrell. . .10101010000011011000— 8
BrientnallOllllllllllllOllllll—18 Ayres 01111101111100110111-15
Five bluerocks, 50 cents entrance:W Smith 4 Brientnall 5 Ayres.

Dean 4 Wolters 3 Condit 3
Yeomans 4 Cockefair 3 Beeves 3W J Smith 4 Cottrell 2 Parry 3
Ten bluerocks, SI entrance:W Smith 0001101010 -4 Reeves 1101110101-7

Dean 101001101 1-6 Parry 11101 00011-6
Yeomans 1101011111—8 Walters 0010101111-6W J Smith 0010101 111-6 Ayres 1010100001—i
Brientnall 0001011111—6 Cottrell 0111010110—6
Cockefair UU011020—

7

Twenty bluerocks. §2 ei trance:W Smith ..111101 11001110110101- 14 Cockefair. 11100011011110101100-13
Dean 01111101001111111010-14 Walters ..10110100111001101110-12
Yeomans .101 1 1011 1 in 2 0 ii 1 1 11 1-15 Re^vs . OlJOlOJlOliiliHiinWfi-iO
WJ SmitbOllliOlf010100101110-11 Parry 01101111110111101011—15
BrientnalJOilOlllll 10110111111—16
Ten bluerocks, $1 entrance:
W Smith 7 Cockefair 6 Ayres 6
Dean 8 Walters 8 Parry .

Yeomans 6 W J Smith 7 EeeveS
Brientnall 9
Ten bluerocks, $1 entrance:

Yeomans 7 Cockefair 8 Reeves 4
Dean 9 Parry 7 Walters.
Brientnall 6 Ayres 6 WjSimthW J Smith 6
Miss and out, 50 cents entrance:

Yeomans 4 Cockefair 6 Walters
Dean.... 0 Harry 5 W Smith 6
Brientnall 8 Reeves 2 AynW J Smith 3
Five pairs doubles, $1 entrance:

Yeomans 01 00 10 10 01—4 Dean 10 11 11 11 10-8
Brientnall 00 10 00 01 10—3 Wallers 01 10 00 11 11—6W Smith 11 11 11 10 10—8 Co ttrell 00 00 10 00 00—1
Cockefair 10 10 10 10 01—5
Ten Ligowsky clays, SI entrance:W J Smith 9 Parry

..6

Ten bluerocks, $1.50 entrance:
Yeomans 9 Cockefair..
Dean 9 W J Smith

Fifteen bluerocks. §1.50 entrance:
Yeomans 14 Cockefair
Dean 9 Walters
Brientnall 11 W Smith
Ten bluerocks, $1 entrance:

WSmitb 8 W J Smith
Parry 10 Dean
Brientnall 8
Ten oluerocks, SI entrance:

W Smith 9 Dean..

8

. 6
7
W Smith

.

. .
, 10

.10

. 8 8

4

Reeves. ... ..6
7
8
O. W. Brown, Prest.

WATSON'S PARK, Burnside, 111., Oct. 28.—Score made here to"
day by some members of the team selected to shoot in the forth"
coming match between Kansas Citv and Chicago, A. A rule^-
A Price . . .12310121! 1 2U1221213-19 M .TEich . .22211122111111210111-19

S it - i.m r d . 2 02 1 2 2 1 !
0

:

iO
1

i >3 i
! 1 .?(

;
1- 13 Rock 1

1
1 u :;S '; .203 1 23 I ] ]

;
'

1
i
_ \

}

Torking'u 122102 21] 21200210-14 Khlers. . . . 00101011211110111 1 - n
J SPuee 202jitl2iI2,i:i23322-10 Kletumau 122220121 21 121 ] v^--j;;
Wadsw'thl02101022111112212]2—17 Watson. ..02201 310222^)122J11-15
Sweep at 10 live pigeons, 85 entrance, A. A. rules:

Geo Kleinman 1223101212- 9 W L Shepard 2021101111— 8
J Watson 0220121022- 7 J E Price. lOOTO'Msi- ?R B Wadsworth.

.
.1111111122—10 Hy Ehlers 3211032111—0

U Hoffman 2023110121- 8 B Rock 2212233211—10
MJEich 1012011112-8 C D Gammon 210020 ,>»31-

7

Fir6T and second divided third won by'Eich.
Oct. 30.—Fort Dearborn Club at 15 live pigeons, Illinois State

rules, for club medal:
Hy Ehlers... 111121101111121—15 H Loveday... 0111111121 1

°

r
ll-l<t

Abe KieinnianlCH2lllUH212-H F Don al<3 .

2*>"
• r,V

',

,("•'•>
_i->

C D Gamon— iui H lln^.l— 13 *Gu Dieter.. .011211111211113—13
Geo Kleinman 101022222111120-12 *Jno Watson. .111111211021111^14
Chas NltSchke2101101U000200- 8 *B Rock. "03J 111121101 11—I?CB Dicks 101122121112211-14

.m^uxulwul 13

*Not members ot the club but shot in the sweep. Ties on 14 mi«sand out: Dicks 0, Loveday 4, others 5 and div. Hy. Ehlers andAbe Kleinman will shoot off tie for medal in next club shootTwenty Peoria black birds for club medal:
Geo Kleinman OOOOllOOllimiOOlll-13

n,
be^J^f1 11111101110111111100-16

Chas Nitschke 111011] 0110101111001—14
Ravelhigg.

WALNUT HILL, Oct. 29 -It was a wet and tired, hut jollycrowd ot shotgun men that left this range co-night at the close of
the day s shootiag. More disagreeable weather conditions hardly
could have been provided, but everybody was out for fun, andgrumbling was ruled out hy a unanimous vote. In the shootins?
for the diamond pins, Mr. Black went to the front with a rushHis score ot 29 birds out of a possible SO is the highest vetrecorded m tins series of competitions, and entitles him to deco-
rate himself with the championship medal until the shoigunmen
hold their next meeting. Not content with this victory Mr Black-
also won the competition for the. Key-tone trophv, allowing butone bird to escape out of 20 at which he shot. The Vummarv-

Diamond Pin Match.
"

Twenty Keystone targets, firing hy squad, and 5 pairs Standard
targets.
Black 11111111111111111111-20 11 01 11 11 11-9-99
Nichols 11111111101111010111-17 11 10 10 11 00-6-23
Bowker 11110110111111011011-16 10 1(1 10 10 10-5-21
Gale 01111111110111111110-17 00 10 10 11 00-4^21Perham 11111011000010010111-13 10 10 11 10 11-7-19
Bradbury 11111111110111010111-17 00 00 00 00 10-1-18
Curtis 11111001011111101111-16 00 01 00 10 00-2-18
Burtou .11000111111010100100—11 U0 10 00 00 12—5-13

Keystone Trophy Match.
lwenty Keystone ta rgets, from 5 irap3, Kevstone rules-

Black 11111111111101111111-19 Nichols. . .11111101111011011111-17
gale 11110111111111111110-18 Perham.. .01110110111111111110-16
Bradbury.lOlllllOlOlllUl 1111-1? Bowker.. .lOllliOOlllUOOOllll- 14C^rt'?*r lilOlUllllllOlll 110-17 Burton. . . . lOOiOOOl101001H0110-10Ou Wednesday, Nov. 12, the shotgun men will convene again to

club
°V6r P°sse8S10n 01 clie various trophies offered by the

CHEYENNE FLATS SHOOT.
Great Bend, Kan., Oct. 24.—During the progress of the run-

nings in the meeting of the American Coursing Club this week, a
pleasant little shooting tournament was held near the club house
on the Cheyenne Flats, Mr. D. Hugh Halladay and Mr. F. E.
Smith, of this city, being the moving spirits. Of course the shoot-
ing had to cease at such times as the crowds of horsemen and
vehicles were a bout the club house, bur when the dogs were in
the field the guns went to work, and quite a number of events
were worked off. The wind was quite strong over the plains,
which made the live-bird shooting rather more difficult, though
the birds were not an extra strong lot of flyers. Blueroek targets
were used under A. S. A. rules. The Cheyenne Flats a decade or
two ago were covered with buffalo, and within the lines of the
boundary flags, or under the flight of the artificial targets, were
more than one buffalo wallow still plainly visible. Such is sport
to-dav. On the whole, this little shoot is interesting for the cir-
cumstances that surround it, as well as for itself. Score:

Wednesday, Oct. 2%.

NinehluerockB, 82.50:
FDeTar 110111111-8 R Matthews 111110111-8
ABlockler 111101100-6 Andas 110011010—5
Bush 101011101—6 Hanna .011010111-6
De Tar and Matthews div. first, Bush won second on shoot-off.
Seven live birds, S3:

De Tar 1011111-6 Burhank 1001011-4
2. Block-let lllOliii-E AndciK llllull-0
R Mathews 1111101—6 Bonehrake 1011111—

«

Bush 1011111—6 Hanna 1101101—5
Ten live birds, $5:

Andas 1111111111—10 Hanna 1111111111—10
Bonebrake 1111111111—10 Halladay 0111101011— 7
Burbank llllllllll—10 Bush 1111111110- 9
Ten bluerocks:

De Tar 1101100110—6 Bush 10U111101—

8

Andas 1111010011—7 Bonebrake 0010011110-5
Halladay 0100001001—3 Hanna 1101000110—5
A Blockler 0100101011-5 Mathews 0111101101—7
Burbank 0000111100-4
Five pairs bluerocks:

De Tar 10 01 11 11 10-7 Brown 10 10 10 00 00—3
A Blockly 10 00 10 10 10-4 Hanna 10 10 10 10 10-5
Matthews 10 01 10 11 10-6 Bush 01 10 00 01 00-3
Audas 10 11 11 10 10-7
Six bluerocks:

De Tar 110111-5 Brown 010011-3
Bush 101000-2 Andas 011000—2
Blockler 110000—2 Smith 011001—4
Matthews 111010—4 Burbank 111101—5
Hanna 001110—3 Bonebake 010010—2

Thursday, Oct. %S.
Fifteen bluerocks. $3:

De Tar UlllllllOlllll-14 Andas 111111110001111-1:.
Blackler 001100001101011— 7 Burbank 101011110100000 - 7
Matthews 110110101001111—10 Bonebrake .... 111000101111100— 9
Bush 111111101010011-11
Nine bluerocks:

De Tar 111101111-8
E West 111000100-4
Burbank 111101001-6
Brown 000000000-0
Andas 001011101-5
Nine bluerocks:

De Tar 011101111—7 Matthews 010111011—6
E West 111111100-7 Burhank 100110001-4
Brown 100000000-1 Keeley 000001000—1
Bush 001100000-2 Halladay 000101000-3
Andas HlOlOOOl—

5

Five pair doubles, $2:
De Tar 11 10 10 10 11—7 Andas. 11 11 00 10 10—6
Rowlings...-. ....00 01 00 10 01-3 Williams 10 00 11 11 00—5
Bonebrake 11 00 11 01 11—7 Matthews 11 01 11 11 10-8
Brown 00 00 10 10 00—2
Seven live birds, $5:

De Tar 1111111—7 Mathews 1111110-6
Bonebrake 1011011—5 Bush 11 IOHI—

6

_ las 1111011—6 Williams 0111000-3
Burbank 1111111-7 Blakley 1111111—7
West 1111111—7 Crum 1111111—7
McGinty 1001111-5

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Nor. 1.—Ten bluerocks,
50 cents entry, all ties divided-

Bush 001001C10-3
Mattnews 1 10111111—

8

Keeley 000111000-3
Smith 010100111—5
Bonebrake 010011010-4

Johnson
Simpson 7
Collins 7

Hunt ..10

Englewood ...... 6

8 4
6 9
7 9

8 9 8

Mannen 8 5 7 4 ..

Wall 2 4 5 3 1
Crossmann 4 4 7 6 4
Hathaway 7 ..

Sweep 1, 4 live birds, $2 entrance:
Johnson 0212—3 Englewood H32—

4

Simpson 0101—2 Mannen 2222—4
Collins 1112—4 Mead 1211—4
Hunt 2112—1
Sweep 2, same:

Johnson . . 1211—4 Englewood 2112—4
Simpson ...2011—3 Mannen 2212—4
Hurd .2112—4 Mead 2031—3
Sweep 3, same:

Collins 0112-3 Englewood 1111—4
Joh^ou 1111—4 Mannen 1311—3
Simpson ..2121—4 Mead 1201—3
Hunt 2221—4 Hathaway 1212—4
Event No. 4, 7 live birds, $3 entrance:

Johnson 1201211—6 Mead 2121121—7
Simpson 1212102 6 Hathaway 2111121—7
Hunt 1101011-5

HAMILTON, CLUB.—Brown's Driving Park, Long Island, Oct.
28.—The clay-pigeon match for the club cup was shot here to-dav.
The contestants were Mr. Robert Braith, Mr. Allan Nichols and
Col. Gray, all of the club. The air was raw, and those who viewed
the match were resl enthusiasts. The tropbvwas gotten up by
Tiffany and was well worth a struggle. The "terms of the match
were 25 birds each, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, club rules:
Nich ols Hllllli 1011 1 1 1111 1111111-24
Braith 1110111101111111111100011—20
Col Gray lOllOllllllOllllllOOilllO—19
Dr. Preston was referee. Mr. Allan Nichols and Mr. W. Gordon

sail Nov. 10 with Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, for a seven months' cruise in
the schooner yacht Eclipse. T>>ese sportsmen will no doubt find
the big game ere their return, even as they found it before.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Oct. 25.-Nicetown Kennel and Gun

Club's shoot at bluerocks, 3 traps, 16yds rise, American Shoot-
ing Association rules:
E David 1111111111110110111110111-32H David . . .HlllllllUlOllOlOlOlOlll—20HThurman 0010111111101110111101010110111111001111—28
H Bradford 1110110010100110111010101—15
T Cummins 1111001101111111111111111—22
B Harrison 0100001101111011011111101110111111110111—29W Jay lllllllllimil0111110111-23
J Cheney lOlOlOllllOOlliimi —15W Ulary 1010001001100011011111111—15
Second match:

JasKitram 111011OO1H1011 —11H Sherwood 1011100110111011101110111—18W Mohr 0111110011011111011101110-18
G Kittam 10111011O1 1 10011100100101—15
A Walker 0000111010001111110100101—13
C Marean 100111010011 lOO — S

g Reeves 00001110 1 1 101 110011100010-13
CI" ell 010111O110 —6
J Pratt 010011101011000 — 7A Reeves , 111000101110011 — 9H Weiss 1111111011 — 9
J Keefe 1111111110 - 9
Wolfmger 111111110011111 —13
BLAUYELTVILLE, N. Y., Oct. 25.-Tbe return match between

the Leonia and Spring Hill Gun Clubs took place this afternoon
at the grounds of the latter at BlauveLville on the West Shore
R. H. The conditions were teams of eight men, 25 bluerocks each
man, rapid firing plan, three traps. It was a well contested bat-
tle, and the Spring Hill men showed good shooting ability by
capturing the match, winning by 16 birds:

Spring Hill Club.
Hathaway 20
J Bryant 18
Pierson. 22
Simpson 20
Kittle 20
Allen 15
C J Bogart 13

Leonia Club.
Gladwin 16Wr

alker 15
Oluss ..,14
Beam : .19
Goesser 21
Banta , 19
Williams., 19

ALGONQUIN'S VS. EUREKA.—Oct. 30.-A match was shot
between the above named clubs at Marion, N. J. Ten men, 10
birds per man, gun helow the elbow until the bird is on the wing,
50yds. boundary, otherwise American Association rules. The daywas chilly and the wind blowing half a gale, which carried at
least 30 per cent, of the birds out of the short boundary, though
hard hit. Referee, Mr. Cordt Busch of the Jeannette Gun Club.
Judge for Eurekas, Mr. John Maesel, Jr., of the champion EmeraldGun Club team; judge for Algonquins, Mr. Frank Rinn of that
club, ihe losing team have always shot gun helow the armpit,
and needed a continual warning to keep the butt of the gun in its
proper place. The opposing team were veterans at that style of
shooting, including some of the best known Long Island rule shots
111 this vicinity, though they won by but one bird:

Eureka Gnn Club.
Circle (25) H0022o002-5
Strope (37) 0200010ol2—

4

D Rathfer (25). . .1081120111-8
Snowdell (25) . . . .112o01oll2-7
Heritage (27). .. 2022020020-5
Sunderman (25) . .010121o012—

6

E Schmults (25)..0001101122—6
Eicken (25) 0011122001—6
A Schmul ts (25) .

1101210021-7 Han na (27) ', Io2lii6l02-T
Schortemeier(25)0o00211122-6—61 Otten (27) C212ol0100-6-62
o dead out of bounds. 12-bores at 25yds. rise, 10-hores at 27yds.A return match will be shot in the near future.—L. H S.

Algonquin Gun Club.
Dunseath (27). . .. 0021000100—

3

Griswold (27).... 0200122011—

6

Radensky (25).. . . 2001102010 - 5
GarBide (27) 1g02210012 -6
Van Schaick (25)2211110024—8
Meyer (25) OllloOOOll—

5

Brenner (27) 210231511c, -7
Males (37) 1111111102-9

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please look under the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
QameBag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Departments.

NIELS OLSEN.

Moeller 23-151 Wright . lg-135
Ihreesweeps were shot at 10 biTds each, 75 cents entrance, 16

entries each shoot, The visitors took their departure only when
too dark to shoot.

FEW men are better known in yachting circles than Niels
Olsen, the superintendent of the New York Y. C. For nine-

teen years he has been on duty in the New York Y. C.'s house,
keeping the affairs of the club in ship-shape order generally, and
to-day any man who does not know Superintendent Olsen may be
put down as not being possessed with that useful part of the
anatomy known in the yachtsman's phraseology as " sea legs."
Ever since he was 18 years old—and he is now 55—Mr. Olsen has

had more or less to do wit h vessels in one way or another. He was
born in Chn'stiansand, Norway, June 11, 1S35, and he went to sea
early in 1853. After making several short voyages in foreign
waters he sailed to this country as a deck hoy ano deserted his
ship at Pier 8 North River on her arrival here, going over to
Brooklyn, where he fell in with the sailing master of the schooner
yacht Norma, owned by Alexander Major. Olsen shipped aboard
this yacht as cook and cabin boy at a salary of $5 a month and
board, and remained in the employ of the Norma's owner until
1864, when he got a berth aboard the schooner yacht Widgeon,
owned by F. Osgood.
After two seasons of sailing close to shore Mr. Olsen went aboard

the steamship New York, plying between this port and Central
America, and in this vessel he remained thirteen months, until he
contracted a fever and went to St. Luke's Hospital for three
weeks. That was early in 1867. When he recovered from his ill-
ness he took to yachting again and secured a berth as steward of
the schooner Fleetwing, sailing in her ocean race against the
schooners Vesta and Henrietta for $90 000. Leaving his place on
the Fleetwing in the fall of 1867, Mr. Olsen got a job ashore watch-
ing Spanish gunboats at the foot of West Thirteenth street while
they were fitting out to be used in quelling a rebellion in Cuba.
The next year Mr. Olsen went to sea again, shipping on a vessel

bound for China. In March, 1869, he shipped as mate of the old
schooner Magic, and sailed in her international races for the
America's Cup, after which he took up newspaper work, doing
marine reporting for a local paper for two years. In February.
1871, he went as mate of the schooner Columbia, sailing in her
international races also.
It was in November, 1871, that Mr. Olsen assumed his present

duties. The New York Y. C. was then anchored on the northwest
comer of Twenty-seventh street and Madison avenue. In 1884 the
club shifted its quarters to 67 Madison avenue, its present berth,
and if any one will take the trouble to visit the famous model
room of the club he will find there on every side evidences of
Superintendent Olsen's faithfulness and love for his work.
No man could go through such a life as has been briefly outlined

here without having a host of interesting experiences, and al-
though it is hard work to drawmuch out of Superintendent Olsen,
when he has anything to say on yachting or other nautical mat-
ters, there are alwavs plenty of yachtsmen glad to listen. It is
quite a commou thing for yachtsmen to say, "We'll leave it to Mr.
Olsen," when in an argument about debatable questions as to
'•Who won," and it is seldom that they cannot have disputes of
this nature speedily settled by this authority.
Mr. Olsen has the history of American yachting within easy

reach, from the organization of the New York Y. C. to the present
time. He has a complete record of all the vessels which have ever
been enrolled on the club's yacht list, including alterations in
their hulls, changes of ownership, alterations in the machinery of
steam yachts, and other details; and he is at present at work on a
book which, when completed, will contain a correct and concise
account of every race with which the New York Y. C. has been
identified. He expects to have this book finished about Jan. 1.
1891—New York Times.

A SWEEPSTAKES FOR THIRTY-FOOTERS.
rpHE following circular has been sent out by the Corinthian

At the request of the owners of several boats eligible for such a
race, the Corinthian Y. C of New Vork has undertaken the man-
agement (iu connection with the third annual sweepstakes for
larger boats, circular for which was recently issued) of a sweep-
stakes at Newport, R. I., for single masted yachts of from 30 to

40ft. sailing length (formula, ^ 8 - A.+L.W.L.)
,

2
The conditions as to time, place, course and prizes will be as fol-

lows: Entry moneys $75 for s tarter? s$20 if declared out by June
30, $40 if declared out by July 31). Measurement and time allow-
ance as per by-laws of the club. Copies thereof will be furnished
to boats making entries. Owners must furnish certificates of
their sailing length (under C. Y. C. rule) by their respective club
measurers to the secretary of the club at least five days before
the race. Same will be accepted as final unless a remeasurement
(by the measurer of the C. Y. C.) be demanded bv a competitor in
writing within twenty-four h ,urs after the race. No boat not
furnishing such certificate will be timed. The entry moneys will
he divided in prizes as follows: Sixty per cent, in silver plate to
the winner, twenty-five per cent, to the second boat, and fifteen
per cent, to the 1hird boat. If less than five start no third prize
will be given, and the first and second prizes will be. increased to
seventy per cent, and thirty per cent, respectively. The race will
be -ailed off Newport Harbor, R. I., as soon after the termination
of the New York Y. C.'s cruise as can be conveniently arranged.
The course will be a triangle of twenty-five nautical miles, one
leg (if practicable the first) to be laid off dead to windward. The
start will be flying, and both start and finish will be at Brenton's
Reef Lightship. No time limit for race. The sailing regulations
of the Corinthian Y. C. of New York in relation to management
of races, etc., will apply to and govern the race (except as modified
by the special conditions of sweepstakes).
Entries should be made on or before May 15, 1891, inst., to sail-

ing committee, Corinthian Y. C. of New York, care M. Roosevelt
Schuyler, 55 Beaver street. Chas. H. Tweed, E. B. Clarke, ex-
officio, Wm. H. Plummer, Wm. Gardner, Chas. Stewart Davison,
Sailing Committee.

CORINTHIAN NAVY—A special meeting of the Corinthian
Navy will be held at the Hotel Marlborough, Broadway and
Thirty-sixth street, on Nov. 6, to take action on the proposed
amendments to the constitution and by-laws. The East River
Squadron wiU open its navigation and seamanship school in
Harlem. Vice-Corn. T. Fleming Day will be chief instructor.
The course will include knots and splices, boat rigging and sail-
ing, as well as chart reading and boat building. Commodore
Center. S. C. Y. C. will open the lecture series early in December.
Proposed for membership: E. J. Veanhofer and Edward Tanner.

PAPPOOSE.—Mr. Bayard Thayer has sold his cutter Pappoose
to Mr. Davenport Galbraith, of Erie, Pa. She will be taken to
Lake Erie by canal from New York. It is possible that she may
race on Lake Ontario next season, coming in the 46ft. corrected
length claas, with White Wings.
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A CHEAP TENDER.

A CHEAP TENDER.
SKIFF building is an art that has received too little attention.

Anything is considered good enough for a skiff, yet for small
yachts the skiff is better adapted than a round bottom yawl. Stiff-
ness, buoyancy, lightness, roominess and low cost are all in favor
of the skiff. A simple and commendable method of construction
is shown in the illustration. The shape of the boat will be under-
stood from the body plan, which is to outside of plank. The
frame can be got bv deducting the thickness of sides and bottom
from the sections of the body plan, or they can be got by taking
the>i»««e width across bottom and top on the half breadth plan.
The txample in question measures 8ft. 6in. over all, 3ft beam

across the top, and 2ft. 4in. across the bottom. The depth amid-
ships is llin., at stem 15in. The stern board or transom is 2ft. 6in
across top, 2ft. across bottom, and llin. wide, including the crown
She will carry two hands on a draft of Sin. To put up the boat
proceed as folio ,vs: Get from the mill one 3£ln. board of white
pine, 18ft. long. Have it run through a planer to %in. A similar
board 14 to 16m. wide for the siding, and some Min. oak for stern,
cleats, and frames. Also a piece of 3j^in. oak or hackmatack for
the stem. Saw the bottom board across in half. Lav the two
pieces on the floor alongside one another, and with chalk sketch
out the shape of the bottom and trim off to the line. Lay the two
pieces on the building stocks. Hold them there by a strut from
the shop beam above and block up the ends of the boat's bottom
to the required camber. Get out the stem with rabbet and screw
it in place. Cut out the cross floors of lx3in. stuff and slot their
ends to receive the heel tennon of the timbers. Cat the latter out
of straight grain stuff to the shape of a stout, knee as shown in
the diagrams, leaving a tenon projecting. Drive the tenous
into the slots of tiie cross floors and piu them with a round na'l.
Also screw the heels down to the floors. When the four sets of
frames have thus been put together, with the proper flare, placethem m position on the bottom boards and screw them fast from
underneath. Bevel off the frames with a spokeshave to receive
the side plank. Put the latter in place temporarily, holding it to
the frames and stem by clamps. Mark off proper shape of the
sheer and the rocker of the bottom and trim off to those linesRemember that the sides overlap the bottom as shown in the
ctoss section of the boat. The bottom boards must therefore be
beveled around the edges with a plane to suit. Screw the side
boards in place to the stem, the frames and »long the bottom
spacing the small brass screws about 2J4in. apart so as to make a
watertight job. Cut out the stern board, and screw it in aft be-
tween the sides and on top of the bottom boards, and also knee it
to the sides at the sheer. Fit an oak breasthook in the, eyes for-
ward. The boat is now ready for the fittings. Run a light inwale
around the heads of the frames to stiffen the gunwale and nail a
chafing batten round outside at sheer height. Screw cleats to the
frames and side to receive the thwarts, which, when screwed
down, serve to tie the boat together. Fit a center knee to thetransom and lay some foot boards across the floors. Also screwdown a suitable oak block bored for the swivel rowlocks. Now
turn the whole boat over and screw a strip of oak, 3xi£iu., foreand aft over the center seam of the bottom, and nail on what skag
you. wish aft over that. Bore the stem head for a painter andputty where needed. Then varnish or paint, depicting the vacht's
burgee on each bow. The material, oars and rowlocks, will costand three days and a half labor $9 more.

A NEW IDEA IN BOILERS.-We copy the following verbatimfrom the Marine Journal; the Belleville boiler has been reco^-

itr .
13 u"uul"B a smmuu auxiliary yacnt l^ott. longon the wateriine. She will have two Belleville tubular boilers with

steel centerboards, schooner rigged, and will develop a new ideam her cockpit being constructed so as to form a lifeboat in case
of disaster to the ship. She is intended for cruising in West In-
dian waters."

ANOTHER "MAGIC'-We learn that Mr. Gabriel Deneher, of
Gagetown, N. B., last spring built from the lines of the Magic, in
the Fohbst and Stream of Jan. 16, 1890, rigging the boat as a
sloop. She has proved fast, and very well adapted for the waters
she is used on.

THE CORINTHIAN SWEEPSTAKES OF1891.-The Corinthian
i. C., of New \ork, has issued the following programme of its
yearly sweepstake race for next year: 1. Open to boats exceeding
40 and not exceeding 60ft. sailing length, to be divided into two
classes. Class A including all boats over 50 and not over 60ft.
sailing length, and class B including all boats over 40 and not over
oOft. sailing length. Measurement and time allowance as per by-
laws of the club, copies of which will be furnished to boats mak-
ing entries. 2. Owners must furnish certificates of their sailing
length (under Corinthian Y. C. rule) by their respective club meas-
urers to the secretary of the club at least five days before the race,
teame will be accepted as final unless a remeasurement (bv the
measurer of the Corinthian Y. C.) be demanded by a competitor
in writing within twenty-four hours after the race. No boat not
furnishing such certificate will be timed. 3. Seventy per cent, of
the entry moneys m each class will be given in silver plate to the
winner in that class, and 20 per cent, of the entry moneys in each
class will be given in silver plate to the second in that class. The
re
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1?ainmK 10 per cent- of the entry moneys of both classes will be

added to the prize given to the boat, of whichever class, which
makes the shortest corrected time over the course. 4. The race
will be sailed off Newport Harbor, R. I., as soon after the termin-
ation of theNew York Y. C. cruise as can be conveniently arranged.
5. The course will be a triangle of twenty-five nautical miles, one
leg (if practicable the first) to be laid off dead to windward. 6.
Start and finish at Brenton's Reef Lightship. 7. The start will be
tlying—both clssses together and from the same signal. 8. No
time limit for race. 9. The sailing regulations of the Corinthian
\. C. of New- York m relation to management of races, etc., will
apply to and govern the race (except as modified by the special
conditions ot the sweestakes.) Enteries will close May 15, 1891, andmay be addressed to Sailing Committee, Corinthian Y. C. of New
York, care M. Roosevelt Schuyler, Secretary, 55 Beaver St.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.-At a special meeting, on Oct. 24. all
the changes m the sailing regulations of this club, proposed in the
report ot its committee on classification, which was published in
our issue of Oct. 23, were carried, almost without dissent. The
only amendments to the proposed changes made by the meeting
was in regard to the class limits, the classes as adopted being:
Class A, 29ft. corrected length and over; 29ft. class, over 24ft. and
not over 29ft. corrected length; 24ft. class, over 21ft. and not over
24ft. corrected length; 21ft. class, over 18ft. and not over 21ft. cor-
rect ed length; 18ft. claes, under 18ft. corrected length. The ar-
rangement of toe boats iu the club fleet will be such as to make
good racing between existing boats in the three large classes, and
already the prospects are that a number of new boats will be
built for the two small classes, particularly for the 18ft. class.
1 he club has now secured comfortable winter quarters in Mon-
treal, it will hold monthly meetings during the winter, and the
interest in the cluo and in the sport is increasing so fast as to
promise well for its future. The club's new address is 236T St.
Catherine street, Montreal.
CATARINA—The wrecking company succeeded in raising the

steam yacht Catanna, wrecked on Matinnicock Point; she was
towed to this city by the tugboat Rescue. A report was current
last week to the effect that the steam yacht Corsair. Mr. J. Pier-
pont Morgan, was also ashore on Shinnicook Point, but it was
entirely false, the yacht being safely laid up at Tebo's.
LADY EVELYN, schr.. Sir Roderick Cameron, has been in

iSritish and Mediterranean waters for some months. On Oct 1"
she left Cowes for New York, calling at Plymouth the following
day, but sailing immediately.
rVERNA.—Like all of tbe Jameson racers, Iverna has been

hauled up and her copper stripped for the winter. She will be
planed off and newly coppered under Capt. O'Neill's care in the
spring.
SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.-The fifth regular meeting of the

Seawanhaka Corinthiau Y. C. will be held at the club house
on Saturday evening, Nov. 8, at 8:30 o'clock, punctually.
NYMPH.-Mr. F. W. Flint's 40-footer has been sold to go to

Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic. Mr. Flint will build a 65ft.
Burgess schooner, similar to Quickstep.
YACHT DESIGNING.—The New York Herald of Nov. 2 pub-

lishes a long and very interesting article on this subject by Mr.
A. Gary Smith. '

THE WRECK OF THE NYANZA.—The cruise of the schooner
yacht Nyanza around the world, whose progress we have before
noted, has been brought to an abrupt termination, as told in the
following extract from the Meld. The yacht was about 100ft. 1. w.l.,
21ft. bin. beam, and lift. 8in. hold. "A telegram was received in
London last week, stating that Capt. Dewar's cruise on board the
Nyanza had been brought to an abrupt termination bv the wreck
of the yacht at Ponapi, a small island of the Caroline group. The
crew and passengers appear to have heen transferred to Manilla,
about 1800 miles distant, and where ther6 is a telegraph cable viaHong Kong to London. Capt. Dewar stayed by the wreck some time
longer to look after the interests of the underwriters, and event-
ually disposed of her for £140, and went on to Manilla himself,
wbere he arrived on Thursday. This fine schooner was one of the
composite vessels built by Steele and Co., for Greenock, and must
have had a rare hammering to have become a total wreck. Shewas built in 186 ( , for the late Earl of Wilton, Commodore of the
^Slf t

acht Squadron, and sailed a match in 1868 round the Isle

°t ^%ht
'
^der the flag of that club, in half a gale of wind; but

she did not distinguish herself against the racing fleet, which on
that particular occasion was represented by the Cambria, Aliue
L,u

iia ' Egeria ane Pantomine. They all got a rare doing beating
up the back of the Isle of Wight between Dunnose and St. Cath-
erine s, and the Cambria would probably have been the winner
had she not carried away the jaws of her main-gaff, and subse-
quently her bobstay. As it was, the Lufra, belonging to Lord
Strafford, finished first, but lost the prize by time to Sir Richard
Sutton's Aline. The Nyanza was beaten nearly half an hour by
the Lufra, but for a 'cruiser' this was anything but a bad per-
formance, although it rather staggered those yachtsmen who had
contended—as they had many times before, and since— that, given
half a gale of wind and an open sea for a trial to windward, the
cruiser would beat the over-sparred and lead- ballasted racer into
the proverbial cocked hat."

THE PEQUOTS—New York, Nov. 3.-The annual business
meeting and banquet of the Pequot Yacht and Canoe Association
was held at Heublem's cafe. New Haven, Nov. 1. Officers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows: Com., F. P. Lewis, New
Haven; Vice-Corn., W. M. Chase. New Haven: Rear-Corn.. Dr. W
S. Putney, Milford, Conn.; Sec'y-Treas., W. W. Cornwall, New
Haven; Fleet Capt., Neil R. Mitchell, Westport; Fleet Surg., Dr&AFo

.

rd
' Ne

,
w York; Chaplain, Rev. A.N. Lewis, New Haven.

The business done besides the election of officers was reports of
committees, discussion of location of 1891 meet and cruise, etc.The report of secretary shows a healthy growth and good pros-
pects for the coming year.

AN ACCIDENT IN HELL GATE.—On Nov. 2 as the sloop yacht
Tyrant, of New York, was coming west through Hell Gate on her
return from a gunning trip on the Sound, she grounded in trying
to avoid a passing vessel. Her crew of six, Capt. Brown, Fred
Spencer, H. H. Bowen, Sidney Smith, F. J. Staub and August
Martin, at once jumped into the yawl, which was carried by the
tide against the yacht's side and capsized. Bowen was picked
up by a rowboat and Spencfr, Martin and Brown by another vacht,
but Strauband Smith were drowned. The yacht was hardly in-
jured, being towed off later in the day, and had all hands remained
by her they would have been dry and safe.
A BASE SLANDER.—T. W. H.-An owner who commands hisown yacht does not wear bright brass buttons and a gold band on

his cap; but some wear the club button and club badge. In Amer-
ica the owner of a yacht is styled "Captain,'' and most of themwear bright buttons bearing the club device, also gilt badges on
the cap.—Answers to Correspondents, in the Field.
CORONET, schr., with Com. A. E. Bateman and family on

board, arrived at St. Augustine, Fla., on Nov. 3.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
EDrroHiALS and Otheb WArj?s.-By L. Fidelia Wooley Gil-

lette. New v0rk: Fowler Wells Co.
Human Magnetism. By H. S. Drayton, M, D. New York:Fowler Wells Co.
Annual Report of the State Engineer and Surveyor, State ofNew York, l'or 1889. Transmitted to the Legislature March 3. 1890.



S22 FOREST AND STREAM. [Nov. 6, 1880,

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of

their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canuwns are

requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local

waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1889-90.

Commodore: Wax.tkk.TT. LawSon, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treasurer: R-i.ph * Brazbk. -IT i -uirnl sweet. Lowell, Mass.

Vice-Corn, Bear-Corn. Purser.

Central Dl v..Geo. A. Warder—E. L. French -T. K. Bakewell,
110 Diamond street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Eastern Di v., Dr. J. A. Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph V. Brazer,
Lowell, .Mass.

N'thern Div. .W. J. White W. J. Bead C. M. Wbitlaw,
Montreal, Can.

Atlantic Div. ,M. V. Brokaw I. V. Dorland W. R. Haviland,
Yonkers, N. Y.

Applications fe>r memperShip must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied hv the ivooiumeinlaUoii of a» active in em tier and the sum of $2.00

for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending

the general A. C. A. camp shall pay 81.iri for camp expenses, Application
sent to the Spc'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.

Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms of applicati on by address
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Craue, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Bear-Commodore—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, 0.

THE A, C. A. MEET OF 1S90.-II.

ATTENDANCE.—Wliile it was confidently expected that the
attendance at Jessup's Neck would greatly exceed that of

any former year, such was by no means the case, the number en-
rolled being only a fair average. Tbe official register shows but
218 names, including Squaw Point, and there were very few, if any,
who did not register. This number is small when the present
membership, a little over 1060 up to the close of the meet, is con-
sidered. The'attendance from the various Divisions was: Atlantic
lflti, Central 37, Eastern 78, Northern 2?. Of the 120 odd clubs in
the United States and Canada -which are wholly or in part, devoted
to canoeing, but 42 were represented, the number of members
which each sent to camp being as follows:
Atlantic Envision: Ian the 21. Brooklyn 13, Yonkers 10, Knicker-

bocker 9, New York 8, Arlington 7, Red Dragon 5, Hoboken 5,

Trenton 4, Orange 1, Bayonne 3, Ompagel, Lake Hopatcong 1,

Kwoneshe 1.

Central Division: Mohican 16, Rome 4, Rochester 4, Longworth
3, Buffalo 1, Ruckawa 1, Amsterdam 1.

Eastern Division: Puritan 10, Hartford 10, Vesper 8, Springfield
5, Shuh Snub Gab. 5, Chelsea 5, Tatassit 4, Seconk 4, Owamix 3,

Litchfield S, Hofyoke 3. Norwalk 1, New Bedford 1.

Northern Division: Ubiqoe 6, Toronto 6, R. M. C. 3, Otonabee 2,

Lindsav 2, Brockville 1, Whitby 1, Points Claire 1.

Of these the lanthe O. C.. of Newark, N. J., takes the lead in
point of numbers, having 21 men in camp, besides a large delega-
tion at Squaw Point. The large attendance from tbe Passaic
River that was promised several years since for the first meet in
the Atlantic Division did not materialize, the total number of
members from tha t section being but 33. The whole list shows
that while there was a scattering of men from all sections, the
bulk of the attendance was from the vicinity of New York, from
Albany, Lowell, Springfield, Hartford aud Boston. The nearness
to the Eastern Division brought in a number of clubs hitherto not
seen at camp, Chelsea, Tatassit, Shuh Shuh Gab, Seconk, Holyoke,
Litchfield. The lanthe, Yonkers, Arlington and Hoboken clubs
sent some new men to camp, but a very large number from the
Atlantic Division were men well known in previous camps. The
Northern Division delegation was mainly composed of old regulars
who have visited every meet for years, there being a few young
recruits who came for 1 he ra cing.
Considering the number of canoeists and canoe clubs in Amer-

ica, it might oe expected that the A. C. A. membership and the
atiendance at the meet would be much larger than it has thus far
proved. That th's is so is not. on account of the expense or be-
cause the. canoeist gets no return for his money, the annual dues
of a dollar are not very heavy, and the Division meets each year
are bringing the Association neater home to members, and aiding
canoeing in locali'ies never before reached. The reason why tbe
membership and attendance at the meets are not both larger is on
account of the disinclination of most men to take up anew thing
unless it is put prominently before them. Considering the length
of time that the A. C. A. has been established, and the amount of
publicity that has been given to the Association and the meets by
the special journals and the aaily press, it is surprising how many
men who are interested in canoeing know little or nothing about
it. Such men at times turn up by accident at a meet, at once
taking hold of the whole idea with enthusiasm and joining the
Association with expressions of regret that they did not know of
it before; but for one such there are dozens who never take the
trouble to learn what other canoeists are doing, but go on their
way alone. Ir is true in a way that if aman does not care to pay a
dollar and join the Association to see whether it will benefit him
the less is on his side; but at. the same time it has been proved
that such men often make the best members when by any chance
they are led to join.
The question, then, is whether it is possible for the A. C. A. to

do any recruiting service or missionary work in this direction. A
certain amount of such work is incidental to every meet in a new
locality, but this is small compared with what might be done by
more active and comprehensive measures. The first duty of the
Association is to provide for the present members, but if at the
same time.it could increase the membership it would at once be
possible to do much more for them. Such schemes as involve any-
work of publishing are out of the question on account of the great
expense, but there is at least a fair promise of added membership
in the perfection and adoption of the club scbetne proposed sev-
eral years since. The small proportion of A. C. A, members in tbe
canoe clubs, and epeeially in the larger ones, is something remark-
able; it would seem that when a man is sufficiently interested to
belong to a capoe club and to own a canoe, that he would at the
.same time unite himself with a body that is doiug much, even
though iis work is not complete or perfect, for the advancement
of canoeing; but it is no uncommon thing to find a club of fifty
with hardly half a dozen A. C. A, members, the proportion being
as low in the smaller clubs.
On the oue hand is the Association, with a most complete or-

ganization aud with an unlimited field for work, needing only
more members in general aud more workers in its various de-
partments. On the other are canoeists by the hundred, unat-
tached or members of the many clubs, who might belong to the
Association with advantage to it and to themselves. The ques-
tion is how to biing the club* to the aid of the central body, and
no perfectly satisfactory plan has yet been presented. The mat-
ter has been taken up in a small way by a few of the clubs, such
as the Brooklyn and lanthe, in which every member must, belong
to the A. 0, A., the usual plan being to include the A. O. A. dues
In the club dues, so that each member simply pays his club
purser, the latter remit I ing each year to the Division purser of
the A. C. A. for the lull membership of his club. Such an ar-
rangement is merely a private affair of the club, and is not offi-
cially recognized by the Association at present, but it offers so
many ad vantages that the sooner it'-eah be formally adopted by
the Association, the better it will he.
The principal advantages are that it makes each club an active

agent for enlarging the membership of the Association.; if places
the responsibility for the standing of each member on a club
Which has some knowledge of him rather than of the A. C. A.
officers, to whom he is necessarily a stranger; it greatly simpii lies
the accounts ot the pursers, as they look to each club, a defiui fce

and responsible body, for the net sum, instead of collecting small
sums from scattered individuals; it brings the clubs into a close
relation with the Association, which is not now the case; audit
increases largely tbe esprit du corps of each club, with the result
of a larger attendante and a better display in camp. Canoeists
will recognize the fact that aside from the mere point of numbers,
the camp is more improved by the presence of large and well
managerl delegations from the clubs, than by the presence of the
same number of unattached canoeists. The various club encamp-
ments, such as the Vespers, lanthes, Mohicans and Brooklyns this
year; the club camp-tires, the parts which the clubB as distin-
guished from the individuals take in the illuminations, decora-

tions and festivities of the camp, go to make the meet far pleas-

anter than if each man came to camp as an individual only; and
yet, at the same time, the clubs are practically unrecognized by
the Association. , .._ „ .

One great advance has already been made, m the change of the

Association from a big club to a more complex but efficient body,
through the Division scheme; the next step must be a still fur.

ther carrying out of the same process by building up the Divisions

out of clubs, just as the whole body is made up of Divisions. There
are onlv two serious obstacles in the way of this plan; the large
clubs in which some members, for one reason or other, will not
join the Association, and the men who belong to the Association
and vet do not find it possible to join a club. It would not do to

exclude the latter, as they are often the pioneers doing good work
on the frontiers and well in advance of any club organizations,
and on the other hand there are not a few large clubs in which a
part only of the members are interested in canoeing, the others
being oarsmen, vachtsmen or athletes. Neither of these difficul-

ties are insuperable, aud if the matter were taken up in earnest
by the Association a satisfactory scheme might be devised. The
expenses of the Association would hardly be appreciably increased
by a doubling of its membership, the cost of the extra copies of

the year book would be a small matter, probably no more than
the postage, while the increased income would enable certain new
and useful work to be undertaken; or the present dues, small as
they are, might be somewhat lessened hy charging a certain re-

duced sum for the yearly membership of clubs of various sizes,

while retaining the present fee of one dollar for unattached
members.
There are many cases of large and influential clubs with a mem-

bership of perhaps fifty, from which the A. C. A. does not receive
more than $10 per year, while the instances in which it receives
anything like an average of SI Per man from each club member
are very few. If in a club of fifty the whole membership could he
taken into the A. C. A. by a payment of say $35 per year, the in-
crease of income would he very material, tbe only added expense
being the extra copies of the year book. This is mainly due to the
fact that a camp such as the present one was capable of accom-
modating 500 as easily as 250, the wharf, kitchen, etc., being fully
adequate. Whether the camp would be any pleasanter or the
races more interesting with such a doubling of the attendance, is

at least doubtful; but the arrangement; for transportation, mess,
camp stores, etc , could be very much better. A certainty of an
attendance of 500 would, for instance, justify the chartering of a
good 60ft. launch io run during the whole period, as su -h a boat
would pay its expenses even at a moderate fare; and the great
difficulty of catering should be lessened with the certainty of the
attendance of a very large number.
The Mess.—Old canoeists have various ways of remembering

and identifying the various meets, and one is by the quality of
the camp mess, which even the most rigid campers have had oc-
casion to depend on at times. Thus there are nothing but pleas-
ant recollections attending tbe generous ta ble of the first two meets
at Crosbyside, or the excellent country fare of the Delany farm
in 1884, and the more elaborate arrangements of the same table
in tbe next two years; while a man is apt to grind his teeth and
experience a hollow feeling within at the thought of the very
scant provender of 1888. It was intended that the present camp
should be a memorable one in this respect, a sort of red-letter
affair and so it was; no one will deny that. The big mess tent
of 1890 will live long in the anno Is of the A. C. A., it will take a
foremost place in the mass of tradition and legend that grows
each year besides the camp-fires, and it will furnish a standard
of comparison for a long time to come. Like most things, it had
its good and bad sides, but unfortunately they were badly dis-

tributed; the good was all confined to the camp programme sent
out in advance, the bad was on exhibition three times a day
during the camp.

It would be strange if, out of a party of two or three hundred,
a few chronic growlers were not always found who find fault
with everything and expect the cooking aud service of a first-

class city restaurant in tbe woods and at a low price; but as a
rule canoeists are not hard to satisfy; plain, subtantial food in
plenty is all they wanl ; mere quantity goes a good way in making
up for extra quality, aud little points of cleanliness are none too
strenuously insisted on. In the present case, however, grumbling
and discontent over the mess was general, and it must be ad-
mitted with good reason. Not only was the food bad and the
prices high compared with previous camps, but at the special re-
quest of the committee men had come to camp with no means of
cooking for themselves, and relying solely on the promises of a
most satisfactory camp mess.
So far as these expectations were realized, in the first place, the

advertised prices were higher than ever before. The rate in the
past has been $1 per day, generally a charge of 25 cents for break-
fast and supper and 50 cents for dinner, or simply 3 meal tickets
for a dollar. In either case a man purchased as many tickets as
he wanted, or paid for such meals as he took. In the present case
the lowest charge was at the rate of $1 per day, but only on condi-
tion that a man paid in full for two weeks, or $14. This of
course was not unreasonable, though the man paid for his meals,
whether he was absent or not, aud a man is apt to miss anumber
when racing, sailing or on fishing excursions. From this mini-
mum the scale of prices ran up to $1.25 per day for a week and
SI.50 for 1 or 2 days; while single meals were 50 cents for break-
last or lunch and 75 cents for dinner.
This programme, however, was not, fully carried out; men who

had paid in advance for a certain time, say 9 days at S1.15, found
that when this time was up and they wished to stay a couple of
days longer that they were charged the two-day rate, or perhaps
50 or 75cts. for a meal or two. This, of course, simplified the ac-
counts, but it was unfair to the men, and has never been done
before. There were many who, owing mainly to trouble in reach-
ing camp or in getting their duffle, spent part of several days in
camp and part at Sag Harbor before taking advantage of the
commutation rates, meanwhile paying 50 and 75cts. per meal, or
even $1.75 per day. These figures may not seem high to those who
spend the season at the legular summer resorts, but they were
higher than ever before at a meet, and as it proved, higher than
would be inferred from the published scale of prices; but there
would have been little complaint on this score had the meals and
service been even fairly good; so far from this being too case,
however, there was nothing about the whole mess I hat was not
conspicuously bad.
In the first place the catering was very poor, the bill of fare as

laid out, was a most unfortunate cross between a plain wholesome
camp mess, as managed by a good guiue or camp cook, and a city
restaurant. This in itself would not have been so bad, but after
the first few days all semblance of this bill of fare disappeared,
and the catering was conducted on a sort of go-as-you-please,
catch-as-catch-can plan that was simply unbearable. Not only
was there an absence of all country produce—fresh eggs, milk
and vegetables—but the food provided was positively bad in qual-
ity and often scant in quantity. As for the linen of the circular,
none was visible, either clean or soiled, and even the supply of
cheap paper napkins gave out early in the first week and was
never replenished in spite of many promises. The fish and sea
food that were expected on salt water were found only in an oc-
casional fish ball and a solitary chowder, and the whole menu
brought to mind the old biennial song of Yale:

"The food was not meet for a student, I own;
There was not much flesh, but plenty of Bohn."

Of the service the less said the better, it matched the food.
The excuses made for this state of affairs were entirely in-

adequate; it was claimed that the surrounding country furnished
nothing in the way of milk, eggs or farm produce, the limited sup-
ply being taken regularly by the hotels at Shelter Island; and also
that it was impossible to procure fresh supplies regularly from
New York. However true these may be, they in no way account
for the bad management that was apparent everywhere about the
cooking department. A very good start was made in the first
place; during the winter an ice house was built and filled with the
small quantity of poor ice that the warm weather afforded, a good
frame kitchen was built and most completely fitted up, the tear

-

ing down of one of Delmonico's restaurants in New York giving
an opportunity to procure the ranges, broilers and other appar-
atus at a low figure. The. ice venture was a failure, as all melted
before summer, but this was a small matter of itself. So far as
the committee was concerned, they made every possible effort to
secure a good caterer, searching first in the immediate locality
and among the hotels, but being unable to find any one who would
undertake the mess or the camp store: the final selection was
made only after other attempts had failed, aud when it seemed
certain that tbe right man had been found. Even then the matter
was only closed by the commodore giving a personal guarantee to
the caterer that he should lose nothing. It would now7 appear
that there was no counter guarantee, but that both the members
aud the commodore were at the mercy of the caterer, the former
being very poorly fed in return for very high charges, while the
latter is out of pocket to the extent of several hundred dollars on
the item of the mess alone.
The work of finding a competent and responsible caterer is one

of exceeding difficulty even in the large cities, and we know of
many instances in which the yacht clubs, though paying good
prices for the dinners at their regattas, have fared as badly as the
canoeists in the present case, andwith no redress. If a fairly good

table is provided, with plenty of plain camp fare, the caterer can
count on the patronage of nearly all the camp: some 200 at least;
and on this basis a competent man should be able to make a fair
profit. If it is proved that this cannot be done, then the price will
nave to be raised; but considering the work of preparation done by
the Association, and the very simple nature of the service deman-
ded; such board should not cost over $7 per week.
The present case has taught canoeists one important lesson, not

to place themselves entirely in the power of the caterer, whoever
he may be. As long as they can and do leave the mess tent as soon
as the meals fall below a certain standard, there is a guarautee
that the caterer will in part hold to his contract, but when he has
the cash in his pocket for two weeks in advance, the less they like
his table and tbe more they are forced to depend on the neighbor-
ing hotels, the better he will be pleased. The wise canoeist will
in the future look out for this by not paying in advance or making
auy contract with the mess tent, but by carrying with him his
own cooking traps and a few stores in case of need; leaving the
mess tent and cooking for himself as soon as the fare is no longer
to his taste. Where a man pays in advance, with no guarantee of
what he can get, or where, as iu 1888, practically every one went to
camp on an uninhabited island, where nothing could be had to eat
save at the mess tent, and took nothing with them, they must
make up their minds to a repetition of the present experience.
The only happy ones at the present camp were tne few who

cooked for themselves, and who had their plain but clean and sub-
stantial meals sweetened by the envious glances of the famished
aristocrats who passed by on their return from the Hotel Bave.
The best mess in camp, and probably the cheapest, was that of the
Gait and Ubique party, in charge of a camp cook, with one large
tent as a dining room. By dint of long experience the members
of this mess have learned how to fare well in camp at a moderate
cost, and in this case brought their cook from Canada and pur-
chased a store, of provisions and a small stove in New York.
When this plan is followed out by a party of ten or twenty it is

far pleasanter than the general mess, aud a good deal better for
the same cost; while if desired a more elaborate spread may be
had at a small addional outlay. We went iniothe subject of cook-
ing in camp very thoroughly in the Forest and Stream of Sept.
tj, 1888, and canoeists will find a good many practical hints to aid
them in preparing t or next year. Now is the time, when the mat-
ter is fresh in mind, to make up a camp kit in readiness to ship at
any time to camp.
In connection with the mess tent is the camp store; this year in

a very convenient location, and under a separate management;
but the prices charged were very high. As in the case of the mess
tent, there was not only no competition for the privilege, but the
committee had hard work to find any one who would undertake
to run a store. A storekeeper from Sag Harbor finally hroueht
over a very good stock and kept open during the entire camp, but
his prices were very high, his excuse being that he was under con-
siderable expense for a very short time in leaving his regular
business in other hands and transporting his stork to camp. This
matter of a good camp store is even more important thau the mess;
if men can procure supplies in camp, especially milk, eggs, bread,
meat and vegetables, they can make out very well in spue of poor
meals at the mess tent, but where supplies are not to be had, or
where they are sold ouly by the man who runs the mess tent, the
canoeist is at his mercy.

THE DEFINITION OF AN AMATEUR.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been reading the constitution and by-lawsjof the A. C. A.

carefully, to find how a private member can bring before the
executive committee any change he may think advisable. Can
you give any information ou tms point? The A. C. A. is presumed
to I'e composed of amateur sportsmen. In Article II. of the con-
stitution it is stated that, "its object.is to unite all amateur canoe-
ists," etc., but 1 find no definition of an "amateur canoeist." Nor
do 1 find any rule or regulation which would prevent any profes-
sional oarsman competing in A. C. A, races.
1 would like to sec a by-law inserted after Chap. XII. to read as

follow s: Chap. XIII. All competitors under A. C. A. auspices shall
be confined to amateurs. An amateur is any person who has not
competed in any open competition or for a stake, public or ad-
mission money or entrance tee; or competed with or against a pro-
fessional for a prize; who has never taught or assisted in the pur-
suit of any athletic sports as a means of livelihood. Chap. XIV.
to read as at present. Omit Chap. XIII. as it is included under
Rule XXII. which I wouldlike. to see cnanged to read: No changes
in these rules shall be made, unless recommended by the regatta
committee, and sanctioned by the executive committee; the pro-
posed changes having been published for at least two weeks m
one of the official organs of the Association before alteration. Any
Changes made subsequent to May 1, shall not take effect until
the following year. J. N. McKbndrick.
Galt, Canada.
[There is no way specified by which a member may offer an

amendment, but one of the executive committee from his Division
would seem to be the natural medium. A definition of an
amateur is certainly needed, but we have never yet seen one that
was in any way perfect. The amendment to Rule XXII, is likely
to be offered at the coming meeting, as the need for it is mast ap-
parent.]

BROOKLYN O. C—The Brooklyn C. C. has laid out the follow-
ing series of entertainments during the coming winter: A talk
on "Bends and Hitches," by Messrs. Ward and Wintrin«ham,
a "canoe mess" prepared in camp style, and a lecture by a doctor
canoeist, on the subject of simple remedies for use in cruising
and camping. The annual dinner will be held on Jan. 12 and a
reception Feb. 25.

RUTHERFORD C. C—C. P. Bellchambers has been elected
captain in place of O, W. Baiu, resigned. F. E. McLees is at
work on a 10ft. paddling canoe.

Partner Wanted.—Partner wanted in an old established
skiff and canoe tactory. Amount of capital not so material, as a
man with the necessary experience and qualifications capable of
taking entire charge of the manufacturing and management of
the whole business, as present partners (two! reside at a distance
and are unable to take any active interest in it. Address Skiffs,
care Forest, and Stream office. New York.—Adv.

lnmv&[8 to ^amspandmts.

pF" No Notice Taken, of Anonymous Correspondents.

W. Evans.—On Staten Island robins may be killed from Nov. 1
to Jan. 1; highholders not at any time; raDbits, Nov. 1 to Feb. U
L. K., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Being an interested, reader of your

paper I would like to ask you where I could exchange a well-bred
water spaniel bitch, house broken and to retrieve, for a good rab-
bit hound, which must be well broken to rabbits. Ans. You had
better advertise, as we do not know of any one who would be will-
ing to exchange.

<§£w ffnbticafiang.

Handbooks of Athletic Sports—Edited by Ernest Bell. Vol. I.
—Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Tenuis, Rackets, Fives, Golf, 'Hookey.
Vol. II.—Rowing and Sculling, Sailing, Swimming. New
York: Scribtier & Welford. $3 per volume.

This is a series of works on athletic sports, written by the first
authorities on each subject, profusely illustrated, and distin-
guished throughout by thoroughness and intelligence if treat-
ment. They belong to the long and world famous Bonn's Libra-
ries; and should find a place in the library of every healthy
youngster.

Pre-Historic America.—By the Marquis do Nadaillac. Trans-
lated by N. D'Anvess. Edited by W. H. Dall. With 219 illus-
trations. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

The publishers have rendered a distinct service to students of
American arcbseology by supplying this translation of the Mar-
quis de Nadalllac's well-work 1,'Ameriqw Prehistorique, first pub-
lished eight years ago. Several of the chapters nave been revised',
much new material has been added, and the illustrations are
numerous and interesting. Who were tne Mound Builders and
who the Cliff Dwellers? The author declares that they were
Americans, Indians, descendants of soma Eastern raoe; for Asi8^
was the cradle whence came the first men who peopled this
continent,
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes < FeverBjCongestionSjInflammation
A. A. \ Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
B.B.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coug'lis, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Coiic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.=-Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis*
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - » 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRIGS! 91.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send. 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

Manufacturers of every dessription ofFINE FISHING TAOKIjEI,
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

HESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELL!
Ask your Dealer for them.

Wot Sold m.% Steta.ll t>y -tix& Manufaotvrers.

STEP.
, N. Y.
Bend for 83-pajre Catalogue of Arms

iOOK OF THE GAME LAWS:
A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS OF

THE IJJNITED STATES AND OF CANADA
RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

CONTAINING THE FULL TEXT OF ALL
IMPORTANT SECTIONS OF THE GENERAL
LAWS, AND DIGESTS OF LOCAL LAWS.

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY AND REVISED TO DATE. COMPILED
PROM ORIGINAL SOURCES AND EDITED BY CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
PRICE, 50 CENTS. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. SEND
FOR CIRCULAR.

95 AND 97 PULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURER OV

W±s1ol±icxs TaoKle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Estabthshed 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

Useful & Entertaining Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling. By 0. Bowyer Vaux l.OO
Audubon Bird. Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) 1.00
Training vs. Breaking-. By S. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting Ed. F. and S. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard. E P. Harden.. 1.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Leffingweld 2.50
Portraits of Bogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or

lend for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
818 Broa iway, New York.

otice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9-J, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz * Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is G-ermaa Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8§, 9, 9|, 10ft, weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz. Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " R S5?

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft.
,
weight 20oz

No. 8, s xme as No. 7, but is 3 joint
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.

;
40yds., 95c. ; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Lineu Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ;18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15e.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send Se. »tasa> for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.

3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.
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CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
CATALOGUES
Free.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

mw STOCK.
PARKER B. I*. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Foreend, Bar Rebounding 19 Dm„

i i >-l Tib Pistol woptnvv Onr
Grip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. Price. Price.
No. 2, 1 wirt barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 39.20
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 46 35
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.00
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Factory Our
Price. Price.
$60.00 4vi.75
70.00 49.90
85.00 60.60

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting o f COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 85.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Street;, Chioago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

10 & 12-Gauge.

These arms are the la+est and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

(fl
103 Milk Street,

Bpstoi
Eevolvers ,32 & ,38.

Merwin, Hulberf & Co.
\

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful aud comprehensive cata-
logue of 210 pages, 9x12 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,
Photographic Supplies, Cycles and Gun Goods. This
hook is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes by
well-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.

TKt this Just owet
PRESERVAUNB.

A. Eooxa. i:o -tlxe Bportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Fish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious
In 5-lfo boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can

prepare it) $2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE^M'F'G CO.,123 Cedar Street, New York.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMEKICAN NEEDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn,
who have the
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALF0RD & BERKELE CO.
P

' °k
Boxi^2- SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cwambers St., N. Y.

PRICE'S

BASS LliSTiC.

No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for rne, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 83 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO. PEI0E, 171 East 84th St,, Sew York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps.
With Silver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

ExoeLsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

MJERT FERGIiSQI. Will. 65 Mlm St.. i. I

LIST^--RQyT

AUCKLAND
CO. DURHAM, ENGLAND.

Established 1837.

<X. B. CROOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Gnus, Rifles, HgtoItbts
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

coods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off aud pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our sboe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS.

.0

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYRQWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor 23d st.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick bealer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.

It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street, New York City.

By C. F. AMEEY.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has
been admirably characterized as the most
delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO.
818 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Oornhill, Eng.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JK.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Old Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Tbree million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 21,1890.
W. L. Gilbert, Esq., Plymouth; Mass.:
My Dear Sir—In regard to the trout e^rgs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been had
from them at all of the points to which tbey have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing tban that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had a loss of less than 1 per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets- vs. Eats!
First class ferrets—Sure Pop Breed—specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale at ADOLPH ISAACSON'S
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, New York city.

TTTTl? f\TT A TT FOR SALE. LIVE
±jL V JtL/ U H±JU and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1338. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

ONE CHARLES DALEY 10LB. 10G. B.L. GUN,
list price $90. A close, hard shooter and used

but little, $40. One muzzleloading duck gun,
181b. 8-gauge, cost new. $65, in gnod order and
shoots well, price $12. F. W. WOOD, Burlington,
Vt. It

FOR SALE. - COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

HUNTING FERRETS, $3.50 EACH. INCLOSE
stamp. CORNWELL, Box 92?, Schenectady,

N. Y. It

T IVE WHITE HARES (Lepus AmerUanus),
XJ captured and properly boxed and delivered
to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
feceipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H, O. Stanley, Dixfield. Me., Fish
rad Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
VTo rWM.t.f

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

WANTED.—A SITUATION IN THE GUN
business. Will do anything I can. Refer-

ences given. H. BISHOP, White House, N. J. It

WANTED. - LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad-

dress full particulars, P. O. Box 3,350, New York
City. nov6,6t

OR,

THe Value of Woodlands as Reservoirs.

Being the Lks Etudes de Maitke Pierre
sue L'Agriculture et les Forets.

PAR M. ANTONIN BOUSSET.
Translated by

REV. S. W. POWELL.
The introduction reviews the extraordinary

movement of torrent taming in France, in pre-
paring public sentiment for wTiich the Studies of
Master Peter played a noteworthy part. The
book was written as a sort of science primer,
setting forth the first principles of the relations
existing between woodlands and agriculture.
The principles and reasoning are not less appli-
cable \to the United States to-day than to France
then.

Price In eloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

89 Park Row, New York.

LnwBOW? OAVTJCH * f!0„ 1 V «ti Lane.

Wis ii tie Cascades,
AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES,

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also onTrouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup; Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coijuina.")

12mo.; 300 pages, profusely illustrated; with
handsome gold side stamp and back stamp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are
respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-
garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to
issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements
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Inserted. Reading notices 81.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per
year, $2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10, Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout Che
United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,
London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.
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Moose River and the West
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The Phantom of Nahrnakunta
A Bea* jaunt and its Sequel.

Natural History.
Half Hours in the Sierra
Nevada.

The Lion of Fancy and of Fact
Game Bag and Gun.
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Maine Game.
A South Dakota Game Coun-
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Grouse Shooting with a Beagle
Where Bruin Needs No Pro-
tection.

As Seen by a Pessimist.
Elk on the Snake River.
A Word for the Englishman.
Virginia Field Sports Associa-
tion.

Gelbite Ammunition.
Sea and River Fishing.
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Vermont Trout and Perch.
"Don'ts" for Amateur Tackle
Makers.
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NEW YORK'S GAME PROTECTOR.

AT the meeting of the New York Fish Commission
last Tuesday, representatives of the Anglers' Asso-

ciation of the St. Lawrence River and of the Utica Fish

and Game Association were present to protest against the

action of the Commissioners in removing Chief Game and

Fish Protector Frederick P. Drew. Secretary Thompson
of the St. Lawrence Association urged that Mr. Drew's

retention in the place was of vital importance to the

cause, and that his dismissal meant serious injury to the

service. The Commissioners replied that their inside

knowledge of the work of the protectors afforded them
better means of judging of the efficiency of the several

members of the force, and of the wisdom of changes, than

could be had by outsiders. In executive session it was
resolved by the Commission to retain Major J. W. Pond.

We believe that the Commissioners and the clubs are

actuated by a sincere desire to see the service the best

attainable, and while such differences as have arisen in

this case are to be deplored, there is yet found in them

an assurance of one fact, namely that the public is alive

to the importance of game protection, and is watching

its conduct with careful scrutiny. This is a condition in

the highest degree encouraging. Game and fish conser-

vation has become a live issue of the day.

Now that it has been definitely determined to retain

Chief Protector Pond, the Commissioners have a right to

ask that he be given the same cooperation and aid that

societies and individuals have given his predecessor.

Time will tell whether the change has been wise or fool-

ish. Let us hope that the work will go on. The situa-

tion in this State is full of encouragement. Better the

clashings of factions at odds, if need be, than the dead-

alive apathy that in almost every quarter of the country

calls no check on game slaughter and fish destruction.

A COMMON EXPERIENCE.

"VTOT the keenest of the sportsman's sorrows is a blank

day, nor a series of misses, unaccountable or too

well accountable to a blundering hand or unsteady
nerves, nor adverse weather, nor gun or tackle broken in

the midst of a good day's sport, nor perversity of dogs,

nor uncongeniality of comradeship, not yet even the

sudden cold or the spell of rheumatism that prevents his

taking the field on the long allotted day.

All these may be but for a day. To-morrow may bring

game again to haunts to-day untenanted, restore cunning
to the awkward hand, steady the nerves, mend the

broken implement, make ;the dogs obedient and bring

pleasanter comrades or the comfortable lonesomeness of

one's own companionship, and to-morrow or next day or

next week the cold and rheumatic twinges may have
passed into the realms of bygone ills.

For a year, perhaps for many years, he has yearned for

a sight of some beloved haunt, endeared to him by old

and cherished associations.

He fancies that once more among the scenes of his

youthful exploits there will return to him something of

the boyish ardor, exuberance of spirit and perfect free-

dom from care that made the enjoyment of those happy
hours so complete.

He imagines that a draught from the old spring that

bubbles up in the shadow of the beeches or from the

moss-brimmed basin of the trout brook will rejuvenate

him, at least for the moment while its coolness lingers on
his palate, as if he quaffed Ponce de Leon's undiscovered

fountain.

He doubts not that in the breath of the old woods he

shall once more catch that faint, indescribable, but unfor-

gotten aroma, that subtle savor of wildness, that has so

long eluded him, sometimes tantalizing his nostrils with

a touch, but never quite inhaled since its pungent elixir

made the young blood tingle in his veins.

He has almost come to his own again, his long-lost

possession in the sunny realm of youth. It lies just be-

yond the hill before him, from whose crest he shall see

the nut tree, where he shot his first squirrel, the south-

ing slope where the beeches hide the spring, where he
astonished himself with the glory of killing his first

grouse, and he shall see the glint of the brook flashing

down the evergreen dell and creeping among the alder

copses.

He does not expect to find so many squirrels or grouse

or trout now as thirty years ago, when a double gun was
a wonder, and its possession the unrealized dream of

himself and his comrades, and none of them had ever

seen jointed rod or artificial fly, and dynamite was un-

invented. Yet all the game and fish cannot have been

driven from nor exterminated in haunts so congenial

and fostering as these by the modern horde of gunners

and anglers and by latter day devices of destruction, and
he doubts not that he shall find enough to satisfy the

tempered ardor of the graybeard.

Indeed, it is for something better than mere shooting

or fishing that he has come so far. One squirrel, flicking

the leaves with his downfall, one grouse plunging to earth

midway in his thunderous flight, one trout caught as

he can catch him, now, will appease his moderate

craving for sport, and best and most desired of all,

make him, for the nonce, a boy again. He anticipates

with quicker heartbeat the thrill of surprised delight

that choked him with its fullness when he achieved his

first triumph.

At last the hilltop is gained, but what unfamiliar scene

is this which has taken the place of that so cherished in

his memory and so longed for?

Can that naked hillside slanting toward him from the

further rim of the valley, forlorn in the desolation of re-

cent clearing, be the wooded slope of the other day? Can
the poor, unpicturesque thread of water that crawls in

feeble attenuation between its shorn, unsightly banks be

the wild, free brook whose voice was a continual song,

every rod of its amber and silver course, a picture? Even
its fringes of willows and alders, useful for their shade

and cover, when alive, but cut down, worthless even for

fuel, have been swept from its margin by the ruthless

besom of destruction, as if everything that could beautify

the landscape must be blotted out to fulfill the mission of

the spoiler.

Near it and sucking in frequent draughts from the faint

stream is a thirsty and hungry little sawmill, the most

obtrusive and most ignoble feature of the landscape,

whose beauty its remorseless fangs have gnawed away.
Every foot of the brook below it is foul with its castings,

and the fragments of its continual greedy feasting are
thickly strewn far and near.

Yet it calls to the impoverished hills for more victims,
its shriek arousing discordant echoes where once re-

sounded the music of the brook, the song of birds, the
grouse's drum call and the mellow note of the hound.
Though sick at heart with the doleful scene, the re-

turned exile descends to his harried domain hoping that
he may yet find some vestige of its former wealth, but
only more disappointments reward his quest,

Not a trout flashes through the shrunken pools. The
once limpid spring is a quagmire among rotting stumps.
The rough nakedness of the hillside is clad only with
thistles and fireweed, with here and there a patch of
blanched dead leaves, dross of the old gold of the beech's
ancient autumnal glory.

Of all he hoped for, nothing is realized and he finds

only woeful change, irreparable loss.

His heart, heavy with sorrow and bursting with im-
potent wrath against the ruthless spoiler, he turns his

back forever on the desolated scene of his boyhood's
sports.

Alas! That one should ever attempt to retouch the
time-faded but beautiful pictures that the memory holds.

SALMONIDJE PLANTED IN YELLOWSTONE PARK
\\T E have noted in these columns the proposed work of
* ' the U. S. Fish Commission in stocking the barren

waters of the Yellowstone National Park with fishes of
the salmon family in 1890. The undertaking was suc-

cessfully carried out and the results areas follows: 24,012
lake trout were deposited in Shoshone Lake; 12,013 lake
trout and 8,350 Loch Leven trout were placed in Lewis
Lake; the West Fork of Gardner River received 7,875

Eastern brook trout; 9,800 von Behr trout (Salmo fario)
were planted in Nez Perces Creek and 10,000 whitefish
(Coregomcs williamsoni) where conveyed from Horse
Thief Springs, Montana, to the Yellowstone River above
the falls. All of the fish were yearlings. The trout were
bred at Northville, Michigan, and the whitefish were wild
fish. The total number of fish introduced was 70,400, and
it is not too much to expect that these will speedily make
an impression in their hew habitat. We have already
announced the discovery by Professors Forbes and Lin-

ton of abundant supplies of food suitable for the Sal-

monidm in the waters selected for the experiment. It may
not be amiss to remind the officials interested of the pres-
ence of the lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) in Henry
Lake, Idaho, not far west of the Yellowstone Park. We
have seen from this lake some very plump specimens of
this species.

MILLIONS OF SHAD.
I^VURING the past summer Commissioner McDonald

has repeated the new method of keeping shad in

rearing ponds, where they can subsist upon natural food
until the dangers of the fry stage no longer threatens

them. In a pond of about six acres at Washington, D. C.

,

large numbers of shad recently hatched were deposited

during the months of May and June lsst. The pond was
fully stocked with water plants suitable to the develop-

ment of the minute crustaceans (Cyclops, Daphnia, etc.)

upon which very young shad feed. Here they were kept
until the close of last week, when they were liberated

and passed out into the Potomac in a dense silvery shoal

containing between one million and two millions of young
fishes. Well-fed, active and accustomed to seek suitable

food
,
they have entered upon their journey to the sea

with the conditions all favorable for their future growth
and return when ready for reproduction. This will be,

if current theories are correct, in about three or four

years.

The results of rearing shad in this way have been so

gratifying, that steps will be taken to stock a much
larger pond near the Delaware River at a point conven-

ient to the usual scene of hatching operations. It is pro-

posed to make a pond of about twenty acres, which ought

to accommodate fully five millions of young shad. In this

way it will be possible at small expense to rear and lib-

erate during every season, a vastly greater number of fish

than is represented by the entire catch along the coast,

and the shad industry, which now depends entirely upon
artificial propagation, will undoubtedly increase in extent

and value.
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THE PHANTOM OF NAHMAKANTA.
~\TO lovelier spot in which, to take an outing can be

_[> found than one of the picturesque mountain-girt

lakes that stud the rugged surface of Maine. It was my
good fortune a few summers ago to have the necessary

leisure to allow me to visit this charming region.

It was one of those mild September days when all

nature seemed to be decked in her best, filling the air

-with sweet fragrance and imparting a feeling of ecstacy

and happiness. The trees spread out their branches cov-

ered with crimson ch-apery; the voices of the forest sent

forth sweet songs that seemed to come from some en-

chanted land . lulling one into that dreaminess of mind
where life for the hour is an absorption into the glory of

the world around.
As we paddled down the Penobscot on such a day as

this, the birch canoes gliding silently along, propelled by
the swift strokes of the Indian guides, I gave myself up
to the fascination of the hour. On either side of the

river, which is here little more than a stream, the rich

foliage overhanging from the banks, kissed the water as

it glided past. Here and there a tall pine raised its

majestic head, towering above the surrounding forests

like some kingly giant. The sun shone from the clear,

blue sky with rare brilliancy. The stream occasionally
broke into little fails or "rips," through which we sped,
passing great rocks and boulders, over which the water
foamed and hissed in petty fury.

The day previous we had left Chesuncook, and paddling
across the northern end of Pamedomcook Lake, and from
thence westward through a small stream, we reached
Nahmakanta Lake, where we had been informed fish

were abundant. We entered this lake late in the after-

noon, as the sun was sinking in the west, leaving faint
streaks of gold and red to mark the course of its decline,
and illuminated that placid sheet of water and the sur-
rounding forest.

A suitable camping place having been found we landed.
While the guides were pitching the tents and conveying
our luggage from the canoes we occupied ourselves with
cutting fir boughs for our beds. No one who has not
tried a couch of this kind can have any conception of the
ease and comfort it affords, especially when one has pad-
dled a canoe all day or waded in brooks casting a fly for
the wary trout. By the time we had completed our task
the guides announced that supper was ready. Our table
was a rude structure of boards, while our provision
buckets did duty as seats. It was surprising what a
quantity of trout, "flipjacks" and molasses we managed
to stow away, just how much I would not dare to say.
After supper had been finished the most of the party

gathered round the camp-fire, some filling out their jour-
nals, while others got their fishing tackle in readiness
for the morrow. As for myself, taking one of the guides,
I paddled out upon the lake, in the hope of getting a shot
at a deer, as they frequently come down to drink and
feed upon the lilies about the shores of these lakes.
A light breeze had sprung up from the westward,

ruffling the tranquil surface of the lake. A little later
the moon rose, piercing the dark canopy. I sat in the bow
of the canoe, and as it danced over the little waves I found
myself again indulging in reverie. The stars overhead,
the swish of the waves on the side of the canoe, and the
moon-lit panorama, extending from our camp-fire in the
distance to yonder hill, all had a tendency to dispel
thoughts of care and the outside world from my mind
and let me drift away into dreamland. Suddenly the
tranquillity was broken by a wailing cry. I started in
my seat, nearly overturning the canoe, and grasping my
rifle, looked about, expecting to see some strange form
come into view. After a moment of silence there was a
repetition of the cry; it was a cry as of some one in dis-
tress. I felt a chill creep through my body as again that
wail rose on the night air. Looking in the direction from
which the sound came, I beheld a sight that seemed to
transfix me with terror. Even now when my mind goes
back to the scene of that night, a feeling of horror steals
over me. that I cannot describe or suppress. I tried to
speak, but could not; the scene held me as one in a
trance. I could not move, but sat, gazing spellbound.
There, standing on a point of land which jutted out into
the lake, in the full light of the moon, stood a figure,
draped in a long mantle of white hanging loosely about
it. Its arms were extended at full length toward the
heavens, while its voice was continually to be heard in
mournful cries.

At once there came to my mind a thought of the many
weird Indian legends repeated and believed even in our
enlightened days by nearly all the dwellers in these parts.
One can imagine my state of mind, impressed and stimu-
lated as I was, by the supernatural calm of the surround-
ing scenery.
Suddenly the Indian gave a prolonged yell, aud dash-

ing his paddle into the water, sent the canoe over the
lake toward our camp at a tremendous rate of speed. Not
a word was spoken by either of us. We were both think-
ing of what we had just seen. As the bow of the canoe
grated on the sandy beach in front of the camp, the In-
dian leaped ashore, and trembling from head to foot,
stood leaning on his paddle, gazing with dilated eyes out
upon the lake toward the place where still could be seen
the strange and ghostly figure. As we stood there the
cry was again repeated, and turning round I saw the In-
dian sink terrified on his knees.

I must confess that my nerves were not very steady,
and calling to the men in the camp to join me, I told
them what I had seen. Although they had heard the cry
they laughed at me, saying that I was a • 'dreamer," but
looking toward the neck of land I saw that the appar-
ition had not disappeared altogether and was still dimlv
to be discerned standing in exactly the same attitude as
before, while its thrilling cry, now rising, now falling,
floated toward us on the night breeze. For some time
we gazed at it in silence and then retraced our steps to
camp. Sitting around the fire, the silence was not

No one asked the other why he so silently wrapped
himself in his blanket that night, each feeling, though
ashamed to own it, a blending of alarm, apprehension
and uncertainty.
The rest of rnore than one was disturbed by dreams,

from which the sleeper would spring up, thinking him-

self contending with some strange phantom, only to see

the motionless forms and the flickering light of the camp-
fire. Putting an armful of wood on the smouldering

logs, and again seeking the blanket and couch of fir, sleep

would quiet the troubled mind.
The camp was astir at an early hour, and after break-

fast all, with fixed resolution, set out in the direction in

which the strange object of the night before had been
seen. When we reached this point of land we got out

and carefully examined the place. No signs were to be

found of any one having been there during the night.

After spending over an hour in the place, we were about

to leave it, when Mr. P. called out for us to come where
he was standing. As we approached, he pointed to an
old birch stump and asked if we could not see in it the
phantom of last night. The bark on the lower part of the

trunk had been torn aside and lay rolled back, looking
like the folds of a loose garment, while two limbs, one on
each side, resembled extended arms. This was what we
had seen, and the moon shining upon it had given it the

appearance of life. But then if this was what we had
taken for the strange figure, what had caused these

mournful cries? We had heard them and they had filled

us with terror. Surely they could not have issued from
this queer stump. We spent some time trying to find a
clue, but at last had to give it up. We remained three

days on the lake, but there was no repetition of the sound,
and on the morning of the fourth day we left. Our stay
had not been without interest, for besides the adventure
of our first night, we had good sport hunting and fishing,

and nowhere during our trip did we make such large

catches. Our only regret was our inability to solve the
mystery.*******
Two years later I again visited this lake, and during

the second night once more heard those mournful cries,

and immediately started for the spot from which they
seemed to come. There was the same old stump which
had so terrified us on that night, and close by, seeming to

rise from the earth, came those startling cries. The sen-

sations which I had before felt I again experienced, but
upon a closer examination I found my fears to be ground-
less.

The wailing noise was produced by the wind blowing
through a hollow log lying on the ground. The inside

was covered with large thin slabs or splinters. One end
was much smaller than the other, and when the wind
came from the west, blowing through the log, a wailing
noise was produced. Thus the mystery connected with
the phantom of Nahmakanta was solved.

Willis H. Colby.

A BEAR HUNT AND ITS SEQUEL.
THE month of November, 1886, found our party of

seven snugly housed in our log cabin in the heart
of the Alleghanies, ready for our annual hunt. The
leader and guide of our party was William Reams, better
known as "Bill Reams," probably the most successful
hunter in central Pennsylvania, a woodsman from child-
hood, a true friend and rare good fellow. Then came
Kizer, Bill's hunting companion, a true gentleman, a
good hunter, well versed in woodcraft, and a dead shot.

Tom, Sam, Joe and the writer were there as friends of
Bill and Kizer, and had been their companions in more
than one hunt. Just over the Chestnut Ridge from our
cabin, in a log house built by a pioneer lumberman, lived
old Jim McCrury. For four years he had served his
country in the great Civil War, after which he came
home and settled in the Green Woods, devoting his sum-
mers to herding cattle, and his winters to hunting and as
guide to hunting parties. The frosts of seventy winters
had silvered over his head, but straight as an arrow and
6ft. tall, he knew every hill and hollow and pathway of
the mountains, and his familiar "whoop, whoop," was
known to every hunter from the Susquehanna to the
Sinnemahoning. Rough and rugged as the hills he
climbed, honest as the sun, and generous to a fault; no
man ever turned from his cabin hungry or cold while
old Jim had a crust or a faggot beneath his roof. Poor
old manl His faithful wife sleeps the sleep that knows
no waking, his cabin is in ashes, his dogs have gone
where ad good hunting dogs go, and only a few weeks
since word came that he too had gone to the happy hunt-
ing grounds. Some three years ago he bade good-bye to
his friends in the East and went to the West to die among
his kindred who had drifted toward the setting sun. But
he soon wearied of the plains of Kansas, and he longed
for the mountains and hills of his own native State. He
came back to Pennsylvania to die, and to-day he sleeps
amid the scenes he loved so well. May he rest in peace.
On this occasion "Old Jim," with his dogs Rover, Lion,

Dan and Cal, completed the party, and woe to any deer
or bear when once Jim and his hounds had struck his
trail.

By 2 o'clock on Monday, the first day in camp, our
cabin had been cleaned out and everything was ready
for the hunt. To the north of us some two miles lay
Winter's Ridge, a vast wilderness, to the southeast of
which was the "Brier Patch." Bill said he thought he
could drive a deer out of that brier patch, and in less
time than it takes to tell it we were off for the first hunt.
The watchers were stationed, and the dogs and drivers
were away for the chase. Bill had taken his position at
the head of the windfall, where any deer would likely
pass that attempted to escape to Winter's Ridge. As the
drivers came up over the hill from the run "three shots
were heard from the direction of Reams's stand, followed
by his familiar whoop, which indicated that he had killed
a deer. When we reached the top of the hill we found
Reams sitting beside a splendid two-year-old buck with
two rifle balls through its neck.~The deer had been
routed on the brow of the hill overlooking Robert's Run,
where he lay sunning himself, and when disturbed he
made the fatal mistake that many a buck had made be-
fore of trying to run past Bill Reams's watch.
Another drive was made that evening without starting

any deer, and we returned to our cabin. Our supper was
cooked and eaten and relished as only hungry hunters
can relish a meal. And, Teader, if there is anything
wrong with your appetite take a hunting trip to the
mountains. If you are not cured this prescription shall
cost you nothing.
For the lover of nature an evening in a hunter's cabin

has many attractions. Away frOm the noise and bustle
of business life in the woods and among the mountains,
there is a©harm one cannot tell. Without, and all around.

stand the "murmuring pines and the hemlocks, bearded
with moss, and in garments green," uttering no voices,

save the wailings of autumn winds. The barking of a
fox or the hooting of an owl rouse the sleeping dogs
in their kennel, and they rush forth and bay at the

strange sounds, only to retreat again mocked by the
echoes of their own voices.

Around the cheerful fire of the cabin care and trouble

are banished, the conventionalities of life are laid aside,

and the pent-up desire to get away from one's self and from
the world finds vent in innocent pleasure and all-round

good cheer. Give me a night in the jolly hunter's cabin,

with its stories, its reminiscences and its memories, out-

lasting the gilded vanities that disappear and leave but
their dregs behind.
Bedtime had come and we repaired to our couches where

we slept without waking, for the hunter that follows Bill

Reams in an all-day chase over the Trout Run hills is

generally ready for his supper and his bed at the close of

the day.

The plan for Tuesday's hunt was to drive the ridges at

the head of Crooked Run, some two miles to the south of

our camp. Sam had never been so fortunate as to kill a
deer, and as he crawled into his bunk he expressed a de-

sire to get a fair shot at one with his Kennedy, and he
would show the boys just what he could do. Tuesday
morning at peep of day found us on our way to Crooked
Run. The country we proposed to hunt over was a series

©f low ridges, covered with red brush, but with little

timber, and with, at least for the watchers, a fair oppor-

tunity of seeing any game that might be started. The
day proved a poor one for our dogs, the bracken and
leaves were very dry, the game had left but little scent,

and the drivers failed to start any deer. Finally Bill

ordered Tom, Sam, Joe and the writer to break from west
to east over a ridge that projects out into and overlooks a
little valley through which winds Crooked Run, while he
and Kizer and "Old Jim," would watch the crossings in

the valley below. We had not gone far before a beauti-

ful doe jumped up ahead of the hunters and ran back
through the line, passing within thirty feet of Sam and
his deadly Kennedy. A splendid opportunity was now
presented to show the boys just what he could do and to

make a record that even Reams or Kizer might be proud
of—but "the best laid plans of mice and men"—in the
excitement of the moment Sam knocked the pipe from
his mouth, the ashes flew into his eyes and he scored a
miss. Bill, who watched the scene from the valley below,
said the smoke and fire from either Sani'sgun or his pipe

flew over the deer's back, and if he had dropped his gun
he might have caught the deer. Sam was greatly annoyed
at missing that deer, and said nothing more about want-
ing a fair shot. But accidents will happen to the best of

people, and the best of hunters will get "rattled." But
he was not to be discouraged, and being a fine shot, he
resolved to redeem his lost fortunes, which he did the next
day.
As the hunt progressed and the drivers approached the

point of the ridge where Bill and Kizer watched, two
deer were raised, one a doe that ran to the right and es-

caped the hunters, while the other, a magnificent buck,
pitched down over the rocky point on his way across the
valley to Stump Lick. He had scarcely reached the low
ground when Bill and Kizer opened their batteries on him
from either side, while the writer trained his Winchester
on the foe from the rear. For years I have hunted over
these hills and mountains, but never have I beheld a
more beautiful and thrilling sight than that presented by
this noble buck as he crossed the valley to escape his pur-
suers. Some half-dozen shots were fired when the deer's

flag went down, and Bill cried out: "Hold on boys, he'll

soon stop." He ran some three hundred yards further,
then turned and faced his enemies and fell dead. As I

remember the prostrate form of that monarch of the glen
as he lay stretched upon the plain, slaughtered in such
an unequal ba,ttle, I regret the half-savage instinct that
impels me to stain my hands in the blood of so beautiful
a creature, but when I gaze upon his head and antlers,

that look down upon me while I record the manner of his
death, I instinctively move toward my rifle that stands in
yonder corner, and I long again for the chase and to live

over again that day on the hills of Crooked Run.
As we sat in our cabin that night, a hunter passed Our

door and told us the story of a bear hunt that had taken
place that day on Winter's Ridge. A party of hunters
from the headwaters of the Susquehanna, who were
camped some two miles to the north of us, had routed an
old she bearnear toaspotknown as the Woodpecker Tree,
and in the battle that ensued their dogs were badly
whipped, and the bear, though wounded in the fleshy
part of the front leg, escaped into one of the dense laurel
beds so numerous in that locality. As there was no snow
on the ground and the dogs refused to follow any further,
the chase was abandoned.
When our visitor had left us, Reams said, "Boys, we

can kill that bear to-morrow. She is in that big laurel
bed on Robert's Run. You remember the twelve shots
we heard to-day while sitting at the little prairie? That
was Kime's party after that bear. We'll hang her up to-

morrow before the frost is off." After supper our guns
were cleaned and plans laid to capture that old bear.
And this is how we did it:

On Wednesday morning, before the owls had gone to

rest, we were off for the fray. We expected to find the
bear on a rocky hillside looking west, covered with a jun-
gle of high laurel or rhododendron, aud faced by another
steep hill opposite, between which runs Robert's Run,
down a rocky hollow covered with timber and a heavy
undergrowth. Four of our party were stationed on the
hill opposite, while Sam was left in the hollow on an old
road near to an old log slide that bad been abandoned
many years before. Reams and I were left to take the
dogs into the laurels and drive out the bear. After allow-
ing the watchers time to reach their stations, the dogs
were turned loose and we entered the jungle about one
hundred yards apart. Our plans proved to be well laid,

for we had scarcely gotten into the lauval when the dogs
gave tongue and the fun began. We were somewhat
skeptical as to how our dogs would act, as the older ones
had not indulged in a bear fight for some time, while Dan
and Cal, two staghound pups but nine months old, had
never seen a bear. But when the music began there was
no longer any doubt of our dogs doing their duty. In a
very short while the war was carried from the hillside

into the hollow and across the run, and the bear broke
cover within thirty yards of Sam, who was ready and
waiting for the fray. Seven shots in quick succession
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rang out on the clear, frosty air of that November morn-
ing, by which time the clogs engaged the foe in a hand to

hand fight, preventing further hostilities on Sam's part.

The badly wounded bear had taken refuge ia a sort of

pen formed by the log elide and its supports, and as the
dogs had to attack her from the front, they were getting
Borne terrible lessons in boxing from a master of the fistic

art. Finding no further opportivnity to shoot the bear,

Sam cried out, "Hurry up, for heaven's sake, she's killing

all the dogs." When Reams and I reached the slide our
services were not needed, as the wounds from Sam's rifle

had done their work, and the monster lay dead, sur-

rounded by the victor and the dogs.
The remainder of that day was devoted to hunting

deer, and though none was killed, the writer demon-
strated how easily a hunter can stand on a stump and
miss a deer seven times in succession as it attempts to run
by him in a thicket.
Thursday morning was fixed as the time for hauling in

our game. We were fortunate in having a team and
wagon at our camp, so that we were saved the trouble of
carrying our deer and bear all the way. In the case of
the bear, however, the nearest point we could reach with
the wagon was some two miles from where she hung.
One mile of this route lay down the old slide road and
the other mile up Trout Run Hill. A green birch pole
was cut and the bear strapped to it, and with two men
under each end we took up the line of nmrch for the
wagon. When I think of that pole cutting into nxy
shoulder, and that old bear swinging back and forth, it

makes me tired yet. It is fun to kill game in those awful
thickets, but when you are compelled to lug a 4001bs.

bear or a 2001bs. buck two miles to get him to catnp you
p&3 well for the sport.

Thursday night after supper a great pitch-pine fire was
kindled in front of the cabin, amid the giant oaks, chest-
nuts and hemlocks. Around this fire green saplings were
bent down, and the bear and the deer were hung high in
air, presenting a picture that would rejoice the heart of
any hunter. Around this scene our party gathered and
led by Reams we executed a genuine war dance in honor
of the suecess of the hunt, while the flames from our
pitch-pine faggots sent their lurid light high up into the
treetops and far out into the forest, casting weird
shadows and fantastic pictures into the surrounding
gloom. While we were in the midst of festivities two
men, clad in the garb of hunters, approached our cabin.
One was a tall man, the other smaller in stature; both
carried their rifles, tomahawks and hunting knives. They
had come from Kime's camp, on Winter's Ridge, and the
latter of the two was Kime himself, well known to the
writer in early boyhood. On their approaching our cabin
the dance was suspended and the visitors invited to a seat
by the cabin fire.

After some pleasant inquiries and a general conversa-
tion concerning the success of both parties, Kime, ad-
dressing Reams, said: "T understand "you killed our bear
and we just came over to see about getting our share.''

"Yes," said Bill, "we killed the bear you were after
the other day, but I can't understand where your share
comes in. What do you consider is your share in this

case?"
"Well," replied Kime, "we think we ought to have the

hide and half the meat, that's the hunter's custom, and
we are here to see that we get what belongs to us."
"Well, sir,'"replied Reams, "the custom is all right, and

for forty years I have endeavored to honor the unwritten
laws of the chase; but, sir, in this case the custom does
not apply, as according to your own admissions you
wounded the bear but slightly ; she whipped your dogs
which refused to follow her; you gave up the chase and
she was killed the next day some two miles from where
you left her. She is our game, and you are not legally
entitled to a pound of meat or a hair of the hide ; and , sir,

if you had been a little more modest in your demands we
would have been glad to give you a quarter: but, as it is,

not a pound of that bear goes to your camp."
As Reams announced this decision, the visitors picked

up their rifles, and muttering some threats about prose-
cuting our party for chasing deer with dogs, they left.

Ten days later the hunters' camp on Chestnut Ridge
had been abandoned, and the annual hunt for 1886 had
become a part of the history of our hunting trips to the
Alleghanies. Old Jim had gone to his cabin home fol-

lowed by his hounds, while the others of our party had
scattered, one here and the other yonder, to engage in
the occupations of a busy life. I was seated in my office

one morning, endeavoring to dispose of the accumulated
,and neglected work of the week, when the door of the
•outer room opened, a tall man clad in the garb of a
.hunter, carrying a Winchester rifle and with a tomahawk
:and hunting knife in his belt, walked into my sanctum,
and standing his gun in the corner of the office sat down.
My visitor was Kime, the hunter; not a hunter by occu-
pation, but a farmer and lumberman from the upper
Susquehanna, returning from his annual hunting trip to
the Green Woods of the Alleghanies, and withal a gentle-
man and good square fellow. He had brooded over the

. wrongs inflicted upon him by Bill Reams and his party
in refusing to divide the bear with him, and that he
might secure his rights he had come to consult a lawyer.
When last we had met he was a man, I was a boy, and
years had come and gone. True, we had met in the
cabin in the mountains on the night of our war dance
when his conversation with Bill Reams had ended
so abruptly, but he did not know that the hunter
who sat back in the cabin bunk in the dark-
ness was his boy friend of years ago and the
lawyer from whom he now sought counsel. Drawing
his chair close to my desk, and laying his hunting cap
upon the floor, he stated his case substantially as the
reader doubtless now understands it. It is said of Abra-
ham Lincoln that the secret of his wonderful success as a
lawyer is explained by the fact that he always studied
the other side of the case as thoroughly as he did that of
his client, and it has also been said by some one that the
lawyer is a fool who has himself for a client. I was cer-
tainly in a position to know something of the other side
of the case, if I didn't fully appreciate the fact that my
client was a fool. It certainly required something of an
effort on my part to barken to this story of the hunter
and not reveal the fact that I was at least amused while
I listened to his tale of woe. The first thing to do after
he had finished was to reveal to him, as a matter of right
and honor, just the position I occupied in the case; in
short that I was one of the parties who had taken his
bear, and that 1 was in the cabin on the night he and his

friend had come for all the hide and half the meat, and
hence he must consult some other attorney.
At this unexpected turn of events Mr. Kime said:

"Well, sir, I take you for an honest man, and whether
the medicine be bitter or sweet f will take it and abide by
the results."

The reader if he has followed this story through has
doubtless anticipated the counsel given Mr. Kime con-
cerning his case. True to his word, and I confess some-
what to my surprise, as he pushed his chair back and
picked up his rifle to leave, he said, "Well, sir, I think
your counsel is about straight, and that we got as much
of that bear as we were in equity entitled to, and I
am satisfied to let the matter rest,"
The story of that bear hunt and of Kime's visit to our

cabin has been put into rhyme by Bill Reams, but like
most of his best stories it has never been written, and can
only be heard when Bill and his companions have gath-
ered around their cabin fire after a successful day's hunt.

Frank O. Harris.

MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
IX.

FRANCIS is an expert in the management of a birch,
and the sight of game brought to mind the way in

which we have hunted together. He would say some
night as we sat by the fire, "Well, I guess you and me
hunt some deers in mornin'."
Up by daylight, we drink a cup of coffee, and in the

canoe paddle silently along, keeping close to the bank.
At every bend we steal around the shorter curve, and if

the stream then turns in the opposite direction we paddle
diagonally across, so that we are always in a position to
come upon the game without being seen, if perchance a
deer has come to the bank to drink or eat. The deer,
like most animals, depends upon his ears and nose, more
than upon his eyes for warning against danger, and if

not startled by noise or scent will always stand a moment
to take a good look at a strange object, thereby giving
the hunter a chance to shoot.
A buck, when startled, sounds a note of alarm, a snort

which sounds like the short, sharp bark of a dog. We
paddle along, being careful not to make the slightest
noise and we go against the wind.
Sometimes a deer is heard softly passing through the

bushes; we were not aware of his presence till we heard
a twig crack or the rustle of the underbrush. We did
not see him, but he heard or scented us, and not being
startled he simply creeps back out of sight. Perhaps we
may come upon one suddenly, and then, unless the rifle

speaks quickly, we shall see his white flag wave defiantly
as he bounds away. When a deer is hit the tail is

dropped; but if not wounded it is held aloft, the white
underside flashing before the eyes of the disappointed
hunter. But on this morning we paddle two or three
miles, and to all appearances there are no deer in the
country.
Francis speaks for the first time: "I guess we try 'em

logon; guess find some deer." Logon is probably a cor-
ruption of the word "lagoon," and is the name given to a
place where the water from a stream or lake sets back,
forming a marshy pond. Such places are much resorted
to by deer, as they are secluded, and also furnish lily

pads and other food. Wild ducks find the logons suit-
able places for raising their young.
We paddle along till we come to a logon where the

deer come to feed. We pass silently through the narrow
entrance and around a clump of trees, and there the logon
opens up before us. It is nearly a mile in length and sur-
rounded by the forest. The water is shallow and there is

no current; it is covered with lily pads; but there is a
channel of comparatively clear water extending up the
length of it. As we enter we glance along the edge of
the timber, but there is no sign of life. I have laid down
my paddle and taken the Winchester.
Not a word is spoken and the silence is oppressive—how

loud that grating of thehly pad against the canoe sounds.
If it were not for the motion I would not know that Fran-
cis was behind me. His paddle makes no noise ; I do not
hear the slightest tap against the gunwale or the drip of
a single drop of water from the blade.
Suddenly the canoe stops and I hear a low hiss from

Francis, but I have been watching, too, and saw the deer
come out of the woods, away up at the head of the logon.
There is no shelter, and our only course is straight ahead
across the open. The deer is so far away that it is simply a
bright spot against the dark background of forest. How
red it looks; nothing else would look like that, Now the
canoe moves forward again ; it goes so slowly that I can
feel no motion, and if I did not see that we were passing
the lily pads I should think we were standing still. We
scarcely dare to breathe, and I feel an almost uncontrol-
lable desire to sneeze. Francis doe^ not lift the paddle
from the water, but works it noiselessly.

Now the water shoals so that he cannot paddle, but
pushes the canoe just as silently. We are now so near
that we see the deer plainly; it is a big doe, and she is

feeding and wandering about near the edge of the woods.
She looks up and toward us; the canoe stops and we sit

without moving a muscle. She goes back to her break-
fast, and again, without the slightest jar, we steal for-
ward. Now we are almost near enough to shoot, but she
turns and walks back into the forest. Well, our game is

lost, but it was a pleasure to see the way in which Fran-
cis stalked it. His approach to it was a work of art, one
of those fine touches which none but one trained to the
woods from childhood could have accomplished.
And in no other boat than a birch could it have been

done. The canoe is the boat of the wilderness ; it possesses
a feline quality—creeping, stealthy, silent—which is pecu-
liar to itself. It will float in a few inches of water, and a
man can pick it up and carry it from one body of water
to another. It can be propelled without noise, and is so
small and light that it will penetrate to places that can be
reached in no other way. It is to the red man of the
woods what the horse is to his brother of the plains. To
journey in a birch on the lonely waters of lakes and
streams in the heart of the wilderness, is to realize all

that is romantic and poetical in the art of traveling.
Francis and I returned to camp with nothing to show

for our trip, but on other occasions I have seen venison
hanging from a tree near the tent, and have feasted on
the savory steaks broiled over the camp-fire.
The stretch of dead water on which Camp Nelhudus

was pitched extends from the upper Seeboomook Fall to
Gulliver Falls, a distance of ten miles. At Gulliver we

had good fishing in the quick water below the falls, which
are really more like rapids.

It is a pretty place, and the banks were clotted with the
blossoms of the wild onion. For half a mile below the
water is shallow and the current strong, which made
rather stiff poling.

Six miles above Gulliver Fall is the junction of the
North and South Branches, which combine and form the
West Branch. A large logon opens from the left bank
of the river, three miles above our camp, which is a great
resort for ducks. Several times when we were in there
we started broods of wood ducks and sheldrakes, and it

was interesting to watch the solicitude of the old ones
and the courage they displayed in the protection of the
young. At our approach the little ones would skitter
away over the water as fast as feet and wings could carry
them, while the old one would follow slowly between
them and the canoe. She would swim along at about the
pace of the canoe, quacking encouragingly to the gos-
lings, her head moving anxiously from side to side as she
watched us. She would plainly show her nervousness
and excitement, but nevertheless she put her life in jeop-
ardy as long as the young were in sight. But themoment
they disappeared under the reeds she would take wing
and fly away with the swiftness of an arrow. Then, cir-
cling high in the air, she would return far overhead to the
place where her offspring were in hiding.
Seeboomook Fall is a wild place where the water goes

roaring and rushing through a narrow gorge. There are
three pitches at Seeboomook, but we only visited the
upper one on this trip. The name, however, brings to
mind a day, Avhen on a former excursion we made the
carry around the lower falls during a severe storm, The
lower falls are three miles below the upper ones, and
both are wild and dangerous places. At the upper fall
of Seeboomook there is a gruesome curiosity in the shape
of a coffin, which for twenty-five years has remained on
the bank. This fall is dreaded by the river drivers and
is the worst place on the West Branch through which
the boys have to pass. One spring while engaged in
starting a jam, one man did not succeed in reaching the
shore when the logs moved, and was carried down with
them. His companions, expecting to recover the body
below the pitch, built a coffin and placed it on the bank
in readiness, but the merciless river never gave up it3

dead, and the coffin still remains where it was left a
quarter of a century ago. The river drivers have a super-
stitious dread of it, and many stories are connected with
it. One spring, when a bad jam had formed, a dare-
devil lumberman stretched himself in it, saying, "I want
to see whether it fits, boys, before I go on to that jam,"
The men were made so nervous by this that it was four
days before the jam was broken, so cautious were they.
Strangely enough, the man whose levity had unnerved
the crew, did fall into the river, but was rescued, and the
old weather-beaten boards are still unused.
The day we went to Seeboomook we were caught in a

heavy down-pour of rain, but the canoes were turned
bottom up on the bank, and under them we found pro-
tection. One night I was awakened by the sound of rain
and lay with open eyes listening to the storm. The fire

was sputtering and nearly extinguished by the terrific

down- pour which was beating on the tent and spattering
on the ground. The trees were dripping and 1 could hear
the pattering of the drops on the surface of the branch,
but in the tent we were snug and dry, and before morning
the storm had passed. We had no discomfort, but even
if we had we should have taken it philosophically, for
Dame Nature is not always in the same mood, and one
must expect tears as well as smiles. The following even-
ing, as I was walking about the camp, I suddenly noticed
that the ground had the appearance of being strewn with
live coals. The effect was startling at first sight, for all

about me were patches of light, which glowed with a
brilliant white lustre, tinged with a beautiful pale green.
These spots varied from the size of a penny to some of
several inches diameter, and I saw at once that they were
chips of phosphorescent wood. They gleamed against
the dark, damp forest floor with a steady, slumbering
flame, dazzling in its brilliancy, like pieces of fiery beryl.
I picked some of them up and they lighted my hands,
but the effect was most incongruous; for, though I held
what appeared to be a substance heated to a white heat,
it was cold and damp to the touch. On looking about to
discover where they came from, I found an old, hollow
stump, in an advanced stage of decay, of which the whole
interior was illuminated with the same immaculate and
wonderful fire. I had seen bits of phosphorescent wood
before, but never so large pieces nor in such quantity.
Beautiful as was the sight, there was something inex-

pressibly uncanny about it, as we saw it—this light with-
out fire and fire without heat—in the darkness of the grim
forest, so far from the haunts of men. We imagined the
old stump to be the opening of some subterranean tunnel,
through which the strange light escaped from the un-
known regions of the under world. The heavy rain of
the preceding night and the subsequent dampness were
probably the cause of this interesting phenomenon, for
we had not noticed it before.

William Austin Brooks.

Kansas Quail.—Ottawa, Kan., Nov. 6.—Last Satur-
day was the opening day for quail shooting in this State,
and many birds were killed around here. A friend and
his companion went hunting Saturday morning for quail
in the vicinity of his farm, four and a half miles from
town, and bagged twenty-one quail and two rabbits. An-
other sportsman from Ottawa was out yesterday with a
good dog and bagged thirty-two quail, the largest num-
ber I have heard of being killed by one person in a day's
shooting. Not very long ago a party of nine Ottawa
men went down to Pottawatomie Creek, some twenty
miles below here, and camped out over night; they were
not gone over thirty-six hours, but they returned with
over 200 squirrels, 40 ducks and several coons and pos-
sums. This is the largest bag of squirrels I ever knew to
be killed in Kansas, and it shows tliat although this State
is mostly prairie, there is still timber enough to hunt in.

One of our prominent business men lost a valuable horse
last week while out hunting. He fastened his horse not
far from the river, and while he was out of sight in the
woods the horse got loose and wandered off. It was
thought at first that the horse had been stolen, but it was
found next day in the river drowned. As soon as the
prairie grass has died down enough to permit rabbit
shooting and we have a week or two of rainy weather
there will be good shooting the rest of the season.—F. B,
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THE LION OF FANCY AND OF FACT.
IConlinued from Page SOS.1

WE- come now to the subject of the lion's courage,

which it appears to be the fashion at present to

impugn. One feels a certain hesitancy in championing
"the sultan of the desert" against the charge of coward-
ice, considering the way in which it is usually preferred.

In treating of the same'quality as exhibited by the tiger,

an attempt was made to show that although this terrible

brute had no moral courage, the consciousness of his

prowess made him extremely dangerous whenever ex-

perience had not cowed him by organizing in his brain

the. conviction of impotency. Thus far it is the same
with the lion, but the character of these groups of the

Felida? is not identical, and if the question be one of

evidence, judgment must be given against those who call

the liou a poltroon. Moffatt and Delgorgue are, perhaps,

the most prominent authorities who accuse the lion of

cowardice, but the experiences which they record as

justifying this conclusion are susceptible of a different

interpretation from that given. Of course some lions

are brave, others timid; some, as Drummond says, "will
make a point of attacking every human being they
meet," while others will never fight, even under provo-
cation, if they can run away. This, however, is about
the substance of what Delgorgue and Moffatt bring for-

ward to show how dastardly is the lion. Dr. Livingstone,
who was very little of a sportsman, says the lion has very
much the appearance of an overgrowu dog, and thinks
meanly of his courage. At the same time he has describpd
("Travels and Researches in Southern Africa") a situation

in which none of his household "dared to venture out of

doors after dark" on account of lions. Meunier also em-
phasizes an amount of caution upon the part of this beast
that might give the impression that the lion was "the
most pusillanimous of animals." Burchell ("Travels into

the Interior of Southern Africa") spent four years in that
country, always avoiding (according to his own account)
any rencontre with lions, and never coming into contact
with one but once. This animal was shot through the
body, and because he did not tear Burchell and his

party and his dogs to pieces, he has "no very high opinion
of the lion's courage." Naturally, this sounds like an ex
aggeration, but if any one will be at the pains of reading
the two quartos referred to, it will be seen that it is no
more than a simple statement of fact.

If anything more than a sketch of the subject was in-

tended it might be worth while to show that most of
these detractors from the lion's bravery are as inconsist-
ent in their statements as Gordon Gumming, who in de-
scribing the deliberate and unprovoked assault of a lion
upon an armed camp, speaks of his "desperate attack,"
and calls him a "cowardly brute" in the same paragraph.
Certain naturalists, moreover, among whom Dr. Jerdon
("The Mammals of India") is prominent, writes with much
assurance of the timidity of "the king of beasts." This
author, by whom the obvious relations of structure seem
to have been completely disregarded in this instance,
had evidently not hunted the lion iu Gojerat with Capt.
Delamaine or he would have discovered reasons for mod-
ifying his views. Preposteroua as such a proceeding is,

lions have been commonly compared with men—not with
savages, in whom many of the traits of the wild beast
are faintly reflected, but with civilized human beings,
evolved beyond the possibility of such a comparison. It
is safe to assume that any adult animal of this class who
is in good health, is conscious of his own prowess, and
that, like any other creature with a mind, he is ready to
encounter dangers he has been accustomed to meet and
overcome, when the motives for doing so are sufficiently
powerful. On the other hand, he is cautious under un-
usual circumstances, and alarmed when these are entirely
strange, as the average man would be also. Finally,
when peril threatens, which experience—his own, or
that which he has inherited in the form of instinct

—

teaches him, is not to be successfully braved, hardihood
gives place to what the writers referred to call cowardice,
and unless his intelligence has been temporarily sub-
verted by hunger or rage ne will retreat. Let us, how-
ever, see how the evidence itself stands for the lion's
courage.
"The natives of India," observes Col. Julius Barras

("India and Tiger Hunting"), "except under European
leadership, will not go out against dangerous animals.
The result is the tigers get the better of the natives and
kill so many of them and their cattle that I have seen
many ruined villages, abandoned owing to the neighbor-
hood of these animals." Selous ("A Hunter's Life in
Africa") says, "it is far otherwise" for the most part in
that country, where "man-eating lions are not common,"
because," when a lion becomes dangerous and destructive,*'
even the least martial tribes assemble, and generally with
loss to themselves, surround and destroy him. The dif-
ferent conditions under which the larger Felicias are thus
placed by the difference in boldness and enterprise of the
populations in their respective habitats, justifies the very
sensible remark of the writer upon the lion in the Ency-
clopedia Britannica, to the effect "that lions, like other
animals, undoubtedly show considerable individual dif-
ferences in character, and behave differently under vary-
ing circumstances,"
Despite their reprisals, however, Selous informs us that

"many natives are killed every year in those parts of the
country where lions are plentiful," and further, where
these beasts abound, and where broken tribes, poorly
armed, and with but little cohesion alone oppose them,
the brute dominates the man, and the latter directs his
intelligence toward devising means of escape. For ex-
ample, the Makubas, living on the Ghobe, place stockades
of special construction around their viJlages to protect
them against lions; and the Bakorus—"miserable Bako-
rus," Anderson calls them—inhabit platform houses in
trees to the same end. Finally, it is impossible to mistake
the tenor of Gerard's account of the lion of North Africa
There he is master, and unhesitatingly attacks an Arab
douar, even while its inmates are alarmed and prepared
to receive him,
Taking the testimony of the African hunters gener-

ally, it wih be found that the idea of the lion's cowardice
and of his innate fear of man is scarcely justified.
"When lions are met with in the daytime"—when, as

Gerard thinks, they are under as great a disadvantage as

a man is at night, since, among other things, their sight
is confused by the glare, which is also the case with the
tiger, according to Sanderson—they are, as a rule, fully

fed, and therefore, Anderson states, comparatively
harmless. Under such circumstances, continues Se-
lous, "they almost invariably retreat before the presence
of man," in the deliberate way so graphically described
by Leveson and Drummond. "But if pressed they
usually charge and, ceteris paribus, I have found * :f *

that a far larger proportion of them do charge than of
any other animal in South Africa. * * * As with
man, and all other animals, individuals differ so much in

disposition, one from another, that it is impossible to tell

from an experience of one what the next is likely to do,
and I do not consider that any man has a right to say
that lions are cowardly because the two or three he has
shot have not happened to show fight. * * * As to
the character of the lion, I myself consider him to be a
far more dangerous animal to meddle with than any
other in South Africa." Not to Gerard alone are we in-
debted for a knowledge of the awe which experience has
taught the Ouled, Meloul or 0 tiled Cessi Arabs to feel to-

ward the lion; and, upon the whole, the evidence cor-
roborative of his courage and daring overbalances that
on which his cowaxdice rests. Moffatt himself, with his
whole train, was stopped during daylight on the road by
a lion whom he did not venture to fire at, while the
stories told by Freeman, Green, Alexander and Galton
speak for themselves. J. H. P.

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA,
VI.—LEAVES FROM AS" ANGLER'S NOTE BOOK.

SOME years ago a dam was thrown across the outlet of
Echo .Lake for storage purposes. A tunnel some one-

half mile long was run through the mountain and the
water taken into the headwaters of the American River,
and thence into a large mining ditch. When the natural
water of the river got too scanty during the dry season,
for a full head of water to supply the ditch, then Echo
was tapped to maintain the supply. The dam being 10 or
13ft. high, it backed the waters of the lower lake into
those of the upper, and so formed a vast reservoir, several
square miles in extent. Consequently, spots that afford
the best fishing during high water, are not good after the
lakes are lowered to their natural level. The dam is

irregular in shape, following the formation of the shore
at the outlet. It is composed of rough granite rubble, and
during high water is haunted by thousands of minnows.
In a retreating angle of this wall, where the rocks com-
posing it were large and irregular, an interesting sight
was observed last summer. Five large trout, running
from 21 to 41bs. in weight, had a school of minnows cor-
ralled, and could be seen at all hours of the day herding
them as dogs would herd a fleck of sheep. There must
have been several hundred of the small fry, and the trout
kept swimming back and forth between them and the
deeper waters of the lake. The little fellows kept in a
solid bunch, and when one of them would stray away, it

was promptly driven back to the main body by the seem-
ingly untiring sentinels.

They were seen, time and again, by all the members of
our party and by some visitors, and every one expressed
themselves.as having never seen the like before. The
trout did not seem at all timid in the presence of man.
and when the minnows would try to dash away from the
bank when any one approached, they were headed off in
all directions, and speedily driven back. None of our
party ever observed a trout capture a minnow, but
doubtless they did so, when not embarrassed by our
presence^ It was a subject of considerable speculation
to us, to know how they contrived to keep their prev
together, night and day, but they did so. And through-
out a space of ten days they were constantly to be ob-
served, when the water was not disturbed by waves and
our vision so obscured. Perhaps they were "spelled"
nights by change of sentinels. We thought when first
they were noticed, that they were guarding their fry,
but this proved not to be the case, as the small fish were
undoubtedly minnows and well grown at that, some of
them being oin. long. I think that the same trout were
always on guard during the time they were noticed, as
there were always five—no more, no less—and apparently
the same size. No attempts were made to capture them,
as we were curious to see how long they could maintain
control of the situation. I would like to hear from my
brother anglers whether a similar instance ever came
under their notice.
On these lakes, especially the upper one, a phenomenon

is often observable, that I have rarely seen elsewhere.
On a perfectly calm day, when not a ripple disturbs the
water, a peculiar wave can be often seen traveling at a
high rate of speed, and generally in a straight direction.
It looks as though a huge fish, or some sub-aqueous
animal, were swimming just underneath the surface
and causing- a bulge in the water above. Now, I would
like to ask the editor of Forest and Stream if it is a
flaw of wind that causes this? And if so, how can it
travel so fast upon an otherwise calm day, and cause
such a bulge upon the water? It seems at times as though
the wave was 3 or 4in. high. I have seen the same thing
on other bodies of water, but never so frequently as here.
One day as I was "projeckin" around upon the moun-

tain side watching a family of Clarke's crows, I sat down
under a large Douglass pine, with my back against the
trunk. The birds consisted of the parents and four noisy,
clamorous young ones. This is one of the noisiest birdsm the world, I believe, and its habitat being restricted to
the highest timbered mountains, where few persons go,
it is seldom observed in this state, at least in this part of
it. I watched with interest the arduous labors of the
old birds, opening pine cones and extracting the seeds to
fill the greedy, noisy mouths of their offspring. As I sat
thus, my attention was drawn to a mimic warfare among
the pine needles at my feet. A caterpillar had lost his
grip where he had been feeding, and had fallen among
the needles—and also among enemies. As soon as he fell
he was pounced upon by two lusty red ants. One got
him securely by the tail and the other got a catch-as-
catch-can hold on his bodv, Mr. Caterpillar began a
series of vigorous writhings. which soon dislodged the
ant with the body hold: but the one at the tail was evi-
dently a trained athlete, for he never lost his hold, but
only fastened himself the most firmly. The dislodged
ant skirmished around the combatants, watching for an-
other chance, until the caterpillar ceased struggling,
when he immediately fastened on again. Again was he

shaken off; and this performance was repeated time after
time. The fellow with the "'tail-holt" never let go, but
held on like grim death all through the battle. My sym-
pathy was entirely with the plucky ant?. The caterpil lar
was about an inch and a quarter long, and of a dull
muddy green color. Had he been a handsome fellow, I
might have freed him from his foes. Such an uncon-
scious influence has beauty upon us all! The persistent
efforts of the two tiny warriors finally won the day, the
efforts of the caterpillar ceased, and he was ingloriously
dragged away: a captive Gulliver to his Lilliputian foes.
As I sat and gazed out upon the valleys and everlasting
mountains, I could not help thinking that this petty strife
was no more contemptible in my eyes, when contrasted
with the sublime surroundings, than the warfare of
mighty nations and armies is in the sight of nature's God,
when compared with the grand plan of the universe.
Speaking of ants reminds me of an incident observed a

day or two afterward. B., myself and old "Hatchet"
had gone out to the road one morning to await the com-
ing of the stage. We had some trout to ship to our
friends below and had carried them out in time for the
down trip. We arrived half an hour ahead of time and
to pass the moments of waiting I began prowling around
among the surrounding timber, watching the antics of
some marmots, a colony of them occupying this locality.
Presently I noticed a peculiar black streak, about a foot
wide, crossing a patch of bare eand. I approached to as-
certain its nature and saw a curious sight. It was a
colony of large black ants migrating.
The animated black streak extended both ways, as far

as the eye could follow it, among the shadows of the
wood. It was composed of thousands upon thousands of
the creatures, all traveling along in the same direction
and in as perfect order as a well-drilled army—which it

was. Along its sides, and keeping almost equi-distant
from the main column, marched officers or guards, whose
duty it seemed to be to keep all stragglers from wander-
ing from the ranks. Now and thenan extra large black
and shiny fellow could be seen in the midst of the march-
ing hosts, closely attended by a chosen few, who helped
him over obstructions and kept the others at a respectful
distance. About one-fourth of the number carried, either
ovee ox full grown young ants in their mouths. I called
my companions and we viewed with interest this hegira.
The arrival of the stage interrupted our observations, but
on its departure I returned, to trace the colony to its des-
tination. I then found that the rear-end of the column
had about reached the spot where I first noticed it, show-
ing that the colony must have been an immense on<\ I
walked rapidly alongside of the column for about 100yds.
and came to a large half-decayed pine, destitute of bark,
which was lying in a little £Ut. Into this pine, through
several entrances, the ants were swarming. There was
no haste or shoving, however, for as they ascended its
sides to the entrance, which appeared to be'all near the top
of the log, the stream of ants was divided and sub-divided
by stationary sentinels, who appeared to exercise full direc-
tion over the movements of the rank and file, and sent them
to the right or left, as desired. These commands seemed
to be conveyed by a quick touch of the antennas and was
unquestioningly obeyed. I viewed with ever-increasing
delight the perfect order with which every detail was car-
ried out. There would sometimes occur a mishap, to tem-
porarily throw them into confusion, but under direction of
the officers this was soon remedied. Two such occurrences
I noticed. One was caused by an ant, heavily laden with
a full-grown young one, missing its footing on a bit of
rotten wood on the side of the log, and going tumbling-
over and over through his companions and falling to the
ground. This caused some disorder, which was quickly
quelled. The other was caused by an ant coming to one
of the entrances, with an extra large one in his mouth,
which he could by no effort crowd into the hole. He tried
it in every way, even backing in and trying to pull his
burden after, but without effecting his purpose. This
soon caused a crowding around the entrance, which
attracted the notice of one of the guards, who came up
and seized the overgrown youngster, in conjunction with
its weary bearer, and together they forced it in. The rest
then followed on, and order was restored. It seemed as
though a part of the colony must have come ahead of the
rest several days, and prepared the habitation for occu-
pancy, as in different parts of the log I could see the
"carpenters" still at work. It was wonderful to see the
system of division of labor among these. I could not
see the internal workings, but the system was no doubt as
perfect there, if not more so, than on the outside. At
regular intervals the head of an ant would appear from
one of the openings, carrying a mouthful of sawdust,
As soon as he got it fairly out of the hole it was taken
from his jaws by another ant upon the outside, who was
always in waiting for the purpose, and carried to the
slope of the log where it was dropped, and rolled to the
ground. . If it lodged and did not roll properly , the ant
would give it at extra shove which was sure to send it

safely away. In one spot, where there was a groove in
the surface of the log, there were two ants at work. One
carried the sawdust from the fellow inside to the slope of
the grove, down which he dropped it. A second ant
picked it up from the groove and carried it to the slope of
the log at a point where it invariabiy rolled to the ground.
It was comical to see them watch every particle thus
dropped, to see that it was properly disposed of before
returning for another load. Their actions were too much
like those of human beings under similar circumstances
to dream that they were not directed by intelligent rea-
soning. Call it instinct, gentlemen, as much as you like,
but no man can persuade me that the lower orders of life

do not reason—at least to a limited degree. Arefar.
Auburn, Oal.

The Woodcock and the Worm.—Their mode of feed-
ing, as observed in an aviary in Spain, is thus described by
Daniel: "There was a fountain to keep the ground moist,
and fresh sod was brought to them, the richest in worms
that could be found. The woodcock stuck its beak into
the ground, but never higher than the nostrils, drew the
worms out singly, and, raising its bill in the air, it ex-
tended upon it the whole length of the worm, and in this
way swallowed it smoothly, without any action of the
jaws. The whole was performed in an instant, and the
bird never once missed its aim."

—

North American Birds,

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mall
fr 36 on applies tt m a descriptive circular of Mr, Grrinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Font-Tales," giving a table of eonteflts
aad specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv,
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The eull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, 111., Nov. 7.—The last couple of weeks have
been spent in that portion of the realm commonly

known as "bleeding Kansas." Just why it is called

bleeding Kansas is hard to say, for it's too dry to bleed

just now. Probably the term arises from the practice cf

the Great Bend liverymen, who try to bleed everybody
they take for a tenderfoot during their harvest of the

coursing club meeting at that place.

Kansas is dry this year, and no mistake, and the glory

of her boom has departed for the present. But though in

real estate circles times are dull, in sportsmen's circles

it is rather the reverse. The capricious State, changeable,

uncertain, now impoverishing and again lavishing wealth,

on her devotees alike in real estate and sport, is this fall

on hand with one of the best crops for upland shooting

which has been known in any recent time. The table-

lands of the upper Arkansas valley have not had water
enough for a great flight of wildfowl, the marshes of the

Rattlesnake, below Larned, seeming to be about the only

place where many ducks were coming in at the close of

the past month, not even the pools of the Cheyenne Flats

having enough acreage to attract the wildfowl. But all

over the State, so far as we could learn, all the way from
Great Bend to Hutchinson, at least, and from Hutchinson
up tt- Salina, the quail crop was something simply tremen-
dous. At Hutchinson Fokest and Stream's valued cor-

respondent "Shady" informed me that the quail were
abundant, though" there had been more or less shooting

before the season opened. Himself and Eli Young had
gotten a few ducks only, out at the ponds cast of town,
the ducks not having yet arrived in any numbers.
At Great Bend, Kan., quail shooting has been going on

for the past thirty days. One of the attendants at the

coursing meet, a St. Louis physician, was out on several

different days, bagging from a. dozen to two dozen quail

daily, a week before the law was out. Nobody molested
him, for all the shooters at Great Bend were doing the

same thing. I presume we must bow in blind submission

to the law, but I confess that the Kansas quail law is a
thing deserving but slight respect. It opens the season

at Nov. 1, a date which by reason of climatic conditions

confines the shooting season to only about thirty days,

usually of rather raw, rough weather. This fact alone is

not so exceptionally bad,, although the birds in October
are perfectly developed and able to take care of theni-

iselves; but "the law has other features, as an attorney

friend, Mr. Win. Osmond, of Great Bend, pointed out to

.me. After a close study of this wise effort of the Kansas
Legislature, we came to the conclusion, doubtless legally

correct, that under the Kansas statute it is absolutely un-
lawful for any person to kill a quail in Kansas, except
upon his own land, and between dates of Nov. 1 and Jan.

1 1 Look this law up in the Book of the Game Laws, and
let us see whether we have the latest statutes. If so, a
rather astonishing state of affairs is developed and one
-more dead letter discovered among the game laws. Un-
der our reading, no alien and no resident could shoot
quail except upon his own land. When this was borne in

upon me, for once 1 rebelled openly and declared my in-

tention of breaking the Kansas law, though not by
shooting before the date, of Nov. 1. That seemed to me
as close to the letter of the law, and as far away from
common sense, as a white man need to go.*

As has been stated earlier in another column the great
Ubl and Carney ranch, north of Great Bend, was this

fall sold to other parties, Mr. Carney, much is the pity
for that community, may possibly go to another country.
Mr. Carney is gentleman, ranchman, greyhound man,
fox-terrier man, bird-dog man, shooting man and a whole
lot of other things all combined. "You don't get out of

this State alive until you've gone quail shooting," said

Mr. Carney: and as a matter of fact I didn't, although
that at first seemed impossible.

A party was made up by Mr. E. T. Vernon, of Larned.
under which arrangement several of us were to have
gone south of Larned, along the Rattlesnake, after ducks
and chi< kens, but the Hutchinson coursing meeting broke
that up. At the close "of that meeting only one day in-

tervened before the opening day of the quail season,

which fell on Saturday. There was no refusing Mr. Car-
ney, Mr. Luse, also of the Bend, promised to go shoot-

ing also. I hesitated, was promptly lost, as I knew all

along 1 was going to be, and was soon back in Great
Bend, 55 miles from Hutchinson, over the old Santa Fe
trail, A little later a solitary horseman might have been
seen turning up the lane of the Carney ranch in a buggy
drawn, by a deliberate and broken-kneed Western pony,
fresh from his home in a livery barn.

But alas, alas! Mr. Luse did not appear on the follow-

ing morning, as was agreed, and a long-winded customer
came to buy a lot of cattle from Mr. Carney. Alone in

Kansas, with only one day to spare from business.

As this juncture Mrs. Carney—may she live a thousand
years and be happier each year—came to the rescue with
a lieutenant in the shape of her son Charlie Carney, astat

8 years, already somewhat of a slayer of snowbirds with
an air gun, and with strong symptoms of becoming a chip
off of the parent block. Charlie wanted to go quail hunt-
ing with me. That settled it at once, and therefore
when the sun was just getting things warmed up a little

on the morning of Saturday, Nov. 1, Charlie and I were
rolling over the Cheyenne Flats, bound for beyond the
hills, where the open sesame of Mr. Carney's name was
to secure for us a day's shooting along the hedges of a
certain nursery which abounds in quail, but which is by
no means open to the public.

To those who have never gone hunting with a boy eight
years old, and looked through his still unwearied eyes at

what may still be remembered for one's self as once a big
and wonderful and beautiful world, let me say it is a
pleasure of whose memory one is bound to be very
.jealous. All the world is real to the boy. He believes

that all he sees is really there. His joy is actual. The
widening horizon is widening heaven for him, and each

* The Kansas law on quail, as given in the Boole of the Game
Laws, forbids their capture, "provided, it shall not he unlawful
for a person to shoot quail on Iris own premises, between the first

day ol November and the first day of January of each year," j

creature he sees is a fine and glorious thing. His geese
are swans. The hardest cynic must melt his heart before
the genuine fervor of a live boy's happiness, and in that
happiness be happy too, if the earth and the air be not
already enough for that.

"There's a owl!" sung out Charlie, as we passed a "dog
town" over which a little prairie owl was flapping about.
"Give it to him!"
Now I had in mind a proposition of Mr. Carney's, thai

no shooter could kill more than about three out of five of

these same undersized Minerva birds, and I just wanted
to show Charlie how little his papa knew about my skill

on owLjs, So I slipped in a couple of shells, and as the
owl flopped by in easy range, I sprang to the ground and
cut away at him. The owl gave a jump and a great dive,

and then went on placidly. I gave him the left barrel,

and he made another dive, and wasn't in it again. A
most malfeasant, improper sort of owl, and one mis-
formed in judgment of eternal fitness. By all the rules
of war that owl's time had come. "W'y didn't you kill

'im?" asked Chailie, as I crawled back into the buggy.
A big cliicken-hawk next occupied our attention, and

we opened a running fire on him as he flew along the
fence, at last knocking him over with a charge of No. 6,

much to Charlie's edification. "Now we'll shoot some
snow-birds:" said he, "I think we're makiuga pretty good
beginning." But the snow-birds wouldn't hold still

enough for Charlie, and so we drove on, and at noon bad
our credentials honored by the lady of the place, with our
horse in the shed and our luncheon eaten, as well as we
could eat for the whistling of the quails, which we could
hear within a hundred yards of the house.
We must not forget the third member of our party, Mr.

Carney's setter, Lady. This clever little bitch is one of

a pair selected for Mr. Carney by the writer from Tommy
Davey's kennels at London, Out., and she has turned out
a very good bit of dogflesh. Her owner told me that she
was not well broken, as this was the fourth hunt she and
he had ever taken : yet I must say that she worked in
many ways like an old one, and showed all the making
of a most killing dog, her nose being remarkable and her
staunchness absolute. Her only fault was the little eager-
ness to wing common to all yotmg clogs, and the easiest
fault of all to correct.
Well , Lady and Charlie and I were just about to start

away from the buggy, when there came a lusty whirring
of wings, and out of the orchard to our left sprang a.

goodly bevy of quails, thirty or more, it seemed to me,
and lit upon the hard open ground directly in front of US,
not 50yds. away. And there they stood, with heads erect,

looking square at us, brown, big, beautiful and bunched.
Yes, bunched. And as I looked, an evil spirit came into
my mind. I knew I could make a killing with that right
barrel which I had purposely had bored out open for
quail. I knew that one raking, murderous swipe through
that bunch of quail would assure my bag for that day,
I shook and looked and trembled; and if old St. Anthony
had any tougher time than I had, he had it under less

temptation, that is all I have to say about it. "It would
never do," thought I; "the boy must be brought up right.

I'll treat Mr. Carney's boy and Mr. Carney's dog on the
dead square, so help me. But oh, holy Moses! what a
wad of 'em I could lay out ! If something doesn't happen
pretty quick I don'tknow what I'm going to do about this!"

Lady had set the birds on sight. She drew a step
closer. Three or four of the nearer birds went up, and
as they rose I fired, the whole flock springing as I touched
the trigger. I expected to kill about a hundred as they
rose, for it seemed to me the air was full of quail, but
only two dropped out to the first barrel. Then I regained
a somewhat more sportsmanlike frame of mind, covered
a single bird with the left and killed it clean at long
range. They say confession is good for the soul, and I

want to say right here in open meeting that while I

didn't shoot into that flock of quail on the ground, I had
a "most almighty narrow escape from it," as "Uncle
Kingfisher" would say. It caught me sharply, these
being the first quail I have seen for about a year.
We now crossed a little bean patch, and here I saw

half a dozen quail running just ahead of me. These I

could have potted easily, but the temptation was gone
now, and I put them up, getting one and missing one.
After that I had frequent sight of running birds, and be-
lieve I could have bagged seventy-five at ground shoot-
ing, but was able to keep from that; although I consider
that to be alone along a Kansas hedgerow with a lot of
quail trotting in plain sight ahead of you is a rnighly
dangerous situation for weak and erring human nature.
It is best to take a friend along to watch yon.
"We're doing pretty well," remarked Charlie encour-

agingly, an he stuffed our four quail into the pockets.
We now took to the hedges, and never in my life have

I seen a better chance for a great day's shooting than we
now found. Lady made point after point, in splendid
style, and we had three big bevies scattered in less than
fifteen minutes. This hedge shooting is the prettiest on
earth when there are two shooters. The birds stick to

the hedge, flying up or down it, and with a gun on each
side it is plain that few birds get away unsaluted. With
but one gun, the case is quite different. The birds nearly
always fly out on the side opposite to the shooter, and
there is next to no chance to get a sight of them as they
dart along the thick osage wall. Sometimes we partially
remedied matters, when Charlie and Lady would go
down one side of the hedge while I took the other.
"She's got a point!" the boy would call out, eagerly,
from his side of the hedge, and then when I came up he
would poke in the leaves with his little galvanized gun
barrel and put the bird up, in which case we usually got
the quail or scared it pretty bad. Once we located a
cripple in the hedge, and on this Charlie made advance.
I said he carried an air gun; it was really a spring gun,
using a single No. 1 shot. The spring had become weak
from constant employment, so that when Charlie shot
his quail with it he only made it squeak at first. Finally,
however, he stood off and made a line shot on its back,
which laid it out. This quail he carried about with great
pride for some time. "I've noticed that my gun shoots
harder if I get off a little way," remarked he, "and I've

found out there's a soft place in a bird's back."

After the first dozen quail we did not work so hard,
and spent a lazying afternoon, with some rests in consid-
eration of legs only eight years old, and some mild dis-

cipline for Lady when she showed a wish to capture any
of the omnipresent jack rabbits, and some talks on
natural history, in which latter the youngster asked a lot

of puzzling questions, after the fashion of youngsters

generally. I don't know how any one could have a pleas

anter half day afield. The air was fine and warm, the
game was abundant and easily found, dog and gun were
working well, and my companion was one of the very
pleasantest I ever had with me on a shoot. Plucky, un-
complaining, a theorizing and moralizing little fellow,

with a strong disposition to know the why of things, but

a keen enjoyer of what was going on—I am not sure but
I owe more than half the pleasure of the day to Charlie,

I wonder will he grow up and go shooting with some lit-

tle fellow some day, and whether he will remember this

day then? Dies juventi!

There were a great many jack rabbits and cotton-tails

about the nursery, and in accordance with the wish of

the owner, we killed a few of these to assist in protecting
the young trees: although in what we may call the grey-
hound country of Kansas, it is not now considered a very
nice thing to kill a jack rabbit with a gun. In the even-
ing, as we were coming home , we saw one of these great
hares sitting in a field, apparently nearly 60yds. distant.

The boy wished me to fire at it, and this I did with the
close left barrel, using a No. 7 shot shell. To my surprise
the animal was killed quite dead. They eeern very easily

knocked over. This was a very large specimen. When
Charlie, arrayed for warmth in my shooting coat, a world
too large for him, came lugging the creature back to the
buggy, I noticed that it dangled over his back with the
forefeet below the edge of the coat and nearly touching
the ground as he grasped the hindlegs over his shoulder.
This hare, with another not quite so large, was on the fol-

lowing day hung up in Mr. Carney's parlor, and a deft
young kinswoman of the family made from the pair a
very spirited and faithful painting. I question whether
our long-eared little deer, as he sat up in the pasture and
dared the shot from the distant roadside, knew that he
was bidding for so swift and. fine an immortality as he
has received.

Charlie and I bagged twenty-two quail that day besides
our fur and the big hawk, and the owl we didn't get. .All

in all it seemed to me a very beautiful little hunt, We
might have gotten more birds, but I'm awfully glad now
that I didn't shoot into that bunch of quail on the
ground. We did enough to prove that quad are plenti-

ful enoiigh for any one in westeim Kansas, and moreover
to prove, for ourselves at least, that there can be a whole
lot in a day outdoors which you didn't bring home in
your pockets. For instance, there was the point Lady
inade on the single quail right out on the buffalo grass.

The boy called it out to me, but when I turned it seemed
to me that Lady must be mistaken, the cover was so very
short. But by careful search we at length discovered the
bird not over 4ft., I should think, from Lady's nose, and
just barely half covered with a little wisp of red grass.

The bright and beady little eye, with the white band
over it made the only possible mark by which to locate
the bird, though after we had found it we could see every
feather plainly. It is not often one can see the bird his

dog is pointing, but here we saw the whole vivid, beauti-

ful little picture. I suppose now some smart young fel-

low will want to ask, Did you get the quail? I am sorry
to say I did. I believe it jumped 40ft. before it unfolded
a wing. But that was a very pretty jjoint that Lady
made.
The only unpleasant part about this little shoot was the

saying good-bye to the host and his family. Mr. Carney
will soon leave the ranch, and it is not yet certain where
he will locate. It is certain that the community which
catches him will catch a pretty good pigeon shot and
some good saddle horses and a setter or two and some
dead game fox-terriers, and something more than that.

So it seems that shooting matters in Kansas are all

right so far as the possibilities for game are concerned.
Chickens were reported fairly abundant in season . Quails
fairly swarm. Wildfowl will probably not be so very
abundant.

The only other stops made West were at Des Moines
and at Newton. Iowa. Mr. John J. Hamilton, editor of

the Des Moines Daily Neios, was just upon the point of
starting for the Indian Territory for a hunt. Mr. Hamil-
ton is one of the hardest working reposers on the flowery
bed of journalism, and has taken to these trips because
he sees the sense in them, as well as the pleasure.
That white-headed Dutchman, Rolla Heikes, of Day-

ton, Ohio, was at Des Moines visiting our mutual friend
Charlie Budd. I met them Tuesday evening, just getting
off the train from Somerset Junction, a little way below
Jjss Moines, where they had been having a two days' quail
shoot. They had—now what do you suppose they had,
these two expert and famous trap shots? They had noth-
ing, absolutely nothing! Hunted two days and didn't
bring a feather back with them! The fact is, they did
not see a single quail in the whole hunt. Yet they were
in a good country, and last spring, as Charlie Budd per-
sonally saw, quails were abundant all through that sec-

tion.
'
It is probable that the birds migrated. Charlie

and Rolla each killed a pheasant (ruffed grouse) and a
cottontail, but they ate these down in the country. As
they got off the train they were a very weary and dis-

gusted pair of shooters. That evening Rolla started East
for Freeport shoot. Charlie stayed at Des Moines with
his family, shot in the regular club shoot of the new and
vigorous club of which he is one of the mainsprings, and
will be on hand to meet Rolla Heikes. the Chicago team,
and all the rest at Kansas City tournament next week.
The exodus of the boys from this city will transpire now
shortly.

From what little I could learn about game in central
Iowa, the prospect is not in the least encouraging. About
Newton, in Jasper county, where quails were once a com-
mon bird, none to amount to anything at all are reported.
About the only game that part of the State can boast is

the hardy cottontail. A few squirrels and "pheasants"
are appearing again in the old shot-out covers and woods,
but regular sport for dog and gun is apparently a thing of
the past. E. Hotjgh.

Loads and Loading. — Minneapolis, Minn, — Editor
Forest and Stream: I am satisfied the fashion out here is

for too light loads of shot, especially in the larger sizes,

Last September I loaded my 13-bore with 8£ p. and l^oz.
No. 4 for ducks against the protest of the man who did
most of the loading for the town, is a huntsman himself,
and who said those loads would knopk my shoulder blue.
Whereas, these loads did beautiful work, and the gun was
steadier in hand than when in discharged an ounce of
No. 8 shot. What say others?—W. A. W.
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GELBITE AMMUNITION.

ON Friday last, Nov. 7, a test was made on the FOREST
and Stream range at Clarernont, of the new gelbite

cartridge. Mr. Newton Emmens, the son of the inventor,

brought to the range a quantity of the paper sheets, in

which form the new candidate for shooting favor is pre-

sented to the trap and field shots of the country. On the
way to the range a stop was made in the store of Smock
& Cornwall, and a box of "Your best black powder car-

tridges" was purchased. These were in U. M. O. Club
shells, and marked "3^drs. powder, ljoz. No. 8 shot."

They were loaded with a card and two black- edge wads
over the powder and one card over shot. At the range
the yellowish paper or gelbite was cut into slips, rolled

up, and inserted in the empty Club shells, a card and
pink-edge wad placad over and a charge of l^oz. shot
poured in before the card wad and crimping was done.
On analysis of two cartridges of each sort, the count and
weight taking showed:

Shot.

Poiodw, Weight.

Gelbite

Black....

I No. 1 .

Average 20 grs.

No 1 90J^ *rs.
No 3 m^ha.

Average 89 grs. 538 grs.

A Remington 12-gauge 8£lbs. gun was used in the test

and but three shots of each sort of powder were fired

from each barrel. The day was admirable for good work,
being damp and lowering, with but a trifle of wind.
In shooting Mr. Emmens fired only at 40yds. and from

the standing position, which in a measure accounts for
the increase of the number of pellets in the selected circles

over those in the aimed circles struck from the center of
the bullseye fired at. The exhibit stands as follows:

Shot.
1...

Z. . .

.

3....

GELBITE—RIGHT BARREL.
Pellets,

_ _
PeUets,

Aimed Circles.
209
.36
105

Selected Circle*.

295

202

Average.... 138 198

GELBITE—LEFT BARREL.
1 198 178
2 243 251
3 > 199 3(1

Penetration
Sheets.

4
3
7-

Average

1 .

Average.

213 243

BLACK POWDER- RIGHT B ARREL.m 302
240 335
296 311

232 316

BLACK ROWDER—LKFT BARREL.
281
355
325

..210

10
10
10

10
10
9

Average 261 320 10

It will be seen that though there was nominally a
variance of Job. of shot in the two sets of cartridges they
were practically the same, being 474 to 480 pellets. In
the right barrel they were accounted for in the ratio of
198 to 316, and in the left barrel in the proportion of 243
to 320, or taking the average of both barrels, in the pro-
portion of 220 to 318. In other words, the black powder
in a selected circle at 40yds. accounted for 66 per cent, of
the charge, while the gelbite charge had 48 per cent, of
the charge in the 30in. circle. In penetration where the
comparison is direct, the black powder shot got through
10 sheets of the Dennison pad paper, while the gelbite-
d riven shot went through half as many sheets.
Farther tests of the paper explosive will be made, and

in this ready fashion in which this class of explosives can
be loaded tip for any initial velocity, or in a general
way penetration, will enable the preparation of a charge
of greater force than that above shown.
In speaking of the new compound Dr. Stephen H.

Emmens, its inventor, says:
"Gelbite is a high explosive of the gun cotton class. Ifc

consists of a special quality of paper, chemically treated,
and impregnated with a variety of Emmensite, the well-
known explosive. The name 'gelbite' is derived from
gelb, the German word for yellow. Gelbite is supplied to
consumers in the form of sheets of paper of a yellowish
hue. From these sheets strips may be cut of a width and
length corresponding to the size of the cartridge shell to
be loaded. For example, a moderate charge for a ,32cal.
pistol cartridge is a strip of gelbite 3|in. in length and Jin.
broad. The strip is rolled up in a hollow coil and is then
placed in the cartridge shell. The bullet is next seated in
the usual way, and the cartridge is then ready for firing.

' By rolling up the strip of gelbite into a hollow coil
(which may conveniently be done by wrapping it round
a parlor match or other small rod) an air space is obtained
in the center of the charge. This air space serves to mod-
erate the initial pressure when the charge is exploded,
and thus renders the use of gelbite perfectly safe, although
the explosive itself is much quicker in its action than
ordinary gunpowder. The width of the strip of gelbite
for any cartridge should not be less than the length of the
corresponding powder charge: and the diameter of the
central air space should not be less thaniin. in pistol and
rifle cartridges, and Jin. in shotgun cartridges. These
dimensions may, however, be exceeded to any desired
extent.
"Tne bullet or wad should never be driven down so as

to compress the charge of gelbite—any compression hav-
ing the effect of increasing the quickness of explosion as
well as of diminishing the air-space. In pistol and rifle
cartridges a loading tool should be used, so as to insure
the seating of the bullet in its proper position without
being forced in upon the gelbite. In shotgun cartridges
the coil of gelbite should be placed in a carton tube of
cardboard, of a length equal to the width of the coil, and
of an outside diameter corresponding with the interior of
the cartridge shell. The wads and shot can then be
rammed home with any desired degree of force—the
carton preserving the gelbite from compression. Cartons
to fit No. 12-gauge cartridge shells will do also for No. 10
and No. 16 by being cut through lengthwise on one side.
"The power of gelbite as compared with that of gun-

powder, weight for weight, varies according to the size
and form of the cartridge employed. In pistols and rifles,
as a general rule, lgr. of gelbite will be found equal to
about 7grs, of gunpowder. In shotguns lgr. of gelbite is

equal to about 4|grs. of gunpowder. A dram avoirdu-
pois, the usual unit in loading shotgun cartridges, is

27.34375grs., so that a 3-dram charge will be 82grs,; and
the corresponding charge of gelbite is 18grs. The most
advantageous charge for any particular weapon may
always be arrived at by a little experimental firing—care
being taken to commence with a very moderate amount
and to very gradually increase the charge until the desired
muzzle energy is attained. Care must, of course, betaken
to avoid any dangerous degree of initial pressure; and
this can be guarded against by observing the signs of

strain shown by the cartridge shells after firing—a stand-
ard being first made by firing a cartridge with a maxi-
mum charge of ordinary gunpowder.
"There are two grades of gelbite. No. 1 is slower and

less sensitive than No. 2. In shotgun cartridges the
primers are generally insufficient to properly explode
No. 1; and therefore, the charge is best made up of an
internal coil of No. 2, surrounded by an outer coil of No.
1. An ordinary charge for a No. 12-gauge cartridge
consists of a strip of No. 2 gelbite 7in. long and -Jin. wide,
inside a strip of No. 1, lO^in. long and lin. wide. This is

the charge that will be found in the sample shotgun
cartridge inclosed in each box of gelbite.

"The advantages of gelbite over black powder may be
summarized as follows: 1. It is smokeless. When it is

discharged, all that appears is a little vapor, which
almost immediately vanishes, and which does not ob-
scure the view of the game or target. 2. Diminution of
recoil. This is very marked, and its advantage will be
appreciated by every sportsman. 3. Diminution of
noise. The report of a gun loaded with gelhite is of a
quicker, slighter character than where gunpowder is used

,

and is much less fatiguing to the ear. 4. Diminution of
heat. A gun may be fired much longer and more rapidly
with gelbite than with gunpowder before it becomes too
hot for handling with comfort. 5. Absence of fouling.
Gelbite leaves a gun very clean. There is no fouling or
injurious residuum. The only resultfrom long- continued
firing is a little 'leading.'

"

MAINE GAME,
BOSTON, Mass., Nov. 7.—Mr. J. F. Dwinell, of the

well-known coffee and spice firm of Dwinell, Hay-
ward & Co., has just returned from his annual partridge
hunt in the wilds of Maine. Mr. Dwinell has for some
years visited Upton, Me. , for this purpose, taking the two
weeks' vacation he allows himself from business in this
way. There he boards with Lomin Sargent, one of the
best guides in that region, and whom Mr. Dwinell has
befriended in a very substantial way. They hunt every day
when the weather permits, and this year the weather was
agreeable every day but one. In twelve days' shooting
Mr. Dwinell got 43 birds. Last year he got 81 in the
same length of time, barring a number of rainy days, and
the year before he shot 93. This goes to show plainly
that the grouse are not as plenty as usual this fall in
Maine, a fact generally admitted by all of the gunners
who have returned, but not brought to quite as forci-
ble proof as in the case of Mr. Dwinell. He used 'some
effort to find out the cause of this scarcity of partridges,
inquiring among the best guides and residents as to the
reason. It was generally admitted that the old birds
wintered well, and that as a rule a good many chicks
were hatched out. But later it became apparent that
foxes were unusually plenty. At least the settlers living
near the woods were greatly troubled by these same foxes
among their poultry. In confirmation of this idea, Mr.
Dwinell also remarked that out of all the birds he shot
but very few were chickens. Old birds were the rule.
In that part of Maine foxes are remarkably plenty, and
the hunters promise themselves rare sport as sonn as the
snow comes and the fur is in its prime. Mr. Dwinell
says that if he had given his attention to foxes instead of
grouse, he could probably have had as much sport, and
rid the country of a few foxes that may now live to de-
stroy the grouse next year. If Maine were to give a
small bounty for the destruction of foxes, instead of the
foolish bounty on crows, it would aid the farmers in poul-
try raising, as well as greatly increasing the supply of
that best of bird game, the partridge.
Mr. J. H. Jones, with Jas. N. Emery, in the fre3h fish

trade, has returned from his gunning trip to Buckfield
and vicinity in Maine. He hunted four days and se-
cured twenty-seven birds, a remarkably good score for
this year. He did not get a bear, for bruin was too shy
for him. Still bears are reported plenty in nearly all the
remote parts of Maine. Lomin Sargent, mentioned above,
has already trapped two, one a very small one. In the
vicinity of Kingfield and Eustis a good many have been
killed. Several have been shot in orchards, where they
were up in the trees and helping themselves to apples,
This has been done in some cases by watching on moon-
light nights, and in other cases the bear has been sur-
prised in the orchard in broad daylight. In Eangeley,
Madrid and Phillips the record of bears killed is also very
large. In one case a cub has been shot from an apple
tree, which cub only weighed 27lbs. It is quite plain
that bears are on the increase in Maine. The record of
those killed this fall is greater than ever before.
There have already been one or two falls of snow suffi-

cient to track deer in northern Maine, but these snows
have been too short-lived for really good hunting. The
fall of snow in the night has been followed by warmer
weather next day, with melting and droppings from the
trees, making the very worst sort of weather for hunting
deer, not only on account of the discomfort of being in
the woods, but because the falling of the snow from the
limbs has prevented the seeing or approaching of game.
One party in the vicinity of Kennebago is reported to
have started six deer in one day, neither of which was
secured, for the reasons mentioned above. The same re-
port comes from the vicinity of Moosehead. There have
been snows, but the snows have been very bad for
hunting. Two Boston merchants—they will not let me
mention their names—came back from a deer hunt above
Moosehead Lake the other day in considerable disgust.
They got no deer, though they think that thev trailed
twenty in one day. A party of New York hunters are
looking for deer on the Cupsuptic Eiver, with Billy Soule
as guide. Special.

The Vermont League.—Mr. J. W. Titcomb writes
from Rutland, Vt., Nov. 2: "The organization of the
league is quite a task in Vermont, but we now have fifty-
five charter members pledged, and hope to make the
seventy-five this week."

ELK ON SNAKE RIVER.
[Continued from PageSOQ.]

NOV. 1.—All hands lay in camp until noon, then Frank,
Charley and I went down in the hills below camp,

and Frank got a fine blacktail buck with as handsome a
head of horns as I ever saw; it had twenty-five points in
all. I got on a fresh track of a big bull elk, and after fol-
lowing it some distance saw him standing in a thick
patch of brush upon a bench of the mountain, some
300yds. distant. I fired two shots at him that missed.
He was further off than I thought he was, as I discovered
when 1 came to climb the hill to examine his trail for
signs of blood. After following his trail for some dis-
tance, I was joined by Frank and Charley. This is a fine
deer range—low hills'sparsely covered with scrub timber,
aspens and underbrush. Deer were very plenty in here
some two weeks ago, but have gone belownow to get out
of the snow. One man told me that he saw bands of two
and three thousand in a band cross the Snake, heading
for the country on the Troubelsome, being mostly does
and fawns. The bucks came down later and in small
bunches. We arrived in camp in time for an early sup-
per. After supper I went out and set two fox traps. Fox
trails are thick all through the hills here, but it is very
seldom we get to see one.
Nov. 2.—Found it snowing like fun this- morning, but

about 10 A. M. it eased up some and Charley and Frank
took the horses and went after the buck killed the day
before. I started out to look after my fox traps. Found
them snowed under and no fox. On my way back to
camp 1 struck the fresh track of what seemed to be a
three-legged buck. It would take too long to tell what a
chase I had after this deer, but my two legs were too
much for his three, and I finally overtook him in the
rough hills away over on Three Forks of Snake, and after
several shots at long range, brought him clown. He had
been wounded some weeks before by having a front leg-

shot off at the knee, which was most healed over now,
but made it hard work for him to travel in deep snow. 1
dressed him and took his head ©n my back and carried it

to camp, some five miles, with the deep canon of the
North Fork of the Snake to cross. I arrived in camp just
at dark, and as could be expected, about as tired as one
wishes to get. The boys were all in. Frank had shot a
grouse. This deer head was the one Mr. Hunt so kindly
offered to mount for me; it was a very fine one with five
prominent points on each side.

Nov. 3, Sunday.—When one is so far from home away
up in the mountains, where he is liable to be snowed in
at any time, he is naturally anxious to get his game and
to be getting a little lower down. This was our fix just
now. So, Sunday as it was, we -concluded to take our
horses and go up and bring our elk to camp; and it was
high time we did, for the magpies and camp robbers were
trying hard to work holes in the hams. Had it not been
lying flat on the ground and well covered with snow they
would have had it ruined. To-night we have written
home and a line to Forest and Stream, as Frak Crow
expects to pull out to-morrow for Rollins, Wyo., with a
four-horse load of hindquarters of elk and deer, and I be-
lieve a bear or two. His wagon all loaded stands in front
of our camp now. He takes the load out for two brothers
from Saratoga Springs, Wyo., who have been in here
hunting all the fall, and have sent out several loads. I
did not learn their names. Wyoming will allow such
work as this to go on, and no one says a word, but so
soon as they find a non-resident, especially from Colo-
rado, after a deer or elk for his own use, they set up a
howl and order him out. Our party made-it a point to
do our hunting on the Colorado side of the line, when we
knew where the line was, although we sometimes made
our camp on the Wyoming side.

Nov. 4.—Frank Crow left this morning with his big
load of game and his two partners, Geo. Pixley and L.
G. Iiams, the latter better known as "Stub," went with
him on horseback to help pull him up some hills, with
their lariats tied to the saddle horn. They expect to be
back to-night and move camp with us to-morrow some
fifteen miles over on to Slater Fork, where George says
hunting will be better and elk plenty. George has been
a resident of this country for several years, and knows
where game is the thickest. Charley and 1 packed in
my buck, and Frank and Con packed in one of the elk
killed by Frank some days ago.

Nov. 5.—Up early, as we expect to move camp if

George and Stub return. Just as breakfast is ready,
while looking out of the tent door, I discover four elk
passing out of the east side of the park in which our
camp is located and heading up into the timber. I call
to Hunt, whose tent is near by, and point the elk out to
him. He proposes that we go after them, so without
stopping to eat our breakfast we take our guns and circle
off to the right, intending to flank them and get the
wind in our favor. After making quite a circle through
the timber we came to the edge of the park, but too low
down for the elk. On looking across the park to the
north of camp about three-quarters of a mile, we dis-
cover a band of some forty or fifty quietly feeding and
some lying down. After holding a council of war we
decide to retreat in good order and make another ad-
vance further up the park, which we do in fine shape,
but our big band of elk has disappeared. Looking over
into the timber to our right we see twelve or fifteen elk
standing looking at us, and some 250 or 300yds. away.
Thinking this must be the band we were after, we decide
to try them a shot, as we have no other show. Frank
selects a young elk to the left, while I pick on a calf
off to the right of the bunch, and we turn our lead loose.
My calf goes down dead where it stood, and Frank's is

badly wounded. I fire two or three more shots and I get
another calf. Frank's wounded elk seems to be badly
bewildered, and circles around and stops in almost the
same place it was in when Frank first fired at it. Frank
is more careful this time, and at the crack of his gun the
elk drops. We now fall to work dressing our game, and
are joined by Charley, who has stood in camp and seen
the battle. He informs us that the big band we were
after passed around the slope to our left between us and
camp, and went up in the timber, where we first came
down. We now return to camp and get our breakfast,
when all hands take the trail of the big band and follow
it up on the range, but finally give them up; and we scat-
ter out for a return to camp.
On my way in I run on to a small band of some four or

five elk. The timber being thick, I have a poor chance
to shoot, but I make a pop shot and wound one. After
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following it some distance, I find it is but a flesh wound
in the foreleg; so I give it up and strike for camp, where
I arrive after dark and find the boys all in, but George
and Stub have not returned yet. A. A. Knott.

VIRGINIA FIELD SPORTS ASSOCIATION.
rpHE fifth annual meeting of the Virginia Field Sports
JL Association will be held at Amelia Court House on
Wednesday, the 19fch day of November, 1890. The Eastern
Field Trials Chib, of New York, will meet at Otterburn
Springs (one mile distant from the Court House) at the
same time, and our members will have an opportunity of
witnessing che running of the most celebrated dogs in the
United States, besides meeting with prominent sportsmen
from every section of the Union. The executive board
decided upon this place of meeting in consequence of the
great interest felt in seeing these trials, and we trust that
the wisdom of their choice will be shown by having a
larger attendance than we have ever had at an annual
meeting. An excursion train will leave Richmond about
8 o'clock on the morning of the 19th, and will return at a
late hour that night. The annual shoot (members only)
for the Association badge will take place on that day,
and it is a handsome trophy, and becomes the property of

the winner, I trust that the members will come prepared
to enter for the prize and make the shoot one of the
attractive features of the occasion.
The annual dues for this year are but one dollar. Mem-

bers who did not pay up last year are requested to mail
to Mr. John W. Pierce, Treasurer, Richmond, Va., three
dollars, which will liquidate last and this year's dues.
All sportsmen oxight to be members of this accociation,
and we w-ould be glad to have them make an application
in waiting, inclosing two dollars, and receive a member-
ship ticket for the year commencing Oct. 1, 1890, and
ending Sept. 80, 1891. Members of our association have
been granted special privileges by leading railroads in
this State, showing the value of 'Organization, and apart
from the social feature which our association enjoys, the
benefits reoeived more than compensate for the outlay in
annual dues.
Sportsmen and others who may be interested in the

field trials, and wish to accompany us on the excursion to
Amelia Court House on Nov. 19, are requested to make an
early application for tickets, so that we may know how
many coaches will be necessary for our transportation.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad and its connections

have kindly given to the members of our association a
round-trip ticket at two cents a mile when on hunting
trips, and allow one clog for each sportsman free; and
we have the promise of some liberal arrangement on
other roads, of which due notice will be given.
Members holding last year's tickets are requested to

forward the same to the treasurer (inclosing one dollar)

and receive tickets for the season of 1890 and. 1891. These
tickets must be presented to station agents in order to
secure reduced rates. Polk Miller, President.

Richmond, Va.

A SOUTH DAKOTA GAME COUNTRY.
RAND HAVEN, Micb., Nov. 3.—After a lapse of four

H years it has once more been our pleasure to take a
short hunting trip through South Dakota. Having had
four consecutive seasons of shooting in the Dakotas (the

last being in fall of '86) I supposed I was well posted as to

where to go, but to make assurance doubly sure, letters

were written to old friends in various localities formerly
known to us as good shooting grounds. From nearly all

came the response that "owing to the continued drouths
the small lakes and streams were dry, and no ducks or
geese were to be had," From Cottonwood Lake, whence
I wrote you several letters, and which at my last visit was
a body of water three miles long and three-fourths of a
mile wide, came word that the bed of the lake was now
used as a cattle pasture. I presume the duck boat left

there by me four years since is now used as a feed trough.
Sic transit gloria.

Notwithstanding these unfavorable reports I was satis-

fied that there were still left good points for duck and
goose snooting, so, spreading out a late map of South
Dakota, I found, that the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul Railway reached almost all parts of the State, and I

decided to take this road at Chicago, head for Dakota and
depend upon information gleaned from conductors as to

just where to stop. My experience on former trips has been
that conductors on our Western roads are as a class enthu-
siastic sportsmen, in the true sense of the word, and con-
sequently in warm sympathy with any one in search of
hunting grounds for amusement and recreation. (No
pot-hunters need applv.)

I left Chicago Oct. 15, at 6:30, via C. M. & St. P. Ry.,
the train being a solid vestibule train of sleepers with
dining car attached, and all lighted by electricity. As one
settles himself in these luxurious cars it is difficult to

realize that he is en route for hunting grounds, and that a
few hours' ride will bring him to a portion of our country
which within the last decade was known only to the
Indians and a few hardy trappers and hunters. The next
morning at 9 o'clock I reached Sioux City, Iowa, distant

from Chicago about 500 miles. Here I met an old ac-

quaintance in Conductor E. H. Fargo, who has the run
from Sioux City to Aberdeen, I found him the same
courteous and affable gentleman as of old, and felt that

the problem as to where I would go would soon be solved.

As soon as his duties permitted we were seated together,

and he gave me the benefit of knowledge he had gleaned
as to the best points for hunting. By his advice I left the
main line of the road at Trip, which place was reached
about 2 P. M. From Trip we took a spur road of the
C. M. & St, P. to the flourishing little town of Armour,
20 miles west from Trip. Here we found first-class ac-

commodations at the Hotel Orient, and started out to

make acquaintances and get posted generally. I was
soon convinced it was the place I had been looking for,

A week's stay did not change my opinion, and I unhesi-
tatingly recommend it to readers of Forest and Stream
as one of the best all-round shooting places it has ever
been my good fortune to find. In the immediate vicinity

are several small lakes which literally swarm with ducks.
Lake Andes is only 7 miles from the town. This lake is

about 15 miles long and affords fine duck shooting, and
later in the fall the geese make it "headquarters." Goose
shooting was what I was after, but unfortunately the
weather was so warm and balmy that the honkers had
not come in, and I could not wait for a northwest blow

which I was assured would bring them in in great
numbers.
The country just north of Armour is settled largely by

Germans, They are thrifty farmers, and despite the dry
weather have raised good crops the past season. They
pay but little attention to hunting, and their broad fields

of wheat and corn have furnished splendid feeding ground
for prairie chickens, which consequently have been and
are now very plentiful. Mr. R. A. Panks, a local sports-

man, shot over 600 chickens during the past season from
Aug. 15 to about the middle of September. This was the
largest number killed by any one person, but a bag of
twenty to twenty-five could be had any day within a few
miles of town.
Mr. Geo, Lumley, proprietor of the Douglass County

Bank, is an ardent sportsman. I am under many obliga-
gations to him for information and courtesies. He is

conducting a large business extending over a large por-
tion of the Stater but is never too busy to give informa-
tion to any one who is on a hunting trip for pleasure, but
has a natural aversion to market-hunters or any one
destroying game out of season. His son, Geo. Lumly,
Jr., is a young man in years, not yet having reached his

majority, but is old in his knowledge, of hunting and the
habits of the game he hunts. His skill as a marksman
might well be envied by older heads. He has one of the
best, if not the best, pair of greyhounds in the State.

During the past winter he captured with his hounds forty
large gray wolves. One can well imagine the excite-

ment of a chase, of this kind over the open prairie where
every move of both wolf and dogs is in plain view.

I fear this letter is already too long, but in conclusion
would say to any of your readers seeking a place for good
shooting, go to Arnionr. For ducks and geese go about
Oct. 20, from that time until the lakes freeze up the
shooting is first-class.

Mr. Geo. Lumley, Jr., will answer any inquiries by
mail as to time of arrival of flight of geese. For any in-

formation as to excursion rates or anything pertaining to

the comfort or convenience of any one wishing to make
the trip, Major G. H. Heafford, Assistant General Pass-
enger Agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway (at Chicago), will gladly answer all inquiries.

G.

GROUSE SHOOTING WITH A BEAGLE.
EARLY one November morning I donned my shooting

coat, shouldered a little 12 -bore of 71bs. weight that
I swear by for cover shooting, and was off for a half-day
among the grouse. No need to whistle up my dog; he is

always on the watch and at my side the moment I leave
the house, and in every possible way manifests his joy at
seeing me ready for the field. He is a beagle of large
size, intelligent and active to a degree, and although rab-

bits are his first love, he will road out and flush up a.

bird in a way that might give points to a well-trained
spaniel.

The day was favorable for sport—moist, snow on leaves
and grass. The first piece of cover visited held a single
grouse that flushed wild to the dog, went across a field

to the woods and was not followed. I crossed the creek,
and as I climbed the slope beyond a rabbit sprang from
among the withered stalks of golden-rod at my very feet
and went off jerking his cotton with an energy born of
sudden fright. I caught a glimpse of it in line with the
rib and pressed the trigger and saw it perform the tum-
bling act. After a few vigorous kicks it regained its

feet, but I refrained from using the second barrel, think-
ing to give my dog, already on the trail, the pleasure of
picking it up. But he failed to get there, the rabbit
going to earth before being overtaken. That I very much
regretted, not because I cared for the rabbit, but I always
dislike wounding game and having it escape to die a
painful, lingering death. A clean miss is much to be
preferred. I soon jumped another rabbit from some tall

grass that got away under cover of a fence. A musical
chase followed across the fields some sixty rods to a
swamp. Following, I climbed upon a fallen tree and
enjoyed the music as bunnie doubled through the thick-

est tangles in the swamp. My dog is a sure trailer and
well up on all the tricks of the most wily of rabbits. His
musical voice echoing to the hills, he follows and finally

drives it past my stand, and a quick shot stretches it

dead upon the leaves. Coming up, he stands over it with
lolling tongue and slowly vibrating trail, and the large
expressive eyes turned to mine invite a caress and express
the satisfaction he feels at the successful termination of
the chase.
Next in order came a swampy piece of cover, bordered

on one side by a rocky ledge covered by a dense growth
of evergreens, and so thick as to almost exclude the
possibility of a successful shot. While standing in a little

opening in the thicket, waiting for my dog to quarter
the ground, I heard several birds get up to my right, the
sound indicating that they crossed a narrow clearing and
settled on the other side of the slope. Thither I followed,
the dog in his eagerness preceding me, and three of the
birds flushed wild. Two were marked down in woods
near by, the other taking a long flight across fields to a
distant wooded ravine. Restraining my dog until I reach
a favorable point, a wave of the hand sent him on and
he is soon seen roading eagerly a running bird. With
rigid muscles, eye and ear alert, and gun firmly clasped,

I await the result. Not long to wait, for very soon a
grouse gets up with a rush that quickens the pulse and
sets every nerve tingling. Rising above the sprouts it

starts for the woods with the speed of an express train.

My gun comes quickly to my shoulder and is swung into
line with its flight, and the trigger pressed. The rapidly
vibrating wings close instantly, but the momentum
gained carries it forward several rods before it strikes

the ground with the thump so suggestive to a sportsman's
ear; but a cloud of feathers are left behind that float and
quiver in the still air as they slowly settle earthward.
Slipping another shell into the gun I send the dog back
into the sprouts, he having started for the dead bird; and
he flushes another that gets up with a rush and flurry

like the first, and my shot results as before. This prov-
ing to be the last, I go forward and find them lying but
two steps apart. My dog stands over the last one shot,

with his jaw placed firmly on the upturned breast, while
the spasmodic beating of the wings shows the last flicker-

ings of departing life. And as I look at them, the king
of all our game birds, mingled with the exultation felt at

their capture is a deep feeling of regret at the taking of
such noble life. Carefully smoothing ruffled plumage I

bag my birds and, start is search of their companion
8

marked down in the woods. They are soon found and
go into my pockets with the others. A gray squirrel that

attracts my attention by leaping from tree to tree is

added to my bag, and although it is but 10 A. M. I turn
toward home, satisfied and well pleased with the morn-
ing's hunt. But my dog shows his displeasure, thinking
it all too early to return. Bon Ami.
Auburn, Susquehanna County, Pa.

WHERE BRUIN NEEDS NO PROTECTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see in a late issue of Forest and Stream an article

from "Ursus A." in regard to the protection of bear from
hunters and trappers. Now I have been a bear hunter for

the last fifteen years, and my father hunted them from
the first settling of this part of the country until his death,
in 1884—he being then in his seventy-ninth year. And in
all the narratives given by him (and he certainly had as
much experience with bruin as any man, living or dead),
I never once heard'bini express himself other than thai
bruin was fully capable of taking care of himself. And I

know from experience that such is the case. They breed
at a season of the year (February) when every river and
bayou is swollen so that it is impossible to hunt them.
And in the summer, after the little fellows begin to follow
the mother, it is impossible to hunt them on account of
the heat. And as for hunting thein in the fall and
winter (the time that I always hunt), if my dogs have ever
gotten after a bear that was not fully able to take care of
himself, I don't recollect it; except, of course, a young one
that was too fat to run.
As "Ursus A." says, '"it is the grandest of sport," not

by any means to be classed with any other hunting in this

part of the country. I have chased them from morning
till night. On one occasion I called my dogs off, it being
too dark to follow any longer, and going back next
morning, putting the dogs on his trail, still had an excit-

ing chase of another half-day before he was killed. His
skin is now in possession of an Ouachito River steamboat
captain, who had it tanned and is now using it as a rug.
I can also recall several hunts where the bear, after an
exciting chase of hours, eluded both dogs and hunters,
some dog returning with a leg broke, another with his
ribs smashed in from a stroke with bruin's big foot, and
most of the others hurt more or less by him. Oh, no,
don't talk to me about protection for bear. Myself and
company killed twenty-one last winter: and our score
runs from ten to thirty every winter, and there seem to

be as many as ever.

In regard to trapping, that is something that I know
but little about; but from what I have seen I don't think
the bears are in any danger of extermination from it.

We are the only bear hunters in this section (I mean bear
killers). And I know they are in no danger of extermina-
tion from us. W. R. OSBORN.
Louisiana.

AS SEEN BY A PESSIMIST.
BEHOLD, now, the Modern Sportsman as be goeth

forth into the fields. He weareth apparel which is

his glory; and in it are pockets large enough to bear away
an ass's load of game. His weapon is his pride, and he
puffeth himself up and saith: "What is there to contend
in the fields against me, or what can stand before me in
the forests?" And there is nothing; for lo! a squirrel he
bloweth to flinders, and a bear, even the grizzly bear of
the mountains, doth he make into particles; the deer of
the forest he maketh into atoms; and molecules are the
birds of the air before his face. He smiteth all living
things as with a flame; with one weapon doeth he all

these things, and the name thereof is the Best All-Around
Gun.
The joy of the Modern Sportsman is his power to kill,

and he goeth about making himself joyful. No man dare
molest him, or stop him, or make him afraid; for he is

an all-devouring pestilence on the face of the earth, and
men flee from before him.
His anger is fearful. He snoxteth in the valley and

rageth on the hills; and on the pleasant fields his wrath
doth wither the green things. His anger is enkindled
against the small boy, and the farmers, and the rotten-
ness of the law to restrain all but himself; and his name
is Hog, having many prefixes. His tribe doth increase ; he
fiourisheth as the green bay tree, and when he goeth to
his long sleep many there be ready to take and fill his
place.

And behold, although he destroyeth all beasts of the
field, and all fish of the streams, and all birds of the air

.

and still sigheth for mightier weapons of death where-
with to slay all these, there is no man to rise up and seize
him, and bind him for a term of years, wherein lieth the
salvation of these beasts and buds.

But. wdien the deer have fled forever from my forests,

and the birds no more build their nests by my murmur-
ing streams, and the fish have altogether gone from my
waters, then will I arise and see what can be done about
it, saith the Legislature. Ed Noel.

In a Heap of Leaves.—The morning of Dec. 1 rose
cold and bright over the plains of the Mohawk, and after
breakfast I prepared to go in search of the ruffed grouse
in company with my brother. At length we had gone
through quite a large woods without starting a single
bird, and were coming out at a place where two fences
met. In the corner lay a large heap or pile of leaves,
blown there from the neighboring trees. We had just
passed through an opening in the fence about 50ft. from
the corner, when on looking back I saw my dog eyeing
it wistfully. Supposing he had seen a chipmunk or red
squirrel run on the ground, I spoke to him to "come."
This he did not feel inclined to do, but moved a few steps
nearer to the corner. Upon this I went back into the
woods and looked the leaves over, but saw nothing that
particularly attracted fmy attention. On a sudden im-
pulse, however, I walked up and began kicking around
in the leaves, and the next moment something akin to a
crater belched forth in front of me. With a tremendous
roar and a whirlwind of leaves a grouse rose out of the
pile, and immediately after disappeared in the forest.

My dog had disappeared also, and when I again saw him
he was looking at me around a tree about 50yds. off.

This incident nearly ended my hunting for that day, as
my nerves were pretty well shaken up by it. Although
the grouse sometimes takes refuge under the newly
fallen snow in severe wintry weather, yet I have
never, but on t^s occasion, seen one do so under a pile
of leaves,—Dorp,
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A WORD FOR THE ENGLISHMAN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I will not waste much of your valuable time, even if

you are good enough to give me a hearing, but as a fel-

low sportsman, albeit an Englishman, I should like to

call attention to one or Uvo points in a rather important
sporting book just published, entitled "The Big Game of

North America."
For myself I have been long enough on this continent

to find out that there may be such a thing as a good
American, and it is just possible that among your read-

ers there are those who believe with the Rev. Josiah

Cooke that (in his own words, pp. 154) "after all English-

men are a? a class humane, and love fair play for man
and beast,"
That "after all" is delicious; for "after all" is it not -just

possible that some of that sporting instinct and love of

fair play, of which Mr. Cooke is so fond, was inherited

by Americans from the old English stock, from which
they came and to which (in spite of all political drivel-

ings) they in their inmost hearts axe still proud to be-

long?
Mr. Cooke's indignation is stirred by a story which he

tells at second hand of an Englishman "full of money,"
who was a "'human fiend," in the habit of slaying all the

game he could find and leaving it to rot, and whose
supreme pleasure it was to torture a wounded beast by
firing as many bullets into it as he could without kill-

ing it.

Now, that such a monster existed, except in the trap-

per's imagination, I beg leave to doubt. There is no
semblance of probability about the last incident in the
story, and if the trapper lied in part that renders the rest

of his story unreliable.
But in any case is it quite giving "fair play to man and

beast" to describe this butcher and then brand him
"foreign" and label him "English?" There are some
Englishmen who would hardly call an American a
foreigner, and some Americans, perhaps, who would
hardly care to be so called. But apart from that ought
not this sporting parson of America to mix a little of the
virtue of charity with his zeal in a good cause, and would
it not be as well for the editor to produce proofs of his

story before holding what all agree is a despicable char-
acter up to the world as a sample of a class with name
and nationality attached, but neither of them proven?
One more word, sir, and I have done. It was not

English lust for blood, but surely the desire of another
race for dollars which wiped out the buffalo. They are
not, I believe, English firms which are at present causing
the destruction of the big sheep of the Northwest, by
supplying every up-country trader with a list of prices
to be paid for trophies (so much per inch round the butt
of the horn), to be sold to would-be Nimrods, probably too
fat to climb a foothill; and I think I can produce proof
of the slaughter and exportation last year of 3,000 deer
(hides only exported) from one small district by an Ameri-
can skin-hunter.

Finally, sir, I should like to call attention to Mr.
Perry's story of elk shooting (pp. 66-68, of "The Big
Game of North America"). In this the writer claims that
on one day he killed eight elk and wounded another: that
his companions killed three more, and that the weight of
one of these elk was SOOlbs.

t don't believe in calling men names who are perhaps
3,000 miles away from me, and unlikely to have a chance
of answering as they would like to, so that on that ground
alone I should refrain from imitating Mr. Cooke, but
unless Mr. Perry has some strong reasons to allege for the
killing of some score thousand pounds of meat, on one
day, it is hard to see how he is to escaiie from the censure
of any right-feeling sportsman.

Regretting that a book containing such articles as Dr.
Rainsford's, and graced by such names as Van Dyke's,
Caton's, "Coquina's," and J. Fannin's, should be marred
by any such an unfair attack upon one of a nation which
has done its utmost for a thousand years to uphold the
truest interest of all manner of sport, I am sir, yours
obediently, C. P. W.

Worcester, Mass.—One of the dailies report that A. L.
Gilman, William Burgess, F. H. Davis, O. F. Ward and
A. E. Ward returned yesterday from a hunting trip over
the country at the head of the Machias River, Maine, bring-
ing with them five carcasses of venison. The country
hunted is near that on which the Maine game wardens,
Hill and Niles, were assassinated a few years ago. Game
of all kinds was found in plenty. Mr. Gilman brought
down a buck weighing 2891bs. Big bags of game have
been the rule the past week. A. W. Walls brought in 6
woodcock, 4 partridges, 2 quail, a gray squirrel and a
great-horned owl as the result of a day's hunt. Miltori

Humes, of Oxford, shot 15 woodcock over Manchaug
over. Friday George Newton alone bagged 7 woodcock,
partridges and 2 quail, E. T. Smith and Vernon Pren-

tice bagged 14 woodcock in one day's shooting.

New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society/.—
A meeting of the Board of Directors was held at Plain-
field, N. J., Nov. 5, for the purpose of electing a treasurer
and to fill three vacancies in the Board of Directors
caused by the deaths of W. B. Dunn, Martin W. Schenck
and William E. Jones, the last named holding the office
of treasurer at the time of his death, Oct. 10. President
Percy C. Ohl presided. There were but three nomina-
tions, viz.: Gen. W. H. Sterling, W. H. Egbert and R.
M. Stelie, who were duly elected. Mr. Randolph M.
Stelle, the only nominee for treasurer, was unanimously
elected. The society has been particularly active this
season, and there was considerable business of importance
to be transacted; but owing to the lateness of the hour
the meeting was adjourned subject to the call of the
president.

Springfield, Mass.—Have found birds fairly plenty.
Have received reports from quite a number of locations
and all agree that this season is a very good one. Par-
tridges are abundant, and in southern Massachusetts and
Connecticut quail have not been so plentiful for years.
Woodcock have also been plentiful, but owing to the
mild weather the flight has been straggling, and in con-
sequence the sport has been prolonged and a large number
of birds have been bagged. As a rule quail were not
well grown on Oct. 1, and even now many broods' are
hardly ripe. I notice the trout streams have plenty of
water and the fish will have no trouble in reaching their
spawning grounds.

—

Shadow.

Vermont Woodcock.—Bennington, Vt., Nov. 1.—We
have killed our last woodcock for the season of 1890. As
a rule, the hunting has been good—quite up to the average
at least. We have bagged in all 98 woodcock and 32 par-

tridges. The largest bag was 13 woodcock, 1 partridge;

the smallest 1 woodcock. The hunters are Fred Godfrey,
W. H. Bradford, H. C. Shields, John Davis and Seymour
Van Santvoord.

A Successful Hunt.—Ironton, O.—George Hewland
and myself in two days, Oct. '42 and 23, kiLedfour wild
turkeys, twenty-two squirrels and three quail; and raught
four pike, one 35in. long, one 33, one 30 and one 28. Ho v is

that for a good time in camp? No telling what we would
have done, but rain came and raised the creek; then we
got disgusted and came home, but will try it over soon.

—

J. N. D.

™ Iowa Game Prospects Boiled Down,—Scarce—Ducks,
geese, cranes, smiling shooters, water, last but not least,

the market-shooters, as they have gone to other parts for

their fall slaughtering. Plenty—Fine weather, idle re-

trievers, disappointed shooters, rabbits, squirrels and
large stocks of loaded shells for the dealers to carry over.

—William H. Steele (Forest City, la,., Nov. 1).

New York Game Laws.—At the annual meeting of
the Southampton Sportsmen's Club, held at Southampton
on Saturday evening, Nov. 1, Messrs. Lawrence W. Clark
and Edward Bell were appointed as delegates to represent
the club before the commissioners appointed to revise the
game laws of this State, at their meeting in Albany on
Nov. 18 and 19.

The Coon Hukters shall have a page to themselves
next week.

A VALUABLE COMPENDIUM.
1~\R J. A. HENSHALL, secretary of tbe Ohio Commission, says
*^ of tlie Book of the Game Lcms: "It Is a very valuable com-
pendium, and should he in the hands of every sportsman aDd
angler, and student of game protection. I would suggest that

future numbers contain a digest of the most important decisions

in cases of violations of game and fish laws in the different higher

courts."

Mv. A. K. Oheney, of Glens Falls, writes: "I do not know as you
will find any one who will more thoroughly appreciate, your worlo
as I know from experience something of the magnitude of the

labor, the difficulties and the vexation to bring tho book fo its

present complete form. Everything is so plain and simple for

bim who turns the pages that few will understand the difficulties

surmounted to make it simple of reference, and correct."

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the HooTt of

tin- 1 ; a me Laws.

"DON'TS" FOR AMATEUR TACKLE
MAKERS.

DON'T omit to wax your tying eilk well, using a
resinous wax (not beeswax), A very good recipe is

as follows: White resin 4oz. , white wax foz. , raw linseed
oil 1 teaspoonful; melt together, pour into cold water, and
pull as you would candy.
Don't tie a hook to imperfect gut; don't tie an imperfect

hook to gut of any kind.

Don't omit to varnish all whippings with bleached
shellac varnish.
Don't twist the ferrule of a rod when unjointing it

—

pull it straight away.
Don't make a splice too short wdien mending a broken

rod. Each tapered end should slightly belly so as to fit

snug when wound with the waxed thread.
Don't omit a flat wood-file and sandpaper when going

fishing, also don't forget the silk, wax and varnish for
whipping a broken joint.

Don't place a ferrule in the fire with the intent to burn
out the wood ; ream it out with a knife blade, if it takes
an hour, in preference, for the reason that the ferrule will
certainly lose its hardness and become as soft as paper if

you heat it.

Do not omit to tie on the hook very securely in fly-

making, bringing the whipping to within an eighth of an
inch of the end of the shank. Don't forget to tie the
head of a fly with two half-hitches at least, or the "in-
visible knot" if you know how to do it.

Don't clip a hackle, it spoils it. Don't cut a wing, but
if it seems too long, pinch it off. Don't place the gut on
top of the hook, but underneath—this makes a consider-
able difference to the coincidence or otherwise of the line
of impact with the direction of force applied when strik-
ing a fish

.

Don't use a dyed feather if one of nature's own dyeing
can be procured. Few colors are absolutely fast or un-
fadeable.
Don't use cheap and nasty tackle. You must give a

good price for good goods.
Don't omit to vaseline your reel occasionally. Black

lead (plumbago) and vaseline form an excellent lubricant.
Don't attempt to knot gut without thoroughly soaking

it. A little acetic acid in the water renders it very
pliable.

Don't expect your feathers to escape moth and the worm
unless you use naphthaline or pyrethrum. The buffalo
moth is also specially destructive and must be carefully
looked for.

Don't lay gut away in too warm a place or in the full
daylight; it will be sure to perish if you do.
Don't use a frayed leader. Cut out the frayed part and

rejoin. Leaders maybe kept soft by placing between
felt pads, wetted with glycerine and water, equal parts
of each.
Don't forget to crush the end of the gut snell between

your teeth before whipping it to the hook. This proceed-
ing prevents slipping.

Don't use hackles or feathers of any kind indeed from
very old birds if it can be avoided. Young birds just
mature provide the best feathers.
Don't use strips of feathers from one side of the bird

only. Wings for flies are derived each from a different
wing of the bird.

Don't omit to strengthen all bodies of flies made with
peacock herl with a thread of silk or a length of fine gut.
The herl alone "rags" out at the first fish,

Don't use a hook with too much metal in it. A heavy
hook deters a shy fish from taking the lure.
Don't be careless about any detail in fly or general

tackle making. Be sure your carelessness will find you
out if you are guilty of it. Eternal vigilance is the price
of good tackle making.
Don't disregard the superior qualities of the "eyed"

hook. It is the hook of the future.
Jonathan Lacktackle.

MORE ABOUT VERMONT TROUT.
THE communication in Forest and Stream of Oct.

26 from "Lancewood," of Waterbury, Vermont, in
regard to trout fishing, is to the point, and with most of
it I am in hearty accord. The six-inch law is not enforced
and the people are not educated up to believe in it. It is

openly violated by a good many more.
I believe it to be a good law, a.nd that it has had some

effect in the increase and size of trout; but has done very
little good to what it is capable of doing if enforced. The
wet seasons for the last few years, with plenty of water
in all our brooks, has done more to keep up the supply
than the six-inch law as it now stands, but I think that it

can be made more effective. Let the newspapers of the
State give the subject some prominence in their columns;
educate the people to believe in it. appoint wardens
in every town who will enforce the law, and let
it be known that it is to be enforced; have posters
printed and put up in public places and on brooks
iving the penalty for violating it, and let the people
now there is such a law and some one to enforce it. As

it now is, there are not half of them in the back towns
who know the penalty, and mauy who do not know what
the law is. Let the Legislature vote enough money for
this purpose so the Commissioners will have a little to
work with.

I do not agree with your correspondent about the talked-
of State fish hatchery. It is just what we want. Ver-
mont has been behind the other States in this matter long-
enough, but there is time now, if taken at once, to make
her lakes, rivers and brooks worth many thousands of
dollars to her citizens every year by drawing within her
borders the angler and visitor from other States, By all
means give us the State hatchery and enough money to
keep it running.

I also think that the law as it now stands, from April 1

to Aug. 1 , is better than to make it from May 1 to Sept.
1. There would be more trout caught in August than in
April and we can hardly afford this at present. When
the streams are better stocked by all means give us
August, as that is the month in which we would draw
more people here to spend their vacation. Cut off April
if you wish, but do not open August for a year or two.
Let the people wake up on this subject; and' by the way,
let the Commissioners have a little more "git up and git"
to them than they have had for the last few years. I am
pleased that they have waked up enough to recommend
to the Legislature that we have a State hatchery, and if

1 mistake not they have always opposed this in: the past.
But I hope they will now go forward with the good work
with a little more push and energy. OMPOMPANOosrc.

BLIND FISH FROM A WELL.
ON Sept. 8S, 1890, Mr. W. F. Page, superintendent of

the Neosho Station of the U. S. Fish Commission,
sent to Col. Marshall McDonald, Commissioner, a living
blind fish from the town of Neosho, Mo. Unfortunately
the fish did not survive the journey to Washington, and
it was preserved in alcohol and referred to Dr. Bean, the
ichthyologist of the Commission, for identification. It
proves to be a specimen of TyxMichthys subterraneus of
Girard, which was described in 1859 from underground
streams of Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee. The
Neosho specimen, wrote Mr. Page, was obtained from a
well which is supplied by a strong vein of water, sup-
posed to be a tributary of one of the many large springs
of the region. Several of these fishes have been drawn
up from wells of similar character in the vicinity of
Neosho.

Typhlichthys is derived from the Greek typhlos, blind,
and iclithys, fisb. It is one of two known forms of little

fishes with rudimentary eyes, concealed under the skin,
which live in subterranean streams in the limestone
regions of certain Western States. The body of these
creatures is translucent and pale in color, and covered
with small scales. The head is crossed by numerous
ridges, which are organs of touch, and the fish are found
to be quickly dispersed by any disturbance of the water
in which they stay. Profs. Putnam, Cope and Garman
have published accounts of their habits which are very
interesting. Efforts will be continued to bring them
under observation in the aquarium of the (J. S. Fish
Commission.

Small Boy and Big Fish.—Westfield, Mass., Nov. ?.—
This morning a colored lad by the name of Shipley cap-
tured a 1 libs, carp under very peculiar circumstances.
He was out gunning for ducks upon a small reservoir
that supplies one of our paper mills with a portion of its

motive power. The lad passed up the pond to a small
brook which is a feeder to the reservoir. He had gone
but a short distance up the brook when his attention was
called to a large fish endeavoring to reach the water in
the pond below. The boy's first impression was to shoot
the fish, but on second thought he seized a club and
struck the fish a couple of blows that disabled it. He
then brought.it to land and carried it, still struggling, to
the mill, but no one there recognized the stranger, so he
brought him to town and placed him upon exhibition in
Mr. Lewis's gun store, where the fish was at once recog-
nized as a German carp. It weighed lllbs., measured
27in. in length, 18in. in girth. It was upon exhibition
during the day. It attracted, mystified and surprised our
local anglers and the general public. This leviathan is

the result of the stocking of a small pond with German
carp some five years ago, and the brook that fed this mill
pond also supplied the pond that these carp were placed
m, and this fish probably came down the brook into the
pond and had been there undisturbed. It was truly a
royal fish and shows what can be done in the direction of
stocking ponds,—Woronoco.

;
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THE FRESH-WATER DRUM.

ONE of the commoner fishes of the Ohio and Mississippi
valleys and the G-reat Lakes is the subject of our

present sketch—a species known under many names and
held in variable repute. In the Uhio Valley it is cal led

the white perch, although not a member of the striped

bass family and resembling the white perch only re-

motely. Another misapplied name for the fish is that of
lake sheepshead, from, a supposed resemblance to the
-well-known marine species of Pogcmias. At Buffalo
and Barcelona, N. Y., it is called black sheepshead. In
lakes of northern Indiana the name crocus is associated
with the fresh-water drum, and this is a corruption of

croaker, which belongs to a small marine fish of the
same family. It is in the Southern States that the name
drum is applied to the species, and the same region
furnishes the additional terms thunder-pumper, gasper-
gou and jewelhead. Gaspergou is current in Arkansas,
Louisiana and Texas. The names drum, croaker and
tbunder-purnper are based upon the sounds produced by
the fish in some unexplained way, some writers suppos-
ing them to arise from the grinding together of the large
molar-like teeth in the pharynx, while others believe

that the large and muscular air bladder is concerned in

the operation. The term jewelhead is probably related
to the presence of ea,r bones of curious shape and mark-
ings, better known to some of us as "lucky stones."
According to Mr, Albert Turpe. of Brackettsville, Texas,
who hasrecently sent a specimen to the Smithsonian
Institution, it is known among the Mexican population
in his vicinity as the "gaspagie," which is a variation of
gaspergou.
We have already indicated the range of the fresh-

water drum in a general way. It was common in Lake
Ghamplain in 1842, according to Thompson ("Natural
History of Vermont"). Mr.
Turpe "says it is rare in
western Texas. He has
made extensive observa-
tions in the wilds of Texas,
New Mexico arjd northern
Mexico, and has found the
fish only in clear limestone
streams emptying into the
Rio Grande. The species

seldom enters small
streams, and it is for the
most part a bottom fish.

The fresh -water drum
feeds principally upon
crustaceans and mollusks,
occasionally varying this

fare with fishes of other
kinds. Crayfish are es-

pecially liked, and such
shells as Cyelas and Palu-
dina are mentioned by
R i o hardson among its

stomach contents. Mr.
Turpe says tha,t its food
includes water plants and
it will take a hook baited
with a worm or a smalt-

minnow.
The fish reaches a length

of 4ft, and a maximum
weight of 601bs., although
market specimens seldom
exceed 2ft. in length and
smaller examples are preferred. We know nothing about
its breeding habits notwithstanding its wide distribution
and great abundance. It seems that the common fishes,

apparently known to every one, are really little more
than a shape and a name to most of those who are mak-
ing fish literature, and it is to be regretted. Here is

where anglers can fill a void out of their rich and varied
experience by simply recording the common occurrences
falling within their notice.
There is a great difference of opinion among authors

as to the edible qualifies of the fresh-water drum, and a
great deal depends, it seems, on the character of the
water in which it lives and the nature of its food. Dr.
Jordan has the following concerning it:

"Although from its size and abundance it becomes an
important market fish, it cannot at best be considered one
of high quality. Its flesh is tough and coarse in fiber,

and often of a disagreeable shark-like odor, particularly
in the Great Lakes, where it is never eaten. The flesh of
partly grown specimens is better than that of the adult."
Thompson, in the "Natural History of Vermont," 1842,
speaks of the fish in Lake Champlain as "lean, tough and
bony, and seldom eaten." De Kay (1843) writes: "Un-
like the sheepshead of the ocean it is [in Lake Erie] a
poor, dry and tasteless fish, and is scarcely ever eaten."
De Witt Clinton in 1815 speaks of the Lake Erie fish as a
very ill-tasted one. Thompson, however, was informed
that the fish taken from the Ohio River are fat, tender
and well flavored. Jordan admits that its qualities im-
prove to the southward. The writer can testify to the
fairly good qualities of small examples from the Ohio.
Mr. Robert Ridgway, ornithologist of the National
Museum, ha1* found it to possess excellent table qualities

in Wabash River, Indiana, although other persons in the
same locality considered it an inferior fish. Sir John
Richardson gives the following account of the species
under a name which we have not before introduced. It

is believed that the malashegany is merely a deformed
specimen of the fresh water drum ; the name is credited
to the Cree Indians:
"The malashegarie inhabits Lake Huron. It is taken

in the Georgian Bay, on the north side of that lake, dur-
ing the summer months, in gill nets set in deep water, or
by hooks baited with worms. It feeds much on crayfish.

It is a firm, white, well-tasted fish, but never fat, and re>

quires much boiling. It is called sheepshead by the
Anglo-Canadians, probably for the reason that the same
appellation is bestowed on the Sargns ovls (salt water
sheepshead) in the United States, viz., from its having an
arohed nose and 'some smutty shades of color on the
face.' I can bear testimony to its excellence as an article

of food, in which respect it may be compared to the tur-
bot of Europe."

Mr. Turpe considers the fish, in the clear limestone
streams tributary to the Rio Grande, as undoubtedly one
of the finest flavored of the food fishes, comparing favor-
ably with brook trout and black bass. He states that it

oan usually be fried in its own fat, which has a sweet
taste. This is the story of the extreme variations of
opinion concerning the qualities of a well-known species
and it shows that a fish, like a person, even with the best
intentions, can not please every one.

AUREOLUS.
SUNAPEE LAKE, N. H., Nov. 3.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The controversy regarding the aureolus,
or golden trout, is settled, or seems to be. Hon. Walter
Aiken, of Franklin Falls, N. H., and myself visited Dan
Hole Pond last week together. While there we captured
fom trout of the kind known as aureolus, and thus the
fact that they exist in waters other than Sunapee Lake is

established. * Dan Hole Pond is beyond the second divide
from the Jake; in other words, counting Sunapee Lake as
one, Dan Hole Pond is on the third water-shed from here.
Sunapee Lake finds its way to the ocean through the
Connecticut River; the next water-shed is drained by the
Merrimac, while the waters of Dan Hole Pond eventually
form a part of the Saco River.
Deeming the question at issue of general interest, I in-

close herewith, tor publication, a copy of our report to
CoL E. B. Hodge, Commissioner, by whose authority and
through whose courtesy we were enabled to conduct our
investigations. Frederic M. Dey.

[Copy.]

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION AT BAN HOLE POND, MADE BY
WALTER AIKEN AND FREDERIC M. DEY.

Dan Hole Pond, Carroll Co., N. H., Oct. 30.—E. B.
Hodge, E q., of the Game and Fish Commission of New
Hampshire.

—

Sir: Acting in accordance with the in-
structions and directions furnished by you upon our

mm: 1
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solicitation, and for the purpose of settling a vexed ques-
tion, we arenow at Dan Hole Pond. As our work is done,
our purpose accomplished, and as we are about to leave
for home, we beg to submit the following report:
We reached this pond after dark, Monday evening,

Oct. 27, beneath a cloudy sky and in half a gale of wind,
which rendered a visit to the water that night utterly im-
practicable. However, we improved the time of enforced
idleness by questioning our host about the peculiarities
of the pond, its depth, temperature and the fishes it con-
tained. He remembered the locality where two of the
trout (aureohis), of which we were in search, were
speared a year ago by a person acting upon your orders.
He saw the man at work the night the trout were pro-
cured, knew the spot and was therefore able to provide
us with the desired information. During the conversa-
tion he confided to us a number of reminiscences regard-
ing the trout of the pond, and listening to him we became
convinced that our trip would be successful.
On the following morning (Tuesday, Oct. 28), soon after

daylight, we made our first attempt to find the fishes in
question. The pond was very rough, there being a heavy
northwesterly wind blowing; but we reached the spawn-
ing ground, anchored and began casting our spoons. For
an hour or more we continued our exertions, our spirits

emulating the temperature of the day, which was steadily
getting lower. At last, however, when our hands were
so cold that it was difficult to distinguish an oar from a
fly-rod by the sense of touch, we saw a trout—a small
one, to be sure, not over 8in. in length, but a trout.
Somewhat cheered we went ashore, sought the seclu-

sion of the woods and built a fire where we soon warmed
ourselves back to confidence and determination, notwith-
standing the fact that a steady and pelting rain had set-

tled in, apparently "for keeps."
Again to the boat and to the casting of our spoons, this

time, however, minus all encouraging details; and then
to dinner. After dining, the aspect of the weather was
most discouraging. Rain descended in sheets and the
wind blew a veritable gale. On the mountains around
us, within rifle shot, snow was falling, putting its winter
cloak upon rocks and trees, and we were content to remain
indoors and while away the time in smoking. But a stern
fact confronted us. The net (which you had provided for
our use) must be set. Reference was occasionally made
to the threatening duty, followed by a natural shudder of
apprehension.
At three o'clock we went forth in the storm armed with

the net alone, and were blown (rowing was a superfluous
exertion going that way) to the spawning ground. There
we put out the net (A simple statement of fact, but a
task as difficult under the circumstances as the seven
labors of Hercules combined ; to describe the operation
would be to create a "corner" in stationery) by fastening
one end to a pole on the shore and anchoring the outward
extremity in eighten or twenty feet of water.
Darkness (of the genuine type) had fallen by the time

our task was finished, and the necessary outlay of exer-
tion consequent upon our return can be better imagined
than described. We were obliged to go directly against
the wind, the night had become simply black and the
exact locality of the place where we were obliged to land,
if anywhere, was delightfully vague; so vague, indeed,
that we spent nearly an hour searching for it.

The following morning (Wednesday, Oct. 29) we were
up betimes, and, as soon as breakfast was dispatched, on
our way to insppct the net. The weather was somewhat
better; very cloudy, but minus both wind and rain; the
pond was nearly calm.
At last the net was reached, and a quick inspection was

followed by a ringing shout of joy and mutual congratUT
lations between the signers hereof. The net contained
three fishes. One was a pickerel. The others were trout
exactly resembling those seen by us at the hatching house,
Sunapee Lake, and Icnoum as the. aureolus, or golden
trout.

Both were "jacks," and weighed (estimated) 31bs. each.
Our wish was to secure four specimens, so we left the

net where it was and again had recourse to our spoons.
While we were casting, a third trout of the same kind,
with the same gaudy coloring, was seen by us near the
net, but could not be captured.
Snow began to fall and dinner time drew near, We

decided to leave the net where it was and troll around the
pond on our way back.
At a distance of about fifty rods from the net, going

east, a female trout of the same kind, weighing (esti-

mated) not less than 51bs., was captured by Mr. Aiken.
We visited the net again just before dark, but it was

empty.
This, the ensuing morning (Thursday, Oct. 30), we

reached the net very early. It contained one fish, which
was a "jack" trout exactly like those captured the pre-

vious morning, only small-
er. Weight (estimated),

lflbs.

Our work is done. We
have accomplished the
purpose for which we came
to the pond. We have
proved beyond the perad-

^ venture of doubtthat trout
known as aureohis do exist

^a&ss0BSb m waters other than Lake
^ Sunapee. It is our mutual

pleasure to congratulate
yon upon this incontro-
vertible fact.

Our team is at the door.

Will conclude report later.

Same Day, 5 P. M.—
Frankliu, N. H.-We
reached Meredith Village
at noon. The trout were
packed under our super-
vision at the store of Mr.
Beede, in Meredith, and
were delivered by us to
the express company.
Two — the female and

one of the "jacks."—were
sent to Dr. T. H. Bean,
Smithsonian Instit u t i o n

,

Washington, D. C; one
was forwarded to Prof. J.

D. Quackenbos, New York
city; the other—the smallest—was sent to you.
We are prepared to make affidavit to all of the fore-

going at any time. Very truly yoursL
Walter Aiken.
Frederic M, Dey.

[Under date of Nov. 7 we learn from Hon. Walter
Aiken that the aureolus or golden trout have probably
finished spawning. He and Col. Hodge were at Sunapee
Nov. 6, which was a warm and perfect day, and saw only
a few trout on the Loon Island reefs. Mr. Aiken has in
mind one or two other New Hampshire ponds in which
he believes the golden trout exist.]

VERMONT TROUT AND PERCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is exceedingly gratifying to the pioneers in game and
fish protection to note that the seed sown during the past
decades has not been unfruitful, but is likely to bring
forth in the end abundantly. The action recently taken
by the Province of Quebec Fish and Game Protection
Society, to stop net-fishing in Missisquoi Bay, is a step in
the right direction, and will be a public benefit to the
public both 6ides of the "line," Vermont as well as
Canada, The Vermont "Fish and Game League" is

another movement that should be encouraged and helped
onward by every true Vermonter. It was the writer's
amendment to the Vermont fish law that several years
ago gave her Fish Commissioners $2,000 a year to assist

them in carrying on their work, and wTe wish that the
amount would be largely increased this year, as the Com-
missioners' report proves that they have made good use
of the money granted them. While there is much in their
work deserving the highest praise, there is one action
that deserves the severest censure, that is in recom-
mending "yellow perch" as a desirable fish to stock Ver-
mont waters. What weakness, to think of polluting the
clear waters of the Switzerland of America with the bony,
detectable vermin—the spawn-eating yellow perch. A
single perch, if given the opportunity, will daily destroy
hundreds of young fry of tPe trout and other game fish.

Any person who would seriously harbor such thoughts
against Vermont waters deserves to be made to fish for
pumpkin-seeds in a mud hole with a pin-hook during the
remainder of his days. There is too much selfishness
among sportsmen and fish and game protectionists, who
instead of working for some private purpose, should work
for that which will be of the most benefit to the general
public.

_
We trust that the present law makers of Ver-

mont will make it a penal offense for putting perch into
waters that they are not already in—for when once such
vermin get into a stream or lake they are a curse to those
waters for all time—not for a month or a year, but for-
ever. Stanstead.-
Akbok, Ohio, "Nov. i.
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Syracuse Anglers' Association.—A brief meeting of

the Angler's' Association was held in the rooms of the
Business Men's Association last week, at which the good
wort which the association has been doing to check the
depredation of the fish pirates in Oneida Lake and its

tributary waters was talked over in a general way. The
association has a record of 108 nets captured and destroyed
since Sept. 1. Within the past four weeks it has insti-

tuted suits against 16 violators of the game laws. The
war on the fish pirates has been carried on by Deputy
Sheriff Harrison Hown, of Cicero, working under the
directions of the association. All the members of the
association speak highly of the business-like, way in which
Mr. Hown has gone about this work. The association
hired a small steamer and placed it at his disposal, and
he has gone np and down the lake day and night dragging
for the nets of the illegal fishermen. The association has
been considerably agitated the past week by the news of
the removal of Chief Game Protector Fred P. Drew, of
Washington Mills, and the resignation from the Fish
Commission of Hon. R, U. Sherman, of New Hartford.
Mr. Drew was removed by the Fish Commission, which
has so far seen fit to withhold from the public any reasons
for such removal beyond the mere assertion that Mr.
Drew was not working to further the best interests of the
Commission. Many plain letters upon this have been sent
members of the Commission by prominent anglers of this
city, and they propose to get at the bottom facts of the
matter, if such a thing is possible. The resignation of
Mr. Sherman from the Fish Commission is deeply deplored
by the Syracuse anglers. Mr. Sherman is a man of wealth,
and he spent large sums of money annually in stocking
and protecting the fishing waters of central New York.
But notwithstanding these disappointments the Anglers'
Association of Syracuse proposes to go right along with
the good work of protecting the fish in the waters readily
accessible from this city. A petition containing the
names of all the prominent citizens in Syracuse will be
sent to the Fish Commission this week, praying for the
appointment of a game protector in. this city who shall
work under the direction of the Anglers' Association.
Mr. Drew has been assigned to duty in the Oneida district,
where it is thought his efficient services will be of great
value to the anglers of this city, as Oneida Lake is in that
district.

Trout and Deer in the Adirondack^.—A veteran
correspondent writes: "I should like to meet the game
law committee, for I think that after thirty-eight years
in the Adirondacks every summer I could give them some
points, but you can do it for me. I should for five years
stop entirely transportation of deer and trout from the
woods comprising the Adirondack section. Also stop
buoy fishing, which is almost as destructive to trout grow-
ing as set lines. I should increase greatly the penalty on
the set line business, and would also greatly increase
penalties, both as to the least infringement of laws relat-
ing to law breaking as regards trout and deer. Also
would add penalty to express companies taking any box
out unless they know its contents. Please call attention
in your paper to the above suggestions. Of course some,
yea many, will decidedly object. I have seen painfully
the decrease of trout especially, and think the above
simple addition to the laws would save the above game
wonderfully."

Cod Fishing at Bastport, Maine.—It has been many
years since the fishing was as good in our harbor as this
season. The catches of the past week have been some-
thing extraordinary. At high water Saturday there was
great sport fishing off some of the wharves. At the In-
ternational Wharf Mr. Pine took advantage of a few spare
moments and pulled in 25 deep sea cod. At the Govern-
ment Wharf men and boys made a great catch, and in
fact there was good fishing all along the wharves. What
has caused the deep-sea cod to strike in close to the
American shore, right in our harbor here, in such im-
mense schools, the like of which was never known
before, the oldest inhabitant is unable to tell.

—

The East-
port Sentinel, Oct. 29.

lenml

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published^ and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

Dec.

:

FIXTURES
DOG SHOWS.

) to Jan. 3, 1891.—First, Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Associa tion, at Canton, 0. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market strtet.

1891.

Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mclnness, .Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 2").—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

a.nd Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, Da. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.
Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26—Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira. N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at, Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers. Secretary.
Feh. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne Kennel

Club, at, Pittsburg. Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington Citv

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn. Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Secretary.
April 1 to 4.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Grab, at Chicago, III. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 17.—Twelfth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field
Trials Club, at Ottcrburn Springs, Va. W. A. Coster, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., Secretary.
Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York
Secretary,

1891.

Jan. 19.-Eigh th Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at, Bakersfleld, Gal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
™Ft.b. 3.-Thted Annual Field Trials of the 'Southern Field Trials
Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

MAINE FISHCULTURE,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In reading your account of the progress of fishculture inNew Hampshire, I am led to give a brief account of whatwe have done on a small scale in Maine, Lake Auburn ism the city of Auburn, and contains about 20,000 acres of

clear, pure water, with a maximum depth of 110ft. It islargely fed by springs and has long been known as a favor-
ite resort of the brook trout (SahuMnu* fontinaUs) Lar^e
quantities of spawning trout have been taken every fall
trorn the tributaries and shore spawning beds. No sticcess-
iul effort has until this year been made to stop spearingand illegal captures. Through the efforts of our fish corn^
missioner, Mr Henry O. Stanley, and others interested inprotecting and stocking this beautiful lake, we have madea beginning which has thus far yielded excellent resultsWe nave organized under the title of the Lake Auburn FishProtective Association, with a membership of 200. Ninew3K d° larS beeD
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Kla com<«rtable house built on atributary to the lake. We have employed three men dur-ing the season thus far, to take care of the trout and pro-vide for the hatching of the eggs. A katchm°- house is
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We havu uow more than 400 trout and twolandlocked salmon in our weirs.
I was informed last week that'the work of taking the esse

taken Our salmon arelema'les,A^pS^^terilize their spawn by milt from Sebago Lake if we arc not
!S*S5^JM» t0 !?*• a male salmo
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ROBINS ISLAND CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
LAST Friday was commenced and finished the ninth

annual trials of the club named. Such rapidity in the
running of a field trial is something marvelous. The con-
ditions were such that it was possible. In no other place
at no other trial could such celerity be attained. Three or
four things added together made one of the greatest suc-
cesses of this ninth annual trials of the clubs. First the
weather was of the most charming description. Everything
worked in favor of the dogs and their owners. "Skies were
clear, the air was cool to frostiness, the scent was stron«-
the birds were in greater number than ever before, and tfie
dogs themselves, that is the larger number of them, had
been worked for sometime by the professional trainer now
on the island. C4reatest of all, however, was the system
adopted by the Robins Island Club for the government of
its field trials. Here the dogs are judged by a scale of
points. The dogs are ruu together in braces, not one as
agaiust the other, but for the purpose of expediting matters
Thus there are no long series of heats in which the winning
dogs are run against one another until all are weeded out
save one. Here, the moment the allotted time has expired'
the dog has finished. The element of luck conies in of
course, but t he judges can at their option, mid if they deem
it necessary, allow an animal a longer chance to show ofwhat character his field work is.

Friday evening saw assembled at the club house the more
enthusiastic shooting men of the club. First and foremost
Dr. S. Meet bpeir, who was the originator of the club- S b'
Duryea, who has worked side by side with the Doctor in" all
that would help to further the sportsman's interests in club
matters W. M. Van Anden, one of the younger men, but
heart and soul with anything that tends to the improvement
ot Kobms Island as a game preserve. William Stanley athorough shooting man and dog lover, a member of but few
years standing, but ready at any time to help the trials bvmaking entries and running his dogs. E. W McClave
another of the new men, unable to be presen t himself, author-
ized Dr Speir to enter and run his setter bitch Josephine.Many of the well known men were absent. Alden S Swan
the winner of last year's All-Aged Stakes, with his Irish'
setter dog Berkley, was unable to be present. H. W Polhe-mus and Chauncey Marshall, two of the most ardent SDorts-
TYlpn in f.Vio lief r,f mntMl,nno «™-»~ „x. - .*= ,

Rheuma and Gout (Wm. H. Van Anden),
Blue AND Gray (William Stanley).

IKISH SETTER.
Gout (Massey's Duke—Pratt's Daisy), aged.

DERBY—ENGLISH SETTEE?.
NAPOLEON (S. B. Duryea), blue belton (Ned—Lulu), 7mos.
Feathers (S. B. Duryea), blue belton (Ned—Maida II.),

18m os.

Tardy Jack (Dr. S. Fleet Speir), orange and white (Ned—
Maida II.), 18mos.
Chump (Irish setter), (pedigree not given), 12mos.
After these entries had been taken the following letter-

was read:

. New Yohk, Nov. 6.

Officers of the Robins Island Club:
Gentlemen—Your committe, appointed for the purchase

of field prizes, beg to report as follows: We have sent you
to-day by express one solid silver flask and cup, which is to
be first prize in the All-Aged Stakes; a leather box for hold-
ing shells, to be the second prize; a leather gun case, lined
with oak, to be the first prize in the Derby, and a nickle-
plated revolver second prize in the same stake. The first
prize in the Brace Stakes will be a solid silver coupling
chain. This will be a donation from your humble servants.
The second prize in the Brace Stakes, a leather gun case.
Your committee trusts that you will be pleased with the
prizes, some of which will be found inside of the large gun
case. We feel neither one of us will be able to be on hand
at the trials, but wishing you success and a brilliant future,
we remain very respectfully yours,

Chauncey Marshall, i r <
.

Alden S. Swan, f
Committee.

The prizes were displayed in the main reception room and
were the subject of much admiration. Then followed the
drawing for the order of running. It resulted as given
below. It must be remembered that the dogs are simply
ruu in braces to get through the trials expeditiously. They
are not one as against the other, but each dog is judged by
his own performance. The drawing was as follows:

S£ theS^ttiW'^^ laadlSd Simon
1 ought to IsneH,m ?
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fT' Le wiU d
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$ 1 he P J om^-
t^leMeW3S?tS?^t,

?^1v,,, eo»*ion with our work
SSffiftS C&!^ «? Mr. Wight, who wassciecueu uj iur. btanley to take charge of the work T u ,nunable to give at this time M^tWl^^tte^known by his works, and they are good A G Warni tl
Melrose, Mass. _ _

some pulmonary trouble, while Bullard, who has been at al-most every trial, was away. Those present, neverthelessmade up in enthusiasm what they lacked in numbers.
Ihe island was reached by the correspondent of the Forestand Stream on Thursday afternoon. The day was fast

closing, and as the light waned, man after man came in with
his dogs and happy m the possession of a goodly number of
birds. Among these fortunate ones were Judge Pratt WM. Van Anden, G. Walter Green, S. B. Duryea, W. Stanleyand Dr. Speir. They one and all reported the quail in
greater number than ever before, but extremely wild and
wary. Judge Pratt had put up some 40 birds, yet never n-ot
a point on one all his kills being quick shots as the birds
rose wild before him.
Immediately after dinner and while enjoying the post

prandial tobacco, Dr. Speir referred to the illness of
Secretary Wellington and askedthat Mr, JacobPentz accent
the entries and attend to the drawing of the dogs Thiswas at once acceded to, and in less time than it takes to
write rt, the following dogs were entered for competition in
the different stakes:

ALL-AGED STAKES—ENGLISH SETTERS.
St Elmo IV. (S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.), black, whiteand tan (champion St. Elmo—Clio), Syrs.

£Belle Rapier (S. Fleet Speir), blue belton (Count Ra-
pier—Dell), 3yrs.

™T-^
KD

tT*
J^K (S

"
FIeefc SPeir) '

oraQge and white (Ned—Maida II.), 18mos.
Belle (W. M Stanley, Englewood, N. J.), blue belton (pedi-

gree not given), 4yrs.
u

Fritz
SSE (

Tbyrs
Stanley)

'
black

'

'white and taQ (Count

iyrs^
(W*'M

'
S^anley)> !blue belton (pedigree not given),

Ned(S.B. Duryea, Brooklyn, N. Y.), blue belton (Blun-der— I? annie), oyrs.
Josephine (E. W. McClave, New York citv) black and

white (Count Rapier-Dell), 4yrs.
'

IEISH SETTER.
Rheuma (Wm. M. Van Anden, Brooklyn, N. Y.), ( Died-nch's Tip-Spovver's Grace), 3yrs. '' (

BRACE STAKES—ENGLISH SETTERS-
Belle Rapier (Dr. s. Fleet Speir), (St. Elmo IV,

),

the bye dog is run in company with a dog selected from
among those at the kennels.
Brace Stakes.—St, Elmo IV. and Belle Rapier, Gout and

Rheuma, Gray and Blue, with the privilege of substituting
Bmsse in place of Gray; the latter having much tail action,
had whipped it raw for several inches from the tip.
The Derby.—Chump with Feathers, Tardy Jack with

Napoleon. By this time the evening was fast approaching
another day; so, mindful of the morrow's work, couches were
sought and with them that restful sleep so dear to wearied
men.
The morning dawned clear and beautiful. So heavy had

been the fall of dew that it huug drippingly from every
twig, from every blade of grass. In a strong light it was
white as a November frost. Breakfast was had at an early
hour. Rubber boots were in demand, for no leather ever
made would prove impervious to the searching quality of
that dew. Eight o'clock saw every one on the move and the
first brace in coupling, with the trainer, Harry Glessing, in
charge. Right well did he see to the bringing up of the
dogs. When a brace was ordered up. there he was, ready
with the next. In no case was there delay. He seemed to
know by instinct when and where to be with the change of
dogs. This conduced much to the rapid running of the
trials. Never was a better run trial, from start to finish
everything moved along like clockwork.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
GRAY AND BELLE RAPIER.

These were the two first put down to inaugurate the Ninth
Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club. W. Stanley
handled his Gray, Dr. Speir his Belle. Cast off at 8:35, they
were hunted over the open rolling fields to the east of the
club house. Nothing found. Reaching the low bluffs at
that side, the dogs were sent down to the one hundred acres
of tall sedge grass lying under the bluff. Scarce in when
Stanley claimed a point for Gray, running up to flush, noth-
ing was found. Ordered on, the dogs huntingfrom north to
south, Gray again came to a point by the side of a little
clump of bushes which rose from the otherwise dead level
of the field. Stanley again claimed the point. Ordered to
flush the bird, for the second time no bird was found. The
sedge field yielding nothing, a move was made along the
edge of the bluff where grew a little fringe of low blackberry
bushes. After running along this bluff a few rods, Gray
pointed stiffly. The party was called up to see the point and
Belle was called up for a back. The noise started the birds
and they flushed wild, scattering in every direction. Gray
steady to wing. Stanley put his guo to his shoulder and
pulled hard first one trigger then the other. There came no
response, and examination showed the "safety" of his ham-
merless had slipped back. On again for a few yards, when
a smgle bird flushed some distance ahead of Belle. Bitch
steady to wing. Getting to the ice pond a hare bounced
from her form and scurried off for safer surroundings. Act-
ing on impulse, Dr. Speir shot at it. Both dogs steady to
lur and shot. Belle was then hunted along the fringe of
woods at the east side; Gray along the bluff or near it on the
west, the judges occupying an intermediate position, where
the action and working of both dogs could be observed, and
the general direction a southerly one. Of the two, the work
of Gray was the more stylish. Gray now and then did a bit
of reading, but never fairly established a point. The Devil's
Kitchen, that place of briars, thorns, water and "cuss words"
reached, here Gray roaded in slowly and carefully, came to
a pool of water and was lapping it, when up bounded a quail
flushing wild to left of dog. Stanley with a quick snap shot
killed it. Gray perfectly steady to shot and to wing.
Ordered to retrieve, he did so in elegant fashion. Then a
move in for a few yards and Gray pointed nicely. Bird
flushed but not shot at. Belle had the bad 1 uck of the birds.
Dogs taken up at 9:40, having been down an hour and five
minutes.

JOSEPHINE AND NED.
Josephine, handled by Dr. Speir, for her owner McClave,

Ned handled by his owner, S. B. Duryea. No time was lost,
lor at 9:4a the dogs were started. Around the thicket of the
Devil's cooking apartment to the left, hunting in north-
easterly direction. Here Josephine found the birds and
pointed staunchly. Ned called up for a back, came along
at race-horse speed, caught the scent for himself, dashed
past the bitch and jumped a handsome bevy of birds, chas-
ing them a few rods, when they flushed. Josephine steady
amid all the excitement of flushing, shooting and bad
example. Jo' soon got another point. Belle called up fora
back, as was also Gray, both did so in handsome fashion.
Bird flushed and nicely killed by Dr. Speir, using a little
20-gauge gun. Jo' ordered to retrieve, failed. Moving
now due south Ned, strong and fast, ran on and put up
another nice bunch of birds. He ran after a flying bird,
stopped to whistle, turned, ran down the steep 100ft. high
bank, took a plunge in the surf, raced back again over the
beach, shaking a shower of sparkling drops from his glossy
sides as he ran. Up the steep bank he came and dashed
away again, as if it all was the greatest fun imaginable.
Ned having no chance to win on account of his great speed
and want of command, dogs were ordered up at 10:25, having
been down 45m. At exactly the half hour the next brace,
were taken from the waiting wagon, these were

BLUE AND RHEUMA.
Blue, hunted by Stanley, a,n4 Rheuma by Van Anden.
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Rheuma soon showed his Irish blood, for he dashed away
like a thoroughbred. The longer he ran and the faster, the
better he seemed to like it. The dogs were started near the
Southwest Point and bunted easterly. Hares were put up
continually, both dogs steady under much provocation,
Rheuma roading a good deal in the quickest kind of style,

Blue working much more slowly, finally stopped on a stiff

point. Rheuma, called up to back, refused and ran past
the standing dog; ordering the bird up nothing was found.
Moving forward once again, Blue, after a little roading, got
a point in the scrub oak which surrounds the little bit of
water known as Black Duck Pond. Rheuma, called once
again for a back, came along at a jump, passed the pointing
dog and ranged off and away. No bird found. The party
then struck off and around the little patch of water and
through an opening in the bluff to the sedge on the south
beach. Along here Blue again stopped, but nothing was
found in front of him. Still along the beach to its upper-
most distance at South Point. Here Rbeurna did a little

roading, nosing up a bird which flushed wild some distance
ahead of the dog. Turning backward and retracing
steps, a single bird flushed wild - ahead of dogs. Rheuma
threw up his head, walked toward Van Anden, when
bur-r-r-r, out sprang a quail not a yard from the man's toes.

A step forward and Blue, roading along gently, stopped
hard and fast. Rheuma took a turn round, came up, passed
Blue, and flushed the bird in handsome style. Blue steady
to wing and to shot. Then a turn north along East Bluff
for a short distance and Blue established another capital
point, bird flushed to order. Dogs ordered up at 11:20. At
half past the nest brace in order,

TARDY JACK AND BINSSE,

were cast off at the same bit of cover where the last brace
had been taken up. Quail were heard whistling and calling
to each other from all directions. A movement made to the
left, where the notes were loudest and clearest. Scarce
started, when up with a roar jumped a bevy of at least
twenty birds. They scattered in every direction, north,
south, east and west; marked down and followed. On the
top of the south bluff, in a little patch of dried grasses,
growing in a small opening of the scrub oak, Jack drew to
a beautiful point. It was in a style particularly handsome.
The birus flushed wild ahead of the poiut. Then across and
through this sedge grass. At the very edge of the bluff,

where it pitched in sharp incline to the beach, out jumped a
dozen birds. One-half flew west, the other half east, over
the salt sedge growing right in the sands of the beach.
Moving back into scrub again a bird flushed in front of
Binsse. The dog was hunting in a slow, listless manner, as
if it all was awfully tiresome. Dogs, horses and men are
alike. Each has his day, and this day did not belong to
Binsse. A little further m scrub and .Jack got a good solid
point. Bird put up to order. Stanley shot and killed.

Jack retrieved in "smashing" manner. Into the scrub
again and through it and a tangle of blackberry canes to
top and very edge of south bluff, where the quail had been
marked down. Binsse very slow and methodical, Jack
faster and doing his work stylishly and in good form.
Going down wind Jack flushed a bird. Stanley shot and
killed. Binsse retrieved, but indifferently. Dogs ordered,
up at quarter past twelve. Ten minutes afterward the bye
dog, St. Elmo TV., hunted by Dr. Speir, and the dog selected
to run with him, Swan's Ply, hunted by trainer Glessing,
were cast off.

ST. ELMO IV. AND FLY.

The birds had been marked down and were followed to
the southwest point of the island, where they had been
located. St. Elmo worked slowly, but also with great care-

fulness. The spot was a tangled mass of blackberry canes,
vines and knee-high bayberry bushes "in confusion worse
confounded." Saint struck the scent, and throwing his
head up to snuff the air, roaded through the spot with his
nose only above the bushes. He soon stopped stiffly. Fly
came spinning along from the other side, ran into the birds
and started them grandly; Saint perfectly steady to shot and
wing. Ordered on again, he moved but a few yards when he
stopped again to a stiff point. A single bird flushed wild
hefore the point, was shot at and missed. The birds had
been marked down by Judge Pratt and were at once fol-

lowed. Judge Bruce almost stepped on an outlying bird,

it lying like a clod until the Judge's foot was almost on it.

Saint moving very carefully, caught scent and roaded along
after a running bird. Once more the pointer ranged up, and
again were the birds flushed, this time within a yard of
Saint's noise. Birds shot at and missed, Saint perfectly

steady to both wing and shot. Dogs taken up at 1 o'clock.

The wind was blowing freshly from the southeast. After
the hot work of the morning, when man and dog were
heated up, this wind carried too much of the North Pole on
its wings to be pleasant. So, as lunch was close at hand, a
move was made to a little hollow, which protected one with
its height from the chill air. Here on the still green sward
the cloth was laid and the contents of the hampers placed
on it. "Hungry as hunters" may be an old saw, but it meets
just such cases as the one now described in perfection.

Throwing tired bodies upon the grass, meat and drink were
amply discussed. In the conversation that followed hunting
stories were, of course, the chief subject. Dr. Speir told of

the trouble that had followed the introduction of two pairs

of hares upon the island in 1888. They became, as the rab-

bits in Australia, a veritable plague. Everything green was
devoured. All was grist that came to their jaws, and as a
consequence the birds suffered. The edict went forth last

fall (1889) to kill and destroy. No less than 3,000 were killed

in various ways. The plague was stopped for a time, but
there are enough left to again sow the seed for a large crop
the coming year.

ALL-AGED STAKES, FIELD TRIALS SCOKE.

Name of Dog.

St. Elmo IV
Gray
Blue ....

Belle
Josephine
Binsse
Rheuma
Tardy Jack
Ned...

Points op Merit. Demerits.

3, EG
a K
(iq O

* Tardy Jack no opportunity given for a hack, as he had no
chance of winning a place, was not again tried.

* Ned to try for a retrieve in morning (Saturday).

BRACE STAKES.
Immediately at the finish of lunch the Brace Stake was

started. Two braces were put down at once, so as to save
time and get through the trials in a single day if it could
be done, and at the same time give every dog a fair and
equal chance to "get th^ere" $t Jje could.

GRAY AND BUTE—RHEUMA AND GOUT.

Prom the very start the first named brace had much the
better of it. The Irish lads were too high in flesh, too short
in work to give a good account of themselves. They raced
here, they plunged there, each hunting by himself. The dogs
are both 'excellent ones in field work, but each requires "a
power" of work to bring him to a realizing sense ot what is

required of him. Gout was the first to get on the scent, and
roading up quickly the bird flushed a dozen yards ahead of
him. A dozen yards further on another single flushed from
before the roading Gout. The judges each flushed a single.
Rheuma wild and not at all amenable to command. Blue
not responding to whistle or call was hunted up and found
standing on a good stiff point. Gray called up, backed
beautifully as soon as he came in sight of Blue. Birds put
up to order, shot at, one killed, one wounded, both dropped.
Rheuma ran and caught the dead bird and gently mouthed
it. The wounded bird ran. Blue followed the scent and
soon located the bird and was again backed by Gray.
Rheuma again ran and chased the crippled bird. Called
back. Blue was ordered to retrieve the dead quail which was
still lying on the ground. He did so in first-rate style. An-
other point was gotten by Blue and he was again backed by
Gray. Rheuma coming up from the left, the bird flushed
itself. Blue got another point a moment or two afterward.
Bird flushed to order, Stanley shot and killed. Rheuma
ordered to retrieve, fouud the dead bird but refused to bring
it in. Blue and Gray worked better as a brace and when to-

gether than when either was hunting alone. Taken up at
2:25 P. M.

ST. ELMO AND BELLE.

These were hunted westerly along the bluff at south side
of island, and in and out of the patches of scrub oak. A sin-

gle bird got up fairly under Stanley's feet, was shot at and
missed. A little distance ahead Saint pointed and was
backed in first-rate fashion by Belle. The bird was flushed
to order, not shot at. A rod or so to the left Belle got a
point, Saint backed in excellent shape—the birds flushed
themselves before the point. Not a dozen yards away Belle
got another point. Saint again backed her nicely. Birds
flushed, shot at and one fell. Saint retrieved the bird, a
wounded one, in good form. While bringing it in a single
quail flushed before the incoming dog. Judge Pratt shot
and killed it. Belle returned to order, but not in the best
fashiou. Dogs taken up at 3:50 P. M.

BRACE STAKES, FIELD TRIALS SCORE.

Name of Dog.

Blue i

G-rav f

St. Elmo I

Belle f

Rheuma I

Gout f

Points op Merit.

THE DERBY.
The south side, which part of the island had proved so

prolific in birds, was now left and a hasty march made to
the north side, toward the open meadows lying to the. east
of the club house. At Blackberry ravine, where are located
several open fields, the first two puppies of the Derby were
cast off.

CHUMP AND FEATHERS.
The first, a red Irish hunted by Dr. Speir, and the last-

named, a handsome blue belton, owned and hunted by S. B.
Duryea. Each was exceedingly puppyish in action, seem-
ingly not knowing what to do. The red one, as usual, rac-
ing along like a thoroughbred, but with little purpose.
Feathers was still more of a youngster and passed the most
of the time looking for a face and figure she was acquainted
with. After a fifteen .minutes' spin they were ordered up
as having no chance to win, unless the other brace of
puppies did no better work then Chump and Feathers were
to be put down again for another triaL

TARDY JACK AND NAPOLEON.
At a little opening in the oak timber and just out from

the road bisecting the island, the dogs were started. Not a
dozen steps from the road Jack got a point, but was so un-
decided in manner that the Doctor did not claim the point.
Judge Pentz and others saw the birds running away, scatter-
ing as they ran. Jack was called away by the Doctor, but
after a short turn came back to the starting point and
pointed again good and staunch. Dr. Speir walked in and
flushed a bevy of at least a dozen birds just at the edge of
the wood. The light getting too dense to follow them to the
cover of the timber, a move was made to the large open
meadow in front and to the right of the club house. This
runs directly to the beach on the north side of the island, a
little fringe of bushes separating the grass land from the
beach. Hunting aloug this fringe of slight cover and from
east to west, Jack pointed capitally. Scarce had he estab-
lished, when with a roar was started the largest bevy of
birds yet found. It had at least 30 well-grown birds in it.

Napoleon slightly unsteady to wing. Here was seen a pretty
instance of good behavior, the triumph of education over
instinct. Jack, when this mass of birds flushed, made a
single jump after them. As he struck the ground after the
jump he flushed a single bird. He now dropped to wing, as
if knocked down with a club. After this Jack secured a
succession of good points. Birds flushed, shot at and two
killed. Each puppy tried for a retrieve, neither did well,
but Jack much the better of the two. Dogs ordered up.
Time 5 P. M., and the trials of 1890 a matter for record and
following the record of history:

THE DERBY," FIELD TRIALS SCORE.

Name of Dog.

Tardy Jack.

Napoleon . .

.

Chnmp

Featheis... .

Points of Merit.

a go

Demerits.

S. CD

The tired sportsmen adjourned to the hotel, where a sound
wash, toned up every one. Dinner followed, and as a_ matter
of course the events of the day met with full discussion.

G. W. Green, an enthusiastic guest at the trials, but
forced by business engagements to leave before they were
ended, sent the following note, accompanying it was a round
of Pommery Sec:
"To the president, members and guests of the Robins

Island Club. Greeting:
"I leave my farewells and a heartfelt blessing for my three

happy days (a bottle each, interpolation), and I ask you to
drink to the health of winners and losers both. To the former
I say, be modest in your bearing and remember that I pre-
dicted your success;' with the latter I sympathize deeply, and
don't forget I wished you to win.
"I shall long remember the joy of each morning's start.

The daily starting signal of Judge Pratt will long ring
pleasantly in my ears— 'Where in sheol is myhatt' With
the warmest as well as the best of wishes, I am,

"The Novice (George Walter Green)."
Mr. Green's memory was fully toasted in his own wine.
This ninth annual trial of the Robins Island Club will go

down in the history of the club as the greatest success yet
had in that direction.
The judges at the trials were Calvin E. Pratt, of the Su-

preme Court; Jacob Pentz and Leslie C. Bruce.
Peconic.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

THE entries of the Central Field Trial All Age Stake for
1890 closed with 77 nominations, distributed thus, 29

pointers, 46 English setters, 1 black and tan, and 1 Irish

setter.
pointers.

Tamarack (Tarn O'Shanter—Croxteth's Royal Queen),
Frank Billings.
Barker's Grouse (Mainspring-Swain's Fly), S. T. Barker.
Hickory's Staunch (Ayer's Don—Lady Spottswood), E.

R. Bellman.
Rock II. (Graphic—Lady Belle), Connell & Cullen.
Fan Fan (Graphic—Lady Belle), Connell & Cullen.
Moonshine (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville Field

Trial Kennels.
Zig-Zag (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville Field Trial

Kennels.
Tapster (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville Field Trial

Kennels.
Maid of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), Charlottesville

Field Trial Kennels.
King of Kent (Priam—Kent Baby) , Charlottesville Field

Trial Kennels.
Frank W. (Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute), L. Gardner.
Doctor (Don Juan—Alameda), Wm. Howkins.
Lass of Bloomo (Lad of Bow—Bloomo), W. T. Hunter.
Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen—Blarney), Hempstead

Farm Kennels.
Ightfield Dick (Dick III.—Bell of Bow), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Ightfield Guelph (Bang's Boy— Linda), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Ightfield Deuce (Wynstay—Dainty), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Keswick's Bot (Osborne Ale—Keswick II.), Dr. C. E.

Michel.
Zero (Osborne Ale—Keswick II.), Dr. C. E. Michel.
Shot (Neno—Vic), w. B. Mears, Jr. & Co.
Orange Don (Neno—Vic), W. B. Mears, Jr. & Co.
LallA Rookh (Sensation's Son—Grace), C. H. Odell.
B. D. (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh), C. H. Odell.
Cronie Wise (Croxteth—Young BueJah), P. H. O'Bannon.
TRAY (Tory White—Lapford Pearl), N. L. Rockwell.
Devonshire Don (Molton Baron—Village Star), Dr. H. J.

Thomas.
Pearl's Dot (Trinket's Bang—Pearlstone), J. B. Turner.
Tempest (Beppo III.—Lass of Bow), J. H. Winslow.
Tammany's Boy (Tammany—Juno), Miss H. Wooster.

black and tan setter.

Beaumont (Ronald III.—Floss), Beaumont Kennels.

RED IRISH SETTER.

Rockwood (Desmond II.—Luray III.), Chas. T. Thomp-
son.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

CAssio (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins), J. M. Avent.
Antonio (Roderigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent.
TJ. S. Dan (Roderigo—Juno A.), J. M. Avent.
HATTIE (Roderigo—Juno A.), J. M. Avent.
Edge Mark (Skidmore—Flo Maclin), Francis S. Brown.
Prince Lucifer (King Noble—Elsie Belton), J, I. Case,Jr.
Lady Rapier (Count Rapier—Donna J.), J. I. Case, Jr.
Little Gift (Roderigo—Queen Bess), Bert Crane.
Natalie II. (King Noble—Natalie), Bert Crane.
Rqi D'Or (Roderigo—Bo Peep), O. W. Donner.
King's Dan (King Noble—Elsie Belton), Elmwood Ken-

nels.
Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House), Elmwood Kennels.
Edith (Roderigo—Sue Gladstone), Elmwood Kennels.
Noble Count (Mac D.—Lady Mac), Mrs. S. A. Elliot.

Jubilee (Gath's Mark—Esther), J. M. Freeman.
Jim Phelan (Bob Gates—Nannie Gladstone), D. A. Good-

win, Jr.
Miss Monarch (Roy Monarch—Flossie), Chas. E. Gray.
Gene (Druid—Barley), Chas. E. Gray.
Fannie M. (Gladstone's Boy—Flame), H. Hulman, Jr.
Sam Miller (Roderigo—Dixie), W. T. Hunter.
Annie F. (Roderigo—Juno A.), F. R, Hitchcock.
Tory Lieutenant (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen), F.

R. Hitchcock.
Fred Gates (Bob Gates—Lilly B.), Hamilton & Jackson.
Ightfield Ian (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Ightfield RANGER (Dick Wind'em—Peep Bo), A, P. Hey-

wood-Lonsdale.
Ightfield Rosa (Ross—Pitti Sing), A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale.
Dill (Toledo Blade—Dashing Lady), P. Lorillard, Jr.

Lady Noyice (Paul Gladstone—Dashing Novice), Joseph
Lewis
Lewis's Fan (Jim Gladstone—Nina), Joseph Lewis.
Toney Gladstone (Paul Gladstone—Belle Ward), Joseph

Lewis.
Roderigo Lufra (Roderigo—Lufra Cross), Wm. Marshall.
Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti), J. A. McLeod.
Orange Don (pedigree not given), W. B. Meares, Jr. & Co.
Kate Miller (Roderigo—Lufra Cross), N. B. Nesbitt.
Fraturness Don (Gath's Mark—Lufra Cross), N. B. Nes-

bitt, agent.
Balie Gladstone (Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.), N. B. Nes-

bitt, agent.
Reverdy (Gath's Mark—Rosa), P. H. O'Bannon.
Miss Nellie Y. (Gath's Hope—Lady May), P. H. O'Ban-

non.
Lilly Burgess (Gath's Mark—Esther), Frank Richards,
Simonides (Gath's Hope—Gladys), D. E. Rose, agent.
Daisy's Hope (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.), W. W. Titus,

deputy.
SAM R. (Dash Bryson—Daisy Hope), W. W. Titus, deputy.
Bandanna (May Dawn—Doe), Will Wilson.
Cash Boy (Cashier—Flake), H. A. Waldron.
Count Howard (Sir Allister—Mena), F. Windholz.
Princess Beatrhje TJ, (Royalty—gate Westmoreland),

F, Wiadfrolz,
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MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB AT THE FIELD TRIALS.

THE NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS,

TT was a good move on the part of the officers of th<s club

X when they decided, before much of the week had been
wasted, to seek fresh fields anri pastures new. This is an old

saying, I know, but like most crood things it improves with
age, and is particularly applicable to my story. I have
already told bow we fared the first day, and I am certain

had we continued in, to speak mildly, that most unsuitable
country we should still, I am positive, be running the

Frank-Don heat. The change of venue to Salem. N H.,

was a lucky and judicious one, and though eame was not
abundaut. 'the country to be hunted over was of a much
more open and negotiable nature, Consisting chiefly of

young timber-land, it was at times pretty hard to get
through when dogs and bunny started off at a 2.10 gait, and
one had to work pretty nearly as hard with one's arms as

with the legs. There were, nevertheless, many open spots

of low-lying brush and furze which afforded good going,
comparatively speaking, though at best I should not advise
any one to participate in the runs unless their wind was up
to concert pitch. This was no child's plav, and the judges'
office was by no means a sinecure. Handlers could take a

rest between heats and so recuperate, but the two men upon
whom rested the duty of deciding each heat, hsd to keep
pegging away all the time till one felt that a "Willie Day"
run across country must be a mere scamper. After a night
spent at Lawrence, Mass.. and a hearty breakfast, the boys
and their dogs took train to Salem, N. H., a few miles fur-

ther on. We were then assigned to different farmhouses,
where we soon donned our fighting costumes, at least what
was left of them from the previous day's bard battle with
the bushes and briars of Hyannis, and reported at head-
quarters, which was at Mr. Peabocly's barn, about half a
mile above the village. About 10 o'clock a start was made
across the fields to where the rabbits were said to be quite
plentiful. From the look of the neighborhood we were all

satisfied at once that we were at last in the right kind of
country, and when at 10:25 A, M. on Wednesday the first

brace.
FRANK FOREST AND DON,

were pat down and within five minutes ran a rabbit into a
wall hole, congratulations were indulged in and our spirits

rose proportionately. But I must hark back and pick up
the trail at the beginning. This heat was the undecided of
the previous clay. They vyere let go alongside a hedge row,
and working this down into some fairly open woodland,
Frank opened on a trail with such music as cheered us all.

Don, hunting in another part, failed to connect in time to
see bunny take to earth with Frank close on. Messrs. Chap-
man and Lacy set to work pulling up stones till the former,
with an instinct born of much beagle hunting, made a happy
hit aud was able to draw the rabbit from his fancied security.
Did we kill it? Not much! that was not our game. He was
tenderly taken into the woodsand dropped, to become a sub-
ject for future reference. Given a few minutes law, dogs
Were laid on and after several very pretty casts in swampy
ground by both dogs, Frank struck a note and was soon off

on a hot scent. He was hard to follow, as he is a very fast
working beagle, but he could be heard ringing the woods
several times. Don harked back to the swamp where the
other dog had started from and pottered around, Frank
coming back again to make a fresh attempt, crossing trails
evidently bothering him. Both dogs were started even again,
when Frank at once found and in full cry led puss another
merry dance through the underwood, the rabbit finally com-
ing out near the spectators and was followed almost im-
mediately by Frank, who did a smart piece of work in
trailing without a check, till puss was compelled to take to
earth agaiD. Don, who had been hunting round on his own
hook and paying too much attention to the multiplicity of
trails, now came tip, and before any one could get to him,
ousted Frank from his well-earned honors, biting him at the
same time through the nose and lip. Dogs were then held,

up till on the outskirt of woods. The dogs were turned
down once again, though the judges were satisfied that
Frank was the better dog, we thought that an equal chance
should be given them in the open. Frank again showed his
superiority by finding. This decided it, and after trying
them for gunshyness, both being steady, the heat and first

prize in Class A was awarded to Frank Forest.
After some consultation the judges decided that Don had

shown more huut than Sunday, and awarded him second
prize, Sunday taking third. As I stated last week Clyde had
been"withdrawn. In reviewing this heat where two of the
best dogs in the trials competed, some very good hunting was
done by both dogs, both are stylish at work, but Frank is

the keener in his hunt for likely places. Owing to the na-
ture of the ground hunted, it was hardly possible to judge
of pace, but there was little difference. I have devoted a
good deal of space to this heat, but only from the fact that
most of the heats were but repetitions. Prize ribbons were
distributed to the owners and a few congratulations indulged
in; this being the firstprize for beagle hunting ever awarded,
it was excusable. A move was nowmade for lunch. About
2 P. M. Class D, for bitches 13in. and under, was called, and

BELLE ROSS AND BANNER QUEEN
were put down. Both dogs were worked by their owners.
Some woods to the left of where we hunted in the morning
were tried, both hunting well for half an hour, Bell showing
more sense and go. Finally a rabbit was started and trailed
to earth by Belle Ross. Drawn away, Belle Ross hunted in
the neighborhood of the burrow, but Banner Queen started
off on an old trail and led Judge Lacy on the double for
some distance, till finally she was worked toward the other,
at the same time she showed some pretty hunting, which,
however, counted for nothing. Belle Ross not caring to
leave the hole or its vicinity, an attempt was made to get
puss out, but failed Shortly after a rabbit was started by
Banner Queen and both beagles were soon in full cry; dogs
were shortly at fault, Belle Ross striking it off after some
pretty work; the chase was hot for twenty minutes, Belle
showing her superiority, and finally ran puss to earth. Belle
won. Down about lh. 20m.

BELLE ROSS AND BABY DEANE.
After a short rest, Baby Deane, the bye, was put down

with Belle Ross. Baby Deane was handled by A. D. Parry.
This bitch was rather handicapped, as her handler was
entirely strange to her, and this no doubt had a good deal
to do with her defeat, as she is otherwise a good worker, but
was under no control. Starting at 3:30 P. M., Belle soon
struck a trail aud did some fast work, forcing the rabbit to
take to earth in self-defense, in eight minutes. Almost at
the same time Baby Deane trailed to the other end of the
burrow, which was only about 3yds. long, with both in full
tongue and only their wagging sterns to be seen, the picture
was a pretty one. Dogs being held up, Judge Lewis poked
a stick up the hole to force her ladyship out, then Judge
Lacy, dropping on his knees at the other end, prepared to
catch bunny as she escaped, but hardly had he settled into
position when out popped the rabbit like a flash, and bound-
ing over his shoulder escaped to the brush. Dogs were let
loose and all was hurry scurry and hot runniner, till the
rabbit was forced to earth under a large rock. Put down
again at 3:48 some good hunting was done by both dogs,
Belle especially, Baby showing an inclination to hunt back
to the old hole despite Mr. Parry's best efforts. Dogs
ordered up at 4:30, and heat and first prize given to Belle
Ross,

BANNERQUEEN AND BAB'S DEARIE
were then put down for second place at 4:45. They hunted
for some time in likely places at edge of woods, along the
swamps and across some fields, and then hunted into some
low ground heavily covered with brushwood. Here a rab-

bit started almost under the writer's feet. Bannerqueen
called to trail, failed to strike it at once, when Baby running
up, struck it off immediately and led us one of the fastest
chases of the meeting, circling round and round the swamps,
losing occasionally but finding again, till darkness coming
on the dogs were ordered up. Baby being under better con-
trol this heat, she showed better work, and was given second
prize. Bannerqueen wras less confident and seemed too fond
of its owner to go far away. This ended the hunting for the
day. Though the daj; dawned with a heavy hoar frost, Old
Sol was not to be denied, and during the middle of the day
it was uncomfortably hot for the work we had in hand, and
of course the scent iay too dry for good work. Every one
was happy over the progress made, and everything pointed
to a successful trial after all. After supper at our respective
homes, and grateful we were for such cleanly, comfortable
quarters after the hard work of the day, we adjourned to the
corner grocery to smoke and talk over again the events of
the day, and I doubt not, many followed imaginary trails
even in their sleep.

THURSDAY.
Class B—For hitches lsln. and under.

It was proposed to make an early start to-day as a good
deal of work had to be got through, for there were some good
dogs in this stake. About 8 A. M.

MOLLIE AND BABV DEANE
were put down in edge of woods. Mollie did some good
hunting, but without a find, Baby, as usual, paying no at-
tention to her handler, Mr. Parry, who, by the way, is a past
master at this game, and given a dog that will mind him he
will get all the hunt out there is in the dog. Near the end
of the first 45m. Mollie struck a trail, and whimpering oc-
casionally, led us some little runs which amounted to noth-
ing in the way of game; old fox trails principally. Mollie
showed herself the better bitch and was given the hunt at
9 A. M. This was about the most unsatisfactory heat run
during the meeting.

MR. A. PARRY'S BEAGLE FRANK FOREST.

(Winner of Special for Best Beagle in the N. B. O. Trials.)

DESDEMONA AND SUE.

These two were put in at 9:25. After some good hunting
Desdemona gave tongue, and such a throatful we bad not
heard so far in the trials, she was easily the truest hound-
toned beagle in the pack. Desdemona seemed to Know this
and gave forth when there was little need. Game was
scarce and dogs were taken to another part of the woods.
Sue then began to show us what she could do, drawing all
the likely places in a workmanlike manner, and was re-
warded shortly after with a ringing find which she followed
but eventually lost, but making a pretty cast she, took if

up again, and after a terrific chase, which pretty well
knocked the judges to pieces, she forced bunny to earth at
11:45, Dogs ordered up and bunt given to Sue; down 2b.
20m. A move was made for lunch, and after a welcome rest
the judges called

TW1NTWO AND GYPSEY FOREST,
In open ground these two pretty beagles were turned

loose, and Twintwo was not long in finding, though Gypsey
was hunting too, and taking up the trail the latter worked
the game at a merry pace, witn only a few checks for some-
thing like half an hour, when she finally sought her bur-
row. Gypsey was then held up to allow 'Twintwo a chance
to find the hole, which she did in good style. Gypsey showed
herself a better driver, with more sense and go than Twin-
two. Gypsey on the second rabbit made a beautiful ring
cast, and striking the trail, the rabbit led her a merry dance
till finally even puss found the pace too hot and a hole in
the wall was sought. After another half hour's work, in
which Gypsey put another rabbit up and ran it to earth,
dogs were ordered up, and Gypsey Forest won. Down one
hour.

LILLA AND JUNE ROSE.
These two were handled by their owners. They were cast

loose in woods and worked toward the open land, which
was pretty well covered with furze bushes and seemingly
good ground, but as we often found, the most likely places
were drawn blank and bunny found scooting from a patch
of woods no one would dream of meeting her in. In the
work that followed June Rose did some good hunting, Lilla
following on. The latter bitch is a fallow red and is a most
difficult dog to keep in sight when running over the dried
pine needles and leaves. June Rose found first and ran the

J
rabbit through woods back to open ground, where it sought
safety in her earthy home at 4 P„ M. After being down some

twenty minutes longer, June Rose doing the best work,
that is, showing the most hunting sense, Lilla being content
to potter around her handler, and seldom striking out for
herself, the heat was given to June Rose. Down 40 min-
utes.

BELL ROSS AND CORA.
These two beagles being cast off at 4 P. M., Bell Ross

started off with her usual thorough work. She is one of the
best trailers and careful workers I ever saw. At times she
almost potters, and then will suddenly make up her mind
that this place is no good and start off for a more likely one,
which she hunts over thoroughly before leaving. In some
open country she forced a rabbit out of the furze and quickly
ran it to earth, where it was left. Then Cora hunted a bit
like finding, but it amounted to nothing. Then Bell worked
the previous rabbit, which had been forced out, to another
burrow lower down the hill, when Mr. Parry was left to get
it out if possible. Ranging on throuerh rough ground. Bell
did some careful work, doing more brush work than any dog
in the trials. She is not afraid to go in any cover, however
dense. Cora hunted over a piece of swampy ground and
failed to give a sign. Bell coming after struck a note and
did some very fine work, till the rabbit breaking cover across
a rocky field. Dr. Power shot and missed the only rabbit
fired at during the trials. Cora has not a good nose, but
works with good intent. Bell is all fire and go, but at the
same time misses no ground, giving due attention to every
likely hold. Bell won. Down 50 minutes. As darkness
was coming on apace, a move was made toward home, about
two miles distant. The day's sport was voted a good one,
and all hands turned into bed at an early hour thoroughlv
tired out.

FRIDAY.
Second Series.

MOLLIE AND. TONE.
The morning opened with a drizzling rain, which boded

good for scent, and as it proved was the best running day
we had had. Tone was the bye dog in the first series and
was put down to run with the first winner at 8:15 A.M. Mr.
Parry having secured the rabbit he was after the previous
evening. Secretary Chapman took it home in his pocket, so
that he would be sure of one rabbit on the morrow. As it

turned out it proved, as might have been expected in a
strange country, worse than nothing. Let loose in some
open ground it ran to a stone wall, where it was trailed by
Tone, who was first to strike the scent. Rabbit then bolted
into the open field where a mild Hicksville coursing match
was indulged in by both dogs, bunny not knowing where to
run, narrowly escaping a squeeze several times. Dogs were
caught by their handlers and the writer succeeded in cap
turing bunny, when he took her to a cosy part of woods and
turned her loose for another day. Dogs were drawn off and
taken to another part of woods at 8:20. It was not long be-
fore Tone struck a note and then bursting into full cry. fol-
lowed by Mollie, led us a merry scamper through briar,
shrubs, scrub oak and other impedimenta, for 10 minutes,
when rabbit proved too clever. After casting around tor a
while they both struck the trail and were away again, but
rabbit was lost in the number of contrary trails. After hunt-
ing till 9:40 the dogs were ordered up and heat awarded to
Tone. Though both hunted well Tone had the luck, but at
the same time showed more sense, drive and ambition, Mol-
lie stopping several times in her work in a hesitating man-
ner, as if she did not know exactly what she was there for.
Down 1 hour and 25 minutes.

SUE AND GYPSEY FOREST.
Shortly after being put down Gypsey struck a trail full in

the face, and worked the rabbit at a quick pace, finally forc-
ing it to a hole in wall, where it w^as l in possible to get at it.

Sue had passed this spot when Gypsey found, but failed to
score, and went off on her own account to other side of
woods, but found nothing; when brought right back to the
trail Gypsey had opened on, she hesitated to loliow it up.
Afterward they were tried in the open together, for hunt
and nose. Sue did not work with the vigor of the young
one, who did some pretty nosing and eventually won the
heat. Down half an hour. Gypsey Forest much the best.

JUNE ROSE AND BELL ROSS.

This couple were cast off at 10:25 in underwood. Bel 1 Ross
found the trail of a rabbit that had been turned loose, lost
it shortly after, when it was picked up by June Rose, who
ran rabbit to earth. Both dogs worked well and packed
nicely, more so than any of the other couples. Cast off
again, June Rose showed more hunt and range. Bell Ross,
tne lively bitch of the day before, did not seem herself at
all. she is only a young bitch and this work is new to her
and doubtless she was stiff, she having had some pretty
heavy work the previous two days. Heat was tiven to June
Rose. This completed the second series, and the judges
decided that Tone and Gypsey Forest should compete for
the first prize, and were accordingly cast off at 11:45.

Final SeHes.
tone and t;vi'-::v FOREST.

Tonehandled by Mr. Jameson, Mr. Parry handling his own.
Before they had been ranging five minutes, Toue gave tongue
and trailed bunny merrily through the woods, first one then
the other leading, as they cast for fresh hold; rabbit finally
seeking shelter in a sandhill burrow at 11:40. Tone found
again at 11:45 and carried the trail at a great pace for about
15m.. top and over a wall 7ft. high into some brush, both
dogs doing their level best, over another wall and down into
a culvert where the quarry had sought a sanctuary. Game
had not been seen, but as this would have decided the
heat in Tone's favor, Mr. Parry having in mind that big
wall, suggested that it was not a rabbit at all, and on inves-
tigation he proved to be right, for after a little prodding a
beautiful puss of the Maltese persuasion coursed the next
field like a streak of lightning, amid the laughter and chaffing
of those lucky enough aud with wind enough co carry them
to the finish . As we were now quite close to the home farm
lunch hour was called. At 1:54 we assembled at the wood-
side again, and putting down the two dogs, Tone found and
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led, followed close by Gypsey; working the rabbit back and
forth for some time in the thick brush, finally Gypsey took
possession and fan bunny to earth at 3:12, Put down again
both seemed tired of it, especially Gypsey, who did not bunt
with the spirit previously displayed, looking too much to
her handler, and did not seem to wish to hunt. Tone made
several wide easts and was by far the better ranger in this
hunt, though a little off control. At 2:26 dogs were ordered
up and Tone was given first prize amid the shouts of the
company, Gyspey Forest taking the red ribbou, and third
being divided between Mollie, June Rose and Bell Ross, as
being the best of those left in the second series.

SUMMARY.
Dogs—loin, and under.

B. S. Turpiu's Clyde against W. J. Rutter, Jr.'s Dou.
A. Parry's Frank Forest against G, E. Greenleaf's Sunday.

First Series.

Don beat Clyde.
Frank Forest beat Sunday.

Second Series.

Frank Forest beat Don and won first prize. Don won sec-

ond and Sunday third.

Class B.—Bitches—15m. and under.

Clark & Butter's Mollie against E. W. Whitcomb's Baby
Deane.
F. W. Chapman's Desdemona against G. P. Berry's Sue.
Twiotwo against Gypsy Forest.
Glenrose Kennels' Lilla against O. W. Brooking's June

Rose.
F. W. Chapman's Cora against B. S. Turpin's Belle Ross.
Glenrose Kennels' Toue, a bye,

Firs* Series.

Mollie beat Baby Deane.
Sue beat Desdemona.
Gypsy Forest beat Twintwo.
June Rose beat Lilla.

Belle Ross beat Cora.
Tone, a bye.

Second- Series.

Tone beat Mollie.
Gypsy Forest beat Sue.
June Rose beat Belle Ross.

Third Series.

Tone beat Gypsey Forest and won first prize.
Gypsey Forest won second.
Belle Ross, June Rose and Mollie were given equal third.

Bitches—Under lJin.

B. S. Turpin's Belle Ross against F.W. Chapman's Banner
Queen.
E. W. Whitcomb's Baby Deane a bye.

First SeHes.

Belle Ross beat Banner Queen.

Second Series.

Belle Ross beat Baby Deane and won first prize.

Third Series.

Baby Deane beat Banner Queen and won second prize,
Banner Queen third.

The judges decided that Mr. Parry, with Gypsy Forest,
won Mr. Diffenderffer's special of a $25 silver plate, for the
best dog owned and bred by any member of the club win-
ning the greatest number of heats in the trials. Mr. Brad-
ford S. Turpin won, with Belle Ross, a pair of field glasses,
yiven by Mr. Barrett, for the best trailing throughout the
trial. Mr. Parry won, with Frank Forest, a special prize
of a painting of Frank, for the best dog or bitch of all

classes. Belle Boss being withdrawn. Mr. Rutter took the
special of a $25 silver plate, given by Mr. Chapman, with
Don. who was decided to have the best voice, Desdemona,
Saying been withdrawn, as she belonged to donor.

A DAY WITH A SCRATCH PACK
Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps some of the readers of Forest ast> Stream would

like to know about the grand hunt held by the National
Beagle Club after the successful termination of their recent
field trials, which I have no doubt will be as ably reported
by Judge Lacy as was the first part, which appeared in last
week's^issue. The party, which was composed of Messrs.
B. S. Turpin, W. F. Rutter, A. Parry, Jos. Lewis, O. W.
Brooking, Charles and John Peabody, B. Innis (reporter for
the Boston Herald) and myself, started from the Peabody
farm, where the dogs were comfortably quartered, at about
8 A.M., with 20 beagles. The day was damp and cloudy,
very similar to the preceding one, in which the trials were
concluded, and we had not been out over 15 minutes when
Desdemona, who had worked over to the left of the other
dogs, opened on an old trail. There was a great rushing
through the bushes of all the dogs, and Tone soon opened
some distance ahead and in about a second had the. rabbit
running. After playing up and down for two or three turns,
Mr. Rabbit came to the. conclusion that this patch of woods
was growing too small for bim, and he therefore made for
another and more extensive one, which contained several
"holes." About this time, too, he began to understand
that the sooner he got there the better, so putting his ears
back he started straight for the woods before mentioned,
which lay just opposite the field we were in. Fatal deci-
sion! No sooner had he leaped the wall than three guns
sprang to the shoulders of as many men and at the united
report, which blended and sounded as but oue, poor bunny
lay stretched on the damp turf, and two handsome beagles,
Tone and Don, were fiercely contesting for all that was left
of as fine a rabbit as ever ran. Hastily jumping the wall I
ran to the struggling hounds, which were now joined by
the entire pack, and by dint of much cuffing and snatching,
succeeded in getting "the rabbit from them and into the
game pocket of my coat.

Again, after a short tramp another bunny was started,
which was put into his hole in short order. Then the party,
after walking by the shores of one of New Hampshire's most
b autiful lakes, were disagreeably surprised to find the dogs
at work on a hot fox track, and it was only by some severe
handling that the dogs were induced to abandon it. Several
rabbits were run after this, but to describe all that occuired
would take more space than your paperwould care to devote
to any one subject, and I will therefore conclude by saying
that not a rabbit that was started was lost; all were either
shot or holed; the dogs worked together splendidly, running
with a fifty-feet tront, and no matter which way bunny
turned, whether to the right or to the left, some one was
sure to pick him up, and he soon found that his only safety
lay in a straightaway course to his hole. The entire party
only bagged six rabbits and two partridges, but had more
genuine fun than if they had slaughtered a thousand; for a
man to sin ot a rabbit ahead of the National Beagle Club
pack must needs be both quick and sure with his gun, for no
rabbit will stay long above ground with them at his heels.
We shall have several meets this winter on white hares, and
expect lots of enjoyment and instruction therefrom, as there
are probably over 200 beagles owned by our members. Will
try and give the Forest and Stream an account of one of
the meets when it comes off. F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

MELBOSE, Mass., Nov. in.

The Washington City Kennel Club have evidently sunk
their differences, and the threat that a new club would be
organized has awakened them to a sense of their position.
The date claimed for their show, is the week after Pittsburgh,

DOG CHAT.

THE members of the National Beagle Club demonstrated
to their entire satisfaction that beagle trials can be

held with a result that is most successful. Many people on
both sides the water have scoffed at the idea, and no doubt
judging by the report in last week's Forest and Stream,
they hugged themselves still closer and indulged in sundry
"I told you so's." But they are wrong, and very much so.

We admit that at Hyanuis the outlook was blank—like the
woods. Given a good country and one still more open even
than that at Salem, N. H., any amount of sport may be had,
and at the. same time the merits of two beagles in a heat can
be satisfactorily arrived at without much trouble in one
sense, but not without much leg weariness in another.
Any one who attempts beagle trials in this country must be
prepared for some downright hard work. Unlike pointer
and setter trials, a horse would be entirely dc trop, as it is

quite exceptional to get any trailing in the open fields, the
rabbit naturally seeking the protection of the woods and the
most likely places he can find to put his pursuers at fault.

The result of the trials last week has considerably added to

the enthusiasm of the members of the N. B. C, and it is

sate to say that another year the entries will be much larger,

and if a convenient and suitable country can be found, many
more sportsmen will take part than was the case this year.
The trials were remarkable in one sense, and that was the
entire absence of the "kicking" element. This may be ac-

counted for in one way by the fact that the judges were very
careful not to give a decision till they had thoroughly satis-

fied themselves, and it was patent to all which was tne bet-
ter dog. This was somewhat tedious, but any one who has
had experience in this kind of hunting will know that the
element of luck enters largely into a trial of this sort, and
sometimes only after repeated tradings could a just decision
be arrived at. The judges, Messrs. Lewis and Lacy, thank
the members of the club for their kind and courteous treat-

ment during the trials.

This beagle club may congratulate themselves on the fact

that t)i ese trials will create a desire among beagle men to
own a working beagle, and no doubt, in time the blood of

winning field trial beagles will be as much sought after,

comparatively speaking, as that of the field trial winners in
pointers and setters. Everything has a beginning, and the
start made by the N. B. C. was most auspicious.

Mr. W. J. Comstock writes us to correct an error several
people have fallen into in crediting him with the owner-
ship of the recent black and tan terrier importations.
Thev beloug to his cousin and business partner, Mr. Frank
P. Comstock. They arrived at Providence only last Friday,
nearlv a fortnight after their arrival in New York, and for-

tunately were in very fair shape, in spite of McKinley tram-
mels. They think the terriers just about the right sort.

We are pleased to see that the recent agitation by several
writers in regard to the fictitious value that some people at-

tached to the word "registered" in a catalogue when the dog
had simply been entered in the Kennel Gazette at quarter
rates, has shown good fruit. Now the word "registered"
will carry with it its proper significance and be the protec-

tion to the breeder it was intended to be, and not as before a
vehicle for fraud.

The A. K. C. has awakened to the fact that clubs claiming
dates must, to have them recognized, enter their claim with
the secretary, and not as heretofore has been the custom, to
simply notify the kennel press This has led to a rather
unfortunate state of things. The Cleveland Kennel Club it

seems wrote to Mr. Vredenburgh Nov. 1 claiming the. first

week in April for their coming show. This date had already
been claimed by the New England Kennel Club in the
American Stock Keeper, the first paper that could, get it in
after the club meeting. We received the claim on the morning
of Oct. 29, Mr. Moore, the secretary, not thinking it neces-
sary to do so at once, neglected to uotify the A. K. C. secre-

tary of their claim, and said secretary receiving Nov. 3 the
Cleveland claim, gave them the dates. Now there is a very
fine point contained in this. The A. K. C. rule says secre-

taries of shows must notify the A. K. C. of their claim, but
there is nothing which decrees that to have their dates
recognized, they must be sent to the A. K C. secretary.
Now supposing these two clubs had claimed their
dates simultaneously with the secretary, who is to decide
the prior right? Something ought to be done about this
and a rule made that could not be construed in any way but
the right one. Now we come to the point at issue. It is well
known and has from long usage—some seven years—become
a fixture, that Boston always claims the week in which their
Fast Day holiday occurs. Mr. Munsball, as secretary of the
Cleveland Club, and a man in touch with dogdom, ought
to know this, and doubtless does. Boston had claimed their
dates in the kennel press before anything was known of the
Cleveland Club's action. Now, supposing these two clubs
insist on their dates. Boston, according to a rule which
says that clubs insisting on conflicting dates shall be sus-
pended, would undoubtedly be put in that position if

Cleveland chose to stand by their guns. Would it not there-
fore be better for the younger club to give the older and
larger one the preference? If Cleveland sees fit to antagon-
ize the Eastern club it will engender much ill will and will
no doubt materially affect their entry list. We should
think that the week after Chicago would be afar better date
for them, as there are few Eastern kennels which would
risk a week in Cleveland before making their appearance at
such a show as Chicago. Held the week after, they would
catch a big entry on the way home; in fact, most of the
Eastern dogs. The Boston show is counted the second in the
country, and as such it deserves some consideration at the
hands of smaller clubs. We trust that an amicable arrange-
ment will be arrived at. We were informed by the secretary
of the A. K. C. that Lynn has no dates, they not having ad-
vised him of their claim, though such has been posted in
the kenn el press for upward of six months.

We hear that last week Mr. Percy C. Ohl purchased from
Mrs. Grant the St. Bernard bitch Beda, which it will be re-
membered was lost or stolen while on a visit to Rolaud. It
is very likely that this peculiar case will form a subject of
discussion at the next A. K. C. meeting.

We have received further particulars of the mastiff bitch
Lady Cobrey from Mr. Chas. E. Bunn, her importer. She
is by champion Beaufort—champion Toogie, she by Crown
Prince. She is is one of Beaufort's largest daughters and is

dam of the pup Mr. Cook showed at the Crystal Palace
mastiff show. Before leaving England she was bred to Sir
Stafford, but has not proved in whelp; she will now be bred
to Mr. Bunn's Ormonde.

A dog show will be held, we hear, at San Francisco in April
next, by the Pacific Kennel Club.

We are enabled to give our readers the name of the St.

Bernard bitch Mr. Moore is importing. She is the noted
Lady Sneerwell, by champion Pouf out of Jael, the bitch
Mrs. Lee lately purchased. She is described as one of the
best bitches out. She weighs 1601bs., standing 28V2in. high,
and must therefore be a very heavily built bitch. 'Her win-
nings are: Cup for best pup at St. Bernard show, 1889; first

open and novice. Southampton; first and cup, Crystal
Palace: first and cup, Manchester, 1889; first, Coventry;
first, Tunbridge Wells, 1890; beating such bitches as Andro-
meda, Lady Floris II., Lady Ida, Abbess, Sabrina, Pru-

dence, Treasure and Zenith, etc. She has alreadywhelped
nine pups to Sir Bedivere and seven to Alton. She sailed
last Tuesday. Mr. Moore has now a pretty strong hand.

The South Carolina Kennel Association, of Greenville.

S. C, have claimed the dates Jan. 27 to 3C, 1891, for their
inaugural show. This club, it will be remembered, was re-

fused admittance to the A. K. C. on account of the club at
Charleston, S. C. being a, member under the snme name Tbey
have now altered their title and filed their claim, which will
now no doubt be acted upon favorably at the December
meeting, so that wins will count.

Mr. John Grace has been selected as judge at the / i

coursing meeting which comes off next week at Merced, Ca
It is very likely that he will have two assistants should th
meeting last longer than is expected. There is every indica
tion that the meeting will be a big success.

The St. Bernard champion Guide is dead. He broke one
of his thighs and was put out of misery by his owner's
directions. He is the sire of champion Watch and Peggotty.

Be the action of the advisory committee taking upon
itself the duty of voting the salaries of the A. K. C. officials,

we called upon Mr. Vredenburgh and asked for information
as to the amount of salaries voted on. This could not be ob-
tained, but Mr.Vredenburgh, with his blandest smile, told us
that the amounts were a little less than last year, and more
than this. Further than that we .shall not knowtill theitems
which go to make up the expenditure account for 1891 are
published in 1892. Has the advisory committee power to
vote on such matters? This is, or ought to ba, the duty of
the executive committee alone.

Several English notes and other matters must be left over
till next week, for want of space.

THE PESHALL CASE.
rPHE celebrated case of The People vs. Peshall has been
JL put on the calendar for trial next Thursday, Nov. 20,
The New Jersey Kennel Club held a meeting last Thursday,
which is thus reported in the Jersey City Evening Journal:
"The New Jersey Kennel Club, in the course of a red hot

meeting held in Taylor's Hotel last evening, paid its respects
to the main organization, known as the American Kennel
Club, and rebuked in no uncertain tones the managers of
the latter organization on account of their attitude toward
Counsellor C. J. Peshall, one of the most active members of
the New Jersey branch. Mr. Peshall is president of the New
Jersey Kennel Club. He presided during the early part of
last night's meeting, as usual, and then surrendered the
chair to Vice-President Hopf. An eloquent and impassioned
speech by the president followed. Mr. Peshall went for his
adversaries without gloves. He reviewed the management
of the American Keunel Club, tried to prove that his criti-
cisms were just, and then wanted to know the nature of the
charges on which he had been tried before the advisory com-
mittee, and on the strength of which he had been disquali-
fied. No copy of these charges, he claimed, had ever been
presented to him, and no opportunity to defend himself had
been offered him. Mr. Peshall said he felt called upon to
take this method of clearing himself in view ot the
fact that he is president of the New Jersey Ken-
nel Club, and because he felt that the disgrace
was not only attached to him but to the club as
well. The libel suit instituted by Mr. Vredenburgh, he
said, would come up for trial in New York in a short time,
and then he would prove that his charges against the man-
agers of the American Kennel Club were merited and
founded on facts. He also said that he would apply,
through his counsel, ex-Judge Haines, for a mandamus to
compel the American Kennef Club to restore his qualifica-
tions. Counsellor Pesbali left the room at the conclusion
of his speech, and then a wordy conflict ensued. Mr.
Peshall's friends were in the majority and they loudly de-
manded that Mr. A. C. Wilmerding, the club's delegate,
who had voted for Mr. Peshall's disqualification, state the
nature of the charges that had been trumped up against
him. Mr. Wilmerding hesitated. H- A.Thomas, Secretary
Wilms, Mr. Hetherington and others strenuously insisted
that Mr. Wilmerding should explain. The delegate, rc
torted that this meeting was packed in the interest of Mr.
Peshall, and that he did not intend to speak while strangers
(referring to the Jo urna'l reporter) were present. Mr. Wil-
merding further asserted that members who had been
dropped from the roll had been reinstated in order to help
Mr. Peshall for the evening. J. D. Shotwell indorsed Mi-.
Wilmerding, and a lively discussion ensued. 'If the club
wants to know why Mr. Peshall was disqualified, I will
make a written report about the matter for the next meet-
ing,' said Mr. Wilmerding. He intimated subsequently
that the disqualification was made on the ground that Mr.
Peshall had sold some of his dogs on paper in order to give
them a fictitious value, and because be had shown dogs that
were not his property. Peshall's friends ridicule these
charges and say that the aid of the Supreme Court will be
invoked to 'knock out the conspirators who through jeal-
ousy have seen fit to disqualify him.' The meeting ad-
journed in a whirl of excitement."

THE GORDON SETTER STAKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As all the entries for the Gordon Setter Stake havs now

been reeeiAred and the forthcoming trials promise to be
brought to a successful conclusion, I desire to take the
present opportunity of thanking you f>r the earuest co-
operation and assistance afforded in' this matter. The trials
promise to be a great success, and it is to be regretted that
the Gordon Setter Club took no part whatever toward mak-
ing it so. It is calculated that this will be a starting point
for future similar events taking place annually, and that
the result of these trials will demonstrate to the public
generally the field qualities of the Gordon breed. The
following entries have been made:
Corto (Royal Duke—Norab), J. L. Campbell.
Gordon (Stubble—Countess of Devonshire), J.B. Blossom.
Sally BEAUMONT(Beaumont-CountessFlo),J. B. Blossom.
MONT (Tom—Pearley), Dr. Tillinghast.
King Item (Little Boy—Roxie), Item Kennels.
Countess Roxie (Little Boy—Roxie), Item Kennels.
Bendigo (Ben Nevis—Blanche IV.), Claire Recta Kennels.
Curlew (Drednought—Walker), Claire Reeta Kennels.
Beaumont (Ronald III—Floss), Beaumont Kennels.
Bellmont (Dasher—Blanche IV,), Beaumont Kennels.
In addition to the $100 given by the Central Field Trial

Club, $75 has been donated by private subscription, which
will be divided into t>>ree moneys, Viz: $100 to first, $50 to
second, $25 to third. The subscribers of the $75 are as fol-

lows: Mr. J. B. Blossom $25, Item Kennels $25, Beaumont
Kennels $25. Besides the cash prizes the Philadelphia Item
Field Trial Trophy, value $100, has been given on the fol-
lowing terms: When the owner of any contestant has had
his name inscribed on it three times (not necessarily in suc-
cession) it becomes his personal property. The Van Zandt
cup, value $50, will be awarded to the dog winning second
money. A meeting of the executive committee of the
Gordon Setter Club was called for Oct. 29, at 44 Broadway,
New York. No quorum being present the meeting ad-
journed to a future date. The resignations of President H.
Malcolm, Vice-President Dr. Whitaker, and Secretary and
Treasurer I. T, Norris were received, John H Meyer.
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THE POINTER CLUB OF AMERICA.
~\TEW YORK, Nov. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
J_N Pointer Club of America deems it proper to state in

answer to inquiries as to its condition, that financially it is

prosperous, and that in point of numbers its membership is

satisfactory. We have not thought it necessary to constantly
advertise our existence or to get up excitements. It would
be gratifying to officers of the club if the members would
attend, the meetings, but we do rot. feel that any great
pressing interest is suffering by such inattention, and are
confident of full attendance on an emergency.

It is now proposed to hold a meeting of the club at New
York on the occasion of the next Westminster Kennel Club
show. At that meeting we shall ask for the appropriation
of a large amount as prizes to be competed for in one of the
great field trials of 1891, by pointers only. We give this

early notice of this purpose, in the hope that the attendance
will be large and that we shall have the full expression of the
will of our club as to the time when and the place where and
the conditions under which these prizes shall be competed
for. We will invite correspondence and suggestions as to

what shall best be done to promote the interest of breeders
and owners of pointers.
During the past year we have contributed largely, we

think, to the meritorious shows throughout the country, as
will be seen by the following list of cash prizes offered by the
Pointer Club:

Boston Show—
The. Pointer Club Produce Stakes for 1890 $50 00
For best pointer dog with field trial record 10 00
For best pointer bitch with field trial record 10 00

Chicago—
For best pointer dog 10 00
For best pointer bitch 10 00
American Field Pointer Cup, value $100.

New York—
For best pointer stud dotr shown with two of his get 10 00
For best pointer brood bitch, same conditions 10 00

Rochester

—

For best pointer dog....... 10 00
For best pointer bitch 10 00

Baltimore—
For best pointer dog 10 CO
For best pointer bitch. 10 00

Detroit—
For best brace of pointers 25 00

Making a total of $175 00

And a .$100 cup given during the year. We think this com-
pares favorably with the record of any other specialty club.
The expenses up to date have been $11.30, postage and print-
ing, the secretary performing necessary clerical work gratis,
as well as furnishing an office without expense to the club.We cordially invite all lovers of the pointer to become mem-
bers of the club. John S. Wise, President.

Geo. W. La Rite, Sec.-Treas.
New York Citt, Nov. 8.

INDIANA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.

THE DERBY—SUMMARY.
BICKNELL, Ind., Nov. 4.—Indiana Kennel Club's Derby,

open to all setters and pointers born on or after Jan. 1,

1889, $10 forfeit, $20 additional to start. Sweepstakes purse,
after deducting expenses, 40 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to
second, 20 per cent, to third, 10 per cent, to fourth. Entries
closed June 1 with forty nominations and thirteen starters.
The drawing was as follows:

First Scries. .

Ivan (R. B. Morgan), black, white and tan English setter
dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Cricket (Harry S. New), orange and white English setter

bitch (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

Sunol (E. Caduian), liver and white pointer bitch (Corner-
stone—Dinorah),

against
Queen Vic (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan English

setter bitch (King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Jubilee (J. M. Freeman), blue belton and tan English
setter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Quail II. (Harry S. New), black, white and tan English

setter bitch (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

RANcho (P. H. Perry), red Irish setter dog (Claremont
Patsy—Nino),

against
Canadian Queen (G. G. Pabst), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter bitch (Locksley—Liddersdale).

Reveler (W. B. Hill), black, white and tan English set-
ter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

agavnst
Spotted Boy (Chas. Proctor), liver and white pointer dog

(Trinket's Bang—Nellie Bow).

Penelope (Lebanon Kennels), lemon and white pointer
bitch (Lebanon—Penelope),

against
Trap, Jr. (Samuel Grant), lemon and white English set-

ter bitch (Ruby's Druid—Trap).

Coyote (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan English set-
ter bitch (King Noble—Cricket), a bye.

Ivan, Sunol, Queen Vic, Rancho, Canadian Queen and
Penelope were spotted out by the judges.
Second Series.—Jubilee beat Cricket. Reveler beat Quail

II. Trap, Jr. beat Spotted Boy. Coyote a bye.
Tiiird Series.—Goyote beat Jubilee. Reveler beat Trap,

Jx\
Fourth Series.—Reveler beat Coyote and won first.
Fifth Series.—Trap, Jr. beat Jubilee. Coyote a bye.
Sixth Series.—Trap, Jr. beat Coyote and won second.

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.
Bicenell, Ind., Nov. 4.—Indiana Kennel Club's All-Aged

Pointer Stakes, forfeit $10, with $20 additional to start,
sweepstakes purse after deducting expenses, 50 per cent, to
first, 30 to second, 20 to third. Entries closed Oct. 1 with 11
nominations and 6 starters. The drawing was as follows:

First Series.

Thomastone (W. H. Holmes), liver and white dog (Cor-
nerstone—Firen zi)

,

against
Croxlill (W. J. Smith), liver andjwhite bitch (Croxteth—

Daisy).

Lass of Bloomo (W. T. Hunter), liver and white bitch
(Lad of Bow—Bloomo),

against
Bounce (G, W. Amory), liver and white dog (Bob—Sal).

Dolly C. (Joseph Crugom), liver and white bitch (Graphic—Marguerite),
against

Bertraldro (J. E. Guinnotte), liver, white and ticked
dog (Cornerstone—Bessie Bufort).
« All dogs remained.
- Second Serfes.-Croxlillbeat Thomastone, Lassot: BIoqijio
beat. Bounce, Dolly C f beat Bertraldro,

>*" ™w W«»

-

Third Series.—Lass of Bloomo beat Croxlill, Dolly C. a
bye.
Fourth Series.—Lass of Bloomo beat Dolly C. and won

first prize.
Fifth Series.—Dolly C. beat Croxlill and won second,

Croxlill third.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKES.
Bicknell, Ind.. Nov. 6, 1890.—The conditions of the All-

Aged Setter St.ake, were the same as the Pointer Stake.
There were 16 nominations and 8 starters. The drawing
was as follows:

First Series.

Don's Nellie (A. H. Fowler), black and white English
setter bitch (McDuff—Fame),

against
Quail (Hon, Harry S. New), black, white and tan English

setter bitch (Change—Flora).

Prince Lucieer (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan
English setter dog (King Noble—Elsie Belton),

against
Sam Weller (W. T. Hunter), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog (Roderigo—Dixie).

Jerry MAndan (R. B. Morgan), black and white English
setter dog (Mandan—Prairie Belle),

against
Nannie B. (Dr. J. H. McLeod), lemon and white English

setter bitch (King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Lilly Burges (G. A. Day), orange and white English
setter bitch (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Dan Foreman (H. H. Fowler), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog (Foreman—Miss Elsie).

All dogs remained in.

Second, Series.—Quail beat Don's Nellie, Prince Lucifer
beat Sam Weller, Nannie B. beat Jerry Mandan, Lilly Bur-
ges beat Dan Foreman.

TJiird Series.—Prince Lucifer beat Quail, Lilly Burges
beat Nannie B.
Fourth Series.—Lilly Burges beat Prince Lucifer, and

won first.

Fifth Series.—Prince Lucifer beat Nannie B., and won
second. Nannie B. third. P. T. Madison.
[We have received the full report, but too late for publi-

cation this week.]

A. K. C. ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING.

A MEETING of the advisory committee was held Satur-
day, Nov. 1. Present, August Belmont, Jr., Thomas

H. Terry, James L. Anthony. The following matters re-
ferred to this committee, with power to act, by the executive
committee of the American Kennel Club, as per resolution
at the meeting of Sept. 25, 1890, were submitted by the sec-
retary, and acted upon:

James Watson i

vs. >Aiypcal in matter of reserve numbers.
Rochester Kennel CM). J

Resolved, That in the opinion of this committee, reserve num-
bers should be given in all cases, but in the case of the Collie
Special at Rochester, in 1S89, the judge having left the show be-
tween the hours of four and five o'clock on the first day of said
show (Tuesday), and the request from Mr. Watson for a reserve
number not having been received by the club until the fourth day
of said show (Friday), that it was not within the power of the club
to accede to the said request.

Br. M. H. Cryer )

vs. [Appeal from decision in Pug Special.
Cincinnati Kennel Club.

)

Ordered. That the action of the committee of the Cincinnati
Kennel Club in not sustaining the protest of Dr. Cryer, against
the award tor the special offered at Cincinnati in June, 1890 for
the "best kennel of four pugs, entered and owned by one ex-
hibitor," is hereby overruled, and that the said special prize he,
and is hereby, awarded to Dr. M. H. Cryer, in accordance with
the telegram of June 10, 1890, sent to said club by Mr. James Mor-
timer, the judge of the pug classes at said show.

Mrs. F. Smyth
j

vs. ytft violation of Club rules Nos. J., IX., X.
Cincinnati Kennel Club. )

Ordered, That the charges be forwarded to the secretary of
the Cincinnati Kennel Club, with the request that he furnish this
committee with such testimony and explanation as. might be in
bis power, in defense of the action of his club in connection with
the charges.

T. Jacobs )

vs. } Clio ) •:- of misconduct in connection with Bogs.
E. M. Oldham. )

Ordered, That the secretary be hereby directed to inform Mr.
Oldham that this committee is in possession of all the evidence
in behalf of Mr. Jacobs (through his attorney) in connection with
the charges preferred against him. and that said Oldham be given
thirty (30) days from this date within which to furnish evidence
in refutation of that now before this committee, in default of
which he be disqualified. In the meantime no transfer of the
spaniels Newton Abbot Lady II., No, 12,380, or Newton Abbot
Lord, No. 12,381, will be recognized by the American Kennel Club.

Max Wenzel )

vs. YApveal in matter of Setter Special.
Westminster Kennel Club.)
Whereas, At the show of 1890 a special prize was offered by a

friend of the club for the "best setter with a field trial record,"
and the English setter Roger and the Irish setters Chief and Tim
were presented for competition, and.
Whereas, The committee of the show ruled that Chief could not

compete, as he had already been beaten in the challenge class by
Tim, and.
Whereas, The late decision of the American Kennel Club, in de-

fining what should constitute a field trial record, made Tim ineli-
gible to compete for such a special, while Chief was eligible, by
reason of having won first in an open stake for puppies, at the
Eastern Field Trials Club trials in 1880; and,

'

k. Wtiereas, This committee could not undertake to determine
what the result of a competition between Roger and Chief would
have been under the judge officiating at said competition, it was,
therefore,
Ordered, That there bad been no competition for the said special

for the "best setter with a field trial record," and the Westmin-
ster Kennel Club be directed to return the prize to the donor.
American Kennel Club

)

vs. > Discipline.
Maryland Kennel Club.

)

Ordered, That the Maryland Kennel Club he, and is, hereby
granted fifteen (15) days from this date, to withdraw its vote of
July 10, 1890, whereby it censured the American Kennel Club for
acting according to its constitutional rights, and to apologize for
said action, in default of which said club and its officers, holding
office at the time of said meeting, shall stand suspended, subject
to any further action in the premises by the American Kennel
Club or its executive committee.
Louisiana Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, )

, _ „ vs- „ , „ } Conflict of shmv dates.
Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n.

)

Ordered, That unless the Georgia Association can furnish this
club with the written consent of the Louisiana Association per-
mitting the first named association to hold its show upon the
same date, as claimed by the latter, that the rule applying to such
a case will be enforced, and the Georgia Association will be sus-
pended, provided it insists upon, and does hold its show upon
the dates already claimed by, and awarded to, the Louisiana
Association.

Recommendation of Stud Book ) T„ .
.

, . A . x „

.

Committee. c In matter of Gazette registrations.

Ordered, That on and after Jan. 1, 1891, all Gazette entries shall
be known as 'Listed," and shall be published each month in the
American Kennel tiazette, under that heading, in contradistinc-
tion to Stud Book entries, which shall be known as and published
under the heading "Registered."

The proposition made by §pratvs Patent (Aiaeoca), to

furnish all American Kennel Club blanks, was accepted f

o

the year 1891.
The appropriation for all salaries of persons in the employ

of the club, for the year 1891, was made, based on the total
expenditures of last year.
The secretary reported a balance in the bank of $2,075.02,

with no debts due at this date.
Adjourned. A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

MR. MALCOLM'S RESIGNATION.—Baltimore, Md.
Nov. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: On my return from a
few days' successful partridge hunting I find in looking over
the columns of your paper, under the head of "Dog Chat,"
a few remarks, I presume written by friend Lacy, comment-
ing on my having "made the first move in his (my) determi-
nation to sever his (my) connections with the men of dog-
dom, by sending in his (my) resignation as Maryland K. C.
delegate to the A. K. C. * * *" He could have also added
that I had resigned the presidency of the Gordon Setter Club
of America, and that in a short time I shall resign as presi-
dent of the Maryland K. C. and as a member also. I shall
remain in the Chesapeake Bay Dog Club, as it is composed
solely of sportsmen—no men of "dogdom" are on the mem-
bership list. I feel and know that what friend Lacy states
is true, that in every walk in life we will find men who are
at variance with our ideas of right and wrong. I never ex-
pect to find men anywhere who all think alike, and do not
disagree on that point. I am well aware that some men in
"dogdom" are of that high order of manhood to which order
I know friend Lacy belongs, and I know there are many
more, but "dogdom" will find soon that the scales will drop
from the eyes of those who are sportsmen, and they will
leave "dogdom" and watch the mud-slingers of "dogdom"
wallow in mud and destroy themselves. Sportsmen are out
of their sphere in such company, and I would advise them
to leave "dogdom" forever.—H. Malcolm.

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB;MEET.—Chicago, HI.,
Nov. 7.—In the matter of the report of the American Cours-
ing Club meeting, issue of Oct. 30, the statement is made
that the Lady Graham Glendyne—Verdure Clad heat was
an undecided. This is wrong, as the course was given to
Lady Graham Glendyne. The error was made in a singular
way. When the judge turned back from this course he was
understood by the reporters to call this course an undecided
one, and the press men so wrote it up. Later on, the next
day, it was learned that he announced on his return to the
assembly point his decision for Lady Graham Glendyne.
The report should then have been changed to that effect,
but in hurry this must have been overlooked, although it is
a surprise to see it so. Dr. G. Irwin Royce calls attention to
the fact that in the American Coursing Club report, Oct. 30,
the pedigree of the two bitches Dollie and Belie is not cor-
rectly given. It should be Trales—Humming Bird, not
Trales—Blue Bell. In report of Hutchinson meet this pedi-
gree was announced correctly on the programmes, and was
of course printed as given, as was also the case at Great
Bend. There were many errors in the programme printing
at Great Bend, of which this is doubtless one. Dr. Royce
cites another error, the pedigree of Trales being given as by
"Wandering Tour" instead of Wandering Tom. This is
only typographical.—E. Hough.

SPORTING DOGS CAN BE COMPANIONS TOO,—
Toronto, Can., Nov. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: I should
like to inquire of your decidedly befogged correspondent "G.
S. T." on what he founds his fiat that sporting dogs are not
"well adapted to the family companionship." The majority
of the ladies of my acquaintance are by no means of his
opinion, and swear by their handsome and hardy setters and
spaniels. With reason, too; for what can be handsomer than
a dog of any of the many varieties of these families—Eng-
lish, Irish, Gordon and Clumber, Sussex, field or cocker?
They are handsome, faithful, courageous, clean in the house
and good watch dogs. Not "lap dogs," to be sure; but I
don't think many ladies would fondle an Irish terrier or a
good-sized black and tan to that extent, while the "silken-
fleeced Yorkshire terrier" would not retain the aforemen-
tioned silken fleece very long after he had bidden chamois
skin bootlets, cocoanut oil and professional manipulation a
long adieu. No, no, "G. S. T,,' f your favorites are all very
well, but don't let prejudice force you into misstatements
derogatory to other breeds.—Setting Spaniel.

A TEXAS DOG CASE IN COURT.-Austin, Tex., Oct.
SO—Editor Forest and Stream: I inclose you a recent de-
cision of the Texas Court of Appeals, showing a dog is
property in Texas, at least.—J. V. B. The report reads:
"The High Courts. Commission of Appeals. St. Louis,
Arkansas & Texas R. R. vs. J. P. Hanks, from Henderson.
Appellee brought this suit to recover for the value of a
shepherd dog killed by appellant. The evidence shows that
the dog was walking with appellee along the track. As a
freight train came along appellant stepped aside, while the
dog kept on down the track, running for his life. It was a
hard race and hotly contested, but the mogul at the end of
500yds. came under the wire a length ahead and over the
mangled remains of poor Eido. Held: The court below
gave instructions applicable to the evidence, and the jury
having found for appellee, we find no ground for disturbing
their finding. The judgment for $100 is affirmed. Hobby, J."

A SPITEFUL ACTION BY A DOG KILLER.—A vear
ago two dogs belonging to E. L. Mills, of this city, president
of the Capital City Gun Club, were shot by H. G. Otis,
manager of Judge Eullerton's farm, near Clifton, Va. Mr.
Mills published a card in v> hich he criticised the shooting of
his dogs severely, and last Sunday, while Mr. Mills was hunt-
ing in the neighborhood, Otis had him arrested on a charge
of trespass, purporting to have occurred the year before. He
was taken to Centreville, six miles distant, and tried before
Magistrate Simpson at 10:30 Sunday night. The prosecutor
could not make out a case, and at midnight the magistrate
discharged Mr. Mills and placed the costs on Otis.

—

Wash-
ington Post, Nov. 4.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gitana—Balkis. Miss Ida Orme's greyhound bitch Gitana to H.
W. Huntington's champion Balkis. Oct. 25.
Cleo—Bradford Ruby II. John H. Law's (Cincinnati, O.) pug

bitch Cleo to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II, (cham-
pion Bradford Rubv—Puss B ), Nov. 7,

Viola—Bradford Ruby II. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati,
O.) pug bitch Viola (champion Treasure—Topsy) to their Bradford
Ruby II. (champion Bradford R,uby—Puss B.), Nov. 4.

Fanny—Little Boy. W. j. Hopkins's (Boston, Mass.) Gordon
setter bitch Fanny to Prof. S. G. Dixon's champion Little Boy
(Dixon's Pilot— —— ), Nov. 4.

Kildare Ruby—Dick Swiveller. Geo. H. Covert's (Chicago. 111.)
Irish setter bitch Kildare Ruby to his Dick Swiveller, Nov. 2.

Rochelle Nadjy—Ttie Senator. Rocbelle Kennels' (New Rochelle,
N. Y.) black and tan terrier Rochelle Nadjy (champion Vortigern
—champion Meersbrook Maiden) to their The s m • 1wick-
Pink). Oct.l.
Rochelle Lady feazk-The Senator, Rochelle Kennels' (New
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Rochelle, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Rochelle Lady Teazle
(Dick—Rochelle Lass) to their The Senator (Patrick— Pink),
Oct. 2.

WHELPS.
H@f™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Pearl. A. Hasseltnier's (Covington, Ky.) pug bitch Pearl (La-

vinia Belle—Joe ID, Sept. 11, four (two dogs), by Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (champion Bradford Ruby—Pubs B.).
Lavtnia Belle. Henry Eiebler's (Covington, Ky.) pug bitch La-

vinia Belle (champion Treasure—Viola), Oct. 19, five (four dogs),
by Eberhart Pug Kennels 1 Bradford Ruby II. (champion Bradford
Ruby-Puss B,).

Lady Thurman. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitch Lady Thurman (Dixie—Silver Shoe), Nov. 7, five (four dogs),
by their John Bull (champion Loris—May Queen).
Belle. Mrs. S. E. Davis's (St. Paul, Minn,) pug bitch Belle, Nov.

5, six (three dogs), by Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby H.
(champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.).
Ruby S. Mrs. R. Strauss's (Cinc ;nnati, O.) pug hitch Buby S.,

Sept. 1, five (three dogs), by Rborhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart 's

Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora).
Kate IX. Geo. H. Covert's (Cnicago, 111.) Irish setter bitch Kate

IX., Oct. 8, three (one dog), by bis Dick Swiveller.
Meersljrook Maiden. Rochelle Kennels' (New Rochelle. N. Y.)

black and tan terrier hitch champion Meersbrook Maiden (Meers-
brook Chance—Meersbrook Empress), Oct. 30, seven (four dogs),
by T. Ellis's Broomfleld Dirk (Halifax General—Pearl).

Bell. F. F. McGuire's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch Bell
(champion Bradford Harry—Old Bell), Oct. 14, six (three dogs), by
P. H. Coombs's champion Bradford Barrv (Crawshaw's Bruce

—

Seal's Lady).
SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Caspar. Black greyhound dog, whelped Aug. 5, 1890, by cham-

pion Balkis out of Loisette), by H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn N.
Y., to Dr. F. A. Coates, Mystic, Conn.
Genesta. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped May 20, 1888,

by King of Kent out. of Hops, by Fred F. Merrill, Milwaukee,Wis.,
to J. W. M. Oardeza, Philadelphia, Pa.
Miss Swiveller. Red Irish setter hitch, age not given, bv Dick

Swiveller out of Kildare Ruby, by Geo. H. Covert, Chicago, 111., to
G. O. Hamilton, Alliens, Ga.
Tryphosa. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped April 10, 1890, by

Blaze out of Gladys B.. by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to W.
E. Crane, Peoria, 111.

Master Siciwllcr. Red Irish setter dog, age not given, by Dick
Swiveller out of Kildare Ruby, by Geo. II. Covert, Chicago, III., to
J. C. Cline, Los Angeles, Gal.
RochelU Lady Teazle Black and tan terrier bitch, whelped Jan.

27, 1890. by Diet out of Rochelle Lass, by Rochelle Kennels, New
Rochelle, N. Y., to F. S. Ward, Oxmoor, Ala.
The following smooth fox-terriers, by James Mortimer, Baby-

lon, L. I.: Dog Sutfolk Risk to C. L. Wilton, New York; two
bitches, Suffolk Spinster and Suffolk Syren, to John E. Thayer.
Lancaster, Mass.: dog, whelped June 17, 1890, by Veronese out of
Suffolk Spinster, to Allen Wallace, New York; dog, whelped July
4, 1890, by Raffle out of Suffolk Rarity, to Miss Leroy Jones. New
York: wire-haired bitch Suffolk Chagrin to L. H. Rice, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature,

T. E. B., Hoboken, N. J.—Will you kindly give names and pedi-
grees of the pug dog and bitch which took first prizes at the last
dog show of the Westminster Kennel Club? Can I obtain printed
copy of their pedigree, from whom and at what expense? Ans.
Open dog class, Miss J. A. Yard's Tim was first, whelped Jan. 10,
1889. Breeder, owner. By champion Max out of Paquette. This
dog is now dead. In bitches, Mohawk Kennels' Bo Peep II. was
first. Whelped Nov. 6, 1887. Breeder, owners. By champion Joe
out of Tody. For extended pedigree of Tim write Dr. M. H. Cryer,
1527 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., and Bo Peep's, write Harry L.
Goodman, Auburn Park, 111.

T. A. W., Boston, Mass.—I have a very fine-bred bull-terrier
(round head) 'hat has had some kind of trouble with his skin since
he was 3 months old; he is now 9 months. He has lost most of his
hair, gome growing again on his back, but his legs and under part
of neck are bare and have a red looK. I have tried several mange
cures and soaps, but thev do not seem to do any good that I can
see. I am giving him Glover's Blood Purifier at present. He is
very active and seems to be all right every other way. Can you
help me get hair on him and rid htm of the pimples? If so, you
will confer a great favor. Ans. Try the following mixture: iqt.
lard oil, }41b. sulphur lac, %lb. antimony. Mix and rub well into
the affected parts. Keep tm> dog warm. In a few days wash off
with warm water and castile soap. Continue the blood medicine,
and let us know result.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
A REVOLVER TARGET.

THE inclosed target is a fac-simile of six consecutive shots
made by Mr. George Bird with a Smith and Wesson, ,44cal.,

frontier model, revolver, at 12yds., using tbe gallery ammuni-
tion and shooting at the word of command, each shot being fired

between the words "one" and "three." It was made at Conlih's
gallery, Thirty-first street and Broadway, this city, on Nov. 4.

Mr. Bird is a member of the Kildare and Currituck clubs, and is

one of the best all-around shots in the country. Among the many
on exhibition in the record room of Conlin's, this target is with-
out doubt the best.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Nov. 8.—But six members of the St. Louis Pistol
Club attended t he last shoot. The medal was won by W. Bauer,
who succeeded in scoring 93 out of a possible 100. A 12J^yds. Stand-
ard American target is used for all shooting. Score:W Bauer 10 10 10 8 10 9 10 9 7 10—93

8 8 10 7 9-84
9 7 7 7 6-81
UNSER FKtrz,

9
0 5

J Bast 7 7
9 10
9 10

NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 4.—A big party of enthusiastic riflemen
were in the Shooting Park to-day, the attraction being a 100~8hot
match on the American champion target. The entrance fee was
85 and there were nine contestants, four of whom were winners.
The full "possible" on this target is 1,510 points. The scores of the
match would have been much higher had it not been for a contin-
ually shifting light and a "fish-tail" wind. The contest for first
honors between Boyken, Coppersmith and Holges was very intor-
estine. The result by 10-shot, strings is apuended:
J A Boyken 120 133 135 124 130 H8 131 131 116 127-1,265
J Coppersmith 122 133 119 J 33 124 1?/. 123 135 123 113-1,250
H Holges 125 111 133 132 136 128 107 119 128 123-1,242
H W Hawes 118 120 124 123 113 122 120 110 115 114-1.185
F C Campbell 117 123 126 109 98 127 126 117 123 113-1,179
G Joiner 116 119 123 108 119 120 125 115 100 119-1,170
G Homrighausen 116 120 122 124 112 110 123 115 114 110-1,163
H Rothard 120 108 111 103 112 114 100 91 97 109-1,066
A 50-shot match on the German ring target will take place at

the Shooting Park on Thanksgiving day. beginning at 12 o'clock.
The conditions will be $2.50 entry, half winners and half losers.

NEW YORK, Nov. 4.-The Empire Rifle Club held their weekly
shoot at Zettler's gallery, on the Massachusetts 12-ring target,
distance 100ft., off-hand, possible 120 points:Wm Rosenbaum .111 W Overbaugh . .108 C Zettler, .Tr 103
AStahl 110 W Miller 105 J Zettler 95
J Grimm Ill E Smith 104 G Hillmeyer 88
WMisenholdef. .110

THE TRAP.

Scores tor publication should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here,

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 18-19.—Open;to-All Tournament of the Woodside Gun Club,
Woodside, N. J. yarl Von Lengerke, Sec'y, 843 Broad street,
Newark.
Nov. 25-28.—Tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at Erh's

Park, Newark, N.J. Two days at inanimate targets and two
days at live birds. Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

THE DAYTON WIND-UP.
Dayton, O., Nov. 10.—The shooters wound up the trap season

with a live bird team race on the new club grounds on the penin-
sula south of the city, 3 men on a side, 25 pigeons to each man,
American Association rules. L. K. Butitain was referee, and by
agreement the three-year-old red Irish setter bitch Minoie, trained
by Sale Good, the new superintendent of the Dayton Kennels, and
sold to Scott McDonald, was to retrieve all the birds:
McDonald 1011111122122110102213111-22
Makley 1C11W1 1 3 lpoOl 1 1 W.i2iK)j.l 21 -1«
Hannah 0202220122U 1522110120120-18-56

Sander 1200110021211001110100101-15
Ooouer iOioiiiiOii22i!UiiOi

; ik'j )1 1 i 10— i

:'

Troup 1011211231102201120201111—30-48
Only one or two birds got away out of the 150 without being

hit, and of the 46 lost birds, 32 were scored dead out of bounds.
The shooting afforded great sport to the crowd of spectators,

but the perfect work of the dog Minnie was marvelous. She re-
trieved every dead bird, whether within or without the bounds
without an error, and saved two birds from crossing the dead
line. When the shooter stepped to the firing point Minnie was
keen and quivering, and after each shot her eyes flashed with ex-
citement, but she waited for the word "fetch." She marked
every bird down, and shot like a streak of liehtning to retrieve,
and she enjoypd the work as well as the crowd did the exhibition
of her perfect training. Of course the dog grew tired, but she
did not lag until the last, bird was delivered into her master's
hands.
A swift-flying incoming bird was killed dead in the air, but was

going at such velocity that it seemed likely to fall back of the
dead line. The dog seemed to realize it, and with lightning speed
circled and headed it off and caught the dead hird at the first
bounce about a fpot inside of the line. In retrieving a crippled
bird she showed remarkable judgment by making a detour to pre-
vent the birds going outside the boundary line. While Minnie
was retrieving a dead bird McDonald shot at a low-flying stray
pigeon and feathered it. The dog saw that the second barrel was
to be used, dropped to shot, and when McDonald killed she
brought in both dead birds. Such exhibition of a perfectly
trained retriever working through an entire shoot was never
witnessed here before. Bbown.

MR. DRURY UNDERWOOD,
Hutchinson, Kas., Oct. 29.—Shooters and sportsmen all over the

West are to-day shocked by the news of the death by accident of
Mr. Drury Underwood, one of the most familiar and respected
figures of Kansas City sporting circles, and a man known very
widely elsewhere. The following are the despatches which briefly
convey the saddening news:
Kansas City, Oct. 28.—Drury Underwood, a well-known busi-

ness man of this city, while out driving this afternoon was struck
by the Alton express at Sheffield, a suburb, and was instantly
killed. Mr. Underwood was president of the Exposition Driving
Park Association, the Kansas-Missouri Interstate Fair Associa-
tion, and a prominent contractor and brick manufacturer. He
was also a member of the Kansas City Gun Club, and an active
patron of amateur athletic sports.
Kansas City, Oct. 29.—At 2 o'clock this afternoon Coroner

Elston began an inquest into the cause of the death of Drury Un-
derwood. The inquest is being held at the home of the deceased,
where the body now lies awaiting the last glances of his many
friends.
Coroner Elston yesterday visited tbe scene of the aceident on

the Alton tracks at the Blue avenue crossing. He was accom-
panied by Joseph Underwood, a brother of the dead man, and
Samuel, the eldest sod. Mr. Elston says the crossing is a veri-
table death trap, hut nn worse than many others. The east side of
the road is steep and on this side a sight of the tracks is not ob-
tainable. It is probable that the sight of the train so near made
the horses unruly, and that Mr. Underwnod took his whip and
attempted to drive them across the rails ahead of the oncoming
train, when they shied and turned down the center of the track.
The wheel marks indicate this. Mr. Underwood was an expert
horseman and was familiar with the animals he drove.
The last time the writer saw "Uncle Drury," as he was lovingly

called by all the boys, was in a box at a Kansas City theater, last
spring.where he was acting as one of the hosts of the East and West
teams then visiting that city. He was then, as always, a hale,
hearty, cheerful man, grayhaired, pertly, and the soul of over-
flowing geniality. He was known and loved by every one.
A singular incident is connected with the lamentable matter.

In the programme for the great Kansas City tournament to be
held early next month, the boys, in their serio-comic, quasi-com-
Slimentary style, have put in the following line: "Shoot No. 3.—
•rury Underwood's Last Shoot." Mr. Underwood was approach-

ing the time when age would compel him to lay down his gun.
The boys who looked forward to meeting "Uncle Drury" as one
of the pleasantest features of tbe coming meeting will look with
sadness on the pathetic prophesy of that line, "Drurv Under-
wood's Last Shoot." E. Hough.

PINE IRON WORKS, Pa., Oct. 29.—This was the second match
between the Jacksonwal Club and the Pine Gun Club for a sup-
per, 10 Keystones, Keystone rules:

Jacksonwal Gan Club. Pine Gun Club.
J Gechter 1111111111-10 J Dierolf 1011011110-7
A Adams. . . . :. ..1001101000— 4 S Schaeffer 0101000100-3
F Wentzel 11O1O0O111— 6-20 T J Dierolf 0101011000-4—14
First sweep, 10 Keystones, 50 cents entrance, three moneys:

J Gechter 4 T J Dierolf ,.5 S Schaeffer 2
J Dierolf 7 F Wentzel 6 PBLevingood: 4
A Adams 5
Second event:

J Gechter 6 T J Dierolf 4 S Schaeffer 2
.1 Dierolf .10 F Wentzel ..8 PB Levingood 4
AAdams 2
Third event, same conditions:

J Gechter 8 A Adams 6 F Wentzel 5
J Dierolf 8 T J Dierolf 6
Fourth event:

J Gechter 6 F Wentzel 7 T J Dierolf.. 4
A Adams ,.6 J Dierolf) 6

STANDARD-*KEYSTONE TARGET CO.

THE formation of a company styled as above has just beefl
completed and will hereafter make a strong bid for its share

of the target business in this country. For many weeks Mr. H.
A. Penrose has been quietly working for this end and has suc-
ceeded in placing the stock among representative sportsmen in
various sections, and a reference to the list of stockholders shows
that he has succeded in making a very strong company. It is a
combination of the plants of the Standard Target Co., formerly
located at Cleveland, Ohio, and the Keystone Mfg. Co.. at Corry,
Pa. The new company has been capitalized at $5100,000, divided,
among the following gentlemen: H. A. Penrose, C. H. Ames and
C. G. Harmon, of Corry, Pa.; O K. Dickey, T. G. Strater, Herman
Strater, W. Strater and Chas. Brad burn, of Boston, Mass.; W. C.
Oady. New London, Conn.; T. B. Bristol, W. H. Andrews & Sons,
and Mr. Langden, of New Haven, Conn.; Jas. and Wm. Wolsten-
croft, of Frankford, Pa.; and Chas. and Al. Hebbard, of Cleve-
land, Ohio. The company is incorporated under the laws of the
State of New Jersey, and will have offices at New York and
OhleagQ. On Saturday, Oct- 25, a meeting was held in Jersey
City, where the following officers were elected: President, H. A.
Penrose; Vice-Pres., O. R. Dickey; Sec'y, Jas. Wolstencroft;
Treasurer. W. C. Cady. Directors, T. G. Strater, T. B. Bristol
and W. Wolstencroft. Ground has been secured at New London,
Conn., and the erection of a large plant is to be started at once.
New machinery is to be put in as well as that now in use and
every preparations will be made for a large out-put. Mr. H. A
Penrose is to have general management of tbe business, and will
visit the tournaments as formerly and the trade as well, while
the factory will be superintended by the Hebbard brothers.

CHICAGO VS. KANSAS CITY.
Chicago, Nov. 9.—The great Chicago-Kansas City match is

booming. The Chicago boys left this evening over the Burling-
ton, arriving at Kansas City to-morrow morning. The day will
be spent in preliminary practice. The Chicago party will be met
by a committee of Kansas City sportsmen and escorted to the
Midland Hotel, which will be their headquarters during the week.
The list of visitors who will represent Chicago is as follows: R. B.
Organ, W. P. Mussey, Geo. Kleinman, Henry Kleinman. George
Airev, Abe Kleinman, John Watson, M. J. Eich, C. B. Dicks, P.
F. Stone, C. E. Felton, Abner Price, W. N. Low, Geo. T. Farmer,
Geo. Hofman, E. M. Steck, J. E. Price, A. W. Reeves, I. W.
Budd, W. H. Skinner, C. D. Gammon, H. W. Loveday, Henry
Ehlnrs, W. E. Phillips, V. Hofman. C. S. Burton and many others.
With them will beCha«. Kern, L. B. Crooker, H. D.Nicholls, M. D.
Hart, M. R. Hart, Rolla Heikes, H. W. Jenney, John J. Gillespie.
The two teams of shooters will be on board fully made up. The

match will be shot in two teams of 10 men each. Kansas City is

reported to be making preparations for a royal entertainment of
the visitors. At 5 P. M. tbe Chicago boys gathered at Mussey's
hall and started for the train with stern determination written
on their faces. Something is going to drop. Ju=t what, will be
known better in a week. H.

ISpeial to Forest and Stream.}

Kansas City, Nov. 11.—There is great excitement here. There
will be a grand reception and a lueasant time to-night. Five races
were finished on first team of 10, Chicago leading 7 birds at half-
way post. Total—Chicago 264, Kansas City 257.

Bingham, of Kansas City, beat Stone, of Chicago, 47 to 41; Mus-
sey, of Chicago, beat Halliwell, of Kansas City. 44 to 43; Eich, of
Chicago, beat Choteau 48 to 44; Twitched, of Kansas City, beat J.
E. Price, at Chicago, 41 to 39; Geo. Kleinman, of Chicago, beat
Guinnotte, 46 to 43; Abe Kleinman, of Chicago, beat Vories, 46 to
39; Felton, of Chicago, and Jim Riley at dark a tie on 28 each out
of 30. This is proving a great event all around.—E. H.

THE COUNTRY CLUB, of San Francisco, send us the official
summary of their pigeon shooting for the year 1890, which they
tell us is the highest record made by a club of twenty-three men
in California:

Shot at. Killed. Percent.

Alex Hamilton. .

Edgar F Preston.
CE Worden

Wm BTubbs..

J M Adams

—

W C Murdoch.

George Crocker .

J Downey Harve;
Dan'l T Murphy.

Baron Yon Schroder.

44 39 88.63
172 140 81.04
137 109 79.56
24 19 79.17

., 137 108 78.83
143 112 78.32

.. 108 80 74.07
84 62 73.81

, 59 43 72.88
64 46 71.87

101 70.13
137 96 70 07

. 71 48 67.60
74 At 63.51

, 73 46 63.01
. 24 15 62.50
. 65 39 60.00
148 84 56.75
93 48 51.61

108 55 50.92
, 30 14 46.66

20 9 45.00
29 13 44.83

1,988 1.373 69.06

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Nov. 8.-Ten bluerocks,
50 cents entry:

1 2 S h 5 6 8

Sigler 5 9
Hunt 8 9
Collins 9 9 _

Lindsley 9 9 10 9 8 10 8 9
Simpson
Melchon
Hathaway
Evans
Hughes
Sweep No. 1, 4 live birds, $2 entry:

Sigler 1110—3 Hunt 0110—2
Wanda 0010—1 Simpson 1101—3
Hathaway 1110—3 Melchon 1121—4

5 8 r
8 8...

8 9 8 8 9

4 8 4 10 7 7
4 7 3

7 6 0 9
fi 7 5

Collins 1210-3 Hughes.
Lindsley : 2021-3
Second money decided in following sweep.
Sweep No. 2:

Sigler 1111—4 Simpson
Wanda 0112-3 Melchor. . .

.

Hathaway 1100-2 Hughes. ...

Collins 1112—4 Evans
Lindsley 0002-2 Pierson
Hunt 1212-4
Sweep No. 3:

Sigler 1111 —4 Simpson ....

Lindsley 0021—2 Hugues..

.0001-1

..0210-2

..0010-1
.2210-3
.1100—2
.1001-2

.1010-2

.0101-2
Hathaway .1 200-2 Pierson 2002—2
TOWAND A, Pa., Nov. 8.—A fair number of shooters turned out

on Friday, Nov. 7, to contest for the monthly badge shoot. Field
sports are almost daily being indulged in by the members, still
when trap day comes the attendance seems to be the same in and
out of tbe game season. Following are scores, 3 traps, Am. Ass.
rules, for club badge, 25 single targets:
Dittrich 1100111110111110111000100—16
Snider
Montanye 011011111000111111uOlOHO—16
Mace 000101 0001U0100010010000— 8
Rittenbury 0101110110111110110010010-15
Dittrich and Montanye tie for club badge. In shoot-off Mon-

tanye wins.
For county Dadge, 25 singles:

Dittrich 0110011111001011011110001-15
Snider 110111101111001111011 1101—19
Montanye 0111110111111011111111101—21
Mace 0010101001000101101001101—11
Rittenburg OOlOOlOlOllCmooOOllllOOO—10Worthiny 0010000110101000010000100- 7

W. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.
NEWARK GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT.—The programmes for

the four days' tournament of the Newark Gun Club, that is to be
held at Erb's Park, Newark, N. J., are now ready for distribution.
The first two days, Nov. 25-26, will be devoted to Keystones: on the
27th. Thanksgiving Day, and Friday, the 28th, live birds will be
used. The committee have decided to debar the professionals from
the target competitions. Among those under the W are: Wm.
Wolstencroft, of Pennsylvania; E. D. Miller and Wm. Sigler, of
New Jersey; Harvey McMurchy, W. S. Crosby, H. B. Whitney and
F. D. Kelsey, of New York; R. O. Heikes and Al Bandle, of Ohio;
Stice, Budd and Elliott. The live bi rd events are to be open to all.
It is more than probable that this depature will draw together a
large number of the amateur shots; as heretofore the men men-
tioned have invariably captured the bulk of the prize money at
all of the Eastern tournaments.
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WATSON - 3 PARK, Nov. 1,—Forester Club, 15 live pigeons, Illi-

3S$8?
r^CkfIl»l-J3 A Wcp .201201111112111-13

GCrTnu ngh^mt22112l20201222-I3 WO Price. ... 2Mmi 21 02 122-13

r n'RrinTi 0"0111U22202«° WD. Price. . .
.101021212011 J 11—

1 Weaver "V.MvAu*. —10 G E Willard... 02212101221 1321-13
*
After >

;
t! Ling H birds each, 'aid Price, Gib Cunningham and O. E.

Willard decided to finish ties for medal in next club shoot.

Same day at 5 live pigeons, Illinois State rules, 3 moneys. All

EMiee.
6
?: 13122-5 Geo Kleinnan 12111-5

\i\h Cunningham 12211-5 E M Steck 10121 -4

1 O'Brien - 02011-3 John Watson 12121-.,

AWeavei 01102-3 jQMHamiltoa lOiri-

A Price I 20120-3 A W Reeves T-JU S

WC Price 20112-4 ? F R <
. <: k

WD Price ...10102-3 OE Willard 02212-4

BB Wa^ort'h." 01122-4 EE Willi rd 10112-4

ArTTfir.li ..22212—5 J H Robbing, 21111—5

wGpavson:: 11212-5 Beauif 10121-4

H YKleinman 1HH-5 Ravelrigg.

WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 6.—The merchandise race was the

principal event at Coal Mine Brook Range yesterday. It is a

StirSeS of contests begun last spring under the auspices of the

Worcester Sportsmen's Club, and Continues until next spring.

The regular meets of the club have been monthly since the law

was off on game. The meet yesterday was the twenty- third 1 n the

Sprj eo Each man had a possible. 25 clay pigeons. The work of

-Vc-h follows: A. B. Burbank A. B. E, Kenney 21, G.,J. Rugg
tWU Davis 19. G. E. Adams 19, E. T. Smith 18, EE Snow 17,

H W Webber 17, A. R. Bowdish 10, M. D. Gilmau 15, E. Jordan

11, L. Crompton 10, H. Colvin 6. , . .

The remaming events of the day were with strings of 10 clay

pigeons. The result of each event follows:

Eirst-E. T. Smith, W. L. Davis and G. J. Rugg each broke 8 and

div. first. A. B. Burbank broke 7 and took second, A. B. E. Kenney
secured the thud place.

Second—W. L. Davis and G. J. Rugg each broke the 10 and div.

first. E. T. Smith and A. R. Bowdish each broke 8 and div. second,

A. B. F. Kenney and M. D. Gilman each broke 7 and div. the hou-

01
T hfrd—A.

3

BfBu rbaok , M. D. Gilman and A. B. F. Kenney each
broke 9 and div. first, G. J. Rugg broke 8 and won second, E. T,

Smith broke 7 and won third. '

. i... „„
Fourth—E. T. Smith and M. D. Gilman each broke the 10 and

div first, G J.Rugg and W. L. Davis each broke 9 and div. sec-

ond, A. B. F. Kenney and A. B. Burbank each broke 8 aad div. the

honors of the third place.

McMTJRCHY AND ELLIOTT.—St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 8.—There
is a big surprise in store for the trap-shontmg fraternity, in the

near future. A new delegate tor match shooting honors is about

to make bis debut. He is well-known to the trap shots of this

country, but has not engaged in anv prominent, matches. He is

conceded one of the best, if not the best, all-around man that ever

faced a trap in this country, but owing to his business calling was
averse to engaging in private matches. This person is none other

than Mr. Harvey McMurehy. There is a person named Jim
Elliott, at Kansas City, wbo, owing to his recent successes at the

trap, Is suffering with a bad case of inflation, and to tone him
down a little Harvey has determined to enter the race for cham-
pionship honors. Press of business duties prevents McMurehy
from making a match now, but he hopes to be able to issue a
challenge in a few months. The defi will he forthcoming in due
time, and in the language of the irrepressible Jack Winston, the
Kansas City man will either have to accept or jump the fence.

Harvey was in the city a few days the past week, and quietly

whispered the above information into the ear of the writer.—
Onser Fritz. „_____M„ra_=____n„__

A NEW INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGE CUP.

THE following conditions, which have just been made public by
the Koval Victoria Y. C. of Eyde, Me of Wie lit, England,

are likely to give an entirely new turn to international yacht
racin" sis they put into the field a rival to the trophy so long held
in the possesion of the New York Y. 0. During the past thirty
ye'arstficiv ijjvr- In en ;'< mia^v oi Mi'i'-riu.ucaic.; tropin ft--, r peu to

challenge on one side or I he other, such as the Cape Mav, Breu-
ton's Reef, Bennett-Douglas, and various cups contested for at
times by Dauntless. Gitana, and other American yachts in the
English Channel and on the Mediterranean, but, in all this time
the America's Cup has been the premier yachting trophy, no
other ever Having reached sufficient distinction to claim a rivalry
With it. While the actual status of the other international
trophies is no better io-d*y than five years since, all neing more
or less buried now, as they were then, the America's Cup has un-
demahlv lost much of its prestige since the last contest for it in

1887, m consequence of the absurd and onerous conoitions then
attached to it bv the New York Y. C: and, so far as any prospec-
tive challenge from British yachtsmen is concerned, it is little

better off than the moribund Cape May and Bren ton's Reef
cups taken home in 1885 by Genesta, and since unchallenged for
by American 5 achtsmen.

It has more than once been suggested m the course of discus-
sion over the now deed of gift that as the America's Cup was no
longer open to friendly international competition on fair terms,
the time had come for the establishment of a new trophy on a
broader and more liberal basis; and this feeling has at length
taken shape in the present action of the Royal Victoria Y. C. To
how great an oxten t this action has been inspired by a mere desire
to promote 1 he fortunes of the club, and to reap such benefits as
the races of '85, '86 and '87 have brought to the New York Y. C, or
to what degree it partakes of the nature of a retaliation for the
injustice of the new deed of gift, and an attempt to supplant the
America's Cup, we cannot say; bnt it is at, least certain that the
barriers now surrounding that trophy have greatly increased the
chances in favor of the establishment of a British rival. for the
honors of international racing.
The new trophy is a cup, to cost'S2,500, and though the value

of such a prize must always be sentimental rather than in-
trinsic, for this sum a prize should be secured in every way
suited to the magnitude of the events which it will in time com-
memorate.
In regard to the Royal Victoria Y . C, it is practically contem-

porary with the New York Y. C, being founded early in 1815, or
less than a year later than the. other. At. an early day it took a
very prominent, place in yacht racing, and many of the classic
contests of the south coast were sailed under its red burgee. The
only "Queen's Cap" for which the America sailed, the trophy that
has since become notorious in connection with Mr. Tankervillo
Chatnberlayne and -the Arrow-Mayflower controversy, was one
given to this club in 1852 and sailed for in August of that year;
America, then owned by Lord Londesborough, being beaten by
the cutters Arrow and Mosquito. The present commodore of the
club is the Marquis of Exeter. The conditions as given out are as
follows, though we are not, yet informed whether they have been
finally adopted or are still open to amendment:
The' cup is4 and shall continue to be for all time, the property of

the Royal Victoria Y. G, of Ryde, Isle of Wight, the sailing com-
mittee of which club shall, at any time while actually holding the
cup and prior to receiving a challenge, have power to alter or vary
the conditions attached thereto, but any other club which may
win and hold the cup shall only alter or vary the conditions with
the sanction and approval of the sailing committee of the Royal
Victoria Y. C. Any royal or recognized foreign or colonial yacht
club shall always be entitled to challenge for the cup, and snch
yacht must sail on her own bottom from her own country to the
country where the matches are to be sailed. All races for the
cup in the British Ishs will be held in the neighborhood of the
Isle of Wight and under the supervision of the sailing committee
of the Royal Victoria Y. C. Should the club holding the cup be
from any cause dissolved the cup shall be transferred to some
other royal or recognized yacht club of the same, nationality which
the winner may select. Failing in this the cup shall be imme-
diately returned to the Royal Victoria Y. C.
The compeiing yacht, if of one mast, shall not, be under 05ft. nor

over 90ffc. on the load waterline; if of more than one mast she shall
not be under 70ft. nor over 115ft. on tne load waterline.
With each challenge there shall be sent a certified statement of

the name of the owner of the yacht, the name of the yacht, her
rig, her rating under the British Yacht Racing Association rules,
and her length on load waterline as measured by the British
Yacht Racing Association rules forty-eight hours before the first
match, which shall not vary more shau Ave per cent., nor her rat-
ing more than ten per cent, from that stated in the challenge.
The winner to be the yacht which wins three out of five matches.
Challenges must be received by the club holding the cup not less

than eight months nor more than ten months before the date of
the annual regatta of the club holding the cup.
The club holding the cup shall, not be bennd to accept tha chal-

lenge from the club which nominates the defeated yacht until

after another challenge has been made and decided.
The club shall not accept more than one challenge at one time.
Ballast may he shifted between the times of entry and forty-

eight hours before the race.
Starts to be made at the exact time specified unless a, dense fog

prevails. A postponement may he made if the Sailing Committee
thinks it desirablV, out if either of the competitors desires to start

at the time specified, the Sailing Committee shall start them at
that. time.

., ,

If an accident occurs before the start, reasonable time will be
given to effect repairs. If a serious accident occurs during any
match reasonable time will be given before the next match to
effect repairs, but a yacht must abide by her accidents during a
match.
Any match the average rate of which is under five knots per

hour must be resailed.
All matches for the cup are to be sailed in Europe and America

between the first day of May and the last day of October.
The matches are to be sailed under the supervision of the sail-

ing committee of the club holding the cup, and to be held under
the British Yacht Racing Association rules.
Scales and allowances to be in force at the time of entry, except,

where it is otherwise specified.
The course for each match to be not less than thirty-five knots;

low water soundings on any part of the course shall not be less

than three and a half fathoms; three of the courses to be as far
as possible different and as far as possible free from all disadvan-
tages due to local knowledge: one of the courses to be as nearly as
practicable twenty knots to windward or leeward and return.
The name and rating of one yacht selected by the club holding

the cup to defend the same shall be given to the challenger one
week before the date of the first match, and no other yacht 'mall
be substituted. British Yacht Racing Association rating of de-
fending yachts shall not exceed that of the challenging yacht
stated in her challenge by more than twenty per cent.
Should the club holding the cup fail to provide a yacht to defend

it or retire from the contests, the cup shall be delivered up to the
challenging club. Should .-my dispute arise as to these conditions
or any interpretations of the sailing rules, the matters in dispute
shall be referred to the sailing committee of the club holding the
cup and the Royal Victoria Y. C.
The first matches for this cup will be sailed near the Isle of

Wight in August or September; 1891.

The chaUenge, in accordance witn the following form, will be
received for this year only as late as March 1, 1891, at the Royal
Victoria Y. C. Ryde, Isle of Wight. England. A gold medal and
added money will be given by the Royal Victoria Y. C. this year.
No entrance fee required. Should no yacht registered out of the
British Isles enter by March 1 the conditions under which the cup
will be sailed for will be as subsequently announced by the Royal
Victoria Y. C.

The first race shall be from the Warner Lightship to the Nab
Lightship, then ten miles to windward or leeward and back, twice
around.
The second race will be '1rom the Warner Lightship to Owers

Lightship: thence to a flagboat off Dunnose, east of Princessa to a
buoy off Nab Lightship, to and back to Warner's.
The third race shall be from Warners around Cherbourg break-

water and back.
The fourth race to be the same as the first race.
The fifth ra< e to be around the Isle of Wight.
The form of entry arranged is this: Please enter yacht

for the Royal Victoria Y. C. International Cup matches, near
Ryde. Isle of Wight, in August or September, 1891; her distinguish-
able flag is , her rig is , her rating, in accordance with
Rule 9, of the British Yacht Racing Association rules for 1890, is

, and her length on load water line is , and I declare
that no alterat ion shall be made in her length of load water line
or in the length of spars or in her sail area from the time she is

measured by the official measurer of the British Yacht Racing
Association and her certificate issued, and the time of the first,

and succeeding matches for the above cup, and I undertake that
while sailing under this entry she shall not have on board any
bags of shot; that all her ballast shall be properly stowed under
the platform or in the lo' kers and shall not be shifted or trimmed
in anv way what ver, and that I will obey and be hound bv the
sailing rules of the British Yacht Racing Association. Signed,
this day of owner of yacht .

After the many suggestions and requests made by British chal-
lengers for the America's Cup, and the freedom witii which
British yachtsmen have dared to criticise the famous 'lawyers'
deed." American yachtsmen will read with interest the similar
document prepared by the Royal Victoria Y. C, aud it will have
to stand a pretty severe overhauling before being approved or
condemned. In the first place, the ownership is permanently
vested in the club, the donor of the cup, so that there is no danger
of any ridiculous farce of returning aud re-donating; if the club
ever wishes to replace the present terms by others more rigorous
and unfair it must shoulder the responsibility itself, and not im-
pose it on one individual. A certain amount of elasticity is pre-
served in the original conditions by the proviso that they may be
changed by another club which may hold the cup for the time, as
long as the changes arc sanctioned by the donating club, but. no
change may be made while a challenge is pending. The cup is

open to challenge from any recognized yacht club.
The provision for the transfer of the cup in case a club ceases

to exist is a very fair one. The limits of size are the same as in
the new deed, except that the minimum limit for schooners is

10ft. smaller.
The fact that the same limits have been choson is certain to be

brought forward as an answer to some of the criticisms made
against the new deed, but: there is a vast difference in the attend-
ant conditions. While in the deed of gil t of the America's Cup
the limit is nominally a wide one, of 65 to 90ft., and 80 to 111ft, it

is practically by means of the. clause, "without any timeallow-
am-e whatever," and the absence of any guarantee that the chal-
lenger will not he greatly outbuilt, made a fixed size of 90ft.

.jlintng to meet Valkyrie wi*h a boat of her own size hist year,
the minimum limits of G5 and 80ft. for sloops and schooners must
be looked upon as mere blinds, and it. would have been far more
honest for the New York Y. C. to have limited the. size of all chal-
lengers simply t." 90_or 115ft., according to rig. On this point the
Royal Victoria Y. C. has pursued a very ;d ifferont course; it is

specially provided. in a, later clause that the rating of the defender
shall not, exceed that of the challenger by more than 20 per cent.
As the rating of a 70-footer like Kitrina would be about 84, the
largest yacht which could be chosen to meet her in case of a chal-
lenge would be one of about 100-rating, or 80ft. l.w.l , a sufficiently
large margin, but very much fairer than 80ft., or say 125-rating.
A limitation of this sort was most uecessary in the case of the
America's Cup, and its omission, coupled with the exclusion
of time allowance, is one of the worst features of the new deed.
The margin of 20 per cent, is a large one, and as it is almost a

foregone conclusion that in future races the defender, and in all
probability the challenger as well, will be specially built for the
purpose, it is in every way desirable that the first step toward a
race shall be a mutual agreement that each party shall build to a
specified limit of rating or corrected length.

It will be no surprise to find that the odious dimension clause of
the America's Cup has no place in the present conditions, all that,
is required being the names of owner and yacht, the rig of the
latter and her rating and waterline, a variation of not more thau
10 and 5 per cent, respectively being allowed between the figures
of the design, given eight months in advance, and the completed
and tested boat. There is no attempt to pry into the private
affairs of the designer of a challenger, to extort infor-
mation which gives an unfair advantage over him, or to
hamper him in any way; but he has the universal privilege
of altering the trim and draft of his boat after the trial. The
waterline is required with the rating, which carries with it the
sail area as a matter of course; and even while this in comparison
with the demand for four dimensions and a Custom House regis-
try is very little, we believe that it is too much to ask. All that a
defender can rightfully demand is the racing measurement of the
yacht he is to meet. With the various factors of this final meas-
urement, he they waterline length, beam, sail area, displacement
or any other elements of design, he has nothing to do; his task is
to combine these factors, in such proportions as his judgment dic-
tates, so that the net product, in the form of rating or corrected
length, shall not exceed that of his opponent. Perhaps this is
too far in the direction of fair play for an immediate application
to international racing; but this point has already been reached
in club racing, and must soon extend to the grander branch of the
sport.
The limitations to the time of challenging are quite different

from all of those governing the America's Cup at various times,
the computation being made from the date of the anuual regatta
of the club holding (he cup. In the case of the Royal Victoria Y.
0., whose regatta Is held in the middle of August, the earliest
date at which a challenge can be received is the middle of Octo-
bep and the latest the middle of January. In the case of Ameri-
can clubs, whose annual regattas are held nearly two months
earlier, these dates would be correspondingly advanced, so fcbat a.

challenge would be required not later than October 15 for a race
to be sailed, as American custom is, in the following October.
This Is evidently an oversight, due probably to an ignorance of
the early dates of American regattas; and it would work to the
detriment of foreign challengers should the cup ever be held on
this side.
The provisions concerning a second challenge from a defeated

club, and also prohibiting a second challenge while one is under
consideration, are each reasonable enough.
The requirements of three out of five races and of starts at

fixed hours are distinctly traceable to the Volunteer-Thistle
matches, in which both of these points were brought up by the
challengers. To sail four or five matches in September or Octo-
ber, with a, time limit of 7 hours, has proved a difficult undertak-
ing in the neighborhood of New York. Newport and Marhlehead,
however easy it may be about the Isle of Wight. It means in all
probability seven or eight successive attempts, making serious
inconvenience for the club managing the matches, and having a
very bad effect on both contestants. Races such as those between
Volunteer and Thistle are no ordinary every -day regattas, to he
sailed a3 a matter of course, but the parties on each side can bear
testimony to the labor, anxiety aud mental .strain attendant on
international races of this kind; and to prolong this for seven or
eight days instead of three or four would prove on trial undesir-
able to both parties. The strain on the crew in a long series of
hard races and abortive attempts is something to be considered,
as the work on these big racing craft is heavy and the excitement
to all concerned is too intense to be prolonged for an indefinite
time. If, as is proposed, the yachts start out each morning, cross-
ing the line at 11 A. M,, regardless of wind, and drift about until
it is evident that no race can be made, doing the same the next
day and the next until four or five races have been sailed, the
proceeding may take a couple of weeks.
The proviso for starting is a compromise between the American

plan, of leaving full discretion to the regatta committee, and the
British plan, of starting at a fixed hour, regardless of wind and
weather. The start is to be made at a fixed hour, but at the same
time the regatta committee is given power to postpone it unless a
start is positively demanded by one parry. This complicates the
business of starting, and is no better than the plan followed in the
recent races for the America's Cup.
The clause as to the vexed question of time allowance is by no

means complete, the measurement is inferred but not mentioned.
It is provided merely that the tables of the defender shall bo used.
Since the measurement, rules and allowances of the leading Brit-
ish and American clubs are practically uniform, and are likely to
approach still clo-er in the future, the question of time allowance
has practically disappeared from international racing, and the
same may he said of the kindred issue, the admission of the cen-
terboard. If in arranging conditions for any international trophy
there is reason to fear that a club while holding it may change
its rules to the disadvantage of a challenger, as the New York Y.
C. did in 1870, and as it has been generally claimed by the- friends
of the new deed that a British club would do should it ever obtain
possession of the America's Cup, a mode of prevention is easily
found.

It may he provided that in the event of a dispute over the meas-
urement rule or allowauce, such as would follow a change in the
face of a challenge, the challenger may call for the average allow-
ance of three leading clubs of each nationality. For instance, in
the event of a British club winning the America's Cup and at
once going back to the old tonnage rule, the American cnrlienger
would be entitled to call for an average allowance of the Y. R. A.
on the one hand, and say the Larehmont, Seawubaka or Eastern
clubs on the other. Such a provision would operate at any time
in the future to keep international races under the rules then
current, in the yachting world, instead of some special rule devised
to keep the trophy, and would be far preferable to the absurd
attempt to eliminate ail allowance, in the new deed.
The provision as to depth of courses is practically the same as

in the new deed, the limit being 2-lV^ft. Whle the conditions are
not in all respects complete and perfect, there is nothing in them
which is unfair to either party, and American yachtsmen can
send in their challenges as soon as they please, with every possi-
ble expectation of fair play and sportsmanlike treatment.

THE AMERICA'S CUP.
THE story of the America and the cup which has so long borne

her name has been told so often that it should be familiar to
every yacht- man. but we have lately had several inquiries as to
how tile -'Queen's Cup 1 ' was won aud how it came i^to the posses-
sion of the New York Y. C. The America's Cup was never what
is called a '•Queen's Cup," but was a special prize offered by the
R^yal Yacht Squadron of Cowes, England, for a regatta around
Hie I^le of Wig'u, which was open to yachts of all nations. The
schooner yacht America, built iu New York in 1819 or '50, was
then owned by John C. Stevens and four associates, who decided
to visit. England at the time of the first of the great world's fairs,
then to be held in London. While her owners considered her to
be a fitting representative of American progress, and Imped to
try her against the best British yachts, they had no special races
in'view up to the time of leaving New Y'ork, nor was the yacht
built to compete for a ''Queen's (hip" or any similar prize.
The Ameriea was entered by Com. S evens in the open regatta

above mentioned, the prize being a 100 guinea cup. Of the eighteen
entries, all but four were smaller than she, the fastest of them being
the smaller cutters of 50 to SO tons, the large schooners being for
the most part old-fashioned box^s. There was no time limit, and
Com. Stevens declined to enter unless the r ice was without time
allowance, so none was insisted on. The victory of the America
is known to all the world; she won the cup. aud it became the
property of her five owners. For the six years following, the
Royal Yacht Squadron cup was of no more importance or pubic
interest than the forgotten Bennett-Douglas cup won by Genesia
iu 1885, or quasi-international cups won herein open races by
Minerva, Clara and other British yacb's; it, was in the possession
of Com. Stevens, an ornament to the parlors of his hospitable
mansion, and in blissful ignorance of the troubled future be-
fore it.

The death of Mrs. Stevens made a great change in the house-
hold of the commodore, and the partial closing of the house
suggested the need of a mire permanent depository lor the cup.
This was finally accomplished in July, 1857, as told in rhe follow-
ing letter, the original "dead of gift" or what has ever since been
known as the America's Cup:

To the Secretary of the JSTew Forte Ytu-ht Club:
Sir—The un'oefsigned members of the New York Yacht Club

and late owners of the schooner yacht America, beg leave,
rhrough you, to present to the club the cup won by the America
tit the regatta of the Royal Yacht Squadron at Cowes, Aug. 22,
1851.
This cup was offered as a prize to be sailed for by yachts of all

nations, without regard to difference of tonnage, going round rhe.

Isle of Wight (the usual course for the annual regatta of the
Royal Yacht Squadron), and was won by the America, beating
eight cutters and seven schooner yachts, which started in the
race.
The cup is offered to the New York Yacht Club subject to the

following conditions:
Any organized yacht club of any foreign country shall always

be entitled, through any one or more of its members, to claim the
right of sailing a match for this cup with any yacht or other
ve?sel of not less than 30 or more than ?.00 tons, measured by the
Custom House rule of the country to which the vessel belongs.
The parties desiring to sail for the (hip may make any match

with the club iu possession of the same, that may be determined
upon by mutual consent; but, in case of disagreement as to terms,
the match shall be sailed over the usual course for the annual re-
gatta of the yacht club in possession of the, Cup, and subject to its

rules and sailing regulations, the challenging party being bound
to give six months' notice in writing, fixing the day they wish to
start. This notice to embrace Custom H utse measurement, rig
and name of the vessel.

It is to be distinctly understood that the Cup is to be the property
of the club, and not of the members thereof, or owners of the ves-
sel winning it in the match, and that the condition of keeping it

open to be "sailed for by yacht clubs of all foreign countries, upon
terms above laid down, shall forever attach to it, thus ma-king it

perpetually a challenge cup for friendly competition between
toreign countries.

(Signed) ,J. C. Stevens. J. Beckman Finlby.
Hamilton Wilkes. George L, Schuyler.
Edwin A. Stevens.

The subsequent history of the Cup is well known; how four of
the five owners of the America died before the first challenge was
received in 1870; and how eleven years later the above deed was
repudiated by the club and new conditions laid down by the "'sur-
viving donor," the process being repeated in 1887.

Whether any change of the origiual conditions is legal, and if.

so, whether the trust has not been violated by the onerous pro-
visions of the "new deed of gift," is a question for the lawyers::
but every yachtsman who loves fair play and fair sailing can say
whether the plain intention of the five donors, as evident in every
line of the above document, haB been observed by the New York
V. O. in Its recent negotiations with Mr. Sweet in 1887 and 2uor«
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Dunraveu last year. That all "friendly competition" has been
excluded from the Oup races, and that the Cap is no longer open
to be sailed for on terms that are lair alike to challenger and
holder, is as fully proven as is the fact that the America's Oup
has become a bar and hindrance to International racing.

THE WRECKED CATARINA.
THE steam yacht Oatarina, wrecked on Mattinnicock Poiut on

Oct. 34, has been out this week on Haudren & Robbins's dry-
dock, Erie Basin, wtiere temporary repairs have been made to
enable hfr to lie afloat until ail arrangements for her complete
repairing are completed. The work of rescuing the yacht from
her dangerous position was undertaken by the Merritt Coast
Wrecking Co,, of New York, and was successfully carried out try
Captains Bertram H, Herbert and Fred K. Sharp. The yacht lay-
well out of water at ordinary tides, resting on a bad of rocks, two
points of which had pierced the bottom, cue on each side under
i lie engine.?. Two portable boilers and three powerful wrecking
pumps were placed on board, and after the holes had been stopped
as far as possible, a cable was led over the stern, with a powot fill
tack la along the deck, t he fall being carried to the steam capstan
of the yacht, which was temporarily connected with a pipe from
the boiler on the forward dock. By this means the yacht was
hauled off last week and brought by the wrecking steamer Rescue
to the cotupam Is wharf at Staren Island. Prom there she. was
towed to the Erie Basin and docked. Her keel and the bottom
frond the bilge up are uninjured, tb<* keel evidently lying just be-
twecn the two rocks, but the third and fourth strakes on each
side, from ihe bow to a point abaft the engines, are badly der-ted,
while on each side is a large hole, the frames and floor- plates be-
ing broken in. Besides these two apertures, the seams of the
bottom plating are so started j n places as to leak. One of the
propeller blades is broken off at the hub, and the others are more
or less damaged. Ou deck comparatively little damage is done,
the deck houses, bridge, and rigging are iu tact, the. only injury
being to tie bulwarks on the port bow and to the hatches ;i ad
companions. Below deck everything iu the cabins has been
ruined bv salt water, joiner work, upholstery, bedding and furni-
ture. The carved mahogany and joiner work can probably be re-
paired, out the furniture and decorations must be entirely re-
newed. The boilers are in place, but the engines are badly
damaged. The full extent of the damage to the. bottom cannot be
ascertained until the plating is removed, but some of the frames
will require to be replaced besides those immediately about the
holes. These latter have been covered with Sin. planking well
bolted ou and caulked, so that the yacht can lie afloat until the
arrangements for her repair are completed. The way in which
the yacht has stood the heavy pound rug sneaks well for the work
of her builders, Messrs. Robert Steele & Co . and of her designer,
Mr. John Harvey.

DEATH OF A YACHTSMAN.—The. cable hrings the news of a
very sad disaster at Belfast, Ireland, on Nov. 7, in which Viscount
Cantelupe, ayou«g British yachtsman and owner of the 5 rater
Fair Gcraldine, lost his life. The yacht is evidently the 4-rater
Uranus, built by Payne this year, a cutter of about 80ft. water-
line and 7ft. fliu. beam. The report is as follows: The loss of
the Urania in Belfast Lough, with her owner, Vi.<count Cantelupe,
the eldest son of the Rev. Reginald Windsor Sackvilie, Earl of De
La Warr. during tae fearful storm of the oast few days has already
been announced. It appears that the Viscount had just purchased
the yacht at Glasgow and was enjoying his maiden trip. On
Thursday evening he anchored off Bangor, 12 miles from here,
some 300yd", off shore, and only a stone's' throw from a row of
terraced villas at the foot of the main street of the village. Early
Thursday evening a gale began blowing and continued to increase
in strength until it had attained the proportions of a hurricane,
sweeping down from the north and west, the night turning out to
be one of the wildest ever experienced on the coast. As the wind
increased the sea broke over the little vessel, and much uneasiness
was felt, on shore lest she should be unable to ride nut the storm.
About 2 o'eloik on Friday the yacht sent up signals of distress,
audit became evident, that she was drifting on Salt Pan Rock,
upon which the ship City of LMckcow was wrecked several years
ago. The gale bad, however, «o increased in violence that it was
impossible to launch the life-boats, and the ill-fated vessel w j s
blown steadily inshore until the strucfe , her keel becoming wedged
in a rocky cleft and remaining a uout two hours in that position,
the sea sweeping over her. The Viscount and his men meantime
d> cid< d to take to the rigeine, as the yacht wip beginning to All,
Cantelupe going Prat. He had jest begun to ascend, having pas el
one ai m through a life buoy and around the rop s while the other
wasextended to help the man next belowhim, when he was struck
by a tremendous wave and carried off the wreck. His hodv has
not yet been rccovtred. The crew were subsequently all rescued
by means of lite-lines. The conduct of the Viscount, who was
only t wen t> -two, was most gallant throughout, his last words
being full of encouragement for his men. He was married last
June.

MINEOLA.—Designer Burgess and owner Belmont have decided
to try the advantages to be gained from the use of the modified
Manquita type of yacht in the 46-foot, class. Consequently, the
first design which was made for the Mineola has been put to one
side, and another is h^ing worked out which will contain more of
the ideas of the Mariquita. The new design for the Mineola will
be wider than either of the. other designs which have been drawn
for the 4(i-foot class, her bilge will be harder, and her midship
section will have a quicker turn at the garboards. All these things
are steps in the direction of Hie Mariquita type. On the other
hand, the new Mineola design will, call for a boat no wider abso-
lutely than, the Mariquita, though 6ft. longer on the waterkne.
The bilge and midship section, though showing harder curves than
the other 46-foot designs, are yet not as hard as those of the Mari -

quita. The new boat will have rhe adva n tage of lWh t construction
and of a better lead keel construction (ban the Mariquita had. In
short, the new Mineola will be of the Mariquita t.vpe, barring the
extreme, power which was sought to be put in the Mariqu-ta's
model, and without, the disadvantages of heavy construction, high
freeboard, large wetted surface and improper keel plan which
Mr. Belmont's boat of last year showed. It is safe to sav that the
new Mineola will give the s^ -called "Mariquita" type a fair trial,
as her competitors will differ sufficiently to make the racing a
contest of types.—Boston Globe.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. O.-The fall meeting of the
Seawanhafea Corinthian Y. C. was held on Nov. 8 with Vice-Corn.
Hill in the chair. Ex. -Com. Canfield, who has lately returned
from a long visit to Europe, was also present. Amotion to chaise
the club night from Saturday to Tuesday was tinally carried, hav-
ine been introduced at a previous meeting. The race commit* ee
was also empowered to look over the three club courses with a view
to their revision in accordance with the existing buoys and marks
in New York Bay, and a proposal was made to change the third
course, around Buoy 5. off i he Hook, to Buoy 1 off Point Comfort in
Raritan Bay, tbe course now sailed by the corresponding classes
in the Corinthian Y. C. The race committee was also requested to
examine Section 13 of Rule XXXIV., with a view to fixing its
exact meaning. Mr. J. W. Miller addressed the. club on the ques-
tion of the unification of the various departments pertaining to
the commercial marine of the United States in one body similar to
the British Board of Trade, and also on certain important changes
In the rules of the road, the subject being referred to the race com-
mittee with power. The most important business of the evening
was the presentation to Ex.-Oom. Canfield of a handsome silver
cup as a recognition of his services to the club.

NEWPORT CATBOATS.—On Nov. 6. a race was sailed off New-
port between the catboats Humming Bird and Four Brothers, the
stakes being $500 a side. The course was 10 miles to windwa rd
and return, from Goat Inland Light, around a stakeboat off Point
Judith, tbe sea. being. smooth, with a single reef breeze. Hum-
ming Bird, sailed by Capt. Tom Shea, led from the start, gaining
13mi.n. on the windward work and winning easdv, the times being;

Start. Turn. Finish.
Humming Bird 10 13 45 12 55 30 2 -35 15
Four Brothers 10 13 49 1 08 45 2 49 -36

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—At a meeting of the association held on
Nov. 0, important changes iu the constitution and by-laws were
made. The most important step taken was the making of the 25-
rater class, and now boats up to 25ft. w.l. can come into the organi-
zation. Several members are building small cutters this class.
The dues will remain as heretofore— to wit, $2 per annum. The
commanding officer is now an admiral while the squadron officers
are commodores. All the old officers were, elected to fill out their
unexpired terms. Proposed for membership, William Gardner.
FORTUNA, schr., Mr. Henry S. Hovey, will at. last give up her

bowsprit and flying jibboom for a single nose pole. Mr. A. Gary
Smith's flrst sail plan, made when the yacht was built in 1883,
called for this rig, hut it was too far ahead of the time, and the
conventional coaster's headgear was adapted.
NYDIA, steam yacht, Dr. R. V. Pierce, built at Wintringham's

last winter, has returned to New York after summer on the canals
and lakes, and is fitting out for a Southern cruise.

XARA—Mr. Jas. Means' 10-footer is reported sold to Mr. Kane,
of Newark, N. J, She has lately been coppered at Lawley'a.

KATHLEEN.~Qn Thursday of last week, Mr. Zerega gave a
dinner at the Seawanbaka Corinthian Y. C. house to the members
of Kathleen's crew, 14 being present. A large and handsome col-
lection of prizes won by her in 1889 and '90 was displayed.

CORONET, schr,, Mr. A. E. Bateman, arrived at Nassau on Oct.
30, after a cruise of 30 days from Madeira, with her owner and
family on board, sailing on Nov. 1 for Jacksonville and Fernan-
dina.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1S90.-III.
HPHE CAMP.—In its surrounding, amusements and every-day
JL life, the meet of 1890 was a very pleasant one. One thing
that, contributed greatly to the sociability was the excellent lay-
ing out of the camp, the natural features of the ground being pecu-
liarly favorable, and utilized to their fullest extent by the com-
mittee. There was practically one long avenue through the whole
extent of both camps, ru lining aiong the edge of t he bluff, and on
this ft onted most, of the club encampments; the tents running
back in rows and streets. Each club had its flagpole and club
flagon the bluff, while the most attractive of the tents were
pitched to face the avenue, the effect, being further improved by
such ornaments as the Red Dragon, the Puritan Ship, the Treaty
Elm, Plymouth Rock, and other grotesque and picturesque works
of art. In the center of the main avenue was the headquarters
(the commodore's official tent with a smaller one in the rear), the
post office and secretary's office, and a tent devoted to the chief
signal officer and bis staff, in front being two lofty poles and a
yacht gun from the commodore's yacht Vandal, anchored just in
front of tbe camp. The tent of the regatta committee and the
official bulletin board were close beside the secretary's tent.
At the end of the camp nearest the wharf, and as close as pos-

sible to the mess tent, was the largo encampment of the lanrhe
C. C, in the form of a square, the open apace in the center being
adorned with the club flag inlaid with white pebbles in the turf.
From here, down to the Brooklyn camp, which formed the other
end of the long rows of tents, extended a second street, parrailel
with the first and not quite so stylish or regular, where many of
the late, comers pitched their tents. The two were, connected at
intervals by short cross streets, though these latter were not, as
numerous as they should have been, some of the campers pitching
their tents in spaces intended to be left open for passage through
the camp. Back of all the tents was a space for twice as many
more, with another front on Peconic Bay and a second good beach.
In all the main camp there was baldly a tree and not; a stone or

boulder, the turf being smooth and even. By means of the club
flags a new-comer could at once locate the various clubs, while
each sepnrate camp was easy of access from the main avenue.
The result of this was that, instead of hunting about among trees
and underbrush for missing friends, and often failing to find them
for several days, it was an easy matter to know who was in camp
and where each w»s to be found; while the avenue made a °-en-
eral promenade, with the headquarters as a rendezvous, so that
the men were thrown much closer together than in the wooded
catnps of tbe. last three years, and all became quickly acquainted.
This was the more desirable on account of tne altered composi-

tion of the attendance that was so noticeable to old campers this
yea,r. A very large number of familiar faces, men who have at-
tended nearly every meet since the first Grindstone, were, missing
this year, and a proportionate number of new men were seen. In
some camps the new men would have pitched their tents quietly
in a corner and made acquaintance only with their immediate
neighbors, if they had any; but here they were in the open, seeing
every one and being seen in return, and very quickly entering into
the friendly and fraternal relationship that has characterized
nearly all the camps.
Much of the pleasure of an A. C. A. camp is dependent on the

weather, and in this respect there was really little to complain of
this year. Some days were nor particularly pleasant, but in spite
of much threatening t here was very little rain, the worst being
the hf avy showers of the first day or two. and in particular of the
first Sunday evening. On several occasions there was every indi-
cation of a sullen and prolonged easterly storm, but they were
not verified, and the campers experienced litlle serious discom-
fort from theraiu. One partial guarantee of the committee, and
that a rash one, was kep: ; there were but few mosquitoes, far less
than the average, attendance on salt water, and no special com-
plaint was heard on this ground.
One picturesque feature of the meets, the club uniforms, has

almost entirely disappeared, each man dressed merely to suit his
own taste. The club uniform served an excellent purpose in
keeping up the esprit He cdrps of each club, and it is a pity that it
has tallen into disuse. There was les3 of the du lish display and
over-dressing that has heen criticised at times, the tendency this
year being rather toward grotesque and fantastic costumes,
where men wore anytnlng else than ordinary shore togs in tweeds
and flmnels, One of the tall men of the camp cut a rather strik-
ing figure in a jersey of open netting over very brown arms and
snoulders, and another even taller set oft* his length by a jersey
of horizontal stripes, red and white, surmounted by a red toque.
The club badges were abundant and some of them very pretty.

It has become the fashion for each club to provide a handsome
silk badge, numbers being given out to friends, especially to the
ladies. This year there were about 30 different on»s.
The guarding of the camp devolved on a captain of the watch

and four pickets, together with tbe offic r of the day. One picket
was stationed at the entrance from the Neck, at the Squaw Point
end, another on the wharf, a third on the west shore, and a fourth
along the main front. Visitors from the yachts were always
welcomed, and many who came in by carriage or smatl boat in
smalt parties, but it was found necessary to place some limit, or
the camp would have been overrun at all times. Catboats,
launches and small craft of all kinds besieged the wharf, while
the attack on the land side, on foot or in roa veyances of all sorts,
was hardly less vigorous. A compromise was in a measure
effected by the announcement of a visitors' day, which occurred
during the second week; but on this occasion the camp was liter-
ally taken by storm, it was estimated that 2.000 people visited the
camp, and nothing more uupleasaut for the campers could well
be imagined. Each shore wras lined with boats, Irom the largest
schooner yachts down to rowboats and naphtha launches, while
sloops and catnoats lay at the wharf in three tiers.
Many of the visitors wore well behaved and orderly, but a large

number were of the ordinary t.vpe of country sightseers, without
regard for anything. Armed with lunch baskets and paper
parcels, they settled down on the cs.mp and made it their own.
Hammocks, camp stools and chairs were cooly appropriated
before the eyes of the indignant owners, and tent strings were
untied and the interiors inspected, while many tents were invaded
by parties of strangers who simply went in and made themselves
at home in the absence of the owners. One unhappy proprietor
of a large tent near headquarters was appalled on his return in
the. afternoon to find a sign in front, placed by some thoughtful
friend, "Basket Parties Welcome," which invitation had been
freely accepted by a dozen or more of the natives of Long Island
The camp had the aspect of a county fair all day, to the utter dis-
comfort of its rightful owners, and there was a shout of joy when
a rain squall came up late in the afternoon and drove' the un-
welcome intruders to t heir boats.
The admission of visitors to camp is a very troublesome matter

to arrange; without any wish to be inhospitable, it is simply im-
possible for the Association to throw its camp open at all times to
strangers, or even to do so for a single day. The time is too short
for the canoeists to be turned out of their tents and have all the
pleasures of the camp suspended during one of the best days, and
some measure should be devised to prevent such a wholesale and
offensive invasion as that of this year. It has been the custom at
all times to welcome all who have friends and acquaintances in
camp, as well as strangers who profess any interest in canoeing,
or any desire to know more of it, but incline must be drawn some-
where to keep out the ordinary sightseer who comes in droves.
There Is no reason why such persons, unknown to those in camp
and unable to give a good reasonfor their desire to visit it. should
be allowed to land when in such numbers as to be troublesome.
At one time on the St. Lawrence the local steamers went so far as
to bill the surrounding country with notires of excursions to the
camp at 25 cents per head, a proceeding which was promptly met
by refusing the right of landing to these boats. Th° requirement
of a visitor's badge, which may only be obtained at headquarters,
and which is practically a pass, is a very good one when it is
rigidly enforced, but special care is necessary in guarding the
privacy and seclusion of the camp from mere idle intruders.
In close relation to this question of transient soectators is that

of non-members staying in the camp. In 1888 the following
amendment to Article I. of the bv-laws was adopted to cover this
point; "Non-members of the A. C. A., when accompanying mem-
bers, may be admitted to the camp at the discretion of the com-
modore and secretary; provided that if they spend more than two
nights in camp the member introducing them shall pay for each
the regular dues and camp fees paid by members." This amend-
ment, though adopted at the Lake George eamp and at onoe put.

in force there, was never inserted in the A. C. A. book, and ha s
been completely lost sight of. This year a new motion was made,
to the effect that no one but an A. O. A. member shall spend more
than one night in camp. The wording of this last motion is very
objectionable, as in the event of any visitor whatever being
oone-ed to spend more than one night in camp, he must become a
member of the Association, without regard to his desire to join or
to his eligibility for membership. It has not infrequently hap-
pened that men have come to camp who were not members, but
who were known as canoeists or sportsmen, and to whose presence
tor a tew days there could be no objection, as they were properly
vouched for by some members. Under the new rule such men
may si ay in camp just one night, then they must apply for mem-
bership or he expelled from the camp; there is no discretionary
power left with the officers.
» Under the flrst rule quoted not only is a longer period of grace
allowed, but any man who has a friend visit him in camp can
apply to the commodore nd secretary for permission for a longer
stay upon the payment of the ordinary camp charges to a mem-
ber. Tina latter proviso is a bar to an evil that has existed in the
past, where men who have refused to join the Association have
come to camp, sometimes for several years in succession, paying
nen her dues nor camp fees. There is no opening allowed for
trumps of this sort, but at the same time the courtesy of the camp
can be extended to strangers in cases where it is desirable without
giving them the option of joining the Association or immediately
quittmg camp.
A special feature of this year was the signal code and the ob-

servance of yachting etiquette in the matters of salutes and
colors to an extent never before practiced. So far, in fact, was the
latter carried that when the commodore visited the camp tonsorial
parlors his flag was immediately hoisted on the parti-eolored pole
at the door. No doubt a certain amount of ceremonial is desir-
able, but it is possible to carry such things too far. The signal
code, tor which the Association is indebted to Commodore Stan-
ton and Mr. E. W. Brown, was of practical value and has become
a permanent institution, though to utilize it completely an open
camp is a necessity; in several of the past camps the signals
would have been visible only from a few points, on account of the
trees.
One amusing character about the camp was a huge shambling
lonl- />11T' tU'lf tni.n,..i nr. .... rt^n . ..T» £ . , _ -, " . .

heels of a member ot bis club, and bis uncouth, but good-natured,
face made many friends. He has gone down to fame in one of
Mr. Stoddard's photos, where lie is rigged out with a bathing suit,
on bis hind legs, an oilskin coat, and a pair of rubber boots on for-
ward, and an old sou'wester on his head.
AnA.C. A, camp always affords plenty of amusements, and

this year was no exception, there being the usual round of visit-
ing, gossip, canoe talk, scrub race", paddling and fishing trips,
camp-fires and flirting, with the added pleasures of the yachting
and ot good, still-water bathing. lu addition to the regular out-
door fun the experiments of 1887 and '89 were repeated, in the ball
and minstrel show, but without the signal success that attended
tbe first effort, in each direction; in fact it appears doubtful
whether such outside affairs, however well managed, are worth
encouraging in camp. The dance at. Lake Champlaih in 18S7 was
something unique, an impromptu affair that every one. enjoypd ou
account of its novelty. Tne one of this year was as well -managed,
but it was not the great success that was expected; and, consider-
ing the number of men and the very few ladies, the camp ball is
hardly likely to become a fixed institution. The circus at Stave,
island last year was so good, and so entirely unexpected, that it
achieved an immense and well-deserved success After it how-
ever, the entertainment of this year was verv flat; in fact, barring
such comparison and on its own merits, the minstrel show cannot
be set down as a success. It rose no higher than an impromptu
amaieur minstrel show, with a very strong and disagreeable
vareety flavor: and lacked entirely the brilliancy and spontaneity
of the circus. This was the more noticeable from the fact that
some worthy successor of the latter had been in a measure an-
nounced and expected. As all four of these entertainments were
Under the same able direction, that of Mr. Seavev, who has proved
to be a sort of Barnum, Dockstadter and Ward McAllister in one,
tbe fattlt does not, lie in the management, hut in the fact that such
entertainments are not in harmony with the spirit of camp-life,
and can ouly be successful when occurring at intervals and with-
out pre-arrangement. As soon as men come to camp with cos-
tumes and outfits for a set show the result is likely to be disap-
pointing. There is so much to be done in the line of camp-fires,
illuminations, lontern parades on the wat>r, and such out-door
amusements thai there is no necessity to go out-sic e of them to
seek special features. The water parade by night and the review
of the fleet by day are each too good to be abandoned, and as
neither has heen seen for several years it might, pay to revive
them next season.
The most appropriate and pleasing of camp entertainments is

the evening camp-fire, of which fewer than usual were held this
year. The general farewell camp-fire, at which the raizes were
presented, was partly spoiled by bad weather, but there were two
others that were more fortunate. One of the plensantest even-
ings of the meet was that at the Vesper camp-fire, a verv well-
managed affair at which special attention was paid to the ladies.
Another pleasant affair, to which, however, the ladies were not,
invited, was the camp-fire of the Mohican C. C. in front of their
encampment on the bluff, of which Mr. Stoddard has made an
excellent flashlight picture. An evening like this, beneath a clear
starry summer sky, the circle of canoeists lit up by the flames
irom a huge pile of fragrant cedar, with good and appropriate
music from banjes, guitars, mandolins and a large chorus of
voices, is widely different from a couple of hours spent in a «-ent
halt Iwhtcd b\ smoky lanterns, while one listens to the fine old

ftf either, out at night their voices furnished the most, and the
beBt ot the vocal music.
One valuable discovery was made at the Vesper camp-fire. It is

elwavs a difficult matter to promote congregational singing
which is, after all. the true music for the camp-fire, and this, is
particularly tue case after a good quartette or a few good soloists
have sung. At the camp-fire in question tbe camp bugler was
stationed at a little distance from the circle, and when other
music flagged he started up a familiar air on his cornet. One or
two voices at once started the song, tbe whole assemblage Foining
in, and such old favorites as "Suwance River" and "Marching
Thro' Georgia," were trolled out in quick succession with a vigor
that drowned the noise of the surf and the night wind, and made
them auaible far across the bay.
There is one part of the camp-fire which this year came in fol-

iar less than its usual prominence, be it said with pleasure. This
is tne part that comes after the circle has broken up and the
ladies departed, when an extra bottle is emptied into the pail of
punch on the embers, when the songs decrease in melody as they
gain in force of expression, and when those stupid, tiresome and
shameless old reprobates, the camp chestnuts, the same lil-
ts avo ted lot that were heard in 1880 and '81, and have done steady
duty ever since, come out for an annual airing in the darkness.
Ihis year, tor what reason we know not, the second session of the
camp-tire did not go with its accustomed swing at.d vigor, keeping
the punch boi ting and the. embers brigbi. mifill or SVclock am*
afterward, making sleep impossible in camp until daylight. After
the ladies departed a few songs were sung, the doings of the day
in camp, the arrivals, the results of the races and the probable
bill of tare for the next day, were quietly discussed and. the meet-
ing broke up before midnight. A few terrible fVUows sat up and
played cards or told stories iu their tents, but there was nothing
to disturb the majority who wished to sleep. The contrast in
point of order between this camp and some of the preceding ones
was most apparent, and entirely in favor of this year: let us hope
that the improvement is a permanent one.
Que threatened danger that menaced the camp at flrst was hap-

pily averted; tbe loss of rest caused bythei?a%i)iStw»er wall
very slight; m fact, the first attempt at a camp newspaper must
be set down as a failure. In the hands of an old camper, one

i hovo uglily familiar with the meets and the men, a camp paper
might be very bright and entertaining; but the present one. was
neither. The diluted amount of news and the machine-made
jokes savored stiongly of the orcunary church fair journal, aud
the paper was in no way an index of the true life of the camp

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.—The meeting of
the executive committee of tbe A. C. A. in Boston on Saturday
next, promises to be the largest in point of attendance and also
the most important yet held. A very large number of canoeists
are likely to be present in addition to the members of the execu-
tive and other committees. The proposed business will probably
include in additiou to the routine of reports and choice of a camp
site some measurers of special interest to the cruisers, in the shape
of a more active recognition and encouragement of crnisahie
canoes and of efforts to encourage cruising as well as racing. We
hope to be able to give a full report in the next issue of the Fou-
EST ANn STREAM,
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THE VOTE OF 1889.

WE have been trying for some time to obtain exact and reli-

able information concerning the vote taken by letter in

May, 1889, on the standing sail and sliding seat, but without much
success, as there is no record of the vote in the official minutes.
It is only within the present week that, through the courtesy of
the librarian of the A. C. A., we have been permitted to examine
the replies from the members of the executive committee in
answer to the following circular sent out in April, 1889. The
figures which we now give should lhave been officially published
at the time, and had this been done, with the letters on which
they are based, a great deal of trouble would have been saved
the Association. As these figures are the property of the mem-
bers at large there can be no Impropriety in publishing them. The
circular reads:
Peterborouoh, March 19, 1889.—To the Commodore of the Amer-

ican Canoe Association: Sib—The reeatta committee of 1889 hav-
ing been directed by the executive committee to consider and re-
port upon the question of sliding seats and flxpd sails beg to report
that in their view it is not in the interests of the Association that
these should be retained as appliances to be allowed and author-
ized in the general programme, and they, therefore, respectfully
submit to the executive committee the advisability of introducing
in the sailing regulations such amendments as may be necessary
to remove all doubt on the subject.
The following amendments are suggested:
Rule I. Under the head "Measurement," in the last paragraph

add after the first sentence the words "sliding seats or other like
appliances beyond the gunwale in the sailing classes shall be added
to and measured in the beam."
Rule X TV. Add the words "all sails shall be capable of being

effectively and readily raised and lowered when afloat."
E. B. Edwauds, Chairman Reg. Com.

The vote was as follows:

Standing Sails. Sliding Seat.

To

Betain.

Marsh,
Huntington,
Stryker,
Stephens,
Palmer,
Brokaw, 6

Marsh,
Rice,
Huntington,
Stryker,
Stephens,
Palmer,
Brokaw, "7

To

ProhiMt.

Rice,
Holmes,
Tyson,
Rathbun,
Fraser,
Masten,
Andrews,
Dunnell, 8

Holmes,
Tyson,
Rathbun,
Praser,
Masten,
Andrews,
Dunnell, .7

No answers received: Robinson and Shedd,2. In favor of pro-
hibiting both, but not voting by mail: Com. Rogers and Sec'v
Hatton, 2; total 18.

In this table 14 out of the 18 members of the executive committ ee
are positively accounted for; of the other 4 there is no record, it

does not appear that Messrs. Robinson and Shedd voted at all, the
latter we believe was then beyond the reach of the mails. As to
Com. Rogers and Sec'y Hatton, itis known that both were in favor
of abolishing the standing sail and sliding seat, but as there was
no necessity for either to vote by mail, being in charge of the
whole matter, there is no record of votes from them. As but 6
men out of 18 voted against the amendment relating to the stand-
ing sail, and but 7 against the other, it certaiuly appears that both
amendments were carried in May of last year. Why the result of

the vote was not publicly announced at the time, and how such a
serious blunder was made, remains to be explained. The error is

all the more remarkable in that Mr. Edwards, who introduced the
same motion for the prohibition of the standing sail at the late
meeting of the expcutive committee, was the proposer of the
motion in 1889 and was closelv associated with the Commodore
and Secretary in the counting of the votes. , Prom the above sum-
mary it appears that the motions to prohibit standing sails and to
limit sliding seats were drawn up in the proper form, of specific
amendments to the sailing rules, recommended by the regatta
committee, and regularly passed by the executive committee in
Mav 1889, becoming a part of the Laws of the Association; in which
case the late irregular legislation all falls to the ground. The
whole matter from the beginning up to the present tiine is with-
out parallel in the history of the Association, and it is to be hoped
that when once set right it will long remain in that condition.

Partner Wanted.—Partner wanted in an old established
skiff and canoe factory. Amount of capital not so material, as a
man with the necessary experience and qualifications capable of
taking entire charge of the manufacturing and management of
the whole business, as present partners (two) reside at a distance
and are unable to take any active interest in it. Address Skiffs,
care Forest and Stream office, New York.—Adv.

^nswer
L
H to (^amzgcndmts.

H. A. C, Boston.—Where are muskrats found in the greatest
number? Ans. The New York fur dealers receive their largest
supplies of muskrat skins from Delaware, New Jersey and Mary-
land.

Wire Cartridge, Evansville, Wis.—The wire cartridges are
used less now than formerly. You can probably get them from
Squires, or other like dealers, by sending particulars of bore of
gun, size of shot, etc.

J. M., Moorheadville, Pa.—The shooting qualities of the gun
you ask about are equal to those of the others. For ruffed grouse
you may use a setter or pointer or a spaniel. The paper shells
will prove satisfactory.

A. H. D., Sandusky, O.—I have a very fine pointer dog, and he
works well except he mouths a bird. What is the best thing to
do ? You had better read "Training vs. Breaking," where this
subject is fully treated.
E. W. B., Akron, Ohio.—Please answer through your paper

where I can get ferrets trained for rabbit hunting. Ans. We do
not know. Perreut hunting rabbits is not considered sportsman-
like. The Ohio law forbids the practice except by landowners on
their own premises.

W. O. W., Charlottesville, Va—Kindly tell me if there is any
difference in tne shooting of 38 and 30in. 12-bore shotgun barrels.
Ans. Yes, the 30in. birrel will burn more powder than the 28in,
barrel; but the difference is not great enough, in our estimation,
to make the 30in. preferable, if the shooting is in the bush.
Sooth Side, Ottumwa, Iowa.—Will you please tell me whether

or not such shooters as Budd, Stice, Heikes, Wolstencroft, Ruble,
etc., shoot (at the trap) wood or Schultze powder or black pow-
der? Ans. We believe that Budd and Stice shoot wood powder,
having been hired to use it, and Hiekes the Schultze. Ruble shoots
black.

J. N. B„ Pine Iron Works, Pa.—1 see in your columns they have
a license in the State of Delaware for gunners. If I should go on
a visit 1o some friends and go out with them, must I have a
license. I have a brother-in-law living in Lewis, Sussex county,
and if I go to see him I would like to take my gun; but if I must
have a license I will not take it along. Ans. The law requires
that a non-resident must obtain a license from the Delaware
Game Protective Association. The fee is $5 for the first year and

$2 for succeeding years. The Association secretary's address is
George Churchman, Wilmington. See full text of law in Booli of
the Game Laws.
Enquirer.— 1. Can I find any publication that gives better rules

for loading than Chipmunk's "Wingshooting?" 2. Have you ever
put in pamphlet form the result of your gun trial tests, so that
one can see at a glance which gun did the best shooting ? Ans. 1.

There are two or three loading tables in "Hints and Points." 2.

No, but they will be so printed.

S. S. A.. Ellisburgh, N. Y.—Please give your opinion on the fol-
lowing: Can a man control a stream (as far as shooting and fish-
ing are concerned) upon which a schooner of 60 tons burden does
a regular business through the whole season every year ? Ans.
We think not, unless he holds the stream by some special grant,
but your statement is not definite enough to warrant a specific
Teply.

L. O. K., New York.—Will you kindlv inform me if a permit is
necessary to hunt deer in Ontario or Quebec? If so, to whom do
we apply for same, and also if game can be taken out of the coun-
try? Ans. Non-resident license required for Ontario, fee $10,
issued by Commissioner of Crown Lands, at Ottawa. License re-
quired in Quebec, fee $20. Exportation of game from Canada
forbidden. See full text of law in Book of the Game Laws.
A. B.—Please inform me as to the difference between a profes-

sions 1 pigeon shooter, such as Bogardusand Brewer, and amateur
pigeon shooters, as Macalester and Murphy. Ans. It is difficult
to define the distinction, since if any exists, it is largely in the
Imagination; but it is generally conceded that a man who Is em-
ployed by gun makers to shoot their guns, or who shoots as a busi-
ness, is a professional. In most sports the distinction lies between
competing for money and competing for fun; but shooting for a
money stake does not constitute a contestant a professional.

P. L. C, Pittsfield, Mass.—Will you kindly inform me if I pay
twenty-five cents for registering ft dog in the American Kennel
Gazette whether that entitles me to the name claimed until I see
fit to enter in Stud Book ? Ans. The A. K. C. secretary says in
reference to this that in so far as it lies in his power, it does "pro-
tect the name, though in the case of a name listed with the sec-
retary of a show for the purpose of showing a dog, he can of
course have no power, as the name has not been filed with him in
the first instance. A registry number in the Stud Book protects
you fully.

C. L. J., Mcintosh Bluff, Ala.—Do you know any party engaged
in frog culture for market or otherwise to whom 1 could write
for information concerning the industry, or know of any work on
the subject, or where the best breeds of bullfrogs can be had.
What I want most is to get on the right track for information as
to where to get the best Jersey stock and information about rais-
ing, breeding, etc. Any light that you may be pleased to give me
will be appreciated by your obedient servant. Ans. We know of
no successful attempt to breed frogs. Probably Alabama swamps
will supply as choice breeds for experiments as New Jersey.

C. P. E., South Lincoln, Mass.—1. C. B. Yaux, 34 Cortlandt st„
New York. 2. This receipt for browning erun barrels is given by
Greener in his "Modern Gun:" Take loz. muriate tincture of steel;
loz. spirits of wine; yioz. muriate of mercury; y±oi>. strong nitric
acid; J^oz. blue stone; lqrt. water. Mix well, and allow to stand
30 days to amalgamate. After the oil or grease has been removed
from the barrels by lime, the mixture is laid on lightly with a
sponge every 10 hours. It should be scratched off with a steel
wire brush night and morning until the barrels are dark enough;
and then the acid is destroyed by pouring boiling water on the
barrels, and continuing to rub them until nearly cool. If the bar-
rels are of laminated steel do not dilute the acid so much. 3. J.
Annin, Jr., Caledonia, Livingston Co., N, Y., or W. L. Gilbert,
Plymouth, Mass., can supply trout and, doubtless, landlocked sal-
mon. 4. Probably not; they require plenty of room, considerable
depth of water, low temperature and plenty of natural food.
Landlocked smelt are generally introduced where it is proposed
to keep salmon.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Doge, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

300Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cures? Fevers,Congestions, Inflammation
A.A.i Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.--Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism,
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.

Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I—Eniptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - . 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,

Corner William and John Sts., New York-

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICK ai.oo.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

(TRADE 1ARK.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each,

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send lO cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
Manufacturers of every description ofPISHING- TAG

18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

FIIVTEI

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Wot Sold &t Retail by the BSauufootvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 88-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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T>OOK OF THE GAME LAWS:
-D A COMPENDIUM OF THE LAWS OF
THE TJMTED STATES AND OF CANADA
RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

CONTAINING THE FTTLL TEXT OF ALL
IMPORTANT SECTIONS OF THE GENERAL
LAWS, AND DIGESTS OF LOCAL LAWS.

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY AND REVISED TO DATE. COMPILED
FROM ORIGINAL SOURCES AND EDITED BY CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
PRICE, 50 CENTS. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO. SEND
FOR CIRCULAR.

Tkt this Just owce
PRESERVAUNE.A Boon to tlie Sportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, 3irds and Pish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can
prepare it) $2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRBSERVA.LINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

E3I>"Wr-A.ra> "XrOM HOPE,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

TWO NEW BOOKS ON DOGS,

House and Pet Dogs.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

Illustrated with portraits of prize winners of all breeds.

PAPER, PRICE 50 CENTS.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F H. F. MERCER.

A Complete Manual, Illustrated.
PRICE $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y
DAVIES & CO., LondoD, England.

Bv "SENECA."
A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the

absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NSW YORK: Pobkst and Btrkam Publishing Co., 318 Br sadway.
UJWISOW: lUviss ft. Co.. 1 Finch Iaho. CornhilL

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THJS
AMKKICAN NEEDLE AND EISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn,
who have the
largest facili-

ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.,
P

"
°<r

Bc
l?w

2(S3 - spEOIA L AGENTS,
No. 77 Chambers St., N. Y.

PRICE'S

I

"bass Liisric.

No Yds.

This Line Is made of the bust Irish Flax specially spun
for dip., and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 il.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO. PEIOE, 171 East 84th St., 8w York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting1 Lamps,
With Silver Plated toco-

motive Befleetora.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

SLBERT FEieUSOI. Off1m. 85 Fulton St., M.T.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK & CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisliniE Tackle, fins, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds o£

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

'(S3 Haymarket* LONDON
(Vrh) For illustrated- catalogue

-tW TACKLE JiODS

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By EAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo.. 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale hy
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

PhotoTrading Post
Headquarters of the Chautauqua School

of Photography. Publishers of Photo-
graphic Times and Annual. Manufactur-
ers of all sorts of Photo material specially

the Waterbury, the Irving View and Advill
cameras.

Send for catalogue.

The Scoviil & Adams Co.,
has Broome St., N. Y.

Tfie Forest Waters tlie Farm

;

OR,

The Value of Woodlands as Reservoirs,

Being the Les Etudes de Maitre Pierre
sur L'Agriculture et les Forets.

FAB M. ANTONIN BOUSSET.
Translated hy

REV. S. W. POWELL.
The introduction reviews the extraordinary

movement of torrent taming in France, in pre-
paring public sentiment for which the Studies of
Master Peter played a noteworthy part. The
book was written as a sort of science primer,
setting forth the first principles of the relations
existing between woodlands and agriculture.
The principles and reasoning are not less appli-
cable ito the United States to-day than to France
then.

Price in cloth, 75 eta. j paper, 50 cts.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

39 Park Row, New York,

r-nnmrm? T»AVTTCS * HO.. 1 V" «h T.n.r>«.

1
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TKUMBULI.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag

' OPINIONS OP THE PBES8:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocmn.
There is a delightful dearth of dead languages

in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird

—

a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two xipon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
PRICK 8S.BO.

WOODCRAFT
By "NESSM.UK." Price SI. OO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO .

318 Broadway, New York.

Useful £ Entertaining Books
FOR SPORTSMEN.

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen. By "Seneca." $1.50
Canoe Handling1

. By C. Bowyer Vaux... . ;#1.00
Audubon Bird Pictures (23 reproductions from Audubon Magazine) 1.00
Training vs. .Breaking. By 8. T. Hammond, Kennel Editor F. and S l.OO
Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens, Yachting El. P. andS. 2.00
West India Hurricanes and the Great Blizzard, E P. Hayden.. l.OO
Wild Fowl Shooting. By W. B. Lefpinuwell 2.50
Portraits of Dogs and Hunting Scenes. List of prices sent on application.

For fuller descriptions of these books see back numbers of Forest and Stream, or

lend for a free illustrated catalogue of our books.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broa I way. New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. L, 3 joint, 6 strip, Sp it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9|, 10,

101ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ' 3 32

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Pod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8§, 9, 9J, 10ft ,
weight 9, lOj, 12, 13oz Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted • ' 3 82

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75

No. 8, sime as No. 7, bat is 3 joint - " 3 75

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft , 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balauce Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 48c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c
;
3ft., per doz., 45o. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Seed gs. stasia for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING,

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <£, WESSON,
CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, If. Y

"Ill - ' Jf*
NEW STOCK.

PARKER B. L. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent I'oreend, Bar Reboimding ,. . r ...

Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib Pistol ^, „ lU-itore

Grip, Pnbber Butt Low Hammerslandicffld.
1

P°« Se^ Price
No. 2, Iwist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 39.20 $00.00 ' 4'2.75
No. 4, Lamina it- ii > . n - j, i. ]^rock ffi.OO 46 35 70.00 49.90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock

80.00

57.00 85.00 6O.60
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Iportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - . »5.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - - 8.75CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First QuaUty, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First QuaUty, To Order, 85.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or exuress
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. U. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

GKEO. BARNARD & GO.,
\ 108 Madison Streer, Chicago, 111.

HP**8^ Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
hest firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

tO,.
103 Milk Street,

" Boston,

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OP THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.
W. L. GUbert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
My Dear Sir—In regard to the trout eggs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been had
from them at all of the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had a loss of less than 1 per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

FOR SALE.
Valuable ducking property in North Carolina.

Price seventy-five hundred ($7,500) dollars.
Above consists of Harbor Island and over one

hundred acres of marsh land situated at the en-
trance of Core Sound, North Carolina. Sixty
miles from Newberne and forty from Morehead
City. Harbor Island contains about eight acres
and has on it a house forty-four (44) by forty-two
(42), two stories and attic. (Lower story abode);
uine bed rooms on second floor, a two-story ex-
tension forty-six (46) by eighteen (18), (all plainly
hut sufficiently furnished), together with a few
necessary out-buildings. Large wine cellar
under main house All the buildings less than
three years old. Pier extends to main channel.
Shooting consists of redheads, broadbilla and

other ducks; also brant and geese. In spring and
fall curlew and snipe are numerous. Duck shoot-
ing commences December first and lasts till
March. Photographic views will be shown and
full particulars given by FREDERICK ROBERT,
Nos. 97-99 Water street, N. Y. 2t

FERRE'J S VS. ftATS!
First class ferrets—Sure Pop Breed—specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. The second edition—revised and illus •

trated—of my celebrated hand book on Ferrets
and Bat Extermination mailed to any address on
receipt of 25 cents. For sale at ADOLPH ISAAC-
SEN'S "Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, N. Y. city.

LIVE QUAIL and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1S38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting pui-DOses. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

FOR SALE.—HANDSOME, LATEST MODEL
Greener 16-g. hammer gun, practically new.

Cost $300, price $125. Box 218, Southport, Conn.
novl3,tf

OERRETS FOR SALE.-$6 PER PAIR, $3
JD single. CHAS. H. VAN VECHTEN, Victor,
Ontario county, N. Y. It

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mericanm),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

mmxtnl

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

Beavers, Badgers, Birds,
Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St., N.Y. City.

WANTED. — LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad-

dress full particulars, P. 0. Box 3,350, New York
City. nov6,6t

WANTED. —LIVE PRAIRIE CHICKENS
and pheasants. Address T. R. LOUGHREY,

438 Wood street, Pittsburgh, Pa. It

lis is

AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Fishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Rc-nndup: Life Among the
Cowboys, etc

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coqutna. ")

12oio., 300 pages, profusely illustrated with
handsome gold side stamp and back amp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, 83.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should he sent In by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to he inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per
year, $2 for sis months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searies and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.
Brontano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per

year; $2.50 for six months.
Address all communications

forest and Stream Publishing Co.

No. 318 Broadway. New York City.
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SERIOUS CHARGES.
yN New York there are fifteen game and fish, protec-

A tors. They are appointed by the Commissioners of

Fisheries. The law prescribes that these protectors

"shall hold their office respectively during the pleasure

of the Board of Fish Commissioners, who may summarily
remove any one of their number whenever, in their judg-

ment, they shall deem such a change, for any cause,

advisable." They are further authorized to designate

one of the fifteen protectors as a chief, to have superin-

tendence of the others. He is as one of the fifteen sub-

ject to summary removal.

At the last meeting of the Commission Fred. P. Drew
was removed from the position of chief protector, and
J. Warren Pond, of Malone, was put in the place. We
have already commented on the criticism elicited by this

action; but new charges have now been brought against

the Commissioners, which surely deserve attention, for

they are of a most serious character.

One former criticism had been that Mr. Drew was
Gen. Sherman's man, and that in removing his man in

Gen. Sherman's absence, the other Commissioners put

upon Gen. Sherman a direct personal affront. A second

charge was that the removal was without' due cause. A
third, that the change means certain and serious injury to

the cause of protection.

Of these several charges the first one is quite unim-
portant from the public standpoint. If there was any
lack of courtesy in the course pursued by the Commis-
sioners it was certainly unfortunate and to be deplored;

but it as certainly has nothing whatever to do with the

one point at issue, which is the wisdom of the change.

As to the second charge, that Mr. Drew's removal

was without sufficient cause, we have previously ex-

pressed the opinion that his superiors might justly

be presumed to know more about that than the

public; and the presumption—good until proved erron-

eous—is that .they acted under a conviction that the

change would benefit the service. This presumption is

based on the known character of the Commissioners.

The third charge, that the removal of Mr. Drew means a

blow to the interests of protection, may be true or it may
be unfounded. That will depend largely on the conduct
and ability of his successor.

The new man, J. Warren Pond, of Malone, was ap-

pointed wholly on his record, which was far the best of

all the protectors; he has never lost a case; is a man of

acknowledged courage and ability, and has won the

respect and confidence of those who are familiar with his

work in the fifth district. Whether he is competent to

fill the place of chief protector time will tell. If he can-

not do the work of the office, we have not the slightest

doubt that some one else can be found to do it. But we
believe in the justice of giving Chief Pond an opportunity

to show his mettle, before crying out that his appoint-

ment means the death blow of game and fish protection

in this State. At best this third criticism can be at pres-

ent only a matter of opinion and prognostication; his

conduct of the office will demonstrate the facts.

There are other charges against the Commissioners
which are so serious that they should be proved true or

withdrawn, and that at once. In the Utica Morning
Herald Mr. John D. Collins, of the Utica Association,

commenting on the Forest and Stream's suggestion that

it was to be presumed that the Commissioners had good
cause for their action, says: "From knowledge of the

chief's official success and zeal in protection, equally it

may be 'presumed' he has been too efficient, his success

interfered too much with Fulton Market's supply of fish

caught by illegal nets. In the 103 nets destroyed in

Oneida Lake in the past few months some seventy-five

barrels of game fish were liberated from them. These

fish were to be shipped to New York city's markets, as

such spoils have been, generally in barrels labeled 'pota-

tatoes.' * * * There are many other facts in possession

that come much closer to this question of removal, that

relate to the doings and happenings inside Fulton Mar-

ket, where the president of the Commission has a place

of business, from which the public might claim 'pre-

sumption' that would go to show the contrary on equally

as good grounds as the Forest and Stream presumes

probable cause; but is not necessary at present."

This is saying in effect that the four Fish Commission-

ers, Messrs. Blackford, Burden, Joline and Bowman, re-

moved Chief Drew because he interfered with the supply

of illegally caught fish shipped to Fulton Market. In other

words that public officers charged with executing certain

laws have conspired to render the violation of those laws

more easy; and have removed a subordinate because he

stood in their way toward effecting this end. Further,

the plain implication is that Mr. Blackford was himself

to be the recipient of these unlawfully caught fish, which
were intercepted on their way to market by the activity

of Protector Drew.

It would be difficult to frame a charge more serious

than this one against the Commissioners. It would be

intolerable if State officers guilty of such malfeasance

were permitted to hold office. The gravity of the accusa-

tion demands that Mr. Collins should give his evidence to

the public or lay it before the Governor, in order that the

charges may be substantiated, and the Commissioners re-

moved. Mr. Collins must at least believe that he has the

necessary evidence, for it is difficult to understand how
any one should make such public charges without be-

lieving them well founded on something more than

hearsay.

As we have said, all other criticisms of the course of

the Commissioners in this affair are trivial in comparison

with this one. Every body of men is liable to errors of

judgment and ill-advised steps; but no public body should

be permitted to continue in existence, if so morally rot-

ten as Mr. John D. Collins by implication avers the New
York Fish Commission to be.

We need not remind Mr. Collins that this proof should

be forthcoming, not only for the public good, but for his

own sake as well. Until he substantiates his accusations

their acceptance will be confined to those who are ready

to believe evil of the Commissioners because they do not

know them; while that portion of the public which now
esteems the members of the board, honors them for their

public services and trusts them as men of integrity and
high character, will demand that these charges against

them be proven or withdrawn. Until such proof shall

be forthcoming the Commissioners will continue to enjoy

public confidence,

THIRTY-TWO PACES.

'TMUS is a period of unusual activity, and our space
;

even with an enlarged paper, is taxed to the utmost
to record the meetings of field trial clubs and the great

Kansas City and Chicago trap-shooting contest. Our
pages this week reflect the wide scope of American field

sports. One noticeable feature of the growth of these

pastimes is the proclivity to organize for competitive
trials, witness the newly established beagle "field trials"

and the fox hunting "field trials." The angling competi-

tions have apparently died out, there having been no
fly-casting tournament; but if the tendency of the times
shall prevail here we may look for a revival of these pleas-

ant gatherings.

In a recent despatch from Laramie, Wyo., to the San
Francisco Chronicle are narrated the adventures of an
expedition made by some young men into theBed Desert

country to try to capture the last of the buffalo which
are lingering in that waterless waste. Six or seven years

ago there were 250 to 300 of these animals there, but they

have been killed off mainly by Indians and cowpunchers,

until now there are not more than 20 or 25 in the whole
region. The purpose of the party who set out on this

trip was to secure enough living buffalo to start a buffalo

ranch. It is hardly necessary to say that they were
wholly unsuccessful. During two months of hard work,

lasting through September and October, they saw but

two bunches of buffalo, one containing five and the other

fifteen individuals. They roped two cows, one of which
died of exhaustion after being tied, while the other was
choked to death. It has often been stated that these Bed
Desert buffalo were a herd that had wandered out of the

National Park, but there is no reason for believing this

to be the case. Persons familiar with the region have

known for twelve or fifteen years of the existence here of

this small herd of buffalo, which has constantly grown
smaller, and it is believed that it has always ranged in

this section.. It is true that the Bed Desert lies south of

the National Park, but we know of no reason for suppos-

ing that the herd of buffalo which has so long ranged

there was ever recruited from the bands that are found

in the Park. For years—ever since the extermination of

the wild buffalo in the West became inevitable—most of

those who knew of the Bed Desert herd kept its existence

a secret so far as possible. Now that it has become prac-

tically extinct, there is no longer reason for silence on

the subject.

In these days of carping criticism of fishcultural meth-

ods it is gratifying to be able to record some recent work
of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. At the Corry

hatchery in western Pennsylvania, the number of eggs of

the brook trout taken up to the present time is about

1,000,000, and the capacity of the station is so heavily

taxed that it has become necessary to send eggs to the

AUentown station. It will be necessary also to dispose of

a lot of large brook trout in the spring because the pond

capacity is not great enough to retain the stock of breed-

ers. Besides these eggs of brook trout, Corry has collected

250,000 eggs of lake trout, and 100,000 have been taken

from the beautiful hybrids between the lake and brook

trout. Superintendent Buller says that some of the hy-

brids are extremely large and as handsome fish as he has

ever seen.

The two modes of American fox-hunting are well rep-

resented in our reports to-day of the Badnor Hunt and of

the Western Massachusetts meet. In the former the

hunters rode to hounds, in the latter they shot at foxes on

runways in approved New England style. It is to be said

for these pursuits that each is proper in its place; and

nothing can be more foolish than for the participants in

one form of fox hunting to criticise those who take part

in the other. That both flourish here side by side, and

are growing in popularity, is a pleasing testimony to the

sportsman's resources of the country.

The London, Ont. , Gun Club has made a capital stroke

by enlisting the services of the lithographic color artist,

and has had prepared a large and flaming poster in red

and blue, giving a digest of the game and fish laws. This

is the most elaborate and attractive poster for such a

purpose we have seen, and it ought to go far toward

proclaiming the statutes so that he who runs may read.
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MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
x.

WHEN we returned to the Northwest Carry, the

West Branch was so high from the rain that the

water flowed from it to Carry Pond, instead of in the

opposite direction, as it did when we passed through

before; so that we went with the current both times,

though traveling in opposite directions. I have noticed

this same change in current in Lobster Stream, which
connects Lobster Lake, or Peskebegot, with the West
Branch, seven miles below the lower Seeboomook Fall.

The carry was very wet and muddy, and in places the

legs of our rubber boots were none too long. We went
down the lake that afternoon as far as the mouth of the

Socateau River. We had been afraid that we might be
windbound at the carry; but the weather was propitious,

and the distance of sixteen miles was across an unruffled

surface, though the sky was overcast with dark and
threatening clouds. Ktaadn showed faintly through the

haze, and the other mountains on the eastern shore rolled

away in long waves of light and shadow.
While rounding Socateau Point, a few puffs of wind,

which we feared' might be the precursors of a storm,
caused us to paddle a little faster; but they soon died

away. That part of the lake between Socateau Point and
Farm Island has a bad reputation for contrary winds and
disagreeable, choppy seas, which has given it the sobri-

quet of the Devil's Blow-Hole; so we were fortunate in

not encountering a "blow."
At the mouth of the Socateau is a good shanty, which

was dry and not so dirty but we made it habitable by
sweeping the debris from the floor. Most of these
deserted camps and log cabins have a damp, musty odor,

which makes the open air or a tent preferable, but this

one was well ventilated, and we passed the night in it.

The day had been well nigh perfect and the evening
was one to be remembered. The shore in the vicinity

was rough and rocky, but in front of the camp was a
small beach of yellow sand, on which the four canoes
were drawn up, forming a pretty foreground to the pic-

ture before us. The great lake, whose glassy surface
glistened with the sheen of the setting sun, stretched
away in long reaches of silvery light to the eastward.
Rising above Farm Island were Kineo and the Blue

Ridge, and across the bay, Tomhegan Mountain was
clearly cut against the sky.
Several small ledgy islands, on which are a few stunted

trees, lie half a mile off shore, and so perfect was the
reflection that the waterline could hardly be distin-
guished. The sun went down like a ball of fire behind
the forest, its red disc burning through the trees and
causing every leaf and twig in its path to stand out in
bold relief.

The mountains, trees and islands seemed to float in the
hazy atmosphere, which softened their outlines and
colors as they faded away in the far-reaching and dreamy
perspective.
In the morning the fog obscured the further shore of

the lake, but the sun soon burned through it.

We went up the Socateau four miles to the pool at the
foot of the falls, where we caught some fish which bit
well, though they were all small. A short distance above
the mouth we started a herd of five deer, which went
bounding away with prodigious leaps over logs and
bushes, and further up we saw a little spotted fawn
standing on the bank.
The Socateau is a pretty stream of dark-colored water,

with but a slight current. Near its mouth a good many
trees have been killed by water, but beyond, the spruces
and hackmatacks bend over it gracefully. A fringe of
lilypads extends along by the banks, on which the deer
come to feed. From the Socateau we went across twelve
miles to Kineo, whence we had the steamer take us to
the head of Spencer Bay, fifteen miles further.
Spencer Bay extends from the narrows, five miles to

the northeast, and is the most solitary part of the lake.
Three streams empty into it; Lucky Brook, Spencer
Stream and Roach River. At the head of the bay the
two mountains, Kokadjo and Sabotawan, stand alone;
and nestling under the shadow of Kokadjo is a pond

rarely found, except in the more remote regions of the

forest, and were the largest I ever saw in Maine, one of

them being little short of 4ft. in diameter, and the others

not much smaller. On the further side was a knoll which
looked as if it might be a good camp site, and as|we feared

from the swampy nature of the^pond that the mosquitoes

would trouble us, we wanted % avoid camping directly

on the shore. We crossed over and liked the appearance

of the spot. The tents were pitched, and luckily we were
troubled by insects the least we had been in any place.

Camp Kokadjo, as we named it, had the most pictur-

esque and romantic outlook of any of our temporary
homes. It was situated on the top of the knoll, at the

foot of which was a, clean, pebbly shore- and was sur-

rounded by Norway pines, spruces and hackmatacks.
Back of the tents the rugged bulk of the mountain,
Kokadjo, frowned over us, rising above the forest which
clothes its feet. Its sides showed great ledges and cliffs

of bare rock, worn smooth by the storms of centuries,

and where there was soil enough, the trees waved above
the dizzy heights. To the northwest were the Lobster

Mountains only a few miles away, and to the northeast

we had a glimpse of Sabotawan, peering over the

shoulder of Kokadjo. Standing in the tent door we
looked across the lonely waters of the little lake and at

the encircling forest. Wild currants, blueberries and
mountain cranberries were growing all about us. We
went to the southeast inlet for the evening fishing, taking

a pail along in which to get some drinking water from
the brook, for the pond water was warm. There is a
pool at the mouth of the inlet and two others up the
brook. We fished till we had a mess for breakfast, and
then went up stream till the water became cold, when
we filled the pail. We took no trout of over half a pound
in weight, though now and again a huge fish would rise

to the surface, lazily turn over and disappear, giving us
a tantalizing glimpse of his proportions. Immediately
several seductive flies vsould drop lightly to the widening
circles of the agitated water, and cast would follow cast,

but the big fellows ignored all of our efforts in their be-

half.

They were feeding on some small black insects which
were flitting over the water, and our fly books offered no
attractions. The setting sun cast a long bridge of trem-
bling light across the pond, and water and sky to the
westward were diffused with a golden, roseate glow,
shot with rays of tender violet, which deepened to a
purple, which in turn faded to blue.

The sun sank below the mountain sky line and thegray
twilight stole upon the scene. The last rays lingered on
the hoary summit of Kokadjo, and the Lobster Moun-
tains cast their dark shadows in the still water.
Here and there some great pine and spruce towered

above the other trees of the dark and mysterious forest,

and the plaintive chant of a white-throated sparrow was
the only sound which broke the silence.

No one who has not experienced it can appreciate the
solemn, almost supernatural, stillness which pervades
these solitudes, especially at nightfall.

As we returned across the lonely lake a feeling of awe
crept over us, though we had all many times seen the
sun sink behind the forest and had the night enfold us in
its dusky garment when we were miles from any fellow
man.
The light canoes, guided by noiseless paddles, bore us

on past the silent shore and under the black shadow of
the overhanging mountain, and it seemed as if we were
drifting into another world. It was a scene such as a
Dante or a Dore might have chosen as a background,
against which to depict some wild fancy of his brain, and
as we looked the cry of a loon added the only touch which
was needed to emphasize the weird loneliness and com-
plete the feeling of isolation.

Our fire sent forth a cheering gleam, however, and as
we gathered around it we felt that in it we had a friend
which would always give us a warm welcome and make
us feel "at home." We spent a Sunday at Camp Kokadjo,
passing a quiet, restful day, which was acceptable after
the activity of the week. During our stay we fished
at both inlets with about equal success—plenty of trout,
but all small. Harry gave us a little excitement one
morning by putting a fourth fly on his leader, and then
hooking four fish, of which he landed two. Our greatest
annoyance was in taking so many fish too small to keep
and returning them to their element. The brooks had

which the Indians call Kokadjeweemgwasebemsis. ^This I
an unlimited supply of the little six and seven-inch fel-

pond was our objective point, and the little steamer took |
lows. Two of the best ones we got I took at one cast at

us to the mouth of Spencer Stream, which is its outlet. 1 tlie northwest inlet. They fought well and gave good
We went ashore, the steamer became smaller and smaller r

sport before Francis had them in the net. Francis him-
as she sped away from us, and once again the link be- self was very "handy" with a rod, as were the other
tween us and civilization was broken. We cooked our |

guides, and it was a pleasure to see him cast. Standing
dinner and then set out for the pond, two miles distant, [erect in the canoe or on some point of rock, his sinewy
Spencer Stream is not navigable; it is shallow and ' wrist manipulated the pliant rod, sending the flies to any

rocky, but canoes may be dragged up. There is a path on ' desired spot in a manner calculated to deceive the most
- wary trout.

One night when up the inlet after water we explored
the brook for a mile, and as it is crooked, narrow and
choked with alders, and the woods were already dark, we
had quite an experience before we got back to the mouth.
Twice a startled deer crashed through the bushes, one of
which was an old buck which barked at us from his
retreat, and now and then a musquash would splash into
the stream or swim silently past under the bank. But
after a struggle with the barriers which blocked the way,
and which seemed to be tripled by the darkness, we re-
turned to camp.
At the northwest inlet were several floating islands,

composed of tangled masses of grass and lily roots, logs
and drift wood, on which soil had collected and grass and
small bushes taken root. Once while fishing there I saw
a loon fly by only a few rods distant. This was the only
time I ever saw one of these birds on the wing, for the
great northern diver is much more at home in the water
than in the air. Harry and I explored the shores of the
pond one morning, and during our circuit we started six
deer. At the western end were some musquash houses.
We walked up an old "tote" road which runs around

the base of the mountain, but which is now used only
by the deer. They had a path as well defined as a cow
path in a pasture, and our foot prints mingled with those
of deer, moose and caribou. With the exception of the
deer path, the road was almost obliterated by the en-
croachments of the forest. The caribou and moose both
make large tracks, but the former's is wide and round
and deeper at the sides than in the middle, while that of
the latter is pointed arid of equal depth.

William Austin Brooks.

turpi l§mtarg>

the right bank, which I have heard called a "good road,"
and over this trail we walked, leaving the guides to
follow the stream. They waded through the water over
slippery stones, dragging the canoes, but their road was
quite as good as ours, which was one long, miry bog,
filled with mud, water, rocks and logs, with an occasional
strip of rickety corduroy.
We splashed through the water, stuck in the mud,

leaped from one stone to another, balanced on slippery
logs, and walked carefully along the corduroy, which
was mostly a "hollow mockery, a delusion, and a snare."
As the road was near the stream we went xmrt way with
the guides, through the water, and found it about as easy
traveling.
These "tote" roads are used by the lumbermen in the

winter when the snow lies deep in the woods, and all
that is required is an open path, for the snow covers all
stumps, stones and inequalities. But in the summer they
are about as bad as one can imagine. However, we
arrived in good season at the pond, and the next question
was where to camp.
This pond is nearly circular and is a mile and a half in

diameter, with a good portion of its surface covered with
lily pads, grasses and aquatic plants, giving much of it a
swampy appearance. There is some good fishing usually
at the two inlets, and the vicinitv is one of the best local-
ities for large game. There is *a dam and a gate at the
outlet, by which the lumbermen hold back the water
when necessary. We came out on the shore near the
outlet, and at about the same time the guides paddled
under the gate. Three iuxmense logs, so large that thero
had not been water enough to float them down, lay in
the stream just below the dam, They were of a size now

THE LION OF FACT AND OF FANCY.
ICmicluded from Page .W8.1 1

E may now inquire into the right of the lion to the
title of "king of beasts" as resting on other grounds

than his laziness, audacity and destructiveness, Buffon
and the French encyclopedists, relying upon the reports

of the earlier travelers—Bernier, Le Vaillant and the
rest—say it was given him on account of his virtues!

Prof. Phil. Robinson ("Under the Sun") suggests that it

was not for the reason that he was so brave and so cour-
ageous that the lion was so called; and "not because he
had any of the kingly virtues, but because he had all the
kingly vices"—for the same reason, in fact, which placed
the""ureus" upon the headdress of an Egyptian king and
induces a chief in modern Africa to wear the lion's claws
and imitate his walk. The title may sometimes have ex-
hibited a certain element of derision also, but far more
probably it had its origin in fear. His most regal appear-
ance has not been denied by any writers except Living-
stone and Selous. The former, as we have seen, is

reminded by the lion of an enlarged dog, which state-

ment, by the way, may not be so detractive as it was in-

tended to be. Selous disparages his majesty of mien
more deliberately. "To look majestic," he remarks, "a
lion should hold his head high, and this he seldom does.

When at bay * * * no animal can look more unpleasant
than a lion; but there is nothing majestic or noble in his

appearance." Perhaps this maybe to a great extent a
question of taste, but probably most persons who have
seen the animal, even in captivity, will side with Harris,
Leveson, Baker, Gerard, etc., in thinking his form and
carriage awe-inspiring and imposing. That such, at least,

has been the general verdict, plainly appears from the
forms of speech which have found their way into several

languages. Apart from this, the lion is a ruthless marau-
der, who lives by rapine, murder and fraud. His way of

living is strikingly like that of a typical negro king, and
it is not at all surprising that he should be held in high
respect by savages, who invariably venerate whatever
inspires them with apprehension.
As for the lion's voice, that which is said of it is equally

discrepant with reports or his other characteristics.

Drummond denies that it has "any resemblance to

thunder," but the North African Arabs have only one
word to express both sounds. Walking by night on the
ramparts at Guelma, Gerard came to a silent group of
Spahis. "The full moon that silvered all the landscape
fell on their white bournous and their bronzed faces." He
tells that upon them all there was "an expression of sad-

ness." Listen! said an Arab officer. "I listened, and
heard a distant sound—now sharp, now heavy, but which
appeared extremely loud, judging from the distance from
which it came. * * * That is the lion, the lion of
Archioua," he said, and Gerard's heart "leaped for joy,"
as bis fate announced itself by that "deep unparalleled
voice, whose echoes were repeated from hill to hill,
•x- * * When it ceased I shivered from head to foot."

Of course the impression varies with the temperament
and mental state of the listener; but at the same time its

physical qualities must be positive, and indeed those of
volume and intensity have been usually acknowledged,
Leveson, Selous and others have described the tiembling
of the air and the feeling of immense power the lion's

roar produces, though Andersson and Gordon Cumming
are those who have portrayed it most completely, since

they set before us the phenomenon, its general effects and
the special circumstances under which that effect is most
intensified.

The lion lives by hunting; how does he take his prey?
Gerard says the Algerian lion has "great speed and an
unequalled agility, but he is never known to chase his

prey." It is easy to assert that this trait is characteristic

of the cat-mammalia generally, and corresponds to their

special structure; but the evidence does not sustain the
conclusion. Cats are not formed to run, but neverthe-
less they do ?o. Wherever the lion exists he sometimes
hunts in troops, and in India the troop pursues the game
much like a pack of wild dogs, and with the same man-
euvers. In Africa, hower, there is no coursing, the line

of animals driving the game by allowing it to get their

wind, so that others stationed by its run are enabled to

seize it. Except when the lion "may be said to storm a
douar, or kraal, or camp, he stalks or ambushes his vic-

tims. This is in accordance with the statements of the
majority of writers on this subject; although some, like

Andersson and Delgorgue, J ook upon the atta ck by surprise

as almost invariable. The latter, while insisting upon
this, and affirming that the lion is as "abject a coward"
as Sanderson ("Thirteen Years Among the Wild Beasts of

India") declares the tiger to be, absurdly adds that he
kills the white rhinoceros in this way, an animal formid-
ably armed, and only second in bulk to the elephant.
"Maintes fois trouvai-je des rhinoceros de la plus haute
faille, que ni leur poids, ni leur force, ni leur fureur,
n'avaient preserver de la mort." Dr. Jerclon recapitulates

the methods mentioned, but states that the chase often
combines the stalk and ambush, but not always; while
Selous seems to have summed up the whole subject in

saying he does "not think that lions have any fixed way
of killing," but believes "they employ different tactics

against different animals." Major Bevan ("Thirty Years
in India") saw a tiger strike his claws through the skull

of a bullock. Sir Samuel Baker ("Nile Tributaries of

Abyssinia") witnessed the same in the case of his com-
panion Florian, killed by a lion. Without multiplying
references, the beast fights with talon, fang and forearm,
and though contradictions are found in regard to the
mode of assault and method of killing, these arise from
improper generalization—the facts are all true, the infer-

ence only is false—viz., that limited individual experi-

ence represents an invariable procedure,
Buffon asserts that the lion bounds upon his prey with

leaps of fourteen feet. Delgorgue increases this to

eighteen, and Selous says that he comes with a rush of

"such lightning-like rapidity" as no other animal can
equal, but that the pace itself is "a clumsy-looking
gallop." Thunberg ("A Description of the Cape") tells us
that a lion will leap a fence four feet high with an ox in

his mouth. Maj. Leveson has known him to clear the
stockade of a kraal seven feet high similarly weighted.
His bound "when about to spring upon his prey" Andes-
son estimates at from twenty- five to thirty feet, and
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Drammond, Tliompson, etc.. givo similar accounts of his
leaping powers.
Every one of these statements is explicitly denied by

different writers, because they bad not happened to see
the fact described, and therefore we may readily had
authority for saying that lions do not spring upon their
prey, that their leaps are inconsiderable, and that they
never strike with the arm and claw, or bite through the
vertebra by seizing the back of the neck, or dislocate it.

The personal observations of Selous, however, have for-
tunately embraced specimens of all these methods of
despatching creatures seized, and it may be regarded as
certain that they, are all practiced by the lion.
No civilized man, or at least none who has recorded

his exx>erience, knows much about the temper and habits
of the wild lion, and under such circumstances the false
doctrine of instinct vitiates conclusions from limited ob-
servations and places the reports of hunters at variance
with each other. Lions are rarely seen by day, and at
night, all but the inexperienced sportsman are perfectly
aware that Gerard. Andersson, Leveson and Selous were
right in regarding them as more than a match for a man,
however armed. Successful study, therefore, would seem
to require conditions little likely to be realized, and prob-
ably the best that can be done for descriptive zoology is

to bring together everything that has been uttered on
good authority and leave it to be interpreted in accord-
ance with theoretical principles. No animals are more
interesting than the great cats, or have more widely and
powerfully excited the imaginations of different classes
of mankind. It is not surprising that so many tales,
such as Co!. Pollok ("Sport iu|British Burmah") may
well say that he "wonders at," should have been told
about them; but it is unaccountable, except on the ground
that the reasoning of these writers upon what they saw
had been vitiated by the conception that an animal is a
machine constructed to work in only one way, should
have introduced so much which disfigures them' into the
pages of men who were incapable of a deliberate mis-
statement.

Biological and psychological studies were not needed
to prevent an author from calling the lion a coward on
one page, because he had learned the effect of improved
firearms, and from telling in another of a desperate foray
upon his camp; from enlarging in one part of a book
upon the implanted instinct by which he stands in awe
of men, and relating in a succeeding chapter how men
are destroyed when poorly armed at his good pleasure.

_
So long as wild beasts are tacitly judged as if they were

civilized men, the conclusions arrived at are likely to be
obnoxious to criticism. What Prof. Robinson says of the
lion is in all particulars true. "Life has but one end for
him—enjoyment—and to this he gives all his magnifi-
cent energies, * * * without forgetting for an in-
stant that he is only a huge cat, or flying in the face of
nature by pretending to anything else." It is the hunters
who have anthropomorphized him and heaped equally
undeserved praise and reprobation upon his head. That
lions must possess individuality may be inferred from the
place which they hold in nature,' and having this, the
observed contrasts between them in severalty and in
local groups follows as a matter of course. No more
perfect combination of strength, agility and cunning
than exists in the lion can elsewhere be found. "He
makes no pretense to invincible courage; on the contrary,
he prefers, as a rule, to enjoy life rather than die heroic-
ally. When death is inevitable he is always heroic, or
even when danger presses him too closely. * * * A
lion in the very shadow of death remains a lion still." He
is upon the whole an animal with a very bad reputation,
most of which he deserves. That he is monogamous, "of
a very grave and dignified character," and that he will
defend Ms mate and offspring, which the tiger deserts
and destroys, in no sense justifies the superstructures
which have been built up from fancy upon the basis of
these facts. On the other hand there is quite enough in
the solemnity of his murders, in the "supreme tragedies"
of which he has been the hero, and in "the splendor of
his ravages in many regions" to forestall imagination and
preclude any necessity for the exercise of its powers.
Nothing in the records of brute or human violence can
surpass the deadly patience with which he compasses his
victim's destruction, or the fierce valor with which the
design is executed. From age to age he has maintained
himself in Africa against the native man, and if he suc-
cumbs to the appliances of civilization and learns to ap-
preciate the impotency of opposition, it is difficult to see
how a process which, when wrought in a man, affords
an argument for his intelligence, should, when it takes
place in a brute, be otherwise interpreted. J. H. P.

HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA
VII.—THE PINE SQUIRREL.

THE YELLOW RAIL IN MICHIGAN..

IN a careful search of twenty years for rare birds I have
never met with this species in Michigan, and it may

be considered as rare throughout its range. Recently a
fine specimen was brought to me in the flesh taken in this
county, which I preserved. It was shot by two of our
local gunners on Oct. 19, and was noticed to fly dif-
ferently from other members of the sam e family. Another
point of identification was a white spot on the wing plaiuly
to be seen when the bird is flying.
In a review of all published lists ia our State only four

are found to embrace the yellow rail (Porzana novebora-
eensis), and careful study of catalogues and price lists
throughout the Union indicates an almost universal
scarcity of the species. Not many years ago the price of
a skin of this pretty little bird was $8, and although at
present skins are much cheaper, the eggs are unobtain-
able from dealers, which plainly shows their rarity in
these days when money buys anything in the naturalist's
line.

The range of the yellow rail is given as eastern North
America from Nova Scotia and Hudson^ Bay west to
Utah and Nevada. It is strange that within such exten-
sive boundaries there are not some localities where the
species should be common, but it can be counted as com-
mon nowhere within its range. Its nesting habits, rarely
observed , are quite similar to those of others of the same
family; the eggs, said to be six or seven in number, being
of a rich buffy-brown, marked at the larger end with a
cluster of reddish-brown dots. Any of the readers of
your paper who may have met with the nest of the yellow
rail or have observed its habits will confer a favor on all
ornithologists by presenting such notes.

„ Morris Gibbs.
JtA&AMAZOO, Mich,

Indian name for this species of squirrel, and is an almost
exact imitation, in human words, of his cry when
alarmed. His powers of swimming I have already uoted^
also his courage and belligerency. The latter is shown
against all animals and birds that invade his reservation,
and extends to man himself. His ways resemble those of
the common red squirrel, but he has none of the latter's
bad habits, such as robbing small birds of their eggs
and young, and similar low-down tricks. He is ardent
in his loves, and fierce in his hates, and altogether is quite
an aristocrat. I never knew him to eat anything but the
seeds of the conifers, among which the seeds of the
Douglas pine are his favorite. He will now and then
come into camp, and nibble a little bacon or salt meat
but it is for the sake of the salt he does so.
No creature haunting the branches of the Douglas pine

could well he otherwise than courageous and noble in its
instincts. This tree, as it grows in the Sierra Nevada, is

one of the noblest creations of 'Mother Nature. Straight
as an arrow, hundreds of feet high, and many feet in
diameter; with drooping branches, jeweled by its beauti-
ful green cones; it rears its majestic gray-brown trunk to
heaven in grandest majesty. The deep murmuring
diapason of its voice awes the sensitive nature, as the
summer winds play among its needles; while the winter's
storms awaken its voice to tell of travelers lost
and benighted in the snows, who have sought vain
shelter behind its buttressed trunk. In this beautiful
tree our little squirrel finds his home. Take your station
under one of these trees after the sun has risen and watch
with me. But don't sit or lie too near the outer ends of
the branches. If you do you may get a cracked crown
from a cone dropped 100 or 200ft. The cones are any-
where from 8 to 16in. long, H to Sin. in diameter, and
solid as a hickory branch. Now, if "pil-il-loo-eet" drops
one of these upon you you will remember it (if you live)
to your dying day. Well, then, sit down with your
back against the trunk and wait. If you are in luck,
and there be a squirrel up this tree, thud! you will
presently hear a cone drop. Looking up. above where it
dropped, you will see, at the very tip end of a waving
branch, the face of our friend peeriug clown to see where
the cone landed. Then he scrambles out to the end of
another branch, when the same xjerformance is enacted.
Thus he goes on cutting his cones and dropping them,
until he believes he has cut his day's provisions, when he
will descend and begin his breakfast. This he does by
seizing a cone, which, by the way, is always far larger
than himself, setting it on its tip, and thus holding' it,

cuts off chip after chip from the base, in a spiral manner,
until he comes to the fruitful part of the cone, when he
proceeds leisurely to eat bis meal. He occasionally
straightens up the cone with a jerk, flirts his tail, takes
a rapid survey of the surroundings, and then returns to
his work. All this he does with a free and jovial ah, as
though inviting you to his confidence. He 'almost says,
"Just look at me eat my breakfast. Don't I handle this
cone in a masterly wav? Oh, I'm a daisy and don't you
forget it!"

But if you want to see temper just go and pick up a
cone when he is busy cutting them down. He will hang
at the end of a branch, peering down to see what is going
on, and as soon as he is satisfied that you are a thief and
making away with his property he gives an angry snicker
and comes racing down the tree. When within 10 or
20ft. of the bottom he will stop, head clown, and hang-
ing on with hind feet will spat the bark with his front
ones, at the same time jerking his tail violently to and
fro, scolding at the top of his voice. He will tell you in
language plain as spoken words that you are a lazy,
thieving scoundrel, and ought to be ashamed of yourself.
He also tells you to go and take a fellow of your own size
and not impose upon a little chap like Mm, robbing him
of his hard-earned breakfast.
All this he tells you, interspersed with the choicest

squirrel Billingsgate. If you approach a little nearer he
will utter his name, "pil-il-loo-eet," at the same time
running up the tree for a few feet in a spiral manner,
forming a number of loops in his course, and then resume
his former position and actions. This he will continue
until you leave, when he will rapidly descend and com-
mence searching for his cones, and will continue search-
ing for a long time if the proper number are not there. I
am satisfied that these squirrels know just how many
cones they drop at a time and verify their tally when
they come to the ground.

If the reader has followed me he will see that I take
pleasure in many things besides making big catches of
trout. It has been my privilege to angle in many waters,
from New Brunswick to Mexico, but the catching of fish
has always been but one of the pleasant memories of a
trip? aeepak.
Auburn, Cal.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
des'.— Received by purchase: Two brown capucins (Cebus fatuel-
lus), one axis deer 3 <Cervus oris), one ruffed lemur (Lemur varteis),
one black-headed oonure (Conurns nandatn, one tab arm parrakeet
(Pyrrhulop.«s Miuemis), two passerine parrakeets (Psitfacula vas-
uerina), two gray- headed parrakeets (AgaporMs cclna), two crestedground parrakeet? iOjUj/jsitta novcc-h»Mnd-te), one hawfinch (Coe-
colhraustes vulparish and two European tree frogs (Hyla arbnrea).
Received by presentation: One opossum and five young (Didel-
j)hijs cirghiiana), one white heron (Ardca egretta). one Salle'samazon {OiirywAis saileiK one great-horned owl (Bubo virgini-
anus), two alligators (Alligator nviMssippwnsis), one pine snake
(PUyophis melanolr.ucm), three common hos-nosed snakes (Hetero-
don pldtijrlnnus), one large-headed tree snake (Dipsns cenchoa),
one common boa (Baa ,<on<<trietor), one wave-lined lizard (Sceloporus
unaulatiish two Muhlenherg's terrauins {Chelopm rmihlcnbergi)
one snapper terrapin (Chriijdra serpentina), one mud nu-rJe (Oinos-
ternum penmuhamcmn), one hell bender [Mnnnjomn alleqHenien-
m), two menobranchus (Mcnobranchus manilatus) and one spotted
salamander (Ambtwtoma punetatvm). Born in the Garden: Three,
ground rattlesnakes (Crotoloyhorm miliariw) and eischt brown
water snakes [Tr.dpidonotus rhombifer).

Names Aim Portraits oir Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
^entity without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth. 230 pages, prtca 82.50. For sale by Forest
AJ8D Strbak.

A Book About Indians—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen Jllnstraflcms from the volume,—Adv.

and

The pull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the J3oo7c of the
G-ctme Laios.

CORNFIELD SNAP SHOOTING.
THE Illinois game law having improperly shortened

the open season for chickens, there will be no doubt
many readers of Forest and Stream who will be unable
to enjoy a successful hunt, as stubble shooting lasts but
a few days, and a good many dea,r lovers of sport are
unable to take advantage of the opportunity. There is
another chance, however, and some good field shots
already understand how to capture the wary prairie
chicken after he has abandoned the stubble and buried
himself in the labyinth of a luxuriant Illinois cornfield.
To the novice let me describe the manner in which it

is accomplished. First the cornfield hunter must be a
quick shot; he must learn to cover his game and pull trig-
ger the instant the gun comes to his face, for he sees a
prairie chicken but a moment, and the chances are that
he will never see the bird again unless he acts promptly.
A good dog is an absolute necessity, as many of the birds
will fall among weeds, and being only winged will be
hard to find.

Suppose now we are ready to start. Our dog must stay
close by—thirty rows on each side, that is his limit; and
whenever he gets further away a warning whistle must
insure his return. We bend our course toward the high
points or knobs hi the field, avoiding weedy fields, for
your prairie chicken detests weeds and seeks high, dry
points, where the corn is not so rank, and where he may
bask in the sunshine and wallow in the clust.

Carry your gun directly in front of your breast with
the muzzle elevated and breech clasped close to your
breast, so that you may command the field, and not catch
your gun on the corn stalks when, you want to shoot. As
we draw nearer to the knoll, the wary motions of our
dog warn us that he has winded the game, and we must
be on the alert. We move carefully forward, taking care
to step over fallen stalks without making noise enough
to frighten our game. Our dog stops and almost the same
instant up come the birds.
We are warned by a flutter of wings and clatter of

leaves that they are coming, even before we can see
them; here they are; and as they rise above the corn tops
they make a barely perceptible pause to take the course
of their flight. Now or never is the time. If the bird
gets his course and is started on it you may as well bid
him good clay, for the chances are a hundred to one that
he is gone. But if you are vigilant and catch him just
as he reaches the height of his flight and before he starts
on his journey he is yours. Two snap shots and two
birds. But slip in another cartridge for a straggler. At
the first move from yourself or the dog up he comes.
Shoot quick! and there you have him! Three birds down
and your dog must retrieve promptly, for an old cock
with a broken wing will travel an amazing distance in a
very short time.

This routine will be repeated through the day with
some changes and varied success. You must anticipate
hard work; a man will finish a day's sport thorougnly
tired, but he ought to have a nice bag of birds to show
for his day's work. My last effort in this line showed
fourteen birds, where strict stubble hunting jvould not
afford a man half a dozen shots.
One thing I can assure any sportsman of and that is

hat he will find snap shooting more exciting and more
fun and more Lard work than any field shooting he ever
attempted; and it will furnish sport till the season closes.
Get these directions impressed on your mind, follow them
closely and you are sure to be successful.

W. K. Newcomb, M.D.
Illinois.

THE OZARK HILLS.
MADE a flying trip to my old home among the Ozark
hills of Missouri recently. Though called away

within three days by imperative business, I managed to
shake hands with a great many old friends and spend
some hours in the field with master Bob White. What a
rush of boyish memories came with the rustle of brown
leaves, the sweet autumn odors, the sight of the golden
and crimson and purple of the forest-clad hills, bathed in
the mellow glory of an October sun! It is a long time
since I have made a severer sacrifice than to tear myself
away from these scenes and the clamorous friends of
lang syne within three days after my arrival.

Quail were abundant, remarkably so. I found my
close-choke gun a little annoying when shooting in corn-
stalks or other cover. I was obliged to wait till it was
often too late in order to have anything left of my bird
except the tips of his wings and his head. A friend who
shot a venerable 10-bore muzzleloader and who would
drive away as soon as the quail cleared the cornstalks,
rather got the best pf me on the score. If I had much
such shooting to do I should certainly have one barrel
cylinder bore. When we got among some snipe on the
open marsh, however, the way I could tumble them at
from 30 to 60yds. was interesting.
Another odd thing consoled me. Our old bob-tailed

pointer was working some quail in a cornfield, and as we
walked up to him on a point a fine turkey arose. Re-
covering from our astonishment we blazed away at him.
We had been shooting No. 8 shot, but I had at that time
a load of No. 10 in one barrel. No doubt all four of our
shots struck him, but as my friend was some distance
away and my final load was of No. 10s I relied especially
on my second barrel, which was at short range. He got
up over the high bois d'etre hedge and sailed away. We
loaded, broke through the hedge, and followed. The old
dog was greatly excited, and soon winded him. Follow-
ing up about 200yds. we found him quite dead. He was
a fine young gobbler. Aztec.

Where Sportsmen Abound,—South Norwalk, Conn.—
Hunters around here are as the leaves of the forest. I have
been out three times and started nothing. Every man
owns a dog and gun, and this town boasts of three gun
clubs.—E. H. F.

&

Lake Charles, La., Nov. 10.—Geese and ducks are
coming in, and some fair bags are being made.
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THE COON HUNTERS.

YOU promise coon hunters a separate page next week.
Will this go? Last summer, when we were return-

ing from a camping trip in Bedford county, Pa, , a coon
dropped from a tree along the roadside, our noise evi-

dently frightening him down. The great coon dog Path
Finder (a full-blood great Dane) and beagle Topsey were
soon in full cry on the trail. It was a race from start to

finish. For about 200yds. the coon ran; then, as we
thought, it was safely up a tree. Path Finder came up,

and with a mighty jump caught the coon, when it was
fully 8ft. up the tree. Dog and coon came down to-

gether, and the fun was over, for that awful back hold

gave the coon no chance. Allegheny,
Philadelphia.

" BRE'R COON."

OUT here in western New York we do not shoot a
coon when treed—unless in a very high tree—but

he is shaken out and given a fair chance for his life and
liberty with the dogs below, and they often outwit both
dogs and men, I remember an instance where two dogs
were fairly vanquished by one, and that a female, with
four young cubs in attendance. Four of us had started

out one evening early in the fall. There was quite a
moon, and objects were dimly visible as shadows m the
edge of the woods, but no further in. We had struck
the edge of the woods and had stopped to listen. We
heard the dogs below us yipping about in an excited way,
and as we stood very quietly awaiting further develop-
ments, we heard the patter of feet on the leaves coming
our way. I admonished the boys in a whisper to keep
very still, when to our surprise within two rods of us we
saw four young coons and their mother behind making
all speed to a large maple growing close by. As the first

youngster hustled up the tree urged on by repeated
growls and spits of the old one, the dogs came bounding
into the little space under the tree, and ' with howls of
satisfaction prepared to "do up" the whole tribe.

Surprising events were taking place so rapidly that we
had not stirred, and we waited to see the rest of the
show. As the foremost dog bounded toward the coon,
instead of her making a bolt for the tree she made a dive
for his face, and raked both her sharp-clawed forefeet
the whole length of his head. To say he was surprised,
does not half tell it, as he was accustomed to seeing that
game run unless cornered; and he turned tail with a
howl. By this time the other dog had appeared on the
scene—a young one, not yet versed in the arts of "coon,"
and he was treated to a surprise party greater than the
other had been. With a growl and a spit she sprang
right on to his head and commenced to scratch and bite.

He made a bolt for home, accelerated by a dig in the
back as he turned, and we never saw him again that
night. The way he made the woods ring with bis howls
was a caution. All this had happened in less time than
it takes to write it; and before the old dog could collect
Iris senses enough to tackle such a fury, the young ones
were up the tree, and with a bound she followed and was
in the branches before you could say "scat."
"That old coon has earned her liberty and we won't

touch her," said I; nor did we. Possibly the fact that the
young were quite small had something to do with my
magnanimity. She was fighting in defense of her young
to give them an opportunity to escape, but she certainly
conjured up more bravery and spunk than I have ever
seen since in a coon that had a chance to run.
A good coon dog is a scarce article, and the mistakes

of a young dog in trailing and fighting one are many.
He only learns by experience. B. H. W,
Buffalo, N. Y.

A PENNSYLVANIA NIGHT RUN.
"T~I OW are you, boys; we thought you would notXX come," were the greetings we received after
riding about seven miles over a country road near Pitts-
burgh, to go coon hunting.
The party who received us were young men from the

neighborhood, accompanied by all kinds of dogs of very
uncertain parentage, while each particular owner was
willing to swear that his cur was the best coon dog that
had ever lived; but as we had been disappointed before
in believing such assertions, we had brought three dogs
upon which we could depend. We gave notice that all

the dogs except our own should be tied and led until we
had treed a coon, as we did not want ours to be led off
by the others on a fox or a rabbit trail. This gave offense
to the other owners of dogs, and they quietly dropped
out of our party, except one who had a three-quarter
bred foxhound which he wanted to teach to hunt coons.
There were thirteen men in the company when we started
to hunt, two or three going ahead with the dogs, while
the rest followed at some distance, so as not to disturb
the game.
The dogs were scarcely released when they struck a

trail up a steep hill; a rail fence also led up this hill, and
the coon had traveled on the top of the fence to mislead
the dogs. But one of our dogs knew that trick well. He
would jump on the rail fence, ascertain which way the
coon went, then leap to the ground and run along the
fence for about 100yds. and then repeat the maneuver.
In a short time we heard them having in the distance,

a,nd the joyful cry, "We've got him", he's treed in that
orchard," was heard by the leading men. We found the
dogs howling and trying to climb an apple tree, while
two of our party were up among the leafy branches with
torches hunting for the coon. But we could not find
him; the dogs would circle around the tree and then
howl, but still no coon, while the owner of the dogs
would swear that it was the first time they bad ever-
fooled him. The coon had gone up the tree, walked out
on a branch, and from there had gotten on a high paling
fence, which the dogs could not reach, and by doing so
had delayed the dogs long enough to escape further up
the hill to an abandoned coal mine, where we could not
follow with our dogs. It was an old trick of that coon,
and we were not the first ones fooled. There we stood

;

our dogs were gone, we did not know where; occasion-
ally we would hear a bark in the distance, which some
said was ours, and others declared it was Farmer So-
andso's.
The majority thought that our hunt was a failure, and

we concluded to return to thehoitse in a roundabout way.
When we had traveled about three-fourths of a mile

through the wet, cold dew, which drenched us to the
skin and did not improve our spirits, we suddenly heard
our dogs again, and in a style that told us they had treed

a coon. Wet, cold and all discomforts were forgotten as

we rushed down through the woods to a very large oak
tree about 4ft. in diameter. When we had all arrived at

the tree, a consultation was held to decide in which man-
ner the coon should be taken.
Some suggested to go for an ax and cut down the tree,

and inquiring if the owner would have no objection, the
assuring answer was given that the owner lived 250 miles
away.
Another allowed that Jake, one of our party, could

climb that tree, to which one-half answered, "Impossible."
They got to disputing over Jake's ability till they had
worked Jake's feelings up to such an excitable pitch that
he threw off his coat and declared he would "climb that
'ar tree" or break his neck in the attempt.
He was kindly helped in the rear by three of the party

with fence rails' until he reached the lowest limb. Up he
climbed almost to the top, declaring he could not see the
coon: up higher he went, and at last to our great relief he
yelled that he saw the coon. "No; two, three—great
Scott, boys! there are four coons on this tree." This was
answered from below with a whoop that would have put
to shame any Indian war cry. Jake was told to come
further down and get behind the trunk, while we would
try to shoot the coons, which we did, but did not hit the
coons; neither did we hit Jake.
Jake was then given a long pole with instructions to

poke them down, commencing with the lowest one.
Below a circle was formed by a dozen men, six torches,
and four dogs divided among the circle. The dog which
I held had killed a skunk the night before, and the dew
brought the aroma out wonderfully, and when he got ex-
cited he would snap at my hands to try and make me let

him go. When all was in readiness Jake was told to poke
one down, which he did without any trouble. Zip, zip
he came down through the branches and landed with a
thump on the leaves below. At the same time four dogs
and twelve men were let loose, and such scrambling,
yelling, and growling of dogs, coon and men with torches
cannot be described, but as he was only three-fourths
grown, he was easily dispatched. With the next one the
same scene was repeated. While the dogs were fighting
the third one, the fourth or old one, becoming alarmed
at the proceedings, sprang down from the tree and made
off down the hill, followed by the men but unnoticed by
the dogs, which were tearing at the now nearly dead
coon, and could not be called off. Heroic measures were
necessary in such an important cause, and I rushed in
and grabbed the dead coon from the snarling dogs and
held it high above my head, while the calls of the others
brought them on the trail of the old coon, and none too
soon; she had almost reached her den, an immense dry
tree which was hollow near the top, where she would
have been comparatively safe. She showed much more
fight than the other three, and the dogs had all they could
do to finish her.
When the fray was over, Jake gathered the spoils and

they disappeared into the unfathomable recess of his
large overcoat, while the dogs started in quest of new
game. We followed down the classic banks of Moon Eun
about one mile, when the dogs gave tongue again, raising
our hopes of more coons; but alas! that three-fourth fox-
hound that Jake had brought along to learn the higher
art of coon hunting had struck a fox trail, and away he
went with our coon dogs over the hills and through the
valley, at times so far away that we could not hear them,
and then again, circling so near that if it had been day-
light we could have shot the fox.
For more than two hours they kept us waiting, wet,

cold and shivering, and trying to get the dogs off the
trail, while near us a small screech-owl was seemingly
laughing at our discomfort, and Jake was sitting in the
wet grass, where he went peacefully to sleep snoring in
all the different modulations of tone that were possible.

If the dogs had had their homes in the neighborhood
we would have left them, but having brought them from
Pittsburg we were afraid, of losing them. All misery
must have an end, and so it was with us. By a good
chance and a ruse we caught the dogs, and wended our
way homeward as the faint streaks of dawn began to show
in the east, a tired, but satisfied party, as four coons
caught in one night attested.

A "DANVIS" COON HUNT.
YEARS ago, along in the latter part of the fifties, I

was a boy living at home, near the green hills of
Vermont, and in close vicinity to the town of "Danvis,"
since become famous through "Uncle Lisha's Shop" and
"Sam Lovel's Camps;" in fact, it was the ancient city of
Vergennes mentioned in those unique works, a quiet,
lovely spot, around which still lingers tales and legends
of ( Ethan; Allen, Seth Warner, Benedict Arnold. Com-
modore McDonough, and of the "days that stirred men's
souls."

Among many intimate friends was one Geo. P,, a young
law student, with plenty of time on his hands and a
strong appetite for something to take the musty flavor of
the law out of his mouth. How he came to hit upon coon
hunting as a means of moistening the arid wastes of
Blackstone, Chitty and the rest of the worthies I can not
for the life of me tell. Whether following a coon, routed
from his nightly marauding in the farmer's cornfield, was
suggested by the thought of tracing the devious ways of
some hardened criminal to his final conviction and incar-
ceration; or whether he had become so befogged and be-
clouded in the intricacies of the law, in fact so in the
dark about the whole matter, that night hunting was the
only way to illumine his mind, I don't know. But that
fall he borrowed Uncle David Middlebrook's "old hound"
and went coon hunting, and with the not unusual luck
of tyros got one or two coons each night. It was at this
time he approached me with an invitation to join him on
a certain night. George said we were sure to tree a coon
and equally sure to get him if we could only get him out
of the tree. I laughed and told him I would agree to get
down all the coons he got up in a tree. There was where
I was rash.
Upon the night appointed we struck for the cornfield

bordering Burrough's Swamp. Dark? Yes! I carrying
my double-barrel and George handling the dog. We
stumbled on for perhaps an hour when the dog gave
tongue. We were then in the center of a cornfield, the I

chase led toward Meigs' Hill and soon from the sharp
short notes we knew the coon was treed. Eeaching the
spot we found the dog at the foot of an immense hem-
lock, standing on a point of a limestone ledge, 30 or 40ft.

high, which fell off abruptly to the level ground below.
Scrambling up the ledge we found the hemlock quite
70ft. high, throwing out its straight horizontal branches
at regular intervals, beginning quite close to the ground
and making it quite easy to climb.
After scanning the tree as well as we could in the pitchy

darkness and firing one or two random shots, George, half
in jest, half in earnest, insisted that I should, fulfill my
promise and get the coon down. I then began to Tealize
that I had been rash in making any promise. So mount-
ing the tree, which was easy enough to a nimble boy of
16, I climbed up about half way, when I discovered his
coonship stretched out on one of the horizontal limbs,
facing the body of the tree, and five or six feet from it.

The branches were about 3in. in diameter where they
joined the body of the tree, tapering easily toward the
ends. Seizing the one the coon was on with my hands,
and putting my feet upon the next below, which just
brought my chin on a level with my hands, I cautiously
made my way out from the body of the tree to within a
foot or so of the coon, who began snapping and snarling.
My weight was bending the branch in an alarming man-
manner, and strange to say the coon did not shake off

worth a cent, while I became painfully conscious that
there was but an inch and a half of twig between me and
the foot of the ledge, some 80ft. below. So marking the
height and general direction as well as I could, I scram-
bled back and down to the ground.
A few ineffectual shots in the direction I had marked,

set George to browbeating me in good set terms for not
getting down the coon, untile my ire and my courage
(such as I had) were fully aroused.
Again I mounted the tree, and on reaching my former

position found he had changed bis quarters. As I could
see to the end of each branch as I climbed past, I was in
no danger of overrunning, or rather overclimbing, my
quarry. Up and up I went, till the branches seemed like
pipe stems, and the trunk itself a mere whipstock, while
the fact that I was a hundred feet from the foot of the
ledge would constantly thrust its unpleasant realization
upon me. I had now reached a place where I had to

grasp the main shaft of the tree; the branches were coo
small, and my slightest motion swayed it several inches
out of perpendicular. But there, just above my head,
sat the coon with his haunches on a little twig of a
branch, his fore paws and bead close to the tree, snarling
and snapping. I tried to shake him off by swaying the
top of that old hemlock back and forth, expecting every
moment to hear it crack beneath me, but it was of no
use; the coon had the best hold and the most confidence;
and if it had not been for the dread of George's tongue I
should have turned and gone down again.
As it was I stopped and considered the matter. After

a bit a plan occured to me, I could easily reach him
with my hand. Swaying the treetoxJ again back and
forth as far as I dared, I gave the coon all the business
he could well attend to to hold on to his frail perch.
Letting go with one hand but still keeping up the
swaying motion I dealt him several blows with my
fist in quick succession. The second rolled him over on
the branch, the third loosened his fore feet, and the
fourth sent him crashing through the branches to the
ground below. Hastening down I reached the ground in
time to see a fight of three or four minutes between the
coon and hound before the former was killed. He
weighed 231bs. H.
Inhiana.

SOME POINTS ON COON HUNTING.
THERE are a great many "points" in coon hunting

which are only gained by experience, and then
only after a great deal of observation. There are many
characteristics possessed by the old male coon which are
entirely lacking in the younger members of the family.
Many old coons become as sly and cunning as a fox, and
are equally hard to take. I remember one case in partic-
ular. My hounds used to run hot trails in about the
same locality every once in a while. They would take
up the trail, run it for perhaps ten minutes and then lose
it in a most unaccountable manner. This had happened
several times in succession, until one night a good track-
ing snow fell. The next morning I went out to the same
place and succeeded after many a twist and turn in track-
ing my old quarry to his den. We cut the tree and found
him to be as I thought, an old male of quite large caliber.
Another case I remember, where the hounds crossed and
recrossed the creek several times, taking up the trail

each time after crossing, running it a short distance and
then crossing back again, finally treeing in a huge hick-
ory. .

'

. .
-

One can easily distinguish an old coon by the size of
the tree he climbs as a last resort to escape the hounds. I
have no doubt that the motto of the young and inexperi-
enced coon is "Any port in a storm." JNot so, however,
writh the older ones, who have perhaps succeeded more
than once in throwing the keenest hounds off the track.
I remember one night in particular. The hounds took
up a fresh trail, and after running it a short time treed in
what is called in the West a bush, a small tree, about 5
or 6in. in diameter. On jumping the coon we found him
to be a young one, and from all appearances hardly a
year old.

We had hardly left the spot when the dogs took up a
fresh trail and ran at full cry straight for the creek.
Here they crossed, ran along on the opposite bank for
some 200yds., crossed back again and struck out into the
timber.
We followed them slowly for a while and then sat

down on a fallen tree trunk to a.wait further develop-
ments. I had made up my mind that they were running
an old-timer by the way the trail led. We had not been
seated long when we heard the hounds getting nearer,
and presently we saw a dark object rush past and heard
a scratching sound as it disappeared up the side of a large
elm.

I think the coon had had this tree in mind from the
time the hounds took up the trail. He had crossed the
creek to throw the dogs off, struck out into the timber,
circled and made for this tree, perhaps an old favorite
with him, where it may be he had taken refuge before to
escape his keen-scented pursuers. I have noticed in
almost every case the old coons are treed in the largest
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trees in the timber. Of course this does not always hap-
yen; in fact, I have known them to take to a tree so small
that the dogs could almost reach them by jumping.

I have also noticed that an old coon 'seldom or never
takes to the ''den tree," unless he is very bard pressed and
has no choice as to his retreat. More than once have I

tracked them to their den in the morning over the snow,
but I remember but one instance where I have treed in

the deen tree, and that was just before dawn.
When a coon is "jumped" from a tree and comes down

into the middle of a howling pack, he usually fights for

dear life.

The female keeps up an incessant growling and snarling,

while the ''boar" seldom makes any noise whatever after

the dogs have fastened on to him* I think the hardest
fight I ever saw was made by a.n old female. It was just
after weaning time, and she was lean and poor. The way
she held out against the dogs was astonishing, and the
way she made them yelp was something awful. This
coon weighed in the neighborhood of SOlbs., which, I

think, is quite large for a female.
The males as a general rule are fat, and although they

fight with great zeal, yet they don't compare with the
smaller females.

If your hounds tree in a hollow tree, the coon seldom
jumps out when the tree is cut, but stays in the hollow
until he is punched out with a stick. Of course you don't
know when you fell the tree how many coons are on the
inside, and one point very essential is after getting one
coon out, pay no attention to him, the hounds will at-

tend to his welfare, but watch the opening in the tree, for
if there are any more coons inside, just as soon as the
fight with the first coon begins they will make a break
for the woods. They seem to know that the dogs are oc-

cupied and take this method as an only means of escape.
I ttiink it is without fail that as soon as the dogs have
tackled the first coon, out pops the other occupant of the
tree and he is off.

Note the place where he ran, drag a hound off, put his
nose to the place where the fugitive disappeared, and, let

me assure you, it will not be long before he is waiting for
you in some tree top hard by with your hound at the foot
of the tree. Lotor.

NEW ENGLAND FOX HUNTING.

THE fox hunters are having considerable sport in this
section of country, and some of the boys tell pretty

good stories of the haps and mishaps of the chase. As a
member of long standing in the "ancient and honorable
guild," I think it my duty to give a bit of personal exper-
ience. My last run with the hounds was on a beautiful
day in February. There was about eight inches of freshly
fallen snow on the ground. The sky was clear, and a
gentle breeze from the south gave us hopes of a glorious
run. Starting from our goodly city cf Springfield before
the sun was fairly up, with Ed and John and our good
dogs Ben and Kitty in the cutter, we were soon well on
our way. Before we were out of the city limits we found
a fresh trail that crossed the road to the left; and before
our team had fairly come to a standstill the dogs were
away in full cry. The probabilities were that the fox
when started would turn to the east and cross in fi-ont of
us, and Ed and John went on up the main road, while I,

to make sure, turned down a cross road and followed in
the direction the dogs had taken.
"When I had gone about a half mile I saw an old lady

coming whose dejected looks and halting steps betokened
that she had had about enough of the heavy walking.
As 1 approached her gallantry and humanity had a tussle
with my fox hunting inclinations, but as has ever been
the case in such matters humanity carried the day, and
turning the team around I assisted the old lady to a seat
and carried her back to a house near the main road.

If the reward for good deeds were always as sure and
speedy as in this case, I venture to say that many of onr
non-fox-hunting friends would be better men. Just as I
had resumed my seat and was about turning back there
came a burst of melody from the dogs that set my nerves
tingling again. Listening a moment, I found that the
chase had turned to the east, and that the aforesaid
humanity had saved me more than a mile of very rough
road. Without going to thank the old lady for the good
turn, I made for the main road at the best speed that
whip and voice could extort from my not very gallant
steedess—to tell the truth the old mare was decidedly lazy,
and the amount of energy we expended in getting her
along that day would, I fully believe, have carried us on
foot over more ground than we covered. As I tore along
up the road I met a jolly-looking farmer, who encourag-
ingly shouted as we passed, "Hurry up! they are close
arter him. Stop at my house ," the remainder was
lost in the distance; but I well knew that the last word
was "cider:" and with renewed vigor I pushed on. Over-
taking Ed and John, we listened a moment to the dogs,
and found that they were making for "Stony Hill," some
five miles distant; and getting under way we made a
break for that famous runway. When we arrived at the
base of the hill, we heard the dogs some three or four
miles to the east, well up on the Wilbraham Mountains,
driving the fox at a racing gait toward the south.
Again getting up steam we drove through the little

village of Wilbraham, and a mile below we turned up a
road that led over the mountain. At the foot of the last

rise we found the trail which crossed the road, and John
got out and followed it to the edge of the woods to cut off

the. fox in case he should come back that way, while Ed
and I kept on to the top of the mountain, where Ei took
his stand at the well-known runway by the big rock; and
I, leaving the team just below, went down the road and
took my stand at another crossing place, where many a
glorious run had finished. Sitting there on the well-
known stone in the bright sunlight I calmly awaited
events. At the end of about an hour and a half I saw
John step into the road a half mile below and come to-

ward me. Just then Ed showed himself and beckoned
for me, and as I came up to him he informed me that the
dogs that had crossed below were not our dogs at all, but
a brace that were owned by a man who had just crossed
below in search of them, and that our dogs were after
their fox on the plains to the west of us.
John then came along and said that there was a fresh

track that crossed the road just below, and we all went
down to investigate; and it caused a cold chill to run up
my back when we discovered that just after I had vaca-
ted my stand the fox had crossed within ten feet of the
very stone upon which I had been so long sitting. Any

man has an undoubted right to his opinion regarding such
an occurrence. I did not express mine, but Ed and John
made a disgusting exhibition of themselves by dancing in
the road and making a row that fairly drowned the roar
of the dogs that shortly put in an appearance.
Cheering them on their way, we listened to the music

until it grew faint in the distance, when we again manned
the cutter and steered for the plains to find our dogs, I
piloted the craft to the best of my ability down the
mountain, but owing to the slow rate of speed' I succeeded
in landing Ed and John on their beam ends only twice.
Of course I went out with them, but as they were two to
my one, I had just twice the fun that they had out of it.

_
When we arrived on the plains we met a man who

lived on Stony Hill, and he informed us that while we
were crossing the hill our dogs were there hunting up
the trail, which they had overrun; and not ten minutes
after we left they found it and went at a racing gait
straight south; and just then a man from Hazardville,

Conn., came along and said that he saw the dogs with
heads well up going at speed across a hill just south of
Shaker Village, and that they had turned to the west.
As this course would take them to the river, where they
would probably turn back toward the city, we jogged on
in that direction. Shortly after passing the village of
Sixteen Acres, we heard the dogs coming from the south-
west; and we soon saw the fox a half mile away, making
for the crossing where we had laid on the dogs in the
morni ng. Now commenced a race for fife or death. Ed
punched the old mare with his gun, John twisted her
tail, while I plied the whip, and we soon were going at
quite a fair rate of speed: indeed the pace was so hot that
tne old mare broke, and her lengthened stride brought
her heels in contact with the crossbar and she laid back
her ears and actually ran away; but as we were gaining
on the fox we let her run; and each one grabbed for
cartridges and loaded up to be in readiness when the
climax came.
Just as we reached a level stretch of ground the fox

suddenly broke cover to our left, and came straight for
the road, with the evident intention of crossing our bow;
but he miscalculated the speed at which we were going
and he and the old mare reached the crossing at the same
instant, and the fox crouched in che ditch within four
feet of us to let us pass. Meantime Ed and John had
begun to get out and shoot; one guu was fired straight in
the air, for I have a distinct recollection of hearing
the patter of the falling lead. Where the other three
charges went I had no means of learning, as the first gun
had swerved the old mare out of the road into the lot,

and as the fox, evidently scared half out of his wits, took
the back track, the old "mare tore on after him with in-
creased speed, I had had no time until now to get in my
work: but as there was a bit of daylight between the
horse and fox I cut loose at him with such success that
the old mare dodged to one side so suddenly that her feet
came out from under her and down she went all in a
heap, and so badly was she demoralized that she never
stirred. I crawled out of the wreck, and, the ruling
passion still strong, raised my gun to put in the other
barrel; but too much time had been lost; and when I got
sight of the fox he was some 200yds, away sitting on his
haunches and looking at us with the most astonished look
on his countenance that I ever saw on a dumb animal.
Silently we limbered up and silently we went home.

Shadow.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX HUNT
TX7ESTFIELD, Mass., Nov. 12.—The 100 or more mem-
V v bers and guests of the Western Massachusetts Fox
Club who gathered Tuesday night in readiness for the
first day's hunt, had just such weather for their sport as
fox hunters delight in. Tuesday's rain removed old scents
on the fox runs, and the wily reynards prowling about
that night had lively times yesterday keeping out of the
reach of dogs and guns.
Before daylight this morning the streets resounded with

the baying of hounds, and the "ta-ra ta-ra ta-ra" of the
melodious hunter's horn. Coaches rumbled about, adorned
with flaming torches, of which an occasional one was
left blazing in front of the house of some especially sound
sleeper who failed to quickly respond to the bugle call for
rising or the cornetist s musical "Johnny get your gun."
Few people in the town failed to know that the hunters
were about, and none of the nimrods were missing when

,

before 6 o'clock, after a hurried breakfast, the signal was
given to start. Half a dozen 'buses and more private con-
veyances carried the enthusiasts to the hunting ground,
distant four or five miles from Park Square. A few re-
turned within three hours with faces, hands, fingers and
toes half frozen, and their enthusiasm and interest in fox
hunting considerably diminished ; but the majority kept
up the chase all day.
The hunters were divided into three squads, and the

line extended from Western avenue southward along the
base of the Russell, Granville and Southwick hdls nearly
to Sodom Mountain. For almost the whole five miles,
highways ran parallel with the hunting grounds, allow-
ing the active participants to easily reach and return
from their assigned places. Scores of on-lookers, desirous
of watching the chase and hearing the deep-mouthed
baying of the bounds, drove from town during the
morning and afternoon. Nearly all day the woods re-
echoed with the music dear to the hunter's heart, cracks
of guns, the horn's "new halloo," the hounds' deep-
mouthed cry, and occasionally the hunters and spectators
would catch a meteor-like glimpse of a fleeing fox, as for
a moment he appeared in the open field or leaped a fence
to escape hi3 rapid pursuers. Muc h of the ground covered
by the hunters would have permitted of following the
dogs on horseback, but none attempted it, possibly for
the reason that such a condition was unexpected, in view
of previous meetings on the Chester Mountains, up which
hardly a goat can scramble. Another reason, perhaps,
was the liklihood that a rider closely following the dogs
might get a charge of shot into his horse and himself
from some excited nimrod hidden behind a rock or tree,
who would in his eagerness shoot any live thing coming
within range of his gun.
The squad under captaincy of Joel Fox had the extreme

north of the line from Western avenue to West Parish
and early in the morning H. F. Cowing bowled over a
handsome silver-gray with a fine shot, after a pursuit of
nearly two hours. The fox finally took refuge in a
clump of woods, and was driven out by a farmer's dog
and shot while crossing the road. Charles E. Owen, of
East Granby„ had charge of thesquad located in the mid-

dle section and his party had the good luck before noon
to bag a handsome pelt. The Sodom Mountain division
met with equal success, although it came later in the
day. A fine reynard was the trophy they proudly dis-

played on their return, shot by Charles Leyon, of South-
ampton. Besides these five others were shot during the
day. the names of the successful hunters being : Joseph
La Fleur, of Huntington, A. Burbank, of Pittsfield, P. P.
Clapp, of Southampton, and Charles H. Merritt and P. B.
Rumrill, of this town.
Charles Hatfield, Chicopee's well-known boniface,

brought in high feather to the Park Square Hotel head-
quarters a monstrous coon, which he said he had treed
and shot in the high-bridge ravine, but he looked very
meek and asked everybody to "take something" when
expert coon hunters, after sniffing the animal, suggested
that it was lucky "Charlie" killed it as soon as he did,
for the coon needed killing badly.

This evening the club banquet was held at the Gem
Opera House, and proved the biggest and most successful
in the history of the club. Fully 300 were present, and
two-thirds were from out of town. The Westfield brass
band did escort duty from the Park Square Hotel to the
opera house, and afterward furnished music. The ban-
quet was served by R, Tyler & Son, caterers, and was
generally voted the best thing; of the kind ever given in
town. R. H. Kniel of this town was toast master at the
after-dinner speaking, and among those who spoke were
District Attorney Hibbard of" Pittsfield, G. W. Roraback
of Chester, president of the club, F. H. Gillett and Eph-
rairn Perkins of your city, Ledyard Bill of Worcester,
E. W. Dickerman of this place and John B. Bottum of
Northampton. At the annual meeting of the club the
old officers were re-elected.
Among the members or guests present besides those

mentioned these may be mentioned: Bernard Alder-
man, of Suffield, Conn.; E. H. Allen, of Huntington; C.
E. Brace, of Tyringham; Gurdon Bill, of Springfield; S.
C. Burton, of Pittsfield; O. W. Beach, of Chester; F. O.
Beach, of Worthington; R. E. Burbank, of Pittsfield; B.
E. Campbell, of Chicopee: J. Cooper and C. E. Clark, of
Chester; H. F. Cowing, of Northampton; Edward De-
rnond, of Suffield, Conn.; L. M. Frost, of Leominster; C.
F. Flagg, of Webster; Willis Guilford, of Williamsburgh;
D. E. Goodloo, of Huntington; Geo. H. Hatch, of Pitts-
field; N. A. Harwood, of Chester; Dr. O. J. Shepardson.
of Chester; H. G. Hill, of Williainsburgh; Jas. Keefe, of
Chester; Waldo Knox, Wallace Knox and Jas. Leonard,
of Suffield, Conn.; J. R. Maguire, of Huntington: H. L.
Niles, of Springfield; W. B. Orcutt, of Northampton; W.
H. Plummer, of Huntington; H. P. Pomeroy, of Chester;
M. J. Riley, of Chicopee; C. A. Rockwell, of Pittsfield; J.
B. Ripley, of Granville: E. T. Slocum. of Pittsfield; C. D.
Smith and J. W. Thomas, of Chester; H. N. Wilson, of
Pittsfield; J. B. Wells, of Wellsviile: R. M. Fairfield, of
Fairfield; Chas. W. Butler, of Holyoke; W. C. Corbett
and R. C. McQuillen, of Boston; S. H. Crittenden, of
New Haven; A. Grouf , of Windsor: M. J. King, of Spring-
field; C. R. Kent, of New Haven; F. Lenoir, H. Lukes
and A. A. Loomis, of Springfield and John H. Maxwell,
of South Deerfield.
Nov. 13.—Between thirty and forty hunters scoured the

mountains north of the Westfield River to the Holyoke
and Southampton boundary lines yesterday with" the
result of bowling over four good-sized foxes.

"A fifth was
closely pursued and the eager nimrods felt sure of their
prey when they heard the report of a gun and the hounds'
baying soon after ceased. Following the sound of the
gun they found the clogs huddled together and sniffing
the ground. Upon investigation traces of blood appeared
on the dead leaves, but there was no fox in the neighbor-
hood, and the probably correct conclusion of the disap-
pointed hunters was that some one not of their party, and
quite likely a horny-handed granger, had lain in wait
along the runway and with a well-aimed shot toppled
reynard over and hurried off with the carcass before the
dogs or their owners arrived. Of the foxes shown as the
result of the day's hunt, Landlord Hagar, of the Park
Square Hotel, and Edward Williams killed one each on
East Mountain, and M. J. Stevens, of this city, and E. E.
McCann, of West Springfield, one each on Bear Hole
Mountain . The meeting in interest, attendance and foxes
secured was the most successful of any held, and the
membership of the club was doubled, being now over 200.
Last night the last of the visiting hunters went home pro-
fuse in praise of the pleasures enjoyed and hospitality
extended,—Springfield Republican,

CARE OF DEAD GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to query by "Mc" I have learned, after long

experience in Kansas, Indian Territory and Colorado,
and both in hot and cold weather, especially hot weather,
never to draw birds, squirrels or rabbits. If you desire
sweet meat, bleed them well at once when shot, and dry
the feathers and skin. I have very successfully kept
game in hot weather by placing single birds in a paper
sack and' tie with a string, then hang up in as cool a
place as possible. Always hang head up, as this manner
takes the entrails away from the breast. Do not hang in
"groups" at any season if expected to keep four or five
days; hang singly in the shade. The only birds that it is

desirable to draw at once are sage hens, found in the
mountains west of the plains.

Kill fish at once by cutting the throat deep and let them
bleed. Then wrap in a wet cloth and place in a basket.
Don't wet them any more. Grass is good if sweet and
clean. In packing game of any kind or fish don't let the
ice touch or melt on it. Where necessary to use ice wrap
it in papers and rubber in solid cakes; pack the game be-
tween the cakes. Trout and fine-flavored birds can be
carried a thousand miles, and a week to go it in, if

packed in this way. Tile.

Kansas City, Missouri.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Mc" asks for information as to the

best manner of keeping dead game. From long experi-
ence I have adopted the following: Withdraw the en-
trails as soon as killed; place a stick in the orifice to keep
it open to admit the air so it will dry. Do not put any-
thing inside, as it will Tetain the moisture. Hang, head
up, for twelve hours or so, after which it will keep better
hanging head down, as the moisture escapes sooner. In
this manner game will keep much longer than that which
is undrawn. This applies to deer, Mcsset,
Adirondacks.
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ELK ON SNAKE RIVER.
[Continued from Page SS0.2

NOV. 6.—Had an early breakfast this morning and
Charley and I hitched up to one of the wagons and

drove across the park to bring in the three elk killed by
Hunt and myself yesterday morning. After loading them
in the wagon, I was picking out a road for Charley to

drive out through, as it was fall of down timber in here,

when I ran into a fine flock of grouse. I called to Charley
to stop a moment and I would try my hand at shooting
grouse. At first shot I took the head off of one up in a
small tree: the second shot I cut a bunch of feathers off

one's neck, but it flew away. My third shot was at one
on the ground, and I took its head off clean. I was just

going to quit at this when I saw two sitting on the ground

,

and by squatting down I could get their necks in range;

I told Charley to watch me cut their necks both off at

once: which I did, striking them both low down on the
neck, and cutting them all off except a little skin. We
now returned to camp and put the saddles on our hunting-

horses and struck out for a day's hunt. Some two miles
from camp we came to a deep canon. Here we left our
horses. Charley tied his to a pine tree and I turned old

Prince loose. We hunted hard all day: and saw a number
of straggling bull tracks, but did not get a shot. On re-

turning to our horses. I found Prince had left for camp.
Taking a short cut I overtook him, and mounting rode
leisurely along toward camp, Charley being half a mile
or so behind me. As 1 came out in the park, half a mile
or so from camp, I came suddenly upon twelve elk cros&ing
the Park going west. They were not over 100yds. off,

and I jumped off my horse thinking I could do better
shooting; but as I raised my gun to fire, the old rascal
threw up his tail and away he went down the trail,

directly toward the elk and almost in the line of my fire.

This of course frightened the elk and away they went,
and I missed my game, but fired again and wounded a

fine young spike bull, which Charley soon overtook on
his horse and finished by a ball in the head. The rest of
the band took the road leading down to the Snake River,
and just beyond camp, then ran on to George and Stub
coming up with their horses packed with provisions.

Hunt's negro boy is gone to-night; has rode off Hunt's
mule. They think he has started for Laramie City, as
they had been teasing him about going, and told him he
might take the mule; but had no idea the fool would at-

tempt such a thing. Con is quite uneasy about him, for
fear he starts across the range, where he would be sure to
freeze to death now. Con will start after him early in
the morning. I think he will be all right, for he has eaten
up all the sweet cakes I and Charley had in camp, and
most of the honey and crackers. Had a fine grouse stew
for supper in both tents to-night.

Nov. 7.—Snowed again last night. Con got up his sad-
dle horse and started on the hunt for the boy. Charley
and I take a horse and skid in our elk killed last night.
Having a good fresh tracking snow we all strike out east
of camp and go up in the hills, expecting to find a band
of elk in a short time: but we are. disappointed, and after
a long tramp we seperate, Charley and I going to the left

and circling in toward camp. When we strike the edge
of the park, where Hunt and. I killed the three young
elk, we cross a fresh bull elk trail. As it is some time yet
until dark we conclude to follow it. After following
about a mile down in a deep cafion we jump him up out
of a bunch of willows. Charley is nearest to him and
fires, but misses. I run up the side of the mountain to
my right in order to get above the willow brush when I

see the bull making good time up a well-worn trail on the
opposite side of the gulch. I at once cover him and fire,

when he comes rolling down the hillside some 50ft. to
the bottom of the gulch. On going up to him we find he
is an old "scab." or mangy bull, that has been driven out
of the herd by the younger bull3 and is not good for any-
thing except hi* horns, which are a nice even pair of six
points on each beam. I take his head, while Charley car-
ries both guns, and we make for camp. It is a long hard
pull up the cafion, but we arrive at camp at dark, tired
and covered with blood from the elk head. Think this is

the poorest, scabbiest old bull I ever saw; and no doubt
it was a merciful act to kill him, as it saved him spread-
ing the disease among the healthy elk. We found Con
and the boy safe in camp. The boy had stopped at a
ranch over night, down on Snake River, and when Con
got there he was trying to get the mule on the ice and
across the river. The boys have him badly scared to-night
telling him "Hunt is going to have him arrested when he
gets to Laramie City for stealing his mule."
Nov. 8.—Moved camp to-day about fifteen miles. Went

across the Snake River and up in the hills beyond Mcln-
toshe's horse ranch and went into camp at the foot of a
huge cliff, known as "Gibraltar." Rather poor camp,
with no grass for stock.

Nov. 9.—Saddled up old Prince early this morning and
struck out for the head of Slater Fork. Followed down
the fork a few miles, when I struck an old elk trail of
about 100 elk heading back into the hills toward, camp.
Having seen no fresh sign on my way around I was sat-
isfied the elk were still in there; so I took the trail, and
in about a mile discovered a small band high up on a
mountain side feeding, where the sun and wind had
taken the snow off, and the elk grass was nice and green.
Leaving my horse in a warm grassy cafion, where he
could pick some grass, I attempted to make a sneak up
the mountain and get in range of the game; but a wary
old bull on picket duty soon discovered something not
just suited to his notion and led the band over and
around the south side of the ridge into a lot of timber. I
followed slowly, and in about half an hour discovered
them mostly lying down. I circled tho hill and was
crawling up on the ridge to the south of them, when
looking up I saw about fifteen or twenty of them stand-
ing on the ridge looking at me. Knowing it was now or
never I leveled my gun on what I thought was a youn°-
bull and fired. The elk all disappeared and went
thundering down the mountain. I ran around the
point of the ridge to see where they went, when I
saw the entire band of about one hundred come out in a
little park about 600yds. away, and form in a round
bunch, just as if they were in a round-up corral. I
think it was as fine a picture of a band of elk as I ever
saw. Going over to trie trail to look for blood I could
not discover any, so I took the back track. It was quite
a steep climb up the point to where the elk stood when I
fired, and was thickly covered with small green pines
and red spruces. When I got almost to where the elk

stood I came suddenly on my elk stone dead, shot through
the shoulders. He was a bull calf coming a yearling,

and the largest I ever killed of his age. I pulled him
through the snow a few feet to the edge of the ridge,

when he went down for about 50ft. into a little basin
clear of timber and with about 2ft. of snow. Here I soon
had him dressed and turned over belly down to keep the
magpies out of him. To get my horse was the next
thing on the programme. I had about a half mile to go
up the mountain and then it was all down hill. I made
good time and was soon on my horse heading in what I

thought was a direct line for camp. I soon found myself
high up on the mountain in thick timber full of logs and
poles. TJp here I jumped another elk, but 1 was not elk
hungry just now, for it was getting dark and I was in a
strange country. Just as darkness had fully settled

down I came out on a high point and could see our
camp-fire far below me, with a lot of timber and small
gulches between. After getting down into the timber I

heard the .boys firing their guns for me. I answer with
a few shots, and was soon sitting down to a steaming
supper of warm bread, elk steak and coffee.

Nov. 10.—No one saw anything yesterday except my-
self, so we concluded to move camp again to-day and try
to get nearer to where the elk range. The hills between
camp and where I killed the elk were full of elk beds and
trails, and it appears as if game were plenty in here.
Moved camp around to the southeast some five miles;
have a good warm camp ground, but poor feed for stock.
It is snowing great guns to-night. Stub lost his horse; it

went off in the night, and he struck out on his trail this
morning and is not in yet. Probably he is up at the horse
ranch. We are now about 250 miles from home. Snow
getting deep, oats getting scarce, and horses weak and
thin. Looks rather gloomy to-night, and Charley and
Con have not yet killed a hoof; don't like to go home
empty. I have as much and more than I want for my-
self, but not enough for all. Will try it a few days more
and then we will pull for home—game or no game. Am
afraid the snow is now too deep on the range for us to go
back the way we came over. Have good wood and our
tent is warm and snug to-night; the horses have good
warm blankets on, and are standing humped up with
their backs to the driving storm . A. A. K.

NEW JERSEY DEER HUNTING.
THE open deer season in this State was ushered in on

the l?t inst. by the hustling of buckshot and yelping
of dogs all through Atlantic county. Several deer and
one man have been killed. Same old exasperating story
of rustling of bushes, shooting without view and slaughter
of a companion. Now the shooter is reported to have
become deranged. If his eyesight or buckshot had been
deranged when he so thoughtlessly shot at a noise, how
much happier the whole occasion. But it's so every year.
If these men and boys (who have no more business with a
gun than a child has with dynamite) were readers of
sporting papers and could read therein repeated warnings
against such criminality, it might be different. But it is

just this class that don't read and never will. It is the
kerosene servant girl, and the fellow who didn't know it

was loaded, and the man who pulled his gun muzzle fore-
most through the fence or out of the wagon, and the man
who shoots at a noise, who are doing all in their power
to bring more misery into the world under the guise of
sport.

It is positively dangerous to go deer hunting in Jersey.
A party may go out with dogs, and by the time stands
have been filled several more parties are likely to put in
an appearance, all with dogs; and if a deer is started the
best place for safety is up a tree or down in a hole in the
ground. You see it is three years since there has been an
open season on deer, and there is an awful fever on.
Hunters are as plentiful in Atlantic county as the mos-
quitoes; and between them both, deer and everything else
catch it. If a deer is started, it runs across some member
of a second party, who mayhap breaks a leg, and some
third or fourth party fellow kills it or wounds it again,
and another party's man kills it. Then there are four
packs of dogs and men mixed up in the claim, and if the
matter is settled without serious dispute each man gets a
pound or two of meat. If there is a dispute, maybe he
loses all the deer meat and a pound or two of his own.
Or it may be, as happened a few days since, that one
party starts the deer, a second shoots it, when it runs
away and dies, to be carried off by some other party.
Then when the first two parties find it out there is gnash-
ing of teeth and sulphurous canopy.
There are a few quail and hares hereabout, scattered

widely, and forty-three men and some dozen boys to
each head of game. Each hunter keeps a beagle or
foxhound or two, and a hare's life is a miserable failure.
The quail break for the oak thickets and swamps at the
first blush, and by the time a person has poked andpushed
through the dense covers an hour or two, got his face and
hands well studded and lacerated with briers and stubs,
he begins to think he has earned a thousandfold more
than he gets.

Nevertheless there be spots where the bunnies do abound
as I can bear witness. A friend and I and dogs started in
the early gray of one of several mornings since, and
riding several miles met at the rendezvous other hunters
and dogs for a rabbit hunt. Seven men and six dogs
there were. There ought to have been one more dog, but
we couldn't fetch it. As it was, there was music in the air
all that day. My cocker Tobv jumped the game, or a
number of them, and the hounds' took up the tune where
he left it. The dense thicket or the swamp was of no avail
to cottontail. He had to keep moving until some gun
spoke and he turned up his toes. At noon when we gath-
ered at the farmhouse for an ample, appetizing dinner,
eleven hares and one ruffed grouse were turned out of
game pockets. At night seven more hares and a grouse
showed up, and we rode home at twilight of a lovely In-
dian summer day well pleased and tired. O. O. S.
VlNELAND, ST. J.

Business and professional men do much toward making
up the crowd of hunters and fishermen that yearly spend
their brief vacation season in the woods, and on the lakes
and streams. This is explained from the fact that promi-
nent among the business and professional men of to-day
are the men who were reared in the country and on the
farms, many of them in the backwoods even, where the
rod and line and the fowling piece were the principal

sources of amusement. A love for the forest and the
stream was thus acquired that lasts through life, and the
short respite from the cares of the after busy life are all
the more sweet, because they bring back the scenes of
days gone by.
E. M. Gillam, commercial editor of the Boston Adver-

tiser, has just returned from his annual vacation of two
weeks. With his brother, A. M. Gillam, of the editorial
staff of the Philadelphia Record, he has spent his vacation
in New Jersey. The boys went home to the hallowed
spot where the aged mother resides and made their hunt-
ing tours from there. They were joined for one day by
M. M. Gillam, another brother, who is the manager of
the advertising of the world-widely-known John Wana-
maker, who puts some $30,000 a year in advertising, the
most of which advertising is worded by Mr. Gillam.
The brothers are as fond of the dog and the" -gun as they
were when they were boys on the farm and dug out their
first woodchuck. They also love the hounds as fondly as
in days gone by, and they can scarcely take kindly to the
idea that there is a better method for hunting the'deer of
to-day than hounding them. E. M. and A. M. Gillam
both had their bird dogs with them and they found rare
sport among the quail, which they found very abundant
in Cumberland and Atlantic counties, though the frost
had not yet rid the trees and brash of 'their foliage, and
this made the hunting a little slow. They also had rare
sport with rabbits. Duck shooting tbey tried at Avalon,
near Cape May, where they found the bay covered with
black dtick and mallard. These ducks were wild and
hard to approach. They tried them the second day with
decoys, but the weather was so fine that the ducks did
little flying.

The men had a pair of hounds with them. They were
to try the deer. They tried over the same grounds where
only a few days previous several deer had been shot. In
fact eight or ten had been reported killed since the open
season began. The dogs were put out by one of the
brothers, and the others lay by the runways. All day
they waited. The hounds were heard distinctly baying,
but later they ceased. At nightfall the hunters wended
their way homeward, but to find the brother there before
them, with the report that he had lost the dogs early in
the day, but when he reached the house he found them
comfortably asleep by the fireside. E. M. Gillam says
that the deer are wonderfully plenty in that State, where
they had almost disappeared previous to the three-year
close time. Special, j

"ALL AROUND" THE GUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read from time to time during the last few years
many articles giving the ideas of your readers on the per-
fect rifle or shotgun, also the "all-around" sporting weapon.
There may have been two of all this number whose ideas
coincided, but I do not recall them. Like most of the
writers I have shot quite a number of rifles of different
makes, muzzleloading and repeaters, and have been in
"snaps" where I had a rifle and wanted a shotgun ATery
badly, and again with a shotgun when I would have
given a handful of nickels for a rifle. I have been all

around the gun lots of times, and it has been all around
with me on divers and sundry occasions. (Just here my
black cocker Tobe pushed the door open, and, wagging
his bud of a tail, as if to say "you'll consent of course,"
hopped up into my lap and lay down. What for? Why,
he knew I was writing about the gun and wanted, as he
always does, to get as near the subject as possible. Talk
about the intelligence of animals! Weil!)
As I was saying, we each have different notions about

the ideal gun and always will have, still I think "Shongo"
in your last is on a hot scent. Of course for an al I-around
gun the scatter gun and rifle is the weapon, the question
being only as to the combination. I have always (since
the manufacture) thought that the Daly three-barrel wa3
about the thing, and for special adaptation why not have
the right barrel cylinder bore or "straight cut" as "Shon-
go's," and the left either cylinder or medium choke? It
seems to me that would beat "Shongo's" gun by one point.
There you have your rifle, large ball, andif necessary
buckshot, or rifle, ball and shot, or rifle and two shot. It
might be that so many combinations would puzzle the
shooter so that before he had decided which to use the
game would be gone. I put this out as a feeler. The
manufacturer of the Daly is welcome to it. I've gone
out of the business. If I hadn't I should certainly make
one for my own use and try to get together a deer and a
bear and some ducks for experiment. O. O. S.

[We have for next week an interesting note from Mr.
H. W. S. Cleveland, describeg a combination ami in-
vented years ago by Dr. Eu vvard Maynard, of Maynard
rifle fame.]

DEER IN MICHIGAN.
DAYTON, O., Nov. 15.—The last of the deer hunters

of this vicinity returned from Michigan and Wis-
consin to-day, and report that notwithstanding the fact
that railroads have penetrated the forests and the num-
ber of hunters increases each year there is no perceptible
decrease in the number of deer and skill required to hunt
and kill them. A much larger number of big buckshave
been killed this season than usual, and the hunters there-
fore come home with grand trophies of their sport.
While in some respects the presence of the Indians in-

terfered with the whites because there were so many
more skilled hunters they often were of service in direct-
ing a lost man to his own camp. They tanned deer and
bear skins for the hunters and cured the venison. Five
young Indians located about two miles from a logging
camp out from Sagola, Michigan, and in two weeks killed
thirty deer, one of them the largest buck reported this
year, a magnificent six-pronged fellow that weighed
25olbs. after it was gutted. These Indians brought in
another buck that weighed 2301bs.
The party from Eaton. O., Mose Thompson, Gus Pot-

ters, Jas. Wilson and Thos. Leach, killed twenty-two
deer in the Wisconsin woods and brought eight home
with them. The Sidney hunters, Hudson Gartley, Cbris
and Wm. Kingseed, Joseph Laugh lin, John Bush, Nick
Gross and Geo. Lentner, and Louis Myer, of Anna, were
also very successful in Wisconsin. Hudson, who is cash-
ier of the German National Bank of Sidney, killed three
deer. Dr. B. F. Kiester, of Arcanum, took his wife with
him on the Western hunt. The Doctor killed five deer
and Mrs, Kiester killed a fine buck. Brown,
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SOUTHERN SHOOTING GROUNDS,
JANESYILLE, Wis., Nov. 13.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I note your wish for information as io

shooting in the South. I have shot a great deal in differ-

ent parts of the South, being myself a native of Louisiana.
Last winter, wishing to go to untried fields, that is, un-
tried by myself, I spent five weeks at Mrs. Richardson's
place, Lincolnton, N. C, accompanied by my family. I

found there good accommodations, cultured people and
cheap livery service. The shooting was fair, but only on
quail. The birds were fount! plentiful by going a few
miles away, but the cover is thick and one needs to hold
straight and shoot quick to get them. A cylinder bore
gun is the proper thing-, in fact that is the sort of gun any-
where for cover shooting, a.nd 12-gauge is the size most
used. Other size shells are not to be had. If one wishes
to be accompanied by his family, as I always do, he will

be pleased with " Woodside;" but by all means take along
your own dogs.

This winter, if a law suit permits, I go to north Louis-

iana, and to my notion that is above all localities the best

for the reason that it is little visited. I have a planta-

tion near Bryan City, on the New Orleans and North-
western railway, where I can shoot anything from quail

to deer, and plenty of them. There is a small place
called Delhi, forty miles west from Vicksburg, where I

think a party could find as much sport as could be
wished. When I was last there a lady, Mrs. Mason, kept
a small tavern, one of the sort few and far hetween
where the food is good and abundant and the beds good.
Game is all about, and a gentleman will be overwhelmed
with invitations to spend a few days at neighboring
planters' houses. If I had no place of my own there is

where I should go. Everything is cheap, too, and there

are lots of good fellows to show you about. In fact if

one keeps off the main routes of travel he can hardly go
amiss south of the Ohio Eiver. The trouble most people
have is that they go to places advertised by railroads,

only to find that pastures are greenest afar off. I will be
glad to give any gentleman personal information.

Arthur M. Valentine.
P. S.—I have often thought it would be a good thing to

organize a "Winter Club" which could buy a large tract

of land, and I know where to buy it very cheap, erecting

thereon a club house to which the members could go
with a certainty of good shooting and good accommoda-
tions at a moderate expense, but business has heretofore
kept me from carrying out my plan, besides I have my
own place.

'

A. M. V.

DEER HOUNDING IN WISCONSIN.
APPLETON , Wis. , Nov. 1 0.

—

Editor Forest and Stream.

:

Here is a suggestive item from our local paper:
"Dr. Ellsworth returned home from his Pike River hunt-
ing expedition Monday evening, after an absence of three
weeks. The remainder of the party, consisting of Ed.
Eno, D. Fox, H. Yerwey and P. Stenis, are still encamped
in the vicinity of the river, where they will probably re-

main until the first of December. According to what
the Doctor says, deer are more plentiful than they have
been for years past, notwithstanding the number that
are killed annually. His party has been quite successful,

capturing; seven, two of which he had the pleasure of

shooting himself. A party encamped not far from where
the Appletoruans pitcbedtheir tents has succeeded, with
the aid of five hounds, in capturing twenty-six. Any
number of parties from this and neighboring States are
slaughtering the timid animals by the wholesale."
Now, as you may learn from the Book of the Game

Laivs, it is forbidden to hound deer in this State. This
report of Dr. Ellsworth's party gives a faint notion of
what is being done among the deer in northern Wiscon-
sin. Despite the law hounding is practiced openly. The
Doctor might have added to his report that his party have
one or more hounds with them: but of course they would
not be guilty of hounding deer. You will notice there is

no word of condemnation in the local paper in regard to
the transgression of the game laws, and yet such people
call themselves gentlemen sportsmen.
Some two weeks ago I took a few days' outing for par-

tridges (ruffed grouse),.and went to a section where two
years ago there were thousands. With the aid of a pair

of very lively cockers I could not find an average of three
a day in the very finest of cover. The reason: Two years
since a man running a little store up in the brush com-
menced buying and shipping; paid ten cents each first

season, and told me he often got five to eight dozen a •

day. This year he pays twenty-five cents each, and his

largest day's receipt was of fifteen birds. He said, "For
some reason the birds were scarce." I should not be sur-

prised if deer should be "scarce" in the near future.
C. V. Y.

OHIO QUAIL HUNTERS.
DAYTON, O., Nov. 17.—All through these first seven

days of the open season for quail the woods have
been filled with rattle from the battle with the birds; and
reports from all sections of the country for a hundred
miles around Dayton agree that there never was finer

sport or such grand quail shooting as the hunters are en-,

joying now. Grass and ground are just wet enough to
make superb conditions for the dogs. In the three
States, Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky, 10,000 hunters have
been in the field, and it would make a lightning calcu-
lator tired to estimate the number of quail that have
been killed. Game stores have been overstocked at 75
cents a dozen, and Ohio may be- said to be feasting on
quail on toast.

Without attempting to record the great sport enjoyed
by the hundreds of hunters who went out from this city,

I report bags made by a half dozen parties of gentlemen
who are well known in the community. In addition to
quail, all of them brought in snipe, rabbits, and a few
doves.

S. S. Troup of this city, and Mr. Bass Rankin of Wash-
ington C. H. opened tke week with 52 quail in one day's
shooting in Fayette county. Charles Whealen and G. W.
Sander killed 41 quail in Mad River bottoms a few miles
from this city. Michael Stockert, Charles Schaefer and
Andy Fisher hunted on a section owned by David Nelson
near South Charleston, and birds were so plenty that the
party did not need to go out of a 20-acre field. Jarvis
Dickerson, baggagemaster on the C. H. & D., brought
dome 50 quail as the result of one day's shooting in Mich-
igan. Reed Kiefer and Chas. G. Loury, amateurs, were
hunting in Champaign county, separated in a thicket
where they had a scattered covey, and Kiefer firing at a

bird shot Loury in the face, injuring both eyes. Surgeons
took out the right eye, but hope to save the other.

Rolla O. Heikes and Ed Rike, of this city, with William
Wolstencroft and Wade Wilson, of Philadelphia, as their
guests, are in north western Ohio pheasant and quail
shooting, and a letter received to-night savs that they
struck a paradise for a week's hunting. They find the
birds abundant without going far from the farm house at

which they are stopping. Wolstencroft has his pointer
d0g Gunner with him, and Wilson is shooting over Gun-
ner's son Sport. Wolstencroft is trying to buy Ed Sachs's
young pointer Billy Bang, of this city. Wolstencroft and
Wilson will prdbaply hunt in Ohio all this month.
The Montgomery" County Fish and Game Protective

Club has issued invitations for their annual banquet that
is to be given Friday evening of this week, with quail,

pheasant, wild turkey, ducks, geese and venison on the
vie u u. Brown.

THE NEW YORK GAME PROTECTOR.

IN relation to the removal of Chief Game Protector
Drew and the appointment in his place of Major J.

V/arren Pond, Gen. R U. Sherman gave the following
statement to a representative of the Utica Herald, in
which journal it was published last Saturday:
Mr. Drew was appointed on my recommendation chief

game protector in August, 1888. He had previously
served three years as a member of the force, while it was
under my direction as Fish Commissioner. The law under
which he was appointed put the whole conduct of the
work in his hands, and relieved the Commissioners of all

details. When Mr. Drew assumed his position, the work
was in a fair state of organization, but lacked the per-
sonal supervision which could be given only by an active
officer, whose whole time could be spent in the service,

andwho could be properly compensated. From the start

Mr. Drew proved himself the man for the place. He
possessed rare sagacity, tireless energy, and was so thor-
oughly up in the game laws as to be able often to teach
district attorneys and sometimes judges. I never knew
him to fail in any case he took in charge. His detective
qualities were unsurpassed. He possessed, too, a geo-
graphical knowledge of the State, that was of great value.
In short he was a beau ideal officer, and I have often re-

marked that there was not a man in the State so well
qualified for this duty as he was.
While conducting a series of successful raids in Oneida

Lake, that promise to exterminate the fish pirates, he
was, to my great surprise, removed from office at a meet-
ing of the Commission when it was known I could not
be present. No notice of any kind was given to me that
there was any charge or complaint against him.
Of course, the public have been curious to know the

inwardness of such a strange proceeding. Till lately I

have been as much in the dark as they. Commissioner
Bowman when questioned about it professed ignorance
and referred to Commissioner Blackford. Forest and
Stream, speaking in behalf of the latter, said it was be-
cause Mr. Drew spent time, lobbying at Albany, when he
should have been on duty elsewhere. But Mr. Blackford
himself, in a letter to me bearing date of Nov. 8. says:
"For over a year there has been a settled dislike and

dissatisfaction (with the exception of yourself) with Mr.
Drew's manner and methods as chief game and fish pro-
tector. He has made the mistake often of disregarding
the requests of other Commissioners; seeming to think
that it was only necessary that suggestions or orders
coming from you were worthy his attention. Mr. Bur-
den and myself have often made requests which he has
failed to notice or comply with."
The sum of thi=s is that the majority had taken a per-

sonal dislike to Mr. Drew, and did not think he treated
them with proper deference.
There does not seem to be any complaint here of his

lobbying or of having failed to perform his duties
honestly and efficiently.

As to what may be the fact about his disregarding the
requests of Mr. Burden and Mr. Blackford I have no
knowledge. The persons concerned must settle this for
themselves. If it was true, as stated, that the chief gave
preference to my council over that of the other Commis-
sioners, it was not strange, as all that had been done in

the department of protection, since it came in any way
under the jurisdiction of the Commissioners, had been
done by myself with then- glad concurrence. It was not
a labor that they seemed to covet. It will be found also

to be true that I have made but few requests of Mr. Drew
and have given him no orders whatever. I had the ut-

most confidence in his ability, integrity and efficiency,

and left him, as the law intended, to use his own judg-
ment in all cases. I have never given him even advice
except it was asked, and it was never asked except it con-
cerned his line of duty. My colleagues' jealousy of my
influence with the chief was wTeak and silly.

I have no reason to believe that politics had anything
to do with Mr. Drew's removal. He is a Democrat "dyed
in the wool." So is his successor. Politics has never
been made a test in the Commission. It chanced that
most of the appointees for protectors were members of
the old force, originally appointed by the Governor,
and therefore Democrats; but there are nevertheless
some Republicans in the force. It has not been the custom
of Gov. Hill to dictate to the Commissioners. Since my
retirement, however, a different practice has started. At
the same time Mr. Drew was removed a man who
chanced to be a Democrat—Mr. Bradley, of Fulton
county—was removed, and also, by chance, a Republi-
can was appointed, the Commissioners probably having
no thought of the politics of either: but on appeal to the
Governor by Mr. Bradley's political friends a peremptory
order was issued for his restoration, and it was obeyed.
Had such an instance of unauthorized dictation occurred
while I was Commissioner there would have been at

least one resignation.
The new protector, Major Pond, was originally ap-

pointed protector on my recommendation and has made
a good record. He is honest and courageous, and if not
hampered by orders, which his superiors have no right

to give, will in time make a good chief. He lacks,

however, the geographical knowledge of the interior of
the State that is needed, and it will take a long time for

him to make the acquaintance of persons and officials he
must rely on to aid him in his work, and he lacks the
qualities necessary to make him an adept detective.

I have noticed many suggestions in the newspapers
that I should be reinstated as Commissioner. While I am
gratified with these expressions of confidence, I must say

that no earthly consideration could induce me to enter
this service again. The acceptance or rejection of my
resignation was not in the competence of the Governor.
It was absolute, irrevocable and final. Those who know
me ought to take in mind the fact that 1 am over 70 years
of age, and that my health is much broken. I have a
right at that age, as judges and military officers have, to
be retired from public service. My distinguished prede-
cessor. Governor Seymour, who also served twelve years
as Commissioner, asked and was granted retirement at 65.

I intended, in any case, to resign on the first of the com-
ing January, and the recent events have only hastened
my purpose two months.

I am happy to say, in conclusion, that my relations
with my colleagues have been cordial and pleasant. Ex-
cept in the last case they have treated me with probably
more deference than I was entitled to: and I shall always
remember them and the work in which we have been all

so successfully engaged with pleasure.

Commissioner Blackford, being confined to his bed by
illness, has given to the Forest and Stream in response
to inquiries a brief answer. He states that Mr. Drew
was at the time of his appointment a compromise candi-
date, personallv known only to Gen. Sherman; that from
his first meeting with the other Commissioners he was
personally objectionable to them; that he showed disre-

spect for the Commissioners in several instances, in the
Staring appointment case, in the handling of the funds
collected for attorney's fees in the netting case taken to

the TJ. S. Supreme Court; that he spent ad of last winter
in Albany, neglecting his district, Mr. Burden finding
him in constant attendance in the Senate and Assembly;
that he demoralized the force by bringing district pro-
tectors long distances to act in his own district, compel-
ling them to pay their expenses out of their own meagre
allowances, but refusing to share with them the moieties
received: that by the unanimous testimony of the district

protectors results were accomplished in spite of rather
than through his aid; that he failed to do the most impor-
tant work of his office, i. e., faithfully to report the con-
dition of the force; that his reports of his own work were
unsatisfactory, and he failed to make monthly reports.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Deer in the Adirondacks are concentrated in certain

localities. This is a fact beyond question. There is no doubt,
taking the whole Adirondacks, that the deer are steadily
diminishing. Deer have concentrated in places where
they have been less disturbed. They have been driven in

from the borders of the wilderness by persistent hounding.
The three deer killed and the one deer transportation

provision of the law has been a good thing, as it prevents
still-hunters from killing for the market. It is hard and
uncertain business to still-hunt, and not one in a hun-
dred that kill deer now by hounding could kill a deer in
the whole season. But this provision of the law amounts
to nothing with the bounders; there are always so many
in the party that if each one had a deer the amount would
be immense. One hundred and fifty could be taken out
by the party that are here to-day without infringement on
the law. —
You will find that the cry of deer being plenty comes

from those that are in a mortal fear that hounding will

be prohibited. At least this is the case here; deer of the
Adirondacks have fallen into the last places of refuge; and
when once routed from here they will practicably be ex-

terminated. Only now and then one can be scoured up
by the hound. Guides that go through the woods this

summer tell me they did not see a deer's track after they
reached Tupper Lake until they got back on to Beaver-
River waters. The same will be the case here if hound-
ing continues.
A prominent man who carries on a large lumber busi-

ness at the mouth of Beaver River, and who has been in
favor of hounding deer, came here yesterday from the
woods where he has been looking up timber. He told

me that this was his first opportunity of seeing deer
hounding. He was the most disgusted man I ever saw,
and says no more hounding deer for him, He says that
every lake, pond and stream is watched, and every deer
started by hounds is killed. "Why," he said, "if this

goes on deer will not last three years."

I suppose that whatever the commission appointed last

winter recommend will be likely to become a law. So it

behooves us to use all due influence with them.
I can now figure up nearly two hundred deer killed

this fall by hounding on the Beaver River alone, and this

will doubtless increase to three hundred before the close

of the season. Is this going to increase deer as the
hounders would have us believe it does? Not much. All
I would ask to make a convert of a hounding deer would
be to have them here now and get one view of the gang
of butchers that surround the place here now. I am sure
it would be enough to any one that has any claim to

humanity. " North Woods.

The Coon Hunters of Cape Ann.—Last evening was an
ideal one for the coon hunters, and both parties were out.

The party from the Lower Parish, as usual, started for

the 'Grout Heap,' but on arriving found that the Upper
Parish party were there before them. The Upper Parish-

ers soon started in the direction of the Four Corners, and
the other party afterward soon heard the dog Ben bark-
ing way off in the direction of Turtle Pond Hill. They
started immediately at a lively gait in the direction of

the sound, visions of treed coon flitting before their ex-

cited eyes. They soon found the dog at the foot of a tree

in which the shining eyes of Mr. Coon could be plainly

seen. Now, just here a question arose. Whose coon was
it? For when the party arrived Ben was not alone, for

Pete, the dog of the other party, who soon came up, was
there also. To be sui-e, Ben was at the foot of the tree

and refused to allow Pete to come near. It was decided
that thecoon belonged to Ben, and as hiscoonship was dis-

lodged from his lofty perch, Ben's molars fastened them-
selves into his throat, soon finishing him. The tree where
the coon (which, by the way, was a 15-pounder) was treed
was in the rear of the Bergen estate. A good-natured riv-

alry exists between the two parties, and each vie with the
other in this exciting fun of cooning. At present the
Lower Parish have the largest number of coons to their

credit, but the Upper Parishers are stayers and may tie

and even lead the other party before the season closes,

—Cape Awn Breeze,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
CHICAGO, Oct. 8.—I suppose everybody has had one

of those puzzling guns which suited him and yet
didn't suit him, which fitted him and yet didn't fit. You
throw it up the first time and you are not quite "on."
You throw it up the second time and you are just about
right. You go out in the field and make some brilliant

kills, and some equally brilliant misses. la short, the
gun doesn't fit you, but you don't know why and don't
know what to do about it. I got a new gun this fall and
it was just that kind of a fit. It shot all right, but left a
sort of a taste in my mouth. The factory wanted me to
send them back the gun, but how could I tell the factory
what I wanted when I didn't know myself? The mere up
and down and lengthwise measurements of a gun stock
signify very little. Two guns may fit you whose meas-
urements are altogether different. Any shooter knows
this, and any shooter knows that you may order the
finest kind of a fine gun, using the utmost care in giving
your measurements and yet get one of those puzzling
guns which fit you and yet don't fit.

This particular gun fits its owner absolutely and per-
fectly now, and this highly-desirable fact is the result of
an interview with an intelligent gunsmith. Such an in-

terview, unless the workman is one of known skill, is

about the last thing to be advised, but Billy was a good
one. He learned his trade under old Tommy Hasdell, of
beloved memory.
"Aim at my eyes." said Billy, as he stepped off 20 or

30ft. from me. "Throw her up four or five times, quick.
That's right. I can't see the rib at all. She's a little too
straight for you." He then examined the stock.
"You can't bend this stock any more," said he, "for the

grain of the wood won't stand it. We'll have to take it out
of the comb and the toe. The toe comes back too far,
anyhow. That's the trouble with a good many guns,
they have a pretty stock, but not a sensible one. They
have a long sharp toe to stick into the shoulder, and thai-
keeps the whole butt from hitting the shoulder square.
Then a good many of the fine imported guns have all the
drop in the slope from the breech block clear on down to
the heel of the stock, so that the whole top of the stock,
from the comb back, slopes down. You change your
clothing a little bit, or throw the gun up a little bit
different, and your cheek don't hit on quite the same
place. The drop of the gun then really c&anges on you,
and the little difference there gets bigger at the end of
the barrels, and bigger yet at 40yds. This is a wrong-
principle. Most of the drop of a stock ought to be in the
neck, and the top of the stock ought to be nearly, if not
quite, parallel to the line of the barrels. Then your cheek
catches her just the same every time. Besides, for quick
shooting, straight lines are the easiest for the mind to
figure on. Your barrels point straight for the bird, and
your stock ought to, too. It helps, and lots of our West-
ern shooters know that a gun with the 'parallel stock'
and the butt cut off rather square ain't so pretty as one
with the rakish stock, but she's better. This American
make of gun you've got here is better in that respect than
any English gun. But the wood in this stock won't
stand bending. We wrap the neck of a gun stock with
rags soaked in hot oil, sometimes, and then gradually
bend her up or down by set screws."
Billy now said little more, but jerked the stock off the

barrels, screwed it in a vise, and grasping a huge rasp
proceeded, as it seemed, to ruin my beautiful gun stock.
After he had filed away for a while on the comb of the
stock and had reduced it materially at the upper ridge,
or "nose," he stopped, put the gun together, and had me
try it again. Still it was not quite right. He resumed
his fearless, and as it seemed to me careless, rasping, and
presently said:

"That's all we can take her off now without spoiling
the looks. Try her again." I did so. The effect was
pleasing. The gun was getting better. The comb, origi-
nally quite high on the ridge, had been reduced nearly a
quarter of an inch. The use of the straight-edge showed
that the line of the stock was now much more nearly par-
allel with that of the barrels.

"We'll get the rest out of the toe," said Billy. "It's
astonishing how much a little change'at the toe will make
in the fit of a gun. Off she comes." My heart stuck in
my throat as he unscrewed the pretty butt-plate, and,
catching up a little saw, began recklessly to saw the end
off of my gun.
But Billy knew his business. The thin blade took but

& thread of wood from the heel of the stock, and then bit
in deeper and deeper, until it took off quite a slice of that
long and rakish toe, which looked so pretty, but which
stuck in my shoulder so disgustingly when I wanted to
make a quick-dropping or low shot. Billy whistled as he
screwed on the butt-plate again, but as for me, I was sat-
isfied the gun was ruined, and wished I had sent it in to
the factory. A trial at the shoulder, however, was elec-
trical in effect. The gun was changing from the puz-
zling one that fitted and didn't fit, to one that fitted all
the .time! It only needed a little more.
"I didn't take her off all at once," said Billy, " 'cause I

wanted you to try it little by little. That's the way to fit
a gun. Same's a coat. Tailor fits it on little by little
don't he?" So, little by little Billy filed down the toe
with his big wood rasp. We must have screwed on and
unscrewed that butt-plate four or five times, but at lastwe got it exactly right. There was no mistaking it. The
gun came up light, not sometimes, but every time. It
covered the point aimed at perfectly. The cast-off of the
gun was already perfect, and the effect of "catching
sight" now was that the front sight appeared to be a
bright dot, directly in the middle of the extension rib and
right close to the eye.
We measured the gun stock now and found that its

drop was, at the comb l^in., at the heel 2jin.; its length
was from front trigger to middle of butt l4in., to top of
butt, or heel, 14£, to toe Mv old gun, in order to
get about the same results in aiming, I had to have
changed to S^in. drop at heel and 2in. at comb, the stock
being 14iin. So much for different qualities in gun stocks.
I he fact seems to be that the measurement from the
shoulder to the line of the eye is not any more important
than that from the lower edge of the cheek bone to the
line of the eye. This last factor remains constant, under
all conditions.
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how are you going to get a gun

that tits you/ The mere measurements don't make much
difference. Two guns measuring differently may both
tit the same man, while the same gun will hardly fit anytwo men. Out of a dozen guns by the same maker,

hardly any two will fit quite alike; but if you pick out a
gun that does fit you, and ask the maker to duplicate it,

probably he will come near it, but not doit exactly. You
can screw yourself into a "try gun," and monkey ax*ound
and measure yourself all out of shape, and then maybe
your new gun fits, and maybe it doesn't. After all, the
"little by little" process suggested by Billy is the best one
I ever found, although to trust a fine gun stock into the
hands of a country gun tinker, and not a good man like
Billy, must certainly require a very heroic cast of mind.
A man trusts himself to a tailor, and I suppose he must
to his gunmaker; but thrice blessed be he who can go to
the factory and see his gun stock in the rough, and try it

on little by little. A gun that fits, unequivocally, unmis-
takeably, invariably, is a joy forever and a treasure none
too often owned.

Billy told me to go home now, and call around in a
week, when he would have the stock finished. I called
around in a week, and Billy didn't have it done. They
never do have it done. The stock now was simply raw
wood, without a particle of finish on it. Billy took a finer
file and smoothed down the ridges and cut down the butt
plate where it now projected around the edge of the butt.
Then he gave the stock a few swipes with some sand
paper, and after that ran a wet rag over the surface.
"What did you do that for?" I asked him.
"Oh, that starts the grain in the wood. Wait till she

dries and you can feel bark all over that stock. That's
the trouble with these cheap guns."
When dry, the grain of the wood stood up, making the

stock feel rough. Billy sandpapered it all over again,
and then wetted it again. He repeated this three or four
times, until the grain no longer showed.

"If I didn't do that," said he, "the first time you got
you gun wet, the stock would feel like it was covered
with fur."
A few thick coats of oil were now applied and rubbed

in, and after that came an application of a hard varnish,
which dried very quickly. "Oil finish is best," said Billyj

"but that takes a good while. Worth about $7 to finish
a stock in oil right. But this is good enough for you."
The entire time spent in changing and finishing the

stock was about three hours. So far as the finish was
concerned, no one could tell the stock had been touched.
The whole process had been an interesting one, to me at
least, and had served to give me a few ideas I never had
before about gun stocks in general.
"Say!" called out Billy, as I was on ray way up the

stair. "Say, do you know what a gun salesman wanted
me to do, the other day? No? Why, he sent for me and
wanted me to measure a man for a'gun. 'Where's your
tape line?' says he. 'Wot tape line?' says I. 'Why,' says
he, 'how're you a-goin' to measure the man without a
tape line!' Say, he did, honest! I guess he thought the
man wore the gun barrels on his legs. Say, he did,
honest!"

Still another thing or two I learned during the visit to
the gun shop, and that was about cleaning a gun.
"Here, I'll make you a cleaning rod," said Billy, "one
that won't hurt your barrels. He took a stout rod of
hickory, six or eight inches longer than the barrels, and
fitted on the end of it a common chisel handle, which he
bored out at the lathe. The business end of this rod had
no screw or any metal about it, nothing but a deep slot
cut clear through it. This flattened the end of the rod a
trifle.

"That's no good," said I, "you can't wind on a rag so
it will be round if the rod is flat."

"Can't, can't I?" said Billy, and proceeded to show how
you could do that very thing, by twisting the rag a trifle
in the rolling.

"Now here you've got a rod such as gunsmiths use,"
said he. "There ainta ring, ferrule or screw on it to
scratch your barrels, and it's better than all your patent
contrivances of jointed rods. S'pose you want to get the
lead out of your barrels. You go to a hardware store and
get some emery cloth, not emery paper, but emery cloth.
Take a piece about 4in. square, put some oil on it and
work it between your hands till it gets soft. Then you
take one corner of it, this way, and start to roll it in with
your rag, around the stick. It looks easy, but you'll have
to practice before you can do it. See, the rag and the
emery cloth roll right in together, but the emery cloth
rolls in a spiral and covers the rag all up: and now you
have a sort of cone-shaped burr on the end of your rod
and nothing but the emery cloth shows on the outside.
You can put that in you gun and rub till your arm comes
off, and neither rag nor emery cloth will ever slip or
come off the rod. It makes the best polishing tool there
is. And there you are." E, Hough.

Wild Turkeys in New England.— Macomb, 111.,

Nov. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: I see by the For-
est and Stream that the members of the Sporting Club
of Massachusetts are talking about stocking a park near
Lynn with wild turkeys. I am afraid wild turkeys will
not stand the climate of Massachusetts. About five years
ago I sent a pair of wild turkeys that had been domesti-
cated here, to my brother in Hancock county, Maine, in
the month of October. They seemed to be contented
with their new home, and roosted in the barn at night on
a high beam . When the temperature in January dropped
to 33

3 below zero, they were both found frozen stiff on
the beam. Of course the climate in Massachusetts is not
quite so cold as eastern Maine, and they may be success-
ful in raising them there.—W. O. Blaisdell. [The wild
turkey was indigenous to Massachusetts and stood the
climate, but could not survive shot and ball and powder.
It was exterminated by the turkey hunters.]

Jefferson, O., Nov. 11.—The quail season opened here
yesterday, and I do not think any had been shot previ-
ously, for we hare kept a watch for violators of the law.
There are a good many quail here and in good condition.
We have talked to farmers about posting their land, and
so market-hunters would have hard work to do much
hunting here. John A. Logan, Jr., of Youngstown. was
arrested last week for shooting quail out of season.—W.
D. Howells, Jr.

Mexican Game.—San Luis Potosi, Mex., Nov. 7,—
Ducks and geese have made their appearance in this sec-
tion m good numbers. We have had a heavy rainfall
this season, and the lakes and ponds are full of water. I
have not been out to ascertain if there are any snipe.
Deer are plentiful in the mountains. Hope to get a day
off soon.

—

Aztec. •

Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation.—The regular monthly meeting was held at
Young's Hotel Nov. 13, 45 being present, Yice-Pres.
Walter M. Brackett in the chair. Letters were read from
different parts of the State, reporting the quail which were
let loose as having mated and raised broods of young
during the past close season. Messrs. Hardy, Thayer.
Fottler and Stetson spoke at length on the subject of
"Game Importation." Arrangements are being rapidly
completed for the annual dinner of the association, to be
held at Young's Hotel, Boston, Thursday evening, Dec. 11,
at 6 P. M. Ex-Pres. Cleveland, Gov. Brackett, Gov. -elect
Russell, Senators Frye, Hawley, and Aldrich, TJ. S. Fish
Com missioner McDonald ,theNew England Commissioners
of Fisheries and Game, W. H. H. Murray, and many
other prominent gentlemen have been invited to attend.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the
association: Wm. G. Hoyt, S. N. Small, O. B. Gilman,
Nath'l Glover, L. W. Smith, Jr., Jas, J. O'Brien, Edw.
B. Hardy, Henry G. Perkins, Dr. W. A. Power, J. E.
Selfe, R. M. Winfield, John H. Murphy, H, E. Haynes,
and Griswold Stowe.—Richard O. Harding, Sec'y.

Another Woodcock in Brooklyn.—New York, Nov.
16.—On Thursday morning at about 9 o'clock one of the
members of my family in the back yard of the house dis-
covered a bird lying on the ground panting, with its
wings outspread. She picked it up, but it soon died. As
soon as I saw it I discovered it to be a male woodcock,
and as near as I could judge a young bird. I found it in
a plump condition. Its plumage was unruffled and I
could not find any evidence of its being hurt, and came
to the conclusion that it was simply tired out if not
scared to death. It is such a fine specimen I am having
it mounted. My house is at 582 Herkimer street, Brook-
lyn. I remember about a year ago there was an account
in the Forest and Stream about woodcock in Brook-
lyn.—W. Arthur Hale.

Potomac Ducks.—Citizens of Charles county, Md.,
says the Baltimore Sun, have organized an association
for the purpose of preventing the violation of the State
ducking laws. Mr. T. Canfield Jenkins, secretary of the
association, has written to Gen. Seth, commander of the
oyster navy, requesting his co-operation in the matter,
with a view of protecting the ducking grounds, and ask-
ing that one of the State steamers be sent up the Potomac
River as far as Glymont to look after the alleged violat-
ors. Mr. Jenkins says for the past year steam launches
from Alexandria and Washington have been coming up
regularly, principally on Sunday, loaded with men, sup-
plied with shotguns, and rifles, disturbing the ducks,
driving them from place to place, and eventually from
the river,

Mongolian Pheasants for Stocking. — Portland,
Oregon, Nov. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: Should
any of the readers of the Forest and Stream wish to
import some of the beautiful Mongolian pheasants which
have been such a great success in Oregon, I think I can
help them in that laudable undertaking. If any sports-
man, game association or club will write me, inclosing a
stamped and self-addressed envelope, I will mail them
the address of different individuals in this State who can
furnish either the birds or their eggs. They are a mag-
nificent and beautiful game bird, and I would like to see
them in every State in the Union.

—

Thos. G. Farrell.

Newfoundland Caribou.—New York, Nov. 15.—

1

have just returned from the wilds of Newfoundland. I
had a very rough but successful trip, and visited the
caribou in their own home. Just think of walking up to
a herd of does. The loss of their lord -and master, a
monster stag I had just killed, so bewildered them that
they let me approach to within 50yds. before they went
trotting off. I could have killed every one of them, had
I been a game butcher. I saw 21 caribou that day alone,
and was back in camp by 3 P. M. Will give you further
details later on.—Wakeman Holberton.

DONE IN A THOROUGH MANNER.
/~\NE of the most useful publications which has appeared this^ year is the Book, of the Game Laws, published by the
Forest and Stream Publishing Company at No. 318 Broadway.
New York. Fohesx and Stream is the recognized sportsman's
journal; its pages are always clean and bright, and during 1be
many days when a sportsman cannot go either hunting or fishing

It serves to provide many a pleasant hour; no agency in this

country has done more toward the elevation of"sport in its true
term than has this publication. For the purpose of disseminating
a knowledge of the game laws of this country the Forest and Stream
Company has just issued a pamphlet of 238 pages, giving in full all

the laws pertaining to game and game fish in the United States

and the Canadas. In order to secure accuracy the important sec-

tions are given In full as they appear on the statute books, and
there are no abbreviations except in the case of minor
or local laws. The publication will appear four times a
year, on the first days of January, April, July, and October-
and the first number has just made its appearance. The
price of subscription is two dollars a year, but for the
sum of one dollar one complete number and three subsequent
quarterly supplements will be sent to any address. The work has
been done in a thorough manner and none but those who have
had some experience in going through conflicting laws can have
any idea of the patience and work required to make the book
complete. As a money-making project the publication will in all

probability prove a failure, for there is too much work to be com-
pensated in the collection and publication, but as a help to sports

men the work will be an unqualified success. The laws of New
Jersey occupy nine pages of closely printed matter; the arrange-
ment is excellent and leaves nothing to be desired. If the rest of

the publication is as accurate and complete as the portion devoted
to New Jersey—and there is no reason to doubt this, for the whole
book was prepared under one management—the publication is a
monument of patience and conscientious work for whioh the
compiler and publishers deserve the unqualified praise of the
sportsmen of this country.—Paterson (W- J.) Press.

The Emperor Francis Joseph and the King of Saxony
both heat the Emperor William's sporting record at Mtirz-
steg. They each brought down six chamois against the
four shot by the imperial guest. The expedition yielded
five head of big game and thirty-two chamois. The Em-
peror William before leaving presented his host with a
splendidly-mounted pair of antlers, and decorated several
of the huntsmen in attendance.—London World.
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The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

th e Game Laws.

VERMONT TROUT.
WATERBURY, ft, Not. 17.-Editor Forest and

Stream: I am pleased to note the communication,
"More About Vermont Trout," in your issue of the 13th,

and I am glad to have any of my views indorsed by such
good authority. Perhaps your correspondent did not
understand that my remarks applied to this section of the
State only, and for his benefit I explaiu that I am, as
earnestly as he can be, in favor of any means that will
protect our trout and increase the supply, if possible, but
I do not think we are ready for some of the means pro-
posed. I should favor the hatchery if the trout it turned
out could be protected, but at present I think the money
used for the hatchery would do more good if every cent
were expended in enforcing the law. If the present law
can be enforced, give us the hatchery by all means.
Of course your correspondent knows the season has

been changed, making it from May 1 to Sept. 1, and I
agree with him in thinking this a most unwise thing to
do. I may be wrong, but I tbink our Vermont trout spawn
much earlier than is usual in other sections; and I believe
two-thirds of all the trout taken after Aug. 15 will be
found nearly ready to spawn. I have taken many as
early as July 30 that were full of nearly ripe eggs, and
other anglers in this section have had the same experi-
ence. Of course this means that millions of eggs will be
destroyed by August fishing. However; our legislators
may provide for this by making it unlawful for trout to
spawn before Jan. 1, and trusting to providence that the
measure will be enforced, as they have in case of the 6in.

law. I think it is all wrong to allow August fishing at
present. It was urged that by changing the season fish-

ing through the ice in April would be prevented, but I

am sure that for one trout so taken fifty trout nearly ready
to spawn will be taken during the last week of August.
In conversation with one of the commissioners, I was

informed that the hatchery would be established, and,
with your correspondent, I hope that having gone so far
they will try and do something toward enforcing the
ti-inch law, as this is the only thing that will save our
trout.

•'Ompumpamoosue's" suggestions are very good, and I
wish they could be carried out, but I know of but two
newspapers in the State that take any interest in the
subject, and they are too busy in the interest of Lake
Chamrjlain bass to say much for the trout. But the
people in the back towns cannot be "educated" to look
favorably on any law that would prevent them from
taking all the trout they could get, of any size, or at any
time. It is this class who are doing the most of the
illegal fishing, and they can't be reached, in many cases,
by newspaper articles. The only way to touch this class
is through their pockets, and a few arrests would do
more good than any amount of "preaching." They
should be made to understand that the law is a law, with
a big L, and that it would cost them something to disre-
gard it.

I do not know who will do this, certainly not the local
wardens. They seem to see little glory or fun in then-
business, and they have small chance of getting anything
else. Speaking for this section, the local warden system
is a failure. I never heard of a complaint or an arrest
made by one of them, and they could not lack for work
if they wanted it, as the law is openly violated every day.
I think if the present Legislature would stop tinkering
the lasv and try and devise some means of enforcing such
as we have, it would be a benefit to the State and a credit
to themselves. Lancewood.

A NEW HYBRID TROUT.
ON Oct. 12, while at the Sunapee Lake Hatchery,

of the New Hampshire Fish Commission, Col. Elliott
B. Hodge showed me some very beautiful and fertile
hybrid trout. The cross was produced by impregnating
eggs of the golden trout (Salvelinus aureolus) with milt
of the brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), and the ex-
amples studied were three years old. The observations
were made upon the living fish.

A male fifteen inches long had the following characters:
The upper parts dark grayish olive. Reticulations much
fainter than in fontinalis and showing along the entire
length. The lower two-thirds of the dorsal are mottled,
while the upper third is plain, as in aureolus. Caudal fin

like dorsal, with a broad dusky margin. The caudal
peduncle is thick and roundish as in aureolus. The pec-
toral, ventral and anal fins are all larger than in
fontinalis, the spread of the first being not far from
5Ain. The milky-white margins of the ventral and anal
fins are limited by a black line as in fontinalis: the rest
of the ventrals is vermilion, the anal also, but not quite
so intense. Sides of body with numerous small crimson
spots, above and below the lateral line, much more plenti-
ful below. The lower parts are verymuch as in the dark-
colored male fontinalis, peculiar to Sunapee Lake, with a
mixture of the orange of aureolus. The branchiostegal
membrane is very dark, intermingled with whitish on the
portion covering the rays. Caudal fin as in fontinalis,
but somewhat larger. Hyoid teeth well developed. Gill-
rakers not curled at the tip.

The female is I3^in. long and the colors of the living
fish, in water, were as follows: The ground color a
brownish gray, about as in aureolus. Sides of body with
numerous pale spots both above and below the lateral
line. Back with indistinct reticulations all over resem-
bling those of fontinalis. Belly and lower third of sides,

to end of anal, orange with a pink tinge. The dorsal fin
is dusky as in aureolus, and is without bands or mottl-
ings. Caudal fin dusky as in axireolus. Pectoral, ven-
tral and anal fins exactly as in aureolus; the broad milky-
white margins are not limited by the black streak of fon-
tinalis. The shape of all the fins and the form of the
body are the same as in aureolus. There is a well devel-
oped patch of hyoid teeth.
From the above descriptions it will be evident that the

hybrid shows very little trace of its relation to the brook
trout, in which it follows the rule in hybridity as far as
my own investigations may be taken as a guide, all the
essentia! characters being denTed from the female when

crosses are made between two species of the same genus.
There is scarcely anything but the reticulations to indi-
cate a mixture of brook trout, while the general colora-
tion, form of body, size of the scales, shape of fins and
structure of the teeth follow the female parent. In this
case both parents are small-scaled fish and the hybrid has
small scales. When a large-scaled species is crossed with
a small-scaled form the result will be a large scaled fish
whichever way the cross is made.

It appears to me a matter of great importance that fish-

culturists should put on record their experiments in
hybridization and give complete details of such opera-
tions. Thi3 is especially desirable in dealing with that
most difficult of all families of fresh-water and ana-
drornous fishes, the salmon family. T. H. Bean.

ANGLING NOTES.
T^R. R. "W. ELLS, of the Geological Survey of the Do-U minion of Canada, has probably had better oppor-
tunities of judging of the merits of the different trouting
waters in that country than any other living man. There
is not a river or lake throughout the Province tha,t he has
not floated his canoe on or cast a fly over. He is an ex-
cellent angler, and his duties keep him in the wilds of
Canada at least five months out of the twelve. In a re-
cent conversation he stated that for large speckled trout
the Gaspe region went ahead of all others. Sea trout
weighing from 4 to ?ibs. were as plentiful in July and
August as the most exacting angler could desire, and
river trout up to 51bs. in weight were equally common.

After the latter part of June the Newfoundland coast
swarms with salmon and sea trout. In Hall's Bay they
can be seen in great schools. The settlers there do not
bother with hooks and lines, but use small nets. They
catch all they want to use on the table and salt down a
supply for the winter. Salmon can be bought along the
coast when they are running for seven cents a pound.

Few, if any of the streams that empty in the bays on
the east coast of Newfoundland have ever been fished in
by anglers. Once in a while officers from the British
men-of-war try them with considerable success. The Red
Cross line of steamers that sail from New York to New-
foundland ports stop at Pilley's Island at the mouth of
Hall's Bay, and their officers say that they often enjoy
fine trout fishing, though the steamer does not stop long
enough to enable them to go far. The best way wouid be
to stop over one steamer and try the different streams.
At Pilley's Island the angler can hire a man to take Mm
up to Richard Goody ear's attbe head of Hall's Bay, where
he will be made welcome and have comfortable quarters.
If he stays until Sept. 1 he can enjoy good willow grouse
shooting, though that is better further south nearer St.
Johns; and after Oct. 1 caribou are in season and very
plentiful a few miles back from the coast. If it were not
for the great quantities of cod, salmon, trout, capelin and
herring, the settlers on the coast (and there are none in
the interior) could not exist. These, with caribou in the
fall and winter furnish their food supply. Pigs, cows
and, in fact, all stock feed on fish very freely: and their
flesh tastes very strongly of fish.

Does the reader ever stop to think at what a fearful
cost of human life we enjoy our codfish cakes V Just to
think, eighty-nine lives lost from Gloucester alone this
past year, to say nothing of the terrible hardships these
fishermen must suffer. The writer passed two of them
while going to Newfoundland a few weeks ago. It was
a terrible night, blowing a gale, great seas running and
as dark as Egypt. All we saw were two little gleaming
lights, but we knew eaoh light represented a fishing
schooner, riding at anchor, far from land and in great
danger both from weather and passing steamers.
The captain said that on the last voyage during a dense

fog he was hailed by a dory which they nearly ran down.
They had gotten lost from their schooner, and had been
without food or water for over twenty-four hours. The
captain offered to take them to Halifax, but they refused,
saying they would lose their share of the catch if they
did not find her again. Whether they did or whether
they were lost he never knew. Scarlet-Ibis.

SOME TEXAS FISHES,

MR. ALBERT TURPE, writing from Brackettsville,
Texas, about the fishes of his vicinity, states that

they have various kinds of catfishes, including a slender
fish of 80 to 1001bs., the clumsy mud -cat of the same
weight and some smaller sorts. A small black perch, too,
is among the native species. Of the gar pikes (Lepidosteus)
he recognized four different kinds. They have also the
sucker, a fish resembling the German fresh-water barbe,
and another resembling the mirror carp. The barbe-like
fish lias flesh of good flavor, but is so bony that it is impos-
sible to eat it. Mr. Turpe mentions a speckled trout,
which resembles the German heeht (pike, Esox lucius) in
shape, but does not exceed lib. in weight. This is probably
the small pickerel of the region, Esox vermicidatus. The
black bass grows to a weight of 61bs. A silvery fish reach-
ing 31bs. in weight, is thin-bodied, has a deeply-forked
tail-fin, and in form resembles the German bleu, known
in England as the bream. Mr. Turpe describes it as being
more compressed than the bream. It has well-flavored
flesh, but is so full of small bones that it is not used for
food. This may be a species of carp-sucker (C'arpiodes).
The cold season sets in about Nov. 1 and the fish ceases

to bite, but in the spring the sport with hook and line will
be renewed.

Utah Fishing.—Ogden City, Utah.—Carp were placed
in a few private ponds several years ago, now they are
found in every slough and stream not too salt for them,
but the anglers do not care to fish for carp, trout are good
enough for most sportsmen. We have two streams here
and good trout fishing at our doors. There are two kinds
of trout, one of them called the brook trout and the other
known as salmon, which grows to a weight of 5 or 61bs.,
the brook trout not exceeding lib. We have, also, a
herring in the rivers: this does not readily take the fly;

it is fished for mostly with bottom bait. The herring
reaches 21bs. in weight. There are some deer back in the
mountains and a bear is seen once in a while.—W. D. C.
[The herring referred to is doubtless Williamson's white-
fish (Coregonus ivUliamsoni), sometimes called grayling: it

has been mentioned in these columns as a fish, that some-
times ta.kes the fly.]

"GRANNY SHEPARD."
WHEN I was a boy about twelve years of age I

lived in a little town in southwest Geoi'gia, right in
the midst of a fine fishing ground surrounded on all sides
by large bold running streams, well stocked with all

kinds of fish peculiar to that section. One of the noted
characters of the village was Old Mother Shepard.
"Granny Shepard," as she was usually called, was about
80 years old at that time, and had from childhood spent
the most of her life in the wildwood or on the bank of
some familiar stream with her rod and line. She always
walked on these expeditions, often tripping her way
lightly for five or six miles through some narrow path
with her long bamboo rod and a well-filled sack of tackle
and lunch slung across her shoulder. Sometimes she was
accompanied by other disciples of Walton, but as often
alone.

Granny was a believer in the signs of the moon and
would never venture off with the intention of catching
any fish unless the moon was right.
One Saturday during vacation, having got the consent

Of our parents, my younger brother and I repaired to
Granny's house and persuaded her to go with us over to
the Natchaway Creek, about three miles, for a fish. But
the moon was not right, Granny said, and it was with
great difficulty that we persuaded her off, and then she
went more to pacify us than anything else. We arrived
at the creek about 9 o'clock and Granny led the way down
the creek to one of her favorite hoks, which she said she
had kept baited for suckers. Everything was ready in a
few minutes, and the old lady had a hard time keeping
us boys from running around/as we were like young deer
just turned loose, and wanted exercise. Granny settled
herself snugly on a cypress tree, drew forth her long pipe
and began fishing for suckers, while my brother and I
fished along the bank with short poles for trout and pike.
In a few minutes I brought to hand a nice 24lbs. trout
(bass) with my minnow hook while fishing for bait. The
next was a large jack fish flirted out by my brother; he
bad started the pole with a jerk which sent the fish some
ten steps back in the brush. We kept up this lick for
about two hours, when we had about all the fish we could
carry on a pole laid across our shoulders, and returned to
wmere Granny was still patiently waiting for a sucker
bite, but really not expecting it, for the moon was not
right. We had caught all the fish needed , so the party
returned home by one o'clock. But Granny never could
explain how the two "fidgety" boys caught so many fish
on that day. Nor can I account for it. They seemed so
eager to bite that they wovdd almost jump out of the
water after the bait, and although I have wet my hook
in many waters since then, I have never caught so nice a
string in so short a time, and my memory will ever
cherish good old Grandma Shepard, the south Georgia
waters, and the Saturday's fishing. T. J. SKAGGS.
BeevilTjE, Texas.

STRIPED BASS ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7, 1890.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The noble striped bass planted in the Bay
of San Francisco near Vallejo several years ago,
have recently made their appearance in the tributaries
of the Bay. In the Sacramento River and Sonoma
and Lagunitas creeks large numbers of young striped
bass averaging from 6 to 9in. are reported from so many
different sources that their presence in these waters no
longer remains doubtful. On the 4th or 5th of this month
Mr. Cullandan, of the Fish Commission, arrested a China-
man with twenty or more of these young fish in his pos-
session, he having taken them in a net. He is now in
custody awraiting trial, and as the evidence is absolutely
positive and the Commission has the opportunity to make
an example of him, it is highly probable much "good will
be accomplished.
The law provides that no striped bass of less than 81bs.

weight shall be offered for sale in California. As a most
vigilant watch is kept on the San Francisco markets, the
Italian and Chinese fishermen have been sending the
young striped bass to small inland towns during the pres-
ent season: and now that they know the Commission is
informed of their doings, and will punish them to the
full extent of the law, the illegal fishing will be prac-
tically abandoned.
During the past two years several very large striped

bass have been sent to this city by the market fishermen
(one weighing 401bs.). The sight of these carried many
of our local sportsmen back to their youthful clays on the
Atlantic coast and fairly electrified them with enthusi-
asm. With hastily improvised rigs—and every kind of
bait they could think of—each of them selected what
seemed to him to be the most favorable water and fished
it with a faithfulness fully worthy of the object—out of
view. They tried it on all the quarters and between all
the quarters of the moon, at mid-day, night and early
morn, at ebb tide, flood tide, slack tide, high tide large
and low tide small, caught and landed some of every-
thing in these waters, from a bullhead to a skate, but
never had a strike from the prince of game fishes.

, The only one known to have been taken with hook and
line was caught about a week ago in Russian River near
Guerniville (about fifty miles above tide water), by Dr.
Dean of this city. This was a landlocked fish weighing
about 4lbs., and measured about 15in. in length. The
Doctor was casting a live minnow for black bass and had
out about 60ft. of line. He credits this pioneer victim
with the skillful use of all tactics known to his kind, and
says it was the gamest fish he ever killed

.

The rocky shores on each side of the Golden Gate, and
around the islands in the bay furnish an abundance
of "lively" ' water, and the natural stands for casting
being all that can be desired, we anticipate royal sport
within a year or two—when the present stock of young
bass has matured. Harry Elwood.

Fishing About Washington.—The black bass fishing
this fall has been so poor in the upper Potomac that
many anglers have turned their attention to less preten-
tious waters nearer Washington city. In Rock Creek
considerable sport has been obtained above Pierce's mill
in fishing for fall fi3h (Semotilus bullaris). According to
the Evening Star a party of fishermen recently caught
twenty-three of these fish in a day, the largest of them
measuring lGin. in length. The baits used were grub-
worms and grasshoppers, and the fish were pronounced
to have as good game qualities as the black bass. A pick-
erel 16in. long was taken in the eastern branch of thi?
Potomap, at Benpjng's bridge, a f>w davs ago,
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The Young Eel.—Mr. L. G-. Harron, who has had
charge 0f the shad seining at the FortWashington station

of the TJ. S. Fish Cornrnission for several years, and who
has been a fisherman for the greater part of his life, says

that he has frequently dug up great knots or clusters of

young eels out of the mud in the spring of the year.

Some" of these young were not longer than two inches.

Mr. D. "W. Keiily, formerly employed at the Battery

Island station, near Havre de Grace, Md., confirms Mr.

Harron's statement and further says that he has known
the pet cocks in the hatchery at that station to be choked

up during the shad hatching season by young eels rang-

ing from one inch to two inches in length. These locali-

ties it will be observed, are in fresh water and the facts

noted would seem to indicate that the eel does not always
go into salt water to deposit its eggs. These statements

are important also inasmuch as they approximately fix

the spawning season of the eel. The shad hatching season

at Havre de Grace opens in May and eels measuring only

one inch in length were probably not more than a few
months old at the utmost. This would indicate that the

species breeds in some localities in mid-winter.

A Channel Bass Astray.—There was taken in a gill-

net this morning at Fortescue, in the Delaware Bay,
about twenty five miles above Cape May, a channel bass

(locally called red drum) weighing l£lbs. This seems to

me remarkable enough to be put on record. I have never
known a channel bass in New Jersey waters of a less

weight than 201bs., and have never in these waters heard
of one. being taken so far from the ocean,—F. S. J. C.

(Nov. 14).

Salt-Water Fishing.—At Provincetown, Mass., small
mackerel and the common salt-water smelt were abund-
ant Nov. 10, and the hook and line fishermen were en-

joying rare sport fishing for them from the wharves.—B.

The American Fish Hook Co., of New Haven, Conn., have
just issued a new revised catalogue and price list of their goods,
which will be of interest to all anglers and dealers in anglers 1

suppli' s There are hoots of all kinds; spear-pointed hoots,
hollow-pointed books, trout hooks, bass and salmon hooks, blue-
fish and halibut hooks. The Aliord & Berkele Co., 77 Chambers
street, N. Y., whose advertisement appears in another column,
are the selling agents.—Adv.

GEORGIA FISHCULTURE.
THE report of the Commissioner of Agriculture of the

State of Georgia for the year 1889-'90 includes that of
the Superintendent of Fisheries, Dr. H. H. Cary, of La
Grange. Under date of Oct. 20, 1890, Dr. Carv briefly re-
views the operations of the Fish Commission. Remarkable
success has attended the artificial propagation of the shad
during the last decade. Ten years ago none of the Georgia
streams emptying into the Gulf of Mexico contained shad,
but now the species is well established m rivers belonging
to that watershed and there is no scarcity of spawning fish
for the purposes of artifical propagation, if the State Legis-
lature would only appropriate money to carry on the work.
The shad fry deposited in Georgia rivers have' been obtained
from the TJ. S. Fish Commission, and during the last two
years 13,848,000 have come from that source. A notable in-
crease in the catch of shad was observed since the last
report. In the Withlacoochee, a river of lower Georgia,
which passes through Florida and empties into the Gulf of
Mexico, the. introduced shad have recently made their ap-
pearance.
Dr. Cary states that over 5,000 ponds have been stocked

with carp during the last ten years. They are increasing
rapidly and are very popular. A drainage apparatus devised
by the doctor for use in carp ponds is illustrated in this re-
port. The attempt to introduce California salmon into
Georgia waters has been unsuccessful, and Dr. Gary doubts
the probability of success with brook trout, except in a few
of the most northern counties, and even there it is not
known if the streams contain suitable food.

htimh

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

LAKE AUBURN FISH PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.—Editor Forest and Stream: Since my last letter I have
made a brief visit to the Lake Auburn fish hatchery, and
find the work progressing admirably. Results have' been
beyond the expectations of us ail. As the Maine Fish Com-
missioner, Mr. Henry O. Stanley, expressed it. the success
has thus far been wonderful for so small a stream. The
ova after being fertilized are taken to the Lake Auburn
spring house to be hatched. The hatching house at East
Auburn is nearly completed and will be ready to receive a
portion of the trout eggs and what salmon eggs the State
can send. No doubt some errors will result from inexperi-
ence, but our men are earnest and enthusiastic, and with
the aid Mr. Stanley and Mr. Wright can give our associa-
tion has a good prospect of success in our first year's under-
taking. Would you kindly give the titles of latest and most
reliable works upon fishculture? When the season has
closed I will give you the exact results as to number of
eggs, size and number of fish.—A. G. Whitman. [The best
known American works on fishculture are advertised on
page vi. of the cover of Forest and Stream. The best
German work is Max von dem Borne's "Fischzucht."
Standard English books are Dr.- Day's "British and Irish
Salmonidas" and Sir James Maitland's "History of Howie-
toun."]

TROUT REARING IN COLORADO.-At the new station
ot the U. b. Fish Commission, near Leadville, Colorado the
work of taking eggs from the brook trout is now in pro-
gress. About 8,000 breeders, of the two sexes, are available.
I he new hatchery building will receive its inside equipment
Wit hin the next sixty days, and an additional water supply
will be brought in from Evergreen Lakes. The building's
will accommodate 15,000,000 eggs. Dr. John Law, the promi-
nent nshculturist, of Colorado, has completed a new hatch-
ery tot various species of trout near the Evergreen Lakes
This is a private enterprise which has achieved remarkable
success.

A woman entered a grocery on Michigan avenue one day
last weekm something of a hurry and said to the proprietor-
I want a glass fruit jar holding a quart, and you may put

half a pound of gunpowder into it," "Yes'm. New way to
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hes?" "No sir. It's a way to do up a d6g."HowP My boy Willie has got a dog under our barn andhe won't come out. Willie is going to blow him up."
Great Scott ma'am, but if you explode this powder under

the bam you 11 set the building on lire!" "Would it really?"
Ot course it would." "Willie will be terribly disappointed."
But you 11 save the barn." "Well," she said as she picked

upjher money, ' I'll have to change mv plans. I'll buy himan auger and let him boreholes in the floor and pour hot
water down on the dog."— Detroit Free Press.
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FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. "0 to Jnti. 3, 1891 —First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Secy,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Binghamton. N. Y.
Jan. IS to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mclnness, Jr.. Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First. Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet. Sto"k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1058.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dog Show <vf the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira. N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 2" to 30.— Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show Of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James M ortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Cluh. at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne Kennel

Cluh, at Pittsburg. Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 37.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Olub, Lynn. Mass. D.A.Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. K. Moore, Stcretary.
Apnl 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, III. John L. Linceln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials
Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York.
Secretary,

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs. Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

INDIANA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
THE fourth annual field trials of the Indiana Kennel Club

closed with the All-Aged Setter Stake Thursday,
Nov. 6. The grounds were not nearly so good as they were
last year. The birds were found very plentiful, and the
work of the dogs, as a whole, was of a very high order. Some
of the handlers displayed great judgment in handling their
dogs. The veterans, Morgan, Barker and Gleason, need no
praise from me, as they are well and favorably known
throughout the country. Among the younger men I desire
to mention, Messrs. Frank Richards, of Stewart, Me.; T. B7.
Poindexter, of Stanton Depot, Tenn.; Geo. A. McLin, of
Bicknell, Ind.; Robert Riley, of Indianapolis, Ind.; and John
Gude, of Appleton, Minn., as gentlemen well versed in their
chosen profession, and I bespeak for them all abright future.A large number of visitors were present from different parts
of the country, and" all seemed to enjoy the sport hugely.
The accommodations were ample, and every one praised tlie
good wholesome food furnished by Uncle Joe Buckles, of the
Central Hotel, his lunches were the best I have ever seen at
a field trial, and were brought to the grounds steaming hot.
The weather was very favorable throughout the trials, and
added greatly to the pleasure of those present. The judging
of the Puppy Stake was done bv Dr. J. B, Alexander, of
Louisville, Ky.; Mr. G. D. Jay, of Knkomo, Ind.; and Mr
W. M. Kerr, of lud ianapolis, Ind. All the other stakes were
judged by Dr. Alexander and Mr. Jay. In criticising the
decisions of the judges, I wish it distinctly understood that
I am not questioning their integrity, as they are my friends,
and their character is above rexiroach. Of the winners in
the different stakes I will speak briefly.
Marie Bur, the first prize winner in 'the Puppy Stake, is a

small liver and white English setter bitch weighing about
351bs. In all of her heats, except the last one, she showed
considerable merit, and ought in another year to show up
well. Effie K., the winner of second, is a sappy little English
setter, black and white in color, and. although she is
not as brilliant as Marie Bur, she in another year will, in my
opinion, make a dog bard to beat. Nutwoodj the third prize
winner, is a large-sized liver and white pointer with au old
head on a young body, he goes with great dash for a dog of
his age, and should he live and start in an All-Aged Stake
next year he will make the winner very tired.
Lone Jack, the first prize winner of the Members' Stake,

is a large-sized black and white English setter, with a good
nose, and a dog that will last all day. Mr. Robinson, bis
owner, uses him for his own private shooting; had this dos'
been put in the hands of a professional handler when he was
young, hewould have made a doghard to beat in any company.
Rosaline Wilkes, the second prize winner, is a medium-
sized black and white pointer, and judging from the work
done by her in her heat with Jubilee/is the best pointer
bitch I have ever seen start. Jubilee, the third prize winner,
is a very handsome blue belton and tan English setter, with
plenty of speed and range, but he seemed stale on game.
Hoosier Harry, the fourth prize winner, is a large-sized
liver and white pointer, who will give a gentleman plenty
of shooting, he is slow when in the vicinity of game, and
would rarely get lost from his handler.
Reveler, the first prize winner in the Derby, is a medium-

sized black, white and tan English setter, with considerable
speed and range, and is very stylish and accurate in his
work; he will be a hard dog to beat in the Eastern circuit.
Trap, Jr., the second prize winner, is a small-sized lemon
and white English setter bitch, that is very quick in her
movements and has a very good nose; she is very good on
single birds. Coyote, the third prize winner, is a handsome
black, white and tan English setter bitch, with more speed
and range than any dog that started in the stake, but she
needs work on game to make her a sure winner. Jubilee,
the fourth prize winner, is described above:
Lass of Bloomo.the first prize winner in the Pointer Stake

is a handsome liver and white bitch of medium size; she has
a good nose, and is a dangerous dog in any stake. Dolly C
the second prize winner, is a large-sized liver and white
bitch, with more speed and range than any dog that started
in the stake; she is very stylish and snappv in her work, and
was by far the best dog that ran in the stake. Croxlill, the
third prize winner, is a very handsome liver and white
bitch of about 551bs. weight. While she is not as snappy in
her work as the other winners, she is a very reliable dog
and one that would furnish a gentleman a nice day's shoot-
ing.
Lilly Burges, the first prize winner in the Setter Stake

was the Derby winner last year, and was fully described at
that time. She has lost none of her ardor, and I warn the
boys East to lookout for her; she is a good one. Prince
Lucifer, the second prize winner, is a large-sized, up-headed,
wide-ranging black, white and tan English setter that stops
for no obstruction. When Barker gets him just right in Ms
work on birds, it will take a corker to beat him . Nannie B,

the third prize winner, is a light-weight lemon and white
English setter, who performs very nicely on birds, and is
liable to get into the money in any'stake.
The following sales were made during the trials: Mr. C.

W. Barker to Mr. G. D. Jay, of Kokoma, Ind.. a black,
white and tan unbroken bitch for $50. Mr. A. J. Gleason
sold to Mr. H, C. Pearce, of St. Lous, Mo., the liver and
white pointer dog puppy Paxico, 10}4 months old, by Ossian
out of Nellie E., for $375. Mr. Frank Richards sold to Mr.
H. Hulman, Jr., of Terre Haute, Ind., the orange and white
Euglish setter bitch Lilly Burges, by Gath's Mark out of
Esther, for $700 cash and a $75 hammerless shotgun,

THE DERBY.
The Derby of the Indiana Kennel Club began at Bicknell,

Ind., Monday, Nov. 3, and was judged by Dr. J. B. Alex-
ander, of Louisville, Ky., and Mr. Gib. D. Jay, of Kokomo,
Ind. The dogs were drawn to run as follows, viz.:

Ivan (R. B7 Morgan), black, white and tan English setter
dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Cricket (Harry S. New), orange and white English setter

bitch (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

Sunol (E. Cadman), liyer and white pointer bitch (Corner-
stone—Dinorah),

against
QUEEN Vic (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan English

setter bitch (King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Jubilee (J. M. Freeman), blue belton and tan English
setter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Quail II. (Harry S. New), black, white and tan English

setter bitch (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

RAKCHO (E. H, Perry), red Irish setter dog (Claremont
Patsy—Nino),

against
CANADIAN Queen (G. G. Pabst), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter bitch (Locksley—Liddersdale).

Reveler (W. B. Hill), black, white and tan English set-
ter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Spotted Boy (Chas. Proctor), liver and white pointer ring

(Trinket's Bang-Nellie Bow).

Penelope (Lebanon Kennels), lemon and white pointer
bitch (Lebanon—Penelope),

against
TRAP, Jr. (Samuel Grant), lemon and white English set-

ter bitch (Ruby's Druid—Trap).

Coyote (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and inn English set-

ter bitch (King Noble—Cricket), a bye.

First Series.

IVAN AND CRICKET.
Mr. R. B. Morgan's English setter dog Ivan, handled by

owner, and Hon. Harry S. New's orange and white English
setter bitch Cricket, handled by Robert Riley, were put
down iu a large open weed field on the E. Horn farm at 1)

A. M. Cricket, went away like a shot, and showed great
range and speed, while Ivan seemed to be without energy,
Cricket flushed some feeding birds Avhich she should have
pointed. Nothing more being done the dogs were taken up
at 9:26.

SUNOL AND QUEEN VIC.

Mr. E. Cadman's liver and white pointer bitch Sunol,
handled by A. J. Gleason, and Mr. J. I. Case, Jr. 's black,
white and tan bitch Queen Vic. handled by C. W. Barker,
were put down in stubble at 9:30. Sunol soon pointed, then
moved, and Queen did the same. In com Queen Vic flushed
a bevy and gave a short chase. Gleason called point for
Sunol. Queen Vic at same instant flushed the birds. The
dogs were taken up at 10:03. Queen Vic showed the most
speed and range, hut Sunol had more judgment. Neither
dog, however, showed much merit.

JUU1LEE AND QUAIL II.

Mr. J. M. Freeman's blue belton and tan Euglish setter
dog Jubilee, handled by G. A. McLin, and Hon. Hairy S.
New's black, white and tan Eoglish setter bitch Quail 11.,

handled by Robert Riley, were put down in a stubble field
at 10:17. Quail found and pointed a. bevy ni eel y, and drop-
ped when Riley flushed the birds. Sent on Jubilee flushed
two birds, then he pointed a single and was steady to shot.
They were taken up at 1C:25. In style, speed and range they
were about equal.

RANCHO AND CANADIAN QUEEN.
Mr. F, K. Perry's red Irish setter Rancho, handled by A.

J. Gleason, and Mr. G. G. Pabst's black, white and tail
English setter bitch Canadian Qaeen, handled by Frank
Richards, were put down in stub ole at 10:33. Queen made
one point on a. single bird near a fence. Neither dog showed
much disposition to hunt and should never have been
started. They were taken up at 1.0:15.

REVELER AND SPOTTED BOY.

Mr. W. B. Hill's black, white and tan English setter do?
Reveler, handled by Frank Richards, and Mr. Chas. Proctor's
liver and white pointer dog Spotted Boy, handled by owner,
were put down in stubble at 10:50. Reveler pointed a bevy
near a fence, Mr. Proctor also clai med a point on same birds.
The dogs were steady to wing. They were taken up at
11:19. In style, speed and range^ they were about equal.

PENELOPE AND TRAP, .JR.

Lebanon Kennels' lemon and white pointer bitch Pene-
lope, handled by C. W. Barker, and Mr. Samuel Grant's
lemon and white" English setter bitch Trap, Jr,, handled by
John Gude, were put down in stubble at 11:25. Trap soon
pointed and Penelope backed. Mr. Gude not going far
enough ahead of his dog thought she was false pointing and
ordered her on, when she flushed a bevy. The birds were
followed. The dogs secured two points each on singles and
were steady, They were taken up at 11:33. In style, range
and speed they were both good, and they behaved very
nicely on scattered birds.
Coyote, a bye, ran a side heat, and showed herself to be a

good one.
Au adjournment was now taken for lunch. After dinner

the judges consulted and selected the following named dogs
to continue the running: Cricket against Jubilee, Quail II.

against Reveler, Spotted Boy against Trap, Jr., Coyote a
bye. Penelope having shown as much merit as Trap, Jr.,

should have been given another chance.

Second, Series. -

CRICKET AND JUBILEE.

This brace was put down in stubble at 12:30. Jubi lee was
first to find. He pointed a single nicely and was steady to
shot. Then Cricken pointed two birds well and was steady
to wing. Jubilee next pointed a small bevy and was steady
to wing. Cricket then flushed a single, and Jubilee pointed
one and won. They were taken up at 12:44. In style,
range and speed they were both good; Jubilee was best on
game.

QUAIL II. AND REVELER.
This pair was cast off in a stubble at 12:50. Quail pointed

a single and was steady towing; then she. pointed a single
just in time to save being charged with a flush. Then both
dogs pointed falsely. Reveler then nailed a single hand-
somely and was steady: then he pointed, but nothing was.
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found. The does were then taken up and the heat given to
Reveler. The dogs were down only fifteen minutes.' While
the final result of the heat, might not- have been changed,
the bitc"b was not beaten when the heat ended. Both dogs
were going well, and a few moments more would have
shown their merits much better.

SPOTTED BOY AND TKAP, JR.

This brace was put down in stubble where last brace
finished at 1:10. Trap soon pointed a single and was steady
to shot. The pointer t hen secured two points on singles, and
Trap flushed a single, then each dog scored a flush. Sent on,
Trap pointed a single, wheu Gude went in to flush the bird
the bitch left the point and moved away in another direction;
Grade, however, flushed the bird. Trap soon made another
single point and was steady. The dogs were taken up at
1:30 and the heat given to Trap, Jr. I also think this an un-
just, decision: while the bitch had a very slight advantage at
this time, the dog was going well and the heat should have
been continued. I do not think that any heat should be
decided in ten minutes, especially where two dogs are so
evenly matched.
Coyote, a bye, ran a side beat.

Third Series.

OOTOTE AND JUBILEE.

This brace was cast off in a stubble on the Wampler farm
at 1:57. Jubilee pointed a bevy in the top of a fallen tree,
and was steady to wing. "Barker called point for his dog
about the same time. When I got where I could see them
Mr. Barker's dog was moving. A bevy, however, flushed in
front of her. Coyote's birds went into an orchard and the
other bevy to the woods. The handlers here got separated
and several minutes were consumed in getting them to-
gether. Mr. Barker was instructed to bring his dog into the
woods, Jubilee in the mean time being held in check. When
Barker got up with his dog the judges sent them on after
the scattered birds. Jubilee pointed and moved on and
flushed several birds. After hunting out the woods the dogs
were sent into the orchard. Coyote pointed and was slightly
unsteady to shot. The judges consulted a fewminutes, sent
the dogs back in the stubble, but nothing more being found,
the judges ordered the does up at 2:48 and gave the heat to
Coyote. I approve this decision; Coyote was best in range
and speed. Jubilee best in style. Jubilee appeared stale on
his birds.

REVELER AND TRAP, JR.

This brace was put down in a large stubble field at 2:55.

Trap, Jr., pointed a. bevy before she had gone 75yds., Reveler
backed handsomely, both dogs steady. Trap then pointed a
single in briers, then he repeated the dose. Henext pointed
a single. Then Trap false pointed. Reveler pointed a
single near a ditch, when his handler went in to flush the
dog mewed up. Trap pointed where a bird had been seen to
flush from. Reveler pointed a single and Trap backed.
Reveler then Hushed a single down wind, then pointed a
single, and Trap pointed a bevy, then she pointed a single,
then both does pointed the same bevy. Trap pointed and
moved on. Reveler pointed a single. The dogs were taken
up at 3:30 and the heat given to Reveler. In style and action
Reveler was best, but on point I liked Trap. They were
about equal in range and speed. If Trap had not sliown a
disposition to false point she surely would have won.

Fourth Series.

REVELER AND COYOTE.
Tin's brace was put down in a stubble on the Wampler

farm, to run for first prize, at 3:38. They had gone but a
short distance when both began pointing and roading feed-
ing birds. Reveler established a point on a single and was
steady. Coyote kept on roading and pointing until she
flushed a bevy, and was very unsteady to wing, making-
several jumps after the flying birds. Reveler then pointed,
nothing found. Coyote then flushed a single. Reveler then
pointed a bevy and, was steady to wing, then he pointed a
single. The birds were followed to an orchard, where
Reveler secured two points on singles, aud Coyote flushed a
bevy. They were taken up at 3:56 and the heat rightly given
to Reveler. Coyote did very poorly iu this heat, while
Reveler continued his good work. This finished the work
of the d ay.

TUESDAY.
Fifth Scries.

The judges selected Trap, Jr., Jubilee and Coyote to run
for the remaining prizes.

TRAP, JR., AND JUBILEE.

This brace was put down in a stubble on the Wampler
farm at S:56 A. M. The field notes of this heat were kindly
furnished by Mr. B, Waters, as the judges recmested the
writer to accompany the bye dog Coyote in his side heat.
The dogs had only gone a few yards when Trap pointed,
moved up aud located a bevy, and was steady to wing, Jubi-
lee not near enough to back. Jubilee then flushed a single.
The birds were followed. Trap pointed, roaded and pointed
staunchly. Jubilee backed. Trap next pointed two birds.
Jubilee further on was roading. Trap came up and flushed
the birds. Then she pointed a sinele nicely and won. She
was superior in range and speed. Up at 9:05.

Coyote a bye ran a side heat.

Sixth Series.

TRAP, JR., AND COYOTE.
This brace was put down in an old weed field on the C.

Horn farm at 9:28. Trap soon pointed and moved on; later
she pointed a bevy. Coyote came up and flushed the birds.
Then both dogs made a false point, then repeated the dose.
Trap then pointed a few birels, but followed her handler
when he went in to flush; she was, however, steady to wing.
Trap then secured two more single points and won. They
were taken up at 9:48.

The judges then placed Coyote third and Jubilee fourth,
So ended the Derby.

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.
Immediately after the Derby was finished the All-Aged

Pointer Stake was started. The drawing brought out the
following named dogs, which were judged by Messrs. Alex-
ander and Jay:
Croxltll (W. J. Smith), liver and white bitch (Croxteth—

Daisy).
against

Thomastone (W. H. Holmes), liver and white dog (Cor-
nerstone—Firenzi )

,

Lass op Bloomo (W. T. Hunter), liver and white bitch
{Lad of Bow—Bloomo),

against
Bounce (G. W, Amory), liver and white dog (Bob—Sal),

Dolly C. (Joseph Crugom), liver and white bitch (Graphic
—Marguerite),

against
Bertraldro (J. E. Guinotte), liver, white and ticked

dog (Cornerstone—Bessie Bufort).

First Series.

CROXLLLL AND THOMASTONE.
Mr. H. J. Smith's liver and white bitch Croxlill, handled

by Mr. T. H. Poindexter, and Mr. W. H. Holmes's liver and
white dog Thomastone, handled by Mr. A. J. Gleason, were
put down in an old weed field on the C. Horn farm at 10

A. M. Thomastone soon was found pointing a bevy. He
retrieved nicely to Gleason 's kill, Lill not near enough to
back. Being sent on he pointed another bevy and dropped
to shot. Sent on, Croxlill pointed a single and retrieved
nicely to Poindexter's kill. The dogs were taken up at 10:09.

The work done in this heat was of a very high order.

LASS OP BLOOMO AND BOUNCE.

Mr. W. T. Hunter's liver and white bitch Lass of Bloomo,
handled by Mr. Prank Richards, and Mr-. G. W. Amory's
liver and white dog Bounce, handled , by Poindexter, were
cast off in a stubble field at 10:21. Lass pointed, moved up
and pointed a bevy nicely. Bounce backed, both dogs
steady to shot. On singles Bounce secured two points.
They were taken up at 10:42. In range, speed and style
Lass was much the best.

BERTRALDRO AND DOLLY O.

Hon. J. E. Guinotte's liver, white and ticked dog Bertral-
dro, handled by Gleasou, and Mr. Joseph Crugom's liver and
white bitch Do'lly C., handled by Richards, were cast off in
a large stubble field at 10:57 that allowed the dogs to display
their range and speed, which was of a very high order;
Dolly C. showing the most speed, but Bertraldro had better
style, as he carried a higher head than Dolly. Bertraldro
was first to find; he located and pointed a small bevy in the
center of the field and was steady to wing. Dolly backed
handsomely. Sent on, Dolly flushed a bevy and dropped to
wing. Then she false pointed. Bertraldro then flushed a
single. The dogs were taken up at 11:15.

Second Series.

The judges decided that all were good enough to run,
therefore the first brace was put down again.

CROXLILL AND THOMASTONE.
This brace was put down in stubble at 11:32. Gleason soon

called point; I saw the bird go, but could not see whether it

was a point or a flush. The spectators coming up, flushed a
bevy. The dogs both pointed and roaded where the birds
had been running. Lill pointed a bevy and was steady to
shot. She next flushed a single. The birds were followed
to an orchard, where Thomastone pointed a single and
dropped to shot. The dogs were taken up at 12;07 and an
adjournment had for luuch. The dogs were taken to the E.
Howe farm and turned loose in a stubble at 1:12, which was
drawn blank. In another stubble field Thomastone pointed,
moved up and flushed a single. Lill then pointed a single.
Thomastone then pointed a single, then he flushed one. Lill
then made two false points. Both dogs roaded running
birds. Lill pointed a single and was steady to shot. Thom-
astone pointed a single and dropped to shot. The dogs were
taken up at 1:39 and Croxlill declared the winner. In speed
and range in the early pai't of the heat Thomastone was
superior, but as the heat progressed he seemed to lose his
courage, while on the other hand Croxill improved, and
was going much better at the last than when she started.

LASS OE BLOOMO AND BOUNCE.
This brace was put down where the last brace finished at

1:42. A bevy soon flushed from weeds in near proximity to
the dogs. The birds were followed, and Lass pointed a single
and dropped to shot. She retrieved nicely to Pilchard's kill.

Bounce pointed a single. Poiudexter killed the bird, which
fell in heavy briei'S, and the dog did not find it. Richards
called point, but it proved to be a rabbit. The judges con-
sulted and sent the dogs on. Lass pointed a single and
dropped to wing. The dogs were taken up at 2:02 and the
heat given to Lass of Bloomo. She was best in style, range
and speed, and won deservedly.

BERTRALDRO AND DOLLY' C,

This brace was put down in same field iu which the last
brace finished at 2:06. Dolly soon pointed a single near the
fence. On, both dogs wheeled to a point on open ground
near a pile of rails. Both handlers claimed and insisted on
the point belonging to his dog. The point, however, proved
to be false. The spectators then had a good laugh at the
handlers' expense. Dolly then pointed in stubble aud Ber-
traldro backed; nothing was found to the point. Quite an
amount of ground was then passed over without finding
any birds; but just as the handlers were leaving the field

Dolly made a cast to the right about 75yds., aud pointed a
bevy nicely near the fence and was steady to wing; Bertral-
dro backed nicely. The birds were followed to a thicket,
where each dog got a point. Bertraldro retrieved nicely to
Gleason's kill. The dogs were taken up at 3:22 and the heat
given to Dolly C. I think she was rightly placed, as she
had better range and speed and was entitled to a great deal
of credit for finding this bevy.

Tlvird Series.

LASS OF BLOOMO AND CROXLILL.

This brace was put down in a cornfield at 3:37. Both dogs
roaded through corn to a patch of weeds, where Croxlill
located and pointed a bevy and was steady to shot. The
birds were followed to stubble, where Lass pointed a single
nicely. On, Lass pointed, and three birds were flushecTto
the point. At the same time Lill pointed a single and was
steady to shot. Then Lass pointed a single. Ou, Lill pointed
a single, then Lass got three single points and won. The
dogs were taken up at 3:49. Lass was more rapid than Lill
in execution and was clearly entitled to the heat.
Dolly C, a bye, ran a side heat while the other dogs were

down.
Fourth Series.

DOLLY
fi.

AND LASS OE BLOOMO.
This brace was put down at 4:04 where the last brace fin-

ished, to run for first prize. The dogs had only gone a few
yards when Dolly pointed a rabbit, then she flushed a single
bird in briers near a fence. Passed to a cornfield Lass flushed
a single and Dolly pointed a single nicely. Then she next
pointed a bevy. Lass pointed a single and flushed one.
The dogs were taken up at 4:26 and the heat unjustly given
to Lass of Bloomo. In this heat Dolly was quicker and
more accurate in her work than Lass, found and pointed the
most birds, and was in my judgment a much better dog in
every respect, and was clearly entitled to the heat.

Fifth Scries.

DOLLY C. AND CROXLILL.

This brace was put down in stubble at 4:32, to work on a
scattered bevy that had been flushed from the corn. Dolly
pointed and the birds got up all around her; she was per-
fectly steady to wing. The birds went to the woods and
were followed. In the woods Lill pointed where a bird had
been seen to flush from, Dolly backed. On, Dolly secured
three handsome points in one, two, three order, and won.
Lill backed all these points. The dogs were taken up at
4:42. The judges then placed Croxlill third.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKES.
The drawing of the All-Aged Setter Stake resulted as

follows:
Don's Nellie (A. H. Fowler), black and white English

setter bitch (McDuff—Fame),
against

Quail (Hon. Harry S. New), black, white and tan English
setter bitch (Change—Flora).

Jerry MANDAN (R. B. Morgan), black and white English
setter dog (Mandan—Prairie Belle),

against
Nannie B. (Dr. J. H. McLeod), lemon and white English

setter bitch ( King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Lilly Burges (G. A. Day), orange and white English
setter bitch (Gath's Mark—Esther),

against
Dan Foreman (H. H. Fowler), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog (Foreman—Miss Elsie).

Prince Lucifer (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan
English setter dog (King Noble—Elsie Beltdn),

against
Sam Weller (W. T. Hunter), black, white and tan Kug

lish setter dog (Roderigo—Dixie).

WEDNESDAY.
First Series.

DON'S NELLTE AND QUAIL.
Mr. A. H. Fowler's black and white bitch Don's Nellie,

handled by Gleason, and Hon. Harry S. New's black, white
and tan bitch Quail, handled by Riley, were put down in a
stubble field at 8:27. The field was 'drawn blank; worked
through another field without finding. The judges ordered
the dogs up at 8:54. Both dogs showed considerable speed
and range.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SAM WELLER.
Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog Prince Luci-

fer, handled by Barker, and Mi. W. T. Hunter's black,
white and tan dog Sam Weller, handled by Richards, were
put down in a stubble field at 9:00, which was drawn blank,
passed to another stubble Prince, going down wind, flushed
two birds and stopped to wing, then he moved up and
pointed a siugle and retrieved to Barker's kill. The dogs
were talcen up at 9:19. In style, range and speed Prince was
much the best, Sam, however, showed considerable merit
and satisfied the judges that she was good enough to start
again.

JERRY MANDAN AND NANNIE B.

Mr. R. B. Morgan's black and white dog Jerry Mandan,
handled by owner1

, and Dr. J. A. McLeod's liver and white
bitch Nannie B., handled by Barker, were cast off where the
last brace finished, at 9:23. Passed into corn Nannie pointed,
moved up and soon dropped to a point on a bevy, just as she
did this Jerry pointed the same birds. Nannie retrieved
nicely to Barker's kill, both dogs were steady to shot. On,
in stubble, Nannie pointed; Jerry refused to recognize the
point, went in ahead and pointed a single, and retrieved to
Morgan's kill. The dogs were taken up at 9:32. Iu range
and speed Nannie was superior.

LILLY BURGES AND DAN FOREMAN.
Mr. G. A. Day's orange and white bitch Lilly Burges,

handled by Richards, and Mr. A. H. Fowler's black, white
and tan dog Dan Foreman, handled by Gleason, were put
down in stubble where last brace finished at 9:47. Dan
pointed a single and Lilly backed, both were steady to wing;
the clogs were taken up at 9:47. Both showed good speed,
range and style.

Second Series.

The judges decided that all the dogs were good enough to
start again.

DON'S NELLIE AND QUAIL.

This brace was put down in stubble on the Freeman farm
at 9:52. Nellie soon pointed a rabbit. A bevy soon flushed
wild and settled in another field. The birds were followed.
Quail pointed a single, and was steady, then she flushed one
and dropped to wing, then she pointed a single, broke shot
and retrieved the bird. On, she flushed a single. On, she
secured two more single points and won. The dogs were
taken up at 10:26.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SAM WELLER.
This brace was put down where last brace finished at 10:30.

Prince soon pointed, and Sam backed. The point proved
barren. In going through a cornfield to another stubble a
bevy flushed wild and went to the woods. The birds were
followed. Sam pointed a bevy, Prince flushed a single, then
he backed Sam. On, Prince pointed near a thicket, nothing
found. In heavy brush and briers Prince pointed a rabbit.
Sam pointed a single in corn. Prince pointed, moved up
and flushed a single. Iu corn Prince pointed, moved up and
pointed again apparently on running birds, nothing was
found to the point. Crossed the road to another field, Prince
located and pointed a bevy very nicely, but moved up a little
when Barker wentiu to flush, Barker shot and killed, and
Prince retrieved. Part of the birds went down a draw where
they were followed, Prince got two single points. On going
down wind Sam got into a bevy before'he hardly knew it, he
dropped to a point and remained flat on the ground appar-
ently afraid to move lest he should flush the birds, he re-
mained in this position until Richards flushed and shot.
This was a very pretty piece of work. The birds were
followed. Prince made two points which proved barren.
The dogs were taken up at 11:55, and an adjournment had
for lunch. The dogs after lunch were taken to the Bunting
farm aud put down in a cornfield at 12:52, and were taken
up at 1:07, and the heat given to Prince Lucifer. This was
a long tiresome heat, run iu the middle of the day, when it
was a very hard matter to get any very brilliant work out of
the dogs. In style, range and speed Prince was the best, but
on game Sam was far superior. I think the heat should
have been given to Sam before lunch, and as nothing was
done when they were down the second time to warrant the
judges in giving the heat to Prince, they should have re-
versed the decision or given the dogs more time.

NANNIE AND JERRY MANDAN.
This brace was put down in a stubble field at 1:05. A bevy

flushed wild and went to cover. Jerry soon pointed a single
in the corn and retrieved nicely to Morgan's kill. Sent on
each dog got a single and behaved nicely. Then .Nannie
pointed, Jerry backed poorly, nothing was found to the
point. Jerry then got a point on a single. Next he flushed
a bevy, then Nannie flushed a single, then she pointed a
single and retrieved to Barker's kill. Jerry then false
pointed, then he pointed a single. Sent on Nannie pointed
a single, then she nailed another and won. The dogs were
taken up at 2:14. In style, speed and range Naunie was
superior, and the heat was rightly given to her.

LILLY SURGES AND DAN FOREMAN.
This brace was put down in an old weed field on the C.

Horu farm at 3:08. Lilly pointed near the fence, nothing
found to the point. Sent on she pointed a bevy, next she
flushed an outlying bird, then the bevy went. The birds
alighted in a stubble and were followed, Lilly flushed a sin-
gle, then she pointed and was steady to shot, she retrieved
the bird to Richard's kill. Both' dogs then roaded and
pointed, until Dan drew up On a single and was steady to
wing. Lilly then flushed a single. The dogs were taken
up at 3:30 and the heat given to Lilly Burges. The run-
ning should have been continued as the work done by Lilly
was not sufficiently brilliant to justify the judges in decid-
ing the heat in her favor at this time. In style Lilly was
the best, but in range and speed they were about equal.

Third Series.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND QUAIL.
This brace was put down in the same field where the other

brace finished at 3:39. Prince pointed a bevy and retrieved
to Barker's kill. On, Prince pointed, moved up and flushed
a single. Then he pointed a bevy and Quail flushed a single.
The dogs were taken up at 3:59 and the heat justly given to
Prince Lucifer, who was superior to Quail in speed, range
and style, and who really had her beaten from the start.

LILLY BURGES AND NANNIE B.

This brace was put down in an old weed field at 4:10.
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Lilly soon pointed a 'bevy of feeding birds and Nannie
backed. Lilly then pointed a single and was slightly un-
steady to shot. Then both pointed singles and were steady
to wing. Next Nannie pointed a small bevy, she then
pointed a single and retrieved to Barker's kill. Then she
nailed another single. The judges then consulted a few
minutes, and sent the dogs on. Lilly soon located and
pointed a new bevy and retrieved nicely to Richard's kill.

The dogs were then taken up and the heat given to Lilly
Bnrges. The dogs were taken up at 4:49. In style Lilly
was superior, but in range and speed they were about equal.
This was one of the prettiest heats of the trials.

THURSDAY.
Fourth Series.

PRINCE LUCIFER AKD LILLY BURGES.
This brace was pat down in a large stubble field on the

Bunting farm at 7:33 A. M. to run for first prize. Lilly
Burges had cut her foot very badly and gamely worked out
this heat with a boot on the injured member. Lilly soon
pointed, moved to locate the birds, when Prince came in
ahead and flushed the bevy. On, Lilly soon located and
pointed another bevy nicely and was steady. Prince next
pointed and Lilly backed; nothing was found to the point.
Lilly next pointed a rabbit. Prince then made three false
points. On, Lilly roaded and pointed another bevy and re-

trieved to Richard's kill. The dogs were taken up and the
heat and first money rightly awarded to Lilly Burges.

Fifth Series.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND NANNIE B.

As Mr. Barker was the handler of both of these dogs, at
his request Mr. A. J. Gleason kindly assisted him in hand-
ling the dogs. They were cast off in the same field at 7:57,

to run for second money. Prince soon pointed and Nannie
backed. Nothing was found to the point. Then he repeated
the dose. Nannie pointed near the fence and Prince backed;
nothing found. The dogs were now taken to the woods
across the railroad and put down to find some scattered
birds. Prince soon pointed and Narinie backed; the point
proved false. On, Nannie pointed a bevy nicely and Prince
backed: both dogs were steady to shot. Prince then pointed
a single and Nannie backed. Then the dogs pointed and
moved on. On, Prince pointed, moved up and the birds
flushed. The dogs were then, at 8:40, taken up, and the heat
unjustly given to Prince Lucifer. Prince had more style,
speed and"range than Nannie, but his work on game was
very unsatisfactory; he was very unsteady at times, and bis
chronic false pointing alone was sufficient to hare convinced
the judges that he was inferior to Nannie B, She should
have had the heat. The judges then placed Nannie B. third.

P. T. MADISON.
[The summaries of the stakes were published in last

week's issue.]

THE A. K. C. CONSTITUTION,
Editor Forest and Stream:
A note to Secretary Vredenburgh procured from him by

return the necessary information whereby it is possible for
me to set forth the proposed changes in the A. K. C. consti-
tution and by-laws, in a form which will be readily under-
stood. I have taken from the Kennel Gazette the proposed
constitution and by-laws as given in the October issue, giv-
ing in italics the amendments and within brackets what is
proposed to be omitted from their present reading:.
In the comments which follow the altered articles and by-

laws, I will draw attention to what may seem trivial matters,
using throughout the same phraseology where there is any
repetition of phrases. I can see evidence that such was Mr.
Vredenburgb's desire, and I feel he will accept all such sug-
gestions in the. spirit in which they are offered—a desire to
make the constitution better perfect. Beyond these, there
are suggestions caused by a difference of opinion, and others
with a desire to make Mr. Vredenburgh's amendments more
clear. It is possible, and I think probable, he may coincide
with some of these suggestions and alter his amendments,
giving notice thereof in time to have them acted upon at the
December meeting. In other cases he will differ from me, I
have no doubt, but where he concludes that there is reason-
able grounds for a difference of opinion among the delegates,
it might be well for him to have a substitution offered either
in his own name or by some other delegate, and give due
notice thereof.

ARTICLE I.

The name of this association shall be "The American
Kennel Club."

ARTICLE II.

The object of this association shall be the protection of
the mutual interest of its members. If shall admit such
clubs or -persons as it may deem desirable, and shall ex-
clude such as it may consider objectionable. It shall adopt
and enforce [and the adoption and enforcement of] such
rules as shall tend to the uniformity, and to the proper con-
duct of individuals interested in the breeding or sale of
dogs, also to the proper regulation of bench shows and field
trials [and the publication of]. Furthermore it shall pub-
lish an official Stud Book and a Kennel Gazette.

Taking the word "persons" to refer to associate members
and only as such can individuals be admitted, delegates
being otherwise provided for, it is to be noted they are not
admitted" by the club, but by the indorsement of the two

presidents, the use of the second "it" in the italicised sen-
tence is not suitable. The second part of that sentence
• and shall exclude,-' etc., is tautological, because if they
are not desirable and admitted they are as a matter of
course excluded. I would suggest this reading: "It shall
admit such clubs to membership or persons as associate
memhers as may be deemed desirable:' And stop there

the next sentence I criticised last week upon its con-
struction alone, and I would now further say that it is tomy mind questionable policy to say, "or sale of dogs." Itsounds like legislating for dog dealers. But I will not press
that point and content myself with the construction of the
sentence which I think can be very materially improved by
being made to read as follows:

"It shall adopt and enforce such rules as shall tend to
uniformity in the regulations governing bench shows and
field trials, and to the proper conduct of persons interestedm the exhibition, breeding or sale of dogs "
I suppose it is unnecessary for me to add that it is quite
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or the
- -f • K C - to presume to adopt and enforce

field trial rules with but one such club a member and all
the others with different systems regulating their trials and
taking no notice of the A. K. C. I would like to see the.words -field trials" omitted altogether from the articleunder consideration, as assuming a power the \. K C tint
not and never will have,

'

ARTICLE III.

A ll regularly organized clubs or associations in the Unitedbraces or British-American Provinces which have heldbench shows or field trials or are formed for the purpose of
holding bench shows or field trials, or for the improvement
ot any breed of dogs, and associate members as hereinafter
provided, shall be ehgible to membership.

ARTICLE IV.
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11 ^eh veur :,c such time Sadplace as shall be designated by the president; thirty days 1

notice whereof shall be given and published in the Gazette.
Wottld it not be well to specify that the annual meeting be

held on the Thursday of theNew York show week or failing
the holding of such show during the months of February,
March or April, then at such time and place during those
months as shall be designated by the president, thirty days
notice, etc. It is always advisable to have a definite date
named if possible and there is none so suitable as Thursday
of the New York show week. I think all will agree on that
point

Sec. 2. Each member of the association shall have the
right to be rem-esented by one delegate duly authorized
and his appointment certified to by his club secretary, ex-
cepting the delegates of the associate members provided for
in Article XI. Before such delegate [s] shall be entitled to
qualify in th[is]e association [they] he must be accepted by
the association or its executive committee.

The suggestion for Section 2 is to insert after the word
represented "at the meetings of the association or of the
executive committee." This will make it read in unison
with the concluding clause. I congratulate Mr. Vreden-
burgh for seeking to remove that mammoth absurdity, that
the executive committee was bigger than the association,
and could say who should be permitted to legislate for it.

It was one thing I never ceased to kick against.
Section 3 might, perhaps, be amended by adding after the

word association "or of executive committee." In opposi-
tion to this it may be said that Article IV. refers only to
association meetings, but on looking at Article V., which
treats of the executive committee and its meetings, it will
be noted in Section 5 that "the association" is dragged in
there with much less license.

I think a section might well be added to Article IV. pro-
viding for special meetings by request. Indeed, that Section
5 of Article V. would be much better placed under Article
IV., just as it is with this very important exception, that
the request be signed not by three only, but by whatever
number constitutes a quorum. A call of this kind is im-
perative, and three members could, if so minded, keep
the association in continual hot water with special meetings.
Then it will be noted that there is no limit upon the presi-
dent, and if he was doing the kicking act, he could set the
whole association at defiance in this way. Suppose at the
December meeting some action is taken by a small majority of
the delegates present which is distasteful to the association
at large, but agrees with the president's views, he could do
this—upon a legal request being made for a special meeting,
he could name Feb. 22 as the date for it. Now the plain in-
tent of the rule is that a meeting is to be called within about
ten days, in other words, that the president at once notify
the secretary to call such meeting, giving ten days' notice.
But the rule does not say so, and Mr. Vredenburgh should
make the necesary change by specifying a limit of say fifteen
clays, which the president must not exceed.

Sec. S. At. any special or regular meeting of this associa-
tion, nine members shall constitute a, quorum.

If the foregoing suggestions are accepted it would be well
to add after the word association "or of the executive com-
mittee." But anywayJ would call attention to a quorum
of nine being necessary for an association meeting, while
an executive committee meeting can be run by seven mem-
bers (see Section 6, Article V.).

ARTICLE V.

Sec. 1. The management of this association shall be in-
trusted to an executive committee consisting of one delegate
from each club and the delegates of the associate members;
and no delegate shall represent more than one club.

Sec. 2. The association shall elect a president and vice-
president.

Sec. 3. The. executive committ ee shall appoint a secretary-
treasurer, who shall, under the direction and supervision of
the [executive] advisory committee, perform the duties per-
taining to the office.

Compare this altered rule with Section 1 of Article VII.,
and it will be seen that they do not agree. They should be
made to do so.

Sec. 4, Regular meetings of the executive committee shall
be held at the time of the annual meeting, and quarterly
thereafter, on such dates as may be designated by the presi-
dent, twenty days' notice of which shall be given tomem-
bers.

Sec. 5. The president may call a special meeting of the
executive committee or of the association at such time as he
may deem expedient; and he shall call a special meeting
upon the written request of three members. [Note. This
clause now has the words "call a special meeting ' at the
end.] At [such] special meetings no other business shall
be transacted [other] than that for which [such meeting
shall be] they were called; and such business shall be speci-
fied on the calls, [ten days' notice of which shall be given]
which shall be sent out ten days previous to the nine ap-
pointed for the meetings.

Sec. 6. At any regular or special meeting of the executive
committee seven members shall constitute a quorum.
These two sections are discussed in connection with Section

2 of Article IV.
ARTICLE VI.

The president shall preside at all meetings of this associa-
tion, [and] of the executive committee, and of the advisory
committee. [He shall have power to call a special meeting
of the association at any time, and must do so on the writ-
ten request of five members; ten days' notice must be given
of such special meeting.]
The vice-president shall in the absence of the president

perform the duties pertaining to that office.

ARTICLE VIJ.

Sec. 1. The secretary-treasurer shall keep records of all
meetings of this association, also of the executive committee
and of the advisory committee: and he shall issue calls for
such meetings. He shall keep a roll of membership, and
take charge of all papers belonging to the association he
shall, moreover, collect all moneys belonging to the associa-
tion, and dispense the same under the direction of the ex-
ecutive committee. Furthermore he shall transact all other
business, and fulfill all further duties of his office or others
which may be directed by the executive committee.

[The old rule read as follows: "The secretary-treasurer
shall keep records of all meetings of this association and
the executive committee, make all calls for such meetings
take charge of and keep a roll of membership and of all
papers belonging to the association, and shall collect allmoneys belonging to the association, and dispense sameunder the direction of the executive committee, and do any
other business proper to his office, or as directed bv the
executive committee."] J

This section is .sufficiently referred to in connection with
Section 3 of Article V.
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Sec. s. His remuneration from the association shall benxed and determined upon by the advisory committee.
This I do object to most strongly on principle. It is not

the province of the advisory committee to decide upon any
one's salary, bat of the executive -committee, if not of the
association itself. The advisory committee has no control
whatever of the finances. It 'is simply a committee to
take charge during the intervals between the executive
committee meetings, and all its actions must be approved
by the executive committee. It is not as if there was any
secret about this salary. It appears in the annual state-
ment of accounts, is made public to the world at large, and
it is so entirely foreign to what is customary in all associa-
tions to allow an ad interim committee, as it maybe called,
to decide such a question, that I hope Mr. Vredenburgh will
change this article of his own volition.

Sec. 4. He shall be required to execute a bond of indem-
nity in favor of the president of the association to an
amount not, less than 82,500 before assuming office. Such
bond must be satisfactory to the president of the associa-
tion.

This section I referred to last week, and then said that the
bond should be satisfactory to the executive committee as
well as to the president. Indeed, it is not necessary to be
satisfactory to the president at all, for there is no hold upon
him if he accepts "straw bail." It is not a business propo-

premium on an indemnity bond for the proper amount to be
given by one of the companies which does that kind of
business.

ARTICLE VIII.

Applications of clubs for membership shall be made in
writing to the secretary of sth[is]e association, accompanied
by a copy of the applicant's constitution and by-laws, a list
of officers, and [first] a full year's dues, and an ejection shall
be held at the next meeting of the executive committee, pro-
vided said application shall have been filed with the secre-
tary at least ten (10) days previous to said election. It shall
require two-thirds of members voting to elect.

ARTICLE IX.

Sec. 1, The executive committee shall have power by a
two-thirds vote to suspend for a stated period: or to expel
any club or delegate or individual whose membership it
may deem prejudicial to the welfare of the association.

J take it that "individual" means an associate member,
for it cannot mean anything else and mean anvthing at all
If it does, then it would be well to use the words "associate
member," and if it doesn't, then strike "or individual" out.

Sec. 2. Any person may, in the interests of the associ-
ation, prefer charges against another person before the
American Kennel Club. Or charges may be preferred be-
fore said club when the conduct of any individual has
been, or is, questionable, provided sitch charges are made
in writing. Except in matters pertaining to registration
which must be heard in thefirst instance by the stud book
committee, all s uch changes shall be heard at the first op-
portuniiy by the advisory cemmiite f rom, whose decision
an appeal may be taken to the full executive committee.
Ac person shad honevei be disquoiHied or ceoHvcd of

a n y pri alleges without d ue notice, tend formal charges with
specifications have been made and an opportunity has
been given him to be heard in his own defense. The Amer-
ican Kennel Club will not recognize any ex petrle proceed-
ings on the part of any club.

The last sentence of the first paragraph is ambiguous, for
it may be stretched to mean that after the stud book com-
mittee had decided a case, the advisory committee took it in
hand, passed upon if, and then it went before the executive
committee. Such is not the case, the stud book committee
being coequal in power with the advisory and has dealings
direct with the executive committee. To render this dis-
tinction clear, it would be well to make a change such as
this after the words "made in writing." All such charges,
except matters within the province of the stud book commit-
tee to investigate, "shall be heard at the first opportunity by
the advisory committee," etc,

I am at a loss to understand what the concluding sentence
means. "The American Kennel Club will not recognize any
ex parte proceedings on the part of any club."
In this section the usual phraseology of "this association"

is departed from, and "the American Kennel Club" used in
its place.

ARTICLE X.

See. 1. The annual dues of clubs shall be glff, payable [at]
on or before Jan. 1. Failure to pay said dues shall be tu
forfeit all right to representation in this Association, and.
such club [and] may be suspended or dropped from the roll.

Sec. 2. The executive committee shall have the right to
make one assessment during the year not to exceed §10.

The old Section 1 was about as tough a piecee of ungram-
._iatieal English or printer's blunders as was ever strung
together. The new one is a slight improvement. I don't
know what "be to" wants in there at all, unless the sentence
is altered to read: "The result of failure to pay such dues
shall be to forfeit," etc.

ARTICLE XI.

Sec. 1. Any person who is- vouched for in writing [to the
secretary of the American Kennel Club] by not less than two
members of any club a member of this "association, or by
two associate members, shall, upon payment of $5 annual
dues, to the secretary of the American Kennel Club and
the indorsement of his application by the presidents] of the
American Kennel Club [and] or the president of the asso-
ciate members, become an associate member and be an-
nounced as such in the next issue of the Kennel Gazette.

Sec. 2. An ass' date member shall be entitled to the
Kennel Gazette and Stud Book for [one] the current year
for which his dues are paid, [and] also to two free registra-
tions in the Stud Book during su/id year.
Sec. 3. The annual dues of fio shall be payable to the sec-

retary of the American Kennel Club, on the first of January
of each year, and any person whose dues are not paid on or
before Jan. 20 shall thereby forfeit his right to be included
in the list of members eligible for election to office and
entitled to vote for officers for the ensuing year; and if his
dues shall remain unpaid at the next annual meeting of the
associate members his name [shall] may be stricken from
the roll, provided, however, that upon remitting the .$5 dues
with an application of membership he shall be reinstated
upon the indorsement of his application by either of the
two presidents as hereinbefore provided.

Sec. 4. The annual meeting of the associate members
shall beheld on the day preceding the annual meeting of
the American Kennel Club. At [which] said meeting the
reports of the retiring officers shall be presented, which, to-
gether with a copy of the official minutes of the meeting
shall be filed with the secretary of the American Kennel
Club.
Sec. 5. The officers of the associate members shall be a

president, a vice-president and a secretary. The president
shall be a member of the advisory committee. The associate
members shall have the right to be represented by three
delegates; to which position the officers may beelected. And
for every one hundred members over three hundred they
shall elect an additional delegate.

[Sec. 0. No associate member shall be eligible to hold
office or act as delegate who is a member of any club or
member of this association other than a specialty club.]
Sec. 6. That all elections shall be by mail vote, and the

annual election of officers and delegates shal l be conducted
as follows:
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On Jan. 21 of each year the secretary of the American
Kennel Club shall forward to each and every associate
member in good standing a printed list, of all members eligi-

ble to hold office, together with an addressed envelope for
return, on which the word ''vote" is legibly printed or
written. The members receiving [such] said printed list

shall mark thereon, in such manner as may be requested,
[his] their choice for president, vice-president and secretary,
and the delegates to which the [club is] associate members
arc entitled [in such manner as may be indicated] and re-

turn the same in the envelopes provided.
Fifteen full days after the mailing of such [slips] printed

list to the associate members, the secretary of the American
Kennel Club shall, in the presence of [the] presidents of the
American Kennel Club and associate members, or such
persons as [either of them] they may deputize to represent
[him] tlicm, open all such mail vote's; and the result of the
[election] counts shall be certified to by the three officials

present.
Immediately upon the signing of such certificate the sec-

retary of the American Kennel Club shall notify [each and
every person of his election] all who have been elected; and
shall also send [notice thereof] the results of the ballot to

the president of the associate members.
In the case of a tie vote for any office, the tie shall be de-

cided by a majority vote of the members present at the
annual meeting; and in [the] event [of] an officer [elected
declining] declines to serve, the member receiving the next
highest number of votes shall at the annual meeting be de-
clared elected.

[Votes for] The election of additional delegates/" wli/ich

the associate members shall be entitled, as hereinbefore
provided, Shalt be taken as soon as each additional quota
[of one hundred additional members] is filed; and it shall
be conducted [on the same principleas the annual mail vote
for officers and delegates, the vote being taken as soon as
the one hundred additional members have qualified] by
mail rote, the same formalities being observed as when the
annual election of officers <t nd delcg<d.is takes place. Iden-
tically this same method shall be employee} in eleciin.g dele-

gates to fill vacancies which occur among the officials or
delegates: [The same rule shall also bold good iu event of

a vacancy in the ranks of officers or delegates.]

There are a great many alterations in this long article,

but the vast majority are simply changes in construction or
the sentences, some of which are improvements, while others
of doubtful expediency. These may be well left to the judg-
ment of the delegates who will pass upon them. There are
others, however, which demand careful consideration, and
these I will now treat.

The first occurs in Section 1, which at present provides for
the indorsement of an application for associate membership
by both presidents. Mr. Vredenburgh's proposition is that
the indorsement of either one is sufficient. Let us see how
this will work. An application in proper form comes to

Mr. Vredenburgh, and what will he do with it? Naturally
he will refer it to Mr, Belmont. Should that gentleman
know of no reason for doing otherwise he will indorse the
application, and thereby the applicant becomes a member.
If "Mr. Belmont declines to indorse it, for some reason to
him sufficient, it then goes to Dr. Perry, and he is placed in
a somewhat peculiar position. He is really asked to check
the action of the A. K. C. president; and suppose he sees no
reason for following Mr. Belmont's lead, the applicant be-
comes a member. Kow, it is possible that Dr. Perry may
know of something detrimental to an applicant's character
that Mr. Belmont does not, but be can have no say in the
matter, because by Mr. Belmont's indorsement he has no
opportunity to take action. Practically it makes Mr. Bel-
mont the autocrat of the situation. Not that I consider he
would abuse his power, but he might err from lack of

knowledge: and 1 am decidedly of the opinion that the rule
as it now is is by far the, best and safest.

Section 2 is improved by making it clear that the privil-

eges of associate members for each year are for that year
only, and that free registrations are not accumulative and
can be used in any subsequent year.

Section 3 contains two imnortant changes. The first is the
substitution of "may" for "shall" in regard to striking de-
linquent members' names from the roll. I feel certain in
my own mind that this is not advisable. The only reason in
its favor, and it is a poor one, is that the present rule would
show a shrinkage in the list of members at the beginning of
each year. I don't think the associate membership needs
any such fictitious bolstering as that. A member now gets
$7 for his annual dues of $5, and no one will care about
missing that. It is suficient of itself to attract prompt
payment, particularly as the early numbers of the Gazette
are the most valuable of the year, on account of the show
reports. The present wording is much more likely to bring
about prompt settlement of the anmtal dues than any
leniency on the part of the club. Then again the fact of
being an associate member in good standing is of itself

something in the way of indorsement, and the A. K. C.
should not so indorse tardy subscribers.
The old Section 6 is stricken out entirely. I do!not know

that I am so specially pledged to this as I formerly was, but
I do object to one thing, and Mr. Vredenburgh will believe
me that I am not aiming at him individually, when I say it

is in my opinion decidedly out of place for a salaried official

of the club to be a delegate, such as he is for the associate
members. It is not necessary to expatiate on this point, for
the objections must be too obvious to all.

In the fifth paragraph of Section 6 there is surely some-
thing omitted from Mr. Vredenburgh's proposed reading
when it says, "and in event an officer declines," etc.

ARTICLE XII.

Sec. 1. An advisory committee of five [of which the
executive officers shall be ex-officio members, shall be ap-
pointed at each annual meeting, which shall have power to
act upon cases of protest and appeal pending the final action
of the executive committee], eonsistiuo of the president and
'Vice-president, of the association, the president of the asso-
ciate members and two other delegates of the association
shall be members, shall be elected at each annual meeting.

Sec. 2. It shall have the power to act upon all cases of
protest and appeal; to investigate and act upon all
charges preferred against active or associate members, or
individuals; and shall be vested with the powers of the
executive committee during the interval between the regu-
lar qnarterly meetings ofthe association, subject, hoivcver,
to the final action ofthe executive committee.

Some, time ago 1 wrote a screed about my having been
asked to go through the constitution with a view to making
it more perfect, and I then stated that I had concluded not
to touch it, because I believed in a change I felt was too
radical for adoption. It was to transfer the entire manage-
ment of the club to a committee of say nine, of which three
the senior should retire at each meeting. One reason for
this suggestion was the time wasted at executive meetings,
owing to the number of delegates present.
A caustic correspondent in a contemporary said something

about my having been aptly described as a brake that always
slipped. I don'tTseem to have slipped so very much in this
ease, for here we have the principle if not the entirety. It
is proposed to have the advisory committee of five do the
duty for which I suggested the committee of nine. Cer-
tainly I will not now object to the principle of the change,
but I am not in favor of the abridged committee. Five is

too small a number to act in such an important capacity,
for we must remember that of that number three is a
quorum, so that twoaaien may thus legislate for the whole

club. And there Is one other very faulty part of this article,

where in Section 2 it is provided that the advisory com-
mittee shall be clothed with all the power of the executive
committee ad interim, but nevertheless their rulings are
subject to the indorsement of the executive committee.

If we are giving power to a committee, let us give the
power freely and without reserve. This we can safely do if

we make the committee sufficiently large to be truly repre-
sentative. Let me offer this suggestion, make the advisory
committee the same number as the quorum of our associa-
tion meeting, strike from it as an officer cx-offi-cio the vice-
president and make the associate members' president the
vice- president of the committee, and elect all the other
members.
With such a committee to conduct the association, the

executive committee could be dispensed with. The club
might hold semi-annual meetings as a legislative body and
elect members for the committee. My idea, that I previously
dilated upon, was to have rotation in office without election.
That is, starting with the clubs by age, let the first six pro-
vide members in addition to three ex-officio, and of these let

three retire at stated periods, the vacancies to be filled by
the next three clubs who desire representation on the com-
mittee.
The present proposition is not adequate enough. For in-

stance, take the case of Dr. Cryer's appeal against the Cin-
cinnati Club ruling. The advisory committee decided in
favor of Dr. Cryer, and Mr. Vredenburgh so advised him
and returned his $10 sent wi th the appeal. Now, under the
present rule, and also under the proposed one, Mi*. Vreden-
burgh was wrong, for there had been no final action of the
executive committee. The power the advisory committee
now has and will have is really an absurdity, and I think
all who read over Article XII. carefully will agree with me.
Both have the same faulty terminal sentence.

ARTICLE XIII.

The business management of the [A. K. C.J Stud Book
shall be subject to the direction of a committee of three,
elected by a majority of the delegates present at the annual
meeting of the club, and shall render account to the associa-
tion annually at such meeting.

As a member of the Stud Book committee I say that this
gives us quite too much power. "We have to decide questions
affecting persons' standing, and ought to report more fre-

quently and subject to approval by some power. At present
we can disqualify a person and he must remain under the
ban for a whole year perhaps, and until the committee makes
its annual report. Our powers and duties on that point
ought to be clearly specified.

ARTICLE XIV.
This constitution and the by-laws and rules maybe revised

or amended [after] provided thirty days' notice has been
given to all members of such proposed revision or amend-
ment, by a two- thirds vote at any meeting of this association
where at least two-thirds of the members are represented, or
by obtaining [a ratification] within thirty days, through the
secretary of the club, of at least two-thirds of the members
of this 'association, a ratification of any enactment of any
revision or amendment of the constitution, by-laws or rules,
duly proposed and carried by a two-thirds vote of any meet-
ing of the association.

In this article "this association" is used in place of "the
association," the changed phraseology everywhere else.

BY-LAWS.
Sec. 1. The following order of business shall be observed

at the meetings of this association:
1. Roll call.

2. Reading minutes of previous meeting.
3. Secretary's report.
4. Treasurer's report .

[5. Report of executive committee.]
5. Election- of officers and committees.
6. General business.
7. Adjournment.
Sec. 3. The following order of business shall be observed

at the meetings of the executive committee of this associa-
tion.

1. Roll call.

2. Reading of minutes of previous meeting.
3. Secretary's report.
4. Treasurer's report.
5. Report of standing committees.
6. Report of special committees.
7. Unfinished business.
8. Election of [officers] secretary-treasurer.
9. New business.
10. Adjournment.
Sec. 3. In the event of an appeal from an order of suspen-

sion imposed by a show committee, or by the president, err

by the- advisory committee, it must be 'heard at the next
regular or special meeting of the executive committee, and
any person who is proved to the satisfaction of the com-
mittee to have been guilty of any fraudulent or discredit-
able conduct [in connection with dogs, dog shows or field
trials] of any kind maybe declared [incapable of competing
for or winning] ineligible to compete, or win a prize at any
show held under the rules of this association for such period
as the executive committee may decide.
All complaints or disputes among members of this asso-

ciation shall be decided by those members of the executive
committee [as] who are in no way connected with the clubs
interested.

Sec. 4. The president shall appoint from the executive
committee [a committee on credentials, whose duties shall
be to investigate the qualifications of all candidates for
membership, and report the same to the executive com-
mittee; he shall also appoint] such [other] specied com-
mittees as shall be found necessary.

Sec. 5. These by-laws may be altered, amended or sus-
pended without notice at any regular meeting of the ex-
ecutive committee by two-thirds vote of the members pres-
ent [without notice], or at any special meeting on notice.

Iu Section 3 of the by-laws it will be seen that it is pro-
posed to go beyond auy connection with dogs in investiga-
tion regarding power to compete. It is a pretty wide field
that, to throw open to be followed simply by the possibility
that a man "may be declared ineligible." Better stick to
the old limit, and add Shall be declared ineligible.
All of Avhich is respectfully submitted for the careful con-

sideration of anv one who has the welfare of the A. K. C. at
heart. J. W.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
FREE FOR ALL, FOUR HOUR HEAT STAKE.

Chance (J. M. Avent), Roderigo—Bo Peep.
Rip RAP (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), King ut

Kent—Hops.
Noble Count (S. A. Elliott), Mac D,—Lady Mac.
Kowdy Rod (Elmwood KenneJs), Roderigo—Juno A.
Harry C. (Elmwood Kennels),Roderigo—Countess House.
Oath's Mark (H. Hulman, Jr.), Gath—Gem.
Pitti Sing (Thos. Johnson), Baron Doveridge—Norah.
NANNIE B. (J. A. McLeod), King Noble—Queen Vashti.
Reverdy (P. Henry O'Bannon), Oath's Mark—Rosa,
Lilly Burges (Frank Richards), Gatlr's Mark—Esther.
KING'S Mark (B. Ridewav), King Noble—Belle Belton.
Daisy's Hope (W. W. Titus), Oath's Hope—Daisy F.
Twelve entries; eleven English setters and one pointer.

C, H. Opell, Sec. and Ireas.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB.

THE second annual field trials of the Brunswick Fur Club
began at Brunswick. Maine, on Nov. 10, and continued

till the afternoon of the 15th. There were about one hun-
dred members and guests present, and 18 foxhounds, 4 pup-
pies and 4 fox beagles were entered for competition in the
various classes. The weather proved fine throughout the
entire week, and the large attendance and fine hounds en-
tered made the. trials the most brilliant meet the club has
held. Besides the money prizes awarded in the general
classes, several special prizes were contested for and some of
them won.
The judges were Mt. H. E. Burkman, chairman; Mr. E.

L. Tooth aker, Mr. Evan H. Bragg, Mr. Cohan Jordan and
Mr. Edward Thomas. The judging was a most difficult

task, owing to the quickness with which the foxes sought
their holes and the dense cover in many parts, but the chair-
man managed the computing of averages to the satisfaction
of all.

The puppy class was run off on Tuesday, and all of them
worked well. One of them made a strike and drove for a
short while, but lost before the others could pack in. The
rabbits were plentiful and tempting to the youngsters, but
they behaved very well notwithstanding.
On Wednesday the trial of the general classes began, but

though likely covers were drawn one after another till nearly
dark, no fox was found. Thursday another section of coun-
try was drawn and four starts were obtained, all the hounds
getting a chance at reynard, so that judges and members
were fiying in all directions taking notes. Two of the foxes
were run to earth before ten o'clock, one was lost, and the
fourth was driven until nearly four in the afternoon.
Friday two starts were obtained on the same grounds

drawn Thursday. A few of the hounds went inland after
one fox, but the. great majority of the pack were put on
together after a traveling fox, and the greatest race of the
trials was had. This fox ran eight miles in a straight line
through fields where the race could be seen from the high-
way, and some who had buggies and wagons ran their horses
the entire distauce to witness the chase. The fox finally

went to earth to save his brush. In this race New England,
Avent and Wild Goose hounds were about equal in numbers
and three fox beagles filled out the pack. They were all in
it, beagles as well as foxhounds, and packed so well that
they might have been covered with the traditional blanket,
Saturday morning the trials closed at 10 o'clock, and a

short run was obtaiued before that time. The short time
reynard could be induced to stay out of his den made it im-
possible to award prizes in the endurance class, the special
medal for endurance or the American Field cup. The prizes
awarded were as follows, viz.:

GENERAL CLASSES.

Hunting.
1. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Joe

Forester.
2. Mr. R. D. Perry's tan and ticked dog Major O'Rourke.
3. Mi1

.. A, McDonald's black, tan and ticked bitch Nelly
Ripley.

Trading.

|

1. Mr. M. Thomas's black and tan dog Bugle.
2. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Joe

Forester.
3. Mr. A. McDonald's black, tan and ticked bitch Nelly

Ripley.
Speed.

1. Mr. R, D. Perry's black and tan dog Clinker.
2. Mr. A. McDonald's black, tan and ticked bitch Nelly

Ripley.
3. Mr. M. Thomas's black and tan dog Bugle.

BeirMiuj.

1. Mr. A. McDonald's black, white and ticked dog Dia-
mond.

2. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Joe
Forester.

3. Mr. A. McDonald's black, tan and ticked bitch Nelly
Ripley,

Style.

1. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Jue
Forester.

2. Mr. R. D. Perry's black and tan dog Clinker.
3. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Drive III.

Foxhound having highest, general average winning silver

medal of club: Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan
dog Joe Forester.
Special prize, steel engraving, "A Promising Litter,"

awarded to Southern bred foxhound having most speed and
endurance; to be held till next trials: Mr. R, D. Perry's
black and tan dog Clinker.

PUPPY CLASS.

1. Mr. W. Russell's black and tan dog Fleet.
Second and third withheld.

FOX BEAGLE CLASS.
1. Mr. W. N. Walling's black, white and tan bitch Belle

DimoDd.
2. Mr. W. N. Walling's black, white and tan dog Little

Drive.
3. Mr. W. N. AValling's black, white and tan bitch Lucille.

PlSCATAQUA.

CANADIAN TRIALS.
rpHE International Field Trials at Chatham, Ont., passed
J. off pleasantly, the order of running and awards being as
follows:

THE DERBY.
Jos. Kime's Lady.Spot (setter) against A . P. H. Lonsdale's

Tyke (pointer).

T. G. Davey's Westminster Drake (pointer) against A. P.
H. Lonsdale's Phceness (setter).

Sheriff Mercer's Mingo II. (setter) against A. P. H. Lons-
dale's Ian (setter).

A. P. H. Lonsdale's Beacon (pointer) against Thos. John-
son's Upton (pointer).

Jos. Kime's Lady Patch (setter) against Dodds & Mather's
Dart (setter).

J. H. Hilsenden's Dan O'Conuell (Irish setter) against
Forest Kennels' Sport (setter).

The awards were made in the following order:
First, Ightfield Tyke; second, Mingo II.; third, Ightfield

Phceness: fourth, Ightfield Upton,
ALL-AGED STAKE.

W. B. Wells' Matane (setter) against Thomas Gutridge's
Belle of Kent (.setter).

A. P. H. Lonsdale's Ranger (setter) against Thos. John-
son's Blithe (pointer).

Dr. Totten's Carry J. (setter) against T. H. Nelson's
Clinker (setter).

Dr. Totten's Speculator (setter) against W. B. AVells'
Dinah C. (setter).

A. P. H. Lonsdale's Dick (pointer) against J. L. Camp-
bell's Gordo (Gordon setter).

F. W. Eddy's Maggy Bee (setter) against W. B. Wells'
Cambriana (setter).

R. G. Harvey's Breezo (pointer) against T. G. Davy's
Canadian Jester (setter).

A. P. H. Lonsdale's Deuce (pointer) against John Mer-
cer's Mingo IL (setter).

A. P. H. Lonsdale's Rosa (setter) a bye.
The awards were made in the following order; Ightfield

Dick first, Ightfield Rosa, second, Ightfield Blithe third,
Ightfield Deuce fourth-,
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A DAY WITH THE RADNOR HUNT.

WHAT old memories the above heading stirs up. Runs
with the old Radnor Hunt on the borders of South

Wales, when Col. Price filled the saddle as M. F. H.; days
when my joints were more lissome and tumbles were taken
as very ordinary contretemps, and not as now with fear and
trembling. Like many other things a tumble is a good deal

worse in the anticipation than in reality. But to my tale-

Mr. Harrison's kind invitation could not be withstood de-

spite the fact that several years of city life, though it had
not dulled my enthusiasm, had made me somewhat dubious
as to what sort of a caper I should cut in the hunting field.

Saturday dawned li ke a veritable hunting morn, and though
I failed to feel the southerly wind, the cloudy skies were all

there and proclaimed a day that would help to hold the
scent. One of that prince of railroads', the Pennsylvania,
express trains soon whirled me to the city of Brotherly Love.
On the. wav, early as it was, the shooters were out in force,

taking advantage of the opening day, to fill their gaping
game bags with the frolicsome Jersey quail, it being the
close season for mosquitoes.
Arrived at the Quaker City, I thought a visit to our con-

temporary, the Fanciers' Journal and brother Haldeman,
would nicely fill the hour till train time. With a review of

"the men of dogdom" and their dogs, current topics which
are exciting the minds of many members of our kennel
world, the hour seemed shod with wings and flew all too
fast, for what a lot of dog chat two men can cram into sixty
minutes, to be sure.

A short run past imposing villas and pretty suburban
villages brought me to Chestnut Hill, where, calling cabby,
he soon whirled me to Mr. Harrison's world renowned farm
on the "Hill." World-renowned it is, for who has not
heard of the giants of colliedom, Dublin Scot, Scotilla,

Flurry II., The Squire, Christopher, Maney Trefoil and
Roslyn Wilkes. A hearty welcome was received from Mr.
Harrison, who, got up in correct fox hunting toggery, even
down to the safety pin in the tie, was flitting here, there
and everywhere, doing the honors of the occasion and mak-
ing every one feel at home and eager for the fun in store.

Like a true dogman I gravitated instinctively to the hand-
some kennels and friend Jarrett. After a look at some of
the future cracks, daughters and sons of the kings of
colliedom on both sides of the water, a move was made to
don a more horsey rig, and all being ready we adjourned to
the bounteous lunch table and tried to infuse a little Dutch
courage into our quaking limbs through the medium of
lobster salads and other things. Honored be thw man that
invented the hunt breakfast, no one knows the many quak-
ing spirits it has served to soothe and brought that effer-

vescent pluck which lasts till the music of the hounds in
full cry serves to keep the courage up to boiling point, when
five-barred gates seem obstacles bereft of all significance.
Mounted on a young horse that our host had kindly put at

my disposal, I took a look around at the gallant assembly.
Shades of William Penn! Had be come to earth again and
viewed the goodly gathering of handsome women, men in
pink, and horseflesh which could hold its own for clever
looks the world over, he would indeed have stood aghast
and thought, that after all he had not lived in vain. Several
four-in-hands, tandems and numerous stylish turnouts filled

with bright women, added materially to the beauty of the
scene, and this combined with one of the most charming
views of some twenty miles of distant country, made a scene
that in after years will revert to my mind as one of the most
beautiful it has been my lot to see. The master, Mr. Madder,
horn in hand, followed by eager hounds, came trooping out
of the yard, and followed by a dozen men in pink, cast round
a field above the farm house. Then a start was made at 3:05

P. M. for a field on Mr. Morris Bisbing's farm just above
the home farm, from which the course had been laid. This
was seven and a half miles of fine galloping country, straight
across to another hill, on the summit of which Mr. Fell's
mansion could just be discerned in the hazy distance.
Mr. Bisbing's farm, where the hounds cast off, commands

one of the finest views around Philadelphia, and from this
point scores of people were able to watch the run from start
to finish. Mr. Bisbiug has several of Mr. Harrison's collie
pups at walk.
About forty horsemen assembled for the start and half of

them being in pink, the scene was indeed a stirring one.
Away the hounds trotted, and making a cast, they soon
struck the scent, which was the litter of a bed of foxes
owned by the Radnor Hunt at Bryn- Mawr. The hounds were
fresh, and hounds and riders started off at a lively pace.
Visions of cutting out the field flashed across my excited
brain; but alas! the best laid plans, etc., the very first fence
saw my vaunted aspirations dashed to earth, as well as
horse and self. If the horse had risen to the occasion with
the same enthusiasm as myself all would have been well-
but he didn't, and over and over we toppled, but an indul-
gent providence evidently had its eye on me, and scrambling
up from among the abbreviated cornstalks, I tried to reach
the horse before he got up, but I found it as much as I could
do to catch my breath, never name the horse, which went
off in wild career after the fast disappearing crowd of hunts-
men. The ever proverbial boy caught my steed, and quickly
mounting I found that there is no truer saying, that a stern
chase is a long one, and two fields in a drag hunt is a good
bit of ground to make up. Luckily formy self-respect others
were soon doing the tumbling act, and my turn came to give
that pitying glance which every poor fellow who comes a
cropper has experienced.
Ahead of me I could see several scarlet coats rising and

falling with machine-like regularity as fence after fence was
topped. By the way, these were all post and rails, thick,
uncompromising looking obstacles, too, it was either over or
around them: no crashing here. There were no hedges, but
two or three water jumps broke the monotony somewhat
and cooled the ardor of some. The figure of Miss Smith on
Mr. Harrison's handsome Dobbin, a weight carrier, was to
be seen well in front and nerved me to desperation. But that
sickly looking water jump proved too much for the courage
of my Rosinante, and swerving sharply to the left, when I
thought we had come to a full understanding that it had
to be gotten over somehow, she landed me fair and square
onmy feet. I pretended to fix the bi idle and was soon in the
saddle again, when turning short around, over she went
this time, muchto the astonishment of several gaping yokels
who were evidently divided between pity and a sense of the
ridiculous.
Beyond the water I found it pretty plain sailing, and out-

side a refusal or two my horse carried me nicely, though
that black habit kept tantaliziugly i a front. Man is a funny
creature at best, and the satisfaction he experiences in see-
ing some one else come a cropper is only excelled by the
satisfaction of being in at the finish. This was my experi-
ence when I saw that heavily-got-up gentleman in the
chamois skins come a cropper on the five bars. Horses were
getting blown and headers were frequent, for familiarty had
bred a certain contempt for the fences and led many to at-
tempt a flourish they could not sustain. Catching up with
the leaders, I am triad to say for the honor of this office, that
we were in just behind Dobbin, and as the newspapers,
which are always known to be truthful, said Miss Smith was
fourth, my number was not very big. Mr. Harrison, on a
clinking good chestnut, was in first, Mr. St. John Boycott,
the manager of the farm, and who, by the way, is a son of
the famous Colonel Boycott, whose excommunication by
the Irish tenantry gave rise to a word that has now become
universally used, was just behind him; several others com-
ing up in a bunch.
On the lawn of Mr. Fell's handsome residence, which gave

ijs a view of many miles of country that laid far below us,

the panting horses and men formed a pleasing picture.
Blankets for the horses were at a premium. A delightful
luncheon was served in the dining room of the mansion and
was duly appreciated by all. With all the tumbles no one
got even a bruise. The pace was a hot one from start to
finish, with only one check, and a welcome one it was for
the writer. Time about 35 minutes. A start was now made
for the Chestnut Hill farm again. I met several very pleas-
ant men, members of the Radnor Hunt, and was given cor-
dial invitation to join them in their Thanksgiving run after
the real article.
This was the first meet at this place, and was given by Mr.

Harrison to allow the farmers a chance to participate and
see for themselves that hunting across country does not do
the harm they believed it did. Every one was satisfied with
the day's doings, and the pleasant adjournment to the farm-
house, after the ladies had driven home, by the rollicking
set of the hunt, was not the least enjoyable part. Toasts
were given to Mr. Harrison, Mr. Boycott, and pretty nearly
everyone else, aud coupled with songs of the good "Old John
Peel" and "A Hunting we will go" type, an hour passed
quickly and jovially away. My only wish was that such a
jolly lot of fellows could only be set down for a week or two
with the Pytebley or Quoru and enjoy the real thing everv
time, for they deserve it. Though they do have their meets
at 3 P. M., they can ride nevertheless.
Darkness was setting in when we walked across to the

kennels to look at the collies, and one by one the members
of the hunt turned their faces homeward, till the farm once
more resumed its wonted quietness. To name those who
were present would be impossible, suffice to say that Phila-
delphia's best and bravest were well represented, and such
a turnout must indeed have been gratifying to Mr. Harri-
son. One has only to meet this gentleman on his own
ground to admit that the opinion formed of him by casually
meeting him at a dog show is entirely erroneous, and I can
only repeat the refrain of the chorus in the dining-room of
the farmhouse, "For he's a jolly good fellow."

BLACK AND TAN TERRIER COLOR,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The black and tan terrier derives his name from his color-

ing, and in no breed are color and markings so essential or
considered of the same importance in regarding merit. In
the table of points, 25, or % of the whole number (100), are
allowed to color and markings, so that we have to consider
at the outset, in viewing a black and tan, that ^ of his
value is only skin deep. In England great attention has
been paid to this point, and for a dog to have a successful
bench career he must be lacking but little in the lines of his
black and tan, the deepness of the former and the richness
of the latter. Until comparatively recently, so few bf this
breed have been shown in the country, and' furthermore so
few of these have presented anything like good form, that
judges have perhaps been excusable in disregarding color
and marki ngs; but now that many good specimens are being
shown and form and character are more nearly approach-
ing the proper degree, I believe my brother breeders will in-
dorse me in demanding that judges acquaint themselves
with the paragraph that terminates this letter, and allow
for color and markings the consideration, great, as it may
be, that they are entitled to. It is a most difficult thing in
the first place to get good color and mai-kiugs, and when
these are combined with type and character, the gauntlet of
puppy diseases and cropping have been safely gone through
and a typical specimen results, those who fancy this breed,
may appreciate the rarity of good black and tans and the
value that should be attached to one that approaches per-
fection, a goal that is more distant and difficult to reach
with t his breed than with any other known to dogdom.
Considering these facts, judges should be more, careful to
avoid injustice, and without a proper idea of the color and
markings they are bound to err in their decisions.
From points of the black and tan terrier, as set forth by

the Black and Tan Terrier Club of England: Color.—Black
and tan as distinct as possible, the tan should be a rich
mahogany color. A tan spot over each eye, and another on
each cheek, the latter as small as possible; the lips of the
upper and lower jaws should be tanned, the tan extending
under the jaw to the. throat ending in the shape, of the let-
ter V: the inside of the ear is partly tanned; the fore leg is
tanned to the knee, with a black patch "thumb mark"
between the pastern and the knee; the toes have a distinct
black mark running up each, called the "pencil-mark;" the.
tan on the hind legs should continue from the penciling
on the feet up the inside of the legs to a little below the stifle
joint, and the outside of the legs should be perfectly black.
There should be tan under the tail and on the vent, but only
of such size as to be covered by the tail. In everjr case the
tan should meet the black abruptly.

H. T. FOOTM, M. D. V. S.
Ntcw RocHELnR, N. Y., Nov. 14.

DAMAGES FOR KILLING A DOG.
THE Newark Call reports this case: "In the Circuit Court

last week an interesting suit to recover the value of a
St. Bernard dog, which was shot, by the defendants, was tried
before Judge Depue. The plaintiff was Gerald Collingwood,
of Glen Ridge. He bought the dog for WOO, and on April
27 last it was shot by John Pierson, a son of Dr. William H.
Pierson, who resides near . Mr. Collingwood, in Forest
avenue. Mr. Collingwood spent a great deal of money in
trying to save the dog's life, but after a month of nursing it
died. He sued for $2-,000 damages, and the jury gave him a
verdict of ?500. The testimony concerning the spot where
the shooting was done was conflicting, the Piersons alleging
that he was on tlieir ground at the time, while Mr. Colling-
wood's counsel contended that he was in the highway.
"Judge Depue's charge was interesting and important.

He said at the outset, 'The evidence shows that the killing
was done by John alone, the father at the time being in a
place of safety, and having no knowledge of the act done by
his son. In order to fix the liability on the father, the plain-
tiff refers to certain interrogatories that were served upon
him. Dr. Pierson said: "I believe the. shooting of the dog
preservedme from attack, aud that such shooting was neces-
sary for my continued safety, and to that extent I approve
of the shooting." The effect of this evidence is to connect
Dr. Pierson with the act of the shooting, and to hold him
responsible for the act of John. My instruction to yott, gen-
tlemen, is that if it be found that the act of John was not
justified in law your verdict should be against both defend-
ants."
"The Judge next said that a dog is recognized in law as

property, and the law confers on the owner a right to re-
cover damages for the invasion of that property. It also im-
poses on the owner certain obligations and it invests other
parties with certain rights.
"Reviewing the evidence the Judge said the proof was that

in the family of the owner the dog was docile and affection-
ate, and toward persons in the habit of going to the house he
had never exhibited any disposition to bite. Yet if he at-
tacked other persons and his running at large was an injury
to the community, he became a public nuisance. The Judge
added that the jury must decide from the testimony whether
the presence of this dog in the community was a public in-
jury. H it was, then the defendant was justified in taking
his life.

"But another principle of law, said the Judge, is applicable
to a case of this kind. It gives a right to a person attacked
by a dog to resort to violence as a means of defense. No
man is bound to wait until he is bitten. He may resort to

i violence to protect himself from the attack of the dog. but
it must appear that he had reasonable grounds to believe.

that he was in danger. The evidence shows that on several
occasions Dr. Pierson had had an altercation with the dog,
and that he was afraid of receiving injury from it. But this
does not complete the defense. The jury must be satisfied
that he had reasonable grounds for the apprehension and that
the disposition of the dog toward him was not occasioned
by his own conduct. If there was no reasonable ground for
fear, or the conduct of the dog was occasioned by the Doctor's
own conduct in dealing with the animal, then the defense
has no foundation whatever.
"The defense is a justification of the act of John as the

agent of his father; that the animal was on the Doctor's
grounds, under such circumstances as to give to John rea-
sonable grounds to believe that he was there for the purpose
of misdoing. It is important to determine where the. dog
had been when he was shot. If he had gone to the yard he
was trespassing, but a trespass is not a justification. If he
had withdrawn from the yard and was apparently on his
way home, indicating no purpose to inflict injury, then the
shooting was not justifiable. If, on the other hand, the
shooting was within the premises of the Doctor, and he was
in such a positiou as to indicate that his purpose was to pass
into the yard where the father was, and John acted under a
reasonable apprehension that if he did not kill the animal
his father might be in danger, why then the case is closed.
"The Judge said in fixing the damage, if any, the jury

must ascertain the market value of the dog, and added that
if the dog's disposition was such that he would have to be
confined, this would lessen his value. A man will not give
as much for a dog which he must keep in safety."

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1890.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It has been with the sin eerest pleasure that I have noted
the general improvement in the cocker spaniel classes during
the past year. Instead of whole classes of the "long and
low" monstrosities, some very nice sensibly-bodied dogs
have taken prominent positions. Faulty in head as he un-
doubtedly is, Rabbi has a very nice body indeed, cobby and
well set up. A cocker bodv, in short, not a miniature field
spaniel. Although Dolly Obo is not the thing, she is un-
doubtedly nearer the true cocker type than Bene Silk, whom
she defeated at New York. I don't know what Mr. Wil-
merding could have been about to place the Irish setter-
headed, cheeky, shallow-bodied and overlong Brantford
Red Jacket over the nice-bodied and fair-headed Cherry Boy.
Mr. West proved himself, in my estimation, the better'judge
of cockers by reversing the award at Boston later on, and
strengthened the good impression by placing the rather
cloddy, but for all that, grand little cocker, champion Doc,
at the same place, over the fish-headed, sway-backed, weak-
jointed, almost coatless and lifeless Jersey and Dolly Obo.
Mr. Willey himself seemed to be trimming his sails, for at
Boston he showed one of the sweetest bitches imaginable in
Little Nell, who, though a trifle short in head, is very, very
nice. Another good cocker to appear for the first time in
this country, though I understand he was shown a year ago
in Canada, was Black Duke. It is a pity this dog is so
timid, for, though by no means right in head, in body and
size he is a cocker through and through.
A ( beautiful bodied bitch came out at Toronto in Idea,

though she is by no means right in head. Indeed I was
much impressed by the nice bodies the bitches shown by Mr,
Bell, of Toronto, exhibited. They were cobby, level through-
out, covered just euough ground and Avell barreled. A
hardly used dog at Toronto whs Brock, a dog pretty close to
the limit in weight, but a very nicely shaped and put to-
gether animal, that had he been in decent condition, should
have been first or second. I never saw spaniels judged so
badly as at Toronto by Mr. Oldham. About his worst of all
the many very bad mistakes was patting a wretched, wrong
all over puppy, Bambo, first in any other color dogs, and
sending out unnoticed a very good.'though oversized dog,
Rufus. Then in open black dogs a nice puppy, Kildare, got
nothing whatever. This is so promising a dog that I feel
sure under his new name, Obadiah, he will appear promi-
nently in the prize lists of future shows.

I think the millenium for cockers has come, and that
within two or three years the Black Pete, Jersey, Brantford
Red Jacket type will have disappeared from our show
benches for good and all. Our spaniel men have learnt by
now what a cocker spaniel should be, and will no longer
allow themselves to be. led by the nose by Masons and Wat-
sons,who really started the "long and low" craze. The reason
was that six or eight years ago they were to all intents
novices and readily followed the lead of the self-assured
gentlemen from England, who posed as authorities. Our
cocker spaniel of the future will not be of the Fellows type,
but it will be well able to jump across the street gutters or
on to the bench. Mr. F. Mercer, in his book just published
by you, deals with the spauiel question in away that I

think is just about right, though certainly it is very severe.
Goth amite.

New Yobk City, Nov. 9.

SHOW DATES.
NEW YORK, Nov. a—Editor Forest and Stream: The

Massachusetts Kennel Club, of Lynn, Mass., has filed
its claim for March 24 to 27, 1891, for its second bench show.
The Cleveland Kennel Club has courteously withdrawn its

former claim for April 1 to 4 and has changed its dates to
April 14 to 17, 1891. By this action the New England Ken-
nel Club is entitled to its claim for March 31 to April 3, 1891.
—A. P. Vredenburoh, Sec'y.

Cleveland, O., Nov. 14.— Editor Forest and Stream: At
the request of the New England Kennel Club the Cleveland
Kennel Club withdraw their claim for the first week in
April next and claim April 14,15, 16 and 17, 1891, as dates
for our fourth bench show.—C. M. MtraiiALL, Sec'y.

Baltimore, Nov. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: At a
special meeting of the board of governors of the Maryland
Kennel Club, held this day, the following resolution was
offered and adopted; "That it is the sense of the board of
governors of the Maryland Kennel Club that they greatiy
appreciate the kindness of the Pittsburgh Kennel Club in
exchanging with the Maryland Kennel Club bench show
dates, and we hereby tender the Pittsburgh Kennel Club
our sincere thanks for their fraternal feeliug in the matter.
W. Ssewart Diffenderffee, Sec'y.

Boston, Nov. 17.

—

Editor Forest and, Stream: The beagle
show committee of the New Kngland Kenuel Club wish to
publicly thank the Cleveland Kennel Club for the courtesy
shown them in withdrawing their claim to the dates April
1 to 4 in our favor. We trust all Eastern exhibitors will
support the Cleveland show handsomely, as it is composed
of thorough gentlemen sportsmen.—E. H. MOORE, Sec'y.

Horxellsville, N. Y., Nov. 16.—Editor Forest and,
Stream: The Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and
Pet- Stock Association claim the dates Jan. 6 to 9, 1891,
for their third annual show, which will beheld in Bing-
hamton. N. Y. J. Otis Fellows will judge all classes of
dogs except greyhounds, beagles and wolfhounds. They
have applied for membership, and this show will be under
A. K. C rules.—J. Otis Fellows, per order of President.

MR. MALCOLM STAYS IN.—Mr. H. Malcolm writes,
under date of Nov. 16: In the issue of your paper of Nov.
10 appeared a letter by me. That portion of it where I

stated "that in a short time. T shall resign as president of thr-

Mfuyland K, C r and as a member also,* I withdraw,
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

THE Members' Stake was rim at Otterbnrn Springs, Va.,
Nov. 13, The drawing was: Capt. Chas. Gray's Miss

Monarch with Geo. T. Leach's Guy. H. Hulman, Jr.'s
Gsth's Mark with F, R. Hitchcock's Annie F. H. Hulman,
Jr.'s Fannie M. with Herbert Merriam's Whitie. Highland
Kennels' Betty with Jack Modoc. The awards were as fol-

lows; Gath's Mark first, Betty S. second, Jack Modoc
third. A detailed report of the running will be given in our
next issue.
The conclusion of this stake brought the trials, so far as

Otlcrbnrn Springs were concerned, to a sudden close. The
weather being so damp and misty drove the birds to cover,
and though this is all right for pleasure shooting it is not
wanted in a field trial. It was therefore decided to make a

move for tbe old ground at High Point, N. C. where the
trials are usually held.
Monday ni^ht at High Point the Derby drawing resulted

as follows: Rowdy 1L with Coyote, Paul Bo with Zigzag,
Nellie Bly with Tapster. Dill with Reveler, Rupert with
Pboeu ess. William H. with Tory Lieutenant, Whyte Bedford
with Sam R., Vanity Fair with fan. Queen Vic with Pear-
line, Razzle with Tvke, Trap, .Jr., with Maid of Kent.
High Point, N."C, Nov. 19.—[Special to Forest and

Stream.]—The Derby began this morning: first brace down
at 8:35. Weather bright; toward noon became very warm.
Birds were fairly plentiful. Tbe first nine braces in first

series were run during the day, leaving two for to-morrow.
Following: dogs ran to-day:' Ready XL against Coyote,
Paul Bo against Zigzag, Nellie Bly against Tapster, Dill
against Reveler, Rupert against Phoeuess, William H.
against Tory Lieutenant, Whyte ay-tins;. Sain R., Vanity
Fair against Ian, Queen Vic against Pearline. To-morrow:
Raswrte against Tyke, and Trap, Jr. against Maid of Kent.

ACTIONS, NOT WORDS.
Editor Forest and Strewn:

'"'Brittle" alias "Busted Britisher" or "Blarsted Britisher"
(I forget which) alias R. F. Mayhew has written to a Phil-
adelphia paper that Mr. George R.. Krehl, the talented editor
of the Stock-Keeper, is a "trickster" and that he (Maybew)
is a very honorable gentleman. This charge against Mr.
Krehl is a most serious one for a man like Mr. "Mayhew to
bring against anybody, never to speak of an honorable man,
a gentleman and a scholar. It seems to me that before we
even listen to vile slander about an old and well-tried ser-
vant like Mr. Krehl, we ought to look deep into the record
of the man whose vicious temper, lack of self-control and
ignorance have led him into writing more "deadly rot" and
untruthful statements than have ever been evolved from
the. pen of any other writer on dog matters iu this country,
Whitford, "Our Special Commissioner" and the Canada
"official" "not excepted.
A few weeks ago Mr. R. F. Mayhew recommended "iodide,

of potass" as a remedy for distemper in ferrets. Mr. May-
hew is familiar with the. diseases and habits of animals of
the. weasel kind. The week after Mr. Majhew had given
this valuable prescription to the public, and after having
had time to read up, he enlightened the residents of Phil-
adelphia with the following "sparks:" "How I could have
written this, goodness only knows, for it is, or should be
(the editor said it was'nt) chlorate of potass." Then came
the silly statement that Blemton Rubicon (now known as
the "robber dog") had fined down wonderfully in skull.
Your able correspondent, "Mephisto," soon had Mayhew in
a corner for making such a stupid blunder, and then the
man who is not a trickster at once changed skull into bead.
Following this came the astounding statement that the
"robber dog" is the exact "counterpart" of his dam Rachel
Mr. Mayhew 's explanation of this is that the "robber dog"
is the exact "counterpart" of Rachel, but not at all her equal.
In other words, "counterpart." means "the reverse," "not
alike," "something different," etc. This is uot all. 1 am in
possession of documentary evidence which proves beyond
question that Mr. R. F. Mayhew writes and says exactly the
the opposite to what he means. Now sir, in view of the facts
stated above, and with the documentary evidence to which I

have alluded before me, is it unreasonable to assume that
Mr. Mayhew intended to say that Mr. Krehl is not a trick-
ster and that Mr. Mayhew is'? 0. H. MASON.

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: A meeting of the board of governors of the Mary-
land Kennel Club was called for Friday evening at 8:30 P. M.
The call was at the request, of Messrs. W. Stewart Diffen-
derffer, C. R. Diffenderffer, W. C. Farber, Thos. J. Sbeubrooks
and James Thompson, of the Maryland Kennel Club, to act
on several matters, the only one which is of interest to
your readers was this: "To recall and make_ apologies for
the vote of censure passed on the American Kennel^Club."
There were present at the meeting ten members of the
board. As the board of governors had no right to take the
matter up, the censure vote to the A. K. C. having been
acted upon by the whole club, quite a discussion followed.
Messrs. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, C. R, Diffenderffer, W. C.
Farber, James Thompson and Geo. W. Massamore on the
one. side desiring to apologize, and claiming that the board
of governors had the power to act and not the club as a
body who passed the censure vote. In opposition to the
above five, and who would not apologize and withdraw the
censure vote, and wdio justly claimed that the board of gov-
ernors had no say in the matter as a board, but must with
all the members 'of the Maryland K. C. take the matter up,
were J. D. Mallory, Cricbton Malcolm, H. R. Vonderborst,
R. B. Glanville and H. Malcolm. On motion the meeting
adjourned, nothing on the censure business being in order.
If it had been legally called up before a members' meeting,
you can rest assured it would have been flatly sat upon, as
all such high-handed acts of the A. K. C. should be.—H.
Malcolm,

THE BULLDOG CLUB OF AMERICA.—President,
John E. Thayer; Vice-President, Trenor L. Park; Secretary
and Treasurer, Chas. D. Cugle. Officers: John E. Thayer,
Lancaster, Mass.; Trenor L. Park, New York city; Chas. D.
Cugle, Baltimore, Md.; John H. Mathews, New York city;

E. Sheffield Porter, New Haven, Conn.; Ed win A. Woodward,
Chicago, 111.; H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass.

Beatrice. By Edward Lever, for brindle great Dane bitch,
whelped June i, 1890, by Marco- out of Beauty (Marco—Flora).
Beau Brummel and Flash Liffht. By W. H. Case, Lockport, N.

Y., for black, white and ticked pointer dog and bitch, whelped
Oct. 14, lh90, bv Staunch Bob (Hickory's Staunch—Dora) out of
Flash (Wink-Judy).

T<illor Boo and Butte of Warsaw. By Eberhart Pug Kennels,
Cincinnai i. O., for sil ver fawn and apricot fawn pug dogs.whelpsd
March 9. 1890, bv Sniffles (Leo II.-Floesie II ) out, of Toodles lib
(Leo II—Toodles II).

Warsaw Dick. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for
silver fawn pug dog, whelped Sept. 13, 1890, by Sniffles (Leo II.—
Flossie II.) out of Nanette.
Scud. By C. 8. Han ks, Manchester-by-the-Sfea. Mass., for white,

with black markings, fox-terrier dog, whelped June 13, 1890, by
Bones (Dusky Trap—Nina) out of Nina (Mixtnre—Shame).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gcnesta—Dkli of Delphos. J. W. M. Oardrza*a (Philadelphia,
Pa.) pointer bitcn Genesta (King of Kent—Hops) to his Dick of
Delphos (Dick-Floss), Nov. 8.

Samdy— Mars. Edward Lever's Irish terrier bitch Sandv (Dennis
—S«ndycroft Vim) to W. J. Comstock's Mars (Benedict—Irene),
Nov. 13.

WHELPS.
'gW Prepared Blanfcs sent free on application.

Flash. W. H. Case's (Lockport, N. Y.) pointer hitch Flash (Wink
—Judy), Oct. 14, eight (tour dogs), by J. R. Fanning's Staunch Boh
(Hickory's Staunch—Dora).

Flirt. AY. F. Murphy's (New Haven, Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch
Flirt (champion Black Pete ), Nov. 11, rive (two dogs), by J.

Stoi-v's Master Oho (Obo 1L—Critic).

Billy J. (i. C. Jones's (Emporia, Kan.) cocker spaniel bitch Dilly
J. (Fnnce Obo III.—Black Beautv), Oct. 10, six (four dogs), by his
Colonel J. (Captain Stubhs—Maud S. II.).

SALES.
j^gf* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Count Howard—Donna Juavita -whelp. Blue belton English set-

ter dog, whelped Sept. 23, 1890, by Jas. W. Wood, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., to R. W. Boyle, Toronto, Can.
Chief—Bizreena whelp. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Oct.. 29,

1889, by F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass., to E. B. Hume, Silver
Creek," Ky.
Hrnmore Sliamroek—Bi i re.em whelps. Red Irish setters,whelped

July 6, 1890, by F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass . a dog to W. N.
Wise, Penn Yan, N. Y., and a bitch to C. H. Zellinsky, Flatbush.
N Y.
Zanita. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Aug. 5, 1890, by Spokane

out of Lady Verne, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to T.
W. Brake, Warsaw, Tnd.
Warsaw Dick. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Sept. 13, 1690, by

Sniffles out of Nanette, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,

to Lonis W. Irwin, same place.
Tailor Boh. Apricot fawn pug dog, whelped March 9, 1890, by

Sniffles out of Toodles III., by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to J. K. Eugbers, same place.
Flossie. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Oct. 7, 1890, by Don HI.

out of Clarissa, by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to Alfred Neff,
Higganum, Conn.
Black- Duke—Laa }j Stanley Whelp. Black ccKer spaniel dog,

whelped May 8, 1889, by Woodland Kennels, Woodstock, Out., to

Reuben Failing, Fort Plain, N. Y.
Black Duke— Let tin Nell -whelp. Black cocker spaniel dog,whelped

Aug. 9, 1839, by Woodland Kennels, Woodstock, Ont., to F. C.
Wheeler, London, Out.
Black Duke whelp. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped

Aug. 9, 1890. by Woodland Kennels, Woodstock, Ont., to Andrew
Laidlaw, same place.

Nellie. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Aug. 9, 1889, by-

Black Duke out of Lady Nell, by Woodland Kennels, Woodstock,
Ont,., to John Hopf. sani" place.
Martha: Washington. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May

9, 1889, by Black Duke out of Lady Stanley, by Woodland Kennels,
Woodstock. Ont., to W. A. McCartney, Texarkaua, Tex.
Oho TI.-Woodla.nrl Qiwen -whelp. Black cocker spaniel dog,

whelped Aug. 15, 1890. by Woodland Kennels, Woodstock, Out., to
W. C.Bovle. Toronto, Out.
Nell Bright. White bul l-terrier bitch, whelped 1887, by Beudigo

out, of DaiMe. by Christ. Trcstrail. Philadelphia, Pa., to Edward
Lever, same place.
Scud. White, with black markings, fox-terrier dog, whelped

June 13, 1890, by Bones out of Nina, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester-
by-the-Sea. Mass., to Or. L. Huntress, Winchester, Mass

Bedletm. White, with black markings, fox-terrier bitch,whelped
April 18, 1887. by Mephisto out of Trifle, by O. S. Hanks, Manches-
ter- by -t he-Sea, Mass., to E. B. Conant, Lowell, Mass.
Hillside Jaunty. White, with tan markings, fox-terrier bitch,

whelped June 21, 1888, by Raby Mixer out of Jaunty, by C. S.
Hanks, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass., to E. B. Conant, Lowell,
Mass.
Bones. White, with black markings, fox-terrier dog, whelped

July 13, 1889, by Dusky Trap out of Nina, by C. S. Hanks, Man-
obester-by-the-Sea. Mass., to E. B Conant, Lowell, Mass.
Nina. White, with black markings, fox-terrier bitch, whelped

February, 1885, by Mixture our. of Shame, by C. S. Hanks, Man-
chester-by-the-Sea, Mass., to E. B. Conant, Lowell, Mass.

BEAGLE LOST.—The beagle bitch Baby Deane strayed
from my place Nov. 10 and has not turned up yet. Any
brother sportsman hearing any word from her will confer a
.great favor by notifying me. She is white, black and tan,
and stands about ll><in. high.—W. S. Clark (Linden, Mass.)

KENNEL NOTES.
Kotes must be sent on prepared blanks, whieh are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for SO cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
t^F" Prepared Blanks sent free on application. ,

Jack, Edison. By J. H. Winslow, Philadelphia, Pa., for liver and
white pointer dog, whelped November, 1889. by Victor the Blue
Stockinet (champion Beaufort—Zuba) out of Charlotte Oorday
(Bang—Vandalia).
Charlie Heath. By J. H, Winslow, Philadelphia, Pa., for liver

and white pointer dog, whelped A pril 24, 1890, by champion Graphic
(Bonos Sancho—Fiirsdon's Juno) out of Golden Rod (champion
Beaufort—Zuba),

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to giye advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

F. C. S., Vicksburg, Mich.—A hound, one year old, has had a bad
case of distemper; is running at nose a little yet. When he was
partially over it he began to twitch and jerk his legs and head.
Our family doctor caUs it St. Anthony's dance. What shall I do
for him? Please answer in next issue. Ans. \'our dog has
chorea. Keep his strength up by nutritious food, and give the
following:

B Strycknife sulph gr. ij

Aquae 3i
Mix. Sig. Dose three drops twice a day. Increase the dose by

one drop daily till yon detect a stiffening of the legs and neck,
when you must at onee reduce, again to three drops and increase
again as before. This medicine must be given regularly without
faii to have the desired effect. Let us know the result.

mid Jf/vi^ ^haoting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

EPHRATA, Pa—The members of the North End Rifle Club
met on their range, a short distance south of Ephrata last Friday
afternoon, to engage in the contest for their several class medals.
There were four classes, and a medal for each class, one being of
gold, two silver, and a bronze. The distance was230vds. off-hand,
standard American target, best out of a possible 100, 10 shots to
each man, and resulted as follows, L. M. Wiest not entering the
contest as he wasthe only member in the first class, and received
the champion gold medal.

Second Class.
CSWenger 10 fi 10 5 9 3 4 8 7 8-68
W Carpenter 6 4 7 4 8 8 4 9 7 0-57

Third Class.W D Winters 9 3 9 5 6 9 8 8 7 5—69
JMSheaffer 877836853 0-55
JA Smber 656063654 5-46

Fourth Class.
CKonigmaker 0 9 7 0 4 5 7 6 5 4—47
D B Lefever 5 3 5 3 4 5 6 5 5 5—48

C. S. Wenger making the highest score in the second class was
entitled tn the first silver medal. W. D. Winters won the second
silver medal in the third class, and Coas. Konigmaker the bronze
medal in the fourth class. After the medals had been contested
for and won by the several members the following scores were
made at rest shooting, 200yds.:
L M Wiest 8 8 9 10 7 9 10 10 7 9-87
J A Stober 7 6 7 8 7 10 10 10 7 10-82
DRLefever .....8 9 10 7 6 6 8 5 8 5—72
W Carpenter 788987766 5—71
This shooting ended the tarsret practice on the Ephra ta range

for this season.

NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 6.—The third season's tournament of the
United Amateur Rifle Association, of New Jersey, promises to he
fully as successful as those of former seasons. While the number
of clubs is smaller than last season, the ability of those that, have
entered is such as to preclude any chance of guessing the probable
winner. It was decided that two marches should be shot on Mon-
day and Friday night of each week, and each club should shoot a
hoine-and-homc match against every other club. The association
has adopted a rule to the effect that or. ce a mau's name appears
on the team of any club he shall be debarred from shooting on tbe
team of any other club during the season. A special prize will
also be awared to the man making the highest average for all
matches. An extra inducement to clubs will be. the fact that the
club winning first prize will also be entitled to hold the "Our Own
Trophy"—a silver water set presented to the association by the
Our Own Rifle Club—for one year. The schedule of matches in
detail is appended:
Nov, 10—North Ward vs. Monroe Jan. 26
Nov. 10—Essex vs. Newark Jan. 26
Nov. 14—Independent vs. Lakeside Jan. 30
Nov. 14—Oakland vs. Puritan Jan. 30
Nov. 17—Lakeside vs. North Ward Feb. 3
Nov. 17—Howard vs. Essex Feb. 3
Nov. 21—Monroe vs. Independent Feb. 7

Nov. 21—Newark vs. Oakland Feb. 7
Nov. 24—Puritan vs. Monroe Feb. 10
Nov. 24—Essex vs. Lakeside Feb. 10
Nov. 28—Independent vs. Newark Feb. 14
Nov. 28—North Ward vs. Howard Feb. 14
Dec. 1—Oakland vs. Independent Feb. 17
Dec. 1—Monroe vs. Essex Feb. 17
Dec. 5—Newark vs. North Ward Feb. 21
Dec. 5—Howard vs. Puritan Feb. 21

Dec. 8—Lakeside vs. Monroe Feb. 24
Dec. 8—North Ward vs. Oakland Feb. 24
Dec. 12—Independent vs. Howard Feb, 28
Dec. 12—Piirban vs. Newark Feb. 28
Dec. 15—Essex vs. NorthWard March 3
Dec. 15 -Howard... vs. Lakeside March 3
Dec. 19—Puritan vs. Essex March 7
Dec. 19—Oakla.nd vs. Monroe March 7
Jan. 5—Northward vs. Puritan March 10
Jan. 5—Lakeside vs. Oakland March 10
Jan. 9—Howard vs. Newark March 14
Jan. ft—Independent vs. Essex March 14
Jan, 12—Newark vs. Lakeside March 17
Jan. 12—Essex vs. Oakland March 17
Jan. 16—Puritan., vs. Independent March 21
Jan. 16—Monroe vs. Howard March 21
Jan. 19—Newark vs. Monroe March 24
Jan. 19—Oakland vs. Howard.... March 24
Jan. 23-Lakeside vs. Puritan ....March 28
Jan. 33—North Ward vs. Independent March 28

BOSTON, Nov. 15.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held
its regular weekly shont to-day, with a good attendance of rifle-

men. Lieut. G. F. Hall won the bronze and silver military medal.
Following are the best scores made, distance 200yds.. standard
American target:

All-comers' Off-hand Match.
J B Fellows 84 D Martin 73 FS Ham 71

H L Lee 78 I B Thomas 73 A L Stevens.. ....68

M T Day 78 S T George 71 J B Hohbs ... 61
All-comers' Rest Match

.

J Frances .113 J B tiobbs 102 D Martin 95
W P Thompson . . .110 S W Oarr 101 J Fi ench 9)

T Warren 1(16 M K Barter 100 T Oliver 90
F W Chester 105 AS Hunt 100 F D Hart... 89
M T Day 104

All-comers' Military Match.
C E Hortou 48 J B Hobbs 44 J S Mills 41
J A Frye 46 AS Hunt 43 H F Gray 40MT Day 15 D Martin 11

SMOKELESS POWDER.-Washington, Nov. 13.—Gen. S. V.
Benet, Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, has submitted his
annual report to the Secetary of War. Ou the subject of smoke-
less powder he says: "During the past year extensive experi-
ments have bsen carried on abroad with smokeless powders in
field gnus and in guns of large caliber, as W 11 as in small arms,
but. though some astonishing results have been obtained, the at-
tendant difficulties have been many and it cannot yet be said
with certainty that these new explosives will eventually super-
sede the present service powders. This department has been able
to procure very small samples only and our tests have hence been
limited exclusively to small arms. Iu this direction experiments
have been actively prosecuted at the national armory, using a
small-ealiher arm, and a large number of powders, both Ameri-
can and foreign, were tried during the past twelve months, with,
in most cases, unsatisfactory results. The performance of the
Maxim (American) and Wottenm (Belgian) powders have, how-
ever, been fairly comparable with those claimed to be obtained
abroad, and it is hoped that one of these can be developed in .

time to a thoroughly satisfactory small-arms powder."
SMALL BORES.— treu. Benet, in his annual report, touches

upon the question of small calibers and magazine fiction as fol-
lows: "The lack of a sufficient quantity of suitable smokeless
powder has prevented the perfecting of all the details of the 30-
caliber barrel, but as soou as the cartridges iu process of manu-
facture at Frankford Arsenal are supplied work will be diligently
carried on, and it can be safely said that tbe barrel will be com-
plete in all its details by the time a suitable magazine mechanism
is selected. The improvement in magazine mechanisms has been
rapid, and it seems peculiarly necessary, now that a change in
caliber is contemplated, that our present Spimgfield single-load-
ing system should be replaced if possible by an t quaily efficient
magazine system. Accordingly, this office will recommend that
a board be convened to select, a suitable magazine mechanism,
after a full and free competition among all the best existing sj s-
tems, as soon as the necessary preparations can be made."

THE TRAP.

wo

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scares are par-
ticidcvrly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following-:

Nov, 25-28—Tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at Erb\
Park, Newark, N.J. Two days at inanimate targets and twt
days at live birds. Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

WATSON'S PARK.
Buknsiue, HI., Nov. 4.—Chicago Shooting Club, medal shoot,

Illinois State rules:
John Watson. ...201121111022—10 Nels Lvdston 201112211001— 9
Ed k IK'Sommi-U P FUj"!< 112310.1! .11;;- IP
Hv Ehlers ... 111212112121 -12
Same day at 25 Peoria blackbirds: E. Steck 20, B. Reck 19. Nels

Lydston withdrew.
Nov, 6.—Auduoon Shooting Club, Illinois State rules, for club

medal:
C Kern 121212121101112—14 A Torkington . .2212 1 212121 0101—18

J. E. Price, R. B. Wadsworth, N. Rowe, W. W. Foss, J. J. Klein-
man and C. B. Dicks withdrew.
Nov. 6.— Fort Dearborn Shooting Club, Illinois State rules, for

club medal:
A Kleinman... 111112111211211-15 H Smith
H Ehlers 102100120222212-11W P Mussey. .322001120222122—12
iMe ICe^u-a-.iUi..3:132;-]11.12-r
C S Burton . . . .100011011111111—11

.011121121220203-12
Geo Airey 312211132131022—14
J E Price 121011102021030—11
C E W-.'iard...011122201121111-13W H Skinner.. 221322311111221 -lfj

C. B. Dicks, C. D. Gammon, H. W. Loveday, J.M.Hutchinson
and J. H. Bobbins withdrew. Abe Kleinman won medal for last
shoot as he and Ebleis were tie. George and Abe Kleinman will
shoot off tie next shoot. Mr. Skinner is not a member.
Same day, at 20 Peoria blackbirds: A. Kleinman 15, G. Airey 15,

G. Kleinman 14, O. Burton 13, O. E. Willard aud H. Smith with-
drew. Ties: A. Kleinman 2, G. Airey 3 and won medal.
Nov. 7.—Some of the members of. the. Kansas City team, at 20

singles, A. S. A. rules:
A Price 19 H Ehlers 16 H Kb Inman 15WE Phillips 20 Geo Kleinman 18 A W Reeves 14
C E Ftlton 19 B Rock. 20 R B Wadsw.orl h . . .20
MJEieb 18 G Huffman -..15 W P Mussey 16
Geo Hoffman 17 Capt Anson 19 C B Dicks 15
J E Price la Dukes 17 W L Wells 1
Dukes 17 G Hoi den 13
Nov. IU —The Gun Club, Illinois State rules:

O E Willard 1111121121—10 *J W Dukes 1001111022—
FE e}\-ete,v- 1101531101 s

Same day, at 20 Peoria blackbirds:
C E Willard 16 F E Willard ..19 *JW Dukes." 13
*Not members, F. E. Willard won medal, Ravetrigg,
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CHICAGO—KANSAS CITY,
AND THE ELLIOTT TOURNAMENT.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Nov. 10.—The Chicago contingent for the
great inter-State match and ail-week shooting tournament

billed for this city Nov. 10-15, arrived shortly after 9 o'clock this

morning, by the fast "Eli" train of the "Q." road. There were,
registered at the Midland Hotel the following names, which do
not embrace quite all of the party, which nearly filled two sleepers
and made a company of between thirty and forty persons: (Jhas.

Kern. Geo. T. Farmer, C. D. Gammon'. C. E. Felton, Wolfred N.
Low, J. E. Price and family, H. W- Jenney. J. H. Bobbins, W. L.
Shepard, A. C. Anson, W. E. Phillips. A. W. Reeves, M. T. Hart,
Abner Price, John Watson, M. J. Eicb, E. M. Steck, G. A. Airey,
Henry Ehlers, O. B. Dicks, L. M. Hamline, Geo. W. Audrews, IT.

H. Kleinman, Geo. B. Kleinman, H. D. Nicholls and wife, P. F.
Stone and wife, W. P. Mussey, I. W. Budd, Dr. J. M. Hutchinson,
P. C. Waldron, Goo. Hoffman, W. Hoffman, F. York, B. F. Cum-
mins.

It is expected that to-morrow morning's train will bring down
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Burton, Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Smith. Messrs. F.
C. Donald. C. E. VVillarri, Al and Val Hoffman, Abe Kleinman,
Harry Loveday, and others.
There are at the Midland to-day also for tournament purposes

Messrs. H. McMurchy, of the L. C. Smith gun; A. Jackson Court-
ney, of the Lefever gun; S. A. Tucker, of the Parker guu, and to-
morrow will probably see H. W. Skinner, of the Whitney gun,
and Dick Colville Swiveller. of the new Baker gun. Charlie Budd
is here from Des Moines, O'Neill is on from Danville, Ruble is

here and a number of other regular attendants, besides a few
whose names are not so familiar. It is quite a gathering of the
clans. , .

'

'

A misfortune—little short of actual calamity—befell the Chi-
cago team while on the way down. Mr. R. B. Organ, who has all
along been the life and soul of this enterprise, was obliged to
leave the party and return to Chicago preparatory to a journey
East. Mr. Organ was with the company till bedtime on the run
out, but in the morning it was found he had left the train. With
the self-restraint of a natural general he had refrained till the last
from mentioning a fact which might, well prove demoralizing to
his troops, and had done all he could by going with them as far as
he could and starting them on their way toward what he hoped
was victory. The following letter from Mr. Organ to Mr. Low,
chairman of the company, will explain Mr. Organ's position:
" Wolfred JV. Low. Chairman—Dear Sir: With many regrets I

am compelled to inform you that it will be impossible for me to
take part in the contest, Chicago vs. Kansas City, for the follow-
ingreason: lam summoned to appear at New York on Wednes-
day, Nov. 12, at 11 A. M., in the United States Court, as a witness
before the Interstate Commerce Com missioners. To say that this
is a great disappointment to me hardly expresses it. I write this
and aslc you to explain my position to the teams, and say to them
that I have known that I could not attend for three of the longest
days I ever experienced, but 1 had not the heart to inform you be-
fore this, as I lived in hopes that a postponement might' occur,
but alas! it came not. The inclosed message needs no explana-
tion. Believe me when I say that my whole heart was interested
in this match, haying tried hard to make it a success. I may have
erred in some ways, but 1 assure you that. I believe we have the
best team and will certainly win. All I ask of the man that fills

my place on the team is to try as hard to win as I would were I

permitted to shoot. Thankiug you and all for the great, assistance
rendered in the coming contest, I am, with many wishes for your
success, yours truly.—B. B. ORGAN."
Here is the telegram mentioned: "Cleveland, Nov. 6.—R. B.

Organ, Chicago: Tbe hearing in the Sham berg case is fixed for
11 o'clock on Wednesday, Nov. 13, in the United States Court
rooms at the General Post-Office, New York citv. Please arrange
to attend on time and answer that you will do so.— G. B.
SPHIGGS."
Mr. Organ left the train at Galesburg. Mrs. Organ, who ac-

companied, him, continued the journey with the other ladies of
the party. When the news was made known that their captain
and main reliance was gone, considerable gloom fell upon the
hoys. Action was deferred until arrival at Kansas City.
Out of respect to the memory of Drury Underwood, of Kansas

City, lately deceased, the Chicago men all wore an appropriate
mourning badge, signifying their sense of loss in tbe death of a
man whose sportsmanship was catholic and national. The club
house has been properly draped in mourning, and the Kansas City
teams also wear mourning badges.
The Chicago party was me<- at the depot this morning by a line

of twenty-two carriages, which conveyed them to their hotels.
The reception committee consisted of Mr. Ben j. Holmes, mayor of
Kansas City; Capf, J, H. McQee, J. E. Riley, Andy Thomas, B.
Twitchell, D. S. Gordou, Jas. Bolen, Ed. Hickman, W. Ends, A. A.
Whipped, W. A. Aiderson, E. W. Humes and John Thomson.
Mayor Holmes ar.d Mr. McGee boarded the train in the middle of
the big Burlington bridge over the Missouri River. The Mavor as-
sured the boys that if they got into any trouble while in Kansas
City he would see them out.
The reception was hes.it} and jovial. Elahorate arrangements

have been made for the entertainment of the visitors, which will
include a theatre party on Wednesday night and a banquet
Thursday night, at which latter there will be present as speaker:-;
many men prominent in Missouri a.nd Kansas and of wide repu-
tation. The Kansas City men may or may not he beaten by Chi-
cago on the field to-morrow and day after, but certainly they can
never be vanquished by Chicago in any contest of courtesy and
hospitality, in very many ways, it may already be seen, the
gathering here is perhaps the most notable assemblage of the kind
every known in the country, and will live as a standing rebuke to
those who do not see the dignity and importance the sport of
trap-shooting may and has attained.
Little or no shooting was done at the grounds until after dinner.

The scores will show that the Chicago boys fell down a little
against Jim Elliott's hill in the practice sweep at live birds. The
arrangements of the traps for inanimates are very good, the traps
being nicely put out, and a deep ditch protecting the trappers. An
additional man or two at the scoring and cashier's desk would
have added smoothness to the inanimate tournament to-day
Following are the scores:

Programme shoot No. 1, 10 live birds, 87.50:
J B Porter .2211111111—10 M J E eh 2100011012- 6
Lone Jack 1111212101— 9 M T Hart 1012113200- 7W P Mussey 111121U212— 9 W N Low 0102110011- 6WE Phillips 1001112112- 8 Doc Hutch 2111212022— 8
E M Steck 1111211111-10 Ben Dicks 2101012022- 7CWBudd 1112111212-10 Weaver 1002121211-8
EliYoung 1210101212 * T, WSeotl.. Oil'n . , 1132-

S

Geo T Farmer 0211211000- 6 AC Anson 0201122011— 8
G Kleinman.. ... ,202] 1;.' .'221- s a C Price 1211120111— 9
rs Rock ."..'!

l l'Ul-iu wl Shepard Vmam-> 9
Harrison 2021012211— 8 W S Hallowell 0210212112— 8
•Will Allen 1210021111— 8 J A Ruble 10212121U- 9H Kleinman 21131.22211—10 CE Felton 1112202202— 8A L Scoville 1 1 11 211121—10 D S Gordon 2022012212- 8
Cave 1210111121— 9 F J Smith 2102222131- 9
Geo Airey 2011011020- 6 JR Stice 1221031011- 8
J E Price 1121111210— 9 Harris 2111311101- 9H Ehlers 0110201201— G A E Thomae 2022120221- 9AW Reeves 3110122031- 8 C Kern 2020202201- 0
r. wl r-k-ialmc ..:02:.ij;j]i: - s o v«' B.uht inim-'i-in
John Watson 0121111100— T S A Tucker 1211202311— 9C D Gammon 2221200022- 7 .1 E Riley . 210:"W"i- i)

Ohas Kern 1010013122— 7 Levers 0112021020- 6
J Lee 2021011113— 8 Mulligan 220:1020222—7

on 7 div.
Special shoot No. 1, 10 tin birds, §1.

Dickson 1000011110- 5 G Kleinman. _ 1111111011— !•

Allen HHHHIO- 9 Courtney 1U10LU11- 9
Scott 1000001000- >, Ruble 1111111111-10
Cave llOllHOll- S Stone D1100UU- 8Young 1111011110- 9 Hart HlOOOilOl— 6
Dixon ... 1101111011-8 FhilPps 1111101111- 9
O'Neill 0011101110- 6 L Jack 110U11011- 8
Sc£V1

1
1
e
« ^ •

im]10m- 8 Steck
, 1111011111- 9Huble hrst. Kleinman and Phillips div. second, Stone third.

Special hhoot. No. 2 18 bluerocks, $2'{

g.ick , 111011111011101 -12 B ozzell 00111 10111 00111-10
Hn-i '>"eu .ie.)ir,]()umio-ii Rock muuinniii-ir,mm l.HfllOlUlllH-14 G Kleinman...111011111111111-14
Rutile 111111111111111-15 L Jack I1111111H11101-14
OourtD ey Olllllllimill-U Harris 1 10101 1 1 1 lull 10-1

1

Stevenson l lllOlllOlOOlPn- 8 Price. 100001000010000- 3Har fc 11011ton 11111 -14 I VVBudd 101111101101111-12
Young !M -.IKCIO—11 Rickmere 110/101-11111111-13Weaver U011 11111311 0 1 1-13 Scott 111111031111fltt-M

1001-
1
llllllUOO-n C VV Budd. . . . 0 0011101111111-11

Dickson ..0101 0000001 '1001- 4 Seville. 11 00C 1310110111-

8

&ns°a llinOtnoOllirjO- g J H Bobbins
,

. .000010000000000- 1

Rock and Ruble div. first, Steck, Courtney, Hart, L. Jack and
Geo. Kleinman div. second, Rickiners third.
Special No. 3, 10 tins, $1: Razzell 7, Moore 3, Kleiman 8, Eich 8,

Courtney 10, Blackburn 7, Stevenson 8, Rock 9. Dickson 6, AUen 5,

Cave 7. Shepard 7, Rickmers 8, Low 6, Hart 6, C. W. Budd 9,

Moore 6, Andrews 6, Hamline 9 A. Dickson 5, C. Dickson 5,

Weaver 6, O'Neill 7, Ruble. 10, McMurchy 8, W. Low 6, Robbins 1,

H. W. Jenney 1. First div. by Ruble and Courtney, second div.
by Rock. Budd and Hamline, third won by G. Kleinman.
Special No. 4, .25 bliierocks. S3: Hart 23, Steck 18, Kleinman 23,

Rlckers 18, Razed 20, Moore 20, McMurchy 21, Stice 22. Courtney
24, Kern 6, Harris 22, Dickson 16. Hamline 16, Budd 24, Andrews
15, Ruble 23, Bineham 16, Riley 13, Lone Jack 18, Underwood 9,

Rock 19, Hale 20. Keen 19, Cornett 16, Ties div.
Special No. 5, 10 tins, SI: Ben Dicks 0, W. N. Low 8, Jenney 6,

Rohbins 4, Dickson 6, Scott 6, Andrews 7, Blackburn 7, Stevenson
4. Low won first, second and third div.
Special No 6, 10 tins, $1: W. N. Low 5, Moore 3, Rickmers 8,

Hart 10. Robbins 0, Courtney 7, Porter 5, Doran 9, Cave 7, Keene 9,

Hallowed 8. Carnot 0, C. W. Budd 10. All ties div.
Special No. 7, 10 fins, $1: Budd 10, Rickmers 10, Hart 9, Low 0,

Dixon 5, Robbins 2. Budd and Rickmers div. first, Hart second,
Low third.
The programmes issued by Mr. Elliott are models of neatness

and typographical excellence. The target programme is left
blank, for the pleasure of the shooters. The live-bird programme
is the feature altogether, and one which will be watched aU over
the country. In the scores guarant oes and divided surplus moneys
are. abandoned as being unsuccessful in the opinion of the pro-
moter of this shoot. In regard to the old war between professional
and amateur. Mr. Elliott has the foUowing to say:
"We now believe from this season's results, that the only system

that will harmonize the amateurs and professionals on one ground
is ( hat of allowing the amateur to draw his per cent, of the stakes
when they will equal his entrance or more. Since presenting this
plan in our last year's tournament, we have noticed a number of
successful shoots this year unaer these conditions, and shall adopt
them for our fourth annual shoot, as we know this to be the only
idea yet advanced that will protect the amateur shot when be
tries wilh the professional, or a personwhom he knows to be more
skilled than himself."
A meeting of the Chicago Company was held with closed doors

to-night at the Midland, Mr. Wolfred N. Low in t he chair. Mr.
Low made an eloquent and sensible speech, paying high trihute to
the late Drury Underwood, Mr. Low, while present at Mr. Under-
wood's funeral, had been asked by the Kansas City men to present
the question of shooting the second team race merely in afriendly
way a.nd not for money. Out of respect to the grief of Mr. Under-
wood's friends, it would seem that money interest should be held
in abeyance. Mr. Low would think it finer and more delicate to
accede to the slightest hint of our Kansas City hosts, aud if they
like, to waive money consideration in the match of the second
teams. WTiat was the wish of the meeting?
CoL Felton—"! hope no misapprehension will go out through

the press or elsewhere to the effect that we Chicago men are
gamblers or insisters on a match for money. We are first of all
gentlemen sportsmen and guests of ihis city. I would prefer to
see all races shot for nothing more than the birds. We will not
offend tbe sorrow of men whose house is now draped in mourn-
ing for a departed brother by any open betting or offering to bet.
And I move you, sir, that we waive money consideration in the
matches, not only of the second, but also of the first team "

In; B i.i.l'cltinsi in—"If in i he second, why not also in the first?"
Mr. Nicholls— 'I would amend to state it as our position that

we shoot both matches for money or both for nothing."
Mr. Price seconded.
Col. Felton—"Let us be very careful. Let us not unwittingly-

frame any menace in our resolution. Let us offer to waivemoney
in both matches. If Kansas City then wants money in one match
and not in the other theirs will be the responsibility of that posi-
tion. We are here before the eyes of all to make a record for or
against the cleanest, and noblest kind of sportsmanship."
Col. Felton's motion in form was lost. The Nicholls motion,

after prolonged and not very clear general discussion, was carried
to read in effect that Chicago would prefer to shoot both matches
on the same, basis, for money or nothing, nothing preferred.
At this time a Kansas City committee, consisting of Mr J. H.

McGee and Mr. W. S. Halliwell, asked entrance to confer on the
subject of appointing speakers for Thursday night's banquet.
The chair appointed Messrs. Chas. Kern, C. D. Felton and H. D.
Nicholls as committee on details for this, and their report was
made later.
On motion of Mr. Mussey, amended by Mr. Hart, a committee to

select the first team was api>ointed, the fame consisting of
Messrs. Abner Price, C. E. Felton and John Watson, they to
choose 7 men, and that 7 to choose the remaining 3. The com-
mittee shortly reported the first 7 in the following order: George
Kleinman, Henry Kleinman, Abe Kleinman, M. J. Eich, W. P.
Mussey, P. F. Stone, Geo. Airey. The above as represented re-
tired and reported for the remaining 3: Abner Price, C. E. Felton,
and J. E. Price. The first team will consist as above. Election of
second learn was postponed until to-morrow evening. It was ar-
ranged that each team select its own captain, and fill any chance
vacancies by its own choice. Captain A. C. Anson, of the Chicago
National League Base Ball Oluh, who came down with the shoot-
ing party, was chosen to captain the first team in the field. It may
not be generally known, but "Old Anse" is a good deal of a shooter
himself. He lately made. 19 out of 20, live birds, at Watson's Park,
in Chicago, and has been in the shooting here to-day. The selec-
tion early proved a good one. Captain Anson unceremoniously
bundled his men all off to bed, robbing them of the pleasures of a
delightful little champagne party, which the ever-thoughtful and
hospitable Kansas City men shortly inaugurated on the scene of
the late meeting. The members of the Chicago party and a num-
ber of prominent shooters about the hotel remained, and it was
midnight before these sought their couches. "Old Anse" tucked
each of his novel team in bed with his own hands, locked all the
doors, put all the keys in his own pocket, left a call for each room
for 7:30 the next morning, and stood guard in the haU himself all
night, to see that no one broke in and hoodooed his ten darlings.
Captain McGee expressed a wish that the shooting begin about
9 A.M.

Tuesday, Second Day, Nov. 11.

The day was bright and fairly pleasant. Shooting began at 9:15.
It was announced that the race was to be without money consid-
eration on either side or for either team, hut for the birds only.
This is all for the best. Not the least trace of gamhling spirit
was evident from flrst to last, and a more courteous, pleasant
and thoroughly gentlemanly match was never shot. Throughout
the day the sportsmanship displayed by both teams has been of
the very highest type, and praise, enough could not be spent
upon it.

The veteran John Watson, of Chicago, was chosen as referee,
and no complaint was uttered against him.
The rules governing the race were the American Association

rules, 50yds. boundary and dead lino, R£oz. shot for 12-gauges.
The official scorers chosen were Messrs. W. L. Shepard, of Chi-
cago; Jos. Whitfield, of tbe Globe, Kansas City, and the represen-
tative of Forrst and Stream.
The uniform worn by the Chicago men was a blue jersey jacket,
ith "Chicago" displayed in white letter s across the breast. The

Kansas City men wore white knit sweaters, with the letters "K.
C." in blue upon tbe breast.
The attendance was the best ever seen on these grounds, and

the character of the spectators was of the brat, many representa-
tive people being present and the number of ladies exceptionally
large. Tbe event is recognized to-day as the most important that
has occurred in shooting circles in this portion of the country.
The best of order was maintained, although the excitement has
been of the inteosest sort all clay long. The strain upon the shoot-
ers was great, but all kept their nerve and shot in highly credit-
able form. The birds were unquestionably a good average lot,
especially m the morning. The puzzling hill which slopes up to
the left made these grounds a bit awkward at first to Chicago, but
most of her men had seen feathers fly in a good many ways before
they came down here.

STONE—BINGHAM.
The first match was between P. F. Stone, of Chicago, and Ed

Bingham, of KaDsas City. The birds had wheels on 'em, and one
after another went out hit with both barrels. Mr. Bingham had
28 drivers. He shot a wonderful score, and if another of either
team can fqual it at birds as hard he will do well indeed. Mr.
Stone had 23 driveas. He kept his nerve, but, when the 50th bird
had been shot Chicago whs 0 birds behind. Score-
Ed B ingham.. .

.

121211311 3o22 131221221 222. .0)111112 V:> ' r':'
\ 32321 1121—17

Percy Stone 0203312 12,31 22,22i:io23 Hi. .33203.3311 1 11 112o2oll3110221—41
o Dead out of bounds.

MUSSEY—HALLIWELL.
Mr. W. P. Mussey, of Cnieago. and W, S. Halliwell, of Kansas

City, now went down. Mr. Halliwell phot in good, clear stvb- but
it is a fact that Billy Mussey had a big rabbit's foot in his'pocker,
and he charmed down one bird too man v for his ooponent, and shot
nervily enough to cut down the lead of Kansas 'Oitv by one bird.
Score:WP Mussey.,... 2230022ol,2j l322[2!2l221231ool2111121121121l202llll-44W S Halliwell , ,8H2ollcl21220.U3222J J33H33L23,13223022lQl2U2i H ij :> - u;

EICH—CHOTEAU.
And now came a revelation, a surprise, and a nightmare for the

Kansas City boys. Mary Jane Eich, the same with smooth hair,
a gold tooth, a smooth voice and an innocent unassuming air,
dawned on the scene even as a cyclone dawns. Mary rose and
shone, loomed, towered and fell on the Kansas City pigeons with
a dull, shivering, sliddering thud, The victim in this match was
Ed. Choteau, of Kansas City, who ordinarily isn't anybody's
victim. He only lost. 6 birds, which means good work, but look at
Mary Jane's 4S ! Mary used her second barrel only 5 times in the
air, and shot a brilliant race, running 26 straight in one string.
Score:
M J Eich 111111211121112921211111120 ll2n0U112312111112112-48
F E Choteau 2201122211211311 11022313111llll2olll01320201331122-41

J. E. PRICE—TWITCHELL.
Kansas City was only one bird ahead when the nest race was

caUed, J. E. Price for Chicago and W. B. Twitchell for Kansas
City. Mr. Price had just had an accident with his gun, the sight
being knocked of. He was a bit frustrated and couldn't find 'em,
letting two out of his first, three get away. Then Henry Kleinman
made him a sight ou t of a, piece, of Yucatan chewing gum, and he
hobbled along. Mr. Twitchell kept Chicago thinking mighty hard,
although he made Kansas City think pretty hard too, for he only
got 43, and had he had a crowding opponent.. Chicago would here
had walked out ahead. Mr. Price touched low water mark at 39.
Score:
J E Price o2011333222iI]210230323o012l221212223-;ilr 10122no0o-39W B Twitchell. .0121221110221201olo22120222221011o2102122321112213-41

GEO. KLEINMAN—GUINNOTTE.
Kansas City is three birds ahead. Chicago perspiring profusely*

Capt. Anson called out Br'er George Kleinman for Chicago, and
Capt. McGee ordered out Karl Guinnotte. The latter shot a
splendid race, and remained cooi and nervy clear to the last. His
juagment was good, and a look at his score will show him a clever
t wo-handed fighter. He always used his second, swinging it with
telling force many times after the bird was dead on the ground.
But he didn't hurry with his second. He waited till the bird was
dead, then took careful aim and fired, usually hitting it or coming
close to it. George shot as ad the Kleinmans do. with absolute
concentration of purpose, perfectly cool and thinking of nothing
but the work in hand. He didn't rattle, but his gun did. His
gun is a remarkahle affair, It is a nameless gun of unknown
parentage, marked in plain letters "Prize Machine Gun," and
that is all. George gave $25 for it, 25, 13, 10 and 5 per cent. off. It
won't shoot No. 7's in the left barrel, so George shoots No. 8, his
finest shot, in his second barrel, which the same he also loads
with a handful of the Kleinman standby, Dead Shot, of the
blackest dye. Yet George with his combination, himself sick and
with a swimming head got at the hands of the old ailment which
has been pulling him down for the past year, showed the old train-
ing of the. Calumet marshes, beat his man three birds and tied the
total score. George could have had anything he wanted then.
Score:
Ceo Kleinman. .o21310212l2222212131oJ31l22222-213333232n32123321-46
J K Guinnotte.. 10031 1 22,.' " 222-13

ABE KLEINMAN—VORIES.
Kansas City now was ready to perspire. Another Kleinman,

known as Abraham, trod the cinders aside for Chicago, and Mr.
L. H. Vories was his victim. Abe's new Scott troubled him with
repeated misfires. His left failed him on his second bird. The
referee gave him another bird, he to shoot a blank shell first. He
fired the loaded barrel first, and the bird was scored lost. On his
loth, S76h and 38th birds Abe's right barrel snapped. He couldn't
tell when he vra.s going to shoot and when he wasn't, but be was
patient and worried out 46, with the longest run vet, 38 straight.
Mr. Vories did not shoot up to his regular form, got to thinking,
fell to talking, dwelt a trifle too long on some of the fast, ones, and
went away with only 39. This tied Mr. Price's Chicago score.
Chicago now was in the lead 7 birds. The excitement ran high.
Score:
A Kleinman 1011233113111 12121 22111 i 213122122221 1 1 2101013130.31- 46
L H Vories 1220112201223;^ll)(j,2n22002o2U12ini.:.232232310iri331 -39

FELTON—BILEY.
Col. C. E. Felton, whose name in the land will now henceforth

be Annie Laurio Felton, because that is what the band played
when he quit, now tripped lightly to the score for Chicago, bear-
ing his beautiful Scott premier, §700, 6%lbs., 12-gauge, under his
arm. The Colonel is over 60. smooth shaven, with a face like that
of Blackhawk, the. Indian chieftain, but with no more expression
in it than a cigar sign when he is in the act of shooting. A very
notable figure at the trap is Col. Annie Laurie. To him enter Jim
Riley, the imperturbable, portly and jolly. Next to Elliott Kan-
sas City couldn't better Jim Riley much. "Jim'U beat Charlie
Felton about two or three birds." everybody said, "and Kansas
City will get a chance to pull up." But again and again Scott
challenged Greener, and Greener spoke to Scott. Jim Riley let
two get over the rails. Col. Felton also let two go, though only a
few could ever get out of reach of his left barrel, which carries
the large No. 6 shot in a way simply wonderful. This match was
the most interesting of any in the whole series. Both men were
perfectly cool. Col. Felton always fitted his natty kids a trifle
closer to his hands, adjusted his hat, leaned forward, waited a
bit and then called "pull." If the puller balked him he had to go
through the whole performance again. Jim Riley was cool and
unconcerned throughout, and chewed gum with the utmost sang
froid, if gum ever has any sang froid. Both meu were cheerful
and courteous, each shaking his opponent by the hand when he
had made an exceptionally clever stop. It was a prettv contest, a
very, very pretty one, and shows what sport at the trap may be
among gentlemen who are not skinners, rounders and out for
pecuniary reasons only. On the 28th bird they were a tie, to the
surprise of all Kansas City. "We will shoot two more and quit
for to-night," said Col. Felton. "All right," said Jim Riley. It
was now nearly dusk. Two shots more and a cheer went lip as
the men still went back tied on 28 out of 30. Unfinished score:
C E Felton 2212131120111121211 231 1 1 202221-28
J E Riley 22122212110121121,31 112222o3212-28

THE TARGET TOURNAMENT.
The excitement at the live bird traps was so intense that the

target-shootinc stands were nearly idle. A few of the inanimate
lovers, however, burned a little powder. Following are the scores
of the day:
Special No. 1, 15 bluerocks, $1.50: S. S. Hale 13, H. McMurchv 14,

A. G. Courtney 14. C. W. Budd 15, Cornett 10. E. M. Steck 11, Geo.
Kie'uman 13, W. B Cosby 14, C. Dickson 8, J. A. Ruble 14, W. E.
Phillips 11. Budd first. Ties on second shot out, and Cosby and
Courtney div. Hale and Kleinman div. third.
Special No. 2, 15 bluerocks. entrance §2.50: McMurchy 12, W. B.

Cosby 14, Riley 8, G. Kleinman 11, W. Moore 6, Gordon 8, Hal-
combe 14, Stice 13, H. Dixon 10. S. S. Hale 15, C. Budd 12. Hart 14,
A. Harris 8, Steck 11. Durkee 8, Skinner 15, L. Harrison 11, Court-
ney 13, Reeves 5. Weber 11, "Lone Jack" 15, Ruble 15, ScoviUe 13,
Cave 15, I. W. Budd 13, Young 15, O'Niel 13, Cornett 13. Ties on 15
and 14 div. first and second respectively: Stice, ScoviUe, O'Niel
and Cornett third.
Special No. 3, 25 bluerocks, §3.50: G. Kleinman 13. McMurchv 24,

M.T. Hart 22, H. Dixon 17. O'Neill 17, Carnett 24, Hickman 14,
< 'ouruiev 31, Ruble 35, Jim Sti-e 34, Rickmers 33, Gordon 14, C. W.
Budd 25, Keene 19, Coaby 35, Hale 22, Harrison 21. All ties div.
Special No. 4, 15 bluerocks, entrance $2.50; Gordon 12, Rickmers

13, Hale li, Harrison 15, Hart 8, Ruble 14, Cosby 13, Stice 15, B.
Dixon 11, G. Kleinman 0, Dixon 10, McMurchy 11, C. W. Budd 14,
Courtney 13, Cornett 12. Tbro« moneys; all ties div.
Special No. 5, JO bluerocks, Si. 50: Coshv 8, Durkee 5, Hale 7, Har-

ris 5. Kearns 7, Gordon 5, Chanco 4, C. VV. Budd 10, Skinner 9. Hart
8, Preston 4, Rickmers 9, McMurchy 10,iC. Dixon 9, Young 8, Keene
9, Stice 7. Four moneys, all ties were div.
Special No. 6, 10 bluerocks, §1.50: C. W. Budd 9, G. Kleinman 9,

SlriiiriAt* 'A t!rv.i!,\rS TTai-l- 10 llii^r-^^, ft "TiW™... ti ar„M,..,.i,„iii

and McMurchy div. first, Budd, Kleinman, Ruble, Courtney and
Harrison shot out and Budd and Courtney div., remaining ties
div.
Special No. 7, 10 tins, §1.50 entrance: Steck 4, Hart 7, Dickson 6,

4- K loinnrtcin Ul fancier *3 C. TAf T3„^^) O /"<.,,........._ ^ A,r.^l\,< „ 1

—

ties on 7 div. fourth.
Special No. 8, 10 bluerocks, entrance. §1.50: McMurchv 9, Cosley

9, ScoviUe Li, Moore 4, Gordon 8. Smith 7, C. Dixon 7, Skinner 7,
Young 10, Stice 10, E. Hickman 5. "Lone Jack" 8, Blackburn 0,
Ste Sanson 3, H. Dixon 8, Cornett S. Cane 7, Rickmers 7, Durkee 7,
C. W. Budd 9. Hart 10, Ruble 10. Four monevs, all ties div.
Special No. 9, 10 tins, §1: Slice 10, Cosby 10, Mr.Mnretiv 3, Hart

10, Ruble 8, Steck 9, Harris 7, Cornett 6, Lone Jack 9, C. Dixon 6,
Budd 8. Hethman 6, Cameo 4, Holcomb 6. Scott 4, Kleinman 10,
Gordon 8, Hill 5, Courtney 6, Hale 6, H. Dixon 5, J. Riley 6. AH
ties div.
A meeting was held at the Midland parlors to-night for the pur-

pose of selecting the second team of 10 men. This team was chosen
as the first, by committee. Capt. Anson was asked to second the
''eolts" also, and accepted gracefully, Anse i* a good careful held
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captain. The team was chosen as follows: .Totm Watson, E. M.
Steck, Henry Ehlers, Gao. Hoffman. W. E. Phillips, C. D. Gam-
mon, A. VV. Reeves. Dr. J. M. Hutchinson, Geo. Airey, Geo. T.
Farmer.
Geo. Airey has been sick and in bed for two days, and as this

left his place on the first- team vacant Mr. C. B. Dicks was chosen
to shoot in his stead. Mr. Airey thought he would be well enough
to shoot by Thursday.
The Kansas Otfcy second team is announced as follows: E. J.

Smith, D. S. Gordon, J. Lee Porter, Geo. Schroeder, Geo. W.
Youmans, Con. F. Holmes, W. B. Cosley, Geo. Stockwell. W. G.
Eads, Ed Hickman.

Wednesday, Third Day, Nov. 12.

The weather was clear, warm and pleasant. The attendance
was so large that the balconies of the club house, the walls and all
points near the score were uncomfortably crowded. Many shoot-
ers of prominence were on hand from a distance. Mr. L. M. Har-
rison came down from Minneapolis, Messrs. Eli Young. W. Wood-
nutt. and Will Allen ar« in from Hutchinson, Kas., and from all
the country about the representation is good.

felton—rile x, (Cou tinued)

.

At an early hour the contestants of the nnfinished match of
yesterday were at the score. Col. Eelton as imperturbable and Mr.
Riley as unconcerned as ever. There was question whether Col.
Felton could keep the gait till the close, and it was thought that
his big antagonist would beat him out still by two or three, but
the event showed otherwise. One after another each man grassed
his birds and when it came to the last ti ye birds the race, was st ill

a tie, each having dropped two in the morning's work. Shot after
shot, and still it was a tie. Col. Felton cut down his fiftieth bird
in good shape, and left the score amid continued cheers. Jim
Riley grinned, stepped up and slashed down his last bird in his
inimitable style, and the race was still a tie. The enthusiasm was
immense. Col. Felton threw his arms around Jim Riley's waist,
or about half way around, for it is a good deal of a waist, and
lifted him from the ground. "I'd rather tie you than beat you,
Jim," said he. And Jim grinned and chewed gum. Score of
last 20:

C E Felton - . .13211021112112011311-18
J E Riley 2o232222221211ol2222-18

AB. PRICE—PORTER.
I ?A brilliant and highly interesting contest was that of Ab. Price
for Chicago and J. B. Porter for Kansas City. The latter was px-
pected to walk out of this easily three birds winner, but your old
Uncle Abner kept sawing wood and got in his best work toward
the close. Porter is one of the. Kansas City reliables, and they
think him their best on hard birds. This opinion is unwarranted
and at fast birds he shoots a losing game. He has a 10-gange
Greener, which is the longest-reaching gun of which any record is
at hand in the minds of the shooters here, and he killed pigeons
with his second barrel, cutting them down clean and dead at dis-
tances beyond the hope of the. average gun at this shoot. Geo.
Kleinman, on whose judgment we should place much reliance,
says that Porter killed several birds at 75yds. at least. Nothing
like it was seen at the shoot. Porter's 5th, 12th, 16th, 18th, 19th
and 33d birds were stopped after they were out of all sort of shot-
gun range, and that is all of it. But this was not pigeon shooting
and was a losing game, as witness the loss of the 31st and 33d
birds. Porter is a very slow and deliberate shooter, both with
right and left. This is a style in which the percentage is all
against the shooter. Mr. Price's style at times, and he missed
some soft incoming quarterers in away which would have let a
quicker shot than Porter in to beat him. As it was, this pair also
quit a tie, and the city of the hills looked down her nose. Scare:
Ab Price 21112o«ii ;.

,

2022121022m!;2W210;2onigii>n;;il252*:-.!-4S
J B Porter 1121221111022122 12221 221 Io221lo20312221011210l"221—43

DICKS—THOMAS.
Chicago still 7 birds ahead and only two races to shoot. "Well

here's Andy Thomas" said Kansas City, "and he's safe to beat
your Ben Dicks about 3 birds, and Elliott'l do the rest." But Ren
did not look worried. He was just about as fat and big and good
natured as Andy Thomas. "Ben is something of a bad man him-
self," said Chicago, with some slight feeling of satisfaction as
that florid 400-pounder trod the mark. This was a nice little race.
The Chicago boys watched Ben until they saw he was about
normal in temperature, and then they hove a sigh of content, and
began to ask the Kansas City boys when they wanted to shoot the
saw-off match. Ben and Andy fell on the birds hard. They
found their curves, as Capt. Anson would say, and hit them for
46 each, finishing the third tied race at a stage when the shooting
was getting to be mighty nervous work. Cheers greeted this
plucky pair a.s they left the score. The Chicago team would have
carried Ben Dicks on their shoulders, but they couldn't because
he was too heavy. Same way with Andv Thomas. Score:
Ben Dicks 222122221102121231 l'MLIl '

i

1

. i .22223-46
A E Thomas 222122221O122012231221222122323222O2222222222122O3-46

H. KLEINMAN—ELLIOTT.
It was now generally conceded that Jim Elliott could not beat

Henry Kleinman 7 birds in a 50 bird race. This he would have to
do in order to tie the totals. Both Chicago and Kansas City had
saved what each thought its most reliahle man till the last. Henry
went into the race with all the advantage in his favor by way of
the lead in total score. The old duck shooter, however, appeared
to be a bit nervous for some reason, and his fourth and eleventh
birds got away from him, amid many Kansas City yells from the
uncultured crowd of spectators. The reason for most of the
veteran's uneasiness began to be apparent. His left barrel, when
shot on the ground, could he seen to be doing very loose and
scattering work. Moreover, the gun missed fire several times.
It missed fire with the right barrel on the very first bird, which
Harry, showing poor judgment, too, killed with the left at once.
The gun was so worn or so mis-made in the chambers that the
shells fairly rattled around in the breech. "1 never will risk
beating my team by shooting this gun in another pigeon match,"
said Henry, as he turned from the score. The gun is an old, old
Tommy Hasdell heavy 12-gauge, and is no longer a modern arm.
It kept Chicago on the ragged edge for one-half hour to-day, as
bird after bird skinned through its meager left, while Elliott was
cutting down his birds neat, swift and clean, as only he can do.
b Elliott's style is too well known to need description. He shoots
a grand-stand second barrel, bang-bang, which often does him no
service, but his is the best style for a winning pigeon race. Elliott
missed clean with his second on his 1st, 2d, 3d, 7th, 10th and 14th
and the latter one went on over the line, too. He missed clean
with his second also his 19th and 32d birds, but made great second-
barrel stops on his 36th, 41st and 42d birds, meeting prolonged ap-
plause. He failed to hit his 45th with the second, but got it all
right, though his 46th, hit hard and full with both barrels, went
over the line. For Elliott's shooting it, can only be said that he
added another to his brilliant performances at the trap and once
more impressed all with the fact that he is a hard man to beat.
He all butpulled his team out ahead, and cut down the lead until
it left a very meager victory for Chicago,
Henry Kleinman, under the circumstances above related, which

are given in the interest of justice only, and not with the idea of
explaining anything in Chicago's favor, did better than almost
any other man would have done. He lost7 birds to Elliott's 2, and
admitted to Elliott during the last few rounds of the sboot that if

the birds had been a little harder he would have lost the race for
Chicago. It was nervous work toward the last, when Henry's
47th bird fell dead out, but he got thenext two and saved the race.
On the 50th bird, as on his 1st, Henry's right barrel snapped, but
ones more he showed his carelessness, or his overconfidence. by
swinging right on and killing it clean with his left. Elliott then
killed his last in elegant style. Chicago heaved a great sigh of
relief, and a mighty shout went up over the battle ended. Capt.
McGee proposed three cheers for the Chicago team, and they were
given with a will, and returned by Chicago in kind with hearty
accord and a formal vote of thanks for courteous treatment. Be-
low is the score of the last pair:

H Kleinman 222ol21112o222223121322on22111011^01122201232ol21-43
JAR Elliott .23231 " 11 , , P l i , 1112—48
The grand total was announced to be:

Chicago 443 Kansas City 440

This is certainly close work and shows how hard the fight has
been. It is wonderful how closely these two cities are matched in
this team shooting. Last spring, when Kansas City won the first
match, the score was Kansas City 420, Chicago 416. The visitors
of to-day are therefore still 3 birds behind in actual number killed.
So closed the return match. It was as pretty and pleasan t an

affair as ever was shot. It was a clean, fine gentlemanly shoot.
No fault was found with the decisions of the referee, except

that some infant on the daily press here saw fit to call "erroneous"
one of John Watson's very best decisions, and one which showed
him a real referee. This was in the Price-Porter race. A bird
was caught by the foot and tail when the trap was sprung, and
fluttered, unable to rise. Mr. Watson called "No bird," and
shortly after the bird freed itself and was killed by Porter, Mr.
Watson made him shoot another bird, which he also killed. This,
In the mind of the critic, caused Porter to miss 2 birds later on
in the race, which is certainly an amusing view to take for any
one who will look at the scattering of his misses, or who knows
how very little liitely Porter Is to get rattled at all. It was said

Gauge. Weight.
12 7Jbs. 12oz.

that no rule is found to cover this decision. This is true. Neither
is there anything in the rules to cover except by construction the
decisionin the Abe Atkinson case, where Abe by mistake pulled
the loaded barrel and not the blank one first; yet Mr. Wat-
son scored this bird lost for Chicago and not a "No bird." Mr.
Watson uses common sense and justice where rules fail, and any
shooter knows that no set of rule=i yet framed covers all the ex-
igencies which can ari=e in a pigeon match. But none of this
matter had any prominence at all at the shoot, and everything
was perfectly smooth and courteous.
In one matter the Kansas City team had an advantage in this

shoot. They out-gunned Chicago altogether, as was clearly
proved by the execution shown on the field. Following is the
table showing description of the guns of both teams:

KANSAS CITV TEAM.
Make of Gun.

Ed Bingham Greener
WSHalliwell Greener 13 ribs. 8iz.
FEChoteau Greener .13 7ibs. 8oz.W B Twitcbeil Greener 12 71bs. 15oz.JK G-uinnotte Greener 12 71hs. lOoz.
J E Riley Greener 12 Tibs. 12oz.
A E Thomas Greener 12 71bs. 8oz.
J A R Elliott Greener 12 71bs. 13oz.
J B Sorter Greener 10 lOlba.
L H Vories L C Smith 12 71bs 12oz.

CHICAGO TEAM.
PF Stone Greener 13 lbs. 8oz.M J Eich. Greener 12 lbs. 8oz.W P Mussey Daly 10 101 bs.
J E Price Daly 10 91bs. lOoz.
Geo Kleinman "Prize, Machine Gun" 12 71bs. 8oz.
Abe Kleinman W & C Scott 13 9lbs.
Henry Kleinman TR Hasdell 12 9lbs. 6oz.
Ab Price Westley Richards 10 lOlbs.
C E Felton Scott Premier 13 6lbs. lOoz.
C B Dicks Parker (Lifter action) 10 lOlbs.

The loading followed by the two teams was also different. All
but two men of the Kansas City team shot with what is known as
the "New York load," put up by Von Lengerke & Detmold ex-
pressly for pigeon shooting. This is E. O. powder (not Sehultze,
as was reported by some of the papers) and No. 7}& shot. The
wadding is a black-faced special, a pink edge heavy special and a
card over the powder, with light paper over shot. The powder is
loaded loosely and not crowded apparently. Vories and Twit-
chell shot Sehultze, the former using 8s in both barrels.
The loading of the Chicago team was briefly as follows: Stone,

Sehultze and No. 7s; Mussey, Sehultze, Ss and 7f; Eich, Sehultze
and 7s; J. E. Price, Sehultze, 8s and 7s; Geo. Kleinman, Sehultze
and 7s in right barrel. Dead Shot and 8s in left; Abe Kleinman,
Schuitze, 8s and 7s; Henry Kleinman, Sehultze and Dead Shot, 8s
and 7s; Ab. Price, Schuitze, 8s and 7s; Felton, Schuitze, 7s and 6s;
Dicks, Schuitze and 7s.

The following is a summary of the flights of each shooter. It
giv«s briefly the conditions of each race. Attention should be
called to the fact of the necessary length of such a report as this,
which renders it impossible to give in this issue the full detail,
number of trap, number of birds, etc., of paeh shooter's perform-
ance. Forest and Stream is, however, in possession of abso-
lutely the only full, perfect and accurate score of this kind in ex-
istence, no other sporting paper having enterprise or hustle
enough to get it. Next week, or as soon as possible, this full and
detailed summary will be published, not only for the first team
match but for the second. It is a matter of over 3,000 lines of
space, and although the copy is in it can not possibly find space
this week, although it will eventually be given to complete the
chronicle of a shoot which has warranted the best and fullest
effort possible at the hands of any sporting journal claiming to
give the shooting news.

SUMMARY IN BRIEF.

Chicago Team.
R.Q.L.Q. R.I. L.I. R.D.L.D. T. D. I. Total.

Stone 7 5 11 1 3 14 4 5 0 41
Mussey 13 10 8 0 3 4 4 7 1 44
Eich 13 4 6 1 6 7355 48
J E Price 12 5 5 0 7 6 3 9 8 39
G Kleinman 8 7 6 3 8 7344 16
*A Kleinman.. ..10 6 4 0 7 S 5 73 46
Felton 6 12 4 3 9 3 3 9 3 46
A C Price 7 8 10 4 9 3 2 4 3 43
Dicks 6 13 10 3 5 8 1 4 3 46H Kleinman 9 9 9 1 13 4122 43

Grand team total 442
*Lost second bird by pulling wrong barrel after misfire, so no

flight given.

Kansas City Team.

Bingham 8 5

Halliwell 14 1

R.I. L.I. R.D L.D. T. D. I.
3 3 9 13 1 11 2
5 1 4 10 8 5
4 2 5 0 9
4 1 6 4 5 7
6 3 13 8 1 9 3
1 0 11 8 0 12 3
3 0 15 1 6 3
3 3 8 4 0 13 5
6 2 7 9 3 9 3
7- 1 14 8 0 5 1

44
41

Guinnotte 5 4
Vories 8 8
Riley 9 7
Porter 5 9
Thomas ,. 6 6

Grand team total 440

Messrs. Eich, of Chicago, and Elliott, of Kansas City, remain
tied for the individual championship badge offered by the
Jaccard Jewelry Company.
Shooting in the matches of the second team began about 3 P.M ,

the first pair at the score being Geo. T. Farmer for Chicago and
D. S. Gordon for Kansas City. Mr. B. F. Buzard, of St. Joe,
acted as referee. The shooting in the second team race was in-
teresting in itself, and would have been absorbing had not the
main event of the first team taken so much with it. Score of first
pair:
G Farmer 22212101222122o2o0212201122102011ol010112212100221—87
D S Gordon 11211022011231 0222031222112222oil2o31122202012H22-41
Dr. J. M. Hutchinson next represented Chicago and George

Schroeder Kansas City. Another case of Kansas City glorv
Score:
J M Hutchlnsonl31-2111 a)2ol22oll2l20ollll01201112001o2lo222222102—38
G Schroeder 102222122112312210111311ooo322221012oU231133221212—41
Geo. Hoffman and F. J. Smith now trod the bloody sands re-

spectively for Chicago and Kansas City. Hoffman surprispd
himself and his friends by one run of 30 straight, but his oppon-
nent was one too good for him. Score:
G Hoffman 01 . 1

. 1 ] 1 1
1

1 1 1 ,
? N Pll3331120ol22—44

F J Smith 112020222212121213U2212212o2211220212212112222022-45

Darkness closed down with Chicago's colts rapidly bearing the
market.
Below are the scores of the

TARGET TOURNAMENT.
Special No. L 6 single and 3 pairs bluerocks, $2.50: Crosby 8,

Hart 9, McMurchy 10, Hickman 10, H. Dickson 10, Payne 10 Slice
8, Harrison 9, Bowen 9. Hale 11, Budd 12, Riley 9, Keene 8, Harris
7, Kleinman 10, Van Ess 6, Courtney 10, Hoffman 5, Jack 8, Mulli-
gan 10, Rickmers 7, Cornett 10. All ties div.
Special No. 2, 20 bluerocks, entrance $2:50: Mulligan 14, Harri-

son 15, Courtney 17, Hale 20, Bower 18, Rickmers 20, Hart 18, C. W.
Budd 18, Riley 19, Cosby 19, S. Kleinman 20, Payne 16, Gordon 12,
Leavens 9, Skinner 19. Ruble 19, McMurchy 17, Stice 19, Tracey 18
Cave 18, Seoville 18. Lone Jack 17, J. E. Price 13, Young 19, Eldred
12, Steck 17, Halcombe 16, Van Ness 16, Cornett 17, Dickson 17
Keene 19, Eads 19, Bluerock 19. Four moneys, all ties div.
Special No. 8, 15 bluerocks, $2: Cosby 12. G. Kleinman 13. Hale

13, Cornett 13, Holcomb 12, C. W. Budd 15, McMurchy 14, Young 9
Van Ess 7, Payne 13. All ties div. -

A few other small and uninteresting events were run off at the
target stands, but the mam interest still clung to the live-bird
shooting.
In the evening the generous Kansas City hosts laid their visitors

under one more obligation by taking them in a body, forty odd in
all, to a theatrical performance at the Warder" Grand Opera
House. They will follow up the hospitalities to-morrow evening
by a banquet of state. This is a great week, and a prettv hot pace
is set for the boys.

Thursday, Fourth, Bay, Nov. 13.

The weather was fair and warm, and the attendance held up
well. A number of new faces were seen among those of the visit-
ing sportsmen of the country about, among others the burly and
jovial Paul Francke, of St. Joseph. Mr. C. W. Budd refereed the
first two races, Mr. Francke officiating from that on out. Andy
Thomas captained the Kansas City team. Shooting began at an
early hour,, the matches of the second teams being resumed.

Kansas City sent W. G. Eads to the score against A. W, Reeves,
of Chicago. Score:

BEEVES—EADS.
AW Reeves 11112o22U22022210112222olll 2012102 10211 1120211110—41
WG Eads 11220120210 1211102122112221211101oll231tol22121222-44

AIREY—PORTER

.

Kansas City was now 11 birds in the lead. Geo. Airey went up
for Chicago and J. Lee Porter for Kansas City. The latter is a
brother to Long Range Porter of the first team. He increased
the lead of Kansas City to 17 birds, beating his opponent as all the
other Kansas City men had done. Airey 's late sickness may have
unfitted him. Score:
Geo Airey 21011o212212112o02201oll22122122o2010010112221H22—39
J L Porter 0111212211021,. i

<i i„< JlMli 31U112202oll22212—45

STECK—MAEGLEY.
When Mr. Maegley got done with Mr. Steck Kansas City was 24

birds in the lead, and Chicago was thanking her stars that she
had not insisted on shooting the whole 20 men as a team instead
of 10. Score:
E M Steck 212212I0I21OO2221122II212I0IIII121O0I202O2122OH2O—40
F C Maegley ... 223111122olll211222122221213121o320121122122121231—47

PHILLIPS—YOUMANS.
W. E. Phillios, the young Naperville shot, succeeded in break-

ing the spell a trifle by tieing his opponent, Geo. Youmans, of
Kansas City. Score:W E Phillips. . . . 102l0211322o3Ii0.-,Ho31 1221112132121311202201211112-43
Geo Youmans- . .0121212201222222222111 l0o2233320220312212122o22210-42

EHLERS—HO LM ES

.

Henry Ehlers, of Chicago, was bigger and older than Con.
Holmes, of Kansas City, shot a bigger gun, and for a wonder
made a bigger score, tieing ton score of the day, and reducing the
lead to 19. Score:
Henry Ehlers. . ..22201 1 12223222] !322112211212o22121222213i22o2112—47
C F Holmes 11101110o2012]0211221o'J12202o21211211H21112111221—42

GAMMON—STOCKWELL.
Charlie had his new Daly, and it tore up the earth in great

style, but not enough for him to be quite in it with George Stock-
well, of Kansas City. Score:
C D Gammon. . . .210221 1

1 HJ231 2221121 1 12.2Lb21, :,020 1122220321 V :: ,11-40
Geo Stockwell.. . 112221 20311201112212222o22000)11211l21012012222112—42

WATSON—M'GEE.
It was nearly dark when the last race of the day closed, that

between the veteran John Watson, of Chicago, and Capt. J. H.
McGee, manager-in-chief of the Kansas City forces. Capt. Mc-
Gee shot Col. Felton's Scott, Premier, and the 42 grains of
Schuitze made the 6^lbs. little gun pound his shoulder (which
has never been over-strong since, a fracture it once sustained) so
severely that he was fairly in misery by the close of the match,
and his score therefore went to pieces. At the 30th bird he tried
two shots with Elliott's gun, then he tried the Scott again with
Elliott's load, then at the 42d bird he gave them all up and took
up his own 16-gauge Greener, with which he shot out the race,
doing work that was a bit easier on his shoulder. John Watson
shot a steady race till toward the close, when some several birds
bade him good bye. Score:
John \Vatson....22113211120113llll23,.,20il23211i2232rblini3ra 1 -,12l031-40
JH McGee 221212101 11011 11011112112111010012010 10o2201032112-38

And now the second team match was over and Chicago, the
jubilant, was 16 birds the worst of it. Such is life. WTien Chicago
came down here she was surer of winning the second team race
than the first, and would have been willing to pit the total 20
scores against the Kansas City 20. As it is, Chicago has won the
match sue feared she could not win and lost the one on which she
thought she had a certainty. A study of the summary given
below will show that the percentage all goes to point that Kansas
City can just about beat Chicago at any kind of a pigeon match
she wants to name. Before she shoots another match with these
people Chicago wants to sit down and do a whole lot of thinking.
As Capt. McGee says, Kansas City will shoot any sort of a team
race; she will back a man to kill more birds inside of a boundary
of 5yds. (meaning Jim Elliot), or she will back a man to kill more
birds outside of a 40 or 50vds. boundary (meaning long-range
Porter). But has it all not been interesting study?

It should go on record that Percy Stone and M. J. Eich did the
gathering for Chicago and Lil. Scott for Kansas Ciiy. Mike Eich
is the best retriever, his method being to flash his gold tooth in
the eyes of the bird and pick it up before it recovers. The follow-
ing is the

SUMMARY, SECOND TEAMS.
Kansas City. Chicago.

D S Gordon 41 George T Farmer 37
George Schroeder 41 J M Hutchinson 38
F J Smith 45 George Hofman 44W G Eads 44 AW Reeves 41
J L Porter 45 George Airey 39FC Maegley 47 EM Steck 40
George Youmans 42 W E Phillins 42
C F Holmes 42 H Ehlers 47
George Stockwell 43 C D Gammon 40
J H McGee 88 John Watson 40

First team score .440

Grand total.-. 867867 850

The following table shows the flight of the birds shot at bv each-
contestant. R.Q. indicates right Quartering birds, L.Q. left
quartering, R.I. right quartering incomers, L.I. left quartering
incomers, R.D. and L.D. right and left quartering drivers, T.
towering birds and slow flyers shot near the trap, D. drivers or
straightaway birds, and I. incomers:

D S Gordon.. 5

Schroeder 8
F J Smith 12
Eades 7
J L Porter 10
Maegley 6
Youmans 8

CF Holmes ...11
Stockwell S

McGee 4

Farmer 4
* Hutchinson 10
G Hoffman 5
Reeves 11
Airey 6

Steck 9

Phillips 10
Ehlers 11
Gammon 10
Watson 10

Kansas City.

R.Q. L,Q. R.I. L.I. R.D. L.D.
3
0
2
6
10
6
5

Chicago.

8 1

6
3

10
5
6
4
7

11
13

9
13
7

13
3
5
8
14

10
3
13
3

D.
9

12

12
6
10
7-

0
1
12
5

10

11
5
9

*Forty-ninth bird lost by reason of not having gnn cocked.
As in the case of the first teams, the full details of each man's

race summary, showing flight, number of trap, etc., must be pub-
lished later, for lack of space. This paper is the only one pos-
sessing such a score, nor can that now by any possibility be ob-
tained elsewhere.
The following table shows the guns and loads of the second

teams. It is confidentl y stated that no other naper will present
these accurately:

Kansas City Second Team.

Name Make of gun. Ga. lbs. Powder. shot.
D S Gordon Greener 12... 7%....B C 8s&7s
Geo ScProeder—Greener 13.. . 7% Schuitze 7s
F J Smith Hollis 13. . . 7%. . ..Schuitze. .... .7sWGEads Greener 12... 7)4 .. Schuitze...... 7s
J L Porter Greener 12. . . 7M . . EC....... 7s
FCMaegley Greener 12... 7J4 ...EC... 7s
GYoumans Parker ,.12... 734 ...Schuitze 7s
C F Holmes Greener 13. . . 7*6. ... E C. .......... ,7s
G Stockwell Greener ....... .12... 7^. ...EC 7s
J H McGee Scott Premier.. 12... 6%. ..Schuitze 7s&6s

Chicago Second Team.
GT Farmer Diamond Daly .10. . .10M- . ..Schuitze 7s
J M Hutchinson . .Lefever 10. . .10 ... Sehultze 8s & 7s
G Hofman Scott .10... 9)4 ...Schuitze 8s&7sAW Reeves LCSmith 10...10M . . . Sob . & bl a ck . . 8s & 7s
Geo Airey Daly 10. . .11 . . . .Schuitze 83 & 7s
EMSteck Daly 10... %%. .. .Sch. & black, ,7s & 63WE Phillips Lefever, 10... 9M. ...Sch.& black. .8s & 6aH Ehlers.. Daly 10. ..10M ...Schuitze 8s& 7a
GD Gammon. ...J)aly 12.. „ 7%. ..,Schnltae 7a
John Watson . ... JParker, «„ia..„ Yai^.Schultate . «&
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Meantime some, shootinEr had been going on at the inanimates.
SpecialNo. 1,10 tins. $1.50:

Ruble .1111111111-10 Mulligan 1110100110—6

Payne 1111111011- 9 Gordon 1110101111-8

Bower OllOlllOU- 6 Van Ess 0111101111-8

Oraif 0901111110-6 : rt,r 0101111111-8

McGee 0111110111—8 H Kleinman 1111001111—8

G Kleinman 1111111101- 9 Bachelor 1111111100-8

Nelson 1000000000— 1 Hickman 1111110101-8

McMurchy 1111111111-10
McMurchy and Ruble div. first, G. Kleinman and Payne div.

second, ties on 8 sh r.t oft and H. Kleinman aud Porter div.

Special No. 2, 10 tins, $1.50:

J P. Porter . .
1101110112- 8 Price 0110011010- 5

D Gordon 0111011110- 7 Van Ness 1110010101— fi

Skinner 1110111011- 8 W Allen 1001111110- 7

Payne 0111 1 11000— 6 C W Parent. oooiiooioii- ;>,

Hale ." 1111111111-10 Ruble 1111110101-8
Craig ..1000101011— 5 McGee 1110100101-6
Elliott 1011101101- 7 Hamline 0101100010- 4

H Dixon 1111110111- 9 Row.-r 0101101010- 5

Stevenson 1011101111- 8 Batcheler 1101101111- 8

McMurchy 1111111111—10 Hickman 1100101000- 1

Stire ., 1110111111— P A Harriss 0111111001- 7

Young 0110011011- 6 Shppard 0001111001- 5

GKleTnmau 1101101111- 8 Ead 1111111101-9
Gordon 0111111011—8 Rickmers 1010011011—6
Reeves 1011001111— 7 Crosby 1111011110- 8

H Kleinman 1111.110100- 7

Ties on 10 and 9 div. first and second ; Porter, Skinner, Steven-
son and G. Kleinman third; Reeves fourth.

Special No. 3, at, 15 bluerocks, $2:

Batchelor Ill 11 11 11111 111—15 Van Ess 110101111111111-13
Porter 11011111111 1110-13 Scovi 1. H 1 1 H U ' i i i i 111 >-] ;!

Ruble 111111111111111-15 Harrison 111111101110111-13
McMurchy. . - . 111111111 111111-15 McGee 011111111111111—14

Payne 111111101101111-13 Craig 111011111010011-11
Bower 111111111111111-15 H Kleinman.. .101101011011111-11
Mulligan 011011110011100- 9 Allen 111111101111111-14
I ,

: F'»m .-oh.!. . . .11 110U11 i I 1 5 10 1 3 f
1

; : v e 1 1 1 1.1]] 1 10101 10— 12

Slice 011011111111011-13 Hammond 011010001111011— 9
•

;
= .. .110110111010111—11 Eads 010110111101111—11

Parent 010111111010011—11 Gordon 101100100110110- 8

Ties on 15 and 14 div., ties on 13 shot out, and Porter, Payne and
Scoville div.

Special No. 4, 25 bluerocks, 83:

stice io iioi ioomilin lilinn—21
Bower 110110UU1J11 1101 1] 111110 - 20
Scot t 0011101011111111011011011—18

G Kleinman 11 1 111 11 101 111111 1 1 0111 1 1 —23
Rickmers 101111111111 1111111111111-24
Kenocb 1111111 1 11101 lot o.lOll 1011—20
Craiff Ill 1 01 1111) 1

1 ] Oil 101 11111 -22
K.ue> noo imimmroionm -20

Gordon LlllOHOlllin 01111 1 1101 1-21
Payne. Ill 1 11 1 1 1 11 011 11 11 17. 1011 1 - $
Hickms n 0 1 1 ] l moooi 101 10 1 1 1 0 1

00i m- 13

B arris 11 11 0 1 1 .1 00001 0011 1 1 1 101 1 1—17
Cosbv 11 1111 11 1 11111 1111 10111 11-24
Harrison 1111111111111111111110111-24
Ruble 1111 11 111110 11 1 11110111 11 -23
Hale 1111111101111110111111111-23
Allen 1111100101110111111111111-21

O WBudd .1lli!lill!0)H0?fJiimn-^
Eads 1111 1011111111 1111111111 1—24
McMuroLv.' onomrniiiotiimiuii -33
Parent...: o i >n i

1
1 IT ( i

on M ,

Batcheler 1110111111111111110110011-21
Cornett 1.11111 1100111111111101111-22

C Dixon 1111011 1011 0.1.100 1 10 1 11 1 1 1 — 1 <>

Ties on 24, 23 and 22 div. first, second and third; Stice fourth.

Special No. 5, at 10 bluprocks. $1.50:

McMurchy 1111111101- 9 Cave 0110101011- 6
Kleinman 1111110111— 9 Budd 1111111111—10
Scoville 0011110111— 7 Payne 1011111111- 9
Young 10U110111- 8 Eldridge... 1111111101- 9

Craig 101111.1111— 9 Allen 1U1111010- 8
Cornett 1111111111—10 Dickson 1111111011— 9
Parent 1111100000- 5 Hale 0111111111- <i

Kenoche 1100111111- 8 Gordon 1101011111— 8
Van Ess 1111001111- 8 Porter 1111111101- 9
Stevenson 1101011111— 8 Keene 1011111101— 8
Crosby. 1111111111-10 Steck 1111111111—10
Rickmers 1111111 1 11-10 lack 1011111110— 8
Slice 0111111111— 9 C Dixon 1110111011- 8
McGee 0111111011- 8 Bachelor 1111111111—10
Skinner 1111111111—10
Ties on 10 div. first; ties on 9 shot out, and McMurchy, Klein-

man, Stice and Dickson div. second; ties ou 8 shot off, and Kenoche,
Van Eas and Jack aiv. third.

THE BANQUET.

The banquet in the vast dining ball of The Midland to-night was
a sumptuous and elegaut affair, and by its magnificence Kansas
Cityfairly and completely vanquished Chicaeo again. Tbe assem-
blage "was a 1 remendous one, and i t is probable that in all the his-
tory of similar events, in the West at least, 1 tu're has never been
such another. Tbe list of names ot those in attendance is given
in fall. To give the residence of each would occupy too much
space. They came from all over the country, and made this as-
semblage one whose equal every man present confessed he had
never seen in the history of sportsmanship. The following were
present: C. T. Alleu't, Fred Allen, Dr. Anderson, A. C. Anson, G.
A.Airey, George W. Andrews, Will Allen, W. A. Alderson, Ed
Bingham, Boll Thomas, Charles BaSsett, Thomas W. Butler, J. A
Bnlen, A. A. Bombeck, E. J. Barker, J. W. Budd, Charles Budd
C. 8. Burton, W. T. Best, Joseph Bachelor, A. B. Bryant, E. A
Bower, W. Brf ddall, H. N. Burke, E. M. Bronnick, John T. Crisp
Frank Chase, W. Cosby, Tim Cotter, Ed Cadman, A. B Cross, Ed
Choteau. Dr. L. C. Choteau, E. F. Cu minings, A.J.Courtney. .1.

Childs. W. N. Civilian, W. B. Cave, R. W. Cunningham, I. 1.

Cornett, W. H. Dickinson. J. S. Davenport, Harry Dickinson. Fred
Deuser, C. B. Dicks, E. A. Dow, H. Dickson, A. Dickson, C. Dick-
son, Geo. Duga.n, Robert Dinsmore, W. K. Everingham, W H
Eads, J. A. R. Elliott, M. J. Eich, Henry Ehlers, J. T. Easter, Wil-

Henry Henu James Heyden, Frank K. Hoover, W, S. Halliwell,
L. Huggins, Benjam n Holmes, f'otin. F. Holmes, Walton Holmes,
Scott Harrison, li. W. Hume, J. Hughes, Ed Hickman. C. H
Hagedorn, M. T. Hart, M. R. Hart, S. B. Homrh, L. M. Lam-
line, Dr. James M. Hutchinson, L. Harrison. T. J. Higgins, Geo.
Hoffman, Val. Hoffma", Geo. Holmes. R. Hurt, Dr. Halcorob, S. S
Hall, Frank Jones, H. W. Jenny, F. H. Kumpf. Geo. Kumpf, (1. h!
Kleinman, Gen. B. Kleinman, A. Kleinman, Chas. Kern, L Kunz
A. W. Knox, Frank Klett, Geo. Kearney, F. K. Lewers, Chas
Lockridge, Fred Lampe, Wolfred N. Low. Dr. Lesch, G. W. Lacey,
E. E. Me.nges, Col. Moonlight, Harvey McMurchy, H. J.McGowan,
W. P. Mussey. J. A. Marks, Thomas McGee, James McGee, F. C.
Macgley, C. E. McGee, Ry. Nephl*n-, H. 1). Nicholls. .lames Nave,
T. F. Norton. Thomas Orr, Geo. F. Urr, Dr. Oliver, J. L. Porter, J.
R. Porter, Chas. Colia!-:. \<? ui. P. itrrs. Chas. FV.-rin J X
Price, W. E. Phillips, Abner Price, J. R. Pennyman, Geo. Protb",
Geo. Payne, C. F. Payne, .1. E. Riley. Robert Rieketts, Gas Rick-
mers, W. B. Rieger, J. C. Rieger, J. H. Robbinson. A. W. Reeves,
J. A. Ruble, Dr. Howe, Harry Renter, J.J. Ringer,E W. Chauffler
J. K. Stark. W. T. Stark, C. P. Schaeffer, Allen Sebaeffer, Ralph
Stout, R. Slater, Chas. Schmelzer, Herman Sehmelzer, J, S
Schmelzer. Henry P. Stewart, Geo. Stork well, D. G. Stockwetl F
J. Smith, W. Scott. W. S. Sitlington, J. Steipel, John Salt", W. J.

Whipple, John Watson, R. G. Wallace, S. M. Wood, G. W. Wells
Dora Vv lUiatns, P. D. Wooduutt.Geo. Youman, Eli Young, F. York,
C. C. Haihaway, J. H. Rich, Frank E. Johnson.
The menu was elegant and extensive, and over its discussion
he guests lingered until midnight. The chairman ot the even-
ng, Mr. J. H. McGee, then called for order and introduced the,
first speaker. Col. D. S. Twitchell. of Kansas, who made an elo-
quent address of welcome and paid a touching tribute to thememory of the honored and beloved sportsman, Drurv Under-
wood. Mr Woltred N Low, of Chicago, replied in a speech of all
his usual eloquence, dignity and fitness. Mr. Low said that all
Chicago mourned Drttry Underwood as a type of the highest and
noblest sportsmanship. He confessed Chicago abashed by the
magnificence of the reception Kansas City had extended to" her.

Mr. Low was greeted with ringing applause, and received the ex-
treme courtesy of a rising salute from the Kansas City men.

It was announced by the chair that the Hon. J. C. Tarsney, who
was to have replied to the toast "Our Guests," was absent, un-
avoidably, as was also Maj. Wm. Warner, proponent of the toast
"Kansas City and Chicago," reply to which was to have been
made by that well known and esteemed gentleman, Mr. Charles
Kern, of Chicago, whose remarks would doubtless have been a
feature of the evening.
Maj. B. L. Woodson, of Kansas City, spoke to the toast "The

Chicago Team," and was felicitous to a degree in his remarks,
making the Chicago boys feel pretty proud of themselves. Acting
for Chairman McGee, Mr. Low introduced for reply Col. C. E.
Felton, "tbe Chevalier Bayard of sportsmanship;" and he named
him right. Col. Felton responded feelingly and well, and was
greeted by the utmost enthusiasm by the old and new friends who
all have learned to love him. Col. Felton was asked also to speak
upon the enforcement of the game laws; and in the course of bis
remarks he referred to facts and accomplishments in game pro-
tection in a telling way.
Col. John T. Crisp, of Kansas City, made a thrilling address

about the World's Fair and the Kansas City team, to which the
Fobest And Stream representative was assigned for reply.

Col. Thos. Moonlight, ex-Governor of Wyoming, made the
speech of the hour in his remarks upon "The Sportsman's Aim in
Life." Col. Moonlight outlined graphically the nobility and gen-
erosity of the typical sportsman, and extolled the beautifully
sportsmanlike character of the contests just closed. He gave the
pot-hunter and game seller a good "roasting," and cautioned the
shooters against shooting for mercenary motives. Shoot for
honor, gentlemen, said Col. Moonlight, and not for tbe money
there is in it. That is the better aim. Money is the destroying
element in sport. Col. Moonlight Fat down amid prolonged ap-
plause. Replying to his address. Dr. N. Howe said: "The sports-
man's real aim in life is to kill. Col. Moonlight is a real sports-
man. He has so thoroughly covered the ground in his remarks
that he has killed for me all possibility of making a speech. Will
the reporters please say it was killed by Moonlight, with an
upper case Mi"' They did.
Ex-Governor T. T. Crittenden, of Kentucky, spoke to the toast

"Missouri and Illinois," and made of it absolutely a polished and
finished oration, whose effect was electrical even at 2:30 in the
morning. Gen. Crittenden is a noble and dignified looking man,
a statesman, orator aud happy thinker, and his presence would
grace any board and any assemblage in the land, as certainly it

did this. Dr. J. M. Hutchinson responded for Chicago in his
customary droll quaint way.
The ex-Mayor of Kansas City, Hon. Joseph J. Davenport, a

singularly distinguished looking young man, spoke for "The True
Sportsman," and did it well. Mr. Abner Price of Chicago was to
have replied, but no one cotild find him. The Hon. William H.
Wallace, who was billed to appear in the role of "Good Night,"
was also absent. It was now time for "giod morning." The com-
pany dispersed. The last act of the sportsmen assembled was to
drink a silent toast to the memory of Drury Underwood, the
well-beloved brother, friend and chief among the craft.

Friday, Fifth Bay, Nov. lh.

The heavens were weeping over the dissipation of the night
before. Most of the shooting company were content to linger
about the hotel until a late hour, and a 12 o'clock breakfast was
the rule. The rain continued throughout the day, and shooting
was very disagreeable. Score:

Shoot No. 1, 7 live birds, $5:
E Choteau 2101211-6 "Joe" 2122210-6
CW Budd 1111121-7 M J Eich 0112011-5
H Mr-M.ni'chy. . . .1013111-1; LM H.arrison 1222211 7

P Prancki; 2222111-7 W Eldridge 20.20112—5
L W Scott 0221112- 6 J K Keene 2202211—6
J B Porter 1002102—4 John Watson 2112121—7
Lone Jack 2102101—5 H Ehlers 2011211-6
SSHaie 21)1000-4 Van Ess 0220011-4
C W Parent 2022020- 4 A Kleinman 1221121—7
G F Payne 1101021- 5 C E Felton 01121 10-5
Eli Young 1112111—7 A Price. .

•••• 0111121-6
A L Scoville 21021U—6 A C Anson 1111120-6WD Cave 1111111—7 S Harris 1111122—7
J M Batcheller 1221222—7 J E Price 20122:22 0WH Skinner 1010111-5 J Lee Porter 1021222-6
J I Cornett. 1112221 —7 J R Stice 2211222—7
E W Hume 1112111—7
Hume, Francke. Stice, Harris and Batcheller div. first after

shoot-off, $42.90; Choteau, McMurchy, Scott and Porter div. sec-
ond after shoot-off. 132.17; Jack, Skinner, Eich and Felton div.
third after shoot-off.

Shoot No. 2, miss and out, live birds, $3:
A C Anson.. 0 JK Keene 1110
J E Riley 111111 M J Eich mmWP Mussey 111111 Eli Young 10
P Francke 0 L W Scott 10
Hill 11110 CE Felton mm
F J Smith 20
J Watson 10
J B Porter 0ML Hamline 2110
H McMurchy 21110
C W Budd 111111
EM Steck 10
G Hoffman 10

W Eldridge 110
L M Harrison ..10
H Ehlers UHO
H Dickson 111111
S Harris 111111
J A Ruble 0
J M Batchelor .111111
C B Dicks .0

Riley, Mussey, Budd, Eich, Felton, Dickson. Harris and Batch-
elor diy. $52.25.

Individual race, 10 pairs live birds, $25 a side:
Geo Hoffman .... 00 11 11 01 10 J K Guinnotte. . . 11 11 11 oo 11

ol 11 lo 10 11-13 10 00 10 lo 11-11
Individual race, 25 live birds, looser pays for birds:

P F Stone of Chicago 12201] 2 1 0O11O22 1 1 0221 1101—1

9

J B Porter of Kansas City 22022221 1.2.1.221 J 1122112111-24
A miss and out at live birds, $1 entrance, 21 entries, closed tbe

day, Hamline, Budd and Stice dividing at the sixth bird, the dis-
tance being 36yds. after the first three birds.

THE TAHGET TOURNAMENT.
Special No. 1, 10 bluerocks. $1:

Cornett 1101101111— 8 Skinner 1001111111— 8
Payne llUllllOl— 9 Williams 0111010010— 5
Detar 1111110111— 9 Scoville 0111111111— 9
Hale 1111111111—10 Cave 1011011111- 8
Young 1111111110— 9 Eldred 1111111011— 9
Porter 1111011110- 8 Lone Jack 1111111111-10
Bachelor 1111111111-10 Keene 1111111111—10

Ties on 10 div. first. Ties on 9 shot out, and Young, Scoville and
Eldred div. second. Ties on 8 shot out, aud Cave and Porter div.
third.

Special No. 2. 15 bluerocks, $1.50:
Keene 0111111111111.11—14 Skinner llinilllllim—15
Hale 111110101111111—13 Kave 010110011110111-10
Stice 1111111 11 1111 11—15 Scoville 011101111111010—11
Harris 100110111111101-11 Young 111111111011101—13
Bachelor 111111110111111—14 Adis OlUOltOllimO—11
Cosby 010111110101110-10 H Dixon 111011111111111-14
Detar 0111010101011.11-10 Lone Jack 111111111111110-14
Porter 111111 111111 111—15
Ties on 15 div. first; ties on 14 shot off, and Keene, Dixon and

Lone Jack diy. secoud; ties on 13 div. third.

Special No. 3, 15 bluerocks, $2:
McMurchy .

. .111111110101111-13 Hale 111111111111111-15
Stice 111111111011111-14 H Dixon 001111111111111-13
Skinner 111111 101111111—14 Adis 110 111110111111—13
Keen e 1UU 1010111111—13 Budd 10111111 1 111001—1

3

Hume 01111 11 11110111-13 Harrison 111111101111111-14
Ruble 11111 1.11111 1101—14
Hale won first. All ties div.

Special No. 4, 10 blneror-ks, $1.50:
Slice 1011100111- 7 Ad is 1001111111- 8
Keene 1111011111- 9 Budd 1111111111-10
Hale . 1111111111-10 Cosby 1101101111- 8
McMurchy 1111 1 111 11—10 Batcheller 0111 010 w.
Payne HOlOlOw. Dixon 1111111011— 9
Ruble 1011110101-7
All ties div.

During the progress of the banquet a very nleasant and grace-
ful event occurred. Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, and Mr.
M, J, Eich, ot Chicago, it will be remembered, were tied on the
highest, score of 4S for the Jaccard diamond medal offered for the
best individual score. Mr Elliott called Mr. Eich to the head of
the table and publicly withdrew from the tie, thus giving the
medal to Mr. Eich. This delicate act was received with deafen-
ing cheers. Mr. Elliott knew be could shoot Mr. Eich out, and
that he declined to do so is but another proof of the rare courtesy
with which Kansas City has treated her guests throughout.
At the close of the banquet ft formal resolution was adopted

desiring the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association to set on foot
a plan for cooperation in the matter of more efficient laws for

game protection and for a greater extension of the park system
of game preservation.

Saturday, Sixth Day, Nov. 15.

The rain continued and the day was disagreeable. There was a
little desultory work at the traps, but it amounted to little. The
first event at live birds was run off rapidly.

Single-barrel race, 5 live bird', $3:
Steck. OOJ01-1 C Dickson 11001-3
Francke 11111-5 Eldred 10101-3
Budd 11011-4 H Dickson 01 100-2
McMurchy 11011—4 Harris 01111—4
Keene 11101—4 Scott 00111-3
Batchelor 10111—4
Francke first, Batchelor second, Eldred third.

Shooting now began in the most important sweepstakes of the
meetine, the 25 live birds, $25 a man event, for which several
shooters had lingered later in the week than they had at first in-
tended. There were 21 entries in this shoot, and it took high-class
work to be in at the finish. It was nearly dark at the close of the
shooting, and those who had dropped too many birds to get a
place, by request withdrew in order to give those who were still
in it a chance to finish before dark. When the accounting was
made it was found that Carl Guinnotte, champion Elliott and
Charlie Budd each had 'em all. Each of these men had done
clever work, Charlie Budd making some startling kills with his
little Smith, 6out near the boundary flags. Ctiarle is evidently
envious of Long Range Porter. Harvey McMurchy split second
with Col. Felton, who shot Jim Elliott's gun and beat, his friend
and opponent Jim Riley, out by one bird. Score:

Twenty-five live birds, $25:
II McMurchy '1

i
i 1| 1311 22,2,11 2—

Paul Francke 2201232211 tol] 2.2! 221222! fl—22
J K Guinnotte 11111.12111112122221212222-25JAR Elliott II 1

i lit Mil Ml— 2a
C W Budd 1221211211111221221111212-25
J B Porter 221101.111 11 3231o2o].3]]2i,2-22
L Scott mil 11120:: 1 1 i .222121 01 1 12—23
Batchelor 11111111111 ! lOT«limno-21
AC Anson 2112 Poll ill 112—12
M J Eich 112in20n020212122ow
John Watson 212']

! J20o20oll31000w
S Harris 222001 0] 121 121 ;i 12olw
A A Whipple Iil2l('o12l02]2020 0211112—19
Eldred 21021110110,23 1 1 1 1110 vv

Miller 2?o2 Hill 1 1102022002 w
CE Felton 11 122221 ol 1 1321 121 1111112—24
J A Ruble 21121 lol 210112202321w
Hi Riley 2211.2l.22131015.13: l 3222H12-3;-;
.1 R Slice 1221 121oo2.1212223l3U 1222—23
A E Thomas -22103,2] ?2o2002223w
F J Smith 20202,20,222 i 001322222 w
Guinnotte, Elliott and Budd div. first, $157.50. McMurchy and

Felton div. secoud, .$11812. Scott. Riley and stice div. third,
$78.75. Francke and Porter div. fourth, $89.37.

A handsome silk quilt aud bed set was offered as a special to
first man on this shoot, but the tie was not shot out. Mr. Guin-
notte and Mr. Budd united and presented their claims to the
wife of Mr. Elliott, who accepted the gift with thanks.
During the afternoon Mr. Riley, of Kansas City, took advan-

tage of the services of a skillful card carver, who was plying his
unique craft upon the grounds, and preseuted with his compli-
ments to his friend Col. Felton, of Chicago, a large and ornament-
ally embossed card bearing the words '-Compliments of J.' E.
Riley to Chas. F. Felton; Chicago-Kansas City. Score. 46—46.
Nov. 11 and 12.1890." The score was also cut into the sheet in
detail, and the whole made a pretty memento, which Col. Felton
Will probably cherish as long as he It ve^. Appropriate speeches
and hearty cheers accompanied this little bit "of by-plav.
It was dark when the party arrived at the hotel. The 6:15 "Q."

for the north bore away some of the, Chicago party. Others still
remained, and what plans the boundless hospitality of the Kansas
City men may have on them is not yet to be said.
So closed the great shoot. It is great in nothing so much as in

the era it has established of cleanness, generosity, nobleness and
magnanimity in the sport it so well represented. Surely the
spirit, of Drury Underwood was over it all. E. Hough.

THE NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.
Bomb, N. Y., Nov. 10.—This town is doing itself proud in respect

to the June meoting of the State Association.
The attendance will bel«rge and wilt include m-irksmen from

all parts of the State. At the convention last June in Lyons there
were about 500 sportsmen in attendance. This number will be in-
creased at the next meeting. Heretofore the bulk, of the prizes
offered has been in the shape of merchandise contributed by the
businessmen of the towns where the conventions have been held.
At the last meeting it was decided that only one merchandise
prize should hereafter be given. This necessitated a guarantee
fund of $1,800 for prizes. This is $600 more than usual. The
Rome Gun Club has guaranteed this amount. Heretofore a few
of the crack shots in attendance at the meetings have been able
to control the big money prizes and divide the proceeds, leaving
the others little or nothing. This has now been changed, so as to-
give all a fair chance.
Thomas H. Stryker, of Rome, the president of the State Sports-

men's Association, has the fixing of the dates for the shoot. He
will probably decide on the second week in June. The tourna-
ment proper begins on Tuesday morning and closes on Friday
evening. Twenty five traps will be in use, and it will require
10,000 clay-pigeons to supply the demand. The f=hoot, will be beld;
on ihe range ot the Rome Gun Club, Bissell farm, Floyd avenue..
At the Lyons convention a committee was aDpoiuted to revise

the rules and regulations governing the shoot. The committee
held a meeting in this city a few dnys since. The meetiutf was
called to ord^r by chairman T. H. Stryker. The following gentle-
men comprising the committee were present: T. H. Stryker,
Rome; E. D. Hicks. Rochester; H.L.Gates, Utica; Harry Avling,
Syracuse; Jacob Koch, Buffalo. There were also present W. M.
Richmond < f Charlotte, G. Dexter of Utica, and W. R. Hunting-
ton, A. H. Goll v, Charles Caruiichael and M. R. Bingham of Rome.
On motion M. R. Bingham was made secretary. Harry Ayling

of Syracuse, was allowed to act on the committee in place of Mr.
Chase, absent.
After a general discussion on the power of the committee and

the interests of the association, it was decided that at. the next
annual tournament of the New York State Association, to bo held
at Rome in 1891, contests Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 be for cash prizes,
and that contest No. 4 be for merchandise prizes.
Mr. Hicks moved that the cash prizes in Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 be

divided equally and consist of $320 in each contest, and contest
No. 7 (race for team championship) be $200.
Mr. Gates moved that a uniform entrance fee of $4 be charged

in contests Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. Also that contest No. 7 (race for
team championship) be governed by the same rules and condi-
tions as in 1890.

Mr. Hicks moved that contests Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 consist of 15
single birds.
Mr. Gates moved that the condition aud arrangement of contest

No. 4 (the merchandise contest) be left with the Rome Gun Club.,
Mr. Hicks moved that each cash purse be divided into five

prizes, as follows: First prize 25 per cent., secoud prize 25 per
cent., third prize 20 per cent., fourto prize 15 per cent., fifth prize
15 per cent., and that each contestant in ties be allowed to draw
his proportion of money at: the end of each contest.
Mr. Koch moved that all contests be shot from 5 traps, set leveh

and at. unknown angles. 2vds. apart aud in a segment of a circle,
tbe radius of which shall be 18 vds , and that the traps be num-
bered from No. 1 on the left to No. 5 on the right consecutively.
The question of rules under which the shooting should be carried

on was brought before the committee. All rules not amended are
to remain as prescribed by the American Shooting Associftt ton.
The conditions and arrangements of the Dean Richmond Trophy

contest will be duly announced as soon as the committee appointed
for that purpose-shall meet and decide.

NEWARK VS. LEHIGH.—Allento wn, Pa., Nov. 16.-The
Newark and Lehigh Gun Clubs met for the second time in a
friendly contest, the Newark being wunner for the second time.
It may be remembered that at the first contest, last April at
Erb's Park, the Newarks make the remarkable score of 96 out of
100, a score never equaled by a club of ten men. The birds were
not what they ought to be, as we had no place to keep them, and
had to start too early to get birds owing to the scarcity. The
match was at 10 birds, 30yds., Hurlingham rules:

Newark. Lehigh.
Hedden 1221200113— 8 Nettle3 1213121121—10
Mack 1211011111— 9 Geisinger 11202J nio- S

Green 1211110111— 9 Huffort 2011211221— 9
Freche 2012012121— 8 Bell 1111212110- 9

Brientnail 0112211011— 8 Benning 0020210010— 4
Wheaton ..1122122012- 9-51 Blank 0102112001- - 6-40



Nov. 20, 1890.] FOREST AND STREAM. S6S
NEWARK GUN CLUB.

The members of this crack live bird flub assembled on Thurs-
day last a1 Erb's Shootiug Park for their regular monthly meet.
The attendance was mucn smaller than usual. As the game
season is now open this is easily accounted for. There is not amember of this club who is not a lover of field shooting, and a
majority ol them are now scattered about the country in search
of 1 he game. Tnose I bat were in attendance were favored with a
Perfect day, and. as is always the case at Erb's, had a grand lot of
birds for targets. Before the shootiug began a meeting was held
and a governing committee consisting of Messrs, Brientnall, Erb,
Howke, Castle and Fonts were elected to have full control of all
elub affairs. The committee appointed to manage the coming
tournament are, making great preparations, and everything
points to a most successful meeting, a large number of requests
lor programmes have, come in, many of which are from shooters
that have not been in the habit of attending tournaments. This
ia I he result of barring out the top sawyers, and it is expected
that a large number of the amateurs will he in attendance. The
committee will strive to make things pleasant for all that may
at tend. Special rates at Newark's best hotel, the Continental,
have been seem ed, and a hot dinner will be served each day upon
the grounds. Keystone targets are to be thrown, and one" set of
ten traps will be used for all events.
Sweep No. 1, 4 birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:

If das9 2121-4 DrZeglis... 2ull-3
3 Er6 2112-4 J H Brientnall oOll-iJ
George 2111—1 "Hollis" 2000-1
Ties for first: Class 3, rest 4 and div.
Sweep No. 2, 8 birds. [5 entrance, three moneys:

"George" 10123131—7 .1 Erb 1011o211—

6

Br ZukHs 11212021—7 MLindsley 0112ol22-r>
Hair, Castle .llllllo2-7 '•Hollis

1
' 01110110-5

0 M Hedden lllloll2-7 J H Brientnall 10000012-3
F Class .22202220—6
Ties on 7 div.; on 6, Lindsley 0, others 2 and div.
Ten birds, regular club shoot, optional sweepstakes, $5 entry,

three moneys:
J Erb. 1221121112-10 "Griffin" 0211222002-7
"George" 112222121 1 -10 Dr Zeglis 201 0202121 -',

0 M Redden. 2222112211-10 Wm Hughes 0101210221—7
t Class 2122122101— 9 Wbeaton 21X12200110-5
» Castle 2101102111- 8 Bruen 1101001001-5
-l H Brientnall OllllllloO- 7 Lindsley 0000"03OlgO:-3
1

!-:.<H 1
"ii':'-;

i — 1"Hollis" 1022010111— 7
Ties all div. Brientnall not in sweep.

] Tee Kay.

WALNUT HILL, Nov. 12.—A dozen shotgun experts reported at
this range to-day, and in spite of the raw weather put up some
very high scores in the various events. In the 14th competition
for the diamond pins the shooting was remarkably even, Messrs,
Barret and Bradbury tieing for top olace. Tbe former waived
his right to a shoot-off, and Mr. Bradbury wore home tbe elub
champion medal. In the contest for the Keystone trophv, also,
the leadership was left in doubt, for Messrs. Bradburv and Nichols
rolled up the same totals.
Diamond pin match, 14th competition, 20 Keystone targets,

firing oy squads, and 5 pairs of Standard targets:
Barret 11111101111111111111—19 01 10 10 00 10-4-23
Bradbury ...10111011111111110111-17 11 11 10 00 01-6-23
Bowker IlOlHiaillOllOrilll—17 01 11 00 10 10-5—22
Curtis llllHOlllOlOlllllll—17 01 01 11 11 11-5-22
Farham 01111110101101111111-13 11 01 11 11 11—9-22
Gale 11111111110111010111-17 11 10 10 00 00-4-21
Knowles ....10110111111111111111—18 01 00 00 10 10—3—31
Nichols 111111 HUH il lul lOLll-lo 00 00 11 00 10-3-19
Hosmer 01011110111100101010-12 10 10 00 10 11—5—17
Burton 01000000100101010010— 6 00 10 10 10 00—3— 9
Keystone trophy match, 4th competition, 20 Keystone targets, 5

traps Keystone rules:
Bradbury.HllllllllirilOlllll—18 Gale 01101111111111111001-16
Nichols,..linilOllllOllimU—16 Parham ..OnOlllllOlOmillll—16
Barret, . . Ollllil 10111 11011111—17 Hosmer. . . 0101 1 11 0111 10101111 1 —1

5

Black 1 111101011101111 11 11-17 Knowles. .1111101 10111 11011100-15
Bowker. . . 00111111111111101111-17 Burton . . .,10010101000110000000- 6

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS.-Nov. 15,-Ten blue-
roeks, 50 cents entrance:
Slglex 10 9 8 9 10 Miller 10 9 9 7 10
Qoimby 7 5 7 8 9 Du Bray 6 7 9 9 9
Johnston .8 8 9.. .. Hathaway 7 5 7 7 8
Lindsley 9 0 8 10 9 Macatee 4 3 .. ..

Collins 10 10 9 10 10 Mead., 4 ..

Hunt 6 6
Live bird sweeps, at 5 birds, $3 entrance:

Sigler H112—5 21111-5 Mead 12101-5
Quimbv 01212-4 22122-5 Maud 22120—4
Jonnson 11122-5 22211—5 Pierson 12120-4 11022—4
Lindsley 10100-2 23112-5 Du Bray 10211-4 12121—

o

Collins 12221-5 11101-4 Hathaway... . 20201-3
Hunt ..22121-5 11022-4 Macatee 33012—4
Miller 21111-5 02002—3

NEW YORK, Nov. 12.—Monthly shoot of the Manhattan G-un
Club, at T'Vld man's Driving Park, Maspeth, L. I.:M Lichtenberger.. ..3 H Flegenbeimer 4 H Bailer 4
Geo Fohi enkopf . . . 5 F Lambrecbt 5 E Klein 3
RScbmitt 2 Jos Schreck 3 Messersehmitt 6
John Bayer 4 Eibl 2 J N Gennerich 4
J A Hoffman 6
Shoot off won by Messersehmitt with 3 straight.

NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 6.—At Erb's to-day the attraction was a
match between Geoige Raynor, of Oranee„and John HaTrison, of
Chat ham, each man shooting at 25 birds, for $50 aside. The
match resulted in favor of Raynor bv 18 to 17. Next Thursday
the monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club will take place, and
a score of members are ex pected to be on hand. Beside the regu-
lar flub trophy contest at 10 live birds per man there will be open-
to-all sweepstakes. During the day Robert Schraff t, one of the
most promising young shots of this city, will shoot a match at 50
live birds each against Cnris Reinhardt, and another also at 50
birds each against Gus Griffen. The stake in each match will be
$100 a side, and Newark Gun Club rules will govern,
Nov. 8—To-day a big crowd was on Erb's grounds to witness a

match at 25 live birds each between William Hollis, of Kearny,
and F. Ferment, of this city, the stake being §50 a side. The birds
were a hard lot of flyers, and were made still faster by a strong
wind from the left quarter. The match resulted, Hollis 18, Per-
ment 15.

WOODSIDE. N. J.—The formal opening of the new grounds of
the Woodside Gun Club, on the banks of the Passaic River, on
Nov. 18 and 19, is expected to be a feature of the trap-shooting
season, and expert shooters from far aud near will be on hand to
try and capture the pots. Shooting will begin at 9 o'clock each
day and open sweepstakes will be arranged on an extra set of
traps to accommodate the contestants. The programme, which
will be tbe same each day, is as follows, bluerock targets being

two-men team, 10 siugles per man, entrance, per team $2; No. 9, 5
pairs, $1; No. 10, 20 singles, «2; No. 11, 15 singles, $1.50; No. 13, 10
singles, $1. The shooti ng will he governed by A. S. A. rules. All
purses will be divided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

CLEVELAND, O., Nov. 6.—To-day was not such a bad day for
shooting, and the members of the East End Gun Club took ad-
vantage of the fine weather to make some scores that on the
average were not particularly good. After L. O. Jones had vir-
tually won the Smith gun for the second time afresh detachment
of shooters arrived, among them a gentleman by the name of
Poplowsky, who tied Mr. Jones's score. Considering the con-
ditions under which Poplowsky shot he did some meritorious work.
It was very dark and almost impossible to distinguish the birds
against the background of trees. Black, Poplowsky and Murray
tied for first badge, and Black won. For second badge Sweetman
and "Maygo" shot off a tie, the latter winning. The following is
the score of the shoot, the first 30 birds counting in the regular
club shoot:
Sweetman 45 L O Jones ..48 A B Jones 44
Wherry 39 Baker 36 Phare 38
Reynolds 43 Mavgo 47 Poplowsky 48
Bloom 31 Martin 43 Bl sick 47
Murray 42 Corryell 37

ASBURY PARK, N. J., Nov. 7—The second live bird match
between Philip Dal >% Jr., of the Central Gun Club of Long Branch,
and Capt. Money, of London, England, was shot to-day on the
new grounds of the Central Club at Pleasure Bay. The con-
ditions were 30yds. rise, 21yds. boundary. 100 birds each, and use
of both barrels allowed. The match was for $350 a side aud a new
gun valued at $300. The birds were strong flyers. Daly won,
killing 87 birds to Capt. Mouey's 82.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 8.-The mildness of the weather
to-day brought to the Wellington range several new sportsmen
who entered in the 20 events shot. In the merchandise match
Perry led with 28 broken birds. The other scores of 14 and over
were made as follows: Stone 24, Bradbury 19, Stanton 23, Gore 23,
Hooper 14, Bond 31, Purdy 14, Dill 20.

HIGHLAND GUN CLUB, of Des Moines, la.— Description of
the new grounds and house uext week.

fzcjfting.

Yachlsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please look under the hatches of i he Canoe, peep into tbe
Kennel, squint, down the barrel of the BUle, open the Fte/i Car and
Game Mag, inquire of the Sportsman TourM, and it their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Edit or if l

and Advertising Departments.

THE LAKE Y. R. A.

WE are indebted to the Toronto Ulobt for the following com-
plete report of the eighth annual general meeting of the

Lake Yaeht Racing Association, held at the Queen's Hotel, on
Nov. 8. President- A. R. Boswell, commodore of the Royal Can-
adian Y. C, was in the chair, and there were delegates' present,
from all the circuit clubs, excepting Belleville, Mr. W. H. Biggar,
commodore of the club, having telegraphed that it would be im-
possible to send a representative. The delegates were:
Oswego Y. C—E. B. Mott, Karl Kellogg and A. Ames (per

proxy).
Rochester Y. C—Matt Cartwright, E. N. Wallbridge and W. H.

Briggs.
Kingston Y. C—J. B. Carruthers, Geo. E. Evans (per proxy).
Hamilton Y. C—M. Jarvis, J. F. Monet and H. Lee,
Royal Canadian Y. C—Hume Blake, C. A. B. Brown and L. B.

Percival.
Queen City Y. C—J. Allan. T. E. World and O. Martin.
Tbe minutes of the meeting of Nov. 9, 1889, were read by the

secretary and confirmed by the meeting. Mr. C. A. B. Brown in
welcoming the delegates to Toronto, reviewed the success of the
yachting season just past, and congratulated the association on
the same. He said they had experienced Some rough weather at
Kingston, but the circuit regattas as a whole were most gra tin -

ing. He was glad lo see that the other clubs by their representa-
tion hero were determined to still further advance the splendid
sport of yachting.
The treasurer's report, was then read and passed, showing the

finances of the association to be in a healthy condition. Notices
of proposed amendments to the constitution, in accordance with
article 13. were taken up and discussed. The Hamilton Y. C.

names and times of the starters in each race held under the
auspices of tbe association in a hook provided for that purpose."
(2) That the following be. added to paragraph 2 of article 6: "But
no delegate shall give a proxy to any person who is not a co-dele-
gate with him from the same club."
The first clause was adopted, but, after some discussion, the

second clause was amended so as to read "co-member" instead of
"co-delegate with him from."

(3) That the words "other than the assessment mentioned in
Rule 1 of the sailing regulations" shall be inserted in article 3,
between the words "no other assessment," and "shall be levied "
Carried.

(4) That the words "and in good standing therein" at the end of
paragraph 1 of article 11 be struck out. Carried.

(5) That the following be inserted as Article 13 under the heading
of "Arrears": (a) No club which is in arrears for anv assessment
shall be entitled to be represented at any meeting of the Associa-
tion, nor shall any of its fleet be allowed to compete in any race,
held under the auspices of the Association, (b) No yacht, the
owner of which is not in good standing in the club to which he is
supposed to belong, shall be entitled to compete in any race held
under the auspices of the Association. Mr. Brown, R. C. Y. C.
objected to the latter clause and gave his reasons for so doing!
He did not think it just to shut out a yacht hecause she was
not entirely owned by members of a emb of the Associa-
tion, but the other delegates thought this a most necessary' clause.
It was, however, amended so as to read "anv owner" in place of
"tbe owner," and tbe article adopted.

(6) That in Rule 1 of the sailing regulations the following shall
be inserted after the first paragraph:
"The executive committee shall, however, at least one month

prior to the first race of the aunuai circuit, appoint an officer, at
such remuneration as they shall see fit, whose duty it. shall be to
attend all regattas held under the auspices of tho Association and
(under the direction of the officers of the club giving the regatta)
superintend the laying and logging of courses and laying of
buoys, calculate the time allowances in the different classes, fire
tbe guns at proper times, take and correct the times of the com-
peting yachts and generally do such work in connection with the
management of the regattas as may be reasonably required of
him. He shall keep a record of tbe names and times of tne start-
ers in each race and after the close of each circuit shall send such
record to the honorary secretary of the Association. The execu-
tive committee shall have power to levy an assessment on each
club of the. Association sufficient in the whole to pay the expense
incurred by the employment of such officer."
Mr. Mott, Oswego Y. C, said that, the expense was so great in

securing such an officer that he had been instructed by his club to
vote against this amend meat, but whatever was done by the meet-
ing would be regarded by the Oswego club. It. was felt that the
matter should be left within the discretion of the executive, and
on motion of Mr. Monck, seconded by Mr. Blake, the first four
words of the clause were made to read, "the executive committee
may" instead of "the executive committee shall." The clause in
this form was then adopted.

(7) That the following be added to the last paragraph of Rule %•
"But shall be classed and have crews allowed at their full rat^
ing." Carried.

(8) That the words "the day before the day" in Rule 3 be struck
out and the words "24 hours at least before the time" be substi-
tuted therefor. That the last two seniences of the saidrule.be
struct out and the following substituted therefor: "Sundays
shall not be computed." Mr. Jarvis, Hamilton Y. C, explained
that the reason for this amendment was to prevent yachts from
entering other than their own class. Many yachts", by a slight
lowering of their topsail, could do this, and, when they were
allowed to post their entries on the morning of the regatta, it was
to their interest to sometimes change from one class to another
according to the condition of the wind. Compelling entries to be
made 24 hours in advance would overcome this difficulty. The
members considered this a good idea and the amendment was
unanimously adopted.
That the following be added to the said rule as paragraph 2

thereof: Prior to tbe first race in which a yacht may compete in
any circuit its owner shall deposit a certificate of measurement
with the association officor mentioned in Rule 1, which certificate
shall be in the form following or to the like effeol: "We hereby
certify that , the owner of the rigged yacht , is at
present a member of the yacht club in good standing, and
that the measurements of said yacht, in accordance with Rule 2,
are as follows: To end of boom,

; topsail halyard sheave to
top of boom or under side of gooseneck,

; eyes of rigging to
top of boom or under side of gooseneck,

; gaff. ; water-
line, ; corrected length, ; time allowance for one knot,

,
, measurer; , secretary. , 189—.

"Should any change be made in the rig or measurement of a
yacht during a circuit a new certificate shall be deposited with
such officer before such yacht shall be allowed to compete in any
subsequent race." All of the clauses except the last one, which
was struck out, were adopted.

(9) That in the form of entry mentioned in Rule 4 the words
"her association number is " be inserted between the words
"her distinguishing flag is " and "her rig is ," and that
the words "her time allowance for one knot is " be inserted
after the words "and her corrected length in accordance with
Rule 2 is—ft." Carried.

(10) That the words "when the number of entries required have
been made and shall, at t he direction of the sailing committee, be
entitled to the prize, subject, however, to Rule 5" in Rule 6, be
struck out and the following substituted therefor, "when two
entries have been made and shall be entitled to the prize, subject
however, to Rule 5." Carried.

(11) That paragraph 1 of Rule 3, relating to distinguishing flags,
be struck out. Carried.

(12) That the words "no one shall be allowed, however, to steer a
yacht in any race unless he he a member of a club belonging to
the Association," in Rule 11, be struck out.
This last proposed amendment brought about a prolonged dis^

cussion, in which nearly all of the delegates took part. Some of
the members thought that the amendment should not be adopted,
as it would give the wealthier yachtsmen an advantage over other
competitors in a race, as they could engage professional men to
steer their boats. President Boswell said that if the amendment
was not adopted the very best yachts in the Association would be
handicapped in not being sufficiently manned. He believed tha.t
the very best men should be placed at the helm. It was the same
as a racehorse exactly, and tbe nuesiion was, How can we make
the greatest speed? They were sailing for money, and it would be
unjust to place an inferior boat in a position to win through inabil-
ity to have the better one properly handled. Resides this, be did
not think that a man present could define an amateur yachtsman.
Any man who had made money through sailing could uot be
classed as an amateur. There was a case down at Cobourg (a little
town that deserved credit i'or giving them a regatta). He referred
to Cuthbert, a boatbuilder and yachtsman, who made his living
in that way, and yet it could not be said that he was either a pro-
fessional or an amateur. A man purchasing a boat should be
allowed to get the utmost speed out of that boat. There was not
a club in England that would tolerate such a rtue.
Mr. Blake thought that some distinction should be made be

tween the yachts in order not to affect the interests of either the
lnrpe or smaller boats. He therefore moved, seconded by Mr.W allbridge, that the amendment only apply to boats of 35ft. and
over., Mr. Brown said that if this were carried there would onlv
be three boats affected by U, the Oriole, Vreda and Aileen, and
perhaps the Cygnet. Mr. Blake's motion was put and declared
lost for want of a two-thirds majority. In view of this Mr. World
moved, seconded by Mr. Lee, that Mr. Blake's amendment,
changed so as to read 30 insiead of 8561., be adopted, which was
carried by a two-thirds vote.

(13) That the words "tbe distinguishing flag" in line six of Rule
20 be struck out, and tbe words "a flag" be, substituted therefor.

(14) That the following be added to Rule 24 at the end thereof,
'and no yacht shall be allowed to alter ber rig or ballast to
enable her to sail in a different class than the one for which she
was originally measured, unless her owner eau show to the satis-
faction of the sa'ling committee that, it is his intention to sail
permanently in the class to which he is altering his yacht."
"When there is no race for a yacht in the class to which she be-

longs she shall be allowed to sail in the class above, time allow-
ance to be computed to her corrected length."

(15) That the words "to which said yacht belongs," in line 4 of
Rule 25 be struck out, and the words "belonging to the associa-
tion" be substituted therefor. Carried.

(16) That in the table of time allowances the words "can be ex-
pressed m hundredths" be substituted for tho words "can be ex-
pressed in tenths" in the second line of page 37, and that all the
words after "the next higher number" in the same sentence be
struck out. Carried.
Tbe Rochester Y. C. gave notice of the following amendment:
That instead of the words "40 per cent." on the last line of page

35 tbe words "oO per cent." be inserted, and that the table of time
allowance be altered in accordance therewith. Carried.
The Royal Canadian Y. C. gave notice of the following amend-

ments:
(1) That the words on page 21 from "bee hole" to "jibboom" be

slruck out and the words "bowsprit end" be substituted there-
for, and that the words "or bowsprit" be added after the word
"boom" where it occurs on line 13 of same page. That the word
"or" on the next line he struck out and the word "bowsprit" be
inserted after the word "boom."

(2) That the words from "a member" to the end of Rule 11 be
si Mick out, and the words "an amateur" be substituted therefor.

(3) That at the end of Rule 24 there be added "and in no race
shall any two or more classes be combined."
Not one of the Royal Canadian amendments were adopted. The

first was withdrawn and the second and third were lost by vote
of the meeting. This concluded the notices of amendments, and
the chairman said the meeting was open to hear anv suggestions
or new ideas from the delegates. Mr. C. A. B. Brown, who, it was
expected, would propose some change in the usual circuit, said
that he had promised during tbe regattas of the past season to
make a move for the shortening of the circuit. It appeared to him
to be all work and no play. He thought that four places at which to
hold regattas, namely, Toronto, Hamilton, Oswego and Rochester,
would form a sufficiently large c rcuit. In some of the places it
was ielt a hardship to give, a regatta each year, and it cost the
club a considerable sum of momy. If it was intended to give
regattas this year he believed that some move should be made to
shorten the circuit, or to discuss how the circuit should be divided
up. He was not objecting on his own behalf, but, he believed there
was a feeling in that direction and had brought the matter up be-
fore the meeting in order to have it ventilated. Mr. Mott of the
Oswego Y. C. said that the matter had been talked over a good
deal in their club since the last summer's regatta, and their mem-
bers were getting tired of solici ti ng subscri ptisns. They were also
getting tired of contributing so freely. After looking at the mat-
ter well they had concluded that it would be a good idea to unite
Oswego and Rochester and give two or three day's racing at Great
Sod n s Bay where there are ample accommodations. He believed if
this suggestion were acted upon they could have the greatest races
of the circuit and would receive enough subFcriptions from the
railways and hotels at that resort to satisfy all. Mr. Cartwright,
Rochester \'. C, stated that their club favored the union race's at
Great Sodus Bay outlined by Mr. Mott. He thought if they did
this they could have an excellent regatta and a general cruise as
well. He would be in favor of hold ing the regatta inside the piers
on the bay, as there was plenty of water and the attraction would
be greater to the public. Visitors would come from Oswego and
Rochester, and he thought tbe railroad would render willing as-
sistance. His club would much rather have a three of four days'
meet than a race at Oswego and Rochester. Mr. Jarvis, Hamilton
Y. C, was not very sure that this scheme would be a successful
one. He pointed out that the Imer-State Yacht Association wis
killed m one year by these meets. It was more of a cruising gen-
eral good time with little racing.
The Oswego and Rochester delegates were unanimous, however,

in expressing a belief that it would lessen expenses and facilitate,
matters in both of the New Y^ork clubs. They thought the scheme
should be adopted for a year to see how it would work.
Mr. Monck, Hamilton Y. C, moved that the Tuesday nearest

July 15 be the day for the first regatta. He gave his reasons for
desiring that tbe regattas begin earlier than last reason. He con-
sidered July a better racing month than September, as it was nol
so cold, and ho believed there was little if any difference in the
velocity of the wind. It would also enable business men to get
back to their work at an earlier day, which was verv desirable.
If tbe scheme for the holding of the Rochester-Oswego meet at
Sodus Bay was carried out, he would suggest that that regatta be
the last of the circuit, as the yachtsmen would not be able to do
any sailing afterward. The question of holding a regatta at
Cobourg was discusseed, and the president and Mr. Brown con-
curred in the opinion that the matter should be left in the hands
tbe executive. If Cobourg expresses a desire to come in, they can
choose a day al ter the circuit had been completed and nearly all
of the clubs would go there. Acting upon Mr. Monck's motion,
the schedule for next summer's regattas was formulated as
follows:

Tuesday, July 14, at Hamil on. Thursday, July 16, at Toronto
R.C.Y.C. Friday, July 17, a t Toronto Q.C.Y.C. Monday, July 20,
at Rochester. Thursday, July 23, at Oswego.
Mr. Wallbridge, Rochester Y. C, said that, in view of the fact

that the regatta committees had arduous duties to perform in the
raising of money for prizes, he would suggest that trophies be
given instead of cash. He believes this would relieve matters to
some extent, and wished to hear the expression of the. meeting.
Mr. Monck thought that the clubs had been giving too much
money in prizes. He saw no necessity for any club giving $1,000
in prizes. The majority of yachtsmen sailed for the love of the
sport and not for the money there was in it. He would uot, how-
ever, favor giving trophies, as he believed they would cost the
club more than is expended at present.
Mr. Martin, Q. C. Y. C, expressed regret on behalf of his club

that they had been unable to give a regatta last year. It was a
rule of their club to raise no moneys for prizes outside of their
own members. This year they had a guarantee from the members
and expected to give a good regatta.
Mr. Mott moved that the connection of the Bay of Qninte Y. C.

cease with the Association, but the chairman referring to the con- 1

stitution declared that such a motion was out of order. Several
of the delegates wished to have the Bay of Qninte club expelled
forthwith. Others thought that a meeting should be called in Ham-
ilton on the day of the first regatta, at which Belleville would be
allowed to explain her position, while some of the more thought-
ful members felt that the Association could not be too lenient in
the matter, as it was most desirable that Belleville should retain
a position in the Association. It was moved by Mr. Jarvis. sec-
onded by Mr. Monck, that the next meeting of the Association be

j..^/., r »wx iccuueiit, ai»a tarnvrmiii, Kocnetue.r i , u.; Honor-
ary Secretary. Geo. E. Evans, R. C. Y. O, Toronto; Executive
Committee, Com. Allan, Q. C. Y. C, Toronto; J. F. Monck, ex-
commodore Hamilton Y. C; J. R, Carruthers, commodore Kin.es-



FOREST AND STREAM. [Nov. 30, 1890,

A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers, also to

ex-Com. McGaw and the meeting adjourned. .

In the evening the visiting delegates were banqueted by the

members of the Roval Canadian Y. C. Many fraternal speeches

were made, in which the gentlemen from New York State com-
plimented their Royal Canadian brethren on their ability to

entertain visiting yachtsmen.

AN AMERICAN DESIGN IN DUTCH WATERS.
TN 1889 Mr. A. Cary Smith, of New York, sent the drawings and
X full specifications for building a centerboard yacht to Mr. J.

A. Yos Van Haeenstein. a Dutch sportsman. The craft was
named Stella, and her dimensions were: Length over all, 13.26m.;

waterline, 11.28m.; beam, 4.27m.; draft,, 1.22m. The ship was built

in Amsterdam by the firm of H. Bernhard. Hull and frames
made from German oak, deck from white pine. The spars were
Norwegian pine, made by Gebet Scbauter; sails and blocks by

Ratsey & Lapthorn, Cowes. The craft has very good headroom in

the cabin and ample accommodations.
Capt.Tom Sloan came from England to ng her and to take the

helm in her maiden race, which took place on June 22, with a nice

S.W. breeze. Her rivals were Girofla. an old flat centerboard boat

of Belgian origin, and Nellie, a more modern and deep centerboard
boat, built in 18S8 in Amsterdam, also by Mr. Bernhard. At the
start Stella's spinaker broke out too soon, causing a very bad start

and delaying her considerably.
During the race the wind increased and she proved to have too

little ballast, and hung so as to lose all headway. Course, 18 miles.

The result was: ^ . ^. " _ A ,
Racing tons. Elapsed. Corrected.

Stella 13-0 3 04 03 3 04 03

Girofla.'.'..'. 12-5 3 02 5T 3 02 32

Nel]le 11.6 3 03 38 3 02 26

After having shipped some more ballast, she took part in the

annual cruise of the Koninkligt Nederlandsche Zeil en Roeiver-
eeniging upon the Zuiderzee, during which three matches were

Elapsed.
3 33 26
3 23 44
3 47 01
3 28 54

4 01 32
3 39 22

FIBST MATCH.
Racing tons.

Sirene, centerboard 28

Miage, centerboard 26

Ms, keel -14

Stella, centerboard 13

Girofla, centerboard 12.o

Nellie, centerboard 11.6

Course 19 miles, wind W.N. W., topsail breeze. Girofla parted a
backstay, causing her much delay.

SECOND MATCH.
Sirene - 3 09 S6

Miage 3 23 46

Isis. 3 27 28

Stella 3 OS 2|
Girofla 3 21 13

Nellie • 3 19 ol

Course 18 miles, wind S.W., feeble, afterward powerful.

THIRD MATCH.
Sirene 4 23 45

Miage 4 38 24

Mb 4 21 57

Stella i 14 02

Girofla 5 38 30

Nellie • 4 31 52

Course 22 miles, wind W., light,

Sirene and Miage are both powerful boats with cruising rigs,

and would have done better with more wind and sea, Isis, the
new Fife cutter, had just arrived from Scotland and was handi-
capped by bad Handling and lack of additional sails. She is 40ft.

l.w.l., 12ft. beam and 6ft. draft. The nest race took place on Aug.
24 near Antwerp, upon the river Schelde.

Racing tons.
Osiris « 14

Stella 13
Girofla 13.5

Course 46 miles with stream. Wind light and very fluky, making
the race a mere drift. Osiris, a new Fife cutter, equal to Isis,

sailed all day without light sails. The race was not a show of
the merits of the boats.
Her sixth and last race she sailed on Sept. 27, near Rotterdam,

on the River Meuse. Course, 20 miles, down stream with ebb, up
stream with flood:

Racing tons.
Zwerver, cutter 15.

Osiris, cutter .14.

Stella, centerboard. , 13.

Girofla, centerboard 12.5

Dauntless (Nellie), centerboard. 11.6

At 12 o'clock the flood came in and the fleet started up stream
before the wind with all sails possible set:

Zwerver 1 55 01 Girofla. 2 02 59
Osiris 1 54 35 Dauntless 2 01 46
Stella 1 58 07
Stella tore her mainsail just before starting. It. was repaired

so that she could start on time, and as the course was with the
wind aft it did little or no harm. Full times:

Elapsed.
Zwerver 43234
Osiris 4 37 34
Stella 4 44 59

Girofla 4 57 38
Dauntless 4 50 06

Zwerver is a new Fife cutter like Ms and. Osiris, but a little
larger, and arrived in August from Scotland after a very stormy
voyage. The race was fair and the wind good and of equal
strength. The craft were all very well handled. As yet Stella
has proved to be a very fast and safe boat, but the Fife boats have
showed themselves fully her equal. Much interest is felt as to
which, next year will lead their class, which runs from 10 to 20

Allows.
0 00 52
0 01 48
0 02 17
0 03 13

Corrected.
3 32 26
3 21 59
3 39 40
3 20 42
3 52 53

3 29 53

3 09 36
3 22 06
3 20 30
3 00 38
3 13 02
3 10 52

4 23 45
4 36 22
4 13 26
4 04 33
5 28 29
4 20 53

Corrected.
9 33 17
8 39 25

Kot timed.

Down stream,
2 37 33
2 42 59
2 46 52
2 54 39
2 48 26

Corrected.
4 32 34
4 36 42
4 43 11
4 55 21
4 46 53

racing tons according to French rules: T=

P^girth + largest beam in metres.
5.5

ROWING AND SCULLING, SAILING. SWIMMING.—The
second volume of the "Handbook of Athletic Sports," lately
issued by Scribner & Welford of New York, covera these three
kindred subjects, each being treated by a recognized expert. Mr.
W. B. Woodgate, who writes on rowing and sculling, is too well
known as an oarsman and an author to need an introduction, his
present work is comprehensive and clearly written, being brought
down to date. It covers all branches of rowing and sculling, in-
cluding in particular the history and use of the sliding seat. The
author of the treatise on sailing, Mr. E. F. Knight, is well known
to yachtsmen through his venturous cruises in the Falcon, and
as might be expected he has dealt out some interesting and prac-
tical instruction to the young sailor. His explanations and direc-
tions are clear and explicit and cover, as far as the space permits
the whole field of yachting. While the book will not take the
place of a library of larger and more costly volumes, the reader
will find a great deal that is valuable concerning the choice and
handling of boats and yachts, the fitting and laying up, the rules
of the road, the principles of navigation and similar matters.
The third section of the boot, on swimming, is by Messrs. M. and
J. R. Corbett and includes a thorough analysis of the various
motions, with descriptions of the different methods of swimming
and much Information on bathing in fresh and salt waters. The
volume makes a very useful compendium for young athletes whose
tastes tend toward the water.

INTERNATIONAL TROPHIES.—The London Field , which an-
nounces the fact that the Royal Victoria Club has established a
£500 challenge cup, open to all nations, says: "English yachts-
men are getting so sick of the name, America's Cup, and the in-
terminable and irritable discussion it has caused, that they have
at last set up an international challenge cup of their own." We
are selfish enough not to regard this as good news. We thoroughly
believe in international yacht racing, but we want the racing
done on this side the Atlantic. It would be better, however, for
our yachtsmen to go abroad rather than not have any race at all.
It is all very well to say that the America's Cup is bound to be the
only one; that is all nonsense. There is a good deal of honest sen-
timent about this cup, and it will be a long time before another
will mean as much: but, notwithstanding its precious history, it is
not a necessity. If the New York Y. C. propose to so hedge it
about that it cannot reasonably be got at, it will soon cease to be
an imperative condition.—Marine Journal.

THE TWO DEEDS OF GIFT.-As we last week foretold, the
'-<--•< '-^ '---< :

<- ! has attempted to misapply the conditions of the
new Royal Victoria Y. C. cup as an indorsement of the new deed
of the America's Cup. By means of the omission of the time
allowance clause and of soma unfair and specious comparisons,
the Herald triesto prove that the Royal Victoria conditions are
but a copy of the new d«ed, hotl ass fair and liberal

,

CLARA.—Dr. J. C. Barron has sold his cutter Clara to Mr. C. C.

Monroe, owner of Mona. Mr. Munroe had in view the purchase
of the Fife 20-rater Dragon, but it, is now likely that she will go to

Lake Ontario as the property of Messrs. Monck and Stewart, of

Hamilton.
NAPHTHA LAUNCHES ON THE PACIFIC.—The increasing

business of the. Gas Engine and Power Co. has led to the establish-
ment of a branch at Tacoma, Washington, under the name of the
Pacific Naphtha. Launch Co. Mr. Wm. B. tiull will be the gen-
eral manager.
CONSTELLATION—Mr. Burgess has completed the plans for

changing the schooner Constellation to a cutter, and if the yacht
is not sold the change will be made during the winter.

LLOYDS YACHT REGISTER.—We have .just received the sup-
plement to Lloyds Yacht Register, containing alterations and
additions to Sept. 30, 1890.

STRANGER, steam yacht, has been sold by Geo. S. Scott to J.

G. Hoagland, former owner of the steamer Lagonda. Tfee price is

stated as 875,000.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fohest and
Stheam their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest akd Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION,
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Walter IT. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treasurer: Ralph F. Ebazer. 47 Central street. Lowell, Mass.
Beoatta Committee: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; w. G. MauKendrlck.

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newark, X. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. P. Gaddis, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown.Albany.NY
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Oom.: J. W. Cartwright, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Parmele. Hartford.
Purser: K. AppoJlouio, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

NOBTHERNjDrvTSION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser:
Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and P. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: I.V. Dorland, Arlington.
Rear COM : E.D. Anderson/Trenton.
Purser: R. Hobart, Newark, N. J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and EC. XL.
Kreamer.

Applications for memoershlp must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the. recommendation of a u acf ivs member and the sum of i"UK<
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every menioer attending
the general A. C. A. eamp shall pay JLOO for camp expenses. Application'
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook. Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodorc^-O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—,T. H. Ware, vv Eialto Kuildiuu, Chicago, 111.

Applications for membership should be maris to the See.-Treas., onblanks
which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.
THE annual meeting of the executive committee was held at

the Thorndike, Boston, on Nov. 15, Com. Lawson presiding.
The following members wpre present from the various Divisions,
besides the Sec'y-Treas.. Mr. R. F. Brazer. Eastern Division, Vice-
Com. J. W. Cartright, Boston; Rear-Com. G. L. Parmele, Hart-
ford; Purser R. Appolonio, Winchester: Messrs. Paul Butler,
Lowell; Sidney Bishop, Bridgeport, and £. S. Towne, Holyoke.
Central Division, Vice-Com. C. V. Winne, Albany; Rear-Com. T.
P. Gaddis, Dayton, Ohio; Purser W. Howard Brown, Albany; Mr.
H. M. Stewart, Rochester. Atlantic Division, Vice-Com. L V.
Dorland. Arlington, N. J.; H. L. Quick. Yonkers, while Rear-Com.
Anderson was represented by M. V. Brokaw as proxy; Purser R.
D. Hobart by W. J. Stewart, and H. M. Kreamer by W. P.
Stephens. The Northern Division sent no representatives.
The total number of the executive committee is 23, of whom
14 were present in person and 3 were represented by proxies,
leaving 6 absent. There were also present Mr. Burchard,
of the camp site committee of 1889; Messrs. Gage and Palmer, of
the new regatta committee; Mr. Hand, of the transportation com-
mittee; the retiring sec'y-treas. Mr. Dunnell, and Mr. C. D. Mead,
of Dayton, Ohio, and Mr. C. B, Vaux, of New York.
The meeting was called to order at 10:30 A. M., the minutes of

the previous meetings at camp being read and approved. The re-
ports of the secretary-treasurer and also of the Division pursers
were then read, the latter showing a membership of 935, distrib-
uted as follows: Central Division 162. Atlantic 297. Eastern 296
and Northern 180. The financial reports of the Divisions, which
will be published later, were very satisfactory, except in the case
of the. Northern Division, which reports a deficit of S75. which it

is unable to pay. Letters were read from Vice-Com. White and
Purser Whitlaw, stating the condition of the Division and re-
questing that the indebtedness to the general treasury might be
allowed to stand until next year. Mr. Burchard read a very full
report of the camp site committep, sho wing the receipts and expen-
ditures, the latter being about $123 in excess of the former. With
the receipt of the money due from the Northern Division this
would leave a balance of SIS. which Mr. Burchard offered to ar-
range himself. It was suggested that the Atlantic Division should
make a loan from its surplus to the Northern Division. A confer-
ence of the Atlantic Division was held, at which it was decided
to make an offer to advance the whole sum of $123 to the general
treasury on account of future payments for 1891-2, which offer, on
motion of Mr. Butler, seconded by Vice-Com. Parmele, was ac-
cepted.
The following report of the regatta committee, submitted by

the chairman, Mr. French, was then read. The report was not
signed by Mr. MacKendrick, not having been completed in time
to mail to him, ana a separate letter was received from him,
recommending the establishment of a class for the general pur-
pose canoe.

A. C. A. REGATTA COMMITTEE REPORT.
The by-laws of the American Canoe Association define the

duties ot the regatta committee in Article. IX., and following
will be found under the head of each prescribed d uty an account
of what was done by the regatta committee of 1890:

(1) "To prepare and publish not later than June 1 an order of
races, including the sailing and paddling trophy races, the three
record races for each class of canoe, and such other events as they
deem advisable."
The programme was published in the Forest akd Stream April

17 and also on May 15.

Event No. 14 * * *

The amendment mentioned in above note was passed by the ex-
ecutive committee and so published in Forest ajed Stream, Mar
22, 1890.

At the meet several extra events were called—a ladies' paddling
race, a swimming race, and a mile paddling race for a silver cup
presented by Mr. H. C. F. Randolph. For a detailed report of the
races and names of winners see Exhibit A. Also form of entry
blank. Exhibit B.
0 "To superintend the laying out and buoying of courses."
Through the courtesy of Mr. C. V. Schuyler, of the Atlantic

Division regatta committee, the buoys owned by that Division
were sent to camp and marked out the triangular course.
Through the courtesy of Com. B. H. Nadal the N. Y. O. C. buoys

. weTe also sent to camp, and were used to mark off the paddling
course, which lay parallel to the shore. Owing to the high wind
and sea which prevailed during one night and the next dav, the
buoys of the N. Y. C. C. filled and sank—so it is supposed, for they
were not seen again. Consequently two were afterward made to
replace them at a cost of about $7,
The triangular course was a very excellent one. affording, as it

always did, a start to windward.
The paddling course of one mile, with a buoy at the half mile,

was necessarily laid straightaway at right angles from the dock,
so that a good finishing line could be had; and it proved to be a
good one, for people on shore could sea each entire paddling race

The relative position of all buoys is shown in the diagram be-
low.

(3) "To provide the prizes:"
Tne prizes were as fine as any ever given at an A. C. A. meet,

and were almost all contributed by clubs and members who gen-
erously responded to a circular that was sent to each club rep-
resented in the Association. (For form of circular see exhibit
"C")
As the rules pro-vide that bunting flags, with the year on each,

shall bo given the five honor men of the record, the committee
had the flags made of a color and size denoting precedence; thus
the highest record man receives a blue bunting flag, size 36x24in.:
second receives a red bunting flag, size 33X22m.; third receives a
white bunting flag, size 30X20in.; fourth receives an orange bunt-
ing flag, size 27xlSin.: fifth receives a black bunting flag, size
24xl6in. All with the letter "R" and "00" sewn into the flag.
Com. Henry Stanton presented two handsome c.uns for first and

second prizes in the combined races, and Mr. H. C. F. Randolph
presented a cup to commemorate a cruise in the adjacent waters.
This latter for a special paddling race.
The sailing and paddling trophy winners were each given a

large blue bunting flag, as the rule also provides, of the same size
and color as the highest record flag, with the lettering changed to
correspond to the event.
The only flags purchased were these bunting flags and two flags

for second prizes in the tandem race, making in all but $40, which
the A. C. A. spent for prizes.
Now that the Association is growing so large and has two quite

valuable silver trophies that are raced for each year, as a matter
of security and justice to alt it was considered only proper that
the winners each year be required to give a bond for the safe-
keeping and the return of the trophies to the A. C. A. at the meet
of the following year.
The winner of each prize was given a card signed by the mem-

bers of the committee certifying that he had won place in
race and was awarded prize presented by . This is a

good idea to continue, and enough cards are on hand to meet the
requirements for the next two years. (For names of donors of
prizes and the winuers, also form of card see exhibit "D.")-

(4) "To secure such assistance as is needed to run the regatta."
The assistance of Mr. Ed ward Brown, the chief signal officer,

was of utmost importance, as through him were all announcements
made to the camp of the time of calling each event on the pro-
gramme. The start for ail sailing races was also signaled both by
the gun and the flag code under the supervision of the chief signal
officer.

Mr. Cha=. D. Mead devoted his entire time to assisting the com-
mittee in a most able manner, for without him the results of the
races and record would not have been posted so quickly. The
committee are also greatly indebted to Gen. R. S. Oliver for a
launch which he tendered for the use of the regatta committee on
three days.

.(5) "To decide all protests."
No protests were made (a communication was received, how-

ever, from a club purser the day following an event in which two
of his club members participated, which was not even considered,
as it was not made by either contestant in the manner provided
for in the rules).

(6) "They shall post thetcourse and conditions of each race on
the bulletin board at least one hour before the race is called, and
shall have entire control of all the races at the camp."
This was complied with in all races except, the unimportant ones,

as upset paddling, for they had to be called at times when it was
impossible to foresee where a course could be had on account of
the wind and the yachts which landed visitors and then anchored
off close together. So that the committee used the authority
given them in clause 6 and notified those entered in those races to
be in readiness at a certain time, and before the start they were
instructed in regard to the course and the finishing line.

(7) "They shall take charge of all the A. C. A. regatta property
when they assume office, and shall turn the same over to their suc-
cessors when appointed."
At the conclusion of the meet the property Avas taken in charge

by Mr. Goddard, who is amember of the same club as the com.-
elect, and they will see that the logs, flags, etc., are turned over to
the next committee.

(8) "They shall submit a full report to the commodore before the
executive committee meeting and a condensed report to the sec-
retary for publication in the Year Book."
The report has been sent to the secretary, and this with the ap-

pended account of the races and expenses (Exhibit E) forms the
report. Edwin L. French, Chairman, ) d_„0 *.»„

P^S^oddabd,
,

f

Re
g0^ittee.

Exhibit E.

STATEMENT OF EXPENSES, A. C. A. KEG ATTA COMMITTEE.
S. Hemmenway for trophy and club flags $15 00
5 bunting record flags 15 00
2 silk flags 10 00
Printing numbers on cloth. 13 00
Printing cards and entry blanks 4 00
Printing circulars and envelopes 2 75
79 stamps for circulars 1 58
50 stamps 1 00
Red and white cloth lor buoys 2 00
Boat-hook, lost while placing buoys , 1 50
Rope 30
Book for records 60
Express charges 2 50

Less cash contributed by Jas. R. Steers, Jr. for the pur-
chase of flags

968 23

5 00

Amount paid out of A. C. A. treasury $63 23
Correct. Ed™ L. French, Chairman.
It has been customary for the regatta committee to recommend

any changes in the rules that have seemed to them essential and
also to submit to the executive committee any amendments that
have been offered affecting the sailing regulations.
This has been done heretofore in accordance with Rule XXIL,

which has recently been repealed; however, it is earnestly hoped
that the present executive committee will good-naturedly receive
this communication, and carefully consider the proposed changes
and recommendations herein contained.
In the flrst place it is presumed that the (old) Rule XXII. will

be restored, with a slight modification, as the wisdom of that rule
has been but recently snown to the members of the A. C. A.
At present there is no provision made for the payment of any

sum to the regatta committee to meet the expenses necessarily in-
curred, and it would be but right that a sum be set aside for that
purpose and paid to them, say by Aug. 1 of each year, so that all
bills can be paid and settled promptly. The expenses of the last
two years show that about the same amount is annually required
and the Association can well afford to appropriate $100 for the
annual regatta, which sum should pay ail bills and also provide a
launch for three or four days.
The present conditions of the paddling trophy race are quite

satisfactory, at least no objections were heard at the meet, nor
since.
The rule awarding but bunting flags to the record winners was

strictly adhered to, and although each flsg was different in size
and color, still considerable surprise was expressed, as it has
always been the practice to award the five best flags to those five
men. It might be better to return to the original way and give
but the blue bunting flag to the highest record winner in addition
to his other flag.

A way has been suggested to prevent the canoe from degenerat-
ing into a machine entirely. It is this, that all races of the A. C.
A., except the trophy sailing and trophy paddling races, shall be
confined' to a class known as "the general purpose canoe," which,
besides complying with the present rule of measurement, shall
have no deck seat projecting beyond the sides of the canoe, no
centerboard that projects above the deck when housed, and shall
have a cockpit not under 16in. wide for a length of 4ft., with a
sleeping space of 6ft.. of which oft. must be entirely clear. This
shall not bar any canoe built prior to Dec. 31, 1890.

Of course, such a rule, if adopted, would be for the benefit of
cruising canoes only, while the same result, that of giving more
prominence to "all-around canoes and canoeists," might be ob-
tained by not restricting the appliances and internal arrangement
of a canoe: but by simply saying that a canoe cannot enter tne
sailing record and paddling record races unless it had previously
entered and finished in the combined with the same sails. The
combined race, would then be necessarily the first race on the pro-
gramme.
By thus confining the record races to only those that enter all

three races (for it Is obvious that a man who finishes in the com-
bined race is working for a record), It will stimulate more entries
in those events and at the same time be doing only justice to all-

around canoeists. For will not the extreme sailors and paddlers
have their own classes in the two trophy races?
There has always been too long a programme of races, and if it

can be cut down,any why so much the better, leaving the minor
events to be called at eamp atany time when there is a calm ou
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during visitors' day. The present rules require the three record
races which are for the all-around canoeists; the sailing trophy
and Pecovraic Cup races for the extreme sailors, and the paddling
trophy for the extreme paddlers. So no other races are absolutely
necessary except for the sport they afford spectators as well as
contestants.
The novice, race might well be a race by itself, say once around

the triangle, for nowadays they lose, sight of one another and are
lost sight of themselves by being obliged to take chances in the
large sailing race.
The innovation this year was the signal code, so ably conducted,

and it should be continued, if possible, as it facilitates matters
very materially, especially in tue announcement of races.

It is desired that the proposed amendments submitted herewith
will be carefully considered at the executive meeting, as they em-
body the different views that have been expressed.

Edwin L. Fuench, Chairman.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SATUNU REGULATIONS. A. C. A.

Change title|to Racing Rules.

(Change recommended by Mr. MacKendrick and not by Messrs.
Goddard and French.)

Rule I. After the'paragraph on measurements, insert instead
of last paragraph:
"The general-purpose canoe shall be one which conforms to the

above conditions and in addition has a well not less thanlSin.
wide for a length of four feet, With a sleeping space of six feet, of
which at least five feet shall be clear, there must be no projecting
centerboard when housed and no sliding seats or standing sails.
The regatta committee may Tule out any canoe, which in their
opinion does not conform to the spirit of these regulations.
"The foregoing rules of measurement, shall not be interpreted to

disqualify any canoe built prior to Jan. 1, 1891, which conforms to
the rules prior to that date."

(By Mr. Mackendrick.)
Rule II. Change second paragraph to read:
•'A member can enter but one canoe for races at any one meet,

except for the sailing and paddling trophies and Pecowsic Cup.
and no other member shall be permitted to enter the same canoe. 1 '

(Proposed change to Rule V. recommended by Mr. Goddard and
Mr. French.)

Rule V. should read:
Flags shall be given for prizes as follows: A first prize in each

race .and a second in each race where more than two finisb.
The winners of the paddling trophy, tbe sailing trophy and the
highest record score soa.ll be given blue bunting dags CIO"--. 21m.

)

with the race and year sewn in white letters in each flag. And
the five highest record men shall be given the five best, flags in the
gift of tbe committee. A large A. C. A. flag, size 36x21tn., with
the word "club" and the year sewn in white letters on the red
field shall be given to the club whose three members win the
largest aggregate number of points of the record. Prizes d onated
for special races or competitions may be accepted at I be discretion
of the regattacommitt.ee, but no prizes of money shall be raced
for.

(a) Races.—There shall be three record races. No. 1, combined
paddling and sailing; No. 2, Paddling; No. 3, Sailing; and the
combined race shall be contested for first. To obtain a place on
the record, a contestant must enter and finish in all three record
races, using the same sails in both races. Should any accident
occur, however, tbe committee may permit another suit, of sails
to be used if necessary. And such contestant shall receive a
credit number according to position, relative to each other in
each race. Thus, the highest number given in each race, being
equal to the nuinoer of contestants finishing, the next one less,
and so on; the three numbers being added together give the credit
amount of the record. The contestant obtaining the highest
aggregation of points becomes the leading honor man of the year.

(b) There shall be a race for the paddling trophy, distance one
mile, straightaway. Tbe number of entries shall be unlimited.
This race shall be exempt from the provision in Rule II., that a
member can enter but one canoe for races at any one meet.

(e) There shall be a race for the sailing trophy, distance 7^*5 miles
on the triangle, with a time limit of three hours. No limit to rig
or ballast. This race shall be exempt from the provision in Rule
II., that a member can enter but one canoe for races at any one
meet.
Accredited representatives of foreign clubs, not exceeding five

in number, shall be eligible. The total number of starters shall
not exceed fifteen, and the ten or more vacancies (after deducting
the foreign entries) shall be filled by competitors in a trial sailirig
rice as follows: Tbe first ten at the finish and the balance if any
shall be selected by the regatta committee.
Rule XII—Omit words "for back strokes to leeward in tacking
Rule XXII. should Tead:
These rules may be amended by a majority vote of the entire

executive committee, provided the proposed amendment has been
reported ou by the regatta committee, and has been published for
four weeks in the official organs.
This last amendment is strongly recommended.

Edwin L. French, Chairman,

)

D. S. Goddard, -Regatta Committee.

A letter to the executive committee from the Ianthe C. C, ap-
pealing from the decision of the regatta committee in regard to
the paddling upset race, was then read, and on motion Of Rear
Com. Parmele, seconded by Mr. Stephens, the appeal and the re-
port wt re both laid on the table. The following report of the
librarian was then read and accepted:

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.

To the Commodore and Executive Com mittee of the American Ca noe
Association:

Gentlemen—As the work allotted to your librarian on his ap-
pointment last year was merely the. custody of the records of the
Association, there is little for him to report. It would occupy un-
necessary time to enumerate in detail the property turned over to
his custody by Sec'y-Treas. Dunnell, but it may be briefly sum-
marized as follows: Old record and account books, various dates
from 1880 downward; applications for membership and votes on
Batne; vouchers and cancelled cheeks; reports of pursers: reports of
stanaingand special committees: private signals and club books
of 1881 and '82; old year hooks; old camp programmes; old camp
badges; printed eopies of former constitution; blank envelopes-
blank steamboat certificates, 1887; blank receipt and measurer's
books; general correspondence and reports, of various dates; and
lastly cruises reported by members. This somewhat miscellaneous
collection, constituting the archives of the Association, is now
stored by your librarian at his home, the various documents bein
neatly assorted and docketed.
As your librarian has been severely criticised in regard to the

conduct of his office, a brief statement in reply may not be out of
place. It has been stated that he has done nothing'toward carry-
ing out the work indicated in Art. II. of the Constitution; and
the abolition of the office is suggested. A sufficient answer to this
is found in the motion under which the office of librarian was
created at the. annual meeting of 1889, which read as follows-
Resolved. That Mr. W. P. Stephens be appointed librarian of the
A. C. A., to put records, etc., of the secretaries, and other papers
belonging to the A. C. A. in proper shape, and to take custody of
them. Tne minute hook further states -'The usual compensation
was granted Mr. Stephens." Art. II. specifies as one of the ob-
jects of the Association the "keeping of logs of voyages, records
of water ways and routes, details, drawings and dimensions of
boats, and collections of maps, charts and books."
Beyond the cruises mentioned in the first portion of this report,

the A. C. A. possessesnone of the property enumerated in Art. II.,
there are no records of water ways, drawings of boats, nor col-
lections of maps and charts. In defining the duties of the. librarian,
no mention of Art. II. was made, no appropriations were made for
the purchase of booKs or charts, nor was the librarian authorized
Or instructed to establish a library at his own cost or on an
eleemosynary basis. His duties, as in the motion above quoted
were purely those of a custodian, and these he respectfulU sub-
mits he has endeavored to fulfil, and is willing to lav down or un-
dertake further at the pleasure of the Association.
There is undoubtedly a wide field indicated in the l'ast clause of

Art. II. which the Association has never properly tnken up, but
which might be productive of much benefit to members. At the
same time the experience of your librarian for a number of years
in a similar work of collecting and distributing gratuitous infor-
mation leads to the beliet that such work can onlv be thoroughly
done by a salaried official, and at some cost, unless the Association
should be fortunate enough to find a member with the leisure and
means to carry it out at his own expense, or unless some of the
Journals devoted to canoeing will generously undertake the task.
The only scheme yet suggested for meeting the salary of the lib-
rarian and the expenses of the office is noticeable solely from its
novelty and not from its merit, being to the effect that the librar-
ian should advertise himself as a dispenser of information on the
plan of the familiar and humble "nickel in the slot" machine; put
a quarter in the slot and hear the librarian inform..
..While certain work might be done, there is much of that in-

dicated in Art. II, which is now unnecessary. The collection and
Publication of drawings of canoes, an expensive detail, is very

fully covered by the canoeing journals; a library of books and
charts, which would necessarily be fixed in one locality, would
prove of little use to such a body as the A. C. A., whose member-
ship is so widely scattered, and might become a source of discord
and jealousy between various sections. The collection and pub-
lication of logs of cruises depends much on the individual mem-
bers who have with hardly an exception neglected it. To obtain
such cruises in a form that would make them of any value, would
require a large amount of correspondence on the part of the officer,
which would be greatly increased by the labor of arranging and
classifying all the information acquired, and the accompanying
task of imparting his information to inquirers.
Should it be deemed desirable at this time to endeavor to carry

out the work indicated in Art. II., your librarian would suggest
that in the first place this work be limited solely to the collect ion,
preservation and. if possible, distribution of information relating
to the inland water ways of tho country; and that further, this
work should be placed in the hands of an officer in each Division,
who should be appointed for a term of several years. Two years
since, when Vice-Corn, of the Atlantic Division, your librarian un-
dertook on his own responsibility a work of this kind, securing
good maps of the Atlantic Division and making a classified list of
all eanooable waters, arranged under various heads, as lakes,
rivers, canals, etc. Each of these was traced on the map and
colored in a way to indicate whether suitable for sailing or pad-
dling, the plan possessing other details which would take too long
to describle now. Unfortunately this work was stopped by other
Division duties, and has never been resumed. There is a vast
field here for the A. C. A. to carry out one of the favorite ideas
of its founder, Mr. N. H. Bishop, in the collection of information,
both technical and historical, concerning American rivers and
watercourses; and should such a task be put into successful oper-
ation the good results will not only redound to the benefit of the
Association, but will in the future be. useful alike to the historian
and the student. W. P. Stephens, Librarian, A. C. A.

At 1 P. M. a recess was taken, the entire party visiting the
house of the Boston Athletic Club as the guests of Com. Lawson.
After a lunch and an inspection of the elegant club house, the
party returned to the hotel, and the business was resumed at
3 P. M.
The first subject introduced was that of an increased member-

ship of the Association, Com. Lawson outlining a scheme for the
publication of six supplements per year to the Sail and Paslclie,
containing all A. C. A. news, and mailed to every member of the
Association. It is proposed to i Delude in each a blank proposal for
membership, with a request that each member will endeavor to
interest otner canoeists. A very full discussion followed, the
members all approving of the plan. Tbe question of expense of
mailing the supplements, and also the year books, was also dis-
cussed, and in view of the small percentage paid by each Division
to the general treasury, 30 per cent., it was decided that this ex-
pense should be borne by the Divisions. On motion of Vice-Corn
Dorland, seconded by Mr. VV. J, Stewart, Com. Lawson was em-
powered to arrange for the supplements, the expense of mailing
them and the year books being defrayed by the divisions.
The next matter brought up was that of the dues of members

joining after the close of the canoeing season, and after discussion
Messrs. W. .3. Stewart and W. P. Stephens were, appointed to draw
up an amendment to Art. 1 of the By-Laws, Sec. 3. The committee
reported the following amendment, which was adopted: Members
joining the Association after Sept. 30 shall pay no dues for the
current year.
The question of amendments and by-laws was next taken up

and after discussing a number of proposed changes a motion wasmade by Mr. Brokaw, seconded by Mr. W. J. Stewart, for the
appointment of a committee to arrange the various proposals
Messrs. Brokaw, Stewart and Cartright were appointed by the
commodore.
A petition for the rescinding of the late motion concerning the

standing sail was then read and laid on the table. A letter from
Ex-Oom. Stanton was then read, in which he strongly recom-
mended a permanent camp site. Letters were read from Vice-
Corn. White and trom the now purser of the Northern Division
Mr. Porteous, announcing the latter's in ability to serve, and on
motion of Mr. Towne, seconded by Vice-Corn. "Winne, to the fol-
lowing effect, was passed : "Resolved, that the executive com-
mittee of the Northern Division be vested with the power to elect
a successor to Mr. Porteous, as purser."
The committee on amendments reported a number of amend-

ments to the constitution and by-laws in brief as follows, which
were carried: To add the word librarian to the list of officers in
Art. V., making his term of office for three years and defining his
duties; providing that in the absence of tho commodore the other
officers shall take command in order of rank; providing that the
pursers shall forward money to the secretary-treasurer before the
general meet, and changing the wording of Art. XII. in regard to
publication in the official organs. In the by-laws a change was
made in accordance with a motion by Mr. Stephens, inserting in
the book an amendment passed in 1SSS in regard to visitors in
camp, a change, however, being made on motion of Mr. Brokaw
by making the limit one instead of two nights. On motion of Mr
Stephens Art. IX.. defining the duties of the regatta committee"
was amended to accord with the amendment of Rule XXII. of the
racing rules. A clause in regard to the secretary's badge was in-
serted in Art. X. The words "or librarian" was added m Art XI
alter the words "official organs."
Mr. Stephens was then nominated for the office of librarian for

three years, but declined to accept the office save as a custodian
of the records of the Association. An effort was made to induce
Mr. Vaux to accept the nomination, but he declined, and Mr
Stephens was unanimously elected.
Mr. Buddington, of the camp site committee, had promised to

be present, but did not appear. Mr. Bu tier, also of the committee
reported on Willsborough Point, just below Port Kent, on Lake
Champlain.a spot lately visited by him in company with Com
Lawson and Messrs. Buddington and Winne. The site promised
so well from the reports of these gentlemen, backed by Mr. Mead
that a motion was made by Vice-Corn. Cortright, amended and
seconded by Mr. Stephens, to the effect that tho commodore and
camp site committee should be instructed to hold the meet here
if all satisfactory arrangements could be made; if not, to select
another spot without securing a vote from the committee. After
some discussion, the date of the meet was set for three weeks, as
lately proposed by Mr. Wilkin, or from Aug. 6 to 27. A number of
lady members were then elected. On motion of Vice-Corn. Winn6
seconded by Vice-Corn. Dorland, the sum of $100 was appropriated
for the use of the regatta committee.
Messrs. Gage and Palmer, of the new regatta committee, now

of the paddle, and the amendment to Rule XXII., were gener-
ally approved of. In regard to Rule XXII. there is an unanimous
feeling that the recent unauthorized change should be remedied
at once, and the rule restored in a more stringent form than it
originally had. The protest of the Ianthe C. C. was next con-
sidered, and on motion of Dr. Gage the race was declared void,
the conditions not having been properly posted.
The following petition was then taken from the table:

To the Executive Committee of the American Canoe Association:
Gentlemen—We, the undersigned, respectfully petition your

body to reconsider the motion passed at the meeting of the execu-
tive committee on Aug. IS in regard to standing sails. Our prim-
ary reason for asking for this reconsideration is that we believe it.

prejudicial to the interests of the Association that any change of
importance should be made in the sailing regulations without
some notice being given of the proposed change. In our opinion
the passage, without due publicity, of any rule that antagonizes
a considerable number, tends to destroy the confidence that has
always been placed in tho executive committee. We therefore
consider it desirable that the motion herein referred to be re-
scinded, and that the question be taken up at the executive com-
mittee meeling in October, after a publication in general terms of
the proposed change.

reported on the proposed changes of the rules, based upon the re-
port of Mr. French and the letter of Mr. MacKendrick. As it
was nearing the hour for the dinner there was not time to de-
cide on the many important points, but they were discussed as
fully as possible in order to bring out the views of the members,
the task of putting the amendments into proper form being left
to the new committee, to be voted on finally by mail. We cannot
give the discussion in full, but the leading points were as follows:
The recommendation of Mr. MacKendrick in regard to a general!
purpose canoe, with a cruising well, a centerboard that houses
within the canoe, a sliding seat limited to the beam of the canoe,
and a rig that can be hoisted and lowered, was generally favored,
Com. Lawson stating that out of a very large number 'of letters
from canoeists received by him on the matter of the racing rules,
nearly all favored the recognition of such a boat. The question
of the races into which such a canoe might enter brought out
many opinions, Mr. Quick pointing out that it would be very
unjust to limit certain of the present races to this new class
and to the existing canoes or those built before Jan. 1, 1891, as
proposed by Mr. MacKendrick; as in such a case, while it inflicted
no injury on the present racers, depriving them of no races
it would work to exclude all new racers, the result being that the
present sailing canoes, which would almost to a certainty win
from the general purpose canoes in most races, would be without
any new competitors, no new racers being allowed to enter against
them. In this way the present racers would have a monopoly of
the racing, being practicaUy unlimited. The final decision of the
members was in favor of leaving the racers in possession of tbe
present programme for next year, but at the same time establish-
ing the limits.of a class of general purpose canoe, one or two races
for which should be arranged by the regatta committee.
Mr. Stephens then moved that the limits for the racing canoes

be made only 16ft. long and SOiu. beam, with the present sliding
scale, and that the present limits to drop of board, depth of keel
and keel band, weight of centerboard.?, depth of keel, weight of
board and ballast, should be removed; which motion was lost.
Mr. Butler then moved that a special race should be given at the
meet for a canoe uuder such limits as proposed by Mr. Stephens,
in order to allow full scope for all experiments in the direction of
speed alone; which motion was carried. Dr. Gage proposed a
limitation of depth, in order to prevent the building of a cutter
canoe, his suggestion being that the lowest point of the keel should
not be more than loin, below the level of the lowest point of the
sheerlioe; thus in a canoe having Sin. freeboard a draft of lOin.
would be allowed. The suggestion was approved by the meeting
but was not incorporated in the racing rules. The minor
changes proposed in the committee's report, the change of title
to racing rules, the dropping of the clause concerning the use
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Mr. Butler moved that all legislation in regard to the standing
sail and sliding seat should be declared void, which motion was
seconded by Mr. Quick. The question of the vote of 1889 was first
taken up, Com. Lawson ruling that as this vote was not recorded
in the minutes of the Association aud only appeared m the form
of letters from the members of the executive committee, tbe pres-
ent meeting could take no cognizance of it. Mr. Butler then
moved that the resolution passed at the meeting of Aug. 18 be re-
scinded, as requested in tbe petition. On this point tbe commo-
dore ruled that as the motion in question was made without a re-
commendation of the regatta committee, and as it was not made
as an amendment to the sailing rules, it was inoperative, and no
reason existed for its repeal, it being in fact but an expression of
opinion ou the part of the committee. In answer to a question
the commodore stated that the motion was simply a part of the'
minutes and would not appear in the year book. A great deal of
discussion took place, a very strong statement on the part of amember of the Northern Division being quoted, to the effect that
the rescinding by the present committee of the motion passed by
the preceding one would give offense to the Northern Division
and might lead to a separation. The result of the discussion was
that Mr. Butler's motion was dropped, no vote being taken, and a
motion to lay the petition on the table was immediately carried
after which the meeting adjourned.
It was nearly 7:30 by this time and all repaired to the dining hall

of the Thorndike, where tables were lain for about 50, including
delegations from the surrounding boat and canoe, clubs, Vesper
Newton, Union, Holyoke, Shuh Shuh Gab, Puritan. Lawrence and
Springfield. The evening passed pleasantly wit h songs and stories,
the party breaking up at 10:30.

On Sunday morning about fifteen of the visitors took an early
train to Lowell under the pilotage of Com. Lawson and other
members of the Vesper B. C. as the guests of the club and of Mr
Butler. The first visit was to the Vesper B. C. house, which, with
its new canoe annex and bowliug alley is probably the finest canoe
house in the country. The canoea-oom takes in the largest sails
without lowering, while in the large basement in the rear are
racks tor dozens of canoes. From the club house the party went
to Mr. Stevens's shop near by, where, a very handsome new canoe
for Mr. Butler was inspected. This canoe, winch is one of the

straight deadrise. a V floor, with a very hard bilge. The bow is
sharp and beautifully moulded, but very long, and the stern is
proportionately short and round, being fuller than any of the
present canoes above water. The planking was a most difficult
matter on account of the quick turns. The skin is of Spanish
cedar, a little over *

a3in. thick, but before being put in place each
plank is backed on the inside with thin canvas laid in a cement
compounded by Mr. Stevens. After leaving the shop the party
were, driven through the suburbs of Lowell, visiriug the park and
enjoying the maguificent view of the city and the Merrimac
River, stopping at Mr. Butler's for lunch a'nd a chat, and finally
returning to Boston m time to take the evening trains.A great deal of work was disposed of in the course of the meet-
ing, but the time was too short for a full consideration of all ques-
tions, and the amendments to the racing rules were of nece^sity
turned over to the regatta committee for completion. We must
defer to a future issue the full text of the reports and amendments
as they are still m the hands of the secretary-treasurer. Through-
out the whole meeting the question of the standing sail was not
once touched on save in connection with the two attempts to pro-
hibit it. No attempt to argue the case on its technical merits wa3
made by any one. but in all the discussions there was an unani-
mous agreement as to the propriety of leaving the rig untram-
meled in the principal races of the Association, save as it is limited
by the conditions of the combined race and similar natural re-
strictions. The feeling was also unanimous that the new general
purpose canoe should be restricted to lowering sails; but outside
of this no action was taken.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1 S90.-IV.
Proposed Changes in the Meets—Before proceeding to a consider-

ation of the canoes and racing there are two or three new ques-
Hrink thfl.'t. WM»A hronchfrt fhia r^iiv fr,r> tY,& fii-cr tl.nn «

eiation shall purchase a piece of land and establish a permanent
camp, the suggestion being called forth by the difficulty and ex-
pense attending the selection and preparation of the present site
It is clear that there are some very great advantages in such a
scheme, the transportation arrangements, made over the same
route every year, would be far better, while the boat service be-
tween camp and the railway would be on a more nermanent basis
the negotiations for the mess, the camp store, the supply of
lumber and other material would be carried on with the same set
of tradesmen, more or less known to the officers, instead of ex-
ploring an entirely new lerrritory each year, and the very heavy
investment for wharf, underbrushing, docks, skids and kitchen
and mess building would be lessened very materially in an aver-
age of five years.
In following out such a plan the grounds would be underbrushed

and graded, a strong and permanent, dock, a substantial kitchen
an icehouse, servants' quarters and a large mess shed, to be used
for meetings and in rainy weather, with a photographic laboratory-
would be built by the Association. All this would be very much
more convenient than the present temporary arrangements, and
the whole outlay would probably not exceed that of two years of
the present camps; but even if the scheme went no further it
would give a set character to the camp that would detract from
it in the estimation of genuine canoeists, It would be impossible
however, to stop the advance of civilization in a permanent camp'
at any fixed point. The buildings would soon include a Troy
laundry, a telegraph office, some sort of a hotel, and probably an
alleged Eastern bazar for the sale of Oriental and Japanese goods
made in Connecticut. If the business part of the camp partook
of this character, the residential portion, if the term is admiss-
ible, would be even worse in a very few years. The canvas tent
with a board floor, now the height of luxury, would very soon
give place to samples of the cheap and convenient portable houses
these being followed by such cottages as abound in Cottage City,
on Martha's Vineyard, while the ornate summer villa of the
Thousnnd Islands and Lake George would spring up. Such a
"camp" might be popular with many as a novelty in the way of
summer resorts, but so far as the rank and file of the A. C. A. is
concerned we should be greatly mistaken and disappointed in
them if they did not with common consent pack their blankets
and tents, scour up the disused frying pan, lay in a store of bacon
and hard tack and flock by themselves in some locality wilder
and more isolated than any in which a meet has yet been held.
There can be no harmony between the spirit of canoeing andcamp life on the one hand, and on the other such a summer resort

as a permanent camp would soon become; a fact that is pretty
well proved by the experience of the Western Canoe Associa-
tion. The W. C. A. started in 1885 in a permanent camp, a spot
possessing every possible advantage, but already occupied as a
private summer resort, with cottages, dining hall, wharf and
other conveniences. To-day the W. C. A. is a very pleasant little
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community, it sperids a couple of weeks very enjoyably m a nomi-
nal camp among tlip cottages of Ballast Island, it does not hold

many races, especially in Class B cauoes, but there is plenty or

fun to he had among the islands, easily reached by steam launches,

and the annual ball is a great success. All this may do for those

who like it, or who have known no better, but there are still a.

great many canoeists who would by far choose a 6x6 cotton tent

on the hillside at Grindstone, with the privilege of
_
doing then-

own cooking and even dish washing over a pile of chips beside n.

An experiment of this kind is too dangerous for the A. C. A. to

risk; better the strength and vigor that comes from the most
primitive camp in the wilderness than the lassitude which, from
somewhat similar causes, has characterized the otner two at-

temps to establish canoe associations in the Western and British

C. A.

There is a material modification of this plan which would possess

many advantages and still preserve the primitive character of the
camp. This is to select a good central location, leasing the ground
from year to vear, building a dock, kitchen and icehouse as cheaply
as possible, but fairly permanent, and then using the site as long
as it seems desirable, quitting it for another as soon as there are
any indications of cottages or permanent dwellings. With this

plan the first outlay would be the main expense for probably
four or five years, and if by this time the camp were too much
built up, or the neighborhood too thickly settled, the plant could
be abandoned with little loss. Arrangements might be made to

store all camp floors and skids in the mess shod during the year,

and a rule might be enforced to the effect that no structure of

wood should be allowed save those for common use, such as the
kitchen, mess shed and servants' quarters. This would compel
all to live in tents, and prevent the invasion of portable houses
and cheap cottages.
At one time, four years since, the Association was in an excellent

position to carry out this scheme: it had the best location in the
country, G-rinds'tone Island, and could have retained it indefin-
itely at a nominal rental. The owners of the land had proved
amply capable of solving the mess question, and were very anxious
to secure the further custom of the Association; while the experi-
ence of 1884 and 1885, before "Uncle Mike" was allowed to consti-
tute himself King of Grindstone Island, showed that the Delaneys
could and would deal fairly with the canoeists. At the end of the
meet of 1886, the third on the same camp ground, we, in common
with many others, were in favor of remaining there for an indefi-

nite time, until some good reason for a change was evident; but
this course was opposed by others on the ground that they wished
to see a new place and were tired of the old one, and the camp
was finally located at Bow Arrow Point, on Lake Champlain. Ia
a combination of advantages, accessibility from all sections, sail-

ing waters and camp s ! te, weather conditions, and especially in
regard to supplies of ice, fresh meat, milk, butter and vegetables,
Grindstone was far ahead of any other site ever visited, and as it

stands to day precisely as in 1886, the last four camps might have
been held there at a net cost but little greater than that of the
present meet.
But for one objection we should favor a return to Grindstone, a

rebuilding of the dock and building of a few cheap kitchen and
mess sheds, and a stay there for one year or ten, according to cir-

cumstances. The obstacle in the way is the expansion of the Divi-
sion scheme, then in its infancy, but now in full operation, a meet
having been held in turn in three out of the four Divisions. It
would be a difficult matter now to disturb the existing order of
things and make a new arrangement based on four Division meets
in place of three each year, with a general A. C. A. meet at the
same central point. While this might have been practicable in
the first inception of the Division scheme, it is hardly possible
now, and failing it all question of a permanent camp is likely to
fall to the ground.
We have already spoken of one way of decreasing the propor-

tionate expense of the meet by means of a larger membership of
the Association and a fuller attendance at. camp, the co3t of a
meet being largely independent of the attendance- but there is

another new proposal bearing on the same point. It is proposed
to increase the attendance in a measure by lengthening the dura-
tion of the meet from two to three weeks, the subject being
brought up by Mr. Wilkin. While there are some difficulties,
they are not very serious, and could probably be removed, and
the extra week would undoubtedly give opportunities for many
more to be present, while the expense would be, no more for three
or four we»ks than for two, save in the item of a steam launch.
The wharf", wells and all the arrangements of the camp are inde-

pendent of the factor of time:; the only items which cost a certain
sum per day are the steamer, and in a way the mess tent, and camp
store; it might not be practicable, to keep either open for the small
attendance during the first, or last three days of the meet, though
even this is by no means certain. With ihe camp once in running
order the meet might last t hree weeks as easily as two, the pro-
gramme being a little extended and perhaps lengthened, so as to
offer certain features in the first as well as the last week. There
are many who cannot get away from business in the two weeks
who would be glad to come during the extra week. In order that
the commodore and secretary need not be compelled to spend the
whole three weeks in camp, an arrangement might be made by
which the Division officers should be in charge of the camp for the
first, week, the A. O. A. officers taking command for the balance of
the time. In the same way the early portion might be specially
devoted to shoit cruises or cruising races, the principal events
being reserved for the latter part of the meet. In fact, there are
enough officers to manage a three-weeks' camp, and a sufficient
variety of events to make every day a pleasant one to those who
stay for the whole timr; the only question is to arrange the details.
The attendance would probably be increased so much as to make
it worth trying. Everything which adds to the importance and
prominence of the meets adds to the net membership of the Asso-
ciation and the attendance, and these in turn operate to lessen the
cost per head.

There is a point in regard to the date of the meet, which has
become apparent about. New York of late years, and probably in
other parts of the country. The meet serves as a general stimu-
lus to canoeing and especially to racing, those who have attended
it separate to their homes in alt parts of the country, and infuse
new life into the local canoeing, as is seen in the many fall races.
Unfortunately the season is so far gone by the time that the last
canoe is home from camp that there is little time for races, this
being especially the case about New York, where the many canoe
clubs want a Saturday for a regatta. Then, too. Labor Day, the
first Monday in September, is a general holiday for canoeists,
races and regattas are held everywhere, but the date is so close to
the end of the meet that many canoes are still on their way borne.
It would greatly aid the fall racing if the A. C. A. meet could be
over by the end of the first week in August, giving plenty of time
to get the boats home and in shape for Labor Day, and then a
number of Saturdays for the various club races before cold
weather sets in. A canoe race about New York in October is
sometimes not only cold but dangerous snort. There may be some
difficulty in arranging an earlier date without clashing "with the
Division meets, but if this can be done we believe that the latter
half of July and the first week in August would be preferable so
far as vacations are concerned in Canada, if not in the States, and
the fall racing all over the country would be greatly improved.

THE STANDING SAIL.

AS a result of the recent, meeting of the executive committee
the standing sail question is at last definitely and, in all

probability, finally setttled. While the actual decision of the
meeting was but a* compromise, the practical effect of it, in con-
nection with other measures nassed by the executive committee,
is to leave the standing sail as free as it was last year or the year
before; while the new amendment to Rule AXIL, which was in-

dorsed bv the meeting, will make such hasty action as that of

last August impossible in the future. The feeling of the majority
of those members of the A. C. A. who take any active, interest in

its rules and legislation is very thoroughly shown in the petition

in another column, the plain and emphatic wording being backed
up by such men as Ex-Commodores Gibson, Oliver and Nickerson,
and by others like Butler, Bailey, Whitloek, Rice, Barney and
McKendrick, who have been foremost both in the racing and in
the law making of the Association. Of all to whom the petition
was presented but half a dozen declined to sign it, most of these
on the ground that tbey were opposed to the standing sail.

The discussion of the petition and the issues involved in it was
not reached until the end. of the afternoon session, after a hard
day's work and when the men were arriving for the dinner, and
little time was left for the remaining business. Of those present
a number were in favor of Mr. Butler's motion, but after the
ruling of the chair was heard there was no disposition to appeal
or to press the question to a vote. One matter that carried weight
with a number was the very positive statement on the part of a
member of the Northern Division that the rescinding of the mo-
tion with which this Division has been specially identified for two
years woild possibly lead to a breach between it and the main
body of the Association. In view of the present condition of
the Northern Division in regard to its meet and finances, many
were unwilling to push The issue of the rescinding of the motion
relating to the standing sail.

So far as this statement is concerned, we believe that it does not
represent the attitude of the Northern Division on the standing
sail question itself or toward the general body. The largest and
most objectionable standing sails in the whole Association are
those of Canada's representative sailor, the sails which have
taken the sailing trophy to Canada for two seasons, together with
the unlimited prize tor 1890, and that may yet take the New York
C. C. cup in 1891. The prohibition of the standing sail means the
withdrawal of Mr. Ford Jones and the Canuck from the A. 0. A.
races, and would prevent the carrying out of his intention 10
challenge for the New York C. C. cup next year, unless these lat-
ter races could be arranged to be sailed under other than A. C. A.
rules. These facts are well known to Canadian canoeists; and we
do not believe that any action of the executive committee which
would keep the Canuck in the A. C, A. races would create dissat-
isfaction; and further, we have no idea that any such action of
the executive committee, passed fairly at. an open meeting, even
if disapproved by the Northern members, would lead to any sug-
gestions for a separation. It is very unfortunate that no repre-
sentatives of the Division were present to speak for it, and that
there was no guide to the feeling save a letter from a member
specially interested in the retention of the motion.

It had bo happened that before the question of rescinding the
motion had been reached the whole matter had been practically
settled in another way, the amendments to the racing rules, which
were approved in their general details by the executive committee,
permitting the use of the standing pail save on a specified class of
canoe. No proposal was made to amend Rule 1 in such a way as
to prohibit standing sails, and failing this they can be used as
freely as before save in the new class and in races such as the com-
bined, in which they are prohibited not by any specific enactment,
hut by the conditions of the race, that, sails must be lowered on
one leg and hoisted on the next in alternation over six legs.
The motion of last August has not beeu rescinded; it is still on

the minutes of the Association, but in so far as it hinders iu any
way the use of the standing sail, it is placed by the ruling of the
commodore on a footing with the former ill-managed and abor-
tive attempt of 1889, and both will soon be buried together in the
dusty archives of the Association.
As has been urged by so many, the standing sail will work its

own cure. Mr. Brokaw, who won his victories with it, has con-
demned it; Mr. Quick, who has used it largely, stated at the meet-
ing that he had done with it, and was fitting up a new hoisting rig
for next season in addition to that he used in the combined race
this year. Mr. Barney has for some time condemned the over-
grown offsprings of the snug and neat Pecowsic rig. The racing
men who have been beaten at times by the standing sail are one
and all, with Mr. Butler at their head, against any summary legis-
lation, and only anxious to have a chance to drive it out by pro-
ducing something better that will reef and lower. The petition
which now lies on the table will never be taken up at any subse-
quent meeting; but, though its requests were not directly granted
by the executive committee, the various measures unanimously
adopted without reference to this long dispute, are in themselves
a complete condemnation of the methods by which it has been
sought to prohibit the standing sail.

Foreman Wanted.—Wanted a good practical man to take
charge of manufacturing department. Must be capable of laying
out from drawings, and building all styles of small pleasure craft.
Write, stating previous experience to St. Lawrence River Skiff,
Canoe and Steam Launch Co., Clayton, Jefferson county, N. Y.—

Imwep to Ukarresgondmk.

l^iT* No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. T. P., Marlboro, Mass.—Your inquiry will receive due at-
tention.

T. T., Fall River.—The America has never been rigged as a
sloop, and never won a "Queen's Cup." See our issue, of Nov. 13.

8., Philadelphia, Pa.—Can you advise me through your valuable
paper of the pedigree of the Irish setter bitch Chipeta? She was
registered in the American Kennel Agister, we are informed. Ans.
She is not registered.

_
F'mn.—Can you tell me, through your correspondence column,

if there is such a thing published as a score book for sportsmen,
in which can be kept the record or result of each day with rod
and gtin? Ans. There was such a book published by a St. Louis
publisher, we believe, but we cannot refer you to it.

W. W., Ithaca, N. Y.—The address of Le Yacht is 55 Rue Cha-
teaudun, Paris, France. Wesson's address is Worcester, Mass.A steam launch must have, a licensed engineer and pilot. Charts
can be had of D. Eggert, 7i Wall street, New York. The limit of
draft in the Delaware & Raritan Canal is 7ft. 4in.

F.L., Michigan City, Ind.—1. 1 have an English beagle hitch, lyr.
and 2mos. old, of pedigree stock, bought through advertisement

seen in Forest asd Stream. She is untrained, seems to know
nothing about running rabbits or obeying orders. Would like to
know if she is too old to be trained for the winter hunting, and
please advise me of a book on beagle training. 2. Where can I
find the English beagle standard? Ans. 1. There is no book, that
we know of, which treats on this subject. Take your dog into the
woods and if she is worth anything she will soon find out what is
required of her. 2. In the book "Points for Judging," published
by Forest and Stream. Price 50cts.

lew ^nblicution^

THE NAMES OF TREES.
The Trees or Northeastern America. Illustrations from

original sketches. By Charles S. Newhall. G.P.Putnam's
Sons, New York.

This is one of those books which prompt surprise—surprise that
they have not been written before. How this one came to be pre-
pared is told in the author's preface which runs thus; "C—.if
you and I were to meet a man on the street and ask hrm his name,
lie could tell us. I wish a tree could do as much. Here are splen-
did specimens all around us, and I don't know one of them."
"Get a book that will help you."
"I cannot find such a book. I can find no book which, in simple

fashion, will so describe the tree, from its foliage and bark and
style, that I can recognize it."
''Then I will make one for vou."
The result of that promise is a handsome volume containing

descriptions of all the native trees of Canada aud the northern
United States, east of the Mississippi River, with mentions of the
more important introduced and naturalized species. The leaf,
bark and fruit of each tree are described, with a natural size out-
line of the leaf, and in many cases of the fruit as well. It was
indeed a "happy thought" to plan such a guide as this, and the
work has been done well. "The Trees of Northeastern America"
ought to be at hand for consultation until one learns to know the
trees. It is a book which will add immensely to the satisfaction
of an outing in the woods; and it should have a place in the camp
outfit.

ATLAS OF THE METROPOLITAN DISTRICT.
Messrs. Julius Bieu & Co., of this city, sent us their new Atlas

of the Metropolitan District and Adjacent Country, comprising
the counties of New York, Kings, Paohmond, Weschester and a
part of Queens, in New York, and the county of Hudson and parts
of the counties of Bergen, Passaic, Essex and Union, in New
Jersey. The scale employed is two inches to the mile, which ad-
mits of detailed Illustration of the many economic features of
interest wit,bin this area; all roads are indicated, the streets of
the towns being named; the forestry, hydrography aud drainage
are included, aad a careful distinction of the fresh and salt water
marshes is made. The, elevations throughout, are clearly shown
by a system of ten and twenty feet contours numbered, and the
general appearance of the country is brought out in plastic effect
bv the use of carefully-graced shading. The size of each map is
23x35in.. the atlas being 17^X23 in. The price of the atlas is $20.

Horse Stories and Stories of Other Animals. Experiences
of two boys in managing horses, with rainy anecdotes of
quadruped intelligence. By Thomas W. Knox. New York:
Cassell Publishing Co. Price *2.50.

This is a book written to the illustrations, which are numerous
and represent a large number of beasts, domestic and wild. The
author evidently has a well-stocked scrap-book from which 10
draw anecdotes of animal intelligence; and he has succeeded in
making a capital volume, interesting and instructive. It is de-
signed for the young and may well be put into the hands of a boy
of ten.

Scouting son Stanlet in East Africa. By Thomas Stevens,
New York. Cassell Pub. Co . Price $2.

This is an interesting account, of Mr. Stevens's expedition, when
sent out by the New York World, to meet Stanley in Africa. The
time occupied was eighteen- months, during which period the
author had various exciting adventures with native tribes and
wild beasts, and at the end displayed pluck and cunning in his
exploit of getting a "beat" on the Herald's man, who was half an
hour behind him in greeting the explorer. The volume is illus-
trated with some capital half-tone plates fro n photographs.
Dust and Its Dangers. By T. Mitchell Prudden, M.D. Now

York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price 75 cents.
What, are the dangers of dust? First it is to be known that

"dust" consists largely of micro-organisms, living germs, disease
germs, of consumption for instance. Inhalation of dust produces
coughs, catarrh. Dust causes diseases of the eye. Dust spreads
bacterial diseases, consumption, erysipelas, typhiod fever, diph-
theria, blood poisoning. Dusty streets, dusty churches, schools,
halls; dusty houses, dusty offices; all these h«dp on disease by dis-
seminating the germs in the form of dust. Dr. Prudden preaches
cleanliness as a preventive of disease.

Training for Health, Strength, Speed and Agility. For
the instruction of amateurs and others. By John P. Thornton.
New York: Excelsior Publishing House.

Mr. Thornton has written a book as full of good sense as a nut
of meat. Besides the practical instructions for the work of ath.
letes there are capital hints and suggestions concerning exercise
and the development of a normal physical condition, which may
well have universal study and heed. The book has none of the
smack of the athletic "professor;" it is honest on every page

A typical West Virginian, tall, straight as an arrow aud
muscular, with slouch hat and good-humored face, was being
piloted about the attractive parts of the city yesterday by Al
Herron, of the Herron Hill Gun Club. The gentleman was
George A. Johnson and he was chuck full of hunting
stories. He told one that he vouched for as being absolute
truth and Herron backed him up in it. He started with the
astonishing statement that an old hunter in his locality had
one time sbot a deer while holding another. "This man,"
said Mr. Johnson, "was watching a runway early one morn-
ing when a fawn ran between bis legs. He pressed his knees
tightly together and held it imprisoned there. He was
about to kill it when a yearling buck made his appearance
about 75yds away. Holding the fawn between his legs he
shot and killed the yearling, and then allowing the fawn to
escape shot it. The man who did this feat, however, has
told it so often that it has grown considerably. He now
says be held a buck by the horns with his left hand while
he shot another with his right. Everybody don't believe
that."

—

Pittsburg Commercial Gazette

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Cuart Sent Free,

otnms ( Fevers,Conge8tions,Inflammation
A.A. ( Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.--Disteinper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—-Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.--Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.--Misearriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
3.K.~Diseases ot Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Veterinary Cure Oil and Modteator, $7.OO
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

„ HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE 00.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICE 91.00.

F08 SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

ARK

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

Manufacturers of every description ofPINE FISHING
19 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Sold cart Retail toy tlxe DSanufOotvrers.

STER REPEATING ARMS
,N. Y. NEW HA\
Send for 8'4-oaire Catalogue of Arras and Ammunition.

Tfenms Just qwce
PRESERVALINE.

A. Boon to the Sportsman.
Positively and Perfectly Preserves Game, Birds and Pish.

Tried and Found Perfect. Simple, Economical, Efficacious

In 5-lb boxes (enough to preserve 5001bs. of game, birds or fish with full directions—a child can
prepare it) jj>2. Sold everywhere by dealers in Sportsmen's Goods, Fishing Tackle, etc., and by

THE PRESERVALINE M'F'G CO., 23 Cedar Street, New York.

353X>^W^M> VOM HOLIES,
95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURER OF

^isl^jLog: TacKle
Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Estabijshed 186T.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may be deducted from first purchase of one dollar and over. Mention this paper.

Davy Crockett
Used to say, "Be sure you're right, then go
ahead." To be sure you are right before

going ahead, consult the " Book of the Game
Laws" for game and game fish laws of every

State and Territory in the Union—Canada not

forgotten. Price, 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO ,

318 Broadway, New York.

Free descriptive circular.

SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the

' largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE A(.FORD & BERKELE CO.
P. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cnambers St., N. Y.

PRICE'S

Inn
B^lSS LINE.

No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
for me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.13 $1.25 $1.88 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

GEO PBIGE, 171 East 84th St, Sm York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps,
With Sliver Plated Loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Exoeluor Dash Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St. N.Y.

Established 1837.

J. B. OEOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisUnjE TacKle, Suns, Riles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

i [OT of TROUT

JL m W6UMM1NS AUCKLAND
CO. DUBHAM. ENGLAND.

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. T.

S. E. Cor 23d st.

Hunting Boots& Shoes,
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
toDgue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street. New York City.

THIS WILL HIT YOU !

Before and Behind the Curtain,
or the

Adventures of Billy Shakespoke.
A story of amateur and professional stage life.

by Capt. Chas. A. J. Fabbab.
This book will interest all, comprising as it does

many lauahable scenes and incidents of actual
happening. 272 pages, 6 full-page engravings,
neat cloth binding, price $1. JAMAICA PUB-
LISHING COMPANY. Jamaica Plains, Mass.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Troufc or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz ,
Price $2 72

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length
8i

9, 94, 10ft ,
weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted , : •

51
3 32

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cnp, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c.
;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., loo.

J. F. MARSTEBS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send Sc. itam\ for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.«™ m H. H. KIFFE,
\^^^^^k^^Ji 318 Fulton Street,

"

NEWSTOCE 1 1 '

PARKER B. Ii. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Koreend, Bar BeboundlnK
Locks, Solid Strikers, Extension Matted Rib, Pistol ^rti^n,,, v»J%% rwGrip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. prk*.

y
p?tee Price Price

No. 2, lwist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 39.20 $60.00
'

4!i.75
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 46 35 70.00 49.90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.00 85.00 6O.60
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting ofCOAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - . 85.00CANVAS SUIT, Be8t Quality, - - - 8.75COBDUROT SUIT, Good Quality, Beady Made, 13,00CORDUBOY SUIT, First Quality, Beady Made, 17.50CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 85.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND 8AMPI.ES PEEK.

GKEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 Madison Streer, Chicago, 111.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 341 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

M 103 Milk Street,
Boston, XUEcti

Revolvers .32 & .38,

Merwin, Hulbert & Co.,

No. 26 West 23d Street, New York,
Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel,

Have just issued a beautiful and comprehensive cata-logue of 210 pages, 9x12 inches, on in and outdoor
sports, including Lawn Tennis, Boats, Athletic Goods,Photographic Supplies, Cycles and Gun Goods. Thisbook is handsomely illustrated with Sporting Scenes bvwell-known artists, and will be mailed free to any ad-
dress on receipt of 10 cents to pay postage.

Book Publishing.

Possessing peculiar facilities for publishing
new books on field sports, adventure, travel,

and open air life, the Forest and Stream Pub-
lishing Company begs to invite the attention

of authors to its book department. Corres-
pondence solicited and estimates furnished.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.
Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

andm the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history The

„ Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
-
aS eaf7 vlctory- But fcQe Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
oft after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic arid sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive -weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo ws and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y,
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhill.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

LITE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
he transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.
W. L. Gilbert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
My Dear Sir—In regard to the trout eggs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been had
from them at all of the points to which tbey have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

FOR SALE.
Valuable ducking property in North Carolina.

Price seventy-five hundred ($7,500) dollars.
Above consists of Harbor Island and over one

hundred acres of marsh land situated at the en-
trance of Core Sound, North Carolina. Sixty
miles from Newberne and forty from Morehead
City. Harbor Island contains about eight acres
and has on it a house forty-four (44) by forty-two
(42), two stories and attic. (Lower story abode);
nine bed rooms on second floor, a two-story ex-
tension forty-six (46) by eighteen (18), (all plainly
nut sufficiently furnished), together with a few
necessary out-buildings. Large wine cellar
Tinder main house All the buildings less than
three years old. Pier extends to main channel.
Shooting consists of redheads, broadbills and

other ducks; also brant and geese. In spring and
fall curlew and snipe are numerous. Duck shoot-
ing commences December first and lasts till
March. Photographic views will be shown and
full particulars given by FREDERICK ROBERT,
Nos. 97-99 Water street, N. Y. 2t

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also voung ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAACSEN.
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street. New York City.
My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,
mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

OR SALE. —WISCONSIN DEER, 1 BUCK,
2 does and one fawn about six months old, all

in perfect condition. Buck has fine antlers.
Address P. O. Box 755, New York City. It

LIVE QUAIL and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1838. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO„ Christiana, Pa, sept25,10t

FOR SALE.—HANDSOME, LATEST MODEL
Greener 16-g. hammer gun, practically new.

Cost POO, price $125, _ Box 218, Southport. Conn.
novl3,tf

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

WANTED. - LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad-

dress full particulars, P. O. Box 3,350, New York
City. nov6,6t

Which Interest Gunners; vnth descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRXTMBTJI.il.

Contains the local names in popular use, and
eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable anymanwho
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interestedih
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PBIOE 83.50.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, $1.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

318 Broadway, New York.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By RAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.
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THANKSGIVING.
i

DOUBTLESS many a sportsman has bethought him
that his Thanksgiving turkey will have a finer

flavor if the feast is prefaced by a few hours in the

woods, with dog and gun. Meaner fare than this day of

bounty furnishes forth is made delicious by such an appe-

tizer, and the Thanksgiving feast will be none the worse

for it.

What can be more delicious than the wholesome frag-

rance of the fallen leaves? What more invigorating

than the breath of the two seasons that we catch, here in

the northward shade of a wooded hill the nipping air of

winter, there where the southern slope meets the sun the

genial warmth of an October day. Here one's footsteps

crunch sharply the frozen herbage and the ice-sharded

border of a spring's overflow; there splash in thawed

pools and rustle softly among the dead leaves.

The flowers are gone, but they were not brighter than

the winter berries and bittersweet that glow around one.

The deciduous leaves are fallen and withered, but they

were not more beautifual than the delicate tracery of

their forsaken branches, and the steadfast foliage of the

evergreeng'was never brighter. The song birds are sing-

ing in southern woods, but chickadee, nuthatch and wood-

pecker are chatty and companionable and keep the woods

in heart with a stir of life.

Then from overhead or underfoot a ruffed grouse

booms away into the gray haze of branches, and one

hears the whirr and crash of Ms headlong flight long

after he is lost to sight, perchance long after the echo

of a futile shot has died away. Far off one hears

the intermittent discharge of rifles where the shoot-

ers are burning powder for their Thanksgiving turkey,

and faintly from far away comes the melancholy music

of a hound, Then nearer and clearer, then a rustle of

velvet-elad feet, and lo, reynard himself, the wildest

spirit of the woods, materialises out of the russet indis*

tinctness and flashes past, with every sense alert. Then
the hound goes by, and footstep, voice and echo sink into

silence. For silence it is, though the silver tinkle of the

brook is in it, and the stir of the last leaf shivering for-

saken on its bough,

In such quietude one may hold heartfelt thanksgiving,

feasting full upon a crust and a draught from the icy

rivulet, and leave rich viands and costly -wines for the

thankless surfeiting of poorer men.

SALMON FOR THE HUDSON.
A LITTLE after midnight of Nov. 20 the U. S. Fish

Commission car No. 3 arrived at Troy, N. Y. , with

about 10,000 six months old salmon, measuring from 2i

to 3in. in length. These were the remainder of an allot-

ment of 20,000 salmon given to the State of New York,

from the Bucksport station in Maine, in place of the eggs

of the Atlantic salmon which were promised to the New
York Commission last season, but which could not be

furnished because of the scarcity in the supply. The car

started from Bucksport with 20,000 fish, but for some
unexplained reason great mortality took place as soon as

the journey began. Commissioner McDonald, who went
to New York personally to oversee the planting of the

fish, explains the dying off in this way: The salmon

were practically wild fish, and had been accustomed to

their liberty. The fright and confinement of the trans-

portation tanks were the probable cause of the great mor-

tality. The fish were deposited at Troy on the shore of

Green Island. Mr. Fred Mather accompanied the car

from Bucksport to the place of planting, and Commis-
sioner Burden, of Troy, was present when the fish were

liberated.

Col. McDonald, accompanied by Mr. Burden and Mr.

Mather, went to Glens Falls, and while there Mr. A. N.

Cheney showed them the falls and dams in the vicinity.

The Commissioner believes that fish can easily surmount
the two falls with the help of two fishways, which can

be constructed at a cost of not more than $5,000 each.

The 10,000 salmon planted were healthy and vigorous,

and each one of them is more than the equivalent of a

hundred fry.

Car No. 3, after delivering the salmon at Troy, pro-

ceeded to Washington with a number of beautiful salmon

and trout for the aquaria. There were eight Atlantic

salmon, varying from eight to twenty-seven months old;

eighteen landlocked salmon, six of which were thirty-two

months old; five brook trout, twenty months old: eight

Loch Leven trout, eight months old, and five rainbow

trout, twenty months old. All of these arrived in per-

fect condition.

ON A RUNWAY OR IN THE WATER?

THE most important subject discussed at Albany last

week when the fish andgame law revision committee

gave a hearing, was the hounding of deer in the Adiron-

dacks. The sentiment of those present was largely in

favor of restricting the hounding season, which is now
fifty days, to a shorter period of thirty days, and others

spoke in favor of abolishing the practice entirely. Perhaps

it is too much to expect that hounding deer in the North

Woods will be stopped by law. Those who are most in-

fluental in shaping legislation for this region are the hotel

proprietors and those who resort to their houses, The

hotel proprietors want hounding continued because there

are so many pleasure seekers who visit the Adirondacks

with the hope of killing a deer by hounding it into the

water, but who would never dream of trying to kill a deer

on land. If these people cannot hound deer, the hotel

men reason, they will not pay board bills in the North

Woods. It was stated at the Albany hearing that the

hotel custom lost during the year the Curtis non-hound-

ing law was in operation amounted to $100,000. If this

estimate is not exaggerated, it may fairly be assumed

that the hotel men, will see to it that a non-hounding law

shall not be enacted; they cannot afford to have the

practice prohibited.

One proposition was to permit hounding but to forbid

killing deer in the water. Such laws are in force else-

where, or to speak more accurately are dead letters.

For the enlightenment of those who are familiar with

deer hounding as practiced in the South and in other

sections, where the game is shot at by hunters as it passes

on runways, it should be explained that deer hounding in

the northern wilderness of New York means for the most

part driving the game into the water where it is killed

by hunters on the shore or in boats. Scores of men, who
lack the skill required to hold the rifle true on a bound-
ing buck, can readily enough kill the game in the water
provided their magazines hold out or the boatman rows
them near enough. Nine- tenths of the deer killed by
hounding in the Adirondacks are killed in this way.
Now the proposal is to let the hounds run the game but

to prohibit shooting it when it has taken to water. If

such a law were strictly enforced the objections to hound-
ing would be in a large measure removed. But it may
quite safely be predicted that with such a law, one of two
results would follow: The statute would be a dead letter,

or if enforced the hotel men would quickly cry out for its

repeal. A large proportion of their patrons, for whom
the landlords wish to preserve the privilege of hounding,

are, as we have said , wholly incapable of killing a deer

anywhere else than in the water. If the privilege of

water-killing is taken away from them, that will in effect

be taking away the privilege of hounding; this class will

no longer frequent the Adirondacks, and Mr. Paul Smith
and his allies will again appear at Albany asking per*

mission for their guests to kill game in the water.

The American Folk-lore Society. —The second

annual meeting of this society will be held in New York
city on Friday and Saturday of this week in Room 15,

Hamilton Hall, Columbia College, Madison avenue and
Forty-ninth street. On Friday there will be three sessions

for business and reading of papers; at 10 A. M. the Coun*
cil will meet; at 11 o'clock the President, Dr. Daniel G.

Brinton, will take the chair, and an address of welcome
will be delivered by Profeesor John S. Newberry, M.D.

,

LL. D., President of the New York Academy of Sciences.

The Council will then present its report to the society:

reports of officers and committees will be received and
general business will be transacted. At 1 o'clock the

session will adjourn and the members are invited to a

lunch provided by the local committee. At 2.30 P. M.

the society will reassemble for the reading of papers.

At 8 P. M, , by invitation of the New York Academy of

Sciences a joint meeting of the Folk-lore Society and the

Academy will be held in the same hall, at which papers

will be read. On Saturday there will be a single session

beginning at 10 A. M. The meetings of the society will

be open to the public but only members will take part in

the business and discussions.

SNAP SHOTS.

MR. TOWNSEND COX, Forest Commissioner of New
York, reports that the Catskill Game Park, which

has been stocked with deer and other game, is proving so

successful that it would be a wise measure for the State

to acquire the entire township of Denning, in which the

park is situated. The territory could probably be bought

at a low price, and it is admirably adapted to a fish and
game preserve. Mr. Cox proposes to have the penalty for

killing deer in the Catskills raised to a fine of $100 or im-

prisonment one year; and he says that the public senti-

ment of the residents in that region favor such a stringent

provision.

Mr. A. N. Cheney calls our attention to the fact that

the New Hampshire law has no provision for protecting

the aureolus, the trout of Lake Sunapee, about which
there has been so much discussion. The law simply

specifies "lake trout, brook or speckled troul;" and proba-

bly it was the intention of the Legislature to include

all trout in this category. We presume that the reason

the aureolus was not specifically mentioned was that it

was not then known to be a distinct variety. No time

should be lost in remedying this defect of the law.

An Ohio correspondent, in describing a famous hunting

resort, suggests that it would make an ideal game
preserve. But why not an ideal region to preserve by
the public for pudlic use? Why should every favored

locality, where fish or game is to be found, be picked up
for a private club? The wiser plan would be to protect

the game or fish for the public. By and by we shall have

no desirable country outside of game preserves.

Hotel men at Barnegat and Great Egg Harbor are dis-

playing unusual greed even for seaside resort proprietors,

if the report which comes to us is true that they are

killing sheepshead and other food fishes by dynamite.

Unfortunately the New Jersey law has no provision to

prevent this business, but it should have immediate

attention at Trenton this winter,
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THANKSGIVING TURKEY.

THE TURKEY HUNTER'S EDUCATION.

AT turkey hunting we are only amateurs, Lawrence
and I, The truth of this is generally strongly im-

pressed on us after having taken one of our annual trips

after this wary bird. A ten years' study of his peculiar

and adroit ways has not made us at all proficient in bring-

ing bim to bag.
A young man can enter college for four years, and at

twenty-one or thereabouts if he be studious and of aver-

age ability can walk out full fledged with a smattering of

the dead languages and some knowledge of French and
German. And the chances are he thinks he knows some-
thing. Now, if it is desirable that the conceit be taken

out of him, and Timothy Titcomb says "the first thing a
young man in starting out should learn is that he kn jws
nothing, and the more thoroughly this is learned the

better it will be for him," let him take to the woods and
maneuver with the wild turkey on his native heath. It

may take him a week to find out where the old gobbler
has scratched, and it may take another week to find out
whether that scratch is a day old or six months. When
he has got eo far he has reached A and B of the turkey
alphabet. In a year, if he works hard and takes to timber
kindly, he may master the alphabet and begin to spell a-b

ab. By that time he will begin to understand what
Timothy Titcomb meant, and when he reaches out into

the future with his anticipations of a diploma in wild
turkey lore, including its higher mathematics, dead lan-

guages, etc, , he will surely feel that he knows nothing as

yet, and has a long road to travel before he does. If he
goes further he must love his work and have time to pur-

sue it. The chances are ninety-nine to one hundred that
he will go on, until stopped by some cause beyond con-
trol, for the course of most temperaments is one of ex-
treme fascination.

There is a plenty of turkey hunters who are up in the
business—to hear them tell it—persons who can go out
almost any day, bag their game and be back by 9 o'clock
A. M. We have heard them talk. Why, it is easy
enough. First, find where the turkey is rising, locate at

a favorable point within hearing, and make a certain
note. You have only to keep cool and shoot straight
when he comes up, and you have him. Easy enough

—

can get one at any time.
This same L. and the writer have in mind a person who

uses language of that kind freely. He is a good talker
and hailed us one day as we were returning home down
the bayou from a rather unsuccessful hunt. Had we had
much luck? "Only moderate." Where did we go?
"Twenty-five miles above." "Went too high. Should
have hunted lower down the river. Around my place
they are thick. Can hear them gobble at daybreak every
morning in three or four directions from my gallery. I
want one only occasionally. We get wild turkey here
until the family tire of it.

' Three mornings ago I went
in the timber west of the house and located at a favor
able spot and gave a yelp, and up came three fine old
gobblers on a full run, one just behind the other. I shot
the largest one first with my rifle, and as one was wanted
for a friend who was visiting me, I touched the trigger
on another. This was done in short order. The third
turkey was still monkeying around in the locality, and,
not wanting him , I took my hat in hand and chased him
down through the woods."

If L. and I had indulged in any conceit over the small
bag made in a protracted hunt of several days' duration,
it was now thoroughly dispelled. We asked to be made
unfast, when we proceeded at once on down stream,
contemplating how easy it was for some persons to bag
turkey and how difficult for others. But in the years
that followed we improved in our skill somewhat, and
began to make inroads into the haunts of these same
birds that gobbled so lustily in hearing of this gentle-
man's residence.
One day, through a mutual friend, we heard that this

expert had expressed a fear that we would kill an ex-
ceptionally fine gobbler in his hunting grounds, which he
was reserving for breeding purposes. We sent him word
to tie a red ribbon on his turkey to mark him for identi-
fication, as the lawyers would say, and the noble bird
Bhould go unmolested. But the chances are that if he be
such a specimen as represented with his years of experi-
ence in eluding his enemies, he wouid go scot free from
us without such identification marks.
An old gobbler as a rule knows his business. The fact

of his existence is the proof, as his known enemies are
numerous; and from the time he first breaks through his
shell his path is beset with dangers, which keep him
constantly on the alert for self-preservation, Having
been hatched and reared in the forests he is thoroughly
familiar with all its parts, including the forms of its in-
numerable thickets and open spots, the mpandering of all
its streams, the varying ligh<s and shades that constantly
play through the woods—and the thousands of voices
that are to be heard every day , he has booked in his vo-
cabulary to a nicety. If a sound not quite to his under-
standing is put forth it will be interesting to observe him
for a brief time, for it will be but a very short time that
he can be observed, unless the sound be made out to
come from a friendly object. If the least suspicion is
attached to it a pair of legs or a pair of wings is called
into use, and Mr. Turkey is soon habitating in a more
congenial locality. If the amateur hunter thinks the
bird's hearing is not accurate let him get within gunshot
range and turn a leaf over; but unless it is desirable to
eliminate that turkey from that part of the woods in-
stantly another must not be turned while he is paying
attention. And what about his eypsight? If there is any-
thing in the woods sharper we have not found it. Both
eyes stand on the outside of its head, and he appears to
see i,n all directions at once. It is quite easy for him in
fleeing from the sportsman, whose gun he fears, to get a
tree to intervene, while he streaks it through timber to a
place of safety, keeping the tree accurately in line all the
time. He is also when in a tree a fair ventriloquist, and
if he desires to do a little clucking or gobbling on the
ground without being there in person he can iust do it.
that's all.

As to his coming to call down through a certain part of
the woods that a hunter may pick out for him, that is all
bosh. He can come down through that part of the woods
if he wants to, but the chances are about nineteen to

twenty he won't want to. Some other route will suit his

peculiar motives better.
The way of a certain gobbler in substantiation of this

is still fresh in mind. He was not located until 8 A, M.,

rather late for a successful call. Report had it that a
party previously had. taken a shot at this fellow, and
warning was given that it would take some skill to get

shot among his feathers. His answer to the call was
annoyingly suppressed, so much so that his position could

not be located at first sound. In about ten minutes he
answered again, still in a subdued tone, but his direction

was had this time, and paddling the canoe to that Bide of

the stream, the bow was cautiously pushed to the bank
and made fast, and the woods entered as stealthily as

possible. A favorable location was sought behind an old

log, where the hunter's head could be pulled down fre-

quently to fight off the myriads of mosquitoes that con-

tinually swarmed about, and which constituted a very
unfavorable factor in the chance for a successful shot. It

was fully fifteen miuutes before the third answer was
made, when his lordship seemed to be exactly in the

same spot where first located. The call of the hen was
but little more frequent, and with as much indifference

as could be injected into it. It seemed an age before
another note was had from the male, and during the
interim the hunter's head went down behind the log

many times to polish off the mosquitoes, and when the
note was made it was still in the same half hearted way,
though it seemed nearer and in a slightly different direc-

tion, showing that the bird was not as supremely indif-

ferent as he would make believe. Then he quit entirely,

and for nearly half an hour the woods seemed to be as
silent as death. But the sportsman was not nearly so
dead as he was silent, for he had a belief that some in-

vestigation on the very sly would be made by this very
cautious turkey. It was then that the bloodthirsty
insects got in their villainous work, while the woods were
being motionlessly scanned by a pair of watchful eyes,
covering the semi-circle on the opposite side of the log,

and investigating carefully every visible spot. Not a
motion could be seen nor a sound heard. The mosquitoes
unmolested were still feasting with voracious appetites,

and the hunter had lain so long in one position without a
movement that one leg had ,sgone to sleep," and a new
position was being as quietly obtained as possible under
the circumstances, when a slight rustle in the leaves was
distinctly heard in the rear. Turning his head in that
direction the hunter sees his game in full view, and a
noble specimen he was, walking in a stately manner, at
60yds. distance. Too far for a shotgun, or a quick shot
at his head and neck would bring him to bag. Uncon-
cernedly and without betrayal of the least alarm in his
aristocratic gait and in his handsome plumage, leisurely

he walks on; but ere a rifle can be trained on him, a tree,

as if by mere incident, intervenes. It is enough. Mr.
Turkey knows, amid one hundred and one other smart
things, the stupendous advantage of an intervening tree,

and swifter than the wind he runs through the woods,
rattling the dry leaves, but keeping the tree so nicely, in
line that on either side not a feather can be seen. In an
annoyingly brief space of time he gobbles 200yds. away,
and loud enough now to be heard throughout the entire
county of Sharkey, and having slowed up to a walk he
goes on through the timber distributing his music with
lavish freedom at intervals of 50yds. or less, but contain-
ing in its tone more of exultation and defiance than of
enjoyable music to the discomfited, out-generated, oft-

vanquished, mosquito-ghawed
,
cramp-limbed, eye-wea-

ried sportsman bebind (?) the old red log.

And it never was clearly ascertained whether that old
gobbler went in the air over the earth or in a subter-
ranean cavern through the earth, to bis advantageous
position on the other side of things—it is not believed,
however, that he took the usual method of walking on
the surface, as that route had b< en subjected to an in-

tensely eager search without his being revealed.
And now, Mr. Forest and Stream, just here, before it

is forgotten, let me speak of some experience with guns
for turkey shooting. The gun that was used at this time
was a double-barreled heavy 10-bore shotgun, with an
auxiliary rifle barrel in one" chamber. The rifle barrel
required a special sight, which was setup just back of
the hammers and was made to fold down when the shot-
gun side was used. I carried this auxiliary barrel two
seasons and discarded it for the reason that I found it not

f sufficiently accurate for long ranue shooting, and greatly

(
in the way for close work when both barrels were needed.

1 1 then clung to the shotgun for years, and when a turkey
j
could be gotten close—inside of 40yds.—he stood rather a
slim chance, if he would show part of his head and neck.

|
If a second shot was needed at a flustrated spot, for be
assumed something is going to be flustrated if the tur-

I key is not killed the first shot, the shotgun is just the thing.
I After years of trial I adopted No. 6 shot as the proper
size, as containing enough shot to hit a vital spot at
40yds. and with sufficient force to kill. This is the first

barrel. For second barrel I used 000 for the body, having
abandoned all hope of doing anything with the head and
neck after the above flustration had been created.
After awhile I weakened on my favorite shotgun. I

lost a couple of fine old fellows at 45 or 50yds. that had
cost me hours of patient and hard work for the chance of
a shot. The first was only wounded, the second went
away apparently unhurt. All the ways of loading that
could be thought of or suggested by others were tried at
the target to get a charge that would kill with certainty
at say 60yds. None were satisfactory. Ely's wire cart-
ridge was a complete failure and the thread wound but
little better. I was advised to get a rifle and try that,
but I had tried that with the ordinary sights and failed.
I wanted a gun that was almost certain death when the
trigger was pulled at as long a range as possible. For a
shotgun nothing is certain in turkey shooting outside of
40yds. This gives the sportsman command of a circle
equal to an area of but little more than one acre. That
is not a very formidable territory, and it is rather a con-
tracted circle for the hunter and wild gobbler to occupy
both at same time. Suppose the radius of this circle
could be doubled and the sportsman could possess a gun
that was sure death at 80yds.; he thus would command a
circle of more than four acres in area, quadrupling the
shotgun area. Ordinarily a wild turkey will step inside
that area without rigid scrutiny, whereas the narrower
limit he would naturally subject to the most rigid ex-
animation before entering it. I must confess to having
scratched out some hair in trying to solve this problem of
a better weapon.

At last a little light broke through on the subject.
Some one suggested a rifle with telescope sight with a
cross-hair (thus +) for a center. I knew something
about telescopes and cross-hairs and was not slow in
catching the idea. An investigation led to the owner-
ship of a gun that money could not buy, if it could not
be replaced. It is as certain death to a turkey at 80yds.
as the shotgun is at 40. It is more than that; it will give
light to show whare no other kind of rifle sight could be
used. It magnifies the game and shows it so clearly that
the spot to aim at is easily selected. The eye end having
an aperture of -Jin. in diameter, only the front sight or
cross-hairs require attention in sighting. I have killed
turkeys in trees with this sight in a dim light, almost
dark; can shoot them in the morning early when the first
streaks of day appear, and can kill with reasonable cer-
tainty from trees any moonlight night. This sh-ht was
made for me by Wm. Malcolm, of Syracuse, N. Y, It is
a fine piece of workmanship, and is the delight of every
sporternan who examines it. The glasses are in a tube
nearly fin. in diameter, which extends from within iin.
of the muzzle to the eye, when the gun is held naturally
to the shoulder. It is more cumbersome than the ordin-
ary sight, and requires more careful handling, but its
other advantages over all other sights are too great to
compare. To the sportsman, especially oue whose eyes
are at all failing from age or other cause, this sight as
made by Malcolm, is just the thing. With it accurate
aiming is not a question of eyesight; it is one of steadi-
ness only. In fair light a nail head can be distinctly
seen in old fences or buildings at a distance of 200yds.
For me it has solved turkey shooting, and now I grieve
only for those grand old fellows that have heretofore
been bungled often with the ordinary gun. Gads, but
many a one has gotten away! Hereafter they want to
gobble and strut a long way off, and keep beyond view
of the searching glass of this telescope.
Now, mind you, I am not boasting this sight in the in-

terest of Wm. Malcolm, who is an utter stranger to me.
My sight has been bought and paid for at the regular
price, and I can get another one for the same money if I
want it. What I am interested in is the sportsmen who
want a good sight and don't know what to get or where
to get it, especially the older class of sportsmen like
myself whose eyes feel the need of some artificial aid.
This rifle sight will surely bring game to view that often
cannot be seen with the naked eye at all.

It must be confessed that in using it at first on game
some of tbe most abominable shots were made. That
will probably be alluded to further on, when we get up
among tbe turkeys. The truth is I thought so well of
the new arm that its powers were overestimated. It was
found that I had a part to take as well as the gun. It
took two or three days to work this fact into my noggin
thoroughly. It was proved the rifle was a mighty partic-
ular thing to handle, even if it did havp a telescope sight
—that it shot with reasonable accuracy where it looked

—

and did not splatter over an unlimited area of woods. I
had to get cool, hold the cross-hairs hard on the vital
spot and keep them there until the game was seen to go
down. Afterward some game went to camp, and the
sight that had taken a slight tumble rose up again.

W. L. Polk.

CALLING GOBBLERS IN TEXAS.
YEABS ago when I left the country I gave away mv

dogs, sold my gun and horse, and made a resolu-
tion that hunting was a luxury I was not able to indulge
in and that my hunting days were ovf r. But, alas and
alack, after all of these years the old instinct, ineradica-
ble, returns to torment me.
While in Richmond recently on business, a friend sug-

gested the idea of a turkey hunt to Beeville, Tex., that
paradise of the sportsman.; The temptation came to me
in a moment of weakness, and I yielded. Beeville is a
pretty town, situated in a rolling prairie country.
After a hearty dinner we started for the home of a

friend of former vears living in Live Oak county, sixteen
miles west from Beeville. This friend is an old one, true
and tried, with whom the writer has had many an excit-
ing chase over praiiie and through bottom, and with
whom many a happy hour has been idly wasted around
the camp fire. As we drove along, on either side of us
were constantly rising bunches of quail, but we only shot
a few, because it was so late that we ha<l no time to lose.
We arrived at my friend's house at 9:30, and I attempted

a ruse on him. We had not met for more than seven
years, and it was thought by my two traveling compan-
ions in the hack that time had altered each of us so much
that recognition would be doubtful. We sat in the hack
at the gate and hallooed, and when my friend came to the
gate asked the privilege of camping in hi* pasture for the
night, saying that I bad letters to him from friends at his
old home, which I would deliver the next day. But the
scheme did network; my voice betrayed me; he recog-
nized me even in the dark and gave us a htarty welcome.
In five minutes we were at ease, chatting of old times and
planning a hunt for tbernorrow. Our host said we would
take a hunt near the house in the morning as a start off

t«» get our hands in, and that there would be no trouble in
getting among the turkeys if the weather was favorable.

Just as we were in the middle of our best nap and im-
agined we were hardly yet aslee p good, a light flashed
into our room and our friend and host announced that
"coffee was ready." He had set his alarm clock for 4
o'clock, but did not call us until coffee was ready. The
morning was not favorable, as the wind was blow-
ing from the east in strong and fitful gusts, and we
feared the turkeys would not gobble. The only light to
guide us was the stars. We were rather vext d that the
weather should have taken so unfavorable a turn when
we had come so far for a little sport. Though the weather
was not good for turkeys it was by no means a bad morn-
ing otherwise, and we enjoyed the walk of a mile out
through our friend's pasture in the clear, bracing atmos-
phere of the beautiful morning.
We went perhaps one and a quarter miles before halt-

ing, and then began to see the first streaks of approach-
ing daylight come peeping through the scattering live
oaks, and were charmed to find the wind lulling a little.

We felt more hopeful then and prepared for business.
Our host placed my Richmond friend in a good position

between two roads among some clumps of trees, and then
he and I moved away from him bo as not to interfere with
each other's roosts,

The best way to hunt in the early morning is to Bit still

in the vicinity of the bMn and listen fgr the gqbbjtsjfe t*
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"open up," that is, commence their strutting and gob-
bling. In going to roost in the evening the gobblers
usually select a long limb, which will permit them to
strut along upon and air their pomposity. Their gobbling
can be heard on a clear morning a fourth of a mile, and
if they begin before daylight it gives the hunter an oppor-
tunity to approach them in the darkness and under the
cover of other trees near enough to shoot. It is easy
for a practical hunter to get to them then. Still he must
be wary, for the wild turkey is proverbial for being the
keenest sighted of all birds. And the hens—which as a
rule are very quiet on the roost—act as sentinels to give
notice of approaching danger, and when you are about
satisfied that you have your gobbler, sure, they interfere
with a put put put, and are away before you can realize
the situation. If you are unfortunate in not locating
them on the roost, if they do not gobble before daylight—
as they did not that morning—the hunter's next plan is to
sit around or walk cautiously about until he hears them
and then yelp them up.
My friend and I went on about 400yds. from where we

left our other hunter stationed and sat down to listen.
Daylight was now full upon us; we waited for five or ten
minutes, but heard nothing. The wind would some-
times lull for a while, which enabled us to hear if one
should gobble. "We moved on a little further and sat
down again to listen. This time we were rewarded for
our perseverance, for there came down the glade a sound
that electrified us. To me it was like wine; it was the
"gobble, gobble, gobble*' that I remembered so well in
early days. In a moment all my early instincts return,
and the exclamation escapes me, "You are my bird."
The gobble sounded much further away than it was,

owing to the wind blowing in the contrary direction.
We moved a little nearer and selected a place of conceal-
ment, I taking my position behind a prickly-pear bush,
whose large fan-like leaves were so arranged as to make
first-rate windows to see through. My friend acted as
caller, and I had only to wait and watch. Immediately
in front of our position was a lovely open glade, which
ran in the direction of the gobbler, and which we felt
confident his lordship would take in coming to his lady
love. Being comfortably fixed with gun in position and
ready to fire at a moment's notice, I gave the word to my
friend to proceed with his part of the programme. He
commenced an imitation of the call of the turkey hen,
a sort of yelp or Ice-otik-Tceouk ke-oiik. Quick as a
flash came the deep sonorous gobble in answer; and after
a few puffs and struts behind his screen he came out into
the opening in full view about 150yds. distant, A chal-
lenge yelp from my friend heads him our way. Slowly
and majestically strutting—so proudly that he seems
almost to disdain to tread the earth—lie bears down on
us totally unconscious of the fate in store for him. An-
other yelp starts him in a trot, which brings him within
35 or 40yds. of where I sit, and as this is quite near
enough I raise my gun to my shoulder. The motion,
although very slight, catches his vigilant eye and he
halts, raising himself to his full height, all alertness.
Alas! too late for him. . A sharp report, a puff of smoke
from the cactus bush, and what a minute before was a
vain, boastful, arrogant gobbler, now lies before us a
bunch of feathers and the basis of a good dinner. We
shouldered him and started for the rendezvous quite sat-
isfied.

On the way we amused ourselves pitying our Richmond
friend and lamenting that he, too, could not have secured
a gobbler. We had not heard any gobbling in his direc-
tion nor any shooting; but judge of our surprise when
we got back to where we left him, for there he was with
not one but three turkeys, though all of them hens,
hanging on a tree. Our pity was premature. He said
when we left him he heard a gobble, but could not get to
them on the roost as day was fast breaking, but waited
for them to fly down. When they came down a whole
bunch answered to his call, and came to him with three
hens well in the lead. He took things quietly and waited
for them to cross each other, and when two of the hens
had their necks crossed he fired, killing both. The third
rose to fly but he cut her down also, and thus in the
short space of five minutes he had bagged three fine
turkeys.
We walked home in triumph with our game, reaching

there just as the family were sitting down to a delicious
breakfast of plain country fare, including buttermilk
and fresh butter, home-cured ham, honey from the hives
in the yard, and cold wild turkey.
We sent the turkeys back to Beeville by the hack

which had brought us out the night before, t® be ex-
pressed home and distributed among friends.
Then we planned a hunt on the Nueces River, ten

miles away, for the evening, as our host declared it

would not be a real hunt unless we camped out a night
or two, so we sat about making preparations for a reg-
ular camp and jolly time generally down the river.

S. D. Calder.

The New York Flower Show.—The flower show
which opened on Monday at the Madison Square Garden
in this city offers to lovers of flowers a wonderfully
varied exhibition of plants of all descriptions. Perhaps
the most striking and beautiful classes shown there are
the chrysanthemums, which of late years have become
so popular, and the orchids. The United States Nurs-
eries, of Short Hills, New Jersey, who are holding this
flower show, have devoted especial attention to these
groups of plants, and have been remarkably successful
with both. While the first chrysanthemums which we
knew were rather small and bore very modest yellow
flowers, they are now grown of all colors except blue and
vary in size from -Jin. to 13in. in diameter. Among the
orchids the IT. S. Nurseries have devoted special attention
to the cypripediums,of which thecommon wild moccasin
flower {C. acaule) is an example familiar to all dwellers
in the country. A noticeable feature of these orchids is
their lasting quality, a flower on tfie plant remaining
perfectly fresh for ten or twelve weeks, while even if
cut it will continue fresh and beautiful for three or four
weeks if kept in fresh water. But besides these showy
and handsome flowers there may be seen at this show
many others not less interesting. Such are the curious
pitcher plants, which contain on their leaves hollows in
which water collects, which serves to attract insects,
which are often drowned in it. Palms, ferns, fancy foli-
age plants and many commoner flowers abound, and the
whole is so attractive aB to be well worth more than one
visit.

MOOSE RIVER AND THE WEST BRANCH.
XI.

ON our walk up the old tote road we saw no moose
and had only a single glance at a caribou, which

was a long distance off across the pond, but we saw many
tracks, and if we had been there in the season and had
huuted them, I have no dotibt that we should have had
some fresh meat.
When we recrossed the carry to Spencer Bay we saw

where a moose had traveled since we had been ovtr the
road. Spencer Bay was calm and there was no wind on
the morning when we returned to it, and we pi'oceeded
as far as Lucky Brook, where we intended to stop for
dinner, We went ashore, but signs of storm, which we
had been watching, became more prominent and the
wind was breezing up, so we heeded the warning and
kept on to the narrows.
The flight of an eagle across the bay was the only

diverting incident, and we arrived at the narrows none
too soon, for the wind continued to freshen; when we
landed the white caps were running and the surf beat
heavily on the shore. There is a camp on the point south
of the narrows where Bill and I had camped before, and
here we dined. We spent a lazy afternoon under the
trees and bathed in the lake. Toward night we fished
about the narrows—this locality being one of the best
fishing grounds on Moosehead Lake—but with no suc-
cess, which was a disappointment, as we now wanted a
few trout to carry home.

It was getting late, however, for fly-fishing in the lake;
the fish had gone to the cool retreats in the deep water,
where they could only be reached by fishing deep with
bait. That night was our last one in camp', and as we
watched the sunset and saw the evanescent tints of- the
clouds come and go and fade away, our thoughts went
back over the days of vigorous outdoor life which we
had lived, and the nights of calm, healthful sleep under
stars.

In the morning we breakfasted on ham, bread and
coffee, the last of the provisions. We exposed the last of
our dry plates, and packed our dunnage for the last time.
We tried the trout again, but our ill success of the even-
ing was repeated., and our friends were obliged to take
our "fish stories" on faith, we carried home no trophies
except our negatives. The game one hunts with the
camera io not so fickle as that for which we use the rod
and gun.
Early in the forenoon the steamer came for us, and as

soon as the canoes were hoisted aboard we headed for
West Cove and the railroad. We had a fine breezy sail
of twenty miles down the lake, and saw Kineo, to the
north, grow smaller, and Old Squaw, to the south, lcom
up nearer and nearer as we sped on. The steamer stopped
once before reaching West Cove; Cy and Bill lowered
their canoes gently to the water, and waving us a fare-
well, paddled toward Greenville at the East Cove.

It is only four years since Moosehead was connected
with the outside world by rail, and for twenty miles the
country, as seen from the cars, is, with the exception of
the track, a wilderness. We rolled homeward high up
on the sides of the mountains, and from our station on the
rear platform looked at a shifting panorama of mountains
and valleys, all covered with the waving forest. We saw
Moxie and other mountains to the west, which had been
landmarks in the east on our journey to Moose River.
We rumbled over trestles at dizzy heights, and saw far
below us the sparkling waters of mountain streams; and
rounded spurs of the mountains where we looked down
into the tops of giant trees. The road follows the valley
of the Piscataquis River, a branch of the Penobscot. At
Oldtown we shook hands with Francis.
"Good-bye boys, I had good time. We go again some-

time," and he went to superintend the unloading of his
canoe. Dennis accompanied us to Bangor.

Hi.
The State of Maine is a State of noble water courses, of

which the Penobscot and Kennebec are the largest and
most important. It is a State on whose southern boundary
beat the mighty waves of the Atlantic, while its northern
frontier is in the primeval forest. Naturally, among its
inhabitants are those who earn their bread upon the great
deep, and others who make that other sea, of foliage, the
scene of their labors. These two rivers connect the forest
with the ocean.
As their mighty currents sweep grandly on toward the

places of their marriage with the sea, bearing tribute
from innumerable lakes and streams, the scenes upon
their banks and upon their waters change. On their
headwaters are the canoe and the batteau, the log cabin
and the virgin forest; their lower waters are plowed by
great steamers and ocean vessels, and turn the wheels of
great miles in the busy cities upon their banks. Up river,
the pine and spruce; down stream, the sawmill and the
lumber yard. The moose and the deer feed upon the
banks and swim the waters of Moosehead and the West
Branch; at the mouth of the Kennebec is Bath, the great-
est wooden ship building city in the Union, and at the
head of navigation on the Penobscot is Bangor, the great
center of the lumber trade.
On Sept. 15, 1773, one Hugh Finlay set out from the

last settlement on the Chaudiere River in Canada, with
three birch canoes and ten Indians, with the intention of
selecting a post route to the settlements on the Atlantic
coast, of which Falmouth, now the city of Portland, was
the last of any importance. In his journal he tells of his
journey through the strange, unknown country through
which his Indian guides conducted him, and says that
they promised to take him by the shortest and most
direct route from Canada to the seaboard. He describes
numerous lakes, streams and portages, naming only one,
the Riviere du Loup, till they put their canoes into the
Penobscot (South Branch). They journeyed down the
Penobscot till they came to some large falls (Canada Falls),
around which they carried. A few miles further, he says,
another large stream (North Branch) joins the Penobscot.
Then he goes on, "This riverisfull of salmon and trout

and its banks are marked all over with the marks of the
hoofs of moose, deer and the feet of other animals. We
proceededdown the river to an island (Seeboomook Island),
which parts the river in two, one part running N.E., the
other E.S.E. We followed the last branch, keeping the
island on our left hand, and a little way down we put on

shore on the right hand and walked through the woods
about 100yds. to a dead creek (Seeboomook Brook). We
followed its winding courses in our canoes about half a
mile; it led us into a round dead pond (Carry Pond)
covered with broad leaves of a water plant. We camped
in the woods near it. We marched through the woods a
mile to another dead creek (Carry Brook) leading us also
S., winding to a large lake called by our Indians Moose-
parun (Moosehead Lake). This lake takes its name from
a remarkable mountain (Kineo) on the S. side. The
Indians say it resembles a moose deer stooping."

I have quoted Hugh Finlay's own words and abbrevia-
tions, supplying in parentheses the names which he does
not give. The Penobscot Indians call Moosehead Lake
Xsebeni, while the Aberakis name it Sebamook, both
words meaning a large, open body of water. There has
been much speculation as to the origin of the name
Moosehead, and Hugh Finlay's journal seems to throw
some light on the subject. Kineo Mountain does bear a
resemblance, as his Indians said, to a huge moose in a
stooping posture. Sullivan, a historian of the Province of
Maine, in the last century refers to "Moose Lake or
Moose Pond." Until within a few years deer were scarce
in the Moosehead forests, but the moose roamed in large
numbers and many traditions and legends refer to them,
and the name has been given to many places and things.
There are Moosehead Lake, Moose River, Moose Pond,
Moose Island, Moosehorn Stream and so on, while the
lordly moose himself feeds on moosewood, is bitten by
moose flies and is attended by moose birds.
Hugh Finlay went to the East Outlet and proceeded

down the Kennebec. He refers to the forks and the great
carrying place, which he says was well known to his In-
dians, and continues his description till they came to a
fall, which he says was "romantically situated." They
camped at this fall, which is Carratunk, though he does
not name it. He Eays: "The river is confined between
two rocks and rushes over in a surprising manner, foam-
ing with incredible fury. It falls into a fine rock-bound
basin perfectly circular and full of fish."
At Norridgewock he saw a "smoak," and on rounding

a bend saw two white men on the bank, who, he says,
had planted some grain and intended to build a log house
the next year. He kept on down the river to the mouth
and then went to Falmouth and on to Boston. On his
map he gives the location of Fort Halifax, before referred
to as still standing at the mouth of the Sebasticook.
Hugh Finlay made this journey through the wilderness
110 years ago. Since then thriving towns and populous
cities have been founded where he saw the Indian's wig-
wam or "smoak" of the pioneers' camp. But a great part
of the journey must be made to-day as he made it, with
a guide in a canoe, and through a country still a wilder-
ness. The tracks of the "moose deer" may still be seen
where he saw them and the trout still swims in the same
pools where he cast his line.

XIII.

Bangor is the metropolis of the wilderness. There are
no large towns beyond it, and twelve miles of the Penob-
scot is the Indian Island. It is a thriving city, which
boasts of an electric street railway and all modern im-
provements. Railroads center there, and vessels from
different parts of the world come up the river to its

wharves. Great sawmills and icehouses stand on the
banks of the Penobscot, and ships are built there. The
lumber drives from the West Branch and the East Branch,
from the headwaters of the St. John River, from Chesun-
cook and Pamedomcook, come floating down it, borne by
the irresistible spring freshets. Yet, during the past
winter a bear and two deer were killed within the city
limits, and also within the city limits is the finest salmon
pool in the States, while less than 100 miles away the vir-

gin forest waves its green foliage in suunxmer, and bends
its branches under weight of snow during the long north-
ern winters. At Bangor we embarked again on Penob-
scot waters, but this time we stood on the deck of the
Boston steamer. We had "gone in" by the way of the
Kennebec; we would "come out" by the Penobscot.
Looking up the river we could see the white foam of

the I'apids below the water-works dam, where the famous
salmon pool is located. A short distance away was the
mouth of Kenduskeag Stream, which flows through the
city, and across the city was the ancient town of Brewer.
The river and both its banks presented asceneof bustling
activity. Above the bridge which marks the head of
navigation were lumber rafts and piles of floating boards
and planks. We could hear the shrill buzz of saws as
they ate their way through the logs, and in the stream
scows of manufactured timber lay alongside of loading-
vessels.

On every side was being enacted the tragedy of the
forest, that drama which is opened with the axeman's
stroke, and carried on through stirring scenes by many
actors, till it ends in the sawmill.
The steamer's wheels began to revolve and we were on

our journey home. Bangor was left behind and we
sailed on between high banks and ledges, crowned with
patches of young timber—pine and spruce, birch and
maple—as if even at this late day the forest was still

struggling to gain its lost supremacy. Here and there a
tall pine, a relic of the old race, held its head proudly
above the young trees. And so we sailed on for seven
hours, stopping at various landings, and as the sun went
down we steamed out into the ocean. When we awoke
in the morning the steamer was going by the islands in
Boston harbor, and our trip, like Hugh " Finlay's, was a
journey of the past. William Austin Brooks.

Large Game Season in Minnesota.—Hallock, Minn..
Nov. 13.—Deer, moose and elk can be lawfully killed in
Minnesota only during the month of November. In the
northern part of the State these animals are found in
large numbers. Last November M. Van Pelt, of Holyoke,
on the Eastern Minnesota Line between St. Paul and
Duluth, with a small party killed 43 deer and one bear.
An instance of the abundance of deer in the Lake Superior
region and westward is noted by the fact that on Sept 30,
near Mansfield, a train on the Eastern Minnesota Division
of the Great Northern dashed into a herd of not less than
50 dper, running along in a cut, and several were knocked
off the track and one, disabled, lodged on the engine pilot,
and was taken into the baggage car at the next station.

A party from Hallock killed 23 moose and elk, besides
other game, last November in the Rosseau Lake country,
in the northern part of the State,—J, C, G,
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MEETING OF THE A. O. U.

THE eighth congress of the American Ornithologists

Union was held last week at Washington, Nov. 18

to 20, in the Lecture Hall of the United States National
Museum.
The meeting was largely attended, and as will be seen

from list of papers given below, was full of interest. It

was one of tne most successful meetings held since the
founding of the Union.
The session of Tuesday was devoted to business and

was not open to the general public. At this meeting
were read the reports of the secretary, the treasurer and
the council. Officers were elected for the ensuing year,

and then followed election of new members and reports

of committees.
The officers chosen for 1891 were: D. G. Elliot, Presi-

dent; Eobert Ridgway and Wm. Brewster, Vice-Presi-
dents; John H. Sage, Secretary; Wm, Dutcber, Treasurer.
Chas. B. Cory, H. W. Henshaw, Dr. C. Hart Merriam,
Dr. L, Stejneger, Dr. J. A. Allen. Dr. Elliott Ooues, Col.

N. S. Goss, Members of the Council. At this election
there were thirty-eight members present and voting.

The sessions held on Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 19
and 20, were open to the public, And were devoted to the.

reading of scientific papers. The first of these, The
American Ornithologists' Union—a seven years' retro-

spect—was an address by the retiring president, Mr, J. A.
Allen, who has occupied this chair ever since the founding
of the Union. This was followed by these papers:

Seed Planting by Birds, by Walter B. Barrows. Phala^
ropes at Swampscott, Mass., by Wm. A. Jeffries. The Birds
of Andros Island, Bahamas, by John I. Northrop. Be-
marks on a few Species of Andros Island Birds, collected
by Dr. Northrop, by J. A. Allen. An Experimental Trial of
a New Method for the Study of Bird Migration, by Harry
Gordon White. A Study of Bird Waves in the Delaware
Valley duping the Spring Migration of 1890, by Witrner
Stone. Our Present Knowledge of the. Neotropical Avi-
fauna, by Frank M. Chapman, The Case of Golaptcs au-
ratus and C. eaf&r, by J. A. Allen. Observations upon the
Classification of the United States Accipitrat—based upon
a study of their Osteology, by R. W. Shnfeldt. Some Ob-
servations on the Breeding of Dendroica vigorsii at Raleigh,
N. C.,by C. S. Brimley. The Trans-Appalachian Movement
of Birds from the Interior to the South Atlantic States,
Viewed Chiefly from the Standpoint of Chester County,
S. C, bv Leverett M. Loomis. A Further Review of the
Avian Fauna of Chester County, S. O, by Leverett M.
Loomis. Some Bird Skeletons from Guadalupe Island, by
Frederic A. Lucas. The Present Status of the Ivory-Billed
Woodpecker, by B. M. Hasbrouck. Some Notes Concerning
the Eveuing Grosbeak, by Amos W. Butler. The Spring
Migration of the Red Phalarope (Crymophilns fvlicarius),
by Harry Gordon White. Oa the Tongue of Humming
Birds, by Frederic A. Lucas. Insect, Intuition and Intelli-
gence, by C. F. Amery. The Habits of the American Golden
Plover in Massachusetts, by Geo. H. Mackay. Correction to
Revised Catalogue of the Birds of Kansas, by N. S. Goss.
Second Occurrence of the White-Faced Glossy Ibis (Ph gadii
gaarmma) in Kansas, by N. S. Goss. Remarks on the Pn
rnary Faunal Divisions of North America, by C. Hart Mer-
riam.

At the last meeting of the A. O. U. it was suggested
that especial effort be made to secure, for exhibition at
the meeting of 1890, a quantity of photographic material
bearing on birds. The committee appointed to take
charge of the matter went into it with a good deal of
energy and were quite successful.
One of the interesting and popular features of the meet-

ing was an exhibition of photographic slides from Jiving
birds and nests taken by Henry M. Spellman, of Cam-
bridge, Mass. These slides were thrown on canvas and
explained by Mr. Wm, Brewster, of Cambridge.

THE WAYS OF THE WOODCOCK.
T HAVE had in captivity for several days a fine speci-
al, men of the woodcock (Philohela minor). My effort
to prolong it? life was of shorter duration than was my
desire, but sufficient time, however, elapsed to enable me
to observe some of its ways and habits, which were to me
full of interest. The aviary which I arranged with
material suitable to their natural wants, served its pur-
pose and allowed me to see just how they acted in their
native cover.
At first it was quite wild, and when given its freedom

in a room it would take to wing, always running a few
steps, wings partly open; it would then spring upward
and take to flight. After a short flight it would alight
and run to seek cover, holding its body horizontal, the
end of the bill inclined downward, the wings slightly
lowered, sometimes partly spread, making a fluttering
motion in order to assist its speed.
While running the tail was invariably erected and

spread after the manner of a strutting peacock. When
it found cover that setmed suitable for its protection it
would crouch down and remain motionless and permitme to caress it by light strokes of the hand, or to take
hold of its bill and move it from side to side. To this
the bird showed no signs of resistance. If the bill was
pulled it would resist and would shake its head to free
itself. Its eyes were invariably partially or fully open
and it seemed to close the lids only when the eye was in
danger of injury from some moving object. A house fly
would run up and down the bill over the he<*d and body
and when the eye was approached the bird would simply
close it and quietly permit an examination of the lid I
never saw the woodcock make the slightest effort to drive
the flies away, nor to catch them.
The woodcock when at rest stands upon both feet, the

body lowered, but not against the ground, so as to spread
the feet firm. The bill is either held on a line with thebody and inclined downward, or placed under either
wing. When under the wing it is entirely hid, the body
is rounded out as with perching birds. The wings are a
trifle lowered, with the secondaries well spread meetingon the back, extending below the primaries, and reach-
ing back almost to the end of the tail feathers. The tail
invariable points upward and beyond the secondarieswhen in this position. It would thus remain motionless
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anger to that organ had passed, itwould open the lid and remain motionless as beforeMy chief object in securing the bird alive was to ob-serve how it procured its food from the ground The

woodcock would suddenly arouse from its rest and run
hurriedly from one end of the aviary to the other, then it

would come to a halt and stand motionless for a few sec-
onds. Next it would rock its body, after the manner of a
spotted saudpiper, seemingly a preparatory effort to gain
strength to drive its bill into the ground. At times it

pushed the bill against the ground several times as if tap-
ping, holding the bill on a forward slant and bringing
back part of skull (when the ground is hard to probe) ap-
parently against the shoulders, and with one foot placed
in front of the other or standing square it would push the
bill into the soil. When the soil was soft the bill would
be sent in almost straight down, and never placed between
the feet and driven in (as some insist they do). When the
bill would come in contact with a worm, the bird would
hold still in a thoughtful, as if listening, manner, and
then withdraw the bill part way and pause, apparently to
allow the worm to work its way into and between the
bills. When the bird would give a vigorous upward pull
bringing the worm out, the tongue would be quickly
forced under the worms, which would be drawn upward
and swallowed. Occasionally when an active worm
would wriggle and twist into many shapes, refusing to be
swallowed, "the woodcock would take one foot and
straighten out the worm and quickly swallow it. When
mud would ahere to the bill, the bird would take first one
foot, then the other, and clean the bill, or holding the
bill in water and soaking the mud loose, with a shake of
the head it would free the bill and again go to feeding.
I have not only seen the woodcock pull the worms out of
the ground, but I have seen them pick up those that were
crawling on the surface.

I received a woodcock recently to be mounted, and in
its crop were a number of pieces of angleworms and sev-
eral whole ones; but in no instance have I found bugs or
seeds in their crops. Chas. H. Eldon, Taxidermist.
VYmLiAMsroBT, Pa.

LAND BIRDS AT SEA.
T> M. S. MAJESTIC—Bound East, Oct. 2.—Editor
IX a Forest and Stream: Once more crossing old
ocean, a delightful experience, summer or winter,
autumn or spring. These great ships bid defiance to wind
and wave; the comforts and luxuries of an elegant home
or a grand hotel are provided; more solid enjovment and
healthful rest can thus be secured than elsewhere on sea
or land. A peculiar privilege is gained by the unique
opportunity to enjoy the intimate society and compan-
ionship of old friends, and to make the acquaintance—
often life long—of new ones from many lands. We com-
pare notes, swap stories, observe and discuss the wonders
of the sea, gaining new knowledge. I am favored with
the company of a keen student of nature. Bela P. Clapp,
E q., the well known chemist of Pawtucket, R. I.

A snow bunting, blown off the land by the recent
severe gale, has followed the ship for many miles. Occa-
sionally it alights, but the moving ship and many pas-
sengers alarm it; and the weary bird again flies out over
the waters, but '-finds no rest for the sole of its foot." It
occasionally mistakes the crest of some great dark wave
for the solid rock and folds its wings to take refuge.
Quickly it flies away. We are deeply interested to note
its Highton the leeward side of the ship. The wind blows
freshly from the southwest, and when it happens to pass
the bow it is carried far away to the north. I am very
anxious to rescue the little creature, bravely battling for
life. My offer of fifty cents to a lad in the steerage may
secure it, should the bird come aboard below. If taken
I will carry it to Queenstown and send it back by the
earliest steamer to be liberated in New York.
This incident led to the following fact elicited from Mr.

Clapp: On one occasion he took passage frr JMew York
on the steamer sailing from Providence. When engaging
his stateroom in the morning he noticed a pair of swal-
lows flying out and in a small covered inclosure high up on
one of the masts. He asked an officer to explain it; and
was informed that they nested there, and that shortly
after the steamer reached port in the morning they left
and were not seen uutil within twenty minutes of the
hour of sailing in the evening, then staying on or about
the steamer until arrival at New York.

*

I am a firm believer in the possession by birds and
animals of something more than instinct. This one fact
indicates thought and judgment. These birds raised
their brood on the steamer.
Since wriling the above another interesting fact has

been recorded. When about 200 miles out from Cape
Race a great blue heron flew slowly toward the steamer.
It hovered around for a short time and then went out of
sight, bound west. The veteran Captain Paraell told me
he had never seen a heron so far at sea before.

George Shepard Page.

THE CHICKADEE FOR PUBLIC PARKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wonder if it is generally known that we have a native
bird far superior to the English sparrow for stocking our
parks and public gardens. Such is the fact, and the
black-capped chickadee is the bird.
As an objection it might be claimed that the chickadee

is always a migratory bird, and therefore unsuitable for
colonization. I believe this difficulty can be easily over-
come. Five years ago a flock of chickadees fed aboutmy cabin door-yard, to break up in the spring, part to go
north and part to remain and breed in this locality, but
at the present time the flock remains the year round.
This change was brought about by the birds becoming
somewhat domesticated. A change has also taken placem relation to food, for they have become bread eaters in
the last two years. A notable change has occurred in
their nesting habit. The nest usually has a moss foun-
dation with a lining of rabbit or squirrel fur and grouse
feathers. These materials I keep on hand in the spring,
together with cotton, hair and other articles used in nest
building. The chickadees take kindly to cotton. Often Irmd a nest with a moss foundation and a cotton linino-
Again, with a cotton foundation and a feather lining.
Some nests are made wholly of cotton.

I believe it to be an easy matter to 'induce these birds
to nest m boxes, or better still, in sections of wooden
pipe. On the score of fecundity the chickadee ranks A
JNo. 1, for there are two broods in a season with from five
to nine m each. As an insect destroyer the bird is un-
surpassed. All winter long he gleans the trees for in-
sects and their eggs, while the sparrow hops about the
street searching for undigested grain. The chickadee is

confiding and fearless, and his familiar chickadee-dee is
worth going miles to hear on a cold winter's morning.

In the spring of the year he has a mating song, which
is a loud, clear whistle, and it seems to say, "Tea's ready,"
with the accent dwelling on the first word. Some writers
call this the "phoebe note of the chickadee," and express
it by the word "phoebe," but in this they err, for the note
consists of three syllables instead of two. Moreover,
there is no similarity of sound in the notes. The one is a
plaintive wail, the other a song of joy, loud, clear, and as
cheery and breezy as the merry whistle of the "bare-
footed boy,"
With such a desirable native bird what a pity it is that

we should have gone out of our way to import the grain-
eating, quarrelsome English sparrow. Hermit,

^
Is the Porcupine a Cannibal?—.Editor Forest and

Stream: I read in a newspaper column: "Hedgehogs
are occasionally cannibalistic, the larger ones, when hard
up for a dinner, chasing the smaller ones at a wonderful
rate and devouring them without sauce or mercy when
caught and conquered." Is this true? From my obser-
vations I should say it is not. Please ascertain if any one
has ever known it to occur.—N. C. L. [We are not in-
clined to accept this statement as applied to the so-called
"hedgehog" of the New England States, which is a por-
cupine and so a vegetarian. Of course many of the
Rodentia occasionally devour animal food, but this state-
ment is a little too strong to be accepted without sup-
porting evidence. It might more possibly be true of the
European hedgehog, which is an insectivora.]

Second Occurrence op the Red Phalarope at Mon-
roe, Michigan.—On Oct. 25, 1890, 1 was fortunate enough
to shoot a second specimen of this maritime species
{Orymophilns fidiearius) at Monroe, Michigan. The bird
was a female m fair condition, and being shot with No. 8
shot made a good skin. It was alone, the first specimen
was shot by Mr. Ralph Brandreth on Oct. 24, 1888, at the
mouth of the Raisin River.—Robt. B. Lawrence.

§<tmt §<tg md %w\.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri
tories and British Provinces are given in the .Boo7r. of the
Game Laws.

CARIBOU AND THEIR WAYS.
NO matter where we went, perhaps it was where we

should not have gone, and in fact it would have
been just as well if we hadn't gone at all, except for the
rare health we got, and the sort of forgive-on e's-enemies
quality. At present I can even forgive the man who
told me to hunt caribou, but I warn him. as I gradually
assume my city appearance, to "stand from under."

it is wild, smells from afar, can hear well, and runs
away when frightened, and of course, you know, should
be hunted with care and judgment." If I were now to
be asked the same question, I should say, "It isn't a deer
at all, it's an 'it.' " To be sure it leaves tracks, and lots
of them, all around everywhere, it snorts when it smells
you or your last week's tracks, and then runs into the
next county a couple of hundred miles or so, passes a de-
cayed camp and goes on for a week. Its color is a cross
between that of a ruffed grouse on the wing and a dose of
Jersey lightning, and it only rests once—when it is dead.
It lives on moss, which is absorbed by the feet, makes
them noiseless, and it can see through a loaf of camp
bread. But enough of natural history ; I will tell youhow
I learned so much.
Hank said he had never hunted caribou except on snow.

I told him any one could do that, but for my part I wanted
an animal to have a chance, and unless I could display
some woodcraft there wasn't any fun. He asked me if I
had any patience and if I had a pleasant disposition, for
he didn't care to hunt caribou with a man who didn't
have. Answered that I was up to the average in these
qualities, but thought his questions very stupid.
Our first day's hunt was devoted to looking up sign.

During the afternoon we crossed any amount of it; tracks
were everywhere in the deep moss: the woods were full
of them. The spruce trees were very thick, and I told
Hank that it was nice cover to hunt in. That night I
was worried at the thought of shooting a lot of caribou
and not baing able to use the meat and skins, and vowed
to Hank that I would choose my heads and. not shoot
cows and calves if I could help it.

The next day we went out again and had to use a com-
pass every few minutes to keep our course. We couldn't
see the sun more than 50yds, in any direction. We
started two bunches of caribou, but I didn't mind much,
though we must have been careless, and began to think
that now was the time for my woodcraft. I asked Hank
to let me take the lead. We walked for the rest of the
day in a circle. Hank said he thought it was a small one,
but the trees were so thick he couldn't tell. We got back
to camp by accident, but I didn't talk much about it.

While climbing over a rock on the following day we saw
a brown glimmer a little way off up wind ; we crawled
to it (I mean to where it was) and saw tracks. Hank
thought it must have seen us. We then made a beeline
by compass, hunting in the best manner till tired out,
then took our back track to camp. We found that the
band had come up to our cracks, wheeled and bolted. A
moose or deer would have camped there and thought
nothing of it. Hank said he had seen a deer browse off
one end of a tree while he was chopping the other.
We hunted for several days until I would have given a

dollar a pound for fresh meat. Finally we found a nar-
row strip of woods between two swamps which was "all
torn up" with tracks. Hank said there would be no doubt
of our getting all we wanted if we sat there. We hadn't
watched an hour before we heard a snort from the direc-
tion we had come, but we saw nothing.
Next day we made a circle and came to our watch

through the swamp, and never moved a step after we got
to our stands. We heard some coming from the opposite
side through the water, but they winded us up wind. I
suppose our scent permeated the country somehow, or
else they smelt our tracks of the day before. Hank said
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he had no doubt but I would succeed if I stuck to it, but
that he would rather fish. I did stick to it and got thin -

ner and thinner; my whole character seemed to undergo
a change. 1 saw one, but it came up from behind and
then disappeared like the proverbial boarding house straw-
berry. Hank asked me why I didn't shoot, but when I

explained why, he was satisfied and said there wasn't
much use hunting without snow. It's a wonder I speak
to him.
But why go on. I didn't get one, although Job couldn't

hold a candle to my example of patience. I stuck to it

for a month, hunting and watching. I even took lessons
from an Indian in calling; his call was the identical snort
that had como so often to my dispairing ears. 1 asked
him for some fresh meat, but he said, "Me no hunt um
deer now, me eat fish and muskrat." Oh, wise Indian!
when will your sagacious intellect be appreciated?

Otter.

VIRGINIA INDIAN SUMMER DAYS.
WHEN I was a youngster, and that was not so very

long ago, there was a season in our autumn called
Indian summer. We continue to have the same beauti-
ful weather, and some still faintly term it "Indian sum-
mer," but it is not the one of olden times; that was a dis-

tinctive season. That weird and semi- sombre period
came any time between the middle of October and mid-
dle of November, lasting about two weeks.
Maybe it was prettier among the mountains and valleys

of southwest Virginia than anywhere else, or maybe it is

more now the summer in the sunshine of pleasant recol-

lections than it was hi the reality of boyish days, for
''time but the impression stronger makes," as the picture
enlarged by mature imagination improves the hasty
sketch of youth. The frosts had always been here and
killed the foliage, but how beautiful some hand did paint
the leaves before they fell and gave back the mystic
touch to an unknown artist.

The boys used to think that the elements of nature were
resting before the winter siege. It was a season awe-
inspiring in its absolute quiet. ]No roaring mountain and
swaying trees. The sky cleared. It grew warm and dry.
The smoke came and kept coming until it grew dark, and
until the sun would rise like a ball of molten gold and
calmly march on its way, when we could gaze straight at
it from morning until night. Did you ever see a forest,

with the silky yellow leaf of the beech, the burning red
of the black* gum foliage, entwined and softened by the
arborvitas and hemlock, all tempered and tinged by an
Indian sximmer sun? All this landscape as still as gloom
itself, when thump! thump! thump! thur! thur-ur-r!
the drum of the wizard grouse would break the stillness?

or the covey of partridges would burst from under your
footstep, and in a few whirrs of their wings look no larger
than a swarm of bees? The old folks would tell us that
this was the time the Indians traveled and hunted winter
quarters; that they were then hunting and camping in
the prairies far off west of us, and had fired them, and
that the smoke had drifted this way and settled among
the mountains: they were reminded "and related how the
"savages," just at this season, had committed their
depredations, right near where we then sat. Maybe all

these ideas about the smoke were correct,since this smoky,
weird season is as much of tbe past as the savage Indian,
the buffalo and the prairie grass.

There has been here, in the mountains and valleys, this

autumn a beautiful modern Indian summer. In the
midst of its loveliest days I conspired with a merchant
friend that we would ride two horses, take behind us the
blackest little negro, and follow into the fields two of the
best dogs, in search of the Virginia partridge; which, here
in these highlands, is a large bird, a wily bird, that pos-
sesses the wings of the wind. But what sport it is to
hunt them! You have gathered from the laurel hedge
the lordly grouse, with a well-merited delight to him
who brings it down, but how much will it surpass its

cunning little cousin, with the lintwhite throat, the
bronze back and speckled breast?

It is pretty well known that the man who possesses an
Irish setter, that is in his second year, and every inch
life, and a pointer in her prime, neither of which is

hunted more than two days out of a month, has to do
some professional breaking before they will go "up the
leeward side of the ravine with a slow and cautious trot,"

as Van Dyke's Jack did on the birchy bluffs of the upper
Mississippi. Sanco of Campbell and Nellie of Loudoun
(some reader will remember their names) did reluctantly
submit and go to work; and when they agreed to do this

we took them to a plateau, containing a forty acre broad
field. Over yon side are corn shocks, the stacks out of
which they were made had struggled with the grass and
weeds, and left a typical feeding cover. Over this side
was the uncut corn patch of a tenant; between there
were sinks, with briers and elders; also ledges of lime-
stone rock, all covered with tall blue grass fallen and
matted; here and there patches of sedge grass, high and
rank, white and soft with its autumn down. Sanco
ranged with a high head and looked like a Hamble-
tonian; going swift the awkward fellow tripped on a corn
stalk and heels over head he went. He had seen little

Nellie making game—-so she was. Serpentine and silent

as a garter snake she threaded her way among the weeds,
lifting her cat feet over sticks and stubbles; lower she
bows and stops rigid. Back yonder is tall, awkward
Sane, like a horse jerked back on his haunches, admiring
his mate, that he thinks is always right and never false.

About the time we got done shooting on the first flush
out came the overseer, Uncle Fayette. "Good mornin',
boss, I's pow'ful glad it's you, kase I's stopped this shoot-
in', 'cordin' to your posters, and told 'em you wanted
these birds."

"All right, good old man; take these birds to Aunt
Susan and tell her to prepare us a good lunch, which we
will send for about two this evening."

"Lor'! Look, look yonder at Sane! Jes' look!" said
our little darky.

Nellie made her way around, and with a low bow
honored the dog she invariably has a row with for run-
ning over her in play. Sane evidently had a variety of
effect produced on his smelling faculties, for his nose
would turn a little, twitch a little—draw up some and
stretch out some.
There sat a melancholy old hare, so sober do they look

in their nest when menaced, It was under a low scrub
thorn in a bunch of grass, and while contemplating him
from his side, next my companion burst out a white-
throated cock partridge, his wings rattling as if they

were made of tin. My friend brought him down and
Sanco retrieved it and made for me, when he was accosted
by my companion with "Sane, poor fellow, give him
here, won't you?" He hugged Sane, but in vain, for he
brought the bird to his master and again interviewed the
hare, which put out, and from its bosom came another
whizzing partridge. Darky Bob yelled, "Shoot! Shoot
him, boss! Shoot him!" But my gun was on the bird,
which skimmed low to the ground, down the hill and
suddenly arose and started across the ravine high, at
which time my friend exclaimed, " Too far," but the trial

was ventured and one of those hits made that apparently
"flattens" the bird, and it fell circling.

The sun came well up, though low in the south when
seen over the mountains. We sat down upon the soft
matted grass between the limestone ledges to rest a
moment, for it was warm. After some few minutes, in
our front in a small thicket of thorn bushes the strange
but sweet note of a bird was heard. How modest and
shy! bolder directly, but still that of a ventriloquist.
Where is it? It is a mocking bird, sure. Directly it

hopped from branch to branch until it reached the high-
est in the highest bush: still suppressed, but how sweet its

song. In our altitude this bird ,is very uncommon, and
for this so much more highly prized. It seemed glad that
the booming guns were silent, for it grew in confidence;
and in this day when all our sweet singers are hunting
the further south, how welcome this uncaged little bird!
Its song was the song of freedom and of a free bird.
Finally it concluded to act a little and flew to the ground,
and while there nipped a moth and imitated the cry of a
young chicken, fluttering and turning, very much the
same sound and action as of a bound chicken in a village
market.
"Good bye, little bird, we must go to our dinner down

yonder by the spring;" and so we did, for Aunt Susan had
sent by our little "nigger" not only our partridges cooked,
but a young "smothered" chicken and more of other
things than we should have had.
We hunted two days, sometimes following birds among

the corn and stubbles away up in the mountains. Birds
get educated, and many a shot we had to make around
the cliffs of the River Clinch.
My comrade shot one which fell more than two hundred

yards below in the edge of the water, and Sane and the
little darky were sent to retrieve it, and Sanc's nose beat
the darkey's eyes. We saw the faithful little fellow hug
the good-natured dog; "Sanco, poor Sanco, give me the
bird, please. Sane, you hateful brute." Sane sat down
and held the bird, and finally escaped and wended his

way through the shelves and ledges of the long high bluff

to his master, and, with that good nature that should be-

long to men as well as dogs, handed the bird to his

trusted friend. S. C. Graham.
Virginia.

GROUSE IN PASSAIC COUNTY.
^ fla(i Jus *i returned from a trip to Canadensis and

» » the Pocono Mountains, Pa., after this the smart-
est and gamiest fowl in the whole wide world, where we
had three days' experience with Sergeant Van Buren of
the First Pol ce Station, Dr. Levering, clerk of the First
District Court, and Richard Dyne, the latter probably
one of the best brush shots in the State of New Jersey.
And we came home disgusted, demoralized. There is no
fool like the old fool, said we, and every time we have
essayed a trip of late years after these wary birds, we
have said it was our last. We are too old, have had our
day, and must leave it to younger heads, at least younger
legs, to climb the mountains, crawl through the laurels
and thread the oozy swamps. But each season when the
time comes the old fever creeps on and we are as foolish
as ever, and think we are equal to the occasion. We
found the birds on the Pocono in fair numbers, but very
wild and not inclined to lie to a dog, We found we
could not throw up our 9lb. Scott with the quickness or
accuracy of a few years ago. We thought we had got
through and proposed to lie back for a few days with the
quail in Maryland, or a few hours behind a blind for the
webfeet. But a cordial invitation from Capt. Harry
Crawford, the efficient constable of the First District
Court, to visit his farm at Macopin, found all our reso-
lutions wafted to the winds, and the 4 o'clock P. M. train
saw us with clerk P. W. Levering and counsellor E. K.
Seguine in the Susquehanna & Western R. R. rolling out
of Jersey City. We were met at Charlottesville by Mr.
Siefert, who kindly drove over for us from Crawford's
farm. A drive a little over an hour through a varied
scenery brought us to "Harry's Farm," some forty-five
acres in the heart of*Passaic county, on top of the Maco-
pin mountains, three miles from Greenwood Lake. The
farm is in a high state of cultivation, lying well to the
east. It is a question as to which Harry thinks the most
of, his farm or his wife. Tbe former is certainly the
apple of his eye, and much of the hard earned results in
the multiplicity of the law's course in the city goes toward
the improvement and stocking of said farm until it is

now one of the finest in that section.

We were met at the door upon dismounting by Mrs. C.

,

a prime sample of the housewife of the successful
husbandman; nimble of carriage, showing a generous liv-

ing, a beaming eye and a voice of no uncertain sound in
its cordial welcome.

In the morning, having engaged a native with his dog
(we unfortunately lost our own) to show us the way and
the birds, we were off; the dog, supposed to be a
thoroughly-broken "patridge" dog, taking the lead. We
first essayed to find a covey (flock they call them) of quail
that lived around a certain stubble field; but they failed

to materialize. We then struck off for the hill side and
swamp at the bottom thereof; and here the Counsellor got
in his first shot at a grouse, springing almost from under
his nose and darting down the mountain side. A quick
shot, but the bird kept on across the swale and over the
swamp to about the center thereof, where it seemed to

alight. We pointed out the spot near a balsam to our
native, and told him to go in with his "trained" dog and
rout it out, perhaps it would come our way and give one
of us a shot. He was a long time in the swamp thrashing
around, but no bird arose. Upon returning to us he said

he had started no bird, but that his dog had found one
lying on its breast by a stump. The bird was still warm,
and the Counsellor scored the first point.

On the lower ground we came to a clump of hemlocks,
surrounded by hazel and oak brush. There is a place
for a cock grouse. Let us get around on the other side.

But before we could get our place this elegant "trained"

dog had jumped in, and whirr! on the other side went
the game.
The Counsellor grunted and went on ahead. Soon we

heard the whirr, whirr and a double shot. We hurried
up to find the Counsellor in a high state of excitement.
"I have made a double shot; got two with my first bar-

rel and dropped another out there on the marsh. Help
me find it." He showed us two quail; the other was soon
found. This was four birds at three shots. The Coun-
sellor was exuberant. We proceeded. We found the
birds lying along the foot of the mountain and on the
edge of the swales generally; but what a delight to travel
with a native with a dog so thoroughly broken that he
will range ahead just about two gun shots and won't
mind the whistle or call of his master under any circum-
stances whatever, and to hear the whirr, whirr of the
birds just beyond, and then upon following them up to
see them fluttering out of trees almost over your head.
We soon got tired of this sort of thing and concluded to
let our native and his high-toned, educated, trained
pointer take their part of the woods; and then we got
many more shots.
Never in our past hunting of the grouse have we seen

so much treeing by this wary bird. Almost every bird,

or every other bird, after flying a short distance took to

a tree; and all old sportsmen know how difficult it is to
kill one as he leaves his perch. "There, Doctor, one has
dropped in the limb of that spruce. If he pitches off, get
his direction and then your gun four feet below, and take
your chances. You cannot follow him quick enough."
"I can't see him. Are you sure there is one in that tree?"
There he goes—a snap shot, with the muzzle of the gun
pointed half way down the mountain. "By George, you
got him. Dead as a mackerel. How did you do it,

Doc?" "Don't know. You told me to hold under him
four feet, and as he pitched down I saw he was going
fast, and I guess I fired my gun six or eight feet under."
Well, it was a shot that many an old grouse shooter might
be proud off.

Hold on! That confounded dog is making game. There
have been birds here. Whirr! A clean miss by the
Counsellor. Whirr! Ditto by the undersigned. The
bird was knocked over by the Doctor at a long shot.

"Hold on, Counsellor, there is another one there! Good
for you—a good kill in that thicket."

Now we try the island, a celebrated resort for grouse,
but, oh, what a place to shoot! What few birds lay along
the hazel brush and oak on the outside would pitch into
the interior, where the laurel and other brush was ten feet
in height or more, and a dog, to say nothing about a man,
could not penetrate. The birds could be plainly heard
treading and rustling the dry leaves. The Doctor, on his
hands and knees, tried to progress. Up jumped the
birds. The Doctor, on his belly, let drive at a chance
through the thick laurels in the supposed direction of the
birds. One barrel, two barrels. More birds springing
through the thick cover. Then new shells, a third barrel,

a rattling among the bushes, a thud; and the thumping
on the ground proclaimed one chance shot had won. If

you don't shoot, you surely won't kill.

Jehoshaphat, see that rabbit (hare), most as big as the
native's pointer. Good shot, Counsellor. How they do
keel heels over head when hit. Why that fellow turned
a complete sommerset. What a bouncer he is, nearly
the size of our northern hare. The little gray fellows
that we all call rabbit, you know, is not a rabbit at all.

We have no rabbit proper. What we shoot is the Lepus
sylvaticus, or Mollie cottontail, a sweet morsel when
properly prepared in a pie; and were they more rare
would be considered a valuable addition to the sports-

man's table. It is thus we ignore or hold lightly the best
things on account of their commonness.
A clean miss again, Doctor. How do you shoot? Do

you follow your birds with your gun? Do you shoot
directly at them or do you try to throw your gun just
ahead of the bird when flying crosswise? Now, Dick
Dyne, you know, throws his gun ahead of where he sup-
poses the bird will go—that is in the thick brush and
pulls as it crosses an opening. Don't you recall the shot
he made at Canadensis? The bird sprang from a thicket
and darted obliquely to the left of us, but so dense was
the brush that none of us could see it. Instinctively as
it were Dick got the direction of the bird and trained his

gun on an opening between two trees that stood about
3ft. only apart, and as the bird crossed the opening the
gun cracked and the grouse was killed stone dead. A
magnificent shot, but how few could do it. Again, that
shot of Dick's in the laurel, when he could not get his

right hand around to the barrels on account of the thicket
(he is a left-handed shooter), and the bird getting up he
shot him with only his one hand. Such shots are rare,

but are made by old shooters occasionally.

There goes the Counsellor's gun. "What did you put
up? We heard no whirr. A despicable bluejay. What
under heaven did you waste a shot on him for?" "Why
a jay I will kill every opportunity I can on principle.

They are the meanest bird that flies. A thief always,
and ever a spy and tell-tale, and no good any way."
And that is a fact. Many a time we recall, when a

boy, creeping up on a gray squirrel , have we had these
termagants give warning by their shrill voice and a whisk
of the tail, and our prey would be in a hole, while the
blue coat would sail away with his scream of exultation.

Many a deer has been lost to the still-hunter by these
pests, and they are hated accordingly.
We pursued our way with varying results—some good

shots but many more outrageous shameful misses—until

afternoon, when, being only a mile and a half from the
house, we started for lunch. Upon reaching the house
we found Mr. J. Reisenaus, proprietor of the celebrated
road house at Greenville, whom we had met the evening
before. He had also returned with his boy of some 12
years or more. He brought in a couple of grouse, a pair
of hares and reported having put up a number of grouse,

but having no dog and the birds rising wild, he got but
few shots. We found Mr. R. a genial-hearted German
and a fair shot, and as he is a reader of the Forest and
Stream he must be a good sportsman.
After lunch we started north. It was about a repe-

tition of the morning programme, only the undersigned
got discouraged after missing a couple of middling fair

shots: he concluded his feet hurt him; and he went to

the house to lie off. The rest came in in due time. Alter
a bounteous supper we were driven to the station and
took the 7:03 train for Jersey City with not a large but a
satisfactory bag, and highly pleased with our trip and
reception at Crawford's Farm, Jacobstapf,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 20.—Under date of Nov. 10, Mr.

U. G. Huff writes from St. Glair Flats: "Last week
the Flats were full of what are locally called hoop-nets,

which were placed in all of the cuts back (north of the

south channel), so as to completely cut off all still-fishing.

The punters are shifting their ranches to the Soy Burs

and the mouth of the north channel in Anchor Bay, to

be on the best shooting ground for market shooting.

There are now more than 50 market-shooters on the Flats.

Joe Bedore is king of the tribe, as well as 'king on de

Flat, ba gare. : I inclose a sketch of the boat used by

him. I call it a battery, bub he calls it a punt. He being

king, I give in. This 'punt' is lead-colored. It is used
anchored in the middle of 200 to 800 decoys.
"Joe has declared against those bronze-headed decoys.

I am going to the Flats in afew days and will remind him
of the one he promised you.

"Bill Hodgson would make a first-class warden accord-
ing to my way of thinking.
"The punters tell me they have not seen so many

ducks on the Flats for years as are there at the present
time."
Mr. H. H. Taylor, also of Detroit, writes that another

year will probably see the Flats an incorporated village,

under the name Little Venice. This is a fine tribute to

Grace Denio Litchfield's story by that name, published
last season in the Century Magazine. There is a haze of

natural romance about the region.
Anent the recent mention of the demi-god Brusewitz,

who upholds the dignity of the game laws in this city as

warden duly appointed, Mr. John Preston True writes
from Boston, Oct. 24:

In a certain town in New Jersey (so goes the story) there was 'a

prohibitory liquor law. There was also a choice assort tnent. of
grog shops in which the existing city government had a lively in-
terest, as they were ran by friends and served as rendezvous for
heelers. Finally, the better citizens went quietly to the supreme
court and secured a mandamus against that mayor and council,
requiring them to do their duty in regard to the liquor law.
There was woe among the politicians, likewise wrath and con-
sternation. If the law was enforced their own friends would suf-
fer. If it wasn't iheir own bodies would speedily be committed
for contempt of court. Self-preservation being the stronger they
passed the word around, and the Arabs of the rum holes folded
their tents and silently stole away. Supposing you try that on
your game warden!

It would seem that we need a new warden here worse
than one galvanized by a mandamus. Besides, if Bruse-
witz doesn't know a prairie chicken when he sees it how
could we expect him to recognize a mandamus?
And now comes the State of Wisconsin, the same with

blood in its eye, and once more we are going to have
"radical changes in the game laws." The following,
from the dispatches, will shed light on the radical change
business:

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 20.—The Wisconsin State Fish and
Game Law Oommission at its annual meeting held this afternoon
discussed the report and recommendations to be made to the nest
Legislature. These will recommend important and radical
changes in the present laws. The Commission will urge that the
fish and game laws be so amended to bring the operation and
effects of both under one distinct head, in order to avoid conflict
and consequent failure. The present system, it will be urged, is
most defective and unfortunate. A conflict of interests continu-
ally occurs that can only be avoided bv the unification of the fish
and game interests and the appointment of one official head,
warden, manager, or chief, who will have complete and undis-
puted authority, and to whom alone all subordinates should re-
port. During the last year 50,000,000 spawn of all kinds of fish
props gated in Wisconsin hatcheries have been placed in various
waters of the State. This immense hatch, however, has not more
than half met the demands. At the meeting this afternoon an in-
vitation was read from the Secretary of the Committee on Fish-
eries and Fish Culture Exhibit at the Columbian World's Fair in
Chicago to the Wisconsin Commission to attend an important
meeting of that commit tee at Chicago, Saturday next. The. invit a-
tion was accepted, and a delegation will leave for there to-morrow
for a general conference relative to a fish exhibit at the World's
Fair.

It seems to me that the Wisconsin law needs less
tinkering and more execution.
A little above I have mentioned the writing of Grace

Denio Litchfield, on the St. Clair Flats. That was fiction,
and not altogether piscatorially accurate fiction. I can
not refrain from offering below a bit of writing, not fic-
tion, but better than fiction, done for an Indiana paper
by Evaleen Stein. It is simply a description of the Kan-
kakee Paver, of which mention is so often made in these
columns:
For half a hundred miles above and below San Pierre it flows

through an almost unhroken wilderness. On either hand wher-
ever the swampy ground is sufficiently flrm.it is fringed by a
lordly forest, m whose shadowy depths ta.U elms andlinderis I owerm all their solemn primeval beauty, while down by the water's
edge, among the delicately indented foliage of the river oaks and
maoles, the silvery sheen of birches and tender green of water
willows, the wild marsh mallow flushes to blossom in masses of
rosiest pink, and thrusting their way far out into the current,
thickets of button-bushes dangle their soft balls of ivory bloom,
the river itself is of the most marvelous transparency; and so
perfectly does it mock all things above and about it, so akin to
realty is its tremulous underworld, that to one floating upon its
surface there comes the strangest fancies; keen thrills of delicious
airy freedom, of winged buoyancy, such, perhaps, as the birdsmay feel as they pose in the heights of mid-heaven. And yet
notwithstanding this limpid clearness, there everywhere plays
through the water a faint elusive tinge of amber, so betraying
the slight tincture of iron that lurks within it, and that gives it a
truly Midas touch. Indeed it has so bronzed and gilded and over-
laid every tiniest shell, every pebble and grain of sand, that the cur-
rent seems literally to flow through more priceless treasure than
did ever airy tabled stream of Grecian story. And when the yellow
sunlight filters down into its depths, to look into the river is i ikepeering ''/rou-u a i sr.,

,

>
: i <; crystal ^ mdow, srauj^i m Lues nf in-

describable richness and beauty, and wrought with fantastic
devices of tronded river mosses, of long, silvery grasses, with
here and there a little turtle or a shoal of shining' fishes, and far,
tar down, between the intricate tracer v of this strange living

fleeted skv'
* twinkle uf bright glimpses of a delicately re-

light you are, Evaleen, though the rest of us couldn't

say it so well as that. But that's the kind of rivers we
have out here.
At Kansas City last week I saw "Buffalo Jones." He

had with him a couple of blankets made from the wool
of the buffalo. The fabric was woven by an Eastern mill,

and it was soft, silken and indescribably fine and warm
to the touch. A finer material for a lap robe or heavy
overcoat could not be found. Early in this century an
English and Scotch company was formed to manufacture
cloth in just this same way, but the project failed, and
was loudly written down as a wildcat, visionary scheme.

Yet here Mr. Jones, who has a way of doing the impos-

sible, is on hand quietly showing his little blankets, soft,

warm and entirely to be coveted. Mr. Jones says he just

peels the wool off from the buffalo at shedding time, it

coming off eaeily, in large flakes. He thinks one buffalo

will annually yield wool or "fur" enough to make a yard
of cloth. This is the first of the cloth he ever had made.
It can be made in quantity. It is very soft in texture,

softer than any woollen cloth, feeling more like fine fur.

The Jones herd of buffalo will be at Chicago during the

World's Fair.

At Kansas City Mr. F. J. Smith informed me of an odd
freak game bag and gun that had come into his posses-

sion, an albino jacksnipe, nearly white, which was lately

killed by Mr. Hagedon, of Butler. Mr. Smith also has a
white quail, mounted for company for the jacksnipe.

These birds probably suffered from extreme fright of

some kind, so that their hair turned gray in a single

night.
The great Chicago-Kansas City pigeon matches last

week attracted much attention. I wonder if anybody
knows how many tame pigeons are shot in a year at Jim
Elliott's park in Kansas City? Well, it is just about
60,000. John Watson, the veteran manager of the only
park patronized by Chicago shooters, says that Chicago
shoots only about 30.000 pigeons in a year.

All the way from San Francisco comes a young gentle-

man and lays a card on my desk just when I am out of

town. Mr. Phil B. Bekeart, when I last saw him, was
one of the main hustlers of the E. T. Allen sporting goods
house of San Francisco, and I am sorry not to meet so
bright and well posted a young man. He knows a lot

about sport on the Coast.
Not many goose shooters this fall. I may have com-

mented earlier on the Dakota trip of Messrs. Farmer,
Dicks, Hansen and Bluthart. They got ninety-six geese,

some grouse, some mallards and some jack rabbits, the
last what for I dun no. They were out ten days in the
Devil's Lake country, making Lacotah their entry point.
Mr. Farmer added to his decoy flock of geese while in

Dakota by purchasing two finely trained Canada geese.

A little shooting at ducks lately, but nothing paralyz-
ingly large. "Ed Howard wires down that the ducks are
in again at Fox Lake.
On Tolleston Marsh the shooting has been good till

within a few days. They have raised the wind and they
have raised the water down there on Tolleston. They
dammed the Little Calumet and so got a wet marsh.
Don't know what the folks below there are going to say
about that.

Dick Turtle has been down at Senachwine Lake and
had fair shooting at ducks.

Quail are unusually abundant not far out from Chicago.
Messrs. Butler, Smith, Donald, Willard and the writer
will make a trip before long, south of the city, after
quail.

There are dozens of localities within 100 miles of Chi-
cago where cotton-tails fairly swarm. I confess to a
vulgar fondness for the sport of shooting cotton-tails, and
if a light snow comes before long a little party of us may
go out and have a regular country time of it.

E. Hough.

KANSAS GAME AND HUNTEHS.
BURLINGTON sportsmen have been enjoying the

fickle weather of the past few days in close pursuit
of the numerous flocks of wildfowl that in their south-
ward flight make this then- resting place. The redheads
have passed us, but the mallards, teal and canvasbacks
are here yet, and the ringnecks and scaups have begun to
arrive. The last two named are the most abundant of all

our ducks in number and their period of migration
is longer.
Just two miles east of town is one of the largest ponds

in this section of the State; an ideal ducking ground that
would make a perfect preserve. Here in season I have
taken almost every species of waterfowl found in our
State, either in migration or as residents. In summer
the king rail hides in the sedges thaj; lie along its marshy
shores, the teal nests upon its grass crowned banks and
the grebe builds its floating home amid the lotus leaves
that deck its placid bosom. In the evening the boom of
the bittern and the qua qua of the night-heron, with the
loon's weird cry, echo and re-echo through the gathering
shadows.
The ducks gather here in immense numbers both in

spring and fall, and many are taken by local sportsmen.
In the Forest and Stream of the 6th inst., "F. B,," of
Ottawa, this State, says that "the sandhill cranes seldom
stop there." That may be true of his vicinity, but from
personal observation extending over several seasons and
the testimony of reliable sportsmen, I am convinced that
these long-legged, long-necked denizens of other climes
not only stop here, but frequently linger for several days
at a time. I have the skin of one specimen taken this
fall from a flock known to have remained in the neigh-
borhood for over a week.

It is possible that the conditions and topography of this
vicinity are more favorable for them than the section
"F. B." writes from, though our counties adjoin.
The market-hunter lives here in force, killing game

legally when he can, but taking it at any time. Our
game law is a dead letter, One of these hunters recently
brought in ten dozen quail, another six dozen as the re-
sult of a single day's hunt. A golden eagle was killed
Oct. 27 a few miles from town which measured 6ft. lOin.
from tip to tip, and weighed 7-Jlbs. It was a male and in
perfect plumage. I have the specimen mounted before
me as I write. Would like to hear from others in differ-
ent parts of the State. p. M. F.
Burlington, Kansas, Nov. 14.

The fall rains have just commenced here, and as a re-
sult the ducks are coming in fast. During the first part
of the week the meat markets were full of mallard ducks
and quail which were shot in this vicinity, Most of

them, I think, are disposed of in the city instead of being
shipped to St. Louis and Kansas City, as is usually the
case. The weather is so warm the game will not keep
long.
Last Wednesday I met a man who lives about seventy-

five miles west of this place, who had been looking for a
gun to bunt with this season. He said: "I am a market-
shooter, and in the winter I do nothing but hunt._ I am
now on my way home from Kansas City, where I have
been looking for a gun and trying to arrange to sell my
game. Prices are so low in Kansas City this year that I

shall send my game to St. Louis in wholesale lots."

These are the men who get the game in Kansas; they
are good shots and know just where to go, and thus they
clean out the game in a very short time.

It has been raining here for thirty-six hours and the
ground is very muddy. This will bring sorrow to the
hearts of some of our men, because it spoils their hunting
with greyhounds. They would rather chase jack rabbits
and cottontails one afternoon than to hunt with a shot-
gun for two weeks. Greyhounds are numerous around
Ottawa, and some of them are astonishingly good rabbit
dogs, though few can show a pedigree.
A farmer near town made an unusual catch one day

this week. He was out hunting and shot a large golden
eagle with a shotgun; the charge of shot only stunned
the bird and he was captured alive. He was brought to
town and formed quite an attraction for a little while;
he was finally sold for $10. XX.
Ottawa, Kansas, Nov. 15.

COMBINED RIFLE AND SHOTGUN,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Shongo" describes in your paper

of Nov. 6 an "all-round sporting gun," devised to meet
his own wants and built in accordance therewith by his
friend Prof. W. B. Hall.

I appreciate very fully the reasons he assigns for dis-
satisfaction with the arms he had previously used, and I
seize the opportunity his letter affords to call attention to
the existence of another gun contrived to meet the same
wants, and of which a single specimen was constructed
many years since and is in the possession of its inventor,
Dr. Edward Maynard, the inventor of the well-known
Maynard rifle.

It is a double gun, the barrels side by side, and may be
a double rifle or a double shotgun, or one rifle and one shot
barrel, interchangeable with the same facility as the single
barrels of the Maynard rifle. Its general principle of con-
struction is the same as the single gun, but with some very
important improvements. The trigger guard, for instance,
which acts as the lever to move the barrels, is attached
to the stock instead of the barrel, as in the old pattern,
the hammers are reduced in size, and brought in exact
line with the surface of the barrels instead of projecting
above it, and the general symmetry of the gun is such as
to commend it alike for beauty and service.
The barrels are united at the breech and muzzle by a

perfectly simple and effective contrivance which holds
them as firmly as if soldered, and yet admits of expan-
sion and contraction of either barrel without affecting
the other, and allows them to be instantly separated
when removed from the stock.
The rifle barrels in this model are 20in. in length and

the shot barrels 26, but lengths and calibers can, of
course, be varied to suit tastes. The inclosed target was
made with this gun by L. J, Peck, of Albion, N. Y., to
whom it was submitted for testing, and is in itself suffi-

cient evidence that the reputation of the Maynard is fully
sustained in its new form. It has always seemed to me
the nearest approach to perfection that I have ever seen,
and Quartermaster-General Meigs said of it after a care-
ful test, "If introduced it would drive all the other sport-
ing guns from the market."
The question then naturally arises, "Why is it not

manufactured for sale?" And the answer is the same
that prevents the introduction of many other articles of
far better quality than are now to be had—the willing-
ness of the great mass of our people to take an inferior
substitute because it can be had at a less price. If a
national contract for military arms can be secured it

will pay to provide the machinery for their construction,,
and that same machinery can be used for a sporting
weapon of similar pattern, which may be built of cheap
materials and put upon the market at a low price. But I

the men whose artistic tastes revolt at the sight of a
cheap substitute and who are willing to pay the necessaiy
cost in order to secure the best that can be produced are I

not sufficiently numerous to warrant manufacturers in
erecting machinery for the sole construction of a sport-
ing weapon.

Since the construction of the gun I have described,
which, as I have said, is the only one ever yet made,
Dr. Maynard has contrived several very valuable im-
provements of which I have seen the drawings.

I have hoped that I might witness the introduction of
a weapon which I am sure would gladden the heart of
every genuine sportsman, and that the inventor might
reap the reward he so richly deserves, but he and I are
alike too near the close of life to afford further indulg-
ence of such anticipations.
Whatever may be the nature of future discoveries and

inventions, however, the existing model of which I have
spoken of a combined and mutually interchangeable
double rifle and shotgun will remain as evidence that ,1

the inventive skill of the present age was far in advance
of just representation in actual construction.

Minneapolis, Nov. 12. H. W. S. Cleveland.

CHINESE PHEASANTS FOR VANCOUVER
YANCOUVEE, B. C, Nov. 13.—The first lot of Chi-

nese pheasants imported by the Vancouver Game
Protective Association came to hand by the Parthia a few
days ago. We have sent them to Magee's farm, about
five miles distance from the city. They will be kept in a
pen for a few days to recover from the voyage, and then
turned loose. They arrived in splendid condition, and
while November may not seem the best month to turn
them down, we had to take them when we could get them. :

The weather is fine, and we have had no frost yet, so
they will have a good chance of looking around their new
home before winter sets in. There will be a large lot on
the Batavia in a fortnight's time, and these will be turned
out on different parts of the mainland. Will advise you
later on about cost of birds, how they thrive, and any
other particulars which will interest your readers.

CHAS. E. TllPALL,
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DEER AT TIM POND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A few days ago I returned from a trip to northwestern

Maine, where I had gone in the certainty of getting fresh
air and exercise, and in the possibility of getting venison
by other means than hounding. Myself and a friend
with two guides reached Julian Yiies's camp at Tim
Pond, 10 or 15 miles from Stratton, on Oct. 29. The first

two or three days we bagged nothing but partridges and
rabbits, and then to change the luck we loafed a day in
camp while the guides started out to try their single for-
tunes. One of them returned within three hours, having
stumbled upon two large buck caribou less than a mile
from the pond, both of which he got. A couple of days
later the same guide brought in a medium sized deer,
and toward the end of our stay my companion shot a
magnificent five-prong buck that would weigh 2001 bs.
or oyer. Besides the four large animals secured I missed
a fair shot at a deer and bad another one come within a
few rods of me in the thick spruce growth. My guide
also saw a deer which he did not get, and the other guide,
when without a rifle, had a deer stalk by within easy
range, while the fourth one of the party had my experi-
ence with a heard but unseen deer. The quantity of
fresh tracks, deer and some caribou, proved we had not
exterminated the game, and any one who could be in
that country when the snow first comes to stay, as it
probably has done by this time, would have an excellent
chance for good hunting.
We were in camp but two weeks; the first few days a

crunchy and then a crusty snow made noisy traveling,
and the rest of the time the ground was covered with
frozen leaves, yet in spite of these very unfavorable con-
ditions the party had the above recorded luck, aud fur-
thermore the game was gotten in a respectable and honest
fashion. Any one not an actual invalid will, I think, get
a more lively pleasure out of this sort of hunting than out
of a lifetime of hounding.
The camp at Tim Pond consists of a dozen log huts

which are well filled in the fishing season, but at this
time of the year the solitarily inclined vacationist will
meet there only such company as he takes along with
him. The proprietor, as our comfortable and inexpensive
experience testifies, will see to it that his guests are well
fed and plentifully supplied with firewood at a reason-
able figure per day. Wiihin a few rods of the camp the'
original forest begins where the only roads are spotted
lines and the traveling in summer so difficult that few of
the guests ever go away from the Pond or buckboard
road, I say this last lest any one may think that the
camp of log huts implies a pathed and picknicked forest
with all the charm of wildness rubbed out. The country
will be found rough enough to suit the taste of the most
robust hunter, while the comforts of the camp will not
prove disagreeable at the end of a long day's tramp. We
were very fortunate in the guides who cared for us,
Grant Fuller and Will Myers, energetic a.nd obliging-
men, and both thoroughly familiar with the woods and
all that is in them. 1), o. L.
New Yokk, Nov. 50.

BOSTON'S SPORTSMEN.
THE Harry Moore party, recently mentioned in the

Forest and Stream, has returned from its hunting-
trip to Durham's Creek, North Carolina. They are back
again to business with faces somewhat embrowned bv the
southern November sun. They report wonderfully fine
weather, almost too hot for hunting. Dr. French was
unfortunately delayed inWashington, so that he was with
the party for only two days of hunting. The hunters
went on the trip after deer, wild turkey, email, opossum
and coon. The hunters obtained each class of the game
intended. The pigeon and lark shooting was also excel-
lent—game that they did not expect. They got six deer
in all; one deer for each man except the Doctor, But
curiously enough the deer were all killed by one man of
the party, Geo. C. Moore, except one killed by one of the
guides. Still they all hunted from the stands, with the
chances supposed to be about equal. The deer were
driven by dogs, and shot by the hunters from the stands.
As luck would have it, the deer were all killed as noted
above, it is also singular that the only wild turkeys killed
by the party were two, shot by Harry Moore, He says
that of ail the game he ever undertook to hunt, the wild
turkey of North Carolina is about the most difficult.

They will go into the top of the tallest pines and there it

is impossible for the hunter to see them. The best one
Mr. Moore shot was with No. 3 buckshot, a very long dis-
tance. It seemed to be impossible to approach nearer,
and he took the chances.
Mr. Moore describes the possum hunting in the night

as something about as full of fun as it is possible to
imagine. They brought home several alive, as well as
taking a good many for the table. They also mastered
Mr. Coon in several instances, though he is a much more
difficult game than the possum.
Bears continue to be a remarkably popular game with

the Boston sportsmen who go down to Maine this fall. An
unusual number have been killed and brought here.
Bear steak is on the regular bill of fare at some of the
popular hotels in Boston. Some of the dudes have tried
it and declare that it is great for one's courage It has
been dangerous to propose it to members of the Brokers'
Board of late, however. Johnnie Smith, brother of the
proprietor of the New England House, has just returned
from a bear hunt in Carthage, Maine. He had the good
fortune to secure three fat cubs. The first dav they sur-
prised the old bear and her three young. Two of the
cubs were shot. The other, with the mother, escaped.
The next day the old bear was again surprised. The other
cub was shot, and the old bear wounded, but not suf-
ficiently to prevent her escape.

C. E. Davies and G. B. Eames, two noted Boston hunt-
ers, have gone into the western part of Massachusetts for
a grand hunt after birds. Mr. Eames is president of the
Beading Gun Club and also prominent in the Reading
Kennel Club. Mr. Davies is president of the latter club.
They take four trained pointers with them. They left on
Saturday for Fitchburg, from which place they will start
on their trip. They have estimated their kill "at twenty-
eight partridges and twice as many quail a day.
We are probably to hear the wolf cry from Maine

again this winter "because the deer are plenty." One of
the Maine papers locate them at KTinkfieldand another at
Madrid. In one case three were seen and in the other
two, Th§ papers say they have been shot g$ but not

killed. One of the Kibby Valley hunters is reported
killing a very heavy deer the other day. The head and
antlers weighed Solbs. It is safe to say that deer hunting
in Maine is not quite up to expectations this fall, for rea-
sons that will be given in the Forest and Stream later.

Special.

SWAN LAKE.

WE were surveying a line for a levee in a very un-
_
settled part of Coahoma county, Miss. The settler

who lived nearest the scene of our work was Mr. McGhee,
a gentleman of the wilderness, whom the water had run
across the river from Arkansas. McGhee had cleared up
a fifteen-acre field, built a two-story log cabin (ground
plan about 14x18) with a spacious portico around it, and
was engaged in raising cotton and robbing bee trees. It
was beside this palatial castle that we pitched our tent,
having some trouble in finding room enough among the
corn stubbles to spread our downy pallets (each of which
consisted of an armful of hay and a blanket). We
boarded at Mrs. McGhee's rural restaurant.
The route to our work led us across the bed of Swan

Lake, on the north bank of which lies the renowned
Garland Field, noted for its abundant supply of game.
The lake was dry at that time, and its bottom was partly
covered with grass, which afforded very good pasturage.
We frequently saw deer at a distance up the lake, so we

concluded to kill one. We took a gun out with us one
day, and were gratified that evening on our campward
march at seeing a couple of deer about half a mile off,
near the elbow bushes on our side of the lake bed. I pro-
ceeded toward them, walking a few yards within the
bushes. When about opposite them, I crawled to the
edge under cover of a large willow tree, from which I
had an excellent view of a large doe about 60yds. off and
a half-grown fawn at her heels. The doe was broadside
to me. They had apparently heard me, for they both had
their noses high. It was a magnificent spectacle to one
who had never before seen a deer in its native haunts. I
plugsred a load of buckshot at the doe and off she galloped,
clor-tly followed by the fawn, at which I sent the other
load. They both escaped. It afforded me some satisfac-
tion, however, to say that I had shot at a deer, notwith-
standing the fact that she didn't fall. It had become dark
by the time I rejoined my companions, which made our
tramp back to camp a little rough, as we had to follow a
blazed trail through a mile or two of woods and cane.
There were spots of moonlight on the trees, which we
sometimes mistook for blaze, thus losing our bearings
about four times. On such occasions one of the crowd
would stand still while the others circumnavigated around
him at a distance of about a hundred yards, feeling the
white spots until they located the smooth ones. We fin-
ally made camp about 9 P. M.
Next day we left the gun behind. While crossing Swan

Lake, both morning and evening, we saw three bears
some distance off, apparently nosing the ground quite
unsuspiciously. Upon the strength of that two of the
party started out before daylight the following morning
to get a bear. When the remainder of the crowd reached
the lake, about two hours later, we were astonished at
seeing the bears in the same spot again. We wondered
why the hunters hadn't scared them away. (We didn't
expect them to kill any.) This was explained thus:
Having a telescope along we drew a focus on Messrs.
Bear. There they were, plain as a white fence—not the
bears, but three enormous black hogs, rooting with as
much composure as that with which the bears of yester-
day had been nosing the ground. After that we didn't
hunt bears any more in "them diggin's." Tripod.
Mississippi.

OHIO GAME FIELDS.
pvAYTON, Ohio, Nov. 24. — William Wolstencroft,
JLP Wade Wilson, Eolla Heikes and Edward Eike have
returned from their hunt in the sand thickets of Lucas
county, this State, and Wolstencroft and Wilson pro-
ceeded at once to their homes in Philadelphia, well
pleased with their success in the field. During the week
that they were out the four gentlemen bagged over 600
quail and 100 pheasants, and knocked over an occasional
rabbit for the farmers. They were not bothered with
fences, and were in a territory of hazel and huckleberry
bushes, a buckwheat region, and thickets around the
swales w-here pheasants abound. The hunters were as-
tonished to learn that a deer had been killed there last
fall, and another one seen while they were there, only
twenty miles from Toledo.
William Bradford, George Volker and Clayton Miller,

of this city, in three days' hunt in Wellston, Jackson
county, killed 25 dozen quail and 51 rabbits, and brought
back with them a brace of blue ticked, well-trained two-
year-old beagles that are well trained rabbit dogs. These
gentlemen had expected to hunt at Gallia Furnace, Gallia
county, but the superintendent of the thousand-acre tract
had reserved the shooting privileges for his friend, Mr.
Al Wickersham, of Jamestown, who is there this week.
It is a rough, heavy-timbered mining country, and the
forests and dense undergrowth are filled with wildcats,
foxes, coons, possum, squirrel, pheasant and quail, and
occasionally a keen hunter can bring in a wild turkey.
Clark Denious, of Washington, C. H. and S. S. Troup,

in three days in Fayette county got 178 quail and 25 rab-
bits. Michael Stockert, who had the privilege of shoot-
ing over a section of 640 acres of grazing land in Clark
county, found an abundance of birds for several days'
sport within a quarter of a mile of the house, therefore
did not need to disturb coveys over the rest of the farm,
but left them for a hunt after Thanksgiving Day.
A prodigy among hunters is discovered in the farming

section southeast of this city, half way to Bellbrook, in
the person of Miss Ollie Owens, a modest girl of 13 years
of age, daughter of a farmer. She is a fine wing shot
and works a brace of her own dogs to perfection in the
field. She dresses in vwandiere costume of navy blue
flannel, uses a 12-gauge Remington, loads her own shells,
carries game bag and ammunition by a broad shoulder
strap, is self-reliant and does not get rattled, keeps her
dogs within short range, covers field or copse closely and
is always accompanied by one of the family, usually an
uncle, who is himself fond of hunting. When seen in the
field by a Dayton party Friday she had bagged 9 quail
and her tenth was a bird that the Daytonian?, had missed,
and as it came her way she knocked it over, her dog re-
trieved it, and as she put it in her game bag she grace-*
fully saluted the astonished gentlemen. Brown.

WORCESTER FOX HUNTING.
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 22.—The annual hunt of

the Worcester Fur Company occurred on Thurs-
day of this week. The game they were after was foxes
and they succeeded in capturing six, and all reporting a
fine day's sport. The club had with them about thirty of
the members residents of this city, also Ledyard Bill, of
Paxton; Leander F. Herrick, of Millbury: Estes Knight,
of Oxford; H. C. Newell, of Ashburnham; Frank Sweet,
of Auburn; Edward and Leonard Taft, of Meriden; A, D.
Norcross, of Monson; Judge Huber Clarke, of Willi-
mantic, Conn.; and Dr. S. P. Holbrook, of East Douglas.
The events of the day closed with the annual dinner at

the Bay State House, at which a large number of notable
persons were present. At the head table with A. B. F.
Kenney, president of the society, and E. S. Kuowles,
secretary of the company, were His Honor, F. A. Har-
rington, mayor of this city; Hon. Joseph H. Walker, of
this city and a member of the Fifty-first Congress; also
Hon. John R. Thayer, of this city, recently elected
to the Massachusetts Sena.te. At the other tables
were about fifty guests, among them were Col. James
M. Drennan, Webster Thayer, a member of the Board
of Aldermen, Capt. David M. Earl, all of this
city, also Richard Luther, of Leicester; Chas, Prine and
Paul Wheeler, of Rutland; W. P. Brigham, of West
Boylston; JohnM. White, of Millburn; S. E. Bliss, of
North Brookfield, besides the others mentioned above as
present at the hunt. The men of the party were full of
stories of the hunt and many interesting experience of
the haps and mishaps of the day were told, A fuller
report will be given next week.

NOTIONS ABOUT LOADING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "W. A. W." recommends for a

12-bore shotgun SMrs. powder and l^oz. shot for ducks.
I agree with him that heavy charges of powder will give
a larger bag of game than light charges.* I have experi-
mented much with light and heavy charges. For many
years I have used in a No. 12 gun 4 to 4|drs. powder and
l^oz. shot, and in a No. 10 gun 5drs. powder and Ljozi of
shot. Of course the recoil with such charges is heavy,
but I overcome the recoil by padding the sleeve of my
hunting coat about three-fourths of an inch in thickness.
When hunting prairie chickens in my shirt sleeves, I had
a vest prepared with a sleeve for the right arm, also
padded. Thus prepared the heavy recoil would not be
noticed. Some of my sporting friends following my ex-
ample had the padding made of sponge such as is used in
cushions. H. L.

Illinois Game.—Lexington, 111.—While James Turpin,
of Lexington, III., was hunting on the 17th of this month
he saw a very large bird, which proved to be a gray
eagle. He shot and broke one wing, and finally captured
it and brought it to town. It weighed lOlbs. and measured
8ft. from tip to tip of wings. Doctor Hanson bought the
bird and will have it mounted. It is the only eagle seen
in our vicinity for years. The law and our farmers are
doing much toward replenishing the prairie chicken and
quail. There are few farmers who will let hunters go
upon their lands to shoot. We have had scarcely any
water fowl here this fall. The ponds are all dried by
tile and the streams are so low they would hardly swim
a duck.—S.

The United Hunting, Fishing and Camping Clubs
op Western Pennsylvania.—Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 22.—
The regular quarterly meeting will be held at the rooms
of the Pittsburg Rod and Gun Club, No. 512 Smithfield
street, on Saturday evening, Nov. 29, at 7:30 o'clock.
Delegates from all clubs are requested to be present.
Visitors from all fishing and hunting clubs not members
of this association, are requested to attend. The officers
of all clubs, and all sportsmen, and all who are interested
in the protection of fish and game, are invited to attend
and bring their friends. Prominent sportsmen will be
present. Important changes in the fish and game laws
will be proposed.—J. W. Hague, Sec'y, 186 Fifth avenue.

NEW YORK GAME AND FISH LAWS.
THE Codification Committee gave a hearing at Albany last

week, at which a Dumber of sportsmen and others were pres-
ent. Hon. H. A. Reeves, representing the, net-fishermen of Long
island, protested against the proposed amendment semiring nets
in Peconic and Gardiner bays to be taken up three nights in the
week. Hon. Geo. E. Towne made similar claims for the net fish-
ermen of Lake Erie. State Fish Commissioner Henry Burden, of
Troy, asked for proper protection of fish in the Delaware River
by preventing the netting of shad and bass. He urged a law
making the capture of salmon in the Hudson under ."lbs. unlaw-
ful. Also one compelling fishermen in the Hudson to take up
their nets for at least one day a week to allow the fish to get to
the spawning grounds. The use of seines at the mouth of the
Croton River, now so prevalent, should be stopped.
W. H. Thompson, of the St. Lawrence Anglers' Club, read a

letter from the president of the St. Lawrence Game Club deplor-
ing the illegal use of nisrht set lines, and spoke of the lax enforce-
ment of the fish laws. Mr. Kellogg, attorney for the club, said
the restriction against violating the law seemed to be slight, as an
offender, if caught, could pay his fine and yet come out ahead
financially. Hence the laws n re not observed. The fine against
netting should be at least S100, and for using dynamite the pen-
alty should be three times as great as for any other illegal fish-
ing.
The destruction wrought by the use of nets in the Hudson River

was described by Howard N. Fuller, representing people along the
Hudson who have had ample opportunities to witness the extinc-
tion of fish in waters which should supply the thousands of poor
people along the banks with a plentiful supply of fish of the most
desirable species. The State has built fishways, put in salmon fry
and employed salaried protectors at a large expense; vet the law-
has permitted the use of nets, resulting in the utter deprivation of
the beneficial results that should have accrued from such improve-
ments. The Hudson has been depleted of fish by netting, especi-
ally where fykes are used; in other words, from Troy dam to
Pougbkeepsie. Mr. Fuller advocated a law prohibiting the taking
of fish in the Hudson River with nets, except shad, herring, min-
now for bait, or fish to be used in the propagation of fi~bculture.
The most interesting part of the hearing was with respect to

deer hounding. Mr. Seymour Van Santvoord, nf Trov, advocated
a law prohibiting hunting with dogs—and he thought the Com-
mission might go a little further by prohibiting the killing- of
deer in water. Nine out of every ten deer, he claimed, were
killed in the water-, after they had been hemmed in with no
chance of escape. He stated that a failure to adopt a law pro-
hibiting hounding would eventually end in the extermination of
deer in this State, Such a law is upon the statute books of seven-
teen States and Territories, and in States were such a law is not
enforced, deer bunting is a thing of the past for want of game.
Dr. Samuel Ward said he wras a firm advocate of deer houndiDg

and the tilling of deer on the runway, hut he would have no ob-
jection to a provision in the law prohibiting the killing of deer in
The water, although he knew some sportsmen would object to it.
The inhabitants and summer visitors of Franklin county were
unanimously in favor of hounding deer, holding that it was most
sportsmanlike tn Hill deer on the runway after due warning, ft
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took a practical sportsman and a man of nerve, he said, to kill

deer on a runway, and there were very few hunters who could do

it. He believed that ten times more deer were killed by still-

hunters than l>y bounding. He favored the law prohibiting the

killing of deer at any time, holdirg that such a provision would
tend more than any other to increase the number of deer. Ke-
ferringto the Curtis law of 1S85, which prohibited hounding of

deer for one year, he said that Paul Smith and other tiotel keep-

ers in the woods could testify to the fact that their business

receipts were decreased mote than 8100,000, c-crnse nsny.ie

not go up into the woods if they could not enjoy hounding, 'the

most manlv and sportsmanlike manner of killing deer."
_

William L. Fowler and Frank C. Wolcott, representing the

Black River Game and Fish Protective Association, were both
opposed to deer hounding and asked the Commission to recom-
mend that the season for the killing of deer be shortened.

Scudder Todd and Charles Smith, from Lewis county, opposed
hounding or the killing of deer in the water. Mr. Smith stated

that nearly all the deer were killed in the water, being cornered
after a hard run in front of the hounds.

_

Mr. Kellogg said it was an utter impossibility to detect or con-
vict persons who hound deer contrary to law, and there should be

a change of boundaries to make them as simple as possible. He
favored a. law prescribing a heavy penalty for any person who has
a hound in his possession in the prescribed territory during the
close of the deer season.
R. J. Richardson, Lowville, advocated shortening the present

law that allows hounding for fifty days (Sept. 1 to Oct. 20) to thirty

days, expressing the opinion of woodsmen and sportsmen. All
killing of does should be prohibited, which need necessitates the
prohibition of jacking, for a man shooting at night must run his

chances on killing a doe.
.Tas. F. Tracer, of Albany, said he thought after fifteen years

experience in the woods that hounding and jacking were destruc-
tive of deer. He favored an act making the hounding season as
short as possible, but not tjie time for other methods of hunting
deer. Jacking he was not adverse 1o, but he advocated prohibi-

tion of killing does.
Chris Goodsell, a guide for fifteen years on the Fulton chain,

thought no does or fawns should be killed; jacking was a destruc-
tive practice. The hounding season should he shortened to at
least thirty days instead of fifty. This summer be found one fawn
and sis deer floating or on the shores dead on the various lakes.
Charles J. Smith said he found two bucks and three does in the

latter part of October on the shores of Smith Lake, where they
had been driven by hounds at a time when the water was so chilly

as to cause 1 heir death. None of them had been shot.
It was argued by some of those present that a new commission

should be created, to have special charge of game and fish protec-
tion, relieving the Commissioners of Fisheries of their present
responsibilities in this field.

OF INESTIMABLE SERVICE.
TJUBLIC sentiment In reference to the protection of birds and
-*- other wild animals, mostly known as game, has become
healthier in tone and spirit in the past few years. The necessity

of throwing some guards around them to prevent extinction is

apparent to the most stupid, also to the most selfish. It is a mat-

ter of the greatest importance, and cause of gratitude, that the

States and Territories have passed laws that are more or less

beneficial in this regard. A compilation of these acts has been

made by Mr. Charles B. Reynolds, the weD-known editor of

Forest and Stream, and published by the Forest and Stream
Publishing Company, 318 Broadway, New York. Now, every

earnest observer of the law, who loves to fish and hunt, and every

man or woman who has an interest in the preservation of birds

and all other animals that are entitled to life, liberty and the pur-

suit of happiness, has the means of knowing what tne laws are.

The compilation is in good shape, is prepared for quarterly issue

and will be of Inestimable service.—Piiblie Opinion.

A Map of the United States.—A large, handsome map of the
United States, showing North and South Dakota, mounted and
suitable for office or home use aud issued by the Burlington Route,
will be furnished responsible parties free on application to the
undersigned. Playing Cards.—For 15 cents iu postage you can
obtain a pack of best quality playing cards on application to
the undersigned, P. S. Eustis, General Passengei and Ticket
Agent, C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, 111 —Adv.

The full tests of the game fish, laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book, of
tlie Game Laws.

TROUT FISHING IN NORTH CAROLINA.
VERY few Northern trout fishermen know much about

the streams in western North Carolina, I think, and
perhaps if I should tell all of ray experience in that region
people would say that some of my < 'yarns" were decidedly
''fishy," I will, in consequence of that, confine this article
strictly to facts.

I went to the city of Asheville last May, to find some
place where speckled trout could be caught in sufficient
numbers to make ihe sport interesting. I went to the
headwaters of the Big Pigeon River, 4.0 miles west of
Asheville, and found trout in unlimited numbers. Took
a train on the Murpby branch of the Western N. C. R. R.,
and stopped at Pigeon Valley station, 35 miles from Ashe-
ville, thence by wagon up into the mountains over 15
miles of the roughest road I ever rode over, found a
farmer who agreed to keep me, and the next day the
former and your servant gave the "speckled beauties" our
attention.
There are three or four good creeks in that region,

besides the river. We fished Crawford's Creek the first
day. Crawford's Creek is quite a large stream. It rises
up under Cold Mountain and nearly its whole course is
through dense woods, over big ledges, and hundreds
of deep, dark pools are found which fairly swarm
with trout, many of which are of very good size. The
best fishing on this stream is the first two or three miles
from its mouth. About three miles from the mouth of
the creek it divides into two forks and some good strings
are caught in both of them, but as I could get all the fish
.[ wanted without going up the fork, I did not fish them.
Our first day on the creek was a very satisfactory one,

and when we reached home, about sunset, we had 171bs.
of as handsome mountain trout as I ever 3aw. Old man
Crawford, who owns the creek, charges all who fish it

18 cents per pound for all they catch, I fbhedit eight
times while I was up there, for fish for my own use, and
paid him something more than eleven dollars, and did
not keep any fish that would measure less than 6in. in
length. I fished that creek in company with men who
came up from Asheville, and other places, and I think
they paid him at least ten dollars more. You can under-
stand by this, I think, how abundant trout were in that
region last summer,
When I started for the mountains I provided myself

with such files and tackle as I had been in the habit of
using on the trout streams in New England and northern
Michigan, but when I came to use those flies I found that
those N. C. trout didn't fancy them; the result was I used a
cinnamon-hackle, and baited the hook with a red worm;

with that contrivance I could catch those trout until I

was tired.

About two weeks after my arrival at the fishing

grounds, the stick worm became plentiful and then we
gave up the red worm; we also began using a lemon-
colored hackle.
The stick worm is either white or a light lemon color;

it is about three-fourths of an inch in length, and when
put on to the hook it makes a very attractive-looking fly

(?), and the average trout will rise to it when he will not
to anything else.

The trout catcher cannot fish from the banks of those
mountain streams to any considerable extent; they flow
between steep mountains, through dense growths of

laurels and rhododendrons, and the fisherman must take
to the water. It is because of this state of things that
scientific fly-fishing is impossible.

My second trip up Crawford Creek was made a few days
after my arrival, 1 went alone; the day promised to be a
good one, sun was bright and warm, and everything
seemed favorable for a successful day's sport. 1 started

into the stream at eight o'clock A. M. The water was
as cold as ice, and the trout "bit" ravenously for about
three hours; then they stopped. I was then on the bpst

part of the creek and the rain had commenced falling; it

looked as if my clay's sport was at a,n end, but I had a very
large string and did not feel badly discouraged. I Sat

under a large rock and ate my lunch of corn bread, fried

pork and ginger bread, and waited for the rain to stop.

At the end of about an hour the sun came out, and I left

the creek and went up to a little clearing, about half a
mile, where Crawford had a little cornfield; it was one of
the rockiest oornfields that I had ever seen, and I thought
I would rather own one of the sand barrens in Florida
than such a field as that, but the creek could be fished
from the bank through the clearing and I expected to get
a dozen or two big fellows in going through it. There
are no very deep "holes" through the clearing; it is a
gentle ripple all the way, with many rocks with dark
nooks under them, overhanging low banks and bushes,
and very good ground for fly-casting.

After reaching the clearing I tied on a fresh cinnamon

-

hackle with a red body, cast over to the opposite side, the
fly struck the water by the side of a large rock; there was
a splash and a rush down stream to the first of the ripples,
and at the end of about two minutes I landed my prize;
it was a prize, indeed, and would weigh at least three-
quarters of a pound.
Another cast at the extreme lower end of the ripple,

and another rise, and another good half-pounder was
landed. Things began to look brighter, except some
heavy, black clouds could be seen coming down through
the gap about half a mile away, and that promised to give
me a wetting unless I sought shelter in Crawford's old
shanty up in the cornfield.

1 kept on fishing until I reached the clearing and then
made the best time I knew how to for that old shanty,
but % was pretty well soaked when I reached it. Craw-
ford and his boys were there; they had a big fire in the
old fire place, and after a "nip" of old North Carolina
"mountain dew," I sat down by the fire and dried my
clothing. At three o'clock the rain stopped, the sun came
out bright and hot and I started for home, three miles
from where I was, over a cattle trail, and after having
accomplished about half the distance the rain began
to pour; there was no shelter to get under, and I com-
menced whistling to keep up my courage. In five min-
utes after the storm began I was as wet as I could be,
and a temporary shelter would have been of but little

use if I could have found one.
When I reached Crawford's house I was wet, tired and

about famished with hunger, and while. Madam C. was
weighing the fish I devoted my best efforts to a big apple
pie which the old lady set before me. The pie was made
of dried apples, and 'it might not have been considered
one of the daintiest ones that ever was made by a Yankee
housewife, but it seemed just at that time to be the best
one I ever ate.

About the time I had filled up with pie and paid for my
trout, my landlord, farmer Osborn, cameuponmuleback;
he was going up the creek to look for me. It was my
first trip alone, and he and his good wife had become
alarmed at my long absence.
Osborn said he was afraid I had fallen down some one

of those big ledges and broken a leg or two. I told him
I was all right, had had no bad falls, but had seen lots of
good ones, and could not get a rise from any of them in
the deep, dark, wooded portion of the creek. Osborn
said those "holes" were full of them, and that we would
catch them after the water became a little warmer. There
had been no warm rains up to the time of my arrival, the
streams were low and but few trout had commenced run-
ning,

I had mounted the "mule brute" while we were talking
over the events of the day, we were three-fourths of a
mile from Osborn's and if it hadn't been for that "mule
brute" I do not believe I could have reached home that
night; every bone in my body ached.
Supper was nearly ready when we reached the house.

I washed, changed my clothing, took a good stiff "horn"
of "old rye" and proceeded to the supper table, where I
found a surprise awaiting my coming. ' Osborn had been
fishing a few of the deep holes in the river during the
afternoon and had caught eleven beauties that would av-
erage at least half a pound each. Six of them laid on a
platter before me, fried to the most beautiful golden
brown you ever saw. I was just hungry enough to lay
away two of them, and I did it, without making many
remarks about it either.

The rain fell heavily all that night, and the next morn-
ing the creeks and river were torrents; no fishing could
be done that day, and I did not care much about fishing
for one day at least; I was pretty stiff and sore; my old
cowhide boots had made my corns tender and I was glad
to rest. I had some fine Scotch hooks, tied to a hair
snell, but without any fly on them; and after a breakfast
of fried trout, fried pork, cornbread and milk I got one
of the boys about the place to catch an old white rooster
that was strutting around the barnyard. I plucked some
of the long fine feathers from his neck, found some lemon-
colored dye about the house and dyed them. After they
had been dried I took several of those little hooks and
tied them with my yellow feathers, using white silk and
gold tinsel for bodies and made some very fair looking
flies. And they beat all the "store" flies I ever used or
saw used during the three months of my visit in that
region.

My yellow flies did not come into general use until
after the middle of June, when the stick worm had
hatched out.

I forgot to mention that I paid Madame Crawford for
231 bs. of trout the day I fished the creek alone. I had at
least a dozen, which would have tipped the beam when
caught at ilb. each.
There were a dozen good hearty appetites to appease in

Osborn's family, and even that big string of fish would
not be wasted.
About the only fly that can be used in North Carolina

is a species of the Phri/gamdm, familiarly termed cad or'

caddis fly and in those wilds "stick bait." The females
lay their eggs upon the leaves of the overhanging bushes^
to which they adhere until they are hatched, a process,
which > in warm weather, soon takes place. The eggs
produce little sixJegged larvae, which fall in the water
and immediately set about constructing for themselves
tubelike cases in which to reside secure from their
numerous enemies, especially the brook trout. When
seen at the bottom of the water these cases appear like
short bits of stick, but they will be found on examination
to be regularly and beautifully constructed of various
materials, some of pieces of reed, grass and the like, and
many of fine gravel and sand, which are strongly cemen-
ted together with a kind of glue, which the larvae pro-
duce, and which completely resist the action of water.
After having passed sufficient time in the larva state

to arrive at a proper degree of maturity, the insect fast-

ens its case to the stem of some water plant or to the
under side of a rock, and closing it at each side with a
kind of grating, through which the water necessary for
breathing flows, it turns to an inactive pupa.
In a few days it issues from its outer case, rises to the

surface of the water, and bursting its pupa skin appears
in its last and perfect form of a beautiful fly.

I did not observe more than two kinds of these flies

when I was in the North Carolina mountains; those were
the white and yellow ones. After those flies came trout
would not readily take the few worms we were able to
find; but about the time the stick worms were hatched
we could find plenty of "yellow jacket's" nests, and
where we cculd not cast our flies we used the "yellow
jacket's" grubs; no feather upon the hook, and the trout
could not possibly resist that bait, and we took many big
fellows with that grub.

Several parties of city fellows came up there during
my visit. They generally brought dozens of gorgeous
flies, laughed at our rude tackle, and when they Vent
home carried big strings of trout which Osborn and I
caught for them with our home-made flies, stick worms
and hornet grubs.

I used much smaller hooks in those mountain streams
than I had ever used before. About the smallest kind
of Limerick is the proper kind to use. Most of my flies

would not measure more than f of an inch in length.
With such hooks I caught a good many trout of a pound
weight each; if my snell and leader held I had but little

fear of losing them. I believe 1 did not break six hooks
during the entire time I was there.

The second day after my last tramp was Saturday; the
river was at about the right fishing' stage, and Osborn
said we would go down and fish the big pool, at the
mouth of "Hungry" Creek, That pool is about 150yds.
in length, about 30yds. in width, and from 2 to 6ft. deep
when the river is at the proper fishing stage. The current
is slow, and on the east side there is a ledge from 150 to
200ft. high. The side of the ledge is covered with a dense
growth of water maples, rhododendrons, vines and blue-
berry bushes, and it is impossible to fish it on that side;

the west side is lined with small willows, which offer
little or no protection from the sight of those keen-eyed
old settlers who live under the ledge, and in order to fish

there successfully one must go there just before dark.
So after sunset we mounted our mules and rode down

there, fished a few holes above the big pool while waiting
for the last rays of daylight to disappear, and then went
to the foot of the pool, waded in until we had reached
about the middle, and began casting. I used a white-
coachman, one that I had made that day; Osborn used
a yellow-hackle with gold body, and his first cast brought
a big fellow to the surface. In a moment I got a rise
and landed one of a pound weight. This was a pretty
fair beginning, I thought. After I had killed my first

one the trout commenced rising all around us. I think I
could count a dozen at a time. I had not seen anything
like it before, and at the end of twenty minutes we had
bagged nine big ones; they weighed illbs. We could
catch no more that night, owing to darkness; we could
not see where to cast, and those "old settlers" had stopped
rising. We caught about fifty large trout from that pool
during my stay there. I do not think anybody but Os-
born and myself caught a fish out of that place during
the entire summer.
The next day was Sunday, and no fishing was to be

done. Those mountain farmers all attend church on
Sunday, and if a stranger would stand well with them he
must abstain from labor on that day.
After the family had all gone to church, I called the

dog, a splendid collie, took my pipe and went after flow-
ers down the road by the side of the river. That road ends
at Osborn's house; it is a lovely road to travel on on foot
for a short distance on a bright, warm evening. It is

well shaded with large chestnuts, oaks and hemlocks,
and on that delightful morning the laurels, white azaleas,
Indian pinks and many other lovely flowers lent their
beauty to the scenery and filled the air with their fra-
grance. I gathered great clusters of them , all that I could
carry, to take to the house.
Upon reaching home Mrs. Osborn brought out two

large jars, arranged the flowers and stood them upon the
mantel in my room

;
they made a lovely appearance and

filled the room with the sweetest perfume, Every nook
and corner was filled with lovely flowers after the first of
June, ana about the middle of June, when the rhododen-
drons came into full bloom, the sides of these steep banks
along the stream presented such a sight as a lover of
flowers would never forget. It was a sight that cannot
be described on paper; one may go there and see it as I
did,

Is it any wonder that the Salmo foniinalis is an aristo-
crat, as well as the best food fish that is found in fresh
water? His home is in the clearest and purest water: he
feeds upon the daintiest of food, and is surrounded by
the most beautiful scenery, and I think that all true
lovers of the gentle sport of angling will agree with me
that he is, indeed, the king of fresh-water fishes.
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Perhaps some of the readers of Forest and Stream

will say I am a little "soft" on the mountain scenery of
western North Carolina. 1 cannot help it if they do.
I believe that all true worshippers of that good old man,
Izaak Walton, are affected by beautiful scenery as badly
as I am. Old father Izaak never saw such a lavish dis-
play of beautiful nature as we have in our country, and
I believe the western end of the Alleghanies and the
Blue Ridge beat any other mountains east of the Rockies
in North America; the heavy growth of timber, the
dense thickets of bushes and vines, many of which are
made beautiful in spring and summer by being covered
with brilliant flowers, cover the rough sides of the
mountains to their summits, thereby hiding their rough-
ness from view; so that very few of the peaks present
the rough, bold and desolate appearance of the Rocky or
the White Mountains. RUSH.

THE "GOLDEN TROUT."
Editor Forest and Stream:

In 18S5 a large female trout was sent to the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., from Dan
Hole Pond by Fish Commissioner Luther Hayes. Through
some inadvertence its arrival was attended with uncer-
tainty concerning its history, and it was some time before
letters of inquiry led to a correct understanding. The
Specimen was the original of the figure 16 of which our
friend Dr. Bean speaks on page 313 of the current volume
of Forest and Stream, Nov. 6, and which he identifies
with the species described by himself as Salvelinus aure-
ohis. Not wishing at the time to commit myself to a
positive identification without seeing more than a single
one, and after being repeatedly assured that no European
species had been introduced in the pond whence it came,
while waiting for other and smaller ones for comparison,
the trout was provisionally placed as a variety in a species
known to occur in the region. That it was not perma-
nently located will be made evident by turning to page 19
of my article on the "Salmon and Trout" in the Nine-
teenth Annual Report of the Commissioners on Inland
Fisheries of Massachusetts, 1885, where the only reference
is the following: "Figure 14 represents a ten-inch male
[Salvia fontinalis], figure 15 a female of about eleven
inches, and figure 16 a female of twenty-one. The latter

[a figure of the Dan Hole specimen] differs in various
respects from the others, as in the nearly uniform brownish
of the back, shape of caudal, etc. A knowledge of the
younger stages from the same locality may lead to the
separation of this form. Its shape resembles that of the
salmon."

It was only after the acquisition of additional speci-
mens, through the friendly interest of Mr. Walter M.
Brackett, and Fish Commissioners E. A. Brackett and
E. B. Hodge, that I felt warranted in positively asserting
the fish to be the "Alpine trout" of Europe (Salmo alpinus
Linn.). Subsequent acquaintance with this trout has
given me no reason for change of opinion, or for doubt-
ing that, with my specimens before him, the Doctor
would agree with me. Figures of S. alpinus in Dr. F.
A. Smitt's Swedish monograph on the Salmones repre-
sent the Sunapee trout quite as well as if they had been
drawn from them. In another article the subject will
be dealt with at greater length. S. Carman.
Cambridge, Mass., Wov. 17.

[Doctor Bean was unable to identify the golden trout
with the introduced saibling for several reasons, although
he observed and wrote about the striking resemblance
between the two species before publishing the description
of Salvelinus aureolus. He had compared a moderate
number of the Sunapee trout with saiblings from Germany
and Norway and Prof. Smith's beautiful figures had been
consulted. Some of the differences recorded by him at
the time were as follows: The saibling has 10 gill-raters

below the angle of the first gill-arch, a slender stomach
and a very narrow band of hyoid teeth; the golden trout
has 14 gill-rakers below the angle, a stout stomach, and
the hyoid teeth in a broad band. It is a matter of record
also that the first saibling eggs sent to New Hampshire
by the IT. S. Fish Commission were received and hatched
at Plymouth in 1883. Two years later Col. E. B. Hodge
sent a golden trout weighing o^lbs. to the National Mu-
seum, and wrote that much larger ones were to be had.
It is not probable that the saibling will grow to such size

in two years from the egg in any waters. Dr. Bean is

desirous of having this subject fully investigated, and
will readily acknowledge his mistake if he has redescribed
an old trout. He has several statements of trustworthy
persons to the effect that the golden trout was caught in
Sunapee Lake long before the saibling became a subject
of artificial culture, and that it inhabited Dan Hole Pond
seventy years ago.]

THE CONGER EEL.

MESSRS. Theodore and Thomas Smith, of South Nor-
walk, Conn., have been catching a great many

conger eels this fall., This eel was formerly unknown at
South Norwalk, and there has been considerable specula-
tion as to where it came from and what it could be. It

has been used to some extent for the table, and while the
flesh is very much lighter in color than that of the
common eel its flavor is stronger. T>>e congers taken by
the Messrs. Smith average less than lib. in weight. They
were caught in fyke nets, out among the Norwalk Islands,
near shore, in comparatively shoal water.
The conger eel is described in most books under the

name of Conger vulgaris; other names for it are Conger
oceanica and Conger conger. Dr. Day says it is known
at Aberdeen, Scotland, as the evil eel. In Great Egg
Harbor Bay, where it is notuncommon, the fishermen call

it the sea eel. The species rarely ascends into fresh
water. It is voracious and extremely pugnacious, fre-

quently jumping at its captor like a snake, and biting
viciously. It grows to a length of six feet, and is said to
attain to the weight of lOOlbs. In the Southport Aquar-
ium, England, a conger in 5| years increased in weight
from 31bs. to 90lbs. Some individuals of extremely large
size are caught by cod fishermen off Nornan's Land . Oil
our coast the fish is not generally eaten, but the Portu-
guese and Spaniards use it in great quantities, and at one
time it found a ready sale in Edinburgh, Scotland, al-

though in British waters it was generally considered unfit
for food. As an aquarium fish the conger is very at-

tractive, because of its sleek appearance and pleasing
colors. Two examples were brought recently from Chesa-
peake Bay and are now hiving in the National Aquarium
at Washington.

A SUPPOSED HYBRID TROUT.
Editor

_
Forest and Stream:

The inclosed sketch is an exact outline drawing of a
brook trout (S. fontinalis) found in the market here in
bulk with a number of lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush),
taken with gil!-net on the north shore of Lake Superior
on the 1st hist. In general form, color and markings,
save the red spots, it had all the appearance of the latter
fish; but the square tail, branchiostegals, fin rays and
teeth formula were those of the former. It was a male
spent fish, 16in. in length by &£in. in girth at the front of
the dorsal fin, and weighed just 2lbs.

I am no believer in natural hybridism, but this fish
comes the nearest to it of all I have ever met with,

I might add that the markings from back to belly were
entirely those of the lake trout, lacking, both on the back
and tins, the beautiful tortoise tracery of the brook
trout. The red spots were double the usual size and on a
background of round white, or bluish white, spots. The
fish had passed as lake trout and been overlooked as such
until I made the discovery. Dr. E. Sterling.
Cleveland Ohio.

[The sketch shows seven red spots above and fourteen
below the lateral line. The tip of the lower jaw is hooked
upward so that it reaches almost to the level of the eye.
The form is much more elongate than is usual in the
brook trout, and the upper parts are shown to be covered
with irregular long blotches, which are always noticed
upon the hybrid between the brook and lake trout. In
our opinion the fish was a cross between these two species,
artificially produced, and the probability is that it was
obtained by fertilizing eggs of the brook trout with milt
of the lake trout. Several of the State Commissions, and
some private fishculturists, have been engaged in hybri-
dizing the two species mentioned, and, as the cross is a
fertile one. the subdivision has been continued a,t will ; so
that individuals deriving only one-quarter or even one-
eighth of their parentage from one or the other species
are recorded. We agree with Dr. Sterling as to the im-
probability of natural hybrids among the Salmonidm. It
is a pity that the specimen was not preserved in the Doc-
tor's cabinet, eo that its probable origin might have been
satisfactorily determined. A good figure of the hybrid
between the lake and brook trout was published in Foeepst
and Stream of May 9, 1889. and another description of
this cross appears in. our issue of Jan. 17, 1889. The
sketch by Dr. Sterling represents the fish as having a very
short head and with the upper jaw reaching to below the
middle of the eye. In many respects the fish differs from
our notion of the hybrid between lake and brook trout,
and we can only hope that additional epecimens may yet
come into the hands of Dr. Sterling or some other natur-
alist, who will state their characters in detail.]

DEATH OF SALMON AFTER SPAWNING.
THE following interesting and important letter of Mr.

Thomas Mowat, dated at New Westminster, B. C,
Sept. 6, 1890, was addressed to Judge James G. Swan in
reply to an inquiry concerning the return of Pacific
salmon to sea after spawning. Judge Swan forwarded
the letter to Col. Marshall McDonald, IT. S. Commissioner
of Fish and Fisheries, to whom we are indebted for the
opportunity of reproducing it:

I have much pleasure in informing you that I have proof
without doubt that the OneorJiynchus < or Pacific salmon, do
in many cases return to fresh water annuallv, for the pur-
pose of reproducing their species. I have proof of this in the
case of the quinnat (OneorJiynchus cJimiicha) and suckeye
(O. ne-rJia), and I am confident, from observations that I
have made, that the coboes (OneorJiynchus Msvtch) do re-
turn in larger numbers than those first mentioned. During
the seasons of 1884, '85, '86, I made use of the leather or har-
nessmaker's punch to mark the quinnat salmon after th^v
had been partially stripped of their ea.gs, and were obliged
to be returned to the pens. The marking was done by
punching one or more holes through the adipose dorsal lih
and then passing a piece of colored cloth or twine through
the hole, so as to distinguish them from the fish that had
not been handled. Sometimes we cut a portion or the whole
of this fin off, and these fish were returned to the. water after
we had finished stripping them. Two successive years later
a few of the fish so marked passed throughout- hands and
were recognized, and I learned that some had been taken by
the netters. It must be understood that the strings were
not left on the fish. The fin was found to be withered some-
wjiat with the hole partially growu up. Since the season
of 18b'i we have been operating oti the sucke ve, and, as I have
alreadv described, some of these were marked in a similar
way; but owing to having so many in the pens we had to
keep different marks on them, so that the tails of some were
bent or doubled up and a V-shaped piece taken out. Two
of the fish marked in this manner were taken by netters this
season and sent to me. Oae so marked was shown to the
editor of the Columbian at my office, hence the report.
My contention has always been that at least four species

of our salmon return to the rivers to reproduce, the fourth
including those alluded to, is the steelhead, of which none
die except by accident. My opinion is that 75 per cent, of
the quinnat salmon survive that ascend from 75 to 100 miles
inland; those that ascend from 100 to 1,000 miles, or reach
the summit of the Rocky Mountains are reduced from vari-
ous causes clown to from 5 to 25 per cent. The percentage of
the suckeyes that survive is slightly under that of the
quinnat, while that of the cohoes is very large, as they do
not ascend so far inland and have- a better chance to return.
The qualla and humpbacks die in large numbers, as they
are more pugnacious, spawn in shallow water and are more
liable to disease.

I quite agree with you as to the views held in reference to
the salmon returning; they no doubt descend very rapidly
and either in the deep water of the center of the streams or
along the shores, where they are less apt to come in contact
with nets. I have on several occasions noticed the spent
suckeye salmon swimming down this river [Frazer] toward
the gulf, and I have been iuformed by the netters that they
have taken them; but of course there is not the same chance
of capturing them on their return to the ocean.

Thomas Mowat.
[The qualla referred to in the above communication we

suppose must be the dog salmon (Oncorhynchusketa), and
the humpback is the O. gorbuscha. The steelhead salmon

,

of course, is really not a species of OneorJiyncJms, but be-
longs to the genus Salmo, and has very different habits
from the species of OneorJiynchus. It spawns in the spring
and is found in the rivers spent before the Oncorhyndii
are ready to spawn. The question of the return of the
Pacific salmon to the sea after spawning is a very im-
portant one and worthy of much more extensive investi-
gation than it has yet received. We have never quite
believed that the quinnat and red salmon (OneorJiyncJms
chouiclia and O. nerka) all die after spawning, as stated

by some very good authorities, and yet this is merely a
matter of belief and may not be warranted by the facts
in the case. We have seen the mending dog salmon (O.
keta,} in fresh water near the sea; we have, also, observed
the apparently complete annihilation of the humpbacks
after spawning, although not more than a few yards from
salt water. What is needed in the case of the quinnat,
red salmon and silver salmon is observation of the streams
which they ascend for the purpose of spawning continued
until the fish descend to the sea. In this way only can
the problem be solved.]

ANGLING NOTES.
ANOTHER fishing season has come and gone, leaving

us a wealth of pleasant memories to recall during
the long winter evenings. Rods and reels are put away,
and the breechloaders now engage the sportsman's atten-
tion. Unfortunately death has sadly thinned the ranks
of the anglers the past few months and we have to mourn
the loss of several prominent sportsmen and good com-
panions. John Lowery will be greatly missed at the
South Side Sportsmen's Club, when they gather down at
the club house next opening day; and Florida will see Dr.
Ferber no more. And poor Endicott, who used to be the
life of our party down at Bill Chadwick's, at Squan
Beach, every season, has also gene to the "happy hunting-
grounds" where all good sportsmen hope to go. Young
Fred Poor's death was also a great shock to his friends
and fellow members of the Laurentian Club. Always
bright and cheerful, his presence was like a ray of sun-
shine in camp, and he will be sadly missed next season.

Mr. Theodore Gordon is one of the most thorough fly-
fishermen we have ever had the pleasure to meet. He
believes what is worth doing at all is worth doing well,
so he pays attention to all the little details that go to
making a good angler; and above all, will not use bait
under any circumstances. He would as soon shoot a
quail on the ground. He thinks that we are all wrong
on the subject of artificial flies, and believes we ought to
discard various foreign fancy patterns, and copy our own
natural insects and" flies as closely as possible. He car-
ries out his theory in practice. On the Neversink last
season no one brought in better baskets of trout than Mr.
Gordon, whether they used fly or bait.

We presume it is a waste of time again to caution our
readers about putting away their rods at the end of the
season without having them put in order; but if they
would only pay attention to this caution they would save
both themselves and the rod makers much trouble. Be-
sides they would be in better condition next spring.
Many neglect this until a day or two before they start on
their fishing trip; the result is the workmen do not have
time to do the rods justice, the varnish does not get half
dry and the whole thing is hurried and unsatisfactory.
Also beware of putting rods in closets near furnace flues
or up high near the ceiling, where it is always hot and
dry, but lay them on the floor of a cool spare room, if pos-
sible.

The striped bass fishing still remains fair at Hell Gate,
and quite a number have been taken near Robbin's Reef.
The method described in these columns last month, that
is the gang and spoon with a sandworm for bait, seems
to take the largest fish. A good many have been lost
owing to the cheap tackle used by many of the fisher-
men, who are not up to handling the big fellows, and
think anything will do, but after a striped bass grows to
be a five-pound fish he is not to be trifled with in the
swift waters of the "Gate," and it requires good tackle to
hold him.

THAT MAMMOTH CARP.
rPHE capture of the mammoth carp here last Friday
JL morning has been the subject of conversation
among the brothers of the rod and reel. The following
facts, with reference to the capture of the carp, I have

'

secured from one of the lads who assisted in taking it.

The fish was caught about 10 o'clock in the morning in
the shallow waters of the Sandy Hill Brook, quite a dis-
tance up the stream from the Reservoir Pond, where the
fish has probably been for some years, as it is eight years
since some eight or ten German carp were placed in
"Higgins Pond," which was made by placing a dam in a
suitable location upon this Sandy Hill Brook. This dam
was carried away by a flood some four or five years ago,
when the carp therein found their way down the brook
to the reservoir pond of the paper mill, some three or
four miles below, which is quite a deep body of water,
but not of very large dimensions. Shortly after the
freshet that carried the dam out of the Higgins Pond
two or three of the German carp were captured in the
paper mill pond—one of l£-lbs. and a third of some 2ilbs.
was captured by the mill hands, but they being ignorant
of the name, nature and character of the fish were un-
able to tell what they were. The capture of this recent
fish, however, brought to mind the fact of the taking of
the other fish and the fact that the Higgins Pond was
stocked with German carp, so that the matter of identi-
fication is now an established fact. I am inclined to think
from my conversation with the lad who assisted his
brother in the capture of the lllbs. carp, that there is I

si ill in the reservoir pond one or more of the fish of con-
siderable size, and it is simply a matter of time to demon-
strate this fact, as the inhabitants of the neighborhood
where the fish were captured seem determined to find out
if such is the case, as all the small boys, factory hands
and fishermen in general are trying their skill to secure
another of the monsters if there are more of them to be
secured. Woronoc.
Westfield, Mass.

Rainbow Trout in Colorado.—The success of the
rainbow trout in Colorado, where it was recently intro-
duced, is wonderful . The species thrives even better than
in its native waters and is spreading rapidly. As for its
size in its new home, General John ""Pierce, ex Fish Com-
missioner of the State, has caught specimens in the Platte,
near Denver, weighing 5 or 61bs,—J. G.

A New Name for Blueeish.—Dr. Hugh M. Smith,
of Washington, D, G, has informed us that the bluefish
is known in Rhode Island waters as Spanish mackerel,
The latter fish is evidently unknown in that region, or
the two could not have been confounded*
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AMERICAN CATFISH'S CARE OF YOUNG.
"OROBABLY most persons who have visited rivers and

X streams which catfish inhabit have observed m the

summer an old fish with a black cloud which proved to be

of young swimming about. The old fish was the male,

and the care of the young was assumed by ham till they

were old enough to take care of themselves. Several old

observers have recorded their impressions of such con-

courses, and among them were the celebrated Agassiz and

G
prof! Agassiz. in his notice of the Giants of Aristotle,

likewise noticed the habits of the common catfish of Mas-

sachusetts, the Amiurus nebulosus, then generally known
as Pimelodus catus. Says Prof. Agassiz: "I have had

fewer opportunities to watch [this than the sunfish.]

However, I have seen them in the spring, which, m the

latitude they inhabit, does not fairly set in before the end.

of May, approach the shores of our ponds, like Pomohs
[the common sunfish], in pairs, and clear also a space

among the low water-grasses, Scirjpus and the like, in

very shallow water, not more than a foot or so in depth,

and deposit its eggs in the same manner as Pomotis, and

watch as carefully and vigilantly over its progeny.
_
Yet

I have not been able to ascertain how long the period of

incubation lasts. But at different times I have seen the

young already hatched , still hanging about within the area

of the nest, protected by their watchful parent, sometimes

the male and female remaining together with them; at

other times, either one or the other of the eld fish keep-

ing watch alone. I have seen larger broods of young,

already three-fourths of an inch, and even an inch long,

remaining together like a flock, around one or the other

of fcb- parents; and sometimes both swimming slowly in

the center or by the side of what, at some distance, would

appear like a black cloud rolling slowly through the water

in one. or another direction, but which seen more closely,

proves to be a flock of young fish. I have observed such

flocking broods through the whole month of June, and

noticed that in each the young were of larger and larger

size in the latter part of the month, until they swim more
loosely, and finallv disperse half together; the parents

standing near the flock, or even in its center, in propor-

tion as the fish are smaller. When watching over the eggs

which are not yet hatched, or when following the young

brood, the old fish seem very solicitous for the safety of

their progeny, and drive away with great fierceness any

approaching enemy. I have even seen one dart at a little

hand-net which T was dipping in the water, to secure the

young which were still hovering over their nest." These

observations were recorded in the Proceedings of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences of Boston.

Dr. G-irard described a swarming (to borrow the lan-

guage of apiarists) which he observed near Philadelphia

in the following terms:
"In visiting a small pond, situated above Schuylkill

Falls village, an innumerable quantity of small fish were

seen along shore, near the surface of the water. On ap-

proaching them they all suddenly disappeared, and the

water being muddy we conld not tell where they went.

A scoop-net brought to light a sub«pherical mass, com-
posed "exclusively of green confervee, and which after

examination proved to be a regular nest, constructed, as

we suppose, by the parent fish, whose progeny it con-

tained: for in "it the small fishes seen a moment before

near the surface had gone to seek shelter. In all proba-

bility the eggs were deposited in it, and when hatched,

the young, instead of dispersing themselves, remain for

some time congregated under the care of the parent who
provides food for "them.

"The number of young fish gathered around the nest

was at least from 300 to 400 and of different sizes. The
largest were about liin. long and the smallest about fin.

This difference in size seems to us as indicating that eggs

had been deposited and fecundated at different periods

in the nest.

"They all had the abdomen distended like full grown
individuals before spawning. But this was owing to the

stomach gorged with food. The skin of the belly was so

tender that soon after death it was entirely decomposed,
the intestine and stomach then appearing outside of the

abdominal cavity.

"The structure of the nest was very simple, confervas

in strings were disposed circularly all around. The size

of the entire structure was about '8in. in its longest and
6in. in its shortest diameter. There was at least one
opening to get in and out, but this portion of the nest we
could not examine thoroughly from want of clear water;

and after having been kept for some time out of the water
it was entirely deformed.
"The nest laid at the bottom of the pond, l-|ft. deep in

that place, and protected by aquatic plants growing along
shore. The water here is never subjected to any violent

motion, and thus the soft materials of which it was
constructed were resistant enough for that particular

locality.

"We should think that under other circumstances, as,

Jot instance, a current of water, catfish would construct
their nests of a substance more capable of resisting a
chance of destruction,
"Further observations will tell us more about this in-

teresting subject, and it is with the hope that some one
more favorably situated than we are will devote some
attention to it, that we have brought before the Academy
the very little it was our good fortune to observe on this

occasion."
There is cause for doubt as to the correctness of Dr.

jGirard's views as to the nest, and in view of our present
knowledge doubt is also provoked as to the care of the
female for the young, but these observations of two
eminent men are reproduced, not only for their intrinsic

interest but to incite to observation of the facts in a state

of nature.
In 1883 the present writer was fortunate enough to wit-

ness the incubation and care of the eggs and young ex-
ercised by a common catfish of Eastern America, occur-
ring in the neighborhood of Washington and known as

_Jlmiurus albiclus. In the spring of 1883 a number of
adults of this species were obtained from the Potomac
Eiver and put into aquaria in the building of the IT. S,

Fish Commission. Three of these were placed under Col.
McDonald's supervision, in a tank, and of these one de-
posited eggs, which were taken chaxge of by another.
The account of the doings of the fishes has been given by
Prof. John A. Ryder in a "Preliminary Notice of the De-
velopment and Breeding Habits of the Potomac Catfish,"
publisVied in the Bulletin of the U, S. Fish Commission
(Vol. 3, pp. 325-230),

"On the morning of July 13," 1883, according to Prof.

Eyder, "a little after 10 o'clock A, M., we noticed a mass

of whitish eggs in one of our aquaria, inhabited by three

adult specimens of Amiurus alhidais, two of which were

unmistakably the parents of the brood, for the reason

that they did not permit the third one to approach near

the mass of eggs which one of them was watching vigi-

lantly. One of the individuals remained constantly over

the eggs, agitating the water over them with its anal,

ventral and pectoral fins.

"The mass of ova deposited by the female m a corner

and at one end of the slate bottom of the aquariuni meas-

ured about eight inches in length and nearly four inches

in width, and"was nowhere much over one-half to three-

fourths of an inch in thickness. The ova were covered

with an adhesive, but not gelatinous, outer envelope; so

that they were adherent to the bottom of the aquarium

and to each other when their spherical surfaces came tn

contact, and consequently had intervening spaces for the

free passage of water such as would be found m a sub-

merged pile of shot or other spherical bodies. There were

probably 2.000 ova in the whole mass, as nearly as could

be estimated. The eggs themselves measured about one-

sixth of an inch in diameter a short time after opposition

and after the large water space had been formed about

the vitellus, between the surface of the latter and the egg

membrane. The vitellus measured one-eighth of an inch

in diameter. Over the eggs thus deposited one of the

fishes was to be constantly seen hovering. It was found

that it was forcing fresh water through the mass by rapid

vibrations of the anal, ventral and pectoral fins. Over

these the parent fish kept zealous guard, constantly agi-

tating the eggs day after day, and on the sixth the young
commenced" to be hatched, and came out in increasing

numbers until the eighth day; they exhibited a tendency

to bunch up or school together like young salmon. They
also, like the young salmon, tended to face or swim against

the currents in the aquarium, a habit common, in fact, to

most of the voung fishes recently hatched.

"The development of the fins of the new-born were
somewhat similar in general character to that usually ob-

served. On the second day the medial natatory fold

began to grow out on the dorsal and ventral side and the

end of the tail, but up to the fifth day no clearly marked
differentiation of any of the unpaired fins had occurred.

The first of the paired fins to appear were the pectorals,

which began to show themselves on either side of the

body on the third day a little way behind the ear, as a

pair of low longitudinal folds. The first of the unpaired
fins to be developed was the anterior dorsal, which was
first marked off from the rest of the natatory fold on the

fifth day by a slight e.margination near the anterior end
of the latter. Coincidently with the development of the

first dorsal the first rays of the caudal bpgan to develop

on the fifth day, just below the upturned caudal end of

the notochord which terminated near the dorsal border of

the tail, but no distinct embryonic caudal lobe was ever

developed.
"On the fifteenth day after oviposition it was found

that they would feed. While debating what should be
provided for them, Mr. J. E. Brown threw some pieces

of fresh liver into the aquarium, which they devoured
with avidity. It was now evident that they were pro-

vided with teeth, as they would pull and tug at the frag-

ments of liver with the most dogged perseverance and
apparent ferocity. This experiment showed that the right

kindof food had "been supplied, and on this they flourished,

none dying, until the 1st of August. It is worthy of note

tbat when pieces of liver were thrown into the aquarium
the parent fishes would apparently often swallow them,
with numbers of young ones eating at and hanging to the

fragments. I was'soon agreeably surprised to find that the

parent fishes seemed to swallow only the meat, and that

they invariaby ejected the young fish from the mouth
uninjured, the parent fish seeming" to be able to discrimi-

nate' instinctively, before deglutition occurred, between
what was its proper food and what were its own young.
As soon as the young began to feed they commenced to

disperse through the water and to all parts of the aquarium,
and to manifest less desire to congregate in schools near

the male, who*also abated his habits of fanning the young
with his fins, as was his wont during the early phases of

development.

"The most interesting feature of the development and
evolution of the young "catfish es is the early appearance
of the barbels. The first pair which is visible is the
maxillary at the angles of the mouth of the embryo.
This pair of barbels grows out at either angle of the

mouth, on the third day, as a pair of flat lobes, contin-

uous anteriorly with the upper and anterior border of

the mouth. By the fifth day the maxillary barbel be-

comes much prolonged and cylindrical, while the two
pairs of chin barbels appear at the same time a little be-

hind the outer margin of the lower jaw as two pairs of

low fleshy papillse. By the seventh day these have
grown considerably in length and become cylindrical.

On the same day the nasal pair of barbels have been
formed as papilliform outgrowths at the anterior margin
of the posterior nostrils, the anterior and posterior nos-

trils being already separated by a pretty wide bridge of

tissue. The early separation of the anterior and posterior

nostrils by a bridge of tissue in the embryo catfish is a

striking instance of the acceleration of precocious devel-
opment of this structure, which is not usually formed so

early. Thus the young continued to flourish until the SOfch

day of June, or about seventeen days after they had been
hatched, when it was determined to solve the question
of which sex it was that took charge of the young. The
custodian of the aquarium had naturally called it the
female, but the present writer recalled the fact that it

was the male of most fishes that was the care-taker of

eggs and young, and that it would be probably found
that the male was the care-taker in this "instance. The
parent was dissected in the writer's presence by Prof.
Ryder and it was found to be a male. "Upon cutting it

open and removing a portion of the milt or testes, they
were found as a lobulated paired organ on either side of
the mesentery, depending from the dorsal wall of the
abdomen. The lobes of the testes were digitate. Upon
compressing fragments of the testes under the microscope
active spermatozoa were pressed out."
The female wa3 also examined. "The spent roe or

ovary of the female was a paired organ, the right and
left sacs of which were joined together posteriorly. The
ovarian lobes or leaflets were disposed transversely in the
sac."

count, and for further details respecting the development
of the young resort must be had to Prof. Ryder's memoir.
The catfish has now been followed from the egg to its

development in the image of its parents. Exactly how
long the father remains in charge is unknown, but doubt-

less before he leaves them the young have learned well

how to forage for themselves. At this stage they have
been examined by Prof. Forbes, who tells us that they live

upon insect larvae (chiefly represented by Chironomus)
and the small crustaceans Cyclops and Daphnia.

Theo. Gill.

Mascalonge Teeth as Trophies.—Under date of Oct.

18 Mr. Gardiner M. Skinner, of Clayton, N. Y., well-

known as the maker of the popular Skinner spoons,

writes as follows: "Have you ever extracted any of the

large teeth from the lower jaw of a mascalonge? It may
be done with a small pair of pliers, and they may be at-

tached to a card bearing the record of weight, size, etc.,

of the fish. I have several of them, and to some they
prove a curiosity. An important and large one would be
quite a novelty mounted and used as a scarf pin. Don't
you think so?"—E. Hough.

HOLDING LARGE SPAWNING FISH.

THE handling of large fish without injury to them is a
matter of great difficulty. Nets of any kind allow them

to flounder about and rub off their scales and mucous coat-

ing and tear their fins. The use of the hands also. is liable

to injure them, as the grip must be a very secure one.

The writer in transferring large fish to aquaria has found
nothing so useful and so little hurtful for the purpose
as a square of wet cheese cloth or muslin. By passing
it under the fish and grasping the upper corners or edges
the fish is held firmly and securely by the soft and clinging

muslin. The idea occurred that it might alsobe made useful
in snawuing large fish by making of it a sort of bag with a
strap for slinging it over the shoulders of the spawntaker,
thus relieving his hands. This, while holding the fish se-

curely, would allow a free use of both hands.
With several holes in the bottom of the bag, through

which to squeeze the spawn or milt, one bag could be made
to answer for fish of varying degrees of size. The soft,

clinging nature of the muslin would allow the needed pres-

sure to be made from the outside, or the hands could be in-

serted into the bag to clasp the fish. It is possible also that
the pressure of the muslin alone would force out the spawn
freely. A light oval iron frame at the top of the bag would
probably be an advantage.
In some respects light canvas might be found preferable

to muslin, especially if oiled or greased, to prevent harsh-
ness. It would not, however, allow such free access of air

to the gills of the fish. The muslin should be wetted before
using, and greasing might be still better, as it would pre-

vent the adhesion of mucus. The accompanying illustra-

tion will give a general idea of the apparatus suggested.
W. P. Seal.

THE TENCH IN MISSOURI,

WE are advised by the. U. S. Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries, Col. M. McDonald, that the tench, which

were transferred from Washington to the new station at

Neosho, Mo., in the fall of 1889, promises to be a very prolific

and valuable species in the waters of Missouri. Only twenty-
three yearling fish were sent to Neosho, but the superin-
tendent of the station now has from these a stock of

10,000 young fish. The tench has been given a fair trial in

Washington City and vicinity, but has apparently made
no impression in the streams in which it was planted.

An occasional specimen has been caught in the Potomac or

one of its tributaries, and found its way to the National
Museum or the Fish Commission, as a species unknown to

the fishermen; but so far as we are awrare the tench has
never been taken in sufficient numbers to make itself known
in the markets. The same remark applies apparently to all

eastern waters. It is gratifying, therefore, to find that this

fish, which has a high reputation as a food fish in Europe,
promises to thrive in some of our Western streams.
The Neosho waters appear to be peculiarly adapted to in-

troduced fish of the carp family. Mr. Page, the superintend-
ent of the station, has reason to believe that goldfish, which
were hatched in April, 1890, have already matured and pro-

duced young.

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY,
rIPHE "Transactions of the American Fisheries Society"

J. at their 19th annual meeting, held at Put-in-Bay, Ohio,
;

May 14, 1890, is one of the most attractive and valuable
of its series. It contains the address of its president, Mr.
£. G. Blackford, the record of the routine business of I

the meeting and the papers read before the Society. Mr.j

origin to the end of its 18th annual meeting in 1889.

Only selections have been made from Prof. Ryder's ac- . Tha index of authors and subjects is exhaustive Had can
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not fail to be appreciated bv all who have occasion to
refer to the publications. Mr. J. H. Bissell has contributed
articles on "Detroit Wbitefish Station" and Gray ling in
Michigan." Mr. Wm. P. Seal discusses the "Desirability
of Great Public Aquaria in the United States," and, in con-
nection with Mr. John Gay, reviews "The Past and Present
of Fishculture," with an inquiry as to what may be doue to
further promote and develop the science. Mr. Herschel

Potter wrote upon the "Origin of Fishculture in the United
States." Mr. P. P. B. Hyerson describes an "Experiment in
Trout Hatching and Rearing in Arkansas." Dr. T. H. Bean
has a paper on "The Alaskan Pishes and their Allies." which
is illustrated by twenty-one figures of the species. Dr. J. A.
Henshall has an article on "Fish Protection." Dr. R O.
Sweeney describes tbe "Spawning and Development of the
Siskiwit."
We miss a table of contents and alphabetical index, as

well as the customary discussions of papers, which usually
form parts of the published proceedings; but we congratu-
late the recording secretary of the Society, Mr. E. P. Doyle,
upon the neat and attractive appearance of the nineteenth
volume of the Transactions.

WHITEFISH WORK OF THE U. S. F. O.-The season
about closing has been notable for success in collecting eggs,
especially in Lake Michigan. The Alpena station, with a
capacity of 45,000,000 eggs, is full and eggs will be sent by
messenger from there to the new station at Duluth, Min-
nesota. At the Put-in-Bpy station, in Lake Erie, about 500
jars, holding 150.000 eggs each, have been filled. The station
of the Ohio Commission at Sandusky is being filled by the
U. S. Couunission with eggs from the vicinity of Toledo and
Port Clinton. After the eggs are carried far enough for-
ward tobear shipment, many of them will be divided among
State Commissioners who have already applied for them:
the distribution will include. New York, Wisconsin and
some other States having suitable waters. It is evident, that
whitefish are abundant and that artificial propagation of
this species is bringing the. desired results.

imml

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. SO to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'v,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Binghamtou, N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Beni.
Mfdnness, Jr.. Spcretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Per Sto"k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dog Show of the Elniira Poultry and Pet Stock

Assoc 5 ation. at Elniira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers. Secretary.
Feb. 2i to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Chtb. at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart, Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Ducmesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dng Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show 'of the New

England Kennal Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Si cretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the, Mascoutati Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Dec. 1.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Trials
Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mills Building, New York,
Secretary. —

1891.

Jan. 19.—Eigh th Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Brigas, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS,
THESE trials opened on Thursday, Nov. 13, with the

Members' Stake at Otterburn Springs, Amelia Court
House,Va. The day was cloudy and continued so throughout
the running. Birds were very scarce in the open, the
damp weather sending them all to cover. The judges were
Messrs, Simon C. Bradley. Greenfield, Coun.; Thos. Johnson,
"Winnipeg, Manitoba, and W. W. Titus, Mount Pelis, Miss.
The drawing was as follows:

MEMBERS' STAKE.
Miss Monarch (Capt. Chas. Gray), Roy Monarch—Flossy,

with
Guy (Col. Geo. T. Leach), Gladstone's Boy—Lady.

Gath's Mark (H. Hulman, Jr.), Gath—Gem,
vrith

Annie F. (F. R. Hitchcock), Roderigo—Juno A.

Fannie M. (H. Hulman, Jr.). Gladstone's Boy—Flame,
with

Whitie (Herbert Merriam, Gus Bondhu—Royal Myrtle.

Betty S. (Highland Kennels), Roderigo—Bo Peep,
with

Jack Modoc (W. A. Coster).

First Series.

GUY AND MISS MONARCH.
The start was made at 9:30 A. M. in stubble. Guy soon

showed himself the best ranger, going off down the edge of
fields for a quarter of a mile, working his ground thor-
oughly. Half a mile further on Guy hunted through an
orchard. Miss Monarch then made game, but nothing
found. Birds had left the stubble and gone to hills. Sent
on, Miss M. in woods at edge of meadow flushed. Guy fol-
lowed the covey and pointed, and birds flushed all around
him. He was steady to wing. In heavy weeds and brush
Guy got another point on running birds. Guy then roaded
to a point, but birds were not flushed, being very wild.
Dogs went into a swamp and were ordered up. Sent on in-
side of woods in sedge, grass, but no birds being found dogs
were ordered up at 10:15. Guy did all the work, was the
better ranger and under good control. " Miss Monarch pot-
tered and looked to her handler too much.

OATH'S MARK AND ANNIE F.

These two were cast off in open fields at 10:20. Annie
started off the faster and ranged in the. open, Gath in the
branches, through some weeds, but nothing found. Mark
here began to extend himself and hunted through weeds
without result. Another half mile was covered when Mark
worked in woods through sedge grass, but no birds were
found. Annie depended too much on her handler. Further
on Mark pointed and three birds were flushed, both steady
to wing. Annie then worked back some distance. Here
Mark got another point which was not allowed. Hulman,
in getting up his dog, flushed another bird, Annie pointed,
but flushed. Mark then got a point in good style and AnDie
backed. Birds ran, Mark pointed and birds flushed and flew
into tall grass, After working through brush Mark pointed
again, birds flushed aud dropped three rods away in weeds.
Mark then flushed the birds m weeds four feet high. Dogs
were then sent to branch where birds were marked, but
found nothing. Dogs ordered up at 11:13. Both were fast,
but Mark did the best work.

FANNIE M. AND WHITIE.
Sent off at 11:25. Fannie M. showed best speed and made

a wide cast in weeds and stubble. Wbitie was slow and
pottered along a branch. Sent on through cornfield, Wbitie
pointed. Mr. Merriam flushed, Fannie getting up in time
to see them go, both dogs steady to wing. Birds scattered
in woods and grass. Fannie then scored a flush. Whitie
then pointed a single which flushed wild. The work here
was too fast and several birds were missed, the judge put-
ting up the birds tbe dogs should have pointed. Dogs were or-
dered up at 12:10. Fannie did some genuine work, but Wbitie
happened on the birds in brush around the cornfield. Fan-
nie was the faster, but did not seem at home on the scat-
tered birds. She was not used to her owner, Mr. Hulmau,
and looked more to her handler who was in a buggy nearby.
Lunch was called at 12:15, after wbich

JACK MODOC AND BETTY S.

were put down at 1 o'clock in wet, soggy ground. A covey
soon flushed nearthe spectators and scattered. Billy flushed
a single, birds had scattered in high broom straw and clogs
couldnot locate them. A move was then made for fresh
ground where both dogs soon pointed a lot of birds, both
steady to wing. Betty made game and Dtiryeaflushed covey.
Jack pointed where tbey got up. Betty then poiuted but no
bird was found. One bird was theu flushed and Betty get-
ting up. dropped to wing. Jack then made a fine point,
bird flushed and shot by Mr. Coster. Betty made another
point, moved up and came to a point again, bird put up by
Mr. Duryea but not shot at. Sent off on new ground Jack
soon pointed but moved on and continued roading, getting
behind judges and handlers in timber where he was found
by reporters, who flushed a bird. Dogs were then taken up,
down 45 minutes. Both dogs were fast, but Betty had a
little the better of it in this respect. This ended the first
series aud all dogs remained in as the judges were not satis-
fied with the work done.

Second Scries.

GATH'S MARK AND MISS MONARCH.
Put down at 2:20 in a corn field—drawn blank. Sent on to

clover field Mark went on half a mile or so to some grass
and weeds, where he came to a point. Hulman flushed,
shot aud killed, Mark steady to wing and shot, and sent on
to retrieve, did his duty well. Dogs were theu ordered up
at 2:40. Mark showed himself the better dog. The next
two,

OTJY AND WHITIE,
were cast off at 2:45 in stubble. Guy flushed some birds but
stopped to wing. Guy then pointed in pines and grass; he
moved up, but Leach put up the pointed bird. Guy soon
made another point, Leach putting up the bird. Guy scored
another. Leach flushed, fired aud missed. Guy pointed again
on Whitie's track. Whitie then got a point and Guy backed.
Merriman flushed but did not shoot. Dogs up at 3:15. Up
to this time seven bevies had been found. The next two,

JACK MODOC AND FANNIE M.
were sent off in weeds at 3:27. Neither could range very
fast. Tried in wood bottom but no birds found. No points
were made, both ranged wide. Ordered up at 8:55, Fannie
was lost for five minutes, not being used to her owner, Mr.
Hulman.

ANNIE F. AND BETTY S.

These two were sent off at 4:05 in high weeds and wet
ground. Annie was a little the faster. Annie came to a
point which proved to be on a lark. Annie moved on rang-
ing finely over a large stubblefield aud then into brown
straw and sedge, but found nothing. Returning to stubble
she came to a point but nothing was flushed. Dogs were
ordered up after a loug heat, no birds having been located.
Both dogs were fast and worked ahead without let up,
Betty being a bit faster at finish, both deserve credit for
ranging and endurance. This ended the running for the
day, and a move was made for the hotel.

Friday.
OATH'S MARK AND BETTY S.

were put down to-day on the Jefferson farm, at 9:03 A. M.,
in long stubble. Mark roaded in corn, Betty S. down a
branch, the latter getting on to a point, Mark backing
finely. Birds were put up and both steady to shot. Betty
S. then got a point in a fence, moved a little but dropped to
order, Mark, ranging off, came up to back. Mark soon
made a point and Duryea flushed the bird. Mark then
pointed again in leaves and was backed by Betty S. Birds
were running then in -the leaves, birds theu flushed and
Betty dropped to wing. Moved on to woods when judges
consulted and decided to stop in woods. No birds being-
found, dogs were ordered up. Mark was the faster, Betty
-etting to birds first by chance as she was not so well
andled.

ANNIE F. AND JACK MODOC.
Put down at 9:35 in corn stubble. Jack started out with

a bad flush and ran into the covev, which scattered in every
direction. Mr. Coster whipped him. Then the brush was
tried, but dogs did not go where birds were. The stubble
was hunted over again, but drawn blank. On edge of stub-
ble Jack came to a point, left it, swung round and kept on
casting. Annie was brought up here and Jack called off,
when they went down side of stubble. Annie seemed to like
the open and covered most ground, Jack taking to the
edges. Jack came to a staunch point and a rabbit was
started. Jack kept pointing, then roaded up and a covey
flushed; Jack steady to wing. Annie did not show game.
Following covey into briers. Annie pointed, Coster flushed,
both dogs steady. Jack then pointed where they got up;
both were called off and judges then sent them to woods, but
nothing came of it. Sent on, they worked into the cornfield
again, Jack made a stauuch point, went on, turned back
and pointed again. Annie crossed him and did not make
game. Dogs were then called up at 11 o'clock. After some
consultation tbe judges decided the awards as follows:
Gath's Mark first. Betty S. second, Jack Modoc third.

head of the club. Those in attendance at the trials include
Messrs. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., E. C. Kent, F. R. Hitchcock,
H. B. Duryea, Herbert Merriam, H. B. Anderson, E. H.
Hyde, Thos. Johnson, J. M. Taylor, W. L. Washington, A.
Merriman, A. Morten, R. A. Gray, C. A. Joyce, C. E. Sher-
wood, C. Tucker. W. Andrews, W. C. Lindsay. W. B. Mears,
L. W. White, John White, W. Tallman, W. ' Brailsford, A.
Cameron, W. W. Titus, Wm. Bradley, Frank Richards, J.
B. Stoddard, C. E. Buckle, Capt. McMurdo, E. Dexter, B.
Waters, J. M. Avent, and Mr. Carroll, of New York, who,
it will be remembered, spent some time recently in Africa
with the lordly lion and other big game.
On the grounds, within a short "distance of town, birds

were found to be fairly plentiful, and it was therefore pos-
sible to get through the two first stakes in good time, On
Tuesday the 18th an early start was made to the Glass
House. The weather being bright and clear, a little frosty
in the early morning hours, but during the day it became
quite warm, uncomfortably so for those who had to range
far afoot. This may be said of the weather during the whole
week, so that the club may consider themselves to have been
highly favored by the weather clerk, though the heat iu the
middle of the day made it rather hard for the dogs to pick
up scent, especially after running some time.
The Derby stake was concluded Wednesday night, and the

decisions made were —
being undo
Hitchcock's.
dog, by Jean Va'] Jean out of Princess Helen. J. O. Donner
is the breeder. Tory's fine range aud snappy action elicited
great admiration from the cognoscenti, and his good train-
ing reflected great credit ou his handler, John White, a vet-
eran in the business.
Tapster, the second winner, is a liver and white pointer.

He is by King of Kent out of Hops. His sire had already
made a reputation for himself as the.sire of the phenomenal
young dog Rip Rap, who did such startling work last year.
Tory Lieutenant has shown himself one of the best Derby
winners that ever ran. being little inferior, if any, to the
winner Rip Rap of last year, and Mr. Hitchcock may be
proud of the mark he has made with his new love—the Eng-
lish setter.

The judges, Messrs. Duryea, Merriman and Johnsou did
their work well, showing at once that they were men of ex-
perience and quick decision. The field of spectators was in
the main composed of men who are entirely devoted to field
sports, thoroughly understanding the requirements neces-
sary to carry out the trials in an orderly and proper manner,
so that there was little need of a marshal or risk of the
judges, handlers or dogs being interfered with iu their work.A word of praise for our host, Geo. T. Leacb, and 1 will
take the heats in their proper order. It was no small under-
taking to provide, at a moment's notice, accommodation
and food for forty or fifty hearty men, in such a place as
this, but by Tuesday everything was in running order and
one cannot speak too highly of the generous table and ex-
cellent accommodations provided, tbe lunches in the field
being particularly good and welcome, soup piping hot and
always on time.

Tuesday.

DERBY STAKE.
READY II. AND COYOTE.

These two were put down at 8:35 near the Glass House.
Ready II., an Irish setter, was handled bv H. B. Anderson,
and Coyote, an English setter, by Chas. Barker. Weather
bright and cool. In sedge grass a bird flushed, Coyote
steady to wing; this worked through, nothing more was
found. After working a lot of ground, woods and sedge
grass, Ready flushed a covey, then made a point and Coyote
backed. Anderson put up birds and both dogs were steady
to shot and wing. Ranging back into sedge, Coyote roaded
to abird but did not point, bird flushed. Ready then pointed,
uobird; Coyote then flushed three birds. Sent on through
several fields, Coyote ranging the best, in edge of wheat field
Barker walked into birds, near where Coyote was roading.
Both dogs then pointed and birds were put up, both steady.
Another point by Coyote and the dogs worked through
woods and were then ordered up at 0:19. Coyote was the
faster and better ranger, and had a little the best in style.

PAUL BO AND ZIG ZAG.
Down at 9:25. Titus handled Paul Bo and Capt. Mc-

Murdo Zig Zag. In sedge grass Zig Zag false pointed.
Paul then ranged off into weeds and through corn on hill-
side and over a lot of ground. Both dogs made game, but
nothing came of it. Paul then roaded on edge of
woods, passed the birds, which flushed into woods;
both dogs steady to wing. Zig Zag then made a point and
Paul backed, birds flushed and was a little unsteady.
Working on down to the edge of woods and through high
sedge grass dogs were ordered up at 10:08. Zig Zag was the
faster and better ranger and showed more sense, both equal
in style.

NELLIE BLY AND TAPSTER.
Nellie Bly, handled by John A. Hunter, and Tapster by C.

E. Buckle, were cast off at 10:15 in bottom. Returning to
woods Tapster false pointed. On, Nell pointed in edge of
wood, Tapster backed. Sent on to find a covey was flushed;
both steady. Tapster then made a point, Buckle fired; dog
steady to shot and wing. A single then flushed: both dogs
steady. Working on Tapster poiuted where birds had been.
Sent on Tapster flushed a single in high grass, then on
through sedge grass, when dogs were ordered up at 11
o'clock. Nellie Bly showed some fair work, but is not so
fast as Tapster, not so wide a ranger. A great deal of
ground was covered in this heat with little result.

DILL AND REVELER.
Dill handled by Tucker, Reveler by Frank Richards, were

cast off at 11:05. The dogs .worked through several fields to
some woods where Dill pointed, nothing found; on in woods,
a covey was flushed by a judge, on the same birds Reveler
scored a point, then Dill pointed,Tucker shot, and dog steady
to shot and wing. Dogs then worked ou through woods
where Reveler pointed a single which Richards put up, fired
and both dogs steady, then both dogs got a point, moved on
and Dill scored another, and Reveler pointed the same birds
in pines. Here a reporter put up a bird which dogs had
passed. Judges then ordered the handlers to leave the
scattered birds and go into the open at 11:40. Dogs worked
over the hill through high sedge grass, but nothing being
found, the judges ordered dogs up at 11:48. Both dogs were
about equal in style and rauge, but no good work was done.We then made for the old school house for lunch.

RUPERT AND PHCENESS.
After lunch Rupert, handled by Avent, and Phceness, by

Cameron, were cast off at 1:10 in sedge grass. On into woods
Phceness did some roading, then out of woods into high
sedge, both dogs ranging well, Rupert the better. Soon
after Rupert did some pretty work

,
coming to a point on a

bevy, which was put up by Avent, Rupert steady to shot
and wing. Rupert theu pointed fur. On in sedge grass a
bird flushed behind Avent. Phceness over a fence made a

|

point on a covey, which Cameron flushed, Phceness ranged
The running of the regular stakes commenced Nov. 18, at

on
}
xU Ruprt pottered behind. Then Fineness got a point.

High Point, N. C, as stated in my account of the Members' an? m07e
?i,°
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ther poiut
ly the roadside, aud a single—i my i—

Stake at Otterburn Springs, the scarcity of birds there, and
the impossibility of much open work being done, led the,
management to pick up stakes and go on the old grounds at
this place. It was a wise move aud one the club deserves
great praise for making. Extra expense and trouble were
incurred, but thig does not daunt the men who are at the

got up to the left, Phceness steady to wing. Dogs ordered up
at 1:57. Phceness under better control and Cameron's good
way of handling was much admired. Rupert ranger! wider
but was heedless to whistle at times.

WILLIAM H. AND TORY LIEUTENANT.
These t,WP

?Wmm %\ m Wsh ge^er, handled, by Auder,
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son, and Tory Lieutenant, handled by John White, were put
down in sedge grass near cornfield. Tory at once began to

show his speed arid range. Working to woods Tory pointed
in hedge, birds being on the other side. Tory roaded on
down: both dogs made game in sedge grass and then Tory
pointed, when birds flushed all round; dogs steady to wing.
Dogs then went on in bottom, where a reporter found Tory
on a point in long s c dge grass. White flushed the bird,

both dogs steady. On, Tory pointed in pines, no bird. Wil-
liam H. roaded the bird and put it up. The judges then
consulted and dogs were ordered back. Working over a lot

of ground, both in woods and open, and nothing being
found, dogs were ordered up at 2:50. Tory showed his supe-
riority in style, speed and range.

WHYTE BEDFORD AND SAM R.

These two English setters were cast off at 2:55 in high
sedge grass. The former was handled by Tucker and the
latter by Titus. Both dogs started off at a good gait through
some pines into open fields, then back into pines. Whyte
B., by a ditch, pointed birds, which Tucker flushed, dog
steady to shot and wing. Sent on in sedge Whyte B. roaded
to top of hill and then Titus flushed a single in pine woods,
which dogs had passed. Brought back to where birds had
been Whyte B. got another point. Dogs sent on, several
fields were worked through hedge of woods, when in brush
Whyte B. pointed again; Tucker shot, both steady. Whyte
B. got another point in sedge, Tucker flushed. Sam R.
coming to a point to the right Titus put up, shot and
several more flushed, both steady to shot and wing. A few
minutes after dogs were ordered up at 3:45. Both showed
good range and speed.

VANITY FAIR AND IAN.

Vanity Fair, handled by Hyde, and Ian by Cameron, were
put down at 3:55 in corn. Both started off well. Soon Ian
roaded to a point on a covey in hedge row, Vanity Fair
backed nicely; Cameron flushed birds, both steady to wing.
On in corn both dogs got a point, and several birds flushed
wild, Sent after scattering birds in weeds Vanity Fair
roaded to a flush on a single, steady to wing. Ian pointed
in woods, birds gone on, then he roaded to a point in pines,

when Cameron flushed; dog steady to shot and wing.
Further on, Vanity was found on a staunch point, Ian
backed, Hyde shot and killed, both dogs steady. Out of

woods, both dogs were ordered through a cornfield, where,
on edge of brush, Ian came to a point; sent in to flush, he
put up a covey; steady to wing. Vanity coming up roaded
where birds had got up. Dogs, further on in weeds, were
ordered up at 4:35. Ian showed more range and speed, equal
in style.

QUEEN VIC AND PEARLINE.

At 4:3", in open field, Queen Vic. handled by Chas.
Barker, and Pearline by W. B. Anderson, were east off.

Vic soon pointed a covey and Pearline backed, birds flushed.

On, Queen Vic flushed a single in high grass. Queen Vic
here ranged out of sight; brought back, both were sent on
over some fields, when dogs were taken up and put down at
4:45 in stubble. Pearline then ranged way off in cornfield

and was brought back. After some more ranging through
sedge grass dogs were ordered up at 5:20 and a start made
for town. Neither did very good work, Pearline having a
slight advantage.

Wednesday.
RAZZLE AND TYKE.

The meet to-day was near the town, weather being bright
and frosty. The above dogs were put down at 8:17 in sedeje

grass. Razzle was handled by S. C. Bradley and Tyke, the
English dog, by Cameron. Both dogs worked through the
woods but nothing was found, then a lot of ranging was
done in the open, mostly in sedge grass, for about 45m.
Then at edge of field Razzle pointed a bevy, steady to shot
and wing. Then Tyke roaded into woods when he flushed
a single, and then pointed another close to it, which flushed,
dog steady to wing both times. Out into corn, some more
ranging was indulged in but no game being found the dogs
were ordered Hp at 9:23. Razzle had a little the best of it

throughout in speed and range. Tyke did a good deal of
pottering work, pointing repeatedly and then moving on.

TRAP, JR., AND MAID OF KENT.

Trap, handled by Geo. Grey, Maid of Kent by C. E. Buckle,
were put down in stubble field at 9:50. Maid soon got a
point on a covey in ditch, Trap backing nicely, Buckle shot,
both steady to shot and wing. Ranging off into high arass.
Maid pointed a single and roading on two more flushed
directly afterward, another of the same bevy got up a few
yards further on: Trap then pointed the same birds, Grey
shot, both steady. In edge of woods, Trap pointed again,
the birds flushing. In woods Maid then worked on to the
birds and pointed several singles in quick succession, show-
ing good nose and clean work; Trap pointed again, when
dogs were ordered up at 10:10. Both dogs ranged wide but
Maid of Kent showed the better work and will, of course,
stay in. This finished the first series and the judges then
consulted, having now reached the Model farm. After one
hour and twenty minutes lounging a decision was arrived
at, and Tapster, Tory Lieutenant, Maid of Kent, remained
in for second series, but it was decided to give Whyte Bed-
ford, Ian, Phceness, Nellie Bly, Sam R., Trap, Jr., 'Rupert,
Dill, Tyke and Razzle another chance to show what they
could do. After lunch a start was make with

RAZZLE AND IAN
in stubble at 11:45. The following heats were most of them
of short duration. In a few minutes lan made game, and a
single flushed ahead of him by the side of the woods. Then
Razzle roaded to a point in a ditch in sedge field: then a
point was made by Ian, another by Razzle and another by
Ian, all on scattered birds. Dogs were then ordered up at
12 M. After lunch the next two,

PHCENESS AND NELLIE BLY,
were put down at 12:46 in weeds. Phceness false pointed in
woods. After working through the dogs were taken up till
1:12. when they were put down in the open in sedge grass.
Nell roaded to a point in corn, but nothing came of it; dogs
were then ordered up at 1:20 P. M., having found no game.

SAM R. AND TRAP, JR.

These two were put down at 1:22 in a cornfield. Working
over into weeds and sedge both dogs ranged well ahead.
Sam R. coming to a point on a covey at edge of woods was
backed by Trap. Titus shot, both dogs steady. This was a
very pretty piece of work, putting every one into good
spirits again, as it gets monotonous riding along field after
field without finding. Sam R. then made another point,
and sent in to find made a wide cast, but nothing came of
it. Sam hunted alone through woods, and coming back
roaded to a point; then he pointed another bird in a fallen
tree and was Ordered up at 1:45, having done some good
work, showing better speed and range than the other dog.

RUPERT AND DILL.

Down at 1:47 in sedge grass and ranging out well ahead,
Rupert made a point on covey; birds put up and dog steady
to shot and wing, Then he scored two poiuts on the scat-
tered birds. Dill flushed and then roaded on, when jud°-es
ordered dogs up at 2.-16. Both ranged wide and were equal
in style and speed.

RAZZLE AND TYKE.
Tyke, the pointer, and Razzle, English setter, were put

down at 2:22 at the edge of some pines. Tyke false pointed-
he is uncertain in his work and looks too much to his hand-
ler, as most of the English dogs do. On, Razzle pointed a
covey by the roadside; birds flushed, dogs steady to shot and

wing. Here, the World reporter, Mr. Morton, got a nasty
kick in the back, but a drop of medicine soon put him in
the saddle again. Razzle in woods made a fine point, and
Tyke also got a point on the same bird, both steady towing.
Dogs up at 2:42. Razzle did more clever and dashing work.
The judges uoav consulted as to which should remain in

with the others in second series, and decided that Tory
Lieutenant, Tapster, Sam R. and Maid of Kent should run
off for the stakes in the order named.

Second Series.

TORY LIEUTENANT AND TAPSTER.

These two were put down in open fields at 3:22. Tapster
started off at a clipping gait and soon made a good point on
a covey in edge of pines, Tory backing nicely, dogs steady to
shot and wing. Roading on, Tory secured point on some
birds, and then Tapster, called up to back, went in ahead
and flushed two birds, but Tory did not budge. Further on
each scored a single. Tory in a sedge field then pointed a
covey and Tap backed, both steady to shot and wing. The
dogs were then ordered up at 3:45. Both showed good work,
but Tory was more finished in his style of going up to his
game and was a little the speedier and wider in range.
Judges now consulted for some minutes and then ordered
the next brace,

SAM R. AND MAID OF KENT,
down at 3:55, where the other two had been taken up. After
ranging over all kinds of country for more than an hour,
dogs being taken up and held for more likely ground two or
three times, making a very tedious hunt, Maid came to a
point in sedge grass and Sani backed nicely, both steady to
shot and wing. Following birds over into woods Sam
pointed again by the side of a fence, but birds had run on.
Dogs were then ordered up at 5:10 and no one was at all
sorry. This was the poorest game day during the week.
After supper, the judges decided that F. R. Hitchcock's
Tor5r Lieutenant should take first prize, Tapster second, and
Maid of Kent and Sam R. divided third money. The decision
was received with approbation, and the healths of owner,
breeder, handler and dog were toasted right royally in the
club room,

SUMMARY.
First Series.

Ready II. (Max Wenzel), Irish setter bitch (Red Dash-
Ready)

,

with
Coyote (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan English set

ter dog (King Noble—Cricket).

Paul Bo. (T. M. Brumby), black, white and tan English
setter dog (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl),

with
Ztg Zag (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), liver and

white pointer dog (King Kent— Hops).

Nellie Bly (J. H. & J. A. Hunter), orange and white
English setter bitch (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter),

with
TAPSTER (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels), liver and

white pointer dog (King of Kent—Hops).

LlLL (P. Lorillard. Jr.), black, white and tan English set-
ter dog (Toledo Blade—Dashing Lady),

with
Reveler (W. B. Hill), black and white ticked English

setter dog (Gath's Mark—Esther).

Rupert (Memphis & Avent Kennels), black, white and tan
English setter dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep),

with
Phceness (A. P. Haywood-Lonsdale) black and white Eng-

lish setter bitch (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy),

William H. (Max Wenzei) Irish setter dog (Red Dash-
Ready),

with
Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock), black and white

English setter dog (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helene).

Whyte B. (P. H. Brvson), black, white and tan English
setter dog (Roderigo—Florence Gladstone),

with
Sam R. (W. W. Titus), black and white English setter dog

(Dash R,—Daisy Hope).

Vanity Fair (W. Wilson), black, white and tan English
setter dog (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone),

with
Ian (A. P.Haywood-Lonsdale), black and white English

setter dog (Woodhill Bruce—Lucy).

Queen Vic (J. I. Case, Jr.), black, white and tan English
setter bitch (King Noble—Vashti),

with
PEARLINA (Elmwood Kennels), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter bitch (King Dan—M'liss).

Razzle (N. S. Sinrpkins), liver and white pointer dog (Dex-
ter—Seldom),

with
Tyke (A. P. Haywood-Lonsdale), liver and white ticked

pointer dog (Ightheld Dick—Perditta).

Trap, Jr. (G. C. Gray), lemon and white. English setter
bitch (Ruby's Druid—Trap),

Willi
MAID of Kent (Charlottesville E'ield Trial Kennels), liver

and white ticked pointer bitch (King of Kent—Hops). ' .

Second Series.

Tapster with Tory Lieutenant.
Maid of Kent with Sam R
Torv Lieutenant first, Tapster second, Maid of Kent and

Sam R. divided third.

ALL-AGED STAKE.
The. drawing for this stake took place immediately after

the decision was given in the Derby, and resulted as follows:
Ightfield Guelph (R. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver aud

white bitch (Bang's Boy—Linda),
with

Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock), black and white
setter dog (Jean Val Jean—Princess Helen).

Daisy Hunter (J. A. & Jos. H. Hunter), orange, and
white setter bitch (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.),

with
Inchiquin (John J. Scanlan), Irish setter dog(ShandonII,—Iona).

Darragh Pat (Hudson River Kennels), Irish setter dog
(Chief—Lassie),

With
Duke of Hessen (Hempstead Kennels), liver and white

pointer dog (Luck of Hessen—Blarney).

Barker's Grouse (S. F. Barker), liver and white dog
(Mainspring—Swan's Fly),

with
Bandana (Will Wilson), black, white and tan dog (May

Dawn—Doc).

Shot (Meares & Brown) , lemon and white dog (Heno—Vie),
with

King's Dan (Elmwood Kennels), blue ticked dog (King
Noble—Elsie Belton).

s
•

Harry C. (Elmwood Kennels), black, white and tan dog
(Roderigo—©ountess Hona),

%vtth
Sarsfield (W. L. Washington), Irish setter dog (Garrv-

owen—Curragh Bell II.).

Tillie Boru (George E. Gray), Irish setter bitch (Brian
Boru, Jr.—Biddy),

with
Antoine (J. M. Avent), black, white and tan dog (Roderigo

—Bo Peep).

Daisy Hope (W. W. Titus), orange and white setter bitch
(Gath's Hope—Daisy F.),

With
Claude (C. P. Fox), black, white and tan dog (Roderigo—-Lillian).

El Rio Rey (R. M. Hutchings), black, white and tan dog
(Gath's Mark—Blue Chiqua),

with
Orange Don (Meares & Strudwick), black, white and tan

dog (Decatur—Jul i et)

.

Edgemark (Francis S. Brown), black, white and tan dog
(Skidmore—Flo Maclin),

with
Prince L. (J. I. Case), black, white and tan dog (King

Noble—Elsie Belton).
s

Fannie M. (H. Hulman, Jr.), black, white and tan bitch
(Gladstone's Boy—Flame),

with
Roi D'Or (O. W. Donner), black, white and tan dog

(Roderigo—Bo-Peep).

Ightfield Deuce (R, P. Lonsdale), liver and white
pointer bitch (Wynstay—Dainty),

with
Lilley Burgess (Frank T. Richards), orange and white

setter bitch (Gath's Mark—Esther).

Ightfield Ranger (R. P. Lonsdale), black, white and tan
dog (Dick Wind 'Em—Peep-Bo),

with
Cassio (J. M. Avent), black, white and tan dog (Count

Noble—Lizzie Hopkins).

Thursday—First Series.

IGHTFIELD GUELPH AND TORY LIEUTENANT.
This brace was put down at 8:45 in grass field. W. Brails-

ford handled Guelph and John White had charge of Tory.
The weather was as usual bright and cool, wind south
Tory at once started off at his usual fast gait, ranging wide.
After some twenty minutes' work Tory pointed a covey by
a ditch and was steady to shot and wing. On in pines Tory
scored again, and moving on got another, which Guelph
backed. Tory then was taken up and Guelph worked on
alone, and while ranging came to a sudden point. Birds
put up, dog steady to shot and wing, and retrieved bird
Both dogs were then sent oh in the open stubble, and at 9:27
were ordered up. Tory showed most speed and range.

DAISY HUNTER AND INCHIQUIN.
Cast off at 9:36 at edge of pines, Daisy was handled by

owner and the Irish setter by Irwin. At edge of pines
Daisy pointed a covey, Inchiquin coming up, backed to
order. Inchiquin steady to shot and wing, hut Daisy broke
shot. Daisy, jumping over fence, stiffened on a point in
ditch, showing a very smart piece of work, steady to shot
and wing. Daisy made another point on scattered birds,
and Inchiquin roaded to a point without result. Inchiquin
roaded on but found nothing. In pines Daisr made a point
on single bird, steady to shot and wing. Inchiquin was
then sent on alone, roading to point on the birds, and then
pointed the rest of the covey a little further on, which then
flushed. Irwin shot, dog steady to shot and wing. Ordered
up at 10:22. Daisy was the faster and wider ranger, and
showed more style.

DARRAGH PAT AND DUKE OF HESSEN.
These two were put down at 10:30 in open field. Pat was

handled by W. Tallman and Duke of Hessen by John White.
Duke at once started off at a good clip; in fact, both dogs
ranged well, but Duke was the faster. In about twenty
minutes Pat pointed a covey in a ditch, which flushed wild;
dog steady to wing. Duke soon got on to the same birds
and pointed in edge of sedge grass; birds put up, White shot
and killed: dog steady to shot and wing, retrieving bird
nicely. Pat then pointed in corn patch, then roaded on and
shortly pointed again, when a single flushed, Tallman shot
and killed, dog steady to shot and wing; Pat retrived bird.
Dogs up at 11:58 and then Pat put down alone. He soon
pointed birds at edge of pines, which Tallman flushed; dog-
steady to wiug. Then Duke was put down till 12:04, when
tbey were ordered up. Duke showed more style and freer
range.

BARKER'S GROUSE AND BANDANA.
These two were put down at 12:08, Tallman handling

Grouse and Hyde Bandana. Bandana soon pointed in high
grass; but nothing was found. Tallman in pines then
walked up a single, which Bandana had passed and the
single flushed near by. Bandana roaded on, pointed, then
moved on following the foot scent; further on Bandana got
on to the main covey, and Grouse coming up backed nicely.
Hyde fired, both steady to shot and wing. Sent on over
rough ground into pines Grouse got a point on the marked
covey. Tallman flushed, dogs steady. Grouse then pointed
again and roaded on out of sight. Bandana taken up, but
in two minutes dogs were sent on again. Ordered up at
12:06, when a move was made for lunch.

SHOT AND KING'S DON.
Cast off at 12:45 P. M. in open field. Meares handling Shot

and Bradley King's Don. Shot soon pointed a covey in broom
straw, Meares put up and shot, dog unsteady to wing. On,
both pointed the same bird that was shot at. In a ditch
King's'Don pointed a covey and Shot called to back did not
do so, Bradley fired and missed, flushed birds, both steady
to shot and wing. After some more work the dogs were
ordered up at 1:41 P. M. Both ranged well, Donliad the
speed and range and was under better control than Shot.

HARRY C. AND SARSFIELD.
Harry C, handled by Bradley, and Sarsfield, by Irwin,

were put down at 1:58 in wheat field. In sedge grass Harry
made game and then pointed some birds that flushed wild,
Bradley shot and missed, dogs steady. Sarsfield in woods
roaded to a single which flushed to one side of him; further
on in woods, Harry pointed but birds had gone on: then out
of woods alongside a stream, a single flushed wThile Harry
was in the water. Dogs up at 2:40. Harry had better range
and style, Sarsfield, for a dog of his age, did gor-d work and
ranged well. He completely upset the~rumors as to his gun-
shyness and unfitness for the field.

TILLIE BORU AND ANTOINE.
These two were put down at 2:45 in sedge grass. Both

dogs were handled by their respective owners. They started
off at a good gait, and Antoine soon got on to a covey,
pointed and was backed nicely by Tillie; birds were flushed,
but not shot at. Antoine then pointed two of the covey in
pines, Tillie coming on backed, both steady to wing. On
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Antoine pointed, moved on out into the open, then into
pines, where he pointed and flushed a covey. Avent shot,
dogs steady. Across a swamp Antoine got another point
and was again hacked hy Tillie and a single flushed. Both
dogs did some roading in woods, Antoine pointing, hut no
bird put up. Out into the open in weeds Tillie roaded and
came to a point, aud a few yards further on Antoine pointed
a large covey; Avent shot: both dogs steady. Tillie was then
taken into woods, where bird had been marked down, where
she pointed a covey in the fence. Gray shot and missed,
dog steady to shot and wing. Dogs were then taken up at
W8.

DAISY HOPE AND CLAUDE.
Titus handling his own bitch and Bradley, Claude. These

two were put down in sedge field at 3i54. Both off at speed,
when Claude soon pointed a covey in pines, Bradley shot
and missed, dog steady. Daisy had meanwhile ranged off

some distance in woods; brought back, further on she pointed
and Claude hacked ; Titus shot and killed and Daisy retrieved
bird. Then Claude pointed and his handler flushed a single
some distance away, and yet another flushed near by; Claude
then roaded to edge of woods. Daisy soon pointed a single.
Dogs up at 4:15, Down again in corn at 4:22, and on in high
sedge a bevy flushed. Daisy then got a point on two of these,

birds and Claude backed nicely. Birds flushed and both
dogs were steady, Daisy then roaded on and pointed, Claude
backing, but nothing^ound. Daisy further on pointed one
of the scattered birds. Bradley shot for a retrieve, but
missed. Dogs were then ordered up at 4:40. Both good
rangers and showed plenty of style.

EL BIO KET AND ORANGE DON.

Cast off at 4:42. El Rio Rey was handled by Titus and
Orange Don by Meares. El Rio showed most speed and
range at the start. After working for about 20 minutes,
Orange Don roaded to a point on a single of scattered birds,
which Meares killed, dog steady to shot and wing. On the
same covey El Rio got a point in sedge, birds put up, Titus
shot, dogs steady. Another single flushed in front of the
dogs. Then both dogs got a point, Don on a single, which
Meares flushed and killed; sent to retrieve, Don did not
acquit himself very creditably. El Rio then roaded to a
point on covey at side of woods, Titus put up birds, mis-
fired, dogs steady to wing, "Working on Don came to a point
near some pines, sent on to find, with no result. Dogs were
then taken up aud a start made for town and dinner.

Friday.
EDGEMARK AND PRINCE LUCIFER,

Another bright morning saw us all early at the Blair field,

and the dogs weie cast off at 8:25 in sedge grass. Bradley
had charge of Edgemark and Barker handled Prince Luci-
fer. Both started" off fast and in two minutes Prince had a
covey marked, birds flushed and dog steady to wing; Edge-
mark backed. Further on, in pines, Prince pointed false.

Both dogs then pointed some birds in weeds, birds put up,
both were steady to shot and wing, both handlers firing.

Prince Lucifer then, in galloping across a sedge field, stopped
short on a point, the other dog backing, but birds had run
on. In woods Prince pointed again without result, though
two birds flushed some distance lower down. On, Edgemark
made a point, bird killed and dog steady to shot and wing.
In oak woods Prince pointed a single, Barker shot and
missed, both dogs steady. Dogs ordered up at 9:10. Prince
Lucifer showed more style and slightly the faster and wider
ranger.

FANNIE M. AND EOI D'OR,

Off in sedge grass at 9:15. Fannie M. was handled by
Stoddard and Roi by Buckle. Both started off at a good
gait, Roi beainning at edge of oak woods with a false point.

In sedge about ten minutes after Roi pointed a covey very
nicely. Buckle put up and killed, Roi sent on to retrieve
did so'after some casting about, Roi then roaded to woods
when he pointed, sent on to find, two birds flushed ahead of
him. Fannie further on pointed a single which Stoddard
killed; sent to retrieve she acquitted herself well. After
ranging over several more fields without finding, dogs were
ordered up at 10:03. Both showed good range and speed,
Fannie M. being somewhat the best in this respect, style
about equal.

IGHTFIELD DEUCE AND LILLY BURGESS.

These two were cast off at 10:11 in sedge and stubble. W.
Brailsford handled Deuce and Richards Lilly Burgess. A
covey was soon flushed by Brailsford in a field that Lilly
had been over. Birds marked down in woods. Sent on both
dogs pointed and birds flushed wild. Lilly then cast wide
over a field and made a nice point on a brace. Deuce,
brought up to back, did so. Lilly working on, a single
flushed in dry leaves. Then the woods, a cornfield and some
stubble were'worked out without result. Some more likely
places were hunted through, some of which was hard on the
English dog, a pointer, but she went at it gamely, and at
the end of 45 minutes was going better than the setter. Dogs
up, down 50 minutes. At first the setter had the speed and
range, but as above stated gave place to the pointer in this
respect, style about equal.

IGHTFIELD RANGER AND CASSIO.

The last brace in this series was put down at 11:10 in stub-
ble, Brailsford handling the English dog and Avent his own.
Cassio coming down the side of a hill pointed a covey very
smartly, birds at the same flushed wild some distance
ahead. On the singles Cassio made two quick points.
Ranger, acting very puppyish, failed to point several birds
that were near him and" while Cassio was pointing ahead of

him. Ranger then pointed a cripple and tried to catch it,

and soon made another point on bird, which Brailsford put
up and shot at. Ranger then flushed, but stopped to wing.
After some time Cassio found a covey and pointed in pines.
These were not followed, and a course was laid for the
Model Farm. Cassio went his usual snappy gait, and with
the exception of occasionally stopping to look, ran well.
Ranger lacks the speed, range and style for this country.
Down 45m. The judges consulted after lunch and decided
that the dogs worthy to remain in to run in second series

were Duke of Hesson, Daisy Hunter, Prince Lucifer and
Shot. There was a good deal of dissatisfaction at this, as

there were six or eight dogs left out that had shown equally
as good work, if not better, than two or three of those left

in and which eventually proved the case.

Second Series.

DUKE OF HESSEN AND DAISY HOPE.

Cast off in sedge at 2:42, the dogs ranged through some
fields and oak patches, both ranging out of sight for several
minutes. Duke came back to whistle, but Daisy was not
found for some time, being in corn at top of a hill, Both
dogs then started again at 3:30 in sedge grass, through an
orchard, into some woods, then in woods Daisy pointed a
large covey, which were marked down in woods, Titus
flushed, dog steady. The pointer working off meanwhile in
T-he woods with Judge Merriman. In pines Daisy got a single,

and at the same time a few yards further on Duke pointed
to the rest of the covey, which were flushed by White. Fur-
ther on, in pines, Daisy pointed and Duke backed, no bird
put up. Then Duke pointed a single, White shot, Duke
steady. Ordered up at 3:33. Both are speedy and wide
rangers, a little too much so at times; equal in style.

SHOT AND PRINCE LUCIFER.

Shot, handled by Barker, and Prince, by Meares, were put
down at 3:47. Two minutes later at the bottom of a hill

Prince scored a pretty point, then roaded on a couple of
yards and pointed again, when Barker put up a large covey

which was marked down in woods'on'hillside. Meares shot
and missed, dog steady. After the marked birds, in ditch at
edge of woods, Prince roaded a few yards, when Shot pointed
a single, which Barker shot, and retrieved the bird very
nicely. Dogs were then taken up and put down where the
covey was first found. In open field Prince did a good piece
of work, though his handler was whistling him off a.ll the
time, roading to a covey in the very spot when Mr. O'Ban-
non had to move his' horse out of the dog's way, and was
much astonished when the dog pointed a covey

;
which

Meares put up and killed, clog steady to shot and wing, and
retrieved the bird. Dogs were then ordered up at 4:15.

DUKE OF HESSEN AND DAISY HOPE.

These two were then put down again about a quarter of a
mile further on, at 4:33, in clover and sedge grass. The dogs
soon parted company and in oak woods to the left Daisy
pointed a covey. Titus put up the birds and fired. Daisy
sent in to retrieve, failed to find wounded bird. In edge of
woods Daisy pointed and Duke was brought up to back.
Titus flushed the covey into woods, shot aud killed and
Daisy retrieved the bird. Dogs were then ordered up and a
start made for town. Both ranged well and worked their
ground thoroughly. In the evening the judges very properly
changed their minds and decided to give some of the other
dogs a chance to show their mettle again. Those given
another life, to-morrow are Duke of Hessen, Shot. Fannie M.,
Tghtfield Deuce, Lilly Burgess, Cassio, Harry C, Ightfield
Guelph, Daisy Hope, Daisy Hunter, Prince Lucifer and
Antoine.

Saturday.
Every one was pleased to think the judges had seen fit to

alter their decision of Friday afternoon and give several
more dogs a chance that had shown equal merit to those,
with one exception perhaps, at first selected. The start was
from the Glass House, and at 8:30 the first brace,

DUKE OF HESSEN AND SHOT,

were put down in a sedge field. The weather was mild and
somewhat cloudy, quite a change from previous days. It

was .not long before Duke flushed a covey which flew into
pines, and this bad work affected his chances in the stake,
no doubt, to some extent. Lower down the field, Shot had
stiffened to a point, birds flushed and dog was steady to
wing. Both pointed in pines but birds had got up. They
were then ordered up at 8:50.

IGHTFIELD DEUCE AND FANNIE M.

These two were put dnwn in corn stubble at 9:02. Both
started off in good style, Fannie M. being the wider ranger.
Deuce hunted after a while very houndy, nosing the scent
too much, Faunie's style being accordingly very noticeable
in comparison. In oaks Fannie pointed nicely, steady to
wing. On in pines Deuce pointed at the very edge a single,

which Brailsford put up, and dog jumped at bird as it

flushed toward her. Deuce then pointed again, Brailsford
shot and missed, Deuce steady. Further on Fannie pointed
and was backed hy Deuce, but no bird was found. Fannie
catching up to the birds made a very fine point on a single,

which Stoddard put up, but could not shoot on account of
reporters, who dropped to gun with more celerity than
grace. On, Fannie pointed again, birds had run on. Fan-
nie then roaded to the covey and was steady to flush, she
then pointed fur. On in broom straw Fannie pointed and
held it till Deuce was brought up to back. Another rabbit
was put up. Dogs up at 9:38. Neither showed any great
work, though Fannie had the best of it.

LILLY BURGESS AND CASSIO.

In sedge grass these two were cast off at 9:40. Lilly was
quite lame in- the early morning and was stiff in her action.

Cassio soon pointed a covey, Lilly came and took, the point
with him, Birds were marked in rag weeds. On, both
pointed; Avent shot and missed, then Richards killed and
Lilly retrieved. Cassio then pointed a rabbit in edge of

woods. Lilly then cast up edge of woods and pointed a
single. The dogs were then taken up twenty minutes.
Only fair work was done and not up to winning form.

HARRY C. AND IGHTFIELD GUELPH.

Down at 10:05 in stubble. Bradley walked into a covey,
Guelph coming up slowly pointed, when they got up. Going
on, Harry ranged out over stubble, hunting fast and wide,
the English clog, as usual, keeping more at home. In pines
Guelph did better: roaded up and pointed a covey, which
Brailsford killed and bitch retrieved poorly. In weeds
Harry made a point, moved on and flushed; steady to wing.
Guelph then pointed nicely and Harry backed. Dogs up at

10:35.

DAISY HOPE AND DAISY HUNTER.

These two sisters were put down at 10:42 in ploughed field

at edge of woods. They were almost identical in color, the
only difference being a couple of orange spots on Daisy
Hunter's loin. Both started roading in different parts of

the field; Hunter finally pointed a covey in a brush heap.
Handler shot and killed, bird retrieved nicely. Hope then
pointed by the side of fallen timber, Hunter backing: birds
flushed, Titus killed and Hope retrieved after a wide cast.

On in pines Hope pointed a single, Titus flushed, steady to

wing. In another part of pines Hope pointed another single;

Titus put up the bird, dog steady, bent on through sedge
grass to marked birds, Hope pointed the covey which Titus
flushed. Hope was then taken up to wind for Hunter, who
was lost, but eventually found pointing a bevy. Dogs up,
Hope did some very good work without a fault on the scat-

tered birds.
PRINCE LUCIFER AND ANTOINE.

Down at 11:19 in corn. In oak woods, Antoine pointed,
nothing found. At edge of wheat, out of woods, Prince
pointed a single, Barker shot and missed. Antoine then got
a point in sedge and Avent flushed two birds, Prince backed,
both steady. In open, dogs were ordered up at 11:35. Both
were about equal in range and speed. A move was made
for lunch and judges consulted for some time. About 12:30

they decided on the four to finally run in the third series as
follows: Ightfield Guelph, Shot, Harry C. and Daisy Hope.

IGHTFIELD GUELPH AND SHOT.

After lunch at the old school house, this brace was put
down at 1:20 in sedge grass. Shot made game in some briers
while Guelph was roading in the bottom and working up to
birds, pointed a covey, part of which flushed. This was a
bit of pottering work. Dog was steady to wing. At the
same time Shot went up ahead and located birds in a likely
place, and held his point till Guelph came up. Meares shot
and missed, dogs steady. In edge of oak woods Shot pointed
a single nicely: sent on'he pointed and flushed another to the
right. Guelph then pointed and Brailsford killed, bird re-

trieved. Then Shot pointed again. Guelph backed but
birds had gone on. Shot pointed again on foot scent. Fol-
lowing on into sedge grass Shot pointed again and birds
flushed. In edge of sedge Shot pointed, Guelph coming up
went in and took his point instead of backing; a single
flushed, both steady. Back into sedge, Guelph roaded to a
point on a scattered covey which flew into woods. After
some more ranging clogs were taken up at 1:57, Shot showed
better range, Guelph not going up to his points in a con-
fident manner.

HARRY C. AND DAISY HOPE.

These two good ones were put down at 2:05 iri sedge grass.

Daisy started off the fastest, and after crossing a creek was
lost some minutes and finally found by Mr. Lorillard.

Meanwhile Harry C. pointed a covey. Soon after this Daisy
was lost again, but the character of ground was such that
she should have been held and not allowed to hunt out and
range so far* It was shown conclusively in the last beat

with ber sister, that she could be made to hunt to the gun
when required. In this case, two wide-ranging dogs were
put down and their handlers were afraid to restrict their
range. Dogs were then taken up and a move made to more
open ground, where Daisy was put down alone at 2:59, After
working out a lot of country she was missed again, but was
fouud within 200yds. pointing a covey, birds were flushed
and dogs taken up at 3:20.

DUKE OF HESSEN AND HARRY C.

Duke of Hessen was tried with Harry C. again at 3:24 in
stubble. Harry flushed a covey in rag weed field and birds
marked clown; were not found. Afterward Harry pointed
again on side of hill and Duke backed a long way off; no
birds. Duke soon after pointed a covey in pines. Harry
ran close to birds without seeing Duke and flushed them".
Harry pointed again, Duke pointiDg at the same time.
Duke then pointed the covey, but was too close and some of
them flushed, others laid and were flushed by White. Harry
then made a point on a single in the woods and repeated.
Duke then got a point on another, when dogs were ordered
up at 4:16,

DAISA" HUNTER AND CASSIO.

These two were put down together at 4:25 in sedge grass
in bottom. Cassio started off wit h a point on fur and ran it
out straight. Daisy on the other side of ditch at same place
pointed a covey in pines. Cassio then ran into these birds,
and going on dropped to point, to which no birds were
flushed. Over in weed field he pointed again, and bird was
killed by Avent which Cassio retrieved fairly well: then he
flushed one in pines. Cassio acts best on these birds: Daisy
is inclined to get off. After some time Cassio made a good
point on a covey, Daisy ranging on hillside also found a
covey and pointed well, Dogs were ordered up at 5 P. M.,
and this concluded the running for the All-Aged Stake of
1890.

After dinner the judges gave out their decision as follows:
Daisy Hope first, Duke of Hessen second, Daisy Hunter and
Shot divided third. Thus two of the four first selected were
thrown out and more capable dogs put in their place.
The winner of the All-Aged Stake, Daisy Hope, is a big,

rather coarse looking English setter bitch, rather straight
behind, and almost white in color, her orange ears being
her only markings, But she can go, and no mistake about it,

Duke of Hessen, the pointer, and winner of second prize,
is a well-niade liver and white dog, and is known to every
show-goer as a noted winner on the bench. Daisy Hunter,
sister to the winner, is, as I have said before, a well-formed
bitch barring throatiuess and shortness of muzzle, her body
being quite up to show form. Harry C. is a handsome
looking black, white and tan English setter, is nicely built
and a good worker.

SUMMARY.
First series given above.

Second Series.

Duke of Hessen with Shot.
F&nnie M. with Ightfield Deuce.
Lilly Burgess with Cassio.
Harry C with Ightfield Guelph.
Daisy Hope with Daisy Hunter.
Prince Lucifer with Antoine.

Third Series.

Ightfield Guelph with Shot.
Harry C. with Daisy Hope.

Fourth Scries.

Harry C. with Duke of Hessen.
Daisy Hunter with Cassio.
Daisy Hope first prize, Duke of Hessen second, Daisy

Hunter and Shot divide third.

The Irish setter specials for best and second best Irish set-
ters in the trials were won by Geo, Gray's Tillie Boru and
Max Wenzel's Ready fi„ though manythought tnatDarragh
Pat :

s work entitled him to second place. Major Taylor and
Mr.Tallman judged the English setter bitches for the medal
presented by Pierre Lorillard last night for the hitch show-
ing the best bench show form. Of those brought forward
Messrs. Hunter's Daisy Hunter was far the best as regards
bench show form, though a little throaty; she has a fair
head and well-made body, is well-ribbed and has excellent
legs and feet.

CHAMPION STAKE.

The drawing for this stake took place on Sunday night
and resulted as follows;
Gath's Mark with Rowdy Rod.
Rip Rap with Daisy Hope.
Chance with Ring's Mark.
The start will be at the Holton school house at S A. M.

sharp, when it is expected the best work of the trials will be
seen, as this stake contains the eremc de la . creme of field
trial form.
The annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club was

held this afternoon, when officers for the ensuing year were
elected, particulars of which I hope to be able to give you in
time for this mail.

[
H, W. L.

[Special to Forest and Stream.]

High Point, Nov. 25.—The running of the Champion
Stake was commenced Monday morning at 9 in the order
named. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., took Mr. Johnson's place as
judge. Gath's Mark in his heat with Rowdy Rod showed
himself much suporior, doing some good work on scattered
birds. Daisy Hope bad the best of Rip Rap in next heat, but
Rip made a sensational point. While retrieving a bird he
came to a point on another, with the dead bird in his mouth.
Next heat Chance had slightly the better of King's Mark,
but at finish both were lost for some time.
In second series Gath's Mark's work was better than Rip

Rap's, though both hunted wide and fast. Several points
were made by both and good work done. In the next,
King's Mark and Daisy Hope, the latter did the best work,
not ranging away so far. Then Chance and Gath's Mark
were run at 4:50. Several coveys were pointed and fair work
was done on scattered birds. In the evening the judges an-
nounced Gath's Mark as the winner. He is nearly- seven
years old and shows wonderful vigor.

The English setters were judged at 9 P. M. for the Loril-
lard medals. In dogs O. W, Donner's Roi D'Or won. In
bitches, F. R. Hitchcock's Annie F.

HUNTING DOGS AS PETS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream :

My foi"mer communication appears to have been misunder-
stood. My contention is that hunting dogs are not prop-
erly pets. The two qualities do not go together. Let a
high-spirited game dog be introduced into the house and
petted and fondled as a'favorite. and continued in that keep-
ing, and it will be found that with one or two interbreedings
with other house dogs of the same species, the offspring will
lose all their vigor and endurance, and so much of their vim
as to make them utterly useless as hunters. Any dog, how-
ever spirited and intelligent he may have been, becomes
enervated and impaired by petting and indulgence. Hence
we repeat with full confidence, that hunting dogs are not-

adapted to use as a house dog. Perhaps to be more clearly
understood, we should have added, as a house dog and
hunter combined. We are not disputing that dogs of any
species may be favorites in the house or in the field; but con-
tend that hunting dogs attain their greatest excellence in
the field and in the chase, rather than about the house.
That. a.t least, has been our experience.—G. S. T.
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SPRING.

DEATH OF A NOTED FIELDER.
SPRING, the winner of the last of the Western Field

Trials, died on Oct. 30, at West Point, Miss, He had a
brave heart, one that never faltered. No day was ever too
long for him. No test of Ms courage to go and to endure
too great. He defeated the great Bohemian Girl—winner of
the Southern Trials at Carthage—King's Mark—who won
first at the Central Trials—and also beat Chance, the victor
in many a hot-contested field, and the acknowledged crack
of the Memphis & Avent Kennels. Thus Spring, a pointer,
has beaten some of the best setters in America and stood the
equal of any performer of his day. He is the only one from
Texas that has ever won at a recognized trial or defeated
dogs that have since become famous. He was the widest
ranger and had more speed than any other dog I ever saw.
His range was simply phenomenal. The fact is, he never
stopped until he found birds. The writer remembers an in-
cident of a day's chicken shooting last August, at Big
Island, near Alvin, Texas, which is worth relating.
The weather was extremely warm, and we had drawn the

country from the railroad to the timber blank. In a bend
of the forest where the prairie gradually rose from the plain
to an elevation of considerable extent, we could see Spring
about a mile away, and as he was then going at a tremend-
ous pace and showed no signs of turning, I laughingly re-
marked to W. P. Stewart: "The old fellow must be head-
ing up the creek for a crossing." By this time our wagon
was well into the drop, and we lost sight of him. On reach-
ing the summit of the hill we could see him nowhere. After
hunting twenty or thirty minutes I suggested getting in a
dugout that lay under the bank, and crossing, believing
that we might possibly find bim on the other side. We
landed and climbed up the bluff bank and found him, as I
had supposed, not 60yds. away, stretched out as straight as
a string with one foot slightly drawn up, on a dead point, as
transfixed and staunch as the parent earth on which he
stood, rigid and immovable. It was a grand and a beauti-
ful sight to a sportsman! I flushed the chickens, which
were wild, but we had a fine country to work them in, and
killed a great many out of the covey, which was unusually
large. I had with me my hitherto undefeated brace of
pointer dogs and a field trial winner. Stewart had his old
dog Jim and Nigger—"ringers to find chickens." The score
at sundown stood as follows: Spring twenty-seven singles
and two coveys, Joy, Pride, Rogue, Jim and Nigger nothiDg.
Should Stewart see this (and be is a subscriber of the Forest
AND Stream) he will doubtless remember the occasion for
more than one reason. At the time ot Spring's death he
was being worked by W. W. Titus, who intended to handle
him in the Champion Stake of the E. F. T. C, but the poor
old fellow has gone to join the great and silent majority.
He was bred by Capt. E. C. McMurdo, out of Curfew by
Mainspring, and was owned by Mr. R. M. Hutcbiugs, of
Galveston, Texas. J. H. H., Jr.

COCKER TYPE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Did any one hear a squeak out of your correspondent

"Gothamite" when I alone and single-handed was for years
fighting an uphill fight for the working cocker? I rather
think about time he was as silent as an oyster. For six long
years I fought against the long and low abortion, and now
"Gothamite" says the cocker of the future will not be my
type. Well then, what will the type be? Maybe he has a
patent way of improving cockers like Hoinell Velda, but I
think not, for all were forced to admit that she was the best
ever seen in America. Come now "Gothamite," just admit
you are wrong and that the printer's devil made the mis-
take. The main part of "Gothamite's" letter is O. K.,
except about Rabbi and Brock. Rabbi stands too square;
and Brock, I think, has to be starved to keep him under
281bs. His remarks about Mr. Watson are away off, as Mr.
Watson does know what a working cocker is and has prob-
ably shot more over spaniels than "Gothamite" has; it, was
Mr. Watson who bought Doc for Mr. West. I should like
to ask "Gothamite" who was a novice six or eight years ago,
was it Uncle Dick or "Gothamite," and did he ever see a
cocker of my breeding that could not jump across a street
gutter, or that was not a natural hunter and retriever ?

'Gothamite" can just bet his gizzard that the cocker of the
future will be of the Fellows type, that is, a working
cocker. J. Otis Fellows.
HORNELLSVILLK, N. Y., Nov. 32.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the last issue of your newsy journal I find the following

unreliable statement from an anonymous writer who signs
himself "Gothamite": "Our spaniel men have learnt by how
what a cocker spaniel should be, and will no longer allow
themselves to be led by the nose by Masons and Watsons,
who really started the 'long and low' craze." I now sum-mon "Gothamite" to prove to the readers of Forest and
Stream that I either started or assisted in starting the
long and low" craze in cocker spaniels. In the mean time

I may perhaps be permitted to assure "Gothamite" that he
is not quite through with "Cocker Spaniels of 1890."

Chas. H. Mason.

Dogs: Tlieir Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont, Price ,p. Kennel Record and Account Book.

$f- T™f>fW vs - Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1 First Lessons m Dog TroAninq, with Popits of
(S3 Breeds, Price so c§nts, * ~*

'
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DOG CHAT.

WE hear that the first of the series of members' meetings
of the Hamilton Kennel Club, for instructions in

breeding and keeping dogs, takes place on Thurday evening,
Nov. 20. Dr. Mole will read a paper on "Dogs and their
Treatment." A members' exhibition of spaniels will then
take place. A competent judge has been secured who will
give an address on the breed under consideration and after-
ward judge them, club diplomas being given to the success-
ful owners. This is quite a good move and mieht be fol-
lowed to advantage by other clubs as it serves to draw the
members together more, and is bound to foster a feeling of
emulation with results that would soon be apparent on the
bench.

Among the dog men whom we saw at the Radnor meet at
Chestnut Hill, was Mr. Chcs. T. Thompson, accompanied by
his wife in a handsome turnout. Friend Jarret had to be
content to jog along on a carriage horse, his mount having
the previous day come a cropper over a stone wall, to the
detriment of several inches of horse skin. Another familiar
face was John Masters, for some time manager of the Chest-
nut Hill Kennels after Mr. Lindsay left, and a man who did
a good deal toward putting the kennel in the right way.

"I don't think that dog is very polite," said the tramp.
"Why?" asked the dog's owner.
"Because he made me get up off the grass and then took

my seat," answered the tramp, adjusting his coat tails to
make them cover as much space as possible.—Puck.

Mr. Eberhart has purchased the pug bitch Sara Bernhardt,
by Lord Roseberry out of Mrs. D'Orsay's Cora. This is the
bitch that was presented to the actress Minnie Palmer, when
she was playing in England. Sara will make heiMiebut at
New York next February.

We are informed that the entries for the South Carolina
bench show at Charleston, S. C, Jan., 13 to 17, 1891. will close
Jan. 1. Premium lists will be ready by Dec. 1. Dr. H. Clay
Glover takes the sporting classes and H. W. Lacy the re-
mainder. We hear that several prominent kennels will
take in this show in the course of a trip to either Atlanta or
New Orleans, which come the week after. All indications
point to this Charleston show being the best yet held in the
South. The poultry fraternity will also meet in strong num-
bers, as the sixteenth annual meeting of the American Poul-
try Association takes place during the show.

DOG TALK.

I DESIRE to call the attention of the stud book committee
to the recent registering of Mr. E. H. Moore's pheno-

menal rough-coated St. Bernard puppy Lady Melrose. In
Vol. V., Parti., I find "No. 9032-Lady Melrose, by Ch. Mer-
chant Prince ex Bernie V." Again in the 1889 edition I find
another Lady Melrose, 15,614, by Ben Lomond ex Recluse,
The oldest Lady Melrose is at present owned by Mr. J. R,
Teague, at the Elmwood Kennels. This certainly savors of
carelessness somewhere.

The National Beagle Club are talking of leasing or pur-
chasing a large tract of land in New Hamshire, stocking it
with game, building a club house, etc. The club will have a
social run with the merry little hounds on Thanksgiving
Day.

It is reported that the St. Bernard world will soon be elec-
trified with the news of the importation of several more
bitches. New England will soon rival old England at this
rate.

At a special meeting of the Maryland K. C, on Nov. 20, this
resolution was passed: "Resolved, That the vote of censure
recently passed on the A. K. C. be recalled and that the M.
K. C. hereby tender their apologies for their previous action
in the matter." The Board of Governors also held a meet-
ing and passed the following: "Believing that the Board
of Governors have the right to recall the vote of censure and
having the interest of the club at heart, it is moved and
seconded that the vote of censure recently passed on the A.
K. C. is hereby recalled and we duly apologi ze for said vote of
censure, the said vote of censure having been passed on
misapprehension." I understand that there is a big fight
going on in the M. K. C, and if the strain is not taken off
pretty quick the rope will break.

SETTER LOST.-Mr. J. Von Lengerke had the misfor-
tune to lose a large, coarse, rawboned-looking orange and
white setter dog, answering to the name of Mage, on Friday
morning, Nov. 21, from his home in West Hoboken, N. J
and being strange in the place strayed off. Mr. Von Len-
gerke offers a reward for his return, and should be much
obliged if any of our readers could give him some informa-
tion about the dog.

FOX HUNTING.-Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 20.-A fox chase
was held about seven miles east of here Saturday, Nov. 15.
It was a chase for all ages and sizes, and was won in a rather
slow style by a large hound who no doubt had considerable
greyhound blood in his veins. The chase was attended by
several men well known in dogdom; among others was Mr.
E. R. R. Logier,—Lotor,

KENNEL NOTES.
Hotei* must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
JST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

t'Douis. By H. H. Kent, Wollaston Heights, Mass., for black
Schipperke bitch, whelped Oct. —, by G. R. Krehl's Duiske out
of Cople Sophie.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Nanr-Bo'swain. Woodward & Herrick'a (Chicago. 111.)

bull bitch Lady Nan (champion Harper—Ohariiiiou) to their
Bo'swain (champion Grabber—Susan), Sept. 30.

Ghcquassct Marigold—Hesper. Merry Mount Kennels' (Wollas-
ton Heights, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Chequasset Marigold (Alp-
Sombre) to E. B. Sears's Hesper (Sailor—Beliona). Nov. 7.

Bnla—Hesper. Merry Mount Kennels' (Wollaston Heights,
Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Bula (Hector—Bernio V.) to E. B. Sears's
He*p»r (Sailor—Beliona), Oct. 22.

Ruby—Dad. WUsmu Jr. 15. II. Howard's (Bullittsville, Ky.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Ruby to J. S. Hudson's Dad Wilson, Jr. (Dad Wil-
son—Lit), Aug. LI.

Daisy Cambridge II.—Dad Wilson. A. D. McPhearson'a (Covine-
ton, Ky.) English setter bitch Daisy Cambridge II. (Backet—Daisy
Cambridge) to J. S. Hudson's Dad Wilson Cambridge—Dido II.),
June 5.

Blonde—Ben Hill. J.S.Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English set-
ter hitch Blonde (Dad Wilson—Sadie H.) to his Ben Hill (Druid-
Ruby), Aug. 17.

Fatima—Dad Wilson. Capt. John Romes's (Cincinnati, O.) Eog-
lis.fi setter bitch Fatima (Rex— Bessie Lee, Jr.) to J. S. Hudson's
Dad Wilson (Cambridge—Dido II.), Aug. 22.

Kate Q—Ben Hill. R. B. Carufhers's (Newport, Ky.) English
setter bitch Kate Q. to J. S. Hudson's Ben Hill (Druid—Ruby),
Oct. 22.

Lucy Bell Noble—Ben Hill. W. S. Enton's (Covington, Ky.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Lucy Bell Noble. (MeD.- Belie II.) to J, S. Hudson's
Ben Hill (Druid— Ruby), Nov. 12.

Daisy Hunter—Dad Wilson. John A. Hunter's (Sandborne, lud.)
English setter bitcn Daisy Hunter (Oath's Hope—Daisy F.) to J. S.
Hudson's Dad Wilson (Cambridge— Dido ID, Oct. 29.

Fayette Nelly Bly—Ben Hill. C.T.Hyde's (Conmrsville, 7nd.)
English setter IrtcJi Fayette Nelly Bly (Lark P -Kill buck Vic) to
J. S. Hudson's Ben Hill (Dr-uid—Rnhv), Nov. 2).

Bessie Marshall—Dad Wilson. J. S. Hudson's (Covington, Kv-)
English setter Ditch Bessie Marshall (Ben Hill—Tempest) to his
Dad Wilson (Cambridge—Dido ID. Nov. 8.

Pearl of Tempest—Dad Wilson. J. T. Toohey's (Slrawn, ID.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Pearl of Tempest (Ben Hill—Tempest.) to J. S.
Hudson's Dad Wilson (Cambridge- Dido ID, Sept. 10.

Gathlit—Dad Wilson. J. S. Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English
setter bitch Gathlit (Oath— Lit) to his Dad Wilson (Cambridge—
Didn II.), Nov. 1.

Biddy Clare—Dan O'Gonndl. L. N. Hilsendegen's (Delroit,
Mich.) lrisn setter hitch Biddy Clare(champion Elcho, Jr.—cham-
pion Meg) to Ins Dan O'Connell (Sarsfield—Coe P.), Nov. 13.

Lcdla Rookh—Dan O'Connell. L. N. Hdsendegen's (Detroit,
Mich.) Irish setter bitch LallaRoekh (cuampion Elcho, Jr.— Bessie
Glencho) to his Dan O'Connell (Sarsfield—Coe F.). Nov. 19.

Btid—Fishpool Gem. G. A. Muenebinger's (Newport, II. I.)

Yorkshire terrier bitch Bud (Snyder— Moll ie) to North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Fishpool Gem (Harrison's Ben—Bent's Rose),
Nov. 15,

WHELPS.
f5p"° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Halloivc'en. H. W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound

bitch Hallowe'en (Zoedon<=—Cataract), Nov. 10, three bitches, by
his champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose).
Polly S. J. N. Swazey's (Bucksport, Me.) pointer bitch Pollv S.

(Bang—Polly), Oct. 29, thirLeen (nine dogs), by C. W. Winship's
Pousel (Bang Bang—Boski).
Daisy Cambridge II. A. D. McPhearson's (Covington, Ky.) Eng-

lish setter bitch Daisy Cambridge II. (Racket—Daisy Cambridge),
Aug. 6, nine (five dogs), by J. S. Hudson's Dad Wilson (Cambridge
-Dido ID.
Ruby. E. H. Howard's (Bullittsville, Ky.) English setter bitch

Ruby, Oct. 13, ten (five dogs), by J. S. Hudson's" Dad Wilson, Jr.
rDad Wilson—Lit).
Blonde. J. 8. Hudson's (Covington, Ky.) English setter bitch

Blonde (Dad Wilson—Sadie H.), Oct. 21, nine (three dogs), by his
Ben Hill (Druid— Ruby).
Fatima. Capt. John Romes's (Cincinnati, O.) English setter

bitch Fatima (Rex— Bi ssie Lee, Jr.), Oct. 21, ten (five dogs), by J.
S. Hudson's Dad Wilson (Cambridge—Dido II.).

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Chickasaw II. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

Nov. 15, 1881, by Gladstone—Sue), by J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky.,
to C. G. Smedberg, sams place.
Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl whelps. English setters, whelped

April 16, 1890, by J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky., a black, white and
tan dog to Harry Northwood, Martin's Ferry, 0„ and a lemon and
white dog each to John Taylor, Huntingtom W. Va., and Geo. C.
Hore, Hamilton, Ont.

fifty md \haatinq.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
EPHRATA, Pa., Nov. 20.—Although the members of the North

End Rifle Club held their last, meeting for this season on their
range near Ephrata several days ago, the boys det ermined to have
another shoot before putting up their rifles for good. Thev there-
fore arranged a meeting for to-day, to shoot for medals, on the old
range near Schoeneck, about five miles north of Ephrata. This
range is as fine a range as any that can be found in this part of
the State. Lying in a narrow ravine between two ridges of con-
siderable height trending east and west, it, is protected from winds
and storms. This range was abandoned for the one now used near
Ephrata for the simple fact that many of the members come from
Bpb rata and wished for a range nearer home. The day was ex-
ceedingly stormy and cold, and but six members participated in
this match, which was for two medals, a gold and a silver, to be
given to the two members who made the. highdst points in three
scores of ten shots each to each shooter. Darkness came on before
the three scores could be finished, and so but two scores were shot;
209yds., rest shooting:

C S Wenger—
10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10—99 8 9 10 7 8 8 9 10 10 9-88-187
J A Stober-
10 10 9 9 9 10 8 7 8 10—90 9 10 10 8 7 9 8 8 8 10—88—178
L M Wiest—
10 9 10 9 7 7 10 10 6 10-88 9 9 9 10 7 10 9 6 10 8-87—175W D Winters—
10 6 8 8 10 7 10 10 8 8-85 10 8 6 10 10 10 6 9 7 10-81-169
L M Carpenter—769989589 10—77 879778888 7—77—151
D B Lefever—
7 10 9 10 75646 7—71 10 9766884 4 4-66-137
C. S. Wenger succeeds d in making the highest score and received

the gold badge, while J. A. Stober received the silver badge, he
being second man. C. S. Wenger's score of 96 out of a possible 100
is one of the best ever made around here.—D. B. L., Sec'y.

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.-New York, Nov. 18.—The following
score was made by the Empire Rifle Club at their headquarters,
12 St. Marks Place, on the Massachusetts 12-ring target, distance
100ft., off hand, possible 120 points:
WOverbaugh 115 W Miller 107 W Mesenholder. .. 94
WRosenbaum....ll3 C Zettler, Jr 105 JZettler 94
J Grimm 107 E Smith 94

STRAIGHT RUNS.-Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 2Q.-Edmr Forest
and Stream: I see that "Badger" states through Fokest and
Stbeam. Oct. 30, that Mr. Levergston, of Saratoga, N. Y.. made
one of the largest straight runs in regular sweepstakes on record,
making 123 straight. The Northern Wayne Guu Club held a two-
days shoot about a year ago, when Mr. Henry Whitney, of Phelps,
N v made a run of 1:6 straight, not mjsstne a bird n; the j/Wt
days' slionting.—DF, Wixr

,
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THE TRAP,
!

Score* for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us xvith club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 25-28 —Tournament of the Newark Gun Club, at Erb's
Park, Newark, N J. Two days at inanimate targets and two
days at live birds. Jacob Pentz, Secretary.

HIGHLAND GUN CLUB OF DES MOINES.
DBS MOINES, Towa, Nov. 7—Des Moines is the capilal city of

the State of Iowa. For a long time it was a rather slow,
though slowly progressive, city, and sporting matters had small
prominence, bur. of late it has made great, strides in business
activity, and the shooting interests there may temperately be
described as in a highly flourishing condition indeed. Of old," the
Des Moines trap clubs were loosely nrrontKud, lightly numbered
and inert. To-day the cream of all the old clubs, i winding the
East Side Club and the old organization of the West Side, is com-
bined with the best fruit of the more recent growth of sportsman-
ship. There is but one trap club in Des Moines now. It has 60
odd naemoers, will soon have 100, will hold The best and indeed all
of the better class of trap-shooters of the place, and is already
not only the best organized and best conducted club of the sort in
a large section of country thereabout, but one of the model clubs
of the whole country where shooting at the trap is practiced.
This is the Highland Gun Club, whose organization has been com-
pleted for only a single season.
The president of the Highland Gun Club is C. W. Bndd, and

readers Will in that fact see the cause of a great part of the unity
and energy of the Des Moines trap-shooting fraternity, for Charlie
is as popular at home as he is abroad. Under Mr. Buda's cordial
invitation, the writer has spent some pleasant hours at ihe
former's home, and to day attended the. regular club shoot at
Highland Gun Club grounds.
There are not many clubs in towns of over 50,000 so fortunate as

this one. Indeed I do not know of one- It is only about eight
minutes' ride by the little dummy motor line from the center of
the city to the gate of the grounds, and the distance is only a
trifle over a mrle. Yet the ample and comfortable grounds, situ-
ated as they are in a beautiful spot among the trees at the foot
of the river bluffs, are quite secluded aud free from any interrup-
tion. The motor line runs up the river bank, crosses the river,
and passes this little park, wliich lies on a dry bench in the river-
bottom, with houses heyond it, back of and above it on the bluffs
of each side of the river, but with none close enough for annoy-
ance on either part. The natural trees grow round about, and the
location is one of great natural beauty. At present there does
not come to mind one more beautiful devoted to such a purpose.
Hignland Gun Club is a body duly incorporated, stock $10,000,

each share being held at $10, and each member being a share-
holder. The club bought its land, six acres, at $500 an acre, spent
$300 in grading, $200 in fencing and sowing to grass, and over
$1,000 in the club house, two stories, 20X10, a cut of which latter is
shown herewith, displaying it a very tasty and suitable building.
This building is admirably adapted to its purposes. There is a
large room up stairs, used as a dining room in tournament times.
Erom this a wide verandah looks out over the grounds and over a
pleasant, landscape besides. This verandah is especially devoted
to the ladies, of whom in the families of the different members
there are many who take an interest in shooting. Within the
following year there wilt be organized an auxiliary shooting soci-
ety composed solely of ladies.
Back of the club house the river runs close in. The fence will

soon be extended clear back to the river and a boat house erected.
Several members live on the bluffs just across the river, and
somp times come across in boats, and the grounds themselves are
just a pleasant pull over a very pretty water course from the
heart of the city. The grounds themselves.it need not he said,
are provided with all modern appliances in the way of live bird
and artificial target shooting. The score lies directly in front of
the door, and beyond the traps the ground lies perfectly level. It
is a good shooting place. Ten y

rears ago no such places were
thougfit of among shooters at the trap in this part of tbe country.
The man with the gun, need we say again, is coming up. Rome
of the best young business men of Des Moines belong to this club,
and they even come to shoot. It is President Budd's boast that a
man can get any kind of a match he is looking for among the
boys of Highland Club.
To-day fias been a raw and chilly one, but the appended scores,

furnished by the obliging secretary, Mr. Will Burnett, will show
a fair attendance. Last week Mr. Rolla Heikes, of Dayton, Ohio,
toyed with the festive live bird and got a little lG-gauge experi-
ence at targets out here, and to-day Mr. Harvey McMurchy, the
same being White Horse Harvey, of Gila, was on hand with sev-
eral new guns, with "Smith" on their handles. Charlie and Mac
had broken all their targets and gotten all their live birds straight
up to the time the writer was obliged to leave the cheerful com-
pany about the clubhouse store, in order to catch one of those
unpleasant affairs known as an early- train.
The officers of Highland Gun Club are C. W. Budd, Pres.: Will

Burnett, Sec.; A. C. Miller, Treas. The club is a good one in every
respect, and worthy of more than this hurried mention. It will
be beard from regularly in these columns. Below are scores of
to-day's shoot:
The following scores were made by a few members of the High-

land Gun Club, Nov. 7: 25 live birds each, $10 entrance, following
conditions: 10 birds, gun below the elbow until the bird starts; 10
birds, gun held in any position the shooter may choose; 5 birds,
gun on the shouldor until the bird starts:

Chase 10r00l02Ollimil21201220-18
Perkins, 1202002000001001131200100—11
Budd 12:: 1 2210211 12101 110111110-31
Mefc'iurehy - ,

Sa/j-oi2 --Vi

Converse 1121100011112111111222321-22
Dimple 00205 10121212011211111211—20
Martin -it-:

Jennings 0002001112231121211110010-17
Sanderson 0221S20021e,11111211111121-22

E. Hough.

WATSON'S PARK.
Btjrnside, 111., Nov. 18.—Following is the score made here to-

day by Chicago sportsmen for the Sporting Review Pub. Co.'s cup,
use of one barrel only, American Association rules, 20 live pigeons,
$10 entrance:

B Ro^k.. .11011011101100111111—15 Wadswo'hllllllOlOlOtlllimi-17
C Willard.lOmillllllllOOlOll—lfi J Orvis. . . .11100111011110011010-13
Bobbins . .110! 1110100000110011-11 I Watson

, 11111110111111011111-18
Tork'gton lllOlOilllllOOlU 111-16 L Willard 01110111101011111100-14
J Klein'n. 11111110011101111010-15 A Kleinm'10111111111011111111-18

,
, . .lay. .11110011011110111000-13 H Eblers . .11110010111101000101—12

V Hoffm'iilOmilOUlllllOmO-16 W Eoss. . .11111110111110110010-15

W BabeufOllllOllllUOlllim-17

J. E. Price, M. J. Eich, W. L. Wells, C. E. Smith, G. Hoffman, B.
Barto, A. W. Beeves, W. D. Price, C. B. Dicks, H. Smith, P. E.
Willard, A. Hoffman, W. L. Shepard, J. Tony, C. Burton, F. C.
Donald,Geo. T. Farmer, C. D. G ammon and John Waton withdrew.
Ike Watson and Abe Kleinman are tie'forcup. Abe did not

shoot for money, but for cup only, so Ike Watson won first money
alone. R. B. Wadsworth won second, as Babeuf did not shoot for
money. C. E. Willard and A. T. Torkington divided third. On
shoot off W. W. Eoss won fourth.

Nov. 19—Sweeps, American Association rules:

R B Wadsworth 01212-4 J E Price 11011-4
B Rock 12122-5 A W Reeves 31121-5W Babeuf 02102-3 C E Willard 11331-5W W Foss 11231—5 John Orvis 11102—4
J J Kleinman 11312—5 Ike Watson 10212—4
L Willard 10111-4

John Watson withdrew. In shoot off A. W. Reeves and C. E.
Willard div. first, R. B. Wadsworth won second, W. Babeuf third.
Same day, same conditions:

R R Wadsworth 11112—5 J E Price 11012-4
B Rock 02111-4 A W Reeves 11112-5W Babeuf 21110-4 C E Willard 12222-5WW Foss 21031—4 John Orvis 11000-2
J J Kleinman. 31021-4 Ike. Watson .,20012-2
L Willard 11013-4 J W Wolf 12101-4

R. B. Wadsworth, A. W. Reeves and, C B, Willard, div, first;

W, Babeuf won second, Ike Watson third.

Nov. SO.—Herald medal and Jenney & Graham Gun Co. trophy,
at 20 Hvc pigeons. $20 entrance, Illinois State rules:
J E Price .011131102) 11220! 2 121—17 M J Eich. .11121011121111221111-19W ,dsw ,

l:.li.l2312l2lll211232IlL3-20 I Watson. 21 1 13321122123320122-19
Kleinman 1131 1212112231211221-20 B Rock.. .00110001022211111011-13
R. B. Wadsworth and George Kleinman div. first money7 and

will shoot-off for trophy in the next shoot; M. J. Eich and Ike
Watson div. second; J. hi. Price won third; B. Rock won fourth.
Fort Dearborn Gun Club, at 15 live pigeons, Illinois State rules:

CD Gammon.. 122111111222211—15 F O Griffin ...112021020100110— 9H Eblers 2212221211 11011-14 W L Shepard ..310211011311233-13
A Kleinman.. .111120211112112-14 J E Trice 011131103111220 -12
Geo Aii-ey 1032213121 13331 - It G Kleinman. .113113121122212-15
C E Willard. ..222101121211211-14
George Kleinman and C. D. Gammon will shoot in next club

shoot.
Same day, at 20 Peoria blackbirds:

G Airey . .11100010111111111111- hi G Klein'u.11111110111011111111-18
AKIeiu'fl.lllOllOlllllllllllll-lS
Abe and George Kleinman will shoot-off in next shoot. Abe

and George Kleinman were tied for live bird medal last shoot; in
this shoot George won. Ravelrigq.

CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY.

WE print to-day cuts made from instantaneous photographs
showing the positions at the score, of Col. C. E. Pelton, the

"ChevalieT Bayard of Chicago sportsmen." and the nationally
popular expert, Mr. J. E. Riley, of Kansas City. iThe illustrations

POSITION OF MB. J. E. BIEEV.

show the gentlemen as they appeared in their famous tie race in
the great Chicago—Kansas City match. This contest was watched
with greater interest than any other of the sfries, and it was
really the deciding event, and it was generally supposed Mr. Riley

POSITION OF COIi. CHAS. E. PELTON.

would defeat his opponent by two or three birds. Col. Felton re-
marked after the match that he was much gladder to tie Mr. Riley
than he would have been to beat him. The memory of this grace-
ful and gentlemanly contest deserves perpetuation.

NEW YORK SUBURBAN.
New York, Nov. 22.—A good lot of birds, a bracing atmosphere,

and plenty of wind made to-day's shooting at Claremont more
interesting than at any previous time. We had a rattling good
shoot both at live birds and inanimate targets. In fact every
Saturday there are as many shooters on the grounds as will be
found at the average tournament, so called, and the wonder is

that there are not more, when consideration is taken of the
facilities the location affords—only 18min. from foot of Liberty
street, plenty of trains eaoh way, thoroughly equipped grounds,
run in a systematic aud generous style, plenty of traps and
trappers, a competent superintendent, and, last but not least of
all. cheap shooting at live birds (25 cents each and no extras) and
targets (2 cents each), no obligation to go into the sweeps, and
separate traps for those who desire them. A number of first-class
shots have been developed by practice on these grounds, who
otherwise would never have been heard of. The annual meeting
of the association takes place Dec. 6, at Claremont, when election
of directors and officers for ensuing year will take place—another
president will probably be elected, as Mr. Hathaway declares his
intention of retiring when his term expires. The association owns
the buildings, fences, etc., and is out of debt, with large stock
of ammunition on hand and ten thousand bluerocks.
If we have not accumulated profits in cash, we have kept the

grounds open every day the past year, had shoots every Saturday
and holidays, paid tbe superintendent his salary in full, and pro-
vided abundant sport and healthful recreation for ourselves and
the public. We think we have done well. This is the only
grounds of the kind run on that plan in the country. We have
visiting shooters from almost every State, and they are invariably
pleased. The scores of to-day's work follow:
Five sweeDS, at 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entrance:

Johnson. 7 7 9 9 6 DuBray 7 8 9 6 9

Collins 8 9 7 10 9 Osferhout 7 4.-57
Lindslev 8 7 7 6 7 A Rose... 5 7

Englewood 6 6 .. 4 N Rose 7 9
Hunt 3 7 7 5 7 Sherman 9 9 10
Hathaway 7 6 5 9 9 Clark 7 7 5

Morris 9 4 9.,,.
Two live bird sweeps, at 4 birds each, $2 entrance:

Johnson..........0221—3 2012-3 Hathaway 1112-4 0022—2
Collins 2200-3 1101-3 Morris 2210-3 2012-3
Lindsley .0221-3 0121—3 Du Bray 1100-3 1021 -3
Englewood,..., ..2111-4 H21—4 Sherman 0111—3
Hust ,.,W-| 0331-8 Clark j« M .| 0031^3

ABVAfifflSl,

THE ALBANY TOUNAMENT.
THE first league tournament for the month of November was

held under the auspices of the Albany Gun Club at Elm Grove
Shooting Park last Tuesday. A more inauspicious day in theway
of weather never dawned upon a tournament occasion, the frown-
ing skies sending down their chilling complaints in innumerable
falling flakes of snow. Manager Vine and the writer went up to
the grounds on the nine o'clock morning local, and the cheerless
walk from the shooting lodge was, in good truth, most dispiri *

!

At the latter place we found no one present, and the little build-
ing, though the door stood open, waB cold, silent and tenantless.
In the field a solitary figure was seen moving about in the sodden
grass. This was the faithful trapper, Jack Whitney, who had
placed the entire main battery of the traps in position and was
busily engaged in putting down an outfield battery, consisting of
a pair of Cruttenden's hurlers, to indulge the expected sportsmen
in the latest fad of the devotees of the trap, shooting at incomers.
The manager turned his attention to laying out the intricate

system of pulling cords for the seven traps, and the writer turned
his attention to several new arrivals. The first of these was our
own well-tried and experienced sportsman. Mr. T. H. Greer. Fol-
lowing the Albanian came a strongly-built fellow, who is rapidly
making his way to the front among the crack shots of the league,
and whose performance with tbe gun at many of the events of
the present season has caused him to be rated among the reli-
ables as a slashing shot who can do bis share in making the pace
a hot one. particularly in a long race. This is Frank Pidgeon, of
Saugerties, who in addition to his claims to the respect of his
brother sportsmen as a good shot, is also president of the Hudson
River Game and Fish Protective Association. There were more
down-the river sportsmen to come, and these proved to be Will
Mattice. George F. Tolley and T. B. Lever, of Catskill. Then the
star of Saratoga shed its light upon us in the person of Harrv M.
Levengston, Jr., of the renowned Big Four. After the greetings
were over there was a lively tussle with the big slove in the lodge
to get that refractory monBter to dispel the dampness and elevate
the temperature to the degree known as the solid-comfort state.
It was no small job to clear the demon of iron of its overflowing
load of dead ashes and cinders before starting the cheerful blaze,
and certainly there was no help in the guving we got from Uncle
Sammy Goggin and Captain Gustavo Buesser, of the Trojan Gun
Club, who remembered a "roast" their club got for not having a
lire on a certain cold tournament day, and they eagerly seized the
occasion to get even with that newspaper fellow. The sacrifice of
an empty kingbird box provided rhe material combustihle for the
ignition of a hod of coal, and from that out to tbe end of the day
the ruddy gleam that came througti the dilapidated mica windows
was as pleasant, as the smile of a cherub. All preparations hav-
ing been completed, and as the party present was reinforced by
the arrival of two members of the West End Gun Club—Geisel
and Leon—it was thought best to do a little shooting; so at the
suggestion of the managers the men took up their guns to engage
in a sweep at 5 kingbirds: Geisel, Goggin, Pigeon and Mattice
div. first money, Levengston, Lecn and Lever div. second, Tolley
third, Buesser fourth. After the sweep the regular events of the
programme were started in with
No. 1, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:

Levengston 1111111111—10 Buesser 10H110111— 8
Pidgeon 1111111111-10 Tolley lolllllOlO— 7
Goggin 1111110111— 9 Leon 1011011110— 7
Mattice 1101111111— 9 Lever 1100111010— 6
Geisel 1111111001— 8
All ties divided where not stated.

No. 2, 10 kingbirds, 6 outgoers and liucomers, entrance $1:
Levengston 1111111101— 9 Tolley 0011001011— 5
Buesser 1111011111— 9 Roberts 1111111111—10
Lever 1111011111—9 Re-entry 1111101011—8
Pidgeon 0011111111— 8 Rockwood 1011110111— 8
Mattice Uulllllll— 8 Re-entry 1111110111— 9
Leon llllllOllo- 8 Paul 1011101111— 8
Goggin 1101111100- 8 Re-entry 1101111111— 9
Geisel 11001001H— 5

Roberts (Rupert ,"Vt.), Rockwood (Albany), and Paul (Cohoes) did
not come on the ground until contest No. 2 was closed. These
three marksmen, in order to make a claim on the prizes for best
aggregate scores in eight of the ten contests, shot at 10 hirds each,
and then at 10 more in a re-entry. They were not required to pay
the entrance fee, and therefore had no claim on the purse, which
was awarded as follows: Levengston, Buesser and Lever divided
first money: Pidgeon, Mattice and Leon divided second; Goggin
won third; Geisel won fourth.

No. 3, at 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.50:
Levengston . . . .111111111111111—15 Roberts 011010111111111—12
Paul 111111101111111—14 Lever 011101111110010-10

i i ce 111111110111101—13 Goggm 010101101111101—10
Rock 111111110111011-13 Buesser 111010011111001—10
Geissel 011110111101111—12 Pidgeon 101000110111111—10
Leon 101101111111110-12 Tolley 011010010110111- 9
Two members of the Greenbu'h Gun Club arrived on tbe ground 1

as No. 3 was being shot to a close. J. H. Patten, president of the
Trojan Gun Club, came immediately after, and the nest event
filled splendidly.

No. 4, at 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:
Pidgeon 1111111111-10 Patten 0111111110—8
Rockworth 1111111110-9 Kapp 1101011011—7
Roberts 0111111111-9 Geisel 1101010011-6
Mattice 1110111HI—9 Goggin 1110111000—6
Leon 1111111110-9 Greer 1101010011—6
Paul 1111011111-9 Tolley 1110011000—5
Levengston 111011101 1- 8 Mack .1001001011—5'
Buesser 1011111011—8 Lever 00000011H-4
Those in the tie for second shot it out. as follows: Rockworth 5,

Roberts 5, Mattice 4, Leon and Paul withdrew.
Dinner followed at Russell's Hotel, where Brother John serves

things up plainly, but neatly, and the service is always prompt
aud satisfactory.
Back to the shooting lodge we found several new arrivals from

the West End Gun Club. These were Major \\ . J. Reineck, D. W.
George, J. B. Sanders and H. K. Adams.
By this time there were lots of sportsmen present as spectators,

among whom I noticed Messrs. Herrick, Countryman and Lansing,
of the Forester Gun Club; Taylor, of Clarksville; Becker, of
New Scotland; and Edward Ruth, of the Pawling Gun Club,
Brunswick. A little later Henry Gove came on the ground with
Milton F. Lindsley.
The next contest on the programme was made specially interest-

ing by its being shot not only for a purse, but for an elegant
trophy, presented by Mr. Archie Paul, of Cohoes. This special
prize consisted of a solid silver cup, gold-lined, and beautifully
chased. The contest filled with an even twenty entries, but only
eleven of the men entered shot for the cup. No. 5, 15 kingbirds,
entrance $1.50. A dollar extra was charged those who entered for
the cup:

Pidgeon* mill111111111-15 Goggin* 001111101111101—11
Mattice 111111111111111—15 Tolley 101101101110111—11
Levengston*. . ,111111011111111—14 Taylor* 001111011011111—11
Paul 111110111111111—14 Mack.... 100111)01111011—11
Leon* 111011111111111-14 Geisel* 111101101C01U1-11
Rockworth*.. .111111111100111-13 Roberts* 111011001011110-10
Buesser* 111111110011111-13 Lindsley 101011011100111—10
Becker* 011101111011111—12 George 0111110100101 10— 9
Adams OirJOiiimilJH 12 L :;",-si i;si i

i;

"

\: ;,y ; ] ;-- •-

Patten* 111111010011101—11 Kapp 0011011001110+1— 8
* Entered for ths cup. + Forfeited shot.

Pidgeon and Mattice tied with cleau scores, but as the last
named did not enter for the cup, that superb and desirable prize
became the property of the Saugerties shooter, who also received
a divide of first money. Mr. Pidgeon was warmly congratulated
by his friends, not only for capturing the cup, but for the coolness
and address he displayed in shooting his wayT to the top when
pitted against ten men who have, one and all, made excellent
records in this part of the trap-shooting world.
No. 6, two-man team race, open to teams from any club, 25 king-

birds per man, 50 per team, entrance per team $2.50:

Saugerties Gun Club.
Mattice .1111110111111111111111111—24
Pidgeon 1011111111111010111110111-21—45

Saratoga Gun Club.
Levengston .1111101111111111111111111-24
Paul 1111011111011101110101111—20-44

Albany Gun Club.
Rockworth 1101111111110101111111111—22
Roberts 1111111111110010011111111—21—43

Clarksville Gun Club.
Becker 011110111111111111111111-23
Taylor .1111111111 011101010H110-20-43

West End Gun Club No. 1, Albany.
Lindsley. 1110111011001111111111111—21
~ U'ge • UlOUlllllOOlllllllOOOll-19-10

West End Gun Club No. 2
Geisel, . ,

imioiiiuomiiiioiiUQr-gi
Mam§. , . , m ........ i„M 10mU1111010H010ef)llOl-ll-85
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West End Gun Club No. 3.

Lever , 11010111H1111111Q0110110 -19

Leon llOOOlOOllOlin 1011111111—18—37
Trojan Gun Club.

Buesser 1011111110010011111111010-18

goggin ' Ul 1010 11 0101011101100111—17-35
Greenbush Gun Club.

Kanp OnOlllOlOllOOlllllOlOllll-lG

Mack OlOOlllllOilOlOlOlOlllllll—16-33

No. 7, 15 kingbirds, 9 out-goers and 6 incomers, entrance $1.50:

Paul .111111111111111-15 Geisel 101011011110111-11

Rockworth .... 101111 111 1 11111-1 4 Buesser .011111110011101-11

Levengston. . ..111011110111110-12 Adams 101110111011110-11

Roberts lHllOllOlllOll-12 Goggin 100110110110111-10

Pidgeon ...110011111110111—12 George 100111110011011—10
hcv<-r"~ . .

••••11110-152 Maftiee 111001010011111-10

Lindsley 110111101011011-11 Leon 010110011001111- 9

No. 8, 10 kingbirds, entrance SI:

Levengston 1111111111-10 Mattice..... 1010111111- 8

Paul . .... 1111111111-10 Roberts 1101111001-7
Adams 1111111111-10 Greer 0011111001— 6

Rockwonii 0111111111— 9 Tolley 1110100110— 6

Buesser 1111110111- 9 Patten 1010111001- 6

LiDdsler UlllOOm- .* Ge:s*l 11 10011100- fl

Pidgeon 1100111111- S Leon 0110001111—6
Goggin. 0111111101— 8 Lever .0110101011— 6

George 1111110110— 8

No. 9, 15 kingbirds, entrance SI 50:

Levengston. . . .111011111111111—14 Adams 111011111100111-13
Rockworth .... 111110111 111011—13 Pidgeon 11001 1001111111—11
Lindsley 011111111101111—lo George 100110111101111-11

,„, n - u i ^ . .
i
\<i-irjy..^ mi i- n,

Paul 111011111011101- 12 Buesser 111101011010001- 9

Mattice 111011111001111-12

Only tbe league medal contest remained to be snot out. There
was very little daylight left, and it was proposed to postpone the
shoot for the medal until the next league tournament at Catskill,
Nov. 25. A few hot heads insisted upon shooting for the medal,
although the holder of it, Mr. Levengston, had departed tor Sara-
toga. A squad of six men laced the traps to shoot at the stipu-
lated 25 birds each. At the end of the tenth round it was so dark
that the men shoot in a kneel ing position to get, if possible, a clear
view of the flying kingbirds, and a light was brought from the
hotel to enable tbe scorer to do his work. The marksmen kneel-
ing in a row, the flash of the guns momentarily lighting up their
faces, and the scorer in the lodge plying his pen by the light of a
lamp, presented the most singular spectacle ever witnessed at a
trap-shooting tournament. The forfeited shots became numerous
and the misses still more so. Even tbe keen-eyed Edward Ruth,
who was stationed in tbe trapper's pit acting as caller, finally
failed to see the bird distinctly, and the game was called at the
close of the eighteenth round. The score follows in detail:
r.;.-ur,i <'.e . .

riuiiiu/ii;-!;,!;:;:,, Li Rockworth. 10110110111100*100—10
Gos-L-in 11101 U 1 01 i '.o.'

1

1 C .1-1
1
Adams ... .omi!>l.U0]0a>0t0l-10

Lever 1101010011 11011 01 *—11 Buesser ...101111011100110*00-10
* Forfeited shot.
The contestants camn out of this race worse off than they went

in, for they had to pay for their birds without getting anything in
return except the fun they had, and of the latter there was a per-
fect cyclone.
A purse of $10, divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent., was offered for

best aggregate scores made in all the contests, except the team
race and the league medal contest. In the eight contests to count
for aggregates a contestant had to shoot at 100 kinghirds. Of this
number Harry M. Levengston, of Saratoga, scored 02 and won first

money; Archie Paul, of Cohoes. scored 91 and won second; C. A.
Rockworth, of Albany, scored 83 and won third.
The gratifying success of the tournament of the Albany Gun

Club, under such discouraging conditions of weather, is another
one of many proofs that Kim Grove is a favorite shooting ground
for sportsmen throughout eastern New York and for our brethren
in Vermont as well. Tbe easy accessibility of this shooting park,
combined with Albany's advantages as a railroad center, will
make this a most desirable and well pitronized tournament
ground as long as the management is kept up to the high stand-
ard of excellence established by the crack clubs of the league.
The next league tournament will he held at Catskill, Nov. 25.

The grounds near the West Shore railroad depot are a favorite re-
sort for trap-shooters, and there is no more popular tournament
manager than Geo. E. Tolley. The managers of the Albany Gun
Club have in view another tournament, to take place Dec. 2. This
will probably close the league season, as pigeon shooting events
at the various country resorts are more popular than kingbird
tournaments during the winter months.— Alhany Argus.

MACALESTER VS. ELLIOTT—Two of the best wing-shots in
the world, Charles Macalester. of Philadelphia, and Capt. Elliott,
of Kansas City, will soon shoot at live pigeons for tbe largest stake
ever wagered on a bird race—S20.000 a side—if tbe efforts to bring
about the match, which are now well under way, are successful.
Since the Westerner defeated Edgar Murphy at Long Branch
early in the fall, Mr. Macalester's friends have been trying to
bring about a meeting between tbe nervy Quaker Citv man and
Capt. Elliott. Both are willing to shoot for 3520,000 a side, and if
Capt. Elliott will agree to shoot at 30yds. rise and 50yds. boundary,
which conditions he is said to favor, the match may be completed
within a week. Several shooting grounds have been suggested at
which to shoot the race, but from present indications the West-
minster Kennel Club at Babylon, L. I., will be selected. It was
on these grounds that the great race fox $10,000 between Mr. Mac-
alester and I)r. Lee Knapp, of the Union Club, was shot last years
and the men who backed the New Yorker to the extent of nearly
$150,000 on that occasion will probably select the Philadelphian as
a winner if the proposed match is completed. Some of Edgar
Murphy's friends believe he was not at his best when Capt. Elliott
defeated him, and are willing to back h'm heavily if another
match can be made with the crack Western shooter.

faclfUng.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
wiU please look under the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Qame Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if Their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Departments.

A WEEK'S CRUISE.
AUGUST had come again and the crew began to cast about for a

companion to accompany him on a cruise to Sandy Hook, to
enjoy a week's fishing and sailing in the neighborhood. Year
after year he had experienced disappointment in getting just
the right kind of a fellow to accompany him, and latterly he had
enjoyed his outings on many trips alone; not that there were not
plenty of congenial acquaintances who would be glad to go, but
unfortunately business seemed to particularly confine them when
it was most convenient for the crew. As to the other kind of
fellows, who think they would like to go, but on finding that they
have to take their share of the work, and experience a little dis-
comfort on occasion,want to be set ashore, at the most inconvenient
times and places: the crew classes them with those inflictions
which we who are Episcopalians pray on Sundays, if not of tennr,
r.j fct ,:!.e_.;vc'red iron
Friend K. was asked and gladly accepted our invitation, hut at

the last moment found he could not go on the day appointed, hut
promised to come down on the steamer and meet us at the Hook
on the following day. Having provisioned our little craft, of
which a description was given in the Forest and Stream of
Mar. 14, 1S89, an early start was made one Monday morning from
our mooring in Newark Bay.
With the wind light from the N.W. and a flood tide, we tried to

lay our course through Staten Island Sound, a slow ta3k; but as
the sun grew higher the wind strengthened so that at eight o'clock
we were off Elizabelhport, making good headway under mainsail,
jib and topsail. This latter sail may make a little boat l.;Ufr
W.L. and ISft. on deck, appear to some as too much Jike a toy,
well, that is just what she is. as is ever v boat, no mat ter how large,
kept for pleasure sailing only. It the sail locker were overhauled
a jibtopsail, spiaaker and trysail would he found. Ou many an
occasion the crew remembers well he would have, had to sleep out,
when almost becalmed along some marshy shore, had it not been
for high sails; which, being aloft principally, caught the fanning
air and watted him homeward.
The trip had now fairly commenced. Chelsea, Rossville and

Sewaren were quickly passed. At this latter place two friends
were met, weaknshmg, who asked ur to stay and try our luck by
them, but as the fish ran only about Wo. we did not, more especi-
ally as we—that is we must here explain, the boat and the writer—a&aqiaitea* sail before us. Tottenvilla and Perth Amboy being

passed, the crew was tempted to try for striped bass on a spot
behind Wood's Point, which he had discovered, the tide being
just right, but the increasing breeze aud exhilarating sail, coupled
with a desire to get as far as possible away from localities that
had any appearance of business about them, proved the greater
inducement, so, after taking in topsail, about a S,E. course was
laid for the Horse. Shoe, or the Sandy Hook peninsula.
The wind continuing from N.W. and freshening, the jib was

taken in, as progress was made into open water the peak was
settled a little, a pull taken on tbe topping lift, as there was quite
lumpy water met, and the canvas cover laid over the cockpit.
The wind being dead aft, it was necessary to watch closely to

prevent a jibe, as the following sea tended to make steering a
matter requiring somewhat more than ordinary care. Rushing
along, the little boat was driven until the curling foam from her
hows was almost on a level with her forward deck, yet we took no
water on board. As we ran from Raritan Bay into the Lower
Bay, with a freshening wind and sea, alone, the broad Atlantic
in view before us, and some miles from shore, no description can
convey to those who have not been similarly situated, the exhil-
aration aud excitement experienced The crew was in his ele-
ment, having the satisfaction of sailing a well balanced and easily
steered boat, that, although oftentimes half out of water, never
refused to promptly answer her helm.
But the tension on the nerves begins to tell, aud the crewT

changes the course to get under Point Oomfort, where smoother
water could be expected. Under the influence of the strong west-
erly wind the tide had fallen rapidly, and the water was seen
breaking in shoal spots around and behind the point; another
moment and the board, which was down to steady us, dragged on
tne bottom, the following sea almost boarding us: so putting the
tiller hard-a-starboard, a pull was taken on the main sheet,
quicker than it takes to tell it, and we are heading off shore.
The wind being now abeam its full force was felt, and reduced
sail besame necessary, so lashing the helm to starboard a reef
was tied in the mainsail and the jib bobbed, and under way again
just in time to avoid fouling some rows of oyster stakes. Soon
the changed tint of the water was noticeable, being of that blue-
ish-green color indicative of pure, deep salt water, so grateful to
the eye. Many sloops were met beading to the southward out of
the Shrewsbury, all carrying reduced canvas. The crew thank d
his stars that the wind was dead fair for him, a abeat to wiud-
wa.rdi.mder the present circumstances would have been makirig a
toil of a pleasure.
At 12:52 P. M. anchor was down in the Horse Sho?, having made

the run of 27 miles in less than five hours, but having had to sail
considerably more, tide favoring about one-half the way and being
contrary the other half. Hungry and thirsty, no time was lost in
visiting the ice box. After lunching the crew went ashore to the
telegraph office and wired home his safe arrival and quick pas-
sage, and to friend R. to meet us by an early boat in the morning.
After getting the New York paper the crew proceeded to look

up Capt. Sandy and his house boat, but found that, owing to some
recent regulation of the officer in charge of the. Government prop-
erty, he had been compelled to move further down to Spermaceti
Cove. Returning to the boat, we hail a barman raking clams
near the shore and purchase some. The clams found in the shoal
water of this little bay are renowned, and have rarely to seek a
market beyond the hotels further down the beach, although occa-
sionally a small consignment find-; its way to the oyster market in
New York. These clams must not be compared with the larger
ones dredged in great q uantities by the numerous sloops out in the
bay. In fact, so assiduously has this inshore clam been sought
after that they have of late become scarce, as obtaining a couple
of bushels in a day is considered a good catch; although the ere v
remembers, and that not so very long ago, when the shore was lit-

erally paved with them, and when it was considered no trick to
rake up a bushel in half an hour.
Sail was now made for the Cove, which was a couple of miles

down the beach. On running in Capt. Sandy's homely craft was
found moored close to shore, and running alonside the crew was
soon shaking the honest fellow's hand. Choosing an ancjiorage
where we would be afloat at all times of the tide, sails were stowed
and canvas cabin and mosquito canopy put up. As sheltered as
this spot was from the fresh breeze, the sun proved very hot. As
far as mosquitoes were concerned, however, strange to say, this
year they were not at all troublesome. Reclining on the cushions,
the crew is soon absorbed in the newspapers he had obtained. The
welcome cry of supper attracts our attention, and looking up we
see that Capt. Sandy lias prepared the crew's evening meal; so,
jumping into a boat we had obtained from the Captain as a ten-
der, we are soon with him.
Sancho Panza has said, "God bless the man who invented sleep."

If he did not, he should also ask to have blessed the man who in-
vented appetite. What mattered it if the eel stew was slightly
burned and the fried clams and soft crabs were somwhat greasy.
Had we not, under the influence of the fresh air, sunshine and the
glorious sail clown, acquired the appetite and digestive powers of
the ostrich? If there is one thing more than another which the
crew dislikes to do, it is cooking, and almost any privation is con-
sidered preferable; so even Capt. Sandy, although not a Delmonico
by any means, is tolerated. Going on board again, cushions and
rugs are arranged, the flaps of the canvas cabin turned down, as
the nights here are quite cool, and soon sleep has closed our tired
and sunburned eyelids.

Next morning after a plunge and a hearty breakfast we get
underway for the steamboat landing to meet K., and on getting
him on board we give him an old suit and stow his shore togs in
the waterproof clothes bag. Below the government dock we try
for weakfish with but little success, so giving it up for the day we
decide to take a cruise ashore and visit the lights on the High-
lands of Navesink, so up killick, aud in something less than two
hours we are oil the Jackson Club landing.
Ascending the steep hill we presently arrive at the foot of the

towers, and notice the neat and well-kept, grounds about them.
Ootainmg permission from the head keeper to inspect the lights
we are conducted by a sub-keeper up the stairway of the southerly
tower and into what we may call the tention of the light. In the
center is the light, consisting of several concentric and superim-
posed burners of polished brass of great size; on the outside is the
apparatus of heavy crown glass, many inches thick, clear as crys-
tal and beautifully polished, some 12ft. high and 6ft. wide.
Raising the screen above the central cylinder, ou the side furth-

est from the sun, the panorama there pictured is beautiful in
the extreme. Set in this transparent media we see condensed and
photographed the surrounding view. The heaving bosom of Old
Ocean glittering in the glory of the noonday sun, its surface ruf-
fled with the summer breeze, which, filling the rounded and
bellying sails of the merchant fleet, seemingly at our feet, eour-
tesying to the swell as they pursue their diverging pathways; the
nodding foliage of the forest on the adjoining hills, stirred too by
its influence, seem returning the salute of the waves, who, run-
ning along, dash impetuously on the yellow sand in the seeming
endeavor to reach and caress the lovely landscape.
Every object has its natural tint and action, the details of the

scene are ever changing. All the surroundings, as far as tbe eye
can reach, appear as though congealed in the thick glass of the
lens, in the space of a few hands breadths.

It is too hot to remain here longer, so we un willingly descend
and remark the several tanks used for stowing supplies of oil
and means for conveying and supplying it. Many years ago lard
oil and we think whale oil were used. It was supposed that pe-
troleum oils could not be burned, but as improvement in distill-
ing, treating and burning these latter oils were introduced their
superiority and cheapness became apparent to the intelligent aud
progressive Lighthouse Board. Until late years we listened to a
lecturer of some note, who rouodlv abused the board for persist-
ing in the use of whale oil when the electric light was obtainable;
but the electric light has been tried, and for tbe ordinary method
of lighting had to he abandoned, although for vertical signaling
in foggy or heavy weather it may yet serve a good purpose in our
lighthouses, which must teach us that in matters of this kind in
the language of the scientist, we "must make haste slowly." For
the following short description of th*>se magnificent li^ntslam
indebted to the Lighthouse Board through their courteous
Engineer secretary, Major Jas. F. Gregory, U.S.A.:
The Highlands of Navesink Lights are situated on a small hare

plateau, on the easternmost spur of the Highlands of Navesink,
N. J. The two lights are shown from towers each 53ft. high and
they are connected by the d wellings of tne keepers. Each light is
of the first order, is 248ft. above the level of the sea a,nd is visible
32M nautical miles at sea. The first order lenticular apparatus
consists of a central glass belt forming a hollow cylinder 6ft. in
diameter and 30in. high. Below it are 6 triangular rings of
glass arranged in cylindrical form, and above, a crown of 13 ring3
of glass, forming by their union a hollow cage composed of pol-
ished glass 13ft. high and 6ft. in diameter. The great Scotch
lighthouse engineer, Mr. Alan Stevenson* says of this apparatus:
••Nothing can be more beautiful. I know of no work of art

more beautiful or more creditable to the boldness, ardor, intelli-
gence and zeal of the artist."
Such an apparatus costs about $8,000. The lenticular apparatus

was invented and constructed in France. The Board orders such
as it needs from Henri Lepante, Barrier and Fenestre or Sautter
et Cie., Ereneh firms. A better and fullv illustrated descripti on of
this apparatus may be found in the article on Light House Illumi-
nationin Johnson's Universal Encyclopedia, Vol. 5, pages 25-33.

These lights were erected in 1762, and were rebuilt in 1863. They
were first lighted by reflectors, but in 18^8 one was fitted with a
first order catadiopteric fixed apparatus, and the other with a
second order revolving cata liopteric apparatus, both of which
were constructed by Henri Lepante in Paris, by order aud under
the superintendence of Com. Perry, U. S. Navy, who was directed
by our Government to purchase apparatus, constructed on the
principle of Fresuel, in" obedience to a special act of Congress
approved July 7, 1833, appropriating the necessary funds for the
object.
The towers were elevated and improved to receive this appara-

tus, with a view to testing the superiority of this mode of illumi-
nation over that of reflectors employed generally in the light
houses of the U. S. A first order fixed lens light was thus placed
by the side of a second order revolving lens light, with a view to
differentiating the relative powers of the two sets of apparatus.
It is understood that those were the first sets of apparatus of
lenticular order employed in this country. They operated so well,
so inexpensively, and without getting out of order, that this ap-
paratus gradually succeeded the diopterie apparatus, and now the
lenticular arrangement has come into general use, except on light
ships. The burners used in these lenses consume 16 gills of
mineral oil per hour each and they burn from sunset to sunrise,
the records of the lighthouse establishment do not, give the cost
of the original towers at Navesink as they were built during
colonial times, but their refitment and repair since 1861 cost
$74,125.80.

Next day is spent in sailing about Pleasure Bay and visiting ac-
quaintances among the hotels at Bellevue and Seabright. Meeting
an old friend, the Commodore, he insisted on our driving with him
at the B-llevue,and it was far in the "wee sma' hours" before we got
to bed at the hotel. In the morning a plunge overboard refreshed
us, and after breakfast we start back for the Hook to again try
the fishing. With a light breeze from the westward we sail out in
company with a eatboat. tho tide being fair; some* of the people
on the cat we had met on the previous evening, and entering into
conversation found that they had made up a beach partv, and
were going down the shore to enjoy a clam bake; they gradually
drew away and left us. Reaching our old fishing grounds we ex-
perienced the same ill success as before. A passing sloop hailed
us to say that there was a school of bluefish breaking at the point
of the Hook, so getting our anchor we make sail and get out our
trolls. After tacking back and forth, we notice the fish as they
jump after menhaden or other bait, close to shore, and working
down the beach on the outside, we are soon among ihem and are
kept busy hauling in fish of about 2^1bs. After losing the school
once or twice they final'y disappear. Oa counting our catch we
have 14 nice blues, and have only to regret that we were not able
to take, them with rod and reel in a sportsmanlike, manner, instead
of as K. said, using a clothes-line.
The early afternoon finds us at anchor in the cove again. We

wished our friends at home had our fish, but as it was impractica-
ble to keep them fresh until our return, we made a virtue of
necessity and gave them away.
Our stock of water running low, Caplain Sandy tells us of a

wonderful spring on the opposite shore, at the foot of the High-
lands. We. soon sail across and anchoring in shoal water, we take
our jug and waterbreaker and go ashore. Running out of and
down the hill side, the spring is seen, and our vessels we filled
with the sweetest of water; cold and sparkling, it is renowned for
its purity. We were told that pilot boats and fishing vessels fre-
quently visit this spring to obtain water; certain it is that after
keeping some two months on the boat it was found as palatable
as ever.
It being low water we stroll along shore, gathering a number of

oysters which, although small, ar« of good flavor. Getting back to
the Cove, we rig up for the night, and enjoy for supper some of the
bluefish we had that day caught, cooked by Captain Sandy in
his best style, and served on a table we had improvised on the
beach. We are soon under our canvas cabin glancing over the
papers obtained from the steamboat by Captain Sandy's boy.
Cushions and rugs are again adjusted, and we are making up for
the sleep lost the night before in enjoying the Commodore's hos-
pitality.

Next morning we again try for weakfish with but small success,
three or four of say %lbs. being all we caught. We cannot imagine
why fishing is so poor this year, as in former seasons we had no
difficulty in catching all wo wanted. Although truth to tell weak*
fishing is but mild sport, yet it is about all that is left to us now
in the waters ad jacent to New York. Their scarcity cannot be
laid to the menhaden fishermen this year certainly, as they have
not pursued their calling in inshore waters, and it is to our mind
a very open question if this industry appreciatively affects the sup-
ply of food fishes, if it is confined onlv to the capture of the moss-
bunker. Great South and Barnegat Bays were well supplied with
weak, blue and other palatable fish at this time, but Raritan Bay
and surrounding waters afforded little or no fishing, and this
although the waters showed less pollution than heretofore.
Giving up fishing we go ashore and stroll along the ocean side

of the peninsula, and watch the surf as it breaks in a long line of
foam on the hard sloping beach, we notice that at irregular inter-
vals the. undulations are longer and consequently the surf is
higher as the larger wave breaks. We speculate on this, and
decide that it must be due to some tidal influence. We had often
heard that this larger wave was at regular intervals as every
thiid, sixth or seventh undulation, but this is evidently an error.
Many steamers and sailing vessels are watched leaving and en-

tering the port of the metropolis of the Western Continent, in
fact, the broad Atlantic is dotted wdth them as far as the eye can
reach; few square-rigged craft are observed; three and even four-
masted schooners seem to have taken the place of the bark, brig
and brigantine, so often seen in years gone by, with what advan-
tage gamed insurance people seem in doubt.
Getting hungry we wander back to the boat, and soon our appe-

tites are satisfied. Captain Sandy's boy is seen approaching in
his eatboat. and with the usual papers he hands K. a telegram
which tells him he must be at business in the morning, and there-
fore must start hack to-night. The crew feels sadly disappointed
at this, as he will have no companion during the long sail back on
the morrow, hut it cannot be helped, so entering the cat.boat we
are attbe steamer wharf in a short time, where bidding K. good
by we are presently back at the Cove and aboard our own craft.
The night having turned somewhat chilly the canvas curtains

are drawn down closely, the lamp is lit, and after perusing the
papers, a few chapters of "Pickwick Papers" are read before we
go to sleep. About 2 o'clock A. M. we are awakened by the wind,
which is blowing a strong and cold breeze from the eastward,
which threatens to blow away our canvas cabin, forcing us to rig
some preventers on it. While, doing this we find we are" dragging
anchor rapidly, more cable does not remedy matters any, so we are
forced to crawl under the forward deck and get out the heavy
Chester folding anchor, overhaul the cable in the dark, and let it

go. This brings her up. but where we have drifted to we have no
idea, but we notice quite a little sweU on, owing to the heavy
wind. As nothing else can be done, we turn in and are soon
asleep again.
In the light of the crew's experience it is a wonder more boats

or yachts using the ordinary galvanized anchor, sold by naval
supply people, do not go ashore, as it is shaped to do almost any-
thing else than hold on hard on sandy bottom; they may answer
very well in the mud around New York, but how they hold else-
where is a mystery, unless indeed they doit by sheer weight. The
crew has provided against this trouble in the future by having an
anchor made of an approved and well-tried pattern by Horace
Ericson, of Barnegat, N. J., who by the way, although only the
village blacksmith, is a nephew of the deceased inventor of
Monitor fame. This anchor has been galvanized and will hold in
any bottom, although not as heavy as the store one by 71bs.
The crew wakes to find the wind still from the eastward, but

more moderate, the weather thick and threatening rain, but
traps are stowed aud deck cleared for our return home. After
breakfast good-byes are said and we start off under mainsail and
jib. We were probably some two miles on our course, when an
impenetrably thick fog settled down on the water, so thick that
the bowsprit end could baTely be seen from the stem. Fog
whistles were heard to the eastward, and as there was no pleasure
in sailing in the fog we hauled on the wind and stood back. The
wind had now almost died out, so that it was very slow work in-
deed. Finally a fog whistle was heaTd ahead on the port bow,
and immediately after what was taken to be the point of the
Hook showed up, but instead proved to he an ocean steamer, try-
ing to feel her way on to an anchorage. We had evidently in try-
ing to make the Hook been carried past it by the ebb tide and
were heading for Europe. We hailed the steamer, which
proved to be a cattle boat, and asked her if she knew where she
was; an officer or pilot from the bridge hailed back that they
was somewhere off the point of the Hook and in the channel,
but just where they would like to know. Before he had dune
talking she disappeared, even while he was asking, "What ship is

that?" evidently he did not see us.
Well, here was a pretty pass. We knew, however, if we stood to

the westward, like C. Columbus, again we would fetch up against
some land; so we headed about, and with the wind once more
astern and quite an ocean swell undsr our keel, we go land hunt-
ing. We had been holding a W.N.W. course about half an hoar,
the wind having freshened slightly, when the flapping of sailswas
heard ahead. The next moment a sloop was seen in the wind
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almost over us. .lamming the tiller hard a-starboard, we just
clear her as she fills away on the starboard tack, so close that we
go over a light skirt she has in tow, swamping it and losing its
oars A hail from the sloop to pick up the oar^and she is Inst in
the tog. A horn blown in our vicinity makes the crew think hehad better letch and bug the nearest shore; but just where that,
Shore is rather bothers him. As now he must be well inside the
Hook, ho heads a S.W. course, hoping to strike somewhere in the
neighborhood of Port, Monmouth. That, he is a little anxious can-
not be denied, and he heartily wishes that he had not started until
clearer weather.
The wind was now breezi ng up from the N.E. and the fog looked

thinner, at which our courage, rose proportionately. In less than
an hour we fetch land not far from Bivside Beacon. Skirting the
shore we run into Keyport, and go in there to make a visit to an
old friend and get dinner. Having paid our visit, and dined, we go
aboard to find that the fog had entirely cleared and the breeze is
fresh from the N.E. With port, rail under, we head across Rari-
tan Bay tor Staten Island Sound; up this we beat. There is power
in the wind, and we are forced to take in a reef before reaching
Sewaren. Here we take tack for tack with a cat-boa !, some three
or tour feet longer than we are; but -is the wind increases, power
tells, and she leaves us. After an exciting sail home, we pick up
our moorings and are so glad to get back after nearly a' week's
absence.

. Richmond.

THE NEW DEED OF GIFT.
rpHE following letter was published in the World of Nov. 19, the
J. writer being Mr. James Ashbury, the first challenger for the
America's Cup: °

To the Editor of the. World:
Although not a yacht owner, I have followed with interest the

various phases in relation to the Cup won in 1851 by the AmericaTo my mind the recent decision to alter the deed of trust underwhich the cup is held is most amusing, as all negotiations and
acts to alter the conditions of the trust are as unsportsmanlike
as they are illegal.

•,o?
bo terms

J
of t^- trust are clear beyond o.ueation. In or about,

18/0 Commodore btebbins officially informed the New York Y C •

First—That Mr. Schuyler had reported that the intention of thedonors was tha t a race or match for the Cup meant a single vessel
.and not a fleet.

Seeqnd-The commodore took the opinions of three eminentAmerican judges, who ruled that a match or race meant a single
vessel.
By a vote of 20 to 1 the yacht owners ruled in 1870 that a fleet

should sail, but inl871 pract ically admitted their illegal act by de-
ciding to send one vessel, but their nominating four to pick and
choose from on the morning of the race was again a violation of
the deed and of the intentions of the donors, and in subsequent
years the contention was withdrawn.
As no opposition has been made to the club using a centerboard

no question arises thereon ou races in American wa I ers
1

It is not competent for the N. Y. Y. C. to dictate to English
yacht clubs as to the terms under which the Cup could or should
be raced for in English waters. The race would be under the
terms of the deed of trust, and the late Mr. Schuyler and the N Y
Y. C. had no particle of right and power to alter the terms and

the four donorsT
" " M given by

In treating for any future races the club must be careful to
advise the challenger that the. legality of the second deed will be
contested in the Superior Court of America, and that no race can
take place pending such decision. Yours truly.

12. A Globe Tbottjbr.
How much there is behind Mr. Ashbury's threat we cannot sav

but he has little reason to love the New York Y. C, and attbesame time he would be doing a real service to his fellow yachts-men if he could secure a return to the original deed of gift A
resort, to legal measures is always to be deprecated in matters of
sport, where fair play and good fellowship: :-rK>!iii :

[ ,

principles, but the complications following the last change of the
conditions governing the America's Cup are taking such a aha oe
that an attempt at a legal solutionis by no means improbable
before another race is sailed. Even though no steps be taken by
Mr. Ashbury or other British yachtsmen, the time may come
when, in order to get a challenge, the New York Y. C. will have
to resort to a friendly suit in order to free itself from the- new deed
of gift. The usual fall crop of challengers and defenders is nowm full bloom, WJ-footers for syndicates and single ownerson both
sides of the water, for Gen. Paine, Mr. Forbes. Mr. Morgan ColNorth and other yachtsmen, but thus far not a particle of" cor-
roboration has appeared, and it is probable that big y p..- hi = -- n i

international racing will take no more tangible shape next season
than this.

PODGERS AND THE AMERICAN EAGLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The yachting season being over, and everything from the cat-

boats to the big steam yachts having gone into winter quarters
interest in the sport necessarily flags. The owners are too busv
in Wall street to think of sail or steam, although many of them
are probably carrying more sail and heavier pressure just now
than at any time last summer. Stocks and securities that are in-
secure are occupying their close attention to the exclusion of all
thoughts of pastimes. They are riding out gales, some of them
with single anchors and dragging into a lee shore, longing for a
snug harbor under their lee.
That some of the Wall street tars will come to grief-—go on the

rocks—seems probable from the "present condition of themarket "
So we cannot expect much yachting talk from that class of yacht
owners. They have other fish to fry, some big ones—whales may-
hap, with a scarcity of frying pan capacity. But there are a
few yachtsmen who are not slaves to Wall street and cannot we
hear from them as to what is to be the next "fad" in yachts?
Yachts and yacht building have become as much a matter of

fashion as to model, form and stile as the latest in dress and dog-
carts. We have had a severe infliction of things English. Not a
yacht built the last two years that has not had the pigeon fan-
tail, blasted English stern, you know, narrow, unsightly and
hideous to an American eye not tainted with the anglomaniac
fever. Cutters have had their brief day and those owning them
are tired of thorn. We have gone through that stage of English
worship, tried a mixed model of depth and breadth, a combina-
tion conssceion to English rig, English sterns and American
beam, but stuck to lead keels, and after all what good has come
of the new departure? Every other attempt of the kind has been
a failure and to-day we do not turn out a faster or as handsome a
craft as our daddies did. Is there a schooner afloat to-day that
could beat the Sappho, think you! or even a sloop that could beat
the old Maria, I doubt it.

It strikes me we are groping in the dark, we are in a semi-be-
nighted condition. . We have lost our grip on the old models andmade no improvement in the way of the new, and as it stands
to-day we are all at sea. There is no longer any fixed type of the
American boat. We have tried to copy the English and failed
tried a semi-combination, half cat and half dog, and what shali
we do next is the question. I really believe if Burgess was asked
to-day what model or kind of a boat he considered as the best to
build, if he answered conscientiously, he would sav "damflno."

It has been a year of experimental groping in thedark, much as
the doctors grope when they try one medicine on the chances
then another, until the patient succumbs to experiment. The
fellows who pay for yachts are the patients in this case. The
modelers and builders are the fellows administering their vital
doses, often making the patient very sick.
This concession to and fad for things English handicaps every

builder. He knows he must humor his customer by giving him
something very English, you know, and hence is in a quandary
what kind of a hairpin to turn out. "Quandary" would be an
appropriate name for the craft he does turn out.

Is there not yet remaining some man with sufficient nautical
skill and independence to strike for his sires and his country and
turn out an American boat? A boat with beam. A boat with
moderate depth. Astern with space and bearing in a knock-
down, and not a tooth-pick. Some day. I think, Burgess will come
to the rescue, throw overboard all these English notions now lit-
erally forced upon him, and say, "Away with this foolishness, I
will build an American boat." That day will come. He will
emancipate himself from bis present "a.nvthiug to oblige Benson'
and wrap himself in the American flag.and Kirby-like declare him-
self a true American. I shall live to see it, and when he does I
will put a classical dictionary under one arm. a pair of blue specs
on my nose, and invade Boston to do him honor.
Yachting to-day is losing its grip, so many failures have driven,

and are driving, the community to steam. Of course those, are
not the real genuine article. Not dyed in the wool yachtsmen
bat they are in the majority. Steam yachts are gaining in favor
with that class who must get back to keep an appointment at the
club. Of course it is at the club, always is. You will see more of
the tea-kettle fleet another year if they cannot get a sailing craft
to beat t'other fellow. And some day they get becalmed down the
bay, they say sail, I'llhave steam, and forthwith offer the craft

for sale. Look at the list of sailing craft advertised by yacht
agents. It tells the story. You can buy schooners and sloops at
the cost of their cabin outfit, while steam yachts go off lively
I doubt if you will see a regatta of the New York Yacht Club

next summer. The interest m regattas is a thing of the past, and
it don t pay. It is a great, expeuse to yacht owners and the clubs.
The annual cruise is a great improvement On the regatta—more,
fun, gives a long holiday, and helps the cause.

I want some smarter fellow than lam to come out and tell uswhat we are going to do about all this degeneracy. If there is
any remedy, what is i t? PodgebS.

DELAWARE RIVER.-The sixteen foot cats, new this yearand twins—Clarke and King, had an interesting race on Nov 16Oourse from Cooper's Point to Chester Buoy and return, .30 milesNo limit of time. The Clarke had been a winner all the season
'

although the boats are as near alike in form, sail plan, etc., as the
greatest care could make them. Some one suggested that a slight
difference in men would make either boat win. Hence the race.
Capt. John McCiilley won the Reedy Island Ditcher, a handsome
gold badge which he wears with becoming pride, and several club
prizes, in the Clarke: and has never been defeated in this boat
Capt. R. G. Wilkius sailed the King for the first time. The boatsmade a splendid start, at 10:30. Wind north and light veering >o E.and W. At Kaign's Point the King hauled her wind across the bow
ot her compe titor and after ii luffiug march bore away for stronger
tide. Sh< rily after the Clarke being further to the eastward took
the wiud off shore; leaving the King to "fish out a breeze" fromsome other quarter. Flood tide caught the boats off League
Island and the wind freshened, with westing in it. The King
seemed to like it and was soon pinching the Clarke for windward
position, eventually passing her and slowly but surely opening the
gap. Above the lower end of Tinicnm and t hree miles from the
turning buoy on the upper spit of Chester Island, tne King was
halt a mile m the lead. McCully then signalled be would like to
declare the race off and sail it over again. This Wilkins con-
sented to reluctantly. The boats had been "bucking" the tide for
several miles and it would have been an aUnight's job to finish
the race. It is evident to l^cal sailors, however,' that bad the race
been continued to the lower buoy, the boat leading by say only half
a mile, would with the flooding tide have been four or more miles
ahead on the home stretch, as the wind was verv light. The King
beats the Clarke in a run of 12 miles, one half-niile.

QUA^R CITY Y. C.-At the November meeting of the Quaker
City Y. C. the board of trustees reported the election of Messrs
John S. Lloyd, George D. Gideon and Dr. Joseph T, Rothrock to
membership. Com. Middleton submitted his report of the annual
cruise. The secretary reported the enrolment of the following
yachts: Sloop Lizzie, Mr. E. 8. Brown, length 83ft., beam lift. 8in°
draft dft.; Schooner Noma, Mr. E. R..' Coleman, length 105ft 9m
beam2lft.bin., draft 12ft.; Yawl White Cap. Dr. J, T. Rothrock'
length 75ft,., beam go ft. 9in., draft 9ft. The committee ou river
club house reported that they had inspected several properties and
would report, fully at a future meeting. A special meeting of the
club was held on Nov. 20 to consider the advisability 0 f forming
a classm navigation, and to meet Commander Francis M. Green
of tne Pennsylvania Nautical Schoolsbip Saratoga, who had been
Invited to address the club on the necessity of yachtsmen having
a knowledge of the science of navigation. At t he close of Com-mander Green's address the committee on lectures and entertain-
ments were authorized and directed to make such arrangements
as may be necessary to inaugurate a course of studies and lectures
in navigation. The committee announced that 12 members of the
club had promised to join the class. The yawl White Cap, Dr J
T. Rothrock owner, with Davis Bullock and Percy Moore of the
University of Pennsylvania and Mr. A. S. Hitchcock of the Mis-
souri Botanical Gardens, sailed from Pniladelphia in October on
a scientific expedition to the Bahamas and West Indies 'and
arrived at Nassau, N. P., on Nov. 8, after verv heavy weather on
the passage. The White Cap sailed for the Windward Islands on
Nov. 12. The schooner Norma, Mr. E. R. Coleman, is fitting out
for a cruise to the West Indies, and will sail about Dec. 1.

THE WRECK OE THE URANIA.—The first particulars of the
wreck of the Urania were incorrect, the details being as told in
the following extract from the FMd. The yacht was a 61 ton
cruising yawl, about 65ft. l.w.l., lift. 10in. beam and lift draft
built in 1882: "A fatal disaster occurred at Bangor, co Down dur-
ing Thursday night's storm to the 61 ton yawl Urania, from the
Clyde to Southampton, with Viscount Cantelupe, eldest son of EarlDe la Warr, and seven men on hoard. The yacht put into Bangor
Bay on Thursday evening, through stress of weat her, and anchored
a few hundred yards from the battery. At 2 o'clock on Fridav
morning, however, the wind shifted, and the Urania was driven
on the rocks. Finding their vessel going down, the men helped
Lord Cantelupe up the rigging, following afterwards themselves-
but, just when his Lordship had reached the highest footrone he
struck the yacht and unfortunately was thrown into the boiling
sea and drowned before the eyes of his men and a large crowd of
people standing on the rocks close by. Capt. Hannay, the coast-
guard and his men, Mr. Arthur Hill Coates, and others were in
the meantime getting the rocket apparatus ready; and, connection
having been made, the captain of the yacht and his six seamen
were saved after 3 hours' hard work, and comfortably housed bv
Mr. Coates. The greatest sympathy is felt for Lord Canteluoe's
young wife and relatives, as he was only married 5 months ago
The top of the Urania's mast was visible, above water on JFridav
morning.

-

'
"

THE NORTON STEAMER.—The Norton yawl which was built
at Staten Island a couple of years ago, and which at one time
issued a challenge to any yacht for a race around Bermuda has
lately been converted into a steamer by the Pusey & Jones' Coher compound engines being 5J4 and 10j3Xl0ir. The vessel is 58ft'
long, 12ft. Bin. beam, and 6ft. 4m. draft, her displacement bein» 41
tons. She is fitted with the Norton air and water ballast the
tanks holding 8 tons of water. As the engines and the Norton
system occupy nearly all the interior of the hull, a high deck
house is necessary to accommodate the crew. The screw is 34in
diameter and olin. pitch; the vessel is yawl or ketch ringed and
her bunkers carry 15 tons of coal, which is considered a tbirtv
days' supply In this craft Capt. Norton last week sailed from
Staten Island for foulon, France, proposing to call first at the
Azores. His party include himself and wife, with their niece an
engineer and assistant, sailing master, two seamen, Stewart and
cook. The Norton system has been fully described in the Forestand Stkeam on several occasions; it is simply a form, of water
ballast and sealed airtanks, possessing some peculiar features for
which much is claimed, but in no way superior to other methods
of water ballasting.

LAWLEY'S YARD.—The beach and basin at Lawley's are well
filled, nearly all the Eastern flyers being hauled out or moored in
the basin. Among the former are Volunteer. Alga, Pannoose
Shark, Hawk, Swordfish, Saracen, Saladin, Rosalind, Chi ouita.and
Milicete; while m the svater are Mohican, Gitana, Troubadour,
Wayward, Gossoon and Say When. In the big shed Mr Welch'snew cruiser is planked up, a fine-looking craft of moderate beamand easy bilge, with iron keel. Near her are two small steamers,
i
,ulWn stock, but since sold. In the small shed is a steam yacht
for Mr. C. S. Eaton, owner ot Rosalind, now planked up. Men are
at work carting away a part of the hill to make room for a new
buildmg shed 12oXo0ft. on the north side of the yard while an-
other building will.be erected for the steel building Dlant. TheBelmont 46-footer is laid down, and the spars for her and three
others are roughed out. One of these is for Cornelius Vanderbilt.
one for Bayard Thayer and one for A. B. Turner, owner of Mili-
cete, last year's centerboard 46-footer. All four are keel boats,
Mr. Turner has engaged Capt. Charles Barr to sail his boat.

THE ROBERTS BOILER -A company has just been organized
under the name ot the Roberts W ater Safety Tube Boiler Co. with
a capital stock of 8250,000. to build the Roberts boiler Mr Roberts
is presidSW and general manager. The building and plant will
be enlarged and improved.
XARA —The purchaser of Mr. Mean's 40-footer is Mr. AlfredKayne otNewburgh. Is. Y., and Xara will fly the Rat rampant of

the Newburgh C. & B. A. next season

.

CONSTELLATION -The new sinelestick rig for this schooner
will have a boom lOfaft. long, a gaff 57ft. and 80ft. hoist.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest andSTREAM their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of.the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested toforward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs oi cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.
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A. C. A, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.
THE following is a list of the amendments to the constitutionand by-laws adopted at the meeting on Nov. la, a summary
of which was given last week:

CONSTITUTION.
Art. V., Sec. 1. Add the word "librarian" after secretary-treas-

urer. Sec. 2. "The librarian shall be elected by the executivecomtm ttee tor the term of th ree years." Art. VII. As a continua-
tion ot Art. VII. "In the event of absence of commodore the rank-
ing officer ot his Division will act in his stead, and should no officer

BOOKS RECEIVED.

- ice-commodores the rearcommodores will act in their stead and Division officers take pre-
cedence as to rank. Should no Division officer be present at a meet
or meeting the_ senior member present of that Division shall iire-
side." Art. IX., Sec. 2. Third line --hould read: "Thev shall also
forward to the A. C. A. secretary-treasurer, by Aug. 1, t he amount
due from the Division to the A. C. A. treasurer, and within four
weeks after the annual camp of the A. C. A. a list of members and
canoes ot their Divisions. Pursers shall receive, etc." Art XII
In Art. XII. "In the official organ" shall read: "In one of the
official organs."

BY-XAWS.
Chap. I., Sec. 3. Ado after first sentence: "Members joining the

Association after Sept. 30 shall pay no dues for the current year "
Chap. IX., Paragraph 2. Add the 'club race" after- tiie words "the
three record races," in the third line. Chap. IX. (S) To read- "They
shall submit to the commodore in time for publication at least
two weeks previous to the annual meeting, a full report, in which
shall be embodied all proposals for changes in racing ruleswhether originating with the committee or submitted to them Dy
members. They shall also furnish a condensed report of the
annual events and esoenditurea to the secretary-treasurer for the
year book." Chap. X. Add: "And for the secretary-treasurer the
letters A. C. A. m gold, supported by a quill in silver." Chap. XI.Add "the librarian or" after tilth word.
The following is an abstract of the statement of the committee

on camp site and arrangements:

Expenditures.
Printing and postage

. $> 27 oi
Lumber. $m U

'

*P'Sht ^°.wa.vs 83 90 563 01Well and bricks 90 50
h^?T '.

. 660 08
?-
entSi-V« 33 50

Signal station
_ _ 2 35

$1,377 02
„ Credits.

Lumber—Tent floors §170 25
Docks and skids 186 53
Loose lumber 21 11
Flagpoles , 10 50
H. Stanton, on account mess 16-3 98

Labor, H. Stanton, on account mess 73 13
Entertainment 60 50 036 00

Cost to A. C. A i740~92
The above summary conveys a very small idea of the full and

complete report made by Mr. Burchard, covering 22 type-written
pages, with bills attached, and giving a detailed statement, of
every board used and of every hour of labor. The full contracts
lor lumber, wmch was bought in New York, are also included
Arrangements were made by which aU uncut boards, or those
above a certain size, were returned.

Cudjo'S Cave. By J. T. Trowbridge. Good Company Series
b.o. 4. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Paper. Price 50 cents. This was
first published m war times, of which it- is a story; and it had a
tremendous sale in those days. Doubtless many readers will be
glad to read it again, to test whether it has the same interest now
as then,

.

Names ant* Portbaits of Bibbs, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book.particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 830 pages, price $2.50. eale by Fobbbt
Ay^D J3XXKXAX*

The following letter was sent to the executive committee:
J. W. Cart-wright, Jr., Vice-Com. E. D., A. C. A:
Dear Sir—1 desire to say a few words on three different sub-

jects, viz: War Canoes, Cruising Canoes, and the Pecowsic Sail
to be presented by you to the executive committee at their cornintr
meeting. a

I name the above subjects in the order of merit to the A C A
as I look upon the subject, war canoes beins of the greatest value
ro the A. C. A. as giving the most enjoyment to the greatest num-
ber ana thus tending to increase the membership.
War Canoes—Two objections now against, war canoes are trans-

portation facilities and enough paddlers in any one club to man
then, and both are easily overcome in the following manner. Let
the A. C. A. fax the limit and number of paddlers to a canoe andhave the canoe made to take apart at the midships section so itcould be shipped back and forth in an ordinary freight car. Then
let each division buy a canoe to be the property of said division or
better still let the tour divisions unite on some maker to build all
four ot the boats. Now let each division take their war canoes to
the meet and man them with paddlers belonging to said division
only. Start the tour boats on a half-mile straight away race dudyou will have more good fun and excitement than was ever had at
any previous race held by the A. C. A. Harvard and Yale would
be nowhere, and besides creating a healthy rivalry between
divisions it would also furnish sport for all.
Cruimig Canoes.-In my opinion the A. C. A. is entirely on thewrong trackm trying to encourage what is termed an "all around

canoe." Whoever heard of an all around horse"? A horse to be of
any account whatever must be distinctive, a trotter, a draught
horse or a saddle horse, one or the other, not all in one. Just thesame with a canoe, she must be either a racer, a paddler or a
cruiser. The A. C. A. should not lose a day in fixing the limit of
a. cruising canoe, and her dimensions should be something like
this: length not over 15ft., beam not less than 30in., cockpit not
less than 18m. wide by 5ft. long and using a bilge centerboard or aboard that does not project up higher than the. Radix; sail area
not over 75ft. This is all that need be said about dimensions,wow let the A. O. A. take the combined sailing and paddlioi? race
tor a cruising race, and have all the events done, with a cruisin^
canoe with the except ion of the unlimited and trophy races. I am
ready tfj subscribe §10 toward the purchase of a cruising trophy
like the twoothertroubles now held by theA. CL A. Of coare© tha
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above arrangement does away with the recordl
and in my optaton

it should be done away with, for by so doing you get a peneci

cruising canoe and you never will m any other way.
.

-ppfmrmif, Sails —I was much surprised at the last A. U. A. meet

wheT urned out one morning to be told that ^e execute com-

mittee at their meeting the night before had prohibited the use

of my favorite sail, and I hope the honorable committee will

reacted the resolution passed at the meeting. It certainly does

hot look right to say that the A. C. A. has prohibited the use of a

™rtain tind of sail when so many are coming into use wherever

you go I never had a sad that 1 could rot put up aodlowet while

afloat No man ever helped me to leave a whart or make a land-

fng becauseThe^ater was rough I never jumped mtu the

*

when approaching the lee shore to save my boat. At the reviews

he d aGrindstone and Bow Arrow I« » h« f
nrifl lowered mv sail* the same as the rest of the fleet, it is miicc

a rail with so man v good points that the A. C. A. cannot forbid its

use wx^OUt rnure or less reaction hereafter. It is also largely in

u®e where members having but little time to enjoy a sail demre

to ri* un quickly. In small areas it is coming into use every day
some members Ha i I

! sed their sail areas out of

future. Respectfully submitted by

Springmeld, Mass., Nov. 12.

CANOEING IN ENGLAND.

the Sail uau* nunwjiui trc^Bomui,., . » ~__---- z.^' nf
iust returned from a long vacation m Scotland to find a pile fit

copies of the Sail and Paddle and the Forest and Stream await-

^^reason^or^riting is that 1 fear Mr. Bigelow's letter, if not

reviewed, might give to American and Canadian canoeists a

somewhat misleading notion of the present state of canoeing m
England, botu as to our canoes and ear- rteing institutions.

Not only is this letter applicable to Mr. Bigelow's article, but I

hone it may be read in conjunction with many paragraphs which

have appeared lately in the Forest and Stream, and I offer my
remarks in no hostile spirit to either paper or individual but

only in that bona tide canoeists in England are not desirous of ap-

,„ „,-.-,• - .U'
:j:A-e.iu2-5 of a movement under which canoeing

is persuaded to "collidescope" into boating and small yachting,

all the while under the colors of canoeing, and therefore under
ftt

It must be borne in mind by my American readers that in Eng-
land we have two elements which detract greatly from the possi-

bility of canoeing as a sport ever here growing to A. C. A. pro-

portions. These are the absence of suitable waters handy to our

large cities, and that volunteer service and cycling steadily ab-

sorb a large number of young men who otherwise would probably

^Mr.^Bigelo^says "The sport of canoeing is fast disappearing in

England, if it is not already gone, in spite of the tact that the

British Canoe Association Uas grown steadily in members since

18
lt'is very evident that Mr. Bigelow tabes his cue from what he

saw at the B. C. A. mtet, at Falmouth, and if that were the true

barometer of English canoeing he would, no doubt, be justified m

^However", as a fact, the British Canoe Association holds but a

small percentage of the British canoeists. It is not truly an asso-

ciation, but a club, and a boating club at that, in which canoes,

boats and small yachts are admitted indiscriminately.

There are no "association" definitions to conserve the classes or

types, and no racing classifications to guide British canoeing—
even if i he association were acknowledged as "representative ot

British canoeing" (which, however, it is a long way from being).

The British Canoe Association was started in 188/, at a cruis-

ing meet" of the Roval C. C, to which other clubs and canoeists

had been invited. It was created there and then -without, due
notice, and in the absence of many of the leading canoeist^, and

It promoters refused to reconsider or reopen new the details of its

constitution; hence a large number of the best known canoeists

held aloof from the so-called B. C. A. then and since.

I have not, and never had, the slightest objection to the a. C. A.

as a "club," but I do object to a mixed boating, yachting and
canoeing body, assuming what to ordinary canoeing must appear
as the conservancy of canoeing, because of the national title used.

Mr Bigelow, in the September Sailo.nd.PMdle, describes the

1890 meet of the B. C. A., and from all I have heard his descrip-

tion is Qepfeetly accurate and his criticism, so far as that meet is

of those' here most do not pretend that they can be paddled at alt

machines," as perfect for match sailing as they would be imper-

il hlve,
a
as°you point out, myself had such a craft in 1870. Her

lines were in Kemp's first edition of "Yachtand Boatfiling. I

soon gave up the schooner rig and put her back to the mdinary

canoe fitout of main lug and mizen Though she was successful

in racing, she was simply abominable tor hauling about
,

or hous-

ing- needed two regular cradles to sit on m the boat house.

In davVWe saT below and steered by foot, what would she

not do when sailed now from the deck position and with^limited
sail ? Well, the R. C. C. limits stop her, but the A. C. A. rules

distinctly Invite such craft. ... ± 4 -k •

I know' full well that all "limitations" are vexatious to the in-

ventive genius, but they are necessary for the common good. 1

think the Roval Canoe Club has gone too minutely to work-but
that is ever the result of undigested amendments being sprung

upon a meeting and accepted rather than risk losing an important
reform. The divergence from canoe type m England used to be

in beam, depth and ballast, butour American cousins taught us the

power gaiuable by sitting out to windward, we saw the danger

that that position would invoke huge sails and deep wedge bodies

and lead or heavy plates; so we limited sail area, and thus at one

stroke cut off any advantage that might have been gained by the

threatened divergence from true canoes. With sail area limited

and length limited, beam, centerplate and keel limits are ot very

minor importance, and could with advantage be simplified in the

rule so as to gi ve greater freedom of model. It has been declared

on all hands in yachting that under the length and sail area rule

it is impossible to build a successful monstrosity—therefore with

the canoe all we have further to do is to insure that canoe

nature" is conserved to the craft. The A. C. A and the R. C. C.

rule being so very nearly alike, let me suggest that a simplified

medium rule might be agreed upon between the three countries.

America, Canada and England—otherwise international racing is

^^mericaus^isiting England would have to comply with the re-

quirements not only of limited sail area, but as to position of

center plate, i. c, not abaft mid-lengths, size of well, etc. English-

men going to America to sail for the A. C. A. and New York
trophies are under the disadvantage that, unless they build

specially for such trip a canoe simply a racer and which they
would not be allowed to test in our English races, they take over

a canoe built and fitted and tested under the curb of our "limita-

tions." Neither of us are Romans, so I don't see why, when we
go abroad we should "do as the Romans do." It should he legis-

lated so as to be a case of "When Greek meets Greet, then comes
the tug of war." ..

,
.' L . ....

The canoe yawls, to which Mr. Bigelow refers as "big canoes."

have come into favor in England in many places where the waters,

owing to mud banks, etc., are unsuited to small canoes. But with
no guiding definitions or limitations the successive boats of this

type have quickly "run to seed" in the direction of small yachts,

with heavv lead keels, bowsprits, jibs and gaff sails.

The Royal C. C. does not recognize them as canoes, but has. as
the senior authority on canoeing in England, created a definition

in order to draw the line between canoe type and yacht nature.
The definition is very simple, yet effective: "Length not over 20ft.,

beam not less than 3ft., depth from upper side of deck to under
side of keel, measured anywhere, not to exceed 3ft. No ballast

outside or below the garboards, excepting center plates. No tran-

: counterstern. Rating (
lengthxsail area\

6000
not to exceed

0.5."

Kingston, Hendon, Liverpool, Wear, Tyne,Tees, Sunderland, etc.,

for, at these places, he would have seen "canoes" as really canoes
as any in America. Did he see the Royal C. C. races? I believe

he is a member of the Royal C. C. Has he lost his club book? if

not let him turn to pages 15, 16, 17 and 18, he will there see that

our definition, under which alone canoes are allowed to race in

the R. C. C. is really stricter than the A. C. A. rule. We limit

size exactlv the same as A. G.A. rules; we, above this, limit sail

area to 112 sq. ft.;' we prohibit sliding out deck seats, bucket
wells and standing sails (the latter practically), and we paddle
our races in the same canoes we sail our races in.

The majority of our canoes are 16ft. by 30in. beam, and about
oin. draft, and sailed without ballast, or with very little. The
rather too minute limitations, such as to minimum depth (page

16), were incorporated to stop the building of mere bottoms decked
over. i. $., too small a craft instead of, as Mr. Bigelow suggests,
too large a boat. .

.

As a matter of experience—with the squally winds we get in

EDgland in the early summer— I do not view the sliding out deck
seat as detrimental to canoeing, provided, as with us, a reason-
able limit, is put to sail area. Our limit of 113ft. is too small, and
might well be put up to 120ft.

With sail area limited to 120ft., which is an area a 16ft.X30m.
canoe can carry by balance of her crew, I don't think that a
heavily ballasted canoe cutter (see the Forest and Stream, Sept.

25) would, except in a gale, beat the ordinary Mo-ballast canoe.
But under the A. C. A. rules unlimited sail may be piled on suffi-

cient not only to drive the extra weight, but also to overcloud
the light canoe in moderate winds, and the lead and power must
enable her to outcarry the light craft in a heavy blow and lumpy
sea. Added to this also is the advantage of using a long extended
seat fitted to a platform of comparatively stable nature, a bucket
well and low freeboard.
Here^you have the possibility of a class of craft veritable

Thus, if the "yawl" is 20ft. long she can only have 150ft. of sail,

and no expert designer would give such a craft excessive beam or
depth or ballast. The far more likely danger would be a shallow
saucer-shaped skimmer built to suit particular water.
As yet canoe-yawls have not shown any sailing superiority over

canoes. On Hendon Lake the best canoes have beaten the yawls
in all kinds of breezes and smooth water, but there has not been a
trial between the best canoes and yawls in lumpy water.
Of course t he vawl men say "the yawl will yet be built which,"

etc., etc. Of course it will, but we never iutended to be always
able to right gunboats against line of buttle ships.

For girling-sailing, of course, a "yawl" is the thing and suits the
married member, and so no harm is done to "canoeing;" but harm
is done to our sport when "yawls" stalk abroad as "canoes." Rail-

way and steamer companies having agreed to a rate for carrying
canoes, then find heavy monsters put upon them. Up go the
charges never to come down again.
I cannot doubt but that the present danger to canoe sailing iu

America is the absence of a (reasonable) limit to sail area, and in
England is the presence of (unreasonable) minor limitations. Un-
der the A. C. A. rules, as now existing, model yacht elements
must come to the fore and the hona fide canoe must take a back
seat. Under the English minor limitations (cruising requirements
as to fitting?) a canoe is at a disadvantage when pitted against
the less fettered A. C. A. craft. Whether one or both these evils

require amendment is a question to be promptly considered before
the "damage is done."

v osn he naddled at all If the majority prefer to let the machine develop, well, let her

The ?Jv™ pannr. Hw *lP5 but dcm, t stop at that; create a second or cruiser class under
all the same conditions as the racer class-except that some limit-
ations are added to conserve the bona fide canoe of general utility,

viz., a reasonable limit to sail area—say HSsq.ft. A reasonable
size of hatchway to enable sitting below. Reasonable hatchways
in the decks for stowage purposes; and two permanent bulkheads
below with space between for sitting in, i. e., 4ft.

If this second class were created there would be cudos in racing
„ "cruiser" against the "machines" if she won, and admitted fair
excuse if she were beaten, whereas at present it would be asinine
folly to expect to beat with cruiser fittings a craft solely fitted
and designed for racing, which some vulgar people call a "racing
machine." W. Baden-Powedl (Nautilus), R.C.C.

November, 1800.

race. Diamond's steering gear grave out, and she had to stop for

repairs, and was passed by the Whizz. The first round was com-

Vanessa"^ 12 51 30 Stella,.. 13 55 00

Whizz : . . 13 52 40 Birdie , 13 56 00

Diamond 13 54 50 Mercury 12 56 30

In the second round at the lower buoy Whizz was struck with a
squall and capsized, and her example was immediately followed

by Birdie, whose plumage got considerably soaked before she was
picked up by the Nina, who this year has been much engaged in

rescue work. Whizz and Birdie were now out of the race, which
was continued by the others, until Diamond, nearing the home
buoy, carried away her rudder, and after this second mishap re-

tired. The three canoes now left in the race finished the remain-
ing rounds as under:

2d Round. 3d Round. 4tb Round. Final.

Vanessa 1 14 00 1 88 30 2 02 00 2 2S 00

Stella 1 19 00 1 42 .10 2 08 00 3 iS8 00

Mercury 1 23 30 1 47 10 2 14 00 2 42 00

The winner sailed remarkaHy well throughout, and quite de-

served her victory, the owner receiving the congratulations of his

competitors, and of a number of old sailing cauoeists who were
looking on. Tiie limes of the rounds were very fast, but with the
exception of a beat into the bight, it was nearly all reaching.
Vanessa and Whizz will meet to-day (Saturday), Oct. 25, to sail

off the final heat, and if there is a breeze we expect to see a good
fl

^0ci'. 25.—The final match for the £50 challenge cup (sailing)

came off on Hendon Lake on Saturday. Two wins out of three
races is now the mode of competing for this trophy, and was in-

augurated this year in order to prevent the cup being won on a
fluKe. But owing to want of wind in the early summer the racing
had to be postponed to October, and consequently found the
racers much more off thau on, many being away touring and
sporting. Even had the whole racing fleet been at the starting

line it must be admitted that the ear.y start and short day ap-
pertaining to an October rare, together with biting wind and cold

water, tones down the allurement of canoe racing, except perhaps
to the few known "best chance" men.
On the 18th a hard breeze with squalls lasted well through the

t( n-mile race (triangular course), which was sailed by the win-
ner, Vanessa, in lh. 55m. Whiz, the final winner, being third in

that race, until Diamond's gear carried away, when Whiz took
second place, but soon after capsized and gave up. Nautilus,
though entered, was not a competitor, her owner being away in
Scotland.

.

On the 35th the two winners of the previous races met to sail off

the deciding match. The start was made at 12:45 in a W.S.W.
fresh breeze and drizzling rain, the two canoes were about 3yds.
apart beam and beam, with Vanessa in the lee berth on crossing
the line to beat to windward. Their sail plans were about equal,

large main fug and small mizen lug, total area limited to 112»q.ft.

Vanessa carried a heavy centerplate and some oOlbs. of lead; W biz
had a light plate and no ballast. The boats are of same length
and beam. In beating to windward Vanessa soon showed out and
took the lead, and at the lower mark was lm. 35s. ahead of Whiz,
but the latter gained on the run to the home buoy, a disiai.ee of

one mile. 43s. This form of sailing was repeated l hroughout the
match, the difference between the boats appearing more marked
as the wind fell lighter; Vanessa won the first round by 35s. In
the second round the wind fell off, and Whiz on the run up got
the lead; but the pair came up beam and beam a long way, Van-
essa only dropping astern when near the home mark by declining

to gibe her boom over to a shift of wind which took her by the lee.

After this Vanessa again got the lead, but working into a calm
patch she was passed by Whiz, the latter carrying a strong free

puff all to herself well down to the lower buoy. At the end of the

third round Whiz was leading by 20s. The wind got more to west
and to north of west, and Vanessa made a slight gain the fourth
round, or 8 miles, giving Whiz a lead of 14s.

The wind had now got to N. W-. and made it nearly all reaching.
Vanessa again got level with Whiz, at west end of the lake, but
mistaking the position of the buoy luffed far out of the course,

letting Wbiz round with a good lead. None the less, Vanessa
closed a lot on the reach home and made a close finish, the differ-

ence being 13s. The whole time elapsed but 2b. 47m. Mr. Croxall,
the owner of Whiz, was much congratulated on winning the cup.

The result of the cup racing is that, out of the three races two
have been in light wind and smooth water and one in a strong
breeze and moderately rough water; and that the light, small, no-
ballast, boat wins in light weather. Vanessa is the Nautilus of
18S7, a comparatively heavy deep cauoe, fitted with all cruising
appliances; whereas Whiz is essentially, except as to compara-
tively small differences ot lines, of the Charm type; she has no
cruising arrangements, such as hatchways for storage, and is of

very shallow construction. Possibly, being 10'm. longer than
Charm, the Whiz might make a better show in American compe-
tir.iou than Charm did, but a very general opinion prevails among
R.C.C. men, t hat she is not of a type which can perform well in
strong squally winds or really rough water. On the whole, the
Royal Canoe Club has enjoyed an excellent season of racing, and
the prizes have been well distributed among the best boats. The i

official table of races sets out the following order of winnings:

1st 2d
Ohal-Totel.

Position. Canoe. Owner. Prizes. Prizes.

ROYAL C. C. CHALLENGE CUP.

THE race for the challenge cup, postponed from June 14, took
place Oct. 18 in a spanking breeze, from the northwest, with

occasional heavy slammers. The following canoes were entered:
Boat. Owner. Boat. Owner.

Whizz E. R. T. Croxall. Atalanta R. De Q. Quincey.
Nautilus .... W. Baden Powell. Birdie P. Waterlow.
Stella G. E. Webster. Vanessa ..... B. De Quincey.
Selene S. F. Staples. Roulette C.Livingstone.
Severn T. H. Holding. Nemo P. Cox.
Diamond..... H. Church. Mercury D. Waterlow.
Of these, however, only the Whizz, Stella, Diamond, Birdie,

Vanessa and Mercury put in an appearance. Much regret was
felt at the absence of Nautilus and Atalanta. The race was under
the management of Mr. Herbert, the senior mate, assisted by
Messrs. Miles and Ingram, and was started at 13:30.

Vanessa was first over the line, and went off with a good lead,
followed by Diamond and Whizz, the others being in close prox-
imity. At the buoy in the bight Diamond was first, but Vanessa
soon after passed her, and was never again headed during the

1 — —

1 Nautilus.W. Baden Powell.... 3 2

3 Vanessa..B. de Quincey 3 1

3 Whiz Croxall 1 —
4 Severn .. .Holding 2 (mixed)
5 Stella Webster 1 2
6 Atalanta R. de Quincey , 1 —

Second .*odd 1 1

Class Roberts l —
Vawtq J Nina Mills 1yawls.,

-j Calkjn _
Whether the speed of the canoes lately built is better than was,

got out of a craft ten years back, such as Pearl and Nautilus of

i

1880, is a question which has lately been asked by several old:

hands, who no longer are active canoeists; up to half that elapsed,

time, say 1885, the answer is clearly "Yes." But when we come
beyond that date, to 1886, we have Stella (the Nautilus of 1886) and
Vanessa (the Nautilus of 1887) still good enough to win in the mod-'
ern company in good breezes.
Times of performing the course count for little as guides, as all

depends on the exact direction, strength and steadiness of thei

wind.
The fact remains that, so far, no canoe has been produced whic

has come to Hendon—sailed all the matches—and won each racei

she sailed in, which was sailed out.
The canoe may exist—but probably has yet to be built—which

will be entitled to hoist tho "clean-sweep" broom at the mizen.—
Nautilus, B. O. C, in Field.

A YEAR TOO LATE—Messrs. Harlan & Hollingsworth wil
build a duplicate of the steamer Shelter Island this winter, am
next year two boats will be Tun to Greenport and Sag Harbor.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Booh on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

awws ( FeverSjCongestioiis,Inflammation
A. A. I Spinal Meningitis! Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.I).—Hots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
JF.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G-.G.--Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H. II.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K..—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis*
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual, „

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

•HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE DO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Have You Seen Our New Catalogue?

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE 81.00.

FOB SALg AT THIS OFFICES,

MARK,

HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

JFor further particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 folio page Illustrat
Catalogue for 1890.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of every desaription ofFINE FISHING T .A. CS I5L X*

19 Vesey Street (Fourth 4oor from the A*tw House), New York,

1
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WINCHESTER

IMDED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

old Oit Retail toy tire Manufaotvri

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-paare Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

PRICE'S

B^lSS line.
No Yds.

This Line is made of the best Irish Flax specially spun
tor me, and for strength and durability is unequalled.
Sizes 9 12 15 18 21 Thread.
300ft 88 $1.00 $1.18 $1.25 $1.38 Each.

All other lengths at proportionate prices.

&E0 PBI0E, 171 East 84th St„ New York
Send for Catalogue. Mention this paper.

FERGUSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated loco-

motive Reflectors.

For Night Hunting and
Fishing, Camping, Boating
Driving at Night, etc.

Excelsior Sash. Lamp,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for
Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office 65 Fulton St. N Y.

Established 1837.

J. B. CHOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMi TacHe, Gnus, Rfles. Revolvers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

PhotoTradingPost
Headquarters of the Chautauqua School

of Photography. Publishers of Photo-
graphic Times and Annual. Manufactur-
ers of all sorts of Photo material specially
the Waterbury, the Irving View and Advill
cameras.

Send for catalogue.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,m Broome St., jy. Y.

V G-LITTLE^-(9?I
•J* 63 Haymarket- LONDON

For illustrated' catalogue
<S>F TACKLE tRODS &4.^XM

OLD SHERWOOD.
Pure Rye Malt Whiskey.

A Lot of Spnug 1883 Distillation
to offer in Boxed Demijohns of 1 to 5 gals, at
85.00 per gal. This is an exception ^bln oppor-
tunity to secure some FINE OLD STOOK. Sam-
ples at proportionate cost, or if the goods do not
give entire satisfaction, yon can return them
C. O. D

"WIGHT & LHUTZ, CockeTSvilJe, Md.

THIS WILL HIT YOU !

Before and Behind the Curtain,
or ne

Adventures of Billy Shakespoke.
A story of amateur and professional stage life.

BY Capt. Chas. A. J. Fabbar.
Th's book will interest all, comprising as it d^es

many laughable scenes and incidents of actual
happening. 272 pages, 6 full-page engravings,
neat cloth binding, price $1. JAMAICA. PUB-
LISHING COMPANY. Jainsica Plains, Mass.

Names and Portraits Df Birds
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TKUMBULL,
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag.

OPINIONS OP THE PBBSS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

hooks of which the need is fell in f very depart-
ment of natural history.— Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the wattr ana in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
hirds will be interested in it —Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
In every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsmva who loiks bei ween
the covers for a description of borne game hird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or iwo upon it and go in sean-h
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and 8tream Publishing Co.

PKfOR sa.so.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often bunting quite naked with no other arm3
than their t o is and arrows. A parriculariy interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill ir sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to 'In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its paaes for themselves.
.As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—JV. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. t.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhill.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F H. P. MERCER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spaniel by a pracfieal

sportsman and an enthusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated by admirable portraits

of ail the more important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the
English and American Spaniel Clubs. The work is highly praised by the sporting press
generally, and is indispensable to every owner.

PKICE $1.0O.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVTES -fe CO., London, England.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will paj you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No

-
l
>.
3j£nt

'
6

-
st
if&' lPo

it; Bambo° Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9*, 10,
j_ .

iwpc, weight t, «, yoz
» ft:J 70

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted .
« 3 "2N °' 4

'J o!'
6
,rt£

ip Sp
- 'L^n?0

,?
1^ Bass Bait Rod

'
Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand,' extra tip, silk whipping's," nickel mountings' complete' in'wood form length

°

. °2> y
'
ys, Juic

!
weignc y, ujj, Li, woz tw» o 70

No. 4, G, sa ue as above but is German Silver Mmnted '
"

' %^ t ™
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Hod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the handj double tie guides,' n'ickeVmounti'n'gs,' ien'gth 8ft.

,' weight 2Co"z! '.'///.'.'.'J":'.
" 2 75JSo. 8r same as No 7, but is 8 joint «t 07*

iNo, 380 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, "brass mountings'. 9fV.'.V
'.'.'.' '"=- «

q/)r.Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup fine finish, 45yds., SSc^yds., 95c. : Wyds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15: 100yds.. '$1.25.' ' Hard"Rubber M'v'tiplyng Keels,' Balance Handle:
I T ^«LC^i^S P

Q
a^d

* W*" 9
\'JVi.

60^ds;b $3- ;̂l0yd?;' $|-5°; «u07^., $3 75. Braided Linen Reel tines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 8, 4, 5 6, 300 t., 4 / J. P. MrBrandLmen Ree
££

e
.

8^l0
™;

3^' 9
j^

read
>n
3
.

8c
7 \i tHea(^ 43c

iV
15 fchre

f
d

'^ '
l
?
thread, ^o. Brass Swivels, r»c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut,%r doz, 10a ; double gut, 15c. perdoz.

;
treble gut, 30c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, Ift., per doz,, 15o. • 2ft., per doz., 80c ; 8ft., per doz,, 46o, Double Gut Leaders, l£t., per doz., 15c,

;
2ft., per doz., 30o. ; 1ft, doz., «o.

J. P. MAKSTEKS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St, Brooklyn. N. 7,
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Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship. I

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results

SMITH & WESSON,
CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
"SKf ^a&Pk 1 H

'
H' KIFFE-

318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y,

'-JBL

NEW STOGK
PARKER B. Ii. GUNS.
Top Lever Action, Patent Foreend, Bar Rebounding --,-.,,.„ ... ..

Locks, Solid Striken, Extension Mktted Rib, Pistol Vaptwv Onr Factor? 6„rGrip, Pubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. F
pffce ê Mce Price

No. 2, J
wist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 39.20 $60.00

:

4-JS. 75
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 4 6 35 70.00 49 90
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57 OO 85.00 6O.60
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
witijlS You can select from our catalogue a complete suit, con-

sisting of COAT, VEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - 85.00
CANVAS SUIT, Beat Quality, - - . 8.75
OOBDUROT SUIT, Good Quality, Beady Blade, 13.00
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
OOBDUROT SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 25.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

V- / MMl G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
BBi^^^^^^^^^a^^ X08 Madison. Street;, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms arp the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

(0,103 Milk Street,

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 31, 1890.
W. L. Gilbert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
Mt Dear Sir—In regard to the trout eggs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been had
from them at all of the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing man that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had a loss of less t han 1 per cent, in a lot of
250 000. I do not want anv better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

Wanted to Buyi
All kinds of t

American Animals]
Beavers, Badgers, Birdil

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., a]
all times.
DONALD BURNS, j

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y.Ciffl

Shooting Wanted.]
Two gentlemen want to find a place where theS

can have some good shooting, ducks preferree
during the Christmas Holidays. Must not M
further than 86 hours from New York. Addresi
giving full particulars, E. M., 79 Cornhill. Bostoi'

WANTED. - LIVE DEER, PRAIRI]
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad

dress full particulars, P. O. Box 3,350, New Yorl
City. nov6,6t

CANVAS CANOES
AND

J

FERBEIS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAACSEN,
''Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street. New York City.
My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,
mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

LIVE QUAIL and dead gan
specialty. Consignments solicited. Establis

LIVE
ime a

lty. Consignments solicited. Established
1838. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.,

FOR SALE. — COMMON PIGEONS FOR
shooting purposes. Trained rabbit dogs.

FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa. sept25,10t

Revolvers ,32 & .38,
|

FOR SALE.-HANDSOME, LATEST MODEL
Greener 16-g. hammer gun, practicallvnew.

Cost $300, price $125. Box 218, Southport. Conn.
,

nov!3,tf

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus AmeHemm).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O, Stanley. Dixfield, fee,, Fish
and Game CejaratBsloBwr. j. 8, RICH, Bethel,

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as po&
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.>
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while th
simple operations are within reach of the skill c
any careful amateur. No technical terms ar«
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clea
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
S18 Broadway. N«w York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhllL

Beautify the Walls of Your Roomt
With the three new water-color hunting scene
by the author of "Tight Shell" ana "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15X20. $2.5
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, $1.5
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11XH, $1.5

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

SI 8 Broadway. New York.

The Collie or Sheep Do{
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF TH

BREED.
By RAWDON B. LEE.

s, printed on pL-
ice 81.50. For sale by

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate pape:
with illustrations.

FOREST STREAM^PUBLISHINQ CO



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

Terms, $i A Year. 10 Cts. a Copt. )

Srx Months, S
NEW YORK, DECEMBER 4, 1890. $ VOL. XXXY.-No. 20.

I No. 318 Broadway, New York.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should he sent in hy Saturday previous to
issue in which they are to he inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
Inserted. Reading notices S1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per
year, $2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the
United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

. & Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,
London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.
Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Riving-
ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.
Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per
year; $2.50 for six months.
Address all communications

_ Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
No, 318 Broadway. New York City.

CONTENTS.
Editorial.
An Effective Combination.
Cooperative Protection.
SDap Shots.

Sportsman Tourist.
Half Hours in the Sierra
Navada.

Near to Nature's Heart.
Natural History.
Note on the Gray Whale.

Game Bag and Gun.
Protective Legislation.
Field Days in Connecticut.
Deer in Michigan.
Worcester's Great Fur Hunt.
Meat We Did Have.
Public and Preserved.
Wild Turkeys in the Overflow.
Boston and Maine.
A Winter Club.
Ruffed Grouse in November.
"A Word for the Englishman"
Nova Scotia Licenses.
Chicago and the We3t.

Sea and River Fishing.
A Croppie Roost.
Vermont Fish and Game
League.

Trout Fishing in North Caro-
lina.

Onondaga Anglers' Associa-
tion.

Sea River and Fishing.
Bluefish and Spanish Mackerel
Pound Fishing in Lake Erie.
Small Red Salmon.

Ftshculture.
Pennsylvania Fisbculture.
Restoring the Whitefish.
Tropical Fish as a Food Supply

The Kennel.
Central Field Trials.
Dog Chat.
Eastern Field Trials.
Coursing at Merced.
Dogs of ihe Day.
White Wonder.
The Gordon Setter Club.
Kennel Notes.
Kennel Management.

Rifle and Trap Shooting
Range and Gallery.
New York Rifle Club.
The Trap.
The Newark Tournament.
Interesting Trap Questions,
Chicago—Kansas City.

Yachting.
France and the America Cup.
Clyde Yacht Building.
A National Maritime Board.

Canoeing.
The Open Canadian Canoe.

Answers to Correspondents.

explorer and sportsman. Not the least noteworthy of the
manuscripts in hand to be printed in early issues is one
which comprises extracts from a daily diary of hunting
experiences years ago in Ohio. It was written by one of the

best known sportsmen of that State, and with its pic-

tures of the wild scenes of a half-century ago in the Re-
serve cannot fail to prove of rare entertainment.
These are a few only of the many good things in store

for the readers of Forest and Stream.

Readers of Forest and Stream who are contemplating
the purchase of books for Christmas presents will do wel-
to send at once for a copy of our free illustrated catal
logue of publications.

Good Things to Gome.

TT is perhaps not too much to say that the most popular
writer who ever contributed to the Forest and

Stream was "Nessmuk," whose lamented death occurred
last spring. We are in little danger of overestimating

the gratification that will be caused by the announcement
that we have in hand for immediate publication a manu-
script written by "Nessmuk," some years ago, and des-

criptive of his experiences during a winter's camp life in

Michigan. It is entitled

Still-Hunting—By Nessmuk.
The narrative is, we think, one of the best things that

ever came from his pen; it is distinguished by the terse-

ness, shrewdness, humor and suggestiveness that have
made his writings famous. The first chapter will be pub-
lished next week, and it will run through four numbers.
Next week, too, will be given a paper on

The, American Woodcock,
by Gurdon Trumbull, favorably known as the author of

that valuable book, "Names and Portraits of Birds which
Interest Gunners." For early publication we have

Ice Fishing in Arctic Alaska,
an illustrated article descriptive of the Eskimo methods
of taking the little cod of the Polar seas. The recent

paper by Alex. M. Reynolds, "A Plea for the Cowboy,"
was so well received that its author has sent us a supple-

ment, entitled,

Cowboy Reminiscences,
which will prove to be of interest quite equal to the first

published. Our well-known correspondent "Chasseur"
has written for us a lively account of hunting adventures

in

The Great Dismal Swamp,
l weird region which is ever full of fascination for the

AN EFFECTIVE COMBINATION.
rPHERE is one combination that works. It is that of

a live and brave game protector and a public-spir-

ited anglers' association. There is such a combination in

Syracuse, N. Y. The deputy game protector, Edward
Hawn, and the Onondaga Anglers' Association have been
working in combination against the fish pirates of Oneida
Lake, and some of the results are set forth in the report

published in our angling columns to-day. It is a record
of which all concerned in making it may well be proud
The class of men engaged in illegal netting on Oneida

Lake had by reason of long immunity grown confident

and defiant; and they were so powerful that unaided the
State authorities could not cope with them. Sustained

by the money and moral support of the Onondaga
Anglers' Association, Deputy Hawn has courageously
waged a war of extermination upon the nets; «nd he has
accomplished so much that unless his resources fail, it is

not too much to look for the suppression of this particular

form of piracy.

The Onondaga members deserve the fullest and heartiest

public support. Their appeal for funds should not go un-
answered. The good work undertaken should not be
abandoned for lack of means.
Deputy Protector Hawn is deserving of all praise for

the courage and determination he has shown. He evi-

dently has in him the making of an excellent State pro-

tector; and we trust that when an opportunity offers he
may be promoted. Such men were never more needed
than at this moment.
The Syracuse Times is our authority for the report that

the war against the fish pirates of Oneida Lake is still

in active progress. There is no hint that the recent

change in the office of Chief Game and Fish Protector

will cause an abandonment of the campaign ; and those

who were apprehensive of the supremacy of the lawless

elements on the retirement of Mr. Drew will now, we
trust, take heart again.

CO-OPERATIVE PROTECTION.
'T^HE discussion by Mr. Seal in the present issue, of the

partial failure of protective legislation, merits care-

ful reading by every one interested in the preservation of
our fish and game. We know from frequent conversa-

tions with the writer of this article that he is heartily in

sympathy with all honest efforts to provide and enforce
laws for the protectien of the useful inhabitants of the
waters, as well as of the fields and forests. A consider-

able portion of his time has been devoted to the study of

the conditions favorable to such life and to its multipli-

cation. Abuses similar to those described by Mr. Seal

have fallen under the observation of most of us.

The nuuiber of violations of our game laws both open
and secret is appalling, and the necessity of putting ad-
ditional checks upon the injury caused by these destruc-

tive agencies should be apparent to every thinking person.

It is a humiliating fact that man is one of the worst
enemies to the animal life around him. In the role of
fisherman his contrivances for the capture of his prey are

often so effective in their action as to accomplish the ex-

termination of the fish or the abandonment of the fishery

through its becoming unprofitable. Illustrations of this

will occur to every one who has investigated the subject.

The haste and greed to take fish induce men to effect

their capture when immature and comparatively value-

less, or when emaciated and practically valueless for

food, and to intercept them when seeking their spawning
beds, with utter disregard of the future supply.

We agree with Mr. Seal that concert of action is re-

quired on the part of all people who are in favor of the

rational use and the wise protection of our fish and game.
The masses must be brought to the knowledge of the fact

that protection is for them, and not only for a few indi-

viduals or a class of the community. They have not
yet arrived at this knowledgefindeed there are persons

charged with the enforcement of the laws who have

doubts as to the necessity for certain protective legisla-

tion. In some localities there is an abundance of law,
but a great laxity in its application.

The want of uniformity in State legislation is another
crying evil. We may cite the lower Susquehanna as an
example in point, Pennsylvania prohibits the use of fish

baskets which prove so destructive to young shad, herring
and other fishes in their autumnal migration. This State
has spent a good deal of money and devoted considerable
time and thought to the introduction of black bass, rock
bass, calico bass, crappie, wall-eyed pike and other val-
uable species into the Susquehanna, and with the co-
operation of Maryland, injurious fishing devices might be
entirely removed from the river, with the result of mak-
ing it one of the finest fishing streams in the East. Mary-
land, however, refuses to co-operate with Pennsylvania,
allows fish traps to be used wherever the avarice of the
fisherman suggests their location and thus cripples the
efficiency of the well directed efforts of the Pennsylvania
people. Clearly then we need a better understanding of
the aims and results of protective legislation. We want
the hearty sympathy of every man who favors obedience
to wise laws, whatever may be their object. The wilful
destruction of birds and fishes should be looked upon
with as much disfavor as theft and arson and should be
punished with equal severity.

SNAP SHOTS.
TT would be pleasing to learn that we were misinformed
*- regarding a Nova Scotia incident, recently alluded
to here, where a magistrate, who happened also to be a
hotel keeper, made illegal and unwarrantable discrimina-
tion between his patrons and others in the exaction of
non-resident license fees for hunting. In a note printed
in another column Chief Game Commissioner C. S. Har-
rington assures us that such abuse of official prerogatives
if brought to light will not be tolerated. It is possible
that Commissioner Harrington has been misinformed of
the circumstances of the case; he says that the Americans
fled the country before the officers could come up with
them and that they so dodged their license fees. As we
understand it the Americans returned home, feeling that
they had been imposed upon by the landlord of the inn
who had required payment from them. The root of the
trouble appears to have been their ignorance as to what
the Nova Scotia law did and did not require.

Erastus Titus, of this city, who died last week at the
age of ninety years, was known to his fellows of the craft

as an enthusiastic fisherman, and until he was eighty-six

years of age he had made fishing trips to the rivers of
Canada. It has never yet been discovered how aged a man
must be before he grows too old to go fishing. The taste

for fishing may not be more persistent than that for
shooting, but because the gentle recreation calls for less

physical exertion than to range the covers, we find that
men who by reason of the advance of years are compelled
to lay aside the gun are apt to take up the rod and reel,

and haunt the trout pools.

In the death of Mr. J. A. Hewlett, who passed away
last week, the sportsmen of New York have suffered a
severe loss. Mr. Hewlett was president of the Narrows
Island Club of North Carolina, and his keen sportsman-
ship, his gentleness and invariable courtesy made him
greatly beloved by his associates. Mr. Hewlett had long
been a resident of Brooklyn, but did business in New
York, and and was universally respected and loved by
all who knew him.

We have a letter from our well-informed correspond-
dent "Special" setting forth a condition of things in Maine
which calls for prompt attention. It is alleged that jack-

ing out of season and hounding deer are carried on in

Maine to a scandalous extent. This letter will be pub-
lished next week.

Christmas is coming. Would it not be a subject of
general congratulations if the warring kennel factions

could patch up their differences and unite in the good
will of the season ?

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the
current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us
on a postal the name of that friend.
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HALF-HOURS IN THE SIERRA NEVADA.
TTAVING returned from my annual trip for 1890 to

XX the mountains I will supplement my former
articles with this summer's jottings. No one knows
what a joy an outing means until they have experienced

one in California, somewhere among her mountain fast-

nesses. Air pure and life-giving; Avater crystal, clear

and cold as the snow that gives it birth; scenery as awe-
some and grand as the world affords; fishing and hunting
good enough to satisfy any reasonable man; and over all

the smiling unclouded sky of California. No summer
rains to keep a camper or tourist confined to shelter day
after day as in other less favored climes. No insect

plagues to make one's life miserable, and but few noxious
creatures of any description. In some localities there

may be found a few rattlesnakes in the course of a sum-
mer, but they are not plentiful and not aggressive. In
places a few mosquitoes may be met with , but they are

troublesome only for about an hour at dark. The chill

of the night soon lays them up for repairs. And when
night sets in the tired camper can lie down in his blankets
under the quiet stars and sighing pines and sleep undis-

turbed till morning, dreading no untimely rain nor tem-
pest, and with nothing worse than a coyote's yelp to dis-

turb his slumbers. If there is anything on earth that is

calculated to make a man indulge in "cuss words" it is

to be roused at 2 A. M. out of his blankets with a drench-
ing rain beating in his face.

Many a time, in the Eastern forests, has the writer suf-

fered this experience; and has also spent uncomfortable
and unprofitable days, both to health and enjoyment,
under bark or canvas, listening to the never-ending drip,

drip, of the weeping skies, and fighting the pestilent

mosquito.
One summer in particular rests like a nightmare on my

memory. It was in the months of June and July, 1874,

that with three companions I spent four weeks on and
about Lake Megantic, and during the first two weeks of

our stay there were just two days upon which it did not
rain. It rained for "keeps," too, and no foolishness

about it. The Chaudiere Eiver was a mass of seething
foam, ditto Spider and Arnold, and not a fin could be
captured in any of them. Now and then one or two of

us would venture out upon the lake and troll for a "laker"
(or a "longe" in the local parlance) to stay our stomachs
with. Sometimes we would get him and sometimes we
wouldn't, but of one thing we were always sure, we
would come in more ill-natured than we set out, and wet
to the skin. Still we just had to do it, because it was a
case of "muskrat or no meat,"
Our cook got sick and quit, two of the party contracted

severe colds, our blankets got damp and we could not dry
them, so that we were uncomfortable night and day. We
all got "broke" at "draw," our reading matter gave out,
and we could get no mail without a 13-mile row in the
rain, as we were camped on Spider, and if there had not
come fair weather we would have had murder or suicide
in that camp sure.

In thirteen summers' outings in California, sleeping in

the open air the greater part of the time, I have never
been wet. Sometimes a thunderstorm occurs in the high
Sierra, and quite often at the locality of Echo, but it is

always in the daytime. In fact, the weather here is

"gentlemanly," and always gives warning as to what it is

going to do before it does it.

Of course it does not matter so much to me what the
weather is, now that I have settled down to Echo as a
constant resort, and have a permanent camp there, but I
want my friends (and all the readers of FOREST AND
Stream are such) to know the pleasures of a California
mountain outing. And by the term "mountain," I mean
what I say. One needs to attain an altitude of 4,000ft.
and over to be truly in the mountains. There the water is

absolutely pure and cold, the air cool and bracing, and
the balmy breath of the pines and firs make sweetness in
the forest. The waters teem with the gamiest trout, and
the "antlered monarch of the hills" stalks proudly over
the ranges, The blue grouse and mountain quail call
from every ravine, and no matter in what direction one
wanders, new scenes of beauty unfold upon the eye. A
Sierra stream is a "thing of beauty and a joy forever,"
whether we sit by its side as it sings its way over gravelly
beds, or listen to its diapason as it roars through gloomy
canons, hundreds of feet below us. But the crowning
beauty of all is a Sierra lake. No swampy shores or
tangled undergrowth surround its dimpled waters. Clean-
cut rocks and timbered slopes, towering peaks and snow-
covered ranges, are mirrored in its pure waters, while
no plebeian fish disturb its depths. Trout, and trout alone,
reward the angler's skill.

From Auburn to Echo Lake is about 90 miles, which I
generally cover with my own team in two and a half
days up, and two down. On my way up this year, about
20 miles above Placeiwille, I met an old French Canadian,
with whom I had rather an amusing confab. In the
lumber and wood camps around Tahoe are many of these
Canucks, who have lived there for several years without
becoming Anglicised. In fact, Antoine Bissette would be
an accomplished English scholar beside some of them.
Virginia City is quite a headquarters for them; and they
are so clannish that they trade and do all business with
their own countrymen, and consequently remain much as
they were when they left then native land. It seems
that this old Canuck had concluded to come over into
California with his son, induced thereto by visions of
greater gain. He was sitting on a pine log by the roadside,
where a tiny stream came trickling down the mountain.
He was just in the act of wiping the sweat off his fore-
head with a hooked forefinger as I drove around the bend.
His hat and a bundle tied up in an old jumper lay by his
side. His heated face and shortened breath showed that
that he had been walking far and fast. Rising to his feet
as I drove by he saluted me politely, and called out: liAr-
retez-vous, sHl vous plait, monsieur." I reined up as the
old familiar patois struck my ear, and entered into con-
versation with the man. He appeared to be about 50
years of age, middle-sized but strong and wirv, with stiff
black hair and beard, and an exposed chest covered with
a dense growth of hair. It had been manv years since I
had attempted a conversation in Canadian patois, so I
answered in English, pretending not to understand him.
He continued, "Pardon, monsieur, but was dis de

chemin pour PlacervhTe?"

"Yes, this was the road to Placerville."

"How many far she'll be?"

"About twenty miles."

"Mabbee you'll see boy, one 'bout vingt-cinque year

hoi' down dar, quartre, cinque arpent, hein? (A Canuck
will always ask the distance, if short, in acres, never m
miles.)

"Yes, I had met a 'boy' of about that age some two
miles foEiok

"Wal, sah, she Tl mah boy, an' Ah '11
!fraid Ah '11 goin'

lose it."

"How is that?"

"S'pose she '11 come one place where tree, two, four,

road come so"—placing his index finger of one hand
across that of the other—"she '11 not know which one of

it for tak', an' Ah 'II 'fraid she '11 gone scattaire."

I assured him that there was no chance for his son to

scatter until he reached Placerville, whereupon he be-

come satisfied and volubly communicative, and I could

easily understand, without explanation, how his son

walked on ahead, impatient at his father's delay in talk-

ing to every passer-by, and so became a source of anxiety

to his father, for fear he might "scattaire" at a cross

road.
At a mountain hotel, some fifteen miles from where I

met the garrulous Canadian, I stopped for a noonday
rest, and sat down in the bar-room, office and reading-

room combined, to await the preparation of the noonday
meal. Presently a "half-shot" individual took a neigh-

boring chair. He sat down in a one-sided manner that

attracted my attention, and I took a good look at him.

He was dressed, like nearly all mountaineers, in canvas
overalls and blue cotton jumper, flannel shirt, felt hat,

and strong, coarse boots. He was tall, lithe, and well

built, was fauiv intelligent looking, and about 35 to 40

years of age. Presently he put his hand on one of his

thighs, and running it up and down two or three times in

a caressing manner, muttered, "It's dog-goned sore."

Then, in a louder tone, "I was struck by a line yisterday."

There being no other person in the room at the time I

supposed he addressed me, although he had not looked
my way, so I echoed his words iu an interrogative tone,

"You were struck by a line?"

"Yep."
"How did that occur ?"

"Well, stranger," in a condescending mnnner, "I have
prob'ly told the story fifty times already, but I don't mind
tellin' of it again."
Just then the proprietor of the house came in, and our

mountaineer jumped up and invited me to "take a drink."

I thanked him and said I never drank. Well, then,

would I take a cigar with him ? Yes, I would take a
cigar. But had I only known its deadly qualities before
as well as after smoking, the deadliest "taranfclar juice"

would have been risked instead. He imbibed a full glass

of whisky, and leaning against the bar where he would
be convenient for another drink, he resumed:
"Ye see, it was this way. I located a piece of land this

spring up at Grouse Flat,*back of Sugar Loaf. [This is a
well-known landmark on the grade.] There'd been a
band of sheep 'round my place, an' they'd moved away
and left three strays. I see 'em yisterday mornin' as I

was goin' over to Brownells, a neighbor o' mine, an I

went back home after my rifle to shoot one uv 'em."
When a band of sheep changes its pasturage in the

mountains, if any be left astray they become the legiti-

mate game of the first man that finds them. Otherwise
they will soon be destroyed by coyotes, bears or panthers.
" When I came back I had Brownell's dog and my own

with me. The sheep wus in the middle of a band of

horses and I couldn't get a shot. Seemed as though they
knew something was after 'em, and they jist hugged
tight to the horses. I circled roun' an' roun' 'em tryin' to

get a shot at a fat wether, an' jist as I wus sneakin roun
a big rock, a line jumped me."
"A what jumped you ?" I exclaimed.
"A line, a mountain line."

"Oh !"

This was the first enlightenment I had received as to

what a "line" meant. I had supjiosed all the time that
he had been somehow injured by a rope or cable and did
not drop on his meaning.

"Yes, sirree! He jist jumped squar' on my back, an'
he tuk me a rake on the back with one foot, an' on this
thigh (indicating the one he had caressed with his hand

j
while sitting down) with the other. He jest everlastin'ly

I
clawed me, and I expected to feel his teeth in my neck,

i but as soon as he jumped me the two dogs jumped him,

Ian'
I guess that saved my life. At the same time I threw

the muzzle of the rifle back over my shoulder an' shot
him through the body. Then he quit an' tuk down the

/ canon, an' the degs after him. In a minit I heerd 'em at
the bottom, havin' a high old time, an' I put after. I had
wounded the critter purty bad, an' he cudn't get away

'from the dogs, up hill, an' I soon settled him. Then I
began to sweat an' git scairt, an' the more I thought of it

the scairter I got. My jumper an' shirt an' suspenders
was clean clawed off. My back, my breeches was ripped
to thunder, an' the bloodwas jest a-runnin' into my boots.
I niver stopped for nothin', but jest put-er fur home, an'
plastered up the scratches the best I cud, put on a coat,
an' cum down here and got some clothes from Dennis.
[This was the hotelkeeper's Christian name.] But take
another drink with me, stranger?"
"No, I thank you."
"Wal, another cigar then?"
"Oh, no! no! Leave me out this time. Please?"
"All right, stranger, but ye see, the way it is with me,

I must drink. They say 'at whisky is a sure cure far
rattlesnake bite, an' so I'm a goin' to take it fur these 'ere
wounds to keep the pisen outen 'em. But say, aint you
a doctor?"

"Yes."
"I thought I heerd 'em call you that. Don't you think

whisky is good to keep out pisen?"
I told him that the antiseptic powers of whisky, taken

internally, were somewhat over-rated in my opinion.
"Betcher life, whiskey's good fur rattlesnake bite, an'

if it's good fur rattlesnakes its good for lines. Say, Doc',
what's good to put on these blamed scratches?"

I suggested such remedies as I thought could be pro-
cured at a distance of thirty-five miles from a drug-
store.

"Now, that's no good! You jist make up a plaster of
sulphur an' sody an' honey, an' put that on a sore, an'
it'll draw out the pisen every time, That's what I'm a-
goin' tcf get an' put on mine,"

I thanked him for his information, and said that my
advice was evidently not needed, and for him by all

means to stick to his own prescriptions, plenty of whisky
internally and "sulphur, 'sody' and honey" on the out-

side.

Just then the bell rang, and as I entered the dining-
room I could see the hero of the lion fight taking another
full dose of his "anti-pisen" remedy.
When I came out from dinner I found that either the

whisky or the "pisen" had got in its work, and the victim
was uncomfortably snoring in an arm chair with his

head hanging away down his back and the flies holding
high carnival in his open mouth. I asked the hotel-
keeper if the man's word was worth anything and he
said it was; that the man was truthful when sober and
that he had come there in the manner described and had
told the story in the same way before getting drunk.
Also that he had shot a female panther at or near the
same spot that spring and that this one was probably its

mate,
If the story be true then a mountain lion will attack

man. I advise the reader, however, to take it as I did,

cum grano salis.

After the tremendous depth of last winter's snows B.
and myself expected to find our summer habitation on
Echo crushed to the ground. But on our arrival we
found it intact and the only damage sustained was the

'

crushing of the bow of one of our boats. The boat house
had been crushed at one end and the boat had suffered
severely from the immense pressure. We had sent a man
ahead of us, however (old "Hatchet" was not with us this

year), who had repaired it well and everything was in-

order. Our new man proved a treasure, as he was not
only as good a boatman as old Hatchet but was a good
and a clean cook, a handy man in camp, and a man of
more than average intelligence and ability, and gentle-
manly withal. In fact, "old Bart" proved invaluable,
and both B. and myself trust that he may live to be our
factotum for many a year.
The fishing at Echo this year was as good as we ever

found it. B. and I in a part of one afternoon caught 76
trout that weighed over rJOlbs. Every one was caught
and fairly killed on the fly, too, with 7^oz, rods. That
was our best record, but not a clay passed during our
three weeks sojourn upon the lake but that the fishing
was good enough.
After a hard half-day's toil I secured three specimens

of the little chief hare (Lagomys princeps), and I trust

they have safely reached the Smithsonian Institution be-
fore I have penned these lines.

Great drifts of snow, the accumulation of last winter's
storms, lay upon the shores, even down to the water's
edge, and the surrounding peaks were loaded and covered
with vast snowfields. It was the end of August when we
left the lake and there was snow even then down to the
water in places. And yet the climate was perfection, 78°

was the highest and 48 the lowest that the thermometer
indicated during our stay,
The writer begs the reader's pardon for the infliction

and promises ' 'not to do so no more" if forgiven this time.
He pretends no skill in verse and only sings from the
heart:

If from cities and towns you desire to run,

Go to Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!
Or in business transactions you've heen badly "done,"

Go to Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

You can there find employment for rod and for gun,
And your hours can pass in delightfullest fun.

There heat, bores and duns can conveniently shun,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

Of all places I know, 'tis the dearest to me,
At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

Its wild glens are sweeter than meadow or lea,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

On its boisterous bosom, so wild and so free,

Where the waves, in their fright, from the storm seems to flee.

Is the oae spot on earth where my heart longs to be,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

Its waters are clear as a maiden's bright eye,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

Or the luminous depths of the o'er-arching sky,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!
And mirror the mountains and bluffs standing by.

Bearing pines, firs and hemlocks, with tops reared on high,

Midst whose branches the night winds monrnfulLy sigh,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

In the morn, on its breast, see the sportive trout flash,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

Where the water's untouched by the wind's stinging lash,

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!

At noon, see the waves on its shores wildly dash
To the tune of the tempest and thunderbolt's crash!

Whilst at eve, sleep is wooed by the rivulet's plash.

At Echo! Old Echo! Dear Echo!
Arefar.

Auedrn, Cal.

Missouri's Great Game Year.—Seneca, Mo., Nov. 22.

—We are blessed with an immense flight of ducks thi?

fall; and as there is an abundance of rain they are sta;

ing with us and we are having some fine sport. A pari

of three went out last week and camped near the Neos'
River. After looking along the river and about t]

sloughs they did not find many ducks. They went fro:

there to the prairie where some stockmen are feedi
4,000 head of cattle, which waste a great deal of coj

The ducks had found this and were there as thick
blackbirds; but the boys could not go among the cati

to shoot, consequently they had to stay on outside of p:
ture to do most of their shooting. We are now waitin:
for the cattle to be taken away to make a raid on t~

ducks in big shape. We can go to the river and have
good day's shooting any time. I have been out a fe
times and I must say that I never saw as many qu
as there are this season. I can go out for two hour,
and not go more than a half or three-fourths of a mil
from town, and get as much shooting as I could tw<

years ago by taking a team and spending a full day. W*
find a woodcock now and then on our hunts this fall

which is a very rare thing for this section of the county
they must get in with the ducks and drop out along tb
line of flight. A party of hunters camped in town las

night on their way home; they had been down on Spava.
naugh Creek, in the Territory; they report good succea
and had with them seven deer,—

F

t

"
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NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART.
By Rev. S. N. McAdoo.

T'M alone to-night in a solemn wood
That murmuis afar like chafing seas,

For the wandering winds, in fitful mood.
Are playing a march on the lowering trees,

And the balsarn-firs are sighing soft

To the gentle touch of the courting breeze.

1 have pitched my tent on a mossy bank,
And kindled a fire before the dcor,

Where the flames leap up with many a prank
From the pitchy knots that hiss and roar,

While I turn my steak on a wooden spit,

And the grateful odors upward pour.

How sweet to Ihe taste is the simplest dish

When the wood-nymphs pour their flavors rare;

Ye housed-np kines in vain may wish
In a banquet, half so rich to share

As regales the palate of him who drinks

Of the sylvan stream and tbe tonic air.

But now the evening meal is past,

And the wings of flame have flown away
From their nest of coals, now fading fast,

And drowning deep in the ashes gray,

And to me, when alone, draws nature near,

And talks in a sweet, familiar way.

She whispers love from every breeze,

And laughs in the brooklet soft and low,

And, down through the netted limbs of trees,

She looks on me from the stars that glow
As a mother's eyes, when the beams of love

On her first-born babe begin to flow.

And I, as a child iu the mother's armsj*

O'ercome with sleep and with love caressed,

Full far removed from the world's alarms.
Lie down in the soft embrace of rest,

While nature chants her lullaby song
And soothes me to sleep on her gentle breast.

NOTE ON THE GRAY WHALE.
THE following extract from a letter recently received

from Judge Caton, will he read with interest. This
distinguished author is spending the winter on the Cali-
fornia coast at Monterey, and takes as great an interest
as ever in matters pertaining to natural history and sport.
Writing under date of Nov. 22, he says:

I am informed that during the past summer the great
Bay of Monterey has literally swarmed "with fish of
various kinds and especially mackerel, so that a fisher-

man from a boat could rarely throw a hook into the
water without its being instantly seized, usually by a
mackerel. This has invited into the bay seals and other
marine animals which subsist upon fish; and numbers of
tbe California or gray whale are now frequenting its

waters, and are so tame that they sometimes endanger
the boats of fishermen.

This whale, it may be remembered, is the fiercest and
most dangerous of all the cetaceans, and, being an in-
shore whale, was formerly pursued from stations on
shore, of which there were many between San Francisco
and San Diego. Most of these have been abandoned
within the last ten or twelve years, owing to tbe scarcity
of the animal, since which time they have no doubt been
on the increase. The wreckage of two of these stations
which were near here may still be seen.
This is the only whale whose breeding grounds are

well known. These are the lagoons, which penetrate
the land from the ocean, and here thirty or forty years
ago they were sought by the whalers, and terrible and
destructive combats took place with these ferocious
animals.
The gray whales are rarely seen more than ten miles

from shore. They are strictly migratory, passing to the
north in the spring as far as Bebring Sea, and even into
the Arctic Ocean, and returning in the fall. Their range
is from the Gulf of California and Cape St. Lucas to the
extreme north. They are rather small in size, the very
largest not exceeding 70ft. in length.
The weather here is most charming, with every indica-

tion of very light rains this winter, which means fine
trout fishing a couple of months hence in the streams
putting into tbe ocean from the mountains, Last season
these streams were so high that they afforded very little

sport for the angler. J. D. Caton.

Food of the Amebian Goshawk —Editor Forest
and Stream: In the past few years I have stuffed and
mounted quite a number of American goshawks, and in
many cases find the stomach to contain a quantity of tbe
flesh, feathers, etc., of the ruffed grouse. Mr. J. S.
Woodworth, of South Berwick, Kings county, N. Y., tells

me: "Last fall while out partridge shooting I saw some-
thing moving a few feet beyond a brook near by. Think-
ing it a partridge or some bird about the same size, I
fired at it, and on going to the .*pot found that I had
killed ait American goshawk. The ground being covered
with a light fall of snow numerous tracks attracted my
attention, and on looking around I saw in the brook a
ruffed grouse, all under the water but its head. A
further examination of the tracks disclosed the fact that
the grouse had been pursued by the hawk, and had either
fallen into the brook or had gone in for safety from bis
savage enemy. I took the bird from the water, wrung its
neck and took it home."—W. L. Bishop (Kentville, N. S,).

Habits of the Horseshoe Crab.—"Some land crabs
of the "West Indies and North America," says a writer in
the Nineteenth Centary, "combine in large swarms in
order to travel to the sea and to deposit their spawn, and
each such migration implies concert, cooperation and
mutual support. As to the big molucca crab (Limulus) I
was struck (in 1882 at the Brighton Aquarium) with the
extent of mutual assistance which these clumsy animals
are capable of bestowing upon a comrade in case of need.
One of them had fallen upon its back in a corner of the
tank, and its heavy saucepanlike carapace prevented it

from returning to its natural position, the more so as
there was in the comer an iron bar, which rendered the

task still more difficult. Its comrades came to the rescue
and for one hour's time I watched how they endeavored
to help their fellow prisoner. They came two at once,
pushed their friend from beneath, and after strenuous
efforts succeeded in lifting it upright; but then the iron
bar would prevent them from achieving the work of
rescue, and the crab would again heavily fall upon its

back. After many attempts one of the helpers would go
in the depth of the tank and bring two other crabs, which
would begin with fresh force the same pushing and lift-

ing of their helpless comrade. We stayed in the aquar-
ium for more than two hours, and when on leaving we
again came to cast a glance upon the tank the work of
rescue still continued. Since I saw that I cannot refuse
credit to the observation quoted by Dr. Erasmus Darwin,
namely, that 'the common crab during molting season
stations as sentinel an unmolted or hard-shelled individ-
ual to prevent marine enemies from injuring molted indi-
viduals in their unprotected state.' " The crab here referred
is the well known horseshoe crab, horsefoot or king crab
of our Atlantic coast {IAimdus polyphenius), which is one
of the curiosities of the animal kingdom and a Bubject of
grave speculation as to its proper place in nature. The
species has been introduced into European waters and
also into San Francisco Bay, Cab, where it is supposed to
have been carried with oyster spat from the Atlantic.
The breeding habits of the horseshoe crab are extremely
interesting and may be found described in Section I. of
the Fishery Industries of the United States. This ani-
mal is one of the great attractions in the marine aquaria
at Washington.

A Snowbird in a Crockery Store.—Lockport,N. Y.,
Nov. 25.—About the first of this month a slate- colored
junco {Junto hyemalis) flew into the crockery store of W.
Ei. Jenney & Son, on Main street, this city, and has re-
mained there ever since, excepting one day when it was
out for a few minutes. I happened to call at the store
after it had been there about a week, and was asked
what kind of a bird it was that had taken possession of
their store. I failed to see any bird for some time, but
finally Mr. Jenney, Jr., flushed it from the rear of the
store, and as it flitted past me I saw the two white feath-
ers in the tail and identified the above species. I have
called a number of times since to ask about it, expecting
every time to be told that it had taken its departure, but
after a few moments' search it has always been found,
generally perched on some article on the upper shelf. I
called again last evening and was directed to one of the
many hanging lamps on sale. At first I was unable to
see the bird, but finally found it perched under the col-
ored glass shade on the soft wick that was in the burner.
A Brush electric lamp was burning within 12ft. , and I
wondered why it should have taken up the position to
spend the night so close to the bright light. But I found
that the green shade under which it was perched pro-
tected it from the light and brought out the bluish slate
color of the head and upper part, and also the white of
the bill and the under parts. I stood within 5ft. of it for
some time in conversation with Mr. Jenney, and it did
not seem to be the least disturbed. I think it is a very
queer place for a snowbird to select to spend the winter.
It feeds on seeds and crumbs of crackers placed in the
window in the back end of the store.—J. L. Davison.

An Ill-Natured Bird.—Dayton, O., Dec. 1.—John EL
Mittendorf of this city, who travels for Croft & Allen of
Philadelphia, caught a young pebcan on Morris Island,
South Carolina, and sent it to the National Soldiers' Home
near this city. The bill of the bird is about 12in. long,
and the pouch beneath has capacity of a gallon. He lives
among the miniature ponds and tropical plants in one of
the large greenhouses at the Home, is a ravenous feeder
on fish, and is an ill-natured bird, snapping his ungainly
jaws at everybody that passes.

—

Brown.

Dayton, O., Dec. 1.—While hunting quail in Logan
county, Luther Horn shot and killed a bald eagle that
measursd 7ft. 7in. from tip to tip of his wings. The quail
season closes in Ohio Dec. 15, therefore there are but nine
days more sport for the hunters.

'%tne §ag mtd %m\.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book Of the

Game Laws.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
THE local coot shooters have not had remarkably good

luck this year, though the shores have been lined
with flying birds on the occasion of one or two storms.
At Brant Rock the shooting has been rather poor this fall,
but on one of the last gales several good bags were made.
Thus far few brant have been killed, a half-dozen cover-
ing about tbe quantity of this year. Still the occasion of
another southeast gale will send the gunners down to the
Rock in good numbers, though the season is already too
late. The gunners have not had as good shooting at An-
nisquam and the Ipswich River. Birds have seemed to
be scarce, and very wild. Their flights, even in stormy
weather, have oftener been out of gunshot than close in
shore, as on former seasons. At Biddeford Pool the local
gunners, who could be on the spot at the moment, have
had some good sport, but to sportsmen from Boston and
other distant towns there has been only a series of dis-
appointments. The birds have usually flown before the
gunners were on hand, though notified carefully—some-
times by telegraph—by the boatmen and hotel keepers.

A. W. Gore, H. B. Plummer, Charles Bradbury, N. C.
Nash and C. W. Dimick have recently been on a gunning
excursion to Cape Cod, giving special attention to quail.
They report the birds small and not as plenty as they ex-
pected to find them, though they made some fair bags.
Mr. C. E. Bassett beat the record shooting in southern
New Hampshire this fall. Together with a companion
they have a record of some 100 birds this season; most of
this number were woodcock. It is evident that they know
where and when to go, for others who have tried to follow
in their tracks have returned empty handed. Still one or
two others have had luck, Mr. R. Shumway having a
record of 43 woodcock in the same State.

There have been one or two good tracking snows in
Maine of late, and tbe reports of deer killed begm to come
in. Some have also been smuggled into the market here.
Mr. Willie Clark, of Rumford, in this State, recently shot
a deer while swimming the river, in a location where a
deer twenty years ago would have been unheard of. And
so it is, t;he deer are actually more plenty in the sparsely
settled portions of the farming country than in the deep
forests, if possible, since they are hunted less in such
locations. A deer recently swam the river a short dis-

tance from Livermore Falls, and then browsed in the field

awhile before taking to the woods. Mr. W. Mills, of
Boston, has secured a fine caribou head this fall. It is

being mounted by Crosby of Bangor. It spreads 37in.
across the antlers. The antlers are 4ft. in length and have
twenty-eight points. The caribou was killed Oct. 10, in
Jackman Plantation in Somerset county, Me. Three deer
have recently been seen in Chesterville, Me., in a field

with tbe cattle. The owner of the cattle is of the opinion
that the deer have lain with the cattle at night. But the
hunters are now after the deer, and they will hardly lie

with the cattle any more.
Hiram G. Blacon, of West Paris, has recently had a

funny adventure with a coon. Hearing the barking of
his dog one night be went to the scene of the fray and
found that the dog had a coon in the corner of the fence,
and that the coon, not daring to turn tail to the dog, had
showed fight head on. Mr. Blacon put a charge of small
shot into the coon, but the charge was not enough to kill
the tough little fighter, but sufficient to make him watch
his opportunity to turn from the dog. Mr. B. is a tall
man, and doubtless the coon thought that he was a tree,
or at least that he would do for a tree. He climbed him
in a moment and perched on his shoulder, out of the
reach of the dog. It was now Blacon's turn to be scared,
and he tried to dislodge the coon, but he only drove his
claws in the tighter. All this time the dog was greatly
excited. In sbeer desperation the man was for running
into the house, coon, dog and all, when on passing a post
the coon jumped for it. Here he was dispatched with
the gun. Special.

"A WORD FOR THE ENGLISHMAN."
Editor Forest and Stream;

I beg space to reply, as briefly as possible, to a few of
the points in "C. P. W.'s" criticism of my book, "The
Big Game of North America." I am glad to say at the
outset that all Englishmen are not game butchers by any
means, but so many of those who have visited this coun-
try solely for the purpose of hunting have conducted
themselves as such, that I deem Mr. Cooke's remarks con-
cerning the particular one of whom he wrote as fair and
just. I have met a number of these visiting Englishmen
in the Far West myself, and they have told me of killing
large numbers of big game animals for which they bad
no use, and of which they could not save even a part.
One of these gentlemen, for instance, whom I met on a
certain trip in the Shoshone Mountains, said to me: "I
killed eleven elk yesterday, but none of them had good
heads and so I did not take any of them."
When I protested against this waste he replied: "It's

a long way over here from our country, you know, and
• when we come we want to have a little sport."

Another Englishman, named Jamison, who has made
several hunting trips to this country has left a trail of
blood wherever he could find game enough to make it.

On one occasion he hired three guides and kept them out
for nearly three months. He ordered them to kill every-
thing they saw in the way of game and avowed his de-
termination to break all previous records in that line. In
one instance he got a stand on a herd of buffalo and killed
twenty-three of them. He corraled a band of elk in the
head of a canon and shot down seventeen of them. He
did not take a head, a skin or a pound of meat from any
of these animals. He wounded a deer so that it could
not get up and then amused himself by sticking his knife
in its quarters a number of times and watching its
struggles. He became so enraged at one of his saddle
horses because it could not carry him up to a certain
buffalo that be cut it with bis hunting knife, disabling it

so that it had to be turned out.
At the end of this slaughtering tour Jamison's score

(with that of his guides) footed up 4 12 head of big game.
One of his guides, a man whom I know intimately,
whom 1 have hunted with and' whom I believe to be
truthful, is Sam Fishel. He is now in the employ of the
Government and is stationed at Fort Custer, Montana. I
have also heard of Jamison's butchery from a number of
ranchmen and business men in tbe Far West. Possibly
he is the same man Mr. Cooke refers to. For the sake of
all decent men, of whatever nationality, I hope so, for I
should hate to know that there are two such brutes alive
anywhere.
A great many Englishmen have left bad names in our

Far West for having killed large numbers of our game
animals for mere sport, leaving the carcasses to rot-
others for killing large numbers and saving only the
heads. The most of this work was, of course, done back
in the sixties and seventies. No man could slaughter
game to such an extent now, even if disposed to do so.
The man mentioned above gave the general excuse of

his class when he told me the distance necessary to travel
and the expense of coming from England to hunt in this
country justified large killing for sport alone.

It is true that all the game butchers are not English-
men. We have hundreds of them here who should have
been banished to some desert island years ago.
Mr. Perry explained in a recent number of Forest and

Stream why he and his party killed so large a number of
elk in one day, and to his communication I respectfully
refer "C. P. W." I am grateful to this gentleman for
the candid and fair-minded manner in which he criticises
these two of my contributors, and for his kind words con-
cerning the others. G. O. Shields.

Game in North Carolina.—Mr. Benjamin Kuser of
Trenton, N. J., has lately returned from a ten days' trip
to Littleton, N. C, on the Roanoke River. As Mr. Kuser
relates it, the story of his trip, or rather what be accom-
plished, and what he accomplished it with, is remarkable.
His bag for tbe ten days was 200 quail, 30 woodcock,. 6
wild geese, and numerous other birds. The historian says
that Mr. Kuser claimed, to have used for the geese a gun
weighing 25lbs., loaded with ilb. of black powder and 150
buckshot.
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WILD TURKEYS IN THE OVERFLOW.
" AN you write a brief diary of our turkey hunt last

\J March, for a letter to Forest and Stream? I

want to write it up, and have forgotten the routine of

each day's doings myself, and want your aid to freshen
my memory,"
"Doubt whether I can recount it," replied Lawrence.

" We went to so many places, in various ways and at dif-

ferent times, can't recount it in its regular order, but I'll

try."
"Well, you recollect what took place on that ridge at

Howlett Lake, don't you—how you bumfoozled around
there among a drove of big turkeys and killed the littlest

hen in the bunch? You also recollect no doubt what
took place on the west bank of the river below camp on
a very narrow unsubmerged strip of land, where you
took a stand at the lower end, while I went above to work
down on a drove of turkeys that had been seen mid way?
You recollect also about that drove working down in

your •vicinity, and how you banged away and killed

another puny hen, and how I threatened to do something
desperate to you for not killing a gobbler, and how you
mimiced a crying booby, which you can do admirably,
saying you shot the first turkey you saw and didn't see a
gobbler at all?"

"Now look here—hold on—if you write that up in your
piece, I'll tell about that shot you made at the finest

gobbler in the woods at 15yds., and shot a hole through
a sapling and never touched the turkey. What d'ye think
of a shot like that. Why, I could have killed that turkey
with a club."
"All about shot shall go in, Lawrence; I tell that

always on myself when recounting that trip."

"Never beard it before," puts in one Conway from
behind the counter, who had been overhearing the dia-
logue.

"Now, Lawrence, let's try the first day in the woods;
what did we do?"
"Oh! you went up the ridge above camp, flushed fifteen

turkeys, and had them in trees around you for an hour
in full view, while you waded and splashed around
among them with that superlatively fine .38cal. telescope
and didn't even get a shot, returned to camp at 10 A. M.,
swore you had been among a tremendous drove of turkeys
all morning, but didn't kill any because, as you said, 'it

was so early in the hunt.' This, in addition to your state-

ment that you had seen 5,000 rabbits, which had been
run on the ridge by the overflow, is what occurred up
your way, and i think it was enough for your part the
first morning."
"Lawrence, you talk well. Your memory is freshen-

ing. Now, what occurred in the afternoon? Try that."
"Let's see—let's see—I have it! We got three turkeys

that afternoon. The last one killed was the hen I shot
from the roost by moonlight."
"Not much, my boy, not much! You're a leetle too

fast. That roosting hen was not quite so soon; it was two
or three days after that when that little episode happened.
Reflect, my child; reflect!"

"Am reflecting, and reflecting right, too/'
"Betcher nickel."
"Bet you a nickel."
Money is put up and Conway holds the stakes.
"Lawrence, we'll settle that bet by the moon. We sat

up that night waiting on the moon for light to shoot by.
We went out for the turkeys about 10 o'clock, the moon
then being about one hour high.
"Correct—all right— we'll leave it to the moon."
An investigation of the almanac was made, and next

day the scribe was leaning across the counter of Warner
& Seaiies, with Lawrence on the opposite side with a
look in his eye indicating restlessness, evasiveness or some-
thing of the kind. Before he could evade or elude he
was asked:
"Did you write that diary?"
"No, 1 didn't. I just em't do it. Can't arrange it—

couldn't do it to save my life. Haven't got time, any-
way."
"And I believe you, since your grand break on that

roosting turkey. Where's Conway? I want those nickels.
They're mine, That moon settles the bet. You admit
the moon was an hour high when the turkey was shot,
and that the shot was made about 10 o'clock."
"About half-past 9—well, go on."
"We left Vicksburg for our hunt early Thursday morn-

ing, March 6, 1890, reaching the grounds at dark that
evening. Friday was our first day in the woods when
you claim said turkey was killed. On Friday the moon
rose at 7:04, Saturday 8:00, next day at 8:58—"
"Hold on! That'll do. You are having that turkey

killed powerful close to Sunday night. You can't put
that on me. I never did it. Something wrong about
that count. Get a fresh almanac. Guess you killed that
turkey yourself. Conway, give this miserly and con-
tentious old quarreler those nickels. Let's have peace."
Lawrence may have faults, but shooting on Sunday is

not among them. On that day he knows how to obtain
a certain amount of enjoyment by quietly resting about
a comfortable camp. I have often wished I could stay
in camp on that day, but when camp is in the heart of
the virgin forest all my moral resolutions go to pieces.
The dense woods and the wild life in them are too much
for my poor weak humanity.
Lawrence has one fault, I might as well tell it now.

He can't correct it, or at least don't. It has annoyed me
often. His attention has been frequently called to it. It
is one of no small moment in the woods. It has been the
occasion of the loss of more than one turkey. His face
is as white as a sheet. It glares and reflects light fright-
fully in the woods. On a hunt he could be stained a nut
brown, but he won't submit to it, preferring to go on
frightening game.
And once he deceived me. Not that exactly, but he

failed to tell the whole truth. We had been turkey
hunting that season in a region occupied by a panther.
This animal had signified his presence near our camp on
more than one occasion. The teachings of the older mem-
bers of the party were that this animal, like all others, was
a coward, and would flee on the approach of man. Law-
rence, then in his teens, apparently acquiesced in this
view. At least he did not controvert it, and left that to
be inferred. This panther had a habit of making some
ferocious and blood-curdling screams along with the first
streaks of day. We were generally getting out about
that time, and would separate and go in different locali-
ties. On our return to camp about 10 or 11 o'clook we

would naturally comment #n these panth«r aotes. No
one, however, suggested the idea of being turned back.
It took Lawrence two years to get up courage to do that.

He had one morning early paddleddown the bayou alone.

At a favorable spot he entered the woods, leaving the
boat securely tied on the bank. There was yet insuf-

ficient light through the timber, with its dense under-
growth, to see well for walking. The vines or leaves
were rattled, and the panther near by, probably being-

disturbed by the intrusion, pierced the woods with one of

those distressing screams. Lawrence had immediate use
for the boat, which he got into and pushed to the middle
of the bayou promptly. It was not a bad thing for a boy
to do, in fact, it was natural—would have done the same
thing myself under similar circumstances. That is not
what is complained of. The ground for complaint is that
it took this boy two years to tell it. It is not friendly to

keep back experiences so long from boon hunting com-
panions. But to our trip.

For two months hardly a day had passed without a
visit to the store and a short talk had on the subject. Mr.
W. generally kept one ear open for this conversation, the
other being diligently lent to his numerous customers, for
while he could not go along he was interested in the
pleasures of his boy, and he loves the. woods dearly him-
self. Even in January he had gone with us to our favor-
ite locality, not so much for game as to look over the
ground and see if the birds were there. Not being gob-
bling time then we had indifferent success, but it was a
delight and revelation to be in the midst of a dense forest
even though but little game could be had. The turkeys
were found to be there in fair numbers, In places the
woods were being literally scratched to pieces. A few
large flocks were seen and four killed. This lent a rosy
appearance to our March trip.

Weeks before the turkey calls were brought out and
practiced on. The tone not suiting was altered, made
worse, and altered again and again, until approximately
satisfactory, Other kinds were made and tried, though
none were ever obtained that would perfectly imitate all

the notes. Some sportsmen claim to be able to make the
note perfectly and to call up the sly old chap without
fail. We have tried the bone from the turkey wing, the
quill, horn, box and slate. At times we would think we
had it down fine, but in the woods on an old gobbler it

would make a break. Somewhere the glossy feathers
would drop, the head and neck shoot up straight and
high for an instant only, and a quick put, put, put with
amazing suddenness ended the controversy.
This year an unexpected and undesired factor forced

itself upon us in a flood stage of water in the Mississippi
River. Our hunting ground on the Little Sunflower
River is a low swamp, and at extreme high water every
foot of it becomes overflowed. Especially is this the case
when a break in the long line of levees, extending almost
all the way from Memphis to Vicksburg, occurs, when
the Little Sunflower swamp goes under too deep to talk
about. Up to the time of our hunt this year no such
break had occurred, though it was daily feared, not only
by us hunters who had but an insignificant interest com-
paratively in the result, but by the thousands of people
who were living in the vast delta, extending two hundred
miles in length by fifty in width, whose plantations
would be submerged, property destroyed and planting
seriously delayed if not altogether prevented.
On the day of our departure, March 6, the gauge at

Vicksburg marked 46.4ft. Raftsmen and others familiar
with the swamp predicted for us the entire overflow of
the Little Sunflower country. However, we had an idea
of our own, born probably in the hope that some land
would still be left to us in that cherished locality. We
would go there anyway, and if we could not find hunting
ground on the high ridges we would raise steam on the
little launch and proceed twenty-five or thirty miles
further, through the upper end of Little Sunflower, into
Indian Chute, said to be* the shortest river in the world,
about 100yds., and then into Big Sunflower River, where
steamboat men had assured us there was ample land not
overflowed, and wild turkeys in abundance. This would
put us into unfamiliar territory, but it was vastly better
than no territory at all.

At 9 o'clock on that Thursday morning the anchor line
was made fast to the buoy and thrown overboard with a
splash, the gong was made to clang once by L., as pilot,
as a signal to the engineer to come ahead, and soon the
Greenwing was under way in the waters of Lake Centen-
nial. Passing the north end of Desoto Island, a stiff

wind is encountered, and rather rough water for the
heavily loaded little launch, with her over 3,0001bs. of
coal and a liberal supply of "duffle'' for a stay of two
weeks in the woods.

It has never been our creed to leave anything behind
that might add to our comfort in camp. A list of the
articles taken would astonish some sportsmen who, from
necessity or other cause, have made a study of how to
travel and hunt lightly equipped. Our boat enables us
to carry all we may need without special inconvenience,
and it is rarely that our needs while out even to the
smallest article go unsupplied. It is easier to take than
do without.

Among the things in store were 3001bs. of ice, which
had been put up in three sacks packedin sawdust. These
packs had been stowed in the canoe Amateur, that the
already crowded launch might be relieved to that extent.
The thick wadding of sawdust made the ice stand rather
high in the canoe, and she was a shade unsteady, but she
seemed to follow along very nicely, even in the choppy
water of Centennial Lake, until we had traversed two-
thirds the length of the lake, when the engineer dis-
covered that the ice had been dumped and was floating
200yds. in the rear. We turned back, and, after con-
siderable tugging, two sacks of the ice were dragged into
the launch, the other sack having lost its cake through a
hole, both were left rather than suffer further delay in
securing them. With the additional ice aboard the Green-
wing had all she could comfortable carry, and it was with
some relief that the Mississippi River was reached, and we
turned up that grand old stream, protected from the high
wind by a heavy bar of willows which extends down the
north shore from Bang's Point.
Five miles up we enter Old River, a former bed of the

Mississippi, but now a channel for the lower end of Yazoo
River. We are now in dead water from the back water
of the flooded Mississippi. It is yet seventy miles to our
destination, and back water will extend all the way. On
either side the lands are principally overflowed, only a
mall portion of the highest lands on the front being out.

Her© and there stand cabins of the tenants with water
over the floor, others are entirely surrounded by water.
In most of the latter the tenants still live, with a skiff or
other boat tied conveniently to the door frame or gallery
post.

We pass through McKee Pocket in Old River, a famous
ducking ground. The Greenwing has had some enjoyable
sport here, but there are no ducks to be seen at this sea-
son, and she steams on with only the memory of exploits
in that line. Two miles further and Old River is left
and Yazoo River entered; and two miles above the mouth
of that enters Steel's Bayou on our left. That is a glori-
ous stream for game, especially wild turkey; and it is
always with more or less misgivings it is passed, fearing
that we may travel further and get less. But civilization
is beginning to secure too strong a hold up there now for
us. Ten years ago we could hunt there all day long
without hearing the sound of any but our own guns.
Now the tenant's cabin stands on some of the most favor-
ite spots, and if the sportsman calls turkey along that
stream to-day a turkey is no more apt to answer that call
than a negro with his old musket or rusty shotgun, and
as some of them shoot at the shake of a bush it is not
strictly safe to hunt there.
The trip itself is monotonous enough. It is through

sombre dead woods on the left, vegetation not yet show-
ing perceptibly in the trees of the cold swamp lands,
though on the right the prospect is more cheerful, with
the Warren county Mils looming up well in the distance,
from its warmer soil showing a verdure grateful to the
eye.
Twenty- five miles above Vicksburg we reach the sus-

pension bridge of the L. N. O. & T. railroad. No need to
swing the great span for the diminutive craft; she passes
under with two feet to spare. The bridge tender only
comes out and gazes after her as she puffs and frets on
up the river, with her babes, the Boss and the Amateur,
in tow.
Eighteen miles further and the Little Sunflower is

entered,|the Greenwing now being the only boatthat plies
on that stream. For the first five miles up the ubiquitous
cabins are plentiful enough, but most of them are now
standing in water, and the clusters of negroes that come
out on the little galleries curiously to gaze after us look
sufficiently forlorn and distressed to invite a passing
sympathy. Still as a rule they are fed and sustained
during these overflows by the owners of the land they
till, and they pass through a disaster of this kind com-
paratively free from trouble. Among these laboring
classes, taking the negroes all in all, they comprise the
happiest race of people on earth, caring only for the
mouthful they eat to-day and the few clothes they wear
on their backs.

Ah! here is the mound, and we yet have twenty-five
miles to go and the afternoon is well advanced. At this
mound we enter a low swamp, and not a speck of land
nor a splinter of a habitation will be seen before reaching
the hunting grounds, and then no cabins, and it may be
not a speck of land.
As to land above we could only conjecture. The

general inundation below gave us ominous forebodings
of disaster to the turkey ridges on the Little Sunflower.
Still it was a case of hope, and a high pressure of steam
was kept up in order to gain our destination before dark.
One thing was assured, there was sufficient depth of
water, and the Greenwing would bump no logs or snags
on the way this time,
After a bit the drift is reached, the pilot clangs to the

engineer to hold up and the damper to the furnace is

closed to keep down the steam. It being not a thousand
yards to the bow of the launch the engineer is soon along-
side the pilot, and an old bald head and a thick-haired
young man are together prospecting for a favorable route
through this miscellaneous mass of rubbish. This drift
has been in the Little Sunflower for years and every time
we go up that way a new road has to be worked through
it. The spike pole and cross-cut saw are brought into
use, and by dint of hard pulling and pushing, this way
and that, and working the engine occasionally to assist,
in twenty minutes or half an hour we are through and
again under way.
William fired. I came near leaving him out. I have

never felt altogether able to delineate him exactly. He
is twenty years old and nearly black. Usually L. and I
ran the machine alone, but this time we determined to
indulge in the luxury of a servant, though our boy was
not fully up in the acceptation of the word. At routine
work he would do fairly well, doing what he was shown
as near as he could and no more. He neither had as-
sumption nor originality. In one way he was a comfort,
he never got "too fresh" and did too much. He took no
interest whatever in the trip so far as we could see. He
could make the fire, boil potatoes, cut wood, in a limited
way, wash dishes, and hold the fort when L. and I were
in the woods. But if we were out unusually late, beyond
the regular meal hour, for the life of him he could not
anticipate oar needa sufficiently to have dinner or supper
under way on our return. We had to be there to tell

him.
Nevertheless he afforded us no small degree of comfort

and pleasure before we reached home. If he got any out
of us or the trip we never found it out, and I don't know
to this day whether he would like to renew the experi-
ence. My wife, who is a better judge of human nature
than I am, especially as developed in those of "colored
pursuasion," says he would.
After the mound had been passed William's attention

was called to the fact that no ground was visible, that
water, water everywhere covered all the land for miles
and miles around; that for twenty-five miles no land
would be seen, and may be none then; that probably we
would sleep that night in mid-stream, and couldn't get to
land if we wanted to. William only grinned in answer,
and we were at a loss to know whether he had been duly
impressed with the solemn situation, but we suspected he
had not.

The mouth of Coon Bayou looms up on the left. At
this point it is wider and more prominent than the river
we were navigating, but up a short distance it narrows,
becomes very crooked and full of logs and drift. It leads
up through a swamp even lower than that bordering the
most uninhabitable part in the Little Sunflower. At cer-
tain seasons its banks abound in deer and bear and prob-
ably in turkey, but at this time all the regions contiguous
to it were inhabited by the festive catfish, cadaverous gar
and ungainly turtle.

At Eun Out, flye miles below our destination} we had
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hoped for a speck of land, it being comparatively high
there. If so we were O K for Gum Ridge. The hope
perished. In the mean time the sun had gone down, and
the forests that had been stretching away on either side
for the past twenty miles through water alone began to
take on a gloomy aspect. Higher yet another ridge was
Bcanned eagerly, and the engineer pronounces 1 'Land !"

but the keener eyes of the pilot discern only floating
leaves, which are drifted along the timber line.

The lantern is now lit that the water gauge may be the
better watched in the fast-growing dim light, and the
pilot keeps calling back in unwelcome words, "No land,
no land."

"Well, ding on ! Blast the luck; if you don't find land
soon we will throw over the anchor and go to roost.

Cracky ! Lawrence, all om* turkey range is gone to ruin
—ruin."
"Hold ! Land ! land !" cries the man at the wheel.
"Hurrah!" comes from the engine. "We've got 'em,

my boy. If that ridge is out, Gum Ridge, one mile above,
is also out."
"So is Howlet Lake Island. So are the mounds.

We'll have meat on the Little Sunflower, and don't you
forget it."

"Keep her pointed for Gum Ridge, Mr. Pilot, we'll
camp there."
And at dark, with light barely sufficient to see, the nose

of the faithful little launch was cautiously pushed to
bank, the engine backed, came ahead, backed and came
ahead again, until a suitable landing having been made,
the bowline was made fast, and the stern pulled to bank
and tied securely, with the gunnel of the boat barely
overlapping the thin bank at what proved a snug and.

very enjoyable camp.
With buoyant spirits we set to work to put our camp in

order. The Rochester lamp was lit, and lantern hung on
the outside; the ice was rolled out and snugly stacked
against a sapling on a thick bed of dry leaves and
covered with blankets; the refrigerator—a 16gal. stone
jar, packed in a flour barrel, with dry sawdust, secured
with a layer of plaster paris—was removed to land and
the interior filled with sundry articles to keep dry

;
pro-

vision boxes were also moved out and stacked one*on top
of the other and securely covered to keep out rain and
varmints. Finally the Greenwing began to look quite
roomy, and we could move about in a limited way with-
out stumbling over our traps. Then the two boats, the
Amateur and Boss, were gotten ready with the proper
oars in each, the former occupying a place at the stern on
the larboard and the latter a similar position on the star-

board of the launch. Thus they are always tied, and
await in readiness any emergency that may call either into

use. Steam having cooled considerably, the boiler is

emptied of its noisy contents, and the surrounding woods
were made to roar.

In the meantime the pot on the oil stove has begun to

boil, when a little tea is added and preparations made for

supper. The good things that L. always has in his basket
in addition to om- nice cup of tea with cream and boiled
potatoes with fresh butter make an excellent meal, which
^e all enjoy with especially keen appetites, since, on the
way up, but a hastylunch at noon or thereabouts had been
partaken of. William sat apart from us on a snug seat

between the engine and boiler, having his plate filled

third, and eating at the same time. This is as near social

equality as the two races get in this country.
The alarm clock is next wound, set for 4 o'clock, and

hung in view. Next is the bed, which is a comfortable
one. There is just room for it in the boat. First boards
are laid to be flush with the seat running around the sides

and rear of the cockpit, then a heavy rubber blanket 7

by 9ft. is spread down to intercept dampness, next is a 5

by 7ft. cotton mattress 4in. thick, and on this are spread
several pairs of blaukets, to further soften the mattress,

and then come the pillows and a light covering. Lastly
a good bobonet mosquito bar is put up. Next the cur-

tains are all pulled down and fastened, and our rest and
protection for the night are assured. In the meantime
William has kept up a lively rattling of the coal forward
of the boiler to make room for a cot which ha3 been
brought for him. The Rochester is extinguished and the
lantern turned partly down and hung to show the little

clock, and we all turn in for an enjoyable rest, all being
tired with the early preparations for a start and the long
journey. In fifteen minutes William is first asleep, indi-

cated by heavy breathing, and he is the first on our trips

to turn L. clown at that, for L. is a sleeper from away
back, putting in his time early, often and late, when we
will let him. In time 1 join the others in unconscious
repose, and one day of the trip is at an end. W, L. P.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

NOVA SCOTIA LICENSES.
Tl ALIFAX, Nov. 27.-—Editor Forest and Stream; In
_LX your issue of Oct. 30 you mention that moose are
reported numerous in Nova Scotia. This I am happy to

say is quite true, yet if the practices you afterward refer

to in the same article were generally and successfully
followed, we would not long be able to say so.

"There is reason to believe," you say, "that the license

law is not enforced with perfect impartiality. It ,is said
that in some localities it makes a difference what hotels

are patronized by visiting sportsmen, immunity from
prosecution for hunting without license counting as

among the advantages enjoyed by the guests of certain
inns."
The charge implied in the above remarks is too serious

to be allowed unchallenged circulation in a journal pos-
sessing the influence of yours. You are doubtless aware
of the great difficulties surrounding the carrying out of
these laws. Often they are broken in the solitude of the
forest, and no evidence of the fact can be procured.
Often lawless people combine to ignore them, and too
often they are beyond the reach of the law before their
offense is discovered. Frequently so-called sportsmen
from your country and other foreigners have not thought
it beneath them to slip into our forests without license,

and to escape home before discovery. But when you im-
ply that this is done through want of impartiality in the
enforcing of the game laws, you convey a most erroneous
impression, The officers of the game laws received in-

formation this fall that two or three United States citizens

were hunting in Nova Scotia without license. Also that
a certain hotel keeper had manufactured for them what
he called a license, which, though not worth the paper it

was written, on, might still do duty as a genuine license

among those who knew no better. Instantly orders were
sent to the locality to have the lawbreakers arrested; but,
as too often happens, they had escaped to the shelter of
the Stars and Stripes before the officers of the law could
lay their hands on them. On their next visit they will
have an opportunity of judging whether such immoral
conduct is made possible from want of impartiality, or
from the mere vulgar possibility of breaking law, which
is open to all who Like trying the experiment.
Ia this country it is regarded as a point of honor among

sportsmen, to respect the provisions of the game laws. I
write to enlist your powerful influence in bringing about
the same sentiment among all your sportsmen, which we
have found conspicuous among some of them.
The hotel keeper you refer to is now receiving the at-

tention of the authorities. The "advantages" you men-
tion have reached an inglorious end.

C. S. Hakbinoton, Chief Game Commissioner,

FIELD DAYS IN CONNECTICUT.
SHOOTING in Windham county this fall, from a Con-

necticut standpoint, was successful, but at the same
time surprise and forebodings would at times seize the
sportsmen. Those who walked the woods in early sum-
mer saw unmistakable signs of large broods of partridges,
healthy and well along in feather and friskiness. The
hayfields and brier patches were filled with the call and
scurry of quail, young and old. The rich green of the
alder runs was silhouetted with the waving flight of the
woodcock. Rabbits and squirrels scampered about every-
where, and, alas! young foxes, thin-nosed but hungry-
mouthed, were galore. On the whole, signs indicated
good shooting,
October came in good time, and then the reasons for

moderate bags. The brilliant scarlets and yellows, and
fading greens of the New England autumns, mixed on
nature's palette and spread by a bountiful but delicate
brush, are unsurpassed elsewhere, yet the hunter, how-
ever keen his eye, longs for the biting frost and the north-
west wind that will wither and scatter the leaves; for
only through the bare brown branches can the noble flight

of the grouse be followed with any certainty of aim.
This fall the frost hung modestly back in the north and
it was not till about the 20th of October that we had what
could be called good open shooting. Then the partridges;
what had become of the young partridges? Of the 39
shot during the month only a meager half dozen were
this year's birds. A friend counted 3 youngsters among
his 17 shot. The birds as a whole were old, large and
educated in tricks many and bewildering.
Hunting over ground whose every brook and wood,

every rock and stump are familiar pages before a reader's
eye, we know just what game and how much to expect
in each cover. So as the days rolled on the stock grew
less and less, and campaigns and sieges had to be planned
for the circumventing of the birds now well known but
wild and wary. The partridges that led us so many times
down the run in the cannonading place (so named" by us
from a deathless fusilade poured upon a flight of wood-
cock and a flock of quail once started there years ago by
a certain party of enthusiastic but inexperienced sports-
men), then across into the scrub oaks, and then by a run
and a dodge behind a friendly laurel away back into the
woods, grew careless at last and with a whisk of indiffer-

ence calmly lighted in a bunch of nondescript bushes
across the road. Bang snuffed the battle with trembling
lips but firmly held flag and waited the command of "on."
Like Bre'r Rabbit the bird "lay low," realizing at last his

danger, and Bang had to make two or three exciting
dashes and turns before the partridge rose out of the
tangle of briers, and then he nearly escaped, for it was
not till both our guns were empty that he fluttered to the
ground with a broken wing. Bang appreciated the im-
portance of prompt and severe action, and raced after
the fleeing bird with eager mouth. A tail hold resulted
simply in a mouthful of feathers, but the next grab the
dog had him by the breast and then bore him in triumph
and oh, so proud, to our feet. All this happened in an
open pasture, and every move of the bird and dog was
easily seen. Gunners who go out for birds only and are
never moved except by score cannot understand the
thrilling interest of this incident, nor of the countless
others that have chaptered the hills and woods for miles
around.
The woodcock shooting was very good for us this year,

and from certain cosy nooks a bird or two could be kicked
up every few days. We got forty-four. The quail never
in my recollection were so plenty, though about two
bevies out of three were much too small to shoot when
the season opened. The last few days of October, when
the woodcock had pretty much gone by and the partridges
had been thinned out to an alarming extent, we devoted
our time to the quail and shot forty-five.

Retrospectively I think the young partridges were
killed by the "tick" and by four-legged vermin to an un-
usual extent, and what with the large numbers of old
birds shot, next fall we shall have to put up with indif-

ferent shooting as far as these birds are concerned.
Woodcock are fickle creatures, coming or not as they
please. Quail, if the winter is mild and open, next sea-
son will be almost voted a pest by the farmers. Every
few years, though, a bitter storm of snow and ice kills

them off by hundreds, and—well, let others read the
goose bone.
Just a word about our dogs. Bang is a nine-year-old

Irish setter, and if he ranges a trifle too far for our thick
swamps, is an average dog for partridges and woodcock,
and an excellent one on quail. At home he is a grand
old gentleman and is worthy of all the love that is given
him.

Let's new dog, Mont, is a marvel. Gunshy and bought
for $5, with care, patience and kindness he has been
developed in one short month into the most satisfactory
dog I ever shot over. Never deigning to lower his now
proud nose to the ground, he covers the ground slowly
but surely. His hunting is almost dogged (excuse the
word play), for be brooks no interference from his two-
legged companions in the way of interference or direct-

ing. He had the power this fall of apparently compell-
ing the partridges to lie awaiting our pleasure, not always
of killing to be sure, but of getting a shot. His one fault
was his staunchness. Time and time again I have seen
him absolutely refuse to "go on" and raise a bird, and a
single hunter would often have been in a quandary, but
a yell from Let saying Mout was pointing would quickly
bring Bang and naysalf from the other side of a swamp,

and then it was an exciting moment as Bang, backing the
other dog while I got in a good position for shooting, on
the word, would rush in and raise the bird.

Here is an incident: One morning Let and I had
walked up either side of a pointed alder run, and starting
nothing jumped over the wall intending to walk down
the road a quarter of a mile to our hunting cart and then
go to another cover. Bang followed us over the wallj but
Mont had disappeared, apparently into the bowels of the
earth, for he had been with us a moment before.
Whistling and calling were fruitless. I suggested that he
had sneaked back to the cart, a former habit that had
helped to reduce his price to the aforesaid $5, Let shook
his head, but we walked down the road only to find Rosa
hitched to a tree alone. We got in the cart and walked
the pony up the road, whistling for dear life, and after a
delay of about twenty minutes were at the place wherewe
had first missed the dog. To our amazement Mont came
down the road wagging his tail almost out of joint. Let
said, "That dog's been pointing." We got out of the cart
and walked up the road fifty feet, when Mont and Bang
both pointed toward the brush. Let kicked the brush and
we got three quail out of about a dozen as they rose.
Mont without the slightest doubt had been standing those
birds all the time, and at first with us calling him only a
few feet away. Mont can not be bought for $5 now.

F'LIN.

RUFFED GROUSE IN NOVEMBER.
THE season was rapidly drawing to a close, and I felt

the desire strong within me for one more day's
hunt before the open season expired. In the vicinity of
home, however, the birds had got so scarce and wild
from constant hunting that to secure a single one was
well nigh impossible.
Hearing from a friend that partridges were plenty in

the town of Durham, N. H., I concluded to put in the
next Saturday there, and the morning of the 22A saw me
bright and early bound for the station with gun, dog,
lunch and twenty-five cartridges.
On arriving at Durham at 10:15, my friend told me the

best place for birds was a,bout three miles south of the
station. I loosed my pointer, shouldered my gun and
started.

A walk of about a mile brought me through the village
and to the top of a hill, from which I could see quite a
distance on all sides. To the southward there lay a slope
covered with scrubby pines, beyond that a field, then a
thick growth of alders and a wooded bluff, and further
on thick woods. I concluded that this, if anywhere, was
the place for birds, and my instincts did not fail me. I
worked through the pine's, across the field and nearly
through the alders without a rise, and was beginning to
grow rather skeptical as to the resources of the place,
when reaching the edge of the alders with a rush and
roar four partridges got up at about the same moment. I
threw my gun to my shoulder and waited, In a second
or two a bird broke through the screen of alders to my
left, heading straight up the bluff. Just before he dis-
appeared behind the trees I caught him and saw him
close his wings as he went out of sight. I heard another
making off to the right, caught sight of him just before
he reached the woods, some 70yds. away, and downed
him, a clean double, I climbed the bluff, the dog re-
retrieved one, I the. other, and felt considerably better.
Proceeding through the woods the dog flushed two

without my seeing them; they were pretty wild.
Half a mile from the bluff I struck a road, and soon after

a small boy with a team, and rode some two miles further
south with him through patches of woods about all the
way. When I left the team it was 12:30, and I ate my
lunch, sharing it with the dog; and then headed back
toward the station. About noon the wind commenced to
blow, and I had quite a stiff breeze in my face when I
started back. Went some half-mile through several wood
lots without seeing anything, when I came to a clump of
bushes in the lee of a considerable stretch of timber, and
where the sun shone warmly. I felt that this must hold
a bird or two and sent the dog in. She soon flushed one
which came out booming, straight toward me, and so near
that I had to let him go over my head, and then turning
quickly shot. I saw that he was hit, but he kept on
bravely. Just before he got out of range the old Parker
spoke again, and this time he heeded the call* It Was a
cock, and a big fellow.
After this walked along some distance without finding

any more. At length, going through a considerable tract
grown up with scrub pines and bushes, I started several,
and put in two difficult snap shot, without starting any
feathers that I could see. Here the dog also jumped a
rabbit, which made good his escape back into the brush,
closely followed by a charge of No. 8,

By this time the sun had nearly completed his limited
circuit, and my ground was nearly gone over. But one
spot remained, a lot of some twenty-five acres at the
edge of a hard wood growth, well covered with alders.
Had worked nearly through the bushes when I heard one
get up. When I caught sight of him he was right in the
line of the sun, whose beams shone on his plumage and
scintillated from his wings as he moved them, so that as
he bore down upon me he looked as big as a balloon. I
drew a bead on the biggest part of him, as near as I could
tell with the sun right in my eyes, and let go. Having
no idea that I had dropped him I kept the gun to my
shoulder and waited for him to show up, but he didn't
come, and I only saw a couple of feathers drifting rapidly
down wind. I went into the bushes and found him only
about ten steps from where I fired. It was a cock, and
by far the largest bird I have got this season, weighing
just a trifle under 21bs.

The sun was not quite down, but I had finished my
beat and moved on toward the station across the bleak
and wind-swept hills. Neither scenery nor temperature,
however, was able to depress my spirits, for my success
had been much better than I anticipated, and viewing
my game and recollecting several of my shots, which for
me were of the phenomenal order, I felt more than satis-
fied with the result of my day's outing. E. W. L.

A Map of the United States.—A large, handsome map of the
United States, showing North and South Dakota, mounted and
suitable for office or home use and issued by the Burlington Route,
will he furnished responsible parties free on application to the
undersigned. Plating Cards.—For 15 cents in postage you can
obtain a pack of best quality playing cards on application to
the undersigned, P. S, Ersns, General Passenger and Ticket
A gent, C„ B, & Q. R. R„ Chicago, Xll,-4d*U.
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WORCESTER'S GREAT FUR HUNT.
WORCESTER, Mass.—Thursday, Nov. 20, the day

selected for the annual hunt of the Worcester
Fur Co. , was a ' 'roarer." It was a great day for wind. It

was a great day for foxes, a great day for the Worcester
Fur Co., and aVeritable "corker" for Uncle Nathan Har-
rington, who had the honor of downing the first and
handsomest fox of the day. In fact, it was a red letter as

well as a red-nosed day for about every one who partici-

pated in the hunt,
A preliminary meeting was held at the Bay State House

the evening before, at which the final details of arrange-
ment were perfected. The meet was at the Hayward
faxtn, about three miles east of the city, as usual, and 7

A . M. was the hour.
President Kinney, of the Fur Co., organized the hunt,

sending the bands of hunters to the different hills on their

arrival at the meeting place.

When the barges which took down most of the out-of-

town hunters arrived, the farmyard was completely filled

with private teams. A small army of closely-muffled

hunters scurried about anxious to be given a location,

while some of the more impatient hounds gave vent to

their pent up thirst for fox blood in prolonged howls.
Everything wras animation, the cold north wind keeping
horses and men both prancing in a frantic endeavor to

keep from freezing to death.
About seventy-five men and fifty hounds were finally

assembled and the start was made. The hunt was divided
to cover as much ground as possible and keep the driving
within hearing of a central point.
Webster Thayer with two hounds went to Burncoat

Plain where his black dog Towser soon had a fox up. He
ran him for about an hour, taking him in sight, but just
out of reach of Judge Clark of Willimantic. Mr. Nor-
cross of Monson also got a good look at him, but he was
out of gunshot. The red finally bothered the dog on the
ledges, and before he could straighten the trail out the
scent was too cold to follow. The fox, however, came to

grief. Paul Wheeler of Rutland occupied a stand only a
few rods from the meeting point, where he found a shel-

tered corner in the stone wall. Paul had been holding
quite a reception all the morning, and during a lull and
while Dick Luther was making a trip to the city for the
purpose of replenishing the supply of fuel, a fox appeared
and Paul cooly tumbled him over. No dogs came to him,
but it was thought to be the one Towser had been driving.
Will Brigham with a party from West Boylston put

out their dogs near the Diamond hedges back of Old Pot,
and soon had three foxes going at a lively pace. Mr.
Brigham killed one, and Mr. Ball and Mr. JSewton each
had a shot at the others but failed to stop them.
John M. White, of Millbury, the man who gets and

makes more fun at a fox hunt than any other man on
earth, took his pack to Straw Hollow, putting them out
near the cider mill. They soon had two foxes up, both
taking a swing north toward Rocky Pond, out of hearing.
John and his party sat around a few hours, then kindled
a bonfire and camped down beside it to wait for a return
of the dogs, who came straggling along toward night.
John for once was out of the hunt, his party hearing very
little driving.

A. M. French put in his dogs at Rocky Pond. They
started a fox, made a few long turns and about 9:30 Mr.
French killed him.
Uncle Nathan Harrington and W. R. Dean went to

Sewall's Hill, as did John R. Thayer. They put out their
dogs near the Harlow place, and in a few minutes
Thayer's Guess and Leap, with Uncle Nathan's flyer,
Slippery Sal, took up a fox, which made to the westward.
The dogs soon came into hearing again, when it was

discovered that Guess now had a separate fox. This one
swung over on to East Ridge, the other going south and
passing within 20 rods of Uncle Nathan.
About this time Dean's Tramp and Bat were to be

heard driving on the east side of Sewall Hill, and Uncle
Nathan lit out for his favorite stand on the Rocky Pas-
ture, to guard the crossing by the big chestnut.
By this time Charlie Crompton, with Will and Allie

Perry, constituting the "20-bore party," had arrived and
taken up positions. A little further north, back of the
Shoemaker, were President Kinney, Capt. David Earle,
M. D. Gilman, C. B. Hedden, George Newton and a half-
dozen others. I was there myself, as you will see.
The dogs soon turned toward Rice's, and every one was

on the lookout. Uncle Nathan was the lucky one, how-
ever, and bowled him over; what a shout went up when
the boys saw that he had stopped him. You would never
have dreamed (seeing Uncle Nathan tip-toe up to that fox
ready to give him another barrel if he showed signs of
getting up) that his seventy-sixth birthday was almost
here.

E. T. Whitaker and A. C. White, with Whitaker's dog
Tilden, went to the north end of East Ridge but did not
start a fox. I went with them (teamster), came back to
the shoemaker's to put up the horse, and started down the
road to bunt up somebody to talk to. I am not much of
a fox hunter, take me alone. I soon came across Cyrus
Holden, and together we set out to find a place where we
could be in the sun and out of the wind, if possible.
We soon found a place that offered partial protection

from the wind, and as we hopped about the road, per-
fectly "numb" from the cold, we heard a pack driving to
the west of us in the sprouts but nearly out of hearing.
Soon we heard a dog sing out once or twice a little nearer
than the main pack, but just audible in the high wind.
All at once a fox jumped into the road about two rods
from us and started down the road. I spoke to him as he
came along, but he didn't stop. Of course he was a
strange fox to me and I didn't know whether he was
"red fox," or "dog fox," or just plain "Mr. Fox." so I just
sung out at random, but he kept right on, and as quick as
J could I put on to him, but I was so clumsy that he got
about seven rods away before I could get my gun up. I
hit him from the same direction that his tail did, but only
skewed him around a little. Cyrus gave him a gun as be
went into the brush.
In about five minutes Thayer's Guess came upon the

trail, but was bothered in the road, and by the time we
got him on right the fox had been gone ten minutes. We
followed Guess down through the sprouts, where we met
Whittaker and put his dog on. Following after them
we soon came to the burrow, where both dogs were in
out of sight. So I'd got him, you see, right where I
want him. It was lucky I didn't kill him, for you had
to show them up at night with pelts on, and" I never

could have carried that tremendous big dog fox around
all day. Will, Cyrus and I went back to our old stand,

lit our pipes and waited for the next one.
Soon John R. Thayer came along muffled a la Johnnie

Slocum. We told him about our killing the fox ahead
of Guess, which pleased him mightily; but when we ex-
plained where he was John shook us. Just now another
pack came into hearing, and John dusted for the ledge
just southeast of the shoemaker's, where M. D. Gilman
had been since daylight and just left. Roraback, of

Chester, stood there all day a year ago. The fox made a
turn or two down toward the pines, where some one shot
at him.

Charlie Howe, of Milford, had a stand behind a sapling
pine and saw the fox coming straight to him, but when
about twelve rods off another party saw him and stood
up to get a good look at him, which caused the fox to

change his course. Perhaps Charlie wasn't hot when he
inquired of that man as to his reasons for standing, etc.

Later on Will Perry came across the party and told him
confidentially that Howe was the one who scared the fox
and that he would have killed him easy if Howe had kept
out of sight, which he firmly believes.

After being shot at the fox went east and crossed the
ledge John R. was watching. He brought him down
with the first barrel, but seeing signs of life gave him the
second.

Tilden, Leap, Guess, Bat and Fannie were driving him,
and lively music they bad been making for a few
moments. We all gathered around and congratulated
the Senator, who remarked that this was a great year for
the Democrats anyway.
By this time it was noon, and the only chance to start

another fox was to jump one, so we started for a likely
looking piece of sprouts a mile or more to the north.
There were about a dozen or fifteen men and half as many
dogs. Leaving the road we struck out for the ledges and
had not got ten rods into the woods when Tilden winded
a fox and sung out. Leap and Bat circled toward him
and struck the scent, and in a moment the entire pack
were off and such driving as we heard for the next half
hour would make a successful day's hunt. Around and
round they went, the dogs in full cry, running like the
wind, for they were so close up that they carried the
scent in the wind and ran with heads up.
The fox was heard or seen by three men, yet no one

got a shot at him, the sprouts were so thick. Leaps and
Bits led the pack and a half hour's exercise ahead of
them satisfied the red and he went in.

Not starting another we turned back to the shoemaker's
which had been the center of the hunt all day. Gradually
the different parties came along till about 3 o'clock all

started for home, but had not gone a half mile when a
couple of dogs took a fox across theroad right in front of
the party and the dogs were all thrown out and men
scrambled for crossings and a new hunt was going in a
minute. No one got a crack at him, however, though he
played around East Ridge for an hour, and at dark the
dogs were out of hearing over Rawson Hill and were left

driving,
At 7 P. M. came the supper at the Bay State, which

though not quite up to scratch, was relished by those who
had been out all day. Mr. Kinney presided. Congress-
man J. H. Walker, a veteran fox hunter, spoke at some
length, telling some very amusing incidents of his fox
hunting with Uncle Nathan. All the successful hunters
of the day were called on and gave their experience
during the day's hunt. The post-prandials are not long,
as every one is known to be tired from the long day's
hunt, and at 11 P. M, the gathering broke up. The Wor-
cester Fur Co. may well congratulate themselves on the
success of this year's hunt.
The day was one of the worst imaginable, a cold north-

west wind blowing all day, but the record of 5 foxes
killed and shown at the supper, pelts on, shows that we
have a good supply of foxes. A number of prominent
business men were out for their first fox hunt, and had the
day been calm they could have heard driving nearly all

day. As it was some of them heard scarcely a bark, and
probably did not carry home a very pleasant impression
of the sport.

Another hunt will be held later in the season, on snow,
when we hope that the success of this hunt will draw
more hunters from out of town. Hal.

DEER IN MICHIGAN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

F. S. Campbell and myself have returned from our
annual hunt in the northern peninsula of Michigan. We
Avere accompanied by Jay Campbell, of Janesville, Wis.
We killed only six deer and but very few partridge.
Deer were uncommonly wild, but the lumbermen and
residents there say the deer were more plenty than they
have been in several years past. There were many-
wolves, and that may account for the deer being so wild.
We had a heavy fall of snow during the last ten days of
the hunt, and some cold weather, the thermometer indi-
cating at one time 2° above zero.
When the snow first came we contemplated a good

time, but contrary to expectation and experience no
amount of cautious trailing would put us within rifle

range of deer. The snow showed the wolves were trail-

ing also.

The resident hunters accounted for the scarcity of
partridge as follows: Last winter there was a heavy
fall of light snow, and the weather being cold the part-
ridge, in accordance with their habit, took shelter in the
snow; then it suddenly became warm with a slight rain,
so as to soften the surface of the snow, and then sud-
denly froze, forming a crust, confining these birds until
they perished with starvation.
We killed one three-year-old buck singularly marked.

One of its antlers had four points, the other antler was
simply a spike. A company of hunters near our camp
killed a spotted four-yeai--old buck. It face and cheeks
were mottled. The spots were white, ranging in size
from a quarter of a dollar to the size of the palm of the
hand. It was the first spotted grown deer I ever saw.

I talked with an old resident hunter there, and his
theory in regard to the cause of the spots was that the
deer had been attacked by wolves and its bide lacerated,
and when the wounds healed the hair came in white, as
we sometimes see in horses where they have been galled
by the harness or packs. He said he had seen several
deer thus marked.

If any of your patrons should go into the Northern

Peninsula by way of Metropolitan, I recommend they
call on Swan Anderson, who keeps a livery stable and
hotel. His charges are reasonable, and he and his good
lady are very attentive for the comfort of their guests.
It is but just that I mention the names of Peter McCrim-
mon, foreman of Camp 8, of the Ford River Lumber Co.,
and Mr, McGregor, their general superintendent. That
company are fortunate in having the services of those
men. In short, that company show much common sense
in the management of their affairs, at least that part of
it which fell under our observation. It treats its em-
ployes well, gives them good quarters and an excellent
table, thus securing No. 1 men, H. Lorino.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 28.—Thanksgiving Day was very

generally celebrated by the devotees of the trap iii

this city, as will duly appear by scores pubbshed elsewhere.
Garfield Club, on the west side, held an all-day shoot at
live birds and inanimates, and Excelsior Club, of Morgan
Park suburb, also had a full field day. The recherche
Washington Park club shot live birds all day. Grand
Calumet Heights Club shot inanimates, about thirty
members being down. At Watson's Park at Burnside,
sweep shooting at live birds was kept up all day with two
dozen or so entries. By "live birds" turkeys are not
meant, though long ere nightfall the birds may have
seemed as large as turkeys to some of the faithful. The
lower clubs, like Cumberland, Mak-saw-ba and English
Lake, had small attendances. The results are not yet in
from the field shooters, of whom very many departed on
the great fall holiday for widely scattered localities here-
about. Beyond doubt the enjoyment of the day was
general and hearty. The weather in this region was cool,
but pleasant, and it was a shooting day.
The night before Thanksgiving day was sharp and

cold, and apparently there has been a cold storm above
us, for all that night there were hurrying hosts of wild-
fowl passing down over this city, including a good many
geese. The big lake has been full of bluebills off Twenty-
second street and lower down. To-day reports come in
from the lower marshes that the game is in. It is very
probable that within the next fortnight we shall have
the best shooting of the fall so far, and probably, too, the
closing up of all the duck shooting. We hear reports
that it is to be a very hard winter, also that it is going to
be a very open winter. You take your choice. But at
any rate the usual time for serieus weather is now nearly
upon us.

The Tolleston marsh should be having good shooting
now, for a time at least. The trouble with that marsh is

that this summer when the marsh was all dried up the
cattle got over it and ruined most of the natural feed.
The club built its dam and has lately had a good stage of
water, but not very good feed, so the ducks have not staid
on that marsh so well as usual. At least, so goes the
story.

Mr. McFarland, of the Hennepin Club, tells me to-day
that he has had very fair shooting down at that plucky
and lucky little organization's headquarters, on the
Illinois, within the last few weeks. Just below Hennepin,
on the old standby, Senachwine Lake, the shooting has
been very good , and of late there has been a little exodus
of duck hunters for that point, partly, perhaps, excited by
one or two good bags made there two or three weeks ago.
Last week I mentioned that Dick Turtle had had good
luck on Senachwine. I saw Dick to-day, and he told me
that in two days he bagged 147 ducks, mostly bluebills,
besides 13 jacksnipe. This bag requires very special men-
tion, for nearly all the shooting was done with a 16-gauge
gun, and much of the time with No. 9 shot. Dick says
he thought he would use the fine shot on cripples, but
when he saw how he could knock down the bluebills at
30 and 35yds. with the No. 9 shot he kept on using them
for quite a while. The ducks were in then on Senachwine
in goodly numbers, and Mr. Turtle sent 15 telegrams up
to friends, but not one came down. That's where they
missed it. Since then Mr. Turtle has been down at Water
Valley on the Kankakee, that was last Saturday, but he
only got 5 mallards. He says he counted 16 hunters who
got off the train at Shell y, and 7 at Water Valley, a mile
further on.
So far, the Illinois River country has had the best of it.

Mr. Benton Leiter and Mr.W. H. Haskell have bought 1 ,000
acres near Chilicothe, including the famoxis rice marsh
known as the "Rice Lake," and will hold entire posses-
sion of it after this fall, much to the discomfiture of local
shooters. These gentlemen were down trying their new
grounds a whirl or two about a week ago." It was quiet
weather and the birds were not working much, but the
two guns in two days bagged 80 splendid mallards. Chili-
cothe way is where Fred Kimble and his old field partner
Long used to crimp the mallards. It is naturally a great
duck country. Abe Kleinman has got his eye on a piece
of marsh somewhere down that way, but he won't tell

where it is.

Mr. Geo. T. Farmer is the only Cumberland man I have
seen lately who has been down on that marsh. On last
Saturday and Monday he knocked down 30 mallards, over
at the east end of South Island, between the two ditches.
That is right near where I had a splendid half-day's shoot-
ing a year or so ago, with Alf. Dodd, the Cumberland
pusher. By the way, Alf. has long since quit pushing,
and is now at work for Charlie Gammon, here in this big
and bu«y city, or was a little while ago. A change from
his old life on the edge of the duck marsh.
Another change of that sort has happened. The Mak-

saw-ba Club has lost its old and excellent stewart, Ira
Pease, who this week retires from the position he has so
long and ably filled, and goes out into Iowa to superin-
tend Mr. T. Benton Leiter's big farm. Mr. Leiter is a
member of Mak-saw-ba Club, and he saw that Ira Pease
was a manager of more than ordinary ability. Mr. and
Mrs. Pease therefore go to other fields, more's the pity for
the club, and Sam Austin, late keeper of the Pittsburgh
club, near neighbor to Mak-saw-ba, will take the vacant
plack.

Ira Pease is in town to-day, and he tells the boys that
just before leaving the grounds to come up he saw large
numbers of new ducks circling in over the marsh. There
will probably be Some parties going down. Lately the
boys have not done much shooting at that club. A few
days ago Roll Organ got eight quail and six rabbits, and
Haskell abotit the same one day, and a few others of the
members also prowled around in the woods and got a few
birds and cottontails, but no hard shooting had been done.
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Your uncle Jo Card has been down at Toledo, 0,, again,
and has had a barrel of fun on the big club marsh near
there. He and his brother and another gun killed 128
mallard and black duck there one day, and they averaged
about seventy a day in the better part of their shooting.
Mr. Cy. Clark, of Clark & Neltnor's place on Fox Lake,

was at Swan Lake Club, on the Illinois River, a couple of
weeks ago, and sent up about fifty ducks to his friends.
From Fox Lake we do not- hear such very good reports

just now, but there otight to be some shooting there now
within the next few days. John Gillespie, of the Jenney
& Graham Gun Co., was up at the lake a week ago, but
says he only got one shot at a duck. Charlie Wilcox,
who does most of his shooting at Fox Lake, says he has
had poor luck lately, and awaits Ed. Howard's telegram
before going up again.
Mr. V. Hicks, son of "Valentine Hicks of the Rising

Sun Game Park Association, near Ashton, about eighty
miles west of here, was in town this week. He says the
prairie chickens have been doing very well indeed this
year, and only last week he killed a dozen out of the
coi-n in one day. Young Mr. Hicks says they have been
expecting Mr. Mussey and the writer out for a fall

chicken hunt, but there are so many less pleasant things
to do that it is hardly likely we will see the big farm this
year. It is with the siocerest regret that we hear of the
death of old Mae, the old liver colored pointer that found
our chicken for us, the one we killed by moonlight. Poor
old Mac. He was a truly gritty hunter, and I hope he's

happy now.
~M.r. C. McCammon, in company with his friend Mr.

Harry Sanborn, had a very pleasant little fall hunt out
in Dakota last month. They went to Huron, S, D., and
shot in the country thereabouts and around Oaks, further
south. They seem to have had better luck than the
average North Dakota party and found some sport,

although the very dry weather bothered them later.

They bagged 113 ducks in one day and got a number of
geese also, but say they were all native birds, the northern
flight not yet being down. Yet at one point in Dakota
Mr. McCammon and his friend saw a field so packed full

of geese and "tiger brant" that at first they thought it

was a tremendous flock of sheep. On this trip Mr. Mc-
Cammon was seriously hurt by being crushed between
the wheel and the bed of the wagon, and from this he is

by no means recovered yet. He had just alighted from
the wagon and was caught by the wheel as his attention
was engaged elsewhere. These two gentlemen say they
saw simply millions of prairie chickens, but they hunted
these birds very little.

The Dakota shooting tourists unite in a loud complaint
against the rapacity of the natives around Devil's Lake,
and indeed pretty much all through the shooting part of
Dakota. Ben Dicks says that on their trip to Devil's

.Lake they had to pay $10 to get their guns and shells

hauled twenty-two miles. For a team they had to pay
$8 a day, and for a team and driver $8.75 a day. Mr. Mc-
Cammon says they had to pay any farmer at least $2
before he would hitch up and help move their decoys
from, one field to another. If a team came to take them
in to dinner, a mile and a half, it cost $2 and another $3
to get back to the field again. All this is pretty tough on
foreign shooters. A great big healthy, large-sized boy-
cott on just such localities is what is wanted.
Reports come from Fort Smith, Ark., that the country

down there is fairly overrun with quail. Things are so
torn up in the Indian Nations just now that it is far from
advisable to cross the line this fall, unless one is careless

about losing his outfit to the military patrol. The land
and the game thereof will belong to the galvanized
boomers; but after all one cannot regret any action that
will keep outside hunters from shooting in the Nations,
and so give the little remaining game a chance.
From" the wild and woolly locality, Jackson's Hole,

Wyoming, reached via Kaintuck, Idaho, comes a letter

from Mr. S. N. Leek, whom I never met and don't know
anything about, but whom I envy right now at this big
game season. Mr. Leek writes as follows:

"I take Forest and Stream, and noticing your writing
I thought I would write you for information if you will

be so kind as to give it to me. I am a resident of Jack-
son's Hole, on Snake River, directly south of Yellowstone
Park, between Teton Mountains on one side and Gros
Ventres on the other. This is a great place for game, both
large and small, and trout fishing is splendid.

"I have been in the West about 15 years, and have put
in a good deal of the time hunting and trapping in the
mountains. I would like to get hunting parties to guide
through the mountains. Now what I want to know is

how to get them. I suppose there are lots of men in the
East that, if they knew a good responsible guide, would
like to come and have a hunt. If there were several par-

ties who wanted to come at the same time there are a
number of men here that I could recommend highly that
would like to act as guides, that could furnish all the
horses necessary, also camp outfit. We could meet par-
ties either at Eagle Rock on the Utah Northern, or at

Cinnabar, and come down through the Park.
''I can give reference as to my character and experi-

ence if necessary. If it's not asking too much, I would
like to hear from you."

I did let Mr. Leek hear from me, and told him non-
residents could not hunt in Wyoming. A good many
letters drift in from Western men who would like to act

as guides to Eastern tenderfeet at so much a per, but in

the lot there are doubtless many who would be trust-

worthy and valuable guides. For Mr. Leek I want to

say it is an almighty good sign that he reads the Forest
and Stream regularly.
From Pasadena, southern California, comes word that

the coyote coursers of the Valley Hunt, of that burg, are

now leaning to the staghound, in preference to the grey-

hound, for coyote hunting. They s;an't have seen all the
greyhounds in the world, and when they speak so I am

. forced to remember a deer hunt in the Indian Nations a
few years ago, when a few of us saw the two strains tried

together, at least to a limited extent. The use of grey-
hounds in the chase is a sort of hunting without a gun
which sometimes results in meat, and a good deal of it.

Speaking of guns. The whole tendency is to light guns
nowadays, as vre all know, but just how light does every-

body suppose double-barreled shotguns are made? There
are now in Chicago four shotguns of .44cal. One of

these was made to order for F. P Taylor, a Diamond
Daly, and I suppose he has it yet. That is a double gun
and a dandy. Mrs. R. B. Organ owns a .44 shotgun, and
shoots it too. This is a single barrel, and Mrs. Organ has

killed a couple of dozen rail with it in a day. And now
I have just seen a pretty pair of little .44cal. double guns,
W. Richards, at Jenney & Graham's. These little guns
seem like toys, but they say they shoot quite hard. Col.
Felton, as is well known about here, shoots a very strong
pigeon race with a 20-gauge Scott, and we have just
heard of Mr. Turtle's use of a 16-gauge on ducks.
A has le ten-bore.
Baked possum suppers are just now interesting our

Chicago sportsmen as a form of giddy and delicious dis-
sipation. And hereby hangs something, which Forest
and Stream is probably the first paper to get hold of.
The early organization is very probable of a social

, game
dinner-eating, lie-swapping club of Chicago shooters
under the name of the Possum Club. The Possum will
go. It will be a success, and its history will be apples of
gold in pictures of silver. Wait till vou hear from the
Possum Club, for it will pale the ineffectual stars of all
the other Chicago clubs, gustatorial or shootatorial. The
list of members is not yet fully determined, and it would
hardly be best to publish the probable but uncertain list,

already formulated.
Summing up the shooting situation for the immediate

present, more especially in regard to duck shooting, the
fact must be reached that the season has been a rather
poor one. Above, mention has beenmade of what would
seem to be a good number of very fine bags, but it should
be remembered that it is only the good ones we hear from.
Only success gets chronicled, and meritorious effort
receives not half the reward it should. Our ducks are
not with us to any tremendously alarming extent. The
situation reminds me of the remark of the North Side
Hebrew that Billy Mussey tells about. The Hebrew in
question was pondering over the dull times, and with a
sigh finally remarked, "Veil, if pizness vasn't any bedder
last veek as it vas nexdt veek, I'm a sonn of a gun, dot's
all I hope!"
We hope for better business next week.
Nov. 30.—The quickest sort of an amendment ought to

be made to what I said about the Possum Club yesterday.
The lapse of a day has covered a year of event. History
moves fast with the Possum Club. Yesterday afternoon
the Possum Club was still in the air, and its probable
membership was not yet fair news to publish. This
morning the Possum Club is fully organized, its charter
members are enrolled, and provisions are made for doub-
ling the list at the next meeting. The Possum Club will
make swift history in this city. In many ways it will
repay watching, and a brief synopsis of its sudden growth
ought to be given.
A week ago the first movement of the Possum Club be-

gan. Billy Mussey, George Andrews and W. S. HaineB
went down that Saturday evening to a possum supper at
Billy Werner's restaurant on Michigan avenue. Billy
Werner is Kinsley's old chef, and he made Kinsley's rep-
utation, and staid with him till Kinsley began to serve
too much illegal game, and then he left. Billy Werner
can cook a boot leg so it tastes good, and as for possum

—

well

!

These gentlemen were the very first movers of the club.
They came back to Billy Mussey's hall exuberant. They
had revelled in optimistic possumistic possibilities of
which they had never before dared dream. When Billy
told the boys about it—all the boys are at Billy's Saturday
night, and most all of them on any other night— his eyes
fairly glared through his glasses and his hair stood up all

over his head.
Then some one said, "Why not start a possum club?"
Seventy-five voices yelled, "Possum club!" The thing

was done. It was a song that carried the French revolu-
tion, a revenue^stamp that carried the American revolu-
tion, a cow's kick that burned Chicago. It is the little

thing that impinges sharpest, and the pointed idea that
sticks in the face of possibility. In the heart of eachman
present there was a certainty that the Possum Club was
destined to success.

Last night the Possum Club held its first meeting for
organization, and at Billy Werner's board there sat down
the following charter members: W. P. Mussey, G. W,
Andrews, W. S. Haines, W. N. Low, C. E. Felton, C. B.
Dicks, L. M. Hamline, P. F. Stone, F. A. Place, J. P.
Hayde, E. Copland, Fred Pfeffer, A. H. Harryman, E.
Hough, Billy Werner being chosen charter member ex-

offlcio.
' The first thing the club did was to eat some possum.
Then they ate some possum. Thei*e were "sweet 'taters"

too, and English muffins and possum, and some glasses
and possum. Then everybody ate a little possum, and
settled down a little to the necessary business. Just
about this time it was that Col. Felton came in with
champion Jim Elliott, who is at present the guest and
protege of Chicago, and who was thought to be lost some-
where in the wilds of Washington Park. The club gave
Jim Elliott an ovation which made him blush, and then
offered him some possum.
Mr. Low was called to the chair. It was decided not

to complete any iron-clad organization, and not to recruit
the club necessarily from shooters only. It was thought
best to elect a permanent secretary, and Billy Mussey was
chosen, but it was voted to elect a chairman for only one
meeting at a time, each time in advance of the next
meeting. Mr. Low will preside at the next meeting.
The Forest and Stream representative was called on to
recount the history of the club's origin, and pointed out
the three who first set the ball rolling. Mr. Low then
spoke on call, and said that he could see how the club
could unite all the clubs, and indeed bind together all the
craft of sportsmen in Chicago, shooters, anglers and all

others. He did not think it a wild thought to prophesy
for the near future a great meetingroom and a great body
representing the best of Chicago's sporting fraternity, and
he could see the place and the means whereby, on such an
occasion as a visit of Kansas City to this city, an enter-
tainment could be offered which should make the
Possum Club a name synonymous with the hospitality
and generosity of Chicago. He saw in this movement a
building better than we all might know at present. It

meant a unification of Chicago sportsmen, the wiping
out of every clique and faction, and the nucleus of what
might be a mighty movement in the matter of more in-

fluence for sportsmen as a class, for better game laws and
better enforcement of them , for better relations with
other States in such matters, for a better and a higher
standard yet than even that high one which is now neces-
sary to be attained before one can be accepted into the
guild of the sportsmen of to-day.

Col,- Felton.moved -that all the sportsmen of Kansas.

City should be honorary members of the Possum Club,
the honorable guest, Mr. Elliott, first on the list. Car-
ried with cheers. A question: "Is Macalester in it?" and
shouts of "Not in it with Jim."

It was moved and carried that at the next meeting each
member should propose the name of one gentleman, who
should be chosen a member thereupon: further increase
of membership to be considered thereafter. All such
names were to be handed in to the secretary a week in
advance.
Mr. Mussey was called onto saywhat he thought of the

Possum Club, anyhow, and said he thought it was all
right. It would be a better idea than most of us here to-
night would probably imagine.
Mr. Fred Pfeffer, of baseball fame, was ordered up,

and said he would feel proud to see others of his profes-
sion besides himself members of the club. Mr. A. H.
Harryman, editor of the Sanitary News, said he could see
a national reputation in store for the Possum Club. The
name would soon be as famous as that of the Beefsteak
Club of New York, as the Gridiron Club, or any other
club. Messrs. Haines and Place and Mr. Copland, gen-
eral freight agent of the Santa Fe road, also made felicit-
ous remarks. Col. Felton thought the club should be as
informal as possible, as that would constitute its chief
charm. He did not wish to see names of members men-
tioned in reports of the club from guests, or long formal
speeches. It was the sparkles of the sportsman reporter,
the brightness of the table talk, that had made this even-
ing so truly enjoyable. The reporters solemnly promised
not to say a word. And indeed it wrould be impossible
to chronicle the beginning of all the bright and apt say-
ings that abounded through the evening.

It was determined that the next meeting should be two
weeks hence, on Saturday evening, at Werner's. It is
very probable that these game dinners will be given
throughout the winter season by the club, that being its

ostensible and immediate reason for existence. It is no
merely complimentary belief , however, to think seriously
that there is in this red hot little meeting the beginning
of quite a noticeable movement. The Possum Club is

going to unite Chicago sportsmen in a way they never
knew before. It will hold the cream of all the shooting
clubs, the most active and prominent sportsmen of the
city, and will wipe out every clique and faction, every
jealousy and little fear. It will leave us a people united
and inseparable, whose platform shall be sweet potatoes,
and whose creed shall be baked possum, beyond which
there shall be no discussions, and over which there can
be no quarrel.
The following will be nominated for admission at the

next meeting: Mr. W N. Low will nominate Mr. Chas.
Kern, treasurer of this county ; Col. C. E. Felton will nom-
inate Mr. M. J. Eich, Mr. W. P. Mussey will nominate Dr.
J. M. Hutchinson, Mr. W. F. Pfeffer will nominate Mr.
Fred C. Donald, vice-chairman of the Central Traffic As-
sociation; Mr. E Copland, Mr. J. A. Hanley, freight
traffic manager of the Santa Fe; Mr. J. P. Hayde, Mr. R.
B. Organ; Mr. C. B. Dicks, Mr. H. D, Nichols; Mr. L. M.
Hamline, Mr. Geo. Hoffman; Mr. G. W. Andrews, Mr. C.
E. Wiilard. Mr. A. H. Harryman, Mr. C. S. Burton; Mr.
F. A. Place, Mr. W. W. Foss. Dr. N. Rowe will also be
nominated, and Mr. Haines and Mr. Sloan will name '

their friends later.

The only thing harsh about the club is the fact that
the possum dinner is very hard upon the colored waiters,
who were nearly in a state of insubordination when the
banquet closed last night. "Mistah Wernah," said the
head waiter, "Ef these all men keep comin' heah an'
eatin' possum thissher way right befo' mer eyes, I done
got to "sign mer job, that's all I got to say!" This is the •

only complication which has thus far arisen.

E. Hough.

A WINTER CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am asked by a number of readers of Forest and
Stream to elaborate my ideas concerning the organization
of a winter club, to which I referred in my former com-
munication, and I trust you will allow me to trespass
your columns for then information.

I would organize a club with a paid up capital of $25,000,
to be divided into twenty- five or fifty shares. With this
money I would purchase a plantation with a large, roomy
house, capable at once of entertaining a large number, and.
which could be easily enlarged to accommodate all the
members. This plantation should have tenant cabins for
negroes as well as servants quarters and other outbuild-
ings already standing. It should be located near a rail-

road station, and also steamboat navigation with New
Orleans. It should be in the midst of a region where
quail, woodcock and ducks are plentiful, while larger
garne like turkeys, deer and bear should be in easy reach.
Now this may seem an ideal location, yet I know just
where to buy such a plantation. It can be done now at a
low price, but every year is curtailing such chances.

I will give illustrations of the abundance of game in
this proposed locality. I have had three deer driven to
my stand in one morning, and this within half a mile of
the house where I was then stopping. I have in one
morning's shooting in the fields about the same house,
without bothering after coveys that took long flights,

brought in 36 quail, and stopped only because I had more
than I needed. I have seen in January, February and
March mallard and woodducks more plentiful than any
Northern sportsman ever sees them except at the greal
feeding and breeding grounds. Annual bear hunts are
carried out once a year in the canebrake with great suc-
cess. This plantation shall be on the edge of a tangled
wilderness hundreds of miles in extent, such a wilderness
as only exists in the South, and yet in a country of good
roads and good people, though not many of either. The
winter climate is delightful, but not warm enough to be
enervating, and the land upland, high and dry the year
round.
Such briefly are my notions, and although they may

seem strained, I know what I am talking about, and it

can be done. I am ready to take a share in such a club
and to go ahead and acquire the property, but I shall not
give away my knowledge except to a club.

Arthur M. Valentine.
JANESvmLE, Wis., Nov. 27.

A Book About Indians.—The Foeesx and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen ilrastratipns from the volume.—4.(i8,
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PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION.

THE reference to "The New Iowa Fish Law," by Win,
H. Steele, in Forest and Stream, of July 31, bears

directly on the general inutility of protective legislation

as at present applied.

That laws for the protection of game have to some ex-

tent a value in restraining the useless and wantou waste

which the unrestrained impulses of man thoughtlessly

engender, and that they also in a measure educate the

masses to the necessity of the preservation and husband-
ing of natural food resources will be admitted by all. But
that in a greater measure they are ineffectual in bringing

about that general recognition of their necessity and
value, and that general sympathy and cooperation in

their enforcement upon which their usefulness depends
will also be generally admitted.
And why, we may well ask, is this the case? It is cer-

tainly not always on account of a determination of any
class of our people to destroy wantonly, or in utter disre-

gard of the law, or of the general good. Violations of

the laws often arise from the stern necessity of want,
which knows no law, but more frequently, perhaps,

through a lack of proper understanding of the question
in all its bearings. It is true that in the bitter struggle

for existence the thirst for gain stamps out of many all

but the most sordid considerations.

Still, in every community the great majority may be
considered not only as themselves law-abiding, but also

in full sympathy with laws which they feel are of general
benefit in their tendency, unless they believe that they
are enacted in the interest of the few. There is greater

excuse for the illegal capture of game by the illy-fed and
suffering poor, for it is with them a question of existence
which all at least who have endured the struggles of

poverty will recognize.
There is, however, another influence actuating the

poorer people who are not actually driven by necessity,

and that is the belief that game laws are made for the

sole benefit of the wealthier classe?. the "rod and gun"
clubs, angling associations, etc., the sole object of which
is the fostering of sport, in which they can have but
little share except by stealth.

Whether or not this is the case, the prejudice exists,

and must be recognized and treated with intelligent and
politic consideration and conciliation, if there is ever to

be brought about a general recognition of the necessity

and value of the protection of game, and a cordial sym-
pathy and cooperation by all classes and conditions of

our people.
The constant lamentations over infractions of the

laws will not induce compliance with them, nor any
number of game wardens be able to enforce them.
Most of the violations occur in the darkness of the
night, or in unfrequented places, with snares and nets.

Every deep place in a trout stream for a distance
of two or three miles will be seined out in a single night
with a seine very clumsily formed out of coarse bagging
(burlap), by pulling out some of the threads to make it

more open, and by constructing a bag-like extension of
the net to trail behind. Such a net fastened to a pole at
either end will prove destructive at night, as the fishwhen
frightened huddle in the deepest holes. By wading in
the water to the armpits these will be completely cleaned
out. Gill and fyke nets are also set after dark and re-

moved before daylight. How is the game warden to dis-

cover these things unless the community, and particu-
larly the farming and laboring classes, are in sym-
pathy with him? And even where they may be in full

sympathy with the spirit of the game laws how many
would inform on a friend or neighbor? Either on the
score of friendship, business advantage, or dislike of the
notoriety, to say nothing of probable retaliation in some
way, but few would be found to give information even if

much greater rewards were offered. Nor, in the opinion
of the writer, are they much to be blamed. For they
see constant violations of the laws by those to whom
they look for example as well as precept. As well might
we expect our hoodlums to be always gentlemanly and
decorous while our college youths, the representatives of
our culture and civilization, often demean themselves as
savages, or worse.

As an example of the apparent disregard of the law or
of the thoughtlessness existing concerning the conse-
quences or influences of such disregard on others

—

especially the young—by those who should be exemplars,
an article by the writer published some years ago in a
paper devoted to nature will be repeated here, with the
names of place and persons changed in the present pub-
lication

, and for the sole purpose of practically illustrat-
ing the point in question: "I want to say a few words
concerning a matter in which I think I will have your
thorough sympathy, although you may not always agree
with me. While waiting for a train at A, , in New Jersey,
the other day, I was eye-witness to a shcoting match in
which glass balls were used instead of pigeons. Although
not taking any special interest in the sport myself I4like
to see others enjoy it. Of course I formed a high opinion
of the gunners because of the absence of the cruelty at-
tending pigeon shooting. But judge of my surprise when
I saw them occasionally drop a swallow, many of which
were circling about, low in the air, busily engaged in
feeding upon flying insects. The climax was capped
when a whippoorwill came swiftly gyrating to the
ground, mortally wounded. Possibly in consequence of
this sport several broods of young birds will starve.
"The fruit trees in and around A. are richly festooned

with the webs of the caterpillar, which some years ago
so beautifully ornamented the shade trees of Philadel-
phia. The mosquito crop about A. is also a full one.

''The English sparrow comes in for much abuse for
driving away our native insectivorous birds. What do
you think of men who wantonly shoot them? Now, who
do you suppose were the individuals engaged in this de-
lectable amusement? Of course you will conclude that
they were roughs and hoodlums. * Let me give you some
of their names, first giving you notice that they are mem-
bers of the A. Rod and Gun Club. First there was Judge
V., with whose name many of you are familiar. It was
he who shot the whippoorwill. Then there was Squire
C, the justice of the peace of the borough, the man
before whom prosecutions for such offense would take
place. Among the others were U. I. M., Oapt. M. D. and
K. N. O. There were others, some of them small boys in
knickerbockers, among the shooters,
"You will no doubt be able to imagine the judicial air of

severity with which Squire C. would give sentence to a

poor laboring man who would shoot a few robins, or a
quail or rabbit, out of season as food for his illy-fed family.

''Why did not I make a charge against these violators of

the law and of wise policy you may ask? Well, my dear

reader, to be frank, I could not afford the time and
money necessary, and I question whether I would not
have been subjected to much annoyance and animad-
version. Another thing, 'it was not my funeral,' not
being a New Jersey agriculturist. If the good people of

A. can stand it of course I can, I was informed that it is

a common occurrence. I would, however, be glad to be
one of a grand organization formed to prevent just such
violations of the law and good public policy, to say
nothing of the wanton cruelty involved, and I would be
glad to hear from any of you who feel interested in the

subject."
There is no doubt in the mind of the writer that this

violation of law was the result of mere thoughtlessness.

What is a bird or two, more or less, is the plea of the

inconsiderate. But the aggregate of wanton destruction

in a single State, if it could be known, would probably be
somewhat startling.

During the spring migration northward of the robins

they are killed by thousands in the vicinity of Washing-
ton, under the very shadow, so to speak, of the Agricul-
tural Department and the Smithsonian Institution.

Scores of hundreds made by single individuals in a day's
shooting are recorded in the local Virginia and Maryland
papers, and they are treated in all respects as being as

much game as the reed bird is in the fall. But while the
reed bird is wholly graminivorous, the robin is largely

insectivorous and one of the most useful of our birds.

The existence of conflicting sentiments in the different

States becomes here a matter of interest, and must be
taken into consideration. And now the question arises,

how may a general uniformity of protective legislation

be secured, and how, also, may a general respect and
sympathy for such legislation be promoted throughout
the land?
At the last meeting of the American Fisheries Society

a paper was read, suggesting, in the case of fish pro-
tection at least, the development of that society into a
great national organization, having State branches, these
again having subordinate branches ramifying through the
counties and even to the townships and boroughs, thus to

form in every community throughout the land an associa-
tion of individuals not consisting of anglers and gunners
only, but of all classes interested in any way whatever in
game protection. In this way a means of disseminating a
proper knowledge of the objects of the laws enacted would
be afforded, tending to a higher appreciation of their value
to all. There would also be a complete system of obser-
vation and espionage of the waters of the country, and,
furthermore, the necessary means for the apprehension
and prosecution of violators of the laws, independent of
individual obligations and entanglements by throwing the
burden of prosecution upon the broad shoulders of a great
association. This is the way in which all reforms in
political, industrial, or other matters are promoted, and
until some such movement regarding game protection is

inaugurated, it is probable that but little except the
stereotyped lamentations will be heard, Wm. P. Seal.

PUBLIC AND PRESERVED.
NEW YORK, Not. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of this week, speaking of the famous
game resorts mentioned by an Ohio correspondent, you
ask, "Why should every favored locality where fish and
game are to be found be picked up for a private elub?"
The reason is simply that as soon as such a spot becomes

known to the public, particularly if the foreign element
is strongly represented in that vicinity, it is so hunted—
in season and" out—that a few years only are needed to
wipe out everything that lives or moves.
What has become of the pinnated grou se and the wild

turkey in the East? Where are the thousands of wild
pigeons I used to see a few years ago? And what has be-
come of the herds of antelope, elk and bison that the In-
dians left on the prairies? And where are our salmon? If

you can tell me a single locality where the public has
free access and where game is plenty, I should like to

know it. The few deer that are killed in the Adiron-
dacks are those bred in private grounds, which escape
over the boundaries. If any one in the Raquette Lake
region wants venison he goes to the edges of the private
clubs for it, for he knows his chances are slim on public
grounds.
Until people have to buy a license to kill public game

under wise and strict laws, and said license is only issued
to those who obey these laws, not until then will game
have a chance. I spent two days last week beating
through beautiful grounds, where I used to in years past
find game enough to satisfy my modest wants, and not
one feather did I stir. For the 'past five years the num-
ber of men and boys that Bwarm over our fields and
through the woods of Bergen county is something beyond
belief. While I sat in a little piece of woods eating a
cracker the other day I counted nine different parties file

through there; and I do not believe I sat there over
twenty minutes. Wakeman Holberton.

MEAT WE DID HAVE.
TTOW many sportsmen come home from a hunting trip
JLL empty handed and minus game. The writer recalls
to mind an expedition in which he participated a few
years ago in Wyoming, where this was reversed.
There were but two in the party—Dick and myself.

Starting out one frosty September morning, for a two
days' hunt, with a team, we drove past fine herds of cat-
tle on the sage brush plains, occasionally startling and
putting to flight a jack rabbit or timid sage hen. With
our .40-82-260 Winchesters we were in quest of better
game and looked not upon this small fry with any degree
of longing. Arriving at the foothills we are soon ascend-
ing a canon characteristic of these regions. The trees
grow more plentiful and of larger growth, as we ascend
and reach an old deserted tie camp, close to a dancing
brook, whose source is among the snowy peaks yonder.
Our horses are soon tethered, coats, blankets, eatables,
etc, stowed away in the only log hut, which had seen
better days.

A band of elk had passed this ground but recently,
their tracks were fresh, and we began to have hopes of
elk meat for supper. Following their trail was an easy
matter. Stealthily we proceeded through the pines, but
no big buck jumps up—where is the band? While we

are thus meditating, up jumps a blacktail deer scarcely
five rods ahead of Dick. Standing motionless it surveys
us a few seconds and bounds away into a clump of quak-
ing asp. My main desire is a pair of elk antlers fit to

show Eastern friends, but the fates are against us. Night
comes and sleeping on the trail, we resume the hunt at
sun up. But they are traveling, not stopping to feed, and
our chanees are slim. Our allotted time is drawing to a
close and sorrowfully our steps are retraced to camp,
skunked.
Dick, who is an old timer, and up to all the ways of the

country, astonishes me by saying, "Meat we must have,
meat we shall have, meat we will have," He kept
repeating this over and over again until I began to have
doubts as to his sanity. Our hunt was finished. Too
late to jump any more deer. But Dick was equal to the
emergency. Our traps packed up, no time is lost and
soon we are out again upon the plains.

"Meat we must have, meat we shall have, meat we
will have." That is all Dick can give utterance to. Is
he crazy? No. His eagle eyes soon discern a young
maverick (unbranded calf). Up goes his rifle and bang
the old Winchester talks; 260 grains of lead has sped sure
as fate through the brain of that yearling. It being
alone, far from other cattle and unbranded, he argued,
it has no owner. At any rate, to skin him took but a
short time, and meat we did have for a fact. Merritt.

Pheasant and Quail Breeding in California.—
"California may well boast of its big trees, its waterfalls
of the Yosemite, and its mammoth fruit and vegetable
products, but it has added another laurel to its crown in
possessing the largest aviary in the world," says the San
Francisco Chronicle. "An hour's journey from San Fran-
cisco by water and rail brings one to the quiet little town
of San Pablo, in Contra Costa county, and a short drive
from there is the old and well-known Alvarado Rancho,
now owned by Henry F. Emeric. Over an area of 2,500
acres of fertile ground are scattered orchards and wheat
fields that yield wonderful crops, and near the center of
this domain is the old home of Mr. Emeric's father, now
deceased. It is a quaint structure, with shaded verandahs,
and its roof is robed at present with a mantle of pure
white Castilian roses. Fronting the house are parterres
of choice flowers of innumerable kinds, bright with color
and as fragrant as the breeze-wafted odors of Ceylon.
There are, in fact, 310 varieties of roses alone to be seen,
and in the conservatory there are rare orchids and other
valuable plants. Through the vista of weeping willows
and peach and apple trees, heavily laden with bellflowers
and winter Nellies, the aviary is seen. This feature of
the place is an airy structure of closely netted wire sus-

tained at intervals of fifteen feet by wooden uprights,
forming a perfect cage. It is 175ft. long and 60ft. wide.
Within its confines is a miniature forest of quince trees,

the tops of which emerge through the netting. This, in
addition to a covert of thick brush, affords admirable
shelter for the birds in summer, while in the winter they
have the use of a large house that is in the cage for their
protection against the elements. With commendable
foresight Mr. Emeric has stocked this aviary with English
pheasants and Chinese golden pheasants, and there are
also hundreds of quail there, merely as a side issue. Mr,
Emeric estimates that he will have over 400 pheasants
next season and he proposes to set loose 100 or more of
them each year to run wild through the country, and will
give many away to those who desire to propagate them.
This will, of course, be of great benefit to all lovers of
bird shooting, and besides will assist materially in in-

.
creasing the numbers of what are now a rare species of
fowl in this State,' The pheasants are fed with wheat and
occasionally chopped liver is given to them, They are
crossed with bantam hens, the result being game cocks
that are as pugnacious as their imported sires, and the
pheasant is notably a fighting bird. The goldenpheasants
are only fitted for an aviary, and occupy the position that
a Sevres vase does in a drawing-room. Mr. Emeric has just
completed negotations to have a large invoice of Bob
Whites sent to him from the East next spring, and then
he will increase the proportions of his aviary to three
times its present size. This bird is similar to our Cali-

fornia quail, only a little larger, and is better flavored.

It is a great favorite with Eastern hunters, and will be
gladly welcomed by local sportsmen. The same course
will be pursued with these birds as with the pheasants.
The propagation of these valuable and interesting birds is

a hobby with Mr. Emeric, an expensive one naturally,

but one that he can afford, and his efforts should receive
the earnest support of all who axe interested in the intro-

duction of new birds on this coast."

He Studied the Owl.—Calais, Me.—I thought per-

haps some of your readers might like to know of a new
way to study owls. Some friends went out shooting a
day or two ago. One shot at and wounded the wing of

a big Virginia horned owl. He was advised to kill the
bird but would not do so. He was going to study the
bird alive, so he put the big bird down behind him in the
blind. Soon a duck came flying along, and he stooped so

low in shooting he sat on the owl. The owl not liking

this way of being studied fastened its claws into his back
and refused all attempts to make it let go, and the more
they tried to get him off the harder he pinched, and from
the howling of the man it would appear as if the owl was
studying the man instead of the man studying the owl.

The " bird had to be killed before he would let go, and
although the man's back may not be as smooth as usual,

and. it may be some time before he can sit down, he
knows more about owls than he did.

—

Geo. A. Boardman.

Concerning Plurals.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

rise to remark that when the words brace, couple, pair
and score are preceded by a numeral they are grammati-
cally used only in the singular number. As, 1 brace, 2
brace; 1 couple, 2 couple; 1 pair, 2 pair; 1 score, 3 score
and ten. It would be as correct to say 2 dozens apples as
to say 2 pairs of shoes. Macauley tells us of "a garret up
four pair of stairs." Yet birds mate in pairs, and hounds
hunt in couples, and so on.—Q. E. D.

Dayton, O.—A note is received from Mr. Wickersham
stating that his party, consisting of Al. Zeiner, E. J.

Thomas, Wm. Zeiner and himself were the guests of L.

J. Voglesang, at Galiia Furnace, O., that Mr. Voglesang
had given them the exelusive privilege of shooting over
3,000 acres of furnace land, and that the party had in

four days killed 642 quail, 131 rabbits, 3 woodcock, 7

pheasants, 7 doves and an owl.—Brown.
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"That reminds me."

G1
EORGE COLE, of Fairhaven, Wash., who has had

M charge of a Port Townsend Southern party of en-
gineers for some time past, was in the city the other day
and talked freely of the experiences the "boys" had with
big game in that wild region. One of the stories which
he relates is as follows: "During the summer we had a
pet bear—one that we caught when it was only a few
weeks old, and kept until it got to be a nuisance. We
had trained it down to a fine point. You have heard of
the educated hog that could read? Well, Ruby couldn't
do that exactly, but he could play cards, aud when it

came to a bluff at poker he simply couldn't be beaten.
He was sublime. I've seen him when there was a pot of
fifty or more lumps of sugar—we always played for sugar
when Ruby was m it—bluff the entire gang and rake in
the stakes when it proved he had nothing better than a
pair of twos. No, he couldn't talk; but he'd wag his head
if he wanted to pass, and his eye stood him in good stead
when it came to anything else. Wonderful eye had
Ruby, and I don't suppose we would have killed him if

we hadn't caught him one day, after he had won nearly
all the sugar in the outfit, scratching his ear and pulling
out an extra ace from one of the big wrinkles in his neck.
Alas, poor Ruby, he was a thoroughbred, but too smart
for this country, and we had part of him for dinner that
day." Jo.

Seattle, Wash., Nov. 20.

Reading the "coon hunting stories" in the Fobest and
Stream of Nov. 20 reminded me of coon hunt not accord-
ing to the code, which I witnessed in Spartanburg, South
Carolina, while residing there several years ago. Arising
very early one beautiful, warm Sunday morning, I took
a walk down through one of the principal streets of the
town, and came across a party of three darkies trying to
capture a coon that had taken refuge in a large shade
tree. They had neither weapons nor dogs, but were plan-
ning to capture the animal alive. One had a small box
to put the coon in, and one went up the tree to shake it

down. His coonship was near the top on a small limb,
from whence the darky could not dislodge him. Ap-
proaching too near, the coon made a snap at the negro,
who became so frightened he lost his balance, at the
same time dislodging the coon, and both tumbled to-
gether. I think it was the most laughable sight I ever
witnessed. The limbs and leaves were so thick on the
tree that they saved the negro from being hurt, and the
two darkies on the ground were making every effort to
capture the coon, and when all got mixed up in a general
melee it was the most beautiful scrimmage ever seen. It

took the coon about three minutes to clean out the three
negroes and take a hasty departure, and then the "gentle-
men of color," being awful mad at something, went to
thumping each other. J. S. H.
Wtalusing, Pa., Nov. 20.

m m\d ^iver fishing*

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Game Latvs.

TROUT FISHING IN NORTH CAROLINA.
n.

ON the morning of the first Tuesday in June a party of
four of us started from Osborn's for the upper

waters of the west fork of Pigeon River. Osborn was
guide and general manager; the Parson, the Professor
and your humble servant, the "drummer," made up the
party. The Parson and Professor were from Charleston,
S. C. ;

they were spending the summer at Flat Rock, N. C.

,

about forty miles from Osborn's. They came over to
Osborn's to spend a few days and get some trout; they
had been there the year previous, and informed me that
they were "old trout catchers," in fact they gave me the
impression that they "knew it all." They were jolly good
fellows, and I was very glad to meet such up in those
wilds, where people of my own kind were so rarely met.
Well, at 6 o'clock that bright June morning we started

up the trail, following the east fork of the river, bound
for the mouth of Shining Creek, about five miles from
Osborn's, where we were to camp the first night after
having fished the creek to its mouth, about half a mile
from where the trail crosses it.

The Parson and Professor had each a saddle horse.
They came on horseback from Fiat Rock. They loaded
the horses with fodder, provisions for the party, pork,
meal, corn pone, salt, pepper, a little butter and sugar,
coffee and pot, etc., etc. We looked very much like
genuine mountaineers, and I had been there long enough
to feel very like one.
Our path was through dense woods the entire distance,

and we did not feel the heat as we should had the country
been an open one, but about 9 o'clock, when we came to
the foot of the third and last mountain before reaching
the creek the perspiration fairly rolled down the sides of
my face and my shirt was reeking wet; we rested a little

and then commenced our last climb for that day; it was
only about 1,500ft. to the summit, not much of a hill in
those regions; the natives don't mind such hills as that;
they girdle the trees and burn off the undergrowth of
those low hills and plant corn and rye on them. Our
trail led in a zig-zag course, so that the climb was not a
very difficult one. and at the end of half an hour we
were on the summit, a gentle descent of about 150ft. and
we reached the creek.
Shining Creek is a beautiful stream; it is about 15yds.

wide on an average and contains a very large body of
water, a great many big rocks, series of deep pools and a
few long stretches of lovely ripples; it is the very ideal of
a trout stream. It can be fished about three miles from
its mouth with good results, provided the angler is an
experienced one. After he has followed it that distance
it is not worth his time to go further; he had better turn
about and fish back to the river, if he has not caught all

he can carry; that's most likely to be the case.
Shining Creek finds its course under old Shining Rock

Mountain; it springs from several large, ice-cold springs
and supplies more that half the water that goes to make '

up the East Fork of the Pigeon; it is the clearest and
coldest brook water I ever saw in any section where I

have fished for trout. I fished that creek several times in
midsummer and its waters were so cold that unless I wet
my head before wading in, it would ache and throb for
hours as if it had been beaten.
We fixed up a place to keep the horses, gave them some

fodder and then started toward the river, fishing down
the creek; we used stick worms on our cinnamon-hackled
flies, at least I used such a contrivance, I had too much to
attend to just then to notice what the others were using.
Osborn sent the Parson and Professor on ahead in order
that they might have the "first pickings;" we kept as far
behind them as we could; it was slow work with us; we
had to take to the rocks in the stream, jumping from one
to another and slipping into the water, and frequently we
could do no work from the banks, owing to dense thickets
of brushes and vines; the water was rather too high for
our comfort, but not too high to prevent the trout from
biting furiously; the sport was all we could wish it to be,
but none of our fish were large ones—from J to i of a
pound each was about the average. We returned to the
water scores of fish under 6in. in length. We reached the
mouth of the creek at three o'clock; our young men had
reached there half an hour ahead of us, they had caught
25 fair-sized trout, the Professor had fallen off a big rock
into a deep pool and got well soaked, the Parson got wet
in helping him out, and both of them were badly disgusted
with the whole "business."
Osborn and I had caught 90 in all; they were beauties,

nearly all of a size and of the most perfect shape, and the
most brilliantly colored trout I had yet seen.

It seemed almost cruel to kill such beautiful fishes, but
no doubt they were made for man's food and when man
is hungry he don't stop to think of beauty before satisfy-
ing his hunger. The young men said thev would return
to camp, clean the fish we had caught, prepare a camp
for the night and have things in good order when we
came. We waited to try the big pool at the mouth of the
creek. The lofty mountains hid the sun from our view
and it was more like evening than mid-afternoon; trout
were breaking water frequently and we thought we could
get a dozen or two good-sized ones before night. The
pool is about 150yds. Jong by 100 wide, and has an average
of 80ft. depth of water, It can be fished to the best ad-
vantage from the west side, where we then were. I used
a white-coachman at first. Osborn did the same, but
could get only two rises, one of which I struck and
landed. It was a small one and I returned it to the
water. Osborn crossed the creek and fished the upper end
of the pool. We both fished up stream. The trout con-
tinued breaking water, but I could not get a rise. I put
on my old favorite cinnamon-hackle again and yet could
get no rise. I then tried a worm, but they would not
take that, and I began to think that my day's sport was
ended.

I had whipped the pool up to the creek without getting
another fish; could see Osborn haul one in occasionally,
and I made one more effort. I did not want to be beaten
after doing so much earlier in the day. I made a cast in
the long, swift ripple which forms the mouth of the creek

;

my hook struck the water near its head , floateddown a few
feet, and then I saw a big fellow come to the surface,
bend his form in the shape of a bow and sink to the bot-
tom, fully loft. I struck him gently, and then he started
for the big pool; my line fairly smoked for a moment; I
gave him at least 40yds. of line, then he sank to the bot-
tom and sulked. That little bamboo rod of mine didn't
seem strong enough to bring him from the bottom; but I
worked him almost twenty minutes, and at last brought
him to the bank, where the water was not more than 6in.
deep, held my rod with one band, reached down and put
thumb and forefinger of the other into his mouth and gills
and took him ashore. He was 17in. in length and abeauty.
I caught 13 more fine ones from the same ripple before

Osborn came; he had caught a dozenvery good-sized ones.
Could not catch any until he baited. The water was not
warm enough for good fly-fishing.

We started for camp as soon as we could put up our
tackle. When we arrived there, at 6 o'clock, the Parson
was just finishing up the trout. We took those we had
just caught and cleaned them; the Professor was putting
the last piece of bark on to the roof of the rude camp; a
big hard wood fire was blazing on a big flat rock in front
of the camp, coffee was all made, and as soon as Osborn
could wash his hands he set about cooking some trout.
I cut two straight dogwood sticks about the length and
size of a ramrod, drove down four crotched sticks before
a big bed of coals, put skewers into the fish to hold them
open; Osborn cut four thin slices of salt pork, rubbed the
trout in meal, salted and peppered them, and then strung
them on to the sticks with pieces ofpork between them,
and hung them before the coals. When they began to
cook I placed corn pones under them to catch their juice.
About twenty minutes after they were hung before the
coals they were "done to a turn," and we fellows fell to
and began to destroy them. We ate fifty before we
began to feel that we had eaten enough; we had eaten all
we had cooked; I think I could have eaten one or two
more if I had been called on to do so.

After supper and a smoke we turn in for the night,
rather the others did, I was to take the first watch from
8:30 to 11. The young men had laid our camp floor with
a thick bed of laurel and hemlock twigs, and with our
heavy blankets we could sleep as soundly there as we
could in the best bed in North Carolina.
I sat outside the camp wrapped in my blanket, and

watched the fire and smoked until it was time for me to
turn in. Just before I called the Parson to take my
place I noticed heavy, black clouds coming down*from
the vicinity of old Shining Rock; the wind was also from
that direction and I made up my mind that we should
get wet before daylight. The Parson said it looked that
way to him, but he would go on watch all the same. I
went into camp, rolled my blanket about me and in a few
moments I was sound asleep. About 2 o'clock A. M. I
was started from sound slumber by a fearful clap of
thunder. I jumped to my feet, the others did the same,
and after making sure that we were all right we sat
down and saw the rain fall. I had never seen such a
storm as that one was; the thunder rolled incessantly
and the flashes of lighting were nearly blinding; the
horses became restless and the young men and Osborn
had to go out where they were tied several times to keep
them from breaking their halters, and, of course, got
beautifully soaked. The fire was long since extinguished
and we all felt cold, but we could not better our condi-
tion unless we could do it with a little whisky. We all
drew our pocket pistols and fired good strong charges

down our throats, and as the stuff circulated through our
cold system we soon felt some relief,

I shall never forget that fearful storm; it was grand
beyond description, but I don't want any more such ex-
perience. It was rather dangerous, too;' those tall hem-
locks, under which we were camped, might have been
struck and we might not have lived to relate our experi-
ence of that night. But "all's well that ends well," the
storm spent its fury before daylight, and when it became
light enough for us to find kindling wood to start our
fire Osborn said we should have a pleasant day to com-
plete our journey in.

It would have been useless to attempt fishing the creek
that morning; it was a roaring torrent. We ate break-
fast at 5 o'clock, and after packing our wallets with corn
pone, fried trout and pork we were ready to start.
The Professor came up and said that he and the Parson

were going back to the house, that they bad had enough
of camp life; it didn't contain a blanked thing worth liv-
ing for.

He said he'd be blanked if he would go through another
such Hades as he did last night for all the trout there
were in Haywood county and several counties adjoining.
We did our best to persuade them to go with us,' but did
not succeed; they had been pretty badly frightened, and
were very much disgusted with their own luck as fisher-
men, and really had had enough. We sent back all of
our cooking utensils except a tin for baking pones on,
made our load as light as we could, bid the boys good-by,
and crossing the creek on a log started for a hard tramp
of seven miles to the upper waters of the west fork.
The work we had done the day before and the experi-

ence of the night had left no bad effects behind, so far as
Osborn and I were concerned. The Parson said he would
meet us on Saturday at Blacock's Mills, nine miles below
Osborn's, near where the two big forks unite, and carry
us home in a wagon, and he hoped we would have a big
string of fish for him to carry back to Flat Rock. We
did not make them any promises, and as they disappeared
from our view we commenced climbing a big mountain
on our way to our "land of promise," and as we believed,
to streams swarming with trout.
At 8:30 o'clock we had covered fully four miles of the

seven that laid before us when we started and had reached
the upper waters of the east fork. We rested there an
hour and refreshed ourselves with lunch. We left the
stream then and turned northward, and at the end of an
hour or so came to a mountain called the Devil's Court
House. I do not know what the devil wanted of a court-
house in such a wild place as that is. It struck me that
there had never been any inhabitants, either good or bad,
in that region. Perhaps some of his imps once lived
there and made "moonshine" whisky, and when they
tried to avoid paying internal revenue tax they were
brought to court.

It is a wild, rocky mountain, one of the few bald ones
in the west end of the Alleghany range. The trail runs
between the Devil's Court House and another peak fully
as desolate looking for two or three miles. The sides of
those mountains are covered with a rich growth of bal-
sam, spruce and hemlock. Many of the balsams grow to
an immense size. I saw hundreds of them that would
measure from 3 to 6ft. in diameter, and from 40 to 80ft.
from the ground to their first limbs. They are valueless
now, but when railroads find their way through those
woods the owners of that timber will reap fortunes.
At 2:30 P. M. we reached the east fork of the West

Fork, where we were to spend our first night, and per-
haps other nights—that was to be decided by how good
the fishing was in two of the three creeks which unite
two miles north of where we were, and from the main
body of the river, the West Fork.
We found a bear trap, or pen; it could be fixed up

easily, and would make a good camp; it was built of
logs. We tackled it and cleaned it out, spread about 2ft.
of balsam twigs on the floor, pealed three or four large
hemlocks and made a watertight roof, covered the sides
with bark, and at the end of an hour or so had things in
good shape for a permanent residence if we chose to re-
side there.

We went out to the creek and caught about thirty
good-sized trout; had to wade it, as there were too many
bushes on its banks. The water was not very deep; the
bottom was sandy a good deal of the distance we fished;
banks were low, and there were hundreds of hiding-
places under them. I would put on a worm, cast ahead
20ft. or so, draw the hook toward me, and sometimes get
two at a cast. They were very gamy, much more so
than they were in Shining Creek, I do not think any
one had fished there up to the time of our coming dtiring
th6 season. Probably those creeks are not fished three
times a year on an average.
We returned early to camp, We were both pretty tired.

I took the fish to the spring near by and cleaned them.
While I was doing ihis work Osborn was baking corn
pone, making coffee, etc. Very soon we had a string of
broiled trout and pork lying before us upon a piece of
clean hemlock bark, and being very hungry, we paid our
warmest respects to them. They were broiled "to a turn"
and strengthened and comforted the "inner man" won-
derfully. My appetite had not sprved me so well in
twenty years as it was then doing. I had come from
south Florida less than three weeks before, "chock full"
of her poisonous malaria, and had not eaten a fairly good
meal for two months when I reached the mountains.
People said I would starve to death up there, because the
women did not know how to cook, and if they did know
how they didn't have anything to cook that a civilized
man could eat after it was cooked. Just tell such people
that they don't know what they are talking about when
you hear them say it.

We did not have many dainties except trout, honey
and bushels of the finest wild strawberries I ever saw.
The wagon loads of blueberries and blackberries that
came later I do not make special note of. There was
plenty of milk, fresh-made butter daily, cream by the
gallon, corn pone and hot biscuit. These articles might
not be considered dainties by some—Bill Nye, for instance
—but they just put the flesh on to ray lean sides andmade
my cheeks as rosy as a girl's; and the expense for the
entire three months was less than one would have to pay
for three weeks at the Rangeleys, including fare from
New York.
We sat by the fire and made plans for to-morrow and

the succeeding days we expected to spend there, smoked
our pipes and then turned in for rest. Rush.
Chicago.
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A CROPPIE ROOST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I presume every one has heard of a pigeon roost and a

crow roost, but who has heard of the '-croppie roost?
11

Well, we hare at Creve Coeur Lake, a lake about twenty
miles from this city, what I call a croppie roost, and it is

a made roost. Near the shore there is a space in the lake

about 40x60ft. where about a dozen large piles haye been
driven. Between these piles some one has filled in with

brush, so that the bottom of the lake is covered there-

with to the depth of a couple of feet or more. Here the

croppie gather in large numbers, and the space is a veri-

table roost. The fishermen use only short poles and a

few feet of line. Some men have five and ten poles in

use at once, hanging over the edge of the boat. Of
course, this is pot-fishing of the worst kind, but that has
nothing to do with the roost. T presume ten thousand
croppie at least have been taken this summer from this

small space of 40x60ft. The point I would make is that

this roost gives a good hint to angling clubs as to how to

protect and build up good fishing grounds.
I was pleased to see the article on the fresh-water drum

in the last issue of Forest and Stream. In Missouri the
fish is known as drum fish, rook perch and stone perch,

and is found generally in the lakes and rivers and even
in the smaller streams, I have caught the fish with live

minnows both in Michigan and Missouri, and it makes a
good fight equal to any bass, except it does not break
water like that fish. If it were more edible it would un-
doubtedly rank as a game fish. That the fish is eaten I

know, for I see it frequently at the fish stands in the
Union Market, where it is sold as "rock perch." Some
time ago some correspondent to your paper said the fish

was very palatable if properly cooked. Suppose he tells

how the cooking should be done. Izaak, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 21.

VERMONT FISH AND GAME LEAGUE,
ETJTLAND, Vt., Nov. 26.—The Vermont Fish and

Game League for the purpose of securing and en-
forcing proper restrictions upon the taking and killing of

food fish and game, the promotion, culture and introduc-
tion of new species of the same, was organized at the
Pavilion parlors Monday night with 110 charter mem-
bers. The officers elected for the ensuing year are:

President, H. R. Dorr, Rutland; Vice-Presidents, M. R.
Colburn, Manchester; Henry Ballard, Burlington; Thad
M. Chapman, Middlebury: W. "W. Miles, Barton; Hfrbert
Brainerd, St. Albans; E. J. Titus, Wilmington: George
W. Hooker, Brattleboro; Treasurer, J. W. Brock, Mont-
pelier; Secretary, J. W. Titcomb, Rutland. Executive
Committee—Addison county: W. R. Peak, Bristol; Ben-
nington, C. F. Orvis, Manchester; Caledonia, J. Ritchie,
St. Johnsbury. Chittenden, Wm.. W. Henry, Burlington;
Essex, Nathan Hobson, Brighton: Franklin, E. C. Smith,
St. Albans; Grand Isle, N. W, Fisk, Isle LaMotte; La-
moille, C. S, Page, Hyde Park; Orange, R. J. Kimball,
West Randolph; Orleans, W. W. Mile?, Barton; Rutland,
Ed. Smith, Pittsford; Washington, John E. Hubbard,
Montpelier; Windham, F. W. Childs, Brattleboro: Wind-
sor, F. S. McKenzie, Woodstock. Committee on Mem-
bership, H. R. Dorr, J.W. Titcomb, M. S. Colburn. Audit-
ors, E. C. Orvis, H. W. Kemp, W. W. Walker.
A constitution and by-laws were adopted and the ad-

mission fees and annual dues fixed at $5 each.
We start off under more auspicious circumstances than

we bad anticipated. In the face of the most parsimoni-
ous legislature on record we have secured an appropria-
tion of $'2,400 for a fish hatchery. This after defeating
the World's Fair bill and a,ppropi'iation for the immigra-
tion commission. J. W. Titcomb, Sec'y.

BLUEF1SH AND SPANISH MACKEREL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice in the Forest and Stream Nov. 27, that Dr.

Hugh M. Smith states that the bluefish are known in
Rhode Island waters as Spanish mackerel. Will the
Doctor kindly inform me through your paper in what
section they are thus known? In our vicinity both blue-
fish and Spanish mackerel are well known, and. very large
numbers of the bluefish are taken. Several gangs of gill
net fishermen are located in the summer on what is

known as the second beach, and I think for the number
engaged in the fishing that more bluefish are taken at
this point than any other in the United States. Several
takes of lifts of the nets, which are made twice daily,
have yielded over a ton to a gang during the past season,
and there are miles of nets used here for the capture of
bluefish. Spanish mackerel are taken here, but in no
large quantities, in the set nets. They are, however, to
be found in all the principal markets during the season,
and are received daily from the New York and Boston
markets, and are as well known as any variety of fish in
this locality. I was much surprised to learn that bluefish
and Spanish mackerel should be confounded in any
Rhode Island waters. The natives of Rhode Island, that
is many of the inland portion, call the bluefish horse
mackerel, and in fact I have heard many of the fishermen
use that name, but I never heard of their being called
Spanish mackerel before. Wm. M. Hughes.

POUND FISHING IN LAKE ERIE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Has Cattaraugus any rights in the waters of Lake Erie?

The north line of that county joins Erie and Chautauqua
about four miles from the mouth of the Cattaraugus
Creek, which is about fifty miles long and nearly the
whole distance bordering on Cattaraugus county. Large
numbers of bass, pike and pickerel used to run up the
creek from the lake before the destructive pound net fish-
ing was carried on near its mouth in Lake Erie. Since
that has been permitted the fish have diminished from the
creek until it is rarely that one is caught in that stream
with hook and line. There was comparatively no scale
fish caught last season with hook and line within three
miles of the mouth of the creek. The pound net which
has been set within a mile of the mouth of the creek, is
so constructed that almost every fish passing along within
a mile of the shore is taken. A bar net is extended from
near the shore about a mile out into the lake where it
connects with the pound, and the fish running against
that turn and work along toward deep water and get into
the pound, where they take them by the tons, including
scale lish as well as sturgeon.

The rapidly diminishing number of bass and pike
ought to admonish the people that it is time to put a stop

to . pound-net butchery, It was not until Chautauqua
Lake was nearly depopulated that spearing through the

ice was prohibited. The fishermen pretended that spear-

ing fish increased the number, for the grown fish de-

stroyed the smaller ones, and many were so credulous as

to believe it, but a resolute member from that county in

1885 put an end to it by procuring the passage of a law
forbidding the use of a spear in that lake. The subse-

quent increase of fish there has demonstrated the fallacy

of such a theory.
The interior of the counties of Cattaraugus and Erie

have a right to the natural advantages offered them by
their connection by the creek with the lake, and the
supfrvisors of Chautauqua have no right to muzzle the

mouth of the creek with pound nets under a pretended
authority conferred by Chapter 122 of the Laws of 1878.

On the payment of a mere pittance of about $70 a year
to the board the fisherman's story is credited that by
netting the sturgeon the bass increase, for the reason that

the sturgeon destroy the bass spawn. If this is so, why
do the bass constantly diminish where pound nets are.

used? The black bass is the boss of the pool, except as

against the bill fish, and has more resources for safety

than any other fresh water fish, and their instinct teaches
them to keep away from dangerous ground. Besides
sturgeon are caught in water from twelve to forty feet

deep and bass invariably go in shallow water near the
shore to spawn. No man can truthfully say that he saw
bass spawning beds in water twelve feet deep.
Again fishermen say their pound nets will not take a

two-pound bass. That is not true. Ciscos and pike are
taken in by the barrel, not exceeding one pound in

weight. There is no scale fish that escape. Last of all

the fishermen's argument is that they do not catch any
scale fish in their net, that they can prove it by their men
who work the nets. This is equally false. Fish carts are
supplied almost daily with fish from their net, weighinj
from half a pound to four pounds and upward.
The lake in Erie county is forbidden ground for pound

net fishing, and there is no reason why that part in Chau-
tauqua should not be. It is a parsimonious policy that
permits it, and if Chautauqua cannot get along with her
shore line of forty miles without blocking Cattaraugus
Creek, the State ought to grant the supervisors an annuity
to compensate their loss, and leave unobstructed the dis-

tance of a cannon shot from the junction of the waters
of the lake and creek for what of right belongs to Catta-
raugus. It may be that the number of scale fish taken in

the pound net does not account for the scarcity in the
creek and the vicinity of its mouth, but one thing is cer-

tain, the fish are gone, and all agree that that is the
cause. The same has proved true wherever pound-nets
have been used for any length of time. Even now the
report comes from San Diego Bay, Cal., that pound-nets
have used up the fishing there for game fish. The same
intelligence that tells the wild goose to mount aloft and
fly from the approach of the Arctic winter tells the fish

that it is unsafe to go where none ever return.
If Chautauqua persists in the barbarous practice Catta-

raugus should demand that no pound-net fishing be per-
mitted in the lake -within five miles of the mouth of Cat-
taraugus Creek west of the Erie county line. Justice.
Gowanda, N. Y.

SMALL RED SALMON.

ON Nov. 26, 1888, and Oct. 8, 1889, Professor O. B. John-
son, of the University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.,

collected for the Smithsonian Institution a series of fishes
from the waters in the vicinity of his city. Among them
were a number of mature males and females of very small
red salmon. Some of the individuals do not much exceed
Sin. in length, yet their ovaries were full of large and ap-
parently ripe eggs; the males also had the spermaries well
developed. These salmon belong to the form described
manyyears ago by Dr. Suckley as Kennerly's salmon, which
is now believed to he only a small race of the red salmon
(Oncorhynch us nerka). Professor Johnson writes that the
fish were taken in a small stream tributary to Lake Wash-
ington, near Seattle. They were not accompanied by any
large fish except an occasional silver salmon (OncorJiyrtchvft
Msutch. Out of a thousand or more taken the females
were as plentiful as the males. The Professor further states
that the large red salmon (O. nerka) is nob so common at
the mouth of Lake Washington as the others, and does not
run up the stream much south of the Noohsack River.
Kennerly's salmon was first described by Dr. Suckley from
Chiloweyuck Lake near the Fraser River. Mr. Gibbs had
the fish from theNahoi-al-pit-kun River, west of the Cascade
Mountains. Dr. Kennerly found his specimens in a small
stream tributary to the lake. Vast numbers of fish were
seen. In company with Captain Woodruff aud several men
Dr Kennerly went to the brook Aug. 17, and the party
caught 180 of these fish. He was informed by an Indian
tbat the fish are common in two other lakes of the region,
and that they never descend into smaller streams and never
go to the salt water. The Doctor believed the fish to be
peculiar to Chiloweyuck Lake, appearing at the mouths of
all the small streams emptying into that lake about the 10th
of August in such immense numbers that they can be naught
with the hand. The chief enemy of the little salmon was
the Uhewagh or salmon trout of the region. In trying to
escape their enemies they crowded into shallow brooks,
where they are readily caught with hand nets. The Indians
of the Chiloweyuck Lake region call them Tsi-mia. Dr.
Kennerly states that the fish disappear very suddenly about
the first of September. The Chewagh is the Pacific red-
spotted salmon trout of Dr. Suckley (Salmo campbclli),
now known as the dolly varden or malma..

Florida Fishing.—The special Florida Number of the
Fquest and STREAM for Jan. 9, 1890, contains an elabor-

ate paper on the fishes of Florida and the fishing for them.
There are illustrations of all the chief varieties. Florida
tourists should have this number in their gripsacks.

ONONDAGA ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION.
FROM the Syracuse Times we take the following very creditable

record of the year's work of this live association:
The work done by the game and fish authorities during the past

few months toward routing the fish pirates from their stronghold
on the shores of Oneida Lake is deserving of more than a passing
word. It is highly probable that the determined efforts of the
authorities now being put forth will, in the course of a year at
furthest, result in the extinctlen of one of the most dangerous,
fearless aud determined bands of miscreants that ever existed in
this part of the State. For years a bitter war has been carried on
between 1 be State game authorities and the pirates, though the
former has never made so determined and vigorous attack upon
tbem as it has during the past few months, thanks to the. Syracuse
Anglers' Association. The pirates, in their crimes heretofore,
have proven themselves craftsmen not Unworthy of their name
and calling. All efforts on the part of the criminal authorities
to detect the perpetrators of the ill deeds committed have been
ineffectual, and the pirates have escaped from their just deserts
at the hands of the law. Such good fortune, of course, had the
effect of rendering them more daring in their crimes, and less
fearful of detection and the law. So inconstant was the war
carried on, however, that latterly the pirates, believing that fear
of them would be their protection, have carried on their practices
openly and with the greatest freedom. However, they reckoned
without their host, for their own acts served to make the authori-
ties more circumspect and wary in their operations. The crimes
of the pirates served another purpose. It served to make those
who would have otherwise been their friends their enemies, and
who determined to route them from the lake. A few years ago
many people who are now in favor of exterminating the pirate
were just as strongly in favor of letting people fish as they pleased
and when they pleased. About five years ago a raid was made on
the nets of Oneida Lake, and at the time George Crownheart, who
was keeping a hotel on the shores of the lake, was prominently
identified with the game officers. As a result Crownheart's hotel
was laid in ashes.
Charles Shackelton owns valuable property on the lake shore

near Bridgeport. Lately he has been fighting the gang, partly
from personal motives, for success to them meant disaster to him
in that it depreciated the value of his property, and partly because
he is paid by the Onondaga Anglers' Association for doing so. As
a result of Mr. Shackelton's efforts to rid the lake of the pirates,
an attempt was made to blow up his house with gunpowder. But
Shackelton secured the co-operation of the State authorities and
began in earnest the deadly strife against the pirates.
The authorities now say that the pirates may burn every house

on the lake shore and may resort to even more violent deeds, but
they will be pursued until not a net will dip the waters of Oneida
Lake or any other adjacent lake. The end is here, they say. Up
to the present time the authorities have succeeded in "pulling" 114
nets this season. On the average these nets are worth $40 each.
Some of them are worth much more, but the average is fair. At
this rate, the value of the nets destroyed tbis season will already
amount to $4,560 and the hunt is by no means at an end. One of
the largest nets ever captured in Oneida Lake was taken by Mr.
Shackelton and his party one day last week. The net had above 20
bushels of fish in it. Mr. Shackelton, in speaking of the raids on
the nets, said to a reporter that all the nets taken bad been cap-
tured in deep water. "We had to hunt for them," said he, "at
least a mile from the shore."
The search for the nets is generally carried on in row boats.

The men start out over the water to be searched in boats a few
rods apart. If they do not succeed in finding nets they change
their course and traverse new ground, and so on until they find
that which they are seeking or are satisfied that there are no nets
in the water. The smallest number of nets taken at any one raid
during the season has been two, the greatest number fourteen. It
is claimed that some of the pirates make as high as $100 per week
by shipping fish to the New York markets.
It is very doubtful if this determined war upon the fish pirates

would have been carried on had it not been for the Onondaga
Anelers' Association. The association is not a large one nor is it

a rich association. Since the recent raids were started this asso-
ciation has been under a continuous expense which averages $15
per day. They are now threatened with bankruptcy, but, they are
determined as ever t-o rid Oneida Lake of the dangerous clasB
that has for years defied the authorities and openly violated the
law. The Anglers' Association is young, but it includes some
determined men among its members. So hard pressed have they
been lately tbat they have issued the following call for help:

ANGLERS, ATTENTION.
We are doing great work. The association needs money. Our

expenses are $15 per day. We want new members and money.
Our initiation fee is $3. Any contribution, large or small, will
help us, as the few members cannot stand the whole of the ex-
penses. If you do not assist us the work will have to stop.
Send postal addressed to Onondaga Anglers' Association, stat-

ing if you will be a member, or how much you will contribute
toward the good work. Onondaga Anglers' Association.
While great credit is due the association for the work they are

doing, Edward Hawn, the deputy game protector, who has been
working directly under the auspices of the association since July
last, is no less deserving of praise. Had it not been for his earnest-
ness and sagacity the association might have expended many
dollars in vain. At the present time the association is in need of
nothing so much as members and the $2 they will each contribute.
A prominent member of the association said last night that it was
a shame that so few of the anglers of the city were identified with
the work. Auburn has an anglers' club and the club has 5,000

members. The Onondaga Association has but 150 members. Five
hundred new members at the present time would put the associa-
tion beyond want, and secure for the fishermen of the city and
surrounding places good sport for all time to come.

It is not generally known, but it has been hinted that in the near,
future a State hatchery will be located on the lake.

Willis S. Barnura was served with papers yesterday in an action
brought by Deputy Game and Fish Protector Hawn to recover a
penalty of $125 for having a fish spear in his possession and using
it in the waters of Onondaga Lake in the town of Geddes. Mr.
Barnum admitted last night that he had speared suckers and bull-
heads, but claimed that the spearing was done on his own land,
which is now flooded. Mr. Barnum is proprietor of Maple Bay.

Potomac Bass.—Washington, D. C, Nov. 29.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I notice in your issue of Nov. 20 that
black bass fishing in the Potomac has been very poor this
fall. This has probably been the case; but on Friday last,
Nov. 28, Harry K. Hodes, a High School boy, 15 years of
age, landed a black bass from the waters known as the
Little Falls measuring 23in. in length and weighing over
51bs. A number of the older fishermen hereabouts were
granted the privilege of seeing the fish, which brought
out expressions of congratulation from them all.—T.

Channel Bass by Moonlight.—Mr. B. C. Rude has
made a discovery of interest to those who like bass fish-
ing. He says no matter what the tide may be, these
large fish bite best in the evening when the moon is shin-
ing brightly. Recently when there was a full moon he
went down.and threw in his hook and took five almost as
fast as he could haul them in. On other evenings he was
quite successful, on one occasion taking in a 6ft. shark in
addition to the bass,—St Augustine News,

PENNSYLVANIA FISHCULTURE.
THE report of the State Commissioners of Fisheries of

Pennsylvania for the years 1887 and 1888, recently pub-
lished, contains the usual account of the proceedings of the
board, records of fish and eggs distributed, and of the con-
dition of the hatcheries at Allentown, Erie and Corry. A
brief description of the construction and location of carp
pondsis drawn from Logan's ''Carp Culture." Illustrations
are given of the exterior and interior of the hatcheries, and
of a number of valuable fishes, which are reared and dis-

tributed by the Commission. The appendix is devoted to a
compilation of the laws of Pennsylvania relating to fish and
fishing, by Frederick Geiger, Esq. This extremely valuable
compendium was prepared for the Anglers' Association of
Eastern Pennsylvania, now the Pennsylvania Fish Protec-
tive Association, and presented to the Commissioners of
Fisheries of Pennsylvania.
The condition of affairs in this State is very encouraging,

as may he seen from the following paragraphs of the report:
"It has afforded the Commission much gratification to see

the steady and rapid development of public sentiment in
favor of the object for which it was created.
"The people realize that fish propagation is no longer an

experiment. Hundreds of depleted trout streams now re-
stored to good condition and filled with fish attest the suc-
cess of restocking. Large numbers of carp ponds, with their
prolific tenants, give to our agricultural population removed
from the larger streams and rivers of our Commonwealth,
food fishes for domestic consumption and profit.

"The increase in the catch of shad in the two great rivers
of the Commonwealth, the Susquehanna and Delaware,
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bears witness to the beneficial results of artificial propaga-
tion of this delicious fish, and indicates a future plentiful
supply that will cheapen its price to all.

*Nov must we forget the wonderful increase in the catch
of whitefish in Lake Erie, where, as late as the year 1885,
the supply was so nearly exhausted that the fishermen most
largely engaged hesitated to embark in an enterprise that
promised but scant and profitless returns. This result is
directly traceable to the great, plants of fry in that lake by
the hatcheries of Pennsylvania and those of the neighboring
States bordering on the lake.
"The yield of whitefish in Lake Erie during the past sea-

son has been greater than the yield of any season for the
past twenty years, and larger than the combined catch of
all the other great lakes, and brought to our city of Erie
alone a return of over three hundred thousand dollars.
"So well convinced are the fishermen of that city of the

benefits accruing to them from the work of the Commission
that they give the Commission their tugs free of expense to
plant the youug fry in the portioas of the lake best adapted
to their maturing. When practical benefits like these are
the outcome of the Commission's work, it is not surprising
that the citizens of the Commonwealth are quick to appre-
ciate the importance of the Commission's efforts and show
an avidity to avail themselves of its aid that would hardly
have been deemed possible a few years since."
The Pennsylvania Commissioners believe that fish protec-

tion should supplement fish propagation. Illegal devices
for capturing fish have been destroyed by them in great
numbers. The Delaware River was rid of baskets and weirs
from the New York State line to tidewater. This was not
accomplished without difficulty and danger. Mr. Moses W,
Van Gordon, the warden of the Delaware from Port Jervis
to the Water Gap, was fired upon while in the discharge of
his duties, but the offender was promptly arrested, his weirs
destroyed and intended violators of the law deterred from
accomplishing their object. From the Water Gap to Tren-
ton Mr. John J. Bruce, of Easton, has patrolled the river
and kept it free from unlawful apparatus. From the nature
of the Susquehanna its fish baskets have been more difficult
to handle than those of the Delaware, but Commissioners
Stillwell, Powell and Demuth have destroyed hundreds of
them, and the fish weir will probably soon be unknown in
that river. Six additional fishways of the Rogers pattern
have been constructed in the dam at Columbia, by which
means sbad have free access to the river as far as Clark's
Ferry dam, above the mouth of the Juniata.
Species which have been planted by the Commission in-

clude black bass, rock bass, wall-eyed pike, brook trout and
carp. Tn the Susquehanna the work of the Commission is
greatly interfered with by the existence of illegal devices in
Maryland waters, in the lower fourteen miles of its course.
Attempts have been made to secure the cooperative action
of the Maryland Commission against these destructive
appliances, but so far without avail,
The Commissioners ask for larger appropriations, and for

a car for the transportation of fish and eggs.
The following is a brief statement of the chief fisheultural

work accomplished by the Commission: The Erie whitefish
statiou planted 14.600,000 fry in Lake Erie. Of brook trout
1,268,000 were distributed, of rainbow trout 491,500, of lake;
trout 385,500, besides 5,500 yearlings. Through the help of
the U. S. Fish Commission '17,186,000 shad fry were planted
in the Susquehanna, Delaware and Juniata rivers.

TROPICAL FISH AS A FOOD SUPPLY,
URING the past month many of our city newspapers
have noticed a subject that carries with it considerable

interest, inasmuch as it refers to the possibility of an in-
crease, from a new source, of the fish food supply of the
future, which of itself demands greater consideration and
publicity than a passing notice in the news columns of our
contemporaries.
For the last century, perhaps longer, what are known to

the trade as fish stuffs—that is, fish preserved by salt for
food in a dry and wet state—have been cured in the colder
climates and shipped in large quantities to. those within
the equatorial zones, thus providing the principal animal
food of the inhabitants of some countries situated within
the tropical belt. This trade has been carried on, year by
year, to the value of millions of dollars, and consequently a
few of the fish of the northe.ru hemisphere are to be found,
in a more or less preserved state, in the markets of every
tropical country of the world. -

This trade, which up to the present time seemed destined
to preserve its monopoly, has been maintained not because
the waters of the importing countries lacked in the quantity
and quality of their fish, but by reason of the difficulty
—hitherto thought insurmountable in warm climates—of
curing fish for commercial purposes. We are not aware
that any careful and extended trial has ever been made,
outside the section we shall x^resently refer to, to prove the
practicability of preserving fish for food in low latitudes;
and it would seem that the impossibility of curing has
always been accepted eommuni consensu.
"Coming events cast their shadows before them," and the

aphorism speaks truly. There are. in this city samples of
fish, late denizens of the Caribbean Sea, caught and cured
eleven months ago that are, to-day, as sound as at the time
of capture. That they are thoroughly preserved and in a
position to contend, a's wholesome and nutritious food, for
commercial honors with those of colder regions there can be
no denying, and in the fish food supply of the world's future
we are prepared to see a very considerable stir at no distant
day. The pioneer in this great enterprise is a gentleman
who has resided in the island of Jamaica for the last twenty
years, during the last half of which he has spared neither
time, energy, nor money in bringing to a successful issue the
question of fish curing there. Being, to use the words of the
leading local newspaper, "a practical naturalist of great
ability, and with no lack of common sense or sound knowl-
edge of the subject," he undertook the self-imposed task to
ameliorate the incongruities of the fish food supply of the
island. This, he felt convinced, could only be done after the
enigma, the thorough curing of the local fish, had been
solved, and that he has carried his object in this respect
there can be no doubt.
The island of Jamaica presents an anomaly in its fish food

supply not altogether singular to that country. With a
population of 620,000 the yearly consumption of each person
aggregates 37%lbs. of fish, of which 35>^lb8. are imported at
a cost, to the consumers, of $1,695,000 or thereabouts. This
abnormal and phenomenal import is not caused by a prefer-
ence for imported over native fish, nor by any paucity of fish
life in the surrounding waters, but by the non-existence of
local fisheries and an apathetic indifference to the vast
marine wealth living to waste in the encircling sea. In ad-
dition to the reality that Jamaicans are peculiarily a fish-
consuming people it is positively asserted that the individ-
ual yearly consumption would 'run into extended figures
were the native fish placed within the reach of the people;
and these facts, coupled with the no longer uncertainty as
to the possibility of curing on the spot, go to prove that a
great and remunerative industry is open to capital in that
section. Accepting not only as possible, but as an accom-
plished fact, the curing of tropical fish, it needs no argument
to show the great and valuable industry that is rising on
the horizon.
The Legislature of the island of Jamaica, alive "to the

great importance of feeding the people with food procured
locally in place of spending annually large sums in its pur-
chase abroad, and the island chemist being of opinion that
Mr. Earle's process of fish curing is free from any ingredi-
ent injurious to-health," has strengthened that- gentleman's

efforts to form a fishery and fish-curing station by granting
him. a subsidy of $2,000 yearly for five years; an example
that will soon, we fancy, be followed by many other tropical
countries.
Mr. Earle, who is now in this city, brought with him a rem-

nant of cured fish, eleven months old, and these, together
with his plans for the working of a fishery and fish-curing
business in that section, he has submitted to State Fish
Commissioner Blackford; and Mr. Blackford has stated that
he was "quite unprepared to witness such results from the
tropical curing of fish," and furthermore that "Mr. Earle
has a great enterprise in hand that will lead to great results;"
an opinion that must carry confidence and conviction coming
as it does from one of so great a commercial and practical ex-
perience.
The utilization of the life to be found in the waters of the

tropic zones, as food and manufactured commercial products,
must lead to valuable and interesting results, and it is
within reason to assert that the future benefits can hardly
at the present time be estimated, or adequately realized.
Putting on one side the increase in the supply of a nutri-
tious and universal food there are other considerations that
commend themselves to the support and hearty cooperation
of capitalists, scientists, sportsmen and labor. Science will
have added to her wonderful storehouse numerous new and
interesting forms, facts and habits of marine life; capi-
tal will realize a rich harvest; the lover of sport find new
waters over which to roam; while labor will engage tens of
thousands of her votaries in a healthful and invigorating
employment that will seldom be subject to tempestuous
blasts and stormy seas, and never to the freezing tempera-
tures of the northern fisheries.
Mr. Earle, with the enthusiasm of an angler and keen

energy of a naturalist, has accumulated during his lengthy
sojourn in the West Indies, a large store of valuable
knowledge bearing on the fish, fishing, and marine life in
the Caribbean Sea section, all of which he has brought to
bear upon his projected enterprise; and seeing that he has
cleared the path, by his successful method of curing, the
barrier that blocked the way at the commencement of his
labors, the road over which he has now to travel appears
straight and easy.
Denied the support of the people of Jamaica he has paid

us a visit to find men with capital capable of grasping his
ideas and supporting his efforts in bringing into existence
an enterprise that will benefit mankind, and at the same
time return a remunerative and handsome profit. A total
stranger, unknown personally to or by any one here, he has
approached his object in a way that must secure confidence,
and proves his appreciation of the difficulties under which
he had had to labor, by at once engaging the attention of a
thoroughly practical man, and in the person of Mr. Black-
ford he has round not only a commercial and extended ex-
perience of high value, but sympathy and cooperation in
his enterprise which he offers to the energy and capital of
the American people.
The facts surrounding Mr. Earle's project, supported by

his knowledge and experience, must bring about returns of
a decided character from all parts of the tropical world, and
in the effort he is making here it is not difficult to predict
the result.

RESTORING THE WHITEFISH.
FISHERMEN have been having good success in catching

whitefish on what is known as the north reef, which
extends from Thunder Bay Island to Middle Island. Many
years ago that was one of the best fall fishing grounds on
the lakes. Thousands of barrels of whitefish were caught
there. It was a favorite spawning ground for whitefish. To
catch a barrel of fish to a gill-net in one night was not con-
sidered very extraordinary fishing. The destructive plan of
fishing that was then pursued nearly exterminated the fish.
The fish were caught at spawning time and thus the greater
part of their spawn was destroyed. Then came many years
of very poor fishing, and fishermen met with small reward
for their labor. The Fish Commission then began planting
whitefish. For several years many millions of young white-
fish have been planted in the waters adjoining Alpena. The
work of the Fish Commission is now bearing fruit, and white-
fish are again becoming numerous in the Alpena waters.
The improvement in fishing was very noticeable last year,
and the present season fishermen have caught large amounts
of the fish. One tug recently brought in'4,0001bs. of white-
fish.

The hatchery officials at Alpena have also had less difficulty
in obtaining a stock of eggs. In former years they had to de-
pend to a great extent on the Lake Michigan fisheries for
whitefish spawn. This year they have gathered and have now
in the Alpena hatchery over 200 jars of whitefish eggs,
most of which were gathered in Alpena waters, or along the
shore between Ausable and Alpena. It is probable that the
hatchery will be able to obtain its full supply of 300 jars from
the fisheries adjacent and those gathered in Lake Michigan
will be sent to Northville for hatching. These facts speak
very highly for the success that the Fish Commission has
had in restocking Lake Huron with whitefish.
About 2,000,000 trout eggs have been sent to the Northville

hatchery from Alpena, about half of which were obtained in
Lake Michigan.

—

Detroit Free Press, Nov. 20.

CALIFORNIA SALMON PROPAGATION.— The egg
taking season at the Clackamas station of the United States
Fish Commission has just closed and the number of eggs
secured is 5,859,800. With a view of interfering as little as
possible with the supply of salmon in the upper part of the
river the Commissioner of Fisheries deferred putting in the
rack to prevent the ascent of the spawning fish as late as
possible. The rack was not put in place this vear until in
July. Last year it was put down on April 12, and the station
obtained 2,766,000 fry, besides 1,000,000 eggs. In 1888, when
there was an unusually large run of salmon in the river, the
rack was put down in March, yet the yield of fry from eggs
taken that year was only 4,500.000. In all probability, there-
fore, this season's work will be fully equal to that of 1888,
and the inhabitants along the upper portion of the stream
have had the benefit of an open river for several months
longer than formerly. This plan was adpoted by the Com-
missioner notwithstanding prophecies of many persons that
eggs could not be secured in sufficient number if the penning
of the salmon did not begin soon after their first appearance
in the river. The result justifies the course taken and at
the same time assures the hearty approbation of those who
depend on the salmon for food or profit.

CALIFORNIA SALMON FOR MEXICO.—In October,
1890, fifty thousand eggs of the California salmon were sent
from the Baird Station of the TJ. S. Fish Commission in
California to Mr. E. Chazari, Superintendent of Fishculture
of Mexico. Mr. Chazari is greatly encouraged with Ms
success in rearing rainbow trout and is desirous of adding
the California salmon to the list of Mexican fishes if it can
be accomplished.

Forest and Stream, Box 3,883, N. Y. city, has desarlptive Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LefflngwelTs book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanifc." "G-loan," "Dick Swlveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 330 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Forest

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 80 to Jan. 3, 1891—First, Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891. .

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Binghamton. N. Y.
Jan. 18 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mclnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana. Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Jan. 20 to 25—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26—Dog Show of the Efmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elrnira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers. Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27.-Fifteeuth Annual Dos: Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Shmv of the Duouesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 37.—Second Annual Dog- Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. S> cretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutan Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. Johu L. Lincoln. Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Mnnhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials ot the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary. Marietta. Ga.

DOGS OF THE DAY.

THE Collie Club medals which have just been distributed
are particularly handsome. In fact they are far ahead

of anything I have yet seen, and completely throw into the
shade any club medial I have seen. The medal is about 2}£in.
diameter, and one side is embellished with thistle leaves, a
shepherd's crook and the words "Collie Club of America,
awarded to," the letters C being rams' horns. This side, is
oxidized silver, while the reverse is polished and bears the
inscription of what it was for and where won.

I won two of these medals with champion Clipper, and I
might as well record the sale of this dog to Mr. Geo. H. Sher-
man of -Poughkeepsie. Clipper's home is now at Meadow
Brook Farm, Verbank, N. Y., and letters regarding him can
be sent either to Mr. Sherman or to Mr. Eugene Ham. Ver-
bank. Clipper is one of the nicest and cleverest dogs I ever
owned, and it was with a feeline of regret I had to part with
him. He has been in the hands of a good many persons
during his show career, Ben Lewis, W. Silvey, Frank Smith
and Fred Kirby all having at one time or another had
the care of him, and I seldom hear men speak of a dog
as they always do of Clipper. He never forgot a man or a
place, and is in every sense of the word a gentleman's dog.
In writing to me of bis whereabouts Mr. Sherman said after
he had had him two or three days, "Clipper and I have be-
come very well acquainted, and I regretted very much to
have him go to the country, but it is the best place." It was
so with every one. Mr. Hinckley writes: I never felt so
sorry about a dog going as Clipper," and that is just my
case. I know he is in good hands and will be well cared for,
otherwise nothing would have tempted me to let him go'.

Clipper is one of the few sons of Mr. KrehPs Eclipse and out
of that wonderful brood bitch Nesta. With his limited
opportunities at the stud he yet made an excellent record,
siring something fit to show and win out of almost every
litter. This sale practically put me out of collies, for there
are only a few brood bitches and puppies left at Mr. Hinck-
ley's in which I have an interest.

1 was glad to see Mr. Mason's letter regarding the attack
on Mr. Krehl. My opinion regarding my best friend abroad
is too well known, and being such a partisan of his, known
to be such, I may say I rather felt that an espousal of his
cause at my hands would not have the same effect than one
from an independent pen. I thank Mr. Mason very much
for what he has done. I once heard Mr. Winslow say of a
friend "He is one of the best men God ever allowed to live."
That just fits George Krehl, and to think that one who
knows bim and knows his reputation in England should
have made such an attack on him is most discreditable to
the man who penned this statement.

Mr. J. P. Willey advises me that he has a nice litter of
black and tan cockers, bred from the dog whose death I
spoke of a few weeks ago and which broke up the project of
a team of black and tans for New York next February. The
whole litter is colored with tan.

And now for another fact to add to several I have given
regarding the difference in effect of a voyage to England
from one to America on bitches. Dr. Foote doesn't quite
agree with me, but this seems to be something of a clincher.
The Swiss Mountain Kennels, of Germantown, recently im-
ported two St. Bernard bitches, both of which were'bred
about the middle of August. One was Donna Silva, from
Mr. A. J. Goslin's kennel, and she was bred to his Scout on
Aug. 20. She failed to have a litter and last week she was
bred to champion Hesper. That is an interval of but three
months between the breeding dates. The other bitch Dart
was bred to Lord Bute before coming over and she also had
no puppies. I believe it is thought that she is coming in,
but it is too early yet to speak with any confidence.

As the service to Dart was paid for, with the stipulation
of the right to one to another bitch in case of no result with
Dart, the Eoglish agent of the Swiss Mountain Kennels has
purchased the brood bitch Veda for that purpose. I look
for something good from this union from the fact that that
astute judge Mr. S. W. Smith purchased a puppy out of
each of Veda's last two litters, both by Lord Bute. ' I would
not have thought so much of his buying two of one litter,
but to buy one and then be so well satisfied with that as to
come back for another from the next litter speaks volumes
for Veda as a brood bitch. She weighs loSlhs,, and it may
well be understood that her body is"massive and her bone
great. Out of her last litter there is one bitch which at
four months weighed over 701bs. J, W.

GREENVILLE SHOW.—South Carolina Kennel Asso-
ciation.—Greenville, S. C, Nov. 24—H. A. Bridge of Colum-
bus, Ohio, will superintend the show and John Davidson
will judge all classes. Our premium lists will be ready for
mailing about Dec. 1. For all information address the
undersigned.—F. F. Capers, Sec'y-Treas,
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COURSING AT MERCED.
rpHE Interstate Coursing Association may justly feel

J. proud of the success they achieved in their three days'

meeting on the plains of Merced. Much of the credit for

this success is due to Mr. Dominick Shannon, the president

of the association, who has coursed in California for twenty-
seven years, and to Mr. J. R. Dickson, the secretary, also

an experienced courser. Both gentlemen displayed great

energy and tact in the general management of the meeting.
The most striking evidence of their good judgment, how-
ever, was in the selection of the judge, Mr. John Grace.

Not a single murmur of disapproval was heard as to any of

his decisions, while his quiet, gentlemanly bearing won the
admiration of all. Integrity is an essential element in the
character of a judge of a coursing meeting, but it is of

scarcely greater importance than a thorough knowledge of

the rules of coursing, and the ability to apply those rules

correctly. Mr. Grace combines these qualities and might
well be called the American Hedley. The slipper, James R.
Wren, performed his duties admirably.
The Californians are said to be of the opinion that their

dogs are the fastest and best in the world, and it must be
admitted that they have as yet no reason to change that
opinion. If the blue ribbon is to be taken away from them
and carried eastward, it must needs be with better dogs
than those that strove for the honor this year.

The plains of Merced afford the grandest coursing ground
in the world. For several miles on all sides the land is in

some places perfectly level and in others gently undulating.
There'are also creeks wide enough to test a dogs ability to

leap, and, in one part of the field, a board fence high enough
to satisfy the ambitious of the most agile fencer. There is

no wire to injure the dogs, and the soil is for the most part
sandy, affording excellent running. Jack rabbits are so
plentiful that five courses an hour, including the delay inci-

dental to picking up the dogs, were run without any diffi-

culty or undue haste. The courses were, in some instances,
from one to five miles, according as the jack rabbit chose
either to run into a hole or to take a straight line and run
merrily away from the dogs. If any of our English cousins
should think of coming over with their dogs to win on these
plains, thev ought to be warned that short-winded sprinters,

that may do for inclosed coursiLg at Haydock Park, will be
of no use whatever here.
The winner of the Interstate Cup, Al Farrow, a dark-

brindle dog, by Menlo Chief out of Black Bess, was whelped
in March, 1888, and weighs 651bs. He has been carefully
trained for three months, and came to slips in the pink of
condition. He won all his courses meritoriously. Sam
Nash, the runner up, is a white dog 3% years old, weighing
GOlbs., and is by Ckickopee out of Lilly of Killarney. He
was unfortunate in that he had,several gruelling courses
before he met the winner, but in spite of this he ran a good
game dog. King John, winner of third place, is a black and
white dog 16 months old. by Pat Molloy out of Banshee, and
weighs 581bs. He ran with great fire, and proved himself to
be a great puppy. He was bred by Father Mac, the genial
Catholic priest at Merced, who is one of the most enthusi-
astic of California's coursing men.
In the Consolation Stake, the winner, Nellie Bly, a red

bitch, is a fast and close worker, 2% years old, weighing
4llbs., by Tullamore out of Lady Cleveland. El Rio Rey,
the runner up, was much inferior in speed and did not
appear to be especially clever. Drytime, who took third
place, is by Britain Still out of -Haytime, and ran better than
her owner expected her to, considering that her condition
was not of the best.

The reception accorded to the gentlemen who came from
the East to attend this meeting was a most cordial one and
emphasized the fact that Californians are a very hospitable
people. If the trip across the continent shall result in
establishing closer bonds of sympathy between the coursing
men of the East and West the losers should be as happy as
the winners. J..HEBBERT Watson.

First Day.

Wolf Tone—Faugh-a-Ballagh.—The latter dog was young
- and not in good condition, and Wolf Tone won the course
with points to spare.
Whip—May Boy.—A long course in which Whip showed

superiority in speed and working qualities and won easily.

Prima Donna—Nettlefield.—Prima Donna led and taking
the jack and working it well won with ease.

Verdure Clad—Fanny.—A short course. The dogs ran
even to the jack: Fanny then took the jack and made three
points. The jack ran through the fence and got away too
soon for Verdure Clad.
Babazoun—Juanita.—Juanita took the jack at the turn

after a long run up, which was pretty even; then Babazoun
darted forward and killed too soon, the course going to the
bitch.

McGinty—Hoodoo.—The former led by several lengths,
and taking possession won easily.

El Rio Rey—King John.—After a long gruelling course
King John won with several points in hand.
Baby—Play Boy.—A closely contested course; Play Boy

falling, Baby put in some work, but Play Boy recovering
himself joined in and won.
Sea Shell—Saturday Night,—Sea Shell led by a little,

Saturday Night following was left behind and Sea Shell
finished with plenty to spare.
Maud Jones—Norwegian.—Maud Jones came up well clear

of Norwegian, and beat him after a course of considerable
length in which the bitch did most of the work.
Al Farrow—El Rey.—Al Farrow led to the jack and tak-

ing possession easily beat El Rey.
Maid of Erin—Kingston.—Both ran well to the jack; Maid

of Erin took possession and won after a good deal of close
work.
Snowball—Examiner.—The pair came up on even terms,

but Snowball taking possession worked closely and after a
few exchanges won.
Bruuette—Dan B. —Brunette led by several lengths and

won easily. She then sighted a fresh jack and ran a very
long course alone, being so exhausted that she died shortly
after being picked up.
Catherine Hayes—Susie S.—Catherine Hayes led and won

easily.

Jim Corbett—Waterwitch.—Jim Corbett led by several
lengths and won the course with several points to spare,
Waterwitch doing no work whatever and running a perfect
sloven.
Dexter—Bessie,—After a close run up, Dexter took posses-

sion and kept it to the finish, Bessie having lost her chance
by a bad fall at the turn. An unlucky trial for the bitch.
Lookout—Lady in Blue.—Lookout' led and did all the

work, Lady in Blue never being in the course.
Sam Nash—Freestone.—Sam Nash came up well clear of

Freestone, and after several exchanges won with little to
spare.
Ben—Geraldine.—Ben had a slight advantage in the run

up, and after several exchanges made a fine kill and won.
Mischiefs Last—Joe McCauliffe.—The former led to the

jack and did most of the work, winning easily.
Drytime—Nellie Bly.—Drytime led to the jack, took pos-

session and worked the jack for several points in excellent
style, when Nelly Bly came in on the second turn and killed
too soon, Drytime winning.
Tralee Boy—Dandy Jim.—A long course in which Dandy

Jim did most of the work and won easily.
Governor—Bo Peep.—Governor led up to the jack, and

made four points before Bo Peep came in and killed too soon
towipe off the former's score.

Second Day—First Ties.

Wolf Tone—Whip.—Whip led six lengths and made first

and second turns, kept possession of the jack and finally

killed.
Prima Donna—Fanny.—Prima Donna led four lengths

and made two turns before Fanny nicked in aud made two
turns. Prima Donna then got the jack, and showing supe-
riority in speed and cleverness, won.
Juanita ran a bye with Tralee Boy, and after killing went

after a fresh jack, thus effectually spoiling her chances of
winning the stake.
King John—Play Boy.—King John led in the run-up by

very little, but scored all the strong racing points in a long
course and won easily, the jack being lost.

Sea Shell—Maud ' Jones.—Maud Jones came up four
lengths in front of Sea Shell and got very little help from
her opponent in a long course, in which the jack finally ran
into a hole.
Al Farrow—Maid of Erin.—A close fast race to the jack,

Al Farrow leading all the way and keeping possession during
a long course, in which the dogs killed together.
Snowball ran a bye.
Catharine Hayes—Jim Corbett.—Catharine Hayes led up

by a little, turned, and taking command of the jack did not
let the dog come in at all.

Dexter—Lookout.—Dexter did very fine work in this
course, working his jack perfectly after leading up clear of
Lookout.
Sam Nash—Ben.—Sam Nash led up by two lengths and

took first and second turns. Ben then came in, and after
several exchanges Sam Nash picked up the jack, making a
good kill.

Mischief's Last—Drytime.—Drytime led two lengths to
the jack and took first turn, in straightening out Mis-
chief's Last took possession of the jack and did considerable
work. Finally they got together and made two points each.
Mischief's Last then tripped and both dogs were picked up,
being too tired to keep the jack. Drytime showed a fine
burst of speed, but was not in condition to stand so gruel-
ling a course.
Dandy Jim—Governor.—Governor led to the jack and

took first and second turns. Dandy Jim then came in, and
after some exchanges they killed together.

Second Ties.

Whip—Prima Donna.—Prima Donna led to the jack fully
three lengths, and took first and second turn. Whip then
got possession and worked the jick for several points.
Prima Donna got a bad fall, and Whip then took possession
and turned the" jack to Prima Donna, when she fell a second
time, and then Whip had it all his own way to the finish.
Juanita—King John.—The weeds were high where the

dogs were slipped; each dog was in turn unsighted, the jack
taking his course across a ravine, King John leading. The
bitch then came in and made a turn. King John then made
two turns. The bitch then made another turn, and King
John then took possession and in the scramble at this stage
the dogs killed together, King John winning with not much
to spare.
Maud Jones—Al Farrow.—Al Farrow led eight lengths.

The dogs coming together the bitch made a turn and Al
Farrow then took the jack, turned and killed.
Snowball—Catharine Hayes.—Snowball led and coming

toward a ditch made, a drive for the jack but missed picking
it up. Both dogs fell into the water, and following the
jack Catharine Hayes took possession and worked it for
several points. About 300yds. from the place where Cath-
arine Hayes finished with a kill Snowball stopped in the
course.
Dexter—Sam Nash.—Dexter was unsighted at the start.

Sam Nash made a straight run, the jack being killed before
Dexter had a chance to join in. A no course.
Mischief's Last—Governor.—Governor led to the jack and

after a closely contested course killed, winning by very
little. Mischief's Last fell in the middle of the course.

Third Ties.

Whip—King John.—Whip had a little the better of the
run up. The jack swerved toward King John, who put in
some good work at close quarters. After an exchange the
dogs killed together, King John winning.
Dexter—Sam Nash.—These dogs having run a "no course"

were again put into slips. Sam Nash led three lengths and
after making first turn a racing jack took the dogs a long
distance before Sam Nash made the second turn. Some
close work followed, Sam Nash having the better of it and
winning easily.
Al Farrow—Catherine Hayes.—Al Farrow led four lengths

and beat the bitch pointless."
Sam Nash—Governor.—Sam Nash led four lengths to the

jack, making several points before Governor for no appar-
ent reason stopped and watched the other dog go on a long
distance to a kill. A very disgraceful performance upon the
part of Governor.

Fourth Tics.

King John—Al Farrow.—Al Farrow led six lengths to
the jack, and took a turn, keeping possession for several
points, and winning easily with a good kill.

Sam Nash ran a bye.

Final Course.

Al Farrow—Sam Nash.—After a half hour's rest *hese
dogs came together for the final course. Al Farrow led
three lengths to the jack, and after getting possession made
several points and soon widened the gap, and after several
points in the racing stretches killed, winning easily. Sam
Nash is a fine greyhound, but his feet were badly cut up
when he was put into slips for the final course, and he was
thus placed at a disadvantage, his opponent coming to slips
in fine condition.

SUMMARY.
Interstate 'Coursinu Association, Merced, Gal., Nov. 18 and

19, 1890. President, Mr. D. Shannon. Secretary, Mr. J. R.
Dickson. Field Stewards: M^rs. Bradv, Butterwortb. Mc-
Donald, Fleming-, Given and O'Brien. Flag Steward, Mr. W.
Hatpin. Slip Steward, Mr. J. R. Dickson. Judge, Mr. John
Grace. Slipper. James R. Wren. International Cup. for all
ages, at $10 each. Winner, $5500; second. $300; third, $100: win-
ners of two courses, $20 each; 48 subscribers.

1.

j- heat
Mr. B. Grogan's brindle dog
Wolf Tone

Mr. P. Canty's brindle dog
Whip

Mr. J. Douglass's black bitch (

Prima Donna (

Mr. J. Baker's blue and
white bileh Fanny

Mr.- J. Shea's brindle and
white bitch Juanita

Mr. P. O'Connell's white dog I >,„„. I

McGinty f
bbat *

Mr. Mclnerny's black and
white dog King John

Mr. P. (Janty's blue dog Play
Boy

Mr. D. Shannon's black and
white bitch Sea Shell

Mr. M. A. Howard's brindle
bitch Maud Jones

J Mr. P. Gallagher's black and

Mr. J. J. Rademaker's brin-
dle dog Ai. Farrow

Mr. J. Eagan's white and
brindle bitch Maid of Erin

Mr. E. O'Connell's white and
brindle dog Snowball

\ beat

j- beat

\ beat

j-
beat

[ beat

[• beat

[ beat

whi te dog Faugh-a-Ballagh.
Mr. A. Tracev's black and
white dog May Boy.

Rookwood - Landseer Ken-
nels' white and black bitch
Nettlefield.

Rookwood - Landseer Ken-
nels' brindle dog Verdure
Clad.

Rookwood -L mdseer Ken-
nels' Babazoun.

Mr, W. F. Watson's black
and white dog Hoodoo.

Mr. P. Kelly's fawn and
white dog El Rio Rey.

Mr. D. J. Healy's black and
white bitch Babv.

Mr. I. E. Watson's black and
white dog Saturday Night.

Rookwood - Landseer Ken-
nels' brindle and white dog
Norwegian.

Mr. D. Shannon's brindle and
white dog Ei Bey.

Mr. D. J. Healy's fawn dog
Kingston.

Mr. P. Canovan's white dog
Examiner.

beat

c beat

j Mr. T. J. Cronin's black andmat
} white dog Dan B.
Mr. E. O'Connell's black and
white bttch Susie S.

j Mr. J. H. Witson's black aud
1 white bitch Waterwitch.

,1MrJMr. J. Eagan's white and
omit.

( black bitch Bessie.
y,„„f j Mr. H. Wormington's blueDml

' ) and white bitch Ladyin Blue
J
Mr. P. F. Canovan's black

) and white doer Freestone.
S Mr. D, J. Healy's black andoeat
\ white bitch Geraldine.
j Mr.T.Hall's black and white

oeal
1 dog Joe McCauliffe.
J Mr. J. Byrnes's roan bitch
1 Nellie Bly.
( Mr. E. O'Connell's black andDua
1 white dog Tralee Boy.
j Mr. H. Boyd's white and
( black bitch Bo Peep.

\ beat

beat

beat

Catherine Hayes beat Jim
Corbett.

Dexter beat Lookout.
Sam Nash beat Ben.
Mischief's Last beat Drytime.
Governor beat Dandy Jim.

Catherine Hayes beat Snowball.
Sam Nash beat Dexter.
Governor beat Mischief's Last.

beat Catherine

Mr. J. E. Watson's black)
bitch Brunette f

Mr. M, Tieman's white and I

red bitch Catherine Hayes
j

Mr. J. Shanahan's white and
'

brindle dog Jim Corbett
Mr. J. Hough's white and
brindle dog Dexter

Mr. T. J. Cronin's white and
black dog Lookout

Mr. T. J'. Cronin's white dog
Sam Nash

Mr. Mclnerny's white dog
Ben

Mr. Mclnerny's black dog
Mischief's Last

Mr. J. H. Watson's fawn
bitch Drytime

Mr. J. R. Dickson's white
and black dog Dandy Jim

Mr. J. Eagan's blue and
white dog Governor

Whip beat Wolf Tone.
Prima Donna beat Fanny.
Juanita a bye.
King John beat Play Boy.
Mwid Jones beat Sea Shell.
Al Farrow beat Maid of Erin.
Snowball a bye.

Whip beat Prima Danna.
King John beat Juanita.
Al Farrow beat Maud Jones.

. jv.
King John beat Whip. Al Farrow
Sam Nash beat Governor. Hayes.

v.

Al Farrow beat Kin? John. Sam Nash a bye.
Mr. J. J. Rademaker's brindle dog Al Farrow beat Mr. F. J.

Cronin's white dog Sam Nash.

CONSOLATION STAKES.
Babazoun—Nelly Bly.—Nelly Bly led up three lengths

and after taking the turn lengthened out a long lead; after her
second turn a few exchanges were made, and the jack then
ran to a bole, Nelly Bly winning easily.

Maid of Erin—Joe McCauliffe.—Maid of Erin led to the
jack one length and made first turn, after which Joe McCau-
liffe took possession and after several points won easily. -

Norwegian—Geraldine.—Geraldine led by a length and
made first turn, and Norwegian going around very wide, the
bitch went on for a turn, and after a few exchanges the bitch
drove the jack to a hole and won.
Bo Peep—Examiner.—Examiner led to the jack by three

lengths, serving himself to two turns. Bo Peep then made a
turn. Examiner then turned, and thereupon Bo Peep went
on to the jack and killed too soon to wipe off Examiner's
score.
Wolf Tone—Jim Corbett.—Jim Corbett led four lengths

to the jack and did all the work, Wolf Tone not giving him
any help whatever.
May Boy—El Rio Hey.—This was nearly a repetition of

the course just described, El Rio Rey leading three lengths
and doing all the running.
Faugh-a-Ballagh—Dan B.—Dan B. was unsighted from

the slips. Faugh-a-Ballagh got on the line of the jack, and
when Dan B. was sighted he was fully a quarter of a mile
behind. Before Faugh-a-Ballagh could get to the jack
Dan B. overtook and passed his opponent, and then made
three turns and a kill, winning easily.

Fanny—Freestone.—This was a great race to the jack,
Freestone coming up two lengths in front. After a long
give-and-take course down the field Freestone turned the
jack to Fanny, who killed, Freestone winning,
Bessie— Drytime.—Drytime led to the jack by three

lengths, took first aud second turns. Bessie took third and
fourth turns, after which Drytime took possession and
killed, winning the course.
Lady in Blue—El Rev.—Lady in Blue was not in this

course, El Rey leading three lengths and doing all the work
in a long course.

First Ties.

Nelly Bly— Joe McCauliffe—Nelly Bly led up three
lengths in front of Joe McCauliffe, took a turn and kept
possession for three more points. Joe McCauliffe then
wrenched strong twice and killed. Nelly Bly won.
Examiner—Geraldine.— Geraldine led two lengths land

made the turn. Examiner then came in for possession, and
after a long course made two turns aud a kill, winning the
course.
El Rio Rey—Jim Corbett.—EIRio Rey ledup three lengths

in front, took first turn and kept possession for second and
third turns. Jim Corbett then made a turn and then El
Rio Rey drove the jack to a hole and won.
Freestone—Dan B.—Both dogs ran even to a creek; the

jack crossing both dog3 fell into the water. Coming out
together they ran together to the jack, Freestone being the
first to score. After exchanging several times Freestone
took the jack in hand and killed, winning the course easily.

Drytime—El Rey.—El Rey led and took first turn. The
jack then took a* straight line aud Drytime in a long run
'made several points before the jack ran to a hole, Drytime
winning the course.

Second Ties.

Nellie Bly—Examiner.—Examiner led by a length and
made two turns, after which Nellie Bly took possession and
made four points before Examiner got a turn. The bitch
then got in and kept the jack to herself until he got into a
hole, winning cleverly.

El Rio Rey—Freestone. -El Rio Rey led Freestone fully
three lengths to the jack, making five points before Free-
stone got in for a wrench and a turn. El Rio Rey then went
on and killed, winning the course.
Drytime ran a long bye with Joe McCauliffe, in which the

bitch showed great speed and cleverness in handling the jack.

Third Ties.

Nelly Bly— Drytime.—When slipped Drytime dashed
ahead' two lengths but was then unsighted, and when she
came up to Nelly Bly she came in on Nelly Bly's second turn
and made a turn herself. Nellie Bly then getting the jack
drove him to a hole and won, an unlucky trial for Drytime.
El Rio Rey ran a bye with Bessie, in which Bessie picked

up the jack after a very short course and in which she
proved herself a very fast bitch.

Final Course,

Nelly Bly—El Rio Rey,—This was a fast course, Nelly Bly
leading two lengths to the jack and making two turns. El
Bio Rey then got in for a turn. They then ran into a dry
creek, coming out together, the bitch in possession of the
jack. Nelly Bly then almost immediately killed and won,
a fine performance upon the part of this bitch.

Consolation Stake, for|dogs beaten in the first and second
courses in the Interstate Cop Stake at $5 each; $100 added by
the Interstate Coursing Association. Winner $95, second #45,
third, fourth and fifth $20 each; 20 subscribers.

Mr. J. Bvrne's fawn bitch )

Nelly Bly f
bBat

Mr. T. Hall's black dog Joe )

McCauliffe beat

Rookwooii-Landseer Ken-
nels' red dog Bab^'un.

Mr. J. Eagan's white and
brindle bitch Maid of Erin.

Rookwood - Landseer Ken-
nels' brindle and white dog
Norwegian.

Mr. H. Boyd's white and
. black bitch Bo Peep.

Mr. J. Shanahan's white and I y..„t J Mr. B. Grogan's brindle
blue dog Jim Corbett i oeai 1 A™ w"1f 'p™°

Mr. D. J. Healey's brindle I

and white bitch Geraldine f oeal "

Mr. P. Canovan's white dog \ -u„nf
Examiner f

oeal '

f
oeat

1 dog Wolf Tone.
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Mr. P. Kelly's fawn and

)

white dog El Rio Bey j"

oeat

Mr. T. J. Oronin's black and I hl,n1 \ Mr. P. Gallagher's black and
white dog Dan B. f

o«w
-j white dosr Faugh-a-Ballagh

Mr. P. F. Canovan's black I . , \ Mr. J. Baker's bine bitch
and white dog Freestone

i

uew
'

) Fanny.
Mr. J. H. Watson's fawn * • , ) Mr. J. Eagan's white and
bitch Drytime f

oeat
-j black bitch Bessie.

Mr. D.Shannon's brirdle - (
Mr. IL Worm lnRt«nV_ blue

and white dog El Bey

a.
Nelly Bly beat Joe McCauliffe. Freestone beat Dan B.

. I Mr. A. Tracey's white and
'

1 black dog May Boy.

( uiaciv untu oessie.
Mr. H. Wormlngton's blue

- beat •{ and white bitch Lady in
Blue.

Examiner beat G-eraldine.
El Rio Rey heat Jim Corbett.

Nelly Bly beat. Examiner.

Drytime beat El Rey.

El Rio Rey beat Freestone.
Drytime a bye.

Nelly Bly heat Drytime. El Rio Rey a bye.
Mr. J. Byrne's fawn hitch Nelly Bly beat Mr. P. Kelly's fawn and

white dog El Rio Rey.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.
CHAMPION STAKE.

THE Eastern Field Trials Club brought their meeting to
a close, with the Champion Stake. The meet on Mon-

day, Nov. 23, was at the old Hoi ton schoolhou.se, consisting
of an abandoned log cabin without any sign of habitation
around. The first brace,

bath's maek. a^td rowdy rod,
were cast off in a sedge grass field* at 9 A. M. The weather,
as usual, was pleasant, getting warmer during the day, a
slight south wind blowing. Grata started off with a wide
range, and had not been going many minutes before he
dropped to a good point at the edge of some weeds. Walking
in, Stoddard, his handler, put up a covey, shot and killed:
dog steady and then retrieved the dead bird. A move was
then made to where the birds had been marked down in
some wroods. Sent in, Gath began roading to the birds,
which had scattered. Coming to a point Rowdy backedj
when Stoddard flushed three singles in quick succession in
different directions. Then some nice work was indulged in
by both dogs on scattered birds. Rowdy was the first to
drop to a point, when Bradley, his handler, put up two
more; Bradley killed and Rowdy retrieved, two singles get-
ting up at the same time behind him. The dogs were then
taken up and a move made for the field where they first
found. In edge of oaks Rowdy pointed a single. On, both
dogs ranging wide, Gath pointed in a ditch, and Rowdy
brought to back did so indifferently. No bird being put up
Gath roaded on down and a covev flushed 25yds. to one side
into the pines. Sent in, Gath pointed where the covey had
run: nothing found. After some more work in sedge fields,
both dogs quartering their ground well and ranging wide,
dogs were ordered up at 9:47. Gath's Mark was the better
ranger, though, and had a little the best in style. Gath,
for a dog of his age, kept up a good gait all the time*

rip rap and daist hope.
These two were put down at 9:55 in a field of weeds. Capt.

McMurdo handling Rip Rap and Titus Daisy Hope. Both
went off well and soon Rip broke in, in sedge grass and
flushed two birds, then pointed a brace and several others
getting up in different directions, McMurdo fired andkilled,
and Rip sent on to retrieve did so, and in retrieving, with
the bird in his mouth, stiffened on a picturesque point at
the top of a deep gully, McMurdo flushed asingle, dog steady
to wing aod then brought the first bird to his handler. This
was a piece of work one reads about but seldom sees. On,
the dogs parted company, Daisy Hope ranging off into pines,
where she pointed and Titus flushing, killed, and Daisy re-

trieved nicely. Dogs were taken up and moved to fresh
ground where, ten minutes later, they were cast off in a
stubble field. Rip then did a nice piece of work, roading up
to a bevy which McMurdo flushed, dog steady to wing
Daisy in the meanwhile had gone off and was seen far ahead
on a hill side, Mr. Lorillard and Titus went off after her but
it was some time before she was found. After waiting till

11:15 dogs were ordered up and
king's mark and chance,

put down in sedge. Both started off at a good gait, and
ranging over corn stubble and through oak woods, at edge
of sedge grass, King's Mark pointed a covey and Chance
backing nicely. Barker handling King's Mark, put the birds
up, shot and killed; both steady, Mark sent on to retrieve
did so in fine style. On in woods Chance got a point on the
scattered birds, Avent shot and killed; dog steady, and re-
trieved the dead bird fairly well. Further on in sedge grass,
King's Mark pointed and Chance backed, but no bird was
found. Both roading on to clump of trees, Mark dropped
to the point, but no bird was flushed, and Chance coming
up to the same place, repeated the performance. Mark
pointed again further on, but the birds had run on. Down
the hill Chance pointed and a single flushed; dog steady to
wing. Mark pointed foot scent again. In hollow Chance
got on to the bevy and pointed nicely, Avent flushed and
killed, but Chance retrieved only fairly well. Dogs were
then taken up at 11:46. A few minutes later they were sent
on in wheatfield and then into sedge grass, where Mark
pointed by a fence, but nothing came of it. Working on
over a good deal of ground both dogs were eventually lost.

Avent returned and said his dog had been on a point. At
12:50 King's Mark turned up, trotting along the road to the,
school house. Chance showed more speed and raDge, style
about equal. The judges after lunch consulted for some
time and then the second series began with

RIP RAP AND GATH'S MARK
at 2:30 P. M. Alongside some sedge grass Rip had hardly
gone fifty yards before he stiffened to a point, Gath having
passed ahead and ranging wide. Rip was held on his point
for some time for Gath's Mark to be brought to back, but
finally McMurdo flushed the birds, killing one and Rip sent
on to retrieve, though he made several casts, failed to locate
the bird which had fallen some distance away. Rip roaded
on in sedge grass and soon pointed a single which McMurdo
flushed, dog steady. In edge of sedge, Gath got on to a
covey which Stoddard put up, shot and killed, Gath sent to
retrieve, though given every encouragement, failed to do so.

On, Rip pointed a single some distance away, then Gath
pointed a covey, birds flushed, dog steady. Gath then in
pines dropped to a pointj but birds had gone on, this was
repeated, Rip backing; still another no-bird point was made
by Gath, evidently where the birds had run through. Sent
on in open ground for a while, nothing further being done
dogs were taken up at 3:21. Rip was not himself and was
not under good control. Gath ranged with his usual vigor.

KING'S MARK AND DAIST HOPE.

Down at 3:32 in sedge. Further on in weeds after winding
Daisy roaded to a nice point side of oak woods, King's Mark
being brought up to back, did so some distance away. Titus
flushed, shot and missed, dogs steady. In woods, Daisy
scored another point on a single, which Titus put up.
Mark in roading up to some birds dropped to a single which
flushed. Outside of woods Mark pointed, no bird. Daisy
then pointed, moved on and Mark backed. Mark then
pointed the covey that Daisy had been roading, Barker shot
and killed and Mark retrieved. Dogs taken up at 3:44.

Sent on afterward through scattered pines, Mark came to a
point at the edge of some oaks, but Barker failed to flush
anything. After working out this ground, Daisy secured a
nice point in some pines and Mark backing, Titus flushed a

bevy. Dogs were then ordered up at 4:21. Daisy had the
best of it in style and range. After some consultation

CHANCE AND GATH'S MARK
were put down for a final heat at 4:30 in some weeds. Chance
soon come to a point, but nothing was found, he roaded on,
pointed again, and moving on he came up to the bevy,
pointed, and birds flushedrdogs steady to wing. Sent on
into woods where birds had been marked, Chance, under a
bank, pointed a bird which flushed wild. Mark then higher
up pointed where birds had run, Chance backed. In woods
Mark then pointed a bevy which Stoddard put up, dog
steady to wing. Sent on after this covey, Gath, afier road-
ing, located the bird, pointed and single flushed wild. Then
Chance pointed and Gath backed, a brace got up when
Avent shot and several more flushed to one side. Chance
then got a single which Avent flushed. Then Chance
pointed several times on running birds. Further on a single
got up in front of the horses. After a good deal of ranging
and several likely places had been worked out the dogs were
ordered up and a start made for home, thus ending the
meeting for 1890. After supper the judges decided that
Gath's Mark was the winner, the decision being received
with acquiescence on all sides, as he had really done some
sterling work, and for a dog nearly seven years old ranges
with wonderful vigor and endurance.

SUMMARY.
H. Hulman, Jr.'s Gath's Mark with G. W. Ewing's Rowdy

Rod.
Charlottesville Kennels' Rip Rap with W. S. Titus's Daisy

Hope.
Col. Ridgeway's King's Mark with A. M. Avent's Chance.

Second Scries.

Rip Rap with Gath's Mark.
King's Mark with Daisy Hope.
Chance with Gath's Mark.
Gath's Mark won first prize.

The bench show in the evening for the Lorillard medals
was judged by Major Taylor and Mr. W. Tallman. There
was some little disagreement, between the two judges at
first, but they eventually decided that Mr. O. W. Donner's
Roi d'Or was the best of the dogs, thus winning one of the
Lorillard medals, and Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's Annie F. won
that for the best bitch, though on Saturday evening Daisy
Hunter was the choice, but she did not appear on the Mon-
day evening. Throughout the meeting there was very little

kicking, the only murmur occurring when only four were
reserved for second series out of twenty-six dogs in the All-
Aged; but as this was soon remedied the next day all was
serene again, and it was acknowledged that the judges had
done their work well. On Saturday evening Mr. Johnson
returned to his home in the Far North, and Mr. Pierre Lor-
illard, Jr., took his place. H. W. L.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 25.

THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

LEXINGTON, N. C, Dec. 1.—The trials commenced aus-
piciously this morning. There are not many visitors

present, but as the meeting will last some time, many gen-
tlemen have signified their intention of putting in a few
days later on. The owners and handlers began to arrive
Sunday morning and by evening those who intend taking
part in the trials were all on hand. All the well known
handlers are here and among the new faces, that is those
who did not attend the Eastern trials, are Messrs. Frank
Windholz, D. E. Rose, E. R. Coleman, C. M. Hunt and the
judges, John Davidson, J. M. Tracy and N. Wallace. The
drawing forthe Pointer Derby took place at 8 P. M. last night
with ten starters as follows:

DERBY—POINTERS.

First Series.

Tapster (Charlotteville Kennels), liver and white dog
(King of Kent^-Hops),

with
Beacon (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and white dog

(Ightfield Dick—Polly Peach'um).

ZiG Zag (Charlotteville Kennels), liver and white dog
(King of Kent—Hops),

with
Rush of Lad (T. H. Gibbes), liver and white dog (Lad of

Bow— Westminster Gladisla).

Penelope II. (Lebanon Kennels), liver and white bitch
(Lebanon—Penelope),

ivith

TiiAY (N. L. Rockwell), liver and white dog (Tory White
—Lapford Pearl).

NAS0 Bow of the Elms (The Elms Kennels), liver and
white dog (Naso of Kippen—Lass of Bow),

with
MAID op Kent (Charlotteville Kennels), liver and white

bitch (King of Kent—Hops).

Spotted Boy (Cb as. Proctor), liver and white dog (Trinket's
Bang—Nellie Bow),

with
Tyke (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), liver and white dog

(Ightfield Dick—Perdita).

The morning dawned as we have been accustomed to see
it for the last two weeks or more, frosty and bright, the sun
gathering strength towards noon, when it became quite
warm and drying the ground up, as usual, affected the run-
ning of the dogs at that time. A start was made from the
hotel about 8 A. M. I might as well remark here that the
trials are managed, in the absence of Col. Odell, by Messrs.
Tracy -and Coleman, but as there is a very small field of
horsemen to keep in order, the duties of the marshal are not
very arduous. About a mile from the town, the first brace,

TAPSTER AND BEACON
were cast off in sedge grass at 8:39, Tapster being handled
by C. E. Buckle and Beacon by A. Cameron. Both dogs
started off at a slow gait, and in fact the running all through
was not at all like the high pressure gait kept up at High
Poiut, but partook more of an ordinary day's shooting, as
the rules of the Central Club require. The country traveled
over was considerably more open than at High Point and
there was little cover work done. Birds were scarce, espe-
cially in the early part of the day. After working over a
good deal of ground without result, it was 9:07 before the
first point was made in weeds by Beacon, no birds being
found, Tapster backing indifferently. Then some little time
after Tapster pointed a bevy at the edge of some pines.
Further on Beacon again pointed false and then pointed a
rabbit, afterward adding another point to his score. Going
back he pointed again and a single flushed; dog steady to
wing. As the dogs had now been down an hour and ten
minutes, they were ordered up. Tapster was the better
ranger, equal in style, though Beacon did not get out from
his handler, pottering around too much.

ZIG ZAG AND RUSH OF LAD.

These two were put down in a cornfield at 9:58. Capt. Mc-
Murdo handling Zig Zag and Lott, of Chappard, S. C,
handled Rush of Lad. Nothing was found till 10:20, though
a good deal of likely ground was worked out. Zig Zag was
the first to make game, and roading to an uncertain point
a single flushed ahead of him. In pines Rush pointed by a

alien tree and his handler claimed the birds flushed from a
tree above the dog; moving on both roaded and then in a
swamp. Zig pointed and was held till Rush eould be brought
to back which he did for an instant and then moved on
further into the swamp, Zig following made another point,
Rush backing, when birds flushed all round them, both dogs
steady to wing. They then roaded on through swamp and
pointed, when birds flushed wild ahead of them, both steady.
Further on Zig made a good point and McMurdo putting up
a single, shot, Zig was steady to wing and shot. After some
more work of no moment, the dogs were ordered up at 11
o'clock. Zig Zag_ showed much better range and style but
neither ranged wide enough, though better than the previous
brace in this respect.

m PENELOPE hi AND TRAY.
Down at 11:02 in corn, both started off well. John White

handled Trap and S. S. Barker, Penelope II. In a few
minutes both pointed in an orchard, when White flushed
and Tray broke in, which unsteadied Penelope, who followed
suit. Going on down the field Penelope pointed, butno bird
was found. Tray then pointed and birds were flushed, dog
steady to wing. Moving on Penelope made a point on a cat,
which started, and a single flushed. By the side of a ditch
Tray pointed a snipe, and Penelope backing nicely, White
shot, and though Tray was steady, Penelope broke in a little.
Then Tray at the edge of a road made game and. came to a
point, but no bird found, Penelope backing to order. Some
woods were worked through and then the dogs being moved
out, Penelope, in sedge grass, pointed, no bird; moving on
Tray pointed and White flushed, when Pen chased for some
distance.
The dogs were then taken about three-quarters of a mile

further on and put down in an orchard. Working on into
pines Tray was seen to point, but no result. Out of woods
by the side of a road Penelope pointed where birds had evi-
dently been. For a few yards further on she pointed the
bevy and was steady to wing, and Tray coming up to back
flushed a single, when balance of bevy got up. Working on
after the scattered birds Tray pointed and Penelope backed;
White flushed a single; both dogs steady to wing. Tray se-
cured another single. On in high sedge grass Tray repeated
and was held on his point till Penelope could be brought
up, when he moved on and roaded to a flush, and shortly
after pointed again, but failed to locate. They were then
ordered up at 12:02. Neither dog showed very good work
and were about equal in style and range, and both were un-
steady at times.

NASO BOW OF THE ELMS AND MAID OF KENT.

(g Though near lunch time, these two were called up to work
toward the luncheon rendezvous, and were put down at 12:06
in sedge grass, Frank Richards handling Naso and Buckle
Maid of Kent. No game was found, and at 12:15 dogs were
ordered up until after lunch. After an hour's intermission
they were cast off in corn, on into sedge; Maid pointed a
covey, Naso backing nicely. Then both pointed in woods
and Maid broke in to the flush. Moving on Naso made game
along a fence and pointed, but nothing came of it; in woods
Maid again made a barren point in the sedge grass, Naso
pointed false, and after some more ground had been gone over
but nothing more found, dogs were ordered up at 2. Maid
had the advantage in range and speed, though very indiffer-
ent work was done, the heat no doubt being accountable for
lack of scent.

SPOTTED BOY AND TYKE.
The last brace in the first series was cast off at 2:12 in some

weeds, Tyke handled by Cameron and Spotted Boy by Rich-
ards. It was not very long before the Boy pointed a bevy in
pdge of pines; Richards flushed and dog was steady to wmg.
Then in some oaks Tyke came to a point, the Boy backing; a
single was flushed by Cameron, both dogs steady to wing.
On after the scattered birds a single was flushed by the
handlers and the Boy pointed at edge of woods, nolbird;
roading on he came to a point on asingle about 25yds. ahead.
Sent on in sedge grass the Boy made a false point, then
Tyke pointed again, and at the same time a single flushed
wild. Birds were running and points followed in quick suc-
cession to both dogs. On in sedge grass the Boy pointed,
moved up, pointed again, and Tyke coming up at a gallop
backed, and at the same time the covey flushed; both dogs
steady to wing. .

On through some woods into the open, where the Boy
pointed and Tyke backed. The latter was a little unsteady,
moving up when Richards flushed two birds, dogs steady to
shot and wing. In some woods to the right about 20yds.
away, the rest of the covey flushed, just as Spotted Boy
pointed; moving on at edge of woods he pointed again, no
result. In woods the dogs seemed to get into the thick of
the scent, and made point after point and moving on, birds
having run. As time was up the first series was brought to
a close. Spotted Boy showed the best work, though in
range and style they were about equal. Spotted Boy seemed
to have more nose for the likely places.
The judges now consulted, and at 3:42 decided that Tapster

and Penelope II., Zig Zag and Tray, Spotted Boy and Maid
of Kent, Tyke (bye) should remain in and run another hour
each.

TAPSTER AND PENELOPE II.

The last heat of the day began at 3:50 with these two dogs.
Cast off in sedge grass, they worked on toward some woods,
where near the edge Penelope pointed, when the birds
flushed wild into woods. Two singles were then flushed by
a judge, birds which the dogs, who had passed on, had
failed to locate. Sent on, Tapster pointed a single which
Buckle put up and shot, dog steady to shot and wing. In
woods further on, Penelope made game, but passed on and
strangely enough her owner, Mr. Coleman, riding up, flushed
the single about 20yds. to one side. In sedge, while roading, a
single flushed soon after theyhad moved on. In an orchard,
Penelope was dawdling along just in front of her handler,
showing no inclination to get out and range for birds, when
a bevy flushed a few yards ahead of her, which would, if she
had ranged out, have fallen to her score. Both dogs then
pointed foot scent, and coming out of woods dogs were
ordered up at 4:51 P. M. Tapster showed far away the bet-
ter work, Penelope seeming to have no hearb in the game.
The heat was won by Tapster.
After this we all hurried home thoroughly tired out. In

the evening the draw for the Setter Derby took place in the
club room and resulted as follows:

DERBY—SETTER.
First Series.

Gossip (P. H. O'Bannon), bitch (Roderigo—Belle of Pied-
mont),

with
Datcha (Nahmke Kennels), bitch (Roger—Chintz),

Olga (Nahmke Kennels), bitch (Roy Monarch—Saddle-
bags),

with
LAN (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), dog (Woodhill Bruce-

Lucy).

Andy (J. M. Avent), dog (Jean Val Jean—Sheena Van),
WiMb

AtalANtA (L. W. Smith), bitch (Jean Val Jean—Sheena
Van).

Rupert (J. M. Avent), dog (Roderigo—Bo Peep),
with

Tory Lieutenant (F. R. Hitchcock), dog (Jean Val Jean
—Princess Helen.
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SAM R. (Geo. P. Jones), dog (Dash B.—Daisy Hope),
With

Phceness (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), bitch (Woodhill
Brnce— Lucy).

Trap, Jr, (Sam Grant), dog (Ruby's Druid—Trap),
with

Whyte B. (P. H. Bryson), dog (Roderigo—Florence Glad-
stone).

Peg Wofeington (Francis S. Brown), bitch (Ben Hill-
Nora),

with
Marguerite (D. E. Rose, agent), bitch [(Gath's Hope-

Sue J.).

It is very likely the Pointer Derby will be settled soon
after lunch to-morrow, and I shall furnish you results up
to press time. H. W. L.

Lexington, N. O, Dec. 2.—Special to Forest and Stream.
—The weather this morning was bright and frosty, but very
warm during the middle of the rlay. The first brace down
to-day in second series was Zig Zag against Tray. Zig Zag
did the best work and won the heat. Next came Spotted
Boy running against Maid of Kent. Spotted Boy did the
best work and woo. Tyke was a bye. In the third series
Tapster run against Tyke and the work done was very poor,
mit Tapster made fewest mistakes and Won. After lunch
Zig Zag ran against Spotted Boy. The latter did some good
work, finding birds, and rightly won. He will run with
Tapster to-morrow fcr first place and is pretty sure to win,
as he is much better class. Two heats of the Setter Derby
were run this afternoon, Gossip and Datcha, Ian and Olga.
Mr. J. Otto Donner was on the field to-day.

THE GORDON SETTER CLUB.

NEW YORK. Dec. 1.—At a special meeting of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Gordon Setter Club of Amer-

ica, held at 44 Broadway, this city, on Nov. 28, the following
members were present: Dr. J. M. Lordly, Dr. H. Clay
Glover, F. W. Bennett, Dr. John H. Meyer and L. A. Van
Zandt. Dr. J. M. Lordly in the chair, L. A. Van Zandt,
secretary pro tem. The minutes of the previous meeting
were read and adopted. Election of officers followed to fill

the places of Messrs. H. Malcolm, president, Dr. J. Whit-
aker, vice-president, and I. T. Noms, secretary-treasurer,
whose resignations took effect Oct. 29, 1890. On motion the
follow officers were elected: Dr. H. Clay Glover, Pres.; Dr.
J. M. Lordly. Vice-Pres.; L. A. Van Zandt, Sec'y andTreas.
Election of members followed, and Dr. J. F. Clark and Dr.
Geo. L. Lamson were elected. The resignation of J. W. E.
Clarke as member of executive committee wits read and
accepted with regret. Dr. J. F. Clarke was elected a mem-
ber of executive committee to fill vacancy caused by the
resignation of J. W. E. Clarke. The resignation of F. M.
Bennett as delegate to the A. K. C. and as a member of the
stud book committee was read and accepted with regret.
L. A. Van Zandt was elected delegate to the A. K. C. in
place of F. M. Bennett. On motion of Dr. Glover, Di*. Meyer
was appointed a committee of one to be known as the stud
book committee. On motion of Dr. Meyer it was
Resolved, That the club donate the sum of -$25 for prizes

at- the Westminster Kennel Club show, Feb., 1891, to be
divided as follows: Ten dollars to best dog in open class,
$10 to best bitch in open class, $5 to best dog or bitch in
puppy classes.
Resolved, That a committee of one be elected to be known

as the bench show and field trial committee, whose duty it

shall be to look after the interests of the Gordon setter at
bench shows and field trials, and to make all arrangements
with the clubs; subject to the approval of the executive
committee.
Resolved, That in order to facilitate the business of the

club it is desirable that a full quorum of its officers should
be voted for who reside in one city or vicinity. It is therefore
Resolved, That the secretary when sending the list for

election purposes request the members to have this com-
mendable object in view in making their selections.
Resolved, That the secretary address a circular letter to

all owners of Gordon setters requesting them to join our
club.
Resolved, That the secretary is hereby instructed to send

a copy of the minutes of each meeting to the principal
sportsmen's papers, including the Gazette.
'Resolved, That the secretary is hereby empowered to
spend whatever amount of money is necessary to equip his
office.

Resolved, That the following gentlemen be elected
honorary members of the Gordon Settpr Club of America:
August Belmont, President American Kennel Club; Pierre
Lorillard, Jr., President English Setter Club; Win. Dun-
phy, President Irish Setter Club; Dr. J. Frank Perry, Presi-
dent Associate Members: Hon. John S. Wise, President
Pointer Club of America; Dr. N. Rowe and J. M. Tracy.
A bill for $10 dues for membership in A. K. C. was voted

paid. The treasurer reported a balance on hand of $53.67.
The committee then adjourned.

L. A. Van Zandt, Sec'y (Yonkers, N. Y).

MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB.-In November a bill was
filed in Circuit Court No. 2 by five of the board of governors
against the other five asking that the proceedings of a meet-
ing held on Nov. 15 be declared void, alleging that sufficient
notice was not given. The case was to have been heard
yesterday before Judge Wright, but the defendants, George
W, Massamore, Charles R. Diffenderffer, James Thompson,
Wm. C. Farber and W. Stewart Diffenderffer. by lawyers
Isidor Rayner and Edwin J. Farber, filed their answer,
which will make it necessary to take testimony. The bill
admits that the meeting was held, but denies that Charles
J. Peshall, who represented H. Malcolm, was ever elected or
sent as a delegate to the club, and alleges that Harry Mal-
colm, at his own instance, had been previously named as
such delegate and without the authority of the club sent
Peshall to represent him, that Peshall claims to be a resident
of Jersey City, N. J., and that he is and at that time was an
objectionable person to the members of the Maryland Kennel
Club and also the American Kennel Club, having been
recently permanently disqualified from membership or from
any participation in its proceedings. The answer further
alleges thatHarry Malcolm has upon more than one accasion
threatened to break up the club unless W. Stewart Diffen-
derffer "got out of it," and has openly stated that the Mary-
land Kennel Club should never have a "bench show" until
Diffenderffer was displaced as secretary, nothwithstanding
the fact that Diffenderffer did resign on June 7, 1890, the club
refusing to accept the resignation, as the remaining defend-
ants claimed that the acceptance would be detrimental to
the interests of the club. The bill denies that Harry Malcolm
and Henry R. Von der Horst made any proper demand on
Nov. 17 on Diffenderffer, secretary, to show the minutes of
the meetings, and avers that they were never denied access
to the minutes of the meetings, and asks that the bill of com-
plainants be dismissed with costs.—Baltimore Herald Dec. 2.

GLADSTONE, the setter of field trial fame, died at Mem-
phis, Tenn., on Nov, 20.

DOG CHAT.

SOME time since we spoke of a dog show being held this

winter in Providence in connection with the Rhode
Island Poultry Association. We hear now that the judges
selected are Mr. C. Fred Crawford for the sporting classes

and Mr. T. M. Aldrich the others. If a successful show is

held this year a move will no doubt be made to join the A.
K. C. and hold a proper show.

We hear that Mr. Wixom has exchanged his champion
beagle bitch Myrtle for Mr. Kreuder's champion Rattler
(Dan O'Shea's). From a letter we have received we judge
the National Beagle Club will see the Wixom dogs at their
next trials.

Mr. T. H. Stretch, the noted collie man in England, had
three teams out the other week and won with each. What
a far-fetched pun one could make on this, but we spare our
readers this time.

Stock-Keeper alludes to a letter which Lady Blanche
Innes-Ker has written in favor of having whippet racing at
dog shows. We have not had time to allude to this sport
much lately, but we certainly agree with the above paper in
the opinion it advances that shows would be vastly bene-
fited by some such extra attraction as this. It is all non
sense to suppose that because it is a sport that is indulged
in by miners and working people in the north of England it

cannot be made a means of amusement for refined people.
What is horse racing but a sport, in which we find the riff-

raff of the world engaged? and at the same time we find
men of the highest honor and integrity, heart and soul
in the sport; and it is such people as the latter who, by just
example, have raised the sport from the depths to which at
one time it had fallen in this country. Then why, if respect-
able people wish to indulge in whippet racing, should they
be discouraged by the cry of—Pitch! We are more im-
mediately interested in its development as far as dog
shows and especially those held at fairs are concerned, and
it would not be a very difficult matter to keep the racing
of these dogs as clean as the judging in the bench show
ring. We should consider bench show committees very
short sighted if they do not soon tack this harmless racing
on to their list of attractions.

Many of our readers have a faint idea as to the origin of
bench shows, so we think it would be of interest to them to
look upon the face of the man who, at his own expense, got
up the first dog show ever held, which was at Birmingham,
Eng., in 1859. We are enabled through the kindness of Mr,
Brailsford to copy the face on the solid silver medal which
was given to his father in commemoration of the event.
The medal is 2}4in. in diameter with a solid silver chain
30in. long attatched to it. On the one side is an engraving
of Mr. Brailsford, as represented in our illustration, and on

" THE ORIGINATOR OF HOG SHOWS."

the reverse side is the following inscription: "This medal
with a purse of £80 was presented to Richard Brailsford as
a testimonial for originating and his exertions in carrying
out the national shows for improving the breed of sporting
dogs, the first of which he carried out at his own expense at
Birmingham, in 1859." Then Mr. W. Brailsford, his son,
who has charge of Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's dogs at the
trials, has another silver medal of the same size with a sim-
ilar chain attached. On one side is the following inscrip-
tion: "Presented at the National Pointer and Setter Field
Trials, 1889." On the reverse side: "This medal with a
purse of £95 was given to William Brailsford a-s a public
testimonial for originating pointer and setter field trial
competitions; for establishing the first national field trial

meeting in 1866, and for his continued exertions in the man-
agement thereof for 24 years," In the case is a paper, on
which are written the names of the subscribers to the testi-

monial, and one recognizes at once names which are familiar
to every one interested in English field sports. Mr. Thos.
Johnson, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, was also a subscriber.
Messrs. Brailsford and Cameron have made many friends
by their quiet and courteous manner, accepting their defeat
with a good grace, and should they succeed in pulling off

any of the Central stakes, we are sure they will receive the
hearty congratulations of their fellow handlers and sports-
men.

The noted pointer Sandford Mike was claimed at the late
Crystal Palace show by Mr. J. Lloyd William for Col. J. H.
Allen, of Louisville, Kentucky, who intends to bring the
dog over with him. There is nothing said as to his showing
him at our shows.

The latest Barzoical question, shall the "Krilutts" of the
future have long or short necks? This is quite an important
question with a severe winter fast approaching.

Mr. P. T. O'Bannon and Mr. H. Hulman, Jr., have decided
to amalgamate their kennel forces and signed agreements to
that effect during field trial week. With such dogs as Rev-
erdy, Gath's Mark, Fanny M. and a host of other well bred
ones, this kennel will hold a strong hand. They are very
much in favor of breeding for dogs that can win on the
bench as well as in the field.

In a chat with Mr. Brailford, who has the English dogs in
charge, we asked him what he thought of the style of work
in our trials and the way the handling is done. The former
he calls forehunting or scampering; he says the dogs lead
the handlers, the handlers lead the judges and the judges
lead the spectators. Is he right? In speaking of the hand-
lers, he describes them as a fine bodyr of men, temperate and
men of clear discernment, and men who, if he had them in
his hands for six months, he would make of them the finest
trainers in the world.

The Fanciers' Gazette (Eng.) draws ttention to a clause

in the new tariff law dealing with live stock, which says
that "no such animar shall" be admitted free unless pure
bred of a recognized breed, and duly registered in the book
of record established for that breed," and surmises that the
latter part of that sentence may provide a loophole for the
Custom authorities to impose the duty on dogs, as each
breed is not provided with a separate stud book. All the
same, we think that the separate classification of the Eng-
lish Stud Book covers all this, each breed having to all in-
tents and purposes a separate division of its own, so that we
cannot see how this will affect the case at all, and any such
interpretation of the law will defeat the end in view—the
improvement of our canine stock. If the dog imported is
duly registered and acertificate of the same from the secre-
tary of the stud book, together with the affidavit of the
owner or importer, that such is the identical dog described
in said certificate, be obtained, will, we are informed, be all
that is necessary.

Among the dogs sold during the Eastern field trials were
Spot and Joy, Jr., owned by Capt. Mears. Spot went for
$300 and Joy, Jr. for $150. Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., was the
purchaser. Mr. Merriam, of Boston, also sold Razzle, Mr.
Avent selling two youngsters, Royal C. and Rodney Royal
C., both Roderigo dogs, to Mr. Royal Carrol, of New York.

Many of the handlers who were unsuccessful at High
Point are looking forward to better luck at Lexington,
having faith that the dogs will run at not quite such a high
pressure speed at the latter place, especially as the heats
are, in the first instance, of one hour's duration.

After the Eastern trials and reports were finished, we
journeyed on to Thoniasville, a few miles from High Point,
putting up with friends Tallman and Bradley, who have
been located there for some time preparing their dogs for the
trials. No better place could have been selected for the pur-
pose. Birds are plentiful and the land of such varied
character that a dog can be fitted to any style of work needed
of him. Messrs. Tallman and Bradley are both well know
in the field trial arena, and two harder workers it would be
difficult to find. This training of field dogs is not the child's
play some people suppose, and they only need to put in a dog
with either of these men to find that it is real downright,
hard work,; especially when one of those naturally perverse,
head-strong dogs, that are sometimes to be met with, has to
be. brought to a sense of its duty. Three months of this' sort
of work, day after day, ivill make the strongest man stale.
We had the pleasure of shooting over several bench show
celebrities in "Billy's" charge. The first day we had out
that smart little bitch Princess Beatrice, owned by Mr.
Windholz, and in her own quiet way she gets over theground
and finds the, birds without making mistakes. Then there
is the great Count Howard, who would be better were he not
quite so fond of his own way. A Count Howard—Princess
Beatrice pup also shows good promise, and is withal a hand-
some little fellow. "Billy" has also the renouned Beaumont,
who hunts with all the fire and vigor of a two-year-old,
though we believe he is close on to eight years old. He is, as
all bench show habitue's know, a handsome dog, and we can
hardly blame the Gordon men, and especially the owner, Dr.
Meyer, over their enthusiasm for their fancy in the field, for
Beaumont is very stylish, and his handsome coloring makes a
pretty picture as he glides through the short sedge grass.
Bendigo is another Gordon, owned by Mr. Hunt, though
youugyet and one which was what Tallmon styles "a ter-
ror" to break, is now coming along nicely, and "did quite a
pretty piece of work on the way home from the last day's
shoot. Gronie, a pointer, is one of the best in Mr. Tallman's
string, and ran in hard luck in the Eastern All-Aged, but if

ho goes ahead and does work like that of Friday last, almost
without a fault, he ought to be near the top in the pointer
All-Aged at the Central. Mr. Bradley's dogs are all field
dogs first and last. Such animals as Rowdy Rod, Harry C.
and others doing honor to his ability as a trainer. Rowdy
was being trained more especially for the four-hour race,
and we trust the result will justify the expectation Of his
handler. The farmers in this section seem to be the right
sort, and it is the exception to him a gruff "Here, you, get
off that land." In the first place they are treated consider-
ately, and as soon as they understand that the trainers are
not intent on killing all the birds they can scare up, they
are always willing to give kindly directions where the birds
are to, be found. Space [forbids more on this subject, but
any one bent on having some good sport could do worse than;
spend a week with these two gentlemen at the Mock House,
whose comfortable quarters and bountiful table will be ap-
preciated when the shades of evening drive the sportsman
home with a ravenous appetite and tired limbs.

A very handsome picture of Mrs. Fergus and her St. Ber-
nard bitch Coralie appears in last week'sCanine Wo rld, and
in speaking of this lady, who occupies the same position to
the English kennel world that Miss Whitney does to ours,
being the only lady judge of St. Bernards in the ring, if we
may use that term without any direspect to these ladies, this
paper says she is promoting a society a little ahead of the
S. P. C. A. in that she thinks prevention is better than cure
and proposes, by the aid of a committee, to watch over the
manifest kindness to animals and . at the end of the year
give prizes ranging from $50 downward to the parties treating
their animals kindly. Each recipient 'will also receive a sil-

ver medal to be worn on the coat. This idea is of course
chiefly aimed at the drivers, cabmen and so on in her city of
Glasgow, but it is a god one and might be carried out in other
cities to advantage. Speaking of pictures, that is a clever
two-page sketch by George Cruikshank the second In the
same paper. It represents different members of the English
kennel world and their dogs taking part in the Lord Mayor's
show. America is not forgotten, for the "member for Hul-
ton" and "Manhattan" occupy choice seats in theC. W.
coach. Mr. Wade looks quite overpowered in a high hat,
though he keeps a tight grip on the stars and stripes. We
fancy there is a good deal of hidden meaning in the title,

"This is not a two-point show."

At the forthcoming St. Bernard show in London, Dec. 10,

Mr. L. C. R. Norris-Elye will judge the rough coats and Mr.
L. Oppenheiiner the smooths. By the amalgamation of the
club with the E, K. C. their challenge class wins rank
equally with those of the Kennel Club, for it is now what is
termed a two-point show.

The noted Irish terrier Breda Rattle has been sold, and as
he has sailed from England it is presumed he is consigned
to America, though his destination and owner's name are
enveloped in strict secrecy. He is described as a grand
coated dog and one possessed of the best legs and feet a ter-
rier could possess.

The noted St. Bernard, Prince Battenberg, is dead. This
handsome animal was the only dog we believe that suc-
ceeded in lowering the colors of the great Plinlimmon, which
he did at Birmingham under the judgment of Mr. Betterton.
He was unfortunately owned by a man who could not take his
defects with the stoical indifference all exhibitors should
possess, and consequently he has not been seen on the bench
as much as his great beauty and splendid character entitled
him to. He died of heart disease and was but five years old.

We hear that Mr. John Davidson will judge all classes at
South Carolina dog show at Greenville, S. C. , in January
next.

"Namquoit" expects-four Welsh terriers over -on the Rich^
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mond Hill, They are some of Mr. Boyd's stock, and ex
pectedto be clinkers. We are glad to hear Prudence, th
ist. Bernard bitch, is very much on the mend and out of
danger.

WHITE WONDER,
NORTH WILMINGTON, Mass., Nov. 2i.-Editor Forest

and Stream: The following appeared in your issue
of Sept. 4:

Mr. Harris's bull-terrier formerly called White Wonder, that
was protested against at the Boston show for being deaf, was
deal when. born. He was bred by Mr. Pratt, of Oak Hill, Stoke-
on- Trent. He is by White Sam out of White Rose. Mr. Pratt
thought that the puppy was deaf when born and sold it to Mr.
Hughes, a postman at Stoke, for £L The postman soon discovered
that the puppy was deaf but kept the matter as quiet as possible,
but in sp'te of his precautions the dog finally became known
throughout the section as the "postman's deaf dog." Mr. Hughesmade up his mind to get even with Mr. Pratt and laid his plans
very shrewdly. He wrote Mr. Heath, the former owner of M[iss
Glendynne, now called Attraction, Enterprise and other good
ones, and got him to make a. date to call and see the dog/ He
then goes to Mr. Pratt and tells him how wonderfully the pupp*
has improved and that Mr. Heath is talking of purchasing him.
(Mr. Heath and Mr. Pratt were at. that time trying to outdo each
other.) Mr. Pratt not wishing to see his rival with »be best, dog
in the country and supposing the puppy must have outgrown his
deafness purchased him on the spot for £10. Of course he soon
discovered that the dog was totally deaf and threatened suit, but
as he had first sold the dog when deaf he was advised to let the
matter rest. This much I know to be the facts. It is furthpr-
more stated by those who ought to know that, the White Wonder
was soon after reported dead and the same dog was represented
as another dog under another name. I have not questioned Mr
Harris in regard to the affair, but if he paid the price stated £80!
be was badly sold, whether he knew him to be deaf or not. If MrHmks sold the dog to Mr. Harris and did not say anything about
the deafness he is a swindler of the first water. Hinks & Pratt,
are one firm. American readers must, not get this Hinks mixed
up with James Thorpe Hineks, the Clumber man. at Leicester or
E. C. Hincks. It is Fred Hinks that sold White Wonder.

We desire to say that the above is false in every particu-
lar; in proof of which we submit the following letter from
Mr. Hinks:

Bibmingham, Oct. 9.-Mr. Harris. Dear Sir: Your favor of the
19th ultimo is at hand inclosing a cutting from the Fokest ind
Stream, of Sept. 4; and in reply 1 can only say that it is absolutely
false from the commencement to the finish, as Mr. Pratt neverowned or had in his possession White Wonder, and that he neverwas out. of this town until lie was sent to vou. Moreover, he is by
Gully the Groat out of Kit, and the story related in the oUtWnafrom Fobest and Stream respecting White Wonder is an entire
fabrication altogether. And it is a pity reporters cannot find
something else to do than drag a gentleman like Mr. Pratt into a
matter which he knows nothing about. Yours truly, Fr el: be i 0 k
Hinks.

White Wonder is by Gully the Great out of Kit, byDucrow
out of Eclipse; Gully the Great is by Gladstone out of Flor-
rie. Breeder, Mr. Brooks. Whelped June, 1888.

H. A. & W. L. Harris.

MR. PESHALL'S CASE.—Chas. J. Peshall, president of
the New Jersey Kennel Club, who was recently indicted for
libeling A. P. Vredenburgh, secretary and treasurer of the
American Kennel Club, in a communication published in
Forest Axd Stream of July 19, in which he charged Mr.
Vredenburgh with falsifying and juggling the accounts of
the club, appeared yesterday at the bar of General Sessions
before Judge Fitzgerald to demand an immediate trial. "I
can prove my entire innocence, your Honor," said Mr.
Peshall, "and I demand a trial. I have been pursued with
the utmost malevolence, and even the gentleman, Mr. Leslie
C. Bruce, of Turf, Field and Farm, who became my bonds-
man, has been assailed on account of his friendship for me
I want to put an end to this. My reputation is dearer to me
than my life." Mr. Bedford said that the entire week must
be devoted to prison cases. "Well," rejoined Mr. Peshall
"if going to the Tombs will help me to get a trial, I am in-
clined, particularly as I hear the food is good there, to sur-
render myself and take my chances of trial with the other
prisoners there." "You had better not," replied Mr. Bed-
ford. "You might have to remain there longer than you
wanted to." Judge Fitzgerald suggested that Mr. Peshall
should confer, out of court, with Mr. Bedford, and try to
settle upon a near date for trial.—New York, Sun, Dee. 2.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mossy—John Bull. Tom Oaruther's (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch
Flossy (Fred—Hazel Kirke) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' John Bull
(champion Loris—May Queen), Nov. IS.

Nun Nicer—champion Kash. A. E. Pitts's (Columbus, O.) pug
bitch Nun Nicer to his champion Kash, Nov. 15.

Ruby N.—Kash. Mrs. J. N. Newton's (Toledo, O.) pug bitch Ruby
N. to.A. £. Pitts's champion Kash, Nov. 5.

Mobie—champion Kash. M. L. Jackson's (Greensburg, Ind.)
pug bitch Mobie to A. E. Pitts's champion Kash, Nov. 11.

. Toody—champion Bradford Harry G.W.Dixon's (Worcester,
Mass.) Yorkshire terrier hitch Toody to P. H. Coombs's champion
Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady), Nov. 36.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Reginald. Red Irish setter dog. whelped April 10, 1890, by Blaze
out of Gladys B., by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to C. By-
water, Middletown, Conn.
Duke of Warsaw. Cream fawn pug dog, whelped March 17,

1890, by Sniffles out of Toodles III., by Eberhart Pug Kennels,
Cincinnati, O., to J. Carlton Jacks, Rochester, Minn.
-Clarissa. Bed Irish setter bitch, whelped March 16, 1886. by

Bravo out of Leonie, by R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn., to F. E.
Adams, Middlesborough, Ky

.

DEATHS.
Bella Donna. The Niagara Kennels' (Lockport, N. Y.) blue

belton setter (champion Rockingham—Donna), Nov. 19. Die-
temper. _

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

1 R. C. M., New York.-My St, Bernard bitch had a litter of 6 last
June. They stayed with her 6 weeks, whereupon I began feeding a
variety of food with a view to getting her into condition, but my
utmost efforts have been unsuccessful. She is still in very poor
flesh; has irregular appetite, and stomach rolls violently both
beforeand after eating; coat thin and unhealthy. I have doctored
for worms, but without the desired result. Can you prescribe for
her through your valuable paper. Ans. Feed generously. Give
her a dessertspoonful of syrup of buckthorn every other day for a
week. Give morning and night, either alone or in her food, a
table spoonful of ood liver oil. After meals give her a couple of
papsin tablets.

_

Dogs: Their Managemen t and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $3. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price $8. Training vs. Breakiiw. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

\hooting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB, Nov. 27.-The New York Rifle Club

wound up its long range season with the last of five rest matches
at Oreedmoor, L. I., on Thanksgiving Day. The prosperous season
enjoyed by the club this year during the handicap match induced
the members to introduce an innovation, a Thanksgiving Day
dinner, to which the ladies were invited. The conditions for
shooting were not altogether favorable, but, considering the tricky
jnnd, the scores which follow were fair. Twenty-shot rest match,
300yds. distance, any rifle with 31b. trigger pull or more, Standard
American target, possible 200 points: DrvChadbonrne 188, average

e!

shots wore mala by Msssrs.'HarrinatctT aud'^Klein' with 1*6,' bu'
Dr. Chad bourne, who was only one point behind, overcame this
lead easily in the second string, and won hands down. The club
will begin its gallery season at the range of the German-Ameri-
can Society, 12 St, Marks Place, on Dec. 11, and thirteen meetings
will be hold there altogether. The club began its outdoor compe-
tition early last year, meetiug first on the Cypress Hill Park
range and later at Oreedmoor. The earlier matches had been all
strictly off-hand on the Standard American target, strings of 10
shots, possible 100 points. The best score on each day was to count
only, and of these the aggregate of the five best scores entitled
the marksmen to prizes. The match was a handicap contest, the
executive committee awarding the necessary number of points
and altering the handicap during the progress of the match when-
ever they thought it advisable. The five best scores as well as the
club averages of the shooters during the year were as follows:

T J Dolan 87
G A Strong 83
M Herrington 8a
EB Barker 85
J 8 Case -. .84
V B Daly.. 81AH Isbell ....80
T Lloyd 81
G A Shorkley 90
CE Gensch 81
J Duane 80
Dr E W Chadbourne...65

Five Best Scores.
90
87
87
78

80
82
78

85
90
89
77
81
90
82
80
81
81

88
93

81

76
73
81

Total. Average.
439

81
84

83
77

78
7u

434
425
424
419
418
418
414
403
399
398
385

86.80

85.00
81.80
88.80
83.60

83.60
82.80

80 60
79.80
79.60

77.00

BOSTON, Nov. 29—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day. A good num-
ber of shooters were out, but found very unfavorable conditions
for hign scores. A strong 8 to 11 o'clock wind blew all dav and a
bad light caused low scores. C. H. Eastman won the gold mem
bership badge and J. L. Fowle won the silver military medal
Below will be found the best scores made to-dav. Distance 200yds
standard American targets, re-entries allowed:

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
C H Eastman 82 J B Hobbs 66
ABLoring 77 D Martin 62
WHawley 73 M T Day 61SO Sydney 73 A S Hunt 60ASGunn 68

All-Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder 106 A S Hunt
F Daniels 105 MTDay
A H Ballard 105 ST Crawford
.TNEames 101 D Martin ' "95
John French 100 J B Hobbs 93
F W Chester 99

Pistol Match, 50Yds.
G L Hosmer 83 M T Day 75AD Stevens 83

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 35.-Col. G. A. Howe, of the Hawaiian
Rifle Association, is at present spending a vacation in this city incompany with his wife. He states that great interest is taken at
the Islands in regard to rifle matters: They have a fine range
there of from 200 to 1,000yds., and often have competitive matches
with the visiting man-of-war men, in which the home company
usuallv come out victorious. While here the Colonel will inspect
the different ranges around the city and take advantage of any
improvement he may notice for the benefit of his association.
CASED BULLETS.—The English armv is to have a new ball

cartridge for the magazine rifle. The old black powder will be
used. The principal change is in the bullet. It has been found
that the lead core of the old pattern bullet has been often driven
through the envelope in which it was encased, the latter being of
course left in the barrel with a probability of disastrous result"
In the new pattern cartridge a bullet having a thick envelope
and extending further over the base than in the previous pattern
has been introduced.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gi-atis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are var-
Ocularly requested to xorite on one side of the paper only.

THE NEWARK TOURNAMENT.
- At Erb's Shooting Park, Newark, N, J., last week, was inaugu-
rated the first of the annual tournaments of the Newark Gun
Club. The meeting began on Tuesday and was brought to a suc-
cessful conclusion on Friday. The first two days was given to
the throwing of Keystone targets, about 7,000 being disposed ofOn Thanksgiving Day and Friday live birds only were used, and'
over 1,000 in number were trapped. In the inanimate contests the
committee carried out an idea that has of late caused considera-
ble discussion among trap-shooters, namely, the barring of ex-
perts. The innovation evidently met the approval of all who at-
tended and certainly proved a success. The meetiug coming in
the very height of the game season with the shortest of days and
a family holiday in the middle of the week, a large attendance
was not looked for, consequently the entry list came fully up to
the expectations of the management. The club hereafter will
give an annual meeting, claiming date in the early fall, and from
the experience derived from this, their first attempt, should be
able to give the greatest tournament ever held in the East. The
"rounds at Erb's have been recognized for years as the best live
tird grounds in the country, and the targets thrown in this tour-
nament were the first ever shot upon them. Mr. Erb's reputation
for furnishing birds of the highest grade did not suffer during
this tournament, for a better lot of flyers never were trapped
On Thursday, wit h but six hours of shooting, over 800 birds were
shot at; and on Friday fully as many more left the traps. Of the
entire number but 14 were called "no birds." This will give some
idea of their quality. The weather throughout the entire meet-
ing was all that could be. asked for;. For this season of the year
on Tuesday the weather was perfectly delightful. Wednesday
was a trifle colder, with a stiff breeze from the northeast that
played pranks with the targets and havoc with thejscores
Thanksgiving day opened with snow squalls and the ther-
mometer registering about 20 degrees; however, before the
shooting began it cleared away and the enthusiasm
of the contestants kept the cold from interfering with the
sport. Friday was another raw day, but everything went
smoothly. Among the contestants from a distance were noted
Al. Spangler and George Mosher, of the Hunter Arms Co
from Fulton, N. Y.; Arthur Du Bray (Gaucho), just from Walla
Walla, who is about to enter the employ of Parker Bros.: W. H
Whitney, of Florence, Mass., and his able representative W. H*
Skinner, of Chicago; Frank Pidgeon, of Saueerties, N. Y.; Cant'
O. W. Minerd, of Atlantic City, N. J.; C. B. Manley, of Danbury
Conn.; H. B. Schumeier, of St. Paul, Minn.; W. S. Genie, Sirir
Sing Sing, N. Y.; Mahlon Fox, of Trenton, N. J.; W. C. Smith, o
Oranee. N. .T.: Riss Van Riner and TTrnnlr Pnaf frnm ntn»-^ ttjii

day Harvey McMurehy put in an appearance, accompanied by
Phil Beakeart, a popular sporting goods dealer of San Francisco.
Harvey was the only one of all the experts barred from the artifi-
cial contests who put in an appearance to shoot in the live bird
events, and said he had just dropped in to see what kind of
amateurs there were around. As usual, at the conclusion of each
day's shooting there was the regulation amount of match talk
and at l»ast two matches was the result. The first, between John
Ryan, of Hackensack, N. J., aud Jack Elliott, of Pelham Bridge,
is to be shot, at Erb's, on Dec. 12, at 13 o'clock. The conditions are
50 birds a man, for $100 a side, trap, find and handle, Ryan to
stand at 21 and Elliot at 25yds. rise, use of one barrel only. The
second match is between Phil Daly, Jr., and Elliot, and is to take
place at the conclusion of the first match. The conditions are 100
birds a man, for $350 a side, Hurlingham rules, Mr. Jacob Penta

referee and stake holder. Mr. Elliot is the crack shot of the
Washington Heights Gun Club and is considered a. good match-
maker, and as both the gentlemen he is to shoot against are well
to the front in trap-shooting circles an interesting exhibition
should be the result. The target events were run on the rapid
firing system from one set of 10 traps, your correspondent acting
as referee, Mr. Jacob Pentz refereeing the live bird matches, the
same- being shot under modified Hurlingham rules. All ties div.
unless otherwise noted.

First Day, Nov. %5.

Regular No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entrance:
Willey 1110111111- 9 Skinner 1111111101-9
Schumeier 1111011111— 9 Fieles 1110100111— 7
Spangler 11H101110— 8 Mosher OOllllioil— 7
Smith 1011111111- 9 Minerd 1111010111- 8
No. 2, 10 singles, $1.50 entrance:

Willey 11111111 11-10 Minerd 1110100101- 6
Schumeier 1111100011- 7 Riggott 1111011110- 8
Spangler OlllUOllO- 7 Brantingham UlOlllOU- 8
Smith 1000111111- 7 Soper 1110111011- 8
Skinner 1110111 110- 8 Simpson 1111111131—10
Fieles 1111011001- 7 Van Riper 1100101101- 6
Mosher 1101011011- 7 F Post UllllOOOl- 7
No. 3, 15 singles. $3 entrance:

Fieles. 100110100101111- 9 Van Riper 111101011100100- 9
Minerd 101111111110101—12 Skinner 011111011001111-11
Schumeier .

.
.111010011111111-12 Smith 111110111011111-13

Mosher 100000011001011- 6 Post 011111101000111-10
v^.I-g '.,::( iOi::-,>,0;Uin]!I--1i; :v:v-t

.
,
m0i:i!i|-n;0l)m-

~

Brantingham. .011100111111011 -11 A C Hunt 110111111111111-14
Willey imiramini-M Riggott mimimom-u
Simoson 101111101110101—11

No. 4, 20 singles, four moneys. $2:50 entry:
Simpson. .11111111001111111011-17 E Oo]lihs..mi1lll000l00limi-15
Skin nor .

.
.OmmillOlOlOlOOll-14 A Hunt. . .110101011111 101111lkl6W illey ... . lOilimiOOllll 11111-17 Fieles 10011101111001101001-12

Spangler
.
.(M10111110011010111-13 Post 1101000101 1011101011-12

Schumeierl0111100111111U1011-16 Riggott. . .lOlllllOOHlllltlUl-1.7
Van Riper0111imi0010mil00-14 VV Smith. .milllllllllUU110-18
No. 5, 15 singles, four moneys, $1.50 entry:

Hamline 110010111110110-10 Minerd 011111111111111—14
Simpson 101010111011111-11 Willey 111011011110111-12
Collins 111111101111110-13 Spangler Illllmill01ll0-1»
Post 111011111111111-14 Riggott 111111110111111-14
Van Riper 111011110001010- 9 Gettle 111100111110101-11A Hunt 101110111101000- 9 Brantingham .111111111011111-14

No. 6. 10 singles, $1.50:
Simpson 1101101111- 8 Gettle 1011011111— 8
Collins 1.111101111- 9 Hamline 1111 110110- 8
Post. 1011001111- 7 Riggott 1111111101- 9Van Riper 0101011001- 5 Chetwood 1111011111- IHunt 1101001011- 6 Smith 1111010111- 8
Fieles 1111010101- 7 Brantingham .... . .0101110111- 7Minerd 1101111011-8 Willey. 1110111111-9
Spangler 1110111111- 9 Mosher 1001100101- 5
No. 7, 20 singles, 4 moneys, $2 50:

Hunt 11111111111111100111-18 Fieles 011 10111110011000101-1 •>

Collins . .
.
11101110101111111111-17 Riegott . . . OlllonilllOUWllll-16

Post 11111111111111101101-18 Willey. . . . 00100111110111011111-UVan RiperlOllOllllllimi iin -18 Brant'g'mllOnonilOlllllllll-17
Simpson..lllOmoillimilOll -17 Hamline..11111111010111111011-17
Gettle 11111111100100111010—14 Smiih . . , .lOOOUOllOomOllOlO-l
Minerd... .00001011111111110000-11 Spangler. 001100111 1 01 11011101—13
Lindsley.. 1100011111«fllllllll-15 BrientnalliOlOllOlllinmim^
Geoffroy...ll0111011111l011l010-15

^mmimr 17

No. 8, 15 singles, 4 moneys, $2:
Skinner 111111111011111—14 Riggott 011111111101111—IS
Chetwood 111111100110011-11 Minerd HOOllfflmni 1-12
Collins 111111111111011-14 Brientnall 111111110110101-12
Post 111111111111111-15 "Hamline". . . .011111110111011-12
Van Riper 011111110111101-12 Mosher ... .001011011010001- 7
Hunt 101111111111110-13 Smith 011000011011111- 9
Fieles 101111111011110-12 Willev 111111111010101-12
Lindsley 101010111010111-10 Brantingham..llllllllll01]ll-l4
Simpson 001111111000101- 9 Soper ... lllOlllimillO-13
Gettle 111011000011111-10 Spangler 10110110imill-r>
Geoffroy 001110001011111- 9

^oximu it

No. 9, 10 singles, $1.50 entrance. 4 moneys:
Clark ..,0011001111— 6 Chetwood 1001111101— t
Lindsley 1111001111-8 Geoffrey "

11 111101 11- «
Skinner 0111111111- 9 Riggott 1111111011- 5
Collins H';(!ii,"on

ri- ;

Van Riper 0011001011- 5 "Hamline" llllllllll-lo
Post 1011111111- 9 S Tillon 1101011110- 7
Fieles Ullllllll-10 Brantingham.... lOlliooill—

7

Gettel 0111111100-7 Soper 0111111111-

4

Hedden 1011111110- 8 Willey Olllllllli- 9
Heath 1101000011- 5 Smith

\ 1101001100- 5
Simpson 1110111111— 9 Spangler 1111011111— 9
No. 10, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance, 4moueys:

Clark 111111110111111-1 4 Fiel es 111001101111111-12
Collins 110111immil-14 Tellon 110111110101110-11
Post 001011011110111-10 Brientnall 100011100110101- 8Van Riper 001011001111101- 9 "Hamline". .. ,011111110111111-13
Minerd 111111111111111—15 Geoffrey UlllllOllUOll-lS
Gettel. 111011111111011-13 Willey 011111110111110-12
Hunt H1010101101111-3 1 Chetwood 001010110010100-8
Simpson 111110011101111—12 Soper 011101011111111—1*
Hedden 011110101011110-10 Brantingham. .11110011 1010111-U
Lindsley. 111111111011100-12 Smith 111110011001111-11
Skinner 111111111110111-14 Riggott 1111 10110011101-11
No. 11, 10 singles, $1 entry:

Skinner 1111111110- 9 Fieles 1111101111— 9
Liadsiey .11M111M 8 Geoffrey .million'] k
Spangler 1100010011— 5 Brantingham 1111111111—10
Collins 1111011110- 8 Minerd 1110111110- 9
Van Riper.. 1101111000— 6 ''Hamline" 1111110101— 8
Post 1111111110- 9 Willey 1011100111- 7
Clark 0011111111— 8 Chetwood 10101011U— 7
Gettle lUlimiO- 9

'

Second Day, Nov. %G.

No. 12. 10 singles. $1 entry, 3 moneys:
"Hamline" 1111111011—9 Spangler 1011001111—7
Fieles 1110011011-7 W C Smith 1101111111-9
Blake 1111001011-7 H Sigler 1101111100-7
Collins 1110100111-6 Pidgeon .'.1011111000-6
Quimby 1010011111-7 Post H01111110-8
Van Riper 0011111101—7

wa*;uj.u~b

No. 13, 10 singles, $1.50 entry, 4 moneys:
Minerd 0011010001- 4 F Class lOlllOllli— 8
"Hamline" 1011111011— 8 Pidgeon m9lll0li— «
Quimby 1101111111— 9 S Castle '. JXWlUOQll— 5
Fieles ri.UIlllll-10 Som^r ... 1011 _
Collins 0110101111- 7 H Sigler . . OIOIHIOIO- 6
Smith .1111001111- 8 Blake ... ...UlOlOiOlO- 6
Van Riper 1110111011— 8 Ayres 0001011110— 5
Post 0000110011- 4

^
No. 14, 20 singles, $2 en try, 4 moneys:
nimby 110100110111111-11 Collins 1101110011100U-10
aniline 111111011111101—13 Van Riper 111011100001111-10

Smith 110001100000110- 7 Pidgeon 110110101011011-10
Skinner 111111011111111—14 Sigler 011101001011110— 9
Fieles .101111011011111-13 Minerd 111111111111100-13
Class .110111100111111—13 Spangler 111110011010111-11
Lindsley 101111110111011—13 Mosher 111011110110101—11
Post 111111101111111—14
No. 15, 10-singles, $2.50 entry, 4 moneys:

Quimby . .11011111000101010111-14 Post 11111110111111110110-17
Hamlin ..10111111110111111111-18 H Sigler. .01011111110111000111—15
Fieles 11111110111111111011-18 Skinner. . .01110111111011011101-15
Smith . . .

.10011111111111011111-17 Pidgeon .'.00100101110111011110-12
Class 11111111111110111111-20 Mosher... 110011111101 11O00001 -hi
Lindsley.. 11101110011111011111-17 Spangler. 10111111011101111101-16
Collins. . ..11110110111110101111—16 Blake 11101111101101010100-13
Van RipeiOimilllOmilOUOl—16
No. 16, 15 singles, $1.50 entry, 4 moneys:

Lindsley. ..... .111111101011010-11 Class U111110U 11100-13
Collins 011111010110111-11 Skinner 111111101111110—13
"Hamline". .

..111111111011111-14 Post 111111010110111-12
Fieles 111111111111111-15 Smith miOOOlOlOOllO— 8
Minerd Ill 0101 01101111-11 Van Riper UlOllllOllOOlO-lO
Quimby lOlUOl 10010110- 9 Ayers.. 111001111111010-11
Mosher 100001110011101- S Pidgeon llllllllOirtllO-ia
No. 17, 15 singles, $2 entrance, four moneys:

Lindsley 111101110011101-11 "Jersey" 101110111111111—13
Hamlin lllimillOlOll-13 Quimby lOlOllOllllOUl-Il
bkmner 111111111111011—14 Fieles 1110111110imi-13
Collins ,001111011111111-12 Post 101011111011011-11
Smith OUllllllOlOm-13 Sigler 010111110111101-11
Pidgeon 1011 (30111U01U-11 Daly 111O0Q1Q11U1U-11

• v>....ooikuiiimi-H aw;; praraSS
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No. 18, 20 singles, $8.50 entrance, four moneys:
Hamline, . 111111 11011111011111-18 Pid geon. . 0110011101 1 100110011-12

Lindsley. .01111110111111011111-17 Post ..... .10111110111100111111-16

Skinner . .11111101011 110111001-15 Smith . . .
11111111101111111111-19

Collins. ...llllllOin i i 1 11111101—17 Jersey. . . . 11111011100111111011—16

Quimbv ..01111111111010111010-15 CI s ,
i

. 0 i H i

Fieles.'. . . .11111111111111111011—19 Daly 11011000110110100111-11

Tliird Day, Nov. 27.

No. 23, 8 birds, 4 moneys, SO entrance:
Hathaway lelll220-6 Simpsoo 11112011-7

Quimby Ulllo22-7 Castle 10122101-6

Canon 11011200-5 Daly 21220200-5
<PP,PP,,,

.
.

V'i'-r> F,.'n„^ 11120211-7

Hamline 10011110-5 Lurch 10111123-7
Skinner 11211221-8 Hedden 11111311

~

DuBray Hollo21-6
No. 24, 10 birds, $10 entry:

Quimby 1001021214- 7 Daley 1112211111-10
Canon 2110021010- 6 Hollis.... 2121221010—8
McMurchy 2122112111—10 Lurch 1102211011— 8

Lindslev 1213121110— 9 Manley. .111010oo20— 5

DuBray 1211212120- 9 Skinner 21o221U10— 8

R Sehroft 1020211022— 7 Hamline ,. ..1120220110- 7

C M Hedden ..1121211011- 9 Castle ..1121211121—10

Mack 1202] 12211- 9 Jones 1111121120- 9

Class 2212223222-10 Mahlon 2121131.1 10- 9

No. 25, 7 birds, $5 entrv:
Collins ..r 1211222—7
Quimby 1112210-6
Riggott ,2221112-7
DuBray 1221110-6

Mahlon 1U1112—

7

AW Wheaton J 1 22001-f
P Daly........ 2122121-7
Class 2212200-5

Lindsley , 101201o-4 "Hollis" 1120211-6
McMurchy 211121o-6 H Leddy 1123211- 7

Hughes... o220120-4 S Castle 2221111-7
C M Hedden 1121021-6 Schrafft 0221120-6
"Mack" 1001121—5 CB Manley... 1111111-7
"Hamline" 122211o—6 E C "Jones" 1011111—6
Skinner 0211101-5

First, third and fourth div., second shot off in next sweep and
won by McMurchy, DuBray, Hollis and Schrafft.

No. 26, 8 birds, $7:
Quimby 02121212-7 Hughes 0l101oll-5
Lindsley 10111211-7 Castle 12121120-7
McMurchy 11111111-7 Hamline 12o2021 1

-0
Mahlon 11220011—6 Riggott. 12222222—8
Hodden 31o02111-6 Class 01211122-7
Leddy 32011101- 6 Mack 20001111-5
Hollis 11211211-8 Collins « 12101231-7
Dalv 2121o312—7 Canon 10212011-6
Schrafft 22121121-8 Jones 13Uo22i-7
Dn Bray 12111121—8 Firth 12211011-7
Geoffrey 11120310-6
For second money Collins and Firth withdrew pro rata, the.

others shooting miss and out, Quimby, Lindsley and Class winning
the money.

Fourth Day, Friday, Nov. 28.

.

No. 27, 4 birds, S3 entrance, two moneys:
Class 1112—4 Quimby 2122-4
Erb 2111-4 Hollis 2122—1
Lindsley. ...... 1211—4 Mablon 0221—3
McMurchy.. .. .1111—4 Hedden 2210-3
Ties tor first shot off in next event and won by Frank Class.
No. 28, 4 birds. S3 entrance. 2 moneys:

Class 1111-4 Mahlon 2121—4
Quimby 1002- 2 Riggott 0111-3
McMurchy 1210-3 Erb 01 11 -5
Lindsley 1110-3 Hedden 0111 -3
Hollis 0221-3
Second shot off in next sweep and won by McMurchy and Hed-

den.
No. 29, 5 birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys:

McMurchy 11111-5 Riggott o!221-4
Quimby ....11112-5 Erb 01202—

a

Lindsley 2020 - -5 Class.. .21112—

5

Hollis 22310-4 Hedden 22132-5
Daly 23222-2 Mahlon .21220-4
Ties on first shot miss and out and won by Quimby, Daly and

Hedden.
No. 30, 5 birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys:

Quimby llUo-4 Erb 01231—4
McMurchy 11112-5 Hollis 11223- 5

Class 22211-5 Daly 12221-5
Lindsley 11200-3 Mahlon 23210-4
.Riggott 11111-5 Collins 01110-3
Hedden 21222-5 Schrafft 21111-5
No. 31, 15 birds, 4 moneys, $15 entry:

Hollis 111211221131221-15 Quimby 221121022120212-13
Class 212221022332111-14 Phil Daly 30;022ill2ol.222-13
Schrafft 201111121311111-14 'Mahlon" 2021 ! 02321 130o 1—11
Collins 111111121021222-14 C M Hedden. . 1212.200121o2110 -11
McMurchy . . . .10U1112H20111-13 J Erb .Iloll01o31 12100-10
Riggott 11010 112112122-13 Leddy 011io0120001111— 9
Lindsley 121011022211112 -13
No. 32, 8 singles, $7 entrv:

McMurchy 21112111-8
Pelha.ua 12033021-6
Lindsley 22211112-8
Hughes 02100000—2

Riggott 12111112—8
Hollis O1122120-G
Hedden 132ol211—

7

Mahlon 10001112-!
Daly , 11312102-7 Schrafft 21111211—

£

Griffin '. 12o32222-7
Howke 10111010—5
Class ........11311333-.?

Collins ..11112120-7
Wheaton 12121111—8
Castle o223illl-

First shot off , miss and out, and won by McMurchy, Lindsley
and Riggott.

WALNUT HILL, Nov. 26.—The usual party of shotgun experts
assembled at this range to-day for the double purpose of adding
to their aggregates in the prize matches and getting up robust ap-
petites for the Thanksgiving dinners of to-morrow. To the eye
the weather was all that could have been wished, but a told and.
stiff breeze made the attainment of high scores more than ordin-
arily difficult. In spite of all drawbacks the shooting was very
strong, and the scores of Messrs. Nichols and Wheeler in the Key-
stone trophy match are creditable in the extreme. Mr. Bowker
broke one bird more than his nearesttcompetttor in the "diamond
pin'' match, and his performance enables him to wear the cham-
pion medal of the association until the next meeting, which is on
the card for Wednesday, Dec. 10.
Diamond pin match, 15th competition, 20 keystone targets,

squad system of firing, and 5 pairs standard targets:
Bowker 10111110110111111111-17 10 11 11 10 10—7-24
Gale 11111111111001110111—17 00 10 11 00 11-0-23
Parbam .01111011011111111111-17 10 10 10 11 00-5-32
Wheeler 10111101111101111111-17 11 10 10 00 00-4-21
Bradbury 11111111011011010111-16 10 11 00 10 00-4-20
Knowles 11010111111100011101-14 11 10 10 10 .10-6-30
Curtis .01101101111011111110—15 10 10 10 00 00-3-18
Black, 11111110110011111111—17 00 00 00 00 10-1-18
Nichols 11111100111111111101—17 10 00 00 00 00-1—18
Bumstead OOOOOOOOtlOQillOlOOiP— 5 00 00 00 00 00-0— 5
Keystone trophy match, 20 single Keystone targets, 5 traps,

10-bores at 18yds., 12-bores at 16yds., squad system, 5th compe-
tition:
Nichols. . .11111111011111111111-19 Bradbury 10111111011101101110-15
Wheeler.. 11111111111111110111-19 Cullis 10010111101110101111-14
Black 1001011111011111 IP" <s Pa.;- 1 iioi.iiainiMmoi' 1-«

'-Pile DiUOilOilOlllj i 101 -10 Knowles J 1 llOOllOOOtlllOOlll—13
Bowker ..11010111111110111001—15

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Nov. 27—Ten blue-
rocks, 50 cents entry:
Lyons 6 6
Wyman 6 8
Sunderman 5 6
Way 5 4

6 9
3 6
7 8

6

Simpson 7 8 8 6
Eibscn 2 17 1
Fussel 3 3 4 3

Sweep No. 1, 4 live birds, $2 entrance'.
Lyons , 2 Simpson 4 Sunderman... 2
Way 3
Sweep No. 2, same:

Way... 4 Lyons...., 4 Simpson ,3
Sunderman 3 Eibsen 2 Wyman 4
No. 3, same:

Lyons 2 Simpson, 3 Wyman 2Way 4 Eibsen, 3 SundeTman 1
No. 4, same:

Simpson.. 3 Sunderman.. 3 Lyons...... 2
Way 3
Nov. 29 —Ten bluerocks. 50 cents entrance:

Sigier...l0 9 10 9 9 8 9 9 10 Ost'rho't 5 . . 4..
Simpson 6 8 9 5 9 8 . . 10 . . Hunt.... 7 .. 7 7.- 7
Lindsley 988789978 H'thw'y . 6.... 8 8 5 4..
Collins.. 8 9 8 10 8 8 10.. .. Gladwin 9 7 7 7 ..
Clark... 7 7 6 5 7 9 Moffatt. 7 .. ..

Matches at 4 live birds, $3 entrance:
IjKler 1133—4 1111-4 Hathaway .2202-3 3001-2
Simpson 1211-4 2111-4 Clark.,.,; 3313-4

INTERESTING TRAP QUESTIONS.
Chicago, 111., Nov, 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: t wish to

correct a statement in your report of the Chicago—Kansas City
shoot, which is not auite accurate in regard to my match with
Mr. Vories. At the same time I wish to go on record to the effect
that the referee made an erroneous decision against me on the
second bird 1 shot at, which was scored lost. The report states
that failing to kill my second bird, by reason of a misfire, I was
ordered to shoot, another bird, using a blank shell in the first bar-
barrel and a loaded in the second, and that I "pulled the loaded
barrel first." This was the general idea on this matter, but it is

not really exactly the case and I wish to state the matter precisely
as it was.
My gun, a Scott premier hammerless, was, as I found later, in

need of a touch or so at the mechanism of the strikers, and it

troubled me with misfires. On the second bird I shot at I hit the
bird with the right barrel, but the left barrel failed to fire. The
bird lit just within the flags and on a line for the coops. I was
afraid to try the left barrel again for fear it would be too long a
shot and would start the bird out of bounds. I stood looking at
the bird to see what it would do. I claim I had a right to stand
and watch it. and to gather it at any time within 3 minutes,
under the rules, if I wanted to, but the referee asked wbat we
were going to do, and we agreed to shoot at another bird. Then
I did go to the score with a blank and a loaded shell, the blank in
the right barrel, which I shot first, and then happened what no-
body seems to have just right. I pulled on the right barrel first,

the blank shell, but not hard enough to discharge it. My finger
slipped to the left, or loaded barrel, and this barrel missed fire

and was never discharged at all. So no shot whatever was fired

at this second or alternate bird. Yet the referee gave it a "lost
bird."
Now, what I claim is that this bird should not have been scored

lost, but I should have been given another bird, and if necessary
another and another, under just such circumstances. My reason
for this is that I was entitled to action on that second bird, as the
rules are two-barrel rules. My second shot was unused on the
second or on any bird for that bird's score, and I was barred from
a right thereby. The referee had no right to assume that I would
miss until after I had shot at least, and the fact that I snapped
the loaded barrel cuts no figure in the case.
I claim tbat on my second bird instead of deciding "lost bird,"

the referee should have decided "another bird." On this point I

should be glad to have a decision from the editor of the Forest
and Stream. The rules shot under were the new American rules.

A. S. KleinmAn.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: I wish to
raise a question in regard to t he action of the referee at a certain
point of the Abe Kleinman—Vories match in the Chicago—Kan-
sas City shoot. Many shooters of this city wish further to get a
decision upon the authority of Forest and Stream bearing upon
a point which was not actually raised during that match, but
which came very near being raised, and which may come up at
any time in an important match, and indeed often has done so.

The matter in cmestion transpired when Mr. Kleinman shot at his
second bird. Mr. Kleinman hit the bird with his first barrel and
the left missed fire. The bird lit just within the boundary and
the shooter stood looking at it. The referee, very widely trans-
xessing his duties, as it seems to me, for a referee is there only to
„ecide questions, and not to raise them, did not call "Dead bird,"
but called out "What are you going to do about that bird?" The
captain of Chicago team did not answer, but Mr. M. J. Eich, who
was at the time extending the courtesies of a handler to Mr.
Kleinman, said, "We claim another bird." Mr. Kleinman being
apparently afraid of the distance, acquiesced with Mr. Eich, and
the claim was made and honored for "another bird." Before this
was settled the bird began to wobble, and in point of fact, died
within bounds before the second bird was in the trap.
On this much of the statement I wish to ask,
1. Was not the referee wrong to ask, "What are you going to

do?" instead of calling "Dead bird," and waiting for the shooter
or his opponent to raise the question?

2. Was it not the shooter who should be heard from before the
referee could act, and not his handler?

3. If Mr. Kleinmau had not agreed to handler Eich's call for
"another bird," would not his, the shooter's, voice be the deciding
one and the one on which the referee should act?
I wish now to raise yet another question on the contingency

which did not actually arise, but nearly did so. Now, if the call
and agreement for another bird had not been made, and if that
bird were still on the ground, undecided, I claim that the shooter
had tie right, before he forfeited it by calling for another bird to
send the gatherer out after that undecided bird, and if gathered,
it to be scored "dead bird," and if not gathered, then he had the
right still to another bird, with his one blank and one loaded
shell, under the new rules of the American Association. Here is

where I think Mt. Kleinman let go a right that he could have
used. I would formally ask, therefore: 4. In case of a bird fired
at with first barrel, tne second barrel misfiring, and the bird
lighting within boundary, has not the shooter a right to claim
any action that may be given him by his first barrel, by sending
out his retriever to gather the first; and in the event of the
retriever failing to gather has not the shooter a right to claim
another bird, with a blank cartridge in his first barrel and a
loaded one in his second?
Your decisions on the specific questions asked will please and

benefit a number of shooters in Chicago and everywhere else, for
these questions are such as arise at nearly every big tournament
or match, and no set of rules really covers all the points. The
new American rules were those in use in the Chicago-Kansas City
match. W. P. Musset.

KANSAS CITY—CHICAGO MATCH.
THE full individual summaries of the great Kansas City-

Chicago match will be given in our next issue, and they will
supplement, or put the gilt edge on what is universally conceded
to be the best report of that famous meeting of the giants. These
summaries tell the story of the scores completely, and will be read
with great interest.

MACOMB, 111., Nov. 27.—Macomb Gun Club's Thanksgiving
shoot, 10 bluerocks, 3 bluerock traps, 18yds. rise, Keystone rules,
3 prizes:
Walker 1011001111- 7 1110110001— 6
Brooking 0000011011- 4 0110001000— 3
Watson 0110010011- 5 1001010110— 5
Head OlliiKUIi- f O10U01QG0- i

Knapenberger 0101001111— 6 0110011101- 6
Webb 0001001010— 3 1011001110- 6
Kunse... 1111111111—10 0110010111—6
Cochran 1011011001- 6 0100001101- 4
Cherry 0001011011— 5 10H11H01— 8
Wheat 1001011101— 6, 1100100111— 6
Peokenpaugh 1010010001- 4 0001000000- 1
Peasley 0100001010- 3 1000010001— 3
D G Tuunicliff 1101111011- 8 llllllUlO- 9
Geo Tuunicliff 0001010001- 3 0001100011- 4
A Curtis 1000000011— 3 0110111110-7
Lodge 0101100000— 3 0000000110- 2
D Allison 10111U010- 7 0000101111- 5
T Allison 1011000001— 4 0101000100- 3Wm Tunniclifl! 1001010111— 6 0100001101— 4
Hill 1101110010- 6 0011000101— 4
D Curtis 0001011000- 3 10101110L1- 7
E Allison 1110000111- 6 0011111111— 8
Neece 0001000001— 2 1100010110- 5
Mecum OOOOOOOOw 1110001010- 5
Holmes .1011101010— 6 1100010000— 3
Peril. e:ee ... .ee',. r.ee. :

:

> ,e:.en ; i ;0.- ;

p.-eane-e . .Ji^'P,;- ., O.OP'UJ n .

-

Scott 0100100011— 4
Kerns 0001100001- 3
Chandler 0000000101- 2
Wilson 0001000000— 1
Adkinson , .0101000100- 3
BlaisdelJ 1110011111— 8
Rodgers , 1000010110- 4
In the first match Kunse. first; Head, D. G. Tunniclifl! and Blais-

dell div. second; in shoot off for third Bartleson won. In second
match D. G. Tunniclifl: first; E.Allison and Chorry div. second;
in shoot off for third D. Curtis won. In justice to" the shooters
will say that most of the scores were very much poorer than
usual.—En Ami.
MIDDLESEX GUN CLUB.—The lessee of the Middlesex Gun

Club grounds at Dunellen, N. J., has notified said organization
that under the terms of the lease, the fence, buildings and
grounds shall be vacated by Jan. 1, 1891, as the premises are
wanted for building purposes. At a meeting Nov. 39, a resolution
was passed that the property of the club, consisting of club house,
office, grand stand, fences, blue rock, Keystone and live bird traps,
pulling stands and all other property be offered for sale, and if not
disposed of by Dec. 8, the same be offered at public sale OB the
club grounds at 9 P. M, on the afternoon, of Doc. lit

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, 111., Nov. 27.-Sweepstake shoot-
ing, Am. Ass'n rules, 10 birds, $5 entrance:
G Hoffman 2210221222—9 Cap Anson 0102121011-7
Babeuf 1112120010-7 Geo Watson, ... ....2000100212—5
A Torkington .2122201100-7 C Burton .3221111200-8
Ike Watson 0222122202-8 G Kleinman 1120121122-9W D Price 1111201221-9 Abe Kleinman. .... .1222001021—7
Williams 2112122000—7 W N Low 0200021101-5EM Stark. . . OPPP'POP-:-. 'V p pr..r ,i . . 1211220211—9
McOonnell 110110:3201-7 C B Dicks.. 1220310022-7
Jim Finn 1122211011—9
On shootoff first div. by Hoffman, Price, G. Kleinman, and tbird

by Torkington and Williams, second div.
Same conditions:

DaUon 11012-4 Fieldhouse 20212—4
Joe Finn 22012—3 B Rock 12110—4
Jim Finn 11112—5 B Babeuf 12110—4
McOonnell 10101—3 Cap Anson 11211—5
Warpool 11222—5
Ties for first div., second won by Rock.
Same conditoins:

Jim Finn 211O0—4 Cap Anson 11120-4W D Price 11120-4 G Hoffman 12211-5
Williams 12020-3 B Babeuf 12120-4
McOonnell 20121-4 Ike Watson;.., 12121—5
B Rock .....11112—5 Warpool 10220—3
First and third div., second won by Babeuf.
Miss and out: Abe Kleinman 12, Cap Anson 5, Geo. Kleinman 3,

G. Hoffman 12, E. M. Steck 4, A. T. Torkington 4, Jim Finn 10, Ike
Watsou2, Williams 1. Kleinman and Hoffman div.—Ravelhigg.
THE DEAN RICHMOND CUP.-Editor Forest and Stream:

There seems to have been a good deal of controversy at the State
Sportsmen's Convention, at Lyons, last June, as to the conditions
under which the Dean Richmond cup was presented to the State
Sportsmen's Association, at Batavia, in 1873. Therefore I inclose
you a copy of the original conditions presented at the business
session of the convention at Batavia, for publication.—Chas H.
Finch. Wopy-1 Mr. Peck, of the Dean Richmond Club, after
some explanatory remarks, read the conditions under which the
State cup was given, in effect, that the club wiuning it shall give
proper security for ics production the following year, and shall
not obtain absolute possession till after winning it three times;
that the funds obtained from entries shall be set apart to the
amount of $1,000 or less for the purchase of another cup when this
one becomes the property of some club. The Dean Richmond
Club will surrender all right to the cup on the signing of this
agreement by the president of the State Association in behalf of
that body. The convention unanimously authorized the president
to sign the agreement.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 29—Mt. J. A. R, Elliott, the champion

pigeon shot, is iu town to-day, en route from Kansas City to New
York, Whither he is drifting to complete a few preliminaries to
the act of walking off with $20,000 of Mr. Macalester's money, or
leaving an equal amount of his own along New England's stern
and rock-bound shore. It is not tbought here that the great
match will be shot within a month or so, but it seems certain it
will be a go. Mr. Elliott has shipped his guns East, probably in
the hopo of trying some with Edgar Murphy, or any other gentle-
man who desires to meet him on the bloody sands. The opinion
here is common that Elliott has found $20,000, but the older judges
know it is no one's race. To-day Mr. Elliott is shooting live lirds
as the guest of the Washington Park Club, of this city, and the
boys here are doing what they can to entertain the genial Kansas
Cityan. Mr. Elliott in his late race with Billy Crosby killed 48
out of 50, Crosby only getting 39. The other day, in trotting a
friendly heat with Jim Riley, at 200 birds, he killed 186 to Riley's
170. Elliott is certainly in good shape and dangerous company.
—E. Hough.
BOGARDUS.—Capt. A. H. Bogardus was married recently, at

Lincoln. 111., to Mrs. Lucy Heimer, of Philadelphia. Tbe Captain
has been a widower for several years.

SPORT.
Sport; or Fishing and Shooting. Edited by A. C. Gould, and

illustrated from the fifteen original water colors by A. B.
Frost, Henry Sand bam, F. H. Taylor, F. S. Cozzens, Frederic
Remington, R. F. Zogbaunand S. F. Denton. Boston: Bradlee
Whidden. Published by subscription.

This is a very carefully studiel piece of work. Every one
knows the extreme difficulty of picturing a hunting or fishing
scene in a satisfactory manner, for the conditions are exacting,
and those for whose delectation the artist paints are critical to a
degree. We have few capable artists in this country who nave
studied wild life and field sports closely enough to depict them
with faithfulness. More than one artist essaying the task has
failed miserably. It is to be said for this latest enterprise in the
field that rare good sense has been shown iu the selection of
urtists. Those whose signatures appear on these plates are all
men of pronounced ability in the special branches assigned to
them, aud they have filled their commission so well that "Sport"
may be pronounced the most satisfactory series of sporting scenes
yet produced in America.
The subjects include both laTge and small game, and the princi-

pal game fish. One of the best of the series is the plate of Black
Bass Fishing, in which the angler bears a striking resemblance to
Mr. Henry J. Thayer, of the Massachusetts Association. Sections
3, 4 and 5, now before us, comprise the Mallard, the Wild Turkey,
the Mascalonge, the Bluefish, the Virginia Deer, the Pinnated
Grouse, the Big- Horn, the Canada Goose, and the Wapiti. The
plates are 12x18 on a sheet 18x24, and are suitable for framing.
Each plate is accompanied by a page description of the species and
another relating experience in its capture. These are, as a rule,
well written and acceptable, but the letter press would be more
useful if the publisher had broken away from the traditions of
subscription work publishers and had put his text into a handv
book—a handbook—to go with the plates.
Sport is deserving of a large sale, and Mi. Whiddeu's enterprise

will no doubt be suitably rewarded.

WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL.
Webster's International Dictionary of the English Lan-

guage. Edited by Noah Porter, D. D., LL. D., of Yale Uni-
versity, Springfield, Mass. G. & C. Merriam & Co. Price $10.

Webster's was the highest court of appeal for our fathers: it is
our authority; it will be that of our children. The "Unabridged"
has stood for years a monument of learning and practical useful-
ness. Of late years it has been found wanting. So rapid has been
the progress of the age, with its rnulti tudinous inventions and new
processes, and new products, its scientific and industrial strides,
its social and political changes, that new terms have multiplied,
and at a rate that put the old standard dictionary inevitably and
irretrievably behind the times. This is not to say that the Mer-
riams—the publishers, whose names have beenindissolubly linked
with that of the lexicographer's own—were blind to the require-
ments of the hour. Years ago they set themselves to the gigantic-
task of modernizing the "Unabridged," and now their work has
been crowned by an admirable result. The "International" is the
worthy successor of the "Unabridged."
The publishers tell us that the editing has been done under the

supervision of the same editor-in-chief, and under the auspices of
the same publishers who conducted the previous revision. They
have never wavered from their aim to maintain its progressive
supremacy. They began this revision, not as a speculative ven-
ture, but as a duty to scholars aud to letters, before the signal of
new rivalries was sounded. They have carried it patiently and
suitably through to completion. Their labor has been directed to
perfecting what was already acknowledged by eminent scholars
to be the best. With what liberal expenditure of time and toil
and money this duty to scholarship aud to the public has been
performed, partly appears in the following statements: Work
having direct specific reference to the publication of this diction-
ary has been in progress for over ten years. The staff of paid edi-
torial laborers has numbered not less than one hundred persons.
Besides these, a large number of interested scholars have freely
contributed in important ways to its completeness aud value..
Within the ten years that the work has been in progress, aud
before the first copy was prmted

l
more than three hundred)

thousand dollars was expended in editing, illustrating, typesetting;
and electrotyping. These facts are presented as an assurance*
which under existing conditions is due to the public, that
Webster's International Dictionary is the rightful heir to the pre-
eminent favor which for more than half a century has been given
to the great work of Noah Webster and its successive revised
editions.

Camp Life in the Wilderness.—A tale of the Richardson
Lakes with thirty illustrations. By Capt. Chas, A. J. Farrar.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1890. Price $1.

From Lake to Lake; or a Trip Across Country,—A narra*
tive of the wilds of Maine. With thirty illustration?. Boston;
Lee & Shepard, Price $1.
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+?

r
f

m a
.
canoe

'
which can be kept dry and completely pro-

iff^f »
y

t

pa
!?

t
K°

r varnish
-
thi? is no serious objection, and

P
thelife of a good basswood canoe is indefinite, some being 20 vears^f11^111 g0

?
d condition. In building the stem and stern? ofbent oak, with the keelson, are set up on a last or comnletemould over which the ribs are first bent. The planks a^thennailed to the inside keel, stem and stern, and ribs after wnichthe boat is removed from the last, and narrow battlnf are nailedover each seam and between the ribs. The canons are decked fora foot or so at each end, and have two or three fixed thwarts be-tween, as shown, the paddlers kneeling on the flo^ partly seatedon the thwarts. The dimensions are as follows;

7
Length over all igf

t

BeameS-v.v.v:;:;:::;.v:.v-
^•WlL • »ft, 5m,

Kno'e?^"
8 ^ mea8ured from a Wline^in. below bottom

RED DRAGON C. C.-Eclitor Forest and Stream: The fire fiendhas again rendered the Dragons homeless: the club house wentupra smoke on Tuesday, Nov. 25, fortunately in^ tne day timeThe loss will be very trifling compared with our past experience'
n^^S

Qi°°^
red by msurance. This style of smoker IfEntirelyoriginal with ourselves, any claims to the opposite will be earnSiv

fc'!, ;.^^e obtained quarters in an unoccupied dwelling

L^Twerel^-ored"^ can be erected. LuckiFy n^ftl
BOATBUILDING IN FLORIDA.—A correspondent asks for thoaddress of a competent boatbuilder in Morida; nlrhans some n?our readers can furnish the information.

lua
' PernaPs some of

H&clfting.

i
Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under thic .

will please look under the hatches of The Cano^ neen }^yiBKennel samni down the barrel of the BiM open the Msh Car an!
1wi 1L% 1

1

,

n(1U,r
?. ?J ,

the 8Por^nan ToWfe^and if their yearn

CLYDE YACHT BUILDING.

PongS™^ o
1?^9 °/ Clyde yachting contain no

most startling intimation of what maybe expected of the Olvrt?racing season of 1891 is the changes that have been made in thibuilding yard of Messrs. Mfe, of Fairlie. As lngM^tam

°K
f alterati°n that might endanger the famous Mlow bows°1 a?7 Ptber point which insured the speed of the Fairlie ciiDnerlThe Fairlie yard has been modernized as much as the Fairlie cfin'pers have been. Draughting sheds, offices^and ottoments have been completed, besides a new palisade of nlanks

S

completely surrounds the building yard-and oneTis left te donhtwnether or not he has arrived at Fairlie
Dt

Messrs. Fife have not commenced the building season hut fh»farm never had a more promising future. Mr John Inehs (of

v^?H
rS

' ^n
aDd J

"
In^lis

'
Glasgow) has commissioned the frm tobuild a 10-rater, which will be a fine addition to the r\iT^rfr?assist in its resurrection. Tbis craft wm be a^wooden ve4el 2nover, with enough of lead to keep her all right, and Mr TnSis hasperhaps the best amateur hands in the Clydl at^is command^ ThisFairlie forty will no doubt he a big Dragon! which"SHa vrtnmake a big record Dragon is for sale, but it is not k™own whether •

she will be replaced or not. Besides this forty, a 20Ttonner is to hin™0r aD
,
nnknpwn owner The firm has a 10-rater for a Welsh

Flnsmith
nd an°tller f°r a St - Petersburg ownerofthe name 0f

For Clyde owners, the firm has four new 2kJ-rateva nf tha -Rct,dersnatch type, which means that all the^anfas w fl beStthe mainsail, with a spitfire jib to stay the boat With th^ J,stepped into the bows of these cutters, the rfg^is rimnlv^the^ldL na r.g with a trifle of a jib. The rig is^uncommonly handy in the^%el17av^^
ll^n^ug^^
that was on it went over the side. But theTrig-andUofnlsefare infavor as the newest fad, and, as a conseauenceffout?Sf toeseraters have been ordered from Fife. They belong to"the nlvho^class in tavor at Calshot Castle, and theUyde?fmatw£^h^n
£?£

e aJ?w lessons from the fair timoneers of the Caft?e OlVhOther 2%-raters are spoken of at Fairlie, where the keels oftWcraft are lying about to pick and choose from, as if the saw mfllhad been running them off by the score
1

Mr. G. L. Watson, of Glasgow, has completed his desien for rh«new.40-rater which is being built in the y^ird of Messrs A and T

very little camber in the keel, and less forpfw +htJ „^SP fff '

Watson's cutters, Thistle notevm eMrob^ Mr w Qt^
ny

-

of

satisfied that a deep forefoot IIIatdoWSgSw6

^HhZ^nd '
and 0f c°urse he can refer to fyem£ wMch veslfvvith her deep forefoot, was no use turning to windward allinstThistle, the latter surprising even Americans hv ht^ â i^draught forward. Mr. Watson has ii?hand a Crater for

U
?ZMessrs. Allen to replace their 10-rater Doris which^has wrTn Tfttprizes but, being built under the old rule of the Y R a t Jptnl^outruled. This new boat is to be built hv Mr aA*Z. ^3 ^ getting

the builder of t he 10-rater PhlntomS sSng,whfe??e?8how^

Of course Messrs. Allan wiU sail their new 10-rater in the MmRperfect style their Doris was sailed in. Sir. Watson has lot ^«

t,2SBFfi.fSSi' • ?sor^6 Qooderktm, o« Toronto, win htvn
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A NATIONAL MARINE BOARD.
CONSIDERING the benefits which accrue to evnry maritime

nation from a permanent and well organized pleasure navy,

it would seem but natural that private and individual enterprise

in this direction should receive at least the passive encourage-
ment and support of the national government. Without asking
for special aid or subsidies, yachtsmen have at least, a right to just

and reasonable laws, and to such privilegps as can be granted
them without conflicting with other interests. That these are

often denied them here is a fact too well known to many yachts-

men, and the recent discussions of the same question in the Eng-
lish and French papers proves that yachting, in spite of an occas-

ional "Queen's cup," receives little more consideration at the

hands of foreign governments than our own. Save in immunity
from customs duties, granted in 1848, the laws of the United
States do not recognize pleasure vessels, either sail or steam, but
both come under the ancient and often absurd laws governing the
merchant marine. In the case of steam in particular, the laws are
so utterly impracticable that if enforced literally they would put
out of use near] y all t he small classes of steam craft. Fortunately
it has been the custom of the supervising inspectors and of the
customs officers to interpret aDd apply the laws in a spirit of fair-

ness and common sense in most cases, but at the same time the
power is vested in every petty official to cause unlimited trouble
and annoyance to yachtsmen at .will.

The greatest sufferers from the enforcement of laws never in-

tended to apply to yachts are the owners of small steam launches,
hut this year an instance is found in a larger and different class of

vessel in the rigid enforcement of the regulation compelling the
painting of the yacht's name on a black ground. Although but a
small matter, necessitating merely the disfiguring of the yacht to
no purpose and some incidental trouble and expense to unwary
owners, it is a very good illustration of a useless and unnecessary
restriction which should in justice be removed from pleasure ves-

sels.

The spirit, the enterprise aud the liberality which has placed
the American fleet at tne head of the pleasure navies of the world,
and »t the time, too, when the nation possessed neither a war
navy nor a commercial marine of creditable proportions, is at
least deserving of recognition in the way of the speedy enact-
ment of special laws for the regulation of steam and sailing
yachts; laws that shall be up to modern requirements and as lib-

eral as the circumstances will permit. The importance of a pleas-
ure navy to a nation so situated as ours can hardly be over-esti-
mated. It does not lie in the mere material advantages of the
few thousand seamen who would be available for the manning of
warships in the case of need, or in the dozen or so of steam yachts
that might be utilized as dispatch boats or for similar service,
but in the strong pride and interest in nautical matters which it

awakens and keeps alive in all classes of the people, not alone on
the seaboard, but throughout the length and breadth of the land.
InthislaHer respect the late international races have had a

far-reaching influence that but few have suspected, in bringing
home to the whole inland portion of the country, to people who
never have seen the ocean or a vessel larger than a river steamer,
the. facts that our rivals in sport may sometimes become enemies
in war, that some day great ships may be necessary to uphold our
national honor, in place of mere yachts, and that the vast sums
they are now called on to pay are not being wasted on something
intangible, but are supplying means of protection to them as well
as the dwellers on the coasts.
Unfortunately Hws do not make themselves, however just and

necessary they may be, and if yachtsmen are tired of the existing
condition of things they must combine and work themselves for
a change. In this connection they cannot fail to be interested in
a movement now under way for a most important reorganization
of the departments of the Government, in the establishment of a
marine board which shall combine in one body the various
bureaus connected with the commercial marine. As is well
known, the long existing arrangnments have been of the loosest
and most unsystematic description; though of no less importance
than the internal affairs of the nation, while the latter have long
been entrusted to a srparate department, with an officer of the
Cabinet at its head, the vast maritime interests, in addition to the
neglect they have experienced in other ways, have been a mere
detail of tne Treasury Department, divided in a way that has
proved most unsatisfactory in the course of long experience. The
delegates from the United States to the International Marine
Conference, held in Washington last, winter, suggested in their
report the establishment of a board to have charge and general
superintendence of matters relating to merchant vessels and sea-
men, aud in accordance with these suggestions the Secretary of
the Treasury op Oct. 11, of the present year, appointed a com-
mittee to consider the subject. The report just made public con-
tains the following proposed bill:

A BILL TO ESTABLISH A MARINE BOARD FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OP THE INTERESTS OP THE MERCHANT MARINE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall
be in the Department of the Treasury a Marine Board, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Marine Board
shall consist of one of the Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury,
who shall be ex-officio Chairman of the board, to tie designated by
the Secretary of the Treasury, and the following named officers,

who shall be ex-officio members: The Chairman of the Light-
house Board, the Supervising Inspector General of Steam Ves-
sels, the Surgeon General of the Marine Hospital Service, the
General Superintendent of the Life-Saving Service, the Commis-

sioner of Navigation, the Superintendent of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, the Chief Hydrographer of the Navy. None of the
members of the board shall receive any additional compensation
by reason of any services performed under this act, but shall re-

ceive mileage at the rate of 6 cents per mile when traveling under
official orders. „ .

Sec. 2. The Marine Board shall meet for the purpose of organi-
zation within sixty days from the passage of this act, and there-

after it shall meet on the first Tuesday of January, April, July
and October of each year, and at such other times as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall direct, for joint consultation and recom-
mendation to the Secretary of the Treasury, for presentation by
him to Congress, of anv changes in existing laws or enactment of

new ones that in their judgment may be necessary for the pro-
tection of the interests of the Government, and the benefit and
improvement of the merchant marine of the United States or for

the relief of the merchant marine from any harsh or injurious
laws operating to its detriment, and for the transaction of any
other business that may properly come before it. The board shall,

upon application, grant hearings relative to any of the above
matters to any persons of practical knowledge and experience in

the building, repairing and navigation of vessels, the authorized
representatives of any organized bodies connected therewith, and
any other persons interested in the merchant marine, or receive
their statements in writing, or may, upon its own instance, take
the examination of any such persons upon any of said matters.
Sec. 3. The said board shall have supervision of all laws affect-

ing the merchant marine not assigned by law to any other branch
or bureau of the Government, and the Secretary of the Treasurer
shall, upon the recommendation of the board, if he approve, as-

sign to either of the bureaus of offices under the charge of either
of the ex-officio members of the board the execution of any pro-
visions of law relating to the merchant marine not otherwise as-

signed. The board shall collect all information and intelligence
available affecting maritime interests, and from time to time
shall publish for the benefit of the Government and of the mer-
chant marine so much of the same as shall be deemed useful, and
all officers of the Government having in their possession at any
time such information are hereby directed to furnish the same to
the Marine Board when not incompatible with the public inter-

ests. The hoard shall also make an annual report of its opera-
tions to the Secretary of the Treasury for transmission to Con-
gress.
Sec. 4. The board is hereby authorized to make all necessary

regulations for its government and for the management of its

affairs not inconsistent with law, subject to the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury.
Sec. 5. The Secretary or the Treasury shall furnish all necessary

clerks, messengers, rooms for the meetingH of the board, statior-
ery, printing and other things necessary for the use of the board,
the expense thereof to be paid from any moneys in the Treasury
of the United States not otherwise appropriated.
Sec. 6. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are

hereby repealed.
As will be seen, the change recommended is in the form of a

marine board attached to the Treasury Department, and though
the interests involved are of sufficient magnitude to warrant the
creation of a separate department, similar to the Treasury and
Interior Departments, even the partial measure proposed will be
a great advance from the present state of affairs. By bringing
together the heads of the various sub-departments connected
with the maritime interests, the whole business of amending and
enforcing the laws will be simplified, and should it follow out
conscientiously the requirements of the second section of the
proposed act, the new board will have little leisure time on its

hands for some years to come. The creation of such a body, with
the specific duties imposed on it of considering complaints against
existing laws, and of providing means for their removal, offers a
fitting opportunity to yachtsmen for such action as has long been
needed, and in view of the probable passage of the bill it is now
time to take counsel a3 to what changes would be acceptable to
yacht owners. The matter is one in which the clubs can well
afford to interest themselves this winter, and in the meanwhile
we shall be glad to give space to any suggestions.

RACING IN NOVEMBER.—The last yacht race of 1890 was
sailed on Nov. 21, a private match between Broncho and Sibyl,
the course being from Buoy 15 around the Scotland Lightship.
Broncho is a 40-footer, designed and built by Capt. Louis Tonns,
and Sihvl, 35 l.w.l., was built last spring at Nyack, being copied
from a Burgess boat. The former is owned by Messrs. Vredenberg
aud Hartley; the latter by Mr. Jerome B.King. The start was
made at 9:57, Sibyl crossing first, and both running off with a W.
N. W. wind with balloon jibtopsails set. These were carried to
Buoy 10, when spinnakers were set to the point of the Hook, the
balloon jibtopsails being carried again from there to the turn.
The times at Buoy 10 were: Sibyl 11:20:05, Broncho 11:25:20. At the
lightship the times were: Sibyl 1:03:00, Broncho 1:13:48. The two
beat in as far as the South West Spit, there setting clnbtopsails
and reaching home, being timed thus: Sibyl 3:13:10, Broncho
3:29:50. Sibyl wins by I5min. 35sec.

Ccmvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.
Price SO cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price JS.00. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. NeidL Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S. Steele. P)-ice 1.50. Four Months in a Sneakhox. By ST, H. Bishop.
Price $1.60. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By ''Seneca." Price $1.

FRANCE AND THE AMERICA'S CUP.

A FRENCH yachtsmen, Mr. Phillip Daryl. has lately contributed
to the Temps a series of important articles on yachting as a

national sport in France, in which he has urged an organized and
systematic movement on the part of yachtsmen and of the national
government as well, for the advancement of yachting and yacht
racing. Mr. Daryl evidently realizes how great a benefit, direct
and indirect, may be derived by a maritime nation from its pleas-
ure fleet, and especially from successful, or even creditabie com-
pel itors with otner nations. His appeals have met with the most
encouraging support from French yachtsmen, as well as from
others whose interest is purely patriotic, and as a result a pre-
liminary meeting was held on Nov. H at the office of Le Yaclit, in

Paris, at which the first steps were taken toward the organization
of a national body whose object should be the advancement of
French yachting to such a point that it can enter the field of in-
ternational racing, thus far held exclusively by America and Great
Britain. This body, the title of which is the Comite du Yacht
Francais, will include a number ot leading yachtsmen, with naval
officers and engineers, and its immediate work will be the pro-
motion of yacht building in French yards, and the building up
and training of a body of yacht sailors for the formation of racing
crews.

It is hardly necessary to say that a challenge for the America's
Cup will form a leading feature of this scheme; but as we now
understand, there is no intention of challenging in the immediate
future. We believe that the promotors of this scheme are suffi-

ciently well informed in the history of international racing 1o
know that the present is no time for a challenge from any nation,
and that even if it were, France is in no position at present to at-
tempt the task in which England has so often failed.
The readiness of British yachtsmen to challenge again for the

Cup, and the reasons which deter them, are clear enough to all

who are not wilfully blind, and it would be foolish in the extreme
for another nation to make a trial under conditions which British
yachtsmen recognize are so unfair and one-sided as to make the
defeat of the challenger a foregone conclusion.
Even if such conditions did not exist, and the. America's Cup

was as free as its owners intended it to be, it is only too plain that
France, thus far without a victory to boast of in such international
contests as she has entered against Great Britain, is in no position
to throw down a challenge to a distant nation, and for a race 3,000

miles from home. Before t his is possible she must win races in
the Channel and in the Mediterranean, and only by earnest and
laborious work can French yachting be brought to a point where
a cutter of 80 or 90ft. will be a natural growth, and not a spas-
modic and abnormal effort.
We have no desire to discourage this laudable attempt for the

elevation of French yachting, we wish to it the suecess which it

deserves; but such success can only como from a thorough under-
standing of the many obstacles, and an intelligent attempt to
surmount them in detail. It would doubtless be possible at once
to raise a sum of money for the construction and manning of a
90-footer, and to have her in New York by next August; but only
two results could follow from such a venture, she would be de-
feated beyond question by the representative of the New York Y.
C, and French yachting would receive a blow from which it would
not recover for years. The successful advent of a new nation info
the field of international yacht racing would be welcomed by both
of the present contestants, and yachtsmen here and in Great
Britain will watch with interest the result of the new experiment
across the Channel;

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The Admiral has appointed Messrs.
Robert Center, Thomas FleniingDay and W. D. Stryker as a Board
of Education. This board will carry out the new rules regarding
the examination of members for certificates as seamen and navi-
gators. The high standing of the gentlemen forming the board
will add weight and value to these certificates, and speaks well
for Admiral Connolly's sincerity in carrying out the new act fully
and with good intent. Proposed for membership, S. M. Rewey.

Jlnswet[S to ^ams^andmts.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Reader, Scabrook, N. H—We do not know the manufacturers
of the gun you name.
C. F. B., Salem, Va.—The strain of the powder on the gun Is not

considered injurious. Its force depends very largely on the man-
ner of loading. For table of charges and loading instructions send
to the manufacturer's agents.

M. D., New York.—In an editorial in your edition of Sept. 11
you speak of a Maine game law preventing the sportsman from
taking home his venison. I have understood also that there was a
law forbidding the sportsman from taking home the hides and
horns of any game killed in Maine,and yet I can find no such law in
the Book of the Game Laws. Will you kindly ascertain if there is
such a law and if it is enforced? Ans The law limiting the num-
ber of game animals lawfully had in possession has been held to
apply to transportation companies. Deer are taken out of Maine,
but as personal baggage, or packed and shipped to pass as some-
thing besides deer meat.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

SOOPaee Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

oures t T'evers.CongeslionSjIiiflaininatiou
A.A.? Spinal Meuinaritis, IVIilk Fever.
B. B."-Strains, J-iameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges^
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E. E.--Cnusrhs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.-Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
Ct.G.—Misearriasre, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary aud Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.""Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
3.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, llamiaL

Veterinary Cure Oil and Jtedicator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - • 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York-

Forest & Stream File Binders
prior ai.oo.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

MARK

ave You Seen Our New Catalogue?
HOOKS from 1-10 Cent each to $2.00 each.

FLIES from 25 Cents a dozen to $9.00 a dozen.

LINES from 7 Cents a dozen to $12.00 each.

RODS from 10 cents each to $100.00 each.

REELS from 25 cents each to $50.00 each. Etc.

For further particulars send 10 cents to prepay postage on our 136 tolio page Illustrated
Catalogue for 1890.

Manufacturers of every dessription of

FINE! FISHI3NTG
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Antor Flous*}), rJovsr York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Sp'it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94, 10,

lOjft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is Germaa Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9£,. 10ft ,
weight 9, IOJ, 12, 13oz. .. Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz . " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt "Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.
;
40yds., 95c. ; 60vds., $1.05; 80yds., §1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2,25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Liuen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread^ 3Sc. ; 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 80c. ; 8ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTERS, 5X, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N, Y,
fkrnd m for XUnctratai Gatatogiuv tor 1890, OPEN
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WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

SJot Iold at »tall toy ttL<es Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, FishingLamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash. Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be used on any kind or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Burrs kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St. N Y.

ii

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

HOROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor 23d st.

CO. DURHAM. ENGLAND.

Established 1837.

J. B. CEOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Guns. Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and Ail Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.

It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street, New York City.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
t318 Broadway, New York.

London; P4VIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

THIS WILL HIT YOU !

Before and Behind the Curtain,
or the

Adventures of Billy Shakespoke.
A story of amateur and professional stage life.

BY Capt. Chas. A. J. Fabbab.
This book will interest all, comprising as it does

many laughable scenes and incidents of actual
happening. 272 pages, 6 full-page engravings,
neat cloth binding, price $1. JAMAICA PUB-
LISHING COMPANY. Jamaica Plains, Mass.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable anymanwho
can read to identify the contents of his game
bag

* OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
In every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—New York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRIOE SS.50.

in

AND OTHER HUNTING ADVENTURES.

A narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting and Pishing, with spe-
cial chapters on Hunting the Grizzly Bear, the
Buffalo, Elk, Antelope, Rocky Mountain Goat
and Deer; also on Trouting in the Rocky Moun-
tains; on a Montana Roundup: Life Among the
Cowboys, etc.

By G. O. SHIELDS ("Coquina.")

ISdio., 300 pages, profusely illustrated with
handsome gold side stamp and back amp.
Prices: cloth, $2.00; half morocco, $3.00. Sent
postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

318 Broadway,.New York.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

B7 GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("Y0.">

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.
Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600. Sioux warriors, which for sneer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly revex-ted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo vvs and ai-rows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

Merwin, Hulbert & Co.'s
Automatic Ejecting: Re-
volver, .32 and .38-cal.,
with long barrel for tar-
get shooting and short
one for pocket use, inter-
changeable.

PRICE, $15.50.
Send 10 cents to cover postage, and

we will mail you our 300-page cata-
logue, 10xl2in. of Holiday Goods.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
2fr West 33d St., New York.
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Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters ; Rules for Racing ; Rnles for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

XT ZEST

CONTENTS.
Theory of the Steam Engine. Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.

Boiler Efficiency. Racing Steam Yachts.

Boiler Mountings. Management and Care of Machinery.
The Engine and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.

The Screw. The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda: Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Pew new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently

comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of

the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO , 40 Park Row, New York.

CHEAPEST HOUSE in America for GUNS.
CATALOGUES
Free.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton Street,

Brooklyn, ST. Y.

NEW STOCK.
PARKER B. L. GUN'S
Top Lever Action, Patent 1'oreenci, Bar Reboundin
Locks^Solid Strikers. Extension Matted Rib, Pistol jGrip, Rubber Butt Low Hammers and Choked. ~prL
No. 2, Twist barrels, pistol grip stock $55.00 39.20
No. 4, Laminated barrels, pistol grip stock 65.00 46.35
No. 6, Damascus barrels, pistol grip stock 80.00 57.00
Sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination on receipt of $5.00, which will

be deducted from bill.

10-Boi
Factory Our
Price. Price.
$60.00 4-2.75
70.00 4-9.90
85.00 6O.60

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
You can select from our catalogue a complete 8uit, con-

sisting of COAT, TEST, PANTS and HAT or CAP, at the
following low prices:

CANVAS SUIT, Good Quality, - - S5.00
CANVAS SUIT, Best Quality, - - - 8.75
CORDUROY SUIT, Good Quality, Ready Made, 13.00
CORDUROV SUIT, Vtret Quality, Ready Made, 17.50
CORDUROY SUIT, First Quality, To Order, 35.00

All goods of out make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
Jl08 Madison Street;, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safely Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

AIRI(lAninO,l<)3M|Street,Boston, 3VEA.si«t.
Bevolvers .32 & .88

THOS. ROWLAND,
IXT^-T CT."FlAIjIST a TST-q taxidermist.

Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Bird Skins. A specialty in Mounting Birds and Animals.ALSO MOOSE, ELK, DEER HEADS, ETC.
Wo. 188 SIXTH AVENUE. Near Thirteenth Street. NEW YORK.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1 888.

By Everett Hayden, Marine Meteorologist, XJ. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington.
Illustrated by 23 PxATes, Price One Dollar.

FOBBST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.
W. L. Gilbert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
My Deab Sir—In regard to the trout eegs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been bad
from them at all of the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two t housand miles by rail and stacce
I have had a loss of less than 1 per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

TAKE NOTICE.
FOR SALE CHEAP. LARGE LOT OF IN-

FANTRY BLUE AND GRAY OVERCOATS,

N. KANE'S SONS,
172 Soutb Street, New York.

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAACSEN,
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street. New York City.
My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,
mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

LIVE QUAIL and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1338. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

FOR SALE.—HANDSOME, LATEST MODEL
Greener 16-g. hammer gun, practically new.

Cost |300, price 8125. Box 218, Southport. Conn.
novl3,tf

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus AmeHcanw),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., In good condition, on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, DixflehLMe., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
w«. iiacl6.tf

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color bunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15X20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, 81.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11X14, 81.50

Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

813 Broadway, New York.

WmM.
Wanted to Buy

All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED.
MEN THAT UNDERSTAND THE MANU-

FACTURE OF FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FISH-
ING RODS. GOOD PAY AND STEADY
WORK TO RIGHT MEN. ADDRESS AT
ONCE, SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE
CO., 243 WEST ONONDAGA STREET, SYRA-
CUSE, N. Y. It

WANTED. - LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad-

dress full particulars, P. O. Box 3,350, New York
City. nov6,6t

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.
It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
fires, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price $1,25,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

CASTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding.to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane, Corahill.

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

' BREED.
By RAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York,
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WHAT ABOUT THE PARK?

IN his report just published, the Secretary of the Interior

calls especial attention to the value to this country

of the forests,, and urges that measures be taken for their

protection. The forests of Yellowstone Park, which pro-

tect the sources of two great rivers, are especially im-

portant, and, as we have so often said, their destruction

would be a public disaster. It will be remembered that

the summer of 1889 was marked by terrible conflagrations

in the Park, no less than seventy fires having occurred.

Some of these were very extensive, and it was only

through the faithful and unremitting work of his troops

that Gapt. Boutelle was able to prevent the burning over

of a very large part of the Park. The danger to these

forests is increasing each year and it is only by a strict

system of policing and patrol that they can be kept under

in dry seasons. The Park needs now, more than ever, a

government—a law to warn the careless and to punish

the malicious. All this was provided for in the bill wbich

passed the Senate during the first session of the present

Congress. This bill, however, went to the Public Lands

Committee of the House of Representatives, where, as

usual, it had a railroad amendment tacked on. This

amendment, however, has been characterized as an out-

rage by most of the best papers between the Atlantic

Ocean and the Rocky Mountains, and so the bill has been

held in committee and has never been reported.

If anything is to be done for the National Park this

session it must be done between now and March 4, 1891,

and it will be interesting to see which influence is the

more potent in the House of Representatives, that of the

private interests which long to seize on a part of this

wonderful domain which belongs to the whole people or

that of public opinion as it has been voiced by the press.

In his previous annual report Secretary Noble very

well expressed the way in which the self-seekers attempt

to turn to their own advantage this reservation, which

belongs to the whole people, when he said:

So long as this tract of country shall remain a national preserve

for science, curiosity and pleasure, it will of course be an object

of cupidity to the covetous, who will see or imagine countless

ways in which its exhaustless wonders and resources can be

turned into private advantage and who will invent many arti-

fices to beguile and circumvent the guardians of this national

treasure into granting them footholds of one kind or another
whereby they can make personal gain out of this great public

benefit. If it is not to be thus frittered away, deprived of its most
attractive features and measurably lost to science and wonder, if

not to pleasure, the best and surest way to protect it is to permit

no trimming down, no incursions and no privileges except such

as may be deemed absolutely necessary for its protection and

regulation, and for the proper accommodation and comfort of

visitors.

It is high time that the House of Representatives should

pass the bill for the proper protection of the Park, and

before it is passed the amendment authorizing the rail-

road should be cut out. This is the opinion of the Secre-

tary of the Interior, as it is of every one who has studied

the subject with an eye single to the public good. In his

report he says: "The passage of the bill that is already

before Congress is earnestly recommended, without the

provision allowing a railroad to be built therein."

We have so frequently discussed the provisions of this

bill that it is needless to go into it again. The great body

of the people who know what the National Park is wish

to see it protected as a matter of patriotic pride, but the

preservation of the forests is a more important reason for

passing the measure.

ABOUT "STRIKING COLORS:'

A CORRESPONDENT, whose views on subjects re-

lating to game protection we highly value, sends

us, and we print to day, an impassioned criticism of the

Forest and Stream for what he is pleased to term its

"treason," as shown in two recent articles, "Serious

Charges" and -'On a Runway, Or in the Water?" A
friend of "Saint Lawrence" told him that in these editor-

rials this journal had "struck its colors to the netter and

the hounder."

This bit of intelligence might be "important if true."

It was news to us. We did not know that we had struck

our colors to anybody, least of all to two classes whom
we have been opposing for, lo! these many years, and

shall continue to oppose to the best of our ability for lo!

these many years to come.

It does not appear that "Saint Lawrence"read the editor-

ials he alludes to before writing his letter; but manifestly

he accepted as true somebody else's statement that they

revealed the "treason" he denounces. If he will read

them for himself, he will find as will every other intelli-

gent person that there is in them not one word of ap-

proval of fish netting, not a suggestion of sympathy with

the water-butchery of deer as carried on in the Adiron-

dacks, not a shadow of solicitude for the gratification of

the hotel man and his guest.

With respect to the deer law, we pointed out that the

Adirondack landlords had in the past proved themselves

powerful to shape legislation on the subject at Albany

;

that an efficient law forbidding killing deer in the water—

because it would interfere with their patronage—would

not be approved by them; and that such a law would

either prove a dead letter, or in due time be repealed by

the Adirondack landlord influence. Now, in such a state-

ment of the case, there was intended to be no indorse-

ment of the hotel men's attitude; no approval of water

butchery, no satisfaction at the spectacle of the Legisla-

ture bamboozled by Mr. Paul Smith and his allies. In

short, there is in the article nothing whatever to justify

the meaning ascribed to it by our correspondent; and this

he may discover for himself by reading it.

It is equally only by an honest misapprehension or a

willful twisting of the meaning of what we have said

relative to the "Serious Charges" preferred against the

New York Fish Commission, that there can be discovered

in these one single word in advocacy of the fish netter.

Let us look at the facts in this case.

At a meeting of the Commissioners, four of the five

members being in attendance, it was voted to make a

change in the office of Chief Protector. The four Com-

missioners present were unanimously of the opinion that

such a change would benefit the service. The fifth Com-

missioner, who was absent, did not agree with them.

The Commission thus stood four to one. The one re-

signed; and a new Commissioner has been appointed in

his place. So far from there being any "split," as "Saint

Lawrence" avers, the five Commissioners are united: and

not only united in a conviction that the change of

Chief was wise, but united in an honest, public-spirited

solicitude for the cause of game and fish protection.

There is no "split." And if the "crisis" depends on a

"split," there is no "crisis."

The chief offense of this journal appears to have been

that when Mr. Drew was retired to the ranks we did not

fall in with Mr. John D. Collins, of Utica, in his slander-

ous charges that the change had been made because Mr.

Drew had interfered with the shipping of illegally netted

fish to the President of the Commission. In the article

to which "Saint Lawrence" alludes we said—and we re-

peat—and if there is treason in it our friends and our

enemies (if we have any) may make the most of it—that

until Mr. Collins shall "substantiate his accusations their

acceptance will be confined to those who are ready to

believe evil of the Commissioners because they do not

know them: while that portion of the public, which now
esteems the members of the board, honors them for their

public services and trusts them as men of integrity and
high character, will demand that these charges against

them be proven or withdrawn. Until such proof shall

be forthcoming the Commissioners will continue to enjoy

public confidence."

THE AMERICAN WOODCOCK.

THE article on the woodcock, contributed to this week's

Forest and Stream by Mr. Gurdon Trumbull, is

perhaps the most important essay on this bird that has

ever been published. To the sportsman, and more es-

pecially to the sportsman who is a naturalist as well, it

is as entertaining as a novel, and holds the attention

from its beginning to its end. While many of the obser-

vations recorded in this article are merely confirmatory

of those which have been made by others it contains

several points which are entirely new and would seem

to finally dispose of the vexed question as to how the

woodcock whistles. Every one who has followed the

literature of this subject willremember what diverse views

have been held on this point, and how earnestly it has

been debated pro and con, such an eminent naturalist as

Mr. Brewster, with a vast number of sportsmen, taking

the ground that the sound is made by the wings, while

an almost equal number of writers, some of them well-

known, have held that the woodcock literally, as Mr.

Trumbull puts it, "talks with his mouth."

We do not recollect that any man has ever before stated

that he has seen the woodcock curve up the tip of his

upper mandible as recorded by Mr. Trumbull, although

the bird's ability to do this was inferred from an examina--

tion of its boring holes, in a note published in Forest and

Stream of Nov. 6 last.

Mr. Trumbull's observations were conducted with the

extremest care, and the results will delight all who are

interested in shooting, or in natural history. The value

of such a study of our game
t
birds can hardly be over-

estimated.

It must be remembered that Mr. Trumbull is a trained

ornithologist, a careful and accurate observer, and thus

that his observations are entitled to much more weight

than those of a man who—however honest he might be

—could not weigh evidence and draw just conclusions

with the certainty of a scientific man. Mr. Trumbull's

important and fascinating book entitled "Names and

Portraits of Birds Interesting to Gunners" has a placefin

every ornithological library in the country, and we doubt

not in most sportsmen's libraries. It is a piece of good

work, well done, and is to our mind the most entertain-

ing book on game birds ever written.

It is not a pleasing picture which is presented this week

of the-condition of affairs in Maine, The responsibility

for the non-enforcement of Maine game and fish laws is

rightly to be laid upon the last Legislature of that State.

It was only because of changes in the statutes then made
that any such outrageous reign of lawless defiance has

been possible. Our correspondent has done well to write

of the facts that have come to his knowledge. The ex-

posure will accomplish its purpose if it shall lead to a

movement to provide a remedy. We do not understand

that the Commissioners are at fault. The defect is in the

law; and it will rest with the next Legislature to make a

change.

There are more coon hunters in this country than we
dreamed of when we promised a page the other day, and

there is material on hand for another page—and more

too. It will be given in a week or two.
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STILL-HUNTING.

A WINTER IN MICH IGAN.-l

.

BY NESSMUK.

SOME 280 miles west of New York city stands the vil-

lage of Corning, at which point the Corning &
Blossburg Railroad intersects with the Erie Railway.
Suppose, reader, if you be a dweller in Gotham and have
a hankering for fresh woods mold and a natural carpet of
gold and crimson—if you have a taste for the rifle and
can man the breech end of one effectually—suppose, I

say, you leave your ledger for a week and come to the
forest with me; it is likely you may not only find pleas-
ure, but ultimately profit thereby.
An all-night ride shall take us from Jersey City to

Corning, and here we lay off just long enough for a
royal breakfast. "We leave Corning on the Blossburg
cars and have an exceedingly pleasant ride of twenty-
five miles, the country rapidly getting more mountainous
and woodsy; also, it begins to wear a look decidedly sug-
gestive of venison.
The last twenty-five miles has brought us to Berry's

Bridge, and here we bid adieu to railroads, taking the
"covered conveniency" called a stage, and making the next
seventeen miles over a very decent plank road, to Wells-
boro. Here we may as well decide on taking it easy.
For the last twelve miles our road has followed a winding
valley inclosed on either side by steep hills, and the face
of the country has rapidly grown wilder, until, as we
approach within three miles of Wellsboro, you may look
off your course to the right, and see, stretching away to
the westward for miles, the sharp, pine-crested ridges
which inclose the valley of Marsh Creek, or, as the chart
has it, "Third Fork." We are now in a game region.
There is not a ridge or point in sight on which a man may
not find fresh deer sign, but we will not desert the slow-
going conveniency yet. Three miles further and we are
in Wellsboro, a clean, quiet country village of wide streets
and many shade trees. Here, as the stage goes no further,
we may as well clamber out, have a wholesome dinner,
and a cigar, after which we will make speedy preparation
for the woods.
As for me, my knapsack is always at hand with a mis-

cellaneous assortment of small stores ready packed, and
yours—you have none? Let me tell you how to make and
pack one in fifteen minutes. All country stores have
grain bags for sale; buy one, and holding it perpendicu-
larly, drop a small apple or potato into the lower corner
of the bag directly under the stout strings which are
fastened above; now bring the upper and lower corners
of the bag together, tying the strings firmly around the
latter, and you have just as good a knapsack as a hunter
need carry, with this recommendation, that it may be
gotten up on five minutes notice, including the time spent
in purchase, and we have need to hurry. Already it is
past one, and the Cedar Run "mud-jerker" starts at two
with the mail and as many passengers as choose to risk
the dug roads between here and Jersey shore.
As it will save us several miles of tedious walking we

will chance the "mud jerker" and thedugroads; and now
for the packing, and first of all the small stores. First,
4oz. best green tea, 8oz. best sweet cavendish, three or
four short-stemmed clays, lib. butter, a broad tin cup
holding three half-pints, some salt, a compass, a small
towel and a bit of hard soap, match-safe, tomahawk and
a light, well-made knife, 61bs. breadstuffs of 3ome kind-
rye is best in the woods, but anything in the bread line
will answer—your ammunition, blanket, and an extra
flannel shirt, a flour sack which you may buy for a dime,
with a yard of cotton flannel completes the outfit, and
should enable you to keep the woods for a month. En-
velop the butter in a wet cloth, press it firmly into the
tin cup, wrap the cotton flannel around it, and drop it
with the other small stores into the bottom of the knap-
sack. The lower part of your blanket should be double
and sewed up like a bag as high as your armpits, leaving
the upper portion free to be wrapped about your head and
shoulders as convenience or the weather may dictate. If
it be made thus, put your bread in the flour sack and the

twelve to eighteen miles in length. To the southeast lies

a succession of mountainous ridges, shaggily whiskered
to their very brows, on each and all of which deer are
yet somewhat abundant. To the eastward is a narrow
valley, and down this flows the Blockhouse Run, another
good trout stream; between Blockhouse Run and Second
Fork is a high ridge, around the point of which the
former sweeps, while the eye may trace the course of
the latter for miles up and off to the northeast. Of all
the many points and spurs in sight from where stand
there is none more steep and rugged than the one be-
tween Second Fork and Blockhouse Run; it terminates
abruptly half a mile to the eastward, and directly up that
spur, straight by the jagged, pine-crowned rocks near
the top, lies our route; from the highest point of it we
will follow the crest of the ridge some four miles to the
northeast, then leaving Second Fork to our left turn
down the hill a short distance into a basin, where rises a
small stream, which empties into Blockhouse Run, and
in the head of that basin—at the "utmost spring" of the
aforesaid stream—stands the shanty, where for a couple
of weeks, more or less, we may hunt and ruralize to our
hearts' content.
We will not go there to-night, however, partly because

it is capital hunting on the ridge and we wish to "go
slow"—partly because we couldn't get there if we tried.
Neither will we stay over night at the one-horse tavern
on the flat, though to do him justice. Friend Crawford
gives a capital spread for a country inn. It happens,
however, that we did not come here to sit in conventional
chairs at civilized tables, nor to sleep in a bed, or under
shingles, or for any tame or civilized purpose whatever;
had we cared for such vanities, we had not left the flesh-
pots of Gotham and the fatness thereof. But across the
cleared flat and up the point, by the huge rocks with their
feathery tufts of stunted pines, up, still up, and at last
we are at the summit. And now, as you are full of short
breaths, sit down for a five-minutes' rest while you take
a more extended survey of the country. To the east, the
west, the south, far as the eye dan command the view,
forest and mountain; not a clearing nor a vestige of civili-
zation in sight, save on the flat below. Could you get a
view for fifty miles to the west and southwest, you would
see only mountains and forests, while in other directions
the clearings, though somewhat nearer, are mostly from
ten to twenty miles distant. Take the hint, and should
you chance to wound a deer, do not follow too fast and
too far.

And now, as the edge of a mild October sun seems to
touch the hazy, smoky ridge to the west of us, we will
don our knapsacks again, but only for a trifling walk of
some fifty rods, which brings us to the "Rock Shanty,"
where we are to camp for the night. You might pass
the huge rock which bears the above name scores of
times without suspecting the "shanty" part of it; even if
you noticed the jutting shelf at the southeast end you
would hardly think it might afford comfortable shelter
for three or four men; it will do so, however, though,
from its vicinity to the clearing, it is seldom used as a
camp, save by some hunter who prefers the bracing out-
door air and the crisp balmy fragrance of hemlock
browse, to a close room with the smell of feathers and
cabinet ware.
At the Rock Shanty we have the three indispensable

requisites for a comfortable camp, viz. : wood, water and
browse. The latter is at hand among the bushy young
hemlocks, there is a clear, cold spring in a tiny basin
some 20yds. east of the rock, while several uprooted hem-
locks of huge dimensions will furnish an abundance of
thick, resinous bark, than which there is nothing better
for a camp-fire. An hour's busy work with the camp
axe and tomahawk gives us an abundance of feathers,
and a rousing fire built with green beech sticks, chinked
in thickly with dry bark. While the fire is giving out
its bright, crackling blaze, let us get out and overhaul
the knapsacks; first, take the bread from the flour sacks
arid envelope it in a newspaper, then take the butter out
of the cups, lay the former on the rock away from the
heat and fill the latter at the spring, setting them to boil
while we get out the tea and slice some bread. When
the water boils very hard (not before) take the cups from
the fire, let them stand a minute to cool, then add the
tea, and putting them back again, let the tea boil fiercely
for one minute, take quickly away from the fire and
smoke and your tea is made as well as the best French
cook could do it.

sack in the bag part of the blanket, wrap the latter snugly Much of the discomfort experienced by tyros in camo-
together and put it in the knapsack; now don the latter ' ing out comes of not knowing "how to do it " ratherbv Tmttmff vmir hand anc\ riaht ai-m fh^nn.V. ;„ „ e .m.„. xi • *
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J »"'JCIby putting your head and right arm through in such a
manner as to bring the mouth of the bag in front, with
the weight mostly bearing on the left shoulder. Not a bad
impromptu knapsack, you will admit, and it weighs with
its contents less than 121bs., which, with the addition of

than of necessity; there is, as a rule, no need of drinking
tea that tastes like a mild, infusion of creosote, nor of
catching cold through sleeping with your back to the
damp earth, nor of tiring yourself out the first day, nor

its contents less than 121bs., which, with the addition of of making yourself miserable and sick in any way ora 101b. rifle, is as much as an ordinary man cares to tote manner whatever. One suffers enough in the clearings

But "Hi" is waiting for us, so placing our camp impedi-
menta in the mail wagon we jump aboard, Hi touches up
the ready team and we are heading for camp at a rattling
pace. The pace only holds for some five miles, however,
when it becomes, for the horses, a weary, muddy drag.We are on Wilson's Creek, going due south down a nar-
row valley with a high mountain ridge on either Bide.
The ridge on our right separates Wilson's Creek from
Stony Fork, while the steep mountainous ridge on our
left divides Wilson's Creek from Second Fork or Beaver
Creek.
As we pass the last vestige of a clearing and enter the

narrow hemlock-shaded valley it becomes evident that
walking is easier than riding, and we take to our feet
accordingly, leaving Hi to navigate the mud-jerker to
the best of his ability. We are willing to pay our fare
and then foot it, but we will carry no rails to pry out
with.
Five miles of southing takes us out of the woods, and

we bend to the last, pass around the end of the high
ridge, which has loomed on our left for the last seven
mdes, and Hi stops in front of a wood-colored building
to change the mail. We can ride no further; our route
from here lies in a northwest direction, and while the
mail is changing let us take the lay of the land. We
have made ten miles of southing, one of easting and are
now standing on the rustic bridge which spang Second
Fork. To the southeast lies a mountain ridge, which ter-
minates in an abrupt spur a mile below where we stand.
Just where Second Fork sweeps its base Wilson's Creek
empties, and on the lower side of the spur Stony Fork
comes in—all three beautiful trout streams of from

igh in the clearings
—especially in villages and cities—let us at least enjoy
freedom in the forest for the few weeks or months it
may be permitted us to sojourn therein. Wherefore,
having finished our simple meal, let us put the flour
sacks to use by filling them with fine picked browse and
making pillows of them; not a bad idea you will admit
after trying it one night, also, you will find that it pays
to spend an hour in picking an extra quantity of browse
and arranging the camp so that you are morally sure of
a healthful comfortable night's rest. It does one no
harm to get well fatigued through the. day, but to enjoy
the sport one must fairly recuperate his exhausted ener-
gies by a good rest at night and rise from his bed of
browse in the morning fresh and lively.
And now that we are snugly settled for the night, with

the pipes drawing to perfection and the fire burning so
cheerily that even I, who delights to poke a camp-fire,
am content to let it burn in peace, how shall we pass the
hour or two that intervenes between supper and bed
time? Shall we spin yarns? Content, though to say truth
I have spun them so often that I begin to tire of them
myself. Suppose I discourse of a trip that Neil Miller
and I once took to the Muskegon in search of sport and
adventure—not that anything wonderful in the way of
adventure or sport ever came of it, but somehow my
mind reverts to that trip more frequently than to any one
of the many I have made; also it was "the turning point
in life" for one of the parties and came tolerably near
being the turning point out of life for the other. We
have a spare hour oh our hands, let me perforate your
patience with a drowsy yarn.

Ned Miller and myself were hunting chums and sworn

friends for years. We are friends yet, though Ned hunts
but seldom, having "of his own domestic cares" to a
pretty considerable extent (i. e., a wife and seven chil-
dren. It is nine years this blessed autumn since Ned and
I climbed the point and stopped at the Rock shanty on
our way to the head of Bear Run. All through the long
hot summer we had looked forward to the time when
the first autumn frosts should have made hunting pleas-
ant as well as practicable and legitimate. Offen on a
hot summer's eve had we met to discuss the merits of
various localities, finally agreeing on the vast forest
region lying in the southeast portion of Tioga county as
affording; the best promise for still-hunting; and just at
snndown of a glorious October day we unshmg our knap-
sacks at this very Rock Shanty. Hardly had we got a
fire started, when we were joined by Sam Hoover, a man
whose life was passed almost entirely in the woods, and
who was usually conceded to know more of the deer's
habits than any hunter in the country. He had been
prospecting the swamps about the head of Bear Run and
thence to Little Pine Creek, with the intention of hunt-
ing and trapping through the fall and winter, but had
' 'found the sign so sca'ce that he was goin' to peg out for
the West. Anybody could have his chances in them
woods 'at wanted 'em. He knowed a place in Gratiot
county, Michigan, whar ther' was bar, an' no mistake.
He was jest goin' to tote his plunder out thar, and the
devil might hunt Tioge county for him. He had hunted
a week an' only got one shot—a runnin' shot at that."
This put a new face on our pet project. If old Sam

couldn't kill a deer in a week's hunt we might as well
subside on the venison question, and after several con-
ference pipes we decided to take the back track in the
morning, go home, take three or four days in which to get
a good ready, take our guns, traps, camp equipage and
selves to Buffalo, thence to Canada or Michigan as the
spirit might move us, and spend the entire fall and winter
months in the depths of the forest. That would be some-
thing like hunting we both said and thought. In the
morning we ate what we wished of our provisions, gave
old Sam the rest (he seemed mighty tickled at the gift,
somehow), and pulled out for home, where we got
laughed at "consumedly," but we kept our own counsel
and quietly made our little arrangements for a rather
protracted absence.
Now, it frequently happened that it became necessary

to confer with Ned concerning said arrangements, and I
always had to go over to his mother's for the purpose of
finding him. It further usually happened that Ned wasn't
at home, but was to be found half a mile further on at
the widow Needham's. The widow was a decidedly good
looking, well-preserved woman of thirty-six, and her
daughter Hannah was a rustic beauty of the first water.
Round and shapely about the waist, plump in the bows, a
clear, rosy complexion and good teeth, with a dark,
wicked looking eye, she was well calculated to upset the
mental equilibrium of soft-hearted fellows, such as Ned
was at that time. Moreover, she had an appetite, and
wasn't ashamed to eat—a good sign of common sense in a
young woman, as you may have had occasion to observe.
She had a pleasant knack of getting good dinners, too,
and was not ashamed of that, either. On the whole, few
families got along more pleasantly or comfortably than
the widow Needham's, consisting of herself, daughter,
and a hired man, one Jonas Sprague from "C'netticut,"
as he always pronounced it. There was no good reason
why the widow and her lively daughter should not get
on comfortably and enjoy life to the utmost. They were
industrious, healthy, had the good will of the whole
country side, and were "well-to-do." Also, they were
both indisputably good-looking, and never quarreled.
At church you would have taken them for sisters rather
than mother and daughter, and premising that matri-
mony is a predestined and necessary evil (which admits
of a doubt) a man might have been excused for falling in
love with either, or both.
Deacon Needham, peace to his manes, had made his

advent into this wicked world somewhere in Connecti-
cut, had there learned to tan and curry hides and skins,
had worked faithfully at it until the age of thirty, at
which time he was the possessor of fifteen hundred dol-
lars and a deaconcy in "the Fuust P'esbyteeian Chuuch,"
as the Connecticut Yankees (who can't sound an r in the
middle of a word, though they think they can) usually
pronounce it. About this time the deacon's mind became
sorely exercised on the high and increasing price of
bark—a subject that lay near his heart—and he thought
long and deeply on it. The result of his cogitations was,
that although bark would not bear transportation, hides
and leather would. So the deacon turned his worldly
possessions into hard cash, bestrode the ewe-necked old
mare that had been the motive power of the bark mill
for ten years, and taking his papers from the church,
wended his way westward. Land, particularly hemlock
land, was cheap on all the upper streams of the Susque-
hanna at that day, and the deacon bought 300 acres,
erected a tannery, sent for his man Jonas, who was then
a youngster of sixteen, put out a sign offering "Cash for
Hides and Skins," and settled quietly into a thrifty, pay-
ing business.

Nearly twenty years of the deacon's life had been passed
away in improving his land, enlarging his business, and
attending to his social duties like a good citizen and a
Christian, when his man Jonas, now advanced to old
bachelorhood, received a letter from a niece in the land,
of wooden nutmegs requesting information as to the
chances for a school teacher, or, the letter added, a good
housekeeper. She could keep house, teach school, sew or
weave. Inclosed was a recommendation from the minis-
ter setting forth the good qualities and piety of Hannah
Sprague, and declaring her "capable of managing a
school, a dairy, or a well ordered household." A pretty
strong recommendation for a damsel of seventeen sum-
mers, and as it turned out a well-deserved one. Jonas
conferred with the deacon and showed him the letter.
Now the deacon had, like a true Yankee that he was,
built a large shingle palace as soon as the state of his
finances would warrant it; for more than twelve years he
had "kept house," and one of his chief troubles had been
the difficulty of obtaining and retaining the proper sort
of person as housekeeper. It seemed to him that the
handmaid could not do better than to come on at once
and take charge of his household matters, in which case
the deacon could promise her good home, and he even
hinted something about being a father to her, should she
prove equal to the minister's recommend. Jonas wrote
back accordingly, and in due course of time arrived at
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the deacon's line mansion, imprimis, the handmaiden,
Hannah Sprague, rosy, blushing and neat; item, one
bandbox; item, one hair trunk. That was all.

Goody Brown, who had mis-kept the deacon's house
for a year, and whom Jonas irreverently styled an "old
gnawpost," was discharged at once, and the tidy, quiet
Hannah installed as mistress of the house. No plumper,
whiter hands were ever seen mixing bread or working
butter; no prettier turned arms or ankles ever gladdened
the eye of a deacon (supposing deacons ever notice such
trifles, which they probably don't), and no lonely deacon's
ear was ever cheered by the dulcet notes of Old Hundred
from a sweeter voice than Hannah's.
Why spin it out? I am not writing a novel, and the

reader has already guessed the sequel.
At the end of a year people had begun to surmise tha t

Hannah Sprague was "setthr her cap for the deacon,"
when, one fine June morning, the deacon and Hannah
put a sudden stop to all further scandal or surmise by
standing up in church and being duly married. People
talked, of course; they always will. Slatternly mothers
with frowsy daughters who would have jumped at the
chance of sharing the deacon's bed and board, declared
that it was a shame; "a young gal like that to marry a
man old enough to be her father, 'cause he had property!"
Three old maids of the most husky and primitive pattern
left the church and went over soul and bones to the
Wesleyans, because they "couldn't conscientiously coun-
tenance any sich venal proceeding;" the truth being
that each one of them had been making a dead-set at the
deacon any time for the last ten years. On the whole,
however, the marriage made less talk than such mar-
riages usually do in a country town, and the deacon took
it all so meekly. His youthful, pretty wife took to her
new honors so naturally, and everything went on so
much after the old style, that, after the conventional
nine days were past and each had had his or her say on
the matter, people began to see that it was not such a
misalliance after all. For my part, I think the marriage
was a right and proper one for both parties. If the
deacon could become the possessor of such a nice, thrifty
piece of calico through being able to support, protect and
care for her, it was a fair reward for a life of probity,
industry, and self-denying economy. And. on the other
hand, if the habits of industry, prudence, cheerfulness
and virtue, which had been instilled in the soul of the
pretty Hannah, could win a virtuous, upright, truth-
loving man for a helpmate—a devoted, doting, well-to-do
husband and a most comfortable home—I, for one, think
the investment not such a bad one.

I know such things are of a past age—people don't
marry for money or position nowadays—not at all. The
accomplishments taught at modern boarding schools are
doubtless of a nature to add to the comforts of a home
and the happiness of a husband in a far greater degree
than any old-fashioned out-of-date skill in the vulgar
matters of cooking or prudent housewifery. Frederick
Augustus is above a low hankering for well-brewed
coffee with his morning steak, and Laura Matilda, fresh
from boarding school, doesn't own to an appetite at all.

Pity that they could not subsist on sentiment and moon-
shine, and that the appetite should recur sometimes
when there is not even bread wherewith to satisfy them.
The deacon and his young wife were not troubled with

sentiment—or the want of bread. He was a shrewd
matter-of-fact man, and she proved herself a smart,
capable woman. The quiet, but resolute and decided
manner in which she assumed control over all household
matters was well calculated to silence opposition or com-
plaint had there been any, but there was none. The
husband was but too glad at being relieved from the
cares of indoor arrangements, and as the wife never
meddled with outdoor affairs or offered anything that
looked like hen-pecking it was no wonder they got on in
a pleasant, amicable manner.
Five years after the date of the marriage one of those

little accidents which are usually ludicrous, but some-
times serious, happened to the good deacon while work-
ing overhead in the tannery. He had taken up a rough
loose floor and was replacing it with a better, when, hap-
pening to step on the end of a board he was suddenly
dumped into one of his own vats—not necessarily a serious
affair, as the vat was nearly full of water and hides, but,
unfortunately, the adze with which he was working
preceded him, and when he scrambled out of the vat the
blood, was spouting from a ragged gash in the neck

—

spouting in dark purple jets which kept time in ghastly
unison with the pulsing of the heart.
Long ere the doctor could be summoned the deacon

was gone and Hannah Needham was a widow; a widow,
but not childless, for, in little more than a year after her
marriage, Hannah had given birth to a female infant,
which I, the present veracious narrater, recollect hav-
ing seen when it was a few weeks old, and thinking it

decidedly the reddest, ugliest little squab my eyes had
ever rested on. And this little squalling, ill-looking
lump of humanity had grown up to be the rosiest,

freshest, smartest young woman in all the country round-
about. It seemed but yesterday since she was a little

chubby thing of six years, and now she was setting up
for herself as a belle and heiress: dressing, doubtless,
with an eye to masculine approbation and playing the
deuce with such soft-hearted spoons as Ned, who was
evidently "head over heels" in love with her.

Deacon Needham had, like a thoughtful, prudent dea-
con al he was, made a will, in which he had left his
young wife the use of the property during her "natural
life," to revert at her decease to the younger Hannah.
There were no churlish restrictions in the will, but the
young widow had been left free to manage her affairs

—

matrimonial or other—in any way she might choose.
Like a sensible young widow as she was, she had chosen
to remain single, and had managed the large farm and
tannery so well as to have improved the value of the very
pretty estate left in her charge. Now, it was but reason-
able to suppose that the young and handsome widow
would have any number of chances to change her state
and name, and^, sooth to say, numerous wooers, most of
them respectable and some of them wealthy, had paid
suit to her charms during the first six years of her wid-
owhood. They had all, however, been steadily and per-
sistently refused, until at last people came to understand
that the widow rather preferred her independence and
Eower as mistress of the Needham estate to the soft
landishments of any masculine whatever. It was un-

derstood likewise, for the widow had intimated as much,
that any likely young fellow who succeeded in winning

the younger Hannah to wife would have the use of the
estate during the life of the blooming "relict," with the
most sanguine prospect of reversion. In the country,
where few of us ever get very rich, this made the youth-
ful Hannah rather an heiress, and, as nature had made
her a beauty beyond all dispute, it is little to be wondered
at that she should cause a commotion beneath the vests
of rural Brummeldom.
Thus stood matters at the time Ned and myself were to

start westward on a hunting tour. We had arrived at
home from the Rock Shanty on Wednesday, and were to
set out on the following: Monday for an all-winter hunt.
So, to make sure that Ned was all right and ready, I
stepped over to his mother's on Sunday evening. He was
not at home, but as his sister Kate said, "Over to the
widow's, as usual." Over to the widow's I went, and I
found not only Ned, but one Mr. Enoch Daniels in the
field. Enoch was a Vermonter and a most inveterate in-
ventor; he had a penchant for patents and had taken out
three of them before his twenty-first birthday, one of
which had netted him several hundred dollars. Some
nations have a genius for painting: others for music;
others for poetry or sculpture. History will decide that
the New Englander has a genius for machinery—the in-
tricacies of belts, eccentrics and drums; the complications
of cogs and the perplexities of pinions are to him a sim-
ple sum in addition, while he reduces the multiples and
multipliers of speed and the rule of three. He can poetize
too, after a hard, dry fashion, can your genuine Yankee;
but poetry is not his forte; his specialty is edge tools and
machinery.

It happened that Enoch had invented and patented a
"power wheel," as he called it, and his ostensible business
at the widow's was to dispose of a "right" to use one of
his wonderful wheels in the tannery, a project which
Jonas Sprague, who had grown to look on himself as
part and parcel of the tannery, had been induced to look
upon with favor. So Enoch had made his appearance
on the previous Friday with a two-horse load of imple-
ments and "fixin's," had gone to work forthwith and
was fairly installed at the widow's until the job should
be completed. As Enoch's "folks" were old acquaint-
ances of the Spragues and known to be respectable, pious
people, it was no wonder the widow received him kindly
and invited him to make her house his home so long as
he might sojourn in the country, an offer he was not
backward in accepting, and one which was evidently
much to his taste, whatever Ned Miller might think of it.

The latter did not appear to view the arrangement at all
favorably, but sat sulky and sullen in the corner while
the two Hannahs joined Mr. Daniels in singing "Green-
land's Icy Mountains," "Days of Absence" and "When
Shall We Three Meet Again." Undoubtedly the course
of true love wasn't running any too smoothly with
Ned, and I am sorry to say I took a malicious pleasure in
joining the party for the purpose of playing into Enoch's
hand, to the confusion and distress of Ned, who scowled
most savagely at all of us and was in a detestable state of
jealousy that greatly amused the widow, who, I could
see, with difficulty kept from laughing outright. I could
not help thinking that he was not only savagely jealous
of Enoch Daniels, but also looked on my visit with dis-
trust. I, who, as he ought to have known, would not
relinquish the rifle and tomahawk for any angel in calico
that ever wore gaiters. What did I care for his inamo-
rata? Had I not lived within two miles of her for years
without caring a straw for her beyond the natural and
involuntary admiration we all feel for a handsome young;
woman? What was the love-sick spoon thinking of?
Not of hunting, certainly; for it was with difficulty that
I could get him to converse abcut our intended hunt at
all. Nevertheless, he contrived to put in a sulky appear-
ance early on Monday morning, and, "with much heart-
felt reluctance be it said," put his traps on board the
stage, followed them himself, took a rather lugubrious
leave of his friends, and started off much as though he
were going to the gallows.

THE STORY OF TWO SHOTS.
A BOY of fourteen, alert, but too full of life to move

slowly and cautiously, is walking along an old road
in the woods, a road that winds here and there with
meanderings that now seem vagrant and purposeless, but
once led to the various piles of cordwood and logs, for
whose harvesting it was hewn.

Goodly trees have since grown up from saplings that
the judicious axe then scorned. Beeches, whose flat

branches are shelves of old gold; poplars, turned to
towers of brighter metal by the same alchemy of autumn,
and hemlocks, pyramids of unchanging green, shadow
the leaf-strewn forest floor and its inconspicuous dotting
of gray and russet stumps.
How happy the boy is in the freedom of the woods:

proud to carry his first own gun, as he treads gingerly
but somewhat noisily over the fallen leaves and dry
twigs, scanning with quick glances the thickets, imagin-
ing himself the Last Mohican on the warpath , or Natty
Bumpo scouting in the primeval wilderness.
Under his breath he tells the confiding chickadees and

woodpeckers what undreamed of danger they would be
in from such a brave, were he not in pursuit of nobler
game.
Then he hears a sudden rustle of the dry leaves, the

quit! quit! of a partridge, catches a glimpse of a rapidly-
running brown object, that on the instant is launched
into a flashing thunderous flight.

Impelled by the instinct of the born sportsman, he
throws the gun to his shoulder, and scarcely with aim,
but in the direction of the sound, pulls trigger and fires.

On the instant he is ashamed of his impulsive haste,
that fooled him into wasting a precious charge on the
inanimate evergreen twigs and sere leaves that come
dropping and floating down to his shot, and is thankful
that he is the only witness of his own foolishness.
But what is that? Above the patter and rustle of fall-

ing twigs and leaves comes a dull rebounding thud,
followed by the rapid beat of wings upon the leaf-strewn
earth. With heart beating as fast he runs toward the
sound, afraid to believe his senses, when he sees the
noble grouse fluttering out feebly his last gasp.
He cannot be sure that it is not all a dream that may

vanish in a breath, till he has the bird safe in his hand,
and then he is faint with joy. Was there ever such a
shot? Would that all the world was here to see, for who
can believe it just for the telling?

There never will he another such a bird., nor such a

shot, for him. He fires a dozen ineffectual shots at fair
marks that day, but the glory of that one shot would
atone for twice as many misses, and he need not tell of
them, only of this, whereof he bears actual proof, though
he himself can hardly accept it. till again and again he
tests it by admiring look and touch.
Years after the killing of grouse on the wing has be-

come a matter-of-course occurrence in his days of upland
shooting, the memory of this stands clearest"and best.
Sixty years later the old wood road winds through the

same scene, by some marvel of kindliness or oversight,
untouched by the devastating axe, unchanged but by the
forest growth of half a century and its seemly and decor-
ous decay. A thicker screen of undergrowth borders the
more faintly traced way. The golden-brown shelves of
the beech branches sweep more broadly above it, the
spires of the evergreens are nearer the sky and the yel-
low towers of the poplars are builded higher, but they are
the same trees and beneath them may yet be seen the
gray stumps and trunks mouldered to russet lines, of
their ancient brethren who fell when these were sap-
lings.

The gray-bearded man who comes along the old wood
road wonders at the little change so many years have
made in the scene of the grand achievements of his
youth, and in his mind he runs over the long calendar to
assure himself that so many autumns have glowed and
faded since that happy day. How can 'he have grown
old, his ear dull to the voices of the woods, his sight
dim with the slowly but surely falling veil of coming
blindness, so that even now the road winds into a misty
haze just before him, and yet these trees be young and
lusty?

As they and the unfaded page of memory record the
years, it was but a little while ago that his heart was
almost bursting with pride of that first triumph. Would
that he might once more feel that delicious pang of joy.
Hark! There is the quit! quit! of a grouse, and there

another and another and the patter-rustle of their retreat-
ing footsteps, presently launching into sudden flight,
vaguely seen in swift bolts of gray, hurtling among gray
tree trunks and variegated foliage.
True to the old instinct his gun leaps to his shoulder,

and he fires again and again at the swilt target. But the
quick eye no longer guides the aim, the timely finger no
longer pulls the trigger, and the useless pellets waste
themselves on the leaves and twigs.
The woods are full of grouse, as if all the birds of the

region had congregated here to mock his failing sight
and skill. On every side they burst away from him like
rockets, and his quick but futile charges in rapid succes-
sion are poured in their direction, yet not a bird falls,

nor even a feather wavers down through the still October
air. His dim eyes refuse to mark down the birds that
alight nearest; he can only vaguely follow their flight by
the whirring rush of wings and the click of intercepting
branches.
He is not ashamed of his loss of skill, only grieved to

know that his shooting days are over, yet he is glad there
is no one near to see his failure. He makes renunciation
of all title to the name of a crack shot, too well knowing
that this is no brief lapse of skill, but the final, inevitable
falling off of the quick eye and sur-e hand.
Slowly and sadly he makes his way to where the shaded

path merges into the sunny clearing. There, from the
cover of the last bush, a laggard bird springs as if thrown
from a catapult, describing in his flight an arc of a great
circle, and clearly defined against the steel-blue sky.
Again the gun springs instinctively to the shoulder, the

instantaneous aim is taken well ahead on the line of
flight, the trigger pressed in the nick of time, the charge
explodes, and out of a cloud of feathers drifting and
whirling in the eddies of his own wing-beats, the noble
bird sweeps downward in the continuation of the course
that ends with a dull thud on the pasture sward.
The old sportsman lifts his clean-killed bird without a

thrill of exultation, he is only devoutly thankful for the
happy circumstance which made successful the last shot
he will ever fire, and that not as a miss he may remember
it.

Henceforth, untouched by him, his gun shall hang upon
the wall, its last use linked with the pleasant memory of
his last shot. Rowland E. Robinson,

DUCKS ON THE POTOMAC,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I made a little flying trip on Nov. 28, of about 9 miles
down the Potomac, as far as Broad Creek, to look for
ducks and quail. The only ducks that were at all plen-
tiful were the butterballs (Charitonetta albeola) and they
were as wild as deer. I saw only two black mallards, or
black ducks (Anas dbscura), and about a half dozen stiff-

tails, or pintails [Dafila acuta). No decoys were on the
river between Washington and Fort Washington for the
reason that the ducks had.'all been driven off by the big^
guns, steam launches and Sunday shooting. The unlaw-
ful means, however, had been temporarily withdrawn on
account of the cruise of the Maryland police boat as far
up the river as Fort Foote, in search of these type of law-
breakers. A fine king rail, "as fat as butter," fell to my
gun in Broad Greek. The head was shown to Mr. Ridg-
way, ornithologist of the National Museum, so there is

no doubt about the identification, although I have rarely
seen the species in this locality. Quail were moderately
common, but they had been forced into the marshes, and
I saw a gunner wading after them with rubber boots
and picked up one of his dead birds with the help of my
boat. This is an unexpected development in quail shoot-
ing and one which I should not enjoy. T. M.
Washington, D. C.

The Fkee Lunch Man Again.—Golden City, Mo., Dec.
3.—The following was clipped from last week's Lamar
Democrat: "A number of farmers are advertising by
signs posted on their fences, 'No shooting allowed on this
farm.' In some part3 of the county the owners of the
land have a monopoly of the fowls of the air and the
fishes of the stream. In strange contrast with this sign
is that of a farmer living near Verdella; it is as follows:
'Shooting allowed on this farm. Warm dinner at 12
o'clock'." If there are any reserved seats in Heaven
that granger will have one with an extra cushion on it.

—R. W. A.

A Book About Indians—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. G-rinnelTs book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—Adv.
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THE AMERICAN WOODCOCK.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with peculiar interest, and sometimes with
great surprise, the articles that have appeared in your
paper concerning the "ways of the woodcock,"' about
which such diversity of opinion exists. The details of the
many theories advanced, the various "facts and fancies"
need not be entered into here. Your readers must have
become already very familiar with the literature of the
subject—not to say weary of it. I have earnestly wished
for an opportunity, such as I have lately had, of more
thoroughly investigating the bird's manner of feeding, its

notes, etc.

On Wednesday, Nov. 19, a live woodcock was brought
me by a friend. It had, I was told, been already "three
or four days" in confinement. It was apparently unhurt,
and a perfectly strong, healthy bird, and remained so
until the following Monday, when, with my full consent
and best wishes, it flew rapidly away. I kept it in a long
pine box with a wire netting in front, at a greenhouse
near by, where in a bright light I could easily watch its

movements. A piece of carpet, however, was thrown
over one end of the coop to afford the little fellow a shady
retreat. He came into my possession about 11 o'clock
in the morning, and from that hour until 11 A, M. Mon-
day, the day of his release, I devoted myself almost ex-
clusively to studying his ways. He ate, by actual
measurement, about a half-pint of earth worms during
each day (twenty-four hours); the worms being measured
without any dirt, of course; each one picked up by itself,

shaken clean, and dropped into the measure. A few
"white grubs" of different sizes were also supplied: he
ate the little ones but refused the larger. None of the
angle worms, however, seemed too large for him.
The worms were kept at the brightly lighted end of the

coop in a box of earth which afforded a feeding surface
of a little over 12x6in., the earth having been flattened
down with the hand and sprinkled with water. He fed
at very irregular hours, and ate fully as much by day-
light as in the dark, and food was accessible to him at all

times. I say "him," believing that this bird was a male,
but I could not bring myself to determine the matter by
dissection—he was such a winning little creature.
The intervals between his meals were perhaps from

half an hour to three hours, this very rough estimate
being founded upon the day and evening feeding. I did
not watch him so constantly during the evening as I did
in the daytime. I visited him, however, every evening
once or twice, sometimes making him a long call by the
light of a lantern. All that I know about the remainder
of the night and the early morning was gained by re-
measuring the worms and finding how many were gone.
After eating all he wanted—froru four to seven worms,

let us say—he would sometimes retire to his shady corner,
at other times stand or squat exactly where the last worm
was swallowed, remaining motionless until moved again
by hunger. He took no exercise unless forced to, and
was often found with his big head turned backward and
his long bill beneath his wing. A dish of water was
always by his side, but I never saw him touch it.

I will add to my estimate of the number of worms eaten
at a single meal, that there were certain occasions in
which he quite regularly ate less than three; for exam-
ple, when friends of mine called, as many did, to see the
bird. I could start him to "boring" by driving him about
the coop very gently. He would then get upon the dirt,
and with very little of the preliminary teetering, which I

describe further along, make a few rather short, hasty,
nervous thrusts, and finally extract and swallow a worm
—at the most two worms—not hungrily at all, but rather
as if he were trying to make sure of a little more of his
property before we stole it. He never (to my knowledge)
picked up a worm that lay upon the surface, or any
worm that was not entirely covered with soil. I have
several times seen him walk directly over those that were
exposed without paying them the least attention. Once
a worm that he had extracted slipped from his bill and
lay squirming about in plain sight, but he made no effort
to recover it.

His manner of feeding was very nearly like that of Mr.
Eldon's woodcock, mentioned in your issue of Nov. 27,
1890, but as corroboration is always a good thing—andmy bird did not act precisely like his—I will include my
own observations, I am writing in the past tense, butmy narrative is a summary of copious notes made daily
while the bird was with me; in no instance am I trusting
to memory.
When hungry my bird would walk out of his dark cor-

ner and step up, or hop up on the wet earth, stand there
usually for a short time motionless, then slowly and
methodically teeter or swing himself up and down as if
trying to throw his fullest weight upon his feet (but I
will speak of this further on), then, generally without
any preliminary pecking, thrust his bill into the mud,
sometimes two-thirds its length at the first trial, but oft-
ener pushing it in by degrees a third of its length perhaps
at a time, pulling it a little outward again to give the next
thrust greater force, and when probing deeply there was
a, rooting shake or energetic tremor to the head. If he
found a worm—and he almost always did, they were
planted so thickly—the bill was entirely withdrawn with
the worm held more or less crosswise between the partly
opened mandibles; it was;quickly worked around, how-
ever, until one end—it made no difference which— was
started straight and then swallowed. I never saw him
pull out a worm by its end, its position always had to be
changed, a little at least, before it was worked upward
and the swallowing really began. While watching;, my
eyes were usually within three or four feet of him and
often—after he had become more tame—within eighteen
inches of his bill. Sometimes after a momentary and
thoughtful pause, he would suddenly pull his beak from
a hole that he had made, and hurriedly start another very
near it, as though he had located the fellow while in the
first hole, but could not quite reach him.
Though no one will claim that all the birds of any

species conduct themselves precisely alike upon all occa-
sions, yet it now seems entirely reasonable to infer thatno woodcock ever sucks a worm into its throat before
withdrawing its bill from the ground; that the term
bog-sucker is a misnomer, and that Audubon would

not have "concluded" as he did, had he not watched his
woodcock m a "partially darkened" room.

After a worm had been swallowed there was com-
monly a decided pause during which the bird remained
motionless—from forty- five seconds to three minutes let

us say—then the preliminary teetering began again. I

never saw him "cock his head on one side" in the act of
listening, and though he once made a quick little back-
ward jump while feeding, I saw no "dancing" or "stamp-
ing." While the teetering was going on both feet re-

mained upon the ground, and his wings were at all times
closely folded while standing or squatting, and though
while moving quickly or excited his tail was lifted, I

never saw it spread while the bird was on his feet.

Whether this preliminary teetering or swinging lift

and fall of the body was to cause the worm below to
move and. thus reveal its whereabouts, or whether the
bird was simply pulling himself together for the muscular
effort that was' to follow—as a boy swings his arms and
body before jumping—remains an open question; but
the movement was more vigorous when it followed one
of his long periods of statue-like repose. A very mild
form of the teetering often preceded an evacuation.
When, as sometimes happened, a worm which he had

extracted squirmed into a position that seemed to baffle

the powers of the bill alone he would lift his foot—as
others have described—in an impatient manner, brush it

quickly along the side of the bill and knock the worm
into place. He also used his toes to wipe the mud from
his beak; but I regret to say that my little woodcock was
sometimes very careless about his personal appearance,
and that he once sat for nearly an hour with a large
lump of mud resting on the upper mandible and the
pretty feathers of his forehead.
He had no particular position for his feet while feed-

ing; at one time they would be side by side, at another
time one or the other would be advanced. His thrusts
were made at all sorts of angles; now directly downward
or perpendicularly, another time to the front at an angle
of forty-five degrees perhaps, or inwardly beneath his
breast, almost as far back as his toes, Once while prob-
ing in the last-named fashion he lost his balance and was
very near turning a forward somersault.

I had heard from Dr. S. , who secured this woodcock for
me, that he and his friend Mr. B. had seen the bird turn
up the end of its upper mandible in a very peculiar and
inexplicable manner. I was urged to watch carefully for
a repetition of the occurrence. At the time I paid but
little attention to the statement, I was watching for so
many other events, but while carrying my bird out into
the country that last day of its confinement, my friend's re-
mark was most vividly recalled. 1 was holding the bird
in my hand with a handkerchief around him. covering all

but the bill, when suddenly, as he was making one of his
frequent struggles to get away, I saw that the upper
mandible was thrown upward as 1 have represented it in
the lower outline of the accompanying woodcut. For an

instant I thought that the bird must have met with an
accident in some way, but as I touched the lifted mandi-
ble it was lowered to the usual position. Twice more dur-
ing my walk he threw up the mandible in the same
fashion, and each time I held him directly in front of my
eyes and studied most carefully the exact curvature.
There was no "dilation," nor any change of form other
than that which I describe. He once held the bill in
this strange position for nearly, if not quite, half a
minute.
After liberating my captive and reaching home, I im-

mediately procured a woodcock that had been recently
killed, and found that I could easily curve Jits mandible
into the precise position into whichmy live bird could curve
his own at will. Though my outline was made from the
dead woodcock, it was drawn while the aspect of the live
bird was thoroughly fresh in my mind (within two hours
after I had witnessed the occurrence). For the purpose
of comparison I have also drawn the bill as it is commonly
seen.
During the first day with me my bird made no sound

of any kind, and was somewhat frightened or depressed,
though notas much so asmost birds Avould have beenunder
the circumstances—the woodcock is one of the most gentle
and trustful of birds, as every one knows, and so many
have testified—but on the following morning he seemed
quite reconciled to his surroundings, and but little dis-
turbed by my reappearance. He was so much at home,
indeed, that when I reached my hand for the worm box
he did not move away as he had done before, but stood
his ground manfully, uttering two very positive notes of
remonstrance. At this point of the proceedings the owner
of the greenhouse (Robert Marchant), who was standing
about ten feet from the cage, jumped for the outside door
with the exclamation, "Wild ducks going over—don't you
hear 'em!" I quickly motioned him to be silent and to
come nearer; and when it uttered a few more notes, more
squeaky than the first, Robert, who little knew what im-
portant evidence he was bearing, said: "That's the noise
they make when they jump up in the woods. It sounded
before like ducks a long way off."
From that morning (Nov. 20) until I gave the bird its

freedom (Nov. 24) I could call forth these or similar notes,
day or evening, whenever I chose to do so, and more and
more easily as the bird grew tamer, by simply putting
my hand into the coop and moving it very slowly and
hesitatingly toward him. The notes, though having de-
cidedly similar qualities, varied from an almost dovelike
murmur to a positive and almost ratlike squeak. They
were sometimes uttered singly and sometimes two or
three in succession.
The bird created quite a sensation locally, and a num-

ber of sportsmen came to see and hear him, and all these
gentlemen agree with me that the notes heard, or rather
some of those notes, were undeniably the sounds which
have caused so much discussion—the sounds, that is to
say, which are made by the flushed cock, and to which

the words squeal, whistle, piping alarm note, twitter,
jingle, etc., have been applied.
While my bird was "talking," there was not the least

movement of the wings nor of the bill, the mandibles re-
maining tightly closed. The only movement anywhere,
with the exception of a very slight drawing backward as
ray hand advanced, was in the throat or breast; it is im-
possible to say which, as the bird rarely showed any of
his neck while in the coop. He sat, stood, walked and
hopped with head drawn in to the shoulders, his breast
touching or nearly touching the base of the bill.
The notes were seldom so loud or energetic as those

of the flushed bird, nor were most of them like those
heard in the cover. Yet at almost every trial there was
at least one squeaky enough to be regarded as very nearly
the sound we were listening for, certainly enough like
it to convince any doubter who happened to be present,
that a flushed cock "talks with its mouth."
Some of the notes seemed absolute reproductions of

those of the flushed bird as we remember them; it is, of
course, impossible to recall them literally enough for nice
comparison, no matter how often they have thrilled us.
Once as I held the bird pinioned in my hand he made a
violent and almost successful struggle to free himself, ut-
tering at the same time two notes so thrillingly like
those of his wilder brother that for an instant I was
really unconscious of my surroundings, and the words
"mark cock" were very near my lips. I have listened
many times whilemy bird was flapping his wings, as I held
him (sometimes by the bill and sometimes by the legs) sus-
pended in the air, for those sounds which certain writers
have mentioned as being heard at such times. Once—
and once only—in over twenty trials I heard two very
faint peeps. Upon all other occasions there was no
sound but that of rapid fanning, and when the motion
was at its highest the cutting whit, vMt, whit of the
wings that would be made by many kinds of birds under
similar conditions. The two peeps (I do not know how
better to describe them) were the only doubtful sounds
that the bird was heard to make. They were so very
faint that my friend Mr. N., who was with me at the
time, heard only one of them, and our heads were as
near the bird's wings as we could get them without
being hit. Was that little sound, we asked each other,
vocal, or was it an intensified, whistling whit of the wing?
Two of the sportsmen who witnessed my bird's per-

formances had been lifelong believers in the wing-twitter
theory, and they were very watchful critics; but after the
bird had been induced to utter a number of its notes, and
had been held up for the wing-beating or flapping per-
formance, and each wing had been carefully examined to
see if the attenuated primaries and pollex feathers were
in place, these gentlemen acknowledged that the sounds
about which so much has been said are vocal beyond
question, and that the whit, whit, whit of the pinions—no
matter how loudly and shrilly made in rapid flight—is
not liable ever to be confused with the vocal notes by
any one with an experience like ours.
When a woodcock "twitters" he squeals, pipes, squeaks,

rather than whistles. The sound made in swift flight by
the wings of this and other species—many of our ducks
for example—is perhaps more appropriately termed a
whistle. Frank Forester makes the same distinction. He
speaks of the woodcock's flight after the leaves are off the
underbrush—of its darting away "on a vigorous and
whistling pinion, with sharp-piping alarm note, swift as
a rifle bullet." GuRDON Trtjmbull.
Haetfobd, Conn.

The Chickadee.—Number Four, N. Y—Your corres-

"

pondent "Hermit" in his notes on the blackcap chicka-
dee carries the idea that it is a migratory bird, which
much surprised me, as I have always supposed that the
chickadee of the Adirondacks was cot migratory in its

habits. I do not remember a winter in the past forty
years but what I have seen these interesting birds at
midwinter brisk and lively seemingly to enjoy the cold
weather. For many years past they have wintered in
my yard, feeding upon meat hanging on the back porch
and are very tame. I saw chickadees last winter in the
Indian Territory, which induces me to think they might
be partially migratory in their habits, as they are natur-
ally a habitant of a colder climate.

—

Musset, [The
chickadee is a resident species in our Northern States.
That is, the bird may be found here at all seasons of the
year, but it is probable that the individuals seen in winter
are not usually those which breed with us. The black-
capped chickadees have a wide range north and south,
and east and west, and there is no doubt more or less of a
migratory movement among them as the seasons change.]
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The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the _Boo7c of the

Game Laios.

WILD TURKEYS IN THE OVERFLOW— II.

THAT alarm clock, with its tenacious, hang-on rattle,

is a good one to arouse a pair of sportsmen. No one
but L. could sleep through that, and he only pretends to.

Still on this morning, and I believe every morning during
the trip, he was reasonably easy to get up. It is on the
duck hunts, in cold weather, with rain pattering on the
roof , that he is difficult to arouse, though even then his
sportsman's blood brings him to time after a bit.

The lamp is first lit, the pot, which had been filled last
night, was put on the little stove, the mosquito bar taken
down and put away, the bed rolled up in the oil cloth
and pushed well back toward the stern, and the provision
and dish box made convenient, when a search is insti-

tuted for provender.
"Lawrence, what do you think Allen & Son have done?"
"Why, packed up for us sundry good things as per

order, of course."
"Here is our parched coffee—and not grdund."
"The deuec!"
"The deuce!"
"Did Allen & Sons send a mill?"
"Not much. Let's have tea." And tea we had.
In the meantime William had busied himself making,

a fire on the bank of such rubbish as he could find in the
dark. It cracked and lit up the surrounding timber and
brush with a lurid light. It had a comfortable look.
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After breakfast it was still not quite light enough to make
out the walk, So we carried out our camp stools and
talked over the situation. The unground coffee came in
for part of the conversation. There was not sufficient
tea. It was soon devised to make a mill of the stew
pot and pestle of the engine hammer, using William as a
motor. At our next meal the scheme was shown to work
very well indeed. It gave William occupation when
alone, and so far as we could discover the coffee was as
goad as if ground in a mill. We let up on Allen & Son.
At the first light L. and I parted, he taking through

the woods on the ridge below and I above. I had not
gone fax when I discovered that there was pleuty of
water in the vicinity and that the unoverflowed part of
the ridge, as io width, was not very extensive, and that
all sloughs and depressions were* full of water. The
overflow on the rear genei-alby reached within 150 or
200yds. of the river. We were on the east bank. It was
full seven miles from this ridge east to the Big Sunflower
as the crow flies, and it was all overflowed. On that
side of the river it was twenty-rive miles by water to
land on the south at the mound; to the north for miles
and miles we knew of no land likely to be out except a
small patch or two northeast on Howlett Bayou. Now
what had become of all the game we had found in this
swamp on our January trip? Might not some of it be on
this narrow ridge, 200yds. wide by half a mile long? It

was so surmised. It can be put down in your little book
that I proceeded cautiously and with some expectation.
The first thing I saw was a rabbit. The next thing I

saw a rabbit, and in very short order I saw another rab-
bit, and in getting through some brush I frightened an-
other rabbit. After this rabbits became quite plentiful,

and I had company enough. Most of them ran on up the
ridge ahead of me, though occasionally one bolder than
the others would break back and take down in L.'s direc-
tion, I didn't complain at that; I could Bpare him a few.
Prespntly I could hear plunges in the water—was that a
leer? Not quite, only rabbits. They took to water
freely until it began to get too deep to wade; then they
would take a circuit through the water, making suffi-

jieht noise to frighten forty deer and hundreds of turkeys,
'ould so many have heard it. It is no exaggeration to

ay that at times three, four, and even five rabbits could
ie seen at one view. I did not say 500, as L. accused me,
>ut five at once, and I stick to it.

I wade across the slash into a patch of ground of sev-
•ral acres that has been burnt. This I enter cautiously,
'or there ought to ba something besides rabbits here.
'Jut! cut! quick, short and sharp, greets my ears. E?ery
.urkey hunter knows what that is

—"Be careful, old fel-

ow, you're too fast." This remonstrance I make to my-
self. I sit down with my back to a large sweet gum tree
and a wait developments. Even yet the woods are not
thoroughly light, and the blackened ground and old burnt
logs lend aid to the indistinctness of all surrounding ob-
jects. In twenty minutes more some turkeys are seen
out of range. I keep still, hoping they will feed up.
After a while they disappear. They do not pay a conti-
nental to my call. "Thank you, we have all the com-
pany we want just now." I wait a long time, and not
seeing nor hearing more of them, I get up and proceed
cautiously. Suddenly there is a commotion in the woods.
One hundred and fifty yards ahead of me they take wing
and go off with much bluster and flopping of wings.
That's my luck; I can flush turkeys. Crackey! what a
drove—fifteen or eighteen. That's our Howlett flock—

a

grand one. Well , let 'em go. This is our first day. We
don't care for a turkey to day anyway. Could not keep
him until we get home if we got him. We will put in
the day exploring.

Now these turkeys had gone into the trees not 300yds.
away. On moving up some of them could be clearly
seen. It soon occurred to me that one would be good for
camp use, why not take him in? I got a tree on a couple
of fine looking fellows, examined my gun carefully to
make sure all was right, and moved on down the line to

get in range for a dead-sure shot. I had not gone far
when there was another stir in the woods. What was It

all about? Would you believe it? A hawk was after
them. Could it be possible a hawk would attack so large
a bird as a turkey? Indeed it was so. Here came the
turkeys down through the treetops directly over my head.
It was a grand sight, first one, then another, then two
and three, until all had passed overhead and gone behind
me. I was a shade rattled, or I could have counted them
as they went by. Again I was in bad luck, I had the
wrong gun. The premier Scott hammeiiess was snugly
in the rack on the Greenwing. I had my essenee of con-
centrated virtue telescope Marlin. I am not a wing shot
with a rifle. With my 10-bore shotgun some of those
turkeys would have gone to grass, or rather, in this case,
to ashes, on the burnt ground.
Well, I would have one yet. There they were only

200yds. below me in the treetops, except one, which was
seen to go to the ground in a thicket. A tree with two
in it was again selected, and an intervening tree brought
into line. When nearly within range, sure as I live, the
hawk pitched at those identical two turkeys. But hold!
one lights in the top of a tall tree near me and within
range. I'll try him, but before I can aim, in fact as
swift as a hawk could fly, this turkey is again put to
flight, and so, for that matter, are all the others in view.
It beat anything I had ever seen. I had never heard of
such a thing.

I next approached the thicket where the nice gobbler
was seen to go down, I watched and examined this

thicket carefully both with my eyes and sight, but could
not find the game. I stirred up rabbits on all sides. I

finally entered the thicket and found the further edge
overflowed, and was about to abandon the search when
the turkey, with considerable splashing, took wing beyond
the thicket in water eighteen inches deep. Here again I

wanted a shotgun. But, thunder! I forgot, I did not
want any turkeys to-day. They had all now gone well
back to the east, out of sight, and over water entirely too
deep for my hipped rubbers, and sure enough I didn't
want any of them.

I went back to L. kicking up rabbits on the way. They
annoyed me; I was not in an over good humor. L. had
not shot, but I would learn what he had found. William
is first met at the camp-fire.
"William, have you seen any rabbits?"
"I seen one," was the laconic reply.
"Lawrence, did you see any rabbits?"
"Rabbits? well I should smile. Rabbits, rabbits, and

nothing but rabbits: I went on down the river and the

rabbits kept jumping up and running on ahead of me
until they got so thick they jammed up, and I could go no
further, so I came back, I saw no turkeys,"
We then stayed in camp until after dinner trying who

could tell the biggest fiction about the rabbits, But those
jauimed-up woods of L.*s had put me to a disadvantage
at the outset, and I had to succumb, in the end, to his
magnificent exaggerations.
After dinner L. took the Amateur and paddled down

stream on a tour of prospection. He came back in an
hour or so reporting a vast layout of water and very lit-

tle land.
And the writer went back to camp without game and

in a state of taciturnity. L. suddenly developed into an
iuquisitor more annoying than otherwise.
"Old Telescope, what did you shoot at?"
"Shoot at?"

"Yes, shoot at,"
"I thought you were going to paddle down stream two

miles?"
"I did not get too far away to hear a rifle shot."
•'What direction?"
"Oh, up the river where you were. Say, no dodging

now, tell about it."

"I shot at a turkey hen and missed her."
"Missed her?"
"Yes, missed her."
"How far?"

"Thunder and blixen! twenty yard?."
"Flying?"
"Djuble thunder and blixen, no, standing stone still.

Say L., which way shall we go next?"
"Wait a minute, not so fast. What did you shoot those

other two shots at in quick succession?"
"Charles Lawrence Warner, let's go home. This gun

is a grand fizzle. I can't hit a barn door with it. Those
last two shots were made at a gobbler on the ground, in
a perfectly open spot at not over fifteen yards. He must
have been disgusted with the overflow or he never
would have flown into me after my shooting at his mate;
and after my taking the first shot at him have stood for
another shot. I strained my eyes to detect a wabble in
him as he went away and, when he was out of sight, lis-

tened for him to fall. But he went on over toward Hugh
L. Foote, at Egremont, whom he knew could kill him.
Don't tell this on me at borne."
"Will you let up on me?"
"Yes. Hereafter I am a clam."
But L. smiled in a way that boded me nothing good.
Then we got into the Amateur and paddled up stream

together, L. occupying the bow with his fine hammeiiess
gun at his side.

When only one boat was used it was always the Ama-
teur. The Boss was also a nice boat in her way. Being
short, broad and flat, she was very steady, so much so
that it was perfectly secure to shoot from her standing.
She was the darling and pet of Mr. Warner, who invari-
ably stood up and propelled her with a single blade, fie
would stand with his legs akimbo and row vigorously
away, down or up stream, to his blind, and woe unto the
ducks that turned down to his decoys when he got there.
But L. and I preferred the narrower, more unsteady, but
swifter-running boat. We always wanted to get there
at once, and the Amateur could come as near meeting
our wants in that respect as any boat we had ever been
in. She was built from offsets obtained from Forest and
Stream. But she was rather unsteady, which made a
shot from her somewhat uncertain.

Let me relate an incident that took place the first trip
of this canoe three years ago. My son Walter and I had
paddled down a narrow slough full of logs, trees, etc.,

until nearly two miles from camp, Walter in the bow and
I in the stern. Presently we came to a large cypress log
reaching from bank to bank and projecting above water
about six inches. Rather than go to the bank, get out,
and drag the canoe over by hand, we determined to cross
in the channel. The canoe was paddled alongside and we
both got out on the log. Then the boat was brought, bow
foremost, until half over, when Walter was directed to
get in. This he did. I then slid the boat on its keel until
within a couple of feet of the stern, and got in myself,
sitting on the deck with my feet in the cockpit, as is usual
when using a single blade. I took the paddle and began
to push on the log, when my son, who was a shade ner-
vous in a canoe, said, "Father, you will turn this boat
over."
Now, I had made this boat myself and had done no in-

considerable bragging over its many virtues, and especi-
ally its steadiness, and I was a shade nettled at the
remonstrance which implied an aspersion on my pet, the
Amateur, and I said, with emphasis, "Walter, you can't
turn this boat—

"

The word "over" was said by the canoe. It was the
first I ever knew she could talk, but I let up on her stead-
iness after that, we both went sprawling into the water,
44ft. deep, Walter head first, and I with an ungainly
motion to the rear in search of the log, Bath guns were
tumbled out and went to the bottom, and the boat was
half filled with water. We were indeed drenched, and
took the back course for camp at once, but did not rely
on the steadiness of the Amateur to get us over that log.
Ever since that accident I have been unable to brag on
the Amateur at all in Walter's presence but that I am
taken down at once.
One thing about that upset has puzzled me a little. As

soon as we recovered ourselves smoke was observed to
issue from the water in the canoe. I said. "Walter, look
at that smoke, a gun has been fired." "It must have
been yours," he replied. "No, you can't shoot off a Scott
safety block that way. Your hammer gun did it." And
so it proved to be. With the butt resting on the bottom
of the boat, and barrels on the coaming, it had slid back-
ward, the hammer striking on one of the ribs. The canoe
proved to have a hole in her side about 2 in. above the
waterline, but we were still able to use it. The discharge
took place under water and was not heard by either of
us, nor did it burst the gun as one would naturally sup-
pose it would have done under the circumstances.
But to resume with L. When above camp about half a

mile, on the west side, we discern land, back a little piece
through the timber and bushes, This we scan very closely
through the openings, rather limited in number and size.

Presently L. in an undertone calls attention to some
turkeys at no great distance, in rather an open spot.

Three are seen, one gobbler andtwo hens, They walk about
quite unconcernedly, but soon disappear behind a very

! heavy sweet-gum windfall. Hurriedly the canoe is turned

about and pointed for the land, which is overflowed well
back in the timber. We get out and cautiously approach
the windfall, then peer over and find the turkeys have
disappeared. L, sits down with Ms back to the "stump,
facing the direction the turkeys are supposed to have gone,
I move off to flank them around a thicket near by. Sud -

denly cut greets my ears, the note of the gobbler signi-
fying I had been seen. I move back then, and take the
other direction around the thicket. It is not long before
the turkey is too smart for me, discovering his danger
before I have been able to see him, and takes wing. He
flies in L.'s direction, but does not give chance
for a shot. He crosses the river a little below the
canoe. T go up to L, and find that his keen eyes
have marked him in a tall tree well back on the
opposite shore, 1 determine to take a shot, and wade
as far as my rubber boots will allow. The turkey Is

judged to be 100yds., and the rifle having a point blank
at 75yds., the cross-hairs are made to intersect at the top
of his back. At first shot he shows not the least sign of
disturbance. The aim is too low. Another shot and he
moves quickly up the limb as if touched and turns
around. Evidently he has not caught on to the racket,
but soon will; aud very quickly another aim is taken,
still higher this time, with the left end of the horizontal
hair running across his head, Avhich is at an inquisitive
elevation. He finds out what is the matter and goes
down at an angle of forty-five degrees and falls with a
splash in the water. We hasten over and find him quite
dead and a very fine bird, weighing fully 201bs. gross.
We returned to camp, drew the gobbler and hung him

up to drip. He gave quite an interesting appearance to
camp.
Not delaying we next paddled Howlett Bayou to the

high ridge or island. This swamp was so low that water
was well up in the limbs of the undergrowth, which was
abundantly thick. The bushes on either side of the
bayou often overlapped , and several times we were un-
certain as to the channel and would lose it for a time,
It was a gloomy part of the swamp, mainly a tangled
mass of bushes and vines of many kinds, interwoven and
knit together. The trees overhead were thickly fes-
tooned with gray moss, which luxuriates so abundantly
in the swamp3 of this latitude and adds such a somber
appearance to the forests.
During the day several shots had been heard in the

direction of Hewlett Lake, which led us to suspect that
game was being killed there. We anticipated that it

would be driven away. However, we were going to in-
vestigate.

On entering the lake two men were seen in a dugout a
hundred yards off in the timber. We hailed them and made
inquiries concerning game. They reported having flushed
turkeys on the ridge, but did not state whether any had
been killed. We were then asked whether any cattle had
been seen on the ridges on the Little Sunflower. Receiv-
ing a negative reply, they paddled off through the swamp
and were seen no more.
We found no game on the ridge which borders the lake

on the east side, though there was plenty of fresh turkey
scratching. We had made the entire circuit of the over-
flowed ground, and were about to return to the canoe,
when, on looking through the timber across the lake a
fine old gobbler was seen in a tall tree full 200yds. away.
An investigation of him with the telescope proved him to
be quite a desirable bird. Cautiously stepping behind
cover, we discussed the matter. He was too far for any-
thing but a chance shot, and the probability of being able
to paddle within range and shoot him from the boat, was
not deemed favorable. Evidently we had been seen,
for the glass showed considerable alertness on the
part of his gobblership. He would stretch out his
long neck, displaying a magnificent beard, and move
his head about in a rather inquiring way. We did
not think that with his .suspicious symptoms he could be
called to us. We did conclude, however, that others were
somewhere cut of sight in his locality. It was not at all

likely he was monkeying in those big woods alone. We
determined to call. On making the second attempt, a hen
replied, aud very soon she replied again. We felt sure
that there would soon be a flight in our direction, and we
at once became interested, even animated. We sought
favorable locations, some distance apart, and repeated the
call, and here came the tui-keys, a half dozen of them.
It was rather sudden to me. I made a shot, with rather
unsteady nerves, through a thick cluster of vines, at a
young gobbler, aud missed him. L., with his shotgun,
did better, and killed a hen. which fell in the edge of the
lake. Alt live turkeys suddenly disappeared. The old
gobbler was a little too cautious to venture in. He knew
a thing or two, and they generally do. We did not see
him again; he had vacated.
As it was growing late, we hurried out of that dismal

swamp. It was an easy place to get lost, and would be
very hard to get out of should night overtake us before get-
ting back to the river, which was nearly two miles. By
sundown we were back in camp.

* *

How restless we were! There we were with two
turkeys the first day in two weeks' hunt, and not satisfied.

In half an hour we were back of the camp watching and
listening for turkeys going to roost.

I had no luck, and returned to camp by the time it was
dark. It wa.s twenty minutes or more before L. came. I
bad gotten to know that boy ]:>retty well. This lingering
in the woods was significant. On coming in, with a quick
step, he reached his hand across the camp-fire to me and
said, "Shake!"

I reached out and we shook. Well, I knew what his
"shake" meant. Many times he bad done that before,
and filled my thoughts with bright prospects for the
morning's sport. He is a lucky boy at roosting, and excels
me at that two to one. And when he has seen turkeys
go to roost, his fear in the woods don't amqunt to much.
I doubt whether a panther's scream could scare him away
then, at least until it was too dark for him to disturb the
roosting birds, when he would steal away as silently as
an owl could fly, and crawl into the launch with his wel-
come "shake," and then with entire unselfishness turn
the game over to me for disposition on the morrow.
Up to this time we had never attempted or desired to

shoot turkeys on the roost. It was our choice by far to
be within sound the next morning when the first gobble
was made. He was awake then with all his faculties,
and we considered it fair to bring him to bag in any
way we could, using the call, however, by great prefer-
ence.
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Now it was different. The males would not gobble.

We had been among turkeys all day and not a gobble

was heard. The flood, which was so very high on their

feeding grounds, ami bourlv but slowly rising higher, bad

taken all the amorous spirit out of them. We felt sure

not a gobble would "open up" at the crack of day m the

morning, so we determined for once to resort to this more

unsportsmanlike wav of taking game while at roost.

L. said two turkeys—a hen and a gobbler—had gone to

roost just back of camp but a short distance; in fact, the

camp-fire was within their view.

We waited some time for the moon to come up over the

treetops, so as to have plenty of light. We then tried our

sights at sundry dark objects, such as gray moss, bunches

of mistletoe, etc., L with his shotgun and I with my
rifle, to make sure we could see to get good aim. Then

we left the comfortable fire and walked as indicated by

L., rapidly at first, slowly when near, and finally resorted

to a creep, when L. whispered that the turkeys were

somewhere 'there," pointing to indicate direction. He
then lingered behind and left me to locate. By this time

we had reached water probably a foot deep, and it was
possible to move about with the least bit of noise. It was
not long ere a dark object with familiar form was found.

This was observed with the telescope and identified as

one of L.'s turkeys. It was doubled up in a knot on a

limb half way up a medium-sized tree. A low whistle

and a motion soon brought L. noiselessly to my side, who
indorsed the location as correct.

"Where is the other?" in a whisper.

"Over there probably in that tree with the heavy
moss."
"You remain here to shoot this, while I search for the

mate. When I locate I will give a low whistle, and you
answer to indicate that you have heard, then at the crack

of my rifle put in your work quick. Can you kill it from
here?"
"I think so."

I then went slowly and carefully searched the mossy
tree, but could not make out a turkey in the hundred
forms in its wide-spreading branches; still, he might yet

be there securely concealed in a cluster of limbs or behind

a heavy bunch of pendant moss, I could not tell. I moved
on silently to search other trees. Once 1 thought I had

* him, but my useful sight told better than my eyes. On
moving further

—

Ah! there he goes. Zounds on the luck! So he was in

the old mossy tree after ail.

Bang! and down comes L.'s turkey. It was done quicker

than telling it. We returned to camp and talked the

matter over. It was a new experience and the last one
of its kind. We had enjoyed it only after a fashion. We
preferred to do 'em up in daylight.

We went to bed and slept. W. L. P.

MAINE DEER DOGGING.

IT is not a pleasing duty to complain. Indeed I have
had the facts that I am about to state in possession

for some time, and have questioned the matter a good
deal as to whether it were best that they should ever be-

come public property, by inserting them in the Forest
and Stream:, where they are sure to be seen by every
live sportsman who takes any interest in the literature

that pertains to his beloved pastime. I have held the
facts mentioned below in hand till after the shooting
season on Maine deer was well advanced, for the reason
that it was best for the few deer left that it should be so.

The outrageous killing of deer in that State out of season,

that has been going on all summer, might have been told

of early in the summer, or at least a part of it, but it is

better that such facts should have been kept back, for the
reason that if it had been generally known that sports-

men could go down into Maine and hunt deer without
molestation in July and August, it might have induced
many to have tried to take part in such hunting who
would have otherwise staid at home, and hence a few
more of the deer have been saved. But the Maine Legis-
lature convenes in a very short time, and it is possible
that if the real facts of the case are made known, it may
lead that body to grant such legislation as shall enable
the Commissioners to make at least some show of enforc-
ing the deer law. The last Legislature to convene in
that State took away all the fines that had formerly gone
in part to the game wardens and gave it to the counties,
and, worse than this, it left the Commissioners with no
money to pay the wardens for enforcing the law. What
has been the result? Why, simply that the law has not
been enforced. Hunters who were so disposed have
hunted deer in almost any locality in Maine, in the close
season of this year, without fear of arrest. More than
half a dozen improved jack lamps came under my notice
as being made and taken down into Maine, some of them
In July and nearly ail were taken down before the end of
August.

I have it from good authority that some fifteen deer
were killed in the neighborhood of the Richardson and
Beaver ponds at the Rangeleys and twice as many at
Cupsuptic and Kennebago before the beginning of Octo-
ber. It also comes from good authority that hunting
was carried on at these ponds and lakes almost every
night in July and August when the weather was suit-

able. Deer were plenty around these waters in the early
summer, but by the end of the close season they had
nearly all been killed. Then, as if to render the case still

more aggravated a pair of hounds were running deer into
these waters several Sundays in succession late in August
and in September. The dogs were owned over in the
Magalloway settlement and were kept for hounding deer.
They are doubtless there now in spite of anything that the
Maine game law has done. Indeed they were hounding
deer on the west side of Aziscohos last year, but this sea-
son they have run deer over on to the east side and into
the Beaver and Richardson ponds, where deer-doggers
have killed them. I understand also that there has been
an arrangement with certain parties all summer that a
pair of hounds were in readiness for dogging deer, owned
in the Magalloway settlement, and that hunters had only
to engage the dogs beforehand and that they would be
put out and taken care of, the hunters only had to shoot the
deer. Again I am told hounds have been taken into the
woods by way of Upton, then taken in charge by guides
and let loose at the right spot for dogging deer, the
hunters to come to a point designated by some other
route. The deer could be dogged and the huntera not be
mistrusted at all. Yet none of this shameful work has
been done in such a way that a warden at all fit for the

office could not have caught the hunters and destroyed

the dogs.
, . , „

Then the dogging of deer in the open season is not all.

Fox hunting has all at once assumed remarkable propor-

tions in Maine. Indeed the fox hunting is really excel-

lent, but nine out of every ten of the hounds employed

are good for running deer. The hunters have taken nu-

merous bands of foxhounds into the Maine woods and

have come out with a certain number of foxes and a deer

or two apiece. Those who know say that these deer

have been hounded, run to the water, where the hunters

have shot them. Deer have already come back to Boston

in the possession of the fox-hunting parties who have

gone into Maine with their dogs. It is very safe to con-

clude that a good deal of deer hounding is being done m
Maine this fall under the name of fox hunting.

If the legislators of Maine have any hope of saving the

deer in that State they will have to devise some form of

statute that will prevent fox hunting parties from hound-

ing deer. Either the dog law will have to be changed or

fox hounding will have to ba forbidden. If the sentiment

among the guides was only as good in regard to keeping

the deer law as it is in regard to the trout law, there

would be but little trouble. Why, some of the very

guides that have assisted parties in getting deer this sum-
mer in close time, are strenuous for the enforcement of

the trout laws—nay are members of a prominent fish

propagating and protective association. They thoroughly
believe in the protection of trout and landlocked salmon,

but they will guide a man to jack a deer in July or

August. The Legislature of Maine refused to add Septem-
tember to the open season on moose, deer and caribou at

its last session, though the addition was recommended by
the Commissioners, and ever since this refusal the deer

law has been very unpopular with the majority of the

guides. They argue that the deer are not of any benefit

to them, since the sportsmen are all gone before the

open season comes. The granting of September as an
open month will be received in the light of a beneficence

that is just and reasonable, and the gift will redound to

the benefit of the giver, so far as the guides are concerned.
The deer have suffered in Maine this season by this

shooting in the close time, and, worst of all, the hound-
ing mentioned, to an extent that it will take some years
to recuperate—years of protection. Why, venison has
been served on many of the camp tables in the backwoods
camps—I might enumerate the camps, if it would do any
good—in the close season. Deer were plenty early in the
summer, and the tables were served in more cases than
one dozen, to say the least. Sportsmen visiting these

camps, ostensibly" for fishing, have, if they have expressed
a desire to do so] been quickly initiated into the mysteries
of jack-shooting deer, and the deer, provided it is not a
nursing doe, has been served on the table. A doe, too
thin to be taken back to camp, was killed in August on
the shores of a pond well known to me, and the shooters,

being a little ashamed of their hunting, buried the deer
in the sand on the shore. Later the foxes dug out the
carcass and fed upon it for some weeks. A gentleman,
who spent several weeks at Kennebago this summer, says
that while he had no desire to hunt deer himself in the
close season, he was greatly surprised at the boldness with
which the guides and hunters got ready their jacks and
started off deer hunting. This gentleman got back to

business in Boston before the 20th of September. Nobody
seemed to think that anything out of the way was being
done. If deer were killed, they wTere not kept out of

sight, unless they were does in a state which would make
the hunters ashamed to show what they had done. One
case is mentioned where two does were killed in the
same night, before the hunter got ' 'his buck" that he was
not ashamed to. take back to camp.
In the above statements I have made known only what

I have the best of reasons for believing are facts, and I

have written what I have only that the fish and game
interest may be alarmed at what is going on in Maine. I

candidly believe that there are not half as many deer in

Maine as a year ago. This inside news of killing deer in
close time does not come all from one section of the State,

and in many cases it comes to me from the hunters who
have taken part in the shooting. The harm is done. The
deer season is about over, and there is nothing to be done
now but for the Maine Legislature to make such laws as
shall tend to give the Commission some chance to enforce
the law. If only July can be thoroughly protected as a
close month, it will be much better than what has been
going on the past season, only thoroughly enforce the law
on the months that are closed by the statutes. 1 hate to
speak disrespectfully of my native State, but I have often
thought that if Maine had even considerably less of law,
with a little law thoroughly enforced, it would be better
for all interested. If the deer of that State can be
thoroughly protected from crust and deep-snow hunting
and then through May, June, July and August, there will
be fair hunting for all in the open season. But right here
let me add, in connection with the able editorial published
not long ago in the Forest and Stream, that it is mighty
discouraging to the honest hunter, who desires to kill

game in open season, to visit his favorite hunting grounds,
as early as he can legally do so, only to find that the
illegal shooters have completely obliterated the game or
hounded it away. Such were my feelings when I made
my annual trip to the wilds of Maine this fall. Where
deer were plenty in May, there were none to be seen or
tracked in early October. If game laws exist at all, then
let us have them enforced thoroughly. So long as it is a
penal offense to kill game out of season, the question of
morality falls before the fact that the other fellow is

breaking the law unmolested on the very ground that you
are only waiting for the open season to hunt over. I will
do anything reasonable for the honest enforcement of the
game laws of Maine, but if such openhanded breaking of
these laws is to go on, right under the very noses |of
the wardens, as was the case during the close time of last
summer, I am afraid than I am no friend of such laws.

Maine venison is also coming into the Boston market
in spite of the non-export game law of that State. The
old barrel game is again being played this year. It con-
sists simply in cutting the legs off a back-half of venison
in such a way that the whole, with the hide, will go
into a barrel. The barrel is then securely headed and
sent to a receiver here, generally some well-known com-
mission dealer. I saw the other day a barrel unheaded
at one of these commission houses. There were pulled
out the back-half of a big deer, together with the hide.
Excelsior was used for packing, and out of the excelsior
were pulled four partridges. A buyer was quickly on

hand and soon bid 14 cents for the deer and 50 cents each
for the partridges. The salesman owned to me that the
deer was from Maine, and I know from as good author-
ity as my own eyes that deer and partridges are con-
stantly being received by this house and others from
Maine. The barrels and boxes come by both steamer
and rail. Special,
Boston.

THE ALL-AROUND GUN,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Cleveland's article is very interesting and inform-

ing as showing the inventive genius of Dr. Maynard, but
I do not think his interchangeable gun fills the "aching
void" as well as a "three barrel," because the greater
number of effective different loads you have at instant
command, the more nearly your weapon approaches the
ideal "all-around" gun. If it were not for the weight, a
double rifle combined with double shot would more per-
fectly equip a man than a "three barrel." But there is a
limit to effective weight. The auxiliary rifle barrel came
into the world with a hurrah, and was thought to have
solved the whole problem, but the hurrah is now very
faint. The auxiliary sportsman soon found out that he
didn't want his rifle barrel at home or in a leather case
dangling round his spine when it was needed in front
pointed at game. If he kept it in his shotgun the very
barrel he wanted very badly for shot was the one filled

with the rifle, and he couldn't carry it in his teeth very
handily. This interchangeable business is all very well
to practice at home or on paper. Your interchangeable
gun only affords two shots in the field the best way you
can fix it, unless you can slow up your deer or grouse
until you can unlimber your other barrel. I'm not argu-
ing that more than two shots are necessary in nine out of

ten cases, only imagining a case, and the need of an "all-

around" gun is purely imaginary in greater proportion
than that,

And herein lies the reason that these perfect all-around
guns are not more largely manufactured. There is no
demand for them. There is really no need which will

warrant their manufacture in sufficient quantities to pay.
This appears to me a better reason than Mr. Cleveland's
viz.: "The willingness of the great mass of our people
to take an inferior stibstitute at less price." Though that
is true, take the country over and ninety-nine shooters
use a shotgun where one uses a rifle. If a man lives in a
deer or bear country he chooses a repeater, if he wants
more than one shot, not a double rifle or interchangeable
gun. If he lives in a bird countiy and wants a rifle now i

and then when he is after birds, he wants that rifle

always at hand where he can "turn loose" without any
foolishness, and he can't have it with double shot, other
than in a three barrel. The weight is within bounds and
accuracy is sufficient. Half a dozen rifle cartridges don't

occupy much room, you've got combination a-plenty, and
your gun is all there every time. If there is ever oeca- i

sion to shoot more than twice, then three beats two, don't-

it? O, O. S.
VlNELAND, N.

NEW YORK FISH AND GAME INTERESTS!
Forest and Stream:

Salutations! 'Tis long since I've been inside youri
portals.

But nothing obliterates the memory of past services,

nor the gratitude grown of troubles, and trials, and
triumphs, in a beloved cause. "The past at least is

secure," and we cling to it. Be there apathy, defection;
treason, tbey are but incidents in an advance, and we
cling the closer.

There's a crisis in game and fish protection," said a
Stalwart to me just now.

St. Lawrence: A crisis? Please explain.
Stalwart: Hasn't Forest and Stream struck its

colors to the netter and dogger?
St. Lawrence: And, if so, a crisis, say you?
Stalwart: Haven't you read the last two editorials!

"Serious Charges," and "On a Runway or in the Water?'
So much of the colloquy, in indication that tongues

and brains are busy with the situation.

And it is a crisis, in full proportions, made as are mi
crises, by clashing interests and authority.
The commission indirectly charged with the enfon

ment of laws protective of game and fish, split. What ii

the significance of it? With the general conceptions oi

the relationships between market interests, and protec:|

tion interests, and with reported incidents attendant
upon the event, or preliminary, there results uneasiness
and distrust. Demoralization in the service is accepted
by protective sentiment, as the logic of the fact, and 'tif

said either protection, or the commission's relation to it

must go.

Quite natural, such sentiments. By common under
standing and concurrence of protective sentiment, th
market-hunter and the market-fisherman are the aetive
combative forces that threaten the extinction of garni
and fish. The market—the complement of these destruens
tive agencies—is the receptacle into which, through th
tortuous channels of fraud and deceit, the contrabani
spoils of poacher and netter find safe conduct, and sc,

profitable investment.
Now, with a marketman at the head of a commissio;

charged with a vigorous enforcement of protective f
and game laws, must not demoralization in the serv.

follow? Is it so?

We speak not of persons, but of things. No aspersio:

of "character," no question of integrity, is made, l!

would be beside the matters, and so, fol-de-rol—as mu<
an injustice to gentlemen officials as irrelevant to a propi

understanding of official fitness. It will occur to mar
thinking people that interest is the crucial test of fitnesi

Somehow that has got into the big popular craniun
Old-fashioned folk always query how men can hold th,

balance even between the conflicting claims of publi
and private interest. At the suggestion of interest doc
not the judge step down from the bench? How rnuch-
or how little—"character" would retain him there? anj

how such action conciliates a public sense that pervade
like an instinct. It is a decent thing to do.

Now is there not absolute parity in the public relatioi

ships of all public functionaries? And will Forest an
Stream explain how, putting that and that together, 't:

possible to avoid painful impressions of inefficiency in tl

administration of fish and game protective laws? Thei
is no essence of distrust or reserve in this request, belief

there is not. We covet explanation and understanding-
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with entire concession of high character to the personnel
of the Commission,
A broader view may suggest organic defects in our Fish

Commission, which niust disappoint any hopes of effective
protective service from it. Is it overloaded with the
work of propagation and distribution? Is the personnel
of any commission, charged with such duties, as the
principal end of their organization, likely to possess
gratifications and experience in so opposite and foreign
direction as the practical enforcement of the game laws?
It is significant that at the last meeting of the Codifica-
tion Commission, at Albany, a very decided expression
was given to the necessity for a new Commission.
But, as to the crisis: It will be met by steps in advance.

The. history of game and fish culture, and protection, in
the State makes that a safe prediction. No sentiment of
economic reform has a more flattering history, nor a
steadier development, in its first ten years. Its first

authoritative expression was in the town game constable.
The game constable was a failure, and worse. It was an
attempt to set the dog on his master. Public sentiment
soon resented the burlesque and created the game
protector.

Results have been admirable. The source of his au-
thority, his statutory line of duties and bis responsibility
to supervisors make him in the public judgment stand
the representative of the impersonal authority of the law
always respected by the best citizens. Hence the moral
support at his back.
Legislation has steadily advanced. Don't mistake this

fact. The Curtis non-hounding law was not a protection-
ist triumph, but a tentative effort, shorn of a section (in

the bill), compelling accomplices in the crime to testify
against each other. So made impossible of enforcement
the doggers cared nothing for it.

The triumph came after, when, the following session,
they mustered for a repeal. Protection lost nothing by
the repeal, but gained everything in the record the
hounders made for themselves and their cause. 'That
record is the first and last attempted justification of the
iseof dogs in deer "protection."

1 Gentlemen—to mention names would belittle contro-
versy—aired ideas and preferences in the press and
•n pamphlet too ridiculous for serious refutation and
now treated with utter contempt. Remember that with
ihe repeal came shortening of the open season. This was
m advance. Other restrictions have been enacted and
more are demanded by the popular sense, notably the
hortening of the open season and prohibition of water
-daughter, 'Tis gratifying to notice that "firm advocate
,>f deer-hounding," the gentleman from Albany, yielding
o prohibition.
So far as appears, not a voice was raised at Albany

against water-slaughter. You should know the pain
;iven the stalwart protective sentiment by your utter-
,nces in "On a Runway, or in the Water?" Did Forest
^nd Stream ever before disparage protective effort by
even a seeming concession to the morbid tastes of its

worst enemy ?

I hate implication, and to make a clean breast of it, ask
what does this mean: "With such a law" (a law against
water-slaughter) "one of two results would follow. The
statute would be a dead letter, or if enforced, the hotel
men would quickly cry out for its repeal. A large por-
tion of their patrons, for whom the landlords wish to
preserve the privilege of hounding, are, as we have said,
wholly incapable of killing a deer anywhere else than in
the water. If the privilege of water-killing is taken
away from them, that will in effect be taking away the
privilege of hounding. This class will no longer frequent
fche Adirondacks, * * * and his allies will again
appear at Albany asking permission for their guests to
kill game in the water."
Add to this your suggestion of their "hundred thou-

sand dollar" interest in the matter, and that hotel men
with accruing "board bills" will "see to it that a non-
hounding law shall not be enacted" and point and pur-
pose can hardly be mistaken. The italicising i3 not in
the original.

What! abandon Adirondack deer to be made merchan-
dise of? Egad, do not sportsmen guests who pay "board
tills" there have their surfeit of "mountain mutton," in
season and out? Would you have the game absolutely
sold out to them on the hoof by men who don't own it,

with every circumstance of cruelty and brutality in its

lestruction, guaranteed in the contract?
Zounds! Think of this, with all the revolting history of

water-slaughter, and blood yet boiling at the atrocities of
that Chateaugay Lake horror, that illustration of depraved
md debauched tastes in the supreme act of their gratifi-
sation. You applied to that infamv the epithet "brutal,"
md I would have you recant that cruelty to animals.
3all the creature who perpetrated it a brute, at the ex-
pense of apologizing to the swine that lifts a snout from
;he gutter and challenges you with a grunt.
But, solicitous for the gratification of the hotel man
md his guest, is there no manly way of its accomplish-
nent? And if there is, should exceptions be made to
>ther than manly and sportsmanlike tastes and practices?
Your familiarity with the Adirondacks (?) tells you

ihat shooting "on a runway" is just as feasible there as
'in the South and other sections." The runways are
well defined, and practical knowledge of them is illus-

trated in the tactics of the guide when he appoints the
vatchers to their stations. He knows where the game
vili take the water no better than he does the route it

vill take to get there. Occupation of the runway involves

fothing more than a short walk up the hill, along the
ozy margin of. he brook, or to the ridge dividing
narshes, or leading to the water. Would this be too
evere a strain, perhaps the "faithful guide" could ex-
emporize a sedan that would discount exertion and
ifford the luxury of a nap, betimes.
Does your solicitude still insist the sportsman has not
the skill to hold a rifle true on a bounding buck?" Ha!
et me confess you. Did not a tinge of pride and posses-
ion thrill your nerves, and flash along the steel when
rou penned that sentence; and that, too, without a par-
icle of alleged contempt, for 'tis to be born so, you
enow. Perhaps the scatter gun, with splutter of buck-
hot, may help the difficulty. It is in great and growing
lemand just now.

It is admitted, gladly, that with best facilities, and
7-enue and luck, the runway is not so fatal as the water.
from a protective standpoint, that's its recommendation;
rom a sportsman's, that's its glory. There, in the battle,
»rain= against speed and instinct, chances are nearly

equal, and with every clean miss a sportsman sends his
hearty greeting. Prohibit water-slaughter and shorten
the period for dogs, is the sentiment asking recognition.
The dead letter threat is ungracious in advance. As a
prophesy it assists its own accomplishment. With proper
administrative provisions, restraining laws would be liv-

ing letters against the water dogs.
Fish protection, in its advancement, excites a round of

gratuiation everywhere. It has passed the crisis of every
nascent reform, and confronts now only the abuses inci-
dent to healthy progress. Following the banishment of
nets comes the abuse of night-lines or set-lines, traversing
the waters in every direction. The supplemental use of nets,
so safely practiced by the night-line watchers, day and
night, insure destruction unlimited. Angling with book
and line "held in the hand" is a restriction now confined
to Jefferson county and to Lake George. It ought to be
general, and night-lines and set-lines prohibited. And
may not an angler right here confess that organized pro-
tective sentiment requires hygienic treatment? One of
its early struggles was to subvert the parent, that selfish-

ness is its active principle. There was excuse, if not
some justification for it.

Professed protectionists indulged (indulge) so ostenta-
tioiis display of fin and fur and feathers as justifies the
belief of reckless slaughter and wanton waste. Hog ex-
presses the reprobation of sportsmanlike and manly sen-
timent, but what does hog caro for that? He has an ally,
and a helpful one, and his ravenous greed has no bettor
ambition than to adorn, in name and figure, the "biggest
string" in the shop window of the tackle dealer. Waste
exposes quantities of our best game fishes, dead and
stinking, along our water courses; snobbery having all to
do with it. How long will it be before public sentiment
will restore netting as a sovereign remedy?
Notwithstanding the best conception, and the clearest

and most direct expression the codifiers may give protec-
tive statutes, their efficiency must depend upon their
administration being made possible. The State officials,
limited in number, have been unable, with the best sup-
port given them by local organizations and sentiment, to
bring to justice but a small percentage of the most noto-
rious offenders.
Deer-doggers and netters in organized gangs concert

secrecy in their movements with every facility in the
woods and on unfrequented waters and with unlawful
spoil in their possession confront the officers of the law
with mendacity and defiance. Conviction would be
easy could proof be obtained. There is no lack of wit-
nesses could they be made to testify. Why can they not
be? Simply because the Legislature has not secured
their constitutional immunity against self-crimination
by a provision that shall exclude the use of an accom-
plice's testimony in any action or proceeding against
himself. A provision compelling accomplices to testify
is familiar in criminal statutes—always with the saving
clause, to be sure—and the reasons that justify it in other
cases make it a necessity in offenses against the game
laws. It is a necessity that - cannot be ignored without
bringing protective legislation into contempt and so par-
alyzing effort to enforce it. Will not the Codification
Commission realize the necessity and meet the demand?
Now, to recapitulate, it is submitted that,
First—Dogging deer should be prohibited, or if that is

now premature, prohibit water butchery by the severest
penalties, and shorten to a minimum the open season for
the dogs. And herein, as absolutely essential to practical
results, make the use or presence of any dog or bitch, of
a breed or kind used in the pursuit of deer, in any terri-
tory inhabited by any wild deer, in the close season, a
misdemeanor by the owner, harborer, or person, or per-
sons in possession of such dog or bitch.
Second—Prohibit any angling, except by hook and line

held in the hand, and prohibit the use of night lines and
set lines.

Third—Abolish spring shooting of ducks and water-
fowl.
Fourth—Provide that accomplices shall be witnesses

against each other as follows: No person other than a
defendant shall be excused from testifying as a witness
in any criminal or civil action or proceeding, under any
of the statutes or laws of this State, designed for the pro-
pogation, preservation or protection of game or fish, on
the ground that such testimony would criminate, or tend
to criminate or convict, or tend to convict, such witness
of a crime or misdemeanor, or prove, or tend to prove,
any act or omission by such witness, to which a penalty
is attached by law, but no testimony to be given by any
such witness shall be used against such witness in any
civil or criminal action or proceeding.
Fifth—Muzzle the fish-hog. Saint Lawrence.
Ogdensbttrg, N. Y., Deo. 5.

"Vermont Interests,—Rutland, Vt., Dec. 8.—Editor
Forest and Stream: At the last session of the Legislature
much was accomplished in the interests of fish and game
protection. In fact, there was an unusual number of
sportsmen among its members. The deer law was amended
(Act 54) to read: "A person who, prior to the first day of
November, 1900, pursues, takes or kills, within the State,
a wild deer, or has in his possession a wild deer or part
thereof so taken or killed, shall be fined one hundred dol-
lars, and the possession of the meat or hide or any part
of a wild deer shall be presumptive evidence that the
person having it in his possession is guilty of a violation
of this section." The law protecting deer previously ex-
tended to Nov. 30, '90, and the fine was $50 instead of
$100 as above. It is a matter of great satisfaction to a
large majority of the fishermen of Vermont that the so-
called "Gin," law for the protection of trout was not
repealad, and that the close season on trout was changed
back to Sept. 1 and May 1. The law which provided that
no person should use a dog in hunting the ruffed grouse
or partridge has practically been a dead letter, but sports-
men are pleased that this clause was stricken out by the
last Legislature.—Wheelock.

Worcester, Mass., Dec. 6.—The association of gentle-
men who have for a few years had a meet each year for
the purpose of hunting the fox, have now- formally or-
ganized as the Worcester Fur Company and elected offi-

cers as follows: President, A. B F. Kenney; Vice-Presi-
dents, Hon. John R, Thayer and N. S. Harrington; Sec-
retary and Treasurer, Elisha S. Knowles; Committee on
Constitution and By-Laws—C. H. Howe, A. H, Perry,
John R. Thaver; Executive Committee--W„ % Dean, E.
F. Snow, O. E. H, Higgins.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 3.— As was anticipated, the

present cold wave has driven the ducks down from
the North in great numbers, and such marshes in this sec-
tion as have any feed have birds on them now. Ed
Howard is in town to day, and says the mallards are not
at Fox Lake and have not been there this fall. No ducks
of any consequence at Fox Lake except a lot of green-
wing teal a few days ago. There were three or four
bunches of those, 400 or 500 in a bunch. Below here,
however, at Cumberland , Water Valley and other points
on the Kankakee, the birds have been in for a few days
in large numbers. There were thousands of mallards on
the marsh between Cumberland and Water Valley last
Sunday and Monday, and probably on Tuesday, but no
bags were made. The birds are very crafty, and do not
come in on the marsh till after dark. They go out early
in the morning to feed, just where, no one knows, but as
the flight is nearly all mallard and greenwing teal it is

no doubt the case that the birds have some distant fields

located, where they hold up all day and only attempt the
dangerous marsh at night. The only shooting possible is

just at dusk or dark, when they come in. At this sort of
work Charlie Gammon got a little over a dozen birds dur-
ing his short visit at Cumberland Club.
Henry Ehlers went down to the Diana Club, at Thayer,

early this week in response to a telegram notifying him
of the abundance of mallards. I hear to-day that he
killed 26 rabbits in the woods around Thayer,' and from
this infer that the mallard shooting was not good.

C. S. Burton announces his intention of going rabbit
hunting next Saturday, in company with a friend or two,
to some point in Illinois, about 100 miles from here, where
somebody or other killed 119 rabbits in one day two or
three years ago. It is one of these places where you get
there about 2 o'clock in the night, and have to get up at
about 3 o'clock the next morning to ca tch the train back,
and 1 19 rabbits guaranteed wouldn't tempt just every-
body to make the trip.

It was Charley Burton, by the way, who first told me
about the Fuller Island rabbit story, which is attracting
some attention here this week. He said two shooters,
whose names he did not know, had been down to Fuller
Island—but I suppose everybody knows that Fuller Island
is about six miles north of Shelby, Ind., in the middle of
the Kankakee marsh. Good snipe shooting on the edge
of the marsh about there, in the right season, and good
duck shooting all around it, in ordinary duck weather.
The island itself is a high timbered ridge, with plenty of
short cover, and is much affected by camping parties of
hunters. It has a house or two on it. There are a few
ruffed grouse there, and a good many rabbits. The marsh
runs around the island for miles in every direction. Well,
Charlie Burton told me that somebody told him that two
shooters were down at Fuller Island last week, and they
couldn't get any ducks, so they thought they would try
for rabbits. A farmer near by said he would fire the
weeds and rushes on his field, at the upper end of the
island, and if they would stand at the lower end. of the
field, where the rabbits would run out, they could shoot
them as they ran out. So they did this, and the two men,
names not known, shot and shot and shot, and the rab-
bits came out so fast they just couldn't kill them all, but
they got two wagon loads. If I didn't believe this, I
could ask Abe Kleinman. It was Abe's story. So I saw '

Abe and told him about the story, and told him Charlie
had credited the bag to two guns.
"Did he tell you that?" said Abe. "Well, he's all off.

There was more'n two guns, I don't know just how many,
and they burned off a whole lot of the marsh above the
island, and not just one little field. But that story about
their killing two wagonloads of rabbits is all wrong.
They killed a blame sight more'n that. If you want the
exact truth, I'll tell you. The fact is, they sent up to the
farm for teams, and they hauled off two wagonloads of
rabbits; but I never said that was all they killed, I don't-
care who told you so. They Killed thousands of them.
The rabbits came out of that marsh in flocks, so thick
they often killed five or six at one shot. Dick Turtle told
me about it, and he said be heard it over to Hank Smith's.
It ain't my story, but if you're going to say anything
about it, you want to get it right, and I never told Charlie
Burton nor anybody else that thev only killed two wagon-
loads. I said that they hauled off two wagonloads."
So I went over to Hank Smith's, and Hank was there,

and I said. "Hank, how about this Fuller Island rabbit
story?"

"Oh," said Hank, "yes, I believe some of the boys did
get a few. Dick Turtle was saying somebody was telling
him about it, I don't know just who. I don't remember
who was in the gang that did the shooting, either, but
there were seventeen of them in all, and they set the
marsh afire for ten miles around. Every rabbit on that
whole marsh started straight for Fuller Island. They
came out of that marsh like flies. There was a roaring
sea of flame came down the marsh, and before it was a
gray wall of nearly solid, rabbit. The fellows kept on
shooting till the fire drove them into the sand hills, and
the rabbits were so thick that one follow killed thirteen
at one shot. They gathered up two wagonloads of them.
I believe Dick Turtle said Abe Kleinman told him about
it."

This is the Fuller Island rabbit story or a part of it. It
didn't seem best to attempt to run it down any closer,
for I should not like to get hold of a story which bore
on the face of it marks of improbability. " As it is, the
unit of measure, viz., two wagonloads of rabbits, seems
to be adhered to so closely as to entitle the story to belief
as it stands. Of course all that business about the roll-

ing sea of flame and the madly bounding forms of the
terror-stricken game fleeing beiore it could be worked up
into a great picture, and some people would seize the
chance to exaggerate and color Hank Smith's description
into a picturesque but unfaithful account; but I wouldn't
do that, so I stopped following the Fuller Island rabbit
story any further.
After this rabbit battue the event of next greatest im-

portance for the current week seems to be Charlie Gam-
mon's quail hunt, which certainly is a rather remarkable
affair in some ways. Charlie Gammon and Harry Love-
day, and Mr. Robbins and Mr. Smith started for'Pekin,
III., where the latter said quail were a nuisance, The
train that was carrying them ran out on to a bridge,
somewhere above Streator, on the Santa Fe, and the
engineer learned just in time that the bridge was on fire.

They put the fire out with dinner pails and things, but
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couldn't get across the bridge and had to lie there for

several hours. Finally another train came up to the other

end of the bridge and"they transferred to it. This was a

slowish sort of train, and at one of the stations Mr. Smith

got off to walk around a while, and leaned against some-

thing thinking till the train pulled out and left him. He
being the only one who knew where the grounds were

the remaining two spent about $50 telegraphing for him
at every station where they stopped. They got no word
till they reached Streator, where they were wired to wait

for the next train. The thoughtful man got in about

midnight, and they all went up to Alf Kennedy's and got

supper. They hadn't gotten to Pekin yet, and finally

they concluded they didn't want to go to Pekin, so they

took the early morning train back to Chicago. But they

didn't like to face their friends so soon after starting on

a quail hunt, so they took the next train down to Cum-
berland marsh on another road and in another direction

and went fifty miles on that trip. Everybody knows
there are no quail on Cumberland marsh, and so Charlie

Gammon didn't see a quail or come anywhere near seeing

one on his eventful but not very restful quail hunt. The
boys annoy him a good deal about this hunt, and it took

a good deal of persuasion to get him to say anything
about it for publication.

There are beginning to be a good many indications that

the hunting season is about over and the lying season just

beginning. Now there's Eddie Price, the gray-haired
criminal who told that story about the duck that he filled

so full of shot that it sunk. This season Mr. Price lias

had another singular experience, which goes to show how
wonderfully skilled one can by long practice become at

shooting, and other things. This is the story of Eddie
Price's two teal holes, as now current.

"I was shootin' down on the Kankakee marsh, above
English Lake." said he, "an' there was pretty good chance
o' teal coming down the river. They would leave the

river and skate across one bend, right where the rice and
flags were the thickest. I got out in there, me an' another
fellow, an' knocked down a few, but we see it was no use,

for the cover was so thick no man on earth could find a
duck after it was knocked down. Out to my left was
two little pond holes in the marsh, 'bout as big as a room,
each one of 'em, and "oout eight or ten yards apart. The
teal was a-flyin' right over them little water holes, and
I see if I could knock 'em down in there, I could get my
birds. So I crawls up so'st I was about 45yds. from the
first hole and 50 some from the second. I begun to shoot
and the birds begun to fly, and every time a flock flew
over them there pond holes I knocks bne bird down into

the first pond hole with my right barrel and swings on
ahead and knocks down a'other one into the second pond
hole with the left barrel. By that way I saved most of

my ducks, 1 s'pose, for in the evenin 1

1 picked up B\ teal

out of the first hole, 'n 30 out of the second. I alius

thought 1 held a little too far ahead on one teal that was
goin' across the second hole. 1 only shot 04 shots and I

got 61 birds, but I hadn't if been particler to drop my birds
in them there pond holes, 1 wouldn't have found two
dozen out of all I killed, though mebbe I'd a killed more
in the 64 shots, 'cause I could of bunched some as they
went over."

Mr. Price has another s( ory about a grey hound of his that
used to set prairie chickens, "an' bein' so rangy, you know,
was the best chicken dog you ever saw;" but that is quite

. another story by itself.

Dec. 4,—From the St. Clair Flats Mr. U. G. Huff writes
again that last week plenty of ducks were in but were
lying out in Anchor Bay and not moving, so that no
shooting could be had.
Mr. F. A. Howe and a party of friends will take their

regular winter mallard hunt in February. They go to a
piece of land near Fountain Bluff, 111., below Cairo on the
Mississippi, where they think they have about as good
mallard country as can be found.
At their business meeting Tuesday last the members of

the English Lake Club elected the following officers for
the ensuing year: President, A. M. Fuller; Vice-President,
J. E. Adams; Secretary, A. W. Cobb; Treasurer, R. W.
Hosmer; Executive Committee, A. M. Fuller, W. B.
Chatfield, Abner Price. English Lake Club had the mis-
fortune to have their marsh burnt off three years ago,
killing down the feed badly. This fall they will plant a
large quantity of wild rice, John Gillespie tells me that
they obtain this rice in Chicago and pay $2.50 a bushel
for it. As was earlier announced, this club has had out
policemen on their marsh this fall, and these did great
service in warning off camping parties and pulling up
muskrat traps. Muskrats must be preserved if a good
mallard marsh is wanted, for they cut out holes in the
dense reeds and give the birds better chances to use on
the marsh. There are three natives near the marsh
who are the wrorst troubles in trapping rats. Many of
their traps are confiscated, but that won't stop their spear-
ing rats through the houses after the marsh freezes. It is
likely that English Lake Club will try diplomacy and hire
these men as patrols and guards next season, paying them
more than they can make elsewhere.
Mr. Sam Booth, in company with Mr. Alex T. Loyd

and a number of others, will' spend the holiday season
camping out, probably in a cabin boat on the Missouri
River, down South, and they should have a very enjoya-
ble time.
We are having snow here now. it has been intermittent

for three days, and though the weather is not unpleasantlv
cold, it would seem that the ducks would largely pass on
south from here before long. It has not been much of a
duck season. The boys have not gotten excited very
much over duck hunting for some reason. There has
been an exceptional interest among Chicago shooters in
live-bird trap shooting this season. The stir of the Kansas
City match has not yet died down. The boys up at
"Billy's" talk of it still. A day or so ago, up there, I
found a grotip of them gathered around big Ben Dicks,
who had just received from Andy Thomas, his opponent
in the Kansas City shoot, an elegant embossed card show-
ing the score, similar to that presented Col. Felton by Jim
Riley. Everybody is talking trap, and this saves the
ducks, which is all very well. As is known, there was to
be an effort made this next session of the Legislature to
pass a law prohibiting five bird shooting at the traps, but
it is not thought now that such a law can be passed as the
Legislature now stancly.

The quail also have gotten off easy this fall, and if we
do not have so terrible a winter as it is predicted we will
have, the stock for next year bids fair to be very good.
1 do not hear of any very startling bags. A son of Mr.

J. J. Jeffreys got 30 on a late trip into Indiana, below
Newton, last week.
Some few deer have been killed by Chicago men,

doubtless a great many that we do not hear of. I believe

I have mentioned that the W. L. Sbepard party got two
deer in their trip in the North Peninsula in October, Mr.

S. B. Chase got a fine buck in early November north of

Oconto, in Wisconsin. Mr. Thos. Dennaha also got a

good buck in his northern Wisconsin hunt.

Mr. Wm. Mitchell, a druggist of Oconto, Wis., has just

sent down to his friend Hank Smith, of this city, a very
fine head for mounting. It is a four-year-old buck, and
a beauty. Dick Turtle, who will mount it, says it has

been skinned in the neatest and most careful way he ever

saw. The skin of the head and neck has never been split

at all. but just rolled back over the neck. A head for

mounting should never be split up the neck for skinning.

The best way is to cut up the back of the neck to a point

midway between the horns, and then make a cross cut

from the base of the one horn to the other. The skin

should then be stripped off entirely, and salted well. The
bones can then be cleaned more thoroughly than when
the skin is left attached at any point. This is what a taxi-

dermist told me, at least, one time when I took a buffalo

head in for mounting. This head had been skinned off

all except a little strip between the horns, where the salt

couldn't get, but the bugs could. In the winter it would
not make so much difference.

Dec. 6.—A member of a prominent South Water street

commission firm told me yesterday that the receipts of

game for this fall had been the lightest known for a long
time, if not the lightest ever known. Ducks have come
mostly from western Minnesota, and a few from the great
freezers around Spirit Lake and other points in north-
western Iowa. The non-export laws of all these north-
western Stat* s are simply dead letters. "Last fall,"

said this gentlemen, "the supply of venison, quail and
prairie chickens on the market was the largest for 15

years. Game was very cheap and much of it was put
down in the freezers. The deer that you see displayed
on the street this fall are nearly all out of the last year's

cold storage. We think that last fall's unusual abund-
ance was due solely to the opening up of the Oklahoma
territory, at least the bulk of our shipments came f i om
there."
In other words, the game of the Indian Terr ory is

practically gone already. m
Mr. T. S. Boykin writes from Arkansas City, on the

line of the Nations, to Mr. A. Hirth of Spalding's, this

city, that he has within the month of November killed

1,500 quail to his one gun, and states that 20,000 quail
have during the past month of November been shipped
from that one station to the markets of St. Louis and
Chicago. Would all those birds have been killed if they
could not be sold? And if they can be sold are they not
going to be killed?

The gentleman above named has also a letter from his

friend, Mr. Wm. Flaccus, of Pittsburgh, Pa., who is

lately back from a very pleasant trip in Germany. Mr.
Flaccus has two brothers-in-law, who are both ober-
foresters on estates, the one in the Rhone district and
the other in the Spessart Gebirge, and he writes very
entertainingly about the abundance of game in their
districts. The deer are so abundant as to cause serious
damage to the crops of the peasants, for which the latter

always exact payment, both parties resorting to arbitra-

tion when the amount can not at once be agreed upon.
One keeper had sold 4001bs. of brook trout in one season
to a Baden hotel, the trout, shame to say, being taken in
nets and sold alive. The system of forestry practiced in
Germany, Mr. Flaccus thinks, is admirable, and should
be followed by every civilized land.
Ex-Governor Kellogg, of Louisiana is in town this

week, and states that himself, Gov. Wade Hampton and
Senator Quay, wall start shortly for another tarpon trip

in Florida. It is to be presumed that Gov. Hampton's
recent gun shot accident is not proving so serious as was
feared.

Mr. L. D. Webster, of this city, left hastily on Thurs-
day with-500 shells in his pocket, in response to a wire
from Henry, on the Illinois River, that ducks were in by
the millions, or maybe anyhow by the dozens.
On Thursday also it was that Sam Austin, the new

keeper at Mak-saw-ba Club, sent up word to Joel Kinney
that the mallards were in on that marsh in very large
numbers. There must have been some splendid mallard
shooting on the Kankakee and Illinois yesterday and to-

day, but it is too soon yet to hear the results.

Mr. Wm. Werner, chief conspirator in the Possum
Club, left last Wednesday for Cedar Lake, Inch, on the
Chicago & Erie road after quail, but has not been heard
from at this date.
An early meeting of the executive committee of the

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association will be called for
the purpose of formulating a plan of action in the matter
of having some more game laws passed. Incidentally
they may say a word or two about the next State tourna-
ment.
Speaking of game laws, or thinking of them, or need-

ing to know anything about any of them reminds me of
Forest and Stbeam's new Book of the Game Laws, a
copy of which I now carry in my pocket, an action that
any sportsman would do well to imitate, if he wants to
know he is right to a moral certainty on any game law
question in any State of the Union. Some sporting
papers, and some sporting goods dealers, and a good
many other people have of late been rendering sportsmen
very questionable service by putting out what they pur-
port to be tables in condensed form showing the open
seasons of all the States and Territories. I have been led
by the use of one of these condensed form businesses into
making one or two miserable blunders in game law dates,
and unquestionably others have also been victimized in
that way by "the little cheap slip that a dealer can give
away to a customer." It is a sort of "give away," espe-
cially to the customer who depends on one of these
things. Suppose he wants to get it right and goes to the
local statutes. Ten to one he cannot make head or tail
out of the enactments, and even a lawyer may
err about it. Suppose he wants the law of another
State and sends to a friend, an officer in some
gun club, for it. The friend may mean well,
but be ignorant. I have been through all these
stages myself, and until this book was published I was
ready to say that a man could not, anywhere in America,
get reliable information that would cover all the country

' in game law matters. But that is just what one can get

here, easily and quickly, and in the assurance that the
information is absolutely correct. I would recommend
law-drafting committees to look through these pages and

J

compare local laws with those of adjoining States and
vice versa. The total collect of the laws, which must
have made gray-haired and bowed down the man wTho
did it, shows a mass of reading which is valuable in a
good many ways besides that of telling a man when he _
may go shooting in such and such a State. I don't be-
lieve many people know how verbose, how complicated,
how ingnorant and ineffectual per se the bulk of our game
laws are. May the Book of the Game Laws, itself built

up by intelligent hard work, begin the millennial work of '

inatrgurating a clearer and more sensible state of affairs.
'

It is a labor done simply for the love of accuracy. Let us'
'

hope it may grow into much more than that in the way
of its unprophesied accomplishments.
Dec. 7.—The boys have quit shooting and gone to story-

telling, I am' afraid. I said something about Eddie Price
and his teal holes. Now that veracious gentleman is

around again to-day, and is once more insisting on the
accuracy of his old statement—which I believe was once „

before published in Forest and Stream—that during a .

certain hunt on the Kankakee he one day killed so many
ducks he couldn't put them all in one pile! This is one ,

of the standard Chicago lies, and any ambitious newcomer
is always steered against it.

I suppose no question has agitated the sportsman mind
of the whole country so much as the old one of "holding
on" and "holding ahead." Many and bitter are the discus- •

sions over that old difference, and many the geometrically
figured impossibilities which experience says are possible
on that topic. Apropos of all this, they tell a pretty good
story on Mr. George Smith, a well-known Board of Trade
marl here. Mr. Smith is a trifle English, very well to do,
and much addicted to the vice of buying fine gnns. He
is said to have $5,000 worth of Purdys, Westley Richards,
Lancasters and the like, and couldn't think of wearing •

the same gun twice in the week. He never shot so very
many ducks, however. Mr. Smith was up at Fox Lake
duck shooting, once upon a time, and the veteran pusher,

,

George Beckwith, had him out, and got him into a pass
where there was good shooting. Mr, Smith had a lot of i

fun, but he wasn't getting many clucks. "You don't hold
,

ahead far enough," said George; "you want to throw I

away far ahead of 'em, three or four feet at least, you'll
never get any till you do."

"I don't like this way of shooting air," said Mr. Smith,
"especially when I'm out shootin' at ducks you know; but
if you say three or four feet ahead, here goes!" So he
blazed away in the air, and knocked down his next duck.
Much gratified at this, he pursued that method further,
and before long was getting them down in pretty good
shape. "This way of holdin' ahead is a bloomin' success,"
said he.

By and by the flight stopped and George piled the
birds into the boat, and they started home. On the way
they passed a big rat house, on the top of which a big
muskrat was lying fast asleep. George stopped the boat I

and pointed out the rat. "Do you see him?" he asked.
"Indeed I do," said Mr. Smith; "see ine tumble him!''

So he blazed away, and never touched the rat, which
jumped off and swam away.
"Well, now, how on earth did you manage to miss that

rat," said. George, in his disgust forgetting his pusher's
discretion. "He was lying there fast asleep and I could
have killed him with a club."

"By Jove; I can hardly believe it meself," said Mr. r
.

Smith, "but do you know, I'm positive I did just as you
said, and held about 4ft. ahead of him, I did really, you
know!" E. Hough,

[In last week's report of the Possum Club, Col. Felton

'

is made to say that he admired the "brightness of the
table talk, the sparkle of the sportsman reporter, etc.,

etc." Doubtless all sportsman reporters will be pleased
at this unconscious tribute from the intelligent com-j
positor, but what was really written was "the sparkle of '

the spontaneous repartee." Which is a good deal dif-;

ferent. As it stands, the statement looks just a trifle re-.;

markable.—E. H.
|

Names and Pobtkaits ots Birds, by Ghardon Trumbun. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth. 230 Dagea. pries B2.50. For sale by Fobest
amdStbjam. -

The EULL tests of the game fish laws of all the States,,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

the Game Laws.

REARING SEA FISHES.
TINDER date of Nov. 27, Mr. Vinal N. Edwards, of!U Woods Holl, Mass., informs the U. S. Fish Com-
mission that codfish are still abundant in Vineyard Sound
Edgartown boats are taking them in considerable num-
bers off the mouth of Edgartown Harbor, in about six.

fathoms of water. From 75 to 90 good-sized cod atei

taken on a tide. None of the fishermen can remembei:
that cod were ever taken there before and they agret
unanimously in the belief that these are the result of tht

cod planting from the Woods Holl station

.

The following important experiment in rearing seabas*
and scup is also mentioned by Mr. Edwards:
"In June, 1890, while we were hatching sea bass anc

scup, I put one jar of young sea bass and one of young
scup into the eel pond in this place. There were aboun
50,000 of each. I think all must have lived, for during th(

month of November large schools of scup and sea bast

have been passing out under the bridge from the pond
Nov. 7 I seined in the pond, and caught thousands or(

both sea, bass and scup. The smallest was 2in. long, tht!

largest 4-Jin. We have one of our aquaria full of them,
but they will die when the water gets down to 40°.

seined day before yesterday, and also found the sea basi

and scup plenty in the pond, but not so abundant as tin,

first part of the month. All the young scup I have caugh<
seining in the harbor the last month, no doubt, came ou I

of the pond, for no scup or sea bass are found anywheivJ
else. Spring before last I put in a few young sea bas

j

into the pond, and they lived through last winter and m
now 10 and llin. long. I got some of them a few day
since. I also sent two or three by the Fish Hawk t>

Washington alive; these were taken from the eel pond,
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ICE FISHING IN ARCTIC ALASKA.

THE little cod of the polar seas, although a pigmy
compared witli the true cod of the Grand Banks and

George's, stands to the Esquimaux in as important a
relation as its bigger relative to the people of New Eng-
land. As this fish is one of the subjects of a communica-
tion from a valued correspondent, we present first a

sketch of its distribution and the brief record of its life

history. The polar cod, called in Capt. Herendeen's letter

the tomcod, is the polar coalfish of Eichardson and the
saida cod of the "Fishery Industries." Greenlanders know
it as the inisarlcornak.

The polar cod inhabits tho region around the North
Pole. It is recorded from Archangel, Nova Zenibla,

Spitsbergen and Greenland. In the White Sea it is very
abundant, being captured there, according to Coliett, in

great numbers and sold in Archangel.
This fish does not appear to have been taken in Alaska

south of St. Michael's. In Plover Bay, Siberia, we found
it sufficiently common in August and September. The
species is very common in Arctic waters of the east

coast of North America. Mr. Ludwig Kumlien found it

in Cumberland Gulf in January, 1878. He states that it

forms tbe principal food of one of the Greenland seals in

the winter. On Sir Edward Parry's first voyage it was
taken among the surface ice in Baffin's Bay, and on his

second voyage multitudes of the fish were collected from
rocky pools in Duke of York's Bay, Southampton Island,

where they had been left by the ebb tide. In Prince
Regent's Inlet Parry found it equally
common during his third voyage. Sir

John Ross took it abundantly in Batty
Bay in July and occasionally in winter
in Felix Harbor-. Parry found the polar
cod as far north as latitude 82f

3
in abund-

ance in small bays at the mouths of
fresh-water streams. Richardson records
it as a common winter inhabitant of the
northern bays of Greenland,
Lucien M. Turner, writing of his ex-

perience in Alaska, has the following
about the species:

"The specimens of Arctic cod collected
by me were obtained in the latter part

Of February, 1877, the coldest month
during a nearly four years stay at St.

Michaels. Some natives had made holes
in the ice in the bay and were fishing
through these holes when I visited them
and obtained several specimens. This
species was not observed at any other
than the winter season. The natives in-

formed me that they only occur in winter.
They were obtained in about 3£ fathoms."
Mr. E. W*. Nelson, who is also a well-

known Alaskan explorer, collected speci-
mens late in November on Norton Sound,
where it was abundant for a few days in
company with the imchna, a small cod
known in the books as the Gaclusnavaga.
Natives told Nelson that the polar cod
occurs every year on one portion of Norton
Sound, but is rarely taken at St. Michaels.
The length of the polar cod is said to

reach a maximum of 14in. ; the average
length, however, is about lfc, and the
weight less than \\b.

The fish, according to Richardson,
spawns on sea weeds along the shores in
February and under the ice.

On the 19th of August, a little above
the Arctic Circle, not far from the coast
of Alaska, while sailine along in the
Coast Survey schooner Yukon, Dr. Bean
saw large numbers of swimming jelly
fishes, very much like the common sun
jelly (Cya'nea) of the Atlantic, and under
the jelly fishes were frequently seen small
fish, of which we caught a great many
with a dip-net. We found these fish to
be the young of the polar cod. Tlr's

little fish was as common under the me-
dusae, as the young butterfish of the
Atlantic (Poronotus iriacantliua) is under
the jelly fishes in all the quiet bays of
New England.

Prof. Robert Coliett, in describing the
fishes of the Norwegian deep sea ex-
pedition, records tbe following facts con-
cerning the species:
"The individuals obtained on the ex-

pedition, contrary to the experience of
former observers, were taken in Ihe intermedial
strata of the cce^n, having on no occasion been
met at or near the surface. In Magdalene Bay
seventy-two individuals, ail of them young, the total
length averaging about 100 millimeters [4in.], were
brought up together in the trawl net, showing beyond
doubt that this species, in common with its congeners,
moves in shoals; but the animal remains found in the,

shoals. In summer he found attached to the gills a par-

asite similar to the one referred to by Coliett. "The polar
coalfish," he writes, "is of so curious a disposition that
it is readily attracted to the surface by agitating the
water, especially in the evening. Sometimes it leaps
upon the ice, when it becomes the prey of the Arctic
fox, which lies in wait for such a chance, and is even

polar con.

said to know how to bring about this desired event by
stirring the water with his foot through a crevice. The
Greenlanders take it in a similar way with their hands,
having learned the art, according to Fabricius, from the
fox,"
Captain E. P. Herendeen, the well-known Arctic

traveler, and member of the Signal Service party at Point
Barrow from 1881 to 1888, promised us in the spring of

ESQUIMAUX FISH SPEAR.

viscera of the specimens examined belonged chiefly (in
some instances exclusively) to Calarms finmarchicus,
or consisted of fragments of Themisto libellula, along
with Calani, accordingly pelagic forms, occurring at all

depths, from the surface to the bottom."
On the gills of one specimen was found an example of

a Hcemobaphes: two other small parvsitic crustaceans
had attached themselves to the skin of the same indi-
vidual."
Richardson mentions the polar cod, or coal fish, as the

principal nourishment of the sea fowl which frecpientthe
Arctic regions in summer, its habit of swimming at the
top of the water making it extremely easy of capture.
He includes the beluga, or white whale, among its

enemies, since this animal drives the fish upon the ice in

ESQUIMAUX BOY JIGGING POLAR COD.

1889, when he was about to start on a whaling expedition
to the mouth of the Mackenzie River, that he would give
to Forest and Stream some observations on the animals
encountered in his Arctic journeyings. The Captain was
at Point Barrow during the winter of 1889-90, out could
not remain in the Arctic because of failing health and
was obliged to return to San Francisco, from which place
he has forwarded the following interesting letter:

"I am back in San Francisco one year sooner than I
expected. My health was not good and I thought I had
better return and not hazard another winter in the north.
We did not get east to Herschell Island as we hopfd to do,
consequently I cannot give you any information in regard
to the fishes of that region, although I am informed by
natives who have lived in the vicinity of the Mackenzie
River that fish are very plentiful and of many varieties.
They also tell me of a lake that is fed by a stream flowing
from a mountain, and that the temperature of this stream
is so high that the ice does not freeze to a greater depth
than six to ten inches, and often in moderate weather
melts entirely. In this lake there are many varieties of
fish wh'ctican easily be taken there with hook or spear;
as many as desired, and, in fact, according to the report,
it must be an Indian paradise about there, since fish, rein-
deer and mountain sheep are very abundant. Ptarmigan
are plentiful in winter and ducks and geese in summer.
In the sea there are whales and beluga in great numbers,
and seals, also, are plentiful. No doubt if I had got there
I could have sent you a pretty good account of the fish to
be found, together with specimens.
"We were unable to get east of Point Barrow and con-

sequently were obliged to winter at that place, in Elson
Bay. No fish are taken there in winter except tomcod.
These are jigged along the coast in from 10 to 15 fathoms

of water. They are caught mostly by the women and
children. Fishing is done through holes in the ice, which
is from 4 to Oft. in thickness. The ice pick represented
in the sketch is used for drilling holes. It is a piece of
pointed iron fastened upon a wooden shaft. The spoon,
about o^in, long, made of two thin pieces of reindeer
horn, curved into suitable shape and fastened to a wooden
handle about 2ft. in length, is used to clear the surface
water in the hole of scum ice. The natives use a whale-
bone line made from strips of baleen, which they are very
expert in getting out of the required size. With this line
they can fish in any temperature, often 40° below zero.

A line made of this material does not ice up like a twisted
line of cotton or linen. They never put their hands to
the line in cold weather, bat haul it in with the stick on
which they reel the line and the spoon used for keeping
the hole clear of ice. With these two implements they
raise the fish and lower the line, and they do this with
wonderful rapidity.

' 'A gill-net used by the Esquimaux for taking small white-
fish and salmon trout is very skillfully made by months
of hard labor. The net is 12 fathoms long and 1 fathom
deep; it is made of strips of bone from yearling whales.
"The fish spear or native grains I was assured is very

old. I obtained it from an old doctor, who was very
loath to part with it, and I think there is no doubt about
the age of this implement, because in these latter days
the Esquimaux have plenty of iron and steel, and this
spear is made of bone. It was used in the capture of
fresh-water fishes.

"During the past spring whaling was
unprecedentedly bad. Only one whale
of any size having been taken on the
entire coast and none on the Siberian
coast or St. Lawrence's Island."
In a paper read before the American

Fisheries Society in May, 1884, Mr. John
Murdoch gave a description of fish and
fishing at Point Barrow, Arctic Alaska,
based upon his observations two years
preceding among the Esquimaux of the
region. In this article he gave a sketch
of the fishes used for food and the meth-
ods employed in capturing them. After
describing the hunting and fishing of the
natives, who go off to the large rivers

to the eastward to catch whitefish and
burbot, he tells in the following language
how those who stay at home obtain their

supplies of fish food: "In the meantime
those who have remained at home have
not been without a supply of fish food.

There is a small species of codfish, the
polar cod (Boreogadiis saida), which ap-
pears along the coast in large schools
about the end of January, or when the
sun again begins to rise. We were unable
to find out whether the fish really leaves
the coast to return in January, but at all

events the Esquimaux do not fish for

them until then and say there are none
to be found. They would be likely to

fish for them were any to be caught,
because just at this season of the year
they are apt to be pinched for food, as no
deer are to be had, and if the ice happens
to be unfavorable seals are very scarce.

"Wherever there is a level field of this

season's ice inclosed by lines of hum-
mocks, the fish are sure to be plenty.
Such a field as this, about half a mile
long, practically afforded a living to most
of the people in the village during the
season of 1883, because that year the ice

was very unfavorable for sealing, and
food was pretty scarce in the village.

"The fishing is carried on mostly by
the women and children, though one or

two old men generally go out, and one
or two of the younger men, when they
cannot go sealing and food is wanted at

the house, will join the fishing party.

"Each fisherman is provided with a
long-handled icepick,which he frequently
leaves sticking in the snow near the fish-

ing ground, a long line made of strips of
whalebone, reeled lengthwise on a slender
wooden shuttle about I8in. long and pro-
vided with a copper sinker and two pear-
shaped 'jigs' of w^alrus ivory armed with
four baroiess hooks of copper, and a scoop
or dipper made of reindeer antlers, with
a wooden handle about two feet long.

Hardly an Esquimaux, and especially no Esquimaux boy,

stirs out of the house in the winter without one of these

scoops in his hand. To every party of two or three there

will also be a good-sized bag of sealskin, generally made
of a piece of an old kayak cover, for bringing home the

fish. Arriving at the fishing grounds each proceeds to

pick a hole through the ice, which is about 4ft. thick,

clearing out the chips with the scoop. The 'jigs' are

POLAR coo JIU.

then let down through the hole, and enough line unreeled
to keep them just clear of the bottom where the fish are
playing about. The reel is held in the right hand and
serves as a short rod, while the scoop is held in the left

hand and used to keep the hole clear of the scum of new
ice, which, of course, is constantly forming. The line is

kept in constant motion, jerked up quickly a short dis-

tance, and then allowed to drop back, so that the little

fish that are nosing about the white 'jigs' after the man-
ner of codfish, are hooked about the jaw or in the belly.

"As soon as the fisherman feels a fish on his hook he
catches up a bight of the line with his scoop and another
below this with his reel and thus reels up the line on
these two sticks in loose coils until the fish is brought to

the surface, when a skillful toss throws him off the Tbarb-
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less hook on the ice, where he gives one convulsive flap

and instantly freezes solid. The elastic whalebone line

is thrown off the sticks without tangling and paid out
through the hole again for another trial. If fish are not

found plenty at the first hole the fisherman shifts his

ground until he 'strikes a school.' They are sometimes
so plenty that they may be caught as fast as they can be
hauled up. One woman will frequently bring in upward
of a bushel of little fish—they are generally about 5 or

6in. long—from a single day's fishing. This fishing lasts

until about the middle of' May, when the ice begins to

soften, A good many are also caught along the shore in

November in about a foot of water when there are no tide

cracks in the ice. At this season the Esquimaux use a
little rod about 2ft. long, with a short line and a little

ivory squid, at which the fish bite."

CO-OPERATIVE PROTECTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with great interest all your articles on deer
hounding and the unsportsmanlike butchery of game. I

have observed the course of things regarding these mat-
ters for many years and have come to this conclusion.
We need an association to propagate right ideas on these
subjects, and to develop and direct public intelligence

and sentiment regarding them. The work needed would
have to be partly the enactment and enforcement of suit-

able laws, and partly the education of the American peo-
ple. .Neither kind of work would accomplish the object
alone. Both are indispensable. It would take money.
There would have to be an organization on a simple, sen-
sible plan, and an executive committee of intelligent and
public-spirited men who would serve without pay. But
it would require one man, an agent or secretary, who
would devote his time to the work, and he would have
to be paid a competent man's salary and some other ex-
penses would have to be provided for.

There are men who believe in the preservation of game
who have money. Well, they will have to go about the
business in a practical and businesslike way. They must
not give all their money to found miserable little colleges
where there are too many now. The preservation of our
mountain forests and streams, and of their fish and
game, is a necessity of civilization, and it is full time
that we should set about it seriously. When men become
serious about anything they do something besides talk.

We shall have to study the art of getting things done
here in America. The method of work for all such ob-
jects by means of voluntary associations of citizens, with
simple arrangements for the diffusion of knowledge and
the propagation of ideas, is a natural product of existing
conditions. It is sensible and practical, and yields larger-

results for the means employed than any other plan that
has been tried. J, B. Harrison,
New York.

ANGLING NOTES.

AN angler complains in one of the weekly sporting
papers that American fly tyers copy only English

patterns of flies, whereas our natural insects should be
imitated instead.
While undoubtedly many dealers do sell foreign pat-

terns almost exclusively, yet some of the manufacturers
of flies make up a number of patterns that are copied
from our natural insects. Besides which there are very
many fancy flies that are exclusively American.
Among the imitations of our own flies to be had are

the following: Bee, Seth-Green or Gen.- Hooker, Beaver-
kill, Abbey, queen-of-the-water, great-dun, Cahill, olive-
gnat, claret-gnat, sand-dun, dark-coachman, black-fly,
yellow-May, orange-miller, orange-black, red-fox, dark-
fox, bright-fox, royal-coachman, etc., etc. Among the
fancy patterns the famous scarlet-ibis had a wide reputa-
tion. Then there are the dark and light-Montreal, Can-
ada, blue-jay, Eomeyn, toodle-bug, Roosevelt, Holberton,
Tomat-Joe, Lord-Baltimore, Lottie, Brandreth, Beatrice,
Imbrie, Rube-Wood and a host of others too numerous to
mention. Many of these have proved to be exceedingly
lulling.

Some of the Enlish patterns, such as the grizzly-king,
professor, gray and green drakes, hawthorne, alder, coach-
man, March-brown, red-spinner, stone and the various
hackles have been favorably known for years and have
proved to be great killers from Maine to California.
The list of flies is so great that we doubt if the angler

can be benefited by anynew designs, and it would be hard
to find a natural fly that could not be very nearly dupli-
cated in any of our principal tackle stores.

Scarlet-Ibis.

NEW YORK GAME PROTECTORS.
rpHE regular monthly meeting of the Commissioners ofX Fisheries of New York was held last Tuesday, all the
Commissioners being present except Mr. Blackford, who
has for several weeks been confined to his bed by serious
illness.

Memorials and petitions were received from residents
of Syracuse and vicinity asking the appointment of
George Crownheart as game protector for the Tenth Dis-
trict; and similar claims were preferred by others in favor
of Edward Hawn. The Commissioners, however, ex-
plained that there was at present no vacancy in that
district, F. P. Drew still holding office there; his re-
moval from the office of chief game protector did not
affect his subordinate position, he had simply been re-
tired to the r^nks, and was still protector in the Tenth
District, and until he should resign or should be dis-
charged for cause, the Commissioners could do nothing
toward appointing a successor.
A synopsis of the reports of the several protectors was

presented, from which we take the following:
Robert Brown, Jr., First District. -"On the 22d of this month I

arrested five, men for shooting on Sundav. Their trial was ad-
journed to the 4th of December. On the 29t h 1 caught a fellow
celling trapped partridges, ac Manhoe, Sufiolk county. Their
CJBes will e«me up nest month. - '

Willett Kidd, Second Distriet.- l'Miles Parker paid $59 and
costs, Nov. b, to settle a suit commenced aaainst Mm for
pollution pt streams. The defendant Parker owns and operates
n, saw nv 11 in G later county and ran the sawdust into the stream,
'- L; aci.tou j. or p:-jfi:-,]-.;y \v;i :: ''oiLrttse ;

i f t>) Ovn.n^e County iSni'f-MF
Court on the J one is, im, and resulted as above stated'."
Matthew Kennedy, Third District-"A suit was commenced in

Greene Ootmby .rustics Dour? against William Friend, who isr
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Peter R. Leonard, Sixth District—On Nov. 8 arrested Abe
Davis and Charles Mandigo for illegal fishing. The prisoners
were tried in Justice Court, at Pope's Mills, St. Lawrence county,
on the 18th, and acquitted. An action for penalty was at once
commenced against the parties. Suits were also commenced in
St. Lawrence County Sum-erne Court against Samuel Davis and
James H. Mandigo for a like offense."
George Moyer, Seventh District.—"I have five eases to be dis-

posed of at the present term of court, which convenes at Lowville,
Dec. 1. Further allow me to say that I have not been idle the past
two montbs. I have picked up ten cases of violations which I
hope to he able to prosecute and report next month."
Sherman F. Snyder, Ninth District.—"Nov. 13 at Millsburgb,

Schoharie county, seized and destroyed an eel rack. It was of
little value. Spent several days on Otsego Lake during the month
but discovered no new violations."
Fred. P. Drew, Tenth District.—"Was on duty ten days, four of

which was spent in Albany before Codification Commission.
Have attended to suits now pending in the counties of Jefferson,
Lewis, Herkimer and Oneida."
Daniel Staring. Eleventh District— "In Jefferson County Justice

Court, Nov. 12, David Shannon plead guilty to illegal fishing, and
was fined $1*5 and costs, Moiety received §8. Nov. 12, at Clear
Lake, Jefferson county seized and desl roved one gill net valued at
$10."
Henry C. Carr, Twelfth District.—"Suits were brought in Cayu-

ga County Supreme Court Nov. 6 against Christopher Peterson,
Schuyler Peterson, George E. Peterson and George R. Peterson.
All charged with spearing trout on the 8th and 13th of November,
instant Nov. 29 an action was commenced in Tompkins County
Supreme Court against Stephen R. Tones for catching game fish
with an eel rack. Seized and destroyed two gill nets on Owasco
Lake, three fyke nets on Cayuga Lake and two trap nets on
Oneida Lake, of the aggregate value of £250. In the past two
months I have eriven all the spare time I had to the waters of
Oneida Lake. I have raided every bay and inlet upon that lake
and seized many nets and destroyed them. I have commenced
several actions in Supreme Court and have many more to com-
mence. While doing the work upon that lake through mud and
storm, night and day, and threats of violence, who should have
the credit? I, with the good help I received from the oarsmen at
South Bay, who stood by me in cleaning out the worst gang on
the face of the earth."
John Sheriden, Thirteenth District—"Seized and destroyed 32

gill nets as follows: Five at Hammondsport, 4 at Gibsons, Sat
Keuk a, 4 at Grove Springs, 3 at Bluff Point, 9 at Haddens Point
and 2 at Lewis Point, on Lake Keuka; 1 at Dresden and 2 at Long
Point, on Seneca Lake. Aggregate value, $1,673."
George M. Schwartz, Fourteenth District—"A suit was com-

menced in Ontario County Justice Court.Nov. 26,against Dr. Behan
for shooting quail illegally. In Monroe County Justice Court,
Nov. 29, Charles Loyor was convicted of illegal fishing and fined
$8 and costs. Nov. 6, at Irondequoit Bay, seized and destroyed
2 gill nets; Nov. 22, 1 fyke net and 3 leaders at Wide Water: Nov.
24, at Braddocks Bay, 5 fyke nets and 2 leaders. Total value, $140."
Charles Ripson, Fifteenth District—"The case of the people

against the Buffalo Fish Company was settled Nov. 11, on pay-
ment of $50 penalty and $17.50 costs. Moiety received $25. This
action was commenced in Erie County Supreme Court on the 29th
May, 1890, The complaint charged the company with having in
possession and exposing black bass for sale on the 3d day of April,

With respect to the choice of a candidate to fill the place
of ex-protector Bradley (who, by the way , was not reap-
pointed at political dictation nor any other), Chief Pro-
tector Pond reported that the inquiry on the subject had
not yet been completed by him, as his constant attendance
had been required at the court terms of Clinton and
Franklin counties.

Large Muscallonge.—Clayton, N. Y.—I inclose a
tooth from a muscallonge I caught here last year, also
mail you a photograph of the fish and another caught by
a friend (Mr. Solon Johnson) on the same day. My fish
weighed oOlbs. when I landed him, and on weighing him
on my return from camping, four days later, he weighed
47Jibs. The fish was sent to Mr. Blackford, Fulton
Market, and exhibited by him several days. I think it

was as large a fish as has been brought in from the St.
Lawrence.—J. Gra. Frasee.

A Hybrid Salmon.—One of the State Fish Commis-
sioners of Oregon in 1888 crossed the quinnat and blue-
back salmon, the former being the largest of the Pacific
salmon and the latter next to the smallest. The eggs
hatched without difficulty, but all of the embryos were
blind. They were kept until the egg sac was absorbed,
when all of them died because they could not see the
food offered to them.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 5.—They are catching bait and get-
ting ready for the ice fishing up at Fox Lake now. The
lake is expected to freeze over and offer a long season
this year. This ice fishing destroys more fish in Fox
Lake than anything else, and ought to be stopped. The
market fishers come from miles around.—E. H.

ANGLING MEMOBIES.-Of Mr. Samuels's "With Fly-Rod and
Camera" Mr. W. A. Brooks writes: "I cannot say too much of it
as a specimen of book-making, and the pictures appeal to me
strongly. They bring bacjfe a hundred reminiscences from my
own experience, and no book in my library will be more highly
cherished. Mr. Samuels is a man of probably twice my age, and
I only hope that if I live so long I may have as many pleasant
days by flood and field to lookback on as he has."

ABUNDANCE OFYOUNG COD.-Mr. Vinal N. Edwards
of Woods Holl, Mass., has communicated to the U. S. Fish
Commission the following interesting note on the occurrence
of young cod in Vineyard Sound and vicinity: Codfish are
very plentiful m Vineyard Sound; some are taken also in
Buzzards Bay; they are good fish and weigh from 5 to lOlbs
each. One boat went off Nouemessett last Saturday tautogg-
ing, and they caught 18 good-sized cod in one hour: they also
lost a good many, their hooks being too small. A week ago
last Monday, a boat went just outside of Nantucket Bar and
drifted 2 hours, and caught 90 cod; this is the first time cod
were taken there. All the smackmen from Nantucket
booals report young cod very abundant; they never saw the
like before. They are reported very common off Cape Cod
also; the fishermen all seem to think these are the voun°- cod
turned lose by the U. S. Fish Commission.
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?,0P the United States.—A large, handsome map of theUnited tetates, showing North and South Dakota, mounted andsuitable tor office or home use and issued by the Burlington Route
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A MOOSE PORTRAIT.
WE have received from Mr. Lucius L. Hubbard, of Boston, a

gravnre-etching of a portrait of the American moose, by
W. L. Taylor. The plate is 2iXl6in, exclusive of margins, and is
intended for framing. Mr. Hubbard writes: "I suppose moose,
like other beings, differ a good deal inter sese. They certainly do
in their hell and horns. 1 am not surprised then when this man
tells me the bell is too scant in my picture, or that man that the
ears are not at the proper angle. I have verified both points from
nature. My object has been to preserve the moose from the mis-
fortune of being idealized, and if this fate shall have been
arrested from him I shall feel well repaid." In this he has so far
succeeded that although the pictured moose are legion, in books
and magazine papers, we recall none so faithful to nature and on
the. whole so satisfactory as thatnow before us. In most respects
it is beyond criticism: and those who are so fortunate as to possess
copies of the reproduction are under obligations to Mr. Hubbard
and his artist for the good work they have done. Without intend-
ing in the least invidious criticism we suggest, in response to Mr.
Hubbard's request, two or three points in which we think the
drawing might have been improved.
The common idea is that a moose stands very much higher at the

withers than at the hindquarters, and it is almost invariably so
represented in drawings or pictures. As a matter of fact, the
difference is very much less than is commonly supposed, and in
full grown animals is sometimes scarcely apparent.
Another feature that strikes one at once upon seeing a moose

is the squareness of the rump. The animal has no tail, so to
speak, but looks very much as if "sawed off." Has not Mr.
Taylor drawn his moose with too much droop to the hindquarters,
that is to say, both as to general depression of the entire hind-
quarters and the slope that he has given to the rump, which is
now arranged something like that of a horse? As to the bell we
suppose the animal from which Mr. Taylor made his studies had
simply a long tuft depending from the throat, much in the style
of a turkey's heard. Such tufts are frequently seen on moose,
hut so far as our observation goes, the most of these animals have
the pouch extending 6 or Sin. along the neck. Of course where a
study is made from life, the animal has to be shown with what-
ever sort of hell he happens to have, whether the pouch or the
simple, tuft.
The most noticeable defect, and one which gives to a person

who never saw a moose an erroneous impression of his locomo-
tive powers, is in the hoofs. The moose is represented as standing
on bis heels, and the hoofs are to our notion much larger in pro-
portion than any we ever saw on a moose, being rather over one-
twelfth of the animal's height at the shoulders.
Among the measurements of moose, made by our careful corre-

spondent Col. Cecil Clay and his brother, Capt. Clay, and sent to
us, were the following:

One moose, height 6ft. 10in., tread of hoof, 5^in.
One moose, height 6ft., tread of hoof, <%in.
One moose, height 6ft. Sin., tread of hoof, 5 in.
One moose, height 6ft. lin., tread of hoof, 5M"i.

Showing a tread of hoof running from one-fourteenth to one-
sixteenth of the height of the shoulder, with the loaning toward
the smaller tread. We suppose Mr. Taylor in making his study
from life had for his model an animal in confinement, the hoofs of
which were not worn, as are those of a wild moosp, by constant
travel. To sec what effeco the feet he has given the animal have
in the general impression of the beast, take a sheet of paper and
hold it so that its upper edge just covers the hoofs so as to keep
them out of sight. Running your eye down the animal's legs,
you imagine he is standing on four moderate-sized, firm, well-set
hoofs, such as you think ought to belong to that kind of leg; on
which an animal could with great facility make remarkable time,
especially if he got a whiff of your scent, over anyand every kind
of country. Slip the paper down and you will then see what we
mean: that he is standing on his heels as though he were trying
to imitate a caribou walking on the snow and spreading his toes
out so as to us his feet as snowshoes.
But when all is said, the fact remains that this portrait marks

the best effort yet made in picturing the moose as he is found in
the forest.
Mr. Hubbard in his circular says that the moose is the most un-

couth and ungainly member of the deer family in the world. That
is in a certain sense true. The more wild moose a man sees, the
less uncouth he comes to consider the beast, for the latter very
well suits the wild and rugged surrounding of the sort of spot in
which he is ordinarily found. There is a sort of weird mysterious
aspect about him at all times that makes him very interesting.
When he takes a notion to travel, he can often do it with so much
dexterity as to almost approach grace, and is, perhaps, somewhat
disappointing at times to the man hunting.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the BUckeve Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Binghamton. N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mclnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. B. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Jan. 20 to 25 —Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Yonderlei th, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary.
Feb. 21 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffor, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 21 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Secretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr.. Secretary.
April 11 to 17— Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Branny, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
POINTER DERBY.

Second Series {Continued),

LEXINGTON, N. O, Tuesday, Dec. 2.—I have already
given the details of the first day's running at this

meeting, and a brief synopsis of this day's work by tele-
graph. The morning opened as usual, bright and frosty,
getting rather warm during the middle of the day. Birds
were quite plentiful in certain localities, so that a fair esti-
mate could be formed of the dogs' work, The first brace,

ZIG ZAG AND TEAT,
were put down at 8:18 in high sedge grass, about half a mile
out or town. McMurdo handled Zig 2ag, and John White
Tray. Wind northeast. Considerable ground waa covered
before «ay scent was found when Zig Zag pointed in fence
Side, Tcay backed, but nothing cams to it. Both dogs, taen
poiRtud,. ob* «*eh *ide o? *fe* iww, Moving mi & hw*
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SOME FIELD TRIAL "POINTS."

flushed in woods near Zig Zag. Afterward Tray pointed
but no bird was found. Moving on through woods Tray
pointed and White flushed a single; dog steady to shot and
wing. After some further traveling with no result, dogs
were ordered up at 9:23, and Zig Zag won. There was little

work done in the way of finding birds by which to decide
the heat.

SPOTTED BOY AND MAID OF KENT.

These two were slipped at 9:30 where the others had been
taken up, in sedge grass. After working out a lot of ground
S. Boy got on to the scent and roaded toward some pines.
Then in pines Maid dropped to a point, S. Boy baching
stylishly. Buckle flushed the birds and fired; dog" steady to
shot and wing. Sent on, S. Boy pointed a single which
Richards flushed; dog steady to wing. Sent on, Maid moved
lame, her foot having been trodden on by her handler, but
she dropped as a single flushed. In a strip of woods, Maid
pointed a single and Boy backed. Buckle then flushed the
birds; both dogs steady. On in sedge, S. Boy soon after got
a good point on a bevy at edge of pines. Richards flushed
and shot; dogs steady. The dogs were then taken up and
heat awarded to Spotted Boy. This was a good decision, for
Spotted Boy showed better range and style and found his
birds well. In the meanwhile Tyke had run his bye.

Third Series.

TAPSTER AND TYKE.
Cast off in a cornfield both started off well. Working on

into young pines Tapster pointed four birds, which Buckle
flushed, dog steady to wing. Then in sedge grass Tyke
pointed but failed to locate birds. This was followed by
Tapster roading to a flush in woods, several birds getting
up when dog dropped to wing. Coming to the edge of pine
wood Tyke made a good point on a bevy, Tapster backing.
Cameron flushed and both dogs were steady. On in woods
Tapster roaded to a point on a bevy which flushed wild.
Then Tyke got in two more points on scent only and at edge
of some oaks Tapster followed suit. Dogs were'then ordered
up at 12:06 and the heat given to Tapster. Neither showed
much merit in this heat, both were equal in style and range,
but somehow neither could find the birds. A move was
now made for lunch.

ZIG ZAG AND SPOTTED BOY.

After lunch these two were put down in weeds at 1:07.

On, in woods, Spotted Boy made game and flushed a bevy
down wind. In pines Spotted Boy'pointed foot scent only,
Zig backing, dogs moved on and some time after, in a corner
of woods, near the dogs, a bevy flushed, both steady to
wing. Spotted Boy pointed, moved on and roaded to a
point again, Zig backing each time. Then Spotted Boy
located the birds and pointed, when Richards put up a bevy;
Zig backed, and dogs were steady to shot and wing, this
being a nice piece of work. Spotted Boy then found a single
and bird flushed. Then in pines Spotted Boy pointed, but
birds had gone on. Dogs were ordered up at 2:12 and heat
awarded to Spotted Boy. He showed the better nose, speed
and range. As the next heat in this stake would be to decide
the winner it was decided to give Spotted Boy a rest and go
on with the first series in the Setter Derby.

SETTER DERBY.
First Series.

GOSSIP AND DATCHA.
The flrat brace down at 3:18 were Gossip, handled by

Stoddard, sad Datcha by Smith. Soon after starting, dogs
teassed some bi^dsin «ied«e grass which flushed wild, ^Takea

back another bird got up close to the dogs' this may have
been excusable, it was quite warm about this time of the
day. In edge of corn Datcha pointed, drew on, pointed
again. Gossip backed, then drew on and went on in front of
the other and a single flushed, this unsteadiedboth dogs, but
they dropped to Smith's shot! On m woods, Datcha on the
other side of fence, pointed again and Gossip backing, Smith
put up a bevy, to which dogs were steady. Datcha then
roaded through a swamp after these birds and soon both
dogs pointed, Datcha getting wind first over a dry patch of
sand banks, birds were flushed and both were steady to wing.
In sedge grass further on, Datcha pointed again, Gossip
backing, and Smith shot over single, both steady. This was
quite quick work on these birds. Dogs were ordered up at
3:20. Both ranged well, Gossip being an especially active,
merry-working bitch, though Datcha had the luck of the
birds.

IAN AND OLGA.

These two were cast off at 3:24 in some corn. Soon after,
Olga in sedge grass pointed false, Ian backed, moving on
Ian almost flushed a covey, but dropped at once to wing.
Making for the birds which were marked down in woods,
Ian pointed and Olga backed, but nothing came of it. Olga
got a single and Ian was brought up to back. Further on
Ian stopped again and Olgo backed, but Cameron could find
no birds; dog ordered on, he roaded to another point with
the same result. After going over a good deal of ground and
with one or two more no-game points for Ian, he at the edge
of the field pointed again, when Cameron flushed a single,
this was no doubt the bird he was making for all the time.
Dogs were then ordered up at 4:25 and a start made for town.
Neither shows very good work, though Ian is the better, but
will have to get on to his birds a bit more confidently.

WecMesday.
POINTER DERBY.

Final Series.

SPOTTED BOY AND TAPSTER.
The first heat this morning was to decide the winner of

first place in this stake, and a ride of about four miles
brought us to Grimes's place, where game was found in
abundance during the day. The wind was east and the
mbrning was raw and drizzling. Dogs were cast off at 9:05.
Soon after starting Tapster whirled to a handsome point
and moved on. Spotted Boy coming up a moment later
pointed same place and got the birds; Richards flushed. At
the edge of woods Spotted Boy pointed and Tapster backed,
when a bevy flushed. Further on in woods Tapster pointed
same birds and Boy backed, when Buckle flushing, dogs
then dropped to wing. After working out of woods into
some grass Boy came to a point, but did not hold it, roaded
on some distance and pointed bird in a ditch. Tapster then
pointed and Boy backed and Buckle flushed the birds some
distance sahead; both steady towing. In a patch of corn
Boy then came to a stylish point, Tapster backing nicely,
Richards put up the birds and shot, dogs steady to shot and
wing. This was a very pretty piece of work. On in pines
Tapster pointed just in time to save himself, birds getting
up all around him. Just before this Boy had flushed a
single. Then Tapster in woods flushed a single, and a
yard or two further on another flushed just as he came to a
point. On, Boy pointed a single nicely, and Tapster coming
up did his duty creditably; bird put up by Richards, who
fired, and both were steady. Dogs were ordered up and the
heat and first prise given to Spotted Boy. He deserved it,
aa he had better range md style, m& had the null on birds.
The flj»t series of feh*

SETTER DERBY.
ANDY AND ATALANTA.

The Setter Derby was then resumed. Dogs were turned
down at 10:30 in weeds. Andy was handled by Avent and
Atalanta by Nesbitt. Soon after starting, across a ditch in
weeds, Andy pointed and a single flushed wild ahead, Ata-
lanta backing. Moving on, another single flushed wild to
Atalanta's point, Andy backing nicely. On, Andy dropped
to a flush of birds which Atalanta was pointing lower down.
In weeds to one side, Andy pointed handsomely and Atalanta
backing. Avent flushed a bevy, fired, killed and both dogs
were steady. Further on a single was flushed by Avent.
Atalanta roading on, a single got up well ahead of her.
Further on Andy flushed a single and chased a yard or so,
stopping to order. In thick grass Atalanta pointed a single,
Andy backing quite a distance away. At edge of woods
Andy whirled to a nice point on a bevy which Avent flushed.
On, Andy flushed a single. In corn Atalanta pointed a bird
and Andy backed. In ragweed Andy came to a point with-
out result. Dogs ordered up at 11:30. Both ranged well,
Andy being a little the speedier.

BUPEPvT AND TOBY LIEUTENANT.
Cast off at 11:35 in open field. Rupert, handled by his

owner J. M. Avent, and Tory Lieutenant by John White.
Ranging on through woods, Tory was the first to find and
pointed a covey. After a good deal of ground had been
covered Rupert came to a point but nothing found. Then
further on Rupert pointed again and Avent flushed and
shot. Working out of woods, Tory pointed at the edge and
two birds flushed wild. Sent on in weeds, in the open,
singles flushed in quick succession. Dogs were ordered up
at 12:30. Both are wide rangers, especially Tory Lieutenant;
he has also the speed, style about equal. A move was now
made for lunch. Then came the run off for second place in

POINTER DERBY.
TAPSTEB AND ZIG ZAG

being cast off in stubble at 1:25, both went off together at a
good gait. After some ranging Zig, in the open, came to a
point and Tapster backed. McMurdo put up a single close
to and fired, both dogs steady to shot and wing. In edge of
oaks Tapster pointed a single and further on Zig got on to
the main bevy, which was a large one. Tapster backed and
both were steady as McMurdo flushed. Coming out of woods
Zig whirled to a point in some grass and Tapster, backing
prettily, McMurdo flushed a single. The dogs were then
ordered up and heat and second prize given to Zig Zag, and
Tapster was awarded third. The first series and names of
owners have been already published.

POINTER DEEBY SUMMARY.
First Scries.

TAPSTER (Charlotteville Kennels), King of Kent—Hope,
>ioith

Beacon (A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale), Ightfleld Dick—Polly
Peach 'um.

Zig Zag (Charlotteville Kennels), King of Kent—Hops,
ivitli

RUSH of Lad (T. H. Gibbs), Lad of Bow—Westminster
Gladiola.

Penelope II. Lebanon Kennels), Lebanon—Penelope.,
with- t , 0 ... .

!0BAY *N, K moe&wellH Tortr White—Bar>land Pea*),*
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Naso Bow of Elms (Elms Kennels), Naso of Kippen—
Lass of Bow,

with
Maid of Kent (Charlotbeville Kennels), King of Kent-

Hops.

Spotted Box (Chas. Proctor), Trinket's Boy—Nellie Bow,
with

Tyke (A, P. Heywood-Lonsdale), Ightfield Dick—Per-
dita.

Second Series.

Tapster "beat Penelope II

Zig Zag beat Tray.
Spotted Boy beat Maid of Kent.
Tyke a bye.

Tldrd Series.

Tapster beat Tyke.
Spotted Boy beat Zig Zag.

Fina l Series.

Spotted Boy beat Tapster and won first prize.

Zig Zag beat Tapster and won second prize.

Tapster third prize.

Mr. Chas. Proctor's Spotted Boy, by Trinkett's Bang-
Nellie Bow, is a handsome-looking, heavily marked liver

and white, is a good and speedy ranger, and is a stylist

looking dog altogether. Zig Zag, by King of Kent—Hops,
is another handsome liver and white, and is a litter brother
to the third prize winner, Tapster, botb owned by the Char-
lotteville Kennels. The Setter Derby was then continued.

SETTER DERBY.
- First Series.

' SAM E. AND PH03NESS.

The fifth brace in this stake was cast off at 2:28 in thick
grass. Sam R. handled by Titus, and Phoeness by Cameron.
Both got off well, and a short time after both pointed in rag
weed and a bevy was flushed by Cameron, which was marked
down in woods. On after the scattered birds, Phoeness
pointed in the woods, then roaded to several birds; further
on Sam pointed and Phoeness backed, when a single flushed;
then Sam pointed but nothing was found, though a few
yards further on a single flushed just in front of him, when
he dropped to wing. Sent on, out of woods in sedge and
oaks, Sam pointed, roaded on and a rabbit started. Lower
down in woods Sam pointed and was backed by Phoeness;
then in swamp Phoeness drew on to a point and. a bevy
flushed wild. Sent on out of woods, Sam made a fruitless

point, Phoeness backing. After another no-game point by
Phoeness, dogs were ordered up at 3:28. Sam R. is a little

the wider ranger; style about equal. It is probable both
will remain in.

TEAP, JE. AND WHYTE B.

The next brace was put down at 3:30 in corn. W. E. Gray
handled Trap, Jr., and W. S. Titus had charge of Whyte B.
In edge of corn Trap started his score with a point, to which
nothing being found he was ordered on, and roading

;
pointed

again, but no birds were found. Over a swamp m woods
Whyte B. then pointed a bevy and Trap backed. On, Whyte
B. pointed again; nothing found. In the same field Trap
made the same sort of point, when he was taken up to wait
for Whyte B., who had ranged off. On, in corn Whyte B.
just saved his point as a bevy flushed. Sent on, Whyte B.
pointed and Trap backed, when a single was flushed by
Tucker. Then a yard or two further on Whyte B. pointed
again

,
Trap backing. Dogs were ordered up aftersome more

ranging at 4:35. Whyte B. seemed to have better range and
style.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND MARGUERITE.
Cast off at 4:38 in clover field. Peg handled by S. C. Brad-

ley and Marguerite by D. E. Rose. Peg started off the
faster. Soon after starting Peg pointed; nothing found;
pointed again and moved on. In sedge grass Marguerite
pointed handsomely, and Peg brought up to back, did so,

when Rose flushed the birds, shot and killed, dogs steady.
On through oak wood, Peg pointed footscent, Marguerite
backing. Dogs moved on and Peg repeated her previous
performance; and as it was getting dusk, dogs were ordered
up at 5:07 to be put down again in the morning.

Thursday.
PEG WOFFINGTON AND MARGUERITE.

The meet this morning was at Grimes's place again, dis-
tant about four miles from town. The weather was an
agreeable change from that of yesterday, and though rather
cold the morning was clear and bright, becoming much
warmer toward noon. The undecided of last evening was
resumed at 8:49, dogs being put down in weeds. Soon after
starting a bevy was flushed by the judges. Outside of pines
Marguerite dropped to a flush and another bird flushed just
after. Then a false point for Marguerite, both dogs making
game, but nothing was found. A good deal of ground was
covered, but beyond a point on foot scent by Peg nothing
more was done. Dogs ordered up at 9:20, this, ending the
series. Peg Woffington was the faster bitch' and more
stylish, but the other had the best nose. The judges then
consulted and decided that the following should remain in.
Whyte B. against Tory Lieutenant.
Sam R. against Ian.
Rupert against Marguerite.
Trap, Jr., against Phoeness.

Second, Series.

WHYTE B. AND TORY LIEUTENANT.
Cast off at 9:26 in open fields. Soon in high weeds Tory

pointed and birds flushed wild in every direction, Tory was
steady to wing. Then a single got up out of high weeds,
where Whyte B. had been roading. On, in corn, a bevy
flushed and above where the bevy flushed Whyte B. came to
a point and Tory backed, but nothing came of it and dogs
moved on; several false points were now scored by each till,
after some time had elapsed, Tory pointed a single, which
flushed wild, then at the other side of field Tory picked up
another single. Sent on Tory pointed another single in
thick grass and then pointed the main bevy as he moved
across the field to look for Tucker. Dogs were then ordered
up and the heat given to Tory, who proved the faster and
wider ranges, though the High Point winner did not show
the form he is capable of.

SAM R. AND IAN.

Cast off at 10:55 in weeds the dogs made toward the woods
when Ian at the edge of them pointed false; working
through the cover Ian came to a nice point, when Cameron
flushed a single, Ian steady to wing; further on a few yards
Ian again pointed and Cameron flushed the birds. On,
through some oaks, and then Ian, going down a grass field,
whirled to a point, moved on but could not locate game
Some distance further Sam R. pointed in weeds and Ian
backed, but nothing found. After this Ian did quite a
pretty piece of work; coming to a poiut which Sam R. sus-
tained he was ordered on to flush, and roading to game in
good style a single flushed, both dogs steady, fn woods
Sam R. pointed and Ian backed, but nothing came of it-
further on he pointed again just in time, Ian backed and
birds flushing Titus shot, dogs steady. Sent on Sam R
scored another fruitless point and then moved on. Dogs
were then ordered up at 11:56 and Ian was given the heat
Ian showed the best work on birds, Sam R. the wider and
faster ranger. A move was then made for lunch at the
Crimes farm.

RUPERT AND MARGUERITE.
These two were put down after lunch at 12:52 in sedge

grass. Working into woods Rupert pointed and a single

flushed wild. On in high weeds at the edge of woods Ru-
pert pointed another single, which flushed, dogs steady to

wing. Some open ground was then worked out, and pass-
ing into woods by the fence Rupert bagged another single,

Marguerite backing him nicely. Further on in sedge Ru-
pert pointed, but no bird was found. This he repeated, and
roading on he came up to another single, which flushed
wild, at least so it was said. In sedge grass Marguerite
then pointed a bird, which flushed ahead, a bevy having
previously got up in front; then she bagged another and
two birds flushed wild, both handlers claiming a point.
Rupert then did a stylish piece of work pointing a single in
a thicket in good shape; Avent flushed. Moving on Rupert
secured a point on a bevy, Marguerite backing nicely.

Avent flushed the birds and both were steady to wing.
Dogs were then sent on after these birds, when several
singles flushed some distance from them. This was a busy
heat, and considering the warm day some good work was
done. Rupert showed himself the wider and faster ranger
and deservedly won. Dogs up at 1:52.

TRAP, JR. AND PHC3NESS.

Put down at 1:59 in ragweed, they were ordered toward
woods, in edge of which Phoeness pointed without result;

lower down Trap Jr. followed suit. Then Phoeness repeated
in some corn. Working on Trap, Jr. pointed in some briers,

Phoeness backing, when Gray shot, both dogs steady. Then
near a cotton patch Phoeness pointed, but no game was
found. Then -Trap did the same stylishly, and Phoeness
backed. Trap, ordered on, a yard or two further he stopped
on a point just in time to save a flush. As the bevy rose,
Gray shot, both steady. Sent on Trap again got on to the
bevy and Phoeness sustained him. Then in sedge Trap
pointed another bevy, which rose all round, Phoeness back-

Sent on, Trap made a stylish point, Phoeness backed,
I Gray put the bird up some distance away. This was

one of the prettiest points yet made. Then Phoeness scored
a point, Trap doing his duty too. Cameron fired, both dogs
steady. Working in open, dogs were ordered up at 3 P. M.
Trap showed the best work and was given the heat. This
ended the second series.

Thi/rd Series.

TOEY LIEUTENANT AND IAN.

A good deal of interest was evinced in this heat, as the dog
which had shown the best work according to the rules of
these trials was to be pitted against the winner of the East-
ern Derby and the pronounced favorite among the sporting
element. They were cast off at 3:08 and both got off well.
After some ranging, Ian pointed by a fallen tree, and re-
peated in grass with no result, and then Tory did the same.
Neither dog ranged far from handlers. Ian pointed false in
edge of woods and was followed by Tory, Ian backing, when
a single flushed behind them. On in woods Tory pointed
and White flushed, shot, and dog steady. Going out into
some sedge two birds were flushed by handlers, thus the
points made near here had evidently been made on running
birds. At the edge of some high weeds Ian came to a good
point and Cameron flushed a bevy; going on after the singles
he picked one up at the foot of a holly tree, and shortly fol-

lowed up the good work by another point to a single, which
Cameron flushed. Tory had been ranging off to one side and
was only brought up to hear the dogs ordered up at 4:17 and
the verdict given in favor of Ian. Tory did not show him-
self at his best by any means; dogs like men have their day,
and this was not Tory's day. Ian proved himself under good
control, and though he is no ranger he finds the birds"just
the same.

RUPERT AND TRAP, JR.,

were the next two down and were cast off at 4:30, at edge of
oaks. Shortly after starting both dogs got covered with
burrs, which took the handlers a quarter of an hour to get
rid of. After this crop had been picked, Rupert soon pointed
a single in edge of thorns, Trap backed; shortly after several
birds flushed and then Trap pointed scent and Rupert
backed. In open field Rupert pointed and Trap backing, a
single flushed wild some distance behind. Another point
by Trap and a back by Rupert, in cotton patch, result nil.

In pines Rupert pointed and was backea by Trap, but it

proved to be foot scent only and dogs moved on. They were
ordered out of woods and after covering some more ground,
twilight coming on apace, dogs were ordered up at 5:30 and
a start made for home after a good day's work.

Friday.
The same two were put down again about a mile and a

half from town at 8:40, in corn. Trap started off at a good
gait, but Rupert was the first to get scent and pointed, Trap
backing, but nothing was found. Taken out of woods Trap
at once walked into a single, dropping to wing. After a
while Bupert pointed, Trap backed, and a single got up
ahead; afterward Avent put up two more birds, fired, and
both were steady to shot and wing. In some thick grass in
an orchard Rupert pointed a bevy which Avent flushed,
when Rupert broke in a yard or so but stopped to order. On,
Rupert roaded to a fence and Trap backed, nothing found,
and further on the order was reversed, but with the same
result. In pines, Rupert then pointed a single which Avent
put up. Trap passing on ahead. In edge of woods Rupert
pointed on a bush, and judges ordered Trap to go in and point,
which he did ahead of the other dog, and Gray flushed a
single; both steady to wing. Avent naturally claimed the
point and there ensued a long discussion, in which judges,
reporters and Avent took a hand, the rule saving that no dog
shall be interfered with on his point. The"rule is distinct,
and there should be no departure from it. Dogs were then
ordered up at 10:2S, Rupert winning. Rupert had done the
best work and showed himself the .speedier and wider
range. It was decided to run the heat for first place be-
tween Ian and Rupert the next morning, and the first heat
in the All-Aged Pointer Stake was proceeded with, the draw
for which had taken place the previous evening and resulted
in 17 entries filling.

POINTER ALL-AGED STAKE.
First Series.

HICKORY'S STAUNCH AND MOONSHINE
were the first brace to be put down at 10:42 in sedge grass.
John Lewis handled Staunch and McMurdo Moonshine,
Soon after starting Hickory pointed a bevy, Moonshine back-
ing nicely; Lewis flushed, Hickory a little unsteady towing.
Both dogs marked game at side of woods, but did nob strike
the bevy, which was flushed by the horsemen a few yards to
one side. Then Hickory pointed a single in pines, which
was put up by Lewis, another getting up behind. Moon-
shine went in ahead and pointed, Lewis shot and killed, both
steady to shot and wing. Hickory retrieving in good style.
Moonshine tried a change and pointed a rabbit outside of
woods. Passing through some woods Hickory made game
and roaded to a single, which Lewis flushed. Further on he
pointed again and Moonshine backed, but nothing found.
Some more roading was indulged in, and dogs were ordered
up at 11:46. Hickory did the best work; Moonshine showed
more style, but neither hunted far from the gun. After
lunch

MAID OP KENT AND TRAY OP MONTEREY
were put down at 12:48 in sedge and weeds. C. E. Buckle
handled Maid and John White Monterey. A good deal of
ground was ranged through, but singularly enough no game
was found, and at 1:51 the dogs were ordered up. Maid of
Kent had the hetter range and speed.

I KING OF KENT AND DUKE OF HESSEN.
! Cast off at 1:57 in stubble. King of Kent handled by Mc-
Murdo and Duke of Kent by John White. Both started off

at a fast gait. A lot of ground was worked through without
result and then in woods Duke repeated his High Point per-
formance by flushing a bevy, dropping to wing. On the
scattered birds in woods, King pointed a single at the foot
of a holly tree; Buckle flushed and dogs steady. On, Duke
pointed in some leaves and White flushing birds, shot and
missed, dogs steady to both. Then Duke pointed a single
which flushed wild, then dropped to a point again without
result. Working out of woods into sedge, Duke struck a
stylish point but White failed to find; dog ordered on
roaded round for some time but failed to locate his bird.
Weather was very warm and bad for scent. Dogs ordered
up at 3:10, Duke had the speed, too much if anything, getting
beyond his handler several times. Both were stylish
workers.

IGHTFIELD GUELPH AND FEANK W.
These two were cast off at 3:19, going off at a good pace.

Brailsford handled Guelph and T. Aldrich Frank W. After
nearly an hovir's ranging, in oaks, in some fallen branches,
Guelph flushed a single and dropped to wing. Then Guelph
got a good point on a bevy, Frank W. backing. Brailsford
flushed, shot and winged the bird; both dogs steady. Then
Frank pointed the wounded bird, Guelph backed: sent on to
locate, failed, and Guelph pointed it and Brailsford flushed
it, when Frank W. chased and caught it, bringing it to
Aldrich. Guelph was steady through it all. Needless to
say Frank felt the whip. On, Frank flushed three birds.
Guelph then pointed and moved on; Frank, instead of back-
ing, drew in ahead of him. Dogs were then ordered up at
4:35. Guelph showed better speed, range and nose.

ZIG ZAG AND TEMPEST.
Down at 4:46 in sedge grass, McMurdo handling Zig Zag

and John White Tempest. In about a quarter of an hour
Zig, in a field, came to a stylish point, and Tempest coming
up did his duty very prettily; McMurdo then put up a bevy,
shot and missed; both steady to shot and wing. On, a few
yards further, Tempest pointed, evidently where these birds
had been, and Zig coming up whirled to a stylish back.
Dogs then ranged on for some time, but as it was getting
d usk dogs were ordered up and a move made for town and
supper.
After supper a meeting of the board of managers was

held and a change of rules made. The handlers were re-
quested to assemble in the club room, when President Cole-
man read the following:

CHANGE OF RULES.

At a meeting of the board of managers of the Central
Field Trials Club held this evening (Dec. 5) it has been de-
cided to suspend that portion of the rule which reads as fol-
lows: "No heat ahall be less than one hour's duration" and
to adopt for the remainder of these trials the following:
"After the first series in each stake the heats shall be not
less than one-half hour's duration.—Edward F. Coleman,
Pres. C.F.T.C.
This met with general satisfaction, as it was thought a

great waste of time in the succeeding heats to make the
dogs run for an hour whether they showed merit or not.
Then Lousiana trials coming on next mouth the handlers
need some little time to get their dogs in shape, but at the
former rate of going we should have been still running
when 1891 made its appearance.

Saturday.
SETTER DERBY

—

Final Series.

IAN AND EUPERT.

This morning opened cloudy and misty, clearing some-
what toward noon, a good day for scent. The meet was at
Grimes's place, which is now looked upon as a sure find for
birds, though the distance from town precludes an early
start. Dogs were cast off at 9:02 in weeds and sedge grass.
This heat was to decide the winner of first money and was
watched with renewed interest. Ian was the first to get on
to the scent and pointed by a fence, Rupert backing very
prettily, a covey was flushed, both dogs steady. On in woods,
Ian whirled to a point, when Cameron walked round but
could not find, dog ordered on to flush, roaded very carefully
and a large bevy flushed a few yards further on; meanwhile
Rupert had been brought up to back, both steady to wing.
In open fields where scattered birds had gone, neither dog
did well, as singles flushed in every direction, which ought
to have been picked up. Then a point or two were made by
each. In open Ian pointed again, ordered on he roaded
some distance but failed to locate. In ragweed Ian stopped
on a point and Rupert ordered to back, did so nicely, and
Cameron flushed the birds. On, in some oaks Ian pointed
foot scent-, Rupert backing; roading on, Ian pointed again
and Rupert backing. Sent on alongside a stream, Rupert
pointed and Ian backed but Avent failed to find. A false
point by Ian alongside a ditch and a back by Rupertfrom the
other side was the next work done. At edge of woods Ian
pointed and Rupert backed; Ian ordered on he roaded to a
point where a bevy flushed wild. In woods Ian pointed a
single, then both dogs scored a point on the scattered birds;
when dogs were ordered up an 10:02. After a little consulta-
tion the judges decided that Ian, the English dog, had won
the Setter Derby, and Messrs. Brailsford and Cameron re-
ceived the congratulations of the company present.
The All-Aged Pointer Stake was then.proceeded with.

IGHTEIELD DEUCE AND TAMARACK.
Deuce was the bye dog, but owing to the illness of Devon-

shire Don, he was moved up into his place. Dogs down at i

10:06 where the others were, taken up. Deuce handled by
Brailsford and Tamarack by Stoddard. Moving on into
pines and over considerable ground, it was some time before
Tamarack pointed false. Ordered on to find, he roaded for 1

some distance, but birds were not around. In woods he
came up with the covey, pointed, and thebirds flushed ahead,
Deuce backing. Further on Tamarack pointed but failed to
score. In pines, Deuce pointed and Tamarack backed, and
dogs moving on, shortly after a rabbit was started. Tarn in
woods, he pointed false, I'epeating shortly after, Deuce back-
ing. Further on Deuce pointed a single,"Braiisford shot and
made a neat kill, dogs dropping to shot and wing. Bird was
not retrieved. Then in corn, Deuce pointed and Tamarack
brought up to back, moved across in front and pointed but
nothing could be found. Dogs were then ordered up at 11 :18.

Deuce had best style, speed and range.

DOCTOR AND SHOT.

Doctor, handled by Anderson, and Shot by Tucker, were
cast off at 11:20 in grass field. Both started off fast. Shot
in galloping along in high sedge whirled suddenly to a
point, dropped, and Doctor coming up went in a littleahead
and pointed too. Shot ordered on roaded down the strip of
sedge and pointed again, when Tucker coming up he moved
on again, finally coming to a point, when Tucker put up a
single, killed and Shot retrieved. In stubble Doctor stopped
to another point, Shot backing. Anderson then flushed a
large bevy, which was marked down in woods, shot and
missed. Following birds both pointed, Anderson failed to
find and Doctor moved on a yard or two and flushed a
single, which Anderson killed and Doctor retrieved in good
style, both dogs steady. Near edge of woods Shot pointed
a single and Doctor part of the bevy, which flushed wild.
Edge of woods Shot roaded and a single got up behind him.
he dropping to wing. On, Doctor pointed a single in a st rip
of brush and Shot backed on the other side. In woods Doc-
tor got another point, Shot backing. Anderson Mushed a
bevy. Out of woods Shot dropped to a flush of two birds.
Edge of sedge grass Shot dropped to a point on a single,
then to the left Doctor pointed footscent and Shot backed.
Then Shot did good work in pines pointing a bevy, one of
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which Tucker shot and dog retrieved nicely. Dogs up after
this at 12:21. Shot has best speed and range, Doctor the
style. After lunch

LASS OF BLOOMO AND ROCK II.

wereputdownin stnbble. Richards handled Lass of Bloomo
and Bradley Rock II. Both started fast, and after working
through stubble Rock stopped and winded in edge of thick
trees, and Bradley going to him he roaded through the
briers to a small pond, through which he swam, his handler
following, though the water was almost hip deep, to corn-
field and pointed nicely. Bradley flushed, killed and dog
retrieved. This was a capital piece of work, and was seen
only by Judge Tracy, who followed through the briers.

Dogs were then taken to another stubble, where Lass pointed
larks, Rock backing. After a long run a bevy was flushed
by one of the judges. Birds marked down in woods and
followed into cover, where Lass flushed, but stopped to wing.
Rock flushed and then Lass flushed the balance of birds.

Going on both pointed different birds. Richards flushed
and killed, and Lass broke in; she then retrieved. Rock's
bird rose at shot. Dogs were then ordered up at 2:08. Rock
has the best pace and range, and did some good work. This
finished the hrst series, and the ruling of the judges was as
follows: Hickory's Staunch against Frank W., Ightfield
Guelph against King of Kent, Zig Zag against Lass of
Bloomo, Shot against Rock It., Duke of Hessen against
Ightfield Deuce.

Second Scries.

HICKORY STAUNCH AND FRANK. W. ,

Down at 2:95. In woods Frank W. pointed false, Staunch
backing indifferently. Through woods into a large stubble
a single was flushed by Frank W. Then after half an
hour's work a creek was'crossed and some time after Frank
W. was found pointing a bevy, which flushed as handler
came up. Dogs then ordered up at 3:35 after an unsatisfac-
tory heat. Frank best in range and pace.

IGHTFIELD GUELPH AND KING OF KENT.
Cast off at 3:38 in stubble when Kent soon pointed a covey

which was flushed and marked across the creek. Going
back to birds flushed in last heat a number of birds were
flushed by handlers and soon after the balance of them were
run into by Kent. Sent on Guelph pointed, but no bird
flushed. She soon after flushed a bird and then made a
good point on another single. Soou after a covey flushed in
high sedge but it was impossible to tell the cause. In woods
Kent pointed and Guelph passed and located some of the
same birds. Then Guelph flushed and Kent poi nted bird
that flushed wild, Dogs taken up. Down 35 minutes.
Judges consulted and dogs put down again. A bird was
flushed by handler and Kent pointed nicely where it got up.
Leaving these birds Kent soon found another and was
awarded the heat. Kent was the best in pace and range,
about equal in style.

ZIG ZAG AND LASS OF BLOOMO.
Down at 4:25. Zig Zag was a little wild at first. Lass

roaded and flushed a single, then pointed without result,
Zig then flushed a single down wind. On, Lass pointed a
rabbit, Zag backing. Zag seemed to be fond of fur, for be
picked up another. Lass backing this time, and then chased
bunnie which was started. They both then received a drub-
hing. Zig then pointed but failed to locate birds, Lass

• backing. Zig then moved on to locate, when Lass ran in
and flushed ths covey. There was nothing more of any con-
sequence done and dogs were ordered up at 5:12, when the
heat was awarded to Zig Zag.
This ended the running for the first week, and now that

the new rule has been made it is to be hoped that next week
will see us well into the four-hour race at any rate.

Monday.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 8.—Sunday was a pouring wet

dav, and every one was content to sit round the stoves and
talk dog. The prospect for fine weather for to-day was not
very bright. To-day dawned cold and wet, ice hanging
from every limb and leaf. A start was made about a
quarter of a mile from town in sedge, dogs down being
Tempsst and Sam R. for second place in the Setter Derby.
Both handlers rode, as the woods and grass were covere'd
with ice and evertbing was wet and soggy. After going for
half an hour without any prospect of game, and as it was
beginning to rain, we all returned home. The weather has
cleared a little toward evening, and it will very likely be
line to-morrow.
The drawing last night for the All-Aged Setter Stake re

suited in twenty dogs filling as follows:

Natalie II. (Bert Crane), Roderigo—Queen Bess,
with

Gene (Chas. E. Gray), Druid—Barley.

Fred Gates (Hamilton & Jackson), Bob Gates—Lilly B.

,

ivitJi

CASH Boy (H. A. Waldrow), Cashier—Flake.

Edge Mark (Francis S. Brown), Skidmore—Flo Maclin,
ivith

Fannie M. (Blue Ridge Kennels), Gladstone's Boy-
Flame.

Harry C. (Elmwood Kennels), Roderigo — Countess
House,

with
Antonio (J. M. Avent), Roderigo—Bo Peep.

Noble Count (Mrs. S. A. Elliot), Mac D.—Lady Mack,
ivith

Princess Beatrice (Frank Windholz), Royalty—Kate
Westmoreland.

Lillie Burgess (Frank Richards), Gath's Mark—Esther,
ivith

Daisy Hope (W. W. Titus), Gath's Hope—Gladys.

Bailie Gladstone (N. B. Nesbitt, agent), Paul Gladstone
—Bessie A.,

with
Ightfield Rosa (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), Ross—Pitti

Sing.

Kate Miller (N. B. Nesbitt, agent), Roderigo—Lufra
Cross,

ivith
Reyerdy (P. H. O'Bannon), Gath's Mark—Rosa.

Nannie B. (J. A. McLeod), King Noble—Queen Vashti,
with

King's DAn (Elmwood Kennels), King Noble—Elsie Bel-
ton.

iGHTi iFi i) Ranger (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale), Dick Wind-
5em—Peek !».,

with
Prince Lucifer (J. I. Case, Jr.), King Noble—Elsie Bel-

ton.

Simonides (D. E. Rose), Gath's Hope—Gladys.
with

SAMR. (W. W. Titus), Dash Bryson-Daisy Hope.

Jane Millei; tW. T. Hunter), Roderigo—Dixie,
with

C4SSIO (J. M. Avent), Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins,

Lexington, N. CL Dec. 9 —Special to Forest and Stream.
—Judges decided this morning without further running that
Rupert wins second and Sam R. third prizes in Setter Derby.
Started to-day at edge of town with Ian and Spotted Boy
down for absolute winner of Derby Stake, After running
an hour and fifty-four minutes, in which Boy made four
points to Ian's two points, two false and a single flush, the
judges decided Spotted Boy the winner.
Then we proceeded with the All-Aged pointers. Shot

against Roek [I,, down thirty-two minutes, scores were
about equal when Shot was given the heat; it ought to have
been run longer. Then; Ightfield Deuce beat Duke of Hes-
sen in, forty-two minutes by two points to nothing. This
ended second series.

Third series, King of Kent beat Frank W. in thirty-five
minutes; work on points about equal, but Frank made
several mistakes breaking in. Then Zigzag beat Shot after
running forty-two minutes, getting most points and doing
work in better style.

Natalia ran against Gene in first series All-Aged Setter
Stake. Neither did very good work but Natalia the better.

Deuce beat King of Kent in pointer stake, fourth series,

in thirty-nine minutes, two points to nothing, Zigzag a bye.
Fred Gates and Cash Boy ran in Setter Stake for thirty

five minutes, one point on bevy for Fred, when darkness set
in, finishing over six miles from town.
Weather fine and frosty. Zigzag and Deuce run for first

place to-morrow.
Mr. Meyer has sold the champion Gordon setter Beaumont

and Bellmont to C. M. Hunt, owner Claire-Reeta Kennels,
Palmyra, New York. Doctor reserves right to run them in
the Gordon trials, H. W. L.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 10.—Special to Forest and Stream:
Ightfield Deuce won the pointer All-Aged. King of Kent
beat Duke of Hessen and will run for second with Zig Zag,
Weather fine.—H. W. Lacy.

THEY SAY
That though we are not moving at quite such a high

pressure of speed as at High Point, there are just as many
birds found by the dogs.
That it is easier to go slow than fast, but that it is very

monotonous to follow two "duffers" for an hour; so the half
hour amendment rule is a move in the right direction.
That Mr. "Rip Rap" Dexter is a sportsman of the right

kind, follows the trials every day, and takes defeat or victory
with equal complacency.
That Tom Aldrich must look to his laurels, for another

"lawyer" has appeared on the horizon, furnishing the boys
with much amusement.
That Frank Richards can handle the violin almost as well

as he handled Spotted Boy in the Pointer Derby. That those
who forsook the attractions of the club room for the greater
charms of the hotel parlor, had no reason to regret it when
Frank took up the bow and our genial hostess, Mrs. March,
accompanied him on the piano.
That the judges at the Central Trials are painstaking and

careful but that toward Saturday there was hardly so much
enthusiasm as at the beginning of the week. The novelty
and the skin sometimes wear off together.
That the reporters though tired are still in the running.
That the Gordon men are out. in force, comparatively

speaking, and that Dr. "Beaumont" Meyer and "Bendigo"
Hunt are delighted with the condition in which the genial
"Billy" has their dogs.
That no one begrudged the. Englishmen Tan's win in the

Setter Derby, and that this sort of hunting just suits them.
That Cameron is a past master at the business and can
always put his dog just where he wants him to go.
That there was wailing and grinding of teeth wheu Tory

Lieutenant went. down. He was an overwhelming favorite
and many pockets are lighter because of their owner's mis-
placed confidence, and Bendigo Hunt's doggerel scored im-
mensely.
That "Reverdy" O'Bauuon, Dr. Meyer, R. H. Hoy, Samuel

Crotters, E. E. Cullen and L. Fisher are welcome visitors at
the trials.

That the clu b room at Lexington is just what is needed at
a gathering of this sort, affording means for social inter-
course that helps to pass what would otherwise be a dull
hour.
That the weather Monday morning was enough to daunt

the enthusiasm of the kennel sportsman. That a little rain
won't hurt any one, but the ice was a little too much.
That W. S. Titus's picture of Smith's "shoo" flush was a

great hit.

That S. C. Bradley has no need of a horse to see his dogs
work.
That we are all glad of a rest.
That our apologies are due to Canine World for this

heading, but we could think of nothing more appropriate.
H. W. L.

DOG CHAT.
THERE is little doubt but that with two prominent doggy

journals advocating whippet racing that this exciting
sport wiU soon find many friends in England who will
raise it to a standing where it will find the in-
dorsement of men of influence and position. From the
Canine World we learn that a number of gentlemen have
an idea of forming a club at once to foster the sport, run-
ning the dogs of course among themselves for the time
being, so as to keep out the "ringers" and objectionables.
There are so many men in this country, and especially in
this city and Brooklyn, who are fond of greyhounds and in-
dulge their dogs in a run across field or along a straight bit
of road whenever they can get the chance, therefore it would
not be much of a step for them to indulge their fancy in
this respect, by the training and running of a whippet or
two, dogs which can run any greyhound off its legs in a dis-
tance of 200yds. The sport is harmless, interferes with no
existing laws, and is devoid of the slightest element of
cruelty, the dogs themselves showing, by their eagerness to
be slipped, their appreciation of the fun. If some one will
make the first move there are many, we are certain, who
will follow suit.

Referring to Benbow's run against time at London, Ont

,

last September, in which this dog did the 206yds. in 12%,
"Peto," in Canine World, says that this is by no means a
world's record, and adds that the owner of Benbow would
be surprised to know that his dog would be beaten by about
12yds. by some of the dogs in England, and that 205yds. in
12 seconds must be done before a world's record can be
claimed, this being the time made by a big dog, Bonnie
Boy. He further states that a dog called Jim that was
sent over to this country and did some winning is now
back again and doing some winning in the Lancashire
handicaps.

This word of recognition of the services of the Spratts people
from Canine World, is as true of America as of Great Britain

:

"The growth and improvement of dog shows and of matters
pertaining to them have, in fact, been entirely due to in-
dividual effort. And among the many factors in the de-
velopment and improvement of our system of dog shows,
one, and perhaps the most powerful of them all, is never, or
hardly ever, mentioned in any way. The Kennel Gazette in
one of the earlier issues of this year did indeed mention this
matter, in terms which are as follows: 'Fortunately for
our dogs, the work of benching is largely in the hands of
one firm—a firm that has done much for dogs and for dog

shows, and which will, undoubtedly, as a matter of business,
take the necessary steps for proper disinfection, as soon as it

is made quite clear what is actually needed.' No truer
words were ever written, for Spratts Patent have, indeed,
done much for dogs and for dog shows. In fact, when we
consider the trouble and expense attached to the proper
benching, and feeding, and caring for 1,000 dogs, for three or
four days, it is easy to see that average comraitteps would
have hesitated about takiug on so heavy a task. So that it

is but faint praise to say that the firm which, as a matter of

business pure and simple, is always at hand, ready to under
take and to carry out this heavy work,, has done much for

dogs and for dog shows. And it is certain that the assist

ance thus given has had a great deal to do with the improve-
ment of dog shows."

THE "DEAL" OF THE RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND
ELSIE.—Editor Forest and, Stream: Please allow me to say
that the statements of Mr. Huseroft on Dec. 6, as far as they
affect the bitch Elsie, Mr. Lloyd and me, are strictly correct,
bailing a strict interpretation on the word bargain as incor-
porated in Mr. Huscroft's censure of Mr. Rosseau, there
having been absolutely no bargain whatever. Having
succeeded in demonstrating his ignorance of the breed, and
that the progeny of the despised Elsie and Krilutt can beat
his pet Zloeem, "the best Barzoi out of Russia" I hope Mr.
Rosseau will subside.—W. WADE (Hulton, Pa., Dec. 6).

LYNN SHOW.—The following gentlemen will judge at
the coming bench show to be held March 24 to 27, 1891, at
Lynn by the Massachusetts Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass.: Mr.
James Mortimer will judge mastiffs, St. Bernards, blood-
hounds, collies, fox terriers, bulldogs and bull -terriers. Dr.
H. Clay Glover, pointers, setters and spaniels. Mr. R. F.
Mayhew all other classes.—D. A. Williams, Sec'y.

NATIONAL BPJAGLE CLUB.—Boston, Mast-., Dec. 6.—
A regular meeting of the National Beagle Club will be held
at the Quimby House in Parlor G (annual election), Boston,
Jan. 2, at 7 P. M.—F. W, Chapman, Sec'y.

THE PESHALL-VREDENBURGH CASK is set dowu
for Dec. 23.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sir Rondo and Manola. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O.. for silver fawn pug rlog and bitch, whelped Oct. 14, 1890, by
Spokane (chatnoion Kasb—Lady Thora) out of Lalia Rookh.
Chappie, Old Bon, end Thora:* Daughter. By Eberhart Pug Ken-

nels, Cincinnati, O., for silver fawn pug dog and bitch, whelped
Sept.. V, 1890, by Bradford Ruby II. (champion Bradford Ruby-
Puss B.) out. of Lady Thora (Santa Glaus—Almah).
Nixie II. By F. H. Herrick, Detroit, Mich., for black and white

and tan ticked English setter dog, whelped Aug. 10, 1890, by Colo-
nel G. (Nixie—Gardner's Nellie) out of Gladys Noble.
Dictator. Mr. H. Pape, Hoboken, N. J., claims the name Dicta-

tor for white, b'aek and tan English, setter doe:, whelped Nov. 10,
1889 (Ben Hill, A.K.C.S.B. 10,158-Daisy B., A.K.C.S.B. 10,244).
Queen E. Eor biaek, white and tan bitch, same litter.
Rockhampton. For blue belton English setter dog, whelped

April 20, 1890 (Roger, A.K.C.S.B. 8,252—Cora, of Wetheral, A.K.R.
3,862).

Chancellor. For blue, belton dog, same litter.

Prince Paul. For bluo belton dog. same litter.

Stella North. For blue belton bitch, same litter.

BRED.
^g^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jean—Roslyn Conway. F. R. Carswell's (Wilmington, Del.) col-
lie bitch Jean (Rutland—Maid) to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn
Conway (Edgbaston Fox—Edgbaston Bess), Nov. IS.

Beauty n.—Roslyn WiVtes. C. H. Akerley's (Tonawauda, N. Y.)
collie bitch Beautv II. (Victor Hugo—Gypsie) to Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Roslyn Wilkes (Scotilla—Bertha), Nov. 20,

La&y'Moll—Roslyn Wilkes. F. R. Carswell's (Wilmington, Del.)
collie bitch Lady Moll (David—Jean) to Chestnut Hill Kennels1

Roslyn Wilkes (Scotilla—Bertha). Oct. 18.

Roslyn Lottie—Scotilla. J. I. Souther's (Hurley, Wis.) eollie
bitch Roslyn Lottie (Great Alne Charlemagne—Louisa) to Chest-
nut Hill Kennels' Scotilla (Dublin S^ot—Flurry ID, Oct. 26.
Haidee—Scotilla. Dr. McAlpin. Jr.'s (Littleton, N. J.) collie

bitch Haidee to Chestnut Hill Kennels' Scotilla (Dublin Scot-
Flurry II.), Oct. 4.

Ailsa— Tlif Squire. Chestnut, Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.)
collie bitch Ailsa (Eclipse—Nesta) to their The Seui re (Charle-
magne—Flurry), Nov. 24.

Roslyn Gaylass-liie Souire. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) collie bitch Roslyn Gaylass (Scotilla—Luella) to their
The Squire (Oharlemaene—Flurry), Oct. 14.

Ladybird -Rosivn Witters. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) collie bitch Ladybird (Shelah—Lady) to their Roslyn
Wilkes (Scotilla—Bertha), Nov. 14.

Trusty—Roslyn Wilkes. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia,
Pa.) collie bitch Tiustv (Metchley Star—Peggv Lass) to their Ros-
lyn Wilkes (Scotilla—Bertha), Nov. 26.

Pttchdarh—Roslyn Conway. Chestnut, Hill Kennels' (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) collie bitch Pitchdark (Eclipse—Matchless) to their
Roslyn Conway (Edgbaston Fox—Edgbaston Bess), Oct. 19.

Wemsbourne Flurry—Roslyn Conway. Chestnut Hill Kennels'
(Philadelphia, Pa.) collie bitch Wellesbourne Flurry (The Squire
—Active) to their Roslyn Conway (Edgbaston Fox—Edgbaston
Bes=), Nov. 26.

Cozzie—Bradford Ruby II. Ben Hey's (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch
Cozzie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (champion
Bradford Ruby—Puss B.). Dec. 4.

Bonnie -Eberh arts Cashier. J. E. McDonald's (Ligouier, Ind.)
pug bitch Bonnie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier
(champion Kash—Lady Thora), Dec. 2.
Jessie Jones—Jerry Jarvis. The Loup Kennels' (Broken Bow,

Neb.) Irish setter bitch Jessie Jones (Lee Grouse—Mag) to their
Jerry Jarvis (champion Elcho, Jr.—Maid). Nov. 14.
Corrinne—Jerry Jarvis. G. E. Everett's (Grand Island, Neb.)

Irish setter bitch Corrinne (Sarsfield—Nino) to The Loup Kennels'
Jerry Jarvis (champion Elcho, Jr.—Maid), Nov. 24.
Moera—Doe. F. H. F. Mercer's spaniel bitch Moera to A. C.

Wilmerrling's champion Doc, Oct. 3.

High Rock Pink—Doc. M. M. Hill's spaniel bitch High Rock
Pick to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc, Oct. 30.

Daisy—Black Prince. Fred Smith's spaniel bitch Daisy to A. C.
Wilmerding's champion Black Prince. Nov. 25.

Rescite—King of Obas. T. H. Doutny's (Minneapolis, Minn.)
cocker *muiel huou Rescue to Bvh' « -ibis- =>f i"ihr.s '.-lvimpioii
Oho II.-Darkie), Nov. 30.
Mad-ant Obo—Obadiah. G. Bell's (Toronto, Ont.) cocker spaniel

bitch Madam Obo (King of O bos—Sensation) to his Obadiah
(champion Brant- Bonita), Nov. 30.
Rose—King of Hearts. P. J. Kennedy's (Peabody, Mass.) bull-

terrier bitch Rose (Pemberton's Ned—Lill) to North Fields York-
shire Kennels' King of Hearts (Silver King-Matchless), Nov. 24.
MiSS Gladstone—Hinks. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-

terrier bitch Miss Gladstone (Dutch—champion Maggie May) to
his Hinks (White Sam—Duchess III.), Dec. 1.

Edgewood Belle—Regent. F. F. Dole's (Newr Haven, Conn.) bull-
terrier bitch Edgewood Belle (Prince—Nell) to Fred Hinks's Re-
gent (champion Ambition—Queen of Spain), Oct. 15.
Day Venus—Hinks. C, L. Wetmore's (New York) bull-terrier

bitch Day Venus (White Sam—Queen Bendigo) to F. F. Dole's
Hinks (White Sam— Duchess III.), Nov, 19.

Edgewood Fly— White Duke. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.)
bull-terrier bi cob Edgewood Fly (Duke—Alice) to his White Duke
(Huss—Nell), Nov. 16.

Venom Queen—Hinks. E. R. Thompson's (Troy, N. Y.) bull-ter-
rier bitch Venom Queen (Trentham B iron—Venom) to F. F, Dole's
Hinks (White Sam—Duchess III ), Nov. &

White Daisy—Hinks. R. Carnahan's (New Haven. Conn.) bull-
terrier bitch White Daisy (Bendigo—Ruse) to F. F. Dole's HhiKs
(White Sam-Duchess IID, Oct. 26.
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Royal Rose-Bendigo. C. A. Stevens's (Hoboken, N. J.) bull-ter-

rier bitch champion Royal Rose (Randolph-Nell) to F. F. Dole s

Bendigo (Marquis—Kit), Oct. 5.

Grove Duchess—Hinks. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-

terrier bitch Grove Duchess (champion Baron—Dutch Rose II.) to

his Hinks (White Sam—Duchess 111.), Aug. 31.

Starlight--Bendigo. F. F. Dole's (New Haven. Conn.) bull-ter-

rier bitch champion Starlight (champion Grand Duke—champion
Maggie May) to his Bendigo (Marquis-Kit), Aug. 20.

WHELPS.
ISP™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Nan. Woodward & Herrick's (Chicago, 111.) bull bitcli

Lady Nan (champion Harper—Oharmion), Dec. 2, five (three dogs),

by their Bo'swain (champion Grabber—Susan; one. dog and one
bitch since dead. .

,'

Flossie IT. C. V. Griffith's (Anderson, Ind.) pug bitch Flossie IT.,

Dec. 3, five (two dogs), by Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberbart's
Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora).

bitch S
15, six i

Staiiight. F. F. Dole's (New Raven, Conn.) bull-terrier bitcli

champion Starlight (champion Grand Duke—champion Maggie
Mav). Oct. 18, eleven (seven dogs), by his Bendigo (Marquis—Kit).
Roslyn Eileen. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Philadelphia, Pa.) Irish

terrier bitch Roslyn Eileen (Gilford—Girl), Nov. 15, eight (six

dogs), by their Roslyn Murphy (Dennis—Breeda Tiney).

My Lady Betty. Dr. F. W. Kiichel's (Perth Amboy, N. J.) span-
iel bitch My Lady Betty (champion Black Pete—Doris), Oct. 7,

eigbt (four dogs), bv A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc.
High Rock Jet. Wilmerding & Kitcbel's spaniel bitch High

Rock Jet (Pearl Lake Obo—Black Flash), Nov. 9, eigbt (three
dogs), by Mr. Wilmerding's champion Doc.

SALES.
$W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Christopher—Active whelps. Sable and white collie bitches,
whelped July .'23. 1890, by Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia,
Pa., one each* to H. Windrin, same place; G. W. Greer, German-
town, Pa., and Mr. Bogen, New Llm. Minn.
Roslyn Conway—Flurry IT., lvliclp. Black, white and tan collie

dog. whelped Aiig.2(i, 1890, by Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia,
Pa., to H. L. Boughtou; Catskill, N. Y.
Scntilla—Roslyn Primrose utoelp. Sable collie dog, whelped Sept.

18, 1890, by Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., to F. A. Wat-
son. New' York.
Roslyn Lottie. Sable coUie bitch, whelped Jue 6, 1889, by Great

Alne Charlemagne out of Louisa, bv Chestnut HiU Kennels,
Philadelphia, Pa., to John I. Souther, Hurley, Wis.
Count .Hoi/'iTcf

—

D>'/iina Juanita whelp. Blue beiton English set-

ter dog, whelped Sept. 28, l£9|), by Jas. W. Wood, Poughkeepsie,
N. Yr

., to J. W. Homer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Prince Bendigo. White bull-terrier dog, whelped March, 1889,

by Bendigo out of Gipsev, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn, to H.
Fred Church, Taunton, Mass.

DEATHS.
Gathlit. Black, white and tan English setter (Gath—Lit).

Owned by J. Shelly Hudson, Covington, Ky.. Dec. 1, 1890, snake-
bitten.

thoating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

NEW YORK STATE—The following tables show the record
for rifle practice for the entire State for 1890 in comparison with
the records for last year:

First Brigade.
No. of No. of

Marksmen. Marksmen
1889 1890

7th Regt .1043 1014
SthRegt 76 75
9th Regt 273 170
12th Regt 200 237

22d Regt 174 157

69th Regt. . . 156 86

71st Regt 150 156

Headquarters 7 8

Troop A 41

2079 1944

Second Brigade.

13th Regt 277 180
14th Regt 140 85

23d Regt 642 536

32d Regt... . 63 57
47th Regt 161 135
17th Sep Co... 37 23
Headquarters 7 10

1327 1026

Third Brigade.
No. of No. of

Marksmen. Marksmen
1889 1890

10th Batt 100 117
Sep Cos 1063 910
Head quarters 6 5

1167 1034
Fourth Brigade.

65th Regt 142 102
71th Regt, .... 156 163
SepCo's 320 288
Headquarters 6 6

624 "557

Gen Staff, Staff Dep and super-
numeraries. 21 23

Recapitulation.
1st Brigade... 2079 1944
2d Bridade...l337 1020
3d Brigade... 1167 1034
4th Brigade... 624 557
Gen Staff, etc. 21 23

5229 4584
It will be observed that there is a faRing off of 639 in the num-

ber of marksmen qualified. This decrease is due of course to the
more stringent rules adopted this year than those in force last
season. The standard has been raised 10 per cent., and the loss in
the number of marksmen has been about 1034 Per cent.

BOSTON, Dec. 6.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its
regular weekly shoot at its range to-day and, as on last Wednes-
day, the riflemen had to shoot through the falling snow, which at
times made it very difficult to see the bullseye. and under the
conditions Mr. Wilder's score of 113 at rest was' very fine. Fol-
lowing are the best scores made to-day, distance 200yds., Standard
American target:

tRecord Pistol Match, 50yds.
H Severance 90 M T Day 83
A D Stevens 86 SCSydney 74

*Champion Rest Match.
S Wilder 113 M R Barter 105

*Champion Off-Hand Match.
S C Sydney 8 8 9 9 10 7 6 8 9 8-82

(E) All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
SE Sydney 80 M T Day 69 AS Hunt... . 66FB Thomas 77 FF Lowell 68 SLLong. ...

""65
ABLoring 72 D Martin 68 J B Hobos.. .. 64

(r) All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels 110 M T Day 103 AS Hunt. . .. 92
F W Chester 107 S W Cook 101 J B Hobbs '87
MR Barter 106 John French 96 E G Marshall 86W Peters 104 J W French 96 D Martin ' "82
+Only one entry allowed each week. *Only one entry allowed

each shoot day. (fi) Re-entries allowed.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dec. 5.—Nine good and true members of the
St. Louis Pistol Club put in an appearance at the last shoot, held
Wednesday, Dec. 3. G. Alexander quit high with 90, and will hold
the club's trophy for the coming week. For all shooting the club
uses a ISJ^yd. standard American target. The score:
G Alexander 8 8 9 8 9 10 10 9 10 9-90W Bauer 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 7 6 9—89
MBillnieyer 10 10 8
AMcBean 6 10 10
H Stussell 9 10 10

6 10 10
6 10 10

10

7 10 8-88
8 10 10—87

8 6 8 10-85
7 fl-77
8 6—75
9 10-73

6 8 6 4 8—64

10
7 7

AEBengel 6 5 8 7 10
F A Fodde 10 6 10 7 7W C Maekwitz 5 7 8 4 6
O Waller 8 5 6 7 6

Unser Fritz.
AURORA. Ont., Dec. 4.—The following is the result of the first

match of Aurora rifle team for the current series under the On-
tario Off-hand R'fle Association, for Association prize, 5 shots at
100 and 200yds. each: Dr. Stevenson 93, E.Braund90, A. Neillv 82
D. Eade 80, R. Cull 73; total 423. Association practice match: Dr
Stevenson 95, E. Braund 90, A. Neilly 82, A. Love 80, D. Eade 80 s"
Tinline 79, H. Ross 79; total 533.

'
U' fe '

TRAPARRANGEMENT.—I should like to suggest to trap-shoot-
ers a novel method of arranging the traps. How would it do to
place the traps, at unequal or irregular distances from a path—onboth sides ot it perhaps—and concealed from the view of the
shooter by brush, so that the birds could be thrown from the
traps as the shooter walked thepath? Would not this nlan °ive>
the shooter better practice? Would it not approximate more
nearly to upland shooting where the quail or partridge springsunexpectedly from under the teet of the sportsmftD?-R.iy Spr "Is

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should he made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club

secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 16-17.—Union Gun Club Tournament, at Springfield, N. J.

Address E. D. Miller.

TRAP QUESTIONS.
In our last issue two contestants from the Chicago-Kansas City

shoot presented interesting questions growing out of the circum-
stances of that shoot. In all such questions it would be easy to
reach a fair decision, provided the essential spirit of the rules be
kept in view and all quibbling loopholes be disregarded. In a gen-
eral way a match is a record of shots made or shots missed. To
make a rrcord a man must fire his shot or shots depending upon
whether it. be a single our double-barrel contest, and until he has
made his shots fairly and freely, unembarrassed by any balks, his
record has not been made. The tendency all along has been to
eliminate all the catch clauses from the rules and disregard all but
fair open shots.

It has always been the practice to disregard birds improperly
trapped or sprung, but the rules formerly penalized the shooter
for his failure to have his gun in good order, and this brought into
vogue the whole matter of misfires where so many of the misun-
derstandings now arise. It has long since grown to be the practice
except in matches specially shot under the old rigorous rules that
misfires do not count against the marKsman, but in order to pre-
vent an abuse of the privilege of another shot, the marksman is

put back as near as may to the stage of the shoot, where the mis-
fire came in. This is the origiu of the blank cartridge in the first

barrel, though it is a question after all whether with an incom-
plete shot it would not. be better to go back and fire the entire bird
over again. Still, be that as it may, when another bird is ordered
it is for the purpose of completing the shot, and if the second bird
for the same or any other reason does not do it, then another bird
is in proper order and so on down the list until the marksman has
had what he is entitled to. a fair shot at a fair bird. On this
ground it is that the claim of A. S. Kleinman is entirely just. He
was entitled to bird after bird provided it should turn out that the
same seemingly unpreventable misfires were repeated.
But the query whieh Mr. W. P. Mussey presents carries this

rule past the bounds of reason, and becomes manifestly unjust
when he asks: "In case of a bird fired at with first barrel, the
second barrel misfiring, and the bird lighting within boundary,
has not the shooter a right to claim any action that may be given
him by his first barrel, by sending out his retriever to gather the
first; and in the event of the retriever failing to gather has not
the shooter a right to claim another bird, with a blank cartridge
in his first barrel and a loaded one in his second?"
In this case the shooter rests upon the result of his first barrel

shot by sending out his retriever to bring in the bird. Most cer-
tainly he may not, after the failure to gather, ask to be put back
into a position for another go at that bird by placing in a substitute
bird. It is not obligatory to use the second barrel. He may use it or
waive its use, but he cannot do both, as the query of Mr. Mussey
would seem to imply, otherwise a match would become a series of
one barrel tries,since the shooter has everything to gain and no cor-
responding sacrifice by holding his second shot through a conve-
nient, misfire of the second barrel. As to the entirely anomalous
conduct of the referee in asking ''what are you going to do" there
can be. but one opinion. He forgot the propriety and dignity of
his position in his anxiety to further the match. Also, the line
should be drawn close and sharp as to who may challenge the
attention of the referee to what is going on. Only those interested
as contestants have a proper right to speak up and be heard,
since the moment this door is opened what a chorus of friends,
backers, handlers and what not would din above the referee's
ears.

RAHWAlr
, N. J. -The first regular shooting meeting of the

Rahway, N. J., Gun Club occurred at Rahway Thursday last. In
response to invitations sent out by Dr. Lyman Clark, president of
the club, the following enthusiasts put in an appearance: M.
Lindslev and E. Collins, of Hoboken; Dr. Zigler, of Booking
Ridge; Dr. Hunt '"Clarke," of Metuchen; Frank Lamott, Aaron
Woodruff, Wm. Dockermann and Charley Dodd.of Elizabeth;
Charley Smith, Neph Apgar and the writer from Plainfield, and
Jacob Pentz, of Fanwood. The day was raw and cold in the ex-
treme, and no one but a trap-shooting gun crank would have
thought of seeking pleasure in outdoor sport. The home con-
tingent, Messrs. Clarke, Daly, Lawrence and Wallace McGrath,
endeavored to make things pleasant for their visitors, and fully
succeeded in doing so. The forenoon was taken up with the
banging away at bluerocks, which were shot from one set of
three traps, placed in an open field in front of a cosy little club
house. The live birds were shot on the inclosed athletic grounds
which had been kindly put at the disposal of the club by President
Daly. The five traps had been brought out by Charlev Smith,
and with the assistance of Neph Apgar the events were' run off.
Previous to this occasion the members had never used live birds.
They managed, for beginners, to put together a good strong lot of
flyers, evidently gathered in the neighborhood, for almost every
one of them were off like a flash. As usual, when he is present
at a live bird contest, Jacob Pentz acted as referee. In event No.
7 it is worthy of mention that Mr. Lindsley stood at 30yds. rise.
First event, 9 single bluerocks: Tee Kay 7, Smith 7, Greener 5,

Wallace 4, Clark 3.

Second event, 9 single bluerocks: Wallace and Smith 7, Greener
5, Tee Kay and Clark 4.

Third event, 10 single bluerocks: Wallace, Clark and Greener 8,

Smith 6. Tee Kay 5.

Fourth event, 10 single bluerocks: Wallace and Tee Kay 8. Smith
7, Clark and Greener 6.

Fifth event, 10 single bluerocks: Wallace, Clark, Greener, Smith
and Collins 8, Lindsley 7, Tee Kay and Clark 6.

Sixth event, 15 Fingle bluerocks: Lindsley 13, Wallace 12, Smith
and Apgar 11, CoUins 8, Tee Kay 6.

Seventh event, 10 single bluerocks: Collins and Apgar 8, Smith
8, Tee Kay 6, Lindsley 5, Wallace 3.

Eighth event, 10 single bluerocks: Tee Kay, Lindsley and Clark
8, WaUace and Smith 7, Collins 5, Apgar 4.

Ninth event, 10 single bluerocks: Wallace and Clark 8, Collins
and Smith 7, Tee Kay and Lindsley 6, Apgar 4.

Tenth event, 10 single bluerocks: Smith 10, Collins 9, Lindsley 8,
Tee Kay 7, Wallace 6, Apgar 4.

Eleventh event, 10 single bluerocks: Smith 10, Collins 9, Tee
Kay 6.

Twelfth event, 4 live birds, S3 entry. 2 moneys: Collins 4, Smith
3, Lindsley 3, Wallace 3, Greener 2, Dockermann 1.
Thirteenth event, 7 live birds, .$5 entry, 3 moneys: C. Smith 7,

LaMott 7, Greener 6, Wallace 6, Dockermann 6, Woodruff 6, Col-
lins 5, Lindsley 5.

Fourteenth event, same conditions: Wallace 7, Lindsley 6,
Collins 5, Greener 5, Dockermann 5. Smith 3, LaMott 3, Wood-
ruff 3.

Fifteenth event, 4 live birds, S3 entry, 2 moneys: Lindsley 4,
Smith 3, WaUace 3, Collins 3. Second money was shot off, miss
and out, Collins dropping his first bird, Wallace and Smith div.—
Tee Kay.

TORONTO, Dec. 4—An enthusiastic gathering of sportsmen
met on Stark's grounds on Wednesday and Thursday, the occa-
sion being the second annual shoot of Stark's Eastern Gun Club
at live birds. The prizes offered were man v and valuable, and the
competition very keen. The following are the scores-
First class, use of two barrels, first to score, 25yds. rise-

F Peterson .. .111110101111101—12 G Rennardson 103201312221222—13H Page lllim0101110O-U A E Dixon .... 112202012113121-13
, a. .

i

f
. LL , , ,r '1

C Ayre 010011111111010—10 Jas Blong 010120321010010- 8
Geo Henry .... 221221121211112-15 Geo Piatt 021030101201101- 9
Second class, use of two barrels, 2-ti-ds. rise:

C CampweU.
.
.lH0mil0111il-13 W B Poult on. .100011011101111—10H Hoffman... .U1011101101011-11 N Burton 001011010011100- 7

Third class, use of two barrels, 21yds. rise:
Ed Harrison 1001110001-5 Ed Page 0010001110-4
John Page OlOOlOOlOp-4 F Heihtzman .0000110110-4

RED BANK, N. J., Dec. 5.—The Riverside Gun Club held its
regular shoot on the new grounds this afternoon. The targets
were bluerocks, which were sprung from five traps. A match at
10 live birds for $25 a aide, between Albert Ivins, of Little Silver
and Wm. H. Little, of Red Bank, opened the dav's sport. Long
Island rules governed the match, one barrel only being aUowed
The score stood 7 to 2 in Ivins's favor. The second event was a
shoot at 10 single bluerocks, John Cooper winning with 9 The
final event was also a shoot at 10 single blttWoe&a Thmckmorton
secured first, money with a clean snore-.

TORONTO, Dec. 3.-J. Kennedy, of the Franklin House, at
Markham, gave a live bird shoot on Tuesday and to-day. The
purses given were liberal and should have called out a larger at-
tendance, but with the assistance of a number of sweepstakes Mr.
Kennedy came out about even and those present enjoyed a good
shoot. The use of one barrel only was allowed in all events.
Scores: First event, sweepstakes, 7 birds:W McDowaU 7 D Grant 5 WPeardon 4
D Blea 6 TBoyd 5 P Wakefield 4
J Bell 6 WBeldam 5 FAndrewe 4
H Beatty ...5

Second' event, sweepstakes, 7 birds:
P Wakefield 7 McDowall 5 Roberts 5
H Beatty 6 Bell 5 Collins 5
Blea — ,6 Grant 5 Peardon 4
Beldam 6 Boyd 5 Andrews. 4
Third event, guarantee purse, $150, 10 birds each:

Peardon... 8 Grant 7 Wakefield 6
Bell 8 Sawdon 7 Beatty 5
Boyd 8 McDowall 7 Andrews 5
Beldam 7 Blea 6 Bennett 5
In shooting off the ties at 8 Boyd won first prize, Peardon second

and Bell third.
Fourth event, sweepstake, 7 birds:

Beatty 7 Blea 6 Peardon 5
McDowaU...- 7 Boyd 5 Beldam 5
Wakefield 7 Winfield 6 Mason 4
Reeves 7 BeU 6 Kennedy... 4
On the second day the first event was a sweep 7 birds each.

Mitchell, Wakefield, Reeves and Beldam had clean scores, while
Beatty and McDowaU killed six each. Winfield, Kennedy, Singer,
Glendenning and Read retired.
Handicap, 10 birds:

Mitchell 10 McDowall 8 Milne 8
Beatty 9 Wakefield 8 Winfield 8
Beldam 9
Retired—Singer, Glendenning, Reeves, Magill, Kennedy.
Handicap, 7 birds:

Wakefield 7 Miller 7 Beldam 6
Mitchell 7 McDowall 6 Beatty 6

Retired—Glendenning, Reeves, Franklin.
Team match, 10 birds each man.

McDowall 9 Beatty 7
Beldam 9—18 Mitchell 7—14

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 6.—At the regular meet this week,
at Coal Mine Brook Range, of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club,
this was a continuation of the Merchandise Contest. The wind
was troublesome and small totals was the result. The work of
each man who had a possible 25 clay pigeons resulted as follows:
Gilbert J. Rugy 21; W. L. Davis 19: W. R. Dean, M. D. Oilman, E.
T. Smith and E. W. Johnson each had 17; A. L. Oilman and H. W.
Webber each had 16; A. B. Burbank 12; and Fred Forehand 9.

The remaining events were with strings of 10 clay pigeons, the
work of each event foUows: 1st. G. J. Rugv and A. B. Bur-
hank each 9; M. D. Gilman 8; W. L. Davis 7. 2d. E. T. Smith, M.
D. Gilman. W. L. Davis and G. J. Rugy each 9; then followed a
shoot-off. Smith and Davis dropped and the three div. first honors;
W. R. Dean with 7 was second; while A. L. Gilman, A. B. Bur-
bank and E. W. Johnson held third place. 3d. E. T. Smith 9; M.
D. GUman, A. L. Gilman, A. B. Burbank, W. L. Davis each had
8; and on the shoot off the second place was taken by Rugy and
Burbank; while E. W. Johnson was given third. 4th. E.J.Smith
and G. J. Rugy each 10; E. Wr

. Johnson second with 9; A. B. Bur-
bank third.

CHICAGO, HI., Dec. 6.—The Forester Gun Club, of Chicago for-
mally adopted the American Shooting Association rules, vice the
old-time Illinois State rules. The Fort Dearborn Club will also
adopt the A S. A. rules at their next meeting, and it is thought
that all the clubs wiU follow. It is the old challenging clause of
the Illinois rules that causes their abandonment. Chicago is very
conservative in trap matters, and the old Hlinois rules have had
a long vogue. Messrs. W. P. Mussey and C. B. Dicks are matched
to shoot Messrs. W. G. Payson and R. A. Turtle a match sometime
soon, probably Dec. 14, 50 live birds, $50 a corner.—E. Hough.

THE CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY RECORD.
Below are the individual summaries in the great contest be-

tween Chicago and Kansas City, Nov. 11, 12 and 13. This detailed

report is the most graphic presentation of such a contest ever

presented by any sportsman's paper in this country. Here is

shown every shot, with full particulars as to what trap it was

sprung from, its direction of flight, and the shooter's score. Read

R, right quarterer.

L, left quarterer.

D, driver.

I, incomer.

T, Towerer.

RD, right-quartering driver.

LD, left-quartering driver.

RT, right-quartering towerer.

LT, left-quartering toweTer.
RI, right-quartering incomer.
LI, left-quaitering incomer.
L killed with first barrel.

2, killed with second barrel.

0, missed.

o, dead out of bounds.

Kansas Cnx.
E. Bingham.

. .J

Chicago.
P. F. Stone.
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1..5 1 RD 1..4 0 D 1..4 3 R 1..1 L
R 2..1 2 L 2..

5

1 RI 3..

5

RI
3"4 1 RI 3..

4

LT 3. .3 1 LD 3..

5

3 RD
4. .3 LD 4.-2 2 LD 4. .4 2 R 4. .3 0 RD
5.. 4 1 TD 5..1 2 LD 5..

2

LD 5. .5 0 LT
6.-4 1 LD 6..1 1 LI 6..1 1 LI 6..1 LD
7. .4 L 7..

4

2 RD 7. .3 1 RD 7. .3 TD
8. .4 1 RI 8..

5

1 LD 8..

4

RI 8..

2

RI
9. .4 1 I 9..1 L 9..

3

1 R 9. .3 1 Jj

10. .3 2 LD 10..

4

2 LD 10..

4

2 RI 10..

2

2 D
11..

3

D 11. .3 1 RI 11..

2

1 D 11. .3 1 RI
12..

1

2 R 12..

4

2 D 12..

3

2 R 12.. 5 1 RI
13..

3

2 D 18..

4

RI 13. .3 3 R 13..

1

3 LD
14..

5

1 L 14..

5

2 R 14..

3

0 RD 14..

3

R
15.. 4 2 R 15.. 3 2 R 15..

4

1 RD 15..

3

RD
16..

3

1 D 16. .3 1 RI 16..

2

1 TI 16..

5

1 R
17. .1 L 17.. 3 1 R 17..

3

D 17.. 4 3 R
18..

1

2 RD 18. 5 LD 18..

3

2 TI 18..

3

1 R
19..

3

1 R 19..

4

3 R 19..

5

T 19. .3 2 RI
20. .4 2 RD 20. .4 2 RI 20. .2 2 I 30.. 5 1 RI
21.

3

2 RD 31..

1

1 TD 21..

2

1 D 21..

5

3 T
22..

1

1 R 32..

3

1 RI 22..

3

1 R 23..

3

2 L
23.. 4 2 D S3..4 1 D 23. .4 2 D 23..

2

1 RI
24..

2

9 LD 24. .4 R 24. .1 2 L 24..

4

3 T
25..

3

2 n 25..

1

LD 2S..4 1 RD 25.. 4 R
26..

4

0 D 26..

4

3 D 26.-5 1 R 26..

2

1 R
27..

1

0 L 27..

5

2 TD 27..

1

RI 27..S D
28..

3

1 LI 28..

4

0 L 38.-5 2 RI 28. .3 R
29. .1 1 D 29..

2

2 LD 39.. 5 1 R 29..

4

1 R
30..

4

1 RD 30..

2

2 R 30. .1 U 30. .1 2 L
31..

3

1 LD 31.. 3 3 LD 31.. 5 LD 31..

1

1 D
32..

1

1 LI 32. .3 1 T 33.. 1 1 T 32..

2

1 LD
33. .5 1 RD 33. .3 1 R 3S..4 2 LD 33..

1

1 L
34..

1

2 LD 34. .4 1 RI 34.-4 1 A 34.. 4 1 D
35..

3

LD 35.-2 1 RD 35. .3 LD 35.. 3 2 D
36..

5

2 RT 36..S 1 RI 36.-5 1 36..

4

1 RT
37..

4

2 R 37. .4 1 T 37. .2 0 LD 37..

4

1 D
38. .4 2 L 88..

3

1 LD 38..

4

2 R 38 .3 2 LD
39.-3 2 •LD 39.. 4 2 LD 39..

3

D 39. .3 1 R
40..

5

RI 40..

4

RD 40. 3 1 R 40..

5

1 RI
41..

2

1 LD 41..

2

2 LD 41..

3

R 41..

3

3 D
12. .4 LD 42..2 L 43..

5

1 LD 43..

4

1 D
43.. 2 2 LD 43. .3 0 LD 43. .4 2 LD 43..

4

1 L
44. .1 LD 44..1 D 44.. 2 1 LD - 44.-2 2 L
45..

4

2 RD 45..S 1 RI 45.-4 1 R 45..S 0 R
46.. 3 1 RD 46..

4

1 RI 46.-3 2 D 46.,

1

2 LD
47..

1

1 I 47..

4

0 LD 47..

1

0 I 47.. 1 1 R
48..

4

1 RD 48..

4

RI 48. .2 0 D 48., 1 1 L
49. .1 2 LD 49.. 2 2 LD 49..

5

1 RD 49.,

5

1 I
50..

2

1 LD 50.. 1 1 RI 50. .3 2 R 50..

4

1 R
Total 47 Total « Total tk Total 44

Kansas City. Chicago.
W. S. HalltweU. W. P. Mussey.
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Kansas City.

Ed. Chouteau.
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Chicago.
M. ,T. Eich.
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& P P
1..5 2 I 1..4 1
2. .4 2 RD 2..1 1
3. .3 0 D 3. .2 1

4. .5 1 L 4. .3 1

5..

2

1 LI 5..1 1
6. .3 2 R 6..4 1
7..

2

2 LD 7. .2 3
8..1 2 D 8..1 1
9. .4 1 R 9..1 1

10..

1

1 D 10..

5

1
11..

2

g RI 11..

5

2
12..

2

1 D 12..

2

1
13..

4

1 R 13..

5

1
14.. 4 2 RI 14..

3

1
15. .4 1 L 15..

5

2
16..

3

1 D 16. .5
17 .5 1 LD 17..

2

2
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1 D 18. .4 1
19. .3 0 LJD 19..

5

2
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3

2 L 20..

4

1
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2 L 21..

2

1
22..

4

2 RI 22..

4

1
23..1 1 R 23.. 3 1
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2 D 24. .3 1
25..

3

1 RD 25.. 5 1
26. .4 1 R 26..

5

27. .3 1 RD 27. .3 0
28.

4

1 R 28..

4

1
29 .3 1 RD 29..

1

1
30..

4

1 R 30. .3
31..

3

1 R 31. .2 1
32..

1

2 LD 32..

3

1
33..

4

LD 33.. 1 0
34..

5

1 R 34..

1

2
35.. 2 1 RI 35..

5

1
36..

4

1 R 36..

3

1
37..

5

0 RD 37. .4 1
38..

2

1 R 38..

2

39..

5

2 R 39..

2

2
40..1 2 RD 40..

1

1
41..

5

0 RT 41..

3

42..

2

2 LD 42..

5

1
43..

4

0 LD 43..

4

1
44. .1 1 D 44..

5

1
45..

5

2 I 45..

3

1
46..

1

2 LD 46..

2

1
47..

1

1 L 47..

2

2
48. .2 1 R 48. .1 1
49. .1 D 49..

5

1
50. .4 2 L 50..

2

2

D
RI
RD
L
L
LD
R
R
RD
I
I
LI
R
R
RI
RD
RD
LD
RI
RI
T
RI
R
R
I

LD
LD
RD
R
R
1

R
L
LD
T
D
LD
D
RT
LD
D
D
RD
RT
LD
R
T
R
RI
L

Total 44 Total 48 Total 39

W. B. Twitchell J. E. Price. J E. Riley.
1..3 0 R 1..1 I 1. .3 2 D
2. .5 1 TI 3..

4

3 RI 2. .4 RD
3..

3

L 3..

3

0 D 3. .1 1 R
4..4 1 RI 4. .5 1 RI .3 2 R
5..4 2 RD 5. 2 1 D 5- RD
6. .4 2 LD 6. .4 LD 0. !5 3 LD
7..

2

1 L 7. .3 RD 7. .5 1 R
8. .3 1 R 8..

5

2 RI 8. .1 LD
9..1 1 LI 9. .4 2 LD 9. .5 1 RD

10..

2

0 L 10.. 2 I 10. .4 1 LD
11..

1

2 RI 11..

3

R 11. 1 LD
12. .4 2 R 12. .3 1 RI 12. .5 1 D
13. .1 1 T 13..

2
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14..

1

2 TI 14..

4

1 D 14. 2 1 RI
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16..

3

1 D 18..

5
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3
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Total 41

J. K. Guinnotte.
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G. Kleinman.
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43..

3

44. .2

45 .3

46..

4

47..

3

48..

4

49..

2

50. .5

R
RD
D
D
R
L
D
RD
D
D
RD
LD
L
L
D
LD
LD
RD
RI
R
L
RD
L
LD
I
D
LD
L
LD
I
RD
R
R
RD
L
R
L
R
D
D
D
RD
RD
LD
RD
R
D
RD
LD
D

Total

J. B.
1..3
2..

3

3. .2

4..

4

5. .4
6..5
7..4
8. .2

9. .4

10. .4

11. 2
13..4
13..

5

14..

4

15..

1

16..

4

17. .3

18. .3

19. .3

20.. 4
21..

3

22..

2

23..

1

24..

4

25. 4
26. .2

27.. 4
28..

5

29..

4

30-3
31..

3

32. .5

33..

5

34..

5

35..

5

36..

4

37..

5

38..

5

39..3
40..

5

41..

1

42..

3

43..

1

44..

5

45..

4

46. .3

47..

1

48. .3

49..

3

50..3

R
D
D
RI
LD
I
LI
LD
L
RD

2
1
1
1
1

0 D
2 RD

LD
L
LI
RD
L
D

2 RD
2 D

I
2 L
2 L
1 RD
1 RI
0 R
2 RD
2 R
1 1
1 LI
o D
2 RI
0 D
2 D

RD
L
RD
D
I

0 R
1 L

L
LD
I

D
D
R
D
D
L

1..1

3.'.'l

4. .4

5..

3

6. .3

7. .4

8..

5

9. .4

10..

3

11. 3
12..

3

13.. 2
14..

3

15. .4

16. .4

17. .5

18..

4

19. .4
20..

3

21. .2

22.. 5
23. .5

24..

1

25..

3

36. .2

27..

4

28..

3

29..

5

30..

3

31. .4

32.. 4

33. .2

34..

5

35..

1

36. .4

37..

2

38..

4

39. .3

40..

1

41..

1

43. .3
43. .2

44..

3

45..

4

46..

1

47..

5

48..

1

49..

5

50..

1

R
L
T
LD
D
RD
RI
R
L
RI
RI
L
LD
D
R
RD
D
RD
RD
LD
R
I

RD
R
R
RD
TD
TD

2 I

1 R
2 RD
2 D

D
LD
RI
L
R
LD
L

0 LD
1 R

D
1 L
2 D
0 LD
2 T
1 T

Total 46

C. E. Felton.
1..4
2..

4

3..

2

4:.5
5..

3

6..1
7. .3

8..

3

9..4
10..

3

11 .3

12. .1

13..

3

14..

1

15..

5

16..

1

17. .4

18..

1

19. .4

20..

5

31..

5

33. .4

33. .4

34..

3

35..

1

36..

1

37..

L

38. .1

29..

1

30..

3

31.. 1

32..

4

33..

1

34.. 5
35..

4

36. .3

37..

4

38..

4

39..

4

40..

2

41. .2

42..

1

43..

4

44. .4

45.. 3
46..

3

47..

4

48. .3

49..

3

50. .5

R
RD
LI
T
RI
L
RD
ft
D
L
L
L
RI
I

RD
R
D
L
RI
RD
D
LD
D
RD
L
D
D
L
D
D
L
I
RD
RI
L
LI
I
RD
RD
L
LD
L
R
R
RD
R
LD
L
D
T

Total 46

Abner Price.
1..4
2..1
3. .5

4..1
5..1

6..

3

7..1
8. .3

9. .3

10..

3

11..

3

13. .1

13. .4
14.. 3
15. 3
16..

4

17..

2

18..

4

19..

2

20. .3

21. .4

23..

1

33. .3
34..

1

35..

2

36..

4

37..

4

28..

3

29..

3

30..

3

31. .4
32..

3

33..

2

34..

4

35..

5

36. .2

37..

4

38..

1

39. .1

40..

4

41..]
42.. 1

43. .1

44. .3

45..

4

46..

1

47.. 4
48..

3

49. 5
50..

4

RD
L
RI
I

RI
RD
I
L
LD
LD
RD
D
D
RD
D
L
L
R
T
RI
RI
R
L
LD
RD
RD
RI
R
RI
LD
RI
RD
R
RI
R
LI
R
L
LI
RD
L
LI
TD
RI
RI
LI
RD
D
L
R

Total 43

Kansas City.

A. E. Thomas.

*3 ft m O

« S u §2

$5 p p

Chicago.
C. B. Dicks.

Kansas City. Chicago.
1

G. Schroeder. J. M. Hutchinson.

M EH .25
H »J - *? 60

°. °. % f£O O <£> .2

£ p p
1..3
2. .3

3. .4

4..1

5..

3

6. .2

7. .4

8. .4

9. .3

10..

3

11.

1

13..

3

13..

1

14..

5

15.. I

16.. 4
17. .3
18. .4
19..

3

20..

4

31..

3

22..

3

23 .1

24. .1

25..

3

26.. 3
27. .3

28..

3

29. .3

30..

1

31. .4

33.. 5

33..3
34..

5

35..

5

36..

1

37..

4

38..

3

39..

3

40..

4

41. .4

42..

5

43. .1

44. .3

45..

5

46..

1

47..

5

48..

3

49..

2

50..

3

R
LD
R
LD
RI
LD
RD
R
LD
D
RI
LD
TI
TD
D
1
L
RD
RI
LD
LI
D
L
L
D
D
D
K
RD
L
L
RI
RD
RI
RD
RT
LD

2 LI
0 R

L
D
I

LD
RD
RI
D
R
RD
D
LD

Total 46

J. A. R.Elliott,
1..2 2 D
2. .3 2 L

23..

3

4. .5

5. .5

6. .4

8.'.3

9. .3

10..

1

11..

2

12..

4

13. .4

14. .4

15..

1

16. .4

17. .4

18..

5

19..

3

20..

2

21..

1

22.. 1

23..

1

24..

3

25..

5

26..

4

27..

4

28..

4

29. .4

30..

3

31.. 4
33.. 5

33.-2
34.. 4

S5..2
36..

3

37..

1

38..

5

39..

5

40. .3

4i:.i
42. .3

43. .3

44.. 4
45..

1

46..

5

47..

3

48..

3

49..

3

50. .5

RD
RI
RI
R
LD
RD
I
RD
LD
RD
RI
R
LD
RD
RD
LD
RD
RD
RD
RD
LD
D
D
R
R
D
RI
RD
RI
RI
R
L
RI
LD
L
R
RD
LI
D
LD
L
R
LD
R
L
R
RD
RD

1..4
3..

4

3.. 3
4. .2

5. .3

6 4
7. .3

8. .2

9..

2

10. .4

11. .4

12..

2

13.. 5
14. .4

15.. 5
16. .3

17..

4

18. .4

19 .4
20.. 5

21. .4

22.. 3
23..

3

24..

5

25.. 3
26..

3

37.. 5
38..

1

29..

5

30. .3

31..

5

32. .2

33.. 4
34.. 3
35. .4

36..

4

37..

1

38..

3

39..

5

40..

3

41. .4

42. .2

43. .3

•44.. 2
45..

5

46..

3

47.. 5
48. .4

49..

4

50.. 3

1..1
2..1
3. .5

4..

4

BI
RD
D
L
I
L
LD
R
RI
RI
LD
R
L
L
R
L
RI
RI
R
RD
I
LI
RI
RD
RI
LD
L
LD
D
D
I
T
RI
L
RI
D
R
RD
LD
LD
RI
L
L
LD
R
RD
L
LD
L
L

6. .5

7. .3

8. .3

9..

3

10. .4

11..

3

13..

1

13..

4

14..

3

15..

1

16..

5

17. .3

18.. 4
19. .1

20. .4

21. .4

22..

3

23..

2

24..

2

25. .2

26..

1

27..

3

28..

2

3a. .1

30..

4

31. .3

32..

1

33.. 5

34.. 2
35..

3

36. .4

37..

2

38..

4

39..

3

40..

1

41..

5

42. .3

43..

1

44..

5

45..

3

46..

4

47..

5

4S..5
49.. 1

50..

4

Total 48 Total 43

Second Teams.,
D.S.Gordon. Geo. T. Farmer.
1..5 1 I 1..4 2 D
2 .3 1 L 2. .5 RI
3..5 2 R 3. .4 2 D
4. .2 1 L 4. .5 1 RI
5. .3 1 LI 5.. 3 2 LD
6. .4 0 D 6. .5 1 RI
7. .4 2 RD 7..2 0 LD
8. .4 2 RD 8..1 1 LI
9. .4 0 I 9. .3 2 LD

10..

4

1 RD 10.. 3 2 RD
11.1 1 LD 11..

5

2 RI
12..

4

3 D 12..

4

1 RD
13..

3

2 RD 13..

5

2 I
14..

5

1 I 14..

1

LD
15..

4

0 D 15..

1

RD
16..

1

2 LI 16. .4 2 RD
17..

1

2 D 17..

4

I
18..

5

2 RI 18. .3 0 D
19. .4 0 D 19..

1

2 D
20..

4

2 D 20 5 0 D
21..

2

1 L 21. .4 2 RI
23..

1

I 22..

4

RD
23. .4 2 RD 23..

4

0 RD
24. .4 2 RD 24. .4 1 L
25 .5 1 R 25..

4

1 D
26. .1 1 L 26..

3

RI
27 2 2 LD 27..

4

RD
38"4 LD 28.. 5 1 RI
29..

2

D 29..

3

0 RD
SO. .4 RD 30..

4

3 R
31. .3 D 31 .3 0 RD
32..

4

1 R 32. .2 1 RD
33. .2 1 LD 33. .2 1 L
31..

3

2 L 34.. 3 RD
a5..3 RD 35. .1 1 RD
36..

4

RD 36. .1 0 LD
37..

1

1 L 37. .2 1 RD
38..

4

1 RD 38..

1

0 L
39..

3

2 R 39..

4

1 RI
40..

1

LD 40..

2

1 R
41. .1 R 41. .4 L
42. .2 0 D 42. .4 2 D
43. .3 L 43. .4 1 R
44.. 3 0 D 44..

1

LD
45..

1

1 LI 45. .1 1 L
46. .4 2 RD 46..5 0 R
47..

1

1 L 47..

5

0 D
48..3 1 LD 48..

2

2 L
49..

4

2 RI 49..

5

2 L
50. .2 2 L 50..3 1 LD
Total 41 Total 37

W EH

P P

ffl EH

£ P

d •

to*

5
1..3
2. .3

3..1
4..

4

5. .2

6..1
7. .4

8..

5

9. .3

10.. 5
11. .4

12..

1

13. .4

14..

3

15..

1

16..

1

17..

2

18 .5
19.. 1

20..

3

21..

5

22. .4
23.-2
24..

1

25. .4

26..

3

27.. 3
28..

4

29. .4

30..

3

31..

3

32.. 1

33. .2

34.. 1
35..

1

36..

4

37..

5

38..

4

39..

4

40. .1

41. .1

42. .5

43. 3
44..

4

45..

4

46..

3

47..

4

48..

1

49..

4

50..4

L
RD
LD
LD
D
D
R
LD
RD
R
RD
LI
D
LD
J)
D
I

D
R
R
RD
LD
LD
R
D
D
R
D
D
RD
D
D
RD
LD
RD
RD
LD
RD
RD
RD
LD
L
LI
R
R
RD
L
RD
L
LD

I. .5

2..

4

3..1
4..4
5..

2

6. .4
7..

3

8..

4

9. 4
10.. 5
II. .

3

12. .3

13..

4

14..

1

15..

2

16. .1

17.. 4
18..

2

19..

3

20. .2

21 .1

22.. 2
23..

2

24. .1

25. .3

26. .5

27. .4

28..

4

29..

5

30..

3

31..

2

32..

3

33..

4

34..

2

35. .2

3'S..5

37..

4

38. .4
39..

1

40..

3

41. .5

42.. 3

43. .4
44..

5

45..

5

46..

3

47..

4

48. .2

49...
50..

3

LT
T
R
L
LD
RI
LD
R
D
R
1)

R
D
L
LI
L
R
T
LD
LD
T
D
LD
LD
RI
RD
R
RD
R
D
L
R
RD
LD
D
R
D
D
D
R
D
D
RI
L
D
I

•RI
L

LD
46 Total 41 Total 3S

einman. F. J. Smith. Geo. Hofman.
1 RD 1 .3 1 R 1..5 0 L

L .1 1 L 2. .5 1 RI
L 3 .3 R 3. .3 LDRD 4 .3 0 D 4..1 0 L

1 RD .4 D 5..

2

DR 6 .5 0 K 6.. 5 2 R
1 R 7 .3 2 I 7..

3

2 D
1 R 8 3 . 2 L 8..

5

2 I
1 T 9 .3 T 9. .4 2 RD
2 RD 10 .5 2 RI 10.. 1 1 RD
•© L 11 .4 1 D 11..

3

L
2 1 13 .5 D 12..

3

D
RD 13 2 1 I 13.. £ 1 RI

2 RD 14 .3 2 RI 14.. 1 1 IR 15 .4 1 RI 15..

4

DRD 16 .1 2 RI 16..

1

1 R
I 17 .3 1 L 17..

2

L
1 D 18 .4 RD 18..

3

1 T
L 19 .4 1 R 19. .3 D

1 RD 20 .2 1 I 20..

1

2 I
2 R 21 2 D 21..

3

I
3 LD '.1 LI 22..

4

2 R
2 L 23 .1 1 LI 33. .4 1 ILD 24 .4 D 24.. 4 1 T
1 RI 25 .4 2 R 35..

5

1 RT
1 LD 20 .5 1 T 36..

3

1 L
RI 27 .3 2 D 27.-3 1 L
RD 28 .3 0 LI 28. .5 2 RI

1 L 20 .5 R 29..

1

1 RI
1 RD 30 .1 RD 30. 1 2 RD
1 RI 31 .4 1 L 31..

4

2 R
0 LD 32 .1 1 R 32..

4

1 L
1 RI 3c .3 2 R 33..

4

1 L
1 R 34 .4 2 RD 34. 3 2 R
2 L - R 35. .5 0 I
0 R 36 :4 R 36..

5

0 1
1 RI 37 2 1 R 37..

3

2 LD
1 RI 38 .2 2 LD o8..5 1 RI
3 LT 38 .5 3 LD 39..

1

1 I
3 LI 40 1 I 40..

3

2' L
3 RD 41 '.2 LI 41..

5

2 I
0 D .4 1 I 42..

2

2 D
1 L 43. .5 1 I 43. .3 1 I
3 RI 44 .1 2 LD 44..

3

2 RI
2 RD 45 .3 D 45..

3

2 LI
2 RI 46. .4 3 D 46. .2 0 D

RD 47 .1 2 LI 47..

4

RD
1 RI 48. .3 0 R 48. .4 1 I
2 L 49. .4 3 RD 49..

4

2 D
1 R 50. .1 2 RD 50..

5

2 I

Total 45

W. G. Eads.
1..4
2 2
3.'.1

4..

4

5..1
6..1
7. .3

8. .3

9. .3

10..

5

11..

8

12. .5

13..

3

14. 5

15.. 3
16..

5

17..

3

18..

2

19.. 5
20..

3

21..

3

22,. 3

23..

1

24..

4

25.-4

36..

p

2S.'.~3

29 .1

30..

2

31..

1

32..

4

33..

4

31..4
85..

2

36..

1

37.. 4
38..

4

39..

2

40..

3

41. .3

42..

3

43. .5

44..

1

45..

5

46 .4
47..

4

48..

5

49..

4

50. .5

RI
RD
RD
LD
D
LD
D
LD
LD
D
R
R
LD
D
LD
LD
RD
LD
LD
D
LD
I
RD
RD
R
RI
RD
RD
RD
I

I
RD
R
RD
RI
RD
RI
RD
LD
RI
RD
R
R
LD
RI
RD
D
LD
RD
R

Total

A. W.
1..1
2..

4

3. .4
4..

4

5..

3

6. .4

7. .4

8..

5

9. .4

10..

3

11. .1

12.. 4
13..

1

14.. 4
15..

3

16. .1

17..

4

18.. 3
19. 4
20..

2

21.. 5
23..

5

33..

5

34..

5

35. .2

26. .1

27..

1

28..

4

39.. 5
30..

3

31..

4

33..

3

33..

3

34. .5

35..

3

36..

1

37..

3

3S..2
39..

1

40..

5

41. .2

42..

3

43..

3

44.. 3
45. .3

46..

1

47.. 5
48. .3
49..

1

50. .4

44

Reeves.
1 L

R
1 RI
1 RD
3 L
0 D
2 L
2 R
1 RD
1 L
2 I
2 RI
0 L
2 RI
3 D
2 LD

R
0 D
1
1

RD
R
RI

2 R
3 RD
3 RI
0 LD
1 R
1 I

1 LD
3 LD
0 R
1 R
3 I
1 LI
0 I

I

L
2
1 _
0 LD
2 L

R
RD
RI
D

2 RD
0 L

R
LI
RD
R
RD

Kansas City.
J. L. Porter.

» Eh fj Oj*

0 ° 1 ss
o o s a
K p p

Chicago.
George Airry.

Kansas Cm.
C. F. Holmes.

1..5
2. 1
3..

5

4..1
5. .5

6. .3

7.. 5
8..

5

9. .3

10..

4

11..

3

13.. 5
13..

5

14..

1

15.. 4
16..

3

17..

4

18. .4

19. .4

20..

3

31..

1

22. .3

23..

4

24..

5

25..

3

20.. 2

27.. 4
28..

4

29..

5

30..

1

31.. 4
32.. 5
33..

4

34.. 1

35..

4

36.

3

37..

4

38..

4

39..

1

40. .1

41..

2

42..

2

43..

2

44..

4

45..

4

46..

4

47..

3

48..

1

49..

5

50. .4

RD
I

R
I
D
RI
RD
RD
LI
RI
R
R
RD
D
RI
RI
D
D
RI
LD
R
R
RD
R
LI
RD
RI
R
RD
RI
RI
I
RD
LI
R
I
R
RI
I

R
D
LI
LD
L
I

LD
D
LI
I
RI

F. C. Maegley.
1..3

3. .3

4. .5

5. .3

6..

5

7.-2
8 .4

9..

4

10.. 1
11. .2

12..

2

13..

4

14..

3

15..

4

16. .3

17..2
18..

3

19..

5

20. .3

21..

3

23..

4

33. .4

34..

1

35..

3

26..

1

27..

4

28..

5

29. 4
30..

5

31..

5

32..

2

33..

1

34..

3

35.. 5
36. .4

37.. 1
38..

1

39..

2

40..

4

41..

2

42. 4
43..

4

44. .2

45..

3

46..

1

47.. 1

48..

5

49..

5

50..

3

Total 47

G. W. Youmans.

Total 39

E. M. Steels.

0 LD
Total 44 Total 41.

1..3
2. .4

3..

4

4. .4

5..1
6..1
7..1
8 .1

9. .5

10..

1

11. .1

12..

4

13..

4

14. .1

15..

4

16. .1

17.. 3
18. 3
19..

1

20..

5

21..

2

22.. 4
23..

4

24..

3

35..

3

26..

4

37.. 3
3S..4
29..

4

30. .3

31..

3

32..

3

33.. 3
34. .1

35. -3

36. -4

37..

1

38. .2

39. .2

40. .1

41. .2

43..

2

43. 2
44..

4

45..

3

46..

5

47.-4
48. .3

49..

1

50..

5

LI
R
RD
RD
L
L
LD
L
RD
L
LD
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WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, 111., Nov, 29.—Score made by
tlie Gun Club at 10 live pigeons, Illinois State rules:

C E Willard 12? 1 210023-8 Ed brooke 2332120222 - 9

B Rock .1110121112-9 J O'Brien .2111113323-10

Babeiif 1121113210-9 Cap Anson 1033321210- 8

O B Di' l;;-- Li .'322220-0 L M Hani 1002000022- 4

EdStack 1 L ll-O RG 1 il .rth 13323-10

On shoot-off Wadsworth won first, Stack second.
At 20 Pe< iria black birds:

Wadsw'h i

11
1 1 11011101110—14 L M Ham.1011 1010111000010110—11

B Rock.. .11101111111111010111—17 E WillardlllilOOOOlllllOOOlOO- 9

}7A suKi 1
iiK-r, (iiji- \::XU 10-13 C Anson .

.01 IWlliWinnilUtlO- -12

JOT.,. 1 1 li LO00 I HlO-14 BBabeuf.OlOllllOlllOllOOmO-13
CBDicks.QlOOlllllOllOllOlUl—14 . _ ,.- ,

Dec'. 3.—Scores made here to-day |by Chicago Shooting Club, Il-

linois State rules:

G Kleinman 113121211122-12 E Steck 111221112311-11

M J Eich 201312111112—11 Smith 110021101111- 9

f. \ R-v/f:, 1 . li a ti n .. 123012301.131—10

R B Wadsworth. 213131322011- 11

G. Kleinman aud E. Steck will shoot off tie for medal in nest
club shoot.
Same day, 20 eeoria blackbirds:

E Steck. .

.

".
1110111110111111111101101-21

R B Wadsworth 1000010111111011111111011-18

6 Kleinman 111111(1101111 1111 1111 110-23

M J Eich - - i i.01 01 :0i. 1
1 1 iM. 1 0 : ;

i

S ;i !
! n 1- i

0

A W Reeves 1110011011110010111111111—18

Cap Anson 1010111111011011110111111—20

Sweep, same day at 5 live pigeons:
R B Wadsworth ..21112-5 E Steck 10221-4
AWReeves.... 01121-4 G Kleinman 11111—5
Smith 00101-3 Ike Watson 11212-5

Cap Anson 12112—5
Tie for first won by Wadsworth with 13 straight.—Ravelrigg.
NIAGARA, N. Y., Dec. 1—Niagara River Gun Club. Match

No. 1, at 7 live birds, entrance $2, ground trap, 30yds. rise, 80yds.
boundary, use both barrels, money div. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

Geo Margetts 1111121-7 S M Brooks 1120001-4
Patterson 2121011—6 John Few 0021201-4
Case 2221110-6 P Ellis 2110101-5
McBean 1120111-6
Shot off tie on second in nest match.
Match No. 2, same as No. 1:

Kellogg. 1131211—7 McBean 1101111—6
Marget ts 1111112—7 Brooks 2000110-3
Patterson 0121111-6 John Few 0111111-6
Case 1111111-7 Ellis ...1010100-3
Ties all div.
Match No. 3, at 5 live birds, money div. 60 and 40 per cent.:

Geo Margetts 11111—5 McBean 11111—5
Patterson 11122-5 Brooks 11210—4
Case 12111—5 Ellis 11220-4
McBean and Margetts div. first on shoot-off; second div.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Dec. 6.—A pewter cup match was opened
at the. grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day to take the
place of the monthly merchandise match. The conditions of the
match are that the man making the highest score at 15 single
and 5 pairs bluerocks is entitled to a cup each Saturday, aud that
the shooter winning the greatest number of cups by the last Sat-
urday in February will receive SjnO in gold or its equivalent in
plate. In this match to-day Perry and Gore tied with 20 each,
and in the shoot-off Perry won. The other scores in this match
were: Moore 19, Dill 18, Hooper 16, Covvee 15, Stone 13. Ten
rockets, shot at in the dark: Perry and Bradstreet 9, Dill 8,

Hooper 7. A practice match, at 15 bluerocks, from 3 unknown
angles, will be opened at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club
next Monday. This match will close on the last Saturday in Feb-
ruary and the. 10 best scores are to count for the prizes: The first

prize $25, second $80, third $15, fourth $10, and six prizes of $5
each.

"LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN."—Years ago when a farmer
lost a sbeep or colt from his pastures it was the custom to write
out notices similar to the heading above and then nail the notices
along the road side, where the papers would be apt to catch the
eye of those passing along. In these days we do matters better,
and catch the eyes of thousands of readers by a single notice in the
columns of the Forest and Stream. Jack Elliott, of Bartow-on
Sound, the man who is known to all as "Happy Jack Elliott," is
in trouble. His Parker gun is ''lost, st rayed or stolen." At Erb's
Park on the last day of the tournament some one exchanged guns
—we will say unintentionally—taking Elliott's "mascot" gun and
leaving_ a Parker, it is true, but not Jack's. His was a nearly new
one: this is well worn. As Elliott is to shoot two races this week
he is naturally worried. The number of the missing gun is 60794,
so if any one has it not knowing the owner it cau be returned as
above. Elliott wants to win bis matches with Daly and with
Ryan, but will lose the forfeit, rather than shoot with a strange
gun.—Jacob Pentz.

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1 890.-V.
rpENTS AND CAMP OUTFITS.-There were tents of all styles
JL and sizes, aud in large numbers too, at the camp; but among
them all was nothing especially new or striking. The ordinary
army wall tent, from the 7X9 to the. 12X14. size, was very generally
used and served fairly well, thought devoid of any original or
especially meritorious features. The men either bought or hired
them of tent makers as the easiest way of procuring a tent, and
with no regard to their fitness. Being large and unwieldy, and
offering a good hold to the wind, they furnished excitement aud
exercise on many a breezy night, all hands turning out for tent
peg drill, perhaps to extricate some sufferer from the ruins of his
home, and to pitch it anew for him. The maddest man in camp
during the entire meet was one whose tent did not blow clown,
though, he was called away in a hurry from the minstrel show by
the news that it had. The larger of these tents were in many cases
very neatly and tastily furnished, and through the half open flaps
a very cosy interior Was displayed to the passerby. One of the
Mohican tents in particular attracted general attention. Tne
smallest, form of wall tent, the serviceable little Clyde, with its
floor sewn in, was used by many of the less pretentious campers,
those who carried to camp little save the simplest and most essen-
tial articles. The single pole square pyramidal tent was also used
by many of the same class of campers, among them the Ianthe
and Brooklyn men. The little

1

-Mini" tent, described in the For-
t ST akd Stream of April 24, 1889, was represented by a very neat
piece of handiwork, built from the published drawings by Mr. J.
S. Wright, of New Bedford. The tent is so neat and compact, and
so easily set, up, that it is excellently adapted for canoe use; while
it needs no pegs, and so may be pitched on a rock or a wharf or
any level place.
Of canoe tents proper, to fit over the canoe, but few samples were

seen, a,nd these showed no improvement over the original ones at
Grindstone in 1884. In fact it is undeniable that so far as the
meets are concerned, improvements in tents and campoutfits have
practically ceased within the past three years. Men waste little
time or thought over tents or camp furniture, but take what is
easiest to be had of the regular dealer. Most of the tents are more
completely furnished than in the past, board floors, rugs, curtains,
cots, chairs, etc., considered mere matters of necessity now, where
once they were looked upon as the highest degree of luxury.
There were a number of simple cooking kits about the camp, used
by those who were fortunate enough to be indeuendent of the
mess tent, but they were little different from the many which we
have described at various time?.
Most can oeists areffisfrous enough to improvise all needed camp

furniture from eon*~.on pine boards, tables, chairs, etc, being
quickly thrown togefflfer, and for this purpose a good supply of
cheap planed boards is necessary. Tnis year the supply was
limited and the prices high. A very handy addition to a camp
Chest is a saw handle with three interchangeable blades, the largest
being heavy enough to cut thick plank or timbers, the whole tak-
ing up practically no room. With such a saw, a sharp hatchet,
and a tew sizes of wire nails, which the canoeist should carry with
turn, the tent floor can be quickly built and table, etc., rigged up.
There are always carpenters to build the floors and do similar
work, but they are in such demand at times that it is worth while
to do one s own fitting up. The men who obtain the greatestamount ot enjoyment, and experience the fewest vexations at an
A. O. A. meet, are the ones who go with the smallest, most com-
pact and complete camp outfit, everything carefully packed to
save weight, bulk and number of packages; thus lessening the
inevitable oifhculties ot expressage and transiv.rtation. At thesame time this outfit, should be so complete as" to make the man
entirely independent ot outside aid save in the furnishing of raw
materials. It the Association can give reasonable transportation,
sufficient cheap lumber for floor and float, and such supplies asmilk, meat and bread, they ask nothing more. Aman so equipped
is not likely to worry oyer the shortcomings of the camp caterer,or to spend a day m the ram because he has no floor to pitch his

tent on; nor will he be troubled with an avalanche of baggage
wheu he breaks camp. One model camper of this sort is that old
campaigner Capt. Ruggles, whose iunocent looking camp chest
contains wonders in the shape of a tent, a bed, and even a whole
portable camp floor.

A. C. A. FINANCES.
THE following abstracts of the treasurer's aud purser's reports,

for which we are indebted to the Sail and Paddle, complete
the financial reports of the Association, the reports of the camp
site and regatta committees having already been published:

A. C. A. TREASURER'S REPORT, 1890.

RECEIPTS.

Balance from former treasurer (see Year Book) $131 04
By purser Atlantic Division, full income 329 36
By purser Eastern Division, 30 per cent 135 90
By purser Central Division, 80 per cent 60 00
By purser Northern Division ($75 due, but unpaid)
By camp dues at meet. 248 members @ $1.00 248 00
By camp site committee account 636 00
By interest to date < ... 1 87

$1,543 07
EXPENDITURES.

To expressage on box from ex-treasurer $3 30
To postage stamps 58 15
To stationery 16 55
To membership certificates 16 50
To stamps and printing, commodore's use 32 10
To badges for camp use 41 37
To secretary's expenses 25 00
To regatta programmes 2 50
To buoys lost at camp (replaced) 11 50
To regatta committee's account 63 23
To camp site committee's account 1,223 24

Balance 48 60

$1,542 07

Bills to the amount of $153.65 on camp site account are still un-
paid, but provided for by an advance from the Atlantic Division.
If the Northern Division had paid its dues to the A. C. A, treas-
ury the expenses would still have exceeded the receipts by $30.08.

F. L. Dunwell, Sec'y-Treas.
Audited and found correct, James R. Steers,

Morton V. Brokaw.

ATLANTIC DIVISION PURSER'S REPORT.
RECEIPTS.

By cash from former purser $217 12
By dues and initial ion fees, 1890 376 00
By dues from 1 885 to 1894 32 00

$625 12
EXPENDITURES.

To office expenses. $61 24
To A. C. A. treasurer (By-Laws, Chap. I., Sec. 2) 329 26
To balance (Nov. 7, 1890) 234 63

$625 13
MEMBERSHIP.

Membership Nov. 4, 1889 331
New members— 89
Reinstated... 1
Transferred from other Divisions 4—94
Dropped for non-payment 23
Resigned 5 -28 gain 66

Total Nov. 7, 1890 297
William R. Haviland. Purser.

Audited and found correct, Theodore S. Oxholm,
Robert J. Wilkin.

CENTRAL DIVISION PURSER'S REPORT.
receipts.

By balance from former purser $130 77
By dues of members for 1890 162 Of)

By back dues 5 00
By dues for 1891 100
By initiation fees 22 00

$320 77
EXPENDITURES.

To office expenses $34 75
To expenses of Division Meet 98 45
To A. C. A. treasurer 60 00
To balance Oct. 1, 1890 137 57

$320 77
MEMBERSHIP.

Membership December, 1889
, 184

Dropped and resigned 44
New members 23 loss 22

Total membership October, 1890 162
James K. Bakewell, Purser.

Audited and found correct, Thomas W. Bakewell,
C. F. Holdship.

EASTERN DIVISION PURSER'S REPORT.
RECEIPTS.

By balance from former purser
By dues of members for 1890
By initiation fees
By back dues

EXPENDITURES.
To office expenses
To expenses of Division meet
To A. C. A. treasurer (30 per cent, of income, $453)..
To balance Oct. 1, 1890

$52 23
396 00
146 00
11 00

$505 23

$75 18
150 06
135 90
144 09

$505 23
MEMBERSHIP.

Membership Oct. 11, 1889 168
New members .146
Reinstated.. 9—155
Dropped for non-payment 33
Transferred to ot her Divisions 2
Resigned 2—27 gain 128

Total membership Oct. 1, 1890 296
Ralph F. Brazer, Purser.

Audited and found correct, R. F. HemenwAy,
Frederick F. Walsh.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
The report was not forwarded in full, but from memoranda

sent on by Purser Chas. M. Whitlaw the accounts stand as fol-
lows:

receipts.
By balance from former purser $50 20
By dues of members for 1890 180 00
By initiation fees, 71 new members 71 00

$301 30

The expenses of the meet and office expenses used this up and
left a deficit to be made up by the subscription of members. The
Division was unfortunate in holding the meet during bad weather
and arranging for many more members than attended.
Income, $261, 30 per cent due A. C. A $75 30

MEMBERSHIP.
Number of members on roll at end of 1389 .... . ..171
New members 71
Dropped 63 gain 9

Total at end of 1890 {so

BROOKLYN C. C.-On Dec. 3 the Brooklyn C. C. gave a very
pleasant smoker at which a number of guests were present. The
subject of camp fire and canoe cooking, with practical illustrations
by Messrs. Wilkin and Weeks, filled the entire evening.

olnbhonsl?
°" 0,-On Dec ' 6 an informal smoker was held at the

GENERAL PURPOSE" CANOES,
iMtor Forest and Stream:
In your issue ot Nov. 27, "Pecowsic" says: 'Tu my opinion the

A. C. A. is entirely on the wrong track in trying to encourage
what is termed an 'all around canoe.' Who ever heard of an all
around horse."
Several millions of people have heard of the "all around horse,"

and quite a number have owned him. I am one of them. This
horse was 6 years old, a bright bay with very heavy black mane
and tail. He stood nearly sixteen bauds and weighed l.SOOlbs.
He was so gentle a child could handle him, and in driving it
made no difference whether the reins were tight or loose. 'He
feared nothing, and could be driven alongside of a moving train.
He could draw a big load, or could cover forty miles of hilly
country road in five hours, and go the' last mile as free as the
first. On a good level road he could cover eleven miles in an
hour. He was a splendid "all around horse " What has a horse
to do with a canoe? Nothing, only that the writer considers
Pecowsic" is wrong on both.
There are many good all around canoes at the present time.

Take one of them, Vesper. This canoe was designed by Mr. Gib-
son in 1886 and won the trophy race against thirteen of the best.
American and English canoes, including Pecowsic. Next day she
lost a W2 miles to windward and return, being beaten by about
two minutes by Pecowsic; and Pecowsic was built to go. Since '86
a great many Vespers have been built and all have given good
accounts of themselves, whether in races or on the cruise.Who will say that Vesper is not a good "nil around canoe."
And Vesper is but one of the many good models that can be ob-
tained within a 16x30in. limit.

,^
In̂ si^e the limit of ,ae cruising canoe "Pecowsic" suggests

15X30. Make it 16x30; 15x30 will shut out many good canoes; and
when you take subscriptions for a cruising trophy put the writer
down for $25, if agreeable to the committee in charge.
Canton, N. Y., Dec. L J, H. Rushton.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your edition of Nov. 20, giving an interesting account of the

proceedings of the late executive meeting, there is an error which
1 write to correct. Under the head of changes proposed by
myself you print "The foregoing rules of measurement * * *
shall not disqualify any canoe built prior to Jan. 1, 1891," etc.
The letter press copy of my letter shows that 1 wrote 1890, which

on examination will be found to be the same as incorporated in
the > 89 J year book. The reason why it was inserted in the year
book still holds.

I also proposed that under the head of "Races" should be in-
setted "All races, with the exception of the sailing and paddling
trophy and Pecowsic cup races, shall be open to such canoes only
as shall come within the definition of the general purpose canoe."
I believe that my letter as written would not lead any one to

suppose that there would be any partiality shown to the racer of
1890 and denied to that of 1891, and that the objeciionsof Mr.
Quick published, m ;: : e i"oitiw akii Stream are without
foundation. My intention was that the A. C. A. should recognize
what we already have, viz.: paddling racers, sailing racers and
general purpose canoes, and show by their programme that they
wish to encouaage the general canoe. Some object that the. pro-
posed changes are too radical. In answer I would ask: Would
the attractions of the meet decrease? Would the interest in the
races be lessened? Would the annual attendance be diminished?
The answer to all can be given in a decided no.

I was pleased to read in the Forest and Stream of Nov. 27 a
letter from "Pecowsic," advocating among others these proposed
changes. His proposition to institute a cruising trophy should
recommend itself to many who believe that the cruising canoe
has not had its just share in the programme.
I hope your readers may be favored by letters from others on

thepomts raised in "Pecowsic's" letter. J. N. MacKendrick.
CTlt, Out., Nov. 30.

COLD CANOEING.
THE reader must not expect an account of a journey in an Es-

kimo kayak. The writer has never seen the Arctic zone nor
experienced anything more frigid than a last summer's bill for
ice. Tnisis an account of a trip in our own latitude, but a cold
one, nevertheless.

I was living in Rochester, N. Y., then. Being an inveterate
Canoeist and having friends equally affected—I won't say af-
flicted—we could not allow a holiday to pass any time of the'year
without, if possi ble, indulging in our favorite sport. We had been
counting on Thanksgiving for an all-day's praise up the Gene-
see River. We were to leave our boat wherever night shou Id over-
take us, and the following week take a day from business to go up
on the cars and leisurely run down with the current. Luck was
against us, frost set to work long before we could start. Unsea-
sonable and unreasonable weather we thought it, despite the sat-
isfactory remarks of the poultry dealers about an "old-fashioned
Thanksgiving."
Our holiday dawned clear and sharp. "Never mind the tem-

perature," said Harry Gordon, the friend whom I had invited.
"I guess if people can take rides in a. sleigh, where they can't ex-
ercise, wo can, with warm clothing, brave the weather in a canoe
where one of the conditions is to keep moving like a windmill."
From the boat house we carried to the Erie canal, up which we

intended to go for afew miles until we could portage into the Gene-
see aboye the rapids. The canal boats, after some unprofitable
buffetings among the ice, had a day or so previously laid up for
the season, and the cakes made by their movements were now
connected by a thin sheet nearly half an inch thick. Though cur
caDoe, an open one, was one of the best that Rogers of the Peter-
borough Canoe Co. could turn out, and had withstood m/wiya
strain, we looked upon this test of strength with misgivings.
Finding an open spot we got afloat; I took the stern paddle

while Gordon in the bow with a tough maple blade adroitly thrust
aside the impending cakes in the open water or as vigorously cast
about him as we advanced on the new ice, which reached in many
places from shore to shore and obstructed our progress.
The boat proving its honest Canadian workmanship by many a

hard knock we at last got safely into the river, where fortunately
the strong current had prevented the ice from forming to anv
extent.
Good, steady work until noon made our mid-day meal very wel-

come. There were few that day that did not sit down to a more
elaborate Thanksgiving dinner; but there could have been none
that enjoyed with a more hearty appetite what they had than we
did, as we partook of the few simple viands in our canoe moored
along the snow-clad banks.
The river flowed through an alluvial bottom with many a bend

and twist. The banks, lined with a fringe of tall trees which
every now and then multiplied into a grove, was of a uniform
height just sufficient to prevent us from seeing beyond them. We
had hoped that night to have reached Avon, twenty miles above
Rochester, but the windings of the river and the frequent accel-
eration of the current into miniature rifts, combined with our
being necessarily encumbered with considerable clothing, made
our most vigorous efforts unsatisfactory.
Before we knew it the early winter twilight was upon us. The

holding of these Genesee bottom lands by a few wealthy men, and
their leaving tbein in a state of nature, while making charmingly
picturesque scenery, keeps the houses remote from the river. We
had encountered hardly any one all day. Now night was ap-
proaching. We could not see further than the banks, no house
was near, no person within hailing distance.
It became dusk. The narrow river, with its gigantic trees

reaching their branches to each other on the opposite banks, was
nearly inclosed. We traveled through the frame work of a
summer house. The night was clear. The ground was covered
with snow. The reflection of the trees and of the whitened ground
was perfectly reproduced in the placid waters over which we
moved. So sharplySdefined was the imagery on this mirror that
we could not tell the counterfeit from the genuine, and would fre-
quently run aground in our gropings for the channel.
The silence of death hung over the deserted scene. Paddling

swiftly onward without a word, impressed with the sense of isola-
tion, Ave suddenly felt a shock and heard a rush of water against
the canoe, and into it, as we supposed. We were sure we must
have struck a snag, and already were anticipating an icy plunge.
We pushed ashore at our best speed, to have our fright allayed by
the discovery of a branch across the bow.
We were in for it now. We knew we could not get back that

night, and so determined to take to-morrow from business and
push on to Avon. The river soon ran close to a hill. A light ap-
peared. We left the canoe, and found several houses; the small
hamlet of Rush. Applying at several places we at last found one
that was willing to accommodate us, and we soon became a part
of the party of holiday merrymakers that tbe old farmhouse
contained.
The morning dawned threateningly with a much higher tem-

perature. We had been under way but an hour or so, when a
drizzle commenced. We donned our rubber coats and covered up
the gun. This did not prevent us from taking it out immedi-.
artery and killing a gray squirrel. The game lay dead in the top
of a high tree entirely devoid of branches until the top was
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Mean length rule, l.w.l. classification.

Rough water. Merlin wins by 7m. 30s.

Sow and Pigs course.
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L" classed by corrected length; W. L., classed by waterline; s.o., sail over; g., grounded; cL, disabled; w., withdrew; n.t, not timed; p., disqualified; m., private match.

reached; but Gordon was bound to have it. By the aid of an en-
twining errape vine, after reneated efforts, be at last succeeded in
getting t he squirrel down and himself wet into the bargain.

,
x2Je!£ ot our triP had be«er not be told. "The rain descended

and the floods came." We drove ahead at our best speed, but
not so fast but that wo landed in Avon in a driving rain, Th"re
we stowed the canoe, and there it remained until the grass and
the leaves replaced the ice and the snow. But. we never regretted
our journey. It afforded us novel experiences and showed us
that while less approachable nature is beautiful in winter as well
asm summer. The reverse side of the picture has many colorings
which tell as much of the artist as the completed work, carefully
prepared for the indolent eye. Ralph K. Wing.

NEW \ORK C C—The annual meeting of the. New York C C.
was held on Dec. 3 at the residence of Com. Nadal. The new con-
stitution lately drawn up was adoptei. The following officers for
1891 were elected: Com., William Wilier.! Howard, Vice Com., Dr.
B. F. Curtis, Secy-Treas. Charles J. Stevens, Board of Trustees,
William Whitlock, Schuyler Schieffelin, M. T. Bennett, Jr. Com.
Nadal has perfected a plan for a series of meetings through the
winter, and a committee was appointed of which he is chairman,
to carry out the scheme. The first meeting was held on Dec. 5 at
Capt. Nicolas' fencing rooms. 19 West 24th St., about 25 canoeists
being present from the New York, Brooklyn. Yonkers and other
clubs. Mr. C K. Munroe, one of the old members of the club, was
also present. The evening was passed in discussing various points
of canoe sailing, a light supper being served at 10:30. The enter-
tainment was a decided success.

ROCHESTER Y. C—The officers elected at the annual meeting
last week were: Com., J. R. White; Vice-Gun., E. N. Walbridge;
Fleet Captain, William Wood; Sec'v., C. S. Davis; Treas., G. H.
Briggs: Surgeon, Dr. F. H. Sawers; Meas., J. H. Pillow; Executive
Committee, George H. Newell, R. K. Dryer, A. T. Hagen, J. F.
LtClaie. A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers
for their successful management of the club for the past year. H.
h. 1 outer on behalf of the club presented to Com. Newell a hand-
some yacht gun suitably inscribed as a token of tlie esteem and
regard in which he is held by the members 'of the yacht club.
Among the new yachts for next season are a schooner of 48ft. l.w.l.,
purchased m Boston by Com. White, and three new yachts 31ft.
over all from a Burgess design, building by J. J. Leary.

PASSAIC RIVER.—The canoe clubs have taken up tug-of-war
since the season has closed. The team of the lain he C. C. has lately
taken part in several contests with teams from the Passaic row-
ing clubs, and has now challenged the team of the Orange C. C.
The Ianthe C. C. has also purchased ground for a new club hou-e.
Its first smoker was held on Dec. 6. The Arlington C. C. housed
its float on Nov. 30. The Bayonne C. C. has two new Ruggles
canoes, Mr. F. B. Collins having purchased the Wraith from Mr.
D. D. Gessler, and Mr. J. L. Collins having anew 18x30in. built for
him by Capt. Ruggles.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.-Vice-Corn. Dorlaudhas appointed the
following committees: Regatta, M. V. Brokaw chairman, H. E.
McCormick, F. E. Moore; camp site, B. H. Nadal, chairman, W.
C. Lawrence, R. N. Peebles. Suggestions as to suitable camp
sites are invited from members of the Division as an aid to the
committee.
BOWDISH CANOES.—On Oct. 9 Mr. E. R. Bowdish severed his

connection with tbe Bowdish M'f'g Co. as designer. We under-
stand that he proposes to establish a new plant for the building of
fine canoes and boats in season for the spring trade.
MASSASOIT C. C.-The present address of the secretary is J. J.

-Brooks, 218 Tremont street, Boston.
A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Chas. Lane Poor

New York.

ptcllting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of ihe Ganoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint dosvn the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Oame Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Departments.

YACHT PORTRAITS.—Mr. N. L. Stebbins has now ready a
supplement to bis book "Yacht Portraits," published last year.
It consists of 10 new plates, intended for insertion. in the book in
place of the blank leaves now there. The price is $1.75.

A NEW SCHOONER.-Oo Dec. 2, the new schooner Orinthia
was launched at Bedell's yard, Glenwood, L. I. She was designed
and built by Joshua Bedell for Mr. Wm. Walker, of New York,
and is a keel boat 65ft. over all, 16ft. beam, 9ft. hold and 8ft. 6in.
draft, with an iron keel.

CORINTHIAN NAVY—A lecture will be delivered at the
Hotel Marlborough, Broadway and 30th street, on Dec. 11, at
8 P. M. by Com. Robert Center, S.CY.C
CHOCTAW.-Mr. Arnold Thayer has sold his Burgess 40 to

Messrs. C. F. Brown and H. C. Higginson, of Newburg. Mr. Brown
formerly owned the Burgess boat Bonita.

AWA.—This Burgess 40, built in 1889 for Providence yachtsmen,
has been sold to Mr, Frank Benson, of New York.
SULTANA, steam yacht, Mr. T. L. Park, sailed from Bermuda

on Nov. 24 bound for Madeira.
FLEUR DE LYS.—Mr, George Trotter's new schooner arrived

at New York lastweek.

SCHOONER RACING IN 1 890,
WHEN, some four years since, as a side result of the America'sCup contest, the 90ft. schooner class blossomed into life
with such, buds of promise as Sachem, Sea Fox, Merlin, Mayflower,
Elrna and Alert in quick succession, with the remodelled Gray-
ling and the imported Miranda, there seemed good reason for the
belief that schooner racing, which at one time hell a monopoly of
yncht racing, was to regain some of its old-time glory, and that
the fame of America, Sappho, Magic, Fleetwing,' Henrietta,
Columbia, Idler, Montauk and Halcyon was to be dimmed in a
measure by these newer celebrities. Unfortunately these roseate
anticipations have fallen very far short of a realization, and in the
course of two or three seasons the promised schooner revival has
not only run out entirely, but left a dreary void. In 1885, the lwr
year tnat the old boats had the entire field to themselves, the
racing seemed poor enough, but it was lively and exciting to a de-
gree compared with the past season, or, so far as is now probable,w >Tl' th? coming one. At that time there were still signs of
vitality m the class, and while none of the boats were really up to
the times, they at least entered the races and furnished a fairamount ot sport to contestants and spectators. Though shorn of
a part, of their former glory, the great club regattas still made a
goodly showing in the way of lofty spars and acres of kites, and
had by no means reached the very low ebb of the past vear.
The most noticeable thing about the accompanying table of the

year s races is the lack of well-known names, the few boats that
raced are tar surpassed in numbers, and especially in tonnage, by
those that were tied up at their docks or spent the summer in
doing houseboat service; Mohican, Fortuna, Alert. Montauk,
grayling, Lima, Ramona, Sachem, Constellation, Miranda and
bitana. Of the dozen that made all the racing, nearly half were
small or ancient craft; while of the cracks not one started more
than four times. The programmes of the various clubs included
over 2tj separate events open to schooners in nearly all of them first
prizes of about $150 to .$~

;00, and second prizes of about half these
amounts being ottered for schooners in ayroe

.
i;---^. , y

prizes m some cases being of greater value. Of these regular
club events but 9 received any entries at all, the dozen others, in
which were included the annual regattas of such clubs as theNew lork, beawauhaka and Atlantic, the fall regattas of theMew York and Eastern, and other equally good opportunities for
racing and prize winning, being abandoned entirely for lack of
entries.
The promise of the early season was not had considering tbe

general dullness of racing in the larger sizes of yachts; Merlin
was ready for the fray. Sea Fox and Mayflower had both changed
ownership, going to the east of Cape Cod and into good hands,
marguerite had been purchased by an owner who proposed to
race her, and who expended considerable money in various alter-
r
J 0?? ' ^i.

ral^a a
\so had been overhauled,and proposed to renew the

fight. That Grayling was out of the racing for one season promised
rather to help the sport, leaving the field free for a new champion.
Just how it happened that after all there was no schooner racing
is even now a hard thing to describe; the Eastern yachts did not
care to come to New York, Marguerite's alterations were greatlv
delayed, and the big craft, such as Montauk and Ramona,
though still plenty good enough to make sport with their fellows,
had no stomach for racing. One hy one the spring regattas went
by without a schooner race, the only bona Mc starter coming to
grief at the start of the New York Y. C. regatta bv drifting stern
first on to the West Bank before the gun fired.
The usual prizes were offered, and if it had been a mere matter

of money the club would have gone further in this direction to
secure entries. The work undertaken by the various regatta com-
mittees in the way of a personal canvass of owners is not gener-
ally known, but no effort was snared to induce men to enter for
the sake of the clubs; but to no effect. No one wanted to race, and
no one would enter to please the committees, so there was no
racing. The only club which made any showing at all was the
Larchmont, the racing atmosphere which pervades the locality
of the club house being stimulating enough to induce half a dozen
races which made good sport for all concerned, albeit the craft
were noted rather for a flavor of age and respectability than for
speed or good looks.
The first race of the year was a match over the Stamford course

of the Larchmont Y. C. between Azalea and Agnes, in which the
former won easily, though losing her foretopmast. Following
this was an amusing race between Agnes, Leona and Elfin, the
sequel to which was a match between tbe latter pair, which was
chiefly remarkable for the numerous mishaps which befel one of
the competitors and the dire straits to which her crew were re-
duced in the efforts to repair damages. So far as these little races
are concerned, they show that if men really care for sport they
can get it il Ot c- Li ilia i , i < U i i fl.'S>-r.J^s,~:v.j: ; ; j

the owners of many of the larger and really fast boats, which are
considered out of the racing, might still find plenty of sport if
they wished it by entering in some of the many races where none
of the new cracks are present. There were enough schooners in
the Lower Bay on the occasion of the New York Y. C. regatta, not
one of them of them of the modern type but all on a fair plane of
equality, to have made a fine sight for the spectators and a cred-
itable showing for the club, had their owners possessed the spirit
to enter them. It is perfectly natural that the owner of an old
boat after being defeated by a new one should decline to race
further; but the case is very different when no new boats are
present, and when a boat is no worse off because she has no lead
keel nor white topsides than half a dozen of her old competitors.
It was not until the middle of July that the small surviving

fleet of modern schooners really essayed a race; the occasion
being the annual regatta of the Eastern Y. C, when, after a day
lost in a drift, the fleet started out with a strong N.E. breeze and
a tumble of a sea to sail the short twenty-four knot course
to Harding's Ledge and back. As far as a test went this was
most unsatisfactory, a short course for 90ft. yachts, a start under
spiuakers followed by a reach part of the way out, and a long leg
for most of the way home, with hardly any real windward work.
The race was chiefly remarkable for the poor pilotage on nearly
all of the boats, Sea Fox and Mayflower losing considerable on

the way home. Merlin won all the more easily on that account,
beating the Fox by a margin of 7}4 minutes.
It was intended and expected that the annual cruise of theNew York \. C. would make amends for the dullness of the

spring racing, in fact many have ascribed the decline of the re-
gattas in part to the influence of the New York cruise, which has
certainly gained much in importance of late years. While noth-
ing was reft undone on the part of the regatta committee and the
pincers ot the club to make the cruise a success, it wa^ apparent
long before the rendezvous to every careful observer that therewas little more life and interest in racing than had been shown in
June, and that the cruise was likely to fall below rather than to
surpass its immediate predecessors. The fleet assembled at NewLondon was a tme one in point of number as well as in the
character ot the yachts, but it was not a racing fleet as was
evident, from the first. The sudden death of Mr. Schuyler in themiddle of the fleet, and on the eve of the first race, robbed the
cruise of what vitality it had; several of the races were abandoned
the yachts sailing at will from New London to Newport on theday atter Mr. Schuyler's death, and from Newport to VineyardHaven on the day of his funeral in New York. This left but two
runs m place of four, destroying the interest in one feature of the
cruise, though it does not appear that in any event the racine
would have been up to that of 1889.

8

The Goelet cups were sailed for off Newport, over the famousbow and P.gs" course, but in a light wind that carried the forty-
toot Gossoon out to the Sow and Pigs, 18 knots, ahead of the
schooners; m tact. Volunteer and Gossoon monopolized most of
the honors, the schooner racing being very tame. Merlin winning
without an effort. Palmer started in the race, but in such weather
was soon hopelessly out: Marguerite also started, but on the run
from New London she had grounded and injured tier keel so that
the board could not be lowered, and in spite of her lift, draft shewas nowrhere to windward in such weather.
The best day's soiling of the year for the spectators was on Aug.

i, when the fleet, 50 odd yachts, ran across from Newport to Vine-
yard Haven, over as fine a sheet of water as there is on the coast,
and with a strong S.b.W. wind driving on the quarter. It was a
real pleasure to see the hypochondriacs hump themselves and get
oyer the ground, proving that some of them could race at times if
they only knew it. While the new ones, Merlin and Volunteer,
led the way, Montauk huug to their heels in a way that must have
astonished herself, while Palmer, Noma, Crusader and Intrepid
were withm hailing distance of the leaders. As they sped through
Vineyard Sound, with balloon sails, both jibtopsails and maintop-mast staysails, all drawing, they made a picture such as is seldom
seen now. The keenest and most exciting form of yacht racing is
a struggle between two or three picked and evenly matched boatssuch as Puritan and Genesta or Minerva and Gossoon; the size has
nothing to do with the interest so long as the boats are closely
matched. At the same time such a duel can never present the
imposing spectacle of a fleet of racing schooners under balloon
canvas, such fleets as were once common on both sides of the
Atlantic, but are now seldom seen here and never abroad Un-
fortunately, as before stated, this run was not timed, and does not
go on record as a race.
After such a day as this it is disappointing to find that on the

morrow, with the same fine S.W. breeze to order, the mere name
of a race frightened over 40 of the fleet through the short cut toNew Bedford by the way of Quick's Hole, leaving but 15 to make
a, race by way of the Vineyard Sound Lightship. Sea Fox gave
Merlin a rub for a time, but the latter shook her off when beyond
Nobsca Light, beating her in by 15m in. Mayflower was beaten
another 10mm. on top of this. Miranda had met with a mishapm Newport, her boom dropping on the wheel and crushing it, so
uhat she missed the Goelet Cup race, but she started on this run
though making but a poor showing. Iroquois did some very
good work, beating CEnone very handily all day. The second and
nnal run was on Aug. 7, a drifting match without any decisive
result, Merlin winning, however, while Marguerite again went
ashore.
The final race of the cruise, and as it proved, of the year, was on

AtW. 8, the classes and prizes being: Keel schooners, open to all,$m. first class $200, second class $200, third, fourth and fifth
classes $200. The day was clear and bright, with a light wind,
nothing to frighten the most timorous racer, the course being butU knots to windward and return, but out of the fleet only three of
the smaller yachts started, Quickstep, CEnone and Iroquois. The
former won easily, beating CEnone over 20min. This ended the
schooner racing; the fall regatta of the Eastern Y. C found
nothing larger than the 46ft. smglestickers at the line, the Larch-
mont Y. O. fall regatta fared as badly, and the projected fall re-
gatta of the New York Y. C. was finally abandoned at the last
moment, after all preparations were made, because no one would
enter m any class.
It is not possible to obtain a full list of prizes won, as the values

are often not announced in tbe race programmes, and in the ease
of the schooners it makes little difference. We give in the table
several amounts. A table of all prizes offered, but not raced for
would be an interesting appendix, but we have not the informa-
tion. The table of starts and totals is based on positions in part
and not on actual prizes; the two runs of the cruise were separate
races, so far as the merit of winning goes, though but one first
prize was given in each class. We have credited each lirst place
as a wm and also each second place, when from the number of
starters, four or more, it would be equivalent to a second prize.
I he heavy-faced numerals in the main table show where prizes
were given. When we come to the records of the singlestick
classes it may be worth while to attempt some sort of an average
record, but such would obviously be impossible with so few races
as the schooners have sailed. So far as honors are concerned
Merlin conies out ahead, having beaten both Sea Fox and May-
flower m every race, though this of itself is not much, considering
the way the latter two were sailed at times. In the other classes
there were not enough entries to warrant any definite conclusions
save that Quickstep is a very fast little boat, which all knew last
year.
In the races on the Lakes and in other localities than New York

and Boston the schooneria were hardly seen, on Lake Ontario Ori»
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nlflwas the only representative of the rig, Idler and Countess

doinT no racing. Tlie small schooners of under 50ft. that were

once found^in such numbers in the East have disappeared entirely

f
^UsToo^'rly yet for any definite forecast of aext year, but the

oatokfo? schooner racing is very poor; if boats would noc enter

this year there is no apparent reason tor them enteLing next.

Tie largast racer in the class, the 108ft. Constellation, may.join
thesSsticker^afactwhlcti is not likely ^ have much in-

fluence on racing, one way or the other. Fortuuai^bsmutted
with a more modern rig, and miy choose to take a hand, m the

keel class and the races of the craise. Two or three new yachts

of Qalckstep's class are promised, though whether for racing or

cruising is not yet announced; if for the former they will have

the ? wor£ cut out to beat the little steel flyer Comparing this

year with last we find that the 12 races of 1839 had 9a starters,

while the same number of races this year had but Id.

The reason and remedy for the present condition ot schooner

racing is something for committees to puzzle over this winter. A
few would have it that the trouble lies m the amount and charac-

ter of the prizes, that yachtsmen tire of accumulating silver-

ware and that cash prizes of large value will restore racing.

Against this view is the experience m England, where the once

prosperous schooner class has long since entirely disappeared,

there being but one schooner, Amphitrite, m the British racing

to-day. That this is not due to lack of cash prizes is shown by the

following table, from a late number of the Field, showing the

amounts given in prizes each year:

Vonr Prizes. Year. Priz°s. Year. Prizes.

1855 £2 733 1867? ,£5,100 1879 £10,250

lie S,800 I860 : 6:210 1880, 1*700

1857 3 670 1869 6,723 1881 11,650

lis 3 900 m r
im 188? IS 000

1859 ..... 3,700 1871 7.987 1883 13,720

I860. 3 400 1872 10,551 1884 11,600

1861 3 721 1873 11,312 1885 13,079

1862 4,000 1874 13 264 1886 10,410

1863' 4 540 lS-o . 12 498 188" 13 510

1864 5,400 M i$m 1338. ?-320

1865 5 800 187 13,220 1889. 11,160

1866::::::::.... 5^00 ma 13,300 1890 12,020

While the totals have held their own very steadily from year

to vear, schooner racing, and in fact the single-stick racing in

the* large sizes, have steadily declined, until one is dead and the

other in a very moribund condition, with but two recognized

racers of over 70ft. l.w.l. . .

One thing must not be forgotten in considering large cash
prizes, a few of them, for half a dozen or so of races would not

make winning profitable, or induce men to race for the chance of

making their expenses; in order to show a balance on the right

side in September it is necessary to start and to win. too, in 20 to

40 races. This year Iverna made 36 starts, winning §5,220; Thistle

made 41 starts, winning $5,150; Valkyrie, 34 starts, S1.550; Dragon,
40 starts. $2,405; Velzie, 49 starts, $1,615; Yarana, 40 starts, *3,500;

and in the smaller classes a number of yachts have started 40

times. In order to make yacht racing so profitable an investment
as to induce men to follow it, the entire American system would
have to be changed, the number of races being trebled. As one
great trouble now is that men are too busy to give their time to

yacht racing even in the ordinary regattas, this remedy wo a Id

hardly avail. „ .. . „ .

One reason for the absence of the older boats is their inferiority

compared with the latest craft, but this does not explain why the

new boats keep out of the races, nor why the old ones fight shy of

races in which none of the new ones are entered. One trouble un-
doubtedly is the cost of racing a larsre yacht in proper form, and
the loss of the hoat for other purposes so long as any racing is

in view. This is a serious difficulty, and keeps many boats out ot

the races, but it is the inevitable result of advance and improve-

ment. It seems like a retrograde movement to clip the wings of

the racers and make them go slower m any way. „_af
One of its effects is seen in the increased number of racing craft

of small siz% and the greater number ot races sailed ™em

,

and so far as the sport is concerned this a gam rather than

a

loss, as the small craft are certain to bring m more imral than the

Urge. None of us are ready, however, to stand by and see the

large yachts disappear entirely from the. racing. There^still re-

mains one remedy to be tried, and though a difficult one it may
not be beyond the powers of the regatta committees. This is the

creation of a class limited to what is commonly known as cruis-

ing trim," or in other words, the limitation of light sails, of strip-

ping the boats, and of other extreme racing features, thus lessen-

iag the labor and expense of entering a race. If such a class

could be established it would take away the excuse that many
now have for not entering, but it is impossible to say just how
successful the result might be. As long as a depression of this

kind in yachting is not due to some specific cause, such as the in-

fluence of a bad rule of measurement, which is not now the case,

the remedy must be moral rather than material, men must be

stirred up to a renewed interest in the sport and to a pride m the

achievements of their clubs, and if anything can be done now in

this direction it is likely to do much more good than the ottering

of larger prizes or any changes of rules.

HURRY UP THAT CHALLENGE.—Thus far there is no news
of a challenge for the America's Cup from England, Scotland,

Australia or anywhere else, and the chances are very poor for an
international race next year. Under the existing conditions a chal-

lenge must be received by the New York Y. C. at once, in order

to comply with the ten months notice, and unless one is well on its

way now all hopes of a race under the terms of the new deed are

at an end for another year.

NEW STEAM YACHTS.—It is reported that Mr. F. W. Van-
derbilt, owner of Vidette, has ordered aSOOff, steam yacht from
the Cramps, to be designed by them. Mr. Watson has an order

from M. Konsnezoff , a Russian yachtsmen, to design a steam yacht
of 1000 tons, to he built by Messrs. Scott. Greenock. The length

will be 240ft., beam 30ft. 6in., depth 20ft. 6in. A speed of lo knots

is expected. —______

^T* No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

A. H., City.—We would not advise the use of the cartridge in

the rifle you name.
A. E. W., Shady Nook, Pa.—Will yon please tell me how long it

is lawful to kill deer in this State? Ans. To Dec. 15.

S. L. W.. Grand Rapids, Mich.—Of what use are wads in rifle

cartridges? Ans. They confine the gas and if of right material,

act as lubricators.

K. H. O.-Will you kindly let me know the best place to go to

shoot partridges somewhere comparatively near New York. Ans.
Try Mountainville, in Orange county, on th9 Erie; or Woodbury,
on the same road.

Novice—Will you kindly let me know in the next edition of

your valuable paper the name and address of the gentleman who
is to judge the mastiff classes at tbe next New York bench show?
Ans. The judge has not yet been selected.

A. C. Jb—If in your power will you kindly tell me how or where
I can find out if the pedigree of a dog given me is a true and if a
good one? This will greatly oblige a reader of your paper. Ans.
Write to the American Kennel Club, No. 44 Broadway, this city,

giving all the particulars you have about the dog.

P E. W., Jackson's Hole, Idaho.—Do antelope shed their horns;

if so at what time of year? Are the animals known in this part

of the Rockies as the mountain lion the same as the Eastern pan-

ther? Ans. 1. Yes, they shed them annually, from October to

January, the older ones earlier than the young. 2. They are the

same.

M M. B., Ogontz, 0.—Do minks climb trees? I was told by a
reliable man that he shot one from a tree which his dog had put

up at a height of about 50ft., in the night, while coon hunting.

Ans. We have never heard of a similar case, hut it might well

occur. Of course some members of the weasel tribe, e.g., marten
and fisher, are great tree climbers and pursue and catch in the

tree tops such active animals as squirrels.

p M—1. Where can I buy colored portraits of fish and game
birds from 10, 25 or 50 cents each. Please give address of company
that sell same. 2. In which volume of Forest and Stream can
I find how to cook fresh-water mussels? 3. Best oil to U9e iu oil-

ing inside of barrels after a day's hunt, and where can it be

bought? Ans. 1. Perhaps of Currier & Ives, Nassau street, New
York. 2. Vol. XXX., pp. 308, 431 contain references to edibility of

fresh-water mussels, Dut there is no receipt for cooking them.
One writer says he ate them raw. 3. Use vaseline.

Observer, Ellenburgh Centre, N. Y. — I observed the other
day, with a flock of sparrows that are around the barns here, a
bird as black as black can be with them feeding, and when they
were disturbed this African flew up with tham. He did not seem
to be afraid of them or they of him. In size he was a trifle larger.

Can you or any reader tell of what species it was? Ans. A bird

slightly larger than a sparrow and black in color! Impossible to

say what it was. We might guess, but so can you. We guess a
blackbird, but of what species? Possibly a rusty, possibly a cow-
bunting, though both of these have head lighter than body.

H., Edgar, Neb.—Are there two kinds of mountain sheep? That
is, the sheep known as the big horn and of a dark color, and also

one with smaller horns and entirely white? Or is it the regular
big horn sheep and the R.ocky Mountain goat? One party claims
that there exists (1) the big horn sheep, dark color: (2) the moun-
tain sheep, white; (8) the Rocky Mountain goat. Ans. The big horn
Or/* ,-a i

'
i< • 1 Ld the so-called white goat (Mamma montana)

are the only two wild animals called sheep in the United States
between Canada and Mexico. The female big horn has small
horns and so have the young males. These animals are dark in

color—i. e., nearly deer color—in summer and autumn, hut get
much paler, sometimes almost white, at the approach of spring.

The so-called goat, which is really an antelopa, is white or cream
color at all seasons. It is called sheep in some parts of the North-
west, especially toward the coast. In Alaska there is another
kind of big horn slightly smaller and somewhat lighter colored
than the more southern form. This is known as the Dalls sheep.

INFORMATION WANTED.
C. J. W„ Longmont, Col., writes: Can some of your numerous

readers tell me where I can get good scooting in Texas, near the
line of the Denver. Texars and Fort Worth Railroad, sometime
during next month?

Can any of your readers give me the address of Mr. Edward
Hamilton, reported to have lived at Deering, Me.? A.ny informa-
tion will confer a favor.—Jas. F. Johns, 419 Eastern ave., Lynn,
Mass.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Tfiem. By Parker B. Field.
Price SO cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price £2.00. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Neide. Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By G. B. Yaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S.Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneakbox. ByN. H. Bishop.
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By "Seneca." Price $1.

^HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARYSPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes ( Fevers,Congestions, Inflammation
A.A.} Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.--Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.--Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.--Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis*
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual, *

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, $7. Ott
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

HUMPHREYS' MEDICINE OO.,
Corner William and John Sts., New York.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICE Sl.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

tRADE ARK.

if" inxr

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Haines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They are pronouueed "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT IilNEN TARPON SNELL. IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of every dessriptlon of

IS FISHIWGr TAGKLE,
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Aster House), New York.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PIPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

]

Blot Sold art Retail toy ttoe» niannfaotvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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\ LARGE FLORIDA ISLAND
NINE MILES BY POUR MILES.

pounding in Large and Small Game, Deer,
Ducks, Geese, Snipe and all Southern

Land Game and Water Fowl, Wild
Hogs and Wild Cattle.

FRESH AND SALT WATER FISHING
SUMMER AJSD WINTER.

Valuable Oyster Grounds and Fishing Privileges.

||lN unsurpassed cattle ranch
WITH A MARKET AT ITS DOOR.

A rare opportunity for either a club or
)rivate individual.

Add^ WM A WHITE & SONS,
115 Broadway, New York.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

IER0 STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRITOELL ("Y0.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sneer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naned with no other arms
than their bo ws and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

ble as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
ricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn
f the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves,
is it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—N. Y. Tribune,

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
Londok: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz,

H. H. KIFFE,
I PULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

If
^JP=J-G • L.ITTL.E'^-©^

•J> 63 Haymarket- LONDON
for illustrated* catalogue
TACKLE JR.©DO &

Established 1837.

J. B. OKOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tactle, Gnus. Rifles, Revolvers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

FKRGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments,

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing lamp,
Camp Lamp, Bask Lamp,
Belt JLantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be used on any kind or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Burns kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Offica, 65 Fulton St. N Y

THE NEW WEBSTER
In Attractive Bindings.

Best Holiday Gift:

m

«<

CD

The Authentic " Unabridged," comprising is-

sues of 1864, '79 and '84, (still copyrighted) is now
Revised and Enlarged, and bears the name of

Webster's International Dictionary.
Revision has been in progress for over 10 Years.
More than 100 editorial laborers employed.
$300,000 expended before first copy was printed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.

Soldbyall Booksellers. Illustrated pamphletfree.
G.& C. MEREUAM & CO.

,
Pub'rs, Springfield, Mass.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OP THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Djsnveb, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.

W. L. Gilbert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
My Deab Sir—in regard to the trout egrgs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results have been had
from them at allot the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had a loss of less than 1 per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAACSEK,
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street, New York City.
My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,
mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

T TT7T7* OTT A TT F0R SALE - LIVE
Jul V yil J\JLJu and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1938. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepw Americanus).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield. Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
W«. 3ecl8.tf

WvxAtA.

Wanted to Buy
All kinds of

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED. — LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE
chicken, partridge, quail and turkeys, Ad-

dress full particulars, P. O. Box 3,350, New York
City. nov6,6t

SECOND EDITION.

Camp Life in the Wilderness,
BY Capt. Cbas. A. J. Farrar,

Is a book that should be In every sportsman's library.
It is a readable book in every sense of the word, being
replete with Hunting and Visiting Adventures,
told in a racy, exciting way that enchains attention. It
would be a Splendid Christmas Present for any
of your male friends. 224 pages, fully illustrated, neat
cloth binding. Price $1.00. Illustrated catalogue of
sportsmen's books mailed for 6 cents.
JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO , Jamaica Plain, Mass.

WOODCRAFT
By "NESSMUK." Price St. OO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway. New York.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

|
103 Milk Street,

Boston,
Revolvers .32 & .38.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
lere I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
to. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
o. 1, Gf, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 33
o. 4, 3 joint. 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz „ Price 2 72
o. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted «« 332
o. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
o. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint , " 375
o. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft « 90c
rass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83e. ; 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle!

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c.
;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c ; 3ft., doz , 45c

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bend Sc. tern's for Illustrated Catalogue tor 1890. OPEN EVENINGS.
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and

Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,

carefully inspected for workmcinship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and

careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH &, WESSON,

Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters; Rules for Racing; Kules for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

CONTENTS.
Theory of the Steam Engine. Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.

Boiler Efficiency. Racing Steam Yachts.
Boiler Mountings. Management and Care of Machinery.

The EngiDe and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.
The Screw. The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda: Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Few new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently
comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of
the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—-From Authors Preface.
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IS THE GOLDEN TROUT A HYBRID ?

TN an article on the ''Saibling in New Hampshire,'' we
have mentioned the principal characteristics of the

cross between large-scaled and small-scaled members of

the salmon family. It is suggested by several writers,

among whom are Von W., of Charlestown, N. H.: Mr. A.

N. Cheney and Dr. J. D. Quackenbos, that the golden

trout of Sunapee Lake and Dan Hole Pond may be a
hybrid between the landlocked salmon and brook trout,

or between the saibling and brown trout of Europe.

Fortunately we have already published a good figure of a

hybrid between the saibling and brown trout in our issue

of June 6, 1889. This figure is accompanied by a moder-

ately full description of: the fish. These gentlemen, and
others interested in the subject, will at once appreciate

the peculiar coloration of this cross. The pattern of color-

ation is known among fishculturists as the zebra marking.

It is entirely unlike both its parents in the whitish ver-

miculations which cover the head and body. The sketch

does not show the large size of the scales, although the

number in the lateral line is correctly given. The brown
trout has about 120 scales in the lateral line, while the

saibling has about 220. In the hybrid, however, the size

of the scales constantly follows the brown trout parent,

whichever way the cross is made. This holds true in all

the many specimens which we have examined.

Another fact of very great importance in connection

with this subject is the reported uniform sterility of the

hybrid between the saibling and brown trout. None of

the examples seen by us show any development of the

reproductive organs, and the Norwegian fishculturists,

who have artificially produced the cross for many years,

mention the sterility in their accounts of the fish. We
believe that the theory of hybridism between the saibling

and brown trout prior to the shipment of brown trout to

New Hampshire may be fairly set aside as untenable on

account of this well-known sterility of the primary cross.

We do not know whether any one has attempted to cross

the saibling and landlocked salmon, but as the landlocked

salmon is a large-scaled species of the genus Salvia, and

the saibling is a small-scaled species of the genus Salve-

linvs. we consider it safe to predict that the result of

union between these two species would be a large-scaled

and sterile fish. There is in New Hampshire a fertile

cross between the saibling and brook trout, of which we
have received a fine three-year-old specimen from Col.

Hodge. This we hope to describe shortly. In our issue

of Nov. 20, 1890, Dr. Bean described another fertile

hybrid between the golden trout and the brook trout.

Referring, therefore, to Mr. Cheney's remarks upon the

"possibility that the imported saibling eggs were im-

proved by a previous cross with the trout in Germany,''

we are bound to conclude, owing to the above-mentioned

circumstances, that no such cross was made, and that we
received eggs of saibling pure and unadulterated. As to

the saibling eggs which were seat by Professor Baird to

Mr. W. L. Gilbert, at Plymouth, Mass., in 1880, and which
he reported as having died, we must here express a doubt

concerning the additional eggs said to have been received

from Mr. Stone. Mr. Gilbert was unable to distinguish

the product of these eggs, when they had reached the

length of eight inches, from the common fontinalis. If

Mr. Gilbert, with his experience, could not distinguish

his trout of this size from the fontinalis, there is a very

strong probability that he really had fontinalis and
nothing else.

NEXT WEEK.

OUR next number will contain another chapter of

"Nessmuk's" 'Winter in Michigan," giving a highly

interesting story of the heroic treatment to which, when
desperately ill with fever, he was subjected by his Indian

friends. There will also be the concluding part of Mr.

Polk's entertaining account of wild turkey hunting in a

Mississippi overflow. The same number will have a

paper of "Cowboy Reminiscences,'' by Alex. M. Reynolds.

These are not all the good things in store for Forest and
Stream readers in Christmas week.

SNAP SHOTS.

" OUCK-FEYER," that nervous excitement which
takes possession of the sportsman just at the crit-

ical moment when the game appears, causing his heart to

thump, his breath to come short and his limbs to quake,

is a stock subject for laughter and jocularity; and funny
enough it is. But there is a serious side as well; we have

in times past noted cases of its fatal termination; and a

fresh one is just reported fram Dauberville, Pa. A young
man went rabbit shooting. He did not return by dusk

and members of the family went out to look for him.

After a prolonged search he was found lying dead under

a chestnut tree, with his empty gun beside him and a

dead rabbit, which he had evidently shot, a few rods

away. His death was caused by heart failure, induced by
the excitement of shooting the rabbit.

A correspondent who was at Alexandria, Va., last

week, where he had occasion to visit the lighthouse at

that place, found in an outbuilding belonging to the

keeper two "big-guns," which were evidently kept in

readiness for the annual slaughter of ducks. Before the

Potomac became infested with these pot-hunters canvas-

back ducks and redheads came up to Washington in

large numbers, but at present they are very scarce. A
few years ago our informant saw fifty-three canvasbacks

killed at one discharge of a big-gun, off the mouth of

Broad Creek, near Fort Washington, and a great many
others were crippled and eventually died. This is a
rather sad commentary on the integrity of the Govern-

ment's servants, and it is to be hoped that the practice

is not general.

In the American Naturalist for September, Mr. Robert

C. Auld has an article entitled, "A Means of Preserving

the Purity and Establishing a Career for the American
Bison of the Future." Mr. Auld reviews the buffalo

situation as delineated in Mr. Hornaday's book, and,

taking that gentleman's estimate of the number of living

individuals of the race, concludes that there are only

about 250 specimens that can be used for breeding pur-

poses. The worth of a race of domesticated buffalo is

acknowledged, but it is evident that with this small num-

ber of breeders the utmost care in breeding must be

exercised or else the race will die out, either from too

close inbreeding or else from continued out crossing, by

which the pure blood of the original race shall be lost.

To avoid these dangers Mr. A uld advocates the establish-

ment of a buffalo register, which shall be conducted on
the same plan as the herd books of the various breeds of

cattle. The idea is certainly a good one, and was sug-

gested to Mr, C. J. Jones, of Garden City, Kansas, by
the Forest and Stream some two years ago. Mr. Jones

at that time appeared to think well of it and promised to

keep such a register of his herd, and we sent him a book

for this purpose. Whether this register has been kept up
or not we can not now say, but we presume that it has

for Mr. J ones has displayed so much intelligence in his

efforts at breeding buffalo cattle that he would not be

likely to neglect so important a matter.

The National Park bill came very near being brought

up in the House last Friday, when the Public Lands
Committee had a day given it. The greater part of this

day was devoted to the consideration of a bill in relation

to public swamps and meadows. It was understood that

the Yellowstone Park bill would be called up next, and
the railroad people worked hard to bring this about, but

were unsuccessful. Within the past week an excellent

article has appeared in Garden and Forest, which shows
clearly the injury which would be done by a railway in

the Park, and the Times and Tribune of this city have

again given very positive expression to their editorial

opinions against the railroad. The more the people think

over this matter the more general will be the feeling

against giving up to a greedy corporation this fair bit of

nature in which each one of us now has some title.

An angler is an angler the world around. Our long-

time contributor "Piseco," Capt. L. A, Beardslee, of the

Navy, who is now in command of the U. S. Receiving

Ship Vermont, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, has on the

walls of his cosy cabin photographs of Walter Brackett's

famous salmon paintings. In the midst of the service

routine "Piseco" has but to glance at these suggestive

pictures, and in a trice he is transported to the Adiron-

dack waters, where, as he has unblushingly confessed in

the Forest and Stream, he takes his trout with the worm.

The Maine deer question is a topic which promises

much interesting discussion this winter; and we trust

that its consideration may not be profitless. We are

glad to promise a series of papers from the pen of Miss

Fannie P. Hardy, whose "Out-of-Door Papers" -were so

well received some months ago. Miss Hardy has had
unusual opportunities to learn the feeling of the people

of Maine who are most nearly interested in the game and
fish protection problem; and her suggestions will, we
are sure, have a decidedly practical value.

The late Surgeon-General Jedediah H. Baxter, U.S.A.,

was a devoted salmon angler, having for years main-
tained a fishing lodge in Canada. He was one of the

warmest admirers of Mr. Robinson's books "Uncle Lisha's

Shop" and "Sam Lovel's Camps," and in the years when
the successive chapters were appearing in the Forest
and Stream there were weekly gatherings at Dr. Baxter's

home, where Senators Edmunds, Frye and others came
together to hear the sketches read aloud.

The defect of the present New York law, pointed out

by our correspondent "St. Lawrence" last week, by which
accomplices in offenses cannot be compelled to testify

without incrimination, is one which we hope the codi-

fication committee will remedy. It is the testimony of

more than one official that if such accomplices were per-

mitted to turn State's evidence, a decided advance would
be made in the direction of enforcing the laws by bringing

offenders to punishment.

That was an excellent suggeetion of Prof. Putnam's,at
the Massachusetts dinner last week that the State Fish
Commission should maintain a pound, in order actually

to determine just what the season's record of pound fish-

ing may be. Laws and fishery regulations based on the

dishonest and misleading returns made by the fishermen,

in their pretended compliance with the law, cannot reach
the end desired.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal the name of that friend.
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STILL-HUNTING,

A WINTER IN MICHIGAN.-11.

BY NESSMUK.

FEOM Dashville to Coming, from Corning to Bath,
Bath to Buffalo, Buffalo to Detroit. Detroit to Grand

Haven; and, in a small "ornery" tavern at the latter

place we halted for rest and consultation. Ned—I blush
for him as I record it—was for taking the back track in-

continently; "the season was too wet, deer getting scarce,

no use going so far from home when there was just as

good hunting ground nearer; Michigan was marshy and
unhealthy anyhow, and we were used to hunting in a
healthy, 'mountainous region, etc., etc.'' To all this I

answered, "If the season was wet we could get about
more silently, if deer were being thinned out the more
reason why we should go far back to find them. As to
deer being just as plenty nearer home why didn't he
think of it before? And as to the health of the country-
did he feel himself getting bilious or homesick, or love-
sick or anything?"
Moreover, at Grand Haven I came across old Gillett,

the wolf-trapper and still-hunter, whose word on forest

lore was law. To him I propounded my stereotyped
question, "Where could a good hunter be sure of one
fair shot a day hunting on wool moccasins and without a
dog?" His answer was short and to the point, "Any-
where within twenty miles of Muskrat Lake. He had
killed fifty deer in two weeks himself, besides attending
to his wolf traps; he could kill a dozen deer a week any-
where on the upper Muskegon and not half try."

This silenced Ned and decided us to try the upper Mus-
kegon. At the bay Ave found a band of Chippewas and
one of them called Pete was recommended to us for a
guide. We offered to employ him, and he not only en-
tered our service willingly but brought two shaggy
diminutive ponies with him , which, turned out to be a
most judicious move and a lucky thing altogether. It
was really surprising to see the load these little rough,
clumsy looking animals would manage to travel under.
One of them, a pepper-and-salt hairy little fellow, scarcely
larger than a sheep, I can hardly call to mind without a
smile yet. His load consisted of two bags of pilot bread,
each holding a trifle over two bushels, a couple of kegs,
one holding two gallons of syrup, the other a like quan-
tity of old Jamaica rum, and a two-bushel bag con-
taining tea, coffee, sugar and a lot of trifling but indis-
pensable things appertaining to camp life. As he was
the leading or "bell" pony old Peter mounted him (or his
load rather) whenever he chose to ride, the general tout
ensemble being laughable beyond description. Even Ned,
who was not in a laughable mood by any means, could
not repress a smile as the ludicrous vision met his love-
sick eye, while the writer, who happened to be in spirits,
Bhouted jubilantly as the odd-looking cavalcade wound
tip the banks of the Muskegon in Indian file. Our order
of march was, first, the writer with a 101b. double-bar-
reled rifle; next, Indian Pete with the pepper-and-salt
pony, then the sorrel pony, laden with ammunition,
kettles, blankets, salt, axe, etc., etc., and lastly Ned, who
had no heart to shoot, but had meekly volunteered to
bring up the rear and look that nothing went amiss or
got lost through slipping off the ponies and being left be-
hind. We left the route entirely to Peter, and he, with
a sublime contempt for lumbermen and their roads, took
the old Indian trail, whence it happened that we scarcely
saw the face of a white man on the route, and knew lit-
tle more of the "lay of the land" at the end of our trip
than at its commencement.

All along the trail I managed to keep on the lead for
the chances of a shot, and to say truth the chances were
well worth the taking. Almost every half mile we
flushed the ruffed grouse, bare, or the beautiful American
quail, while, after the first day, it was but little trouble
to get a shot at deer. I killed six of the latter with but
slight effort, during our five days" march on the trail,
and also a two-year-old bear, while Ned, who was usually
all eagerness for a shot at a deer, killed nothing at all,
nor did lie make an attempt to get a shot, but shambled
along behind the sorrel pony in a maudlin, babyish man-
ner that fairly made the toe of my moccasin itch.

It must have been about 8 o'clock on the afternoon of
the fifth day, when we halted at a very good spring near
the right bank of the Muskegon, and Peter announced
our journey at an end. This was not according to con-
tract, for Peter had agreed to pilot us to the banks of
Muskrat Lake, which he now utterly refused to do, say-
ing, "Dis good place, plenty deer, plenty elk, plenty
bear, plenty fish; Muskrat Lake no good: too much
mash, too much mud, white man get lost," Perhaps he
was right, at all events a pleasanter place than he
selected for our camp it would be hard to find. It was
in a valley, the general course of which was south of
east, and through which ran a considerable stream, fed
by numerous springs; near one of these we had halted
and there, after a little prospecting, we concluded tomake a permanent camp. On either side of the stream
the land rose in handsome swells, covered by the grove-
like growth of timber, known throughout the west as•oak openings," while along the banks of the stream the
timber was much heavier, much of it being black walnut
and elm— many of the latter trees being prostrate.
Against the trunk of one of these—a giant elm nearly
7ft. m diameter—we built our camp after the fashion
sometimes called a "coalman's shanty," and, as it makes
a good winter or summer camp, perhaps I may be
pardoned a brief description of the mode in which it ismade:
Cut two strong crotched posts, the one 10. the other

4ft. in length; these with a stout pole 18ft. long consti-
tute the timbers, Set the posts firmly in the ground 13ftapart and lay the pole in the crotches, letting the small
end, which should be sharpened for the purpose, into the
g
.
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so that ifc cannot slip. Fell astraight basswood, poplar or pine: cut into proper lengthsand rive these rato shakes; place the shakes on each side

of the pole, letting them diverge some 8 or 9ft. at the
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shorter and the shanty growing lower and narrower a!you work back to the far end Set the shakes edge to

edge as closely as possible and cover the whole with
earth to the depth of a foot, not forgetting to place a

layer of grass or dried leaves beneath the dirt to prevent

its sifting through the chinks. Place a foot log across

the broader end of the shanty and fasten it with pins

driven in the ground. This is essential, as without it the

shanty is pretty certain to take fire sooner or later. If

the shanty is only intended for autumn weather you will

hardly need a fire-place; but if to be occupied during a

part of the bitter northern winter make a snug fire-place

and a close chimney by all means. To do this, build the

chimney of sticks chinked with clay, let it be of the

width of the shanty at bottom, carried up at the same
angle, or nearly so, with an oblong opening at top Sin,

wide by 20in. deep, and fitted closely to the end of the

shanty by "chinkin' and daubin'." An aperture at the

side of the chimney 14x20in., to close with a close-fitting

shake, will be all sufficient for a door, and in such a
camp with a good camp-fire and plenty of browse, blankets

and furs, a man may defy the weather with the mercury
at 32° below zero, as I happen to know.

It was late in the afternoon of the fourth day when the
shanty was finished and pronounced all right; Peter, who
—whether from curiosity, affection for us, or a hankering
for blackstrap—had remained with us during the four
days, gave a most emphatic grunt of approbation as the
newly-made fire roared, and the smoke went straight up
the chimney, giving out plenty of heat in the den-like
cabin, but no smoke. In justice to Peter, I ought to men-
tion that he furnished us most liberally with fish, ducks
and venison while we were engaged on the cabin ,

though
truth obliges me to state that he utterly refused to lend, a
hand at the work in any manner whatever. He could
hunt, but toting sticks, shakes, and clay for chinking—

«

that was squaw work.
After the shanty was finished, a nice pile of browse

stowed back of the footlog and a merry fire roaring in the
new fire-place, we all smoked the pipe of peace and con-
tentment, took a temperate nip of blackstrap, and turned
in. I have slept well in camps of all descriptions; in
camp-tents, in open camps, double-faced camps, browse
camps, and even on the ground beneath a low-spreading
cedar or hemlock; but I do not recollect having slept
more soundly or sweetly than on the first night in that
lonely cabin on the Muskegon. Not that Indian Peter
was a desirable bedfellow; on the contrary, I feel bound
to state that his habits were not cleanly, and that there
was a greasy suspicion of entomology about his scalplock
and old mackinaw blanket, most repugnant to a civilized
mind. However, he had on the whole acted fairly by
us, we concluded not to let any trifling matter break
friendship, but to extend to him the rites of hunter hos-
pitality so long as he might choose to stop with us. His
stay was not a long one: on the morning of the fifth day
he caught up his ponies, took the two cotton, two woolen
shirts, and two dollars in silver which we had agreed to
give him, and wended his way in silence on the upper
trail toward Muskrat Lake. Just as be was on the point
of leaving I made him a magnificent present of a pint
flask filled with blackstrap and a large plug of Cavendish.
His dark face broke into a smile at this, and he held out
his hand, saying with emphasis, "Good; me come agin

—

see you more bimeby." Subsequent events led me to the
conclusion that the present was a most fortunate one.

Ned and I were left to ourselves and our own resources;
our stores consisted of pilot bread, sugar, syrup, tea, cof-
fee, ammunition, tobacco and rum, with some quinine
by way of medicine. We had also about forty traps-
most of them small— of the "Newhouse" pattern. On
the whole the prospect pleased me, and I was in the best
of spirits.

I have mentioned that our camp was built on a small
tributary of the Muskegon, which was not so small, how-
ever, as to preclude good sport with the rod within a
biscuit toss of the shanty, where I have taken bass which
must have weighed more than 61bs. and pickerel of twice
that weight. Half a mile below the shanty this stream
emptied into the main river, forming a sort of marshy
cove which was a very paradise for wildfowl and pick-
erel. I have seen but tew places which could equal it
for sport. Deer were extremely plenty, bear were toler-
ably so, and there was an occasional elk to be seen among
the openings, though the latter animal seemed rather to
affect the extensive swamps and marshes—places which
the hunter who is a stranger to the country had best keep
clear of.

For two or three days after the camp was finished and
Peter had gone, Ned was in capital spirits and joined me
in hunting and prospecting with sportsmanlike zeal.
Then, as the last day of October came on dull, cold and
cloudy, with indications of snow, his spirits flagged, he
moped about without the heart to go a mile from camp,
and gave unmistakable signs of homesickness. Here
was a nice fix. If his heart failed him so early in the
season when we had everything comfortable about us,
with fish and game as plenty as we could ask or expect,
how would it be in the dead of winter with the snow sev-
eral feet deep and wood to cut. split and back to camp,
when the mercury was at zero? We had made rather
extensive preparations for an all-winter trip, had "de-
clared our intentions" rather audibly to all our acquaint-
ances and friends, had dwelt on the pleasures of hunter
life and communion with nature to a garrulous extent,
had promised to add important facts to the natural his-
tory of the country, and had (at least one of us had)
taken several quires of foolscap into camp on which to
record these facts and keep a general summary of our
Crusoe-like proceedings, for the benefit of any one who
chose to be bored with the reading thereof.
All this and much more I pressed on Ned's considera-

tion in a rather extended lecture, and he took it allmeekly—did not offer a Avord in rebuttal until I chanced
to remark that "a man who would leave such a camp and
such hunting grounds for a giggling, apple-faced girl,
ought to trade his rifle for a set of knitting needles and
join a sewing society. This brought matters to a focus.
I might abuse him to my heart's content, but I shouldn't

abuse a decent girl on his account; he was his own master;when he wanted my advice he would ask it," etc., etc.
etc. In short, we quarreled. It was a foolish thing to
do, and we have ooth been heartily ashamed of it for
years; nevertheless, quarrel we did, and nearly came to
blows. I made some rather pointed observations on bass-wood men generally and lovesick spooneys in particular,which Ned took to heart; and he gave his option pretty
freely concerning "bush vagabonds, who were of noaccount m society, and the height of whose ambition was

hunting and fishing. For his part, he expected to do
something in the world besides hunt and fish."

"Ah, really? Marry a farm and tannery, perhaps join
the church, and become a stump candidate for deacon,"
1 retorted.

Ned thought it quite passible. "There was a sort of
respectability about farms and tanneries, which was not
the case with hunting that ever he heard of."

I advised him, if he was so out of sorts with hunting,
to go home by all means; also, I suggested the propriety
of taking herb tea and soaking his feet in warm water
regularly; with this, and the precaution of flannel night-
caps, I thought he might manage to pull through the
winter alive. I really intended, when I began, to give
the particulars of our quarrel verbatim et literatum as
nearly as I could remember, but it was so confoundedly
ridiculous that I am getting ashamed.
Let it suffice, that after bandying sarcastic hits to the

best of our ability for some time, one of us gave the lie.

There was an instantaneous "recognition of belligerents,"
a mutual grasping for reciprocal windpipes, a mutual
missing of the same and a seizing of coat and collars in-
stead, a violent shaking and hustling of some seconds'
duration—in which I, being much the lightest, got the
worst of it—and we stood still gazing defiantly in each
others faces, two of the biggest fools that ever shouldered
a rifle.

I wish I could add that we shook hands and laughed
at our foolishness, as we ought to have done; but we did
not. I knew that Ned was dying for a sight of Hannah
Needham's pretty face, and that nothing else ailed him.
He knew that I was aware of this, and also that I de-
spised love-sickness beyond any other weakness or illness
that flesh is heir to; likewise he felt to resent my remarks
on his dulcinea, and I felt a trifle sore at the unmerciful
shaking I had got, so it happened that neither of us chose
to make any remarks of a conciliatory nature, but Ned
commenced packing his knapsack at once,while I watched
the operation in surly silence.

There were two adjuncts to our camp, which I ought
to have mentioned before; these were a mongrel dog,
which Ned had seen proper to bring with him, and a
handy little dugout or log canoe, which Peter had mys-
teriously brought to light from some hidden recess on
the day'at'ter our arrival in camp. The dog had turned
a promising venture for still- hunting—as almost any dog
will when taken out every day and properly instructed

—

while the canoe was indispensable for trapping, fishing,
or crossing the river.

I had opposed the dog at first, but finding he was to be
an inmate of the camp had finally taken him in hand for
a course of instruction, and as he was not only eager and
plucky, but tractable, had ended by taking a fancy for
him.

When Ned had got his hardtack, tobacco, blanket,
rifle, hatchet and a pint flask of rum all in marching
order he led the dog ostentatiously into the cabin, sprung
the snap of the chain into a ring on. the collar and then
marched stiffly toward me, holding a cent on his curved
forefinger with his thumb nail under the edge of it, say-
ing, "This is for the canoe—heads or tails?" I took at
once: and as the cent spun high in air said, "heads!"
Down it came and heads it was; the canoe was mine.
"As to the dog," said I, "if he is worth anything to

you take him along, I can get on without him very
well."
"He is worth nothing to me," said Ned, with a majestic

air, "if you don't want him, shoot him; I am done with
hunting." He slung his knapsack with great delibera-
tion, whistling all the while, then filled a pipe leisurely,
lit it with a friction match which he ignited by rubbing
on his trousers leg, shouldered his heavy single-barreled
Billinghurst, and turned his back on the camp.

I watched him until his gray coat tails disappeared
down the trail and then went into the shanty, built a

quarrel over again in my <_ _

mind, and made out a wonderfully clear case for myself.
I took the shaking into consideration and waxed irate
exceedingly, but it would not do. The little monitor
which lurks in the bosom of every decent man espoused \

Ned's cause, reminding me of many little items, such as
j

bitter sneers, unkind remarks, and surly sarcasms, offered I

to an old and tried friend, for what?. Just because i

he had not the heart to enter into my schemes with spirit
and ardor ; because I mistrusted him of giving way to a
boyish lovesick whim, and wanting to go back. "What
then? Was he not his own master? Had he not proved
himself on many occasions a reliable friend, a plucky
hunter, and a true-hearted fellow? .And I had taken the
liberty of calling him in plain words a booby! a lovesick 3

spoon, and no hunter!
The mental mercury in the psychological thermometer

sank rapidly from wrath to reflection, from reflection to
,j

reason, and from reason to repentance. The more I re- i

fleeted the more I grew ashamed of the foolish quarrel,
|

and ere Ned had been gone two hours I would have given
much to have shaken hands with him, told him I was
sorry, and parted with him, if part we must, in a decent
manly way, as friends should do. I remember feeling an
almost irresistible impulse to follow him down the trail,

find him at his first camping place, and own up like a
man. As the sun was less than two hours high when he
started and there was a good moon, I could easily have
done this, but self-love, wounded vanity and pride all
conspired to keep me back, and I did not go. I wish I
had gone: it would have saved some heartburning on both 1

sides, and would have been more pleasant to reflect on in
after years.
Left alone in camp I set myself actively to work hunt-

ing, fishing, studying the habits of the various animals
which came under my observation, and trying various
experiments with traps, outlines and snares. I succeeded
in taking game and fish by nearly every mode in use with
hunters. I caught not only ducks but wild geese in small
traps, as well as on outlines. (The latter mode was orueh
poaching, and I only tried it by way of experiment two'
or three times,) As the season grew cold I set the traps
for otter and foxes, but, although I was in possession of
the "hunters'

1

secret," my success in trapping was not re-
markable. Also my traps disappeared at the rate of half
a dozen per week, and, from the occasional print of a
moccasin along the bank of the river, I got to surmising;
that the abducted traps might be in some manner attri-
butable to the band of strolling Chippewas to which our,
guide Peter belonged—a belief in which I was afterward
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somewhat strengthened by seeing some of the identical

traps in the hands of the aforesaid vagabonds.
The loss of a few traps, however, although I felt cer

tain that each of the stolen traps held a fur animal of

some kind at the time of its abduction, did not much dis-

turb me. The hunt was not for profit or for the purpose
of seeing how much game might be destroyed by one
rifle in a season's hunt, but just for pure, ardent love of

forest life and sylvan sport. Many a deer passed me that

autumn and went away scatheless, which I might have
knocked down with certainty, and I spent days in tra-

versing the country, rifle in hand, with no wish or attempt
to shoot a deer, although I think I have never hunted a
region where they were more abundant than there. I

could not make out the exact whereabouts of the camp
by the aid of a pocket map at the time, and I have never
visited the spot since, although often promising myself
to do so. It certainly was not the point to which Peter
was hired to pilot us by thirty mile3 or more, and must
have been near the eastern line of Osceola county, where
the river crosses it from Clare county. At all events,

the location was a most satisfactory one for a sportsman,
and during the crisp, frosty autumn weather nothing
could be finer. I still think that such a camp, with good
health and an eternal succession of glorious Octobers
would be all the heaven I should ever require.

I killed but few deer, and those nearly all bucks, as T

chose to let the does and fawns for the most part go clear

—a mode of hunting which I venture to recommend in

any country where deer are yet plenty. The hams,
"lines" and skins of those I did kill were carefully

"tended," and I began to ask myself how the long winter
days and nights were to pass, when it was too stormy or

cold to hunt, and the snow lay deep all over the vast

northern wilderness of Michigan—when, steady cold
weather having set in, a full supply of meat being on
hand, the deer having become thin in condition and
scarce by reason of wolves and Indians—there would be
no one to talk to at night and nothing to interest a man
by day. It did look a little, just a little dreary. But
then, couldn't 1 find my way out of the forest should it

become unendurable? There were lumbering establish-

ments at no great distance below, whence, doubtless, th re

would be a good road to Muskegon Bay, and it would be
time enough to think of leaving camp wheu sport gave
out. So I took it easy and enjoyed the sport hugely.
A friend of mine who was selling sporting kits in the

quiet little village of Gotham had besought me earnestly
to procure him an elk's head with antlers at least six feet

long; and another friend had commissioned me to get him
a bear skin with claws, jaws and teeth entire—trifling

jobs, which each of them seemed to imagine could be ac-
complished by any man who had a few spare days on
hand. In fact the Gothamite had expressly mentioned
that he "wouldn't trouble me if he could afford to leave
his store for a few days."

As they were both good fellows, and as I rather liked
the notion of sending an elk'santlers for exhibition in the
windows of a Broadway shop, I did my best to get the
articles as requested.
Now, it is a fact that, while deer were plenty and easy

to bring under the bead, bear and elk were somewhat
scarce and hard to be got at. The elk seemed to delight
in large open pine swamps, reed beds and marshes: while
bruin affected the dense thickets and chose to hide him-
self therein, issuing thence for his craotidian acorns
mostly by moonlight. After a particularly dark, rainy
night, however, bear are sure to feed early in the morn-
ing; and on such a morning I got a beautiful shot at one
in the openings. I discovered him busily at work among
the acorns, and taking due heed of the wind, cautiously
approached him under cover of the oak trunks until

within thirty yards, when I got a good ready and waited
for him to show. This he presently did, moving unsus-
piciously among the fallen leaves for choice acorns, hav-
ing found which he sat up on his haunches and was
munching awTay leisurely when the sharp crack of a rifle

rang through the openings, a pea ball fitted him snugly
at the butt of the ear, and he subsided as calmly as an
nfant.

He was an ursine beauty; otter-legged, glossy black,
and very fat, with a splendid set of claws and teeth

—

decidedly the finest animal that has ever fallen to my
rifle. It took me the best part of two days to dress and
dispose of him properly, for, be it known, a fat bear in
camp at the commencement of winter is no slight acqui-
sition. The meat keeps sweet longer than any other, the
fat is not only valuable for burning in a "witch light,"

but makes a good substitute for butter, and a well-furred
bear skin is invaluable in a winter camp for sleeping
purposes. Moreover, there is no exaggeration in saying
that a man while Jiving mainly on bear meat will endure
fatigue better, can travel faster and further, and will
find himself much stronger, than on any other diet what-
ever. If two men of equal powers and skill were to en-
gage in any trial of strength and physical endurance, the
one having trained on beef and the other on bear meat, I

should most certainly consider the latter a good invest-
ment at two to one. I cannot be mistaken in this; I have
tried it on myself and seen its effects on others too often,
and I only wonder that the fact—for fact it is—has not
not been observed and acted on by some trainer among
the athletic "profession."
During the latter half of November I hunted for the

most part about the swamps and marshes in the hope of
getting another bear or two and an elk—particularly the
latter. This kept me too much about wet muddy places,
and I usually came into camp late, wet and tired; also, I

often got lost, and was obliged to lie on wet leaves, with
little or no fire, and without supper. Such a course of
life could not fail to affect the most robust, and I soon
began to feel the effects of it in cold streaks and flashes,
which ran along the limbs like electricity and were im-
mediately succeeded by feverish heat. T took the hint,
and resolved to hunt the swamps and marshes no more.
The resolve was a good thing, but it came too late: I was
already booked for a severe run of "fever 'n' ager," and
neither saltpetre nor quinine could save me—T tried
both.

A Map of the United States.—A large, bandsome map of the
United States, showing North and South Dakota, mounted and
suitable for office or home use and issued by the Burlington Route,
will be furnished responsible parties free on application to the
undersigned. Playing Cabds.—For 15 cents in postage you can
obtain a pack of best quality playing cards on application to
the undersigned, P. S. Bustis, General Passenger and Ticket
Agent, C, B. & K. R., Chicago, It).

—

Adv.

PELAGIC BIRTH OF FUR-SEALS DENIED.
Editor Forest and Stream :

Several years ago, 1880, in my published "Monograph
of the Seal Islands of Alaska," I called attention to several
erroneous statements made by James G. Swan, who as-

serted in a letter to Professor Allen that be knew by his
"own personal observation that fur-seals had their young
in open ocean off the entrance to Fuca Straits." I said
then that "it was a physical impossibility for the fur-seal

(Callorhinus) to bring forth its young in the water; the
pup would sink like a stone instantly after birth, and the
mother be wholly helpless to save it,"

Curiously enough, the aditional evidence of the truth
of what I then stated appears in the form of the sworn
statements of a number of British sealing vessel masters,
which is appended to a reply of Sir Julian Pauncefote,
the British Minister at Washington, to Mr. Blaine, dated
April 30. 1890. (51st Cong., 1st Sess., H 'R, Ex. Doc, No,
450), pp. 57-60.

Fred Gilbei fc: "I am a seal-hunter. I never shot or saw
pups with the cows in the water, nor have I ever heard of
such a case."
Win, O'Leary : "I am a master mariner, and have been

seal hunting on the Pacific coast four years, three of
which I was in Behring Sea as well. I never saw cows
in the water with their young with them."
H. F. Sievvard: 'T have been a master sealer for two

years. I. never saw a female seal with her young in the
water beside her."
George Home, a pelagic sealer: "I never saw a young

pup alongside its cow in the water."
Wdi. Fewings, a pelagic sealer: "I never shot, nor

have I ever seen, a female seal with a young one beside
or with her."
Walter House, a pelagic sealer: I never saw a cow

seal in the water with her young beside her or near her,
nor have I ever heard of such a case."
James Wilson, a pelagic sealer: "I never saw a cow

seal with her young beside her."
J. D. Warren: "I am a master mariner, and have been

actively engaged in the deep-sea sealing business for
twenty years. I never saw or heard of a cow having her
young beside her in the water, either on the coast or in
Behring Sea." (Statement Aug. 10, 1839, Victoria, B. 0.)

I am moved to make this fact prominent, that what I

stated as a fact, in 1874-1880, is to-day declared true by the
practical sealers themselves, since Mr. George Dawson,
D.S., F.G.S., F.R.S.C., F.R.M.S., assistant director of the
Geological Survey of Canada, says in a recent letter to the
Hon. Mr. Tupper (pp. 49 of Doc. cited above) that he
thinks Mr. Swan's statement should be received with re-

spect, although I "stoutly deny" it. The above citations of
Canadian sealers amply confirm my ground. I leave Mr.
Dawson and Mr. Swan to settle the sealers—but the more
these gentlemen look into the matter the better their
understanding of the truth of my declaration will be.

Henry W. Elliott.
Smithsonian Institution, Dec. 8.

A SKELETON OF THE IVORY-BILL.

A FEW months ago the writer was engaged upon a
general review of the osteology of the woodpeckers

of the United States, and for this purpose it was neces-
sary that there should be at hand the skeleton of a spe-
cies representing at least every genus known to our
avifauna.

It was a year and a half before a specimen of Xenopi-
cus albolarvatus was secured for this purpose, but anally
a fine male (in the flesh) of this species was sent me from
Klamath, Oregon, by Mr. Samuel Parker, and a good
skeleton was obtained from it.

Campephilus principalis, our far-famed ivory-bill, how-
ever, defied my best efforts to procure, and at last all hope
in that direction was abandoned, and I satisfied myself
with a study of the imperfect skeleton of the body of one,
and the skull of Campephilus imperialis, both loaned me
by the U. S. National Museum. The largest museums in
this country were communicated with, but none pos-
sessed in their collections the skeleton of this bird. Even
skins of it are now high-priced, it being found only in
certain restricted districts in the South, where every
year it is becoming rarer, and no doubt is on the high
road to extinction.

It seemed a great shame, almost amounting to a dis-

grace that this, so distinguished a form in our avifauna
should, by those interested in scientific ornithology in this
country, be allowed to pass out of existence without a
single example of the most important part of its anatomy
left to grace any of the collections in our museums.
Not a single skeleton of the ivory-bill to pass down to our
naturalists! Nothing but skins!

As these thoughts possessed my mind, I wrote to my
talented ornithological friend Mr. Frank M. Chapman, of
the American Museum of Natural History of New York
city, who was then collecting in Florida, but in his reply
little or no hope wras held out in so far as securing Cam-
pephilus was concerned. Later on, however, it was my
good fortune to meet Mr. Chapman in Washington at the
last Congress of the American Ornithologists' Union, and
in his account to me of his Floridan experiences, my esti-

mation of his knowledge of the demands and require-
ments of our common science was fully confirmed, and
it was very evident that he for one did not believe that
the sole aim of ornithology wTas "to shoot a bird, skin it,

and then throw away the characters."
Mr. Chapman saw but one specimen of the ivory-bill on

his Florida trip—an old male in full plumage—and bring-
ing his woodcraft into play he promptly bagged it. It is

not difficult, even for me. to picture the various dubita-
tions, perplexities and waverings that entered his head as
he handled that elegant bird in the flesh, and cogitated
upon the real value of the capture in its varied aspects.
Think of the mute look of horror that must have crept
over Mr. Brewster's visage, who was with him. on that
occasion, when my friend finally suggested that he meant
to utilize the specimen for its skeleton!
Be it recorded with honor that his good judgment fin-

ally prevailed, and his prize was duly sent to Mr. H. A.
Ward's science establishment in Rochester with the view
of having the skeleton prepared in their best manner for
final disposition in its proper case in theAmericanMuseum
of Natural History in New York city.

Judging from what I have already seen in the skull of
Campephilus imperialis, there will be found some very
interesting structures at the base of that part of the skele-

ton in the ivory-bill, and so it is to be sincerely hoped
that the specimen will fall into the hands of Mr. Ward's
best preparateur, that these delicate parts may be most
carefully preserved. The writer is not an advocate of
Professor Huxley's and Professor Parker's saurognafch-
ism of the Pici, and the more I see of the skulls of wood-
peckers, and take the general structure or morphology of
their skeletons into consideration, the more I am com-
pelled to believe that the medio palatine of Parker is,

when present, the vomer in these birds. The skull of the
ivory-bill will throw additional light upon this important
point in classification. R. W. Shtteeldt.
TAKOMA, D. C, Dee. 8.

CHINESE PHEASANTS.
LAST winter the snow was at one time 9 in. deep and

the weather pretty cold, about G° above for a fev7
nights, and in looking about to see how the ringnecks
were getting along, I found where they had been hunting
weed seed and scratching down to the ground under the
bushes and other places in their search for food. They
roosted on the ground like prairie chickens. When there
is no snow they roost either on the ground or in trees, as
their fancy suits. The snow lay on the ground for more
than three weeks, yet I don't think the birds suffered
much. They will come into the feed yards and eat any
grain that they may find there. From what I saw of
them last winter, I think that they would stand the win-
ters in the States east of the Rocky Mountains all right.

The winters would be longer and colder, but there is a
great deal more ieed for such birds there than there is

here, such as corn, wild sunflowers, etc.

When spring came the cocks began crowing and they
are occasionally heard even yet. They begin the crow
and the flapping of their wings at the same time and
make a few flaps of the wings after the crow has ceased.
They are polygamous. I have seen as many as five

females with one male and many of them had two wives.
The hens lay from l'S to 18 eggs about the size of those of
the prairie chicken and of the same shape, hue of a light
brown color. They make their nests in stubble fields and
along fence rows and such places. In plowing 90 acres
of stubble this spring we found four nests. The fewest
that any hen was sitting on was 13 eggs. On one nest of
8 eggs the hen had not begun sitting. They will not
come back to a nest when it is removed to the plowed
ground.
The 18 eggs from the first nest found were placed under

a domestic hen, and in 25 days 1 1 of them hatched. The
nest was not in a very favorable situation, which may
have had something to do with the time of hatching and
strength of the birds. We put the hen in a pen about
12ft. square on the ground, for a couple of days until the
birds learned her language, then we let them out. But
the hen was of the idiotic kind and would take them out
in the wet grass and weeds in the chill morning dew and
they would get wet and cold, then get lost and die. Three
of them grew to be large enough to fly a little when two of
them disappeared. The remaining one got to be nearly
as large as a quail when one morning it was found in the
yard almost dead and was taken into the house and cared
for, but it died.

Uf six others that were hatched by a domestic hen on a
farm near here, two grew to be large enough to take
care of themselves, when they went off with their wild
brothers.

It has been stated that they raise two and three broods
a season, but I must see more evidence than I have seen
this season before I can believe that. I think that there
was not a hen in this neighborhood that reared more than
one brood last summer.
They increase in this State, though, much faster than the

Bob White quail which were introduced here more than 15

years aao, and I have not seen one of them here yet,
though 1 have heard some calling. J. F. L. .

Wheatland Ore., Nov. 29.

Yellow Rail in Chicago.—Editor Forest and Stream:
While spending an evening near the last of September
with a friend, a teacher in one of the high schools, he
chanced to remark, "One of my boys brought in a 'corn
crake' the other day." Investigation developed the fact
that the "corn crake was a yellow rail (Porzana noveho
raeensis). By a somewhat singular coincidence, while
snipe shooting the next day with this same friend, I shot
another of these rare little buds. Although I am not
certain of the fact I have the impression that the two
birds were killed in the same marsh. I am sure they
were from the same locality. Both specimens were
secured in one of the grassy marshes within the city
limits of Chicago. We have hunted the same ground
several times this fall and this is the only yellow rail we
have seen. Possibly other Chicago marsh-trampers may,
in their wanderings about our city streets (1), have met
this odd little dweller of the sedges. Although I have
neither "met with the nest of the yellow rail" nor "ob-
served its habits" further than as above stated, perhaps
Dr. Gibbs, or others, may be interested in this hasty note
of the occurrence of the species as a city resident!

—

Korax
(Irving Park, 111.).

Evening Grosbeak in New York.—Ithaca, N. Y..
Dec. 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: While walking
through the Cornell University campus to-day, I noticed
a female evening grosbeak feeding in a box elder tree.

My brother, who saw the bird, had seen three of the
same species apparently near the same spot several days
previous. The grosbeaks were recordpd here last winter,
but their returning for a post graduate course was a genu-
ine surprise.—Morris M. Green,

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purcha=ed - T wo pr nar-tnrned an te lopt sliAiit ilocapra amer-
ioana), four yellow acamera ( fimberiza citr India), and two cardinal
red birds (Carrttnalis virginianus. Presented—One rhesus macaque
(Macacus eruthrmus), one Derby's opossum (Didelphys deriiana),
two common opossums (Didelphys virginianus). one red-tailed buz-
zard (Buteohorcalis), one short-eared avrl(Bfacjhyotnspal<u9tris), one
screech owl (Scops astol, two alligators {AiUgati*r mississippiemte),
two water moccasins (Aneistrodon piseivorus), one green snaKe
Oyclophis vprnalis) one common hog-nosed snake (Heterodon
platyrhinm) . one box tortoise (Cisludo Carolina), two diamond-
backed terrapins (Mal.acoclemmys palustris), one red-bellied terra-

,
pin (Pseudemys rugasa)* and two menobranchus (Menobranchtis
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The eull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

WILD TURKEYS IN THE OVERFLOW— III.

[Continued from Page &1L~]

I CANNOT write of all the incidents of our stay in the

woods—it would take too long to detail the doings of

each day. We enjoyed it all. I will sketch in a few more,

only confining myself to those which I may deem of most
interest to the general reader.

The rabbits were a part of us on this trip. We never
saw the like of them before and never expect to again.

They were everywhere that there was land, and often far

out in the overflow a half-mile or more from land, on logs

and stumps. On our approach, one would sit until we
were quite close, when he would leap off with a noisy
splash and swim lustily away. They are good swimmers
and fully capable of living through an ordinary overflow,

if not preyed upon, getting their"food from leaves, bark,

etc. The woods were thick everywhere with their car-

casses. It hardly seemed possible that hawks and owls
could eat so many. Probably the varmints joined in the
destruction.
The disturbance of turkeys by the hawks continued

throughout the trip, time and time again were they seen
to drive them from tree to tree, though the warfare was
never continued to the ground. One day we flushed a
large flock of turkeys from near the mound. They took
to trees 200yds. away in the overflow. Generally it will

be half an hour or more before turkeys will return to

ground after having been flushed to trees, so a position
was taken where we were sitting against a large tree
facing the turkeys, and a long wait was expected. In
less than five minutes, however, we heard rapid, sharp
clucking and, on looking down through the treetops, saw
the hawks making war on the apparently defenseless tur-

keys, which took rapid flight and came pouring back to

the mound, where it is needless to say one or two were
shot. On the ground the hawks never bothered the
turkeys so far as we saw and but one turkey carcass was
found, and it is believed it was that of one that had been
wounded in that vicinity a couple of days before. We
noticed, however, where hawks were seen flying over-
head that almost invariably turkeys were to be found
feeding beneath. So often did this prove to be the case
that, after the two or three first days, we would watch
for hawks, and on seeing them cautiously go in and look
for turkeys.
One day I was calling- above camp where the large flock

on the first day had been found. Soon a large hawk flew
over and took perch on a tall limb, probably 75yds. away.
I had not forgotten that first day's experience, and his
hawkship offered a capital shot, and as he appeared to be
my previous toi-mentor, I determined to sacrifice the tur-
keys that I knew to be within hearing and measure arms
with him. The rifle having been gotten well in hand, I
felt sure of success. I used a rest from the tree at my
side. At the crack of the gun he came spinning to the
ground with one wing open. He proved also to have a
broken leg. With his sound leg and bttak he fought fero-
ciously for his life while being dispatched with a stick.
He was of the largest species and unusually large, I felt
revenged. This is the only one shot at, though every day
we could have killed several by devoting some attention
to them, and it is the one regret of our trip that we did
not kill a score or more of them. It is now our belief,
with all the lights before us, that the hawks preferred to
have the turkeys on the ground, where, in feeding, the
rabbits would be made to stir, so they could sail down
and enjoy a feast.

William did not develop into a sportsman. There being
but little to do, except when L. and I were in camp, we
thought to give him some enjoyment. After the first
two days we practically abandoned the camp ridge as a
hunting ground and went further away. The big flock
continued to use it, though cautiously, as a feeding
ground, William was duly instructed as to the manip-
ulation of the hammerless shotgun and though not
showing a profound comprehension of the weapon, we
thought he would be able to use it. He was told to go up
the ridge about halfway, select an open place, where a
view could be had for some distance around him and sit
down with his back to a tree, to keep his body still and
his eyes open, that surely he would get a shot at a turkey
if he remained long enough. He was warned not to open
up on the rabbits, as no shooting not strictly in our line
was wanted. But he never got his turkey.
One day while L. and I were on Hewlett we heard a

shot plainly in the direction of camp. That was William
as no one else was at that time in that part of the woods'We put it down that William had at last got in his work.
But on our return he said he had no turkey, and denied
having shot or heard a shot. Generally, William was
truthful, and we were inclined to believe him, thoughwe could not account for the shot. Later, one barrel of
the gun was found to be foul and we began to surmise
Always, on going to camp, William was found to be in."
lhis was at all hours of the day. We further noticed
that when he had seen turkeys as he had on several oc-
casions, they were seen from camp. We then put it down
that our boy was afraid of the woods, and though pro-
fessing to go out and look for turkeys, he had not done
it. loward the end of the trip, on clearing away a rifle
range, a bush near the launch was noticed to be mutilated
with shot. It was riddled at short range. But why the
u?
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?iacle or how made we could only guess. Prob-
ably William saw something or heard something and let
fly from the launch.
One day I made a horrible shot. I promised L. andConway I would tell it, and I guess I'll have to do it,though I m not feeling well and am in no trim for writ-

We had gone to the mound. It was a favorite place.

f!, n °f'Vr0lmd thf6 80 mucl1 that aft*r a while we
fl£ L-

a?°*her m°und, not over 300yds. away, with a
flat, thickety swamp between, mostly covered withover-As to Nation, these mounds are somewhat of a
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|where, off of the river. The amateur woodsman might

spend two weeks in their vicinity and not find them, so

completely are they hidden away. We stumbled on one
by accident on our first trip, and then the other in the

same way on this trip. We always found them inhab-

ited. At the time I write of three head of cattle were
found on one. They were half-starved, and surely would
starve on this limited range. As we moved about their

eyes followed us, looking demure and sad enough. But
we could not rescue them. The mounds were already
liberally strewn with the bones of animals starved or

drowned in former overflows. The bones of these cattle

would no doubt go to join the others. It was sad indeed
to watch the poor brutes. But that shot—yes, yes; I was
about to forget. Excuse me.
On the whole trip it was the only day a gobbler had

opened for us. It was a bright day, and the woods, at

least in that part about the mounds, took on a beautiful

aspect. On the east mound, he probably had ranged away
from the water, and, having short memory, had forgotten

about the great overflow which day after day continued
to rise and encroach on his domain; so, after we had called

quietly and bewitchingly for some time, he made attempt
to reply. But he had not done such a thing for many
days before, and he was young anyway, and his voice
cracked. He improves somewhat presently and L, and I
move over in his direction to see if he means business.

He in*oves to mean not much, for he nmkes hut slow pro-
gress toward us. However, we'll await his pleasure, hav-
ing learned by sad experience the great virtue of patience
in turkey hunting. While working faithfully on this
fellow for some time, we get an answer from the direction
of the other mound. We listen for his next note to get
him located. We get it. We also get another point—this

second chap talks to our notion. He has an excellent
voice. Strong and coarse as a base viol or dumb-bull. It
begins to sound like old gobbler times. We hasten to take
a new position between the little and the big gobblers.
We wade through water and. locate on a clay root, on the
knob of earth projecting above the water, L. lying face
down and I sitting on one leg and hip. Soon I change to
a large log twenty or thirty yards toward the younger
turkey, leaving L. on the clay root, thus affording greater
chance for a shot from the two positions. The gobblers
are acting nicely, the big one coming up fastest.

I looked at L. and would give a nice note for his photo.
He is all aglow, and fairly sinks into the yollow earth to
keep hid. I like his style very much. There is spirit in
it. It is all good—except his face. To the four winds
with that face! It will play havoc if that old fellow gets
a glint from it. Then I'll take L. off in some lonely and
secluded spot and do something desperate to him,
The young turkey quits. Guess he thinks the masto-

don too close. Probably he has met him before, and just
now would like to gobble to him afar off. The other is

still bellowing—is now close. He seems to be opposite L.
not 20yds. away. Why don't he shoot? I steal a glance
at him and find he has gone down in the earth two inches
more, and has only his forehead and eyes above. I would
now give two notes for his photo. It will be his first

gobbler. Why don't he shoot ? Won't the boy ever shoot ?

I can't see the turkey for a dense thicket near me: surely
L. can. Now he has passed L, a little.

"Ah! What a beauty" as he steps in view. "What
glossy rich feathers! What lordly mein!—and L. does not
shoot!" My heart is in my mouth—the Marlin that has
been lying across the log is pressed to my shoulder and
the trigger touched.
Mr. Fokest and Stream, history is history. Falsehood

is not history. Any coloring leading the mind away
from the exact and cold facts, may be an approximation,
but not true history. I make a faithful record—that
gobbler was missed. He stepped lightly—even daintily
away without a stagger. I tried to get in another shot,
but if successful, that would have been remarkable with
a rifle. As a rule Mr. Turkey is never rattled. In such
emergencies, his course is taken as though previously
mapped out—and it is the best one, all things considered,
for his safety. He simply disappeared suddenly—that's
all I know about it.

I had to meet L. who, coming up, said: "I would have
piven a dollar had you waited two seconds. In three or
our steps more I would have downed him."
"Crackey! Are you bankrupt? Haven't you got more

money than that? I would raise you a few chips on that
gobbler. Why didn't you shoot? I wanted you to kill
him."
"I could not for the thicket. You have played didledy-

be-hob-hob. How did you miss him? You used to shoot."
"Well, now, let's see whether 1 missed him. There

ought to be some feathers there. I certainly had the gun
on him."
We hunt and hunt for feathers. Abandon them and

then look for ball. We get the course, we get the dis-
tance (shall I tell it? 17yds.) but find no sign and start to
go-

"Here it is. Now, what kind of a shot was that? Why,
here's a 5in. sapling between you and the turkey shot
through and through."
"Lawrence, we have looked too long. Let's get out of

these woods. This sight is too strong,! saw through that
sapling."

3

It took me two days to recover from that shot; and as
to hearing the last of it, I never expect to in L.'s day and
generation. J

Two days afterward I paddled back to the mound
alone. I was not at all satisfied with my record down
there and wanted to even up. I left the canoe lOOvds. ormo
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k xn the owflow anrl waded out to the souUi

and bluff edge of the west mound in water 2ft deep
This mound is only 4 or 5ft. above the surrounding
swamp is probably 25yds. wide and oval in shape. It is
covered with some undergrowth. On reaching it I
stopped for a short rest and to steady my nerves I
wanted to be calm and cool this time for any emergency
onr^

6
^
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n
mound thfi ridge extends for 200 or

oOOyds. to the overflow. Having had one day without
disturbance I was certain that turkeys would be seen I
kept a little m the water, so as not to rattle the leavesand moved around the edge very cautiously to the right
watching closely every spot as it appeared on the rfdgebeyond the mound. I was some time making the quad-
rant of the circle, when my eye was attracted by amotion a considerable distance down the ridge. I stood
perfectly still and watched for some time to make outwhat had made it. I was afraid to raise the rifle and
solve the question with the sight lest I be discovered. As
usual I found turkeys,

Up to that time not a deer had been seen. AVe had ex-
pected to find some of them on the ridges. In January
we had noticed considerable 3igns though we saw none.
And this time there was not even a track. They had
proved up their reputation for sagacity and departed for
higher territory.

On making out the turkeys I slowly got down to earth
on my knees in shallow water. Soon it was found that
I could not manipulate myself satisfactorily in this posi-
tion and, with due regard for the situation, I proceeded
to change it by crawling forward to a rather small tree.
This afforded me an opportunity to further investigate,
which was done with as little motion outside of the tree
as possible. The loggy look that I always carry in the
woods was decidedly in my favor and I did not much
fear being made out. The telescope was again brought
to use and the game could be distinctly made out a little
out of range. There were no less than twelve or
fifteen, and they certainly formed an interesting
spectacle as, without the least suspicion of danger,
they scratched and fed among the leaves. They were
watched for a full half-hour before they began to move
closer. Soon they were within range at 80 or 90yds. I
then nervously watched the flock through the sight in
search of a long beard. They seemed for a while to be
all hens. I was anxious to renew the contest with my
former vanquisher, but could not find him. I concluded
that any other one of his proportions would answer, but
I could not find such a one. Where in the deuce had all
the big chaps gone? While asking myself this question two
young gobblers worked into view, and 1 watched them
closely. Presently they stepped in line—this was my
chance—and as I was pulling the trigger—I shall never
forget the grand view as the third rusty-brown back
ranged in line, one just a little above the other. It was a
rare opportunity, and one that comes to few even among
old turkey huuters. When I fired the woods in that
vicinity at once became animated. There was a great
stir. One gobbler was down, and another was cutting
lively antics, all the rest took rapid wing and flew to tim-
ber in the overflow. I hastened to retrieve, when the
bird of gymnastic proclivities rose and flew after the
others, but was heard to fall in the overflow. A long
search failed to And him. I then devoted myself to the
turkeys in the trees, and in half an hour killed two hens,
not missing a shot. I felt avenged, though I had not
gotten my big gobbler. Then I shouldered the game,
went to the canoe, and paddled to camp in a cheerful
frame of mind. W. L. P.

[TO be continued.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
C1HTCAGO, 111., Dec. 12,—This morning, while still en-

J gaged in the details of the toilet and hardly yet
fully awake, I was startled by a sound which, even in the
closed room, penetrated the muffled clang of the cable
cars and the drone of the busy streets which at that hour
fill the neighborhood of Michigan avenue and Eighteenth
street, it being only about a mile from the very heart of
the city of Chicago. There was no mistaking the quality
of that strident voice, and on the instant I knew it was
the honk of the wild goose. Running to the nearest
window, 1 threw up the shade, and there, passing directly
over the house, I saw a magnificent wedge of genuine
Canada honkers! It was almost past belief", but when the
window was thrown open, and the splendid music of that
wild chorus came pealing down, there was no doubt pos-
sible, and all one could do was to gaze open-mouthed at
what seems to me one of the most remarkable incidents
that could happen to any shooter. The geese, there were
43 of them, swung west over the city, against the wind
and climbing slowly, and I presume they headed south
after- they got their altitude. From the point in question
over to Lake Michigan is hardly half a mile, and it is
probable that the travelers had just been routed out by
some passing boat from their resting place in the lake,
where they had dropped in during the night on their way
south. Wild geese often drop into Lake Michigan in this
way, but it is usually much lower down the lake, and I
never hpard of a flock crossing the city this high up the
lake. It so happens that from my office window, down
town, I have a view of a window in a tall building a block
or so away, in which there is a printing press. All day
long there is visible the tireless flap, flap of the white
paper as it passes over the press, and I have always found
this printing press very good company, because "it never
gets tired. But to-day I have seen goose wings in that
paper all day long. I am sure I hope the travelers will
get south in safety, and they have my best regards.

If the geese are coming down, the ducks are all down,
and our shooting has probably closed for this year. All
last week, or up to Thursday, vast quantities of wildfowl
were on the Kankakee. Hathaway, fthe oldest pusher
at Mak-saw-ba Club, says he has not seen so many ducks
for years. They were in on the river, in the timber, the
marsh being frozen to great extent. We do not hear of
any bags of clucks being made, however, though the
local market hunters along the Kankakee and Illinois
must certainly have taken full advantage of the great
flurry of wildfowl that came down with the cold snap.
It is freezing weather now, and the mallards will hug the
timber or quit the country.
On Dec. 1 Mr. Geo. T. 'Farmer killed 12 jacksnipe on

Cumberland marsh. This is something that never was
done before and probably never will be done again, and
it is not known here that snipe have ever been found in
this latitude at that date. The birds were fat.
Mr. W. W. McFarland is lately back from Hennepin

marsh, with a dozen ducks, some rabbits, etc. Here-
ports quail plenty, though illegal now. In his hunting
earlier m the season on Hennepin marsh, Mr. McFarland
bagged 196 ducks in three days, the daily score being 81,
75, 40. On another day he got 40, and on yet another day
performed the seemingly impossible feat of killing 50
mallards and greenwing in one hour. This was on a
pass, just where the ducks turned in the wind to draw to
a piece of water beyond, so the bulk of the dead birds lay
very close together. Mr. McFarland says that over 1,000
ducks have been killed on Hennepin marsh this fall, but
the shooting has been irregular.
Mr. W. K. Reed, also of the Hennepin, lately showed

me a device in use by that club on what they call a "pull
over" in the West, and would probably call a portage in
the East: anyhow, it is a place between two lakes where
the duck hunters have to drag their boats across by
hand. The "pull over" in question is thirty rods long, bu
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is now made easy by a system of maple rollers, 3£in. by
3ft,, which are motmted at each axis end on the head of

stakes driven down flush with the ground. The rollers

are about 3|ft. apart, and a loaded boat slips along over
them the easiest way in the world, whereas formerly the
crossing was one of great labor and delay.
Hennepin Club built a $30 dam this fall which has done

them a world of good, and put out 200 bushels of corn as

feed, with results which are thought satisfactory in the

extreme.
At their recent business meeting Mak-saw-ba Club

showed a wish to take up this matter of putting out feed,

and instructed the new board of managers to take meas-
ures looking toward feed and protection in the fullest

sense of those words. At the meeting the following offi-

cers were elected by Mak-saw-ba Club for the ensuing
year: President, T. Benton Leiter; Vice-President, L. R.
Brown; Secretary , C. S. Petrie; Treasurer, W. R. Smith;
Board of Managers. T. Benton Leiter, L. R. Brown, R. B.

Organ, W. H. Haskell, J. A. Sharp.
Dec. 1%.—Mr. P. F. Stone is just back from a shfsrt trip

through Kentucky and Tennessee. He had one day of

quail shooting near Paducah, Ky., about fifteen miles
down the newly completed line of the Paducah, Tennes-
see & Alabama Railway. They struck new country,
plenty of briers and plenty of birds. Percy got thirty-

six birds and says they flushed eighteen bevies. His
companion was Mr. Rheiner, of Paducah, a very good
field shot, whose two dogs had a large interest in the
results.

Mr. Geo. I. Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind., is in town
to-day, for the purpose of attending the business meeting
of the Grand Calumet Heights Club to-night. The lessors

of the club property have served notice to vacate, and all

club members are asked to be present at this important
meeting of the club, which may result in the temporary
disbandment of the club while another property is being
looked up.
£ Dick Turtle and a local gun or two killed forty-six

rabbits on the islands above Shelby by firing the marsh
for a drive one day last week. The rabbit battue seems
to be having a vogue. E. Hough.

SHOT COUNT AND WEIGHT.

IT will be recalled by readers of Forest and Stream
that some time ago we made a careful exhibit of the

vagaries of chilled shot as to uniformity of count and
weight of a certain charge between the various makers.
The variations, it will be remembered, were very large,
and at the close of the publication of the tables the sev-
eral makers were invited to express their opinions as to
the feasibility of a standard. The circular letter sent
out by Forest and Stream read:

Gentlemen—In several recent numbers of Forest and
Stream, copies of which have been sent you, the ques-
tion of variation in count and weight of shot nominally
of the same size was taken up and illustrated by a com-
plete set of tables covering the more popular sizes. The
wide divergence shown would seem to indicate that there
is need of a standard set of grades. Should this be at-
tempted? Can it be accomplished? are questions which
you as interested makers can discuss with particular
profit and weight to the shooting world. Will you kindly
give us your opinions on the matter, which, in view of
the popular attention drawn to the subject by the tables,

would be particularly appropriate at this time.
Yours, Forest and Stream.

Responses came from many of the companies and indi-
cate that the makers are much at variance in their ex-
planations of the differences shown.
The Collier Shot Tower Co., of St. Louis, replies: "Re-

plying to your favor of July 23 we have noticed in sev-
eral recent copies of Forest and Stream the variation
in count and weight of snot nominally of the same size
from the different towers of the Hnited States and
England. There is a standard set of shot gauges, which,
if used by all the towers, would enable them to make
the same size shot, and in consequence would save the
wide divergence which is shown by your table. The
only cause we can attribute this wide variation in sizes
to is the wearing of the holes in the separating screens.
We have recently added to our tower new steel shot
screens made from the standard gauge, and we are now
prepared to turn out better shot than we have ever before
made. Trusting the above will prove satisfactory I re-
main very truly yours, Edw. M. Flesh, Sec'y.

Bailey, Farrell & Co., the large Pittsburgh makers,
say: "Answering your favor of the 23d ultimo, there is

now a standard grade or size for shot known as 'Ameri-
can standard' to which we think all the shot manufac-
turers conform. Using ordinary care in the manufacture
of the shot, there should not be a variation of over 10 per
cent, from the standard. With 'chilled shot,' however,
the case is different. While all the manufacturers may
make and number the shot the same size, the shot made
by the different manufacturers may not be all of the
same weight, owing to the difference in the quantity of
antimony used for hardening, antimony being but little

over one-half the specific gravity of lead; hence, the
larger the quantity of antimony used in the shot the
lighter the shot. The name 'chilled shot' is a misnomer.
Lead is not chilled, i. e., hardened, to an appreciable de-
gree by rapid cooling. Yours truly, Bailey, Farrell &
Co."
The LeRoy Company, of this city, who have heretofore

struggled with this question of a standard, reply as
follows: "We are in receipt of yours of 23d inst., relative
to the 'variation in count and weight of shot, nominally
of the same size.' Also as to the necessity of *a standard
set of grades,' and 'should this be attempted can it be
accomplished?' In June, 1873, the same question came
up before the New York State Sportsmen's Association at
their meeting held at Batavia on the eleventh of that
month. After full discussion, the matter was referred to
a committee, consisting of Messrs. R. Newell, N. M.
Smith and F. G. Skinner, who reported that 'Upon the
most critical examination, your committee have decided
to adopt as the Atnerican standard the scale presented to
-us by Messrs. LeRoy & Co.' The scale referred to was
based upon the English standard of sizes, the only
foreign make that in those days in any way approached
regularity in grading, the Spanish, French, etc., being
hopelessly mixed. The scale as then adopted was in
hundredths of an inch, from dust at .04, to T at .23, the
dropping-pans and test-gauges being graduated accord-
ingly. The sizes, so arranged, were made by T. O. LeRoy
& Co., and from 1876, by their successors, the LeRoy Shot

& Lead M'f'g Co., down to the present day, and regularity
and uniformity are now, as then, claimed for them.
Eivalry among the various manufacturers then, as now,
interfered with uniformity and no important result fol-

lowed. Whether any better result could be accomplished
now it is difficult to say, Iranian nature running in about
the same groove. There is, however, this advantage at
the present time, that sportsmen know, when they use
any special brand, the number of pellets of each size, etc.,

so that, by all parties to a trial using the same brand, a
fair comparison of results can now be made. Yours
truly, E. A. LeRoy, Vice-Pres."
The Chicago Shot Tower Company takes rather a pes-

simistic view of the situation, saying: "Your favor of
the 23d came duly to hand, and has received our consid-
eration. Without doubt, there would be many advan-
tages in having the various sizes of shot made by different
manufacturers correspond, but at the present time we
think it would be practically impossible to get the man-
ufacturers to alter over their separators to make them all

correspond. Yours respectfully, Chicago Shot Tower
Co."
From Baltimore comes the response of the Merchants'

Shot Co., as follows: "Yours of 23cl to hand. I think it

would be more satisfactory to shooters in general if sizes
of shot were uniform among all makers, but at this time
I hardly think anything can be done. There should be
no difference in size of shot from the following towers,
as they use the same machinery for separating: Collier
Shot Tower Co., St. Louis Shot Tower Co., Chicago Shot
Tower Co., Raymond Lead Co.,W. G. Price & Co.,
Bailey, Farrell & Co., Gulf Shot Co., Colwell Lead Co.,
T. W. Sparks, Merchants' Shot Tower Co. As to the
weight of shot it depends a great deal on the mixture of
the metal and the height from which it is dropped.
Yours truly, Walter T. Harvey, President."
The Cincinnati Shot Works Company express a willing-

ness to work toward a uniform standard in their reply

:

"Your favor 23d received. We have examined your
tables with much interest and certainly could not have
believed there were such wide difference's between manu-
facturers' sizes. Of course in the manufacturing of drop
shot it is unnatural to expect and absolutely impossible to
secure absolute uniformity from very natural causes, but
there need not exist any great variation. We would be
willing to join with other manufacturers in getting to a
uniform standard in sizes and numbers throughout the
list, and hope you can bring this about. Yours truly.
Cincinnati Shot Works."
The president of the St. Louis Shot Tower Co. al-

luded to the recently formed shot-makers' pool in his
reply, but as yet we have not heard of a standard output
from the combination. He says: "Yours of 23d insfc. to
hand and contents carefully noted. We have been aware
for a long time of the great difference in weight and
count of the shot made by the manufacturers of the
country, but while the trade made no complaint there
was no need of any change; but now that the attention
of the trade has been called to the fact the trouble should
be remedied; and that it can be done there is no doubt, if
the manufacturers would take hold of it with the right
spirit. At present there is very little harmony among
the shot manufacturers, and while that state of affairs
exists little could be done, as each one claims to make
what is called standard sizes, an effort is now being made
to get all the manufacturers together, and if that is ac-
complished the rernedv is easy, we think.—Respectfully,
G. W. Chadbourne, Pres."
Tatham & Bros., of this city, give a thoughtful critical

reply, going back to the well-known New York State
Sportsmen's endeavor at a standard in 1873. As chilled
shot is now so generally used, we thought it proper to
make our comparative table of this variety, and did not
take any note of the decreasing soft shot production.
Tatham & Bros, say: "We have your favor of the 23d
ult. calling our attention to your examination of chilled
shot and suggesting that there is need of a standard set
of grades, and asking whether this should be attempted,
and if so, whether it could be accomplished. At a con-
vention held at Batavia, N. Y., June, 1873, by the New
York State Sportsmen's Association a standard of sizes
(diameters) for shot was adopted, to be known as the
'American standard,' commencing with No. 12, to meas-
ure five one-hundredths of an inch, and each size increas-
ing one one-hundredths of an inch to the largest. The
object of their action was to induce all manufacturers to
conform to that standard, so that a certain number should
mean the same size throughout the country. It would
appear from the results of your experiments that that
standard is not absolutely adhered to by the different
manufacturers. We think, however, that you would
have found the result more uniform had you made the
examination of soft shot, as chiled shot undoubtedly
varies in weight for the same size more than soft shot, by
reason of the greater or less quantity of hardening mate-
rial used in its manufacture. The use of a measure is

also largely a source of error, as no two persons will fill

the measure exactly the same: and not more than three
charges agree either in weight or count out of the ten
furnished you of each size by each manufacturer, although
undoubtedly the whole ten charges were measured out
by the same person. Again, an ounce avoirdupois con-
tains 437-Jgrs. Troy, making for ljoz. 546| Troy grains;
but we believe that in all but one instance that weight
was exceeded by the measured lioz., which according to
your tables varied from 637 to 541 Troy grains. We
would suggest that the proper mode of comparison would
be to measure the length of a given number of pellets
placed in a line, of each size from each manufacturer,
which would show the variation from the standard. It
is quite possible for the manufacturers to produce sizes
which would very closely conform to the American stand-
ard, but it is probable that this would entail considerable
expense upon some of them. Yours very truly, Tatham
& Brothers."

Educated Duces.—Longmont, Colo., Dec. 2.—Ducks
are very plentiful here, but it is about impossible to kill
any, on account of the higher education of the wildfowl.
The weather here is more like Fummer than December,
and consequently when the ducks do move they go so
high no shotgun can reach them.—C. J, W.

A Book About Indians—The Fohest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero StorieB and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen Illustrations from the volume.—J.dv.

BRITISH SPORTSMEN IN AMERICA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your issue for Nov. 13 contains some strictures by

a correspondent, "C. B. W.," on statements of mine in
"The Big Game of North America," relative to acts of

cruelty by an English sportsman in the mountains. The
writer puts another man's name for mine, but the refer-

ence to the book designates me as the man he criticises.

On the facts referred to he expresses disbelief, so that
there is no occasion for remark on that point. His main
censure is on my mention of him as a "foreigner" and an
"Englishman." That was the fact in the case, and I so

stated it; but I did not state that the man was a butcher
because he was an Englishman, as I did not state that the
wretched skin-hunters were butchers because they were
Americans. In either case they were a disgrace to the
common nature they bore.
Englishmen have been more prominent than others in

the shooting of game because they have more money than
others, have crossed the ocean to shoot, and have no com-
mercial interest in the game they kill, the plea that our
own skin hunters and meat hunters make for their waste
and havoc. And so they have been more noticeable than
others, carrying out that love of outdoor adventure and
the love of arms which we have derived from them, and
which makes both nations so manly a race. Your cor-
respondent feels, naturally, sensitive to my mention of
his nation, and I regret to have wounded the feeling. I

am proud of the race from which I have my blood and
name, and "C. B. W." has no greater pride than I have
that the man at the head of the whole human race to-day
is an Englishman. I share in the honor and I share in
the pride, and I should feel that intentional defamation of
Englishmen, as such, on my part would be to '"file my
own nest."

As to the "after all," I simply meant that, nothwith-
standing this act of a single Englishman, he would be
denounced by the press and by his own people at home.
All England and the civilized world are horrified to-day
by the atrocities of Englishmen in Stanley's rear guard.
Major Bartelotte ordered a hundred and forty lashes on a
native for a minor offense, and caused his death, and
while himself furiously kicking a chief 's wife was shot
dead by the chief. Jameson—of the same name with the
man in the mountains, and, it is to be hoped for the honor
of human nature, the same man, that there may not have
been two—was charged with furnishing a young girl for

a cannibal feast; the proofs of the charge are in the bal-

ance, but it is in actual proof that he sat by, saw the knife
passed into her body, saw the slices cut from her limbs,
made drawings of the whole scene on the spot, sent them
home to his wife and they are in her possession now.
And the London Times and the English press call a halt
on African exploration, if, instead of being carried on
for science and commerce and philanthropy, it is to be
conducted in a spirit of butchery and atrocity; and that
by Englishmen.
Of course, the bare truth in the matter is that they

might have been Frenchmen, Germans or Italians; they
happened to be Englishmen, and England is thrilled with
shame.
Your correspondent and myself are not really at vari-

ance in this matter. I should speak of an American with
all the more feeling, for such deeds, that he was an
American. I meant no invidiousness when I specified the
actual nationality. I share with him in the pride for
England and a Gladstone; I share withhim and the whole
English people in humbling for the fierce severity of
Bartelotte and the morbid atrocity of Jameson. And I do
not doubt that your correspondent would join me in that
higher feeling, either for pride or for shame, than of
Englishman or American; the feeling of the nature we
bear, and say, Homo sum, et nil humanum a me alienum
puto—I am a man, and I hold nothing foreign to me that
pertains to man. Joshua Cooke.

P. S.—"Boone" has no need to take up the defense of
"Silalicum" in any matter; that gifted writer can answer
for himself. But if "C. B. W." will notice, Mr. Perry
distributed the meat of the elk killed to the Indian tribe

on whose ground they were hunting by permission of the
chief. Such a gift is an event to a tribe, a boom, a wind-
fall. The one great necessity of an Indian is food, and
his whole life is a struggle to get it, and when they do
get it not a pound is lost, the tendons themselves are
made into soup and the bones are pounded for marrow.

B.

An Indiana Report.—Michigan City, Ind., Dec. 9.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The game in northern In-
diana, as far as I can learn, is most plentiful. We have
had two days of good tracking snow, and bags of ten
rabbits to a man and dog were very common. Quail
were most numerous, but have been killed to a very
great extent. It is good for them that the law expires
soon, although I am sorry to say that the game laws are
neither enforced nor obeyed in this section, and I am
afraid there will yet be a great deal of illegal killing.

Partridges .are rather a scarcity
;
very small bags have

been made. It is hard to give a reason for the small
number of birds. This is not a very good place for
ducks, although they can be killed on stormy days
from the pier extending into Lake Michigan. A short
while ago I bought an American-made gun, $50 grade.
It is a very neat gun, of strong shooting qualities, but I

wish the manufacturers had put locks on that would click
alike. The right spring clicks clear and nice, but the
left lock makes very little click when I draw the ham-
mer back. I enjoy the articles of E. Hough in your
journal. Michigan City, thirty miles from Chicago, does
not compare with other shooting places much nearer
Chicago.—F. L.

A Deer Killed by Concussion.—City of Bayonne,
N, J. , Dec. 8.—I append an extract from a letter received
from my brothers, of Marquette. The hunting spoken of
was in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan, near that
place. He writes: "Richard and I got each a fine buck
by still-hunting this fall. I had the head of mine
mounted and the hide tanned and gave them tp Minnie;
the skin makes a very nice rug. Dick made a remark-
able shot on his buck, which, by the way, was a very
large one, the bullet from his rifle struck it on the horn
close to the head and it dropped dead. It was found that
it was killed by concussion of the' brain, the covering
membrane of the brain being ruptured. Is not this a
unique occurrence? Has such a case come under the
observation of any of your readers before?—Richmond.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS BANQUET.
THE annual banquet of the Massachusetts Fish and

G*me Protective Association was held in the large

dining hall of the Parker House, Boston, last Thursday
evening. The change from Young's, where the dinner

was to have been held, was made necessary by the unex-

pected and unprecedented number of those in attendance,

there being 21S members and guests present. This was
the largest meeting of the kind in the history of the

society, and taking it all in all the assemblage at Parker's

was a magnificent representation of the sportsmen of

New England—the "outdoor men," as Mr. Murray put it

so felicitously. The propitious weather, the season and
other causes no doubt contributed to bring out the attend-

ance, but we are perhaps not far from the truth in think-

ing that the great gathering is to be accepted as a hearty
indorsement of the enterprise of the Massachusetts men
in their important effort to stock the covers with native

species and introduced game. Because of this public-

spirited work the society holds a stronger place than ever
in public esteem. Not only was the meeting of last week
the largest, but it was in every respect one of the most
enjoyable in the Association's record, and one of the most
happily conducted.

MENU.
OYSTKES ON D-ETSP SHBLTj.

' —- • • SOUP.
Purea of Game a, l'Anglaise. Bisque of Lobster.

PISH.

Bniled Bas?, Hollandaise Sauce. Fried Smelts, Tartar Sauce.

REMOVES.
Canada Goose. Boiled Leg of Southdown Mutton, Caper Sauce,
Saddle of Venison, Jelly Sauce. Sirloin Beef aux Champignons.

ENTREES.
Vol au Vent of Black Bear. Croquettes of Game, Sauce Reform.
Fried Bmanas, Benedict ine.

Fricassee of English Hare with Dumplings.
Apple Flitters, Glace au Cognac. Macaroni au Gratin.

Roman Punch.
GAME.

Black Duck. Bluebill Widgeon. Sharp-tail Grouse.
Larded Partridge. Dressed Lettuce.

SWEETS.
Omelette Souffle. Grap's Meritigeus. Charlotte Busse.

Frozen Pudding. Wine Jelly.

DESSERT.
Bananas. Oranges. Apples. Grapes. Assorted In (its.

Raisins. Ice Cream. Sherbet. Offee.

Among the guests were ex-G>v. Long, State Treasurer
Cisorge A. Marclen,W. H H. Murray, Fish Commissioners
Bracket!, of Massachusetts

;
Hodge and Piddle, of New

Hampshire, and Brainerd, of Vermont, ex-Commis-
sioner Putnam, (Jen. N. A. M. Dudley, Fred Mather,
superintendent of the Cold Spring Harbor hatchery; Sen-
ator Dwinell, of Winchester:' Gen, J. H. Reed, of Cotuit;
E. S. Tobey, Jr., F. G. Peabody, Hon. H. H. Sprague,
president of the Senate; Judge Asa French, J. Russell
Reed, Q, W. Adams, Chas. B. Reynolds, of the Forest
and Stream, L O. Woodruff, president of the Megantic
Fish and Game Association.

Letters of regret were received by Secretary Richard
O. Harding from ex-President Cleveland, Gov. J. Q. A.
Brackett, Senators Aldrich and Hawley, Congressman
Greenbalge, U. S. Commissioner Marshall McDonald.
Hon. Wm. E. Barrett, Hon. Wm. S. McNary, Hon. A. E.
Pillsbury, Ron. Harvey H. Pratt. Hon. H. M. Knowlton,
Hon. Nathan Matthews, Jr., Mayor-elect of Boston;
Messrs. A, N. Cheney and John W. Titcomb. Commis-
sioners H. O. Stanley! E. M. Stilwell and B. W. Counce,
of Maine, and Commissioners Wm, M. Hudson and Jas.
G. Bill, cf Connecticut. Senator Frye sent the following:

LewiSton. Me., Nov. 2G, 1890.—Mr. J. W. Adams, Boston, Mass.:
My Deai Sir—Yours of theSStu instant, extending to me an invita-
tion to attend the annual dinner of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective Association, is received, with thanks for the.
courtesy. If there is any one thing 1 am proud of, it is my expert-
ness as a fisherman, and if there is any one accomplishment I ha ve
acquired, it is that of fishing. I n the presence of forty pounds of
leaping, glistening salmon, shaking from his silvery sides water-
diamonds into a magnificent river, running at the rate of ten
miles an hour, all honors, all emoluments, all hopes and expecta-
tions, even presidential bees in the bonnet, sink into utter iusignifl-
cance. Next to kifpng a fish, is a good chance with au apprecia-
tive audience to tell fish lies; but I am compelled to flee the
temptation, and in doing so to take as much credit to myself as
Joseph did when escaping from the wife of Potiphar. In view of
the desperate contest which is to take place in the Senate im-
mediately on its opening, it ought to be impossible for any Repub-
lican Senator to absent himself for an hour, and if Senator Aid-
rich does enjoy your hospitalities I shall hold him as a recreant
Senator. Again tbanking you and your committee, I am, yours
truly, Wm, P. Frye.

The Association numbers among its members Myron
W. Whitney, and it has come to be recognized as the
correct thing at the annual dinner for the president to
call on Mr. Whitney for a song; the response was an
ingenious and taking parody oit the "Three Fishers."
Then President Edward A. Samuels reviewed the work of
the Association and explained its purposes as follows:

Old Father Time, by a strict attention to business and a
series of persistent turnings of his hour glass, has moved
along the great procession of clays and weeks and months,
and we are again assembled to do honor to our Association
by partaking of onr annual dinuer. We have paid our
aewiM's to it corporeally, and alter I have inflicted upon you
a few minutes' torture in the shape of a brief introductory
address, you shall partake of a feast of mental pabulum
that will send you home not only good and wise and, 1 trust
sober, but fully imbued with the determination to make not
only our annual dinners but every effort that we'make as a
society a success.
Iu the first place it is my duty and pleasure to. as your

representative, extend a cordial welcome to our friends who
are with us as guests this evening, and I propose to you now
that we drink to their best health.

It now lacks but about three months of being seventeen
years since that little coterie of anglers met in this city andformed the Anglers' Association, the parent of the Massa
chusetts hish and Game Protective Association, and during
the. period that has elapsed much goodjhas resulted from ourwork much that will be of lasting benefit to this Common-
wealth; and we may well be proud of it, for it has been a
philanthropic, work, a disinterested and unselfish work- awork involving much labor and many sacrifices, and a work
tnat should receive a greater consideration, a better appre-
ciation a kinder recognition, than it sometimes receivesfrom those who have been most benefited by it.
As you know, we have, made every possible effort;to pro-cure suitable laws for the protection and preservation of

tood-fashes, bivalves, lobsters, game and sons aud;insectivor-
ous birds, and I think I may say that, although we have not
always succeeded in obtaining all we desire, we have been
instrumental m securing moat of the beneficent legislation
in the direction I have named that has gone upon our
statutes; and all the unwise and detrimental Jaws that have
haen enacted in relation to our birds and fish and game have

been made in spite of our most earnest protests, our most
strenuous efforts.

If we have done much to secure good laws we have also

done much to enforce them; many, many hundreds of dollars

have we expended in this direction, and we do not propose to

discontinue this work.
Unquestionably our laws for the protection of our game

and fish are not properly enforced by the appointed authori-

ties; undoubtedly there* might be a better enforcement of

them.
We have machinery enough; for, in addition to the Board

of Fish and Game Commissioners, it is the duty of all officers

qualified to serve criminal processes, to arrest without
warrant any person whom they shall find taking or killing,

or who has in possession the game birds and animals that
are protected by law. And any officer who neglects or re-

fuses to do so shall be pnnished by fine not exceeding twenty
dollars; t he officers must do their duty, the law is mandatory,
and it is for us to see to it that transgressors shall no longer
go unmolested, that the authorities no longer continue
apathetic.

It has been sometimes said of us by the ignorant and pre-
judiced and designing that our efforts in the direction I

have named are selfish and for our own aggrandizement
and pleasure, that we endeavor to procure a monopoly of
our game and fish.

Such astonishing assertions have been made, and it is one
of the common stock charges against us at the State House,
made by some of our most unscrupulous opponents, that we
are a body of wealthy, aristocratic city sportsmen with
nothing to do but clip off our coupons, go shooting and fish-

ing and eat quail on toast which we have deprived others
from obtaining. Now, that such statements should be
made concerning us is less astonishing than that they
should be listened to and credited by legislative committees7.

For what are the facts?
It is true we have in our ranks a few wealthy gentlemen,

a very few compared with the number that I wish we had;
but we are not a society of what can be fairly called wealthy
men, men of leisure. No, we are Avorkers; almost all of us
busy men in the various walks of life, with rarely ever
more time to spare for recreation than have our neighbors,
and most of us do not clip many coupons or eat quail on
toast. Now let me for a moment review a little of the work
that our association has done for the benefit of the people of
this State.
Iu the first place we have enforced the laws for the pro-

tection of the lobster. Until We took the matter in hand
the law was practically a dead letter,- and short lobsters
were caught and sold openly, and there was a good prospect
of the speedy extermination of an article of food which had
been hitherto in common use with us to rich and poor alike,
but which in other countries had already been classed among
the expensive luxuries.
What was the result? After the expenditure of a great

deal of hard labor by your efficient chairman of the com-
mittee ou the enforcement of the laws relating to fish, Mr.
Shattuck, and the sacrifice of a large share of our funds, the
laws were enforced and are to-day respected, and the extir-
pation of the lobster is now among the very remote possi-
bilities. Of course the entire credit is not due our associa-
tion, for in later years the Commissioners have done good
work in this direction; but if we had not adopted the meas-
ures we did the lobster would now be much less plentiful
than it is.

Now, in doing this work were we striving for our own
aggrandizement or were we laboring for the good of the
community?
Since no one has gone.so far as to accuse us of struggling

for a monopoly ]of the lobster trade, even the most prejudiced
must admit that our action was entirely disinterested.
Again we have made earnest effort for the better protec-

tion of our soug and insectivorous birds. We knew that
unless those birds were protected from the awful slaughter
to which they were subjected, slaughter by the tens of thous-
ands for millinery and other senseless purposes, extermina-
tion was sure to come. Members of our association took
the initiative in the great agitation that ensued. I, alone,
wrote scores of essays and articles which were printed in
various agricultural reports and journals, and others among
us have done individual efficient work. The agitation thus
begun resulted finally in the formation of hundreds of
societies for the better protection of birds throughout the
country; and what has been the outcome, who have reaped
the advantage?
The birds are saved and the farmers have received the

benefit. Myriads of their best friends, the insect-eating
birds, are left to destroy the pests of the farm and gladden
us in the fields and forests with their sweet songs and
lovely plumage.
In this work, also, we strove for the benefit of the com-

munity and not for our own selfish purposes.
In addition to all this we have made the effort to restock

our woods and coverts with game birds which had become
almost or quite extinct. In the present year for this pur-
pose there has been contributed to be expended by our com-
mittee, which has proved most efficient, and which has done
an immense amount of very hard work, the large sum of
$1,500. Of this money our Association contributed outright
from the treasury $350, and the balance was subscribed
chiefly by individual members. The fruits of this liberal
appropriation are already apparent, and quail which were in
many sections almost extinct are now becoming plentifulWho reaps the benefit? Assuredly not our Association, for
it any of those quail have been shot bv individual mem-
bers—I say if any of them have been, which, who can say ?

and undoubtedly for every bird that has been thus killed Iam safe m saying that scores and scores have been taken by
others who were not members.
The farmers have also again been benefited by the addition

of hundreds and hundred of insect-eating birds, for the quail
is by naturalists well known to possess the insectivorous
habit. And so the work goes on. We are building upwhere others have pulled down. Time was, and many of us
can well remember it, when the farmers with huge traps
baited with gram, captured whole coveys of quail at a time
and exhausted the entire stock in their localities. They took
nothought of the morrow; just as the early settlers extirpated
the salmon so did they destroy the quail and other game,
and it was left tor our andkindred associations to replace that
which had been removed and give it for the benefit, without
cost and without favor, of the entire community

ihave said that our association originated in the Anglers'
Association, which was incorporated in 1874 Since that

paying mernbers. This large number soon began to grad-
ually fall off, however, and in 1879 there were but 193 whopaid assessments, and in 1883 there were bat 108 pavin^
members. Since that year there has been a gradual annual
increase, more marked perhaps within the pass two or three
years, and we have to-day the large membership of 425
Now, I would like to see our association ten times asstrong as it is, and I believe it can with proper effort bemade so for there is no reason why all who are interested

in our objects, and there are thousands all over the State
should not enrol themselves under onr banner. With sucha membersnip what could we not accomplish ? We couldmake our power felt and when we asked for wise and salu-
tary laws they would be given us.We asked of the last Legislature that an appropriation begiven the Commissioners—the Commissioners on Fish andGame, not, our society—to be used in restocking our living

brooks and streams with trout. We believe this to be some-
thing absolutely practicable, and if it is done and generously
maintained, it will place within the reach of the'people an
abundant supply of delicious food to be had for the taking;
but the appropriation was not made.
Let us ask for it again; and if the Commissioners cannot

devote time to the work, let our Association have the appro-
priation and we will see it done, and done faithfully, too.
We asked also for a wise change iu the close season ott

game birds, and we got a change with a vengeance, but not
what yve aimed for. Now the pot-hunter mav kill the half-
grown, half-fledged quail, poor little things" hardly strong
enough to fly, on the 15th of September,
Now, if our Association, comprising as it does 425 as re-

spectable gentlemen as there are in this Common wealth,
men prominent in literature, commerce and all the profes-
sions, is not powerful enough to accomplish its object, let
us increase it until it is of such a magnitude and strength
that its demands, which are and always have been in the
best interests of the people, shall be satisfied and its mission
be crowned with success.

There is no other word painter like W. H. H. Murray,
and on no other theme does he speak more eloquently than
of the woods and the trout streams. His speech was a
feeling plea for freedom in the woods, a protest against
the control of the wilderness by clubs and individuals.
"In the Adirondacks, where I used to roam,"' said he,
"one family owns 100,000 acres. Those acres don't belong
to that family. They are Cod's acres, I regret that to
prevent the extermination of the fish and game we are
driven to buy and own what ought to be free to all. I
would be the last man to vote that this association, or the
Megantic, or any other should acquire or grant a title to
the woods and the mountains. It is like buying the sky,
the stars and the winds. It is fencing in God's birthright.
But we fall on evil times, and it seoms as if only this
recourse is left us if we would preserve the forest growing
and the streams with full banks. I confess I am in a
quandary. If the land is left alone the careless building
of fires, the shooting of game that no one can eat,
and the catching of fish that no one wants will
destroy the pleasures of out-door life in a few years.
If we buy, surely we are establishing class owner-:
ship and aristocratic privileges. We cannot but be|
saddened by the thought that the time is soon com-
ing when all we have now will be in private
hands. Little by little they have driven me back from
my wanderings. I hate to be warned off from a pond jji-i

stream. It makes me sassy and ugly. I will not vote for
or agree to that manner of settling the question. But 8
am in hearty accord with your efforts to protect the food
fishes, the game and insect-eating birds, to preserve them

;

not for the rich man's pleasure, but for the poor man's:
daily fare, and to preserve the songs over the fields,
among which the farmer boys are being raised. It is !

sweet to think that there is nothing sour in our remem-
brance of nature. We deal with men, and they cheat us.

:

And we cheat them. That is human nature, hard, grind-
ing, bigoted human nature. It may have come down!
from the fall, as they say. I hope so. I hope it was not^
bred in us. But we never cheat a man in the woods. Wei
point out the pool where fish will nibble and the thickets
where the big buck will run by. The out-door life culti-"
vates the manliness that is at the core of us all, the one,;

imperishable thing that death can not destroy and the;
grave cannot smother."
H. H. Sprague, president of the Massachusetts Senate,:

responded to the president's introduction with brief and
commendatory reference to the Association's work at thei
State House and its semi-official connection with the;
Government. Hon. John D. Long protested, "I am:
hardly prepared to talk to an audience of fishermen, as,
by nature and the profession which I follow I am limited
to the plain truth;" and then recounted his last summer's
experience in Maine in a way that provoked the warmest:
applause.

Prof. Putnam, late of the Massachusetts Pish Cona-i
mission, read from the stenographic report of a conver-
sation with a veteran fisherman in his office. The old
fellow's answers showed that veteran fishermen were in
the habit of reporting far more fish than they actually!
had caught, in order to prevent the Fish Commission fromi
knowing the scarcity of fish and ordering a close season.:
The pounds and weirs, as this report showed, were annu-,
ally catching and destroying great nuoibers of voungfish.l
Prof. Putnam proposed that the Association should urge
the restriction of pound and weir fishing; and also, ini
order that a reliable basis might be had for estimating the
changes in the fish supply, that the Pish Commission
should own, at some good location on the coast, a pound
of their own, which should be put in operation as early
as possible in the spring, and kept open till the ice in the
autumn. Other speakers were Hon. Geo. A. Warden,
Commissioner Brainerd, Pres. J. O. Woodruff, and Com-
missioner Atherton and Mr. Fred Mather.

Sure Enough Goats.—We take the following from
the Great Falls (Montana) Leader, and wonder if it is!

founded on fact. If it is we should like to know what
the goats were taken for: "Wm. Uim, of Ulm, was the
fortunate owner of several Angora goats, which he
prized very highly. In order that they might become
fully acquainted ^ ith the country he allowed them tc
go where they pleased over the mountain ranges adja-
cent to Ulm. A few days ago a party of hunters, under
the guidance of Lieut. Ahern, of Fort Sbaw, came across
these goats feeding on the mountain side, and taking:
them for mountain sheep opened fire upon them with
their Winchester rifles, and the result was that four of
the Angoras fell victims to the deadly shots of the
soldiers. The goats were taken to the fort and properly1

dressed and divided up among the boys, who soon made
way with the supposed mountain sheep meat. Mr. Ulm
missed the goats, and after a vigilant search for two dayf
found the spot where they had been slaughtered, and
from there the trail was followed to the fort. When the'
Lieutenant receives Mr. Uim's bill for four Angora goate
he will discover that there is a difference between moun-.
tain sheep and Angora goats, not only in appearance.;
but in price."

A Seal's Collar.—Conwell Bros, took from their fish-
trap one day last week a seal which had an iron lobster-
pot ring firmly fixed around its neck. The ring was em-
embedded in the flesh, making it quite diffisult to remove :

after removal the seal appeared to experience great relief—Cape Cod Item.
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THE MAINE DEER LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:

"Special's" article in this week's issue of Forest and
Stream has just come to my notice. While not agreeing
with your correspondent that deer are growing scarcer in
Maine, or that the number killed before the open season
makes any marked difference in their number, I do be-
here the law as it now stands is so unpopular1 as to be
impossible of enforcement. In the Maine Legislature of
1889 the effort to open the season on Sept. 1 or 15 was de-
feated by the lumber interest The lumbermen fear iires

in September especially, that being usually a dry month;
and reasoning that opening the game season in that month
would increase the number of sportsmen in the woods
and consequently the danger of forest fires, they lobbied
against the bill and killed it. And the law as it now
stands on the statute books is an attempt of the minority
to rule the majority, and except in a few places where
sporting interests especially center, it is as dead as the
blue laws of Connecticut. The Maine game is in prime
condition during the latter part of September. Nature's
law makes it open season. If the Maine game were un-
molested after the snow becomes deep in winter, I should
have no fears of their decreasing in numbers.
It is not the sportsman, either within or without the

3tate, who destroy most of the game. It is the hunters
md trappers who travel the woods all winter and kill

?yery animal they can, if able to use no more than the
ride. One such man I have in mind. His line of traps
rxtend over a circuit of about 200 miles. This man trav-
ils his line for four months every winter and kills every
mimal he can. A hundred sportsmen hunting in Sep-
,ember would not kill so much game as this one man in
season.
If the Legislature of Maine desire to protect the game

n the State they will surely pass legislation that shall
neet the approval of a majority of their people who are
sisposed to obey the laws, and will then provide means
or its enforcement. We have often seen that unpopular
aws cannot be enforced in this country, and any attempt
«f a small minority of the people to control the majority
vill always fail, even though that min ority represents
auch wealth and social position. F. T.

Providence.

editor Forest and Stream:
I feel a deep interest in an article which appears in
our issue of Dec. 11, "Maine Deer Dogging," and no
KHibt many of your readers will also feel an interest in
our special correspondent's account of the illegal killing
,nd wanton wa,ste of large game.
On Sept. 30 of this year I passed over a tote road near

^ong Pond, in northern Maine, and my attention was
ailed to a big cow moose that lay rotting on the ground
lear the road. It had been shot in August by jack
mnters, who had probably taken it for a deer, getting
)ut one bullet just back of her forequarters. She had
•un quite a distance and fallen where Bhe was not dis-
iovered till worthless for food.
From observations which I made in October I am satis-

fied that jack-hunting is carried on to a great extent in
lorthern Maine, and that more game, especially deer, are
iilled during August and the first of September by that
node of hunting than are killed during the open season.
' The time is ripe to make jack-hunting a State prison
jffense. I shall visit the Moose River and Spencer Val-
eys in December, and may take occasion to Avrite you
joncerning big game. L. A.
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE OHIO SEASON.
DAYTON, O., Dec. 15.—The open season for quail and

pheasant shooting ended in Ohio to-night, and the
ihousands of hunters who oiled up their guns, put them
iway on the rack, rubbed their dogs' feet and joints with
neatsfoot oil and fed warm gruel and wholesome meat.
;ood-naturedly vote this the greatest bird season they
;ver knew. All of the sportsmen devoted every spare
noment to the field; yet while it would be difficult to
jompute the number of quail that these hunters have
jagged in the thirty-five days since Nov. 10, it is believed
'ry observers that farmers

1

boys and pot-hunters trapped,
murdered and marketed more quail in the few days of
mow last week than were killed on the wing during the
mti re season. Village, town and city markets have been
glutted for five days. Live quail and pheasants were
wrought into Cincinnati by tbe wagon load, probably
-'rem Kentucky. A farmer hauled into Toledo, this
State, a wagon load of dead quail and rabbits that he got
n the snow.
The first day of the snow the farmers, young and old,

mnted on horseback, shot right and left, and annihilated
?Ovey after covey. One of the market hunters of this
5ity bragged that on Tuesday he had a ground shot, killed
seventeen quail and but one got away; and another saw
i covey under the snow, fired and killed thirteen in one
ihot. Slaughter like that all over the State has shame-
'ully thinned out the birds. Had the snow come this
\veek instead of last, the law would have been ample
protection. What birds are left will go through all right
low unless the winter is too severe Quail were selling
s,t $2 to $2.25 per dozen after the season opened, and to-
la? can be had for 75 cents to $1. Pheasants held at one
price through the season, 50 cents per pair at Chillicothe,
10 cents per pair at Fort Recoverv, Wapakmeta, Toledo
ind Kent, $1 at Dayton, Cleveland, Columbus and Cin-
unnati. The pheasant season opened Sept. 1, but there
tfas very little hunting until cooler weather, about Nov.
.. After that there was no let up until the season closed
;o-day. Pheasants were so sly. and so protected in the
ihicket?, that a bag of four birds was counted a big day's
*rork. Therefore, there is an abundance left over. In
mdiana there is talk of passing a law forbidding the kill-
ing of pheasants for five years, but the proposition is not
ipproved by a majority of sportsmen.
Thomas Hannah, of this city, and his brother Reuben,

pf Yorkshire, have been the most successful pheasant
ranters of this vicinity. Since the first of December they
lave bagged 34. In four days last week they killed 6
Jheasant* and 150 quail. William G. Lyman, of Kent,
ihooting at King's Creek. Champaign county, bagged 87
jpiail, 8 snipe, 13 rabbits and 3 squirrels: and in one day
n his own oounty.killed 4 pheasant?, 6 quail and 4 rabbits.
Thj» best individual record here is 100 quail in three days'
ftafyfc'ng, Pheasants are quite plenty in Portage county*

Warren T. Timberlake writes from Fayette county, West
Virginia, that there is fairly good wild turkey shooting in

tbe mountain forests, and that pheasants are plenty.
Sportsmen of Ohio will now give their attention to rab-
bits, squirrels, foxes, coon and opossum. Pointers and
setters will go into their kennels for well- earned rest, and
the dachshunde, foxhounds and beagles will be put to

work.
Not all of the farmers in this valley annoy the hunters

by posting trespass notices. There has not been such un-
pleasant clashings as last year, though the area of for-

bidden territory has been vastly enlarged. We have one
farmer here who has done the clever thing, and the hun-
ters want the Forest and Stream to make mention of it.

Joseph Miller, who owns a large, rich bottom farm 4 miles
south of here, was critically ill last summer, and some of

the hunters occasionally sent him a bird, and Mr. Miller

did not forget it. When the quail season opened he-

planted a large sign board, "Hunters Welcome. Put
your horse in the barn and feed him. Enjoy all the shoot-
ing you want on these farms, and when the bell rings
come to the house for dinner." The hunters propose to

have some handsome signs painted for him to read just

that way. Brown.

Adirondack Deer.—Whitesboro, N. Y., Dec. 15.—
Dogging was not confined to the open season this year in

certain parts of the Adirondacks, as I know from my
own observation. Not only that, but salt licks and
various other schemes are practiced openly, all of which,
with timber cutting, will soon drive the deer into parts
unknown. I sat on a runway myself and heard the
sound of axes and falling timber all day. There were,
within a radius of five miles, at the least 50 dogs and 75
men at the time I speak of, naroely Oct. 1, and I was
told 55 deer had been killed by dogging on Jock's Lake
alone up to Oct. 1.—C. T. S.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Bom/, nf

the Qamc Laws.

THE GOLDEN TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is in evidence that the golden trout (Salirlhuty,

aureolm) has been taken in Sunapee Lake, N. H., with
hook, spear and net years before 1888. No saibling have
ever been put into Dan Hole Pond, and the aureolus are
certainly there, as Mr. Dey and I caught them tliisfalJ,

and Shooting and, Fishing had a sample of the same fish

sent to it this summer, from the same pond, before we
took ours. From conversations with old residents around
this pond I was told that they had been speared there in

the fall for so many years that the "memory of man
runneth not to the contrary." There is a pond in the town
of Warren, N. IL, upon the mountain side, which is said
to contain a few very large and highly-colored trout. I
visited it some twenty-five years ago; but, as the day was
very hot and sultry, I did not get any. From the descrip-
tion I got of them at that time I should judge that they
were the aureolus or golden trout. Commissioner E. B.
Hodge is of the same opinion. There is also a lake in the
town of Madison, N. H., called Silver Lake, where this
same kind of highly-colored trout has been speared in the
fall for many years past. Mr. Hodge gives it as his
opinion that these trout also are the aureoius. Now I do
not think Professor Garman can for an instant contend
that saibling have ever been introduced into these
waters.
Landlocked salmon were introduced into Sunapee and

Newfound lakes at about the same time, and have done
equally well in both places, and have been caught in each
in large numbers.
No saibling have ever been seen in Newfound since

their introduction. I have been on the spawning beds with
Col. Hodge taking lake trout {Salvelinus namaycush) for
the hatching house, and we have m ver seen either aureo-
lus or saibling. I do not think the saibling put into New-
found have been seen since, I am inclined to think with
Col. Hodge, the aureolus one of the oldest fish in our
inland waters, and that it is becoming gradually extinct.
You will ask if so old why have they not become known
before and been caught? They have been taken with
the spear for years on the spawning beds, but the people
taking them were not versed in trout lore. They could
tell a brook trout from a fork-tailed lake trout and that
was about as far as their knowledge of trout extended.
They did not fish in the summer time in deep cold spring
water where these trout lie. They did not know where
to look for them. It is only within a few years that we
have found out where they are in Sunapee Lake in the
summer. There are only a few places there where they
can be taken, and one might fish until doomsday 50yds.
away from those places and catch nothing. You may
ask why I think they are becoming extinct. In some of
these

_
ponds pickerel, perch, shiners and redfins have

been introduced, and as the aureolus spawn on reefs or
rocky shores, the spawn and young fry are destroyed by
these robbers. This with indiscriminate spearing for
years is doing its work.

I can give you examples in my own expei-ience. There
is a pond in Andover and Hill, N. H., called Poverty
Pond. A long brook runs from it into the Blackwater
River, Years ago this pond and brook were full of brook
trout. I have caught many thousands there. Some one
put hornpouts and shiners into the pond, and to-day it is

almost impossible to find a trout in either pond or brook.
The pouts destroyed the spawn and fry. There are two
communicating ponds in Sanbornton, N. H., called Rol-
lins and Calley ponds, which used to be famous for large
brook trout. Some one put pickerel into them and they
now swarm with pickerel, but the trout have disappeared.
Under similar conditions the aureolus will do the same,
and, as they exist in but few waters unless they are pro-
tected and artificially pi-opagated, their days are num-
bered. Walteb Aiken.
Frankln Falls, N. H.

During a vi*it to New Hampshire, in October of this
year, the writer first met his friend and correspondent
Ool. Elliott B, Hodge, a gentleman whose name fa

thoroughly identified with rishculture and protection in
the State which he loyally serves as Fish and Game Com-
missioner. We were at Plymouth and. Sunapee Lake
together, and discussed many subjects of mutual interest,

among them the golden trout, which Col. Hodge first

brought to the notice of ichthyologists and which was
introduced to the general public through the columns of

Forest and Stream. From him I learned many inter-

esting things relative to the history and habits of the new
trout, and, as they have an important bearing upon the
inquiry now being made into the relationship of the
golden trout to the introduced saibling, I think this an
opportune time for making the information public.
Mr. Pike, who was born and brought up at Sunapee

Lake, says that about twenty-five years ago he and. his

father saw a great school of trout in the lake. They
caught a good many of them, but never looked for them
again because they supposed it to be a mere chance
occurrence.
Mr. Nat. Lear, of Newbury, N. H., told Col. Hodge

that when they were building the Concord & Claremont
railroad, in 1872, shortly after the introduction of smelt,
he and some others were catching smelt at the mouth of
Beech Brook one night (this brook is a tributary of Sun-
apee Lake), when they saw what they supposed to be a
large sucker and dipped it up. It proved to be a white
trout of 411^., and looked to him, as he remembers it, just
like the aureolus, which he has seen since. It was very
white and silvery.

Mr. Moses Gould, of Bradford, N. H., who was one of
the earliest trout fishermen on the lake and fished from
boyhood, claims that in 1873 he caught two large trout of
this kind in Sunapee and showed them to a number of
persons as a very peculiar trout.

About 1873 or 1874 Thomas Roach caught two trout
through the ice in Sunapee, one of which weighed more
than 71bfl. Up to 1871 Sunapee Lake was practically un-
known as a fishing lake for trout, and there were scarcely
any boats on the lake. The little fishing that was done
was chiefly for pickerel. No one fished in deep water for
trout until their accidental discovery in great depths
about 1881 or 1882. The aureolus, being a very late
spawner, came on to the shoals at a time when there was
little or no travel across the lake.
A Mr. Peabody stated that in 1881 or 1883 he saw a big

school of suckers on the shoals south of Loon Island , Suna-
pee Lake. Of course, there is little doubt that these were
golden trout.
The golden trout have sometimes come on the spawning

shoals by the ton at a time. They do not pair to any
noticeable extent, and a female 19 sometimes attended by
five or six males. They make no nest, but move around
continuously like the lake trout. The lake trout voids
the eggs by rubbing the belly over the coarse rocks, and
the males sometimes lean down on top of the females.
At Loon Island Shoals the fish have spawned in waters so
shallow that their backs were not covered. The usual
depths range from six inches to four or five feet, but some
of the large ones doubtless spawned in deeper water. Since
the trout have become so numerous they are coming into
shoaler wrater in the spring and summer in a few places.
They are never seen in the brooks at any time of life so
far as observation goes. Col. Hodge accounts for the
rather sudden increase of the golden trout by I he destruc-
tion of the yellow perch, which breed on the trout spawn-
ing grounds at the time when the embryos are making
their appearance. The prohibiting of the drawing off of
Sunapee Lake in such manner as to expose the breeding
shoals contribu tes to the increase of these trout ; and he
b°lieves that the black bass helped to destroy the yellow
perch.
When the aureolus was first sought for bv Col. Hodge

as many as thirty would leap for the trolling spoon at
one time. Now it is impossible to catch one with the
spoon, as they wiil pay no attention to it even if pulled
right over their noses. The Colonel caught 75 in one
afternoon. Seven or eight consecutive easts took a trout
each time. The two-year-old aureolus have scarcely
ever reached more than 8 or 9in, in length, but the next
season they will reach 1 to l-Jlbs. A male aureolus fully
12in. long, at the Sunapee hatchery, showed parr marks
very distinctly. One man caught a hundred of the
young in a day, in 50ft. of water, and sold them as blue-
backs. On this account the law was framed limiting the
catch to trout of lOin. or over. Mr. Walter Aiken caught
32 young trout of this species, in deep water, last sum-
mer, but only one of them reached the legal limit of lOin.
In 1879 the fry hatched from 5,000 eggs of blue-back

trout were planted in Sunapee Lake. They should have
been deposited in the brooks and not in the lake. There
is nothing to show that the planting was successful.
The statement of Mr. Carl Peyrer, translated in Report

U. S. Fish Commission, Part lit., page 611, that the saib-
ling "leaves the lakes during the spawning season,"

'

rliffers from what is usually recorded of the species. Dr.
Goode, for example, in the "Fishery Industries," page 503
writes: "At the spawning season they come into shallow
water near the shores or in the mouths of streams and
may be taken with the greatest of ease." Peyrer's re-
mark on page 605 of the Fish Commission report on the
lack of confirmation of the fertility of the cross between
saibling and trout (S. fario) should be considered in con-
nection with the question of a hybrid origin of eggs sent
to America. " T. H. Bean.

Rhode Island Striped Bass.—Where I go every sum-
mer in Rhode Island we, who are fond of that finest of
fishing, catching the striped bass with rod and reel, have
excellent chances for the sport. The biggest catch made
by any of us was made by a boy eleven years old. He
caught in one morning's fishing three bass"of 1.61bs. , 151bs.
and 61bs. Many of us made catches slightly inferior to
this one; I, however, "came out the very small end of the
horn." Some made remarkable catches, one in particular
catching three fish which weighed together llOlbs. This
was done in one afternoon.—T. de C.

Chicago, 111.—The fisb commissioners, or fish census
takers, or some other learned body, has been sending out
circulars asking for details about illegal netting, etc.,

etc. One of these circulars was sent to the Mak-saw-ba
Club, on the Kankakee River, The only thing singular
about that is the orthography of the sender, the name of
the club being made to read "MeSawby." The boys of
that club have no right to laugh, however, for it is a well
known fact that one of their leading members spells it,

''MeSorby*" Mak-saw-ba Is pure Heathen, anyhow.
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FISH ROOSTS.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa,, Dec. 10.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Your correspondent "Isaac, Jr." describes
how fishing grounds were made in a lake in Missouri
which he calls a croppie roost. In Pennsylvania there is

a lake containing black bass and other fish. All the land
surrounding the lake is cultivated and there are no
streams flowing into or from it, being entirely spring
water. There is no refuge or shelter for the fish and for
some time lately the fishing has been unsatisfactory, the
fish could not be found, they were apparently scattered.

On one side of the lake there was a clump of small wil-

lows, which during the winter were cut off and thrown
on the ice as the easiest way of getting rid of them.
When the ice broke up in the spring the wind carried the
ice and branches to the lower end of the lake, where the
latter were dropped on the bottom together in one mass,
about 50ft. in diameter, in about 15ft. of water. The
branches were soon covered with animalcules and spawn
and they have made the best fishing grounds in the lake.

A dozen black bass were caught out of the brush, while
others near by not knowing the reason were unable to

get a fish.

I send you this with the hope that it may cause those
who would be interested in a "fish roost," during the
proper season for fishing, to exert themselves a little

with the hand axe at this the proper season for its use;

thinking of the pleasure they will give themselves and
others in this season of good will, in addition to making
a feeding place for the fish. J. M. T.

A COMPANION OF THE TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We mountaineers of Pennsylvania have to do our trout

fishing in small streams as a general rule, and our expe-
rience is that the sport in the waters on the western slope
is just about a compromise between hunting and fishing.

Nevertheless it is great sport, and we have many good
people who seem to enjoy it. After reading Dr. Sterling's

articles, it occurs to me to try to find out what kind of
fish it is that travels with our common speckled mountain
trout. They are shaped exactly like trout, have the same
peculiarity in the position of fins, no scales, etc.; but in-

stead of the red spots of our native trout or the brown
spots of California trout, they have a single red line on
their sides. I do not want any one to think I refer to

the rainbow fish, because I know them also. The fish I

refer to is often met with in our streams where the water
is cold, and undoubtedly associates with our mountain
trout. I have never seen one over six inches in length.

Is this fish a hybrid? Unless I obtain an answer sooner,
I shall send Dr. Sterling a specimen when I fish next
spring, provided he should be willing to examine it.

Hilary S. Brunot.
OrREENSBURG, Pa.

[If a specimen be sent to the Forest and Stream office

we can readily tell what the fish is. We are at a loss to

know whether it is a trout or not. The male of the Cali-

fornia trout, also known as rainbow trout, has red bands
along the sides in the breeding season. If the species be
not a member of the salmon family it may be one of the
dace, which abound in clear cold brooks and mountain
streams in company with the brook trout. The best way
to determine the question, however, will be to send us a
specimen of the fish, either in alcohol or in strong brine.

The brook trout has scales, but on account of their small
size they are often overlooked.]

"AS TO AUREOLUS."
Editor Forest and Stream:
A private letter received from you under date of Nov.

21, breaks off very suddenly with these words, "As to
aureolas" and the sentence is unfinished, so I know not
what you meant to suggest. Taking up your words, "as
to aureolus,'" I do not knew what to say or think; the
letter of Mr. Garman, identifying the fish with the Salmo
alpinus, or European saibling, is very interesting, but it

is certain that the fish could not have come from the
saibling sent to New Hampshire by Prof. Baird in
1881, and equally certain that no European fish of that
species had ever been introduced in these waters before.

The finding of these trout in Dan Hole Pond in 1889, in no
way disproves the "hybrid" theory, for Commissioner
Hayes, of New Hampshire, put 10,000 landlocked salmon
in Dan Hole Pond, as he informs me, in 1883. This was
the first place I ever heard of the "new trout" in New
Hampshire, and information came from the late A. H.
Powers, at the meeting of the New Hampshire Fish and
Game League, at Manchester, in April of that year. In
1885, Mr. Powers and Commissioner Hodge found them
on the spawning beds. The white trout said to have been
caught in 1887 may have been one of the landlocked sal-

mon introduced in 1877 or '78.

I place very little reliance on any of the reports of these
fish having been known for 60 or 70 years.

It has been well known that very large trout have ex-
isted in both Dan Hole and Sunapee, for that length
of time, for I saw one myself from Sunapee 60 years ago
which, as I remember it, must have weighed 3 or 41bs.,

but it was a genuine, red-spotted and mottled Salmo
fontinalis.
Now the ruling characteristics of the trout, to the rustic

angler, are these distinctive markings, and I cannot
believe that a fish so entirely different in all external ap-
pearance should have passed without notice, if it had
ever been seen. I think if it had been, it would be
more likely to have been called a " whitefish ' than a trout.

I hope it may be clearly proved that the Salmo alpinus
of Em-ope is also a native of our waters; but to do so it

must be procured from some waters in which no other
variety has ever been introduced, as they have been both
in Sunapee and Dan Hole Pond.
Winter is on us early and strong. The thermometer

has been 10 deg. at sunrise for two mornings, and people
are crossing the Connecticut on the ice. Luckily the
springs and brooks were all well filled, and I hope the
troutwill come out strong in the spring. Von W.
CHARiiESTOWN, N. B., Dee. 9.

[The published reports of the New Hampshire Fish
Commission, which we have consulted for the period
from 1866 to 1886. show that landlocked salmon were
deposited in Dan Hole Pond in 1882, 1883 and 1884, the
total plant having been 20,000 fish. No record is made
of the introduction, of any other species into this pond,

At the time of the planting of landlocked salmon, trout
were said to occur in this body of water. If, therefore,
the large trout collected for Col. Hodge in 1889, and by
Mr. Aiken and Mr. Dey in 1890, and identified with the
aureolus of Sunapee Lake, be a hybrid, it would presum-
ably be the result of the union of landlocked salmon and
some form of trout. It is a well known fact, and has
been stated in these columns, that a cross between a
large-scaled salmon or trout and a small-scaled trout will
produce a large-scaled fish, no matter which way the
cross be made. The golden trout does not correspond
with this definition, and on this account we cannot regard
the landlocked salmon as one of its progenitors. In our
issue of Nov. 27, in commenting upon Mr. Garman's ar-
ticle on the golden trout, we stated that the first saibling
eggs sent to New Hampshire by the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion were received at Plymouth in 1883. This error is

perfectly unaccountable to us, for the complete record
was in our possession at the time, and we knew that a
very large consignment of saibling eggs was forwarded
to Mr. Powers in February, 1881, and the resulting fry
planted in Newfound Lake in May of the same year.]

THE SAIBLING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
THE first saibling introduced into America by the IT. S.

Fish Commission appear to have been the lot re-
ceived Feb. 1, 1880, of which only about 6,000 eggs sur-
vived the ocean voyage. These were sent to Mr. W. L.
Gilbert, of Plymouth, Massachusetts, who reported that
all of them were lost in hatching. The next invoice of
ftaibling eggs is referred to in the report of the TJ. S. Fish
Commission for 1881, page xlv., in the following terms:
"On January 10, Mr. Schuster, Burgomaster of Frei-

burg, Germany, announced that he had sent 60,000 saib-
ling eggs by the North German Lloyds steamer Mosel, of
January 8, consigned to the United States Fish Commis-
sion. These reached New York January 22. Mr. Fred
Mather took charge of them and forwarded them the next
day to Mr. A. H. Powers, Plymouth, N. H., which point
they reached on the 24th. The entire loss while crossing
the ocean and being transported to the hatchery was but
5,000 eggs. Mr. Powers was directed to hatch them and
place them in Newfound Lake, located 7 mile3 from Ply-
mouth. The eggs were all hatched by February 28, with
a loss in hatching of 6,515 eggs. Mr. Powers deposited
30,000 fry in Newfound Lake, May 18."

In the report of the New Hampshire Fish Corhmission
for 1881, page 20, we find the following acknowledgment
of the reciept of eggs of the saibling:
"German Red Trout.—We have also received a very

valuable present from TJ. S. Commissioner Baird, in the
form of 60,000 eggs of the saibling or Salmo salvelinus,
the red trout of Upper Austria, the Tyrols and Switzer-
land, * * * After correspondence with Prof. Baird,
it has been decided to place the young fish which we ob-
tain from these eggs in Newfound Lake, as being particu-
larly adapted for them, from its deep cold water, and its

freedom from other predatory fishes, such as black bass
and pickerel, which might destroy the young saibling."
The best account yet written of the saibling is that pre-

prepared by Dr. G. Brown Goode, shortly after the intro-
duction of the species into America, which was published
in Forest anl Stream, and is quoted in the New Hamp-
shire report above cited. Dr. Goode's sketch is given on
pages 14 to 20 of this report, and from it we make the fol-
lowing extract:
"In selecting a place in which to deposit the saibling

eggs just received, the Commissioner of Fisheries has
endeavored to find a body of water as similar as possible
in depth and temperature to the larger Swiss lakes, and
he has therefore sent them to Newfound Lake, New
Hampshire. Here the whole 60,000 will be planted with
the hope that by placing so large a number together in a
lake of moderate size the experiment of introduction
may be a success."

It may be that some of the saibling of the first ship-
ment were retained at the Plymouth hatchery, for in re-
port of Mr. A, H. Powers, superintendent of the hatchery,
printed in the report of the New Hampshire Commis-
sion for 1881, pages 67 and 53, we find the following-
statements:

"Jan. 24 I received from Germany some 50,000 saibling
eggs, a present from Prof. Baird, which have hatched,
and I have some 35,000 or more young saibling to plant.
"We wish to preserve at the hatchery a few hundred

each of these new varieties, such as the saibling and the
carp, for breeders, and separate ponds are necessary for
that purpose."

In the report of the U. S. Fish Commission for 1883,
page Ixxix. , we find the following additional history of
the introduction of the saibling: "Among the most highly
esteemed species of the trout family of Europe is the
saibling, known in England as char and in France as ombre
chevalier. Through the courtesy of the president of the
Deutsche Fischerei-Verein a number of the eggs were
received in January, 1881, and sent to the fish commis-
sioners of New Hampshire, at Plymouth, for development.
They proved hardy and grew satisfactorily, and on Dec.
3 of the present year about 600 eggs were taken by Com-
missioner Hodge, These will be transferred to another
station, to be hatched and reared, and it is hoped that the
species may in time become well-know in this country.
The fish is specially adapted to the deep waters of cold
lakes, being very abundant in the Geneva and other lakes
of Switzerland."

Col. E. B. Hodge, now one of the Fish and Game Com-
missioners of New Hampshire and thoroughly acquainted
with the history of the species under discussion, became
superintendent of the Plymouth hatchery in 1882. He
was familiar with the work of the late Mr. Powers and
is entitled to speak with authority concerning the at-
tempts to acclimatize extralimital fishes in New Hamp-
shire. In 1883 Col. Hodge had under his charge at
Plymouth some of the saibling above referred to. He
begun a series of experiments in hybridizing various species
by impregnating the eggs of the brook with the milt of
the saibling, and undertaking other operations with the
Atlantic salmon, brook trout and California salmon. In
the New Hampshire report for 1884, page 34, Col. Hodge
says: "I am in hopes that the cross between the brook
trout and saibling will produce a fish that will breed."
The New Hampshire report of June, 1888, mentions the

receipt of 3,000 saibling eggs from Germany, which were
hatched and distributed from Plymouth, N. H., in the
spring of 1888.

The published reports of the New Hampshire Commis-

sion have no reference to any introduction of saibling
into Sunapee Lake, and they point cleaxly to the intro-
duction in Dan Hole Pond of no species of the salmon
family except the landlocked salmon. In addition to
these statements we have the positive testimony of several
persons who are entitled to speak with authority to the
effect that saibling were not introduced either into Suna-
pee Lake or Dan Hole Pond.
For the above reasons, which appear to us conclusive

and in every way worthy of acceptance, the golden trout
of Sunapee Lake and Dan Hole Pond could not be iden-
tified with the European saibling. We have already
pointed out certain differences between the specimens of
golden trout, which we have examined, and examples of
the saibling from Norway and Germany. It would afford
us intense gratification to look upon the splendid trout of
Sunapee and Dan Hole Pond as one of the triumphs of
fishcultural effort; but under the circumstances above
set forth in detail, we could not do otherwise than con-
sider it a native species.

A DAY'S FISHING AT HOME.
IN western Pennsylvania the stream, known as French

Creek or Venango River, flows quietly through the
city of Meadville, and betrays to the stranger no signs of
the fact that hundreds of game fish make their home in
its clear water. This creek is not navigable for large
boats except in very high water, and it is a rare occur-
rence to see what is called a "flat boat" on its way to
Pittsburg moving along in the current with a speed of
about four miles an hour. The bed of the stream is very
much inclined in many places, however, and there are
many strong rapids between Meadville and Franklin,
which give the fish the necessary exercise that makes
them muscular and plucky in a fight for life. When the
water is at a proper stage, preferably low water in sum-
mer, an ordinary flat-bottomed skiff will float down any
of these rapids without difficulty, and it is in this way
that we make our weekly journeys down the creek for a
distance of eight miles, casting a minnow on every side
for game.
As I am to describe a day's sport at home it will be

pardonable if I give a short description of the "outfit" in
which I am so often a guest and companion. My friend,
Mr. F., has spared no pains in making things comfort-
able; and as he casts a bait for the very science of it, he
declares that every trip more than pays him for the ex-
pense and trouble he has had in fitting up so elaborate
and serviceable a craft. The wagon on which the boat and
belongings are hauled from place to place is of unique
pattern and is perfectly adapted to this use. The axles
are bent at right angles at the wheel and the bed is thus
brought much nearer the ground than that of an ordin-
ary road wagon. Good substantial springs rest on the i

axles and on these a board bottom, to which the boat is
fitted.

The boat is quite different from the usual flat-bottomed ?

skiff, being built like a scow, but narrowed at each end.
This gives better standing room in front, and as speed is

j

not a requisite, every purpose is served as well by this j

arrangement. The boat is built of thin boards and is I

completely covered with sheet iron. This makes the <

boat very heavy, but it adds a feature which is much
f

more desirable than lightness, namely steadiness. A
man can stand on the edge of the boat without sinking it

|

below the water. This property of steadiness is very
]

essential when fish are taken in a rapid part of the
stream or under circumstances when unseen snags and >

bars are struck. A paddle, oaxs, cushions, oilclothes and i

blankets, gaff hook, lantern, sponges and nets, make up
the complement of fixtures. Our rods are of light cane,
about 16ft. long, and mounted with large wire loops for
guides, and a ring, of wire, fully three-quarters of an
inch in diameter, for a tip. This mounting enables us to
throw a long line and to loosen a hook should it get fast
in any way. First-class reels, lines, leaders and hooks;
are always used, as it certainly never pays to economize
at these points. We catch our bait from the little creeks,
and are constantly supplied with over a hundred chubs.;
On the day which I have in mind, equipped as above

described, with the addition of a lunch, we started at 7
in the morning, and drifted slowly down through thei
town. A mild south wind was beginning to assert itself

and a few clouds appeared to check the heat of a Sep-;,

tember sun. The omens were favorable and we confi-
dently looked for a large catch. We had gone a distance
of one and a half miles to a point where a railroad bridge
crosses the creek and where there is a very deep pool

'

caused by the water being forced to flow through between
two abutments. Thus far we had been unsuccessful and
were going around the abutment a second time, trying
to entice a fish to try our bait, when a loud splash an-
nounced to my companions that the wary bass had at:

last selected my minnow. It had jumped clear out of
the water as it saw my bait approaching and sank at
once with it. A moment of suspense, a sharp strike, and
I have him racing up and down, while a few strong
strokes of the paddle carried us out of range of the drift
wood which had collected against the pier. With a taut
line always ready to yield but never to slacken, he was
very soon safely landed in the boat, the first fish of the.

day. He was still on my hook when the boat started:

forward. Mr. F. had made a cast or two, when I heard;

a rush, and looking up I saw the last move of a very'
large fish as he slowly settled down into very deep water.
"A pike!" exclaimed three of us, and we all stood waiting
further developments. This time we did not have tol

wait very long, for the bait was small for pike, as we
were fishing for bass, and we soon saw the line slowly
moving toward the lair from which his pikeship liar

lately sprung.
The hook was skillfully fastened and the fight com

menced. The pike gave a wild leap into the air and was.
|

let back into the water by Mr. F. in so easy a mannei
that the fish gained nothing by this or by any subsequent
move of the same kind. The line was small and botl.

leader and hook light; yet skill and care tired the game
f

in a reasonable time and he was soon safe, in the bottou;
|

of the boat. This was indeed a good beginning, and the .

12-|lbs. pike made us very confident and happy.
,

As we floated on we caught several small bass and a
few fish which are commonly called in this locality

"6almon." They are wall-eyed pike (Stidostedium vit

reum). At last we reached the long line of slack water s

eight miles from home, where our horse and wagon hat
[

been taken by a boy awaiting our arrival, This deej;
I

1
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water is the best in the creek for fishing, and as we had
three hours to spend here we were able to add a few
large bass to our string, which brought the weight of the
day's catch up to 301bs. With light hearts and tired
muscles we loaded the boat and made everything snug.
The boys started for home with the boat and my friend
and I cook the evening train and were soon in the city.
We do not always get so many pounds of fish, but we

never fail to catch some, and we consider it much super-
ior sport to that we get in Canada or in Michigan, where
we cannot have the comforts of home and must fish con-
stantly for a few days, while here, at home, we may go
as often as we like and need not neglect business. M.
Meadvillb, Pa.

WORLD'S FAIR FISHERIES EXHIBIT.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 29.—Local and political squab-

bling and the inevitable scrambling among those in
place to get tho last dollar obtainable without giving an
equivalent in brains or labor, have disgracefully retarded
progress in World's Fair matters here. At last, however,
the commissioners and the directors have gotten about
where they should have been at the end of one week
of hard work, and have announced a decision on site and
general plans for the big exposition. In view of all the
recent discords, it is pleasant to record the harmony and
businesslike method of the sportsman element in its bear-
ing upon the exposition. Within the week we have had
here fish commissioners from a dozen different Staves,
and they have worked together rapidly and unitedly to
the end of making the fisheries exhibit in 1893 everything
that it should be and all that it can be. The method to be
followed is now outlined as follows: Each State will build
a large aquarium of its own, showing therein the fish life
native to its territory, and in addition there will be the
great Government display of the sea fishes, which latter
of course will be largely supplemented by the exhibits
from the coast States of the Atlantic and the Pacific.
Secretary Butterworth thinks much of the importance of
the fish hatcheries, and is of the opinion that Congress
should make a large appropriation for an exhibit of that
kind. Dr. S. P. Bartlett, Fish Commissioner for Illinois,
introduced the following resolution at the joint meeting
of the fish commissioners, and it was carried unanimously:

''Resolved, That a committee of the commission be ap-
pointed by the chair to make a proper statement of the
needs of the United States and various commissions in
making a fish exhibit, and asking sufficient appropriation
to make an exhibit commensurate with the occasion."
A committee of five was appointed, composed of the

following gentlemen: Herschel Whitaker, Chairman;
Captain J. W. Collins, William H. Bowman, Elliott B.
Hodge and W. S. May. The committee was ordered to
meet at Detroit Dec. 4.

The space to be apportioned to the fisheries, under the
first rough plans of the exposition buildings as now sub-
mitted, appears very considerable, in view of the endless
claims upon the acreage. On the chart it appears as
125XL000ft., and the location assigned is prominent.
There will be every reason in the world for anglers and
sportsmen of all kinds to attend the World's Fair, and no
reason for this prophesy is stronger than the evident dis-
position of the fish commissioners to unite harmoniously
and act with energy and purpose. E. Hough.

'he "Liars" Change their Name—Let trs Hope Tucker flushed a single, fired and killed. Shot sent to re-
sin. Nature.—Boston, Dec. 10.—Editor Forest and trieve, did so after making several wide casts. Dogs were

ANGLING NOTES.
CONSIDERABLE confusion seems to exist in the

minds of people as to the difference between a
"pole" and a "rod." Of course an expert angler would
never be guilty of calling his rod a "pole," but beginners
are very apt to use the term "pole" when they mean rod.
A pole is the rough article in its natural state without
mountings. For instance, the Calcutta bamboo, the
Japanese cane and the southern reed are called poles,
and are used for fishing. They are really gigantic
grasses. Split-bamboo rods are made from Calcutta
bamboos; these grow very lai-ge and are often imported
up to 20ft. in length. They are easily recognized by their
dark mottled appearance. Why these canes are so
scorched no one seems to know, but the most plausible
reason given is that it is done for the purpose of burning
off the creeping vines, which cling so closely that it is
impossible to get rid of them in any other way.
The Japanese canes are yellow in color, and while they

make very fair fishing "poles" they are not so tough as
the India article and seldom made into "rods."
There used to be a black bamboo pole in the market,

sometimes called "pepper cane." These made fine rods
and were much sought for by our striped base anglers,
but for some reason they are not now to be had ofgood
quality.

When these poles are cut into joints and mounted with
ferrules and guides, or even when mounted and finished
in one piece, they become fishing rods and should be no
longer called "poles."
Sportsmen and anglers should strive to use sportsman-

like terms and educate others in this respect. We have
no wild "rabbits" in this country, they are "hare3."
Neither have we partridges or pheasants, excepting a
few turned out in private grounds. Yet the term "par-
tridge" is applied to four different birds, viz., ruffed
grouse, Canada grouse, willow grouse and quail, thereby
creating great confusion. Scarlet-Ibis.

On Fish Food.—It is surprising how quickly animals
can accustom themselves to a change of diet. Along
the Newfoundland coast the people feed their cows, goats,
pigs, etc., on fish, mostly herring and capelin. Of course
pigs and goats will eat anything, but it seems a strange
diet for cows. Newfoundland bacon and milk smell and
taste very fishy in consequence.

Abundance of Smelt.—There has been a wonderful
abundance of t-melts in New Brunswick. A storm on
Dec. 1 brought an extraordinary run of these fish into the
shallow bays, and among them were a large proportion of
fish of unusual size.

Death of Salmon After Spawning.—In our com-
ments on the death of salmon after spawning in the issue
of Nov. 27 we referred to having seen dog salmon in
fresh water near the sea. We intended to say silver
salmon (O. kisutch).

The
their
Stream: On the evening of Dec. 15, the third annual
dinner of the Liars' Club was held at Weber's, this city.
For two short years the gentlemen composing the mem-
bership of this lively organization have struggled along
under the incubus of a name, a name so distasteful and
suggestive as to impair an otherwise healthy appetite,
and last evening resolved to quash forever any aspersions,
by making such a radical change in the nomenclature of
their club, as would cause the father of it to disown his
offspring as an alien. Here's what they've got it now:
"The Ouannapowitt .Angling Association of Wakefield."
[N. B.—Society for the Prevention of Unnecessary Waste
of Anglo-Saxon Words, please take notice.] With the
burden of a name like this, it was deemed expedient to
elect a treasurer, in addition to a re-election of former
president and secretary, that there might be a man in
the middle to help prop up both ends. The officers are as
follows: Col. W. S. Greenough, president; Mr. Jacob C.
Hartshorn, treasurer; Mr. A. T. Bond, secretary. A mem-
bership of some fifty men (only a few of whom are obliged
to put shot on their leader when making a cast) insures
permanency of organization and method of th eir madness.
—A. T. Bond, Sec'y.

hnmt
All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Binghamton. N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Ben i

Mrlnness, Jr.. Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet StO'-k Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 165S.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dok Show of the Elniira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.— Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Keu-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. P. Capers, Secretary.
Feb. 21 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of i he Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer. Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of thcDuauesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg. Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
*

March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City
Keunel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Doe; Show ot the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn. Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of tlie New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Si eretary.

at Cleveland, O. 0. M. Munhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Yonngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. lO.-Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersneld, Oal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 3.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
EX1NGTON, N. C. Tuesday, Dee. 9.—A good deal of

U interest was evinced in the first heat run to-day, as it
would decide the absolute winner of the Derby Stake. Both
dogs had doue good work and their chances were considered
about equal. After yesterday's inaction owing to the in-
clement and rainy weather, it was quite a relief to get into
the saddle again, especially as the morning was one which
left nothing to be desired, if one was well wrapped up.
Frosty the air was, but the warm sun served to temper it
somewhat and the scene in the fields was one long to be re-
membered. Every blade of grass and every shrub had a thick
coating of ice, and as the slight breeze swayed them to and
fro m the sun, the icicles flashed out in all the colors of the
rainbow. Such cutting stuff was a bit hard on the pointer,
but he worked through it bravely and seemed none the
worse after going nearly two hours. The start was made
just at the edge of town in sedge grass at 8:43 A. M. The
dogs cast off being

SPOTTED BOY AND IAN.
Spotted Boy is a handsome-looking liver and white pointer

and would not make a bad showing on the bench. Ian is an
English setter in every sense, is built much after the style
of our field dogs and looks a native setter all over. His color
is black and white. Neither dog ranged off fast or tar at
starting. Soon after being cast off, Ian winded game,
stopped, then moved on and some yards further finally came
to a staunch point, when Cameron put up a bevy. After
this, at the edge of a clump of trees, Ian pointed false. Then
ensued a long tramp over all sorts of ground, which was
only enlivened by the roading of Ian to a point in pines.
Moved on he roaded round some time but failed to locate
birds which had evidently been there recently, tn some
pines both clogs pointed and Cameron was allowed to move
in, but he failed to flush anything. S. Boy then, further on,
pointed aud Ian backed. Richards flushed and shot, both
dogs steady. Then both dogs made game, but nothing defi-
nite was done. Then Richards walked into a covey, with
Boy working to one side of Mm; dog dropped to wing. Then
near some dense pines Spotted Boy pointed a couple of birds,
which Richards put up and Ian backed, Richards firing and
both steady to shot and wing. On in thick pines, Spotted
Boy pointed a single just in time to save a flush. Then Ian
roaded to a single flush by a fence. A field further on dogs
were ordered up; down lh. 54m. After some consultation
the judge decided Spotted Boy the winner, which seemed a
popular verdict. This is Frank Richards's ( his h andler) first
experience in trials down here, and he has certainly made a
good beginning, capturing prizes amounting to $600.

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.
SHOT AND ROCK II.

The All-Aged Pointer Stake was then taken up, the sec-
ond series not yet being finished. Dogs cast off at 10:57 in
woods, boon after starting Rock pointed a single; steady to
flush. In edge of pines both handlers claimed points, but
Tucker was allowed the privilege and flushed, fired and
missed; dogs steady. Then Rock, roading on. picked up a
single a yard or two away; Bradley flushed, but ciuld not
shoot, reporters and judges being 'in the way. Sent on in
sedge, one of the prettiest pieces of work vet seen in the
trials was done. Shot poiuted in grass, and Rock coming
up made a very stylish back two or three yards awav
Tucker walked in, but failed to find. Dog ordered on,
roaded a yard or two, then dropped to a point again, when

,. Dogs .,

then ordered up at 11 :39, Shot winning the heat. There was
hardly enough work done, as there was little to choose be-
tween them when taken up, and another q narter of au hour
would not have been wasted. Both show good speed and
range, aud Rock has the advantage in style.

DUKE OF HESSEN AND IGHTFIBLD DEUCE.
These two were put down at 11:28 in sedge grass. Both

dogs started off well, Deuce being especially fast. Soon after
Starting a single flushed in woods ahead of them. Then
Deuce pointad a bevy when Brailsford shot and killed, dog
steady. Sent on to retrieve, he did so indifferently. Duke
coming up to back pointed where birds had got up. Then
Deuce, in pines, pointed and Brailsford flushed, several birds
setting up all round. Sent on, Duke pointed near brier
patch, and Deuce backed. Duke roaded on but could not
locate. A lot of ranging then ensued without any result-
Dogs iip at 12:30, when judges consulted and declared
Deuce the winner. Both are fast, wide rangers, with plenty
of style. An adjournment was now made for lunch.

lliird Scrie.ti.

FRANK W. AND KING OF KENT.
This brace was then turned down at 12:26 in stubble, King

ot Kent off the faster of the two. Going on toward some
woods, King, at the edge of them, pointed a large covey
which Buckle flushed, shot and missed, Frank backing
meanwhile and acting somewhat unsteady at shot. On in
woods, after the scattered birds, King pointed a single which
Buckle put rip and killed, when Frank in his enthusiasm

came of it, Frank backing to order. Near some firs, Frank
pointed a bevy and King brought up to back did so nicely,
when Aldrich flushed the birds, shot aud missed, Frank
breaking in a little again but checked. Then Frank got
another point on two birds, King backing him up hand-
somely, when Aldrich flushing them, shot and killed.
Frank seut to retrieve did so indifferently. The dogs were
then ordered up at 1:01 and King of Keut won. Frank needs
better control when he would take some beating as he can
find the birds and is a good worker. King ranges well
despite an enlarged gland on the neck, which must bother
him. A. move was then made for the luncheon place near by.

ZIG ZAG AND SHOT.
After lunch, at 2:0T, these two merry workers were put

down in stubble. In oaks Zig chased some birds, which
(lushed wild, for a yard or two and then redeemed himself
a few yards off by pointing balance of bevy, some flushing
behind and the others in front, dog steady to wing. Shot
then in open pointed, drew ou aud pointed again, and Zig
Zag coming up backed stylishly, but Tucker failed to put
up anything; Shot was ordered to locate but could not do
SO. Zig Zag, down the side of a ditch, pointed and then
drew on to a single flush, then flushed another single. Sent
on in woods Zig pointed a bevy which McMurdo put up,
shot and killed, and Zig sent to retrieve did so after making
several casts. Then Zig pointed one of the singles, Shot
backing nicely. Dogs were then ordered up at 2:49, Zig Zag
winning the heat. Zig Zag has better style, both about
equal in range and pace. This brought the third series to a
finish, and to give the dogs a further rest before the fourth
seres a heat in the

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE,
NATALIE AND GENE,

was run off, dogs being put down at 2:54 P.M. Almost im-
mediately Gene began operations with a flush on a bevy
Then further on Natalie poiuted birds at edge of woods,
Nesbitt Hushed, shot and missed. On in sedge grass a single
flushed to one side of Natalie, who dropped to wing. Gene
then broke in on Natalie's point and flushed a bevy. Then
in woods Gene pointed a single. After this, in sedge grass,
Gene pointed again, a single flushed wild and Aldrich put
up another, Gene steady to wing. In some corn Gene pointed
again and JMatalie backing, Aldrich flushed, shot and killed,
but Gene did not retrieve the bird very well. Higher up in
pines Gene secured another single which Aldrich flushed.
To the right Natalie then pointed and Gene backed this
time, when Nesbitt put up a nice bevy, fired and missed,
both dogs steady. Natalie then pointed and bird was
flushed from a tree; then in sedge grass she pointed a single,
another getting up just after. In sedge bottom Gene pointed
again aud Natalie backed, but nothing found. Dogs were
then ordered up at 8:54. Natalie has better stvle and range,
though Gene found the birds. It is doubtful if either re-
mains in. Then

KING OF TCKNT AND 1GHTFIELD DEUCE
ran against each other in the fourth series of the Pointer
All-Aged Stake at 4:04. Soon after starting Deuce was lost
and was found pointing a bevy,which Brailsford flushed as he
came up, Deuce steady to wing. After covering a good deal
of ground, Deuce pointed again at edge of a chimp of pines
where Brailsford put up a bevy, King backing nicely. Dogs
were then ordered up and the heat given to Ightfield Deuce.

FRED YATES AND CASH BOY
were then put down in All-Aged Setter Stake, running until
dnsk with the result of a flush and a point on a covey for
Fred Gates.

Wednesday.
This morning opened frosty and bright, wind south. A

start was made two miles from town, the first brace down
being

FRED GATES AND CASH BOY
of the unfinished heat of last night, cast off at 8:42. Just
after starting a bevy flushed wild which might have been
winded had the dogs ranged further from the guns. Soon
after, to the left, Cash Boy pointed a single, then pointed
again and the balance of the bevy flushed, when Aldrich
shot and killed, Cash Boy breaking in several yards, when
he was punished and brought hack; Gates meanwhile had
been backing and was steady to shot and wing; then Cash re-
trieved the bird. A good deal of varied country was trav-
ersed without further result, when the dogs were ordered up
at 9: 12. Neither ranged fast or wide. Fred Gates has better
style and is under good control. Will most likely remain
in. Then the flnal in the All-Aged Pointer Stake was run
off with

ZIG ZAG AND IGHTFIELD DEUCE.
The former, as usual, was handled hy Capt. McMurdo,

and Ightfield Deuce by W. Brailsford. Cast off at 9:17 both
started at a fast gait, keeping together like greyhounds irom
the slip for some distance. In stubble. Deuce dropped to a
point, Zig Zag being brought up to back did so very styl-
ishly; nothing was found and dogs ordered on. Then Deuce
pointed again at edge of briers and pines, roaded on and
pointed again when a single flushed and Brailsford shot and
missed.

_
Soon after on a fallen tree in pines, Deuce dropped

to a point on a single which Zig coming on seemingly
flushed; both steady. Further on, Deuce pointed another
single. In ragweeds, Deuce pointed again, when Brailsford
flushed a bevy, Zig Zag backing; Brailsford shot and
wounded. Deuce, sent to retrieve, did so after a good deal
of casting round, as it was a wounded bird and ran off.
Then Zig showed what he could do by pointing a bevy in
weeds, Deuce backed nicely and birds flushed into woods;
Zig a bit unsteady to wing. At the edge of some pines
Deuce pointed then roaded on, Zig Zag backing prettily
across the field; working through pines, dogs were ordered
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up at 9:50. Deuce is the faster, but there is little to choose

between them in other respects. Ightfield Deuce was
awarded the first prize, as I informed you by wire from the

field. To decide which should run with Zig Zag for second

place.
KING OF KENT AND PUKE OF HESSEN

were put down at 10:01. John White, as usual, handling
Duke, and C. E, Buckle the King. King of Kent has an
enlarged gland just under the jaw, and this may affect him
in his work. In thick pines Duke came to a point but noth-

ing found. In sedge, near some woods, Duke pointed again,

moved on, pointed and a single flushed; dog steady to wing.

Then in the woods, King pointed a single which Buckle put

up, shot at and missed; King steady as a rock. Then Duke
picked up a single which White shot at and missed. An
exchange of false points then ensued, when dogs were
ordered up at 10:50. A good deal of cover work was done in

this heat, and both dogs ranged fast and wide, King of Kent
under better control than the other. King of Kent won.
The All-Aged Setter Stake was then resumed with

EDGEMARK AND EANNIE M.

Cast off at 10:53 in sedge, both started at a good clip.

Edgemark was handled by S. C. Bradley and Fannie M. by
Stoddard. A good deal of ground was worked out before

Edgemark made a false point in woods, being backed by
Fannie M. Then the order was reversed, but with the same
result. Then Edge pointed a single in briers, Fannie back-
ing. Bradley flushed, both steady to wing. Fannie M. now
got in her work, pointing a. single, which flushed, followed
by two more; Fannie then pointed another. On, at edge of

pines she pointed again, and Stoddard flushed the birds,

shot and missed; dog steady. Sent on. Edgepointed in sedge,
doubtless where birds had ' just left, Fauuie backing. Edge
then pointed an outlying bird, roaded on and pointed same
bird again, Bradley flushing, shooting and missing. Fan
then pointed in sedge grass, Stoddard flushing the bird, shot
and killed, when Fannie retrieved nicely. Then Edge
pointed false at edge of woods. After roading on. Edge
pointed again, roaded on, but failed to locate birds. Fannie
then made a similar point in briers, Edge backing. Dogs
were ordered up. Range and pace were about equal, but
Fannie M. was best on birds. Every one was now ready for
lunch, and after this had been duly discussed,

HARRY G. AND ANTONIO
were put down at 12:51 in stubble field. In pines, soon after
starting, Antonio pointed false. In thicket Antonio re-

peated, Harry backing. Then in. woods Harry pointed a
single, which Bradley flushed, fired at and missed. The
weather was now very warm and hard on the dogs. In rag-
weed Antonio pointed again and Harry backed dutifully,
but nothing came of it; roading on, he stopped again, moved
on and pointed once more, and though scent seemed hot, no
birds were found, Harry being meanwhile held up. Soon
after Harry C- pointed a bevy in sedge, Antonio getting on
at the same time; both handlers fired and Bradley killed his
bird. Harry C. sent to refcrevie, did so indifferently. In
nines Antonio repeated his no-game point act, Harry 0.
backing; then roading, he came up with his game, pointed,
and Avert t flushed, shot and missed. Further on in sedge
grass Harry pointed, when Bradley flushed a. single. Then
Antonio pointed footscent. Dogs were then ordered up at
1:51. There work was about equal in style, range and pace.
The heat to decide second in Pointer Stake was now run,
with

KING OF KENT AND ZIG ZAG.
Both belong to the same kennel, King being the sire of the

other. Cast off at 2:04. Zig was the first to stop, pointing
and King backed, but no result. After covering some more
territory the dogs were ordered up and Zig Zag awarded
second prize. Shot W3S to have run with King of Kent for
third money, but in the evening, as thehandlers were willing,
the judges divided third between them.

SUMMARY.
The drawing in first series, owners' names and pedigrees

have already been published.

Second Series.
Frank W. beat Hickory's Staunch.
King of Kent be.it ightOeld Guelph.
Zig Zag beat Lass of Bloomo.
Shot beat Rock II.

Ightfield Deuce beat Duke of Hessen.

Third Serids.
King of Kent beat Frank W.
Zig Zag beat, Shot.
Ightfield Deuce a bye.

Final
Ightfield Deuce beat Zig Zag aud won first prize.
Zig Zag beat, King of Kent and won second prize.
King of Kent and Shot divide third money.

ALE-AGED SETTER STAKE (Continued).
NOBLE COUNT AND PRINCESS BEATRICE.

These two were cast off at 2:54 in wheat field. In sedge
grass Beatrice pointed iome distance from birds, roaded iu
woods, and located birds, when Tallmau flvshed, shot and
missed, Beatrice steady to shot and wing, Count lost some
distance behind. Found, Count pointed to one side of the
woods. Iu woods, alter marked bevy, Beatrice soon picked
one out by a tree stump which Tallman flushed, shot and
killed, Beatrice retrieving nicely. Count pointed a wood-
cock at the same time, and Judge Wallace varied the mono-
tony by shooting it. Both then pointed in fence, but noth-
ing found. Count in sedge grass, after being lost again
pointed, drew on and pointed again but without result'
then after a good deal of ranging Beatrice pointed again
Dogs were ordered up at 3:58, Beatrice shows best speed and
range and did the best work of the two. She is pretty sure
to remain in.

J

LILLY BURGESS AND DAISY HOPE.
Cast off at 4:03 in weeds, Lilly Burgess was handled bvirank Richards and Daisy Hope by W. W. Titus. A fewminutes after startiug Daisy began her High Point tactics

again, for getting away from her handler, was lost and not
brought m till mst nine minutes before the hour was up
Lilly, after waiting a quarter of an hour or so, was sent onwhen she at once pointed a rabbit in bottoms; on, along the
bottoms, Lilly pointed larks. After ranging some distance
billy pointed by a fence, roaded on and pointing again
another rabbit was started. Then Hope appeared on the
scene at 4:o5. Sent off together again in sedge, Lilly soon
pointed a single, and still another in corn and sedge-
tviL-hards shot and killed and the bitch retrieved well- Hopemeanwhile backing nicely. Lilly then pointed false drewcm and pointed again. Dogs up at 3:C6, Daisy rambling offmice more. This will surely cost her any further chance inthe stake. Lilly ranges well and will doubtless remain in.As it was still light,

BABE GLADSTONE AND IGHTFIELD ROSA
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? ranging we turned our faceshomeward after a hard day's work.
Thursday.

The meet this morning was at Grime's place. Weatherquite mild and balmy, and as the day advanced becominguncomtor ably warm. The wind was soiith The imnn
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BABE GLADSTONE AND IGHTFIELD ROSA,

at 9 A. M. in ragweed field. Both dogs started out a good
pace. Rosa was the first to clai m the attention of the judges,

making two false points in woods. Passing out of cover, a

bevy was flushed by Rosa. This was followed by a false

point on Babe's part," Then in high sedge grass Rosa got a

point on a single which Brailsford flushed. At the same
time higher up the field Babe pointed where bird had been,

as nothing was found. There was here an opportunity to do
good work on the singles had the dogs been up to the busi-

ness, as they were flushing conti nually while the dogs ranged
around them. Several false points were made by Rosa, Babe
backiug most of them. Dogs were then ordered up at 9:31.

Neither did work that will entitle them to a place in second
series, though Rosa was the best of the two.

KATE MILLER AND REVEEDY.

This brace was cast off at 9:34, both starting off fast. Kate
Miller was handled by Nesbitt and Reverdy by Stoddard.
Soon after startiug, even the oldpst sportsman on the ground
was astonished to see three turkeys get up iu a grass field

by the side of a wood. Two flew into the woods and the
other soared away far over the tops of the highest trees,

looking like au eagle in its flight. This happened within
200yds. of the railroad track. Further on in long sedge
grass Reverdy flushed a bevy as she galloped along; then in

bottoms, pointed, moved on and pointed again. Kate
pointed too. Stoddard put up a single, shot and killed, and
Reverdy. sent to retrieve, did sOj but poorly. Then Kate
pointed, moved on and a single flushed. Kate pointed again
and birds got up all over the place, scattering in every
elirection. Then in some cover at the top of a bank Reverdy
pointed and Kate backed, but nothing fouud. On after the
marked birds, Reverdy flushed, dropped to wing and Kate
backed. Kate pointed higher up, Reverdy roaded in and
pointed, drew on, but birds had evidently run. Lower down,
by the side of the R. R. track Reverdy picked up another
single which flushed ahead of him. Over the track Reverdy
pointed again but Stoddard failed to flush anything, but
birds had ruu on, as judges put up birds ahead. Katemean-
while was backing nicely Further em Kate pointed false,
Reverdy backing. Theii both dogs roaded on in sedge and
into oaks, wheh~Kate stopped on a point, Reverdy backing,
and a single flushed wild ahead of the dogs Sent on a few
yards further, Kate winded another single and Reverdy
backed, when Nesbitt put up the bird, shot and wounded.
Reverdy then made a false point to one side. In open, edge
of R. R. track, Kate scored another single, Reverdy doing
his duty. Nesbitt flushed, fired and missed, both dogs
steady. Kate, in pines, made another false point, then,
after a good deal of ranging, Kate pointed a bevy, Reverdy
backing. Nesbitt shot and missed. Dogs were then ordered
up at 10:35. Both are about equal in range and pace.
Reverdy's flush at the start seemed to rattle her. Kate was
the better on birds.

NANNIE B. AND KING'S DAN.
Nanuie B., handled by S. S Barker, and King's Dan by

S. C. Bradley, were cast off at 10:41 iu grass and ragweed,
both startiug off at a good gait. In woods King's Dan
pointed and Nannie B. backed, but though given every
opportunity Bradley failed to flush anything and dog roaded
on, pointed again several, making a series of pretty pictures,
as he is very stylish, but no game. Then Nannie pointed
larks. Iu swamp Nannie picked up a single, then scored a
point at the edge of some oaks. King's Dan backing nicely,
roaded on. stopped, moved on and pointed again, when
Barker flushed a bevy well ahead of him and shot, but only
wounded his bird. Both dogs steady to shot and wing.
Dogs were then ordered up at 11:37, Nannie B. proving the
best of the two.

IGHTFIELD RANGER AND PRINCE LUCIFER.
These two started off at 11:42 iu weeds. Ranging on into

woods Prince Lucifer pointed nicely, when Barker flushed a
covey, shot and missed. Higher up Prince pointed again,
Ranker backing, then the dog moved on, pointed and a sin-
gle flushed before t he others, BarKer shot and wounded bird.
After the singles Prince scored again, when Barker shot aud
killed, the dog retrieving well. At the edge of the woods
Ranger got on to a single. Prince backed, and Brailsford
flushed the bird and killed, Ranger making a poor retrieve.
Near a log cabiu, a few yards further on T Prince pointed
aud Ranger backiug, Barker put up another single Then
after we had scoured several fields Ranger pointed an out-
lying bird by the side of some oaks and Brailsford flushed,
dog steady to wing. Then several yards further on Prince
pointed the balance of the bevy, Ranger backing. Barker
flushed, shot and both dogs steady. Ranger then iu some
pines came to a point, moved ou, pointed again and Prince
backed, nothing was found just then, but a single flushed
afterward at edge of woods to one side of where the bitch
had pointed. Further on Prince pointed a single whjch
Barker put up, but gun missed fire. In corn Prince made
a stylish point, left it and roaded on. but failed to locate
game. A fresh point was then made by Ranger in thorns
and another by Prince in cotton patch. Then the dogs were
ordered up at 12:42. Prince Lucifer showed far better style
range and pace, besides doiug most of the work on birds
As we were all by this time pretty hungry lunch came as a
welcome diversion. After lunch as Sam R.. who should
have ruu with Simonides, was reported sick, Simonides ran
a bye, and the next brace.

SAM MILLER AND CASSIO
were put down at 1:27 in sedge grass and weeds. J. JVIAvent handled his Cassio and Frank Richards Sam Miller
Both dogs ranged off very fast and wide. In corn, Cassio
pointed, but Sam went in ahead and would not back, then
Cassio moved on and at edge, of corn Cassio pointed again,bam backiug this time, quite 75yds. away, when a'bevy
flushed wild before Avent could get up, both dogs steady to
wing. Burther down, in the corner of some oaks, Cassio
pointed again, Sam backing, and Avent flushed a bevv, shot
aud missea with both barrels. Then Sam pointed and Cas-
sio backed, but nothing was found. Sam redeemed himself
shortly after by pointing in a clump of firs, Cassio backing
slightly, when Richards flushed a large bevy, shot and killedbam retrieving well On in open, Sam secured another bevy
which Richards flushed, Cassio backing; both steady to wingRanging on m open, Cassio pointed this time aud Sambacked when coming up Avent flushed two birds, shot and
killed, Cassio making a good retrieve. In some woods Cas-
sio then pointed a bevy which Sam backing, Avent. flushed,but did not shoot. Dogs were then ordered up at 2-27 Somegood work was done by both dogs. Cassio especially, and
there, is little tear but that both will be seen again. Thisconcluded the first series in this stake, am i the Gordons were
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tyad^ Bushed a. largt bevyboth steady to wing. Then m some sedgy swamp Belmont

pointed, and Tallman flushed a single, shot and killed, and
Belmont sent to retrieve, did so after a little casting round.
On. after these birds, King Item flushed twice. Dogs up at
3:54. Belmont redeemed herself somewhat by finishing
better than she started; but King Item will hardly be heard
of again in this stake. Neither ranged out much from the
gun nor showed any speed.

BEAUMONT AND GORDO.
Beaumont handled by W. Tallman, and Gordo by A.

Cameron, were; cast off at 4 P. M. in ragweed field. After
some trotting round Gordo, in woods, flushed a single but
was steady to wiug. Then coming down a field Gordo made
gaine and a single flushed to one side. Beaumont then
flushed a. bird, anel Gordo moved on, meanwhile Beaumont
also thought he had something, and not showing any dis-
position to "hie on" when ordered, as there was nothing
there, his gentle handler caused much amusement by help-
ing him with his foot. Then after awhile Gordo pointed
false, Beaumont backing nicely. Further on Gordo pointed
birds, which Cameron flushed, shot and killed, Beaumon'
backing. Gordo, sent to retrieve, did so fairly well. Gordo,
in woods, then roaded to a single flush. Beaumont then
pointed, and ordered on to flush did so a few yards away,
then pointed again, when bird flushed ahead of him.
Gordo, in sedge grass, came up with some birds, pointer!
and Beaumont backing, Cameron flushed; both dogs steady
to wing. They were then ordered up at 5:04. Gordo was the
faster of the two, but in justice to Beaumont, we must say
that Mr. Tallman, not expecting to run him to day, had
given him several miles run behind a wagon in the morn-
ing, besides some work in the field. Belmont has been in
season, and having been shut up a good deal was therefore
not in the best of shape. As twilight was coming on apace
a move was made for town some miles distant.

Friday.
ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

Second Series.

The meet this morning was at Smith's place, distant 7
miles from town. Birds were not very plentiful. The
weather was cold, and most of the running being on high
ground we felt the full effect of the raw northeast wind,
which blew hard all day, making it the coldest day yet ex-
perienced in the field. Commencing with the second series
the first brace down was

FRED GATES AND NATALIE II.,

at 9:06 A. M. Before the dogs had fairly started they both
ran into a bevy of birds, which dropped 30yds. away. Nes-
bitt shot and killed, when Natalie retrieved, Rose missing;
both dogs steady. Then on scattered birds each made"a
point on singles. Fred Gates then flushed a single, when
birds got up all around him. Moving on Natalie pointed
foot scent. Going on down the hill into bottom Fred
pointed a bevy and Rose flushed, shot and missed. Then
both pointed singles of the scattered birds. In sedge grass
Natalie picked up another siugle. Further on Fred pointed
a bevy, Natalie backiug; birds flushed aud Rose shot and
missed. Moving on toward woods Fred at the edge pointed
by the side of a fallen tree, then roaded on some time, but
failed to locate birds; Natalie backed. Then Natalie painted
in sedge grass, Fred backing nicely, but nothing came of it.

Further on Fred pointed and drew on, then pointed again,
when a bevy flushed wild. Dogs ordered up at 10:42, Fred
Gates winning the heat. «

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SAM MILLER.
Down at 9:47 in sedge grass; both got off well and fast.

Soon after starting Prince pointed by a ditch very stylishly:
Sam backed, when Barker put up a bevy, shot and missed,'
Prince not quite steady. In edge of "woods Sam pointed,
Prince backing nicely. Sam moved on and oat into the
open, nothing found. In ragweed in bottom. Prince pointed
a single iu good shape, which Barker shot at and missed,
dogs steady. Theu further on Prince pointed in a ditch,
Barker flushed birds, fired and missed. Sam backing some
distance away. Sam in a bunch of ragweed pointed and
Richards flushed two birds, shot and missed. Further on
Prince pointed false. In stubble Prince then pointed a lark.
Dogs up and heat given to Prince Lucifer, who excels the
other in pace, range and style.

ANTONIO AND KATE MJLLEE.
Cast, off at 10:24 in stubble. Soon after starting, in a

swamp, Kate pointed, moved on and pointed again, when
Richards flushed a single, shot and killed, Kate retrieving
nicely. Higher tip in sedge grass Antonio pointed, Kate
backing, but Avent failed to find anything. Dogs were then
taken up, anel a half mile further ou put down in a grass
field, near where a bevy had been flushed by horsemen. In
sedge aud weeds Antonio then pointed, Kate backing, but
no result. Lower down the field Kate came to a good point,
and while being held on till Antonio could come up to back,
a bevy flushed wild. Antonio was ranging off iu another
direction, Kate steady to wiug. Dogs were then ordered up
at 11:26. Kate won.

SIMONIDES AND LILLY/ BURGESS.
Off at 11:34 in corn stubble. Simonides shortly after in

edge of woods pennted a single, which flushed; dog steady.
Further in woods Simonides picked up another single, then
he pointed another, but birds had run on. Further in woods
Lilly made a good point on a single, which Richards flushed;
dog steady. Across a stubblefield at edge of woods, Simon-
ides pointed, Lilly Burgess backing, when Rose put up a
bevy, shot and missed: both dogs steady. In edge of woods
Simonides pointed birds which Richards put up, shot and
wounded. Dogs were then ordered up at 12:04, Simonides
getting the verdict. He has tbe pace and range of the other.

NANNIE B. AMD CASSIO.
Cast off at 12:09 to work toward luncheon place. Down in

hollow Nannie pointed a single which Barker flushed, shot
at and missed. Then by some woods Cassio pointed, but
nothing found. Going on some distance and into woods
Nannie pointed again, and Barker going in flushed, shot,
but did not kill. Dogs were ordered up at 12:55. A good
deal of rangiug was indulged in, but few birds fouud. Cas-
sio had the pace and rauge. Nannie B. got tbe verdict. We
than galloped a couple of miles toward town to a farm
where lunch was served.

HARRY C. AND PRINCESS BEATRICE.
It was 2 P. M. before we got to work again, the above

brace being cast off in ragweed field. Harry started off the
faster, maintaining a good gait throughout, but somehow
did not get on to the birds like his slower opponent. In a
cornfield Beatrice was the first to score, pointing a bevy.
Harry, called up to back, came up as birds flushed wild;
both steady to wing. At edge of woods Beatrice pointed
again, Tallman flushing, Harry backed stylishly; both
steady to wing. Following up the scattered birds, Beatrice,
a little distance further up, pointed a single at edge ofW

e
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? - Py a cveek < then roaded on aud dropped as the balance
ot birds flushed, then pointed another single just after.
Harry then, in woods, thought be had something, but it
proved delusive. Ou ahead in high sedge Harry pointed
and a bevy flushed wild before handler could get up. In
edge of oak Harry pointed just as dogs were ordered up, and
]tidges allowed him to try and locate, but he failed; the
birds may have run on as he was held on the point some
nine. Dogs up at 3:40 and the he-it given to Princess
Beatrice, much to the relief of her owner who had been an
aBxious spectator, as she was dmvn against oae o' the best
tlogs iu the stake, out whose uosj siaax^ 1 to be off to-day.A heat of the first series in the Gordon Stake.
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MONT AND BENDIGO.

was then ruu. Cast off at 2:56. Some time after starting
Mont, in stubble, pointed and Bendigo backed, when Aldrich
put. up 8 bevy, shot both barrels and killed, but Mont could
nOt find, Then Bendigo at edge of woods-; pointed, when a
hevy flushed wild almost at the same moment. Bii'dswere
followed but could not be picked up, for the only work done
was a false, point by each dog. A great deal of pottering
work was indulged in, both dogs backing and filling too
much, neither getting out and ranging far ahead, though
Bendigo had the pace and range of the other. The Setter
Stake was then resumed with the

Third Scries.

FANNIE M, AND FRED GATES.

Down at 4:30, both started off well in marked contrast to
the dogs in the preceding heat. In thick grass in fiis, Fannie
pointed fur and a rabbit was started. Fred then got a good
point on a, bevy, Fannie backed, when birds flushed wild.
Then he got aubther in the firs, when Rose flushed the birds,
shot and missed. Further down in woods, in swampy
ground, Fred pointed, Rose flushed birds and shooting,
missed again. As it was getting dusk, dogs were then ordered
up at 5:15. Fred Gates won. Both ranged out well and
are about equal in style. Home was now the welcome order
the finish being some two miles from town.

Saturday.

GORDON STAKE,
Proceedings opened with the second series of this stake

all dogs with the ex.cept.iou of Kim? item being left in.

. BELMONT AND COUNTESS R05EY
were the first two down at 9:05 in a field near the Grimes
house, four miles from town. The weather was pleasant,
though frosty, aud pretty cold for slow riding. After ten
minutes' traveling at edge of woods where the turkeys got
up the other day. Belmont pointed and Countess backed
when Tallmau flushed some birds, the balance of birds
flushing as the judges came up. A move was made after
these birds which had flown over the railroad track. Countess
was the first to catch up with them, pointing at edge of
woods, then moved on, and pointing again, a single flushed.
Belmont backed unsteadily. After going through woods,
dogs being unable to locate birds, we moved on into the
open, and after trotting round for some distance dogs were
ordered up at 9:35, when Belmont won the heat.

BEAUMONT AND MONT.
This was the most tedioits heat we have so far experienced.

Down at 9:41 in ragweed and sedge, Beaumont ranged off the
best, showing; that his rest had done him good, We turned
hither and thither, the judges doing almost as much search-
ing for birds as the dogs, who seemed most of the time to be
imbued with the idea they were out for a little pleasure
exercise, making rings round their handlers most of the
time. This sort of thing continued over an hour, when. Beau-
mont managed to walk into a. bevy, but dropped to winy.
As there seemed no chance of them finding birds, dogs were
ordered tip at 10:57 and the judges reserved their decision
till the dogs could be put on birds

BENDIGO AND GORDO
were then put down at 11 o'clock in cornfield. After a lot of
ranging without a sign of birds, dogs were taken up at 11:30
and put down further on, when Bendigo pointed a single,
Gordo backing. Tallman flushed, shot aud killed. Bendigo
at the flush broke in a yard or two, but stopped to order.
Bendigo sent to retrieve bird, failed to find. Tallman
eventually picked it up. Then Gordo flushed birds in bottom,
and dogs were ordered up at 11:31. Bendigo showed better
range, style and nose. The Setter All-Aged Stake was now
continued. Mr. Nesbitt had Kate Miller ready to run, but
Mr. Barker, who was handling Prince Lucifer, protested
her being allowed to run, as she was in season. Protest al-
lowed aud Kate Miller withdrawn. This brought the bye
dog Princess Beatrice, who had already started off to run
the bye, up with Prince Lucifer.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND PRINCESS BEATRICE.
Cast off at 11:51 in stubble. Prince soon pointed and was

held on his point to give Beatrice a chance to back, when a
single flushed, and then Barker put up the balance of bevy,
shot and killed, and Prince retrieved nicely. Further on in
bottom Beatrice made game and despite the whistling of
her handler would not be denied, and working into some
briers pointed and birds flushed, Tallman going in put up
another bird which he killed. In swamp, covered with
bushes, Beatrice was lost when Judge Wallace found her on
a point and a single flushed, then the rest of a bevy got up.
Prince was brought up and both turned into woods after
birds. High up in the woods Prince pointed twice on sin-
gles and Beatrice flushed a single. Dogs were ordered up
and heat awarded to Prince Lucifer. Every one by this
time felt as if some lunch would not be amiss and all turned
toward the farmhouse, half a mile distant. After lunch

SIMONIDES AND NANNIE B.

were put down to conclude the third series at 1:15. Soon
Nannie pointed a bevy, left her point, and coming up to the
other side flushed. In woods Nannie pointed false, Simon-
ides backing indifferently. Simonides then flushed a single
and Nannie pointed false again. In stubble. Simonides
pointed a bevy and Nannie backed nicely. Then Simonides
in the open pointed another bevy, which Rose put up, shot
and missed. Dogs were then ordered up at 1:43, Simonides
being returned the winner.

GORDON STAKE.
Second Series.

BEAUMONT AND MONT.
These two were put down again at 3:01 on the scattered

birds from previous heat to decide their heat of the morn-
ing. Beaumont was the first to get scent and pointed a
single, acting somewhat unsteady. They were then ordered
up and a decision rendered in favor of Beaumont.

Third Series.

BELMONT AND BENDIGO.
Down at 2:30. Soon in some woods Bendigo on dry leaves

flushed a bevy. Birds were followed but dogs failed to
locate. Each then pointed a single, when dogs were ordered
up and Bendigo was given the heat. Beaumont had run a
bye at the same time.

Final Scries.

BENDIGO AND BEAUMONT.
Cast off at 3:24, they ranged around here and there for a

long time without finding anything, when at last Bendigo
pointed a bevy, and sent on he flushed a bird. They were
ordered up at*3:54, when the first prize was awarded to Ben-
digo, owned by C. M. Hunt, of Palmyra, New York. He is
a big, rangy-looking dog with fair speed for a Gordon, and
quite young yet, some eighteen months old only. Gordo
and Beaumont were selected to run for second place on
Monday.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

—

Fourth Series.

SIMONIDES AND PRINCE LUCIFER.
These two were cast off at 4:07. Si monides soon pointed in

a cornfield. Moved on and two birds flushed. Then he
stopped either to a point or a flush, which, could not be
.decided, then rest of bevy dashed wild;, Saiue distance fur-
ther Simonides pointed a single. Then Prince pointed a
dove. In some pines Simonides pointed, drew on, but failed

to loeate. Both dogs wereroading when Simonides flushed
a bevy and then pointed. Then he pointed again and roaded
about 20yds. to the left, turned, and going back flushed a
bevy. In bottom Prince pointed false. Then Prince scored
two' good points on singles. At the sa.me time as Prince's last
point, Simonides pointed a bevy: Rose flushed, shot and
killed, Simonides retrieving nicely. After this Prince
pointed, but failed to locate. Dogs were theu ordered up at
5:07. Judgmen t was held over till Monday, th ough su fncient
work was done to show a little balance in Simooides's favor.
Rauge and pace about equal, but Simonides hunts out his

ground with more judgment; but style is in Prince's favor.

Lexington, N. O, Monday, Dec. 15.—The meet this morn-
ing was at Irvin's farm, seven miles distant from town.
Weather was bright and frosty, wind northeast. The first

brace down was

PRINCE LUCIFER AND SIMONIDES,

the undecided of Saturday evening. Both dogs started off
at a good gait, quartering a very large field in good style.

After ranging around till 9:37 without finding birds, the
dogs were ordered up and judges consulting gave the heat
to Prince Lucifer. The judges based their decision no doubt
on account of Prince's better speed and style. The heat for
second place in the

GORDON STAKE,
BEAUMONT AND GORDO,

was then run off, dogs being cast off at 9:45 where the others
had been taken up. If an ordinary day's shooting means to
go slow, these two filled the bill, for they just trotted round
their handlers never more than a few yards distant. Then
ranging out somewhat better they passed a bevy which was
flushed by the handlers. Mr. Davidson then grew sarcastic
aud suggested that Cameron give his dog his gun and bunt
for the birds himself. Beaumont in woods then pointed
and moved on. Dogs roaded on but failed to locate. Taken
out of woods aud put down in ragweed again, the dogs then
passed another single which judges flushed. Gordo flushed
one at edge of woods and then stopped when another got up;
Beaumont backed to order. Tallman then stumbled across
a single. Dogs then pottered around in some brie rs, and
were taken up and put down at edge of woods. Working
through woods without rinding anything, dogs were ordered
up at 10:15 and judges consulted, but no decision arrived at,

and dogs ordered on in woods after the first scattered birds.
After a lot of nosing around Beaumont pointed a single in
a heap of sticks which Tallman flushed, dog steady to wing.
Dogs were then ordered up at 10:31. Gordo having strayed
off to one side was brought up later. Beaumont was
awarded the heat and second prize, Gordo and Mont divid-
ing third.

SUMMARY—GORDON STA KE.

First Scries.

King Item (Item Kennels), Little Boy—Roxie,
•to/Mi

BELMONT (Beaumont Kennels), Dasher—Blanche IV.

Beaumont (Beaumont Kenucls), Ronald III.—Floss.
i villi

GORDO (J. L. Campbell), Royal Duke—Noiah.

Mont (Dr. Tillinghast), Tom—Perley,
with

Bendigo (Claire-Reeta Kennels), Ben Nevis—Blanche IV.

Countess Rome (Item Kennels), Little Boy—Roxie, a
bye.

Second Scries.

Belmont beat Countess Roxie.
Beamont beat Mont.
Bendigo beat Gordo,

'Third' Series.

Bendigo beat Belmont.
Beaumont a bye.

Finals.

Bendigo beat Beaumont and won first prize.
Beaumont beat Gordo, winning second prize.
Gordo and Mont divided third prize.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.
Final.

PRINCE LUCIFER AND FRED GATES
were put down in ragweed to run for first place. Cast off
at 10:46, Prince Lucifer started off the faster. It was not
more than five minutes when Prince pointed, and Fred
coming up backed stylishly, making a pretty picture.
Barker flushed the birds, shot aud wounded: both dogs
steady. On, after scattered birds in wooded hollow, Prince
retrieved the bird Barker was thought to have missed.
Fred, at edge of woods further on, pointed and Prince
backed in good style; nothing found. On in woods Prince
pointed, theu moved on. Dogs were then taken up out of
woods, when directly Prince pointed in fine style, Fred
backing; Prince was ordered on and found the bevy a few
yards ahead, flushed; both dogs steady to wing. Dogs were
then held up to cross a ravine. Put down on other side
Prince pointed a bevy and Barker flushed, though Fred
looked as if he had it, as he went in and stopped first. Dogs
then held up, and passing through some sedge in a hollow,
judges flushed a bevy of fully twenty birds. Cast off
again some distance further on in sedge, and after ranging
over a field or two, dogs were ordered up at 11:36, and
judges consulting awarded the heat and first prize to Prince
Lucifer. Princess Beatrice, Antonio and Simonides were
to run against each other to decide which should run with
Fred Gates for second place.

PRINCESS BEATRICE AND ANTONIO
were then put down at 11:40 in open field. Beatrice ranged
off wide on start and was lost to handler for a few minutes.
On in sedge Antonio pointed, and Beatrice coming up,
backed, when Avent flushed a bevy, shot and missed; both
steady. After scattered birds, Antonio pointed in briers.
Soon after, lower down in same patch, Antonio pointed and
Avent flushed two birds. Sent on Beatrice dropped in grass
and then moved on, at same time lower down Antonio
pointed, but Avent could find nothing. Then dog roaded on.
and afterward, to one side, pointed again and moved on!
Ranging out, dogs were soon after ordered up at 13:13.
Judges consulted some time and then announced both dogs
thrown out of second place. Antonio did the best work,
Princess Beatrice not paying sufficient heed to her handler,
ranging off to please herself, in contrast to the work she had
so far done in previous heats. To run for second place Sim-
onides and Fred Gates were then selected.

SIMONIDES AND FRED GATES.
Cast off at 13:20. neither started off fast. Both dogs were

handled by D. E. Rose. Soon after starting Fred Gates was
lost for ten minutes or more, eventually coming to handler.
Both on again in sedge. Fred was soon lost again. This
time he could not be found, and we all had lunch in the
open. Then after the judges had tried to find Fred they re-
turned at 3:05 and announced Simonides as the winner and
Antonio and Fred Gates divide third prize, though for
hunting off like that and not having been found yet at
6 P. M., he ought to have been thrown out.
The heat for absolute winner of All-Aged Stake between

PRINCE LUCIFER AND iGHTFIELD DEUCE
was now run. Dogs being cast off at 8:59 in stubb le, both

started off fast. After ranging over several fields Prince
Lucifer at the edge of woods pointed, then drew on, pointed
again, Barker failed to find the birds, Deuce backing. Then
Deuce winded these birds at the other side of a, branch in
oaks, pointed, then roaded on to a staunch point, when
Brailsford coming up a single flushed and he shot, the
balance of bevv rose; in the meanwhile Prince Lucifer
backed nicely. Sent on after scattered birds, in briers at
edge of wood's, Deuce dropped to a point aud Prince follow-
ing up neai'ly stepped on him before whirling to a back. A
single was flushed and Brailsford shot and missed, Then
Deuce outside of woods, in grass dropped to a point, then
moved on again. Then in swamp and thick brush Prince
pointed a bird, Barker shot aud missed. Sent on in sedge
grass, then into pines Prince pointPd, but nothing found and
Deuce coming up pointed to one side of him, Prince ordered
on to locate, his handler refused because Deuce was pointing
the birds, then Deuce moved on to locate himself, though
ordered held, and some birds were flushed.
Then Prince came up and pointed again almost in same

place as Deuce, and sent on the balance of bevy flushed
ahead. Then Deuce roaded to a flush at edge of wheat, a
few yards further on. In corn Prince then pointed false.

On in some fields Prince pointed again in ragweed, drew on,
pointed again, moved up and finally located the birds,
which Barker flushed, shot and killed.'Prince retrieving in
good style. At edge of woods Deuce dropped to a flush on a
bevy, then moved on, and working ai'ross the field again,
dogs were ordered up at 3:41 and the heat and All-Aged
Stake awarded to Prince. Lucifer. There was hardlv enough
work done to decide so important a heat, though I suppose
Deuce's last flush spoilt her chance.
Prince Lucifer is a big, rather coarse dog, good bone, good

action and is a free ranger, making few mistakes.

SUMMARY—ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

The first series with names of owners and pedigrees has
already been given.

Second Series.

Fred Gates beat Natalie II.

Prince Lucifer beat Sam Miller.
Kate Miller beat Antonio.
Simonides beat Lilly Burgess.

, Nannie B. beat Cassio.
Princess Beatrice beat Harry C.
Fannie M. a bye.

Third Series.

Fred Gates beat Fannie M.
Prince Lucifer heat Princess Beatrice.
Simonides beat Nannie B.
Kate Miller thrown out, being in season.

Finals.

Prince Lucifer beat Simonides.
Prince Lucifer beat Fred Gates and won first prize.
Simonides beat Fred Gates and won second prize.
Antonio aud Fred Gates divide third prize.
At the bench show for the Lorillard medals Mr. Tallman

judged and awarded the medal for best dog to Geo. Ewing's
Rowdy Rod, and that for best bitch to Frank Windholz's
Princess Beatrice.
To-night the drawing for the four-hour race takes place.

H. W. L.

[Special to Forest and Stream ]

Lexington, N. O, Dec. 16.—The first brace down this
morning was Rowdy Rod and Chance. Weather raw and
chilly, wind northeast. Bradley bandied Rowdy and Avent
Chance. Dogs cast off at 8 A. M. in field near town. Both
dogs ranged well out and kept up a good steady gait till

near the finish, when doubtless the heavy rain affected
them. Rowdy showed best sense and picked out the birds
better than his opponent. A great deal of ground was cov-
ered, chiefly in the open, and the race resulted in Rowdy
finding five bevies and four singles to Chance's two bevies
aud four singles. Chance showed best style, and if any-
thing was going the stronger at finish. Both pointed false
several times. Ordered up at 13 o'clock. After consultation
Rowdy Rod was awarded the heat.

It began to rain about 11, and as after lunch it showed no
signs of clearing, the welcome order for home was given.
Nannie B. and Daisy Hope will go down in the morning if
it clears up, Fred Gates was found at 6 o'clock last night,
having returned to the home he started from.

AS. TO WHITE WONDER.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed last week in your paper a communication from the
Messrs. Harris in regard to the bull-terrier White Wonder,
which dog I protested against at the last Boston show on
account of deafness. The letter inclosed from Mr. Fred'k
Hinks, of Birmingham, Eng., in reality proves nothing that
is pertinent to the case. I should like the Messrs. Harris
to answer fairly and honestly a few questions. Why was
the dog entered at Boston as Beryl on April 1-4. and then at
Buffalo two weeks later as White Wonder? Did the Messrs.
Harris purchase the dog knowing him to be deaf, or did they
buy the dog believing him to be sound? Do they claim now
that the dog is not deaf, or that he was not deaf' at the last
Boston show (leaving aside the decision of the know-nothing
Boston vet.)? Does Mr. Hinks claim that the dog is not
deaf? By making an explanation, which I trust will be a
satisfactory one, the whole matter can be settled once and
for all. At present matters do not look right. I trust that
the Messrs. Harris will understand that I bear them no ill
will and that I give them credit for owningj in my humble
opinion, the best bull-terrier ever iu America, barring the
one defect—deafness.—E. Sheffield Porter (New Haven,
Dec. 13).

"GYPSY."—The story of a stray puppy, which blundered
into a home happier than it had any right to hope for, which
lived a brief life of canine felicity and died a death all too
early—there would not seem to be anything in that of especial
human interest, and certainly not enough to warrant, the
writing of a volume of canine biography. Yet "Gypsy," a
plain Chicago dog, neither a Napoleon nor an Adonis among
dogs, has reached the fine immortality of a monument in
black and white, and is the subject of an obituary tribute,
in the little book of the above name, of which neither the
departed dog nor the living authors need be ashamed. Mrs.
Helen Ekin Starrett and Mrs. Frances Power Cable, both
Chicago ladies, are the authors of the little book marked
plain "Gypsy," Mrs. Cable contributing the introduction to
the work, ft is a graceful way in which these two ladies
ask us to pause a moment iu the hard business of life and
reflect what there may be in so common a thing as the life
of a little dog. Few books are more unusual, we may well
think, than this one, and perhaps many would be forgotten
sooner by such readers as have ever looked into the one
fathomless, unspeakable and unalterable affection—that
which lies deep in the eyes of a dog.—E. HOUGH.

STOLEN.—On Friday night, 13th inst., five dachshund
puppies, about six months old, four of which are tan color
and one black. One of the tans has a short, crooked tail.
The thief came here in a wagon, broke open the stable door
and took the lot. nothing else, and left his "jimmy" behind,
If auy fellow, fancier should see or hear anything' of them,
he will confer a favor by wiring me,—J. M. Fbonembld, Jb;
(Wayne. P»;>,
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not have a rabbit, or rabbits running:, excepting of course
when they were in the team with us. On this hill the rabbits
stayed out longer, making runs from twenty minutes to an
hour and three-quarters, and if one stands well up the hill
he caii see the entire chase from start to finish, and my only
regret is that we were not here during our trials.

I must describe one run that occurred on this ground

.

After this particular rabbit had run for over an hour and
was seen several times to play the tricks for which rabbits
are famous, such as running back on his track and jumping
to one side, running up wind till he had a good trail laid
and theu jumping to one side and lying perfectly still until
the dogs had run by and then going down wind on his back
track like a flash, etc, he was seen to come over the hill
directly toward us closely pressed by dogs; when about 75yds.
off, and jumping from side to side in his vain efforts to fool
the hounds which were on his track, Peabody raised his gun
and gave him the contents of the Tight barrel closely fol-
lowed by the left-band charge. Both shots stirred up the
leaves behind the rabbit but he still came manfully on -'into
the jaws of death," and now Vice-President Rutter seeing
the effects of Peabody's shot, or rather the lack of effect,
raises his own handsome hammerless to his shoulder with
the calm assurance of a man who has been there before, and
proceeded to wipe the eye of his friend. He fired, and with
startled leaps bunny strains every muscle to increase his
speed, still keeping, however, his fatal direction. He is now
so near that at the Avengeful crack of Rutter's left barrel he
tumbles all in a heap fairly 1 sunk" with shot. Four shots
and we have secured the best runner on the hill, and strange
to say the smallest one shot that day.
On talking over this run I said to one of our party, who

by reason of his better position should have had the first
shot, "Why did you point your gun and thenjnot fire?" He
said, "Well I did take careful aim and pull" both triggers,
but on 'breaking' my gun down I found it was unloaded."
He had forgotten to load after firing the last shot, having
run to pick up his rabbit which was getting into a hole. He
was not, however, alone in misfortune, for another of us
forgot to push up his "safe" and missed a fine shot at a rab-
bit in the open.
Looking at my watch T saw that to catch the train for our

several homes we should have to leave at once, so calling to
the dogs we started for the team and were rapidly driven to
the station.
During the whole day we only bagged 10 rabbits and 2 par-

tridges, but were all thoroughly satisfied and ready to
return home, carrying with us the firm conviction that for
downright pleasure you can get more to the square inch
from one pack of beagles than from any other source.

F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

COCKER SPANIELS OP 1 890.
Editor Forest and Stream:
One of the most inconsistent letters T ever read was that

of your correspondent "Gothamite" under the above title.

Before going further I want to say that it is not only unfair,
but it is taking a mean advantage, when one man' attacks
another under a iiom de plume, and when he attacks my
dogs unfairly he attacks me. Fair criticism I am always
glad to receive. If "Gothamite" has any pecuniary interest
in the dogs be lauds at the. expense of others, let him boldly
sign his name, that we may know the true value of such
opinion, and what interest the defamer has in making them,
But I, for one, object to having ray dogs criticised by every
Tom, Dick and Barry, who, because he cannot breed a win-
ner cries out for "the working cocker."

Tied Jacket is not perfect, and I have never held him up
as such. Short and somewhat thick in muzzle, he is best
from his ears back to the tip of his tail, and to the pads of
bis feet he is as near perfect as any clog in America. I wish f

had half a dozen like him. "Shallow bodied and over long"
"Gothamite" says. Why, man, be is the best ribbed and
hag as round a barrel as any dog in America to-day.
He quotes Doc, Cherry Boy, Rabbi and Black Duke as

being nearer perfection in regards measurement. I inclose
you the measurement of Red Jacket and ask you, Mr. Editor,
to hold them until similar ones are supplied of Doc and
Cherry Boy, which I challenge him to produce, to be
published side by side. Comparison will be interesting.
Again he wants a dog that "will be well able to jump

across the street gutters or on to the bench." I challenge him
to produce any of the above named dogs to run a race at any
distance from 100yds. up to one mile, with as many 3ft.

ditches or 2ft. hurdles as he likes—the more the better for
me—against Red Jacket for any stake and at any of our
large shows the coming winter. Why, there was not a show
last season at which Red Jacket could not leap lightly into
the stall, as Ben Lewis can verify.
How about "Gothamite's" pets ?

How many cockers on the bench to-day could claim
when eighteen months old to having won eight firsts, two
of them in the challenge class, and special for the best
cocker in the show five times, at such fixtures as New York,
Chicago, Rochester, Baltimore, Cincinnati, London and
Toronto, under all sorts and conditions of judges? Still

more misleading is it for him to quote other dogs who are
actually longer and lower as being nearer the working type
than mine.
But enough; I get thoroughly out of patience when I read

such absurdities, which come either from ignorance or ai'e

made purposely to mislead— lies.

Chas. M. Nelles (Brant Cocker Kennels).
Brantford, Canada, Dec. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been waiting (not very patiently 1 must confess) for

five years for the chauge which I knew must come, and now
that my hair is getting gray I feel almost likegoing into the
ring again and trying to win back the laurels which I lost
when the long low craze set in. I have always stood by my
friend "Uncle Dick." and will do so. He has fought the
battle while we sat looking idly on. The aspersions on our
old friend "J. W." I think are uncalled for. I have been to
several bench shows with large spaniel classes, in which I
have failed to see any good specimens except of the long
low type. Even friend Fellows showed some, I suppose be-
cause" he found the proper type would not take. What could
any judge do but give the prizes to those he thought best,
although they did not come up to his ideas. But one decis-
ion of many judges I could never swallow, that was putting
Jerry in the first flight: and the critics, even "C. M.," went
wild" over him. No doubt he had a good body and coat,
but where were the legs to carry them?
Now that the reaction has set in, I hope sincerely that the

cocker spaniel as a useful animal will take his proper place,
and be, as he always was, a pleasure both at home and in
the field. J. S. NiVEK.
Toronto, Ont,

Editor Forest and Stream:
As I always like to have a hand in a discussion on span-

iels, and "Uncle Dick" particularly requests me to "say my
say," I shall do so, although not directly interested in the
question under dispute.

It is no wonder that "Dick" is riled at "Gothamite's"
statement that the cocker spaniel of the future will not be
the "Fellows type," for none can deny that he has for sev-
eral years been fighting against the "longest and lowest"
fad.

I agree with "Dick," for what I remember of it, that most
of your anonymous correspondent's statements are correct,
especially as applied to Mr. Bell's bitches. It would be
hard to find a better bodied bitch than Blushing Rose that
he showed here in September, and Idea, now owned by Mr.
Bush, is a rare good-bodied one, too. I saw Rufus and
Bambo, that he refers to, at our show here and cannot for
the life in me see how Mr. Oldham could have put that
black and tan puppy over Rufus, unnoticed; Obadiah (ne'e

Kildare) I have not seen, but Mr. Geddes recently showed
me his photo, and if it is to be relied upon he is indeed a
nice dog.
Turning up your issue in which the "Gothamite" letter

appears, 1 see that he says my book ("The Spaniel and its

Training," recently published by the Forest and Stream
Pub. Co.) "deals with the spaniel question in a way that I

[he] think is just about right, though certainly it is very
severe." So that your readers who have not read the book in
question may judge for themselves whether it is "very
severe" or no"t 1 copy out one or two pertinent paragraphs
for their perusal;
"The prevailing craze for spaniels so low that their

stomach feathering sweeps the ground and so short of limb
that they can barely waddle, has sounded the death-knell of
some varieties, at all events in the show division, in so far as
ability to work goes. Why it has been done is a mystery to
all, and the only reason to be adduced is that 'fancy' is to
blame. Even upon the score of beauty the crocodile spaniels
are behind. What unprejudiced man can look at an engrav-
ing of Kaffir and then at Moonstone and hesitate for a
moment as to the former being the handsomer dog? I can-
not see why 'low' in a standard should be construed into
meaning lowest, and 'long' into longest. If the craze goes
much further an extra pair of legs will have to be grafted on
amidships to help the poor seal-like spaniels to crawl along.
* » * A spaniel is a sporting dog; so are pointers, setters

and hounds. Would it not, then, be as sensible to breed
'long and low' setters as spaniels of that type? Common
sense experience must convince any thinking man that a
long, low dog, with comparatively weak loins, cannot pos-
sibly work so long or with such activity as a shorter-backed
animal on straight legs and with good feet, and a more per-
fect concentration of muscular power "

I really think that the exhibition of abortions of the Moon-
stone and Glencairn order is largely to blame for the deca-
dence of English show spaniels. At present there seems to

be a reaction all around and indications show that in a few
years our spaniels will be not only able to "jump across the
street gutters." but on to their benches from the. floor. Both
the English Stocli-Kecper, Canine World, and Shooting
Times are interesting themselves in the spaniel question,
and Forest and Stream, I know, wants a sporting dog to
be able-to sport. Our most popular spaniel judge, Mr. Wil-
merding, is bent upon bringing about the change, while I

agree with "Gothamite" that Mr. West placed the cockers

very well at Boston, except that I should have liked to have
seen Dolly Obo placed over Jersey in the challenge class.
To give Mr. C. H. Mason his due, he "spotted" champion

Doc for a good one several years ago, repeatedly saying that
were he in condition the prize money was at his mercy. At
Boston, where I took him for Mr. Wilmerding, his coat was
very bad, but Mr. West very properly did not allow it to
interfere with his placing of him as the best in the challenge
class. At the show here in September I got his coat into
first-rate fettle and he won over all the 26 cockers with con-
summate ease. He is indeed a splendid little dog, and only
needs plenty of grooming to keep his coat straight. But
with all his good points where would champion Doc be in
the field?
I trust Mr. Mason is right in saying that "Gothamite" "is

not quite through with the cocker spaniels of 1890." Just at
present we can do with all we can get on that subject, and I
trust Friend Wilmerding will steal a few minutes of the
Obrig Camera Co.'s time, while Friend West does the same
by the Colburn Co , to give your readers their views on the
complex question of "what is tbatype of a cocker spaniel?"

F. H. F. Merc ee.
Ottawa, Can.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note in your issue just to hand that Messrs, Mason and

Fellows are quite excited over my article on "The Cocker
Spaniels of 1890." To Mr. F. would say that Veld a was all
right, and that if she is his "type" he is all right, but asshe
is the. only good one he has turned out for some time, al-
though he boasts of having the biggest kennel of cockers in
America, it is only to be expected that people will judge his
stock by their general appearance and not by one good one
here and there in many years. "One swallow'does not make
a summer," neither does one Velda make the"Fellovvs type."
I don't presume as it ever strikes Mr. F. that it is abouttime
he did a little more judicious breeding and a good deal less
talking and with his large and old-established kennel was
breeding a fixed type.
*To Mr. Chas. H. Mason would say that I don't propose to
spend several hours looking up his writings to convict him,
and don't need to, because it is a well known fact that he has
borne a leading a part in encouraging the "long and low
craze." I hope we are not through with the cocker spaniel
subject, though as far as he is concerned we will probably
hear no more.
Mr. Watson may be a judge of working cockers, as Mr.

Fellows says, but all the same he refused to judge them for
the "working" special at Buffalo in 1888. ' Gothamite.
New York Cttt, Nov. 26.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
Just a parting shot at "Gothamite." A private letter

just received says: "I do not want to tackle any one that
fires from behind a fence like 'Gothamite,' but he nor ten
like him could make me believe you are wixmg in your
position. I do not know where the liue is that divides the
Fellows type from the 'Gothamite' type that he is driving at.

You certainly deserve credit for what you have done, for
when I was a member of the Spaniel Club you were eveu
then fighting against the long and low craze; that was in
1883."

I find in the English Kennel. Gazette, November, 1890,
Judge G. S. Lowe's x-eport of the cockers; he says: "This
class I found the greatest, fault with, as toys were brought
before me, but not working cockers. I knew a good deal
about this breed at one time of my life, and neither Stubbs,
famous picture of the cocker now in the possession of Mr.
Walter Gilbey or any evidence from Devonshire or Wales
will make the cocker what the Spaniel Club made him. He
was wanted to work from morning until night through
brambles and brushwood of the thickest, and will the black
spaniels called cockers do this? I tried to pick out the one
that looked like moving about the sharpest, but probably it

had not the points supplied by the Spaniel Club. I was
neither at home with the so called field spaniels, perhaps I
have forgotten all I knew."
Mr. Lowe, let us shake, those are my sentiments exactly,

and that's a Fellows type working cocker. It would do thy
dear old friend Dr. Boulton good to see you in the ring
sending out the. crocodiles one after the other and giving the
ribbons to the working cockers.
Well, every dog has his day, and the crocodile spaniel has

had a long inning, but his day is past now and the Fellows
type has the floor, but you will not now find a judge or a
breeder who will admit that he ever did like the long and low
style; all will hedge and say they always wanted a happy
medium. J. Otis Fellows.

A THANKSGIVING BEAGLE RUN.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
For the benefit of those who "were not in it" but who may

be nevertheless interested in this sport, I will give a short
account of the Thanksgiving runs of a small portion of the
National Beagle Club's pack. Thursday morning saw five

of us and six of our dogs, Don, Mollie, Cora, Twintwo,
Topsey and Dot on our way to the hunting grounds, which
were some two miles distant from Salem depot, N. H., our
temporary place of abode. When we left the Peabody farm
at 7 A. M. the cold was intense, and after riding a short time
we began to think that we should have more hunting than
game, as it was not only cold, but very dry. However, by
ten o'clock, the weather moderated so that the trailing was
very fair. After having driven about a mile and a half we
alighted, and tying our horse to a tree by the roadside, we
unchained the dogs.
To our right was a wall, which we jumped and made for a

piece of woods about 200yds. distant. Here the dogs found,
and after they had worked about ten minutes the rabbit was
spied going through a brush pile and Brown, bringing his
gun quickly to his shoulder, fired and stretched him out.
Leaving here we went to a swamp at the foot of the hill, and
on our way flushed three partridges. Peabody fired at one
of these and brought dowu a good-sized bunch of feathers,
but the bird kept on and escaped.
In the meantime Don had found on the hillside and Topsey

and Twintwo in the swamp, and a moment later Cora gave
tongue away over to the right. Five minutes later we had
three rabbits up and running at once, and one could not
tell which way to turn to shoot, as the air was loaded with
melody and the dogs seemingly in a hundred places at once.
At any rate, we were so much confused that every dog ran
his rabbit to earth without our once getting a glimpse of our
prey. From this place of abundance of rabbits but almost
impenetrable underbrush, we adjourned to a country of
small scrub oaks, which grew from fifteen to twenty'feet
in height, and here started our first rabbit in less than a
minute; he gave us an exciting run oE twenty minutes be-
fore he was shot down, and proved to be a large one. Three
others were shot here. After running about seven and find-
ing it was getting near noon, we worked over toward the
team. On our way we had to pass through a patch of juni-
per, and started and shot two more, as well as a couple of
partridges. As we were now within half a mile of the team,
and felt as if a little lunch would do us no harm, we left the
woods, and putting on our "field trial" strides took to the
road and were soon there.
Our lunch eaten and the horse fed, we climbed in and rode

to a place called Hoyt's Hill. This hill consists of many
acres of rough country entirely covered with a thick growth
of scrub oak and is a perfect paradise for rabbits, and let me
say, that from the time we started our first rabbit until the
time we quit there were not ten minutes that the dogs' did

SOME A. K. C. MATTERS.

IN a contemporary which publishes a weekly contribution
from Mr. Mayhew, reference is made as follows to an

addition to the stud book and certain alleged omissions on
my part:

I omitted last week to mention an important addition which
Mr. Vredenburgh intends shall be included in the next volume of
the stud book. It will contain all the shows held during the year
under A. IT. C. rules, at the same time giving a table of awards,
as well as the names of the gentlemen who officiated. In the E.
K. O stud book only prize winners are recorded, but the secretary
at "If" will go further and embrace ad dogs who gained a men-
tion. This new innovation, is, I am proud to say, the ontcome of
some remarks of mine, which appeired a few weeWs back.

It is some time since Mr. Watson complained bitterly of his
duties on the stud book committee being a sinecure, and 1 then
suggested that his anxiety for action could ho attained in this
direction, but a silence has since fallen o'er his burning desires,
and hp. seems to have, dropped them like hot cakes. Perhaps he
had good reasons for not referring to the subject again. Perhaps
he is undemonstrative!}' compiling such a iecord. but whatever
reason there was for his silence I certainly regretted it, as I had
cajoled myself that, "here is a man of all others—and an official,

too -who will fulfill my dream of compiling a perfect stud book,"
and he has proved a snare and a delusion. I know under the A.
K. C.'s existing "intentions'" Mr. Watson would he powerless to
execu'e any such scheme, but I did expect he would make some
move in the right direction.

If Mr. Mayhew would keep posted on what is being done
and what is announced as accomplished, iu place of drawing
upon his imagination for his facts, he would never have
made as many blunders as are contained in the foregoing.
He says that what he is pleased to call this new innovation
is due to his remarks of a few weeks back. I am sorry to
have to undeceive him, but truth is better than fiction.

' At
the stud book committee meeting, held three months ago,
the subject of recording prize winners in the body of the.

book was discussed, and Mr, Vredenburgh then showed to
the committee a record which he had compiled for publica-
tion in the Gazette. The committee decided that it would
be better to incorporate this with the stud book, and a very
brief discussion as to the merits of the two plans proved con-
clusive to Mr. Vredenburgh. This is not a committee room
secret, for I am certain it is set forth in my official report as
secretary of the committee, which was published in the Sep-
tember Gazette. Mr. Vredenburgh must certainly have
begun the work of compiling this record a month before, the
committee met, for he had it fairly completed to date.
Hence Mr. Mayhew's idea that something he wrote a few
weeks back suggested the work which Mr. Vredenburgh
must have begun in July does not hold good.
This will also account to Mr. Mayhew for the silence

which has since fallen o'er my burning desires and my
dropping the subject, though I might add that people don't
drop hot cakes—they eat them—it is 'taters that are dropped.
So also it will account for my being a snare and a delusion
—in Mr. Mayhew's eyes. As for my inability to do any-
thing in view of the A. K. C.'s existing intentions I can
state that the members of the committee were unanimous
in the opinion that the stud book should contain all prize
winners. Mr. Vredenburgh suggested that applications
should be made by owners for the free registry of prize win-
ners, but I remember very distinctly that the committee
held otherwise and would have so ordered had it not been
that Mr. Vredenburgh had gone so far toward completing
his exhaustive record. If Mr. Mayhew will tui*n to the
committee's report I think he will find something to the
effect that the committee decided that this would do for the
present year if the club did not order otherwise. I have
mislaid my copy of the Gazette, so cannot quote the exact
phraseology of the report.
Mr. Mayhew will also observe that the very important

alteration of "listing" dogs, in place of "registering" them
in the Gazette is due to a recommendation of the stud book
committee, proposed at this same meeting of August last.

So we seem to be neither dead nor sleeping, and I think the
work done by the present committee will compare very
favorably with that of any of its predecessors.

I think that I may personally lay claim to something else
quite as important in connection with the work of the
A. K. C. Not that it was new so far as being an idea of my
own, only new in connection with the A. K. C. The idea
was borrowed from the National Trotting Association's
method of setting for cases upon which decisions were ren-
dered. In the cases that came before the committee for dis-

j

cussion a concise report was made. Giving each a title for
reference, then a statement of the facts of the case and then
the decision. The merit of this manner of placing cases on
record seems to have been at once recognized by the advisory
committee for the cases which came before that body at its

meeting of Nov. 1. and are set forth iu a nearly similar man-
ner. That is a third point to score to the credit of the stud
book committee.
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Regarding that advisory committee meeting and in view
of my comments of last week on the proposed amendment
to enlarge the scope of the committee's work and power, I
wonid draw attention to the fact that hut three members
were present. That being a quorum of live, I do think that
the committe should be enlarged to nine. Three are not
sufficient at all times for the thorough elicitation of all the
points of a case. Take for instance the one. in which I was in-
terested. I showed Clipper at Rochester in 1889, awl he was
defeated by Metehley Surprise for some specials. If I am any
judge of a collie at all,the decision was a bad one, but any way
Metehley Surprise was ineligible and was subsequently dis-

qualified by the A. K. C. I saw in the papers of Thursday
of the show week, that Metehley Surprise had won in the
challenge class, and knowing that she was entitled to go in
that class, I wrote to Frank Smith, who had charge of
Clipper, that if the newspaper reports were correct to please
make a protest and ask for reserve

1 number for the specials.
On Friday afternoon I got a catalogue, which confirmed the
newspaper reports, and at once sent a lengthy telegram to
the show secretary, making protest and again 'asking that a
reserve number be secured. I did everything a person could,
and as promptly as possible. Now the club did nothing, it

even disallowed the protest (a similar one to which the
Boston committee at once allowed), which on appeal to the
A. K. C. was at once reversed without even calling upon the
Rochester club for an explanation. Then, when the question
of the reserve number was subsequently brought before the
A. K. C, I produced a letter from the Rochester secretary,
in which he asked by what right I said the reserve number
had not been obtained. Letter after letter was written by
the A. K. C. secretary to the Rochester people on the subject,
until he finally asked the club, in his report to the September
meeting, to discipline the Rochester officials. That was the
case as presented to the advisory committee, and this is the
decision rendered:

Resolved, That in the opinion of this committee, reserve num-
bers should be given iu all cases, hut, in the case of the collie
special ar Rochester in 1889, the judge having left the show, be-
tween the hours of 4 and 5 o'clock, on the first day of said show
(Tuesday), and the request from Mr. Watson for a reserve number
not having been received by the club until the fourth day of said
show (Friday), that it was not within the power of the club to
accede to the said request.

Admitting that the result, arrived at could not be other-
wise, yet I hold that the reasons assigned are faulty. The
judge it is said left before 5 oclock on the first day of the
show, and because he was not present wheu the protest was
received, "it was not witbiu the power of the club to accede
to the 8=>id request." Now, I submit that this is faulty for
the following reasous: It implies that after 5 o'clock on
Tuesday nothing could be done to alter an erroneous award.
It places! the power of correcting an erroneous award solely
in the hands of the judge in place of the show committee.
It ignores the show rule that in the absence of the judge the
committee shall have power to appoint a substitute. It
makes invalid such rulings for instance as that at Chicago
last spring, when two terriers were overlooked by the show
employes, and were not passed upon by Mr. Belmont, where-
upon the committee to do justice to the innocent exhibitors
asked Mr. Mortimer to rejudge the classes. That was
equity, even-handed justice, but it was wrongif the Roches-
ter ruling is correct.
At Rochester it will be seen that nothing so extreme as

the Chicago rejudging wis called for. Mr. Mortimer had
already chosen all his class winners, and between them for
the specials he had selected Metehley Surprise. No reversal
of this verdict was asked, but simply that it should be sup-
plemented by some one saying which of the other first prize
winners ranked best. Suppose, for instance, that Mr. Mor-
timer had left without deciding the collie specials, then
under the advisory committee's rulings they would have
gone by default.

I believe one of those specials was for the best collie owned
by a member of the Collie. Club, and I was much surprised
a few days ago to receive from the Collie Club secretary a
medal with the following superscription: "For the best col-
lie, Rochester, 1889." If that is so then the medal does not
belong to me, and Mr. Shotwell will please consider that it
is at the disposal of the Collie Club should the committee
hold that the advisory committee's ruling must be followed.
On this case the Fanciers 1 Journal comes to my aid with

the following editorial comment:

Mr. Watson being in Philadelphia could not make his request
until he learned the result of the awards, after which ha immedi-
ately wrote and telegraphed the club to have the reserve number
taken, which could have been done by appointing another judge,
the regular judge having left the city.

The A. K. O. should always protect the helpless exhibitor, and
when tbere is any doubt he should be favored, rather than the dog
show. If elubs are allowed on quibbles to avoid adjusting prize?;
as in the Rochester case, the precedent now established" will be
quickly taken advantage of.

It is not the loss of the specials I am "kicking" about, but
the failure to discipline a club that acted from first to last
in the most discourteous manner not only of myself, but of
the A. K. C, besides annunciatiug a ruling which I conceive
to be erroneous for the reasons set forth.

DOG CHAT.

WE hear that Rifleman, the fox-terrier, is coming to New
York after all. We know that Mr. C. L. Wilton

was nibbling at htm but thought he had given up the idea
after purchasing Suffolk Risk The new purchaser's name -

is not given by "Cheerful Horn." our informant. Rifleman \

was bred by Mr. Doyle, and is ason of Result and Distaffine.

The noted pug Prince Victor is dead. This is the dog
that Mr. Houlker, the well-known Euglish pug breeder, gave
$500 for a short time siuce. The death of this dog is a great
loss to pug breeders, as he was as near perfection as it is
possible to attain. He was by champion Royal Duke out of
Lady Grace, thus combining the rarest blood. Distemper
was the cause of death.

Mr. Cruft, who has made such a name for himself as a
promoter of terrier shows in London, announces his inten-
tion of holding a grand show at Islington, London, in Feb-
ruary next. It will be a three days' show and,will not only
embrace terriers but all other breeds.

Stock-Keeper (Eng.) publishes a letter on a subject of
moment not only to mastiff breeders, but breeders of other
large dogs. It is as follows: "Is it not strange that nearly
all the best dogs die comparatively young? . Speaking from
memory I cannot call to mind any really first-class show
mastiff that has lived to be ten years old during the past
fifteen years or so. Most have died at from five to eight
years, at ages when they should be just about their prime.
I think the artificial manner in which they are prepared for
the bench, together with excessive stud work, are the fac-
tors accountable for this state of things. It is a well-known
fact here that the majority of show dogs are forced with
unsuitable foods, and saturated with arsenic and other
drugs to get them into what is called condition, which
simply means fat. This tells upon their constitution, and
as a natural consequence weakens their progeny. I am
afraid this will not be altered until judges recognize the
difference between fat dogs and those in good work-a-rlay
condition to the latter's advantage. Some of the tallest
and worst language I have ever been guilty of using has
been uttered by the ring side at seeing good, useful and
sound dogs passed over in favor of the veriest cripples, dogs

not having a sound leg to stand upon, and whose only re-
commendation was fat and a good head. This is unvar-
nished truth learned from experience, for my own dogs
have at times been placed above better specimens, for, as
the judge .remarked, 'being in better condition'."

In commenting on this the above paper speaks of the U3e
of arsenic; which it is said is the cause of the i ra potency of
many of our stud dogs. There is uo doubt that too much of
this sort of dosing is done, though not nearly so much here
as in England, where many dogs are shown artificially, so
to speak, not faked, but so stimulated that unless in expe-
rienced hands they soon go to pieces. Minting died young,
but we do not think arsenic had anything to do with it, as
from what we have seen, good, sound! beef awl plenty yellow
grease has much more to "do with the blooming condition
Mr. Moore's dogs are shown in.

Colonel North's greyhound City of Paris must be a veri-
table gold mine. We are told that, though he cost his owner
$4,000, he won his purchase money back in less than three
m on Mis' coursing. Then the first year at stud his owner
took the pick of the litter in lieu of stud fee, and thus ac-
cumulated forty pups. Now he stands at $150 fee, and has
had already thirty bitches.

A. R. Crowell, "Namquoit," has joined the order of Ben-
edicts and will make his home in San Francisco. We wish
bim and his fair partner every prosperity and happiness for
the future.

Mr. llacke, of Pittsburgh is not to be beaten, for it is

reported he has sent a commission for the best Barzoi that
can be bought. Apropos of t his it would not be out of place to
refer our readers to the following interesting letter which
appeared in the Canine World on Russian wolfhounds: SlB.
—As a resident of Russia it affords me great pleasure to
notice the growing interest which doggy men iu England
are taking iu the breed of Russian wolfhounds. Until now
1 have read but two letters on the subject in your esteemed
paper. However, the knowledge of the brped seems to be
very vague as yet, and I should feel very happy if I could
do anything to enlighten the English public on' this point.
In reference to color, I must say that the information given
in the article you re published from the German paper
(which also got it through Mr. Kareev and myself) is right.
Black markings are not desirable, but still they are. not
counted as a fault, as dogs with black markings got
prizes at Moscow aud St. Petersburg last year. Wolf-
hounds have nearly all colors imaginable, except all black
and all brown, and even those might exist, although I have
not seen any and certainly they must be very rare indeed.
Most dogs are white, with brindle, yellow, sable, or grey
spots. Some of the most beautiful dogs that I have seen are
of the Gordon setter color. "Cheerful Horn" is right in
what he says about breeding for size. For coursing hares
the large dog is no good whatever, and at wolves middle-
sized dogs are also preferred. I have seen dogs, or rather
bitches, of the size of a collie tackle a wolf, and stick to him
like a leech. The coat is generally better in smaller dogs,
and this is becoming a weak part in our breed. Old friends
of this breed say that about fifty years ago the coat was
much better, and the head used to stick in a muff. There
was a dog with such a coat at the Moscow show last year,
and was sold for 400 roubles. You must take into consider-
ation that a wolf develops decidedlymore speed than a hare,
and it is sometimes as much as a greyhound can do to catch
him up. (That is a point where 1 have my doubts about the
Irish wolfhound. If he was anything like, or even heavier
than a Scotch deerhound, he would never get near a wolf).
There are very few wolves that will attack a dog, only those
that have been coursed about a dozen times do not run away
any more, but sometimes go straight at the dogs or the
people. In a wild state the wolf always runs away as quickly
as his legs will carry him. The neck must decidedly be
shorter than that of auy other greyhound, so that the head
is carried low, giving the dog an appearance of looking
downward. The head must be of a shape like a sheep's (as
the Russians say). That means to say, there must be no
stop, and the line between the occiput and the point where
the stop ought to be must form an angle with the line from
that point to the nose. Between the ears the head must be as
narrow as possible, aud the ears must be so small that in a
dog with a good coat they are- hardly seen; besides they have
to be carried well back, coming to the front only when the
dog is excited. The fault that Krilat (as he ought to be spelt)
seems to have, of his elbows standing outward, and, conse-
quently, the feet inward, is very common among this breed,
and ought certainly to be got rid of, as well as legs standing
the other way about. Russian breeders have an extraordinary-
idea of what the back ought to be like. They say that the
back of a dog ought to be curved, whereas the back of a
bitch ought to be straight, so as to be able to carry the pups
and leave more room for their development. I do not believe
in this, and am sure English breeders will be of my opinion
that "what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander as
well." So, after all, "Cheerful Horn" has some very sound
ideas about wolfhounds, and "Knight Errant" need not be
so very sure about his theory of the long neck. Hoping you
will find room in your paper for these few lines, I am always
ready to give auy information on any breed that is only to
be found in Russia.—Yours very truly, Russian Bear
(Moscow).

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just read the report of the National Beagle Club

trials in your paper, and hope the club will be successful in
creating a greater interest in the beagle as a working hound.
It is a fact well known to those who use the hound that the
training he gets determines his value as a hunter. How
often we see good dogs that have been spoiled by ignorant
men who did not know how to handle them. After ruining
the dog by improper usage they raise a great hue and cry
against the breed and condemn the dog for faults for which
the manis responsible. There is a great quantity of literature
devoted to the training of setters, pointers and spaniels, but
when we look among sporting papers and books for informa-
tion on training the hound, we are surprised and disap-
pointed to find it so scarce.
We are compelled to follow the traditions of our fathers

or the examples of hunters older than ourselves, and among
these we find the old colored man who picks up each mem-
ber of his pack and throws it into the briers in order to get
the dogs warmed up to their work. And there is another fel-
low of a paler hue who, when a rabbit appears, rushes after
it, shouting and yelling like a broker iu the stock exchange.
He belongs to that class who think the more noise they
make the greater the sport.
Now it seems to me that the members of the National

Beagle Club, and others who are engaged in breeding
hounds and hunting with them, might do a good thing if
they would publish their ideas on training these dogs for
their work. Let them tell us what a hound may be taught
to do and what not to do. How to bring the stubborn, self-
willed one to your side when you want him: how to keep
him from working off a mile or more, and making you split
your throat and luugs trying to call him out of the woods.
They might tell us how hounds can be taught to retrieve
wounded or dead game instead of destroying it when found,
as some of them do. Some of us would like to know how to
make a dog stand by and give tongue when be has run a
rabbit to earth or tree; and how to make a lazy dog hunt.

Why can not the hound be brought under discipline so that
he can be controlled by his master as easily as is the pointer
or setter?
You will say, perhaps, there is a fellow that wants his

dog to run the rabbit and shoot it too. Not a bit of it. But
we do want to see less of the mau who tramps around all
day with a couple of good (Jogs, spoiled, and then shoots
them because they fail to work to his satisfaction. There
are too many people who think all a hound needs is to be
turned loose and left to roam the woods at his pleasure.
When he gets so that he can trail a little they call him a
broken dog. If some of our beagle men would give us their
experience and methods of getting the best work out of the
little hound it would paythem in the end. The demand for
beagles would be increased and much more pleasure derived
from keeping them. That this may bring out the views of
others on this subject is the wish of one who sometimes
spends a day in the Brush.

MEETING OF THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.
rpHE meeting was held at its rooms, 44 Broadway, New York
-L City, Thursday, Dec. 11. In the absence of both the presi-
dent and vice-president Mr. James L. Anthony was elected as
chairman. There were present: Associate Members, J. L. Anthony
and A. P. Vreden burgh; American Fox-Terrier Club, W". Ruther-
furd; American Beagle Club. H. F. Schellbass: American Pet Dog
Club, Dr M. H. Oyer: American Spaniel Club, J. Watson; Cali-
fornia Kennel Club, Mux Wenzel; Gordon Set ter Club of America.
L. A. Van Zaudt; Louisiana Poultry and Pet: Stock Association, A.
H. Vanderpoel; Maryland Kennel Club. Jas. Thompson; National
Grevbouud Club, L. C. Whiton; New Jersey Kennel Club, A. C.
Wihnerding; Rochester Kennel Club, W. Whitne\ ; South Carolina
Poultry aud Pet Stock Association, Dr. H. C. Glover; Toledo Ken-
nel Club, Dr. H. T. Foote; Westminster Kennel Ciub, H. B. Crom-
well. On motion, association meeting took a reness for thirty
minutes.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Mr. August Belmont, Jr., presiding. Present: All the delegates

named above.
Credentials of delegates to represent their different clubs were

read as follows: Jas. Watson, A. H. Vanderpoel, Jas. Thompson,
W. Whitney, Dr. A. H. Foote, H. B. Cromwell, h. A. Van Zandt,
Maj Ji M. Taylor, Wilson Fiske and John A. Logan. On motion
the credentials were accepted.
A communication from Mr. C. J. Peshall, of Dec. 11, 1890, was

read, and on motion of Mr. Watson, placed on file.
The minutes of the previous meeting: were read and approved.
Mr. Max Wenzel stated that Mr. Peshall had said to him that he

had been disqualified at a meeting of which he had no official
notice, and no opportunity to defend. Mr. Wenzel stated further
that he asked President Belmont at the. meeting of the executive
committee (at which Mr. Peshall was disqualified) if Mr. Peshall
had been notified to attend, and that. Mr. Belmont replied that he
had, aud for that reason he had voted for his disqualification.
Mr. B"lmont stated that if he. did make that statement he con-

sidered that Mr. Wenzel 's question referred to the meeting of toe
advisory committee, which meeting he was positive Mr. Peshall
had been invited to attend, and not to the meeting of the exeou-
tive committee.
On motion of Mr. Anthony the meeting of the executive com-

mittee adjourned, and the meeting of the association resumed.
Mr. Belmont retired after requesting Mr. Anthony to take the
chair.
The reading of the amendments to the constituton and by-laws

was taken up. Moved aud seconded that the constitution and
ame ndments be read, and if no objection is made to any particu-
lar article, they be deemed adopted as amended, and when objec-
tion is m'ide to auy article, it be discussed and voted on. A call
for the ayes and nays resulted in the. following vote: Ayes—Messrs.
Anthony, Shellbass, Cryer, Watson, V»n Zaudt. Vanderpoel,
Thompson, Whiton, Wilmerding, Whitney. Glover and Foote.
Nays—Messrs. Wenzel and Cromwell.
The amendments to the by-laws were also read and adopted

.

On motion of Dr. Cryer the association adjourned and went
info executive session.
The secretary read his report as follows:
New Yo.uk, Dec. 10, 1890. -To the Executive Committe, American

Kennel Club: Gentlemen—I have to report that since the last
meeting of this club the following applications for admission to
membership have been received'
Central C>ty Kennel Club, Jackson, Mich.; Delaware and Sus-

quehanna Poultry and Pet Stock Association, Binghamton. N.Y.;
Indiana State Poultry Association, Indianapolis, Iud.; 'South.
Carolina Kennel Association, Greenville, S. C; the Bulldog Club
of America. These applications were received in proper form.
The clubs are eligible to membership, and are recommended for
admission. The Central City Kennel Club has arranged to hold
its show Jan. 13 to 17. 1891, this being the same week as the show
to be held by the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associ-
ation, and the Indiana State Poultry Association has fixed upon
Jan. 20 to 25, 1891, the same week as the show to be held by the
Louisiana Poultry and Pet Slock Association. These dates were
selected in order that the shows might be held in connection with
State fairs. Th« request is made, that in case the applicants are
admitted, that this club will permit the use of the dates arranged
for, upon the grounds: First—That said dates were advertised,
before applications were made for admission, and second, that
the. distance between the places, in which the dates conflict, is so
great that one can hardly interfere with the other. It is very de-
sirable that action upon this matter shall be taken at this meet-
ing.
Since the last meeting complications arose regarding a conflict

of claims for show dates betweeu the Maryland Kennel Club and
theDuquesne Kennel Club, and also the New England Kennel
Club and the Cleveland Kennel Club, but 1 am happy to state
that through the medium of this office these matters have been
satisfactorily arranged by the courtesy of the Ducmesne Kennel
Club and the Cleveland Kennel Club, bith having withdrawn
their claims, although legally entitled to them. Such spirit of
accommodation and good fellowship between our members,
clearly showing that the management of these clubs is in the
hands of gentlemen, speaks well tor our kennel world and is con-
ducive of mucn good. The matters referred at the last meeting
to the. advisory committee with full power, have been acted upon,
and the proceedings of that committee have been published in the
Gazette and other sporting papers, and I would report that in
compliance with the demands of this club the Maryland Kennel
Club has withdrawn its vote of July 10, censuring the American
Kennel Club, and duly apologized for its former action. The
officers, except its president, also apologized for said action. In
the matter of Jacobs vs. Oldham, the defendant has failed to
make any defense within the required time, although he. notified
me under date of Nov. 1 that he would do so, therefore under
the resolution of the committee Mr. Oldham has been disqualified.
The committee passed a resolution that on and after Jan. 1, 1891,

all Gazette entries shall be known and published as "Listed," the
only registered dogs acknowledged are those entered in the stud
book. This action has been highly commended by the sporting
press and by individuals. J have a letter from one of the former
presidents of this club, suggesting that it might be well for the
American Kennel Club to determine as to the expediency of tak-
ing some, steps toward a bench show at Chicago during the
World's Fair, and 1 would recommend the appointment by the
chair of a committee of three to examine into the matter, and to
report their recommendations at a subsequent meeting. We will
complete, our fiscal year before the next meeting of the club, and
I would respectfully request the privilege of publishing my annual
statement in the Gazette for January, and also the appointment
of a committee to audit my accounts before then publication. 1
beg to inform you that I have condensed into thirteen short rules
so much of the bench show rules as instructs bench show officers
what is required of them in matters appertaining to their obliga-
tions to this office, and will furnish all clubs with copies of them
for their guidance, f would also inform you that I have made
arrangements to procure the photographs of all the officers of the
American Kennel Club since its organization, and will, by a cer-
tain process in photography, be able to hang upon our walls these
pictures of a uniform size, style and finish. I beg to lay before
you the resignation of the Rhode Island Kennel Club, and ask
your action regarding its disposal. I beg to report that charges
have been filed with this office as follows: Mrs. J. Grant against
Mr, Frederick Emken; Mr. W. E. Sandars against Mr. William
A. Bruette; Mr. E. H. Morris against Dr. J. H. Meyer; Mascoutah
Kennel Club agaiust Mr. F. W. Sheldon,
I desire to submit a suggestion from Mr. F. H. F. Mercer, that this

club should adopt a scale of the value of wins at our different
shows, so that a win at a small show may not be of equal value
as one at one of the leading shows. During the past year a num-
ber of the delegates have expressed the opinion that" it would be
advisable for me annual meeting of this club to he held at the
building of the Westminster Kennel Club show. This meeting
is always ordered for the third dav of the show, and as a large
number of our delegates are iu almost constant attendance at that
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show I would respectfully recommend that our nest meeting,
being- the annual meeting of the club, should be held on Thurs-
day, Feb. 26, 1891, at. the Madison Square GaTrien, instead of at the
office of the club, as heretofore. The annual dues of our active
members are new due and payable, ard bills were mailed to each
member of the club on Nov. 29 last. Bills and circulars have been
prepared for each associate number for the pa>ment of the.
annual dues of 1891, which are due and payable between Jan. 1
and 20 nrxr, and the same will be mailed on the 15th of this
month. The Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock Association made
application for re admission, hut I was obliged to return the
application and dues to ihnt. association, for the reason that not-
withstanding plain instructions to ihem regarding the proper
manner as required by the constitution to tile its application it
did not send ihe papers in proper form. I have rot leeeived anv
further communication from them on the subject. I have just
received a communication from Mr. E. M. Oldham, requesting a
reply to bis Idler of the 28th ult. asking for an extension of time
to enable hirn 1o make his defense. This letter of Nov. 28 has
never reached me and I would respectfully recommend that Mr.
Oldham be granted an extension of two we'^ks before tl e penalty
be enforced. Respectfully submitted, A. P. Ybedenbtjbgh, Sec'y.
Accepted.
Secretary "Vreden burgh, also read his treasurer's report, which

is as follows:
New Yojjk. Dec. in. 1890. -To the Executixe Committee, Ameri-

can Kennel Club: Gentlemen—I herewith submit my report of
moneys received and disbursed by me during- the year 1890 to
date:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 1 to date $8 679 33
Expenses for same period 6,192 18

Balance, on hand.. .82,487 15
1 beg to report that every obligation has been met, we have no

outstanding indebtedness, and we are now closing a satisfactory
and prosperous year. Respectfully submitted, A. P. Vreden-
burgh, Treasurer.
Accepted.
The report of the advisory committee was also read and ac-

cepted.
Relative to the appenl in the matter of the setter special taken

by Max Wenzel against the Westminster Kennel Club, which was
acted upon by the advisory committee, held Nov. 1, 18B0, Mr. Wen-
zel protested on the ground that the derision was in direct con-
flict with a former decision rendered in the Thompson case at the
Richmond show, and moved that the decision of the advisory
committee be overruled. Motion lost-
At this point Mr. C. J. Pesball appeared and addressed the

meeting and then withdrew, the chair peimitt ing him to proceed,
there being no objection made by the delegates, and no further
action had in his case,
Mb. Anthont: I have a resolution to offer. I offer it with

great pain, but as a duty. Our President, Mr. Belmont's father,
was years ago known to me very well, when I was a younger man,
and when the entrance to his house, when Mr. Belmont, Jr. was a
mere boy, was thought to be the making of a young man in society.
Many years ago I had occasion to be away along time in Europe,
and I ceased to have any social intercourse with him; but in
course of my business as a banker and broker I have had many
business transactions, years ago. not of late years, with him. In
all that time I have never known a man of stricter integrity or
honor in business transactions, or in any other: a man whose ex-
ample, if followed more by men of affairs of the present day.
would do more to raise the business standard of the community
than auvthing else that could be imagined. I have prepared the
following resolutions, which I ask may bo engrossed and placed on
the minutes;
Whereas, It has pleased Divine Providence to remove from

this life Mr. August Belmont, the honored father of our honored
president, and
Whereas, We are mindful of the high public character and

worth of the deceased, it is fitting that, we should place on record
this token of our public appreciation of the man v excellent traits
that have rendered his name a synonym for honor among the busi-
ness community of the world.
Resolved, That we tender to our president our sincere sympathy

in this the hour of his bereavement.
Resolved, Further, that these resolutions be suitably engrossed

and placed on t he minutes.
The resolutions as read were unanimously adopted.
Mr. Watson (withdrawing as a delegate) called attention to his

appeal in the matter of reserve numbers against the Rochester
Kennel Club and asked for a change in the wording of the decis-
ion of the advisory committee, and on motion the decision of
the advisory committiee was amended to read as follows: "Re-
solved that in the opinion of this committee reserve numbers
should be given to all cases, but in the case of the collie, special at
Rochester in 1889, the Rochester Kennel Club having declined to
accede to Mr. Watson's request for a reserve number for the rea-
son that the j'"dge. had not awarded anv reserve number, this club
cannot give relief in the case."
The following applications for membership were read and ac-

cepted: Central City Kennel Club. Delaware and Susquehanna
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, Indiana State Poultry Associ-
ation. South Carolina Kennel Association, and Bull Dog Club of
America.
Concerning the. conflict of dates on which the Central City Ken-

nel Club and the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association
have arranged to hold their shows, Mr. Anthony moved that as
these clubs hold their shows in such widely separated places in
the United States no conflict of dates on this occasion would
work any injury to either of them, therefore they be permitted to
hold their shows, provided there is no objection made by the
competing club.
The resignation of the Rhode Island Kennel Club was, on motion

of Mr. Anthony, accepted.
The request of the secretary to publish his annual statement in

the Gazette for January, and also for the appointment of a com-
mittee to audit his accounts before publication, was, on motion,
granted.
Regarding the suggestion of a former presidentof this club that

it would be well for the American Kennel Club to take steps
toward a bench show at the World's Fair at Chicago, and the
recommendation of Secretary Vredenburgh that a committee of
three be appointed to examine into the matter, and report, on
motion of Mr. Anthony, the recommendation was adopted.
On motion, the charges filed with the secretary as stated in his

reuort against Mr. Frederick Eniken and others, was referred to
the advisory committee.
The recommendation of the secretary that the annual meeting

of the American Kennel Club be held at the Madison Square
Garden during the Westminster Kennel Club Show, was, on
motion, adopted.
The request of Mr. E. M. Oldham for an extension of time to

enable him to make his defense, was referred to, and on motion of
Mr. Wilmerding, his time was extended until Jan. 1, 1891.
Adjourned. A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec'y.

MR. PESHALL AND THE A. K. C—At the meeting of
the advisory committee of the A. K. C, last September, Pres-
ident Belmont announced that Mr. Peshall must be put
down. The club presumably put him down, but he refuses
to stay put. One of the unexpected incidents at the A. K. C.
meeting last week was the entrance of Mr. Peshall, who
stood up before the delegates aud addressed them fiercely,
denouncing them in unmeasured terms for their action in
having disqualified him without a hearing, in secret session
and at a time when they knew he was to be put under arrest.
Having said his say he departed. The Vredenburgh—Peshall
suit is down for next Monday.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bonnd for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

names claimed.
VSMT* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Otero. By G. H. Bush. Buffalo, N. T., for black cocker spaniel
hitch, whelped June. 1890, by Jersey <Oho II.—Darkie) out of Novel
(champion Black Pete -Miss Nance).

BRED.
ISP" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Juno W.—Brant Brant Cocker Kennels' (Brantford, OnU

cocker spaniel bitch champion Juno W. (poo IL—Darkie) to their
rchampion Brant (Obo II.—Blackie III.), Sept. %i.

Tiney—Brant. R. Russel's (Brantford, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Tiney to Brant Cocker Kennels' chamnion Brant (Obo II —
Blackie III.), Nov. 16.
Busy—Red Jacket. Brant rocker Kennels' (Brantford, Ont.)

cocker soaniel hitch Busy (Mike—Nancy) to their Red Jacket
(Brant—Woodstock Dinah), Sept. 16.
(Enone—Bounce. Oorktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.)

cocker spaniel bitch OStione (Obo. Jr.—Tough) to W. B. Morgan's
Bounce (Bob Ob0—Tough), Dec. 3.
Belle Obo— Cherry Boy. T. H. Brownell's (Providence, R. I.)

cocker spaniel bitch Belle Obo to C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy,
Nov. 18.

Hornet—Cherry Boy. Wm. West's (Phila-lelpbia, Pa.) cocker
spaniel bitch Hornet (Doc—Lady Pluto) to C. G. Browning's Cherry
Boy (Ebony—Fanchen), Nov. 29.
Nellie Bly— Cherry Boy. J. E. Roth well's (Boston, Mass.) cocker

fpaniel bitch Nellie Bly to C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy.
S Bijou- Cherry Boy. W. H. Walton's (Lvnn, Mass.) cocker span-
iel bitch Bijou (Obo II.—Darkie) to C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy,
Oct. 29.

Brown Bess—Cherry Boy. G. H. Whitehead's (Trenton, N. J.)
cocker span -el bitch Brown Bess (Dec—Lady Pluto) to C. G.
Browning's Cherry Boy, Oct. 15.
Rochcde Lassie—The Senator. Rochelle Kennels' (New Rochelie,

N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Rochelle Lassie (Dick—Rochelle
Lass) to their The Senator (Patrick—Cosgrove's Pink), Dec. 7.

WHELPS.
^f™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Monday. Brant Cocker Kennels' (Brantford, Ont.) cocker span-

iel bitch Monday (Brant—Bonita). Nov. 10, seven (five dogs), by
their champion Mike (Frank ).

Pearl. Brant Cocker Kennels' (Branlford, Ont ) cocker spaniel
hitch Pearl, Oct. 4, four (three doge), by their Red Jacket (Brant-
Woodstock Dirah); ail solid red.
Brantford Dora. Brant Cocker Kennels' (Brantford. Ont.)

cocker spaniel bitch Brantford Dora (champion Brant- B> nita).
( ct.l, four (Iwo dogs), by their champion Brantford Red Jacket
(Brant—Woodstock Dinah).
Woodstock Dinah. Brant Cocker Kennels's (Brantford. Ont.)

cocker spaniel bitch Woodstock Dinah (imported Tippo—Toronto
Jet), Sept. 28, eight (six dogs), by their champion Brant (Obo II.—
Blackie III.); one red dog.
Rochelle Nad\iy. Rochelle Kennels' (New Rochelle, N. Y.) black

and tan terrier bitch Rochelle Nadjy (Vorligern—Meersbrook
Maiden), Nov 30, six (four dogs), by their The Senator (Patrick—
Cosgrove's Pink).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Brantfcrrd Red Jacket—Brantford Dora whelp. Black cocker
spaniel dog, whelped Match 16, 1890, by Brant Cocker Kennels,
Brantford, Ont., to H. G. McCullough, Kingston, Ont.
Brant— Woodstock Dinah Whelp. Black cccker spaniel bitch,

whelped Feb. 17, 1890, by Brant Cocker Kennels, Brantford, Ont.,
in E A. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brant— Woodstock Dinah whelps. Black cocker spaniel dogs,

whelped Sept. 88; 1890, by Brant Cocker Kennels, Brantford, Ont.,
one each to T. S. G. Pepler and W. C. Bovle. Toronto, Ont.
Adonis. Jr. Black cocker spaniel dog. whelped Oct. 6, 1890, by

Adonis out of Fashion, by Geo. H. Bush, Buffalo, N. Y., to A. F.
Tripp, same place.
Dkrey. Black and white cocker spaniel dog. whelped Oct. 6,

1890. by Adonis out of Fashion, by Geo. H. Bush, Buffalo, N. Y., to
Tcllico Johnson, same place.
Trumps. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Jan. 19, 1890, by

Bob Obo out of Tough, by Oorktown Cocker Kennels. Ottawa",
Ont., to Dr. A. E. Garrow, same place.
Broomfield Dick—Meersbrook Maiden whelp. Black and tan ter-

rier bitch, whelped Oct. 29, 1800, by Rochelle Kennels, New Ro-
cbolle, N. Y., to Dr. F. C. Ewing, Kansas City. Mo.
Rochelle Pepper. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped Auc. 11,

1890, by Broomfield Sultan out of English Lf>dv. by Rochelle Ken-
nels, New Rochelle. N. Y., to R. B. Adams, Jr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Rochelle Lassie. Black and tan terrier bitch, whelped Jan. 27,

1890. by Dick out of Rochelle Lass, by Rochelle. Kennels, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., to Wm. Fies, Marion, O.

THE BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS.
TN this book of 238 pages Mr. Reynolds ha3 given information of

the utmost value to e very man and woman—for women are not
exempt from the operations of the fish and game laws—in this coun-
try that catches fish or kills game. The different States which go to

make up this Republic have in recent years given greater and more
serious attention to framing laws for the protection and preserva-

tion of animals which serve both as food and game; counties in

the States and townships in the counties have procured special

legislation in the same direction, until there is a network of laws,

general and local, covering the forests, the plains and the waters,

a knowledge of which is indispensable to every sportsman if he
would avoid fine or imprisonment, or both.

Newspaper men should join in presenting Mr. Reynolds with
the freedom of every sanctum in the laDd, in a gold box, for he
has dispelled some of the terrors of joornalism, particularly

sporting journalism. Now, when a correspondent in California

writes to a newspaper in New York or Boston to ask about the

close season for fishing in the mill pond back of the house, the

weary editor can turn to the Book of the Game Laws and give a
correct reply. The old method was to consult law libraries for

the. session laws of the State, look over the newspaper file at a
venture, write to the Secretary of State and Chairman of the
Board of Supervisors of the county, and at las' find the particular

law pasted in the scrap-book: aud its provisions were sent to the

inquirer with the fear that the reply would get him in jail, be-

cause the law had been amended or repealed.

The volume before us contains the complete laws, general and
local, of all the States, Territories and Provinces that have en-

acted fish and game laws, and the laws which govern Yellows'.one

Park; and after close examination we are surprised at its com-
pleteness and accuracy. Under suitable headings, easy of refer-

ence, the different sections of different laws, and their provisions,

are made as plain as a turnpike through a forest—provided it is

possible to make them plain, for there are a few laws that cannot
be made plain by the men who made them.

This is the first complete work of this kind, that is reliable, in

this country and we wish it the success that it deserves as an
educator.—Shooting and Fishing.

Dan'l was the biggest liar in town and Dan'l always
appealed to his father to verify bis fearful yarns. Hani's
father was old, a little deaf and belonged to the Methodist
Church. It was not to be supposed that the old gentleman
would indorse lies, and thus the neighbors concluded. But
here is how Dan'l got around his poor old dad. "Went down
tert' brook yesterday," Dan'l would relate. "Caught tew
hundred and four pick'ril, say, didn't I dad?" And the old
man, benignantly listening, would hear ''four" and meekly
reply, "Yes, Dan'l." Then the able liar would edge around
"back to" his father, and with tbe edge of his hand measure
off the length of his arm before the eyes of his astonished
guest. "Caught one pick'ril, a whopper, longen that, say,
warnt he, dad?" The old man would gaze upon the six
inches of scrawny wrist and forearm as wily Dan'l whirled
and measured for bis benefit, and humbly but firmly assert,

"Yis, my son, sli'd say as how he was sunirnat longer,"—
Lewiston (Me.) Journal.

Always Needed Rescuing.—Scollops—"That's a fine dog
you have there. What do you call him?" Taggs—"Emin
Pasha." Scollops—"Why do you call him that?" Taggs—
"Because I've had to spend so much time finding him."—
Boston Courier.

and ^heating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE BRITISH MAGAZINE ARM.

THE London Times has opened a most vigorious attack upon the
new service arm which has been adopt' d for tbe use of tbe

British regulars. The main charges of the Times are, first, that
the "bolt action" which is adopted in the new service rifle, is far
inferior to the "block action." the only merit of the former being
that it lends itself conveniently to the requirements of a, repeating
rifle; secondly, tbathowf ver good the original Lee rifle submitted
to the Small Arms committee may have heen, it has been rendered
very detective by the alterations of an official at Enfield on whom
the members of the committee, not being themselves practical
mechanicians, were, it is suggested, virtually dependent of
guidance. Thirdly, we are to.d that the committee ought, before
finally decidine on a new weapon, to have investigated the ques-
tion as to the possibility of satisfactorily adapting the block prin-
ciple to a repeater, being put upon such an inquire by the admitted
pioducnon to them, two years ago, of Major Godsal's beautiful
and ingenious rifle, in which this combination is effected. Themam argument of the Times is, however, that which was so vigor-
ously enforced years ago against the late Col. Fletcher's com-
mittee—viz., that such a committee has no right to take upon itself
' constructive, functions." and should limit, itself to those which
are "judicial." It is also asserted that the Government have been
fully warned by numerous competent authorities, including a late
Chief Instructor of the School of Musketry, that the newrifle was
not satisfactory, and that the Indian Government were unwilling
to accept it. In answer to these serious charges, the Secretary for
War replies in effect—first, that the Small Arms commit tee, 'pre-
sided over by General Philip Smith, had rareiullv examined
everymagazine rifle that could be obtained, but that Major God-
sal's rifle was not at that time produced; that the rifle recom-
mended by the committee had been tried in various parts of the
world with satisfactory resuite; and that subsequently a large
number of officers and officials, including General Anderson,
Director of Artillery, Mr. Anderson, Director of Ordnance Fac-
tories, and Mr. John Rigby, Superintendent of the Small Arms
E artery, unanimously recommended that the manufacture of tbe
rifle selected by the committee should he proceeded with. This
was done, and exhaustive trials were made bv certain troops. All
the reports upon these, including that from the late Chief In-
structor at Hythe, were carefully considered, and in consequence,
certain alterations in detail were recommended for adoption. Mr.
Stanhope then quotes a statement officially laid before him bv the
Adjutant-General of the Forces, according to which the continuous
trial of about 15,000 stand of the new arm at Aldershot for ten weeks
had shown that, although certain defects have appeared, none of
them are such as to prove that the rifle is other than a good
military arm—being indeed those incidental to early manufacture,
and not greater than those which attended the first issue of the
Martini-Henry. The Adjutant-General's statement concludes by
saying that, "judging from the experience of that issue [that of
the 15,000 rifles,], we have every reason to believe that we shall have
in the magazine rifle a thoroughly useful weapon." With regard
to the objection to the "bolt action," Mr. Stanhope points out that
that form of action has been adopted by the experts of France.
Germany, Austria. Italy, and Russia. He also denies entirely the
allegations of the Times that the rifle was not thought fit for use
by the Government of India. Broad Arrow saj s: "Tbe. .303 maga-
zine rifle has no friends—other than official friends, culpable ac-
cessories before and after the fact. The country is in presence of
a failure, a huge, colossal, costly failure. Rifle, powder, projectile
are unsmted the one to the other, and unsuitable severally and
collectively. The mending process, which at the best is unsatis-
fac [ ory, has broken down, and the sooner the end begins the better
it will be for all concerned." The Army and Navy Gazette lays
great stress upon the exhaustive and damaging criticism made by
the Times, and for its own part adds: "There is one matter con-
nected with the rifle which 'jumps to the eyes' of every one who
sees a soldier of the modern average height shouldering or trying
to shoulder it; it is that arms cannot be shouldered nor carried at
a slope in consequence of the magazine catching under the man's
arm or on his shoulder, and that when the magazine rifle is used
the manual diill is all out of gear. In effect, hoping for the best

,

we have come to the conclusion that, whether as regards the
mechanism of the rifle or magazine action, the ammunition or the
projectiles, there is reason for anxiety and uneasiness, and that
earnest efforts at a satisfactory solution of difficulties are im-
peratively and instantly demanded." The British Government
has. so far, expended upward of a million pounds on the Lee rifle.

to
I'm going fishing, wife: give me some doughnuts." Going

t lifjis then) for bait?" "No, for sinkera.

'

'—Ashland Preas,

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. — At the last meeting of the Cali-
fornia Schuetzen Club Pnilo Jaeoby, the well-known marksman,
and who has been for many years President of the club, extended
au invitation to all members and their families to visit the new
park. The. object of the visit was to see the work which had been
accomplished by the Board of Park Directors, and that manv of
the new members might become better acquainted with the
workings of the club. About 200 persons took advantage, of the
tine weather and availed themselves of an outing in the country.
Ia addition to the dancing and games indulged in a bull's eye shoot,
was had by the members, and much sport and merriment was in-
dulged in as some of the well-known crack shots of the Coast,
would take deliberate aim, Are and miss the black. President
Jaeoby had during the week collected several prizes from the
friends of the club, and in order to make the shoot to-day success-
ful and one to be remembered by the participants, placed the
prizes as mementos to be contested for by members.
At Harbor View to-day George Helm showed that he is not

falling behind, and) hat he intends to keep up his recent good
shooting. He fired 50 shots at the 2o-ring target and did not at
any time miss the black—12in. in diameter at a distance of 200yds.
In his first 20 shots he scored 441 points, and in his second twenty
440 points.
The rifle range at Shell Mound Park was well patronized to-day,

it being the occasion of the regular practice and medal com-
petition for several companies of the National Guard. The event
of the day, however, was a match between the. active and honor-
ary members of Company C, Second Artillery Regiment, ten men
on a side, the losers to pay for a dinner to be served at the. park
immediately upon the close of the contest. Score:

Active Members. Honorary Members.
Capt A Hub r 40 F Vauls . .

. 41
Sergt H Huber 35 L Siebe 35
Sergt C Vibroch 40 LHaake ... 42
Sergt W Tobin 42 H Mangles 35
Corp R Richter 40 O Tierboch 42
Corp H Menke 36 O Lemke 41
.Hvt L Ringer 41 D Schonfeld 36
Pvt C Wilkinson 3(5 F Hagemann .36
Pvt H Wiegmann 37 C Schures 36-386
Pvt F Koch 40- 389

NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB.—The following officers were
elected at the annual meeting of the New York Rifle Club: Major
Shorkley, president; T. J. Dolan, secretary and treasurer; Dr. E.
R. Chadbourn, J. Duaue and A. Isbel additional members of the
executive committee. The <dub has increased its membership
from 26 to 38 since Dec. 5, 1889, and, as by Secretary Dolan 's report,
the interest taken in tbe different matches has greatly increased .

The averages of the members were published in the Sun of Nov.
30. The treasurer's account showed a handsome increase in the
assets, and the club was never in a more prosperous condition
than now. The rest-match at Creedmoor, L. I., 5 competitions.
20fwds. distance, American standard target, 10 shots, possible 100
points, best 4 scores to couut, ended with the following competi-
tors as winners:

Four Best Scores. Totals. Av'ges.
Dr E R Chadbourne 96 95 95 93 379 94.75
T J Dolan. ... 97 94 92 93 375 93 75
EB Barker 93 93 92 91 369 92.25
J F Klein 96 91 91 88 366 91.50
C C Kmg 90 89 88 85 352 88.00

This season's gallery match will again be a handicap competition,
allowances being based on last year's averages, subject i o revision
by the executive committee. Ten handsome prizes will go to the
men making the five best scores each during the fourteen shoots,
the highest score made each evening to count only. The following
scores were made last night on the 35-ring target, possible 250
points: T. J. Dolan 240, Herrington 240, King 234, Ll"vd 234,
Gensch 234, Isbell 228, O'Donnell 227, Barker 223, Dr. Chadbourn
222, Duane 220, Shorkley 218. The club proposes to hold an out-
door shoot either at WissePs Park, Cypress Hill, or at Creed-
moor, Long Island, on alternate dates with the gallery competi-
tion. The American standard target will be used. Any m^n
making ten scores of 75 or better ont of the p issible 100 points will
receive a bronze medal; ten s-iorrs of 80 or better, a silver medal;
ten scores of 85 or better: a gold medal,
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ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dec. 13.—The annual meeting of the St. Louis

Pistol Club was held last Wednesday evening at t he Orescent
Gallery, Broadway aud Pine street. Nothing of importance was
transacted. The following gentlemeu were elected to serve for
the ensuing year: S. Dorman, President: A. McBean, Vice-Presi-
dent; J. H. Rost, Secretary: L. V. D. Pem-t, B. Mohrstadt and M.
C. Billmeyer, Directors. At the last shoot the medal was won by
A. McBean, with a score of 91. For all shooting the club uses a
1-Juvds. standard American target. The score:A McBean ... 8 10 9 10 10 10 10 7 7 10-91
MSummorOeld 9 10 8 10 10 7 8 7 10 10—89
G Alexander— 7 10 8 10 10 8 7 7 10 10-87
J Bast.... 7 7 9 10 8 10 8 10 7 9-S5M Billmeyer 8 7 9 8 8 9 8 C 6 7-76
A L e 8 0 7 4 7 7 10 7 9 7-70

„ . „ Unser Parr/.
BOSTON, Dec. 13.—The. regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-

setts Rifle Association was held to-day at its runge. A good num-
ber of riflemen wore on hand, but the strong 7 to 11 o'clock wind
was too much for high scores. W. M. Foster won the silver vic-
tory medal, and P. S. Killam won the bronze and silver military
medal. Following are the best scores made to-day, distance
200yds., Standard American target, re-entries allowed:'

All-Comers' Rest Match.
.109 FW Chester 103 J French

D Martin
I B Thomas.-
0 Moore
F W Hart ...

..93

. .91

...86

...71

...70

...67

...61

S Wilder
F Dankds 107 M R Barter.. 103 MP Day
J Frtiucis 106 W Peters 100 J B Hobos..

.

AH Ballard 105 A B Loring 97 D Martin
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.

H L Lee 83 MTDav 80
N C Nash S3 CM Bridge 78
OHEastnian 8] J P. Hobf>s 73W Charles 81 A S Field 73
S O Sydney 81

DORRLER YS. SNELLEN—A gallery match has at last been
arranged between M. Dorrler, Of the Our Own and Zettler clubs,
and G. Snellen, of the Lakeside Club, Newark. They, agree to
shoot a 200-shot gallery match. The first half of the match, to be
shot on the German-American ranees, at 12 St. Marks plnce, New
York: the second half to be shot on the Lakeside range, 130 Aque-
duct street, Newartt. The man making the highest aggregate
number of points in 200 shots to win the match and tbe stake of
$100. The principals have agreed upon Charles G. Zettler as
stakeholder, and they will meet at the Zettler range in a short
time to settle the preliminaries, fix dares, etc. The matches will
be shot on the Massachusetts 12 ring target. This will be one of
the most interesting contests ever shot in America, as the two
contestants are conceded to be at the head of the list, of gallery
riflemen. Each of t hem has made 1,167 out of the possible 1,200 in
100-shot matches. This is the record for this country.
CLEVELAND, O., Dec. 11. -The following were the best scores

made at: the range of the Cuyahoga Rille Club this afternoon
Rest, 200yds.:
Lane.. 13 7698788 10 9-84
Bosworth 12 8 8 9 11 9 6 8 11 8—90
Clare 8 10 10 10 10 11 9 11 10 8-97
Brush ......10 7 9 10 6 6 9 9 6 6—78
Webster 9 2 9 6 6 5 4 9 8 7-65
NEW YORK. Dec. 9.—A shoot of the Empire Rifle Club took

place tins evening at headquarters, 12 St. Marks place; 100ft.
ranee. l 3

J0m. bullseve. possible 120 points:W Miller 110 W Maisenholder..l06 F Diehl 88W Overbaugh.. .109 A Stahl,Jr 103 G Hillmver 78
C Zettler, Jr 106 J Zettler 99

NEW YORK REVOLVER AND PISTOL CLUB.-New York,
Dec. lo.—On tbe. 13th inst. several lovers of the sport of pistol
shooting met at Zet tier's gallery. 12 St. Marks place, and organ-
ized the New York Revolver and Pistol Club, the following gen-
tlemen being elected officers: President, II. Oehl; Vice-President.
M. Herrmgton; Secretary, F. Hacking; Treasurer, V. B. Dalv
Shooting Master, A. H. Isbol.—F. Hecking, Sec'y.

THE THAR
Scores for publication should be made out on Vie printed blanks

prepared by the Forest, and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
imuarly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Dec. 20.—Claremont, Jersey City. Shooting Saturday, Dec. 20,
at live birds and targets. Open to all. 2 P.M. Clareniont Shoot-
ing Association.

NEWARK.
Newark, N. J., Dec. 11.—The attendance at tbe monthly shoot

oi the Newaijk Gun Club at John Erb's to-day was rather light
but what was lacking in numbers was fully compensated for by
good shooting. 361 birds being killed out of 289 shot at . The sport
was opened with "Jersey sweeps," 4 birds per man, $3 entry. In
five of these the scores were as appended:
Cramer 4 4 4 1 i McCaull 3
Class
Campbell.
Castle —
Hollis
Griffin...

4 4
4 4
4 3
4 ..

Hedden
Hughes
Heath
Schraft
Koezel

.

Cramer 1011111111—9
Castle 1100111111-8
Heath 1101011111-8
Griffin 1001101111—7
Hughes 1111101100-7

t * .. .. * rvoezei 3
In the last sweep the ties for first money were shot oil, miss and

out, McCaull winning by killing 8 straight, Class and Cramer
each missing their eighth bird. The regular club shoot at 10 birds
each resulted as follows:
Class 1111111111-10
Hollis 1111111111—10
McCaull 1111111111-10
Scharff 11111111U—10
Campbell 1111111111- 10
Hedden 1111111110— 9
Dec. U.—The two matches between Ph. .Daly, Jr., and W J

Elliott and the latter shooter and J. Ryan of Hackensack, which
should have taken place at Erb's grounds at Newark to-dav, did
not take, place, Elliott's two opponents failing to put in an appear-
ance, lo console themselves for the loss of the two interesting
races some of the sportsmen present entered into two sweepstakes,which resulted as follows: First sweepstakes, at 8 birds each man,

*r o 9?^ Ci?b W*S?'i SS
,
entr^ t wo prizes- P. Class 8. W. G

Elliott s, C. Hedden 7, Terwilliger 7, Wright 5, Secor 3 Second
sweepstakes, same, conditions, three prizes-Leddy and May 8,

S^s
V.
RAg?0^' D'sbrow and Capt, Jones 7, Elliott, HeddenWright, Gehrrag and Griffin 6, Secor 4. In the meantime a match

for $50 a it,
.

i

Elliott both men to shoot at 25 birds. The contest resulted in a
tie with 22 killed to the credit of each participant. Then thestakes were doubled, and on the shoot-off Class beat Elliott by 1bird only, the latter being considerably handicapped. The total

vn^ii^A & 1hk,llled flm barl'el, 5 misled; W. J.
Elliott 44 killed, o0 ot them with thelfirst barrel, 6 missed, with onedead out ot bounds.
M/" fiJNMfrwWgwiaa the following letter to the newspa-

pers: To the-Editor- V\ ill you kindly insert the foiling challenge
in your paper: To P. Daly, Jr.—Sir: As you did not see tit to in-lormme personally ot your inability to meet me at Erb's grounds
as per agreement. I take the greatest pleasure in refunding to youthe lorleit posted., hoping the money will add to vour Christmas
joys. I challenge you herewith to a match for from $100 to $1 000
a, side, any rules you wish to name, and give you choice of the

— u U.™ b , Uuuuo,itoiv xurin-uv, mount vermin
„ . i Sou

,

n£s '
at Mount \ernon; West Farms Gun Club's

fh?0
U
^h

S
'if

* Wef Farms, Westchester county. On acceptance of
this challenge I will post any forfeit you wish to name. W. J

o„n
L
WflQ0

N
' & J- Dec. 9.-The Eureka Gun Club closed its sea-son of 1890 with a shoot to-day. In the club shoot at 7 live birds

:"» U!'i t m a i oira sweep senultz
Cireile killed 4 each; fetrope, Swindell and Schniultz 3 eacb. ilo targets per man bchultz broke 11, Swindell 8, Ruthfer 9, Ficken
7, Strope 7, bchmultz 7, Chase 9. Schultz made the highest aver-

e
, M

al
'.sV

le gold ^edal iu Class A becoming his personalproperty, while Chase retains the silver medal in the class for
1^°^ hlgne8t av

?
raf Schmultz won the gold medal in Class Bfor the year, and J. H. Ficken the silver trophy

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J., Dec. 10,-The Freehold Gun Clubcame to New Brunswick to-day, and for the second time defeatedtbe New Brunswick Gun Club. Each team was composed of 9men and each man shot at 20 clav birds. The Freehold teamshattered lift targets and tbe New Brunswick team scored 101

CLEVELAND.
Cleveland, O., Dec. 11.—The Cleveland Gun Club is going after

tbe, honor at champion shooting organization of tbe State. Recog-
nizing the Niles Club as at present holding the pennant—if there
be any—a challenge has been issued by the Cleveland Gun Cluh
to the gentlemen of Nilos to meet in three contests for glory and
honor, rbc conditions are ten men from each organization am
50 birds per man. The first shoot will be held at Niles and th
second a-. Cleveland. The third is to be decided by the respective
captains of the two organizations. A challenge has been drawnup and sent to the Mies team. There is scarcely any doubt of it
acceptance.
Tbe contest for the Smith gun among the local shots has rapidlynarrowed down to two men." Prior to to-day the gun bad beenwon once by VV berry. Swcetman and L. O.Jones, and tbe latterhad tied tor it with Poplo wsky. The last name 1 gen tleman failed

to arrive on the scene of combat until too late to compete to-day,
an.l tbe gun went to L. O. Jones a second time by default. That
gave Jones a lead in the race, aud the lead lasted about three
hours. At the cud of that time Levi Wherry, the old reliable,
with that steady swing which rivals the rhythm of pendulum
beats, bad knocked over 40 birds out of a possible 50, and with ahandicap of 6 to his credit, had for the second time placed the gun
to ins credit. L. O. Jones aud Wherry have each won the gun
twice. Still, with that lead it is not impossible that some personmay take it away from either of them yet. North has been the
only man with -'sand" enough to try for the gun from the scratch.
1 o-day he made 44, which was splendid shooting considering th it
part o t it was made in the twilight. It is well to remark in this
connection that Wherry's last 14 birds were shot at when tbe hazeseemed thick enough to be cut into slices and passed around,
with a little gunpowder smoke for sauce, aud plenty of fresh air
for an appetizer. Tbe targets did not fly auv of the best. The
ett quartering bird tried to mount above the tree tops several

!i
mi?\a

.

Uu
.

the driver pointed for earth before It had passed more
than 20ft, from the traps.
Taking all things into consideration the scores of the memberswere good W. H. Tamblvu won the first club badge and "Fritz"

the second. The score of the shoot is as follows: In the firstcolumn ot totals is the actual score and the second tbe score with
handicap added:
North pilllOlllOllllllllllllllOlllllllOlllimilOlllllll-44

$kPJon̂ s
' • -1 OlOOHOOUl 11 1 11 IIOOOOIOOOIIU lull 11 10100011 HOl-32-36

t r\ i'

1
*n * 1,1 Oil 1. 1 11] 1 111011.1 1101 1111101 0011 11 11001 Olil—40—12L O J ones . .

.
11100101 011001 1 1 010011 00 1 1 00..«.1101 1 1 1 0i 101 1010011000-25- 33

|>y Hioioiooiiii iooiiM^nioiioiiixnouoioooiiioooIoi-31
« WOlOlllllllOllOOOUOlOOOllOllllOlOOOlOlOl 11011 -81-39Rach OUOOOp00100100lOOl01001(llOOI1100000001iH)iil0011100-17

Marbach. ...01 ntitriiniini.il 1
1 1000 ji 101111111111 iiioiioiiinoioi-33-39

Koberts OlOllOIlOlllllOOOOOOOlOOl -viL Wherry. ...1111! u 1
101

! LllOllOi UjlimOllllOlllOllll 111100101-40-46
Alexander....010000011^ ZjtfE Williams . . 101 tOOi TOlllOOOlOlllOllOl
Poplowsky.

. .111011111001 1000010101101IO
-13
-12

HUTCHINSON, KANSAS.
I H\n the pleasure of attending Elliott's great tournament

at Kansas City. I think it was one of the grandest meetings ever
held in America and such was the verdict of all the sportsmen
that I met while there. The banquet given iu honor of the Chicago
shooters was, as the boys would say, "simply immense." The racebetween Kansas City and Chicago was exciting from start to
finish, especially the match between Col. C. E. Felton, of Chicago,and J. E. Riley, of Kansas City; Col. Felton shoots a wonderful
race tor a man of his years. When the scorer announced the
score a tie, 16 out of 50, the spectators went wild with excitement.
We. have hopes of getting up a Kansas team some dav and to give
the Missouri boys a whirl. Here are scores of our last shoots.Match at 20 sing e bluerocks: Allen 10, Dodds 16, Little 10, Cur-
re.nsl5, Young 12, Rupel 9, Shears 6.

'

Team match, 10 live pigeons per man:
Young's Team.

Young.. 0121121211—9
Dodds 1021221121—9
Little 2021011201-7
R«PT ... LllOflOll—8—33 Shears 1002uiobM-fi_30
At lo bluerocks: Currens 14, Allen 11, Young 10, Shears 6 At

Allen's Team.
Allen 1102112011-8
George 1121211021—9
Currens 1021201120—7

iuuiuoiuuas: ioung h, Aiien /, Downs 7, Kir
iVbi>. '/.—Team match, at 5_live birds each:

Noting 11112—5
Rupel 11121-5-10
Same conditions:

Allen 11111—5
Webb 01111-4- 9

Young 10131-4
Rupel 21011-4- 8
Same conditions:

Young 11110-4
Bartlett 02101 -3— 7
Tie won by Allen and Webb.
Nov. i7.—Medal match, at 15 singles and 5 pair bluerocks:

Little. .
. 111111100110U1 11 11 10 11 11—21

Currens lllllilOlllOlll
\°un% 011111111111111

£llen
, 110101111111001

SupeL • lOHHtlllllOll
Dodds. ... .

. 110110111110010

if'T™* ^ s4?#§ Wu-erocks: George. 10, Rupel 8, Little 8,Young 7, Allen 7, Dodds 5, Webb 4. At 9 singles and 3 pair

Allen 11012-4
Webb 00000—0— 4

Allen 12112-5
Webb lOoOl—2—

11 10 10 01 11-20
10 11 11 10 00 -20
11 11 11 10 10—19
11 00 10 10 10-18
11 10 10 11 10-17

13, George 10, Currens 18, Rupel 8, Well 7, Little 6.Team match, at 10 live birds each:
Tie.

in. _ 0:1 r :.-,-!.-: :

Dodds 2202021222-8 2
Little 2003122211-8 2
Rupel 0111001121-7 0
Under wood . . . .0001020102 - 4 2

Allen 1122321001-8
Webb 1111122021-9
Currens 1110220022—?
George 1001201010-5 „
Jacks 0100011101—5 0

Tie.
2
2
1

34 4

RED BANK, N. .1,, Dec. 14.—I herewith inclose scores of theRiverside Gun Club shoot of Dec. 12, also scores of the match
foot at 2o bluerocks between L. B. Campbell, of Little Silver, andE. ^ . Throcknioi ton, ot this place. The conditions were 25 blue-rocks, 5 traps, unknown angles, A. S. A. rules, $10 a side. Throck-morton shot m his usual One form and won easily. The weather

=h
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!Ice-

witb-agale of wind blowing directly in the

JCooper '

0011101101-6 Throckmorton... .1011111101-8Hesse , 0111011010-6 Cornwell ..... 01U010111-7Ed Cooper 1001101000-4
UMU

'

Event No. 4 at 10 bluerocks, entrance 50 cents, two moneys-Throckmorton 1111110100-7 J Cooper.. . .
'. 1010100100-4Corn well 1011011011-7 Ed Cooper MOMB-lHesse 1101000100—4

nunuiuiu 0

Match at 25 live birds, $10 a side, unknown angles:

ThS;?k™Art™ 1001111111011100010011110-16Thiockmorton 11111110011111111010101 -18
Young Sportsman.

>w^?irTONT .
SH0

+
0TINa BOUNDS, Dec. 13.-Conditions 10bluerocks, oO cents entrance;

Clark 10 7 4 2 6 7.. 6 .

Hathaway. .86768567
.Simpson 8 8 7 10 9
Collins 9 1 9 6 8
Rose. 76 .

Sigler 8 910 6 9 910 7 7
Hunt 852956864
Du Bray ..866 5 99998
Ferris 87 10 88867 .

Tathain.... 3 5 5 6 5 5.

a*2iJ£*^'P% ,£ec-^'-A ^l?h i0T Seaside was shot to-day between J. E. Hagerty and Peter Kline. Rluerock targets

Si»m™ an
i

dJb
? A

-
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A

- governed the affair Bothgentlemen shot L. C. Smith 12-gauge guns. Tbe weather was
^fiaV

H^ble
/
0 '- ^e affai^ aud

g
a larfe crovvd ofluthusirsts

Ha«, tv P.inf^16^ the suP remacy, which was won by Mr.tiageity. 1 ollowmtr is the score:
Hagerty iOOlllllllllllOllirillllllllllllllllOlllimillll
^ .

o ouiiniiiiioioiniiiooniiniiiiiiiiiiiii iini_n--»

¥r RfH-ritt *-,o r, V ^rOiiiiiiumiiiiiiioiiiiiuiioiiiiiiiiiiiioi-sr

w,^w § '3B
,
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i
sfl1 mtl1 the result

-
and another match

-Unser FrwI
matew days

'
same conditions as tbe one above.

CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 13.-Mr. Edgar Murphy, the noted Eastern
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h chlca=° sportsmen in a few live-birdsweeps. Mr. C. W. Dimick, general agent of the U. S. Cartridge
a h pir

Ui°TD
^
0r a
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,

ay early this wcek OH business. Mr. J^kFh0
t
Tt
h
h^g failed to conclude the much-mooted Mac-alester match will return West, reaching this city Monday Onthat day the boys will hold a shoot in his honor at Watson's

Kt^'mSn
Sh.°° fc a 5?- bird race

' Probably with AolKlernman, though that is not now determined.—E. HorjQH.

BOSTON, Dec. 10.—To-day's matches attracted a good field of
entries, and the perfect weather conditions showed a marked
ellect upon the scores, which averaged much higher than usual.
Tbe two mam events of the meeting were well patronized, and
the struggle lor first place in each was sharp. Mr. Wheeler is the
present holder ot tbe champion badge, having won top place in
the diamond pin match, with I he excellent score of 27 out of 30.
In the Keystone trophy match Mr. Black came to the front with a
clean score ot 20 birds. Below will be found the summary of the
day s work: Diamond pin match, sixteenth competition, 20 Key-
stone targets, squad system, and 5 pairs of standard targets:
\AI Ii na.1 /:>*» 11111 1111111 I 1tl1111 1 1 1\ ni r. -1 • .

0
-. ^Wheeler limi 11111111011111—19

Stanton 1111 1111 11111 101 1111-19
Black 1.1011111111111111111-19
Bo wker 111111 11110101 1111 11—18
Gale 11111111101101111111-18
Loring 11111111111001101011—10
Rule ooiiomnin 1011011- 15
Brad bury 1 1 101 till 0)1 1011111 1—17
Curtis 11 1.0111111111 11)11111—17
Nichols 1 1 1 1 11101101101001 1 1—15
Perham 11101010011111121101 -li
Snow OlOOlOIOlDlllOOOOlil—

M

Quae ken bo ;s 10010000100101110010 - 7
Keystone trophy match, sixth competition, 20 Keystone targets,

Keystone rules:

01 10 11 11 10 - 8-37
10 10 II 11 10- 7—26
11 11 10 00 10— 6—25
10 10 ill 11 11— 7-25
10 11 10 J 1 10— 7—25
10 11 10 11 10— 7—23
11 01 11 10 11— 8-23
10 10 01 10 10— 5—23
10 00 01 00 10— 3—20
00 10 10 10 U— 5—20
00 10 10 10 00 - 3-17
00 01 10 10 10- 4-14
00 00 0i) 00 00- 0- 7

Black . . .11111111111 111111111-20
Wheeler. .1111111101111101111—19
Bradbury.Ulll 11 llllUllOlllll—18
Stanton... Ill 11011111 111011111-18
Bowk e r . . . 11 1 1 1 011 01 1 01 1 111111—17

Loring. . . 1011101111111 1 11 1101-17
Rule 1101 n 0UQ1 It 11 01 1 111-15
Perham . .01111 1 100001 101 1111 1—14
Gale UOlOlOiliniHiloiOOl—13
Nichols.

. .10110111101101010100-12
Six stand aril, targets—Gale 6, Bowker 5, Bradbury Key-

3, Snow 2. Ten Keystone targets, squad system—Bowker, Stan-
ton. Wheeler and Loring 10. Black, Bradbury, Curtis, Glae and
Nichols 0, Hosraer and Rule 7, Perham 5. Ten Keystone targets
keystone rules—Black 10, Perham, Stanton and Wheeler 9 Bow-
ker, Bradbury and Rule S, Loring, Nichols and Snow 6. Five pairs
standard targets—Rule and Wheeler 8, Bowker and Gale 7 Black
B, Bradbury and Nichols 8. Tea keystone targets-Black, Brad-
bury and Wheeler 10, Stanton 9, Bowker and Loring 8. Ten Ke5 -

stone targets—Black 10, Bowker 9, Rule, Bradbury and Perham B
Six standard targets-Bradbury, Rule and Wheeler li, Bowker 5

i

Loriug and Stanton 3.

The shotgun men will hold the final meeting of the year on the
dav before Christmas, Wednesday, Dec. 24. This will be the most
enjoyable shoot of the year, for tbe close of the matches will find
every one of the regular contestants entitled to a generous prize.

.
0HA^P10N ELLIOTT.—While in New York city. Champion J.

A. R. Elliott had some interesting practice at the Carteret Gun
Club grounds with Messrs. Hoey, Capt. Money and Herr Justus
von Lengerke. The weather was cold and dry. with a strong wind
blowing, favoring the birds, which were tbe best on the ground, all
blue or slate-colored match birds and in quality above the average
good lots. To make it interesting sides were chosen, Messrs
Elliott and Hoey shooting against Capt. Money and Mr. von Len-
gerke for the price of the birds:
F Hoey 10110111101111—13 JvonLengerkellOllllllllUll—14JAR Elliott. .011111 111111110-13 Capt Money. . .01110100110111-11

20 25
F Hoey 111111111010111—13 CaptMonev . 11111O011111U—14JAR Elliott

.
.110111111 111011-13 Jvon LengerkelllOOlOOHHlO-ll

26 9^
Elliott's side won again. Mr. von Lengerke seemed to have the

hardest birds, nearly all his birds being strong drivers, and out of
all birds shot at by him only three fell inside of the trap line. He
shot with his lit tie 5141b. 2fiin. barrel Francotte feather-weight gun
with much lighter loads of ammunition than the others" yet he
did not avail himself of the offered allowance of 2yds. until the
third match. All shot V. L. & D. match cartridges and Schultze
or E. C. powders. Mr. Elliott used his new Greener gun, CaptMoney his London Baker and Mr. Hoey his Grant gun. The thirdmatch resulted in a victory for Capt, Money's team, as follows-
Capt Money. ...1111111111-10 Fred Hoev 1101001111— 7
J von LeugerkellllJ 11111—10-20 JAR Elliott. . .011111111-10—17
Elliott's form was very much like when he defeated Mr Mur-

phy, and some of his misses were probably due to carlessness
Champion John Brewer, of Philadelphia, is out with a challenge

to James Elliott, of Kansas City, to shoot the latter a match forany amouut of money up to 85,000.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Dec. 13.—A cold, piercing wind blew
across the traps at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-
day, hut it did not prevent a good at tendance. Perry won the cup
again to-day by breaking 23 out of 15 single and 5 pair bluerocks
The other scores were: Barrett 22, Bond and Dill 21 Cowee War'
reu and Wheeler 18, Bowker and Stone 17, Gore 15, Sanborn andPeabody 14. The winners in the sweepstake matches follow
Three pair standards. Stone, Perry and Wheeler; 10 Keystones
Barrett and Bond; 6 standards. Bond and Brown; 3 pair standards'
Barrett; 6 standards, Bond; 6 standards, Moore; 5 standards, Bar-
rett, Bond and Stone; G clays, Peabody; 6 clays, Barrett and Bow-
ker: S

I
standards. Bond, Bradley and Dill; 5 pair standards, cup

match, Perry and Dill: 15 standards, Barrett; 6 standards Gore
Sanborn, Stone and Wheeler; 6 standards, Cowee, Gore andWheeler.
PLEASANTVILLE N J Dec. 12.-The Atlantic Gnn Club held

its regular weekly shoot this afternoon on its grounds before a
large crowd.
A. C. Gr'
Adams
Stroud 1

.

awarded the club medal and Louis Adams the silver medal The.Neptune Club also held their weekly shoot to-dav These scores
were made: Captain D. Steelman 17, G. W Haves'16 W Chew 16"
J. R. Turner 11, Dr. Raith 14, Wm. Mayday 12 A 1 Turner 1^ t'm Caftrey 14, F. Korn 10, H. H. Dedkyne lotjfSfiSSdt
J. Lehigh 8.

WATERTOWN, N. Y., Dee. 11.—South Side Gun Club. Everytune a member wins a badge in his class he is handicapped one
bird at next shoot. Match at kingbirds, kingbird trans. 16 and
18yds, rise, 5 traps, unknown angles, gun below elbow until birdm air, Class A and B badge:

Class A.
Tallett (23 birds) llHOllllllllllOlOlll -22
vT- tM34Wn 10111101iimmoomo -aWhitney (24) OlOOlllillOOOlllOllOOl -17
Scottm -

• ioouoooiooiio.iooniioi_i6
Class B.

Kingsley (23) OlOOlllOlllllllOlllll -19
M^vS2}U-i lOlOOlOOlllllOlOOlllll -17

'.f"
010011111101011010101110-16

rayiOT ag, . ioionioioiioonoioooii-15
In Class A Tallett has won badge three times. E. Smith andWhitney each once. In Class B Kingsley has won badge three

times, and Ayers, Taylor and W. Smith each one.-DusTly.
BROOKLYN, Dec. 13,-The Unknown Gun Club has just closed

a most successful season. Their shooting ground is at DexterPark and they shoot on the second Thursday in every month.The average attendance has been 20 or more at every shootthere was considerable rivalry for the club badge. The first one

August, H. Knebel in September, Ike Hyde iu October, II. Knebel
Jr., in November This left it a tie between Hyde and Knebel,each having won it three times. They shot off last Thu rsday andHyde won. The medal is now bis personal property. The regularannual meeting of the club will take place the flrst Tnursday inJanuary at the residence of the president, H. Knebel. wheu officers
will be elected for the vear.
«HEJEPSHEAD BAY, L. L, D,-o. O.-Sheepsl

A.Battersby.' — — »uu uu.wouby
NEW YORK, Dec. 16.-S. Castle of New Jersey, and T. Terwil-

liger, of the Washington Heights Gun Club, shot a live-bird matchon the pounds of the latter club at 169r.h street and Tenth avenue,
this afternoon. The match was under Long Island rules, at 25

rffikf^i^S and 8°yds. boundary, and was for $101 a side!Castle proved the winner by 5 birds. Following are the scores-

n&?!£m; 01H110101Ulllllllll011--a3
Terwilliger ......OOlOOUllllHlOlOlOlOlllMT



444 FOREST AND STREAM. [Deo. 18, 1890.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Wat.tkb TJ. Lawsow, Boston, Mass.
Secretary -Treasurer: Ralph P. Brazer, r, < 'rutin I struct, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta Committee: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. fr. MacKendrick,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newark, N. J".

CENTRAL DIVISION. NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers: Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y. Vice-Com.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Uom . T. P. Gv..'\0h;, to'i O. Rear Com.: J. C. Wdwards, Lindsay.
Purser: Howard Brown, Albany.NY PnPvSER:
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M. Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and P. H.
Stewart. Gisborne.

EASTERN DIVISION. ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers: Officers:

Vioe-Com.; J. W. Cart-wright, Jr. Vice-Com.: I. V. Borland, Arlington.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Pas rueJc. Sartford. Rear Com : E. T>. Anderson,Trenton.
Purser: R. Appollonio, Winchester. Purser: K. Hobart, Newark, N. J.

Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M.
and Sidney Bishop. Kreamor.

Applications for memoership must, be made to division pursers, accom-
panied hy the recommendation of an active member and the sum of 42.00
for entrance lee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C A. camp shall pay fsi.00 for camp expenses. Application
sent to the SecV-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons fesittitlg In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms of application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. cook, Chicago; HI.
Rear-Commodore- -O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Wave, mi KuUto fiiindinp, Ciiicngo, 111.

Applications for membership should be rr-ade to the Sec.-Treas., onblanks
which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by §2 as
IniflatiOR tee and dues for the current year.

A PERMANENT CAMP.
THE following suggestions were contained in the letter from

The retiring commodore, Mr. Henry Stanton, to his successor,
read at the meeting of the executive committee:
"The experience 1 gained as chairman of the regatta committee

in 1887 and as commodore during the past ypar leads me to the
conclusion that the time lias arrived when the executive, com-
mittee should take into serious consideration the question of
establishing a permanent camp at which to hold the meets of the
Association. The waste of money under the present migratory
camp system is very great. At each camp large sums of money
ere necessarily expended in ice-houses, docks, landings, improve-
ments on the grounds, tent-floors, out-houses, wells, restaurant
buildings, servants' quarters and the like, all of which is lost to
ns at the end of the meet. This expense not only falls upon the
A. 0. A., but. also directly upon the individual members. If a per-
manent camp was established these expenses would have to be
incurred but once. At, a permanent camp we could have a sub-
stantial restaurant, building, with kitchen and servants' quarters
built of wood, which during the winter could be used as a store-
room for the property of members, thereby saving to each member
large annual freight expenses.
"It has been suggested that a permanent camp might lead to a

cottage associat ion, but, this could easily be avoided by the adoption
of a by-law that.no buildings shall be erected on the grounds except
the buildings of the Association proper, and that the members
must live in tents as heretofore. No one will know what the labor
and expense of one of our meets are until he attempts to conduct
one, and I think he will then bo surprised, as 1 have been, at the
great amount of labor and money that is necessarily wasted
because of our inability to benefit by this labor and expense for
more than a single camp. I do not think I exaggerate the fact
when I say that, of the money expended by the Association and
the members for transportation during the last meet, 81,000 could
have been saved if the Association had a permanent camp. The
expense at the last meet attending the restaurant aggregated more
than $2,000. At least one-third of this sum could have been saved
under a permanent camp system, and our inability under our
migratory camp system to have good restaurant facilities, includ-
ing kitchen and comfortable servants' quarters, occasions discon-
tent among our employes, which results in a poor restaurant no
matter how much money may be expended."

SUMMER AND WINTER.
"TTOW is that for a bow, old man ?" said I to Jud. "Fine," was
ll the answer. "Should think it was fine," said I. The above

conversation took place between Jud and 1 as we walked down
the south pier of Lewis's Wharf, in Boston. This was in July and
the bow alluded to was that of the Hesper, Pilot Boat No. 5, Bos-
ton, one of the largest and finest schooners in the country. She
is the largest pilot, boat in the world, heing 114ft. over all, a regu-
lar cutter, with 14ft. draft and 23ft. beam.
The tide was low, and it was necessary to go down a ladder to

the. Hesper's deck. Bags, banjos, camera aud a few other belong-
ings were passed down and were soon all snugly stowed in some
of the lockers. Soon two other young men came down, armed
with bags and bundles, giving us a surprise party, as we had ex-
pected to be the only guests. We introduced ourselves and found
that, they were sons of a minister. "A sure Jonah," whispered
Bill, the boat keeper, in my ear.
Genial Captain Lawler came aboard and welcomed us to his

floating home. The provisions were taken on board, and the boat
worked out of the dock. The slip was soon cleared and the sails

hoisted to place. The day was calm and the "shanty" of the men
raising the sails, the bells from the clock striking twelve and the
steam whistles from factories sounding noon, made a toule
-./,-. m './<; not easily forgotten. "Belay," shouts Bill. "Mainsheet,"
and a couple of hands tail on to the sheet, and the big mainsail is

soon trimmed in place. With a steadily increasing breeze the
Hesper slipped quickly by vessel afler vessel until she was well
out of the harbor. There was quite a roll on outside but we did
not notice it.

iSays Jud to one of the ministers: "Ever been on the water
much?" "Well, I should think so," is the respone; "been across
twice, always been in yachts." "Ever sick?" "No" (scornfully).
"Maintops']!" shouts. Bill, and quick as a monkey a man is

aloft and has that sail cast loose and it is soon flattened out in
place.
"Jibtops'l" is the order. "Jibtops'l, sir." echoes one of the men

on his way to remove the gaskets. Soon she is dashing along at a
rattling pace, and we all seek comfortable places.
Suddenly the noisy clanging of the dinner bell brings us to our

senses, and a peculiar activity enters our feet as we make for the
mess room. 1 was on the bowsprit end when the bell sounded
and was in consequence a trifle late. As I was descending the
companion ladder into the cabin a pale-faced youth shot by me
and rushed to the rail. T followed out of curiosity, and there
beheld the younger minister paying tribute to Father Neptune
over the weather rail.

"Fried cod for supper," remarked Oapt. Lawler, as he boxed it,

"Cod, cod, by fish—cod, cod, fish— fish cod fish—fish, fish cod—fish

by cod, fish." After supper a cigar on deck is enjoyed and then a
game of whist. The watch is called and topsails taken in. We
soon turn in all standing, except shoes, ready to see all there is to

toe seen.
About 1 o'clock in the morning a sudden call for "all hands"

brings every one to the deck. What a change from a few hours
before, from a good sailing breeze from the southwest to a howl-
ing wind from the northwest. The captain stands by the port rig-
ging shouting his commands, "Main halliards!" "Slack away!"
"Belay!" "Reef pennant!" and the men "shanty" the huge, wet
and stiff sail out till a couple of reefs are down; then all bands
turn to aud knot in the Teef. The jib is in and stowed, the foresail
snugged down, the staysail hauled to windward, and the big boat
is hove to on the starboard tack. The water is thrown over her
.bow in sheets, wetting everybody and everything.

Just as things are ail straightened out, the masthead lookout
reports a light five miles on the leeward bow. The rocket stand
is put up in the cockpit, a rocket placed in it and lighted. With a
rh&h and stream of golden fire the rocket speeds upward aud
breaks, throwing a dozen silver stars. The head sheets are eased

off and the boat is bounding toward the steamer, which is burning
blue-lights. "Burn a light, boys," says the captain, and in answer
to the steamer we burn a bluelight. Now we approach the steamer,
her green and red side lights are shining, the dim black outlines
of her huge black hull are visible. "Wet out the canoe!" "Turn
her!" "Let go!" and the y awl is alongside, two men are in her at
the oars, the captain bids us good-bye, and by the lights on the
steamer we can see him go up the steamer's side. The canoe is

again taken aboard, and with spinaker set No. 5 runs home one
hour and a half behind the Buffalo in a seventy-five mile run.
This is a pretty picture, you foci the warm winds, the water is

warm, the sails are all set and the moon shines brightly over the
heaving sea.
Now let us look through the other barrel of this marine glass

and see another picture.
As I called for Jud on Jan. 3 I said, "I'm afraid we can not make

the boat." "Why?" he asked. "Because the harbor is nearly
frozen over and the boat won't be able to make her berth in this
breeze." Down at the Pilot. Office, however, we found Ca.pt. Law-
ler, and learned that he was going to provision a tug and we
would all go down to the boat in the Elsie. We were not, long in
getting aboard and up into the pilot, house, where it was warm,
for out of doors it was bitterly cold. With her iron-shod how
the Elsie cut her way out through the ice and we soon found our-
selves aboard of No. 5. Her mainsail was double-reefed, the bon-
net was off the staysail, her foresail was hanging loose. As som
as the grub was aboard the foresail was hoisted, the boat swung
off and dashed out of Boston harbor before a strong nor' west
breeze. Night came on, she was kept off, and throwing the spray
from her bow she reeled off her ten knots handsomely. The air
was full of teeth, the thermometer registering 10s helow zero.
Jud and I sought the cabin, which was as hot as one could stand,
and turned in. Strong wind all night long had kept the water
flying, so that a foothold was difficult on deck.
A steamer is sighted and wants a pilot, so the canoe is launched;

the men, clad in heavy flannels aud oilskins, man the oars, the
pilot is put aboard the steamer and the men with difficulty get
the canoe alongside and on board. They are drenched and badly
frostbitten. The boat is run in and picks up her mooring near
Boston Light, her crew more dead than alive. Her deck, so nicely
cleaned in summer, is now hidden by a thick coat of ice, the rails

are frozen up, there is a covering of ice 3ft. thick on the forward
deck, the bobstay and all ropes under the bowsprit are as large as
barrels and the boat is hung with huge icicles, making a fearful
though beautiful sight. Such, then, are the twro sides of piloting,
yet through all phases, be it summer calm or winter gale, No. 5 is

always at her post, and blow high or blow low, it is immaterial to
her. James Weld Caetwric4ht, Jk.

A PRETTY" TALL YARN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Passing over the bridge to the ferry boat, a jovial, talkative old

feDow at my elbow remarked: "Did you notice anything peculiar
in the face of the man that just passed us?" "Yes, but, I can't
define it." "Come in the cabin and 1 will tell you. That man and
a younger one, evidently an athlete, were talking canoe. They
sat nearly opposite to where we now sit. The young man was tell-

ing the other about his cruise in a canoe, which was about, like
this: 'Yes, I sailed 4,800 miles in an 81b. canoe, making the run in
28 days, 8 hours. I got away in a snow storm, that lasted 8 days,
then it blew a gale 8 more, and ended with 8 days rain, then a
dense fog set in lasting 8 days, then,' 'Hold on!' said the other ner-
vously, 'that makes 32 days already.' 'All right,' was the ready
reply, 'you see I was heading longitudinally. Consult the nauti-
cal almanac and you will find 1 am not more than 8 seconds out of
the way. Well, one dark night I unexpectedly ran into a rapid
with a "fall of 8ft. in 8yds. I felt the canoe shooting through the
air and when she dropped in the water I was 8 miles down stream,
and I made f he distance, in just 8 seconds by a stop watch.
The next morning I discovered the canoe had jumped a rock

8ft. high. This was ascertained by carefully manipulating my
nautical instruments. But you should have seen the little thing
trot when I got out on the ocean. When 80 miles off shore on the
8th encountered heavy seas, and at 8 bells sighted a huge steamer
wallowing about like an old sow in the "coffee grounds," an 8-

masted schooner close-reefed lay to and roofed worse than the
old sow in a'tater patch. Maybe it didn't blow, it cleaned my
face of hair as completely as a barber could do it with a razor.
The canoe just lit for a second as she jumped from one sea to an-
other, but the little thing carried all her cotton like a daisy.
Nothing like a canoe in that kind of weather. When 888 miles
from i he terminus of the ocean cable, ran into a cyclone, took in
the jig and reefed the lat; and my, oh my, how she flew. Kan in
a circle for eight days and nights, when I was thrown off at a
tangent like a pear from a flywheel and with such velocity that—
But here the story ended. The tension on his listener's nerves
was so great that he became unconscious. One eye had, sunk deep
in the head, from which fire flashed, while the other lay languidly
and peacefully on the cheek, the brows stood up like bristles and
the mouth was so contorted that it, seemed cut the wrong way. It
was horrible; but he came to. But his face never resumed its

normal condition, as you noticed. Then in a solemn voice he ad-
dressed me (the young man had suddenly disappeared): "Canoe-
ist?" "No." "You can thank Heaven, when that youngster tells

them kind of lies as often as I have he'll be dead or wish he was."
Just then the bell on the Camden Ferry Slip that seemed to be
tolling a funeral dirge told us the boat was in, and with a "good •

bye. old man," he made for Joe Lippincott's and a ^tumblerful of
his best Jersey apple. Pointer.
Philadelphia., Pa.

[Our correspondent has evidently encountered the Mail and
Express canoeist on his triumphal return from his 7.000-mile cruise
from the Atlantic to the Pacific by rail and canal boat. As proof
that canoeists are not the only sailors given to long yarns, we
quote a little incident that came under our notice about a year
since. We chanced to sit beside two men on the Central R. R.
ferryboat; one an innocent and mild gentleman of advanced
years; the other younger and more active, a sailor man of some
sort, even without the corroborative evidence of a gilt wheel or
tiller that he wore as a scarf pin. He was holding forth on the
subject of a small skiff owned and sailed by himself, telling how
she accompanied the canoe fleet of the Atlantic Division on its

run from Amboy to Chesequakc Creek in 1888, sailing around the
racing canoes, and distancing them on all points of sailing. The
account he gave of the canoes was as absurd as the yarn of our
correspondent, and entirely without foundation. As to his
identity or wonderful performances that day, we have never been
able to learn anything.]

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
Pursuant to the call of Com. D. H. Crane, the annual meeting of

the executive committee of the W. C. A. will be held at the Hotel
Richelieu. Chicago, on Jan. 10, 1891.

The business meeting is announced for the afternoon of that
date, and will be open to all visiting canoeists, as the executive
committee is always glad to get a general expression of opinion
regarding any topics that may be brought up for discussion.
In the evening a complimentary banquet will be tendered the

visiting canoeists by the Chicago C. C, at- the Richelieu. Invita-
tions have already been issued and good delegations are expected
from Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton, and Jackson, Mich.

J. H. Wake. See'y-Treas. W. C. A.
Our Chicago correspondent writes as follows:
The elegant cards of invitation are out for the fifth annual

meeting and banquet of the W. C. A., which will take place at the
Hotel Richelieu, this city, on Jan. 10, and will be an elegant affair

in every way. The attendance at previous meetings, at Cleveland,
Dayton and Cincinnati, has been from 20 to 35 members, but it is

thought 40 or 50 will be seated at the. Chicago board, and the resi-

dent members do not wish the bigger city to suffer oy comparison.
There wilt be an elaborate menu and a very cheerful time. Among
the speakers of the evening will be Hon. Geo. W. Gardner, of Cin-
cinnati, O.; Judge. J. R. Bartlett, of h'remont, ().; Mr. T. G. Kirk-
patrick, of Springfield, O., and Messrs. M. G. Nixon, P. F. Munger
and J. B. Keogh, of this city. If it is to Purser C. W. Lee that the
credit for the get-up of the invitation card is due, he certainly
deserves congratulation, for neater aud more tasty ones would bo
hard to find, including the French in the corner. There is a very
neat, lithograph on the upper page, showing a tent with the
Chicago faithful grouped in front, in all sorts of neglige attitudes,

but all very comfortable and natural. The lower page bears the
following inscription: "To all members of the W. C. A. and fellow
campers a hearty greeting. The Chicago tent will be pitched at
the Hotel Richelieu January tenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-
one, and you are cordially invited to the'feed.' All hands to mess
at seven bells. R. S. V. P. D. Q, to the purser."

ROCHESTER C. C—Officers, 1891: Captain, W. Stuart Smith,
Jr.; Mate. H. S. Moody; Purser, Geo. H, Harris; Meas., Win. H-
Marten. Executive Committee: A. B. Dodge, chairman; S. B-

Perkins, Geo. J. French. Regatta Committee; Wm. O. Sewardi
chairman, H, D. MoVean, H. M. Stewart.

RAILROAD CANOEING.
ANOTHER has been added to the long list of nseless and im-

possible cruises attempted from a love of notoriety or as an
advertisement, aud like the cruise of the Dark Secret, the Outing
cruise "around the world," a recent rowing cruise from New York
to Boston, and several canoe cruises, the present one has proved,
a complete failure. The venturous cruiser, who was not a canoeist
but wished to become one, was f quipped by the New Yoik 31ail
and Express last spring, and sent off with a flourish to make a
canoe voyage from the Atlan tic to the Pacific, a distance, as stated
in the first reports, of 7,000 miles. After starting from New York
and paddling a few miles up the Hudson, the canoe was placed on
a canal boat and continued her journey across the continent, at
times afloat on her own bottom, nut oftener by rail, wagon, canal
boat or any other means of transit which was available. In time
he arrived at the Pacific coast; not a, very difficult task considering
the facilties for comfortable travel which the railways of to-day
afford. If the "Mail and Express canoeist" did any serious amount
of canoeing he has carefully refrained from mentioning it in his
voluminous letters, which deal with such a wide, range of facts,
historical and ethnological, as to lead to the suspicion that he
carried a cheap encyclopedia in his canoe.
In view of his expected arrival in New York this week, the New

York canoe clubs have been approached in regard to a reception
and dinner, which would be an indorsement on their part of the
cruise. To their credit be it said that there was no dissenting
voice in their reply, "Rather a thousand times pipes and beer with
canoeists about the club house fire than a Delmonico dinner to
meet the hero of this trans-continental cruise."
The cruise, as advertised, was as impossible as useless, no boat

can pass by any direct water route from the Atlantic to the Pacific;
and even though this could he done by the waste of much time
and energy, no good would result from it. Had the "Mail and
Express canoeist" made the cruise from the Atlantic to the Eastern
watershed of the Rocky Mountains, unassisted by cars and canal
boats, and then launched on the highest waters of the Western
slope, he would have accomplished something useless hut notable;
but after starting in April he would be eating his Christmas
dinner near the Rocky Mountains, and not in New York. What
he has actually accomplished, making a trip across the continent
by more or less conventional modes of travel, and taking a canoe
with him, must place him on no higher level as a cruiser than the
renowned Oapt. Glazier occupies as an explorer and discoverer.

AM EXPERT'S OP1NION.-A canoeist lately applied to Mr. N.
G. Herreshoff for a design for a fast canoe, but Mr. Herreshoff de-
clined to undertake, the task, being too busy with larger craft. At
the same time he said: "The model of a canoe is the smallest fac-
tor in her performance, the rig the next, and the skill and weight,
of tbe man the most important by all odds. The canoeist should
practice sailing, cultivate his agility, and keep up his weight;
and if it were not for the danger, it would be wise for him to wear
trousers of sheet, lead, and particularly to have the seat double-
lined with that material." There is a great deal of truth in the
above statement, and it bears out what we have alwaj s taught,
that perfection of detail and personal, skill aud dexterity are of
far more importance thau excellence of model in so small a boat
as a canoe; consequently men will do better by working up a boat
in her second or third season than by discarding her at the end of
the first in favor of the latest fashion in models. At- the same
time the lead pants are not to be overlooked ; with these and a boat
well balanced in hull and sails the mere fineness of the lines is a
very small matter,

GENERAL PURPOSE CANOES.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to "Peeowsic's" remarks concerning the all-round
canoe in your issue of Nov. 27, may we call your attention to the
canoe Bat, designed by W. P. Stephens and built by ourselves for
Lincoln B. Palmer as a "general purpose" canoe. She is fitted as a
most complete cruiser. Is 15ft.x30m. During the 1890 season she
carried oft 12 first, and 3 second prizes. Senior sailing, cruising,
hurry scurry and upset.maneuvering and club-four padd ling races,
also the A. C. A. gymnastic competition. Our canoe Passaic,
owned by Geo. P. Douglas, also a ltift.xSOm. "general purpose"
canoe, this year captured 11 first and 10 second prizes, as well as
the A. C. A. record prize. The records of both canoes are well
known and surely speak well for the all-round canoe. We shall
he pleased to be allowed to subscribe toward a cruising trophy.—
The St. Lawrence River S., C. and S. L. Co
COMMENTS ON THE MEET.—The Model Yachtsman and

Canoeist, alludes to our comments on the late meet, but has evi-
dently read them rather hastily. The quagmires we mentioned
were filled up entirely before camp opened; the blowing down of
tents was due to fine breezes, which made such good racing, and
partly to the dry, loose soil which, though not made to hold small
tent pegs, was never wet or muddy ana was always smooth and
pleasant to walk on. The two weak points of the camp were the
transportation and the mess; the grounds, the water and the
winds were as nearly perfect as can be had. In one point the
Jessup's Neck camp was ahead of all others, the sanitary arrange-
ments were of the best and gave no trouble.

MASSASOIT C. C—The Massasoits, of Boston, have held their
annual meeting and have elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: Com., Allen Hurd; Vice-Com., V. P. Perry; Seo'y*
James J. Brooks; Treas., Emile Johnson: Meas., J. F. Ball, and a
Board of Directors. The annual supper will take place at the
club house on Jan. 13.—James J. Brooks, Seo'y Massasoit C. C.

GLIMPSES OF THE A. C. A.—For a permanent souvenir of
the. meet of 18S0 there, is nothing better than the handsome book
of photo-gravure views just issued by Mr. Stoddart and adver-
tised in another column. The selection was made from one hnn-
dred exposures made at the meet, twenty of the best pictures
being used to make up the volume.)

lifting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Sao, inquire of the Sportsman Towrtst.and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertizing Departments.

SINGLE-STICK RACING IN 1 890.
90FT. TO '16ET. CLASSES.

THE accompanying table shows at a glance what was done, or
more properly what was not done, in the single-stick classes

above; 40ft. in the past season. Its meagre figures call for little

comment and afford no basis for comparisons in any class. Be-
ginning with the largest class, the sole survivors, Puritan and
Volunteer, were both in commission; the former under her old
skipper, Captain Half, after a year's rest in Lawley's basin. Nei-
ther did any racing to speak of, Volunteer starting throe times
and Puritan twice. Volunteer won the Goelet cup very easily,
beating Puritan by 28min; on the run to Vineyard Haven, three
days later, the unofficial timing, no official times heing taken,
made a difference of 16 minutes between them; and on the first

racing run of the cruise, on the following day, Volunteer reached
New Bedford half an hour in the lead. This ended the racing for
the year in the class.
One of the remarkable incidents of the year was the presence

of a yacht in Class 2 of the New York Y. C, a class that came into
nominal existence a few years ago simply to fill the interval be-
tween two existing classes, the 70 ft. and the largest class, from
Puritan of 81ft. upward. The limits of Class 2 are over 70 and not
over 80£t. l.w.L, and no yachts have ever been built, to it nor were
there any existing racing craft. The sloop Florida was grown
after the accepted rule o' thumb fashion four years ago and hap-
pened to be a foot or so over the 70ft. class, a little too much for
even the very elastic exemption clause of the New York Y. C, so
she has the honor of being the sole represeu fcative of Class 2. Her
first essay as a racer was in the New Y^ork Y. C. regatta of 1890, in
which she started but withdrew.
The 70ft. class offered a fair promise of sport at the opening of

the season, but, sad to say, it was not realized; not one decisive
race was sailed. To begin with, Titania and Bedouin were not
raced, the former being in commission all the season, but under
her small rig; while Bedoui n, lay ashore in her berth at Newburg,
Captain Pittuck confining his ministrations to the 30ft. Tomboy.
The other three boats in the class were all more or less altered
during the winter, so that a new interest was infused into the
racing. Katrina had her mast shifted and a small piece added to
her forefoot to correct the faults in her steering; Shamrock was
rebuilt under Mr, Wintringham's supervision, being lengthened
about aft. forward to bring her up to the. full limit of her class,

while Gracie had a general overhauling and refitting, with the
intention of racing through the season,
The first race, the Atlantic Y. O. regatta, found only Katrina

and Shamrock at the line. The race was fluky and uninteresting,
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

nsro-t Sold at XSeta.ll toy ttoe Manufactvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

f*«r>d for 82-patrp Catalosni* of Arm* and immiinlHoii,

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("TO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
eount of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon

[ an easy victoiy. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often bunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo «vs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango leat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
~

Some Native Birds for Little Folks.
BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Buffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Bach ol these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. SI 8 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

Established 1837.

J. B. OKOOK & CO,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisHii lacHe, Guns. Rifles, Revolvers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

CO. DURHAM. ENGLAND.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE EEFLEOTOES.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Camp Lamp, SashLamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS,

Can be used on any Mnd or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Burrs kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St. N Y

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE- SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y,

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denver, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.
W. L. Gilbert, TSsq., Plymouth, Mass.:
Mx Dear Sir—In regard to the trout ej»gs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results.have been had
from them at all of the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you, After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had a loss of less tban 1 per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon: Lastd, Col. State Fish Commissioner. •

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth. Mass.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland

. China Pigs, Fine Setter
a Dngs. Collies, Fox Hounds

_ - P and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-
try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAACSEN,
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street. New York City.
My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,
mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

T TVT? rYT T A TT for sale, live
JLjL V JCi \J, \J i V1 1 j and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1*38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepw Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld. Me., Fish
vadO^mo Oommiasioner. .1. O. RICH, Bethel.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz , . Price $2 -72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted << 3 gg
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings' complete in'wood form, length

8J, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz
\ Price

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ','."
.. .... . . . ...

:t

No, 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides,'

nickel' mountings," iength 8ft! ' weight 20o'z! '.'.'.'.Y.'.'.'.'.'."'.'.]'.'.'.
"

No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint

2 72
8 82
2 75
3 75
90c,

No. 280, 3 joint Asli and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft'.'.'.'.
'..'.' .'.*..".".'."',

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup fine finish, 25yds., 83c; 40yds., 95c; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25." Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels,' Balance Handle;
Sliding Chck NickL.l P.ated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2,25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 58c. Brass Swivels, 15c, per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz.

;
treble gut, 20c, per doz. Single Gub Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz. , 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45c.

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send 8c« st*m> for ilhutrated Catalogs tor 1890* OPEN EVENINGS.
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would be taken in crossing the bows of any vessel a t. anchor. The
fact that-sue was followiag the course safely tabeu, at a reason-
able distance from the markboat, by compatiasr yaclits which had
preceded her, would be evidence in favor of a boat.
In regard to the liability of the committee, in the third ques-

tion, it must be. bound by t.he acts of its agents, even though it

has acted in good faith and to the best of its judgment, and lias
used the best means available Co secure the correct m wing of the
mark:*. It seems perfectly plain that a yacht should not be pen-
alized in any way through the error of a boatman which has
caused her to commit a foul.
In answer to the fifth question we should say that with a light

chain, or even a rope cable, it should bs possible to moor the boat
inquesiion with a. shorter scope so as to avoid any special danger
of fouling, and certainly to give the same opportunities to every
competing boat.
From the statement of the ca«e the mooring line was a very

light straw rope, that swung much nearer the surface than a
man ilia cable, and wafl the prime cause of the trouble; the weak-
ness of the rope probably necessitating a long scope in addition.
The blame for this probably rests with the boatman, but he does
not appear in the case at all, the only interested parties are the
regatta committee on the one hand and the fouling yacht on the
other: s,nd between these two, if it be admitted that the foul was
caused by improper mooring, there can be no question that the
responsibility rests with the committee. From the facts as stated,
and from the diagram accompanying them, it appears to us that
the yacht was not to blame, she came from under the stern of the
mark boat, at a reasonable distance from it, and in the course
safely taken by pr< ceding vessels, and she was justified in as-
suming that the course was clear for her, as it had been for them.
We recall no question of the kind which has arisen here, but

there are few records of decisions in this country- In Great
Britain all important questions g > on appeal to the Ya<iht. Racing
Association, and the records of tnat body for the past 15 years
contain a number of decisions. Fortunately protests are not
very plentiful here, hut a body of this kind, which could decide
all such questions as might arise is already needed.
A very similar question to this is likely to arise at some time in

the Larchmoot Y. C. In the frequent races of this club four or
five oyster eJorps are used as marii boats, answering the purpose
very well; the men are regularly employed and know what is ex-
pected of them, and tnus far, out of a great many races sailed,
we know of no trouhle on this account. At the same time it is
highly probable that sooner or later, through the presence of a
stranger or the carelessness of a regular man, a markboat may
be misplaced or improperly moored. In such a case no blame
would attach to the committee, as they employed the regular
means of marking the cour.se, but at, the same time the result of
the race would probably be open to question.
One point in this connection that is likely to make trouble is

the practice of the sloop men mooring two or three small boats in
a string astern. A racing yacht, perhaps in a crowd, as often
happens at the first mark, rounds the markboat with room to
clear her, but finds at the last moment a string of two or three
small boats in the course. Under such circumstances we believe
that the yacbt could not be disqualified for fouling a boat at-
tached to a markboat, but it would be well to have an under-
standing in advance as to the rights of a yacht in such a case.
Another question of rounding marks has lately agitated the

sailor men of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, and for a number
of nights the discussion as to who fouled who was warmly waged
at the club aoiiBR. Ton facts were as follows, the positions being
shown in Figuie2: Two prominent racing men of the club, one
representing Hie 40ft., and the other the 30ft. class, repaired to
Tuxedo late in the season, their yachts being laid up, and sought
the danger and excitement of yacht racing in the chromatic va-
garies which float on the bosom of Tuxedo Lake. These beautiful
craft are all of one molel, nearly one beam to length, and cat
rigged, being distinguished solely by their varied hues, one being
the red boat, one the blue, etc.

Mr. Thirty-footer, who may be called A, sailed one boat alone,
and Mr. Forty-footer, B, sailed another. The two were close on
the wind for a mark, A to windward, but B having an unques-
tioned overlap. A was fetching the mark easily, but B was to lee-
ward as they neared it, and could not clear it as he was heading.
He claims, however, and it was conceded by the other side for the
sake of argument, that he could have made a "pilot's luff" follow-
ing the course h, ft, ft, and gone to wind ward of the mark, had not
A been close on his weather. Rule XXXIV. of the Seawanhaka
C. Y. C, Sec. 13, reads as follows: "If an overlap exists between
two yachts when both of them without tacking are about to pass
a mark on the required side, then the outside yacht must give the
inside yacht room to pass clear of the mark." With this in mind
B hailed A for room to make his "pilot's luff," but was met with a
very pointed refusal, following which B luffed and struck A. Of
course a protest resulted, giving rise to the question who fouled
who.
The points involved seem so clear as to leave no grounds for B.'s

view. This was, as we understand it, that in the first place the
terms rounding and passing apply onlywhen the mark is bearing
abeam, and that until this position is reached the operation of the
rule does not begin. As it is conceded that, though quite close to
the mark, neither was as yet abreast of it, the claim is mme that
the rule quoted does not apply to the case, and tbat a yacht must
have an overlap on the mark before she is entitled to the rights
secured to her by Sec. 13. Further than this, it is contended that,
as a matter of equity. A has a good berth and B a correspondingly
poor one, and mat no rule would be made to reverse these posi-
tions, giving all the advantage to B at the expense of A.
The first claim we consider a very poor one, the only support it

has is the title, "Passing and Rounding," which is construed, as
above stated, to apply only to the actual turning of a mark. This
subject is treated at some length in Kemp's "Yacht and Boat Sail-
ing-" under the title "Approaching a mark for rounding," which
is obviously the correct wording, and one that if adopted would
prevent any such discussion. The object of the section is to secure
certain rights to boat which is as yet close to a mark, but not
actually passing it, as by the time the mark bears abeam from her
it will be too late for the rule to have any effect; she will have been
forced inside of the mark or be in actual collision with the other
vessel.
Applied to the case at point, it is claimed by A tha^ the mark

had not been reached, that as it did not. bear abeam from either
vessel neither was "about to round," and that practically they
were sailing in the open and A was not forced to consider the
mark as yet. This being the case there is no rule which permits
the leeward boat to hail for room and perhaps force the other
about. Looking at the common sense of the rule, which is a very
old one and used by all clubs, if it is to have any effect at ail it

must come into operatio n shortly before the mark is reached, at
some distance which cannot be laid down in feet or furlongs, but
which is clearly understood by racing men. For instance, B on
nearing the mark sees that while he has an overlap, and is en-
titled to a clear passage from A, he will be shut off from the mark
and forced inside it in a very short time. He hails A in season to

be heard and for A to luff and give him room before he, R, is in
actual danger of fouling the buoy.

Just when this time is, and how far away B must be when he
hails, is a matter for his judgment, as in most other points of sail-
ing. If he calls for room som=4 time before the mark is neared, A
will refuse to give it, as B has no right to it merely to worK to
windward in; but if, on the other hand, B waits until he is close
on the mark, it will be then too late for A to lutt and for him to
follo w, and he goes against or inside the mark. If B hails in
proper season, A must give him room to pass clear so long as B
can do this without filling away on the other tack. The facts that
A is compelled, as he considers very unjustly, to give no an advan-
tage he may have gained by better sailing; that he may be com-
pelled to lose time by taciiing in order to give room, while his
opponent, does not tack; or that B cannot go clear with a good full
or even by nipping close, but must shoot in stays in making his
"pilot's luff," do not affect the case in the least. B's rights are
limited only on the one hand by the buoy, which he must not
touch, and on the other hand by his filling away on the other tack,
which is forbidden by the rule quoted. As long as he does neither,
he can pass the buoy in any way he pleases. If, however, B calls
for room andA gives it, and then in making his luff B fills away
on the other tack, he can be protested by A for wrongfully com-
pelling the latter to alter .his course.

I f
. may make the ease clearer to consider B's position alone, A

being at some distance away. With clear water about the mark
B conies for and makes his "pilot's luff" on the course ft, ft, ft,

going by without fouling and immediately filling away on his
original tack. This he has a perfect right to do, and if while
doing it A comes up to wind ward of him, and a foul ensues, A will
be at fault. If neither boat can weather the mark, or if A can
weather and B cannot, then B lias no redress, but must tack under
A's stern or be forced inside the mark.
The main point is that the rule comes into operation some time

befor". the boats are actually abreast, of the mark, long enough to
allow time for B to hail for room and A to give it in season to pre-
vent B fouling the mark. In making this point clearer the rule
or section should properly be entitled

}t
AppVQ(Whfn.g a mark for

passing or rounding." which would give no grounds for such
claims as have bseu made in this case. If the rule can in any way
be interpreted by sailor men as giving A a right to hold his course
until he is squarely abreast of the mark, then its usefulness has
departed, and had better be. dropped overboard.

NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.
THE Oas Engine and Power Co. are busy at their extensive

works at Morris Dock. K. Y., and in addition to their regular
open launches have lately turned out several novel craft. One of
these is a 40ft. l.w.l. cruising cabin iauncn, for Charleston, S. C.
The boat is of handsome model, with a long cabin house containing
a large cabin, pilot himse, toilet room, w. e. in separate compart-
ments, pantry and galley, aul refrigerator and ice chest. The
whole house is lighted by large windows along each side. The
after end of house, for a length of about 7ft., is given up to four
companments, with a central passage from cabin to engine space.
To s^arbiard on the forward side is ttis w. c, abaft it being
the compact little pantry and galley with oil stove. To port is a
toilet, room, with dressing case, across the passage from the w. c ,

while abaft it and opposite the galley is the ice box. The joiner
work is most elaborate, the finish being quartered oak, which with
handsome curtains and hangings makes a very luxurious interior.
The motive power is a 10 H. P. engine placed in the stern. The
boat makes a perfect cruiser of the type under discussion in our
columns some time since.
Another cruiser of a different type is now in frame, a 35ft.

auxiliary, similar to the Etcetera, but of improved model. She
will be fitted for a long cruise, being built for parties on the Great
Lakes, who will cruise west from New York next season. The
engine will be 10 H.P., and she will in addition have a yawl rig. A
keel with a small lead steadier has been added for sailing. The
cabin is rather small and well forward, leaving a large cockpit in
which the party of four intend to spend much of their time in
summer, using an awning. Another new craft is intended for
pilot service about Wilmingtou, N. C, and is 35ft. over all, 6ft.
beam, and with a 3 H. P. engine will make "Yz miles per hour. She
is decked over for 12ft. from stem, with an open cockptt aft.
Sleeping accommodation for two men is found below.
The first paddle boat built for a naphtha engine has just been

tried at the works, a stern wheeler 27ft. long and 6ft. 6m. beam,
for the U. S. Government, to be used iu the improvements of
Mobile Harbor. The regular naphtha eugine is located aft, witn
a second short shaft parallel to and about 2fc. above it. The two
are geared by means of sprocket wheels and chain, the regular
bicycle gearing. The upper shaft carries a bevel gear which en-
gages with a similar gear on a main shaft extending across the
stern of the boat on projecting arms, and carrying two ordinary
paddle wheels of 4ft. dram, side by side. The boat will draw only
about 12in., and promises to give a fair rate of speed. The new 10
H. P. engine has proved a most useful size, and several are being
fitted to oyster hoats along the Long Island shore. The boats have
proved very useful, as they carry a load forward, and at the same
time can be used for towing a fleet of sailing sloops in a calm.
The steam yachts Tillie and Oneida are laid up at the company's
aocks, where both are being overhauled.

PROGNOSTICATIONS.
QOME twenty years since, Yale College issued a famous "Nau-
k3 gh-tical Almanac," not uuder the direction of Prof. Loomis,
but containing a good deal of student wit, partly in the form of
prognostications after the manner of the ancient almanacs.
Without pretending to the gift of prophesy, but relying only on
experience in the past, we venture a few similar forecasts that
may interest yachtsmen.
Dec. 20-31.—About this time look out for numerous challenges.
Jan. 1-10.—Several Englisn, Irish, Scotch and Australian million-

aires order 90ft. centerboard yachts from Watson, Fife, Reeks, etc.
Jan. 15-30.—Messrs. Gardner, B a rgess and Smith receive many

orders for 90ft. sloops.
Feb. 1-15— Lookout for alleged "lines" of challenger.
Feb. 15-28.—Exposure of deep-laid plot of Watson or Fife to

capture America's Cup.
And after all, there will be no Cap race this year.

ICE YACHTING.-The promise of a cold winter, for the first in
several years in the latitude of New York, has awakened the ever
hopeful ice yachtsman, and he is again alert, and ready for a race.
The Scud is on hand, as usual, to represent, the Shrewsbury
yachtsmen, the Orange Lake Cluo has a new flyer, t.he Lady of
the Lake, owned by Com. Higginson, 51ft. long and 760Ct. of can-
vas, while the Hudson River, Ndwburg and Like Caamplain
clubs are making prepara'ions for early races. On Dec. 9 the
Orange Lake I. Y C. elected the following officers: Corn., H. C.
Higginson; Vice-Corn, Dr. Willet.t Kidd; Se^'y, Cap". W. EL
Smith; Treas., Gardiner Van Nojtrand: Mias., Charles A. Dixon.
The secretary seated that the challenges of the Carthage Laud-
ing and the Shrewsbury vTacht clubs, to comoete for tin Gardi-
ner Van Nostrand challenge cup of America, would stand over
from last year, the races not having Oeeo sailed.

BERNARD WEYMOUTH.—On Nov. 25 Mr. Bernard Wey-
mouth, secretary to Lloyd's Register, known to yachtsmen
through the handsome and complete Yacht Register which has
grown up under his able management, died very suddenly while
addressing the committee. Mr. Weymouth had" been connected
with Lloyds since 1854. He was a naval architect and had de-
signed several yachts, and in his capacity as chief surveyor and
afterward as secretary he has done much to promote the interests
of yachting, taking an active part in the establishment of the
Yacht Register, and framing the rules for wood and iron yachts.
DOTJGL ASTON Y. 0.—An organizition which will be known

as the Douglaston Y. C, with club house and headquarters at
Douglaston, L. I., on the famous Little Neck Bay, was formed on
Dec. 8, with a membership of 35 and fleet of 20 yacht and naphtha
launches. The club will go into commission about May 10, and
intends giving several cup races during the season, to which the
principal yacht clubs will be invited. The following gentlemen
were elected to office: Com., W. O. Newman, sloop Ada; Vice-
Corn., G. A. Corry, sloop Mai: Rear-Corn.. Fred A. Parsons, steam
yacht Gipsy; Sec'y, A. Ducret; Treas., R. Sperry; Meas., H. Ely;
Board of D, rectors, Rowland Leavitt, Jabez Harris, William
Corry, John Harway, William Benz.

FIXTURES FOR 1891.—It is none to soon now for the selection
of dates for next year, a calendar and tide table are easily had,
and the first in the field have the choice of dates. As soon as they
are decided on they should be made public, as a guide to other
clubs, and we shall be glad to have e'irly notice of all fixtures.
The racing season will be opened by t.he Biscayne Bay Y. C. with
its annual regatta on Feb. 32, at. its station, Biscayne Bay, Florida.
The only other dates yet announced are those of the Lake Yacht
Racing Association: Hamilton July 14, Toronto, Royal Canndian
July 16, Queen City Y. C. July 17, Rochester July 20, Oswego
July 23.

THE SCHOONER RECORD.—We were in error in regard to
the winners in the schooner class in the Larchmont annual re-
gatta. We are i nformed that the protest lodged by Azalea against
Gevalia on the ground that her helmsman was a professional, was
allowed by the committee, as was a counter protest, by Gevalia
against Azalea for carrying a professional in her crew. This
gives Lotus first prize instead of third place, and alters the totals
somewlutt, making Lotus's record 1 start and 1 first prize: Azalea's
4 starts and 3 firsts, and Gevalia's 3 starts and 1 first.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C—The lecture committee
have announced the following entertainments for the winter, the
first of which was given last night: Dec. 17.—Music, etc. Jan. 27.

—The use of electricity on vessels with a practical explanation of
tttfi principles involved, the applicatiou and the terms in common
use. Feb. 3.—Annual club dinner. March 10.—What can be seen
in the night sky from the deck of a yacht and how to see it.

BISCAYNE BAY Y. C—We have received the year book of
this club for 1891 from Secretary Munroe. The club has now 18
members and 19 yachts. The officers are: Com., R. M. Munroe;
Vice-Corn., T. F. Hine; Sec'y, C. K. Munroe; Treas., W.H.Browne:
Meas., Jean de Hedouville. The annual regatta will beheld on
Feb. 23.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—On Dec. 11 Com. Center, Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C, entertained the members of the Corinthian Navy
with a very interesting talk on the care of yachts, laying up and
fitting out. his remarks being practical and very much to the
point.

TIGRESS—Owen Fargusson has sold his new 35-footer to
James Weir, owner of Hypatia.

WINDWARD, schr., has been sold by George Duryea to A W
Seweli tor $6,000.

mww
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No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

C. P., B ->ston, Mass.—Take the .40-60.

S. T., Philadelphia.—Toe Pennsylvania deer season closed last
Monday, Dec. 15.

F. M. H.-Wb have not the dimensions you ask for. The plans
are not quite accurate, but were made as nearly as possible to
scale.

D. B., Toronto.—The sneakbox was described in issue of Jan. 7,

1888, but you will find a number of designs in "Canoe and Boat
Building for Amateurs."
H. D. W. Andover, Mass.—Will you please tell me, through your

nextisme if you can, where I c sm get some good hare shooting
near New York city? Ans. Long Island is full of hares. Goto
Central Islip or Smithtown or some station in that neighborhood.
Much of the land is protected, but there is considerable free
range.

G. B., New York.—Would you kindly inform me where I could
get some quail shooting in the vicinity of the city—I mean down
near Jamaica or some points on Long Island or near by? You can
also let me know, please, where there can be had any shooting at
present. Ans. There is practically no free shooting on Long Island
now. It is nearly all preserved for clubs. Sou had better write
to Joe Reynolds, Katonah, N. Y. He is said fo have good quail
and ruffed grouse shooting.

C. A., Hamilton, Ont.—I am recommended to you for informa-
tion about fishcultnre. I have completed a pond—an acre—and as
it is fed by springs in the bottom I think 1 can raise trout, but
would like to do so under best possible conditions as to depth of
water, shade, shelter, gravel in bottom, aquatic plants, etc. Can
you recommend me an author or send me printed information?
Ans. We have for sale several works on fishculture, two of which,
are especially devoied to the trout. "Trout Culture," by Slack,
and "Domesticated Trout," by Stone. Both of these contain de-
tailed information concerning the laying out of ponds and the
rearing of trout.

W. H. P., Memphis, Mich.—Ans. 1. Eels are caught in great
numbers in many places along the east coast. In Great South
Bay, L. I., they are very common and grow large. The same is
true in most of the shallow bays of tne coast. The mouths of
rivers falling into Chesapeake Bay are celebrated for the size and
numbers of their eels. Address V. N. Edwards, Woods Holl,
Mass., or Liwis B. Thurber, Patchogue, Long Island, N. Y., who
can furnish the skins or informition where to get them. Any of
the fish dealers in Fulton Market, New York city, E. G. Blackford
and Midrlleton, Carman & Co. could no doubt place your order in
proper hands. 2. The firm that sells the thermometers are re-
sponsible people. There is no book on beagle training. 4. We
can supply "The Trees of Northeastern America" and "Training
for Strength, Speed and Agility." 5. It has been said that the
Colts have acquired the right to the Giffard gun in this country.

^HUMPHREYS'
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AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.
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MAINE FISH AND GAME.

JUST as we go to press we are in receipt of the report

of the Maine Commissioners of Fisheries and Game
for the years 1889-90. With respect to the fish supply

the report makes a favorable showing; notwithstanding

the large increase of anglers visiting the State, say

Messrs. Stilwell and Stanley, the fish have generally held

their own, and many localities show a decided increase

both in size and numbers—a condition due not alone to

the favorable stage of water during the past two seasons,

but to a more general appreciation and observance of the

protective statutes, and to the practice of returning fin-

gerlings to the water. The Commissioners touch upon a

very important phase of the subject when they point out

that good fishing means increasing tourist patronage,

better market for home produce, and many-sided revenue

to Maine people.

That which is perhaps most worthy of note in connec-

tion with the fish and game interests of Maine is the

growing tendency of individuals to unite in associations

for organized systematic effort toward keeping up the

supply at the great angling centers. We have already

noted with warm appreciation the plan and work of the

Franklin County Association with headquarters at Range-
ley; the report makes record of this organization and its

work, as well as of the one formed at Lewiston and
Auburn, which has raised a fund of $1,000 to build a
hatchery for stocking Auburn Lake. Those who are

familiar with the conditions at the Rangeley outlet, will

applaud the public-spirited enterprise of two gentlemen
from other States who have rescued the famous spawn-
ing grounds at that point.

Fred S. Dickson, Esq., a gentleman from Philadelphia, who
owns and spends his summers with his family, on a beautifu^

island in Rangeley lake, and Capt. R. A. Tuttle of Boston, an
owner in Lake Point cottage, have at their own expense, leased

the dam of the Union Water Power Company at Rangeley outlet

for the purpose of controlling the old hatching ground at that

place and to so govern the water that it wUl be favorable for the

fish to spawn as they did before the dam was built. Also to

arrange a series of dams that the fish can have a free passage
from, or to the lakes below. This was formerly one of the best

breeding grounds for large trout in that vicinity, which was
ruined when the dam was built.

With this brief notice, we must defer, to be given next-

week in our fishculture columns, a more detailed notice

of the work of the Commission,
In that part of the report devoted to game interests,

there is substantial confirmation of the report given in

the Foeest and Stream the other day of the lawlessness

prevailing in certain sections of Maine with respect to

the killing of deer. This game, the Commissioners tell

us, is far more abundant than ever before, and those who
have been in the Maine woods this year will fully bear

them out in the statement. Never, within the memory
of residents and visitors, have the deer been so numerous.
With this increase of the supply, there has grown up in

certain localities absolute indifference to the law and de-

fiance of it. All through last summer and into the au-

tumn—we are not now drawing information from the

report—hounding and jack-hunting were practiced, in

most instances we have reason to believe for the benefit

of visitors repairing to Maine for trout—and venison.

The number of deer so killed, carcasses accidentally

stumbled upon by a single fishing party would indicate,

in the aggregate must have been large. Whether or

not such destruction has had an appreciable effect on the

supply may be a subject of debate: but there is not the

slightest question that if hounding and jacking are to be

carried on in the future as they have been in the year

1890 the effect must be disastrous.

The reason for such unrestrained license is set forth by

the Commissioners to be the want of an appropriation for

the wardens. Without means to enlist the services of

trustworthy and efficient officers, in short without any
funds at all to employ officers, the Commission was
powerless to enforce the statute when public opinion

failed. The responsibility for the present state of affairs,

then, rests with the Legislature. We trust that the

representatives of the people at Augusta do not fairly ex-

press the public sentiment of the State. Maine can never

expect to conserve her fish and game resources without

a competent warden system. There is sound sense in the

recommendation of the Commissioners. Our laws are

good, say they, but if they can be improved change them;

then give us the means to see that they are carried out.

Skin hunting, which is destined to destroy the finest game
animals of Maine, can be readily put to an end, if our Legislature
will only give us the means. It is not the restoration of the
moiety of the money penalties for infractions of the game laws to

the wardens that we ask for. But it is that they will give us the

means to hire good and faithful men as wardens; to pay them
fair per diem wages when ordered on duty, and a bounty for all

convictions. Twenty such men sent into the forests in certain

sections of our State in March and April would effectually sup-

press skin and crust hunting. The skins and property seized

should be forfeited to the State. Let the pay be generous, and
fair, and proportioned to the duty, and the bounty for convictions

equally so, and deserving of the State that pays it to honest and
deserving citizens. A few such men could patrol the State the

whole year, and cost less than an army of men who fear to offend

when assigned to duty near their own homes. These men would
be unknown to sight where stationed, and could not be followed

or watched. No one interest has our State that pours into her
]np so large an income, and one that is shared by all, as our fish

and game; not accumulated into the pockets of one to be spent in

other States or climes, but dividing its portion to every home-
Give us the means to enforce the laws and protect it.

The Commissioners urge that September be made an
open month for moose, caribou and deer; that the prin-

ciple involved in the fish law limiting the amount of

fish—transported by one who has caught them—be ex-

tended to apply to every species of game; that the law

against spoons for catching fish be repealed; that the law
respecting posting notices on streams and ponds protected

by special laws be changed to apply only to private

waters; that a bounty be paid on seals; that a law be

passed to protect young salmon, thousands of which are

now destroyed on the boarded floors of weirs that are left

dry at high tide.

As was to be expected, Mr. Trumbull's paper on the

woodcock and its ways has been read with decided in-

terest. Further notes on the bird are given in our Natural

History columns to-day, the most notable contribution

being from the pen of Mr. William Brewster, who is

unconvinced by Mr. Trumbull's records [respecting the

bird's whistle,

PROTECTION OF PICKEREL.

\ MOVEMENT is now reported to be in progress in

northwestern Pennsylvania to accomplish the repeal

of the Act of May 22, 1889
;
so far as relates to the catching

of pickerel from Dec. 1 to June 1. The portion of Sec. 4

of this Act directly involved in the controversy reads as

follows: 'And no person shall by any means or device

whatsoever catch or kill, in any of the waters of this

State, any pike or pickerel between the first day of

December and the first day of June in any year. Any
violation of this section shall subject the offender to a

penalty of ten dollars for each and every fish caught.'*

(Book of the Game Laws, 148.)

The law is obnoxious to some residents of the region

mentioned because they are deprived of the opportunity

of enjoying fresh pickerel during the winter, when they

most enjoy fish food and have leisure for fishing, and
because they believe the legislation to be wholly in the

interest of the summer visitors. It is admitted that the

law was enacted "ostensibly" to protect the fish; but the

complainants are positive that pickerel need no such pro-

tection, and, to use the outspoken language of a Mont-
rose newspaper, "the man or boy who catches a half-

dozen two-pound pickerel from a lake this winter does

more toward stocking that lake than does the man who
next spring dumps into it a can of 5,000 young fry

furnished by the State."

Has it occurred to these opponents of the pickerel

legislation that this period of protection is intended to

cover the spawning season of this common fish, so highly

prized by the farmers and their boys and so little thought

of by the summer visitors to northeastern Pennsylvania?

Are the objectors to this close time not aware that several

really valuable food fishes, such as black bass, wall-eyed

pike, brook trout, lake trout, and other members of the

salmon family, are liable to capture in winter under pre-

tense of fishing for pickerel? We can see the application

of most commendable common sense in any measure
looking toward the protection of fishes during their repro-

duction, and, unless some better reason is advanced for

repealing the section than the one mentioned above, we
hope the law will remain in force.

SNAP SHOTS.

UNIFORM game seasons are excellent in theory, but it

sometimes happens that uniformity is secured at

the expense of reasonable protection. The Massachusetts

sportsmen had a notion last winter that an uniform sea-

son for all upland shootiDg would work advantageously;,

but it proved impracticable to open the season later than

Sept. 15. As this applied to quail the result was that the

birds were shot long before they were in fit condition,

and in consequence everybody was disgusted. Now, the

proposition is to change the opening day to Oct. 1. That

is better for the quail by fifteen days; but another fifteen

days would not bring the opening at all too late. A
movement is under consideration for making uniform

game seasons for New England. The plan is an excellent

one; there is no reason why Massachusett, Rhode Island

and Connecticut at least should not be governed by sim-

ilar game laws. We have always believed in and urged

the uniformity of game laws for contiguous States which
are in practically the same latitude.

It is not always the man who spends the most money
and goes furthest away from home who finds the most
fun with a gun. We have repeatedly urged the common
sense methods of stocking home covers and enforcing

laws for the conservation of home game and fish. Such
efforts may cost money, but there is often more profit

in them than in expensive journeys to distant game
grounds, which some people seem to think are more rich

in game the more distant they are.

There will probably be a creditable display of Ameri-

ca's fish resources at the World's Fair in Chicago, The
New York Commission has been in conference with other

Commissioners, and there is every promise that an excel-

lent showing will be made.

Secretary John W. Titcomb, of the Vermont Fish and
Game League, reports that the new society is meeting de-

cided approval, and gives promise of a decided influence

in the future.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal the name of that friend.
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Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters; Rules for Racing; Rules for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.
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SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
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have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently
comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of
the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO , 40 Park Row, New York.

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
being introduced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.
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other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFXES have made records which were considered impossible.
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has no recoil.
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THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
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AND
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I
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THOS. ROWLAND,
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Hunting Boots& Shoes,
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goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
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absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
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Cloth, 98 pages. Price f1.00.
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LONDON : Davucs & Co. , 1 Pinch Lane, CorhhiJl.

SPORTSMEN! DON'T THROW AWAY
your ducking boots because the uppers are cut.

They can easily be made good as new at a trifling
cost. If you value your health, keep your feet dry
while hunting. For one dollar we will send a re-
ceipt for a preparation tW mending Rubber Boots
and Overshoes; and a receipt for a dressing for
your leather Shooting Boots that will preserve
them and 1'ender them absolutely impervious to

water. These preparations are beyond compare.
We challenge the world to produce anything ap-
proaching them. They will be worth to you hun-
dreds of d ollars. We bave usedthem for twent y-
five years. Every sportsman should avail him-
self of this opportunity to procure them. A ddress

C. W. CASTEL & CO.,

237 Main st., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted to Buy
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American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st., N.Y. City.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick bealer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street, New York City.

SECOND EDITION.
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Is a book that should be in every sportsman's library.
It is a readable Book in every sense of the word, being
replete with Humiugr and Fishing A dventurex,
told In a racy, exciting way that enchains attention. It
would be a Splendid Christmas Present for any
of your male Mends, m pages fully illustrated, neat
cloth binding. Price $1.00. Illustrated catalogue of
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? !.H >oks mailed for 6 cents.
JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO , Jamaica Plain, Mass.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.
It gives a rast amount of information about

how Co live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Prioe $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING- CO.,

318 Broadway. New York.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelligence of animals, and
of many curious habits of certain little known
species. Every one who is interested in

nature or in animal life will And entertain-
ment in this volume.

Cloth, pp. 229. Price SI. 50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, N. Y
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He introduced them as "Ole Blackbird squaw and he
gal; pooty young squaw—great medicine."
The elder of the two was about as tough, leathery-look-

ing a specimen of aboriginal ugliness as I have ever
fallen in with, and making due allowance for difference
in age the daughter was the perfect moral of her. They
both cast their loads unceremoniously aside and the elder
proceeded at once to business. Watching me closely as
she did so she rolled a large handful of leaves in her hand
until they were partially pulverized, then passed them
over to the younger squaw who soon made a pint of
very bitter tea from tbem which I was told to drink. I
managed to gulp it down, hot and bitter as it was, and
the old squaw then seized me without ceremony, packed
me snugly in bearskin and blankets, after which she
and her daughter, wrapping their own blankets about
them, lay down on either side of me, crowding me in a
manner more close than pleasant.

'Tis written in the Hebrew chronicle:

"How the physicians, leaving piil and potion,

Prescribed, by way of blister, a young belle,

When old King David's blood grew dull in motion.
And that the medicine answered very well."

I trust King David's medicine, which answered the pur-
pose so well, was not a squaw—or, if she were, that she
was young and good looking.
My leathery belles, however, answered to help get up a

copious perspiration, which was just what they intended,
and when I awoke from the first sound refreshing sleep
I bad enjoyed for weeks it was with a cool, clear head and
limbs free from pain.
With the rise of the sun the confounded ague began to

threaten me, and Mrs. Blackbird, with the help of her
interesting daughter proceeded to take measures for ex-
pelling it in a manner quite as novel and original as her
treatment of fever. First, she undid a bundle of dirty
blue cloth, and took therefrom several bundles of neatly
bound, minute twigs. I had heard some hard stories of
"whippin' out the ager," and smelt a pretty extensive
mice immediately; but on the whole concluded to go
through, so I suffered them to divest me of my clothing
and seize me firmly by the wrists, and made no" objection
even when Mrs. Blackbird began to apply the switches
gently to the bare skin. Gradually the blows increased
in rapidity and severity: old Peter, who had stood by as
spectator at first, stepped forward and seized a wrist
firmly in each hand, so suddenly that I had no time to
object; and the whipping immediately became energetic
and general. Each of the squaws with a switch in each
hand vied with the other in rapidity of bitting, and, as
the sluggish, torpid blood strove to dash with answering
speed through the tingling veins the pain became unen-
durable. I had resolved to bear all that was asked of me
in hope of a radical cure, but the torture was too severe;
and 1 ordered them to desist, trying at the same time to
wrench myself loose from Peter." They only laughed and
laid on the harder. I became mad with pain and went
in on my muscle, biting and butting furiously at old Peter
and giving the leathery females ungallant kicks about the
ribs and abdomen—a proceeding that made them laugh
all the more, and brought down the switches with in-
creased vigor. I entreated and cursed by turns, tried
bribery and flattery, begged for a resting spell, and
threatened death to the party of conspirators immediately
I got loose, but all in vain. They flogged me for a time
that seemed an age, and only let me off when I was too
exhausted to stand alone. Then I was again enveloped in
skins ancl blankets, when, strange as it may seem, I al-

most ininiedLately fell into a deep slumber from which I

did not awake until evening. When I did awake it was
with a general sense of soreness all over the outer man;
but where was the ague? Gone. Completely cured, as
well as the fever, although I had some slight returns of
the latter occasionally, which always yielded to Indian
treatment, however.

COWBOY REMINISCENCES.
p AYMOND BROOKS, my cowboy "pardner," and I
JA> were just back from a long trail drive that had led
us by weary stages hundreds of miles from the home
ranch. We had crossed the plains of Texas, been through
Kansas and, pressing our way still further north, had
reached the grand land of Montana, where our herd of
2,500 jaded cattle were delivered to the buyers and the
outfit disbanded, some to remain where chance had led
them and others, among whom were Ray and I, to re-
turn by way of the railroad home.
We had seen the usual number of vicissitudes, had had

a stampede and lost some cattle while crossing the
waterless tract of the plain, but all in all ours had been a
fairly successful drive; and thoroughly satisfied with the
work and with an unusual number of dollars j ingling in
the pockets of our leather leggings we were now going
to enjoy ourselves in the manner that seemed best to us
and after the fashion most in accordance with cowboy
tastes. So after the trip by rail had been suffered in
silence, and endured by Ray with far more apprehen-
sion and fear than he would"have experienced amid the
wildest herd of untamed cattle, we finally reached the
station nearest our range, and mounting the horses that
were awaiting us rode another 50 miles to the little

frontier town that was the last settlement in going to
the ranch, it was a real cowboy town, possessing all the
requisites and conditions necessary to the full and per-
fect happiness of a socially inclined puncher; here he
could enjoy the variety of the half-barbaric orgy that
is known in local parlance as a "tear" and, provided he-

did not extend his recklessness too far, he had very little

to fear from the too strict enforcing of the rather dor-
mant law.
Here Raymond and I stopped to have one. royal time

before settling down to the monotony of the winter's
drift line-riding. So we ate quantities of canned oysters,
the cowboy's idea of luxury, slept every night, or rather
a part of every night, on clean sheets and on soft mat-
resses, played pool and billiards, dallied a little with the
"tiger," and drank, I am very sorry to say, very little
water; in fact, save for occasional washing purposes,
water was not at all included in our calculations for
amusement. For one solid week we were virtually the
owners of the town; barkeepers were glad to hob-nob
with us, gamblers sought our society, and men picked up
the stray crumbs in the way of chip* that fell from our
table; and even the sheriff, who was usually not on good
terms with members of our crowd on account of their
frequent proclivities for shooting out his street lamps,
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thawed out under the influence of our liberal treatings,
and diplomatically began to feel our political pulse in
regard to the approaching county election.
But one day it got whispered about the little frontier

town that "them there two cowboys just home from
Montany had about blowed in their pile," and our reign,
based on the influence of the mighty dollar, began" to
wane. The barkeeper, seeing in us probable solicitors of
credit, ceased to be the genial soul of the past week; the
blacklegs having no time to waste on well picked chick-
ens, turned their attention to fresher game; while that
ever cautious sheriff, scenting a possible repetition of the
usual antic i of our boys when leaving town, swore in a
couple of deputies, and let it be generally known that he
had said that ' if them two trail cowboys tried to shoot
up hia town like some of the others of the same outfit
had done, there would sure be trouble." These threats,
however, had not much effect on our spirits, and we con-
tinued to enjoy ourselves as long as there was a dollar in
our pockets. But there must come an end to all things,
even to affairs of such unlimited possibilities as tears,
and late one night, urged rather by necessity than choice^
we saddled up our bronchos and prepared' to begin the
twenty-mile ride to the ranch.

I do not know whether it was owing to a slight in-
fluence of vegetable over animal spirits, or if it was
merely recklessness born of a passing tinge of remorse
over the hundred and fifty good American dollars that it

had taken us half a year to earn, but just as we rode
away from the horse track, Ray with a yell of defiance,
began emptying his six-shooter into the air and gave other
evidences of his intention of taking the town. We were
fast pardners in those days, pardners in periland privation,
and pardners in any reckless pleasure that either of us
chose to inaugurate, so I followed his example, and to-
gether we enjoyed that classic amusement of "shooting
up the town," Down the one long street of the village
we rode, yelling like Comanches, and fusilade after
fusilade from our smoking pistols. It was no unusal in-
cident in that lawless little frontier town, where the law
was regarded more as an experiment than as a settled in-
stitution, but on this particular night the sheriff had been
rather on the look out; and just as the opan. prairie was
gained and we were preparing to rein our furious steeds,
a hail followed by a shot in the air, warned us that we
were being pursued, and looking behind the forms of
three mounted men could be discerned through the gloom,
while the sounds of galloping hoofs came to our ears over
the hundred or so yards of level prairie. Raymond calmly
began reloading his Colts.

"Hold on, old man," I said, as we urged our bronchos
to redoubled efforts, "don't let us have any trouble, it's

all fun you know; our horses are fresh and let's try a run
for it, and leave all that kind of thing to the last."
So giving our mustangs spur and quirt, we rode through

the night. At first we had hoped that after a mile or so
the posse, on seeing that there was no surrender, would
turn, back; but as mile after mile was passed over at a
killing pace, we began to realize that the race would be
a long one. Twice our pursuers hailed and several times
they opened fire, but we had had a fair start to begin
with, and steadily gained on the gang until the sound of
their horses hoofs gradually died away in the distance
and their shouts grew inaudible. We did not stop, how-
ever, but kept steadily and silently on, only slacking up
occasionally to give our panting horses a breathing spell;
and just as dawn began to break the long hill was gained,
on the summit of which stood the ranch house. We had
made the twenty miles in something like three hours.
Up the slope we rode while a volley of pistol shots
brought out our comrades to welcome us home, after an
absence of six months. From the elevation on which the
ranch stood we could see, four or five miles away, our
pursuers; but whether it was owing to the proximity of
county elections, or to the fact that we were at home and
surrounded by a dozen or more comrades, the posse came
no further, but after a short rest retraced their steps to
town, leaving us victors of a well won race.
So ended one of the many incidents in which Raymond

and I were pardners. Disreputable? I grant you that; but
you who know no greater sensations than those furnished
by a tame Eastern life, surrounded by orderly crowds and
ruled by a series of laws that work like some piece of
well fitting machinery, can form no idea of what the life
of a cowboy is, and cannot appreciate the devil-may-care
spirit of mischief that takes possession of him when he
again comes into contact with something that approaches
civilization after months of danger and privation. The
doings such as I have just related are the result more of a
love of mischief than any desire to do real harm. And
so they are regarded by the generality of Westerners, who
look on the freaks of a lot of cowboys as they would on
the doings of a set of overgrown school boys, and notice
is very seldom taken of them by the officers.
On the particular occasion of which I have written,

however, the sheriff, piqued perhaps by the distancing
that he received in that twenty- mile race, "laid for" us,
and one night a few weeks after the affair he had his
revenge.

I had been obliged to come into town to receive a reg-
istered letter; and knowing that the officers were on the
lookout for either Ray or myself I waited on the outskirts
of the town until after dusk, and then staking my pony,
walked to the building that served as post-office ancl gen-
eral rendezvous for the socially-inclined gossips at the
place. My enemy was not there; so stepping to the
window I received my packet of mail and was about to
go, when, as luck would have it, in came the wretched
sheriff, who covered me immediately with his six-shooter
and gave the order "hands up," with which command I
lost no time in complying. There was nothing else to do,
for a man does not think much about resistance when
looking into the muzzle of a Colts revolver held only a
few feet from his head. So I had tamely to allow myself
to be disarmed, and then we went in search of bail,
which fortunately I soon procured and again became a
free man. After this my captor and I got on the best of
terms, he expressing his regret over the necessity that
had compelled him, etc., etc., in all of which condolence
1 rather the more feelingly of the two, I fancy, quite
agreed with him. The next morning, after going through
the usual formula of State vs. cowboy, I was obliged to
pay out $35 as a solace to the wounded feelings of the
law. Revenge is sweet, however, and when a few weeks
later, and just before election, a small keg of excellent
spirits and a couple of boxes of fair cigars were sent to
the ranch by this same sheriff with the hope that he
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would see us all at the polls, we complied with his request
by drinking and smoking up the offering, and then riding
to the town in a body we defeated the donor by casting a
solid fifteen votes for the other man.
Take them as a class, however, the sheriffs of the West

are a wonderful well qualified set of men. The position
is no sinecure, and requires no ordinary combination of
qualities. The popular sheriff must be a man of not only
a nerve and determination, but above all must have the
requisite caution and discretion in the handling of the
rough, devil-may-care classes that compose the bulk, of
the population of frontier counties. He must never let a
real crime go unpunished, and must be ready to follow at
all hazards the trail of the criminal; but he must also
have the discretion not to draw the restricting bands of
law too tightly down over men who have been a law
unto themselves. The sheriff who is ever ready to exact
the observance of the letter of the law in regard to trifles,
and who is most sure in restraining the antics of cowboys,
is not always the one that is most successful in bringing
criminals really guilty of grave offenses to justice.

Alex. M. Reynolds,
[to be continued.]

A FISHING TRIP TO THE ISLAND.
rpiiE past summer was in more ways than one queer,
JL We had an abundance of rain, but a scarcity of
wind, and threatened storms without number; in fact
the west coast, which beats the world in the way of
threats, has the past season beaten its own record.
Scarcely a day has passed but we have had all the in-

dications of a tornado. Wind banks and thunder heads
would pile up in one quarter or another. The thunder
would rumble and grumble away, getting nearer and
nearer. The black blanket of clouds would be torn and
ripped by vicious and almost incessant flashes of light-
ning. But it was all threats. Just as we would think
the crisis at hand, and that something terrible must
happen, the sun would boom through the black sky, the
ominous-looking clouds would break up into littly fleecy
white patches and scatter away onlv to bank up some-
where else and repeat the farce over again. Boat sail-
ing was out of the question. If there was wind enough
to get clear of the land, it was sure to die out before we
could get back, and no one cared, to risk the almost cer-
tain result—pulling home.
But we all know what one will do to go fishing, par-

ticularly when he knows the bay is alive with grouper
and redfish.
And so it came about that we organized an expedition

to the island—object, fish. An early start was imperative.
So after a hurried breakfast we let go the wharf, and
with good cypress poles started down river. It was get-
ting gray in the east, but the cloud bank was so thick that
old Sol had a hard struggle to get above the trees. He
accomplished it at last and burst out with a fierce blind-
ing glare that was, to say the least, uncomfortable. But
a breeze came with the sun, and when, after a due amount
of work and perspiration, we reached the river the fair
wind was duly appreciated. With everything set, ropes
coiled away and skipper at the stick we stand out by the
pier head.

Off to the no'rd were some half dozen spongers work-
ing up to their anchorage inside the keys; just dotting
the horzion were several more, all bound in, for the water
was thick and it was no use to work. "Yes," said the
skipper, "yes, this is the best harbor on this part of the
coast, ancl greatest resort for spongers. They have been
coming here now regularly since the war. Some of the
vessels which come here now as spongers were here in the
sixties for a far different purpose. There's the old C

;

now, I've seen her lying in under the keys here more than
once, masts down and her deck load of cotton covered
with bushes, while not far outside was a Yankee gunboat."
"Did they catch them often?"
"Bless you, no! Guess they didn't want to. We used

to unstep our masts and pole down along the coast, inside
where we could, making easy reaches through the night,
and lying well hid through the day. Oh, yes, it paid
well. I know one man that made $4,000 in one trip to
Nassau. Do him any good, did you say? I reckon so.
He's got the money now all stowed away—good bright
Confederate notes every one of them.

"That's called the South Key—the one with the light-
house, I mean; quite a settlement there once, fellows that
couldn't stand conscription.
"The next one is Hog Island; been settlers there once

too; didn't stay there long, I reckon. A man started a
ranch there once. What hogs the fishermen and spongers
didn't steal the 'gators gobbled, so I guess he didn't make
much. No! the South Key is where the money is buried.
How do I know it is there? How do 1 know anything?
Didn't a sailor, dying in the hospital in New Orleans, tell
all about it, ancl didn't the boat come ashore here right
north of the river, and in a few days the wreck drifted
in by the mouth of the Coolie, Of course I know it's
there, $85,000; somebody'll get it yet, see if they don't.
"Why don't I get it? So I would only it was so long

ago that the land marks are all gone. The sailor who
died in New Orleans said there was a crow foot on a cab-
bage palmetto right over it; but the thing is to find that
cabbage palmetto. I believe it's there though, if I can't
find it.

"But here we are at the No. 2 buoy. Now, gentlemen,
you might risk a line astern; perhaps we'll get a kingfish
'tween here and the island. We'll run the beach down,
and it will be strange if we don't hook something, I think
we'll run down to Big Pass, then we'll slip in and land on
a sand beach there is just inside. Some of you fellows
will want to go over to the Indian mound; and the rest
can fish while they are waiting. Yes, there are lots of
these Indian mounds on this coast. Most of them have
been overhauled though. I made a big find once myself.
It got me into the worst scrape I was ever in, too. You
see, I was down on Tampa Bay. I had had poor luck and
was getting mighty hard up. I landed near the mouth
of Bull Frog River, and close by was a large mound that,
as far as I could see, had never been molested. I got
there about two o'clock in the afternoon, and after look-
ing the mound over, made up my mind to see what I
could find. Well, I stripped and went at it, and I hadn't
worked ten minutes when—Great Scott! look at that
squall over the land!"
We all looked and the skipper and his story were for

the time forgotten. On our lee beam and nearly the
whole length of the eastern horizon, was the blackest
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THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE.
A BOVE the mountain, bleak and bare,

Below the noisy stream,
The few soft snowfiakes in the air

Are diamonds in the ruddy gleam
That flashes from my lire.

And, from the blaze, bright, silvery lines

Flit in and out among the pines.

Sorrow and pain aTe put to flight,

And all the cares and fears of night

Are laid upon the pyre.

But at the charmed circle's bound
Grrim Winter stauds, with icy hands;

And from the barren, frozen ground,
Their lair, leap darkness and despair.

Threatening now, and now deciding,

Never stops their ghostly gliding;

Never ends their awful moaning,
Triple curses oft intoning.

While, anon, their goblin shrieks

Are re-echoed by the peaks.

Thus, with eyes foreboding danger.

Keep their watch upon the stranger.

Up to heaven leaps the flame,

And the spectres, put to shame,
Backward fly. From the sky
Softly steal, with many a blessing,

Shades of dreamland. They, caressing,

Bring lotus and Falernian wine,

Olympian nectar, all divine.

And, while I sleep, they vigils keep,

Till, from the valley, rosy day
Has chased the sprites of night away.

STILL-HUNTING.

A WINTER IN MICHIGAN.-III.

BT NESSMUK.

IT was, if I mistake not, the first day in December on
which. I got a most beautiful shot at a large buck elk,

and it proved my last shot for that season.
Nearly a mile above the camp there was a most notable

crossing place for deer, and half a mile further up was
another one nearly as good. These two runways were
merged in one at the distance of a mile or so from the
northwest bank of the river, the point of convergence
being a gap between two high knolls, where there was a
well worn path some lOin. wide and several inches deep,
cut into the soil entirely by the hoofs of deer. After
passing the gap the path branched again and again, until
at the distance of two or three miles it was lost in the
multitude of trails which crossed the openings in all

directions. The practiced hunter will see at a glance that
the gap aforesaid must have been rather a promising
runway to watch when deer were stirring about the
openings—as they always are during the acorn season.
The few last days of November had been cold enough

partially to close the river, but had moderated consider-
ably on the first of the succeeding month. I had been
keeping camp for a few days through feeling agueish,
but on the day above mentioned I took the rifle and
sauntered out to the gap for a shot. How vividly I re-

member every little incident of that day's hunt—because,
I suppose, it was my last in that region. First I went to

the runway, took a seat on the log by the thick clump of
hazel bushes, where I had already killed some ten or
twelve deer, and had a meditative smoke; then a flashing
glimpse of something white bobbed along the trail at the
distance of 100yds. or more, and along came a fawn,
large and in good condition. I did not want him and he
went on his way scatheless. Then an hour or two of patient
watching and waiting, at the end of which a plump,
short-legged buck came trotting unsuspiciously along up
the trail, still wet from his swim over the river. He was
what we call in the backwoods a "swamp buck," and
had a symmetrical, well-branched pair of antlers. I

wanted him for something besides the meat; so a short,

sharp cry stopped him, the pea ball whistled through his

lights, high up and well back, that he might have life to

give the trail a wide berth in his dying struggles, and he
ran out into the opening a few rods, where he turned
over and I shortly cut his throat secundem artem.
An hour, two, three hours passed with nothing save

the numerous black, gray and fox squirrels to vary the
monotony of a dull, cloudy December day, when, far
down the trail I caught sight of an enormous pair of
antlers above, the bushes, and wagging toward me at a
rate which would have speedily left the little bay mare
nowhere. I am not subject to panic, or buck fever, but
my heart did give an extra jump as he broke from the
hazel thicket into the open, and I saw before me the
finest buck elk I had ever seen. He had most likely been
frightened by wolves or Indians and was laying his course
at a rate that promised to take him far enough out of

harm's way in an hour, but the sharp yell that every
hunter knows how to give brought him up standing, and
he stood staring at me, the wildest, gamest looking animal
imaginable. All varieties of the genus Oervus have a
peculiarly game look, but none more so than the elk.

The two sunken dead-eyes belowthe real eyes give him a
strange, wild appearance, and his odd-looking movements
as he trots off with the speed of a locomotive, his nose
sticking straight out and his antlers lying along either

side of him—the trick he has, too, of staring at you like

a statue for two or three seconds, then, just as you were
beginning to touch the trigger, wheeling like lightning,

and at a few tremendous steps placing himself beyond
your reach; all lend such a fascination and gaminess to

elk hunting that I have seldom known a hunter who did
not prefer a shot at a buck elk to any animal which runs
the American woods.

I did not give him time to dodge. As he came to a full

stop the bead filled handsomely on his breast and I pulled,

sending a small, sharp cone of lead directly into "the
sticking place," which must have ranged nearly the whole
length of him. Away he went over the opposite knoll,

and I loaded quickly, whistling meanwhile to convince

myself that I wasn't a bit excited. He bled most pro-
fusely from the start, and I would not have given a man
one shilling to have insured the saving of him; but
"there's many a slip." An elk with a small, sharp,
conical ball in his breast may keep his feet strongly for
half an hour, or even more; likewise, he can do his little

mile in two minutes over rough ground and fallen logs;

"hinference is hobvious."
Mile after mile I followed the trail, finding plenty of

blood all the way, but seeing nothing of the elk, and at
last the sun (which went down at a preposterously early
hour on that day') gave indications of sudden leave-taking
—it began to grow dark. I still hurried on as best I
could, feeling hot and anxious, until, at the edge of an
immense swamp, night overtook me and I could keep
the trail no further. Here I decided to let the dog go;
he had been showing unwonted eagerness all the way,
and I was sure he could find the elk in a few minutes

—

also having found it he was sure to notify by howling
long and loud; so I sent him in. For some five minutes
after he started all was silent; then came the howl I was
waiting and wishing for. Good ! the elk was safe and
within half a mile of me.
There was no use attempting to penetrate such a

swamp after dark— a man would be a fool to try it—so I
commenced collecting wood for a fire, and making other
little arrangements for passing the night endurably.
Hardly had I begun to fix a rough camp, however, when
from the swamp arose such a series of yells and howls
as few nervous persons would care to hear in close prox-
imity on a dark night; and in a marvelously short time
Pete, the dog, was cowering and growling at my feet in

an agony of terror.

The swamp seemed literally alive with wolves. They
collected about the carcass of "the elk, and in the stillness

of the night I fancied I could hear the bones crack under
their powerful jaws, as they fought, snarled, gormandized
and howled by turns. It was in vain that I went as far
into the swamp as I could get, shouting myself hoarse
and firing toward them repeatedly. The rascals seemed
to know I was impotent to do them any harm, and only
howled the louder.
The opportunity which this incident afforded for ob-

serving the traits and peculiarities of the sanguinary
cowards would have been worth the sacrifice under other
circumstances, but I was very anxious to possess the
head and skin of a buck elk entire, and I knew the brutes
too well to expect anything more than the bare antlers
after they were done with it; so I gave up trying to scare
them and listened to their beastly snarling and wrang-
ling as they gobbled and tore at my elk, inwardly swear-
ing that while I lived I never would let slip an opportun-
ity for taking a wolf scalp. They soon finished the elk,

and after that kept up a hullabaloo at intervals all night,
to the extreme terror of Pete, who shivered and watched
incessantly.
Some time after midnight it commenced raining most

furiously, the wind blowing almost a hurricane at the
same time, and it was with the greatest difficulty that I

could keep the fire alive. To make matters worse, the
weather grew rapidly colder, and before morning I was
shaking to the point of dissolution with the ague. I had
nothing to eat, had left my half-pint flask at the shanty,
and had neither blanket nor axe. On the whole, it was
one of the nights to be remembered, and more or less of
them are chronicled in the memory of every genuine
still-hunter. But for the confounded ague I could have
managed to extort some fun from it, too.

After the fire got low and gave out but very little light,

the wolves grew very bold, coming within a few rods and
howling as if for a wager; at every fresh yell Pete would
shiver with redoubled vigor, pressing his ribs against the
log and whining piteously; at last, in the very extreme of
cowardice and fear he jammed himself as far under the
log as possible, where he lay whining and shivering until
daylight. Few hunting dogs will face a wolf singly

—

very few indeed but will cower when near a pack of them.
In justice to Pete, and as I may not have occasion to
mention him again, I will say that he turned out, all

things considered, the best still-hunt dog I have ever
owned or trained.

Morning dawned at length, and, sick as I certainly was,
I determined to have a look at the scene of the previous
night's carnival. Taking a large pine for a guide I found
the spot without difficulty, but there was nothing left of

|
my elk save the antlers—gnawed and broken apart—

a

, few fragments of bone and part of a jaw. The antlers
! were very long and heavy, but badly mutilated; still, as

i'they
might "adorn a tale," I lugged them with much

labor to the openings and deposited him in the branches
of an oak for safety, intending to call for them some time

/ when I felt more like packing. I never saw them after-
ward, nor the buck which I had left in the morning.
Late at night, and in a blinding snowstorm, I managed

to stagger into camp with reeling senses and the delirium
of fever in my veins; I was sick. All day I had been
trying to reach the shanty through the driving snow,
setting the compass every half hour and finding myself
on the wrong course nearly as often, wandering in a kind
of absent stupor hither and thither, conscious that to miss
the shanty in such a state and in such weather was little

better than death, yet unable to keep on the right tack
for an hour without the aid of a compass. "Weak from
sickness and the loss of food, and half delirious as I was,
it was a mercy that I found the camp at all. To say
truth, the dark little den did not look over cheerful as I

crawled in, but a roaring fire and dry clothes, with a hot
dish of tea and a nip, improved matters a little, and if I
could have shaken that fiend of the West from my vitals,

the prospect was not at all a bad one; but I could not.

Late in the evening the fever left me and was suc-

ceeded by a dull, spiritless stupor, which was not so

much a positive distress as an effectual bar to all enjoy-
ment; this lasted for hours, and was followed in its turn
by that "quotidian tertian," shaking me untilmy backbone
seemed a huge string of loose beads and my neck threat-

ened to dislocate itself with the violence of the exercise.

This in turn again was followed by delirium and fever,

during which the little den of a shanty would dilate and
expand before my very eyes like a living, breathing
thing, until it grew to palatial dimensions, then, taking a
sudden turn, would contract and shrink, shrink toward
the ground, until I would spring toward the door to avoid
the fate of the man in the Iron Shroud. Strange, weird
shapes flitted about the fire at night, grinning and mew-
ing at me; owls, with immense wings like a bat's, peered
at me from the rude fireplace, and even poor Pete seemed

changing to a wolf and to be waiting a chance for throt-
tling me. In vain I took double and treble doses of
quinine through very desperation ; the disease would not
be balked nor checked, but worked me up with a sys-
tematic, regularity that would have done credit to an
eight-day clock. Every day from early morning until
near midday the detestable shakes racked me to the verge
of human endurance; then came on the fever accom-
panied with delirium, which reached its height during
the early part of the evening, and was followed by great
weakness and languor, during which I dozed and slept
until the never-failing chills warned me to make a rous-
ing fire, roll up in blankets and bearskin, and get to
shaking.
Of all the twenty-four hours, the horn- or two in the

evening when the fever was at its height was the most
horrible. I knew that the weird sights and sounds which I
saw and heard were but illusions for the most part, yet I
did see. and hear them to all intents and purposes, and
how long would I be able to distinguish them from reality?

1

Suppose I should become so far delirious as to rush out in
J

the bitter winter air and wander off into the wilds, to
perish alone miserably when the fever left me, or worse,
have strength sufficient to reach the shanty by back-
tracking, to die by inches with frozen feet and hands?
Not a pleasant reflection, but one that was ever torment- ::

ing me, and I think the dread I had of such a fate tended ,

to keep me from leaving the shanty when I was really
unconscious of my acts.

I cannot say how long this state of things lasted—all

through the month of December certainly, and, I think,
through the first half of January. The weather got in-

tensely cold, the days were short, chilly visitations of
ghastly sunlight, and each night seemed at least a week
long.

I was so feeble and nerveless as to be under the neces-
sity of taking advantage of the strength afforded by high
fever to back wood enough for daily use, and daily getting
weaker, lknew there must be a lumbering establishment
at no great distance below, but how was I to reach it? I,

who could not go a mile from the shanty with the cer- -

tainty of having strength to return? So I shook and
burned by turns, toted wood when I had strength to do ,

it, and wrapped myself in the bear skin in a spiritless
j

stupor when exhausted. I was becoming a moral Micaw- I

ber—waiting and hoping for something to turn up.
Something did turn up—in the shape of old Peter the 1

Indian guide, who stuck his copper-colored mug through ;

the rat-hole of a doorway one cold Januaxy evening, say-
ing as he did so, "Ugh! you Nessmuk—you 'live, eh?"

I jumped from the bear skin and seized his hand with
a heartfelt joy and thankfulness that I cannot describe.

I was dying for human sympathy and companionship,
and, had he been an own brother, I could hardly have
been more rejoiced to see him. It would not do, how-
ever, to show it by acting childishly pleased, so, after the
first greeting was over, I brought out the blackstrap,
hard tack and bear meat, after which we filled a couple
of pipes and smoked in taciturn mood, although I was
burning to talk. The pipes finished, Peter, quite as a
matter of course and in true Indian fashion, gave a terse

account of his doings, and incidentally the doings of his
band, since he had left Ned and I in October. They had
killed much deer, some elk, a great many bear, and had
caught mink and otter enough to buy plenty of blankets
and powder for two years; the squaws had much corn
and berries laid up on which to feast in the sugar season.

He was a great hunter—had killed his fingers ten times,

over with deer, besides six full-grown bear and three elk.

He could keep two smart squaws skinning and packing
all the time, but he was tired hunting so much, and had
come to visit his white brother and hear of his success.
Had Nessmuk (Pine Marten) been lucky in the fall

hunt? Had his traps fastened on the otter with a sure
grip?

I have taken the liberty of mending his broken English,
but the above is the substance of his speech, and in answer
to his queries I replied that Nessmuk had killed as
many deer as he wished, but, having no one to share the
meat with, had killed only bucks for the most part, letting

the does and fawns go free—the one to grow up, the
other to breed. As to the traps, some evil spirit had
taken them away with the otter in them, and the Pine
Marten had been very sick—too sick for hunting—for a
long time. It was doubtful if the Pine Marten ever saw
his wigwam beyond the lake again.

He looked me steadily in the face for some moments,
with glittering but expressionless eyes, such eyes as none
but an Indian head ever carries by any possibility, and
then said, "Umph! me know—know all 'bout it. Know
when you hunt; how much deer, how much bear; kill one
buck elk, let wolf steal 'um—dam fool! Know when you
sick; come mos' every day; come to stay now. Take care
you—hunt with you- rifle. How you like that? Bimeby
ole Blackbird squaw come—he great squaw doctor, make
you well in leetle while. You say yes?"

I said yes most gladly. Not that I had much faith in
Indian honesty; I thought it quite likely to be a plan for

stealing my gun and whatever else tould be handily got
at, but, as I was likely enough to die anyway and felt that
I could not hold out long as I was, it seemed to offer a
chance worth taking, and I took it. I did the Indian
wrong. He kept faith with me nobly.
From early dawn until dark, when the weather was

favorable, he hunted and tended traps, for his own bene-
fit as it turned out (though he offered to divide fairly), but
he never left me at the shanty without a fair supply of

wood, which he hacked up with infinite labor—for he was
no axeman—and he made it a point of conscience to be
present when the fever was on me. This, I have little

doubt, saved my life. For several days succeeding Peter's
arrival I was much worse, raving about the shanty in->

sanely at night, rushing out into the frosty air half naked,
with the snow waist deep, cutting up wild in -various

ways, and trying insanely to pummel him when he found
it necessary to restrain me by force or to lug me back into'

the shanty after a crazy attempt to start down the river

barefoot, "with the thermometer at zero.

After a week or ten days the fever somewhat abated;

and Peter, taking my double-barreled rifle by way of
armament and half a dozen hard biscuit by way of grub,!

gave notice of two days' absence, and buckling his blan-

ket about him went off up the trail.

Late in the evening of the second day, wmile I wi
lying on the bear skin with swimming brain and a feverei

brow, he came back, but not alone. Two strong, athletii

squaws, each toting a large pack, were his companions.il
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brush, under and over fallen logs and out into an open
field, where his statuesque attitude announced the game
at bay.
[Enpassant: A shooter, not to say sportsman, from

Jackson was recently telling a friend that down his way
they paid little attention to the prohibitory clause in the
game law concerning quail, and that he and a game
warden had been out shooting them. There is another
warden who does the honors for the State in a massive
mansion in that city, with whom they should be made
acquainted. The brown beauties are fairly plenty, and
it would be exceedingly gra tifying now a,nd then to spend
a day in the fields after them, especially because a severe
winter plays greater havoc than many guns, but since
our chosen representatives have said "Thou shalt not,"
gentlemen [ww respect the fiat; others should be com-
pelled to. If the open season were made tbe same as for
grouse or woodcock, two years would suffice to replace
the proliibitory clause, for many half-fledged broods
would fall easy victims in September and October to the
farmer and the hunter "for revenue only;" while the
same besom of destruction would sweep the huddled
bevy when tracked in the snows of December. There-
fore, if sportsmen would preserve for themselves a reas-
onable amount of quail shooting yearly in this State, let the
"opeu" be after the birds are strong of wing and before
the treacherous snow renders it possible for anything
with a gun to exterminate a bevy at a single shot. The
month of November would seem to answer the require-
ments, and it is believed that an amendment to the law
now in force, making that month open for quail, would
meet the approbation of free-trader and protectionist.
The law is very generally respected in this section, and
the mild winters have conspired to enable Bob White to
multiply very rapidly, so that one rarely spends a day
with dog and gun without being sorely tempted by the
rush and whirr of half a dozen large bevies. If the
winters continue propitious we shall one day have quail
shooting galore, and the vials of ridicule will be uncorked
on him who fails to bag 3iis twenty couple from sun to
sun.]
As we approach the western limit of this little preserve

the alder growth disappears and before us lies a meadow
of small extent, through which meanders the little stream
along which we have been shooting.
Hark! What's that? Seaipe, seaipe, and a fickle wing

disappers through the alders; seaipe, seaipe, and another
erratic shadow disappears in the same direction. Can it

be our old friends Scolopa/x wihonii, on which we had
our first field experience on the flats out Union avenue,
between Saratoga and the lake, as the full-fed Fancy
bowled along- to game dinners at Moon's or drum's? Yes,
the same. How they twist and dive and swerve to puzzle
the marksman and elude the shot! And how well they
succeed is attested by the number of empty shells after
four of the six flushed have joined their ox-eyed cousins
in the bag.
Take a well-conditioned woodcock, pluck, sever head

and tarsi and lay breast up on the palm of your hand,
and what have you? A miniature turkey. Take a fat
snipe, treat it the same way, and what have you? A
miniature goose. Now take four of each so prepared and
minus the trail, and have your good wife bake them in a
pie, having an aperture in the upper crust for the occa-
sional introduction of such a sauce as she knows how to
concoct with a slight dash of eau de vie, and when you
see it brown and smoking hot and pass your plate the
second time, your gustatory nerves will tingle and you
will acknowledge it a fitting finale to a good day afield.
Do I hear some one exclaim, "Avaunt, barbarian!

Would you so treat a woodcock?" Aye, aye, sir: and so
would you, had you once a finger in tbe pie. No need to
invoke Epicurus; his shade will beam benignantly upon
your board.
Have brother sportsmen noted that cock migrate earlier

in the autumn than formerly?
Ten years ago when with Raymond, Rich and Hodg-

man, the Adirondacks, a few miles from the terminus of
the railroad of that name, used to be our favorite shoot-
ing ground for grouse and woodcock, we always counted
on the "flight" coming on during the last week or ten
days of October; two years ago, what time in sadness we
buried "Peter the Hermit" on the banks of the Hudson,
H. and I fagged early and late over the same ground at
the same time of the month, but the cock were not there.
Last year they left central Michigan unusually early, and
this year we have not moved one since the day herein
Chronicled,
From cover where in September one could guarantee

to put up from ten to fifteen couple in a day, by the mid-
dle of the following month not a bird remained. Since
the birds bred there they must have migrated during or
before the first quarter of the October moon.
The rich find of the lbth is accounted for on the theory

that the birds moving from their breeding grounds in the
neighborhood and along the river, dropped into this ideal
shelter, and finding a warm, sweet soil containing an
abundant supply of their favorite food, were loath to
leave and so tarried to our delectation.
After thoroughly beating the open pasture for more

snipe, an empty stomach, a few pattering rain drops and
the rumble of distant thunder warn us to seek lunch and
shelter in the hayloft of the bain where our conveyance
was left five hours before. Faster fails the rain as we cut
across lots, and entering a piece of woods a small covey
of ruffed grouse flushed with a roar of wings from a brush
pile, and each man dropped his bird. If it had rained
Greek-fire we would have followed the fugitives; and it

was worth the effort, as the lightning lit up the now
darkening forest before each crash of thunder, and the
rain was swept by the driving wind in drenching sheets
about our shivering frames, to see Stephens make a clean
kill at long range on a grouse going like a rocket before
the gale.
Ah. what a day! The fun was fast and furious!

' "Yes," remarks the perpetrator of that pie, as by the
light of the library lamp she fastens a button on my
shooting coat, "but you were a thoroughly saturated and
dejected trio as you drove home through the storm; now
confess that you were utterly miserable!" I answered,
"You know we always refer to it with a smile."
And further deponent sayeth not. L. A. S.
Michigan. .

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a deseriotire circular of Mr. Grinnell'3 book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illTsetrations from tbe volume,—Adv.

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
NOTHING that I have read for a long time has inter-

ested me so much as Mr. Trumbull's account of his
captive woodcock. It certainly deserves the encomium
which you bestow on it editorially, for it is a fascinating
story as well as an important piece of evidence. Never-
theless, I cannot think you justified in saying that it

"would seem to finally dispose of the vexed question as
to how the woodcock whistles," or in assuming that those
"who have taken the ground that the sound is made by
the wings" are now proved to be wholly in the wrong.
Mr. Trumbull, it is true, appea*a to entertain the same
opinion, but he is less positive, and his article affords in-

ternal evidence either that his conclusions are not wholly
sustained by the observations on which they rest or that
he has failed to express these conclusions with entire
clearness and precision.

For example, he says in one place that the vocal notes
of his bird were so like the whistling of ducks' wings as
actually to deceive his companion, Mr. Marchant, into
the belief that wild ducks were passing over at the time;
yet in the closing paragraph of his article he affirms that
"when a woodcock 'twitters' he squeals, pipes, squeaks,
rather than whistles," and adds, "The sound made in
swift flight by the wings of this and other specie.1

-;—many
of our ducks, for example—is perhaps more appropriately
termed a whistle." Again, while asserting quite posi-
tively in two different connections that he, as well aa
several friends who were fortunate enough to participate
in the observations, were convinced that some of the
vocal note3 were identical with those made by free birds
during ordinary flight, he admits that they "were seldom
so loud or energetic as those of the flushed bird, nor were
most of them like those heard in the cover. Yet at
almost every trial there was at least one squeaky enough
to be regarded as very nearly the sound we were listening
for, certainly enough like it to convince any doubter who
happened to be present that a flushed cock 'talks with his
mouth.'

"

I do not call attention to these passages in any spirit of
idle controversy, nor with the least intention of discredit-
ing the observations to which they relate, but simply be-
cause they appear to me to furnish some grounds for sus-
pecting that Mr. Trumbull's observations have not proved
quite all that he, as well as you, Mr. Editor, seem disposed
to claim.

In a letter that appeared in the issue of Forest and
Stream for Aug. 22, 1889, 1 called attention to the marked
variation of the woodcock's whistle, and, in concluding,
said: "That while I believe most firmly that all the vari-
ous modifications of whistling and twittering which the
woodcock makes while flying are produced by the nar-
row, stiffened primary quills, I do not wish to be under-
stood as denying that at least some of these sounds may
be vocal." I confess that these words were added at the
close of my letter more with some vague idea of guard-
ing against possible error than from any real expectation
that they might come true; but during the two shooting
seasons that have passed since they were written 1 have
been struck repeatedly by the apparent vocal quality of
some of the sounds accompanying a woodcock's flight,
and more than once have felt strong suspicions that my
original position iu the matter might be partly wrong.
Mr. Trumbull has now shown conclusively that it was
partly wrong, for I no longer doubt that some at least
of the sounds which I believe to be made by the wings
are really vocal. But has he proved that all are vocal?
What becomes of the testimony of those of us who have
held slightly wounded birds by the bill and heard the
ringing sounds of the flushed cock coming directly and
unmistakably (as we have thought) from the beating pin-
ions; at first, as the wings moved rapidly and vigorously,
in a continous silvery trill, then, as the bird became tired
and. relaxed its efforts, more faintly and disconnectedly,
each note exactly accompanying a downward stroke of
the wing. Were our birds also "talking with their
mouths" and deluding us the while by idle pantomime?
What, moreover, can be the function of the attenuated
primaries (I suppose we may no longer call them whistling
quills)? How does Mr. Trumbull explain the fact (at-
tested by several good observers) that moulting woodcock
who lack these quills never whistle, and the still more
significant fact (which I have noted repeatedly, especially
during the last two seasons) that birds which have nearly
finished the moult and have the stiffened primaries nearly
but not quite fully grown whistle more faintly than do
birds in perfect plumage? Is the woodcock dumb when
moulting and does he afterward graduate his vocal twit-
ter in nice accord with the different stages of growth of
his curious primary quille?

These and similar questions have occurred to me in
thinking over Mr, Trumbull's testimony. I do not see
how they can be answered if we must conclude that Mr.
Trumbull is wholly right and we of the other side wholly
wrong. It is as if some high authority on dogs were to
assert that pointers and setters depend wholly on their
sense of hearing in searching for game, and in proof of
such assertion were to narrate a series of the most con-
vincing experiments. A dog was first hunted with his
eyes and nose bandaged in such a way that it was impos-
sible for him to see or smell anything. He made a num-
ber of staunch points and was observed to pause and
listen attentively while drawing on his birds. When
pointing there was a slight but significant raising and
lowering of the ears. Then his nose and eyes were freed
and his ears stuffed tightly. While in this condition he
ran over bird after bird and evinced unmistakable sur-
prise and disgust at flushing them. None of the motions
of the nose or hps which have been mentioned by writers
as accompanying the act of drawing on game were de-
tected, although they were carefully looked for. It was
ascertained, however, that the nose was of some use in
finding a piece of meat. These experiments were made
in the presence of a number of well-known sportsmen, all
of whom expressed astonishment at the result, but
acknowledged it no longer possible to deny that a dog
discovers the presence of game solely by his sense of
hearing.
Such a comparison may seem absurd on first thought,

but is it really so after serious consideration? In the two
cases there is of course this difference; the dog has been
so long and closely associated with man that the precise
nature of the functions performed by his eyes, nose and

ears may be assumed to be very perfectly understood;
whereas, the woodcock, despite the fact that it is so
generally hunted, is certainly known intimately but to
few, if indeed to any one. Nevertheless I confess I am
almost as ready to believe that my pointer's nose is a
mere ornamental appendage and that I have to thank his
keenness of hearing for the many birds that he has
enabled me to bag, as I am to credit the assumption that
the woodcock's attenuated primaries are used merely to
produce sounds similar to those "made by many kinds of
birds," and that a flushed cock talks only "with his
mouth." I admit that dogs are occasionally guided in
the direction of a bird by bome noise that it makes and
that at times they point game which they see but do not
smell; but I have abundant proofs that scent is the faculty
on which they chiefly depend.
So with the woodcock I have had experiences which

have convinced me that the sound ordinarily made by the
rising bird is produced by the wings. Mr. Trumbull, on
the other band, has heard this sound or something very
like Lib given by a captive woodcock which, at the time,
was standing on the ground with its wings tightly closed
and which accompanied the notes by a slight but evident
movement of its throat or breast. Sure of the correctness
of his own impressions he not unnaturally concludes that
the senses of other observers must have deceived them,
and accordingly passes over their testimony in silence in
drawing his final conclusions. If it must be admitted
that the sounds which he has shown to be vocal are iden-
tical with those which some of us believe we have traced
to the wings, the question is indeed settled, for, however
good our proofs, Mr. Trumbull's are obviously better, and
it is idle to claim that the .same sounds are produced in
radically different ways. But may there not be two
sounds seemingly much alike but really of different
character and origin?

It becomes evident on close reading of Mr. Trumbull's
article that he is not quite sure of his identification
of these vocal notes; in other words he hesitates to
assert that they were positively the same as those
of the. flushed bird. They "were seldom so loud or
energetic * * * nor we're most of them like those
heard in the cover," but were sufficiently similar "to be
regarded as very nearly the sound we were listening for,"
while others "seemed absolute reproductions of those of
the flushed bird as we remember them; it is, of course,
impossible to recall them literally enough for nice com-
parison, no matter how often they have thrilled us." In
any ordinary case the very frankness of these admissions
would prevent the critic from using them against a writer
who shows such evident determination to be entirely fair
and accurate at possible expense to his argument, and it

would be manifestly unwarrantable to claim that the
mere opinions of an ornithologist and sportsman of Mr.
Trumbull's standing and experience are not entitled to
much weight.

But the case is not an ordinary one, and the entire con-
fidence which otherwise might be reposed in Mr. Trum-
bull's convictions must be more or less affected by the
fact that other sportsmen have recorded directly opposite
convictions based on evidence which cannot be lightly
disregarded. In this connection it also seems fair to in-
sist that if the importance of a direct comparison of
sounds be conceded, the advantage lies with the support-
ers—perhaps I should now say the defenders—of the wing
theory, for their experiments have been made in the
covers and immediately after listening to the sound of
the flushed bird. As far as my personal experiences of
this kind are concerned, I will say that I have no doubts
whatever that the sound made by the wounded bird a3 I
held it in my hand was identical with that which it had
given on rising only a minute or two before. It may be
objected that I was deceived as to the origin of this
sound, even although i held the bird within a few inches
of my face. I admit that this is possible, but it is not to
my mind more probable than that Mr. Trumbull was also
deceived, and that his captive really made its various
twitters, squeaks and murmurs by an undetected rabbing
together or "stridulation" of its stiffened primary quills

—

a theory which I am not, of course, disposed to maintain.
What I do maintain is simply this, that some of Mr.

Trumbull's conclusions relating to the flight sounds of
the woodcock are not satisfactorily proven by his own
observations, while they are directly negatived by the
experience of certain other sportsmen, whose testimony
should not be arbitrarily dismissed. If , however, it can
be shown that some of these conclusions have been a
trifle too broadly drawn and that Mr. Trumbull, in com-
mon with others who have written on the subject, has
fallen into error in supposing that all the characteristic
flights of the woodcock are produced in the same way,
most of the difficulties of the case will at once disappear.
In other words, why may it not be that the "twitter" as-
certained by Mr. Trumbull to be vocal has in some of its

variations so strong a resemblance to a twitter-like,
whistle made by the wings that the two have been gen-
erally, if not universally, confused by ornithologists and
sportsmen?
At first thought this suggestion may not seem to differ

materially from that advanced in the closing paragraph
of Mr. Trumbull's article; but Mr. Trumbull apparently
indorses the idea expressed in his quotation from Frank
Forrester that the "twitter" and "whistle" are habitually
given simultaneously by birds of perfect plumage, and in
this and other connections he distinctly implied that the
"whistle" is at best a slight and in no way characteristic
sound, and that it is usually drowned by the vocal note,
the latter being the sound ordinarily heard from a rising
woodcock.
Now what I have found to be the characteristic sound

of a full-feathered woodcock on rising and afterward
during vigorous, protracted flight is a clear, continuous,
pulsating whistle closely similar to that made by the wings
of certain ducks, but louder (perhaps because the wood-
cock is usually nearer than ducks are apt to be) and rather
more silvery and musical in tone. It is not subject, so
far as I have observed, to marked modifications of tone,
but the pulsations vary in distinctness with the speed at
which the bird is moving. In very rapid flight they are
often sorun together as to be inappreciable. This whistle I
believe to bemade by the wings,or rather by the wellknown
specialized outer primaries. I have never heard it from
a bird which lacked these quills, nor on the other hand
have I known a bird in which they proved to be fully
developed rise in the ordinary manner without whistling,
although a crafty old cock will not infrequently steal off
close to the ground, moving its wings in a peculiar quiv-
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cloud I ever saw, the upper part barely above the tree-
tops, tumbling over aud over toward us, like the surf on
the beach, but without the noise. Every few seconds we
could see the glare of lightning behind the cloud which
was moving toward us with frightful velocity.
Soon our wind was gone, and we lay rocking on the

long swells In perfect silence, save for the slatting of the
sail as the boat rolled. The oppressive silence was broken
by the skipper, "Down with jib! Let go throat and peak
and down with that mainsail! There's wind there, and
lots of it."

The jib was soon stowed, the mainsail tied up, and
with an oar the boat was hove around for the squall,
which by this time was close aboard. Now comes a low
rumble of thunder, the clouds bend toward us, the light-

ning is almost incessant, big scattering drops of rain
patter on the water. The clouds bend lower and lower,
between the flashes of lightning the darkness is intense,
then for an instant a hush like death, and then the very
firmament seems torn asunder. A blinding flash that
seems to tear the eyeballs, a rending, rattling crash of
thunder, and the squall was on us. Lucky for us that
our sail was down and that we had headed the boat for
the squall , for had it struck us abeam we would have
been olown out of the water or under it.

Right on the heels of the wind came the rain. And
such a rain. Nothing could withstand it. We had rub-
ber coats, but they were aB useless as cobwebs. We
were drenched in an instant and for perhaps five minutes
were nearly smothered. One could not tell spray from
rain, the air was full of both.
But though intense the squall was soon over, the wind

dropped almost as soon a3 it came, the rain grew less,

pattered feebly here and there, then ceased altogether.
The sun, brighter and hotter than before, shone with a
new beauty, and the face of nature, wet, but smiling, was
once more ours.

But what a drenched crowd we were, we were not only
wet, we were soaked. Everything in the lunch basket
was soaked to a pulp, except some hard, boiled eggs, and
they were beginning to be soft.

•''Boys," says one, "do you want to go to the island
with that mess of water-logged grub, I don't." And the
rest of us thought so too.

Sadly we took our poles and slowly headed back to-

ward the river. It was ebb tide and low water, but hard
work took us wearily up the river. Time wi 11 accom-
plish any thing, and an hour or so later we reached the
dock, and wet, hungry and discouraged we plodded our
several ways home.
"No, we didn't get any fish." Tabpon.
Tabpon Spbings, Florida.

OVER THE OLD "SQUIRREL ROUTE."
HPHE late Frank Forester, in one of his breezy deiinea-
JL tions of the glories of autumn shooting, rather went
out of his way to attack Bryant for inaccuracy in his
beautiful little poem on "The Death of the Flowers."
He quite forgot that Bryant wrote of a later season, of

"wailing winds and naked woods, and meadows brown
and sere," and of "the cold November rain," and not of
the bright October with its clear, crisp mornings and
balmy days, and its woodlands yet gorgeous with the
many colored livery of the ripening foliage. Had Herbert
lived to this year of grace, 1890, and passed it in New
England, the slur on Bryant would hardly have been
written, for of all the Octobers I remember, and they are
many, I had hardly recall one so generally wet" and
cheerless. There were two or three bright days in the
first week of the month, and one or two more sandwiched
in about the middle, but I was busy during the first ones,
and the latter ones came in so unexpectedly that I did
not take advantage of them, and my gun has never left

its case in the closet this year.

I did take a tramp, however, on the 18th, when a bright
afternoon broke out of a dark, foggy morning, over a
favorite old "squirrel route" among the hills, which many
long years ago I was wont to follow with my brother
when we were both young, and which, twenty years
later, I often traversed with my sons.

Leaving the village about 3 P. M. with no weapon but
an Alpen stock I struck out on a long disused rood at the
base of the hills, said to have been used in the early days
of the settlement, when the roads through the meadows
were impassable from mud in the spring, and climbing a
steep, stony pitch goon reached one of the few bits of
"old woods" left near the town. Half a dozen tall pines,

as many big butternuts, a score of chestnuts and a hun-
dred oaks, with a few small hemlocks and minor trees,

have been spared to cover six or seven acres and to afford
a, pleasant and convenient woodland retreat for visitors

in the summer days. Beyond them a "pair of bars" and
the remnants of an old farm gate, open to a long stretch
of pasture land, which separates the steep wood-covered
ridge on my left from the level meadows 200ft. below.
Down through this pasture the old road makes its way,

slowly climbing the hillside, until two miles away it

turns a branch sharply to the left and crosses the ridge
to some farms behind, or rather it did once, for it has
not been used for years, and is now obstructed by rail

fences and stone walls. Heave the road, however, after

passing the bars, and bear sharply to the left up a rough
ravine or gully, which comes down from the northerly
crest of the ridge, and down which trickles a little brook,
lost in the summer among the broken stones which form
its bed, but full enough now to make it necessary to keep
up on the slope, stepping among the wet leaves, over the
broken stones, which are half-covered with soft vegetable
mould and moss. I soon reach a point where the major
part of the little brook comes pitching down 60 or 70ft.

over a precipice to the right, first with a clear leap of

some dozen feet and then shattered into spray, tumbling
over the broken stones in foam till it meets its compan-
ion and partner coming from the left at the bottom of

the gully. Climbing the steep walls of the ravine I come
to an old wood road, which once followed up the little

brook to its source behind the ridge, but it xs so grown
up with witch hazel and swamp maple I can hardly fol-

low it, and now I meet the brook coming down the road-
way. A broken pine branch, thick with its clusters of

leaves, has fallen across the channel at a narrow gorge
between two big stones, and other twigs and leaves have
been stopped by it until it has made a complete dam and
turned the waters into the path.
The hook of my staff soon removed the obstruction,

and the waters return to their course, while I go on mine.

FOREST AND STREAM.

Here at the foot of the ridge is a well-remembered spot,
A great white stone at the foot of a huge pine recalls the
mornings when I have sat on it and listened to the bark
of the gray squirrel, or the "swish" which marked his
spring among the branches of the surrounding beeches
and chestnuts, or the nestle and patter of the grouse
among the dry leaves. But I cannot stop here now, I have a
long walk laid out and must keep on. My way leads me
right along the foot of the cliff, where here and there I
see the last decaying rails of an old rail fence, once a
favorite "runway" for game, but it is almost gone, and I
have often to diverge from the old path, where the
branches of some old chestnut on the ridge, shattered by
storm or lightning, has come crashing down across the
way.
Now I reach another old landmark. An old chestnut

"stub," 4ft. in diameter and 40ft. high, long stood here, a
favorite hiding place for the gray squirrels when dis-
turbedamong the surrounding beeches. How many years
ago its top went I can't remember, but now the whole
trunk lies across my path, split open by the fall. The axe
marks at the butt show that it has been cut down, and
the deep hollow disclosed tells the story, "coons or honey,"
I do not know which, for wild bees are occasionally found
in New Hampshire and tracked by the local "Sam Lov-
els" in the same way as so well described by Mr. Robin-
son.

I mount the fallen trunk, light my pipe, and look
around me. There, on that huge beech, are four sets of
initials, somewhat grown out of shape; for they were cut
twenty years ago by my sons and their comrades. Thank
heaven, the boys are all well yet; but how they are
scattered! One is at the head of a large machine shop on
the shore of Lake Erie, and another in a like position in
INew Jersey; one is superintending the U. S. Fish Hatch-
ing House in Oregon ; and the other is exploring in Alaska!
"The world do move," and so must I, for I have loitered

along till the dark clouds are coming up in the west, and
as I emerge from the woods into a long stretch of open
pasture sloping to the south, the distant hills are losing
their color.

I hasten on, still keeping the ridge to my right, under
the lee of the last really big oaks and chestnuts left in
town, till I reach the other end of the old road on which I
started out, and climbing the wall follow it into the woods.
But the woods do not last long, for soon after I cross the
summit I come to a great clearing, cut in from the river
side last spring apparently. The big oak logs lay around
in huge piles, ready to be "sledded" down to the village
and worked up into furniture and baskets as soon as the
snow comes, and the piles of firewood made from the tops
and branches are thickly studded between them.
Some of the trees are old enough to cut, and I do not

care if the owner will only let the land grow up again to
wood, and not burn it over for unnecessary pasturage.
The Vermont hills opposite are in deep shadow now;

the river bank, full from the autumn rains, sparkles in
the fading light, which shows its sinuous course through
the meadows, up all the swales and low places, of which
it sends long "setbacks" of quiet water, and the village
shows two miles away in the distance. It, is all down
hill work now, and I strike a racing gait down the old
road, splashing through the little rivulets which trickle
from every spring on the hillside, trusting to my hob-
nailed shooting boots to keep my feet dry, and coming
out where I went in at the "Old Gate," and reach the vil-

lage just as the lights are beginning to sparkle in the win-
dows, with my legs well stretched and my lungs well
filled with the mountain air, just in time to put on dry
shoes, pick the cockle burrs out of the legs of my trousers,
and be ready for a hot cup of tea and a hearty supper.

Von W.

OCTOBER 18.

Woodcock in the valley,

Grouse upon the hill,

O, take your trusty dog and gun
And your game pockets fill. —Pennyson.

HiSADQUAUTERS, Alma Association Knights of 1he Trigger,
Oct. 17, 1890.— Comrade Sir Knight: information has just been re-
ceived at this office that a deiachment from the main army of
Philohela Minor, in its annual migration, has swooped down upon
the lowlands to the west of .the town and is boring the ground full
of holes and otherwise affecting the property of the honest yeo-
men. You are therefore required to present Yourself armed and
eqnipped for duty to-morrow morning at 7 o'clock. (Signed)
Bisbal, High Muck-a-Muck.
rI^HE members of the association are all officers, num-
X bering three ; and besides the official signing the above
order, there are Stephens, Muck-a-Muck; and the writer
hereof, just plain Muck.
We had been anxiously awaiting the order for some

time, knowing that our superior "kept tab" on several
likely pieces of cover; and bright and early the following
morning we repaired to the rendezvous—the Wolf's Den
—and from the lookout discerned Hisral far down by the
river advancing stealthily, gun in hand, toward an old
stump for a shot at what appeared to be an otter sitting
motionless behind it. Now he is in short range, and
raising the gun to his shoulder, stands erect to sight the
quarry. No booming gun salutes the rising sun; no otter
dangles at his belt. It was the cat.

Sparing his blushes as he joins us in the wagon, and
with old Dan, a pointer of shady pedigree but good field

record, under the seat, we bowl along in the crisp autumn
air, each moment adding to the feelings of relief from
business cares and anticipations of a rare day in the woods.
Only when an outing is the fruition of days of hope does
one experience the full witchery of such a morning ride.
Each wayside clump of alders invites, and every rushy,
willowy margin of meadow brook pleads to be explored;
but we tarry not, knowing that a short half-hour will
find us on ground which last year yielded ample satisfac-
tion to dog and gun.
Stabling the horse with a farmer friend we are soon

three abreast and Dan quartering before, beating up the
margin of a woodland stream. Up jumps a woodcock
and twists away on whistling wing, as Stephens opens
the ball with both barrels; and the rest of the line con-
tinues the volley as he again flushes wildly, but as he tops
the alders a shot directed more by faith than sight drops
him in the bosom of the brook, whence Dan retrieves to
our satisfaction but not to his own, for he hopes to mouth
it outrageously as soon as he is out of the water, but we
anticipate that jittle "aside" and relieve him of his burden
at the brink. How like some people—commendable when
deprived of the opportunity to be otherwise. Then we
did just what you would have done—took the bird by the
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bill, shook the glistening drops from drooping wings,
watched for an instant the bright eye lose its lustre,
snioothed the ruffled plumage and admiring his unusual
size, consigned him to the deep recesses of the shooting
coat. A "ground keeper" sure, and full eight ounces.
Finding no more birds for a few rods, we traverse the
chord of an arc made by a big bend in the stream, and
strike it again in a neighboring meadow. What a strik-
ing contrast is presented by the woodlands in June and
October! Then each blade and branch was clothed with
living green and fragrant flower, and every bough melo-
dious with the song of birds. Now, gone the floral train
and forest choir, and the silence in nature's great cathe-
drals would be oppressive were not the eye, and through

.

it something within, satisfied with a glory of sunshine
and varied foliage. fSee that maple robed in yellow
plush, that sumach in crimson hue, and there by the
river bank a lang syne king among forest kings has lost
his crown, his stalwart trunk and broken arms entwined
by a vine of rainbow tints, whose tendrils swinging grace-
fully soften the outlines of the rjicture mirrored at his
feet. What a rich possession is a taste for that sport
which makes a man a lover of forest and field and all
that is in it.

Having reached the meadow brook almost concealed by
rank weeds and graceful willows, Stephens and I take
the outer edges of the cover, while Hisral takes old Dan
to beat close to the brookside. Soon a cock flushes and
as 1 pull the trigger the report of his gun assures me that
I might have saved my ammunition, for the bird falls
ere the recoil in felt. Then a wily fellow tried to sneak
off through the bushes, but a charge of No. 10s through
a patch of briers sent him to grass. Passing on the dog
stood staunchly by an old log some distance from the
margin of the stream and we all drew up in company
front about 10yds. apart, every nerve strained in momen-
tary expectation of a flush and each counting on getting
in a shot instanter. That bird might just as well walk
out and say, "Don't shoot, but put me in your little bag
and reserve your ammunition for my sisters and my
cousins and my aunts."
What a picture! Three men and a dog motionless,

breathless, fingers on triggers, intently regarding an old
root at the end of a decayed log! There we stand, and
stand and stand, till the suspense is painful and a blue-
jay laughs discordantly as he flits overhead; he must
have been sounding the key note for the symphony in Q
that followed. Hisral can stand it no longer, and as he
steps in front of the dog the cock springs from his very
feet and straight as Tell's arrow comes directly for my
head. Shades of Herbert defend us! If I move not that
long bill will bisect my right eye. My companions dare
not shoot, as the bird is directly be'tween us, and as a
wing brushes my face I dodge and strike with the gun
which discharges at an angle of 45° with the horizon, and
whirling, the other charge is thrown away as he disap-
pears in the brush.
Something funny must have happened, as my friends

gave free rein to explosive merriment, offering as a reason
therefor that in the scene above described, facial expres-
sion, attitude, action and result were too much for human
nature to view unmoved. And when it was intimated
that the grand old forest aisles, fit temples for druid or
fairy, should not be profaned by such boisterous mirth,
they danced in fiendish glee, waking the echoes with a
perfect rage of laughter. "Et tu, Brutef
"Chickens will come home to roost" was thought deeply

but breathed softly, as following the sinuosities of the
little stream soon brought us to the edge of the woods
and into an old swine pasture of possibly two acres grown
up to patches and clumbs of alders, with cow paths wind-
ing in and out, making a perfect picnic ground for wood-
cock; and there they were in numbers exceeding any-
thing we had ever seen before in grounds of like extent.
Frank Forrester says in his "Field Sports" that he never

found a flock of them but once; and happy is the man
who thus finds them once in his lifetime!
After two or three had been properly perforated and

my companions were by themselves in a little cripple, the
cock began springing about them, one, two, three, six,
ten, a dozen on the wing at once, and what were these
erstwhile hilarious hunters doing? There they stood like
animated weather vanes, each succeeding instant point-
ing their guns at different points of the compass as the
birds jumped from their feet in front, at the right, left
and behind them, and never firing a shot.
What's the matter with Stephens? him of the un-

bridled merriment and "light fantastic toe" on the green-
sward, rattled? Yea, verily, shattered.
And was Hisral rattled too? He of the explosive

laughter, who in bygone days in these self-same glades
wooed the wild turkey to his doom with a leaf of ever-
green brier, and from yonder knoll dropped a buck of
seven points as he cleared this stream at a mighty bound;
Hisral, who flinched not when old bruin turned on him
at ten paces; was he unnerved by the whistle of a dozen
woodcock? "Tell it not in Gath." Yes, Hisral was rat-
tled too.

Under such circumstances was it not pardonable to re-
tire behind a huge tree and quietly chuckle ? And a little

red squirrel on a branch overhead jerked his tail toward
those marvelous marksmen and chuckled too. Honors
are easy.

A council of war was now held, and one was stationed
at a pass formed by a wood road between the aider swale
and timber, and one proceeded to systematically hunt the
swarm by keeping them moving back and forth; and as
old Dan drew gingerly and stood staunchly on bird after
bird, the currency of the realm—No. 10's—was put where
it would do the most good; and bird after bird came to
bag until only one out of sixteen escaped to carry the
tidings to his fellows in the sunny South. Woodcock
rarely take wing after a death shot, but as we were going
quietly along about 50yds. apart, Stephens called out
"There goes a woodcock, and he dropped in near that
large beach tree just in front of you." Hisral stepped, to
the spot and there lay a plump bird in the last gasp, ai
drop of blood at the base of the bill indicating that he
had bellows to mend.

Just before us was a fallen treetop, and as a bird
flushed he was quickly cut down not Oft. above the
ground. Stephens saw him fall and ejaculated, "By the
powers at Lansing, it's a short-billed woodcock! Who
would have expected to find one here!" A strange diffi-l

dence seemed to have seized us all; no one claimed it, but
Dan did a very pretty piece of work, trailing with the re-

lentless persistence of a life insurance agent, through
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and paddled up to camp, leaving the coon. Probably he
was dead and resting on the bottom somewhere.
By Monday night L. and I began to cogitate. The little

water gauge which we had notched off into inches and
carefully put out on our arrival at Gum Ridge, showed
the water to have risen just one inch every day. An inch
in that flat country, almost already entirely overflowed,
meant a great deal. In two or three daj s more every
foot of land except the mounds would be under. Then
we would not care to continue the hunt. And again, we
already had just twelve turkeys, certainly a good bag and
enough to satisfy all reasonable desires. It was L. who
first suggested that we should not stay our appointed time.

As for myself I have never been known to take the in-

itiative in conversation leading up to a subject of this

kind.
"Mr. Telescope, don't you think we have got about

enough game, and hadn't we better go home shortly?"
"What put that idea into your head? Don't you know

that on our way up the launch consumed about nine boxes
of coal—over l,0001bs.—and that she can carry all the
game we can kill up here in a month yet?"
''How will you keep the game? The refrigerator is full,

and 1 haven't great faith in keeping game long lying on
the bare ground and covered wiih dry leaves. I think we
are running some risk even now."

''Look here, L., what's the matter with you? Didn't
you come up here to stay ten or twelve days at the short-

est? We have abundant provisions, we still have some
land to hunt on, and we are just having a royal time and
you want to break it up. You surprise me. You have
always been able to be away from your mother longer
than than this. Maybe it's the girls that are bothering
you?"

"It's not the girls, either.'
1

"Need not color up, my boy. If that's it, of course you
are a little in bad shape for a protracted hunt: but they
won't get away, be plenty of them when you get back to
Vicksburg. By the way, L,, I notice you passing under
our electric light pretty often now. Am keeping my
oggles on you closely. Rather nice young lady that. But
I would think you would need some beard before proceed-
ing to serious matters."
"Oh, I can stay up here as long as you can, but there is

no use in it. As to girls, it is Lent now, and there are no
parties, anyway,"

"I'll tell you'L., if we have luck to-morrow we will go
home Wednesday. You know we want more gobblers.
We have almost too many hens. You won't help me get
gobblers. If you'll promise not to shoot another hen, I

won't."
"There is no law against shooting hens, is there ?"

"No, but gobblers are larger and finer for the table,

and it is more sportsmanlike to kill them."
"Well, what have you been tumbling over bo many

hens for then? You have not paralyzed yourself killing
gobblers."
"Now, L., can't you help me a little—please kill a gob-

bler to morrow."
He promised and we shook hands on it. In the morn-

ing before it was yet light L. and I were on the way back
to the mounds, that charmed spot where we had found so
much game, and felt so sure of finding it again. On the
way a large gobbler was flushed from a tree overhead.
He had gone in there the evening before, after having
been shot at with the rifle. It was yet quite dark and
we gave him no further attention. Arriving in the
vicinity of the mounds we fastened the Amateur 200yds.
away, and begau to wade toward the bluff side.

"Take your choice, L., I think we had better separate
this time."

"Either will do me."
"There are turkeys on both, I'll wager; take your choice.

To the right or left?"

"Choose yourself."
"Well, then, you go to the right, I know there are

turkeys there. Now take your time, and if necessary
spend an hour in wading in, and don't flush the turkeys
whatever you do until you have a sure shot."

"I'll try."
"Oh, that face."
"Wish you'd let up on that face."
"It'll ruin you sure. Wrap it up in moss—cover every-

thing except your eyes."
"I'll do it."

"L., a gobbler this time."
"A gobbler yourself."
"When this telescope draws a bead, a gobbler it is."

"And when this shotgun throws its seed, a gobbler it is."

The mound I was approaching was bluffer and better
covered with undergrowth than the other and conse-
quently easier to approach; but L.'s was the more pro-
lific in game as a rule. My anxiety as to how he would
approach it was relieved, when on reaching my mound
I looked back and away off through the timber and saw
that he had not made more than half my progress I felt

then that something good awaited him.
On circling my mound to the right I saw turkeys be-

yond range, and watched them for a long time. Finally
they fed to the other side, and I moved ai'ound under
cover; then very cautiously with some large trees between
us I moved, stooping very low with my face to the
ground to one of these trees. Here I rested to steady
myself for a shot, expecting to get one in a minute. On
peering around I failed to see the game. This was re-
peated several times without seeing or hearing anything.
Then I moved around to one side of the tree and sat down
on a lot of dry bark, which I had silently broken up and
placed in a fork of the roots, with my feet in the water.
A tree near and behind gave me a splendid location. A
bunch of moss had been put on my head and my cap
pulled over it. The moss was then pulled down in a
string on either side and tied around my neck. In this
way, aided by a heavy growth of beard, my face was con-
cealed and protected from the mosquitoes, which on this
day were annoying—except my nose and eyes. With a
small piece of bark, with my elbow resting on my knee,
I fought the insects from there.
And all the time the woods down from the mound were

watched for a motion of the turkeys. After a while L.
shoots—and shoots again, in quick succession. I feared
that my turkeys would fly, but there was not a stir in
that part of the. woods. I began to wonder whether
they had not fed away, but dismissed the thought
promptly on reflecting that land did not extend very far
away and they were not likely to wade the rather deep
water over to L. What could L. have shot at? ran

through my mind. Had he another hen, or had he made
a clean miss, or had he got in his work properly, with a
gobbler with each barrel? Hardly.
Just then two hens stepped into an opening not over

40yds. away. I moved to raise my rifle but suddenly re-

collected that L. had instructed me to get a gobbler, so

the rifle remained on my lap, but I quit fighting mosqui-
toes and bathing my eyes. Presently more hens worked
into view, but not a male could be seen. I determined to

have a gobbler unless the hens made me oixt, when I

would take what I could. I watched them closely, the

mosquitoes in the meantime enjoying an unmolested
meal. Several times a hen would straighten up and take
a survey of the surrounding woods, but I was ready, if

the alarm was suddenly given, for the emergency and be-

lieved I could get a hen even at that late stage of the pro-

ceedings. But nothing of the kind took place, though
the hens finally worked within 25yds. of me and I felt

sure my presence would be detected.
At last a gobbler exposed himself. He was not so large

nor so fine as I had desired, but he would do. It would
not be quite safe to delay on him. I could not trust him
to go behind a tree. Too many already had doue that to

me. He looked innocent and unsuspicious enough, it is

true, but such appearance goes for naught with a gobbler
at such times. Just as he was about to walk behind a

tree I made a rather hasty shot.

There was a great flight. Turkeys tookwing, itseemed.
all around me. They seemed to get up everywhere. I

had not the least idea that there were so many. I would
not like to hazard a guess as to their number, lest I be
laughed at. One turkey made me feel sick, as he took
wing from behind the tree I was sitting against, not over
10yds. away. He was the one I wanted. He looked
every inch as big as a barrel, with a beard swinging from
his breast a yard long. I watched his flight eagerly : but
he went, and went, and went, until he was a long way
beyond the depth of my rubber boots in the deep over-
flow. I did not even know that the little one had been
killed. Indeed I feared for the worst and felt not the
best.

I did not move from my bark seat, but sat there for

three-quarters of an hour, and saw nothing except some
hens away off in the timber.
When at last I ventured to call, they only answered by

flying further away. After a while I abandoned all hope
of calling them back. They had seen too much of us
about these mounds. I then slipped off down there and
got two shot?. This settled the business—the turkeys, so

far as could be seen, flew to Europe.
On wading back, I again became interested as to

whether I had killed that gobbler. After firing I had not
seen nor heard a thing of him. Did he beat the ball

to the tree and save himself? Certainly he was close

enough to me—but those were the one3 I generally missed.
I wished I had waited longer for the big one.

Presently I found him, not where I had expected, but
a little further on , with a ball through just behind the

butt of the wing: he had forgotten to stop behind the
tree. An 18 pounder—not so bad after all.

Having covered my game carefully, I then waded
across to L.'s ridge and gave a low. whistle, and, receiving
no answer, repeated it a little louder. His peculiar note
came back. 1 would know that whistle in the wilds of
Africa.

" Well, L., what have you done; did you tumble 'em?"
"I got only two,"
"Only two? Thunder, how many did you expect to

get? You shot but twice."
"I shot but twice, but you ought to have seen the flock."

"But you don't expect to get more than one with each
barrel?"
"Why, man, I killed two with the first barrel and

missed with the second."
"Two with one barrel? Both hens?"
"Both gobblers."
"Both gobblers? Ain !

t you joking?"
"Look for yourself, here they are," lifting his coat and

exposing to view a couple of magnificent gobblers.
"L., shake! Get up, and let's look at you. Bless me,

how you've grown. Two inches taller. You're all right
now. You are in for gobblers after this. And your
beard will put out. You are a man. We go home to-

morrow and you can see your girl and—

"

"Well, say, let up on that, will you? What have you
done? You shot three times."
"Well, I didn't get two at one shot."

"I hardly expected that with a rifle."

"I did do it the other day."
"But you left one in the woods—that don't count. We

want the game in camp. Say, how many did you kill?"

"Three, two hens, one gobbler."
On our way back to camp, three hen turkeys were seen in

trees on the right. Before getting into the canoe we had
voted unanimously not to kill another turkey, especially

a hen. But here they were. It was rather an early test

of our resolution, and we were not quite prepared for it.

Did L. want to try one with his shotgun? He would not
mind doing so. But the birds were wrong for a shot from
the right shoulder.
"Don't appear to notice them," in a whisper. "We

will paddle up out of sight and turn round. I'll steer the
cance while you shoot." Thus I spoke to L.
The turkeys were back a little from the river, so after

turning I kept the boat under cover on that side until we
came in full view opposite them. Then L. fired, once,
twice, quick.
"Why did you shoot the second time? Your turkey

was falling then?"
"Could not help it; wanted to make sure."
The others flew of course, but to our surprise one lit

but a short distance away.
"L., I believe I'll try that with my rifle. Paddle down

a little further and she will be in easy range."
"Thunder, the cross-hair goes all over and around her;

sit still, I can't shoot; couldn't hit a meeting house."
Directly the sight starts to cross the body and I pull.

"Good; that was a splendid shot."
"An accident, my boy, a pure accident."
"I like to see accidents like that from a tottery boat.

It was good."
"L., we'll go home to-morrow."
"Agreed."
"And you shall see your girl."

By 11 o'clock we were in camp with our seven turkeys,
which we had killed in eight shots, one shot having been
made at an already mortally wounded one. It was

rather a clean day's work. I do not think we could have
done it except for the overflow. Their range being
limited rendered the birds easier to find. It also seemed
to disturb them and make them less wild. We would
rather have called the big puffy old gobblers and shot

them as formerly. Still we found every day that they
had legs, eyes, ears and wings. They also had an un-
limited woods to fly through. The big flock on our camp
ridge proved rather too smart for us, and I believe we
got but one out of it. My first day of grand fizzles among
them educated them away out of our reach.
In the afternoon William was given ten cartridges and

the shotgun and told to bring in ten rabbits, and left on
his mission. L. also went after them with a ,82-caliber

Winchester. He had been anxious to get some game
with that, and as I had persuaded him not to risk it after

turkeys, why, he would try it on rabbits. At the target
he could make some very good shots. Shortly there was
sufficient noise to frighten everything wild out of the
woods. The rifle and shotgun both opened up lively, and
I knew that a new element of destruction was among the
persecuted long-ears. L. was first back in fifteen minutes
with one rabbit with a great hole in his back.
"Gracious ! Did you shoot all your balls through him ?"

"1 didn't shoot liirn but once, thank you, sir."

"Where are the others?"

"Out in the woods,"
"How many times did you shoot?"
"Something the matter with the gun."
"How many times, L.?"

"O, seven. But the barrel's got something in it,"

"Take a club. You can get 'em with a club. Or take
a bag—there's an ice sack—set it and chase them into it.

You can get it full."

Presently William came in with five. He was given
more ammunition and told to get himself five more,
which he did in about ten additional shots. He did not
show much marksmanship, but seemed greatly to enjoy
it, as he was too near camp to be afraid.

We drew our seven turkeys and hung them up on the
outside of the launch. There were five in the refrigera-

tor—the first killed—and seven on the bare ground, cov-
ered with dry leaves and then with the Boss, which had
been turned upside down over them.
We then set to work to prepare for an early Btart in the

morning. The boiler was filled, furnace cleaned of
ashes and cinders, and kindling and coal put in. Sundry
other things were done to facilitate getting away for

home by daybreak. It was almost as much of a delieht
to us as the preparations for starting on the trip. We
were feeling good over our success.
Toward night a fearful rain and wind storm set in.

Everything was fairly protected, and this did not disturb
us very much. Before dark the storm ceased. About 9

o'clock it commenced again, and, so far as we knew,
raged with unabated fury all night. Many times on
awaking it could be heard roaring through the tall and
thick timber. Trees could be heard crying- as they chafed
each other, and the heavy winds appeared to come and
go in great waves, chasing each other over the vast for-

ests, the one rushing in with great fury ere the old
one had ceased to sigh in the distance. Immediately
over us the canopy of the Greenwing kept up a great
clatter by the heavy rain fall. It was, indeed, a fearful
night. The more so upon reflecting that the vast delta,

already flooded, was being more deeply inundated by
this tremendous downpour.
In the morning we were up an hour before day for the

early start. It was still raining, though not heavily.
Everything about camp was under water and our rub-
ber boots had to be used,
The turkeys under the Boss and the rabbits were all in

water, It was more than w-e had expected, even for so
heavy a rain. The gauge indicated a 4in. rainfall.

Our journey home was one of no particular interest,

exceptthat the water was about one foot higher and the
country in just so much more distress. On one ridge,

three miles below our camp, we saw several head of cat-

tle standing knee deep in water. It was the highest
ground in that locality, and, on that day, there was no
land out on the upper Little Sunflower except the
mounds. Unless rescued those cattle would perish along
with hundreds more in other places. We could do noth-
ing for them, could only pass on leaving them there to
their fate.

The day was cool and dark, with an occasional spatter-
ing of rain, a not unpleasant day for the run home.
The last killed turkeys were left hanging around the

forward part of the canopy. It was with pardonable
pride, we hope, they were left there, to be seen by many
persons as we steamed down to Vicksburg.
In about ten hours we reached the Greenwing's buoy

in Lake Centennial and blew the whistle for Douglas,
the watchman, to help us ashore with our traps.

The little launch had behaved herself very nicely all

the way up and back, not cutting up a single caper as
she is wont to do. A nice little boat indeed, and may she
bob and splash in Lake Centennial until we go again,
when we fully contemplate having another grand time in
the woods, Lawrence and I. Even as we write we learn
that the turkeys have passed through the overflow with-
out great disaster, and that large broods of the young are
being reared to replenish the ranks thinned out by their
numerous and destructive enemies, including the great
overflow, which, even after our return to Vicksburg, rose
several feet higher over their favorite range and feeding
grounds, Long may they flourish to thrill the heart of
the sportsman as he listens to their notes and endeavors
to cope with them in their native wilds. W. L. Polk.

Pennsylvania Trespassers.—At the meeting of the
State Grange, held at Harrisburg, the committee on' reso-
lutions passed the following: "Resolved, That this State
Grange recommend to the Legislature that a bill be en-
acted that hunting or fishing without permission from
the owner of the grounds be made a criminal offense."

It looks very much as if those who framed this move-
ment were sadly deficient in their knowledge of law, for
had they referred to the trespass laws of Pennsylvania
they would find that they have now the same redress as
they would have in the passage of this bill, Col. E. H.
Thomas, secretary of the State Grange, being interviewed
by your correspondent, said: "We will put forth every
effort to have the bill passed, as it is high time for the
farmers to have better protection against the use-
less idlers who shoot their domestic fowl, break down
their fences and trample their crops."—Minnie Mingo,
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ering way, very like that of a rail, or mount straight up-
ward with slow, lazy flapping, much in the manner of an
owl and quite as silently,

The sotuid to which I should restrict the term twitter
is so difficult to describe that I find myself unable to
characterize it briefly and aptly, it is shriller and more
metallic or steel-like than the whistle, and very much
more varied, the key rising or falling sharply. Unlike
the whistle it is rarely uniform and never, I think, con-
tinuous, the notes being given in an explosive volley or
succession of volley, with abrupt pauses between. This
sound has been compared to the twitter of the kingbird,
to which, at times, it certainly bears some resemblance.
It has also reminded me of the outcry of a chipmunk
squirrel. According to my experience woodcock twitter
oftenest when circling over a cover preparatory to
alighting or when hi the act of alighting they flap their
wings a few times to check the speed of their descent, I
ha ve also frequently heard the twitter from a bird which
had been only slightly startled and which, at that time,
was flitting irresolutely a few yards before dropping to
the ground again. I have heard it oftenest at night or in
the evening twilight, when birds were coming into a
cover or moving froni place to place on leisurely wing
in search of feeding ground. I have never heard it, so
far as I can remember, from a startled woodcock in
swift vigorous flight. Despite the differences just noted
the twitter resembles the whistle so closely in general
tone and character that until very recently I have be-
lieved it to be merely a variation of the same sound. But
since reading Mr. Trumbull's article I am convinced that
whatever the origin of the whistle the twitter is certainly
vocal.

I trust that no one will misconstrue either the spirit or
the letter of what I have just written. It would have
been much easier and pleasanter to accept Mr. Trumbull's
conclusions in toto than to try to pick" flaws in them.
But as I cannot believe them to be wholly sound, I have
felt constrained to point out wherein they seemed to me
incompatible with known or assured facts. It will be ob-
served, however, that even if my objections and counter-
conclusions are sustained, the general accuracy of Mr,
Trumbull's observations and deductions will be but
slightly affected. To those of us who have supported the
other side, the alternative is less flattering, for with
respect to our position the question is now simply whether
we have been wholly or only partly in the wrong. Never-
theless, I am sure that we cannot but feel grateful to Mr.
Trumbull for the flood of light which he has cast on a
hitherto obscure subject. William Brewster.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your editorial comments on Mr. Gurdon Trumbull's

article on the woodcock, in your edition of the 11th inst.,

you say that no one had remarked on the curving of the
upper mandible of the bill. I have had but little oppor-
tunity for studying the woodcock, never having lived in
a section where the bird is more than a casual visitor, but
I have had the good luck to see the bird curve the man-
dible while I held him, eutirely uninjured, in my hand.
Back in the early 80s (I cannot say which), while

stationed at the Boston Navy Yard, some men of my
department saw a woodcock light on the ground and run
into a pile of lumber: they secured him without starting
a feather, and brought him to me. I put him in a wire
house in which my children had had some rabbits and
kept him four days. I did not have the time to give to a
close study of his habits, but one thing I did have my
attention called to and that was the curving of the bill.

I had the bird in my hand before putting him in the in-

closure and while examining; the head and eyes I took
hold of the tip of the bill and immediately on my letting

go he curved the bill exactly as shown in Mr. Trumbull's
sketch. I was uneasy at first, thinking I had injured the
bill, but in a short time the bill was in its proper shape.
I repeated the thing three or four times and always with
the same result.

I did not see the bird feed, although I have no doubt
that he did so, for after four days' confinement he was as
plump as any bird I ever saw, there were plenty of worms
in the earth in the inclosure and I kept a place very wet,
but did not examine for borings.

At first the bird was quite wild, and when I would go
into the inclosure would start to fly, but would bring up
against the screen and fall back, I thought at first he
would kill himself, but the hard knocks did not seem to

hurt him in the least. In all of his quick short flights I

did not hear the peculiar noise the woodcock makes in
flight; I did hear the noise noted by Mr. Trumbull when
I approached the bud.
He got very tame, and on the fourth day when I took

him out of the cage to set him at liberty I had no trouble
in catching him, he allowed me to pick him up without
trying to get away from me, and when I reached the open
fields and let him out of the basket he walked around,
with my wife and me just standing within 10ft, of him,
for at least a minute before he took flight.

The bird was very interesting, and I was sorry I did
not have the time to observe him more thoroughly.
As to the sound, made by the woodcock when in flight,

I do not believe in the "wing theory" any more than I

believe that the sheep of the snipe is made by the
wings. U. S. G. White.
Norfolk, Va., Dec. lfi.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Gurdon Trumbull's article on the "American Wood-

cock" that recently appeared in the Forest and Stream
is one of the most vivacious, concise and beautiful mono-
graphs that ever graced a sportsman's journal. This is

saying considerable, but it is a fact nevertheless, Mr.
Trumbull is a practical ornithologist—by this I mean one
who does not deal in any guesswork or hearsay evidence,

but one who studiously finds out all the "whys and where-
fors" himself. He knows how to express his views as a
naturalist so that one need not be a graduate from some
university or college to understand what subject is being-

treated. 'Mr. Trumbull being a sportsman and knowing
the needs of sportsmen, has done more in an ornithologi-

cal way for them than all other writers combined. Mr.
Trumbull's book, "Names and Portraits of Gime Birds,"

possesses more real merit, intrinsic value and common
sense to the square inch than any other work on these

birds ever published. With that work you have no use
fomine dead languages, keys, charts and other entangle-

ments usually dealt in by those who have attempted to

write about birds. What Mr, Trumbull writes about birds
1

is written while in close contact with his subject, he hav-
ing traveled thousands of miles to study some of his
subjects. Nothiug goes forth from his pen but what can
be relied on to the fullest extent. Mr. Trumbull is a close
student of bird life, and his opportune article on the
American woodcock deserves more than apa3sing notice-
it is a diamond of the first water. A. C. Collins.
Hartford, Conn.

SNOWY OWLS.
Editor Forest and Stream;
We have been having a tegular epidemic of Arctic

owls m this portion of the State lately. They have been
seen in large numbers everywhere within a radius of at
least thirty miles. They are wary birds, and seem able
to see in the day time as well as anybody. However,
some twelve or fifteen have been kdled in this section,
your correspondent getting two. Those killed averaged
about 4lbs. in weight, and a spread of wing of about 5ft.

Some were nearly all white, with a few gray or blackish
markings on head and back. Others have considerable
dark color above. Most of them were sold at prices from
$1 to $8.50, the whitest birds bringing most money.
Dealers say these birds in former years were worth $15
to $20, but this year the market is bearish, owing to their
great plenty. They are the toughest birds I ever saw,
because of the great mass of feathers upon them, it beiug
nearly impossible to kill them outright. E. W. L.
Pine Point, Me.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Two of the largest owls seen in this locality of late

years were killed yesterday by a vessel captain at Little
Creek. They were choice specimens of the Polar owl, a
rare bird on these shores. The larger bird measured 54in.
from tip to tip; had talons Sin. in length, and weighed 51bs.
The plumage was mostly pure white; the hackle and
wing and tail feathers, with a few on the breast, having
delicate brown bars. The legs and feet were heavily
booted, the feathers being more hair-like than fluffy.
The birds are supposed to have come ashore from some
iceberg floating near the Atlantic coast.

I inclose you some feathers taken from the breast of one
of these owls. Del. A. Ware.
Dover, Del.

[These are feathers of the Arctic owl (Nyctea nyetea).]

The Grouse in the Water.— Editor Forest and
Stream: In your issue of Dec. 4 Mr. Bishop, of Kent-
vine, N. S., gives an account of finding a ruffed grouse
submerged to the head in water, whither it had dived to
escape its cruel pursuer, the goshawk. That was a very
interesting and rare occurrence we may believe, and
whatever others may think of the possession by animals
and birds of anything higher than what is termed in-

stinct, I am firmly of the opinion that the action of the
bird in question was the result of intelligent reasoning.
It did not dash itself on to the hard earth, but into a
medium that it knew would receive and cover it, and
there it remained, though in a situation totally foreign to
its natural habits. We can easily understand why a
duck should take to water to escape the eagle, for there it

is at home, but a grouse in water is all abroad. Whether
grouse bathe as birds do, I know not. They seek the
streams and pools to drink, and in so doing this grouse
may have received in some way the impression that this
medium would prove a refuge in time of danger. Why
didn't the hawk plunge in after the grouse? It is as
reasonable to claim that it i3 as natural for one to under-
stand, the harmlessness of the water as for the other to
believe in its protective power. We ai'e just going to
believe that this individual grouse put reason into his
action. It's better that way. If we were more accus-
tomed to look at such matters in this light, it might lead
us to temper love of slaughter with mercy. And the
cruelty which is inseparable from field sports struck me
with much force when I read that Mr. Bishop, after
shooting the hawk, took that trembling, terrified bird,
which had in such a trusting and admirable way escaped
the wicked beak and talons of its cruel enemy, and now
with pleading eyes just above the surface of the water
besought its other enemy to spare its life: Mr. Bishop, I

say, took the bird from its refuge and coolly wrung its

neck—O. O. S,

"That reminds me."

APROPOS of the "Free Lunch Man" in your last
week's edition, I may tell you a story applied to

our posting laws here.
Two neighbors, whose farms adjoined, and through

whose farms a fine trout brook ran, each posted their sec-
tion of the brook at the fence which separated their
properties. One poster read, "No fishing on these prem-
ises." The other poster read, "Fish and be dashed!
Worms behind the barn." WHEELOCK.
Rutland, Vermont.

There were five of us seated in Ely C. Taylor's con-
fectionery establishment on Pike street, one evening, dis-

cussing the merits and demerits of our present game
laws. While thus engaged a young man entered the
store, and presenting Taylor with his card, stated that he
represented a certain city daily, and that if anything of
interest had happened during our recent hunting trip in
the Olympics, he would be glad to record it.

"Well," said Taylor, (with a knowing wink at bis com-
panions) "nothing occurred worthy of special mention,
but one incident did happen that I have al ways thought
unusually strange. I will tell you about it. One day I

had wandered into a dense forest, about three miles from
camp, and was keeping a sharp lookout for deer. Sud-
denly a monstrous elk burst from cover at my right, and
started to cross in front of me. Hastily throwing my
Winchester to my shoulder, I sent a .45-70 speeding in his
direction, and had the satisfaction of seeing him drop ap-
parently dead. I then set my gun against a tree and
started toward him. Judge of my surprise and alarm,
when near him, to have the elk bound to his feet now
thoroughly infuriated and bent on mischief. The only
thing I could do was to fly for a tree, and around the
butt of a big fir tree we circled. My coat tails barely

cleared the mad beast's horns, and had I ever slipped

—

well. After several minutes of this hide and seek game,
like a good old political party I began to 'want a change'
and determined to have it. Recollecting that I had about
me a long buckskin thong, with a running noose at one
end, which 1 used in pulling dead deer into a tree out of
reach of wild animals, a scheme flashed through my mind,
Quickly securing one end to the tree, I made a lasso of
the other, and after several ineffectual casts succeeded
in lodging it over bis horns. Then a row, Asa matter
of course the elk followed until the rope drew taut, when
down he went, accomplishing a series of evolutions that
was truly remarkable. When matters had quited down
some, I could scarcely believe my senses to find that elk
standing on his head. Yes sir! actually standing on his
head, and the worst part of it was that he couid'nt get
down again. His branching antlers, you know, formed
such a broad base that to recover his equilibrium was
utterly impossible. After viewing the curious sight for
a while and concluding I would know where to find his
elkship when wanted, I departed for camp. Early the
next morning we took a sled and went to bring in the
game."
"Did you find the elk still in this upright position?"

queried the now suspicious reporter.
"Yes," responded Taylor, "that is what remained of

him, for during the night something had eaten every
scrap of flesh from the bones. The bones however were
still standing, and for that matter stand there to-day—

a

monument marking the spot where I shot my first ' elk.
If you"—but here an explosion of laughter took place
that shook the house, and amid the confusion that ensued
the reporter escaped. It is needless to say that aTeport
of the interview did not appear in the next morning's
papers.
Mr. Taylor subsequently informed us that he knew

beforehand of his questioner's coming and bad loaded
himself accordingly. H. M. V.
Seattle, Wash.

mm §ng mi %m\.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Boofi of tlie

Game Laws.

WILD TURKEYS IN THE OVERFLOW—IV.
[Concluded from Page km.'}

ON Tuesday, down below camp, L. found a turkey hen
among the buzzards, sitting with them in a tree as

though among boon companions. We were in the canoe
and about to pass this hen at close range without noticing
her, so closely did she assimilate with her disgusting as-
sociates. L, "let drive," and her henship flew on down
the river as though untouched. L, tried to find he had
fired the 000 barrel at her head but failed, his No. 5 barrel
being empty. We paddled on down and quarreled about
the place the turkey was supposed to have stopped. It is

easy to pick a quarrel with a fellow just after he hasmade
a bad shot. We had gotten out of the canoe and were
standing on a narrow strip of land.

"I say she came in here."
"I say she didn't. She flew further down."
"You are mistaken, young man. Recollect you are a

shade addled after such a shot as that—about as bad as
my miss at the gobbler, worse with your splatter gun."

"If I were you, I would certainly sing tow as to that
gobbler shot; no one ever did worse than that. It was the
most abominable shot—

"

Flop- flop-flop, and away went the hen from a tree
almost overhead.
"Now what do you say—gone down further, eh?"
"Yes, further—that's another turkey."
And just then the turkey was heard to fall in the water.

L. waded out and found her dead. On coming back he
had two feelings; one glad that he had killed the turkey
after all, the other mad that she was not down further, as
he had claimed.
The next day, on a narrow strip of land two miles below

camp, L. found himself in the midst of a flock of turkeys
and killed one. On going up to him, I was shown one in
a tree at considerable distance away over the overflow,
I got in line of as much rubbish as possible and waded
stealthily forward . When half way, and, whde watching
the tree closely, I noticed a peeuliar looking object in a
prominent fork high up. Could that round, fuzzy lump
be a knot, or was it a bunch of gray moss which had
fallen there? The latter most likely. On reaching better
cover, I determined to examine it more carefully. By
looking through the sight it proved to be neither a knot
nor moss. There was a pair of small, snappy eyes rolled
up in a snug clump of hair, and a jet black sharp nose
projected from between the eyes and the whole was well
pressed down in the crotch.
"Ah, ha! Hid, are you old fellow? I'll see you later."
The turkey was sitting on a limb over to the right, at

this time in a spot quite open, and it was only ay the
greatest care that I got within 75yds. of it, I could get
no rest without shooting through a mass of vines that I

was now in, so I had to step cautiously to one side and
take the shot off-hand. That is the correct way to shoot,
but then I am not—but I needn't explain after recording-
some former shots. Nevertheless, at the report of the
rifle the turkey fell into the water with a splash, dead.
On turning to the fork the animal was still there, and

watching me intently, though not making the slightest
stir. It was a coon. Ail darkies are fond of coons, and
I would try this one for William to take home. It was a
thin mark to shoot at, and when I pulled the trigger the
animal got out and went hurriedly up the right limb for
15ft. He then stopped short and turned around and medi-
tated, but not long. He was feeling uncomfortable. He
went back to his fork and turned out on the body of the
tree, and started down. Here I fired at him again. He
moved down about 10ft. further, hung to the bark for a
moment, and fell. He could be heard, but not seen,
splashing in the water at the root of the tree. Going up,
I failed to find him. L. came up, and together we waded
about the spot in water up to our knees in search. Pres-
ently there was a big splash near us, and for a moment
we thought it was occasioned by the coon. No, it was a
rabbit, which had leapedfrom a log and swam vigorously
away,
We shouldered our two turkeys, returned to the canoe
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all, but thought I would as soon as I got the hang of the
thing. One day when shooting at some ducks skimming
the surface of the water, 1 noted the furrows the shot cut
in the water away ahead of the game. Then I went back
to my old way, and in the open have used it ever since,

In cover shooting I generally shoot straight at some spot
ahead of the game where I think I will make connection.
I remember making a double on bluebills once, killing

one by each method. I swung the gun on the head one
and pulled, then raising it a little snapped one that was
about 6ft. behind.

I noted the communication of "Sinkboat" in your paper
some two years ago. It was good sound sense and a plain
statement of the wing-shooting question. Then followed
that of "Ancient" in reply, which I cannot compliment
quite so highly. Next came one from "W. ," dealing with
the mathematics of the question, I am not an expert on
Book VI. of Euclid, but venture the opinion that few
"loose links" will be found in "W.'a" demonstration. It

did, however, I think, ignore the air resistance to the
lateral swing of shot.

After all this, it was peculiarly refreshing to read the
testimony of a man like Mr. Kleinman, who is beyond
dispute a good shot, "that he holds dead on or nearly so;"

that "be scarcely knows that he doesn't kill the bird by
crooking his finger."

It ought to convince any unprejudiced person that, as

"Sink boat" very properly stated, the same end may be
attained in two different ways, or as the Irishman put it,

"There's more ways of killin' a dog forninst hangin'
him."
While gossiping about shooting, I would like to say

that I was much pleased with the points on the drop of a
gun stock in the recently-printed conversation between
Mr. Hough and Billy the gunsmith. I have seen guns
with a drop of 3^in. that were none too crooked for me,
yet I have found tolerably good fits (notably among Colts
and Spencer repeaters) in guns with a drop of only 3 in.

The wherefore of this, which I never could fathom,
appeared in the communication mentioned above, and
the writer has mv thanks. L. I. Flower.

THE ALL-AROUND GUN.
THE all-around gun is again to the fore in your columns.

It is about as hard to find as the ad around fishing
rod. It seems to me, however, that this impossible arm
is more nearly approximated in the three-barrel gun than
in any other. With one charge of bird shot, one of buck
shot and one rifle cartridge, all ready to be fired, one
ought to be well enough aimed for any emergency. Or
substitute birdshot for the buck shot In a bird country
and still there is something left for large game. I have a
gun, two 12-bore shot barrels and a .38 rifle barrel, the
whole weighing less than nine pounds, It is a splendid
arm. I have used the gun in a deer and turkey country
and found it all that could be desired. The rifle is as ac-
curate as the repeaters which I have tried, up to a hundred
yards. May be beyond that, but I have not tried it . In
a duck and goose country the rifle cartridge is a good
thing to have ready for use. It is a very comfortable
thing when a flock of geese come honking over just out
of reach of shot to be able to drop one of them with a
bullet from the ever ready third barrel. I know this to

be true from personal experience, and would never dream
any more of taking anything but my three-barrel on a
duck hunt where brant and geese are likely to appear
occasionally. Richard Gear Hobbs.

LOADING SHOTGUNS.
I HAD thought the recent tendencies to be toward

lighter rather than heavier loading. I suppose all

agree in the thing to be desired, i. e., that the gun shall
only kill at one end. So far as my experience goes, recoil
seems to be effected chiefly by three things—the weight
and boring of the gun, the proportion of shot and powder,
and the fineness of the grains of powder, supposing other
qualities to be equal.
As to weight of gun, I am not an invalid by any means,

but lilbs. of gun is as much as I am willing t® carry.
With a gun of this weight more than 3^drs. of powder
makes a disagreeable recoil. If the gun is properly bored
and then well handled loz. of shot will give satisfactory
results. With this charge of shot as Tittle as 3drs. of
powder may be used. Thiswith No. 8 shot makes a pleas-
ant and effective load for anything smaller than ducks.
For ducks, use 34drs. and 1-Joz. of No, 6 shot. More shot
than this seems to be an outrage both on the shoulder and
the game. This is for FFG powder. I have wished to
experiment with coaser grained powder, but in this part
of the world we take what we can get, not what we want.
I believe coarser powder would give equally good and
more comfortable shooting. To load as some do, with 3
or 3£drs. of powder and over an ounce of shot, gives an
unpleasant kick, the load being badly proportioned.
In the matter of recoil, however, tastes differ. Some
want to "feel" their gun. They had rather pad their
clothing, have their arms beat blue and their brains
addled, than allow any risk to be run by decreasing the
load. But the fact is, the lighter load is often more effec-
tive. Both the padding and the dread of recoil prevent
confident handling of the gun. And if anybody thinks
game can't be killed with the loads recommended above,
let him try it once, or come over and go hunting with

Aztec.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am something of a gun crank and am always greatly

interested in opinions of practical shooters concerning
loading, etc. I observed in your issue of Nov. 27, a cor-
respondent signing himself "H. L." recommends heavy
charges and says he shoots 4 to 4-|drs. powder in a
12 bore gun. He does not state what kind of game such
charges are intended for, but I presume it is used in duck
or goose shooting. But even for game so. difficult to kill

as ducks or geese such charges seem all out of proportion
to the bore and usual weight of a 12-gauge, and unless a
very poor quality of powder is used, or a very coarse and
elow-burning kind, such charges are not only extremely
unpleasant to use, but useless and dangerous. Useless
because no 12-bore gun I ever saw with barrels of the
usual length, 28 or 30in., would burn so much powder;
and dangerous, because while good guns will stand as
heavy a load as can be put into a shell, yet there are
many guns which will not stand such loading when new,
and many other old guns weakened by rust and pits that
would eertainly explode under such heavy charges.
I use a 12-boie gun and Schultze powder, and when

loading for quail never put in more than 2| drams. This
seems like a very light load, but from two year's experi-
ence in the field, and from careful experiments made to
test pattern and penetration, I am convinced that it is

amply sufficient. I do not change the powder charge
for late quail, but I do change the size of shot, for early
shooting I use Hoz. No. 9 chilled shot, and later in the
season the same quantity of No. 8.

I believe in using all the powder necessary but no
more, and fully believe that if the shooters who are now
so much in favor of very heavy charges, would experi-
ment a little with a view of getting at the facte concern-
ing the amount of powder actually needed in a 12-bore
gun we would find more sportsmen using Schultze powder
about 3 '§ drams for quail, 3 drams for prairie chicken,
and 3ir drams for ducks, with perhaps I dram more of
good black powder, firing all day with perfect comfort to
head and shoulder, and without padded jackets or re-

coil pads. Jason.

MASSACHUSETTS GAME AND LAW.
BOSTON, Mass., Dec. 19.—The Massachusetts Fish and

Game Protective Association met at the Thorndike
last evening. Secretary Harding read a letter from C.
B. Cory, curator of the department of ornithology in the
Boston Society of Natural History, in which the writer
spoke of the introduction of some and the probable
success of introducing certain species. He said tbat
quail and ruffed grouse would both do well in Massachu-
setts, but the latter especially are difficult to purchase,
and it would be still more difficult to breed them in con-
finement. The English pheasant could be introduced
with success here, but they require to be bred in coops
and the chicks are delicate and somewhat hard to raise.

English partridges are not a success. Prairie chickens
will perhaps do well, or, better still, the sharp-tailed
grouse.
The prairie chicken was once found in Massachusetts,

but the few which are now left on the island of Martha's
Vineyard have become differentiated by environment so
that they are now a different species and not found else-

where. Wild turkeys, if procured in the mountains of
North Carolina, would probably do well here. California
quail might be introduced with success, but as a game
bird they do not compare with some species, but they are
hardy and prolific. If once successfully introduced they
would make a valuable addition to our game birds.
Regarding the shooting of water fowl and the attempt

of certain people to repeal the present laws, Mr. Cory said
that the laws should remain as they are, or they should
be made stronger, to encourage men who are willing to
stock private grounds with game so that the overflow
from these places will restock the surrounding country,
and it may be that in time the State can be induced to
establish breeding stations in different parts of the State.
President Samuels suggested that as the Legislature

would convene before the next meeting of the Associ-
ation, it would be well to then and there instruct the
committee on legislation as to their work and decide upon
the changes to be asked for. The open season at present
begins on the 15th of September. At that time many of
the young quail, he said, are not half grown and are
wholly unfit to be killed. Something should certainly be
done to prevent the shooting of the young birds. Mr.
Samuels referred to a proposition from an official of the
Rhode Island Fish and Game Protective Association to
arrange for a conference of the Rhode Island and Massa-
chusetts associations to see if uniform laws for the pro-
tection of game birds could not be secured in the sister

States. He thought it would be advisable to ask for a
general conference of the associations in all of the New
England States, and mentioned Boston as a good place
for holding such a meeting.
Mr. Thayer said that it seemed to him that the law on

quail shooting should be changed, and the sooner the
better, for a law that will allow the shooting of such birds
as early as Sept. 15 is an abominable one. He favored
the holding of a conference.
Mr. Fottler, of the legislative committee, stated that

the recommendation of the committee before the Legisla-
ture last year—that Oct. 1 be settled upon as the begin-
ning of the open season on all game birds—was met with
opposition by the Fish and Game Commissioners and the
committee was forced to yield to their views on the mat-
ter. The Commissioners favored Sept. 15 as the opening
of the season, and such is the law. Mr. Fottler strongly
urged the appointment of a committee to represent the
Association in the conference referred to, that should
favor a uniform law in the several States conforming to
that of Connecticut, where the open season on game birds
is from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1.

Dr. Stetson moved the appointment of a committee of
three "to confer with an equal number of men from other
State associations and endeavor to obtain, if possible, by
their united efforts, uniform game laws."
The president named Dr. Morris and Messrs. Roberts

and Mixter as that committee.
E. E. Hardy urged that something be done to help the

committee which has the power to prosecute the offenders
of the law, but which has found it impossible to convict
a man for breaking the law in the open season because
of the strange rulings of the courts. He said the courts
required that it should be proven that a man who had
snared partridges set the trap with the deliberate in-
tention of ensnaring the birds caught. He thought that
legislation to cover such cases should be secured.

Caribou in Newfoundland.—New York, Dec. 19.

—

I have received a letter from a friend in Newfoundland
whom I left in camp when I returned to Pilley's Island
to take the steamer home. He says that the snow lasted
three days after I left, and during that time the caribou
were continually traveling south, and tbat they remained
five days longer on the marsh, during which time they
killed six more caribou, making eighteen for the trip of
two weeks (I was only there eight days); a good score for
four of us. We killed only two cows, all the rest bulls
with good heads. None of the meat was wasted except-
ing one old bull that I killed and which was too strong.
It was all put on scaffolds, each guide having six of them.
These are enough for their winter supply, and they take
it out on dogs sleds as soon as snow comes to stay. My
friend saw six big gray wolves in one band, an unusual
sight, as it was supposed they were nearly extinct. I
would also add that we did not lose a single wounded
caribou on the trip. We could have killed certainly a
dozen more, but had no use for them.—W, Holberton.

La Grange, Ky., Dec. 12.—The fishing rod has been
laid aside till spring and the interest of sportsmen is all

centered in the gun and game bag. Beside a few pheasants,
the game consists of quail and rabbits (hares). The latter

are to be found anywhere in this county in great abund-
ance, and the former have been more plentiful this season
than for many years past. Local sportsmen and farmers
are greatly annoyed by pot-hunters from Louisville, who
go out on all the railroads for fifty miles and kili anything
they see and in any way. I think this county, as it

abounds in woods and cover, would be splendid territory
for the Chinese pheasant, I shall make an effort to secure
its introduction. We are having much sport with red
foxes. One day this week P. S. Head took out our pack
of hounds south of town, and to encourage the dogs con-
cluded to kill a fox and let the dogs have it. He shot one
and crippled it, and thinking the dogs were coming up
let it limp away. It happened the dogs were running
another trail and the wounded fox got into the ground.
A singular coincidence is that Joe Clore, who was with
Head, did exactly the same thing in another part of the
field, and both foxes got away. Interest in dogs is in-
creasing.—J, S, M.

THE full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories ami British Provinces are given in the Book of
Hie Qwma Lawn.

INDIANA BASS FISHING.

FROM Mr. C. L. Hanford, the famous fly-fisherman of
Indianapolis, we have recent informatian concern-

ing the scores of parties of which he was a member
during the past season. One of the objective points in
White River is Broad Ripple, and Catfish Pool is one of the
noted fishing grounds on the route. The fishing is done
by casting from a boat or the shore in suitable places.
The species of bass is the small-mouth black bass [Microp-
term dolomieiL), and Mr. Hanford's party kept none
weighing less than lib. On account of excessive rain
the past season was a rather bad one.
Following is the score in detail:

First trip, 2 in boat, 12, ranging H to 1 .lbs.

Second trip, 3 in boar, 3, ranging ]Z to 2J^lbs.
Third trip, 2 in boat, 9, ranging \Z to 1 lb.
Fourth trip, Bin boat, 13, ranging Kj to lK>lbs.
Fifth trip, 8 in bout, 10. ranging % to 2 lbs.
Sixth trip, 2 in boat, 0, ranging Kj io 3 lbs.

The fly locally known as the "bucktail" was one of the
most successful, and Mr. Hanford found the Lord-Balti-
more also a killing lure.

The large-mouth black bass also occurs in White River,
and specimens were taken, but in the estimation of these
parties they were far inferior to the small-mouth species
in game qualities.

SUSQUEHANNA RIVER FISHING.
FN a recent letter Mr. H. C. Demuth. secretary of the
JL Pennsylvania Fish Commission, writes me that the
bass fishing in the Susquehanna has not been very good
this year on account of the heavy rains, which have kept
the water high and cloudy, especially during September
and October. At Washington and Mud Island many wall-
eyed pike have been caught on set-lines or out-lines. On a
recent trip to Fife's Eddy Mr. Demuth says he caught a
"large-mouth" black bass which weighed 41bs. 9oz. He
made a cast, with a chub about seven inches long, from a
flat-boat anchored in the river, and the bait had just
settled in the water when the line started to run off the
reel in a manner which indicated that a good fish was
hooked. Mr. Demuth landed him in about ten minutes,
after some spirited fighting. Several days previous to this
Mr. Wm. Axe, of Christiana, Pa., caught one at the same
place which weighed 61bs. 2oz. This was the largest fish
taken at Fife's Eddy during the present season.
Members of the Red House Club, Harrisburg, Pa,, have

been faring well during the past fall, as will be seen by
the following letter received from my friend "Stehman,"
who wrote up the Red House Club for Forest and
Stream last July. "Stehman" writes from Harrisburg
under date of Nov. 28: "The weather is quite cold here
now, the coldest of the season. The fishing is good at
the Conewago Falls. From the 18th of the present month
Messrs. Jerome Long, Harry Bach, John Bolster and Dr.
T. S. Hollinshead. all members of the Red House Gun-
ning and Fishing Club, spent five days at the club house
on the island above the falls. They caught SOlbs. of
'salmon' (pike-perch), one of which measured about 27in.
in length and weighed 7^1bs., and eight which weighed
31bs. each. Besides the fish caught, these gentlemen shot
one large white swan, thirty-six ducks, two dozen quail
and ten rabbits. This is not a small score, but only the
bad state of the weather which followed prevented a
larger record. This is a quartette of the best gunners and
fishermen from this city.

"Nov. 34 Mr. Fred Edel, president of the club, in full
view of the club house, caught a bass which weighed
61be. and a 'salmon' weighing 51bs. The two were
caught in the course of two or three hours* fishing, and
the president was a very well satisfied man. The club is

in a very flourishing condition, having at present thirty-
six members. They are about to buy fifteen acres of the
adjoining ground."
The success of the Red House Club is due to the fact

that the members are among men what the little insect
known to the small boy as "eye-bunger" is among humble
bees—stickers, When they undertake a thing they do
the work well. Success to them! Bab.

Deer in New Hampshire.—Franklin Falls, N. H.
Dec. 18, 1890.—Deer are getting quite plentiful in this
State. Mr. Frank Buriel and Mr. Cilley, of Laconia,
went up to Waterville, N. H., last week and killed three
fine ones.

—

Walter Aiken.

Large Conger Eel.—In November last, while cod-
fishing, our correspondent, Willard Nye, Jr., of New
Bedford, Mass.

,
caught a conger eel weighing 14-"?lbs..

This was a large fish of the kind for that locality.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CiHICAGO, Dec. 13.—At the meeting of the Grand

i' Galuniet Heights Club last night nothing definite
was accomplished in the matter of the attempted eviction
of the club by the landlord. The ground is held under
indefinite leasehold, about the only thing the lessor binds
himself to do being to purchase the buildings at one-
third their cost upon closure of the lease. The land, by
reason of the south district boom consequent upon the
location of the World's Fair, has become more valuable,
and the owner wants the club out of the way. It is not
likely, however, that the club will be evicted so easily as
all this. .At present, at least, the matter is still in the
air. and the boys are practically saying, "Come and take
us."

Dee. 14.—The Possum Club of Chicago, the great and
only Possum Club, held its secondjregular meeting Friday
night at Billy Worner's banqueting hall?. The"Possum
Club was bigger this time, nearly twice as big, and it talked
more and if possible ate_ more than it did the first time.
It also showed, a disposition to reach out and embrace a
few more members from the elite, of Chicago. Annexa-
tion is the watchword of Chicago and the Possum CJub.
The latter will probably annex the World's Fab' in due
time, and unquestionably it could run it better that it is

being run now, for whatever the Possum Club touches
goes, unless it is nailed down.
Promptly at the appointed hour of 7—the Possum ought

really to make its dining hour a trifle later than that, if

it woidd be really chic—the high contracting parties
appeared and amid the peals of thrilling music began the
march up the central aisle. A.t a signal all was still,

until, as the waiters placed before each guest a plate of
smoking, savory brown, adding a vast platter in the
center of the board, a wild shout of exultation arose as
there fell upon the air the stirring notes of the old Scotch
air, "C'yarve dat possum, chillen!" They carved it some,
and then they carved it some more; and then all the out-
side world was forgotten and not a wave of trouble rolled
anywhere near Billy Worner's place. The menu was
baked possum, sweet potatoes and possum, possum and
genuine Southern hoecake, cocktails, claret and possum,
champagne and possum, coffee, cigars and possum. The
menu was voted a success.
At the first meeting of the club it was decided that

each member should bring a friend to the next meeting,
thus doubling the membership. It was soon discovered,
however, that the scope of the club would necessarily be
curtailed in this way and the admission postponed of
many men between whom there was no choice, but all

of whom ought to belong to the organization. In other
words, the Possum Club found itself a more important
body of sportsmen than it had thought. The resolution
was therefore stretched and members added to their lists

of invitation somewhat. A few of the former members
were unable to be present, but following are the names
of those who actually sat at the table, all of whom, ex-
cept as earlier qualified, were by an omnibus bill admit-
ted to full and absolute membership in the one and only
Possum Club:
W. N. Low, C. S. Burton, J. J. Gillespie, Abner Price,

H. W. Loveday, L. W. Hamline, J. P. Hayde, F. A.
Place, Geo. Holden, R. A. Turtle, C. E. Felton, A. H.
Harryman, E. Hough, Wm. Womer, N. F. Pfefftr, E. J.

Grass, N. Rowe, R. S. Cox, Jr., O. F. Malcolm, W. S.
Shepard, Geo. I. Maillet (of Crown Point, Ind.), C. E.
Willard, G. W. Andrews, C. R. Babery, E. Copland, H.
W. Jenney.
Mr. Low, chairman-elect for this meeting, took the

head of the board. Mr. Low was seized with a violent
attack of modesty, and said it was in a fit of absent-mind-
edness that he had violated the rules and accepted the
chairmanship a second time. He was making his speech
just when the first relay of possum wa3 served, and was
promptly told to sit down and wait till after supper before
he resigned. Mr. Low then ate some possum, and forgot
all about the previous question.
A little business was transacted in a leisurely way.

Col. Felton was chosen chairman for the next meeting.
Mr. Geo. I. Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind., was elected an
honorary member. It was observed that some definite
system of increasing and regulating the membership
would finally need to be adopted, and a committee on
membership was appointed, consisting of Messrs. C. E.
Felton, Ab. Price, W. L. Shepard and W, P. Mussey. A
collection was taken up pro rata for the purpose of pro-
curing some appropriate stationery. It was decided that
the next meeting should be held one week from the fol-

lowing Tuesday. Mr. Worner announced that one week
from that date he should do himself the honor of offering
to the Possum a complimentary banquet, the same to be
a game dinner of his best ability. This game dinner he
proposed to make an annual fixture. His remarks were
received with great enthusiasm and applause.
Chairman Low, in his usual felicitous way, succeeded

in extracting a speech from nearly every member pres-
ent, two or three or four or five from some of them. An
interesting discussion arose between Abner Price and Col.
Felton, both of whom objected to being called "old"
sportsmen. Mr. Price declared that he used to read of
Col. Felton's wonderful shooting when he himself was a
boy in copper-toed boots. Col. Felton was equally cer-
tain that he had heard of Mr. Abner Price, the famous
ground sweater of ducks, when land was worth $2.50 an
acre in Chicago, and he himself had a rattle and a tin
savings bank. Mr. John Gillespie, who in his ignorance
before the supper had declared that he "would just as soon
eat cat as possum," was called upon for an expression of
opinion up to date, and publicly apologized to the club,
saying he would rather eat one possum than two cats.

Through all the fun of the meeting, however, there
was apparent the tone of a very steady purpose. Let no
one think this club only a gathering of the boys for a
"lark." It is already much more than that. It will soon
be, if it is not so already, the centralization of the diverse
branches of the sportsmen's craft in this city and vicin-
ity. Chicago as a shooting city has long been in many
ways ultra-conservative, and therefore behind the times.
It may not be known to the outside world, but there
have been cliques in the body general of Chicago shoot

-

ei'S. The Possum Club, lucky accident, is ignorant of
this fact, and it and all its members will remain forever
ignorant of it, so that by and by everybody will forget
that ever there was such a thing as a division of opinion,
or will refer any small difference to the ultimate arbitra-
ment of the wish-bone of a good fat possum.

Dec. 15.—Mention was made in these columns a short
time ago of some shooting done by Mr. T. Benton Leiter
and Mr. W. H. Haskell, on the Rice Pond near Chilicothe,
111., and it was stated that these gentlemen had acquired
title to a large tract of marsh there. The full facts in
regard to the matter are interesting, and are as follows:
The marsh about Chilicothe has always been a fine one,
and Mr. Haskell was well acquainted with it in boyhood,
when his father lived at Rome. The Rice Pond was
great mallard ground, a fact entirely well appreciated by
the crew of market shooters who hung about it. For
years these market hunters, prominent among whom
were Dick and Bill Beebee, Shinn, Wilkie, Jo Davis, Ed.
Eaton and the two Carrolls, have run a close combine on
this coveted bit of marsh, and have effectually shut out
all competitors and all sportsmen . They were sometimes
hired as pushers, but even then they were careful to take
their men into a part of the marsh where no ducks were
to be had, thus keeping the real resources of the marsh
as much a secret as possible. Any one whom they could
not thus fool away they tried to bluff out, under a claim
that they had leased the marsh. The fact was that a
man by the name of Lester, the dealer who shipped all

their ducks to Philadelphia for them, and who made
something on their trade, had a lease on a part of this
duck farm, and what was not leased was claimed. This
Lester asked Mr. Haskell down to shoot, and Mr. Haskell,
on the invitation, or rather on the advice of his friend
Jake Worth of that town, went over in the Rice Field
and began to shoot. At once there was a great uproar
among the market shooters. When Mr. Haskell got in
at evening, Mr. Worth informed him that he had heard
the complaints of the market shooters, had found that no
valid lease really existed, and in short, had leased the
Rice Field himself. At once Mr. Haskell re-leased the
property from Mr. Worth. Mr. Leiter at once went in
with him. Some of the land has been bought and more
will be picked up quietly. It is probable that a little

club of ten or a dozen Chicago men will own or control
the old Rice Field, if all goes well. This will disgust the
market hunters, whose special mallard preserve it has
been so long. The market shooters would never kill any-
thing but mallards in there, because they got more money
for them. The territory is good.
I observe the following item of news in the daily press

of a late date: "A Wickford (R. I.) man recently killed
eleven out of thirteen quail at a single discharge of his
fowling piece." I presume that in the eyes of the daily
press this is a piece of news worth recording, perhaps as
a feat of daring, or heroism, or of skill. Noble Rhode
Island man ! Noble daily press !

From accounts of the late Cincinnati elephant hunt, it

seems that it takes twenty-four Springfield rifle bullets
to kill a mad tame elephant. I hear they shot old Chief
till it got dark, and then began again in the morning.

I was in at Jenney & Graham's the other day, and met
there Jim Wheeler, of Freeport, 111., an old-timer of the
old-timest sort, who was picnicking around with his
friend, Mr. G. W. Baltsley, of this city. Freeport, it is

well known, is the home of Mr, C. E. Cahoon, who was
one of the Western team in last winter's tour of the U. S.
Cartridge Co., and who is better known through most of
this Western country as "Cooney." Jim Wheeler and
"Cooney" are great friends, and while we were talking
he told a story of which "Cooney" was the hero, conclud-
ing the story with the injunction that it should never be
published. The narrative runs as follows:
"Cooney," Jim Wheeler and a friend or two were duck

hunting up in Dakota this fall. They struck a clear,
mild sort of a day, and as usual the ducks banked up out
in the middle of the pond and refused to "work." There
was a big raft of birds out in the open water on the lake
where the boys were camped, and do all they would, they
could not get them started up to moving. They fired
shot after shot out over the water, but the birds seemed
well enough contented where they were and refused to
go out. Finally "Cooney" came down from the wagon,
carrying his big 10 -gauge and a handful of goose shells.

He walked down to the edge of the bank as close as he
could, for it shelved off very sharply there;, and putting a
couple of shells into his big gun, remarked:
"Youse fellows' guns aint any good, that's what's the

trouble with you. You want a gun that'll reach 'em.
Now you just watch them ducks!" This last with a look
out of the corner of his eye, which anybody who knows
"Cooney" can imagine.

Doubtless everybody knows what a start it gives one,
when, after bracing to meet the recoil of a heavily-
loaded gun, the discharge does not take place at all.

Well, "Cooney" had in a heavy load, and he knew it:

and so put on a good deal of brace. There was a dull
click, and no discharge. Consequently there was no
kick, and therefore the bracewas altogether unnecessary.
As a result of all these things, "Cooney" took a convul-
sive step forward and walked right into the water, the
shelving shore landing him clean up to the neck ! It was
cold water, too.

History does not say whether or not "Cooney" made
splash enough in the water to scare the ducks, but at any
rate he didn't do it with his goose shells, and of this fact
I am inclined to think his friends sometimes remind him.
"Don't say a word about this in the paper," said Mr.
Wheeler, "for if you do, somebody will have to get licked
in Freeport, and I don't want that to be me."
Mr. Jas. Bird, of the Grand Calumet Heights Club,

while hunting on the grounds of that organization a few
weeks ago, made two shots which for uniqueness deserve
a chronicle. The truth of the story is vouched for by Mr.
C. W. Lee, who gave it to me. Mr. Bird was out after
ducks, and was fortunate to see a, flock of redheads pass-
ing over, though so high that he had no thought of
dropping one. He, however, fired, and much to his sur-
prise knocked one out of the flock. The duck fell directly
into the top of a tall dead tree, and was impaled by a dead,
limb which was sticking up. The weight of the bird broke
off the limb, and Mr. Bird picked up his game neatly
skewered, with the broken stick showing at back and
breast, in which condition he put it in his game pocket
and later showed it to his friends.

After this shot Mr. Bird had gone on only a short dis-

tance when he discovered a large owl sitting on the top
of a tree. He fired at it, and it came to the ground ap-
parently unhurt, excepting that one foot was bleeding.
Mr. Bird attempted to gather his owl. but the result was
that the owl nearly gathered him. His owlship was
strictly on the fight, and Mr. Bird saw he would have to

resort to strategy. His strategy consisted in throwing his

rubber coat over the owl, and thus attempting to embar rass
its movements. It didn't embarrass the owl in the
least, for in about two swipes of his claws old Mr.
Owl was wearing a sadly- split-up rubber coat for a neck-
tie. Mr. Bird did not care to risk any more of his ward-
robe with this belligerent fowl, and so undertook to com-
plete the ta.king off by means of a pole. But at the first

blow of the pole the owl caught it by the end and refused
to let go. This gave Mr. Bird an idea, and shouldering
the pole he marched off to the club house, and entered the
room with the gritty owl hanging on to the end of the
pole and the speared duck in his pocket, the hero of as
singular a pair of shots as one often hears about.
Dec. 18.—Nobody has been duck shooting, and nobody

knows anybody who has been, or who wants to go. The
duck season is over. Hank Smith threatens to go rabbit
shooting at McHenry. Charlie Burton threatens to go
rabbit ferreting at some mysterious place or other, but he
won't go, Charlie Gammon and Al Hofmann got 81
quails and a lot of rabbits

,
one day last week, about 9

miles about Shelby, Ind,, and Charlie and the writer are
threatening to go down there again and try for the quails
on the last day of the Indiana season, the 20th, which
falls on next Saturday.
Mr. J. H. De Long* of New York, accompanied by his

wife, is in the city this week, en route east after a long
and delightful trip through Cuba, Yucatan, Mexico and
the West. They started from New York by steamer for
Cuba, and have made a leisurely journey of it. Mr. De
Long put in a little time in Missouri hunting quails and
rabbits. This may be the reason he declines to hunt some
more quails and rabbits with us in Indiana, though he
says he must get home.
Sporting matters here will soon settle down into an in-

tense activity of talk. It is pretty cold for fun here after
winter once gets its legs on. I believe the "winter club"
in the South, which our Wisconsin friend has mentioned,
could be put on its feet by proper handling in Chicago.
We have great people here*t'or clubs. E. HOUGH.

MORE ABOUT SIGHTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is two months since I came into the woods for the
forty-second consecutive season. Have not taken much
fur, as infirmities incident to old age prevent my cover-
ing much ground; but I have two caribou hung up, all I
need for the winter, besides a full stock of supplies, and,
best of all, plenty of dry, hard wood under cover. Some
three weeks ago a kind young friend made the long, hard
trip to camp and sacked in my mail (not a light load), and
of course there were several editions of Forest and
Stream. Now, I have been a constant reader of the
paper since its initial number and note its constant im-
provement, and would rather miss my dinner every day
than be without it; but it is never so fully appreciated as
when I am alone in the woods.
In a paper by Mr. Orin Belknap I note his views on

the Lyman combination sight, and although I have not
experienced the like difficulty that he has, yet I find
"outs" that are as objectionable. Here I digress to state
that until two years ago my hunting rifles have al ways
had the common rear open sight with some little improve-
ment; for instance, I cut down the horns to a level with
the top of the V, rounding off the outer corners; then
with a flat, thin file with square edge file to the bottom
so the slot represents three sides of a square. This hint I

got from an article in "our paper," and is a great im-
provement for old eyes. For many years this enabled
me to get a good sight, but at last even this caused a blur.

I had tested the combination sight at a mark on rifles

owned by friends, and found it all right as to clearness
of vision, and the front head sight I have used for years
and there are none I like so well.

Now I come to the "outs" as I find them by experience
in timber shooting. One cannot carry the combination
sight in position for shooting, as it is constantly catching
on brush, so there is danger of wrenching it out of
plumb if not breaking, and when turned back on the
tang it is constantly filling with snow when the brush is

loaded, and it is a constant care to free the disc by the
breath. Sometimes in very cold weather it requires
several puffs to dislodge the ice, and will even freeze
down so a knife blade is resorted to to free it. Every
one who is at all familiar with hunting big game in the
timber knows there is constant liability in a good game
region to have to make a quick shot to" secure the game.
Now, in such a condition, with the Lyman combination
sight frozen down, or filled with ice or snow, the game
would leave and the hunter "get left." With failing
vision that will fail even more. I shall use this "sight"
as a dernier ressort and allow all credit for this one merit
(aid to old eyes), but were my sight normal no money-
would induce me to give up my old open sight for the
new one for timber shooting in winter. Hunter.

HOLDING ON GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When any one is especially pleased with an article in

a paper like Forest anl Stream, it is not a bad idea to
speak out and say so. It is rather, therefore, with a
desire to state my appreciation of a thoroughly good
article than to open an old controversy, that at this late
date I write a few words concerning "Hints and Points
on Duck Shooting," by Mr, Henry Kdeinman, published
in your paper last June. The novice will find it replete
with valuable information which will repay careful study,
while those who, like myself, have shot ducks in a desul-
tory way for the last fifteen years, will see some things
that they knew long ago, with much more that they wish
they had known a little earlier.

When I was a boy, fired by the stories the ' 'old country"
people used to tell about cutting down partridges on the
wing in Old England, it was my chief wish to become a
good shot on flying game. I adopted the plan of swing-
ing the gun with the flight of the game and holding dead
on, pulling the trigger while the gun was in motion. I

killed, too, sometimes, but not often enough to convince
me of the infallibility of my method. I grew to man's
estate, and still as a wing shot was not a bright and
shining success. I subscribed to Forest and Stream,
and there made the acquaintance of the hold-ahead
theory. Now I thought I knew what was the matter.
The killing I had dono the other way was merely acci-

dental. If I held ahead from 2 to 6ft. I would snap them
—well, nearly every time. I tried it and did not kill at
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best and free in running; go in for extra length if you
have the choice, and a spare one or two won't be amiss;
remember insular civilization has not yet produced a
tackle shop in that region. Of course for this last reason
you must carry with you reels, lines, gut, hooks (take
those with eyes), swivels, leads, floats, and the little

etceteras. With these you will be on the right side and
ought to be comfortable and easy in mind. Tropical fish

in their habits are much the same as their brethren up
north: it is a fact that they take the bait in their mouths,
and when hooked try their level best to sever the
connection.
When moving about, or shifting position, nothing beats

a spoon or other spinner, natural or artificial, trailing in
your wake: you may spin deep or near the surface, you
will find willing mouths at all depths. Tropical fish are like
others, capricious, what suits to day may be rejected to-

morrow, so keep your eyes and wits about you. In deep
water and in the " strong current outside, off shore, a rod
is useless for bottom fishing, and in this case you must
have recourse to hand lining—be sure you have by you a
strong thick pair of gloves, and no style surpasses what
is known across the water as the Kentish rig, a crossbar
of stiff wire, the lead in the. center, the snoods at the ends.
But after all, minute instructions as to tackle and method
of fishing are not absoluely necessary.
Of course, when you have caught your fish you will

wish to take them on shore in the best condition. Fish
micro-organisms develop rapidly and wonderfully in
tropical temperatures, and if you want the beat results
remember the following and act accordingly: Kill your
fish quietly, quickly and effectually by a tap on the head
(one tap is better than two); handle it gently as if you
loved it; do not allow it to bruise itself by flapping and
jumping: quiet the nervous system by destroying the
brain—an easy matter; if large, disembowel, wipe clean
and dry. apply an antiseptic—thei*e is one that 1 us? that
shows best results—inside and out sparsely, a,nd lay the
body in a quiet place where it can drain and be out of
reach of the sun's rays. You won't regret the trouble
you have taken.
You will want to know where to go and how to get

there; but there will be no difficulty. In Kingston har-
bor fish are plentiful and at times superabundant, but
they are seldom angled for. Boats and canoes with
men may be had for a consideration, with a native as
captain, philosopher, friend and guide, You will find his
philosophy and guiding power much on a par, and his
friendship—well, it will last and intrude so long as there
is anything to be made out of you. A thorough under-
standing at the off-go is advisable, and you will realize
that upon the density of its thoroughness and reality so
will be your enjoyments and results. Your best plan
(and my advice) is, write to the secretary of the Exhibi-
tion, or call on arrival, for information to cover boatmen,
boats and charges, etc. : doubtless some one will be tolled
off to supply you.

Off-shore fishing, as may be expected, will be attended
with a greater expenditure of time, energy and cash, but
the equivalent will be forthcoming for splendid fishing
is to be had around the cays and over the feeding banks.
A writer in a recent number of Scribner's Magazine
writing on "Tarpon Fishing in Florida," states that in
his opinion tarpon fishing is the most magnificent fishing
sport in the world, and in partial support of his convic-
tion compares the relative weights of the silver king and
Salmo salar. We are all peculiar to our idiosyncrasies
and it is fortunate that it is so, but the experience of a
lifetime annihilates, in my mind, the theory that great
weight enhances sport. I have yet to experience the
sensations consequent on the killing of a leviathan silver
king in Florida waters; but if the heart-throbs produced
by a tarpon can exceed or were equal those that have
been mine with a salar on Loch Tay and the kingfish off
Jamaica, then I must cry peceavi and be silent.

Years ago (alas!) on a February day on Loch Tay,
amid a storm of snow, wind and waves i hooked a salmon
in the forenoon, Long after dark, three miles distant
from the point of connection a g8-pounder paid the
penalty, after one of the most glorious and determined
fights ever fish made, without one minute's sulk or rest.
The filiate was tragic, some will consider it amusing, the
curious may be gratified by turning over the pages of the
London Field of Dec. 29, 1889, for "A Long Fight on
Loch Tay."
In the Carribbean Sea there is a fish that may lay

claim to be classed in the same category with the salmon
and tarpon as a sporting fish. The giants of his race—

I

have seen one of 10'31bs.—are not far behind in weight
those of Megalops thrissoides, and I have on record a
Goliath that pulled the beam at 200. His every day indi-
vidual weight, anything up to 60 and 701bs., is", however,
far below that of the silver king (of which, so far as I
know, only the big ones are recorded), but I dare assert
that the "dimmed total," as Mr. Mantilini expresses it, of
a morning's fishing will place the Carib king long ahead
of the silver monarch, and the sport? well, that is a
matter of opinion. If the reader will follow me into the
middle of next week we will meet again in Forest and
Stream andhave a morning's sport with Cybium solandri,
Something must be said about baits. In a country

where sea angling is almost unknown and nand-lining
the rare exception instead of the rule, the bait question,
so momentous in northern fisheries, has not yet been
considered. As a rule the conch will be considered as
entitled to premier rank, but there is a little crustacean
to be found under the weed that grows on the rocks along
shore and upon which the waves heat that surpasses all
others. By lifting the weed or removing a loose piece of
rock they may be seen and gathered and will keep well
and happy—apparently. These little crabs are very deli-
cate and consequently troublesome to keep on the hook,
but when on and fast their attractive powers—due en-
tirely to their bouquet—is unlimited.

.
They have the

misfortune of developing when dead putrefactive micro-
organisms with wonderful rapidity; within three or four
minutes after death they are useless. But if a number
be procured and kept handy a single prisoner may be
sacrificed as wanted. Prawns and shrimps in or out of
their crust are also effective; sprats are common—to pre-
serve them use the antiseptic already alluded to—and
other impromptu lures are not difficult to obtain in a
tropical climate and country. If I were asked to place
in the sequence of their value the available baits I should
write the first four thus: The little rock (not sand) crab,
the conch, prawn, and sprat: of artificials the sand eel, the
spoon and the phantom (Brown's) surpass all others I have

had to do with, but a silvery-sprat on a baby-spinner will

hold its own with anything. Of sea-flies, white, red,
yellow, or a mixture, will satisfy the sea mullet and
mackerel when they are in the mood and you in their way.
The rivers of J amaica, and they are many and tempt-

ing, ought to afford excellent sport, but I cannot write
that they do. In many instances their upper waters—and
in some even down to the mysterious and ever lapping
wavelets—must strike the expert's eye as the natural home
of the Salmonid?e (it is thought temperature forbids, but
that has yet to be proved. An Esquimaux can live on
the equator, a Nubian at the poles, they might not be
happy in their first generation it is true, but life is tena-
cious, vide Succi), with their pools and shallows, sandy,
gravelly and rocky bottoms, and sparkling waters with
the yet unborn love of sport in the native, the over-de-
velopment of the illicit practices of the poacher, and utter
disregard of past legislature, it is beyond a wonder that
their waters hold fish at all. And yet they do, their pro-
ductive and recuperative powers are wonderful aud
satisfying sport may be had at times aud places with fly,

spinner and with bait at bottom and in mid water. At a
fly the mountain mullet, no longer adults, rises with the
flash of a grayling but without the endurance of S fur to;

and the hog-nose of that ilk will test the strength of the
gossamer-cast and skill of the hand that wields the rod.

Five snook, with an average of five pounds each, within
the hour may not be considered as below the capabilities
of a phantom—not long ago it was done and may occur
again at a certain spot. The ripe berry of the sweet-wood
tree, or a dice-sized piece of a not-over-ripe avocado pear
has been the cause of the last struggle of many a black-
snapper. The worm, the maggot, the cockroach have oft
in the past, and will in the future, be the innocent cause
of rigor mortis in a mudfish.
The lover of the trigger will not find many opportuni-

ties for using his shotgun during the early and middle
months, for with the close time approaching and the
ravages of that ubiquitous pest, the mungoose, there will
be little to shoot. If the early months be wet—a rare oc-
currence—fair wildfowl shooting may be had over the
Great Peco Ponds in the Parish of St. Elizabeth and a
few other localities; but as the drought season will be on
the outlook is not encoitraging. There will be more play
for a rifle, especially at alligators, which are to be found
in numbers at a certain spot—a sure find—not far from
Kingston, and in other districts; but alligator shooting is

not to my mind sport or an enjoyable recreation in the
tropics. Its surroundings are decidedly disagreeable, ex-
cept when a boat may be used. There are a few large
sheets of inland water and two or three rivers upon
which an alligator slayer may paddle his own canoe and
have an occasional shot at a saurian and pick up a few
good fish by way of variety and pour passer le temps.
The Norman rifle range, about three miles from Kings-

ton on the windward road, will afford target practice for
those inclined to indulge or try conclusions with local
marksmen of whom there are many that can give a good
account of their prowess and skill in planting a bullseye.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

ANGLING NOTES.
THE early cold weather has put a stop to all angling

in this part of the country, for pickerel fishing
through the ice, though excellent fun, can hardly be
called angling. There is nothing left to do now but to
look back and enjoy the recollections of last season's
sport, or what is almost as great a pleasure, plan new
trips for the coming year.
Outsiders are greatly mistaken when they think that

angling means only catching fish. They little know
what a stock of enjoyment for future use can be laid up
on a two weeks' fishing trip into the woods and moun-
tains.

Many an overworked business man finds rest and relax-
ation after a long day of worry, in recalling the events
of some such trip. As he sits before the fire in the even-
ing, with the fragrant smoke of the "weed" curling up-
ward, he again sees the cool lake in the forest, or wades
the rippling trout brook overhung with bright green
foliage, and remembers the killing of that big trout with
all its exciting incidents. Or perhaps his vacation was
spent on the far away waters of Maine or Canada, and
delightful visions of camp life, with its freedom from the
irksome restraints of society, pass before him, and he
glances at the calendar to count the weeks that must pass
before he can again enjoy the delights of "going a-fish-
ing."
The early advent of winter ought to make a good

season for Florida
;
already many tourists and anglers

have departed for the "sunny South," and many more
are prepared to start. Nearly every one hopes to kill a
tarpon, but unless they remain till spring they will most
likely be disappointed—nothwithstanding Senator Quay's
success in that direction with his handline fishing.
Very many people, particularly those who have had no

experience in Florida, seem to think that any kind of
tackle will answer for tarpon fishing. One season's ex-
perience generally convinces them that they are wrong;
that is if they happen to strike one of those big herring.
The tackle for these great fish must be of the very best
quality and sufficiently strong, or they will smash it and
leave you disconsolate after perhaps many hours or even
days of patient waiting.
Therefore the most successful tarpon anglers use special

rods, reels, lines and snells. Noibwood makes the best
rod and so far they have stood the strain of the heaviest
fish (Mr. Hecksher's 184lbs.). They should be made with
a long tip and short butt, something like the Cuttyhunk
style of rod, only stiffer. The next best material is the
plain Calcutta cane, made up in the same shape.
Split-bamboo rods are more expensive and do not stand

the climate of the Florida coast.
The line should be of the best hand-laid flax, 18 or 20

threads and 600ft. long. These lines require big reels and
they must run on steel points. One good run of a big
tarpon will tear an ordinary reel to pieces.
The best snells of the many kinds that have been tested

are the flat braided linen, mounted on special hand-forged
steel hooks. These snells are tough, will stand the grind-
ing of the tarpon's jaws, yet a shark will cut it at once
and you will be able to save the Hue. The gaff must be
made very strong and of the best steel. It should have a
spread of from 4 to 5in. Thumb stalls of knitted linen
must be used, and it is even safer to have a small leather
apron on the reel, to act as a drag. It is not unusual to

' have the boatman squeeze water from a sponge on the
! line to keep it from burning when being run off by a.

lively tarpon. Rigged in this manner, and well supplied
with patience and a good boatman, the angler will, sooner
or later, enjoy great sport. But he must remember that
the great run of tarpon does not begin until April or May.
In the mean time he can amuse himself with 251b. cavalli

and channel bass, or 601b. drum or hordes of emallor fisb,

many of which will take a fly and afford the best of sport.

Scarlet-Ibis.

THOSE SUNAPEE TROUT AGAIN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
You certainly give Salmo aureolus or dlpinus, which-

ever he may finally prove to be, a good simce in your
columns, but 1 must ask for a word or two more to correct
misinformation, or misunderstandings. First, deep-water
fishing in the Suuapee is no new discovery.

I have personally been informed of it at Sunapee Lake
as far back as 1844, when I reached the lake in June,
too late for shore fishing, and was told that I must use
"live bait, long lines, and go out into deep water," and
the only trout then known were the regular red spotted
Salmo fontinalis.
With regard to hybridism, I can only say that the like-

ness to the landlocked salmon suggested the idea to me
in 1883, and if the plant of '77 had not produced them,
Dr. Fletcher's plant of '65 might have done so, should such
a crop be possible.

There is yejb another point, which no one has noted,
should the fish prove to be Salmo alpinus.
The shipment to this country called for 60,000 eggs.

5,000 were said to have been lost on the voyage, and Mr.
Powers reported a loss of 6,515 in the hatchery. This left

49,485, of which only 30,000 were reported to have been
placed in Newfound Lake. This leaves 19,485 unaccounted
for. Some were kept as breeders, but I always believed
that Mr. Powers, from his well known affection for
Sufiapep, put part of them in there, and this impression
was strengthened by his reticence and refusal to express
any opinion on the subject, when it was discussed in his
presence. Should he have done so in 1881, it would easily
account for their appearance on the spawning beds in 1885.
Of course this is only conjecture, but in such an in-
vestigation, all causes and chances should be considered
and weighed.

This, however, would not account for their appearance
in Dan Hole, and if they are the genuine saibling, the
only way they could have got there, would have been by
getting mixed in the hatching house, and it was always
a mystery to me in my visits to the house, that the fry
did not get so mixed, with the constant flow of water,
through those shallow tjays, in which they were always
huddled at the lower edge.
Landlocked salmon were planted in Silver Lake, in

Madison in '78, but if these fish can be found, as Mr.
Aiken suggests, in the pond in Warren, it would be pretty
positive proof that they are an aboriginal and hitherto un-
known variety, which I hope for the sake of my friend
Hodge may prove to be the case. Von W.
CHAKI.ESTOWN, 1ST. H., Dec. 20.

The California Sardine.—San Francisco Bay is said
to be fairly swarming with sardines at the present time.
"On clear nights they come to the surface in such myriads
as to set the water fairly ablaze with their silvery, phos-
phorescent light, and then leaping and playing produces
a sound that resembles the patter of hailstones. All the
quiet coves of the bay are infested with them." Most of
the fish are as large as the herring and cannot, therefore,
be utilized for sardines. This is the California sardine
(Olupea sagax), and it resembles the well-known sardine
(C'lupea pilchardus), but grows larger. It abounds in
winter on the California coast, especially southward. At
San' Diego Drs, Jordan and Gilbert reported its capture
from the wharves with hook and line. As a food fish the
sardine is preferred to the herring. It is believed that
the species forms an important part of the food of the
salmon.

Accident to Edgar Smith.—Boston, Dec. 21.—Mr.
Edgar Smith, proprietor of the Round Mountain Lake
fishing camps in Maine, while in Boston, last week, buy-
ing some horses, met with a most unfortunate and pain-
ful accident. On Wednesday evening, Dec. 17, while
crossing the city in the blinding storm, he was struck and
thrown down by a horse car that turned a curve and
came suddenly upon him, the wheels then passing over
the toes of one foot and the other ankle and leg, inflict-
ing injuries of such a nature that at the present time the
result is doubtful. With good care it is hoped that ampu-
tation will be unnecessary. The many friends of Edgar
and his father, who is so widely known among sportsmen
as the pioneer of the Dead River country, will feel a deep
sympathy and interest in his recovery.—M.

Cuttyhunk Bass Score.—The score of the Cuttyhunk
Club for the season of 1890 shows a total catch of 154 fish
aggregating a weight of 216^1 bs., an average of about
I41bs. The largest fish pulled down 4l^lbs., and the
smallest was a diminutive specimen of 4Jlbs. The year's
record for 1889, it willbe remembered, was practically nil.

sffiHlfCultttrq.

HATCHING BLTJEBACK SALMON.—Mr. W. A. Wil-
cox, of the U, S. Fish Couimissiou, informs us that in the
fall of 1889 Mr. G. W. Williams hatched 300.000 eggs of the
blueback salmon (Oncorhynchus /lerfca) and kept them in a
pond at the Cascades of the Columbia River. The young
fry it is said were kept in the pond two months and were
fed twice daily on oatmeal mush, with the addition of liver
twice a week. The pond in which they were kept is only
about one acre in extent and has an outlet into the Colum-
bia River. Its temperature was from 40 to 45 degrees and
its depth 30ft. At the age of two months the fry had
reached a length of from 2 to 2}^in. and were allowed to
escape into the Columbia. Mr. Williams hatched, also,
eggs of the red-throated trout (Salmo pwrpuratus) success-
fully.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Garden Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by Its use they can
Identify without question all the American gaiae birds which
they may kill. Oloth, 230 pages, price P.50. For sale by Forest
ahdStsbam.
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FISHING IN THE LOWER POTOMAC.
THE last thirty miles of the course of the Potomac are

to the angler the most interesting portion of that
noble stream. Below Blakiston's Island it averages five
or six miles in width, gradually increasing hi size until
at its mouth it is over twelve miles from. Point Lookout,
on the Maryland shore, to Smith's Point, on the Virginia
side. The river is quite deep and so saline that almost
all the desirable marine fish which enter Chesapeake
Bay find congenial haunts in the lower Potomac and its
tributary creeks, coves and bays. There is scarcely an
acre included within the 250 square miles of water just
defined that does not at one season or another afford fine
sport to those who take enjoyment in enticing with the
baited hook the scaly denizens of the deep.
Among the more important species that abound suit-

able for capture with the rod and hand line may be
mentioned the spotted sea trout, sheepshead, Spanish
mackerel, bluefish and striped bass, and such minor fish
as croakers and spots.
The region is visited annually by hundreds of persons

from Washington, Baltimore and other places for a few
days' or weeks' outing; but is not so well known or so
highly appreciated as the case would seem to warrant.
It is easy of access from the cities mentioned, and hotel
accommodations can be had at various p»mts, among
them Blakiston's Island, Cotton's, Kinsale. Piney Point.
St. Georges Island, Cornfield Harbor and Coan River;
Boatmen are numerous and can be secured at rates that
are only nominal,

Hand-lining is the method most usually followed: but
of late years the use of the rod has been growing in favor
among the native boatmen, who are here, as elsewhere,
averse to new forms of tackle, and a larger number of the
adherents of Walton have annually been enabled to enjoy
their wonted sport in a more sportsmanlike way. There
are times and circumstances, however, in which the
hand line will probably always yield better results, nota-
bly in deep-water fislung for sea trout.

The preeminent bait throughout this entire section is

the blue crab, which, either as a peeler, softshell or hard-
shell, is a never-failing article. The crab in the two first-
named conditions is preferable in that almost the entire
animal can be employed; but it is much more difficult to
obtain, and is, therefore, commonly supplemented with
the hardshell variety, which can always be taken on the
fishing grounds when required. For special fisheries
other forms of bait may be employed, as fiddler crabs and
manninoses for sheepshead: but for all-round fishing the
blue crab is the standard bait.

One of the most highly esteemed and popular fish fre-
quenting this region is the spotted weakfish, known uni-
versally among the native fishermen as 1

'trout. " It occurs
throughout the summer in greater or less abundance.
Early in the season most of the specimens captured are
under *lb, in weight; but toward the middle of August
there appears to be an advent of much larger fish, rang-
ing from 1 to 31bs., and it frequently happens that after
their arrival no smaller individuals are taken during the
remainder of the season, except a straggler now and then.
The larger fish are present in great numbers well into
October.
The "trout" go in scattered schools, and when they once

appear in the vicinity of your boat and begin to take the
hook they bite with great avidity. Every member of a
large party will frequently be pulling in at the same time,
and this may continue for hours, until weariness over-
takes the angler or the school moves off.

Fishing is done with band-lines in water from 10 to 30ft.
in depth, on various kinds of bottom. A smooth sandy
or gravelly bottom will often yield fish when a trial on
an adjacent oyster bed or grassy area was barren of
results. Whether this is anything more than accidental
is not known; but it does appear that the idiosyncrasies
of the fish at times cause it to frequent particular places
to the exclusion of all others. The success of a boatman
sometimes depends entirely on his knowledge of this
point, and there is a strong incentive to him to keep well
informed in fish lore, so far at least as "trout" are con-
cerned.
The sea trout is not what I should consider a very hard

biter; but it makes up in promptness and energy what it

lacks in strength. Very often your hook is taken before
it reaches the bottom, and you may find your line running
off in a direction at right angles to that in which you
dropped it, sometimes in front of you, as often under
your boat.

The mouth of the trout is apparently quite tender, and
a sudden jerk of the line by the interested individual at
either end will sometimes cause the hook to tear out and
the fish is lost. Your boatman will no doubt lay consider-
able stress on this point, and will tell you that the trout
should be landed with the greatest deliberation. The
novice at first will certainly lose many of his fish on this
account.
Some very creditable and exciting work has been done

on numerous occasions by parties of which the writer was
a member. Catches of over SOOlhs. of large trout, as the
result of three or four hours' work of three persons, have
not been infrequent, to say nothing of greater or less
quantities of striped bass, bluefish, spots, etc.

Under the name of tailor or salt-water tailor, the
Potomac boatmen recognize that incarnation of gami-
ness, restless activity, and insatiable gluttony, the blue-
fish. Proverbially erratic in movements and abundance,
of late the species appears to have had a special fondness
for the broad, expanse of water in the region under con-
sideration, and during the past few years larger bodies of
fish have been observed by the writer than were ever be-
fore known to appear. At times the entire river has
been over-run with them, and there have been few days
during the summer months when they could not be seen
playing havoc with the luckless menhaden, or when their
thunderings could not be heard as a school rushed into
the shallow waters near the shore.
The near presence of large schools of bluefish, how-

ever, offers no encouragement to the angler, for the fish

are difficult to approach and do not readily take the hook
under such conditions. But the schools are continually
breaking up and the fish are widely disseminated, and
herein does the sportsmen have his opportunity. As often
as not they are caught without previous intimation of
their presence. Sometimes a small scattered school will
be seen cutting the water near by and possibly approach-
ing your boat, when the judicious use of scraps of crabs
—"chumming'5 appears to be the proper word—will draw j

them around you and lead to lively work for a while; but
usually such sport lasts only during a brief period , for the
school moves off almost as rapidly as it came, and you
have to content yourself with the less exciting, but more
enduring, pastime of enticing the stragglers and the
gleaners following in the wake of the main body.
The name "tailor" is not an inapt designation. An in-

teresting habit of the fish will be repeatedly observed

,

which bears out the vernacular. You feel a prodigious
tug at your line; you pull hard, and are disappointed to
find no resistance, and you think you have lost your fish;
but look! there he is, 30ft, away from your boat on the
surface, head toward you, biting' at your line in a thor-
oughly businesslike way, and if you* do not soon put an
end to his sartorial exploits you will lose him.
The bluefish which ascend the Potomac are similar in

size to those which frequent the Chesapeake; that is, they
normally range from 1 to Bibs in weight, Sometimes a
large body of six or eight-pounders will make their ap-
pearance (as they did in 1888); but fish of this size rarely
fall to the lot of the sportsman.
Provided with a stout line, armed with a well-tempered

hook and a supply of fiddler crabs, manninoses and crabs
you are ready for a day with the sheepshead. Sheepshead
are anything but scarce; but owing to the difficulties in-

cident to finding their feeding grounds on any particular
morning the fishery is more uncertain, than that for any

THE SPOT OR GOODV.

other species. Djy after day may find you returning in
the evening empty-handed, without even the reward of a
bite; but when the latter does come he must have a stony
heart who does not feel well rewarded for his patience',
unless of course he mistakes the few characteristic pre-
liminary nibbles for a bite and pulls too soon.
Your boatman may take you to his hurdles, around

which the fish will often be very plentiful, provided a
good growth of barnacles has formed on the stakes; but
most likely he will lead you to a "sheepshead rock,"
which being interpreted is an isolated bank in deep water
overgrown with oysters. Likely as not you will find the
fish in goodly numbers, and you will return home with
three or five 6-pound beauties' as the result of half a day's
work. If it is your initial experience with the fish, you
will probably never be able to completely eradicate from
your mind the idea which you formed of a thresher shark
on your line as you were landing your first sheepshead.
Striped bass are found sparingly throughout the

summer, but are quite common in the spring and fall,
when they afford genuine sport. A favorite haunt of the
fish is a shallow creek, with sandy or gravelly bottom
overgrown with the long curls of the alga, Ulva lactuca
intestinalis. At times, when you have drawn up quietly
in your boat, the best fishing can be had in waters so
shallow that you could easily see the fish were it not for
the vegetable growth which gives the desired protection

THE CKOAKEH.

to the bass. Experience has demonstrated the greater
efficacy of the rod under such circumstances. The striped
bass is always gamy, and the excitement is intense when
a lively three-pounder insists on making away with your
hook at a rapid rate of speed, darting here and there
among the algee and taxing your rod and line and hook
to the utmost.
Toward the end of August a run of large-sized spots and

croakers appears in this region, and while the capture of
these fish is not attended with any excitement, they make
up in numbers what they lack in gaminess. They bite with
promptness, and give more sport with the rod than with
the more prosaic hand-line, to which your boatman will
be strongly attached, and will not personally discard.
There is scarcely any limit to the size of your string of
spots and coakers under favorable conditions. Over 400
are known to have been taken by one man in a day. In
the early summer, when other more desirable species are
scarce, these fish add to one's enjoyment; at times, how-
ever, when larger game is sought, they become nuisances
on account of their abundance.
Spanish mackerel are not rare, but are very seldom

taken. Strangely enough trolling is never followed in
this region for any species. It is thought that the method
would be productive of satisfactory results, both in the
capture of the Spanish mackerel, which is usually averse
to taking the baited hook, and of the bluefish. The rap-
idly moving canoes, which are almost exclusively used in
the fisheries, are admirably adapted to this method, and
there seems no reason why, when the lower river is full

of bluefish and Spanish mackerel, as it very commonly is,

the very best of fishing could not thus be had. Magnifi-
cent examples of this species, that were taken in nets in
this section, have been seen by the writer, some speci-
mens weighing as much as 91bs. Hugh M. Smith,

WASflXNGIOJS. D. C9

ROD, LINE AND HOOK IN JAMAICA.
WITHIN a few weeks Jamaica, the island of woods

and streams, will throw open the portals of her
first exhibition to admit, with a right hearty welcome,
the tread of the visitor who may travel to her beautiful
shores. Of the many that will go to the Pearl of the
Antilles—and may their name be legion—not a few will
be disciples of old Izaak Walton, of revered memory to
those who like him of old incline to the gentle craft with
its agreeable associations and loving memories. For
these, and the lovers of the trigger, I write that their
sojourn may be pleasant and their homing thoughts a
happy remembrance.
A trip to Jamaica must be productive of unbounded

pleasure to a stranger, especially at this season of the
year, when the cool zephyrs from sea and land carry
with them a pleasant temperature and invigorating ozone.
In no quarters of the round world is to be found a more
beautiful and healthier country, and yet it would be dif-
ficult to name a spot—for after all it is but a spot—that
has in the past been more traduced. With an exhilara-
ting climate and beautiful conformation, with mountains
and plains, rivers and ravines, Jamaica long since should
have been recognized as one of the principal health re-
sorts of northern America and Europe. But her time
will come; it is even now nigh at hand.
In the first month of 1891 she holds a carnival—her

first—to inaugurate a joyous future, and to wish peace
and prosperity to her sister colonies and the peoples of
the earth, a jubilant and fitting wish wherewith to induct
her New Year's jubilee, and attract a few, perhaps a
many, from lands afar off. Among these there will be
some who love the rod, the hook, the line and the gun,
and to these I say leave not your sporting impedimenta
behind, or at least not all, for if you have the will you
will be able to make some use of it and enjoy many a
pleasant day.
To offer a few brief hints is the aim in view, in the hope

that they may be of service to those of the sporting
brotherhood who may steer to Jamaica during her fes-
tivities.

By all means take rod and reel, hook and line, and the
el. ceteras that go to make up a moderate fishing kit, for
you will be unable to procure either or any of the ar-
ticles on the spot for money—love may help you a little,

but infinitesimally. It would not be advisable to take a
quantity of any particular article, a superabundance
would be unnecessary. A few artificials—spoons, phan-
toms, sand eels, et hoc genus omne, if you like—will be
found useful and at times handy when the natural bait
fails, an occurrence not altogether isolated in a fisher-
man's experience.
The sea around Jamaica abounds in fish life of every

tropical and some northern varieties, and with hardly an
exception they are not proof against a shiny tempting
morsel even through adorned with tempered wire and
holdfast barbs. They are as fond of taking as the fisher
is of offering a bait, au naturel, or of the deft work of
skillful hands, at bottom, midwater, and surface, accord-
ing to their various varieties and habits. They may be
had, too, from the size of a sprat almost to that of a
whale—a small one—with moutns big and mouths little,

great fins and small fins, tails convex and concave. Of
course they are, like animals ashore, noble man included,
predacious more or less, the more predominating; some
are cannibals and cruel, others vegetarians with mild and
even tempers—a natural result. Some are fast of move-
ment, others slow, mental and physical; pugnacity and a
dogged obstinacy to the gentle and insinuating attentions
of hook and bait, must be looked for in the many, others,
again, the few, give in with a gentle submission indicative
of an assuring and lovable confidence in the society of
man (irrespective of his color), that suggests indifference
to the terrors of gaff and landing-net soJong as they may
escape their ever anxious and uncertain life in their na-
tive element. And as to their color? Well!

There are fishes of every color known,
Fishes of gold, blue, and brown;
Fishes of red, gray and "black

With stripes of purple down their back.
Fishes spotted, pink and green
With various hues in between.
Fishes blotched, blurred and barred
As if the scales had just been tarred.

There isn't a tint in the heavenly bow
That can't be licked by a fish below.
In that Carib sea the fish, for color,

Just pass the cake from one to the other.

As edibles they will run the gauntlet with those of
northern and other waters, and more than hold their own
at an epicurean feast of ichthyologists.
The harbor of Kingston holds a great variety and num-

ber of fish, and there is room for thousands of fishers with-
out interference with each other. At times the waters of
the harbor are fairly alive with fin-life, at others there is

somewhat of a scarcity, and the ebb and flow are caused
by the outside conditions of wind and waves. Of the fish

to be found the lover of variety may be satiated, except
his love of change be unlimited,' I have watched, bask-
ing in the sun's vertical rays, the devil—not he of Satanic
fame, but the great sea monster—and seen gamboling
and sporting in mirth and jollity the porpoise, the dolphin,
the bonito, the baracouta, the king, the tarpon, the
mackerel, the calipever, the mullet and a round or square
dozen of others. There are sharks, too, in the water, but
they are also found on land—as a rule the worst type

—

and it will be advisable to be cautious when either are in
your vicinity. Occasionally, by way of variety, an alli-

gator shows his hideous self ; he is not a lovable sort of
creature, an animal one likes to caress and play with for
instance, but then opinions and tastes differ.

I am not going to recommend any particular kind of
tackle; it would be invidious, The gear that will take
fish in the American waters and around the coasts of
Britain will be equally successful in the tropical brine, at
least such is the result of my experience. Of rods—did
ever any two men agree upon that point? Every man's
particular angler or maker is the ideal—take what you
have or can lay hands on, honestly of course, for bottom
fishing and spinning. For king fishing on the off-shore
banks, of which more anon, the new typical tarpon (per-
haps a trifle longer) will answer admirably. If you are
going to indulge in the fly, suit your own ideas as to the
length, weight and make, then you will ba happy and
your catch none the less, Let your lines be

1

of the
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best and free in running; go in for extra length if you
have the choice, and a spare one or two won't be amiss;
remember insular civilization has not yet produced a
tackle shop in that region. Of course for this last reason
you must carry with you reels, lines, gut, hooks (take
those with eyes), swivels, leads, floats, and the little

etceteras. With these you will be on the right side and
ought to be comfortable and easy in mind. Tropical fish

in their habits are much the same as their brethren up
north; it is a fact that they take the bait in their mouths,
and when hooked try their level best to sever the
connection.
"When moving about, or shifting position, nothing beats

a spoon or other spinner, natural or artificial, trailing in

your wake; you may spin deep or near the surface, you
will find willing mouths at all depths. Tropical fish are like
others, capricious, what suits to-day may be rejected to-

morrow, so keep your eyes and wits about you. In deep
water and in the strong current outside, off shore, a rod
is useless for bottom fishing, and in this case you must
have recourse to hand lining—be sure you have by you a
strong thick pair of gloves, and no style surpasses what
is known across the water as the Kentish rig, a. crossbar
of stiff wire, the lead in the center, the snoods at the ends.
But after all, minute instructions as to tackle and method
of fisbing are not absoiuely necessary.
Of Course} when you have caught your fish j on will

wish to take them on shore iu the best condition. Fish
micro-organisms develop rapidly and wonderfully in
tropical temperatures, and if you want the best results
remember the following and act accordingly: Kill your
fish quietly, quickly and effectually by a tap on the head
(one tap is better than two); handle it gently as if you
loved it: do not allow it to bruise itselfby flipping and
jumping; quiet the nervous system by destroying the
brain—an easy matter; if large, disembowel, wipe clean
and dry. apply an antiseptic—there is one that I us? that
shows best results—inside and out sparsely, and lay the
body hi a quiet place where it can drain and be oat of
reach of the sun's rays. You won't regret the trouble
you have taken.
You will want to know where to go aud how to get

there; but there will be. no difficulty. In Kingston har-
bor fish are plentiful and at times superabundant, but
they are seldom angled for. Boats and canoes with
men may be had for a consideration, with a native as
captain, philosopher, friend and guide. You will find his
philosophy and guiding power much on a par, and his
friendship—well, it will last and intrude so long as there
is anything to be made out of you. A thorough under-
standing at the off-go is advisable, and you will realize
that upon the density of its thoroughness and reality so
will be your enjoyments and results. Your best plan
(and my advice) is, write to the secretary of the Exhibi-
tion, or call on arrival, for information to cover boatmen,
boats and charges, etc.; doubtless some one will be tolled
off to supply you.

Off-shore fishing, as may be expected, will be attended
with a greater expenditure of time, energy and cash, but
the equivalent will be forthcoming for splendid fishing
is to be had around the cays and over the feeding banks.
A writer in a recent number of Seribner's Magazine
writing on "Tarpon Fishing in Florida," states that in
his opinion tarpon fishing is the most magnificent fishing
sport in the world, and in partial support of his convic-
tion compares the relative weights of the silver king and
Salmo salar. We are all peculiar to our idiosyncrasies
and it is fortunate that it is so, but the experience of a
lifetime annihilates, in my mind, the theory that great
weight enhances sport. I have yet to experience the
sensations consequent on the killing of a leviathan silver
king in Florida waters; but if the heart-throbs produced
by a tarpon can exceed or were equal those that have
been mine with a salar on Loch Tay and the kingfish off
Jamaica, then I must cry peecavi and be silent.

Years ago (alas!) on a February day on Loch Tay,
amid a storm of snow, wind and waves ihooked a salmon
in the forenoon. Long after dark, three miles distant
from the point of connection a 88-pounder paid the
penalty, after one of the most glorious and determined
fights ever fish made, without one minute's sulk or rest.
The finale was tragic, some will consider it amusing, the
curious may be gratified by turning over the pages of the
London Field of Dec. 29, 1889, for "A Long Fight on
Loch Tay."
In the Carribbean Sea there is a fish that may lay

claim to be classed in the same category with the salmon
and tarpon as a sporting fish. The giants of his race—

I

have seen one of lOSlbs.—are not far behind in weight
those of Megalops thrissoides, and I have on record a
Goliath that pulled the beam at 200. His every day indi-
vidual weight, anything up to 60 and 701bs., is, however,
far below that of the silver king (of which, so far as I
know, only the big ones are recorded), but I dare assert
that the •'dimmed total," as Mr. Mantilini expresses it, of
a morning's fishing will place the Carib king long ahead
of the silver monarch, and the sport? well, that is a
matter of opinion. If the reader will follow me into the
middle of next week we will meet again in Forest and
Stream and have a morning's sport with (Jybium solandri.
Something must be said about baits. In a country

where sea angling is almost unknown and hand -lining
the rare exception instead of the rule, the bait question,
so momentous in northern fisheries, has not yet been
considered. As a rule the conch will be considered as
entitled to premier rank, but there is a little crustacean
to be found under the weed that grows on the rocks along
shore and upon which the waves beat that surpasses all

others. By lifting the weed or removing a loose piece of
rock they may be seen and gathered and will keep well
and happy—apparently. These little crabs are very deli-
cate and consequently troublesome to keep on the hook,
but when on and fast their attractive powers—due en-
tirely to their bouquet—is unlimited. . They have the
misfortune of developing when dead putrefactive micro-
organisms with wonderful rapidity; within three or four
minutes after death they are useless. But if a number
be procured and kept handy a single prisoner may be
sacrificed as wanted. Prawns and shrimps in or out of
their crust are also effective; sprats are common—to pre-
serve them use the antiseptic already alluded to—and
other impromptu lures are not difficult to obtain in a
tropical climate aud country. If I were asked to place
in the sequence of their value the available baits I should
write the first four thus: The little rock (not sand) crab,
the conch, prawn, and sprat: of artificials the sand eel, the
spoon and the phantom (Brown's) surpass all others I have

had to do with, but a silvery-sprat on a baby-spinner will

hold its own with anything. Of sea-flies, white, red,

yellow, or a mixture, will satisfy the sea mullet and
mackerel when they are in the mood and you iu their way.
The rivers of Jamaica, and they are many and tempt-

ing, ought to afford excellent sport, but I cannot write
that they do. In many instances their upper waters—and
in some even down to the mysterious and ever lapping
wavelets—must strike the. expert's eye as the natural homo
of the Salmonida; (it is thought temperature forbids, but
that has yet to be proved. An Esquimaux can live on
the equator, a Nubian at the poles, they might not be
happy in their first generation it is true, but life is tena-
cious, vide. Succi), with their pools and shallows, sandy,
gravelly and rocky bottoms, and sparkling waters with
the yet unborn love of sport in the native, the over-de-
velopment of the ill icit practices of the poacher, and utter
disregard of past legislature, it is beyond a wonder that
their waters hold fish at all. And yet they do, their pro-
ductive and recuperative powers are wonderful and
satisfying sport may be had at times and places with fly,

spinner and with bait at bottom and in mid water. At a
fly the mountain mullet, no longer adults, rises with the
flash of a grayling but without the endurance of S. fario;
and the hog-nose of that ilk will test the strength of the
gossamer-cast and skill of the hand that wields the rod,

Five snook, with an average of five pounds each, within
the hour may not be considered as below the capabilities

of a phantom—not long ago it was done and may occur
again at a certain spot. The ripe berry of the sweet- wood
tree, or a dice-sized piece of a not-over-ripe avocado pear
has been the cause of the last struggle of many a black-
snapper. The worm, the maggot, the cockroach have oft

in the past, and will in the future, be the innocent cause
of rigor mortis in a mudfish.
The lover of the trigger will not find many opportuni-

ties for u^ing his shotgun during the early and middle
months, for with the close time approaching and the
ravages of that ubiquitous pest, the mungoose, there will
be little to shoot. If the early months be wet—a rare oc-
currence—fair wildfowl shooting may be had over the
Great Peco Ponds in the Parish of St. Elizabeth and a
few other localities; but as the drought season will be on
the outlook is not encouraging. There will be more play
for a rifle, especially at alligatoi's, which are to be found
in numbers at a certain spot—a sure find—not far from
Kingston, and in other districts; but alligator shooting is

not to my mind sport or an enjoyable recreation in the
tropics. Its surroundings are decidedly disagreeable, ex-
cept when a boat may be used. There are a few large
sheets of inland water and two or three rivers upon
which an alligator slayer may paddle his own canoe and
have an occasional shot at a saurian and pick up a few
good fish by way of variety and pom' passer le temps-.

The Norman rifle range, about three miles from Kings-
ton on the windward road, will afford target practice for
those inclined to indulge or try conclusions with local
marksmen of whom there are many that can give a good
account of then- prowess and skill in planting a bullseye.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

ANGLING NOTES.
THE early cold weather has put a stop to all angling

in this part of the country, for pickerel fishing
through the ice, though excellent fun, can hardly be
called angling. There is nothing left to do now but to
look back and enjoy the recollections of last season's
sport, or what is almost as great a pleasure, plan new
trips for the coming year.
Outsiders are greatly mistaken when they think that

angling means only catching fish. They little know
what a stock of enjoyment for future use can be laid up
on a two weeks' fishing trip into the woods and moun-
tains.

Many an overworked business man finds rest and relax-
ation after a long day of worry, in recalling the events
of some such trip. As he sits before the fire in the even-
ing, with the fragrant smoke of the "weed" curling up-
ward, he again sees the cool lake in the forest, or wades
the rippling trout brook overhung with bright green
foliage, and remembers the killing of that big trout with
all its exciting incidents. Or perhaps his vacation was
spent on the far away waters of Maine or Canada, and
delightful visions of camp life, with its freedom from the
irksome restraints of society, pass before him, and he
glances at the calendar to count the weeks that must pass
before he can again enjoy the delights of "going a-fish-
ing."
The early advent of winter ought to make a good

season for Florida; already many tourists and anglers
have departed for the "sunny South," and many more
are prepared to start. Nearly every one hopes to kill a
tarpon, but unless they remain till spring they will most
likely be disappointed—notwithstanding Senator Quay's
success in that direction with his bandline fishing.
Very many people, particularly those who have had no

experience in Florida, seem to think that any kind of
tackle will answer for tarpon fishing. One season's ex-
perience generally convinces them that they are wrong;
that is if they happen to strike one of those big herring.
The tackle for these great fish must he of the very best
quality and sufficiently strong, or they will smash it and
leave you disconsolate after perhaps many hours or even
days of patient waiting.
Therefore the most successful tarpon anglers use special

rods, reels, lines and snells. Noibwood makes the best
rod and so far they have stood the strain of the heaviest
fish (Mr. Hecksher's 184lbs.). They should be made with
a long tip and short butt, something like the Cuttyhunk
style of rod, only stiffer. The next best material is the
plain Calcutta cane, made up in the same shape.
SpUt-bamboo rods are more expensive and do not stand

the climate of the Florida coast.
The line should be of the best hand-laid flax, 18 or 20

threads and 600ft. long. These lines require big reels and
they must run on steel points. One good run of a big
tarpon will tear an ordinary reel to pieces.
The best snells of the many kinds that have been tested

are the flat braided linen, mounted on special hand-forged
steel hooks. These snells are tough, will stand the grind-
ing of the tarpon's jaws, yet a shark will cut it at once
and you will he able to save the line. The gaff must be
made very strong and of the best steel. It should have a
spread of from 4 to 5in. Thumb stalls of knitted linen
must he used, and it is even safer to have a small leather
apron on the reel, to act as a drag. It is not unusual to

have the boatman squeeze water from a sponge on the

I line to keep it from burning when being run off hy a
lively tarpon. Rigged in this manner, and well supplied
with patience and a good boatman, the angler will, sooner
or later, enjoy great sport. But he must remember that
the great run of tarpon does not begin until April or May.
In the mean time, he can amuse himself with 251b. cavalli

and channel bass, or 601b. drum or hordes of smaller fish,

many of which will take a fly and afford the best of sport.

Scarlet-Ibis.

THOSE SUNAPEE TROUT AGAIN.
Editor Forest ayid Stream:
You certainly give Salmo aureolus or alpinus, which-

ever he may finally prove to be, a good space in your
columns, but 1 must ask for a word or two more to correct
misinformation, or misunderstandings. First, deep-water
fishing in the. Sunapee is no new discovery.

I have personally been informed of it at Sunapee Lake
as far back as 1844, when I reached the lake in June,
too late for shore fishing, and was told that I must use
"live bait, long lines, and go out into deep water," and
the only trout then known were the regular red spotted
Salnw fontiualis.
With regard to hybrid ism, I can only say that the like-

ness to the landlocked salmon suggested the idea tome
in 1883, and if the plant of '77 had not produced them,
Dr. Fletcher's plant of '65 might have done so, should such
a crop be possible.
There is yet another point, which no one has noted,

should the fish prove to be Salmo alpinus.
The shipment to this country called for 60,000 eggs.

5,000 were said to have been lost on the voyage, and Mr.
Powers reported a loss of 6,515 in the hatchery. This left

49,485, of which only 30,000 were reported to have been
placed in Newfound Lake. This leaves 19,485 unaccounted
for. Some were kept as hreeders, but I always believed
that Mr. Powers, from his well known affection for
Sunape»\ put part of them in there, and this impression
was strengthened by his reticence and refusal to express
any opinion on the subject, when it was eliscusseel in his
presence. Should he have done so in 1881, it would easily
account for their appearance on the spawning beds in 1885.
Of course this 13 only conjecture, but in such an in-
vestigation, all causes and chances should be considered
and weighed.

This, however, would not account for their appearance
in Dan Hole, and if they are the genuine saibling, the
only way they could have got there, would have been by
getting mixed in the hatching house, and it was always
a mystery to me in my visits to the house, that the fry
did not get so mixed, with the constant flow of water,
through those shallow teays, in which they were always
huddled at the lower edge.
Landlocked salmon were planted in Silver Lake, in

Madison in '78, but if these fish can he found, as Mr.
Aiken suggests, in the pond in Warren, it would be pretty
positive proof that they are an aboriginal and hitherto un-
known variety, which I hope for the sake of my friend
Hodge may prove to be the case. Von W.
Chahlestown, N. H., Deo, 20.

The California Sardine.—San Francisco Bay is said
to be fairly swarming with sardines at the present time.
"On clear nights they come to the surface in such myriads
as to set the water fairly ablaze with their silvery, phos-
phorescent light, and their leaping and playing produces
a sound that resembles the patter of hailstones. All the
quiet coves of the bay are infested with them." Most of
the fish are as large as the herring and cannot, therefore,
he utilizeel for sardines. This is the C il ifornia sardine
(Clupea sagax), and it resembles the well-known sardine
(Clupea xyilchardus), but grows larger. It abounds in
winter on the California coast, especially southward. At
San' Diego Drs. Jordan and Gilbert reported its capture
from the wharves with hook and line. As a food fish the
sardine is preferred to the herring. It is believed that
the species forms an important part of the food of the
salmon.

Accident to Edgar Smith.—Boston, Dec. 21.—Mr.
Edgar Smith, proprietor of the Round Mountain Lake
fishing camps in Maine, while in Boston, last week, buy-
ing some horses, met with a most unfortunate and pain-
ful accielent. On Wednesday evening, Dec. 17, while
crossing the city in the blinding storm, he was struck and
thrown down by a horse car that turned a curve and
came suddenly upon him, the wheels then passing over
the toes of one foot and the other ankle and leg, inflict-
ing injuries of such a nature that at the present time the
result is doubtful. With good care it is hoped that ampu-
tation will be unnecessary. The many friends of Edgar
and his father, who is so widely known among sportsmen
as the pioneer of the Dead River country, will feel a deep
sympathy and interest in his recovery,—M.

Cuttyhunk Bass Score.—The score of the Cuttyhunk
Club for the season of 1890 shows a total catch of 154 fish
aggregating a weight of 216^1 bs., an average of about
14lbs, The largest fish pulled down 4lilbs,, and the
smallest was a diminutive specimen of 4|lbs. The year's
recordfor 1889, it will be remembered, was practically nil.

HATCHING BLUEBACK SALMON.—Mr. W. A. Wil-
cox, of the U. S. Fish Commission, informs ns that in the
fall of 1889 Mr. G. W. Williams hatcbed 300,000 eggs of the
blueback salmon (Oncarhynchus nerka) and kept them in a
pond at the Cascades of the Columbia River. The young
fry it is said were kept in the pond two months and were
fed twice daily on oatmeal mush, with the addition of liver
twice a week. The pond in which they were kept is only
about one acre in extent and has au outlet into the Colum-
bia River. Its temperature was from 40 to 45 degrees and
its depth S0£t. At the age of two months the fry had
reached a length of from 2 to 2}4m. and were allowed to
escape into the Columbia. Mr. Williams hatched, also,
eggs of the red-throated trout (Salmo purpuratus) success-
fully.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Ghirdon Trumtran. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without Question ail the American game birds which
they may kill. Oloth, 330 pages, price 83.50. For sale by Forest
AMD 8TB1A&,
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec, 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First, Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, O. James Sterling, Sec'y,
39 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 0 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Bingham ton, N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Melnuess, J r.. Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stonk Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, "Box 1658.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show- of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Slock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A, H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 31 to 26.—Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira, N. V. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.— Inaugural Dog Show of the South "Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers. Secretary.
Feb. 2-i to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffeuderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dos Show of the Duouesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg. Pa, W. E. Litfell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. S' cretary.
ApnlSto 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, ill. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to L—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
Tuesday, Dee. 16.

rpHE last stake to be run at the Central Field Trials began
JL this morning, with the Free for All or Four-hour race.
The drawing took place last night and resulted as follows:
Rowdy Rod (Geo. Ewing)—Chance (J. M. Avent).
Nannie B. (J. A. McLeod)—Daisy Hope (N. S. Titus).
Pitti Sing (T. Johnson)—King's Mark (B. Ridgway).
The amount of money given for first, $1,000, is a great in-

ducement to handlers, but well they know that it must be a
sterling good dog and a stayer to*be able to run consistently
throught heats of 8 or 4 hours' duration, which he must do to
win the money. Th e runner-up is consoled with S100. Rowdy
Rod is the favorite, Daisy Hope and Chance coming next.

ROWDT ROD AND CHANCE,
the first brace down for the Four-hour race, were cast off at
8 A. M. in the large sedge grass field at edge of town. The
morning opened bright and frosty, but the south wind
brought rain about 11 o'clock, making it most uncomfort-
able work for both dogs and all concerned. S. C. Bradley
handled Rowdy and J. M. Avent, Chance. Not long after

JUDGE WALLACE.

starting Chance pointed a bevy, which Avent flushing, shot
and killed; Chance retrieving. Then Rowdy pointed a small
bevy, secured a single on scattered birds, which Bradley
flushed, shot at and missed. Moving on to pine woods, Rowdy
pointed and Bradley flushed the bird out of a pine tree.
Then Rowdy pointed, and drawing on failed to find any-
thing. Chance pointed further on in sedge and small pines.
Rowdy backed to order, when Chance moved on, roaded but
failed to locate. Further up the hill he pointed false again.
Then he pointed again, then drew on but in the wrong
direction, and Rowdy being let go, at once drew to the left
and found the birds within a *ew yards, dropping as the
birds flushed wild. Chance making off to one side further
up the hill, dropped to a point again, but Avent not finding,
he drew on and ranged off. Rowdy, who had followed
flushed birds in the bottom, failed to score, and coming up
both pointed, but Rowdy drawing on pointed at foot of fir

tree where a single bird had just flushed. Out of woods in
sedge, dogs were held up and taken to another farm where
they were put down in cornfield, A lot of varied coun-
try was hunted out, when Chance had a welcome rest,

Rowdy having ranged off in woods where he was found
on a point, Bradley flushing a bevy, shot and killed.
Rowdy retrieving well. Then Chance was lost, and
Rowdy had his turn, and after waiting about twenty
minutes, dogs were brought together and shortly
after Rowdy got a good point on a bevy, which Brad-
ley flushed but did not shoot; both dogs steady. Then
Rowdy pointed foot scent near by. In high sedge, further
on, Rowdy dropped to a point, but Bradley failed to find
anything. Then on in edge of woods Chance pointed false,
Rowdy backing. In some dense pines Rowdy then made a
good point on a bevy

;
which Bradley put up, shot and

missed. It was now raining hard and rubber coats were in
order. In ragweed field Chance pointed false, and Rowdy
coming up did not care much about backing. Chance was
then held up, as Rowdy had secured a bevy in woods. After
ranging on some distance, at edge of woods, Chance got a
good point on a bevy; Avent flushed, shot and missed. After
the scattered birds, Rowdy pointed a single, which Bradley
shot and wounded, Chance backing. Bird was hard to re-

trieve as Rowdy had to chase, eventually bringing it in.
Then Chance pointed false. Further on in woods, in a patch
of sedge grass, Rowdy pointed, and Chance passing him
failed to back, when Bradley flushed a single, shot and
missed. Shortly after Chance pointed stylishly in pines and
a single flushed wild ahead, Rowdy backing nicely. Going
on through the pines. Chance secured a single, and Avent
flushing, the balance of birds got up. Bogs were then taken
up at 12 o'clock, Rowdy winning the heat. Rowdy did the
best work on birds, and both were going fast at the finish
considering the wet and heavy nature of the ground, as it
was still raining hard and showed no sign of stopping.
After lunch, which was eaten before a welcome wood fire in
the farmhouse kitchen amid steaming leggings, a halt was
called for the clay and a wet ride home ensued. Snow fell
during the night, some three inches deep, and as the weather
was still unfit for work on Wednesday, it was decided to lay
up for the day.

Thursday.
NANNIE B. AND DAISY HOPE.

After the blustering snowy weather of yesterday this
morning opened frosty and clear, the sun coming out toward
the middle of the day, when it became quite warm. The
above brace was put down at 8;05 in the sedge field near
town. Daisy was the first to poiut, Titus putting up a bevy,
shot and killed, Daisy retrieving. Following the scattered
birds each pointed singles, and Nannie retrieved to Barker's
kill. Then all the birds flushed wild. Daisy soon located a
bevy in sedgefield, making agood point; Nannie backed and
Titus flushed. Following the scattered birds into woods
Nannie pointed false, then reading on she pointed false
again. Daisy having been brought up pointed as well, but
nothing came of it. The dogs were then taken up and put

JUDGE DAVIDSON.

down at edge of woods about half a mile away. Working
into woods Nannie pointed, moved on and stopped again,
then roaded on, but could not locate. A good deal of varied
ground was now hunted out, aud it was upward of an hour
before Daisy was lost again. She then redeemed herself by
pointing in a strip of cover, but her handler not flushing
she drew on and finally located the birds several yards fur-
ther on, birds flushing wild; Titus shot and missed. Fol-
lowing the scattered birds Nannie picked up a single
which Barker flushed, but did not shoot, Daisy
meanwhile backing. Daisy then pointed a single
and Titus flushing, Titus's gun missed fire. Both dogs
then roaded on carefully and out into the open sedge.
Then Daisy at the corner of woods began roading, stopped,
moved on, when Titus flushed a single as the bitch was
coming toward him from the left. Daisy dropped to wing.
Then Daisy pointed foot scent, Nannie backing. Daisy
secured another single which Titus shot at and missed,
Nannie backing nicely. Daisy followed this up by a good
point on a bevy at the edge of woods, but Titus failed to
score. For some time Nannie had begun to show signs of
giving up, and Barker asked permission to withdraw her,
but the judges would not allow it. The bitch took it into
her own hands, however, and laid down, handler and dog
taking a rest. Her feet were sore and she seemed generally
out of shape. It may be said that this bitch is very open
footed, and this country if any where needs a dog with good
sound limbs and good close feet, thick through the pads.
Finally Barker took the bitch up at 11:05. Going back in
woods Daisy pointed, and judge Davidson to vary the
monotony thought he would take a shot. After due prepa-
ration a single was flushed, when the judge let fly, missed,
and followed suit with the other barrel, but with a shake of
the tail "Bob White" flew contemptuously away. At edge
of woods Daisy pointed again but nothing found. Little
else was done before 12:05, when Daisy was ordered up and
the heat of course awarded to her. Daisy did nearly all the
work on birds, besides ranging out well, and was at the
same time under pretty good control. Lunch was eaten at
the edge of some pines, and a crackling fire lent warmth
and a charm to the scene. The next brace,

PITTI SING AND KING'S MARK
were put down at 12:48 in corn. Pitti Sing was handled by
A. Cameron and King's Mark by W. S. Barker. Both started
off at a good gait which on the part of Pitti Sing was kept
up pretty, well to the finish. At the edge of some pines
King's Mark was the first to point, but nothing came of it;

then further on Pitti pointed and Mark backing, Cameron
flushed a bevy, shot and missed, both dogs steady. Work-
ing out into the open, Mark, in sedge, pointed and Pitti
backed stylishly, but Barker could not find. Dog sent on,
roaded round, pointing several times but failed to locate
birds. Mark further on indulged in another false point.
Then Pitti, at edge of pines, pointed and Mark backing,
Cameron flushed a small bevy, dogs steady to wing. Mark
then pointed false and followed it up soon after by stopping
to a single, Pitti backing nicely. Then Pitti false pointed,
backed by Mark; both dogs then roaded through pines, but
failed to locate, handlers flushing a single. Out of woods
Mark pointed fur, Pitti backing, Barker started a rabbit.
In sedge Pitti pointed a large bevy which flushed before
Cameron could get up to them, Mark backing nicely.' Then
by the side of some sedge Mark pointed and Barker flushing
a single, shot and missed, Mark further on, where bevy had
been marked down, pointed and Barker raised a single,
Pitti meanwhile pointing, but nothing found. Mark pointed
again and a single flushed ahead near the road. In grass
and weeds Pitti pointed but nothing was found, and moving
on to the left Cameron flushed two birds ahead of Pitti, who
was pointing again, and just as Cameron came up several
birds flushed, he shooting to no effect. Moving on, in sedge,
Mark pointed, drew on, and pointing again Barker flushed
a single, shot and missed. After half an hour's quest, Pitti
secured a good point on a brace of birds at edge of sedge.
Birds flushed wild and Cameron shot and missed.
Then Mark pointed where birds had flushed. After-
ward a single flushing, Cameron put his dog on, when
she pointed and a single was flushed. To the right

Mark then pointed false and moving on some distance
pointed a bevy at the edge of ploughed field. Pitti backing
Barker flushed, but somehow failed to shoot. On, over a
swamp to some woods where birds were marked down.
Mark pointed a single, then another and Pitti also secured
one. Working on through sedge grass Mark pointed again
and Pitti backing, Barker flushed a bevy, shot and killed,
Mark retrieving bird nicely. Then Pitti pointed a bird in
pines, then pointed again, roaded on but failed to locate.
Here Mark showed signs of distress, the going was heavy
and his weight began to tell, he seemed to collapse all at
once and settling down to a walk would not leave his hand-
ler. Dogs were then, at 4 P.M., taken up to be put down
about a quarter of a mile further down a road. Pitti
started off gaily, but King's Mark refusing to budge.
Barker was compelled to take him up for good and Pitti
went on alone. Pitti galloping through a field pointed a
big flock of doves. Then going on through stubble Pitti,
catching scent, roaded prettily to a point on a bevy at edge
of some briers, birds flushed just as Cameron came up, when
he shot and missed. In pines she got on to the scattered
birds but failed to hold them, oue bird flushing af ter she
had pointed and been sent on. She was ordered up at 4:48.
She did not show much signs of distress, often, when she
thought she had a likely bit of ground, starting off at as
good a gait as ever. We finished the day's work several
miles from town.

Friday—Second Series.

ROWDY ROD AND DAISY HOPE.
Much interest was centered in this race, as both were

favorites, but Rowdy was not to be denied. The morning
was bright and frosty, becoming uncomfortably warm to-
ward the middle of the day, making it pretty Hard on the
dogs and handlers. Rowdy, as usual, was handled by
Bradley, and Daisy by her owner, W. W. Titus. Cast off at
8:28, both started well, keeping together for some time.
Daisy was the first to point in oaks, Rowdy backing, but
nothing came of it. On entering woods Daisy found a bevy
which Titus flushed, shot and killed, Daisy making a good
retrieve. After going thirty-live minutes dogs were taken
up, and about ten minutes after put down in cotton patch.
Then in a clump of pines Rowdy pointed a bevy which
Bradley flushed, Rowdy retrieving nicely to the kill. In
dense pines Rowdy pointed and Daisy backed, but nothing
found. Rowdy roaded on carefully and located birds which
flushed wild; Bradley shot and missed. On, in pines, Rowdy
pointed false; then Daisy pointed a single, Titus shot and
missed. Working through the pines Rowdy secured a good
point on a bevy, which Bradley put up, shot at but missed.
Daisy backing. Leaving these birds, dogs were taken out
into open sedge, where Bradley flushed a bevy, Rowdy drop-
ping to wing. In sedge Daisy pointed then moved on, repeat-
ing in some pines, roading carefully but could not locate.
Higherup on the hill birds were located by Rowdy, and point-
ing staunchly, Bradley flushed, Rowdy retrieved to his kill
Lower down meanwhile, Daisy had come up with her bird
and pointing, Titus put them" up, shot and Daisy retrieved
In pines further on Daisy pointed a single, which Titus
flushed. Taken out of the woods Rowdy in some corn then
pointed a bevy, Bradley flushing, shot and missed. On
scattered birds up the hill, Daisy picked up a single,
which Titus shot, others getting up in every direction.
Then Rowdy pointed a couple of birds, Daisy pointing some
others to one side. Roading on Rowdy picked up the birds
and Bradley killed; dogs steady. Atthe foot of a pine Daisy
pointed, but nothing found.' In some sedge Rowdy was
found on a staunch point, but not finding anything dog
ordered on to locate, which he did after some careful road-
ng, birds evidently on the move some distance ahead. A
single flushed to Rowdy's point, and Bradley shot and

JUDGE TRACY.

killed, others flushing ahead. Rowdy retrieved in good
style from the high sedge grass. In bottom, by a creek, just
before the finish, Rowdy pointed, but nothing came of it,

and as time was up the dogs were secured at 12:24, and after
some consultation judges decided in favor of Rowdy Rod.
Rowdy was going much the stronger at the finish, but the
almost summer-like heat must, have affected the dogs con-
siderably. Meanwhile Pitti Sing ran a side heat with the
guide, Cameron killing three birds,

SaMirday.
ROWDY ROD AND PITTI SING.

The morning opened cloudy and a raw sort of frost pre-
vailed, making it very cold, and the frost lying on the
ground so long materially affected the scent for some three
hours of the heat. Both dogs at 8:38, in stubble and corn-
field about two miles from town, started off at a good speed.
Soon after starting, in sedge and ragweed, Pitti came to a
point and a bevy flushed wild. Then Rowdy pointed, moved
on, pointed again and a single flushed. In high sedge Pitti,
after some ranging, pointed false, moved up and pointed
again, nothing found. Further on Pitti galloped into a
bevy, birds flushing and Pitti dropping to wing. Sent on
Pitti pointed and Cameron not finding anything, dog was
ordered on and flushed a single, which Cameron shot at and
missed. Rowdy then in sedge stopped, but roading on came
up with the birds which flushed wild ahead, Rowdy dropping
to wing. Across the track, Rowdy going down wind was said
to have flushed a bevy and stopped to wing. In pines Pitti
pointed and a single flushed ahead of her and being held on
the point some time, another single flushed to one side.
Sent on, she pointed again and Cameron flushed a single.
Pitti then in ragweed flushed a bevy on the hill. Rowdy
backing to the drop. Roading un the hill she pointed again
but nothing found. Another point was made by this bitch
and Rowdy backing to order, Cameron flushed a single, shot
and missed. Calling his dog into stubble side of sedge
patch, she pointed a bevy which Cameron flushed. Rowdy
seemed off nose and was not hunting with his usual confi-
dence, a single flushing quite near to him. Then he pointed
a bevy at the edge of pines, which Bradley flushed, shot and
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killed, Rowdy retrieving the bird nicely from the high sedge.

Then Pitti false pointed. The weather getting warmer and
the frost disappearing Rowdy seemed to come to himself
and pointing a single at edge of plough, Bradley shot
and killed, Rowdy retrieving in good style. Then Pitti

pointed further on, moved up, pointed again, but Cameron
could not find; Rowdy backing nicely. Pitti then moved on
to order, but failed to locate. Rowdy then pointed stylishly

in grass field. Pitti hacking uicely, wheu Bradley coming up,
birds flushed'; Bradley shot aud missed; dogs steady. Then
at edge of woods Rowdy pointed, and Pitti coming up to
one side pointed also, but nothing found. Dogs were then
ordered up at edge of woods at 12:39. A dead bird was
thrown for Pitti "to retrieve, but she failed to do so, and
fudges consulting some minutes decided in favor of Rowdy
Rod, much to the satisfaction of nearly every one present.

Both dogs were going well considering the bad state of the
ground. This ended the trials for 1890, after a very success-
fid meeting, although every one was by this time pretty well
tired out and iu need of a rest.

SUMMARY,
First Series.

Rowdy Rod beat Chance.
Daisy Hope beat Nannie B.
Pitti Sing beat King's Mark.

Second Series.-

Rowdy Rod beat Daisy Hope.
Pitti Sing a bye.

Final.

Rowdy Rod beat Pitti Sing and won first prize of $1,000.

Pitti Sing second, winning §100,

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS
EVERY one who attended these trials are loud in their

praise of the management, and Mr. Francis S. Brown
showed conclusively that he was the right man in the right
place. Though the trials were held at an out-of-the-way
place, Dentonsville, Va., six miles from the railroad, the
arrangements were so perfect that this inconvenience was
scarcely felt. The meeting was held at Judge Farrars resi-

dence, and everything was bi-ought from Philadelphia that
could conduce to the comfort of the guests. Among
those present were Ezra Comfort, the president of the club,
Francis S. Brown, the secretary, Dr. John A. Hartmann,
Francis G. Tavlor, Col. B. Ridgway. Lawrence Sinister, Jr.,

W. B. Smith, Jr., H. Winslow", C. E. Connell, B. F. Hall,
N. (B. Thomas, Aleck AYolstencroft, J. Shubrooke, Prof.
Schuyler, Polk Miller, R. G. Soxvthall, A. W. Miller, Rev.
Mr, Downman, Dr. P. E. Anderson, Dr. Jas. Southall, W.
Tallman, Jacob Pentz, V. Haldeman and Maj. J. M. Taylor,
judges W. A . Coster and Herbert Merriam; Mr. Taylor-Rich,
the other judge, being absent-
Messrs. Winslow and Connell kept the company in roars

of laughter with their quips and jokes, and were the life

and soul of as merry a party of field trial men as ever got
together. The trials were run through in good time, every-
thing being run off by noon on Friday last.

Monday, Dec. 15.

The first day was a perfect one for the club's field trials,

weather clear and cool, with very little wind from the
south. The arrangements made by the efficient secretary,
Francis S. Brown, were perfection, so that an early start was
made, the first brace being sent away at 8:02, near Judge
Farrars homestead. In this, the Members' Stake, the dogs
were handled by their owners. The first brace down was

EZRA NOBLE AND ROCK II.

Lawrence Shuster, Jr., handled Ezra Noble and Mr. Con-
nell handled Rock II. The ground was frozen and rocky,
and Rock II., being lame, got off slowly; in fact, at no time
in the heat was he able to show himself the dog he is, and no
one seeing him here would have recognized him by his work
when compared with that at the Central Trials last week.

• There is no doubt that his lameness caused him to show up
as he did. Ezra Noble is a good field dog, a good worker,
staying out at his work well, hunting his ground with good
judgment, and he has good pace and range; he backs well,
and was generally steady, Ezra soon dropped to a point on
a bevy, Rock backing. Mr, Shuster killed and the bird was
retrieved by Ezra. Bevy followed to pines, where each
scored a flush. They were ordered up at 8:46. Ezra had the
best of the heat.

PERSEVERANCE AND BEN HUR OF FRANKLIN.
Ezra Comfox*t handled Perseverance and Walter B. Smith

handled Ben Hur of Franklin. They were cast off at 8:53 in
open stubble. After a short run a rabbit, starting in front
of Mr, Comfort, ran through bevy, flushing it. The scat-
tered birds were not found. Perseverance pointed a bevy in
good style and was backed well by Ben Hur. Mr. Comfort
flushed and killed a bird. Perseverance broke shot, then
retrieved in good style. Going to where birds settled, each
dog quickly made points on singles, both dropping on their
points. The bird pointed by Ben Hur was killed and he re-
trieved a few feet away. He then made another point and
was steady to flush. Ben Hur was fastest at first, but at end
of the beat Perseverance was his equal in pace and range,
and hunted her ground with best judgment. Dogs up at
9:46.

FLASH AND FAN FAN.
The Gordon setter Flash was handled by his owner, B. F.

Hall, and Fan Fan was handled by Chas. Connell. They
started at 9:50. After a run on new ground while crossing <

where last scattered birds were left, Fan Fan made game
and flushed a single bird she should have pointed. Flash
next pointed a bevy, Fan refusing to back, and pointed in
ahead; birds flushed around them. Fan afterward made a
good point, following with a flush. Flash pointed and Fan
put up the birds. Fan showed fair pace and range, but
seemed off in nose, and would not back well, and only
fairly obedient. Flash, the Gordon, has fair nose, pace and
range, doing better work than any dog of his breed I have
seen lately. The dogs were ordered up at 10:36.

KATIE NOBLE AND ROSA LEE.

Francis Noble handled his Katie Noble and Rosa Lee was
handled by her owner. Dr. John A. Hartman. At 10:41 this
brace started, and after a sharp run Katie pointed in heavy
grass weeds, nothing found, Moving on she roaded some
distance but failed to locate. No birds were found until a
reporter flushed a bevy. Following to woods Katie pointed

, a single, steady to shot. Katie was best in pace, range and
hunting qualities, working ground with good judgment.
Dogs up at 11:42. Lunch was now ordered and eaten, pend-
ing the arrival of Tempest, expected at any moment from
the Central trials.

TEMPEST AND EDGEMARK. •

Tempest, to be handled by I. H. Winslow, F. S. Brown
handling Edgemark. This was the last brace of first series,
but Tempest had not arrived from Central Trials and Edge-
mark was put down to run 45 minutes. He was in good form
and ran a fine trial, making one flush and pointing three
bevies. He is stylish in work, was steady to wing and shot,
and is a good retriever. His work was superior to that
done at High Point or Central trials.

Second Series.

Five dogs were left in the second series to run as follows:
Ezra Noble against Ben Hur and Flash against Katie Noble,
Edgemont a bye.

FLASH AND KATIE NOBLE.

This brace were sent off at 2 P. M. Katie Noble best in

speed, range and style and hunting ground with much bet-

ter judgment. Flash went well, thoueh in open stubble he
flushed a single bird, but stopped to wing, when he pointed
balance of bevy; Katie backed. Following the bevy, Flash
flushed a single. Dogs ordered up at 2:27.

EZRA NOBLE AND BEN HUR OF FRANKLIN.

This heat lasted 2hrs. and 2min., and then not much work
was done. Ben Hur pointed a rabbit. After a long run
Ezra Noble made game, and after casting round put up a
single, which settled a few feet away, dropping to wing he
remained on point to balance of bevy: Shuster flushed, when
Ezra broke in; he retrieved the bird well. Ben Hur backed
in good style, following scattered birds he made two points;
steady to wing. Dogs were then ordered up. There was
little 'difference in speed and range, Ezra slightly the better.

BEN HUB AND EDGEMARK.
This was the final for first money. Runui ng for some time

both dogs were out of sight behind a hill. Mr. Brown called
point, soon afterward bird rose; following them birds were
not found. Edgemark afterward Hushed a bevy, and in
woods on scattered birds Ben made two points on singles,

aud after a short rnn Edgemark was declared the winner of
first prize, Ben Hur of Franklin second prize, Ezra Noble
third prize. This was a good decision.

DERBY STAKE

—

Tuesday.
Morning opened cloudy and cool with a westerly breeze

blowing somewhat stiffly, making it uncomfortable for the
horsemen. Ice had formed and the ground was well frozen.
The Derby closed this morning with eight entries and the
running created considerable interest. The running was
not high-class, except that done by the winner, Dr. J. A.
Hartraan's black, white and tan bitch Albert's Duchess.
This bitch running the series through without a mistake
and doing good work—in fact very bign-class work.

JEAN AND OLD SMED.

J. B. Ellison's Jean was handled by A. Wolstencroft and
L. Shuster, Jr.'s, Old Smed handled by Geo. Green. A start
was made near the house and the puppies had not run long
before Old Smed scented birds and began roading, Jean
joining in soon, when he pointed and put up a rabbit and
chased a short distance, Old Smed roading to a flush.
Working over the hill Jean made game and soon pointed
but was unsteady, birds flushing. Following the birds, Old
Smed made an uncertain point, stopping, but with stern
moving about and head looking around. They were ordered
up at 9:16, Old Smed had the best of range and pace, with
better style, neither doing work good enough for future
recognition.

CLEMENTINE AND ALBERT'S DUCHESS.

Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s Clementine, handled by G. W.
Greene, and Dr. J. A. Hartmau's Albert's Duchess by J. C.
Schuyler, were sent away at 9:21. Going at a good pace, it

did not take long to convince all that Duchess was a superior
puppy. She quickly made a staunch point on bevy. Clemen]!
tine, called up, refused to back, and flushed the bevy.
Schuyler put up the birds and killed, Duchess retrieved
splendidly. The bevy was not followed. Dogs ordered on.
Duchess soon found another bevy, which Clementine roaded
up; Duchess steady. On the singles she pointed one in
good style. After running till 10:06 they were ordered up.
Duchess xn'oved herself in this heat a first-class puppy, hav-
ing good pace and range, hunting in a very independent
manner and thoroughly staunch, and under perfect com-
mand. She is stylish in work, doing it in a very snappy
way, and loses no time in pottering. Clementine under
good command, but not broken sufficiently.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND BEVERLY.
Francis S. Brown's Peg Woffington, handled by owner,

and Francis G. Taylor's Beverly, handled by N. B. 'Thomas,
This brace was put down at 10:21, and were taken up at
11:07. Nothing was done on birds except a flush of a bevy
down wind by Beverly. Both showed good pace and range,
but Beverly was much the superior, showing much quality,
he has a stylish way of going and is a hard worker, covers a
great deal of ground, and hunts out his ground in good
form; in fact all his natural qualities are of a superior
kind. Peg Woffington is stylish in work but hasn't the
speed of Beverly, but is a merry good worker all the same.

LUCY NOBLE AND BOB TOLAND.
W. B. Smith's Lucy Noble was handled by Mr. Sher-

brooke, and John B. Ellison's Toland, handled by Alex.
Wolstencroft, were the last brace of the first series. They
started at 11:14. After a short run Lucy Noble flushed a
bevy. At the edge of pine woods near by she made a false
point. Bob backed indifferently. Bob was next to do
some work, flushing an outlying bird of a bevy, stopping
a moment, moved in to send off the balance. Lucy after-
ward made a false point. Ordered up at 11:59. Bob Toland
had nothing of merit about him, slow and without style.
Lucy had fair pace, but kept herself busy within limited
range. This ended the first series and lunch was announced.
The judges, after a short consultation, announced that four
dogs would be kept for next series to run as follows:
Albert's Duchess against Beverly.
Peg Wolffington against Old Smed.

Second Series.

BEVERLY AND ALBERT'S DUCHESS.
This brace went away at a good pace, Duchess quickly

finding bevy. Beverly called up, refused to back. Birds
flushed by Schuyler, Duchess staunch. Birds not followed.
A few mimutes afterward Beverly flushed a bevy and dogs
were ordered up. Down ten minutes.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND OLD SMED.
Peg was first to point, but no bird was flushed. She after-

ward flushed a bevy roading down wind in short cover. Fol-
lowing scattered birds in woods, she pointed a single. Mr.
Brown coming up, she moved on and bird flushed. Peg
afterward flushed.

BEVERLY AND OLD SMED.-

This brace was put down at 2:24. After a short run Bev-
erly pointed a bevy in good style, but was a little unsteady
to flush. Dogs then ordered up.

PEG WOFFINGTON AND CLEMINT1NE .

This brace had a short run, Peg getting a good point,
Clementine pointing a moment after, flushed and was un-
steady. Dogs ordered up and the Derby was decided as fol-
lows: Albert's Duchess first, Beverly second, Peg Woffing-
ton third.
Albert's Duchess is a black, white and tan bitch weighing

about 451bs., has a fine nose, with good movement and has
a merry way of going. She was well handled, is very obedi-
ent and a thoroughly independent worker, hunting her
ground with judgment and was thoroughly staunch
throughout her race. She won easily here and would be a
formidable opponent at any field trial. Her owner, Dr.
John A. Hartman, of Latrobe, Pa., is to be congratulated on
owning so good a bitch.

ALL-AGED STAKE.
This stake closed with twenty entries, which were drawn

as follows:
White Fawn with Inspiration.
Perseverance with Countess Roxie.
Edgemark with Sue Noble.
Prince with Shot.
Silk with Fan Fan.
Ezra Noble with Hazel.
King Item with Flash.
Katie Noble with Sleepy Noble.

Rock II. with Victor the Blue Stocking.
Tempest with Rosa Lee,

Wednesday.—Rained hard all day aud nothiug was done.

Thursday.
The day was cloudy and cold, raining early in the morn-

ing. A late start was made about one mile south of Judge
Farrar's house. A cold and strong breeze was blowing
from the northwest, making it very uncomfortable for
us all.

WHITE FAWN AND INSPIRATION.

J. H. Winslow's pointer bitch White Fawn was handled
by J. Sherbrooke and F, G, Taylor's pointer dog Inspiration
w'as handled by W. B. Thomas. They were cast-off at 9:31.

White Fawn was first to find aud pointing bevy she was
handsomely backed by Inspiration. Handler not flushing,
White Fawn moved on and located birds. On scattered
birds she pointed a single. Inspiration backing; Sherbrooke
flushed and killed, both dogs broke, Inspiration got the bird
and retrieved it. While neither dog showed more than fair
pace and range Inspiration had the best of it, his style in
backing and pointing being the best. Inspiration made a
point, but White Fawn refused to back; ordered up at 10:16.

COUNTESS ROXIE AND PERSEVERANCE.
H. F. Smith's Gordon setter bitch Countess Roxie was

handled by Fisher and Ezra Comfort's English setter bitch
Perseverance was handled by J. Sherbrooke. They were sent
away at 10:17 and but little work was done by them. Per-
severance had the best of it in pace and range, but she was
badly handled. Couutess Roxie found and pointed a bevy,
Perseverance breaking shot and retrieving bird. This was
poor work.

EDGEMARK AND SUE NOBLE.
F. S. Brown's English setter Edgemark, handled by

owner, and B. Ridgway's English setter bitch Sue Noble,
handled by J. Sherbrooke, were cast off at 11:08. In stubble
at edge of woods Edgemark pointed a bevy and was backed
by Sue Noble. On, after scattered birds in woods Edge-
mark pointed a single, and then made a flush. Sue pointed;
sent on, failed to locate. Going to open again, Edgemark
after a short run pointed a bevy, after which dogs were
ordered up at 11:53. Edgemark was best in pace, range and
style. Sue Noble had the disadvantage of bad handling, as
Mr. Sherbrooke has much to learn in the business. His
dogs were allowed by him to rely on their own judgment
and merit to pull them through,

PRINCE AND SHOT.

J. A. Stovell's setter dog Prince, handled by R. Voshall,
and B. F.Hall's Goidon setter dog Shot, handled by Ed.
Martin, were cast off at 11:55. Shot pointed a, bevy, Prince
not caring to back, birds flushed. Following them Shot
pointed a single, which he flushed and chased. Going on
Shot found another bevy, dropping to a point, Prince back-
ing, but nothing found to the point. Afterwards each dog
made point and moved on. Prince then made a point and
.flushed the birds. Going on awhile, both dogs while road-
ing through bushes flushed a large bevy wild.

SILK AND FAN FAN,

G. G. Davis's Irish setter bitch Silk, handled by N. B.
Thomas, and Coruwell & Cullen's pointer bitch Fan Fan,
handled by Wm. Tallman, were sent away at 1:30. After a
short ruu, aud while dogs were in thicket a large bevy
flushed on to tpines. Going ou, each made a flush of birds.
Silk followed with a flush of a single; after roading it she
jumped in. Fan Fan was best in pace and rauge. Ordered
up at 2:17.

EZRA NOBLE AND HAZEL.
Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s English setter dog Ezra Noble,

handled by Geo. Greene, and John B. Ellison's English set-
ter bitch Hazel, handled by Alex Wolstencroft, were cast
off at 2:33. No birds were found during the heat. Hazel
did nothing to commend her to notice. Ezra started rather
slowly, but soon got to good pace and range, hunting his
ground well.

KING ITEM AND FLASH.
H. F. Smith's Gordon setter dog King Item was handled

by Fisher, and B. F. Hall's Gordon setter dog Flash, handled
by E. I. Martin, were started at 3:12, some time elapsed be-
fore finding. Flash making a point on bevy in a weed field,
he was unsteady to shot; he was indifferently backed by
King. The bevy settled in pine woods, where Flash made
three points on singles in good style; to one flush he was
unsteady, but retrieved a bird well killed by Martin. King
had much better pace and range than he showed at the
Central trials, but was not the equal of Flash in either.

KATIE NOBLE AND SLEEPY NOBLE.
Francis G. Taylor's English setter bitch Katie Noble>

handled by N. B. Thomas, and Lawrence Shuster, Jr.'s Eng-
lish setter Sleepy Noble, handled by Geo. Greene, were cast
off at 4 P. M. Katie was not long in finding a bevy in a
stubble field, dropping to a point, Sleepy Noble backing to
command. The scattered birds were not found. Passing
through pines to stubble, Sleepv Noble was roading to point
and had almost stopped when Katie, crossing several yards
in front of him, dropped to a point near the birds; Sleepy-
Noble was entitled to the find. Following the bevy Sleepy
pointed another bevy about 60yds. from last find. After-
ward Katie pointed a single; crossing ravine to hillside.
Katie pointed a bevy in stubble. The bevy was not followed.
Near by she made a point on another bevy, and some dis-
tance further on pointed again. Dogs were then ordered up
at 4:43. Katie had pace and range and was the more stylish
in ranging. Sleepy the more stvlish on point. Both were
under good command.

ROCK II,—VICTOR THE BLUE STOCKING.
Connell and Cullen's pointer dog Rock If., handled by

Wm. Tallman. and John B. Ellison's liver and white pointer
dog Victor the Blue Stocking, was handled by Aleck Wool-
stencrof t. This was the last bi-ace of the day, aud they had a
spin iu the open. Pace and range about equal. They first
got on single birds. Victor first made a point and was well
backed by Rock. Rock then made a flush and then pointed
where birds had flown from. Going up a ravine Rock
pointed, when Tallman flushed and winged a bird. Rock
broke shot to retrieve, but failed to find. After a short run
to woods, Victor pointed a single, which his handler flushed
aud killed, and bird was well retrieved by Victor. Rock
pointed then, evidently on scent of running "birds, but failed
to locate. This ended the work for the day.

Friday.
This was a clear day with bracing air and light breeze

from the northeast, a nice day for the close of the trials. At
9 o'clock the last brace of the* first series was put down.

TEMPEST AND ROSA LEE.
J. H. Winslow's pointer dog Tempest, handled by J.

Sherbrooke, and Dr. J. A. Hartman's English setter bitch
Rosa Lee was handled by J. C. Schuyler. They started in
open gi-ass field; the pace was not fast. After a short run
a bevy of birds was flushed by horsemen, and they settled in
the open. Dogs ordered on, Tempest made a point first and
was backed by Rosa Lee, both steady to flush. Following
into pines, Tempest flushed a single bird, aud then a fresh
bevy down wind. Following on Rosa Lee pointed a single
and was indifferently backed by Tempest. After running
till 9:45 they were ordered up. This completed the first
series, and the judges after short consultation announced
the following to run in ...

Second Series,

Katie Noble with Edgemark; Flash with Sleepy Noble;
Ezra 2>Job]e with Countess Roxie.
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BLUB RIDGE KENNELS' " GATH'S MARK,"

EDGEMARK AJJD KATIE NOBLE.
This brace was cast off at 10:02, Iboth going well, Katie tbe

faster and covering the ground in better form. After a short
run at edge of pines, Katie was lost; when found she was on
a point, her handler flushing, she was steady to wing. Mov-
ing on to scattered birds, each dog made a flush, Katie down
wind and Edgemark cross wind, both in difficult places to
get a point. Dogs were taken up and carried to open fields
Half a mile away and put down in stubble, Katie first false
pointed, and Edgemark refused to back, but soon after found
a bevy, pointing it staunchly, Edgemark backing in good
style. During most of the heat Katie, being tbe best ranger,
was working ground most of the time ahead of Edgemark,
increasing her chances of finding before him, and this de-
feated him. Tbe dogs were ordered up at 10:52,

FLASH AND SLEEPY NOBLE.
At 10:54 this brace was put down in the open and shortly

afterward Flash pointed a bevy, getting well into them as
they were flushed by handler on all sides of him. Following
them to ravine, Sleepy Noble got two points. Several birds
flushed from the last point and he was unsteady. TMs ended
the heat at 11:22. Flash was the better dog in all except
style, in which they were about equal.

EZRA NOBLE AND COUNTESS EOXIB.
At 12 M. this the last brace was put down, and they ran

for 22 minutes. Just before they were taken up Countess
pointed a small bevy, Ezra at tirst'blinking on the back, but
finally settled down to it. Following scattered birds, Count-
ess flushed a single, which ended the heat.
After a short consultation the judges announced their de-

cision. Katie Noble first prize, Edgemark second, Flash
third. The judging throughout the week was most com-
mendable and satisfactory.

SUMMARY—ALL-AGED STAKE.
White Fawn with Inspiration.
Perseverance with Countess Roxie.
Edgemark with Sue Noble.
Prince with Shot.
Silk with Fan Fan.
Ezra Noble with Hazel.
King Item with Flash.
Katie Noble with Sleepy Noble.
Rock II. with Victor the Blue Stocking.
Tempest with Rosa Lee.

Second Series.

Edgemark with Katie Noble.
Flash with Sleepy Noble.
Ezra Noble with Countess Roxie.

Final.

Katie Noble first money.
Edgemark second money.
Flash third money.

DOG CHAT.
THE Central Field Trials have finally dragged their

weary length to a close. Judges, handlers and all con-
nected concur in tbe opinion that something must be done
to curtail the time which it takes to run these trials, and we
were informed that some step will be taken in this direction
by the Board of Governors before the next trials, A great
many dogs are run a full hour, and are kept in the second
series, when it is plain that they have little chance of get-
ting into the money, from an exaggerated idea of giving
every dog a fair chance. That is all right to a certain ex-
tent, but handlers and others grumble at the extra expense
that this incurs for board and horse hire. The running at
High Point was done in clean-cut, sharp style, and it was
admitted that, though little time was wasted over the "duf-
fers," there was no doubt whatever that the proper winners
were picked, according to their style of trials. The half-
hour amendment at Lexington was a good move, and a still

further reduction of half an hour in the preliminary series
would no doubt be welcomed by every'.one. The judges
showed a commendable zeal and thoroughness in their work,
and very few decisions were given hastily, nor until it was
palpable to all which was the better dog. It has been a
matter of remark that the pointers have, considering the
hard country they have had to travel over, done remarkably
well, and the English setter men must look to their laurels
or they will be snatched from them. The work of Ightfield
Deuce, the Englisb;pointer;;Spotted Boy, winner of the Derby
at Central Trials; Duke of Hessen, second in All-Aged at
High Point; Zig Zag, Tapster, Tray of Montery, which was
afterward purchased by Mr. E. Dexter: Shot, Rock II., was
all of a high order and was quite on a plane with the setters.

On Monday night, Dec. 15, Mr. Brailsford, having been able
to get the heat for absolute winner of the All-Aged Stake
off his mind, decided to go home in time for Christmas, and
left on the evening train, to sail on the City of Berlin,
Dec. 17. To show the estimation in which he was held by
the handlers at these trials, they decided get up an address
testifying to the esteem they felt for him, in the following
words:

To Mr. W. Brailsford and A. Cameron;
The undersigned owners and handlers participating in the

trials of the Central Field Trial Club, now in progress at
Lexington, N. C, beg to express to you on your depart ure
for your home across the ocean, our lasting esteem of your-
self for your gentlemanly and endearing qualities and ap-
preciation of your courteous bearing and fair handling in
the competitions.We sincerely hope that this visit to America
is but the first of many, and that we will have tbe pleasure
of welcoming you again as a friend and competitor. May
your journey be safe and pleasant, and prosperity and hap-
piness attend you, is the fervent wish of Edward Dexter,
D. E. Rose, W. W. Titus, J. B. Stoddard, Chas. W. Barker,
Frank Richards, J. M. Aldrich, Geo. Gray, T. M. Aldrich,
N, Tallman, S. C. Bradley, Chas. Tucker, N. B. Nesbitt and
J. M. Tracy, N, Wallace, John Davidson, the judges.

We all went in a body to see him off at the train, where
the address was read to him and Mr. Cameron by the flick-

ering light of the lamp on the platform of the depot by Mr.
J.M.Tracy. Mr. Brailsford made a neat speech in return,
expressing his thanks for the courtesies and kind treatment
he had received in this country, and trusted that this would
not be his last visit; if it was, he would still have this kind
testimonial to remind him of the friends he had made in
America. Three cheers were then proposed by "Billy" Tall-

man and were given with a will that must have effectually
roused this sleepy little town from its dormant state. Mr.
Cameron will follow latei% as he had to run Mr. Johnson's
Pitti Sing in the four-hour race.

Several dogs were taken sick at the trials, notably Mr.
Hitchcock's Tory Lieutenant, which after running in the
Setter Derby at Lexington was taken down with pneumonia
and was a very sick clog for some time, but through the
careful nursing of John White, his handler, he showed signs
of a rapid recovery when we left. One could see that he did
not range with his usual snap at Lexington, nor could he
be expected to, when doubtless he was then a sick dog. Mr.
Dexter's Rip Rap had an attack of inflammation of the
bowels and had to be declared out of the four-hour race, for
which he stood a good chance. Maid of Kent had a touch
of distemper at the same time, but both are now convales-
cent under the good care of Capt. McMurdo. We hear that
Mr. F. R. Hitchcock purchased the English setter Roi d'Or,
which dog won one of the Loi-illard medals at High Point.

Our illustration this week is Gath's Mark, owned by the

newly-formed Blue Ridge Kennels, owned by Messrs. O'Bau-
non and H. Bulman, Jr. Gath's Mark is by Gath out of
Gem, and is a finely-formed animal, has great bone, and, in
fact, has a look of great strength all round, which is com-
pletely carried out by his vigorous action in the field, as
proved by his winning the Champion Stake this year at the
Eastern Field Trials, beating several crack dogs, such as
Rip Rap, Chance, Daisy Hope and others. This dog won
the All-Aged Stake in 1885 and the Members' Stake in 1890,

besides the championship at the Eastern Trials. He has
never been shown on the bench, but will most likely be seen
there now, when he will beat more than beat him. He is sire

of such noted dogs as Lilly Burgess, Reveler, Revei'dy, Jubi-
lee, El Rio Rey and others. This dog will not run again in
trials, but will now rest on his well-earned laurels.

We hear the price paid for the two champion Gordons,
Beaumont and Belmont, was $1,050.

There was considerable friction over tbe decision which
placed Fred Gates equal third with Antonio in the All-
Aged Setter Stake at the Central Trials. It was maintained,
and with justice, that a dog lost had no right to receive a
prize, and should have been thrown out. The ground taken
was that at the time the decision was made, Fred Gates was
lost and no one knew anything of his whereabouts; he was
to all intents and pur-poses a dead dog, and might have been
in reality, for anything the judges knew to the contrary.
Mr. Windholz felt that his bitch Princess Beatrice was
thus hardly treated with due consideration under these cir-

cumstances, as she came next to Antonio, with Fred
Gates out of the way. This was the only serious kick of the
trials, and it is very pleasing to all to know that with this
exception everything has passed off pleasantly.

We hear that the noted St. Bernard Prince Regent has ar-
rived safely at Mr. Sydney Smith's kennel in England, hav-
ing been repurchased by that gentleman. It is a pity this
dog could not have stood nearer the center of St. Bernard-
dom in America, as he was considered one of the best stud
dogs in England, and had already made a record as the sire

of Princess Florence.

At Rockford show in Illinois, Mr. Geo. Bell's Obediah
(late Kildarej won first in open class for cocker dogs.
Amazement won in open bitches, his Madame Obo taking
vhc.
Mr. Mercer writes us that Mr. Holmes, the noted Clumber

man in England, has just had his streak of ill luck, losing
such noted bitches as Honesty, Hilda and Lady Gaunt, and
now "Clumber" is trying his best to deprive him of Holmes's
Hotspur, the very best young dog in England and a noted
winner. Canine World in "They Say" says that "Mercer
has gone mad over Clumbers." Tell us some news.

We have received a fine photo of Mr. Geo. Bush's cocker
spaniel Idea, which we shall shortly illustrate.

The National Greyhound Club intend holding a show of
greyhounds, deerhounds and Barzois at the American Horse
Exchange, Jan. IT, for one day. Prizes will be ten dollars
in each class. Particulars can be had from H. W. Hunting-
ton, 148 South Sth street, Brooklyn.

We received, just as we are going to press, an excellent
photograph of friend Mercer with four of his champion
Clumbers—Johnny, Drake. Bromine and Boss III., with the
following greetings—"H. W. L , with Xmas greetings and
many waggles of the binder parts from 'five' Clumbers—
'United we lie, unsuhdered we die.' " Byron, Shakespeare,
Mercer (after dinner).

We regret to hear that, owing to a fight with Master Rich,
Mr. Phister came very near losing his greyhotmd Norwegian.
Norwegian on his way East from the recent coursing meet-
ings out West, stayed, with bis Nettlefield, atthe Rookwood-
Landseer Kennels, in Kentucky, and was kenneled with
Master Rich, They seemed to be the best of friends until a
neighbor threw a bone over the kennel fence and both dogs
going for it, had an argument over its possession, which re-
sulted in Norwegian being terribly mangled about the
throat and flank. Tbe best veterinary in the State is attend-
ing him and says that if his intestines are not cut there is

hope for his recovery. His leg is badly crushed as well, but
it is not known yet whether it is broken or not. Should the
dog die it will be, if only the breeding of the dog is con-
sidered, a severe loss to Mr. Phister and greyhound men
generally. Latest advices seem favorable, though inflam-
mation may, if great care is not taken, make recovery
extremely difficult.

From little causes come great effects sometimes. Mr.
Wade writes us that tbe letter in Stock- Keeper about mas
tiffs, tbeir early failings and the effect of arsenic, which we
alluded to recently was part of a letter written to Mr. Wade
by Henry Clay, of Liverpool, Eng., and which be forwarded
to the above-named paper. It does not take much to start a
ball nowadays, as witnessed by tbe cocker controversy now
going on in our columns. Such discussions, when they are
kept within courteous bounds, will surely tend to enlighten
the novice and stir up the faculties of the older breeders.

We are not so much in love with the "long and low," and
would therefore like to see the subject so thoroughly dis-
cussed that good may arise from it and a more serviceable
cocker rise Phcenix-like from the ashes of the discussion.

Owing to our protracted absence at tbe trials, kennel mat-
ter has accumulated to such an extent that it is impossible
to publish everything this week or even next. We therefore
claim the indulgence of our numerous correspondents and
promise that they will receive due attention as soon as pos-
sible. Visits, breeding notices, English notes, etc., are
crowded out by the trial reports this week.

Another Birmingham show is past and gone. This show,
although there may be lots of grumbling at the manage-
ment, their autocratic methods and poor accommodations,
still seems to the bulk of English exhibitors what our
New York show is to the American fancier, a place of ren-
dezvous, and where dog men are sure to congregate. We
are told that the show of setters has never been equalled and
that the same may be said of pointers. Spaniel men showed
their feelings in regard to a poor classification by keeping
their best at home. Bull-terriers were not up to former
years in point of quality or numbers. Black and tan ter-
riers were poorly represented. Other hreeds are about as
usual. Two crack young St. Bernards came out; one is a
son of Sir Bedivere and another is one of Lord Bute's off-
spring out of Baroness Cardiff. The Sir Bedivere pup Lord
Dunlo won the special for best in show, although only fourth
in bis regular class, Mr. Halsey judging him on the what-
he-promises-to-be principle.

A new kennel of greyhounds has been started out at
Hutchinson, Kan., to be known as the Thistlewood Kennels.
Mr, Geo. McClaim is the manager and trainer.

The National Beagle Club have placed Messrs. W. S. Dif-
fenderffer, Joe Lewis, R. F. Mayhew and H. W. Lacy on
their list of judges, aud have notified leading show commit-
tees of the same. They intend offering substantial special
prizes at shows when their judges are selected. It is the in-
tention of the club to raise the subscription to $5 to enable
them to carry out their plans to advance this handsome little

hound, and such a move should receive no opposition, for it
cannot be expected that two or three men are to go into their
pockets every time, so we hope the beagle men will stand
true to the colors even if they do fly a little high.

Mr. F. E. Lamb, who recently lost his St. Bernard bitch
Lady Valentine, intends replacing hpr ?,t once, and has pur-
chased in England a prize winning Piinliinmon bitch that
he expects to hold her own in any company. She will be
bred to a native dog on the other side before importing her.
After being bred we should advise him to get her over as soon
as possible, if he wishes to have luck with the expected litter,

Kash. the champion pug, has made a record as a stock
getter, for Mr. Pitts writes us that, from December, 1889, to
the present month, he has served 37 bitches, with a result of
90 dogs and 65 bitches, or in round numbers 161 puppies.
That little tale about tbe goose and the golden egg occurs to
one when reading this Kash account.

We hear that Baroness Cardiff, the noted St. Bernard, will
soon find a home this side of the Atlantic.

Mr. E. B. Sears writes us in sending a list of tbe new ad-
ditions to bis already strong kennel that he has purchased a
farm in Melrose, Mass., on which he intends erecting in the
spring one of the finest kennels in America. When we vis-
ited this gentleman's kennels recently we thought that he
would soon have to make an extension somewhere. The
importation of such a bitch as champion Plevna is another
important event in the lively series of St. Bernard bitch im-
portations we have been startled with lately. Our assertion
in a transatlantic journal that America would be sending
stock to the Crystal Palace show of 1895, and winners too,
would seem to be hardly so illusionary as a critic would have
us all believe, if our breeders are only favored with as
much "breeders luck" as they have pluck and enterprise.

A. K. C. SUGGESTIONS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Watson devotes considerable space in your last week's
issue anent some remarks of mine which appeared in tbe
Fanciers' Journal concerning the A. K. C adopting the
system of registering prize winners "free" in the stud book.
He (Mr. Watson) takes exception to my claiming to be one
of the "motive powers" which brought about this action.
He may be right, but in conversation with Mr. Vredenburgh
prior to the publication of my paragraphs, the latter gentle-
man referred to what had appeared of mine in the Fanciers'-
Journal, and said he had adopted some of mv suggestions,
"the free registration business" being mentioned among
other subjects. Therefore I considered I was net ovei step-

ping "my imagination" when I claimed to have had somt-
thing to do with this new departure. I would also refer
Mr. Watson to some notes of mine in the Turf, Field and
Farm of over a year ago, in which I advocate what he
claims the "stud book committee" adopted "three months
ago." In this at least I have a priority over the "trio," of
which Mr. Watson is one—R. F. MAYHEW.
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COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 890.

Editor Forest and. Stream;
Dr. J. S, Niven has recently stated in these columns that,

"one decision of many judges I could never swallow, that
was putting Jerry in' the first flight; and the critics, even
'C. M.,' went wild over him." I wrote all reports signed
"C. M.," and a large rmmber that were not signed, but have
no recollection of having goue "wild" over any spaniel I

have ever seen in this country.
Dr. Niven, unlike several of our dog men, is an honorable

man and a gentleman. He would not wilfully make a
statement he could not verify. As I do not remember hav-
ing said Jerry was typical or first-class I must ask Dr. Niven
for proof in support of his statement.

I wish to keep Dr. Niven and Mr. Mercer as far apart as
possible, because the former has been a lover of dogs for

many years aud ought to know something about spaniels
and one or two other breeds. Mr. Mercer, on the other
hand, is a beginner, and ought to know very little about
dogs. What is more, he does know very little, and this

statement is conclusively proved by Mr. Mercer himself.
In case your compositor "setup" Jerry instead of Jersey

I will ask Dr. Niven to prove that I "went wild" oyer
Jersey.

New York, Dec. 20.

DHAfi, H. Mason.

Editor Forest and Stream:
What we all waut is a short-bodied dog, well stationed,

with a good loin; the color is not so important, for by breed-
ing, black and tans, livers, white and liver, solid ruby, liver

and white and solid blacks can be obtained, I call to mind
Frank Hollin's bitch, that I think won first at the Centen-
nial show and was in the. money at the early New York
shows. This bitch was liver and white and a trifle "low od
the leg," but looked more the proper sort than any of the
long-bodied specimens that of late have been so popular.
So far as short-faced or nosed specimens not being able to
make useful workers, on the contrary 1 have a black and
tan toy spaniel that will raise rabbits and run them as
quick as any of the larger breeds. I have owned some hand-
some liver and white cockers and some solid ruby colors,

but when I learned that the "low and long" were the prize
takers I made up my mind to drop breeding. If the old
style comes in fashion I intend to own a kennel of what I

consider the most useful dog that ever licked man's hand.
A. w. Ltrof,

New York. City, Dec. 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the publication of my letter on the above the change of

a word somewhat alters the sentiment.
In the second paragraph you make me say of Bed

Jacket: "Short and somewhat thick iu muzzle, he is best
from his ears back to the tip of bis tail, etc." Change the
position of a comma and put "but" for "best" and you have
what I wrote: "Short and somewhat thick in muzzle be is,

but from his ears back to the tip of his tail, and to the pads
of his feet, he is as near perfect as any dog in America."

CHABLES M. NEtXES, Brant Cocker Kennels.

Brantford, Ont., Dec. 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your young critic Mr. Mercer says in his last attempt that

"To give Mr. C. H. Mason his due he 'spotted' champion
Doc for a good one several years ago, repeatedly saying that
were he in condition the prize money was at his mercy." It

is tme that I gave Doc a first prize before Mr. Mercer be-
came known as a dog man, but it is, I believe, untrue that I

"repeatedly" said prize money would be at Doc's mercy
if the dog were in good condition. Therefore I call on Mi*.

F. H, F. Mercer to produce evidence to show that I repeat-
edly said anything of the sort.

Mr. Mercer proposes to give me my "due" for having
"spotted" Doc for a good one, but he says not a word about
giving |me my "due" for having downed those white and
red monstrosities which he attempted to force on to the
fancy as typical Clumber spaniels. It is here that credit is

really "due" me, and I got it in the shape of an insulting
letter written' over a nom de plume to Sports Afield and in
an equally insulting letter mailed to me and marked "per-
sonal." I judge from this that Mr. Mercer gives a man his
"dttfe" only when it is to Mr. Mercer's advantage to give it.

Let me assure Mr. Mercer once and for all that I will accept
my "due." only from a tribunal of experienced and fair-

minded dog fanciers who are capable of rendering a just and
intelligent decision, and whose opinions when expressed are
worth having.
With your permission, Mr. Editor, I will attend to "Groth-

amite" next week. It's hard work to keep these two
("Gothamite" and Mercer) separate, because their methods,
statements, style of writing, lack of knowledge of dogs, etc.,

etc., are identical.
"G-othamite" stated in these columns that Mr. Watson

and myself "started the long and low craze" in cocker
spaniels. I demanded evidence to support this outrageous
falsehood and "Gothamite," instead of giving this proof or
apologizing, says that it is a well-known fact that I have
"borne a leading part in encouraging the long and low
craze." This is a deuced sharp curve, but none too sharp
for a man who can be in two places at the same time. Un-
fortunately for "Gothamite" Webster does not say that
starting means encouraging or that encouraging means
starting.
"Gothamite" vainly supposes that "we (is this "Goth-

amite," "Clumber" and "Dogwhipf") will probably hear no
more" from the writer of this. Don't go too fast young man.
You will hear more than you bargained for when you
imposed upon Forest atstd Stream by sending to them' for
publication a letter containing statements that you knew
to be false, and which you have not had the manliness and
good sense to withdraw. Chas. H, Mason.
New York, Dec. 20.

NEW ST. BERNARDS.

MB. E. B. SEARS, not to be beaten in the race for good
St. Bernard bitches, has recently imported and pur-

chased the following noted ones:
Una.—Whelped 1887, by champion Grosvenor out of Min-

nie. Never shown, but said to be a good brood bitch.
Nancibcl.—Whelped September, 1889. by Alton out of

Alice. Never shown, but has left a very promising litter of
pups by Young Plinlimmon on the other side.
Kilmenny — Whelped 1887, by champion Plinlimmon out

of Effie. Won 2d at Suaitb, 1890: the only time shown.
Eden Terry (A.K.C.S.B. 18,105).—Whelped March 10, 1887,

by champion Plinlimmon out of Yorke. Her wins are as
follows: Ayr and Edinburgh, 1888; Cannock, 1889; Aber-
deen, 1890.

La Pncelle (A.K.C.S.B. 18,422).—Whelped Oct. 14, 1886, by
champion Save out of Faultless. She has won 2d and 3d,
St. Bernard Club show, 1887; vhc, Kennel Club show, Barn
Elms, 1888; vhc, Kennel Club show, Olympia; vhc, St. Ber-
nard Club show, Windsor, 1889; reserve, beaten only by Lady
Sneerwell and the new wonder Andromeda, Tun bridge
Wells, 1890. She is the dam of Mr. Trague's Zenith and Mr.
Butherglen's Rienzi.
Jael (E.K.C.S.B. 20,821).—Whelped July 5, 1885, by cham-

pion Plinlimmon out of Deborah. Her wins include St.
Bernard Club show, 1885; Brighton: Kennel Club show,
Aquarium; St. Bernard Club show, Albert Palace, 1886;
Barn Elms; Hull; St. Bernard Club sjiow, Brampton, 1887;

Warwick; Barn Elms, 1888. Her progeny include the well-
known bitch Proselyte and Mr. Moore's new importation,
Lady Sneerwell, and is also the grand dam of Argonaut, who
made such a stir at Brighton and Crystal Palace.
Lady A delay dc II.—W helped May 5, 1889, by champion

Plinlimmon out of Lady Adelaide. She has won 1st, puppy
class, Ayr; 3d, novice class, Edinburgh, 1889; 3d open and 2d
novice, classes, also gold medal. Glasgow, 1890.

Champion Plevna.—Whelped May 17, 1885, by champion
Plinlimmon out of champion La Mascotte. Her wins con-
clusively show that she is quite at the top in St. Bernards,
having beaten such dogs as Queen Jura, Pegotty, Princess
Florence. Bellegarde and other cracks; but we have not
space to give her full list of winnings, which among others
embrace the 100 guineas challenge cup.

HAMILTON KENNEL CLUB.

THE following is a critical report of the cocker spaniels
shown by the members of the Hamilton Club at their

initial members' show, Dec. 15;

There were thirteen cocker spaniels, three dogs and ten
bitches. The first to come before my notice were three
black dogs, D. McPbie's Russel, W. McDonald's Broilt, M.
O'Neil's Sport. After a careful examination of the dogs I

decided to withhold all diplomas for the reason that it

would have been unjust to the owners of these dogs to have
given them a diploma, for they would have left the exhibi-
tion with the idea that they possessed good dogs, and this
would have been an unjust thing for the judge to have done.
I fully explained to the owners of every dog my reason for
doing so; for every dog was a bad specimen, and if there
was more of this business done at most of our shows, the
result would be that the owners would try to improve their
stock. Every judge should explain to the exhibitors his
reasons for withholding the prizes.

The next class contained ten bitches, nine black and one
red. C. Searle's Topsy won first prize. She is a black bitch
and a very good specimen; head a little inclined to the field

spaniel type, neck and shoulders very good, legs perfectly
straight, with grand bone and Kood feet, well sprung ribs,

good flat coat, grand hindquarters and a well carried tail,

and is a good mover.
W. McDonald's Queeuey, second, is a red cocker. This is

the best bitch of her color I have seen yet. Unfortunately
she has lost some half dozen of her frontteeth, which makes
her look a little weak in muzzle. She has a good stop, nice
skull, ears set on low and a very pleasant expression. Neck
and shoulders good, good straight legs and feet, good aver-
age bone, well sprung ribs, deep chest, flat coat, good hind-
quarters, with a correct tail, and is a very fine mover. I

should have placed this bitch first had it not been for the
loss of her teeth.

F. Dominey's Sally, third. A black bitch very weak in
muzzle, not too good in stop, good straight legs, very flat-

sided and lightly made all through, very nervous and will
not show herself. The balance of the class was only a very
moderate lot.

The Hamilton Kennel Club have in Dr. Mole a man of
whom every member ought to be proud, for he possesses
great ability, both in diseases of dogs and how they should
be cared for. This he has proved by several cases intrusted
to him by the canine fanciers of Hamilton. I should strongly
recommend some of our important kennels in Canada when
they have a bad case of sickness or accident with any of
their valuable specimens, to seek the advice of this gentle-
man. A doctor of his experience of the canine tribe has been
very much wanted in this country. I put several questions to
him myself referring to different diseases and the modes of
treating dogs, and he answered me quickly and promptly,
and to the point. I hope that fanciers of Canada will bear
this in mind when they have a bad case in their kennel and
place it in the hands of Dr. Mole.
Just a word in reference to A. D. Stewart. The worthy

president of the Kennel Club is the right man in the right
place. Too much cannot be said in favor of Mr. Stewart for
his energy and perseverance in the Hamilton Kennel Club.
This will be one of the strongest clubs in America in a very
short time, if things go on as they are at present. All the
members of this club are confined to the residents of Ham-
ilton only. G. Bell.
Toronto, Canada, Dee. 18.

RED COCKERS.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Some time ago "J. W." questioned the ability of red

cocker spaniels breeding true to color. I beg to place on
record at least one case which recently happened in my own
kennel.
On Aug. 6 last my red bitch Pearl (C.K.C.R. 10) was served

by my champion Brantford Red Jacket. Both are solid red
in color, without a white hair. On Oct. 4 Pearl whelped
three dogs and one bitch, all of a beautiful dark red—un-
usually dark for puppies—and not a white hair on the lot.

I consider this the more remarkable since all the grand-
parents are solid black. Jacket is a son of my champion
Brant out of Woodstock Dinah, and Pearl is by the black
dog Hector (A.K.C.S.B. 5866) out of Black Meg (5S75).

A study of the ancestry may throw some light on the
strains most likely to produce reds. Woodstock Dinah is

by imported Tippo out of Toronto Jet, and I have never
known her to be mated to an Obo dog without having one
or more reds in the litter. Champion Little Red Rover was
the first of these to attract attention in 1886, followed by
Robin, Rory, and finally Brantford Red Jacket.
Pearl traces back through Hector to Woodstock Flirt, an-

other Tippo—Toronto Jet, so that in this present litter we
have an inbreeding of a cross of the Obo and Tippo—To-
ronto Jet stock. ChAs. M. Nelles.
Brantford, Ont., Dec. 15.

A LITTLE DOG SHOW.

A BENCH show of sporting dogs at the Philadelphia
Kennel Club trials was held Wednesday afternoon, and

was judged by Maj. J. M. Taylor. Tbe class of dogs was
fine, and this will he made a feature of the meeting here-
after.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs: B. Ridgeway's Clipper W.; L.
Sinister, Jr.'s, Ezra Noble; F. S. Brown's Fdgemaik; P. G. Taylor's
Beverly; P. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone; VV. 13. Smith's Ben Hur
(absent). Breeze Gladstone won and Edgemark second.

E MGIjISH SETTERS.

—

Bitches: Dr. John A. Hartman's Albert's
Duchess; F. S. Brown's Peg VVoffitigton; P. G. Taylor's Katie
Noble; W. B. Smith's Lucy Noble; Dr. Jno. A. Hartman's Rosa
Lea; Ezra Comfort's Perseverance; E. E. Connell's Belle of
Lexington. Albert's Duchess first, Katie Noble second.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Puppies-Doss and Bitches: P. G. Tay-
lor's Katie Noble 11.; P. S. Brown's Bert Wmslow; H. Meniam's
Chei-rie, Lem, and Lucia; C. T. Thompson's Miss Lillie (absent).
Katie Nolile took first prize and Bert VVinslow the second.
POINTERS.—Bogs and Bitches: C. E. ConnelPs Pan Pan and

Rock II.; P. G. Taylor's Inspiration; J, H. Winslow's Tempest,
White Fawn and Golden Rod. The winner was Fan Fan, and
second Rock If.

GORDONS—Dogs and Bitches: H. F. Smith's Countess Roxie
and King Item; B. F. Hall's Shot and Flash. Countess Roxie beat
King Item, be taking second prize.

DEATH OF LADY VALENTINE.—Baltimore, Dec. 9.—
Editor Forest and Stream; It is with great regret that I
inform you of tbe death of my rough St. Bernard bitch Lady
Valentine, on the 6th inst, Cause, consumption, which was

brought on by undergoing the great difference in climate
between Baltimore, her home, and Menominee, Mich., where
she had gone to receive the attention of Mr. R. J. Sawyer's
Mascot Bernard, and to whom she was in whelp at tbe time
of her death. She was bred by Mr. Thomas Hall, of Liver-
pool, England, and was whelped March 27, 1887. She was
by champion Valentine out of Bessie II., the dam of Plinlim-
mon, and was a bitch 31in. at shoulders and weighed between
155 and 1601bs. Although shown but twice she won third at
Baltimore, 1890, being beaten byManonand Blodwin iu the
order named, aud first at Buffalo, 1890. in good company.
As a brood bitch she had but few equals in this country. In
her last litter were Mr. W. S. Diffenderfler's Lord Baltimore,
winner of first in puppy class and St. Bernard Club medal
for best American bred dog in Baltimore show, 1890, and
Mr. Otto W. Volger's Mountain Queen, who won first in a,

puppy class of both dogs and bitches aud St. Bernard Club
medal for the best American bred bitch in Buffalo show,
April, 1890. Both of these pups are doing finely and will
be heard from before tbe winter is over. Lady's disposition
was perfect, and she was never more happy than when my
little girl, not yet two years, would pull or drive her about
the yard in her play. I have owned a number of dogs but
never had the attachment for any equal to that I had for
Lady Valeutine.—F. E, LAMB.

KENNEL NOTES.
Motes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Seta of 300 of any one form, hound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
ISP"" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Beau BrummeU and Concha Juanita. By Jas. VV. Wood, Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., for blue bpltot) English setter dog and lemon belton
bitch, whelped Sept. 23, 1890. by Count Howard (Sir Alister-Mena)
out of Donna luanita (Rr>ckinnliarn— Donna).
Prince Howard. By J. W. Humor, Beverly, N. J„ for blue belton

English setter dog, whelped Sept. 23, 1890, by Count Howard (Sir
Alister—Mena) out of Donna Juanita (Rockingham—Donna).

BRED.
IST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Beauty Spot—David of Delphos. J. W. M. Card eza's (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) pointer bitch Beauty Spot (Half and Half—Favette) to
his Un.vid of Delphos (Dick of Delphos—Westmoreland Bessie),
Nov. 22.

Brunette—Bradford Harry. Chas. York's (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Brunette (Bob—Judy) to P. H. Coornbs's cham-
pion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady), Nov. 29.

SALES.
Igg"" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Snyder. Black, white and tan beagle dog, age not given, by
Ringwood out of Gypsy Queen, by A. McDonald, Rockland, Me.,
to H. E. Burkmar, same place.
Dan V. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped February. 1888,

by Ulen Graphic out of Jeanette, by H. E. Burkmar. Rockland,
Me., to A. M. Gerry, South Paris, Me.
Count Howard—Donna Juanita whelp. Blue belton English set-

ter dog, whelped Sept. 23, 1890, bv Jas. W. Wood, Ponghkeepsie,
N. Y., to W. P. Booth, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

E. T. S., New Rochelle, N. Y.—Have a fox-terrier 7mos. old, who
seems very uneasy, cries in his sleep, and seems to be in pain.
Will you kindly inform me what I can do to relieve bis trouble?
Ans. Your dog no doubt is troubled with worms. We have found
G over's vermifuge an excellent specific. Address, 1,293 Broadway,
N. Y.
Constant Reader, Cambridge, Mass.—What would be the

effect of castration on a foxhound? I knew of one that this has
been done to. He is now two years old and be seems to bunt well
with other doss. Ans. We do not see what barm it would do the
dog, as far as his hunting is concerned, neither can we perceive
what would be gained by such an operation.

F. W. P., Mebane, N. C—I have repeatedly tried to relieve my
setter dog, 18 months old, of tapeworm, by giving him castor oil
and areca nut as directed in your columns, and he invariably
vomits both. Please advise treatment Ans. See answer to E.
G. S. in this issue This vermifuge is much milder in its action
but is nearly always a sure cure.

Lancewood, New York City.—On a black and tan, 7 years old,
three months ago a small lump appeared under the right eye;
after a time it broke, and despite all my efforts it will not heal,
She seems in good health, although her appetite is poorer and she
has grown thin since the lump broke. Ans. Apply two of three
times a day an equal mixture of Friar's balsam and tincture of
mattico. If it is possible to keep a small bandage on, saturate
one with the mixture, otherwise paint it with a soft brush.

\ifl$ and \hotttin$.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
EMPIRES.—A shoot of the Empire Rifle Club took place at

Zett ler's rifle range, 13 St. Mark's Place, Dec. 16. The Massachu-
setts 13-ring target was used, possible 120 points, l3

iein. bullseye
lOOt't. range. Following are tne scores:
WOverbaugh .. .111 W Maisenhnider..l07 J Zettler 95
WRosenbaum 111 C Zettler, Jr 106 E Smith. 93
AStabhJr 108 W Miller 106 G Hillmyev 85
J Grimm 108 W Alborn. 104 F Diehl..

. 75
The annual meeting and election will be held Jan. 6, at the hall

of the German -American Shooting Society, in St. Mark's place
Tbe Empire Club will meet, on the same evening, the team of the
Hudson R'fle Club in a match.

.220AL. WORK! —Mr. Lloyd, of Queens, L. I., has made the fol-
lowing offer ior tbe purpose of deciding what results may be
obtained with the .23cal. short cartridge at 115yds.: A g"ld medal
to the shooter making the best and a bronze medal to the marks-
man with the next best score of 10 shots, 15-ring target, %m.
rings, 6in„ bullseye, each contestant to shoot uot more than ten
strings. The competition will open on Jan. 3, at Queens, an d be
continued each Saturday until Jan. 31, the participants to be
allowed to make their entire number of strings on one date. Any
.22cal. rifle may be used wichout restriction to weight, sight op
trigger-pull, but tbe ammunition must be the .S2cal. short car-
tridge.

INTER-STATE RIFLE LEAGUE.—At a meeting held in Jersey
City last week four clubs entered and paid their necessary dues,
and the Inter-State League of Riflemen took a new lease of life
One of the most important changes in the constitution was thai
any club joining tbe League inside of six months need not pay an
initiation fee, but all organizations have to pay six months' dues in
advance. Admission is open to any organized rifle club in the
United. States, and each club is entitled to three delegates, from
which the officers of the League are to be elected. As the League
stands now, D. Mahoney,':of the Lakeside Rifle Club is the presi-
dent, and C. H. Townsend, of the Our Own Rifle Club, secretary
The League adopted a target with a IJ^in. bullseye and M ;n. rings,
the renter to count 15, ae its standard. This will be known as trie
"Interstate 15-ring target."' No schedule of matches has been ar-
ranged thus far, but this will probably be done at the next meet-
ing, the first Wednesday in January. The clubs that are to be
represented at this first business meeting are the t ^o Newark
organizations, the Hudsons of Marion, and the Zettler Rifle Club,
of this city. If no more New York clubs join the League, the
Zettler Rifle Club will be tbe only representative of this city. Tn
case a series of borne and home matches are arranged the Zettler
team will visit Newark twice and Marion once, while the three
Jersey organizations need to make tbe trip to Gotham but once
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" BOSTON, Dec. 20.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held
!l

-
;v;

<

1
i weekly nhoofc to-day at its range, with a large attend-

ance of riflemen: A perfect winter dav greeted the shooters.
The. light wind from 7 to 11 o'clock made the, conditions good and
yet the scores didn't run as high as usual. Mr. P. S. Killman won
the silver military medal. Next Wednesday the trap-shooter:' of
this association hold their last prize and swwo shoni.'for 1S00. On
Christmas day there will he an all-dav shoot for rifle and pistol,
with prize and practice matches. Following are the best scoresmade to-day, distance 200yds, standard American target:

TTT T
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.

HLLee 85 AMaynard 78 A S Hunt 70
M' Charles 82 TP. Mason 78 LB Thomas 09H Gushing 81 D Martin 75 D Ames 08WHawley *79 G B Warren 74 A B Strong S6
S C Sydney 78 WD Palmer 71 P D Hart 05

„ .„ All-nomers 1 Rest Match.
'I
Francis HO M T Day 96 J French 90

T Warren 109 J W French 93 A B Loring 89MR Barter 103 F W Chester 93 D Martin 86A H Ballard 101

of
ended

_

first prize. The scores made were far above the averager ami aw
proof of a sharp competition. The shoot was open to all comers,
shots, entries unlimited, twenty-five prizes and five premiums

given by C. G. and B. Zettler. The scores were as follows: Hinz
\°}

J?%er /o. Flach 74, Rosenbaum 34, P. Palk 74, Ahlborn 74,
Lloyd 73, Dorrler 73, Meier 73, Walther 73, Dorrler 7-', Kalin 73, pZimmermaun 73, Coppersmith 73, Sleinbach 73, Grimm 72, Wm.
Weber.73. Kishel 72, Engcl 72. Stuart 72,W. Ziramermann 72, Tocu
v.2, Klein 71, Laut 71, Sassenberg 71. The first premium for the
first shot in the half-inch center was won on Saturday by M
Tropp, and the last premium by B. Walther. Mr. Falk captured
the first premium to-day, and Knoehenhauer the premium for the.
last center shot to-night. The premium for the most center shots
presented by Mr. Ben-ins, was awarded to Mr. Lloyd of Queens.
1 he consolation prize, a silver match box, was taken by President
Uehiein ot the German-American Shooting Society.
GALLERY MATCH.—The return match between M. Dreher, of

the Zettler Rifle Club, and W. Kosenbaum, of the Empire Club
took place at the latter organization's headquarter in St. Mark's
place, on Friday evening, Dec. 19, each man firing five strings on

M Dreher 237 346
Scores on the 12-ring target:M Dreher,, 114 111

WRosenbauni 109 108

238 330-1,192 95.28 per cent'.

109-334 93.78 per cent.
107-324 90,00 per cent.

the 30-shot scow he had twelve 13s and thirteen Hsin'the'lJuUsce
and two 10s and three 9s outside.

THE TRAP.

The Metropolitan Shoot.
The Metropolitan Club, which uses only Peorias. held their

shoot Dec. t>, A. F. Rickmers winning on a score of 28 out of 30 as
tollows:

JiKKeene iimnooiuiiioiii 10 10 10 h 01-23W Crosby 11111111011111011111 11 11 10 11 00-25W Kelly 11011101111111010101 00 10 01 10 00-18
WMoore UniOlOniOlUOnOl 10 11 00 00 00-18A F Rickmers 11111111111111111111 11 10 10 11 11-28
E Cadman 11111110111111101111 10 10 10 11 10-23
The Independent Club held a double shoot Nov. 25, and F. C.

Maegley won hoth events, killing 10 straight in the first shoot and
9 in the second.

J. B. Porter, Con. F. Holmes and J. K. Guinnotte shot a three-
cornered 50 bird race last week. Holmes's score was 47, Porter
44 and Guinnotte 43. K. C.

CHICAGO TRAP.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 17.—This is turning out to be a great week at

trap shooting, there having been live-bird sweeps and matches of
considerable importance about every day of the week, with a pros-
pect of a continuance of hostilities throughout the week. Most of
the shooting is in honor of Mr. Elliott, who is tarrying hew a
While, prior to his return to Kansas City. There were good sweep:

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest arid Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with elub scores are nar.
Ocularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Jan. 1.—Germantown Gun Club, New Year's Day Tournament
atGeratantown,Pa. Address Harry Thurman.

Wm6EI
'

Jan. 1.—All-Day Tournament, at Auburn, N. Y. J. Henry Ken-
Secretary. '

KANSAS CITY TRAP EVENTS.
[From our Special Correspondent.']

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 18.-Since the Chicago-Kansas City con-
test the trap shooters ot Kansas City have been confinin<*

themselves to the regular club shoots, the only individual con I esShaving been a 200 bird race between J. A, R, Elliott and J F
Riley, and a 50 bird race hetweeu W. G. Eadsand D S Gordon

'

Elliott, defeated Riley by a score of 184 to 168. The latter's workwas a disappointment, as he was expected to be good for 180 at
least. Mr. Riley used some shells loaded by local people, and thev
seemed very defective, as he lost, some. L6 birds dead out of bound's
that were hard hit. Eight of Elliott's lost birds fell dead out of
bounds. The match was for the price of the birds, and was shot
under American Shooting Association rules. The birds were a
good average lot, Elliott drawing a shade the easiest birds

fas
5CC^ „

dead out of bounds and Gordon three. The scorer*
JJ"'"S *osi one

WGEads 11212' 'it:'! 11210221 1 222 i 212111111 1 I111101122]l?221ol 45
r: S border,... . . 2222 11:.-::. r, ooroo-:; — ,-,,

:

2 ...v,

The club shoots of the past month resulted as follows:
Kansas < 'ity Club—November Snoot.

GWYoumans 1212211221—10 Geo Dugan 22°3>-W0- 7D W Williams 1020222020- 6 B H Nephler. .

' 2201001 V>'>- 7A B Cross 02C2002100- 4 JAR Elliott. . . . ..Soblfi'i- t

Benj Holmes 0002100000- 2 J K Cninotte 2112110111- 9Geo B Urr 011ol2U00- 6 D Hughes 11 1112 1 'ci- 9F J Smith 1300112222- 8 G Schroder 121211im~WW S Halliwell 12ol 1 21200- 7 M Dun Ian _
<

J B Porter 1021221112- 9 C F Holmes 32000102^- 5
J LeePorter 1021111222- 9 J E Riley U3I012101- 8
G. W. i oumans won the medal on the shout -off on 3 straight

Gate City—November Shoot.
LWSeott 1210113120-8 W B Cosby 12o0oll201-0
J B Porter 1221211 12o -9 J R Elliott •

j 1 I
J W Self O220020023-5 D S Gordon ..1211210010-7
FEOrvis 0013311331-8 A F Rickmers 122-110211-9
FLewers.. o02002;A0^-; : P S Caney 10?2osleSo-8

J. B. Porter won the medal in the shoot-off, grassins II om ot I"
more birds shot at.

Gate City—December Shoot.
J B Porter 2102221211-9 A F Rickmers 2112120012-8
E Chouteau. 31011 J 1201—8 .1 K Gninotte. . . 021-Il->3ll-qE Cadman 12001201 20-ii W B Gosnv. . . 21000'>lbll-fi
FLewers 1100200001-4 LWSeott ',

2000111211-7
J. B. Porter won the medal on shoot-off with 3 straight.

O. K. Club—November Shoot.
F J Smith.. 3120l20ol2— 7 W B Oosbv 2102112001- 7

score was a tie, Messrs. Elliott and Organ getting each 49 out of
5u, and Messrs. Anson and Kleinman 46 each . To-morrow, Friday,
Capt. Anson shoots a 100-biWl, $100 race with Geo. Hofmann, and
Mr. Elliott vviD shoot 100 birds, $100. with Mr. Geo. Kleinman. If

warpath some now, and he and Billy Mussey aw holding a sort of
ghost dance. The management of Watson's Park has kindly
promised detailed scores of all these events.
Occasional mention is heard of the Washington Park Club, hut

their scores are never seen in print, and it is their boast that no
paper ever got hold of any match that was ever shot on the
grounds, the seelnsive aristocracy of the club quite necessitating,
of course, that everything should be kept very private. Thev are
all high parties, so to speak, but a mighty good lot of men,"bar-
rmg their constant fear that a newspaper man. disguised as a
gentleman, may some day break into their fold and carry off a
score or so. Well, on Tuesday last a little live bird race w'as shot

good showing for the boy, especially as he shot, a 10-gauge gun
Young Dupee is one of the best shots in the club. He is past 16
years of age, but looks not over 13, being very slight and small
He wears glasses, looks and acts like a diffident school boy, and
appears about the reverse of what one would expec t a shooter to
look like, though he is a shooter and a good one. An amusing in-
cident happened when Edgar Murphy was out at Washington
Park last week. Mr. Murphy is about Oft. 3in. in height and
Walter is about 3ft, 6in. Roll Organ led Walter close up to Mr
Murphy when he was not looking, and as the boy stood down
under Mr. Murphy's overcoat, said to the tall guest, "Mr Mur-
phy, I want to introduce Mr. Walter Dupee." Mr. Murphy looked
in front of him, to both sides and all around him, but couldn't see
anybody. Then he looked down, found Walter and shook hands
with him from above.
It is not believed here that the Brewer—Elliott match will be

arranged. Talk of all sorts of matches. Now certainly is the
season for a heap ghost dance among the trap-shooters.

E. Hough.
Buhnside, 111., Dee. 4.—Score made here to-day by Ft. Dearborn

Gun Club, Illinois State rules. Those designated thus * aw not
members:

On Thursday he attended the meet of the Fort Dearborn Club,and shot in excellent form. However, he had been unable to ar-

™ „»„,„„.v vuaiuiJiun Liicii uiu lai ui lie, oreorge iviemtnan.
George has not been shooting much lately, but he said he might
catch on, and as he had about a hundred that he didn't need, he
imagined that he might be able to show Elliott how the boys of
the Kleinman family Used to shoot on the Calumet in years gone
by. And as Jim Elliott had quite a lot of wealth around his
person, he acquiesced in George's proposition, and the match wasmade. It was shot to-day in the presence of a large crowd of
spectators, and, as someboby said, "crack shots." A.moug the

*CR Babeuf .
. .022121011222231-13

*W D Price.
. ..123201021201010-10

.Will 202020112021011-10
*Oap Auson . . .011211021111121—13
*W S Cutler. ..111121121111020-13

Geo Kleinman.121 123111111321-15
CD Gammon.. 111122112201121—14
Geo Airey 112000101101122-10
Abe Kleinman 112211221012131—14
C E Willard...11121221 1222111-15W P Mussey . .

.'£,'] 122 121 1 ! 1212—15
Same dav at 20 Peoria blackhirds:

GKleinm'nlOlllllllllinillUO IS C Anson .01101011111011110111—15
Geo Airey 111 111 0111 1011 1 J 101 1 -17 * VV C utler 1 1001110001 111 010101-12
Will 11100011001111111010-13 AKleinm'nl UOjOllOOliinilOiO-13
*C BabeufWlOlOOOlOiOOlOOOn 1- S

^rnauiuiu-id

Dec. 6.—Score made here to-day by Forester Club, Illinois State
rules:
Ed Price 011311211121121 U Sri Stee! 31121

1

1
H

1 1 "-i"
Gib OunVi.am 221011111111031- i:l -I OT,tw,. ( 10011 tin'-i "lot i-i ^

CE Willard...111121111101112-14
'

Abner Price .. .212211121121121-15
Walter Price. .311011111121113—14W D Price 202211111001111—12
J J Gillespie.. ,112012002110212-11

A We;;\-.. r. OOilO.-':.'! CM'33-1 1

*M ./ Eich 221201111112111-14
*ti L Deiter.... 2111211 11111002—13
*J Wilcox 11 1101 101022111-12

!Cap Anscn . . .TllllllllllllH—15

JAR Elliott.

.

Ed Hickman
J B Porter. ...

Fred Lewers

..0312211222- 9 J Lee Porter ..

. .1221211121-10 Oh as Basset t...

.1233313203- 9

. .2110121011- 8 R Ricke.tts .7" . .. .'.4UO1001H— 7
312olll2o— 8 DS Gordon 0132012212— 8

J KKeene 121o222100— 7 John'Tlidmsoii.'.V,\lll(l6l3330— ?
Hickman also won December shoot-

Ed Hickman 1113311201-9 F J Smith U303103S3—

8

J B Porter ^ 1 ' 2 0 L- H r, p resi0 „ '.;
:}r.03ik>:iT£'-5

J L Porter 2101021010-0 J Tnomson 12;,200e22 i-ii
C E Bassett 1011201212-8 D S Gordon 0i0mn00-6

The Foresters.
The Foresters December shoot at live birds was largely attended

There were twenty contestants, O. F. Holmes winning the first
medal on ten straight, and J. H. Kisoche shooting out the ties m
9 straight for the second trophy. The scow:W G Eads 121I2o0121- 8 L S Mohr 1200o210o0- 4

f K -g°over Io01112331- 8 1 6 Mitchell 2002220200- 5
AA.Whipple 0120o22220- e J T Sears 3102 n P
J HKnoche. 22l22ololl— 3 V, H Holmts 022132.1111-1
C A Young ..0202010311- 6 C F Holmes 1111221131-10
Mat H Vincent D31ol0l02— 7 E W Schauffler I002o00101- 4
J P Ktioche 202o210122- 7 F, L. Groves 2002200020- 4
J S Harrison 1222202o21- 8 C J Schmelzer 22210,21020— 7N Scarritt, 1110113212— 9 A E Ashbrcok 1012020200- 5L N Buck 00210011ol- 5 Geo L Jones 0011100111-

0

The Foresters' Target Shoot.
The November shoot of the Forester Club, at 15 singles and 3

pair of Peorias, was won by L. S. Mohr on a score of 30, as follows:
A. A. Whipple 111000010010011- 7 01 10 11-11JHKnoche 111111101111111—14
C F Holmes 111011111101111-13
F R Hoover 011010011111110—10A E Ashbrook 000110101111010— 8
L M Buck 101010010111100- 8LB Mohr 111111111111111-15OA Young 001011101000001— (5

E W Schauffler 001001111010010- 7
C J Schmelzer

, 110010100010010- 6

01 11 11—19
11 01 11—18
10 11 10-14
00 01 11—11
10 11 00-11
11 10 11—20
00 11 11-10
10 10 01-10
00 10 10- 8

Dec. 11—Scores made here to-day for Sporting Rewieio trophy
American Association ruies, one barrel:
I Watson

.
U110000I 111 111011100-13 CE WiliardI 1111111101000000101-12

0 . :
.1..: 11101 M I ' re, < :«-t.

, ,e
.

. i MT X 1 >
t 1

' 1 H j 1 1 1 1 01 -

Torkingt'nillllOOOll 1111010110-14 1 Wdiurd OiCllOlOin Hillllllll-U
GKteinm'ieiori IIOIJQIOI U 13Q10-U W W Ke:-s, n:OiiieioeV,

[ S n j i |,Vi

Anson .... 1 110100 0!'i 10 101j »H 011-11 Babeuf ....111 lOlOOlOominooO-T'
F Willard. Olllollllll 11 1111111-18
F. Willard won cup, Geo. Airey won second, after shoot-oft' Geo

Kleinman and L. Willard div. third on 14, the 12s div. fourth'
Messrs. Wadsworth, Wilcox, At water, Deiter, Booth. Price Ford'
Williams, l£ich, Ehlers, Loveday and Hutchinson withdrew

'

Dec. 13.—Scores made hew to-day by Gun Club of Chicago Illi-
nois State rules:
R B Wadsworth . .

.2012222012— 8 Capt Anson 1202310111- 8
B Rock 0231112121- 9 1 Wilcox. 3213321110- 9
EMSteck 2201220101- 7 G Airey 2211112121-10W D Price 0121211201- 8 W W Foss 3033013133-1
L Willard 1121122312-10 G Marllette 32330lGw
II Ehlers 0201011221- 7 I Watson 2222310vv*
F Willard 0101112201- 7 G Holden 1222220122- 9
Same day, at 20 Peoria blackbirds:

B Rock...01111011111111101110-16 Auson ....11100010111111101111-15
ESteck... 11111111111110111000-16 Wilcox,...01100100100110100111-10
Willard . ..11000011111111011011 -11 Kleinman 111111 11101110111101-17
Dec. 13.—Scores made here to-day by Pullman Club, Illinois

State rules:
L W Warpole 1221101102—8 A T Torkington 3118120121-9
Joe Finn 0201011210—6 C Soleeth 02010210^2—0W McConnell 222012000 2-6 F Teeplo 2120101101-7
AYDallon 1100032201-6 R, Runsteu 2202100021-6
CO Williams 0121120212-8 EM Gardner 2002111110-7
JKFinn 0.01020312- 6

'

Same day at 15 blackbirds:
L W Warntde. 001110011101110- 9
Joe Finn 010101001001000— 5W McConnell. 101000110110000- 6

AndrewsV
* "» "

x George

The first event of the day's programme was a race between
Capt. A. C. Anson and Geo. Hoffman at 50 birds, for a little con-
sideration of $50 a side. This race was close and exciting, result-
ing finally m a, victory for Anson bv the following score:

to shoot his first bird in the match with Geo. Kleinman. This
race was a most noteworthy one. In the first place it was Elliott's
first, defeat since he became famous as a, shot, and in the next
place it proved that Chicago possesses in the Klsivman family a
lot or shooters very hard to equal. We have many good shots
here, out at present and for years past, we have not been able to
bring forward men that can defeat any of the three, brothers,
George, Abe and Henry Kleinman. There are more of the Klein-
mans, notably John (who is at, present sick in bed) and we pin our
faith on anybody that bears that name, and it will always take a

nasned m the Urmament and then disappeared. Geo. Kleiuman
is the youngest of the brothers, and he shoots a guu that might
fairly be called a freak, but then George knows where that gun
shoot?, and George himself is a daisy (at least that's what all the
boys are saying to-night). Well anyhow, here goes for the siore
in detail, I'd like to say, though, that Elliott shot a 7J41bs.
Greene* gun and used some E. C. powder and some. No. 8 and No.
7 Sr5& w

^}}
e Klemman pinned his faith and all Chicago's gall to

a ,J
e los. Prize Machine" gun and used some Schultze powder in

the first barrel, a handful of Dead Shot in the second and No. 8
shot m both. The referee as selected was Mr. R. B. Organ, the
scorer TV . P. Mussey; gatherer for Elliott M. J. Eich, and gatherer
for Kleinman his brother Abe.
The birds were an exceptionally good lot even for John Watson

to tui-uish, and it is to be doubted if either man ever pulled a trig-
ger at as good a lot of flyers as he got to-dav. But- one bird was
refused, and that was by Elliott when he had already lost the race
and was impatient, for the finish. In the first half Kleinman
clearly had the easiest birds, but he got many good ones toward
the end and killed them clean and well, scoring 48 out of his last
00. Elliott shot, in poor form throughout, hitting all his bird's,
but tailing to stop many of them. The detailed score below indi-
cates the flight of the birds. In the second column, R indicates a

dicates a bird lost, dead just out of bounds:
'

J. A. R. Elliott.

OScleeth 100000100000001— 3
F Teeple 010011001100010— 6

- R Runsteu ....111 101000100000— 6W Dallon ,010111000 1 1110-10 E M Gardner. .011001111111011- 11
C O Williams..lti0ooo0iori!ji!0i0- s Sohcnik-r OlOOOollOdlOllO- 5
Jim Finn 101110111111101-12
Deo. 15.—Sweepstake shooting, Am. Association rules, two 7-bird

ma'ches, all ties div.:

G Kleinman21U211—7 1111212-7 ESteck 3021331 6 0112111-6W P Mussey22lll02-6 1320013-5 AKleinm'a o2U 1 1 1 1-7 1311211-7
C B Dicks... 2210323-6 3120113-6 C Burton. . .2211021-6 0102011-4
A Price 1101110-6 1211001-5 G Holden. . .0201220—4 1020210-4JAR ElliotlSllllO—6 0110111-6 H Smith ...0112012- 5 0211020-4
Cap Anson..U20112-6 1123131- 7 GHoffman. .2322001—5 1211110-6MJ Eich... 3131131-7 2233101-6 R B Wadsworth 2110212-6
J W Budd.. 3111310-6 02022.32-5 E Howard 3301011-5
Heklers 1102201—5 2012121-6 J P Card . 1021012—5
Dec. 76'.—Match at 50 live pigeons, $50 per man, A. S. A. rules-

Geo Kleinman 11 1102 U2321112J 0 11301103
- , ,

:

:
' ' 3. '11113332021—46

R B Wadsworth 221112 1 3j 2,331; 133 ; 1 3113322
12111

1
a 1233 '.oi-i:i-i.>-- 49-95

Caul. A.nson 1323 103] 21 12' 11 31213131313
10213! 1

1
'

1 LI—46JAR Elliott 3011211311212111221112221
13im3Hl323H1313H3113—49-05

Tie was not shot off. Ravbluigg.
Chicago, Dec. 19.—Editor Forest and Stream: Trap shooting

circles in Chicago have been all excited during the past week over
the visit to the city of Capt. J. A. R. Elliott, the celebrated cham-
pion wing-shot of America. Capt. Elliott arrived in Chicago on
Monday morning, after an unsuccessful trip to the East in search
of matches for large money; and for his benefit, or rather in his
honor, a shoot was arranged for that afternoon at Watson's Park.
On Tuesday Elliott and Capt. Anson, the famous ball-tosser, shot
a 50-bifd race against R. B. Organ and George Kleinman, the
scores being: Elliott 49, Anson 46, Organ 49, Kleinman 46. Totals
95 for each side. The tie will probably not be shot off at present.
On Wednesday Elliott was entertained by the Washington Park
Club and Bhot four matches with various members, winning all,

ai« 4
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25

% 5 M % 5 if i P 3
1 D 2 35 D 69 LID 2 36 D 70 D 2
3 D 0 37 RO 3 71 R 1
4 R 0 38 D 3 72 T 1.
5 R "1

1 39 D 3 73
74

LD
6 L J8. 40 D RD 0
7 R 1 41 D I 75 LI 0
8 D 3 43 D 1 76 D
9 D 3 43 Rl 1 77 RD 0

10 R 2 44 D 1 78 T 1
11 LI 1 45 R 79 D 3
12 RI 1 46 RI 1 80 0
13 D 47 R 1 81 So 0
14 D 48 L 1 82 D 8
15 I) 49 LD 0 83 Rl
16 D 2 50 L 84 I 3
17 D 51 D 0 85 LD 8
18 T 1 52 RD 1 86 RI 1
19 D 1 53 I) 87 Rl 3
20 T 3 54 D 2 88 RD 0
21 T 2 55 T 2 89 Rl 2
2'' RD 0 69 D g 90 LD 2
23 Rf 0 57 D 2 91 D 2
24 D 58 RI 1 93

93
D 2

25 RI 0 59 Rl 3 R 2
26
37

T 1 60 LI 1 94 L 1D 2 61 L 0 95 D 3
28 T 1 63 D 96 I 1
29 L 63 D 97 R 3
30 D 64 D 1 98 D 1
31 D 65 RD 8 99 D 2
32 LD 3 66 I 1 100 L ii
33 RD 3 67 L 1
34 RD 68 D 3 83

George Kleinman.
1 Rl

T
2 35 L 2 69 R 1

2 3 36 D 70 RI 1
3 I 1 37 D 2 71 RD I
4 R 1 38 RI 1 73 R 1

D 2 39 RI J 73 D 1
6 D 40 L a 74 LI 0

1 L 1 41 RD 2 75 R 3
28 L 1 43 D 1 70 RD

9 D 43 I 77 R 1
10 RI 3 44 T 1 78 RI 1
11 RD 45 RD 1 79 RI 1
12 R 2 46 LD •> 80 RD 1
13 RD 1 47 LD 0 81 LI 1
14 LD 2 48 I 1 S3 LI 1
15 T 3 49 Li) 1 83 RD 1
16 LD 0 50 R 84 - D 3
17 D Jtt 51 D 2 85 LI 1
18 D 1 53 D 86 LD 2
19 L 1 53 T 1 87 LD 1
30 RI 1 54 L i 88 D 2
21 L -J> 55 D 1 89 LD
32 D 3 56 R 2 90 L 3
23 L 0 57 D 1 91 R 1
24 LI 0 58 LD 3* 92 RI 1
25 D 3 59 RD 1 93 R 1
26 R 3 60 RI 1 94 1
27 L 0 61 LD 2 95 L, 2
28 Rl 1 63 RD 1 96 D 1
29 RD 0 63 D 1 97 D 1
80 D 3 64 L 1 9S R 1
31 LI 1 65 R 1 99 LI 2
32 D 2 - 66 RD 1 100 L 1
33 D 67 LI 3
34 D 68 LD 0 91

At the conclusion of the match EUiott expressed himself as de-
sirous of a chance for revenge, and a vmatch was promptly ar-
ranged to be shot to-day under the same conditions except that
Abe Kleinman will take the place of George. This match will be
of exceptional interest and should attract a large crowd. It will
commence at 1 o'clock this afternoon, and an especially hard lot
of birds is promised. Considerable money will change hands on
the result. m.
Chicago, Dec. 20.—I send you detailed scores of match be-

tween Abe Kleinman and J. A. R. Elliott, shot at Watson's Park,
Burnside. A large crowd witnessed the race. The birds were a
good lot, but not quite so quick flushing as in the match with Geo.
Kleinman on Friday. Abe Kleinman shot a 12-gauee Premier
Scott and Elliott a 12-gauge Greener. As on Friday, Elliott was
clearly out3hot from the beginning, and was at no time in the
lead, Elliott leaves for Kansas City Sunday night, but. will return
next month and will probably arrange a series of matches with
the Kleinman boys. American Association rules governed, 13-
gaugeguns, 100 birds, for $100 a side. Referee, R, B. Organ: scorer,
Geo. W. Andrews; gatherer, P. F. Story:
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Abe Kleimnan.

No.

of

trap.

Direction.

Killed

or missed.

No.

of

trap.

Direction.

Killed

or missed.

No.

of

trap.

Direction.

Killed

or missed

.

1..5 R 1 35..

1

LI 2 69. .3 R «
2.

3

LI 1 36.. 5 RI 2 70..

4

LI 1

3. .3 R 2 37..

1

R 2 71. .4 R 1

4. .3 D 2 38..

2

LI 1 72..

4

I 2
5. .3 R 1 39..

3

TD 2 73.. 2 I 1

6.1 LD 1 40.. 1 RD 2 74..

4

LT 2
7, .2 LD 0 41..

1

D 1 75..

1

LI 1

8, .3 n 2 42..

3

D 1 76. .1 Rt l

9. .1 D 1 43. .5 LD 2 77. .5 RD 3
10..

4

LI 1 •14. .2 R 2 78..

4

RD -

11 .1 R 1 45. .3 RD o 79..

4

R 1

12. .2 lil 1 46. .1 R 1 80. ,5 LI 2
13..

3

D 2 17 .4 I 2 81 ..2 LD 1
14 3 g 48 1 R 8" 1 RD 2
15.' .'5 RD 2 49 .'.'5 RD 1 83 .'.1 I 1

16. 1 RD 2 50 .1 LI 1 84..

2

I) 2
17. .1 RI 1 51 3 RI 3 85. .1 RI 3
18..

3

I 1 52..

3

D 3 86. .1 R 1
19.. 5 LD 1 53., 2 D 3 87..

1

LD 2
20.. 1 LI 1 54.. 4 R 1 88..

3

R 1

21..

2

RI 2 55 .4 LD 1 89..

1

D 1

22.. 6 LD 2 56..

3

I 1 90..

5

RI 1

23. 4 RI £ » 51 .1 L 91..

4

D 1
24.. 3 RD 1 58.. 4 n 1 93.

2

LI 1

25..

4

RD 2 59. .5 RI 1 93. .3 R 2
20..

3

I 1 60. ..
r
i D 1 94. .4 RI 1

27. 4 RD ~ R1..5 RI 1 RI 1
28..

5

LI 1 62..

3

D 0 96..

3

LD o
29..

1

LD 2 63..

5

RI 1 97..

2

Uli 0
30.. 2 LD 61. .4 D 1 98. .3 D 2
31.. 5 RTD 2 65..

4

LI 1 99. .4 L 1
32.. 3 D 1 66 .3 RI 2 100. 1 LD 1

33.. 4 RI 2 67..

5

I I —
34..

1

LI 1 68 2 D 1 94

j ^ R. Elliott.

1..2 LD 0 35..

5

LD 2 69..

2

R 2
2. .5 R 1 36.. 5 RI 1 70.. 5 LD 2
3. .3 Rr 1 37..

4

D 2 71..

4

D 0
4. .2 R 1 38. .5 RD 72..

3

R 1
5.. 4 RD 2 39..

3

LD 73..

3

K 1
6. .5 RI 2 40..

3

RD 1 74.. 4 R 2
7.. 2 \y 2 41..

4

RI 1 75..

2

LD 2
8,.

2

RI 2 42..

4

RI 1 76..

4

RD 0
9..

4

RI 1 43..

2

LI 2 77..3 D 1

10..

1

LD 2 41..

5

R 1 78..

4

RI 3
11. .4 D 2 45..

3

LI 2 79..

4

D 2
12.. 5 LI 1 46.. 5 RI 80..

5

RI 1
13..

2

D 1 47. .5 RI " 2 81..

3

D 2
14. .2 R 1 48. ,4 RI 82.. 2 LD
15..3 RI 3 49. 1 LD 1 83 .1 LD 2
16..

4

RI 1 50..

2

R 1 84. .4 LI 1

17..

4

LD 51..

2

I J5..3 LD
18..

4

D 52. .3 D 86..

2

L 1
19..

5

RI 1 53..

4

R 1 87. .3 R 1

20..

4

RI 1 54. .3 I 1 88..

3

D
21. .2 LI 55.. 3 LI 1 89..

1

D 1

2S..5 LD 3 56.. 2 RD 90.. 4 RI 0
23.. 4 RD 2 57.. 5 RI 1 91.. 4 R
24..

3

LD 2 58,.

3

LD 2 92..S K 1
25..

3

RI 2 59.. 1 R 1 93..

1

L 0
26..

5

RI 60..

2

R 91.. 3 R 1

27.-3 D 2 61. .1 R 1 95 3 D
28.. 2 LI 2 62.. 1 R 1 96..

2

R
29., 2 RI 1 63..

a

I 97..

3

R i
30..

2

LI 3 64..

3

R 1 98..

3

I l

31..

2

RD 3 65.. 1 LI 3 99..

2

LI 0
32..

5

LD 2 66. .4 LI 3 100..

5

LI 2
33.. 2 RD 0 67..

3

RTD 2
34.-3 D 1 68..

1

LD 2 91

COMING MATCHES.—Excise Commissioner J. Sohlieinann, of
Brooklyn, and P. Lei binger will shoot a return match at Dexter
Park, in the uear futute. On the same day and place a team
match will take place between E. Helgaus, of the ParkwavGun
Club, and P. Leibinger on one side, H. McLaughlin, the president
of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, and Mr. Schliemann on
the other.
A friendly match will take place on Christmas Day, at Belle-

ville, N. J., between the teams from the South Side and Woodside
gun clubs. The return match will take place on New Year's Day
at the South Side's grounds.
A handicap live- bird match lias been arranged between W.J.

Elliott, of Pelham Bridge, and H. Kuhnast, of New York, to be
shot at G-uttenburg under the following conditions: 100 birds each,
11 an and handle match, for $500 a side, Elliott to allow his oppo-
nent 20 birds in the hundred, otherwise old Long Island rules to
govern. A forfeit of ¥50 was put up by each man.
Louis Davenport, the well-known member of the Fountain Gun

Club, will meet J. Riggott, of the Newark Gun Club, in two
matches, one to be shot in New Jersey and the other on Long
Island. The conditions are 100 birds each man, for $100 a side en
each contest, Hnrlingham rules, 30yds. rise, 12-bore guns to weigh
less than 81bs.

WELLINGTON, Mass.. Dec. 20.—The attendance at the grounds
of the Wellington Gun Club to-day was larger than usual and the
conditions were favorable for good scores. Cad y won in the cup
match, breaking 23 out of 25 bluerocks. The other scores were:
Melcher, Bradbury, Perry and Wkeeler 31, Stone, Cowee, Stanton
and Dill 20. Gore 19, Bond 18, Moore 17. A dozen sweepstake
matches followed.

PHILADEDPHIA, Dec. 15.-This afternoon a party of five
sportsmen and crack shots had plenty of fun at a crow shoot,
Hurlingham rules, 5 ground traps, 28yds. rise, 50vds. boundary.
The weather was fine and the shooters were in good form, as only
a few crows were left to tell their tale of woe. Wm. Hooper 18,
W. Wilson 17, J. Rothacker 17, Ed. Ennis 18, Wm.Wolstencrof t 20.

POWDER COMPARISONS.-A recent trial at the Forest and
Stream testing screen brought into direct comparisons from the
same gun a series of cartridges loaded with black, Schultze, E C,
wood and the new Lyman compressed powders. The results speak
well for the newer makes of explosives. The detailed report, with
target cuts, will probably appear in our next issue,
RED BANK, N. J., Dec. 18.—The monthly live bird shoot of the

Riverside Gun Club took place to-day, there being a large attend-
ance oi: members. The wind blew a gale from the northwest and
the air was keen and biting. Five ground traps were used and
the American Association rules governed: First event, at 7 birds,
S3 entrance: White, Ivins and Cornwell first, second and third
respectively. Second event, at 5 birds, $3 entrance: Ivins first,
White second. Third event, miss and out, $1 entrance: Won by
White.
DOVER, N. J. Dec. 20.—A match for $200 a side, at 100 live birds,

under Hurlingham rules, was shot yesterday at Danville, be-
tween John Riggott, oi Rockaway, N. J., and L. Duryea, of the
Fountain Gun Club, of Brooklyn. Although the day was un-
favorable Riggott missed but one bird out of the first 80 that rose
before him. When each had shot at 91 birds Durvea retired from
the contest. Riggott killed 88 birds, and of the three he lost two
fell dead out of bounds. Duryea killed 78 and missed 13.

§£dtffting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and AdvertMng Departments.

HARLEM Y. C—At the annual election of officers of the Har-
lem Y. C. for the ensuing year the following gentlemen were
elected: Com., T. H. McDonald; Vice-Corn., A. W. Warner; Rear-
Corn., F. G. Pauley: Fleer, Captain, F. I. Fitch; Meas., J. A.
Lalor; Fleet Surgeon. H. M. Cox, M.D.; Treas., S. J. Cauley; Fin.
Sec'y, A. G. Austin; Cor. Sec'y, J. J. Roeth; Steward, G. Waas.
YACHT RACING CALENDAR AND REVIEW.-We have re-

ceived the third volume of this useful reference book, containing
a reprint of all the yachting news in the Field during the past
year. It is published, by Horace Cox, Field office.

A PLAN FOR A MARKBOAT,
Editor Forest and Stfeinn:
The accident at Yokohama has suggested to me the follow-

ing craft for a markbott that offers many advantages over tho
ordinary oyster sloop, with her long head booms, poor ground
tackle, uncertain visih'lity, etc. The craft is a scow, 18 to 20ft.
long and the same width, and 2V& or 3ft. deep, according to the
waters in which she fa to be used. The four sides should be
flared at an angle of 45 degrees. The boat should be made of
spruce or hemlock, either of which is a very good timber for

this purpose. In the m ddie us erected a long light mast, stayed
to iho four corners, and around this mast is built a large globe of

rattan, or other suitable material, covered with canvas painted,
to be hoisted as far as possible with a light halliard. On the
masthead is secured a crane with signal halliards attached, so
that lanterns or flags can be hoisted clear of the ball. Have on
one of the corners a good heavy iron chock for chain to run over
and in corner diagonally opposite a rowlock. Put close to mast
a good single wildcat windlass. Provide scow with heavy chain
and anchor, chain going through hawsepipe in deck to make bal-
last in the bottom. Asmall shelter bouse may be provided aft the
mast in case a mm is left in charge. Such a vesse' would live out
any thing, could be towed to place by committee boat, etc., and
would be visible much before a pmall oyster boat. The chain if

heavy would lay up and down, as the vessel would not have an
unusual windage. The cost should not be great, as nothing but
straight cheap stuff need be used. R. Center.

THE TWO DEEDS OF GIFT.

AS might be expected, American papers are criticising the con-
ditions attached to 1he Royal Victoria International Chal-

lenge Cup with a free hand; but at least it should be required that
the critics should show they had formed an intelligent conception
of the meaning and scope of the conditions. This, however, they
have, with a few exceptions, entirely failed to do, the main object
seemingly being to discredit the cup and the conditions attached
thereto in the eyes of the Americans, or to make it appear to be
an exact copy of ibe "new deed of gift" attached to the America
Cup. As might be expected, Boston (which is mainly responsible
for the objectionable clauses in this deed) lean's the way with the
adverse criticisms: and the New York Spirit of the Times indorses
them as follows: * * * * * *

In the "new deed of gift" attached to the America Cup it is en-
joined that the following dimensions must be given: Length on
loadline, breadth on loadline, and extreme breadth, draft of
water and Custom House registered tonnage; and it is further
enjoint d that the dimensions stated in the challenge must not be
exceeded. All the Royal Victoria conditions ask for is the length
on the loadline and the rating, and enjoins that the length must
not vary more than 5 per cent, from that stated in the challenge,
nor the rating by more than 10 per cent. This, we presume, is what
is ignorantly referred to as a "small margin;" but as a matter of
fact the margin is so great that by no reasonable possibility could
a yacht designer want to exceed it; in fact, a challenger could
comply with the conditions and practically give no information
at, all. For instance, supposing a challenger stated his yacht
would be 84ft. on the loadline, with a rating of 140, the sail ares, of
which would he 10,000sq. ft.; he could increase that length to 88.2,
the sail are to 10,476?q. ft., and the rating to 151; and no objection
whatever could be taken to it. And if he chose to keep the length
of load waterline to that stated in the challenge—84ft.—he could
add l.OOOsq. ft. to the sail area. In fact, there is practically no
limit as to the variations admissible under the "small margins"
of 5 per cent, on the length and 10 on the rating; in short, as we
have already observed, a challenger has practically to give no par-
ticulars at all of his yacht which would be of service to the par-
ties challenged. The. Spirit of the Times states that under the
America Cup deed a challenger is required to give up the cardinal
dimensions of his yacht, but he can alter his soars and sails as he
wishes. It will now be seen that, under the Royal Victoria con-
ditions, not only is a challenger relieved from giving up the car-
dinal dimensions of bis yacht, but also that he can alter his spars
and sails as be pleases.
.' The Royal Victoria conditions enjoin that the rating of the de-
fending yacht must not exceed the rating of the challenging yacht,
as Stated in her challenge, by more than 20 per cent., and this is
construed into giving "the holding club a very strong advantage!"
Apart from the fact that in the America Cup deed there is no re-
striction at all on the size of the defending yacht, it is grotesquely
absurd to construe tin's guarantee of fair play to the challenger
into a strong advantage to the club holding the cup. As a matter
of fact, the holding club will not be able to exceed the rating of
the challenging yacht by more than 9 per cent. It can be taken
for granted that the challenging yacht will take full advantage of
the 10 per cent, allowance for variation; that is to say, if the rat-
ing is put at 140, in her challenge it will be found to be 154 on mea-
surement—a challenger is practically bound to take the full
advantage of the allowance. Then the defending yacht could be
made to exceed the stated rating (140) of the challenger by 20 per
cent.; or, in other words, the rating of the defending yacht must
not be more than 168, which exceeds a rating of 154 by*9 per cent,
and a time allowance would have to be conceded for the difference.

-—-rating their size
protects them, as they cannot be exceeded to any unfair extent.
The case, however, is very different with a yacht of about Valky-
rie's size. Her length is 69.2ft., her sail area 6,708sq.ft. and her
rating 78; of course she would be overwhelmed bv a yacht of 90ft.
waterline with a rating of 170, as would be allowed to meet her
under the America Cup deed, but under the Royal Victoria con-
ditions the rating of the defending yacht could only be 85, and the
difference between a yacht of 78-rating and 85-rating is so small
that a race between such boats would be a perfectly fair and level
contest, with the Y. R. A. time allowance. Of course if any one
owning a Valkyrie of 78-rating challenged under the Royal Vic-
toria deed, he would give the rating in the challenge as 70, and

avail himself of the privilege of raising the rating to 78, so as to
secure himself against being met by a yacht of 20 per cent, larger
rating.
We are in a position to say that these matters were well

calculated and thought out by tbe committee appointed by the
Royal Arictoria Y. C. to draw up the conditions, and the main ob-
ject in view was to insure that the challenging yacht should not
be placed at a disadvantage through having to disclose cardinal
elements in her design or through being met by a defending yacht
of overwhelming size.

—

Meld.
The Field should make some allowance for the position in which

the Boston Herald is placed by the Royal Victoria Y. C. deed; it
would not be possible for the Herald to criticise this document
fairly and truthfully, as this would at once show how widely dif-
ferent it is from the lawyers' deed of the America's Cup. and thus
would bring to confusion not only the Herald, but all the Boston
commodores whom it has called on to bear lestimouy to the fair-
ness and generosity of tbe pretty abused deed. The two deeds
have been widely published and are within reach of all, and we
believe that American yachtsmen are fair-minded and intelligent
enough to form an independent opiniou of their own, uninfluenced
by the Herald or other partisan journals. In comparing the two
documents it must be considered that in the case of the Royal
Victoria Y. C. the club bad purchased from its own funds a cer-
tain cup, and was at liberty to attach to it any terms. In the case
of the New York Y. C. the club was in possession of a cup in-
trusted to it on certain conditions, which conditions it has delib-
erately violated by setting up others of a very different nature.

PAID TIME-KEEPERS IN THE LAKE Y. R. A.

THE recent report of the discussion and action of the executive
committee of the Lake Y. R. A. in the matter of a paid officer

who should have charge of the regattas of the circuit, is criticised
by the Field of Dec. 6, which quotes, apparently with approval,
some adverse comments in an American journal, adding some
remarks as to the functions of cluh delegates in. the L. Y. R, A.
Like the journal in question, the Field does not understand the
facts of tne case, and consequently has fallen into error.
The conditions and surroundings of yachting on Lake Ontario

are totally different from those of yacht clubs about the Thames,
the Solent, the Clyde, or even Boston, Newport and New York.
The racing is limited mainly to the two weeks' cruise in mid-
Bummer, and of the seven clubs composing the L. Y. R. A. only
two or three hold sufficient races during the year to justify the
more than nominal existence of a standing regatta committee. In
some of the clubs, though there is cruising in plenty, but one race
a year is sailed, and when the time comes for it tbe saiiormen
proper are probably all afloat, as every boat in the fleet is out and
most of them entered.
The labor and responsibility of managing the regatta is apt to

devolve on some one whose chief qualification is good nature
rather than any experience of regatta work, and the chances are
nine to one in favor of some serious blunder through either ignor-
ance or neglect. Beside this, the sun is very hot on the lake in
summer, the watcher on the pier head from early morn until the
late finish of a drifting match is generally wiser by far than that
other ancient mariner, and has probably taken precautions that
in addition to "water, water all around," he has a "drop" both
large and strong to drink; and instances have been known where,
when the last yacht finished, some of the most important func-
tionaries could not tell the Oriole from a fishing smack, or a split
second chronograph from a Waterbury watch, in fact were as
royally drunk as the judges in one noted race on the coast last
year. It is seldom that matters are quite as bad as this, but the
racing on the lake is often close and exciting, yachtsmen take a
deep interest in the results of the series, and it is due to all who
enter that the starting and timing shall be accurately done,
which is only possible in experienced hands. We have heard of a
case quite recently, though we cannot vouch for it personally,
where a race was started between two pier heads on the lake, in
half a gale and a heavy sea, with a five minute preparatory inter-
val and a one gun start. One yacht in a class came flying for the
line on time, but the others were scattered and in very bad shape.
The starter was evidently familiar with the turf rather than with
the usages of yacht racing, and as he saw that the start would be
a, very uneven one, a single yacht going over and the rest far
astern, he very considerately held the gun, the leading yacht
being compelled to jibe and come again for the line, and when he
saw the fleet fairly in line he gave the signal.
Any one familiar with regatta committee work will realize that

it is by no means easy, but requires a great deal of judgment and
experience: a thorough familiarity with sailing rules, a knowl-
edge of the courses in order that the buoys may be properly placed,
and above all a certain amount of training in timing the fleet-
As competent men are no more available on the lake than in
places where yacht racing is conducted on a larger scale, the
question of placing all of tne details in the hands of one man,
who shall manage each race of the circuit, has been under discus-
sion for some time, though only introduced formally at the late
general meeting, it is probable that a salary would be necessary,
as a good deal of labor is entailed, and there would be little of a
vacation for the officer; but beyond the expense we know of no
objection, and the advantages are obvious to all familiar with the
present state of affairs. The objections urged by tbe American
journal are purely sentimental, that it "savors of the counting
house," would "reduce the glorious sport to a mere mechanical
business," etc., all of which applies as much to the official meas-
urer who is paid in all clubs as to the proposed time-keeper or
whatever the title may be. Moreover, the nearer the aetails of
starting and timing are reduced to a mere mechanical business
the bettei satisfied the racing men will be.
This matter of conducting races is one that is badly managed in

clubs far off from Lake Ontario: a crowd of judges, starters, time
keepers and committee men are appointed, one of them being
chosen because he happens to own a yacht which can be used for
the excursion, the capacity of the bar of said yacht considered
before her speed or sea-going powers. The judges and other chief
functionaries are too often chosen from their eminence in local
politics rather than from any technical knowledge of yachting.
With such a staff as this it is no wonder that mistake's are fre-
quent, bringing disrepute on the club which countenances such
proceedings. We have seen, in the vicinity of New Y ork, a judge's
steamer making circles inside the harbor while the regatta com-
mittee mixed a big pail of punch in the pilot house, the fleet mean-
while standing out miles away with a good breeze. All that is
needed in any club is a regatta committee of three or five, the
smaller number being preferable, who shall have entire charge of
the races. This committee should be chosen solely for its Qualifi-
cations, and should be kept in office as long as it will serve. In
cases where the work must be done partly from a steamer and
partly on shore, one of the committee, with a reliable man to help
him, will be at each place. All the complimentary lumber of
judges, etc., can well be dispensed with.
On the Lake the sailor men who are best fitted to run the races

are apt to be afloat, leaving the most important work of the day
to the civilian contingent of the club, who are, with no disrespect
to them, not fitted to manage it. The appointment of the proposed
officer would take this part of the work from the hands of a very
busy committee, who have a thousand other things to do in con-
nection with the reception and entertainment of the fleet, and
place it under the direction of one competent man. His previous
experience would enable him to lay out a course that would be
acceptable to the contestants, his measm ements of the fleet would
make the calculation of corrected times a simple and speedy
matter, and in his hands the timing would be carried out methodi-
cally and accurately. The need for such an officer is perfectly
plain, whether he should give his services freely, or like club
measures should be paid a certain sum, is a question that must
be better understood by the members of the L. Y. R. A. than by
critics at a distance from the lake.
In regard to the comments on the powers of the delegates, as

mentioned by the Field, they are no more limited than is usual
in similar bodies, each being at liberty to vote as he desires, but
it usually happens that matters of this kind are dismissed more or
less informally by the members of a club proir to the meeting, the
delegate being in accord with the general feeling in the club. At
the same time he is at perfect liberty to vote as he pleases: there
is no rule to prevent him from so doing.

NV.DIA, steam ya"ht, Dr. R. V. Pierce, after sailing from New
York on a Southern cruise, was run into on Dee. 19 while at an-
chor in Newbern (N. C.) harbor by the schooner J. R. P. Moore.
The yacht lost her masts and bowsprit, in addition to injuries to
bulwarks and upper part of hull.

CINDERELLA.—Through the misplacing of a figure in our
table of last week Ciuderella is given a second prize in place of a
first.

IROQUOIS, schr., Rear-Corn. Ellis, S. C. Y, C, is fitting out at
vv mtringham's for a cruise to the Windward Islands.

'SOME POINTS ABOUT MARKBOATS »-A letter on thia
subject has been received too late for publication thia week,
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SAIL PLAN OF CANOE "CANUCK." Owned by Mb. Foed Jones.

THE WRECK OF THE URANIA.
LORD CANTELUPE'S body was washed ashore by Tuesday

night's storm within a few feet of the spot where the crew of
the Urania had been landed by the rocket apparatus. The body
has therefore been in the water for nearly a month, and the
features were not recognizable.
An inquest was held on Dec. 3 by Dr. Parke. The first witness

examined was William Blizzard, the master of the Urania.
You say you can identify that body as the body of Lord Cantel-

upe? Yes: I can identify it by the clothing and the boot.
The Coroner: When did you leave G-areloch? On Nov. 5. We

ran down the Irish coast, with the wind changing from north to
south-south- west, as far as the South Light. The weather then
became heavy m the Channel, then we turned and ran for Bangor
Bay. This was on the morning of Nov. 6. The wind was then
blowing from the south.. We put into Bangor Bay about midday.
It was still blowing hard and raining, and we anchored a mile off
the shore. About midnight the wind shifted to the north-north-
west. When the wind changed I gavs the yacht more chain, and
got the other anchor out and let it go. We gave her more chain
when she began to drag at 1S2:45.

Did she continue to drag? Yes, and none of the chains gave way.
The vessel went ashore about half-past two o'clock on the morn-
ing of the 7th, and struck several times. We took to the rigging.
Lord Cantelupe and his valet were first on the rigging, and some
of the crew were on one side of the vessel, and some on the other.We were in the rigging about a quarterof an hour, when deceased
-was washed off, and several very heavy seas washed over us. We
ha,d a job holding ourselves on. One of the men who was along-
side the deceased sang out, "His Lordship's gone." There was aman below his lordship.
Had any of you lashed yourselves to the rigging? We hadn't

time to do anything of the kind. It was two or three hours before
we were rescued.
Did it never strike you, when the wind was blowing so strong

from the north-west, to let go your anchor and run? The change
of wind came on too suddenly.
Could you not have slipped your chain and run? The wind

changed, as I have said, too suddenly, and there was a great sea
running at the time. It was also very dark.
You were not aware there was no holding ground there? No.
The Coroner: I am asking you these questions only with the view

to elicit the fact why you did not make an effort "to run" when
the wind veered round to north-north-west.
Witness; The reason why I could not do that was because the

change in the wind was go quick, and also it was very dark at the

Do you think you would have been rescued sooner if the
apparatus had been on the spot? Yes; there was the whole length
of the vessel to fire over. We had a barometer and I noticed it
falling in the afternoon. In the evening it began to rise, and it
kept rising all the time until the wind flew round.
The Foreman: Well, I think a master of a vessel should take

notice of a circumstance like that, especially when he is lying in
an open roadstead like Bangor Bay. A master of any steamer, or
coaster, or yacht when he comes into an open roadstead, with
wind blowing from south-south-east, should know that the first
change after that will be a gale from the north-east. As an old
seamen myself I think that the proper place for you to have run
into would have been either Carrie kfergus or Whitehouse Roads.
Bangor is far too open a roadstead to enter with a wind blowing
from the south-east, as the first time such a wind veers round it is
sure to turn to the north-west unless the vessel carries sufficient
sail to enable her to slip out. I don't blame the captain, because
of his ignorance of the place. The only thing to be deplored is the
loss of a valuable life all from the fact of the captain not knowing
where he placed his vessel.
The Mate: You must remember other persons ran the risk of

their lives as well as Lord Cantelupe; and would we have run the
risk we did if we could have helped it?
The Coroner: I don't blame anyone.
The Mate: By the way you are expressing yourself you are

blaming this man (the captain).
The Coroner: I don't want any argument in my court.
The Mate: Very well, sir.
Witness: After she struck the last time she went down directly,

and that was the time his lordship was washed off. I was in the
rigging when she sank.
Did you throw anything to Lord Cantelupe? No; it was such a

heavy sea.
The foreman of the jury (Mr. W. McCormick, master mariner)

commented on the danger of yachts seeking shelter in Bangor
Bav during the winter months.
The jury, after considerable deliberation, came to the following

verdict: "That the said Lionel Charles Saekville, called Lord
Cantelupe, was accidentally drowned at Bangor by his yacht the
Urania coming ashore on the naming of Nov. 7; that the body
was found on the morning of Dec. 3 at Seacliffe; and we, as a jurv,
say that if a rocket apparatus had been in Bangor deceased's life
would have been saved."—Field, Dec. 6.

FLEtJR DJ5 LYS, gehr,. Mr. Geo. Trotter, has gone to Piep.
grass's yard, wbare ahe will be hauled out for tne winter.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest andstream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

CANUCK.
THE accompanying drawing shows the sail plan of the canoe

Canuck, whose lines have appeared in two previous issues of
the Forest and Stream, Sept. 18 and Oct. 16. Though not so
large in area as some other rigs, these sails are noted for the
longest and probably heaviest masts carried by a 30in. canoe, the
mainmast of the largest rig being 17ft. 9in. from heel to truck,
3%m. diameter at deck, and l^in. at truck, a grown spruce stick.
The rig has a double interest as being the largest and most ob-
jectionable example of the standing rig, and at the same time the
best and most successful sailing representative of. Canada and
the Northern Division. While derived directly from the Pecowsic
rig, Canuck's sail plan differs in many details which are original
with Messrs. Jones and Sauve, her owner and builder.
The lower batten joius the boom at its fore end. but the others

are parallel to this batten, while the cotton of which the sails are
made has its bights parallel to the battens, and not to the leach of
the sa'l; there being one seam or bight between each pair of bat-
tens. The battens are of spruce or pine, about Mx%in„ oblong in
section, and of necessity slip very easily into the pockets. Owing to
their position it is impossible to fold the boom and battens close
against the mast, and in order to stow the sail it is necessary to
remove or loosen the bat tens. In setting sail each batten, which
has been rolled up with the sail, is slipped into its pocket, the sail
is hauled out and made fast to the end of the bolter. In order to
do this quickly and securely a saw cut about J^'n. deep is made in
from the end of the batten, while in the sail is a loop of cord
about 4in. long, rove through two grommets, one on each side of
the pocket. One side of this loop is slipped over the end of the
batten into the slot, then the other end is hauled on, making a
purchase to draw the sail taut, and also slipped into the slot.
Tne fall outfit includes five sails, as follows!
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Mast. Boom.
No. 1, mainsail 92eq. ft. 17.9 10,6
No. 2, mainsail 70sq. ft. 15.3 9.0
No. 3, mainsail 50eq. ft. 13.9 S.6
No. 4, mizen 43sq. ft. la. 2 5.3
No. 5, mizen 35sq. ft. 11.2 4 8
The various combinations of these sails are as follows, being

shown in the drawing:
Area. C. E. Area. 0. E.

A. .Nos. 1 and 4 135 7.56 C. .Nos. 2 and 5 105 7.00
B. .Nos.2and 4 113 3.00 D..Nos.3and5 94 7.58
The sails not all interchangeable, as pucowsic's were. I he main-

masts being 2% and the mizens but 2%in. at deck. The mast
tubes are square at bottom and nearly up to deck, but circular in
the deck plate.
The leadline was carefully measured with the bigrig. A, the

one used in the final race for the New York O. C. cup, was found
to be 4i4 and 5Min. above the base line, making the C.L.R. 8.40ft.

from stem, with full board. With rigs C and D the draft forward
would be less, owing to the lighter masts, a nd the C. L. R. would
he a little further aft. A calculation of the displacement 10 a
Sin. level line and to the draft above given shows the displace-
ment to be practically the same, 327 and 3241bs., but in the latter
case, which is the correct sailing trim as nearly as this can be de-
termined, the fore-body becomes longer and finer, the midship
section being Oft. from stern instead of 8ft. , while the after body
becomes proportionately fuller. The large rig, A, is used only, in
very light winds, most of the sailing being done, we believe, with
B and D. The weights as given by Mr. Jones are: Hull, scat,
rudder, floor boards and paddles 1121bs., board SOlbs., crew 155 to
160, or say 2921bs., leaving 821bs. for weight of the A rig.
The board, before described, is made from a circular saw blade

%\n. thick, of dipper shape as distinguished from the ordinary
triangular board. The rudder is a single steel blade not fitted to
drop, with a 9in. brass yoke on head, connected by lines of 3 „in.
braided cord and turnbuckles, with a similar yoke on deck. The
rudder yoke is not concentric with the rudder irons, and conse-
quently there is considerable lost motion when the helm is hard
over, but at all ordinary angles t he runner iinps are strained
very tight. The tiller is of very light construction with a jointed
part.
The deck seat is an addition this year, Mr. lones never using

one before, either in Canuck or Ramona;in fact his usual position
in sailing has been with bodv over the side of boat, but as low as
possible, in order that its windage may not offset the mizen.

SLIDING SE MP—" CANUCK."

The sliding seat, shown in the drawing (Oct. IB) is very strongly
constructed of hard wood, with steel slides, heing fastened down
by tw^bolts through a crossbar under the coaming. The follow-
ing drawings and description of an improved construction of the
same seat were sent us by Mr. George C. Forrest, canoe Dimple,
who measured Canuck's seat this summer and afterward worked
out the construction shown. Mr. Forrest writes as follows:
Before considering the construction of the seat let us look at the

merits of this appliance, which probably never would have been
disputed if the standing sail question had not arisen at the same
time. While the standing sail may have- some forcible arguments
against it, the sliding seat is a totally different affair, and the ob-
jection raised to it seems to be mainly due to prejudice owing to
its use by the racing men.
Taking first the cons: In the majority of scats as they were made,

last season, the slide did not always work, and frequently failed
when most needed in rough water, due to swelling: and further,
the extra weight is a disadvantage.
Now for the pros: The difficulty of the seats sticking can be

overcome by Mr. Ford Jones's principle, which works to perfec-
tion, as will be seen by referring to the half size cross section, but
with the weaker parts strengthened.

It is a great comfort to have one's weight held up by a springy
seat instead of by the legs and tired muscles of the body, also the
canoeist is kept dryer than without a seat.
Now as a fact with a very few exceptions, a sailor hiking with-

out a seat can carry as great an amount of sail for a short time as
with; and it also stands to reason that in racing without seats the
contestants are going to carry the maximum driving sail, there-
fore the sliding seat does not admit of overcrowding.
Secondly, the extra weight, of the seat is not to be compared

with the severe and exhaustive labor saved.
Now, why should those who have never used what is now called

a properly constructed sliding seat, even at this imperfected state
of the invention, legislate against what will soon become one of
the greatest factors of canoeing, thanks to Mr. Paul Butler.
The following are the materials and dimensions of the improved

seat.

Fig. I. Stationary part a is of some hard wood, perhaps best of
oak, is 5in.X%in. The slide b say of hickory, is 6 lr'

1(iin.X 9 j<sin. The
clamp c, also of hickory, is at ends tin.X^in. under coaming, but
across cockpit, 2in.X%in.; d is a 3

, fl
in. bolt with a special head of

size in cut: e and e are J-Sin. bolts, / (/ and 7? are }#n. bolts with
special heads and nuts the size of drawings; t and ( are of brass
^in.; j is a washer, It thumb screw, / and I rubber packing attached
to c (by copper tacks or otherwise) to aid in clamping seat securely.
Fig. 11. B is a top view of part of slide; / and / centers of bolts

f and f in Fig. I. This seat is 40rn. between the center of end bolt
at this shown end, and center of corresponding bolt at the other
end.
Since the strain decreases on the bolts from the end to the cen-

ter of the seat, taking the distance between the centers of the
bolt nearest the end of the seat as shown, and the next bolt
toward the center as %in., then Vjin. should be added to each suc-
ceeding distance over its predecessor. A bolt can be omitted at
the center, thus about evening up the maximum distance between
bolts at the center, which would be about l 1 Vin.
For example of the way in which to add '

33
" m=M", n M"+ '

3'/=
'•i^a", o= an

a2
-|- ] 32='i ',

j ;), etc.; p is the distance from the center of the
bolt nearest to "the end of the seat, as is shown, to the end of the
seat, tin's distance together with the corresponding distance at
the other end, is exclusive of the 40in. of seat between the extreme
centers of the bolts, as before mentioned. By putting the bolts in
the sliding part only where they are needed, considerable weight
is saved. Now take the distance bet ween fhe centers of the bolt
in the stationary part nearest the end and the next bolt toward
the center, as )

s
, 6in., then decrease each succeeding distance

toward the center over its predecessor by Vjiu. until at the center
the minimum distance between centers of bolts will be just about
%in.
This will make a very st rong seat that will slide wit h sufficient

freedom and will never jam, the hearing surfaces being all of
metal, and so arranged as not to be affected by the swelling of the
wood. The crossbar is made wide at each end to give a good
hearing under the coaming and to preserve the strength where
the bolts pass through, but inside of the bolt holes the size is re-
duced about, one-half.

REMINISCENT—A. C. A.. 1 890.
T?A1R JESSUP'S NECK! Born of some rock-burdened iceberg
1? from the distant north, waxing lustv with myriad sands
swept in on ancient tides and ever shifting with the vagrant
winds; sharp-pointed like an Indian arrow-head, broad at the
base and edged with gleaming shells—the memory comes back a
dream of wholesome rest. Few were the days and stormy many,
but the dripping skies were but as a dun background to thy sunny
hours. Dimly, and as things of no account do we remember what
seemed unpleasant then. The friendly greeting, the hearty hand-
shake and the bentson of good fellowship united all. From the
morning plunge until the last drowsy good-night there is little
that we could wish effaced.
I give you pictures here, but only faintly do they suggest the

legion that comes trooping over memory's canvas. I see again
the land slopiug from the high sand dunes of the south to where
like a thin wedge it enters under the cobalt waves away beyond
the Vesper camp. Along its backbone stretches the village of
white tents, and over all, like gay butterflies fluttering on the a ir,

float the colors of all nations. Again I see "Squawland" with its
circle of picturesque white wigwams under the sturdy red cedars,
the tribal totem, and the amphitheater with its pile of fagots
ready for the fire; again the sunny Sabbath midday, with its little
knot of worshippers gathered beneath the trees, is before me, and
I hear the earnest words and reverent songs; again the homelike
tents on the bluff and the courteous master of the land, our guest,
made welcome on his own domaiu; and there, low down in the
hollow—the one unlovely object of the place, allowable because of
its need— the supply store, where thrifty natives make good point
of our necessities. Higher up is the great tent o'ertopping all, and
further, the line along the eastern slope looking out across the
water, each with its slender staff where at ''colors" bright flags
shoot up, and floating outward show many curious forms and odd
devices; and—focal point of color—"Headquarters," with its signal
gun, its talking flags and its great waving signal of authority.
There, also, the busy steamboat landing, where fresh-water sail-

ors grow very salt indeed: the little steamer coming with veterans
aud friends; the circling beach with its innumerable shells and
queer relics of wrecked aquatic life; the windy bluff with its
boundless views of stretching shore, ot changing sea and sky; the
quiet depths of cedar forests where silence reigns supreme, where
peace—well, come to think of it, now there were mosquitoes
there.
Of scenes and incidents how many, how indescribable! The

gathering of the white-winged fleet around the starting buoy, the
excitement of the races, the bounding canoes, the gallant sailors
in good-natured rivalry, while cheering partisans on the shore
urge on their favorites; the grand march to be photographed,
where in stately splendor with lock-step and hand on shoulder
The variegated throng winds over the hill in triple file, headed
by "Little Mac" and "Puss in Boots" and "Ko-Ko," briefest
canoe !st of them all. Then with mixed feelings comes memory
of the gatherings in the. mess-tent, where stately Bave struggled
with his wild-eyed Bedouins, where Perennial Hope thrice daily
warmed to life and froze again; of "visitor's day," with its fleet of
friendly sail that came up but of the unknown from all quarters;
of it s crowd of rustic sightseers; of the queer scenes on rainy
days; of the dog, "Brooklyn." arrayed in rubber coat, trousers
and gum boots to keep him dry. indicative of the protective care
of his youthful masters; of the arrival of the "Ko-Ko-Ko-Ho"
from distant Sag Harbor, with the captive Coon band, of the
clarion voices that could be satisfied with nothing less than "De
wattah melin' growin' on de vine," and the triumphal march of
the augmented crew through camp, headed by Seavev, of the
fertile imagination; of the brilliant, ball that night, the alarm, the
marshalling of the guard, the valiant Night Patrol and its search
through the. darkness for pirates and the final capture of the
notorious disturber of the peace (of which fact, however, but few
have knowledge unto this day); of the amateur minstrel show,
where the audience united in rendering familiar songs while
waiting for the duly authorized performers, and guyed them
good-naturedly when they finally appeared; of the various camps
in close communion joined—the Vespers, the Brooklyns, the
Knickerbockers, the Yonkers. the Mohicans, the New Yorks con-
densed, the Springfield*, the Hartfords, and the Iantbes. with
the Canadian contingent in the rear, modest and retiring as to
camp, but with sail and paddle triumphantly at the front.
In silent procession come noted figures of the meet—the grim

commodore, filled with cares of state and sustenance, unsounded
of pocket and content, for whoso leads the dance must pay the
fiddler; the purser, busy with many things; Winne, master of the
games; Burchard, prince of good fellows and father to the meet;
Bennett, the wholesome "ghost," most restful of men, pondering
problems of transportation, seated at his tent door all day long
and making welcome all who would; "Vatixie" and "Stepble,"
once sleepless o' nights, now model benedicts, and others, a long
line and glorious fellows all.

With night comes healthful rest and social pleasantry, when
kindred spirits form in little coteries or unite in the larger gath-
erings around the camp-fires, where with song and story—not

always new but welcome—the evenings pass, then comes the final
sorrowful day when the white tents melt away as dew in the
morning sunshine, when the last good-hye is said and we hear for
the last time the whimsical, dear familiar cry, "All Over."—S. jR.

Stoddard, in ''Glimpses of the A. G. A."

NEW YORK C. C—In the heavy storm of last, week the new
floating house of the New York C. C. was driven from its moor-
ings and washed up on the adjoining bulkhead in the old Seawan-
haka Basin, at Stapleton, where it lodged with several large piles
through the planking of the bottom. The canoes were removed
without injury, but as the house partly filled with water some in-
jury was done to articles stored in the lockers. After some hard
work on the part of several of the members and the janitor, with
other help, the piles were cut off and the house set afloat. The
damage will necessitate, docking, but is not in itself very serious.
On Friday evening about twenty canoeists sat down to dinner at
the fencing rooms, 19 W. 24th street, and after dinner others
dropped in. The evening was passed in an informal talk over
canoeing matters, enlivened by several exciting bouts with the
gloves aud foils. Members of the Yonkers, Brooklyn, Knicker-
bocker, lanthe and Cleveland clubs were present.

A MID-WINTER MEET.—At the camp-fire of the New York
C. C. on Friday Com. Seavey, K. C. C, proposed that an enter-
tainment should bo arranged by the various local canoe clubs to
be held in New York next month, which should serve as a re-
union of those who had met in camp last summer. As all present
approved of the scheme it was decided to begin work immediately
and an informal meeting was held, the result being that a com-
mittee was appointed, consisting of the commodores of local
clubs, with Com. Seavey as chairman. The plan is to give a re-
ception in the lat ter part of January, with a programme made up
of camp songs, tableaux, lantern views of the meet, etc.

NEW CANOES—We learn that Mr. Butler has lately launched
his new canoe and tried her in a trial sail against the Vesper
fleet, with the result that she promises to be very fast when in
proper trim. The first new boat announced for next season wiU
be built for Mr. C. J. Stevens, owner of Tramp and Vagabond,
and will be a most, decided novelty. With the idea of carrying
the larger sail aft, this canoe has been designed with a draft of
but 2im forward and lOin. aft, making herunlike any existing
boats. She will, be built for racing solely, with a very light hull
and a small bathtub cockpit, and in addition to her deep keel
will have a 4ft. centerboard; the sails will he about 45 and 55ft.,

the latter being the mizen.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division—Louis H. Fitch,
Herbert N. Colby, Geo. C. Ketcbum, E. F. Coburn. Andrew C.
Stone. James B. Robinson. Frank P. Hart, Harry R. Dow, Fred G.
Dver, Robert P. Webber. James E. Simpson and L. Saunders,
Lawrence, Mass.; J. T. Ball, 32 Pembleton Square, Boston, Mass.

TEASER.—This canoe, the lightest and one of the handsomest
I hat Ca pt. Ruggles has turned out, has been sold by Mr. Anderson
to Mr. C. V. Schuyler, of the Arlington C. C, who will race her
next year.

^nnwt\B to (Usarrespandmte.

J3^~ No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Reader, Denver, Col.—I wish to breed for size and head proper-
ties. Wr

hich of the two described dogs would be the better sire.

No. 1 or No. 2? Ans. Better breed to sire No. 1. Disposition
means a good deal tu a St. Bernard and it is no use running any
risks.

J. M R., Duncannon, Pa.—Will you please let me know in the
next issue of your paper where I can get a thoroughbred coach
dog. Ans. We do not know of any for sale. You had better ad-
vertise for one. In choosing a Dalmatian remember that the
spots should be clear and distinct, and not larger than a quarter.

Old Subscriber, Emerson. Mich.—Have seen advertised by
English gun makers wildfowl guns guaranteed at 100yds. of 8 and
10-gauge. Is it possible to obtain from such guns good snooting
at the above distances? Can American gun makers make as good
shooting guns as those of the best English makers? Ans. Heavy
guns, similar to above, may be bought here. They are the pot-
hunter's gun and carry heavy charges long distances. Many of
the English arms are choked for ball as well. Our gun test shows
that American guns do quite as good and rather better work
than the English arms.

Reader, New York City.—Could you inform me what the feel-
ing is in regard to judging a mastiff dog with chocolate-colored
points in the same class with those having black point? I have a
grand puppy with chocolate-colored points, out of Salva (A. K. C.
S. B. 6,853), by Sears' Monarch (A. K. C. S. B. 8,627). Judges of
this breed tell me that be very much resembles Crown Prince, both
in markings, build and in being undershot, but also add that if

brought into the ring would be unceremoniously hustled out. I
would like very much to enter him in the coming New York show,
but cannot see any sense in doing so upon being told that he will
not be judged. Ans. If the judge knows his business, the fact of
your dog having chocolate points should make no difference in
his judgment, though, of course, the black points are generally
preferred.

Constant Reader.—Kindly oblige me by replying in the next
issue of your paper to the following question: Is a dog entitled
to registration where ancestors have never "been registered, but
who has a lawfully kept pedigree extending eight generations in
mother's and seven on father's side? I have some puppies, but
never having had to register am somewhat at a loss to know how
to proceed in the matter. Ans. Yes. The following are the con-
ditions under which dogs can be registered in the A. K. C. stud
book: 1. Where sire and dam are already registered, or are
directly descended from the dogs already registered in said book.
2. Where dogs possess an authenticated pedigree extending back
three generations. 3. Where dogs (not eligible tinder the pro-
visions as above required) have won not less than two first prizes
in the regular classes at any show, or have been planed at any
field trial recognized by the American Kennel Club. Novice,
miscellaneous and selling classes not included- 4. After Jan. 1,
1890. all dogs winning a prize at any American Kennel Club show
or field trial, may be registered in the stud book without charge,
provided they are eligible, under above conditions. Write A. P.
Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway, New York city.

Forest and Stream. Box 2.832, N. Y. city, has dessriptive Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit." "Gloan," "'Dick Swiveller," ''"Svbillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on th» subject
«Tt.ant„

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect oui

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod aud reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They arc pronouueed "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW" SOFT LINEN TARPON SNELI4 IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of every description of

FIKTE FISHING T A. CS XSL X.
18 Veaey Street (Fourth door from the Aster House), New York.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. Kl FFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send, for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOODMJE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 141 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

HTot Sold at Re-tail toy tlxc* IkXaziiifootvrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

lend for Catalosm* of Arms and Aramnnitloti.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will paj you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9A, 10,

lOMt, weight?, 8,9oz. f f. ....Price $3 72
JNo. 1, Gr, same as above but is German Silver Mounted « 3 gg
No. 4, S joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings',' nickel'mou'ntings ' complete in'woodiorin,' length

8J, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz 7 ;
' pfice 2 72

No. 4, G, satne as above but is German Silver Mounted
'

' \ [ [ .............. 54 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides ,' nicke'l'mountings ,' iength 8ft. ' weight 20oz 1.1'.'. " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint ........ 7 .

' " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt "Water Bass Rod. hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft ........... '.'. " 90c
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. ; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $i.'35." ' Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels' Balance Handle!

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300fb., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c • double gut 15c per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 Sc 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
««i>i! B«- stum-* for XUnatrntAri nutalog-n* tov I HtQO. OPEf RVRNIJTCS.

fafftt and ^wt iuttflwis, ttr.

Steam "Vessel and Yacht A-orency.ETJBEE,
NAVAL ARCHITECT AND MARINE ENGINEER.

Telephone, 542 Pearl. 23 State St., New York.
All classes of Steam Vessels, Steam Yachts, etc., modelled and designed for steel, iron or wood,

tneir construction superintended or contracted for, complete ready for steam.

LIGHT DRAFT VESSELS A SPECIALTY.
For Sale and Charter.—Large selection of Schooner, Sloop and Steam Yachts. Launches and Steam

Vessel Property generally.

&3£€> DXJC1FC J3I

We carry in stock a large line of Hunting and Fishing Boats, ready for immediate shipment. Also ail sizes
of LAUNCHES, using Oil, Naphtha or Coal for fuel. TIIOMA* KANE & CO., Chicago, 111.CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. S

'

ST. LAWKENCE KIVEJ*

Stiff, Canoe and Steam Laid Co.,
CLAYTON, N. Y.

Racing. Paddling & Sailing Canoes.

CLUB ROW M SCULL WORHNS BOATS.
Shells Club "War Canoes," etc.

This cut is from genuine photograph of man
standing on gunwale of skiff, weight of man 160-

lbs. Boat 18ft. long, 40in. beam midship, weight
1401bs. No ballast; no water shipped. Any per-
son can do this. No trick. The easiest rowing
a^d fastest sailing skiffs made.
The public are warned against cheap and worthless

imitations. The original and genuine St. Lawrence
River Skiff is built only by us. New catalogue ready
January, 1891.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City.

WANTED ALIVE AT ONCE.-200 QUAIL.
Send lowest price. CHAS. I. GOODALE,

i F«aai itr.jdc, dissja, Mus. It
U

BOUNCER BOATS!
Daring December I will build and rie to order

canoes and sailboats of the celebrated "Bouncer"
type, loj^ft. in length by 1ft. beam for $75 to $90.
Sharpies of all kinds and yachts of anv type, for
racing or cruising-, built to order. Models and
sail plans furnished at reasonable rates.

THOMAS CLAPHAM, Yacht Builder,
ROSIiYN, It. I., N, Y.

THE KRIEBEL
V BOAT ENGINES.

'» l\ W|TH UPRIGHT Of! HORlSOt-JTAL.

yi?> "

-
' BOILERS.

i . n to eo

r^^s=!j-— •

'

'%H0R s E P0WER '

4:^^^^m^^ r\IQE3(VHIrACRE

A, C, A. Xmas
What nicer present could a canoeist give or receive than
a copy of "Glimpses of the A. O. A." ot 1890? It
will contain twenty 7x10 pages of pictures of the meet
at Jessup's Neck, bound in bronzed plastic bristol, with
cardboard mailing box, postpaid. $2.50. For list of sub-
jects and photographs address

S. E. STODDARD, Publisher, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Parties wishing to sell their boats, please send details.
Send stamp tor fist of bargains and details of what you
want to

J0SJi( 5T. BLASE, 12 Cortlaadt St., HewlYork.

Jay MU.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with, safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denveb, Col., Oct. 21, 1890.
W. L. Gilbert, Esq.. Plymouth, Mass.:
My Dear Sir—In regard to the trout eggs re-

ceived from the "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that the best possible results havo been had
from them at all of the points to which they have
been shipped in Colorado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage
I have had aloss of lessthanl per cent, in a lot of
250,000. I do not want any better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth, Mass.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White.
Berkshire and Poland
China 'Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs. Collies, Fnx Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

Those Ringed Trained Fer-
rets. As fine workers they cannot
be beat. For descriptive circular
and price list inclose three one

cent stamps, addressing BREEDER OF PET
STOCK, Tyngsboro, Mass.

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets. Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. Also young ferrets, not
broken. For sale by ADOLPH ISAAC8EN,
"Sure Pop," 92 Fulton street. New Tork City.

My celebrated handbook, "All About Ferrets and
Rats," second edition, revised and illustrated,

mailed to any address on receipt of 25 cents.

T T\7"I? C\J1 A TT F0R SALE. LIVE
L/l V Hi \zl U J\±±J and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1938. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me.. Fish
andGame Commissioner. J, G. RICH, Bethel, Me.

SECOND EDITION.

Camp Life in the Wilderness,
BY Capt. Chas. A. J. Farrar,

Is a book that should be in every sportsman's library.
It is a readable hook in every sense of the word, being
replete with Huiuiug and Fishing Adventures,
told in a racy, exciting way that enchains attention. It
would be a splendid Christmas Present for any
of your male friends. 324 pages, fully illustrated, neat
cloth binding. Price $1.00. Illustrated catalogue of
sportsmen's books mailed for 6 cents.
JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them,
It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully-

illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, P S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelligence of animals, and
of many curious habits of certain little known
species. Every one who is interested in

nature or in animal life will find entertain-

ment in this volume.
Cloth, pp. 229. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, N. Y
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FISH DEALER AND FISH COMMISSIONER.

WE print to-day a card from Mr. "Eugene G. Black-

ford, the President of the New York Fish Com-
mission. Itis short, concise and explicit; and sufficiently

definite in its statements to be plainly comprehended by

Mr. John D. Collins, of Utica, to whose recent charges

against Mr. Blackford's integrity and honesty of official

actions it is an answer. One of these charges was that

Mr. Blackford had secured the repeal of the six-inch trout

law, because that law interfered with the sale of finger-

ling trout in Fulton Market, where Mr. Blackford does

business. A more serious charge was that Chief Fish

and Game Protector Drew had been removed at Mr.

Blackford's instigation because the chief's vigilance had

interfered with the shipment of illegally caught fish to

Fulton Market.

As we pointed out at the time, these accusations were

of altogether too grave a nature to be made by an irre-

sponsible accuser or without due proof to make them
good. Several weeks have now elapsed and the proofs

have not been forthcoming. Meanwhile the person ac-

cused has been ill. The first act of Mr. Blackford on his

recovery from a sick bed is to send us his reply. That

reply is that the charges are absolutely false, and that

Mr. Collins knew them to be false when lie wrote them.

This makes it incumbent upon Mr. John D. Collins to do

one of two things, either to bring forward the proofs

which he has alleged he has in his possession to establish

the truth of the charges, or failing this, to acknowledge

his mistake and make due apology. No third course of

action is open to a man who wishes to enjoy the respect

of his fellows.

While he meets thus without reserve or mincing mat-

ters, as every self-respecting and honest man must meet,

the direct accusations of dishonorable conduct preferred

against him, Mr. Blackford has apparently thought it

not worth while to consider at length the inuendoes and
insinuations made by Mr. Collins, which are in effect that

a fish dealer is by reason of his business an unfit person

to be a commissioner of fisheries.

This is a point of which good taste forbids extended dis-

cussion by the President of the New York Commission.

It is, however, a perfectly legitimate subject for expres-

sion of opinions, and diverse opinions have been expressed

respecting it. One opinion is this one of Mr. John D.

Collins. Another opinion is that which was expressed

by the Jate Spencer F. Baird, as contained in the follow-

ing note, only this year sent to Mr. Blackford by Mr.

Churchill H. Cutting. The two notes explain them-

selves :

New York, April 9, 1890.—Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, Brooklyn,

N. Y.—My Bear Mr. Blackford: 1 now have the honor to hand
you Prof. Baird's letter of April 33, 1886, which I promised some
time ago to give you, but until a day or two have been quite unable

to And. I had put it away so carefully t hat it was out of my own
reach. Yet at this la.te day it will be enriched to you by the fact

that it is one among the last of his testimonials to his cherished

friends and scientific cc-laborers. Permit me to congratulate you

for the place that you occupied in the esteem of this gentleman

I beg to remain, cordially yours, Churchill H. Cutting.

Washington, D. C, April 33, 1886.—Dear Churchill: We con-

sider Mr. Blackford to be the model fish dealer of the world, cer-

tainly of the United States, by his scientific acquirements and
methods, his intelligence, and his energy. As Fish Commissioner

of New York, he has a thorough appreciation of all the problems

of fishculture, and the best methods of restoring the supply in

depleted waters. He is a most invaluable coadjutor of the U. S.

Fish Commission, always ready to help to the utmost of his

ability, and to sacrifice time and money in doing what he can to

advance, science in every way. We cannot speak too highly of

him either in his personal relationship as a man, or in connection

with business matters. He is known all over the world by natur-

alists and persons interested in fishculture; and is really the

medium of communication in this connection between America,

France, Belgium, Holland, Great Britain, Germany, etc. Sincerely

yours, S. F. Baird.

Of these two opinions—that of John D. Collins and

that of Spencer F. Baird—each must be taken for what

it is worth. The former we have reason to believe is

shared by a large class, whose lack of information is

more than made up by its prejudice, while the latter

embodies the deliberate verdict of those who are most

familiar with the record and services of Mr. Blackford in

the work of fishculture.

Holding by reelection the office of President of the

American Fisheries Society (one of the oldest and most

effective national organizations for the promotion of fish-

culture and fish protection), the recipient of gold, silver

and bronze medals from the French, Holland and Ger-

man governments for his services in the cause of fishcul-

ture, honored by the Commissioners sent to this country

by Japan, France, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Holland,

Ireland and Scotland, who have sought his counsel,

advice and practical assistance, and have made ample

acknowledgment Of the same, by the present United

States Commission - held in a like esteem as by Prof.

Baird, respected by his associates in the State Board of

Commissioners of Fisheries, Mr. Blackford, it may quite

readily be understood, does not deem it needful to dis-

cuss with ignorant and prejudice-blinded carpers the

question of his fitness for office and of his discharge of

official duties.

There remains one thing more to be said. Many well

meaning and honest people appear to believe that a fish

dealer is of necessity a rogue; that he cannot do business

without buying unlawfully captured fish—equivalent to

receiving stolen goods—and that he is therefore inimical

to the enforcement of the fish protective statutes and to

the punishment of those who violate the laws. This be-

lief found expression in an article sent us by a correspond-

ent the other day when he wrote: "Now, with a market-

man at the head of a commission charged with a vigorous

enforcement of protective fish and game laws, must not

demoralization in the service follow? Is it so?"

As a general proposition, discussed theoretically, such

a question admits of argument on both sides. In this

ease, however, the reference was directly to Mr. Black-

ford, who is a fish dealer, and as a Commissioner of Fish-

eries is also charged with directing the enforcement of

the fish protective laws. Assuming that "Saint Law-

rence," who put this inquiry, is sincere, and we believe

him to be, we will reply to his question, Yankee-like, by

asking another.

Mr. Blackford is a fish dealer; he is also President of

the Bedford Bank, of Brooklyn; Chairman of the Finance

Committee of the City Savings Bank of Brooklyn; Chair-

man of the Executive Committee of the People's Trust

Company, of Brooklyn; president or director in numerous

other organizations. The presumption is that a person

,

holding such positions of trust is regarded by his fellows

as a man of integrity and honorable business character.

Now does "Saint Lawrence" believe, as his question

implies, that a man of such standing in the community is

likely to forfeit his reputation by an abuse of his official

position as Fish Commissioner to encourage the illicit

trade in fish? Is the brand of honesty required in a Fish

Commissioner so refined and rare in its nature that we
cannot safely trust our bank presidents to fill the office?

And if the business of a fish dealer is of necessity a

rogue's calling, is it not high time that the fact were

made known in commercial circles, that fish dealers may
no longer be permitted to fill offices of trust?

THE STATUS OF FISHCULTURE.
[?ROM time to time we have published in our columns
*- communications from Mr. Peirce upon the failure

of trout culture and fishcultural methods in general. We
have given place to these articles, not because they repre-

sent our own opinions on the subject, but because we
have long known of the existence of opposition to public

fishculture under the present organizations. As Mr.

Peirce represents the extreme of this adverse element,

and has always expressed himself without reservation in

opposition to generally accepted methods, we have given

him an opportunity to present his views in the fullest and
clearest possible manner, believing that the untenability

of his position will be made evident by such free discus-

sion of the subject as might arise from his sweeping

criticisms. We have a very extensive acquaintance with

fishculturists and know something about the results of

fishcultural work. We have read the published state-

ments concerning the successful restocking of trout

streams and have believed them, because of our confi-

dence in the gentlemen who have given the facts to the

public. We have supposed it to be capable of ocular

demonstration that landlocked salmon have been success-

fully introduced into Sunapee Lake and other lakes in New
Hampshire, and that the fish caught in Sunapee in 1890

were equal in value to one-sixth of the entire fishcultural

appropriation for the year; we will throw in the fine

brook trout and golden trout taken during the same
season for good measure, although we know that some
parties caught from 100 to 150 small golden trout in a

single day. We know that Mr. Robert D. Hume, of

Ellensburg, Oregon, now of San Francisco, Cal., has sup-

ported a private salmon breeding station on Rogue River,

Oregon, by means of which he has kept this river in a.

profitable condition for many years while adjacent salmon

streams, which are not artificially stocked , have long ago

been fished out. We believe that Eastern brook trout

have been successfully introduced into the little Laramie

River, Wyoming, where they have been known to reach

a weight of 31bs. in four years.

Our correspondent, Mr. Byers, in a communication on

the results of fishculture, furnishes a long list of Colorado

streams in which various exotic species of the salmon

family are now flourishing, even more than in their na-

tive habitat. Other localities not mentioned by Mr. Byers

are: Chalk Creek, in Chaffee county, Colorado, stocked

five years ago with brook and brown trout, both of

which are doing well; Morraine's Lake, on Pike's Peak,

which was said to contain no fish of any kind till trout

were introduced last year and in which they increased

from 2iin. to a weight of l^lbs. up to August of the pres-

ent year; Echo Lake, near Idaho Springs, stocked in 1889,

and this season fish of Hlbs. have been taken. In

Nebraska, Long Pine Creek and Shadron Creek were

stocked several years ago with brook and rainbow trout;

many of each were caught in 1889, including a brook

trout of 17in., which weighed over 21bs., and has been

personally examined by us. Rainbow trout sent to Ver-

ona, in southwest Missouri, have grown wonderfully and

increased rapidly, furnishing some of the finest specimens

of their kind. Mr. William Montgomery, of Verona, can

give full details of the experiment.

We could multiply instances indefinitely if it were

necessary. It is well known to anglers that the trout

streams of the Pocono range in northern Pennsylvania

and the headwaters of the Delaware River, as well as

those of the western slope of the Alleghanies, have been

completely restored by the excellent work of the Penn-

sylvania hatcheries at Allentown and Corry. The Bush-

kill and the Tobyhanna are among the streams which

have been so improved.

As for raising trout for market we know at least a few
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people who have done this successfully. "We have pre-

viously referred to Dr. John Law, of Leadville, Colorado,
whose establishment is well known and reasonably profit-

able, so much so that he is constantly increasing his

facilities. He does not sell eggs and fry, but only mar-
ketable trout. Mr. P. P. B. Hyerson narrates, in the

Transactions of the American Fisheries Society for 1690,

his successful experiment with trout in Arkansas. Mr.
Geo. A. Starkey, of Troy, and Mr. Charles Dickerman, of

New Hampton, N. H., sell adult trout, and the former
believes the business can be made profitable if conducted
on a large scale. We know of one man who has a thriv-

ing business of small proportions in the sale of brook
trout in this city; but he does not seek to compare notes
with experts in trout culture. We have no expectation
that the evidence brought forward by Mr. Byers or the
testimonials to the adequacy of fishculture methods con-
veyed to the ends of the earth by an independent press

will suffice to soften the asperity of critics who will deny
the unequivocal success with shad and whitefish, and dis-

parage the grand achievements with trout and salmon.
But intelligent people everywhere will distinguish sharply
and clearly between the menwho have labored by scienti-

fic and practical methods to establish a system of fishcul-

ture which has won the praise of the world and those
who dispute the universal verdict while advertising some
occult processes peculiar to themselves.

The interest in the habits of that game little bird, the
woodcock, increases and notes printed to-day bring out
a new suggestion. Is it not possible that, in talking
about the "whistle" of this bird, the advocates of what
may be called the wing and the vocal theories are refer-

ring to different sounds? We know a number of men,
who, when they talk about the woodcock's whistle, refer

to the twittering sound which it makes when flushed,

and which, as Mr. Brewster says, has been compared to
the note of the kingbird. That the bird makes, or can
make, a whistling noise with its wings, as do some of the
clucks, is we presume beyond question, but to get at the
truth, it would be well for the debaters first to settle as

clearly as possible what they themselves mean when
they speak of the woodcock's whistle.

STILL-HUNTING.

A WINTER IN MICHIGAN.-IV.
BY NESSMUK.

I
got on much better for the rest of the winter, although
still very weak and utterly unfit for anything requir-

ing exertion or likely to subject me to exposure. I had a
fancy to try for the clearings as I got better, but old
Peter declared it so decidedly imprudent, and refused so
emphatically to go with me or furnish ponies until the
sugar season was over that I concluded to wait.
The sugar season came at last, and a part of the band

moved down to an extensive tract of sugar maples within
six or seven miles of my shanty and commenced opera-
tions. They had a merry time of it; the season was an
unusually favorable one, and big kettles, little kettles,
tin pots, pails and pans, were in great demand for collect-
ing sap, boiling down, and sugaring off.

One pleasant afternoon a pony was sent to me with an
invitation to ride over to their camp for a visit—an invi-
tation which I gladly accepted, and the visit proved an
interesting one. They were very busy, and had ten or a
dozen kettles, large and small," seething and bubbling
over hard wood fires. Their mode of reducing the sap to
sugar did not differ in the least from that practiced by
the white settlers, save in the utter disregard of cleanli-
ness exhibited by them. The young Indians were con-
tinually scouting the woods with their little half-starved
curs, and any unlucky coon, hare, squirrel, or even a
muskrat, which fell into their hands, was sure to be
skinned and thrown into the boiling sap for cooking,
without further dressing or cleaning. This rather cooled
my appetite for warm sugar, and tended also to prejudice
me slightly against Indian cookery—a prejudice which
much after observation has only confirmed. They are,
almost without an exception, most disgustingly filthy in
all their personal habits.

I hung about the bright cheerful fires until late at
night, going from tire to fire, chatting with such of them
as spoke English and refusing liberal offers of sugar: but
at last Peter, who acted as cicerone, said it was time to
sleep and led the way to old Blackbird's tent, where we
went to spend the night. The tent was a large one with
a dull, simmering fire in the center, a big smoke-hole at
top, and a loose, ragged blanket by way of a door. The
fire gave out much smoke and very little heat, the ragged
blanket ventilated the structure most efficiently, and
what with young Indians, dogs, young and old, smoke
and filth, the whole affair was well calculated to knock
the romance out of Indian life effectually. My own lit-

tle den of a shanty was bad enough considered in the
light of a domestic institution, but it was warmth and
comfort compared to this.

For an hour or two I tried to delude myself into sleep,

but the tent grew smokier and colder as night waned,
until I was fain to take my blanket and seek the nearest
fire, where, seated on a piece of dry bark, I nodded and
dozed the night away. The Indians treated me kindly.
Such as they had, and the best they had, was offered
freely; at parting they pressed me to accept of divers
small fawn-skin sacks filled with dried berries, corn,
beans and nuts, which, to an invalid who had passed
through a long spell of sickness with no vegetable food
other than "hard tack," were most grateful.

Just as I was on the start for a return, a pretty little

squaw, whom I had spoken to the day before without
eliciting any answer save the unmeaning Indian stare,
came up and presented me a small, tastily worked doe-
skin pouch filled with cranberries, saying in very good
English : "Here, you take these and stew them with sugar

;

they are good in fever—birch is best for ager." And
she dodged into a tent, laughing loudly, as did all the
squaws, who seemed to think whipping out the ague a
capital joke. Perhaps it is.

A few days after my visit to the sugar camp a warm
south wind stopped the flow of sap, and the Indians to
the number of twenty returned my visit, making them-
selves at home jovially, ransacking the shanty, examin-
ing my hunting kit with eager curiosity, and stuffing
themselves with dry ship biscuit until I dared not treat
them to warm toddy for fear they might burst. The
nymph who gave me the cranberries was of the party,
and had lost all her reserve—showed a desire iu fact to
be rather communicative. "Her father was no Indian,"
she said, "not he. He was a British officer in Canada,
and her mother was Peter's sister. She could live with
white folks if she chose, but she did not choose. Her
father was not ashamed of her: he had taken her at one
time to Detroit and sent her to school for a year where
she learned to read, but she did not like it. What
did she want to read or write for? What good was
it? She did not like the white girls, or their moth-
ers. They had made her wear a dress like them-
selves, with corsets, and belt so tight that it hurt her
to breathe, and shoes which pinched her feet. What
did she care for such things, or for the pale, sickly girls
at school who laughed at her, and who were too feeble to
carry a bucketful of water or an armful of wood? She
was not going to be pinched up or kept indoors by them,
and so when the band came down to trade at Pontiac,
and she heard of their whereabouts, she ran away and
joined them, to be free again and go where she pleased.
Afterward, her father came all the way from Maiden to
Port Sarnia for the purpose of finding her and taking her
back again; the band had left Port Sarnia before he ar-
rived, and he followed them to River au Sable, where he
found them, but she had utterly refused to go with him,
although he promised to take her to England and give
her any quantity of nice clothes. She did not want the
clothes, nor to go to England; she chose to be free—to go
and come when she pleased; to gather berries and dress
skins; to go in a canoe and catch bass and mascalonge.
It would kill her to live as white women lived." This
and much more she told me, with flashing eyes and a
voluble earnestness that carried conviction of its truth-
fulness. As I watched her expressive face and native
beauty, I could not help a misty speculation which crossed
my mind as to how such a spicy piece of calico—I beg her
pardon; blanket—would perform as mistress of my
hunting establishment. Beautifully, no doubt, so long as
one might be content to lead the nomadic life of a
strolling band of Chippewas, but that sort of thing would
hardly answer for the clearings.

One would hardly like to introduce an Indian beauty
to a respectable white mother and sisters as a neAvly
acquired relative, or to receive a visit from a dozen or
two of breech-clouted, blanketed vagabonds, each with a
backload of baskets and moccasins for sale—not in a civ-
ilized town, at least. Nevertheless, the pretty Ta-wis-na-
gatch-ee would have been worth half a dozen white
beauties to a man willing to forswear all civilized clear-
ings for the term of his natural life—but I digress.

It was in April when, the sugar season being over, the
remainder of the band came down from Muskrat Lake,
and all prepared for a journey down the river. They had
been rather successful in the winter hunt, the squaws had
improved their time in making moccasins, fancy baskets,
pouches, etc., and the whole tribe were jubilant at the
prospect of much trade. The trip down the river was a
merry one for the Indians, but to me it was a cheerless
succession of chilly days and chillier nights. I was free
from ague or fever, but very weak, and coughed almost
incessantly, and I rather thought old Peter right when he
told me, "Bimeby fall come agin, then you die."

It was on a cold, raw afternoon that we landed at the
bay, and I sought food and shelter in the little tavern
from whence I had started the previous October for a
grand hunt. The hunt had fizzled down, down to the
small end of nothing, and I. with just the breath of life

in my body, was trying to reach home once more—prob-
ably to make a die of it. He who has been forced to play
the "give up game" among strangers, and has sought his
home with little hope of anything better than finally

closing his eyes among friends, can easily imagine my
feelings when, having given my Indian friends every-
thing save what clothes I needed for present use, I turned
my face feebly homeward.
At Grand Haven I looked for letters and papers from

home, but they had been forwarded by order to Muskegon

,

and I did not care to go back for them. I had not heard
from home since the previous October, some six months
back, and like the matrimonial experience of Mr. Bum-
ble, "it seemed an age."
From Grand Haven to Grand Rapids, thence to Kala-

mazoo, and I was once more behind the iron horse, speed-
ing homeward at the rate of thirty miles an hour. Two
days of puffing, whistling, plashing confusion, during
which the little pallid, and not over-well-or-cleanly-
dressed hunter got unceremoniously jostled by flunkeys,
waiters and baggage smashers, a quiet ride of 25 miles on
a side-cut, and I left the cars to get on board the rickety
stage which was to put me down at my mother's door.

All through the spring and early summer I crawled
feebly about, racked with a distressing cough , and unable
to gain tone or strength; but the man who has been
toughened by years of exposure in the open air, whose
lungs and muscles have been braced and hardened by
exercise in the mountains, and who has a strong constitu-
tion, does not die so easily. In July I began to mend,
and in company with two or three friends, ventured on a
visit to a favorite camp on the headwaters of Pine Creek.
Blessed be the pine-crowned mountains with their bal-

samic breezes and crystal trout streams. If there be any-
where on earth a Gflead wherein the worn invalid may
find a balm and a physician it is there. The trip which
had been projected for a few days extended to as many
weeks, and I returned home almost a well man; bought
a light double-barreled rifle, overhauled my neglected
hunting kit, replaced what was missing, got my off-hand
shooting up to a respectable pitch, and just a year from
the time Ned and I camped at the rock shanty, I again
unslung my knapsack and wakened the echoes with

cheery blows as I cut wood for a camp-fire at this very
spot.

And Ned Miller? Married the blushing Hannah of
course. I saw him a few hours after my return home,
and knew he was a benedict at a glance, for he. was
smoking a penny clay, and the inevitable dinginess en-
compassed him as a halo—a dinginess that may escape
masculine observation; but ask any shrewd spinster in a
mixed assemblage to single out the benedicts from the
eligible; she can do it as by intuition.
Ned and I did not meet very cordially; I had good

reason to think his desertion the cause of much suffering
to myself, and something hard would rise in my throat
when I tried to feel friendly and forgiving in spite of me.
However, as Ned came often to see me and we talked
matters over I came not only to forgive but to sympathize
with him. He had led his inamorata to the altar on
Christmas Eve, starting on a bridal tour immediately
thereafter. On his return he found to his consternation
that another wedding had come off during his absence,
and one that he little dreamed of.

Mr. Enoch Daniels, theman of many patents, had gone
and done it! Married the elder Hannah, relict of Deacon
Needham, deceased, and was in fact a sort of father-in-
law to Ned—a relationship that I fancy did not inspire
Ned with any great amount of respect. However, the
widow had a perfect right to marry whom she pleased,
so Ned took his pretty young wife home to his mother's
snug fifty-acre farm, and Mr. Daniels took charge of the
Needham estate, including the buxom relict, all of which
he managed and still manages, as a temperate, thrifty
Yermonter should do. As for Ned, he got a present of a
fine young horse from the widow and his wife a nice
"setting out" in furniture, besides the two best cows on
the farm, which is all they are likely to get at present, as
the widow—I beg her pardon—Mrs. Daniels, has already
presented her husband with three healthy boys and is

herself more buxom and healthy than ever.
Something more than a year after Ned's marriage, as

he and I were celebrating the advent of his first boy in
my little snuggery over some old Glenlivet, Ned asked,
"Do you happen to know how confoundedly old Sam
Hoover fooled us at the Eock Shanty more than a year
ago?"
"I didn't really; as how?" I answered.
"Why," said Ned, "he had a snug cabin built and his

traps set about the head of Bear Pun, at the very time he
told us a cock and bull story about there being no game
in the woods. He leave the woods because he couldn't
find deer! Why he was just going out to the clearings
after provisions, and we were just green enough to save
him the trouble by emptying our knapsacks for his
benefit. He killed over fifty deer in that range before
the season was over, besides taking I don't know how
many bear. If I ever —." But here a red-headed urchin
broke in upon us, to notify Ned that "Miss Miller wanted
him right away; suthin the matter with the baby." Arid,
seizing his hat, the bran new father broke for home like

a quarter horse; another melancholy instance of a prom-
ising young hunter spoiled by matrimony.
But I have talked you into drowsiness, and it is past 9

o'clock. Let us mend the fire and draw our blankets
about us; on the morrow we will hunt the ridge from
here to the head of Bear Run, where, if we but hunt care-
fully and patiently, we may chance to eat venison with
our bread at supper.

COWBOY REMINISCENCES.
[Concluded from Page U51.1

FOUR of us were on a camp-hunt near the headwaters
of the Brazos River in Texas. There were "English

Jack," the "Captain," Raymond and I—all cowboys from
the same ranch. We had taken advantage of that period
of inactivity that extends between the fall round-ups and
drift line riding, and were engaged in putting up our
winter's supply of meat. The country swarmed with
deer, antelope and turkey, and in addition to these there
were a few bears, but though we potted the former in-

offensive beasts to our heaTts' content bruin always man-
aged to give us the slip, and had it not been for the abun-
dance of tracks we might have supposed his species ex-
tinct among the mighty canons that sheltered somehow
his shaggy hide. One morning a day or two before the
time set for our return home Raymond shouldered his
rifle, and whistling to his hound Bose, strode out of
camp, remarking that he would "try one more whack at
them bears," and that "if they were in them canons they
sure had to come out that day."
That night my pardner did not return to camp, and

the next morning all of us set out in different directions
to look for the missing member, feeling sure that he had
met with some accident. Nor were we wrong. After
six hours of fruitless search I was returning to camp to

exchange my nearly exhausted steed for a fresh one,
when I heard a faint hail from a hillside, and spurring
my pony to the spot rode upon my missing comrade. He
presented a ghastly sight, being literally covered from
head to foot with congealed blood, while his neck and
face were scarred and scratched to such an extent as to

be almost unrecognizable. It was not necessary to ask
many questions—he had evidently found the bear. At
the bottom of a sink near by lay a large she bear, her
head battered almost to a jelly and still clasping in her
fatal hug the dead body of the hound Bose. I did not
waste anytime talking, indeed my pardner was too much
exhausted from joss of blood and exposure; and aiding
him to mount my horse I walked by his side, supporting
him as he rode into camp. It was fully three days be-
fore the wounded man was able to talk, and quite a fort-

night ere he was convalescent. The long claws of the
bear had cut deep furrows on his back and sides and one
stroke had made a gash on the cheek that Raymond will

carry to his dying day as a reminder of his adventure,
one of the most gallant of all combats between unarmed
man and beast.

It seems that after leaving camp he proceeded at once
to a valley, in which we had often noticed bear sign in
great abundance, but where, owing to the rocky nature of

the ground it had been impossible, even with the aid of
the hound, to follow any of the numerous trails. That
morning, however, was peculiarly favorable, owing to a
slight rain on the night previous, and Bose successfully

trailed a most promising lead into a high rocky canon.
Keeping the hound that always ran silently close to him,
Ray moved cautiously through the maizes of jungle and
rocks, and after some time of stealthy advance, on round-
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ing an angle in the canon he came face to face with the
object of his search, standing not 80yds. away.
A quick shot broke the under jaw of the beast and with

a growl of pain away went the bear, closely pursued by
the dog up the trail that led to the plain above. Raymond
followed as quickly as possible, and on emerging from
the canon, found that dog and bear had disappeared in

one of the caves that are quite common in that section,

This particular one was nothing more than a sink in the

ground perhaps sixty feet deep, having a very steep slant

and terminating in a, kind of tunnel. Down in this hole
Ray could hear the dog and bear having what may best

be described as a monkey and parrot time, but owing to

the branching off at the bottom, he was unable to see

what was going on. Not wishing to have the dog killed,

for he valued it highly, down he slid to the bottom of the

slope and entered the cavity. What followed I had best

let him describe in his own language. "As soon as I got

to the bottom of the slope I cocked my gun#and carefully

peeped around the rock, intending to fire from where I

stood, but the cave turned off at an angle and there was
nothing to do but go right in. So in I went and was
greeted by a terrific rush from the. bear, which turned me
heels over head, knocking the rifle out of my hands and
breaking the stock against the rocks. I managed to

regain my feet and then the ball opened, and Bose
and the bear had a right lively time of it for a little

while. I saw that he could not bite on account of his

broken jaw, and when he rushed on me I grabbed him
and we tiissled together like man and man; then Bose
came in on the rear and drew his attention while I tried

to climb back up the slope, but it was very steep and
the sand slipped from under rny feet so that I could not
make much headway; and before I was half out the bear
was on me and down we rolled together to the bottom of

the pit.

"Seeing that it would be of no use trying to get out. I

faced about and put up the best fight I knew how. We
had a regular boxing match: he would slug me and over
I would go, then I'd hit him and in his turn down he would
roll, but the beast was so confoundedly quick on the re-

cover that I never had a chance to reach the gun barrel
before he was again on me. Every time he would strike me
his claws would cut through my clothing and into my
flesh, and I was soon blood from head to foot. At last he
caught me across the face, and I was so blinded with
blood that he got the advantage, and grabbing me around
the body began what came pretty near being a death
hug. 1 was too played out to offer much resistance, and
guess the jig would have been up if it hadn't been for old

Bose coming up in the rear and nipping the bear in the
flank. This made him drop me, and he got the dog in a
corner and grabbing him squeezed the life out of the poor
beast, but it gave me time to reach the barrel of my
broken gun, and as he came at me the last time I brought
the steel down with all my remaining strength upon his
head. That settled him, but I continued to rain blows as
long as there was the least sign of life. Poor old Bose
was stone dead, with his teeth clenched in the cold meat
of his enemy, and I, dripping with sweat and blood, had
just time to crawl out of the hole when I fainted. When
I came to it was night and the fight I had to keep from
freezing to death was almost as bad as the circus with the
bear. I can tell you I was mighty glad to see you riding
by, but it took every last living bit of strength that was
left in me to hail*loud enough to get you to look my
way."

Several years have passed since that event, Raymond
has at last'joined the majority—no, not died, but married
—and is, or rather was, living in a one-roomed rock
cabin, every etone of which was hewn and set by his own
hands, and which stands on the cliffs of one of the remote
headwaters of the Brazos. It is not very far from the
spot where his famous fight occurred, and is in the region
where, in the wild days of the frontier, we, so to speak,
"fit, bled and died together." I visited him a year or so
ago. There are two or three young Brooks now, sturdy
young fellows that give promise of emulating then-
father's mighty deeds, and in the evenings we would all

sit around the big fireplace, crouched on the skin of that
very bear that came so near making an end of the chapter
before it was well started.

What a man Raymond was! I have passed my life

among college athletes and frontiersmen, but I can re-

member no one who ever approached him in point of
strength. He was six feet four inches in height and
weighed two hundred and tweny-five pounds, every
ounce of which was solid muscle. To this strength and
his brave heart, aided by the devotion of the hound Bose,
must be attributed his victory over the bear. No un-
armed man is a match for an uninjured bear, and it is

very probable that had the first shot, which broke the
beast's jaw, been less fortunately placed, the tragedy of
Bear vs. Ray would have had another termination.

Alex. M. Reynolds.
Seattle, Wash., June 5, 1890.

AN ADIRONDACK OUTING.

ON Aug. 25, with my wife and two boys, aged two
and four years, we boarded the 8 A. M. train at

Canton, N. Y. A change at Philadelphia, another at
Carthage, and at 12:20 we were at "the Crossing," or
Oswegatchie. A stage ride of three miles brought us to
Star Lake. Here are two hotels and quite a number of
cottages of more or less pretention. I owned one of them,
but when they erected a hotel within 100ft. of my house
I thought it was too thickly settled and sold out.
Star- Lake is quite a summer resort, the lake being a very

fine body of water and very irregular in shape, as its

name indicates. It is about two miles in its longest line
and has some six miles of shore line. Its general depth
is 20 to 25ft. , but it has its shallow bays with sand and
stony bottom and in one place the bottom is found at a
depth of over 75ft. It is fed mostly by springs and has a
hardly visible outlet.

The afternoon of our arrival was spent in getting rested
and looking after a team to take us on to the "Inlet."
The next morning at 8 o'clock we left the lake, one team
took our boat (a 15x30 Canadian model) and baggage, the
other ourselves. The latter rig was a buckboard, though
to stand the rough road it had to be very heavy and the
spring was not enough to speak of. One mile of good
road and we turned into an old clearing, thence into the
forest. For two miles the road was so that we could
keep our seats by a vigorous use of both hands and feet.

Then Madame said "Let me walk," and 4-year-old Harry

said "Me too." I had to keep to the wagon and hold the
2-year-old. I've toted a oOlbs. pack over this road, and
it was fun compared with this ride. Everything has an
end, and at 10:30 we arrived at Sternburg's on the Inlet.

Sternburg's is a quiet little hotel. Nearly new, and
though unpainted, is clean and neat. The' house will
accommodate about thirty people, and is a halting place
for those bound further into the woods. From half a
dozen to twenty were about the number of guests during
our stay; and each day saw its arrivals and departures.
The house is well kept and guests are made as comfort-
able as possible.

On the afternoon of our arrival it rained, and the five

succeeding days were more or less off the same piece.
Madame and the children kept pretty close to the house,
but I went fishing more or less. The water was high and
there was no hunting on the river. However, the house
was well supplied, as Mr. S. and his stalwart son and
son-in-law are all good hunters. The Monday following
our arrival was bright and warm, and I took a tramp
up the Albany road some three infles, hunting ruffed
grouse—or partridge as we call them. At this place on
the road a brook crosses and there is a little beaver
meadow, alders and an old camp ground, grown up to a
thicket of birch, spruce and briers. I found no birds and
pushed on up the brook to another little patch of grass
some thirty rods above. Coming out from behind the
trunk and roots of an upturned tree I stopped within
three or four rods of a small oblong piece of tall grass
nearly surrounded by alders. Something red, with white
spots on it, below the tops of the grass, attracted my
attention. The first thought what is it? The next it is a
fawn. Just then it raised its head. For the next ten
seconds there was pantomime on both sides. I broke open
my gun, pulled out the fine shot shells and %vent for my
pocket for a shell loaded with buckshot. Out in the
grass another fawn put \ip its head, the old doe stuek
hers up out of the alders at one side and all three bounded
away.

Well, I came hunting for partridge—not for deer, be-
sides it is against the law to shoot a spotted fawn, and it

would be too bad to have killed the mother doe and broken
up such a happy family. So after the firstmoment of re-
gret I am glad that my gun was loaded with fine shot.
Patiently I hunted every foot of ground, but only saw

two birds, and they flushed wild. As one parted the
thick undergrowth of the camp ground I followed it with
a charge of shot. Not knowing whether I had hit it or
not 1 followed. It was on a side hill, the ground plenti-
fully strewn with old half-decayed logs, and I had to look
sharp to my footing to avoid an ugly tumble. I reached
the place where I last saw the bird and looked for bird or
feathers. Seeing neither I raised my head, and on a dry
limb not fifteen feet from my face sat the bird; but as my
eyes touched her she was off like a rocket. So long as I

was not looking toward her she let me approach almost
near enough to touch her. An hour more of hard hunting
gave me but one bird, and I returned to the hotel more
tired from my tramp than I cared to own.

Several fine days followed, and on one of them madame,
children and myself followed up the river some five
miles, and ate our dinner on a large rock overlooking the
alder meadow. Near this rock thirty to forty years ago
one Charles Marsh had a trapping shanty. Wolves and
panthers were quite plenty in those days and Marsh used
to trap them. One day he landed at the foot of the rock
and leaving the carcasses of a deer and a fox in his boat
he went back a few rods to set a trap. Stooping down at
his work he heard a little move near his boat, but saying
to himself, "Steve has come up the river and is trying to
scare me," he went on with his work without looking up.
Presently, however, a fierce yell brought him to his feet,
and he saw standing on the rock looking down at his boat
and gun a full-grown panther. At a startled cry from
Marsh the animal vanished in the bushes.

This meadow is a mixture of alder beds and tall grass,
and may be three miles long by nearly a mile wide. The
river is very crooked and its course through the meadow
would probably measure five or six miles. This is the best
hunting ground on the river, and fishing for small trout
is very good. During our run down I held the boat and
madame fished, catching about forty, the largest being a
better one than I caught on the whole trip. 1 thought so
at the time, and have heard it so stated since my return.
Well, madame took kindly to the sport and only falling
darkness could induce her to lay aside the rod. And
"the kids" enjoyed it too. The other guests were duly
informed, "My mamma caught a whole lot of trout."
The wet weather interfered sadly with the sport, though

I got in several good days' fishing and hunted two nights
without seeing or hearing anything. In a day or two our
outing would be over; and I had not killed a deer. So
one fine morning, with George Nunn in the stern, we
paddled up the river some twelve miles and fished down.
Under a floodwood I got a glimpse of a broad red side and
a strong tug at the hook. Too eager, I struck: and
though I pricked I did not hold my fish. Then I spent a
full hour trying to tempt the prize to take a variety of
tempting baits. No use; so we left him. How long was
he? I don't know, but the week previous a party caught
three at this place weighing respectively If, 2i and 3*lbs.
When we had caught enough fish we landed, built a "fire,

and cooked and ate until we were satisfied. Then we
took to the boat again, and dusk found us with a goodly
number of fish at Government Camp. Here we landed,
got supper and waited for dark. It was a splendid night,
dark, still and warm.
Taking off my boots, I wrapped my feet and legs in a

heavy blanket and settled down to business. Up the
river we went some two miles. Then after waiting half
an hour we started down stream. Mile after mile was
passed over with no sound of game. About 1 o'clock, and
just above the rock referred to, Nunn turned the bow of
the boat into a shallow cove. Back at the further end I
see a white bunch in the grass. It has no particular
shape, and may be only a bunch of grass; but I am sus-
picious, and watch it. Directly two bright spots appear
near the water and are raised as the deer raises its head.
It is too far away for a sure shot, and as I whisper to
Nunn, who has not seen it, to push the boat ahead, there
is a splash and a crash and the game is away.
Again we drift on by the mile and hour. We are now

but little over a mile 'from home and but a quarter of a
mile above a large camp. Just here is a chance, however,
for there is a small cove on the right, a large one on the
left, and just below the latter, with a narrow tongue of
land between, is the outlet of Otter Pond, here spreading

-iisconctu, <v-. _

out two or three rods wide; the bank covered with thick
alders near the mouth, but a little further back spreading
out in grass marsh.
Nunn hears a deer on the left, and the boat glides

slowly and silently down the stream. Directly we can
see the upper cove, but no deer. Now we are passing
the cove on the right, and there is heard splash, splash at
our side, and then behind us, and out goes a deer. Fol-
lowing that immediately is a plunge in the mouth of the
brook, and we know that the deer on the left had been
alarmed and started out.
Quick work, now, or no game. A couple of quick,

hard strokes of the paddle and the bow of the boat rushes
past the point, and I can see up the brook.
In the center of it is a dark object. I have been in it

before and know this is the deer. She is standing quar-
tering from us and looking some other way; so I do not
see the eyes.
The gun has been brought to a ready, and now it

touches the shoulder. A glance along the barrel shows
it where it should be and the trigger is pressed. From
mountain to mountain the report roars and rolls, and
when the echoes have died away we hear a kicking in
the aiders a couple of rods from the shore.
"You have got her," says Nunn, "though you shot so

quick I thought you had missed. I did not see the deer
at all."

"I had to shoot quick. That deer had started to go and
only stopped an instant to see what was coming."
A few minutes' search among the grass and alders found

a very large doe dead. We loaded her into the boat and
paddled quickly home. As we hung her up daylight was
breaking in the east.

The next day we left the inlet, coming out by Ben-
son's Mines, a much better as well as shorter road.
And now I would like to add a few words on jack hunt-

ing, my favorite method. This is the usual method of
killing deer early in the season, and so much is against it.

There are ways to prevent that, and an active man can
"salt" with sulphur every watering place for miles around;
and this repeated occasionally will keep deer from water-
ing and to a great extent prevent that kind of killing.
But let us suppose that it is Aug. 15 and we have a right

to kill. The law-makers are willing we should kill as
we please so long as our method is not cruel nor too des-
tructive. Killing is killing, and I do not suppose it

makes any difference to a dead deer whether it dropped
to a shot from a still-hunter or by jack-light. What we
want is to give the game a chance. Let us see what its

chances are in floating. First, natural chances.
The shore area of stream, pond and lake is but a small

percentage of the whole woods. Many ponds and streams
have little or no feed and deer do not water there. This
then limits the hunting ground of the jack-hunter to a
very small territory.

Again, hunter and deer must meet at one time and
place. You cover miles and miles and of all the deer
that come to the shore you see but one, perhaps, because
not at the right place at the right time. Deer are not
likely to come to water on cold or rainy nights. On
windy nights they scent you long before you get within
sight. On foggy nights you cannot 3ee and on moon-
light nights the game can see you.
Now, don't you see that from natural causes we bring

the jack hunter into very narrow limits?
Some say it requires no skill to kill a deer this way;

that the guide does it all. The guide must do bis part; he
must propel the boat in absolute silence; no matter
whether the current is swift, or grass, sticks and lily pads
obstruct. But the hunter must also do his part, or the
most skillful guide will not avail. The light is uncertain
and he must many times guess where to aim. Hundred's
of shots are fired without result. The guide has his pay,
the hunter his chagrin, and the deer a good scare that
makes him harder for the next man to approach. It is a
fact that if a pond or stream is hunted much the deer
become "educated," and the average hunter might as
well roll in his blankets and go to sleep as to hunt.
As regards so many being wounded and escaping, I

think the stories are overdrawn. I have hunted off and
on for thirty years. I have perhaps killed fifty deer,
most of them with the jack. I can count some clean
misses, but not half a dozen wounded that escaped. If a
deer is hit at all hard, a good guide can follow the trail and
the deer is pretty sure to be found and killed.
We have this positive evidence, where hounds are used

deer become scarce; where dogs are not used, all the "float-
ing" does no harm, though some of it is done early in the
season.
By this I do not mean I approve, of early hunting. I

believe in living up to the law, and I maintain that jack-
hunting after Aug. 15 is not more destructive than the
natural increase of game will permit. J, H. R.

( 'axtox, N. Y.

THEY LOVE THE MUSIC.
HUNTINGTON, W. Va., Dec. 22.—Fox chasing in W.

Va, however others may regard it, I call it a
strange sport, if sport it may be" called, that is sometimes
engaged in here. To call it hunting may be a misnomer.
It is engaged in only by those having a fine musical ear:
I mean the ear that can appreciate the symphonic baying
of the pursuing pack howling over hill and dale, now
near now far away. Not only do the more common
class, but the elite of the town take interest in the sport.
I have seen them with their hounds, without a gun with
them, go over the river into Ohio as the sun was setting,
to enjoy their royal sport. Why without a gun? ask you.
Just to sit down, perhaps by a fire and let off the dogs
and wait for the music, which of course begins as soon as
the dogs strike a trail. Whether the fox is caught they
know not, they care not: but is the concert good? To
them it doubtless is. But give me grouse, woodcock and
quail shooting and they may have their sylvan canine
concerts. I want to see the chips fly when I chop the
wood . Quite a few foxes are hunted , the huntsmen riding
on horses pell mell, in ye olden style, and "nary a gun
wid em," and he loses caste whb dares to Are upon
reynard at such times.
There is a queer custom here of trailing a dead fox

through the streets of a city on Christmas or New Year's
day. The man who trails the fox rides belter skelter
through town

, up one street and down another/ Presently
a pack of hounds is put on track and follows the trail
with great gusto—with all the eagerness and uproar that
might be expected in a "live" hunt in a veritable forest.

N. D, Elting,
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THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been much interested in all your woodcock bird
whistle papers, and as my experience has extended over
more than half a century of woodcock shooting) and
many seasons' shooting I have bagged from 100 to 150
birds) and the bird always interesting me, I have spent
many pleasant hours in studying its habits in spring as
well as in fall and summer shooting, I want you to put
down my vote to the wing theory.

I know the bird has a little mouth talk, or note, which
I have often heard when the birds were mating and
strutting on the ground in the spring, and tbe same note
I have heard often from the old bird when I have been
catching the young chicks; but the sound or note is not
the same as the whistle of the continuous-flying, full-
plumaged bird, and I have so often had the slightly
wounded bird in my hand, and held by the bill or feet,
make, as I am sure, the same whistling -with his wings,
that I cannot be mistaken; and the bird when not in
flumage, held the same way, does not make the whistle,
know we do not all hear, "see or think alike; but any

person who will take a full-plutnaged woodcock that is
lively, hold it by the bill or feet and let it have full use of
its wings, cannot but be convinced the whistle is made
with the wings,
Audubon should be pretty good authority, and he

records the noise as* made by the wings: and among all
my bird acquaintance I do not remember one bird that
has a continuous mouth note when flying, but very many
have a wing whistle when flying, such as the golden-eye
duck, whistling swan and many others, that can be heard
a long distance. The drumming ruffed grouse, noise of
the wings of the flushed quail and many others talk with
their wings as well as their mouths.

Geo. A. Boardman.
Calais, Maine.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with great interest the many articles that

have appeared in your paper concerning the ways of the
woodcock and have added to the list myself. In looking
over your paper for the past year I find about three to
one in favor of the wing sound, and all give good reas-
ons, while a few who have had a woodcock in confine-
ment claim that the sound is produced by the bill. I
have also asked every sportsman (and they are many)
from Maine to Florida and have never fouud one who
did not think the sound was produced by the wing on its
flight.

On looking over my paper on my return from the field
trials I find Mr. Trumbull out with an article in your
issue of Dec. 11, in which he contends that the woodcock
makes its sound by the bill or throat only. I think any
one who writes on this subject should find as near as pos-
sible the true habits of the bird, and if possible how the
sound is produced, and the last place to find the true
habits or nature of man, beast or bird is to confine them
in close confinement, which seems to be the only way
that Mr. Trumbull or any of his supporters have ever
studied them.

I was very sorry that I was not at home to see my
papers so as to answer Mr. Trumbull before, but as Mr.
Brewster has already done this in your issue of Dec. 25, I
will content myself by writing now and trying to show
that Mr. Trumbull's article is misleading to the beginner
in ornithology.
Now, I don't want Mr. Trumbull or any other man to

think that I deprive him the privilege to think as he
pleases, but I do think, as I say above, that treatment of
any subject of this kind should be as correct as possible,
as it goes as recorded fact, and his way of finding the
true habits of woodcock I think to be all wrong.

It is time the sportsmen and the ornithologists of this
country came out in force to prove if possible which is
right. The expense would be light, and if every lover of
these birds (and their names are legion) would contribute
a small amount to pay a man or a committee of three
men to go South now and study them, I think it would
be a move in the right direction. They could follow them
from Florida to Maine on their trip north and east, and
by August we could get a full report of the woodcock,
his habits, mode of feeding, the way he produces the
sound, and mode of rearing the young.
My article in your journal of Jan, 22, 1890, gives in a

rough way my idea of the woodcock. At that time I did
not claim he had a note by the bill, but after a close study
of them in Febuary I found they had, and wrote your
journal to that effect, which you published on March 6.
Every observation reported in these two articles was
made on the bird in his natural element. I claim that
the woodcock does fan its tail and strut like a turkey
gobbler, and is one of the proudest things I ever saw,
notwithstanding Mr. Trumbull to the contrary. I also
say and know by observation, that they do in mating or
breeding season have a continuous twitter of the bill and
wings combined on their ascent, and that on their descent
they have as perfect a song as any lark or bird I ever
heard. Also that when on the ground after their ascent
and decent they make a very sharp spate five or six times,
as I described in issue of March 6, and which I cannot
describe as other than like that of a drake, only much
sharper, and it can be heard for a quarter of a mile on
still nights, and as I said in that paper, they keep it up
from early sunset until daylight in the morning. This is
the sound, as near as I can make it, that Mr. Trumbull's
bird made, wbich deceived the greenhouse man.
But I do say, Mr. Editor, to you, to Mr. Trumbull, and

to all unbelievers, that I have on many occasions tried
the woodcock by holding it by the bill, also by the feet,
and have had it make the pure metallic jingle or whistle
with its wings which it invariably makes when flushed
by myself or my dogs in cover or open, and I can prove
it by plenty of men who would not perhaps wish their
names drawn into this controversy.

I will now add to my letter of March 6, that after mat-
ing and hatching the young, the woodcock through May
and June cease their spiral ascent, also their song note,
and after the young bird gets large enough to feed and
take care of itself, the last of June or first of July, they
begin again the ascent and song, which lasts then until
the last of July or first of August, when they begin to
molt, Then they are quite dormant and stir very little;

and from the middle of August to the middle of Sep-
tember they seek the most secluded spots on sidehills, in
briers and bramble, and a dog has to be an extra good
one and to know bis business to find them, as they will
he and let any one step within a few inches of them
without offering to flush, and when they do fly on this
occasion they produce no sound by bill or wing, which
goes to show that the feather that makes the whistle is
not there or is not strong enough to produce the sound.

If I have added anything to the ways of tbe woodcock
I am very glad; and again, if I have hurt any one's feel-
ings by my way of putting things, I am sorry. I am
sorry I cannot handle this subject as Mr, Brewster has,
but will try to keep up my end in my way, and as I say
above I hope the sportsmen of this country will secondmy motion and put out some men and make a close study
of the best bird I ever shot at, and one that is fading
away very fast, and l«t them say how the woodcock pro-
duces the sound, and if I am wrong I am willing to put
myself into bondage and let Mr. Trumbull study my
habits as he has the poor little woodcock, in a dungeon
cell'. T. M. Aldrich.
Providence, Rhode Island.

SURROUNDED BY SNOW BUNTINGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
This afternoon while in pursuit of a large owl abont

the field just outside the city limits an immense flock
(at least 4,000) of snowflakes {Pleetrophenax nivalis)
came into a buckwheat stubble field, through which I
was passing. I was near the center and they settled
down to the east of me. I noticed that those furthest
from me would fly over the others and alight on the side
nearest to me, and concluded that if they were not dis-
turbed they would soon surround me. I sat down on my
heels in the snow, and keeping perfectly quiet awaited
their coming. I had not long to wait before I was com-
pletely surrounded and had an excellent opportunity to
watch them. There was a continual jumping up to
secure the heads of grapes, which they would hold down
with their long toes and claws while eating from them.
My position was not an easy one, and I finally had to
stand erect. My first motion was the signal for my sur-
rounding company and they seemed to rise as one. The
circling motion, which they always make when alight-
ing or starting, brought many of them over my head,
and so close were they that I felt the rush of the wind
caused by the motion of their wings. I thought I had
seen large flocks of snow buntings, but had never seen
any that compared with this. It covered acres. From
my position I have no doubt that I might have shot a
hundred birds with the two barrels of my gun. But I
was after a larger bird and knew that the report would
be the signal for him to take bis departure.

I followed him around that farm of 192$ acres for three
mortal hours, and the last I saw of him was at five o'clock,
and so dark that I could just make him out as he passed
over the residences in the south part of the city.
Before seeing the owl I saw another interesting occur-

rence. About a quarter of a mile from me I saw a black
object moving about on the snow, and turned in that
direction to ascertain what it was. "When within forty
or fifty rods the object disappeared. As the field was
level and free from stones, I could not understand what
had become of it. Keeping my eyes on the place where
I had last seen it, I approached the spot, only to find the
tracks of an animal which I thought to be those of a
skunk, but they looked too large. On following the
tracks about two rods, I found that they also disappeared
in a hammock of the snow. Passing within six feet of
it to the opposite side I found an opening, and looking in
saw the black fur of some animal, I was now convinced
that it was a skunk, and as I was not looking for " Sir
Mephitis," I did not walk up and give it a kick and shoot
at it as it ran away. I stopped back two rods, and mak-
ing a small ball threw it at the hammock, when, to my
surprise, out jumped a black and white cat, that bounded
across the field. I have seen cats crouch and hide in the
grass, but did not know they would force themselves
under the snow for concealment. J. D. Davison.
Lockport, Dec. 6, 1890.

^e hear
' ^ is not at a11 Particular what it eats.

Like the bibulous individual who has recorded his laterMe preferences in not altogether faultless verse, it will
•
take m
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ost anytning-" One day in '87, while the cookm a Maine bark camp was out, one of these brutes
entered, rooted the lid off a butter tub, and when the
cook returned, was literally "up to his eyes" in the con-
tents.

Mr. Samuel Pugsley, a gentleman living near here and
one whoso word passes at par with the writer every time,
assures me that he killed one in his hen house in the act
of destroying his poultry. Indeed, I saw one last summer
making very suspicious advances on a flock of youn°
turkeys, and had not the owner of them declined to
sacrifice a fowl in the interest of science, and insisted onmy shooting the marauder forthwith, I could probably
have offered some direct evidence on that point to-day.
As it is, it is an. open question whether he was rustling
for a dinner, or was under the impression that his
"plumage" entitled him to associate with fowls, and
engage with them in a one-sided game of "tag."

It is a well known fact that one "quill pig" will do as
much injury in a field of buckwheat as anv like-sized in-
dividual among his shovel-nosed brethren, while the
damage these animals do in the State of Maine alone by
girdling trees amounts to so much that it is a wonder a
bounty is not offered for their scalps. Two years ago a
valuable horse pasturing near here was badly injured by
getting a blow on his nose from a porcupine's tail. The
number of dogs that get hurt in the same way is simply
enormous. When I state that the porcupine is on the
increase, in that vicinity at least, I have summed up the
case for the prosecution. Now, can any one tell us of
any good this animal does, or state any sufficient reason
why it should not be killed on sight ? L. I. Flower.
New Brunswick.

A Queer Goose.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr.
John H. Sherard, a planter of this county, described to
me a goose that he captured last Feburary or March on
his plantation, which was a unique bird for these parts
and defied the erudition of local sportsmen to determine
its status among the genus Anser. The colors of the body
were similar to those of the common wild goose that re-
sorts to this latitude in the winter months, but the head
and neck, down to the body, were perfectly white, with
pink bill, feet and legs, like the domestic goose. The
specimen captured was a solitary bird, and alighted in the
clover lot not far from the barn vard. Mr. Sherard made
a long shot at it with No. 2 shot, and "wing-tipped" it,
hurting it but slightiy. He placed it with the domestic
geese m the barn yard, but it showed no disposition to
affiliate with them, keeping entirely aloof. I believe it
died after a month's captivity. It is described as being
taller and more slender in its proportions than the wild
goose.—Coahoma. [You do not tell us what is the com-
mon wild goose of your neighborhood in winter. The
bird you speak of may have been a blue goose. The
description given is so vague and general that we cannot
conjecture as to the species of the bird. And guessing in
matters of science is not permitted.]

THE PORCUPINE.
J SING of arms and the hero," says the poet. He who

chooses for his subject the porcupine has abundant
excuse to sing of arms, for no legion of oldtime knights
had half so many lances at rest as he; but were one in
search of a hero he might go a long distance further
without much risk of faring any worse. True, I did once
read in a boy's paper, generally accounted one of the
best and most reliable in the country, a description of a
reckless and even heroic charge by a band of porcupines,
to avenge the death of one of their number at the hands
of a Maine hunter; but to say I believed it would be put-
ting a very heavy strain on the truth. I think the
author of the story went as far in the latter direction as
was desirable.

Inasmuch as he deals swift and sharp, as well as severe
punishment to any animal that meddles with him, the
porcupine has long been held up as an embodiment, as
well as an emphasizer of the great principle, that every
one should mind his own business and not meddle with
that of other people. But as example is better than pre-
cept, and he of all animals is oftenest found nosing
around hedges, orchards, outhouses, lumber camps and
back shanties—places where he would seem to have no
earthly call, I think it would be fitting to look elsewhere
for a practical illustration of that important truth.
Some people speak of the porcupine as an animal that

"is always right side up." If by "right," they mean the
prickly side, many of us have seen them in another
position; and I for one believe that if the whole race
were "wrong side up" there would be no great hiatus in
the welfare of the world. To me a pocupine seems a sort
of an animated Canada thistle, or if you prefer it the
thistle is a vegetized porcupine. The beauty of both the
plant and the animal may very well be questioned, while
their utter worthlessness has never to my knowledgle
been a subject of dispute.
"I first heard of the animal from the old settlers as hav-

ing the power of "shooting its quills." As it can strike
quick and dexterous blows with its tail, always planting
the harpoons where they will do the mcsfc damage, I can
readily forgive this inaccuracy. It is usually credited
with being a vegetarian in diet, but if we can believe

How Two Fawns Took Their Eations.—Amos Pat-
terson, of East Valley, Wash., has two fine young deer
that he has raised on his place. He was out hunting one
day and killed a doe with two young fawns. The crea-
tures were very small and ran away in terror at the death
of their mother. In a few days Mr. Patterson caught
them and brought them home. They steadily refused to
imbibe the lacteal fluid through a regulation nipple at-
tached to a nursing bottle, and other artifices tried were
in vain. What was to be done? IE they were much
longer without food they would perish. A bright idea
struck Mr. Patterson. Taking the hide of the mother
that had been butchered previously he inserted the nip-
ples through the skin. When the 'fawns felt the warm
coat of the supposed mother, they commenced to drink at
once, and for a good while after no trouble was experi-
enced in giving them their regular rations.—Jo. (Seattle,
Wash.).

Goldfinch in Captivity.—St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 21—
Editor Forest and Stream.: Being an interested reader
of your paper, I would like to ask you or some of your
readers for information. For years I have taken a great
interest in our American goldfinch yellowbird (Carduelis
elegans), but in spite of my efforts I have not succeeded
to keep them in captivity. I have used the various bird
foods, seeds, tonics, greens, etc., have taken the birds
before and after moulting, kept them singly and in num-
bers, inside and out, but to no use. I understand that
they can be kept in captivity if you know how to treat
them. Any information will be thankfully received
through your journal.—D. B. [We have seen many
yellowbirds (S. tristis) in confinement which seemed to
do well on such food as is given to canaries. Canary and
rape seed were the foundation of the diet, but of course
the greater the variety given the more likely the birds
are to do well and thrive.]

Virginia Deer in Austria.—Berlin, Dec. 20.—The
Count Brenner, father-in-law of the hereditary Prince of
Ratisbor, some years ago imported six pairs of Virginia
deer and set them loose in his domain, Grafinegg, in
Austria. They have wonderfully increased, and at a
recent aristocratic hunt three of them were killed. This
meat is considered superior to that of the native animal.—TJie Washington Post, Dee. 0i.

Black Foxes.—Mr, Fred Burke, of Barronsfield, who,
as reported a few weeks ago in the Amherst Sentinel,
shot a black fox, was successful in capturing another of
those rare animals a few days ago. He has shot thirty-
one foxes this fall, and the other day sold the skins to
Messrs. Black & Co., of Truro, for about $225.—Truro,
Can., Sentinel.

Snowv Owls.—Edgar, Neb., Dec. 5,—The snowy owl
has again appeared in this vicinity. A farmer brought
me a very large one yesterday, and another has been seen
east of here a few miles.—H.

Names and Portraits or Birds, by Gurdon Trumbmi. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can

tify without question all the American game birds whichIdentfi
they may kill. Cloth, 330 pages, price 88.60. Wot sale by Fobbbi
AHD STB1AM.
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The eull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories arid British Provinces are given in the Book oj the

Game- Laws.

THOSE NOVA SCOTIA LICENSES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Dec. 4, under the heading of "Nova

Scotia Licenses," Mr. C. S. Harrington, chief game com-
missioner, intimates that certain American sportsmen
fled the country from fear of arrest for shooting moose
without a license. I have reason to believe that Mr. C
M. Stark, of Dunbarton, N. H., and myself are the per-

sons referred to. In justice to us both I trust you will

give space to the following:
Mr. Sta,rk and myself were strangers to Nova Scotia and

its moose hunting grounds. Upon inquiry we were
referred to Mr. John Daley, of Digby, who we were in-

formed was the game warden for Digby county, a
thorough sportsman and one who could outfit us. After
corresponding with him we intrusted him last May to

make the necessary arrangements. We arrived in Digby
Sept. 12. Each took out a license to hunt big game
(which I herewith inclose). It reads:

Licease is hereby granted Roht. D. Gould, Esq., of Fitsburg,
Mass., U.S., to shout, large game in Digby county for one year from
1st September, 1690, to 1st September, 1891, subject to conditions
of game laws as now in force in Nova Scotia.

JOHN D ai/ev, Game Warden, Digby Co.
Digby, N. S„ Sept. 12, 1S90.

We then started for the interior as soon as we could get
our traps together. Upon our return to Digby some
three weeks later we learned from Mr. Daley that a com-
plaint had been made to the Association that we were
shooting without a license, that word had come back to

send officers to arrest us, and that he had interfered and
stopped them. Later we were fortunate enough to meet
the gentleman who made the complaint, and upon our
showing him our license we learned for the first time
that Daley was not at that time game warden; that he had
previously held that position for a number of years, but
it had recently been tranferred to the County Clerk.
Now, Digby is a small town. We remained therefrom

Sunday at 9 "P. M. until the following Tuesday at 11 P.
M. waiting for the steamer. The gentleman who made
the complaint, appreciating our position, said he did not
care to make us any trouble, and that the Association
would investigate the*matter. Mr. Daley is proprietor of
the Hotel Royal and is considered responsible, and if he
had no authority to issue licenses, why have not the
Association stopped him before this, as there have been
several parties who have taken out licenses through him
since he lost the office? Mr. Daley, in signing a license
as game warden without authority, must certainly lay
himself liable to arrest for obtaining money under false
pretenses. From what I can learn, this whole matter
seems to be the outgrowth of some local trouble, and
before passing judgment Mr. Daley's story should be
heard. Robt. D. Gould.
Fitchcurg, Mass., Dec. 22.

MAINE—ITS GAME AND LAW.

I AM very sorry to be obliged to say that the hounding
of deer in Maine continues. Maine papers are full of

items of deer killed. During a couple of weeks I have
collected items showing the slaughter of some 16 deer in
different sections of that State. This would be all right,
and every honest sportsmen would rejoice with the happy
hunters, were the fact established that the hunting was
fairly done. But such is not the case. The fox hunters
have increased, and these fox hunters bring home deer.
A party of respectable merchants and business men left

Boston on Monday night, for a hunting trip in Maine.
They told their friends that they were going for deer and
caribou, and that they should stay as long as the open
season lasts, or until Jan. 1. This looks fair on the face
of it, and as though the hunters had some respect for the
game laws of the State were they propose to hunt. But
on the express team, on its way to the depot of the
Boston & Maine Railroad that afternoon I saw a handsome
Iiound. Was that hound the property of the hunting
party? I had the curiosity to make inquiries and found
that he went with them.

I learn from perfectly reliable sources that the hounds,
mentioned in my former article, as dogging deer on the
side of Aziscohos, have twice since my first information
been over to the West Arm of Richardson Lake, each time
running a deer into the water, which the hunters did not
get, for the reason that the deer swam the lake, and
neither the dogs nor the hunters had time to follow.
This pack of hounds is said to be owned in the Magallaway
Upper Settlement.
In the report of the Commissioner of Fisheries and

Game of the State of Maine, extracts only of which I have
seen, the Commissioners frankly admit that the illegal
hunting of deer is carried on in some parts of the State.
Would that it were a few parts only! The report makes
use of this paragraph: "Yet there is a portion of the
State where they have put the law at defiance, and have
killed them in and out of season, and with dogs. This is

at the expense of the law-abiding portion, and is unjust
and unmanly, taking the rights away from the law-
abiding citizen. Owing to our meagre appropriation for
so large an interest as our fish and game, we have been
unable to give them the necessary protection they
deserve."

This is an honest statement, and it is worthy of the
honorable gentlemen who are the authors of it. It also
fully vindicates what the Forest and Stream has had to
say in advance of the report. But the idea is shameful,
and goes to show how men can bemean themselves, when
it is possible to hunt or fish in spite of laws designed for
the good of all. Will the State of Maine respond promptly
to the needs of the hour, so clearly pointed out by the
able Commissioners? Let me say here that it is the one
hope of my love for forest sports that the coming session
of the Maine Legislature will give the Commissioners of
Fisheries and Game the power to enforce the laws of the
state, with such wholesome changes as those gentlemen
recommend in their able and honest report. I have not
a word of fault to find with a single change that they
suggest in that report, which report I hope that the For-
est and Stream will publish in full. The changes they

suggest seem to me to come from deep thought and long
experience, and with such changes, and then with as

nearly absolute enforcement as the able Commissioners
would bring about with a reasonable sum of money at

their command, the State of Maine would be about as

near the hunters' paradise as it is possible to find in this

country where game has been so shamefully wasted. I

am glad that the Forest and Stream has led in this,

work, and I am glad that the experience of gentlemen so

amply qualified as the Maine Commissioners are at the
helm to direct. Will Maine grant the necessary funds?
Can she, as a State, see on which side of her bread the
butter hee? Is she not aware that thousands of sports-

men are only too anxious to visit her borders—her very
inward forests? Is she aware that no other interest, not
even that of timber, is as great, as productive of actual
wealth , as the interest of fishing and hunting might be
made to her citizens? Will the lumber interest in that
State again be allowed to spoil wholesome fish and game
Legislation at the last hours of the session ofthe Legislature
his winter? Look at what the Commissioners have already
accomplished in the way of the increase of deer; the im-
provement in fishing, even with the miserable pittance
that the Commission has been allowed ! Talk about State
aid to railroads in that State, why State aid—State back-
bone—in the enforcement of wholesome game and fish

laws will prove one of the greatest boons to the railroads
in that State.
The Commissioners of Maine again propose that the

open season on moose, deer and caribou be made to
commence on Sept. 1. I believe that this can be done
without harm to the game interests of the State. They
also propose that the same principles involved in the fish

law limiting the amount of fish to be transported to his
own home, by the person who has legally caught the
same, and with his name legibly marked on the property,
and accompanied by him in person, shall apply to every
species of game. The Legislature to fix the amount thus
to be carried including grouse or partridge. This is right.
It is sensible, it is even magnanimous. The hunter who
has legally killed game in the open season has stolen
nothing. He is entitled to his property. For the good of
all the State should limit the quantity, however.
But others are to write on this important question in

the Forest and Stream. Will they handle the question
as sensibly as the honest Commissioners have done in
their report? Cranky ideas must not come in here. Only
broad-gauge sentiment will answer. The man who would
"make jack shooting a State prison offense" must stop
and think that the jack shooting of a deer in the proper
open season is no more a crime than still-hunting: that
the deer are not dogged out of the country by the act;
that only one deer is destroyed, if the hunter is a man fit

to be in the woods. A method of hunting is to be con-
demned only when it is found that by it the game is being
driven away or destroyed by wholesale. Special.

A GOOSE HUNT IN NORTH DAKOTA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
About the 20th of October the writer, in company with

W. S. Parker, a druggist of Lisbon, N. D., and Dr. O. G.
Winters, of La Crosse, Wis., left Lisbon, via Fargo, for
Devil's Lake for a few days' sport among the wily wild
geese. Taking the morning train from Fargo, a six
hours' ride upon the finely equipped Great Northern
Railway through a portion of the Red River Valley
brought us to the lake with the Satanic name, where, by
previous arrangement, a team and driver were in waiting
to convey us to the hunting grounds. We made our
headquarters at the house of a substantial German
farmer.
We were up betimes the next morning, eating break-

fast by lamplight, and having carefully loaded our am-
munition, decoys, etc., into the commodious two-seated
buggy, were soon off into the thick darkness of the early
morning, headed for the lake where the geese had spent
the night. A lively ride of three miles in the crisp morn-
ing air behind a span of cranky bronchos managed by a
reckless driver brought us to the lake just as the first

faint streaks of daylight began to show in the eastern
horizon.
Stringing out along the shore at intervals of 20 or §0

rods, and securing such cover as best we could behind
the high grass and small bushes that fringed the high
banks, we anxiously awaited the morning flight. We
had not long to wait; small flocks soon commenced to
rise from the center of the lake and start for the feeding
grounds, but they seemed to fly in all directions except
ours, and the few that came our way kept safely out of
reach; finally, just as we were beginning to get chilled
and discouraged, a nice flock of " honkers," or Canada
gray geese, came within our reach; and, waiting until they
were fairly past, we gave tbem the contents of our trusty
Parker ten-bore (charged with 5 drs. of powder and 1&
oz. of No. 2 chilled shot), and had the satisfaction of see-
ing two fine birds come down with a " swish" upon the
prairie. In the meantime the other boys were banging
away with good success, and the firing became general
all along the line. By sunrise the geese were nearly all

out of the lake, and, gathering up the results of our
morning shoot (a dozen fine birds), we loaded into the
buggy again and followed in the direction of the north-
ward flight. About three miles out we found a stubble
field thickly covered with geese and brant feeding, and
driving them away without shooting, we proceeded to
dig our pits and put out our decoys and dead geese. By
the time this was fairly accomplished, our empty
stomachs warned us that it was "high twelve," and we
adjourned to a neighboring house and partook of our
noonday lunch.

Getting back into the pits about two o'clock, we awaited
the afternoon flight from the lake. It was nearly three
o'clock before the first triangle appeared on the distant
horizon; soon the honk, honk, squawk, squawk of the
coming flocks was heard, and the order is given, "Down
there," and we prepare for action. Soon they are over us
and taking the decoys beautifully; all ready—one, two,
three; bang, bang, bang; whizz, swish, thump; five fine
birds as the result of the first volley. From this time on
until dark they kept coming at irregular intervals, the
short waits adding zest to the sport.
Space will not admit of a detailed account of our three

days' hunt; of the crack " double shots," nor of the many
misses; of how one old "honker" when he was struck
took a bee line at an angle of about forty-five degrees
for the pit where the writer was ensconced, and only

missed his head by a scratch ; nor of the sharpened ap-

petites with which we devoured the baked goose and
other goodies of the good German frau, nor of the yarns
spun around the evening fireside amid wreaths of smoke
from our cob pipes.

Suffice it to say that we returned with a bountiful
supply of geese and brant, and with minds and bodies
refreshed for our respective duties. I purposely omit
specifying numbers, fearing that it may overtax the
credulity of your readers, and fearing also that the story
might not be as large as some one else has told

We all thought that we had seen large numbers of

geese and brant together before, but when we saw the
ground literally covered at times for half a mile wide
and two miles long, and when we stood on the banks
of the lake at evening and saw them coming in, drove
after drove, and heard the konking and squawking of

from five thousand to six thousand geese and brant in

unison until it mingled into the indistinct roar that was
simply deafening, we concluded that this was indeed
" The Goose Hunter's Paradise." Geo. F. Goodwin.
Lisbon, N. D., Dec. 19, 1890.

A GUN FROM NORTHERN KANSAS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My friend "P. M. F.," of Burlington, desires to hear

from others in this State, and that we may become better
acquainted with game in different parts will venture a
few words.
We do not live in a good locality for the migratory

birds, as we have no lakes, and very few even small
ponds. Still living upon the banks of the Solomon River
we always have a visit every spring and fall from a lim-
ited number of geese, ducks and other wildfowl that
follow closely the water, though they do not congregate
here as in localities well supplied with ponds and small
lakes. Sandhill cranes frequently stop in this vicinity,

and one pair at least took up their abode along the river
for several weeks the past summer. Whether or not they
nested I cannot say, but the writer has often seen them
on the wing in the neighborhood, as have also several
others.
One morning, two years ago, I shouldered my gun be-

fore daylight and started for the river in quest of ducks.
The stream is only three-quarters of a mile from town.
So I was there and carefully ensconsed among friendly
bushes before dawn, waiting for the flight to commence,
Just as the first gray streaks broke the gloom, allowing
objects against the sky to be seen, though somewhat in-
distinctly, I observed five large forms on the wing coming
down stream straight for my hiding place. I supposed
them to be white geese, though they were flying noise-
lessly; and when slightly past gave the leader one barrel
of my duck shot, and the next in line the other. I had
the satisfaction of seeing one tumble into the water, and
upon getting it ashore found it to be a pelican. I was
quite surprised, as I bad never known of these birds fly-

ing about here, and was entirely unprepared to find them
following our stream

,
apparently searching for a suitable

place to drop into the river.

Quite pleased with the turn of affairs and fired with
the desire to procure such fine specimens for mounting, I
fished some stronger shells, loaded with No. 1 shot, out of
my hunting coat, and commenced the task of following
up the other four, which comprised the remainder of the
flock. They did not appear very wild, and after raising
them from the water I adopted the plan of crouching
low in the bushes, and if they circled within range, rose
and gave them the contents of my gun. After several
repetitions of this course, and by persistently following
them up, I at length had them all floating dead upon the
water. I was obliged to secure the services of a boy with
a boat, as I had gone considerably up stream, and we
landed the five large birds at the mill near town. The
obliging miller, finding that one man was not equal to
the task of carrying them, kindly hitched up his team and
took me home.
My morning's work was quite a surprise to my friends,,

especially one sleepy individual (I trust he will not see
this) whom I had urged the evening before to accompany
me on.my early stroll. As he gazed upon the five mam-
moth frames, covered with beautiful white feathers and
the softest of down, and the ten powerful white wings
with their gray and black markings, he assured me in
classic language that he felt like "kicking himself" to be
droning away his time asleep when such game was in the
air. The largest bird measured 8ft, 4in. from tip to tip,
and the others were only a little smaller.
At some future time I hope to say more to my Kansas

sporting friends, and especially upon the subject of our
game laws and their enforcement, which with regret I
am forced to admit with "P. M. F."are a dead letter, and
it is time we awakened to the fact. H. A. R.
Kibwin, Kan, Deo. 3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
There has not been a flake of snow seen here this

winter, and the weather is very fine. There is ice on the
river, and one can skate along close to the bank and
scare up lots of rabbits, or going back a short distance in
the brush get some quail. Quail, ducks, some prairie
chickens and lots of rabbits are to be seen in the meat
markets now, but he who has only a day or two at his
disposal must know just where to go to get a fair bag of
anything better than cotton-tails. At this season of the
year, when the streams and ponds are frozen over, a
great many ducks are killed on the river where the water
is too swift to freeze. This year, however, water-fowl of
all kinds have been very scarce, on the whole, and I have
not heard of any beiug killed, except in one case; two
men were hunting on the Pottawatomie and came on a
flock of ducks in an open spot; they fired three shots and
killed sixteen.
Around this city is the finest imaginable ground for

both quail and prairie 'chickens, and a few years of real
protection would give" us an abundance of game.
Ottawa, Kansas, Dec. 18. F. B.

Michigan Sporstmen's Association.—Grand Rapids,
Mich.—The 16th annual session of the Michigan Sports-
men's Association will be held at the Morton House,
Grand Rapids, Mich., on Jan. t, 1891, at 2 o'clock P. M.
All game protection clubs are requested to send delegates,
all individual members and others interested in the pro-
pagation and conservation of fish and game are requested

i ;o be present and take part in the deliberations. By order
of Board of Directors.—E. S. Holmes.
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COMPARATIVE POWDER TESTS.
FIVE RIVAL EXPLOSIVES AT THE FOREST AND STREAM

GEN TRIAL.

ON the day after Thanksgiving of last year (Nov. 28) a

trial of more than ordinary interest took place at the

Forest and Stream testing screen at Claremont, N, J.

The Lyman powder has recently been placed upon the

market for the use of shotgun men, and it was desired

that Forest and Stream should make a trial of and
report upon the new compressed and slow burning powder.

The cartridges as they are made, show a compact mass of

closely packed powder in the shell. Through the center

of the mass reaching down to the flash anvil of the fulmi-

nate cap, runs an open duct. The powder starts its igni-
tion up this small shaft or passage, and burning rapidly
outward toward the outer portion, gains constantly a
broader surface of ignition with a con?equent greater
supply of propulsive gas until the charge is sent on its

way from the gun muzzle. This is the new material
which Mr. Lyman has placed before the gunners of the
country. In comparison with it were tried charges of
black powder, Scbultze powder, and the new E. C. pow-
der so nearly akin to the Schultze product. These three
charges came from Von Lengerke & Detmold's loading
laboratory, and the evenness of these test cartridges is

something specially noteworthy. The wood powder
charged cartridge was purchased over a shop counter.
It was a U. M. C. ready loaded charge, No. 127 of their
numbering, and ran more even on analysis than it did
from the gun.
The Lyman cartridges were of two lots; No. 1 came

from a box of twenty-five purchased by a lad at the shop
of Dannefelser, the Chamber street agent of the Lyman
Company. The Lyman No. 2 was of a lot offered for test

by the maker of the powder. Just what each variety did
on test and just how it was loaded so far as weight and
quantity of powder and shot may be concerned, the
analysis will show. The variation in the results, especi-

ally as to pattern, is so wide as to bring the two Lyman
powders at the bottom and top of the percentage tables
respectively. The gun used in this comparative powder
test was a Colt arm which E. A. Summers had just re-

ceived from the Dannefelser shop. The right barrel had
been modified so far as its choke was concerned, but the
left barrel was still at full choke and its results ought to

show the several explosives at their best. The day was
not a particularly pleasant one for a several hours' test on
a boggy, springy, salt-water bottom such as prevails at
Claremont, but the weather conditions were quite uni-
form from one end of the test to the other, and upon the
whole the day was a very fair one for a test of this sort,

and fully as good as those when other arms had been put
to test. Mr. Summers was the gunner of the day, firing

over a bag rest and doing careful justice to each set of
cartridges. Black powder was the first used at tbe 40yds.
range, then followed the Schultze, E. C. and wood, with
the Lyman No. 1 closing up the series; at 60yds, the same
order"was followed, Lyman No. 2 or that specially pre-
pared under a later manufacture, was tried last of all

at 60yds., and then the ten trial shots fired at 40yds.
dosing up the day's work.
In our tables of results the composition of the cartridge

is most fully given, and just how the several wads were
used in order and quality is noted at length. They were
in each case loaded by experts, and in four out of the six

cases loaded with special reference to their work as test

cartridges. The exceptions being the store-bought wood
and Lyman charges. The charges of shot, so far as size,

weight and count are regarded, ran very even, the num-
ber of pellets ranging from 328 to 333 in the averages. It

is, therefore, very easy to strike percentage of perform-
ance and note that at 40yds. , the standard testing distance
at the standard 30in. circle, for three best circles out of
five struck for greatest pattern from each barrel, the per-
centage stands as follows:

Powder. Bight Barrel. Left Barrel.
Lyman No. 2.... 61 per cent. 67 per cent.
E. O 60 per cent. 65 per cent.
Black 60 per cent. 64 per cent.
Schultze 57 per cent. 62 per cent.
Wood 41 per cent. 65 per cent.
Lyman No. 1 * 51 per cent. 51 per cent.

Gun average 55 per cent. 63 per cent.

This showing is not a very brilliant one for the gun,
but on comparison between the several charges tried it

is entirely fair. The factory-loaded wood powder's work
seems to justify all that is heard as to the uncertainty of
action of this explosive, and the variation in the two
Lyman charges also has a bearing on the growing ques-
tion of factory vs. special loads for effective work.
When it came to work at the long range of 60yds., es-

pecially with the left barrel, where it is alone fair to
make the comparison, the black and the two English

* nitro powders show up in very good shape. This same
group of three also stands very closely together in the
matter of penetration, with the Lyman following and
that unlucky wood powder practically nowhere in a
comparative sense. When it comes to hitting at 60yds.

,

there is practically a uniformity all along the line,

which simply goes to show that where any work is to be
done at these long distances it is a waste of ammunition
to try doing it with the smaller sizes of shot.

In the tables and diagrams following the result of each
shot fired is noted as to pattern and penetration. In
each shot a circle is struck about the bufiseye as a center.
The sheet of paper is 4ft. square and the scribing circle

is then pushed over to include the best possible pattern
shown on the sheet. The three best of these selected
circles at each distance is taken in making up the aver-
age for the gun. With the results taken from the aimed
circle there is always a chance of irregularity or slip on
the part of the sbooter;but with a selected circle struck
on a 4ft. square sheet the gun is enabled to show its very
best work. If the charge does not manage to get upon
such a sheet as this it is time to try another gun or charge
or both. In the diagrams A is the point aimed at or the
center of the aimed circle, while C is the center of the
struck or selected circle. In some few instances the
points C ^and A are identical, but generally it is found
possible to improve the pattern somewhat by moving the
center of the 30in. circle. The penetration in all the
other tests was taken on Dennison's pads, specially pre-
pared for this purpose.
The diagrams of targets will be given next week,

Claremont, N. J.. Nov. 28, 1890.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GRIN-TESTING SCREEN,

Gun—Colt Harnmerless. Cost, S60. No. of gun, 1,337.

Weight, 73^lbs. Length of barrels, 30m. Gauge, 12.

Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.
Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of

wind, 10 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 28°. Do.,
wet, 23° . Humidity, 70° . Barometer, 30.13in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—TJ. M. C, Ton L. & D.
Powder, Brand—Bead Shot FFG.
Powder, Quantity—8% drs.

(
Make

Shot-: Quantity—iys oz.

( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading, Potvder. Slwt.

Card over shot; light ( 1. . . 101 grs. 517 grs. 333 pellets,
card, P. E. wad and- 2. . . 101 grs. 517 grs. 333 pellets,

heavy card over pow- 1 3. .. 101 grs. 518 grs. 333 pellets.

Average 101 grs. 517 grs. 333 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from reft at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARBEL. " LEFT BARREL.
1'attenx. Penetration, s -pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 144 pellets. 17 sheets. 1. 157 pellets. 16 sheets.
2. 162 pellets. 18 sheets. 2. 155 pellets. 17 sheets.
3. 189 pellets. 16 sheets. 3. 184 pellets. 15 sheets.
4. 188 pellets. 17 sheets. 4. 161 pellets. 15 sheets.
5. 189 pellets. 14 sheets. 5. 211 pellets. 20 sheets.

Av. 174 pellets. 16 sheets. Av. 173 pellets. 17 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 196 pellets. 1 220 pellets.
2 197 pellets. 2 215 pellets.

3 207 pellets. 3 212 pellets.

Average 200 pellets. Average 215 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Fivc',Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed SO-ineh Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, -.pellet*.

1. 91 pellets. 9 sheets. 1. 96 pellets. 3 sheets.
2. 93 pellets. 9 sheets. 2. 74 pellets. 5 sheets.
3. 52 pellets. 6 sheets. 3. 68 pellets. 9 sheets.
4. 93 pellets. 9 sheets. 4. 100 pellets. 12 sheets.
5. 95 pellets. 7 sheets. 5. 115 pellets. 9 sheets.

Av. 85 pellets. 8 sheets. Av. 90 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle detected from
best pattern:

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 97 pellets. 1 101 pellets.
2 96 pellets. 2 100 pellets.
3 101 pellets. 3 115 pellets.

Average 98 pellets. Average 105 pellets.

Claremont, N. J., Nov. 2S, 1890.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Colt Harnmerless. Cost, §60. No. of Gun, 1,337.

Weight, 7Klbs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12.

Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.
Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of

wind, 10 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry. 28° . Do.,
wet, 23°. Humidity, 80°

. Barometer, 30.12in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. M. C., Von L. & D.
POWder, B rand—Schultze.
Potvder, Quantity—3 drs.

t Make
Shrjt-l Quantity—-1% oz.

( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; light f 1. . . 40 grs.

card, P. E. wad and- 2... 41 grs.

heavy card over pow- ' 3. . . 42 grs.

der.
Average 41 grs.

Shot.
522 grs. 334 pellets.

333 pellets.
332 pellets.

518 grs.
514 grs.

518 grs. 333 pellets.

TEST AT 400 YARDS.
Fire Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, a pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 172 pellets. 14 sheets. 1. 164 pellets. 18 sheets.
2. 156 pellets. 13 sheets. 2. 165 pellets. 15 sheets.
3. 123 pellets. 19 sheets. 3, 114 pellets. 19 sheets.
4. 141 pellets. 15 sheets. 4. 199 pellets. 19 sheets.
5. 144 pellets. 16 sheets. 5. 196 pellets. 19 sheets.

Av. 147 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 167 pellets. 18 sheets.

Three nhots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected- from
best pattern

.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 195 pellets. 1 210 pellets.
2 192 pellets. 2 206 pellets.

3 193 pellets 3 211 pellets.

Average 193 pellets. Average 209 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 50 pellets.

2. 49 pellets.

3. 69 pellets.

4. 95 pellets.

5. 51 pellets.

Av.

sheets,
sheets.

6 sheets.
13 sheets.
6 sheets.

LEET BARREL.
Pattern-. Pe netration, 3 pellets.

1. 85 pellets.
2. 95 pellets.
3. 70 pellets.
4. 86 pellets.
5. 89 pellets.

10 sheets.
9 sheets.
9 sheets.
8 sheets.
5 sheets.

63 pellets. 8 sheets. Av. 85 pellets. 5 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 79 pellets. 1 94 pellets.

2 96 pellets. 2 121 pellets.

3 55 pellets. 3 91 pellets.

Average 77 pellets. Average 102 pellets,

Claremont, N. J., Nov. 28, 1890.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING- SCREEN.

Gun—Colt Harnmerless. Cost, $60. No. of gun, 1,337.
Weight, 7^1bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12.
Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of
wind, 10 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 28°. Do.,
wet, 23 °. Humidity, 70°

. Barometer, 30.12in.
Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—TJ. M. C, Von L & D.
Potvder, Brand—"E. C." English.
Powder, Quantity—Mrs.

( Make
Shot-i. Quantity—l}£oz.

I Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Slwt.

Card over shot; light
( 1. . . 43 grs. 521 grs. 333 pellets,

card felt wad, heavy 1. 2... 43 grs. 520 grs. 333 pellets,
card over powder. (3... 44 grs. 522 grs. 333 pellets.

Average 43 grs. 521 grs. 333 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, x pellet*. Pattern. Penetration., s pellets.

1. 161 pellets. 20 sheets. 1. 186 pellets. .18 sheets.
2. 150 pellets. 17 sheets. 2. 223 pellets. 19 sheets.
3. 165 pellets. 17 sheets. 3. 161 pellets. 16 sheets.
4. 74 pellets. 18 sheets. 4. 207 pellets. 17 sheets.
5. 206 pellets, 17 sheets. 5. 183 pellets. 17 sheets.

Av. 151 pellets. 18 sheets. Av. 192 pellets. 17 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best 'pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 191 pellets. 1 233 pellets.
2 189 pellets. 2 227 pellets.
3 222 pellets. 3 198 pellets.

Average 201 pellets. Average 219 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fi,xed, 80 inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern.. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 48 pellets. 4 sheets. 1. 89 pellets. 9 sheets.
2. 78 pellets. 8 sheets. 2. 49 pellets. 9 sheets.
3. 64 pellets. 7 sheets. 3. 99 pellets. 12 sheets.
4. 24 pellets. . . sheets. 4. 86 pellets. 7 sheets.
5. 68 pellets. 5 sheets, 5. 130 pellets. . . sheets.

Av. 56 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 90 pellets. 9 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL,
1 86 pellets. 1 97 pellets.
2 64 pellets. 2 100 pellets.
3 74 pellets. 3 133 pellets.

Average 75 pellets. Average 1 10 pellets.

Claremont, N. J., Nov. 28, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GEN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Colt Harnmerless. Cost, $60. No. of gun, 1,337.
Weight, 7>abs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12.

Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.
Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of

wind, 10 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 28°. Do.,
wet, 23 ° . Humidity, 70 °

. Barometer, 30.12in.
Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—TJ. M. C. Club.
Powder, Brand—Wood.
Powder, Quantity—3% drs.

I Make—
Shot-, Quantity—1U oz.

( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Potvder. Shot.

U.M. C. loaded No. 127; i 1. . . 38 grs. 499 grs. 331 pellets,
card over shot; two- 2... 37 grs. 502 grs. 329 pellets.
B. E. wads and card ( 3. . . 37 grs. 511 grs. 336 pellets.
over powder.

Average 37 grs. 504 grs. 332 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 39 pellets. . . sheets. 1. 183 pellets. 8 sheets.
2. 132 pellets. 11 sheets. 2. 223 pellets. 10 sheets.
3. 67 pellets. 3 sheets. 3. 158 pellets. 7 sheets.
4. 163 pellets. 8 sheets. 4. 79 pellets. 3 sheets.
5. 38 pellets. .. sheets. 5. 199 pellets. 3 sheets.

Av. 88 pellets. 7 sheets. Av. 170 pellets. 6 sheets.

Tliree Shots at 4-foot s'quar.e; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 162 pellets. 1 200 pellets.

2 73 pellets. 2 229 pellets.

3 183 pellets. 3 222 pellets.

Average 139 pellets. Average 217 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. PaJtern. Penetration, spellets.

1. 73 pellets. 5 sheets. 1. 69 pellets. 2 sheets.
2. 24 pellets. . . sheets. 2. 29 pellets. 2 sheets.
3. 27 pellets. . . sheets. 3. 63 pellets. 2 sheets.
4. 63 pellets. . . sheets. 4. 69 pellets. 2 sheets.
5. 90 pellets. 3 sheets. 5. 78 pellets. 6 sheets.

Av. 55 pellets. 4 sheets. Av. 61 pellets. 3 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot se^uare; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
.1.' 76 pellets. 1 74 pellets.

2 74 pellets. 2 77 pellets.

3 94 pellets. 3 78 pellets.

J Average 81 pellets, Average 76 pellets.
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CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 28, 1890.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Colt Haminerless. Cost, $60. No. of gun, 1,337.

Weight, T^'lbs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 13.

Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.
Weatlier—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of

wind, 10 miles per hom\ Thermometer, dry, 28°
. Do.,

wet, 33° . Humidity, 70° . Barometer, 30. lain.
Charge, as given by holder of gun :

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—Rival Winchester.
Powder, Brand—Lyman.
Powder, Quantity drs.

(
Make

Shot { Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; 3 B. E.
j
1. . . 68 grs.

wads and card over- 3... 65 grs.
powder. ( 3 . . , 64 grs.

Slwt.
533 grs. 339 pellets.

80S pellets.

331 pellets.

520 grs.
538 grs.

Average 65 grs. 530 grs. 328 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed' 30-ineh Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, h pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pelle

1. 139 pellets. 11 sheets. t. 181 pellets. 15 sheets.
3. 133 pellets. 11 sheets. 2. 146 pellets. 13 sheets.
3. 148 pellets. 12 sheets. 3. 154 pellets. 15 sheets.
4. 128 pellets. 13 sheets. 4. 159 pellets. 16 sheets.
5. 144 pellets. 10 sheets. 5. 166 pellets. 19 sheets.

Av. 138 pellets. 11 sheets. Av. 161 pellets. 15 sheets.

77ira: shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 169 pellets. 1 172 pellets.
2 173 pellets. 2 170 pellets.
3 174 pellets. 3 173 pellets.

Average 172 pellets. ' Average 172 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Four Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern,. Penetration, a pellets.

39 pellets.
45 pellets.

51 pellets.

63 pellets.
39 pellets.

5 sheets.
6 sheets.

.. sheets.
10 sheets.
9 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Pene.trafim

51 pellets.
53 pellets.
45 pellets.
67 pellets.
67 pellets.

. ... s pellets.

S sheets.
7 sheets.

. . sheets.
9 sheets.

. . sheets.

Av. 47 pellets. 7 sheets. Av. 56 pellets. 6 sheets.

'Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch, Circle selected from
best pattern.

BIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 46 pellets. 1 59 pellets.
2 75 pellets. 3 67 pellets.
3 61 pellets. 3 71 pellets.

Average 60 pellets. Average 65 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 28, 1890.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

G ten—Colt Hammeiiess. Cost, 160. No. of gun, 1,337.
Weight, 73^1bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12.
Right barrel, modified choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of
wind, 10 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry. 28°. Do.,
wet, 23°. Humidity, 70° . Barometer, 30. 12in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—Winchester Rival.
Powder, Brand—Lyman Compressed.
Powder, Quantity drs.

(
Make

Shot] Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Tfiree Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Poivder.

Card over shot; P. E.
\
1 . . . 67 grs.

and felt wads, card-' 2... 67 grs.
and perforated card ( 3 . . . 63 grs.
over powder.

Average 66 grs.

Shot.
506 grs. 328 pellets.

329 pellets.
329 pellets.

510 grs.
506 grs.

507 grs. 329 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest atfixed 30-in ch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.Pa-Hern. Penetration, » pellets

1. 155 pellets.
2. 150 pellets.
3. 196 pellets.
4. 169 pellets.

5. 224 pellets.

13 sheets.
21 sheets.
14 sheets.
17 sheets.
31 sheets.

1. 204 pellets.
2. 203 pellets.
3. 138 pellets.
4. 219 pellets.
5. 201 pellets.

14 sheets.
14 sheets.
15 sheets.
14 sheets.
16 sheets.

Av. 179 pellets, 17 sheets. Av. 193 pellets. 14 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

KIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 JS1 pellets. 1 206 pellets.
2 196 pellets. 2 236 pellets.
3 230 pellets. 3 219 pellets.

Average 202 pellets. Average 220 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, j pellets.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 54 pellets. 10 sheets. 1.

2. 71 pellets.
3. 65 pellets.

4. 99 pellets.
5. 58 pellets.

. - sheets.
4 sheets.
7 sheets.
5 sheets.

46 pellets.
91 pellets.
81 pellets.
88 pellets.
82 pellets.

6 sheets.
8 sheets.

10 sheets.
6 sheets.
8 sheets.

Av. 70 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 77 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 S5 pellets. 1 93 pellets.
3 114 pellets. 2 84 pellets.
3 68 pellete. 3 91 pellets.

Average 89 pellets, Average 89 pellets.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, ILL, Dec. 26.—Thus far the weather pre-

dictions have failed as usual, and instead of the
severe winter we were led to expect, we have had one of
the most exceptional mildness. This will be good for the
game, unless we are treated to blizzards later on. To-
night it is threatening snow, and we may have a taste of
the hard weather which at this date prevails all about us.

Christmas day here was mild and pleasant.
There has been little hunting going on, not enough to

determine whether or not the ducks have been with us
all along. A good many mallards have doubtless been
along the Kankakee, and last week they were rising in
some open ponds near Koutts in very considerable num-
bers. Last week also a half dozen mallards were killed
one day on Mak-saw-ba marsh by Dr. Buechner and L. R.
Brown.

Quail have been a good crop, and offered better shoot-
ing than most of our shooters knew or took advantage of.

Speed the mild winter, so that next year we may gain an
occasional sight of Bob White.
Dec. 38.—The third meeting of the Possum Club trans-

pired last Tuesday evening, and like the previous assem-
blages was a pronounced success. There were present
between forty and fifty members, old and prospective,
among others Messrs. Abner Price, W. L. Shepard, John
Heiland, M. J. Eich, W. P. Mussey, C. S. Wilcox, C. B.
Babeuf, G, W. Andrews. R. A. Turtle, C. K. Herrick,
Geo. T. Farmer, C. D. Gammon, O. F. Malcolm, L. W.
Stevens, J. W. Sheehan, W. A. Mitchell, F. A. Place, L.
W. Hatnline, Fred Pfeffer, C. B. Dicks, R. S. Cox, Dr. J,

M, Hutchinson. Col. Felton was in the chair and pre-
sided with great aplomb, eclat and finesse, insomuch that
everything was soon efl rapport, with a good deal of jeu
d'esprii and that sort of thing. The committee on organ-
ization reported a constitution, which was read and
adopted, though nobody knew what was embodied in it.

Everything goes in the Possum Club. Only one clause
met objection, and the argument over that nearly led to
the mobbing of the committee. It was proposed to make
the corporate name the "Opossum Club of Chicago."
Cries and jeers met this clause when it was read, and
shouts arose of "Why not call it the McPossum Club?"
"No hyphenated foreigner here," "No Irish need apply,"
etc., etc. The committee hurriedly apologized, and to-
day the name remains just plain Possum Club.
Letters of regret were read, purporting to come from

Mayor De Witt C. Cregier, Bill Nyc, Grover Cleveland,
James G. Blaine, Chauncey M. Depew and Benjamin
Harrison. All these gentlemen will attend later, if they
can get away. Mr. L. H. Vories, of Kansas City, and
Messrs. Maillet, Hayward and Hart, of Crown Point, Ind.,
all sent letters of compliment and regret at not being able
to come and see possum at the highest branch of the tree.
Mr. Abner Price was chosen chairman for the next
meeting. It 13 probable that some sort of regular pro-
gramme will be formulated by that time, a fact which is

highly desirable. Mr. Werner's complimentary banquet
to the club is on the first Tuesday in January. * The club
secretary, Mr. Mussey, had some striking invitation cards
out for this meeting, and has designs for something better
yet next time. Mr. Werner's possums remain succulent
as ever.
Some one or other has mailed to me an unkind clip-

ping from the Louisville, Ky., Commercial which alleges
that Mallory Davis, of the Gait House in that city, and
Virgil S.Wright lately went out bear hunting near Louis-
ville and killed a calf, for which they had to liquidate to
the extent of $10. The accuracy of this is not vouched
for. It probably cost them more than $10.

Messrs. Wolfred N. Low and Sam Booth have started
south on the Missouri trip mentioned some weeks earlier.
Mr. Geo. E. Marshall and his friend Mr. Metcalf have

started south, for Tennessee or Mississippi, they don't
care which and don't know where. They made up their
minds on about five minutes' notice to-day that they
needed some quail shooting, and it is now too late for
that in Illinois, Indiana, and Missouri—or will be in the
latter State by Jan. 1. E. Hough.

MISSOURI GAME NOTES.
SENECA, Mo., Dec. 15.—Big snow, heap big hunt, big-

Injun kill buck. On the 7th of this month we got
our first snow storm and it was a good one, being 8in. on
the level. On Monday it was very cold; "not much
hunt," so said the Injun; but on "Tuesday it turned
warmer, and the woods were full of hunters that day
after all kinds of game. I have only heard of one deei-
being killed, that was a buck, a very fine one weighing
1801bs. I have not heard of any turkeys being killed,
and not many quail; the price of quail is so low that pot-
hunters cannot make much by shooting.
Jones, Workman and Harman pulled out on Monday

morning for Council House Bottom, about sixteen miles
from here. They arrived there about 12 o'clock, and
pitched their tent and got things in shape for a few days'
stay and then went to the river, put in their boat and set
out the decoys, but alas, the ducks had left the river and
gone to the spring branches or gone further south, for
they only killed thirteen. After waiting and watching
all day Tuesday for ducks they left the river and went
out on the flat woods to hunt quail, which they found
there in abundance. Jones says if it had not been for a
covey of quail getting up just as they did he would
surely have killed a fine buck, but he shot at the quail
and the deer got up about 40yds. ahead, and just behind
a treetop from him, and he could not shoot it!

Indian Joe Bigknife was in yesterday. He says, "I
killini one buck." The writer was out on Wednesday
and killed ten quail in a couple of hours. I have also
had some fine shooting at prairie chickens this fall : on
two trips I got forty-two chickens, and could have killed
more each time, but I always go down on the train and
that only gives me a short time in the fields; but for all
that it is fine sport to follow my old pointer Rover and
see him do the work just as intelligently as you or I
could do it. Nothing is more pleasing to a sportsman
than to watch his dog approaching a covey of chickens
out in the open prairie when they are lying close; it is a
beautiful sight. p.

Another Page for the Coon Hunters.—Next week
we shall devote another page to the hunters of the musi-
cal coon. Why musical? Because his squeal is not alto-
gether unmeloclious, and as "leader" of a band of yelping-
mongrels and true-voiced thorougbreds he is a provoker
of music sweet to the ears of the followers.

Broome County, N. Y., Game.—Binghamton, N. Y.,
Dec. 13.—I have been pleased to note the efforts that have
been put forth to introduce foreign game birds into this

country, and it seems to me that this interest on the part
of a few persons certainly calls for an interest on the part
of tho many that will protect the work that has been
done along tho lines. About one week ago a young man
brought an English pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) to a
taxidermist of our city to be mounted. In answer to
questions, that were answered reluctantly, it was found
that the bird (a very fine male) had been sent to him by
his father, who had shot it and did not care to give it into
the hands of a taxidermist near where it had been killed.

It was also claimed that the law allows no shooting of
these birds until Dec. 15. Now this is indeed news to me,
and if there is any such law I am ignorant of it. I have
been unable to find out where the bird was sent from, but
am quite sure that it came from some point east of us.
The young man admitted that it had been shot near a
private park. If there are those who are destroying the
game that has been placed here at such an expense in time
and money, they should be tracked down and exposed if

it can be done. ' While I am writing I will also refer to
the recent action of our supervisors (Broome county) in
refusing to pass a law prohibiting the sale and marketing
of ruffed grouse and woodcock. These birds are being
indiscriminately slaughtered in our neighborhood and
shipped to different markets. In fact, there seems to be
an almost total disregard for game law around here.
Bass and other game fish are speared in warm weather,
and. only a short time since a party of thirteen were seen
"snatching" them through the ice. Robins, scarlet tan-
agei^s, rose-breasted grosbeaks, and other song birds were
shot during the summer in large numbers without any
apparent excuse, except an hour's sport. Some action
should be taken, some interest awakened and the law en-
forced for the protection of these interests in this locality.

What can '.be done?—Will A. Hakes. [Why was not
the game protector advised of these things?]

Quail in Town.—Bob White—Bob—Bob White—Bob
White. The merry whistle of the partridge, so dear to
the ear of every hunter, attracted the attention of the
early risers in the vicinity of Fourteenth and K streets
this morning just as day was breaking. Among the
passengers in the first car of the Fourteenth street line
which left the stables was Mr. H. M. Dickinson, a prom-
inent member of the Columbia Athletic Club, a born
hunter and a first-class shot. Now, the whistle of a par-
tridge is to him sweeter music than the jingle of money
on pay day. As the car in question reached K street
judge of his surprise, when on looking out of the car
window he saw a whole covey of partridges, fourteen in
the bunch, promenading up K street. Now, Mr. Dickin-
son is in charge of the District sand yard, and the car he
was on would just get him there on time. But the temp-
tation was too great, and he had to get off, as he told the
conductor, "just to see them fly." Picking up a clod of
dirt he threw it at the birds and killed one. The re-
mainder flew into Franklin Park, where he lost sight of
them. Later in the day he presented the bird to the
superintendent of streets. This is not the first time par-
tridges have been seen in the city. About five years ago
the writer shot two in his back yard near Pennsylvania
avenue. The birds were evidently traveling and selected
the night as the best time. They probably came to

Washington to spend Christinas.—WcisMnqton Evening
Star, Dec. 24.

Locked Antlers.—Metropolitan, Mich., Dec. 24.

—

Some men working for the White & Friant Lumber Co.
found last Sunday two bucks dead with their antlers
locked. They were locked on only one side and one
buck's neck was broken: the other could not get loose and
perished. The boys cut their heads off, and they are now
lying on a stump in front of the camp locked together
just as found. Both heads haA-e five prongs, and are fair
size and shape. They are locked together in such a way
that if the horns were scalped off the heads the horns
would come apart readily. Their noses being firmly fixed
across each other holds the horns together. Anybody
interested in such things I presume could get those'for a
small sum.—B. Bristol.

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 26.—The game laws of this State
are very deficient in many respects, and there is a move-
ment on foot among local sportsmen to ask the law-
makers when they meet this coming session to amend
them. At present there is no closed season for ducks,
and as numbers of wood ducks breed in this State, it is

proposed to introduce a bill protecting them during the
summer months. All the sportsmen that your corres-
pondent has spoken to in reference to the question agree
that the webfeet ought to be protected, consequently
there is no doubt if the matter is properly presented to
the Legislature, there will be no difficulty whatever in
passing such a bill.—Unser Fritz.

Scentikg Quail.—The question has occurred to my
mind why the dog trails the running, hiding quail instead
of pointing. That, according to Herbert, the quail does
withhold his scent, voluntarily, or necessarily through
fright, is certain. But If the dog trails the bird it follows
that he smells something. Is it not the scent left by the
feet of the bird and which is different from that of the
body, else he would point as usual. I conclude, there-
fore, that there is a body scent and a feet scent, the latter
given out while the former is withheld, the two scents
differing in character. But I don't claim infallibility.—
N. D. Eltisg.

A Deer's Tenacity.—Huntington, West Va., Dec. 22.—
The death of a deer caused by a bullet striking its born,
mentioned by "Richmond" in the Dec. 18 number of For-
est and Stream, reminds me of a case equally surpris-
ing—surprising that the deer of which I shall speak was
almost unharmed. Moses Freer, an old hunter, now dead,
who lived in Ohioville, N. Y., whose veracity I would not
question, said in my hearing that a deer was shot by an
acquaintance of his, and against a bone of one of his legs
a ball was flattened, the wound thoroughly healed and
the bone uninjured.

—

Elting.

A Belated Woodcock.—Dec. 23.—While walking
to-day through a clump of small pines my dogs flushed a
large woodcock. This was about thirteen miles from
Boston, and the only way I can account for his being
there is the warmness of the weather during the last few
days.—J. H. B,
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SOME MENAGERIE BABIES.
rpHE young of all animals are attractive- Those of
JL wild animals are especially so. In a recent number
of the London Globe, Miss Catherine C. Hopley, well
known to our readers, has an interesting article on some
of the young creatures in the London Zoo. She says:
Between the Esquimaux puppies, the young African

antelopes, and the infantile bears, rival attractions at the
Zoological Gardens at the present time, it would be diffi-

cult to say which are the popular favorites. The puppies
entice the lovers of canine pets, the antelopes are an
attraction because everything African is the fashion this
year; but the two little American grizzlies receive the
chief attention because they are most in evidence.
They are so demonstrative, and as amusing as Mttens.
Speke's antelope, however, is a distinguished stranger,
rare, and little known; this is the first specimen that has
reached England alive, and claims now the prior atten-
tion. It is to be found in the gazelle sheds, close to the
hippopotamus house, and in the next shed to the very
pretty "harnessed" antelope, with its white stripes ar-
ranged exactly like harness over its back and sides.

This also is African. Speke's antelope was brought from
Lake Ngami last spring, by Mr. James A. Nicholls, who
presented it to the Zoological Society. It was captured
Dy Mr. Nicholls and his companions in the marshes on the
north of Lake Nganii, when it was only a few days old,

and was carried in a wagon 800 miles to Kimberley. It

was an anxious little charge, the species being extremely
difficult to rear; and this baby, taken from its mother,
was fed on milk during its long journey. It has been
spending tbe summer in the Duke of Marlborough's park,
where it enjoyed its aquatic instincts and fed on such
aquatic plants as it chose. It arrived at the Zoological
Gardens on Oct. 14, and for some days would eat nothing.
It is now indulged with a daily handful of reeds from
the Three Island Pond, but is gradually partaking of dry
and more nourishing food, and is growing tame enough
to accept a biscuit from a visitor. Coming from just
within the tropics it is likely to suffer from an English
winter, two South African antelopes, which arrived in
October, having already succumbed to congestion of the
lungs,

Speke's antelope, TrageTapliuH spekU, was first known
in 1864, and was named by Dr. Sclater, F.R.S., after its

discoverer, and described in the "Records of the Zoologi-
cal Society"' after the account given by Speke in his
work, "The Source of the Nile." Speke had a young
male specimen which he was able to keep alive for some
days by feeding it on the tender tops of the papyrus, the
only thing it would eat. The animals frequent the beds
oE papyrus on the borders of the lake, live in the swamps
and are much in the water. On this account it is difficult

to shoot them, as they remain immersed to the nostrils.

The Kaffirs paddle their canoes near enough to use their
assegais and kill them that way; or they fire the reeds
and so frighten them out on to an open space. The
natives set great value on the coat of this antelope, the
hair of which is long, thick and of excellent quality, the
skins being used only by the sable kings and their chief
officers.- It is of a uniform mouse color, rather reddish
on the head, and with a faint dark streak down the back.
The very peculiar hoofs of this antelope attract imme-

diate attention, being long and claw-like, reminding us
of the long toes of the wading birds. These excessively
elongated hoofs are adapted for traversing the reedy
swamps which are the habitat of this antelope. On hard
ground itwalks with difficulty; and its shed here is strewn
with soft peat to make it feel more at home. It legs are
also very long and slender, feeble of movement in a walk
rather like that of a giraffe, but capable of amazing swift-
ness where space invites it. The exceptionally long legs,

long hoofs, and a coat especially adapted to a moist ele-

ment, proclaim this antelope so distinctly aquatic that
one fears it will suffer for the want of its native lake, and
one wishes it could enjoy a spacious lake of lukewarm
water, like its neighbors, the tapirs and the hippopota-
mus.
In form the antelope is like the deer, and seems to be

a connecting link between the deer and the goats. Like
the latter, it has simple, annulated and hollow horns, per-
manent, while the former shed their horns annually.
Our present specimen, being a female, has no horns, but
in the adjoining sheds are other African antelopes whose
horns, though varying, indicate the type. Watchful,
timid and retiring, are characteristics of the deer and
antelope tribe, and some time elapses before they ven-
ture to the front of their dens and accept of food from
the hand.
Quite the reverse are the bears, who, ever so wild and

strange, keep close to the bars and quickly learn to look
for and accept a morsel from the hands of visitors. In
the two little grizzly bears this habit has been quite
noticeable. In a very few days they recognized the
keeper, soon they discovered that not he alone was the
dispenser of biscuits;"and within a week they were accom-
plished beggars. With remarkable aptitude they have
learned the civilized form of requesting favors. Standing
erect in front of their dens, with their arms thrust through
the bars to the utmost, their long -finger-like claws dis-

played with a supplicating action—so like extending the
palm—the dumb show is eloquent as words, "Give, do
give us biscuits." Their amusing gesticulation and child-
like eagerness draw a continuous crowd; their appeal is

irresistible to those who are happily supplied with
provender, while those who are not are as disappointed as
the suppliants themselves. Ursus horrilrilis is their name

;

and though their parents and grown-up relatives are, no
doubt, very terrible animals, these young scions of the
tribe present, thus far, a by no means horrible aspect, but
invite caresses rather than horror. Their bright little

eyes have an appealing and almost pathetic expression,
with something of truthfulness, too. Only over an extra-
sized biscuit is their natural ferociousness aroused, when
a short, sharp skirmish ensues. Soon over, however, for
they lose no time in coming to the front again, and on
their hind legs resume their observations and entreaties.

They come from the State of Montana, and arrived on
Oct. 4, presented by Mr. Ewen Somerled Cameron, F.Z.S.
Bears are admittedly among the more intelligent of

quadrupeds and possess abundant native cunning; but
these two little grizzlies seem precocious in comparison
with some other infant bears that have been in the gar-
dens only a short time. A few cages off there are three
very small and young Arctic brown bears from Russia.
One of them that arrived only two or three weeks ago

lies crouching and moaning as if for its mother, and as
yet barely distinguishes the keeper until he presents it

with food. It looks up pitifully from under its shaggy
brows with a shy, sly glance, but evinces no interest
otherwise, though keeping close to the bars. There is

yet another very young Ursus arctos that behaves simi-
larly, though it' has been here since Sept. 24. We may
conclude, therefore that the little "horribles" are more
adaptable, as they certainly are more lively and amusing
than their cousin's from Russia.

It was in about two weeks that the young lion, pre-
sented by Her Majesty the Queen, learned the dinner
hour. At first he was too busy playing with his ball or
his tail to take any notice of the sound of the meat truck
or of the keeper until the food was given to him; but
now he is just as conscious of the time of day as the
other lions, and like them, listens for the approaching
wheels, leaping to and fro in the same eager fashion.
Those very audible track wheels are a signal to out-

siders as well as to the felines. An interesting example
of intelligence and of drawing inferences (which holo-
gists argue is a proof of reasoning in animals) is seen
among the canines, who are fed soon after the lions. In
warm weather, when the doors of the lion house are
open, the noise of wheeling the meat truck can be easily
heard at the kennels.
With remarkable keenness the occupants quickly learn

to associate the sound with their own coming food, and,
in an instant, you see their restless pacing to and fro
changed into frantic leaps and bounds. The little foxes
are up and down, springing upon the parapet, and the
larger animals stretch themselves upward to look for the
keeper; all, in fact, are full of excitement, knowing their
turn has come. In winter, when the lion house doors
are closed, the canines still listen intently for the welcome
sound, their quick ears detecting if when to human ears
it would be unobserved.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAWS.
We invited Messrs. Knapp &Van Nostrand, well-known

game dealers of this city, to give the readers of the Book
of the Game Laics their opinion as to the present New
York law. They wrote as follows:

All reputable dealers in game desire its preservation as
much as conscientious sportsmen. It is against their inter-
est to destroy any line of goods handled by them. Their
co-operation in upholding a law just in its action Is an
assured fact.

From the dealer's standpoint the wild duck law is per-
fectly satisfactory.
The quail, woodcock, hare and rabbit laws are as nearly

correct as they can be made; also the partridge or ruffed
grouse law, since after Jan. 1 the supply has been drawn
from the far north where the birds eat poisonous berries,
and their flesh is therefore dangerous to the consumer.
The pinnated grouse or prairie chicken should be allowed

to be sold here until March 1. The birds are killed during
the lawful period and are shipped here frozen. The law
stops the sale Jan. 1 in New York. In Boston they are sold
all the year, and thousands of birds pass through New York
in transit for Europe during the close season. No birds of
this species are killed in New York State; and while the
sale is allowed elsewhere the citizens of this State are de-
prived of the privilege of eating this delicious article of
food.
The venison law is very unjust to dealer and consumer.

Not one person in ten thousand can go to the mountains in
New York State and shoot their deer. No dealer cares to
handle New York State venison, for it is, as a rule, thin and
dark colored. The fine deer meat does not commence to ar-
rive from Minnesota until Dec. 1 . Themarket hunters have
fifteen days to kill in. They hang the deer up and freeze
them: and ship them at that time. The sale stops here
Dec. 15. After that the meat is sent out of the State, put in
freezers, and kept until Aug. 15 of tbe following year, when
the same meat is sold that under a more sensible law might
have been consumed when in its best condition the previous
season.
The dealers would be pleased if the killing of deer in New

York State was prohibited entirely, and only meat allowed
to be sold that was proved to be lawfully killed in the West
from Nov. 1 to March 1.

With the amendment of the pinnated grouse and wild deer
laws, as mentioned above, the laws as theynow stand on the
statute book are as near correct as it is possible to have
them, but we heartily advise and hope that the two excep-
tions will be corrected* Kx'APP & YXS NosTBAND.

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION OF THE DOG.
THIS work, "The Scientific Education of Dogs for the

Gun," is by a well-known English sportsman, and is a
very well written treatise upon the subject, containing some
new ideas and much that is iuteresting and instructive to
the new beginner as well as not a little that will be benefi-
cial for even old hands to study.
The chapter devoted to kennel management is a short one,

but it is very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will heed its

teachings.
Considerable space is given to the training of retrievers,

and the instructions given are excellent; indeed, they could
hardly be improved upon, especially those that treat of the
rudiments.
In the chapter devoted to pointers and setters, the author

gives very plain directions for teaching tbe dog his duties,
and better than this, he advocates the humane system and
tells how to bring out his better qualities and intelligence
without the use of the whip or spiked collar. We quote a
portion of the first chapter on pointers and setters. After
giving his method of teaching a puppy to point a bit of bis-

cuit, he says, "When quite perfect at this, go into long grass,
and here, at all events to start with, have a drop or two of
melted cheese on the biscuit to produce more scent, and if

you have got an intelligent pupil and are an intelligent
master, you will most likely have a genuine point to scent
the first time of asking. Don't overdo this business; remem-
ber it is only a means to an end, but I can assure you it is a
means, and a wonderful means, to make the real thing very
simple by and by. When you have got this dodge perfect
with your pup singly, take two out together, let them stand
side by side as you throw the biscuit, then touch one dog, it

is better than calling him by name, and let him draw on,
leaving the other one backing in a standing posture at the
point of departure.

"It is a pretty thing, I can tell you, to see this trick done
perfectly with half a dozen or more pups out: they should
all drop after you have lifted the biscuit, and you should
then quietly walk round, at all events tbe first time or so,

and give them a little bit apiece.
"Mind this, if you are unable to teach this performance to

any pup without using a whip or even striking with your
hand, don't do it at all.

I l"But, supposing that it is accomplished, what is it that
you have done during the past five months, say, of a puppy
life, You have got him perfectly obedient; you have got
stamped upon his mind his rational instinct—-to point, and
then slowly to draw on. and to stop at the end of the draw.

and more than that, 'to back* in a standing position, and
to 'drop' with the certainty of a quick reward, and over
and above, and far beyond, in my opinion, you have been
making him 'think' all the time/and have never disturbed
the perfect confidence that he reposes in you. Look on this
system and then on the insane idea of 'walking pups' and
then thrashing out of them the bad habits they have con-
tracted through your fault, and physicking out of them, if

you can, the thousand and one diseases they have contracted
by insalubrious conditions, atmospheric hardships and cur
contact. Why, the man who would go in for the latter
must be either without experience of any sort whatever or
else—well, 'not wise.'
"Ah, but there is danger here of 'overbreaking,' says

some one. Bahl What is over-breaking? The whip, ex-
haustion from overwork and arbitrary, unintelligent forcing
at the hands of an ignorant and tyrannical taskmaster."
Part IV. of the book tells how to train the spaniel, and is

by far the best work upon this subject that we have yet
seen.
Tbe author is a pleasing writer, and interspersed through

the pages of the hook are numerous anecdotes and lots of
sketches of shooting that at least have the merit of being
well told, and are well worth perusal. He is a firm believer
in animal magnetism, and some of his statements as to the
results accomplished by the help of this agency are marvel-
ous. Now, we have lots of faith in the efficacy of "will,
power," but there is a limit to the distance that it will be
effective, and we draw the line at much less than a "quarter
of a mile away," although the author states that the mag-
netic influence can be relied upon to restrain a dog from
doing evil even at that distance.

GAME PROTECTOR BRADLEY.
JOHNSTOWN, N. Y., Dec. 16.

—

IMttor Forest and Stream: Ah
your paper seems to have taken up the defense of the State

Fish Commissioners in the changes they made in the game pro-
tector force this fall, and as you have always given impartial
hearings to both sides I deem it hut fair that you should publish
a few lines reviewing the record of Protector Bradley and the
circumstances of bis removal. The records show that, while his
district is probably the worst one in the State for public senti-
ment in sustaining the game laws, still he has successfully prose-
cuted and collected more fines than any other protector on the
list. When he found that tbe Grand Jury of Hamilton county-
would find no indictments for violation of the gam'' laws, by aid
of friends he got a law passed making Fulton county indictments
applicable to Hamilton county offenders, and then when he fouud
Fulton county juries were not to be depended upon he prosecuted
for penalties in Herkimer county, and has won every time. Until
now no officer in middle New York has the reputation of pluck
and shrewd ability to follow up a case that Mr. Bradlpy has. In
1884 I met him at Sageville, the county town of Hamilton, in the
heart of the wilderness, when the Grand Jury was in session, and
used every influence I could to help him get some indictments.
When the foreman of the Grand Jury told me how impossible it

was to talk about indicting their neighbors, when every man on
the Grand Jury had violated the game law probably every month
of the year, I was discouraged, but Mr. Bradley was not; and he
told me then and there that he would find a way to enforce the
law, and he has done so. Not that I think that all violators are
caught; far from it; but great improvements are made, and with
proper help he would soon hold them to a minimum.

It is an old saying that "governments are hear! less," and the
Fish Commissioners illustrate this by their action regarding Mr.
Bradly at this time, when he had barely recovered from almost
total blindnes3

, caused by his lying out last May on the Mohawk
River all one wet night trying to catch netters. While he lay at
the Albany hospital of course he could not watch his district, but
when, by aid of a surgical operation that cost him the mast of his
year's salary, he regained his sight, his vigilance at once brought
many cas*\s for his shrewd management, probably to bring to
judgment penalties this winter. I dislike to publicly criticise the
Fish Commissioners, as I know that theirs is a thankless office,
and it is impossible to please everybody, but I do think that under
the circumstances they should have let Mr. B. serve bis year out,
and if they had any charges agaiust him, at least have given him
a chance to be heard in his own behalf. Mr. Bradley's age is the
only valid plea against his keeping the position, but age. to such
men as he is, fetches little physical weakness, but by adding to
his experience makes him really more capable in the collecting of
evidence and a knowledge of what is necessary to convict. The
indorsement he has of every district attorney in his dist rict shows
their appreciation of his ability in preparing cases.
I certainly have no personal interest in this matter beyond my

great desire to have the game laws enforced as well as is possible,
and I certainly would not urge Mr. Bradley's being the protector
of this district if I knew of a better man for the position. But
having no confidence in the men whose names have so far been
mentioned for the place I shall stand by the man who I know can
be relied on until a better man shows himself. M. S. Nosthrup.

m m\A ^tvqr fishing.

The full tests of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of
the Game La ws.

ROD, LINE AND HOOK IN JAMAICA.-II.
KING-FISHING,

[/Continued from Pom ,459.]

ALONG the south coast of the beautiful island of
Jamaica, down below her deep, blue waters lie

valleys, banks and shoals, east, west and far away to the
south, and these form the hunting and breeding grounds,
and the happy homes of myriads of fish life. The banks,
of calcareous formation and densely covered with marine
vegetable growth, are located at from two and three to
thirty miles and more from the coast line of the verdant
plains and lofty hills that are covered along their flats

and to their loftiest points with a tropical vegetation,
dwarfs and giants. In the deep and shallow waters of
this beautiful sea sport countless millions of finny life,

from the blowing and portly Jricheus americanus to the
small crustacean whose frail construction scarce seems
capable to repel the force of wind and waves as they beat
over his delicate back and rocky home. In these waters
may be found the sea scavenger, dusky in color, prowling
about devouring all that comes in his way, side by side
with the silvery babies too numerous to individualize.
There are turtles of all kinds, notably those of the hawk's
bill with its valuable shell, and they of green fat fame.
Snappers may be found by the tens of thousand, and of
many varieties of ail sizes and colors ; doctors of polished
blackness with their lancets, keen of edge, hinged on to
either side; parrots of red, blue and green, with pretty
poll heads. There are anglers with their innocent faces,

porgies with their vent bone, a perfect quill equal to

goose or steel for writing purposes. The monster Jew
fish running up to 4001bs,, the racing barracouta, the
fast-swimming bonitto; the dolphin; the rainbow with
its prism tints; the gloomy grouper with its delicious

liver, large and fat; silks of the deep; jacks with then-

name legion; the queer triangular trunks; the hinds with
their vermillion spots; the calipever, the mullet, the
mackerel, the snit, the herring, and a thousand and one
others all waiting to be taken, all ready to be eaten.

From the sandy beach, and, in places, rock-bound coast,

to the deep marine caverns, and valleys, and banks off

shore, alL willing, waiting, longing to be caught.-
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Omitted in the list but greatest of them all for sport
and value of flesh is the kiugfish, the Cybium, solandri,
in whose company, by the invitation in my last, we are
about to spend a few hours. The kingfish around
Jamaica, principally on tbe south side and to the west, is,

I believe, the Cybium caballe of Cuv. and Val. Giintber,
and Scoviberomerus caballa of Jordan and Gill, but with
his scientific appelation we have nothing to do to-day.
He is a remarkable fish of the mackerel tribe, grows to a
large size, boneless except the vertebra, flesh firm and
delicate, possessing a high percentage of oily matter, and
a keeping quality unsurpassed by any fish in the same
waters, while as a sporting fish he surpasses all others,
and may take rank among the Salmonidce. In color the
back is dark, sides silvery and belly a dullish white, and
in the juveniles a few vertical stripes or bars will be
found, on either side. Where he resides for nine months
of the year is a matter of conjecture—at least to Jamai-
cans—but from the middle of March to the middle of
June in each year he is to be found in multitudes over the
submarine rock formations located in considerable num-
bers and area along the south side of the island, paying
his periodical visit for the purpose of reproduction.
Although they come like a flash and disappear as sud-
denly, they don't entirely leave the coast, for individuals
are to be caught all the year round, and these are tbe
youngsters, for it is rarely a large fish is taken, except at
the times above written. That they come from the west
and north I feel confident, but we need not enter upon
that point here.

The Santa Cruz range of hills, one of the health resorts
in Jamaica, run north and south, and at their southern
end fall precipitously almost perpendicularly into the sea
from elevations fifteen hundred feet above. At one point,
under the towering and vertical walls, nestles a fishing
village on a narrow strip of sandy land, forming a mimic
bay of crescent shape guarded from the waves that come
from the south and east by a rocky bluff. This little bay
—our starting point—some 400yds. across lies glistening
under the scraggy walls of the mountain heights, its

shore guarded by a dense growth of the cocolaba or sea-
side grape, which assumes the proportions of a large ever-
green, and every cool tree under their spreading branches
note the dug-outs high and dry, through the foliage see
the fishers' huts. In one of these huts—the best—I have
passed a few of the hours that form the night, for it was
too lovely to be cooped up in a windowless room of small,
very small, proportions. I was the guest of the village
boss (agriculturist, shop-keeper and fisherman), and the
moon blazed forth in all her glory and in her full: dinner
was over, eaten under the spreading branches of the
cocolaba, pipes were fuming and stories oft and true of
fish and water were the order of our vigil.

I had slept, dreamed aud was awake again. Conscious-
ness brought to me voices mingling with the wavelets
and the peculiar croak of the gecko. I am called. I
strike a light and find that it wants but a few minutes to
1. After a moment more arid I am on the golden sand to
find my canoe partially afloat. A cup of coffee, a biscuit,
and ten minutes more we are afloat, and away we go as
fast as four light oars and a paddle can drive us. In five
minutes we are clear of the bay and the bluff, another
ten and the cool land wind strikes our faces as it curls
down from the heights on our leaving, and the sails are
set; unerringly we go on our three hours' pull and sail to
the Outer Guinea bank, twenty-five or more miles away.
The morning is- delightfully cool, the inland wind fills the
sails, four oars and a paddle bend merrily and in time, no
sea gull flits more rapidly, our dugout is a blithesome craft
and dances o'er the waters.
An hour passes, a delightful sixty minutes, during which,

while smoking and chatting, I fix ud my rod—a stout
10ft. bamboo—attach the reel—of the Nottingham make,
carrying 200yds. of a plaited silk line—and fix up the
trace with a light boat-shaped lead, wire with two swiv-
els, a large-sized spoon with two triangles, from the lower
of which I hang three silvery sprats as tails, and I am
ready. Presently my friend the cap'n says: " 'Quire, we
are passing over McDonnell (a feeding bank): you may
get a fish,'' but we don't, it's too early; and another hour
passes. Again the boss informs us: "We are now over
Little Guinee (another bank); you must get a king," and
we do, a lively beauty of some 271bs. The bank is nar-
row, and crossing it at right angles we are soon in deep
water on the other side: four miles more and then for the
Soho or Greater Guinea, the bank we are bent on fishing.
At last we are there, and our chronometer tells the hour

a little past the four: half an hour to rest the men, give
them a drink, and let them smoke a pipe is sufficient to
show the first signs of light in the east; the time has ar-
rived, we must prepare for action. The canoe's bows are
turned to the west, the oars dip and away we go at racing
speed. Onmy side disappears my spoon and trio of sprats

,

over the other the cap'n flings his double hook baited thus:
The first hook, size about No. 20 cod, is bent on to a length
of wire, a few feet, and over its bu-b is placed a second
hook attached to a short loop, the points of the two hooks,
when in position, being reversed, and upon each hook are
strung three sprats; there are no swivels, no leads. The
kingfish is a surface feeder, and has not yet learned to
prefer a spinning to a wabbling bait. He will be educated
one of these days.
Hardly had we attained full speed when my reel

sounded and a battle commenced, but the work was not
to haul on my side, for scarce had a hundred yards of
line left the epindle when I noticed our captain hauling
in, and ere many seconds came on board a king of about
twenty-five pounds. Quickly the double hooks, freshly
garnished, were again cast forth; meanwhile my fish
went traveling west, heading the canoe by about one
hundred yards. Again and again we shortened the dis-
tance that separated us; the tackle was good and there
was no doubt a,bout the strain that was on; still the fight
continued, and ere it closed fish number two was credited
to our boss. Three fish in about twenty-five minutes,
not bad to start with thought I, My spoon and the cap-
tain's arrangement were soon astern again, and another
forty or fifty yards had us fast in what proved in my
case to be a beauty. The fun went on without slackening
until about 7 o'clock, when a leviathan seized the spoon,
and the tight of the morning began; the sport he gave
was considerable, the excitement great, but after an
hour's play he yielded to the gaff and was drawn on
board to join his fellows. After 8 o'clock the feed went
off, at 9 was gone, and for the first time since we began
we lit our pipes and had a look round and at the beauties
that monopolized considerable space in the bottom of

our spacious dug-out, much to the inconvenience of our
nether limbs ; seven and twenty kings, not one less.

Nothing more was to be done, so the canoe's bows were
pointed north, the lines still trailing astern, and on cross-
ing the inner bauk three other victims fell, one to the
spoon, the others to our captain's cable.

Merrily pass the three and a half hours' run back to
land, the morning was beautiful, the sun bright, our
recollection vivid, and the Seabreeze cool and strong.
Gaily danced our cotton-tree boat as she crested and
passed wave after wave. Spirits went down, narcotic
fumes up, tongues were garrulous until somewhat past
the meridian we rounded the little bluff and glided into
the still water, a few moments later our bottom grated on
the sandy beach; the slain were counted—thirty—the
weight recorded—a pound or two under six hundred.
Now was the sport, in comparison with, well say tarpon,
worth the candle? Let us consider: Up atl A. M., a beau-
tiful uight, the lunar lignt making it almost day. A
glorious sail over a placid sea, a balmy zephyr fanning all

the way. Sport fast and furious for four hours and over
with a fish that has the heart of a salmon, the pluck of a
sea-trout, the endurance of a porpo se and the speed of a
baracouta, added to which, flesh second to none. When
sport is over another delightful run in as buoyant a craft
as ever showed stem to a freshening breeze, cheerful com-
panions, and the slain ! place them on the golden strand
side by side in the sequence of their size and contemplate.
Have you thought it out? Well! own up. Yes! it will
take many a candle made from mammoth tarpon fat to
outweigh tbe sport that can be had with the Caribbean
king. But! I have tried the one, not the other; such is

my opinion—sans pear et sans reproclie—take it for what
it is worth. After all, comparisons are very objectionable.
One can't have kingfishing, with its many pleasant sur-
roundings, far up north, and more the pity, leviathan
tarpon and the Salmonidm are denied to those who live
in or visit the islandsof theSeaof the Caribs. We must be
satisfied with what we have goo without comparison
with that of others; it is placed within the power of a very
few to decide by actual experience which takes the
cake. Edward M. Earle (of Jamaica, W. I.).

New York City, December.

A CARD FROM MR. BLACKFORD.
Editor Forest and Stream :

As you have already noted in your journal, I have been
laid aside by a serious illness for the last six weeks. Dur-
ing the larger portion of that time 1 have been unable to
receive any mail or read newspapers. Now that I am
sufficiently recovered, I have been reading up the back
numbers of FOREST AND STREAM,

I find that a great deal has been written and published
regarding the removal of Mr. Drew from the office of Chief
Fish and G itue Protector. On this point I think nothing
more is necessary to be said, except that the New York
Fishery Commission took such action as they were per-
fectly compel nt and had the right to do/ The four
Commissioners who voted to make the change did so be-
cause they believed that a great improvement might be
made in the administration of that department having
charge of fish and game protection. But this action of
the Commission seems to have greatly disturbed and
wrought up the feeling of one John D. Collins, of Utica.
In various communications that he has sent tn the news-
papers, he has seen fit to attack the Commissioners col-
lectively, and the president of the Commission individu-
ally. The Commission needs no defense at my hands. Its
record is before the people of the State of New York; by
that they are willing to be judged. As to the personal
attacks make upon me, permit me briefly to make the
following statements:
The charge made by Mr. Collins, that I procured the

repeal of the six-inch trout law, is false. I have never
made any effort for the repeal of any law for the pro-
tection of fish and game; on the contrary, I have spent a
great deal of time and some money in promoting legisla-
tion for the better protection of fish.

Next, the charge that I had some sort of an interest in
receiving or selling fish illegally caught by the netters is
a lie, and Mr. John D. Collins knewit to be false when he
uttered it. I have never received any fish from Oneida
Lake whatever, and I challenge Mr. John D. Collins to
produce the proof or evidence for his statements, or stand
convicted of being a willful and malicious slanderer. I
also challenge him to produce any evidence that I have
ever done anything as a buyer or seller of fish that has
been inconsistent with my position as a Commissioner for
the State of New York.
And now, Mr. Editor, there has been considerable said

as to the propriety of a fish dealer occupying the position
of Commissioner of Fisheries, and it it were not for
occupying too much of your valuable space, I should like
to spread before your readers copies of correspondence
that I have had with the Fishery Commissioners of foreign
governments, with the United States Fish Commission,
and with the different State Commissions, which I think
would clearly demonstrate that so far from the two posi-
tions being incompatible, my occupation as a dealer in fish
has made such services as I have been able to give to the
cause of fishculture and fish protection of more practical
value than they would have been if I had been engaged
in any other business. Eugene G. Blackford.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 27.

COD FISHING FOR SPORT.
OF course, the idea strikes one as rather tame, but

when followed under the right conditions you will
find excitement lurking around on all sides, as well as
underneath. About the first of October, as cool weather
comes on, schools of cod work in toward the land, and
numbers are found in the traps, pounds and gill nets.
These shoal water fish, when taken with a hook and
line, act much livelier than when they are in derp water,
so that a 10 or 15-pounder makes considerable fight before
he is landed. The right conditions for this kind of fish-
ing are the four nights before and the two after the full
of the moon in the months of October and November,
with a clear sky and not too much sea running.
In the outfit, any kind of boat not likely to drown you

will do; linen tautog lines, with rather small-sized Har-
rison bass hooks, two on each line, with respectively 24
and 30in. snoods, sinker weighing 3 or 4oz. In bait,
fresh menhaden, herring, small fish, lobster or clams.

- Start in the evening, soon, after daylight has gone and

I

as the moon is well up. Go from one-third to two-thirds
as far from the shore as you would fish in tbe daytime.
Keep the hooks about 3ft. from the bottom in from 5 to
10 fathoms of water. There is a weird excitement in
this kind of fishing found in no other. You hear the
distant cry of the bittern and night heron, notice the
phosphorescent trail made by some stray shark or big fish
as he plunges by, watch the long ground swell, until it

Beems as if it were really alive, and with the swash of
the sea on shore you by this time have a mighty sharp
bite from a cod and he does not at all resemble a log as
you pull, but tries his best to get away until landed.
During the fishing a spine dogfish or so investigates; then
comes a peculiar kind of bite and, as you look over, there
is something alongside that reminds you of the mouth of an
old-fashioned carpet bag with nails on end stuck around
the edge: this is a goose or bellows fish, whose use, as
yet, has not been found out. Now you think you have
got fast to the bottom but soon find it is a skate about
4ft. across, which comes up slowly in circles, having by
prowb'ng around got a hook in one* of his nutneroim outer
edges. Then by fishing about half way to the bottom
you can catch quantities of frost fish or whiting. Codfish
are more numerous inshore and bite better during the
night than in the daytime. If after you are through
fishing you still wish for more excitements just catch a
sea wrong, or rather let it catch you right, as you land on
the beach, and you will get enough in the next few
seconds to last well into the morning.
New Bediobd, Mass. Willard Nye, Jr.
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Forest ANP Stream, the weekly gentleman sportsman's jour-
nal, comes to hand every week rich in reading that is not only
real in its delineations of those noble, invigorating and health-
giving recreations of which it is the advocate, but clean and pure
in its tone. The dog jockey and fish liar extraordinary having
been eliminated from its columns, there remains only meat for
the true sportsmen. Its natural history department is always
entertaining for both young and old; and the ladies often find a
diversion in its columns. This journal can go into any household.
The last number announces some very clever articles in the near
future.—Readers'' Union Journal.

While one of the guests at Innimore Lodge, Mull, Scot-
land, was salmon fishing in the Colleader River, a grouse
rose behind him as he was casting back his line. He hooked
the bird, and, after playing it for some time, succeeded in
bagging it.
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THE WOLF OF THE WATEKS.
AFAR off, in the extreme northern part of the State of

Wisconsin, secure from ordinary intrusion, lie the
cluster of small lakes that have become famous among
the members of the angling fraternity as the home of the
lordly muskallonge. They are scattered in bewildering
profusion over a territory many hundreds of square miles
in extent, and comparatively few have become well
enough known to acquire distinctive titles, and, owing to
the absence of an accurate record of such observations
and christenings as have from time to time, in desultory
ways, been made, several have unhappily received the
same name, which fact rather tends to confuse the pil-

grim from other lands.
The great majority of them, however, are so remote

from the confines of civilization and take such little part
in the active affairs of every day life, being seldom looked
upon or traversed except by the adventurous sportsman,
that they are very likely to remain in their present state
of obscurity for some time to come. They represent an
immense variety of sizes and shapes, some being bound
together in the most fantastically constructed groups,
while others stand out isolated and lonely, as though lost

and deserted amid the tangled , almost impenetrable mass
of forest growths that surround them.
Many have their outlets into the numerous tributaries

of the Wisconsin River, being connected in their descent
by hundreds of cold

,
clear, and for the most part shallow

little creeks which serve as excellent guides from one to
the other. A great many empty, through like channels,
into rivers flowing northward on then- placid way to Lake
Superior. Although there is great irregularity in respect
to then various formations, comparative depths and other
characteristics, there seems to be considerable order in the
distribution of the different groups as far as their relative
position to one another is concerned, for there is just
about the same amount of space between them all, and
the traveler can feel almost assured that three or four
miles in any direction will take him to one of these lakes
or to the stream that immediately empties into or flows
from it.

In size they range from an average width of 200yds. up
to five or six miles, the majority being from a half mile
to a mile in diameter. They are all, almost without ex-
ception, hemmed in to the waters edge by dense forests
of spruce, pine, hemlock, maple and birch, with here and
there the clean-looking Norway towering in stately
majesty above its less favored rivals.

They are all well supplied with game fish of several
varieties, and here, whether trolling between high, pic-
turesque bluffs or tramping with gaudy fly along the
wooded, secluded banks of the trout streams, the gentle
art can be enjoyed in all its perfection. There is an ele-

ment of primeval, untainted wildness in the surround-
ings that lingers long in the memory of the enthusiastic
devotee, and which lures him back to these lonely spots
with an irresistible fascination. He is so far away from
the influences of his past existence that he truly seems to
move and have his being in a separate and distinct world,
and the feeling, while it lasts, is delicious. But the ties

of civilization have too firm a foundation, in his nature,
to permit him harboring a very strong desire to lead the
unfettered life of the roving woodsman, and when the
time comes he gladly returns to the conventionalities of
home life.

The yearly immersions in forest depths, the many
silent; interviews with the inquisitive red squirrel on some
obscure runway, the noiseless tramp through deep woods
or over the treeless plains, in the dim half light of early
dawn, the pleasant reveries in some open glade smoothly
carpeted with the soft, yielding pine needles, the long
pulls through the white-capped waves of some distant
lake where the weird, human-like cry of the wary loon
mingles in sweet accord with the light plash of the oars,

the sudden flight of the timid duck startled by the ap-
pearance of the light canvas boat as it floats silently

around one of the numerous bends in the shallow stream,
theltonk, honk, of the wild geese passing high overhead
in their swift journey to the south—these are the scenes
that appeal to him so"strongly and to which he hastens
to return with an ever increasing affection. And aside
from the matter of refined sentiment, who can estimate
the amount of physical benefit received? He leaves
almost broken down under the demands of a busy life

and comes back tanned, strong and healthy, with a
strange, enjoyable feeling of elastic endurance, as though
the pure air, fresh from the balsam boughs, had given
him new life.

In the course of a year many people find their way to
this lake region, some equipped only with hook and line,

some in search of the elusive deer, and others to combine
these pleasures with the enjoyment of sleeping for weeks
in the open air. Quite a number go up during the sum-
mer, oftentimes taking their families along, and camp on
some convenient lake close to the railroad station where
supplies can easily be obtained. But others, whose main
object is to secure good hunting and fishing, will pene-
trate the wilderness as far as possible with the aid of horse
and wagon, and, when the limit of this sort of travel is

reached, push on to more remote points in their boats or
over game trails. In trips of this kind a folding canvas
boat is almost indispensable, as it can readily be carried
from one point to another, and at the same time is very
staunch on the water.
Now and then some rich old fellow, strong in his love

of the woods, will come up alone with a single small tent,

and, accompanied only by the guide that he has probably
engaged in advance, travel from one group of lakes to

another, fishing and hunting as he goes, disturbed in his
solitary devotions by none.
A few years ago muskallonge were very plenty in all

the lakes of this region, but, as the destructive axe of the
lumberman cleared the way through the trackless laby-
rinth, all those lakes at all accessible from their rough
wagon roads were soon depleted, and at the present time
they are rarely caught except in waters far removed from
these points. Many were taken to supply the immediate
wants of the voracious lumbermen, but their destruction,

for the most part, is due to the despicable desire for so-

called "fame" that actuates many unsportsmanlike ang-
lers. Some of this class seem possessed of the idea that
the more fish they can kill in a certain length of time,
even though they are allowed to spoil by the barrel, the
higher they stand in the estimation of their brothers of
the craft, and in consequence of this chiliish delusion
thousands of these noble fish wereMiled and then thrown

out on the bank to rot in order that these butchers might
gratify their barbarous ambitions. They are one and all

sadly lacking in the essentials that enter into the appre-
ciation a,nd enjoyment of manly sport, else they could
but realize how lowly they appear in the eyes of the hu-
mane sportsman.
As an outcome of this wholesale destruction, hardly a

muskallonge can be found iu any of the lakes lying at all

close to the lumber roads, and as good fishing grounds
have become more and more remote and difficult of
access, the inexperienced in this par t of the country have
much trouble in securing reliable information as to the
best points at which to locate, and greater trouble in
reaching these points after such information is obtained.
Plenty of good sport can yet be had with the muskal-

longe in these waters, but they can no longer be captured
without hard, tiresome marches through thick forests
and long journeys over out-of-the-way lakes and their
connecting streams. However, the pursuit of this sport
justifies all the preliminary wor'k and expense involved,
and to many its value is far greater than this.

One dark night in the early part of October, not many
years ago, found us plodding along almost at the end of
our journey in the very heart of a Wisconsin wilderness.
We had traveled since 2 o'clock that afternoon, and. if

there had been light enough to make our tired, faces and
drooping forms visible, a single glance would have con-
vinced the most skeptical observer that we were certainly
in need of immediate and long-continued rest. Eighteen
miles! At home, on the smooth, well-kept highways,
this would have seemed a very short distance for a day's
journey on wheels, but in the north woods a mile is one
of the most indefinite of quantities, and it is almost im-
possible to find any two inhabitants who will agree as to
the exact location of or distance to even well-known
points. It is, therefore, better for one not to place too
much confidence in the off-hand replies to his anxiously
delivered questions. A mile in these woods may mean
an hour's hard work or it may be a matter of only a few
minutes' exertion, and as hope is a. great incentive to
action, it is probably better to be without exact knowl-
edge as to the distance to one's destination.
We had virtually been sustained by hope for the last

hour or two, as it was now nine o'clock and we had long
ago ceased to rely on the teamster's frequent and volun-
tary assertions that we would soon be there. We would
walk awhile to keep warm and then climb upon the
sturdy road wagon that carried our outfit, to procure
momentary respite for our weary limbs. It was not
pleasant riding, to be sure, nor was it for an instant to be
considered in the nature of a luxury, but it was a much
easier mode of motion than incessant tramping at that
particular time.
To those who have passed through these nearly track-

less wilds on four wheels probably nothing can be said
that would render their reminiscences of such moments
more vivid or painful, as they have taken the last degree,
but to the uninitiated there might be conveyed a faint,

inadequate idea of the wondrous torturing properties of
one of these rough vehicles on its natural track— an old.
abandoned logging road. The pecidiar and characteristic
sounds they give out while in motion remain an inde-
structible element in his memory. It is a continual, un-
ceasing bump, bang, crash, rumble and creak from one
end to the other, and the dull, monotonous jar on one's
ears becomes in the course of a few hours almost unbear-
able, When the horses stop occasionally to drink and the
dense forest again resumes its habitual silence, a great
sense of relief is experienced. The road is always full of
fallen logs, chunks of wood, rocks, gullies and holes of
every shape and description, and the typical woodsman
never for a moment thinks of turning to a\Toid them, but
strikes these formidable obstacles with a straight-forward
persistency that is, to say the least, inspiring. They time
and again drive over logs over two feet in diameter, and
jolt down into those frequent deep openings characteristic
of corduroy roads, not only with apparent unconcern, but
with a very perceptible, feeling of delight.
The one we had engaged was in no wise differentfrom

the others, and for seven long tedious hours he had been
instilling into our minds many new and startling ideas
as to the endurance of wagon material in general anal of
the human frame work in particular. We began to feel
as though we would be deeply grateful to somebody if

we could only catch sight of his shanty and know posi-

tively that it would not be necessary to bump through
this vast forest the night through.
The trail descended into a deep ravine, and we passed

down into an almost impenetrable darkness; the sounds
made by the wheels were muffled in the yielding sand,
and as the bump, bamp, crack, ceased for a moment we
were surrounded by a silence so deep that it could almost
be felt. The trees interlaced their crooked branches
overhead and shut out even the pale gleam that would
have come from a few stars, of which wTe had a glimpse
now and then through some little opening. A slight
splashing noise immediately in front informed us that
the horses had entered one of those cold numerous little

trout streams that thread the country in all directions,
and we dismounted to stretch our stiffened limbs and
allow the tired animals to refresh themselves with large
draughts of the pure water.

It had been pleasantly wTarm during the day, but as
night came on the air grew chill and penetrating and it

was only by frequent brisk walks taken in the dark at
the risk of a hard fall that we could keep up sufficient

circulation to feel comfortable.

At length, after passing a bend in the Wisconsin River,
which flowed in a dark, noiseless, snakelike line between
thick growths of pine and hemlock rising straight from
the water's edge, we entered a chopping or open place in

the forest caused by cutting out the heavy timber, and
when the driver gave vent to a long, peculiar cry that
rang weirdly out on the night air, we knew that the
much needed relief was close at hand.
And so it proved, for near the other end of the clearing

we saw a gleam of light that appeared to come through a
window of some kind, and soon after drove in between
two long, low, heavy-looking log houses that had evi-

dently served as a lumberman's camp in days gone by.
The teamster's good wife had wakened at his call and
gave us a hearty welcome as we entered the rude but
comfortable interior, where a roaring fire in a big sheet
iron stove was throwing out welcome rays of condensed
sunshine. We ordered supper for two, and then pro-
ceeded to thoroughly toast ourselves on ail sides while
enjoying the savory odors of hot coffee and broiled ATeni-

son that floated in from the kitchen and served to whet
our already ravenous appetites to a keen edge. It would
be a useless task to attempt to describe our intense appre-
ciation of that simple meal. We cannot think of it with-
out a glowing sense of satisfaction as of some long-felt
wish fulfilled, and to this day it stands preeminent among
a host of other but minor feasts.

And the beds! They were soft and clean, a fit resting
place for tired out mortals; and while the fire burned
lower and lower and the sharp north wind with mourn-
ful voice swept swiftly by the rough hewn corners of our
rustic retreat, we thankfully closed our eyes and sank
into that sweet oblivion which, is the just reward and
natural result of a clear conscience and a long mardh
through the pure, clear, health-giving air of the pine
woods.
The next day dawned bright and beautiful, and after par-

taking of a hearty breakfast and photographing for future
reference the rude looking stricture where we had been
so hospitably received, we crossed Little Germaine Lake,
on the east side of which we intended to camj), and were
soon busy in the pleasant occupation of erecting tents and
getting our equipage in good order. Our strong canvas
house was soon up, and a few boatloads of short hemlock
boughs from the lake shore a little further up were evenly
distributed along one side and served as excellent bedding.
We placed the large sleeping tent and a smaller one,
under which we intended to eat, face to face and about
seven feet apart, and over a pole which united the two
we stretched a stout convas fly. Our camp stove was
placed under this, and by opening the flaps of the tents it

was an easy matter to heat the whole space thoroughly ,

and we were thus enabled to keep everything nice and
dry and sleep comfortably even during the coldest
weather.
Big St. Germaine, some two by five miles in extent, lay

to the west of us, and although there was no water con-
nection between it and the lake on whose shore we were
camped, the strip of heavily-timbered land dividing them
narrowed down at one point to about twenty-five yards,
and this place afforded a short and convenient portage
from one to the other. There was a large rugged, boulder
right in the center of this pathway, and one seated on it,

commanding a view of both lakes through the fantastic
archway of entwining branches and clinging vines, en-
joyed as picturesque and beautiful a scene as he could
well wish for. The water was very shallow along close
to the shore, gradually deepening until the rays of light
could no longer penetrate to the bottom, when it assumed
an appearance of almost inky blackness. Both were sur-
rounded on all sides by alternating groves of northern
pine, hemlock, maple and birch, in some places growing
down close to the high-water mark and in other places
standing back far enough to show strips of firm, white
sandy soil, which the waves had washed clear of all ob-
jects not deeply imbedded in it.

A few years ago these lakes were famed far and wide,
among the angling fraternity, as the home of the gamy
muskallonge, and it was here that we had come to enjoy
our first experience with it.

We were not novices in the gentle art, and many a
black bass, salmon and trout had fallen to our trusty
rods, but, it should be-confessed at the start, that we had
never hunted the muskallonge and had never before been
on the Eagle waters. If such had been the case, we
most assuredly would not have settled down so comfort-
ably and with quite so much self-satisfaction on the shore
of St. Germaine. For the most part, we were ignorant
of the habits of this denizen of wild waters, and had but
faintly outlined ideas as to the best manner in which to
pursue the sport, but we had full confidence in our ability
to master the details in a short time.
We remained in this camp two weeks, and not a day

passed but what we were out scouring the lakes in all

directions, yet with all our care and perseverance nothing
larger than a five pound lake trout was ever brought in
from these wafers. It is true we were enjoying ourselves
immensely, and, if our expectations had not been pitched
so high in a certain direction, we should confessed that
the fishing we did have was first-class. We caught many
fine large-mouthed black bass with live bait, to say noth-
ing of the great number of good-sized, gamy lake trout,
but we had not come six hundred miles for these alone,
and we felt that there was still an aching void that had
as yet remained unfilled.

Ruffed grouse were plenty, and it was only necessary
to take the shotgun and wander along the old lumber
roads in the morning and evening in order to secure from
six to a dozen fine fat fellows. They were not hard to
kill if one preferred to take them as they sat with bob-
bing heads on a low limb or strutted proudly before him
in the open trail: but should he wish to adopt the more
sportsmanlike method of shooting on the wing, he would
soon find that he stood in need of all his skill. They gen-
erally lie quite still until the intruder is almost upon
them, when they rise from the ground so suddenly
and Avith such a whirr of rapidly beating wings that un-
less one's nerves are unusually steady he is apt to be
slightly startled. When a few feet from the ground they
start off with the velocity of a cannon ball, and it re-
quires a good snap shot to bag this noble bird where the
surrounding timber is at all thick. The flesh of the
grouse is palatable in the extreme, being juicy, tender
and richly flavored, and when one is split open on the
back and broiled to a turn, with proper seasoning, there
are few things so pleasing to the taste. H. Lynde,

. [TO BE CONTINUED.]

Notes on Massachusetts Fishes.—I have caught two
brook trout in my fyke net in Great Harbor, Wood's Holl,
lately, and they were full of ripe eggs. I put them in

the aquarium and one of the fish deposited her eggs
there. The ti-out lived only a few days in the aquarium.
The sea bass and mullet died Dec. 20. The temperature
of the water is down to 35

s

. We are doing well taking
cod eggs, having already taken more than 30,000,000.
From present appearances, if the fish live, two or three
weeks longer, we ought to obtain 50,000,000. Cod were
very plentiful throughout Vineyard Sound during last

fall, The tomcod are now spawning here.

—

Vixal N.
Edwabds (Wood's Holl, Mass.). In the small streams
flowing into Cape Cod and Wellileet bays large numbers
of eels are now being caught. W. P. Burnham, of Essex.
Mass., caught twenty-two pickerel through the ice in
Chebacco Lake on the 9th iast. Some of the fish ex-
ceeded 21l»3. in weight.—Gloucester Daily Times,
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ANGLING NOTES.
ONE of the weekly sporting papers, referring to an

article published in Forest and Stream last week,
asks for information regarding the American imitations
of trout flies, particularly as to the originals of the Gen-
eral-Hooker and royal-coachman. Unfortunately the
writer is ignorant of the big latin names by which scien-
tific gentlemen designate the various flies and bugs used
by anglers, but has seen the flies many a time along the
brooks and in the fields and woods.
Miss Sarah McBride, daughter of the late famous fly-

dresser, wrote an article on this subject some years ago
for this paper. She had made a scientific study of the
matter; this article was widely copied, and it can now be
found on page (308 of "Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer."
One early spring day some twenty years ago the writer

of these notes happened to be fly-fishing on a little pond
in the western part of Ontario county, N. Y. My com-
panion, A. L. Williams, a famous sportsman and exc 1-

- lent fly-fisherman, had given up casting in disgust and
taken to his pipe for consolation, for though the trout
were rising in a provoking manner, we could not coax
them to look at our tiies._ We had tried the usual assort-
ment of hackles and wing flies in vain and it certainly
looked as if we were goiug to be badly left. I had about
come to the same conclusion as my friend, when 1 hap-
pened to capture a little fly that was fluttering past me,
and to which they seemed to be rising. It bad light
brown wings, a greenish body and no tail. Looking over
the leaves of my fly-book I found an old General-Hooker
of McBride's make, which was almost an exact copy of
the fly I had caught.
As soon as I commenced casting with it the fish began

to take, and in less than an hour I had fourteen fine fish
in my creel. I lost it on the fifteenth, and as it was the
only one and they would not take anything else, we had
to give it up. So much for the General-Hooker.
The royal-coehman resembles a moth with white wings

and black and red body, often seen about the fields late
iuthe season. This fly also resembles the clay or soldier-fly.

It is to be regretted that some of the manufacturers of
trout flies will change the old patterns. If they wish to
stick a tail on to the coachman or in any way alter the
accepted standard flies, they ought to give them some
other names. None of the flies that imitate the moth,
for instance, should have tails, and the wings should be
dressed rather flat. The gnats and the cowdung also lack
tails, and to tie them with them is absurd.

Scarlet-Ibis.

The Quannapowitt Angling Club, at its last annual
dinner, chose a committee consisting of Messrs. J. P.
Hartshorn, A. H. Bindeu and John McQuinn, to cooper-
ate with the fish committee of Wakefield, Mass., in their
appeal to the Legislature for authority to regulate Ashing
in Crystal Lake. The lease of the lake expires next spring.
The season for bass fishing opeus by law July 1 of each
year, when a grand onslaught will surely be made on the
fish, it being generally understood throughout the State
that the lake is well stocked and the fish abundant. Dur-
ing the past summer camping parties from other towns
were quietly ensconsed on the island, having been told
that the lease was off. It is not hoped nor desired to pro-
hibit fishing by the public at large, but simply to restrict
it to two or possibly three days in the week, and to pro-
hibit fishing on Sundays. The bearing of the whole mat-
ter on the continued purity of our domestic, water supply
was the chief subject of debate, and it is one which ought
to interest all the people.—B.

RESULTS OF FISHCULTURE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is probable that to those of the readers of Forest and
Stream who are not particularly interested in fishculture.
aud are therefore not acquainted with the facts, the state-
ments of Mr. Milton Pence, which have recently'been made
concerning the present aspects of trout culture will appear
to be quite frank and plausible. Therefore, in view of the
attitude he holds toward present methods of fishculture in
general a little further dissection of them, as evidence of
his competency as a critic, may be advisable. And first,
what does he offer to sustain his statements? Simmered
down it might he formulated into the following declaration,
viz.: "I, Milton P. Peirce, an eminent authority on fish-
culture on my own showing, say that is so, and therefore it
is so." Mr. Peirce's egotism is apparently unconscious, to
do him justice. The gist of the controversy between Mr.
Peirce and myself is well set forth in the following from the
American A nqler of Oct. 4:

"A MAD FiSHCCLTURlST—We print the annexed com-
munication in full at the request of Mr. Peirce, whose main
trouble seems to be restlessness under opposite opinions to
his own. His dictatorial style is offensive, and discussion
of any subject with him appears to lead to personalities
that are always avoided and condemned when gentlemen
exchange views on public questions, Our editorial, 'A Mad
Fishculturist,' published some weeks ago, was suggested
solely by the humorous element contained in two public as-
sertions by Mr. Peirce, that Byers (an old veteran) was a
callow youth and that he (Peirce) 'knew it all.' We had no
special design to belittle Mr. Peirce's abilities or ridicule
his pretensions, and cheerfully accede to his somewhat
modest request that we should allow him to blackguard us
in our own columns.

—

Ed."
I very respectfully decliue to accept controversy upon Mr.

Peirce's terms. Trout culture is not being abandoned, but
is keeping step with other branches of fishculture and needs
no very urgent defense. Mr. Peirce states that trout culture
has been discontinued in France. Now the papers by C
Raveret-Wattel, F. Muntadas and Frank H. Mason, Consul
at Marseilles, in the Bulletin of the IT. S. Fish Commission
for 1887, are direct evidence to the contrary. Mr. Peirce's
observation appears to be of the period when very young fry
were deposited as food for the cottoids which inhabit trout
brooks, instead of the past four or -five years during which
the output has been yearlings, which are not ouiv able at
once to defend themselves against their enemies but also to
devour the smaller of them, aud Which policy is producing
such marked results in this country and in Europe.
Mr. Peirce is willing to admit that if his methods are fol-

lowed there is still some hope for fishculture. (This appears
to be the main trouble with him.) In trout culture it con-
sists iu increasing the meander-Lugs of the streams. Even if
there were anything in this, those who are at all familiar
with trout streams are aware that they will insist upon lay-
ing out their own courses.
There is a vague hint of some experiment in shad culture

by "Peirce's methods" now being made. This is certainly

interesting news aud the result will be awaited with great
expectations. But let us take up the shad and whitefish
culture as tests of Mr. Peirce's fairness and reliability as an
observer, since these are commercial fisheries, the statistics
of which arc regularly and accurately collected, and cannot
he controverted by vague and unsupported assertions. Any
reasonable person would be convinced by their growing
abundance and cheapness that there is a constant increase
in the numbers of shad. In spite of the fact, that by reason
of the wonderful improvements in methods of refrigeration
by means of which they not ouly can be shipped to any dis-
tance, but are kept in fresh conditiou for any length of time,
and also notwithstanding the rapidly-increasing population,
tine roe-shad were sold in the cities of the Atlantic coast
States during the spring of 1800 for twenty-five cents each.
Further, so great was the glut that for the first time in
twenty-five years the salting of shad was begun on a com-
mercial basis on Chesapeake Bay. Still further, as many as
one hundred barrels of shad have been caught at sea recently
at one haul of a purse net by mackerel fishermen. These
evidences would be explained by Mr, Peirce by the assertion
of "a year of plenty." To this I will refer further on.
Mr. Peirce's qualified admission as to the value of artifi-

cial stocking as shown by the population of Pacific waters
with shad may be supplemented by some statistics of
interest. The shad catch of California in 1888 was 151,8711bs.,
or about 45,000 fish. In many places where the largest runs
occurred, notably in Mon terey Bay, there, is no special appa-
ratus used for shad and more are taken by accident than
otherwise. The catch, therefore, while large for a new
fishery, probably gives no real idea of the abundauce^f the
species. During 1S87 as many as one or twq tons #rshad
were shipped from Santa Cruz, Cal., in one day. They are
found as far north as British Columbia aud' Alaska, and
certainly furnish, to a reasonable mind, sufficient evidence
as to the beneficial results of artificial stocking. If the one
or two hundred thousand delicate little fry carried iu cans
from the Atlantic coast to California, and deposited in
wafers to which they were until then unknown, would live
and multiply at such a rate, what must be the result of
work so much more extensive and constant.

Now to return to the Atlantic coast. If Mr. Peirce were to
ask shad fishermen at Gloucester, N. J., Alexandria, Va.,
or on the Susquehanna above Havre de Grace, whether the
shad fishing is improving or declining, he would probably
be told with a mournful shake of the head that shad fishing
is "played out." It is very evident that it is from such
sources that Mr. Peirce draws his inspiration. What art;

the facts in the case as shown by the carefully collected
statistics of the Fisheries Division' of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission? Why, that at present the shad catch of the Atlan-
tic coast is increasing at the rate of about one million per
annum, that since 1884 this increase has finally resulted in
an addition of $1,200,000 a year to the food supply of the
country (at the moderate estimate of twenty cents each) in
this one species. And to show that this is not mere vogue,
guesss work or speculation let us take what statistics are
available for the purpose. The first statistics which were
taken after the commencement of the artificial propagation of
shad, which were those of the census of 1880, which showed
the catch of that year to have been 4,140,9(18. It was not
uatil 1885 that a systematic collection of statistics of the
Atlantic coast fisheries was begun. Iu that year, although
at that time as compared with the present the output of fry
was but meager, the catch had increased! to 5,173,931, an in-
crease of 1,032.983, representing an increase of value of
§206,593 over 1880. In 1886 the catch was 5,584,368, an increase
in number of 1,443,400 and in money value of 8288,680 over
1880. In 1887 the catch was 6,715,405, an increase in number
of 2,574,437, and of money value $514,887 over 1880. In 1SS0
the catch was 7,680,474, an increase in number of 3,519,506,
and of money value $703,901 over 1880, The statistics for
1889 and 1890 are not yet complete, but a coservative estimate
places them in the neighborhood of 9,000,000 and 10,000,000
respectively. The money value is based on a rate of five
shad to the dollar. It will be seen by the above statistics
that in the four years of 18S5-SS the aggregate money value
of the increased production was $1,714,061, and the average
annual increase in value $428,515. Now itis well known that
it was due to the rapid decline of the shad fisheries and the
threatened extinction of that fish, more than to any other
cause, that the U. S. Fish Commission came into existence,
and to the work of that great organization, supplemented
to a small extent by some of the States, alone can be traced
this gradual and regular increase in the shad fisheries.
How, then, are we to account for the impressions which pre-
vail in some localities that the river shad fisheries are on the
decline and which are undoubtedly the basis of Mr, Peirce's
erroneous conclusions. Here comes in the value of statis-
tics over the conjectures of disappointed fishermen and the
local "Veritas" or "Pro bono publico," The explanation
of it all will be found in the development of the pound-net
or gill-net fisheries of the Atlantic coast. Let us take Chesa-
peake Bay for example. The number of pound-nets in these
waters in 1887 was 973; in 1888 it was 1,414. The statistics
for 1889 and 1890 are not yet available, but it is estimated
that there are now at least 2,000 of them. By reason of these
great pound-nets, some of them stretching two and three
miles out from the shore, the bulk of the shad catch is now
taken in salt water and finds its way to market to a great
extent through new channels. As four men operate as
many as ten pound-nets, there is great economy in this
method of fishing. The gill-nets also requiriug but little
capital, have greatly increased in number, and so the fish
which find their way into the rivers are apparently less abund-
ant because the catch is divided among a greater number of
fishermen.

coast. "Does any one suppose that one in fifteen of the plant;

of young shad made in the waters of the Delaware last sea-

son will ever be seen again by mortal eye?" asks Mr. Peirce
in the late Journal Qf Corp Culture and- Rural Hydraulics.
Well, judging by the results on the Pacific, some of them
do live in spite of the wails and lamentations of the
"prophets." And would the survival of seven out of one
hundred of these fry be an unreasonable expectation?
And now, concerning the "years of scarcity and abund-

dance" which prevailed generally before the statistics were
regularly and systematically collected, aud which are still

used as an argument by those who view the question from
a purely local standpoint, or are not well iu formed. Re-
garding seasons of plenty and scarcity of shad it has become
recognized as a law of the species that years of plenty in
certain rivers are superinduced by a high temperature of
the water in the early season. Thus while the ruu of shad
in southern rivers and coastal waters south of Virginia may
be exceptionally large, the passage of these migratory
hordes into the Chesapeake and Delaware basins, as well as
into the Hudson and Connecticut, is controlled entirely try

the temperature of those waters, while as often is the case,
the waters of the Chesapeake may be of suitable tempera-
ture, a reverse condition may exist in the Delaware, in
which case the run in the Chesapeake and tributary streams
is usually greater than in the Delaware. Reverse the order
and like results are obtained. The movement of these mi-
gratory species in spring along the coast from the time of
their appearance in Florida rivers is wholly a matter of con
ditiou of environment. If the waters are not suitable the
migration continues until proper conditions present them-
selves. A perusal of the reports of the Canadian fishery
officials for the years in which the shad were least abund-
ant in our waters shows that they were the most prosperous
years in these regions.

Regarding the abundance of whitefish, it is acknowledged
by all the leading dealers and fishermen of the largest ship-
ping center on the lakes (Sandusky) that artificial propaga-
tion is the only means of maintaining a supply of that
species. Again, the facts adduced from the shad hypotheses
are applicable to the whitefish. There are seasons of bounte-
ousness in the United States, while the opposite extreme
applies to Canada; yet an evenly distributed supply is more
generally the rule. With this fish partial returns for 1888
indicate a marked increase in the abundance in localities
where artificial propagation has been systematically carried
on on a large scale. This is especially noticeable iu the
fisheries of the western end of Lake Erie.' In the region em-
braced between Toledo and Vermillion, aud including those
towns, together with Port Clinton, Sandusky, Bass Islands
and Huron, the increase in the quantity of fish in 1888 as
compared with 1885 amounts to about 12,000,0001 bs,, having
a market value of over $300,000. The catch in 1888 in the
region named was nearly as large as that of the entire lake
in 1885. Now let us see how the increase of fishing appli-
ances would be likely to affect the individual catches of the
fishermen and create the impression among them that the
fishery is declining. It is hardly likely that declining
fisheries would offer i uducements for a rapid increase of fish
ing appliances. In Lake Erie there were in 1880. 758 pound
nets; in 1885. 928. Of gill nets there were in 1880, 5,775; iu
1885, 22,664. Of haul seines there were in 1880, 18; in 1885, 71.
Persons employed in 1880, 1,620; in 1885, 4.298. Steam vessels
in 1880, 9; iu 1885, 53. Other vessels and boats in 1880, 593;

' Total of pri mary products of the fisheries in

The proportion of fish taken in the bays and lower por-
tions of rivers is becoming greater each year, and thus the
great and expensive shore seines in fresh water are becoming
less and less profitable. As a matter of fact, however, there
is a constant increase in the number of shad caught in the
rivers, as the statistics show. During the season of 1890,
which was regarded by the fishermen of the Potomac River
as a poor one, 100,000 more shad were caught in that stream
than in 1889, as shown by the statistics of Health Officer
Addicks, of Washington, D. C.

It is well known that certain of the salt fish industries of
New England are declining, simply because, by reason of
improved refrigeration, more fish are finding their way to
the markets of the country in a fresh condition, and this, to
some, has the appearance of a decline iu the fisheries them-
selves. During 188S, '89 and '90 the output of shad fry was
many millions greater than during the entire previous his-
tory of the work, and this great output will probably be
heard from 1891 to '94, showing, it can be safely predicted, a
still greater ratio of increase.
Mr. Peirce complains of the meagre shad catches of the

New England waters. This can be traced to the meagreness
of the output in those waters. The total output of 1886 was
34,659,000. Of these but 5,500,000 were deposited in the Hud-
son and New England waters. In 1887 the output was 10S,-
425,000, and 5,250,000 of these were placed in the Hudson and
New England waters. In addition 6,644,000 eggs were sent
to Cold Spring Harbor for hatching and depositln the Hud-
son and its tributaries. Here we can trace out cause and
effect very clearly. Perhaps in this connection the follow-
ing concerning the shad fishery of Florida will prove inter-
esting: Compared with 1880, the catch in Florida in 1889
was 1,000 per cent, greater, while the number of fishermen
employed was only 200 per cent, greater.
The output of shad fry by the U. S. Fish Commission is

now nearly 150,000,000 per annum. The survival of 7 per
cent, of these would equal the shad catch of the Atlantic

1880, $29,087,000; in 1SS5, 857,556,517. This shows the increase
for five years, and the succeeding five years, when the statis-
tics are completed, will show still greater increase. If Mr.
Peirce is wrong in these matters of shad and whitefish cul-
ture, where is he likely to be right?
My purpose in taking the trouble to produce these statis-

tics is not with an expectation of convincing Mr. Peirce of
the fallacy of his position, I am well aware that that is
impossible. But they will enable the readers of Forest
and Stream to form an intelligent opinion on the subject,
as they represent not only the carefully collected statistics
of a great government bureau, but also reflect the opinions
of the great fishculturists of the country, not one of whom
will be found to agree with Mr. Peirce. His charge is that
they are all self-interested, and in fact no better'than rob-
bers. I leave that element of the discussion to vour readers.
I will stop only to correct one of Mr. Peirce's misstatements.
He attempts to make it appear that the publisher of the
"Journal of Carp Culture, and Rural Hydraulics" was in
some way attacked by me. This is not so. That gentleman
has my sympathy. The case still remains the same, Milton
P. Peirce vs. the world of fishculture. If he was right Prof.
Bau-d was wrong, and all the living lights of modern fish-
culture are frauds or victims of delusion. And further, if.

he is right the sooner we know it the better. The country
is going to destruction rapidly enough now, according to
the "prophets."
Mr. Peirce has some special personal grievances against

me
First, he thinks I am not a fishculturist—as he is. I

hasten to say that I am not, and never pretended to be.
Second, because some months ago I said that I had recently

had an application to lease certain premises for a trout
hatchery, he has since persistently advertised me as the
malevolent owner of a trout stream with which I wanted to
victimize some poor deluded fishculturist, who had not con-
sulted Mr. Peirce. I am not so fortunate. The fact is, I
own a little tract of land on which there is a group of
springs, such as are used in this neighborhood for hatching
and rearing trout. The State Hatchery has a similar group
and its enterprise is a wonderful success. I know of five
such plants near this city. 1 spoke of the application simply
to show that another enterprising citizen wanted to embark
in the business. The land was alreadv leased and used for
another purpose.
Third, I said early in this controversy that trout planting

had greatly improved the fishing in many streams of this
State, I think using the number "a hundred." Ever since
Mr. Peirce has been in mortal distress because I would not
give him the names of those hundred streams. I desire now
to amend by saying "hundreds." I think the Platte alone
has a hundred tributaries above where it leaves the
mountains, aud all its waters, accessible to trout, have been
improved by planting, in the main stream and its larger
branches, trout fry from the State hatchery. But only a few
of these streams have been named as yet, and hence it is im-
possible to satisfy the consuming curiosity of Mr. Peirce
upon that score. Besides the Platte, plantings have been
made in a dozen other great river systems, or water sheds
viz.: The Arkansas, Rio Grande, Las Animas, San Juan
Gunnison, Blue River, Eagle River, the Boulders, St Vrain
Big and Little Thompson, Cache-a-la-Poudre, North Platte'
and others. I may as well amend again and change
hundreds" to "thousands." And, bear in mind, the Eastern

brook trout is not a creature of accident—vide Mr. Peirce's
theory of "years of plenty and years of scarcity"—in this
region. It is an exotic, introduced here but a few years ago
through the State hatchery—the best investment the State
ever made.
In order that Mr. Peirce may not stumble over any more

imaginary obstacles on my account I wish to repeat that !am not a fishculturist; that I have no trout brook to lease,
and am not a competitor in his line of business; that I never
caught a fish for the purpose of selling it; that I never sold
a fish first or second hand; that I know what I see, believe
many things I hear and a goodly portion of that which I
read. I know that trout hatching and trout planting iu the
waters of Colorado have been a marvelous success; I am
convinced that fishculture in other lines in many parts of
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the world has been no less successful, and that the science is
gaining ground every day to the incalculable benefit of
nations and peoples. I have lived long enough to see its be-

-_ sportsni

—

papers of tbe country, as he seems determined to do, will
either stop or turn back the wheels of progress in this great
industrial enterprise. Nor do I believe that all its disciples
are fools and that Mr. Peirce is the only living creature who
knows all about it.

* Wm. N. Byers.
Dbxvee, Colo.

FAILURE OF TROUT CULTURE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of Oct. 9, page 239, under the head of
"Augling Notes," you copy certain notes from the Spring-
field Republican and apparently add some of your own,
among which I find the following: "Because a few people
have made a failure of their attempts to raise trout for the
market, it does not follow that all artificial trout breeding
is a failure, as some cranks would like us to believe." And
you farther say that there are numerous instances where
restocking of old and fished-out waters have been followed
with excellent results, and you quote the Castalia Club
waters in Ohio in proof, saying that "there were absolutely
no trout iu those waters originally," etc.
Now, as I am one of the few who seem to have the courage

to state in cold type my convictions on this question, I sup-
pose that the "crank" paragraph is intended, in part ait least,
for me. Well, I am rather complimented than otherwise by
being denominated a crank, for a crank used in this sense
is becoming to be considered by intelligent people as a per-
son who makes some subject a specialty, and becomes an
acknowledged authority thereon.
Now I wish to repeat what I have before said, in sub-

stance, in your columns; namely, that I have repeatedly in-
vestigated these alleged cases of success in artificial restock-
ing of trout streams and have iu everv instance found that
there was no foundation in fact for the statements thus
published. Doctors Ackley and Garlick, the originators of
nshculttire in America, were in the habit of trout fishing in
"Cold Creek," near Sandusky, 85 to 40 years ago, and I saw
the results of their angling. The Castalia Club preserve
embraces the headwaters of this stream. There is at this
writing an extra session of the Ohio Legislature convened
here and, besides the members of the Legislature, a large
number of people from various parts of the State are now
here. Upon inquiry I find some who were born and raised
in the region of Cold Creek, near Castalia, andeach of them,
together with others who have fished those waters from time
to time, assure me that the stream with its little tributaries
have from time immemorial been noted trout-producing
waters. That portion of the waters cited bv you is an in-
closed preserve, where, only limited fishing is permitted, the
same as in the case of the Long Islancfpreserves. Their
present fine supply of trout is due to this fact and that the
waters have been specially prepared as per plans stated by
me in your issue of Sept. 4. page 134, and I here repeat that
this is the only efficient mode of trout culture, now known,
and that artificial hatching is entirely unnecessary. Give
the trout the proper facilities and they will produce a
healthier offspring than can be produced artificially, and
ten times as many as their habitat will support.
In conclusion. I venture the assertion that you cannot fur-

nish any reliable and conclusive evidence that there are any
open waters in this or any other country that have been per-
ceptibly improved in an angling sense bv artificial hatch-
ing. During my personal recollection of more than fifty
years, there has always been a constant variation from year
to year in the trout supply of scores of streams with which
I am personally conversant, the supply decreasing for a term
of years to a phenomenal scarcity, and then gradually im-
proving (where natural, favorable conditions remained) until
reaching a condition of phenomenal plenty, like the pres-
ent, which is about the best I remember of; and further,
artificial stocking has not iu the least changed the result,
for the most of the streams referred to have never been arti-
ficially stocked and they are fully as prolific as those which
have been so stocked in the same regions and some of which
have formerly been among the best trout waters of the re-
gion. And finally, I will ask you to kindly name a solitary
person in all the hundreds or thousandswho have tried trout
raising for market that has made the least success beyond
the "fry stage." I very confidently make the assertion that
the individual cannot be found. MrLTON P. Peirce.
ConuMBDS, Ohio.

SOME FOREIGN FISHCULTTJRISTS.—In a recent letter
to Dr. Bean, Corresponding Secretary of the American Fish-
eries Society, the following information is given concerning
some of the foreign corresponding members of the society:
Mr. Arthur Feddersen is now living at Copenhagen and is
the Secretary-General of the Danish Fisheries Society. Dr.
S. A. Buch, of Bergen, Norway, is Secretary General of the
Norwegian Fisheries Society. Capt. Niels Juel, ofHorten,
Norway, is no longer President of the Society for the
Development of Norwegian Fisheries. Professor-Doctor
Malrngren is now Governor of Finland, and Professor-Doc-
tor G. O. Sars is Professor in the University and not Govern-
ment Inspector of Fisheries. Mr. Feddersen compliments
the American Fisheries Society on the excellence of its
transactions recently published.

r
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 30 to Jan. 3, 1891.—First Dog Show of the Buckeye Poultry
and Pet Stock Association, at Canton, 0. James Sterling, Seo'y,
89 North Market street.

1891.

Jan. 6 to 9.—Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Biughamton, N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Benj.
Mcluness, Jr.. Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 2=i.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stonk Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box M58.
Jan. 20 to 25—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleitb, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.— Dog Snow of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elrnira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, C. F. F. Capers, Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27. -Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westn-.inster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 8 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of tbe Duauesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg. Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennpl Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn. Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of (he New

England Kennel CJnb. a.t Boston, Mass. E, H, Moore, Secretary.

to
^i;
-7 '111''1 Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, Til. John L. Lincoln. Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.-Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
bept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.-Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary.

ni v m~Xnii'i Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials
Club. T. M. Bruuby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 890.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Four weeks have elapsed since I called upon "Gothamite"

to prove his groundless assertion that Mr. Watson and the
writer of this '-started the long and low craze" in cocker
spaniels. A person who wilfully or otherwise makes a
statement which he cannot substantiate, and who upon
being shown that he is in error refuses to retract and apolo-
gize, is not a gentleman. It goes without saving that he is
not an honorable man. A person who intentionally sends
for publication to a public journal malicious and untruth-
ful statements, sneakishly conceived under the visor of anom de plume, is dishonest; and it follows that the writings
of such a person should be forever placed beyond the breast-
works of ground where upright and manly discussion can
only be successfully assailed by upright and manly discus-
sion.
I do not suppose that Mr. Watson would blame you for

having permitted "Gothamite" to impose upon your good-
ness aud willingness to allow a full discussion of the cocker
questflfc in these columns. For myself, I can say that in-
stead of feeling ruffled I am disposed to thank you for allow-
ing this "Gothamite" to give us an insight into his charac-
ter and the motives which prompted him to open out this
discussion. The more space you give to correspondents of
the "Gothamite" class, and the sooner such fellows are
placed exactly where they belong, and the better it is for
the dog and his genuine lovers. A few lies about myself
do not matter at all. They run off me like 'water from a
duck's back. My reputation was not made in a week, and
it cannot be tarnished by a person whose statements and
motives are moulded on the lines of a dog's hind leg. I do
not now write to defend myself against "Gothamite's" false-
hoods, because my record can do that. The object I have in
view is to rid the fancy of an unreliable and altogether un-
worthy critic, aud to get at the bottom facts about the
cocker spaniels of 1890. Nobody who has read "Gothamite's"
letter can believe him sincere, because he makes it as clear
as crystal that he wrote : (1) To bolster up the cocker spaniel
Doc, now owned by Mr. F. H. F. Mercer. (2) To belittle
Jersey and other dogs that can beat Doc. (3) To push into
prominence judges who will place Doc over Jersey. (4.) To
keep in the background judges who consider Johnny and
Drake, also owned by Mr. F. H. F. Mercer, unfit for compe-
tition iu a class of real Clumbers. (5) To get a free adver-
tisement for Doc. (6) To advertise a book.
A friend says you are uever happy unless you see a row

going on, and for this reason printed "Gothamite's" letter
I think it far more probable that you published it as a means
of drawiug out something interesting (of course "Gotham-
ite" could not write anything interesting) about the cockers
of 1890. Devilish sly this, Mr. Editor, and I have got you
down as always being particularly obliging and lenient
when a correspondeut starts in to "kill Watson and Mason."
Your motto at such times seems to be "rope." Pray pardon
me if I add that your apparent liking for a dog critic's
funeral is not commendable.
How is it, sir, that the moment a man, or a boy, becomes

the owner of a dog he imagines himself a judge? It is not
so in England, except in rare eases. 1 would be willing to
wager fW.50 against a white and red dog called John that
"Gothamite" has just purchased a cocker spaniel and that
he has not been to six dog shows in his life. It's the old, old
story, a man (or a boy), a dog, windv effusions in the papers
for a few weeks, then a funeral. As a rule, the man and the
dog die on the same day. One seems to kill the other. I tell
you what it is. The unvarnished impudence of the young
American dog man of to-day cannot be approached by a be-
ginner in any other business or fancy. For downright, cold,
petrifying, pure black cheek he leads the world and wins in
a trot, hands down. Of course there is a reason for this, and
the American dog man is responsible for it. The beginner
has read about Meersbrook Maidens, Rubicons, Robin Adairs
et al. He argues with himself, when he is capable of argu-
ing, that men who have no records except for cheek are put
into the judges' ring and are written up as judges. Says he
to himself, "That man never had any dogs. His cheek it
was that got him made a judge, and I'll become a judge
through the same channel." He seizes a pen, writes a few
articles (mostly copied) for the different papers, buys a dog,
and in six months appears on the scene as a correspondent
for three or four papers and a judge and authority on any-
thing and everything from a black and tan toy pup up to a
Plinlimmon. These are the chaps we must come into con-
tact with or keep out of a controversy altogether. No won-
der that, as a rule, we keep out.

I well tell you of a case that came under my notice not a
long time ago. A boy of 16 or 17 summers sent a letter ask-
ing if I would meet him on a matter of important business.
I did meet him by appointment, and learned that he wished
to buy a spaniel. He would not, he said, purchase any dog
that 1 did not consider a good one, told me he was no judge
of dogs and asked if I would accompany him to a certain
well-kuown kennel to look at a dog he had bad offered. I
assured him that some of his frieuds in the Spaniel Club
would gladly advise him. He would not listen to this, aud
so I finally promised I would go with him. Arrived at the
kennel, I examined the dog and advised the purchase only
at a low price, because the dog was not good enough to win
in select company. A sale did not take place. On the way
home we talked dog, and it was apparent that our young
friend could just about distinguish a cocker from a King
Charles. We parted at New York, and a short time after I
had the. pleasure of meeting the dear child at the Philadel-
phia dog show. He wanted to be a man because he was
going to own some dogs, so we had to have a drink. Noth-
ing else would satisfy him. We adjourned to a suitable
hotel and the young critic (to be) called for something
stronger than milk. I got mine, but the critic got left, the
bartender informing him that he could not serve drinks to a
minor. When questioned later that worthy said he didn't
propose to lose his job through serving drinks to an infant!

he braced himself up, and five minutes later he was strutting
around and looking as wise as our good friend Mortimer
judging a class of black and tan terriers. There was soon
to be a show not a great distance from Buffalo and the
writer was chosen to judge spaniels. Our young friend
turned out in great style, but his dog did not win because
he met a better one, which in my opinion was a sufficient
reason for pegging him back. Then there was weeping and
wailing and lashing of tongues. It was bad enough not to
have the drinks at Philadelphia, but athousand times worse
to lose a first prize under the judgment of "the only
man in America whose opinion about a dog T value."
The poor boy's good opinion of me died that same day, and
strange to say, I am as well off without it as with it. What
did the child do? Did he examine the winner to see if he
was a better dog than his own ? Did he get somebody to
point out to him the defects in both dogs? Did he think it

possible that the judge mightjust possibly have made a cor-

rect decision? Not be. He made a wild rush for a pen,
charged on his sister's sweetly perfumed note paper and
then wrote out what he considered a very sharp and bright
criticism. He condemned the club for not appointing a
better judge, told how his own dog should have won, and
hoped that another year a competent judge of speniels
would be selected to pass on this neglected but useful breed.
He didn't write to blackguard the judge or the club, but
simply as a duty and to protect the spaniel. Poor, dear
boy, did ums ill-use it? Well, after this there was a 'calm,
which was followed by a clap of thunder aud a hustliug
about for an overcoat. Then the critic (?) and tbe doe were
quickly put to rest in one tiny grave.
And such are our critics (?). These are the chaps who are

given full scope to write of us as "self-assured gentlemen."
These infants of the fancy are permitted to give noints to
men who were judging dogs while they were hard'at work
on a bottle with a rubber tube; and you editors look on and
enjoy the fun. Mr. Watson was judging spaniels in this
country ten years ago. The writer of this was an exhibitor
of spaniels in Englaud exactly twenty years ago. J am in-
formed that five years ago "Gothamite" had never seen a
dog show and had never owned a dog. To-day he has the
cheek to term me a "self-assured gentleman." If I am
"self-assured" with an experience covering twenty years,
and if I have attended more dog shows in one week than
"Gothamite" has seen in all his short life, what shall we say
about "Gothamite's" impudence? It is well for him that
he is firing from behind a haystack. Let him raise his visor
and we will find him smaller than a microbe in a twenty
acre lot.

"Gothamite" commences by saying that "it is with sin-
cerest pleasure I have noted the general improvement in
the cocker classes during the past year." May I ask when,
where aud how did "Gothamite" learn to note "improve^
ment in the cocker classes during the past year?" There
has been no general improvement in the cocker classes dur-
ing the past year. The best classes of cockers were at New
York, Buffalo and Toronto. The reports and catalogues go
to prove this. While New York was no better than the
other two shows a critic (?) like "Gothamite" would surely
consider it very much better, because "Gothamite's" dngs
(not cockers) were there. For this reason I will take the
New York shows of 1889 and 1890, and by comparison en-
deavor to show "Gothamite" the folly of writing about a
breed he knows nothing about. It will be soon enough for
"Gothamite" to criticise cockers when he. has learned the
points of Clumbers.
At New York, 1889, the challenge class for dogs contained

Black Pete and Doc. Black Pete won. The corresponding
class for bitches had Miss Obo II. and Chloe W. Miss Obo
II. won. In 1890 the challenge class for dogs had Jersey,
Doc and Hornell Silk, but Doc was "not for competition."
He was probably afraid of Jersey. Jersey, who outclasses
Hornell Silk, won. In bitches there were Dolly Obo and
Bene Silk. Dolly won. Therefore there were four champion
dogs and bitches in 1889 and four iu 1890. But "Gothamite"
says that Doc (winner of second in 1889) is a vastly better
dog than the "fish-headed, swaydiacked, weak-jointed, al-
most coatless and lifeless Jersey and Dolly Obo" (winners in
1890). So according to "Gothamite" the' champion dogs of
1889 were decidedly better than the champion dogs of 1890.
Dolly Obo (first bitches, 1890) is not at all the thing, says this
erratic critic, yet bad as she is she beat Bene Silk (second
bitches, 1890). The merest, tyro in cocker lore, even a man
ignorant of the breed as "Gothamite" undoubtedly is, would
not say that Dolly Obo and BeneSilk (winners iu 1890) could
compare with Miss Obo II. and Chloe W. (winners iu 1889);
so the champion bitches of 1889 were away ahead of the
champion bitches of 1890 Taken as a kennel, Black Pete,
Doc, Miss Obo II. and Chloe W., the winners of 1889, could
easily beat Jersey, Hornell Silk, Dolly Obo and Bene Silk,
the winners in 1890. So that any way one looks at it the
champion cockers of 18S9 were a much better class than thev
were in 1890. I have fully criticised these dogs time and
again in Forest and Stream, and their good and bad ooints
have been carefully noted in "Our PrizeDogs," so I will not
go over old ground.

In the open class for black dogs, 1889, that good but by no
leans perfect dog, Jersey, won well from Baby Obo, a little

one showing much true type. The rest (5) were very weak.
In 1890 Rabbi was first and Nebo (price, $75) was second.
The rest (5) were a long way from being a strong lot. That
Jersey (1st, 1889) is a better dog than Rabbi (1st, 1890) no man
who knows the first thing about cockers will deny, and
Baby Obo should certainly beat .Nebo. Taken as a whole,
the dogs shown in 1889 would beat the same class in 1890.
In 1889 there were thirteen bitches headed bv Sensation,
Dolly Obo (1st challenge class, 1890) and Lacco. In 1890
there were fourteen, and the order of things was Bessie
Beard, Novel, Bessie W. Outside of the winners, the classes
were about equal, but the three winners of 1890 would beat
the winners of 1889, yet with little to spare. Novel, in my
opinion the best bitch in 1890, could not beat Miss Obo II.,
the best bitch in 1889; and Mr. Willey has in the past shown
far better specimens than Bessie Beard, his first prize winner
of 1S90. I may name Shina as one of these; but she was
shown before "Gothamite" went in for dogs. Rabbi, favor-
ably mentioned by " Gothamite," is not a cocker of 1890. I
have a distinct recollection of having given him a vhc.
card in 1888. Obo H,, in his time, could smother niauy of
the best dogs that are running to-day, and' Brant, another
of the old winners, beat Doc, I think, on more than one
occasion. The truth is, there has been no general improve-
ment of late, and " Gothamite," as usual, canuot support
his statement with an atom of evidence. The most careful,
intelligent, thoughtful aud by all odds the most successful
breeder and exhibitor in this country has of late devoted
much less time to dog shows than he used to, and the cocker
classes have suffered as a consequence. I refer to Mr. J. P.
Willey.
"Gothamite" alludes to Doc as "that grand little cocker

champion Doc." Very well. Doc won his first prize under
my judgment at New Haven, 1886. I brought him to the
front and he has stayed there ever since. If Doc is of the
right sort and was placed over very long and low ones how
can "Gothamite" reconcile this with his statement that I
started the "long and low craze?"
"Gothamite" concludes by saying, "Our spaniel men have

learnt by now what a cocker spaniel should be, and will no
longer allow themselves to be led by the nose by Masons and
Watsons, who really started the 'long and low' craze. The
reason was that six or eight years ago they were to all in-
tents novices." Methinks one or two of them are still
novices. But which are "our spaniel men?" The Spaniel
Club judges are J. P. Willey, James Watson, A. C. Wil-
merding, E. M. Oldham, S. R. Eemmingway, C. M. Nelles,
Wm. West, C. H. Mason. Which of these has "learnt?"
Mr. Willey considers Jersey a good dog and paid a long
price for him. Jersey, we are told, is a "fish-headed"
wastrel, so Mr. Willey has not "learnt." Mr. Watson
"posed" as an authority and "started the long and low
craze." Although "Porcupine" was breeding spaniels when
"Gothamite" was trotting around with a ba-lamb at the
end of a string, he has not "learnt." Mr. Wilmerding put
the "fish-headed, sway-backed, weak-jointed, almosfe-eo tr-

ies and lifeless Jersey" over "that grand little cocker, cham-
pion Doc." Mr. Wilmerding has not "learnt." Probably
this is why he is so popular. Mr. Oldham judged spaniels
at Toronto in worse style than "Gothamite" had ever
seen, and he bought a half interest in the "fish-headed,
sway-backed" Jersey. He has not "learnt." Mr. Heni-
mingway, who bred Rabbi, the wonderful cocker de-
scribed by "'Gothamite/' told me he considered that dog a
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long way removed from high-class form. Mr. Hemmingway
has not "learnt." Mr. Nelles says "Gothamite" writes
deadly rot. perverts the truth and knows nothing about
cockers. He further states that Red Jacket is a good little

dog notwithstanding that "Gothamite" has pronounced him
an "Trish-setter-beaded, cheeky, shallow-bodied and over-

long'

'

are c
writer
placed the "fish-headed" Jersey over the wonderful Doc,
relegated Johnny and Drake to obscurity, and has not
"learnt." This disposes of the Spaniel Club's judges, with
the exception of Mr. West. This gentleman bought a puppy
that Mr. Watson and myself said was a good one—Doc. He
placed Doc over Jersey, and is the only spauiel judge who
has "learnt" (somethiug). Mi-. Mercer got a couple of dogs
from Capt. Vieth, about four years ago. These dogs were
terribly poor specimens of the breed they were supposed to

represent, but Mr. Mercer didn't know it. After reading,
digesting and profiting by certain reports which appeared in

Forest And Stream, Mr. Mercer withdrew these dogs from
competition. This showed excellent judemeut on his part,

because the dogs could no longer win. Yes, Mr. Mercer has
'learnt." Mr. West "learnt" which was the right type of a
dog to purchase and exhibit. Mr. Mercer "learnt" which
was the right type to keep at home. Neither, of course, was
"led by the nose" by Mason. Thev followed the advise of

Forest and Stream and "learnt." "Honor to whom honor
is due." May they never forget.
"Gothamite" is not led by the nose by Mason; he does not

ape Mason in anything. Not he. Rut he tells us just the
same that Jersey is a "fish-headed, sway-backed, weak-
jointed" animal. Pray tell us, "Gothamite," is that criti-

cism original? is it just your style or is it mine? I thought
1 had written almost exactly the same criticism in these
columns months ago. It is all right, only you have tacked
it on to the wrong dog. This may niake little difference to
you, but it makes a great deal of difference to the dog.
You, "Gothamite," have refused to retract an outrageous

falsehood, meanly conceived. Before I retire you to the
obscurity enjoyed by Johnny and Drafte, 1 will prove to the
readers of this journal that I neither started nor encouraged
the "long and low craze" in cocker spaniels. "Our Prize
Dogs" was written in 1SS8. The notes on the dogs criticised

were made in 1887. Now turn to page 434 and you will find
the following comments on the cocker spaniel Black Pete:
<<* * * Undoubtedly a good-looking dog, yet not of the
type we like. His owner has managed to show him in fairly
good condition and under the weight limit for cockers; and,
of course, he is eligible to compete in the cocker class. But
it seems to us that he has an equal right to compete in the
field class; the formation of head and length of body indi-
cate that the latter is actually where he belongs. For the
cocker class we want a shorter and more compact body and
a head of entirely different formation. Brieflv described,
Black Pete is a long, low and handsome spaniel, but not a
typical cocker." Is that starting a "long and low craze" in
cockers? Is it "encouraging" a "long and low craze"? Now
read the concluding lines on Helen, page 450; "* * * This
bitch has a beautifully formed body, but it is too long in pro-
portion to the length of her limbs. She lacks liberty and is

too near the ground; in fact, is not of correct type." This is
the starting I gave the "long and low craze";*this is the en-
couragement it had from me.
Permit me to suggest that for a New Year's gift you give

us "Gothamite's" name, that we may shun him as we would
a "Brittle" or a "Wildfowler." Happy New Yearl

Chas. H. Mason.

Editor Forest and Stream.:
I hope the controversy going on at the present time as to

what constitutes a cocker, will bear fruit, and not end in
smoke; and that, as several of the gentlemen engaged in the
dispute often act as judges at our Canadian bench shows
and those held in the United States, they may not adjourn
until they agree among themselves what a bench show
cocker is, and ought to be, giving to the public his measure-
ment, from the end of his little nose to the end of his little
tail. I think that the maj ority of spaniel ra en are of opinion
that the judging and awards in the cocker classes at the
several dog shows held in Canada in the fall of the present
year were a farce and an absurdity. A smile invariably
comes to my face when I read the reports of the cocker
classes in the various papers, at such terms as—"a worker,
evidently a worker, he looked the worker all over, etc." How
many of the cockers thus commented upon know the scent
of a woodcock from a sparrow? I hardly think I would be
far wrong if I say one out of ten

;
and even at this I would

be favoring the cocker. Would it not add to the number of
entries at bench shows if a class were made for cockers to
trail by scent and retrieve, also retrieve from water? As for
work, it doesmot matter one cent whether a cocker is long
or short, high or low. It is the breed the dog comes from
and the pluck the dog is made of that tells.

As good a cocker for the field as I ever owned, and an
all-day dog, was 12|in. high and 30in. long. As a wood-
cock shooter for the last twenty-five years, with the cocker
and field spaniel, and one that has in all probability killed
as many woodcock during that period as any man in Amer-
ica, I would say to those wanting a cocker for the field, pick
a pup from hunting stock, one with a good-sized head,
long, broad nose, long neck, deep chest, strong back and
loins, and straight forelegs. The more bone the better. It
matters not whether or not the hocks are much bent,
as the hocks look rarely straight behind the dog, and do not
turn in too much. Now as to coat, avoid a fine, silky-coated
cocker, as in nine cases out of ten he is useless. Let the field
cocker have a nice, black, glossy coat, with the hair not fine,
with lots of feather on chest, legs and between the toes, and
a good thick tail. I say avoid the silky-coated cocker. Why?
Because if the dog is at all cold or wet, after an hour or two
you will have him in at your heel. When you stop to get
your lunch he will be found lying shivering and shaking
on your coat, or coiled up on a bed of leaves or grass, and
when you make a start again to hunt you will have to pull
your coat from under him, or if not on your coat, you will
have to whistle and call him for several minutes before he
can be got to move, and then follows shivering with his tail
between his legs.
In the meantime what has the coarser haired little fellow

been doing, sitting up alongside of his master watching his
every motion, and partaking of his justly earned share of
the lunch, and ready to resume the hunt the moment you
lay your hands on your gun. This is no imaginary picture,
but one that has happened to me again and again, and I
dare say others have had the same experience 'as myself
with these silky-coated lap dogs. I do hope that spaniel
men and spaniel judges will unite and lay aside all jealousy,
abuse and personalities, and come to a thorough under-
standing between themselves, and give to the public a clear
and precise standard, and having agreed upon, and formed
the same, stick to it when judging. The records of the
awards made by the different judges at Toronto, London,
Ottawa and Kingston bench shows, 1S90, certainly say we
have no standard, so we go it blind. Harry B. Nicol.
Cookstowx, Canada, Dec. 32.

STREAM during the past eight or ten years he would have
learned that only a strong and lucid argument, courteously
put forth, could have any chance of beating Mr. Mason in a
discussion on dogs. To start in with a misstatement is

simply to insure the annihilation of the man who is foolish
enough to try it, and "Gothamite" has already half acknowl-
edged he did it, for has he not said "to start" and "to en-
courage" are one and the same thing? I have heard Mr.
Watson say a. score of times that a cocker should not be long
in body and that we were breeding them too near the
ground, and the very best and most conclusive proof that
Mr. Mason uever favored extreme length can be found iD

his clever reports in this paper and in his splendid book
"Our Prize Dogs." It is well known that Mr. Mason was
always a great admirer of Miss Obo II., in fact he was
largely instrumental in bringing that good bitch to the
front and keeping her there. Yet he says in "Our Prize
Dogs" that Miss Obo II. is too long between the couplings.
It is rather late in the day for "Gothamite" to apologize,
but he should do it, and then get out, leaving the field to
those who are content to write the truth and nothing but
the truth. If Messrs. Mason, Willey, Kirk, Watsou, Laid-
law, Niven, Wilmerding, Nelles, Oldham and "Uncle Dick"
will join in the discussion it may be fruitful of good results
and "Gothamite's" misstatements will do no harm except,

to himself. Obo.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I NOTE that "Ashmont," in a Western weekly, advises
that when a dog swallows some foreign substance he be

fed some substance that will adhere to the intrusive object,

and make it up into a ball, suggesting flour; I will add
squash, pumpkin or any of the fruits of the curcurbitse,
they all being largely composed of stringy indigestible mat-
ter, admirably adapted to catch on anything and round up
into a ball. I suppose that "Ashmont" intends at some
early date to issue either a revised edition of his work on
canine medicine or a second volume of it. This would seem
to be demanded both by the interests of dog keepers and his
own reputation. Such "hints" as dressing an irritating
spot with carbolic acid to paralyze the local nerves; the effi-

cacy of cocoanut meat as a tanacide, and his directions to
facilitate the expulsion of foreign matter from the bowels,
are of too great value to be left lying round loose in back
numbers of any paper.
Another writer who would serve the doggy public by pub-

lishing a book is "Hibernia." Sarcastic, even cutting, as
much of his writings have been, I don't know where one
will go to pick out more nuggets of solid, useful informa-
tion, of the most practical kind than to his varied streams
of amusing writings. How to recover a stolen dog; how
a dog dealer ("Lyin Tommy") knows when a dog is stolen,
etc., etc., has been given us by "Hibernia" among his jok-
ings. Add to this his thorough experience with dogs and
his scientific attainments, and a book by him would be most
valuable and immensely interesting.
So also, many of the suggestions of "R. W. S." were most

valuable, not exactly trenching on "Ashmont" but admir-
ably supplementing him. It strikes me that it would be a
good notion to gather up the fragmentary articles of solid
and permanent value that drift round in back numbers of
our kennel press and publish them in permanent form.
How often in a discussion of some fundamental question in
dogdom will we see some master hand like Dalziel, Lee or
Boulton referring back to something that appeared in some
paper? By the memory of one man this matter has been
saved from obscurity for a time, but how soon it will be lost
again? It is a duty somebody owes the doggy public to
gather these jewels out of the dust heap of general news-
paper articles.
Why is it that dogmen are so contentious? I suppose that

question has been asked hundreds of times and, for all I can
see, will be asked many more hundreds of times. It is

hardly worth while attempting an answer, which must be
pretty much a guess after all, but dogmen would do well to
bear in mind Lord Mansfield's remark in the trial of the
famous "Running Rein" case, that "If gentlemen will race
with blackguards they must be judged by the company they
keep." So as long as dogmen will recognize "bums" and
knaves as on the same plane with themselves in doggy mat-
ters the "bums" and knaves will flavor the soup.
In some paper I recently saw a regret that the most noto-

rious knave in dogdom, a man whose name was a synonym
for the most unblushing fraud, was not present at some
show! The Looker- on.

Editor Forest and- Stream:
Your correspondent "Gothamite" has committed a most

serious blunder in stating that Messrs. Mason and Watson
started the "long and low craze" in cocker spaniels. He
has already made a double somersault and it is any odds
that when he comes down he will break his young neck. If
"Gothamite" bad been a careful reader of the Forest and

REVIEW OF PREMIUM LISTS.

WE regret that we had not an opportunity ere this to re-
view the premium list of the Charleston bench show,

to be held Jan. 13 to 17, particularly as this is the first show
of the Southern series next month. There are in all 155
classes, with prizes of §10 in the challenge and §5 and $3 in
the open classes in most of breeds. Every breed with the
exception of bloodhounds, Dalmatians, foxhounds, poodles,
ChesapeakeB lys, Airedales, Bassets, wire-haired fox-terriers,
Irish, Welsh, Bedlington and black and tan terriers, Italian
greyhounds and Mexican hairless have challenge classes, and
this we hardly think is a wise provision, as it is very certain,
so far away from the kennel base, the open classes will fill

much better and consequently ought to have had the most
money. Numerous cash specials are given, and each breed
has a special kennel prize of $5, and this with a $10 special
for best kennel of any breed will materially increase the
money that can be won. The judges, as we have before
stated, are Dr. H. Clay Glover and H. W. Lacy, both of New
York. Judging will commence Jan. 14. 1891, and no dog may
be removed before Saturday, Jan. 17. Puppies may be taken
home the second night. The classification is a liberal one
and should be well supported by exhibitors, especially as
this is the first stopping place of the circuit, Charleston,
S. O, New Orleans, La., and Greenville, S. C. In connection
with the dog show, a grand poultry show will be held, styled,
owing to its importance, the Crystal Palace Show of Amer-
ica. Exhibitors- are promised a Southern welcome in its full
sense, and we hear that several prominent kennels from the
North will send representatives. All wins count toward the
challenge classes, that goal all blue-blooded canines aspire
to attain. Entries close Jan. 1, with Benjamin Mclnness,
secretary and treasurer, Charleston, S. C. Entry fees are $3
and New York exhibitors can obtain extra entry blanks at
this office.

The New Orleans show will be held Jan. 20 to 25, 1891. at
theWashington Artillery Hall. The premium list sets forth
quite a tempting array of prizes. The challenge classes for
most of the principal breeds have S15 and §10, and the open
class prizes range from §10 and §5 to $5 and $3 in the smaller-
breeds. The spaniels are well provided for by Classification
No. 1 of the American Spaniel Club, with prizes of »8 andH in the open and $10 and §10 (first and second) in the chal-
lenge class for field, and $10 each for dog and bitch cocker
spaniels. There are thirty-four specials, cash and otherwise,
already promised, besides a special of 825 for the best dog in
the show, second getting §10. The judges are Messrs. John
Davidson, Hermann F. Schellhass and Hon. N. D. Wallace,
Coming just after the Southern Sportsmen's Association's
field trials, the show is sure to be well patronized. The en-
tries close Jan. 15, 1891, with Mr. A. E. Shaw, secretary, New
Orleans, La., the fee being $2 only. The show being under
A. K. C. rules, all wins will count.
The Greenville, S. C, bench show is the last of the South-

ern circuit, and takes place Jan. 27 to 30. As this club, now
known as the South Carolina Kennel Association, has been
admitted to the A. K O, their wins will now count, For

the principal breeds there are challenge classes for each sex,
with $10 and $5 as prizes. Then in the open classes, all
breeds with the exception of greyhounds, deerhounds, fox-
hounds, Chesapeake Bays, spaniels, poodles, bulldogs, bull
and all other terriers, pugs, dachshunde, Bassets, beagles
and miscellaneous, have fcio and .*5, those named having $5
and $3. The cash specials are quite numerous, showing that
a good deal of money can be picked up at this show. For
instauce, $10 is given for the best pair of mastiffs and St.
Bernards (rough and smooth each), there are also several
kennel prizes of §5, and a silver cup valued at §20 is offered
for the best kennel of all breeds, Mr. John Davidson judges
all classes. The entry fee is §3, entries closing Jan. 20 with
Mr. F. F. Capers, Greenville, S. C. Great interest is said to
be taken in this their inaugural show by the residents of
Greenville, and nothing will be left uudoue to make every
visiting exhibitor welcome.

DOG TALK,

I WAS both surprised and disappointed to read in theJate
papers of the return of the St. Bernard Prince Regent

to England. Surprised, because. I had not thought American
St. Bernard breeders so blind to theirowu interests and dis-
appointed, in their judgment, Possibly my opiuion is not
much, but I have seen nearly all the St. Bernards of England
and America and I consider him the best living stud dog. It
is rumored that he was not a success here as a stock getter.
Possibly not, in fact probably not. Have the breeders not
yet learned the fact that but one imported dog in twenty is
a success the first year. A few get acclimated quickly, but
most of them take from six months to a year. I do not wish
to provoke controversy or cause any hard feelings or I would
narae a few specimens in proof of my statement. But to re-
turn to Prince Regent. Before he was two years old he had
sired the two best St. Bernards of the day, Princess Florence
and Scottish Prince. I may be a little premature in calling
Scottish Prince better than Sir Bedivere, but he is at least the
best of his age. These two specimens are from two different
bitches of entirely different breeding, Moss Rose and Lady
Ida. Many dogs throw good bitches and many throw good
dogs. Many more throw good pups to only a few bitches.
Prince Regent has proved his ability to throw good puppies
of fither sex from different bitches. The two dogs I have
mentioned are only the best of his get, he has sired main
good ones. Sydney Smith told me this summer that he
meant to get him back but I did not dream that my country-
men were so blind to their own interests as to allow him to
return.

The Massachusetts Kennel Club have secured a neat club
room at 34 Central avenue, Lynn. The boys are beginning
to talk about the coming show, and predict a success.

Iu further confirmation of "J. W.V statement re im-
ported bitches coming in season some weeks late, I will say
that all of those imported this fall have been from thiee
weeks to two months late.

I notice in the Stock-Keeper's list of St. Bernard bitches,
that Mr. E. B. Sears owns champion Plevna. Whew! Isn't
that rather a staggerer for Mr. Moore? I congratulate Mr.
Sears on his purchase, She is queeu of all the bitches in
America. Now let Mr. Moore or Mr. Diffenderffer purchase
Princess Florence, and New York show will rival the
Windsor St. Bernard Club show.

Messrs. H. A. & W. L, Harris state in a letter to Forest
and Stream, published Dec. 4, that my statement regard-
ing White Wonder, in issue of Sept. 4, is false in every par-
ticular, but in their so-called "proof" they simply make an
assertion without giving the first atom of proof of their
statement. I repeat that White Wonder, uow owned by
Messrs. Ham-is, is by White Sam out of Rose, and that every
word of my statement is true and that I can substantiate
every word of it. The gentlemau who accompanied me
during my investigation lives within a few miles of Mr.
Harris. Those who gave ma my information are gentlemen
of far better standing than Mr. Hinks, and saw the dog
almost daily for months. I do not misunderstand Messrs.
Harris. I consider them gentlemen, but I can prove
that they were badly swindled if they bought White Wonder
(Beryl) for a sound dog, and if they did not, still they have
purchased a false pedigree. I never yet made a statement
in print that I could not substantiate, and until they can
prove what they say I would thank them not to call my
statement false. Namquoit.
St. Louis, Mo.

THE POINTER CLUB SPECIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Pointer Cluh of America offer the following cash

prizes, open to dogs owned by members of the club.
New York Show—§25 to best pointer dog in open class, §25

to best pointer bitch in open class.
Chicago Show—§10 to best pointer dog in open class, §10 to

best bitch in open class.

Pittsburg Show—§10 to best pointer clog in open class, §10
to best pointer bitch in open class.
The Pointer Club is in a thriving condition, and proposes

to do something handsome in the way of offering cash prizes
at bench shows and field trials. It is now in order to be-
come a member and a cordial invitation is extended to all.

GEO. W. LaRue, Sec'y-Treas.
New Yobk, Dec . .29.

DEATH OF FORD LASS.—Chattauooga, Tenn., Dec. 16.
—Editor Forest and Stream: On the 7th inst. I had the sad
misfortune to lose my fine imported Dandie Dinmont bitch
Ford Lass, under very distressing circumstances. She was
due to whelp on Nov. 30, but was six days behind when she
delivered seven fine lively puppies, but it was plain to be seen
that she was still to whelp another. I paid no particular
attention until night time, w hen she appeared to be sufferi ug,
and upon examination I found the pup was df ad and turned
around. I worked with her till 3 o'clock next morning, but
still no relief. Next day I saw my family doctor, got advice
from him, gave medicine all day and sat up with her all
night. Next day I had Dr. Forbes (a good Y. S.) and another
doctor to examine her. and they found an operation neces-
sary. As a last resort they took it from her bv means of the
knife, when it was found to be at least three times as large
as any of the others. By that time she had become so weak
that she could not stand the operation and died at ll P. M.
Iu her death I lost the kindest and most affectionate dog I
ever saw, and one that can never be replaced. Besides quite
a heavy loss from a financial point of view, as I could find
no mother for the other seven live puppies, I lost her and
eight puppies of as highly bred stock as there is in the
United States. Of one thing I am certain: if there is a
heaven for dogs. Ford Lass is certainly there, as a better one
never lived, and as I laid her in the erave I carefully made
for her, I felt a tear roll down my cheek and am not ashamed
to own that I wept for so good a friend.—Wm. E, Hoef.

A BARZOI MISSING.—Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 25.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Mr. Hacke's Barzoi Czar strayed away
on last Thursday night and I would ask sportsmen to be on
the lookout for him. He is a white dog, with aray sides and
edge of ears lemon, which are small and lay like a grey-
hound's; head smooth and rather heavy for a barzoi; eyes
hazel; coat long and silky like a setter's; forelegs feathered
and tail fringed. One of his hindlegs had been'broken and
has a lump at point of fracture on the_inside above the hock
joint. He stands 39in, at shoulder.—J. B. Grimes,
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A RETROSPECT.
THE shade of the old year will be upon us when these lines

are read by the fancier, and when he turns over in his
ruiud the events of the past year, the lover of dogs and be
who counts himself a member of our kennel world, will
doubtless reflect upon the vast strides the fancy has made,
not only in the last ten years, but in the year of 1890, just
departed. And as he speeds the parting- year he turns in-
constant to welcome the new one, and reflections give place
to antici pation as he wonders what new lights in the kennel
world will have reached these shores when 1891 in turn gives
place to another. In mastiffs there has been little progress
made. The breed seems rather at a standstill as far as im-
porting new stock is concerned. At the same time our
breeders have not been idle and one bears of wonderful
youngsters which will make their debut at Madison Square
Garden next February. There is little doubt but that Beau-
fort will leave his mark, tor from personal knowledge we
are aware that several are coming on, short-faced enough to
please the most ultra mastiff man living, and besides having
typical heads they are also well foumfin body, and this of
itself must be counted an advance to be proud of. The sires,
Minting and Ilford Caution, have, left progeny that will
serve to perpetuate their names and especially the latter.
So taking everything into consideration, though importa-
tions have been few, the home industry bids fair to keep
pace with the age.

It is to St. Bernards that the breeders of America must
look for that great advance toward perfection. "When we
add, and we think it is not stretching a point to say so,
that we only need two more, Sir Bedivere and Princess Flor-
ence, to be able to claim the best specimens in the world,
and judging from the past it would not surprise us in the
least to have the opportunity of welcoming even these two
high-priced jewels of the breed, such is the enterprise and
pluck possessed by some of our breeders. With such ani-
mals as Watch, Hesper. Alton, Plevna, Lady Livingstone,
Altona, La Pucelle, Prudence, Lady Sneer well, Jael, Donna
SihTa and other lesser lights making their appearance dur-
ing the past year, there is little, prospect of the breed losing
its popularity. That we can also breed them is proved by
one kennel's success in breeding two such fine animals as
Lord and Ladjr Melrose, undoubtedly the two best native-
bred ones we have yet seen. The future for St. Bernard
breeders is bright—very bright. The only question is, will
our breeders make the best'of the great opportunities they
now have to produce something that may hold its own with
those of England:''
Another breed that, thanks to the specialty club and the

coursing of the past year, has sprung rapidly into popular
favor, is the greyhound. New men are coming mto the
ranks, and though breeders are depending more, upon the
blood already here, the year has not passed without some
new foreigners putting in an appearance. Drytime, which
ran so well out West recently, is one of them. Champions
Charley Davis and Maud Torrington, Conspirator and others
Avhose names escape us at this moment, will all no doubt do
good in the cause. The new specialty club started this year
is full of life and evidently, as witnessed by the elegant
trophy presented at Great Bend, and the coming specialty
show this month, intends to do all in its power to encourage
the breed.
Deerhounds and Newfoundlands have made little prog-

ress, nothing of any note has been imported, and the interest
takeu in these breeds by the general public is unfortunately
almost nil.

Great Danes are fast coming to the front in popularity,
and the splendid show of these animals at New York and
Chicago in 1890 must have done a good deal for the breed.
In Melac, imported last spring, we have a great Dane that
any country might be proud to claim.
In setters we have nothing new to speak of, these breeds

having in a great measure arrived at a point where we are
almost independent of the mother country, when we can
count such dogs as Rockingham, Cou'nt Howard, Monk of
Furness, Sir Tatton, Princess Beatrice and others, among
our cracks. Dish setters have not made much improve-
ment. Several dogs have been imported, notably Inchiquin,
Stella IV. and one or two others of less merit. In Gordons
nothing new has been brought forward. Beaumont, Little
Boy, Belmont, Countess Roxie, etc., still reign supreme,
though now that Beaumont and Belmont have changed
hands their late owner contemplates getting somethingover
that will astonish us and dwarf all former efforts in this
direction, so perhaps we may yet see a "Heather Grouse"
over here.
Pointers have had little or no help from across the pond,

breeders being content to use the material they have at
hand, though we hear of several parties on the lookout for

cracks to take the place of past and passe celebrities. The
good showing made by the pointers in the late field trials

will no doubt cause an increased demand, and what was still

more a matter for congratulation, the pointers competing
had, with very few exceptions, special claims to bench show
form, showing conclusively that the two styles are com-
patible.
In spaniels, the only importations of moment were the

held spaniels Baron and Beverley Negus, both handsome
specimens and calculated to improve a style of spaniel in
which wTe are at present acknowledged to be rather weak.
Not so with cockers, for never have such a fine lot, taking
them all round, been shown as we have seen at some of the
shows during the year. This is abreed that, once loose from
the long and low craze, we have little need of outside help; a
little judicious care in mating and concerted type to breed
for, is' all that we require, and we trust that the discussion
now taking place in our columns will be the means of
accomplishing this.

Beagles have, owing to the advent of the National Beagle
Club, been brought more prominently forward than in late

years. The field trials served to stimulate this interest, and
though, with the exception of Blue Belle II., no new cracks
have appeared, several 'promising youngsters have been bred.

Our breeders fancy they have, and with some reason, little

to gain by the importation of new stock.
ColJies are still advancing, the most noteworthy importa-

tion being that of The Squire, who comes with a big reputa-
tion in the stud, which, from all accounts, he is sustaining
since his arrival. Several good ones have been imported by
the noted Canadian breeders. The Collie Club is in a
flourishing condition and is intent on advancing the best
interests of the breed, So the cry may go forth that all is

well along the collie lines.

Bulldogs have spurted finely this year, that is if such
stolid fellows can be said to have a spurt in them. Though
these may be content nowadays to take life as they find it,

their owners are not, for what with the new Bulldog Club
and the several importations, they have shown themselves
very much alive. Among those imported this year we find

the names of Harper, Duchess of Palma, African King,
Princess Crib, Dolly Tester, Dimple (since dead), Mr. Cugle's
lot, and several others whose names we cannot remember
just now. nearly all good ones and well calculated to help
the breed along. The bulldog men will make a strong
muster at New York this spring.

Bull-terriers have added to their already well-filled list

such dogs as Prince Bendigo, White Prince, White Wondei",
Diamond King and several others. We hear of others to

come in time for the spring shows, and though we seem
hardly able to breed anything very startling, our breeders
are ever ready to purchase a good thing when they hear of

it. Irish terriers are coming fast to the front, and the im-
portation of Breda Bill, Mr. Comstock's Mars, Ballymoney,
and others will strengthen the. breed, and although only in

the hands as yet of a few breeders we think that as they be-
come better known this game terrier will soon occupy the
position he does in England, in quality if not in numbers.
"Fox-terrier breeders have not done anything during the past
year to excite any comment. Very few new dogs have come
over, the notable exceptions be'iug Raffle, Brockenhurst
Quick, Rifleman, Dudley Slave, Ebor Nettle, etc. The year
is notable in one sense, in fox-terrier circles, owing to the
showing of a team of these terriers in England, and the.

placing of two of them, home bred ones, showed that the
nick for champions has not yet been struck. The young dog
Suffolk Risk being far the best home bred one. Several new
breeders have taken hold of these terriers, and we fancy that
even in this breed the small breeders stand just as much
chance of pulling out a plum from the breeding lottery as
the larger kennels, judging from past results. Wire-haired
terriers are coming more and more into favor, especially in
Canada, that country being able to make quite a respectable
showing.
Black'and tan terriers are booming, too, though nothing

has been bred at home that will take the place of the" im-
ported ones: still Avith the new dogs that have come to us
this last year there are several noted winners. The Senator:
Madge, Beauty, Salisbury, Queen IH. and two or three dark
horses, and with these and those we already have, it is safe
to say that New York show of 1891 will see such a collection
of black and tans as has never been seen here before.
Among the small breeds several good Yorkshires have

been imported, and this year's shows of this handsome little

terrier have far surpassed any yet seen in this country. Dogs
have been shown that are correct iu type, and the miscel-
laneous assortment of wooly dogs wre have been forced to put
up with, have been relegated to the place they belong to

—

oblivion. King Charles spaniels are also looking up, and
the importation of Royal Duke and several Blenheims
and King Charles for a Brooklyn kennel will surely con-
tribute to their advancement.
A new breed to us has in the year 1890 received consider-

able attention. We refer to the Russian wolfhound. Hand-
some in the extreme, they are bound to make themselves
felt when seen in greater numbers. Though no really first-

class specimens have as yet been imported, though this has
not been through any fault of the Americans, still those
which are already here give us a very good idea of what we
may expect when the real good ones come. This breed being
under the care of the National Greyhound Club will also re-

ceive due encouragement. There is little else to add about
the dogs of 1890. The A. K. C. is in a flourishing and pros-
perous condition. New members are joining our kennel
world almost daily, and the amount of money now invested
iu dogflesh would have astounded the fancier of 1880. At
this rate what shall we have to say in the year 2000? Shall
we? dare we? hazard the supposition that we may be ship-
ping dogs to England, or will our climate, as it is claimed,
forever keep homebred dogs, as a whole, in the background?
"We trust that when another year has past a better feeling

may prevail among some of our controversially inclined
breeders and fanciers. Such contentions serve no good pur-
pose, but rather the contrary, giving the outside public a
false idea of the real workers in the hive. Field trial men
must look back with pleasurable feelings,' that their trials

so far this year have passed off quietly and successfully,
besides being memorable for the visit paid us by the English
dogs, who, on our own ground, succeeded in wresting some
of the laurels from our dogs. We don't begrudge them, but
rather shout, come again! We must now draw this some-
what more lengthy review than intended, to a close, wishing
our kennel readers, and friends of dogdom in general, a pros-
perous and a Happy New Year.

ST. LOUIS WILL HAVE A DOG SHOW.—St Louis,
Mo., Dec. 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It has been
several years since a bench show has been held in this city,

but if surface indications go for anything the prospects are
exceedingly bright that one will be held here in the near
future. Mr. George Munson, who managed the last show of
the kind held here, is what might properly be termed a
"hustler." He has succeeded in enlisting a number of
prominent sportsmen in the euterprisej and being perfectly
familiar with the duties expected of him will surely make
the thing a success. The show will be held in one of the
naves of the Exposition building, which will afford ample
room for 1,000 dogs. A. liberal prize list will be made up,
and none but thoroughly competent persons will be engaged
to judge the canines. There are plenty of dogs owned here
to make the affair a big show, and with the number that
would be entered from a distance the number of entries
should be large.—Unsee Fbitz,

"TRAINING VS. BREAKING."—Kirwin, Kan., Nov.
17.—I have this evening returned from the field with a fine

bag of quail and grouse (prairie chicken), shot over a setter
less than 17 months old, trained by Hammond's system, and
each bird was brought carefully in and delivered without
hesitation. Not dropped on the ground after the old style,

but with the dog sitting on his haunches and head reached
up tomeet my hand. I think the method described in "Train-
ing vs. Breaking" is perfect, and have no desire to try an-
other again.—H. A, Rotce.

DOG CHAT,
V^TE were unable last week to more than briefly allude to
V t the recent St. Bernard show at Islington, London,
Considering the number of dogs imported to this country we
think it would be a good plan to keep our readers posted as
to the dogs that make their debut at such shows. Sir Bedi-
vere is still the king, and is spnken of as the best St. Bernard
they have ever had. Of course, he won the 100 guinea chal-
lenge cup and the Halsey trophy, which is worth a little for-
tune in itself. In the open classes, Mr. J. F. Smith showed
a new one called Salvator Rosa, by Lord Bute, which is
described as a rich orange, beautifully marked, skull, ears
and stop very correct, might be a little deeper in foreface,
stands high, Avith plenty of bone, but is not furnished up
yet. He just beat the Birmingham winner, another new one,
Lord Dunlo, by Sir Bedivere, who is described as having
more depth below the eye, better feet, but does not move so
Avell behind. In roughs between six and twelve months.
Mr. Raybold brought out Sir Hereward, who is another sou
of Lord Bute, described as a capital young dog, very sturdy
in body and Avith best of legs and feet, walking capitally
behind with splendid quarters, his worst feature being a
short, curly tail. He beat Lord Dunlo, however. In rough
bitch challenge class, Plevna, Mr. Sears's new bitch, beat
Pegotty. In smooths, Mr. J. F. Smith had a good innings,
taking ten first prizes, two seconds, two thirds, one reserve,
six cups, the 100 guinea cup for best bitch in the show, and
reserve for the 100 guinea cup for best dog. A good young-
ster by Watch won in the six to twelve months class; he is

said to resemble his sire in many points. In bitches Sans
Peur won the challenge prize and the. 100 guinea cup for best
bitch in the show. In the six to twelve months class Houri,
a promising young bitch by Watch out of Sils Maria, took
the honors. In the novice class, dogs, Sir Hereward beat
both Salvator Rosa and Lord Dunlo after a hard tussle.
Keeper Avon the stud dog prize, Angelo coming second,
judged by their progeny. A prize given for the keeper of
the best conditioned team was Avon by Mr. Gosling's keeper.
This is a prize that might be given with beneficiarresults at
some of our principal shows. Altogether the show was a
pronounced success, and especially so among the younger
classes. The number of dogs benched was 230, an increase
over last year, so there is evidently no diminution in the
interest still taken in this fashionable breed.

"We fancy that the J?g/)iet(tPs' Journal has hardly seen the
end of the Krehl-Brittle controversy, and we are not tJone in
thinking that their duty is not ended with their editorial
saying that, as both had had their say the subject would be
of'no further interest. When such serious charges were ad-
vanced by a correspondent, in common courtesy to a
fellow editor and especially one who occupies such a promi-
nent position as Mr. Krehl, some proof should be demanded
for the epithets made use of. That this is the feeling on
the other side of the pond is eAudence by the scoring they
get from the Fanciers' Gazette, a journal which all know
has not too much love for the paper of which Mr. Krehl is

the editor. They devote several paragraphs to the subject
and the last one'is: "We would point out to our American
contemporary that its obligations do not cease here. It has
allowed a charge to be made without 'any rhyme or reason,'
and the mere denial of the fact on the part of the person
charged does not end the controversy, because it has no in-
terest to 'our readers.' Mr. Krehl occupies a somewhat
prominent position in this country, and whether a man is

friend or foe, we, for the protection of the public, intimate
it as our opinion that to the English public such charges as
have been made in our-contemporary are of interest 'to our
readers,' and that an editor has no right whatever to admit
them in his journal until he is beforehand satisfied that
they are absolutely correct. We consider that the Fanciers 1

Journal must substantiate the charges it has allowed to ap-
pear in its columns, or offer an ample apology to Mr. Krehl.
We may also call attention to the fact that it is not an
American who does this 'dirty trick

t
' but an Englishman."

Mr. Krehl has asked for proofs, so let them be forthcoming.

Our illustration this week is the noted Rowdy Rod, owned
by Mr. Geo. Ewing, of Cincinnati, O. He is by Roderigo out
of Juno A., and was bred by the Memphis & AA'ent Kennels,
but afterward sold to Mr. Ewing, it is said, for $3,000. His
winnings are: First, Eastern Field Trials Derby, and first,

Central Field Trials Derby, in 1889. and it is still fresh in
our minds that he succeeded in winning the great Free-for-
All Stake at the Central Trials this year, That his good
looks also entitle, him to consideration is evidenced by his
winning one of the Lorillard medals at the Central Trials
this year.

The show to be held at Jackson, Mich., by the Central
City Kennel Club, promises to be a good one, as exhibitors
from all parts have signified their intention to send their
stock, especially as the show will be held under A. K. C.
rules. Dr. E. L. Kimball, Jackson, Mich., is the secretary,
and of him all information can be obtained. Major J. M.
Taylor judges all classes.

The National Beagle Club will hold their next quarterly
meeting, at which officers for the ensuing year will be
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elected, at the Quincy House, parlor G, Jan. 3, at 7 P. M. A
good attendance of members is expected.

Mr. W. K. Taunton's mastiff champion Beaufort has
proved a great success as a. stud clog while in America. We
have seen some very good ones by him. Mr. Winchell tells
ns he lias two or three which he believes are betterthan any-
thing yet bred in America. Some of the best bitches bred in
America have been sent to Beaufort since his arrival. To give
some idea of his demand as a stud dog Mr. Winchell bas at
his kennels the following mastiff bitches lobe bred to him
or ready to be returned: Mr, W. Wade's Emma, by champion
Orlando; Mr. Chas. C. Cook's well-known Pharaoh Queen,
her second litter by him; another very large bitch, a noted
breeder of the West, Mr. Colvin McLean's Media; Dr. Derby's
Albion, by champion Hotspur, almost the only Hotspur
blood in America, and with as grand a head as her sire. It
will be remembered she is the bitch presented to Mr. Derby
by Dr. Sidney Turner, the breeder of Beaufort ami many
other grand ones. A well-known bitch of Dr. Turner's is oh
the way from England to be bred to Beaufort and will arrive
within a few days. The English breeders are just tumbling
to the mistake they made in letting him go, but the Ameri-
can breeders are making the most of him while here, as it is
rumored Beaufort will return after the spring shows.

At the recent Cadet fair, held in Salem, Mass., in the new
armory building, we are told that the Northfield Kennels
had on exhibition their interesting collection of \ orkshires
and other terriers. Mr. Thomas, the manager of this ken-
nel, must have had his hands full with this collection,
which included their well known Yorkshires, two of which
have been held in reserve as a surprise for New York in
February, bull-terriers, black and tans, King Charles
spaniels, Irish terriers, Russian poodles and a Barzoi pup.
Over 1,200 people paid a dime each to see. this little dog show
and from this our correspondent concludes that the town
of Salem^would not be a bad one to bold a regular dog show
in. There are several of these Massachusetts towns where
a dog show Avouldbe a success and help to interest others in
the fancy, though the "men of Lynn" are the only ones who
have had the pluck to try it so far.

A Mr. Hughes, of New York, has purchased through a
brother of Dr. Niven, in Ireland, two Irish terrier dogs' and
one bitch. They were to have been shipped three'weeks
since.

In sending us the list of judges selected by the National
Beagle Club, our informant was in error in saying Mr. R.
E. Mayhew was one of them. Mr. Mayhew is not a member
of the club.

Our aeknowldgments are due to Mr. Poag for the excel-
lent photograph of his St. Bernard dog watch. We are told
this grand dog weighs now 2251 bs.this grand'dog weighs now 2251 bs.

Mr. Percy C. Ohl writes us that the English Setter Uluh
Will make a new departure at bench shows, commencing
with the New York show, by engaging an attendant to look
specially after the breeds. They think this will prove a

tendant discharges his duties properly. This is a good plan
and might be followed by all specialty clubs. "The Na-
tional Greyhound Club has already, we" believe, done the
same thing.

A peculiar transaction was brought to light recently in
England which may form a precedent for action in some
similar case which might arise in this country. Mr. A. M.
Hodgson, it seems, is in the habit of giving away bull bitch
pups under certain conditions. When the pup comes to ma-
turity he selects a sire and has the pick of the first litter
after which the bitch becomes the absolute property of the
person to whom he gave it. He has asked the English Ken-
nel Club to settle his standing in a case where a person towhom he gave a pup, under those conditions, chose the sire
himself and then advised Mr. Hodgson of the litter. As the
sire of these pups was objectionable to him, instead of taking
his pick he purchased one of the pups and now awaits the
bitch coming into season again, so that the original condi-
tions may be fulfilled. He wanted to know whether, under
the conditions given and imposed with the bitch, he was the
breeder of this first litter. The Kennel Club decided that
until the original conditions are complied with, Mr. Hodg-
son is still the owner of the bitch and as such is therefore the
breeder of the litter he objected to.

We have received several inquiries about the coming
specialty show of the National Greyhound Club, which
proves that the event is looked forward to with interest by
the ever increasing body of greyhound men. Such a venture
on the part of this young but energetic club we trust will be
well sustained by a goodly entry, and, as the show is only
for one day and in a warm and well ventilated building
averse as we are to the showing of puppies as a rule iu the
ordinary dog shows, a goodly show of saplings would be
very pleasing to dog men. so that we can judge of the
progress made in the breed iu the past year or two. The
fact of Mr. Mason judging insures the dogs being put in
their proper order. The prizes are liberal and the club
medal will be an object well worth the winning.

We have only space to briefly allude to a subject which
has been touched upon by several dog men in the course of
conversation. We allude to the altogether too easy manner
in which charges against persons are allowed to be made
before the A.K. C. No matter what merit the case may have
it is not investigated at once, but is placed on record in the
minutes of the A.K.C. or the Kennel Gazette as so and so
brings charges against so and so. Now we think that the
rule in vogue at bench shows, to insist upon a deposit
in case of a charge being made and this forfeited in
case the charge prove frivolous, would be a protection for re-
putable men against those who may use the good nature of
the A.K.C. as a lever for their own ends. We liave one case

which presuppose that his actions have been reprehensible.

The English Kennel Club has shown itself not too old or
obstinate to learn, and the numerous proddings it has re-
ceived of late from the Canine World and others as to its
arbitrary actions in the matter of disqualifications for mere
clerical errors have evidently had good effect. The secretary
of the E. K. C. at the St. Bernard Club dinner, spoke of the
mild measures which they will henceforth adopt. The sec-
retary after going through the catalogues will mark the
' wrong 'uns," then ask to see the entry forms; if this does
not prove satisfactory the exhibitor will be called upon to
explain. Should this fail to acquit, the cases will be laid
before an "advisory committee," which idea is doubtless a
leaf out of the American book. This committee will then
investigate, and finally advise the club what to do in the
matter. According to Stock-Keeper, this is passing from
Draconian severity to mild maternal indulgence with a
vengeance

!

Judex nasctUir, non fecit, that's very catchy and like a
good many other terms of like nature, Is used with an
Abandon that shows a not too intimate knowledge of its

meaning. Judges are born, not made, is the wisdom set
forth by "Nutcracker'' in the English Stock-Keeper, in his
American notes, which consist mainly iu reproving Dr.
Wesley Mills for his audacity in writing a report of a dog
show. The term we speak of arises of course from the more
or less true saying that poets, artists, etc., are born, not
made. A man can draw and sketch simply from the talent
that is in him, a poet can rhyme without attending a rhym-
ery, a musician may through his peculiar gifts produce, har
rnouy, though practice alone makes hiui perfect; but can,
for instance, a surgeon, perform a difficult operation with-
out a long course of previous study and experience? So it is
with the dog judge. Does one suppose for an instant that
a man, however much the "dogly intuition" is bred in him,
can be set down in a ring of say tox-terriers or spaniels, and
without previous training, experience and study of types,
and so on, correctly or even approximately place them ac-
cording to merit ? All moonshine ! Judges are made to a
great extent, though of course, like good mechanics, engin-
eers, doctors, lawyers, etc., the good judges have a love and
a natural leaning toward their hobby. It is not necessary
that a man should have been a breeder to be. able to place
the dogs correctly; that is another fallacy that is fast being
exploded, "Any one," says Scotch Baillie, "with an obser-
vant eye and a ready brain can become a judge of dogs," and
we quite agree with him.

Mr. Charles S. Hanks, of Boston, on his way to Siberia, is
on the lookout in London for some fox-terriers to bring
back with him when he returns to this country.

Mr. 0. L. Wilton's new purchase, the fox-terrier Rifle-
man, arrived last Saturday on the Italy after a sixteen days'
voyage. His new owner is well pleased with him, head and
body being particularly good, we are told.

The noted bull bitch, The Graven Image, has been pur-
chased by one of our countrymen through Mr. E. Hinks, of
Birmingham. She has won numerous prizes and will be a
decided acquisition to the bulldog ranks over here. An-
other importer is Mr. Andrew J. Hatch, of New Haven,
Oonm, who has purchased Bloater Girl, the noted dam of
Mr. Pybus Sellon's Dorinda, Bloater Girl is a well known
winner, so that the competition in the bitch class at New
York will evidently be a hot one.

As a warning to those who are in the habit of feeding
their pets with the bones of birds we may say that Mrs. E
Eorder has had.to pay dear for her carelessness. She has just
lost her famous King Charles champion Jumbo II, , who was
choked from tins cause. He was by Don Carlo out of Mrs.
Forder's Queen of Bow, and his death means a great loss to
the breed generally.

Fanciers' Gazette is the only English paper to hand this
week, and this is their first Christmas number. Though it
contains no kennel news, it is replete with interesting
articles by well known writers, sketches of dogs and a
colored print of Ormskirk Amazement and Ormskirk Excel-
sior, two ot Mr. Stretch's crack collies. In their "Prologue"
one paragraph interests American fanciers, they say: "Re-
membering our Antipodeau brethren, we do not wish to
forget those across the Atlantic, both in Canada and the
States. The former are the good, the latter the bad boys of
to-day. How we should like to get at those McKinleys and
have a few moments talk with them so that we could let off
a little of the pent up steam!! Ah well! We must leave them
as they are. May their Christmas turkey be scraggv! their
plum pudding give them indigestion! their mince "pies be
sour! No more pleasant trips for our judges to trans-
Atlantic shores; for that contract is an infringement of pro-
tective laws, and even the modest fowl must pay lk'd per
pound ere he can enter, even though his advent is to raise
high the standard of pure bred stock, unless as many for-
malities are gone through as is necessary to win a seat in
Parliament. Then there are the fees to be paid. Veritably
American consuls in England must worship at the shrine of
McKmley, and sing songs of praise to the new divinity dis-
covered by our American cousins. Only one consolation can
be found, and that is they have to pay the piper." And
doubtless he will be paid.

We see by the Stock-Keeper just arrived, that Mrs F
Smyth has added to her already strong kennel by the pur-
chase of the St. Bernard brood bitch Veda II., by Lord Nel-
son out of Margrave Winnifred, from Mr. A. Little, of Work-
ington, England. Veda sailed on the steamship Queen Dec
18, after having been served by Lord Bute.

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB SHOW OF 1891 —
Editor Forest and Stream: The premium lists of the show
of greyhounds, deerhounds and Russian wolfhounds will be
ready for distribution on Tuesday, Dec. 30, and prospective
exhibitors can obtain them from Mr. H. W. Huntington 148
South Eighth street, Brooklyn, N. Y., by application. The
lists will be mailed to all owners of the breeds represented
by the club, and it is hoped the show will receive the support
of the entire fraternity and admirers of the breeds Air C
H. Mason will judge all classes. The liberal prizes offered!
coupled with the fact that the show will be for but one dav
ought to be appreciated, as no doubt it will. The premiums
will be $10 in champion classes. S10 and $5 in open classes
and -15 and -13 for puppies, each sex having its own class!
The feeding will be looked after by Messrs. Spratts. The
effort of the club to bring these breeds promptly to the front
where they justly belong, will. I feel sure, meet the hearty
approval of those owners and exhibitors who have their im-
provement at heart. Owing to a misunderstanding with
the committee, and the fact that the original date, Jan 17
conflicts with the Charleston show, another date will be
chosen of which I will advise you at the earliest opportu-
nity.—H. W. Huntington, Sec'y (Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 29;.

THE POINTER CLUB OF AMERICA.—New York
Dec. 25.—Editor Forest and Stream: The annual meeting
of the Pointer Club of America will be held at the New-York show, Feb. 24, at 4 P.M., at which meeting matters ofmuch importance will be presented. By order of the presi-
dent, Geo. W. LARue, Sec'y-Treas.

kennel notes!
names claimed.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Abbess of Kent. By Frederic Joy, Detroit, Mich., for liver, whiteand ticked pointer bitch, whelped July 9. 1890, bv King of Kent(Priam-Kent Baby) out of Lonnie Bijou (Foxchase-Diablesse).
I ale Howard and Daisy Howard. By Geo. W. Neal, Westville

iH
0n
Sa

f
2
r
n
lue b/otcm ES11 setter d°£ aD(1 Mteh, whelped Aug

18. 1800, by Count Howard (Sir Alister-Mena) out of Daisy Fore-man (champion Foreman- Jolly Nell).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Swsie Gladstone-Dad Wilson. J. S. Hudson's (Covington, Ky.)English setter bitch Susie Gladstone (Gladstone-Jessie Turner)
to his Dad Wilson (Cambridge—Dido II,), Dec. 12.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

™fJ
-(:

Hornell-Harmony Kennels' (Covert, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Elt, Dec. 12, sis (five dogs), by their Royal Krueger
bwirise. John Poag's (Toledo, O.) St. Bernard bitch Sunrise,Dec. 34, nine (five dogs), by his Watch.
LadySnowflake. Geo. W. Lovell's (Middleboro, Mass.) English

setter bitch Lady Snowflake (Prince Noble-Cassandra F.), Dec.
32, seven (three dogs by p. H. Gotzian's champion Monk of Furl
ness (champion Sir Aliater-eaampion Belle of Durness).

SALES.
VW° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Jack—Lone, Star Zip whelp. Liver and white pointer dog and

bitch, whelped Oct. 10, 1H)0, by J. Leicht, Beeville, Tex., to A. Lip-
per. Eagle Pass. Tex.
Colonel J.—Dllly .7. -whelps. Docker spaniels, whelped Oct. 10.

1890, by Geo. C. Jones, Emporia, Kan., a black, white and ticJfeeVl
dOR to Geo. Clark, Omaha. Neb., and a liver, white and ticked
bitch to Chas. Brown, Lincoln, Neb.
Staunch Boh— Flash, whelps. Liver, white and ticked pointers,

whelped Oct.. 14, 1S90, by Wm. H. Case, Lock-port, N. V., a dog to
H. A. Bishop. Bridgeport, Conn., and a hitch to VV. H. Gordon
Ellenbumh Center, N. Y.
Dad Wilson—Dixie whelps. Black, white and tan Knglish setter

bitches, whelped April SB, 1890, by ,1. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky.,
to F. J. O'Connel), Coal Grove, O.
.Dad Wilson—Daisy Camliridac IT, whelp. Black and white Eng-
lish setter bitch, whelped Aug. 0, 1W>0, bv J. S. Hudson, Covington,
Ky.. to J. 0. Hankins, Hebron, Ky.
Dad Wilson's Boy. Black, white and tan English setter doe

whelped July 15, 1888, by Dad Wilson out of Dolly 8.. bv.T. S. Hud -

son, Covington, Ky., t,o G. O. Smith, Wheeling, W. Ya.
Susie. Gladstone. Black, while and tan English setter bitch,

whelped May 2, 1886, by Gladstone out of Jessie Turner, by Geo.
H. Hill, Maderia, O., to J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT,
Jijaj-JL* Sehuyler's Lake, N. Y.-I have a setter dog that is

partly blind in one eye. 1 think he stubbed it early in tho hum
ing season. Under the sight there is a small speck or hlueish skin
formed over it. 1 have dressed it with morphine and ten grains
of vitriol m a half pint of water. He can si-o a little out of it, and
it does not get any worse. Can you tell me in your next issue .d
anything that will clear it. it looks like a felon. Ho you think it
will be all right again? Ann. This is a cataract, and the surgeon's
knife is the only sure remedy.
M. F. S., Troy, New York.—1 have a St. Bernard puppy which

is five months old and weighs 921bs., and which has grown pro-
portionately well, except, that his forelegs are bent, and appear
weak. His bones are very large and I don't understand why bis
forelegs do not straighten out. His body is heavy, which may be
the cause. What should S do to aid development? I give him
exercise daily. Ans. Continue to give gentle exercise, and as
your pup is young yet, his legs will, more than likely, become
struighter as he gets stronger. There is no remedy unless you
care to try a sort of carriage to sustain the body when walking, as
Mr. Gosling, of England, did with his noted young dog Scout, with
beneficial results.

Multnomah, Portland, N. Y.—Will you kindly inform me
through the columns of Forest and Stream whether there is
any reliable remedy for rheumatism in dogs? The sporting dogs
of (Lis country seem to be unusually afflicted in this respect. Mv
Inge setter Mike, not yet seven years old, has been a great, sn fferer
from rheumatism for over two years: and as much might be said
of many of our best dogs. Ans. Open the bowels with a dose of
syrup of buckthorn, and administer the following:

Sodii salicylatis i j j

_ Aqua sffl.
Dose one teaapoonful in a little milk every two hours until the

dog; improves and then at longer intervals. Keep the dog warm.
If local treatment is necessary, if joints are swelled, paint the
afflicted parts with tincture of iodine. Keep the system up but do
not, feed too rich food, and give the dog plenty of excercise.
J. H. G,, Jamestown, N. Y.—I have an English terrier bitch, 15

months old. When she was about 8 months old 1 had her snayed,
and several months later I noticed that she favored her right
hind leg, and since that time she has gone on three legs. I have

1 tried several linameuts used for sprains, etc.. but with no satis-
factory results, and owing to the Fact that her half sister also
showed the same tendency to favor her hind leg after bein"-
spayed, I cannot, but think that the operation in some way caused
it, notwithstanding the fact that she did not, go lame until several
mouths later. She seems to be well in every other respect and
plays a great deal, apparently suffering verv little if any pain.
1 wish you would reply in your next, issue. Ans. We should ad-
vise you to have a veterinary surgeon examine the hitch. No
doubt a blister would be beneficial. These cases are apt to be-
come chronic if not attended to in time.
M. B„ Franklin, Ind.—Will you please tell me what should be

given to a fifteen months old pug dog for tape worm? Also can
you suggest smy easy method of giving him medicine, as it is al-
most impossible to administer it to him. The dog in question is
very lean and poor. His head looks entirely too small for his body
Do you think it is because he is young? Will his proportions Oe
right when he is older? His colors are good and I have no reason
to suppose he is not of a pure breed, unless that is a sign. Ans.
Beat ten dropb Of oil of tern into a raw egg and give after a twenty-
four-hour fast. Follow this, in an hour or so, with a spoonful of
castor oil. The dog has no doubt been dwarfed through the irri-
tation and pain caused by the. worm. Rid him of this and he will
doubtless soon be all right. The best way to administer medicine
to a dog is to clasp it firmly between the knees, and with one
finger make a sort of cup of the corner of the dog's mouth, then
pinch the nose to compel him to swallow; the latter only iu case
of obstinacy.

and

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE NEW ARMY RIFLE.

THE board of United States Army officers ordered to report on
a small calbiber ride suitable for the array of the United

States, met during the early part, of the past week at the Army
Building m this city and adjourned to Jan. 20. It consists of Col.A V .

Kantz, Sth Infantry. President; Lieut -Col. R. H. Hall 6th
nt, i'i ajor G. W. Mc.Kee, Ordnance Department; Capt. H B

Freeman, ,th Infantry; Capt. G. 8. Anderson, Gth Cavalry, and
Capt. S. E. Blunt, Ordnance Department, Recorder.
The board is directed to select a magazine system for rifles and

carbines, and also to test and report for adoption such smokeless
powder as is deemed most advisable to use. In its siti ing of a few
days- duration the board has drafted its rules to govern the test
ot small arms. The arms to be tried may be submitted from anv
source, only they must not exceed a .30cal., and must be adapted
to the Frankfort Arsenal cartridge. The smokeless powder to be
used m tho tests has already been contracted for with Belgian
establishments. Other grades of nitrate powders will be open to
acceptance. All tests will be competitive. The session of theboard is not limited, and in all likelihood will be prolonged until
a desirable arm is obtained. The tests will be made at Spring-
field, Mass., and will be inaugurated during the earlv part of
March. The delay is necessited because of the non-receipt of the
nitrate powders. This delay, however, will afford inventors moretime m which to prepare specimen weapons.

l.be necessity for a small caliber rifle has long been felt in theU mted States. To-day the army and marine are using the Spring-
held singleshot breechloading piece. As a serviceable weapon
there is, perhaps, none better in the world than the Springfield.On the other hand the low initial velocity of its shots make it m
point of fighting efficiency immeasurably inferior to ihe new Ger-man rifle, to the new British or to the new Austrian rifle.
Ihe Austrian rifle, the Mannlicher. has a caliber of ,3l5iu. Itweighs 9.bblbs and has a vertical fixed box magazine holding five

cartridges, The Mannlicher has a muzzle velocity of about 2 000ftper second.

rwf^Mnowf1 rifle
'
the

,
Krag-Jorgansen, of .315eal„ and avelocity of 2,0991 1. per second.

The Belgium Mauser rifle of .301cal., working on the bolt systemand using a bullet encased in a German silver envelope/has avelocity of about 1,800ft. per second.
The new English rifle of ,303cal., working on an improved Leesystem, has a muzzle velocity, using ordinary powder, of 1,800ft.

PGT* 36COUQ .

The German infantry rifle, pattern 1888, of .Sllcal. has an csti-

TtfdtTiiiydl
7 mt°0t seconda

- sights are gradu-

n?kfwlP*s rifle, the Schmidt, of .295cal., has a muzzle veloc-M °, ,^v*.00* seconds. Its estimated rate of Are is 30 shots perminute. The Schmidt, is operated on a bolt system.
The new French Lebel rifle is of ,3228eal. maximum and .3M2caL

£«Y?+hl+
I* h

f
8

,

a
.

m «zzle velocity of 2,194 foot seconds, and it
ia said that a Lebel bullet can pierce over 15in. of oak at 220ydsIhe powder is a secret compound of gun cotton and collodion'
whicxi is reported as producing no smoke, little noise and very
siigQD recoil.
The new Portuguese rifle is the Kropatschek of .315cal. It hasa muzzle velocity of I,i'4a foot seconds:

A* i2°f
mpa^S0

?. ^ e a
,
bove the United States Springfield

^iqrn^^r/ ,4W H^d*£ muzzle velocifcy not exceed-
1,3

v?
f*°?£

see 0110-*3
-, It is at the same time a single loader,while all of the above pieces are magazine guns.

"
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BOSTON, Dec, 27.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its

regular weekly shoot for rifle and pistol at its range to-lay. The
shooting conditions were very good for winter weather. The
special event of the day was the directors' gold medal match,
which after a very close contest was won by Mr. H. Severance.
Following are the scores in detail, distanee 200yds., Standard
American target:
H Severance 77888796 10 8-80
SO Sydney 59679 10 88 8 10-81
W Charles 9 6 8 6 9 10 7 5 .10 7—78
H Cushing 6 6 7 6 10 6 10 7 6 10-77
OM Howard.... 6986 9 7978 6-74

All-Comers' Off-H nd Match.
H Severance. 82 M T Day 72 J B Hobos 68

W Charles 81 D Martin 71 ST Paul 65

IB Thomas 81 FW Chester 70 A S Hunt 63

S O Merville 77 O Moore 69 C Clark 61

S T George 74
All Comers' Rest Match.

J Francis Ill M T Dav ...103 A S Hunt 85

S T Crawford 103 P W Chester 9(5 J B Hobbs 80

A H Ballard 102 J French ..89

The Massachusetts Rifle Association have just completed their
programme of matches to be shot at their range at Walnut Hill
during 1891. This list includes 10 prize matches, to be open every
shoot day for rifl* and pistol, besides the practice and all-comers'
matches, as follows:

1. Victory medal off-hand match, six prizes. 2. Victory medal
rest match, six prizes. 3. M. R. A. seal medal off-hand match, six
prizes, 4. M. R. A. seal medal rest match, s ; x prizes. 5. Military
medal match, six prizes. 6 Record off-hand match, six prizes.

7. Record rest match, six prizes. 8. Record pistol march, four
prizes. 9. Ttatve hundred shot off-hand match, six prizes. 10.

Two hundred shoot rest match, sis prizes.

Also a special gold medal will be given to the shooter making
during the. year the highest score of 10 shots, either at off-hand or
rest. The standard American target will be used in all of these
matches except the military medal match, which will be shot
Oreedmoor count. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 matches will each close
June SO and the other Dec. 31.

OREEDMOOR EXTENSION.—The Creedmoor Commission has
at last taken definite steps to acquire more land about the Creed-
moor Rifle Range. The addition which is to be made consists of
between forty and fifty acres on the west and north of the present
range, and most of which has heretofore been leased by the Com-
mission and the association before it. At a meeting held this

week at Albany by the Commission M resolution was adopted
authorizing The purchase., and Gen. Robbins was directed to open
negotiations with the owners. Said owners now ask $100 per acre
for the laud, which the Commission will not pay, and if Gen. Rob-
bins cannot effect a compromise then the Commission will take
the matter into court and begin proceedings to acquire title to
the Jand by the right of emineut domain.

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 30.—The bullseye match projected by Our
Own Club opened on the club ranges, at 136 Springfield avenue,
this evening, and should attract many visiting riflemen, as well
as the best of those belonging to local clubs. The bullseyes will
be 4in. in diameter, and the prizes will be awarded for the first to

sixth best center shot, by machine measurement. Each ticket
will entitle a shooter to three shots on one bullseye, and he may
purchase an unlimited number of tickets. The match will be
open on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings of each week
until 200 tickets have been sold.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.. Dec. 25.—The bright light this afternoon
interfered somewhat with. the efforts of the marksmen to make
good scores at the range of the Onondaga Rifle Club, yet several
remarkably high scores were made, as well as some poor ones.
The first match, off-hand, 10 shots, possible 120, resulted: Barnum
07, Stillman 78, Ball 50, Cately 24, Seely 70, Smith 69, J. N. Knapp
58, Groosman 59, Robotham (rest) 89. The second match off-hand
resulted as follows: Barnum 77, Stillnim 84, Ball 67, Smith 70,

KuappSG, Grossman 78, Seely 77, Lathrop 58, Cateley (rest) 96,

Robotham (rest) 82.

THE TRAP.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Jan. 1.—Gerinantown Gun Club, New Year's Day Tournament,
at Gerniantowu , Pa. Address Harry Thurman.
Jan. 1.—All-Day Tournament, at Auburn, N. Y. J. Henry Kerr,

Secretary.

DEATH OF ANNIE OAKLEY.—London, Dee. 30.—Much regret
is expressed at the news of the cleat h at Buenos Ayres of conges-
tion of the lungs of Miss Annie Oakley, the celebrated female
rifle shot, and one of the most popular members of Buffalo BiU's
Wild West Show during its sojourn in London.

RUTHERFORD. N. J.. Dpc. 20,—Boiling Springs against Leonia
Gun Cluh. of Leonia, N. J., at 25 bluerocks from 3 traps at un-
known angles, American Association rules:

Boiling Springs Gun Club.

B James .0011100011110110001011111-15

Louis Lane 1100111 11010111 10110111 10-18
Frank Post QHQ01 1101 1 01 000 1 1 1.0001100-11

M F Lindsey 1160011101111110101111110-18

Ed Collins 10111101110001 1 Q] 001 1 0010-14
Theo Meyer 1000011 0101001 1 0010011011—12-88

Leonia Gun Club.
Bauta 11001110101100110001111 00 -1

4

Gladwin 00m01011101011011101u01-15
Walker 0100110011101000001101011-13

Beam .010011 101 10101 ! 1 1 10100011-15

Dr Wells flOlOfJOOlOOOlOlOOlOOlOlOOl - 8

Goesser 001001(XX)0000101001010CK)l— 7—71
Sweep No. 1, 4 moneys, all ties divided, 10 bluerocks, 16 and 18

yards rise, American rules, SI entrance:
Cutwater 1100010111- 6 Gladwin 1111101110— 8
Lindsley 1010111111—8 Walker 1001110101—6
Collins 1001011100- 5 Bauta 1111011101— 8

Hunt 1100111000- 5 James 11O1111100— 7

Van Riper 10010)1000- 8 Ely 1101011111— 8

Post -. 1101011101— 7 Chaffee 0010010010- 3

Klees lOlilOOOil— 6 Lane 1111111111—10

Beam 0111101110- 7 Goesser 0011000111- 5

Wells 0010100011- 4

Sweep No. 2, same:
Ed Collins. . .

.' 1111110111- 9 Gladwin. . , 0100100011— 4
Beam .1111010111— 8 Outwater 1110010011— 6

Post 0111110111-8 Lane ... 1111011111— 9

Walker lOlillllll- 9 Van Riper... 1010110100- 5

Dr Wells ,
..0101111011— 7 Klees 10111 11010— 7

Ely ..0001010101— 4 Hunt. .U01110001— 6

Chaffee 0110100011— 5 Bauta 1011110101— 7

Lindsley 1111111111-10 Taylor 1101100111- 7

Goesser 1111111111—10 Hollister OOOlOOllOO- 3

Sweep No. 3, same:
Klees .1111101011- 8 Collins . . 0011011101- 6

Chaffee 0010000110 - 3 Beam 1011011111—8
Van Riper .illlllllU-10 Post 1110011111- 8

Ely. 0011011011- 6 Outwaier 1111000101— 6

Goesser 0111111001- 7 Green 1111111111—In
Hunt 0000000000- 0 Dr Wells 1011011010- 6

Banta ,1111111101- 9 Lindsley llllllllQl— 9

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS.-Dec. 27.-Conditions,
10 bluerocks: „ , „ „ „
Lindsley 10 6 9 8 Simpson 8 8 7 8

Coll ins ...5 10 8 9 Osterhout 5 6 9 5

Six live birds:
Collins • .113231-6 Lindsley 111320-5
Simpson 112131-6
Five birds:

Burnhcef 01011-3 Lindsley 10111—4
Brickner 21012-4 Collins 23111—5
Same:

Burnhoef 21010—3 21021—4 Lindsley. .... .11131—5 10311—4
Brickner 12011-4 00211-3

SPARROWS AT THE TRAP.—Mount Vernon, N. Y.—There
was a novelty in the way of trap shooting at our club on Thanks-
giving. It was found shooters would not come down and have to

pay 30 cents every time they went to the score, consequently the
attendance was meagre. English sparrows were thought of and
nowtbe problem is solved. They were tried and proved an un-
doubted success, and as they are very cheap every one can shoot
live birds without blowing in a big pile of money. I believe they
will even supersede pigeons entirely, for they are out of the trap
like an arrow, no duffers among them. I write the above for the
benefit of clubs similarly placed, and any one writing to me can
have the address of the party Belling them.—W, COX,

WALNUT HILL, Dec. 24 —Santa Clans stopped at this range
to-day on his way toward Boston and left some of his presents
with the izentlemen who make up the trap-shooting wing of the
Massachusetts Rifle Association. To-day witnessed the close of
all the matches wbich have been running during the past season,
and the knowledge that the prizes were to be awarded brought
out a large number of contestants. The most important match of
the year has been the diamond pin match, in which the winners
were decided by taking into acount not only the excellence of the
shooting but also the regularity of the attendance. Those who
won choice of prizes were as follows: Mr. Bowker qualified at 15
shoots and won first prize, $20 in gold; Mr. Parham, 15, second
prize, a set of table cutlery in plush case; Mr. J. Nichols, 15, third
prize, diamond scarf pin; Mr. W. Gale. 13, fourth prize, split bam-
boo trout rod and fly book; Mr. O. R. Black, 12, fifth prise. $10 in
gold; Mr. T. Curtis, 12, sixth prize, Lovell pearl-handled, double-
action revolver; Mr. M. Sergeant, 11, seventh prize, $5 in gold; Mr.
G. Wheeler, 9, eighth prize, pair of opera glasses; Mr. Hosmer. 9,
ninth prize, $5 in gold: Mr. Stanton, 8. tenth prize, S3.50 in gold;
Mr. Bradbury, 8, eleventh prize, $2.50 in gold; Mr. M. Knowles. 7,
twelfth prize, $2.50 in gold; Mr. W, Bennet, 6, thirteenth prize,
whist set. Mr. Nichols was awarded the gold medal for the high-
est aggregate in the total number of competitions, 17. The match
for the Keystone trophy also closed to-day, with the leaders well
bunched. Mr. Nichols again came to the front, however, and is
now the owner of the handsome badge. The management of the
Association evidently meant that no contestant should go unre-
warded, for every one present who had competed in the main
event of the year was presented with a souvenir prize, in addition
to those above noted. The summary of the day's sport follows:
Diamond pin match, 20 Keystone targets and 5 pairs standard
targets: Wheeler 27, Stanton 24, Black" 22, Cady 21, Bradbury 18,
Parham 18, Barrett 17, Nichols 16, Curtis 16, Knowles 15, Gale 14,
Needhnm 15. Keystone trophy match, 20 Keystone targets: Stan-
ton 19, Parham 17, Swift 17, Johnson 16, Black 16, Cady 15, Need-
ham 12, Wheeler 12, Knowles 12, Gale 10.

NEWARK, N. J., Dee. 25.—The cold, raw wind kept theshooters
in a shiver, as well as causing the scores to be low, at the com-
bined shoot of the South Side and Woodside gun olubs at Newark
to day. The shooting was all at bluerock targets and the South
Siders were present on invitation of the Woodsiders. Lunch was
served bv the latter ctub, and all the sweeps from 9 o'clock A. M.
to 4 o\ lock P. M., were well filled. The winners as follows:
Event No. 1, 5 singles: Miller, Geoffrey, Brientnall, Heller and

Walters 4.

Event No. 2, 10 singles: Miller 9, Hunt 8, Walters 7, Osterhout 6,
Lee and Sickles 5.

Event No. 3, 10 singles: Hunt 8, Brientnall and Heller 7, Geof-
frey 6.

Event No. 4, 10 singles: Brientnall 8, Hunt and Heller 7, White
6, Geoffrey 5.

Event No. 5, 20 "ingles, $3 entry: Hunt 19 Geoffrey 17, Brient-
nall 16, Phillips. Thomas, Heller and Miller 14, Walter 10.

Event No. 6, 15 singles, $1 entry: Hunt 13, Brientnall 12, Heller,
Geoffrey and Miller 11, Phi lips 10.

Event No. 7. 15 singles. $1 entry: Geoffrey, Brientnall and Mil-
ler 13, Heller 11. Phillips 10, Hunt 9.

Event, No. 8, 10 singles; Sickles and Miller 9,T. Dukes and Wal-
ters 8, Geoffrey 7, Hunt 6.

Event No. 9, 20 singles. $2 entry: Miller 20, Hedden 17, Geoffrey
15, Dukes 14, Walter 12, Sickles 10.

Event No. 10. 15 singles, $1 entry: Hunt, Miller and Brientnall
12, Heller and Geoffrey 11. Phillips 8.

Event No. 11,10 singles: Geoff rev, 9. Hunt 8, Sickles, Cottrel
and Miller 7, Wheaton, Terrill and T. Dukes 6.

Event No. 12, 15 singles, $1 entry: T. Dukes 14, Miller 12, Sickles
11, Geoffrey and Cottrell 10
Event No. 13, 10 singles, $1 entry; T. Dukes 9, Sickles 8, Miller 7,

Osterhout, Cottrell and Walter 6.

Event No. 14, 10 singles: Walters, T. Dukes and Miller 8, O. von
Lengerke and A. O. Hedden 7. Osterhout, and Geoffrey 6.

Event No. 15, 15 singles, $1 entry: Hedden 14, Hunt 13, T.Dukes
and Miller 10, Sickles and Von Lengerke 6.

RED BANK, N. J., Dee. 25.-Shooting by the Riverside-Gun
Club was well attended to day and the sport proved very inter-
esting. The marksmen shot at both live birds and bluerocks,
under American Association rules. The programme opened at 10
o'clock and lasted until dark. Following is a summary of the
events:
First event, 10 bluerocks: Fred Bealle and Oscar Hesse, 7 each;

Edmund Throckmorton 6; John Cooper, Ten Broeck, Davis, Jacob
and John Worthley and Leander Campbell, 5 each; Edward Bus-
sell and Neil Campbell, 4 each; Walter Parsons, 3; John Dey, 2;

Albert Ivins 1. Beale won first money in the shoot off.

Second event, 10 DluerocKs: Bealle, Throckmorton and John
Cooper 7 each, Dey, Bussed and John Worthley 6 each, Leander
Campbell, Davis, D miel Kearney and Ivins 5 each, Jacob and C.
Worthley 4 each. Parsons 3. Bealle won first money in the shoot
off, and second and third moneys were divided.
Third event, aiiss and out at live birds, $1 entrance: Bealle and

James Cooper 1 each and divided; Henry White and John Cooper
nothing.
Fourth event, miss and out at live birds, $1 entrance: Bealle

and James Cooper 2 each and divided: White and John Cooper 1

Fifth event, miss and out at live birds, $1 entrance: White and
Bealle 3 each and di vided, Ivins 2, James and John Cooper nothing.
Sixth event, 8 live birds, $3 entrance, 2 moneys: M. F. Cornell

and James Cooper 7 each. White, Ivins and Dey G each, Bealle,
Davis and John Cooper 5 eaeh, John Bergen 4, James Bray 3.

Moneys were divided.
Seventh event, 5 live birds, $3 entrance, 2 moneys: Cornell,

James Cooper and Bussell 4 each, Bealle, White and Dey 3 each,
Wm. H. Little and Davis 2 each. Moneys were divided.
Eighth event, miss and out at live birds, $1 entrance: Bealle

and White 2 each and divided, Cornwell 1, James Cooper, Ivins
and Throckmorton nothing.
Ninth event, miss and out at live birds, $1 entrance: Cornwell

2, James Cooper and Bealle 1, White nothing.

IMPORTED ARMS.—The Board of General Appraisers in New
York handed down a decision last week of considerable public
interest. Schoverling, Daly & Gales protested against the rate
of du ty which the collector assessed on twelve finished gun-stocks,
with locks and mountings. These articles were complete and
ready to be attached to barrels which had come by another
steamer. The collector had assessed the stocks at the rate of 35

per cent, ad valorem, with a specific duty of $1.50 each, under
paragraph 170 of the McKinley tariff law as "double-barreled
sporting" brecchloading shotgunB valued at not more than $6
each." The importers alleged that a gun-stock, did not constitute
an entire firearm and should be Assessed as •''manufactures in
part of steel under paragraph 315 of the new tariff law, at 45 per
cent, ad valorem." But ex-Judge Somerville, who made the
decision, said that gun-3tocks or other parts of guns separately
imported would be ordinarily classified as manufatures of wood
or metal. But this was a case unlike any that had been con-
sidered by the board or decided by the courts. In deciding the
case the appraisers take the view that the stocks and the barrels
were imported to be put together in this country. Therefore, the
importations should pay duty as breechloading shotguns.

ONEIDA, N. Y., Dec. 27.—Oneida |Gun Club annual side shoot
for supper. Captains, Maxwell and Markham, 25 single king-
birds, 18 and 16yds. rise, 3 trap3, unknown angles, American As-
sociation rules:
Maxwell 111111101.1011111111111111-23

Dr Cavana 111011111111111111001)011-21

WDevereux 0011011000110100111100011—14

Marble. 111111101111101" 110100101-18

B Clark , . 1111 1 01 11 31 1 1 011 111 01 1111—21
Myers lUOllOOOfXXfOllOlllOOOOlO—11

Bailey 01011 11111100Q10011111110 -17-125

Markham 1011111111110111110111111-23

t i is

-

v
-i-.o,-.[, -,- .. . .moiiomii iooioimioii-19

Erenwein 0011111110110010011011111-17

Hefner 01111101 1003011 1100101111-15

Dr Carter 101011 11 10001011101111001—16

SAClark' .loooi: HCO'io ui .oniOOll-15

Moot - - .0101111110101011110011011-17—121

BROOKLYN, Dec. 25.—E. C. Maginnis, of the Atlantic Rod and
Gun Club, shot a match with Henry Brown, of Brooklyn, at the
Prospect Heights Gun Club to-day. The match was for $100, 30

birds each, 30yds. rise, under Hurlingham rules. The former won,
killing 30 straights. Brown killed 29. Woodlawn Park, L. 1., did
not have a very large attendence of members to-day, and the
shooting also was poor. Four sweepBtakes of 5 birds each were
shot. The first was won by Dr. Van Seil. He divided the second
with Dr. Schurz. Dr. Schurz won the third, and Dr. Van Sell the
fourth, the two shooters making a clean sweep of the board. Dr.
Van Seil shot from the 35yds. mark, and Dr. Sshurz from the
30yds. mark.
THE SOUTH SIDES.—South Side Gun Club, Newark, N. J.,

New Year Dav reception, from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. The pleasure of

your companv is requested. Load for bluerocks and elay-pigeona,

and come prepared to stay all day,-W. ft. Hobabt, See'y; I, H.
Tbbbkud, Manager,

BERGEN POINT, N. J., Dec. 25.-The gunners of the New Jer-
sey Athletic Club held their annual Christmas anniversary clay-
pigeon shooting carnival to-day on the organization's grounds
here, the forenoon and early part of the afternoon being spent
before the traps. The card for the day's sport comprised eight
events for prizes, the matches and results being subjoined:

First, event—A walking match at 10 birds each for two prizes.
First prize, George W. Purdy, 10; second, G. DeWitt Smith, 9.

Second event—A shoot for three prizes from unknown angles at
10 birds each: Henry M. Popham, first prize. 10: A. F. Compson,
second prize, 9; Charles A. Pope, third prize, 8.
Third event—A match for three prizes at 20 birds each: George

W. Purdy 20, first prize; Major James M. Taylor 18, second; G. De
Witt Smith 16, third.
Fourth event—A shoot for three prizes at 5 singles and 5 pairs

each: First, George W. Purdy, 30; second, G. DeWitt Smith, i);

third, Charles A. Pope, 8.

Fifth event—A match at 30 singles and 5 pa>ra each for four
prizes: First, a handsome ivory-handled pistol. George W. Purdy,
31; second, G. DeWitt Smith, 26; third, John Newman, 25; fourth,
Edward L. Vredenburgh. 23.
Sixth event—A competition, Keystone system, at 10 birds each,

for two prizes: Major James M. Taylor first, 8; Edward L. Vred-
enburgh, second, 7. •

Seventh event—A walking match at 10 birds each, for three
trophies—For first G. DeWitt Smith and Major James M. Tayjor
tied at 8 breaks each, Elmer E. Bigoney secured second with 7
hits, George W. Purdy captured third with 6 smashes.
Eighth event—A walking match for two prizes at 6 pairs each:

First, Major James M. Taylor, 5; se.cond, E. L. Vredenburgh, 4,

Dec. 27.—Six inches of snow covered the rifle range of the New
Jersey Athletic Club's grounds at Bergen Point to-day, but did not
deter the gunning detachment of the organisation from holding
its regular weekly competition during the afternoon. The marks-
men were clad in tarpaulins, oilskins and gum boots. They cleared
a calendar of sport numbering half a dozen prize events at clay-
pigeon targets, the results of which are summarized below:
First event—The twenty-third competition, at 20 oirds each and

class handicap allowance, for the club's gold emblem: Edward L.
Vredenburgh first with 15. The other principal scores were: Major
James M. Taylor 14, Chirles R. Pope 13.

Second event—A shoot. Keystone system, at 20 hirds each, for
two prizes: First, George W. Purdy, 18; second, Edward L. Vre-
denburgh, 15.

Third event—A walking match at 10 birds each for two prizes:
George W. Purdy captured first with 10, Charles A. Pope secured
second with 8.

Fourth event—A competition for three prizes at 10 birds each
from unknown angles: Elmer E. Bigonoy got first with ten; with
9, George W. Purdy gained second.
Fifth event—A walking match for three prizes at 20 birds eaeh:

Edward L. Vredenburgh 20, first; George W. Purdy 19, seeond; G.
DeWitt Smith 18, third.
Sixth event—A shoot at 5 pairs each for three prizes: First,

Charles A. Pope, 10; second, George W. Purdy, 9; third, A. F„
Compson, 7.

RED BANK, N. J., Dec. 23.—Inclosed find scores of the River-
side Gun Club's regular monthly shoot at live birds, which was
held on Friday, Dec. 19. The wind blew a gale from the north-
west, causing a great number of birds to come in either direct or
to the right. Many birds that were killed dead in bounds were
carried out by the force of the wind. Sweep No. 1, at 5 live birdB,
5 ground traps, A. S. A. rules:
Beale 1112110-6 E M Cooper 1221111-7
White 11U1U—7 Dr Crater ., ..21ooll0-4
Ivins 0111113-6 Rergen 20101oo—

3

Cornwell 12ol220-5 John Cooper 0221111-6
Throckmorton 21112Co 5
White and E. M. Cooper div.; tics on 6 and 5 shot off in No. 2.

Sweep No. 2, at 5 birds:
White 01111—4 Ivins 13111—5
E M Cooper 10111-4 Little 02102—3
Beale 11011-4 Worell 02011—3
Throckmorton lool2—3 John Cooper ool22—

3

Cornwell 11120-4
Ivins first in No. 2 and second in No. 1; White second in No. 2;

Cornwell third in No. 1; Throckmorton third in No. 2. oDead out
of bounds. 2 Killed with second barrel.

THE WAYNES ON THEIR NEW GROUNDS.— Philadelphia,
Dec. 20.—To-day, for the first time since August last, our gun
club held a shoot on our own grounds. In our late quarters we
had to give way to improvement. Where we scattered lead from
out shotguns the. Midvale, Steel Co., in their extended works, will
soon be turning out the immense steel tubes and rings for Uncle
Sam's heaviest rifled breechloaders. After a lively skirmish for
grounds, in which one disappointment followed another, we at
length dropped into our present quarters, which we think second
to none in this neck of the woods. We are located at Sixteenth
and Wingohocking streets, on a knoll overlooking the Wingohock-
ing Creek, a little breezy at this season but very pleasant in the
summer, as we shoot with our backs to the sun, with plenty of
shade trees in the rear. We have eight minutes walk east from
Wayne Junction, and no mud holes, iu fact, paved sidewalks ex-
tend to within one block of the grounds. The attendance to-day
was slim and shooting somewbat rocky. Cheyney took another
lease on the gold badge. Full score appended. Match at bluerockB,
5 traps, 16 and 18yds.:
Kane llllOOilOlOlOlOlOOlO-U Cheyney . .11110011111111110001- 15
Davis 00001001000000011001- 5 A Ulary . . .10001111000100111000- 9
VV Ulary. .11101111111100010011-14 T Mac^. . .01001100101000000001— 6
Seargle. . .10011001100000101010- 8

PENNSYLVANIA BIRDS*
TN our issue of Jan. 31, 1889, we called attention to an exceed

-

X ingly valuable report upon the birds of Pennsylvania by the
State Ornithologist, Dr. B. H. Warren, and announced that a re-
vised and enlarged edition would doubtless be provided for by the
State Legislature at an early day. The new edition is now in pro-
cess of distribution through the Pennsylvania State officials and
other persons mentioned in the act providing for the publication.
This new edition, however, instead of being limited to 10,000
copies, as we anticipated, includes 19,000 copies, 15,000 of whioh
will be distributed by members of the present Legislature. The
first edition of the work contained 272 pages and £0 plates; the
present edition contains twice as many plates and 176 additional
pages of text. By copying the plates from Audubon's "Birds of
America" the expense of original drawings was saved. The plates
were colored from specimens either in Dr. Warren's collection or
belonging to the National Museum. As a measure of economy
the, lithographer was again restricted in the number of colors to
be used, but the reproductions have suffered little, if at all, on
this account. Wnile the number of plates is but 100. there are 160

species figured, and, as a rule, the two sexes are shown, and in
many cases the young as well. We may repeat what we said
about the contents of the first edition in order to convey an idea
of its scope. The introductory pages are devoted to brief explana-
tions of the topography of a bird and the descriptive terms used
in the accounts of the species. The descriptions are clear and
concise, sometimes limited to a few lines when the species is fig-

ured. Full notes are given on the habitat in the State, the time
of arrival and departure, the nest and nesting habits, the size and
color of the eggs, the feeding habits and the food as determined
hy the records and the examination of thousands of stomachs.
Dr. Warren endeavors, by demonstrating the nature of the birds,

to foster public sentiment in favor of protecting tho«e that are
really serviceable to the farmer and the fruit grower, as many
useful birds which are now destroyed would be rigidly protected
if their true character were known. The appendix has been nota-
bly increased by statements as to the food of hawks, owls, crows
and the English sparrow, as well as by some shorter papers. It

contains also a glossary of the technical terms used in describing
the species. ,

*
,,. . ,

The work of Dr. Warren and those associated with him in the
painstaking investigation of the birds is deserving of the highest
encouragement and the most unstinted praise. The text of his
Report is clearly and neatly printed on good paper, the binding is

half morocco, and altogether the superiority of the new edition
over the first may be taken as an index of the increased sympathy
with the author's efforts in behalf of the birds of Pennsylvania.

*Report on the Birds of Pennsylvania, with Special Reference
to the Food Habits. Based on over Four Thousand Stomach Exam-
inations. By B. H. Warren, M.D., Onithologist, Pennsylvania
Slate Board of Agriculture. Second edition, revised and aug-.
mented. Illustrated by one hundred plates. Harrisburgr E. K.
Meyers, State Printer, 1890, pp. xiv-i-434.

A Book About Indians.—The Forebi and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of content*
and specimen illustrations from the volume.-J.cto.
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drifting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want nnder this beading
will please lookundcr the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
GcimeJino, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if I heir yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and AdveHteing Departments.

FIXTURES.
FEBRUART.

22. Biscayne Bay, Annua!, Biscayne Bay.
iTtrtiY.

11, Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
Hamilton. Rochester.

16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.O., Tor. 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego
17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City.

Toronto.

A DISPUTED QUESTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Permit me to take exception to the somewhat summary manner

in which you decide a question so extensively discussed and on
which so widely different opinions are held, as the second one
referred to in your issue of Dec. IS, under the head of "Some
Points About Markboats." It seems to me that the editor, while
at perfect liberty to criticise and discuss, should not arrogate to
himself the right to judge and decide a point which at the very
time is announced to come before the race committee of the club
to which the contestants belong at. its next meeting for decision,
and wherp. opinions contrary to the one expressed are held by rep-
resentative yachtsmen and practical helmsmen.
As to the point in question, if you will allow its discussion, it

seems to xne that while it may be judged by the rule you give
(Rule XXXIV., Section 13), that other rules also apply, and must
be considered as regards their bearing on the main rale, and I also
object to your setting forth what you term "the common sense of
the rule" against the custom which I and others claim to be uni-
versal, viz., tha t to claim the allowed rights at the mark the lee-
ward and overtaking boat must have the mark.
This is the main question: Aa the boat A is on starboard tack,

leading and to windward, she is innowise bound to grant, by anti-
cipation, to B rights which do not yet exist. It may be B's mis-
fortune to have got in a position where she hopes to obtain a

position between A and the mark, but, she risks not being able to
get there in time, and in such case must cither slack sheets and
stop way or else wear ship and lose time. She well knows that A
cannot bear away on her in the least, and it would, therefore, be
unjust to allow B to force A into giving up her weather advan-
tage merely that she, B, should obtain a racing advantage.
The other rules which it seems to me bear on this case are as

follows: Rule XXXIV.. Sec. 6. "An overtaking yacht shall in
every case as long as on overlap exists keep clear of the yacht
which is being overtaken," and See. 12. same rule, "When two
yachts, both close-hauled on the same tack, are converging by
reason of the leeward yacht holding a better wind and neither
can claim the rights of a yacht being overtaken, then the yacht
to leeward shall keep clear."
You quote Dixon Kemp: on referring to page ISO, fifth edition

"Yacht^and Boat Sailing" I find Rule21 of Y.K.A., the concluding
clause of which I quote: "The overtaking yacht if to leeward
must not luff until she has drawn clear of the vessel she has over-
take"."
Rule 21, Y. R. A. (page 182) headed "Requiring a yacht to tack

when approaching a shore or other obstruction closehauled" ex-
pressly excepts a mark vessel, I quote: "If two yachts are
standing toward a shore or sfloal, or toward any buoy boat or
vessel and the yacht to leeward is likely to run aground or foul of
such buoy, boat or vessel (a mark vessel excepted ) and is not able
to tack without running into collision with the yacht to wind-
ward; the latter shall at once tack on being hailed," etc.
In the case under discussion there is no question of going ashore

or of any dangerous obstruction if B should be forced to the lee-
ward of the mark. Even if holding a better wind she is bound to
keep clear, and what B might do in the way of luffing if the coast
was clear is outside of this discussion, as she is bound, being the
overtaking vessel, to keep clear in any ease.

1 respectfully submit this, which to me and others seems the
rational view of the esse in question, although having a whole-
some respect for the last word which is the editor's prerogative
when differed with. Gdenst.
We are very glad to give space to a further discussion of the

question, and only hope that others who are interested in it will
follow "Guenn's" example and state their views. We were aware
that the abstract question of the construction of the rule had been
laid before the race committee of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C, but as
the actual race, which has created a good deal of interest through
this foul, was in itself a very trivial one, being sailed entirely out-
side the club, and long since settled so far as the two contestants
are concerned, there can hardly be any impropriety in discussing
it m public.
The main question is very clearly stated by "Guenn," but in

arguing it he limits it to one special ease, in which the leeward
vessel, B, is the overtaking one, and also holding the better wind.
As a matter of fact, in the Tuxedo race B had come up on port
tack and gone about to leeward of A a short time previous to the
collision, but whether or no she was the overtaking vacht we can-
not say, nor does it matter in the least. The rule under discussion
is a general one, and covers a wide range of position. In order to
discuss it thoroughly we will take "Guenn's" statement of the
question, but assuming that the boats are merely in the relative
positions given; A to windward and B having an overlap on A as
the two near the mark. We may assume that the two started the
race in the same relative positions; that they came evenly together
in cross tacking, neither being positively in the lead, or even thatA is the overtaking vessel. The main question would be precisely
the same under any of these prior conditions, and yet neither of
the sections, 6 and 12, quoted by our correspondent, would bearm the case. The same applies to the Y. R. A. rule No. 20, as also
quoted.

tteY.R.A. is practically embodied in sections 13 and
li of the S.C.Y.C. Rule No. XXXIV., though the wording is dif-
ferent. As we read this rule in connection with Sec. 13, it only
strengthens our argument; it expressly says that a yacht shall not
compel another to tack in order to give her room at a markboat-
but, if the former can go clear without, tacking, the latter must
give her room to do so. This is precisely B's claim, that he could
pass the mark wi'hout tacking; he did not hail A for room to
tack, as he might, have done had there been an obstruction to sea
room m place of a mark in the course, but he hailed for room to
pass the mark on the same tack. As we understand the position
)f the other side, the case would have been the same if B, instead
if nmking a pilot's luff, had been sailing just enough freer to have
tone by the mark with sails full.
It may be that a case might arise in which B is clearly the over-

taking vessel and at the same time holding the better wind so
chat the two converge, and that the sections 6 and 12 would enter
nto the discussion; but This we think is very doubtful and in anvivant mnv1,a itafa^wt^ „n .;l „ a : s - - ,
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such other at the time the leading yacht is close to and actually

roii tiding the mark the outside yacht, must give the other room to
pass clear of it, whether it be the. lee or the. weather yacht which
is in danger of fouling the mark." Under this rule it is clear that
the following yacht need not be abreast of the mark, in fact, he
may be a, considerable distance away. A would probably bo con-
sidered to have what has been termed in this discussion an ' over-
lap on the mark" as soon as any part of her hull and spars actuall y
lapped it. Now if she were a big schooner, with a sail base of
17tifi . from bowsprit end to boom end, B might be o yer 150ft. from
the mark and yet have the right, through overlapping A, to hail
for room. The distances would be vastly di fferent, but the prin-
ciple is the same as in the case of the smallest catboats or canoes.
The S. C. Y. C. rule is less definite in not specifying that the lead-
ing boat must be actually covering the mark.
We cannot promise "Guenn" the very last word, but we will be

glad to hear from him further, and especially in regard to what
we unfortunately termed the common sense of the rule. If our
reading is incorrect, and B must, actually be abreast, of the mark
before she can claim room to round, of what, possible use is the
disputed section 13, and how lias it so long survived the rigid scru-
tiny of committees on the revision of the rules?

THE SEPTEMBER GALE OF 1889.
ALL things must come to an end, and I passed out into the night

on the memorable evening of Sept. 7 with regret. I closed
the door on a cheerful picture of rooms made bright with all that
taste and refinement can command, in vivid contrast with the
outer darkness. As I crossed the lawn Bruce Price's many -gabled
masterpiece rose in dim and fantastic outline behind me,
relieved only by the warm and brilliant light streaming from the
windows, while below me, the pier stretched out its shadowy
length. The wind that for two davs had been quietly moan-
ing in the east had now changed the character of its song, and
With a crescendo of portentous meaning was telling the sailor
of streaming decks, plunging and groaning hulls, shrieking cord-
ago, and cold and sleepless nights. The sea was clattering noisily
on the beach, and every sign of nature pointed to what the
mariner quaintly calls "a spell of weather."
The gig lay awaiting me in the shelter of the breakwater, and

after a long wet pull the black high side of our 31 -ton British
"coal wagon" loomed up before us. We were quickly on deck,
w-th the boat on the davits, and soon the anchor light and
the two red lights swinging gently on the flagstaff aft had
charge of the deck. "All hands," with that sweet confidence in
Providence or "the old man" which characterizes the sailor,
speedily joined Mr. Murphy.
The increasing sea before loug, however, aroused the "old

man" (not Providence), a glance on deck demonstrated the neces-
sity of more ground tackle under foot. The crew was called: in
a short time we were riding to both anchors, and repose again
descended on the little ship.
Morning brought with it a moderate gale from the northeast,

but the sea running more easterly had increased enough to set our
craft rolling uncomfortably, as she lay tide rode. At a little after
eight bells the small chain parted where it pressed across the bob-
stay. As quickly as skillful and eager hands could do it, the try-
sail and storm jib were brought on deck. Stopped upon their luff,
they were bent on and hoisted, sheets rova off ready to sheet
home and fully prepared for setting at an instant's notice. Owing
to thesubcellar construction of our craft and the shoal water of
Black Rock Harbor, we were anchored far from the shore, yet
with but little water under our keel. Auy further accident to our
ground tackle sending us adrift, would, therefore, prove disas-
trous, and naught but prompt and skillful action could prevent,
our stranding. With the sea then running and the increasing
gale evidently upon us, this meant serious damage, if not the loss
of the vessel and our lives. From this moment the deck could not
be left, and the crew remained there night and day until the
storm was over on Saturday morning, going below for 'their meals
only.

table,
bilitj; but forward, the fo'castle floor and nature's implements,
the fingers, did duty for those invented by civilization. Skill
born of long practice enabled me to accomplish a tubbing on that
morning, but it was the last effort until quiet, again reigned, and
a razor was ornamental on ly during the same period. The noises
developed by that eternal roll were as disagreeable as numberless
and time was passed in recovering the articles continually break-
ing adrift.
As the day wore on it grew worse on deck, for a small rain added

its mite to the discomfort. In the afternoon an enormous flood
tide, bringing with it an increasing wind and sea, threatened the
destruction of the 1'earsa.ll breakwater, its solidity and strength
alone saving it. All the lighter structures up in the harbor, al-
though less exposed, were much damaged, and their wreckage
was soon floating on the agitated waters of the Sound. The
steam yacht Ghquowa, anchored inshore, by this time was roll-
ing so violently that we feared she would turn turtle, and in our
discomfort we consoled ourselves with the thought that if we
were badly off she was "wusser."
Our lot was like that of the policemen in the "Pirates of Pen-

zance," an unhappy one, and with longing eyes we gazed upon the
soft green of the lawn as it rose from the very edge of the foam-
ing waters to the cottages, framing them in with an effective
background for their varied outlines and warm coloring. With
a glass the ladies could be seen on the verandas watching the toss-
ing vessels. Behind the shelter of Fairwenther Island the smaller
yachts lay m greater security, but vieing with their larger sisters
in the violence and eccentricity of their movements. An unlucky
naphtha launch broke adrift and started off on an independent
cruise that ended disastrously on Penfield Bar. Willing hands
went to her rescue and she was dragged ashore in a very demoral-
ized condition. We understood afterward that one of my guests
dubbed 1 Matie," who, unable to get on board on bis arrival had
been stopping at the cottage, here distinguished himself. With a
courage worthy of imitation he took off his shoes and stockings
dashed into the water at least a foot deep, and, painter in hand
stimulated all hands to concerted action by singing "Captain
Ranzo" in the teeth of the gale. Naught but the stern discipline
maintained on the quarterdeck of the flagship, the thorough in-
struction there obtained and the superior quality of the whisky
dispensed on board could breed such mariners, and ihope in time
to reach the standard of Annapolis with my pupils.
Night settled down with a dreary monotony of noise and dis-

comfort which banished all sleep. The men, wrapped up in the
clew of the trysail, passed an unhappy night, while 1 below spent
the time, with pillows in hand, in search of a quiet, corner. Four
nights did I try unsuccessfully, and nailing my ears fast to the
floor, with staples driven down over my great toes, is the onlvscheme that has presented itself to my liveliest flights of im-
agination.
On Wednesday morning the sea had gone down a little. A boat

sent on shore brought off some books, a few gastronomic delica-
cies and a Rind note from the chatelaine, begging the commodore
to desert his lonely watch for the comforts and companionships
of the cottage. The weather was still so threatening that I did
not dare to leave the vessel. In a short time the sea again arose
in its might and further communication was cut off. Another
one of my afterguard had now arrived on the scene and was quar-
tered at the cottage, being unable to get off, at least, so they sentword with many protests of loyalty: but their commander has
always thought that the charming presence of the chatelaine the
skill of the "chef," the excellence of the wine cellar and' the
downiness of the beds proved too much tor their fealty. The
books were my only solace during the dreary monotony of the fol-
lowing days.
On Friday the steward found that our supplies were giving outand it became absolutely necessary to reach terra firma. This

looked to be impossible, for the surf, higher than ever, was dash-
ing up over the breakwater even at low water. The boat waslowered with the greatest difficulty and, with the skipper and twomen in her was started for the shore.
The skipper, like many good sailors, is an indifferent watermanand I. therefore gave him careful instructions how to proceed Byrowing diagonally across the sea, head to wind, the shelter of

£ airweather Island could have been reached in safety. This he
tailed to do, and steering straight in for the land was soon in
shoal and breaking water. Away went the boat, mounted on the
crest of a big comber, at incredible speed; the oars were tossedtrom the broken oarlocks, and becoming unmanageable she dis-appeared from view in a smother of white water.

¥P tP 1^ 1R t?£ie th? z?ee»n hillside had for days been drearily
V01?,°fAfe - T^e™"11 had kept every one indoors. The cottagesand hotel wore a deserted, dreary, water-soaked look, and a good
glass alone revealed any signs of humanity behind the dripping
eaves of the verandas. As if by magic, the scene changed, peoplecame running from everywhere, the lawn was like, a race courseand even the gentle sex hurried to the beach, in spite of wind and
rain., A most curious effect they produced, rushing about in
seemingly purposeless manner, like so many ants! Presently
they congregated in one spot; the boat arose from the water, andwas carried up on to the green sward. Then a conclave held
counsel around the derelict, and three yellow clad forms, our un-
fortunate men, went off to the house, shaking themselves like somany Newfoundland doge. The group lingered around the boat,

held by some occult fascination until a cart came down and
trundled her off to the head of the harbor. The ants all crawled
away into their nests, and the wind and rain again reigned
supreme over the scene.
This interesting pantomime coming to an end our own situation

forced itself on my notice, and sad to say. for a moment I became,
panic-stricken; and as the ancient mariner savs, "there was the
devil to pay and no pilch hot!" We were left with one abjebod lei

seaman, an undersized cook, an invalid steward and a feather-
weight commander. With the latter at the wheel what could
one and three-quarters worth of man do with those trysail and
storm jibsheets in a hurry? Our old craft would have run away
with us with disastrous results. Our gear held on, howover. and
the boat, was seen after a while coming out from under the lee of
the island. The ducking had evidently washed Rome of th» fob-
webs from the skipper'* brain, and shaping a proper course he
brought the boat safely alongside, riding the seas so buoyantly as
to ship but little water.

It was no easy matter, however, to get her to the davits with
the crew on board. She plunged frantically, threatening destruc-
tion to herself at every instant. Skill and activity triumphed,
howover, and without damage she was secured and the stores
landed in the icebox-. A lost oar, several broken tholepinri and &
ducking tor the men was the total damage done. The •'af ter-
guard" sent off a message expressing great concern for my safet}
and, an enoimous desire to join me; this latter part being deliv-
erid by ih& skipper with a skeptical smile. Their anxfc.ty soon
manifested ii seii, ; or they hoisted signals on the pier flagstaff',
asking me to accept assistance. This I declined, knowing that
none could be rendered in such a sea, and having hy this time re-
gained confidence in our ground tackle. They nevertheless tele-
graphed to Bridgport for a tug. One started, but, two or three
plunges outside the harbor light nearly swamping her she turned
back.
Left alone in our discomfort, night closed down with as large a

sea, and its attendant noise and motion, as during auy part of the
week. Toward morning, however, a sensible decrease in the
motion was felt, and the wind blowing more fitfully showed signs
of going down. Saturday's sun rose smiling, nature quickly re-
sumed her usual aspect, and naught of her ruffled tempt r could
be seen but the discolored water stirred up in her angry mood.An hour spent dragging for our lost anchor and chain secured it".

The warmth of the sun soon dried our sails. A vigorous morning
toilet applied to our little ship removed all traces of the storm
and by noon we were all ataunto, "slip-shape and Bristol fashion "
Lunch on shore served to relate our several experiences. The
"afterguard" told of their heroic efforts to rescue, or to join the
commodore. The chat elaine related her many pangs and fears as
she gazed on the lit' lo ship madly tossing on the waters. The com-
modore told the chatelaine's "wusser half" what a poor harbor he
had. The half retorted with a violent tirade against blarsted
British cutters, contending that his American harbor was a first-
class shelter for sensible American boats, for which alone the Lord
intended it.

The commodore promised to reform, and to build his next boat
witli the keel on top of the mast, thus bringing peace and an
adjournment, to the sideboard. The usual result taking place,
they were seeu together for the rest of the day wrapped in
American flags, chock a block with patriotism, and the September
gale of '89 became a thing of the past. R. Center..

OLD AND NEW STYLE YACHTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Podgers" must have haddoughuuts and cheese for dessert, or

he could not have written such a blue grumble as you printed
lately about modern yachts. I wish some yacht sharp would give
him a description of all the admirable improvements over old
styles seen in most modern built craft. I bad a sail in one of his
wave smashers not long ago, a beat to windward in a moderate
sea in a 33ft. l.w.l.. lift, beam, 6ft. draft., with good lines and sail
plan. The lee drift was astonishing, the water flew all over the
cockpit, the lee how spanked the head seas savagely every plunge.
Well, we arrived—in the afternoon—with the kerosene and hard-
tack mixed. I have made the same passage under like conditions
in my cutter iu half the time, without leewav, spray, spanking or
more, heeling, and mm flavored biscuit. She is 28ft. l.w.l., 9ft. Sin
beam and 7ft. draft. I have outsailed many well-modeled, larger-
sized country craft, because, mine would bold on to the water, part
the seas like a knife, make small lee waves, drag no water, stand
up to the wind and sneak close to the wind's eye. Modified cut-
ters, such as Wi tliams, Gardner, Smith, Burgess and others design,
are the nearest perfection for comfort, safety, speed and beaiity
of any craft in the world. Thev are so nearly perfect, that only
a practical eye can detect any difference in a new craft from its
predecessor. Whether they resemble English or Turkish, they
have enough about them to be distinctly American, and they have
come to stay. Compare the Slvma and Saladin or the Minerva
and Milicete, for example. A 28ft. l.w.l. yacht is a little fellow
after all; dock her overhanging ends and you may as well pnt in
rowlocks and stick to the harbor; leave them and she is a seagoing
craft of some dignity.
The clipper-bow gives much room for handling anchors and

sails, improves appearance and lines, lessens pitching, supports
the bowsprit and increases room below. There is little objection
to the forward overhang, the fogies all howl over the fan-tail My
yacht is 37ft, over all. Suppose I cut off the after overhang four
feet. I then have a fairly wide stern, and an old-fashioned stub-
tailed craft. Room around the cockpit and in it could be gained
only by increasing the beam, and we. know bow that, diminishes
speed and draft. The fan-tail gives just as much additional room,
as it extends beyond the mainsheet traveler. The cur-tailed
yacht has less deck room and less stowage room below; the main-
sheet is troublesome and must be handled in the cockpit; it is dif-
ficult to pass the reef earing and to tie outer reef-points; there is
more liability of being boarded by following seas, and by raging
seas when anchored in an exposed roadstead: there is more drag
in rough water, and she is open to the suspicion of having been
built by the mile and chopped off when wanted. Bob-tails ought
not to be encouraged on this side of the ocean.
The after overhang is a graceful finish to the sheer and the run

and refines the underwater lines so that the drag is diminished: it
gives the mainsheet space for kink", coils and capers; its foot
room is invaluable in handling the mainsail; it splits following
seas and lets them heave the yacht ahead, and lessens the settling
in the trough of the sea; it makes the mainsail look in better pro-
portion, and enables one to carry a larger one for racing; it will
not be abandoned by any one who cruises, "blow high, blow low "
outside or in.
What is the golden ratio between beam and draft? Generally

the greater beam the less draft. We have wisely avoided the
extremes of English dimensions. A beam of 9ft. on 28ft. water-
line is enough to afford plenty of deck room besides the skylight
or trunk and permit the most exquisite lines of entrance and
exit under water. A boat sails with bow deep, stern deep and
side half buried part of the time, hence the necessity for the long
overhang forward and aft to permit the banishment of bumps
and the drawn-out delicacy of lines, as well above the water as
below, to cheat the water of its friction and force. A 7ft. draft, is
about right for the other dimensions given. This allows 6f. 6in.
head room under skylight or trunk, space for trim ballast under
the floor, low-hung outside ballast with great leverage and con-
sequent stability and safety, and a grip on the water more com-
fortable and effective than any centerboard gives.
These dimensions and features are the essentials of such a craft

as Podgers" has condemned in his sighs of sentimental aspira-
tion tor—he don't know what. They represent the smallest yacht
POSBlM tor one to live aboard of comfortably and to cruise safely
up and down the New England coast. This ideal has been built
and used in all kinds of weather; and though I should like a
larger yacht—just as one finds his house getting smaller and
smaller as his goods increase and wants another—I cannot see
any improvement desirable after comparison with the oesfc of the
Marblehead fleet. Heavy with stores, with sails stretched bymany a gale, with no experience in racing or in the tides off Mar-
blehead, we went into the Labor Day race of the Corinthian Y. C.
with three chopped off stubtailed yachts, having advantages of
special preparation, large harbor sail areas and expert yachts-men with knowledge of the course. Notwithstanding these,
Onnda came in second, beaten only by a much larger yachtAway with the old type sloop and " Podgers's" lamentations.

Db. W. H. Winslow.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The Board of Education will meet at
an early dat e and form plans for the carrying out of the new laws
regarding the granting of certificates to amateur seamen and
navigators. Com. Robert Center is chairman. A dinner to cele-
brate the birthday of the navy will be held during January.
Members who would like to attend will send their names to JasW. Gibson, 757 Broadway. Proposed for membership Geo. W.
Johnson.

.
NEW YACHTS.—Mr. John B. Paine, who has been so successful

in his two designs, Swordtish and Hornet, has completed a design
for a40-footer which Lawley will build this winter. Three new
thirties are reported as ordered from Mr, Burgess,
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NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The last meeting of the year of tlie New York Y. R. A. was held

at O'Neill's on Dec. 26, with Com. A. J. Prime, the president, in
the chair. Delegates from the following clubs were present:
Bayswater, Columbia, Hudson River, Jersey City, Newark Bay,
New Jersey, North Shrewsbury, Staten Island Athletic, Williams :

burgh, Yonkers Corinthian and Oceanic yacht clubs. In addition
the owners of the winning yachts of the regattas of 1889 and 1890
were present to receive souvenirs and prizes.
The financial report of the regatta sailed Sept, 1 was submitted

by the regatta committee and showed a balance of $10?' net profit;
there 'will probably be added to this about $7-5 more, which will
bring the grand total up to nearly $200, which, with the balance in
the treasury after paying the prizes, will leave the Association
$300 to the good. This sum does not include over $500 used in the
purchase of prizes for the recent regatta and for souvenirs for
that of 1889.

A committee appointed at the last meeting to consider the ad-
visability of having a dinner, submitted their report. They in-
formed the Association that each club belonging to the Association
would be limited to the use of eight tickets, three to its delegates
and five at large. Wednesday, Jan. 28, 1891, was fixed as the date,
and covers will probably be laid for 150. The place has not yet
been selected, but will possibly be O'Neill's if accommodation can
be obtained there.
The executive committee, to whom was referred the question of

the Just Woke Dp protest, submitted their report. In Forest and
Stream of Oct. 16 this matter was discussed at length, but we will
again refer to it. At the recent regatta of the Association on
Sept. 1 last, the yacht Just Woke Up, sailing in Class 3, appeared
at the starting line without a number and requested permission
to sail over the course, and was directed so to do by one of the
judges. Although being handicapped the Just Woke Up finished
first, beating all her class. A protest was filed, claiming that the
rules were infringed by her in not carrying a number. This pro-
test was upheld by the regatta committee, and the Just Woke Up
was disqualified. From this decision an appeal was taken to the
executive committee. The executive committee overruled the
decision of the regatta committee, giving as their reasons that the
judges who were delegated by that committee instructed the yacht
to start, and while they may have and probably did exceed their
authority, their error should not be visited on an innocent partyr

,

viz., the owner of Just Woke Up. The executive committe recom-
mend, however, that in future races of the Association the rules
he rigidly enforced, and that their decision on this point is not be
taken or construed as creating a precedent.
It has been said that there is too much red tape about the pro-

ceedings of some of these regattas; that judges are in the way in
nine out of ten regattas at which they serve; that a regatta com-
mittee is sufficient to manage a race; that its members arrange
the preliminaries, see that the boats are entered in proper form,
and being familiar with the event at which they serve, the man-
agement of the race is a simple matter and can be accomplished
far better without judges than with them.
Our experience has been, that while the above may prove true

in some instances, in the majority of races that we have attended
where judges have acted, they have been selected not for "figure
heads" but for their known ability and as exparts in the matter of
taking the correct time of a great number of starters. On the
other hand, in the smaller clubs of which this assotiation is com-
posed, different committees are selected each year, and while they
attend to the detail of the regatta, they select men of experience
to aid them in the important duty of timing the race. Of course
the recent regatta of the New Hochelle Y. C. will be pointed out
as an example, but if our friends will only delve a little they will
find the fault rested entirely with an inexperienced regatta
committee.
After some miscellaneous business was transacted, the presenta-

tion of piizestook place.
The following are the winners in their respective classes with

the prize awarded to each:
Class C, Dolphin, walkover, one-half value prize, a pair of

marine glasses.
Class D, Avalon. an oil painting, by Butterworth.
Class E, Mergus, two bronze statues with table lamp.
Class F, Forsyth, an oil painting, by Butterworth.
Class G, Christine, two bronze figures.
Class 1, open sloops, Eagle Wing, bronze clock.
Class 2, open sloops, Cameron, pair marine glasses.
Class 3, open sloops, Just Woke Up. (This prize is withheld, as

the committee have not looked into other protests entered, as
they did not deem it necessary until the appeal from their de-
cision disqualifying her for not carrying a number was decided.)
Class 4, cabin cat s, Edna, marine glasses.
Class 5, cabin cats. Ripple, marine spirit compass.
Class 6, open cat Norah, diamond charm.
Class 7, open cats, Nadeya. oxidized silver cigar box.
Class 8, Undine, oil painting by Butterworth, in which 19 yachts

are shown in the race.
Class 9, Bon Ton, piano lamp.
Class 10, Galawater. walkover, one-half value, gold locket.
In addition each of the above received a champion pennant.
Souvenirs—gold watch charms—containing on one side the flag

of the Association in colors and on the other the name of the
winning yachr, were presented to the winners of the 1889 race as
follows: Gertrude, Mergus, E'orsyth, Lurline, Amateur, Corlett,
Rival, Lone Star, Bessie, Norah L., Alida, Pauline B. and Bon
Ton. After the presentation the meeting adjourned.
The next meeting of the Association will be the annual one for

the election of officers and will he held at O'Neill's on Feb. 4, 1891.

It is expected that at this meeting application for membership
will be made by two or three of the larger clubs. X.

EASTERN Y. C—The Eastern Y. C. has a committee out which
is considering the advisability of making additions to the club
house at Marhlehead Neck. The lot to the northward of the club
house having been recently purchased, it was thought at one time
that the club house might have to be moved forward to prevent
the view from being interfered with. But C. S. Eaton, the new
owner of the lot in question, very considerately decided to build
his new house in such a position that it will interfere very little

with the view from the club house veranda, so that there is now
no necessity of moving the house. Several plans are being con-
sidered, and the matter will not be decided till it is brought before
the next meeting of the club. The most probable plan at present
is one which includes a two -story addition to the south of the
present house and connected with it by a covered walk which will
bridge over the driveway. On the ground floor of this addition
there is a ladies' reception room and a billard room, both of which
are lacking in the present house. The second story will be used
for rooms for the servants, with some additional rooms for mem-
bers.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest And
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Commodore:

CENTRAL DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com,: T. P. Oaddis, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown.Alljany,NY
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Officers:

VICE-COM.: J. W. Cartwiight, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G-. L. Parniele, Hartford.
""- :.;::!(

: : , i" i 1 >,;]' '.V' .'ix-.nV

Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications for niemoershlp must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00

for entrance fee and dues for current, year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. eamp shall pay $1,00 for camp expenses. Application
sent to the Sec'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.

Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A„ will be furnished with printed forms of application by address-

tag the Purser.

NORTHERtiPDIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser:
Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and F. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Rear-Com.: E. D. Anderson.Trenton.
Purser: Rich'd E •..Hvark,N..L
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M.
Kreamer.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore—O. A. Woodruff, Davton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware. 130 Rialto Building, Chicago, Dl.
Applications for membership should be made to the See.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $3 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
AUGUST.

6-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.

CANOEISTS' WINTER QUARTERS.
THE evenings at the New York Canoe Club winter quarters, 19

West Twenty-fourth street, have so far proved to be success-
ful and popular that it has been suggested by many that the mem-
bership be made more general. The location is central and the
fencing rooms, presided over by Capt. Nicolas, are unique in
their way, being decorated with pictures of canoeing, duelling,
etc., and handsome weapons and curios. In addition to the
canoeing talks, contests with foils, single sticks and gloves have
been much enjoyed on these evenings.
Although the subscribers have so far been solely members of

the New York Canoe Club who have engaged the rooms and
assured the success of the scheme, it is the desire of the club that
the meetings should benefit and entertain as laTge a number as
possible. With this end in view the privileges of membership to
the winter quarters is thrown open to all, subject to such restric-
tions as govern all social organizations.

If liberally supported by other clubs and canoeists these in-
formal meetings can be made at slight expense still more attrac-
tive, and may grow into a permanent organization. The subscrip-
tions for the winter are $5 and applications may be addressed (o
B. H, Nadal, 19 West Twenty-fourth street, who has been ap-
pointed by Com. Howard as committee iu charge of the winter
quarters. The next meeting will be held on Friday, Jan. 9. The
rooms will be open on every Friday thereafter during the winter.
It is the intention to provide every other Friday some special pro-
gramme or attraction. It is especially understood that all
canoeists and their friends, whether subscribers or not, are
cordially welcome on any of these evenings. On last Friday week
Capt. Nicolas, who can do many things besides fencing, served an
excellent plain dinner to sixteen men, and these dinners may be
made a feature of the meetings.

TORONTO C. C.

THE Toronto C. C. has dined again, and as usual dined well, if

we may judge from the accompanying sketches by the club
artist, Mr. Kelly. On Dec. 13, the annual meeting was held, there
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heing a very exciting contest for the office of commodore between
two of -the old members, MeBsrs. Jacques and Neilaon. There*

suit was as follows: Com.. I). B. Jacques; Vice-Com., W. H. P,
Weston; .Rear-Com., Harry C." * oriw; dec, W. C. Jephcott:

M0R\D1 VISION yfd C:*As
(S^TER. A^>OClA.V|0NS.

Treas., Hugh C. McLean; Committeeman. H. B. Tilley; Regatta
Committee, Colin Fraser, W. C. Lee and Harry C. Fortier. The
dinner took place Dec. 15.

INNER (OM/HITTIE

N-X- Powell chairman

noOrt MEiLSOW

flUGft-O /\
cleXs

\eK>" KELLX

MOHICAN C. C. SMOKER.-The camp-fire of the Mohican C.
C. on Dec. 10, given by George G. Plyer, a member of the club, at
his residence on Broadway, was a great success. After the elab-
orate repast long clay pipes were handed around and soon the
room was blue with smoke. Mr. Will Wheeler, Mr. Titus, Mr.
Ransom and Mr. McLaughlin entertained the company witli
mandolin and banio music, songs were sung, speeches made and
yarns spun. Prof. Goewey told some capital stories and Captain
Winne quite sustained his reputation in that regard, keeping the
table in a roar. The camp-fire ended with the presentation by
Captain Winne in a graceful manner of the handsome silk ban-
ners made by deft and fair fingers and won a.t the Labor Day re-
gatta. Among those present were the following: Samuel Anable,
Perry W. Babbett, Mas Bender, Wm. S. Egerton, W. D. Frothing-
ham, Wm. D. Goewey, Wm. S. Hackett, E. Darwin Jenison, Fred
G. Mather, Harry 8. Miller, Fred Mix, Cuyler Shaw, Edwin J.

Sipple, Albert T. Smith. Wm. C. Titus, Wm. B. Wackerhagei_,
Wm. A. Wheeler, Ohas. Y. Winne. George G. Plyer, S. Howard
Ransom, John Holmes, Alfred McLaughlin.—Albany Journal.

BROOKLYN C. C. OFFICERS, 1891,-Oom., Joseph Rudd, Jr.J
Vice-Com., M. M. Davis: Purser, M. V. Brokaw, 64 Hoyt street*
Brooklvn, N. Y.: Meas., D. A. Nash; House Committee. H. C-
Ward. D. A. Nash, W. T, Wintringham. Regatta Committee, R.
J. Wilkin, John Johnson, M. M. Davis.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

J. S. B., North Platte, New—We do not see how we can assist
you in the. matter, though we should think you could breed the
dogs named without any bad effects. The person you speak of
bears a good reputation, as far as we know.

J. C, New York.—Central American game includes deer, turkey,
curassow, quail, plover, partridge and prairie grouse, ducks and
geese. For modes of getting there consult the shipping guides or
the Journal of Commerce shipping columns.

L. W. F., Manchester, Conn.—In the Forest and Stbeam of
June 3, 18"5, there is a cut of three dogs which in their days were
noted. The one in the center of the group (a jet black) was owned,
I think, by a Mr. Fred Schuohardt, and was bred at the "Suffolk
Kennel Club's" quarters, on Long Island, and the strain had been
kept pure for a great many years. Can you tell me whether they
are still bred there, and, if so, will you kindly give me the address
of the party who has charge of the kennel? Ans. We do not
think this kennel is in existence at the present time, perhaps some
of our readers may be able to enlighten you.

G. M. N., Boston, Mass.—If it would not be too much trouble for
you, I would be greatly obliged if you would kindly decide the

;

following bet for me: Given, a bitch with a good strain of fox-
terrier blood; let her be covered for the nrst time by a mongrel;
and have pups; let her be covered the ser-^u d time by a full-blooded
fox-terrier. A bets that the second litter of pups will be full-

blooded; B bets to the contrary. li you will give us your opinion
on this question at your earliest convenience, I will esteem it a
great favor. Ans. A wins, as it would hardly be correct to give
the credit for the second litter to the mongrel which sired the
first.
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Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Kods.

They are pronouuced "PE RFJECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LINEN TARPON SNBLL IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
Manufacturers of every desaription ofFISHING T A. C

18 Veaey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House). New York.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

.

Send for Catalogue.

Forest & Stream File Binders

pkicie si.oo.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Wot

Ask your Dealer for them.
old. a,t Retail toy tlx@> Manufaotvrera.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO
312 Broadway, N. Y.

Send for 82-pasre Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.Her© I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
N
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silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9*. 10,

No, 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted 7.7 ' 7. ' Price $2 73
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No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted! '.
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No. 280 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hotiow butt,' extra tip, brass mountings', 9ft '

«

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.

Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,
* 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
ngle gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. pert. £i I on

ul
i
1Bau

> 'p.
ou

- ,
^nreaa. *jc.

;
m tsnreaa, 4t>c.

;
Lb tnread, 5Bc Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Qualifcvdoz.

;
treble gut, 20c. per doz. Smgle Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c.
;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gu? Lea/ers, 1ft., per doz.,l5c'. 2ft., per doz', 30e "aft" doz" 45o

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.loeaetor 1SBO. OPEN RTKNTKCS. *

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safely Hammerless Revolver.

&uns 10 & 12-Gauge.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

S (JO,,
103 Milk Street,Boston,

Merwin, Hulbert & Co.'s
Automatic Ejecting? Re-
volver, .32 and .38-cal.,
with long barrel for tar-
get shooting and short
one for pocket use, inter-
changeable.

PRICE, $15.50.
Send 10 cents to cover postage, and

we will mail you our 200-page cata-
logue, 10xl2in. of Holiday Goods.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
36 West 23d St., New York.

9

AND

SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTSAND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.
by

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Author of "Ot;b Bots, and What to Do With Thbm.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CBAF2
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHSTS:
Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plaa.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.--Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C p

vlayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 34ft. Auxiliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood

Large crown 8vo„ 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.60.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. C0,
3
318 Broadway, N. Y,
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Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

p

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters; Rules for Racing; Rules for Build-
ing ; Pilot Regulations

; Specific Types of Machinery

;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

CONTENTS.
Theory of the Steam Engine. Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.

Boiler Efficiency. Racing Steam Yachts.
Boiler Mountings. Management and Care of Machinery.

The Engine and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.
The Screw. •

• The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda: Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Few new buj^ers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

frave the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is iutended to be sufficiently
comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of
the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO , 40 Park Row, New York.

WILD INDIAN LIFE.
PAWNEE

HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People,

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo svs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.

—

N. Y, Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhill.

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
Bv "SENEGA."

A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE REFLE0T0ES,

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
"With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, FishingLamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt JLantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be used on any kind or any -part of a dash
or vehicle. Burns kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St. N Y.

CO. DURHAM, ENGLAND.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMni Tackle, Guns. Rifles, ReYotas,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trnnt and Bass Flies.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodale & Feazab.) 1

TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealers In

Glass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with, bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT A SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN, MASS.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

IS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO.. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

i

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth. Ave., N. T.

S. E. Cor 23d st.

PASTEUR PINE LOTION.
For Man and All Animals.

It is a powerful disinfectant and antiseptic.
It is a quick healer of all skin diseases, sores, etc.
It is a positive cure for mange.
It kills lice and fleas, etc.

MARSHALL BOBBINS,
70 East 13th street. New York City.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
and imitation of the
natural bird. address
J,N. D0D&E, Detroit.

SECOND EDITION.

Camp Life in the Wilderness,
BY Oapt. Chas. A. J. Farbab,

Is a book that should be in every sportsman's library.
It is a readable book in every sense of the word, being
replete with Hunting and Fishing Adventure*,
told in a racv, e.witiug wa v that enchains attention. It
would be a Splendid Christinas Present for any
of your mo 1

' icwl 1 1 s fully illustrated, neat
cloth binding. Price .$1.00. Illustrated catalogue of
sportsmen's books mailed for (i cents.
JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.
It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how-

to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully-

illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelligence of animals, and
of many curious habits of certain little know u

species. Every one who is interested in

nature or in animal life will find entertain-

ment in this volume.
Cloth, pp. 329. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, N. Y
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ATLANTIC SALMON IN WINTEB.

'pHBRE was published in the New York Tribune of

Dec. 13, 1890, a statement to the effect that Mr.

Blackford was displaying in Fulton Market, this city,

some enormous salmon, captured in nets off Cape Cod.

Since the capture of the Atlantic salmon at sea in winter

on our coast has not heretofore been recorded, so far as

we are able to learn from the published accounts, we
doubted the correctness of the report and supposed that

the salmon were really the species now found so abund-

antly in the markets of Eastern cities under the name of

Kennebec salmon, although it is really a Pacific river

trout, known as Gairdner's trout or steelhead salmon.

We, therefore, applied to Mr. Blackford for further de-

tails concerning the subject and have from him the

foliowing letter:

New York, Dc. 29, 1890.—Editor Forest and Stream: The state,

lent you saw in the Tribune was correct. On Nov. 26 we had

two salmon weighing 10 and 123^1bs. They were shipped from

Provincetown, Mass. On Dec. 5 two more specimens weighing V/z
and 24^lbs. were received. One was taken at Provincetown and

the other at Truro near by. The last two fish were taken in a

mackerel seine with about 200 large mackerel and a large number
of small ones, being a late run of mackerel which strike this

coast every year within a few days of Dec. 1. These were the

handsomest salmon I have ever seen and were perfectly stiff in

rigor mortis when taken from the barrel.—Wallace E. Black-
ford.

Commenting on the unusual occurrence a correspond-

ent writes: "It seems to me to be very important as tend-

ing to solve the problem of where the salmon go in

the winter. I have never read or heard of our salmon

being netted at sea before, and from their entering the

northern rivers (in Labrador) earlier than the St. Law-

rence, Bay Chaleur and Maine rivers, it has been sup-

posed that they winter in the northern seas."

We have said that we are unable to find any record of

the taking of Salmo salar at sea, in the winter, in the

western Atlantic. Mr. Charles G. Atkins has recorded

his belief that large salmon, in prime conditioa, are run-

ning into the Penobscot from the sea every month in the

year. He has also stated that the salmon which spawn
early are believed to return at once to the sea, while the

late spawners often remain all winter and are carried out

by the spring freshets. The same authority has noted

that Capt. Treat, at Eastport, Me., has found herring as

long as five inches in the stomach of salmon, and salmon

are known to bite occasionally at the baits on cod and

hake hooks on soundings. This is about the extent of our

information as to the marine life of our salmon, conse-

quently the appearance of the species off Provincetown

is a distinct and important addition to our stock of

knowledge concerning the migration of Salmo salar.

We have long believed that if suitable methods were

employed salmon might be found in winter in the Gulf

of Maine at no great distance from the estuaries of the

rivers, which they periodically visit for the purpose of

spawning. There is a regular winter fishery for the same

kind of salmon in various parts of the Baltic. Elsewhere

we have given a brief description of the methods pur-

sued in this fishery, and it is highly probable that if simi-

lar means of capture were employed in the seas adjacent

to our salmon rivers the winter habitat of the species

would soon be discovered.

The salmon, while in the sea, is said to frequent locali-

ties in which the bottom is sand. Those portions of the

Baltic which have a successful winter fishery for the

salmon are characterized by such a bottom. Here the

conditions are favorable for the production of the food

which the salmon requires.

Investigations of our own waters might be carried on

in localities possessing this qualification.

SNAP SHOTS.

IT would be difficult to say which is received with the

more enthusiasm, the woodcock or the coon, as

demonstrated by the way in which each is adopted

as a subject for communications to the Forest and
Stream. When we promised a page for the coon hunt-

ers the other day, they straightway sent in enough for

two pages. An installment of the coon hunting experi-

ences is given to-day, and others will follow. As for the

woodcock, there is in hand a most interesting mass of

testimony for and against the wing theory. All this will

be published next week.

It is a pleasure to note that the secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution, who has charge of the National

Zoological Park at Washington, has adopted the plan

suggested in these columns some time ago, and will seek

to make use of the advantages afforded by the surplus of

certain species of wild animals in the National Park for

stocking the Washington collection. As we then pointed

out, there is a better way of disposing of these creatures

than to kill them. The Government has a zoological

garden to fill, and the National Park has an over-supply

of game. The natural and sensible thing is to transfer

the bears and other specimens from the Yellowstone to

Washington.

The Forestry Commission will shortly report on its

scheme for making a great State forest preserve in the

North Woods. Meanwhile the Adirondack Park Associa-

tion has been engaged in a similar work, although quite

apart from the State Forestry Commission; and, according

to a recently adopted programme, it will ask for legisla-

tion on the subject. The plan of campaign will be: To

secure as early as possible the passags of a law preventing

the building of railroads across State lands in the Adiron-

dack forests, except upon the consent of the Commissioner

of the Land Office and State Forest Commission, after

hearing and due notice ,^also the submission to the people

at the general election in 1891 of a proposition to allow

the State to issue bonds to cover expenses.

Dr. James A. Henshall sends us the draft of a bill pre-

pared after extended correspondence and consultation

with farmers and sportsmen. The bill is simple, explicit,

readily understood and free from prolixity. It is in

these respects a model specimen of legislation. The

changes suggested commend themselves as wise and
such as will secure the desired end. It is worthy of note

and commendation that game and fish legislation is in

many States characterized by haste and want of due con-

sideration and preparation in a much less degree now
than formerly. In Ohio Dr. Henshall has followed what
is in effect the course adopted by New York when the

Legislature of this State appointed a game law commis-

sion. By enlisting the views of intelligent persons

throughout the State Dr. Henshall has, it is to be pre-

sumed, prepared a bill embodying the wishes of the

majority; and having been prepared in this intelligent

way, the bill, if it becomes a law, will be likely to have a

stronger public indorsement than if its provisions had

embodied merely the opinions or wishes of a single soci-

ety or club or coterie.

We shall begin next week the series of papers already

announced, from the pen of Miss Fanny Pearson Hardy,

whose "Out-Door Papers" are pleasantly remembered

by so many readers. The chapters are descriptive of an

expedition in the Maine wilderness, and they deal with

the question of game and fish protection from the stand-

point of one who is familiar with the feeling of Maine

people on this subject. Miss Hardy's former contribu-

tions were so well received that we hardly need assure

those who read this paragraph that in the new series a

treat is in store for them. We have also several letters

descriptive of some Maine fishing resorts, less celebrated

than many others, but offering decided attractions to

anglers. With all this the Forest and Stream for some

weeks to come will be of special interest to those who
are so fortunate as to go "down to Maine" on pleasure

bent.

The average person regards the hunting grounds of

East Africa as practically inexhaustible; but measures

have recently been adopted by the British East Africa

Company to forbid the further indiscriminate slaughter

of large game in the territory under its control. The

reason assigned for this action is that the game animals

will be required for food to support the multitudes of

workmen who will be engaged in East African enter-

prises. If reports be true the officials in charge of the

construction of the Canadian Pacific Eailroad through

Maine are possessed of the notion that the game and fish

of that State have been preserved for a similar purpose

there; for the gangs of laborers on that line have sys-

tematically killed trout by dynamiting and spearing on

the spawning beds. In some respects we are not so very-

far behind the heathen of the Dark Continent.

If the Connecticut Legislature would create the office

of State Game and Fish Warden, with a salary attached

and a reasonable allowance for expenses, and put Mr. A.

C. Collins, of Hartford, into the position, the people of

the State would get their money back, and more too, the

first year. As things go now the Connecticut Association

of Farmers and Sportsmen, of which Mr. Collins is the

head and heart, is doing most excellent work for the pub-

lic good at private expense. Its record shows what might

be done with adequate means and an officer who could

give more time to the work.

We have not yet received from Mr. John D. Collins, of

Utica, anything in the way of what he may have con-

sidered proofs to make good his charges against Commis-

sioner Blackford. As already suggested in these columns

Mr. Collins has no time to lose if he would justify his

course and relieve himself of the odium which among all

honorable men attaches to one who makes false accusa-

tion against another.

The report of the game laws codification committee of

this State will be in the form of a bill which will contain

six titles as follows: (1) Providing for the Game and

Fish Commission; (2) for parks and game preserves;

(8) relative to quadrupeds; (4) relative to birds; (5) re-

garding fish; and (6) for game protectors.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal the name of that friend,
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DEATH OF DR. E. STERLING.
"OEADERS of Forest and Stream will learn with
-*-*s sincere regret of the death of Dr. Elisha .Sterling,

of Cleveland, 0., on Dec. 29. For many years, indeed
from the establishment of the paper to within a week or

two before his death, Dr. Sterling was a frequent con-

tributor to our columns. An intelligent student of

natural history, an ardent sportsman of the old school,

and having a memory richly stored with reminiscences
of early days in Ohio, he drew from an apparently inex-

haustible fund of observation and experience.

One of the last manuscripts sent to us by Dr. Sterling

is one which is still unpublished and to which refer-

ence was recently made. It is descriptive of hunting
scenes in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, being extracts

from the camp diary of a well-known Ohio sportsman.
Dr. Sterling's interest in outdoor sports and woods life

seemed never to flag. The following appreciative notice
of his life and character is from the Cleveland Leader:
The death of Dr. Sterling places another bright name

in the galaxy of eminent Cleveland men who won dis-
tinction and have passed away. Dr. Sterling was born
in the State of New York, Aug. 15, 1825. His parents
came to this city in 1827, when there were not more than
a few hundred persons in the village. The site of the old
Sterling homestead is now the Andrews mansion at the
corner of Euclid and Sterling avenues. Young Elisha
early evinced mental vigor of an unusual degree, and
having a desire to study medicine, he was taken into the
office of the celebrated Dr. Ackley. At an early age he
graduated from what was then the Cleveland Medical
College, showing great promise as a surgeon. That was
during the rioting and bloodshed in Paris in the reign of
the French Emperor, Louis Napoleon. Dr. Sterling at
once proceeded to Faris and went to work in the hospitals,
where he found abundant opportunity to develop his
ability and observe the methods of the best French
surgeons. He studied directly under Jean Victor Coste, a
surgeon of wide fame. The skill of the young American
was so apparent that the court physician invited him to
perform a surgical operation upon Louis Napoleon.
He became acquainted with many celebrated men

while abroad, and among them Baron von Humboldt,
the great naturalist. In that manner Dr. Sterling's in-
nate love for natural history, afterward so prominent,
was undoubtedly stimulated. The young doctor, while
in Europe, traveled more than twenty-five hundred miles
on foot, studying the habits and customs of the people
and pursuing his investigations in botany and natural
history. In 1852 he returned to Cleveland and took up
the practice of his profession.

In 1854 he married Miss Mary Hilliard and the same
year joined a Government expedition sent to California
and Oregon. Through the influence of his friend, Dr.
John S. Newberry, the eminent geologist, he was ap-
pointed the naturalist and surgeon of the expedition. In
the party were Generals Sheridan, McCook and George
Crook, the Indian fighter, then young army officers.

When the war broke out Dr. Sterling went to the front
with General Barnett's light artillery as surgeon.

Dr. Sterling spent much time in his favorite pursuit—
that of naturalist. He was an expert taxidermist. His
interest in fishculture is well known, and his name is re-
corded as one of the benefactors of the country whose
efforts brought the Government Fish Commission into
existence. He was one of the founders of the Kirtland
Society of Natural History, and a frequent contributor
to magazines and periodicals of a scientific character.
His love of birds and animals and his close observation
of their habits made him an authority on the subject.
At the same time his early promise as a surgeon was ful-
filled. He practiced his profession, natural history not
being his main pursuit in life. Some of his surgical ope-
rations gained for him a national reputation as being the
first and most successful of their kind—notably the am-
putation of the tongue followed by the recovery of the
patient.

Dr. Sterling was one of the original members of the Ark,
which will always remain one of the most prominent and
striking figures in the history of Cleveland's vigorous
young days. The father of William and Leonard Case
had a little wooden office building on the Public Square
back of where the postoffice now stands. He gave it up
to William, who became the agent of the Connecticut
Land Company. William Case was a naturalist and
began the task of collecting specimens of every American
bird. His friends who were interested in the project
enthusiastically aided him, among them Dr. Sterling,
himself a naturalist and taxidermist, E. K. Winslow, who
is a taxidermist, Colonel Stoughton Bliss, who was a good
hunter, Captain Ben Stannard, who was a fine taxider-
mist, Leonard Case, George Stanley, J. J. Tracy, Edward
Scoville, John Williamson and a number of others whose
names shine in the history of the city. They were a
company of congenial spirits and they called the little

wooden office building the Ark, and became known tbem
selves as the Arkites, William Case's collection of birds
was completed to his satisfaction, but became damaged
in later years and was deftly restored by Captain Stan-
nard. Part of it is in the possession of the Kirtland
Society of Natural History and part remains in the
present Ark. A collection of minerals was begun and the
Arkites took up the study of horticulture. The old Ark
where Dr. Sterling was a frequent visitor has long gone
the way of all temporal things, but when Case block was
transferred to the trustees of Case library, the Arkites
had rooms in it, and a life lease was given to fifteen of
them. Of these fifteen, eight are now living and the Ark
still flourishes.

Twelve or thirteen years ago Dr. Sterling suffered from
blood poisoning contracted while performing a surgical
operation, and for a time his life was despaired of. He
never recovered his former health. During the last years
of his life he suffered greatly from an injury to his ankle,
received while getting off a street car, and entirely gave
up the practice of his profession. Though he was not
known to the younger generation, he will be missed by
the older men, with whom he had active interests in the
days that are gone.

Dr. Sterling leaves a widow, a son, Eichard Sterling,

of Colorado, and four daughters, Mrs. Y. P. Morgan and
Misses Agnes, Dora and Katberine.

A GUN, A TRAP AND A FRYING-PAN.
1.—HOW THEY WERE LOST.

THE famous Lake St. John and the surrounding
country was historic ground as early as the begin-

ning of the present century. The incidents in the first

part of our story happened there and then. At that time
there were no pleasant farms stretching back from the
lake border. No roads. No shrieking locomotive. No
steamboat. No village church spire. But there was the
same treacherous lake. The same Grand Discharge with
its wonderful rush of water. The same mighty tribu-
taries. The Ouiatchouan, with its <J80f t. fall as it enters
the lake. The Grand Peribonca with its succession of
chutes, beautiful to the eye but dangerous to approach
in any kind of boat. One isolated trading post of the
Hudson's Bay Company was there, and that was the only
indication of civilization. The power of the mighty
tribes, the Nasquapees and the warlike Montagnais, was
on the wane. Continued war and internal dissention
had thinned their ranks, but they held possession of the
soil and brought many a pack of fine fur to the trading
post.
Among the Montagnais was one Massepa, an Indian

of mighty stature, not a chief, though he might have
been had he but exerted his natural powers as hunter,
trapper and, above all, warrior. Massepa was the story
teller of the tribe. Their only literature was tradition.
Massepa knew every old legend, and could weave fact
and fiction into such an entertaining web as to hold his
listeners entranced for hours. This story telling became
a passion with him. He would neglect everything for
the sake of an audience, were it composed only of
women and children. So it happened that he became a
drone. Seldom meat or fish in his wigwam, although
the moose and caribou were plenty, and the waters con-
tained then, as now, a full supply of pike, dore, ouitouche
and, above all, ouananiche.
One spring when the country was young, in May, things

came to a bad pass with Massepa. There was nothing in
his wigwam to eat. No supplies of any kind. Even the
women and children were tired of his stories, and the
warriors of the tribe declined longer to support him and
his family. Worst of all, he had only two charges of
powder for his gun, and powder could not be begged or
borrowed. He had. a small pack of furs which he had
accumulated during the winter. In his necessity he said
to himself: "I must take the furs to the post and get, at
least, powder and lead." The winter quarters were up
the Peribonca, many miles from the lake where the trad-
ing post was. The snow was going out and the river was
a mighty torrent. But his canoe was in good order. His
arm was strong and he did not fear the rushing water.
'•I will go to the post," said he, "and when the winter
nights are again long they shall beg in vain for their
stories." So, in bad humor, he started, taking with him
only his gun with his two charges of powder, one trap,
his frying-pan—a great luxury in those days—and his
pack of furs. The current bore him with great rapidity
toward the lake. First, twenty miles of rapid smooth
water. Then, five miles of rough water. Then, past the
beautiful lake Tshitagama— an offset from the main river,
down fifteen miles of rapid smooth water. Here begins
the succession of cascades or chutes which brings the
mighty river on a level with Lake St. John. At the
head of the first cascade Massepa halted for the night on
an island. He was hungry and very cross. He had ex-
pended his last two charges of powder on his way down.
One on a caribou, the other on an otter. He had missed
them both, and this added to his ill humor.
The situation was now becoming desperate. His gun

was now useless. He could not stay to set his trap and
wait, and even then, had he caught anything, it might
not have been fit to eat. So after some trouble he caught
a large pike, which would at least serve for supper and
breakfast. Then he laid himself down under his canoe,
with his pack of furs for a pillow. He could not sleep.
He was vexed because he was obliged to think of work
again. His vanity had received a severe blow when he
was made to understand that stories were very well for
long winter nights, but the tribe could not afford to have

[
one of its best hunters and warriors, with his finest gun

,
and the best traps, sit idle in his wigwam either sleeping

i or story telling. So he laid awake making plans.
« He said to himself, "My gun is now useless, for I have
I no ammunition. I can't wait while some animal is get-

[
ting into my trap, and my frying-pan is of no good now,
as I must live on fish till I get to the trading post, and
there I can cook on a forked stick. The river will carry

' me to its mouth by sunset to-morrow in spite of the
many portages around the chutes. I can sleep at the
mouth till early dawn and then paddle quickly across to
the trading post before the wind rises and makes the
lake unsafe for a canoe. As I come back I shall be loaded
with provisions as well as powder and lead. It is hard
work to paddle against this mighty water. I will leave
my gun, trap and frying-pan here on this island safely
hidden and recover them on my return."
Thus reasoned Massepa with himself. At daybreak

he rose and , after cooking some of his fish for breakfast,
procured several sheets of birch bark. In these he care-
fully wrapped his gun, trap and frying-pan and covered
them with moss at the foot of a large tree, then he carried
hie canoe and furs across the island to the foot of the
chute, and started on his journey down the river. The
first of the falls that he approached he passed without
difficulty, as the portage begins some way above the quick
water and. ends at a safe distance below it.

The second chute is now called "Devil's Chute," because
it is so dangerous to pass. The water rushes through a
long canon. The portage begins in the quick water just
above the fall and ends at a point where the water is still

dangerously rough. What cared Massepa. His arm was
quick and strong. He had passed this chute many times
and was perfectly familiar with it. He steered his canoe
boldly toward the cataract. When it seemed as if he
must be carried over, he directed the boat by a quick
movement close to a certain rock well known to him.
On this he leaped lightly, took his pack on his back, his
canoe on shoulders, and proceeded rapidly over the barren
rocks and around the falls. On the other side he launched
the frail boat in the turbulent water at a well-known
spot and proceeded down the river,

The next chute was easily passed, and the next. Then
came a, short portage where it was necessary, as at the
Devil's Chute, to approach close to the fall and, by a
quick motion, turn the canoe into a little offset or lagoon
which opened into the river almost at the edge of the
cascade. Massepa had done this many times and
approached the quick water with perfect confidence. He
was really a little careless, for his ill-temper had not sub-
sided. The quick water began to hurry the canoe with
great rapidity. As he approached the little opening he
saw, to his horror, that he was too far out in the stream.
He should have been close to the bank, but he was out
quite a distance in the river. His brooding over his
fancied wrongs and impoverished condition had made
him careless of his course. He saw this too late. With
frantic strokes of his paddle he strove to head the canoe
into the narrow opening by the side of the fall where he
would ride safely in smooth water. The awful power o..

the mighty river was too much for him and he saw that
he was lost. With true Indian stoicism he headed his
boat straight for the terrible cataract and calmly awaited
his fate. In an instant boat and man were lost to view
in the rushing, seething, toiling waters, lashed into foam
by the sharp cruel rocks.
The other falls, lower down, completed the ruin worked

by this one. Down the last sixteen miles of rapid water
to the Great Lake St. John there were borne, a little later,

some remnants of a pack of furs, fragments of a birch
bark canoe and the mangled disjointed remains of
Massepa, "the story teller of the Montagnais." These
were carried far out into the lake where the water swal-
lowed them up, except some fragments of the boat,
which were at last still further splintered on the rocks of
the Grand Discharge.
Massepa was greatly missed. No one ever knew how

he died. No one ever took his place. But his gun, and
trap and frying-pan remained snugly wrapped up in their
birch bark covers. The moss grew thickly over them,
hiding them more securely. As the years passed by the
lumberman came and cut the tree, but he did not disturb
them. In this way it happened that the gun, trap and
frying-pan were lost.

II.—HOW THEY WERE FOUND.
As the century grew old the traces of man's progress

began to show along the Peribonca Eiver. The lumber-
man came yearly. The portages around the chutes be-
came worn paths. Stray logs and remains of temporary
camps were here and there to be seen. The usual course
of events took place to show the near approach of civili-

zation. The sportsman appeared at length.
One of these, from the City of Churches, made his way

along this river in the year '%9. He was in haste to reach
Lake Tshigama, not, as yet, visited by one of his kind.
Night overtook the party—sportsman and guides—as
they reached the island where Massepa laid his treasures
over fifty years before. As the party reached the end of
the carry every man bustled about to get comfortable for
the night. Tents were pitched, fire built, supper cooked,
bed in*epared, etc. Moss or browse was necessary to
make the bed softer and more level.

One of the guides found a beautiful bed of moss at the
foot of an old stump. On removing this, the long-hidden
treasures of the old Indian story teller were exposed.
The frying-pan and trap, after the rust was removed,
proved to be in fair condition. But the once beautiful
gun was beyond hope of repair. It was an old flintlock.

The wood of the stock extended to the end of the barrel.

The flint was in place ready for use. The hard wood of
the stock crumbled at the slightest touch. The ramrod
fell in pieces from its loops. It was a rare old treasure to
take carefully home and preserve as a souvenir. The
sportsman appreciated this, and told the guides to take
great care of it. The guide who found it, however, was
a headstrong fellow, who believed that to find was to

own. He had never owned a gun, and conceived the
insane idea of having this old king's arm restocked and
otherwise repaired to make a gun for himself; so he ruth-
lessly tore off the old rotten wood and disjointed the gun
completely. When the sportsman saw this, some hours
after it was done, he said, "Weil, I declare!" or words to
that effect. But the choice relic was ruined ; and thus it

happened that the gun was found and at once lost again
and forever. L.

Brooklyn, Oct. 1.

FORTHE NATIONAL ZOOLOGIGAL PARK.
SECEETARY NOBLE has sent to Capt. F. A. Boutelle,

the acting superintendent of the Yellowstone National
Park, the following letter: "There is herewith transmitted
to jou a copy of a letter just received from the secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution in which be says that
he will be glad to receive for the National Zoological
Park buffalo, deer and elk at any time, and any other
park animals, with the exception of bears and pumas, for
which it will not be practicable to provide proper accom-
modation before the 1st of May next. He further states

that as rapidly as the larger animals are captured they
may be forwarded by freight and the smaller ones by
express and that he will on notification make arrange-
ments at Cinnabar, Mont., to receive and forward them
at once. The attendant expenses, such as boxing, trans-
portation and food for the animals, will be defrayed from
the Zoological Park appropriation. He adds that a male
puma will be exceedingly acceptable at once. Several
pairs of the wolverine and badger would be very desirable
also. I have consulted the assistant attorney general as
to my authority to have animals of the kind named cap-
tured and transmitted to the National Zoological Park and
find that the statutes give me all the power necessary to
perform this action, and I may add that it is in my opinion
a most desirable thing to do for the good of the people and
one in which I shall take great pleasure in having hearty
co-operation. I wish you would write me your views as
to what animals can best be taken and when. I suppose
that you are not prepared to send any buffalo, although
about this I may be mistaken. I judge that the elk and
deer must be sufficiently abundant to spare a pair of each,
together with a number of smaller animals, with which
you are more familiar than I am. If your men are to be
exposed to any particular hardship in accomplishing this

purpose I will expect to majce them comfortable to a rea-
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sonable degree out of the contingent fund of the Park,
about which you can advise me. If you are prepared to

proceed with this business and think that it ought to be
done without delay to any extent you are hereby author-

ized to act. All expenses will be carefully noted and
if they have to be paid in advance I will furnish the

money from here and get it repaid from the National

Zoological Park. Knowing that you will understand this

business thoroughly without further comment from me
I submit the matter to you. This will accomplish one of

the purposes for which the Yellowstone Park was estab-

lished."
The following reply has been received from Gapt.

Boutelle, who is now in the field near Fort Keogh: "'As

you will observe, I am a little off my beat, having been
called out by the Indian disturbance. I hope that as soon
as it is known that my services will not be required for

active operations to be ordered to return with my troop
to my special duty in the Park. I have a fine organization
and came out very cheerfully, but somebody ought to be
in the Park at all times, if these Indians in the Bad
Lands come in I can see no reason why I should be kept
out longer, unless there are plans of which 1 know nothing.
I am very glad that ymi have decided to send specimens
of our Park game to the Zoo at Washington, and I shall

be a very willing agent in the work. I and my men will

do it at just as small expense as possible. It will be a very
hard matter to get some of the animals, the puma par-
ticularly, as from their habits of the males destroying
their young they are rare everywhere, but the elk, deer,

antelope, buffalo I can get surely. The carnivora will

probably have to be taken in the winter in box traps,

which will cost something, but the buffalo, elk,
_
etc., can

better be taken 3
rnung and kept in the Park until fall and

then shipped. The Park should supply buffalo, elk,

black-tailed deer (there are a few in the southern part of

the Park), moose (with difficulty and expense), grizzly

and black bear, wolverine, puma, badger, porcupine,
beaver, perhaps otter (hard to get), woodchuck, squirrel;

coyote, Canada lynx, timber wolves (very scarce), three
varieties of rabbits or hare, several varieties of the little

chipmonk, several varieties or kinds of birds. 1 sent a
case to the Smithsonian last spring.
"Rumor has it,'' the writer continues, "that my regiment

will exchange with the Sixth Cavalry in the spring. This
will naturally carry me away from" the Park, unless an
exception is made in my troop. I shall leave the charge
with great regret. I have hoped to remain until I could
see an abundance of fish where fish had never been
before, the Zoo at Washington filled with animals
branded Y. N. P., the hotels commodious and well
managed, and some law established through which the
scoundrels who violate the laws may be punished. As it

is now, they say that the Park is the safest place in the
country, as there are no game laws there. As a matter of
fact I manage to keep them out almost completely."

THE WOODCOCK'S TWITTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Dec. 25, Mr. Brewster says, referring

to me and my woodcock narrative of Dec. 11: "The
vocal notes of his bird were so like the whistling of ducks'
wings as actually to deceive his companion, Mr. Mar-
chant, into the belief that wild ducks were passing over
at the time; yet in the closing paragraph of his article he
affirms that, when a woodcock 'twitters' he squeals, pipes,
squeaks rather than whistles, and adds, 'the sound made
in swift flight by the wings of this and other species

—

many of our ducks, for example—is perhaps more appro-
priately termed a whistle.'"
Mr. Marchant's exclamation to which Mr. Brewster

refers, was this: "Wild ducks going over—don't you
hear 'em!" his idea being that the "two very positive
notes of remonstrance" came, not from the wings, but
from the mouths of his imaginary ducks. The notes
were instantly recognized as vocal by us both. Mr,
Brewster's inference is, of course, a very natural one,
as ducks do so little talking while on the wing, and
having thus inferred, it is not strange that he, and many
who read his kind and courteous review of my narrative,
should imagine that these and the other vocal notes were
more like the sounds produced by the wings of birds than
the facts of the case really warrant.
In the original draft of the narrative I included a de-

tailed account of the bird's actions when liberated, but
fearing that my paper would occupy too much of your
space, I reserved this and certain other minor details for
publication in another form. I think, however, that I

had better add here a brief account of his good-bye flight.

I took him into the country—as I told you before—and into
a field in which there was underbrush and kneeling placed
him on the ground. He stood for a moment looking back-
ward inquiringly, then lifting his head walked slowly into
a patch of dead grass, picking his way through the tangle
with most astonishing ease, and causing scarcely any
noticeable movement of the dried blades and stems
through which he passed. After he had proceeded two
or three yards I sprang to my feet suddenly for the pur-
pose of frightening him, and at my movement he flushed,
making a short flight of perhaps twenty yards, feeling
probably a little stiff at first from want of exercise. He
lighted in the next field and stepped off with more ani-
mation than before, though not more rapidly, following
the course of a cow path. When I had climbed the fence
and approached to within about a rod of him, he again
jumped, this time more energetically, and flew rapidly
over a hill and out of sight, though "not so rapidly as I
have often seen and heard woodcock fly. In neither of
these flights did I hear any sound other than that of very
faint, scarcely perceptible fanning. The narrow outer
primaries, it will be remembered, were fully developed
and intact in this specimen. Gordon Trumbull,
Hartford, Conn., Deo. 31.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The writer has hunted woodcock many years, killing

hundreds of them, and could hardly help becoming some-
what familiar with their habits and many peculiarities.
That the sharp metallic whistle of a flushed woodcock is

made by the wings is my firm belief. Mr. Brewster's
article in Forest and Stream of Dec. 25 gives so many
good points in support of this theory that I wish to thank
him for coming to the support of the "wing whistlers."
How many times I have seen a sly old cock flop up as
silently as an owl, steal off tosome out-of-the-way corner,
and when followed Bp and flushed to a point spring

from the ground, with a whistle so loud and sharp
that there could be no mistaking the manner in which
the sound was produced. It is a pretty good vocalist that
can execute as rapidly and with the volume of tone
that a plump October woodcock will bid you an adieu
with when flushed. In a long flight it always seems that
the whistle continues as long as the bird increases its

speed: when the limit is reached it flies silently and
finally alights.

It is taken for granted that Mr. Trumbull has visited the
woodcock in the breeding season, witnessed their circling

in the air and listeucd to their notes. Here you have
their vocal powers to perfection and not to be confounded
with any sound made by the wings. Will he kindly state

if the notes of his captive bird were the same as those
made at this time? There are eo many interesting things
about this bird that the many articles appearing in

Forest and Stream from time to time have afforded
much pleasure, and some amusement. They will doubt-
less stimulate sportsmen to a clear observation of the
woodcock's ways, thus adding to the knowledge of all.

Encouraging the Winter Birds.—"Hermit's" sug-
gestion in regard to chickadees for public parks seems to
me worthy of both consideration and a thorough trial,

and I give my mite of experience toward a practical
solution. Three years ago chickadees and woodpeckers
were only occasionally seen about the house. At about
that time I put a few pieces of pump tubing in the trees;

that and each subsequent winter I have constantly kept
pieces of beef suet fastened to the branches. As a result,

while the birds do not remain constantly, still from
November to April the following birds are almost daily
visitors: Hairy and downy woodpeckers, chickadees and
white-bellied nuthatches, while I have seen an occasional
black and white creeper and one pair of brown creepers.
I have not been able to discover whether they use the
tubing for roosting in or not. Last spring a pair of black-
caps acted as though they were about to build in one, but
were prevented by the bluebirds,—M. E, LI.

(
Jefferson, la.)

Japanese Pheasants in Oregon.—Editor Forest and
Stream: In September, 1838, while traveling by stage in
the vicinity of the Umpqua River, Oregon, I had a strik-

ing illustration of the absolute fearlessness and adapt-
ability for domestication of the introduced Japanese
pheasant. Passing through the timber not far from a
clearing we first saw these birds and they were not at
all alarmed by our presence, but disappeared leisurely
into cover. Soon afterward we emerged suddenly from
the timber and the stage reached a farmhouse in the
clearing. Here, to my astonishment, I saw a consider-
able number of the same birds feeding with the domestic
fowls. I was glad then that I had not tried to train my
revolver on the pheasants, for, as I remarked to the
driver, I might have aecidently killed one.— W. A. Wil-
cox (Washington, D. C).

That Grouse in the Water.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I notice in your issue of Dec. 25 a short com-
ment by "O. O. S." on my article ("Food of the American
Goshawk") which appeared in your issue of Dec. 4. If
"O. O. S." will read that article more carefully he will

see that Mr. Woodworth wrung the bird's neck and not I,

as he has stated. I will freely admit that it was very
cruel to take the grouse from the water where it had
gone fo" protection and kill it as he did. Had the bird
fell into my hands he would have received different
treatment from that meted out to him by Mr. Wood-
worth.—W. L Bishop (Kentville, N. S.).

The Curlew's Bill.—In writing you the other day the
woodcock paper I intended to speak of the power curlews
have of inflexing the upper bill same as the woodcock, so
as to run along the groove of the lower mandible and to
clean out whatever may be adhering there. Prof. Baird
told me this and a Jamaica man, a Mr. Hill, said the ibis

also do the same.—Geo. A. Boardman.

A December Robin.—Lockport, N. Y., Dec. 30.— A.

robin seen in December! You would hardly believe it,

but such is the case. One was seen by the well known
attorney William C. Greene, yesterday in his yard, and
was seen again this morning by Mr. Greene and his fam-
ily. Mr. Greene could scarcely credit his eyes, but there
could have been no illusion.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
dens.—Purchased—One red-bellied spider monkey (Aides rufiren-
trts). seven rhesus monkeys (Mocacus crythrcvus), one pig-tailed
monkey (M. nemesMnus), two vet-vet monkeys (Cercoptthecm
lalandi), four green monkeys (0. ealUtrielnis), one ostrich a

(Sti-utMu eamelus). one yellow hangnest (Cassicvsyrrsiciis). two red-
backed hangnesis (Cassims harmorrhoux), two golden-crowned
conurea (Conurus mar us), two European crossbills (Loxia cuni-
rostra), two melodious finclips (Phonipara emwrum), ono crested
ground parrakeet (Calopsitto nmw-hoUantMxv), one lesser sheath-
bill (Cldonis minor), t wo blue-bearded jays (Cijanocorax eyanopo-
(lon). four- Greek partridges (Cocco.bis w.ivWs). and one anaconda
(Eunectes murium). Presented—One wildcat (Lynx rufus), one
sparrow hawk (Falco spevrverim), one screech owl (Scops asiu). one
Cayenne rail (Ararnides vayen nemis), on« red-tailed buzzard (Buteo
Imrealis), two ring doves < Turiur rte-n-im). one robin (Turd us migra-
torim), two alligators (Alligator m&sttetpirtentfs), and one banded
rattlesnake (Crutalus horridus). Burn—One zebra (Bom intHeux).
Exchanged—One painted box tortoise (distvilo orvnta), and one
snowy owl (Pfyctea nivea).

"That reminds me."

A PROMINENT lawyer and sportsman of this city, W.
C. G , who generally spends a few weeks during

the fall among the ducks in Canada, was out a few clays

since after rabbits, which are very plenty this season in
this county. The next morning Mrs. G. gave one to the
Irish man-servant and told him to clean and dress it for
dinner. After waiting an hour and no rabbit putting in
an appearance she started out on a hunt for the servant,
and on finding him asked how long it would be before
the rabbit would be ready, and was informed that he had
got it about half picked. He had picked the feathers
from the ducks given him to clean and supposed the rab-
bit had to go through the same operation. J. L. D.
Lockpo rt, N. Y.v Dee. 3a
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THE ETJLL texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Boole ol the

Qa/me Laws.

FOUR MEN AND A BEAR.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Seeing once in a while an account of a bear hunt in

your columns, I thought perhaps one more would not be
amiss. Several years ago I had been in the Adirondacks
fishing, and stopped, as usual, on my way out at Corey's,
at the head of Upper Saranac Lake. Corey came home
that night from Follansbee Pond, where he had been fish-

ing for muscalonge, and reported them very plentiful; so
we decided to stay over another day and try them. We
started next morning—Geo. B. Durfee and liis guide, Ed
Flagg, myself and my guide, Rob W. Nichols. We
crossed Indian Carry, down the Ampersand Creek and
out into Raquette River for the pond. Ingoing down the
river we came to quite a wide place with a long, narrow
island in it. Just before reaching the island 1 saw some-
thing swimming in the river, and asked Rob if it was a
dog. tie looked and said, "No, it is a bear." We were
in a pretty fix, with neither gun, pistol, hatchet nor axe
in our boats. ''Well," said I, "'let's have some fun any-
how." So we changed places with our guides, we taking
the paddles and the guides standing up in the bows of the
boats, each with an oar in his hands. We paddled down,
one boat each side of that bear, and then the fun began.
First one and then the other would bring down the butt
of their oar with all their might on that bear's head till

the blows resounded far and near. Still he kept swim-
ming, the blows kept falling and he constantly crowding
toward the island. When I found he was going to land
and had reached within a dozen feet of the shore, I

thought I would change the order of exercises, and shoved
my boat directly between him and the shore; he just
raised one paw and made a strike for the boat; I
only avoided the blow by swinging the bow nearer
the shore. As it was, he just missed us, but
scraped his claws down the side of the boat, leav-
ing marks that always remained. Then he dived,
went under the boat and came up the other side on to the
island. We were out of the boat about as soon as he.
landed, and, dragging it after us, were in the water on
the other side about as soon as he was. Then the pound-
ing operation recommenced. He crowded us toward the
shore in spite of all we could do. I kept calling to my
guide to hit him on the nose if he wanted to curl him up,
but he couldn't seem to find any place except the top of
his skull. He crowded us to the mainland and just
before he reached it Ed gave him an extra blow, breaking
bis oar, and he went down, and we thought we had him;
but he was so near shore his feet touched bottom and
that gave him courage, and, coming up, he blew the
water from his nostrils, took a few more steps, and went
lumbering off into the woods. Well, we landed. We
didn't follow that bear. We had no further use for that
bear. In fact we didn't want that bear any moi'e. Don't
think we would have taken the gift of "him. We sat
down and talked it over. Tried to find out which of us
was the biggest fool. Told how we might have given
him a shove with the oar and sent him under water and
when he came up shoved him under again and soon
drowned him. Also how a few raps over the nose would
have fixed him, and several and various other ways in
which we might have captured him. If any of your
readers think they could have captured a big bear in the
water with nothing but a couple of fish poles and a
couple of oars, I should like to see the fun. Well, we
cpntinued on to Follansbee Pond and had the best of
luck fishing, I got one muscalonge weighing 221bs.

Durfee one of 18 and one of 15, besides some sixty more
from 2 to lOlbs. We reached Corey's safely that night,
where the women folks made us a present of a leather
medal, cut from the leg of an old boot, for going bear
hunting without a gun. Walter Aiken.
Franklin Falls, N. H., Dec. 22.

CONCERNING SIGHTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 notice in the Dec. 25 number of your paper that
"Hunter" has some trouble with my combination sight.

His experience is not an usual one, and I imagine he car-

ries his rifle in a peculiar way or else he has a sight of
my first design with a weak spring.
In timber shooting in the snow there is more or less

attention required to keep the snow off the rifle and
from its getting into the muzzle. When the rifle is car-
ried so as to be ready for a quick shot, the barrel is more
likely to be covered "with falling snow than any part back
of it. Neither is the combination sight often touched by
twigs, much less knocked out of place by them.

If "Hunter" will use the extra large aperture, ?'. e., iin.
diameter, such as I recommend in my catalogue, he will
have no trouble with the frost filling the aperture.
One of your correspondents of some time since com-

plained that at dusk he could not see distinctly through
the aperture. If he would use this siza aperture and
shoot with both eyes open, he will not only be able to

shoot better than with any rear barrel sight, but much
quicker also.

I conclude that "Hunter" leaves the rear barrel sight
on his rifle, as he speaks of often having the combination
sight folded. If one has the crotch sight on the barrel he
cannot get the best results from the combination sight.

My wind gauge sight is a better hunting sight than the
combination sight. One of its advantages is, that it can-
not be folded back on the tang of the rifle, and conse-
quently is always ready for use. The top of this sight
moves forward by very slight pressure and comes back of

itself. It can ba turned down forward when the rifle is

put away. This sight can be elevated to known distances
instantly and without taking the eyes from the game. I

will venture to say that this improved sight will meet the
wishes of "Hunter" in every respect if he will give it a
trial. William Lyman.
Middlefield. Conn.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from, the volume.—Adv.
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COONS BY DAY AND NIGHT

A THANKSGIVING HUNT.

LAST Thanksgiving Day my copy of Forest and
Stream, of the issue of Nov. 20, reached me, and as

I sat enjoying its perusal, the coon stories reminded me of
my first Thanksgiving Day in California. I determined
then and there that when I got time I would commit the
events of that day on paper, for my own amusement as
well as (I hope) for that of my readers. In accordance
with that mental promise, although somewhat late in the
day, I will now attempt the task:
The scene of my hunt was in Goluaa county, on the

banks of the Sacramento River, about 15 miles below the
town of Colusa; and the time was Thanksgiving Day,
1877. I wad a newcomer to the State, having only arrived
the previous spring, and was jtist recovering from an
attack of typhoid fever, with which my new home had
greeted me. Everything was new to me; country, climate,
scenery, people, game, everything! Even the typhoid
fever was a brand new ai-ticle, and one that did not im-
press itself upon me as being at all a desirable article to
have in the house.
By Thanksgiving Day I had partly recovered my

strength, and being anxious and eager to get a chance at
the geese, which were clamoring in all directions, night
and day, I took a riding horse and went down the river
a couple of miles from where I was stopping at the ranch
of a friend. The horse they gave me was a Splendid Old
Ruin, and ought to have been called Baalbec, like Mark
Twain's. He was given me as safe, and warranted not to
buck if I shot from his back. He turned out to be like
many other old ruins, however; you never know what you
are going to meet with in them until thorough explora-
tion has been made. He looked as if all in the world he
wanted was to lie down somewhere and be forgotten. If

ridden without spurs he would go ten hours in a mile
easy, and never sweat a hair. If you got off his back, he
needed no tying, as he would just stand there and
meditate until your return.
But the sequel will show what was left in the S. O. R.

when once awakened.
The geese were all over the country in countless

thousands, and one would think, to look at them from the
ranch house, that they could be knocked over with a
club, so I mounted the S. O. R. and started out to gather
in a few dozen.

I was at this time the proud and happy owner of a full-
blooded pointer that bad been given me a, few dayf pre-
viously. I did not want him at all, but my friend, the
donor, thought I was suffering for a dog more than he
was and sent him to me per express, charges prepaid, so
there he was and what could I do? Especially as the
dog adopted me at once, and killed and brought to me no
less than three chiekens the very first day of our acquaint-
ance. I rather discouraged him in that pursuit by means
of three feet of trace-chain and afterward, if he killed
any more chickens, he never brought them to me. He
was a good dog, spoiled by bad training, and despite his
many failing contrived to wag himself pretty deeply into
my affections. His tail had met with an accident in his
youth and he had only a six-inch stump left, but this be
used with such effect that it looked like a halo around his
stern when he was putting in his best licks with it.

"When I was a boy I had a little dog with only about an
inch of a stump— "but that's another story!"
By the way, all dogs ought to have a name, and mine

was called Sport. I didn't want Sport's assistance in
goose hunting but that made no difference to him. Just
as soon as he sawjme mount with a gun in hand he deter-
mined to go along and help, and all hands on the ranch,
together with all the discouraging remarks I could think
of at the time, couldn't prevent his doing it. He just
went out half a mile or so on the ranch and sat down and
waited to see what direction he was going to have to
take, in order to be along and have his share of the fun.
After we got started he kept about half a mile ahead

of me and didn't leave a goose in that part of the country.
To say that I was angry wouldn't do justice to the oc-
casion. I coaxed and commanded, wheedled and scolded
to no purpose, and finally lost my temper and yelled cuss
words enough at him to paralyze any common dog, but
they never paralyzed him, and he kept right on hunting
geese.

I finally gave it up in despair and turned toward the
timber lining the river bank, determined to give the dog
a chance at his legitimate game—quail. Many spots of
the banks were thickly timbered with oak and syca-
more, with a dense tangle of undergrowth, consisting of
wild rose bushes, briers and grapevines, in which dwelt
many varmints of all kinds, and in local parlance, a "right
smart chance" of quail.

The old dog now retrieved his lost character a little,

and it was not long until the pockets of my hunting coat
began to bulge with birds retrieved in excellent style by
Sport, and handed up to me as I sat on the S. 0. R. with
such a proud delight that I could do no otherwise than
forgive the old scamp.
Here and there along the river, at varying distances

from its banks, little mottles or islands of timber exist.
In one of these, I marked down a very large bevy of
birds, and when I had finished with those" I was then en-
gaged with, I went in quest of them. Before I reached
the spot every last bird of the lot took wing and flew to
the river. I shot two as they passed, which Sport handed
up to me, and while I was reloading he entered the tim-
ber. In two or three minutes he commenced a most ex-
cited baying in the heart of the wood, and presently
he became intensely excited, as I could tell by his loud,
and almost continuous yells. There was only about two
acres of ground in the patch of timber, but it was so dense
that from no side could I get a view into it of over ten
yards in extent. I tried to call the dog out, supposing he
was baying a wild hog, but he would not come. My
voice seemed only to excite him further, and he got fairly
frantic.

At last I dismounted, and leaving the S. O. R. in a deep
train of thought, attempted to penetrate the thicket. The
dog heard me coming, and redoubled his yells. After
infinite labor, and at the cost of many a painful scratch,
I reached a point near the center of the wood, and
straightened up and gazed around. Some twenty yards
away stood an oak stub, about 35ft. high, with two or
three branches near its top, covered with a grape vine,

Clinging in this vine were three large coons, and a gray
fox stood at the top of all, with his feet spread wide
apart, resting on the swaying branches of the vine. At
the foot of the tree was old Sport, frantic with excite-

ment. He would spring from the ground as high as he
could leap, grab a mouthful of the bark of the oak, and
fall back into the briers, immediately to repeat the per-

formance. My gun was a muzzleloading Greener (but
few breechloaders were in use here then), and both bar-
rels were loaded with No. 9 shot for quail. After view-
ing the novel and interesting sight for a moment, I threw
up my gun and fired one barrel at the lowest coon in the
bunch. This failed to knock him down, and only set him
to drawing for a higher seat among the congregation. I
then gave him the second, which knocked him down,
and from the yells and squalls which immediately arose
from the foot of the tree, I knew that Sport and he were
having a, picnic.

I commenced reloading as fast as possible, using coarse
goose shot for the charges, but before I could get the caps
on the largest coon of all backed down the tree and
escaped, taking advantage of the clog being engaged in
another direction. I tried to force myself through the
thorny tangle to the foot of the tree to stop him, but
being still weak from the effects of the fever, had to

desist. Host no time, however, in reloading, and was
just in time to tumble the second coon as he was follow-
ing his companion down the tree. All this time the fox
stood without a motion, as beautiful a picture as I ever
saw. He would glance at me and then at the scrimmage
still going on among the briers as unconcernedly as
though he had no personal interest in the affair. I finally

gave him the other charge and dropped him after the
coons. I again loaded my gun, not knowing but all the
surrounding trees were festooned with coons and foxes,

and slowly forced my way to where first the snarls of

the coon and then the howls of the dog showed that the
battle still raged, and that first one and then the other
was getting the best of it. My presence incited the dog
to greater efforts, and soon he got a "strangle hold" on
his opponent and "brought his shoulders to the carpet,"
and won the match and all the gate money.
Old Sport was not born with blue blood in his veins for

nothing. He "stayed with" his man in grand style and
won the fight against a heavy male coon, only slightly
wounded, in a way to shame many a boasted "coon dog."
After great effort and two trips I got the game out to

where the S. O. R. still stood busily thinking, and pro-
ceeded to tie it to the saddle. While thus engaged, a
large flock of geese came clamoring over, and much
to my surprise I brought down one with each barrel.

Gentlemen! but wasn't this luck? Twenty-three quail,

two geese, two coons and a fox, all in one afternoon! If

any one can beat that on an every-day common goose
hunt, let me see the color of his hair! After tying on the
game, I mounted and broke into the S. O. R.'s train of
thought with a dig in the ribs with the butt of the gun.
Right there was where I made the mistake of the day.
The Splendid Old Ruin awoke to his surroundings, took
one sniff at his odorous burden, and in just one minute
and a half by the clock had bucked himself clear of
everything, saddle and all, and was making Salvator time
for his stable.

It was interesting while it lasted, but, thank the Lord!
it didn't last long. Talk about riding a trip hammer!
Why, that would be comparative fun to the way this old
fiencl bucked! First my hat came off; then the game
began to come up and hit me in the face and the small of
my back; then I had to throw away my gun so as to have
both hands to hold on with; next it began to rain dead
quail out of my pockets; and finally he got me to coming
down as he was going up, and that settled it. The next
thing I knew I was sitting on the ground, with my teeth
all loose and a kink in my spine, my game, gun, saddle
and blanket scattered around, and the horse nearly home.
Old Sport was sitting in front of me, spatting the ground
with his stump of a tail, and now and then licking his
wounds in a manner that showed he was proud of them.

I was demoralized, there's no use denying it; and weak
and sick I sat there until my friend, alarmed by the S. O.
R.'s return riderless to the ranch, hitched up bis team and
came down the river hunting for me.
Thus ended my goose quail-coon-fox hunt—the first I

ever made in California, and the only one I ever made
anywhere that yielded such a variety of game on such
short notice. Arefar.
Auburn, Oal.

ONE KIND OF COON HUNT.
The writer participated in an unsuccessful coon hunt

recently—not the regulation night hunt that one reads
about with the setting of yelping dogs and flaring torches,
but an inpromptu, daylight affair.

It was in the Newington woods, a few miles south of
Hartford. A light snow, which had. fallen the day before,
covered the old crust and made tracking possible, though
not very easy. I had been amusing myself by untangling
the windings of various animals' tracks; squirrels, rabbits,
foxes, etc, , when about three in the afternoon I came on
the trail of a very large coon. The coon had been walk-
ing in the bed of a tiny stream, which, being spring water,
had melted the surrounding snow and so made a path
where he could walk without leaving any tell-tale tracks.
Just at this point, however, he had reached the end of his
tether in the spring which gave rise to the stream, and
his trail was doubly plain by reason of the mud which
had clung to his paws.

I followed the footprints across a road, and then down
an old wood trail to a place where trampled ground and
broken bushes showed that a horse had been tied. From
scattered oats and human footprints leading further into
the woods, I concluded that some one had left his horse
here while hunting; but why this man, whoever he was,
had not noticed the coon tracks I cannot tell. He had
crossed the trail several times before: at the foot of a giant
hemlock it abruptly ended. No doubt he was after rabbits,
and didn't know a coon track from a cow track.
The hemlock had low branches, and it did not take me

long to make up my mind to climb it. About two- thirds
of the way up was a nest of dead leaves and branches,
and just as I reached this the coon, an enormous yellow
old fellow, raised himself out of it and began climbing
the tree. I started down, the other way, as fast as I

I could. Up to this moment I had not seriously expected
to see a coon. I was out for a walk more than anything
else, and had not even brought a pistol--wbieh was prob-
ably the reason of my luck. I remembered a farmhouse,

however, within half a mile, and at once set out for it as
fast as I could go, with the intention of borrowing a gun.
It was growing dark and there was no other house near.
I knew that coons had an unexcelled reputation for tough-
ness, but I thought I could kill this one with a large
enough club—and it was my only chance to bring it to
bay . Accordingly, having cut a stout stick about 2ft. long,
and having slung this to my wrist by a piece of cord, I
again climbed the tree. The coon was just where I had
left him, and allowed me to get within a few feet before
he moved. Then he started for the top of the tree and I
after him, climbing hand over hand as fast as I could, for
I wanted to reach the top at the same time as the coon.
Up the coon went till I thought he would never stop. The
tree grew so small that I could clasp it with my hand,
and finally bent under the coon's weight. Then he
stopped, probably realizing that without wings he couldn't
mount higher, and began turning.
Cornered coons are said to be much worse than corn-

nered rats, as they are bigger. This old yellow codger,
gritting his teeth in my face, looked ugly against the
sky, but I was ready for him and did not allow him to
open the ball. I had a good grip on the tree with my
left hand, and leaning back I hit him over the side of the
head with all the force I could bring to bear. He hung
for an instant and then fell. I dodged, and as he passed
struck him a second bio w.

I heard the coon fall through the branches and then
strike the ground like a thousand of brick. Then all was
still. I waited thirty seconds or more breathlessly, and
then, uncertain whether he was dead or not, I threw the
club in the direction he had gone. At once there was a
commotion. The leaves cracked, and the next moment
the coon shot out from the shade of the tree and began
climbing the hill above at a "do or die" rate,

I did not wait further developments, but descended the
tree as fast as I could well fall out of it. But though I
found the trail, and though 1 followed it until dark, up
ledges and down ledges, I could catch no sight of the
coon. The trail headed straight for Hartford, where no
doubt the coon was hastening to get out an "assault and
battery" warrant. B.
Haktforo, Conn.

IN COLD WATER STYLE.

Here it is the middle of November and we of the West-
ern slope are just perusing Forest and Stream of Oct.
16. The first article that strikes my eye is "The Coon
Hunters" and your query as to whether they have been
idle or unsuccessful.
Now I am not a coon hunter either by profession nor

choice, for, as Judge Whalley says of the wild goose, if

there is any living thing for which I. entertain a supreme
contempt it is a coon. But there are coons and coons
nevertheless, and we knights of the rod and gun have
our experiences with this noble beast of the forest and
henhouse at intervals, whether we hold him in contempt
or vice verm. An old coon has quite a chunk of brain
and what he has is just the right kind for his business.
He is cunning, quick-witted, discreet, pugnacious in a
pinch, tenacious and resolute,

Well, as I was about to say, one night in October Harry
Beal, Bill Story and myself, with our dogs and duck
guns, started on foot down the Willamette River for
Dowes Lake. We started about 3 o'clock A.M. in order
to get the early morning flight of ducks. It was a fine
starlit night, but no moon. Shortly before reaching the
lake the dogs commenced to raise merry Cain off to the
left on the bank of a little round wapato pond. Our first

thoughts were of cougars and wildcats, and we hurried
down to help the dogs. One side of the pond "was
fringed with scrubby willows, and on our approach some
"varmint" dropped out of one of these and ran out into
the pond. The dogs, all ambitious to immortalize them-
selves by some heroic act at the beginning of a day's hunt,
and each urged on by the assumed ferocity of his com-
panions and our hurried advance, rushed in after his
unknown highness. Then there was considerable "fuss
and feathers" and some fighting; but it was so dark that
we could only discern four dark objects bobbing around
at a lively rate some 20ft. away. We could not take a
hand in the melee, even had we desired (doubtful), on
account of the depth of water and the miry bottom, and
firing was out of the question of course.' But the pre-
liminary skirmish did not last long and my setter struck
out for the shore, his ardor considerably dampened and
his ideas of heroic conduct materially modified. Close in
his wake came Harry's dog with the appearance of hav-
ing received satisfaction.

Storey's dog, a powerful red Irish, would not give up
the fight, and came up smiling for the second round.
We then and there passed judgment on the respective
merits of the dogs. Pat's staying qualities were admirable.
He was the hero of the hour. We all admired his pluck,
but the sequel condemned his judgment.
Now a coon may be a suck-egg and a thief, but he is

nobody's fool, and an old coon knows that he is more
than a match for any ordinary dog in deep water where
neither has a foot rest. So this varmint struck out for
deep water, and Pat after him; but no amount of urging
could induce the other dogs to aid their brother in dis-

tress. Away went varmint and away went dog, while
we circumambulated the pond to prevent the victim's
escape. By lying close to the ground I could dimly see
two dark objects on the gloomy waters of the pond.
Time rolled on. The victim found he could not safely
leave the pond, for whereverhe sought a landing he found
a man with a gun. From where I was stationed the
glimmer of the starlight on the water gave me a better
opportunity to observe the movements of the contestants
than either of my companions had. We could not shoot
on account of the dog; in fact, I alone could see the
objects, and only dimly. So we waited, watched and
listened.
Presently Pat either got mad or his second wind, or

both, and with a spurt overtook his supposed victim right
at the center of the pond. Whew! spit! bang! razors in
the air! Well, we have all heard of geysers, boiling
springs, volcanic eruptions in mid-ocean, but this was the
first thing of the kind I had ever observed by starlight.

"Brief and sangumary" are the correct words I believe.
Then all was still. The silence was even more oppressive
than before, and I could see but one dark object quietly
leaving- the field of battle. I looked in vain for the pur-
suer. He had met the enemy and— "Wfhat's the trouble?"
called Storey from across the pond, "Nothing," said I,
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"except that I guess your dog is a goner." He and Harry
started to come around, when presently I was relieved by
seeing dark object No. 2 emerge from the water and pull

straight for shore. It was Pat, about the worst done-up
dog I ever had the pleasure of pulliug out on dry land.

His strong constitution is all that resurrected him. He
staggered and fell, and probably knew how it felt to

drown. But in five minutes he was as good as ever, and,
no doubt, had more respect for coons than he had before
the lightning struck him.
The coon needed rest by this time too, and, as luck

would have it, he tried to make a landing within six feet

of where Pat and his master stood, and the old dog had
the satisfaction of seeing his coonship conquered at last.

He was a monster, an old settler, a regular old moss-back.
He had undoubtedly been sucking eggs, breaking up
birds' nests and devouring wounded wild fowl in that
neck of the woods ever since Mt. Hood was a hole in the
ground. He was a proficient and a thoroughly educated
coon in coon-lore.
Whether the raccoon or Indian "arrathkune" derived

his European name from a curious habit he has of dipping
or washing his food in water before eating it, as is

claimed, J. do not know, but he certainly is almost as
much at home in water as on dry land, and is a most
formidable foe when pursued by a dog to deep water. I
know of an instance where a coon drowned two dogs that
followed him into the Columbia River, S. H. Greene.
Portland, Oregon.

TREEING COONS BY SIGHT.

I think beyond a doubt that the so-called "good coon
dog" does just as much looking overhead as he does smell-
ing under foot. At any rate, I own more than one dog
which carries with him this sterling quality as well as one
of the best of noses.

It was a cold night in February, 1890, when I had an
undeniable demonstration of this fact. It was about 2

o'clock in the morning, and after a fairly successful hunt
we had started for home. The horn had been sounded
and the pack was at our heels. After tramping about two
miles in the direction of our headquaiters, one of the
hounds jumped a trail and started off at full cry. Of
course he was followed immediately by the rest of the
pack with the exception of one old black hound (old
Ben), who in the last coon fight had been severely bitten
through the foot. It had been my intention to keep him
back if the other dogs started a trail, but it was not neces-
sary, as he stayed quite willingly, no doubt on account of
the pain in his foot.

The wind was blowing in fast gusts, and as we trudged
along with old Ben at our heels we could hear, now
loudly and now faintly, the baying of the distant pack
borne to us on the winds. Presently we came to a road
which was inclosed by fences on each side. Going down
this road for a short distance, we concluded to wait for
the pack. I had seated myself on the side of the road
when I noticed old Ben looking very intently up into the
treetops on the other side of the fence. He did not look
long, but with one bound cleared the fence and ran to
the foot of a thick low tree about ten yards distant from
the fence. Once at the foot of the tree he threw his head
high in the air and gave tongue to that deep, melodious
tone so familiar to all Southern coon hunters, which tells

them that the game is treed. I ran to the foot of the tree,
placed the lantern on my head, and as I walked back the
light of the bullseyerose higher and higher until it rested
on a dark form that could be taken for none other than
that of a coon.

Just about this time the panting pack arrived at the
foot of the tree, after having followed the trail through
all the wanderings of the coon now overhead. The pack
no sooner arrived than they joined in the chorus with
old Ben. and one would think from the way they stood
on their hindlegs and chewed the bark and limbs of that
tree that they would need no one to cut it down for them,
but would pull it down themselves. It is needless to
mention that in less than an hour one more coon was
added to our already lengthy list.

I give the above instance as but one out of at least half
a dozen that have come under my personal observation
during the past year. In the above case I watched the
dog closely and he did not once put his nose to the
ground, and I am sure he could have had no scent from
the coon, as the wind blew from the wrong direction.

LOTOR.

THE PENNSYLVANIA SEASON.
AUBURN, Susquehanna Co., Pa., Dec. 31.—To-day

completes the open season for all game in this local-
ity. It was practically closed by a heavy fall of snow on
Dec. 17.

The sport began with squirrels Sept. 1, and they were
numerous enough for good sport. A goodly number of
woodcock were about late in the summer and during the
early fall; buc owing to the water-soaked condition of all

the land, they were so scattered as to be hard to find. I
found them as often on dry upland as in then usual haunts.
But I have never known so few grouse in the covers

since I carried a gun: caused, doubtless, by the excessive
rainfall during the breeding season of the past two years.
Extreme wet weather means death to a majority of the
young chicks. The decrease in numbers in the past two
years is shown by the fact that, shooting over the same
ground and about the same number of days each season,
during the fall of 1888 I bagged thirty-four, in 1889 four-
teen, while this season I secured but four. Nov. 23 I
crossed the Susquehanna into Windom township, Wyom-
ing county, a drive of seventeen miles, where I found
more game, but not so plenty as in the same locality last
season. And every one had the first law of nature down
fine and knew how to take care of themselves. Was out
two days and bagged six.

As for rabbits, they have been an unlimited quantity all
through the season. They were apparently as plentiful
at the close as on the opening day. Besides the shooting,
almost every thicket and brier patch contained traps and
snares,

i

But to the last, any one with a good beagle and
in a legitimate way could bag as many as he could desire.
Their number must have been legion to stand such a
drain. One dealer told me he was shipping 500 a week,
and that last season he handled 2,500. With the right
kind of a dog they furnish a good deal of sport. But the
trouble comes in when getting home with from four to
ten in your pockets. Bon Ami.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Dec. 27.—Rabbit hunting has attained

more dignity and importance this winter than at

any time of late years, and it is astonishing what re-

sources this region can show in the way of cottontail

shooting. This is a sport which made the first breaking
in I ever had with the gun in the field, and I have never
yet gotten over the boyish enjoyment in it. Last week,
all things being favorable, it 'seemed eminently wise and
fitting that a little cottontail hunt should be arranged.
As I believe was mentioned earlier, Charlie Gammon was
to have been chief conspirator in this scheme, but at the
last minute it turned out he could not go, as such things
so often do turn out. It is bad luck to change one's
mind, especially about a hunting trip, so I went right on
down into Indiana alone, trusting to luck for a com-
panion. I got off at Shelby, abouLfifty miles down the
Monon road, and spent the night there. This is right
near Water Valley, on the Kankakee. Fuller Island, the
scene of the late ra bbit stories, is about six miles north of

there, and the rabbit shooting in the country about, in
almost any direction and beyond two or three miles from
the railway tracks, is fair to middling, or may be better

than that.

The hotel at Shelby is probably the worst on earth. I

do not say it is absolutely the worst, because I did get a
good bed to sleep in, but including this fact I am ready
to say it is probably the worst hotel in the world, in

general bleakness, emptiness and cheerlessness, and in
the terror that walks by day over its table d'hote. A
small and excessively blonde" boy lighted me to bed at
about 1 1 o'clock, and at some time soon thereafter, it

seemed to me, knocked at the door and informed me that
breakfast was ready. A few moments later I was strug-
gling with the breakfast. I do not like salt pork when it

is slippery, or coffee when it is cold and pallid, or buck-
wheat cakes when they are clammy with the dew of ante-
dyspeptic melancholy , or potatoes which are proof against
the plain steel fork of commerce. I did not like that
breakfast, and I don't care who knows it. I wish the
cook knew it. He was a new cook, a man of a history of
grief apparently, and a visage to curdle the sorghum in
the jug, and a fine intelligence of how not to cook any-
thing on earth. Some cooks are built that way, and they
reach a perfection in that negative art which is often a

source of wonder. From cook and cookery I turned to
the buxom waiting girl. I couldn't bear to displease the
girl, and I ate many more of those cakes than discretion
would have suggested.

"I ain't used to working in a hotel," said the hand-
maiden with an independent toss of the head: "I just
come over for a little while. I ain't been here but about
three days. The landlady she's sick. She's got twins,
she has, and the cook has to tend to everything 'xceptin'
what I do. Won't you have another cake?"

I was cold, shivery, cross and half fed when the first

gray of morning appeared, and I stepped out into the
chill morning air to find Tim Curtin, the section boss on
the "Three I" road (I., I. & I. Ry.), which crosses the
Monon here. Charlie Gammon had told me that Tim
would probably gt t me at least part of the way over to
De Motte, the nexi sb 'lion east, which was to be"the base
of operations, I ourxl Tim just running his hand car out
of the car house. By *reat good fortune it happened that
he was going cleai past his own section, over to De Motte,
about eight miles i om Shelby. Tim sized me up a few
moments, and fina ly cold me I could go over with him
on the car. A bl. ff good-hearted Irishman as ever
walked, is Tim Cm tin, and ready to put himself out to
oblige even a strange r. We were soon friends, and in a
few moments were pumping away on the hand car, Tim,
myself and the solitary hand who constitutes Tim's
"gang" on that peaceful bit of railway track.

All this being something new in the way of going
hunting was just as pleasant as going hunting itself, and
I wasn't in any hurry to get to DeMotte; not as big a
hurry as Tim was. A hand car is built this way: You
pump up and down, up and down; no pump no go; and
after you have once taken hold of the handles you can't
let go, because if you do you'll fall off. No matter how
tired you are you have to ueep on pumping up and down,
up and down, and no matter whether you push a pound
or not the muscles in your back have to work all the
time anyhow. I stood this all right for ten minutes, and
even enjoyed it five minutes after that, because I was
finding 'so many new muscles in myself that I never
heard of before, but after that I began to get alarmed,
and pretty soon I thought I was going to die. But the
two Irishmen were happy as larks and were singing as
they sped along the rails. This annoyed me excessively
and I resolved to pump till I fell off before I would say a
word about a stop for breath. We crossed the Kankakee
bridge, trundled across the wide marsh beyond, and
finally pulled up for a moment at the end of Tim's sec-
tion, about four miles out of Shelby. Here the pause
was only brief. Tim and his man tookoff their coats and
I took off mine. The pumping thereafter was harder
than ever, and it seemed hours before we got into De-
Motte, though the time was just one hour from Shelby.
Oh, that mine enemy had to pump a hand car.

Charlie Spencer keeps the store and post-office at De
Motte, and he also keeps the beagle. De Motte isn't a
very big place, not more than a few dozen houses at
best, it not being very large for its age, which antedates
the railway considerably; but it has one feature of super-
iority over any city of any size. It has a beagle hound
which is the best beagle in Indiana, and the best beagle
in the United States, as any one will maintain who ever
saw and hunted with old Sport. This gray-muzzled,
sawed-off

,
preternaturally-wise looking old hunter was

among the first to welcome me to De Motte, where I had
never set foot before. Sport knew very well that a rab-
bit hunt was up,

I had never met Mr. Spencer, the owner of Sport, but
it didn't take any great while to get introduced. Mr.
Spencer couldn't go hunting that day, but Sport could go,
and so could Hank Granger, who also was out with the
Gammon party when they were down. Hank Granger
is a Kankakee hunter of long-time experience. I don't
know whether Hank Granger is a better shot than
Charlie Spencer or whether Charlie Spencer is a
cleverer fellow than Hank Granger, and will give that
up, unsettled. But I do know that if they were not
genuine gentlemen they would not have treated any
stranger as well as they did me. Thanks to them, I had
a chance to see a little work with, the beagle and all in
all enjoyed one of the pleasantest little outings ever seen.

Hank and I went out before dinner for a prelimmary
wlurl, Sport gravely leading the way down to the railway
track, and evidently considering himself a chief factor in
the expedition; which indeed he was. We went only
about half a mile from town, and turned into one of
the little oak openings or mottes of scrubby trunks which
cover the whole surface of the country thereabouts. We
had hardly crossed the fence when a flurry in the short
grass told of a hare making for the woods. He never got
there, however. A moment later, Sport was roaring along
another trail, which Jed out into the swamp. The hare
sprang from the grass a few feet ahead of him, and at
once rolled over at the crack of Hank's "puinp gun."
And then we had a nice long run after another one, in
cover so thick you could hardly see 3

rour hand before your
face, and finally another shot from the "pump" rewarded
the patient little hound, who was sticking to the winding
trail and was only about bOyds. behind the game when it

was stopped. Then we ran yet another, a very "long"
rabbit, and didn't get him, and started yet another, and
did get him, and had a shot at a ruffed grouse which
went right on, and another shot at a fox'stuiirrel, which
Sport treed in great style and which we butchered with
the shotgun, very abominably, but the best Ave could do
without a rifle. And then we went in to dinner in a
cheerful frame of mind, for now it was apparent that
cottontails were thick as flies in summer, and that Sport
understood cottontails from the ground up.

I had now forgotten my breakfast at Shelby and the
long hour of agony on the handcar, and life seemed very
much worth the living on this clear December day in the
woods. Moreover, the boys sent me over to Mr. CroxeH's
for dinner, and there was an example of the kindliness
of fate. Mr. Croxell is a '49er, a justice of the peace, and
a comfortable philosopher withal. The Century Maga-
zine, in its early gold days articles, missed Mr. Croxell
and his nine companion 49ers who now make all of the
once large Indiana army who crossed the continent in the
gold seeking days. I had all the advantage in the world
over all the magazines, as I sat and listened to the won-
derful stories of a time the mere thought of which will
thrill any live man to-day. Furthermore, Mrs. Croxell is

one of those good souls to whom good cookery is as natu-
ral as easy breathing. What visions of baked chicken,
of aromatic coffee, of butter—actual, firm, golden butter,
of twelve kinds of country fruit preserves, genuine, de-
licious, unforgetable, of potatoes brown and crisp, of
buckwheat cakes mathematically round, scientifically

ecmal brown, poetically intact and self-respectful and
thrillingly gratefnl to a palate almost weary of this sinful
world— no one can know the import of all this who
has not lived in Chicago—and then in Shelby ! Let me
recommend De Motte, rather than Shelby, to northern
Indiana shooters who prefer comfort. But it should be
borne in mind that on this side of the river the vast ex-
panse of the De Golyer Club grounds run clear down to
the railroad and cover most of the best duck marsh. So
may be the duck shooters would best keep on Shelby side.

But we were after rabbits, and after dinner we got
them. This time we went in the opposite direction,
toward the river, and at 2 o'clock debouched into the
short cover about a mile west of town, Sport again taking
the lead.
Unless one has a trailing dog, he can never tell how

many rabbits are in a bit of woods, for the little fellows
slip off unobserved or lie too close for notice by the human
eye. It is all the worse when there is no snow, and when
the ground, as it was here, is bare and brown and leafy.
But with old Sport along the case was different. We
kicked a few rabbits out of the grass by chance, it is true,
but these represented only a small part of what the wise
old beagle found . There was hardly a moment when he
was not baying on a trail, and as soon as we killed the
rabbit he was running, he was off and loudly announcing
another. Sport never leaves the trail he is running for a,

fresher trail, and once started, there is no stopping him
till the rabbit is killed. He will then make a great pre-
tense of biting the dead game, in reality hardly disturb-
ing a hair upon it, and at once is off again at a business
he loves even more than the human hunters do.
The philosophy of the chase au beagle lies in the fact

that a cottontail is a natural twister and doubler when
pursued. The hunter says "the beagle will bring the
rabbit right around where it was started," and so appa-
rently it will, unless a much-chased rabbit leacls straight
off for some distant hollow log or burrow, although the
real fact is, that the rabbit brings the beagle around
again to where it started. Again, Sister Mollie rarely
works very hard ahead of a slow dog, but runs, squats,
twists, doubles, hops, or sits contemplatively erect as her
taste or fancy may suggest, only caring to keep a little

ahead of that faithful and tireless "on, on, on-on!" which
follows her every move through the thickest cover.
Mounted on high stumps on the open hillside, we coulcl
see the whole panorama of this chase in miniature sweep
by us, time after time. The hare was rarely ever more
than than 50 or 60yds. ahead of the dog, and only put on
a spurt once in a while, after the first flurry of fright had
worn off. By getting the general direction through the
voice of the beagle, one could get in ahead, antl if he
reached the line ahead of the dog by 40 to 60yds., could
nearly always get a shot. Both Mr, Granger and Mr.
Spencer, from long acquaintance with Sport, have great
judgment in thus securing chances at the game, and they
rill rabbits in cover so dense and close that no one would
think of getting a shot there ordinarily.

In a little while Hank and I had the tactics of the
local cottontails pretty well solved, and we stood around
on stumps and had more fun than a little rolling over
the white tails that came bobbing- past. There is more
fun and more excitement in hunting rabbits this way
than in any other, though one must have a well-broken
beagle. Sport is evidently well bred, and his natural
hunting sense and his long experience have added all he
needed. To-day I do not believe he can be beaten as a
rabbit dog by any other beagle or by any other dog in
the country. I presume that thousands of rabbits have
been shot ahead of him, for he is old. his reputation is

wide and his owner, Charles Spencer, is very accommo-
dating with him. Hank and I killed fifteen rabbits that
afternoon in cover where I doubt if a dogless hunter
could possibly have killed half a dozen.
There are a good many quail scattered through that

country, and we found frequent sign, but only got up
one bevy, out of which we got four. This was' on Dec.
20, the last legal day in Indiana for quail, ruffed grouse
or squirrel. At night we found after backing in our
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afternoon's spoils that we had hung up nineteen rabbits,
four quail and one squirrel, not having actually hunted
more than half a day. My trip, originally solitary, lone-
some and at Shelby much disgruntling, hadnow changed
to a very bright and roseate-colored little experience, and
I almost forgave the cook at Shelby for his designs on
my life, thinking that after all this is a fairish sort of a
world to live in sometimes.
One's mother calls it "out of order," and the doctor

calls it "bilious," and writers call it "megrims," and the
ignorant call it "ugliness;" at any rate, I had all those
things when I left the Smoky City. But now, between the
handcar and Mrs. Oroxell's butter, chicken and coffee, all

this had fled utterly, and in the morning I arose in that
state of mind and body usually attributed to fowls of
fighting proclivities. The early sun, unspeakably mild
and pleasant for the date, shone clear and peaceful over
a very beautiful landscape of rnotte, and marsh, and blue
timber line beyond; the air was clear and pure, and to
look and breathe was a privilege and a blessing. No
megrims. No bilious. Plain glad to be alive, as any
animal, human or otherwise, ought to be,
Mr. Spencer could go along to-day, and so could Andy,

Mr. Granger's boy, and so could another boy, anxious as

all boys are, to go rabbit hunting. So we numbered four
guns and a dinner pail bearer.

The rabbits were just as numerous and just as obliging
as ever on that day, and by half-past two o'clock we had
twenty-odd cottontails piled up on a big stump near the
railroad track, to be left till called for, Mr. Spencer had
done yeoman work with his pump gun, Hank had done
about the same with his pump gun, Andy had a few
scored to his single-shooting, double- barrel, suapand-go-
sometimes shotgun, and I had some. We all had a lot of
fun, but I believe old Sport had more of that than all of
us put together. Certainly, so far as results in rabbits
were concerned, the hunt was an intense success and we
were content to go home early in the afternoon.
That evening I left my new foundfriends, the better off

for having met them, the richer for one more experience
in shooting around Chicago and the more firmly con-
vinced that it paysnever to change one's mind, especially
about going hunting. After dark my faithful friend Tim
Curtin was again on hand with his automatic inquisi-

tion machine, the handcar, and soon we were rolling

away toward Shelby. It was a lovely moonlight night
and we had no trouble in finding our cache of rabbits on
the stump. The whole top of the handcar was covered
with rab >its. Not a head of all the game could I prevail
upon Charlie or Hank to take, and so I turned toward
the city with nearly 1501bs. of game at least, I should
think. I know that when I reached my office I had a
four-bushel coffee sack full of rabbits, and it was all two
men could comfortably lift. So all the office had rabbits.

The moonlight handcar ride was something of a new
experience itself, and my two companions were good
comp my enough for a king. All in all, what more does
one want than may lie in the possibilities of a plain rab-
bit bunt, much sneezed at sport as it is? I would not
ask a pl^as inter trip or pleasanter companions or better
fun. Charlie Simmon missed it by not being along.
But, never mind, he'll be wanting to go fishing some
time next year and th n I won't go with him, so there,

now. I believe 1 mentioned that Mr. J H. DeLong, of
New Y >rk, just back from a long trip through Mexico,
had debited going on this trip with us. D >ubtl< ss he
would have seen some fun if he had gone. Rabbit hunt-
ing as conducted by Messrs. Spencer and Granger at De
M >tte, with Snort as le ider of the hunt, is one of the ap-
plied sciences, and an hour on a handcar with Tim Cur-
tin on th - other br ke, is an Irish movement cure whose
virrue> have never yet been buffieiently sung.

Jan. 3 —Mr. L. P. TJiterback, of Nebraska City, a gen-
tleman and shooter who travel i in Nebraska and West,
is in bp<yn t - is w ek. He reports quail as having been
unusually abundant in Nebraska the past season, es-

peci h lly along the R publican Valley. At Eed Cloud the
bhooting wa,s remaikably fine.

Mr. John Gille^p e is again sick and absent from his

corner at Jenney & Graham's. His friends miss him,
but hope he will .soon pull out all right.

Messrs. C. F. Smith and Geo. Rankin, of Pekin, 111.,

with pei haps others, will start in a few days for a 30 days
hunt in Arkansas, the scene of former successes.

Mr. Geo. J. Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind., is in the city.

I saw him down in an oyster house, eating Blue Points
and looking happier than anybody.

Charlie Burton and Hank Smith did go rabbit hunting
up at McHenry, after all. They tried ferreting without
any muzzle on the ferret, though not till afternoon, prior

to whicn time they had bagged 14 or 19 rabbits. A
farmer dug a well down after the ferret the next day, and
found the rabbit it had killed in the hole, but the ferret
had absconded and will now probably proceed to do
some rabbit burning on his own hook.
Mr. David Oliphant is in receipt of a big pickerel,

caught through the ice at Lake Wauconda, where the
destruction of fish is going bravely on. Mr. Bangs sends
down the fish. Mr. Bangs keeps an alleged hotel in the
summer, and loves anglers. Yet on this very lake Mr.
Oscar Blomgren tells me he once had an invitation, not
from Mr. Bangs, but from a resident fisher, to go out and
assist in dynamiting some fish. Mr. Blomgren made the
fellow leave the lake. These are methods of the summer
hotel men; to be careless, summer or winter, who fishes

or how he fishes. Money, and the last cent of it, as quick
as possible, is what is wanted at Wauconda and plenty of
the other lakes around here. The hotel keepers and
natives catch the fish in the winter, sell them to the ang-
lers at 5 cents a pound, and then expect the anglers to

come and pay $5 a pound the next summer.
A Swedish gentleman of northern Minnesota is import-

ing some specimens of the great grouse known in Sweden
as arre, and once known in Scotland as capercailzie. He
wishes to introduce the bird into the wooded regions of
his locality, and thinks it will do well there. If this great
bird, nearly as large as a turkey, and as wild and shy as
any game bird, could by care and effort be added to our
game birds, a most desirable event would be added to the
history of sport. But this is a poor country to bring a
bird to if it needs any protection.

On the ledge above the windows of my office the Eng-
lish sparrows congregate, and my friend Oliphant, who
lives above, tells of a duel he lately saw fought out on the
stone ledge below his window between two of these pug-
nacious and gritty birds. He says they fought to a stand-
still, and lay eyeing each other, with wings stretched out

and breasts throbbing, but too tired to make a movement.
He thinks both birds died.
Some days ago a gentleman residing in the East,

but well known throughout the Union for his patience
and knowledge in ornithological matters, wrote in
regard to the use of the term "tiger brant," em-
ployed in the casual mention of a Dakota shoot-
ing trip from which some Chicago gentlemen had
lately returned. The query was in this form: "I want to
know the species referred to, and whether the term is in
common use in any locality." From what I had heard
of the bird referred to I supposed it was the one known in
the West, especially along the Arkansas River, as the
"speckled brant," although the name "tiger brant" is, so
far as I ever heard, unknown there. I replied to the
query practically to the above effect. Since then I have
been able to talk with Mr. Geo. T. Farmer, the shooter
who used the term "tiger brant." As his words may
bring out yet further discussion of the vernacular names
of several of our wildfowl, I may perhaps be permitted
to give them here. Mr. Farmer once was with the Hud-
son's Bay Co., stationed above Winnipeg. He remarked:
"The 'tiger brant' is a bird which is I think undoubt-

edly a mongrel between the Norway goose and the laugh-
ing goose. I think it a freak. It is not usually numer-
ous, and I do not think it a clear species. It is not known
by that name widely, probably nowhere but in a limited
region in Manitoba and Dakota. I may have been the
first to give the bird that name, so far as I know, though
I have often heard it so called since in these regions, and
never heard it called by any other name. In description,
this bird has a slate colored breast; it has no white collar,
like the Canada goose, but the neck is white and slate
blended. One distinguishing mark is the long and pointed
feathers which are set on back of the wing, just as you
will find on the pintail duck.
"The Norway goose, as I always heard it called, is a

mottled gray and brown in body color, with white neck,
white breast, and yellow bill and feet.

"The laughing goose is, I think, the same bird that in
lower latitudes is known as 'speckled brant.' The breast
is heavily mottled.
"The wavy goose, as known in the Northwest, is a white

bird, with black tips to the wings. The snow goose is

much the same, barring the black tips to the wings.
"The Hutchins goose is marked much the same as the

Canada goose, but is very much smaller.
"There are two kinds of Canada geese, the long-necked

and the short-necked. They are of about the same size
and markings, the only difference being in the length of
the neck. I have often killed both sorts, I killed two
tiger brant on the Dakota trip this fall. As I under-
stand it, we have no real brant in this country, the true
brant being a salt water bird."
Mr. Farmer's remarks are interesting because they give

the local names, from a shooter's standpoint, and not
from that of a naturalist. If I may be allowed, 1 would
like to give the local names of some of these same birds
as we knew them on the Arkansas River, in Kansas,
which was the only place where I ever shot them to any
extent.
The Canada goose is largely known along the Arkansas

as the "honker," rarely as "honker goose" and sometimes
as "Canada goose." I never heard of the long or short-
neck distinction there.

The Hutchins goose is the commonest goose on the
Arkansas except the "white goose." The Hutchins goose
is there commonly called the "gray goose." When a
shooter there spoke of having killed "so many geese" he
always meant these "gray geese" (Hutchins) or " white
geese." The honker was always specially mentioned. In
this country in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa the hunter in
speaking of "geese," or "wild geese," always means the
Canada, goose, because that is now almost the only one
seen here.
Tne terms "wavy," "waver," or "wavy goose" I never

heard on the Arkansas, The "white geese" all come
under one head, and no distinction in name was made
for the black wing tips.

The term "speckled brant" was not used any oftener,
and perhaps not so often as the name "brant," referring
to the same bird. I never have killed one of these birds.

The terms "Norway goose" and "laughing goose," or
"laughing brant" I never heard on the Arkansas. In our
sh< toting there we used often to kill white geese with
reddi&h feathers mottled all over the breast, and other
geese mottled in all sorts of ways in slate, brown and
gray, but these we always lumped off under the
general name of "geese," and considered as mon-
grels of the different clearer species. I imagine
that one of those big flocks of the Arkansas River
would have presented an interesting variety of geese
for the naturalist to study. But in all of our experi-
ence there I never knew a bird which, in memory at
least, tallies quite with the detailed description given by
Mr. Farmer of the "tiger brant." Neither did I ever hear
the names "Mexican geese" and "blue geese" given by
Capt. Bogardus in his book "Field, Cover and Trap
Shooting" to some wildfowl known near this locality in
earlier days.
In my boyhood, in central Iowa we used occasionally

to kill a bird which was known all through that region
as the "brant." In size it was between the Canada goose
and the mallard duck. It was marked almost identically
like the Canada goose, white color and all, but as I

vaguely remember it now, this bird was certainly not the
same as the Hutchins goose. It had no name but
"brant" in central Iowa, and was much prized as a
game bird. I very well remember the shrill chattering
gabble of these birds in flight. It was the note of the
Canada goose, keyed very much higher and given more
rapidly. But we never used the term * 'laughing brant"
there. I never have seen one of these "brant" in Illinois,

and I never saw a "white" or " wavy" goose in either
Illinois or Iowa. These seem now to cross further west,
stopping on the Platte and Arkansas rivers.

It would be very interesting if Mr. Thos. Johnson, who
lives at Winnipeg, and shoots all through that country,
would give us the names of these birds as he knows them
in his section. And I wish "Shoshone," who certainly
knows a great deal about the wildfowl along the Platte,
would, of his wider experience, tell what the same birds

are called out there. Thus a considerable distance in the
north and south migration will have been covered, and
perhaps somewhere in that stretch of country we may
hear more of the "tiger brant" or of these strange crosses

and mixes in the goose family. E» Hough.

COMPARATIVE POWDER TESTS,

IN presenting the cuts of the leading targets made in
the comparative powder test a good opportunity

occurs to comment somewhat upon the various points of
that test. Above all things it emphasizes what we have
often take occasion to remark, and that is the influence
of loading upon the result attained. Thus it was that
the Lyman powder, loaded by the powder inventor for
all-round work, turned out the leading per cent, and far
ahead of a previous article of the same brand. So
it was that the E. C.,the Schultze and the Dead Shot
powder, loaded by Von Lengerke & Detmold, the ac-
credited agents for these powders, came to the range
loaded in the very best fashion. On the other hand the
wood powder, which was purchased at the last moment,
came from a stock of factory-loaded ammunition put up
nobody knows when and it is claimed not loaded for
the best results from the particular powder employed. It
would even appear from the analysis that the proper
charge of powder, according to the label, is not found in
the cartridges.
Upon this matter of loading, we would once again

allude to the importance of having wads of a size large
enough to fully fill the gun barrel from the chamber
mouth to the muzzle of the piece. This is especially true
of nitro powders and where a wad pushed a short distance
into the barrel shows a ring of light all about it, there is

little wonder that the gas passing by the wad mixes with
the shot and sends the pellets in a confused scattering
shower, without any sort of a, pattern at the point aimed
for.

Our test of Nov. 28 then turned out to be a test of load-
ing as well as of powders, and those who study the results
for all they are worth, will not be convinced that the
wood powder cartridge did that brand of explosive full
justice in the comparative exhibit.
Another point of note, in giving credit where credit is

due, is in the shells used with the E. C, the Schultze
and the Dead Shot powders. They were made by the TJ.

M. C. Co. for Von L. & D., and are differently constructed
from the other Arnarican makes of cartridges. Instead
of a flat cap with which the flash of the fulminate has to
travel around the anvil and then through a long narrow
paper funnel or channel before reaching the lower end of
the powder charge—these are made like the new English
cases, with deep narrow caps delivering the heat and flash

of the exploding fulminate well into the charge of
powder.
While the several powders were under trial, another set

of cartridges were brought out. They had reached
the office of Foeest and Stream accompanied by the
following explanatory note:

Philadelphia, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream: As
there has been some discussion as to whether American
wood powder deteriorated with age I take the liberty of
forwarding to you twelve cartridges loaded in October, 1888.
They were loaded as follows: No. 12, U. M. C. Club cases,
primed with black powder as much as was. held by a small
cup, made by wrapping a piece of paper around a
leadpencii and then doubling the end over, SJCdrs.
American woodpowder, trap grade, Bridgeport Gun Im-
plement Co.'s measure struck off was then added and
settled by shaking and striking the block with a small
wooden mallet. Three No. 12 black-edge wads were
then inserted and each settled separately with a blow of the
mallet. On this l^'oz. Spark's No. 8 chilled shot were added
and then a cardboard wad and the shell crimped. In using
wood powder I have never found the slightest difference in
the loads and have never been jarred by a single one in the
slightest degree; neither have 1 been troubled with pitting
of my gun barrels, possibly because I clean my gun after
each day's use. As these shells are loaded with No, 12 wads
it would be advisable to use in trying them a gun bored
small instead of one that will allow a 12 wad to drop through
the barrels. —G. G. D.

On analysis the cartridge showed up as follows:

Shot.
Loading. Powder. '

Card over snot and B.E. ( 1. .44 grains,
and P.E. over powder. K 2. .42 grains.
Black powder at base. ( 3. .44 grains.

545 srrains. 510 pellets.
553 grains. 514 pellets.
544 grains. 505 pellets.

Average 43 grains. 547 grains. 510 pellets.

Three shots were fired from each barrel of the Colt gun
under trial. One of the right barrel shots was aimed too
far off to be a fair showing, but the others pan out as
follows, the left barrel, although a full choke one, not
showing best pattern:

Bight Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Seleeled Peuetra- Aimed Selected Penetra-
Circle. Circle. tion. Circle. Circle, tion.

1.191 pellets 25S pellets Ssheets 1.159 pellets 171 pellets 4 sheets
2. . . .

.". 2.289 pellets 253 pellets 9 sheets
3.293 pellets 293 pellets 6 sheets 3.295 pellets 295 pellets 8 sheets

242 pellets 275 pellets 5}^ sheets 231 pellets 240 pellets 7 sheets

This it will be seen gives a percentage of pellets ac-
counted for in the selected circles of 54 in the right and
47 in the left barrel. The powder turned out from the
cartridge in good shape, and. there is no doubt that some-
what of the rather medium result shown come from the
looseness of the wads in the barrel, bored as American
barrels too largely are, very appreciably above the gauge
marked on them.
In examining the targets following, the point A is the

center of the "budd" placed on the white sheet and the
point C is the center of the circle struck for best pattern,

as in all these cuts the object in giving them is to show
how even the arm patterns, as this important point is

not covered in the tables of figures.

Editor Forest and Stream:
To guard against misapprehension by the public will

you kindly permit us the following statement regarding
your article on "Comparative Powder Tests," in your
issue of this date, Jan. h
Those of our cartridges which you call "Lyman No. 3"

were not, as you seem to suppose, "specially prepared,"
nor were they "loaded with special reference to their
work as test cartridges." Those that were used at Clare-
mont were taken from the stock on hand at our agency
in New York city and differed in no respect from the
regular goods that we were then, and are still, selling to

the public.

Regarding the statement that our so-called No. 2 car-

tridges were "loaded by experts," this is no more true of

the cartridges used at Claremont than it is of all the
goods of our manufacture. The peculiarities of our pow-
der are such that, in order to bring it into a compact per-
forated cake that shall have all the advantages incident
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BLACK POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 207 PELLETS

BLACK POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 220 PELLETS.

SCHULTZE POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 195 PELLETS.

SCHULTZE POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 211 PELLETS,

E. C. POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 222 PELLETS.

E. C. POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 233 PELLETS.

WOOD POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 183 PELLETS.

WOOD POWDEKj LEFT BARREL, 229 PELLETS.

LYMAN POWDER NO. 1, RIGHT BARREL, 174 PELLETS.

LYMAN POWDER NO. 1, LEFT BARREL, 173 PELLETS.

LYMAN POWDER NO. 2, BIGHT BARREL, 230 PELLETS.

LYMAN POWDER NO.. 2, LEFT BARREL, 'M PELLSTS,
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to that form of charge and yet shall possess the requisite
uniformity of action, expert skill on the part of the
manufacturing artisan is necessary. We take pleasure
in having it made known, through the columns of your
excellent journal, that all of our standard cartridges are
"expert" made.xpert
In one respec t we think that the trial at Claremont

and your report of the same does us a positive injustice.
You comment on the wide difference in performance be-
tween our so-called "No. 1" and our so-called "No. 2"

cartridges, and s,iy that this difference "has a bearing on
the growing question of factory vs. special loads for ef-
fective work." This is an error, for the fact is that the
two cartridges were made by the same persons and with
the same tools. But a more important fact in this con-
nection is that the "No. Is" were taken from the remains
of the first lot that we put upon the market, and were
made before we had accurately gauged the public demand
as to the force required for the average charge. The
manufacture of this grade had been wholly discontinued
before the Claremont test and the more efficient and re-
liable Expert No. 3 substituted as our regular commercial
goods.
Had we been consulted as to the conditions of the test

at Claremont (which perhaps would not have been unfair
in a trial which you represent as specially designed to
put our new explosive in competition with "the most ap-
proved sporting powders of the day) we should have in-
sisted, as a matter of simple justice, that the trial be
made with those cartridges only that we had adopted as
our regular improved manufacture. Would it not also have
been fairer that our cartridges, taken from stock, should
have been compared with rival cartridges also taken
from stock, and not with those which were "specially
prepared" by their respective representatives "with refer-
to their work as test cartridges?"
We should have been gratified again had your report

set forth the facts in regard to the recoil and smoke of
our cartridge, which as represented by the expert selected
by you to do the shooting, were noticeably low,

LtcMan Cartridge Co.
No. 9 Chambers Street, New York City, Jan. 1.

[The statement of the Lyman Co. respecting the two
cartridges of that make in the test of Nov. 28, is entirely
in accordance with facts, and not contradicted by the report
of the trial. When the comparison was urged by the
Lyman Co. representative, an invitation was extended by
him to take a sample box of loaded shells from stock.
This was subsequently done several weeks before the date
of test, and accounts for Lyman No. 1 of the test. Later
the charge No. % was offered for use at the trial with the
statement that this was then, as it has been since, the
standard output of the company. The low percentage of
the two stock-bought charges in comparison with the other
ammunition seemed to justify the remark that there was
a bearing in this fact upon the question of factory vs.
special loads. Standing beside the gunner on the day of
the test, it was seen at a glance that as far as srnokeless-
ness went, the Lyman powder was excelled by none.—
Gun Ed. F. & S.]

Editor Forest and Stream:
Shotgun users are your debtors again. The report from

your ranges at Claremont, of Nov. 28, is instructive and
valuable. The results established seem to corroborate
those of similar experiments there and otherwheres pre-
viously made and to confirm the unwritten opinion of the
majority of sportsmen that for all-round reliability noth-
ing has yet been found to exceed black gunpowder, a con-
firmation very satisfactory to those of us—and many of
us there be—whose purses appreciate the difference
between cartridges which cost one cent and a half a piece
and those which cost two or three times that amount. For
certain uses of certain persons, and for all the uses of cer-
tain others, the costly nitro-compounds will always be a
sine qua non; but the advantage claimed for these ex-
plosives, as, less noise, less smoke, less recoil, will assume
smaller proportions when black-powder shooters use
lighter loads, as they certainly will if they heed the
lessons taught by such gun and powder tests as yours,
especially if they have any experience of the eye-stinging
vapors, the ugly "kicks," the breech-fouling and defiling
residuum, the bursted shells, the balling of shot and the
"unaccountables," so often concomitant to the use of
nitro-explosives.

It is to be regretted that nothing has yet been devised
to accurately determine, at the ordinary gun testing
ranges, the penetration of shot. The pad used is almost
worthless. The slotted carrier charged with cards at
regular intervals is better, but its value is impaired by
the varying of the cards not only in their composition
but as well in the tightness of their lodgment in the
slots. I suppose we will never have the gratification of
studying the targeting at your ranges of the high grade
English guns of Purdey, Dougal et id genus ov.ine. There
are such within fiye miles of your targets, "80yds. killers"
in the fond opinions of their owners, but they make no
appearance in the records of the Forest and Stream
gun tests, in whose impartial scales many a pet theory
has been weighed and found wanting; for behold, even
the very cartridges, under the monotonously accurate
count of those tests now submit themselves for trial
loaded with approximate uniformity. Croton
New York. -

About Loading.—Ponkapog, Mass.—I have been much
interested in the discussion upon the different charges of
powder for a twelve-bore shotgun, and I am in favor of
good-sized charges, as in my experience they have in-
variably proved best. An illustration of this occurred
last fall when shooting snipe. The first time I tried them
my shells were loaded with 3drs. powder, and though
they were large, strong birds and flushed a trifle wild, I
was surprised to see how few I killed. Thinking that the
difficulty might lie in the charge, I ordered twenty-five
shells to be loaded with 8£drs. powder. A short time
after I chanced to have half an hour or so to spare; I took
these shells and went after snipe. I had seven shots at
single birds and out of those I dropped five, killing them
dead every time. This may be I or it may be my gun,
but I have my own opinion. The principal, thing that
made me use larger charges was a very large snipe which
rose and was flying across a stream when I fired my 3drsf

at him and knocked out a dozen or more feathers. " Much
to my disgust the snipe, after steadying himself, managed
to'ffly across the river and drop on the other side, where
it was impossible to secure him. If I had used 3£drs. then
I do not doubt that I should have killed him.—j, H. B,

THE OHIO GAME LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream;

I beg to call your attention to the proposed amend-
ments to the game laws of Ohio on the following pages.
These amendments are in accordance with the views of
the Ohio Fish and Game Commission, the Cuvier Club,
of Cincinnati, and many sportsmen and farmers through-
out the State, to whom I sent blanks for the express
purpose of obtaining their opinion on the subject.
The greatest evil at present existing is the want of uni-

formity in the game laws of contiguous States, one result
of which is the probability of ©ur market being filled
with game during the close season in our own State,
when the said game may be lawfully killed in adjoining
States; and this objection applies to every species of game
recognized by our laws, On the other hand, we are de-
prived of the privilege of shooting or purchasing game
during the Christmas holidays, the only season that a
majority of our people can afford to enjoy the pleasures
of the field, and the time of all others when the purchase
of game is desirable.
By referring to the game seasons of the several States

surrounding Ohio it will be seen that the proposed amend-
ment to the Ohio game laws is in the nature of a compro-
mise with the adjoining States. The attention of the
proper authorities of said States will be called to this
fAct and every effort will be made to induce their State
Legislatures to so amend their game laws as to conform to
our proposed laws.

It will be observed that our proposed open season for
squirrels begins June 1; for woodcock, pheasant, prairie
chickens and ducks begins Sept. 1; for deer and wild tur-
key begins Oct. 1, and for quail and rabbit Nov. 1; that
all open seasons close on Jan. i. This simplifies matters
greatly. The laws for deer, wild turkey and prairie
chicken, which can hardly be said to exist in the State,
are principally to govern their sale in our market and to
protect neighboring States.
The usual excuse for violating our present quail law is

that it is the shortest open season in the Union for that
bird, or that many who can shoot only during the Christ-
mas holidays are deprived of that pleasure. By extend-
ing the open season from Nov. 1 to Jan. 1 (a period of
two months), while not so long a season as the majority
of adjoining States, it is amply long enough, and would
satisfy hundreds who now feel aggrieved. There were,
probably, more quail in Ohio in 1890 than ever known,
which is to be accounted for by the mild winter and the
absence of deep snows during the past few years, and not
to our short open season. Deep snows are more destructive
to quail than an open season throughout the entire year.

It is proposed, as will be seen, to do away with two
great evils—summer shooting of woodcock and spring
shooting of ducks. Woodcock are immature, and soon
spoil when shot in the hot days of July and August.
Ducks are lean, tough and fishy in the spring, and unfit
for food. Every true sportsman will appreciate and favor
these proposed amendments.
With the amended laws, there will be no excuse for a

man to be seen afield with gun or dog before Nov. 1,
because we, practically, have no deer, wild turkey or
prairie chicken, and the pursuit of squirrels and pheas-
ants necessarily restricts the sportsman to the woods and
thickets, and of snipe and woodcock, to wet and marshy
ground.

It would be idle to refer to the great good to be derived
from just, equable and uniform game laws in increasing
and preserving the game of the several States—the facts
are patent to all—but I would appeal to the farmer, above
all others, to give his influence and consideration to the
protection of game. The farmer can do more than ail
others in this direction. The game is on his land: it is

constantly under his eye; he has the authority of the
trespass law to keep intruders away, both in and out of
season; and while the people at large can make and en-
force laws for its protection, it is to the farmer that they
look, principally, for its preservation.

I know that many farmers think that the game laws
are made entirely in the interest of sportsmen, and on this
account are either lukewarm in their support, or opposed
to their enforcement; but there never was a greater mis-
take than this. I am also aware that some farmers re-
gard game protective club3 as organizations for selfish
purposes only, and look upon them with suspicion. I
know that the effective organization known as the Cuvier
Club, of Cincinnati, is regarded by many farmers in this
light, and while the imputation may be a natural one, it

is untrue. The object of this club, as defined in its con-
stitution, is for the protection, preservation and increase
of game and fish as food for the people, and not for sport-
ing purposes. Of its very large membership, less than
one-tenth ever shoot or fish, and the majority of those
who do, go to more favorable localities outside of the
State for their sport.

We expect the farmers to work hand in hand with us
in protecting our song, insectivorous and game birds, by
favoring the passage of the proposed amendments to our
laws, and to give us their moral and active support in en-
forcing them. James A. Henshall,

Sec'y Ohio Fish and Game Commission,
Cincinnati, Deo. 26, 1890. Cor. Sec'y Cuvier Club!

The bill is as follows:
A bill to amend sections 6,980, 6,981 and 6,983, Revised Statutes of

Obio:
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State

of Ohio, that sections 6,960, 6,961 and 0,963 of the Revised Ktatutes
of Ohio be amended to read as follows:
Sec. 6,960. whoever shall kill, maim, trap, net, snare, catch with

birdlime or any similar substance, poison or drug, any bird of
song, or any insectivorous bird, or any linnet, bluebird, yellow
hammer, yellowbird, thrush, woodpecker, catbird, pewee. martin,
oriole, killdeer. snow bird, hummingbird, wren, robin, meadow
lark, kinglet, lark, dove, mockingbird, swallow, chewink, nut-
hatch, warbler, finch, sparrow (except the house or English spar-
row;, grosbeak, bobolink, phoe.be bird, or any wild bird other than
game birds (the shooting of which is regulated by law), or disturb
or destroy the nests or eggs of any bird mentioned above, includ-
ing game birds, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on
conviction thereof, shall be fined not, less than five dollars, nor
more than fifty dollars, and in default thereof, imprisoned in the
county jail until said fine and costs are paid.
For Scientific Purposes: Said Section 6960 shall not'apply to any

person killing or catching any of the birds therein mentioned, or
taking their oggs for scientific purposes, provided that such per-
son has a certificate, granting such privilege, from the Board of
Fish and Game Commissioners of Ohio.
Game Birds: The term "game birds" as used in this section

shall mean the birds mentioned in Section 6961. Revised Statutes.
Sec. 6961. No person shall on any place, catch, kiU or injure,

or pursue with such intent, any quail, except between the first
clay of November and the following first day of January, inclu-
sive, of each year; or any
Ruffed grouse or pheasant, except between the first day of Sep-

tember and the following first day of January, inclusive*, of each
year; or any

Pinnated grouse or prairie chicken, except between the first day
or September and the following first day of January, inclusive,
of each year; or any
Woodcock, except between the first day of September and the

following first day of January, inclusive, of each year; or any
Wild duck, except between the first day of September and the

following first day of January, inclusive, of each year; or any
Wild goose, except between the first day of September and the

following first day of January, inclusive of each year; or any
Wild turkey, except between the first day of October and the

following first day of January, inclusive of each year; or any
Squirrel (fox, gray or red), except between the first day of*June

and the following first, day of January, inclusive of each year: or
any
Hare or rabbit, except between the first day of November and

the following first day of January, inclusive o'f each year.
ho person shall at any time catch, trap or snare quail.
iSo person shall at anytime or place kill, wound or catch, or

pursue with any such intent, any wild duck or wild goose with
any device or instrument known as the swivel or punt gun, or
with any artificial light, or with the aid of anv sink-boat or bat-
tery, steam or naphtha launch, or with any trap or net, or with
any gun other than such guns as are habitually raised at arm's
length and fired from the shoulder;
No person shall at any time or place kill, wound or catch, or

pursue with such intent any wild duck or wild goose on Monday
or Tuesday of any week, except in the waters of Lake Brie and
estuaries and bays thereof:
No person shall shoot or hunt any birds, game or animals, or

have in his possession in the open air for such purpose, the imple-
ments for shooting or hunting the same on the first day of the
week, commonly called Sunday.
Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor and. on conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than 835 nor more than $100, and in case of neglect
or refusal to pay such fine shall be imprisoned in the county jail
not less than 30 days; and all fines collected under this act shall
go to the county fish and game fund In the county wherein the
offense is committeed, unless otherwise directed and ordered bv
the Fish and Game Commissioners of this State.

It shall be the duty of prosecuting attorneys to prosecute all
violators of this section m their respective counties. And it is
hereby made the duty of the wardens and assistant wardens of
this State to prosecute all violators of this act, in connection
with the prosecuting attorneys of the counties wherein such
offense shall have been committed, and such prosecuting attor-
neys shall be entitled to the same fees as are now allowed by law
for the collection of forfeited bonds.
Sec. 6983. No person shall catch, kill or wound, or pursue with

such intent, any wild deer, except between Oct. 1 and Jan. 1, in-
clusive, of each year; and any person violating any of the provi-
sions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and,
on conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than $'45 nor more
than $100, and m defa.ii.lt thereof shall be imprisoned in the county
laii ii or less than :) dr. yr-.

Section 3. Said Sections 6960, 096 1 and 6963 of the Revised
Statutes of Ohio are hereby repealed, and this act shall take
effect and be in force from and after its passage.

Mr. Deery's Partridges.—A despatch from New
York states that the Customs authorities there have, upon
the request of the Canadian Customs, been looking up
figures regarding shipments of partridges made to the
United States by Thomas Deery, of Bonsecours Market.
Deery, it is charged, made large shipments of these to
New York under the name of "poultry," some of the
largest purchasers of game in New York having been
supplied by him. The buyers in New York readily gave
all information regarding their purchases, and this infor-
mation is now in the hands of the Customs officials at
Ottawa. The Canadian game laws prohibit altogether
the export of partridges, and a fine of $100 can be im-
posed for each and every shipment. Mr. Thos. Deery
keeps stall No. 1 in Bonsecours market, and deals largely
in game and poultry. Having secured orders for ship-
ments of partridges from parties in the United States,
Mr. Deery had no hesitation in filling them, and under
the non-committal designation of "poultry,"' shipments of
partridges went steadily across the line. In all about 210
shipments were made. The Customs officials got scent
of Mr. Deery's unlawful practices, however, and one fine
day in November,' Mr. Waters, special officer, paid a
friendly visit to Mr. Daery's store and asked permission
to look at his books. Mr. Deery cheerfully complied, and
felt indignant when, after a short examination, the
Customs officer seized the books and sent them to Ottawa.
After the books had been examined at Ottawa they were
returned to Mr. Deery, with the intimation that the
Government proposed to collect a little fine for this
offense, at $100 a shipment. The total fine for which Mr.
Deery is liable is $31,000, which he is indisposed to pay.
Mr. Deery immediately retained Mr. J. N. Greenshields,
Q. C, and proposes to fight the case out in the courts.
He pleads ignorance of the law forbidding the export of
partridges, and thinks that on this account the fine should
not be insisted upon. The case will come up at the next
Exchequer Court.—Montreal Star, .Dec. 86.

A New Eochester Association.—Rochester, N. Y.,
Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and, Stream: A new organization
for the propagation and protection of game and fish in
this vicinity was organized here last night. A consti-
tution was adopted and the following officers were elected:
Pres., Wm. S. Kimball; Vice-Pres., J. R, Fanning: Sec'y,
Edmond Redmond

; Treas., Frank B. Bishop. Directors,
James H. Brown, J. W. Oothout and J, K. Beckwith.
The annual dues were fixed at $3 and no initiation fee is

to be charged. It is the purpose of the association to ob-
tain from the South or West 5,000 quail and liberate them
in the counties surrounding this city. The members do
not intend to try and monopolize the shooting but several
of them have made liberal subscriptions to a fund for
purchasing quail. The, cooperation of farmers and all

others who want to see the experiment succeed is invited,
and when the birds are procured they will be distributed
free of cost over such grounds as there is reasonable hope
that they will thrive on. The name of the society is the
Monroe County Sportsman's Association. The next meet-
ing will be held at the same place on the evening of the
day next week that Forest and Stream arrives in Roch-
ester, and all who see this and are interested are earnestly
invited to attend and become members. An association
like this should certainly succeed in this county, and if

the aims are carried out, will be a power in furthering
the interests of legitimate sport in this section.—Osceola.

St, Louis, Mo., Jan. 3.—Before another week shall
have been added to the score of time there will be organ-
ized another club for the purpose of controlling a game
preserve. The scheme is backed by a number of well-
known sportsmen, all of whom are very enthusiastic over
the location which is to be secured, A preliminary meet-
ing is to be held the early part of next week when steps
are to be taken to launch the organization and give it a
name. The land which the gentlemen have in view is

known as West Prairie. It it situated about twenty miles
north of here on. the Alton road. Generally speaking it

is low and marshy, having a couple of good sized lakes
on it, and is famous for snipe and ducks.—Unser Fritz,
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Virginia Game.—The quail shooting season, which
closed Dec. .25, was one of the most remarkable known
for many years. The birds were extremely abundant.
Mr. Frank Belt, one of the most successful gunners,
killed 300 between Nov. 1 and the close of the season.

Many birds are left oyer. Near Berry ville, Clarke county,
in going a distance of about three miles along the Shenan-
doah River, Dec. 29, Mr. Cannon saw eight coveys of quail

while hunting rabbits; the coveys contained about 8 to

10 birds each. The same state of things is reported to be
general. Pheasants have been more plentiful than usual
on the Blue Ridge Mountains. Rabbits are common
enough. Mr. Cannon, who was armed with an old mus-
ket, killed 17 in one dav.—R. E. Lewis (Washington,
D. C).

'

Side-Hunts.—The game count list of the Palmyra, N.Y.,
Forest and Stream Club is as follows; Fox, 200; geese,

wild, 100; partridge, 50; duck, wild, 50; coon, 50; wood-
cock, 40; skunk, 40; hawk, 40; owl, 40; snipe, 30: plover,

30; squirrel, black, 20; gray, 20; red, 20: rabbit, 20; wood-
chuck, 20; pigeon, wild, 20; weasel, 20: rail, 20; marsh
hen, 20: kingfisher, 20: dove, 10.—Alex. P. Milne, Pres.

TROUT FISHING IN NORTH CAROLINA.
"HPHERE are no trout in North Carolina,'' said a gen-
X tleman to a friend of mine in the cars of the R. &

D. Railroad. My friend was on his way to try his fortune
among the trout up here; the other gentleman was onhis
way to Florida to hook a tarpon—if he could. Now a
|lb. trout caught in a clear stream with a rapid current
rippling over clean gravel and rocks, with rapids and cas-

cades at the foot of which the fish lie waiting for a chance
fly, and winding through shady woods and groves of rho-
dodendrons and laurels, picturesque gorges, and moss-
covered rocks which rise in cliffs 100 to 500ft., is worth
more than any tarpon taken after a week's waiting on a
boat anchored over a mudhole. And when one may haply
take a fish of a pound or more or a Salmo iridem of
2 or 31bs., and fill a 12lb. basket in half a day's fishing, I

should say there are trout in North Carolina. And this

is just what may be done here in the northwestern corner
of the State, where the Tennessee, the Chattooga and
other large rivers have their birthplace. Here the eleva-
tion above sea level is about 3,500 to 4,000ft. The water
is cold, pure and clear as crystal; there are no mosquitoes
or other troublesome flies, and abundant streams. Yes,
there are trout in North Carolina, the genuine crimson-
spotted brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), and the beauty
of the mountains through which the streams meander
in the bends, or ripple over rapids, or rush down the nu-
merous falls adds much to the pleasure of the sportsmen
who have found out that there are trout in the South.
Just here the three States of North Carolina, South Caro-
lina and Georgia corner together, and the waters which
flow into the Atlantic rise from the clearest, coldest
springs within gunshot of those which flow into the Gulf
of Mexico. It is the highest point of the Blue Ridge,
which here forms a sort of horseshoe, and rises almost
perpendicularly 1 500ft. above the highest portion of the
Piedmont country, forming an extensive table land. The
rocks are the oldest of the geologic series, the granites and
schists, which do not make mud, and from which the
copious rivers from the

1

clouds, which often sweep the
surface and envelop the high peaks, pour out as pure as
they fall. No finer trout arefound anywhere, andalthough
the season has as yet hardly begun my friend aforesaid
has enjoyed some very fair fishing with the fly. As to
quantity let me give doubters a few facts—not fish stories,

I have seen a man who had a boy with him to string the
fish bring in more than 300 in half a day's work. Yes,
it was work, not sport, he was a pot-fisher and a poacher,
whose object was to get fish for sale at one cent each,
take them as they come on the string.

I have sent two men a mile down the stream at the end
of the season with a box, with small holes in it, to take
fish alive to stock a breeding pond with, and in three
days more than 1,000 fish have been turned into the pond.
This is necessary to keep up the stock, unduly reduced
by the poachers aforesaid, who supply the boarding
houses and hotels during the summer, and who prefer
my portion of the stream because it is near the town.
So much for quantity. I should say, however, that for
several years past there has not been so much poaching
as formerly, and by stocking my pond late in the season
the fish are brought up to the headwaters of the river,
where they spawn and so keep up the supply, finding
their way down again after having spawned. I have
taken brook trout, here called mountain trout, 14 to 21in.
long. The rainbow trout, of which I put in some hun-
dreds of fingerlings three years ago and several thousands
of eggs since, have since then reached a weight of 3lbs.;

two of that size were caught last summer. This is three
years' growth, It is an interesting fact that these fish do
well in the streams here, and that they are crossing with
the common trout, as I have seen one of them, I should
judge a pound or more in weight, on a spawning bed,
fiercely driving off the smaller brook trout and keeping
the bed to himself.
The fishing streams are numerous. I have about seven

miles of water (the Cullasaja River) on my premises and
the fish go down stream at least seven miles below me,
until the water is too warm for them. Tn the next county
the head branches of the Tuckasegee affords 15 to 20 miles
of fishing. The Nautahela River, west of here, is a fine
cold stream, in some of the gorges the sun never strikes
the water. The headwaters of the French Broad, in
Transylvania county, N. C, and of the Chattooga, in
Georgia and South Carolina, also afford good sport, but
they are not stocked as they should be. Highlands, a
small town, mostly populated by Northern people, is the
center of the trout district, while the streams in Hay-
wood, Mitchell and adjoining counties all have more or
less trout, and might have more if the owners would take
pains to replenish the stock. But it is not in all human
nature to expend time, and trouble and money for the
benefit and enjoyment of strangers, and in all but a few
instances the fact that trout fishing is to be had. for the
asking is not spread abroad. But that there are trout in
the South, and fine ones in plenty, to be taken under the
most agreeable circumstances, is very well known to at
least a few persons who could truthfully certify to the

fact; and the thirty miles which intervene between this

place and the nearest railroad depot will hardly stand in

the way of those who enjoy the gentle sport of luriug the

trout from the eddies where it loves to lie in wait for the

fly. Henry Stewart.
HiGhiAnds Pahk, Macon county, N. O.

[The rainbow trout was probably occupying the nest of

the brook trout as a poacher and not as a mate, its

spawning season beginning in April or May. The rain-

bow has a special weakness for eggs of other members of

the salmon family.]

SALMON FISHING IN WINTER.
DURING the winter months, especially in March and

April, very successful fisheries for the Atlantic sal-

mon (Salmo mJar) are carried on with hook and line in

the Baltic, along the northern coast of Germany from
Rugen to Memel, at depths varying from 16 to 'di fathoms
from 6 to 20 miles off shore. On the Pomeranian coast

this method of capture seems to have been very general

from ancient times, and it is now more common there

than on any other part of the German coast. The same
style of fishing is practiced in winter in the open sea near
Bornholm, Sweden, and off the coast of Blekinge. Off
the southeastern coast of Scania, Sweden, there has long
been a winter fishery for salmon with hook and line.

Fishing begins in autumn and continues through the
winter, subject to interruptions from storms. A descrip-

tion of the method of using salmon lines is published in

the Bulletin TJ. S. Fish Commission, Vol. IV., page 326,

and in Report IT. S. F. G, part XII., page 386, plate I.

From these sources we have selected the essential particu-

lars.

The line is 180ft. long and is provided with three hooks,
made of galvanized iron wire, and is kept floating near
the surface by means of four floats of wood or cork; it is

kept in position by an anchor line set in 120 to 180ft. of
water. The anchor line has a glass float 6ft. below the
surface of the water and a second one from 48 to 72ft.

above this. The line is fastened from 4 to 6ft, below the
upper float. The hooks, which are Sin. long and l^in.

across the bend, are baited with fresh herring. The
gangings, or snoods, are represented to be 15ft. long.

The fish is cut near the vent, the point of the hook passed
through the body and again through the eyes and out at

the eide of the head. In the autumn fishery each boat
carries four men, with from forty to sixty lines.

The success of these fisheries greatly depends upon the
weather. The salmon also seem in some years to leave
one part of the Baltic and go to another. On the south
coast of Scania the method of catching salmon with lines

has been almost entirely abandoned, because scarcely
any were caught.

In Forest and Stream of Oct, 23, 1879, we find the
following statement: -'Eastern salmon spawn in the
fall, yet there is a late run which spawn in January and
February, and return to the sea as kelts in June.

-

' It is

l'eally strange that we do not hear more frequently of
the capture of Salmo salar in our bays in winter, and we
must believe that if the proper investigations were made
the fish would be found. Here is a problem worthy of
patient effort and scientific study—infinitely more* im-
portant than endless discussions about the names of
things and the relative values of conflicting opinions.

CHICAGO FISHING NOTES.
CiHICAGO, 111., Dec. 23.—Mr. Fred D. Divine, the well-

' known maker of fishing rods, of Utica, N. Y., ia in
town to-day, debating whether to sell some more rods or
go home and spend Christmas like a white man. Mr.
Divine promises a new thing or two in spring styles.

The ice has formed on the lakes north of us, and the
butchery of game fish at Antioch and many other points
on the Fox Lake system is going on in a manner perfectly
frightful.

One or two correspondents have lately spoken of
"croppie roosts." I wonder if anglers hereabout know
that the Fish Commission a year or two ago put down a
quantity of brush to make croppie nests in Fox Lake. The
work was done at night, so that the locations might not
be learned to the destruction of the fish which would in

time come to frequent the spots. I never have heard that
the locations have been discovered. The brush was sunk
largely as a protection to the young fry placed in the lake
at that time.

Dr. W. H. French, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, left on the
16th for a tarpon trip in Florida. Mr, Fisk, of this city,

had a pair of shark hooks made for him : large steel con-
trivances, fastened on dog chains. E. Hough.

ANGLING NOTES.

WE receive a good many inquiries from anglers and
tourists who are about going south, regarding the

proper tackle to take with them for Florida fishing.

Of course, tarpon require special tackle as described
under "Angling Notes" in our issue of Dec. 25. For the
ordinary run of fishing such as anglers will be most likely
to indulge in, the following outfit is necessary: For
channel bass, also called redfish and spot, the same rod,
reel, etc., such as we use here for striped bass along the
coast should be taken. This rig will answer for any of
the large fish found along the coast and in the rivers.

But there are many fish like the spotted weakfish, com-
monly called sea trout, the sheepshead, which run small
in Florida, the ponipano, etc., that do not require such
stout tackle, and to obtain good sport it is better to take
along a lighter bait-rod, which will also answer for the
big-mouth bass. With this rod, a multiplying reel should
be used, filled with from 50 to 100yds. of No. 9 or 12
Cuttyhunk line.

Great sport can be had with a heavy fly-rod. There are
many of the smaller varieties of the salt-water fishes that
take the fly in addition to the fresh-water bass, but the
flies must be large and finished off with wire at the head
or they will not last long. A few stout leaders, both
double and single, will be needed and the usual assort-
ment of sinkers and. swivels.
The following hooks will be necessary: No. 7-0,8 0 and

9-0 knotted O'Shaughnessy for heavy fishing. No. 4-0,

3 0 and 2-0 Sproat on double gut snells on loops for weak-
fish, black bass, etc. No. 4 Sproat on single gut or double
loops for pompano, etc.

The best artificial baits for black bass are the fairy and
phantom minnows No. 4 to 6, and the plain meted spin-

ners No. 2 or 3. Spanish mackerel take pearl or bone
squids and the bluefish will take these also as well as the

tin squids. A good gaff and landing net are indispens-

able. Scarlet-Ibis.

A Curious Habit of Sua p. - ffldp&r Forest and
Stream: It may be of interest to know of a peculiar

habit of shad in the town of Steuben, Maine. The fish

arrive in June and are taken in brush weirs set for her-

ring as late as October. At times they go into Dyer's

Bay at high tide and remain on the flats when the tide

recedes. The fishermen do not think that the shad are

stranded, but are inclined to believe tbat the habit is due
to a dislike to return to salt water. It is observed that

the fish make holes in the soft mud and sand, in which
they remain until the water again covers the flats.

From conversations with the fishermen it would appear
that during some seasons large numbers of shad are seen
at the the head of the bay and are easily taken with the
band. The annual number reported to have been thus
caught in 1888, 1889 and 1890 was between 150 and 200,

although many more could no doubt be secured were the

fishermen so disposed. This habit of the shad was not
learned of elsewhere in Maine and appears to be unique.
—Hugh M. Smith.

Dynamiting Sheepshead,—Somers Point, N. J.—The
report of killing sheepshead with dynamite is correct. It

was done one morning about sunrise and quite a number
of fish were caught, but it was impossible to find out full

particulars. This is often done under pretense of work-
ing on wrecks. There was some talk about the thing at

the time. The place where the explosion took place was
long known as a favorite locality for sheepshead. This
was the only time I knew dynamiting to be done inside

of the beach. The winter fishing for white perch is poor
at pi'esent on account of the great scarcity of the fish.

Mud hens, or clapper rails, were plentiful this fall. There
are some ducks now in Great Egg Harbor Bay.—B.

Pennsylvania Fish Protection.—A reunion of the
members of the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Associa tion

will be held at the rooms, No. 1020 Arch street, Philadel-
phia, Pa., at 8 o'clock, P. M., on Thursday, Jan. 15, 1891.

Invitations to members have been issued by a committee
of the association, of which Mr. A. M. Spangler, of 529
Commerce street, is the chairman.

'The Wolf of the Waters."—This sketch, of which
a part was given last week, will be continued in our next
issue.

CONNECTICUT FISHCULTURE.
'T^HE twenty-fourth report of_ the Fish Commissioners of
X Connecticut begins the first of a biennial series and
covers the period from June 30, 1888, to June 30, 1S90.

The money appropriated for the use of the Commission is

devoted to the artificial propagation of shad and the pur-
chase and distribution of trout for stocking the brooks and
streams of the, State. The hatching of shad in 1889 at
Birmingham, on the Housatonie "River, was under the charge
of Mr. Henry J. Fenton: 8,282,000 shad fry were planted in
the Connecticut, Quinnipiac and Housatonie rivers. Mr.
Fenton notes that nne shad of good size were abundant at
the hatching grounds, while in the lower part of the river
the catch was 30 per cent, less than in 1888. Thenext season's
operations with shad were under the supervision of Mr.
Robert A. Chalker: 4,309,000 shad were placed in the rivers
already mentioned. The falling off this season was due to
cold and high water in the early part of the run. The total
catch of shad in the Conneticut in 1889 was 42,325, and in 1890
it fell to 34.318.

While the results of shad propagation have been discour-
aging the trout distribution has been profitable. "Accord
ing to the many reports received by the Commissioners from
persons who have fished in the various streams throughout
the State during the past two years, it is clear that the stock-
ing of such streams has been decidedly successful, for no
single brook in Connecticut was ever so thickly pop alated
with trout m that period." 339,000 brook trout "were distri-

buted in 1889, and 336,000 in 1890. These were divided among
numerous applicants, over a large area, of territory suitable
for trout.
Reports indicate a decided increase in the number of sal-

mon in the Connecticut River and we take pleasure in quot-
ing the following notice of the praiseworthy example set by
one of the pound owners: "During the past summer Capt.
Fred Ostman has released from his fish pound 27' salmon
weighing from 3 to 41bs. each. This he has done in order to
allow the fish to breed in the waters adjacent to this place,
and thus stock the Pawcatuk River with these fish. If other
Earties throughout the State would emulate the exampleset
y Mr. Ostman we could soon gratify our epicurean t astes
by feasting upon Atlantic, salmon fresh, from the water*."
The salmon now caught are the result of artificial introdtic-
tion dating some years back.
We regret to find that Connecticut has lost by resignation

two of its oldest Commissioners, Hon. R. G. Pike and Dr.
William M. Hudson, both of whom were appointed by
Governor Jewell, in 1869. Mr. Pike served until January,
1889, and Doctor Hudson until 1890. The services of these
eminent men have been of extreme value to the State, and
it is to be hoped that they will continue to interest them-
selves in Connecticut fishculture even though their official

relation to it has ceased.

RAINBOW TROUT IN MEXICO.-In our issue of
Aug. 21, 1890, we referred to the rapid growth of rainbow
trout in. Mexico. Senor Chazari has recently communicated
to Col. John Gay, of the U. S. Fish Commission, some addi-
tional details of his experiment with this species. He writes
that although very sensitive to the temperature of the water
during incubation and the first four months of its life, after
that time he has succeeded in rearing the trout in water
having a temperature of 82 deg. Fahr., losing only a few
individuals in summer. The food given to them consists at
first of earth worms and later of ox meat, usually the heart.
The development of the rainbows with this kind of food has
been very satisfactory. Some individuals thirty months old
weighed more than 3lbs., and a few which escaped into a
stream containing a plentiful supply of good water nourished
wonderfully. Senor Chazari recently found one, whose death
was caused by an abnormal development of the stomach,
which measured 32m, in length and weighed more than
51bs., its age being not over 32 months. The lake trout has
proved much more delicate than the rainbow and grows more
slowly, as does also the brook trout. The California salmon
presented to Mexico by the U. S. Fish Commission arrived
in perfect condition, and are greatly cherished by the Mexi-
can Commissioner.
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COLORADO FISHCULTURE.

ENVER, Colo., Dec. SO.—The Fish Commissioner sub-
mitted his report to Governor Cooper last evening.

The following abstract of the document is given in this
rooming's llvptitHUxmi:
When I took charge I found the only hatchery in use

(nine miles below Denver on the Platte) in very bad condi-
tion. After more than eight years of service the cheap
wooden structures had decayed so badly as to be unfit for
another season's work. There was, however, a fine lot of
trout fry ready for distribution, somewhere about 300,000.

These were sent out over the several hues of railway for dis-

tribution in public waters. A few thousand fry were sold
to private parties. I do not encourage the sale of fish to
stock private lakes; had 1 done so there would not have been
any left for public waters. I pursued the same policy this
year, and only sold small lots to four or five persons. People
who desire fish to stock ponds can easily obtain all they
need from those who make a business of growing eggs and
fry. The live fish dealers of Denver are able to supply
almost any kind of fish suitable for stock! ng ponds or lakes.
The State has so large a territory to stock that there is

never enough to go around. As soon as the work of distri-

bution for 1889 would permit au attempt was made to estab-
lish the branch hatcheries that the law called for. The
amount of money at my disposal for each of the three
branches was limited to §400 for the construction. I dis-

covered that this sum was inadequate, and determined to
use the old branch hatchery at the outlet of the Twin Lakes.
The result was not satisfactory, owing to the difficulty of

catching the spawning fish from the wild waters.

THE DENVEK HATCHERY.
The Denver Hatchery had to be entirely rebuilt in order to

hatch the eggs for the" season of 1890. This work has been
done, new ponds made, the water supply increased, a
dwelling for the superintendent constructed, a stable for
the horse and wagon and a complete change made in order
to facilitate the handling and shipping of fish. To-day the
establishment is in better order than at any time since the
place has been in use. I placed W. S. Kincaid in charge as
superintendent Oct. 1. The season of 1S00 has been success-
ful, although the branch hatchery at Gunnison did not suc-
ceed in securing a sufficient number of breeding native trout
to enable them' to score a success for this year. However, a
fine showing is made for 1801. At the Twin Lake Hatchery
over 50,000native trout were hatched and distributed in 1890,

and a large supply of eggs insured for next season. At the
Denver Hatchery over 47,8,000 eggs end fry were distributed
for 1890. These were sent all over the State. The State
superintendent traveled over 9,454 miles distributing them,
and part of the time three other persons were employed in
the work. The season of 1891 bids fair to eclipse all o'thers.

Everything is in excellent order and there are now in the
Denver Hatchery over 400,000 eggs, and the season is not half
begun.

MAGNITUDE Of THE WOIIK.

There are about 6,000 miles of the trout streams in Colo-
rado and uot less than 500 lakes. These bodies of water are
mostly barren of fish life, yet, they are excellent for the.

growth of fish. The reason is that the waters abound in
life, making excellent fish food.

ECHO LAKE HATCHERY.

Echo Lake, uot exceeding forty acres iu extent, has pro-
duced many thousand trout that weighed over a pound each
since it has" been stocked, and is now alive with them. This
is one among many hundred lakes that are scattered over
our mountains. The field for fishculture is far in excess of
what is generally known. Such bodies of water contain
enough food for 10,000 trout to thrive on for two years. This
would yield five tons of the choicest fish for au outlay of say
§100 for the young fish as seed when but %'in. long. The
experience at Echo Lake has shown a better growth than
lib. in two years for the planting. There are over 500 lakes
in these mountains as large or larger than Echo and all now
stocking. If the. State should succeed in pJaci ng 10,000 trout
fry in each of only 100 of these, the increase of a choice fish

food for the people would exceed l,000,0001bs. in two years at

no other cost than the planting, as these idle waters now
contain the food, if half should be lost the gain would be
still 500,000.
The State can produce uD.6Se. seed fish for less than £5 per

1.000. By an expenditure, therefore, of less than .$5,000 it is

possible "to furnish the seed for a food -product of over
D,000,0001bs, The rapid growth of the trout in our lakes is

due largely to the presence cf countless swarms of gam-
mams, or fresh-water shrimp. Other aquatic insects exist

in great abundance.
BARREN RIVERS AND STREAMS.

There is within our 104,000 square miles of territory over
1,000 miles of suitable waters that now contain no trout.

The iTorth ParK has by far the largest area of such waters.

Biz Laramie has only the few trout placed there by private
enterprise and the generous aid of Wyoming's Commis-
sioner. The rest are such streams as flow above high im-
passable falls. These waters should be stocked with the
Eastern brook trout, which are better for the reasou that

our native trout have a natural habit of running down
stream upon the approach of winter, and are apt to get
below these impassable falls.

There is room for both the United States hatchery at

Leadville and all the State can do besides. The United
States hatchery is not solely for Colorado waters. They in-

tend to grow trout for other States and Territories. Their
work has, so far, been confined to Eastern brook trout, but
will handle our mountain varieties iu the spring.

Because the work is of great magnitude I have sought to

encourage private enterprise and have recommended the
construction of branch hatcheries.

I could easily dispose of 7,000,000 trout, and really need
more every year. Both the hatching and feeding capacity

at Denver'should be exdarged. An increased flow of water
can be had by extending the present system of drains up
along the base of the bluff that now yields the water for

both' ponds and hatchery, and this should be done without
delay. The number of fish to be carried the present season

is much larger than in any previous year.

PROPAGATION OF TROUT.

The reason the State Commissioner devotes so much time
to the propagation and distribution of trout is owing to the

tact that most of our waters are naturally adapted to those

fish, and not suited to bass, pike, perch, etc. These waters
axe the natural home of the trout and all varieties intro-

duced here have done remarkably well. There has been a

great deal said about the brook variety of our common
sucker. The statement of their being a, destroyer of out-

trout is, I find, hearsay. New varieties of trout introduced

into Colorado waters have shown no tendency to change
their habit of spawning. The growth of our native black-

spotted trout when placed in new waters is rapid. The

troduced variety, has made wonderful grovMh and given
much satisfaction to anglers.

Our branch hatcheries have been constructed with a view

to propagate our native mountain trout, of which we have
several Rocky Mountain varieties. Their eggs will hatch in

water of sixty degrees Fahrenheit in eighteen days.

SCREENS EOR DITCHES.

Reports still continue to come in about the destruction of

fish on our irrigation canals. It is only a question of
another season before all the water flowing in our streams
where the destruction is greatest, will be used by the canals.
I can see no use in placing screens at their head gates, as the
trout would perish, being held there in great numbers with
no deep water to afford shelter or food. I believe that by
making large, dams in the streams above where the ditches
are taken out, that the trout would uot go below them, but
remain in the deep waters all winter, where they would find
food and shelter. Thousands of them do find shelter in all

our deep pools and natural lakes. Irrigation is of such
great necessity that everyT drop of water will be used, and
then the screens will be of no benefit. We have enough of
trout water to furnish good angling for all time to come if

properly cared for. There are over a hundred miles of trout
waters above Del Norte and the great canals on the Rio
Grande alone.
The improvements asked for will enable the commissioner

to place in the public waters of the State more than 3,000,000
trout. This will not only contribute a vast amount of fish

food for the people at a nominal cost, but will attract visitors
in great numbers to our mountain resorts.
The expenditure asked for will bring back returns far

greater than a like sura expended for any other purpose.
The experience of the Commissioner goes to show that the

small sum of $f>Q0 allowed him for actual expenses is wholly
inadequate to enable him to visit and encourage fish propa-
gation in so vast a territory as is embraced in this State.
Our State has the water and the fish food, and by proper
means can grow the fish.

Gordon Land, Fish Commissioner.

MAINE FISHCULTURE.
TVHE report of the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game.
X of the State of Maine, for the year 1889-1890, shows
gratifying progress in stocking the waters of that common-
wealth. The number of anglers visiting the State, many of
whom have, built cottages on the shores of inland lakes and
ponds, is steadily increasing, and the benefits derived from
their presence are clearly apparent to all. To quote from
the report, "They come for the sport of catching our fish or
shooting ouAganie; it goes to swell the wealth of our State
and is a benefit to all; it supports many a poor man in our
backwoods, Mmo acts as guide; it sells the product of many
alarm which lies away from market, and at city prices; it

runs many hotels back "in our forests; it patronizes our rail-

roads; i n fact, it is a product hardly second to any. Without
our fish and game many farms and thriving villages would
have to be abandoned, where now they have many comfort-
able homes." Maine is wonderfully rich in ponds, lakes
and streams, which are full of choice fish, while the forests

are full of game. Most excellent laws are upon the statute
books, and if they were obeyed the supply of fish and game
need never be diminished. There is, however, a vast deal of
illegal fishing and shooting, and not a little injury from
polluted waters. The deadly spear and the villainous dyna-
mite destroy thousands of fish upon their spawning beds,

and in a certain portion of the State deer are killed in and
out of season with dogs. On the headwaters of the Penob-
scot River fifty moose were killed last spring by a French-
man living in'Canada. Maine is suffering for the want of

adequate protection, and unless the relief asked for is soon
granted, crust-hunting, dogging, the spear, dynamite and
mill refuse will undo all the labor of the Commissioners and
leave the State shorn of its chief attractions.

The continuance of the Penobscot as a salmon river is

threatened by the presence of dams and pollution from
mills, and unless the condition is speedily improved the
future of that river is without promise. In 1889 600,000

salmon were planted in Maine rivers, two-thirds of them in

the tributaries of the Penobscot, and the remainder in the
tributaries of the Kennebec and Androscoggin. In 1890

200,000 were placed in the Crooked River, a tributary of the
Presumpscot, and an equal number in the Kennebec and
the St. Croix. The following requisites for the successful

introduction of landlocked salmon are announced by the
Commissioners: "The ponds must be of good size and of

clear pure water, with streams flowing in of swift running
current, clean gravelly bottom to which the fish can have
free access to deposit their eggs, and must also contain
plenty of fresh- water smelts or spring spawning minnows
for food. The smelt spawns and hatches at the same time
in the spring when the young salmon an: beginning to feed,

and is just what they need at that time to sustain them.
We think many o£ the young salmon die for the want of

proper focd, and the young smelt is what they require. W

e

have caught the young smelts at Sebago in the spring and
put them with the young salmon beginning to feed in the
hatching house, and they would be as eager for them as a
cat for a mouse, and would pursue them until the last one
was eaten. * * * Last fall the results of our hatching
operations and protection began to show. Hundreds of

young salmon from Ulb. to 21bs. came up the river (Crooked
River), many so small that they went through the slats of

our weir—something never seen in the river before. Last
spring a great many small salmon were taken in the lake
trolling. In previous vears it was au exception to take one
of less than 41bs. Nearly all the opposition to our opera-

tions by the people living on the banks of the river and
vicinity has ceased, and their sympathy is in our favor."

Associations have been formed for fishculture and protec-

tion at Range! ey village and at Auburn Lake. At both of

these places hatching houses have, been built with private

funds. Six hundredTand fifty thousand landlocked salmon
were distributed from the hatcheries at Auburn, Enfield,

Weld and Edes Falls in 1889, while in 1890 140,000 eggs "of

this species were hatched at Rangeley, Weld, Enfield and
Edes Falls. The greater part of these were deposited in

tributaries of Sebago Lake.
The Commissioners recommend the following changes m

the fish laws: (1) A heavy penalty and imprisonment for

using dynamite or any other explosive in taking fish. (2)

The repeal of the prohibition against using spoons, since

they cannot be seen when in use and are no more deadly
than other bait. (3) Placing a bounty upon the killing of

seals, which are of trivial value and prove very destructive

to salmon and fishing apparatus. (4) A measure to prevent
the destruction of young salmon on the board floors of

weirs, which are left dry at low tide.

The report of the Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries

for the years 1889-90 follows that of the other two Commis-
sioners. Mr. Counce estimates the catch of lobsters on the

Maine coast in 1890 at about: 20,000,000, a reduction of 20 per

cent, compared with the yield in 1888. Lobsters seem to be
decreasing in number yearly, and probably some of the
practices of the fishermen will explain this decline. It is

illegal to retain females, but many lobstermen knock off

the eggs and defy detection. Many fishermen also destroy

all undersized lobsters taken iu the traps in order to prevent

their returning and eating the bait.

Menhaden returned to Maine waters agaiu in 1890, and it

is estimated that 10,000,000 were convened into oil and fer-

tilizer. Certain steamers have cast their seiues contrary to

law iu small bavs and rivers and escaped before the wardens
could board them. Small menhaden are useful for bait,

and many of them are canned as '-'sea trout," "ocean mack-
erel," and "blueback mackerel."
The list of the f cm miss;oners ot 1 1 i. • ;•• ib.es not agseie

in many respects with the one soon to be published by FoR-
esj AND Stream The appendix is devoted chiefly to valu-

able statistics of the sea fisheries furnished iu advance of

their final publication by the XT. 8. Commission of Fish and .

Fisheries, There is also a letter from Adolph Nielsen, Super- \

intendent of Fisheries of Newfoundland, containing some
details of the propagation of cod and lobsters. Up'to Nov.
17, 1890, the output of the hatchery at Dildo, Newfound-
land, was 17,100,000 cod and 15,070,800 lobsters. Mr. Nielsen
briefly describes his cod hatching boxes and refers still more
briefly to his patented floating incubators for lobsters. The
incubators, he states, hatched 390,934,500 eggs during the
last season, and the young lobsters were fed on chopped
mussels and occasionally yolks of eggs until they had fin-

ished their first moult. The appendix closes with a graphic
sketch of the sardine industry, copied from the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.

IT. S. FISH COMMISSION WORK.—The present season
promises to be the most successful known in the hatching
of cod and pollock by the U. S. Fish Commission. Up to
Jan. 1 the Woods Holl station had taken 51,000,000 cod eggs
and turned out 12,000,000 fry, the hatching percentage being
55 per cent. If the same ratio is continued the output from
this station will be 30,000,000 young cod. At Gloucester the
number of cod eggs collected was 38,000 000 and of pollock
eggs 35.000,000. It is the intention ot the Commission to
push this work on marine food fishes to the fullest capacity
of the stations.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

.Ian. 6 to 9. -Delaware and Susquehanna, Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Bingliamton, N. Y.
Jan. 13 to 17.—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. Ben.i.
Mclnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet S'tonk Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box Tfi58.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vomlerleitb, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dbg Show of the Elrnira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira. N. Y. Carl Hart. Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Eeu-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. P. F. Capers, Secretary,
Feb. 24 to 37.— Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at, New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 0.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
M arcb 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesue Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennpl Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. K. H. Moore, S> cretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken=

nei Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln. Jr., Secretary.
April 11 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show ot the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. MnfibaU, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstowu, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfiold, Gal, H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 8.—Third Annual Field Trials of tho Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brrmby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

DOG SHOW AT CANTON, O.

[Special Report hy the Judge.}

IU July last a meeting was called at Canton, O., by some
of the dog and poultry breeders to discuss the advisa-

bility of holding a bench and poultry show in that city. It
met with general approval, and it was unanimously decided
to fix the dates for such show for Dec, 30. 1800, to .Ian. 3,1891.

To show that business was meant, they at once selected the
following officers: A. G. Dart, President; S. W. Gibbs, Vice-
President; Jas Sterling, Secretary; H.G McDowell, Treasurer.
Executive Board, A. G. Dart, S. H. Oberlin, H. Berrar, Ed.
A. Heed, J. H Parr, A. A. Dart, Jas. Sterling. Judge of
dogs, Joe Lewis, Canonsburgh, Pa. Superintendent of Ex-
position, Ed. A. Reed, Canton. O.
I may here state that many of the dog friends in that city

and locality were of the opinion that if such a show were
held it would meet, with little or no success, Irat on the con-
trary, I am glad to state that it proved satisfactory, finan-
cially and otherwise.

It was held in the "Big Tabernacle," about three squares
distant from the center of the city, a building not well
adapted for such a purpose (although well ventilated), it.

being very dark and small to suit the number of entries,

there being about 150 dogs and 800 entries in poultry. There
being no other building suitable, the club had to put up
with the inconveniences. The foundation stone of the. show
now being laid, it is hoped that the affair will prove an
annual one.

It was mentioned by many present about applying for
membership to the A.K.G., and if accepted I think there
would be no difficulty in getting two or three hundred dog?,

here.
The secretary, Mr. Jas. Sterling, I may mention, was en-

tirely new to the "dog" business, he beiug formerly a chicken
breeder, and though this was his first effort in this capacity
he gave universal satisfaction. The committee, in my
opinion, did well in selecting him, as he was indefatigable
in his efforts to make it a success. He is a hard worker,
kind and sociable, with a pleasant smile for every one with
whom he comes in contact. His duties he discharged
admirably.
Ed. Reed, the general superintendent, together with E.

Probert, Salem, O. (specially engaged as superintendent of

the dogs for that week), made good managers, it being their
first attempt. Mr. Probert attended to the feeding of the
dogs, who did justice to Spratts biscuit. Mr. John M. Ber
gold, Canton, an old exhibitor of beagles, volunteered his
services, which were much appreciated, he retiring for that
week from his usual business to assist the boys, and indeed
he made it thoroughly pleasant for every oneconcerned, and
in time, I think, we shall have him again in our ranks. The
judging started on Wednesday morning, and the dogs in all

classes numbered over 150.

Among the list of exhibitors we find the name, of the
Oriole Kennels, Youngstowu, O., represented by H. F.
Peck, manager, who had his usual string of fox-terriers.

In the pointer class Mr. John R. Daniels, Cleveland, O.,

had also his string of dogs, and handled by Mr. Ridge, a
man well adapted for the business, and a hard worker. The
Howard brothers, Columbus, O., attended and exhibited
their kennel, having their latest importation, the pug dog
Peru-ice, which is a good one, and will undoubtedly make it

"warm" for the pug breeders when shown *n the eastern
circuit. E. Probert and Sons were there with their usual

• a e! of King Charles and Blenheim spaniels. John E.

Morgan, Martin's Ferry, O., also showed up with his fine

kennel of French poodles. Mr. H. W. Loeffier, Masillon, O.,

attended with his fine kennel, and I would like to see him
show up iu some, of our Eastern shows, he owning such a
magnificent collection. The Xildare Kennels were well
represented there by champion Ruby Glenmore, Kildare and
Winnie H. Mr. Cook, Canton. O., had for exhibition only
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his kennel of English mastiffs, champion Moses being among
them, and in the pink of condition. The awards are as fol-

lows;
MASTIFFS.

In the challenge and open dog class for mastiffs there were
no entries. In the bitcli class E, Probert, Salem, Ohio, took
first with Qneen, who was a little flat in skull and a little

long in muzzle, which gives her a plain-looking head, has
fair size and plenty of bone. Re.ll (same owner) secured
second; is plain in head, moved badly behind, but is a good
size and shown in good condition.

ST. BERNARDS.
This class had but two entries. Don, owned by I. H.

Hunt. Massillon, Ohio, won first in the open class; he is a
grand specimen, standing about 28in. in height and measur-
ing 27k; in. in skull, his color being a handsome tawoy and
white. He is a large dog, has good head, legs and feet, and
his worst fault is being a trifle cow-hocked. The dog in my
opinion will be able to get something wherever shown.
Second was withheld. Professor Swartz won first and second
in the puppy class, aud both were sired by Victor Joseph.

NEWFOUNDLANDS,
One entry. Nero won first; a large dog, but lacking

quality, a poor specimen.

OFERHOUNDS.
One entry. Rones, owned by Mr. Brooks, of Salem, won

first, possessing good legs and feet, good bone and fair head
>

GREYHOUNDS.
J. Johnstown's Duke won first, but has poor legs and fee 1

,

fair head, light eyes, ears a little heavy, and is a poor mover.
John Ei Campbell's Dart, second, is a fair specimen, but
lacking in quality. John E. Boylon's Duke, vhc. F. T.
Hack's bitch Roxie, first, has good legs and feet, but is a
trifle cheeky; fair head, neck well arched, ribs well sprung;
a good mover and shows lots of quality.

FOXHOUNDS.
The open class numbered seven entries. J. F, St inker wi li-

ning first with 'froller, a handsome black aud tan dog, with
a foxhound expression, a good head, good legs and feet, and
should this dog be shown in good condition, he will probably
make it hot for his rivals. He is one of the best dogs I have
seen for some time. Oriole Kennels' Full Cry, third, is a
fair specimen, a little coarse in head aud slightly out in
front, has fair legs and feet aud good body. Christopher
Hasse's Jack vhc,, J, S. Weckman'a Sport aud Frank Bris-
len's Jack he. In bitches, Oriole Kennels' Primrose, first,

is a nice little, black aud tan, a good mover, showing lots of
foxhound quality, and I would advise the owner to breed ber
to something stronger and more after the type. F. P. Ames's
Queen, second, black, white and tan, has a long, slim head,
flat in skull, having no stop, giving her a sour expression; is

also long in body, too leggy and straight behind.

POINTERS.

In the challenge class Lord Graphic secured first. This
dog has been described before. He was well handled by
Mr. Ridge, and being shown in the pink ol condition, won the
special for best pointer iu the show. In the open dog class
H. W. Loeffler's Dou Croxteth, first, was an easy winner.
This is the first time this dog has been seen on the bench; a
large size and very much resembles old Faust; he has a nice
head, is a little short in neck, good shoulders, legs and feet,
nicely ribbed up, having a good loin and quarters on him:
he might have moved a little better behind; was shown in
good condition. A. Dannemiller's Damon, second, has a
fair head, ears too heavy, short in neck, and a trifle throaty,
fair legs aud feet, but moving badly behind. John Ridge's
Duke, third, is a nice little pointer, showing lots of quality,
but badly handicapped through being shown with large
dogs. Or. A. Schraesher, Jr.'s Chip of Beaufort, vhc In
bitches Mr. Thos. Thornton's Minnehaha took first. This
bitch, a liver and white, has been shown before, and a.

description has appeared in your columns. H. Strunk's
Lady Beaufort II. was given second. She is a lemon and
white, possessing a good head, though light in the eyes,
short in neck, good shoulders, legs aud feet, nice body, good
mover, but a trifle leggy. L.'H. Reed's Diablauch, third, a
liver aud white, has a fair head, but is a trifle flat in skull,
fair legs and feet, is only If months old, and acted much
like a puppy, but in time, will develop into a fair bitch. She.
is a daughter of Robert le Diabie. E. Probert and Son's
Nellie and H. W. Loeffler's Birdie Pape, vhc. H. W. Loef-
fler's Mollie Scott and G. Graff's Nellie, he, In puppies J.
R. Daniels's Lord Graphic's Gem, a grand little liver and
white bitch, won first; she shows lots of pointer quality, is
a good mover, and I think in time will develop into some-
thing better. H. W. Loeffler's Bell, second, liver and white,
about 4 months old, a nice puppy, showing lots of bone and
good quality. Alexander Chatelain's Sport and H. W.
Loeffler's Bob White, vhc.

ENGfbtSTt SETTERS.

Champion Paul Gladstone was on exhibition only. He
looked well, and beiug in good condition, made many new
friends. In open, dogs, J. J. Linch's Blue Hope got* first.

He is a black, white and tan. A dog showing much quality,
having a good head , a nice sk ull, ears hung nicely and a good
square muzzle, making it a typical head, a trifle short in
the neck, good shoulders and chest, a little loug in the coup-
lings, good quarters, legs and feet and plenty of bone. Wm.
McKeuua, Jr.'s Gath Gladstone second, a black, white and
tan possessing a fair head, but thick in heck, excellent bodv
and feet. H. W. Loeffler's Dick McBeth, vhc. J.J.Clark's
Ohio Ben Dttr, he, Bitches had Dan Cobaugh's Bell Man-
dan winner of first. This bitch, black and white, is built on
the racy type of an English setter, appears to be speedy and
should be a good worker, has a fair head, good legs and feet,
but would look better if more fleshy. R. H. Bulley's Blit-
zen, second, black and white, plain in head and seems to be
tied up some way iu the shoulders. E. O. Portman's Prin-
cess Nellie Mandan and H W. Loeffler's Alice McBeth, vhc.
T. W. Edwards managed to get, first in puppies with Ponto,
He is a merry little mover, almost too young to criticise.
Reed and Poyser's Ranger II., second. G. A. Schraesher,
Jr.'s Royal Beulah and W. Reed's Ranger, vhc.

IRISH SETTEES.

Kildare Kennels' champion Ruby Glenmore was first in
challenge class. This bitch is so well known that comment
is unnecessary. I think her to-day the best bitch of her class
iu America. Iu open class, Kildare Kennels' Kildare scored
first. He has improved in condition considerably since
shown in Rockford. Bitches had Henry Determing's Peggy
first. This is the first appearance of this young bitch; she" is

a dark mahogany color, has a nice typical head, a good neck,
but might be sprung a little more in ribs; good loin and
hindquarters, fair legs aud feet. W. L. AVashington's
Winnie II. got second place. This bitch has also improved
since shown in Rockford. The two entries in puppies were
both poor specimens.

GORDON SETTERS.

Geo. T. Given's Rover was first, but is an inferior speci-
men.

COLLIES.

W. J. Sampson's Dainty Davie received first. This dog
was shown all out of coat and condition, but had a good
head. . In bitches, John E. Campbell's Sable, first, is too
thick in head, ears too heavy, and has a sour expression.
W. J. Sampson's Bronco Lissie second, H. G. McDowell's
Scott aud John E. Campbell's Lassie vhc.

j

SPANIELS.

H. W. Loeffler's Bessie Ober awarded first. A nice merry
little cocker, stands on good legs and feet and has a nice
typical head. T. W. Edwards's Beauty second.

POODLES.

John E. Morgau"s Lord Bute first premium; same winner
secured second place with Pearl. Lord Bute was an easy
winner over Pearl, aud was in the best of condition. I would
like to see Mr. Morgan keep on breeding French poodles, as
it appears to me breeders in general of this species have
quit, and also noticed that that class in shows is not fully

represented anymore. Pearl, winning second, was a little

out of condition, she suckling six puppies in the show.

BULLDOGS.

First and second with held for want of merit, Johu J, Hass-
ler securing vhc. with Tobe.

BEAGLES.
Lewis Waltenbaugh was first with Duke in the dog class.

This is a nice merry little beagle. He has not the best of
heads, his skull is only fair aud ears a trifle heavy, and is

suipy muzzled and his eyes are too prominent. He possesses
a good neck, which is set well on his shoulders, a good body,
good legs and feet and has plenty of bone. Philip Foil's
Little Joker was over size and consequently thrown out,
Lewis Waltenbaugh also won first in bitches with Bessie.
She was an easy winner; poor in head, good body, legs ami
feet. This brace secured' the silver cup offered by the
National Beagle Club and also the pocket knife offered by
one of the members of the National Beagle Club. E. Pro-
bert & Sons captured second, with Cricket, a puppy only six
months old, but a promising youngster, Mr. J. S. Har-
mont's Bessie, vhc; E. Probert & Son's' Bugle Girl, he.

FOX-TERRIERS.

Oriole Kennels' Blemtou Volunteer won first in challenge
class, being shown in excellent condition and somewhat im-
proved since I last saw him. In open clogs Oriole Kennels
won first with Oriole Trap; I cannot say that, Hike either
his head or eyes, and he had but little to spare from his
kennel companion Blemton Ransack, who won second.
Ransack is a gamy little terrier, having good body, legs
aud feet, his worst fault is being a little too cheeky. In
bitches Oriole Kennels won first and second respectively
with Marjoram and Blemton Vice. Marjoram won first

easily, being in excellent condition. Blemton Vice has
somewhat gone off since 1 last saw her. All these fox-ter-
riers were a gamy lot, showing lots of quality, like the bal-
ance of Mr. Logan's dogs,

SKYE TERRIERS.

Neither first nor second awarded.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

T, M. Edwards got first with Pede.

PUGS,

Howard Bros.' imported Penrice received first in dogs,
with lots to spare. He posseses a grand head, good mask,
well-wriukled. is short in muzzle, ears about right, a nice
full eye, and short body, a double-curled tail nicely carried,
good legs and feet, and is a grand specimen. His color is a
golden fawn. The owners of Penrie* took first in bitches
with Satteeu. She could be a little better in head, but is a
good specimen. Iu puppies Kate Bellingham secured first
with Tiny and second with Billy.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.

Mr. R. P. Forshaw was unfortunate in his dogs not getting
to the show iu time for the judging, but the class was re-
opened and the award given him with Ruby L. She is a
grand specimen of that breed, having a correct head, with
good skull, ears long and well carried, is short in muzzle,
aud has good full eyes. She has good body, legs and feet,
and moves well behind. E. Probert & Sous secured second
with Charlie. This one is different in type to the first prize
winner, beiug larger. He lias a good skull, ears well carried,
but is a little off in muzzle. Same owners' Polly vhc.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
C. F. Lawrence was awarded first prize with Challis.

She was an easy winner for this honor. Color, anice golden
fawn, has a grand head and ears well carried. She will
always be in the money wherever shown. Henry Deter-
ming's Dolly second. She is fair in head, having a thick
skull, but legs and feet poor, and show age. Helen Staf-
fer's Puck, vhc. Ben Eibel's Beauty, he.

BULL-TERRIERS,

In bitches prizes were withheld in the dog class. Fi-tnk
W. Moulton's Libertas, first. She was an easy winner. She
is of the true type, possessing a fair head, but is a little
cheeky, has a good body, with fair legs and feet.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Youngest lady exhibitor, Kate Bellingham; second best pug dog,

Billy; best collection r>f beagle, Lewis Waltenbaugh. Canton, O.;
best brace of beagles, Duke and Bessie; best beagle bitch, Bessie;
best English setter dog pup, Ponto; best pointer dng in sbow, Lord
Graphic; best pointer bitch in show, Minniehaha; best foxhound,
Trailer; best Braudoni puppy, E. Probert & Sons; best kennel,
Oriole Kennels, Youugstown. O. (oil painting); best Irish setter,
champion Ruby Glenmore; best English setter dog, under JJvrs
Gath Gladstone; best Irish setter bitch, champion Ruby Glen-
more; Vst Irish setter dog, Kildare; best brace of Irish setters,
Kildare and Ruby Glenmore; best dog in open class, Kildare; best
Irish setter bitch "in open class, Peggy; best kennel of Irish setters,
Kiidare Kennels; best dog or bitch in the show (any breed). Don;
best dog in show, Don; hest English setter puppy (any sex), Ponto;
best pug (any sex), Penrioe; best field trial record, Lord Graphic;
best collie, Sable; best bitch (any breed) iu show, Ruhy Glenmore;
best St. Bernard, Don; best French poodle (any sex), Lord Bute.

Joe Lewis.

twenty spanielsjfor every one of Mr.|Mason's. Thus it will
be seen that I am far from being the "beginner" Mr. Mason
would have your readers think me.
Fortunately my estimation of Mr. Mason is exactly in

accord with his opinion of me. I care naught for his opinion,
good, bad or indifferent. In fact, his good offices would be
far more distasteful to me than the enmity of the man.
Thus, far from annoying, his remarks serve only to amuse.
It is really astonishing what flights Mr. Mason's more

than vivid imagination will take him when it suits his pur-
pose. The statement that he "downed" the "lemon and
white monstrosities" is one of the most remarkable. He
commenced his "dowuing" campaign in 'ST, yet the same
dogs and their offspring and relatives have been winning
prizes ever since," down to so late as last September, at tbe
show held here, where, out of the twenty Clumber entries,
fifteen were closely related to old Johnny. This does not
look much like the "downing" Mr. Mason prates of.

Probably Mr. Mason's next move will be to claim credit
for the importation of Boss III., Snow, Bromine, Lass o'

Beauty, etc., even though they were not purchased until two
years after he had inaugurated his "killing" campaign.
The "insulting letters" he complains of contained no

mention nor word of Clumber spaniels in them, and there-
fore have nothing to do with the case. If Mr. Mason had
not wished to "round" on the unfortunate gentleman of the
defunct Kennel and GfrU/tt by bringing up, in his usual
pleasant wav, the respective merits of two of tbe "monstrosi-
ties," there is every likelihood that the aforesaid "downing"
campaign (which didn't "down") would never have been
instituted. It grieves me sorely that Mr. Mason should be
put to so great a strain in the matter of keeping "Gotbamite"
and "Mercer" apart. He is not the first to make this re-
markable discovery (?), but I am so used now to the accusa-
tion of being "Kspun," "Peregrine," and a host of other
unidentified anouymes, that if it pleases him he may con-
tinue in his belief, ft gratifies him and it certainly does
not hurt me. Perhaps, though, he had better "guess again."
To gua rd against possible pitfalls he had best keep "Mer-

cer," "Dogwhip," and "Clumber," in his discussion, apart
from "Gotnamite." F. H. FjMercer.
Ottawa, Canada, Dec. 2D.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is eertaiuly my duty to thank yourmany correspondents

who have replied to "Gothamite" in regard to my having,
in conjunction with Mr. Mason, "started the long and low
craze." H. as Mr. Mason has so very plainly stated, Mr.
Mercer is the author of that assertion, I think an apology is

due, not for what he did say
?
so much as using a nom de

plume to which he has no right nor title. Besides, Mr.
Mercer, by his publication of a book on spaniels, has really
no reason'for using any but his own name or his best known
alias, "Dog Whip."
Regarding the statements of "Gothamite," which started

this discussion, I think your many correspondents have
relieved me of any necessity for refuting them, so far as I
am connected therewith. They bore condemnation on their
face, and were only amusing as a display of ignorance. On
that ground I did not consider them worth noticing. If I
remember correctly, he specially commended Doc and Hor-
nell Velda. Well," who picked out Doc? Mr. Mason gave
him equal first at New Haven in the puppy class, and when
I saw him I at once telegraphed Mr. West that it was the
dog for him to buy. Mr. West had, before the show season
that year, written me regarding a spaniel and whether he
should import one. I told him to wait and I would get him
something at one of the shows. On my recommendation
Mr. West gave $100 for Doc without seeing the dog.
Hornell Velda I first came across at Buffalo show of 1888,

and 1 told "Uncle Dick" she was the best he had ever bred.
I am of the impression that her owner had ranked some of
his others higher, and that I told him he ought to know
better. If any one can refer to a catalogue of that show I
think he will find I am correct.
I believe "Gothamite" in another letter said something

about my declining to judge the working cocker special at
Buffalo. What of that? How could any sane man tell by
looking at a dog whether or not he was good in the field?
As well ask a judge in the trotting horse ring to award a
special to the one possessing the greatest speed. In place of
being something to reproach me for, it is my opinion that I
never did a more sensible thing in the judging ring.

Jas. Watson,
PHinAUiinPHiA, Pa., Dec. 31.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 890.
EdMor Forest and Stream:
Mr. C. H. Mason, with his usual inquisitorial manner,

"calls" upon me to produce evidence as to his remarks
anent Doe. A "request" would answer quite as well.
I think it was in a report of one of the spring shows in '88

that I observed the remark by Mr. Mason on "Doc. I have
the paper somewhere amoug hundreds of others, and wheu
I can And time shall look it up. For the rest, "hearsay" is

all I have to go upon. However, if Mr. Mason denies that
he made the statement and does not desire the credit for
having spoken highly some years ago of this grand little
dog, I very gladly withdraw my statement.

It is true, as Mr. Mason says, that I was practically un-
known as a dog man till 1887, after he had first awarded a
prize to Doc. I got the Clumbers rather more thau eight
years ago for my own shooting, but did not care about send-
ing them such a distance to the shows. In 1887 at the urgent
entreaty of several leading spaniel men I sent down Johnny
and Drake, winning twelve first, second aud special prizes
with them at the leading shows. Since then I have won
prizes each year with very fair success. I had a spaniel
ready to enter at a. show about fourteen or fifteen years ago,
but being late the. entry was refused. Dogs have been my
constant companions ever since I can remember, and good-
ness only knows how many I have owned! though until I
became my own master, about nine years ago, I was not al-

lowed to breed them. Until this season, when my defec-
tive, eyesight rendered shooting not an unmixed pleasure, I
have every year spent weeks and months behind my pets
afield. No kenuel in the world can compare with my collec-
tion of Clumber spaniels, despite luck as hard as any man
has had to contend against, I have probably owned ten or

Editor Forest and. Stream:
I have read the various letters on the cocker question in

your paper of late. Mr. Nelles and Mr. C. H. Mason have
to my mind shown up the whole scheme and punctured the
bubble of Messrs. "Gothamite" and Mercer. Mr. Nelles has
shown his ability to breed a good spaniel and rightly re-
futes the unjust slander on Red Jacket by "Gothamite" in
order to bolster up Doc. As the owner of Jersey, another
dog which they have slandered, I would like to state that I
consider him tbe most typical cocker now being shown, ex-
cepting Miss Obo J I. I have no desire, though, to puff my
dogs into a position that they cannot win on their merits by
such methods as those adopted by Messrs. "Gothamite" and
Mercer. I have not time to follow them and refute their
various misstatements. It is not necessary, as it has already
been done by Mr. Mason. His letter 'and statements I
believe to be correct in every respect, and most partic-
ularly so iu regard to the improvements in cockers for 1890.
Give us "Gothamite's" name, and to Mr. Mercer my advice
is to stick to Clumbers and show breeders of other breeds
that he knows something of the breed he affects, before he
poses as a critic on other classes he knows nothing about.
Messrs. Mason and Watson are considered our best spaniel
judges. Mr. Mason, in his book "Our Prize Dogs," written
in 1S87, has criticised over 135 spaniels, and where is the
owner that can show that one is wrongly criticised? There
is no need in my defending Mr. Mason or Watson, as your
readers all know they are able to take care of themselves,
but honor to whom honor is due, and in justice to myself
and the improvement of our spaniels I must cast my vote
for them and against such inconsistent and false critics as
Messrs. "Gothamite" and Mercer have proved themselves to
be. Their calling for a working cocker and holding up Doc
as a sample is on a par with their wisdom and knowledge
shown in all their criticisms. J. P. WlLLEY.
Salmon Falls, N. H., Jan. 5.

DEATH OF BOYCOTT.—Cincinnati, O., Dec. 25.—Editor
Forest and: Stream: Once more, and I hope for the last
time, 1 must write of the death of a true friend. Boycott
(11803), our grand little pug dog, and a proud gentleman he
was, too, died Dec. 22, 1890. Cause was asthma and heart
disease. For an hour he made a game fight to live, while I
worked with him, but to no avail, and he passed away with
his big handsome eyes turned up to mine with such a mute
appeal of true fidelity that I will never forget it. "Boydie"
lies in a deep grave alongside of little Lady Thora, and a
headboard now marks the resting place of "only a dog,"
but as noble and intelligent a dog, and a truer friend than
many human beings I've met. All true lovers of "man's
best friend" can imagine our intense sorrow, and while some
human beings who could to their benefit learn much from
the many noble examples set by dogs may read this and say
"What a fuss over a dog," this is written for the more noble
human beings to read—those who know and love dogs —At
(f. Ebebhart.



SCO FOREST AND STREAM, [Jan. 3, 1891.

DOG CHAT,

WE have received the premium list of" the second annual
exhibition of the Elrnira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association's bench show, to be held Jan. 22-26, 1891. There
are no stipulated premiums, but all the entry fees will he
pooled and paid in premiums (except 10 per cent, retained by
the association) so that the second prize shall be one-half as
much as the first. Challenge classes are provided in nearly
every breed, with one prize only. Separate classes aft made
in all breeds to the number of 140. Entries close Jan. 15.

Numerous specials are set forth, among which we notice &10
for the handler showing the largest number of dogs; $10 to
the exhibitor having the best kennel of not less than five.

The show is not under A.K.C. rules, nevertheless there will
doubtless be a good entry. Mr. J. Otis Fellows judges all
classes excepting beagles, greyhounds and wolfhounds. Mr.
C. S. Wixom is superintendent.

We regret to hear from Capt. McMurdothat his promising
young pointer Tapster, winner of third in the Pointer Derby
at the Central Field Trials last month, succumbed to dis-
temper a few days since. We are, however, pleased to hear
that Rip Rap, Moonshine, Maid of Kent and Bar Maid are
doing well, though Zig Zag, who did such good work in the
last trials, is still seriously ill. Sportsmen will join us in
the regret that, after making such a creditable showing in
defense of the pointer this ill luck should have come to mar
the pleasure which Messrs. Dexter and McMurdo felt over
the saccelss of their dogs.

Beaumont, champion Gordon setter, whose sale to Mr. C.
M. Hunt, of Palmyra, N. Y,, we chronicled during the Cen-
tral Trials, did not stay long in his new quarters, for we hear
that Dr. Meyer has repurchased him. Mr. Hunt called on
ns on his way to Florida last Friday. He still retains Bel-
mont and expects a good litter from her by her whilom ken-
nel mate, early in February. Mr. Hunt takes Bendigo, win-
ner of the Gordon stake at Lexington, N. C, with him, and
will hunt him during the winter. He also expects to shoot
an alligator, and when he does be will forward to us the
very latest verse of his popular song, "Listen to My Tale of
Woe,"

It will be remembered that some time since Forest AND
STREAM suggested that the collection of homeless dogs in
tins city should be given in charge of the A. K. C. The
Herald has now advauced the idea, through Mr. Pelham
Clinton, of delegating this important duty to the S. P. C. A.
Of this plan we. heartily approve; and in fact would welcome
almost any change that would alter the existing state of
affairs and do away with the political side of dog catching.
That it is good policy to catch the dogs that roam our
streets, curs in other words, no one will gainsay, but this is

not done under the present rule. There is not money enough
in it. but rather seek they the dogs belonging to Madam or
Mister, who may be expected to redeem the same. The way
this part of the city's machinery is run is a disgrace to any
civilized country. Let us have a Home for friendless dogs
by all means, and let it be under the charge of those who
are accustomed and prepared to deal with animals in dis-

tress. These are enough dog lovers in this city to amply
support such a scheme, and now that a paper like the New
York Herald has taken hold of it no doubt something will
soon be done to remove the present stain.

Friend Dole has favored us with one of his rare epistles

—

a sort of round up for 1890, In it he gives us several tid-bits

of news. We wish other of our friends in dogdom would do
the same. Mr. Dole has sold the bulldog champion Harper
to Mr. F, W. Sacket, of Washington, D. C, but now a
student at Yale. This gentleman has also purchased,
through the same source, the bull bitch Graven Image,
whose'importation we alluded to last week. This consti-
tutes the nucleus of a good kennel of bulldogs which Mr.
Sacket intends to tret together. Graven Image is the dam
of the noted Holy Terror. We are told that Harper is looking
in great shape just now. Now comes the other side to the tale.

Mr. Dole's Bendigo. one of the best stud dogs he ever owned,
has joined the majority. Frank feels his loss keenly, though
he has luckily a good deal of his blood left in his kennel.
As if this was not enough, just to make things pleasant for
Christinas^ he found Miss Gladstone dead iu her kennel on
Christmas morning. As she was in whelp to Hinks and
being herself by Dutch out of champion Maggie May, this is

another serious loss. Our friend adds, "You know the
hardest thing for a man to lose is a good brood bitch , as
they are so very scarce. " In addition to this he has lost a
dozen puppies, but as he says, "I am keeping right on and
still have a, kennel full of nice dogs which I expect to be in
the money when the time comes." Among other things he
tells of the death of that grand little pug, the best ever seen
iu this country—champion Bradford Ruby. Mr.. Peck told
him he died about two mouths ago. There is some consola-
tion even in this, he has left one good son behind him, and
one almost if not quite equal to him—champion Kash.

An exhibition of about forty dogs took place last week at
Providence, in connection with the Rhode Island Poultry
Association. Mr. Michael Flynn, Jr., was the superintend-
ent. Particulars of the winners have not come to us yet,

but we hear that for a local show the class of dogs present
was quite good. Mr. Robert Exley. surely that is an old
name in mastiffs, won in a class for that breed with Chief,
by Berkshire Caution out of Zetta, and Blmwood Belle was
the winner iu St. Bernards, a daughter of Beauchamp and
Queen of Scotland.

Can this be true? The great Sir Bedivere to head the list

of America's grand team of St. Bernardsl Pardon our en-
thusiasm, for the rumor of this purchase almost takes one's
breath away when we remember that something like $8,000
was refused for this dog at one time, and critics say he has
improved since then.

Mr. Sears, of Melrose, Mass., who has had not only the
pluck to pay for this dog, but also to risk this sum in get-
ting such a precious piece of dog flesh across the water,
must indeed change that "e" in his name for an "o," for

his ambition evidently knows no bounds. Mr. T. H. Green,
who bred Sir Bedivere, has repeatedly refused all offers for
his dog, and no doubt the fact of his brother, who has had
charge of the dog, having to accept a position abroad, and
Mr. Green himself being too busy to attend to such a valu-
able animal, is the only reason that induced hira to part
with him. Sir Bedivere has won 15 first prizes, 29 cups and
medals and is four times the winner of the greatest honor a
St. Bernard can achieve, the St. Bernard Club 100 guinea
challenge cup. We believe he has never been beaten. He is

by Nero Hi. out of Bena, The following is a list of his win-
nings: First, puppy class, Warwick; first, open class and
ettp?, Birkenhead; first, open class, 100 guinea challenge cup,
gold medal and two other cups, St. Bernard Club show,
Sheffield, 1888; first, open class, and two cups, Liverpool;
first, open class, 100 guinea challenge cup and piece of plate,

Kennel Club show, London; first, open class, cup, two
gold medals and the Deakin challenge cup, Manchester;
first, champion class, cup, 100 guinea challenge cup, piece of

plate and the Halsey trophy, St. Bernard Club show, Wind-
sor; first, open class, and cup, Birkenhead: first, open class,

gold medal and two specials, Scottish Kennel Club, Edin-
burgh; first, challenge class and cup, Kennel Club show,
Glasgow, 1889; first, challenge class, and cup, Liverpool:
first,' challenge class, the ''Deakin challenge cup" and gold
medal, Manchester; first, challenge class, and- two cups,

Leeds; first, challenge class, and medal, Birkenhead; first
challenge class, 100 guinea challenge cup and the Halsey
trophy, St Bernard Club show, London, 1890.

In speaking of his breeding it is interesting to relate that
another dog, champion Pouf we believe it was, was selected
as the proposed mate for Bena, but through some cause this
could not be carried out, and as a last resource Bena was
mated with Nero III. This chance service resulted in bring-
ing into the world the finest St. Bernard ever bred. The
great Watch is the only dog which has pushed him, and now
that the latter has got his growth, the meeting between the
two will indeed be an interesting one. Sir Bedivere was
whelped Aug. 27, 1887, so that he is now in his prime. Mr.
Halsey, the donor of the Halsey cup, was the one to offer
the largest price for Sir Bedivere, and no doubt the reason be
has not accepted the chance of buying him now is, that heis
somewhat disgusted with St. Bernards and their owners,
especially since his pet scheme of an opposition St. Bernard
club has fallen through. He has now gone to Algiers,
Africa, for the winter, and allows breeders the use of his
dog Jim Blaine free to St. Bernards, excepting a small fee
to the kennelman. To return to Mr. Sears and bis kennel,
the thought comes to us when will all this competition end?
and can we keep pace with it?

A few minutes after the above was written who should
step into our sanctum but the new owner of Sir Bedivere.
We had already telegraphed him to verify the rumor, but
there was no need for an answer when one looked at the
satisfied face of Mr. Sears. He sent his agent, Edward
Booth, who brought Lothario over here from Hull, Eng-
land, off on Saturday, on the Cephalonia, and arriving iu
England on the 13th, he will start on the return journey,
with the crack, on the 15th, so that he is expected' here by
the 25th, giving him ample time to be prepared for New
York show. Mr. Sears had to be pretty prompt in his pur-
chasing, as another gentleman was after him, and who, but
for his recent sickness, would perhaps have captured the
prize, as we are told he has already offered 81,500 for the
bargain. Mr. Sears offered §6,000' and a cablegram came
soon after, ".$6,500 buys the dogl" Mr. Sears cabled, "Done,
my man starts to-morrow," and that is how Sir Bedivere
was sold for the biggest price ever paid for a dog outside of
greyhounds. Mr. Sears is delighted with Plevna, her size,
bone, coloring, and very small ears make her very attractive,
we are told. Truly it may be said 1891 has opened well.

There is certainly not enough patronage in this country
for a man to count on reimbursement for such an outlay as
$6,500 for a dog, and we only hope that after the novelty
has worn off and expectations are not realized that a good,
fancier be not lost. We know of several cases of this sort.
The foregoing sentence does not particularly apply to this
purchase, but that of high priced dogs in general.

Assistant secretary Spaulding has informed the secrerary
of the American Mastiff Club that a challenge cup, which
the Old English Mastiff Club has offered to send to this
country for perpetual competition, will be admitted to free
entry upon the production of satisfactory proof that it is
intended for use as a trophy or prize. This reminds us that
there is a feeling among St. Bernard men that a subscrip-
tion should be started with a view to providing for compe-
tition in this country a valuable and handsome trophy,
something similar to the 100 guinea challenge cups in Eng-
land, or the Halsey trophy. We should think that consider-
ing the class of breeders who are interested in St. Bernards
here, this object would not be very difficult of attainment.
Most of the specials now given by the St. Bernard Club are
for American bred dogs. This is quite right and proper, but
some grand trophy is needed and one that would tempt our
cousins across the water to come over and try to wrest it

from us.

In conversation the other day with a New York delegate
of the A. K. C. who represents a club in a Western State,
the_ question arose of delegates being criticised for their
actions in voting so much with the majority in most of the
motions before the A. K. C. meetings. Our friend thought
it unfair, for as many of the delegates are New York men,
they naturally in most questions, by continual conversation,
become of almost one mind on certain subjects. Now, it

was suggested that the outside clubs should" instruct their
delegates as to their desired action more than they have
hitherto done. It was then advanced that these clubs do
not know what questions will arise till the secretary's report
is read at the meeting, so that the delegate is after all thrown
on his own resources. Would it not therefore be a good plan
for the secretary of the A. K. C. to forward to secretai-ies of
clubs whose members do not attend as delegates, a cony of
the intended report, so that these clubs can instruct their
delegates on the course they would wish them totake. This
is the crude suggestion and doubtless our courteous secre-
tary can devise some plan whereby this difficulty can be met.
This would stop a good deal of the cry of—clique.

Mr. Huntington writes us that the National Greyhound
Club will hold its show on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1891, instead of
Jan. 17, as announced, as the latter date conflicted with that
of the South Carolina show, at Charleston. Premium lists

will be mailed on the 3d inst. A sale of dogs will also take
place at 3 P. M. on the after-noon of the show.

We have a letter from Mr. Wilmerding on the spaniel
question, but it must lay over until next week along with
others. In justice to Mr. Wilmerding we may say that Doc
does not belong to Mr. Mercer, as Mr. Mason states, but is

Mr. Wilmerding's property, and will continue to be so. We
might as well say right here, that the spaniel controversy is

getting outside of the first question. Keep personalities ou t

and stick to type for the subject.

Mr. J. M. Tracy tells us that he and Mr. John Davidson
will judge all classes at the coming New Orleans show.

THE GORDON SETTER CLUB OF AMERICA.—Edi tor
Forest and Stream: A meeting of the executive committee
of the Gordon Setter Club of America will be held Jan. 10,

at 2 P.M., at 1293 Broadway, New York, for the election of
new members and such other business as may come before
it. Members are requested to send in the names of any new
applicants for membership which they may have to the Sec-
retary, L. A. Van Zandt, Yonkers, N. Y. , that the same may
be acted upon before the New York show. The Gordon Set-
ter Club is now on a firm foundation with a rapidly increas-
ing membership. It will give special prizes at the leading
shows and have a man in attendance to look after the wel-
fare of the Gordon setters. The specials at New York will
be |10 to best dog and §10 to best bitch in open class, $5 to
best puppy. It is also considering the matter of field trials

and will undoubtedly have some attractions to offer next
fall.-L. A. VAN ZANDT, Sec'y (Yonkers, N. Y., Jan. 1).

THE SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION OF DOGS FOR THE
GUN.—In our notice of this excellent work last week we
omitted to state that it was for sale by the Forest and Stream
Publishing Co., and the price $2.50.

Bags: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
AsJwnont. Price $2. Kennel Record, and Account Booh.
Price $8. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Bog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

THE MARYLAND K. C. AND MR. MALCOLM.
THE following resolution was offered and adopted at the

regular monthly meeting of the board of governors of
the Maryland Kennel Club, held at Baltimore, Md,. Dec. 4.

1890. w. Stewart Diffene-eeffer. Sec'y.
Whereas, The presence and conduct of I-I. Malcolm. Esq.,

has been, and is, detrimental to the interest of the Maryland
Kennel Club,
Be it resol ved by the board of governors of the Maryland

Kennel Club, he be, and is, hereby requested to resign as
president, and as a member of the board of governors and
of the Maryland Kennel Club, the resignation to take effect
at once.
[True copy.—W. Stewabt Dilteoteeffer, Sec'y.]
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 5, 1890.—W. Stewart Diffenderffer,

Esq., Sec'y Maryland Kennel Club.—Sir: I am in receipt of
a copy of a resolution purporting to have been passed by the
board of governors, and as a member of the club, in reply
thereto, I will state that in consequence of the unfortunate
differences which have arisen among the board of governors
it seems to me that the usefulness of the club is likely to be
impaired, unless such differences can be arranged; and so
believing, I am perfectly willing to tender my resignation as
president and member of the board, provided that all other
officers and members of the board tender their resignation
at the same time. Should this course be adopted, the club
would have an opportunity of selecting another new set of
officers and governors from whom harmonious actions might
be expected. I am not aware of any reason why I should
cease by a request of a minority co be a member of the club
itself. Being one of its originators and being interested in
the objects for which it was incorporated, I decline most
positively to cease to be a member and consider the purported
resohition, as having been passed by five members of the
board of governors, a high-handed piece of arrogant malice,
knowing as I do, this day, that I have in my possession votes
of over two-thirds of the club's membership giving me power
to cast said votes as I think proper.

[Signed.] Yours, H. Malcolm, President.

RESOLUTION.
Whereas, Harry Malcolm during the month of May, 1890,

had issued credentials not permitted by the constitution (or
by-laws) of the Maryland Kennel Club, of Baltimore City
(and contrary to the spirit thereof), to one Charles J.
Peshall as a delegate to the American Kennel Club, of New
York city, which action has been greatly detrimental to the
interests of the Maryland Kennel club, and

Whereas, By reason of such action of said Malcolm, and
the consequences therof he has been suspended by the Amer-
ican Kennel Club, arid because of sucn suspension he can-
not continue to be president or a member of the Maryland
Kennel Club without great detriment and damage 'to it

and the value of the dogs of its members, and will moreover
injure the prospects and jeopardize the success of their ap-
proaching bench show, if not completely prevent its being
held, as will appear from the communication hereunto ap-
pended; and

Whereas, His resignation as president and as a member of
the club has already been requested by the board of govern-
ors, but he has not resigned; and
Whereas, He has threatened to break up the club; and
Whereas, He has repeatedly disobeyed the spirit and letter

of the constitution and by-laws and by voting on questions
on which he had no right to vote (as appears by reference to
the records of the meeting of the board of governors of Nov.
14, 1S90. and other meetings) has greatly disturbed t he peace
and harmony of the club and endangered its existence and
greatly injured it.

Now, therefore, Be it resolved by the board of governors
of the Maryland Kennel Club that said Harry Malcolm be,
and be is hereby removed from the position as president of
this club, and that his membership in the club be, and the
same is hereby suspended under Article 10 of the by-laws.
The above resolution was offered and adopted at the

regular monthly meeting of the board of governors held at,

Baltimore, Md. ,' Jan . 1, 1 891. W. Stewart Diffenderffer.
New York, Dec. 30, 1890.—Edwin C. Farber, Esq., At-

torney for Maryland Kennel Club, New York.—Dear Sir:
Replying to your communication of even date, I beg to
advise you: First—That the suspension of Mr. Harry Mal-
colm by this club, deprives him from enjoying any of the
privileges that are accorded by its rules governing bench
shows. Second—He cannot exhibit or take a prize, or act as
agent for any person, at any show held by a member of this
club. Third—He cannot act in any official capacity at any
show while under penalty of such disqualification. Lastly
—In case the Maryland Kennel Club should hold a bench
snow with Mr. Malcolm as its president, while he is still

under suspension by the A. K. C, the said Maryland Kennel
Club is itself liable to suspension. Yours truly, A. P.
Vredenbfug

,
Secretary.

[True copy.—W. Stewart Diffenderffer. Sec'y ]

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and' Stream:
Promptly at 8 P. M., on the evening of Jan. 2, a meeting

was called to order by the president, Mr. O. H. Brooking,
and the roll call showed only Mr. B. S. Turpi u and Mr. Geo,
P. Berry to be absent. The meeting was then eloquently
addressed by the president, who in his speech spoke of our
phenomenal growth of the last eight months, oureminently
successful field trials just concluded, our object the im-
provement of the beagle, both in the field and on the bench,
and the plainly evident fact that our work had already
created many friends for the little hound. He then sug-
gested that we should not rest on our laurels, but should
now turn our attention to the bench shows. Concluding
with a cordial invitation to the members of the, American
Beagle Club and all interested in any way in this breed to
co-operate and join with us, assuring them that their sug-
gestions will have every consideration, and recalling to their
minds the fact that iu "Union there is strength."
The minutes of the previous meeting were then read and

accepted. The report of the field trial committee, which
was as follows, was also accepted: Total receiots. 8282.85.
Total expenditures, $280.54. Balance on hand, 12,31, Bills
payable, $41.20. Messrs. W. F. Rutter Jr., and II. V. Jami-
son, members of the field trial committee, then spoke at
length on the subject of field trials. Various communica-
tions were then read, and action thereon referred to the
executive committee. It was voted to give *!0 at the Pitts-
burgh show from club money, and this amount will un-
doubtedly be increased to $25 or -S30 by private donations.
The application of Mr. F. G. Eibel, of Lancaster, Pa., was
then acted on, and he was admitted to membership iu the
National Beagle Club. Here I will say that the club have
admitted to membership., per the executive committee, since
the October meeting, the following.: Dr. N. Rowe, of
Chicago. 111.; H. W. Lacv, Kennel Editor Forest and
Stream; Paul C. F. Hoffman, Hartford, Conn.; Ed. C.
Wilson, Olney, 111. At this point Dr. Power spoke regard-
ing the officers of the past year, stating it as his opinion that
the present ones had greatly contributed to the siieceps of
the club, and that they deserved a vote of thanks, widen,
were heartily given.
The following gentlemen were then elected to office for the

ensuing year: President. O. W. Brooking; Vice-Presidents.
W. F. Rutter, Jr., W. A. Power, H. V. Jamieson; Sec.-Treas..
F. W. Chapman; Executive Committee, Geo. P. Berry, W.
S. Clark and B. S. Turpin. The proposed alteration of the
by-laws (Articles V. and VI.), i. e., raising the initiation fee
from S2 to $5 and the dues from S3 to $S per year, was then.
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put to vote and lost. It was then moved that the dues he

raised to $5 per year and the initiation fee be $5 per year also,

as per 14 suggestions by mail. Motion carried—yeas 16, nays
3. It was voted that the club open a donation list, the money
received therefrom to be devoted exclusively to the purchase
of special prizes for our field trial and bench shows, the

same being the suggestion of Mr. H. L Kreuder and others.

Moved that the club act on the matter of the rejection of the

application of the JST. B. 0. to the A. K. C. laid on tbe table

at our last meeting. Carried.
Moved and carried, that the club make application to the

A, K. C. at its next meeting, and that the secretary call

attention of the A. K. C. to Article III. of its Constitution.

Moved that there be a rule prohibiting the running of

spayed bitches and castrated tlo&rs in any trial under the

auspices of the. N", B. C, same to be inserted in the running-

rules. Motion carried. Moved and carried that the N. B. C.

hold a, banquet at the time of the Boston show (N. K Iv. C.)

in April next, in connection with our quarterly meeting of

that date. The same to be held at no exueuse to the club

and to be under the direction of the executive committee.

Tbe report of the treasurer of the N. B. 0. was then read

and accepted. Total receipts; $38.05; total expenditures,

#7.50; balance on hand, $20.55; bills payable, $41. HO; amounts
due. the club about $75. Meeting was then adjourned.

]?. W. Chapman, Seo'y and Treas,

Boston, Mass., Jan. 8,

THE NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB,
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the request of a large number of the members of the

Western coursing clubs, the National Greyhound Club has
prepared a code of rules for use by all the coursing clubs of

the United States and Canada. One of these rules reads as

follows: ''No greyhound shall be allowed to run at any
coursing meeting held after Oct. 1, 1891, unless it shall have
been duly registered in the National Greyhouud Club Stud
Book."

It is the intention of the club to issue the stud book annu-
ally, and in addition to the pedigrees of all greyhounds,
decrhounds and Russian greyhounds, to give a review of the

coursing season and of all dog shows held in America, during
the year, and also to add many other attractive features

which will make the book invaluable to lovers of the breed.

One of the rules established by the club as to bench shows
is as follows: "No greyhound, deerhound or Russian grey-

hound (Barzoi) shall be, allowed to compete for auy special

prize offered by this club at any dog show unless it shall

have been duly registered in the National Greyhound Club
Stud Book."
The labors of the stud book committee in preparing the

first volume of the stud book will be very arduous, and it is

hoped that all owners of hounds will give the committee
cordial and prompt support.
Blank forms for registration may be obtained from Mr. ,1.

Herbert Watson, 79 Downing street, Brooklyn, N. Y., or

from anv member of the committee.
Stud Book Committee: Creyhouuds— J. Herbert Watson,

79 Downing street, Brooklyn. N. Y.; H. C. Lowe, Lawrence,
Kan,: D. C. LUse, Great Bend, Kan.; J. R. Dickson, San
Francisco, Cal. Deerhounds—J. E. Thayer, Lancaster,
Mass. Russian greyhounds—W. Wade, Hulton, Pa.

At a meeting of the board of directors held Dec. 15, the
committee on prizes was instructed to have medals made
from the designs submitted and offer them at the coming
shows, as follows: Solid silver medal for best greyhound
dog and bitch, deerhound dog and bitch, Russian wolfhound
dog and bitch. These will be the handsomest medals ever

offered by any kennel or specialty club, and will be of solid

silver, three inches in diameter. On obverse side will be, in

bas-relief, a deerhound, a greyhound and a Russian wolf-
hound; on reverse side a deer, a jack rabbit and a wolf. As
these will be trophies Avell worth wiuniug, and can be com-
peted for only by such dogs as are registered in the National
Greyhound Club Stud Book, it is hoped all owners of any of

the breeds will register at once, and so be eligible to compete.
The following are the names of the judges indorsed and
recommended by the club: C. H. Mason, New York; J. F.

Kirk, Toronto, 'Ont.; H. C. Lowe, Lawrence, Kan.; H, W,
Huntington, Brooklyu, N. Y.; Geo. Wilson, Chicago. Com-
mittee on prizes, L. C. Whiton, N. Rowe, M. Phister.

SEPARATE TRIALS FOR IRISH SETTERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that some plucky owners of Irish setters have com-

menced running their dogs in public field trials, it is evident
that the great body of believers in the merits of that beauti-
ful animal are awakening to the absolute necessity of prov-
ing their claims by that—the only means. Writing and
bickering have only resulted in bad blood, perseverance is

the way by which pointers and English setters have attained
their perfection, and this will reward our efforts also in a
few years.

i think that Irish setter men had better, for a time at least,

run their dogs in speeial and separate field trials. This
course would call out large entries of Irish setters; and in
a very few years we would have a list of winners to choose
from that would compete favorably with any breed.
The quicker, surer and better way to accomplish this

would be to avail ourselves of the grounds' already in use by
the Eastern or Central Field Trials Clubs, and offer special
stakes for special and separate Irish setter trials thereat.
With this view, a scheme is being discussed among some

Irish setter men which will soon be offered for consideration,
criticism and action. Contributions are promised; and it only
needs concert and less controversy among us to set the ball

well in motion. To succeed, we must do as owners of
pointers and English setters have done—send our good dogs
to field trainers in time to get them ready for the field trials

of November and December next; and not rush them off to

the breakers in September or October with the expectation
that a month or two of training will make field-trial dogs of
them. Too brief training of northern dogs for field trials in
a field trial country, has been the cause of the poor showing
of the Irish and Gordon setters this year. We can, and will,

do better next season; our pride is up; our ships are burned
behind us and there is no turning back. We have a good
dog—as good as any if we will only educate him properly.

A Member of the Irish Setter Club.
New Yo«k, Jan. 5

NOTES FROM MT. WASHINGTON KENNELS.
SOME few weeks ago, L with deep regret, read of the

. death of that renowned setter dog Gladstone, known
throughout the world as a wonderful stud dog, and a
successful competitor at field trials, as he-possessed wonder-
ful field qualities, and his services have, no doubt, improved
the type of English setters.

This leads me, on account of receiving numerous letters

during the past few months, respecting Paul Gladstone, the
renowned son of the late Gladstone, to pen a few lines con-
cerning him, which may be of interest to sportsmen in
general,
In the first place, I am proud to state that I am now sole

owner of him. a dog pronounced by many dog men to be the
best son old Gladstone ever sired.

Besides being used in the stud, he has been hunted over
all the season, showing now as much eagerness for work as
ever, and for a dog of his age he retains excellent speed,
range, nose and style, and just goes as fast as ever, in fact
he can eclipse younger dogs containing his own and Count
Noble's blood. I can truthfully state that there have been

more than 200 quail killed over him in this locality this fall.

The season here being short. I have been reluctantly obliged

to quit hunting, and retire from Held sport for another year.

On Dec. 10, Mr. Norwood Johnston and I journeyed about
10 miles into the country and made our headquarteas at

Squire Trimbles, where we remained for that night. He is

a very homelv and humorous old gentlemau, and entertained

us right royally; doing everything that he possibly could to

make us comfortable. We had a good time with him, I can

assure you, and greatly did he enjoy the pointing and back-

ing of the dogs, this being his first experience in hunting
over bird dogs. ,„ .

After refreshing the inner man, we started off tor our
eveuiug's hunt. A stubble field was the. first we reached,

and Brandom II., a son of Mr. J. H. 0' Denny 's Brandom
(late) made a fine point on a covey in the open field, and the

scattered birds flew into a corn held. Following them, we
saw a crowd of people and soon learned that a sale was being

conducted at a farm near by.
Commencing to shoot, a dozen or so of the crowd came

down as spectators, which made the hunt more interesting

and amusing, as none of them had ever seen a bird kill ed

on the wing or dogs pointing. Whenever a point was made,
a general rush ensued, all being anxious to look for the bird,

but they could not understand why the dog should thus
stand without seeing the birds. In the corn Held Redlight,
(son of Count Noble—Belle Redmont) owned by "Daddy" Wil-
son of Pittsburgh, scored a point, which proved to be another

covey. These also scattered, and gave us a good afternoon's

sport, much laughter being caused by the quaint remarks pi

some of the crowd. Joe Lewis.

Canonsbukg, Pa.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, whicli are fur-

aisbed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope

of large letter size. Bets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are gent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
%W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Koh-i-noor, Kapilol, Kormir a nd. DoVom. By A. E. Pitts, Col-

umbus, O.. for silver lawn pugs, three dogs and one bitch, whelped
Dec. 31, 1890, by champion Kash (Bradford Ruby--Lady Cloudy)
out of Midget Nellie (Lord Clover— Sister).

Konmvb. Bv A. E. Pitts. Columbus, O.. for apricot fawn pug
dog. whelped Dee.Sl, 1890, by champion K'ash (Bradford Ruby—
Lady Cloudy) out ot Midget Nellie (Lord Clover- Sister).

Count Roy. By F. B.Fameworth, Washington, D. C for bine
belt on English setter dog, whelped June 8, IMl. by Frank < ,-imw-
Iowa Queen) out ot Madame Drue. (Jpiirid—Princfess Draco).

Business. By E. II. Conner, ML Clemens, Mp., for red [risk pot-

ter bitch, whelped May If, 18&9, by Jack Tory (Book—Lady) out of
Tor^v (Glencho—Daisv).
Alice Knit mul Maid of Borstal. Bv N. Mcintosh. Providence,

R. L, for red liislr setter'bitches, whelped Dec. 10, 189U, by Infehi-

ouin (Shandon II.—Iona) out of Onota Belle (champion Chief—
Bizreena).
lllppotlura. Pari, Fahia and Cine. By Ebernart Pug Kennel?,

Cincinnati, O.. for silver fawn pug?, three dogs and one bitch,

whelped Oct. 10, 1890. by Bradford Ruby II. (cbumpion Bradford
Rtfby—Puss B.) out of Lavina Belle (champion Treasure—Viola).

NAMES CHANCED.
Ritssia to Silver Nugget. By Abbott Lawi'enct?, Lowell, Muss., for

white bull-terrier dog, whelped Nov. <•:. 188U, by Rusher out Of
White "Violet (Dutch—White Rose).

BRED.
S=^~ Prepared Blanlis sent free on application.

Dido B—Dare-go. C. A. Parker's ("Worcester. Mass ) pointer
bitch Dido B. (Amroy's Bob—Daphne K.) to Tell Kennels' Dare Go
i Harris's Mil:ado—Gypsy K.), Nov. 1.

NeMt F.-Bradford Huhij II. O. D. Eisenhard's (Kostoria, O.)

due bitch Nellie' E. (champion Rash—Puss B.) to EberhartPug
Kennel?' Bradford Ruby If. (champion Bradford Ruby- Puss B.i,

Dec. 31.

Beauty III.—Kash. A.. E. Pitts's (Columbus, O.) pug bitch Beauty
TIT, (6 1 hello—Midget) to his champion Kash (Bradford Ruby-
Lady Cloudy), Dec. 26.

Freda— Eftsh. Thos. Patten's (Appleton, Wis ) pug hitch I) red a
(Douglas IL—Dot) to A.E. Pitta's champion Kash (Bradford Ruby
—Lady Cloudy). Dec. 23.

Bjtie Jchnie—Roy Monarch. N. Mcintosh's (Providence, R. L)
English setter hitch Blue Jermie cchampion Royal Albert—Blue
Neil) to Capt. C. O. Gray's Roy Monarch (Dashing Monarch—List),

Dec. 3.

Malltr. Belton— Toledo Blade. Acme Kennels' English setter
bhch Mdllie Belton (Britton—Blonde) to J. E. Dager's Toledo
Blade, Sept. 9.

American Girl—Toledo Blade. R. McGraw's English setter
bitch American Girl (Ben Hill—Tempest ) to J. E. Pacer's Toledo
Blade, Sept. 19.

Snowbird—Toledo Met dr. T. Sadler's English setter bitch Snow-
bird (Ruby's Druid—Lady Athol) to J. E. Dagcr's Toledo Blade,
Oct. 14.

Lady G.—d.w.rmiatm. J. E. Dager's (Toledo, O.) English setter
bitch Lady G. (Gladstone—Cornelia) to his Cincinnatns, Nov. SO
Komaldn—Toledo Blade. J. E. Dager's (Toledo, 0.) English set-

ter bitch Romalda (Cincinnatns—Lady G.) to his Toledo Blade,
Nov. 19.

Bonnie Bondhu—Uinctwtotus. W. A. Nedemeyer's English set-
ter bitch Bonnie Rondbu to J. E. Dager's Cincinnatns. Nov. IT.

Cornelia G.—Cineimiatas. J. E. Dager's (Toledo, O.) .English set-

ter bitch Cornelia G. (Gladstone—Cornelia) to his Cincinnatus,
Nov. 15.

Betsy Trotwood-Toledo Blade. E. H. Ostbans's (Toledo, O.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Betsy Trotwood (Cincinnatus—Dashing Jennie
Dale) to J. E. Dager's Toledo Blade), Dec. 1.

Fly Nohlc- Cinein iuituts. Henry Wamf's English setter hitch
Ply "Noblo (King Noble—Queena) to J. E. Dager's Cincinnatus,
Dec. 4.

Di—Toledo Blade. W. C. Bradlevs English setter bitch Di (Cam-
bridge-Dido 11.) to J. E- Dager's Toledo Blade, Dec. 10.

Business—Dan (yConnell. E. H. Conner's (Mt. CI emeus, Me,)
Irish setter bitch Business (Jack Tory—Topsy) to L. N. Hilsende-
gen's Dan O'Conuell, Dec. IT.

Sensation-Black Duke. J.W. Bunting's (Toronto, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Sensation to Luck well & Douglas's Black Duke
(champion Obo II.—Woodland Queen), Dec. Id.

King Pilaro'S Sister—Dufferin. Woodland Kennels' (Woodstock,
Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Kins Pharo's Sister (champion Obo
1L—Woodland Queen) to their Dufferin (Black Duke—Lady Stan-
ley), Deo 15.

Dolly Obo-Black Duke. J. P. Willey's (Salmon Falls, N. H.)
cocker spaniel bitch Dolly Obo (champion Obo IL—Dolly W.) to
Woodland Kennels' Black Duke (champion Obo IL—Woodland
Queen), Dec. 6.

Blew].; Dtt/cc B. J. P.ae's (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker span-
iel bitch (Master Shina—Woodstock Belle) to Woodland
Kennels' Black Duke (champion Obo II.—Woodland Queen),
Dec. 12.

Fane]/—Bob. Jr. A. Laidla
Wtch Eancy (Toronto Bean—Gyp) to Woodland Kennels' champion
Bob. Jr. (Bob III.—champion Black Bass;, Nov. IB.

Frinnv -Bradford Harry. Win. A. Bragg's (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Fanny (champion Bradford Harry -Daisy) to
P. H. Coombs's champion Bradford Harry (Orawshaw'H Bruce—
Real's Lady), Oct. 18.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

LaGltava. Miss Ida Orme'a (New York) greyhound bitch La
Gitana, Dec. 23, seven (one dog), by R. W. Huntington's champion
Balkis (Clyto—Primrose).
Queen Anna. M. M. Murphy's (Ripley, O.) pug bitch Queen

Anna, Dec. 10, four (one dog), by A. E. Pitts's champion Kash
(Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Midget Nellie. A. E. Pitts's (Columbus, O.) pug bitch Midget

Nellie (Lord Clover—Sister), Pec. 81, five (four dogs), by his cham-
pion Kash (Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Esther. Blue Ridge Kennel*' (Sperryville, Va.) English setter

bitch Esther (Doneaster--Eudora), Dec. 1, six (three dogs), by their
Gatb'a Mark (Gath—Gem).
Lulu C. J. E. Dager's (Toledo, O.) English setter bitch Lulu C.

(Noble—Dashing Novice), Nov. 5, Bine (seven dogs), by his Toledo
Blade.
Madge. Beaumont Kennels' (Pew York) Gorden setter bitch

Madge (champion Lock—champion Nell), Dec. 25, Eeven (four
dogs), by their champion Beaumont (Ronald HI,—champion Floss),

SALES.
ISP'" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pedrn—Minca whelps. Brindle great Danes, whelped Aug. 18»

1891), by J. IT. H. Maenner, Baltimore, Md„ Pedro and Frieda, dog:
and bitch, to M. Simon; Hector, dog, to Prof.H.B. Roemer; Victor
and Maud, dog and hitch, to Dr. Chas. S. Hoffman; Mentor, dog,,

to G. H. Eorstcr: Tyraa, dog, to Chaw. Strath; Eiora. bitch, to Jsi-

dor Loweuthal, all of Baltimore, Md.
Prince—May (Jo whelp. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped.

March 23, 189), by O. A. Parker, Worcester, Mass., to J . McKay,,
same nlace.
lien B. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped March 23,,

1890, by Prince out of May Go, by C. A. Parker, Worcester, Mass.,.

to A.C. Southland, Upton, Mass.
Monty O. Orange and white ticked pointer dog, whelped May

20, 1889,"by Wtn. Tell out of Ethel Beaufort, by C. A. Parker, Wor-
cester, Mass., to Geo. Hathaway, Roxbnry, Mass.
Spot D. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped Sept. 3,

1 890, by Dare Go out of Lucil IT., by C. A. Parker,Worcester, Mass.,
to C. L. Hopkins, Norwich, Conn.
1 Dare. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped Sept. ;i,

1890, by Dare Go ont of Lucil H, by C. H. Parker,Worcester, Mass.,
to Alfred George, New Haven, Conn.
Gaunt Will Go. Liver and white ticked pointe

Sept. 1800, by Dare, Go out of Lucil H., by C. A. P
tor. Mass., to J. H. Johnson, New Haven, Conn.
Dash D. Liver and white pointer doer. \\ helped

pare Go out o£ Lucil II., by C. A. Parker, Wc
to C. A. Knight, Auburn, Mass.
Dr. Jill. Apricot, fawn pug dog, age not given, by Sniffles out of

Nanatte, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to Dr. A. B.
Thrasher, same place.

CIor.. Silver fawn pug hitch, whelped Feb. 9, 1S90, by Bradford
Ruby tl. out of Lavina Belle, bv Ehcrhart Pug Ktnncls, Cincin-
nati, G„ to Jos. P. Sharp, Springfield, O.
Cincinnatus- -Lady G. whelps. Black, white and tan English set-

t.ocH whttlrtAri
1

.Irmp. 'Ad. 1890. bv J. E. Dager, Toledo, O., a dog each
Smith, Dutmeme, Ja., and

,
whelped

, Worces-

)t. 3, 1890, by
ster, Mass..

Mich'., and J. E
bitel m, Cheyenne. W
Cine una G. whelps. Blac
jtters , w! lefped April 27, 1890, by J. 1 !. Dager, Toledo, 0„ a dog

each to L. Sinister, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., and W. IL Drane,
Chirksville, Tenn., and a bitch each to Geo. C. Hore, Hamilton,
Ont.; — SmecHev, Glen Mills, Pa., and Howard Stearns, Kewanee,
111.

RligSl*a. White, bull-terrier dog, whelped Nov. 8, 1889, by Rusher
out ot White Violet, by F. P. Kirby, Philadelphia, Pa., to Abbott
Lawrence, Lowell, Mass.

PRESENTATION.
Fount Boy. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped June 8,

1890, bv Frank out of Madame Drue, by J. N. Brumsou, Callender,
la., to F. B. Fnrnsworth, Washington, D. C.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature,

R. S. V., Rabway, N. J.—We have a pet Maltese cat, four and a
half years old. A year ago we first noticed a wheezing noise in
his breathing; had a cough ail winter and head seemed stopped
up; kept mouth slightly open most of the time, with tongue pro-
[eoting. Apparently did not breathe through -the nose at all.

Several months ago the cough almost ceased, when be commenced
having an offensive discharge from the nose, first thin and color-
less, but now thick, and of a greenish tinge. He sneezes a good
deal. Wc ha ve several times thought of giving him a dose to' put
him to sleep, hut as he is in fairly good condition and appetite is

good most of the time, we thought there might be something to
help him. We gave him cod liver oil last winter. Can you tell

us what to do for him? Ans. Keep the nostrils clear from the dis-
charges by sponging with tepid water and then rub throat and
B'ideaot head with a mixture of equal parts vinegar and alcohol two
or three times a day. Let us know the result. Some ten years ago
we treated a cat having similar symptoms with this mixture,
which resulted in a complete cure.

lific mid

RANGE AND GALLERY.
MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION.

ALL the prize matches of the Massachusetts Rifle Association
fot 1890 have closed, after one of the most successful and

interesting years of this noted rifle club. Below will befounrl the
scores and names of the prize winners:

Match No. 1—Special Prizes.
An elegant gold medal, awarded to the shooter making during

the year the highest score of 10 shots in any 200yds. match, either
at off-hand or at rest, on standard American target, or with
Springfield military rifle on Creedmoor target, or with pistol at
50yds. on standard American target.

Off-Hand.
C F Bartow 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 7 8 9- 93

At Rest.
W P Thompson 13 13 13 11 12 13 11 13 13 12—118

Military.
LieutW G Hussey 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5— 49

Pistol.

H Severance........ 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10— 99

Match No. 2—Record Off-Hand.
Only one entry allowed each week, 300yds., standard American

larger., aggregate of best 10 scores to win. Prizes, five gold medals.W 'Charles 82 84 81 81 00 81 80 8:5 W 82—837
J B Fellows 83 81 87 80 80 80 81 80 81 82—824
S C Svdney 8>; 80 87 80 84 81 80 80 V 80-817
C H Eastman..-.. 80 79 83 88 84 84 78 80 79 79-814
H Severance 83 79 80 84 80 78 80 80 80 83-806

Match No. 3,—Record Rest.
Only one entry allowed each week, 200yds., Standard American

target, with rest bullseye, aggregate of best 10 scores to win:
,
four gold medals:

J Francis IU 109 110 109 111 113 110 111 115 117—1119W P Thompson..105 105 110 105 104 108 108 106 105 108—1065
S. Wilder 105 104 108 108 106 107 105 104 106 105-1058
1 1 Bj Avay 103 108 107 103 109 102 10! 103 105 107-1048

Match No. 4.—Record Pistol.
Only one entry allowed each week, 50yds., S. A. target, aggre-

gate of best ten scores to win, prizes, four medals:
It Severance ......96 94 94 94 93 92 93 93 93 99-940W Charles.... ...91 89 90 92 89 89 88 88 89 91—896
J B Fellows.... 91 87 87 89 90 89 92 89 87 89—890W G Hussey 91 87 90 87 89 87 91 88 87 86-883

Match No. o.—Champion Off-Hand.
Only one entry allowed each shoot day, 200yds., S. A. target;

prizes, six gold medals:
W Charles ...89 87 85 87 84 £0 84 86 84 90-866
HL Lee 81 84 84 83 84 88 81 84 88 85—842
JB fellows »6 81 83 81 83 84 83 83 83 85-830
VVGHussev 81 83 84 81 81 84 79 81 83 81—817
H Severance 82 79 81 81 bQ 80 78 81 87 78—807
S C Sydney 83 75 77 83 83 76 83 83 80 77-801

Mat en No. 6—Champion Best.
Only one entry allowed each week, 200yds., S. A. M., with rest

bull-eve. Prizes, three gold medale:
,T F'-ahei?.. 109 115 107 108 106 114 111 113 107 114—1104
S Wilbur ...107 109 107 108 108 108 108 109 110 113-1087
L- R. Avary 105 107 104 105 103 103 105 105 107 105—1049

Match No. 7-600-Shot Off-hand.
Aggregate of 60 10-shot scores to win (no re-entry allowed).

Prizes, five gold medals:
W Charles 806 793 780 790 818 822-4808WG Hussey 774 787 795 783 761 784—4683
H Severance :.,744 781 778 781 761 773-4617
S C Svdney 762 717 717 771 885 755-4507
J A Fry e 7i6 745 773 743 731 717-4423

Match No. 8-500-Shot Best.
Aggregate of 50 10-shot scores to win (no re-entries allowed).

Prizes, three gold medals:
J Francis....: 1061 1087 1017 1088 1087-5361
P Daniels 10S9 1069 1083 1031 1030-5301
S Wilder 1031 1010 1021 1043 1046-5151

Match No. 9—Directors' Gold Medal.
Open only to M. R. A. directors, 200yds. off-hand, standard
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American target, one score of 10 shots and no re-entries allowed.
Prize, one gold medal:
H Severance, 7 9 8 8 8 7 9 6 10 8-80
Boston, Jan. 3.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association opened its

new matches to-day for rifle and pistol. The attendance of the
shooters was good, hnt weather conditions were unfavorable for
high scores, 5) to 12 o'clock wind. Following are the scores in de-
tail, distance 200yds., Standard American target, re-entries al-
lowed:

All-Corners' Rest Hatch.W P Thompson ... 107 A B Lori p g 99 D Martin 90
•T Fraoci« 104 P W 0 bester 97 J French 87
FOTowue 100 M T Day 95 A N Mann. 80
J B Bobbs 100 S B Langley 98 AS Hunt 85

AU-Gomera1 Off-Hand Match.W Charles S3 AR Sharp 72 D Martin 07
J B Fellows ft SO Sydney 71 J B Kobbs 00
IB Thomas 70 WCPrescott 71 S B Langley GO
C Wi lson 75 F 8 Ham 09

Pistol Match—50Yds.W Charles 90 AC Stevens 88 MT Day 83

JNTER-STATE LEAGUE.-At the meeting of the Inter-State
League of Riflemen this evening arrangements will be made for
a series of tournament matches, and the teams will probably con-
tain five men each. The Zettler, Our Own, Lakeside, Albig, Ex-
celsior and Hudson rifle clubs have signified their intention of
taking part in the tournament. Membership in the league is
open to any club in the United States, and clubs affiliating are
not obliged to enter teams in the tournament unless they choose
to do so. All That clubs have to do to retain their membership
is to pay the semi-annual dues of $3, and the prizes awarded for
tournament shooting are paid for by the clubs which enter teams.
The objects of the league which are shown by the following pre-
amble to the constitution adopted at the last meeting: "Recog-
nizing the value of a proficiency in the use of the rifle and the
many advantages to he gained by bringing together for friendly
competition the marksmen of different localities, we, the below
mentioned clubs, have formed ourselves into an organization to
be known as the Imer-Statc League of Riflemen, the objects of
which shall be to foster and encourage the use of the rifle and to
promote a friendly feeling among ritlemeu of the different cities
by the arrangement of team and individual contests, tourna-
ments, etc." The league will not confiue itself to gallery work,
but will arrange for both individual and team tournaments at
different ranges during the outside shooting season.

REVOLVER WORK.—The. newly organized New York Revol-
ver and Pistol Club held its first, regular shoot at the range of the.

German-American Shooting Society. 13 St. Marks Place on Satur-
day evening, Jan. 8. As the new target constructed by C. Q. Zet-
tler and adopted by the club was not yet ready, the 25-ring target
with the Sin. bullseye was used. The distance was 40ft., each man
firing a string of 6 shots, possible 150 points. The seres: H.
Oehl 138, M. Herrington 139, .1. Zantzer 111, Dr. Chadbourn 128, all
using the 88-ofll. Smith and Weston revolver; V. B. Dalv scored
130 with a 44-eah, A. H. lshell used a 32-cal. and scored 145 points,
and M. Herrington with a 32-cal. Stevens pistol made 138. At the
next shoot the club will use its new target.
The annual revolver match, open only to members of the

Seventh Regiment Rifle Club, was decided on the armory rifle
ranges on Saturday night, Jan. 3. This is one of the most interest-
ing of the many matches in the clnb. The conditions are 5 shots
at 5yds. at the word, and 5 shots at 10yds., deliberate aim. Misses
at the word penalized two points. Three prizes. S. W. Merritt,
F. S. Kennedy, A. Stein, H. L. Klock and R. Darling, winners of
these matches in 1889-90, were handicapped two points. The three
highest men, with their scores, were as follows:

5 Yds. lOYds. Total.
Priv A Stein, Company C 28 25 48
PrivW M Bavier, Company C 20 21 41

Corp & L Hoffman, Company H 18 15 83

A SCHUETZEN TELEGRAPH MATCH. - The California
Schuetzen Club of San Francisco, of which the well-known
marksman, Philo -Jacobi, is president, adopted at a recent, meet-
ing a number of resolutions embodying a challenge to all bona
tide rifle clubs in the United States. The California marksmen,
who are always among the first in promoting the sport of rifle
shooting, wish to arrange telegraph matches under the following
conditions: Any club in the United States which has been
in existence at least one year, members of the team to ha,ve
been Toona fide members of their association at least nine
months, fifteen men to thn team, fifty shots per man, to be
fired on a date agreed upon by the presidents between IDA. M.
and 5 P M., position strictly off band, palm rest permitted, dis-
tance 200yds., rifle without restriction to weight and sight except
telescopic sight, score* after starting to be completed without in-
tenuption, stakes 3100 a side, a judge for each club to act, as
stakeholder, and, together with the president and secretary of
the respective organizations, to forward in writing a detailed
statement, of the scores to the president of the competing club,
German 25 ring target, %in. rings, with a. 25 center of ljjjin. diam-
eter. This challenge will be acted upon at. the next regular meet-
ing of the Zettler Rifle Club, and there is no doubt that the old
and well known Eastern organization of sharpshooters will accept
it. President. B. Walther is greatly in favor of shooting the
match, but some of the conditions will have to be changed. The
California club, which is at this time of the year greatly favored
by the climatic conditions, can hardly expect an Eastern team to
shoot now on a fixed date. The weather in San Francisco mav bo
fine, while New York and vicinity may be blessed on the same
day with a blizzard or a fog. One judge, who shall watch at the
same time shooters and scorers, would be hardly sufficient, as he
could not properly supervise the work of the markers, and it

would need another judge to see that the men at the butts do
their duty.

ANOTHER SMOKELESS POWDER.—Newport, R. I —It has
been learned that for several weeks several chemists have been
engaged at the Torpedo Station in the manufacture of a new
smokelsss powder, according to a formula received by Prof.
Charles E. Munroe, the regular chemist of the station. Several
experiments have already been made with it which indicate a
superiority over other smokeless powders, and this in two partic-
ulars, absence of smoke and a high explosive force.

ENLARGING CREEDMOOR—Albany, Dec. 24.-The Creed-
moor Commission, at its session a few days ago, voted to take
fifty acres additional land on the west and north of the range.
The strip between the public road running back of the butts and
the range is included iu the land. The owners of the land want
$100 an acre. This the commission deemed too high, and em-
powered Gen. Bobbins to negotiate with them. If a satisfactory
settlement cannot be reached proceedings by condemnation will
be resorted to.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents ivho favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
CHICAGO, HI., Dec. 27.—There was more interest taken in t rap

shooting here this season than at any time in the memory of
man. That is to say, an interest in live-bird shooting; inanimates
shooting has not yet a great hold upon this city. Doubtless much
of this trap boom is due to the success of Chicago in the late Kan-
Fas City match. Since then every Chicago shooter has carried a
perpetual chip on his shoulder, and the match making here has
been something absolutely intense. Chicago nerve has been espe-
cially high strung ever since, at the close of Mr. Elliott's inter-
view with Br'er Gawge and BrVr Abe, she sent down to Kansas
City the memorable telegram, "Send us up a shooter, we have still

a few more Kleinmans left." Chicago would probably stand be-
hind some of the old Calumet family in ease Mr. Elliott wanted
some more trouble on any reasonable basis. But talk about back-
ing oneself for seven hundred thousand ^dollars is still too high for
Chicago. Elliott is off his form right now. It is likely that Char-
lie Budd could beat him this week, anywhere but ou Kansas City
grounds, and ou good fast birds, such as were trapped here in the
late matches. Whether Elliott will not soon recover and be again
a hard customer, is another question. He certainly wants revenge,
but he may well bear in mind the unintentional sarcasm of Mr.
Low's remark to him, "I tell you, Jim, you make a mistake when
you fool with the Kleinmans." There is truth in that. There is

no family in the country which has shot so well, so steadily and so
long. Their style is the same always, and they never have any
"form." A shooter with a "form" often gets into trouble. If the
Kleinman boys had money to go into the shooting business on a
boom scale, and to back themselves ou a grand hurrah principle,
they could, if they cared to, soon acquire far more reputation
than they ever bad; but this the y will never do. Meantime they
have seen dozens of shooters rise and fall. They do not practice
much. They do not shoot a dozen birds a week, perhaps. But
Bo-d&y, prominent in the records of all Chicago shooters, is the

picture of that Saturday night when champion Elliott, saw Br'er
Gawge and Br'er Abe get into a Calumet buggy, drawn by Br'er
Gawge's fall-down horse, which is a dead ringer to Br'er Gawge's
Prize Machine gun— 50, 30 and 25 off—and start off for home at
Irondale, down where the Calumet meanderetb. They had Mr.
Elliott's eagles in the old buggy, along with the Prize Machine gun
of Br'er Gawge, and the eight-times-snapper of Br'er Abe. And
neither they nor champion Elliott smiled as the homeward buggv-
ride slowly progressed to Br'er Gawge's "Q Tar. g there, blame you!"
In Capt. A. C. Anson and Mr. Geo. Hofmann we are having right

now a case of shooters who are after each other. It has been
chronicled earlier how Capt. Anson took Georgia's sealp ou a 50
birds race, but this did not satisfy him. These two gentlemen
got together again last Monday, and this time, as will appear in
the Watson's Park scores below, George everlastingly got away
with the base ball chiftaiu. The race was $100, 100 birds; score,
Anson 04, Hofmann 77. The birds were screamers. But these
two friends are not done yet. Each has a family, and each has
backed his family to shoot more, pigeons than the other fellow's
family. This race will probably be shot soon. George, Al. and
Val Hofmann are sure of their ability to get about all of them, and
old Anse thinks that his father, the still older Anse, himself and
his brother, can just about get away with the whole Hofmann
clan. It is fun to hear them talk. Results later.
Geo. Hofmann has also posted forfeit to shoot J. L. Wilcox a race

some time next week.
Geo. T. Farmer and Tony Dominico had a match arranged for

last Tuesday. Mr. Farmer was on hand but Tony was absent.
He is sick in bed now, probably from nervous fright at his narrow
escape from a shooting match.
The other evening, at the Possum Club, some gentlemen got to

talking about their skill at live birds, and became inadvertently
so tangled up that they had a shooting match agreed upon before
they meant to do it. Asa result of this a very exciting and
pretty race was shot, off to-day, as see the scores, Messrs. W. P.
Mussey and Dr. J. M. Hutchinson ("Teal") vs. Messrs. Bsn Dicks
and Charlie Gammon. The latter won bv a small majority, 86 to
84, out of 50 birds, $50 a corner. Mr. Mussey's 47 was c editable
in the extreme, but: Mr. Gammon was right at his heels with 45.
The race was there. Ben Dicks was away below where he be-
longed, and it is thought his temperature was not normal; Doc.
Hutch., however, displayed his ability to shoot a lower score than
anybody, and his 87 out of 50 settled it.

On npxt Saturday, at Mak-saw-ba grounds, L. M. "Hamilton"
and R. C. "Stevens" will try the favorite game of 50 birds, g50.
Mr. "Stevens" is anxious for gore. He also shoots Mr. Mussey 100
birds, $100, probably on the same day or at some time near that,
and on Jan. 17 he is booked again to shoot Mr. Mussey "50 and 50,"
use of one barrel only. Ben Dicks and Mr. Mussey are busy also,
and they shoot next Saturday down at the club, 50 birds, $100.
And Mr. Mussey and Mr. Stone, you know, must soon meet upon
the bloody sands. We are all right in it now.
Roll Organ wins the live-bird medal of the Gun Club of Chi-

cago for 1890. Percy Stone and Eddie Steek tied to-day on the
target medal. The club shoot this afternoon was in'bresting.
There were nine shooters in a sweepstakes, and all nine killed "9

birds out of 10.

Kansas City shooters may be interested to know that the boys
of Chicago have chipped iu and given Henry Kleinman an order
on the Jenney & Graham Gun Co. for a $150 gun. They have re-
quested him to buy a gun that will occasionally go off, and that
will not. shoot all over a forty-acre field. This is ra ther a clever
thing of the boys, and shows the respect in which "Hank" is held
here. It seemed due to Chicago's self-respect that there should
be one good gun owned by the Kleinman family, and the boys
themselves seem to be, rather careless about that,"not caring much
what sort of guns they shoot.
Mr, J. A. R. Elliott says he is coming back to Chicago to live, and

is going to start a live-bird park here on the most approved mod-
ern principles. He thinks there is money in this between now and
World's Fair time.
While gathering a bird for his brother at Watson's Park, about

three weeks ago, Charlie Willard slipped and fell, bruising his
side and spraining bis hand, from which latter injury he is very
slow in recovering, the hand being still quite useless.

Jan. i—We have been having a sort of field day herein Chicgo
of shooters and those interested in shooting. During the week
several gentlemen prominent in such matters have been in town,
and there has been quite a little stir consequent therein. Harvev
McMurchy blew in trom Smithville early in the week, and has
been in constant circulation hare ever since, the sciuiillant gleam
of his diamond being noticeable in all the main sporting goods
places in the city. He left for Cincinnati and Fulton, N. Y., last
night, after being nearly drowned in the clammy deluge which
met the shooters who attended the big New Year's shoot at Lake
George club grounds. The weather v. as abominable here yester-
day. ' Mr. H. A. Penrose, manager of the Standard Keystone Co ,

also was on hand all the week, attending to business matters of
importance. He joined Mr. McMurchy at the Lake George shoot,
and shared his fate at that moist entertainment. Mr. Fred
Kimble, of the Peoria Target Co., was also in town this week. Up
at Billy Mussey's one evening t be boys had the pleasure of meet-
ing, at the same time, Mr. Kimble, Mr. McMurchv, Mr. Penrose,
and Mr. W- B. Lefflugweli, author of "Wild Fowl Shooting." as
weU as big Jim Stice, now with the Peoria folks, and J. W. Budd,
of New Jersey, and dear knows who all else, twenty or thirty of
them. By the way, Mr. Kimble goes to California for a trip soon
after his arrival home this week. Mr. Lefflngwell reports a quiet
season in game matters in bis country, but was handing out pro-
grammes of the Clinton Gun Club tournament, Feb. 3, 4, 5 and 6,

which he says is going to be one of the finest, offering live birds
and targets and a screaming good lime. Mr. Leffiugwsll is look-
ing well.

All Chicago, at least, though not all Dayton certainly, will be
glad to know that RtflaHeikes is to come here to live, taking the
Western office of the Standard-Keystone Co., with quarters at
the Jenney & Graham Gun Co.'s. Rolla will move up next week,
it is understood, and there will bo plenty of friends here waiting
to shake hands with the blonde gentleman from Ohier. Chicago
gets the best.
While Mr. Penrose was here he made public for the first time to

Forest and Stbeam a bit of news which is as yet not fully for-
mulated even, but whicli is certainly good news to the trap-shoot-
ing fraternity of the country. This is the organization of the
Inter-State Manufacturers & Dealers' Association, an alliance
whose object may be briefly stated to be the common sense
encouragement of trap-shooting. This association will eventually
contain about 15 subscribers; ai present the only names ready for
announcement are those of Henry Squires, of New York, W.
Fred Quimhv. of Mew York, (ho American Wood Powder Co., of
New York, Fobest and Stream, of New York, the Hunter Arms
Co., of Fulton, N. Y., the Jenny & Graham Gun Co., of Chicago.
The quota of additional subscri tiers is fast being made up. The
plan of this association will be to give a system of tournaments
at inanimates, twelve and perhaps more in number, iu conjunc-
tion with the. local clubs. Each tournament will be practically a
benefit performance for the club whose grounds are used. The
subscribers will arrange a liberal system of guaranteed purses
for the shooters. All purse surpluses will be either donated to
the club or added the competition moneys. All the money- made
by the tournament, on targets, gate receipts, etc., will be given
outright to the club, conditional upon its devotion to building
clubhouse or making improvements about the grounds, etc.
Everybody knows that there is money in a well-conducted tour-
nament and the liberality of the above arrangement, is obvious.
The first tournament will be held in Detroit, next March, one

will follow at New London, Conn., then one at Saratoga Sprinsrs,
N. Y„ then one at Elkhart, lud. The ircuit may go as far west,
as Kansas, and as far south as Georgia, plans as to this being still
in abeyance. Ea.ch shoot will be a thoroughly systematic, and
well conducted tournament, the guarantee as to that lying in the
fact that Mr. Penrose is to be in charge. It will he also as much
as possible a pleasant, social event for shooters and their friends,
and nothing will be lost that could tend to make it attractive and
picturesque. Each subscriber is to have erected on the grounds a
tent of his own, of whatever quaint design he may elect, and to be
occupied whenever possible by a representative. The supervision
of all arrangements of this kind will, as aU Western men will be
glad to knowt, be under the. charge of John Parker, of Detroit,who
will travel as advance agent and superintendent. System will
rule every, detail. Even those little valued but useful members
of society, the reporters, will be remembered, and each night will
have, handed to them the complete scores of the day neatly copied
out. and tied with a pink ribbon. What a soap this would be for
Fred Fodde, of the St. Louis Republic! He always did hate copy-
ing. This is the plan, at least for those legitimate papers that are
on the. inside. Some of them won't be in it. Forest and Stream
is right in it all the time. Now isn't ail this perfectly lovely! And
moreover, since it is to be conducted on a plain, practical, inex-
pensive basis, is it not already practically successful? The shoot-
ers of this country, especially the n»w shooters, the young shoot-
ers, have never 'before had offered to their attention anything
more worthy of investigation at least.
The Inter-State people are of course confronted at once by the.

old specter of classification, and this they propose to numask
forthwith or ruin their cause iu the attempt. The experts of this
country are not only practically, but thoroughly, known to-day.

At all the InteT-State tournaments the wolves will he separated
from the lambs with whom they have heretofore mingled. The
experts will be classified from their known reputation, and not
from any temporary possibly madc-to-orde.r record. Once made,
the classification will be adhered to. AH experts will be obliged
to shoot under the "expert rules," viz., unknown angles, unknown
traps, no faults of gun or shooter to excuse, everything t.ongh as
possible. Under these conditions the experts can fight it out.
The amateurs have the old rapid-firing rules. It would seem that,
a determined effort is to be made to prevent that alarming growth
of "mechanical shoo* rag" which seemed so threatening to the best
interests of shooting last season. There is a peculiar satisfaction
in the reflection that this journal was the first to raise its voice in
the fearless condemnation of mechanical shooting at the trap, and
it is doubtless much due to its efforts that the old system has been
reconsidered in relation to these interesting preparations now
before ns for a practical, just and popular form of trap shooting,
which is something long wanted but hitherto not found.
We still hear of wars and rumors of wars here. They do say

that a purse is mysteriously formulating itself here, twice several,
hundred dollarslarge, to back Abe and George Kleinman in the
invitation to one J. A. R. Elliott to come up and take "all or any
part of it," as Jack Brewer or Dick Irwin would saw. This ought
to be easy work. George Kieinman's race with Elliott was the
first luO-bird race- he ever shot in his life. Abe Kieinman's race
was the first of any consequence, if not the only one, he has shot
in 15 years. These men don't talk at all. They don't have any
"form." And the monev behind them is a-growin'.
Harvey McMurchy wdiile here tried hard to get a live-bird or

combination match with anv Chicago man against Charlie Budd,
but he couldn't do it. Charlie is too well known in Chicago, and
is rated high enough to pass the ambitions of Chicago's most am-
bitious. Sometimes I think the shooter who can shoot and win
without altering the size of his hat, who can talk without bluff or
bluster, who can lose without explanations and lie a gentleman all
the time, is the man who ought to he called cbampiou of America-
I do not love some sorts of champions, who are lovely onlv in
their ability to shoot, and not always in that. In Chicago Charlie
Budd was always very popular, and Chicago never forgot, how he
was forced to lose what after all is only the empty title of "cham-
pion " The mere abiding title, the win-or-lose championship, is
something they cannot take away from him. And anyhow, Har-
vey will have to go further before he gets a race.
What Messrs. Organ and Mussey call a piece of robbery is the

match lately concluded in which Charlie Gammon has backed
these, two gentlemen against the de.fi. issued to him by Mr. W. H.
Hasuell on behalf of himself and Mr. R, A. Turtle. This will be
50 or 100 birds, §50 or $100 a corner.
There is a sort of a prospect that Mr. C. E. Willard and Mr. P.

F. Stone will shoot a similar race with Mr. C. B. Dicks and Mr.W.
P. Mussey. This community is becoming dead game in the ex-
treme, and the man who hasn't a match on can claim no status at
all in Chicago shootingdorn.

I believe I said not long ago that Washington Park Club never
allowed a score or notice of a match to be published. Well, Mr.
Chas. Lester and Mr. Walter Dupee, of the Washington Park
Club, have just been having another little go, 10 live birds, S20,
and this time Mr. Lester beat Walter, who found too late that the
ammunition he had ordered was not on hand.
But about that Lake George shoot on New Year's day. The

hoys bad a terrible time of it. About a dozen of them spent the
night previous at the club house. Sleep was a thing not dreamed
of. Mr. L. M. Hamlin, better known as "Ham." bad provided
himself with a number of giant fire crackers, each as large as
one's arm, and these at spasmodic. intervals he delighted to ignite,
terrifying the occupants of the frail shanty \yy the announcement
each time that he had done so. The jar of the cannon crackers
nearly set the house off its foundations and made a panic, among
the tenants of the not too large abode. After the, crackers were
gone, Mr. Hamliue celebrated till morning with a. shotgun. The
early train brought down other shooters, about 25 in all being
present, and in spite of the dismal weather quite a. lot of shooting-
was done, 590 birds in all being shot. Two individual races. Mal-
colm—Sheehan and Holden— Pfeffer, were shot, each at 25 birds,
$25. The former resulted in a tie, and the latter was nearly so.
Fred Pfeffer, however, lost three out of his last four birds, and
this gave the result to "Husky George." In the sweeps McMur-
chy got all his birds straight. Frank Place and Charlie Willard
also were in good shape. Following are scores:

Malcolm—Sheehan.
O p Malcolm 1 11 0222 < !'2022mH22<O2S0-a
J H Sheehan H201220.22111111 002121211—21

Holden -Pfeffer.
Geo Hold en 11 22123101 02 1 02 1 222 1 01202—20
Fred Pf<-ffer 1021081313100212213320100-19
Sweep, 10 live birds:
HA Penrose 1222122110- 9 FA Place 1212221111—10
H McMurchy 1121212222-10 O P Malcolm 1121210011— S

B B Wadswortb . . ..2120201210- 8 Fred Pfeffer 1122000210- 6
L M Hamline 0211001110- 7 H Foss 1022021210- 7

C R Dicks 02211 22222- 0 C E Willard 1221122110-10
R 8 Cox 0121121012— 8

Ties on first and secoud div., third lniss andout, Wadswortb won.
Sweep, 10 live birds:

Willard 1112012111- 9 Pfeffer 1221121110- 9
Place 2U2212022- 9 Wadswortb 01 13111011— 8
McMurchv 2111222211-10 Holden 1221121110— 9

Penrose 0OOU211U1— fi Hamline 1011110120— 7

Dicks 0121121111— 9 Mslcolm 1221111011— 9
Cos 1110222121— 9 Patterson 1111112222—10
McMurchy won first, Holden, Willard, Place and Malcolm div.

second, Wadsworth third.
Quite a party leaves for Mak-saw-ba grounds at Davis, Ind., to-

morrow, to witness or participate in the live-bird matches of
interest there. E. Hough.

MISS ANNIE OAKLEY.
MANY kind words of pleasant reminiscence and many sincere

expressions of regret met the announcement published in
our last issue of the death of Miss Annie Oakley in a. South Amer-
ican city. The report reached us through the regular press
channels, but prompt denial of the report followed its publication,
and it now appears that some annoying blunder has occurred in
connection with the announcement. Our correspondent "Picus,"
from Ellicott City, Md., writes:

Editor Forest and Stream.:
In your issue of Jan. 1. 1 notice the report of Miss Annie Oakley's

death at Buenos Ayres- This is, I presume, the city in South
America, and may not. mean tbe well-known ladv who was with
Buffalo Bill's Wild West, and I truly hone it is not the wonderful
"Little Sure Shot." Iu connection with thi*. and as a counter re-
port, I wish to say that I had a letter from Mr. Butler, dated Dec.
12, in which he sa.id that his wife (Miss Oakley) had definite en-
gagements for shooting upon private game preserves in the neigh-
borhood of London, which would keep thein busy until after the
N»w Year, and I send you with this a clipping from the Kentish
Express and AsMpr'd iWtcs. which shows Miss Oakley's where-
abouts as late as Dec. 17. All who know Miss Oakley will join me
in hoping the report of her death untrue. Picus.
The clipping referred to is as follows: "Marvelous Shooting.—

At the Royal Oak Hotel starling shoot on Wednesday LOec. 17]
the company, which included some of the best shots in the south
of England, were unexpectedly gratified by having tbe opportu-
nity of witnessing some of tbe wonderful shooting feats of Miss
Annie Oakley (Mrs. Frank B. Butler). This lady, the 'Little Sure
Shot' of Buffalo Bill's u-oupe, which is now at Strasburg, is on a
vacation visit for a. few weeks to Mr. and Mrs. Graham, of the
Royal Oak, they being old American friends, Mr. Graham having
shot four or five matches with her during his sojourn in t lie S tales.
Gentlemen will have tbe opportunity of seeing her performances
at the next few meetings, and of taking part against her at her
own game at the traps. TWe feats she performed on the ground
seem scarcely credible. Tims, it Mr. Butler or Mr. Graham held
out in their bauds a visiting card edgeways to her, at a distance
of from 10 to 20 paces, she invariably hit Hie edge of the card with
a bullet from a pistol. With a Holland 3-20 bore double rifle she
hit successively with bullets two marbles thrown in the air; aud
with a 10-shot repeating rifle she split at the first shot a piece of
brick as it was thrown up, and then knocked to pieces with a sec-
ond shot one of the fragments as it descended. Half-pence and
coins tbe size of a sixpence were also steuck with bullets in the
same way. Thirteen competitors came, out for the handicap, and
it was won by Mr. Frank Tanton, of Great Chart, 35yds., who
killed 7 birds out of 9. Mr. Tanton 's win was a feat for a local
snortsman, inasmuch as he beat two of the. best shots in Engia ml
—Ben Read, of Nottingham, and Robert Patch, of London. Mr.

j
Tanton's brother also holds a trump card in the handicap. Over

! a dozen sweep-takes were subsequently shot off, and a pleasant
!
dinner party afterward sat down at the Royal Oak."

C. R. SHELTON.—Clark R. Shelton died Monday. Dec. 29, at
! his home in Newtown, Conn. He was the inventor of the auxiliary

I

rifle, which was manufactured by tbe Winchester Arms Company.
: He first proposed the use of the rubber butt to rifles for the pur-
pose of preventing the recoil, and was the originator of the out-
ride elevator for fire-escapes, which is constructed on tbe -r, .1

principle as those, used insjdo of buildings.
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CONNECTICUT TOURNAMENT.
HARTFORD. Conn., D*c. 29.-On Christmas Day the Connecti-

cut Trap Shooters' League held a tournament at the grounds
of the Colt Ramm.5rle.3s Gun Club of this city. The day was what
is called East a "snorter," cold and a high. wind. On account of
the blustering day only fair scores were made. Among the shoot-
ers we had the pleasure of meeting thepopul'ir out-of-town sports-
men, John n. Pitt and the genial "Tom" Bill of Middletown, E.
O. Goodwin of East Hartford, Joel W. Wohb of Wtllimantic, C.
L. Hoichkiss of Forestville, NT. D. Folsora, C, B. Bristol and George
H. Saunders of New Haven. Messrs. Sterry aud Root of Tolland
are market-shooters—they can shoot at the traps as well as in
the brush. Mr. Saunders was handicapped by an injured anger.
Below the scores:
Event 1, 10 bluerocks. fit) cents entry, H entries:

TP Bill liomilll—9 BH Saunders 1011100110-6
J R Pitt 0101101100-5 E 1 Root 1011111111-11
E O Goodwin 01 11010110 -6 0 B Bristol 1110011111—

0

N D Folsom 00011100)1—5 "Snipe" 1111000111—7
Bill, Root and Bristol dir. first monev, "SnipB" took second,

Goodwin and Saunders third, Folsora and Pitt fourth.
Event 2. 9 bluerocks, unknown angles, entrance 75ets.. IOentries:

TPBill 101111011-7 G H Saunders 111011110-7
J R Pitt 000100011—3 E 1 Root 111111111-9
C B Bristol 101011111—7 A Willey 101111101-7
E O Goodwin 011110000-4 C Viberts 001111011—

0

N D folsom 101111111-8 O H Burbridge 111111111-9
Burbridge and Root div. iirst, N. D. Folsom took second. Bill

Bristol, Saunders and Willey third, Viberts fourth.
Event 3, 15 singles, entrance 11.25, 10 entries:

N D Folsom..
. .110111110011111—13 G H Saunders.0001001111 10000- 6

C B Bristol.... OlOlimilOll 11 -12 B O Goodwin. .00001 1011001001- (iA Willey 011111111011110-13 E I Root 011110111111111-18
C HBurbridgellOlllllOni 110-12 TP Bill. 111110010110001- 0
J Alger HOOlOOIOimiO - 9 J R Pitt 01111UUOU1000- 9
Root took first, Folsom, Bristol, Willey and Burbridirc div

ond, Alger. Bill and Pitt third, Saunders and Goodwin fourth.
Event 4, 10 singles. 3 ancles, entrance 75 cents; 14 entries:

CBBiistol 1] 11111111-10 Allen Willev 1110111011- 8
C Viberts 1111111111—10 Jo=l W Webb 1110110101— 7E 1 Root 0111111111— 9 C S terry 0001110111- 6
O H Burbridge. 1101111111— 9 John R Pitt lOOOnOllll— ii

T P Bill 1110111111- 9 E O Goodwin 1000110000— 3
John Alger 1101111111—9 Snipn 1000100100- 3G H Saunders 1U1110101— 8 N D Folsom 1111000001— 5

Bristol and Viberts divided first money; Root, Burbridge, Bill
and Alger second; Saunders and Willey third, and Webb took
fourth.
Event 5, 20 singles, three angles, cutrance $1.50; $3 for best-

score; 12 entrips:
CBBristol ltJllllimiliilim-30 C Viberfcs.l.milimi0111inin-1HN Folsom.11010111111111111111-18 Burbridgelll 110111 11101 111110-17
Saund ers . U1101111 111110111 11-18 A Wi 1 ley . 10 11 11110 1j 11 1(111OfJ WWebbOlllllOlllllH 11 1111-18 J R Pitt . . 11 1 10'JO 1 11 11] 011111 l—ioE J Root .10111110111111110111-18 T P Bill. ..lll]10101liu;nilim-i
CSterry..01ll01111HUlllllll-18 J Alger. . 1101110101 lOlllOiUOl—l

!

C. B. Bristol took first money aud prize. .$2; folsom, Sauuder«
Root. Webb, Viberts and Sterry divided second money Willev
and Burbridge third money; Pitts and Bill fourth.
Event 6. 10 singles and 5 pairs, entrance $1; 12 entries-

Thos P Bill 11LUU110 11 11 11 11 H-19
ChasSterry 1101111111 11 Ji H n n_i<)
C B Bristol 1111111111 11 H do n n-18E J Root 01111 Hill 01 10 11 01 11-10
Fred l.isl-j 100011 1 110 U l 01 11 10- •

Allen Willey 1111 11110! 00 11 11 10 10-15
J W Webb 1111000011 11 11 01 11 10-11G H Saundt rs 1110101110 10 11 11 11 00 -14
C has Viberts 110100110! 110110 1101—13ND Folsom 1111101111 00 00 00 10 00— in
O H Burbridge 1101111111 00 00 10 00 00-10
JohnR Pitt. .. . . 1001111111 lo 00 10 00 00-10
Sterry and Bill divided nrst money; Bristol took second" Root

took third; and Bisley and Willev divided fourth.
DUQ

'
"

Event 7, 10 singles, 3 angles, entrance. 75 cents. 14 entries-
C Sterry 1111011111-9 G G L\ man 0111110111-8El Root 1111111011-9 CBBristol 1011111011-8
"Snipe" 1111111110-9 J W Webb .1101100111—?TP Bill 1111111110-9 John Alger .1101110011-7N D Folsom 1111011110-8 {1 H Burbridge HOllOOllO- 6GH Saunders 1111111100-8 Allen Willey llllOOOlQt-8
J h Pitt G011111111— S Fred R.sley' 0110110110 6
Sterry, Root. "Snipe" and Bill div. first monev, Folsom laun-

ders. Piit, Bristol and Lyman second, Alger and Webb third and
Burbridge, Risley and Willey fourth.
Event 8, 15 singles. 3 angles, entrance 31, 11 entries:

A Willey 11111101111 rill-14 E 1 Root 111110100110110-10
C B Bristol ...111111011111110-13 N D tPolsom . . . 001011 11011 ! 1 M 1 u
T P Bill 111010111111111-13 G H Saunders. 111101111100100- 0
C Sterry 101111111011111-13 G G Lvman . .. .011110111010010- 9
CHBurbridgelOlOillimilll-13 J R Pitt 110101100001111- 9
JW Webb 011100110111011-10

iruiuoini

Willey took first money. Bristol, Bill, Sterry and Burbridge div
second, Webb, Root, Folsom and Saunders third. Lvman and Pitt
fourth.
Event 9, at 30 singles, entrance $2.35, 10 entries. Prize Colt

hammer-less gun, donated to Connecticut Trap Shooters' League
by Colt Patent Firearm Manufacturing Company:
C Sterry 111111110111111101111011111111—27
O Bristol 011101111111111110111110111111-20
J W Webb 11 11101 101111 U11U101 11 ill] 10-36
E I Root .lllllllllUllOlltiODm mull . - 20
C HBurbridge 11001111 lUllOllOlllUOllllll 1—35
Allen Willey 1111011 1 11100111101 11111101111—35
t p Bill ..linn i n lot iiuioi i io loom ri - :">

.-,

ND Folsom llOUUlllOlOlin 1011110100110—22
G H Saunders UOllll 1001101QlOlOQlOllllllOO—IB
John RPitt 111110110010008101 1111 10111010—19
Sterry won the gun and first money: Webb, Root and Bristol

div. second; Burbridge, Willey and Bill third.
Event 10, at 5 pairs, entrance 50 cents, 5 entries: T. P. Bill 5 J

R. Pitt 8, J. W. Webb 8, A. Willey 4, C. Sterry 7. Pitt and Webb
first; Sterry second; Bill third; Willey fourth.
Event 11, 10 singles, 50 cents, 5 entries: Bill 7, Pitt 8, Root 10

Sterry 9, Webb 8. Root first; Sterry second: Pitt and Webb div'
third; Bll fourth.
Event 12, 3 birds, 25 cents, 2 entries: Bill 3, Pitt 3. In shooting

off the tie Pitt won. A. C. Collins.

CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS.-Jan. 3.-Conditions
10 bluerocks. 50 cents entrance:
Jones 10 8 9 8 11 Wallace 9 6 8 4

Lindsley 6 10 8 5 12 Hunt 5 6
Collins 10 9 9 9 15 Wander 3 5 '4

"

Sweeps at 4 live birds, $3 entrance:
Jones 2222—4 0011—3 2211—4
Lindsley.. 3222—4 0220—2

i

Collins 1121-4 1222-4 1211-4
Wallace 2110-3 1220—3 1021-3
Wanda 2010-2 0123-3 2120-3
Hunt 3301—3
Beaman 1112—4
Laurence... 0112—3

VERONA SPORTING CLUB.—Verona, N. Y„ Jan. l.-Match
at 10 Keystones, 15yds. This was the. first experience of some of
the members; the club has just been organized:
Erickson 0110111110- 7 Handville 0000111111—6
Brower llllllllli-lu . -nberg 0000101010-3
Ougheltree 0001011011- 5 Dobbins .'.00011111 11-7
Slayback 1011111111— 9 Bolle 0100100100-3
Brower first, Slayback second, Dobbins third.

FOUNTAIN GUNNERS.—The annual meeting of the FountainGun Club was held Jan. 5 at the club house, 449 Flatbush avenue
Brooklyn. This shooting organization is one of the oldest on
Long Island, and is also one of the most prosperous, having in its
ranks some of the best wing shots in the country. The principal
event of the meeting was the presentation of the prizes won by
the several members during the past year. Abel Crook, the Presi-
dent ot the club, made the presentation speech and awarded the
prizes. The winners were as follows: Class A, C. W. Wingert
the Parker hammerless gun donated by R. Wells and the Sen

1

dons
gold medal, Dr. Wynn, gold watch, chain and charm, donated bv
the late Go /. Crook. Class B, H. W. Blattmaeher, S20 trold piece
presented by W. R. Selover: W. A. Stuart, hand-painted "Bier-
stadt" gold scarf pm presented by C. W. Wingert. Class C, Wal-
ter T. Duryea. $20 gold piece presented by Dr. Wynn; W N. Boet-
cher, $20 gold piece by A. Eddy. The election of officers then took
place and the following were elected: Abel Crook, President-
Robert Wells, Vice-President; John A. Carney, Secretary, and H'W. Blattmaeher, Treasurer. Trustees—C. W. Wingert Chair-man; A. W. Phelps, John Beacbam, W. H. Loomis and F AMaacy, At the close of the meeting the members and invited
guests sat down to the annual club dinner, covers being laid for
about sixty.

ST. LOUIS, Mo„ Jan. 2—The weather in this part of the coun-
try on New Year's Day was n il, by any means of the best for out-
of-door sport. A stiff cold wind from the west made its way over
this city and the shoot held by the Riverside. Gun Club was not
so numerously attended as it would have been had the elements
been more favorable. A 50-bird shoot with an entrance of $5 was
announced to take place, but owing to the small crowd of enthu-
siasts it was called off, and sweepstakes with a nominal entry
wore shot. Bluerock targets were used for all events, governed
by the rules of the now defunct A. S. A. Following are the scores,
ties div.:
Ten bluerocks, 3 moneys:

Haggerty 10 G Peudergast 8 Meade 10
Henry 7 Charles Weber (1 Kllug 10
E Peudergast 8 Phil Weber 7 Seltzer . ..7
Ten bluerocks, Sinoucys:

Haggerty 10 O Weber 0 Kl ing 8
Henry... 7 P Weber 8 Eeade fl

E Pendergast 7 G Peudergast 5 Seltzer 7
Ten bluerocks, 3 moneys:

Haggerty., 9 Meade 6 Seltzer 7
Henry... 4 Phil Weber.. 6 Bauer 7
E Pendergast 7 Q Pendergast 6 Manne 8
C Weber fi Kling 1.0

Fifteen bluerocks, 4 moneys:
Haggerty 13 Meade 13 Higley 14
Kling 11 P Weber 14 Seltzer 10
G Pendergast 9 Manne.. 11 Runlz 10
E Pendergast 14 C Weber 6 Lenbart 13
Bauer 9 Schomberg 6 Steffm 15
Henry 12
Fifteen bluerocks. 4 moneys;

Haggerty 13 Henry 12 C Weber 7
Kling 13 Gus I) Leu hart -..II
G Pendergast 9 P Weber. 10 Mea^'e 11ED Pendergast.... 15 Schomberg 8 Steffen 7
Bauer 14 Higley 8 Horst. 5

Unser Fritz.
COUNTRY CLUB.—Editor Forest and Stream: On Christmas

Day at the Country Club, Westchester, in the handicap live
pigeon shootiug contests, for ihe club cups, miss and out, Mr.
Arthur Duane won two cup?, snooting at 29yds. rise for one. and
30j ds. rise for the other, killing 12 and 5 straight respectively. On
'New Yt-ar's Day, at the same club, Mr. Duane killed 63 pigeons
out of 04 shot at by him and won three cups, killing his first 47
birds Btraight and making a total score of 80 pigeons killed out of
81 shot at for the two shoots, the missed bird, the 48th, falling
dead just behind the score. All this shooting was done under
Hurliugham rules traps, 10yds. boundary, Mr. Duane shooting
a Purdy gun.
NEWARK, N. J., Jan. l.-The bad weather of to-day kept some

of the regulars away from John Erb's grounds, but still enough
shooters were on nand to keep the trappers busy. The birds
were flyers. The events were all "Jersey sweeps" at 4 birds each,
©3 entry, with Hurlingharn rules (modified) to govern.
On the South Side grounds the members of the South Side and

Woodside gun clubs combined their forces and broke clay and
bluerock targets from 9 A. M. until dark. Twenty-two events
were disposed of and these necessitated the trapping of about
2,000 targets. Quite a number of out-of town shooters took part
in the contest, among them being G. W. and A. B. Gladwin, of
Leonia; R. and T.Dukes, East Orange: R, Stringer, Rahway; 1.
Warren Smith, Orange, and 1). H. Terrill, New York.
The members of the Mutual bhin Club held forth in Fischer's

woods, aud filled in the time by shooting at live birds and arti-
ficial targets.
New Year's Day was celebrated by the members of the East

Side Gun Club by a shoot at. Weidenmayer's woods, both live and
artificial targets being used.
The first shoot of the Out. Door Gun Club was held on Thursday

on ihe club grounds, at 25 artificial birds each. Tbe result was as
follows: J. Metzler 20. B. Eckert 19. T. Vetter 22, J. Sonnenberg
22. B. Manger 9, P. McKeon 18, J. Golf 17, P. Gerrmg 16, L. Hubert
12, H. Mantierschied 18.

At the New Year's Day shoot of the BoseviUe Gun Club artificial
targets were used, the conditions being 5 birds per man. $1 entry.
The Whatton brothers captured the bulk of the money, Alfred
Whatton securing first money five times, second monev twice.
Albert Whatton won first money three times, second money four
times. R. Gillott won first money once, second money twice and
thud money once. B. A. Rist won first money once and third
money once.
Alfred and Albert Whatton shot a match at 10 pairs of clay-

pigeons each, Alfred breaking 15 and Albert 14. Tne stake was
for $10 a side.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 3.—The Wellington Gun Club held
one of its old-time snoots to-day, the attendance being larger than
at any Saturday shoot since the cold set in. The weather was
just right for the sport, ami several good scores was the result.
In the regular cup match to-day Perry was again the winner, by
breaking 24 out of 25 standards. The other scores were: Brad-
bury, Cowte, Dill and Bond, 21; Swift. 20: Stanton and Moore, 19;
Leslie, 18; Hooper, Herrick, Archibald, Stone. Lee and Bradstreet,
16. In the contested cup match, won by Perry, Bradburv won by
breaking 22 out of 25 standards. The other scores were: Perry 21:
Leslie, Stone and Wheeler, 20; Hooper, Archibald, Dill, Bond' and
Stanton, 19; Cowee, 18. Thirteen sweepstake events followed.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 31.—This afternoon Wm. H. Wolsten-

croft, James Wolstencroft, Albert Rust, A. Lawrence, Samuel
Richards. Nathaniel Swope, J. Rotherger, Dr. R. Howe, W. Wil-
son and Capt. Wm. H. Pack had a match at live crows across the
river on New Jersey soil. Hurlingbam rules governed the con-
test, which was at 15 birds per man. All the marksmen did re-
markably well, but the honors were won bv W. H. Wolstencroft
and Albert Rush, each of whom made a clean score of 15 killed.
WATERTOWN, N. Y., Jan. l.-South Side Gun Club's weekly

shoot for badges. Winning member in each class to be handi-
capped one bird at nest 3hoot. Match at kingbirds, kingbird traps
16 and 18yds. rise, 5 traps, unknown angles, gun below elbow:

Class "A."
Smith (34 birds) 11111U1 01111 10111 111111 -22
TaUett (22 birds) 1111 1miu 11111111110 -21
Scott, (2o birds) 1111111111111011111110010-21
Whitney (24 birds) 110111101101011111111011 -19

Class "B."
O Connor (25 birds) 0010111110101111101111111—19
Ayers (24 birds) 111101110111001111111110 -19
Taylor (24 birds) 111111111011110001110110 -18
Ringsley (23 birds) 1101001110J01010101011 —12
Ties on 19 tor Mass "B" badge, 5 birds, 16 and 18yds.:

1HU0 OHIO 11101 01011 11001-16
°£onno^ 01110 10110 01111 11100 01011-16

lie on Class 'b 1 badge postponed one week on account of dark-
ness.—DrrsTKM.

drifting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of ihe Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the mfa, open the Fish Car andGame .Baa, inquire of the Sportsman T.jnrid, aod if their Yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertizing Departments.

FIXTURES.
o„ FEBRUARY.
22. Biscayne Bay, Annual, Biscayne Bay.

JULY.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

-r
Hamilton. Rochester.

16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.O., Tor. 23. Lake Y.R.A.,0 3wego,Oswego
17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

Toronto.

A CORINTHIAN CRUISE ON PACIFIC WATERS.
THE Cyretta is a small yacht in every sense of the word. Most

people when one speaks of a yacht picture a large, commodi-
ous vessel, with a sailing master, steward and crew; and when a
person mentions that his yacht is but 21ft, long, his friends are
liliely to look at him m a queer way, as if wondering how he cau
find enjoyment in so small a craft. But so long as the boat is
large enough to live on, my motto is, the smaller the boat the
b
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Ttle Cyretta is but 21ft. long, 7ft. beam and
about 3ft. draft m cruising trim. She has an iron keel of LOOOlbs
and a hollow iron centerboard filled with lead, weighing 5001bs. in
all, so that, no inside ballast is needed. She is sloop-rigged and
completely equipped for racing, with jibtopsail, sprittopsail.
spmaker and water sail; and while holding her own as a racer I
take especial pride in her as a eralser. Aa far as I have seen, there

is not one of her size among her companions that is fitted up more
completely for this branch of yachting.
Having no inside ballast, there are locke.TS on every hand, so that

no matter how large a quantity of stores is carried, nothing is ever
found lying about the cabin of deck, in the way of every one, but
all is snugly stowed away. The cockpit is entirely separate from
the cabin, with soiippras that make it self-bailing, the lloor being
above the loadline. Under the cockpit seats are locktrs opening
into the cabin, and aft are two small hatches opening into the
space in the counter, so that every inch of room is available. For
a tender I have a small 8ft. skiff, which I And is much handier
than a round-bottomed yawi, drawing less water and being always
on an even keel. For cooking we use a Florence oil stove with
three wicks, and find it as good as anything we know of, though a
properly designed gasoline stove might be better. The cooking
utensils, all of granite ware. Stow aft under the cockpit, where are
also the water tanks, holding thirty gallons, tilling from the cock-
pit and with pipes into the cabin. The chinaware iskept in a plate
locker forward of the centerboard trunk, while the blankots and
bending are hung in nettings below the side declss, all being hid-
den by curtains. Each transom makes a bed, while room for a
third pprson can be made by means of a crossbar aud some slats
between the transoms, inakiug a very good bed. The. walls of the
little cabin ure embelishcd with clock, barometer, pictures and
binoculars, while on the ceiling are flag and glass racks. All
bulky stores are stowed forward, and the small articles in the
lockers.

The Cyretta had been in commission about half the season of
1890. participating in all I ho races and short, club cruises, before
i he time came when I could think of taking my summer vacation.
At hist I was ready, and Will, my regular sailing companion, had
so arranged his business as to get away with mc; so we completed
our plans for the cruise. I had long wanted to cruise along the
shores of San Francisco, San Pablo, and Sttisun Bays, and up the
rivers emptying into them, but every year something had pre-
vented; this time, however, I saw some hopes of a realization of
my desires. Wo decided to stock the yacht with everything neces-
sary for the cruise, so as to be independent of the towns and slop-
ping places, and able, to go where we pleased without any fixed
course other than working along the north shore.
The boat was fully equipped already, and all that remained was

lo lay in the provision*, consisting of canned goods, ham, bacon,
potatoes, eggs, rice, coffee, lard, coal oil, crackers and numerous
small stores in the way of matches, lamp wicks, salt, pepper, etc.
For drinkables we had six dozen quarts of beer, and one dozen of
California white wine. Three of us made up the party, Cei^e, a
mutual friend, Will, before mentioned, and myself. We made
out a list of articles needed aud had all shipped over to the Cm in-
thian Y. C. house at Point Tiburon, the club beneath whose flag
Cyretta sails. When I first, saw the pile of provisions I wondered
where we were going to put them all, there seemed to be plenty
to fit out a general country store and still leave enough for the
boat, but as the list had been made very carefullv. we knew that
if tbe order had been properly filled it all belonged to us, and was
u ot too much, so Ceice and I turned to below to stow cargo.
After two hours' work there was not a sign of anything aboard

the boat except the empty boxes, that were soon hove over the
side. Where all the stuff had gone was a mystery to the club
members who bad seen the pile and inquired what we were going
to do with it, To be a success, a cruise requires good food and
served often, for it matters not how much you may enjoy yourself
in other ways, if you are always hungry or forced to eat poorly
cooked grub, you are in no condition to enjoy yourself, and soon
tire of the sport. Many old cruisers make the mistake of starting
with the idea that on a cruise, they can get along with anything;
failing to realize that the hardships which seem so heroic in books
are not what they are accustomed to; consequently, after a few
meals on sea-soaked crackers, they retire with the remark that
roughing it is a delusion aud a fraud.
Alter everything was shipshape, the blue peter was run up, and

Ceice and 1 waited tor Will, who was to come over from San
Francisco on the 6:15 P. M. boat. We spent the time in putting
linisbing touches here and there, filing side-lights, riding-light
and cabm lamps, and other small jobs. At last the boat arrived,
and Will came, staggering along under a gun, violin, and numer-
ous bundles and packages. Ceice had his rifle and a guitar already
on board, and as I had also my shotgun and voice, we were well
equipped either to charm with sweet music the natives we might
meet, or to protect ourselves should our music prove other than
soothing. While Ceice went in the small boat for Will, I got up
the anchor, up went the jib, and at 6:30 P. M. we were under way.
The wind was light, and we made our way slowly among the

yachts off the club house at their moorings, finally clearing them
and heading up Raccoon Strait*. The tide was ebbing so fast
that while tbe wind was aft we made little headway; so we set the
sprittopsail and jibtopsails. The evening was a perfect one; and
as the twilight deepened into darkness we lolled about the deck
and cockpit, enjoying the delightful freedom from business and
worldly cares tor two weeks to come. After stemming the cur-
rent for a while and making very little headway Will mentioned
that he was hungry, and though I had not thought of it before, I
immediately discovered that I was famished. Ceice said that he
was still worse than that; so we edged our way over to the Angel
Island shore, where we got into a current that insisted in taking
us down the bay instead of up, the way we wished to go. There
was no help for it, so Ceice took the yawl ahead and ' javhawked"
i, e., towed the boat into Chinese Cove, where we dropped anchor.
In a short time there were sounds of revelry by night, and an ap-
petizing odor of beefsteak and onions, hot coffee, etc., was wafted
on the summer zephyr-.
After dining we felt so much revived that a new start was de-

cided on; and the tide now being favorable we set our side lights
and stood up the bay with a light west wind on our beam. While
sailing we arranged our programme as to work and play: as to
watches, none were required, we did not intend to do any more
night sailing than was necessary, being desirous of seeing all the
country as we passed, and of taking in all the inlets and cut-offs.
As to work, I was captain and cook, Will and Ceice had charge
of dishes and cabin, and it was mut ually agreed that at any time
when either of us saw a thing that should be done he would do it
at once and each was to do all possible with a will. As to piavwe were to stick together as much as possible, and when there
were any side trips to make we would lock un the boat and all go
along, uhus there could be no feeling of being left behind or
Blighted, lhese arrangements worked all through the cruise,
and I cannot now recall an instance of anv break in the harmonv
of the trip.

J

YTachting or camping is a severe ordeal to some people; it takes
a peculiar organization to stand the little trials and hardships
that are to be met with on a trip afloat or ashore, and if there is
any taint of selfishness in one's make-up it is likely to crop out
and cause unpleasantness all around, and anv show of overbear-
ing will cause a small rebellion. In going off on a pleasure trip
one should use some judgment in selecting his companions, as a
friend who may be a jolly good fellow at home is often apt to
turn out a grumbling, disobliging bore after a few days afloat or
lit camp. My crew was well chosen, as a more willing and good-
natured couple than Will and Ceice could not be found. Will
had been sailing with me for a year or more, and knew all about
the yacht and her gear, while Ceice was a quick and active
yachtsman, always willing and even-tempered. As for myself, I
tried to do all things possible to make the cruise enjovable, so
taking it altogether we made a very good conbination.We sailed along the Marin county shore, passing California
City and the btate prison, at St, Quintin, all aglow with electric
lights. The night was fine, too much so from a yachtsman's point
01 ^y^tr6 tunber up the bay we went the lighter the wind fell,
until off the Mann Islands it was scarce an air, and then dropped
to a dead calm off the Sisters. We drifted past these lonesome
rocks and finally dropped anchor off McMears Landing at the en-
trance to ban Pablo Bay at 1:30 A.M., Will and myself having
had two hours each at the tiller. Ceice had meanwhile made up
the berths, and alter we had furled the sails and set the riding
h£?bt we turned in, well tired out with a day's work and a night's

We turned out bright and early in the morning and washeddown decks, then Ceice and Will took the skiff and went ashore
to dig some clams where they saw some Chinese at work dig-
ging them: while 1 stayed aboard and cooked breakfast. The
boys took a small spade and caused great fun among the China-men by trying to get clams with it, the mud being too soft to dig
holes m. They soon found the right way from the Chinamen,
which was to run the arm a yard or so in the blue mud and haul
his clamship up. They found clams plenty and blue mud in still
greater abundance, being covered from head to foot. When break-
ast was re'idy I blew the bugle, and they were not long in getting
aboard, but first they had to sponge tad Scrape each other, to get
rid ot the elegant coat of blue mud.
At_9 A. M., after a good breakfast, we were under way, with a

parting salute from our gun to our Chinese instructors in clam
nshmg, which, however, they did not seem to appreciate. Our
brass breech-loading yacht gun was our chief pride, and we never
lost a chance of saluting with it, but it was always a great nuis-
ance, requiring constant polishing to keep it in presentable con-
dition. We skirted along the shore for some miles aad then
squared away for Petaloma Creek channel and picked np the
Deacons,which had to be paased close aboard. After saliuig for a,
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few hours we sighted Sonoma Landing and the mouth of Peta-
lunia Creek, and soon made the creek and passed through the
bridge at 11:15, the draw being opened at our approach without the
usual horn tooting. The day was a perfect one, and we slowly ran
before the wind up the river; enjoying every moment. We
touched bottom occasionally, but kept the hoard hair' down, so we
always got off without sticking. At Lakeville the wind died out.

so we dropped anchor and had a lunch. A schooner scow, loaded
with a high deck load of hay, and with a wheel elevated ho that
the helmsman could see ahead, lay near by. Will had been used
to speaking of our tiller, and said something about the schooner
scow having a high tiller. The captain of the scow, overhearing
him, observed with lofty contempt: "Dot vos a veel, don't it?"

In about an hour the wind came up dead ahead, necessitating a
beat for the rest of the way. As we wished to see Petaluma we
kept on. the creek being now deep up to the banks. As we were
nearing the second drawbridge, about ten miles from Petaluma,
I went below to start the dinner. Although the stove wicks had
worked all right thus far they were too small, and when I lighted
them and was about to put the kettle on, such a flame shot up
from the stove that for a moment I thought that it had exploded.
The flame caught mo on the right side "of the face, singeing my
mustache and eyebrow and blisteriug my cheek, the pain being so
intense that at first I thought that I was severely burned, and
pictured to myself our having to return and abandon the cruise,

Sis had happened the year before when I crushed my finger in the
centerboaxd chain. The feeling of disappointment must have
driven away the pain, for after waiting a moment I went on deck
to see how much 1 was burned. Will was forward, passing a tow
line to Geice, who was in the skiff, and I went up to him and
asked him how I looked. He turned and saw me and commenced
to laugh, Oeice doing (he same. I could not see where the joke
came m. and told them so, but they thought my lop-sided appear-
ance very funny, so I Anally took their view of it and made the
best of it. Fortunately the damage to my countenance looked and
felt worse than it really was, and with the aid of some vaseline it

soon disappeared.
When we neared the second drawbridge the keeper was not in

sight, and we blew the horn until all hands were black in the
face. At last, after having run the boat np to the bank and taken
a line ashore, the keeper made his appearance and leisurely set to
work to open the draw. First he surveyed us, then he walked
across and planted a danger flag, and then came back and planted
another, then slowly toyed with some of the fastenings about the
end of the bridge. For a time it appeared as though the bridge
would not be opened before dark, but finally 1 became disgusted
and, mounting on top of the cabin, made a few oil-hand remarks
about drawbridges and their keepers in general, and this one in
particular; The effect was magical, in an incredibly short space
of time the bridge was opened and we passed through, the keeper
apologizing most politely for his delay. I could not imagine what
could have produced such activity and change of manners on his
part, as the effect of my eloquent remarks had been to give me
relief rather than to have much effect on him; and it was not
until we passed the same bridge again on our homeward cruise
that, the mystery was fathomed.
After passing this bridge, the creek narrows, and the wind

being still ahead it was constant tacking all the way to the town.
As the Cvretta is very quick in stays we made very good progress
nevertheless, reaching the town at 5:20 P. M., and tying up to the
wharf after passing through another drawbridge. After supper
we went out to see the sights. Petaluma is a very pretty place,
and apparently a thriving one, the streets being neatly laid out
and well-paved and lighted by electric lamps. We made a few
purchases and returned to the yacht to find the usual crowd of
idlers staring at her as if she was a novelty in the place. A real
live yachtsman seems to be a curiosity in most country towns,
and as we passed along the streets we met the "admiring" gaze of
the residents, while Will and Ceice seemed to think that every
pretty girl was dying for an introduction, 1 rather think that
they took us for strange specimens, and wondered why we were
allowed to roam at large. We met a young man on the wharf
who seemed to ta ke a great interest in yachting; so we invited
him on board and had a light lunch of sardine sandwiches and
wine. Our rural friend was quite infatuated with yachting, it

''(ring something new to him. We spent a very pleasant evening,
Ceice singing and playing his guitar. With regrets our new
friend took his leave, after promising to drive over to Napa to
see us when we arrived there three days later, as we told him we
expected to do. This was the last we saw of him, however, as he
did not keep his promise.
I was awakened at 4 A. M. by the keeper of the drawbridge, who

wanted to know whether wc were going down the stream on that
tide. We were, but did not wish to start so early; so after telling
us that he was going home, having been up most of the night let-

ting schooner scows through, and that if we wanted to get out we
would have to open the draw ourselves, he departed, and we tried
to get a few hours more rest, in spite of all efforts we could not
get to sleep again, so finally gave up the attempt and turned out.
As there was no wind, the prospects of sailing down the creek
were very doubtful, but we decided to start with one hand in the
skiff towing the yacht; aDd with the aid of the tide we hoped to
make fair headway.
The boys got the yacht under way, while I went ashore to play

bridge tender. A drawbridge was a new thing for me to manipu-
late, and while it always seemed simple enough as the man walked
around with the windlass and the ponderous bridge swung slowly
open, you soon reached the conclusion, when compelled to do the
windlass act yourself, that draw tending is not entirely the nice
easv job that it seems, and you know the reason why the bridge
tender never smiles on you as you pass through after opening the
bridge and having to close, it, again. I threw hack two lock bolts
that were in sight, and then tried to work the lever; but the old
bridge would not budge, and while 1 grunted and strained the
bovs on the boat thought it great fun and did all in their power
xo make it. enjoyable by offering suggestions, At last I discovered
another Sin. lock bolt that I had not drawn and had been trying
to break with but small success. After this was loosened the work
was easier, but at its best swinging a drawbridge is not a holiday
recreation. Finally, however, 1 got it open far enough to pass the
boat through, and then amused myself by shutting it again; but
all things have an end, and after forming a long procession of
wagous on each side of the river, 1 finished the job and departed
with the blessing of the delayed teamsters.
The voyage down the creek was not thrilling, but finally we

arrived at the second drawbridge, which much to our surprise
was wide open, the Hibernian keeper, as we passed through, tak-
ing off his hat and wishing us good morning, taying, uOch! 'tis

proud I am to see the old flag again," pointing to the C.Y.C. flag
hanging limp at the masthead, "sure an' it is many a time 1 fought
under that flag." This was startling, as though the club flag bad
seen many a hard-fought race under it, we were certain that such
an old fossil as he had never been in them, and we were at a loss
to know what ho meant. After passing through the draw, Ceiee's
curiosity got the better of him, and he suggested that be should
go back in the skiff, bearing a bottle of beer as a gift to the
Patriarch, and endeavor to find out what he was driving at. In a
short time, he returned and explained all. The man irom Ireland
thought that, we were coast survey officers, seeing our blue
jackets. When I made a few remarks on the way up, causing
such added haste to his movements, he had taken it for granted
that we had only to report him and his job was gone. He had not
slept all night, waiting for us to return so as to be prompt to have
the draw in readiness. He thought he would try to concilliate us
by being unusually civil and praising our flag, mistaking it for the
American ensign. Ceice told him that we would not mention his
conduct this time, but he must not be so slow again, and added to
his delight by presenting him with the beer. When we left our
frightened friend was drinking the health of the Navy at large,
and he still retains the impression that he had a very close call.

After having Lakeville we had very light winds, and only
emerged from the creek at 3 P. M. It was now the young flood,

so we took advantage of it to run to Sonoma Creek, along the So-
noma shore, arriving at i P. M. Soon after entering Sonoma
Creek ws passed into Napa Slough, a place that I had some doubts
about, having no charts and having been told that it was not
navigable; it proved, however, to be a fine stream, with deep
water up to the banks. Most of the way was before wind, with an
occasional hPch close hauled. Ou nearing the mouth we passed
a number of boats belonging to the market-hunters, the place
being a great resort for wildfowl. At 7 P. M. we entered the Nana
River, celebrating the event by running on the mud. We kedged
off and started up stream for the town of Napu , and after an
hour's run came to a drawbridge, which was opened promptly at
the blast of the horn. This bridge is where the fleet of the Co-
rinthian Y. 0. met with an accident the year before in trying to
tow through the draw with a dozen yachts in a string. The first

two passed through in safety, but at about The middle of the
string tbe tide swept the boats against the draw, and a genc-Tal
sruashup was the resull; since then the captains prefer to sail

through singly.
We ran up the river until within a mile of Luscol, where we

anchored for the night, being undisturbed save by a steamer which
passed in the middle of the night and caused a general shaking up
by her swash. We got under way next morning at 9, and beat up
to Lone Tree Point, where we ran hard and fast aground. Try as
we might, we could not budge her, so we made the best of it, put-

ting in our time swimming and washing our rather soiled duck
suits, until the tide rose high enough to float us, and wo Tesumed
our course, and after a pleasant sail, reached Napa at 13:30 P. M.,
shooting a few birds on the way up. We anchored at the bridge at
Third street and took in the town. Napa is like most country
towns, but a little more select, being the county scat. After see-
ing aud being seen, with a balance in favor of being seen, we re-
turned to the boat and had supper, after which we took the small
boat and made a (rip to the head cf the creek. It was just dark
and the scenery was most delightful, especially after the amount
of marshy land we had lately passed through. Above Napa the
creek is thickly wooded until the head of navigation is reached,
about four miles up, where the trees are so dense that they meet
overhead. At this time of the evening the views down the long
reaches, with the dark green foliage, make a picture that is not
soon forgotten. We looked to find our Petaluma enthusiast on
our return to the yacht, hut he did not appear, so we turned in
after a time.
We got under way at (5:30 A. M., slowly working our way down

the river to the first bridge below Luscol, then the tide turned,
and as we had no wind we anchored and had dinner. We again
got under way, but after making across the river and not gaining
at all wc anchored again and waited for the ebb, putting in our
time in vocal and instrumental efforts. At last, at 7 P. M-, the
ebbtide came and we made our slow way to Vallejo, anchoring
off North Vailejo at. 10 P. M. so thoroughly used up by drifting
under a. hot sun all day that we were not long in getting things
snugged down and turning in. In the morning we made an inland
cruise through Vallajo, mailing letters and purchasing ice and
provisions. There was not; much to see, and fitter walking about
t he town for a while we went aboard and got under way.
There was not a breath of wind, but, a strong ebb tide favoring

us, we drifted down through the StraitB, passed Mare Island Navy
Yard and the old receiving ship Independence, aud into the bay
at the mouth of Carquinez Straits: where we anchored in the slack
water, as the tide rushes through the Straits at a five-knot speed
and we did not wish to drift down into San Pablo Bay. We went
in swimming and amused ourselves as we could until the tide
seemed to have run itself out, so we got our hook and made up the
Straits, passing Starr's Flour Mills and Port Costa with it3
mammoth grain sheds. It is here that the huge ferry steamer
Solano crosses from Benicia, carrying the overland passenger
trains. On a former cruise, in the beginning of the season, we ran
under her stern as she passed. We had fresh provisions on the
forward deck, between the mast and the house, and as we saw the
roller coming one dove for the forward hatch to close it and
another made a break for the provisions, but, too late; the surge
was too quick for him, and broke over the house; when the flecks
were free from water not a vestige of our supplies were in sight,
and we bad to eat that night at Martinez; paying* 75 cents for a meal
that the natives got for 25 cents, the hotel not catching wealthy
yachtsmen every day. An hour later we passed Benicia and the
United States Arsenal, soon after entering Suisun Bay. Flatten-
ing sheets a little, wc skirted the north shore, heading for Suisun
Creek and passing a naphtha launch uudcr steam and sail.

Harrv L. Jones.
[to be concluded.]

THE LOSS OF THE NVANZA.
THE above well known schooner yacht, the property of Capt.

Camming Dcwar, which was making a cruise around the
world, became a total loss on the Island of Ponapie, Caroline
Group, Western Pacific, on July 29 last. The following are brief
particulars of her voyage and wreck. Leaving Plymouth on July
21, 1887, she called at the following ports, viz.: Sr. Michael's, Azores;
Palma, Canary Islands; St. Vincent, Cape de Verde Islands; Fer-
nando Noronha, Trinidad, Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, Ne.uvo
Gul& Falkland Islands, thence via Magellan's Straits and Smyth's
Channel to the Pacific, Juan Fernandez, Alollendo, Callao, Easter
Island, islands of Fatou-Niva, Hiva-oa, and Nuka-lViva, in the
Marquesas group; Tahiti, Pango Pango and Apia. Samoa; Tong-
atabu, Fiji, New Carolina, islands of Er roaiango, "Vate, Mallieollc,
and Espiritu Santo in the New Hebrides; the Banks group, Santa
Cruz, Honolulu, San Francisco, Esquimau (B. C), Lahaina, Sand-
wich Islands, tbe Marianas, Benin Islands, Kobe (Japan), Petro-
paulovski, Kamsehatka, Legiep, and Jaluit in the Marshall
Archipelago. From there she sailed for ICusaie, in the Caroline
croup, tbe. last port she was fated to reach, as a week later, on
July 29, 1890. at 1:10 A. M., she struck on the barrier reef of the
island of Ponapie, and became a total wreck. The night was fine,

with a light wind, the ship making about three knots.
After striking, the swell and surf forced her higher aud higher

on the reef, until in about twenty minutes she fell over on her
beam ends. The boats were lowered and all hands embarked, tbe
sailing master and majority of tbe crew proceeded to the Spanish
settlement sixteen miles distant, the owner and five hands remain-
ing by the vessel, which was boarded at daylight, and an attempt
made to save as much property as possible, though efforts in this
direction were much frustrated by the natives, who began to
collect in large numbers, and commenced to steal all they could
lay their hands upon. In the afternoon assistance arrived in the
shape of four armed man of-war's boats, who took what had been
saved, and those of the crew who had not already gone, to the
colony, where they were most kindly and hospitably received by
the officers of the Spanish Government transport Manila. Work
on the yacht was carried on for the next three days, but, owing
to the authorities being unable to leave a guard at night, it was
not of much avail, as every evening crowds of armed natives went
on board to plunder. All hands remained at Ponapie until Oct. 1,

when they were taken to Manila, and thence to Hong Kong, where
a court of inquiry was held into the loss, and which censured the
sailing master, Capt. John Can ingtou, for not taking means to
verify his position on the afternoon of the 28th, and for making no
effort to got. the vessel off when she first struck. Up to the date
of the wreck, the Nyanza had sailed 12,781 nautical miles, at an
average speed of 101.09 knots per day. Her three best runs were
respectively 270, 352, aud 252 knots. She had proved herself to be
a most excellent and able sea boat, and her loss is much to be
regretted.—Field.

A BIT OF YACHTING EXPERIENCE.
THE graphic yarn of Com. Center in our last issue showed that

yachting Is not. all fun and fair weather. The following story
called forth by the recent loss of the yawl Urania, which we copy
from the Field, na rrates a similar experience in the historic gale
of July, 1875, on the Irish coast. It reads as follows:
In tbe comments in the Field, of last week on the late disaster to

the Urania I notice a reference to the gale which drove the racing
fleet out of Bangor Bay in 1875, which arouses so many memories
of that eventful night, that possibly the description of the writer's
experience may not be uninteresting, written at the time as I
have no doubt the unfortunate Urania was caught under similar
circumstances. Our crew consisted of two paid hands aud three
amateurs, and while we were forced to take such a berth as we
did by the crowded state of the bay, the Urania had the whole
place to herself, and had therefore plenty of sea room had she
only cleared out in time; but she appears to have been simply left

to drive ashore. We were in one of the old 10-tonners, of which
there were some half dozen during the usual round of the re-

gattas. The Lily was another 10. The Britanniamentioned is the
old 40, and she rode out the gale perforce, as her crew were ashore
in the gig and were capsized trying to bring off the owner, whose
wife, however, was on board and one of the crew, so could not get
under wav. Onk of the Naiabs.
"We had the Copelands abeam at 2 A. M , and after a very wet

passage entered Bangor Bay an hour later, where we found a good
fleet already arrived, and picking out a berth not too far from
shore, we let go. The Lily shortly followed us, and let go just in
shore of us, aud, after hailing her crew a 'good night' we were glad
to turn into our warm blankets.
"We had slept our hardest for but an hour, when the ever-

watchful skipper, who had kept on the alert, aroused us about fi ve
o'clock with the information that we had best get out of the bay
as soon as possible, and on slipping on a few things and coming on
deck, we found the need of an immediate flight only too necessary;
for oh! such confusion met our half-awakcncd gaze.
"The wind had piped up to the strength of a gale, which blew

straight in from the open sea, we were diving bows under to the
bitts, and shoveling masses of solid water along the decks until
everything was awash. Around us the fleet were in various at ages
of confused endeavors to spread canvas and get underway, while
two or three lucky ones were already disappearing under just a
shred of canvas round the point, for the shelter of Carrickfergus.
''Onboard our neighbors the anxious looking crews were in a

state of excited animation, straggling with spars and sails which
had broken adrift, the seas continually drenching over them. On
board Britannia, on our quarter and nearer the shore, a solitary
figure was clinging with terror-stricken face to the mast, and the
yacht had already -dragged so near the breakers that we expected
every moment to see her go ashore. We could not get under way
ourselves on either tack, as we. had the Lily to starboard aud a
cruising yawl to nort, which effectually barred our passage, so we
were compelled to look on until one or the other had cleared out,

which the former was preparing to do with all speed; but on board
the yawl there were only visible an elderly gentleman and a young

lady, and they appeared to be looking on unconcernedly at the
frantic efforts of those on board the other vessels to get away.
"Meanwhile it was with the greatest difficulty wc. were, able to

get the storm jib on the outhaul, as it toon, us all wc knew occa-
sionally to hold on and prevent ourselves being washed overboard

;

but at last we managed this, and to get the trysail close reefed
and reads' for hoisting.
"The Lily had by this time succeeded in heaving short her

anchor, and was on the point of making a start, and we watched
her anxiously. She was but a few yards inshore of us. and as we
barred her passage on the one hand, she was compelled to make
a short board toward the rocks, having but 20yds. to gather way
in: so any mistake in coming about must have been fatal. Hav-
ing succeeded in getting her anchor (she had only one on board,
or would have slipped, as we did), she paid off toward the. break-
ers for a few yards, just gathering sufficient way for coming about;
then her helm was put down, and with just enough way to bring
her round she came np to the wind, when at the critical moment
a sea struck her and threw her off again toward the rocks, and
we thought for a moment she was gone, but recovering from the
shock she came up again, and, shakiogfor a moment in the wind,
gradually paid off again and filled on the other tack, and after a
narrow squeak hung up'to windward and out. of danger; another
board, and she was making good way, and at last weathered the
point and was away after the others for the shelter of Carrick-
fergus.
"It was our turn now, and careful of every inch of water we

sailed her well up to the spring which we had attached to the
cable, intending to slip if, then let go the spring and held on a tew
j ards toward the roefcf, over the same course as Lily had taken,
and when within a few yards of the breakers, with just enough way
on to bring us well round, we put the helm down, and with our
hearts in our mouths waited to see tbe good little ship shoot up
into the wind for tbe pinch; but there was doubt only for a
moment longer, and we fell away on the other tack and were safe,
as we could weather the yawl easily, and the way the Naiad clawed
out to windward through the heavy seas was truly a marvel.
Two or three short boards enabled us to weather the point, and
with the water drenching over tts in smothering showers we
reached away after the Lily. Another hour found us ridine in
welcome shelter at last, and after a good breakfast we felt none
the worse for our hardships."

A VERACIOUS CHRONICLE,
THE following is a translatijn of an article on the America's

(Jun, contributed by At med Mithad Effendi to the Terjiman
iHakikat of Constantinople. Though not quite in accordance
with the truth, it is hardly more absurd than some of tbe stories
from sources both American and British, which should be better
informed; "Tbe progress of nautical science cannot be secured as
long as our police continue to arrest people who go out in sail -

boa.ts and get, upset. It is by being upset that men learn not to be
upset. By one mau's being drowned a thousand learn not to be
drowned. The hope of naval progress is in the growth of love of
the sea among the tinner classes. This is snown by the history of
the America Cup. Wealthy men in England and America form
yacht clubs and sail their own yachts. Fifty years ago a ratse of
the English yachts was arranged at which the prize was the
Queen's Cup, made of gold, and worth five hundred pounds. To
compete for this prize the New York Y. C. sent over the Amer-
ica. There were fourteen yachts from all Europe, and the Amer-
ica was the fifteenth. Nine of the yachts were English, and
hundreds of thousands of people went to see the race.
"As the yachts came in, behold the first one was the America.

No one has the right to demand of me a description of the anger
aud disappointment of the English at this result of the race. As
to the Americans they made the universe tremble with the noise
of their rejoicings. When the' America returned to New York
with her prize, the yacht was taken bodily into the museum of the
Yacht Club where she remains.
"It appears that the Americans had, out of sight of all, a mov-

able keel, which enabled the America to carry twice as much can-
vas as other yachts of her size. Of course, the English demanded
the right to try and win back the prize, and in the struggle, great
improvements in models and rig have been wrought out, which
have benefited the navy and merchant marine of both countries.
"The Americans let the English try again, but insisted that as

the America had won the cup against nine English competitors,
the English champion must be opposed by nine American yachts.
All. nine of the Americans came in ahead of the poor Englishman.
In half a century the English have competed fight times in vain,
in their efforts to recover that cup. At last, having made such
improvements in sb p-building as assured their winning tbe cup,
they found tbe Ami ric ins putting new conditions on the com-
petition. Tbe Americans said, that as the English had been
beaten in eight separate trials, (hey may not have the cup, unless
they can win it in eight consecutive races.
"There is obstinacy in such a long contest; but under t he auspices

of such obstinacy these two countries have built up their navies."

INTERNATIONAL RACING.
ANEW impetus has been given to the usual midwinter gossip

over challenges and big boats by the arrival in New York on
Dec. 30 of Lieut. Henn. owner of Galatea and challenger for the
America's Cup in 188(5. Lieut. Henn, who is, of course, accom-
panied by Mrs. Henn. came over on the Umbria, his destination
being Florida, where he wintered in 1886-7. There he will charter
a centerboard sloop and cruise about the coast, fishing and hunt-
ing. Mrs. Henn's special object on the expedition will be to cap-
ture another coon as docile, and intelligent as the. late lamented
Seminole Sam, familiar to all visitors aboard the Galatea in 1887.

Oalatea is now laid up at Plymouth, with Captain Bradford still

in charge. After a pleasant week in New York, during which they
were entertained by many yachtsmen, Mr. and Mrs. Henn sailed
on Monday for Florida, to return in April.
Lieut. Henn will always be welcome in America, hut in the

present case he has brought news that alone would have insured
a hearty reception. He states that wnen it was learned that he
proposed, to visit New York, he was rearrested by some British
yachtshien to state to the New York Y. C. that if the objection-
able dimension clause was dropped from the new deed of gift a
challenge would at once be sent; and to confer with the club over
the matter. Of course all this is purely informal, but just at
present a challenge would be most acceptable, and tbe matter has
been carefully discussed between Lieut. Henn and the officers of
tbe New York Y. O.
The famous "dimension clause" is the principal as well as the

worst feature of the new deed, and although only three years ago
it was considered by the committee of revision as a masterpiece,
an opinion then shared by many yachtsmen as well as the daily
press, it has since come in for general condemnation. There are a
few to-day, but a very few, wno still defend it, and oppose any
alteration of the deed as it stands; but the great majority are only
too ready to hurry it over the side if any convenient pretext can
be found for doing so.

In view of the deffnbe statement of Lieut. Henn, that if this
clause be removed a emllenge will come at once, there is a gen-
eral search for some means of remedying 'he blunder which en-
sued from the hasty and secret methods by which the new deed
was made to replace the old. The long neglected "mutual agree-
ment" clause has been brought out and dusted off, and a vague
scheme is proposed, by which tbe dimension clause may be
"waived" by "mutual agreement."
Assuming that the new deed is legal, and that the New York Y.

C. cannot and will not alter its provisions, it is not plain how any
one of these" provisions can be permanently nullified, without
affecting the whole deed. The New York Y. C. has the power-
under the new deed to waive any demands, or to enter into a
mutual agreement for one race; but it is absolutely powerless to
make any agreement which shall be permanently binding on all

future holders of the. cup; or to exact from any future holder a
guarantee that he in turn will give up any of the advantages
secured to him by the new deed. The final clause of that noted
document is a east iron one, calling for covenants and instru-
ments from, a winner before the Cup will be delivered to him, in
which he binds himself to observe all the provisions of the deed.
It would look well, after the labor which has been expended in
tying a matter of sport into the closest possible legal knot, to ex-
act tram a winner supplementary covenants binding him not to

exercise certain of the privileges accorded him in the main docu-
ment.
The New York Y. C. has now the power to offer (he most liberal

terms to a challenger for one race, waiving any or all of the con-
ditions, but in the event of a victory on the part of the chal-
lenger it must turn the cup over to be held solely under tbe letter

of the new deed of gift. Even now yachtsmen have begun to
realize that the conditions of that admirable document will

sound very different when read to them by a Scotch or British
bidder of the Cup; that there are two sides to the "dimensions"
and "no time allowance" clauses, a fact which we pointed out
three years since.
So far as an immediate, race is concerned a British challenger

would be granted almost anything he might ask and the New
York Y. C would no doubt readily enter into negotiations for;a
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mutual agreement. At the same time it is not yet prepared to
throw over the new deed and, until it is compelled to do so by the
continued absence of a challenge, there can he no hope for the
permanent revival of races for the America's Cup upon a fair and
satisfactory hasis. No definite action can be taken over Lieut.
H.enn'3 proposition, hut should he write to his friends that there
is a prohahility of a challenge without other dimensions than
waterline length, and with less than 10 months' notice being re-
cognized by the olub, one is likely to be forthcoming very eoon.

NEW YACHTS.
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WH1 LE there is a certain amount of acti vity in the smaller sizes,
yacht building in the medium sizes and iu the racing classes

is by mi means active, and comparatively few additions to the
racing fleet are thus far promised. Mr. Burgess has the four 40-
footers for Messrs. Belmont. C. Vanderbilt, Bayard Thayer and
,). 15. Turner, who hm just sold Milicete: three .Woofers arc also
credited to him, in ad.ntion to a UCf t. schooner for A. C. Wheel-
right, of Boston, an Stiff, composite steam yacht and a 78ft. steamer
for the L. S. & M, S. R. R. Mr. A. Gary Smith has been husv
during the winter, but with little yacht work, Ids time being
given to several commercial steamers. He has designed several
open boats, one for Montreal. Mr. Gardner has spent agreat deal
of time over several des-'gns for the new ?.:•> ft. corrected length

nd in the one now building for Mr. O. W. Wetmore he
need a design that is far ahead of Liris and Kathleen in
This yacht, which is now building by Wood at City
ml be about 25ft. l.vv.l., 7ft. beam and Oft. draft, a modern
t the usual type, but with far less power than Liris or
a, and a very strong infusion of Fife in her model. The
less crooked, especially aft. than iu ttie older boats, while
• overhang is_ also reduced, The rake of sternpost and
Keel are similar to Minerva and Yama, hut a very novei

feature has been introduced, which is likely to work au import-
ant change in boats of this type. The rig will probably be similar
to that of the Southampton ^-raters, a shore pole mast, short
bowsprit, lug mainsail and Jib, the gear and rigging being simpli-
fied as far as possible.
Another sister boat of nearly the same dimensions, but a little

wider, is building by Webber, at New Rochelle, for Mr. L. J.
Bonry, of the Atlantic. T. C. She will bo rigged with nolo mast
boom and gaff mainsail, and jib. Besides these boats, Mr. Gardner
has a 30ft. cruiser under- way for Mr. G-eorse Bui Lock, of Cincin-
nati; another of the same length for Mr. C. T. Lowndes, of
Charleston. S. C, building by Wood: and three eatboats, one
of ft. for Mr. Louis Lorillard, of Newport: one of 22ft. flin. for
Mr. Otis, of Brooklyn, to be built by Wm. Force at Kevport; and
one of Sftft. for Mr. F. W. Meeker, former owner of the fast open
boat Chemaun. Mr. G-ardner has also a new model for a keel 70
and has kept his designs up to date in the BOffc class, in case of a
challenge for the America Cup. In steam yachts he has turned

byracuse, will be commenced very soon, the design being
completed.
The remote prospects of a challenge which have appeared with

the advent of Lieut. Henn have served to set afloat numerous
rumors of new '.U footers, one of the. leading men credited with
symptoms of The 9.1ft. fever being Mr. E. D. Morgan, wbn has
lately turned his steam yacht Catarina to the underwrite! a in
consequence of her damage in grounding on Matinnic.ock Point
Mr. Morgan is now yacbtless sa\ e for 115ft. Constellation, 'he 40ft
Moccasin, the steam launch Daisy, two new Herreshoff cat. yawls
and various small craft; so he is likelv to bniid something soon'
Another candidate for 90ft, honors is R. S. Palmer, owner Of Mai-
guerite, schooners, who wishes to sell her and build a single
Sticker of Gardner design. Still another 13 Mr. W. H. LangTey,
owner of the old Comet, schooner, who would have a model from
Mr. Philip Ellsworth if be should build. There is now sufficient
rivalry between New fork and Boston to make it probable, that in
the event of a challenge New York would have two or three yachts
iu the trial races, while Boston would not be left out entirely but
would build again, in addition to Volunteer.
Thus far New York has shown no ambition to own any 46ft.

yachts, though rumor has credited one to Admiral C. H. Tweed
of the Corinthian Y. C, to be built by Mr. Fife and sailed by
Capt. John Barr.

J

At Wintringham's work is progressing on the 30ft. cruising cut-
ter designed by Mr. trie-low, and the double-ender Harlequin has
been hauled out for a new counter stern and a cutter rig. At
Piepgrass's but little is doing. Liris is being fitted with a. Wheeland cockpit, and will be used solely for cruising next year- In
steam yachts three are under way from designs by Mr. J, Beavor
Webb, one of 225ft., one of 180ft. and one of 70ft.. the two larger
being built by Neafle & Levey, Philadelphia. Mr. Burgess has
also an order for an 80ft. composite steam, yacht for Mr. C OTI
Tselin, to be built, by Lawley.

THE RIGHT OF WAY AT MARKBOATS.
Editor Forest an d, Stream : .
Permit me to enter into the very interesting discussion of thenark boat question in your paper of Dec. 18 and Jan. 1. As the

ru< e in question was between boats belonging to the Seawauhaka
Dmiathian y". C. the question appears to me to be defining the
meaning of Art. XXXIV., Sec. 13 of the S. C. Y. C. rules, which
reads: "If an overlap exists between two vachts when both of
them, without tacking, are about to pass a mark on the required
side, then the outside yacht must give the inside vacht room to
pass clear of the mark." Does See, 13 mean, when the inside vachtB is abreast of the mark or when she is drawing up near it just
before being abreast of it? I should take the section to rneau
that if any part, of the hull or spars of the inside yacht B were over-
lapping the markboat, then B would have a perfect right to luffm order to clear the. markboat and compel A to luff also, that B
might have room to round without fouling the markboat or foul-
ing A, this being a rule which is recognized in all yacht races
But supposing that, any part, of the hull or spars of B do not over-
lap to windward of the markboat, which is the case as I under-
stand it (as A allows that B could have luffed around if A had
also luffed 1, therefore B had no right to luff.
Take for comparison A and B a mile away and heading fo»- the

markboat, the same rule would follow that should in this case-
both were heading for the markboat on the same tack, neither
one had reached it, A to windward with B overlapping A. but to
leeward, and so near that there was not room for B to luff with-
out fouling A. According to marine laws, if B wished to luff towindward more she could do so only by standing on far enough
ahead (if she was the faster boat) of A, so that she could luff out
to windward, or if A was the faster of the two, by letting A reach
far enough ahead so that B could luff up astern of A.
According to the position of the two boats, and as they have

neither one reached the markboat, although very close to it un-
doubtedly, yet B has no right to luff and foul A. A has the right
to hold her course, while B must wear around and let A get clear
pi her before proceeding to round the markboat. Section 12 of
the same rule strikes the point, when it says. "When two vachts,
both closehauled on the same tack, are converging by reason of
the leeward yacht holding a better wind, and neither can claim
the rights of a yacht overtaken, then the vacht to leeward shall
keep clear."
Section 12 covers the whole thing in a nutshell. As the two

yachts have not reached the markboat the leeward vacht, B, ishound to keep clear of the windward one. A, and must not foul
her, no matter how they are sailing, whether one vacht is sailing
faster than the other, or whether they are closehauled or running
free, as long as they are on the same tack B cannot luff so as to
foul A unless part of the hull or spars of B are abreast of the
markboat, Osborne.
Boston, Jan. 2.

[In Sec. 13, as quoted above by our correspondent, the words are
!
about to pass," which are certainly not synonymous with "'pass-

ing, and may fairly be taken to imply a prior condition to the
actual passing by the mark. The case of the two boats a milefrom the marit is not supposable, as they cannot be considered
about to pass" when they will not complete the passing for five

or ten minutes. A boat may be said to be "passing" a mark when
the mark bears at right angles from any part of her hull and
equipment, and similarly she is "about to pass" when she is so
close to the mark that her helmsman must: take some immediate
measures to avoid fouling the mark or other vachts. Our corres-
pondent assumes that neither "boat has actually reached themark, but the question is the same in a case where A, the leading
boat, is abreast, the mark, though B is not. Racing rules may be
divided into t wo classes, the general rules which cover sailing in
the open, without regard to maiks or obstructions, such as
meeting on opposite tacks, overtaking, etc.; the other class of
special rides, if we may term them so, cover all cases of obstruc-
tions to sea room, rounding and passing marks, and starting and
finishing races. In some cases these special rules take the place
for the time being of the general rule, as in Sec, 15. when two
yachts are approaching a shore or shoal, which plainly takes the

place, for the time being, of sections 13 and 6. Under both of
these sections, A, supposing her to be the windward and at the
same time the overtaken and yet leading yacht, has a number of
privileges secured to her, but at the same time she has no right to
force B aground, is long as there is ample sea room she is
secure in certain rights, and has the advantage iu every way; but
as soon as the two are in proximity to, and not necessarily abreast

distinction between a mark of the course and an obstruction to
sea room, hm. we claim ( hat Sec. 13 acts as Sec. 1.5, to suspend for
the time Sections 0-12, etc.: and further that the operation of Sec.
13, like Sec. 15, begins before the leeward yacht is actually abreast
otthomark. As the subject seems to have created a lively in-
terest, we hope to hear further from both sides."

1

U,LAKER CITY Y, C.-This active club has lately made a most
important move iu the. purchase of the Que property of the Tini-
cum Fishing Club on Darby Creek at its junction with the Dela-
ware River. The location is within twenty minutes' ride by Mil
from the center of the cits

-

, being about ten miles down the Dela-
ware; while the club houae is but three minutes' walk from the
station. The laud has a frontago of 600ft. on Darby Creek and
2.8001 1. on the Delaware, making twenty-eight acres in ail, with an
excellent harbor. There is on the ground a club nouse, kitchen,
barns, etc; but these as well as the harbor will be improved aud
added to until the club has one of the finest stations in the coun-
try. An effort is now being made to unite all the yachtsmen of
Philadelphia m the club, and in accordance with this idea an
application has been made to the courts for permission to change
the name to Philadelphia Y. C.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C—On Jan. 2 the annual meeting was
held, the following officers being elected: Com., John C. Soley,
sch. Diana; Vice-Corn, Wm. T. Lambert, si. Act icon; Rear
Com., W. G. Titcomb, st. Edgewater: rtee'y, Wm. B. Me-
ridian; Treas, Arthur L. Jacobs; Meas., Har'tfood Davenport:
Ass'fc Meas., Charles H. Dodd. Directors, the commodore, er.
offic-U), Henry W. Savage, Charles H. Nute, Erastus Willard

lingham and Henry B. Callender. House Committee,' Arthur J.
Clark, Francis Gray, W. S. Crosby, Paysou T. Lowell and Charles
L. Haskell.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OF MARBLEHEAD.—This active and
prosperous young club has completed arrangements for important
additions to its new house on Marblehead Neck. Under the direc-
tion of Mr. Zerrahn, the original architect, an addition Stiff. Riu.y
'-'8ft. will be. made, on the northeast end, making the front 88ft. in
all. The interior arrangements will be altered so as to give a
large parlor on the first floor, with a dining-room above, the third
floor being used for a. kitchen and servants' quarters. A laundry,
elevator and other improvements will also be added. It is pro-
posed to furnish good plain meals at as low a cost as practicable.A club and club house on the plan of the Corinthian, but situated
on Long Island Sound within an hour of New York, is one of the
imperative needs of local yachting. A well-managed club with
moderate charges and plenty of racing would attract a very large
and important, class of the younger yachtsmen about New York.
PAVONIA Y. C—The annual dinner was held on Jan. 1 at the

club'house, Commiinipaw, N. J„ The officers for 1891 are: Com.,
p. W.Eohn; Vice-Corn., W. A. Smith; Fleet Captain. Otto Rah;
Meas., Wm. Cnester; Treas., L. Mittlesdorf: Fin. Sec, B. H.
McClain; Cor. Sec, F. H. Whitney; Fleet Surgeon. .). H. Van
Mater.

A CHANCE TO GET A STEAM LAUNCH.-The Davis Boat
and Oar Co., of Detroit, have offered a handsome steam launch,
18ft. Win. long, Hfr. beam, ready to run, to the one of their cash
customers who guesses nearest to the weight, of the launch prior
to July 1, 1891.

STELLA.—;The compromise centcrboard Stella, designed by
Mr. A Gary Smith and built by H. Bernard, of Amsterdam, Hol-
land, is illustrated in the Wasnersport of Dec. 18,

HULL Y. C—The annual dinner of the Hull Y. C. was held at
iouug's Hotel on Jan. 3, a large number being present.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Walter V. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treasurer: Ralph F. BbazeR, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.

CENTRAL DIVISION. NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers: Officers:

Vice-Com.: O.VjWImms Albany. N.Y. VicE-COM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Reah-Com : T. P. Gadolis, Day ton, O. Rfab-Com.: J. Or Edwards, Lindsay.
Pdrser: Howard Brown,^ibanv.NY PrasER:
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bake-well auri ft. M. Ex. Com.: Colin Fraser and F H
Stewart. Gisborne.

EASTERN DIVISION. ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers: Officers:

2££$"fe8 CartwrigM, Jr Vice-Com.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Rear-Com.: G. L. Pai'iiiele, Han foru

, keab-Co>i : E. D. a nderson.Trenton
Purser: R

.

AppoUonlo, Winchester. Purser; Rich'd Hobart, Newavlc.N.J-
t.\. con-:.- l-'arl Be.t.'H £, s v nc Ex. COM,; ft. h, 0„i,.k and F M.and Sidney Bishop. Kreamer.

Applications for meruoership must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied toy the recommendation of au active member and the sum of $2,00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay .$1.00 for camp expenses. Application
seat to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division
Persons residing iu any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. G. A., will be furnisheu with printed forma of application by address-
tog the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.
Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.
Rear-Commodore—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer— J, H. Wart, b0 Rialto Bu:io uju. ' tp. 111
Applications for mfinibwliip should be trade to the S.<e.-Treas., onblankswhich may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied In- S3 as

initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

37. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.

6-27. A, C. A. Meet, Lake Champl^i'n.

THE A. C« A, MEET OF 1 S90.-VI.

IT would be foolish to conclude that canoe designing has reached
a degree of perfection where further progress is impossible,
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ce U is afact most Plainly evident at the meets
ot loos and 1890 that practically no advance has been made in
either year over 1838. In that year at Lake George the two notable
canoes were Eclipse and Fly, both new and both superior in
model and construction to the previous work of their respective
designers and builders. In each of the following years, thoughmany new canoes were present, there were none that in eithermodel or build showed any marked advance over these two typ-
ical boats. This year the racirrg fleet of Captain Ruegles was one
ot the features of the meet, including some of the finest speci-mens of canoe building yet produced. Uno and Beta having raced
through, the whole season were pretty well known before themeet and also attracted considerable attention by their perform-
ance. Their sister canoes, Seabright, Teaser and"Truant, were of
a little later build, aud though all less prominent in the year's
^?fi

ln
? t

i]
ey were m l3Ulld even superior to the two first mentioned.

All of these boats, with others, such as Wraith, are but refine-
ments of the Eclipse model, being lengthened to the fall 16ft. in
place of loft. Sin. and altered in details, but with no radical
change from the original Eclipse. The construction is also the
same, save that continued experiment and practice has brought
some minor improvement in this feature as well as the design.The work on Seabright, Truant, and especially Teaser, is very
fine and in keeping with the modelling. The latter boat is the
lightest of the lot, about GOlbs. for the hull and board. The con-
struction we have described before, strakes of white cedar, insome cases of the beautiful California variety, with square seams
caulked with lampwics; timbers about Oin. apart and no inside
batten. Ike docks are mostly of mahogany.
The Vesper boats also showed an improvement in detaiiB, but no

marked advance on the old Fly. Mr. Butler sailed the Wasp, Dr.
Cage the Owl, Mr. Gray the Fly, Mr. Taylor, the Vesper novice,
the Drift, all substantially the. same in modeL The only new boat,
was EUida No. 2, owned by Mr. Brazer, also built by Mr. W. P.
Stevens, of Lowell, but of a different model from the older Vesper
canoes. The midship section shows a decided deadrise and a strong
bilge, in place of the easy round from keel to gunwale of t he oth-
ers: the bow is moderately sharp, t he two ends well balanced,
and all lines are fair and easy. The boat looks to be the equal of
the older ones, but her owner brought her to camp without pre-
vious trial and was unable to do justice to her in the races. With
proper working up shebhould show good speed. Nearly »M nf
these canoos now have the crowned deck devised by Mr. Butler,
the coaming being very low, caused bv the deck from a short dis-
tance outside the coaming being turned up quite ouicklv, thus
adding to the buoyancy when the canoe is on her beam ends. The
decks are mosLy of a white wood, which, though cooler than ma-
hogany, makes a curious contrast, to the high sides of dark Span-
ish cedar, giving altogether a bulky appearance to 1 be hint*.
The construction has also been described iu detail in the Forest

And Stream; planking of Spanish cedar about Vin. thick, iu
three wide strakes to each side. The ribs arc about 6

lflX 1^iu..
spat ed 6in., with a small batten on the inside of each seam. A
peculiarity of these boats is the lightness of the planking and the
small size of every part, but the builder has brought into play
his experience in shell boat yyork, and the hull is strenghtened by
light braces from keel to deck, very small but each proportioned
to the strain it must bear. To the casual observer the boats ap-
pear light and fragile in build when it is considered that they are;
subjected to a very severe, strain with a heavy man on a long slid-
ing seat and a rig of 150ft. or morr; but experience has proved that
they are amply strong enough for the hard work of match sailing,
while some have stood a deal of careless usage without damage]
Of course no one would select this build and material for beach-
ing and rough cruising, aud at such work the light planking would
probably soon he worn through or badly torn: but for ordinary-
sailing use the boats not only have a surface that is unequaled"
but they kept, it and also their shape, the thin ulauking showing
no signs of warping.
While Fly and her fellows have held their own well for three

years against all new comers it is evident that Mr. Butler is by no
means satisfied to rest where he now is, aud this fall be has
started in on a new line with a very different model. The round
section of the old boats has been replaced by deadrise and bilge
the bow has been greatly lengthened and the run shoitened and
hlled out, the. whole model being new. The boat bas been tried
late in the fall and with good success against the old fleet, but it,

18 too soon to say whether She will ultimately lead to an abandon-
ment of the old model. In most of the Vesper e.anoes the w ell
has assumed the rudimentary bath tub form, not so extreme as
some at the meet, hut still of small size, completely staved in and
with a large centerboard and trunk down the center, so that i t. is
useless tor all purposes, save a place for the feet iu sailing. In
some cases there is room for a man to sit if the deck seat be re-
moved, but practically the well has become, ourely subsidiary to
the racing.
A notice of the Vesper canoes would not be complete without

some allusion to the old Blanche, Mr. Butler's first canoe, in whirdi
he entered the A. C. A. races in 1886. She is a lapst.rake craft,
built by Stevens, aud is 15ft. long by 31 in. beam, ouite antiquated
in model, dimensions and build compared with the present, racing
craft. This year she was sailed by Mr. O. S; Goddard, and sailed
so well as to merit special mention. Though not on the ast of
prize winners, Mr. Goddard handled this old canoe in a way
kept him ahead of many of the new cracks, aud his wrork, includ-
ing the skillful manner in which he carried a large rig, and the
quickness with which he recovered from a capsize, shows him to
be one of th« best all-around sailors in the Association. It is im-
possible to notice in detail the work of the many who entered in
the races, there were too many good sailors and paddlers. and it
would be hard to give a just estimate of their merits; but in pass-

drick in sailing their canoes while standing erect on the sliding
seat, and the pluck and muscle of Mr. Knappe, who entered the'
trophy paddling race in a heavy sailing canoe against a fleet
of lOlbs. paddling racers, finishing fourth at. the end of the mile
race.

One of the Canadian sailing canoes, Canuck, has been very fully
described in the Forest AND Stream, and needs no further men-
tion; but this year was a sort of "double first" for Canada, and in,
addition to the sailing trophy and the paddling trophy, she laid
hands on a goodly lot of sailing and other prizes The sailing of
Mr. Jones and the paddling of the whole MacKendrick family
were the principal factors in this prize winning, but at the same
time the two MacKendricks, Will and Harry, helned it iu their
sailing canoes. The former was second on the record, second iu
the combined race, fourth in the Pecowsic cup race aod first in
the sailing upset. Mr. Harry MacKendrick was third on the
record, htth in the open paddling, fourth in the combined and first
in the trophy paddling. Both used for the sailing 16x30 canoes,
built by Mr. w m. English, of Peterboro: boats of very good model
but not equal in lightness and finish to the Buggies or Stevens'
craft. Strongly and rather heavily built, with large wells and
heavy fittings, they were cruising rather than racing craft, and
suffered a handicap in consequence when matched against the
other racers. The masts were very large and heavy, SJPn. at. the
deck, and square, at that. Neither boat showed the care" in fitting
and preparing that was e vident in Wasp and Canuck.
This year the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam

Launch Company was represented by a fleet of new canoes,
mostly hailing from the Passaic River, and all of them built as
general purpose canoes rather than for match sailing. At the
same time one, Passaic, of the firm's new "Ahdeek" model, in the
skillful hands of Mr. Geo. P. Douglas won the record prize, with
third place in the combined, sixth in the unlimited sailing
second in the tandem paddling and second in the Shinnecock cup
paddling. Passaic is a smooth built canoe, with strakes about Sin.
wide and a square seam without an inside batten. She is strongly
built, being intended for general use, and in design as well as con-
struction is a cruiser ratner than a racer. Her fitting are soar-
ranged as to give good room for the crew and also for stowage.
The 01 her two canoes, Bat and Meda, were built from a design by
Mr. W. P. Stephens, which we hope soon to publish, while a third",
ldlemere, was from the same moulds but with P-iin. depth added,
giving more internal room, as she was built solely for cruising
about Long Island Sound. These canoes are powerful craft wit li

a moderate deadrise and a strong bilge, while they have sufficient,
displacement to carry a heavy cruising load. Meda did not race,
and Bat, through lack of preparation, made a poor showing at the
meet, but throughout the season these boats and Passaic have
done sufficiently well to prove the practicability of thegeneial
purpose canoe as a boat for general use and at the same time fast
enough for ordinary match sailing in the club races and such
special races as may be made for the new class at the meets. The
two. Bat and Meda, were very ingeniously arranged, the hoard
being well forward in each, the well being quite long enough for
sleeping or an extra passenger, but with a hatch over the after
part when used for one. In racing, a shifting mast tube was used,
fitting across the well at the fore end of this hatch in a movable
beam, so that a large mi zen could be carried: but in cruising or
ordinary sailing a smaller mizen was used.
Of the New York C. C. canoes Mr. Vanx had a verv nice looking

smooth skin Everson boat, an improvement on his older Bo-Peep
and Atom. Mr. Nadal had a copy of the. Lieda built bv M ic-W hircer, a smooth skin ribband-carvel, while Mr. Howard' had a
boat of the same build from a modification by himself of the de-
sign of the Bat. This canoe, hui it specially for racing, had a cock-
pit as small as one can be made, with the board, a very large one,
just in the center of the canoe. The board was fitted to drop
from both ends, aud was so arranged that it could not be raised
after the sliding seat was in place. In making a landing it was
necessary to first remove the. sliding seat while in deep water,
then to lift out the board and drop it overboard, when the canoe
could be beached; the owner afterward wading out and fishing
up the board. By this simple and ingenious arrangement the
hoard could be placed exactly where it was needed for sailing,
and at the same time there was no room for water in the boat in
case of a capsize.
Of the two Joyner boats at the meet, one was fitted with a still

more extreme cockpit than Tol tec's, an ordinary tin footbath was
Used m the center of the canoe, giving room for the feet, there
being no place for the canoeist save on deck. This canoe, the Imp.
was of a peculiar model, with very fine ends, and fitted with a
huge rig. Owing to her owner's illness during the meet she was,
unfortunately, not raced. The other Joyner canoe, Dimple No. 4,
was owned by Mr. Forrest, and was agreat. departure from his
previous boats in model. The hull was handsomely built of
Spanish cedar, m am. strakes, its chief peculiarity being a per-
fectly square forefoot, a right angle, the stem being lined away somuch that the angle had to be made of sheet brass. The boat was
fitted with a small well, but with bulkheads and two large com-
partments with circular metal-edged batches in the decksTso that
the well could be changed into a larger one if it was desired at
any time to convert her into a cruising boat. To do this it would
toe necessary to remove the present trunk, as it was so located
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that the board came abaft the body of the canoeist aa he sat on
deck. The appearance of the boat in the paddling race was very
peculiar, the canoe having a large board projecting upward
immediately behind the canoeist.
The new paddling trophy, with the 401b. limit of weight, brought

out several special racing canoes this year, the best of the lot, from
all appearances, being the one in which the trophy was won.
Three out of the eight starters in the trophy race used the ordinary
decked canoe, but the remaining five were equipped with purely
paddling canoes. Mr. MacKendrick's canoe was designed and
built by Mr. Win. English, the well-known builder of the open
Canadian canoes; but she differed in model from the latter, being
sharper in her waterlines and with less of a round, spoon-shaped
bottom. The stem and stern were nearly plumb, while the quick
sheer of the Canadian canoe was entirely missing, the sheer being
fair and easy from stem to stern. The planking was light, ribband
carvel with ribs close together. About one-third of the boat, at
each end was decked with oiled linen, leaving a well 5 to 6ft. long,
crossed by one thwart, for paddling in the usual single-blade pos-
ture, on both knees. In racing, however. Mr. MacKendrick knelt
on but one knee, the other leg and foot being thrown forward, a
very graceful position, and one that gave a long sweep. In spite
of the light weight the material was so placed as to make a verv
serviceable boat for ordinary paddling, and, of course, for racing.
Two of the Canadians, Messrs. Carnegie and Tilley. who were

first and second respectively in the unlimited paddling, and third
and second to Mr. MacKendrick in the trophy race, used canoes
of the ordinary open Canadian model, undecked, but of light
build, very nice looking boats, but not up to the model of the
winner. The fourth Canadian, Mr. Leys, had a specially built
paddling boat, but of such light construction that tine waterline
was discernible on the inside through the thin planking, while in
order to bring up the weight to the 401b. limit, very thick and
heavy ash floor boards were necessary. This method of saving
weight was hardly a success, the hull being too light to stand any
great amount of racing or even ordinary paddling for pleasure or
practice.
The only special racing canoe of American build was that pad-

dled by Mr. Perry, a handsomely built Spanish cedar crate by
Blakie,the noted shell boat builder of Boston. In this, his first

venture in canoe building we believe, the builder has foLowed to
a certain extent the old Rob Roy, and the shape is not one that
promises great speed in racing. The workmanship is neat and
well finished, as might be expected from a skillful shell boat
builder, but the boat showed a very marked bunch amidships.
She was decked completely, with the small oval well of the Rob
Rov, the deck being of thin Spanish cedar.
As far as the paddling trophy and the races at the meets are

concerned, the new 401b. limit for paddling canoes seems entirely
satisfactory, as a very fast and yet sufficiently strong and service-
able canoe can be built under it, a boat at once light under paddle
and yet strong enough lor racing, training and ordinary practice
paddling. At the same time, this class of special racing canoe is

not likely to appear in sufficient numbers in local and club races
and at the Division meets to make a successful and well-filled
class. In races of this kind the. most of the paddling is done in
the ordinary open Canadian canoe, such as was described in the
Foubst and Stream of Dec. 4. These boats, with many other good
qualities, are fast enough under paddle to make excellent racing,
and they are found in large numbers not only at every Canadian
regatta, but at many in the States. They are used by men who
would readily enter them in a race, but who would not build a
special 401b racer. These canoes weigh from 50 to 651bs„ and even
when in ordiuarily good condition are no match for the special
racer with a polished racing bottom. While, as we said, the
racers are not likely to turn up in large numbers at the smaller
regattas, at the same time they may, if present, claim the right to
start in any race held under A. C. A. rules; and the presence of
but one such boat would keep out the usual service canoes. The
matter can perhaps be remedied by the committees making classes
for canoes of 401 bs. and under, and for all oyer 401bs., but some
measure of this kind is very much ueeded if the canoes which
have raced so much in the past are to be still retained in the
racing.
Taking all things together, the fleet has improved in finish and

preparation more than in model, build or fittings; the best of the
new boats were little or no better than some that have been seen
before, but there was a very large number of boats finely finished
and well prepared for the racing, a point which we have fre-
quently criticised in the past. Light construction has come in
canoes as in yachts, and within reasonable limits is a good thing,
but many of the canoes at the Meet were obviously not strong
enough to carry a heavy man on a sliding seat. The hulls as a
rule have been built without regard to the seat, in many cases the
canoeist did not use a sliding seat when he ordered his boat, and
when he adopted the new invention, placing it in the weakest
part of the whole boat, and probably using seat and boat much
more severely than a man who is thoroughly familiar with the
slider, the result was soon apparent in split decks and sprung
coamings, if not in more serious injury. We noticed one boat in
which the side knee, placed to support a part of the strain of the
seat, had forced a plank off from the turn of the bilge and signs
of similar strains were evident in other boats. It is clearly
evident that if the long sliding seat and large sail plan are to go
on a light canoe the hull must be constructed first of all to carry
the seat, other structural requirements being subordinate to this
prime one. This need not be difficult, but it will require a little

care on the part of the builder in bracing the center of the boat.
The bathtub well offers an easy method of doing this, as the deck
and the bottom are firmly tied together just where the seat
crosses.

Of fitting there is little to be said this year, the parts of a racing
canoe have been fined down to a few simple elements, hull proper,
two sails, small well, quite or nearly closed, large plate board,
drop rudder, deck tiller and two travelers. All of these details,
such as boards and rudders, we have fully described within the
past year or two, and there is nothing new to add to the list. The
deck tiller, which is becoming of greater importance each year,
is of two kinds, which may be truthfully classed as good and bad.
The former is the straight thwartship tiller, the natural comple-
ment of the sliding seat, and like it. invented by Mr. Butler, and
used on all the Vesper ranoes. The latter is the jointed deck
filler, which has gradually come into use as men have seated
themselves further out of the boat, and such as is now used on
Canuck, shown in the Fobrst and Stream of Oct. 16, and on the
Buggies boat.
The small thwartsbin deck yoke and short fore and aft tiller,

first appiied by Mr. Vaux to the old Dot nearly a dozen years ago,
answered its purpose well for a long time, but as men learned to
sit further out some means of reaching the tiller was necessary,
and a second handle, jointed to the first, was added. This same
gear has been used on the majority of canoes, even with the slid-
ing seat, but it is defective in two points. It is so weak in con-
struction as to be very easily broken, and also from its weakness
and the fact that it swings freely it is of no aid to the man in re-
gaining his position after hiking out. The thwartship tiller on
the contrary, with its strong bar firmly fixed to the deck or mast-
tube, within easy reach of the hand on either side, is little liable
to damage and is a most important aid to the canoeist, offering
him an additional means of support and enabling him to get
aboard very quickly. The mishaps to the old tiller in t he races at
the meet probably settled its fate, and the new one will supplant
it entirely wherever the sliding seat is used, Of the seat itself
there is little to say in addition to Mr. Forrest's very full descrip-
tion published two weeks since. Many seats now in use are
strong enough and work satisfactorily, and further improve-
ments in details are likely to be made as more become interested
in the subject.

THE "MAIL AND EXPRESS CANOEIST."—On Dec. 31 a re-
ception was given at the office of the Mail and Express to the
returned traveler who claims to have made a 6 000 mile canoe
cruise. Although invitations were sent out to a large number of
canoeists, we find the names of only three among the "scores of
persons" who are reported as present. We have yet seen no de-
tailed account of the waters traveled in the canoe. Although in
all the accounts of this wonderful journey it was intimated that
it was made entirelyin the small canoe in whichit was begun, it

is plain that but a small part was made in the canoe, the main
dependence being on canal boats, express trains, river steam-
ers and large boats. The statement is made that "the entire dis-
tance by water from New York to Astoria is 6,280 miles, and all
this can be navigated in a canoe with the exceplion of a single
carry across the Rocky Mountains and a canyon at the mouth
of the Pend d'Oreille River." At the same time it is admitted that
this carry was not made, and after ascending the Missouri by
steamer the canoe was transported over the mountains. Among
other exploits, the "Mail and Express Canoeist" has discovered a
new lake which is to bear his name, a still closer linK between him
and the renowned Glazier. The following is a list of prizes offered
by the paper and those won by its canoeist: First—The greatest
number of miles ever made in a canoe of record. §100. Second—
The fastest recorded mile ever paddled in a canoe, $50 Third-
Win any canoe race in which there shall be at least three entries,
$50. Fourth—Make the first recorded "carry" on the recessary
line of his travel, $50. Fifth—Cross the continent with the least
amount of "carry" in miles ever known in the aggregate, $100.
Sixth— Not lose a day's travel from sickness, $50. Seventh—For
every scalp which he may be compelled to take to save his owu
life, $50. Eighth— For each unmapped water course he may dis-
cover and map, $10. Ninth— For any new bird he may discover,
$10. Tenth—For any new kind of fish he may discover."$10. Elev-
enth—For any other kind of animal, $10. Of these Mr. Bapp'eye
won the first, fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth, amounting to $310,
and we think he is fairly entitled to the ninth for his discovery of
a bird so foolish as to furnish the golden egg for his useless and
ridiculous pleasure trip.

CRESCENT C. C.-This winter has been a hard one for canoe
clubs; the Red Dragons have lost a new house by fire, the New
York floating house was lately damaged to the extent of several
hundred dollars by a heavy storm, the Rondout house was on fire
last week, though little damage was done; and now the Crescent
C. C. is the sufferer,- its house at Greenville, N. J., on Newark Bay,
having been burned on Jan. 4. The loss is partly covered by in-
surance and the house will be rebuilt by spring.

NORTHERN DIVISION.—Col. Cotton, vice-coin., has notified
Com. Lawson that Mi'. Porteus has withdrawn his resignation and
will serve as purser during the year.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffmgwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," '"'Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise* on the subject
extant.

Names and Portraits oe Birds, by G-urdon Trumbtui. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, price 82.50. For sale by Forest
AWD 8TRXAM.
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No Notice Tafeen of Anonymous Correspondents.

T. S.. Charleston, W. Va.—We cannot undertake to say who has
the best cocker spaniels. Consult our advertising columns.
W. H., Lebanon, Ind.—It would be invidious on our part to

mention the name of any one breeder or to decide as to who has
the best stock. You had better advertise for what you want,
W. W., Newark, N. J.—Would you please let me know through

your paper how to get the rust off a gun? Ans. Rub with emery
paste, made from 3 parts cosmoline or oil and 1 part emery. Then
apply wire scratch brush, and wash clean with hot water.

U. T, R., Westerly, R. I.—Will you please let me know in the
next paper, if the grizzly bears are as plentiful as they were thirty
or forty year- ago, and where is the best place to hunt them in the
United States? Ans. Not as plentiful as formerly, but still to be
found in many places in the main range of the Rocky Mountains.
Central Wyoming and southern Montana are good localities.

W. E. N., Salem, Mass.—Can you kindly inform me, through the
columns of y our paper, as to the proper markings of a fox-terrier,
and oblige. Ans. White should predominate. Brmriie, fallow,
liver or red markings are objectionable. A fox-terrier with a
black and tan marked head and ears, and a black spot or two on
the body is the one most sought after, though many good dogs are
almost or quite pure white.

S. T., Philadelphia.—In looking in your paper this morning for
my answer, I saw the Pennsylvania deer season closed last Mon-
day. This is not exactly what I wanted. I know the season; but
what I wanted was, where are deer the most plentiful within 200
miles or so of Philadelphia, and can you shoot them in that State
next season? Ans. We would advise, you to try the Pike county
hunting grounds, starting out from Milford.

Rice Lake, Ottawa.—What do you consider the best way of re-
moving lead from the interior of gun barrels? Do you think that
metal polishes, such as Putz-pomade, etc., would injure the in-
terior of barrels if applied for the above purpose? 1 have tound
Putz-pomade to answer in a manner, though in a very indifferent
manner. Ans. 1 Warm the barrels slightly and anoint with
mercurial ointment; this will form an amalgam with the lead.
Then wipe out clean, k,. We know nothing of Putz-pomade.

.T. A. C, Oil City, Pa.—In looking over the Book of the Game
Laws for our State we find that deer can be killed from the first
day of October to the fifteenth day of December next following;
and then it says no person shall have io his or her possession any
venison, save only from the first day of October to the thirtieth
day of November next following. Is it not a mistake? Ans. The
law reads as it is given in the Book of the Game Laws. There is
certainly a blunder in the statute, but this is in the original.

G. B. F., Brooklyn, N. Y.—I am the owner of a pointer puppy,
and I write you asking if yon would kiudlv let me know what he
is worth, as I had some offers for him. He is 8mos. old and very
fine proportioned, liver and white, very quick at learning and
never forgets a lesson. He is very healthy and never had a
disease in his life. 2. Will you kindly let me. know how much it

costs to have a dog broken for quail? Ans. You ask a rather dif-
ficult question; so much depends on breeding. If well bred, by
aud out of known dogs, he ought to be worth from $35 to $50. 2.
From $100 to $150.

W. H. Gordon, Ellenburgh, N. Y.—-ft seems to me that it is
within the province of your best of all sporting newspapers that
the uninformed may ask the advice of those who know. lam
going to buy a bird dog to hunt woodcock and partridge. Am not
a wing shot. I don't want to nunt just for killing them, but when
I go would like to know somewhere near where a bird is. Our
cover is brush and heavy timber, and there are plenty of grouse,
but they go up with a roar that scares a fellow out of his boots,
riebt from under his feet. I was out the other day and stopped
to light my pipe; had just lit a match when with a ioar and a
rush of wings a big grouse got up from under my feet, flew over
my head and away. What breed is best, pointer or spaniel ? In
accordance with your advice will buy a pup, a book on training,
and have a bird dog. Ans. For heavy cover you will find a Clum-
ber very useful. Between a pointer and a setter it is a mere
matter of opinion, A setter would perhaps suit your work better.

Ahmeek, Buffalo, N. Y.— Not being a good rifle shot, and near-
sightedness with the resulting eye-glasses further embarrassing
me, I put Lyman sights on my Winchester .15-90 300 last fall, and
found a great improvement in my shooting at once. But the
thorn in this rose is the large black eye given me by the rear sight
about four times out ot five. The, recoil of the piece is consider-
able, and although the folding sight is as far up on the neck of
the stock as it can be. and not be struck by the breech-bolt, it still

manages to rap me hard enough to enlarge my right optic, besides
keeping me constantly in fear of having my glasses broken and
the eye put out. If it were not so constructed as to allow of its

folding partly forward I could not use it at all. With plenty of
time to aim, and using the larger circle, I can avoid getting hurt,
but if I throw the gun up hastily I involuntarily place my eye
close to the sight, and then there is trouble. Ans. Yoa may find
benefit by changing this model, which has a short stock, for an-
other model which has a longer stock.

Anglers contemplating a trip to Morida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
MARK, largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel -was taken -with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They are pronouueed "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LIMN TARPON SNELIi IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IHBBIE,
Manufacturers of every dessription of

^-I3XTES FISHING T -A.O K. X.
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor Houae). New Yorlr.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
3 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send, for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOQDALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnry St.,

will now be found at 141 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 94, 10,

^ ,
1^ft

-'
weiSht

,
7

»
8

-
9oz

- • • • • ' Price $2 72
No. 1, br, same as above but is G-ei-maa Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8|, 9, 9£, 10ft
,
weight 9, 10J, 12, 13oz

&
.[ . . .Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted 3 32.
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt "Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, sobd reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz. " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.:
Brass Multiplying Reets, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c; 40yds., 95c; 60yds.. §1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., §2.25; 80vds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Liuen Reel :

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c ; double gut, 15c per
doz.

; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c; 2ft., per doz., 30c
;
3fb., per doz., 45c Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c ;

3ft., doz., 45o;

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
and Sc. vtaav* for Illustrate* G&t&logao tor 1890. OPEN BTBlCOfGB.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

HTot Bold eut Retail toy tne Manufaotwrers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
being introduced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVEN'S RIFLES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. They
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The .22 long rifle and the .25 rim-fire cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactured by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO,,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Box 4102, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

S

EQUIPMENTS.
CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

CORDUROY SHOOTING COAT,
CARTRIDGE BELT, -

CAPS AND HATS, -

GUN CASES, -

COMPLETE SUIT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (CORDUROI), -

si.oo
5.00
.35
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

.....

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. 0. D. with the privilege cf examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES FREE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
|108 Madison. Street, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

|)
36 New Street,

'! X!ast Boston,
Bevolvers .32 & .38.

Mass.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some Native Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.
A handsome imperial octavo volume of vmtechnical descriptions of the lives and ways

of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Bine-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.
Each ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings

by Howard EL Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid.
$8.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Corohill.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Camp lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be used on any kind or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Burrs kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St. N. Y.

'63 Haymarket- LONDON
For illustrated' catalogue

W&F TACKLE .RODS &?r ~~~

Established 1837.

J. B. OiiOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing Tackle, Anns, Rifles, ReyolYers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodale & Fhazak)

TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealersm

Glass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.
Send stamp for full Illustrated cata-

logue. No. 93 Sudbury st., Boston, Mass.

JEW

The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By BAWDON B. LEE.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

i

Chicago, Nov. 22, 1890.

Jos. Thurman, Esq., Gcrmantown, Phita., Pa,.:

Dear Sir—Enclosed And check for bills of Nov.
6 and Oct. 31. The blouses ordered were used by
the Chicago team at the Kansas Ci'y shoot, and it

was the unanimous opinion of all the shooters
there that they were the most desirable article
for the purpose that had ever been brought to
their attention. Yours truly.

Jennet & Graham Gun Co.

Also indorsed by the best, trap shooters all over
the country. Colors: Black, Seal Brown, Navy-
Blue, Garnet, Dark Green and Gray. Give chest
measure over vest. If your dealer does not keep
them, send direct to the mill. Price postpaid $2
each. Correspondence with dealers solicited.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

A PROSPECTUS
OF THE NEW

Illustrated Monthly Magazine,

The Sportsman and Tourist,

Will he mailed to any address on application by

JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO.,

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, the sportsman, the tourist.

Small, hand-made cigars. Good quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, S2.50. Vuelta Havanas $3.50 per
box of 50 post paid. The old reliable house of
twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO., Knoxville. Tenn.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
and imitation of the
natural bird, address
J. N. DODGE, Detroit.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.
It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and pat them up, it tells of camp
fires, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price §1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelligence of animals, and
of many curious habits of certain little known
species. Every one who is interested in

nature or in animal life will find entertain-
ment in this volume.

Cloth, pp. 229. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, N. Y
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,

Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters ; Rules for Racing ; Rules for Build-
ing ; Pilot Regulations ; Specific Types of Machinery

;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

By C P. ZS.UIVSARDT.
CONTENTS.

Theory of the Steam Engine, Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.

Boiler Efficiency. Racing Steam Yachts,

Boiler Mountings. Management and Care of Machinery.

The Engine and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.

The Screw. The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda ; Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Pew new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when

the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently

comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of

the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. GO , 40 Park Row, New York.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F. H. F. MERCER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spaniel by a practical

sportsman and an enthusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated by admirable portraits

of all the more important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the

English and American Spaniel Clubs. The work is highly praised by the sporting press

generally, and is indispensable to every owner.,

PRICE $1.00.

F0RBST AUP STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

PAVJES & CO., London, England*

Audubon Bird Portraits.
Twenty-three of the famous plates by J. J. Audubon, reproduced by the half-tone pro

cess, carefully printed on fine paper, size of plate 10 by 6J inches, are contained in the

Audubon Magazine, the full set of 23 numbers will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1. Therr

are but a fe complete sets left. The subjects are as follows: Baltimore Oriole and ne=t

Chimney Swift. Great Auk. Cedar Bird. Purple Martin. Golden-Winged Woodpeckei

Wood Thrush, Spotted Sandpiper. Brown Thrasher. Nighthawk. Cliff Swallow. Euro

pean Magpie. European Coot. Tufted Titmouse. Kingbird. Fish-Tailed Flycatcher.

Townee Bunting. Pileated Woodpecker. Crow. Black and White Warbler. Night Heron

Mocking Bird, Rusty Grackle. Green Wodpecker. Hermit Thrush.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
815 Broadway, New York,
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AN EXTRAORDINARY DECISION.

A DECISION has just been rendered by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, which is a surprise to all

who are familiar with game legislation and previous

rulings of the courts. The Pennsylvania law, act of June

3, 1878, as amended April 25, 1889, prescribes: "No per-

son shall kill or expose for sale, or have in his or her

possession after the same has been killed, any quail or

Virginia partridge, between the fifteenth day of December
in any year and the first day of November next follow-

ing, under a penalty of ten dollars for each bird so killed,

exposed for sale or had in possession."

This has been held to mean that no quail could law-

fully be had in possession in the prohibited period with-

out regard to whether the birds have been killed in the

State or without. Under this law, in the Allegheny

county case of the Commonwealth against Wilkinson,

for having quail in his possession and offering them for

sale out of season, the defendant was found guilty, the

jury, however, finding in a special verdict that the quail

which had been offered for sale had been killed in another

State and at a time when it was lawful to kill them.

The case was carried to the Supreme Court, and it has

just delivered an opinion reversing the finding of the

lower court, on the ground that the law applies only to

game killed within the State. The Chief Justice says:

•'The law was not intended to have any extra territorial

effect, or, if it was, it would be nugatory. After pro-

hibiting the killing of quail the act further provides 'or

have in his or her possession after the same has been killed.'

The word 'same' clearly refers to the antecedent game,
the killing of which is already prohibited. The meaning
of the act, as we view it, is that no quail shall be killed

in this State between the dates specified. The construc-

tion claimed for the act by the Commonwealth would
render any one a criminal who lawfully killed game in

another State and brought it with him for his own use."

The intent of the Legislature was unquestionably to

prohibit the entire sale of quail in the close season,

whether the game was killed in Pennsylvania or else-

where. The wording of the statute is similar to the texts

of the laws of other States, where it has uniformly been

held that sale is absolutely prohibited without regard to

the source of supply. As a matter of fact, this decision is,

we believe, quite novel in its contention that a State law
cannot apply to game removed from beyond its territorial

limits. Came laws would not be effective if a close

season did not mean close for all game, wherever it comes
from.

Just as we go to press we are in receipt of the following

from the Duquesne Kennel Club, of Pittsburgh:

At a meeting of the Duquesne Kennel Club, Monday, the 12th

inst., the following resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Wltereas, Under the decision of the Supreme Court, in the case

of The Commonwealth vs. Wilkiuson, the existing laws are de-

clared to prohibit only the possession and sale of game killed

within this State; and
Whereas, It is believed that it was the intention and purpose of

the promoter of the passage of said acts to absolutely prevent the
killing of game in this State within the time specified; and
Whereas, The construction of said acts permitting the possession

and sale of game shipped from other States gives such oppor-
tunity for evasion as to render said State acts futile; it is

Resolved, That the Duquesne Kennel Club use every honorable
means in their power to procure the passage of such laws as will

fully protect all game within this State.

A special resolution was unanimously passed by the club com-
mending John W. Hague, Esq., for his zeal and efficacy in enforc-

ing the game laws. S. L. BOGGS, Pres. D.K.C.
W. E. Littell, Sec'y D.K.C.

ANOTHER TBAP-SHOOTING STIMULATOR.

IT cannot be said that the American Shooting Associa-

tion has done all that its projectors anticipated for

it. Tliis combination of manufacturers and dealers set

out to stimulate the sport of trap-shooting by providing

uniformity of rules, classification of shooters, and compe-
tent management of tournaments. While it has done a
good work in classifying shooters according to their skill,

and thus providing some chance for amateur shots to par-

ticipate in tournaments and yet not sacrifice everything

to the experts, the expenses of operation have been out of

proportion to the benefits gained by the men who put up
the money. We have had no formal notice that the as-

sociation is dead, but the probabilities are that it will not

be heard of in the future as a potent factor in trap-shoot-

ing interests,

A new scheme is being put through by Mr. Penrose

of the Keystones. His plan is to form an association of

manufacturers, dealers and others who may be interested,

the association to guarantee certain sums to be distrib-

uted as prizes at semi-monthly tournaments, to provide a

manager to conduct the tournaments, to assume the

financial responsibility of the meetings, pocket the losses,

or turn over any profits to the clubs for whose benefit the

shoots are given. The operation of this plan will call for

a less expenditure than was required under the American
Association plan , and one thing in its favor is that local

clubs will have a chance to make a profit out of their

meetings—something they could not do under the other

control.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE death of Captain Wallace and of Lieut. Casey of

of the army, both of whom were killed by Sioux
not far from Pine Ridge, Dakota, will carry a feeling of

sadness to the heart of every army officer and of the

many friends of these two brave and good soldiers.

It was our good fortune to have known them both inti-

mately, and not since the Custer massacre have any
deaths occurred in Indian fighting which appealed to us

so melancholy. Both men were fine fellows and good
soldiers. Each was just entering the summer of his life

and had reached that point when they could do a man's
best work, both had served long on the plains and were
familiar with the ordinary dangers of Indian war.

Mr. Casey was appointed to the U, S. Military Academy
in 1869, and after graduating went out on the plains where
he saw almost continuous service for many years. He
was a good scout and prairie man, his capabilities in this

direction being testified to by many officers, Indians and
scouts. About a year ago he undertook the task of or-

ganizing a company of Cheyenne scouts from those at the

Tongue River Agency, and his energy, enthusiasm and

knowledge of Indian chaxacter were such that he soon

made this organization a body of well drilled, soldierly

and hard working Indians. Last summer they cut and
hauled logs for their own barracks, and built a set of

comfortable quarters of which white men might have
been proud. It is but a few months since we spent sev-

eral days in the camp of Mr. Casey's scouts, and were
deeply interested in the important work that he had
accomplished.

We first knew Captain Wallace as a second lieutenant

in the Seventh Cavalry in the year 1874, during the ex-

pedition to the Blfick Hills, then an unknown region. On
this expedition he had charge of a large body of Indian

scouts, which served with the troops, and he managed
these men with good judgment. The death in 1876 of

a large number of the officers of the Seventh Cavalry
rendered his promotion more rapid than is usually the
case in the army, and some years ago he attained his cap-

taincy. No feature of these so-called Indian uprisings is

more deplorable than the fact that men like Casey and
Wallace must be sacrificed to the irresponsibility of Con-
gress and the bad system of the Indian Department.

What should be the end of the Drew affair has now
been reached. At their meeting last Thursday, the Com-
missioners dismissed that officer from the service for

neglect of duty. We understand that the new fish and
game protector for the Tenth District will be Edward
Hawn, who as a deputy warden, in the employ of the

Onondaga Anglers' Association of Syracuse, has made an
excellent record. In our issue of Dec. 4 we quoted from
the Syracuse Times a report of the work accomplished

by the Onondaga Association in their fight against the

illegal netters of Oneida Lake. From that report, as well

as from letters we have received from Syracuse anglers,

it is learned that to Mr. Hawn is chiefly due the credit for

the success of the campaign. He is the man who has done
most of the work ; and with him in active service have
been associated Deputies Crownheart and Shackleton. For

what they have done Protector Drew had the credit,

simply because he assumed it. There is reason to believe

that the Commissioners have in the past been deceived

with respect to Chief Protector Drew; they have been led

by his official reports to believe that he was doing work
in which, as a matter of fact, he had no active part. If

there is any proof that Protector Drew ever put his hand

to a net in Oneida Lake, or actually engaged in a raid on

those waters, it would make reading only less interesting

than Mr. John D. Collins's carefully concealed proof to

sustain his recent charges against the Commissioners.

Capt. Healy, of the United States revenue cutter Bear,

has proposed a game importation scheme for Alaska.

The Esquimaux natives of the northwestern part of that

Territory depend very largely upon the deer for their

winter food; but the deer supply has been decreased to

such an extent that the natives' supply of meat has been

seriously affected. The project of Capt. Healy is this,

that the Government shall import some of the tame rein-

deer of Siberia, which are there herded by "deer men,''

and shall put them out in regions of Alaska where the

character of the country and the food conditions will be

favorable. He also suggests bringing to Alaska some of

the Siberian herders, to teach the Esquimaux how to care

for the game. Such an undertaking might very well be

put through at slight cost, and Capt. Healy 's suggestions

are worthy of careful consideration.

We are quite at a loss to understand why Jonathan

Darling should attempt to deny that he was fined for deer

hounding in Maine, as stated in the Book of the Game
Laws, when the Maine Supreme Court records are against

such a denial.

They have great wildfowl shooting on the northwest

coast; and we have some interesting descriptions of days

with the ducks and geese from the pen of a Washington

contributor. The first one will be given next week.

We would be glad to have information about desirable

shooting resorts in North Carolina and that part of the

South, a section of country to which many gunners look

for winter shooting.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal the name of that friend.
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
I.—IN TRANSITU.

WE ran away this fall. In fleeing the telegraph, the
post-office, the door bells, and all our many

masters, we experienced a sweet, if guilty satisfaction,
which more than compensated the unpropitious skies
that followed us, though it was not until we were safe at
Nicatowis, where officers of the law no longer go, that
we felt quite secure from pursuit and recall. And this is
the chronicle of the trip.

We were my father, myself and "Jot;" the trip was up
the Passadumkeag waters and to the Machias Lakes.
Father was guide and head of the expedition; to Jot fell
most of the hard work; I wrote the journal and did the
admiring. It will be seen that Father and I, by effecting
a combination, managed to secure the offices, mine indeed
a sinecure, as became my abilities, but his pro merttis;
for, though Jot knew a large part of the country. Father
was easily chief by virtue of the six trips which ' he had
made through it previous to this one—once in 1867, when
he and Louis Ketchum came up the Machias and found
their way across to and down the Passadumkeag without
guide or guide book; twice with big Sebattis Mitchell, in
1873 and 1874, ou the former occasion returning by the
St. Croix and the sea, and so up the Penobscot;* once
with Alonzo Spearen, and twice with John Spearen,
his brother, with whom he made the circuit
by way of the Dobsies and Fourth Lake. Machias
to Gassobeeis. In our lenten days on the West
Branch last year, when it was uncertain after the kettle
had been emptied what would fill it next, Father had told
me of the flesh pots of Gassobeeis and Fourth Lake,
and even then had planned the trip in expectation of
plenty.
We got up at a preposterously early hour one Monday

morning, perhaps to balance sitting up so late Saturday
night, and took the early train from Bangor. At the
Enfield station Gilman's express was waiting to haul us
and our baggage in to Nicatowis, it being shorter, cheaper
and easier to haul than it is to work up stream against
the current and to carry past Grand and Nicatowis Falls,
It was a superb day, dappled in the early morning and
threatening rain, but coming out so fair and fine when
once we are on our way that our spirits were light as the
breeze. Such blackberries by the roadside,such little brooks—running away, too—hills so inspiring and hollows so
delightful—nothing which we saw was passed by unap-
preciated. At Wakefield Corner a shoe must be reset, and
while we waited we watched two fish hawks wheeling
above the mill pond on the—Escutassis of the maps,
Scootahzin of the people. At Burlington we stopped
again, and I dimly remember—do not, in fact, remem-
ber, but know it must be true—that a ledge outcrops
there which was of slate and shows glacial scratches: I
distinctly remember that a gentleman came up, and
after examining the canoe critically inquired whether it

would hold a man if he didn't put a weight in the bot-
tom. Beyond Burlington we crossed the'Madagascal, a
beautiful stream, "smart as lightning," Jot said. From
the hilltops further on Spawnook Lake was revealed,
with Passadumkeag Mountain rising behind it in wooded
swells, no finer than as we see it from home lying along
the northeast horizon like a long blue cloud, but still
very satisfactory. Thence up hill and down and through
pine barrens until the main road left us and we passed
through the fences of Stickney, the last settler, into the
woods road that leads to Nicatowis.
; Crossing the Passadumkeag at Grand Falls, and keep-
ing it on our left from this time forward, we came by
noon to a little shanty in the midst of a large field. One
man stays here to look out for the farm, which is kept up
in order to raise supplies for the lumbermen. Here we
got dinner, and in the afternoon hauled in to the head of
Nicatowis Falls, about four miles beyond, over a road not
without stones and stumps, but still good enough for light
wagons. At the end of the carry past the falls the load
was unpacked and sorted, and all provisions which we
thought would not be needed before we returned to this
place were hidden in the woods; for it is against father's
principles to carry about any unnecessary impedimenta.
Then, judging that there was not enough water for all
three of us to go up in the canoe, Father and I walked
through to the lake while Jot brought up the load.
One does not see much of a lake from the outlet, only

a wooded, rocky shore on the right, and on the left a
burned point overgrown with bracken and strewn with
granite boulders. A few small islands shut off the out-
ward view. At the left of the road by which we reached
the lake are the outlet and its dam, newly rebuilt; and also
a little house for the use of river drivers and others. The
wing of the old dam still extends along the shore for
several hundred feet, decayed, broken and growing up to
alders, but not needed now that the low land behind has
grown up to trees, so that there is no longer any danger
of the lake cutting another outlet for itself.

_
We crossed the dam, which is just at the head of a pretty

little rapid where the stream takes a whirl or two among
mossy granites before settling quietly into the round pool
below, just as Jot arrived with the canoe; and, the after-
noon being now in the decline, prepared to camp at this
place. Though it is true that in the woods one has all
the room there is for camping, any one who knows noth-
ing of this kind of a life, would be astonished to see how
hard it sometimes is to find a smooth, dry place large
enough to pitch even a small tent. In the present instance
we were obliged to pitch ours just below the end of the
dam and exactly in the middle of the carry, in an ill-

smelling spot, but the best there was. While the others
were making ready the tent and campwood, I took up my
old occupation of mating the bed; and, in the absence of
boughs of any kind, cut a great bed of sweet-fern and
buckhorn brakes, as the bracken is called here, which
partially atoned for the ill savor of the place. Our house-
keeping arrangements were soon completed. An empty
box which we found near by was seized on as treasure and
became our principal article of furniture. A few blue-
berries and one little trout, which were all the land and
water afforded that night, were laid by toward the next
day's needs; but as our home luncheon, though small,
was no more likely to fail than the widow's meal and oil—why is it that "store food" always lasts so long in the
woods?—no anxieties for the morrow disturbed our enjoy-

ment of the night, no premonition warned us how we
should yet be fed.

II.—NICATOWIS RAVENS.

It is not often that the event of the day transpires after
the blankets have been tucked in. We certainly were
all asleep and we must have waked at the same moment,
though no one spoke immediately; for at the first word
all had agreed that, though very faint, the noise we heard
was an awkward bowman rapping his paddle against the
gunwale at every stroke. It was most improbable that
any one would be coming down the lake so late at night
to camp in the dark or to walk out seven miles to the
Gilman House, and we heard no voices; but when Jot
turned out a little after the noise ceased, he found two
men walking quietly along the shore end of the dam.
They accepted bis invitation and came down to the tent.
One was stout and florid with a red, horseshoe moustache
and a slouch hat—a very ruddy man. Ruddy was spokes-
man and sat on our box before the fire, his paddle in the
hollow of bis right arm as he lifted the tent with his left
and peered inside to catechise the sleepy. The other, who
was slender, brown, and evidently a woodsman, stood
behind the fire leaning on his paddle as he talked with
Jot. Conversation did not flow at first: we were sleepy
and Ruddy seemed distraught. To find strangers en-
camped in that carry with no possible way of getting
past except by the path between the tent and the fire was
undeniably awkward. And they were going down
stream that night, so they said. "When did we come and
how?" So we told them how we hauled in with Gilman
that day and how near we had been to coming with so-and-
so, who was to be in at such a time. "I know that," said
Ruddy, and straightway unbent a little. Then he volun-
teered the information that they had just come from the
head of the lake. More questions from Ruddy, who
seemed inquisitive. Thereat Father sat up and told all
the news, as a good woodsman should; where this guide
was and where that one, who were with them, of the
party that had just gone in to Lonz's camp on Pistol, and
all the matters on which he thought our visitors would
be already informed; for three to one, a strange woods-
man cares less to hear the news than to know who you
are that tell these things and whether you tell truth.
"Were we going to Darling's?" No, we were not out

for game. Ruddy froze at once, and evidently set us down
as suspicious characters and possibly as wardens. Again
he spoke of going down stream and that they must be
going, but made no move himself. Again he put his
questions with a delicate indirectness. The talk wan-
dered to the past, and old experiences, old acquaintances,
how places looked ten, twenty, thirty years ago. The
fire shining on Ruddy made him redder and cast his
shadow on the tent in massive bulk, and all the while in
the pauses of the talk came his refrain that he never
would lug past Nicatowis Falls again, catch him lugging
on that carry again. It was evident that he was as near
it as he cared to be that night. Then said Father plainly:
"If you have any meat with you we would like to buy a
few pounds." "That isn't our business," replied Ruddy
briefly and with dignity. After a pause: "What may
your name be?" "Hardy." "Brewer?" "Yes." And
then he knew all that he wanted to know.
Having discovered who we were, his frostiness thawed

completely. Before they left they told us (what we knew
already) that they had no intention of carrying past, but
were going to stay at the house at the other side of the
dam; that it was not the head of the lake but the narrows
which they had come from; that they had seen something
on the shore and shot it as it stood there—a slip of the
tongue which another day's acquaintance served to cor-
rect; and, finally, that they would be happy to give us
all the meat we wanted out of "the prettie st long-eared
fellow we ever looked at"— which is calling no names.
Exeunt.
So the ravens fed us the first day; but the story is in-

tended to teach that the Nicatowis raven is a discerning-
bird and one which does not drop its bounty before strang-
ers who come unrecotnmended. And the corallary is

this: the tale would not now be told if I remembered
either the names or the faces of any of the principals of
this party; but—so quickly do we forget our benefactors

—

were we to meet to-morrow I should not be able to iden-
tify one of them, not even Brown and Ruddy. "Ah,
man," says Alan Breck, who might w^ell have been a
native of Maine, "but I have a grand memory for for-
getting."

Ill,—THE DAY OF SMALL THINGS.

The next day it rained; but as we were up at 4 in the
morning, we had a chance before the rain began to see
the day break, the white-footed mice that live in the
cedar by the "taking out place," the red squirrel which
was clipping "cedar buds," as we call the fruit of the
arbor vitse, and all our neighbors save the ravens, who
were not early birds.

The white-footed mouse is so strictly nocturnal that,
although I have felt it hop over me in its nightly explora-
tions through the tent, I had never before seen it alive.
It is a dainty little creature, slender in shape, clear gray
above and pure white below even to the inner sides of the
legs and the under side of its long tail. One which
drowned itself in our wash basin last year at Ripogenus
measured 7iin., of which the tail was Sfin. These had a
little house in the heart of the cedar which bad been laid
open by some one removing a chip, opening a crack just
wide enough for them and leaving a little balcony in
front of their door. Here they sat gazing at me through
the morning dusk like little gray shadows, until they took
alarm and scudded up the tree. Apparently they were
living on the cedar buds; but I could not prove it.

The day passed quietly. The men got into their rubber
coats and fished, more for occupation than in any hope of
success. Father performed his great box-splitting feat to
a small but select audience; Jot enticed a colony of shiners
which lived under the rocks at the end of the carry to
come and nibble his fingers; I wrote up the journal, in
which I find it noted that Jot brought me two kinds of
everlasting (Q. deeurrens and O. polycephalum), explain-
ing that the former is excellent for colds, while the latter
has no medicinal value. It was one of the facts which
are often of prime importance to the woodsman. Rock
polypod, we learned later, is good for diarrhoea; yellow
ash bark to produce sweating; and Father once saved his
own life by compounding a medicine of pine bark, the
inner bark of wild cherry and lungwort (the rough lichen
which grows on swamp maples), steeped together and

sweetened with honey. I myself can testify to the many
virtues and the bad taste of the. last compound*
Trout were not abundant at the dam and, though the

place was faithfully fished both up stream and down,
only three were caught for the day. The largest of
these, a fine 14in. fish, was given us by our ravens whose
kindness is remembered even though their names are
not. In the afternoon two salmon about 11 and 14in. in
length took their fly and a large one broke their rigging.
These differed in color from all the young salmon I had
ever seen, being of a fine green bronze with silvery bel-
lies and with dark, almost black, spots on the sides, so
mottled that at a little distance they resembled mackerel
more than trout. Salmon appear to be abundant in
Nicatowis, whether sea salmon or landlocked I do not
know, though I am informed that the sea salmon intro-
duced by the Game Commissioners have become land-
locked, refusing to migrate. While Father was fishing
just above the sluice a great blue heron lighted on the
gate not 10ft. away, looking "for all the world," so those
who saw him say, like a great mosquito as he settled with
long legs outstretched and his neck bent down almost be-
tween them.
These are the events of the day, so few and unimpor-

tant that it seems time lost to chronicle them, and yet of
what are most of our days made up? We had pleasant
company; enough to eat of the best there was, though it

was given us; more to see than ordinarily falls into one
day's limits, for besides the mice, squirrels, shiners, trout,
salmon and heron, various small birds sought the tent
and gossipped with us—chlcadees, Maryland yellow-
throats and a beautiful black and white creeper; the
place was pretty, too, with the tall pine and big, mossy
granites behind, the carry path fringed with alders lead-
ing down to the pool and clear sky over the hill in front

;

it had, moreover, pleasant associations for Father, who,
sixteen years or more ago, cut out the present carry,
shortening the old carrying place by about one-half and
thereby benefitting all who have!'ollowed : with all these
aids to contentment, and with minds that were free from
worries for a time and willing to rest from labor, it is no
wonder that the time passed pleasantly. If the next one
who goes ihere finds it forlorn and xmeomfortable, see3
nothing praiseworthy, that, too, need not be wondered
at; for it is the small things which make the difference
in our days. Fannie P. Hardy.

ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS—V.
ANVIT, Decemb. 28, 1890.—M'sieu Fores Strim: Mos'

all every Saturday naght, Ah '11 go where M'sieu
Mumson he '11 be board for hear it read you papier an'
Ah '11 tek grea' deal satisfy of it.

Ah tol' you it mek me laft, sometam on mah inside of
it, sometam on mah face, sometam all over, for hear
what some smart feller wrote what he know 'baout ev'ry-
ting.

One ting was haow hwoodcock mek hees nowse wid
bees nose or wid hees wing. Dat mek me laft, an' Ah '11

toP M'sieu Mumson haow dat was foolish for say hwood-
cock wheestle wid hees wing of it.

Dey maght jes well said hwoodchuck wheestle wid hees
tail. You b'lieve he do, prob'ly, hein?
"No," M'sieu Mumson say, "Ah '11 ant b'lieve dat,

hwoodchuck wheestle wid hees mout' an' spat hees hoof
sem lak you w'en you dance jeeg for you hown music,
but hwoodcock was be differance; he was birds."
Ah '11 say yas, Ah know dat, but Ah tol you more.

Hwoodcock ant wheestle tall, wid hees nose or bees wing,
W'en he gallop on de air, hees wing jes go frip! fripl
an' w'en he '11 lit on tree he '11 holler Keeyalc! keeyalc!
Jceeyak!" so you could hear it more as mile. Den he
paound de tree wid hees nose, an' mek de cheep flew mos'
lak Ah do w'en Ah '11 cbawp.

M'sieu Mumson he '11 looked at me wid hees heye verea
peel, den he '11 beegin laft mos' lak bee '11 split all open.
Bombye w'en he can spoke, be '11 say, "Antoine, dat

ant be hwoodcock! Dat was pill-eatin' bwoodpecker!
He '11 black, ant it, wid red on top hees head of it?"

Yas, Ah '11 said, but he '11 was be hwoodcock, dat was
hees name of it, Ah always hear, an' he '11 ant heat pill.

What you call it hwoodcock den?
He '11 say, hwoodcock ant never lit on tree, never.

He stay on de graoun' all de tam, 'cept wen her flew,
which he do very spry an' say twk-twU-tioit-tiL-il fas',

mos' sem lak chimbley swaller. An' he stuk hees nose in
de sol' graoun' for ketch worm, not in hoi' dead tree.
Den Ah '11 say, me, Oh bah gosh! Ah '11 know what

you '11 meant. It was bline snipe, Ah '11 see it 'long Beav'
Meddy Brook, an' in cornfier las' hoein', an' wen Ah 11
was cut up in de fall. Dat was bline snipe, an' he was mos'
so good for heat as cheekin, honly he ant so beeg nough.
Nabw dat was more foolish as Ah hear yet, for call bird
dat always stay on de graoun' hwoodcock! It jes nioch
sense for call patteraige mud hen, bah gosh! An' den go
for call de reality hwoodcock dat always leeve in de
hwood, pill heatin' hwoodpsckit. He heat mud pill,

prob'ly, hein?
M'sieu Mumson say he can' help it, dat was de nem of

it bose.

Dat settle it, Ah 11 say, sem lak de man was holler "hot
pie! hot pie!" an' dey was freeze. Wen de peop' was buy
an' broke hees toof on de freeze pie, an' ast what he call
it hot for, he say dat was de name of it! An' dey can'
say noting honly, Sucre ton saef
Wal, let dem smart feller call it hwoodcock 'f he wan'

to. Ah don' care for me, an' let some of it say he wheestle
of hees nose, he. wheestle jes' de sem he always was ant
it?

Ah 11 mek notion we let it wheestle jes' min' to; he jes
good for heat an' jes moch fun for shoot one way as
fodder, Ah b'lieve. " It look awful foolishly for be quarly
of it jes de sem was grea' deal of dis sportsman beesiness.

Dar was one mans call me mean hoi' cuss for shoot one
patteraige sit on tree, jes' honly one, an' he keel ten on de
flew, so he say, but Ah '11 bet you head he keel it some on
de sit 'f he 11 gat shoot of it so. Anyhaow, who mek de
mos' scarce of patteraige in hwood, dat mans or me?
Dar was de science mans dat shoot forty bobolink for

set up in glass box; he wan keel de mans dat gat forty
bobolink for steek on gals' bunnet 'cause bunnet so small
you can' see it less he gat sometings steek on for show
where it was.
Ah 11 weesh, tne s bose dat mans was keel, for Ah '(1
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drudder hear bobolink sing in de strawberree lot. as see it

skin wid long nem in glass box or see it steek on gals' head
dat ant gat no braia of it. Some posy was more pooty
as dead bird for gal's bunnet. an' mek de feller lak it bet-

ter. Ah tol' yon,
Wal, Ah s'pose it ant mek nodift'erance probly all Ah '11

said, dey goin' keel off all de bird for sometings.
Wal, botnbye Ah'll goin' to be dead mahsef , den Ahll

gat no difference probly, honly Ah'llb'lieve Ah '11 lak it

for have some leetly feller sing over de daisy wen dey
grow top of Antotnf, Bissette.

fkP&ggtos.—We bavin' hoi' fashion Verrnon' winter, all

de tam col' an' snow very high. Ah '11 ant mean he ant

cheap, for yon can get more as you want every tam you
ant ask for it. But Ah lak dose kan o' winter.

Dey was rnos' sent lak Ah '11 was raise on, in Canada.
Dey inek it a feller tough as ten bear if dey ant keel it.

Dis was de kan o' wedder Ah '11 lak for go on de
hwood an' chaw p. Dar it was comfortably, no win' blow,

honly in taup of de tree. You can't feel it, honly see an'

hear heem sing.

Mos' every day. Ah Ml can' hear noting, honly ma
hownnowse", "chick, chock" of de haxe, an' bombye de
hoi' tree go "whoof !" daown on de snow, lak on fedder

bed, after he Ml stan' up for bonded year, prob'ly feefty,

saxty, Ah do' know.
Dis leetly Frenchmans put great many of dat hoi' tall

praoud tree to hees las' bed. Dat mek me feel kan o'

plump, every tam.
Bombye, dere was come beeg t'aw, Janawary t'aw was

be de nem of it, but he come w'en he'll got ready, mebby
in March.
Den de coon start off hees sleep tree or holes for see

hees gal or visit long to hees neighbor an' Ah Ml have it

some funs. Ah Ml tol' you baout w'en Ah Ml had it.

Ah b'lieve all de feller ant tol' you dat kan o' way for

coon huntin'. Dat was de mos' fun all winter 'cep' New
Year, an' Ah Ml ast you save leetly corner of your papier

for publick mah story.—A. B.

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that the interest in the habits and life history of

the woodcock is coming to a white heat in your columns,
may I be permitted to point out a few of the problems,
that seem to me to require especial attention in the solu-

tion of the question at issue. In the first place, allow me
to present the usual credentials. I have hunted this bird
at different times during the last twenty-five years; I

have studied its habits under many circumstances; held
slightly wounded ones in my hand, suspending them in

the air by the bill or feet, and noted the sounds that came
from the bird during such times; I have examined its

anatomy. At the present writing I hardly feel prepared
to fully commit myself on the question of the production
of its various notes, though I am free to say that my
observations lead me to believe that the wings play little

or no part in the creation of the majority of them.
Now, in the first place, may we ask in reference to the

(1) curving upward of the superior mandible—is the act a
voluntary or an involuntary one?

(2) All such functions or powers, as the power to curve
the bill in such a manner, are subservient to the contrac-
tion of some organized tissue. Is this act due to the con-
traction of some muscle, or to some other contractile

tissue?

(3) Were we to pull out the three attenuate primaries
from both the wings of a sound and healthy woodcock,
and then submit the bird to being held suspended in the
air by the bill or feet, would it give vent to any notes
whatever, and what would their character be? (What
does Mr. Trumbull think in regard to such an experiment
as this?)

(4) Were we momentarily but to thoroughly plug the
external nostrils and mouth cavity of a sound and healthy
woodcock (one in perfect plumage), and then submit the
bird to being held suspended in the air by the bill or feet,

would it have the power of emitting "any of its usual
••squeals," ''twitterings" or "piping alarm notes," and
under such circumstances would they be the same as those
emitted by the flushed bird?

(Experiments 3 and 4 should be made upon birds of

both sexes, and at times of the year when woodcocks are
in full plumage and give vent to all their "notes" in

nature, especially in March and April and October and
November.)

(5) Other birds have attenuate primaries in their wings
besides woodcock; what is their behavior when submit-
ted to either of the foregoing experiments? (Humming-
birds have many well-known notes on the wing and when
alarmed. The broad-tailed hummingbird has attenuate
primaries in its wings. I have a shot great many broad-
tailed hummingbirds (T. platyeercus), and they have a
varied note. Several times I have held suspended in the
air by the bill one of this species, when it was slightly
wounded, and no sound came from it when the wings
were in violent action other than the "fanning sound"
given off by the latter.)

(6) Does the peculiar wing of the white-fronted dove
(Eugyptila) give rise to any peculiar sounds during the
flight of that species?

(7) What purpose do the emarginations in the primaries
of the wings in many of the Tyrannidm and Accipitres
subserve?

(8) Is the "whistling" of certain ducks during rapid
flight due to the character of that flight or to some
peculiar modification of the primaries of their wings?

(9) In the case of the woodcock in August, when
flushed, is his completely noiseless flight at that time
due to the fact that the bird is "out of song," "out of
plumage," or both? It may be only "out of song." (What
does Mr. Aldrich think?)
In the opinion of the writer, Mr. Gurdon Trumbull's

experiments with the woodcock were conducted in a
perfectly scientific manner, and it is only to be regretted
that he did not push them far enough, I can well appre-
ciate, however, how the goodness of his heart got the best
of him, in the case of such a winning little pet. Never-
theless, after he had educated his bird up to giving its

natural notes, he certainly should have gently pulled out
all of its attenuated primaries, and see then could the
same notes be given after this had been done. On the

other hand, it seems to me that the methods proposed by
Mr. Aldrich to solve this mooted question (Forest and
Stream, Jan. 1, p. 472) are eminently unscientific, and
remind me very much of a certain military surgeon that

I once knew, who became so skilled in bis diagnoses of

heart disease that be could detect any form of it in a
person walking at a distance simply "by the character of
his gait." E. W. Shufeldt,
Takoma, D. C. Jan. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It was with the greatest of pleasure I read in your last

week's issue Mr. Wm. Brewster's very able and practical
article on the woodcock's whistle. The only way I can
account for the great difference of opinion, as to whether,
when he is flushed, the woodcock whistles with his wings
or voice, is that the men setting forth their opinions that
the noise is vocal do so more by theory than by practice,
and are men that either have not the good fortune to

reside in a locality where woodcock are plentiful, or else

having this good fortune, are indifferent wing shots, and
kill but few woodcock each season. I have interviewed,
at different periods, upon this topic, several men whom I

know to be woodcock shooters, men that are in the habit
annually of killing their 100 and 200 birds each, as to how
the woodcock makes the whistling noise when flushed,
and each one replied, without the slightest hesitation, he
does it with his wings. I am acquainted with men
living in this neighborhood that talk most learnedly upon
the woodcock and his habits, men that 1 meet again and
again in the woods, but do not remember to have eve-
seen a brace of woodcock in their possession.
An ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory any

day. Surely no one would contend that the golden-eye,
or whistle-wing duck, makes the whistle with tts voice
and not with his wings. The whistle that this duck
makes when in flight is very similar to the whistle made
by the woodcock, the only difference being that the
duck's whistle is the loudest, that is natural, he being
much the largest bird of the two.
Woodcock make but two noises, the whistle when

flushed, and the twitter that he makes when drumming
in the spring. The latter is an amorous manifestation,
the birds rising perpendicularly into the air with a
twittering noise, and when up quite a distance let them-
selves drop down through the air on to the ground, wilh
the quills of their wings set edgewise, making a loud
rushing noise. Woodcock drum immediately before
dusk or about dusk. The twitter he makes when drum-
ming is very different from the whistle he makes when
flushed. I think every sportsman is agreed that the snipe
when flushed scaipes with his voice and not with his
wings. A snipe when winged and you go to pick him
up generally springs into the air with seaipe, scaipe,
making exactly the same noise as when he is flushed.

If the woodcock whistles with his voice, why does he
not whistle when winged and you go to pick him up?
as his brother the snipe scaipes under similar circum-
stances. The woodcock when winged springs into the.

air exactly as the snipe does when winged, but does so
perfectly mute. Why do not woodcock whistle during
the moulting season? Because they have lost the attenu-
ated primary feathers of their wings, and therefore can-
not. Why does an October woodcock whistle so much
louder and stronger than a July bird? Because his plumage
is more perfect in October than in July. Does it not strike
those gentlemen of the voice theory as rather strange that
when a wounded woodcock is picked up he has to get his
wings going like a windmill before he can find voice, and
is obliged to put the brakes to his wings before he can
shut off his voice again?
Writers on the woodcock, his ways and habits, I think

have taken it too much for granted that this bird's con-
duct is the same in confinement as when at large. It is

quite possible that his ways and habits when at large may
be quite at variance with his ways and habits when in
confinement. During the past fall I found a covert with
a number of flight woodcock in it, the ground in said
covert was as hard and dry as a bone, so much so that I

had trouble in pushing the blade of a strong jack-knife
into the ground, I found the feeding ground of these
birds in two or three fall wheatfields one mile from their
day home. These birds must have of necessity fasted at
least fourteen hours out of the twenty-four.
Mr. Trumbull writes that he noticed, much to his sur-

prise, in a live woodcock given him by a gentleman that
it had the power of raising or curving the upper mandi-
ble. I beg to refer Mr. Trumbull to a letter of mine which
appeared in the issue of Forest and Stream for Nov. 6,

1890, in which letter I write that the woodcock has this
power, and does curve his upper mandible, why he does
this and how he does it.

One of the gentlemen writing in Forest and Stream
Dec. 25, says: "I have had but little opportunity for
studying the woodcock, never having lived in a section
where the bird is more than a casual visitor, etc.," ending
his letter with, "As to the sound made by the woodcock
when in flight, I do not believe in the wing theory any
more than I believe that the skeep of th e snipe is made by
the wings." Theory, theory; no good. Let us hear from
some practical sportsmen. Men killing at least 80 or 90
woodcock annually. (No theorists). Henry B. Nicol.
Cookstowk, Can., Dec. 31.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some of the natural history notes of Forest and

Stream I find very interesting^ but some are simply in-
credible. Mr. W. L. Bishop's story in your issue of Dec.
4, about the grouse hiding in the water to escape a hawk
is too much for me. I should want at least two iron-clad
affidavits to back it up before I could accept it. How did
the bird keep itself submerged? Did it have a brickbat
attached to its tail or lead soles to its feet?

About the whistle of the woodcock, there is no more
doubt but that it makes a whistling sound with its wings,
than that it has wings. What other sound it make with
its beak I am not prepared to say. John Burroughs.
West Park, N. Y., Jan. 12.

[We have several communications on the woodcock's
whistle, which will follow in our next issue].

Mockingbirds Breeding in Massachusetts.—Spring-
field, Mass., Jan. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: About
a year ago I wrote you about the mockingbirds breeding
in West Springfield. They came again last year to the
same locality, making the third or fourth successive year

they have returned. A gentleman in Quincy, holding
one of our permits to take birds, killed what he supposed
to be a shrike, Dec. 1 last, in a strip of woods near the
shore, but it proved to be a fine mockingbird. These *

birds have been known to breed in the eastern part Of
Massachusetts before, but so rarely that this is the only
one that has come to my personal knowledge. The bird
was in full plumage and healthy, and why he should re-

main on our cold eastern coast until Dec. 1 , after the
severe weather of the fortnight preceding that date, is a
mystery.—B. H. Lathrop.

Ivory-Bills.—Orlando, Florida.—In the Dec. 18 num-
ber of Forest and Stream I noticed the article by R.
W. Shufeldt on "A Skeleton of the Ivory-Bill," and the
rarity of that bird. If any of your readers would like to

get a few specimens of the ivory-bill, either male or
female, I think I can put them in the way of doing so. I

don't know as to the skeletons, but if there is any way
of preserving the bird whole I could have them sent in

that way. The skins I could send flat in good condition
for mounting. Small game, quail, snipe and ducks are
quite plenty, but deer and turkeys have to be looked for

fifteen or twenty miles back in the country.—W, E, Hud-
son.

Perth Amboy, N, J.—During the recent cold snap an
Arctic owl (Nyctea nivea), of the kind observed this
winter on Long Island, was seen in this neighborhood,
and several specimens of Brunnich'a mnvve (Uria lomvia)
have been shot near the town. The latter are seldom
seen inside of Sandy Hook, and only when the weather
is very severe at the north do they s'eek this latitude, our
oldest gunners having never observed them before.—J.
L. K.
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The FULL texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book nt the

Game Lair*.

MEMORIES OF NORTH CAROLINA.
THITHER nature sports a jewel-tinted splendor on

bright summer mornings. There are emeralds on
the throbbing wings of libellules, and flashing garnets on
those of redwings; Pactohan sparks follow the flight of
orioles, and a huge fainter than lapis-lazuli reveals the
billing and chirping couples of bluebirds that have chosen
an old snake fence for a lover's trysting. Still greater
than these are the kingly purple of distant forests, and
the decided hues of nearer balmy woods, and the brighter
greens of broad- leafed trees and the marvellous blending
of a thousand contrasting shades. The myriad flowering
magnolias throw a regal mantle over the roadsides,
where hard by are green fields of cotton, whose many
flowers are white in the morning, and change to a deli-

cate mauve ere the sun goes down. And there is an
ecstasy of music in the air: the song of mockingbirds and
thrushes, and the buzzing of hummingbirds innumerable;
the shrill cry of the ruby-crested woodpecker and the call

of the yellowhammer. Quail are perched on fence tops
everywhere, and joyously call Bob White. But in the
shooting season there are left but the sombre tints of ever-
greens, and the cotton fields are brown in color and
flecked with the white of open cotton pods, and the birds
sing not as lustily. The rattlesnakes have sought their
winter lairs and the moccasins no longer stretch their
black-brown coils by the side of ditches and juniper
swamps. The standing cornstalks show long rows of
fading gold, and the long grasses are matted and sunken
and seem to be dying with the old year. And yet it is

the cheeriest time of all with he that loves the'gun and
the old dog, who are companions of his hunting joys.
And so on the first day of my airival in the eastern

sporting grounds of North Carolina, my friend W. and I
started afield amid joyous barks from setter Jack and
pointer Jim, who longed for the chase after the lengthy
confinement of baggage car and steamboat. We are told
that quail are plenty in a field adjoining the house, and on
our way thither a woodcock rises from a bit of grassy
swamp land with his well-known cry, and being distant
falls winged at the crack of a left choked barrel, and is

proudly brought me by Jack, he of Gordon parentage.
We enter a cornfield and disturb a family of razor-back
hogs, the mother of which immediately pursues the dogs,
who in fear and astonishment at such proceedings fly to
us with tails between their legs, not having been trained
to hunt living bacon. This alarm over, the dogs start in
to range, and soon the setter stiffens out to a strong scent
and the pointer backs him nobly. With guns ready to the
elbow we advance a few steps, and there is the welcome
whirr of many hurried wings, and we pick out our birds
and shoot and mark the fleeing bevy. We pick up three
birds, but conclude not to follow the covey, as they have
taken to an inaccessible swamp near at hand; and so we
start again ; and soon another bevy rises again and pays
tribute, and is then marked down in an old rice field

,

and being there scattered gives plenty of sport to us and
much pointing and retrieving to Jack and Jim. And so
with varying chances goes on a successful day's quail
shooting, with game pockets growing heavy and cart-
ridges less ponderous. Setter Jack is full of burrs and
pointer Jim growing a bit sore, and so we turn toward
home. But as the dusk is coming we hear the peculiar
night song of the woodcock, a queer chirruping as the
bird rises from the swamp and rises in the air, his voice
diminishing in the gathering darkness until all is silent.

Then we hear him again, and the chirruping grows nearer
and nearer untill the bird comes down again. The birds
are hard to see at such times, but now and then a dark,
flitting spot is seen against the luminous haze that is in
the west, and a quick snap shot sometimes brings a bird
to swell the game bag. Aud when the darkness grows
too deep for this we return to our host's house, and there
are made much of and treated in so kindly a manner
that we vow another winter shall see us there again.
And so on for eight or ten days we tramp the fields and

travel through the swamps, where lurk pools of water
stained to a sherry hue by the roots of the juniper trees.

We see the track of bears along the woods, and in soft,

oozy places mark the slot of a many-pronged deer.
An invitation to a deer hunt finds us ready one morn-

•ng early. Outside the house are a troop of men with
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dogs galore. Some of the latter are effective-looking,
strongly-built lanky hounds of ancient lineage, with no
bar sinister to their genealogy. But others look more or
less like disreputable sheepdogs or snarly farm watchers
of much-involved descendance, and others still are of no
classifiable kind. The guns in the hands of the hunters
are a stranger lot still; muskets from the days of the long
strife, and muzzleloaders of venerable age, with muzzles
grown thin as paper at the end and barrels cunningly
fastened to the stocks with many and ingenious twistings
of rawhide. The party was divided into several smaller
ones, each going in a different direction, to finally con-
verge and guard all likely places. Within a short time a
deep baying announces that the game is started, and my
friend and I are posted in two of what are considered as
the very best places, out of the kindly courtesy to visitors
and strangers T have always met with in the South. But
the deer seems to know what is in store for him, and per-
sistently runs in a wrong direction, and finally escapes
into such thick and dismal swamp 3 tbat the doers are fain
to abandon the chase. Soon after another volley of hay-
ings occurs, but this time a coon has been started , and liis

lease of life proves a short one, for as he runs up a tree
the dogs are after him, and a shot from one of the hunt-
ers brings Mm to the ground. So the deer shoot is a
meager success, but still holds amusement and interest
enough with it to repay us well for our trouble.

It is all too soon when our avocations compel us to start
North again, with another fund of pleasant reminiscences
to add to the many that a lifetime of shooting and fish-

ing enthusiasm has caused us to accumulate at many
times and in many lands. G. V. S.

MAINE DEER,
130ST0N, Mass., Jan. 2.—The number of Maine deer
-D coming into the Boston market is by far too great.
It is greater, in fact, than for several seasons. It is plain
that the non-export law is being evaded to an alarming
extent. My attention was called to several saddles of
venison Saturday that lay in front of a commission
house, and in the afternoon a friend, a sportsman him-
Belf, told me that he saw the deer drawn from barrels.
Again on Monday there were three more in front of
another commission house. I asked a salesman if they
were from Maine and he told me that they were. He
was not at liberty to give me the shipper's name, but be
said that they came with a lot of butchers' hides. This
is a new way of smuggling the deer into this market. It
is very easy to bury the saddles of venison under the
hides, and they would scatcely attract attention, done up
in the deer skins, as they generally are. The legs are
always cut, so that they are easily folded in with the
hide.
The same salesman, who showed me the deer, also said

that he had a hide that he wanted me to see. He un-
folded an enormous skin—long-haired and very dark. It
was the skin of a cow moose that weighed over GOOlbs.
This moose hide also came in with the venison, buried
under the cattle hides in the car. The skin would make
a handsome sleigh robe, and will doubtless be sold for
that purpose. The owners wrote the commission dealer
that they thought they ought to realize $7 for it. The
late heavy snow storm was also heavy in Maine, and the
danger is that killing moose and deer in the yards will be.

so far started that the coming of the close time will not
stop it. Last winter there was so little snow that the
yard hunting amounted to nothing, the snow not being in
sufficient volume to confine the animals to their yards
when the hunters came up. Special.

MAINE GAME INTERESTS,
THE Maine Legislature has again assembled, and the

fate of the game in that vast forest region is virtu-
ally in its hands. It is possible that the greater part of
the members of that body realize the importance of
proper legislation on this question, but it is also well
known that a part of the members—let us hope that they
are in a very small minority—are adverse to any protec-
tion of game whatever. As near as I can" learn, a
movement will be made to repeal all fish and game pro-
tective laws. This movement will come from the lumber
interest, and it is to be hoped that it will acquire no
force. But there is feeling that all fish and game pro-
tective legislation in Maine is detrimental to the lumber
interest. Prominent men, owning extensive tracts of
timber, have this fall expressed themselves in the light
that they wished that there was no game in the woods of
Maine, and that there were no fish in her waters. They
claim that the presence of hunters, drawn thither by the
increase of game in the woods and the many reports of
game that are published in the papers, in the interest of
hotels and transportation companies, endanger their valu-
able timber lands to an increasing and alarming extent.
They fear the fires of the hunters, and they would be
glad of any legislation, or lack of legislation, that would
tend to keep these hunters off their lands. These same
lumber owners defeated the proposition two years ago to
extend the open season on moose, deer and caribou, so
that September might be included, and now the same
question is to come before the present Legislature, with
added features to strengthen the existing game laws.
The result will be anxiously watched.
The same lumber interest is inimical to the inland

fishery interest, for the reason that the owners of dams
and waterpowers are compelled by statute to maintain
fishways. This is a statute that has never yet been
thoroughly enforced in that State. The Union Water-
power Company, controlling all the great dams in the
Rangeley region, has never fully obeyed the letter or
spirit of the law in regard to fishways. The past season
the company was notified that the dam at Rangeley out-
let must be supplied with a fishway. The company has
quibbled for a while over the situation and finally threat-
ened to abandon the dam altogether if compelled to
maintain a fishway. This alarmed the cottage owners
on the borders of Eangeley Lake. The abandonment of
the dam and drawing off of the flowage would ruin the
beautiful shores of the lake. Finally the matter has been
settled, I believe, by several gentlemen interested pur-
chasing the dam and right of flowage from the company.
These gentlemen will doubtless supply the needed fish-

way and keep the dam.
Another feature these lumber people fear is legis-

lation that shall prevent their turning their deadly
chemicals into the streams above Bangor, on the tribu-

taries of the Penobscot. It is a fixed fact, in the minds
of the Fish Commissioners, that the salmon of the Pen-
obscot are doomed, if this turning of chemicals from the
numerous pulp mills, built and to be built, is to be con-
tinued. It makes no difference to these lumber people if

the Penobscot is the last hold of the Salmo solar on the
Atlantic coast. They are interested in pulp mills only,
and any legislation that shall compel them to desist from
turning chemicals from these mills directly into the
streams will be fought tooth and nail.

But again Governor Burleigh has come out squarely in
favor of needed fish and gatne protective legislation in his
inaugural address to the Legislature. He says: "The val-
uable and interesting reports of the Commissioners of
Fisheries and Game will belaid before you, and I earnestly
commend the recommendations therein made to your
careful attention. Everything possible should be done to
sustain the Commissioners in enforcing the laws against
those who wantonly violate them. Whatever the Legis-
lature may be able to do to secure the better protection of
fish and game will advance the material interests of the
State and merit the just approval of all its citizens."
Gov. Burleigh, though a heavy owner of timber lands,

is, I believe, an earnest advocate of proper fish and game
protective legislation, and the only fault that can be laid
at his door is that he has not employed the forces of the
State at his command to better enforce the already
stringent laws during the past two years. He must have
been aware that packs of hounds were being employed to
run deer in and out of season the past summer and
autumn, and that the commissioners were powerless to
stop them from lack of means. Why, it is a fact that a
pack of hounds, owned by one at the Magalloway settle-

ments—several times mentioned by me in the Forest
and Stream—commenced to run deer early in the
autumn of 1889, and that no steps have yet been taken to
stop them. The other day these same dogs ran four deer
into the Kenebago region. The poor creatures were seen
by loggers as they fled before the terrible dogs with pro-
truding tongues. Indeed the poor beasts seemed to take
to the loggers for protection, and the men say that they
might easily have killed them with their axes, but they
did not desire venison obtained in that way. Report
says that they tried to destroy the dogs, but did not suc-
ceed. But the State of Maine, knowing almost the very
house where these hounds are kept, has not, to mv
knowledge, taken any steps to destroy them or to punish
their owner. If some men were Gov. Burleigh, officers
of the law would visit the Magalloway region and those
hounds would be stopped. It is claimed by some hunters,
however, that the dogs are not owned in Maine, that they
come over from New Hampshire. It is possible that this
is true, but they 'have made some very long runs to the
east and over into Maine, fully 20 miles.

But if there was but one pack of hounds that was owned
in Maine, or but one pack was ever let loose upon deer in
the wide expanse of the State, the matter would be an
easy one to settle. Such is not the case, as I have already
explained in the Forest and Stream. Hounds have been
taken into the State this fall by more than one dozen, and
now it remains to be seen what action the Legislature of
the State will take toward putting the means into the
hands of the Commissioners to effectually stop deer-
hounding. Why, the number of deer killed the past
season, in the western section of the Rangeley region
alone, has been numbered by the Phillips Phonograph at
74, a number unheard of before. Now I happen to be
positive that a part of these deer have been taken by the
aid of dogs, and that some of them were killed in the close
season. And this is but a small section of a great State,
and is only mentioned as an example of what has been
going on. Shooting and dogging operations in other sec-
tions of the State have been just as bad.

If the inhabitants of the State desire the utter destruc-
tion of noble game in their forests, then the Legislature
has but to leave matters as they are, and a season or two
will do the work. Stop hounding effectually; make the
open season for otherwise hunting moose, deer and caribou
what it should be, and give the present efficient Commis-
sioners the means wherewith to enforce the laws, and
deer at least will go on increasing till every honest hunter
will stand a reasonable chance of success who is willing
to visit Maine in the proper open season and hunt deer as
any humane and respectable lover of the gun would desire
to hunt. Special.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The close season for nearly all kinds of game is now

on, and a brief notice of the past season and some of the
needs for the future may prove of interest to the readers
of your unequalled paper.
The hunting and fishing during the season now ended

has been the most successful for many years. In fact,
it is doubtful if at any previous season sportsmen have
enjoyed such uniform good luck.

Visitors from others States have come to Maine and re-
turned te their homes more than ever satisfied that
Maine is in very truth the sportsman's paradise. Nor
have local hunters met with less success. Parties of two
or three, or more, have gone from the cities and towns in
the southern portion of the State into the woods of the
northern section and brought back big supplies of game
to divide among their admiring friends.

All this is on the bright side. But there are ugly facts
connected with the season's sport. Not satisfied with an
abundance of game that ought to satisfy the most ardent
sportsman the hunters have, in many cases, obtained
their game by methods both unsportsmanlike, contrary
to the laws of the State and dangerous to the future of
the now flourishing supply.

If every returning hunter were compelled to state
honestly and exactly how he secured his big stock of
venison there would be, in a great many cases, little room
for pride on his part over his achievements. Men who
are posted on the manner in which much of the hunting
has been done know that hounding has been employed
and water shooting in the most reckless fashion. The
hunters have displayed the three or even four carcasses of
deer brought back with them with much pride, but ques-
tioned closely as to the manner of the killing they are ex-
ceedingly reticent. All this points to one fact, and that
is, that everything has been sacrificed to success in ob-
taining a big supply of game, and laws of decency and
of the commonwealth have alike been disregarded.
Now, what can be done to do away with this state of

things, and insure for Maine a system which shall secure
j

the continuance of a game supply that is even now ade-

quate to supply all demands of legitimate sport? The
vast extent of the Maine hunting grounds and the vicious
disposition of some of the lawbreakers make this a diffi-

cult problem to solve. The report of the Game Commis-
sioners of the State declares that last year one Frenchman
killed forty moose for their hides, leaving their bodies to
rot upon the snow. There are plenty of natives who
were engaged in the same deadly work of extermination.
But one course is open. It is for the this winter's Legis-
lature to awake to the importance of fish and game pro-
tection, pass better and stronger laws, and what would
be still more desirable, provide an appropriation approxi-
mately sufficient to secure the enforcement of the laws
and the punishment of offenders. It is going to cost
something—a good deal of money—to keep the State
what she now is, the resort of sportsmen from all over
the country, But there can be no question about the
wisdom of such outlay. The visitors pay annually a sum
of money to the railroads, the hotels, the guides, and in-
directly to many others in the State, far greater than the
cost of the needed protection. It all rests with the dis-
position of the individual members of the legislative
body, and it is sincerely to be hoped by all true sports-
men that they may view the situation in its true light,
and make wise provisions and much-needed appropri-
ations. E. T. W.
Watebvxlle, Me.

A NEW SYSTEM OF BORING SHOTGUNS.
IT is only too well known that chokebore guns lose

their concentrated pattern after a certain amount of
service. This is caused by an expansion of the constricted
muzzle, slightly from attrition, mainly from the severe
shocks attendant upon altering the form and direction of
the swift-traveling shot charge.
When this effect is produced the gun is said to be "shot

out," and the only remedy is reboring.
This is accomplished by gradually enlarging the orig-

inal bore, commencing say 15 or i!0in. from the breech.
As the muzzle is approached this bore is quite abruptly
constricted.
The defects of such a method are self-evident. No gun-

smith would think of so boring a new gun. The diverg-
ence of shot toward a common center is secured in so
short a space that the angles of inclination are unduly
great. Experience has taught the gunsmith the requisite
form necessary to concentrate the shot at 4<>vds., the
standard distance, but trial of such a gun at 30, 40, 50 and
60yds. will exhibit its weakness. There is also a materia I

loss in penetration. The wads adapted to the shell and
to the barrel fail to fill the cavity or recess produced in
reboring. This is plainly shown by the "caking" of such
guns toward the muzzle, as the wads do not so closely
touch walls of barrel in this recess as to remove the de-
posit from the burning powder charge. Therefore, in
penetration we must depend upon the first 15in., say, of
the barrel; in pattern, we are restricted to the last I5in.;

in effect we are shooting a gun with barrels only 15in. long.
It is conceded that the most satisfactory results, in

penetration, in pattern at long and short distances, with
large and small shot and with black and nitropowders,
are secured by using a taper choke. There are many
forms given to this taper, longer or shorter, but all agree
in their avoidance of an enlargement of the natural bore.

Therefore, the only unobjectionable plan of reboring is

one that will restore the original form. This can be done
in but one way; by treating the "shot-out" gun as a new
work, and reboring every particle of the barrel from
breech to muzzle. This, of course, involves a change of
gauge, and the increase from a 12 toalO-boreis too great.
Hence we should have two new sizes of shells, 9 and 11
gauges. The increase of only one number in gauge is so
slight as not to seriously impair the strength of any gun
worth reboring. Possibly it will not require an enlarge-
ment of an entire number in caliber; one-half or three-
fourths of a gauge might suffice. The experienced
reborers could decide as to exact size of new shells that
would cover the needs of the major part of "shot-out"
guns.
An incidental advantage of this plan is that your new

9 or 11-bore gun would retain its choke longer than the
old one. The tendency of iron to resist expansion is pro-
gressive, and the natural "stretch" of the metal has now
been largely exhausted.
The new sizes, 9 and 11, in shells would also supply a

present need. Many guns, notably the Parker, do their

best work with wadding one size larger than the nominal
bore. For such guns manufacturers of ammunition load
No. 9 wads in a 10-gauge shell, etc. This is but a poor
makeshift. The compressed wad is no longer a No. 9

but, say, a No. 9-J—neither hay nor grass. All such large
bored guns, and there are many thousands in use doing
their best work with brass shells and large wadding,
would be rechambered to take the new sizes, Nos. 9 or
11, leaving barrel untouched if satisfactory. The result

would be to combine the efficiency of the brass shell with
the convenience of the paper shell.

I can think of but two objections that may be raised to

this plan of re-boring, or rather re-making a gun, and
neither is vital:

First—As to shells being difficult to obtain. It is a
sufficient answer to say that a demand always finds a
supply. It may be doubted if there will be as many 10
and 12-bores in use, say three years from now, as there
are of 9 and 11-bores. This may sound extravagant, but
consider the proportionate number of unsatisfactory, old

or "shot out" guns, as compared with those compara-
tively new and free from fault in shooting qualities.

Second—The present rules of trap-shooting contests bar
all 9-bores and in many cases make a 12-bore the stan-

dard Now, this increase of only one gauge, if a whole
gauge should be found necessary in the new shell, is not
sufficient to justly outclass a gun. There should be no
material difference between the shooting of the best lis

and 12s. Probably the 11-gauge would have slightly the
advantage. If so found, it should be admitted in all con-
tests now restricted to 12-gauge, or smaller, guns and
penalized fairly, say one half a yard. In matches where
a 10-gauge is standard the 11-gauge should be interme-
diate between that and the 12-gauge, and the 9-gauge
similarly proportioned beyond the 10-gauge. Managers
of tournaments are only too glad to secure attendance
and will brush away ficticious difficulties if occasion de-
mands. Rules are flexible creations and can readily be
enlarged one bore.

I would invite the careful consideration of gunsmith-'
and sportsmen to the many advantages these new sizes
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of shells would offer, and would urge them to advise the

manufacturers of such goods, both through Forest and
Stream and by mail, of their desire to use them. If

there is a demand for these sizes the manufacturers will

promptly supply them and thereafter, I will warrant,

the present method of reboring will have become a thing

of the past. A. T. L.

Chicago, ill.

A MOOSE HUNT IN K1BBY VALLEY.
I?OR two seasons I have not only explored, but made
JT many inquiries, and corresponded not a little with
sportsmen in different pari s of this country upon the sub-

ject of moose and caribou. Generally I received favor-

able answers from every point, which is often the case;

but the game is seldom realized at the season of year I

wish to hunt. Last summer while on a fishing trip, but
principally on the lookout for moose signs, I was con-
vinced that I had at last found my hunting ground, as

well as guides and teamsters, who knew the country and
game to be found in it probably as well or better than any
one else at the present day. Before leaving for home I

had made all arrangements with my guides for a still

hunt as soon as there should be snow enough, they to send
for me and have everything in readiness on my arrival, so

as to save time, as at that season of year it was incon-
venient to leave business for any length of time. Packing
a few things as hurriedly as possible, for the word had
arrived to come by first train, we leave New York by
Fall River line in the evening and Boston at 8:30 the next
morning by Maine Central, arriving at Kings field, Maine,
at seven in the evening, this being the terminus of rail-

road travel. The next morning we are flying along
behind a pah- of bays, the merry jingle of the bells keep-
ing time with the rushing waters of the Carrabassett,
along whose bank we ride for fifteen miles with con-
stantly changing mountain scenery on either side. A
change of horses here and we are off again, and in two
hours arrive in Eustis some twenty-eight miles from the
start. Here we find atypical Maine frontier village, the
jumpiog-off place, as it were, of civilization, for the
public road ends at the sawmill. The residents number-
ing between fifty and sixty, and most all were born and
reared there, and depend principally on logging in winter,
hunting, trapping and guiding sportsmen in season.
Eustis is the last of civilization we see, for the forest
begins here. At this place 1 was met by my guides, Gus
Douglass and Otis Witham, Gus being the son of the
famous old moose and bear hunter, Andrew Douglass,
who took the boy Gus into the woods hunting and'trap-
ping when he was only eight years of age. He is never
so tired when night comes, and the company is sitting

around the camp-fire, but what he is always ready with
a song or a good story.

In starting from Eustis we cross the Dead River; and
up in the mountains for ten miles, one-half the way
through burnt timber, which now affords splendid feed-
ing ground for moose and deer, the unmistakable signs
of deer were seen, as the ground, was covered with snow.
We could tell every few minutes where one or more had
crossed or fed around among the bushes that were now
growing up since the fire.

Threejhours' time brings us to the Kibby Stream Camps,
built, by my guides, a favorite resort for fishermen, and
a hunter's paradise. Here it was we made ready for the
hunt, each one provided with a good heavy blanket, and
provisions calculated to last from six to eight days. The
cooking utensils were composed of one four- quart pail for
tea and coffee, one frying pan, and a drinking cup for
each. A small tin plate and spoon were provided for me,
that I might better indulge with the luxuries. One great
feature of a trip of this kind is toreduce the camp kit and
provisions to a minimum, as it must all be carried on the
back, and the lightest of packs gets heavy enough before
night. Our provisions comprised prepared flour, rice,

pork, tea, coffee, butter and sugar, and nearly every day
we shot a partridge or two, which made our larder quite
complete. In starting out we found the snow about two
feet deep, and as we had to go on snowshoes, it was no
easy task for me to keep pace with my guides the first

day, as they were following my instructions, to push
along as fast as possible. As several yards of moose had
been located before I arrived, we lost no time in going
direct to where the hunt was to commence. We stopped
to camp for the night about half a mile from a certain
yard, so as not to frighten them by the noise of the ax, or
smoke from the camp-fire. After supper we were soon
rolled up in our blankets before agood fire, and had a very
comfortable night's rest considering the weather, as it

was storming hard and had been all the day before.
Breakfast was soon disposed of, and while waiting for

daylight to appear our pipes were smoked and plans all

talked over, even estimating the spread of the antlers we
should have hanging up before sunset. As soon as it was
light enough we were off, going right up the mountain,
for the yard was on the very top, reaching over and down
on the north side, for the supposed reason that experience
or instinct has taught the crafty animals that snow
warmed by southern exposure soon forms a crust, in
which they cannot easily "work" or protect themselves
by escape, as in the softer snow lying on the colder side.

A yard is where moose or deer congregate in early
winter, among the firs and spruces, where there is a
plentiful supply of small growth and moose wood, the
bark and tender branches of which they feed on while
there is deep snow. A yard may cover over fifty or a
hundred acres, possibly more, according to the number
of animals herding together, and is covered with paths
running in every direction where the game feeds from
bush to bush. If not molested, and their feed holds out,
they will remain all winter. In about an hour or so we
came upon signs of moose, the principal indications being
places where the bushes and small trees had been browsed
and girdled, looking as though it had been done a day
or so before. But we knew it was longer than that as
there were no tracks in the snow. However, the guides
were satisfied that the game was not'far away; and it

was here that the hunt began in earnest. The direction
of wind was noticed and we kept to the leeward of the
signs (for it must be remembered that the moose is the
keenest scented animal of the forest), for fear they would
get our scent, and that would end all chances of getting
a shot in the yard.
Continuing on, we soon saw signs m the snow, although

covered with about six or eight inches of light snow of
the day and night before. This was at once brushed
away, that the tracks might be examined to learn the

direction the moose were going, as we wished to do the
surprising instead of being the ones surprised. We had
not gone far when a peculiar hiss from one of the guides
gave us the warning, and instantly we were like statues.

Looking directly in front of us, we saw a fine cow moose
(much to our surprise) coming in our direction, browsing
as she passed slowly along, retracing the steps of the day
before. What was to be done? passed through the minds
of each of us. We dare not move nor shoot, as it was a
bull moose or nothing that I wanted. Presently she saw
us, and painful were the few moments that passed while
she was looking, not knowing really whether we were
stumps or human beings, as she could not at first get our
scent; but when she did, she gave the alarm that was un-
mistakable, a sound similar to that of the deer, only ten
times as loud. As one of the guides expressed it, "The
jig is up now, for every moose within half a mile is on
the run."
Now, the first thing to do was to pick out the track of

a bull, if there was one in this yard. So we proceeded,
for a short distance only, when the experienced eyes of

my guides detected what they thought to be the track of

a bull. We found that two'had left the yard together,

one of them supposed to be a bull on account of the large

size of tracks and long strides, showing it to be an animal
of unusual size. We went but a short distance, when it

was discovered that one of them had gone through a
thicket and the other had gone around. This looked en-

couraging, so we took the larger track that went around,
only to find that the other had joined company a little

further on. The story was told for certain when they
came to another thicket, where both were obliged to go
through, thus betraying the bull and spread of his antlers

by marks on his trees. Now began our work in earnest,

for we must walk him down, which usually takes from
four to six days of steady walking from daylight until

dark, stopping to cook dinner and camping on his track
wherever night overtakes us.

As a rule when a moose is followed he never eats, but
keeps steadily plodding along until he is completely ex-
hausted, then lies down to rest. The moose has slept

only, with nothing to eat, while we have had a good
breakfast. But before we found his bed he had heard us
and gone. The second day was about the repetition of the
first. The third day we found where he had stopped
occasionally, and rested a few moments, and at the same
time listening to hear us if possible. The fourth and
fifth days the guides could easily read the condition of
the old fellow by the number of times he would lie down
to rest, and on the fifth especially, when he began some
of his sharp practice on us, by traveling in circles trying
to get to the leeward and behind us, thinking, I suppose,
we would go on and leave him. But on the morning of

the sixth day the oLd monarch of the forest decided that
he would go no further, and as he arose from his bed

,

about 50yds. away, with mane standing straight up, and
looking the picture of defiance, Gus remarked that it was
just about the right time to do the work, and in one
minute two balls from my Winchester had told the story.

His weight as he fell was estimated, and has since proved
quite correct, to have been over l,1001bs. His head and
antlers weighed 1021bs., and spreading a little over 4ft.

8in. The blades of the horns are 12|in. wide; the horns
are evenly balanced, each containing eleven perfect
prongs. It is considered a very fine specimen, and pro-
nounced by very good authority to be as large as any on
record. Feeling very well satisfied with the work done
in Maine, I shall leave the rest of it to the well-known
taxidermist, Mr. Akhurst, of this city. C. B. Parker.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The reply given you by Messrs. Knapp and Van

Nostrand in Jan. 1st number on the New York Game
Laws, coincides so completely with the views entertained
by many of our sportsmen, as regards the season and
manner in which deer are now killed, that it gives me an
excuse for alluding to the subject. When game dealers
express their opinions so decidedly and join those of the
still-hunter, should all this cumulative testimony be set
aside in the framing of just game laws?
Hear what they say: "No dealer cares to handle New

York State venison, for it is as a ride thin and dark colored.
The fine deer meat does not commence to arrive from
Minnesota until Dec, 1. The market-hunters have fifteen
days to kill in; they hang the deer up and freeze them,
and ship them at that time."
Yes, they don't care to handle it, and why? As a rule

it is thin and dark colored. Why thin and dark colored?
can any of the hounding fraternity give us a reason for
this? Will any of them come forward before the Codify-
ing Committee and state that Adirondack deer at their
best, furnish thin and dark colored meat, and of such an
inferior quality that our dealers do not care to handle it?

Is such the fact? I think not. Adirondack deer have an
abundance of fine food, and if left to run until the latter
part of November as are those shipped from Minnesota,
the venison would compare favorably with that sent from
the West. In fact the saddles would be completely en-
veloped with a thick covering of tallow like a carcass of
fat mutton. What more could one ask?
But while this running of deer with dogs into water

during the warm weather of September or October con-
tinues; killing them before they have time to lay on a
winter's store of fat, and after a heating up by running
before the dogs, and a plunge into cold water, may I ask
while this continues, is it any wonder to hear that our
venison is thin, dark in color, and in fact extremely un-
salable if not unwholesome?
And they also add that "they would be pleased if the

killing of deer inNew York State was prohibited entirely,
and only meat allowed to be sold that was proved to be
lawfully killed in the West from Nov. 1 to March 1."

Why do they wish meat only sold that was proved law-
fully killed within those dates?

I wish to speak regarding our other nuisance that is

being perpetrated all through this part of the State, every
fall by a class of professional bloodsuckers, with dogs
trained to either tree or set our ruffed grouse, who make
a business all through the time limited, to bag every covey
for miles around, shipping them by the barrel, while the
ordinary hunter may roam the woods for days and not
succeed in securing even one pair during the open season.
Why not limit the number of ruffed grouse to be killed
as well as of deer to be lawfully taken by one person, can
any one give a reasonable answer? Cap-Look.

ROCHESTER AND VICINITY.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Monroe Sportsman's Association (the "County" has

been dropped) has contracted for 5,000 quail and expects

the birds to begin to arrive in about ten days. Special

crates are being built here and wfll be shipped early this

week. Quarters are being prepared where the birds will

be confined until spring.

At the meeting held last Friday a communication from
the Connecticut State Association was read, explaining
their methods; also one of their circulars which they send
to land-owners. The idea was voted a good one, and a
similar letter is being prepared for circulation in this

section. A postal card is to be inclosed, by signing which
the party becomes a full member of the association with-

out expense, and also binds himself not to allow others

than members of the association to fish or hunt on his

premises. A copy of the circular and card will be sent to

this journal as soon as printed.
Numerous applications for quail have been made by

land owners in answer to an advertisement in the daily

papers by the Association,
In addition to the quail it is also expected that several

streams will be stocked with brown trout, there are hints

also of grouse to'be brought here and liberated.

By its action thus far this new association has earned
the approval and cooperation of every sportsman in the

State, and it is hoped that the membership may reach
the thousand mark the first year. The central location

of this city gives the Association an opportunity to reach
out all over the State, and with the wealth, energy and
enterprise now identified with it shows that it means
business.
There will be a stated reward offered for information

leading to the punishment of violators of the game laws.

Any man who has felt the blood tingle in him as he
landed a two-pound trout, or grassed his October wood-
cock, or made a double on quail, or, equally as hard, his

single on ruffed grouse in the brush, or downed his buck,
two-pronged or six, must feel a thrill of gladness on
learning that the cause is to have such a champion.
We hope to get news enough each week so that the

editor will feel disposed to grant us part of a column
headed "Rochester and Vicinity," or something better at

his discretion. OSCEOLA.
Jam. 12.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW.

ALBANY, Jan. 12.—About the 15th of the present
month the special Commission appointed by Gov.

Hill to thoroughly examine the fish and game laws and
codify the same will make its report to the Legislature.

The report is not yet ready to be made public; but some
general points have been learned by your correspondent
which will be of interest.

The Commission consists of Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt,
of New York; Hon. Richard U. Sherman, of Utica; and
E. G. Whittaker, Deputy Attorney-General. The Com-
mission has examined several hundred game laws; but
more particularly the amendments to the general game
law of 1879. The result of their work is a comparatively
short bill which is very systematically arranged under
such headings as to make it of convenient reference.
For instance, under the head "animals," deer, rabbits

and other foui'-footed animals are so placed that any one
can turn to them in a moment.
The report of the Commission will be accompanied by

the new bill, noted above. Under its provisions as much
uniformity is enacted all through the State as is consistent
with the many and divers interests and climates that are
represented. In Suffolk county, for instance, the salt-

water fishing, and no other, has been placed in the hands
of the supervisors. The supervisors themselves wished to

control all kinds of fishing, but this was not allowed. In
regard to game birds, the season for woodcock, partridge
and quail is to commence Nov. 1. No changes are made
in the season for geese; but the season for ducks is to com-
mence one month later in the spring, because so many of
the ducks have been shot when breeding. The shooting
of does and jack-hunting are both prohibited. The season
for hounding will commence about Sept. 1; but it has been
shortened 10 days from what it is now.

Dayton, O., Jan. 12.—Flocks of wild geese fly back and
forth over the reservoirs of western Ohio in greater num-
bers than is usual so late in the winter. When Lake Erie
gets too rough or cold, the geese come down to the reser-

voirs to rest and feed. A flock of ninety geese came from
the north to Lewiston reservoir one evening last week.
During the day flocks of thirty to fifty geese are seen fly-

ing. The ducks have mostly gone south long ago, but
fair weather and no wind for a day or two brings them
back. A dozen pair of quail are being kept through the
winter here to be sent in April to Dr. Wm. F. Egry, in
Obernkirchen, Germany, to stock his estates. The doctor,
who is now 76 years of age, served in the American army
during the Mexican war, and lived in Dayton for many
years. Ten years ago he and Mrs. Egry returned to Ger-
many to live, and after visiting here last year he took a
brace of red Irish setters home with him. Now his
friends desire to stock his farm with Ohio quail so that
the doctor can enjoy his old-time fall shooting.

—

Brown.

A North Carolina Game Resort.—Stoneville, N. C—
I am not a regular reader of your most interesting jour-
nal, but occasionally see it while Mr. D. B. Hempstead,
of Loudon county, is here at this place on his regular
hunting tour. Mr. Hempstead is an old fisher and shooter,
and now in his sixty-ninth year can do more tramping
after quail (partridges we call them) than many not half
his age. He has been coming to our place for twelve
years, and each visit is pleasanter than the preceding.
He and Dr. Stoddard of Rochester, New York, spent sev-
eral days at this place in November and bagged quite a
nice lot of birds. We have very few native hunters, and
Mr. Hempstead knows where the best sport is and gives
this portion of his hunting rambles as long a time as he
can spare. Dr. Baily of New York, Mr. Sharpless of
Delaware, and Mr. Boss of Connecticut, have been to our
town and vicinity, and all claim that there are more birds
here to the square inch than any place they ever struck.
The game laws of our State are not "out" until the 15th
of March.—J. R. S.
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The Powder Tests.—New York, Jan. 8.—Editor For-
est and Stream: We have been interested readers of
your reports of the comparative powder tests in the last
issues of your paper, and indorse all you say regarding
the importance of proper wadding for all nitro as well as
other powders. American manufacturers of shotguns
will learn that making 10-bore guns with la-bore
chambers in these days of paper shells and nitro or fine-
grain black powders is not the correct thing, whatever
advantage this manner of boring might have had fifteen
years ago, during the days of brass shells and heavy
loads of coarse grain black powders. We have never
seen the gun with which you made the tests in question,
but if the same is so wide in the barrel that a 12 -bore
wad will not be tight fitting everywhere from chamber
to the muzzle, then we will guarantee to be able to load
cartridges which will still do better work with Schultze
and "E C" powders than those you have put to the test,
because all of them were loaded with only No. 12 -gauge
wads.

—

Von Lengerke & Detmold.

The Possum Cxub.—Chicago, 111., Jan. 9.— Mr. Win.
Werner extended his first annual royal complimentary
game dinner to the members of the Possum Club last
night. Report later,—E. Hough.

CONCERNING " FOREST AND STREAM."
I never saw so much interesting and valuable reading

matter crowded into a sportsman's paper, and it's no special
number, but every issue. I have beard any num ber of people
mention it.—C. H. M.
Manchester, N. H.—Although on the shady side of 60,

1

get_ a good string of trout for this section, and once in a
while an old cock grouse on the wing: and the next best for
long winter evenings is Forest And Stream, I follow the
stream and wood with each outer, and enjoy his good luck
and know how to sympathize when a blank is drawn.—J. H,

tar m\d ffwqr fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws Of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of
the Game Laws.

THE WOLF OF THE WATEKS-II.
[Continuedfrom Page A7S.]

nPOWARD the close of the second week matters began
J- to look serious and the prospects for realizing our
pleasant anticipations as to the big fish were certainly
discouraging. In view of these depressing circumstances
we determined to hold a council of war and decide upon
plans for future action, so that night we drew up to the
rough board table inside the closed tent and concentrated
our thoughts upon the problem before us. A neighbor-
ing settler from whom we had been renting our boats and
who kept a log hotel for the accommodation of transient
fishermen, was called in, but as it was clearly to his
interest to have'us remain where we were, we of course
utterly failed to elicit any satisfactory information from
that source. A day or two before we had received infor-
mation that led us to believe that we could find what we
were after in Plum Lake, about eight miles distant, and
we determined to push on further north, feeling very
confident that the chances of suecess would not thereby
be lessened, to say the least. Prompt arrangements were
made with the teamster who brought us out, and before
daylight next morning, with a small stock of provisions
and a light canvas tent, we started forth.
Plum Lake was reached about noon, and we immedi-

ately set to work putting up our little V-shaped house,
trimming boughs for our beds and preparing something
to satisfy the cravings of the inner man. We also se-
cured the services of a guide whom another small
party had ieft here the day before, as we firmly believed
that we had trusted to our own judgment about long
enough. Up to this time the weather had been fair and
warm and the sun had daily traveled across the wide,
blue expanse with hardly a cloud to obscure its ardent-
glance. But a change now took place. It became colder,
with a drizzling sleet falling all day long, being driven
hither and thither by the sharp north wind, Tbe lake
we were on was a beautiful piece of water. It was long
and narrow with many thickly wooded islands dotting
its surface at almost regular intervals, affording pleas-
ant relief to the eye. About a quarter of a mile from its_ ^*>.4-l«y «*•<="• T,-akp. so named on account of its pe-

^-med us
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islands Mat lay m our ooure«. ain.m6 the end of
the lake our route layover an old trail, the exact location
of which it was difficult to discover from the boat, but
the guide had been here often before, and he directed us
to row up to where, above the bushes that lined the shore,
could be seen the smooth white surface of a single birch
that served as a mark for our landing place.
We secured the boat and set out briskly over the rough

and very indistinct pathway, which at times became so
faint that it was barely noticeable. From the top of a
small hill, down between the moss-covered trunks of
some old hemlocks, we caught a glimpse of the lake
showing a silvery white in contrast with the dark
shadows of the forest. We struck the shore at the ex-
treme point of one of the curious symmetrical inlets or
bays and sat down for a moment to enjoy the untamed
wildness of the scene. The wind was blowing at a lively
rate, breaking the blue water up into short, choppy
waves, with here and there an occasional whitecap lift-

ing its snowy crest above the deeper colors beneath.
It was still drizzling and sleeting and the atmosphere

presented such a dull, leaden, dreary-looking appearance
and tbe air was so chill and damp, that to any but the
enthusiastic angler, conscious of the proximity of a long-
sought pr.zp, the day would have seemed disagreeable
indeed. But not so to him. He feels a strange and
thoroughly enjoyable sense of satisfaction and comfort
steal over him as he enconces himself snugly between
the roots of a great spreading tree and, drawing his rub-
ber coat about him, defies the cutting wind and the be-
numbing rain. It is a feeling that comes only to the true

sportsman and lover of nature in its untainted wildness,
for while to his more matter-of-fact companions he may,
under these circumstances, seem a most miserable and
dejected piece of humanity, he is, in reality, enjoying to
the utmost one of those happy moments that come so
seldom in his busy life. He is in complete sympathy
with the elements in all their infinite moods. He laughs
with them in the bright sunshine to the hopeful notes of
joyous birds, and when nature takes on an earnest mein,
clad in the white purifying robes of icy winter or in the
dark mantle of the summer storm cloud, he also becomes
serious and thoughtful, but not gloomy.
His deeper, subtler, nobler thoughts find vent and en-

couragement and strange, sweet fancies, for which he can
find no adequate symbols, well up within him as he
watches the ceaseless play of foaming waters or listens
dreamily to the moaning of the invisible wind as it hurries
by, carrying the rain drops in misty sheets past the friendly
shelter of his snug retreat.
There was but one boat on Star Lake, and it had been

toted over the crooked, torturous trail only at a great out-
lay of labor. It was large enough to accommodate but
three conveniently, including the guide, who, of course,
bandied the oars.
About 100yds. from the shore a small sandy bar, covered

with a few stunted pine trees and as many patches of
brown, dead grass, rose to the height of a few feet above
water level. Our guide said we would strike this point
first, as there was an excellent stretch of feeding ground
along the north side where the pebbly bottom, hidden
here and there with wide strips of grass and weeds, de-
scended gradually from the shore. He also informed us
that he rarely pulled from one end to the other without
making a catch. As before stated, neither of us had ever
caught a muskallonge, and, in fact, had never seen one
either dead or alive, and now that we felt assured that we
were really in the home of the royal fish, with great
probability of establishing intimate relations with them,
it was no wonder that we experienced a pleasurable thrill
of anticipation. Our oarsman appeared cool and collected,
as though it was an every-day business with him, and we
envied him his calm indifference. We sat facing the
stern, and on nearing the point of sand let out about
25yds. of line with a No. 8 Skinner hook attached by
means of two strands of annealed copper wire, and
nervously awaited developments.
We pulled to the upper end of the island and back

without getting a strike, and were just making the turn
at the lower point for another trip, when Bob, who was
fishing next to the shore, was seen to suddenly give his
pole a violent jerk and then grasp it energetically with
both hands as though his life depended on keeping
possession of it. He gasped out something that sounded
very much like "By Jinks! I've got him, boys!" but
owing to the strain under which his nerves were plainly
laboring his articulation was exceedingly indistinct,
and it might have been something else—possibly worse.
Sure enough he had hooked something, for his rod was

bent in a half circle, and the taut quivering line, which
was now cutting through the water to the left, indicated
to a dead certainty that it was alive and not, as fre-
quently happened, a bunch of heavy, soggy weeds. The
guide immediately turned the boat out into deeper water,
never for a moment relaxing his speed, while I reeled up
my own line as fast as possible in order to give my com-
panion a clear field and to avoid the danger of having
our tackle inextricably tangled up. Bob had a goodly
number of wary game fish to his credit, but never before
had he fastened on to anything that exhibited so much
strength and agility as the one that now claimed his un-
divided attention. "Reel him in slowly and don't give
him a bit of slack," cried Sully, the guide, as he applied
himself vigorously to the oars. Poor Bob was doing his
utmost to follow these instructions, but strain as he might
the handle of his reel would not budge an inch; so he
soon desisted from this vain effort and devoted his en-
ergies to retaining possession of the pliant rod that
with every twist and turn seemed liable to be wrenched
from him.

It is perhaps needless to say that we were both consid-
erably excited, and I added much superfluous advice to
that of Sully's in the way of disjointed and spasmodic
entreaties to "Hold on to him, Bob!" "Don't let him break
the rod," etc., etc. We had not caught sight of him yet,
but just at this point the water was lashed into a white
foam a short distance back, and the huge, shining form
of a savage muskallonge shot perpendicularly into the
air, clearing its native element at least four inches.
What a magnificent sight, and what a magnificent fish!

Its mouth was wide open; its muscular, symmetrical
body rested for a brief instant in a beautiful curve, and
as it dashed its head wildly from side to side in the mad
endeavor to free itself, we could plainly hear the spoon
rattle between its sharp, wolfish teeth. It remained in
view but a short moment before it fell back with a loud
splash, and through our excited vision it appeared to our
be wildered minds a veritable shark in size and ferocity.
Well named, indeed, was this "wolf of the waters."
The rush was so sudden and so entirely unexpected

that, combined with Sully's shrill warning" to slack his
line, it was little wonder that Beb lost what little sense
he still retained and became to all appearances tempor-
arily insane. His actions, at least, justified this assump-
tion, for he now dropped his rod, and, grasping the bare
fine just above the reel, commenced hauling in handover
hand as fast as the struggling monster at the other end
would allow.
The effect of this move was disastrous, as the line which

he deposited indiscriminately over the bottom of the boat
in bis crazy haste, became so closely identified with vari-
ous other articles therein that further use of the reel was
out of the question. Once again the muskallonge broke
water and then started due south with so much vindictive
energy and at such a terrific rate of speed that the line
fairly hummed through the fingers of my now paralized
companion. He again attempted to manipulate the reel
with sore fingers, but a bunch of badly tangled line re-

fused stubbornly to be wound, and with a smothered im-
precation on Teels in general, and this one in particular,
he grasped the rapidly receding line, determined to do or
die, and to me, making these observations in a state of
semi-lunacy, the outcome of the struggle seemed shrouded
in doubt. By this time Sully had abandoned all hope of
seeing his oft-repeated instructions obeyed and had settled
down to a study stroke, confident that nothing but a streak
of good luck would bring our game to bag. But Bob's
strong, steady pull was slowly but surely telling on the

strength of "Old Musky," and his frantic, powerful rushes
from side to side and straight down became less frequent
and vigorous.
We were now well out from the shore, in deeper water,

and these tactics had been kept up so long that we felt
sure our fish must certainly be very much exhausted, but
a look at Bob's protruding eyes and anxious face was
enough to convince us that tbe end was not yet.
A few minutes more of rushing and tugging on the part

of the captive and of labored breathing and irregular' ex-
ertion on the part of our resolute fisherman, when sud-
denly, within twenty feet of the boat, the water com-
menced to boil, and in the midst of the spray we caught
another glimpse of the wide-open mouth with its awe-in-
spiring display of needle-like teeth. "Shoot him, H.I'
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cried Bob, in desperation as a broad, finny back, propelled
by an enormously wide tail, disappeared bottomward,
leaving in its wake a rapidly widening circle of dancing-
waves. I had with me a Winchester repeater, .SSeal,,
that I had brought along for just such an emergency, and
the next time the muskallonge came to the surface for
another brief look at his inexperienced but determined
foes, I intended to try the soothing effects of a small lump
of lead upon his fierce, fiery nature. An interval of one
minute, during which, no doubt, our prey, away down in
the depths, was cogitating over the increasing serious-
ness of his position—and then, a little nearer than before,
the glistening head and staring eyes again appeared to
view. A quick sight over the white bead, a sharp report,
a mass of spray, another plunge, and the braided silk line
went out yard after yard over the boat's edge, while our
friend sat down on what was left of it to get his second
wind and straighten out his stiffened, aching fingers. A
downward motion of the lever, and another little dose was
in readiness for the big fish. The line, which at first went
straight down, was seen to move slowly outward, and this
gave us an idea as to about where the next rise would bp.

This time he rose more gently, as though his ardor and
interest in the fight had abated considerably, but at the
next shot away he went with apparently undiminished
resources of strength. Sully urged us to bring him up
close enough to enable him to use the gaff, but as we had
a curiosity to know just how much lead Mr. Musky could
carry and still appear as lively as ever, we determined to
try one more shot. The small line was creating sad
havoc with Bob's hands, and he advised us, between
breaths, to get him this time some way or other or he
would not be responsible for the consequences, He took
another turn around it as it gradually assumed a hori-
zontal position, and our eyes following it down at length
rested upon the weary and all but exhausted fish. He had
evidently made his last struggle, for he was lying quite
still, with stiffened fin and the top of his pointed nose
just out of the water. This time more deliberate aim
was taken at its eye, and as the little rifle cracked sharply
it could be seen to give a convulsive shudder and roll
slowly over on its side. The tiny bullet had done its
work and it was an easy matter to "haul in and deposit
the dripping form in the bottom of the boat. It was a
splendid specimen, a plump twenty-pounder, and was so
beautiful to look at as it lay stretched out at our feet that
we could hardly take our eyes from it. The "wolf" had
made a noble fight, but superior power and intelligence
had won and the victory was ours.
All three shots had taken effect, one going through the

fleshy part of the back near the head, which the second
shot creased along the top, leaving a broad white mark,
while the third went true, to its aim and pierced the right
eye. When the difficulty of shooting and of aiming
steadily from a badly rocking boat is considered, none of
these shots will seem so bad. As we had surmised, the
hook was very firmly fastened in the Bides of the horny
mouth, otherwise in the wild struggles it would have
been ejected during Bob's eccentric maneuvering with
his rod and reel.

We had been just twenty minutes landing our prize,
and during this time tbe wind had risen so rapidly and
was sweeping across the lake with such violence that
the guide advised making for the shore until the squall
was over. We reached our landing place with much
difficulty, for it was hard rowing against the combined
forces of wind and waves, and it required all tbe skill of
an experienced oarsman to prevent the boat from being
capsized. These small northern lakes seem to be pecu-
liarly sensitive to any changes in weather conditions, as
their waters are lashed by the capricious wind into dan-
gerous white-capped waves in a remarkably short time,
and one hardly knows at what moment he will be com-
pelled to fight his way ashore. Oftentimes these squalls
came up so quickly that, even while fishing but a few
hundred feet out, we could not reach shelter in time to
avoid them entirely.

We dried our damp clothes by the side of a roaring fire,

and after the gale had abated somewhat we retraced our
steps over the trail to where we had left the boat on Plum
Lake and were soon back at camp and busy preparing
supper. We remained here a week, enjoying such fish-

ing as we little dreamed would fall to our lot in the ear-
lier part of the trip. On the days that we did not go over
to Star Lake we would leisurely troll around near camp
and it was seldom, indeed, that we returned empty
handed.

The greediness and voracity of muskallonge are pro-
verbial, and his confidence in his prowess and capacity
for digestion seems unlimited. They will seize and swal-
low other fish fully half their own weight, and it would
be interesting to know the different varieties of animals
and fish they prey upon or to what extreme they would
go in cases where they had been for some time without a
sufficient supply of food . The little red squirrels that
abound in these woods barely make a bite, and one could
be hidden from sight in a corner of their huge, cavern-
like mouths.
One day, while idly rowing around in a small bay near

camp, our attention was attracted by a white-looking ob-
ject floating on top of the water a short distance away
and in near the shore. Further investigation disclosed
the fact that it was a huge muskallonge that had evi-
dently been dead for some time, as its body was shrunken
and thin. We towed it ashore and were surprised to find
a large, black-looking object protruding from its enor-
mous jaws. A hard pull and a strong pull and out popped
the body of a full-grown muskrat that had been firmly
fastened in the fish's throat. This incident puzzled us a
great deal. We were in doubt as to whether it had.
choked to death through simple inability to swallow tbi^
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delicate morsel, or whether the muskrat, in his desperate

struggles for life, had in some way fatally injured it. At
any rate, there was no question as to the cause of his

demise, and the fact impressed itself upon net as being one
instance where the "wolf" had seriously erred in esti-

mating his masticating abilities. This fish had a massive
head, was of unusual length, and in good condition would
probably have weighed 80 to 351hs. What an ignoble

death for such a wild, untamed, majestic fish.

One* evening, as we were sitting by our comfortable
fire, Sully informed us that there was a small lake about
five mile's to the southwest which was literally alive with
muskallonge, and told us in his characteristic way of

some big fellows that he had assisted in killing after a
hard fight. It was difficult of access and nothing on it to

fish from except a leaky old Indian canoe made of birch
bark; but he thought the sport there would more than
outweigh these considerations, and before we slept that
night we determined to make the trip.

Next morning, leaving Sully in charge of the tent, we
climbed in the boat and pulled silently through the
gray fog that covered the lake. Following our directions

close] v for about two miles we easily found the trail that
led off from a little narrow inlet, aud soon had our boat
tied fast to an overhanging hough of maple.
Our route lay through some of the most characteristic

stretches of a Wisconsin forest and we enjoyed every
moment of our three-mile tramp. In some places our
trail lay distinct and sharply defined before us and was
easily kept. Then again it would fade away and become
so dim and so nearly invisible that once or twice we
thought we had lost it. Now we would descend the side

of a steep hill iuto a narrow, crooked valley, and anon we
would pass through a strip of Norway pine, where the
ground was as level as a floor and as soft under foot as the
most luxurious carpet. Here we would enter an almost
impenetrable thicket of young hemlock and birch, where
the range of vision was limited to a couple of feet on
either side, and after fighting ourway through this tangled,
scraggy mass we would suddenly emerge into a forest of
sweeping hemlock, whose wide-spreading branches, at
times almost touching the ground, shut out the bright
light of day and surrounded us with a deep, sombre gloom.
At times we moved along the high ridges of a succession

of hilte whose wooded sides sloped grandly off to the left

and right, and many a wild, picturesque spot appealed so
strongly to our sense of the beautiful that we could not
resist reclining on some gnarled root or weather-beaten
log and giving ourselves wholly up to the seductive
witchery of the scenes. To the lover of nature, un-
touched by the hand of man, some of these views wore
simply enchanting.
Down at the foot of a long, gently rolling hill we came

upon the little lake in all the glory of its hidden beauty.
A strong wind was blowing and the waves were dashing
themselves into a white foam upon the sandy shore, and
when we pictured ourselves dancing up and down on
those rough waters with no support but a cranky old
canoe we inwardly decided that we would not fish very
far from land. We hauled the old craft out from its hid-
ing place in the bushes, and cut a few armloads of hem-
lock boughs which we placed in either end to sit upon.

1 Tho canoe was about 12ft. long by 3ft. wide, and was
lightly though strongly built. There was one weak spot
in it, however, and we had not been afloat five minutes
before we became painfully aware of the fact that the
thing leaked badly, and every little while we were com-
pelled to land and tip it up to let the water run out. One
of us sat in the bow, as far out of reach as possible of the
little pool in the center, which gradually rose higher and
higher, while the other took up a position in the stern and
furnished the propelling power through the medium of a
short, unwieldy paddle with which we would make a few
strokes on one side and then on the other. With the
wind, blowing so fiercely we could make but little head-
way, and it required continued exertion to keep the spoon
revolving. A more experienced canoeist would probably
have kept a straight course, however slowly, but in spite
of our most persistent efforts the point would veer around
from one side to the other so that the one handling the
rod would have to keep it moving back and forth to take
advantage of these numerous tacks and to prevent the
spoon from sinking to the bottom.
A cold, drizzling rain was falling, but to this we were

completely indifferent, as our whole time and attention
were occupied in struggling with the frisky canoe and in
keeping the line free. Bob took first turn at the rod
while 1 paddied around close to the south shore, being
careful not to snag any more holes in the thin hark cov-
ering on one of the many sharp, dangerous looking logs
and broken limbs that sometimes lay far out in the water
with their points just below the surface as though waiting
to wreck the unwary fisherman.

In a little cove, partly sheltered from the wind, Bob
had the first strike, and "the slender rod tremhled as the
fish made a rush for the open w ater. It was necessary to
adopt different tactics while fishing from a rolling, leaky
canoe, that made one feel as though he was balancing on
a tight rope, and instead of making for the deeper water
I kept in near the shore, where in case of accident we
stood some chance of wading out. Bob worked manfully
at the reel, and after a lusty fight of some ten minutes,
during which he Avas compelled to use ail his strength
and skill against the mad rushes and sudden leaps, he
drew the still struggling musky up alongside, and the gaff,

neatly placed under his shining body, laid him flopping
and floundering in the puddle between us—a fine Im-
pounder. We emptied the hoat on the bank, shook the
surplus water from our drenched garments, and started
out. for another turn around the point. We caught two
more in a short time, both beauties, each of which afforded
fine sport in the capture, and then we again landed to
build a fire by which we could dry and devour our lunch
at the same time. Nearly everything was soaked by the
rain, hut we succeeded in finding some partly dry birch
bark, and, by the aid of this highly inflammable material,
soon had a roaring fire started in a little hollow formed
by the upturned roots of a huge fallen tree. Our simple
repast was eaten with a relish, and refreshed ua wonder-
fully, for we had the ravenous appetites that come only
to those who breathe day after day and night after night
the invigorating, bracing ah- of the pine woods.

A few minutes' delicious rest, while enjoying the
soothing effects of a good cigar, and we again dropped
down on the wet hemlock quite ready for another skirmish
tyjlh the "wol.V Tt was my turn to handle the rod, and

after a few minutes' experience I found that it was no
child's play, for Bob had never before been called upon to

propel and steer such a flimsy craft under such adverse
circumstances, and he made such poor headway, if such
the zigzag, almost imperceptible motion could be called,

that considerahle maneuvering was necessary to prevent
the hooks from catching fast to the bottom on some sunken
log or bunch of weeds. In the course of the afternoon
three more good-sized muskies were added to the list, and
we began to think of returning to our first landing place

at the trail, for we were somewhat tired and very hungry
and wet.
There was one particular place along the edge of a thin

strip of land that extended out into the lake that we felt

sure must contain some huge specimens, as it was the
most likely looking spot that we had yet seen. It was
getting late and we were not quite sure that we could
follow the trail back in the dusk, but we determined to

give it a trial, and accordingly Bob took up the paddle
and the little canoe once more began its tortuous course
through the drizzling rain and choppy waves. We had
enjoyed the sport to our hearts' content that afternoon
and were not particularly anxious in regard to the suc-

cess of our last attempt, but, when about half way to

the end of the peninsula, the rod suddenly plunged back-
ward and threatened to jump out of my hands, all our
apathy vanished like smoke before the breeze and we
were again on the tiptoe of expectancy.
At the same instant the strike was felt the rod was

given a short quick jerk or twist, but alas, the hook
failed to catch and the heavy weight at the other end
suddenly ceased. But the fish was undoubtedly hungry
and determined to capture the glittering decoy at what-
ever-cost, and we had not gone three yards before it

struck again and this time a sharp turn of the arm sank
the barbed steel firmly into the horny mouth, and the
fight hegan. From the great strain on the rod I knew
that we had fastened on to an unusually big fellow and
shouted to Bob to run the canoe in to the shore, for I had
no desire to participate in a lengthy struggle, such as I

Was assured this would be, over deep water with noth-
ing under us but a cranky, unwieldly canoe that already
contained three inches of water.
Bob managed to turn the head around and applied all

his strength to the paddle, but in spite of his strenuous
effort we barely moved. Just then we heard a loud
splash, and, looking up, saw the bro=»d tail and thick,

dark back of the angry muskallonge lashing the water
into a white foam in its rage. It tugged furiously at the
line and the strain on the reel was so great that it was
only by exerting all my strength that the crank could
be moved a particle, and before I had reeled him in 20ft.

my fingers were raw and bleeding where they had come
in contact with the sharp edges of the reel.

Away he rushed from side to side, now down and then
up, and time and again his dripping form rose clear of
the water in frantic endeavors to expel the merciless
hook. Each time it appeared to view it would shake its

head savagely as though in angry menace, then uown
again to the bottom it would plunge for another start. It

was hard work to hold him in check, but we knew that

the tension must not for a moment be relaxed, for the
very instant he felt the line slacken he would have
thrown the spoon from his mouth and our prize would
have been lost. After playing him for some fifteen

minutes, now from one side of the canoe and then from
the other, all the time reeling as rapidly as possible, I got
him up to within 20ft. of us, and by this time, after a
heroic effort, Boh had paddled up' quite close to the
shore. We could feel the cold water gradually rising up
around us and knew that it was only a question of a short
time when we would be compelled to abandon our excuse
for a boat and continue the fight from dry land, but as
this would place all the advantages on the side of the
wily muskallonge, we determined to stand by our colors

to the last. As the pebbly bottom of the lake immedi-
ately under us descended very abruptly, we found it

possible to hug the friendly shore quite closely and at
the same time he in easy reach of enough water to ac-
commodate the highly eccentric movements of our un-
willing captive. It would not do to allow him to get
into very shallow water as the hook might accidentally
be dislodged by striking against some sharp-pointed
rock.
Knowing that we could not retain possession of our

craft much longer unless we chose to descend with it to

the bottom, and having, thanks to the penetrating rain
and the leak hole under us, absorbed about as much
moisture as could be comfortably endured, I determined
to force the fight to a speedy issue. In pursuance of this
firm resolve I exerted myself to the utmost in the en-
deavor to reel in more rapidly, but it was without avail,

for the stubborn, sturdy monster obstinately contested
every inch of ground, and after a few turns my cramped
fingers refused to act. There was nothing to do but let

him have his way for the present and give him plenty of
time and room in which to exhaust himself.

There was no tree or even a stout hush near the water-
line that we could tie to, and Bob, in the absence of any
other expedient, was obliged to exercise himself vigor-
ously over his paddle to prevent our being bodily dragged
out into deeper water, a misfortune which we, under the
circumstances, earnestly desired to avoid. Not much
force is required to move a light canoe, especially when
the wind is favorable, and if musky had been allowed to
follow unrestrained the dictates of his own sweet will
there is no telling where he would have piloted us.

A sudden swish of the line to the left and we were again
greeted with the vision of a huge, sinewy, wiry body de-
scribing a half circle through the air, from which the
light drops flew in every direction. No sooner had the
water again closed over the glistening form than away it

darted in an opposite direction with such lightning-like
rapidity that I loosened my grip a little on the reel for fear-

that a too sudden check would snap the line. Slowly,
but surely, I wound him in nearer and nearer, and it now
seemed as though he realized that his chances for escape
were growing alarmingly slender, for his struggles be-
came fast and furious.

It was oftener on top of the water now than under it,

and the way it would shoot along the surface, throwing
the spray to either side like the bow of a swift boat, was
calculated to distract the most experienced, and, although
we had become somewhat accustomed to their strange
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freaks, when our eyes encountered those terrible trap-
like jaws surmounted by a pair of hard, glittering eyes,
now so close, wh could not suppress j;he cold (Jh'ijjs that

glided up and down our already half-frozen spines in

quick succession.
There was something in the appearance of that muskal-

longe that harmonized strangely with the wild solitude

of the surroundings, and this feeling was noticed almost
unconsciously as I worked with sore fingers and shortened
breath on the almost unmanageable reel. By this time
the many lively rushes and high leaps combined with the
unceasing strain were beginning to tell on him, and his

twistings and turnings were growing les3 and less ener-

getic. Believing that I could now reel him in more easily

and rapidly, I told Bob to make ready with the gaff and
to let the boat drift. He laid his paddle in the bottom,
and then such a look of consternation spread over his

features that I asked him anxiously what was wrong.
There was nothing in particular wrong with him, but he
was sorry to say that we had stupidly left the gall' hook
at our last tipping up place, and he would like very much
to know how we were going to get that whale out. He
did not speak as kindly as these words imply, hut embel-
lished his remarks with a few choice and highly appro-
priate phrases that seemed to act as a safety valve on my
own feelings. It was with deep dismay that I received
this information, for I was at a complete loss to know
how we were going to manage our captive that now
seemed like a small elephant on our hands. We did not
have much time to think, for the line had been getting
shorter and shorter, so I shouted to Bob that he would
have to lay him out in some way with the paddle. Bob
ran his hand down into the water covered bottom to fish

out this useful article, but when it came forth again it

was grasping, not the little pine propeller, but a flat,

heavy mallet, with a good strong handle, that had evi-

dently been made to take the place of the cruel gaff.

We had noticed it lying there, but in the excitement of

tb« moment had completely forgotten it.

This find cheered us up considerably, and I now made
a strong effort to haul the heavy fish up close enough to

come within easy reach of Bob's long arms and the death-
dealing mallet. I sat facing him in the end nearest the
shore and not fifteen feet from it, and I did not have
much trouble in guiding the nearly exhausted musky up
within a yard of the canoe. Bob raised his weapon

—

splash, zip—and down went the frightened fish like a
flash directly under us. I soon checked him in his rapid

retreat, and' again he was approaching the waiting ex-
ecutioner, too much worn out to offer any but slight re-

sistance. Bob had his arms raised in readiness, and when
the savage head was within a foot of tho boat down came
the sharp edge of the hard wood with a crack square be-
tween its eyes. At the same instant I released my hold
upon the reel, so that the force of the blow, which drove
it several feet under the surface, might not tear out the
hook. It was a fatal stroke, and the noble fellow hardly
moved as we ran the canoe ashore and laid him gently
out upon the clean yellow sand. Its back was 5 or 6in.

thick and it was the most trimly-built fish that we had
yet seen. It looked every inch of it to be just what it

was, a hard, strong, gamy fighter. We weighed it it on
orrr return to camp and it tipped the beam at exactly
301bs. Little wonder that we were nearly played out
landing such a specimen, but when we strung our six fish

upon a stout pole, with the big fellow dangling in the
middle and started back over- the trail we felt that the
day had been well spent indeed.

The killing of a muskallonge .does not require much
special knowledge or skill in the use of the rod, but it

does imply a certain amount of j udgment, coolness and
perseverance. Almost any one, with a stout hand line

and a guide to pull him about, find the fish for him and
land them safely in the boat, can make a good record if

they are at all plenty. But muskallonge fishing is very
much like other kinds of sport in that there are many
methods of pursuing it. All fishermen are not alike in
their tastes and standards, and while some would be more
than content to haul them in as they would draw water
from a well, the nature of others demands that they resort
to higher methods. The degree of pleasure rests upon the
sensibilities of the angler and the character of the means
employed. To render the sport as pleasurable as possible

one should use a medium weight rod some 10ft. in length.
Split bamboo is the most serviceable, and anything longer
than this or with less elasticity would prove awkward
and hard to manage. It must be remembered that but
little of the strain comes on the rod, and it should be light

and springy, capable of taking on almost any desired
curve without breaking. This allows an easy flow of line

from the reel and at the same time exerts considerahle
resisting power. The reel should be an unusually large
one, capable of containing easily ,50yds. of braided silk

line, with large powerful handle and other parts corres-

pondingly strong. This is the most important part of the
outfit, for if it be too small or liable to get out of order,
much disappointment and annoyance will be caused, no
matter how fine the line, rod or hooks may be. A medium
weight braided silk line answers the purple admirably
and is plenty strong enough if properly .aandled and
cared for.

The spoon hook must be very strong and well made, aud
have on a long, stout wire connection with the line,

otherwise it may suddenly disappear to be seen no more,
and at a time, too, when such disappearance would occa-
sion the keenest regret. Many a strong steel hook has
been bent out of stiape and rendered useless by this iron-
jawed fish, and the heavy spoon frequently comes hack
to the boat dented up so badly as to be scarcely recogniz-
able. A No. 8 spoon is considered the best size for this

purpose, although a No. 7 is occasionally used with good
effect. Sizes larger than these cannot be employed with
much success.
Various plans are pursued to secure or kill the muskal-

longe after it has been hooked, worn out and reeled in

close to hand. About the best and most effectual way to
finish them is to play them until exhausted and then
slowly move them up close to the other end of the boat
where the guide or companion is in waiting with a small
,22cal. revolver. As the fish comes up the muzzle of this
is slowly lowered in such a way as not to startle it, and
when immediately over the bead and between the eyes
the trigger is touched and over rolls musky as dead as a
mackerel. Some objtct to this, claiming that the report
is likely to scare away other fish that may be in the neigh-
borhood: but as far as my experience goes, such objections
are not sustained by the facts. Another method, aud the
one generally made use of where a guide is employed, is

' phat kpown a,s galling. A strong steel hook
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like a needle and a 3-foot handle is the weapon, and some
of the professional guides, from long and constant prac-
tice, become very expert in its use. With a quick,
downward motion, before musky has time to think what
it is all about, the sharp point 'is darted under his body
and the next instant he is struggling vainly in the bot-
tom of the boat. This is lesshumane than shooting them,
but for some reason or other it seems to be preferred by
many.

If not immediately killed by a bullet through the brain
a sharp-pointed knife is insetted right back of the head
and the spine severed, for if this is not done it is likely
to flop about for a long time and cause a great deal of
trouble.
The third method, which is only resorted to where no

other is available, is the one that Bob and I once had a
rather peculiar experience with. We were trolling for
pike from a treacherous dugout canoe that was barely
wide enough to sit down in. and which seemed forever
to be on the verge of rolling over arid completely revers-
ing the natural order of things. While passing over a
bed of weeds Bob hooked on to a monster pike which for
about ten minutes occupied all the attention we could
safely spare from the management of our hollow log.
Immediately after striking the actions of a pike are
similar to those of a maskallonge. It dives down and
gives a series of lusty, angry tugs which seem to indi-
cate quite a vindictive spirit. But here the resemblance
ceases, for the pike is not much of a fighter and soon
comes up as though thoroughly tired out. The one Bob
caught finally came in with hardly a struggle. Having
no rifle, revolver, gaff or any other instrument where-
with to demolish it I determined to try the simple plan
of lifting it out bodily by hand.
Accordingly, as it lay just beneath the surface, slowly

opening and closing its capacious mouth. I ran my hand
gently along its back, and with a quick movement
clutched it in the hollow places formed by the eyes and
dropped it in the canoe. If a second thought had been
taken it would not have been released quite so soon, but
it was now too late to regain my hold, and as a result of
this oversight we were treated to an exhibition of fish

gymnastics that we had seldom seen equalled. A pike
coming in with meek and lowly mien is certainly quite
a different thing from that same pike when lying in the
dry bottom of a canoe, as we were not long in discover-
ing. No sooner was he released than he made a couple
of vigorous flops that threatened to take him back in the
water and, not seeming satisfied with this, he commenced
a series of twistings, turnings and other eccentric gyi'a-
tions that were almost bewildering. Bob and I moved
cautiously toward the center and sat down with as
much dignity as the situation would permit on either end
of the restless fish.

This quieted him for a moment, and Bob, taking ad-
vantage of the calm, fished out a chunk of wood, about a
foot long, and rained blow after blow upon the head of
the defenseless captive. Its body quivered a little and
then dropped back limp and lifeless, as it appeared to us.
Thinking all was over, we drew back to our respective
ends, but were not more than fairly seated before that
tenacious pike, with a couple of spasmodic leaps, almost
threw himself out again. Back we scrambled and once
more deposited ourselves upon its slippery, squirming
length. This treatment it seemed to regard as an insult,
for it commenced struggling furiously, and to such good
effect that it slipped like an eel from under our feet and
legs and through our hands, and with a final flirt vanished
like a streak over the side of the clumsy old craft. We
did not then, and do not now, understand how that pike
escaped after being sat down on twice and thoroughly
mauled with a hard piece of wood, but the fact that he
did so escape nevertheless remains. However, we did not
lose it, for a few moments after we discovered it floating
on its side a short distance away almost dead. It
measured just 36in. in length. This little incident served
to impress upon us the importance of killing these big fish
as soon as possible after being caught, and there is no
better way than to sever the spine back of the head with
a sharp knife. One would hesitate a long time before at-
tempting to lift a muskallonge out with the bare hand,
for those long, sharp fangs present anything but an in-
viting appearance. Some use a small hardwood mallet,
and when the fish is close enough, stun it with a sharp
blow between the eyes. In the absence of a small-caliber
revolver, this weapon is much better and far less cruel
than the merciless gaff hook, as the latter sometimes fails
to take a good hold, and, instead of lifting the fish out,
tears a ragged hole in its side.

Muskallonge are generally caught in shoal water from
3 to 8ft. in depth, as their favorite feeding grounds are
along close to the shore or along the edge of a sand bar
that rises in the middle of a lake. Like the pike they
love to lie around in the grass and weeds, where the
small fish that form the bulk of their food, resort.
They never seem to know when they have enough, and

I have known of them after being caught on one hook
to make a rush for another trailing along some eight feet
away and attempt to swallow that. Two of my friends
who were fishing out of opposite sides of a boat once had
strikes almost at the same instant, and their surprise can
better be imagined than described, when they finally
reeled in and found that they had both hooked one and.
the same fish. Evidently one of the spoons tasted so
good to it that it concluded another would not be so bad.
Sometimes when two are trolling from the boat they will
run across a pair of muskallonge lying together and two
spoons will be taken almost simultaneously. Bob and I
caught two in this way, and it was no easy matter to get
them safely in the boat, for it is rather difficult to time
the fish and allow one to come in before the other. In
this case we were compelled to draw them in about the
same time, but Bob's was a short distance in advance,
and when the guide jerked it in with the gaff the one I
was engaged with made a dive for the bottom and ran
out about 15yds. of my line before it could be checked.
For a few minutes it was very exciting, but superior
strength prevailed, and two 161bs. muskies soon lay be-
fore us permanently disabled.
Some of the guides have a way of turning away from

the shore and rowing out into deeper water immediately
after a fish is struck.

_

They do this for two reasons. In
the first place, this gives the muskallonge plenty of room
for his wild rushes and powerful leaps and avoids the dan-
ger of having the hook dislodged by some pointed rock or
permanently tangled up in some tough bunch of weeds or
grass. In the next place, it keeps a taut line on the
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fish, and, although it is sometimes of great assistance in
this respect, it renders the work of reeling in much more
difficult.

To the tyro in these matters a guide is almost a, neces-
sary adjunct, and is at all times a great help. He rows
your boat for ypu, takes you to where you will be most
likely to meet with success, gaffs or shoots your fish, gives
you a good deal of practical advice, and, in fact, makes
himself quite useful in many ways. But after he has had
a little experience and becomes better posted in regard to
the more prominent phases of the sport, a guide is re-
garded as a useless incumberance and seems more or less
in the way.
We made one more trip to Muskallonge Lake before we

left, and the second time made a record of ten inside of
three hours, but they were all of medium weight and
none approached, either in size or ferocity, the big fellow
we took a few days before. We enjoyed paddling around
in the old leaky canoe far more than we did having Sully
pull us about in the heavy wooden boat. Occasionally we
would run across fresh deer signs, and one day as we
were walking along an old deserted lumber road with no
other weapon than a .22eal. repeating rifle, a graceful
young doe leaped up from almost under our feet and
loped away over a low hill in plain sight while the tiny
bullets flew after her in rapid succession.
There were plenty of wolves about, but as usual these

wary beasts took good care not to show themselves. We
could hear them howling about in the night, and what is

more mournful and lonely than these sounds breaking-
through the deep hush of the dense, dark forests.

It was late in October when we packed up our tents and
took a last farewell look at the camping ground and the
lake beyond, as the old wagon again commenced its creak-
ing, bumping, jolting journey through the woods. Every-
thing, even the old stump near the shore, had become
pleasantly familiar to us, and it was with deep regret that
we turned our faces from the spot where we had known
naught but deep content, to take up once more the burden
of a busy, uneventful life. H. Lynde.

MY FIRST BLACK BASS.

IT was one of the beautiful mornings of the last of May.
The flower-perfumed breezes were blowing through

my office window, and all nature out of doors was burst-
ing forth in the wild delight of spring. Judge Woodbury,
our veteran lawyer and sportsman, came into my office
animated from crown to sole with the fever to go bass
fishing. After laying plans for getting bait that would
tempt the largest bass we decided to start for Irving, at
the mouth of the Cattaraugus Creek. At 13 o'clock sharp
the old Hambletonian was hitched to the old open buggy
and our outfits, consisting of the Judge's three-joint reed
rod, 18ft. long, weighing something less than lOlbs., two
9oz. lancewood rods, 9 and lift, long, of my own, a tackle
box containing hooks, flies, reels, lines, etc., a basket of
soft-shell crabs and a milk pail half-full of water contain-
live minnows, were packed into the buggy, and we started
filled to the brim with the joy of anticipation. Irving is

14 miles from Gowanda, our starting point, and the road,
not one of the best to travel over, goes through the Seneca
Indian Reservation nearly all the way.
Now, if you want to see us as we looked, you can pic-

ture a rather tall genial-faced gentleman, with iron-gray
hair and beard, driving the horse—that is the Judge—and
you can picture your humble servant as a small man of
about 30 years, with a red mustache, slightly humped
over on the other end of the seat, carrying the milk-pail
of minnows, to keep the water from slopping, and men-
tally wishing minnows would grow on bushes at the mouth
of the creek, or that the milk-pail would spring a leak.
But after all, two happier faces are seldom seen than ours
were that day. We had left our business and its cares at
home and were enjoying the outing thoroughly. The
breezes were laden with perfume from the wild 'flowers
growing among the scrub-oak bushes on the Reservation.
The spring bad been late and the apple trees looked like
huge balls and banks of snow tinted with rose and car-
mine, and all nature was rejoicing with us.
We told stories all the way. The Judge told how he

had tracked a deer in hisboyhood all day, and near night,
when almost exhausted, he at last got a shot at the deer,
the old smooth-bore flashed in the pan and the deer dis-
appeared. The only deer he ever had a chance to shoot
at. And I told how I had fished for trout in boyhood,
and one day when I thought 1 had the acme of perfection
in a rod for casting a long line (a bamboo 8ft. long), and
was standing in the water up to my knees casting about
20ft. of line into an extra good point in a mill pond, a
stranger who proved to be H. M. Barry, the best fly caster
in Erie county, came quietly up behind me, and, with a
rod that then looked to me like a buggy whip, cast about
fifty feet of line out beyond my hook* and picked a fine
trout from under my very nose. Of course, I inspected
the rod, and seeing its good qualities, bought one like it,

and that is my reason for using these light rods. "Wall,"
said the judge, "you maybe able to catch a six-inch trout
all right with them i-ods of yours, but when you get hold
of a two-pound bass he'll snap it quicker'n lightning."
'Well, if I can get a bass to bite I'll try my lancewood
against your rod and we'll see which is the stouter."
At about 4 o'clock we arrived at Irving. The Judge

went on ahead while I was putting out the horse. I had
never caught a bass, and on the way down I met a boy
with a large string of bass, and, to make a sure thing of
having some to take home, I bought them and sent them
back to mine host's ice box, and pumped the boy in regard
to the bait he had used, and found he catight them in a net.
The creek from Irving to its mouth is still and not very

clear, and there are numerous deep pools filled with old
logs, just the place for black bass. I soon found the
Judge intently fishing in one of these pools for a black
bass that would show himself every few minutes with a
splurge that would make your blood boil, and I soon
found a place near him where another was going through
with the same antics. I tried to tempt him with worms
and with crabs, and then began casting flies, but all to
no purpose; he didn't want that kind and wouldn't be
tempted. By and by I heard the Judge's cane pole begin
to creak and looking up beheld the Judge, with an indes-
cribably bland smile covering his face, trying to tow the
big bass to shore. It was a sight worth seeing. The fish

chassed and promenaded, and the Judge tugged and
smiled, and finally called on me to land him, and we soon
had him landed safe for inspection; he was a small-mouth
of about 21bs. and a beauty.

We continued fishing till dark, but could not persuade
another fish to bite, so we went back to the hotel, got our
suppers and went to bed. The morning soon came and
the day came in with a fog. We procured a boat and
rowed and fished all the day to the mouth of the creek
without success, and gave it up and started back dis-
couraged. On the way back we came to a very promis-
ing looking pool of great reputation, and noticed several
swirls near an old log, and concluded to try once more.
I saw a big swirl just above us, and concluded to try a
new scheme on that bass, so I went to the milk pail and
got a good lively minnow and got out of the boat and
carefully approached the pool where I saw the swirl, and
my minnow hadn't fairly sunk before swish went my
line through the water and I had hooked my first bass,
and business began. The old bass was doing his best and
I was too intent on the struggle to notice surroundings.
The little lancewood rod would bend and hang to it like
a rubber cord until Mr. Bass finally gave up and I landed
him. He was equal to the Judge's in all respects and
my rod was not broken, and the Judge was surprised. I
put on another minnow and went back and almost in-
stantly hooked another. This time I was cooler and took
in the fun all around. The Judge was standing in the
boat looking on, intent as a cat after a mouse, and I sat
down on the bank and began to enjoy myself and to hum
dance tunes and call off for the fish to dance, balance on
the corner, and he would balance, chassee back and forth,
swing in the center, all promenade, seat your partners,
and the fish was mine, the biggest yet caught.
The Judge left the boat and began like this, "Abem,

'hem, five to my one; I must begin to do somethin'. Let
me see that pole of yours. That'll break next time. They
ain't nothin' to it. it's all chance catching such fish with
such a pole." In the meantime I was getting on another
minnow. The Judge shouldered his rod after putting on
a crab (crayfish) and went just above me, but before he
could get the 18ft. of cane pole in position I had hooked
another and got him out safe. The Judge had lugged off
the pail of minnows so I put on a worm and tried a
deeper place. My hook had no sooner sunk than it began
to walk off, and I supposed I had a bass and began to
sing, "Bass number four, balance on the corner." Then
the Judge's old cane pole began to crack and squeak, and
he began on one of those indescribable smiles, and I got
one eye on him and the other on my fish and discovered
I had a catfish of 201bs., more or less, and I continued to
call off, "Right and left, circle all," when the Judge
called out, "Doc, for gosh sake come and help me land
this fish, he'll break my pole." "1 can't," said I, "I've
got a 201bs. catfish here." "Let your catfish go to thun-
der, this bass is worth more'n all the catfish in the creek
and he'll break my pole." "I can't." "Promenade down
the hall." "Snap went my fiddle string of a line and my
catfish escaped, and I cussed the old line and went and
landed a three-pound bass for the Judge,
On examining my line for the first time in six weeks, I

found it was so weak that had I known it I would not
have trusted it on a six-inch trout; but the little limber
lancewood rod had done the work and saved the line until
the big catfish straightened on it, by my not giving him
line enough, and snapped the rotten thing. I broke off
the poor part of the line and caught only one more bass,
and we had enjoyed the participation as thoroughly as
the anticipation this time. I had learned how to catch
bass, and the Judge had learned the value of a lancewood
rod so well that the next time he went he took one of my
rods.
The bass graced our own and our neighboring sports-

men's dinner table long ago, but the experience of that
day is one of the bright spots in life to look back upon in
the dull winter days, and its memory grows brighter
every year. John V. Cole,
Gowanda, N. ¥.

TROLLING FOR WALL-EYED PIKE.
HPHE art of taking this fish by trolling with the rod,X line and spoon was unknown to, or at least unprac-
ticed by, the local fishermen of this place until the season
of 1886.

One evening early in September of the same year, as
I went to my work at Columbia, I met a friend, Mr.
John Rote, of Harrisburg, who had been fishing during
that day at Mud Island and had succeeded in taking a
very fine string of our so-called salmon. Having been
somewhat of a fisherman myself these fish excited my
deepest admiration, and led me to inquire of him his
mode of catching them. He then showed me his tackle,
which consisted of a rod, reel, line, spoon and hooks, and
also explained the manner in which the rig should
be manipulated. I then and there resolved to test tha t

way of fishing myself. I requested him to sell me one of
his spoons, which he did, and after I got home next
morning I secured a long non- sectional bamboo rod, on
which I fastened three line guides made of wire; the next
step was to get a long piece of the ordinary "net twine"
for a line, and of course some hooks. The aforesaid
articles made up the whole of our original trolling outfit,

and crude indeed it was, The next morning about 7:30
my friend, Mr. W. A. Charles, of this place, and I went
out in a canoe (which w^e propelled with a paddle, and I
might add, in justice to my friend, that he did the pad-
dling because I did not understand how to do it well, or
at least was not very anxious to) to try the new tackle
and with the resolve to fish or die.

On the way to the fishing grounds we had to search for
bait; we succeeded in getting only seven lamprey eels, and
with these we proceeded to fish. Now for the fun: We
had scarcely cast our line, for the first time, when the fish
immediately began to bite. When the first one struck
we at first thought our hook had become fastened to a
snag or a piece of sunken wood, but on di-aAving the line
(which was done by hand, owing to our having no reel)
we were much surprised and gratified to find a lib.

"salmon" fast to the hook. Encouraged by this we cast
again, when almost instantly jerk went the line, and on
hauling in we secured our second fish. And so we con-
tinued until our bait was all taken; then we went to shore
for the purpose of getting a new supply; in that we were
not very fortunate, for two solitary helgramites were the
only bait we could get. With these we resumed our sport;
the fish continued to bite vigorously, and with our last
helgramite we caught four "salmon," one bass and one
perch; the latter individual completely annihilating our
effective little friend the "ho jack."
On looking over our catch we found that we had, as

the result of four hours' fishing with our hastily-con-
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structed tackle and with the above mentioned number of

bait, thirty-seven "salrnon,"one bass and one perch. The
average weight was about lib. Thus ended our first day's
experiment of taking fish by trolling, and so elated were
we with the success and so much did we enjoy the sport
that we unanimously agreed to try it again the following
morning.
The next morning we started out for the second time

with the same tackle; the first important thing was to get
a supply of lampreys, which at that time were difficult

for us to get on account of our not understanding their
nature and habitat. However, we secured about twenty
of this killing bait, and with these we proceeded to the
scene of yesterday's sport. We found the fish as ready to
bite as we were to fish, and in two and one-half hours we
took forty-two fish, one individual weighing 41bs., and
the balance averaging about lib.

We were now fully convinced that this mode of taking
fish was practical and successful, and we at once concluded
to secore improved tackle, to make a pair of oars for the
canoe and go to fishing in dead earnest.
These things we accomplished, and with our new rig-

ging we tried a third time and succeeded in taking up-
ward of fifty, many of which weighed from 2£ to 31bs.

About this time the local fishermen, together with
many others from a distance, learning of our remarkable
success, all took to fishing by the same mode we had used
and all were generally very successful. This wonderful
taking of fish lasted but a short time, when it seemed as
if this prolific body of water had been completely depop-
ulated of its late numerous residents by the fishermen,
but after the next rise of water we again tried it and
found fish as plentiful as they were before.
Since that time (1886'j high water has, with one excep-

tion during the season of 1883, up to the present time,
interfered with the taking of fish. The past season has
not been remarkable for the number taken, but for the
high average in point of size.

The black bass, considered here as the best game fish,

seem to have almost entirely deserted the waters of this
locality. The true cause of their leaving is as yet a mat-
ter of doubt if not a mystery. It is asserted by some to
be due to the scarcity of small fish upon which they feed,
and by others that the pollution of the waters, caused by
the gas and coal refuse from the mines, etc.. situated
along the river, is responsible for their disappearance.
For fishing in our locality the lamprey has proved itself

to be the prince of baits. Stone catfish, small sunfish and
helgramites are also used, but with indifferent success.

C. H. Sangbey.
"Washington Borough, Pa., Jan 1.

ANGLING NOTES.
THERE are two famous trout streams, dearly beloved

by anglers, and within easy reach of New York
city, that have been thoroughly fished for many years.
One is the Beaverkill and the other the Neversink. When
Uncle Thad. Norris and Dr. Bethune used to fish these
waters the trout were large and plenty, but the constant
whipping by the crowds of anglers that of late years
frequented these favorite streams, reduced them to "such
an extent that lately they have hardly been worth visit-

ing.
We are glad to hear from some of the veterans who

have for many years made it a point to fish in these
brooks, that last season's catch showed a very marked
improvement over the previous year as that did over the
one of lb'88, both in size and number.
This happy state of affairs has been partially brought

about by the liberal stocking of these waters by the wise
management of the Ontario & Western R. R., but there
is another cause which has helped the brooks, and that is

the headwaters of the two streams are controlled by
clubs and private parties who limit the fish caught both
in size and numbers, and absolutely prohibit fishing in
the little side streams where the fingerlings seek shelter
from their larger brethren, thus assuring a constant
source of supply. Reasonable people begin to see the
advantages of having parts of streams controlled in this
way, as it certainly improves the whole of the waters.
They cannot lock up their fish, and they naturally will
drop down stream, particularly as they grow large'.

One young man, boarding at one of the summer hotels
on the banks of the Neversink, took a2^1b. trout fairly ou
the fly last summer. And we heard of a number of others,
but this instance we have proof of.

Broadhead's Creek, another classic trout water made
famous in Norris's book, has been more closely preserved
of late years aed furnished very fair fishing last season.
This is an early stream and much frequented by anglers
from New York and Philadelphia. The East" Branch,
being more difficult of access, furnishes the best sport.
Probably more would be heard about the taking of

salmon during winter months were it not against the law.
We were told within a few days that quite a number are
taken in salmon rivers whenever the season permits it;

that is, when the river was open. The gentleman in-
forming us said that he has taken them on a fly when his
line would be frozen like wire, he standing on the ice at
the time.
Trout will undoubtedly take a fly in winter when the

water is sufficiently open, but they will not rise when
snow water is running, and it may be the same with
salmon. Scarlet-Ibis.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
CHICAGO, Jan. 6.—The annual meeting of the Fox

River Fish and Game Association will be held next-
Wednesday afternoon at the Sherman House and it will
be an interesting occasion. Matters of the greatest in-
terest to all Chicago anglers and all anglers resident in
this section of the country will be discussed. This is the
one protective organization of this State which amounts
to anything by way of results. Its work has been often
mentioned in these columns, and it will be a pleasure to
report the doings of this assembly, among which we shall
be apt to find something practical.
Jan. 10.—Mr. J. E. Harvey, of Lake Mills, Wis.

,
yes-

terday sent down to Spaldings' one of the finest specimens
of the large-mouth bass ever seen in this city. Its weight
was 7^1bs. and it was a very clean built and symmetri-
cal fish. It was caught Jan. 8, doubtless through the
ice. Doesn't somebody say the large-mouth bass"hiber-
nates, "burrows in the mud?" They don't all of them
hibernate out here, by a large majority. They would be
better off if they did. E. Hough.

Black River Association.—The third annual meet-
ing of the Black River Fish and Game Protective Associ-
ation was held in Holland Patent last week. The annual
report of Secretary W. E. Wolcott showed the association
to be in a prosperous condition and doing good work.
The petitions asking the Legislature to take prompt and
decided action for the preservation of the Adirondack
wilderness for the benefit of the people of the State,

which the association had printed and widely circulated,
were sent to the State Forest Commission last spring.
The commissioners had the petition and the thousands of
names attached thereto published in pamphlet form, and
copies distributed wherever they thought they would do
the most good. A meeting of the board of directors of

the association was held in Renisen, March 25, and several
new members were admitted. On Nov. 1 a special meet-
ing of the directors was held in Holland Patent. Reso-
lutions of regret were adopted on the resignation of Gen-
eral R. U. Sherman as a member of the State Fish Com-
mission. A resolution was also adopted deprecating the
state of affairs existing in the Adirondacks, and urging
all friends of forest protection to co-operate with the
State Forest Commission in an effort to secure a perma-
nent park in the wilderness. President H. A. Pride was
appointed to represent the association at the meeting of
the State Forest Commission held in New York city Nov.
5. The president attended the meeting, and at a special
meeting of the directors of the association, held Nov. 15,

presented an extended and very encouraging report re-

garding his visit. William L. Fowler and F. C. Wolcott
represented the Association at the hearing before the
State Commission on the codification and revision of

the game laws in Albany, Nov. 18-19. The Stale Forest
Commission has prepared a report to be submitted to the
Legislature containing recommendations regarding an
Adirondack park, which are fully in accord with the
views of this association. The game law codification
commission has also prepared a report which will no
doubt meet the approval of the ma jority of sportsmen.
It is to be hoped that the Senate and Assembly will take
action for the passage of the measures recommended by
both commissions at an early date. The following officers

were elected for 1891: President, H. A. Pride, Holland
Patent; directors, J. W. Hicks, Oriskany; F. X. Salzman,
Forestport; F. C. Wolcott, Trenton; B. H. Kent, Friend
Bristol, Ramsen; S. R. Fuller, G. G. Cbassell, Holland
Patent. At a subseouient meeting of the directors, the
following additional officers were chosen: Vice-President,
Fred B. Spriggs, Utica: Secretary, W. E. Wolcott, Utica.
Treasurer, G. G, Chassell, Holland Patent.

A Small Boy's Conundrum.—Albany, N. Y., Jan. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Now that you have practi-
cally settled the questions that the woodcock makes a
noise both with his wings and throat, and that trout cul-
ture does pay, and that a threebarrel gun is good enough
and will kill all and more than any one man onght to

kill, I should like to have the following solution answered

:

When George was a little fellow of five, one still, tine

evening in August I was rowing him and his mother
along the shores of Quaker Smith's Point on Lake Cham-
plain. I think he was holding the trolling line; at any
rate, he kept watching the blades of the oars dip into the
water for some time, when suddenly he looked me in the
face and asked, "Papa, where does the water go to when
yon put your oar in?'' This has been more of a puzzle to
me than the habits of the black bass. Perhaps some of
the boys can tell, and so relieve the mind of

—

Dexter.

Fish Frozen in the Ice.—Dayton, Ohio, Jan. 12.—
The State Fish Commissioners, a few years ago, stocked
Indian Lake, in the Lewiston reservoir, with eels that
were brought from New York. Eels are now caught from
3 to 3ft. long. A ton of fish were shipped from the bulk-
head last wetk, making 50,0001b3. shipped in the past
year. A recent freeze over the reservoir created a strange
winter scene; thousands of fish were frozen in the clear
ice and the view was like that of a vast kaleidescope.

—

Brown.

The Jenny-Lin d and Other Flies.—Editor Forest
and Stream: Will some of your contributors be kind
enough to give the name of the originator of the fly

known as the Jenny-Lind, and state whether it was first

dressed with pale blue or lavender wings, or any other
facts connected with the history of this fly? I would also
,ike to know who mounted and named the following flies

:

Allerton, Cahill, Esmeralda, Caldwell, Van Patton, black-
prince, dauphin, Wappinger and moose.—Inquirer.

Capon Springs, W. Va.—The little mountain streams
tributary to the Capon River and lake, in this State, a
few years ago contained a plentiful supply of brook
trout, but now the fish are very scarce and an effort is

to be made to restock the streams in which the trout are
native. Residents of Berryville, Va., are desirous, also,
of obtaining an additional stock of black ba3s for the
Shenandoah River, where this fine game fish is highly
prized.—M. G. '

New Name for Mascalonge.—The Baltimore Sun re-
cently published a brief note on fishing in the vicinity
of that city many years ago, in which reference is

made to the mascalonge under the name of horse salmon.
We do not know where this designation is current for
the species and would be glad to have information from
any of your readers who have heard it.

New York.—The Assembly Committee on Fisheries
and Game is as follows: Messrs. Gould of Lewis, Croak of
Richmond, Townsend of Queens, O'Connor of Kings,
Byrne of New York, Smith of Erie, Stephens of Frank-
lin, Gardinier of Columbia, Selleck of Oswego.

A Book About Indians.—The Fobest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
''Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of content*
and specimen Wnstrations fmm th« volume.—Adm.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illu^
trated circulars of W. B. Leffinsrwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan." "'Dick Swiveller," i(Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise, on the subject
extant.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbun. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American _game birds which
they may kilL Cloth, 230 pages, price 83.50. for sale by Forest
ASD Stbsah.

FISHES RECENTLY ACCLIMATED IN FRANCE.
BY EMLLE BERTRAND.

POMOTTS VULGARIS.—This pretty fish, which repro-
duced for me for the first time in 1887, multiplies

annually in great abundance from May until toward the
end of September. As I have said elsewhere-, it builds a
nest and watches the eggs until they hatch. The male is
readily distinguished from the female, at the age of one or
two years, by a very pronounced red vermilion spot on the
margin of the opercle. The female never has this red spot;
sometimes she has a spot of a golden yellow tint. The
young are regularly marked with spots disposed in vertical
bands, this regularity disappearing with age.
This fish is very good to eat, its only defect being that its

skin is somewhat thick. It takes a hook very readily, is
very hardy and well adapted to aquarium life.

As to size it reaches with me a length of 6in., a depth of
22-oin. and a weight of about 2%oz, In the United States
it appears to reach a larger size: it will probably do the
same in France if the fish finds better conditions as to space
and food. I have never given my fish anything to eat, and
they have reproduced so abundantly that they are probably
too numerous to thrive in the small space which I have de-
voted to them.

I have obtained their eggs in May, when the temperature
of the water was 66deg. Fahrenheit, and also in a very small
space containing only about 60 litres of water in the hot
sun of June and July, when the thermometer, immersed in
the water, marked SOdeg. Fahrenheit. In winter, under a
thick covering of ice, not a fish perished, It will be seen
that the acclimatization of this fish presents no difficulty,
and even if the size is not very large its fertility will re-
commend it, especially for stagnant waters. Its beautiful
colors make it an attractive fish.

I have also had each year since 1887 another United States
fish to produce, which, I believe, is the Enneacanthvs ohesus.
It is remarkable for its beautiful colors and the rounded
form of its body and fins; but, on account of its small size,
it has no value as a food fish. It is very pretty for the
aquarium. In my establishment it has not exceeded3 3-5in.
in length and 2 2-5in. in height, including the fins.
The large-mouthed black bass (Micropterus salmoidcs) has

spawned for me for the first time toward the end of May,
1S!?0. This fish, which is much esteemed in the United
States, is too well known to require me to enter into long
details concerning it. The reader may consult the very com-
plete work of Dr. Henshall and that of Max von dem Borne,
who acclimated the black bass in Germany some years ago.
The fishes which have spawned for me were born in 1888,

They were given to me by M. Jennet in February, 1S89.
They wrere, therefore, two years old when they reproduced.
They had. then reached a length of about lOin. and weighed
nearly lib.

Their mode of reproduction is entirely similar to that of
the Pomotls vulgaris: the, male makes a nest and exercises
continual watchfulness over the eggs until they are hatched.
The young bass congregate in schools of several hundreds
and do not separate until they have reached a size of several
centimeters.

I have again secured the reproduction of a little fish about
4in. long, which I believe to be the Fundulus hetcroclitus.
This fish, which was given me by M. de Lautreppe, is very
freely used, I believe, in the United States as a bait in fish-
ing for the black bass. It has reproduced for me at the age
of one year.
Finally, I will say a few words about a fish of which I

wrote last year, the Poisson mosa'iquc, known in Germany
under the name of MoscC(kft$ch (mosaic fish) or Moorelritze
(swamp minnow). I designated it, in the note above referred
to, as the Plioxinus umbrosus. after a catalogue by M.
Geyer, a fishculturist of Rati3bohne; but I have not found
this name in any ichthyological work, aud I cannot say
whether it is the correct scientific name of the fish. It is
very prolific, and the spawning season continues from April
to September and October, even in stagnant waters of small
area. It is, therefore, a valuable fish, especially as food for
other species, like the black bass, for example. It is not to
be despised as an edible fish, as it reaches 5 to 6in. in length
and a weight of 1 3-5oz. Young fishes, born in May of this
year, grew to a length of 2 2-5in. in September, and the
females had eggs developed; this species, then, is able to
reproduce at the age of four months.—Bulletin de la SociMe
Centralis d'Aqirieulture de France. 1890, vol. II., No. 5, pp.
141-143 (translated bv T. H. Bean).

_
[In Forest and Stream of March 21, 1889, p. 177, we pub-

lished a translation of an article on the calico bass in
France, descriptive of its nest building habits. It appears
now that M. Bertrand's observations related entirely to the
common sunfish of the United States, called Pomotls ind-
garis in the above paper and better known in American
books under the name Lepomis gibbosus. There is scarcely
any doubt, however, that M. Bertrand had calico bass
(Pomoxys sparoides) in company with the sunfish, forsome
of his fjsh, at the age of three years, were nearly Sin. long
and 2"\iin. deep. Be this as it may, the confusion of the two
species threatens to produce serious results, for the sunfish
has already been forwarded to Germany as calico bass, and
has begun a prolific career, which bodes evil for pond cul-
ture in that country. In America the species is a veritable
pest because of its extreme fertility and hardiness and its
causeless destruction of eggs and young fish. Nothing is
more discouraging to pond culture in general than the
presence of the sunfish, since the species has little or no
value as a food fish and can seldom be exterminated after it
once, obtains a foothold. No fishculturist should allow so
dangerous a species to enter ponds or open waters, in whose
welfare he feels any interest,]

* See Bulletin of the Society of Acclimatization, No. 1, Jan. 4,
1888: No. 23, Dec. 5, 1888; No. 24, Dec. 28, 1888, and No. 1. JaB. 5, 188U,
where this fish is erroneously designated as thePomoxys sparoides,
or calico bass.

CONNECTICUT SHAD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The report of the Connecticut Fish Commissioners (Messrs.

James A. Bill and Robert T. Chalker) for 1890 is out. The
catch of shad for 1890 is reported as 34,318. This shows a
falling off of 8,107 shad from the 1889 catch, which was
42,325, or iu other words a loss of nearly 20 per cent. The
catch of shad in the State for the past twelve years may be
interesting and instructive. Here it is:

1879 436,981
1880 269,618
1881 351,678
1882 272,903
1883 177,308
1884 150,045
1885 , 190,309
1886 117,950
1887 80,359
1888 68,450
1889 42,325
1890 34,318

Six years ago the catch of shad was over 190,000; now it is
a little over 34,000. The following letter fully explains the
position:
"Good old fishing days. Pound fishermen destroying shad

along the Sound. Old Saybrook letter (Dec. 27) to New
York World: There is every indication that there is going
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to be a vigorous attempt made in the coming session of the
General Assembly to curtail the privileges now enjoyed by
the Sound fishermen. From the breakwater at the mouth
of the Connecticut as far to the westward as Guilford the
shore is a perfect maze of great nets, which stretch their
capacious maws many hundreds of feet out into the Sound.
As the shad in running up the Sound always follow the
north shore, the consequence is that very few escape the
trap set for them, and where thousands only a few years
ago annually deposited their spawn in the shallows up near
the source of the river, now only a comparatively small
number succeed in getting as far as Saybrook bar. The
evil has become a very prominent one and, unless remedial
legislation is soon enacted and vigorously carried into
practice, the famous Connecticut shad, the delight of the
epicure, will be a memory only. The pound owners will
make a strong fight against any measures that tend to de-
fraet; from the profitableness of the monopoly they enjoy."
It will be remembered that Br, Win. M. Hudson, of this

city, resigned from the Commission last spring. Dr. Hud-
son was a wide-awake Commissioner and thoroughly alive
to the wants of the inland fishermen, but the other two
granted certain "pound" owners the privilege of using fine

mesh nets in their "pounds." Dr. Hudson entered a strong
protest against granting such permits. He was out-voted
and then he resigned. The Doctor claimed these fine mesh
nets meant the destruction of many small shad. The other
Commissioners didn't think so. The Doctor was right.
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 6. A. C. COLLTNS,

WYOMING FISHCULTURE.
THE report of Louis Miller, Esq., the State Fish Gomrnis

Sioner of Wyoming, for the year endiug Sept. 80, 1890,

shows a gratifying condition of affairs in that State. The
Commissioner reports a rapid development of public senti-
ment in favor of fishculture and protection, due to the fact
that many streams, which contained no trout, have by arti-

ficial means been fully stocked with brook trout and' other
fishes of the salmon family. There has been a great increase
of trout in the Laramie, North Platte, Green and Bear rivers.
Associations for the protection and propagation of fish in

various parts of the State are increasing in number, and
t heir influence is constantly widening. The Laramie Sports-
men's Association has especially given aid and encourage-
ment to the Commissioner of Fisheries and heartily coope-
rated with him in distributing fish and in their protection.
Mr. Miller is fully in accord with the policy of the TJ. S.
Commissioner in the recent method of stocking trout
streams by introducing fish that are at least one year old.

He finds that good results are obtained much more speedily
and surely than by the old system of planting helpless fry."

The number of eggs taken at the State hatchery from
Nov. 10, 1889, to Feb. 5, 1890, is pronounced by Col. McDon-
ald to have been exceeded by only one or two of the oldest
hatcheries in the Bnited States The yield was as follows:
820,000 eastern brook trout, 240,000 rainbow trout, 135,000
Colorado trout,
This will serve to show that our eastern fontinatis is ad-

mirably adapted for many western streams. The State also
received from the U. S. Fish Commission 200,000 lake trout
eggs and 12,000 eggs of the rainbow trout. The total loss of
eggs during hatching and the period of sac absorption was
only about" 15 per cent. The distribution of young trout
amounted to about 1,000,000.

Success has followed the efforts to stock some of the
Wyoming ponds with the black bass, and the fish is gradu-
ally growing in popular favor. Six hundred and seventy-
five small-mouthed bass were placed in a lake in Wyoming
county in 1889, and some of these were caught during the
past season which weighed l^lbs. Mr. Miller finds that the
rainbow trout is not so prolific as the brook trout, averaging
about one-third fewer rggs than the later. The rainbow has
made gratifying progress in Wyoming when planted in
streams of uniform temperature. Specimens have been
taken from the Big Laramie River during the past season
ranging in weight from }-£ to lj^lbs. Mr. Miller says that
the rainbow trout requires water as cold as that adapted to
the brook trout or colder.
The ponds at the State hatchery now contain 5,500 breeding-

brook trout, 1,000 of the rainbow, 500 of the native black-
spotted trout and 500 lake trout, besides 200 landlocked
salmon. In the season of 1888 14,000 trout, one and two years
old, were taken out of a single pond at the hatchery and
transferred to the Big Laramie River. From 1885 to 1890 the
product of the hatebery was nearly 2,000,000 fish, including
brook trout, lake trout, rainbow trout and whitefish.
Mr. Miller recommends that the open season for trout end

Oct. 15, instead of Dec. 1, as the trout commence spawning
in November. He finds the protective law defied by a class

of men who either openly or secretly kill fish by seining,
dynamiting or trapping, and the apprehension and prosecu-
tion of these violators of the law is rendered extremely diffi-

cult for the want of cooperation on the part of respectable
citizens, who fear to have their names coupled with such
prosecution. For this reason the Commission hails with joy
the increase in the number of protective associations, whose
effective assistance has already accomplished great good.

NEW YORK COMMISSION.

AT the regular meeting of the Commission last Tuesday
Messrs. Blackford, Bowman, Burden and Huntington

were present, Mr. Joline being absent. It was resolved by
the vote of all present to remove Fred. P. Drew from office

as Protector of the Tenth District. Commissioner Bowman
reported that the committee of fishculturists in charge of

the proposed exhibit at the World's Fair had prepared a
memorial asking the National Government to build an
aquarium, which might be used for national and State ex-

hibits. President Blackford was empowered to sign this

memorial for the New York Commission.
A communication was received from Frank J. Amsden of

Rochester relative to a memorial addressed to the Legisla-

ture asking the State, to undertake on a large scale the stock-
ing of Lake Ontario; and Clerk Doyie was directed to reply

chat the Commissioners heartily approve of the movement.
It was thought, however, that the first important step was
to secure uniformity of laws with Canada with respect to

the whitefish fishery of Lake Ontario.
The New York Commission is now engaged in stocking

these waters so far as its means will permit. The Lake
Ontario output for this^season will be 9,000,000 whitefish (to

which the U. S Commission will add 4.000,000), 4,000,000

ciscoes and between 8,000,000 and 10,000,000 wall-eyed pike.
• 'A letter was read from the United States Commissioner of

fisheries promising the early delivery within this State of

fish eggs, as follows: 500,000 lake trout, 20,000 Loch Leven
trout'," 555,000 Von Behr trout, 5,000,000 whitefish, and 50,000

landlocked salmon. The whitefish will go to Lake Ontario,

the salmon to the Adirondacks and another hatchery, and
the rest of the consignment to Cold Spring.
Commissioners Burden and Blackford were empowered to

contract for the new car for fish distribution. While the
funds available for the purpose are insufficient to provide a
fully-eq tripped car, it was deemed best to have the car ready
lor the spring distribution.

STOCKING PENNSYLVANIA STREAMS —We are in-

formed by the Hon. H. C. Ford, president of the Pennsyl-
vania Fisti Commission, that a consignment of living fish

from Illinois was received recently and deposited in the

tipper Delaware, Schuylkill, Lehigh and Susquehanna
rivers. It included, about 1,50!) Jfisb. consisting of crappi.es,

yellow bass, rock bass, etc,

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. 18 to IT,—Third Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Charleston, S. C. iSenj.
Mclnness, Jr., Secretary.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A, E, Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.
Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Augusta. Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 20.—Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Blmira, N. Y. Carl Hart, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina, Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Cluh, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Ann ual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesna Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Massachusetts

Kennel Cluh, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Srcretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Cluh, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln. Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 19.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Kennel Club,
at Bakersfield, Cal, H. H. Briggs, Secretary.
Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials

Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary. Marietta, Ga.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 S90.
Editor Forest and, Stream:
QUESTIONS, BY CHAS. H. MASON.
"Dr. J. S. Niven has recently

stated in these columns that
'one decision of many judges I

could never swallow, that was
putting Jerry in the first flight;

and the critics, even 'C. M
went wild over him.' As I do
not remember having said Jerry
wbs typical or first class, I must
ask Dr. Niven for proof in sup-
port of his statement."—Forest
a nd Stream, Dee. M.

"It is, I believe, untrue that I

'repeatedly 1 said prise money
would he at Doc's mercy if the
dog were in good condition.
Therefore I call on Mr. F. H. F.
Mercer to produce evidence to
show that I 'repeatedly' said
anvthingof ths sorr."—Forest
and Stream, Dec. %o.

ANSWERS, BY TWO SPANIEL MEN,
Dr. Niven 's proof:

o

Mr. F. H. F. Mercei'S evidence:
"I think if, was in a report of one
of the spuing shows in '98 that I
observed the remark by Mr,
MaSOn on Doc. I have the paper
somewhere among hundreds of
others, and when I can find time
shall look it up. For the rest,
'hearsay' is all I have to go
upon."

"Gothamite's" proof:

o

"1 now summon 'Gothamite'
to prove to the readers of For-
est and Stream that 1 either
started or assisted iu starting
the 'long and iow ' craze jn
cocker spaniels.' 5—Forest and

,

Stream, Nov. $7.

It is now in order for Messrs. Niven and Mercer to read and
carefully consider the opening statements from my letter in
your issue of Jam 1, to the effect that a person who wilfully
or otherwise makes a statement which he cannot substan-
tiate, and who upon being shown that he is in error, should
retract and apologize.
In regard to Mr. Mercer's dogs .Johnnie and Drake, they

really have nothing whatever to do with the case under dis-

cussion, and were introduced merely as apart of my evi-

dence to show that, as "Gotharnite" and Mr. Mercer had had
but little experience with high class dogs, they were not
qualified to express a correct opinion about cockers. Neither
Mr. Mercer nor any other man can, by evidence, prove the
following statements untrue: 1. Severe criticisms in this
paper aud in "Our Prize Dogs" resulted in the withdrawal
of Johnnie and Drake from the show bench. 2. Jobuuie and
Drake have not ''been wiuniug prizes ever since" ''Our Prize
Dogs" was published. 3. Neither Johnnie nor Drake ever
was the size of a good dog. 4. Mr. Mercer never bred a good
dog. 5. Previous to 1890 Mr. Mercer never owned a good
dog, 6. Until recently (1889 or 1890) Mr. Mercer had never
seen a good Clumber spaniel, because there were no good
Clumbers to be seen.
Mr. Mercer's statement that "probably Mr. Mason's next

move will be to claim credit for the importation of Boss
III.," etc., is easily answered. I claim just what belongs to
me and nothing more. As the credit of importing these
dogs belongs in a large measure to me, I claim most of it.

Had I stated, as a certain would-be judge and critic did
state, that Johnnie could easily beat the Crystal Palace
winners, then Boss III. and Bromine would, I have an idea,
never have been imported. They were brought over to beat
Mr. Mercer's dogs, and it was because Mr, Mercer placed
such implicit confidence iu my judgment that he kept his
dogs at home, instead of pitting them against" the new
comers. Over the nam, dc plmne of "Dog Whip" he praised
the judges (?) who knew no better than to praise his dogs,
and denounced the one that told him the truth. Yet while
this was being done he, by not exhibiting against the im-
ported dogs, tacitly admitted that the advice he had had
from Forest and Stream and "Our Prize Dogs" was sound.
His conduct in this as iu the cocker spaniel case is deserving
of the severest kind of censure, but in justice to the man I

must say that I have iu my possession conclusive proof (just

received) of his uprightness aud manliness in another. He
must, however, know that one right cannot justify two
wrongs. In your issue of Jan. 8 Mr. P. H. P. Mercer says:

It grieves me sorely that Mr. Mason should he put to so great a
strain in the matter of keeping "Gothamite" and "Mercer" apart,
lie is not the first To make this remarkable discovery fr), but I. am
so used now to the accusation of being "Espan," "Peregrine," and
a host of other unidentified anonym et, that if it pleases him he
may continue in his belief. It gratifies him and it certainlv does
not'hurt me. Perhaps, though, ho had bpfter "guess again."
To guard against, possible pitfalls he had best keep "Mercer,"

"Dogwhip" and 'Clumber," in his discussion, apart from "Goth-
amite,"

• Now I can quite fully understand why Mr. Mercer should
not wish to have his identity with "Gothamite" proven.
For one thing, if he were to be identified as "Gothamite" it

would be shown that as Mercer he had said one thing and
as "Gothamite" something quite opposite. Now ot two
opposite statements, both cannot be true and the man who
makes them cannot in both cases then be telling the truth.
The question before the house is this: Is F. H. P. Mercer

"Gothamite?" If F, II, P. Mercer is "Gothamite," or any
part of "Gothamite," then this discussion was started, not
with the pure and commendable object of improving the
cockers, but for the interested and selfish reasons named in
my reply to "Gothamite;" and it follows that Forest and

Stream will not permit their columns to be used for anv
such purpose. I say that P. H. P. Mercer is "Gothamite."
The writings of the two contain abundant internal evidence
to prove it.

If Mr. P. H. P. Mercer will deny that he is "Gothamite,"
and will substantiate that denial by calling upon the editor
of Forest and Stream to confirm it, and the editor does
confirm it, I will give to the American Spaniel Club isoOO in
cash, to be by the club divided into prizes to be distributed
at the dog shows of 1891, for the encouragement and im-
provement of cocker spaniels.
Meanwhile, until Mr. P. H. P. Mercer shall make such de-

nial and give such proof and until he shall retract or su b-
stantiate certain statements he has made, it is not worth my
while to reply to his communications.
Writers who are genuinely interested in dogs do not work

to the concealment of a pseudonym to publish what they
dare not over their own names. Charles H, Mason.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am pleased to read your remark in "Dog Chat," in which

you cali a halt on the drift of the present controversy on the
"Cocker Spaniels of 1890" toward personalities. Sundry
gentlemen have made very free use of my name iu this mat-
ter, and, following the lead of Mr. C. H. Mason, leave the
topic under dispute entirely out of the question and strive'

to emulate one another in slighting remarks against myself.
As a public writer I cannot, and do not, resent this unwar-
ranted conduct on their part; but I would suggest that a far
better end would be served by their confining themselves to
a rational consideration of an interesting subject rather than
to that of so humble an individual as myself. Had they
taken different ground I should probably have satisfied them
as to the identity of "Gothamite;" I know who he is, but
now they must unearth him for themselves—if they can.
There is not much to be said in answer to Messrs. Willey,

Nelles and Mason on the question of the cocker type. Our
views of what a cocker spaniel should be differ so entirely.
If Jersey, as Mr. Willey states, is the "most typical cocker
spaniel now being shown," heaven help the breed! Is he "a
well-built, graceful and active dog," showing strength with
out heaviness or clumsiness (vide A. S. C. Standard of
Points)? Is his body "short in the coupling"? Isheableto
more than waddle around? I trow not. I do not know
whether Mr. Willey is a practical sportsman, and is aware
of what is required of a spaniel afield. If he is a sportsman
and shoots over dogs of the Jersey type, he surely must hunt
over his own tennis lawn! Mr. Watson knows what is re-

quired of spaniels afield. He indorses the Velda type. That
type can work. Mr. Willey states that be and Mr. Mason
are considered our best spaniel judges. Thus he loses one
of his hoped-for supporters.
Messrs. Willey and Mason may persist in upholding such

a dog (cocker I cannot call him) as Jersey, but assuredly
they will find their mistake in due course. Last year Mr.
Mason judged spaniels at one show, Mr. Willey at none.
A cocker spaniel is supposed to be an eminently active and

lively little dog for his inches, able to work from sun to sun
without experiencing distress. Can Messrs. Willey and
Mason say that Jersey is fitted for tbis? Can Jersey work
in bad marsh land or through "second growth" timber? He
cannot and they know it. Should Jersey be the correct type,
then indeed I plead guilty to knowing nothing whatever of
cocker spaniels,
Mr. Willey appears to forget entirely that I am entitled to

my opinion on cocker spaniels as well as on any other ques-
tion, even though I may be altogether ignorant of the sub
ject. It is a right with which he is endowed, to exercise or

not as he wills. Hence 1 must stigmatize Mr. Wuley's un-
sought "advice" as to my procedure in the future as ati un-
warranted piece of impertinence. He would do service to

the fraternity in showing, if he can, in what way Jersey is

entitled to be called a "most typical cocker."
I do not uphold Doc as a "sample" of what a working

cocker should be, and Mr. Willey may ascertain this by re-

ferring to my first letter on this question. I think him the

sort of'dog to breed workers from, being cobby, with strong
back and loin aud well set up. Had he been reared with a

view to utilization in the field I am convinced he would have
been able to work a bit in medium country, having had
ocular proof that he can run quite fast and jump as well
when he bestirs himself.
Where on earth is the use of all these personalities ? They

prevent men whose views would, be invaluable from present
ing them in the public press. Many do not like being called

"sneaks," "cowards," "liars," etc., etc. At first it irritates,

but soon the attacked one learns to value such darts accord-
ing to their source. This done, most of them glint harm-
lessly against his head. P. H. P. Merger.
Ottawa, Canada.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Oh my! but ain't the spaniel men having a, good time?

Something has dropped among these usually peacable and
quiet men, and it seems to have come down" with both feet."

What's it all about, any way? Let us see.

First in comes Brer "Gothamite," and he says, says he.

that the two "sons," Br'er Mason and Br'er Watson, started

the fashion for the oblong-solong spaniel. Then Br'er
Mason he says Br'er "Gothamite" he don't tell the truth,
and he. piles "into Br'er Mercer and tells all he knows about
dogs he don't like, and something about other people he
don't like.

Then Br'er Mercer comes out and says he don't care a darn
for Br'er Mason; that his dogs are the best in the world, and
he knows it, and he tells us all about them, and gives us
their names all over again for the hundredth time, and
finally winds up with his book,
Br'er Fellows, he can't keep still (he never could), and so

he sings his little song (the old, old song), and Br'er Nelles
and Br'er Willey each tell us that their dogs are the best.

What are we going to do about it. if we believe all we hear?
If the two or three remaining spaniel men will come out and
say something, "sassy" too, then we will have a circus, it,

is hard to understand now what the discussion is all about,
any way.

If personalities aud recriminations were left out entirely

the meat could be got at. Then we could hark back to the
original theme, which has been buried out of sight, and
perhaps learn something. Yours for peace, Sly Dog.

Editor Forest and Strea m:
In addition to my remarks of last week (which were too

late for publication) regarding the ownership of Doc, I

would like to say that it is a pity this controversy has taken
the turn that it has, when a free aud extensive interchange
of views of breeders, old and young, throughout the coun-
try, might eventually have resulted in eliciting so much
valuable information in connection with our favorite breed
of dogs, which all would have appreciated. Personalities
should be eliminated strictly from a discussion of this na-
ture, and a calm and non-combative series of communica-
tions on the cocker would be widely read and productive of
much good to one and all.

Let us have peace. A. Clinton WiLMERorao.
New York.

Eaitor Forest and St/ream:
it is always refreshing to read one of Mr. C. H. Mason's

letters, more especially when he is giving somebody a slight
roasting, and more especially still when you are not the per-
sonroasted. His letter in your issue of the 1st iust. called

my attention to aletter signed by "Gothamite" in your issn«
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of Nov. 30, and which I had not read, If not too late to

attend the funeral, will you permitme space in your columns
to answer "Gothamite," so far as bisletter refers to me, and
to his criticisms of my judging at Toronto. He remarks, "I
never saw spaniels nudged so badly as at Toronto by Mr.
Oldham," and then goes on, "His worst of all very bad mis-
takes was putting Bambo first in any other color dogs, and
sending out unnoticed a very good, though oversized dog,
Rufus." This is/indeed, kind'of"Gothamite," defending my
decisiou in that class. He also approves of my placing of

Idea, praising her as a beautiful-bodied bitch. Again he
says, "A hardly used dog at Toronto was Brock, a dog pretty
close to the limit in weight, eta ; that had he been in decent
condition, should have been first or second." "Gothamite"
does not say what he should have got, shown in such bad
condition. And so it goes on, not knowing exactly what he
is writing about, having a grievance against somebody and
not knowing how to take it out of them. Poor fellow,
under Masou's attack he may well wish he had been more
master of his subject before attempting to teach men like
Mason. Watson, etc., who have forgotten more about
spaniels than he ever knew.

I myself have shown quite a number of dogs during the
last few years. I never knew any of the men who are on the
Spaniel Club list of judges to favor the long and low cocker.
A judge has, to a certain extent, to favor a dog who, though
a little too long in body, has a typical head or some other
good ooint; but lam certain Messrs. Mason, Wilmerding,
Watson and many others would no more think of putting
Miss Obo II. over a. similarly constructed cocker with a
shorter body, than would a Clumber spaniel judge think of
puttiug Johnnie over Bromine.
In conclusion, I have to thauk those friends and exhibi-

tors who so warmly supported me by their entries at To-
ronto, and I cau assure "Gothamite" that when such men
as Bush, Laidlaw, Nelles, Kirk and other ^veil-known span-
iel men thought sufficiently well of my judging to congratu-
late me on my debut, I am not likely to bother much over
any criticisms from the pen of one ashamed to sign nfs
name, but covering his tracks by a nom do plume.

E. M. Oldham.
New York, Jan. 6.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the above caption Mr. Mason states in last week's

issue that champion Doc is now owned by Mr. F. H. F,
Mercer. Also that Boc was not for competition at the last
New York show, as "he was afraid of Jersey," etc. Now I
wish to state plainly, first, that Doc is not, never was, and
probably never will be, owned by Mr. Mercer. Be is my
personal property and will continue so, unless I am offered
a much larger figure that was ever before paid for spaniel
tlesb. Second, the reason he did not compete at New York
last spring was, because it is against all ethics of dog judg-
ing for a judge to permit his own dogs to come before him in
competition. This is the sole reason of his not competing.
I officiated at New York, and the dog in consequence was
for exhibition only.
He will go the rounds this spring, however, and will take

in the large shows as they come. How Mr. Mason could
have fallen into this error in regard to the ownership of Doc
I cannot see, unless it was from hearing that Mr. Mercer had
made me an offer for the dog, which was refused.

A. Clinton Wilmekdvng.

THE FLOUR CITY KENNELS.
Editor Vorcnt and Stream:
A short article in the Democrat and Chronicle, of this

city, some weeks since, announcing the establishment of the
Flower City Kennels and giving some notes on dogs, led me
to look the kennels up and inspect the clogs. So the other
day, accompanied by a physician well known in the city,
who aspires to become a member of "dogdom"—as H. W. L.
aptly puts it—we visited the kennels, which are located on
the Jlats, east of State, street, reached from the vicinity
of the R.. W. and O. depot. On coming in sight of the build-
ings we discerned a mastiff looking between the palings
from one of the exercise yards, and a pointer and Irish setter
disporting themselves near the house where the genial
keeper "Abe" Geis resides. Almost before we had an oppor-
tunity to knock, Mr. Geis appeared at the door, accompanied
by two Irish setters and a pointer bitch; we inquired if we
might inspect the kennels. The favor was readily granted.
We first looked over the dogs which had come out when
"Abe" opened the door, also another pointer bitch which
Mr. Geis called out when he went into the house to get his
coat.
The pointers were Lady Cora, a lemon and white, who

was evidently well bred, and was said to be of Sensation
stocky and Fly, a liver and white, we were informed is from
Dick Swi veller stock: she is not so fine as Cora, but has more
style.
The Irish boys were Belford, imported last June, whose

pedigree we did not learn, but whose color and carriage, to
say nothing of his other good points, proclaimed him to be
a good one; and Shot, who comes from the Elcho strain,
while not so fine as Relford, is a rich dark mahogany in
color, looks like an all-day worker in the field, which "Abe"
declares he is, and is fit for very good company.
We then saw a fairish looking pointer pup, about eight

months old, but neglected to note his name or pedigree.
Wo were met at the gate to the kennels proper by the

mastiff bitch Lady Caution; she is certainly a good one, but
we do not care to pose as a judge of this breed, so will pass
to the next gate, where we were met by a mastiff bitch
whose peculiar markings made us. as we caught a glimpse
of her stem through the fence, take her for a great Dane;
she is a dark brindle iu color and very massive in propor-
tions, but in spite of her off color "A be" says her pups are
always the regulation color. Her name is Princess.
Through the next fence looked two mastiff faces, although
the wrinkle in the oldest was markedly wanting. They
were, Faix and Black Sail, the latter a seven months pup of
some promise. Faix is a very light fawn in color, with
almost entire absence of dark markings, she is a very rangy
beast and looked powerful and agile.
We then went into the building and from one of the stalls

Abe brought Lady Pamelia, who he said was a daughter of
Minting, and Judge, who we were informed is by a son of
Beaufort. We had the pleasure of meeting Minting on the
bench and must say- that in our humble opinion Lady Pame-
lia shows many good points, yea, is even worthy of her sire,
and Judge is a mastiff clear through. The keeper then
showed us two more Irish boys, Mink and Rover, both Elcho
stock and both very good ones.
Abe now told us to stand close to the wall, and he opened

a door at. one end of the reception room—which is also the
kitchen- when out rushed a number of pointers and a brace
of cocker pups. We tried to count the pointers, but they
moved in such a lively manner that we had to give it up and
glad] y accepted Abe's word for it that there were three dogs
and five bitches out of Lady Cora by Hayden's Dan, one dog
named Spring, sired by Kildeer, winner of second in this
city at the last bench show, as Abe informed us. The pups
were all lemon and white, iu color and were little beauties.
Spring is that peculiar buff in color with white markings,
and undoubtedly has the making in him of a very fine dox.
The cockers were a bitch and dog, ten and six months old

i*espectiveiy, black in color; they were of the working type,
not long and low. Abe again failed to recall a pedigree,
although he assured us that that they had one, and we are
prepared to believe that it is not to be sneezed at. Mr. Geis
informed us that the kennels are owned by James Whitney,

of this city, and that he intends to have as good stock of the
breeds he is interested in as there is to be found before he is

done with it, and we are sure that he will succeed if he
follows the line so far laid down.
The building is about forty by twenty-five feet, and con-

tains twelve stalls and the kitchen. Ample exercising yards
are conveniently attached, and everything is as clean and
neat as it well can be, not only in appearance but the absence
of any odor was remarked on. The disinfectant used is

Sanitas.
The food for the dogs is varied occasionally by Spratts

biscuit, but usually consists of meat, cabbage, celery, bread
and middlings, which is all cooked, in the well-appointed
kitchen, in the form of a stew. "Abe" said that any one
need not be afraid to try a dish of the soup made for the
dogs.
The bathing tub is also in the kitchen near the stove. A

word for "Abe," as he told us to call him, and we are done.
He loves his dogs and they know it, he combines pains-
taking care with a thorough knowledge of the business.
Courteous and affable with a pardonable pride in his

charges, he only needs a more extended English vocabulary
in order to be able to explain pedigrees more lucidly, to be
about right, but as he is imported himself—a German—this
can hardly be said to count against him, and we hope to
see him and the dogs in his charge, as well as the owner of
the kennels, become well-known in "dogdom" through their
successes. Osceola.

[Since the above was written Mr. W hitney has purchased
from Mr. E. H. Moore the mastiffs II ford Chancellor, Lady
Coleus, Caution's Daughter, Lady Dorothy and Miss Cau-
tion, and with this grand array of blood this kennel ought,
soon to take a foremost position in the mastiff ranks.]

MR. BRAILSFORD REVIEWS THE FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest.mid Stream:
Taking advantage of a lull in these Atlantic storms, which

have prevailed for the 1 ast few days on my homeward voyage,
I now undertake the fulfilment of a promise, to express by
letter some thoughts and opinions on the receut field trial
competitions in Canada and the United States, in which,
with the team of pointers and setters sent over in my charge
by Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale. it has been my pleasure to en-
gage.
And first let me say with regard to the merits of the dogs

of the States and Canada against which we competed, some
of which were native born and some imported, how much
gratification it afforded me to witness the great natural
development, fine ranging qualities, and staying powers of
the majority.
The character of your country is so widely different from

our British shooting grounds, and the habits'of those charm-
ing little game birds—quail, so diverse from the habits of our
British partridges and grouse, that, as a matter of course,
the work at your field trial competitions differs considerably
in some important particulars from that to which we are
accustomed in England. As a natural consequence our
English dogs were considerably handicapped; still I venture
to say they were not by any means nonplussed or out of the
running.
For the International Field Trials held near Chatham,

Out., early in November, our dogs were fairly acclimatized,
and prepared to enter the lists against the native dogs on as
equal terms as possible by a mouth's work in the locality,
and, as results proved, Mr. Heywood-Lousdale's kennel was
singularly successful, winning with its representatives three
out of four prizes in the Derby Stake, and clearing the board
of the whole of the prizes, four iu number, in the All-Ae-ed
Stake.
We met at the Chatham trials some verv good dogs, of

which Mingo II., bred and broken by Mr. W. B. Wells and
owned by the worthy Sheriff of Chatham, was unquestion-
ably tha best young setter I saw on your side of the Atlantic.
I had seen enough of his work previous to the trials to form
a wholesome idea, that we had all our work cut out to boat
him, and I cannot now consider it was anything more than a
slice of luck that we were enabled to do so by the aid of the
young pointer Ightfield Tyke, who was just then in excellent
form and condition. Of the other dogs at these trials, there
were some splendid rangers and of great merit as game
finders, but they were almost without exception decidedly
deficient as to finished breaking. And here, once and for alt,
and as applying equally to the dogs we met in the United
States, let me give you my decided opinion that the neglect
to steady and drop your dogs after birds are flushed from a
point, encourages unsteadiness and rushing, faults which
put out the winning chances of many of the competing dogs
at Chatham, and also of some of those whose work I wit-
nessed at the other trials in the States. The argument as to
retrieving being a necessity, and that the dog pointing must
watch his bird, only goes to prove when put into practice,
that it uusteadies him and makes him too impatient when
on point and too eager to make a hasty movement the
moment game is put up. It was this hastiness and unstead-
ness on the part of our rivals at Chatham, which could be
so clearly seen in the open country there, that gave our more
perfectly broken dogs a great advantage, and helped them,
in no small measure, to win as they did at that meeting.
On the termination of this pleasant Chatham gathering

a somewhat long journey, according to our English ideas,
was undertaken to Otterburn Springs, Virginia, the locality
fixed for the Eastern Field trial meeting. Arriving there
on Nov. 9 we obtained permission to work our clogs on
grounds situated a tew miles distant from Otterburn Springs
Hotel, and on two different occasions were most hospitably
entertained by Mr. Clarke, a kindly disposed English gen-
tleman hailing from Devonshire, who is farming somewhat
largely there. The owners, handlers and dogs engaged at
this Lastern meeting had mostly arrived at head quarters on
Nov. 14, wheu it was announced that a change in the sceue
of operations was necessary, owing to the fact that quail
were scarce on the grounds selected for the competition.
Consequently on the following day, a general move was
made to High Point, North Carolina, the old hunting
grouuds of the Eastern Field Trial Club,' some eighty miles
distant, and the commencement of the trials delayed until
Nov. 18.

The. country around High Point is so densely wooded, and
the grass and weeds so high iu the open spaces, that com-
paratively little of the work of the competing dogs could be
seen; indeed, the impression forced upon me, after trying iu
vain to get to the front to see the work of some of those first
put down, was that the whole proceedings was more like
drawing for a fox than working a brace of pointers or
setters to kill game. Is it to be wondered at that, carried
out under sucn conditions, the general results of the East-
ern Field Trial Club's meeting were unsatisfactory?
The rules for conducting the trials held under the aus-

pices of this club are good, and the perusal of a copy of them
was one of the chief inducements to Mi". Heywood-Lonsdale
to send his dogs from England to compete. The manner,
however, in which they were interpreted at High Point, as
shown by results, was, to say the least, somewhat of an
astonishment. Experience there proved once agaiu how
directly contrary to their plain and literal sense rules may
be read and acted upon. For instance, under the heading,
"Obedience and Disposition," one rule runs thus: "The
judges are requested to give great credit to the dog that,
works promptly without noise or severity, and is obedient,
prompt, cheerful, and easily handled," Another declares
that "all dogs must be thoroughly broken as a matter of
course," and further that "the range of a dog shall be an
intelligent one ;

"

One would imagine that rules worded in such a manner
could scarcely bear a double interpretation, the plain and
literal sense of those quoted manifestly being that a dog
should be thoroughly under control, should range his
ground within measurable distance of the man who works
or handles him, and search or hunt that ground well. The
awards, however, weut to show that an interpretation very
different to this was placed upon these rules, for it is a mat-
ter of fact that the wildest hunting dogs, even those that
bolted and had to be searched for by judges and handlers,
were selected as the winners at this meeting. This was
very marked in the case of Daisy Hope aud Duke of Hessen,
placed first and second in the Ail Aged Stake, Daisy bolted
time after time, and the dog running with her had to be
kept back until she was found, while in the case of Duke,
his wildness when he ran past Shot, on point on a bevy in
the open, and wilfully flushed without any attempt at
acknowledgment, should have put an end to his further
chance in the stake. And in general, dogs which had no
range at all, but rambled about, followed their natural
instincts, and found game without any regard to good
breaking, were the animals most favored at the Eastern
field trials,

At the Central meeting which succeeded on more, open
ground, the work could be seen much better, and the judges
here very properly insisted on the competing dogs being so
handled as to work more in their sight. This more sports-
manlike method resulted in the more perfect] y broken dogs
regaining their proper positions in the prize list, and in the
bolters being discarded.
Many were the complaints made by some of the principal

handlers with whom I conversed, that, owing to the widely
different opinions held by the judges at the Eastern and
Central meetings, it was impossible to know how to prepare
a dog to compete for both, Surely, however, at each and
every field trial the object should be to encourage such work,
and only such as can be enjoyed in private shooting

W. BRAILSFORD.
8. 0; City 0v Berlin, Dec. 22.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
WHAT a reflux there seems to be in the tides of "Fancy"

just now? Who cannot remember when it was the
correct thing that a mastiff's head could not be too short?
When a collie's head could not be too long or narrow? or
wheu a spaniel could not be too long and low? Yet how the
tide was turned? Mr. T. W. Allen says in the English
Kennel Gazette that the muzzle of Lord Stafford would
please him better if longer. The London Stack-Keeper has
said several times that collies' heads were entirely too needle-
like, and the "long and low" in spaniels seems to be one of
those things that nobody has the courage to admit that he
was ever in favor of. It must not be supposed, however,
that this revolution is a new thing: Crown Prince was as
much of a horror to Mr. Nichols as Moonstone is to Mr.
Fellows. Mr. Lowe, "Thames Tattler" or Dr. Boulton, while
Hugh Dalziel held up his bands in contempt at the tapir
collie, and from Mr. W. W. Thompson's expressed admira-
tion of Marcus, as the best he ever owned, it would seem
that, he shared the opinions of Mr. Dalziel and Mr. Rawdon
B. Lee.

Is there not a good deal of imagination about dog men
being so contentious? We all know they wrangle not a little

,

but are they sinners above all others? I notice in skimming
over the poultry part of some of our papers, that chicken
men (and women) spit and snarl in a way that sounds very
familiar to me. The "ever ready" Espan delineated how
a goat show in England produced more hair pulling and
squalling than the average dog man fight. The fights be-
tween Mr. J. H. Wallace, George Wilkes and Charley Fos-
ter, or between Wilkes and Turf, were out of sight of any
wrangles ever seen in canine literature. So, while I freely
admit that doggy men are contentious, they are by no means
preeminent.

But the Canine World, puts it about correctly that dog
men do not "observe," they only "see." Just note; Dr.
Romanes proposed some investigations on that, mysterious
endowment, the homing faculty in dogs, asking any one who
had a cat or dog that showed this characteristic to lend it to
him; but not a response did he get. The question as to
whether properties engrafted on dogs by edncation were
transmitted, or only those inherent, received only two or
three replies. Whether puppies naturally "play fiddle"
with a hindleg when the back is scratched shared the same
fate, and so on ad infinitum. Yet let Smith say his dog is

better than Jones's, and the air is darkened with the inky
war that follows; yet who cares whether Jones and Smith
and all their dogs were buried in the Antarctic Ocean? Yet
the matters propounded by Dr. Romanes are really interest-
ing; i. e., they actually do interest ninety-nine out of a hun-
dred readers. It certainly is not because doggy readers and
writers lack intelligence that this peculiar state of things
exists, for some of the very loudest-mouthed of our warriors
come second to none in capacity to understand and expound
such matters. The Onlooker.

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Philadelphia Kennel Club, at its meeting Jan. (5,

elected the followiug officers for the year 1891: Francis S.
Brown, President; Col. B. Ridgway. Vice-President; Chas.
B. Connell, Secretary; Francis G. Taylor, Treasurer; aud
William H. Child, Delegate to the American Kennel Club.
Also the following Board of Trustees: Cas. H. Winslow, S.
Murray Mitchell. Dr. G. G. Davis, Ezra Com fort. Hildebrand
Fitzgerald. Dr. Alex. Glass and Charles T. Thompson.
The delegate to the American Kennel Club was directed to
endeavor to have the awards at all of the field trials, held by
members of the American Kennel Club, recognized at the
bench shows held under their rules. It was also Resolved,
That the Philadelphia Keunel Club tender their grateful
thanks to Mr. Herbert Merriam and Mr. Washington A.
Coster for their efficient services as judges in the field trials
in 1890. The Philadelphia Kennel Club directed its field
trial committee of 1891 to forthwith communicate with all
of the field trial clubs of the country, for the purpose of
securing, if possible, the adoption of uniform rules for such
clubs.
The committee were also directed to bring to the attention

of other clubs the advisability of having the same judges
for all of the trials, so that there will be uniformity not only
in the rules but in their enforcement, aud in. the judging of
the dogs. This action was taken in view of the material
differences between the rules of the several field trial clubs,
which as at present construed and enforced require a special
kind of breaking for each separate trial. Such a state of
things of course produces unsatisfactory results, and unless
there is some remedy owners of dogs will be compelled to
restrict their entries to those clubs which have the same rules.
The club were also of the opinion that competent men

should be selected to judge all of the field trials, for which
they should receive proper compensation. This would se-
cure uniformity in decision, and dog owners and breakers
would then know the kind of work and the kind of break-
ing that would be required. As it is now, the whole matter
is to a great extent speculative and indefinite. I inclose you
some other memoranda of the action of the club at this
meeting which I desire you to publish.

Francis S. Brown, President,
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BENCH SHOWS AND JUDGING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It is a well-known fact that bench shows are a. powerful

impetus to breeders of the thoroughbred dog to improve the
Species they raise, and that many visitors at the shows become
dog fanciers and owners. For the encouragement of breeders
to exhibit their dogs and of fanciers to buy, it is absolutely
necessary for kennel clubs to employ competent and reliable
judges. Of course, Ridges with an established reputation
will demand a fair recompense for their arduous task, but
if managers of shows do not engage them, the show should
not be patronized. There are judges of indisputable ability
and impartiality here, but, nevertheless, individuals not de-
serving confidence are sometimes acting as judges at shows
in this country as well as in others. The natural consequence
is that fanciers who buy dogs on their records as prize
winners are sometimes deceived, aud that persons owning
inferior dogs, to which high prizes have been awarded, will
consider them first-class and breed poor stock from them,
while others will regard judges and judging with distrust.
On March 12, 1890, a long article appeared in the Hunde-

Sport, of which the following is a translated epitome:
"Unhappily our German jadgingis badly exposed both in

foreign conutries and in Germany itself. The words: 'Give
me the catalogue and I will tell you before the judging who
will get the prizes,' or 'Why should I exhibit; with the best
dogs I win no prizes,' can be heard too often. Unfortunately
it is true, that very often in awarding prizes only the per-
sonality of the owner decides. In Forest and Stream
the judges of German dogges were severely censured several
months ago, and as a principal reason it was mentioned that
in Germany, according to the catalogue, the dog with the
most prizes will get first, the next second prize, and that the
judges will make an exception only to favor a friend. Ger-
many's honor has been badly injured among German and for-
eign dog fanciers, and unfortunately occasion has been given
for it too often. You may just notice the judges at shows con-
stantly searching in the catalogue before they note a prize.
* * * Let nobody say that our reproaches are groundless.
There is no meaner beast than the dachshund bitch Gotter-
dammerung, owner His Excellency Count Waldersee, Lieu-
tenant-General, General-Quartermaster and Adjutant to His
Majesty the German Emperor, chairman of the 'Delegirten-
commission;' breeder Emil Meyer, secretary-gen e.ral to the
Delegirten-comrnission. This beast received first prize in
Berlin, 1883, while a number of better dogs had to stand
back. * * * To restore the badly damaged reputation of
the German judges should be the principal effort of the
judges at the next show, etc."
The show alluded to was the International dog show at

Berlin, and what do we read about it? Among other pre-
dicted probabilities the above mentioned journal has iu its
issue of May 14, 1890: "Among the rough-coated St. Bern-
ards conies the old Young Barry, whom Dr. Kiinzli brings
again, although advised to the contrary by many of his
friends. What shall the judge, Dr. Sieginund, do? Place
the younger, more imposing Bello over the oft-preferred
Noting Barry? Switzerland would never forgive him that.
And on May 28, after first prize had been awarded to Young
Barry, we find in the report of the Berlin show: "We would
rather pass over in silence the judging of roughcoats, and
it may have been more than painful to Dr. Siegmund,
especially since the spectators manifested their dissatisfac-
tion by exclamations, 'Bello is the best, that's an injustice,'
etc. Young Barry has neither become younger nor better iu
loins, nor was he in better condition than on previous occa-
sions. Bello was in finer condition than ever; he showed
himself splendidly, but bad to be content with second
prize on account of the consequences, as was to be expected."
Already on Oct. 9, 1889, the same paper had the following

criticism about the Cannstatt show: "The greatest mistake
with Young Barry is that he came to theskow aged, that
the judges out of pity to Young Barry and his highly es-

teemed owner did not dare to prefer better dogs." And in
the same issue: "Mr. Broadbeck's Pormann received the
prize of honor. This dog, that in a bad class at Esslingen
got only a diploma, though he was in very good condition,
must have improved very much, since he could get first prize
in Cologne in hot competition. May be it is not entirely
without influence that formerly he belonged to a small
saloon keeper in Rothenburg and now to a member of the
'presidium.' His hindlegs are still as bad as formerly; his
tail is a little thick, etc."
That Hanno, who suffered with an incurable disease for a

long time and was in a miserable condition long before Mr.
Ulrich exhibited him in Brussels, received there second prize,

a month, and first prize at Apolda a week, before he was
shipped to me, and that I sent him back to Germany, will
be remembered by dog fanciers in Europe and in this
country.

I could cite many more similar incidents at dog shows in
Germany but the above may suffice to illustrate how much
dependence may be placed on the prizes awarded in that
country, It is a pity that such transactions take place there
and in ether countries.
"Mephisto" relates in Forest and Stream, of Oct. 23,

1890, a funny decision: "The nearest approach to a 'Meers-
brook Maiden Comedy' I ever knew of in England was
recently, when Captain Miller judged Irish setters. Here is

how he" did it: Open class—Yerker, third prize; Drinnagh,
he. Novice—Valentine, second prize; Drinnagh, third;
Yerker, vhc. Puppies—Drinnagh, third; Yerker, vhc,
Valentine, he. Cup for the best Irish setter in open classes,

Cloyne II. Now Cloyne II. only got a c. card in the open
class, yet she was awarded the cup. * * * Et tu, Brittle!
I thought you would be the one to keep the 'laugh and
grow fat' ball a rolling, and you have gone and done it.

Only a month or so ago (Sept. 13), in a Philadelphia paper,
you told us that at Wilmington sbow Blemton Rubicon's
skull had fined down tremendously since you last saw him
at Boston and he looked more like his dam than ever. * * *

1 know you have recently stated that a man who did not
know on which side his bread is buttered is a fool. * # *

For your own sake, don't tell us that fox-terrier 'skulls'
fine down tremendously with advancing years. Did you
ever know a child's skull to grow less as the child grew
older? I have known skulls to grow thicker, but fine down
tremendously, oh, never!"
This Mr. "Brittle" judged some classes at the above-men-

tioned Wilmington show, and it maybe of interest to dog
fanciers if I mention a few of his adjudications. There was
a dog classified as a Newfoundland that got second prize,
about which Mr. H. W. Lacy remarked in Turf, Field- and
Farm of Sept. 5, 1890: "A sort of a black, curly-coated
great Dane showed up as the only entry in this class, and
we really pitied the judge in having to so rudely upset his
owner's fond hopes by wishing to withhold the prize. As a
peace offering a second prize was awarded, but disdainfully
refused. * * * Great Danes. * * :

* The bitch class
was auite a good one, and the result of the shaking up was
a defeat for the New York winner Irene. She ought not to
have been shown in her condition, and if owners will persist
in sending dogs in such shape they deserve the consequences.
Weisrod and Hess's Flora is by no means a crack, besides a
curly tail, her faulty muzzle, open feet and tbroatiness, will
put her back in good company; she has a nice coat. Mr.
Maenner's Minca Mia, third, might have changed places,
as she is better headed, though a trifle lippy, and has better
bone." Mr. James Mortimer, who judged at the Baltimore
show, describes Minca Mia iu his report of March 29, 1890:

"Minca Mia, winner of first prize, is a very good specimen,
sound and active as a terrier, with good head, very clean
throat, good legs and feet, strong, well-arched loin, and
well d-eveloped hindquarters." And theHunde-Sport of June

5, 1890, in its report of the show at Cologne, where 151 Ger-
man dogges were, entered, surpassing those of any previous
show in quality: "Krehl's Minca Mia, vhc, a large bitch
with a beautiful head, but her tail is not first-class, she does
not carry it too high, but turns it a little to one side." The
cause of her turning ber tail may have been a temporary
bodily injury, or her being in whelp by Hannibal at that
time.
Now let us compare with the above criticisms Mr. R. F.

Mayhew's report in the Fanciers' Journal of Sept. 6, 1890:
"Minca Mica, third, is wide in skull and doglike iu expres-
sion.

_
She is also far too throaty, heavy in shoulders and

wide in front," And about that mongrel entered as a New-
foundland he says: "Carlo, a black dog, with no pretension
to type or character, got second, first being withheld."
In Turf, Field and Farm of Sept. 12, 1890, "Espan" makes

this drastic remark: "Look here, Mr. Editor, that is a very
delicate euphemism of yours to the effect that a clog show
judge was never seen drunk 'in the ring' in this country.
* * * I have seen some judging iu my time, that it is a pity
for the judge's reputation, as such that, he wasn't drunk, as
the remaining alternative is that he was an ass." The
above appearing the week after the Wilmington sbow, it
may be assumed that Mr. Mayhew was one of the judges
alluded to by "Espan." I saw Mr. Mayhew there, sober as
a judge, but I will not express my opinion whether "he
knew on which side bis bread was buttered." Not having
examined the thickness or width of his skull I will not posi-
tively assert whether "the remaining alternative" is appli-
cable to him, although "doglike in expression" is an asslike
expression. But one assertion I make: "I will never ex-
hibit where Mr. Mayhew judges."
In Philadelphia, Great Danes were judged in 1889 by some-

body who told a gentlemau, if he would buy a certain dog
from him and exhibit the dog at that show, he would award
first prize to him. This judge awarded highest prizes to the
Great Danes which were "also winners" at Wilmington.
Fanciers may therefore be induced to mistake those winners
of Philadelphia and Wilmington for first-class specimens.

It is to be hoped that managers of dog shows will be care-
ful to engage only competent, impartial judges, and none
who will discredit shows and dogs by awarding high prizes
to inferior specimens or mongrels "with no pretension to
type or character," or who^findsMinca^Mia'/'far too throaty,"
while Mr. James Mortimer declares that she has "a very
clean throat," which is the truth. Probably Mr. Mayhew's
record as a judge is easily broken, because it is "brittle."

J. H. H. Maenner.
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 3.

DOG CHAT.

AS a Christmas supplement, the English Stock-Keeper
produced a very interesting account of the Prince of

Wales's kennels at Sandringham, Norfolk. The photograph
of the kennels shows a large range of buildings, built sub-
stantially of brick, of handsome design, and, as might be
expected, everything is found in the kennels themselves
that will conduce to the cleanliness and comfort of the dogs.
The inmates of the kennels are of various breeds and nation-
alities, Chinese dogs, Samoyede sledge dogs, rough-haired
Basset hounds, Lapland sledge doge, Norwegian dogs, etc.,

running with fox-terriers, retrievers, Clumbers, collies and
deerhounds. In the description of the dogs we note that
there are nine Clumbers in the kennels which are all
workers and used extensively in the Royal covers. It is

needless to say that the Prince is a most ardent sportsman.
One of the Clumbers, we note, is by Boss HI. out of Lady
II. As a great, many people think it somewhat of an honor
to present His Highness with a dog, the kennels are naturally
kept well filled, though most of them of course are speci-
mens of rare and foreign breed. The supplement is in
pamphlet form with an excellent photograph of the Prince
on the cover, and is filled with pictures of the most noted
dogs, taken by Mr. W. Dexter, a well-known spaniel breeder,
with evidently considerable skill.

The annual meeting of the Cleveland Kennel Club was
held Jan. 6, and the following officers were eleeted for the
ensuing year: Frank De H. Robison, President; H. A.
Bishop, Vice-President; W. R. Huntington, Treasurer; C.
M. Munhall, Secretary, and also delegate to the American
Kennel Olub. The delegates are George W. Short, Frank
DeH. Robison, Joseph Perkins, W.R.Huntington, CM.
Munhall, A. Smithnight, John R. Chadwick, H. A. Bishop,
Wilbur Parker. Arrangements were also made for the dog
show, which takes place in April next. The gentlemen who
have the affair in hand are full of energy in the matter and
intend to do their utmost to make the venture a success. It

was decided to offer 81,200 in prizes, as well as a number of
valuable specials. Exhibitors will, we hope, bear in mind
their recent courteous treatment of the New England Ken-
nel Club in the clashing of dates and reward them when the
time comes with a good entry.

The Live Stocli Journal (Eng.) has issued another of their
almanacs, which, as usual, is replete with valuable informa-
tion and interesting articles on various breeds of farm stock.
The kennel is not neglected either, for we find interesting
articles on "The Sheepdog," by Frederick Gresham, and
"Pointer Dogs," E. C. Norrish; with pictures of Great Alne
Douglass and Metchley Wonder, the noted collies, and the
pointers, Carlo and Carlist, in the field. Those with horsy
inclinations will find a very readable article on "The Model
Hunter," by Sir R. D. Green Price, Bart.

Speaking of a dog hospital in Chicago, the New Orleans
Picayune strikes a good note when it says: "Diseases of
animals receive more attention now than formerly, and the
demand now is that the 'dog doctor' receive the respect due
to a man who has been educated, and to his education adds
the desire to ease the sufferings of dumb animals. That a
veterinarian be educated is necessary, and that he be a gen-
tleman is not incompatible with his calling." With this we
quite agree, and if some of our many fledgling doctors who
are struggling on, trying to make a living out of human
pathology, would devote their talent to veterinary science as
applied to-day, they would, no doubt, do good to themselves
and the poor dogs which are unfortunately bereft of the
faculty of making known their aches and pains, as is the case
with their human friends.

The Costa Rica Indian dogs are. peculiar from the fact that
they can't bark naturally. These dogs are big, slouching,
light-colored beasts and are evidently related to the coyotes,
although as puppies these dogs soon learn to imitate the
bark of other dogs, which are kept to teach them to bark,
the same as one canary birds teaches another to sing,
while the coyote domesticated never learns to bark until the
third generation. These Costa Rican dogs would be of little

service as watch dogs, even if they were wanted for that pur-
pose, but it would go hard with any one who intruded on
premises where these silent brutes run at large. Without
warning he would be pounced upon immediately and torn
to pieces. But these dogs are not kept for household pro-
tection, for few of their owners have much of a household
to protect. They are used chiefly for hunting the puma and
jaguar, the two fierce and destructive members of the tiger
family, which are so numerous in the mountains and the
reedy plains of Central America and especially in the south-
ern province of Costa Rica.

There are a great many touching sights in a great city
?

but none much more so than to wateh a lost dog. At first

there is a look of startled surprise on his face when he ] oses

the scent, quickly followed by a grim sort of humor, as
though pretending his bewilderment is but a joke. He
circles round and round, and his face grows thin and his eye
almost human in its anxious pleading. He starts off in one
direction, sure that he has found the trail; he is baffled,
turned back. He looks in the face of all who pass as if
questioning to know his way. He thinks he recognizes his
master, and is off like a flash, only to return more anxious
and eager than before. He gives himself no rest, but
doubles, and pursues and turns back, until all hope is dead
in his faithful canine breast, and he starts off with a long
lope down the street. Then it is that some demoniac boy or
some detestable man flings a stone at him, or kicks him as
he flies by, and the cry is raised, "Mad dog ! Kill him !" says
a writer in the Chicago Herald. So the great host of idlers
in ambush, who wait the opportunity for mischief as bees
await the blossom of the buckwheat, are turned loose upon
his track and his doom is sealed. From a lost dog to a
bunted and dead cur is an easy transition. And visions of
hydrophobia and Pasteur flash across the. mind of the ordi-
nary citizen.—Boston Herald.

Here is something that might be of use to Dr. Romanes iu
his researches about the homing instinct in dogs. In the
Frisian we find that a well known sportsman of Umballa
when returning home from the Rawalpindi race meeting
last spring, lost his equally well-known fox-terrier Tip when
one or two stations out of Pindi. He telegraphed back to
friends and the railway people to find and send on the dog;
but all search proved fruitless, and the sporting dragoon
gave up his dog as lost for good. A fortnight short of a day
after the owner's arrival in Umballa, an emaciated, weary
and dejected dog crawled into his house, and was effusive in
its demonstrations of affection. It turned out to be Tip, but
quite unlike Tip. The faithful and intelligent creature, on
missing the train, had seen it bearing away its master, and
then had set off following the railway line, 'and for thirteen
days had traveled, passing railway crossings, through
stations, over girder bridges, picking i\p such subsistence as
it could on the way, unchecked by the onslaught of pariah
dogs, and encountering goodness knows what other adven-
tures by the way, and at length safely reached his home and
master. If that dog could speak, what a story it could relate.
Tip's^ constitution, however, is wrecked, and in all these
months it has in no way gotten over the effects of that jour-
ney.

We hear that there will be no show at Buffalo this spring,
but if a fair is held in that city in the fall, a dog show will
in all probability be. given in connection with that, falling
into line with the Canadian circuit of shows.

Mr. James Mortimer, superintendent of the Westminster
Kennel Club's show, writes us that the following judges
have been appointed for the fifteenth annual show of dogs to
be held at Madison Square Garden, Feb. 24-27, viz.: St.
Bernards and pugs, Miss A. H. Whitney. Lancaster, Mass.;
mastiffs, Chas. C. Marshall, New York; Great Danes, blood-
hounds, Newfoundlands, toy spaniels and all terriers, except
bull and fox-terriers, R. F. Mayhew, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Rus-
sian wolfhounds, deerhounds and greyhounds, H. W. Hunt-
ington, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;
pointers, J. M. Tracy, New York;

English setters' and American foxhounds. Major J. M. Tay-
lor, New York; Irish setters, Max Wenzel, Hoboken, N. J.;
Gordon setters, Dr. H. Clay Glover, New York; field, cocker,
Clumber and Irish water spaniels, A. C. Wilmerding. New
York; collies and sheepdogs, A. D. Lewis, Hempstead, L. I.;

poodles, John G. Hecksher, New York; Chesapeake Bay dogs,
Jas. F. Pearson, Baltimore, Md.; fox-terriers, Fred. Hoey,
Long Branch, N. J.: bulldogs, bull-terriers, Basset hounds
and dachsbunde, E. Sheffield Porter, New Haven, Ct.;
beagles, H. F. Schellhass, Brooklyn, N. Y. As will be seen
from the above list, there is little change from those who
officiated last year. Mr. H. W. Huntington, for greyhounds,
is a good selection, and we shall be pleased to see this oldest
greyhound fancier don the ermine. Mr. J. M. Tracy ought
to know a pointer, and is a good selection, and Major J. M.
Taylor will no doubt carry the suffrages of the English Setter
Club men. Mr. Wenzel is a good choice for the Irish setters,
for if every man's does not get first prize, the kickers will
know that there is a man in the ring who has had about as
much experience as any of them in this breed. Mr. A. D.
Lewis is a new face, but through his connection with the
Hempstead Farm Kennels he ought to know a good collie
when he sees it. No doubt Chesapeakes will be safe in Mr.
Pearson's bands. For the sake of the mastiff it is a pity
that the list of judges is so limited. The other names on the
list will no doubt command confidence among the exhibitors,
and St. Bernard exhibitors will be pleased to meet Miss
Whitney in the ring again, for, from all we hear, this clever
judge will have no sinecure. Premiumlists and entry forms
can be obtained from Jas. Mortimer, Supt., 44 Broadway,
New York. Entries close Feb. 9.

A correspondent writes us that be cannot understand how
a supposed crack field trial dog should break down in a four-
hour race. Mentioning as a reason for his query that he has
a setter that is what is familiarly known "an all-day dog,"
which he worked for three weeks, excepting one rainy day
and Sundays. Our correspondent must remember that a
race such as this cannot be compared with an ordinary day's
shooting. In such a heat the dogs are made to range fast
and wide, each handler pushing bis dog along for all he is

worth, and as fast as horses can walk. No delay is allowed,
and here is where the ordinary day's shooting dog has the
advantage, any one familiar with both will know the differ-

ence. Out for pleasure, one does not walk as if for a wager,
and the many little rests that the shooting of the bird, the
filling of the pipe, the little loaf on the top of that handy
fence, all serve to lighten the labors of the day. There is no
such thing in the trials. There the nature of the ground
must be taken into consideration, during those days it was
very heavy and clinging, a light frost after heavy rain mak-
ing a slight crust, which gave way under pressure, this and
the creeping briers must have helped to fatigue the dogs
considerably. Then again, neither of the two who gave out
were in as hard a condition as they might have been, King's
Mark especially. We think that from this our correspondent
can form some idea of the work done.

We hear that inquiries for entry blanks of the National
Greyhound Club's show are coming from Chicago, Toronto,
Massachusetts, Maine and other States, so it is likely the
entry will be considerable.

Inlview of the excitement among St. Bernard breeders
which the purchase of Sir Bedivere by Mr. Sears has caused,
it would be as well for our readers to form some idea of this
grand dog. Our illustration is a few simile of a photograph
taken about eighteen months since, and is considered a good
likeness of the dog. Full particulars as to pedigree and
prize winnings were published in our last issue.

In speaking of the standing and improvement of the differ-

ent breeds of dogs during the past year the Canine World
says, that although the classes at some of the shows have
not filled well never could they muster so many really
grand pointers as at the present day. Naso of Upton, by all
accounts, seems to be the best heavy dog. The outlook for
English setters, in fact all setters, is not so good. Their
prizes were not so liberal and the judges do not seem so
popular as those selected for the pointers. Contrary to our

'; custom, the setter prizes in most of the shows are hardly
worth competing for, henccthey have not maintained their
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THE ST. BERNARD CHAMPION" "SIR BEDIVERE."

Owned by Mr. E. B. Sears, Melrose, Mass.

position. Owing to dissensions and the appoiutnient of

judges unpopular or incompetent, the Irish setter classes

have not been well filled, nor have they shown any advance
in quality. Gordon setters are said to be at a standstill and
the Gordon Setter Club is only occasionally heard from. It

would seem therefore that with the crack English setters we
now have that we can gain little from the other side. The
same may be said of Irish setters. Mr. Chapman seems to

have it all his own way at the English shows in Gordons. In
this breed and pointers, no doubt, we could still import
something better than we have at present.

Mr. Mercer wishes us to correct the statement in his last

letter on "Cocker Spaniels of 1890." "No kennel in the
world can compete" should read "No kennel in America."

Exhibitors should bear in mind that entries for New
Orleans close to-day. and for Greenville, S. C, Jan. 20. At
the latter show Spratts Patent will bench and feed.

Mr. Sears informed us the other day that he bad applied
for membership in the English St. Bernard Club, and that
if he is admitted he will send a team to England's next St.

Bernard club show and compete with Sir Bedivere for the
Halsey trophy. If he is only as fortunate as the old
America, who knows but that history may repeat itself,

and like England's treasured yachting cup, this trophy may
remain on this side of the pond. Sir Bedivere has already
won it twice, but it must be won three times by a member
before becoming bis actual property.

Thursday last was a busy day at the A. K. C. rooms. The
stud book committee was in session and seemed to attract
several out-of-town dog men. We peeped into the inner
office, where the auditing committee— Messrs. Taylor, who
acted in place of Dr. Glover, La Rue and Wilmerding—were
up to their ears in columns of figures: and even friend
Peshall could not deny that they were evidently doin£r then-
duty and seemed to be well supplied with the "items" that
go to make up the account of 1890.

Mr. Capers, secretary of the Greenville, S. C, dog show,
writes us that they have arranged with Spratts Patent to
bench and feed their coming show. Entries for this show
close positively Jan. 20.

Notwithstanding all this talk about Sir Bedivere. it must
be remembered that there is a dog in this country yet unde-
feated in the best company, and who has not yet met the
champion; this is Alton. We are convinced that this dog
will be found no mean competitor in the open rough dog
class at New York. We are pleased to receive a letter from
Mr. Moore, in which he says that, though he failed to get
Sir Bedivere in time, he thinks none the worse of Alton;
and that with Lady Livingston, Lady Melrose, Saffron,
Altoua, Lady Sneerwell, Ben Lomond, Lord Melrose and
Alton he can and will give the best kennels a tussle for the
money.

At the second bench show of the Massachusetts Kennel
Club, Lynn, Mass , to be held March 24 to 27, the following
medals will be offered by the St. Bernard Club of America:
Silver medal for the best American-bred smooth-coated dog,
silver medal for the best American-bred smooth-coated
bitch, silver medal for the best American-bred rough-coated
dog, silver medal for the best American-bred rough-coated
bitch. The premium list will provide for 148 classes, and
will be ready for distribution Feb. 1. Ten dollars will be
offered as a prize for the agent or handler entering the most
dogs. Spratts Co. will bench and feed.

The Automatic Weighing Machine: Mr. Rubicon (after
dropping the nickel in the slot)

—"Hallo! I weigh 21bs. less
than I did yesterday, how d'ye account for that, Brittle?"
Brittle—"Getting finer in the skull, deah boy!"

Dogrnen in London and vicinity have something to be
thankful for this new year. The muzzling order has been
rescinded and now the" dogs must wear a collar with name
and address of the owner engraved on it. The boys are even
kicking at this. The only difference is, that it entails a little
more trouble to the owner and a good deal less to the dog.

The Australian dog fanciers, despite the obnoxious quar-
antine law, are sending many orders for terriers, especially
Irish, to England, the latest is a commission for collies that
can beat anything in the Antipodes.

The premium lists of the Greyhound Club's first specialty
show are out and may be had from H. W. Huntington,
secretary, 148 South Eighth street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The
thow, as we have before stated, will be held Feb. 3 under
A. K. C. rules. In the challenge classes for greyhounds and
deerhounds the prizes are 810, with sexes divided. In open
classes for the above named breeds and Russian greyhounds,
$10 and §5 are given for each sex. Puppies in all breeds are
provided with 85 and S3. The show will he held in the
American Horse Exchange. 1.634 Broadway, New York.
Judging will commence promptly at 11 A '.'L and the show
will close at 6 P. M. It must be fjorne in mind by iutending
exhibitors that no dogs can compete for the handsome

specials given by the club unless they are registered in the
NationarGreyho'und Club Stud Book] blanksl'or which can
be obtained from Mr. J. H. Watson, 79 Downing street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. The fee is fifty cents. Entries close for
this show Jan. 28, the fee being §3. An auction sale of grey-
hounds, deerhounds and Russian wolfhounds will be hpid at
•3 P. M. of the day of the show. We hear that Mr. Hacke
will make a large exhibit of Russian greyhounds, including
his Zlooeem and the bitch he showed at Crystal Palace,
England.

We understand that Mr. N. Q. Pope, of Brooklyn, has
purchased from Mr. Huntington the greyhound dog cham-
pion Highland Chief. This dog is well known on the bench,
and like the others in Mr. Huntington's kennel, is a big
winner.

Mr. Harry Malcolm has applied for an injunction in Cir-
cuit Court No. % of Baltimore. Md., against Messrs. G. W.
Massamore, Charles and W. Stewart Diffenderffer, James
Thompson. N. O. Karber and the Maryland Kennel Club, as
a corporation, and to declare the action of the board of gov-
erners null and void iu expelling him from the position of
president of the club and as a member, and that all action
shall be deferred till the case of Mallou and others vs. Mas-
samore and others, now pending in the courts, shall be de
cided, and also that they be restrained from electing any
i'erson in his place as such president until the hearing and

' determination of this case. He alleges in his complaint that
the meeting of Jam 1, 1891, was held on a legal holiday, and
that no notice was given him of such meeting or of any
charges against him. He says further that whether right-
fully or wrongfully suspended by the A. K. C, there is no
justification or reason for his removal from the office of
president of the Md. K. C. or suspenshion from its member-
ship. We have not space for the whole communication to
the court, but this is about the sum total of it.

We regret to learn that Mr. John A. Logan has lost his
pointer dog Royal Gift. He died Jan. 5, from complicated
liver trouble. Mr. Logan speaks of him as the best dog he
ever shot over.

To show that the advertising columns of Forest Am>
Steeam are read by the right kind of people, one advertiser
writes: "Blue Nellie was sold to the first man that I received
a letter from, and since that letters, telegrams and orders
have been pouring in by the hundred."

We learn from the Toronto G-lohc that a meeting of the
executive committee of the Canadian Kennel Club was held
in the Rossin House, Jan. 6. President J. Lome Campbell,
of Simcoe, occupied the chair, and there were present also
Messrs. Geo. C. Taylor, Chas. A. Stone and H. B. Donovan,
of Toronto, and Mr. S. F. Glass, of London, the secretary-
treasurer. Aid. A. D. Stewart, of Hamilton, represented the
Hamilton Kennel Club in several matters which that club
desired to bring before the committee. One was the desira-
bility of uniformity in the color of prize cards or ribbons, as
confusion has been caused by the fact that at some shows
the red card indicates a first-prize winner, while elsewhere
that houor is indicated by the blue ticket. It was decided
that at all shows held under C. K. C. rules the colors of the
cards or ribbons should be blue for first prize, red for second
and yellow for third. No action was taken on the sugges-
tion to prohibit puppy classes at bench shows further than
that it was the sense of the meeting that they be continued.
The avoidance of clashing dates for shows was discussed,
and it seemed to be the feeling that there was not much
likelihood of a clash this year, but that a regular circuit
would be fixed. The secretaries of clubs will be written to
and urged to avoid conflicting dates. Messrs. Stone, Taylor
and Donovan were appointed a committee to draft a petition
to Parliament asking for the removal of duty on dogs. The
petition will be circulated throughout the Province for sig-
natures. Hitherto clubs holding shows have had the C. K.
C. patronage gratis, but in future, by resolution passed at
this meeting, clubs giving bench shows under C. K. C. rules
and patronage must pay an affiliation fee of §10. It was de-
cided to ask the American Keunel Club to require C tnadian
exhibitors to have their dogs registered with the C. K. C.,
and this request will be laid before the A. K. C. at New
York next month. A grant of §50 was made to Mr. Stone,
the former secretary, in consideration of his valuable ser-
vices in organizing aud assisting the club. Secretary Glass
announced the receipt of a letter from Qu'Appelle stating
that the Assiniboine Gun and Kennel Club had been formed
there and asking for information as to affiliation. The
Assiniboine club will hold a bench show or field trials next
fall.

Those of our readers who took part in the late field trials,
will no doubt be interested in Mr. Brailsford's letter this
week. The voice of such a past master in field trials as this
gentleman is, ought to carry weight, and, coming as it does
at the same time that the suggestion is made by the Phila-
delphia Kennel Club, that the field trial mips should be made
uniform and that the same style of trial work should be ex-
patt-d at all field trials, it would seem that it is now time
for something to be done toward this uniformity, especially
as this was the complaint of several handlers at Lexington.

Such difference in the running rules and their interpretation
must lead to the breaking up of the dogs. Take Daisy Hope,
for instance, who was trained in the Eastern trials, but com-
ing to the Central she was punished for that which placed
her to the front two weeks previously. What is the dog to

understand by that? It resolves itself into one of two things,
either the rules must be uniform and judges selected who
can be depended upon to interpret them in the same way, or

owners aud handlers must keep and train one lot of dogs for
one trial and another for the other. It would be a benefit to

all to get the opinion of our owners and handlers of field

dogs on this subject, and from a full discussion the difficulty

may be overcome in time for this fall's trials. Iu conversa-
tion with Mr. Tracy, he told us thft steps would be taken
during the year toward shortening the time of running of

the Central trials. The four-hour race will not be done
away with by any means, but the rules will be so alteredthat
a fortnight only, at the outside, will be required to decide
all the stakes. Thus it would seem this is a good time for
the "uniformity rules" to be discussed and when the opinion
of those most interested can be gained.

WITH THE BEAGLES.
rpHE dawn of Thanksgiving Day ushered in an ideal hunt-
1 ing morning. The hoar frost lay thick upon the ground
and the air would have been perfectly still had not a light
southerly breeze played through the pines.
The hunting party were astir at daybreak and after abearty

breakfast drove into the woods just as the sun rose. There
was little room to spare iu the double-seated wagon. On the
seats were the huuters J., J., Jr., L. and B. : under the seats,
but peering eagerly out at the sides, were the beagles Belle
Ross, June Rose, Clyde, Grace and Baby Bunting. They
are a part of the National Beagle Club, pack and the two
first named made records at the beagle trials; four of them
are by that king of beagles, Frank Forrest, and he has no
cause to be ashamed of them.

J.'s black horse carries the party quickly over the sandy
road to the shore of Long Pond. Leaving the team the eager
dogs are unchained and at once disappear in the thicket.
The hunters walk down the road and in a few minutes hear
Clyde and June working a cold track. The trail grows
warmer and suddenly a burst of music tells that the first

rabbit is started. At the same instant Belle starts a rabbit
further down the pond. The pack is divided. The air is

full of melody as both the rabbits make for the swamp.
They enter it at the. same time and the trails are lost in the
water. The dogs are heard splashing about and for some
minutes are at fault. Then Clyde drives one of them from
the swamp. As bunny crosses the road B. attempts to shoot
without pushing up the safety check of his ha7nmerless and
Mr. Cottontail keeps right on with the whole pack close
behind him. He was a wise rabbit and made a bee-line, for a
large wet cedar swamp; there he is safe, the dogs are called
off and the party follow the shore of the pond through the
oaks.
Here no rabbits are found, but Belle digs out a flying

squirrel's nest; three of the little fellows run to the top of
an oak and sail gracefully off to a neighboring tree. J.,
separated a little from the rest of the party, has the good,
fortune to shoot a magnificent horned owl; handsomely
mounted, it now looks down from a lofty perch in B.'s
library. A swamp is soon found" and all the dogs enter it.

Whirr! goes a partridge; whirr! a flock of quail, and then
two more partridges. At the same time Belle gives tongue,
the others join, and a rabbit breaks into view, crosses the
ridge, goes into a wTet swamp and is at once lost. In disgust
the party take the horse and leave this unfavorable region.
A short drive lands them at a dry cedar swamp. Here June
at once makes a start, the pack hark to her, and the first
good run of the day begins. Under the heavy cedars the
voices of the dogs echo and re-echo till one could believe
the whole of the National Beagle Club pack were there.
The rabbit circles in the swamp, on the upland, under the
pines, but he cannot shake off the dogs, and after a twenty
minutes run he is shot and goes into J.'s game pocket.
As the party start to leave the swamp, Clyde takes a cold

track ; the whole pack work it eagerly; now one and theu
another is in the lead, then all are at fault, but Clyde
circle*, strikes the rabbitand alonecarries him off across the
fields, which here are covered with a scattered growth of oak
bushes. At first the pack do not hear Clyde, and B. stand-
ing on the ridge sees the whole run. The rabbit tries all his
tricks, but the handsome little beagle never falters, and after
some minutes brings him back within hearing of the pack.
Then there is a wild rush, all the dogs are on and the rabbit
flies through the swamp and over the plains. J., Jr., salutes
him with both barrels, but on he goes without any
acknowledgment of the courtesy shown "him. Still on and,
on. He has run more than an hour and a half, when in the
thick swamp he comes to L., armed with a new gun. Both
barrels are fired, the clogs' voices cease, and L. goes to pick
up his game, but it is not there. The beagles circle and
cover every inch of the ground, but they find neither the
rabbit nor his track. After a vain search the party decide
unanimously that L.'s gun not only kills the game but
annihilates it also.

It is now getting late, and a turn is made toward home:
but it is decided to make one more start if possible. The
dogs are put in on an abandoned cranberry bog at the shore
of the Seine Pond. The bog is overgrown with bushes,
small pines and weeds, and is a perfect paradise for rabbits.
The dogs scatter, each working by itself. Clyde trails
slowly along the side of the pond. The hotter the track gets
the straigbter the hair stands on his back, and at last he
jumps the rabbit. Away goes the cottontail, with all the
dogs on, out of the swamp and straight down the shore of
the pond till the beagles' voices die out in the distance. He
led off like a fox. The hunters hurry on after the dogs, and
at last hear them coming back, just here the pines are
large and there is no underbrush. The view is unobstructed
aud 100yds. away the rabbit is seen coming at great speed.
Not far behind are the beagles in full cry, well packed and
straining every muscle. It is a picture to delight a sports-
man. J. Jr. and L see bunny come nearer and nearer,
rushing on to certain death. Calmly and coufidently they
await him. Now he is within shooting distance; the guns
leap to their shoulders, four reports ring out on the startled
air: the smoke blows from the field of battle just in time to
see the rabbit dodge into a thicket, pop out on the further
side and disappear in his burrow.
That ends the sport. The Thanksgiving dinner is waiting

aud it is too late to stay longer; so the party drive slowly
home. Though the game bag is light they agree that the
hunt has been a success, and look with pity on four of their
friends who have spent the morning working the woods and
fields for quail and partridge without so much as the sight
of a feather. If any one wants no end of fun and a jolly
time let him get one or two couple of beagles and be happy.

Bradley.
Oape Con, Mass.

SETTER LOST,—My Irish setter Glenmar strayed or was
stolen from my place in Westchester on Thursday last. He
is mahogany red in color with a white patch on his chest,
and is turning gray about the muzzle. He has a slight
lameness in his right shoulder and the hair is off in small
patches about his hocks. He has a wonderfully clean neck,
a well-domed skull and particularly well bent in stifles, and
is almost devoid of feathering If any of the many readers
of Forest and Stream should know of his whereabouts
they would confer a favor on me by notifying me.—Lor/is
Coutoit (1995 Main street, West Farms, N". Y.).
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BULLDOG CLUB SPECIALS.
Editor Forest and Strewn:
Below I give a list .of specials, solid silver cups and medals,

that the Bulldog CltiD of America, offer for competition, to
members of the club only, at our first annual show, to be
held in connection with that of the Westminster Kennel
Club at New York, Feb. 24 to 27. Our charter membership
list has been extended to Feb. 9 (day of closing of entries for
New York show). Until that date $10 entitles to active
membership, but afterward there will be a -515 initiation fee
in addition to the 810 dues.
We want to make a big showing at this, our first annual,

and trust that all those interested in this hitherto much
neglected breed will take advantage of this charter member-
ship extension and join with us before Feb. 9, and that each
and every one owning one or more bulldogs will see that
they are entered and shown at the New York show. There
is no earthly reason why bulldogs should not have an entry
of at least 50. Did ever an American specialty club offer
such inducements as thefollowing? 1. The Parke cup, value
$250. for tbe best bulldog or bitch in tbe show; presented by
Mr. T. L. Parke. 2. The Porter cup, value §100, for the best
in show, opposite. in sex to the one winning the Parke cup;
presented by Mr. E. Sheffield Porter. 3. The Matthews cup,
value $100, for the best American-bred junior (dog or bitch,
between 6 and 15 months): presented by Mr. JohnH. Mat-
thews. 4. The Sawyer cup, value §100, for the best novice
(dog or bitch who has never won a prize previous to this
show); presented by Mr. R. B. Sawyer. 5. The Bulldog
Club's silver medal for the best American-bred dog. 6. The
Bulldog Club's silver medal for the best American-bred
bitch. 7. The Bulldog Club's silver medal for best dog or
bitch in open class. 8. The Bulldog Club's silver medal for
best puppy (under 12 months), 9. The Bulldog Club's silver
medal, for best stud dog, shown with two or more of his pro-
geny. (These two or more of his progeny must be entered
in their proper classes, but they need not be the property of
one exhibitor. The merit of the stud dog himself, as ah ex-
hibit, will not be taken into consideration by the judge, but
the prize will be awarded on the merits of the dog's progeny.)
10. The Bulldog Club's silver medal for brood bitch, shown
with two or more of her progeny. (These two or more of her
progeny must be entered in their proper classes, but they
need not be the property of one exhibitor. The merit of the
brood bitch herself, as an exhibit, will not be taken into
consideration by the judge, but the prize will be awarded on
the merits of "the bitch's progeny.) (Entries for 9 and 10
must be made with the B. D. C.'s secretary, Chas. D. Cugle,
prior to Feb. 12, 1891). 11. The Bulldog Ciub's silver medal
for best brace. (Dog and bitch entered and owned by one
exhibitor.) 12. The Bulldog Club's silver medal for best
kennel of ' 4 (entered and owned by one exhibitor). 13. The
Bulldog Club's silver medal for breeder of dog or bitch win-
ning Special No. 3. 14 The Bulldog Club's silver medal for
breeder of dog winning Special No. 5. 15. The Bulldog
Club's silver medal for breeder of bitch winning Special No.
6. Chas. D. Cugle,

Secretary Bulldog Club of A_merica.

Bai/iimoke, Md,, Jan. 9.

JACKSON SHOW.
JACKSON, Mich., Jan. .10—The inaugural show of the

Central City Kennel Club opened here to-day under
very good management. The show is held in Assembly
Hall. There is an excelleut quality of dogs for the number—133 catalogued, with. 121 actually present. The pug, grey-
hound, mastiff and St. Bernard classes are especially good.
Spratts Patent has charge, and is giving mucn satisfaction.
The attendance to-day has been good. Of the two appointed
judges only Major J. M. Taylor is here. He judged all

classes except King Charles and Blenheims, which were,
placed by Harry Goodman. Mr. Hill was detained at home
by sickness in his family. The awards were:

MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, and 2d, L. T. Kenney's Grover Cleveland
and Plato. Very high com., Dr. K. Kimball's Elkson. High com.,
J. Gillies's Captain Nevisoh. Bitches: 1st withheld; 2d. J. H. Sli-
fer & Son's Leo's Nell. Puppies 1st, Dr. B. L. Kimball's Blkson.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—Dof/s: Peninsular Ken-
nels' Casper; 2d. Acme Kennels' V'alens. Bitches: 1st, A. W.Lee's
Santa Rosa. Puppies: 1st, Peninsular Kennels' Colonel Plinn.

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.-Dogs: 1st, Mascot Ken-
nels' Mascot Royal; 2d, shoquoquon Kennelsj Fridjof. Very high
com., Peninsular Kennels' Dupotit. Com,, W. M. Bennett's Rex.
Bitches: 1st, Peninsular Kennels' Daphne.
GREAT DANES.—Dogs: 1st, C. H. Ruhl's Paul; 2d withheld.

Bitches; 1st withheld; 2d, C. H. Ruhl's Jessie R. Puppies: 1st, C.
H. Ruhl's Paul.

DEERHOUNDS.-CHAni.ENOE—1st, C. E. Rowland's Thora III.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge;—1st, Rookwood-Landseer Ken-
nels' Master Rich.—Open—Dogs: Rookwood-Landseer Kennels'
Troubadour; 2d withheld. Bitches: 1st and high com., Rookwood-
Landseer Kennels' Clipsetta and Allegretto; 2d, C. P. Litchfield's
Florence. Very high corn.. T. E. Taylor's C'leo. High com., C.W.
Jarvis's Lady Olivia. Com,, L. O. Boler's Gyp. Puppies: 1st and
3d, C. W. Jarvis's Direct and Arrow.
POINTERS.—Over 55lbs.—Bogs: 1st, Acme Kennels' Chief.—

Undeb. 55lbs.—Dogs: W. Byne's Wonderful Lad.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—J. E, Dager's Cincinnati^.
—Open—Dogs: 1st, J. E. Dager's Toledo Blade: 2d, M. C, Byer's
Diamond. Bitches: 1st, S. Franooise's Susie B. Puppies: 1st, G.
W. Marsh's Nelly Dell.

IRISH SETTERS.

—

Challenge—Killarney Kennels' champion
Dick Swiveller,—Open—Dogs: 1st, Killarney Kennels' Red Rover
Glencho; 2d, L. F. Whitman's Nelson II. Very high corn., G. D.
Bennett's Luzerne. High com., J. Tray's Sam, N. W. Burkhart's
Dick. Com.. L. G. Ransom's Starbuck. Bitches: 1st, J. H. Danni-
gan's Duchess ot Avondalc; 2d and very high com., Killarney
Kennels' Glidelia and Little Nell. High com,, J. D. Kefuss's
Queen Ann. Puppies: 1st, J. E. Winney's Molly Dawn.
GORDON SETTERS.—1st, Gen. W. H. Wythington's Buck.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. W. S.Cobb's Barney C.

FIELD SPANIELS.— J st, J. W. Wiltman's Kelsie.

FOXHOUNDS.-lst, W. S, Cobb's Daniel.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st, Lake Shore Kennels' Brush
W. Very high com.. Lenawee Cocker Kennels' Fippo. Bitches:
1st, Lake Shore Kennels' Black ie Van; 2d and very high com..
Lenawee Cocker Kennels' Beezie and Blackie 11.—Fielu oh
Cocker Puppies—1st, F, R. Curran's Jessie; 2d, Lewanee Cocker
Kennels' Pippo.

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, Middletonk's Princeps; 2d, C. B. Pierce's
Prince Riot. Bitches: 1st, Middletonk's Jane M.; 2d, very high
com. and high com., C. B. Pierce's Fannie, Trixie and Little Girl.
Com., C. F. Hathaway's Juia.

DACHSHUNDE.

—

Dogs: Win. Lceffler's Hnndesport Bergmann.
BULLDOGS—Dogs: 1st, Mohawk Kennels' Joker., Bitches:

1st, Woodward & Merrick's Duchess of Parnia.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Oveb 30lbs.-Do£/s: 1st, W. J. Bryson's
Dufferiu; 2d, M. Wilson's Kono. Bitches: 1st, F. W. Moulton's
Lady Melville.

SCOTCH TERRlERS.-lst, S. W. Skinner's Peppar.

FOX-TERRIERS -Open-Doss: 1st and 2d, Valens and La
Logos. Very high com., E. T. Webb's Dandy. Bitches: 1st, 2d
and com.. Oriole Kennels' Hillside Gaudy, Oriole Verona and
Biemton Rapture.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st. Blake & Herbertson's Sir
'.e\re; id _ -h t it! 1

r i W. High com., L.
Sigel's K. Belle.

TOY TERRIERS.— 1st, T. Phillips's Button; 2d, D. Boardman's
Viclorine. Very high com., Lake Shore Kennels' Nelly Vare.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Acme Kennels' Lord Nelson.
Bitches: 1st. Mohawk Kennels' champion Judy III.—Open—Dogs:
1st, Howard Bros.' Penrice; 2d, Eberhart. Pug Kennels' Eber-
hart's Cashier. Very high com. , Mohawk Kennels' Shugo. Com.,
Miss S. Gibson's Don. Bitches: 1st. and very high emu., Mohawk
Kennels' Rustic Queen atid Little Girl; 2d and very high com.,
Wwbftrt Pug Kennels' Mabel E. and Lad.v Timrman, Verv high

com., Howard Bros.' Sateen. Puppies: 1st, Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels' Sara Bernhardt,.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-Xtoys: 1st, Acme Kennels' Duke;
3d, Calumet Kennels' Calumet Bend 'Or. Bitches: 1st, Calumet
Kennels' Calumet Alice; 2d, Acme Kennels' Nell Gwynne II.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.-lst and 3d, Calumet Kennels' Calu-
met Cromwell and Calumet Rose.
FRENCH POODLES.-lst,C. W. Jarvis's Dany.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—1st, Chas. Lawrence's SchalHs; 2d,

F, C. Wheeler's Jewell.

MISCELLANEOUS.-lst, Blake and Herbertson's Nellie Gray.
SPECIALS.—Homeliest dog in show, Duchess of Parma. Best

dog entered by a gentleman, Cineinnatus. Best Irish water
spaniel, Barney C. Best nug from Jackson county, Don,
Handler of most dogs, Harry Goodman.

THE CHARLESTON SHO W. -[Special to Forest and
Stream.}—Charleston, S. C, Jan. 14.—The Charleston dog
show opened this morning with about 160 entries. The
class of dogs is very good. Many noted kennels are repre-
sented. W. S. Diffenderfer has five St. Bernards, J. A.
Logan ten fox-terriers. Ben Lewis and Ered Kirby are here
with about sixty well known regulars, including Geo.
Bush's spaniels, Dr. Eoote's terriers. Dr. Cryer's pugs. Set-
ters and pointers show up well. Judging commences at
12 M., and everything points to a successful show,—H. W.
Lacy.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

USSf Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lottery. By F. Joy, Detroit, Mich., for liver, white and ticked
pointer bitch, whelped July 5, 1890, by Wonderful Lad (champion
Lad of Bow—Lady Bell) out of Devonshire Lit (Devonshire Sain—
Lottee).
Joe Noble and Gcmnt. JVo7>f<s's Boy. By Joe Lewis, Canonsburg.

Pa., for black, white and tan English setter dogs, whelped April
21, 1890, by Count Noble out of Lewis's Fanny.

LUlie Novice and A gnes Novice,. By Joe Lewis, CanoDsburg, Pa.,
for lemon and white English setter bitches, whelped July 5, 1890,
by Redlight out of Lady Novice.

BRED.
ISf™ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

- Lady Eclipse—Berry, G. C. White's (Brinckerhoffville) collie
bitch Lady Eclipse (Davy Lindsay—Phyllis) to Hon. L. P. Morton's
Berry (Glen ), Oct. IB.

Lassie Bang—King of Kent. F. S. Webster's (Washington, D.
C.) pointer bitch Lassie Bang (Bang Bang—Tellie Doe) to Char-
lotteville Field Trial Kennels' King of Kent (Priam—Kent Baby),
Js n. 6.

Lass of Maine—Naso of Maim. F. Farnham's (Portland, Me.)
pointer bitch Lass of Maine (Graphic—Litta) to C. H. Newell'o
Na°o of Maine (Naso of Kippen—Dela), Jan. 1.

Monterey—Kino nf Kent. E. Dexter's (Obarlotteville.Va.) pointer
bitch Monterey to his King of Kent, Nov. 18.

Dew'iVs Fanny—Paul Gladstone. Joe Lewis's (Canonsburg, Pa.)
English setter bitch Lewis's Fanny to his Paul Gladstone, Decem-
ber. 1890.

Buffalo Lass-Buffalo Genered. A. W. Smith's (Buffalo, N. Y.)
black a^d tan terrier bitch Buffalo Lass (Punch—Young Luce) 1o
bis Buffalo General (Halifax General—Lady Lottie), Dec. 18.
Harp—Henmore Shamrock. Wm. Wise's (Boston, Mass.) Irish

setter bitch Harp (Sarsfleld— Mona) to F. L. Cheney's Henmore
Shamrock (Muskerry—Avoea), Dec. 29.

Peg IL—Onota Don. Dan Cowig's Irish setter bitch Peg II. (Snipe
—Fan) to F. L. Cheney's Onota Don (Chief—Bizreena), Jan 2.

WHELPS.
PW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Daisy. F. L. Cheney's (Pittsfieid, Mass.) Irish setter bitch Daisy
(Chief—Leigh Doane), Jan. 2, eight (five dogs), by Henmore Sham-
rock (Muskerry—Avoca).
Lady Eclipse. G. C. White's (Brinckerhoffville) collie bitch

Lady Eclipse, Dec. 13, eight (four dogs), bv Hon. L.P.Morton's
Berry (Glen ).

Rose Graphic. Chas. D. Roberts's (Dexter, Me.) pointer bitch
Rose Graphic (champion Graphic—White Rose). Dec. 30, seven
(five dogs), by Dr. H. K. Thatcher's Ben Adham (champion Rush
—Ervia).
Topsy NclUs-Obo. R. J. Miller's (Bid. Valley) cocker spaniel

bitch Topsy Nelles-Obo (Black Obo-Jet Nelles), Dec. 21, eleven
(three dogs), by his Black Joe II. (Jet—Bessie); three dead.
Fanny. Wm. A. Braggs's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch

Fanny (champion Bradford Harry—Daisy), Dec. 20, two (one dog),
by P. H. Coombs's champion Bradford Harry (Orawshaw's Bruce
—Beat's Lady).

SALES.
fW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

llford Chancellor. Fawn, with black points, mastiff dog, whelped
May 1.5, 18^5, by out of Breuda Secunda, by E. H. Moore, Mel-
rose, Mass., to Jas. W. Whitney. Rochester, N. Y.
Caution's Own Daughter. Light fawn mastiff bitch, whelped

May 5, 1889, by E. H. Moore, Melrose, Mass., to Jas. W. Whitney,
Rochester, N, Y
Lady Dorothij. Fawn mastiff bitch, by champion Orlando out

of Wunna, by E. H. Moore, Melrose, Mass., to Jas. W. Whitney,
Rochester, N. Y.
Lady Coleus. Fawn mastiff bitch, by out of Vistala, by E.

H. Moore, Melrose, Mass., to Jas. W. Whitney, Rochester, N, Y.
Minna Minting. Fawn mastiff bitch, by E. H. Moore, .Melrose.

Mass., to Jas. W. Whitney, Rochester, N. Y.
Count Noble—Lewis's Fanny whelps. Black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog Joe and black and white bitch pup, whelped April
21, 1890, by Joe Lewis, Canonsburg, Pa., to J. O'H. Denny, Ligonier,
Pa. „
Chas. S. Banks, Manchestor-by-the-Sea, Mass., to E. B. Conant,

Lowell, Mass., the following fox-terriers: Niua (Mixture -Shame),
Bones (Dusky Trap—Nina), Hillside Jaunty (Mixer—Jaunty), Bed-
lam (Mephisto—Trifle): two puppies, dog and bitch, by Biemton
Brawler (Biemton Rubicon—Biemton Bedlam) out of Bedlam
(Mephisto—Trifle), whelped Sept. 21, 1890; three puppies, one bitch
and two dogs, by Biemton Brawler out of Hillside .Jaunty (Mixer
—Jaunty), whelped Sept.. 7, 1890. To Geo. L. Hunness, Winches-
ter, Mass., fox-terrier dog Scud, by Bones (Dusky Trap—Nina) out
of Nina, (Mixture—Shame), whelped June 13, 1890, To Jean Gros-
venor, Beach Bluffs, Mass., one-third interest in one. fox-terrier
dog pup. by Biemton Brawler out of Hillside Jaunty, whelped
Sept. 7, 1890.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
B. B., Wellsville, N. Y.—1. Please tell me, through the columns

of your paper, of a wash or cure for eye of pointer pup which is

sore, running matter a very little each day. 2. How good is the
breeding of the English mastiff hitch Elnora Clotuihle, A. K. C.
S- B. 14224, sire Monarch (Major—Lady of Lyons) and dam Bridget
of Florin (Dare—Florence). Is she any relation to Fred Grant's
mastiffs? She was bred by G. K. Landers, Williamsport, Pa.
Am?. 1. Apply with a camel's hairbrush the following wash once a
day:

Argent.- nit — . . . gr. ij.

Aqua distil 5 i

2. While not first class no doubt the breeding is all right; better
write to W. Wade, Hulton, Pa.

tfy mtd ^heating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
THE annual meeting of the National Rifle Association was held

Jan. 13 at the Seventh Regiment Armory, Sixty-seventh street
and Park avenue. Gen. G. W. Wingate presided, and Capt. John
S. Shepherd was secretary. The Secretary's and Treasurer's reports
were read and approved, and ordered to be placed on file. On
motion of Capt. John S. Shepherd it was proposed to change the

|

date of the annual fall meeting from the second week of the
month of September to the first week of the same mouth, as at
nearly every one of the past meetings that has been held in the

|
second week most unfavorable weather for shooting has prevailed.
The motion was carried.
The board of directors, on a motion of Gen. Woodward, decided

to abolish the SOcah allowance on the Remington rifle as ur-
' necessary,: i

The following were then elected officers for the ensuing year:
Pres., Gen. G. W. Wingate; Vice-Pres., Gen. John B. Woodward;
Sec'y, Capt. John S. Shepherd; Treas., Capt. Leslie C. Bruce. Gen.
Charles F, Bobbins and Mr. James Duane were elected as an Ex-
ecutive Committee.
The nominations for directors to serve for three years were:

H. C. Brown, James Duane, George Shorkley, J. S. Shepherd and
L. C. Bruce. To serve for two years: C. W. Duffv, Richard
Oliver, George W. Rand and Walter G. Schuyler.
The Secretary's report was as follows:

New York. Jan. 13, 1891—Mr. President and Life Members of the
National Rifle Association: The following report of the transac-
tions of the Association for the past year is submitted by your
secretary.
The annual meeting was called in January, but no business was

transacted owing i o the want of a quorum. At the regular meet-
ing of the board of directors hold the following month, Gen. Geo.
W. Wingate was elected President; Capt. Leslie C. Bruce, Treas-
urer, and the Vice-President, Gen. John B. Wood ward, and the
Secretary were re-elected.
The range at Creedmoor was deeded to the State of New York

and the charge of the same was assumed by the proper authori-
ties on May 1, but as yet no work has been done toward making
the repairs and improvements that are so much needed. The an-
nual fall meeting was opened on Sept. 9, and in many respects it
was a satisfactory one; particularly pleasing was the fact that
not. a protest was entered. The team representing the State of
New York won the Inter-State match, nnd the Hilton trophy was
carried off by the representatives of the District of Columbia, its
team being the first one e^er sent from that section. A strong
team was sent by the State of New Jersey, and we have been in-
formed that these two teams will enter again at the next meeting.
The loss on the meeting was about S250. but that may be attrib-
uted entirely to the bad weather that prevailed during the last
two days, and I would suggest that an earlier date bo selected for
future meetings, and also that hereafter no allowance should be
given to the .50eal. Remington rifle, as it has been proven that it
is not required, and also because for years this has created a feel-
ing of discontent, among the visiting riflemen of oilier States. The
Qualificat'on, Marksman's Badge, and Sharpshooters' matches
have been well patronized by members of the. National Guard. The
expense of conducting them has been increased, owing to the new
system of qualification adopted by the State requiring a greater
number of matches during the season. Undoubtedly a more lib-
eral policy on the part of the State in supplying transportation
and ammunition for the troops would increase tbe attendance at
the range and at the same time benefit the Guard by rendering
efficient men who perhaps knew little, or nothing of the use of the
weapon with which they are armed. I have to acknowledge the
receipt, of valuable prizes from Messrs. Tiffany & Co., Messrs.
Benedict Bros.. Mr. J. H. Steward of London, and the staff of the
first and second brigades, also of the following named papers: the
American Field, the Army and Navy Journal, the Fobest and
Stream, the Spirit oj Ho Vimes iho " ' and Fishing, Turf, Field
and Farm, ana the Volunteer Service Gazette.
The treasurer's report shows a balance on hand Jan. 1 of

$1,078.40, with no oufstandi ng debts, and. we have in addi I ion a, just
claim for g I . . n-1 the military fund of the. State for the use
of the range, to May 1 and for money expended by the Association
for labor and supplies prior to that date.

John S. Shephkiio. See'y.

BOSTON, Jan. 10.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its
regular shoot to-day. A perfect winter day favored them with
fine conditions, and high scores in all the. matches was the result,
especially Snyder's 90, off-hand, and Francis's 115, at rest. W. G.
Hussey wins the bronze victory medal and the bronze and silver
membership badges. FoUowing are to-day's scores, distance
2'mvns., -.famliu-d (Vni^ri^Rti ! arize

t

All-Comer^ f fit-Hand Match.
SOSnvder .. 90 M T Day 74 A Winchester 66
I B Thomas 75 F S Ham .73 J B Hobbs 64
WHawley 74 D Martin TO J C Bragg 1.0

All-Comers' Rest Match.
ABLoring 108 ANGunn 99 J French 92MR Barter 104 M T Day 98 D Martin 92
AS Hunt 99 W Peters SG JB Hobbs 82

Pistol Match—SOYds.W Charles 87 S C Sydney 85
On next Tuesday, at 5:30 P. M.. the association will held its

annual meeting at. the Hotel Thorndike for election of officers,
and at the close of the business meeting, at 6:30 P. M., the annual
dinner will be served, and the prizes won during 1890 will be pre-
sented to the winners.

A REMINGTON PICTURE AT CONLIN'S.-Mr. G. C. WrighL
the artist, has just completed a copy of one of Frederic Reming-
ton's most famous paintings. Mr. Remington is one. of the fore-
most painters of frontier life, and in view of the present promi-
nence given to Indian affairs, the picture referred to is of special
interest. It represents a group of four men, one dead, the others
wounded and in desperate straits. Standing on a mound, thoy
have a rude barricade of their dead horses, and the Indians in

the distadce are circled about them, probably making ready for
another charge. It is on exhibition at Conlin's shooting gallery,
northwest corner of Broadway and Thirty-first street, and can be
seen daily between the hours of 10 A. M. and 12 P. M. In add ition to
this there are many objects of interest to the sportsman, includ-
ing the best collection of records of shooting in America. A go-
as-you-please rifle match will commence Jan. 12 and end Jan. 28,
for elegant gold medal.—James S. Conlin.

NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB. Jan. 9—The New York Rifle Club
held a handicap club contest at their headquarters, 12 St. Mark's
Place, this evening, fifty-eight entries beiug received altogether.
Some very good scores were ptxt up, and the results attained show
that the handicaps, as allotted by the executive committee and
based on last year's averages, will need but little correction for
some time to come. The best score for each man, including his
handicap, was as follows: T. J. Dolan, scratch, 242; T. J. Lloyd, 5
points, 241; J. Duane, 7 points, 339; Dr. E. R. Ohadbourn, " noint",
338; \ . B. Daly, 7 points. 337; M. Herrington. 1 point, 230; C. E.
Genscb, 2 points, 236; C.C.King, 5 point", 234; Dr. Can troll, 12
points, 234; J. W. Danuefelser, 13 points. 230; E. B. Barker, 5 points,
237. The conditions were, any 22cal. rifls, 10 shots, off-hand, regu-
lar German ring target, 250 points- The off-hand match outdoors
should have begun on Jan. 1 at Wissei's Cypress Hill Park, but
tbe fog made shooting an impossibility. Twenty competitions will
take place under the following conditions: Ten shots off-hand on
a standard American target, reentries allowed, distance 200yds.
The prizes wil I be. bronze, silver and gold medals, to be won on ten
scores of 75 or better, and of 85 or better, respeetivelv. An ex.tr*
prize will be awarded to the marksman making the highest score
during the season.

ZETTLER EXPERTS.—Some excellent shooting was done on
the range of the Zettler Rifle Club, 331 Bowery, on Tuesday even-
ing, Jan. 5, by six of the club's members, in the regular medal
and prize competition. Bach man shot his full allowance of five
targets, or 50 shots, and at the end of the contes t if was discovered,
that not one of the 300 shots fired had hit outside of the Sin. bulls-
eye, a performance which has never been equalled, either in the
gallery or on the long range. The scores of the six marksmen
were as follows:
J A Boyken 240 244 245 246 242 1,217 243.40

M Dorder 245 243 245 246 246 1,225 245 00
LFlach 241 247 243 241 249 1,221 244.20
HHolees 245 239 242 240 243 1,208 241 ."0

B Zettler 233 237 239 343 240 1.191 238.20
CG Zettler 236 242 243 241 240 1,202 240.40
This gives a total of 7,364 out of a possible 7,500, an average of

242.13 to the score. The other results were: Record match for the
championship medal—II. Becker 240. R.. Busse 235, F. Fabarius
223. 0. Fraenkle 232, G. Klein bub 236, F. Lindklost er 243, F. Ross
331. At a meeting which followed it was decided to accept the
challenge of the California Scbuetzen Club. The club will enter
two teams in the cup shoot of the Our Own Rifle Club of Newark.

REVOLVER SCORES.—The members of the New York Pistol
and Revolver Club put up some good scores at their range at 12
St. Mark's place on Saturday evening, Jan. 10. The new Zettler
amateur target for pistol aud rifle shooting was used for the first
time and found general favor. It is a 10-ring target, 8inT in
diameter, with Mm, in center, \%'n. bullseye, and 13

S2in. rings,
numbered 10 to 1 from center to circumference. In I fie revolver
match the scores were as follows: IsbeD., .32eal.S. & VV., 51 out,

of the 60; A. Stein. .Meal. S. & W., 55; H. Pehl, .38ca,l. S. & W., 49;

F. Hacking. ,38caL S. & W., 45; V. B. Daly, .Meal. S. & W., 40. In
shooting with the pistol R. Busse scored 49 with a .22cal. Stevens
of German make and M. Herrington 51 with a ,22cal. Stevens,
Gould model.

QTJEENS, L. I., Jan. 7.—The continuous match at the range of
the Queens Athletic Club, to test the 22cal. short cartridge at the
distance of 115yds., has been started. The. following scores have
been made so far: H. Merrick 126, W. Losee 120, R A. [ClgaaiB tlli
T. Hamilton 77, I, S. Hend rick son. 75.
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SCHfJETZEN OFFICERS.-The New York Schuetzen Oorps
held it3 annual meeting and elect.ion of officers at their head-
quarters, 94 Forsyth street., on Friday evening, Jan. 9. The re-
ports of the secretary and treasurer showed that the corps had
taken a lively interest in the sport of ride shooting during the
pist year, and that the treasury is in a healty condition. The
subsequent election of officers was in some instances very closely
contested nud resulted as follows: Captain, F. Cook; bec'y, B.
Kamm; Fin. See'y, A. J. Christen: Cor. See'y, M. von Dmgelow;
First Suootine Mister, B. Zettler: Second Shooting Master, J.

Tholke.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream-, and furnished gratis to club
accrctaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested, to write on one side of the paper only.

CHICACO TRAP SHOOTERS.
Watson's Park, Burnside, 111., Dec. 18.—Score made to-day by

'•i. • leartaorn Gun Ohio. Illinois State rules:
G Kleinman. .103111102111010—11 J A R Ell iott.. 131212113111222- 15

GE Wi Hard...032012111321121—13 B Rock .111111023110310-13
A Kleinman. 111111131111231—15 Cap Anson . . . .112330112312120-13
G Airey 111112100111211-12 Ike Watson. . .321321221221120-14
J E Price 113313011311321—14
A. Kleinman woo medal.
Same day, Peoria blackbirds: Abo Kleinman 17, Geo. Kleinman

20. Goo. Airey 16.

Deo. 19.—Geo. Hoffman vs. Cap Anson, at 50 each: Hoffman 30,
Anson 43.

Dee SG.—W. P. Mnssey and Dr. J. M. Hutchinson vs. C. D. Gam-
mon and C. B. Dicks;
Mussey... . 2011331112312221020-1221 1 1212.3112.31222221122211222-47
Hutchinson .21120212101 l2O332lO20:-0O00:Jl3332211321 132112002310-37—M
Gammon 2122121312002 L23122211 11011013111 11 311122211022222- 45
Dicks 2210212223211.! 330111 20022 J. J. 1020211 200 1121321 111 31222—41—86
Dec. 87.—The Gun Club, Illinois State rules:

R B Wadsworth. . . .2121023222 -0 H Foss 1121011222-8
EMSteck 1031131311—9 Wells 3121031312—9
B Rock J 110111 111—9 ATTorkington 1220111123—9
Price 11 12203132- -9 Williams 2110233323-0
G L Deifer 1012212211—9
Ties won by Sieek with 16 straight.
Jan. J.—Forester Gun Club, American Association rules:

Ab Price 2121211 1 1 112132— lfl Ed Price 211311331331021—14
Walter Price . .101111131.013110-1 3 J Q

' Bri en 3202221 21122001—12
Same day at 20 Peoria blackbirds:

Ab Priee..0w0m01111011100110-I2 Ed Steck.. 101111111101111 11110-17W Price..OlllOOUlOlOlOltlOOOO— 9 .1 O'Brien.llllllOllOllOOl 11000-13
Ja.n. 6'.—Chicago Shooting Club. Illinois State rules:

Geo Kleinman....111211121.112—12 -Cap Anson 112331333102—11
R B Wadsworth. .012211112111—11 Skinner 101.211111121-11
M J Eieh 112111111111-12 B Rock 311130301103- 9
HEhlers 110102222131—10
Same day, at 25 Peoria blackbirds;

Geo Kleinman 1111111110010111010010011-18
R. B Wadsworth .00011 tOlOlOl 101 1 10111 1111-17
Cap Anson 1111111011010111001111.1 11—20M J Eich 0111111001111111111111011—21

RAVELRIGG

.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 5.—Quite a nice little party met at Majc-
saw-ba grounds at Davis, Ind., last Saturday, and indulged in
pigeon shooting. As announced earlier to occur, the Mus^ev
'Stevens 1

' match was shot, 100 birds, $100, and a very close race 'it

was, in view of the 6-birds handicap conceded by Mr. Mussev.
The latter won, shooting in very clever style throughout. His gun
was a 10-gauge Daly, Mr. "Stevens" shooting a 13-giuge Daly.
The score:
R C Stevens..l22U0011 22202221 01 2212002031212022222222010i:01101

20210320212212022200132220221021.2220000o201122.3301—74
Handicap 6—80W P Musse y. 122 1232321032110221221201121222q2233233333 1 1203310

1222111o31o210 121002201 Oil 1 J 130 121 1122 1 l0iO213o211- H
The birds were a strong lot.
During the same meeting Mr. Mussey and Mr. C. B. Dicks were

to shoot off their tie, 50 birds, $50, and this was begun. At the
12th bird, however, Mr. Dicks's gun, a 10-gague Parker, lifter ac-
tion, got out of order and he was obliged to use a strange gun.
Not getting one that fitted him, he was at the 20th and 30th hole
SO badly off that Mr. Mussey very geuerously refused t.o go on
with the match, which will be shot at a later day. E. Hough.

MERCER GUN CLUB.
GOTTEN up at short notice and without proper advertising the

three days' tournament held at Trenton, N. J., last week,
under the auspices of this club, was not the success that was
hoped for by the management. The weather was delightful and
the live birds furnished were of a superior quality, but the large
number of shooters looked for failed to materialize. In no event
were there over 15 entries and these were composed mostly of
local talent. Among the contestants from other sections were
"Dory" Pearson, of Clinton, N. J.: Milton L'ndsiey and his estim-
able wife, who shoots under the iwm dc fusil of "Wanda;" Dan
Terry and "Tee Kay" Keller, of Plainfield;' Leon Grant and Miles
Johnson, of Robbinsville: Wm. Green, "Hollis," of Kearney, N.
J.; and James Beebe, of Romulas, N. Y. The Mercer Club boasts
of a large membership, but, as is the case invariably at a club
tournament, few were found to lend a willing hand, and the work
devolved on Messrs. Zwerlein, Updegrove, Fox and Williams,
assisted by T. H. Keller. Live birds were ust-d entirely on the
last two days, the birds being retrieved by Mahlon Fox's Irish
setter Nellie in a rapid and clever manner. Friday, the last dav,
opened with two events at live birds, the programme winding up
with events at Standard-Keystone targets. A match at live birds
was shot on Wednesday between Josh Collins, a veteran trap-
shot, aud Chris Huber, both of Trenton, the old man winning the
money, as the score below shows. The club intend to give a four
days' tournament in the spring, which will be properly adver-
tised, and they hope for better success.
First Dan. Jan. '/.—Regular event No. 1, 4 live birds, S3 entrance,

2 moneys, modified Hurlingham rules governing: Tee Kav 4, C.
Zwerlein 4, Joe Camp 4, Ed Updegrove 3, D. Terry 3, M. Fox 3.

Theo. Pierson 1.

No. 2. same conditions, 3 moneys: Terry 4, A. Turford 4, M. Fox
3, T. Pierson 3, E. Updegrove 3, C. Zwerlein 3, L.Grant 3. Joe
Camp 2, Miles Johnson 2, Tee Kay 2. Tie for second shot miss and
out in next event and div. by Pierson and Zwerlein.
No. 3, same conditons: Joe Camp 4, Turford 4, Fox 3, Pierson 3,

Tee Kay 3. Zwerlein 3, Johnson 3, Grant 3, Hill 3, Terry 2, Upde-
grove 1- Ties for second shot off miss and out In next- event and
div. by Fox, Zwerlein, Johnson and Hill.
No. 4, same conditions: Fox 4, Zwerlein 4, Johnson 4, Turford

4, Hill 4, Pierson 3, Updegrove 3, Tee Kay 3, Terry 3, Camp 2
Grant 2.

Match at 10 birds, S20 a side, 25yds. rise, one barrel, gun below
the elbow: J. Collins 4, Chris Huber 3.

Regular event No. 5, 4 birds. $3 entrance, 3 moneys: Hill 4, D.
Walton 4, Pierson 3, Updegrove 3, Zwerlein 3, Terry 2, Cami) 2,
B. Kuser 3, Fox 2. Third shot off miss and out and won by Terry
killing 6.

Regular No. 6, miss and out, $1 entrance: Turford 3, Zwerlein
2, Fox 2, Pierson 1.

Thursday. Jan. 8.—Regular No. 1, miss and out, $1: Joe Camp 5,
Updegrove 5, Williams 4, Fox 1, Zwerlein 1.

Regular No. 2. 4
-

birds, S3 entrance. 3 moneys: Zwerlein 4. M.
Johnson 4, Lindsley 3, Fox 3, Camp 3, Pierson 3, Huston 3, Wanda
2, Goeke 2, Tee. Kay 1. Updegrove 1,

Regular No. 3, miss and out, SI: Zwerlein 5, Camp 5, Maddock
5, Goeke 5, M. Johnson 4, Tee Kay 3, Lindslev 2, U

Regtilai: No. 4, 6 oirds. $5 entrance. 3 moneys: Lindsley 6,
Zwerlein 6, C. Huston 6, Goeke 5. Joe Camp 5, Pierson 5, Fox 4,
Johnson 4, Updegrove 3. Ties divided.
Regular No. 5, 6 birds, 85 entrance, 3 moneys: Zwerlein 6,

Lindsley 5, Huston 5, Ed Hill 5, Pierson 4, Wanda 4, Goeke 4, M.
Johnson 4, Fox 3.

Regular No. 6, 4 birds, $3 entrance, 2 moneys: Lindslev 4, Zwer-
lein 4, Camp 4. Hill 3, Fox 2, Pierson 1.

Regular No. 7, miss and out, SI: Zwerlein 9, Fox 8, Joe Camp 8,
Pierson 7, Updegrove 4.

Friday, Jan. 9.—Regular No. 1, 4 live birds, $3 entrance, 2
money: Lindsley 4, Zwerlein 4, Tee Kay 3, Fox 3, Hollis 2, Pier-
son 2, Wanda 1.

Regular No. 2, same conditions: Zwerlein 4, Joe Camp 4, Linda-
ley 3, Tee Kay 3, F-.x 3. Hollis 2. Wanda 2, Pierson 3.
Regular No. 3, 10 Keystones, 3 traps, unknown angles, A. S. A.

rules, SI entrance, 4 moneys: Ed. Hill 8, J. B. Cleaver 8, Fox 7. J.
W. Evans 7, J. A. Camp 6, C. L. Terry 6, Grant. 6, J. Beebe 5, Tee
Kay 5, Lindsley 4, Zwerlein 3, W. Elbert 3, T. Pierson 3. Ties div.
Regular No. 4, 10 Keystones, SI entrance, 4 moneys, 3 traps, un-

known angles: Tee Tay 10, Lindsley 9, Fox 9, Zwerlein 8, Miles

Johnson 8, Cleaver 8, Hill 8, Evans 8, Camp 7, Elbert 7, Terry 7,

Grant 6, Huston 5, Beebe 4.

Regular No. 5, 10 Keystones, $1 entrance, 4 moneys: Fox 10,

Lindsley 9, Hill 9, M. Johnson 9, Tee Kay 8 Evans 8, Elbert 8,

Goeke 8, Zwerlein 7. Cleaver 7, Terry 7, Camp 6, Howell 6, Grant 6

Regular No. 6, 10 Keystones, $1 ent.rantve, 3 moneys: Tee Kay 9,

Lindslev 7, Cleaver 7, Evans 7, Howell 7, Fox 6, Elbert 6. Terry 6,

Hill 5, Camp 5, Goeke 3.

Regular No. 7, 15 single Keystones, $1,50 entrance: Hill 14,

Howell 12, Evans 12, Lindsley 11, Fox 11, Cleaver 11, Terry 9, Goeke
9, Beebe 9, Tee Kay 9. Mercer.

RIGGOTT—DAVENPORT.—The second match between Louis
T. Davenport, of Brooklyn, and John Riggott, of Rockaway, N. J.,

took place on the 13th at Dexter Park, Long Island. Promineut
sportsmen from all sections were there, and the spectators must
have numbered 500. A more lovely day for such a contest could
not have been asked for, the air was crisp and there was just
enough of a breeze to carry smoke from the gun. The birds were
a magnificent lot, especially the first 100. Of these Davenport got
a shade the worst of it, with some hard luck to boot. Riggot did

not appear to good advan tage in the early part of the match, and
shot in anything but ,lis usual form. Some of the birds scored to

him as lose should have been killed. However, the majority of
the lost birds scored by either gentlemen would have, been no dis-

grace to any one. At the twentieth round it looked very much as
though. Davenport was to have a walkover, as he then led by 4

birds and was shooting in grand form. On the 40th round he led

by one bird only, and when on the 50th bird his favorite Lefever
broke down he was tempted to forfeit the match.
After an intermission of 20 minutes the match was resumed,

Davenport having borrowed a 12-gauge Smith that fitted him. lie
did good execution with it and worked hard to overcome Riggot'a
lead, but it was of no avail. Riggot had evidently warmed to his

work, for he made a run of 30 straight, not missing until his 76th
round. From then out the men wore about even, the match end-
ing on the 97th bird. There were many pretty kills made by both
gentlemen that provoked rounds of applause, and the match from
the firing of the first gun was highly Interesting. The grounds at

Dexter Park are perfect ones for live-bird shooting, the back-
ground being particularly good, and if they were more easy of
access they would tie largely patronized by New York and New
Jersey shooters. Mr. J. Pentz refereed the match, T. H, Keller
acting as scorer, Mr. Davenport being Handled and advised by fir.

Wynii and Charles Wingate, Mr. Riggot being assisted by Frank
Class; modified Hurlingham rules governing.
Davenport 1112030ii!3222012222212002—20

030201232331 31o03333o0300 -10
113031 13o 1 :! 1 20201 12 1 1 11110- 11)

211112013 1
J 1331111.231 2w —21—76

Second barrel used 19 times for safety; load used, Bclmlue
powder in Rynoch shells, loaded by V. L. & D., same in both bar-
rels.
Riggot 2221 ' 1 02 , 1 222 1 3( N 1.3 100(13233- 1

7

2222221 1222 1 2 0 «33l >2< 122222- 21

21222223221 1 2222322322223 -2;S

020220231 133330311 1031 w —17—80
Second barrel used 42 times for safely. Load used, first barrel,

American wood loaded in Climax shells; second barrel, Laflin &
Rand, FFFG in Climax shells.

SCOTCH PLAINS, N. J.—The little gun club that has been in
existence for some years had its final shoot on Saturday after-
noon, Jan. 10 The club grounds have been situated midway be-
tween the village of Scotch Plaus and Fan wood, a station on the
Central Railroad of New Jersey. Interest in the sport has been
on the wane for some time past among the members, and as a
number of enthusiast** have recently moved to the village of Fan-
wood and were desirous of starting a club, it was thought best- to
dissolve our little club and join hands with the new organization.
The new grounds are to be located near the station and weekly
shoots are to be held. It is hoped t hat the new club will prosper
and have a long life. The following were the scores in total made
made in four sweepstakes at 10 Keystone targets, thrown from one
trap, at unknown angles:
J Beebe 8 9 8 7 GVoehl 6 6 7 ..

Tee Kav 8 7 9 9 Moore 5 2 4 1

I) Terry 8 6 8 6 W Darby 9 4
L Mcintosh 8 8.. .. J Pentz 6 3
D Darby 7 9 8 7 Gibbs 0 .. .;

Robinson 0 3 9 6 Drake 6 4 . . .

.

Trust 688.. Central.
NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 10—The South Side Gun Club held their

first weekly shoot of 1891, and as their regular programme had
not been arranged they passed their time away by shooting
sweeps, 10 bluerocks, $1, and a very poor showing they made to
start the year with: No. 1: Hobart 7. Thomas 3, Orton 3, J. H.
Terrill 5, Brientnall 9, Whitehead 7. No. 2: Hobart 9, Thomas 5,

Orton 2, J. H. Terrill 4, Brientnall 6, Whitehead 6 No. 3: Hobart
8, Brientnall 4, Thomas 8. No. 4: Hobart 7. Brientnall 8. Thomas
6, Orton 3. No. 5: Brientnall 8, Thomas 3, Hobart 10, Whitehead
9, Orion 6, J. H. Terrill 5. No. 6: Brientnall 5, Thomas 7, Hobart
9, Whitehead 8, Orton 3. No. 7: Hobart. 9, Brientnall 8, Thomas 9,

Whitehead 8. Orton 6, J. K. Terrill 7. No. 8: Hobart 8, Brientnall
6, Thomas 7, Whitehead 7. J. H. Terrill 4. No. 9: Brientnall 9,
Whitehead 8, Hobart 7, Thomas 8. No. 10: Brientnall 8, White-
head 7, Thomas 7. If the South keep on making such scores they
will have to have an electrician on their grounds.—Henry Max.
CLAREMONT SHOOTING GROUNDS, Jan. 10—Events at

10 bluerocks, 50 cents entry:
Sigler 9 9 9 10 8 10 9 10 Tathani.... 7 6 3 4 8

Muller ... . 8 10 9 10 10 10 .. .. Bishop 10 8 8 9

Simpson... 6 3 6 7 8 8.... Hathaway... 7 9 6 7 9 9 7
Lindsley... 8 8 9 8 10.. 7 9 Osterhout 9 7 8 9 7 4
Allan 9 8 8 4 6 Evans 9 6 7 5
Live birds, 4 birds, $3 entry:

Sigler 1022—3 Pierson _ 1211—4
Miller 1311—4 Allan 1012—3
Lindsley 2212-4 Hathaway 2020-2
Simpson U21—4 Evans 2011-3

THE VETERANS.—Capt. A. H. Bogardus made an attempt at
Elkhart, Tuesday, Jan. 6, to beat Dr. Carver's record of 1,000 tar-
gets in thirty-four minutes. His guns worked badly and he
stopped after shooting 510 in seventeen minutes. He shot at. 533
and missed 23. This beats Dr. Carver on the 500 record. Captain
John L. Brewer, the wing shot, is anxious to meet J. A. R. Elliott,
of Kansas City. Some seem impressed with the idea that Brewer
insisted on shooting for gate money. This Brewer denies, and
states that he never mentioned the subject of gate money 10
Elliott while he was here in the East. Brewer's original proposi-
tion was to shoot one or three matches at not less than 100 birds
each match, the stakes to be $1,000 a side, with an outside wager
of any amount up to $5,000. The only clause Brewer insisted on
was that the matches wereto take place on some ground within
100 miles of New York.

THE NEW TRAP ASSOCIATION.—Upon the ruins of the de-
funct American Shooting Association a number of prominent
manufacturers and dealers in guns and trap-shooting parapher-
nalia are about to form an association to be known as the Inter-
State Manufacturers and Dealers' Association. The object of the
Association is to give an impetus to and foster the sport of trap-
shooting throughout the country. It is proposed to hold one or more
tournaments each month in different sections East and West.
The Association will manage the meeting and give the proceeds
of the affair to the local club for whose benefit it is held, and the
club is expected to apply the same to the maintenance of a per-
manent shooting club. The American Shooting Association,
which was dissolved recently, did much in the two years of its
existence to encourage the sport by giving a number of tourna-
ments, but devoted the profits to its own fund. The first tourna-
ment will probably be held at Detroit .in March; the second at
New London, Conn., i» April: another at Washington in May,
and in June at Saratoga Surings, Other tournaments will be held
in the South and West.
MISS ANNIE OAKLEY.—Editor Forest aud Stream: As every-

body knows, the news of Miss Annie Oakley's death is a Parisian
"fake," why started or how no one seems to know, and the load of
gloom dumped into the hearts of her admirers and friends is now
buried under an avalanche of joy. I could not believe that the
little lady had been taken away, but when I got a letter from
Frank Butler yesterday (Jan. 10), dated Dec. 80, which was given
as the date of Miss Oakley's death, my fingers trembled while I
broke the seal, fearful that the sad news might be true, but
no, he says Miss Oakley is as well as possible, walking ten miles a
day in search of game, with an appetite something like that of a
starved Indian. They have been visiting Wm. Graham, the Eng-
Ush trap shot, well known here, who keens a hotel at Ashford,
Kent. He also leases 1000 acres of shooting, over which he and
his famous guests have been having grand sport. Mr. Butler
tells me that Miss Oakley and himself have more invitations to
shoot in company with the titled gentry than they could possibly
accept, and are booked for enough visits to keep them busy until
the season closes, when in all probability they wiU return to
America.—Piers (Ellieott City, Md.).

CLEVELAND, p., Jan. 8.—It was a genuine, old-fashioned case
of snow blindness that affected the members of the Cleveland
Gun Club this afternoon. The poor shooting couldn't belaid to
the weather, for that was perfect. 11. certainly wasn't, the fault
of the wind, for there was no wind, and so it must have beon the
snow which dazzled the eyes of the marksmen and caused them
to miss birds they were sure they had "a perfect line on." It was
the first contest under the new rules, and Upson celebrated the
event by everlastingly smashing all but one of his 25 into small
bits. He met the targets in the center and did not win by chip-
ping off a piece here and there, but by smashing the whole thing
to flinders. Rudolph was next in order with a score of 18, and
when the 17s finished L. O. Jones pulled out with the third badge.
"Fritz" won the second. After the club shoot the members
divided for a team shoot at 9 hirds each. "Fritz" has the honor
of breaking his 9 straight, while Upson and Tamblyn followed
with 8 each. The following are the scores of the shoots:

Club Shoot.
Tamblyn 17 Coryell 11 Fritz 16
Elworthy 17 Harris 9 L O Jones 17
Upson 24 Williams 17 Flick 14
Alberts 12 Sards 11 Holt W
Rudolph 18

Team Shoot,
Hendershot 0111100H—6 Babcock 010111101-6
Rudolph 010110111-6 Upson 111111011—8
Jones ..1I1O0O111—6 Tamblyn 110111111—8
Holt 110110111-7 Elworthy 011011011—fi

Ru ttz 001000 111—4—20 Fritz 111111 111-9- -37

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan. 10.—At the regular meet this week
of the WoroesterJSportsmen's Club, at Coal Mine Brook Range,
the principal event was the continuation of the merchandise com-
test begun last spring. Each man has a possible 25 clay-pigeons
at each contest. The work of the meet this week in detail of each
man who had 15 or more follows:
G J Rugg 1111111110111111111010111-22
A B Burbank 1111111111111101110101111—22
E T Smith .... Oil 1 1 1 1001 1 1 1 11001 1 11 1 111-22
Cbas Forehand 11101)111 1 Of 1 1 11 10J 1001111—19
M 1) Gitmoro 11101110111111111010110101-18
C P. Hoiden .1010101111111101110111000-17
E D Knowles 1111101111011110001011100-17
Fred Forehand 010111 1 0110001111 lOn II 1 1 1—r.

W RDean 1110110110001111101101110-16
A R Bowdish lOllllOllOiOOlOlOllllOfMl—15
'

,

'

1

' I : :22,< .I',]. 1:W S Davis 101 1 1 1 ( 1010011 1 1 1 01 Of ill 1 1 01—15
C A Parker 0000110111011100110111110—15
E FSwan 10101101100111110100111110—15
The totals of the. other men in the event were: Charles Cromp-

ton 14. A. B. F. Kenny 13, H. W, Webber 12, W. Brown 8. James
Dougherty h, Harry Moore 5.

MANHATTAN GUN CLUB OF N. Y.-Regular monthly shoot.
Jan. 7, Dexter Park, L. I.:

R. Sch mitt 1101000—3 H Bailer 1.001111.-5
M Lichtenberger. 1011101-5 J A Hoffmann OlOUOO—

3

Aug Lucas 0001011—3 J Beier 0101110—4
O Mcsserschmitt 111(1011—5 J N Genninch lOllUOl-t
HLambrecht 1101101—5 Eible 0111110—5
H Flegenheiraer 1001110-4 Jos Sc brick 1000011-3

J. A. IIofeman, Sec.

SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB.-At the annual meeting of the
South Side Gun Club, held Jan. 8, 1891, the following were elected
officers of the club: E. L. Phillips, President; W. R. Hobart, Sec-
retary-Treasurer; R. II. Breintnall, Asha Whitehead and Isaac H.
Terrill, Governing Committee.—W. R. Hobart.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 10.—A large number of the "old
timers" attended the weekly shoot of the Wellington Gun Club
to-day. and the weather conditions were all they could desire, and
as a consequence several good scores were made. In the cup
match, at 14 singles and 5 pairs standards, Dill. Stanton and
Wheeler tied with 22 each, and in the shoot off Sranton won. The
other sco es were: Leslie, Gore and Bowker .31; Black, Cowee and
Bond 20; Bradbury, Perry and Meleher 19; Gale' and Archibald 18;
Sanborn 17; Derrick, Stone and Swift 16; 'Warren and Bradstreet
15. A special match was shot at 15 bluerocks, 15 unknown angles,
and 5 pairs bluerocks, the prize being a silver mustard pot. In
this match Bowker, Black and Leslie tied on 38 each, and in the
shoot off Black won by breaking 14 out of 15, to 13 for Leslie and
12 for Bowker.

SPENCER SPORTSMEN'S CLUB, Lyons, N. Y.-Dates of
meetings and shoots for the year 1891, contests for club trophies
on these dates, all members may participate, strangers are
alwavs welcome: Jan. 3, In, 30; Feb. 18,27; March 13, 27; April 10,
34: May S, .33; June 5, 19; July 3, 17, 31; Aug. 14, 38; Sep. 11. 35; Oct. 9.

30: Nov. 6, 30; Dec. 4, 18. Snoots begin at 1:30 P. M. Meetings called
at 3 P. M.—R. J. Parshall, Sec'y pro tern.

PHILADELPHIA CLUBS—The regular stated meeting of the
Frankford Gun Club was held on the 8th inst. The following
officers were elected to serve for the year 1891: President, D. D.
Mercer; Vice-President, O. Mehrer: Secretary, Ed. Beck; Treas-
urer, A. Wtngert; Field Captain, ijj. Dawson; Assistant Field Cap-
tain. H. Longhead; Official Scorer, T. Riding; Trustees, H. Long,
John Crouther and B. Bourne . . . The Frankford Rifle Club elected
the. following officers Jan. 9: President, A. Holf Gilmore; Vice-
President, Charles L. Swope; Secretary, J ere McDonough; Treas-
urer, Joseph Shock..,.The Germantown Gun Club, of German-
town, at its recent annual meeting elected the following officers
fox the ensuing year: Thomas Ballentine, President; Emanuel
Gilbert, Vice-President; C. Vogelsang, Secretary; James Royds,
Treasurer; Harry Thurman, Field Captain; John W. Ericsson,
Official Scorer; Benj. Royds, Horoas Lutz and John W. Ericsson,
Executive Committee. The reports of the secretary and treasurer
show that the club is out of debt and in good financial circum-
stances.

NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 6.—The Woodside Gun 'Club held its
annual meeting this evening, and laid out a big programme for
the year's shooting. Hereafter the regular members' badge shoot
will be held on the first Tuesday of each month, and on the last
Tuesday of each month there will be an open-to-all shoot, when
visitors can either enter the sweeps or shoot practice scores,
targets being charged for at the rate of two and one-half cents
apiece. The club badges will be five in number and will be
awarded for the five best averages during the year. The follow-
ing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Prest., Myer
Fuerth; See.-Treas., Ernest O. Geoffrey; Governing Committee,
Carl Von Lengerke, E. O. Geoffroy and Myer Fuerth. The initia-
tion fee has been raised to $5.

RED BANK, N. J., Jan. 9 —The Riverside Gun Club held their
annual meeting to-night, and Edmund W. Throckmorton was
elected president, Timothy Davis vice-president, John Cooper
secretary and treasurer, and Millard F. Cornwell captain. Ar-
rangements were made to shoot a team shoot on Jan. 30 at Free-
hold under the following conditions: Teams of 14 men from the
Freehold, New Brunswick. Dayton and Riverside clubs; each
club has put up $10, and a suitable prize was purchased yesterday;
said prize to be owned by the winner; each man to shoot at 20
bluerocks, American Shooting Association rules to govern the
contest. The regular shoot of the Riverside Club was not held
to-day on account of the death of David Belshaw, a member.

BROOKLYN, Jan. 7.—The members of the Fountain Gun Olnb
held their fiist shoot of the season at WoodlawnPark, Gravesend,
L. I., to-day, and some fine shooting was witnessed by the large
crowd present. L. Davenport especially distinguished himself by
killing 37 out of 38 birds shot at. In the regular club shoot 13
members entered and were handicapped according to their several
classes; each man to shoot at 7 birds, modified Hurlingham rules
to govern. Dr. Shields, C. Williams, R. Phister, Jr., C. B. Fisher
and L, Davenport kifled 7 each, which was a good commencement
on their average for the year. As no special prize was offered for
the winner, the tins were not shot off. The score of to-day's shoot
was: Dr. Shields 7, C. Williams 7, W. Levens 6, R. Phister. Jr. 7,
C. B. Fisher 7, J. E. Lake 5, H. W. Biattmacher 6, W. F. Boetcher
5, J. B. Voorhees 4. W. H. Loomis 6, L. T. Davenport 7, E. H. Gar-
rison 4, W. A. Allen 6. In a sweepstake shoot that followed 10 en-
tered, to shoot at 5 birds each, all ties miss and out: L. T. Daven-
port, Dr. Shields, E. H. Garrison, W. F. Boetcher and W. Levens
killed all their birds and tied for first money. On shooting off
Davenport and Shields killed 3 more each and divided first prize.
C. B. Fisher took second money with 4 killed, and Dr. Van Sile
took third prize with 3 killed out of 5.

Jan. 8.—The members of the Unknown Gun Club turned out at
Dexter Park to-day for their first monthly shoot of the season.
Twenty-one shooters went to the traps to compete for the club
medal and extra prizes. The old rules of the Long Island Gun
Club governed the contest. The veteran shooter. Brown, won the
medal and first prize with a clean score of 10 straight. I. Hyde
won second with 11 out of 12 shot at, and J. Rathjen took third
money with 7 killed oat of 9,
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TORONTO, Jan. 0.—The annual meeting of the West Toronto
Jane! ion Gun Club was held this evening, the secretary and
treasurer's reports showing the club to be in a good condition
financially and otherwise, the membership being 64. The election
of officers resulted as follows: Pres., D. Blea; Vice-Pres., D. C.
Walton; Treas., A. Lascallas; Sec'y, P. Wakefield. Executive
Committee, C. Hinton, J. Weidman and W. Davidge. The club
is giving a handsome silver cup to be competed for as follows:
Two shoots at sparrows, 15 birds each, and three shoots at blue-
rocks, 20 birds each, the members to be handicapped, and the
highest aggregate to win the cup. The first shoot will take place
on Tuesday, JaD. 20, and will continue every alternate Tuesday.
HUDSON VS. EMPIRE.—The return match between the. Hud-

son Rifle Club, of Jersey City, and the Empire Rifle Club, of New
York, was shot on the latter organization's range, 12 St. Mark's
place, on Tuesday evening, Jan. 6. The first. match, shot at Marion
in_ December, was won by the voting New York team with 26
poin's. To-day they buried their adversariss. The scores were:
Hudson Rifle Olub-H, Hansen 201, H Boddv21f, J. Rebban 218, J.
Bush 183, T. Reynolds 200. Total 1,018, average 203.60. Empire
Rifle—W. Rosenbauni 227, J. Grimm 210. W. Miller 335, C. Zettler,
Jr. 233, A. Si a.hl 210 Total 1,120, average 224. Referee, Col. M. L.
RiggB, of the Ze.tt.ier R. Ci.

CLAREMONT, N. J„ Jan. 8.-The monthly live-bird competition
among members of the Wauregan Gun Club took place this after-
noon on the grounds of the New York Suburban Shooting Asspfria-
tion at Claremnnr, N. J. The result follows: Houghton 9, Boen-
hoeft 8, Dr. W. S, Tavlor 7, J. Fay 6, Brickner 4, M. Fay 4, Silber-
horn 4, Miller 4 and Kramer 3 Impromptu sweeps at live birds
were continued until darkness set in.

lifting.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please look under the hatches of The Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Wish Car and
Game Baa, inquire of the SportHrhayi TburM, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations Into the Editorial
and Advertising Deportments.

FIXTURES.
FEBRTJART.

22. Biscayne Bay, Annual, Biscayne Bay.
JUNE.

27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
jrjiiT.

11. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, Rochester.

Hamilton. 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego
18. Lake Y.R.A., R. C-Y.C, Tor. 25. Dorchester,Open, Dorchester
17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

Toronto.
AT/GUST.

26. Dorehester,Club, Dorchester

A CORINTHIAN CRUISE ON PACIFIC WATERS.
[Concluded from Page SOU.']

WE soon came, to familiar scenes on the upper bays, the Italian
fishermen's salmon boats and arks. We passed a colony of

them at the. mouth of Suisun Creek, which we entered and ran
up with a leading wind, passing on the way Cordelia Slough, a
famous hunting ground, also Shell Drake Hunting Ground, where
are the headquarters of the Shell Drake Shooting Club. After a
run of 25 miles we reached Suisun and anchored. As we were
hanging out our riding light we were advised by the captain of a
scho* ner scow to shift, as there were schooners due, and they
would be apt to foul ns if we laid in midstream; so we shifted to
avoid them. Not a vessel entered during our stay—all schooner
captains stem to think fhat yachtsmen are hankering after
advice, and they gratuitously give it, in great variety and
abundance.
Next day was Sunday, and we took a look through the town.

All was quiet, and from the large number of vehicles that were tied
to the town hitching rails,that for 200yds.ran along the main street,
the people of Suisun must be religiously disposed; all the neigh-
boring county having come to church. We got the boat along-
side i be wharf and filled the watertanks, 1 hen made an excursion in
the small boat to the head of the creek, to visit the old sloop Lively,
the kindergarten boat of San Francisco yachtsmen. We finally
got under way down the creek, the sail being rather tedious in a
light breeze, with constant tacking, and often with not enough
way to come about; but with a strong tide under us we made fair
progress. Finally leaving the mouth of the creek and rounding
a point of marsh land we squared away up Monteznina Creek.
This is a fine stream, and we struck it just at the turn of the tide,
we ran through it at a great rate; but still there seemed to be no
end to it. With a good breeze and all sails set, we did not reach
Collinsville outlet until 7 P. M., when we dropped our hook off
Grizzly Island.
Next morning we started up the Sacremento River, passing Col-

linsville, which consists mostly of a salmon cannery and fisher-
men's houses and arks. This is the chief canning center on the
river, ami hundreds of fishermen set their nets and drift up and
down the river every day. It is quite a trick to avoid their nets,
and took all our skill in jibing and hauling on the wind and slack-
ing sheets again; as no sooner had we passed one net than another
appeared ahead, and so on for miles up the river. The law is that
no net shall extend more than two-thirds across the river; but as
one boat, sets its net from the right bank and another sets from
the left but » hundred feet above, so that the two overlap, there
is lively work for the yachtsman. To run down a net means a loss
to the fishermen, whic h no reasonable person would cause wan-
tonly; though some who hire boats, having no consideration for
othei-B, pile through everything, and feel aggrieved when they
hear the crack of a rifle and the whizz of a bullet close by as a
slight remonstrance.
After rushing along at a lively rate, we reached Rio Vista, or as

the captains name it, Wind's End, at 11 A. M., after a five-hours'
run against a rapid current. From here the trees are closer on the
banks and the wind becomes lighter all the way up, until the
woods become so dense that, though it is blowing a stiff breeze
overhead, in the Tiver there is scarcely an air moving, as you often
race with a post or stump on the bank for hours, the p^st getting
the best of the race by the aid of the strong current. We stopped
at Rio Vista and mailed letters, and thoughtfully discussed
whether we would get shaved or not; Ceice had a black stubble
about half an inch long, and looked like a wild man from Borneo;
Will had a shaggy beard showing around his face, and as for my-
self, the others said that I looked like a farm hand who had had
one side of his face trimmed with a lawn mower, thanks to that
oil stove. After a hot oebate we decided to go unshaven through
the whole cruise, regardless of the suspicious looks of the town
constables.
After Ceice had tried to cultivate the acquaintance of a Chinese

washerman, we went on board and set sail, standing up the river.
We passed great gaps in the levees, where the raging waters had
broken through in the previous winter, causing untold damage
and ruining ttie labor of years, last winter being one of the worst
ever experienced. Many islands, of thousands of acres in extent,
were inundated and ruined for years to come. At last we came
to where the river branches off, one branch being Steamboat
Slough and the other Old River; they meet above again, Grand
Island, one of the largest on the river, lying between them. We
stood on up Old River, passing many orchards and occasionally
getting at the nouses of a ranch through the openings between
the trees. Each farm has its own landing for the fruit boat, and
on the bank is a shed, usually stacked with boxes, for the ''Pump-
kin Boat," as the natives call it, to be transported to San Fran-
cisco to market. We passed the "Pumpkin Boat" and received a
salute from her whistle in response to our gun. Later on we
passed the Apache, the mail and passenger boat from Sacramento;
we fired a salute and a deckhand, who was sitting on the bow
with bis legs hanging over the guard, nearly fell overboard when
he heard the report; evidently thinking that we were gunning for
deckhands.
Every time that wo passed a clearing the inhabitants would

flock to the banks and gaze in admiration at the yacht as she
sailed by. Ceice tried to charm them with his melodious voice
aided by the guitar, and succeeded completely—they would im-
mediately take to the hills, and even the cattle on the banks
would give a wild lingering look and "ramrod" their tails as they
fled to seek pastures new when Ceice sweetly warbled "Oh how
we suffered." I also had a fine voice, though the others tried to
discourage me because I never knew more than two lines of any
song; so that when I tried to join in there was such beautiful
melody floating around in chunks that poor Will would go for-
ward and sit on the end of the bowsprit, WU1 did not claim to
be a Mario or aampanini

f
and when the discord was at its height

he would produce bis violin and dasb off a few selections from
VVngner, Offenbach, and other classic composers, so the people of
Sacramento Valley will remember with affection one of the trio
who did not torment them with alleged music.We soon passed Tsleton, on Andrews Island, and showed the na-
1

' what skillful navigators we were by piling up on a sandbar,we stepped overboard and by means of our shoulders under the
how we managed to slew her head around, and then by flatteningm the sheets and laying the yacht ou her bilge we slid her off into
deep water, all the time trying to look as though the whole occur-
rence was just what we intended to do. Two months previous one
of our club boats, the Cisne, Capt. W— , discovered the same bar.
Uapt. — had a great faculty for discovering bars, afloat or ashore.
When she struck he stepped overboard and put his shoulder under
the counter to try and boost the boat around, forgetting that, he,
had been wearing a low-cut shirt in the hot sun. He gave a tre-
mendous lift, but instantly stopped and climbed aboard, looking
tor vaseline, finally going below to nurse a sore spot as large as a

i'"-'.
1

- "-nd tii u!i ra i
'.: u. ;_> ..u ;b:; m iseries of a vaclu sma.n's life;

his shipmate meanwhile kedging off the yacht.
The wind was falling lighter all the time, and it looked doubtful

whether we would make Walnut Grove by night; at one time we
gave up the attempt, as we could not get by a certain point, but
one of the boys went ahead in the small boat, and by means of
stiff "jay hawking" he managed to get ns by, we then having a
good breeze dead aft. At last we sighted the town, and having a
st raight reach before us, ran up to it in great style, rounding to
and firing a gun as we came to anchor. We did hot like the soot
we had chosen, so we decided to drop below and anchor again in
Georgians Slough, as this was as high up the river as we intended
to go, the breeze being so light that it was only wasting time to
try to stem the current. There was a ferry at the mouth of the
slough, and we could see a line stretched across. Ceice thought
that he could push the line down so that the yacht would pass
over it, so we hove up anchor and drifted down, but when we
were, near it we saw that it was a wire cable, stretched with a
purchase. We at once dropped our anchor, but the current was
stronger than we bad calculated, and we dragged upon the cable
until the stern fouled it and she slewed around broadside. For a
time matters looked serious, the current was running five miles
on hour, and as the cable was working up the rigging and the
broadside of the boat was exposed to the stream, it looked as
though it would underrun us and heel the boat until she filled,
which would have been a fine ending to our cruise.

The whole sceue presented itself to us in an instant and we set
to work to do all we could to save the boat. We first clapped a
lashing on the cable to keep it from getting over the cabin top
for if it had once got over the cockpit rail it was all up with the
Cyretta. I could not hear the thought of such an ignominious
end, in a slough hardly wide enough to tack, in, to the noble lit tie
boat that had carried me through many a tough blow without a
mishap. We finally got the stops fast after the wire rope had
risen within an inch of the top of the coaming and then we were
safe for the present; but it was a puzzle what to do next.
We carried an ancbor out and tried to warp her head up stream

but the anchor would not hold, and soon came home, when we
tried two anchors with the same result. The cable could not be
slacked awa.y, as we would bear down on it as fast as it paid out
and it could not be cast off entirely. Finally we bent all the spare
line, to the large anchor and carried it 200yds. up the stream.
With so much scope it held, and we slowly hove her head around
and pointed against the current, casting off 1 he forward lashing
from the cable as the strain came on the anchor line. After she.
was once headed up stream it was not much trouble to haul clear
of the obstruction.
By the time we were clear and had begun to breathe freely once

more the. ferryman put in an appearance and asked us whether
we wanted to go down the slougn. We intimated that this was
what we were trying to do and probably would have done had it

not been for his cable, so he slacked it off and we passed safely
over it, tying up to the willows a hundred fe.et below.
That night we took a walk through Walnut Grove, passing the

evening in a country store, with a congregation of neighboring
farmers, who had come after the mail and remained to talk and to
blame the mail boat for being behind time when they got home
late. During our stroll about the town Ceice wandered into a
Chinese gambling den. and when we found him he was surrounded
by moon-eyed Chinamen absorbed in a game of "tan." He was
anxious to try thegameand see howit worked, but not having any
money with him, he was obliged to forego the glorious chance of
breaking the bank—or more probably of being broke himself—and
after a time he reluctantly joined his less speculative companions.
Next morning, after purchasing some provisions, we started on

our return trip down the slough. The first part is very narrow
and there was not wind enough to give us headway on account of
the. high trees, thongh it was blowing a fresh breeze overhead.
We took turns in towing with the small boat, only working hard
enough to keep the yacht's head clear of the hank, the current
drawing us along fast enough without any exertion on our part.
The slough is 14 miles long, well wooded on the banks, with fine
fruit farms and big dogs inland, the land being the best in the
State. The danger every winter of the river overflowing its banks,
and the great expense of keeping the levees in condition retards
the settlement of the country; the fever and ague also driving
away many of the farmers, though we passed many clearings with
rosy farm houses nestling among the trees. When about eight
miles down the slough widened and we set sail. Some Chinamen
were clearing the land for cultivation at this point; soon after
leaving their camps we came to the marsh lands of the lower
river. As we were leaving the woods, we passed a place where a
large number of coots had located, and we had fine sport shooting
them as they circled overhead. Passing the large steam dredge
that was scooping the mud out of the slough and depositing it on
the banks to form levees, another reach brought us to the mouth
of Georgiana Slough and into the Mokelumne River.
The wind was fresh as we beat down, passing Boulding Landing

at 5 P. M., and soon after we entered the broad San Joaquin River.
Here we met a heavy chop sea, which was quite an agreeable
change from the calm and passive sailing that we had met. up to
this time. We made a tack across the river and soon had all the
wind we could stagger under, so after another short leg we de-
cided to reef all around, for the. seas were very heavy, throwing
water over us at every jump. We went along nicely after reefing,
sending the spray in sheets half way up the mast, but it was what
we were looking for, we had a keen longing for a wet deck, and
now we felt in our element again. The yacht seemed to appreciate
the change by the wa.y she bounded along, now dipping to a comber
and then lifting and shaking off a cloud of spray which flew aft
in a refreshing shower. It was a grand transformation, from
sluggish waters to tumbling seas, and we kept on beating down
until the shades of night warned us to seek a harbor while it was
vet light enough to see; so at 7 P.M. we ran into Clark's Slough,
and alter going far enough up to get out of of the. swell from the
river, we anchored: then shifting our wet clothing for dry, we
cooked a sumptuous dinner and did full justice to it.

About this time Will began to feel the pangs of a guilty con-
science, the weather had been very warm on the trip, and his nose
had turned to a vivid red, Ceice delighting in telling him that
when he reached home all his friends would conclude that he had
been off on a prolonged course of dissipation. This worried Will;
though not a teetotaller, he had a dislike for drinking men, so he
put in all his spare time anointing his nose with vaseline, until it

drew the flies. What with our chaff, the flies, and the fear of the
suspicion of his friends when we reached port, he became quite
melancholy, but a return of cloudy weather caused the nose to
lose some of its glow, and restored his peace, of mind.
Next morning we hung out our wet clothe- to dry and sat around

to smoke and argue; Ceice and I always differed on a question, so
we bad plenty of friendly bouts. Ho bad been sailing on large
craft and always held up theii advantages over small ones, and
while he admitted that he had never been on a pleasanter cruise
than this, he still maintained that for general yachting a large
craft is preferable. I held to the contrary, saying that in a single-
hauder I was always free to go where I wished, and while I en-
joyed company, 1 was not dependent on others each time I wished
to take a sail.

Another thing is the expense. As soon as a boat becomes so large
as to require the aid of paid hands, it is beyond the means of the
majority of yachtsmen, and the most enthusiastic of these are the
young men who cannot afford a craft that they cannot run them-
selves. Generally a partnership is unsatisfactory. I know of
several cases in which yachts are owned by two or more, and the
bulk of the work and responsibility falls upon one of the owners
alone, which soon creates dissatisfaction on his part. While in
some localities where open-water cruising is practicable a large
yacht, may be the more desirable, on our coast there is no good
outside cruising; all the yachting is done on inland waters, and
with a small yacht one can get safely to places where larger ones
would be debarred. The great advantage in all cases of a large
yacht over a small one is the headroom, and this is not important
enough to justify the extra labor in handling the heavy canvas,
gear and anchors.
We were two weeks afloat in the Cyretta on this cruise, and

during this time we never ate or slept a3bore, and we never lost a
night's sleep. The little time we were below we were generally
sitting or lying down, so that nnlirn ited headroom would have
been no great benefit; ancj many times we dropped the anchor for

a swim or a run ashore when, if it bad been as heavy as is neces-
sary for a large yacht the work of getting under way a sain would
have been more, than the fun was worth. I speak from a true
Curmthian standpoint, where an owner does all the work about
his boat, only hiring a man to wet down decks and dry sails dur-
ing the week. A yachtsman takes a pride in his work if, after
inviting a couple, of friends for a sail, he overhears comments on
the shipshape appearance of things, and knows that it Is his own
doings. He also learns to be a true sailor, taking interest in
every rope and spar, knot and splice, seeing just what is the
matter the instant that any thing goes wrong, and knowing what
to do to right it.

While there is some work about yachts that is not yachting,
even while you are scraping a spar or scrubbing bottom you
are learning to appreciate a well kept boat, and are also getting
up a ravenous appetite for sailing when the work is over, when
without doubt your enjoyment will be the keener for the previous
labor. I cannot see how any one who really loves yachting can
have any true zest for the sport when in the hands of his "friends,"
as the politicians say, or rather, of bis sailing master and crew;
ho cannot feel the least responsibility or freedom of action. When
1 go aboard my boat I like to put off all restraint, get into the
oldest clothes I can find, and scrub decks, set up rigging, or
do anything else needed, without the necessity of maintainingmy dignity. When I go sailing I do not care to be told that the
steward is drunk, or that some of the crew have deserted, so that
roustabouts from the city front have to be shipped for the trip,
only to prove worse than useless, or else that no sailing is possible.
Some may like to show their friends a magnificent vessel, for
which they get the credit of paying, for work on a 25ft. boat is too
much for one man to do in his spare time without curtailing his
sailing. As I have come to the conclusion that my little bnat is
about as near the right thing as I can get, I am in that contented
state of mind that is the envy of my friends who own large vachts
and talk about the great expense and annoyance of running' them.
After the clothes were dry we put on our" old suits and preuared

for a beat to windward, as from our snug quarters we could see
the wbitecaps piling up in the river- We started out at 9 A. M.
for Ant,iocb, a long beat, but the exhilarating feeling of the boat
rushing against the heavy sea made the time fly quickly, and we
soon passed Jersey Landing, a place now in ruins from the winter
floods, though formerly fine orchards lined the river where now
all is waste. Of the Landing, all that remains is a dilapidated
wharf and a hotel with some farming implemen f

.s stored on the
front porch, the remnants of a once thriving district. After a
hard tussle to windward we made Antioch at 3 P. M., anchoring
west of the wharf. After tidying up the ship we made our usual
expedition to the town, mailed letters and bought fresh pro-
visions. It was at this place (hat some, thieves who had burglar-
ized some of the Corinthian Y. C. fleet, about a mouth before were
stopped by a constable. On notification by wire to look out. for
them he watched and saw them coming along the other side, of
the river and caught them; so that, they are now in durance vile-
no doubt meditating upon the folly of going yachting in another
man's boat without his permission. We bunted the constable
up and thanked him, in the name of the C. Y., for his vigilance.
As weS were going aboard we saw a sloop that looked familiar,

and when she sailed in and anchored below us we made her out
to be the Agatha, formerly of our club. Ceice rowed down to
her and maae himself known, inviting the owner to visit us in the
evening. We then had dinner and passed the rest of the afternoon
in talking with an old duck hunter who was repairing bis ark
near by. He was a typical market hunter and had been at the
business for years; there was not a slough or inlet within miles
that be did not know of, and being an entertaining talker we
spent a couple of hours listening to his yarns of shots, large bags
he had made and of adventures he had gone through. In tho
evening Captain Adams and his wife, of the Agatha, made us a
visit. Being a farmer who had just taken up yachting he amused
us greatly with his descrip'ions of his recent cruises and adven-
tures.

At 10 P.M. it commenced to blow and as we had a wharf close
under our lee, and the seas began to roll in heavily, we decided to
shift our anchorage before we dragged and came to some damage.
This was no easy matter, the wharf being within 20ft. of us,
allowing no room to make sail, with a strong tide setting us down
on it. We finally got out the kedge abeam, then by heaving up
the anchor we swung to the kedge and cleared narrowly the end
of the wharf, when we set the jib and ran under a lee and made
snug tor the night. We got away at 6:oO next morning, after
kedging oft a mud bank, and beat down New York Slough into
Suisun Bay, passing several scows on the way. Here we met
more salmon nets and spent a good deal of time in running be-
tween them to try and gtt by; they seemed innumerable, and no
sooner had we passed one than another appeared ahead and we
had to slack sheets and inn around it, continuing until the tide
turned and the fishermen pulled up to go home.
At one time we hove to and Ceice went aboard one of the boats

and purchased a salmon weighing 501bs. for half a dollar. Our
heaving to and boarding one of their boats caused great anxiety
among the fishermen, the law being that they shall not use a net
witb meshes less than 4in. across, and inspectors being around to
enforce it. When we laid by and Ceice boarded a. boat all the
other boats in sight stopped fishing and the crews watched
anxiously to see what was going to happen, thinking that we were
one of the patrol. After seeing nothing startling they became
reassured and went to work fishing again.
The fide was now flowing strong, and we did not make much in

beating against it, so we ran into Mallard Slough and had a
boiled salmon dinner with egg sauce, of which we ate so heartily
that after dinner we all fell asleep, and before we woke the after-
noon had passed away- As soon as we could we got under way
and beat down Suisun Bay in company with a schooner scow
past the Middle. Grounds. Suisun Bay is very shallow, and when
the wind blows against an ebb tide there is a nasty chop sea
kicked up that makes it wet for all hands. After thrashing to
windward for some miles it commenced to get dark, and we ran
info Hastings Creek for thenigbt.
At the mouth of the creek ther'i were some fishermen's arks,

and as we sailed by a couple of cats set up such a mewing that
Ceice rowed back with a piece of salmon and some water for
them. The arks were deserted and there Avas no knowing bow
long the cats had been there, for they seemed ravenous; how tbey
lived is a mystery, as they could not leave, being surrounded by
miles of title marsh land. After a supper of boiled salmon we
turned in.

Next morning the tide was not high enough to allow us to get
out of the creek until 10 o'clock, at which time we got under way
to beat to the mouth of Petaluma Creek. The tide was a strong
flood and it was rather slow work forcing it, the wind being ahead,
but we marie the Salano shore after much tacking and rounded
Bontoia Point. Just before reaching Carquinez Straits we fouled
a fisherman's net, not being on the lookout for one in such open
waters, but I do not think that we did any damage, for we imme-
diately slacked sheets and getting sternway drifted clear. We
passed Benicia at. 3 P. M„ and meeting the ebb tide, we ran through
Carquinez in an hour and a quarter, passing Mare Island Light at
4:15.

The wind seemed to have blown itself out now, for the weather
settled down fine, so we shook out our reefs that we had carried
for the last three days, and carried all sail, with jtbtopsail and
sprit, to reach Petaluma Creek before dark. We hoped to make
it by 7 P. M., but the wind hauled ahead and as we neared the
Petaluma shore we had to beat, and with getting stuck on the
mud we were delayed until 9 P. M. before we dropped anchor below
the drawbridge. Our cruise was now drawing to an end, the
C. Y. C. programme called for a club cruise to the mouth of
Petaluma Creek on the 30th, and we put in the next day cleaning
up the boat and setting things shipshape; airing clothing and
blankets and giving everything a general overhauling. We then
shifted to a better berth, so as to see the yachts as they came up
the bay, but luck was not with the C. Y. C. on this trip, for we
waited until 10 P. M. but no boats appeared. Then we took the
small boat and rowed up to Sonoma Landing, about a mile off, and
burned red fire and fired the gun so as to signal any boats that
might be within sight or hearing, but it was a dead calm, so in a
short time we returned and turned in.

I had just fallen asleep when I thought, that 1 heard the yacht
Freda's foghorn, I soon heard it again and called all hands, and
we fired the gun a.nd burned a redlight. Soon the Freda hove in
sight, having spent most of the night in trying to get up. Some
of the others that started had anchored again, there being not a
breath of wind on the loweT bay. In the morning the Lark and
Ceres came up, and after a general jollification on board we got
under way for home. The wind was very light and progress slow,
and after drifting moat of the day, at 6 P. M. the club house came
into view through Raccoon Straits; we ran up to our moorings
and were once more at "Home, sweet home."
Our midsummer cruise had been a success, and now that it is

all over 1 cannot think of anything that could have added to our
pleasure or to the success of the trip; we accomplished all we at-
tempted. The trim little, craft returned iu better condition than
when she left, as many spare moments were put in at knotting
and splicing and other sailor's fancy work. Our stores had been
so well selected that only a few odd cans were left; our bill of fare
having been varied and abundant. Our course had been over
entirely new ground, and aavored of a trip of exploration, We
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met with no accident of any consequence, and nothing but good
fellowship and contentment reigned. Some friends predicted
lhat we would he tired ot the cruise before our time was up. but
as the end drew near our constant longing was that we might
have another week. It is said that "all's well that ends well,"
but 1 think that all is better that. commences well and keeps on
Improving throughout. Haurt L. Jones, Yacht Oyretta, C.Y.C.
San Francisco, Cal.

THE AMERICA'S CUP.
AFTER a good deal of talk which amounts to nothing, the. situ-

ation so far as a challenge is concerned rests exactly where
it did when the negotiations were broken off in the summer of
1689. The New York Y. O is now willing to accept a challenge
with less than 10 months' notice aud with only the waterlino
length, and also to assent to auy reasonable terms for the race0 .

All this, however, is precisely what was offered to Lord Dunraven
two years since, and the club is not willing to go a step further
now than it was then. If British yachtsmen are ready to retract
all the hard things they have said about the new deed, and to
recognize it as binding for all future races, they can send a chal-
lenge by the first steamer, naming only the waterlino length, aud
there is little doubt that it will be accepted, and the same terms
granted as were offered to Lord Dunraven.
The only change that has taken place in the two years is iu pub-

lic opinion, the dimension clause is no "longer held in such higli
esteem, and many would gladly annul it if such a course were
possible without destroying the whole new deed with it. This
latter course the New York Y. C. is not yet ready to take, having
still a hope that British yachtsmen will b? the first to hack down.
In a recent interview in the World Com. Gerry is reported as say-
ing "that there, would be no race until the Englishmen made up
their ramds that the New York Y. C. is immovable in insisting
that, sll future races shall be sailed under the new deed of gift.
When they had marie up their minds to this, there would be a
race, and not before."
The following interesting interview with Cm. Paine appeared

in the Time* of Jan. 8:

"I shall only remain in the city a day or two," aaid Gen. Paine,
"hnt before I go home I hope, to learn definitely whether anything
developed during Lieut. Henu's visit here which will bring a chal-
lenge for the America's Cup. 1 understand that Lieut, llenn said
he knew a challenge would be issued, provided the dimensions of
the challenging yacht do not have, to he sent with tue challenge.
As for ibis there can be no question hut that it rests entire) v with
the New York Y. 1 '."

"The n you believe that the mutual agreement, clause of the deed
of gift gives the power to waive the dimension clause?" suggested
the Timers reporter.
"Of course it does," said Gen. Paine positively, "and what is more,

it gives power to waive, as it distinctly says, any and all conditions
of the match. There is only one thing in the present deed which
would have to be insisted on. That is that the cup must be held
by whoever wins it subject to the deed.
"The present deed of gift is a pretty good document to study.

In my opinion it is a fair one. The party challenged and the chal-
lenging party can arrange a race around the world with boats of
any size if they desire. This does not seem to be generally under-
stood, but it is nevertheless true. As a matter of 'fact there is not
even a limitation as to the size of vessels to race if the parties do
not want the size limited.
"Although the dimension clause may be waived entirely as it

stands it is more to the advantage of the challenger than the chal-
lenged. English yachtsmen especially do not appear to see this
point. For instance, you remetnoer that, when the challenge came
from Lord Dunraven, owner of the TO-footer Valkyrie, the dimen-
sions were sent and immediately several gentlemen in this coun-
try wanted to build a seventy-footer to meet this foreign vacht
If the dimensions of the-Valkyrie had been withheld the desire
here would have been for ninety-footers and the Valkyrie would
have been greatly outbuilt. This is only an example of the power
to outbuild the cballengiug vessel. Wben the dimensions are sent
it is the aim to meet the foreign yacht with a. boat of her size'
The dimensions asked in the deed—beam at the load waterline'
extreme beam, and draught—are only approximate dimensions
ana are to give the party challenged an idea of the boat he has to
meet. But, as I have stated, the dimension clause maybe waived
"All that is necessary ever is a challenge to start matters going'

the deed giving the power to arrange the conditions of the match
mutually. I look for the time when the challenging party, as well
as the party holding the cup, will have trial races to determine
the vessel which is to sail for the cup, aud it inav also come in the
next ten or fifteen years that single-stick yachts of more than
nrnely feet on the load-water line will ba the contestants."
"At present, if the dimension clause, were waived, could not a

foreign yaeht club send a boat of over ninety feet?"
"No, it could not exceed the ninety-foot limit in yachts of one

mast unless both parties agreed to waive everything pertaining to
Size."
"You mention a single-sticker of over ninety feet; how far above

this do you think you can go aud still retain the American idea of
power?"
"That can only be found out by experiment. I am convinced

that a ninety-footer can be bui t and handled, bui in going beyond
this to any extent steel masts and metal booms of some substance
which will not affect the compass will have to be tried. Enoughmen could be carried without any trouble to handle the sail* but
l be difficulty would be in making a boom that would answer the
purpose. A donkey engine mignt help in getting in the main
s er L but it, wo .;ld not be necessary."

• Do you think E. D. Morgan will be successful with the Con-
Si' liation if he turns her into a sloop?"
-Well, I should not want the job, but then he may handle her

Without much difficulty. It would oe an interesting experiment
and one cannot tell what may become of it."
"The Volunteer is still for sale, is she not?"
"1 suppose she is," answered the General hesitatingly "When

I advertised her for sale I meant it as a sort of declaration that I
did not intend to enter her m any more trial races, but I would
have let the New York Y, C. have her if it desired had the Valkvrie
challenge resulted in a race."
Gen. Paine manifested his usual keen interest in yachting

especially in international affairs, and expressed a hope that a
challenge would be received, although in this event he did not
wish to reveal his plans.
Gen. Paine's interpretation of the "mutual agreemen 1 " clause

is a very liberal one, but it is not in accordance with the precedents
thus far established by tlie New York Y. C, nor even with the
wording of the new deed. In the original deed of gift, the "mutual
agreement" clause is the most prominent feature, the require-
ments as to date of notice, tonnage, name, etc., being merely con-
tingent on a disagreement over the terms. When the second deed
was made this order was retained, save that a notice of not morethan seven nor less than six months was required as the prelimi-
nary to overtures for a mutual agreement. At the same time theNew York Y. C. has twice declined to enter into a mutual agree-ment under the plea that it was bound not to accept more, not
less, than seven months notice. This was the case- when the chal-
lenge or the Royal Clyde Y. C, of Sept. 21. 1886, was received and
declined because it did not name a day within seven months and
it was again the case a year later when Mr. Sweet's challenge was
quietly and promptly disposed of by the hasty alterations of the
deed of gift, in tne former case the club decided that it could
not waive tha seven months notice, and also, that a "mutual
agreement" must be preceded, and not followed, by a formal chal-
lenge, giving name and tonnage of the challenging boat.
The phraseology of the new deed plainly indicates the same

course, first a number of restrictions on size, motive power
nationality, etc., are enumerated; then follow minute details of
the challenge and all the particulars which must be included in it-
then comes the "mutual agreement" clause, specifying clearly the
matters which may he subject of such agreement; dates, coursesnumber of trials, sailing rules, "and all other conditions of the
match.-' The inference is that the "conditions of the match"
refer only to actual details or the races, and do not also include the
size, the motive power, the transportation, but only the 10 months
notice, which is specifically mentioned as being subject to the will
ot the holders. A careful reading of the deed indicates as the onlymethod ot procedure on the part of a challenger, not a mere re-
quest, tor a conference with a view to a mutual agreement on size
etc., but that the first step must be a formal challenge giving the
day of the. race and the full dimensions of the challenging yachtWhile Gen. Paine's explanation of the deed is the fairest one'and fully in accord with the spirit of the original deed it is not
borne out either by the actions of the New York Y. C in regard to
overtures for races in the past, or by the plain wording of the new
deed.
His defence of the dimension clause is also very unsatisfactoryHe treats the length alone and'the four separate dimensions called

for as though they were identical, instead of very differentWhat he says as to the advantage of the "dimension clause" to the
challenger would be partly true iflength only were conr-erned and
if the New lork Y. C. would have met Valkyrie with a 70-footer,and not Volunteer, hut applied to the lour dimensions asked for
it is entirely incorrect. Any possible advantages to Valkyrie
would have been all secured to her by the simple statement that

she would be near the upper limit of our 70ft. class. The state-
ment that it would have been of advantage to Lord Dunraven in
addition to hasp- the draff and the beam in two places ot Valkyrie
in the possession of Messrs. Burgess. Smith and Gardner, is simply
contrary to the facts. The boIo advantage would have been oh the
side of the American designers, who would have known very
nearly the power of the boat they were called upon to beat.
The statement as to approximate dimensions is contradicted by

two plain facts, in the first place by the demand for the beam not,
only at the wiriest point but at the waterline; aud in the second
by the fact that "approximate" dimensions are not. recognized in
yachting. Even in a trivial race between 20ft. boats measurements
are taken with the utmost accuracy, and the main reason given
for i.l-e presence of the "dimension clause" in 'the new deed w as
the difference between Mr. Watson's idea as to the approximate
length iu t he case of the Thistle, and the opinions of the New York
Y. C. on the same subject.
In the interesis of that "friendly competition between foreign

countries," which was the aim of the five original donors, we
should be glad to see Gen. Paine's interpretation of the new deed
indorsed by the New York Y. C. In t his case it would only ho
necessary for a foreign club to write such a letter as that of the
Royal Clydo Y. C, before mentioned, expressing a desire to
arrange for a series of matches, the size of yacht to he used by
each party to be agreed upon, with nil other details. In this con-
nection it would be no more than fair, as Suggested by G<-n. Paine,
to allow the challenger also to select a yacht by means of i rial

races, so long as she agrees with the size decided on. If the New
York Y. C. is prepared to interpret the new deed in this
liberal spirit, the whole question of its legality and the fairness of
the disputed clauses will disappear forever, and international
racing will begin again immediately.

QUAKER CITY Y. C.

THE monthly meeting of the club was held on Jan. 7 at the
club rooms, Vice-Corn. Brereton Pratt presiding.

The board of trustees reported tho election of 1.4 new members,
as follows: Hubert Brock, J. Percy Warr, Jr., Edgar Scott, Alex-
ander Van Rensselaer, Harry F. West, William H. Addicks,
Henry G. Freeman, Jr., Morton J. Henry, George R. Preston,
William S. Rhodes, I. Newton Hannolri. Franklin C. Read,
Charles Heehner and Edward Samuel. The river house com-
mittee reported the purchase of the Tinicum Fishing Club
property. The law committee reported that application had been
made to the courts for permission to change the name of the club

toga, were elected honorary members. The following were ap-
pointed a special improvement committee to take charge of all
plans and improvements for the river club house: J. Howard
Gibson, John H. Sloan, Arthur Colburn, O. D. Wilkinson and C.
W. Lyon. Important amendments to the constitution and by-
laws were offered, and will be acted upou at the annual meeting
on Feh. 4. Among them were, instead of monthly meetings hav-
ing six general meetings per year, in January, February, April,
June, October and December: limiting the membership to 500; in-
creasing the entrance fee to $30 and annual dues to $3ii. The.
resignations of (J. Edward Murray and R. R, Whitehead were read
and accepted. The board of trustees announced the following
nominations for tho next year: Com,. Edward R- Coleman,
schooner Norna; Vice-Corn., Brereton Pratt, schooner Flossie;
Rear-Com., Robert K. Neff, Jr., cutter Nannie; See., A. F. Ban-
croft; Treas., C. W. Lyon: Meas., S. A Wood; Fleet. Surgeon, S.
B. Howell, M.D.; Board of Trustees, J. H. Sloan, A, Colburn, R.
K. Neff, Jr., and H. F. Smith; Regatta Committee, A. F. Ban-
croft, Francis Green, J. A. Lehman: House Committee, W. B.
Henry. O. D. Wilkinson, B. Pratt, S. R. S. Earth, H. E. Howell,
C. W. Lyon, J. H. Gibson; and in addition to the regular nominees
J. L. McDwniel, H. L. Williamson and Thos. D. WMraker; Com-
mittee on Lectures and Entertainments, M. R, Muckle, Jr , C. L.
Wilson, E. L. Young: Library Committee, G. M. Freeman, H. P.
Lloyd, T. S. Manning; Committee on lines, models and exhibits,
C. D. Middleton. C. H. Brock, C. E. Ellis; Law Committee, Wm
B. Maun, J. H. Sloan. W. Wilkins Carr.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.-The annual meeting
of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. O. was held on Jan. 13, tlifl fol-
lowing officers being elected: Com., George H. B. Hill, schooner

geon, J. West Roosevelt, M.D.; Fleet Chaplain, George R. Vande-
water, D.D. Trustees, Messrs. J. Frederic Tarns, Walter L Suy-
dam and J. Langdon Ward. Race Committee, Messrs. M. Morris
Howland, William A. Haines, Walter C. Kerr, William H. Plum-
mers and J. Langdon Ward. House Committee, William A.
Haines, Henry W. Haydeu, Ashton Lemoine, Herbert L. Satter-
lee and Theodore C. Zerega. Committee on Lectures and Enter-
tainment, Lieutenant Commander Leonard Chenery, U. S. N".;

Charles A. Post and J. Frederic Tarns. Committee on Lines and
Models, Messrs. John Hyslop, A. Cary Smith and William P.
Stephens. Library Committee, Messrs, Arthur Pell, A. B. Sim-
ouds and T. C. Bronson. Committee on Exhibits, Messrs. John F
Lovejoy, R. Alexander Rutherford and William Whitlock. Law-
Committee, Messrs. Sidney Chubb, Henry P. Rogers and Charles
W. Wetmore. The secretary's report showed 110 yachts and 308
members. The treasurer's report showed a surplus of $1,500 for
the year.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C—At a recent meeting the St, Lawrence
Y. C. approved of a scheme which had been prepared by an in-
fluential committee, looking to the establishment of a permanent
summer club bouse and sanctioned the purchase of a building
site. This has been done and a beautiful piece of ground, with a
frontage of 190ft. on the waters of Lake St, Louis, has become the
property of the club. The lot is situated at the bottom of a beau-
tiful and well-sheltered bay and is almost the center of the very
scattered fleet, It is intended to proceed with the erection of a
comfortable, if simple, club house as soon as the weather perm'ts
and it is hoped that when the season of 1891 opens the club will be
settled in its new home. From the nature of the site it will be
possible to provide not onlv a elub house but a set of ways, for
hauling out and repairing, and provide other facilities for'hand-
ling yachts, the lack of which have seriously interfered with the
growth of yachting about Lake St. Louis. As a result in great
measure of the adoption of classification by corrected length a
veritable boom in yacht building has been commenced in connec-
tion with this club. Five boats, ranging in size from a 30ft, C.L.
to an 18ft, C.L. singie-hander, are now actually under construc-
tion, three others are on the designing hoard and several others
are being talked of.

P.
Marion; ._

George Mans. Directors: W. H. Canterbury, George E. Curry'
Laban Pratt, Hartford Davenport, James E. Swan, W. W. Whit-
marsh, the Com. ex-offirio. Regatta Committee: F. C. Blanchard
yacht Flora Lee; C. E. Bockus, Jr.; H. W. Burr; D. H. Mason, yacht
Meteor; J. F. Small, yacht Ustane. House Committee: Walter S
Fox, W. S. Nickerson. Henry D. Wing. Membership Committee'
G. B. Carter, George H Collyer. Charles B. Pear, F. W. Porter H
W.Smith. Hudson Biver Ice 1\ C—Com., Henry F. Allen- vice-
Com., John E. Drew; Sec'y, Henry Newton; Treas., R. V. Freeman-
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Ambrose. W.Becker; Meas., Robert Murray-
Stewart, John T. Huf'nagel. Board of Trustees: W. S. Bingham'
B.Alexander, Joseph Stilger, August Buckholdt, Oonrad'Roth'
Dauntless Y. C—Com., John Clark; Vice-Corn., Frederick Heins-
Sec'y. Frank Van Winkle: Treas., Charles A. Cordner; Meas e'
L. Jones; Trustee, John Flaherty.

AMERICAN OWNERSHIP OF FOREIGN-BUILT VESSEL^
—Senator Frye, of Maine, last week introduced in the Senate
three important bills relating to the American ownership of
foreign-built vessels, one of which relates especially to yachts
According to the brief reports, a duty of $30 per gross ton is to
be imposed on al, such yachts that have been for more than six
months in American waters, while tonnage dues of SI per ton
will be exacted at each American port. A fine of $30 is imposed
on any yacht not a documented vessel of the United States whioh
shall fly the American flag. We hope to obtain the full text of
all the bills shortly.

ICE YACHTING —As usual, the ice yachtsmen are ready, and
racing will begin as soon as the weather permits. From the
drawings and description of an English ice yacht in the last, issue
of the Fieid, we should say that English ice yachtsmen might
learn a. great deal in construction from a study of the Pough-
keepsie craft built by Mr. Buckhout, the leading'builder of these
craft. On Jan. 13 a handicap race for the Kidd pennant was
sailed on Orange .bake, over a 10 mile course in a west wind, Cold
Wave, Com. Higginson, winning out of five starters in 35m. 57s.

THAT 90FT. BOOMLET.—Mr. W. H. Langley has declined the
honor of being the prospective owner of an Ellsworth 80 and
proposes to do little yachting nest season,

U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE.—The quarterly number of the
Proceedings of the U. S. Naval Institute contains a very interest-
ing paper on the protection of the hulls of vessels by lacquer, by
Lieut. J. B. Murdock, U. S. N. Other papers treat of the system
of naval training and discipline required to promote efficiency
and attract Americans, and on a study of the movements of the
atmosphere.

GREAT HEAD Y. C—This prosperous club, established in 1884
at Winthrop, near Boston, will soon occupy a fine new club bouse
with a stage 14x26ft., a halt 52x47ft, a bowling alley, billiard
room, and many other conveniences. The house will be on a
stone wharf, with deep water at all stages of the tide.

AUXILIARY NAPHTHA YACHTS.-Two of the fleet of the
New Haven Y. C. the centerhoard sloops Marguerite and Ceres,
will be ntted with 10 H. P. naphtha engines this winter.
CORINTniAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—The aunual meeting of

the Corinthian Motquito Fleet will be held on Jan. 19, at 8:30
o'clock, at the Sturtevant House, 29fh street and Broadway, New
York.

CHANGES OF OWNERSHIP.-Nirvana, keel sloop, has been
sold by Wm. Buchanan to .fohn Moller. Milicete, c.H. cutter, bas
been sold by A. B, Turner to J. Abbey, of New Bedford.
DORCHESTER Y. C. FIXTURES.—Club races, June 27, July 11

and Aug. 2o; open race, Saturday, July 25. Other events will be
announced later.

Imaging,

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices iu advance of niceturns and races, and
report, of the same. Cauoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest anh Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 18!K)-9I.

COMMODOHF.: WALTER U. LAWSON, BoStO" Mnao
SECRETAIlY-TimASURKR: RALI'H F. BRAZE
Regatta Committee: J. A. Gage. Lowi

Toronto; L, R. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y.
Reab-Com.: T. P. Gaddis, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown, Albany.NY
Ex. Com.: J. If. RakeweU and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers;

Vice-Com.: J. W. Cartwright, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Parmele. Hartford.
Purser: R. Appollonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.
, Mass.; W. G. MacKendrlck.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
RiiUFi, com.: J. O. Edwards, Lindsay.
Bunsim:
Ex. Com.: Colin Fraser and P. H.
Glsborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Rbar-Com : IvD- Anderson Trenton

<: Rfoli'dHobart, Xtswavk,N.J
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M.
Kreamer.

Applications for memoership must be made to division pursers, aeconi-
nardea by the recommendation of an active m , i , . ,„ ,, ;

Cor entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
tne general A. C A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become memhers of

the A. C.A., will be furnished with printed forms ot application by ttd'dreg*.
tag the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. L ook Chicago, IU.
Rear-Commodore- -0. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware, ISO RiaJto Building, Chicago, IU.
Applications for membership should be made to theSec-Treas.. on blanks

which may he obtained from him, and should be accompanied hv 42 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
FEBRUARY.

6. Canoe Reunion, Harvard Rooms, New York.
JUNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 13. New York, Annual, S. I.
Brooklyn. 37. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.

JULY.
11-26. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.

AUGUST.
ti-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.

AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL.
THE question of defining an amateur in canoeing has been

thoroughly discussed without a satisfactory conclusion being
reached, as in many cases the letter of the rule may be infringed
while observing closely the spirit, and conversely, no one having
yet suggested a rule that covers all classes of racing under both
sail and paddle. The last case that has come up. however, seems
a very clear one, the offender being in every way a professional
and not in any sense an amateur canoeist.
Mr. E. A. Rappaleye, the "-Mail and Express r-anoeist," applied

for membership last spring in the American Canoe Association
and being unknown to the members his name attracted no atten-
tion, and was not objected to. Mr. Rappaleye, at the time of
joining the Association, was not a canoeist, and had done no
canoeing, but as it now appears, he had in view the very mur-h
advertised cruise which has lately, brought him into notice. In
connection with this cruise, the expenses of which were defrayed
by the MctM and Express, a number of cash prizes, amounting to
about S600 in alt, were offered by the paper for various achieve-
ments, including the novel one of scalping, several of them
being won by Mr. Rappaleye, who has pocketed openly the cash,
amounting to $310. The fact that the whole competition was a,
bogus one, amounting simply to an advertising dodge, only serves
to aggravate the offense, and under the circumstances Air. Rap-
paleye's resignation from the A. C. A. would no doubt be very
promptly accepted.
The line between the amateur and professional has always been

very loosely drawn in one direction in the A. C. A.; the fact that a
man depends on canoeing for his livelihood, that, he builds or
deals in canoes, does not bar him from membership so long as he
is a gentleman and a canoeist. From the earliest days of the
sport in this country it has included among its followers a large
number of journalists and writers who have cruised and written
of their cruises, but in a very different way from that of the
"Mai! and Express canoeist." The fact that a man buys or ac-
cepts a canoe for use in his business as a reporter or advertising
agent by no means makes him a canoeist; and even if it did, he
can no more claim recognition as an amateur than the men who
sail sloops and catboats off Coney Island with advertisements of
soap and patent medicines painted on the sails, can claim to he
Corinthian yachtsmen.

A PRIZE FOR HOISTING SAILS.

IN order to encourage, a shipshape and seamanlike rig on canoes
Mr. Zerega, of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C, has announced a com-

petition for a prize which he offers for the best hoisting and lower-
ing rig for a canoe, the competition to be open to members of the
Brooklyn, New York and Passaic River clubs, and to beheld at
the house of the Brooklyn C. C, Atlantic Basin, on June 6, 1891,
from 1 P. Al. to sunset. The conditions have not been fully
decided on, but will be nearly as follows: At least three canoes
must compete; canoes must be afloat and underway, the sails
must be hoisted, reefed once and stowed, the boat must be maneu-
vered under full and reefed canvas, on and off the wind, tacking
and wearing. The. points to be counted are setting, reeling and
stowing sails, qualities of rig as shown in maneuvering, and excel-
lence of design and neatness of finish. The nature of the prize
and the full conditions will shortly be announced. Mr. W. P.
Stephens has consented to act as judge.

ORANGE C. C—The annual election of officers of the Orange
C. C. took place at their boat house on Passaic River, at West
Arlington, N. J., last week, with the following result: C. W. Bur-
rough, Commodore; R. W. Strachan, Vice-Oornrnodore; C. Gr.
Daus, Purser; M. AI. Forrest, T. AlcMttllen, aud J. M, Lowden,
Trustees; G. Manley, A. Crawford, and J. C. Massa, Boat Com-
mittee. The meeting was well attended and much enthusiasm
manifested.
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A CANOE CRUISE DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA
THIS matter of a canoe cruise down the Susquehanna had been

planned and talked over for months bacic, even during the
winter all one could talk about that would be of any consequence,
especially to Doctor, was the great trip next season. Winter with
its chilly winds, accompanied by snowstorms, cold rains and ugly
weather in general, soon passed away, and the canoeing season
was opened in earnest. Notwithstanding the heavy flood through-
out the country in Juue, we still had the month of July to enjoy
canoeing. In this we were not mistaken, as we bad nice weather
during the whole mouth. .August was now upon us and prepara-
tions for the trip were renewed with interest The days were soon
numbered, and on the night preceding tne 10 th of August we all
assembled to arrange our kits and to make all necessary prepara-
tions for a good start on the morrow.
There we all were. Doctor, Mac, Ed, Commodore and myself,

sitting around the table in the club house arranging our lists, so
as not to have too much of one thing and not enough, of the other,
as we intended to mess together. We left the club house that
night with very poor hopes of favorable weather, as not a star was
visible, nor the moon, although it was time for her to appear.
Aug. if.—Saturday morning loomed up with a slight "rain that

made us feel anything but Joyful. Toward the middle of the
morning the clouds faded away, allowing the sun to shine forth,
which made a day as beautiful as a canoeist could wisb. The
cannes were all packed, and by 3 P. M. we were all ready for the
start. Just at this time Mac broke in upon us with word that we
should start, as business delayed him, and saying that he would
meet us at Middletown.
After being photographed by Doctor, the amateur photographer,

with his detective camera, the remainder started from the shore
under a stiff ash broeze. The run from home to Poplar Island,
opposite Middletown, was made, in two and a halt hours. It was
uneventful, save that while opposite Steelton, three miles below
Harrisburg, Ed lost the Doctor's tin cup, which worried the Doc-
tor terribly; but, as is his nature, he soon cooled down and looked
at it in a different light, more we judged because lie had to.

In our course down the river we stopped on the upper end of
Poplar Island. Commodore got out ami went up to the house,
when from around the corner came two little urchins, their pan-
talettes protruding from their dresses, looking as if they had just-

been interrupted in baking mud pies.
They at once set up a cry of "Oh, mam, lookee here, see them

little boats." About this time "Mam" appeared from her daily
work with an axe in hand, as she had just finished cutting wood
for supper, accompanied by a large, fierce-looking animal about
six hands high, whose sole occupation seemed to be to pay con-
siderable attention to our ommodore, who, feeling ' somewhat
nervous, kept one eye on the dog and looked at "Mam" with the
other, (retting in her good graces he backed down the island so
that he could look at the dog; as he afterward remarked, he never
saw such a nice animal. After settling in our canoes we paddled
to the lower end of the island and there struck camp. Ed got on
shore, and the first thing he saw was a garter, not being content
till he had searched for the owner, but she or he was absent. I,

although not the owner, was nresented with it, and for its preser-
vation as as a relic of the camp it decorated my pennant. Un-
packing our kits, Doctor and I strung our hammocks, while Ed
pitched his tent and the Commodore hunted firewood for supper.
First making preparations for our night's rest, Doctor and the

Commodore went up the island to interview "Mam" for milk,
while Ed and I amused ourselves carrying logs for the night's
camp-fire. About this time the boys appeared with buckets full

of milk—from the pump—with which we had to be contented. All
hands began getting things in shape for supper, and we were
about sitting down to our repast of fried eggs, potatoes, coffee,
bread and butter, pickles, cold ham, crackers and chees9, when
on looking up the river we saw Mac with sail set making for the
island, as a light breeze had sprung up. The whole camp began
operations on the table, and it was soon cleared of its contents.
Clearing up and making prepartions for the night, we boarded
our canoes aud paddled over to Middletown. The moon was rid-
ing high in the heavens, and the night consequently was turned
into day. We ran up the Swatara Creek, and landing on the
bank we rushed into town, Mac carrying a large tin bucket for
ice.

Our first desire after getting into the town was to strike for an
ice. cream saloon, and after scorning the place we found one and
satisfied our desire. From there we visited a dozen or more tin
shops in search of a tin cup for Doctor, and finally replaced the
lost one by a ladle. The Doctor having too largo a growth of hair
upon his pate, succumbed to our teasing to get it cut, and after
the operation we resorted to our canoes and paddled across to
camp.
Replenishing the camp fire, Mac and Ed turned in, while the

Doctor was down on the shore in Mac's canoe, grumbling and
making auite a racket about his photographs; the Commodore and
-.-.vsclf '^.Ikz biisiiv- engaged writing ourlogs. The camp retired
about 11:45, although the Doctor ana I could not rest in our ham-
mocks, and had to resort to our old wav of sleeping on the ground,
toes to the fire, where we quietly slept till morning.
Sunday, Aug. 11 —The Doctor and I arose at H A. M., and after a

good bath we aroused the others. As a man had landed on the
island preparatory to going to the other side of the river after
milk, we induced the Doctor after many entreaties to go along.
During his absence we got breakfast and were ready to eat when

he came back. Clearing up we packed again for a good start, and
were ready in a short time, with the exception of Ed, who had to
tarry awhile to polish his canoe—his usual occupation. Moving
down the river we went through Middletown ttipoles in line style,
taking them about mid-distance from the shores, and 50ft. to the
port of a large black rock. The run to the island at the head of
Conewago Falls was without interest, comparatively smooth
all the way.
Reaching the lower part of the island, we all got out and walked

down to the end, at which place we had an elegant view of the falls.

The waves roll and bound over the rocks, throwing the water
seven and eight feet into the air. The falls were terribly fierce,

but all of us were somewhat disappointed, as they had been pic-
tured to us much more formidable than they were. The Doctor
took several views of the falls, also as we were astride a rail fence
gazing intently he caught a rear view of us. He wanted to go
through the rapids, or at least said he did, but as he was the only
one who wanted to make the run, we decided, as we had no way
ot digging a grave and as his body would be too much trouble on
our hands, that he had better postpone it.

Walking back and embarking, we crossed to shore at a point
some 50yds. above Falmouth Station, making a portage up a bank
18ft. above the water's edge into the ctmal, which took us a half-
hour.

After a paddle of ten minutes down the canal we encountered a
lock, and, as we were all opposed to portages, Ed. was elected to
go up and see the lock-keeper. He negotiated with the old gen-
tleman, and talked and talked, but all in vain, as he would not
lock us through on a Sunday.
Of course, there was nothing else to do hut to make a carry,

which consumed another half hour. Commodore started off

ahead, and when he had covered about 100yds. he got out and
went to see the middle of the falls, which are visible from the
canal. We all followed suit, and it was well worth the climb
over the numerous boulders to see the waves leap and dash over
one another in their mad rush through the narrow channel, im-
pressing upon one's mind a view never to be forgotten. Numerous
photographs were taken both of the enormous rocks and of the
main channel of the rapids.
We proceeded hack to our canoes and paddled to the lock at

Collins station, where we again tried to be passed through, but
were subject to another disappointment. Just at this point we
made a carry of 150yds. to the river. That portage made us re-
mark that it would be the last one we would make. We got into
nice water at this place, with a good north wind, but decided not
to hoist sails as rapids were ahead. The boys, with the exception
of the Doctor and I, paddled straight ahead, but we floa.ted and
enjoyed ourselves on the milk left from breakfast.
I put in a spoon and while passing Bainbridge, a few miles

below Collins, caught a very fine bass. We passed Bainbridge to
the right of the island, and while we four ran on down Mac pad-
dled over to the York county shore and hoisted sail, as he had it

in the bottom of his canoe and could not get it out to hoist it on
the way.
One half mile below Bainbridge we struck Chestnut Ripples and

ran them through the channel about 150yds. from Lancaster
shore. Running these successfully we floated to watch Mac come
through with sail set, but seeing him make the run in good shape
we crossed over at the head of a small island and ran the second
Chestnut Ripples toward the York county shore; by taking this
course we avoided a large drop to the left of the island. This was
our first large rapid since the start and the canoes acted like old
veterans, tossing upon the waves, sometimes "being almost out of
sight and then again bobbing up serenely on the crest of the next
wave. Some water was shipped, but of no consequence. About
one-quarter of a mile below this rough water we all tried our
voices on Echo Mountain and ran in on shore to get a diluk at a
mountain stream.
It was now about 2RM, and we were aU getting tired and hun-
ry oa account of our portages, aad the general ory was for a.

camping place. Commodore said we would camp at Wild Cat
Falls, but when Wild Cat was reached we found no suitable place
so kept on down hunting a nice place, but found the bank muddy
and no farmhouse for reinforcements in the way of eatables. We
paddled along the shore, amid the grumbling on all sides, but
were kept amused by Mao in his endeavor to sail and trying to see
how near he could come to unsetting without doing so. We next
found ourselves opposite. Marietta, two miles below Wild Cat
Falls, and still on the hunt. We now pas3ed Chickies, which is

situated opposite the end of the mountain. Here we had slight
ripples all the way to the head of Columbia Dam.
Commodore said we would camp on the island in the dam, above

the bridge, but when we ran the nOSQS of our canoes on the shore
we found it in the possession of about. 25 fellows, enjoying them-
selves on numerous beverages. After that reception we decided
to go further and paddle over to the Columbia Canoe Club house
and landed. We all went up in town and had a slight lunch, and
while the Doctor, Commodore and myself went to the post office,

Mac and Ed got some ice.

We then found out that there was a good camping place at a
picnic grounds just opposite. Commodore and Ed started across
the dam, while Mac, Doctor and myself got in tow of a ferry
steamer which took us across in a short time. We were, carried
up to the steamer's landing and had to paddle down. Meeting the
other two we paddled up a small creek in hopes of finding a camp,
hut were again disappointed. Returning we decided, after a coun-
cil of war, to make another portage over the dam. It was now 6
P. M. and we were nearly starved, as well as broken up in general.
We accomplished the portage in a half hour and got into our
canoes again. About 50yds. below the breast of the dam we en-
countered a small rapid, but rau it successfully, and straightway
heading for Mud Island we established camp. The spot was a
resort for shad fishermen, and we found it an excellent place. We
all carried our canoes up on shore, and then made preparations
for something to eat.
We cooked our supper in an old stove that was on the island,

and soon sat. down to a repast of biscuits, bread and butter, pre-
serves, cold bam, pickles, boiled potatoes (two kinds), roasting
ears, beef and coffee. Our meal was eaten by the light of the lan-
terns, as it had begun to grow dark by the time were half finished.
The way we went at that table of eatables was a caution, as we
had had nothing to speak of since 7 A. M., having made 22 miles
of a run not counting portages and stops. After clearing away
the dishes, as that was all that was left of our supper, we prepared
our cots for the night. We, all being tired, decided not to hunt
wood for a camp-fire, but instead turned in as it was getting late.
The night was coid, and about 4 A. M. I had to get out of my

hammock and hunt wood for a fire, and then came near freezing
in my tracks. G-ettine warm at the fire, I then bunked with Com-
modore and Mae in the tent, saying to the Doctor, who was still

in his hammock, that such an article was no place for me on a
night.
Monday, Aug. IS—Wb arose at 7:30 and soon hfi d breakfast under

way, while 1 trolled, but had no luck. After breakfast the Doctor,
Commodore and I crossed to the shore and walked up the tow
path to Wrightsville and then crossed the river to Columbia.
Making some purchases we got in the ferry steamer and crossed
the dam. Walking down the tow path to opposite the camp we
whistled for Mac, as he had promised to come across for me.
After making ourselves tired we three got in the Doctor's canoe,
which ho had left, over, and crossed to the island. We found the
fellows pretending to be asleep under a tree and Mac said he did
not hear us, but, of course, we had to doubt his veracity.
Taking a lunch we immediately got under way at 2 P. M., and

kept to the York countryside of the river till we reached a point
opposite Turkey Hill, about five miles below Columbia, where we
crossed to the opposite side. The Doctor took the lead, as the
Commodore had appointed him pilot, and now the sport began, as
we were aware of tne fact that we had 25 miles of rough rapids to
go through.
The Doctor struck the channel, but Ed struck on a rock and

was thrown out. Mac went through all right, but the Commodore
and I got out on shore to take a survey. By this time Ed was
standing on a rock holding his canoe, and muttered in a queer
tone that could be heard above the roar of the rapids, "What shall
I do?" Finally he got in and ran through nicely. The Com-
modore and I started, and when about 100yds. below I ran over a
rock and the wave filled me up, swamping me entirely. I struck
for shore and bailed out, while the rest of the fellows laid by. We
again started and encountered more rough water, as the river is

a mass of boulders aud the water running at a very high speed,
making elegant, canoeing.
Safe Harbor, 10 miles below Columbia, was reached in short

time, and at several places the camera was brought intense, as
the scenery was magnificent. The course of the mountain
stream can be seen for 200ft. trickling down the huge mountain
sides, making miniature falls that flash in the sunlight like so
many mirrors. At almost every one of these streams we stopped
to taste of the cool, refreshing water.
Our course now lay through a country of wild, fascinating

scenery, the river running at the base of a very high mountain,
with the Port Deposit & Columbia Railroad between on the left,

and to the right nothing could be seen save boulders of every
description, large and small. The water at this point was quiet,
and as we had experienced some of its kind before, we knew that
something in the shape of a fall in the river or heavy rapids were
before us, and we had not long to wait, for rounding the bend, we
heard the roar of the noted Esbelman's Falls, wbout one and three-
quarter miles below Safe Harbor and 1,000ft. above Shenk's Ferry.
We ran down about 50yds. above the falls, and then Doctor and I

got out and walked down the railroad to look them over to find a
good channel.
There are two channels at this place, the one inside along the

left shore being very quiet but rocky; while in the rafting chan-
nel the water was running at a terrific speed, and the waves as
they dashed over the rocks were thrown 5ft. in the air. As Doctor
and I sat on the bank talking it over, our Commodore came along
and joined ns. At last the Doctor got. up with the exclamation
that he was going to run the raft channel or something serious
would happen. Sliding down the bank, we got into our canoes and
paddled for the middle to make a good run, and as we went down
Doctor took the lead, I next, and Ed and Mac following. But
when Doctor struck the first breaker he was shut out from sight,
and when he reappeared I saw him in the wake, canoe bottom up,
to which he was holding, trying to battle the current and waves.
At that moment I gave up, as 1 knew if he had turned over in his
decked canoe, 1 could never get through without doing the same
in an open one. So, as I went down I resigned myself to fate, and
cutting the waves they dashed over, the water completely cover-
ing me; hut when I came up I was very much surprised to find
myself on even keel, but filled up to gunwale. With a strong left-

hand stroke of my double blade I sent the old Tru-de into the
eddy of a large rock and ran her nose into a clump of grass,
jumping out into the water waist deep. Then I heard Doctor call

to me to try and do something for him, and tearing off the oil

cloth on my deck I got a piece of bell cord. Swimming out to a
smaller rock I stood up and threw it to him. It fell short. I again
coiled it and threw it once more, the eddy helped him toward me,
and this time he caught the rope and made it fast. After a short
struggle wo landed on the rock high and dry. Trtt-be.

[to be concluded.]

G. LIVINGSTON MORSE.—On Jan. 12 Mr. Gilbert Livingston
Morse, one of the founders of the New York C. C, died very sud-
denly at his residence in Yonkers. Mr. Morse, who was a nephew
of Prof. S. B. F. Morse, was born in New York in 1842, graduating
with high honors from the College of the City of New York in 1803.

Since this time he has been engaged in business in New York,
being connected prominently with many important enterprises.
With his cousin he built the handsome Morse building in Nassau
St. Mr. Morse began his canoeing about 1870, in company with
Alden, the Schuylers, Dr. Masher, Norton. Judge Smith and a few
others, and was a charter member of the New York C. C. He
owned the big canoe Rosalie and afterward the Walrus, and in
them made a number of long cruises. As a member of the Alpha
Delta Phi fraternity of his college he was a visitor at the old
Camp Manhattan on Lake George, and when the A. C. A. was
organized near the same spot he at once joined, attending the
early meets, his hearty genial presence being one of the pleasant
memories of the meet of '81. He was no less prominent in rifle

shooting than in canoeing, being one of the organizers of the
Amateur Rifle Club, of New York, and later Inspector of Rifle
Practice in the 5th Brigade, with the rank of major. As a mem-
ber of the Yonkers Rifle Club he was foremost in the establish-
ment of the Morsernere Range. He also gave a part of his time to

photography. In Yonkers, where his home, Morsemere, is situated,
he was prominent in the church and Sunday school as well as in
public life, holding various local offices. Mr. Morse leaves a wife
and eight children.

THE CANOE REUNION.—The date of Friday, Feb. 6, has been
finally decided on for the reception to be held at the Harvard
Rooms, 42d street and 6th avenue. New York.

NEW YORK C. C—TheNew York C. C. has selected June 13 as
the date for its annual regatta. The olub house has been repaired
and towed back to Stafcon IslancL

CANOEING IN ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Those of your readers who have kept up with English canoe i up

literature, are no doubt quite familiar with the hostile attitude
which Mr. Baden-Powell has always adopted toward the British
Canoe Association. His arguments, however, have never been
sufficiently powerful to injure the Association or to prevent canoe
ists from all parts of the United Kingdom, principally members
of the R. C. O. aud other kindred clubs from joining its ranks.
We are told by Mr. B tden-Powcll that the Association holds only

a small percentage of British canoeists. This, of course, is a
matter ot opinion, but it may interest your readers to Is now that
after a three years' existence the B. C. A. numbers within a very
few the same members as the R. C. C, and as I have already stated,
its members are in the majority of cases, mpmbers of existing
clubs. T. may emphasize my remarks by pointing out that on the
same page of your issue that Mr. Baden-Powell's letter appears, is

an account of the R. C. C. challenge cup. I observe in the list of
entries that out of twelve, six are by members of the B. C. A., and
out of the six who really sailed the race, four belonged to the
Association. The only leading canoeist in England who objects to

the Association is Mr. Baden-Powell himself. The Association
was formed to provide that which existing clubs in England have
never succeeded in doing, namely, encouragement for cruising.
It has certainly no "racing definitions," inasmuch as racing was
specially excluded from its programmes in order tha t no interfer-
ence might be offered to the legitimate functions of existing
clubs.
As regards qualification for membership, it is not imperative

any more than in R. C. C, or any other club that a member should
be a canoe owner. So far as the latter part of your correspon-
dent's letter is concerned, I will leave your American readers to
discover the fallacies for themselves. On a question of racing
machines I will not attempt to cross swords with Mr. Baden-
Powell, hut will allow that he is facile princeps; on questions of
cruising, however, his authority, except as a prolific newspaper
contributor, is not considered great.

H. Wtlmer, R. C. C, Viee-Com. B. C. A.
S'rii ATU'ORn, Jan. 1.

W. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.—The meeting of the
Executive Committee of the W. C. A. was held ou Jan. 10 at the
Wellington, in Chicago. It was decided to hold the annual meet
at Ballast Island from July 11 to 20, inclusive. A dinner was given
in the evening hv the Chicago C. C, the following canoeists being
present: Geo. W. Gardner. G. H. Gardner, Cleveland; Geo. B. El-
lard, Cbas. Weeks, H. D. Crane, C. J. Stedman, T. T. Gaff, Cincin-
nati; O. A. Woodruff, W. H. Crawford, Dayton, O.; T. J. Kirkpat-
riok, Springfield, O.: H. D. Spencer, Blooming ton, 111.; S. B. Met-
tler, G-. G. Case, John Helmer, Jackson, Mich.: Col. J. W. Barfclett,
Fremont, O ; H. C. Mense, Peoria; J. H. Ware, C W. Lee, J. B.
Keogh, A. W. Kitchen, W. M. Dunham, N. H. Cook, Dr. C. H.
Matsofii P. F. Hunger, R. P. Marks. D. M. Lord, D. H. Crane, N.
B. Cook, G, M. Hunger, G. Hessert, Jr., F. S. Waters, H. B. Cook,
E. S. Shaw, C. S. Stevens, Wm. Lewis. Mr. Hongh, of the Forest
<VND Stream, who was among the invited guests., was unable to
be present on account of illness, so that no full report of the meet-
ing has yet reached us.

BROOKLYN C. C—The anuual dinner of the Brooklyn C. C

.

was given at the comfortable quarters of the Crescent Athletic
Olub on Jan. 13, Com. Rudd presiding. A number of guests were
present, including Vice-Corn. Borland, of the Atlantic Division,
and Purser W. H. Brown, of the Central Division. The house of
the club, at the Atlantic Basin, was lately roubed by boys residing
in the neighborhood, all of whom, were apprehended. The value
of the articles taken was small, but all the lockers were broke
open.

RUSHTON CANOES AND BOATS. -We have received from
Mr. J. H. Rushton, Canton, N. Y., a new and handsome catalogue
of i he large line of canoes and boats built by him. Within the
past two years many minor improvements have been made in the
various models and the methods of construction, which have ad-
vanced these long popular boats to still greater favor. The cata-
logue includes a large line of sails of all patterns. Mr. Rushton
has lately added the Butler steering gear and mizen traveler to
his list of fittings.

THE MEET AT JESSUP'S NECK.—A member of the A. C. A,
who has lately spent some time in the vicinity of Sag Harbor,
states that the townspeople of that ancient port estimate that at
least 84,000 was, spent, there by members of the A. C. A. during
the two weeks of the meet. It is needless to say thai they would
welcome another meet at .Tessup's Neck.

CRESCENT C. C—The destruction of the Cresent C. C. house
at Greenville, on Newark Bay, is attributed to tramps. The
house, which was insured, will be rebuilt by spring. About half
of the canoes had been removed when the nouse was closed, and
of the others all but two were insured.

KNICKERBOCKER C. C—At the annual meeting of the
Knickerbocker C. C. on Jan. 8, the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year; Com., Lafayette W. Seavey; Vice-Corn.,
Frank C Moore; Treas., James R. Steers. Jr.: Sec, James K. Hand;
Measurer, Dudley D. Gessler.

DIMPLE NO. 4.—Through an oversight we last week credited
the building of Dimple No. 4 to Mr. Joyn<r; the canoe was not
built by him, but by the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and
Steam Launch Co , who deserve the credit for her handsome ap-
pearance and neat workmanship.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: J. Arnold Wright,
New Bedford, Mass.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Meld.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price M'MO. Tin: Canoe Aurora. By C. A. NeMe. Price $1. Canoe
Handling. ByC.B.Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S. stale. "Price 1.50. Pour Mouthsia a SncaKbox. By N.H. Bishop.
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By "Sfiiwica," Price $1,

Imwtp to (^attezgondmte.

Jgsf No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

S. B., Topeka, Kas,—You had better advertise.

J. G. L.—What would be the effect of castration on a foxhound
now two years old. Would it diminish his courage, endurance
and desire for hunting game? Ans. It is apt to make him fat
and lazy.

H. V. S., Dublin. N. H.—Please eive me the address of the secre-
tary of the Brunswick Fur Club; also the address of W. Walling,
who entered fox beagles at the Brunswick Fur Club trials, Nov.
10, 1890. Ans.—J. H. Baird, Aubumdale, Mass.; he can also give
you Mr. Waiting's address.

J. R. A.. Philadelphia.—At a recent contest a bird was gathered
on the boundary fence: whether that bird is a "dead bird" or a
"lost bird" would decide the match. The umpire decided that it

was a "lost bird." Was this correct'? Ans. If tbe bird was gath-
ered within the boundary line, without reaching over the line, it

was a dead bird.

Constant Reajder, Hartford.—In New England and many
other States the ruffed grouse is commonly called partridge. In
Maryland and some other States the quail is called partridge. In
some districts the ruffed grouse is called pheasant. To answer
your query then, we can only say that the partridge is in certain
regions the same bird as the grouse.

F. W. G. J., Sorel, P. Q.—I have some English setter pups,
whelped Dec. 20, and am desirous of training two of them as de-
scribed in "Training vs. Breaking." The climate hero is very
severe in winter, much like Minnesota and Dakota, and am there-
fore keeping the youngsters for the present in the house. When
would it be safe to put them outside? Could I put them in a stall
in an unused stable, with plenty of straw, and if so at what age?
They are all well and strong. Ans. In this you must use your
own judgment to a great extent. If the pups are still suckling we
should think they would be warm enough, with her, to be put in
the barn when a month old. You will find that a large dry goods
box set in the stall, with plenty of bedding and an opening made
in it just large enough for the bitch to crawl through, will keep
both mother and pops warm in the coldest weather. The fid ot
the box, af course, nailed down

.
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Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They are pronouuced "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LINEN TARPON SNELLi IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
Manufacturers of every dessrlptlon of

FI1XTE FISHING- T-A.OK.Xj
18 Temy Street (Fourth door from the Aator House). New York.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOCDAIF, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give Ihe same personal at tention to all

work intrusted to his care as formerly.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

HTot Sold sut Retail Ta>y tHe J»a.&,xxtx.r

WINCHESTER REPEATING
312 Broadway, N, Y. NEW HAvm § OGMri

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of f ishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 -joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72

No. t, G, same as above but is G-erman Silver Mounted • a °^

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wooa torm, length

8J, 9, 9-|, 10ft , weight 9, 10-J, 12, 13oz • Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ,, 3 32

" 3 75
" 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, "Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c: 40ydst,'9oc. ; 60vds., $L05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,
Sliding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; L5 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45e.

51, 53 & 55 Court St.

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft.

.

Rra.ee Hffii1*.ir>1-iHno- P»w Tla.lfl.no0 TTnnrtlo S^row Oil Htm fina finish Bfivrici SSn. • 40vds. . 95p. • fiOvds.. 05 : 80'

J. F.
s*nd ge„ «tsuM> for Iltairtratwl CAMAagFffa top 1 890.

T T<?T vOF TROUTLlkM SALMON

mweuMMiNC. BISHOP
J AUCKLAND

OO. DURHAM. ENGLAND.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Fishing TacMe, Guns, Rifles, Reyolvers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
toDgue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 pgr pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT <& SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS,

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodale & Fbazak)

TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealers in

Glass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.
Send stamp for full illustrated cata-

logue. No. 93 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

CHARM THERMOMETER.
(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYRQWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor 23d st.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, in board
covers. $1 00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Forest and Stream.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illus-

trated, 16 mo.. 272 pages, pseud o cloth cover,25c.
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Address 8. Jt. $TOI)DAItJ>, Glens falls* N. Y.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F. H. F. MERGER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spaniel by a practical

sportsman and an enthusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated by admirable portraits

of all the more important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the

English and American Spaniel Clubs. The work is highly praised by the sporting press

generally, and is indispensable to every owner.

PRICE $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVIES 8c CO., London, England.

in a Corner of
By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

Xhe School Meeting in District IS. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again, The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Seat, postpaid, oo

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 818 Be oadWAT New YOBE.
DAVIES & CO., London, England.
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Yachts and Launches
THEIB

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yachts; Laws Governing

Yachts in American Waters; Rules for Racing; Rules for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls ; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

V CS. KUMHARDT.
CONTENTS.

Theory of the Steam Engine. Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.
Boiler Efficiency. Racing Steam Yachts.

Jioi I er Moiin tings. Management and Care of Machinery.
The Engine and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.

The Screw . The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda: Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Few new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to 'be sufficiently
comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of

;

the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Authors Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO
5
40 Park Row, New York.

ihamberlin Cartridge
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

High- Grade Machine Loaded Shotgun Ammunition,

torioan Wood, Powder Cartridges a Specially.

If you want carefully loaded and
thoroughly reliable "Trap Cartrid-
ges" use the Chamberlin Trap Loads,
as they are unequalled, The present
record of 180 straight targets made
by R. O. Heikes was made with the
popular Chamberlin Load, 56|, which
is nsed by many of the experts.

Send for list.

Merwin, Uulbert & Co.'s
Automatic Ejecting Re-
volver, .32 and ,38-cal.,
with long barrel for tar-
get shooting and short
one i'ov pocket use, inter-
changeable.

PRICE, $15.50.
Send 10 cents to cover postage, and

we will mail you our 200-pajre cata-
logue, 10xl2in. of Holiday Goods.

ERT £ CO.,
26 West 23d St., New York.

Hammerless Shotgun and American

Guns 10 & 12-S-auge.

These anus are the latest, and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you,

U% 36 New Street,
l? ,jUs

! East 33<Boston,
Eevolvers .32 & .38.

By O. B. VAUX ("DOT.")
A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very

beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible
Everything is made intelligible for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building," Price, postpaid, $1.00.

HEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 318 Broadway.
LOKTDOH: Davm & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Con *

"

Iportsmeit 9
© Wear

CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

COBDUEOr SHOOTING COAT,
CAKTjttJDGE BEIX, -

CAPS AND hats; ---
GUN CASES, - ...
COMPLETE SITIT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (SOEDUKOT), -

81.00
5.00
.35
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of theU. S. on receipt of catalogue* price,
or we will send C. O, D. with the privilege of examination.

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES F-REE.

lOS Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 34=1 B'way, N.Y.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

WITH
SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE EEFLEOTOES.

With Adju&table Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
STJPEEI0E TO ALL OTHERS.

Can toe used on any kind or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Burrs kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, U Fultsn St. N. Y.

Chicago, Nov. 23, 1880.

Jos. Thurman, Esq., Germantown, Phila., Pa.:
Dear Sir—Enclosed And check for bdls of Nov.

ti and Oct. 31. The blouses ordered were used bv
the Chicago team, at the Kansas Ci'y shout, and it

was the unanimous opinion of all the shooters
there that they were the most desirable article
for the purpose That had ever been brought to
their attention. Yours truly,

Jennky & Graham Gun Co.

Also indorsed hy the best trap shooters all over
the country. Colors: Black, Seal Brown, Navy
Blue, Garnet, Dark Green and Grav. Give chest
measure over vest. If your dealer does not keep
them, send direct to the mill. Price postpaid $»
each. C jrrespondence with dealers solicited.

RAINBOW KNITTING MILLS,
Germantown, Phila., Pa.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelligence of animals, and
of many curious habits of cei-taiu little known
species. Every one who is interested in

nature or in animal life will find entertain-
ment in this volume.

Cloth, pp. 229. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING. CO.,

S18 Broadway, N. Y

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practic.il experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Forest
and Stream says:

'•This work is a very weil written treatise upon
t he subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting anci instructive to the new be-
ginner as weil as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one, but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings.1 '

Price $3.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE
BREED.

By KAWBON B.

Demy 8vo., 157 pages, printed on plate .sapai
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sal-.; bj5

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO.
3!8 Rrnarfwisv. New York,

m me mi.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Baby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion iSi-a<tford Barry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 60et.;. S
limited number of his puppies for sal?. •" If
OOOM^R, t |fc<$ifttMg« Rloch. K(Mit»or. !•>•

TN THE STUB: THE ENGLISH C; a:!X pion bull-rerrier King of Hearts, the fdmans
Irish terrier Breda Bill, the Yorkshires Toons
Royal. Fishpool Gem, Prince AI, Toons Bright.
NORTHFIELD YORKSHIRE KENNELS,
Salem, Mass, Geo. S. Thomas, Manager,














